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The Leading American Seed 
Catalog for 1915 is a bright |f 
book of 182 pages, wit hhun- 
dreds of illustrations ar re~ 
fully writen descriptions of 
Vegetables and Flowers. It |B 
tells the Plain Truth, and is a 
safe guide to suc in the | 
garden. It is ma ee to 
everyone who wants to plant | 

| Burpee-Quality | 
Seeds that Grow _ 
Our reputation for efficient ser- 
vice is built about the Burpee 
Idea of Qualay First, and to 
“vive rather than to get all thar 
i Hence, we have 

d prices because of 
the shortage caused by the war, 
and we deliver seeds free by 
parcels post. We trust that you 
will read our Silent Salesman. 
A post card will bring it, Wrise 
today, and kindly mention The 
Ladies’ Home Journal, 

W. ATLEE BURFEE & CO. 
j| Burpee Buildi 

She Was on Time! 
HE motor comes at eight 

— it's five to 

You mustn't 
keep him waiting! Such a quan- 

@ one to hook 

noe 
3 en yourself up in half 

a minute. The day is saved! 

Premiums given for coupons on 
each card, 

UALITY has been 
gained and main- 

tained in the biscuit 
baked by the National 
Biscuit Company 
through steady adher- 
ence to one alm—to 
deliver biscuit in perfect 
condition from oven to 
table. 

Accomplishment of this 
aim has been made pos- 
sible by improving its 
manufacturing methods; 
inventing new machin- 
ery; exercising ceaseless 
care; using greatest skill; 
selecting finest flour, 
sugar, butter, eggs, nuts, 
spices, fruits and flavors; 
and building of model 
bakeries. 

The problem of delivery 
has been solved by the 
use of the famous In-er- 
seal Trade Mark pack- 
ages. In these the many 
varieties of biscuit— 
sweetened and un- 
sweetened —known_ as 

crackers and cookies, 
wafers and snaps, retain 
their oven freshness. 

Everywhere, grocery 
stores are constantly 
supplied by the nation- 
wide delivery service 
of the National Biscuit 
Company. There you 
will find them, each the 
best of its kind, always 
fresh and good. 

Buy biscuit baked by 

NATIONAL 
BISCUIT 
COMPANY 

Always look for that Name 

You Enjoy Wearing 
Indian Head Frocks 

This handsome white wash fabric 

27, 53,36, 45 im wid 
ie ideal foe waits, onan 

Rewex: ale e Co. 
Dept. 2, 48 Franklin Street, Boston, Mass, 

Three sizes: 25c, 50c, $1.00 
Sold by druggists everywhere 

IMPORTANT —~ Be yoo cet Lyent ite 
At is put ap - 
of Lehn fe F 
will suegaan 

Helpful 
Booklet 

“HomeHygiene” 
Mailed FREE 

Lehn & Fink 
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“For God’s Sake Send Food: 

Thousands of Little Ones are Starving” 

should always use Postal or 
remitting. All Rural Brew Debvery carriers Can Seoply 
Voatail maney anders AEA LANA NNER 

Peer es 

| 

DEELEY LTEL AY MALLE Te 
See 

“Te is the fearful cry that comes over the cable from one of the most conservative of American men on 
the spot in Belgium. 
Never before in the history of the world has there been a condition to compare with it. No language has 

words to describe it, Women and children are without shelter, food or clothing. Babies are dying by the hun- 
dreds. There never was such a thing. It is unutterable and incomprehensible. 

The American Ambassador at London, Walter H. Page, cables to me personally: 

“There Never Was Such Dire Want in Any Land 

at Any Time in the History of the World” 

That is why Her Majesty the Queen of the Belgians brushes aside all | seaares and etiquette, and from 
her heart, as awoman pe a mother, cables to a great magazine an appeal to the mothers and women of America 
to oe her starving people. 

er cry is not that of a Queen, but that of a woman and a mother; and her appeal should bring forth 
the greatest response ever given to a woman. 
§ let every man and woman open his or her heart, and give! If you have perhaps given already to a 

local Belgian fund, give again to this Queen of the Belgians Fund. Don’t think you can give too much, Listen, 
again, to what Ambassador Page cables: 

“Tt Will Require Five Millions of Dollars Each Month 

for All Winter Just for Food”’ 

Give at this happy Christmastime. Give what you intended for presents. Go without your own Christmas. 
Give your Christmas money that you may receive. 

But give: Give what you can and all you can: in large amounts or small. 
Other neutral countries are doing their share, but it ts great, rich and generous America that must do 

the larger part. Shall the Queen and her starving mothers and children look to us in vain? No,a thousand 
times, No! 
A special buying committee composed of well-known merchants has been penne’ in Philadelphia, that 

will at once translate your money into foodstuffs—flour, peas, beans, yeast, salt, bacon, barley, etc—buying at 
wholesale at the lowest prices. And under the supervision of the Ambassadors and Ministers abroad the ood 
will be distributed directly to the stricken Belgians. All our arrangements are perfected for the work. 

We are ready to buy. Will you give? 
Let the noble Queen of the Belgians, herself in the trenches and on the firing line with her husband, receive 

the pope outpouring of affection from the women of America that any woman has ever experienced. 
ead carefully, on page 7, how and where to send your money. But send it generously and quickly, for 

the need is urgent. 
Without America thousands of children will starve; with America they shall not! 
Do your part and do all you can: large and small. 

The War is Not Ours, 

But a Starving Child Touches All of Us 
1 will personally see that every penny you send is wisely spent and for the right foods. 

we Livendl=“Bet 
Editor of The Ladies’ Home Journal and Vice-President of the Belgian Relief Fund. 
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‘he New Kind of Houseke 2 {eS 

Why and How it is Differ ‘ent Fr om the Old: By Mrs. 

E HEAR a great deal about “the pew 
housekeeping,” bat we also know that, 
comparatively speaking, very few wome 

sinderstand why today's housekeeping is difierc 
from that of yesterday and how it is different 

Look at any old pictures of ee ki tchens 
days of our grandowothers asd 
The women of the sumily are spin ari flo 4 
and dycing and cooking belore the buge open fite- 
place, Overin the corer the men are making shoes 
The weekly washing is in progress in anothes 
of the room amd all over the side walls and rafters 
are banging dried fruits and vegetables, hams anid 
hacen, In other words this old home 
mothers was a manufacturing plant and gr 
store combined. 

Then came a gradual change, so gradual that 
women were handily aware ol lt, The brewing. t 
weaving, the spinning, the soup-making, the pick 
ling, the preserving, the washing, the « 
the hakin slowly but surely, one 
transferred to buildings outside of the home 

to factutles The wonderful development of 
machinery, steam und electricity browebt this 
about, but so gradual was this revolution in house. 
keeping that the women hardly noticed it and 
did not appreciate it 

Of cosine gruater freedom and mure tine came 
to the housekeeper with the removal of the be 

p the 

cing art 
ome, were 

inclestries, wou for this freedom women can only be 
grateful. [t enuncipater the home and made itu 
place in which human helage could not only five, 
but could also get the requ 
ment, 

But right here began the dawn of the pew 
housekeeping, The woman was no longer pe 
ducer and cuesumer. Gradually the factory bevat 
the producer and woman became the consumer 
that is, she had to buy with money what belor 
she had marieat homenut of material, ‘The wontan 
thus became the spender of the family incame; she 
became the consumer and her entire econamic 
function changed. 

ite rest anil develop: 

F COURSE a change eo raslical 
chaos 

as this causert 
fl confusion. But sow the new house. 

ing up. Up ta this tine it bas been 
vt period, We housewives have beer 

living in this chaotic formative perled without 
Knowing it, and that is the reason that thing 

1 to go wrong with the home and the pro 
hourkeeping, Ard they h 

no denying that y 
keeping on a business bask 

Jets, fre 
cient. The w 

shot 
There 
us do not run our baw 
‘Tho whole marketing of uur tu 
production to consumption, is in 
of falac weights anc me is universal. We 
have adulterated fouls and adulterated fabries, un: 
sanitary stores, unsanitary bakeries and unsanitary 
fauneiries 

The 
the 

vhifashioned hame was not affected by 
vonditions, because the housewife ba the eld 

fashioned home had control, Was it a mistake, 
then, for us ta allow the home industries to 
comme wel? Not at all, ‘The ake w 
not in letting theindustries ro from the bonve, 
as housewlves, our mistake lay in 

trot of them when they did leave the home 

is where we were caught napping, and 
actly where we stam today, [tis 90w our bust 
to reétify this mistake hy rexaining koowledy 
control af ategral parts of housekeeping 

‘The real diference between the alld housekeep- 
ing and the new is this: The oll housekeeping w 
physical dewilery, pure and simple, because all t 
work lial to be dune at home; the ew housek very. 
ing takes the drudgery out of the home, pu 
lato other hands, aul makes the pru 
housewife not ane of drudgery, butane 
superviskin, and in reabity lifts it up in 

ping con 

some may say s, but we still do all our 
work at home. We cour beeadl ane 
own wa wz.” Others will say 
our own jams and jellies." 

That may be, Some may still de at hor 
thing or two things of three things that their 
granimoshers did, hut there is not one family that 
dloes them all. Who spiny cloth toxay? Wh. 
the leather und makes shoes? Anybody you know? 
Vhandly think so, Who make theirawn soap? 4 
few, yes; but how many? And so while we rs 
tetain one or two of three things in our bome 
that used 10 be done there, not ane of ws does all 
the things uur grandmother did, Ani so the 
lem becomes universal, applied only as it fi 
particular cases, 

» olse 
"We still put up 

TOW what must we do to meet the new kind 
ckeeping? ~ beeau 

2 it is here. 
reust do thi 

aNofh 
every one of 

First of all w 
Recognize our economic function as the spenders 

of the fi ne. 
‘The housewife ls the huying agent for the kame 
With a full reatization of this fact we can 

e the need of training for efficient buying. He 
where we have failed hitherto. Society has ¢ 

manded that the man be trained to produce the 
funds for the maintenance of his family, but it has 
tot demanied that the wife be trained to speml 
the funds properly, yet that is ber part of the mar 
tage contract. This very condition was brought 
about by the change from the old to the new 
housekeeping. 

What ilo we mean by efficient spending ae 
cient buying? 

Effient buying means a 
all: thines 

iL nseet it, 

worough knuwlerke 
to be bought, as regards both market 

value and quality. We talk so much of “pure 
foods" is these days that one would think that tbe 
only thing the fai to eat and that the 
only money spent by the housewife was for foul 
We sumnetinnes forget that the family must not only 
he fed, but also must be housed and clothed, and 
the huusing-anil-clothing peoblem belangs to the 
housewife just 2s much as the fuod problem. We 
must therefore have nut waly a kaowledge af the 
foods intended for the table, but also of the fam- 
ly clothing, labor-saving devices, cooking utensils, 

Fou * Nath ide 

and invde her home furnishings . taken an intelligent inter 
porsessiag this knowledge can we get fall value du nei; for they have problems, 
One money. 

What next? 
Efficient baying means that the how 

t this thoroughly in your min 
ation to the commorrialized ne in 

see what she buys, She mast go to market because de of your home is exactly the same 
only in that way cra she learn what th 1 the relations of y 
market, the prices and bow sbe can lny t andmother—that 

asher bu thee She advantage 
woes ty busi 
she must go 
mast get Into € 
touch with prices 
find out what is hig 
andwhyitis high. She 
can’t dothis by postal 
card, letter or tele 
phone; she can do it 

st Ro to mark 
tosend al are made int 

vr 5 

in the com 
al laundry are 

clothes 
undryman 

wha 
I went to inve 

onty by going to the ome day sald to me, 
moirket when f found bis place 

She must find out dirty and tary: 
what she can buy 1 “What right bave yor 
the hi age to cone hore and pry 
and then she must into my place and in 

final out whether what terfere in my had 
hi ber is true. The ness?” 

What right?” 1 
havefirst-band know! echoed, "Why, you'r 

marketi 
1 told 

y urticle “1 

edge 0! wa g my clothe 

the the 
I ERE 

est step in th 
new kind of house 
keeping —ior one step 
natwratly leads to 

where in another » 
and organi It is the duty of 

hand every housewile 1 
now bow her brea 

isbaked at the bakery, 
howherfrui 

ate 4 
togeth 
wom ot tho, out 
each woman etal 
mustdoherpart, And ean 
that part is ta go to her laundry is wasbest, 

andl 
tet 

feaw 4 
ed a 

market pers. 
teally become 

¢ milk is han 
A how fier bat 

ligent bayer. tor is mah the 
It it not meeting henest baker, ae milk 

they to say man, of lagndryman 
1 haven't time will welcome yaur 

t make time coming and will giv 
vom oenare #7 Danian you this knowlege 

Mrs. Juban Heath The honest manulax 
Lgror wants intelligent 

form wisely a Me 
any ot 

has for 

* protection for his in 
When certain badd conditions were k 

in laundries it Was an organiaatic 
ague 

for th 
try 
exist 

wee th 

the aim can talk the who came to t 
matter aver w compatre notes, Itisthe 

t the beneGt st manuf. stant ly 
avoring t 

od quality 
Why hav 

the trade be 

e al ay lint 
an intelligent demand for a bea 

market. Asd, above al 
nut of season 

maneiacorer ad 
Because they hav 

Tu this period of ad 
ckocping t nduver 

¢, the trade and the consamer 
This is the great 4 

vine. ‘The f 
ze that the Peabo 

m, We 
this great © n 

rt of the 
swere in seas 

A peas were in si 
seem far away fro 

etelul kitchen, but the 
Let me tell you how 

ver of jam applied to me ta know 
cts did not sell in a certain commit 
ht he was placing a fi 

market and he could n 
not buy it. Esai 

wnusire was sont to th 
* League in that locality, with this 

's jams are forsale at all of the ste 
na Ubese Jamas? Tf r 

ightee 

Hreativas you 
perative buying, or by p 

peuslucer, of by the establishin 
municipal markets 
Kemember this, however 
All manulacturers, all farm 

dealers are pot dishonest 
formers talk you 

be 

the way 
that everything 

thing can be and evet 
set right 

Hy are su 
why not? f thirty-t 

There are plenty “We do pot like these 
honest manu y 1 took 
laundries and bakeries. What the Twentieth C that is easy 
tury be s to do is to learn who these he 
honest manufacturers and merchants are and pat- can have them,” 
ronize them. You will find these chants only It was just as easy for us to effort this change 

Why shouldn't 
ayou, They 

w. The tro 
they have not 

too anxious to work with » 
they be? ‘Their living depex 
to meet you: they want to know y 
is that you have not gone to them 

is jam through organization 
ausewife to xo into her own 

sogat in the Jellies making 

in the making of 
as it was for the 
kitchen and pat mor 
on her range 

The Journal Wants to 

Hear From Women Who Have Tried Putting 

Housekeeping on a Business Basis 

OME have tried it: perhaps more than we know of. Now, will they tell others 
how they are doing it? Will they tell just how they are systemizing the work: 

how the income is being managed: how the buying is being done: the whole story 
of the new housekeeping as it is in operation? But it must be told in a practical 

with the exact facts, figures: on exactly how much income the plan is based 
and how the income is being spent, and how the new methods are an improvement 
over the old, Let us hear from those who have actually “tried out” the new 
housekeeping. 

Manuscripts must contain not more than 2500 words; fewer if possible: type- 
written preferred, but legibly written in any event, and on only one side of the paper, 
And all manuscripts must be in our hands net later than February 1, 1915. 

THE JouRNAL will not offer prizes in this instance, for the post-office regulations 
require that prizes must be awarded when offered, and we do not know how many 
women there are who have actually tried the new housekeeping. 

But we will pay good prices for the manuscripts we accept, and return those that 
are not desired if stamped,addressed envelopes are inclosed with the manuscripts. 

Address Tue New-Housexerrmc Error 
Tit Lanes’ Home Journar 

INDEPENDENCE SQUARE, PHULADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 
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eeping 

Julian Heath 

Aud this information is exactly what the food 
mansfacturerwants, Hebsmaking the food forthe 
people, and he wants to give the people what they 
with, I believe we must get away more wai more 
from the vicious point of view that all food man- 

have a desire to poison the human 
honest food manufacturer bas been 

for regulative Jaws as the consumer hint 
family 
43 
heen 

Another point: The housewife must keep hetter 
and more intelfigent track af the new devices that 

tly produced to save her labor, ste 
Toomany housewives say: “Oh, they're 

fangled notions; trick Ive always done 

and I guts I can go on duing with: 
That sore of argument is silly, One 

might as weil ay one had always wulked ten 
miles to the station and so woul! spur the tralley 
car that will now take ane there fur five vents, 

Not au hour ago [said toa woman: “Why in the 
world do you du your washing with your hands 
when you can do it with a machine?” 

Oh," she sald, 'T woo't use that silly chia, 1 
always did it with eny hands and mean to do it $0 
long as I have two hanids, 
Of cunts there ate new devices that are useless 

others that are pure tricks and others that are fails 
Bat it is ior the housewife of t ylo Hitiate: 
in her purchasing and select the good from the 
bad, and let the inventions of men save her time 
ami! tabor and steps 

Wher men were littl girls and played 
eping house oneal aur favorite games was All 
Wed the Mulberry Bush." You undoubtedly 

we 

remember how we gsod ta sing on Monday: “Thi 
+ the «i our cathes, wash oar clathes, 
wash owe clithes, so early Monday morning,” On 
Toewlay, acconting to tho sony, we lowed then, 
ant ua Wedlsesday we mended them. ‘Thurslay 
we sivod fur visiting day, on Friday we rept the 

and on Saturday we baked the lead for 
the weck 

‘Our children still play it In the same ald way, 
enjoying it just ax much as we did, but to think of 
tin its applicttion to the housekeeping of today i# 
ahitstrange. Iisoneof these memoriesel the ald 
Jashionert home whieh still cling, and Jot tes hope 
that it will alway's remain with as and our child 
It would not be half se much fun to play the game 
if the were try whi to suit vondi tas. 

Imagine children singing for Monday: "This is 
the day the 0 launedeyman comes"; or om 
Friday 
cones 

This & the 
1 ar ag 

day the vacuum cleanet 
Saturday! “This is ¢ y the 

laker coos." Indeed it would be rather hard to 
ailjust the old rime at all to modern housekeeping, 
for the baker comes nearly every day and we shop 
awarly every day, We want to keep the ol rime 
in our minds and with It the memory of the old 
fashioned huwsekeuping, but in actuality we must 
progr J keep pace with modern conditions, 
ac we shall Jose out 

Ta housekeeping has goer, It 
ence whether we are sarry of 

style 
es no ihilte 

glad that it hay gone. ft is no more, The fact 
remaiasand is. Now let wsadjust ourselves ta the 
use of the new housekeeping. That new house 
keeping is here and already thausands of women 
ure in it and uf it, aml the woman behind 
isthe woman who is simply enakiog for herself mone 
work and more worry than are nuressary, ‘The oew 
housekeering Is physicully waster thin the ol 

yle af housekeeping, hut the responsibility of it 
is greater, and that rvsponsibility we muAt aasaimne 
and discharge 

We must be goud hoyers 
We must knw prices 
We must know what things cost to pn 
We must knuw w Je, anal We re things are ma 

must go see thems made. 
That does nut nvean going bong distances to the 

greater citie visiting the large manufactoriesif 
do not live near them. 

them, however, you should so, 11 you don 
should start with the lueal bakery that bake: 

orcake; with the laundry that washes yout 

you If you do live peat 

with the person wha cans your goals of 
your jellies or jams or pickles; with the 

milkman whos mak you buy; with the dairy 
whose butter you eat; with the candy stores whose 
candies you eat 

4k must see; you must find owt; and for 

what others say, but what you yourself set 
and God<that is the new housckeeping, and 
every woman should line up with the thousands of 
other wonsen al) through the country who are 
awakening and taking hold of the new conditions 
before them 

Aud when all women have so lined up, beliewe 
me, we shall have no more adulterated foods, 

t weights and measures, or unsanitary shops, 
and we shall have a drop in prives that you will 
hear all the way from the Atlantic Ooean ta the 
Pacific 

T hear same woman say? “Ob, T can't do these 
things, Thaveno time. Lean’t leave my chihlren. 
It'vall Lean do to run my buuse now, How cao f 

more?” 
Don't make these excuses. 

and I will prove it to you. 
They: are not val 

N THE next number of Tie Lantes' Hose 
JOURNAL T shall show you actual cases of “The 

Women Who Have Tried the? Housekvep 
how they did it and what they got uut of Et, 

And the women were as hiss as y 
busier 

So read me next month before you decide that 
you haveo't time, or that “1 am only one woman, 

some 

what cam J do?" You can do much. It is 
always ome woman who starts everythi 

NOTH —te the February Joumwas Mes, Heath will te the 
cries of concrete iextaters where wuneh 

have traat tbe" new Rousekorping,” ate wih ahow how readily 
its Ineaqaration may be accomplabed by women tn any one 
metity, Lo the end that She wher econatelen of that o: 

fromanly interestirat 



The Ebell Club of Qokland, Califos 

WILL WE RISE TO THE 

OCCASION? 

By Mrs. Mary I. Wood oy) 
HE argument bras heen advanced that the 
club women are nut the women whe follow 
Mindly: the dictates of fashion. “True this is 

aad this very fact enables th to see more 
that the dn hlem threaten 
it invelves not vanity but and abets 

als puverty, discontent, jealousy, frivolity, pros 
Nitution and divorce. In other words, then, the 
question of womun's dress tow he very 

Jourdtatioes of hame and society and forme & 
menace which threatens us with increased social 
degrusation. 

fearly 
n that the race 

alu xii! 

IL it were, as in the olden days, simply ap 
Jem af the very rich, it would be far slmpler, Hit 
touched only the women who could well afford te 
pay anywhere from thizty-tive hundred to thirty 
five thomsand dlollars a year for their clothes the 
club women might regret this use of money, hut 
they might alo comfort themselves with the 
thought that the expenditure of so much 
was Ki 
in that 

and 
he 

empteyment to s large number, 
> th weakness of the few might 

source of strength to many 
Hut enfortunately this is pot the problem 

the rich alone. “The homes of our lesser folk are 
ofttioes wretched and sad, but their sons 
visioas and their daughters dream dreams, Shall 
we wonder that in those dreams they see them 
selves adorned in the gay garments of the pre 
vailing style? Ave we to be surprised that th 
temptation is strong ty make at least the external 
signs uf their dreams come tru 

Nur will an attempt to duplicate the smart 
Htylov of the wealthy in parments af cheap mate 
tial and poor wo 1p, whic hall be within 
the reach af the leas fortunate, be dis 
an aporal to the poorur classes thetresel 
girs will be influenced auly by examp! 
fiser example will come only when it 
b acht home to the woman of menos that th 

bind pursuit of changing styles which her annual 
expenditure for dress demands is creating an irre 
tistible desire to follow her example om the 
af girks who must sacrifice even honor it 
attain it 

JK kves the recpansibility of the follower of 
AN Dame Fashion end here. Unpleasant though 
the thought may be, it is unquestionably true 
today, as in Shakespeare's time, that apparel oft 

dress does exert a certain 
us, although indefinable, inilue 

Either our clothing is an outwanl 

sign of tho spirit within, or it is manifestly » most 
incongruoas mist, Even the cartonmist fails to 
cxoreed the pdiculousness of the feminine attire 
as we bave often seen it in public places during 
the year just past 

That the cub women 
s call nor blin ti 

procaims the man an 
momen 

ate pot whe deaf te 
their own responsibility in 

¢ matter shawn in the widespread onthe 
Hasm aroused by a dress resolution, 
sioa of which formed a major p 
of one of the gre 
Convention of th 
Chicago last Jue 

‘The resolution read 
Whereas: We. the members of the General E 

tion of Women's Chibs. in conference 
view with disapproval thie present extreme 

ug American woenctt to follow Cesk 
‘Of beauty, comfort oF mor 

Whereas: These ahjertionable ¢ 

onferer 
General Feder 

s follows 

raliled 
ten 

is it 
+ amt 

icne in wore" 
y. If nen entirely, frum forvign 

as: This constant patronage 
signs aed foevien materials hinders 
optneit of Aniericas ast ute} manutact be it 
theredure, 

Resulved: That this conferesee, in full 
of the rights and privileges of the individes), 1 
itself on record as heartily: in favor of the movement 
for rimpler, mare Lecumane and mate modest des 
= wumnen's clothes, and ures the coliperation of a 

Clute and club women of thee Federation im a cnacrete 
‘adopt styles it tel to Americar 

feners 

slon throughout the clebworld: drawn up bya well 
known woman educator and indorsed by women 
af influence, the resolution had beea sent 
many Gub women of prominence, asking for their 
indorvement, or, failing that, for an expression of 
opinion regarding the movement 

Never lias a resolution had a more 
march: the first Jetter, sent to nearly two thousand 
women, brought hack most sstonishing rewutts 
Not only was the indarsement received from a 
large majority of those to whom the commanic 
tion was sent, but these women also expressed 

A Department Conducted 

Under the Auspices of the General 
Federation of Women’s Clubs 

of “What Women's Clabs are Doing, 
has received the official indore 

Mas, Sawuet 1. Sxz: 

anTiA TL 
View-Pre 

themselves ax being keenty. intere 4 ondtoan 
gladly brought the matter before t é he ald cause 
Tater the matter aw 
the publication of the pr 
columns of the local press a: i 

al sc 
dorsing, 

of such ap 

an econot 
. for w 

stand stendfast. 

by church 
Letters poured in i 

empbsssizieus the & 
indore 
adopted it; State Federations p 

on; werd individuals 

We are near they 
lution; beards 

tive sew 
H secure 

eager te hel 
re women of pat 

reform ronvements 

reach the high 
reputation and beaders 0 the peuple of th 
J there were manufactur 

ers, who, ing the © veia) value © ha f some eighty 

movement, were ready to receive suggestio yeol this nation, dues it 
rank ust patronize Amer 

tates is to reach the 
ND so the tide rolled in, amd that which 

begun as an experiment, a te yllogiam over und. over 
the club women upon this \ S woew that in buylag 
kind of spurtanenas i States we x ying 

hen the subject of dress came Hand military 
topée at the liest conder 
the Bieonial, the 
represented that 
xand women, Ai 
names to the resalution were every oficer of the 
General Federat + every 
the heant of 
majorit 
great num 
af many depart 
State Federations, 

will 
to rem urse and 

vlfast 
We need oi ore than infor 

hat quality of 
T sug 

ef open 
ol be 

ors sav re 
the State Federati n presidents anda , sending wut skill 

the w f other offbcers, 
nts of work 

The conference was b 
Theater avd thousands will be 
Women, whose advice a year, 
esteem, behalf of the resolu 1 et ay to 

¢ unanimously adopte a forceful, lotelligest pr this subject, 
mii sabanittend it te the interest, Out 

resolutions 
rodueed it to 

itting it to ¢ 
the preamh 
tian, the »vention placed itself o 

in favor af the mo 
anu monh 

Notwithstanding 

be furni: 
v 

ucing ta its 
{such rsalution which hail ® 

support, the fact 
great majority uf 

al mahogany dini 
a centerpiece made entirely v4 

woman say to atiother 
latter form were also th those garden 

whieb laid especial emp . euch a thing?” 
of the club some cottun materials 

ellort toadopt styles a dress ac and the beauty of texture 
weeks and t 
American manufactun 

sand velvets. 
time is opper- 

imei for sil 

NCE the Chi onventinn the correspor: 
enceol the General Bed 

mation shows tha 

oY an li tries that 

> woman in 
the club women. Att nth-Contury years, 
nity nts itsell for this senti weaving, brewing, 
1 nite action, The time is ri from the h 
much we may deplore the reas 
sa, for Amer 
show wh; 
dre 

ay ma 
they 

+ and for Ame 
of the clu women 

» better order of thing: 

that a great step fe 
us, like all othe tionary 

gravest dancers. Out of thi 
livisons of wom 

to the was 

, fraught with 
hange grew 

to accept styles in de owed wor 
” the hime and into the 

mal character at its be lari Another divisie 
deplore whe men ta whom the change 
rre; the opportunity is before © successful het 

Ameri ile! their beisure hours with an 
rise to Ub ount of personal adorument and 

ae *3 a od 

The Aim of This Department Stated by Mrs. Pennybacker 

UR plan is lo present each month an inspirational message from the z 

President of the General Federation. We hope in this way to bring 
directly to THE JOURNAL'S millions of readers the plans and aspirations of 
our organization. In addition Mrs. Mary L Wood will prepare for each 
number a concrete enumeration of things accomplished by clubs and State 
Federations, and will further interpret the spirit that has made possible the 
progress of the whole women's club movement. 

Mrs. Percy V. PENNYBACKER, 
a President of the General Federation of Women’s Clubs. 
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The Woman's Club af Lyanston, Minos 

UB WOMAN’S 

ANSWER 

By Mrs. Percy V. Pennybacker 
nlatged sexial existence. The thied division 

in a degree, tho responsibilities of the 
change and set themselves about the tn etlous 
task Ring 

To this last class belong the club women, amt 
have we been to “make goat,” to be of 

complish something worth while, that 
mer eager bi 
service, t 
sometimes we have rushed wildly ahead, forget 
ting that the mast important of the many results 
of changed confitions was the effect of the 
changes upon the women themselves, upon their 
lives, thee ters and eheir example, After 
rmany of the closest observation of cub 
wumen and the dub movement, the writer is 
wf the firm conviction that the club wamen and 
the movement which they reneceent form what 

nt he called the “steadying thing” of woman 
Standing, as we do, midway between the 

woman of fashion and the woman of toil, we may 
and do furm a bulwark af strength for all classes. 

nido much to forward 
olf hand industries and 

Ta atime when we ¢ 
the revival of the 

the introdaction inte Americun life af industries 
hrought (rom acrena tho sea ot which I have spoken, 
Thore are many elderly p ixbstenod cle 
eum 
ach 

stances who world happy to have 
do weaving, in the way of rugs amd 

counterpanes, that will recall the days of their 
youth. There are foreigners in our midst whe 
are skilled Licersakers, It is probable that mary 

Why shall not 
Ainerica to give bnoth 

Helgians will soon come to 
one Laity Aberdeen tise i 
mployment and encouragement to these workers 

and at the same time to found a school of lace 
making in Amvrica? This would not only give 
employ meat te the unemployed, hut It would alsa 
give the human touch that 14 so often Lacking to 
our vistors from overseas; it would bring the 
foreign women Into touch with some of the best 

American lif, whereas unfortunately 
now they often mect only the worst elements. 

Of course the doubtiog Thomas will say: Amet- 
aanot produce the best quality in 
How ro you know? An Americus 

clements of 

ica simply 
paany lines 

azine has well written: "We take for granted 
that we cansot produce a great many things, only 
beenase we have never tried. We never had ta 
try. Inventive genius has never been stimulated 
int ¢ directions, We by held 
close enough to the grindstone to show what we 

In labor:saving machinery, for instance, 
ail the world, Amd why? Because that + one 

point where we have & bel te the grindstone. 
We have always liad to mect the problem of high- 
priced fabur.” 

MARY letters ts 
V1 tieve the artists of the 
cteate styles. I unhesitatingly ans 
We have sebouls that for years aught desige- 
ing, but owrartists have been hampered hy the fact 

at thousands of women have deemed a foreign 
lalel a synonym for superiority. If we can con- 
vince our merchants that the foreign tahel is no 
Janger a recommeniation, and that often the 

whe has for fealish pride sacrificed beauty 
and utility for this label is glad of an excuse to buy 
American-made goods, we will have taken # lung 

forward, ‘The fecting i growing that our owe 
designers are in better condition to know what 
suits our figures, our climate, our conditions, than 
sither the Paris or the Vienna artist 

A certain woman, who is not only leailer in her 
munity but is alo ome af the best-dresed 

women in hercity, wrote: monly this autumn, 
hut also from this time on, fam determined to 
hoy vely American-made cletbes designed hy 
American artists.” 

Let us not forget that in supporting the Madde 
ni the United States! movement we are he 

le. Thousands have responded gen 
calls from across the seu, ancl this be 

wel, but let us not forget our duty at Bore, With 
the great army of unemployed men, women and 
children, have we 2 right to buy goods made in 

gunttios, when by purchasing those arti- 
cles made within our own borders we can feed the 
bupgry, clothe the desolate and comfort the dis- 
treased ? 

In the language of Mr. Bok, “All over the 
United States this placard should appear 

TO THE WOMEN OF AMERICA 
Yous Mew axp Your Factostes Neto Yor 
Also: “It is the time far every woman to be an 

American, The great question is— Will she be?” 
nce our women never have failed their coun- 

try in.an hour of need, we answer: "Yes.”” 

arked whether or pat 1 he- 
United States can 

“Ves Wer: 



VORY SOAP knows no season. It is used winter, summer, spring 

and fall with equal satisfaction. Whether the skin is cold and 

chapped or hot and tanned, Ivory feels mild and soothing. It 

contains nothing that can irritate at any time. It is made of the 

highest grade materials. It is so perfectly made that it has no “free” 

alkali or unsaponified oil. It is mild, pure soap—nothing else. 
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man in the Midst 
1, 

the War ot 
The Remarkable Recital of a Woman Twice 

Sentenced to be Shot, and Who Went Through the History-Making 

Scenes of Louvain, Brussels and Antwerp 

AM neither a doctor 
nora nurse, but I stand 
for the principle that 

all work connected w 
the sick and wounded is 
woman's work. As long as 
the honor ef men is sup 
posed to be concerned in 
destroying life, so long 
must the honor of wony 
be concerned in the 
tempt to save life, No 
one disputes the right af 
en Lo protect the works— 
of art or of ¢ men 
which they have themselves 

ated. No one should 
dispute the right of women, 
to protect the works—of 

life~which they 
tnolesscost ceeated 

Hut in the umn of 
1912, when the Balkan war 
cloud burst, and the hospi 
tals in Bulgaria and Servia 
were overwhelmed with 
sick and wounded soldiers 
for whont locally there was 
no trained nursing and bit 
litle surgery available, the 
Tritivh Red Cross Society 

lured that there was no 
work fitted for women in 
the Bal ani they dis 
paitche fromt units 
compose men only, to 
mursethesickand wounded, 
Thus, apparently by the 
utterance of a few words, 
was the sphere of work which had been so hardly g 
for women by Florence Nightingale to be taken from 
them. 

But I had for s been t 
work which concerned the sick and wounded between 
the field and base hospitals, and | now 
go out on my own account to the Balkans and see if it 
was true that there was indeed no work for women in 
those poorly equipped and impoverished countries. 
I found, as | had expected, that there was much work 
for women, and at the invitations of the Queen of Bul- 
garia, of the Bulgarian Red Cross, and of the Bulgarian 
Medical: Military authorities | cabled for my unit of 
women to follow me to Bulgaria 

The unit consisted of six trained nurses, ten order- 
lies, including cooks and others to carry on the general 
work of the hospital, myself as dircetress, and three 
worker surges 

ining women to do all 

HE Turks had cut the railway line near J 
and from Jamboli we were furced to trek in open 

bla oxcarts, during seven days and nights, 
Rhodope Mountains and the plains of Thrace 

reach our destination, Kirk Kili: » the advanced 
healquaners of the Bulgarian army, Here we impro- 
vised and established during three months our hospital 
of war, under difficulties not likely to be surpassed in 
modern war-hospital work in Europe—with results 

j ¢ enterprise and whic 
held my principle that, ino 
fighting-hne, women can safely be intrus not only 
with the nursing but also with yand with the ad- 

{ pital of war in all ite departments, 
T returned to England, trusting that 1 might never 

again have to face the indescribable horrors which had 
made life during those three months one contin 
nightmare. But in August the hounds of war we 

women to be 
tal service were once ag. 

and I realized reluctantly that to be perm 
Gfiective the Balkan object lesson must be 

1, For, although woman nurses would prob- 
ably be tolerated in the Belgian, French and English 

als of war, the prejudice against woman surgeons 
ined to be combated. I was told by an emi 

nent man surgeon in London that sokliers objected 
strongly to being nursed by women, and that they 
would deeply resent being under the care of woman 
surgeons. I knew that against official statements of 

sort argument by writing or by talking would be 
‘The only way to prove that women can do 

this, that or the other with success is to go and do it 
I therefore once more found myself the organizer of 

a hospital unit of women ready to offer their services 
wherever they were needed. The unit comprised six 
woman doctors and surgeons, twelve trained aurses, 
and ten ordorlies, ine lading cooks, sanitary inspect 

the general 

By Mrs. St. Clair Stobart 

¢ Conter Wearing a Hat 

al of war, with myself 
ided, through the Women’s N. 
and genere 

ay apparatus and 
one hundred and twenty bed 
Red Cross at Brussels invited us to establish 
in that town, I went in advanc be unit 

ns, and the next day after my arrival I cabled, 
81 of the Croix Rouge, tot 

uipment for a hospital of 
Prompsly the 

‘The buildings of the lange University were pl 
posal, and 1 be orning (August 20) 
sform lecture rooms and classrooms into wards 
ating the: and everything was in train 
making vital, Burg 

on that Thursday, as 1 was revur 
the bospital, to continue preparations, | saw the whole 
population of Brussels streaming from their 
gaze at something. {, and saw the German 
army taking posse . know then that 

1 was responsible 
upon 
might 

try and reach 
Jc German 

ss only to Venlo—in neutral 
nds, This was better 

1 could at boas 
accordingly arranged to 

and foe the 
y cab 

alties, I felt it my duty t 
and Ost 

receipt 
now be in ditt 

tal would grant a f 
> Neth 

there 

and | 

mpanied by my husband and by the 
vicar of the Hampstead Garden Suburb,who had vol- 

heir services respectively as treasurer and as 
chaplain to my unit. Against my wishes they gallant! 
decided to come with me. We were told that we tool 

ar tiv ur hands, as we should have to pass con- 
nwously through the German lines till we reached the 

Dutch frontier. But personally I knew that ! should be 
much more uncomfortable if I stayed quietly in Brussels, 

nd the Legations advised, than if 1 
through a few physical risks and discomforts in tryin 
to do what any man in my position would hav 
with sitation. We therefore secured the 

ab we had seen in Brussels, and set forth fre 
hotel at 6 P. 4, on Monday, August 24, with oar 
be-Germanized passports. 

After leaving the town behind 
dark avenues of overarching trees. We encountered 
all the time swarms of the gray German military auto- 
mobiles, detachments of cavalry regiments in gray— 
infantry in gray, guns in gray, transport wagons in 
gray! Continually we were halted by soldiers who 
spread themselves across the road, but we showed our 
passports and were allowed to proceed. 

sur road lay through 

We reached Louvain soon after eight that night, 
drove through streets that seemed to belong toa cit 
the dead. Not a soul of all the inhabitants was to be 

seen—only the gray uni- 
forms and bayoneted rifles 
dominating everything. 
We could not get food at 
the café hotel, but we were 
given beds. We left Low 
vain at five o'clock on the 
moming of the day the 
town was destroyed, We 
arrived at Hasselt arSa.s., 

edatacaléin front 
t station for some 

kcfast- We were abe 
inue jour 

when our chauffeur, a Bel: 
gian hoy of cighte 
us he get the 

Meanwhile, 
the soldiers guarding the 
station collected around 
tas, 80 officer looked at nur 
passports, was dissatisfied, 
said the stamped seal was 
worthless, that we were 
spies, and, shouting for six 
soldiers, who full-cocked 
their rifles ostentatiously 
and. fixed their hayonets, 
told them to surround us. 

“You are prisone 
said curly, “Hf you talk 
to each other, or if you 
move, you'll be shot im- 
mediately,” 

We waited during ant 
hour for orders from the 
Commandant, and were 
then marched as prisoners 
tothe Hotel de Ville. Here 

<d and examined, our luggage wa: 
all papers and money were taken fro 

us, and M. we were marched to the railway sta 
tion, ma wal truck attached to an engine, 
and ‘were than taken by aur guard of six soldiers to 

ngres. At Tongres we were again marebed to the 
tel de Ville. Here we were met by the Majoe in com- 

mand, who was told that we had been arrested as spies 
jate of epics? Twenty-four 

we 
seare 

were stripy 

nt, of course, that we were to be shot. 
We were taken upstairs, and spent the night lying 

upon striw upon the floor in an empty room, expecting 
at dawn to be called out and shot. But owing, as we 
believe, to the intervention of another officer who was, 
be told us, niarried to.an Englishwoman, we w eb 
tually sent by train as prisoners to Aachen, At Ligge, on 
the way, all our papers were stolen from us, and we had 
we » to Aachen without any of the papers which 

wid prove that we were what we said we were, 

T AACHEN we were marched to the arrest cells in 
the military barracks, Here again we slept on ver: 

minous straw, and the next day ance more went through 
the routine of being stripped and » fof us 
was then separately brought before the judicial off 
At the end of the day we were d off separa’ 
to prison. We wore told that if, as a result of the trial, 
we were found guilty, we shoukd be shot; if mercy was 
extended we should be imprisoned care in a 
German fortress; and, if found innocent, imprisoned till 
the end of the war, 

It was midnight when I reached prison. Here again 
1 was stripped and searched; all my possessions were 
removed, and | was taken by two wardresses to the cell 
Iwas tocecupy, ‘The dour closed with a hung upan me, 
and the key turned mercilessly in the lock. Was that 
to he theend of attempt to help the cause of women? 
1 wished that they might at least have known that | 
had tried to reach them. 

At the end of the next day, however, the miracle 
(which generally follows a critical situation, if you have 
faith enough) arrived, The officer who had conducted 
the list examination was of a different type from the 
other officers whom we had had the misfortune to meet, 
and had conducted the trial in an excellently just fash- 
jon. He was an officer of whom any mation 
proud, and | was thankful to ha previous imperes- 
sions of German officers thus antidoted. He eventually, 
after various other vicissitudes of fortune, arranged! for 
us to be liberated and escorted to the Dutch frontier. 
‘Thence we were free to go to London, There I found 
that my unit had never started, and we were therefore 
within a few days ready to accept an invite 
the British Consul-General, and Vien the Belgian Red 
Cross at Antweep, to establish a hospital in that city. 
We arrived in Antwerp by stearner (rom Tilbury on 

Tuesday, September twenty-second, and received an 



enthusiastic weleome from all the authorities. We were 
given as locate for our hospital the Large summer 
cert hall of the Société de I"Harmonie im the C hausebe 

ines, surrounded by four or five acres of bea 
iblic gantens. Sleeping quarters for the stall were 

ovided in a convent kept by a German sisterhood, 
just opposite the gate of the hospital in the Rue de 
PHarmonic, A dark room for our N-ray apparatus in 
the hospital was fitted for us by the Croix Rouge, who 
also arranged, according to our requirements, the 
operating-Toom, provided haths, gas and water, and did 
all in therr power to facilitate our work. Within a few 
hours the lange concert hall, accustomest to reécho the 
sounds of music created by the mind of man, was 

formed into a ward, 
The building itself was flimsy, for summer wage 

only, but the hall was lofty, and huge French windows, 
extending the whole breadth of the hall, opened on to 
the colonnade and gardens and gave us an ideal allow- 

yak amd seomdiis The coverlets of the 
an beds were gayly’ striped in red, white 

and blue, of were in white, with a (Nike red cross over 
the center, and responded finely to the efforts of the 
sunshine to make a cheery hospital, The armosphere 
of hopefulness conveyed by these hright coverlets 

to my mind, a valuable contribution toward 
convalessence, 

oo arid gusforty 
re, Livanother 

filled. and before a 
swcelt had poses! anc hundred ard thirty-Bve wounded 
were under our care. Vor not only were our one hun« 
dred tnd twenty iron beds eccupser, but also os 
Leds borrowed from another hospital were filled 
the wounded were also b 

of the orchestra 

to visit us on our arrival, thus showed throughout their 
faith in the womer 

i} t 
's hispital, not onty hay keeping it 

ing us the severe cases directly 

simple matter to deal on their first arrival 
hatch of, say, fifty severely wounded soldiers 

nthe front, ‘The arrivals generally 
take plice at night, and at Antweep this added consid: 

bly to the ulty, as no lights were allowed in the 
hospital after $1. ul two or three tiny, smuggled 
nightlights, to Tlumine the whole big concert hall, wer 
alone permissible, The rowine of the 
follows: ‘The night silence of the hospital is suddenly 

en by the loud ringing of the outer door bell, 
ris hurriedly opened by the night wateh, and imme: 
tely, from the depths of mysterious ambulunee 

i, Mhere st inte the dark corridor a: proc 
an remnants; seme, who have received 

rough first-aid treatment apon the field, limping pain 
ly, with the belp of improvised crulches, scarcely 

knowing yet where their injuries lie; others, with head 
wounds and features bhirred with blood and diet: whil 
others, the worst cases, strapped upon stretchers, uni- 
fornys soaked in blued, are Jying 

sation of yelling with agony at 
y movement of the bearers, whe help the purses in 

icate task of transferring the broken burden 
to the Taxi, 

‘The blood-slden clothes can only, of course, be 
ed by the aid of knives anid scissors, jane 

given by the doctors, sm 

f 
dressed and the pationt is quicted and comforta 
cups.of hot soup, prepared by the night cook, round up 
the firse treatns 

In theory the ol blood-stained clothes are net 
taken into the wards. The wounded man is undressed 
ina room set apart, bathed, and given clean garments, 
before he is put into the bed waiting, numbered, for 
hin, His clothes are then collected in a bundle, and 
labeled ready to be sent next day to be disinfected; a 
disk poting the number of his bed is actac! hed to his 

jamas or nightshirt, and an orderly and 

sto kleatification me 
No easy jol whan ity, or possibly a 

fry, arrive simultancousty. But in prac- 
tice the men are too exhausted and too il to answer 

hisens when they first arti 
deferred, the number of the ined and the 

matricule, or identifvation number, alone being noted, 

PENS, 

FTER a few days, washing the patients was made 
Liftcult because the water-wor vere destroyed by 

(ierman shells, ane all er subsequently had to be 
fetched in small quantities from the nearest wells and 
pumps, and bailed before being used. Of onr patients, 
who were, with the exception four English Tommics, 
all Belgian, some spoke French in addition to Ele 
‘but others only Flemish, and for their benefit oral 
interpreters very kindly attached themselves to us, 
and, uncil seared away by the bombardment, did good 
service to our unit, 

But now, how about this disli a0 soldiers te kai 
treated by woman nurses and woman stirgeots? 
heat reply te this by describing @ litte incident which 
ind place four ss after the establishment of our 

pital, when ninety-four of our beds were occupied 
ty iain slaor 

1 was ceteriitag into the ward after luncheon, when f 
saw a group of convalescent soldiers clustered in the 
center of the ball, aroun a table upon which stood, to 
any surprise, a plant and a huge bouquet of chrysan- 
the UTS, "Go up te the sokliers; they are waiting 
for pu,” T was tokl. I drew nearer, and a young sol- 

d been wounded in the thigh with shrapnel 
hobbled, with the belp of crutches, toward me, and, 
bowing politely, pointed at the flowers, and then 
handed me a small leather case containing two beauti- 
ful bronze medals. Upon each medal, on one side, was 
an impression of the Belgian King and Queen, and on 
the other side an inscription in French and Flemish, La 
excellent French the young soldier requested that my 
collaborators and Et would accept these medals as a 

soken of appreciation and gracitade on the part of him- 
sell and all his comrades for the care we had bestowed 
pon these our first Helgian patients. 
Bie was taken completely by surprise, and it was diffi 
cult to remain unmoved, while these grateful soldiers 
made no effort to hide their emotions. But | made an 
a past reply in French for the benefit of the listen. 
ing wi the soldiers then cheered and shouted, and 
sang “God Save the King,” followed by the Bel 
national anthem and the Marseitlaise. My only regret 
was that my friend, the eminent English surgeon, with 
his mid-Vietorian notions as to the sphere of work of 
women, could pot have been present at that ltl 
ceremony. 

To my mind the episale was symptomatic of an 
atmnsphere of faith, hope and love, which are of untold 
psychical value in hospital work—an atmosphere which 
only women can create, was, | thought, well 
expressed one day by one of the wounded, whe, sitting 
up in bed, looked around the large ball, an sat c: 
“Ab, madame, it ts like one great family here 
same sentiment hee been sitnilarly woiced in the he» 
pital at Kirk Ki by a soldier who said: "In other 
jospitals we are looked after by fathers—you are 

mothers, and that is-muech bert 

UT, from start to finish of our hospital work in Ant 
werp, no question of sexarose. “ Where are the dre. 

tors?" it soldier once asked when he first came in and 
tw po men in w coats on duty. The reply of our 
woman surgeons, "We are the doctors,” produced onty 
the comment; Ah!" —with an approving nod of the 
rail—"you are  Sentle: you don’t hurt us as they do 

in other hospitals, 
T shall never forget the gratitude of one young sol- 

dier toward the surgeons, He had a bullet in his side, 
and the X-ray apparatus, cleverly worked by Dr. Flor- 
enee Stoney, of our medical staff, showed that it 
could casily’ be extrac and “Sunny Jim,” as the 
nures called him, was told that in the afternoon the 
operation ld be performed. He was suffering, as 
were the majo of the wounded, from shock to the 

the morning I found bim in dread 
jon, But when the time came he was given 

an anesthetic, the operation was successful, and that 
afternoon, in all Ant Werp, there was no one else so 
jubilant as “Sunny Jim,” 

J saw himas he returned to his bed from the operating: 
table, He was already fully ¢ 
priceless treasure —was tied up in his hi 
when I asked him how he felt, he erstatically 
his bands and waved them towan! the surgeons, his 
face beaming with joy and gratitue 

During all these days we hoped against hope that the 
tsof Antwerp would bold out and reentorcemen 
ch and E ish would come to the rescue. The 

t night, however, grew louder and 
rarer and roade sleep difficult. As the wounded always 
arrived at nigi pd alse in order to be realy for emer- 
gency, F slept in my clothes and geew independent as to 
whether [ had mi w leas sleep than usual, Bot when 

thing else in the town was silent, and even the 
cobbles were hushed, those big guns, which shook 

the houses, nvust have had a nerve- ing effect apen 
those who weren't absorbed in work. 

Did the British sation mean to let Antwerp fall 
without a straggle? Were we to be abandoned? We 
knew from the stories of our wounded that the Belgian 
guns were powerless agtinst the German siege guns, 
We knew that in thuse deadly Lrenehes mon were being 
mowed down whe themselves never fired a shot who 
never saw the enemy, who were out of rife range-aned 
we knew that unless this was realized at home, aod guns 
were sent, men alone could never save the sicuation, 

N THURSDAY, Oetober 1, the news from the forts 
was grave.and uitless reinforcements came shortly it 

was only a question of a few days before the city would 
be taken. The British Consul-Gereral, who had taken 
a most kindly and helpful interes: in our hospital, came 
to sce me on the mourning of the frst, to warn me that a 
boat was preparing to take off British subjects It 
would be his duty, as Consul-General, to leave Ant- 
werp when the Germans entered. There was for me, 
however, po question of departure, My duty was to 
remain unless and until the authorities evacuated 
hospital, But thac night at supper 1 told the staff that 
those who wished could go home on a vessel which had 
been chartered for British subjects by the Consul 
General, so they need not be afraid; while those 
wished to remain with me need 
they would be doing their duty, That vessel will have 
to go without us," was the unanimous reply, 

The next afternoon we were treated to an exciting 
diversion by a German aéroplane which came Dying 
over our hospital grounds, dropping bombs at intervals, 
One shell dropped harmlessly just outside the house of 
the Consul-Gereral, This atroplane episode was espe- 
cially opportume that afternoon, as it provided an im- 
rompeu entertainment for Sir Francis Villers and the 
ritish Minister, and for Lady Villiers and Sir Cecil 

Hertslet, who were visiting our hospital. I was show» 
ing our visitors around, when suddenly there was a 
general rush and a commotion in the gardens. We all 

‘out to sce What was happening, and, craning our 
necks skyward, aw a German atroplane flying just 
overhead. [nmediately all the guns from the near forts 
were fired at it, making a deafening noise, and the con- 
valeseemts and ourselves and visitors in the gardens all 

breathlessly while the shots few all around, 
to white, filmy clouds short of and under- 

neath their goal, Ifa shot had reached the aiiroplane it 
must have dropped in our garden, But it sailed on in 
apparently screne indifference and wasspon out of range. 

A legacy, however, was bequeathed to our bespital. 
A heavy thud was heard upon the floor, and through 
the ceiling of lath and plaster, fifty feet above us, there 
fell at the foot of the bed of one of the patients, from a 
beaght mably of two or three thousand feet, the 
cylindrical iron fuse ef a shrapnel shell, about p 
inches in diameter, It just missed Sir Francis Villiers 
as he passed along the ward. Hefore the excitement 
from this had subsided the General in command of the 
Medical-Military department came to tell me to pre 
pare at once for the departure to Ostend of all soldi 

breaking 

who could possibly travel, “They will etherwise,” 
added ominously, “be taken prisoners by the Germ 

eso words had a magical effect pan the: sak 
‘The tame walked, the blind recowe ir sight, and 
an hour of excitement followed, while ‘disinfected bun- 
dies of clothes were sought and identified, the men were 
hurriedly dressed, food was prepared And all made 
ready for the final marching anders, But those never 
arrived, and 1 was told Later, upon telephonic inquiry, 
Vhat [was now to twat new orders; and the men there- 
fore spent the night in mea ats usenal, 

The next sorning, 5 y, Getober 3, T went at 
S A.M, to see the View voce, whe had been 
very friendly to us—his son had ren Us THuch 
help~as we should, in the absence the British 
Consul-General, be under the protection of the Amer- 
ican flag. To my surprise he urged me to evacuate the 
hospital vod send ny unit home by the British boat 
that night, The Germans, hy ctod that 
day or the next, and the town had been ordered to make 
ho resistance. If we retained our hospital our patients 
wouk! be made prisoners of wir, and our own services 
woukl probably be commandeered to 
diers back to life and health to fight against the 
The whole town was in panic, and thousands were try. 
ing vo te It was possibly good adviee, but J coukt 
onty leave if the authorities took over our wounded, 
and this they had not done. [must await events, 

British Consy 
good-by. as leaving, he sid, 
the Bricish aioe Was leaving hat _nvoe 
arrived the M uthorities, once me 
telling me to sett pare all sobdiens who could pxrssitl 
travel to goto the coast, In reply to my question as ty 
what T was toda with the helpless pationts, | was told 
to go and see the General, [went to the Military Hos 
pitaland saw the General, He told me 1 atance to 
evacuate the hospital. The cunvatesoents would go te 
the coast, and the helpless cases would be remeveil 
by the military authorities out of danger of German 
prisonership. 1 was to leave with all my unis, 

1 Legan to remonstrate, but © stopped soe abruptly. 
“Consider your hospital disbanded,” he said. ‘The 

majority of the other hospitals are already evacuated, 
We shall retain only a few. 

he 

RETURNED to the hospital and broke the news, 
After tea days of work which hal given such excellent 

promise we were to be disbanded and our equipment 
abandoned! With beavy hearts we set to work amid, 
literally, the tears of the patients, fo pack all our port- 
able equip jent, Bets and clothing must be left behind, 
The morning wore on, but no order came for the dis- 
atch of either the convalescents.ce the helpless pationts. 

The last boat out of Antwerp would be leaving in an 
hour or two, Tt seeawed foolkh, if we had to give up 
our work, that the uni¢ should miss this last chance af 
getting away before the he Gerntans. 

Failing a reply to telephonic inquiries, | sent again 
to the General and received 3, message to the effect that 
he would be much obliged if we would now stay on 
What could have happened? The staff had gone 1 
luncheon. 1 was waiting in the hospital, ready for 
entergencies, watching the hospital entrance when 
rong I saw, to my surprise, a motor car with the 
v ack drive up to the gates, Out stepped the 
British Consul-General, whom 1 had pictured already 
on his way to England, His face was beamt ‘Every 
thing's changed,” he said cheerily, "I'm not going, the 
British Minister's not reine the King’s tot going!" 

nd nt not going det quickly. 
The town,” he adebed, “is going to resist 

he begun, Shells may fallin the town, bur 
ment will renal 

1 ran off to the convent, where the staff were at 
luncheon, te tell them the good nows that we were all 
pow to remain and go on with our work, Cheers of 
jubilation went up, aid we all returned joyfully to 
reinstall the hospital and explain to the soldiers why 
they could now go back to their beds. 
On the morning of Sunday, the fourth, we received 

into hospital, straight from the trenches, same of the 
worst cases we had yet seen, The chief doctur from the 
Croix Rouge paid us a chance visit that morning, dur- 

we the time of the admittance of these cases, ant 
expressed his admiration af the way h the work 
was being conducted. “So quict, sa businesslike,” he 
said. “Each intent on her own work—1o loud voices 
or confusion. It is one of the best-organized hospitals 
in Antwerp, 

Ob, for that London sergeant 
him with me mex time. 

HAT afternoon, in confirmation of the news af reéns 
forcements, we were exhilarated by seeing in the flesh 

me of the reénforcements passing our hospital gate, 
aad we called to them, "Ef you get wounded come in 
here!" we shouted, And next morning they did come 
in, and our hearts sank, for once more we heard the 
same old tale of lying in the trenches and being mowed 
do without sing the enemy, who could de what 
the ed with their all-powerful, long-range guns, 

Tt was obvious, from alt accounts, that things were 
again going badly for us; that the one thing needed to 
save Antwerp namely, guns —bad not up to the pres. 
ent arrive. Rumor had it that the Germans had 
broken through the outer forts. If that were true the 
bombardment might be expected to begin at any 
inoment. We therefore set to work to clear out the 
three #mall, airless, underground cellars under the 
kitchens in the hospital, in which to place our wounded 
when the bombardment should begin, The next night 
terrific firing, apparently close at hand, shook the 
houses, and we were fot surprised the next morning — 
Wednesday, October 7 ~ ty bear that the news from 
the forts was very grave. The Germans had broken 
through the outer Torlifications, and were now over the 
Nethe River, 

By 8 A, M. our local helpers and interpeeters had beft 
ay and joined the bull: of the population in Aeeing out 
of Antwerp ta the Dutch frontier. We once more 
received orders from the Medical-Military authorities 
to prepare all the wounded who could possibly travel to 

iege will 
he Govern- 

1 shall have to take 
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THE QUEEN OF THE BELGIANS 
MAKES A CHRISTMAS APPEAL 
TO THE WOMEN OF AMERICA 

HAVE learned with gratification of the noble and effective work being done by American citizens 
and officials on behalf of my stricken people. I confidently hope that their efforts will receive 

that ungrudging support which we have learned to expect from the generous womanhood of America. 

We mothers of Belgium, no less than the mothers of America, have for generations instilled in 

XXXL ESS LEESON KE ONO, 
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oe KEES it S K > et ON m : 2 nN 
iN our children the instincts and the love of peace. We ask no greater boon than to live in peaceand $8 

tf id ai ; - N 
A friendship with all the world. We have provoked no war. Yet in defense of our hearthstones our A 

. Z gS 
A country has been laid waste from end to end: the flow of commerce has ceased, and my people $8 
yy oare faced with famine. The terrors of starvation, with its consequences of disease and violence, ¢ 
y EE Ne: ; ? 
\Z menace the unoffending civilian population: the aged: the infirm: the women and the children. ¥ 

¥ American officials and citizens in Belgium and England, alive to their country’s traditions, have ¥ 
; ; N 

XZ created an organization under the protection of their Government and are already sending foodto 
4 a < ° Nt 
% my people, and I hope that they may receive the fullest sympathy and aid from every side. N 
ae I need not say that I and my people shall always hold in grateful 
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A remembrance the proven friendship of America in this hour of need. Wa 

W : Kz 
A =. A oN 2 
A The American Ambassador at London Cables: A 
{ “There has never been such dire want in any land in our time. Three million women and ‘ 
¥ children are starving in Belgium. Five million dollars’ worth of food a month for the winter Y 

is needed.” ; , : ¥ 

Who Will Save a Starving Child? y 
— 
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T ISa pleasure for Tue Laptes’ Home Jougnat to publish 
this appeal personally written and signed by Her Majesty, 

Elisabeth, Queen of the Belgians, and to announce that 
The Curtis Publishing Company will act as a repository for 
the funds that will result from this appeal. These funds will 
be immediately expended for the buying of food by a special 
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=> 

It should be distinctly understood that this appeal is made 
solely for the benefit of the non-combatants in Belgium, prin- 
cipally the women and the children who have suffered by 
reason of the war. It has nothing whatever to do with the 
causes of the war and is absolutely non-partisan in its spirit 
and character. Send whatever you can, much or little; all 
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KES ie 

A Buying Committee of the Philadelphia Belgian Relief Com- — sums will be welcomed and carefully acknowledged. 
) mittee, of which Mr. Edward Bok, Editor of Tue Lapies’ 

YY H Serko getabrr' Bo ear | Obssexve Tuts Especiatty: Make all checks, postal, express ¥ OME JouRNAL, is Vice-President. The food will be shipped or money.orders payable to Queen or tae Betctans Funp 
WA to the American Consul at Rotterdam, Netherlands, by 2 oF oo PR RAre - = NA 
7 oko, its and send to N VY vhom its distribution will be made under the diplomatic Piao: Custis PuRtenisa Company N 
¥ Protection of the United States, a guarantee of the safety of HE 18: f UREISEE acne y 
¥ the food having been given by the German authorities. INDEPENDENCE Square, PxiLApeLpHta, PENNSYLVANIA N 
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T WAS. Dortor Barney who 
an Barbot to Brewster, 
Doctor ran across Jean 

at with typhoid ina fem 
Little Italy 

bs not unde 
resisted every 
man sent to the hospital, he dug up 
all the French he remembered Bs 

his first year in college and made hee understand the neces- 
ut came out he looked as though he had 

not-hole, and the doctors at the 
hospital told him he ctight to po Into: thee airy. [cist 
favorite prescription, and, while 1 don'¢ dispute thar it 
gout one, it isn't always practical. Jean had been working 
as a waiter in a French restaurant, and there are not many 
French restaurants in New England country villag 

But when Marie hunted up Barney « 
around to see Jean, Barney dug up enough 
understand chat in France the man had bees a rs That 
was enough for the Doctor, so one day be came hack home 
with Marie and Jean. He had ne il his wife about the 
guests. When she asked him why he hadn't let ber kaow 
they were coming he said he dida't know it himself. 

Mrs, Barney mace up beds for them as she would have 
done had there been twenty of ths che next two we 

f «have time todo much except cok, for the 
man had some forty pounds to get back, But Marie insisted 
upon helping with the housework, wht 
about the plice be had the strength tod 
born and brought up ina little v 
door 10 & 

dit everything 
They had been 

in Normandy, next 
e and bend Wits Over 

here | in y 
America, 1h 
was an expla 
and he told ton 

EAN’S father had a small farm in Ni 
thing went well with the family until the fa 

4 wagon one day and was made a cripple for life. That was 
when Jean was sixteen, and is left him and his mother to do 
all the work on the farm. ‘There was a younger brother: but 
he was only twelve and nothing but a pet. In the next few 

rs Jean did so well that be was able to buy land enough 
double the original farm, and he bad drearns of 

ig of himself a big farmer with a big estate. 
thi while it was arranged Letween the families 

that Jean and Maric were to marry as son as Jean 
had served his term in the army. For when he was 
twenty years old be must drop his work and give up 
two of the best years of his life to military service. 
When the time came he went without a question. 
In his case it was harder than in most, because his 
going threw the burden of the whole farm work 
upon his mother. It forced her, @ woman of forty, 
to serve a rougher term of service for the glory of 
: an the boy himself, The ¢ 

we fell from 

« hacking her t 
the could starve for all it was concerned, ‘And this 
after she had borne and reared the boy who was 
bearing the rifle. 

Jean hadn't been gone six months before things 
in to happen at home. His Cather died, and 

that took the heart out Q 
the younger beother began to “TET bad 
heen at home that would have been different,” said 
Jean. In the end the brother ran away and was 

jteard from again, The mother clung to che 
lesperately for the sake of the boy in thearmy, 

#0 that when he returned be might take up his old 
Hot tell him 
hk tO worry 

life where he had dropped it. She 
of her struggles, because she did not w 
hi She did not even tell him when, 
mikiile of his second year, she was taken. 

It was in this second year that Jean recs 
Maric a strange letter. She told him she was going 
aw. ¢ did not tell him where por why, § 
asked him to have faich in bh a trust her until 
she could write him again, Jean applied for al leave 
of absence, but it was sot granted him. Then he 
wrote letter after letter to his mother, imploring ber 
to tell hiny what the trouble was; but she was at 
that time 40 sick she could not even write. Appar- 
ently no one else took the trouble, 

When Jean was finally mustered out and allowed 
to return to his home he found that Marie had disap- 
peared. Her father had got so badly into debt that in 
desperation he just took the girl with him and weat off. Lr 
was thought he had gone to America, but no one knew. 
Probably he had warned Marie that if she wrote even to 
Jean the police might get the address and have him 
arrested. 

“On top of that cheerful news,” Barney went on, “he 
found that during his mother’s illness the farm had gone to 
pot and she was practically on ber deathbed, In fact she 
died a month later, When Sean came to he found that after 
paying all debts he. would have just about enough left co 
lake him by steerage to America. So he came—to find 
Marie, Rather a long shot—eh?" 

\ HEN Jean landed in New York he secured a job in a 
French restaurant. There he worked a year, and when 

he wasn't working he was wandering about the streets, looking 
for Marie. He might bave been doing that still if ber father 
hein’ died. It was not until then that she dared to write 
en d kept in touch with his home town and in the 

course of time the letter was forwarded to him. He took the 
next rain toa city some five hours’ ride from New York and 
there he found her, "And there you are,” said Barney. 
“Now what I say is that if between us we can’t de something 
to give this man a_fightiny ance and undo some of the 
wrong that's been done co | Py then, by George! we don't 
deserve the bh ¢ that has come to us through having three 
thousind miles of water between us and the nearest Christian 
civilized nation of Continental Europe.” 

d ‘Che 

TLLUSTRATIONS 

‘Tine proposlan: Darucy wake did nol salve Saycarcnk 
amount of Christian charity anyway, but it ssemed effective. 
His scheme was merely that three or four of us should chip in 
and buy a small farm for Jean and take a Grst mortgage on 
it at four per cent. Alonzo Page had died that winter, leay~ 
ing @ farm of ten acres and a house and barn in fairly good 
condition. The Pages had had no children, and the widow 
was too old to manage such a place. Holt offered her 
twenty-two hundred dollars for the property, and she took 
it, Holt, Mathews, Birmingham and [each put in five 
hundred while Barney chipped in the other ¢wo hundred and 
took Jean’s unsecured note for three hundred more so that 
the man wouk! have a lithe working capital, This made a 
hundred dollars a year interest, which Jeart and Maric woukl 
have to clear in order to keep aflaat. 

UT of the three hundred dollars they bought fr Mes. 
Page a bed and enough linen to make it up,a kitchen table 

and a couple of chairs, two sto i enough of the kitchen- 
ware to cook with, I don't think they spent thirty dothirs, 
and, though they were offered good bargains in what was 
left, they refused 16 spend another cent on themselves, 
At firse Mes, Page was vexed amd thought it was because 

they were mean that they wouldn’e buy; but when | told her 
what they bad been through she changed her mind. ‘Lf 
that's the way of it,” she sah wee, they might jest as well 
have a lot of the ob! truck o she Chrew in most of the rest 
of the kitchen things, a sefa and some oh! rugs, a chair or 
two and som farming tooks. 

But even then that house was stripped to abont as near 
hedrock as it could be. Ruth went down there to see if she 
could help Marie get settled, and she sid she ne saw such 
a contrast between the outside and the inside of a house in 
her life. “When I went to the door,” she said, * Marie came 
to meet me, just radiant with joy, She looked so like a little 
Prin that 1 felt as though she was about Lo usher me into 
a pak But when [ went inskle aad saw how barren the 
rooms were I lost the illusion for a moment, There wasn't 
anything at all in the front room, and in the dining-room 
there was just ane table and two chairs in the middle, r. 

It was soon afver this that a lot of Marie's neighbors began 
to discover odd picces of furniture w they didn't want, 
Perhaps it was a chair or an old carpet or a picture or a cup 
and saucer or a bedsp hut in every case it was some- 
thing which, a3 they infornted Barney, they were just about 

** They Didn't Cry and They 
Didnt Speak,” Said Bamey. 

to throw away “when they happened to think that maybe 
that young couple in the Page house might find some use 
for it." Barney, being the only man in town who spoke 
French, was obliged to go down there with it and exp! 
Finally’ he wrote out in French a little note to the effect that 
the senders presented their compliments to Madame and 
Monsieur Barbot and ventured to hope that, until they 
completed their arrangements in their new home, they might 
find some use for this little article for which the senders had 
no use Whatever. He had Holt make several dozen copies of 
this, and, when any ene came down to his house with a 
mattress or a horsehair chair, he had him sign one of these 
notes and sent him on to the Page house with the article 
himself. 

‘There was no false pride about either Jean or Marie, 
although there was plenty of honest pride, and because 
Barney explained in what a neighborly spirit the little con- 
tributions were made they accepted them. Before winter 
swept down upon them their house was fairly comfortably 
furnished. é 

Meanwhile, the day after they moved in, Jean was at 
work cleaning out the barn and the hen yard. And Marie 
was right by his side with another shovel. It was an unusual 
si ty most of us to see a woman working like a man, and 
ar et this made a good deal of talk, A lot of people thought 
Jean was responsible for th but he wasn't. He didn’t 
want her todo it, but he couldn't stop her any more than she 
coukl stop him. ‘They were upevery morning before daylight 
and they never stopped until dark, Then they went to bed, 

(Page 8) 
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“They Just Set There Like Two Dumb Animals” ” 

Call to the Colors 
As it Came to Jean in a Small American Town 

By William Carleton 
AUTILOR OF * ‘ONE WAY OUT,” 

BY W. M 

ETC, 

BERGER 

The only time any one ever iw a light in that hayse was 
around four a, Mt 

is was in Apgil. Within a week they had scraped the 
hen yard clean of the accumulated deposits of fifty years, 
saving every shovelful. ‘Then they swept down the hen boust 
itself and whitewashed ig. After that they bought a rooster 
and two dozen hens. 

It scems oid even now to use “they” in describing this 
rough work which they dil; hut from the start it was always 

were side by side and shoulder to shoulder 
She was a little woman, too, yet seemed almost as strong 
physically in proportion 'to her size as Jean, Her eyes were 
char and her cheeks red and she looked to be in perfect 
health, When she wasn't doing anything olse she was gather- 
ing wood. [1 amused us ta sec the way she gathered up dead 
limbs all over the place and bundled chem into a pile and 
lifted them to her head. She'd pick up a bit of wood no 
thicker than ad pencil and bring it home, 4 MW days 
the twa of them would go off hanting this waste wood, of 
which th = plenty around Brewster, 

othing irritated Fladiey more than to see them cc 
home laden with this “rubbish,” as he 
mean as thet, hanged if I'd wanter let a 
growled, 

Burt it’s a fret that they kept their stave going all that 

spring and all summer on just such stuff. It saved thent 
huying theer or four cords of w 
asked permis 
was going on, 
Jengths and tied it in 

L couldn't see why itd 
as that for whieh meamy i mn prs 
Hauley only shook his head. “They'll be picking 
leaves next,” he prophesiod. ft was just what they 
Tent autunan they gathered Dindcinel Icavceand tackthert 
out on the garden patch and burned them, 

allod ie, “108 
vy one know it, 

as much honest wool 
4 four dollars 

t of the three hundred dollars which 
Barney lent chem they alse bought a cow and we. We 

figured that these and the other purchases must have taken 
about all their capital aad we began to wonder what they 
lived on, Those interested in such ers reported thi 
never went near the meat store and that not enough 
ies went into che house to keep & parsonage mouse alive, 

"T reckon they're too all-fired mean to eat,” said Hadley. 
T don't know what they ate. Mostly bread and 

milk and eggs, J guess. That at this time they were 
vacerned with what the 

ROM what was le 

not particularly ¢, Nor 
with what ore, nor what comforts they had in 
the house. They were concerned with nothing but 
in making the most of their opportunities. They 
were young and ambitious and were working for 
feundiona,, That ageing thoy URL mct Blea teore te 
Mow their house garden, but a week ahead of any 

cle they each took a spade and proceeded to 
turn up halt an acre or so by hand, 

The sight took away Hadley" ‘6 breath, “ They 
ain't no better than hoses!” he explod “Thet’s 
what ye git fer gettin’ in furriners, ged ef it 
don't make my bones ach watch ‘e 

Hf there had been any other work fi 
do just then it might have been poor pe 
to spend their energy in just this wa 

They were only filling 
plowing time. As a result they had the carligst 
garden of any one in town. ‘The gait of a week 
green peas means good money, "And it wis by a ih 
Cceason of such gains as this tha’ 
fret year Jean Barbot paid his i 
the three-hundred- 

‘Meanwhile Jean's te 
fifty: the cow had presented a calf to hit and be 
had bought two mure young pigs. But this in: 
success Jit ean to slacker his pace ame 

Marie did not work 
, before; but this was explained by 

the arrival in December of Jean Barbot, Junior, 
fine a youngster, iu ng to Baritey, and not dis- 
puted by his parents, ax ever landed in Brewster, 
The taby gave Mai nty to do indoors, but for 
all that she could milk the cow in an emergency and 

after the chickens. 
th his farm bringing him in a constantly larger 
tue Jean had an opportunity to work on a big- 

ger scale, could afl hire help for the heavier 
work anil d to more Important things, 
However, whenever he hired at ‘or plowing and 

harrowing he gencrally managed to pay for it by helping to 
plow and harrow his neighbor's land. That second year he 
cultivated three acres of truck-garden stuff and cut down his 
mortgage five hundred dollars. 

the two to 
y for thent 

+ but there 
gap until regular 

af hona 

Jean BARBOT went through the third year just as energet- 
as he did the first, and this time clipped off seven 

hundred and fifty dollars, Le was in November of the fourth 
year that he went to Holt with his final payment. And with 
him be took Jean Barbot, Junior, in his arms, while Marie 
carried little Marie, who had come that speing, They 
marched wich their headsin the airand their hearts fuilof song. 
“When they came in," sxid Holt, “f couki not think what 

had brought them, Then Jean said: “M'sicur Holt, | have 
the rest of that money. ‘ ‘Then he counted out on my 

bs nine hundred and fifty dollars in ten-dollar bills, and 
as he pot down each bill Marie smiled. ‘Then be stood up 
straight asa soldier. 1 felt ax though 1 ought to do some- 
thing like waving an American flag and cheering: but 1 
didn’ do anything except give him the mortgage papers to 
tear up, and shake hands with him and Mari.” 

‘That winter Jean and Marie came out of their shells more 
than they had before. They tinned up at most of the socia~ 
bles, which they had always avoided, and it was discovered 
that Jean could sing. So we made him sing. T became 
more one of us than | would have believed it possible for any 
one of foreign birth to become, They had Doth learned Lo 

CONCLUDED ON PAGE 45 



un average of five hundred 1¢ is broiling a steak one cay 
fr q i 1 bat 18 from friends known and vot be designing a dance dress, but if 

1 HOWE 1c he world | her wh vind on tha teak for 

s pleased to receive he time being sh I be able to cook 
ne begin we day erfull 
that so many kind thoughts bg 

toward 1 would 
1 Limpossibility to reply toall | const 

of the letters personally amt ion 
ng thi rhuni answer sor ig 

of the questions tha frencst | us 0 
ked ask 
The sub 
sstest int from for the reason that it i 

Possibly: sa ne from all over tl 

tae that isn't tru ne truth is that 
cceive fifty thousand dollar 

from the Famous Players Filne ( nt by my Hecke girl fri Y 
pany. Even that is i good deal, o | scrifice, and [wan 8 
course; but, while feelin du | “Ca h the t 
Fortune enables me to 8 hea ink of meand keep the money f 
amount, Ido not forget the first time | Pur it in 
Lapplied for a position us a moving ad start an 

wre player, | me rs out it, | 
w New York, | ; ° for I 

icon a street tala bel Wd sav 
ive cents, Thad 1 mor 

or not they would ed | 
hail seven reasons for | NOP toa ago a present quite out 
hey would, and one ve | IN of the ordinary was brought to 

or that if they didn me that pleased me very much 
have to walle ho adit | Iver loving cup anda big albu 
from the studio. Fortun | stographs {rom friends whom | have 
allowed me to remain, ant | never seen it alia, The 

uid me for the da loving cup w ly 13,081 
etter luck was mine, for they: told mx Australian pennies, and the album 
come txick the following da ntained an equal number of att 

ny surprise, cast me for the stat aphs, I felt very much honored, tao, 
Lona ane the Krom ause the Groat Seal of the city 
lime [ never had any troubk ney was attached to the album 

tting a position w pict the first time it h ve peared on 
Let res at odin documents, nm the 

Another question that. thousar af of the album are these line 
bie bgdons | Art (s universal, human sympathy later 

Hashiys tie Senay al, genius the property of the workd 
mhid peice . Mary, is pars, “She wil 

slaries, and that ap soho 
it is easy for any une to gota positior ak personally: all 
There may have leen a time when thi th i me these won 
wa or less tru it tt bs not | « i ion; but they 
now, Most of the film studios, and { that th . 
hini probably all of them, haye their precia en though it i not pe 
wh stock companies, each with a long ble for me to come out of the sereen waiting list; so it ix difficult tbout it in a curtain 
without exceptional qualifivat | use of the Australian 
find a plice, unless some unu show my gratitude, 
uunsiat nce ise which ‘ t speak it aloud. The 

make it posstbb ‘ thum were presented hat a condition to bx 0 was rehearsi 
| Stepsister,” and the direc 

WV EAT becom r | the scene and had an 
= sanother me aken of it 99 that it 49 

lah er te | ck to Atistralia 
s there is time for ar lan waked to left to my mother of seeing 1 

F vin the audier 
fully, Then they an At first it was an old sen 
trunks with other keepsak te pete laae 
Some of them ery amusin Not ing ached) { 1 rihy se 
long ago, for in man wr 5 pbcht nother pe 

He a letter fil with coniplimer In this way ute eanal 
explaining that he was doing s with b f i nuch of t wor Vwork, to mesure the value and importane 
He said that ordit he never dared to 4 He , pnient 
remark about a ‘ elting into a dor : ci 7 

fm, Lest ray « the one « i idk f a i 
ke me, ind that 1 nl f n of a " 

‘ 10 she was not jealot “ 
Of course thousands of letters cc me asking for fina 

cial aid, 1 presume every om 1 large 
receives thom. ‘This is natural, and, in so Wes, 0 
ould be, I think those » have a geeat deal : 
ney need should help hy unfortun: 1 

think | cou leep nights if re hoar "1 f 
myself alone, and never doing anything for any one good photograph of 

woulkds to give it all away if 1 were + difficult for some 
small portion of the requests th fected and natural 

The habit is good and 
For instanee, one girl wrote that 

imbition to have a beautiful home, « : > 
kindly g Her ten theusand dollars « and Te it a 

wutiful, T answe Ir would be difficulr 
t my belief 1 zi to dete o h reason that it ce 

ud A goo ' r ids entire to be portrayed 
f you'll se 1 the number ar of the sets, which determine be time 

1 don't on als athe it tak pk number of interior and 
ud what the “qu I xteriar scene »nsiderations that depend 

re work i ut at tha we upon the exigencies a: sd with every studio. 1 enjoy 

write to ask how J 1 , in my work immense a wonder{ul fascination in the 
physical form to withstand the hardships ever-changing scenes and the varied excitement. ‘The vari 
work. The answer is that I have alwa 
and have been fond of outeoor spor 
robust and strong to a degree pmbat 

jon given in the pictures. I have aly 
fresh airand 1 y 
that isn’t nex 

4, keeps it from being hard work, On the regular stage 
1 actress plays the same part over and ver, but 

1 then under such circumstan 
the aud 

our work that 
For instance, in a 

y to go om imme- 
and to have 

usatrain 

bevond the impres 
lived much in 

al exereis 
ek affords 

he Storm Country,” for instance 

1a strain, beca 
A there are other t 

+ nat so of 

pyminasiun 
[ used to ride be s 
sand slide dows pri 
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n Madison Square 

Blind Spot,’ etc. 

it 

Part IL 
HE shabby littke old gentleman turned up 
in Madison Square at a quite incredib 
nour on Christinas morning, He kept or 

eye on the eastern hor 
rather bong time made ou 

was expecting. The young 
came striding down the pa 
his friend with the complimw {th 
eason. “Merry Christmas to ! 
And many more of thery 

Hol" said the old gentleman gruffly. "Merry Ch 
hey? Merry Christmas back to you then, Lord Eve ! 

“What's that?" Englishman demande 
*? Not yet, sir. My name is 

her,” the shabby old gentleman insisted 

it down # jen « of the vig 

ent out of his face ‘ val 
on? You're sure of it, | 

appase? Poor old governor! 
hadarotten time here; I hope he 
Letter off where he's gone now 
How did you know?! 

“Oh,” 5 ¢ little 1 gentle 

man vaguely, “1 saw it in some 
new But wh. 

was not eon ex 
chan Lon 

vesham chafed hishar 
soberly down 

t no good,” 

y pretending any tro- 
Joux personal grief, The 

pand [ hadn't been 
on terms for a good many yes 
1 wish E'might have been there, 
though, when he died. | should 
like to h well, seen him 
through: s hand white he 
went. 

“Did you get a letterfrom your 
uncle?” theold gentleman in 
quired. But be knew 
“My uncle? Ob, yes, [gota tet 

terfrom him last night. H. 
help me to go back to Er 

: your shan 
his with ao resigne 

well-nigh cheerful, th 
shabby old gentleman w 
more puzzled and star 
scowling hideously, and ga 

still 
at him, 

quite 
a jump when the other nce 
sprang to his feet, his eyes shining 
in the mast extraordinary fashion. 
‘Mr - Ob! It occurs to me 

I don't know your name 
1 mind telling me 

“No,” said the old gentleman, 
v't mind. [t's Cole 

Thanks so much 
, the most extraordin 

has happened to me, the 
most wonderful thing, the 2 
glorious thing! Lfeet"’—he wa 
his arma—"'it was like @ miracle, 
you know, My head's swimming 
with it still; 1 don't quite know 
what I'm J 

“That to beerved 
the old gentleman ere *Sup- 
pose ¥ 

and shouting ane tell me what it 
is that has happened.’ 

"THe Enulishman 
lookingalittledashed. “I 

pect Ido seem a bit Hike a maniac 
don't 17" he said, and sat dows 
on the noch, "Loc 

with the re 
you talked to her yester 

day—Molly Brighton—I want to 
tell you about her," 

adhedid, He told about the 
lost situation and how 
tried to get it back for 
hikt; and he ¢ how 

had found th 
htened and 

1 leave off prancing about 

stood still, 

and how the 
come to hina at last. 

“L don't mind confessing that it hit me 
I believe I was a bit dazed—stunn: 
Spee going away down the sta 
there on. top land: 

e, sir. I thought of 
oor and I was afraid 

or of us. nd uy 
id 1 slept until day 

ng to strete 
finding 1 couldn't & 
L oper nd—and she was there 
time in the night she'd looked out ay 
fetched the blanket from 
to keep me warm. And si 
minute to watch, and dropped of 
was curled up just like a fig kitten and her head was ly 

st my arm and she was sound asleep, I could 
inly because there is a skylight at the top of 

ht 
ou 

t © knelt down for 
without know 

2 twisted together and they 
were trembling 

“1 tell , Mr. Cole, ly 

against me, was the loveli 
1g there asleep with her be 

and the finest and the 

USTRATION 

beautiful and the most preci 
into the world, He Ac 

er give a little 
fy and 

went she 

She's a little wled the littl 
wenfully 

fd gentleman 

expression that had 
occu quite understand why 1 
tald you ng my It's the 
kind urally shut upabout. I told 
you b , because it shows 

anybody. 
me at last—love. that beautiful child 

ne in the world. She has n care for her, to si 
ter her, to tell her how wonder 

all that. It sous 
thing that was ¢ 

the starving fee 
ly Brighton to m 

to let 

going to 
and to let me work for her 

(Page 13) 

2K 

I've never been able to work for myst 
he matter with me all these moaths 
for, [know why [ after jobs: it's because 

Thad no interest in my job arse | worked badly 
Mr, Cole’ vot upright with bead high—"I am 

strong hands an « heart. In this 
¢ certainly is some work for me, work that will 

me and keep her from starving 

un ¢ 

ked up at Lord Evesham the little old gentler 
d there were two spots of red in his cl 

may be Look here! You say y rt going LO 

1. Why haven't you done it? Where is 
with you 

n't seen her, 1 got a wash-up down in the 
1 1 went around the corner and bought some 

left it outside her door and called ta her that 
Square she was dressed ar ly. She'll 

come before long.” He booked 
behind him eastward, 

‘You think you're in lo 
the litele old gentleman, and 

he sounded both cross and anx 
ious. “A girl clings to you like a 
stray Kitten and you see 
she’s pretty, and you're futiered, 

1 you think you're cut 
from your own place it 

world, and it would be ¢ 
to have her about, Le 
sups 
mind one of the: 
he called you bac 

ak here 
your uncle changed his 

“Oh, would they 
lishman b 

*" The Eng- 
he wasn't even 

Angry +, if some such 
mi ald oocur; if it 

t that 1 could 
pnext week 

her presented at th 
next Levee or Drawing-Room, 
there wouldn't be another woman 
in Buckingham Pa 
hold the traditional candle to her, 

ac eyes of bers, and that 
and mouth and all that red 

i sweep the place, and 
a! iety week would 
come out the next week with pho- 
tographs of the beautiful Lady 

ce who could 

sighed 
You seem 

reel,” 
be admit “How 
ever there's not much chance 
your being put to just that kind 

{test, Well, what are you going 
tao? Wark?" 

The Englishinan nodded. “You 
bet I'm going to work—just as 

sas T pi ly can” 

I POKING al y the ald 
4 ge You won't 

be tec lexpect, abou 
what You won't be 
proud? 

Mr. Col id. the 
man, “* king for 
shovel or for floors to serub, 

money to be 
cin other elds of endeavor,” 

le old gentleman, Fle 
rer along the 

and lowered his voice. 
re is a certain 

al organization in this city 
1 that though y 

politi 
so well ki 
have been here only a few mont! 

can't, | should think, have 
failed to Near of it,” 

"T know it,” said the English- 
man, “by name and by reputa- 

Ves, [ thought so. Evesham, 
this organization is active all the 
ime, and it bas men—and 

ses of society 

in 
‘s what you might call ch what these 

F ty we arkable thing 
out it ts that all the workers are soldiers in a big army 

vad their namesand wh d ver forge 
by th ¢ always wate 
and 
to better 

ord Eve! 
kind of recru 

a job in it, if v 

¥y work well they get 
The little old gentleman k 
nd down again at the ground. 

ficer for this organization. 
ke, It won't bea kid-glove job: it'll 

that are done after dark, collecting the 
organization from those enterprises 

ag. You'll be able to suppart your 
Il hold your tongue and 
al'll be wearing a fur coat 

your own limousine. What d’you think of 
ey?" 

The Englishman sighed and got to his feet. “I thought,” 
th k benches had made me some 

I sce it hasn’s, 



He turned away, but the old gentleman checked him, 
“Wait! Here you! Don't be in such a hurry, Remember 
you've been thrown overboard by your family, Remember 
that you're stranded ina strange country. Remember that 
you've got that girl to take care of, D' you think she'd want 
you to refuse the first chance to make a living and to climb 
steadily into a better living still 

“I'm afraid you're a pretty poor judge of character, sir; 
that’s all, Good-day, sir! I'm ywe met. I'd—hang ic, 
J never thought ——" He shook his head and turned away 
again, 

O “E more the old gentleman called out behind him 
hoarsely, even rather anxiously, bot be kept on without 

looking back. And then he saw far across at the eastern side 
of the Square a hurrying black figure that made his heart 
Jeap suddenly and blurred his eyes wick tears, He met 
her halfway and took her hands in his. Her face was pink 
with happiness and exercise. It made him think of roses in 
Jovely gardens at home aod he wanted to tell ber so, but she 
didn't give him a chance. 

She said: “Oh, Mr. Scott, I'm so sorry to have kept you 
waiting. But that angel of a landlady of yours came up and 
sat and talked to me, and she was so sweet and motherly I 
hadn't the heart to come away, Mr. Scott." 

“Oh, by-the-way," said he, “you're calling me out of my 
name. My name isn't Seott any more; it’s Evesham, My 
father is dead, Oh, you needn’s feel very mournful! Tdon's, 
He hasn't been much like a father to me not for years back, 
We didn't get on. I'm only sorry not to have been there 
wit he went—to bid him Godspeet, you know.” 

in @ kind of awed whisper, “you"re— 

you know; I'm just as poor as | was, Molly, I'm cast olf 
hy my family and I'm out of a job and [ve no money and 
I'm a very poor sort of chap, altogether, bat I love you. 
Pieise, will you marry me?" 

She turned quite white and began to tremble. 
“You're holding my hands!" she said in a little whisper, 

And be said: “Tknow.” 
“E think," she sid piteously, “there must be some- 

thing the matter me. My knees are all shaking, 
I've dreamed it at night, but not in the daytime- 
never. never! There's something dreadful che matter." 

“Molly!” he cried, squeezing herhandshard. "Stop 
talking nonsense! [want you to say you'll marry me. 
T want you to say iton Cliristmas Day,” 
She seemest to realize that she was awake and that it 

was all quite real and true, but she trembled just 
ourse Tcan't. [t's too ridie 

say such things, Mr,—1 mean, 
wm! They hurt me, 

"say them," he growled at her, “until you say 
*Yes' back to me. Molly, tell me the truth straighr, 
Do you love me?" 
"Oh, I'd die for you!" she cried, sobbing. “But you 

know I couldn't possibly marry you, Why, you're a 
lor! and I'm—just nothing at all bur me.”” 

reams come true, Molly,” said be; “dreams: u'r 
come true,” 

And ac that she gave a kind of little moan and got 
her hands away from him and covered her face with 
them, "Ob, T never thought anybody would over say 
that tome. Oh, that"s the most beautiful thing that ever 
was sid in this world: only itisn’t crue, [teouldn'’t be” 

“It’s true enough, Heaven knows!” 
She looked at him as if she were staring hard—the 

hardest that ever waseto keep her hold upon sanity 
and the safe realities, to tear her gaze from the enchant- 
ing splendor he tempted her with and fasten it upon the 

bercarth. Ir'sall,” she explained tohim, " because 
ve got the habit of helping me and taking care of 
hat'sull itis, [t isn’t love, Mr.—Lord Evesham: 
Kein't be, It's just goodness and pity; and I'm so 

teal that I could ery, but I won't fet you go on 
hin.” 

Ny," cried Lord Evesham, “1 peed you so!” 
‘on need me? You? Oh, dear!" 

“T'm going to work,” said he, “harder than anybody 
ever worked before, but who's to meet me when the 
day's work is done, Molly? Who's to make work worth 
while? Who's to put her arms about me when Um tired 
and downhearted, and fet me rest there?” 

She hugged herself ina silent ecstasy before the pe 
1. tures she seemed to see and her eyes were 

van it,” she whispered, “don's ys 
“More than I ever meant a3 

“Oh, you des 
And he said: 

before!” 
could help you like that truly?" 
need you so!" he said again, 

img 

HERE were people passing near them, but the 
people were horrying about their own affairs and 

had no time to stare at the two young people who stood 
close together talking. 

‘The girl once more put her hands up over her face, but 
she took them down alter a moment and laid them in a 
swift gesture against Lord Evesham’s breast. “I'm asleep 
and dreaming,” sitid she “1 shall wake up soon, I suppose, 
and find it isn't so; but— bit of me has loved you 
always, and in a dream [ dare tell you so and say ‘Yes, yes, 
yes.” It won't have done any harm when I wake up.” 

They were both a little pale thea, and Molly Brighton 
wally locked aaif she mgfht fre dreaming. She seemed te tno 
quitedazed. Butsheroused herself presently, “There,” she 

, “is that nice, gruff, little old gentleman sitting on the 
er side of the Square. Would you mind coming with me 

» say ‘Merry Christmas’ to him? I want to say ‘Merry 
Christmas’ toall the world, I'm singing it to myself," she said 
quaintly, “in my heart. Can't you hear?” 

Evesham laughed a shaky langh, watching her face. "T 
heard music, bat Tchoughs it came from my own heart. Was 
it from yours, Molly? I might have known, About that old 
gentleman, though—I'd rather not speak to him again, 
Tle"s not what Tt ought him. T've been disappointed.” He 
told of the pr that had been made to him, 

At the end Molly shook her head with that tender scorn 
women have for man’sduller understandi: 
thing wrong in that, beliewe se," she fhere's pot a 
word of trath in ic, Come! We'll go straight to him and 
make him take it back,” 

She led him without another word to where the Jittle old 
gentleman sat, “I came,” she said briskly, ‘to wish you a 
"Merry Christmas,” sir, but before I wish it you've got to tell 
Land Beahac that you didn't mean what you said to him a 
tittle while ago.” 

“Of course I didn't mean it!" snay the little old 
ntleman, making a frightful face, “Wanted to try him. 
Don Hist went Pounctig Of. Got uo sresel Fab! Ought 

to know better, Ought to be ashamed of himsel!, Old man 
like me! Pshaw! Nearly burst my tung." 

“T knew it,” Molly Brighton nodded calmly to Evesham, 
Merry Christmas to you, sir! : 
‘Same to-you!” snarled the little old gentleman, making 

dreadful faces. Sit down, you two!” 
They sat down on the bench beside him, Molly Brighton 

close to her lover, so close that Evesham could (and did) holed 
one of her hands in his without the passers-by knowing 
anything about it. 

“You going to marry this fellow?" demanded the little 
old gentleman, 

Molly Brighton sighed patiently. “He says Lam. Of 
course it can't be true really, I koow I'm dreaming, but it’s 
such a happy dream! Please, don't anybody speak very 
fond!" She looked upat Lord Evesham and her gaze seemed 
10 become fost in his. 

< 

T MAY be that the little old gentleman sw that and 
spellbound | for he sighed too, and rubbed his hands 

together and was silent for a little time, But at last he 
shuitied his feet and made tittle pafting noises and blew his 
nose, “Oh, well, if you've made up your minds | suppose 
there's no stopping you! <T suppose you might as well starve 
together as separately hey : 

“Oh, much berte id. "TE sha'n's 
at all mind starving if we can only starve together.” 

“Hol” said the little old gentleman scornfully. “Sha'n't 
you indeed? No, L suppose not. Now about this getting 
married—I daresay you'd like to do it today? What?” 

Molly Brighton gasped and to look a little fright- 
ened, but Evesham squeezed her hand as bard as he could 
and she said: “Oo! Oo!" 

“| should like to be married on Christmas Day, sir,” 
Evesham answered, "It would be a wonderiul thing to look 
hack apon, Could it be done? Isn't there a license to get — 
and things like that? I'm afraid 1 may have to get a job 
first, and carn enough for the license and the parson,” 

Prayer of the Mother After the 
Children Have Gone to Bed 

By FRANK CRANE 

HEY are asleep, O God, and 1am tired, and I want the 
hush of a half-hour with Thee. I want to bathe my 

soul in the Infinite, as workers, covered with dust and 
sweat, plunge into the sea. 

Let my hot heart feel Thy cool vastness, my muddy 
mind lose itself in Thy crystal wisdom, my bruised love 
he healed in the waters of Thy love, so sure, so calm and 

leep. 
God, I could not bear to be a mother another day if 1 

thought [ should be called to account for all my mistakes. 
I would never seek Thee unless I thought Thou wert as 
forbearing and love-blind as 1; but because my own chil- 
dren never come to me without my heart leaping to meet 
thern, so I learn to be very bold toward my Father which 
is in Heaven. 
Tam all faults. My very love trips up my wisdom, and 

my care breeds worry, and my sense of expediency makes 
me disloyal to the truth. One hus to be very great and 
good to be a mother, No one short of God Himself could 
be equal to it 

But I love them, God: and in love I climb beside Thy 
seat. 

Teach me Thine own wondrous skill and indirection, 
so that I also may learn to wait, and to suffer, and, by 
long wisdom, to circumvent. 

I know it is of no avail to tell them anything, I know 
their little eyes are sharp, and see my soul, and that they 
copy me. Therefore make me good, good in my deepest 
purpose, good in my very desires. 
Make me all | want them to be, strong and true and 

» great-hearted, 
Save me from the irritation of little things. Give me 

the long vision, the sense of perspective, so that | may 
judge between essentials and non-essentials. 

Let me be a real mother to my children, mending their 
souls and fancies and helping weave their dreams, as well 
a3 attending to their bodies 

Help me to learn wisdom from their dear humanities, 
the secret of trust in Thee from their trust in me, 
And keep them from harm, and let them grow up sound 

and unspoiled, 
And make them always love me. Amen, 

“ There has to bea license,” said the little old gentleman, 
“and the office for that sort of thing is closed on mas 
Day, but there are sometimes ways of getting closed offices 
opened. [| have been thinking that it might amuse me to 
et you two young people salely married Go each other aad 
then—well then just leave you to starve.” His own words 
seemed to frighten him a little, for he leaned forward, shak- 
ing one skinny finger in the air, “Don't run away with the 
idea,” he cried, “that U'm adopting you or shouldering your 
responsibilities or making plans to support you for the rest 
of your lives! Because I’m doing nothing of the sort, I'm 
Suititae You Boscia becomes 1: Ciiak: lt cis? comeceaia thas 
and then I'm dropping you just where [ found you—on & 
bench in Madison Square. Understand me?" 
Tv nodded at him, clinging each to the other's hand, 

excited and incapableof speech. And the littleold gentleman 
yed them with a kind of hot fury. Then he wee up from 

the bench and looked at the clock on the high tower; it 
was half-past nine. 

“Come along! Come along!" said the little old gentle- 
man, all at once in a tearing hurry. “ What you sitting there 
for? Comealong home with me! I've got to telephone about 
that license bureau.” 

Heset ts a kind of trot across the Square and up 
Madison Avenue, and the two young followed 

him silently a pace behind, He climbed up the steps of a big, 
brownstone house on acorner, and a y odd-loalkiny figure 
he maule fn thae stately doorway, with ble pinched old 
and his battered hat and his shabby clothes. 

‘The butler who opened to them was a gray-haired man 
like his master, but much handsomer. 

Mr. Cole addressed him as Weems. He said; “Weems, 
Lord Evesham has lost his iuggage. Take him up to Mr. 
‘Thomas's room and fit him out with some clothes, But first 
cali Mrs. Herod.” 

(Page 14) 

‘The butler went away, returned with a comfortable: 
looking woman in the neat black dress of a housekeeper, and 

id: “Ef your lordship will just step upstairs —— 
Over the banister Evesham saw his host and the house 

keeper in carnest conference, and Molly Brighton sanding § 
little apart, wide-eyed and rather frightened. He halted fot 
a moment, wondering if he ought to leave her so, but she 
glinced up just then and smiled at him and he went on. 
Me, Fhumas won't trind my tooting his wardrobe tbe 

this, [ hope?" he said presently to the old butler, when aa 
assortment of Mr. Thomas's cloches had been laid out for his, 

spection, 
Mr. Thomas ‘as heen dead, my lord, for two years last” 

ty. 
What 1 want most,” Evesham continued, “area tab and 

ashave. You might justask Mr. Cole if I've time for them.’ 
Weems returned with the information that “Mr. Colt 

would like tu leave the “ouse at ten“thirty."” Sa the English? 
man had his “tub” and shave and got into fresh, crisp linea 
and put on a morning coat of the fir. Thomas's, shi 
fitted firm oot badly at all, and went down to the drawing 
room, } 

‘The little old gentleman was fiddling about there and 
making inhuman noises and looking at his watch, and in 3” 
moment a tall, pretty girl in very smart clothes (afterwat 
discovered ty be a next-door neighbor) appeared in the doar 
way, kines! with great vigor another much prettier girl ind 
smart, dark green frock and a black hac, aml pushed her inte 
the room, crying out: “ Here she is, Uncle Henry! Isn't 
adarling? T must run away home like anything or chey'll” 
be off to service without me,” and eappeareal 

“You look very nice, my dear!" said the little old gentler 
man, actually smiling at Molly Brighton, 

e! Lord Evesham held breath, 
‘m still dreaming,” Motly Brighton complained, shaking 

her head in a sweet and bewildered fashion, “It's all quitt 
Heavenly, but--ab, Um beginning to der if it won't 
be too dreadful when E wake up!" 

HE insisted with some frequency during that wonder 
ful day that she wax dreaming, and Lord Eveshant 

hegan to think that she was fight and chat he was 
dreaming too. He had, even afterward, but the vaguest 
and most unrest! recollection of the day's accivities: # 
shadowy, disconnected succession of scenes, all stages 
managed by a fidgety little old gentleman who kept tie 
chin buried in his collar and discouraged conversation, 

Evestiam knew that first they went, the three of then 
a long way down into the lower part of the city, riding 
ina closed motor-car, and that he and Motly Brightot 
had to tell their names to an impatient young matt 
behind a desk, and Motly s0 far roused herself as to bt 

ad becatise he fi “Peter Charles 

Then Molly asked a littie timilly if they mightn't 
stop in at a church for just the smallest fraction of 4 
minute—or she would stop in alone and come on to then 
later, So they all stepped at Trinity and everybody 
seemed to know old Mr, Coleand greeted him in king 
whispers, and they even got seats in a pew at the back 
of the church, and the place smelt of balsam pine, a 
Mally knelt down to pray with her lovely red bead bent 
over her hands, and the organ and the choir made 
stirring, Heavenly music. 

And afterward there was luncheon at the house it 
Madison Avenue—such a luncheon as Evesham had not 
tasted in many long months, aod poor Hei Brighton 
probably never at all! no there must have beeo 
rather a long interval, but le never could remember 
what took pliee in it, I} at once he and Molly were 
face to face with a clergyman in a white surplice, at 

and tbat pretty girl from next door, 
nd he put a ring on Molly's finger 

his mother's wedding ring that he hadn't ever quite 
felt he could sell or pawn, 

That he bad supposed to be the hist scene, as it wert, 
of the wonderful tHetle masquerade, He was ready thet 
to lay off his borrowed finery and say, Thank you, sir, 
and God bless you!" and go back to the bench im 
Madison Square, or rather, since the day was advances, 
to the mean lodging in East Twenty-fourth Street, 
Buc it seemed he was mistaken, 
The little old gentleman explained matters briefty! 

“You're to stay on here until tomorrow because I'm 
going away. I'm going to Washington,” He turned 
to the new Lady Evesham, "It seems, my dear, you 
were i fe about —well, about that letter | gave you 
read, I've been sending telegrams and getting answers: 
Hey? Seems shod like to see her old father after all— 
at least she pretends she would, Maybe I'll bring het 
hack with me for a bit; can't say. Anyhow, you twa, 
this house is yours tomorrow, Tomorrow yo 
can go back to your bench, and this fellow that taller 
about his hands being so strong—he can look for 
another job, carrying out ashes. 

They tried to thank him, but he didn't want thanks, He 
mt quite angey and rude. But before he went he shook 

hands in a limp, absent-minded fashion with the bridegroont 
and suffered himself to be kissed on each cheek by the bride: 

See you one of these days in Madison Square,” said the 
little theman, getting into the shabby overcoar that 
Weems. for him. He madea strange, sustained, inhumat 
sound such as they had never before heard, and all at once 
they became aware that he was laughing, 
And so he went away. 

A COUPLE of hours later young Lord Evesham entered 
the drawing-room dressed for dinner, Molly stood 

before the ae pee in and partly out of a pretty, thin, 
clinging frock of pale yellow, She rather hoped she looked 
ite lovely, and when she saw her fushand's face she knew 

she ti lowed allover wei dei 
le dropped a [oper envelope that he in hit 

hand and came across the room and stood over her, “ Molly 
Brighton,” said he unsteadily, “if you go on becoming more 
beautiful every hour like this 1 sha'n’t be able to bear it- 
You're the most beautiful thing Lever sw. f told you that 
you were dreams come true. You're more, for 1 never 
dreamed of anybody that was fit to come near you." 

She made one of her little moaning noises and hid her face 
against him, but after a moment she asked: “Did you get # 
fetter or something too? 1 get one, but | didn't open it- 
I waited for you to come down,” 
Evesham went back and picked up the envelope he hai 

deseped. and took the written sheets out and read then 

You told me yesterday, Evesham, that you bad tecn, some 
ya ae to the ishunds of the South Pacific and bad liked then. 

ell t have some land there—in the Murqoesa¢~ partly plant 
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What di io? Did you go eut and investigate 
he door?" 

ok 
N SPITE of th 

kept the Way's 
shout Doctor F 

2 sort of pood-humored 
a child. “Go out 

heclign with Sylvia uth rr why ms [| go out when there is a 
walitifig on the inque heard fight aud wher 1p and down all 
important fac brea the polls ght~ofter kin 5 shrugged her shoulders 
not be made public ti tof careless, “Eno thered with scres 

Wednesday afternoon they held the inquc “Did you ga to bed 
shade. The authorities had rounded up a “Ido E 

among them. The work in the oxe “Did you hear any more sere 
1 had to send a tarry call for be “No, there are no more, If there are T woukd fave hear 
the office in charge of a new girl, for I can’t sleep ever all night. AM} hear ix auto: 

was going to work with us hereafter or m. any automobiles passing up and down ind 
, three, four times- horns sxvcunelisyg, ” 

a few more questions, principally 
and bee answers wer 

g doven Maple Lane it was like a 
solomn faces. VT saw Hines and his party and th 
men, and a lot of queer guys that F took to be the 
Halfway there a er eporters pe me, talking sad in Tine with nes had said 
and swinging along in their big averceats, Neae the black 
pine the toot of a horn made me stand back, and Jack EXT followed the railway men, Sands and Clark and 
Reddy's roadster scudded by, be driving, with Casey, th 0 Donaltue. jim was Fvotss ay at cat, h 
chauffeur, beside him, and the two old Gilsey a his hat in his hands and twisting it "round like 4 
peaked, in. the back = ic was drying, He told about the woman he put 

held the inquest in the dining itht hirty train on Sunday night 
at one end of the bong shiny table an es woman?" he wa 

‘round the other, The day was cold and cloudy, ethe train came in. She 
the French hat looked aut on the lawns ‘ ut of the dark.” 
caine still aking the faces look pale it was Miss Hesketh 
ilready were, Tt w grand, bewutiful room with a carved ould swear, because he didn't see 
stone fireplace where logs were burning, Back against the g covered with a figured black veil 
walls were sidebourds with silver dishes on them, and hap ht of it being any one else 
painted portraits hung on the walls, Rut the thing Vhy did you think it was she? 

ARTI Ww couldn't help looking a rod thac made all the splendor cause it be od like her, ft was her coat and hee 
hing —wer ia's clothes lying over the back of ac se and I'd know her hair anywhere. And when | 

ind, of a little table near them, her bat, the one gh her and said, "Good-ovening, Miss Hesketh; going 
had bad on, and the heap of jewelry Teene "it was her voice that answered: ‘Yes, Jim, 
We were awful silent at frst, a crowd of people sitting ane for a few days.’ 

along the walls staring straight ahead or looking on the any more conversation with hee?" 
nel then me one would move uneasily and Anne, when th No, t suse the Crain came along then. She got in and 
ut ch re moments so still you could hear jewelry I handed her her bag and said: *( ight," 

he maid) he hadn't 
d hag, he though 

rihe 1 
a medium 

to ¢ 

that it wa 
napping and the scratching of the reporters’ pencils, And then i 

hey were just behind me, buached up ata table in front 
thewindow. Wher Lorcanwe in every on 
cleat and the eve v him were like the ey 

fined Fowler was not present they ss 
but Nora and Anne were, bott ax pale 3 

Tt (IE coroner opened by telling about bow and where th tea 
decreased had been found, th ysition, the surroundings 

hown the clothes—the long fur coat, the 
love, He thought they were the same, but 

t was hard to tell, the platform being so dark; anyway it 
was the sort of cloth had on, and, though he 

¢ had noticed that her gloves glove 

o forth; und wo forth, and then called Doctor Grahant, Tm oy it, and by Mrs Sands, the Pullman conductor, and Clark, from the June 
ts the county physician and had made the autape able-loe tion, testified that they'd seen the same woman on the train 

A good deal of what be said I ditn’t understand; it was 0 nection. ds particularly noticed the guld 
prove that death resulted from a compound fracture of th ccause she took her ticket out of it, He 
skull, He described the wounds on the sealp, which tac keth and she had answered hin 
been partly e y the hat, thic s with a F? LOWINC ening.” 
plash outsade and a sill linin This w « ip and ther The two old Gilseyn 
kiven to the jury toexamine. I saw it plainly as they pass ’ 5 : « y cried, and poor olét 
it from hand to ban 1 srall, dark automobile hat, one 1 x Jl severe avid k nM nd Socks at Mr. Reddy, but the 

ide Lown and sori sof black Shetland veil h. |. Casey follower! 
ing toitsedge, He w no othier marks of vic 
save a few soratehes cht hand 

The automobilists y I wd found the y came next a. sort of stir went over the 
Only the men were present—two nice genthomer ody was curious to hear his story, ax 
the Ladies having been excus: They hat 1 have got bits of it, most of them wild rumors, An 
already writter ne of them making the en nt men : soul in Longwood that didn’t grieve for him, 
your scribing bow his wife said she sav he hand in he moment when 
the moonlight, and haw hi back, laughing ud pulled an awful traged 
off the brush that wav al aver it. uirnt out, like rs hasn't s 

After that Fowler came, all» in black and < “ sve he was nervous, for he kept « 
looking like a haggard old woman ke very * ub as 2 1 g his knees, and he didn ive his evidens 
kind 10 her. When she got to the quarrels n Syh : 1 continued as the newspapers had it 
and the Doctor her voive began to trewbh onaled He'd stog nd then if he didn’t remember or as 
hardly yo on, Then she pulled herself together and told The ¢ ts if he was thinking of the be y to express himself 
about gc up to He began by te 

4 room and ing howheand Sylvia 
finding the fetter. 2 arranged to ge int 
Thecoruner stored "A Lathe While Ag» Doctor Fowler's: Chaillout, inv Du ie aac ta’ Blourtins 
there, and, taking A Mis Cut, Toute the Gokl-Mevh Puese Saueeed Duw ton and there be 
older paper fru c , Sock cand the Cush married by his friend 

Fiske, an Episcopal 
clergyman. 
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expected thent, aun 
he said, ao, that he 
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let him Know, as the 

ment was ce 
Jon hurriedly, 
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A 
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myracerto Bi 

what you did the other , low, as if he was re % jeve in luctant to say i 
penile heli ‘Because Misn 

“a Hesketh had a vin- 
Ast ENCE in lent quarrel with ber 

which you could : her on Satur 
hear the fire falling wend ht wa 
together with a little 
salt st followed. 

All cyes turned, as ii 
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and looked at Jack 
Reddy —all but mine 
Lkept them on Mrs 
Fowler and never 
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was led, 
bing, out of the rao} 

Nora Magee was 

after that tha 
made up hor 

would go tind 
with me,” 

“Did you know at 
the tine what thas 
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His face gor a dull 
red and he said low 

told me of 
it ina letter she wrove 

immediately 

‘Then he told haw 
them say afte on Saturday night be 

pa good wit “ é had vest a special 
he coron-r Whtiinn be delivery letter from 

her-and 



her, telling of the quarrel and agreeing to the elopement. 
‘That letter he had destroyed. He answered it the next 
morning, she ng directed him to bring it in himself and 
deliver it to Virginie, who would meet him opposite Corwin's 
drug store. This he did, the letter being the one already in 
evidence. 

The coroner asked hint to explain the sentence which 
read Don't disappoint me; don't do what you did the 
other time,” 

He looked straight in front of him and answered: ‘We had 
made a plan to elope before and she had backed out.” 
"Do you know why 
“Tt was too—too unui too unconventional. When it 

came to the scandal of an elopement she hung back.” 
“Is it your opinion that the quarrel with Doctor Fowler 

made her agree the second time 
“T know nothing about that.” Then he told of keaving 

Firehill, coming into Longwood and going down Maple 
Lane. “Lreached there a few minutes before seven and ran 
down to the pine tree, where Lwas co meet her, [drew up to 
one side of the road and waited. During the time I waited— 
half an hour—t! neither saw nor heard anybody. Ac half 
ie eee I decided that she had changed her mind again, 
and left. 

“You dida't go to the house?” 
“No; Twas not welcome at the house, 

not to go there,”” 
“were in the habit of secing her somewhere else, 

She had told me 

though? 

H* face got red again and you could see he had to make 
an eflort not to getangry. “Alter T had heard from Miss 

Hesketh, and had seen from Doctor Fowler's manner that | 
was not wanted at Mapleshade, ! saw her at intervals. Once 
or twice we went for walks in the woods and a few times 

rhaps three or four—1} met her on the turnpike and took 
fer for a drive in my car.” He then went on to tell how he 
drove back to Firehill, reaching there a lite after nine, The 
lace was empty and he went up to his room. He didn't 
know how long he'd been there when the telephone rang 
It was the mysterious message from her. He repeated it 
slowly, evidently trying to give it word for word. You could 
have heard a pin drop when he ended. 

4 Did you attempt to question her on the phone?” 
‘o, it all went too quick and [ was too astonished,” 

Did you get the impression that she was in any grave 
danger?" 

“No: [never thought of that, She was very rash and 
impulsive, and 1 thought she'd done some foolhardy thing 
‘and had turned Lo me as the one person on whom she could 
rel: 

What do you mean by foolhardy?” 
He gave a shrug and threw out bis hands: “The sort of 

thing a child might do—some silly, thoughtless action. S 
was full of spirit and daring; you never could be su: 
what she mightn't try. [didn't think of any definite thing 

and got out my car anc went northward 
|. Tt was terrible traveling, and | should 

say it took me nearly three-quarters of an hour to make the 
distance. When I was nearing the pike I sounded my horn 

let her know I was coming, Just before [ got there the 
clouds had broken and the moon come out. The whole land- 
scape was fooded with tight, and I made no doubt I'd see her 
as soon as I turned into the pike. But she wasn't there, 
I slowed up and waited, looking up and down, for I'd no idea 
which way she was coming, but there wasn’t a sign of her, 
As far ax I could see the road was deserted, Then I ran up 
and down—a mile o¢ two either way— 
but there was no one to be seen.” 

“Did you hear anything?" 
“Nothing. The place was as still as 

the grave, 1 made Jonger runs up and 
down, looking along both sides and now 
and then waiting and sounding the 
autohorn. 

“Did you stop at any of the farms or 
cottages and make inquiries?” 

“No; I didn’t do that because I had 
no thought of her being in any real 
danger and because she'd cautioned me 
against letting any one know. After I'd 
searched the main road thoroughly for 
several miles and gone up several branch 
roads 1 began to think she'd played a 
joke on me.” 
“Do you mean fooled you?" 
“Ves; the whole thing began to leak 

that way, she not being at the rendezvous 
in Maple Lane, and then phoning me to 
meet her at a place which, when J came 
to think of it, it was nearly impossible for 
her to reach in that space of time. It 
seemed the only reasonable explanation, 
and it was the sort of thing stie might do, 
When J got the idea in my head it grew 
and" —he looked down on the floor, his 
voice dropping low as if it was hard for 
him to speak—"'I got blazing mad.” 

YR a moment it seemed like he 
couldn't go on, In that moment 1 

thought of how he must be feeling, re- 
membering his rage against her while all ae 
the time she was lying cold and dead by 
the road. 

"1 was too angry to go home,” he went on; “and, not 
thinking much what I did, 1 let the car out and went up 
and down don’t know how far—I1 don’t remember—milea 
and miles.” 

“According ta Mr. Casey it was half-past four when you 
came back to the garage." 

“I dare say: I didn’t notice the time.” - 
ie Pia were from nine-thirty to four-thirty on the road? “Yes.” 
“You spent those seven hours going up and down the 

turnpike and the intersecting roads?” i. 
“Yes; but at first I waited —for half-hours at a time— 

in different places.” 
He looked straight at the coroner as he said that, a deep, 

steady look, more quict and intent than he'd done since he 
started. I think it would have seemed to most people as if 
he was telling the absolute truth and wanted to impress it 
But wher: a girl feels about a man as I did about him she can 
see below the surface, and there was something about the 
expression of his face, about the tone of his voice, that made 
me think for the first time that he was holding something back. 
Then he went on and told about going home and falling 
ae on the sofa, and about the Doctor and Mills coming: 
“When I saw the Doctor my first thought was that | must 

keep quiet rill I found out what had happened. When he 
asked me where his daughter was I was startled, as 1 realized 
she wasn’t at home. But even then | hadn't any idea of 

serious trouble and 1 was determined to hold my tongue till 
I knew more than I did. The ring of the tel me gave me 
ashock, I had been expecting to get a call from her and 
instinctively | gave a jump for it. By that time I was sure 
she'd got into some silly scrape, and | wasn't going to have 
her stepfather finding out and starting another quarrel, 

"—he nodded his head at the Doctor and Mil 
‘aught om.at once and made a rush for me. After tha 

he lifted his hands and let them drop on his knees— "it was 
just as they've said, I was paralyzed. I don't know what I 
said, [ only felt she'd been in danger and called on me ami 
I'd failed her. 1 think for a few moments I was crazy.” 

His voice got so husky be could hardly speak, and he bent 
his head down, looking at his hands. 1 guess every face in 
the room was turned to him but mine; | couldn't look at 
him, but sat like a dummy picking at my gloves, and inside, 
in my heart, I felt like 1 was crying. 

In the silence I heard one of the reporters whisper: “Gee, 
poor chap—that’s tough !” 

He was asked some more questions, principally about 
what Sylvia had told him of the quarrels with her stepfather. 
You could see he was careful in his answers, According to 
what he said she'd only alluded to them in a general way as 

ing the life at Mapleshade very uncomfortable. He was 
just getting up whea I saw one of the jurors pans a stip of 
paper across the table to the coroner, He looked at it 
then—as Mr. Reddy was moving away—asked him to waic 
a minute; there was another question: Had he stopped any- 
where during Sunday night to get gasoline for his car? 

Mr. Reddy turned back and said very simply: 
Thad an extra drum in the car.” 

‘ou used that?" Yeu" 

“What did_you do with the drum?” 
“Threw it into the bushes somewhere along the road,” 
“Do you know the place?” 
He gave a sort of smile and shook his head. 
“No, Ldon't remember; [| don't know where I filled the 

tank, When it was done I pitched the drum back into the 
trees—somewhere along the turnpike.” 

Several more of us came after that, | among them. But 
the real sensation of the day was the Doctor's evidence, 

Vill 
HE Doctor was as calm and matter of fact as if he were 
giving a lecture to a class of students. He looked much 

better than he did that morning in the exchange, rested and 
with a good color, 
Ashe settled himselfin the chair | heard one of the report 

ers whisper: “1 wouldn't call that the mug of a murderer.” 
I looked over my shoulder right at the one who had spoken, 

a young chap with a round, rosy, innocent sort of face, like a 
kid's, and yellow hair standing up over his head as thick as 
sheep's wool. I'd seen him several times in the exchange and 
knew his name was Babbitts and t ther fellows called him 
“Soapy.” When hecaught myeyehewinked,and youcouldn't 
be mad, because it was like a big, pink b winking at you, 

The Doctor told his story more straight and continuous 
than any of the others, It went along so clear from point to 
point that the coroner didn't have to ask 6 many questions, 
and when hedid the Doctor wasalways ready with his answer. 
It sounded to me as if he'd thought out every detail, worked 
it up just right to get the best effect. 

He began with Saturday morning when he'd got the call 
to go to the Dalzells’: “An operation was performed carly 
that afternoon, and I stayed during the night and all the 
next day, going out on Sunday morning at ten for an hour's 

“I STEPPED IN YOUR STEPS 
ALL THE WAY” 
BY ROY TEMPLE MOUSE 

A FATHER and his tiny son 
Crossed a rough street one stormy day. 

“See, Papa’ cried the little one, 
“I stepped in your steps all the way!” 

Ah, random childish nega ash 
Quick thrusts no coat © tay! 

It touched him with the pal ig saite 
“I stepped in your steps all the way!” 

If this man shirks his manhood's due, 
And heeds what lying voices say, 

It is not one who falls, but two— 
“I stepped in your steps all the way!” 

But they who thrust off greed and fear, 
Who love and watch, who toil and pray— 

How their hearts carol when they hear: 
“L stepped in your steps all the way!” 

HEDORATION wr (RAGS ATERORT 

ride in my motor. I had decided to remain Sunday night, 
too—though the patient was out of danger—when at about 
eight I received a telephone message from my wife saying 
Miss Hesketh had run away with Jack Reddy. Hearing 
from her that their route would be by the turnpike to Bloom- 
ington I made up my mind that my best course was to strike 
the turnpike and intercept them.” 

“You disapproved of their marriage?” 

“T)ECIDEDLY. Miss Hesketh was too young to know 
her own mind. Mr. Reddy was not the husband [ 

would have chosen for her—not to mention the distress it 
would have caused Mrs. Fowler to have her daughter marry 
in that manner, My desire to keep the escapade secret made 
me tell Mrs, Dalzella falsehood —that 1 was called away on 
an im TANt case, 

“The Dalzells’ chauffeur told me that the road from their 
place to the turnpike was impassable for motors. The best 
route for me would be to go to the Junction, where I could 
strike the Riven Rock Road, which came out on the turnpike 
about a mile from Cresset's Crossing. I had plenty of time, 
as the distance young Reddy would have to travel before be 
reached that point was nearly a hundred and twenty miles. 

“T arrived at the Junction as the train for Philadelphia 
was drawing out. I spoke to Clark, the station agent, about 
the road, and, after getting the directions, around 
the depot to the back platform where my car stood. As | 
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passed the door of the waiting-room it suddenly opened and 
a pt are ts sy ae ae. 

€ stopped —just for a moment—as if to let the 
the cflect of his word: A rustle went over the room| but he 
looked as if he didn't notice it and went on as calm and 
natural as if he was telling usa fiction story: 

"TL probably wouldn't have noticed her if che hadn't 
given a suppressed cry and cowered back in the doorway: 
That made me look at her, and, to my amazement, [ saw it 
was Miss Hesketh's maid, Virginie Dupont." 

OBODY expected it. If he'd wanted to spring a sensa~ 
tion he'd done it. We were all leaning forward with out 
ths oper. 

“The moment I saw her I remembered that my wife had 
told me the woman had gone with Miss Hesketh, One glance 
into the waiting-room told me she was alone, and I turned on 
her and told her I knew of the elopement and asked her 
what she was doing there, She was evidently terrified by 
my unexpected appearance, but, seeing she was caught, she 
confessed that she knew all about it; in fact that she had 
been tnstructed Miss Hesketh to go to Philadelphia by 
the branch line, take a room in a hotel and wait there till her 
mistress appeared. 

“ {was enraged and let her see it, pushing her around to 
the car and ordering her into the back seat. 1 vaguely 
noticed that she carried a bag anda wrap over herarm, She 
tried to excuse herself, but I shut ber up and took my seat at 
the wheel, There was no one on the platform as we went aut: 

“It took me fully an hour and a half to negotiate the dis- 
ikace between the Junction and the turnpiliee The ved was 
in a feartul condition. We ran inte chuck holes and through 
water nearly to the hubs, Once, the right front wheel drop- 
ping ine washout, the lamp struck a stump and was 9 
shattered it had to be put out, My attention was concen- 
trated on the path, especially after we left the open country 
and entered a thick wood, where, with one lamp out of eom- 
mission, | had to almost feel my way. | said not a word to 
the woman norshe tome, It was not till [ was once again in 
the open thar I curned to speak to ber and suw she was gone.” 

“Gone!" said one of the jury a rawboned, bearded old 
man like a farmer—so interested he spoke right out. 

Yes, gone. 1 guessed in a moment what she had done. 
Either when 1 had stopped to put out the lamp, or in ont 
‘of the pauses while I was feeling my way through the wood, 
she had slipped out and run, fe would have been ensy for 
her to ein the dark of the trees. I glanced into the ton: 
neau and saw that the things she had carried, the bag ant 
the wrap, were also missing. Unfortunately in the shock and 
horror of the next day the whole matter slipped my mind 
and she had time to complete her getaway, probably by the 
beanch line early Monday morning,” 

ERE the coroner explained that inquiries had since been 
made at the branch-line stations for the woman, but 

nobody had been found whe had seen her. *T had no time to go back and look for her, and anyway 
it would have been useless, as she could have hidden from a 
sheriff's posse in the wood, Besides. my whole interest was 
focused on reaching the turnpike. I could sce it before me, 
a long winding line between the dark edges of small trees. 
I turned into it and let the car out. Though the road has 
many tuens I could have seen the lamps of @ motor some 
distance ahead, and I ran fast, looking neither to the right 
nor left, but watehing for approaching lights. On my nde 
hack I met only a few vehicles, several farmers’ wagons, and 
the motor of Doctor Pease, the Longwood practitioner, 

“Treached home about two and went 
at once to my wife's room, She was ina 
hysterical state and I stayed with her at 
hour or 0, trying to quiet ber. When she 
was better I retired to my own apart- 
ment, and at seven called up Walter 
Mills, a detective in New York, telling 
him to come to Longwood as soon as he 
could. By this time I was uneasy, not 
that I had any suspicion ofa real tragedy, 
but the disappearance of Miss Hesketh 
alarmed me. I met Mills at the train 
and told him the situation and that Line 
tended telephoning to Fiske at Bloom- 
ington, thinking that they might have 
reached thereby some other way. [twas 
his suggestion that, before any step was 
taken which might make the matter pub- t would be well tocommunicate with 

rehill and see if the servants knew any’ 
thing. [ did this and to my amazement 
learned that Reddy was there."” 

That is all of the Doctor's testimony: 
that I need to put down, as the rest of 
it you know. 

LEFT us in a sort of mixed-up sur- 
prise, Noone could have told it better, 

no onc could have been more sure about 
it, nor more quiet and natural, But—it 
seems like 1 ought to write that word in 
the biggest letters to give the idea of 
how it stood out in my mind—of all the 
stories it was the strangest, and it was so 
awfully pat! 1 don’t know how you feel 
about it.but I can say for: ret {listening 
and watching that man tell it, I coulda’t 
seem to believe it at all—it was cunning: 

Tt was near to evening, the room getting dusk and the fire 
showing up large and bright, when the jury brought in their 
verdict: “The deceased met her death at the hands of a 
person of persons unknown." > 

I walked back up Maple Lane. ‘The night ‘wits setting in 
cold and frosty, The clouds had drawn off, the air was r 
as crystal and full of the sounds of motor horns. Big and 
little cars passed me, jouncing over the ruts and swinging 
around the bend where the pine stood. 

I was looking up at it, black like a skeleton against the 
glow in the west, when a step cane up behind me and & 
voice said; “ You're a good witness, Miss Morganthau,” 

Tt was that fresh kid, Babbitts, and I wasn't sorry to have 
him join me, as I was feeling as if I'd been sitting in a tomb. 

He was serious, too; not a wink about him now, his eyes 
on the ground, his hands dug down in the packets of his 
overcoat, "A strange case, isn't it?" he said. 

“Avful strange,” 1 answered, 
“IE it wasn't for your story of that man 

T think they'd arrest Doctor Fowler tonight 
* Didn't you believe what he said?” T wasn't going to give 

away my thoughts, any more than I'd been willing to give 
away what I heard on the wire, 

And it seemed that he was the same, for he answered slow 
and thoughtful: “I'm not saying what I believe or don't 

on the phont 
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AUGUST FIRST 
A Romance of the Curate of Saint Andrew’s 

and the Girl in the Shadow 

By Mary Raymond Shipman Andrews 
AUTHOR OF "THE PERFECT TRIBUTE,” ETC, one does not want reams of truth; one wants a rope. He 

had stood on the shore and lectured the girl, ordered her to 
strike out and swim for it, a ‘ lly selfish as 
to d: into the ocea: h done. And 

In Collaboration With R. I. Murray 
the girl—what had she done? Heaven on! Probably 

ILLUSTRATION BY ARTHUR 1. KET gone under, It looked more se day. Why could he not 
tata wild Lad have been gentler, even if sh undeveloped, narrow, 
aa asleep? Because she was rich, hea od his own question 

to himself; because he bad no belief in rich people—only 
a bard distrust of whatever they did. That was wrong; be 

| “‘l Hope They're 

Happy’: He 
Spoke Wist 
fully. * The Leet 

| Was # Genius, 

ut canybody oreven anything. You are living, yes, but knew it, P 
as are asleep, Y He blew a cloud of smoke to the ceiling and spoke alc 
ROR THe you have never tak impatiently. * All the sume they're none of them any good, 

~ God's or anybody's—ia mainly said Geoffrey MeBirney, aad directed Kimsell to stop worry 
To “Avovs Fixsz’ a matter of the possession of such things as hands and feet. ing about this thing. 

an be the med you of the teuth that And with that came a sudden memory of a buoyant, fresh 
de in the ims ? The Kingdom of Heaven, voice saying tremendous words like a gentle child, of the blue 
c whirling activit at Commonwealth of flash of € y half seen in a storm-swept darkness, of 

zenship t be pointing roses bobbing. 
Court—you have not eve ined it. Don't flung the half-smoked cigar into the fireplace and lifted 

exhorting you to the neurotic clock: Twelve The postman 
after a few of the re again at twelve. He would risk the rector and the bishop. 
ind a while and open your soul? Downstairs be plunged again and brought up at the mail 

ize that there is a world outside box. There was a letter, 
try to get beyond the viewpoint of a child. And, — Hurriedly he snatched it out and turned the address up; 

Number 714 was marked with a membranous-croup sign: if [ have not angered you beyond words, let me know how a miracle! it was from the girl. The street door darkened; 
the usual | oid strict quarantine and still get antitoxin you get McBirney looked up. The rector and the bishop were com: 

Free Dispensary. The unconventionality of this correspondence, you see, is ing in, the others at their heels, He thrust the envelope into 
room was unspeakable—shut windows wid of not all on one side. Yesterday I could not have imagined his pocket, his pulse beating distinctly faster, and turned 

people. A woman, young, sit rocking back and forth, half- sending a letter like this to anybody: but now it goes—and to meet his guests, 
amothering a baby in her arms, Nobody spoke, It to you. Lask you to answer it, I think you owe me that. iv 
time to get the windaws open and persuade the w It hasn't been exactly easy to write. 

1 on the be corn One more thing: Don't trust letters to stand between you WHEN at shre k Ge 
and the toy in the dressing-table drawer, Any barrier there / his quarters, after an exciting meeting of an hour, after 

Reverexp Grorrrey McBixxey the notion that personal 

Wagcnister, 
St. Axperw’'s Parisi House, 

August 12. 
[eer to tell you a story. Yesterday it rained. And 

then the telephone rang and some incoherent person 
out in the farthest suburb; it was 

w of yellow b with the door- 
level with the mud and ashes of the y-and swarms of 

children who stared and whispered, oF 

mumbled an addre: 
North Baxter Court —a 

ft fr MeBirney gat back to 
ele to use, so I fanne ¢ : finally it got away from Ne to be in the least effective, will have to be of your own luncheon at the roctory, afte a the bishop off on the 
wasasit should be. Theo tumult building. Grorrrey McBresey. —_ two-forty-five ta New York, he first locked his door, and 

time unread. He tore 
fily at the fh with that suddenly he stopped, and 

e luminous eyes took on an odd, sarcastic expression. 
“he spoke half aloud, and put the letter 

room and gazed out of the 
I'm allowing myself to get person- 

ot to imagine that I'm personally 
gitt is nothing to me; I'll never sce 

re about her as [ would about anybody in 
sal, Th y of restlessness over the 

situation has got stop.” 

rew out the letter lying all th pasition to know that few apects 
e unrestrained grief of the poor. The thi Apo T a month after this letter had been sent Geoflrey 
1—L can't describe them, As [ was leavin 4 pretty McBirney, dashing down the three flights of staire in 

bad half hour I met the doctor at the d bat child died vish House f jis quarters on the top floor, peered “What a 
of diphtheria, I knew it and be admitted it. The func er box on the way to morning service. He peered down and 
was this breathless morning, with details that may not be There had been no answer to his letter; it was a 
Written dawn. > he was surprisingly une: But there was nothing 
Later.—Somebody came, and now it's long past f box, 40 he swept al the vestry room and got 

night. T must try to send you some answer to your letter. into his cassock. He read service to the handful of pes 
T have been thinking—the combination may strike you as hapel with a sense of ion which he manfully 
odd—of i ter Court and you. Not th oked down at every upheay: t 
ings of y e nusual; that is just it; be done for three hours; He was firm with himself. He sat down at his tal 
almost evi And you, with your then there was to be a meeting in his rooms at twelve o'clock — wrote a business nate before he couched the letter agai 

i ng trees and your lake, you keepa shiny pistel to consider the establishment of a new mission, his especial he saw it all the time out of the tail of his eye, and he 
the drawer of your dressing-table and write me the sort of interest, in the rough country at the west of the city. The his pulse was goins hare finally, he Lifted the torn 

tter that came from y i rector and t ers were coming. envelope with elaborate anes and drew out the she 
people, stumbling through # He burrie ¢ and up to his place at eleven-forty of writing. The gi 
need you because, in spite of ever ‘youareutilico much and gavea hasty look about to see Hf things wen tly proper 
farther along than th Because you are capable of seeing for august people; not that the t Hi My dear Mr. 
where their eyes are shut, because you and your kind can put dusted off the library table with his handkerchief, placed one about a big General who unlimbered his artillery 

of their days, because of book discreetly on the back part of the table instead of in the thing they do, and shouted orders, and cracked whips, 
and gives you the chance to front, put an untidy box of cigars into. drawer, and gathered and rattled wheels, and went through evoluti nd finally, 

nitely more, they need you. And in the face of all h wash from a chair and put it on the bed with thunder and energy, trained a huge Krupp gun 
thet you can eit down’ in the fragrance of a garden-eci macnisd shut-thee coc and, Then beigascd’ - pobahing—oa a ehintanale?: A ihebe ie Ach ae story aid 
breeze and write as you have done about God and the things about with the air of a satisfied housekeeper. you've heard it, doesn’t it remind y of your last letter at 
that matter! You said that it was not flippancy. Yourwhole He lifted up a loudly ticking clock Which would nde ga: sue? Nor bows, I seemed sc: 
point of view is wrong. except when lying on its face, and regarded it. Five minutes it was a wonderful letter agai 

to twelve, and they were sure to be late. He extracted a [ had a feeling that what I needed was not suicide—I do 
AVE you over got below the surface cigar from the drawer and lighted it. His thoughts, loosened dare say the word, you see—but execution. Maybe shooting 
Do you want to know what it i y from immediate pressure, came back slowly, surely, to the js too good for me, And you know I appreciate every minute 

the verge of suicide? It is not your horror of iliness, nor your empty mail box, his last letter, the girl whom he knew gro» how unnecessary it ix for you to bother with me, and to put 
oddly concluded determination to marry a man whom you  tesquely as “August First." Why bad she not written for your time and your strength, both of which mean much 
donot love, Suicideis an ugly word notice that youaveid four weeks? He had considered that question from many to many people, into hammering me. And how good you 
it—and love isa big word; Lam using them understandingly angles for about three weeks now, and the question rose and are to do that! [am worthless, as you say between every 
and soberly. You came to the edge of this thing for the rea- confronted him, always new, at cach leisure moment. It was two lines. Yet I'ma soul—vou say that too—and so ona 
son that there ix not an element of bigness in disproportionate, it showed lack of by that it should with those tragic souls in North Baxter © ‘ourt. Only Ejeet 
there never has been. You lack the balance of lar, loom so large on his horizon, with the therinterests, that you have no patience with me for getting underfoot 

This man of whom you tell me—of course you do ne tragedies, which were there for his; but it loomed, when you're on your way to big issues. But dohave patience, 
you have not yet the capacity for understanding the Why had he written her that hammer-and-tongs, knock- please. It means as much to me as to anybody in your tene- 

meaning of the word. You like to ride and like todance you-over-the-bead answer? he demanded of himself, not for ment. I'm far down and I'm struggling for breath, and there 
and you are fond of the things that please, but you do not thefirsttime, Ofcourse it wastrue, but when oneisdrowning seems to be no land in sight, nothing to hold to except you. 
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McBirney: Did anybody ever te 

nt when I got through 



ve it so, but it I'm sorry if you distike t i 
ut to ea {didn 

inswering because [ have been doing 1 have been slow it 
me to go shimmir said you didn’t 

what else? You s 
wpoint of a child, to 

cay ented way 
sidered what 1 could ¢ 

ough 1 think you did 

things which T hay 
1 little more intelligent at leas 

to get somewhere 
Him, might help r 

it’s & very pre 
bones sometimes ¢ 

meand bring mie through if E jus 
ik that a re ae 

NCE an ocd thing happened 

it through and thee 
all the respon 

Ido to your letters; 
help was com 

and, he first t 

somehow; give r I don't know what 
how can You e 

. but ch hep 

Now I'm going to 
I don’t just want you to ta 

And 1 want to hear more t 
You don’t know how that 
life you lead, d 

f NOW any more 

What a worth-whil 
-and-death things 

ip everything to feel a strean 
living through me 

wn has been higher fen 

dl bel p:0 people give hope and bealth a 

eit ini mornin 
Would f balk. 

sty I'm not cape 
you are wrong 

loving anything. OF atnty 

What will happen if Lu 
Mex and then ¢ 

unlovable stone tone image ina 

s just five minutes maybe 

What I want you todo is to write me just about the 
the poor people, 

mild be good; that woule 
\uybow write, for without your letters Lc 
bomb may burst 

‘an't help it if you s 
They guard it 

The letters do 
beso now anyway, 

Kuvnanxp Guore 

Axnrew’s Parisi Houst 

~all wrong the morni 

hed Robert Halarkenede 
s» plainly my f 

yenerally i¢ isn’t 
my last letter, would 

You've turned a corne 
ve's the hill and the hot 

You'll need your ¢ 

{those others who furn 
that oft-mentic 1 Ronan holiday, 

ial reset unaf 
you can't go unde It's like swimming 

* you tell of is exactly 
The prayer you 

tocome at it, yourself tal 
sa poem, you know— 

the Fight to expect 

artad of our block. 
ic the summer 

He belongs to 

Eve been to the the 

have come to know one of the a 
was married in our church |. 

place was packed 
and the play is what the billbe 

er 
He's the regular funny m 

made one of those fool 

generatly fall Hat 

4 braver thing 
get bim not ¢ 

The ys are 

And 

ut the 

fat it will be right 
That mun isn't to 

answer to that > 
I'm writing “for the re 

that's 

Aueusr F itsr 
FFREY Me Henny 

THe REVEREND 

omething really 
ge af my ansemic lif 

uncle Was.on i Ci 

~ Anat her a ele € 

of the Club and lived alone in a 

was full of books 
y wild thing that 

» taken with the v 

and a perlect 
een recomm soled to him by Sir 

who had asked 

1s @ remarkable 

now to kivow that ey 
lesarhord 

at: he had lived fifteen year 
would like to live in a garden 

¢ Ted would bet him make 
Fed said yes rand bi has done lewutiful as he 

vu have never ser 

s bigccoming through 
t Robert Halarkenden is 

ris wo wide 
its. Wel 

Jule of half 
got into the ¢ 

VERSES BY ARTHUR GUITERMAN 

PAINTING BY HARRINGTON MANN 

THEY give me things on Christmas Day 
An’ tell me, “Run along an’ play.” 
But where's the fun? Ido it a//! 
It’s me that has to bounce the ball 
An’ beat the drum an’ jump the Jac 
An’ even dellies can’t talk tock 
Lhave to p ith them, you se 
They don't know how to play with me! 

I don’t want drums nor balls nor sleds 
Nor sawdust dolls with china heads! 
I want somebody made of meat, 
An’ who can laugh an’ cry an’ eat 
An’ make believe, an’ make a nois 
Oh, what's the good of stupid toys? 
I want a little brother! He 
Would know enough to play with me/ 
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sof September 
woldenrod and purple asters 

f wondered if | could ever swinging in the breeze 

Halarkenden in Lin 
(-gray, silvery ¢ 

fixed with a gem 
ght me to when 

RE no feeling well, la 

and then he bea 2 gently about ly 

. J docen" 1 grow bear nl 
i scare and blue 

Jd September x 
red again and 

at all to hear a 
Then he consi 

toknow that other pe 

had been laird of a * 

jenly he found that 
with whom he had 

A through and h 

girl if she did not 
usin was heir to his 

t rbem think be wi 
people whan Ie lowed to he happy anil 

sperous without him, 
ange things, and Sic Arc 

acl buried Iimself in € 
a8 he was growing hu 

could not get in the fox 
offered him what he wante 

at meina shadowy, gentle 
v small matter of dust, 
blows on them ane 

And. service is what 
are nice people, , 

ant for me to be happy than fae those tw? 

“' hase w alts are 

and. he Icoked 

an couldn’ decide ungenerously. 
there was no other way my word for ir 



; Young Couple ,, 
What Came of the Viclet-Tinted Note 

‘ ? 

lay 

oe $6 
and the Eating of “That Doughnut’ 

Hale 
FOR 0 We ACTH Tis WEDDING rit OMPANY,"” FFE 

ILLUSTRATIONS Yo oROM 

IETEEN minutes!" call jens, th 
sistant stage manager of ntago 

irrita z sented th 
nisi eps from th 

1 his route of 
ouiry along the row of dressing-rooms in the dary Cellar of an Ohio rheate 

"Oh, my goodne 
Hani, the leadit 
ler exclanaat 

Sttisfed him cha 

we voice of M 
| never be ready! 

iliar to Mr, Melehe 
re theater 

Would “never b v He himself was far fr 
Nady to make his appeaniace in the pley, and th 
Whe had their doors open found nothing semarkitb! 
Frowth of venerable whiskers on eof tis fa 
Hy and a hald-headed wig perchin; aT 

How of youthful hair, The young accor would not pul own the air-tight wig into place until one mir 
hefore his cue, ax he was subject to headaches and 
his part ad already wisl he 
Pie nit of his dut 

1 hie Line 

wet unmibrell, 

nolilt: Melchors was uneasy and astounded, His incl 
MAtion was to depart hastily, yet he fele that somethin 
(is due his official position he compror 1 
Kicking he umbrella on the way to Miss Exome 
attter's noon The character woman was 
whick ath 1 with her 

1 would 1 on righ: 
appear the silly violet letter, With a layman's nsind she inte - weas Mr. Melehers, yet she sx 
isguise a very hurt young man, while Jobnay's endeavor to keep her out of the theater braced a pretty woman nearing f that he might continve his bachelor philandering, 

endearment that fell from his lips was translated 
riminality of a young man who, out of his vast experience, 

much deceptive skill in x t a life, 
g of plots she had evolved a 

thot y tic expression beneath her formidable 
Did you hear “began the assistar 

But Enns, had develope 
As the result of her wea 

mit her fing 
‘et partition between the rooms, #8 though she had also completed his th tof scheme which, as she put if, was to give him “one 

Were val Rather! [ve been dr nore chance 

Me MELCHERS was quieted bur not mollitied,and be — chr RIVING in Brentonville she slipped away from him 
<V4 didnot take hisleave until Emmy,byceriainpantomimic  Lawrer ¢ dinner and went to the theater to find out if he was 
Wrangements, tial agreed to meet him on th © to dis wearied be lone chat evening. The stage manager accompanied 

he working crew with the scenery, and his fret duty was to 
stab upon the nail above the call board a slip of paper with 

fe the number of the room itr 
Drusie ploddesd through the 

swung open the creaking stage door, and 
nthe fact on the stip of paper that John 
Then she had returned, silent as to her 

no’ firther the savage attitude of their young John Law determi 
Me. She was fond of Johnny Lawrence, ar 

f his marriage with Drusilla 
r,” as theatrical people call one w Profession, she had taken a spinster's interes! 

7 Miss Herter alane w 
ung Mrs. Lawrence when th Would con te 

World woukd hecome a burden, and that the a her visits + yet miserable 
Mt lost ihesion and the philosophy necessa at the end u , would pot permit her to go to 

Popular actor would be a bitterone, Wha’ jay’st i tk him Deusic real reason was to Had more—had come to Drusillay not at ¢ y to meet the violet-tinted one 
not admit her knowledge of his 

t she could scarcely put into 
twisted mind had decided, 

read the letter I shall have to 
countenance such an intrigue 
he may not come,” 

eeper after the play; 
which would be 

ck in the morning, 
lomorous engines in the 

“sly that on this mad night in March, a 
‘Hogy botet bedroom, the girl hersell was 

Febellion through which she was passi 
During 

ver Ure of watchin 
Johnny vet. She 
tie entrée of the awili 

, and night alter 
and, in view of a night 

tion yards, he urged reat during the performance 
I sha'n't be dressing alone in 

f 
¢ ay were at the 

¢ inadvertent action Lrusie, 
heir moods, he hospitality of the women was extended gradgingly. So 
ception of + imped out Id me,” he 

t ad stared at him. How long 
ad ower what had he not 

fe and forth. They were not lucid 
no clew to the situation, but 

‘was very wonde 
to run back 10 ul 

Joly by way 
pieted Tittle door be 

‘ant 
umbeetla in the cor 

wot to be “mankeyed 
t hoxes, tot 

tism why he had“ 
ME ‘sugh," or to re 

[oie with ‘him wh 
bY some trick 

nad "1; 

THE play gad the comedian marveled 
ad ae hing funny about hi 

would pot return 
adieace, ba 0 the 

wo 5 pul ith him ip individual than Mr. 
gle electric | 

idable 
arching over the doa an 

am, & country girl, overdresse: 
whom John would have put down 2 

ge band had she not called him by name, 
{ his hat inquiring! 

Fen 
1 9 seek 

dout, , rt 
‘upper and 
“Se. Only —! 

® Drusilla on th: 
(in March pas 

“itely reviewed her “You See I'm Here, She Mixed Out. “Good Heaven!’ Groaned Johrevy 
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“Dida't vou get my letter?” 
weeks aga. 
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What Happ 

MONEY DIDN'T GET 

HAT really bap ben a town goes "dey"? Do 
the dire prophecies of a “dead town" actually come 
to pass? Ordo ‘nnial conditions really material- 

ize? There are thousands who are in honest doubt as to the 
answer, Who want the plain facts of the c: and here they 
are: 

Our town is a snappy city of fifty-four thousand inbabi- 
tants. For years it was “wet''=very wet, Then came an 
almost wiaccountable revulsion and we had “high license, 
early closing and a strictly regulated traffic,” and for two 
years we were perhaps the most strictly regulated "wee" 
town in the W zens 
were convinced that the best “prac 
liquor question" had been found in high license, a sn 
number of saloons and a large number of handicaps stri 
F pied 

But two years ago the 
side of the clock, and it 

2n6 

pparently many of our solid ci 
a} solution ef the 

mall 
ly 

endulum swung clear to the “ 
hit with a bang so loud thas 

body could hear i, 
So, you see, our town has had her wild, “wide-open days; 

she has had her period of "drought tempered with mercy and 
enforced with indifference”; and right now she undoubtedly 
is the “driest " ciry of her size in the United States. 

Now what did really happen when the town went “dry” 
real “bone dry”? 

‘Our town has a most remarkable meatemarket operator, 
and he has some six markets in different parts of town, He 
gets the trade af the millionaire factory owner, of the cheap 
est laborer and of all between them, T brought up the sub 
ject of the saloon with Jerry, the market man, because [ 
happened to know that he had been strong for high licen: 
and because nobody would ever accuse him of being narrow, 
bigoted, straight-luced or anything of tbe sort. 
“Would you put the town back on a 'wet' basis—such as 

we had before—if you could, ferry?” I asked, 
“Never |" came the quick answer, “It’s. plain matter of 

business mainly. My profits are filty per cent. greater today 
than when the town was ‘wet." Not that the difference 
between saloons and no saloons has increased my trade 
fifty per cent,, but there are families buying meat of me 
now regularly whose trade amounted to practically noth- 
ing when we bad saloons. The money dida't get home, Of 
course the man had some meat at the free-lunch counter in 
the saloon, but the wife and che children tasted very litte 
meat, Some people of this class are now good credit custom- 

Others pay cash, 
here is ae ‘kable difference in the collection end of 

ness. On the whole volume of our trade the losses in 
bad debts amounted toa large 
sum when our town was‘ wet.” 
When thistown weot' dry" we 
began tocollect the baddebts 
Our percentage of credit Joss 
on current business began to 
shrink soon after the saloons 
went, and now it is so small 
that it really amounts to very 
little, 

“PDPHEN with the saloon 
wiped off the map my 

help became more efficient in 
every way. [have one man 
working with me now who 
waawith me through the high- 
license period, Hedrewgood 
wages, but he was never thir- 
teencentsahead of thegame 
never! Part of the time he 
was so badly ‘soaked ' that he 
was almost useless! He had 
‘tabs ‘atthe saloonsand those 
had to be paid first before his 
store accounts were settled, 

so he was always behind. 
When the town went ‘dry he 
tooka few pay-day trips tothe pull" 1 sabe. 

stuck halfway up the s! 

ens 

HOME" 

| LEING slong the street a few days ago I noticed 
| W a three-year-old girlon the edge of a porch, holding 

apairingly to the tongue of a toy wagon which was 
ps. The child tagged amt sobbed; 

she had encountered ber Grst problem and was unable to 
cope with it. stopped and lifted the wagon a bit, “N. 

‘The problem was solved and smiles drove 

ILLUSTRATIONS 

would begin to fall off; he would require a lot of 
watching. You see “booze” makes any mano 
careless with your prosperity and your money, less 

chful and tess dependable. My workers—from 
delivery boys up—are immensely more efficient 
chan when they coukd run into saloons, 

“I'ma lot more efficient myself too. Perhaps you 
didn't know that I drank at all. Very few of my 
xcquaintances did know it, But generations of my 
ancestors have cultivated a taste for smoky Irish 
whisky, and it came easy to me. [any man had 

me at the time that I was taking enough to 
hinder my efficiency I should have resented the 

My nips were very moderate. It took the 
contra no nips at all to show me that the stuff 
was having an effect on my ability to work and plan 
with a clear head. Nothing else would have 
vinced me. I know that it cuts down efficiency, no 
matter how well a man has his thirst under control 
“On the score of its effect on business there isn't 

asingle justi jon forthesaloon, [always thought 
there was until experience pounded a change of conviction 
into me, just as it has into hundreds of business men in this 
town. We all know better now. 

I talked with our lumber and coal man, whose trade is 
mainly from families of the working class. He is a conserva- 
tive man always careful in his statementy, 

There is just this difference,” he declared: “Since the 
city went ‘dey’ we have been collecting accounts that were 
deadwood, They would have been utterly worthless had the 
city remained ‘wet,'" Reaching for his ledger he pointed to 
an account and continued; "There's a case of a man. He 
coulda’ get credit for a bundle of Laths when we had license. 
But when the town went 'dry' we saw that after a little he 
quit chasing out of the city for ‘booze,’ and finally settled 
downta auady work aad'to taking care of hi i 
came in and said he wanted to build on his 
he could have credit for all the material that he ne 
Now he has bought several hundred dollars’ worth of stuff 
and paid promptly. That man is just a fair representative of 
a lot of others—perfectly good pay when the town is ‘dry 
and good for nothing when the town is ‘we 

N 
“ Certain! 

‘wet,’ betterin ever 

gestion. 

ZAR by, on the strvet-car line, is a jewelry store catering 
‘9 the working people, The jeweler who owns it sa 

ly business ts better than it was when we were 
way. But to my notion the big element 

in the change is this: When we ec ‘we even under 
strong regulation—this street was a pectty lively thorough- 
fare; no unescorted woman wanted to walk along it in the 
evening and take a leisurely look into the shop windows. 
Now the shop-window ‘pull’ means a lot to this line of trade. 
woman is now as safe and comfortable on this street any 

evening as she would be in her own home, She feels free co 
stroll as leisurely as she likes, study the displays in the shop 
windows and go into one store after another to look aby 
That means trade in any retail line, but especially in this, 
t's the biggest “dry’ result that there is. It's just like the 

difference between good times and bad times." 
Said the dry-goods merchant four doors beyond: "He's 

right. It’s the same with me. To sell dry goods you must 
get women to studying your window displays; and they'll 
not do this if they feel that they are likely to encounter 
disorder on the street, hear rough talk, or see disagreeable 
sights. They'll do their errands as quickly as possible and 
hurry home. A sense of haste on the part of customers is 
not calcutated to encourage large dry-goods sales. Now the 
women take their time and look about. What is the result? 
My business has increased threefold.” 

When the Wagon Sticks 
By Harriet C. Forrest 

great deal to her. 

“Now 

Vhen a own G 
A True “Movie” Film of a Town “Wet” 

and the Same Town “Dry” 

mitsing @ penny out of her purse when a penny mennt 2 
You see the girl allowed so many pen. 

nies a week for her room, so many for foad and so many for | 
stamps 10 write home to ber dear ones. So a penny k 
meant one penny short to buy her five cents’ worth of rolls 

While she sat pitying herself she saw the mischievous 
prany peering Inquisitively at her from under her trunk I 
Then she laughed snd there was mi 

Goes “Dir 

By Forrest Crissey, Author of “The Country Boy,” Etc. 
BY M. L. BLUMENTHAL 

A large clothing-and-shoe merchant in the center of the 
town had this to sty: “Business under the best 
administration this town ever had was not to be comp 
with what it is now that it is ‘dey.’ I'm collecting acc 
right glong that are outlawed; just as long as we had = 
they were absolutely uncollectable, 
“You hear a lot of talk to the effect that when a town goes 

‘dry' men who like their drink and are strong for personal 
liberty will go to some other town to spend their money, and 
the merchants there will get it, I happen to know how much 
truth there is in that theory, forthe reason that | own another 
store in the tawn that gets about all the trade that goes out 
of our tawn in order to get ‘booze.’ T carry the same line of 
goods there as here: my store there is run by two young men 
who are uncommonly popular; reats are cheaper there than 
bere and so are some other expenses. I give close personal 
attention to the business there as 1 do here, Hf that doesn't 
furnish a sound basis of ‘wet! and “dey” comparison I don's 
know where you will find one. My store in the town that 
gets our ‘booze’ pilgrims—several hundred of them every 

y night—is not only steadily dropping in profits, but also 
in volume of trade, The stare here i a steadily going the 
other way, The facts shown me by my ledger and my eaah 
book have forced me ¢o the conviction that there waa never 
a more childish theory palmed off on a credulous public than 
the theory that saloons help busin Vin ashamed when- 
ever [ remember that I once believed such rot," 

hod when IT asked hin if 
date than 

ONES, the real-estate man, ba 
he had found a "wee" town better for real 
“dry” Lown. 
“One of the business associations here," he remarked, 

“took a siraw vote, the other day, on t Yor ‘dry! 
question; out of the Owo hundred and ten men voting how 
muny do you think wanted to go back to a 'wet" town? 
Just ten! When our town went ‘dry’ and about fifty store 
locations were thrown on the mark one diy, property 
whers and realestate men were scared stiff. It really 

looked as if property values were going to drop, But just as 
soon as ‘dry’ conditions had a chance to demonstrate them- 
selves rentals and real-estate values not only came back to 
where they were, but they also became still better 

“Our town, as you know, has added thousands to its popu- 
lation under ‘dry' rule; and who is the best buyer of lot 
property—the man who is spending his money in the saloon 

© the maa who ia keeping sober? There is only one answer 
to that, a5 we real-estate men know, 

“And how about the factories? ‘Dry’ territory looks 
mighty good to them—make no mistake on that score! 
* Booze’ is one of the big troubles in factory management 
Do you think the men behind any big factory enterprise 
would locate in *wet' territory--other advanta being 
equal—when they could go into ‘dry’? Never! Manufac 
turing is on the basis today, and drinle is too well 
defined a factor in the re an of efficiency to allow any 
factory manager to have the wool pulled over his eyes by 
the argument that a real factory town must have saloons.” 

1 asked the chief of police to look over his list of former 
saloonkeepers and give me an idea of their present oceu- 
pations. 

“Well,” he said, “there’s one man who is running a big 
farm—and there's another, There's a third one who is rais- 
ing crops instead of selling ‘booze.’ Here's one who has gone 
back to work in one of the big factories. Four or Give are in 
the restaurant business and about the same number are run- 
ning billiard hallsor amusement places, There’sa liveone who 
opened a candy store and did so well that he began to make 
his own goods; now he runs a candy factory, and has several 
retail stores of his own as outlets for his product. He 

wouldn't go buck behind the 
bar if he could have the best 
location in our town.” 

FORE the last election 
the local saloonkeepers of 

our towa met in a council of 
war, The saloonkeeper who 
kept the best “ place’ in town 
and was looked upon as the 
“biggest maninehe business" 
was asked to talk. 

He talked right out in meet- 
ing, and suid: 

"If this town goes 'dry'— 
as it probably will—you'll 
put up an awful howl, But 
cheer up! You'll be better 
off when you're driven out of 
the business. I can count on 
the fingers of one hand all of 
you who are really making 
more than wages. The brew- 
cries are getting the money. 
You'll not lose anything f- 
nancially by being forced into 
other business. Mast of you 
will gain by the change. 
Nearly every one of you is 
going down hill physically. 

a 

rejoicing aver the nearest town where ‘booze 
is sold, 1 understand, But 
he soon dropped that; it was 
too much trouble. What has 
been the result?) That man 
has more than thirteen hun- 
dred dollars in a savings ac- 
count in the bank—saved in 
the ewo'dry’ years, He is a 
fair example of thousands in 
this city, 
“What really pushed me 

over into the ‘dry’ line, how- 
ever, was watching my de- 
livery men. I could tell as 
soon as one of them was in- 
itiated at the bar. His work 

away tears. 
Aa I passed on the thought came to me: How many of 

as spend weary efforts and unnecessary hours like the child, 
| making trouble for ourselves to conquer? Little, every-day 

annbyances ate magniGed until they astume overwhelming 
proportions; then we tug and tussle, jerk the toy wagon, and 
give way to grief! 

Tsaw a woman make herself miserable if any other woman 
received attention. She cauld be delightfully vivacious 
until another woran drew a little attention, then sbe be- 
came dumb and sat apart, sullenly jerking her toy wagon, 
and woulda’t try to play fair. 1 knew a gitl who said “Life 
is a burden,” because three nights in one week she was 

|| minus engagements. She felt it a sare symptom of waning 
social popularity, Poog little girt! Life is a serious affair 
when your toy wagun sticks so easily! 

Then I met a girl who had cheerfully bumped her 
wagon over every obstacle; who laughed when she told of 

one penny that was lost and found than over the other 
pennies that had never strayed. The same girl showed me 
4 cuay little office furnished with the result of ber own cam- 
ings and beating neat sign: “Miss Blank, Notary Public 
and Stepographer.” 

Tt had taken many jerks of her wagon, and in the inter 
val she had found time to help other women whose wagons 
had stack—help them with tender sympathy, encouraging 
words, working st night to fix over some out-ol-date 
ment, or making over some of her old clothes into little 
dresses for the children of a mace unfortunate asd poorer 
woman than herself, The charm of it was that the girl 
never dreamed she was a heroine, for she had jerked hor 
toy wagan only whea necessary and considered it a very 
ordinary proceeding, 

So you sce the best way to get your own wagon over an 
obstacle is to help some one else tug. “Now, PULL!” 

(Page 20) 

Your saloons are a long way 
from being health resorts. 
You get about as much bad 
air in the course of a day as 
any set of men in this town, 
Then most of you take too 
much of your own medicine 
and too little exercise, Bur 
you'll keep on just as long as 
you're in the business, and 
you'll stay in it unti) you are 
driven out, And I think the 
time has come,” 

It did come, and the town 
and everybody 'in itare happy 
and satisfied. 



] ,A,2 [ aes a re Lettie Lane Comes Home for Christmas 
By Sheila Young 

ISOTE —Cut along dotted lines in hats, and slip dotl's bead into the slits thus made. By pasting an inch wide strip of cardboard a1 waitt-line, slightly bent to form easel, the doll can be made to stand. 

(Page 22) 



By Ekin Wallick 
ILLUSTRATIONS BY THE AUTHOR 

EW perse a effect be had 
a ure durable 

Painting the Ties at This Fire 
Trenstonmant the Wheie 

An Olt Table Enemnuled White Made This 
Dainty Dressing-Tebte 

laces Chuite 
Ronen 

N NEARLY ¢ 
are furnished with odd pleces of furnitui 

x no relation to each ather, either in ¢ 
wood used, 4 more often true 

8, than of a 

it unrelated 

he rooms 
hieh 

den of ins 
of bed- 

y of the other rooms in 
en assembles 

O MANY of our rooms, and particularly those 
in country and suburban houses, could be 

le thought and ingenuity 
are many who would tell you, 

have never heard of a dining- 
being painted white. But they are at 

m: 
were uted. Ther 

ny produce a ve quieting effect: charmed with the effect when the: as dle 
1 oak chiffonier may, because of ii peas we have shown here. Many of — | 

ve! in a room with a mahogany our interior in commonplace and uninterest~ 
The combinatk oak and ma- ing for the eimple reason that people seem 10 forget 

me m nearly always that simplicity is the rudiment of good taate in the 
decoration of every room, and they would a soon 

t of dark oak furniture In a Colonlal bed- 
room the trouble to paint t white in o 
to bring it into harmony with its environment, 

The lower Illustration in the center and the one 
in the lower right-hand corner shaw two insta: 

at one way 
er into key with the other 

piece: in to paint it white ora soft, har- 
monjous color, An odd piece of painted furniture 
will look well In any room, as long aa it conforms 

en odd chases ax 
tables nt designs can be brought int where good re have been obtained by the 
mony with other fy The bottom iMustration shows 

« any other harmonious col oak dink 
of white enamel pieces anc 

is painted in light colors there bs a 
Of course, i , but whi 

ite and set attractiv ivory ¥ 
bility of fin s show rated in blue and wh It wbtedly a per- 
» cloth will them witl plexing question to know how to treat this solid 

‘be Mustration a] style of furniture to relieve it of its severity and 
of the charri ts which others have obtain A Gir’s Deinty Bedroom Which Could be Copied in Pink ant White clumsiness. 11 usually demands dull, gloomy sur 
by paintin ir odd orn French Gray and Pink or Blum roundings, and in a diningeroom 

«of in this 
way bringing theen into kiarmony 
with their surroundings. 
Two amall Mustrations at 

a cheerf 
bright atmosphere—a roorn full 
of fresh air aad sunshine. In th 
instance the entire wet of fur« 

tap of the now effe niture has been painted n soft 
rohen plays an im- ivor ite. Two coats of p 

In the instance of and one of enamel are sufficient 
to guarantee a good lasting finish 
provided the furniture is given a 

e amount of care and 
attention. 

Opposite this Wustration is a 
Geligbtful scheme for a lavender 
and green bedroom, ‘The nj 

ved! chiffonier at the le 
lure was an old 

» badly 

had to 
4, 

10 these people whe fa’ 
endure the hideous tile designs 
which grace the front of same of 
our old-fashioned ma Un- 
ves 1 had made the experim 
myself L would not have quar- 

of 
rnished 

chet and 
unteed such a process, for one marred that to it seemed 
naturally would expect that the out of the question, but several 
paint would blinter or become coats of paint and one of white discolored: from the heat of the enamel immediately transformed 
fire. This, however, is pot th it with the satisfactory result 
ray, as the position the tl you seo inthe picture. The dark 
OCC 
direc 

y is far enough from the 
st of the fire wo that the 

oes not affect them. In 
this ocheme the wood mantel iv 

inted a soft French gray to 
conform to the wood trim of 
the room. A little time and 
white enamel paint brought the 

| drevsing-table, chair and mirror 
of the right-hand pleture into 
proper relationship. Grown und Gokten-Yellow & a Choming Color Combination for the Dining.Re 

The Chairs Could be Pointe 0 Abo it Pn 

onk desk, which bad been tne 
tirely out of keeping with every- 
thing else in the room, was also 
painted, ax well as the spindle. 
legged chair, A new whites 
painted bed was purchased for 
the sum of ten dollars and 
fifty cents, and the willow side 
chair was painted lavender to 

Tmonise with the cretonne 

ning en Of » Semalt Suibuebors Home, 
rete 

in pink, whic 
the cent 
another 

ularly want their bed: 
appear fresh and 

finish, ‘The simple stencil 
design wh 3 been used 
on the walbs, curtains and 

able cover gives 
the room a decided touch of 
individuality 

French-gray finish is also 
being much used nowadays 
and some girls prefer th 
to whi 

NOTE Mr. Wallick will be 
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addressed envelope mw 
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request 
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IX—Kishimoto Des 
THEN Zura 
morning 

Vo burst over 
interview 

p 
eared the 
her ¢ ulter 

with 
no refere 

\ f the In her sharp brightne NO hint of an olive branch to be 
offered to me ar presented to her frandfather she returned te 

nist Che gr 

of the 
. ne took in the 

tender beauty of the scem ne 
menory scomed te ich her 

filled, her lips tremble 
he quickly recovered herself 

Sd soon after made her adiew 

VEEK later himoto San 
letomakethecallcustom 

occasions when any kin 
vid been done to him or his 

yand we fell to talking of a 
foett trip be had made to Yok 
dents Where he had noticed with 
lt f the habits of fe er 
dand young, and more particu 
far of youthful Americans of 
ith sexes Incense loyal patriot 

that he wa 
Tumbling ald st 
7k his fight aga a 
bitter and hopel 

What of the teachings for 
: ' laimed 

1 girts are 
They are 

learn their 

k 
inquired mies : 

‘| know because [ have 
rele comings and goings heard peech bi 
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© Man's voice shook with fee 
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h 
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inher life 
wd irrevere 

when L 
he great Buch 

an her for impic 

Mornir 
What 

nd rang for tea 
lor eontir Ah, 1 tremble at her 

her foreign blood, her train It will curse us y 
3 {cheerfully assured him that | thought it would unk 
Suld bring himself to see that the girl was entitled t 
Hi ell as himvelf. I inquired how things ha 

hold was sy 
J it, He then spoke 

t bad | begun that ate nd w 
ye very important tha mber of bi 

ttend and take part in every service. So far 
go. With sketchbook in hand she di 

ed from the house every morning 
nat honer him by coming to his house 

and, with his family, attending the gre 

pted the invitation and be left 

t THE evening Page Hanaford came to 
old him Zura had returned ¢ 

xclaimed as 

d medicines; 
e, a degen milk beetles for th 

to put things in. That's a good sta 

> Tee r 
‘LwOmMmaNnce OF 

She Quickly 

the way’ 1 
slam of m 

Of course 
ng mountains 
Himal, 

Jane cried 
w down bef 

¢ they might make y 

he said. “Come 
lieve HE happen 

how it tone. 

low for you 
to think af i 
long 

N—Zura € $ to the Festival 

O% MY way to join the festi 
val party at the appointed 

passed through the street 
of the eity, brilliant with decors 
tions of flags and lanterns. Gay 

wdssauntered beneath grace 
ful arches of pine and lacy bam 
hoo like smiling 
on a picnic 1 
temple where th Mat 
uri’ was in progress, 

The maid wha answered my 
untmun Kishimoto San‘s 

be family would soon 

start. Would | bring 
august body into the 

living-room and hang my honor: 
able self upon the floor? 

L complied with the request 
and found Zura alone 
Considering the strained rela- 

ions at our fast parting she 
greeted me with a Aippancy that 
was laughable: "Oh, here's Miss 
Jenkins! Welcome to our happy 
home, and | certainly wish you 
joy on this jaunt 

Are you not going with us 
ta 

I" she answered, But 
docome in, The ogre awaits you 

{ the witches has just had 

inquired, put 
“¢ into my question every in 
ting tone at my command, 1 

was determined to get on terms 
friendliness with this girl 

When not on the defensive for 
wh. she considered her rights 

che had a decided sweetness that 
rew me irresistibly 

B “FORE she answered my 
question she looked at me 

wild thing m a chained A 
strange hand to see if it were out 
stretched for a caress or a blow 
Having decided she went on 
"The ancientest one. Some red 
lilies I carried brought oa the fit 
I gathered a few from the rice 
fields and too 
When the ¢ 
crimson petal 
ter a lot of none 
flowers be 8 of Ram 
she said the: tthe house 
on fire and 
If I thought t 
load and tb She 
them in hot bath, 

en my august grandfather ar 
He fete 

sall toa cinder 
I'd bring ac 

festival th 
Sbe put on her hat 
Zar,” I 

and stabbed it with a long pir 
niss a joyfully good 

time if you de . people swarm to these 
festivals, and babies s ants. You'll see more 
pictures ‘than you ed lifetime. There are queer 

\ The fre-walking 

“What do they do at this 

but I remember it 
ver the 

1 urwed, seeking it 
ive word and finding a memory 
help me out, “and we'll make 

saw it 
rs walk barefoot ¢ 

nothing humorous in what J had ssid, 
ton Zura. 

rig you 

but it had a 
i with reck 
give you the 

All she laugh 
tick to me and 1 

r's silken garments. 
mother, w and 

and mellow as 
J with an overcoat 

atle of the maste 
followed by h 

willingness 

followed behind: 
f servants loaded 

food. Lt was to be 
s, and the family 

2 before their return. 

Jed the way 
up the rear army 
cushions and hampe 

and fi 
‘orts of hor 
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2 mm of worship 
would need all the cor 



called 
and as o1 

Tanjo Shaka” 
f little party 

‘The festival wa: 
dha's birthday’) 
through the great gates the cn of buliday 
makers which thronged the inclosure testified to 
the popularity of the occasion, ‘The broad avense 

teps of the oll temple was li 
porary beoths from wh 

p anything from a hot sweet potato 
rated prayer. On every side 

f the infant Buddha. Around the: 
ey mid purchase av=ne 

portion of the licurice tea poured over t 
aod supposed to guar! against many evils 

roups of while-garbed pilgrims from 
xl on to worship, their tinkling 

time to the soft pad of their sandaled feet 
Under the overhanging boughs of the ancient 
were pluced low platforms spread with brigh 
blankets, and thereon ant the family groups 

took us some time to make our way to the 
building where Kishimoto guided us, that he with 
his family might thet offer their devotion 

there the ceremony began. 1 was not ex 
participate, aud stood aside, It was not withoat 
anxiety that 1 heard the grandiather give a stern 
command to Zura to approach and kneel with Bina 

before the gteat bronze image, and ber equally 
Tigid refusal to do su. With difficulty the peoud 
ol Buddhist refrained from creating a scene befare 
the other worshipers, but it was plain that he was 
stung to the quick for the hanor of his religion, 
From the look on his face he only bidedt his time 

After this clash we walked about till it was time 
for the evening meal, It was served In an open tea 
house, Hospitabée and kind to the last degree 
both bost and ery 
dainty catable 

leading to the 
each side by 
could pureka 
toa muchide 

tant 
bells cities 

pressed wpa me 
to ihispet the gatk 

retract 
ane teh 

clouds, 1 did my best tu smooth the way to pence 
but my endeavurs were vain. st the family 

At apart atl talked in low tomes, Zura moved 
claser to me, aad, though white-lipped and restless 
after the many cnoounters with ber geandiather, 
her spirit was undaunted. 

XA Broken Shrine 

nite 
to join 
away 

1 over we mo 
ft to pack up and were instruc 

ne distan 

Hf used fea 

nily at acertaln shrine & 
devotions at that place woukl end the festival 

The closing down of night was tike the working of 
sume itagic. Frum every paint of temple, sbrine 

orks shaped fike 
duttered in 

ang & 
ign, its 

and tree sprang a light, Firew 
huge peonies, lilies and lesser Bower 
the In the band of every few 
paper lantern gay in color, «lasing in 
soft glaw rellected om the happy fave above, The 
whole inclosure seemed to be a bit of fairyland 
where workuday people were transformed into 
beings made only for the pleasures of life 

Ukept close to Zura regardless of where she | 

vr 

for all she saw seemed pot only to ip + 
interest, but also to intensify her reckless moc 

“Ob, look at those durling kiddies!" she suddenly 
exclaimed, going swiftly to the stand of 
a cakeman, 

A dozen childre 
stood aroun, Too poor to buy they 

y cazeand wish, Zuru stopped before the 
weet dough and soon each child bi 

large share, not only of cake, but » 
paper cherry blossoms as well 
small knitted parse of rims and sens 
me earticr that she had sol a picture to a post 
card man, The cake dealer got it all 

We left the children open-mouthed, gaxing at 
the “Ojosan” (honorable elder sister) who had 
proved nothing less than a gudde. But the girt 
heeded neither their looks nor their thanks, 
had come upon the ancient rite of Grewalking, 
& holy ceremony for the driving out 
now used fur the parpose of provirus Uh 
of the gods for the devout 

Of & mat of straw oversy 
layer of sand wasa bed of charcoal kept glow 
ing by attendants armed with fans attach 
to hong poles. . Peicats were intoning 4 praye 
to the god of water, who lived im the moon, t 

cend with nce upoa the god af fire 
With much twisting of fingers and «at 

ing of hands a worshiper would draw 
somethi na bag purchased from the 
priest Ii the onlooRers, was spirit 
powder. of it on the 
and rubbing his feet with what was lett he 
would cross the live coals, arriving at the other 
end unharmed. His swaggering air, indicat 
ing “I am divinely protected,” deeply im 
pressed the wondering crowd. 

Littubeyed and » bit 
coull 

oF 8, 

ea by a thick 

This, he 
Sprinkling a part 

BSORBED in watching t astic scene 
SAT failed for some time to notice Zara's 
absence from my side, Aaxlously turing te 
search for ber [ saw ber opposite in a. ele 
space, and, through the back 
cager, curious crowd, Page Hanaford herriedly 
wishing his way to the front. 
At the edge of the fire stood Zura wi 

shoes or stockings 
Page saw. His voice 

Wingate! I beg of yo 
She poised 4s fight as a bled; then, lifting 

her dress, she quickly walked across the 
burning coals. The sparks flew upward, light 
ing the bronze and gold in her hair, showing 
too her face, a scornful daring 
The fookers-on cheered, some cryituy 

“Skillful, skillful!” and others: “Brave as an 
Enapeess|"" 

Heedless of the crowds Zura took her hat, 
shoes and stockings from the adoring small 
boy who beld thers and rejoined me 

Laying my hand upon ber arm I asked 
“Oh, Zura, why did you de it? Aren't your 
burned?" 
“Burned? 

out: "Miss 

Nonsense! ‘They are not even aver- 
heated. 1 used some of their spirit powder, which 
is plain salt. I did it to prove to myself that all 
they teach and do ery." 

Page joined us, inquiring anxiously: “You are 
pot hurt? 1 call it plucky, but very f 
Didn't you bear me call to you?” 

Zura, looking up from fastening her shoe, re- 
plied sti@ly: Mr. Hanaford, once is quite enough 
for you to interfere with my affairs." 

The boy flushed, then smiled and dropped to 
the rear, 

In depressed silence our party mingled with the 
throng on its way to the shrine where the last 
tribute was to be paid, The place was in a dense 

ivance. T rece: 
1 relic of Baddlx 

some a piece of th 
of this w. 
some whispered a fi 
teacher's robe; but, 

ia 

both place and sh 

b 

all opening 
2 warning to all pa: writt 

prayer or else be 

C NE by 
daugh: 

ently bowed. 
from Page 
fave of Kis 
daughter, 
and all th 
waited—in vain. 
he spoke; his voice w 
stabbed the air: “Obey 

Zura si 
words were 

*E will not 

shoulders, 
she stumbled forward 
With its 
little shri 

stick in her raised band, sto 
de a Jun, 

md struck hi full in t 
ielded Zu A 

mob when aroused 
rt stood still aa I watched 

t Page and Zura, I knew the 
d could pot hold o before t 

blood? My 
the spawn 

ur dishonorable bodies to your dish 
mes! Go 
Blind to reason they cowered before a masterful 

J. They knew the unbending quality of Kish 
moto’s will, his power to command, to punish. 
The sumber gre eadily less, leaving Page 
Zura ond her gr her alone 

Kishimoto San turned to the girl, and with wo 
colita cutting asa whigdash, dismissed th 
child of bi ly daughter from his house and home, 
He cared neither whe 
She no longer belong 
disown 
Hiding his family tobbow: 

Ay Mrs, Wingate passed, with ¢ 
ikdered looks she repea 
reptool: “Oh, 

aughty; [no like yx 

IAG 
homeless 
“Come with me, Zum 

what else to do: and the 
toward the high twinkling 
House of the Misty 51 

a 

bled voice and 
her set for 
underst 

1 1 were left in the darkness with the 

vwiny 
ar way 

The 

T said, not ki 
nree of us made 
fight that marked 

As the boy walked beside her, hatless, tie and 
collar disarranged, 1 could but see what his de 
fense of Zura had cost hins in physical ste 
IHtis face twitebed with the effort to 
aking Limbs; ine 

Mf so much. 

Page's answer, but be quickly 
walked to the window, He had 

y whea | bandaged his hand, and 

to light 
guest-roam 

fore 

a matter of a few 
rrange the bed in the 
h pleasure in preparing 4 

I went through these sm 

0 had bren 
f from her 

thing a girl ¢ 
d of a Japanese 

d-night as kindly aa 

parating hee 

No 
freckles.” ‘The tears in 

+ words, 
Anxious for what might bapp 
af t in the ro 

snexprecter 
lawn there reached 

ids of & soul ftict —the 

girl in a strange land, facing 
andicay 

Tw 
i fron the 

A Dream Comes True x 

household was 

to lovely 
id robes of 

ppen T now 
of my’ stu: 

fof think and rest 
tion.” For I hi 
Hs as T had on the 

sabject of trai 
Soon alter th 

tive 
ed quietly into the C F 

taughter could be summoned, Though Zura 
was included amuog the mourners at the stately 

pusication with her gn 
was fitsal, 

¢ had 
Mieewsi 

ral 
father. 

us, and his formality more sad 
ald never again take Zura into 

torfere with th his house; m 
Her name hw 
ister, As long 

m his family reg 
to give her 
urther th: 

memory bi 
ould Tt was ap 

ful hour which I did not care to repeat 
T acquainted Zura with ber grandfather's de 

was; “His memory has 
So has mine, and they'll grow 

er to live. 
ik that followed her one idea 
y to return to America, where 

¢ to make a living.” As far 
e knew her father was without relatives 

to look to for belp. But she 
knew many girls who worked 

ing to do” in 

that be would not 
ret forget 

earn the m 
was “more cha 

ans with enthusasm, tesery 
ver Co loge sight of her till 

was very 
for her passage 

“Out ef the Bittemess of Some Agony We Neand Him Cry:*God in Heaven! Mow Can I Tel Mert" 

climb not trouble t 
There i 

said, “1 ca 

Please, Mr, Hi 
the steps with ux,” [urged 

“No, Miss Jenkins,” 
you till you are safely shut in the howse.” 

Wordless my other canspe walked bes 
me. She gave no sig: 
bled, the haeul she outstrete 
was shaking ant 

On reaching the house Page decli 
but, sceing the knuckles of his right hand torn and 
bleeding, I would take no refusal. “Boy, your 
hand is bleeding. Come right in and let me dress 
it,” sald f 

“Don’t trouble. 
kaocked-up skin.” 

fura spoke for the first time as I made the room 
light. “Ob! I didn't know you were burt, Mr, 

d to come in; 

It's nothing; only = bit of 

sme, offering to teach, to scrub, and even to 
learn to cook if we'd Jearn to eat what sbe cooked 
T pointed aut that, with ber ability to sketch and 
ber natural fascination for young girls, the form- 
ing of classes would he a simple matter. She was 
to teach them only drawing at first. To this she 
demurred; the pay was so poor that she pleaded 
to be allowed fo have one lithe class is English. 

but, as it was only a beginners 
asente—upon her solemn prom 

cut out all ragtime classics and teach plain cats 
rats and mice.” With earnestuess I then 
to her to try to understand that life was 

which life in any country demanded H happiness 
was to come. 

(Page 24) 

wn ty since Thad kao For the frst tim 
ed fully to realize that for her running boase 

She w in the green pasture of life was at an end 
really serious when we finished our long o 
She loaned over and put her hand om ml No- 
body hut Father wasever so kind tome, I'll truly 
do my best,” As if afraid of growing too serious 
sho addod: “But, Miss Jenkins” —her voice was 
low and ber eyes sparkled, proving how hard the 
old Zusa was dying—"L just bet [ kick over the 
traces some time. [ feel it in my system,” 

rai” I cried deapairingly 
Rut from this minute I am starting 

down the track on the race for reformation. Give 

Even a colt can't get a new character 
disposition in a week." 

as 

j 

HE days passed it proved not a race, but 
hard, up-hill hattle, where in gaining one 

he sometimes host two, and w still aching 
with the last defeat had to begin all over agaic, 
The vision, thy of th umegaing to America 

Wc utmost effort to lured and beckoned her 
but herself us well conquer not only circumstance 

As much as po I made of myself a com: 
panion for her ant the most of our days were 
spent together, Fortunately the summer hotitay 
gave me some leisure. In my efforts to be a gay 
comrade aa well as a wise mother | came as near 
to breaking my neck as my well ved habits, 

Zura had a passion for outdoor aketebing, and the 
proved always most 

grimly to my task, 
nd pant 

partivular view she craves 
difficult 3. But 1 stur 
and, though often with aching muscles 
ing lungs, scramblod by dangerous paths ta the 

Jaze of same precipice where UC itarod weither to 
d it dawn, 1 could always coant upon 

it that, whatever place Zura chase, from ther 
one coukl obtain the mast splendid view of vast 
stretches of wa, the curve of a temple roof, a 
croaked pine or ar » af tshoseom She was os 
irresistibly drawn tu the beautiful as love is to 
youth 

That monotoay might not work disaster or row 
tine grow irksomo our workdays were interspersed 
with picnics, journeys to famous spots, and, for the 

Yo Jar 
movalight sails on the Inland Sea 

: Hasatard was our froquent rue 
and me his attitude was on ily 
and a Toward Zura it was the mighty 
all youth, She anewered with ready 

friendship, [t was easy to se that the boy was 
moods that sometinses 

Often at a muenent 
its height the hand af 

emy seemed to reach out and 
From light-hearted 

happiness be plunged to silent gloom. 
Twice it bait occurred when the day was heavy 

with moisture, thick and superheated by the sam 
he last time ft happened, to the h 

s added the excitement of a pulice launch 
stopping our little pleasure craft and demanding 
oar names aod business, When it lelt Page grew 

silent, and, until we landed, lay in the prow, his 
fave hikdden by bis hat 

When the nights grew too chill for comfort our 
pleasures were transferred to the hominess of the 
little living-room ia “The House of the Misty 
Star 

buoyant by nature 
rook him wen 

when the merrin 

N MY adoption.of Zara the hamorwas incidental; 
in Zura's adoption of Jane it was uppermost 

From the fiest the girl assumed proprietorship and 
authority that kept the & 
sawing between pleasure and trow 
merry teasing Jane's naturally stammering tongue 
wus fatally twisted. Zura joked till teary were 

near; then with swift’ compunetion Jane was 
caught in arms teader and strong and loved back 
to happiness 

Like a m guarding a busy careless child 
Zura watched Miss Gray's consings and goings 

Overshoes anil wraps became a special subject 
of argument. There was no denying that In 

the arrangement of Jane's clothes there was 
a startling (ransformatic 

My attention was called to this ome morn- 
ing whee I heard a merry, audacious voice cry 
out; “See here, Lady Jiany, do you think it 
a hallmark of piety to have that helty: safety- 
pia showing in your waistband? Walk right 
back and get your be 

“Oh, Zury,” pleaded the harasced woman, 
what's the use of putting it on? I'll just 

have to take it off tonight, and, my dear, 
people are walting for mae.” 

“Let ‘em whistle, Sweetheart,”” was the un- 
moved respe "Even though the heathen 
roar T cannot turn aside {roe my purpose of 
making you # Parisian fashiug plate. Now 
tell me where to search for your belt.” 

Jane yielded and adored the more while 
submitting. 

Under Zura’s care Jane's person grew 
neater and trimmer, Ja her face, now filled 
out with proper food and rest, there was a 

é happiness as if some great hope fore 
awed fulfillment, In ber talks with me 

sbe seldom referred to her work in detail, I 
respected ber reserve and asked no questions, 
for I gravely docbted any good results from 
her labor, In all the Empere there was po 
collection of humanity that could surpass in 
degradation and sordid evil the inhabitants 

‘be quarter that sbe had chosen to uplift The best-trained workers hail experimented 
in this place and had given it up as hopeles 
Still Jane persisted. With the few compara 
tively small sums of money which had come 
in response to her numerous appeals she had 
rented n tiny howse in the “Quarters,” and 

o it flocked the outcasts of life to listen in 
curiosity to the strange foreiga woman 

sage froma stranger foreign God. 
it, site 
Jolivering a tm 

Ti year was sinking softly to its close when 
one evening found Zurs, Jane and me quietly 

at work in the living-room of “The Howse of the 
Misty Star." June was knitting on the eternal 
bibs, Zura adding figures in a little book, 

Our quict was broken by a knock at the door, 
Maple Leal appeared bearing om a tray @ pink 
folded paper, 

It's cable; I know its color!" exclaimed 
Zura; “and it's for Miss Jane Gray.” 

With shaking Gngers Jane tore it open. She 
read, then dropped ber face tn ber hands 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 40 
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Exerc’ Note —This setice Sas been universally coxt- 
eeded to contain more belptul Idess than any magaZ 
artkies ever befcee publivued. it ts 2 pleasure to ox that 
Uy have been so winiderfully seccrsiful. 1a the nest tawe 
of Tr Lisess’ Howe Jounker other women wih dlschse 
the Ideas that tinsaget to them and thelr Susbands in- 
creased incomes—ineas that art ea grperaily agploabie 

that futirw’ hen 
Tux Borvuss oF Tus Lamu’ Hows Javanat. 

From Sales Manager to Owner of 27 Lots. 

Y HUSBAND was a sales manager, We 
h been married eleven ra, hat 
three children, were paying forty dollars 

2 month house rent, were in debt several hun 
dred dallars, and things seersedt aedag from baal 
to worse, We had always hoped to own me 
and have a business of aur own, but everything 
seemed against ts. Finally, 

ves, L evolved @ 
ur grand piano for $800, and 

bt a good second-hand upright for S145 
1 my budet, china closet, two extra bed 

room suites, four rugs, several sets of Hat silver 
ware, some china, cut glass, pictures, ete, at 
iva $720. When our debts were pai 

we had $620 left, With $300 F parchased a lot 
50 by 150 feet, ue the outskirts of the city, with 
twenty-one soft maple trees on it, Fur $34 we 
purchased esough lumber at secondhand to 

shed 20 by 40 feot in size, A cement 
floor was laid (we did the building and cement 
wark ourselves), and the building was lined with 
builder's paper. The roof was covered with tur 
boper. By means of straw matting we divided 
the shed into four rooms, bought secondhand 

sat onedollar each, made our own doors, 
od our rues on the lloor (except in the 

kitchen}, and moved in, 
Our home was aur own, We had $200 left in 

the bank, and $40.4 moth h nt would be 
taved. The first forty went to put down a well, 
‘a4 we were too far out for city water. I gave 
tausic lessons to country children at filty cents 
an hour and earned $20.4 month, Grandmuther 
had ay old loom stored in her attic, which she 
gave me. I wove rag rags und earned $700 that 
way. At the end of three years we had $2000 in 
the bank; we , dug a cellar, 
bailt @ foundation an 

heasl 
We purchaseit 

Severa} vacant lots at from $20 to $400 each, 
cleared them and hauled the wood to aur awn 
home. We bought old houses, pulled them down, 
and with the material built tiny new bungalow 
on our vacuot bots. My husband did the ma 
sunry, carpentering and plumbing. The chiliren 
and Thelped, 1 did all of the landscape garden. 
ing, andl also helped in decorating the interior of 
eachhangalow, Everythingisup-to-date, When 

galow is complete we advertise it for sale. 
places Ine from §1700 to $2200 

accorting to location. 
0 stopped weaving mugs and have given 

up my music pupils. We are now living in 
4 modern, nine-room bengulow, own twenty 

vacant lots, and are building fvar new 
bungalows. Our five children are being well 
educated and my husband is rated « successfal 
man, 

‘Ten years ago our income was $1800 a year 
and we were in debt, and going in deeper, Today 
we have an income of $4000 a year and hire help 
to de our work. Iowa 

Sending Dinners by Mail 
MoM HUSBAND had left a city posit 
. ¢ into the country and raise bent, We 
had put all our in the house and the 

ns and had failed. My husband's for 
employer wanted hie back, but 1 said 
don't. You'll be a salaried man all yo 

“But what will I do?" he said. 
“T don't know,” T said, “but £°ll thi 

think hard." And 1 did t afternoon T eens 
an article on the value of the parcel post 
farmers and at owce the idea came to me. 

1 wrote a catchy advertise 
‘each of the daily papers in the city, twenty miles 
away, alfering to furnish dinners, complete 
even to the floral decorations, by parcel post 
Alter a bit we went our first dinner. [t consisted 
of ome quart of shelled peas, a few young pota- 
toes, one broiler, a pint of strawberry preserves, 
a pint of “smearcuse,”” a quart box of cherries, 
fresh from the trev, a baal af home-baked bread, 
an ungel-food cake, 2 pound of butter and # 
quantity of sweet, oli-fashion roses, The 
cost af mailing was triting. The dinner was a 
decided sacceas ani the lady bespoke two dinners 
each week. 

From the very start our business flourished. 
We raised vegetables and tlowers, and there was 
& variety of small fruits an the farm, We ma 
a careful study of the city markets and priced 
our stufl sccordingly. The middleman was tlim 
inaled, We cater to a great many 
ers who love novelty, but rather more to the 
women who have ou help amd love good food, 
yet have little tins fron social duties to bother 
with cooking, 

Our containers we purchase In bulk, making 
the expense considerably less We constant 
change the dinners, tucking in a little surprise 
here and there. We now have two helpers—-a 
man and hi Our novel business is 
assured 50 INDIANA. 

More Money 
How We Changed Our Husbands From Salaried Men to Employers 

ILLUSTRATION BY PAUL JULIEN M 

From Clerk to Proprietor 
ME Hesse ale 
I for 9 part 

partnerships in a paying busi 
on every bush, C 

me ginghams to mak 
ool dresses. The stock 

hams lo our three principal stores was very low; 
Imost mo choice, in fact. W 
of this to the clerk he tol 

r, replenish 
time from the J 

wholesale 
I was thinking of this 2s 1 walke 

malo street d d an attract 
Li 

ng the idea came into my 
Shop! 

‘That evening I broached the idea to my 
band. Lexplained to him the need of mothers 
for school ginghams at a time when therewas 30 
little choice ia the 

ne of the dens 1 bad thought ring t 
day. To my Welight ke gave the matter very 
favorable consideration and promised to talk to 
the manager of the drm (or which he was work- 
ing. The firm thought the idea a good one anst 
offered him liberal terms for whatever stock he 
wished to parchase of thers. We took a year's 
lease on the sture place and commenced opera- 
tions at once. We invested two-thirds of ie 
little savings in stock, the other thied for im- 
provements, two months’ rent, advertising, etc 
L belped select every piece of gingham that went 
into the store, putting myself in the place of the 
woman who was buying for herself, ber maid, 
her children or her men folks om a farm. 
Then we used every possible means of driving 

the word “gingham” into the consciousness af 
every woman in that tows, “The Gingham 
Shop" sparkled in an electric sign over the door. 
“The Gingham Shop” appeared in neat black 

the wiedows, “When think of 

be given toeach little 
coompanied by ber mother, to 

ing. [went without a new suit and hat that win- 
tet te pay for thase souvenirs, but they brought 
lots of womens to the store, 

I lay awake nights thinking up original ways 
of advertising our shop. We placed an an- 
nouncement in the papers that we would show a 
dierent use for glagham every day fora month 

We bad gingham dresses for mourning wear 
and tissue gingham dresses for afternoon wear. 

YLAN 

“To My Delight He Gave 
the Matter Very Tavern 

wham dresses and Fittle 
baby girls’ ging 

gingham re 
13 for the la 

tty mending bags 
1. We showed a loved 
into dresser and buffet scarfs, As 

house in the win 
dow; the walls were papered in flowered glax 
ham; the fut 
little beds had pale green 
gingham portitres separated the rooms 

9 a gingham-clad lady at a minia. 
nachine sewed upon tiny length 

soon became a fad: bet 
it satisth el, its pope 

rity did mot w spring we bad 
re gingham trade of the town 

wustry’. Our stock was quickly 
We did a cash 

keeping, collec i 
ely eliminated. Today we 

we a tidy sum in the bank, and we can now 
sell the ny times our o nal inwest- 

ment Massouns 

Jingham She 

pss nel the cost of bi 
bad debts was © 

From a Salary to His Own Business 
g clerk ina 

ring concern. He 
I put my bead to 
scheme whereby 

eetion with Bis 
ing for him in the 

ne of the agents for the 
wm distant towns would call, and 

ted a Very prosperuas appear- 
‘That evenin ed that be ask the 

general manager ing on all 
brick that he OF 
wherever he 
cern told Bim 
per cest. com 

I searched 

M“2e% 
V1 targe brick-manufac 

getting a small salary. 
k to try to think of so 

be evoke 
ralary. One th 
office I no 

for adresse 
rote Setters, bat 

first thlrty- 
six letters. My husband wanted to give up, but, 

ter some begging on my part, he ugreed to 
try one more time for my sake. I scannod the 
papers avai ime for ‘af con: 
trac chitects. This time we got into 
communication with 2 construction company 
building a large edifice, which became in- 
terested in brick. My husband Immediately 

informed the general m d pros 
pect, and he at once we ¢ the cuesstraction 
company persomally, An order was sold, and 

ed a check from the co 
diately invested in a type 

vetiter desk and some letterbeads. 
Md thos carry on all con 
wit home. 

aig before my husband resigned 
lewd all his time Co our wales end, 

four years and three month 
dio him tu try to bece 

at | pendent, N 
our athoe; we have a comfortshie home and 
have it paid for; we awn an automobile, uns 
my husband is an employer aml mot an em 

TEXAS, 

our 
Tt was ne 
juband 

It iy now 
sugee 

playse, 

From $20 4 Week to 55000 a Year 

ME, HUSBAND has risen from a. twenty 
AVE dodtse-a-week clerk, ‘That was six years 
ago. Our income last year was neatly five thou 

dollars. This year it will be more. My bu 
band empluys We started without 
a cent of eapital 

When we were married my husband was with 
an advertising ageacy. I was an assistant in the 
iffce, writhag news iteens ant husiness letters 

Six months afler our marriage J went to x 
and noticed that it 

ve persons. 

mn sho 
r-baked beans. 
i} koew wh 

Tsaid to my busbard; 
salads 

“Why them 
window?" asked he 

Ask them?" Techord, "Not much. I'll sug 
gest It and make them pay me for the idea.” 

Tdid, I went to the delicate fe OW NET, 

She wan (eorman ato theifty reel Lo pty 
one dollar each week for windaw suggestions 

if they proved acceptable, 
T bought 4 set of rabber stamps, Each a 

took her a sien stating the day's specialty 
a few weeks anly accasionally signs were peed 
T told ber to specialize ve ane article cach day 
T planned # window decoration—a small ts 
covered with a snowy cath, on which were ar 
fanged a few dishes of the day's offering, under 

imp salad on & bed of erisp lettuce 
or sliced che al erwor 

advertised. A month later pereunded her tolet 
me write short announcements in abocal weekly, 
charging hee for writing and placing ¢ 

We had a start! 
A few weeks after the delicatessen shon was 

displaying our “Today te Haked Beans Day 
and “Hf You Like Potste Salad You'll Like 

<" T saw the owner of a florist's shop. Ie 

day they"if have them,” 
it’s the same with their 

at ask > put a sign In their 

ope window each week with 
plants suitable for interior decoration, ut a spe 
ial price, Boston ferns, tastelully displayed 

ardedl, cate frst, ‘Tulips occupied the 
window the second week. ‘The florist had al 
ready done some advertising. Me resumed this 

jer our direction. We made three dotlars a 
week on our second accuant. 

Within a year we had nine firms on our list, 
having added a delicatessen sh 
part of town, 2 candy shop, two neighborhood 
department stores, twa garages and a hardware 
firm. Meantime we 

sand Saturdays. 
tions and adver- 

tising. 
Ina year and a half my husband resigned his 
ition, We had aur irst stationery printed 

DERICK WILMA) 
ADVERTISING SERVICE 

aad It gave also our home address, I was doing 
my own work and we kad no offve. 

‘The business grew as soon as my hesband pat 
his whole time to it. We soon had fourteen ac 
counts One was a hod house. It was adver- 
Liver! in the large daily pap we felt like 
real agency, Tadded a few window-nnd-tates 
suggestion accounts. We paid as careful atten 
tion to the small accounts as to the large ones. 
We do today. ‘The big agencies reach out after 
the ational advertisers who spend hundreds 
of thousands of dollars; we look after the little 
fell a 

1 fount a girl who was a stenographer and 
could de housework. She helped with the house- 
work for two hours and thea did stenography 
and bookkeeping. 

tgrew the boy and added a man to col- 
fo place our advertising service, We 

moved into a new apartment and furnished it 
‘Thea we rented our first affices—two rooms 

io a new building. ‘There are four rooms now 
a reception room, two private offices and a file 
Toum, 

‘Today our accounts include two national ad 
vertisers who’ spend twelve and eight thousand 
liars annually an advertising, We have four 
local” advertisers, who spend from three to 

five thousand dollars. There are twenty-seven 
small accounts. 

We have ane expert stenographer ant book- 
keeper, a younger woman who does billing, filing 
and typing, a “hig” man who writes copy aid 
solicits advertising, an art student and a service 
mean, TuLiwats, 



THE IDEAS OF TWO WOMEN 

A Daughter of Today A Plain Country Woman 
ROUND our yard, when I was 
a child, there was a high whi 
pleket fence. Te was the i 
dosere of 2 definite realm and 
it gave to our cottage the dig- 
nity and charm of a demesne— 
ancestral, sheltered, private and 
protecting, It made af our 
Tittle home @ city of refuge: it 
was % spiritual boundary; in- 

tide was hallowed ground. times I pass that 
place now, where houses are cluttered together 
aod children are swarming the streets, playing in 
groups, living 2s it were om the carbatowe, and I 
wonder if it wasn't all a dream—the little sun- 
flecked world that wsed to bie there, 

Tt was anly a strsall village lot and the house was 
but a cheap frame cottage, yet there was an im: 
mense territory of thought of intelligesce, of liv- 
ing experience—hounded by that picket fence; and 
I betieve—and with reasons which I can state— 
that this inclosure troadened our lives rather than 
narrowed them. 

1 believe, too, that our influence om the little 
community fn which we lived was more forceful 
by reason of our seclusion. We were not seen so 
often nor so famitiarly; during the days that 
elapsed between visits or outings we had time to 
develop our individuality, and this rendered our 
meeting with people much more interesting. 

‘There is, perhaps, little use to talk against the 
trend of the times, ‘Things are moving God's way, 
no toubt; yet we are the makers of ourown happi- 
ness, and there are some things concerning human 
happiness that are always true. 

The home of an old family of relatives was 
broken up recently by death, and we all hastily 
flocked in after the funeral to vee what treasures: 

we cowld fied. J snatched a drop-teat 
Ne ant a chorry-wood highboy, a walnut 
to haircloth sofa, and there were 

several other things 1 wanted, but somebody beat 
me to them. Now why dit we want these things? 
Hecause they were “good” solid as to material 
and artistic as to simple lines, If this is tear of 
furniture it is also true of ieas, So we may go 
back for some ideas without being styled nonpro- 
irensive. 

M*, IDEA regarding the plan of the village or 
town home of my childhood is this: That the 

definite boundary of sech a home by means of a 
fence or heeie, and the use of a gate with a fasten- 
ing on it, instead of shutting usin, shut usoet from 
the cheapening effects and narrowing chatter ant 
clatter of aimless and unintelligent playmates, 

Helen Keller is no prodigy. She is just a very 
bright person who has been protected, by what we 
call “infirmities,” from the vulgar common teach- 
Ing of vulgar common people. ‘The divine sense 
we all bring with ws bas not been jeered out of her 
by rude boys ut the public school. Her poetic 
ideas have not been dwarfed by the ridicule of vul- 
gar little girls who walk with their arms arourd 
‘ach other, whispering prurient “secrets.” All she 
has known has been high, wptifting, beautiful, 

Tt was in some such way that I was “educated.” 
‘You might laugh, ax many of my fellow-villagers 
Taughed, if you could have sevn the “real” sur- 
roundings. Poor, poor, poor—with almost squalid 
“things,” with great drawbacks and disadvan- 
faxes but foside that little village yard the 
“vision” was simply immense. 

Come in, shut the gate and fasten ft, Are you 
conscious of the charm of simply doing this? ¥ ow 
have crossed the drawbridge to our castle and 
come under the porte-cochére. 

Maybe you might like to pass through the 
exe and goin by the side door, This would onl; 

a little way U the path were pot so eventful, 
Hut the flowers and the shrubbery form little 
worlds of individuality and there are colonies 
thickly populated 

Did you know that a back yard laid off into a 
garden is immeasurably larger than one given to 
weeds ant ashpiles? Did you know that 2 tram. 
pet vine on a back fence moves that fence to an an 
tonishing distance? ‘Think of it in this way: Your 
head does not grow any bigger “really” when you 
take in new ideas, but you are broadened just the 
‘same; so any little patch of ground is made more 
expansive by planting beautiful things in it. 

‘Today the little home 1 lived in seems poor and 
mean because it is jostled by other bowses, All 
the sweet dignity of having a garden and a cow 
Mable—even a pagsty—is gone! T must say 1 
draw the line on the pigsty, and Ido not see bow 
we lived so close to one; but there are always 
things you must ignore if you are going to be fine— 
and the pigsty was kept as clean a8 possible. 

‘HERE is always alot you must ignore if you 
aregoing tobefine!" Lmadethat up andam 

rather proud of it. Yes, one really must ignore the 
ugly side of life and seek the beautiful with one's 
whole heart if one is to be truly fine, One thing ts 
as true os truth, and that is, that no setting of 
wealth or beauty can ever make a place fine unless 
the people who live in that place are Gne them- 
selves, The people must have the vision of dis 
tances and splendors, they must be able to take 
you into their dwelling pl and Jet you sense 
the greatness of their world. 

Isit not 4 mistake to believe that travel, contact 
with people, entertainment, amusement, society, 
“broaden” us? Are we not narrowing the world 
when we travel around it? Is not the simple- 
minded conception of the quiet and thoughtful 
person the real breadth of phar Was the journey 
ever fraught with quite the davor that lies in the 
pages of a charming beok of travel? wy) pideet 
my France, my Alhambra, my 
ous Lapland and shuddering Patagonia, sherira » 
real to me now from the vision that somebow lived 
in the cottage inside the picket fence! 

T was grown to before 1 dared to 
open the gate and go out into the street without 

permission, This made going out Into the street 
an adventure in ite, A trip dawntown with sume 
older member of the family was a treat s0 rare that 
L actually pity the children of today that they mast 
miss it; and bow sorry I am for them that they 
have no gates to peep through and over!—almost 
as sorty ax E (eel far their mothers when they. live 
in houses s close tagether that the porches, front 
nad hack, present a evotingaus row, close enough 
to hear ani see all that transpires yet seperated 
by lack of acquaintance anit congeniality. 

Ina Western city where my daughter ved there 
was 2 certain suburb that stood for all that way 
“jakey” and common. The young couples, cooped 
in flats and crowded in narrow rows, shragged their 
shoulders at the iilen of Jiving ‘out there. The con- 
sclousness of Living in a “good street" brought 
them some sort of compensation for the misery af 
children who must take off their shors at home lest 
they distur the people in the apartment below, 
children who must play in the streets or be con- 
fined to an “area” in the basement. 

But we had some friends wha had the serve to 
live in “Saint Jerome's,” so one day we went out 
there. We found an agly little house, to he sure, 
the rent one-third of that poid fora city apartment; 
but it was ina big yard and there were a fr copse 
an! a rose garden in the tear, Across diagonally 
was a huge fir grove untouched us yet by “civ 
zation” -~a glorious place for childres to play! 

Jha you think the mere sativfaction of being able 
to say that one lived in an aristocratic street (where 
one probably knew none of one's neighbors) could 
offset this blessed freedom for the children and 
the extra rent paid by the parents who were 
“ashamed” to live in “Saint Jerome's"? 

WHY. le we want to be like other peoplo? 
Can't we take the hint that all the great gen- 

fuses of the world refused to be “ground dows to 
the proper size by the Grand Panjandrum"? Why 
haven't the parents of the present day enoogh ini. 
tiative and force of character to choose homes in 
which their children will not be subjected to the 
cheap indwences of the streets? 

Lonesome? Well—everybedy’s lonesome in a 
way. But the cure for lonesomenes~the perma- 
nent cure, the cure that will sustain us in old age 
when the comrades of youth are falling thick and 
fast around us ~is self-sufficiency. It i the habit 
of resourcefulness. This children learn best in 
quiet homes, where entertainment is pot lavishly 
provided: 

Ido not depreciate the great good of play for 
any child of man or woman. ‘The human being is 
ren at hisbest when at play, But play can become 
perfunctory, hackneyed, stale; and much ef the 
curbstone activity of ebildren in towns and cities 
is of this sort. 

Ti at all possible have a definite inclasure for the 
children’s playground, No matter bow small it 
may be it will enlarge thelr world, In Cuba last 
year I got same: glimpses of the inner courts of 
Gne residences. Tam told that the bome life there 
is very beautifel, that the children are well edu- 
cated and interesting, Their seclesion gives them 
opportunity for-many “little journeys” which 
curhstone chiliren with thelr seeming “freedom” 
ever take. 

If L were empowered with the mission of better 
housing forthe poor in small towns, where there was 
4 posssbility of it L should insist om each cnttage 
having a fence ora hedge around it, I shoukd com- 
pel gates that would fasten and stay shut. But 
then f should have to deal with mothers who like 
to let the children go out and play just to get them 
one of the way! 

nothing much more nerve-racking than 
a abe child; the remedy for this is—children! 
If there is anything in which there is safety in 
numbers it i in children. The risk of an only 
child bs too great for the parents to assume, not 
to mention the injustice to the chikl in depriving 
him of brothers and sisters! 

PEC Eas Yak wets 1 ask CER, wes te 
ens of “falry rings” inclosing a» many different 

moodsof play, The long summer day was too short 
tolive them all, My darling little comrade in these 
enchanted realusa was more practical~a trifle lew 
imaginative—than J, hut she was so willing to see 
all that I told her was in the landscape! 

Here was the realm of fashionable life on the 
front doorsteps with “touch-me-not” Ladies with 

down! The “ragged robin” was a servant in a 
blue calico frock and the tiny "bachelor buttons” 
were children in buf chambray, 
‘There were the long avenues of the garden paths, 

the mysteries of » forest of hemp behind the ol 
brick, warm house, the remote territory of corn 
and beans next to the alley fence, the checkered 
canopy of the hop vine where we used to set our 
dolls’ cradles and where we had real live kittens 
dor babies! 
Once in a while we went tu other children's 

houses to play, and—ob, joy !—sometimes they 
came inside oar yard and played with us! But for 
us children to play in the streets? Why, it was 

HY didn't she come to tell me 
herself?” said Mes Holden, ia 
so burt & tone free J felt sorry 

B | Holden. “Do you siappmese that 
if she had I should have needed 

| to come to you ta hear that she 
Siwas engaged? 1 think it is 

most unkind of a girl, to say the least, to go to 
another woman with ber Inve affairs lefore she 
comes to her own mother. It is as if she didn't 
trust me.” iz 

“Oh, Um sure it ten't that,” 
adores you, What she said 

bothered, Will you belp ave?" 
1 would gladly.” 
‘Sbe could have come again,” said Mrs, Holden, 
1 shook my head. “Contidences are sensitive 

plants," Tait “They wither at the Grst unfriendly 

1 said, 
me was 

Ff coarse T said 

ve chosen just the moment 
worry.” 

“She dide't choose," 1 argued, “You don't 
understand, Mrs, Holden, It wasn't an easy thing 
to de, knowing that you didn't like the Lowries. 
Lucile had probably beer trying to find enarage to 
tell you fram the moment that George proposed. 
It always takes time for a girl to screw herself up 
to the telling point in a case like that; and when 
she's there she just runs off ta yoo with her news 
without even thinking of what you may be doing 
atthe time. If you won't bear her she has to bein 
screwing up all over again. And, as often ws pot, 
she woa't. She just hurries away to some one else 
who she knows will be sympathetic, as Lucile came 
to me,” 

“That's a simple way to excuse her,” said Mrs, 
Holden, "But I say that if a girl basanything to 
tell her mother it’s the girl's husiness to see that 
itistoht, If it worked your way a mother would 
have to be ready to stop and listen to anything 
her daughter had to say, day of night, year In 
year out, for fear of missing the incportant thing.” 

“Ves,” Lagreed, “she would, There is no way of 
compromising for time, if you really wast your 
daughter's confidence, That's why most mothers 
don't have ft; not because they doa't care about 
it, but because they don't realize that to get it you 
must be ready for it always, and take it when it 
comes,” 
“And let your work suffer, 1 suppose, even if 

it is work you are doing for them=as it usually 
is," said Mrs, Holden with a shade of disapproval, 
“T thought you were always saying that a woman 
who hoped te accomplish anything important 
must never let outside things interfere with the 
work in band.” 

“Those covkies you made for the fair were good 
as could be,” I said. ‘ET should fike to have the 
tecipe myself, But they weren't exactly what 
T should call ‘important. 
“They might have been,” insisted Mrs. Holden. 
1's the principle of the thing I'm talking about.” 

| bs, G age T discovered that whenever a person 
ison the wrong side of an argument and wants 

to bg ogre be always says that it is mot the special 
case, but the principle of the thing be is Sighting 
for. “Mrs. Holden,” said I, “may I tell you a 
story about “the principle of the thing'?” 

Mrs, Holden opened her handbag and took aut 
her crochet eoedle and some Irish lace that she 
was making. “Surely, Tell me," sbe said. 

‘To tell a story to 9 woman who is embroidering 
is one thing—it gives the story-teller the pleasant 
assurance of silence. But to tell a story to a 
woman who is crocheting Irish edging is another 
thing—there is little assurance of attention from 
a listener who is counting tex, anit seven, and six 
(or is it five?) for the loop. But I was not easily 
discouraged, 
“A long time ago,” I began, “I went to visit a 

cousin in a lazy little village at the seashore, where 
nobody ever seemed to he in a hurry for anything. 
It was a blistering hot day, not a breath of air 
stirring, nor anything else that didn't need to. I 
was sitting on the porch, reading, when the ice 
beret came along. 

id the iceman. 
yh Were day,” said 1. 
“Hot, [ should call it,’ said he, taking out a 

block of ice and weighing it. “That's why I'm late. 
bit bag Ares the line wants extra ice today.’ 
“Tee i 

say, but stopped, hearing tho siren whistle that 
morant a fire in the village, ‘Where's that?’ I asked 
him. 
"The ice horses pricked up their ears, the iee- 

and rode away in lexs time than it takes to tell the 
story, 

“In about ten minutes be was back. ‘False 
alarm,’ he said unperturbedly, hitching wp bis 

snd picking up the block of ice that 
lay melting in the hot street. “Hard om the ice on 

not to be thought of! a day like this, bat my horses draw the Gre engine 
To he sure, 2 child must play somewhere, He | aod 1 goce my cisstomers 'u'd rather be a little 

must run and shout and “find himself” inthesense | short of ice and bave me answer twenty false 
of freedom anid air, Curbstone play is better sloces' then be a aulnate late when a Weal Bre 
than none, but if you ever have a chance to get a | comes.'” 
house with a fence around it take it, make a defi- 

then provide | “ UR, Sve," Mrs Holden counted, and turned 
the means of making a world. ber lace before she looked up, “1 suppose 

It is not the person who has circled the globe | you are going to draw a moral fram that Interesting 
side” famil- | story," she sai 

li big world; rather it is be who, “Hm,” said I. “The moral’s so obvious that 
living In his own estate, quietly engaged ig what 
we who don’t know any better call “simple pur- 
suits,” haa the vision of wide seas and towering 
mountains and the sense of mystery that comes | certain conditions; 
from living close to the ground and feeling the | it is cold MAtcoraN Cn IaCee et 
throb and thrill of the world’s pulse sow aod then. | are important under all conditions, because you 

never can tell, until you have attended to them, 
JZ A vctcheniten | ist what they are going to amount to. Your 

children’s conSdences are a sort of Gre; you've gut 
(Pepe 26) ‘ 

te decide pretty quickly when the call comes 
whether you want to answer—even though it tay 
well be w fake alarm —ne whether you will run the 
chance of having something burn to ashes: & 
thought, ora wish, ora worry. That's all” 

“Its a good story," sald Mes, Holden 
temember it amt tell it myselfsome time. But fust 
the <ame, my dear Mrs. Pelham, you'll find owt, 
when Lisbeth grows up that it Isa great deal easler 
fo argue these things out for other people's chile 
dren than to settle them for your own You just 
wait. 
“Why should f wait?” T asked, 
“Lisbeth is only nine now. You don’t have to 

worry about ber confidences yet" Mrs, Holdea 
sighed, 

“That's just where you make your mistake,” I 
told her. “Now is the very time to worry about 
them, of rather to be sarv-of them, Bo you think 
that if this week bad been the first time you were 
too busy for Lucile she would have come to me? 
Indeed not; you lost her yeary ago. Most of the 
misunderstandings between mothers and daughy 
ters bexin hofare mothers fairly reatlae that thelr — 
daughters understand enough to misunderstand 
anything, Little girls of nine wouldn't he deserted 
‘a they are if mothers knew how much it meant to 
girls of that age.” 

“Whatever iia you mean—deserted'?” sald 
Mrs. Holden, “You use such awful-sounding 
words! I'm sure there's not a little gir in Range 
Jey that doesn't have the best of cary," 

“ Wi oseg meals a thay, a hath, cleat clothes and 
dancing lewuns,” T said without sarcasm, 

“That's all quite trac, And that’s a lot, Most — 
of the world's children don't have so much ae that, 
I doubt if should have noticed what was missing 
i Mtoe Loscate hadn't spaken to me about it,” 

“Miss Loomis? You mean the fourth-grade — 
er at the school?” 

it was at the Thanksgiving celebration at che — 
school, The assembly room was full of eager, © 
interested mothers, and I remarked upon tht 
number. ‘Not ane of my mothers is here,’ Mist 
Loomiy said. ‘They never come.” 
“What do you mean?’ I asked ber, and sho” 

answered: ‘Mothers come to school when the 
children are in kindergarten and in the first grade. — 
It is such a pretty sght to wateh the lithe tots! — 
Mothers love it. And they come again when the” 
cirly are in the seventh grade to be sure that they'll — 
gctinto the eighth, aed when they are inthe eighth, 
to be sure they will graduate. But we are neithet 
the beginning nor the end, We're just the awke _ 
ward age; we don't need anybody to lead us by 

e're wot ready to walk arm inarm; 9 
hink we matter, Oh, if mothers only — 

4 Holden had put down her lace and wat 
Watening. 1 could seo where her thoughts were 
barking back. “What did Miss Loomis mean," 
she asked, by saying ‘if mothers only knew'?” 

“She meant," I said as seriously as E had ever 
said anything, “that this was the way mothers lost 
the chanee to know their daughters, Fractions art 
not fun te watch, it's true, and the middle grades 
are not the end of anything in education, But the 
ee that are spent in them are the beginning 
of a great deal of knowledge and experience ins 
yourur pits life, every bit of which a mother ought 
ty share. We don't realize that, most of us, We 
know that the little hodies are growing; we can't 
help knowing that, when the dresses which we ex 
pected to last all winter are suddenly abave the 
haces; when the stockings don't reach and the 
coat sleeves leave the wrists all hare. ‘How they 
do shoot up!’ we ey, wait hurry to the shop to beg 
more clothes, at sit down at the machine to make | 
them, But we can't see their little: brains des 
particularly if they are silent and shy, as most litt 
eirls are just then,” 

| 
‘0 WE calmly take it for granted that all their 
young ideas fit as well as ever and don't m 

attention, and sit down to bathe the baby, Wher 
we finish their clothes we kiss them good-by and 
with the sense of doing our highest duty, Do you 
know, I am beginning to think that we take the 
baby's bath altogether too serbausly nowadays 
Anybody with common sense and an hour's trainy 
ing cam bathe a baby just as well ux a baby’s 
soether cou. ele @ Lovely and ‘a loviens tepace 
thing todo. Ofcourse we want to doit for aur owit 
delight. And of course we shuld doit, ualessthert 
issomething more important that requires our at= 
tention. Tut if there isn't time for Baby's bath 
and the confidences af the little girl’of nine, it if 
better to let some one else bathe the baby, 
Why, Lisbeth’s just be boiling over with doubts 

and with discoveries that an help bet 
through except myself, And she is no different 
from other girls, Of course if she didn't have me 
ta come to she would go to some one else, some 
other girt of ber own age, most likely, or a ltele 
older. You know what that means; we all know 
when we stop to think about it, only we don't stop 
often enough or soon enough.” 
“Or soon enough,” said Mrs, Holden, echoint 

my words. "I guess I'm lucky, after all, that 
Lacie odie in Tt) & pretty com 
picated bu this bringing up a girl.” 

“Rather,” I sigh 
“De you ae his Tridh edge?” asked Mrs 

Holden, 
ay ay stop talking long 

ve 

— 

1 shook my head. 
enough to count straight,” 
“Then keep this for Lisbeth," she said, folding 

up the lace and handing it to ne. “She'll need & 
new dross if she is gaing to be dower girl at Lucile’ 
wedding; and if you've bees doing the talking 1 
should bave done to my own daughter all these 
years you're spent at least as much time and 
‘energy on ber as I've spent on this lace — 

“And,” she added, "to rather better advantage 
too, I am beginning to see!" 

Sr bleu 



LOOKING INTO OT HER WOME N’ SI I 1OMES 

Good Use Has Been Made of the Peneing in This Room 
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these rooms, and want to copy them, Mr. Wallick will be glad to help you and to suggest where the furnishings or 
may be procured. An addressed, stamped envelope must be inclosed with your inquiry. 



How Other Women Planned Their | 
Convenient Arrangements Which May Offer Some Suggestions to You 

By Ekin Wallick 

— 

> Over the Sink and ay 
Porch to Admit Light 

Vy : 

ANN 
‘ax 

Aranged Yo Have ox Many Windows as Space Wil Peemil 

Note=Mr. Wallick will be gind to answer any questions you may want to al 



My Small City Aparti 
How I Arranged to Get Much Int 

By Louise Brigham 
and Director « 

ew York City 

w show two walls of 
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What Women Have Done in Farmhouses 
By Ekin Wallick 

oe | an 

Nore — Mr, Wallick will be 

of “Homes That Other Women Have Built" by sh 
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In the February issue we shall continue this of moderate-cost two-story houses and bungalows. 



Dr. Emelyn L. Coolidge’s Chart 

For the Modifying of Whole Milk 
For the Infant From Birth to One Year 

stand the bottles at once in cold water until the 
milk mixture is chilled, then place them on ice until 
mesiitime, when the food should be warmed by 
standing the bottle (still corked) in hot water until 
the milk is at blood heat, or 98 degrees Fahrenheit. 

DIRECTIONS 
kk from a herd of health 

P Tt should be kept in the original 
glass bottles on ice until the food is made up, 

just before which the bottle should be shaken well, 
in order to mix thoroughly the top and bottom milk 
in the bottle. You should have as many separate 
nursing bottles as the baby is to be fed timesaday, 
standing the bottles in a wire rack till used. 

Other Cereal Waters 

Wheat, rice and out waters or gruels are made in 
the same way as the barley water if the cereal 
flours are used, After the baby 
just double the strength of the gruels by using 
twice as much of the cereal flours selected —that is, 

three rounded teaspoonfuls of the barley flour, 
Preparing the Food 

Pour the entire quart of milk into a sterilized 
pitcher. From this milk take the quantity advised + flour, of wheat or oat flour, to twenty: 
in each formula. ‘The entire quanticy needed for ounces of water, instead of half that, 

four hours should be prepared at one time. It will not always be necessary to make up 
ything serapulou Hf possible twenty-four ounces of a gruel, but the proportion 

use a glass graduate f unces; not, gy of the flour in the water should be the sume. 
then count tw <poonfuls as one ounce; of When the baby is placed on the four-hour 
measure the liquids aduated nursing bottle, schedule at the tenth month, it is usually best to be- 
and measure the solids in a tablespoon, always gin to give semi-solid food also, like well-cooked 
allowing two rounded tablespoonfuls for one ounce. farina or oatmeal. At the eleventh or twelfth 

jonth coddled egg oF beef juice ma 
How to Make the Barley Water RAS EL ET at clears al often be od to the diet also, 

One rounded teaspoonful and a half ng from one formula to 

y-four ounces it is sometimes advisable to 

h of salt. Boil work up gridually, adding one more 
minutes, adding enough ounce of milk to the formula every 

water to make twenty-four ounces day or two until the stronger one for 
when finished, Remove from the the age is thus reached, Do not 
stove amd strain. To this hot barley increase the strength of the formula 

er add the sugar (wht ir kind and the quantity given at each meal 
lect), cool this until it is tuke- the same day; have a day or two in 

warm, or about 98 degrees Fahren between these changes. 
heit, then stir in the milk and lime The greatest care of bottles, nip: 

ater. Mix well and pour the correct ples and all of the utensils that are 
nount for each feed- used in preparing the 

ing intoa separate food must be taken 
nursing bottle. if good results 
Cork with are to be ol 
clean cotton, tained, 

A DAY’S SUPPLY 

CUT OUT 

THIS 

WHITE 

SPACE 

a — 

BRB ABYLSRA GED 

Note—In THE JOURNAL for February Doctor 

Coolidge will present a similar chart specifying 

the approved diet for the baby's second year. 

Thea Cut Out the Disk 
Below Alona the Outside of 
the Black Line, and Mount 
This on a Pie of Thies 
Coreissard 

Cet Out the Cheet Bho. 
tevtod Above Along the 
Outside Black Line aeut 
Mount on Geistot Hoard or 
Very This Cardboard 

SyTBOP, MINIS PUP ULE 

*asnon $7 Uy syeaur 
20) ENO ¢ A394 eID 

LS pp sone 9-9 aun 
3 5 ‘6 f § coune $f “SeBng ser) %, 

= ast MO. 5 
2 woune $41 "eINS + 

wee 49 FERNS ALTE e. 
REM SST souno t 4 

saoune 2E Iw Ay Agee 
eqoeno SERN KO 

Cow's Milk, 6 ounces 
Barley Wate 
Lime Water, 1 ounce 
Milk Sugar oe Malt 

Sugar, tty ounces 
on muse 

Cane Sugar. 1g ouace 
Give 116-3 ounces of 
thi every 2 bours for 
10 meals in 24 bors, 

Punch a Hole iin Back Phece 
Fasten All Together in the 
Center. Paste Top, Left 
and Right Edges of Bock 
and Front Together. Hema 
in Convenient Pince 

Cut Cardboard the Seene 
Site and Shape as the 
Chart to Form the Back, 
The Disk fits in Between, 
Punch @ Hole in Chart eet 
in Disk Where Indicated 
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FROM THE GARDEN OF EDEN 

The choicest of the choic 
because they are selected 
in The Orient, from the 

choicest dates grown. They 
are again selected before 
being packed in the indi- 
vidual dust-proof packages, 
which bring them to you 
fresh, clean and luscious. 

Dromedary Dates have 
shown how good dates real~ 
ly are. More and more of 
them are being used in this 
country every year, They 
are a growth food for chil- 
dren and a real food for 
men and women. 

Buy Dromedary Dates regu- 
larly, as you buy meat and 
bread. ‘They belong in 
your regular diet and may 

be used in many unusual 
dishes described in 

Prize Recipe Books 
Free on Request 

Ask your grocer or fruit dealer 
for Dromedary Dates and other 
standard Dromedary Products 

The HILLS BROTHERS Co, 
Dept. B, 375 Washington Street, New York 

{[Standard DROMEDARY Products 
Any one mailed for your 

grocer's name 

oa and 10 cents 
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The Ladies 

e Other Woman in Her Home 
How She is Making a Dollar Do the Work of Two 

My Wife’s Saloon 
By George H. Cleveland 

SHALL never forget the night 
Maryaret put the propasition ep 
to me, 

* Sims,” she scald, "just how monch 
lo you dria 

Twas having my uswal pint of beer 
lust before nuing to bed. 1 tooled at 
. She was tiling gocd-natisrely. 

Of course, } tobt hes, there was the 
hisual cocktail that £ alwayy got at 
the “café” on the corner on may way 
cate tovtinner; oxcassonally a driak 

one er with my Kineton, but not 
alwayys and oe such few nights af 
dines! at the club or downtown with 
suite of the bows maybe tered be 
a. cocktail ane four or five highbslls, 

sqecial decusioes, a bottle al 
nifagie or sparking Burgundy 

Ine word Vd newer romsidered mye 
self a “clrisking” martin the acceytent 
sense of the wom, 

“Now Um going to make a pros 
fel,” Margarvt sid when 2 had 

het. "Eve mived twenty-five 
dollare this Sast year ous of the fam 
ily. budget, and 1m going te invent 
it ia drinks, unt Pm going Go serve 
Them right here in the Bouse to yo 
and such of your friends we wat 

aot Tr guing to charge yo 
Just what yo d pay at a quent 

mir club, The stew 
ry chal hans givers 

the way 1 propose? 

Mak gk wae wo ni 5 
complaining about it all that 

there was nothing for me to de but to 
jaeree, alt! inh 1 did wince i bitthe 
over her becoming 2 barmaid, even in 

own home. Hot, to make a loog 
story short. we canned ont her plan 
fora year, Every might beforedianer 
Margaret served me that pockeail 

ml 1 paid hey Giteen cents for it, 
very lab belore yojng to bed I had 
pant of be Metearyt made 

Ch 
stn 

‘our dittle 
oar Aut 

wine ce other 
wis right there 
ve went to bed 

‘iriakatites, Si 
wate a chee be 

Keeping the 

SAFE agm, UH went oveT the Fear's 
aecotieta for the bonwehsold, At the 
end Margaret gave me what she 
called the “booze balance.” 

“Audit i. Sim.” ahve wach 
Amt I did. She bad stazted her 

home saloon with $25 sved from the 
budart, She had to her erndit $98. 
T had paid her $169.30 during the 
year for drinks at home. She bad 
termed over, ax we say in basiness, 
ast original $25 six times. 

“Coald it be possible." 1 asked 
rayetf, “that [, a cormal, mune 
presuniably—bustoess man had con- 
sumed that quantity of bquer im one 
thoet yes?” 

UT there were the figures—case 
ter case of bevr at 1 dottars 

= cue of twenty-four pints, that 
Margaret had charesd me the cub 
pace of fiftees cente a bottle for 
and three cases every two monte, 
ciabteen casesa year, Margaret had 
paid one dollar and tity cence a 
quart for my whieky and had charged 

fifteen cents a drink for it~ abe 
chub peices—and hav, as any saloon 
should, served me’ twenty-eight 
drinks at that price eark ost of every 
duuet. 1 Began to see how she hud 
made her money, 1 bad paid her 
four dollars anit tuvnty cents for the 
twenty-eight drinks | had had out of 
that bottle of whisky thae bad cov 
her ome detiar ye cents. Anil 
Tikeerw ine diet Hit on euch and 
every cocktail she “aid” me. 

D0 you think L've been drinking 
more this year than in any otter 
yet of Ube tea we we beets maar 

“OX coume f dont Know 
replings t 

There 
Was Hothing sasty in the way abe 
wall it; im fact. Peaught a ewin 
hereyes belven dropped may wwe, 
Wherrupon E dsd a bet of mrstal 

Orithanethe, multiplying all that Beer 
anit whisky und wine amd gm by 

Tcuntese st deucnl su, 
hat you ve jsuad dive, Jim,” 

re Uva tne en 
lot we've Heat 

yes om, 
That clinched it. My wife's salooe 

‘went out of business that ight —last 

nor shall 1 drink 
Hot worth to me the 

money it costs, 

House Warm 
By George E. Walsh 

LI. teasune iniuence 
people Io buying homes, but 
She lutratest of all xtoulil be 

Comfort, A house may be beautiful 
ned artistic, but decidedly cold and 

nconsfortuble: it nay be cheap in 
Tut decidedly expensive to 

Faaintain. y 
Wig rooms and high celtings, with 

lunge, open Bealls, mere thie Cot of 
beatiiig a hoase from ten to twenty 
pee cent. Large airy spaces ane 
pleasant to behold ant appeal to 
soot heasewives, but what wood are 
they If they cannot be kept warm in 
winter? Cine uf the bext hones we 
had war a small, modest-looklise lit- 
the house that mage no pretense to 
niyle ne are 
was ware, 
the coMest weather; amd the coal 

nimpting was eo low we woedered 
ye cual dealer made a tnis- 

take in delivering quantity of 
fuel ordered, 

‘Ow of the wteatevt secretaaf keep 
ally house & to have 

rooms facimw the south 
ing waren 

fe all tive weather strips 
In ane hotwse we lived 

ar stripes aed & story 
window wvre put up without avail 
Finally a lead carpenter suggested 
that we busd a small inclosed bab 

p casteace sin the witadere aan 
excuse for this addition. Tt was 
Up OE a cost of one huodred dollars 
uid inclosed in glass, Thereafter we 
had no difficulty im keeping the hall 
warm 

Tn snother browse, facing west, we 
—_ oe Cena rd hwy beret ot 
coal a winter by prosecting the whike 
frong of the house with an inchosee! 
piazza, Architects do nat like to ee 
Sorgen vretbbiale oe house tata 

at Lee designed fur it. The best 
Mor vestibate cannot be made 
pretty, But ate inclowesd puazen of 
glam iinpraves the appearance of a 
house in winter, adde to its comfort 
reatly and aaves frome ten bo twenty 
ve dollars a year in fuel. 

NE of the colilest parts of a howe 
In winter isthe floor. Ihave heard 

wore coeaplaints about cold floots 
from pose sean into the country 
to, tive than about anything ae 
Why. do we have “old Hours? 
Arch 1 tell yuu it is 
Ineauée people today Bawe nage in- 
stead of carpets 
the mide of the 0 

always 2 
tenth of 

The builder who rane heavy building 
oper between the floors asd laps 
font spon the sides may prewent thin, 
ut few of tens do Mt peoperiy- 
We once sealed ap our Soors with 

paper pulp and colored wax ard 
thereby secured a measute af eum 
fore never dreamed of, Ordinary 
newspaper was cooked with 3 mall 
pinich of glu until it was sedt aod 
pasty. All the cracks between the 
Joors aed baseboard amd thowe im the 
middle of the Soom were filled with 
this paper pulp, forces in aa far aa it 
would go. When this hail dried amd 
hardened we melted coloed wax on 
top, tinishleg it off eves with the 
floor boards. Wefore the wax was 
tisrd it was colocedd by adding & small 
GsnOURE of wtain of ter sume color a 
that of the floor boards. When fun 
inty the crack abd not tell 
‘where tbe boards endve) and the wax 
began 

The wax served the doubi+ pur. 
oe of finishing off the Boor and 
ceping the pager pulp frum working 

cout. Hi thzpagd expansion ant coe 
Lactic, us the remit nf viebent 
changes’ in the weather, the “wax 
worked louse it wax a simple matter 
to ran a hes iron or poker alona tye 
top and remmelt it. Te would then run 
back sub Bl uss ther jount 

wax and pager pulp 
when we left to 

eecupy another home the filling was 
till a8 wood 2 the day we prot it i 

HE other weak point in modem 
houses will be sound where the 

wooden trim of the baterioe joins the 
walls ut doora, windows and mantel, 
pices, Between the walle of a bauer 
Yherr is auppomd to hea sguice of deal 
uit. but is nise houses out of ten a 
crack of a knot hole somewhere will 
Leop that air in pretty active circa 
ven. The result is that im cold windy 
weather the air blows oot imto the 
sooess between tic dane asd winlow 
woodwork and the walls. 

‘One af our houses had thie fault 
badly. In particular the folding doors 
were inlets tor cold air, We remediet 
it by laying the wall paper back foes 
the woodwork and Inserting in the 
crack a liberal ameent of paper pulp. 
wach a4 we hac! inset foe Ove Soars 
‘Then the wall paper was broag¥t ug) 
2 Jitthe over the woodwork, lapping 
it evenly 40 that st would sot show, 
This ecfectually shut out the cob 
air. The doors themsetves, however. 
fewntela mare lifts ult peopusitine. 
Tally we decide! to jenve them 

back all winter and piace strigs of 
swoon! in front. These supe were 4 
quarter of an inch thick and edeet 
sith eoft felt. They were forced ir 
phace amd let there entil spring. The 
ilerenice in tse warmth of thie bexsse. 
ineasured in fuel saved, abounted to 
about a ton and @ half of enal for the 
wwnter- 

When Meat is So High 
By C. Houston Goudiss 

RAT has been for sveral 
‘years Ue saoat costly item i 
orar fooat biths. and the present 

Teast im praw mikes still 
dificult the task which confronts the 
housewite who must make these bills 
at low ae peeethle and at the xeme 
ume provide ber tamily with the 
beoper amoant of nutriment 

heretore the thrifty Lousekerper 
le moge keenly interemed than ever 
in arning how to bey to advantage 
and how go grt the bet pomsble re~ 
malts out of the meat purchases, Stee 
knows that no woman can buy to 
ailvantage unless. she understants 
just what she ix getting, what it ought 
to cost and Bow far & will go. 

Touchiewe this object a litue study 
of the market reports publisteed im 
the dally newspapers ix necesaity 
Thea a occasional comparison ol 
the prices changed by her own bute 
with thew quecutions wal give any 
hessewile & sufkient umferstanding 

her to deal 

Uniese abe knows exactly what she 
ought to gay the protest against an 
excea@ive price has wery little force 

The Dutcher 
cases out of ten charges just what he 
thinks “the traffic will bear.” And 
he can Bardly be blumel for doing 
this, becuse, when a Bousewile or- 
ry over the telepingne without aak- 

ing the peter, of ays that of course 
she wants the best. and, although the 
price i¢ Iiats, ave suppres it must be 
paid, it amounts practically to an 
bavitution La the butcher co charge 
the Limit 

> MUCH for meat prion, ower 
wtih the housewife Baus little a 

control. She may jirewent ber butk ber 
from charging more than the prevail~ 
ing market paice, but when that yre- 
wailing price is high she hus eo pay it 
of go without 

Intelligent economy newer pore 
withoat, unless the case is extrense. 
Thetetore the housewide who must 
make the must of her housekeeping 
aDowance wall rather study how to 
buy me that she may seceive the 
Kfeatest possible wale for her money 

{n learning 49 du thie ie, suse 
take into comaderation the propo 
Hon af each cat that i edible. “The 
Feuson choge ace the Oost espens ve 

of all cuts of meat is that the per 
Gpnage of waste is very high. The 

price paid far the chops ta 
seem reasonable enough, wt wire 
the waste is subtracted the cost of the 
Tet startles the woman who ws trying 
her cunsventiows best to economize. 

ry AID in estimating the propor- 
tion af waste, and mo deterissinitig 

which are the more economical cuts. 
may be found in th following Sabie, 
drawa ep by the foul experts in the 
United States Department of Aare 
culture. If mounted an a piece of 
sardboant and heng eanveniently in 
the kitchen it will serve as a cnt 
stant reminder and will undeattediy 
Ter a valuable chock in meat pus 
ehasing: pee 

ef Bosneat Fair wit ven aie ea 

= te = 
nae ah 
Porteetinwe he i MOR 

ag 
$a mL 

ro 

Hifos Hi 8G 
stewing a2 INN 
ons 

Leen ms mar 

ia 83 
11 ia impensible to lay down any 

hard-and-ast rules tor the 
Uns, Ws 90 ReUE Generis tapan cube 
nary kill, The skillful cook can do 
wonders with the poorest cut, while 
the wnakilsed owe produces a medi- 
tte did from tie pick of tae mara 
Hut the howswile who desires to 

and economically 
line wits tive dit 

to secure the largest amount of ean 
imeat for pentean for Ove krmwst cet 

Plumbing in Zero Weather 
By George Elbert 

problem before cold weather iron 
you ix that of exposed pipes asd 

traps. Of course the bulider should 
ot leave pigres expmaed te froene, brat 
that is poor eunaolation when you 
have to pay the siumber’s bill. 

Wherever length of pipeisexposedt 
tora alz, first try to stor the onataide 
draft, then wrap the pape with many 
thicknesses of newspaper and cloth 
Common newsraper is tse best acm 
conductor of heat oe cold, ated If you 
wrap the pipe wich many layers, 
winding cord around it ta keep it In 
pouce, and finids cal withy tay layers 
Of Olt pieces of woolen cloth, there 
will be Tittle danger of freezing. 

‘An exposed gas pipe will not freeze 
Utes it furma a pocket at some paint 
where It turns, The water is tke gas 
will then cobect there and in Wery se- 
vere weather frewar ane catine Ube was 
to buzm dim or go oat entitely. Wing 
the gas pie at the lowest part of tbe 
turn and yoo will have no trosble, 
Wien wuter pipes Heeze Between 

the ceilings or partitions st is inet 
hand to thaw them oat. The best 

ay is to wee steam by boiling water 
ou Ra-kettle ind commectin: 

rebber tbe with the spoat, Kus 
this tube up between the partitions 
and let the steam play on the froze 
ripe tentil it thaws out atl the water 
ans freely 

Papinu is sill found in many 
houmen When, the wonre to te 
frewars it may noe buss te pipe, laut 
A Wot water i¢ poured on it the sui 
een « in terspecatiire will 9 
it instantly. "The proper course in 
wrap the frozen part wet hot taneet 
und after a few minutes apply a hes 
itn to the flannel handage. 

COMMON place fur frenzing isin 
the trap under the kitchen stak or 

in the butler's pantry. To thaw this 
ut wart the wetew of Ue trap witls 
lighted candle until you can start the 
net. Then open the trap and let the 
Mlanie of the candle play ditectiy an 
the ice in the trap, ff a trap freenes 
aften and you carat prevent it by 
Ube protective meuutes decribed, 
then an very cold mughts drop a litte 
salt in it. First shat off the water 
from the house, drass the trap, ased 
then fill it half full of salt. Screw on 
the cap, ture on the water and leare 

‘The salt will melt and stay in te 
tap and prevent freezing 

Vben thewater-tackoé thekitchen 
range of any of its comiections is 
frosen up, because the kitchen fire 
has been lllownl to go out. never 
aluxt a fite in the range, as an explo 
sion would surely follow amd wreck 
the stove, boiler and water-back. and 
might even remult it the drat of the 
jereon starting the fire, Either send 
for the plumber or thaw the water 
tack out by slow and mithd methods, 
Tf there is 3 gis ar kerowne stove 

I: OCCUPYING a house the first handy for heating water we your 
rubber pipe and kettle and play 
steam on the frozen part. The fire in 
the range should not be started until 
ihe water runs freely through the 
Det-wuter faucet. 

Bowls. basins und closet tanks can 
be keot from freezing by adding = 
handfal of sult before retiring for the 
higbt. But salt will corrode metal 
purts if left there for amy great while, 
sa it shoukl not be usd when sum= 
met boases are chased for the winter. 
Crode of sbould be used in traps and 
basins then ineead of salt, 

HEN closing the house in winter 
for a week of two do not think 

that shutting off the water will be 
euticient protection, Water mort 
hot only be turned off, bart the ura 
boiler sind tanks esaptied of water ai 
well. To do this the lowest fancet in 
the basement must be opened and 
left open for ever drop to drain Gt 
Then the traps meat be blows oat o 
saunged out with an ordinary hat 
=ction pam aed fille wath cru 
til. All the closet tanks must alsa be 
emptied by holding the handle until 
tvery drop has drained out, Leavy 
ull the fawcets open so there is 4 cir 
culation of alr trough them. fi 
there is any doubt aboot doime tt 
work property, better hare a plumber 

Soeeing pipes in the cellar may 
frevar and split open when you arr 
away, even after you have dzaigel 
all the water, the aagging (herefore 
should be prevented by putting up 
moc braces to support the pein. 
1s metal pipes at is wenerally safe to 
pour hot water down the sink to 
Thawouta frocen part, bet thinataald 
Le deme gradually The better way, 
however, is to locute the exact spot 
and apply ontride hot bandages. 

‘A very alight draft thioagh un out - 
side hole of crack may be suthclent 
ta cause trouble, as cold air blowing 
directly ana water pe ol cause it 
tofrevar, Se all mich cracks or holes 
should be stony up with qty ot 
paper pulp, toil up mewspapers un 
Soda pulpy, them stat thee pulps in 
the hole wnei fall. Plumbers seit a 
hait-feét material for wrapping water 
pipes ee to the cold, Ubls 
asd woo ee bey operon eceeesonnery 

bs with equally good 
phen watt pissy ater the 

Blt ce 0 dionnes foes the fernaes 
‘the pipes may freeze in extremely 
cold wrather, although not expos 
to ies uibe ait Stch pipes 
sould be permanent! 

Reaction coter wal mot ieeene a 
quickly us still water. aan] somwe peu 
Me lettaucetsdripa tite on very cold 
mights. Hut that oa waste of water, 
and, if the might is very cold, the 
sight trickle of water will nat save 
the pipes from freeeing, if baully ex- 
posed. It is much better to protect 
the pipes at the beginning- 

* Homw Journal for January, 1915 

There was a man in our gexun 
And ke war wondrous wise; 

He fad his children Eayle Brame 
They cwon the Baby 

mong the ancients the 
highest praise that could 
be given a country was 
that it produced an abun- 
dance of milk. Hence 
the proverbial Biblical 
phrase, ‘ta land flowing 
with milk and honey.” 
And until 1857 yood 
milk was available only 
in places close to dairies 
and rich pasture lands. 

Have you ever realized 
what a debt of gratitude 
mothers everywhere owe 
to the inventor of 

i 

CONDENSED 
MILK 

THY ORIGINAL 

which makes it possible 
for babies everywhere to 
have pure milk in any 
quantity and at any time? 

Not only as a safe and satisfac- 
tory substitute when mother’s 
milk fails, but as an emergency 
food when traveling, or when a 
change of diet is necessary, Eagle 
Brand, the origina’ condensed 
milk, has stood the test of gen- 
¢rations of use. Our little book, 

Baby's Welfare,"’ will tell you 
why more babies are fed today 
on Eagle Brand than on any 
other food, mother’s milk alone 
excepted, 

Borden’s Condensed 
Milk Co. 

* Leaders of Quality” 
New York 

Reranuseey 1957 
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Let us send you this beautiful Bargain Catalogue 
containing wonderful values iz wearing apparel for 
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A Blouse of Exceptional Beauty 

igh « $1.00 

If You Keep House, Read This 
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Let Us Start This Year Differently 
How You Can Know Exactly What You Spend 

By Mrs. Christine Frederick, Author of “The New Housekeeping,” Etc. 

LFTY cents and an hour a week are all that 
are needed to start the New Year right. The 
feu) are few, the value cannot be esti 

mated. On the one hand we have stipshod “guess- 
work” methods, without definite standards and 
settheti plans, and with a certainty of three per (fe'0 avings 
cent, of waste, The result ix extrav ¢, pur- ame = 
poscless living and no records on which to hase abe" 
future expenses, With a “budget” 
method for keeping records of family 
can 

Jhave black-and-white figures to guide us ducin 
we succeeding years By budget” 

income or sum of money portioned in ad 
actual Toften call a budget “spendi 
paper. is just what we must do with every income before we 
actually let a dollar pass through our hands. I find that 
women are most economical in small details, but not many 
a large, thought-out plan for all expenditures. Saving on 
is not 90 important as the division of an im 
portions, For instance, a wor vk hy 
penny spent on food, yet she might not Teall lie that ‘the whole 3 
spent on food Is too large (or too little} in comparison with other iteras, 

How shall an income be divic The following standard 
ing and classifying of items will be found s 

and a simple 
xpenses We WH 

Typical Division for All Incomes 

(1) Shelter--Rent; railroad fare or carfare incidental to situation 
of house: property or water tax; fire or burglar insu 

Food-—All meats, groceries, vegetables, dairy 
husband 's or children’s Luncheons; meals taken away fro 

(3). Clothing—All materials and articles of clothing; mending 
ies; dressmaker or tailor; clothing repairs and pressing, 

ting expenses-Service; laundry; light; heat; 
ings; house supplies. 
yment on property; endowment ar life insurance; 

‘count. 

tele- 

Rences and ne which are neither necessities nor advancements. 
(7) Advancement—Lodge or club dues; books and periodicals; 

church and charity; gifts; education, mu c 
tions (luxuries); ame 
How shall we ai ome in these various divisions? 

nswer, because the apportionment 
ne and the number in family; (2) the 

(3) the Jocality; (4) the occupation, social or 
But, from the study of hundreds of families’ professional standing. 

expenditures, there has been worked out below a budget based on 
practical experience, having in mind the highest happiness of the 

with a scale of income mast common today: 
Svocestep Beperr ror 4 Fairy or Four 

(Incomes $1200 and $100) 
si 

Per Der 
Shelter (inctuifing tusthard's carfare, Monte Week 

ete.) 23 per vent $2100 $5.10 $WS6 $7.07 
Food, Gneluding meats irom bome) 

30 per cent Jo 692 40.00 923 
Clothing, 14 per cent 4.00 324 Noe 4H 
Operating, 14 pee vent 15.00 5.00 ss 400 
Savings, 10 per cent 10.00 2.30 13.33 3.07 
Luxuries, 4 per cent 400 2 $B 123 

Advancement, 6 per cept ow 1a 4.00 1s 

TorTars vou THE YEAR 

it the cost of living, follow a clear-cut plan, <a : 

Haw to Divide an Income 

MONTH OP JANUARY—1915 

enough to heat, furnish and repair the bouse, wash 
the clothes and prepare the food. The highest single 

and the fyrure will vary 
0 how much housework the woman 
urther, good reading, music and p 

are as necessary as food, Some families have ac- 
complished wonderful savings at the expense of 
stifling the emotional life, or undernourishing the 
body; any extreme is wrong, 

The Whole Family Must Plan Together 

JO OTHER question is so important to the hay 
piness of the home as the mutual understan 
of finances by all the members of the family. 

Why not call a family council to plain and decide on the year's expend 
inures? If the housewife alone plans the buxiget it is dificult for 
her to impose it on the rest of the family. But if all get together 
and agree how the income shall be divided how much shall be spent 
for necessarie for pleasures, how much shall be saved —each fey 

pility in seeing that the budget is lived up to 
§ too much is apent on food the housewife can 

jain why the sum allotted bs necessary. If the grown daughter 
ves more should be allowed for clothing, let her suggest hw 

some other household expense can be cut down, is the finest 
kind of preliminary training for a young girl who will some day have 
her own budget to plan, oF for a son to learn the value of money, 
The benefit of the budg 
definite, determined and upbuilding standard af liv 
be mutual copartnership, and the fact that the woman gene 

“ps the accounts” does not alter the importance of mu! 
reement a5 to how the income shall be spent or “budgeted.” 

ow let us turn over the new leaf together, After you and your 
family have decirled to follow the budget this coming year, and you 
have apportioned your income after the table I have given, how shall 
the plan be concretely followed? There are only two essentials to 
successful “keeping of accounts": One is a simple system, and the 
other is strict faithfulness in following it. I know from experience 
that the busy house mother has no time for involved bookkeeping, 
and perhaps the reason so many women find accounts hard is because 
they attempt a too intricate system, 

A Household Account Book the Basis of the Plan 

\ E CAN buy a ruled account book, eight by ten inches, or make 
one from an ordinary blank book, We will use two pages a 

month and in the first column we will write the days of the month, 
Next we will make a column for “cash receipts.” Continuing to the 
right we will rule about twenty separate columns for the various 
items of household expense, arranging them under their proper beads 
as they come in our budget. 

‘The right-hand column is for a “Total Daily Balance," At the 
foot of each column is a space for a monthly total for each item. 

Now let us begin to keep our Jam accounts. Let us suppose 
we had a bank balance of $60an $0 in cash from December. 

3 we pay cash for meat, groceries or what bot we merely enter 
the total sum in its proper column. We may have a check-book and 
pay weekly bills by check, If so we will write the sum under its 
proper column, and note on our check stub the firm to whom paid, 
the date and number of check. Every week it will take us perhaps 
forty-five minutes or less to “balance the book.” To do this we 
add the figures of the daily expense and place in total weekly ex- 
pense column. Supposing the total amount spent, according to your 
account book, is $27. Your check- oe shows a total of $24 paid 

check. That would mean 
you had paid out the difference 
between $27 and $24 in cash, 
or $3. You began the week 
with $7.50 in cash and spent 
$3 in cash, Therefore your 
purse should contain $4.30. 

Tt takes longer to explain 

$1200 $1600 
Income — Igcome 

Shelter $276 $368 
Fount 300 480 
Clothing 168 4 
Operating 156 20K 
Savings 120 int 
Li 8 of 

72 on 

‘The item of “luxuries” is 

this than actually to do it; in 

the end of the month we total 
purposely placed here x that 
when a woman comes to pul- 
ting down various expendi- 

res it will compel facing the 

each of the twenty columns 
under the six large divisions 
given above. We may find 
that the total sum spent in 

decision a8 to whether or not some one division is beyond 
the purchase was a luxury or our allowance. For example, 
an advancement, Only by operating expenses in January 
facing the facts can we steer 
away from extravagance, 

may run away beyond the $f4 
amonth limited by ourbudget. 

Many people spend nearer ten 
per cent, for luxuries than four 

But if we look over the oper- 
ating column carefully we may 

per cent,, at the expense of 
something more important 

If your incomediffers the proportion will vary slightly. On incomes 
r than $1000 year a larger percent. must be spent on the actual 

physical needs of shelter, food and clothing. With » bigher income 
@ greater per cent. could be spent on the operating and intellectual 

il more for saving in any case the rent shouk! not execed 
. of the income, the exceptions being bocstions in a few 

apartments are heated and furnished, 
janitor service, which will reduce the operating 

expense; or where a higher standard af bousing is necessary (as in 
the aise of the physician) or nearness to school, thus lessening ear- 
fare; in which case the rent might be rated at 26 oF 27 per cent 

It ts Not Wise to Cut on Food 

HAVE put the allowance for food higher than some authorities, 
but I feel it is most unwise to cut on food, and that a dollar a day 

for four is a low average when the high of living is consider ored. 
If the mother makes her own and many ol ‘the children’s clothes the 
“clothing” figure may be lowered and more given to someother item, 
Even on the same family, as can readily be seen, the apportionment 
will vary from year to year, largely because of the changing needs of 
the children. It is possible to save more when the children are small 
than when they are grown, 

‘The group of expenses under “operating” will vary widely. Just 
as we must allow for rent, clothes and food, so we must allow money 

Part of @ Page From the aca Acai Book first that the bill for the 
winter's coal has wert ees 

January and thus brought up operating expenses. But as this is a 
cost to be distributed over several manths we will find that we have 
really not exceeded our appropriation, 

Perhaps, however, we find that our food bills have been exceed- 
ingly large, and upon close scrutiny we see that we really have been 
extravagant in supplies, So we promise ourselves to “hokd down” 
food expenses in February so as to keep withi Inadget 

How Keeping Accounts Makes for Saving 

(1) Tt enables us at a glance to see all items of expense. 
(2) It allows us tu ompare two oF more items with each other 

so that we can see if it & “ grocer" or “meat” that is overshoot- 
ing the allowance. 

(3) We cam compare any one item with the whole “budget so 
mie to sive a sense of its coin and relative value. 

ie page at the back of the book we should make out a “reca- 
pitelation'™ « “balance table.” This should have spaces for the 
whole expense of any one item by months, so that by looking at the 
table we can compare one month with another and one year with 
another. This should also, next January, show the total balance or 
debit and the entire financial situation in an exact and simple way. 

(E-—Any questions as to further details of the butpet plas and keeping Soom 
held accounts will be gladly answered if a stamped, addressed exvelope is seat to 

iytipe Frederics, ip care of Tam Lantss’ Howe Jovases, Philadelphia, 

1915 

[SUN [MON 
The Blue Works tn 
Wrapper Hard or 
Tells How SoftWater 

WAPHTHA SOAP 

THE WAITE 
NAPHTHA SOAP 

THE WANT 
Sy APHTER Ss! 

Resolve to save yourself 
from household drudgery, 
especially the back-breaking 
work of washing clothes. 
Resolve to save your time 
and strength for more inter- 
esting things than rubbing 
on a washboard and stand- 
ing over a steaming boiler. 
In other words— 

Resolve to use P,axp G.— 
The White Naphtha Soap. It 
washes clothes while they 
soak, They come from 
the tub so clean that hard 
rubbing and boiling are 
unnecessary. You have 
the time and energy for 
pleasanter things. Likewise 
in your general cleaning, 
P.axo G. will do the work 

with much less effort and 
in less time than the old- 
fashioned way. 

Resolve to get a cake, and 
the blue wrapper will tell 

you how to make P,anoG.— 
The White Naphtha Soap 
work for y you on washday 

and every other day. 



| ‘ How You Can Tell a Fresh E 
Just Hold an Egg Before a Candle, Gas or Electric Light 

If it Looks Like This If it Shows the Red Spot 

IT Is PERFECTLY FRESH ITIs SLIGHTLY STALE | 
cot J 

If it Looks Settled at the Bottom Like This If it Looks Like This it Means the Yolk is Adhering to the Shell 

IT Is STALE | It Is STALE 

If it Shows This Blood Ring If it is Cracked and Red, or With This Black Mold 

It is STALE It Is STALE AND BaD 

These egg tests are absolutely authoritative, having been Wm hemistry « States Department of Ag 
/ashington, throug! courtesy this reproduction 
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If You are Building for an Investment 
Here are Four Interesting Twin Bungalows and an Eight-Family Apartment House 

By Una Nixson Hopkins: With Photographs by F. W. Martin 

N AMPLE porch runs across the front of the attractive twin bungalow on the left. Tt is divided in 
two by a brick wall, with cement ste; ) apartment has besides a living-room, 

ich is also used for dining, a dainty kite n and two bedrooms. 
The second bungalow is especially cheerful and homelike. t one bedroom in each suite, 

with a passageway leading from it into a bath, The woodwork is pine, stained a solt green. 

Het-foor Plan of the Apaetment House 

HE apartment house tl- 
lustrated was designed 

with the special idea of 
making it in every respect 
homelike, As one ap- 
proaches from the street the 
house gives the im 
of being 

ains eight apartments, 
below and four above, 

The fact that 
from the street is 
th its favor, and as the long 
rear wing is not seen from 
the front the house appears 

SIDE, the two apartments above are most attractively fini 
the interior light and cheerful. Each living-room has a Rood 

Jong line of the roorn, and a buffet in the end, under which Is a 
‘one bedroom to an apartment. This main room is used for di 

hed in white, which makes 
ized replace, breaking the 

ing bed, ax there is only 

OBBLESTONE and shi 
ment of this twin bungalow. In the li 

stained a dark fumed oak, whi 

sles constitute the materials chi 

crores TTT) 

Second:Floor Pon of the Apartment Houw 

VERY apartn 
its own entrance. 

apartments on the first and 
second floors are identical as 
far as the number of rooms 
is concerned, although thé 
arrangement of the inside 
suites differs a little from 
that of the outside suites 
Then, too, every house 
bolder bas a locker in the 

Oregon-pine woodwork 
has been used for all the 
Apartments; the outside 

are stained a rich 
brown, while those 

‘an the Inside are painted 
white, and the walls are 

n ght, cheerful tomes 
floors are of oaks 

kitchens are conven 
nd compact, and the 
porches are fitted up 

1b trays ard fuel bins 

GEMGNED OF AREMOH 3, HEIMEM! 
ly used in the exterior treat- 
ining-room the woodwork is 

the bedroom and kitchen wing are painted a light gray in 
ig also, one, and in the other the rooms are of a deep cream color, 

NOTE—The Architectural Editor will be glad to send you amall sketch oor-plans af the four twin bungalows and tell you the approximate cost of each if you send a stamped, addressed envelope tor reply 
Uf you are thinking of building. Mr. Keys’ pamphlet,” How to Finance the Building of a Latle Home.” er "What You Should Know When Building a Little House,” by Mr. Charles E. White, Jr.. 

may be of help to yeu. A two-cent stamp mast be inclesed for each, 
(Page 36) 



believe, or maybe it’s better if I ay I'm not 
ready yet to believe or disbelieve anything.” 
Thea he looked at the sh: 

was all he got out of me. 
hie laugh, jolly and boyish. Ob, 

you needn't keep your gent up now. Your 
stufl'll he in the papers tomorrow, and, take 
from me, that fellow that sent the messap 
Being to pet 4 jar,” 
“The man I listened 102!" 
“Sure. He hasn't got the ghost of an id 

any one overheard him. Can'tyog imagine h 
he'll feel when he opens bis paper aml sees that 
@amart little bello girl w ing the wire?” 

It’s funny, bur Pd nm ought of it that 
way, Why he'd get a shack tke Ie 
fut hold of me so that J didn’t speak for a spell, 

king af that man's reading his paper to- 
morrow—over his coffce and maybe going down 
in the L—and suddenly seving printed out in 
Black and white what he thought 

except himself aed that poor 
Babbitts went on talki o li 

She car, which comes natural to an operatur 
"We're been rounding up all the men that were 

alter her—not that they were backward with 
their alibisonly toa glad tu be of service, 
thank you! Carisbrook was at Aiken; a lawyer 
famed Dunham was up State trying a case; 
Robinson, 4 chap in a bank, was Xpending the 
Week-end on Long Island, There was only one 
of the —man named Cokesbury. Do 
you 

BOTH my carat huey bury." Laaid, 
Dart of started. “Was Cokesbury at the 

andl T kniow just what he did” 
hat did he dor" 

He laughed as gay as you please, for he saw 
he'd got me Just where he wanted. | ""W! 

ad out things from you, you've tuened 

“Aw, go on" T 
know by experlence 

for me to set a generous 
example, Cokesbury wat at the Lorlge from 
last Saturday on the one-teo train to last Mon- 
day yn the eight-twenty.” 

“Geo!"" 1 said to myself 
"You cass quell thuse rising hopes,” he replied, 
Ho wasts't the man you heard,” 
"Haw do you know?” 
Because. hearing that he was. frlenil of Miss 

Hesketh's, F spent part of yesterday at Azalla 
and that Mr. Cokesbury cam prove as mai 

» anil if he had been T 
with hint, 1 saw same 

owe much be 
the Azalla garage w 
car. It appears that the tr 
Cokesbury broke his aal 
cat towed down to the « 
be mended. When be cam 
fexpected it to be « 
in & rage anal rai 
had to go out ty 

and left there 
down Saturday he 

wasn't, got 

* 
some one be 

prize pupil, but we don't 
for tent of making her 

then back to mo as solemn as a priest 
pats “That beh reduced to 

its lowest terms. He hai 
“Well that ends kim,” 
“So it seems sbury gets 

fe from you now that 1 
Til beard a rumor of 

ioe anid thought I'd de a 
‘own account,” 

: it 
ing, except that it drops Cokesbury 

out with a thud that’s dull and sickening for 
mt; but you can bet your best hat it's just the 
opposite for him.” 

"Well T guess yes," I said, and walked along, 
wondering to myself whose voice that contd 
have been, 

x 
NTER the inquest there was nie more ques 

tion about who was suspected. It was as 
H every finger in Longwood was raised asd 
Pelsting to Mapleshade, The cautious people 

in't say it plain, expecially the shopkeepers, 
Who were afraid of losing custom; but those 
who bad nothing to gain by keeping still came 

+ Out with it Datfooted, . 
Tt wasn’t only that nobody liked the Doctor 

Or believed his story, it was also because the 
People were wild at what had been done, They 
wanted to find the murderer and put him be- 
hind bars, and, seeing that things pointed more 
dearly to Doctor Fowler than to anyboily cbse, 
they pitched on him. All the gossip about the 
quarreling came out blacker than ever; the 
Papers were full of it aed about Sylvia's allow- 
ance and the will of ber father. 

There were those who didn't scruple to say 
that the whole tragedy was a frame-up between 

nie Dupont and the Doctor, If you talked 
seastble to them and asked them bow Virginie 
‘could have got word to him that Sylvia was ren 
ning away they'd fust push that to one ede, 
saying It could be explained some way, every- 
thing wasn’t knows yet; but one thing you coul 
he sure of, the one person who knew the where- 
bouts of that Frenchwoman was Dr. Daniel 
Fowler, 
He stayed quiet in his home, net even cnm- 

ing to the village. Two days alter the inquest 
Tsaw Anne, and she said that he amt Mrs, 
Fowles hadn't been out of the house, that they 
Were in a state of sege, what with reporters 
and the police, and morbid cranks who hung 
Ground the groands looking up at the windows. 

i ame evening I saved overtime in the 
exchange, lemling a hand. ‘The work was sante- 
thing awful, and Katie Reilly, the new girl, was 

The Girl at Central 
(CONTINUED FROM PACE 20) 

‘ennat snowed under an 
nted to see her 

of the office kept un 
that [ wantev! to t 
all that was passing. Believe me, it was hard to 
quict down in my bedroor at night after eight 
hours at switchboare it im the thick of 

the excitement. Beside: ths kuow the tee 
porters, and it wt = them think 
could give them Jes ‘ing them, 

I biked Babbitts the bex fe were throe 
that weren't bad One was 
atall,t 
hair hanging 

er, who wus 

men go, 

face, 

K was slacking oif 
What with 
tw 

nice pile of apples stacked up 
that 1 remembered E was bu: 

There were only three p 
Tie Stcin—the waltress~ 

a kid in the corner. 

oT 
my tab 

you'll please me,” for po 
things 1 was bred up 

Ning out their orders to I 
They _naterally beran talking about “the 

case” it was all anybody talked about just 
then—and for all I knew so mach about it 1 gen- 

ty picked up some new bits from them. SoT 
to the extravagance of three cents’ worth 

of jelly roll, not becanise I wanted it but be» 
¢aise T coult crumb it up and eat it slow and 
not give away I was sitting on to Hi 
"We can talk before you, ¥ 

said Babbitts, “hecause, whil 
¢ that you're the belle af Loagwood, 

found out hy sad expericoce that you're a belle 
without » tongue, 

Florric Stein bringing the food then, they 
nt till she'd set 3 out, and when she'tt 

drawn off to the cashier's desk they started in 
again. ‘They were, $0 to speak, looking over 
Hines asa suspect : 

“No, Hines won't rald Babbites; “the 
presence of the jewelry on the bady elisninates 
him, ‘They've dug up his record, and, though 
the place he ran wasn't to be recommended for 
Suniay-school picnics, the san himself seers 
to have been fairly decent.” 

“11's odd about tbe bag—the fitted bag and 
the jewelry gone from the room,” said. Jasper 

"The police have an idea ‘that Virginie 
Dupwnt wuld tell something of then." 

“Theft?” 
de.’ “Theft on the 

“Oh, pshaw! Jones; "what's the good 
of complicating things? If thelt was com- 

cil it was part of a plot.” 
"You believe in this idea they've got in the 

village that Fowler and the Freachwoman 
together?” 

- sto my mind the murderer's marked as 
plain ‘ain. 

‘Then Jasper spoke up. He's 
chap, not as fresh as the ath 
what you base that assertion on, 

Ja 
at the cornice, 
two things af 

nice quiet 
Let's bear 

and twisted around 
wking thoughtful up 

J understand it, ina murder 
crime and a body, 

motive, Now we have 
pecially strong. If Miss 

her stepfather lust his home 
and the money be had been living on, #0 be tried 
to stop ber from marrying. Saturday sight he 
ean! that bis efforts had failed, I fancy that 
on Sunday morming when he went for that 
auto drive he stopped at some village—not yet 
located —and communicated with Virginie Du- 
pont, who was in his pay. She, too, went out 
that morning, you may remember. 

There's a good deal of surmise about this," 
said Dabbitts. 

Jones gave him a scornful look. “IE the links 
in the chain were perfect Doctor Fuwler'd 
eating bis dinner tonight in Bloomington Jail, 
“How do you account for Miss Heiketh— 

presuppusing it was she--heing om the trals 
instead of the turnpike?” said Jasper. 
“A change wf plans,” Jones answered calmly, 

“also not yet satisfactorily <leared up. To con: 
tinue; Sometime on Sunday the Doctor con: 
ceived the plan of ridding himpef of all his 
cares—his troublesome stepdaughter, the dis- 
turbance of bis home, and his financial distress. 
Hews" —he turned and look at us 
"fate played so well into his hands E can't yet 
explain; the main point i that it did, He met 
Miss Hesketh at the Junction, either by thrents, 
persuasion of coercion made ber enter has a 
and carrier! her up the read to the turnpike — 

“And sow,” said Babbitts, leaning bis arms 
on the table, “we come to her appearance in 
the Wayside Arbor.” 

‘We do,” Jones reptied, nodding bis hea 
“You may remember that both Hines ated Bi 
servant said there were twigs and leaves on the 
eclge of bur «kitt and that her boots were muddy, 
Traces of this were still vidble In her clothes 
when they found her body. She did get out of 
the wutomobile, but nut so far from the turnpake 
as he said. Esther he and she had some herce 
quarrel and she ran from him in rage or terror. 
or be may have told the truth and she slipped 
out ot the turn irom the Riven Rock Road 
without his knowledge. Anyway she got away 
from him and zan for the ouly light sbe saw, 
‘There sbe telephoned Reddy, withholding the 
main facts from him perhaps merely to save 
time, but cautioning him against letting any one 
know of the message. That, a3 see it, wae 
a natural feminine desire to guard against 
gossip. When she thought Reddy was due she 
started out to mect —and instead met the 
Doctor.” 

“Who'd been hanging about for half an hor 
on the roadside? 

“Precisely, He killed ber and put her in the 
road and wer 

“Just a mi Babbitts, “What did 
be kill her wi The weapon used is a dis 
puted point ¥ think it way a farm imple 
ment. Did he go actoss bots to Cresset's and 
arm himself with nt spaile or rake?” 

nes. He said. as 

He didn't nee: 
car was nearer at hand. 

said Jasper, 
holes as 2 sieve. Why yo 

for almost anybody, 
Joues asked. 

wat, sitting up suc 
ing at them with a piece of jelly 

could 
Reddy, allowi 

Fire away! 
holes anit all.” 

quite & convie 
for a bole here 
said Babbitts. Give it to us, 

% WEL, off the bat here it is. You may re 
member that no one saw hie consing back 

from Maple Lane that night. There is no one, 
therefore, to diay that he may have had Miss 
Hesketh in the car with him, Instead of going 
back to Firehill, as he says he dic, be followed 

inal plan of taking her by the tarapike,” 
ight at the start f challenge that,” sald 

Babbitts. "She appeared at the Wayside Arbor 
at nine-thirty, ‘The date in Maple Lane was for 

upposing she kept it and was an time— 
a stretch of the imagination—be would 

have had to travel one hundred and eighteen 
miles in two hoors and = halt.” 

done it at a pinch,” 
atk night? Nearly forty-cight 

miles an hour? 
You forget he knew the road and was driv: 

bea bigh-powered racing car, [t's improbable, 
but not ieaperssl 

count that axa hole; but ga on.” 
<bynuthetical case wel suppase 

that as that car Bew over the miles the man and 
the woman in it had high words,” 

“Holl on," said Jones, holding out his fork, 
“that’s tuo big a bale. They were lovers elup- 
ing, not an old married couple,”” 

“TH explain that later, The high words in- 
flamed and enraged the man to the polat of 
murder und he conceived a horrible plan, 
they peared the Wayside Arbor he told the 
woman something was wrong with the car and 
sent her to the plice ostensiliy to te 
really to establish her presence there at 
when, had she been with him, she could 
have got that far,” 

T jumped in there. I knew it was anly foot 
ing, but even sa, I didn’t like hearing Mr. Reddy 
talked about way. “Who did be send her 

denself? 

"He could have 
He wasermpty. Hines, 

"t five minutes in 
s worl for that c on 

message. W ‘teven kins 
nection. I telepboned out to the Coruna oper- 
ator Saturilay, and she answerer! that there wax 
bo record of the message and she herself remem- 
bered nothing about it." 

“But Sylvia?” J said. “She told Hi 
Was expecting some one to come for her. 

“Sylvia was eloping. Mightn’t she have te 
Hines, who was intrusive, what wasn't true: 

hush fell an wy Babbitts's face 
from being just amused, were 

interesting, 
iso ahead, Jasper,” said Babbitt: this 

isn't buying the baby & frock, it’s good yarning, 
Jasper went on: "Her story of the broken 

automobile she believed to be true. But she 
dide't want Hines to know who he was or 
what she was up to, so she invented the friend 
coming to take bome. Why she sat so long 
there talking is, I'll admit, a bole, The end is 
ps like the end of the Jones case. She went 

k to Reddy and be killed her—struck her 
with the savagery of madness with, as Jones 
suggests, ane of the heavy tools of the ear. 
Very soon after it would have been, as that 
Bohemian gitl—what's her name?—hbeard the 
steam at ten-twenty.” 

“That's all very well,” said Jones; "bat be- 
fore we go farther Ud like you to furnish us with 
a motive for bis savagery." 

“ NJOTHING casier—jeatousy, Jealousy in ite 
IN inost violent form. The lady in thie case 

was a peculiar type—a patural-born siren. She 
liad made the tmin furiowaly jealous, Tel was 
the reason of the high words in the motor.” 
“Who was he jealous of?” I nsked. 
Jasper Cored arwund and looked at me with 

a walle “Why, Miss Moeganthau,” 
“yeu gave us the clew to that. He 
of the man who made the appointen 
heard on the phine. Don't you see, 
turning to the others, “hat man kept 
and Reddy came and found hie there?” 

T can't tell what it was that fell on ws and 
made us sit so atill fora minute. All of us knew 
it was just a joke, but—for me anyway—St was 
as ifa clood had settled 

Presently, when Jones af 
sound like his pride was taken down: 

is dat 

A great 
deal better than T expected, but it's simply rid: 
dled with holes.” 

Before Jasper could answer the door opened 
aad Yerrington came in, He said! an 
evening.” to me and, looking at the other three 
with a gleam in bis eye, sai 
“A little while ago Doctor Fowler's chauf- 

four, in dusting out his car, found the gold-mesh 
Parse squeezed duwn between the back and the 
cathion, 
CONTINUED IN THE FEBRUARY JOURNAL 

The Satin that has 

Served Women Best 
for 67 Years 

To the women of 
America “Skinner's % 
Satin” is a household 
ered which means the 
est satin lining made. 

Since 1848, millions of 
wearers of cloaks, suits 
and furs have prided 
themselves on the rich & 
lustre and wonderful i 

z 

wearing quality of 

Skinner's 
Satin 

Only the vic acter } 
strongest raw silk is in 
Skinner's Satin; not silk made 
full size by weighting with 
destructive chemicals as in 
the case of dishonest linings. 

Watch out for these 
worthless goods. Insist on 
the genuine Skinner's Satin, = 
Look for the name in the 
seloage before you buy the 

to open up a few stitches of 
the ining and show you the 
selvage, She will gladly do Pe} 
it—if the salin is en's, | 
Skinner’s Satin is guaran- 
teed to wear two seasons, | 
If it does not, send the gar- | 

Write for Samples to Dept. G 

William Skinner 
Sons 

Co Fourth Ave. and 17th St. 
NEW YORK CITY 

Satin Lining | 
inthis Garment is 

Skganers Satin 
Rancractese my = 

William Skinner & Sons: 
“Zook forthe Name inthe 
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lerter’s Young | Couple 
(CONTINUED FROM TAGE 19) * 

enough of Johnny's money to take the train in 
other, 
: is Herter passionately 

c gc 

iolence 
must 

te exchanged, And Miss 
om the engine, xt the com 

hile Deushe 
fan epilog 

with bis 
t have 

any moment and we may have to ran 
e car than 

y held on." Dos 
pt to khow what the conse- 

aking would have boew. 
adals Hke this when yout 

d to a public 
a public pers 

laugh at en OUF awn 
ny ill snigger over this if they ever 

Would you have the 
complexion of childhood, 

winter and summer? 

ist in the 
a herself , poor Missy Eoumyt"” 

beart had poor Miss Emmy: but poor you 
would seem that niore, for if you are not going 

but the tribute pid to a populue actor y 
husband aver fa popular actor's wile 

ind was untrained for that poor, cheap girl!" 
ided swiftly, She re ? Ttmeana 

hart gone y, charm and all the other 
apart from talent. th 

make up a successful actor, I tell you 
time a fool girl sends Johnny a note Je 
can adda dollar to his salary," 

curtains of her © Hut it shuts me out of his life set” 

: bed linen draws “Not at all, Get into that side of 
deepindreams. after those notes of bis yourself, He his secre. 
entthat he must  tary—for the time will come when he will need 

wry ot bis ad mark my words, When a woman writes a 
i in a surrey ot note answer it; when anybody wa 

it; when a blank card com 
his autograph, write it!" 

7” gleamed Druste through ber 

1, left 
car, and, ca 

made her ¥ 
Would you keep that clear, smooth, fine- 
textured skin free from roughness or 
unsightly redness and chapping while en- 
joying out-door life in any climate? This 
is not only possible but easy and agreeable 
in its accomplishment when 

FHMIAS 
HONEY AND ALMOND 

Ad over to the 
, whom he t 

eplied Miss Herter bridkly, “if 
ey Don't keep the stamp; it 

ether softly, aud waited 
little train worked its way on 

upon them: 

as they 
around the farming 

over ran away again like 
I things ie mink san 

hing breaks a man’s. spirit like 
being ridiculous, hen his «pirit’s gone his 
acting’s gone.” 

For the first time since ber flight Jobn took 
farm 2s a concre rand. ‘The chimera bad 
dissalved, and now she must face the at 

Miss Herter raised her inquiries of her wronged lord, =" How has be 
deceased anda taken it?” she whispered 

| at Iake on which the || 
1 to glimmering faintly. [HEY tind reached the bith step of the 

not return? Yet they all did: strength of Emmy, as this 
y sat upright. perplexing qt bes was not stl 

c * that John 
a3 testing in his little nest; but she knew 

that Drude, now keen for explation, might 
¢ passible exception to his calm repose alter 

ight of misery. Far the second time that 
idle was told by a member af 

* comnany, glibly in this 
“He is hunting for pou 

Guaranteed to contain all its advertised ingredients and to 
conform to the required standards of purity and quality rt 

featry. What if her | 
ught to be a re 

strack three is used,—just a little before and after 
exposure to the weather, also on retiring 
and again in the morning. It will soothe 
and soften the skin, it will freshen and 
invigorate, yet never injure the most 
delicate complexion. 

everywheres”" 
Mrs. Lawrence, who bi lrexdy gained the 

pon if Phen I 
stil he comes." 

tallc with 
talk 

et stockings in the 
> draw them 

Ms HERTER felt for 
fitthe bs k 

aul tiptoed inte 
tad air to port the curtains of Johnny's 

For the 
man felt hi 
aiterward he a dream 
doughnut with the dreadful intelligence that 
“if you ever played or expect te play a serious 

Ret. up, go at it, and don't speak a ward!" 

t few Mares phras 
‘ he 

Selling everywhere, or postpaid by us on receipt of price. 
Hinds Cream in bottles, 50c; Hinds Cold Cream in tubes, 25c. “i 

ipo la ees tenancies do wey Geke Ube waled ah clad tron St te Cepeda bn oct 
town who will gladly sell you Hinds Cream without what must be the aking of shettored rust wd led to the far end of the ear, ‘the tar end 

Re | Sbe muved t rd th dingy station confide nt from wai ing Drusie. ¥: 
i i that the girl would be within the waiting sory and plan with 

sremptng to sabantine She peered through the window; the ticket uns viehthe eecteaes 
fhe part beautifully. 
my let him out of the door at 

4 le raced pantingly in the 
he spattered mud upon 

ippers, and bedraggled kis 
jong bunt throughout the 

rime him. 
Herter, sleuthlike, 

tupand ic and found no smores 
missing. She even added to her collection 

the young Lawrences 
let her sleep. 

agent was gone, but there was no runaway 
With 

waters of the Iake 
he b 

Samples will be sent for 2c stamp to pay postage 

A. S. HINDS 
200 West Street, Portland, Maine 

You should try HINDS Honey asd Almond 
Gram SOAP. Highly refined. delightally fe- 
gat onal Genclciel, "290 ponds” le suse: 

anguish she turned toward the 
But femi 

direction uf his wii 
Ant yet 1, soaked his 

She started pajamas—jast ay is 
yards would 

before “that doughnut 



é ice TI 
nA BAR BY 

AN EXTRA TOUCH of COMFORT 
O the whole family, as well as to the 
old folks, a little extra heat is most 
welcome. ‘The PERFECTION 

SMOKE LESS OLL HEATER is a device 

that is admirably adapted to bring that 
extra touch of warmth just where it is 
needed. It drives away the shivers that 
come with the long, chilly nights. 

In the living room, dining room, bed- 
room, bathroom—anywhere you put it, 
the PERFECTION HEATER brings 
warmth and cheer. Not only in the 
home, but in shops, offices, and in new 
buildings to dry out the plaster—this 
HEATER has proved its value. 
‘The PERFECTION HEATER costs little to buy 
and little to use. It burns kerosene, a fuel that 
is ideal because it is low-priced, efficient, easy 
to handle and everywhere available. One gallon 
vives ten hours’ glowing warmth. ‘Think of 

It is made so 
It is hand- 

it! An hour a day for ten days. 
that ie will not smoke or smell. 
somely finished, 

The skill and the experience of the world’s 
largest manufacturer of oil-burning devices are 
back of the PERFECTION HEATER. ‘The best 

materi, areful workmanship, standardized 
methods, constant inspection—the result— 
PERFECTION HEATERS give uniform satisfac- 
tion and last indefinitely. 

More than TWELVE YEARS AGO the 
STANDARD OIL COMPANY adopted the 
PERFECTION HEATER as its standard, “Today 
it is used in more than two million homes. 

Por sale everywhere by hardware and furniture 
dealers, general and department stores. Ask your 
dealer to show you one. 

Like all good things, PERFECTION HEATERS 
are imitated. Our booklet, ‘Warmth for Cold 
Corners,”’ tells you why you should get the real 
thing. Look for the TRIANGLE TRADE 
MARK, 

PERFECTION 
SMOKELESSZOIL\ ssZOM\ OIL\ HEATERS 

MANUPACTURED AND GUARANTEED ny 

THE CLEVELAND FOUNDRY COMPANY 
7407 PLATT AVENUE CLEVELAND, OHIO 

Send to Dept. B for Booklet, “Warmth for Cold Corners” 

Als Maters of PERFECTION Oi/ Cost Stoves 

MADE IN CANADA fY 
THE PERFECTION STOVE COMPANY, LIMITED, Sasta, Oxtano 



The House of the Misty Star 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGH 24) 

“What is it?" 1 asked anxiously. bis employer. Sometimes the young man oas 
“It's the bospital.” y lunes through whistle of lips; 
In a cable?” cried Zura. “Think of that but one day he walked the floor all night. He 
break into tears,” feared illseas for master, “Often he forget to 

‘Na, the maney for it.” sing, whistle and eat foods; just sit with hand 
Money! Where did you get it?" I de on bel. One time I say: ‘Master, have got 

manded, thinking that Jant had suddenly gone painful in brain spot?’ He give big laug! 
crazy then myself makes many fools to see happy | 

“I prayed and wrate letters," she answered. stay with master." He wished Hanaford San 
Real.” + Foon wats "ok one 

oubting 1 took the paper and read picture of anc never hata 
Ume with many guests. When not teaching 
sat alone with only his pipe and heart M hospital. Draft for four thousand dollars 

PenexDs OF Te CAUSE, company, sometimes « book 
T told the boy: that Mr. ¥ aford hid lest 

For minutes the ticking of the clock sounded aml pirobably: it 
the dropping of pebbles in a still pool, £ was thoughts of the cs that cause his 

speak, for the wonder of a mirace sad hours; be would be all right in time, 
By faith the impossible had As if trying to forget that he was pawerless 

be fo PRS, to help, the boy begae to tell of a recent visit 
ane looked up and asked wistfully: to the wap of Tokio's famuus 
aren't you glad for mie?" dotective e searching for spocial 
‘ecbood the girl, Jeaning over and fugitives and making the rounds of all susp 

caressing the faded check. “I'm as happy as cious quarters. It was most exciting, at be 
jing on my OWN otange blossoms cause of master's absence he had been able to 

minute,” With some sudden memory the see much, With many thanks for my “listen 
girl stood erect and reached for a calendar. ing ear” the servant left, 
"Hurrah!" she cried. Tomorrow is Thanks Everywhere 1 booked 1 seemed to see this 
giving Day at home! We are going to cele- question written, “Was Page Hansfort's 

tao, if have to sell my soca!” absence at the time of the detectives’ vidt 
accidental or planned?” 

XIL—A Thanksgiving Dinner The bays slow return to bealth had tralia 
me; it was so unnatural, Jane apd 1 slit 

that sine MORE std more Zura had assumed 
AME duties of our housekeeping. The gener 

moto Sun promptly forwarded! each 
maintenance so relieved the 

m 
ath for I 

appreciation; yet we 
headway to a permanent sun 

] ’ financial preasute that 1 was able tw relax life, E gave him every 
Hy ew- ear Ss omewbat my vigilance over the treasury what caused bis mood 
7 won the 

Pine Tree and Maple Leaf and the ancient 
ng housekeeper was a gifted being Usually he responded eagerly to Zor 

wlerlul cvuntry where every women friendship and gladly shared her blithesome 
was a Princess; but Ishi woman fun; but sometimes I was sure that bo was pur 
was a Princess and all o iaances, stool pooely aveiting ber. U >aolve the pauale 

Y J only give my unstinted attentiva to 
the boy and girt 

Newest Dish 
Sweet Bubbles of Toasted Corn 

into th 
with Bowers. On thu if 
ped and indulged in feast 

{tea and crackers. Ishi would stand near answer t 
invoke t nce of eighty thousand evening 

annibitate this forwant inher Wass great success, For all of ws 
a land of barbarias bis it was full of good che jane in her happkness 
it vi She was io high glee. 

riends in the (Quarters 
¢ the hospital |" she exclaimed, 

utifal how big diffculties a 
and now that (t should be melting away just tke fax la the wire!” She 

the Bowers cut without his per. ad in the laugh at her expense, 
and frequently without his knowledge Afterward in the aitting-roum Zura went 

im to the burstin through her pretty little ceremony of making 
he walled to me after-dinner coffee and serving it in vome rare 

Bad girl {head of same; old Kutani cups. The wonderful 
¢ fram their hearts. the frail china led ber to talk of 

phases of Japan and its life chat appealed tu 
the artist. Then, as if fearful that praise for 
the glories of old Nippon might make ber sect 

‘ating every spot forgetful of the festal day wf bor owen Land, she 

'T the invitation for the Thanksgiving 
d by the 

us that Mr. Hanaford woald join 
The New Year enters with a dish unknown a year ago. 

dainty made by puffing hearts of corn. 

Eight years have been spent on it by Prof, A. P. Andersen, 
the man who puffed Wheat and Rice. Now Corn Putts comes 

as the latest addition to this guild of dainty foods, 
garden had been his updis 

The sugary milk in the heart of the corn ripens into bits 
Wf sweetness, We take just that sweet part and make it into 

8. 

Jane's happiies Those pellets, sealed in huge guns, are toasted for an hour, J 
«1 her intention of de 

H then exploded. Thus come these brown globules, light as air, in the bouse, I was nut surprise ra fashed aut: “Hat pl lon't atybanly for 7 
ng from Ube garden soi that [am an American to the marruwbune.” 

. flaky, thin and porous. You never saw anything made from i Sootn Ube garden sounds te Paga Uinta peu: chase linet 
= rehore: ante ens teGit ieee ia te Japan?” corn anywhere near so inviting. st pig B would say you were ft.. Stan sual miserable hush of confusion cov 

aside and [et me cut those roses, There's a eel ‘the boy's fae Well you see 1 never 
sand of them if there's ope" keep track of dates; guess I'm too—maybe 

The Protest came high and shrill: * Decapi I've traveled a bit too much te count days.” 
ye __ Hither ignoring Page's evasion, or not seeing 

y soul of gteat ances! it, 7 “But you lowe the blessed 
in high gle old country, don't you?” 

“With all my heart!" he answered fervently. 
stay out here?" 

hes in mini." 
But £ tell 

red, leaning toward him 

You know the flavor of toasted corn. Here is that flavor 
fairly trebled by an hour of fearful heat, 

It comes to you in drop-like bubbles, composed of tea 

thousand tissue walls. You will revel in it, You never have 
dreamed that such bewitching morsels could be made from 
any grain that grows, 

The outraged Ishi fairly shrieked: "(Ishi’s 
America have blaspheme 

. let's you and E kidnap Jane 

. fresh young ut emigrate to "Dixie Luni, the 
s from below my window: LU reula, nit of cotton, where fun ane life are easily 

stract this how-legged image of an gotten, "phe autachonaly 
monkey to let me cut the roses, Hurry, challenged. 

ct loose and ‘swat’ him." aite's face matched the white flowers neat 
swat” Thad oo him, Witha lightoessall assumed he answered? 

She had called me ‘All right: bat wait till T make a fertune— 
od Thad pot beard teaching.” He arose, saying he would gu out 

the — . ager frow ber ti o = a oe the balcony for a smoke. 
through me like a sharp, sweet pain. Had she = 
Lebeaded every ruse “and old Tabs in the bargain COON after that Jane left, saying she must 

i have seulled, for something in me was + Write many letters of thanks. 
1 was alone with Zura. ‘Th 

I gave orders to Ishi, to which Zura added; for the time al year she pray 
* You are to take your dishonorable old body 18 the garden. “1 lay i 
to the farthermost shrine and repent of your Sience and tender m: he 
rudeness to your young mistress.” AS of the great, red, autume moon, Charmed by 
turned his anary back upee fi i the magée of the right and the wonder of the 
honeyed tones: “Mercy, Ishi, how did you Sufden we Lngered bong. Suddenly we re 
ever teach your face to look that way?” embered the lateness of the buur and out 

my band m: 
What th oni 

est, We touk & short cut acrass the soit Start the New Year with it. It belongs with all things 
Ll . : on TERY soon after that she came Into the wy toward the house, We turned sharply 
. that are new. Many a year will pass, in all probability, before f Soom oo tadeh with wears that i conta just around 2 dump af amo and balled. 
£ Z * x inty wil “—? able. sve ber fi Aren't they sarlings?” shu A few steps before us was Page Hanatords 

another such dainty will come to your table. caitaed ot old Ishi, 1 can't blame him on the edge of an ull stn 
much!" ‘Thea to me: head in hands, aut of the bitterness of » 
tell you what: I'll arrange th " agony we heart him ery: "God in Heaven! 

il How can { tell her 
Zura and | clutched hands aed crept away 

Don't tell folks what it is, Let them see it and taste it and 
guess, Serve with cream and. sugar, or mixed with fruit, iis mighty madne 
floating in bowls of milk. Then douse some Corn Puffs with you will write 3 note to Mr. Hasaford and to the bouse. Soon after Mage came in. He 

. Lid him to the Thanksgiving feast. zave no sign of hin recent sturm, but said 
melted butter for the children to eat at play, T ngreed, and she went her basy way. od-night to me, and, looking down at 

Inaddressing thenoleto Pagel wasretisded he held out iis had withumat speaking 
hat, a few days bef boy servant bad Now that I cuald see the girl's face T could 

cof bis master’s clothing hardly believe she was the same being. With 
in repair. ‘To my sur- ilushed checks and Gowncast eyes ste stool inv 

prise the boy had said that Hansford San bad wondering silence, as if in stumbling upon 3 

Get it now, “Tt will always be a goody but it will not long 

be new. 

gone away on bosiness. sceret place in a: man’s soul she had fallen upoo 
Possibly my look of astonishment at thenews ubdiscovered regions in ber own. 

e Quaker Qats @mpany After glancing around, to When I returned from locking the door after 
sure we were alone, be approsched and Page, Zura had gooe to her room 

ime 
“for CONTINUED IN THE FEBRUARY JOURNAL 

in mised Japanese and broken English t 
how hbs bed “with anxious Sole Makers 



French Fried Potatoes 

Plain Crisco Pastry 
1% euplulls Flor 1 teaspoonful ealt 
 cupfal ‘Crisco ‘cold water 

(Ute bevel measccements) 
$e Goat ant aalt and cat Crisco ine Mout whd 
brite wlll Guely divaied. Pinger tips may be 

1 teaspoonful 
1 teaspoonful flavoring 

(Use tevel measurements) 
Cree Cte, wld se dry itesieats wad a 

teanleface even 
wer ex 

Can Filling 

es Bon Win 

A Clean factory 
F you could come to the Crisco factory and see how Crisco is made; how 
absolutely immaculate are all the appointments, you would use this” 

wholesome product for all cooking. 
No kitchen can be so clean and wholesome as this factory. The air which is pumped 
through the building is washed. The employees are dressed in spotless white. 

The floors and walls are of bright and sparkling tile; the machinery is nickeled and 
enameled, From start to finish no hand touches Crisco, 

Since you probably cannot visit the Crisco plant, why not write for the little booklet 
(described below) that tells the tale of its making? It includes 615 practical cooking 
recipes prepared by one of the best-known food experts in the country and tested by Sal Gaga 

R I S C O 
for Frying -for Shortening 

Fon ¢ Cake Making. 

Deep Frying: Crisco makes fried foods digestible because it is all vegetable and because 
it can be heated to the proper frying temperature without smoking or burning. This 
heat instantly forms a light, tender crust which prevents the inside from soaking. 

Shortening: Crisco gives a flakiness and a wholesome taste to pastry and hot biscuits 
which will delight you. Because Crisco is a delicate shortening, it produces delicate foods. 

Cake Making: Cakes made with Crisco have the richness of cakes in which butter is 
It is unnecessary to use expensive butter any longer. Simply use one-fifth less of 

-o than you would of butter, cream it thoroughly and add salt. The use of Crisco 
for cakes as well as all other cooking means economy. 

Beautiful cloth-bound book of new recipes and a 
“Calendar of Dinners” for five 2-cent stamps! 

is handsome book by is Neil gives 615 excellent tested 
Also contsi ‘ 

y in the yeu 
Bound in blue and ge 

cme of the 

Smpleyees 
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The Ladies Home Journal f wr Aannaee, £915 

THE THREE IN CRYSTAL PURE 
= at the Refinerya 

their purity safe. 

| guarded all the 
way toyour pan- 

try by sealed pack: 

apes me he 
ef = 4—a y-V N) 

It will 
help you, 
too. 

| E UR thirty-six page 

indexed manual 

ad (0) BD) ET on 
meet every test 

and serve 4 

purpose %&. %& ¥ 

(revised edition)\—‘*THE 

HAIR AND SCALP— 

MODERN CARE AND 

TREATMENT,” will 

be mailed free on request. 

This manual was pre- 

pared to answer the thou- 

U } 
t] 
i i sand and one welcome | | THE AMERICAN SUGAR REFINING CO. 

| questions asked us in the ADDRESS: ‘NEW YORK 
| past forty-two years by 

| the users of Packer's Tar 

Soap. It covers the sub- 

ject thoroughly and au- | 

thoritatively. 

THE PACKER MFG. CO. 
Suite 87G, 81 Fulton St., New York 

Packers 
Tar Soap 

(Pure asthe Pine 

—— | 

Ee Write for our New 

Hair Book 

pITION TO THE FA. Somine FAMILY 
eae DOMINO 
AND WAFFLES 

WEDDING# 
DINGS 

THE END 



When you enjoy the Com- 
fort, Style and Perfect Fit of 

FASHIONED HOSE 
do you realize what makes them mpe 
rior to other kinds you have worn? I 
the patented Burson method of knitting- 
in the shape, stitch by stitch, without 
seams —building the stocking to a life 
like form which cannot be worn nor 
washed out, 

‘The shape gives style —the smooth 
nes of no seams gives comfort. En- 
joy these Burson “extras” —they cast no 
more, 

Cotton ¢ Lisle « Mereerized 
$e $c 7S 

If your dealer is amadle to supply yen, 
sewrite as 

BURSON KNITTING CO. 
81 Lee Street Rockford, Illinois 

Marshmallow Filling 
and Pliable Icing 

Toking the place of whites of exes 
it worke wasity and is very eco- 
homleal. The icing will net fumble 
upd break and the Marshmallow te 
Aner and more usily prepared. A 

makes ten to Biter 

Dastey work that you will welcome. 
Your friends wilt be loud in their 

If yuu tuke pride in your paw 
Be. In atampe oF 
iL a package, postpaid, 

complete working directions 

The Hipolite Company, 
200 Market Street, St. Louis, 3 

DRESSMAKING 
MADE! EASY 

‘wit ciaity wed free ger atert be 
te 
ror 
aneiraly 
Fortomuow shy ui the We putters compas $04 line tending fexbiow Waganiere eanderse Une 

Hall-Borchert 
Adjustable Forms 

Si ds Weck and ave ta the Hal erent 
‘Sear ta ether proyie, Euarine ak the diferent 
Seka are bow Stile they tants ed New eoniy 

a0 rt tne form 
fog rabingatheferntacteet dccereakore tes 
Writs for this Meal NOW ad read ail abved thom 
Hall-Borchert Dress Form Co. 

Secives your drevmrmat: 

Brot. B38 Wi Bt NEW YORE 
tL North May M., CHICAGO 

DOA F. i Tremor Se BORIS: 

per FREE TO AGENTS fess: Bezt; 
Paney Goods on toe rartert, Quick sella. but pretty, 

ye wrassatactuses. ‘Seed wampfor Fartcuary 
mane MFG, CO., 25 Main St, Brooklyn, NY. 

A WOMAN IN THE 
MIDST OF THE WAR 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6! 

¢ taken prisoners by the 
of comme righ 

that, as our Girst care was 
al event oc 

moet endl 
6 ta protect aur patients 

heres 

h upon the root « 
ather followed wit 

i on the house the oth 

proud as T 
tors, all carrying 
eatmly and in silence—as 1 
been accustomed all their ives to working 
under shetl-fi 

y 8 
man st rength, 
avnitable I 
dawn these st 

stretchers were not 
m carrying men 

backs, It was 
n haste some of these 

ents, ‘The patients who 
couhl walk were much more territied than any 

, and, as soon as they were 
ety of them asked if they 

thankfully, as there was 
cellars for the belpless 

eases, and d we should have trouble 
with foo , before long. 

fy, and, though 
clped us to 

ents to the compara 
safety of the: 
comfortable as posstb! 

s, and could now only hope that th 
bourselves, be burnt alive if t 

THE morning of Thursday, October & 
be road between the convent and the 

hospital, which we had to cross contisually, 
was plowed up by the shells. The roof of the 
howe on one side of the convent had heen 
blown off, ani the house om the other side w. 

3 flames. Houses in the street next Uo us were 
= tuins, and the windows in the convent a: 
8 the bospital were shattered. In the streets, 

$A. w., there was not a sign of fife, except 
bere and there a scuttl with » bundle 
io its arnss, hurrying to get out of Antwerp be 
fore it was too late. The British Consulate had 
left the American Vice-Consul still be 
cheery, and reassure us as to the arrival eves 
pow of retmforcements? I went to his house 
My ieelings can be imagined whea I saw him 
standing at bis door, with his kit-bag in his 
hand. 

when be arrived, and arrange for the safety of 
these who were lef 
Yes.” rey 
“But the 

too?" 
*Yes—he has gone.” 
I realized that if there was to be no further 

tesiitance the Germans would be in the town 
in a day or two 

The telephone had broken down, and, as 
there was no wheeled vehicle left in the town, 
L set off walking to find the officials of the 
Croix Rouge, and see what arrangements 

CONCLUDED ON PAGE 44 

et) 
the Vice-Consul. 

‘onsul-General ¢ 

Che wkove 

of eauly 

finds expression in a woman's 

home—especially in her own bou- 
doir, and above all in her personal 

appearance, to which the boudoir is 

dedicated. And there you will find 

DAGGETT & 
RAMSDELL'S 
PERFECT COLD CREAM 

Phe Hind that Keeps 

for twenty-four years the daily 
habit of women who have realized 
the importance of a clear, beauti- 

ful complexion, and that their at- 
tractiveness depends more upon 
beauty of face than of feature. 

Tubes 25¢ and soc 

Jars 35¢ to $1.50 

Alarge trial tube with booklet,“ Be 

ware The Finger of Time,” mailed 
for ten cents, coin or stamps, to 

Department 13 

Other D. & R. Products you will 
enjoy using. 

Poudre Débutante  - ‘ 

Perfect Cold Cream Soap, 10¢ ar 
Headache Cologne, 25¢, 50¢ and 

Violette Rico Toilet Water 

DAGGETT & RAMSDELL 

New York City 

] 
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EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 
ROCHESTER, N.Y. The Kotak City 

Drese Form Co 
557 Fifth Averar, New Yori 

J 

The Pocket Stove 
of a Hundred Uses 

Burns Lava Fuel 
(alcohol solidified) 

$ 45 5 Brings You This 
j—— Highest Quality 

Range on Long Trial 

HEATER ba = <i ~ id'Onyeen ale Magh. Fing : : i a Oxysen Tooth Po 

A Kalamazo
o Semple oy Booklet — 

‘oth Brush, 
Direct (8) You” ROBBINS, NEW YorK 

0. M. \. Marriage Vow” 
\- = ned 

HARTSHORN 
SHADE ROLLERS 
Roonr the seript tat 

Got “Improve 
Wood Rollers Tin Rollers 

ANY ROGERS ROS, 
“Silver Plate that Wears 

Frazi peri 
dent Philndelokin School for Nerses, | 

Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Fame: Making 
The New Erotesy mm 
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Send U. Is 106 

Generous Sample of 

Day 
HAMS and BACON Tian 

actly the right 

‘rand Nason. 
GEO, A, HORMEL & CO., Austin, Minn. 

THE CALL 
T 5 THE COLORS 

own this afternc 
He was told 

paras Clam fouilton Pea 

“Sure! Mother always used it.” 

And he might add that “Mother” 

is a sensible and thoroughly practical 
housewife. She has the best of 
reasons for favoring 

Campbell’s Tomato Soup 

Not only because it saves time and avoids 

needless labor and care, but because it is so 

entirely wholesome and satisfying. 

Nourishing in itself, an aid to digestion, a 

sharpener of appetite—this perfect soup is, in 
fact, a regular promoter of good-nature and 
sturdy health, 

Buy it by the dozen. Enjoy it regularly 
and often. You will find it always acceptable, 

always good. 

Your money back if not salisfied. 

21 kinds 10c a can 

LOOK FOR THEIRED-ANDOWEITE LABEL 



POMPEIAN IS 
PURE AND CLEAN 

AND GOOD! 
Pompeianisan Lmported Olive Oy 

Pure, and of Perfect Quality. But, m 
& is Tested and Inspected over 

here, accoeding to American Standaads. 
1h is filtered, without the use at Chem- 

cals, in a Clean American Laboratory. 
le isp packaged and sealed in Light-prool, 

Sanitary Tims, from dark, 
ved Reservoirs, ustouched 

2 Olive Oil is the" Fint Press- 
Olives 

in qualay— 
cazmot buy bet 
peice, for any purpose 
all your Salads! 
Full MeasureTins 

POMPEIAN CO. Genoa, Italy 
American Dilice, Baltemare, Md. 

0) by VN 
OLIVE OIL 

Seeds, Plants, Roses 

Catalog Free. Wr 
THE STORRS & HARRISON co. 

Box 400, Painesville, Ohio 

Linger tem 

ag co GUIDE 

JAMES VICK'S SONS. Rochester, N.Y. 
1 Stone Street The Flower City 

SEE ‘ROSES 

The Jenny Brooks Co., Salem, Mass. 
Exclusive desiges for embroidery — Tue Ralem ypectaltion: 

Oe 

igh bee puwdered orcies S34 inches, $3.40. 

Trees—Plants—Vines 
or lange ta 

Catalin and € 
ru Stas Wapeer Ce Wall Be, Sochunte, 3 
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are ema. row BIO. 
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EMBROIDERY 

PACK AGE OuTFits 

ff 5 During January, and the months following, the 
very latest Royal Society Package Oualits will 
be displayed im Ast Needlework Departments 
generally, In this new line will be found the 
high quality, beauty and originality of design, 
that have given Royal Society Products such 
distinction among needleworkers everywhere. 

nipwreck. 
the care 

The illustration suggests how beanty and utility 
are combined in the artscles im these new Royal 
Society Packages. It is a set consisting of Com: 
bination Chemise and Knickerbockers, Kimono. 

set Cover and Nightgown srt de 
sigoed in soft nainsook, the same embeoidery 
matif applying to all. They are entirely made- 
up. and stamped, requiring oaly the embeoidery 
and trimming to complete, The prices given, 

Preval peacally except in Canada and 
Counties, siaggest how 

“Che FAND 
EMBROIDERED WAY" 
costles you to have beautilul acticles of lin. 
etic at only a bra of the cas of similar 
articles when bought im the usual way, The 

made-up items in packages 
ildren's Dresses, Boudoir 

THINK you would ha 
MeBirney, that the 

my uncle's 

. 

Cape end Ho 
ae 

Royal Society Floss be even 
re alo handsome articles out uf the packages 

Send for the Royal Sees Booklet 
Wt Towiates and describes iy dietasd Rew 1¥ Exebroadery Flea in Pere White aad Fast Colors, Celeste 
Theiat, ther washable artificial salle, Royal Socsety Crochet Cations, het, ete 

Sold by Dealers Everywhere. Be Sure to See the Complete Line 
Your rrtailve can sapply you of will procure the exact Ror fren you want. Get frotn pour eeachy 
hale the Royal Sverty Cole Cand, Ie; alse illustrated ein iwting perwwrst desan 

H. E. VERRAN COMPANY, Incorporated, 583 Broadway, New York tbe way I'm 
utterly I can't eve Heave 
but I weet asnateh of it 

Robin never thought o 
ting Heavenliness: be ¢ 

ue help. Di 
these years that 1b 

frocks—0b, 
travagant and 1 bu 
pretty and not bee . . : tit of ou 1915 catalngwe-the mnt beautiful and eaplete horticultural pub 
ears he has be y *! < 204 pages, 14 colored plates and over 600 

live x month and al results without ex vm. It is a mine of infor 
refit, anit e 
give this cay 

onsistently bi Evocp Empty Envelope 
Counts As Cash 

bese (hiv Oder iement wae seen and whe enclose Ten, 

And Also Send Free of Charge 

Our Famous 50- Cent "HENDERSON COLLECTION OF SEEDS 
ee Tamale, Big Basra 

aectiy action une Benford 

clfish bs 
And T cling to it. Despa Hl | 

35437 

PETER HENDERSON & CO. comsnor sx New You«k City 

RI S | ching bright; 
iebt;, free f 4 

All-Winter 
Protection 

| For Baby 
Every child that wears a RubensShirt 

has two-fold protection from coughs 
and colds all winter. Note the way this 
shirt ia made—see the double thickness 
over the chest and stomach. 
A million children today are wearing 

Rubens Shirts. In the past 2! years See how easily it is slipped on and 
twenty million children have worn them. off —like a coat. Think of such a abirt 
So many mothers never would have selling for 25c and up! Every family 
Cabed Sec this cone whet Lruawie ih: convaflont it. Eves cilld con beveh, 
wasn't regarded as the greatest safe- Don't let your little ones go without it. 
guard in existence, Go try one—but see 

It is made without buttons, yet there sovaaiy am thr rot fort aed ee acme 
are no open laps. Fra Wedel 

Ward 

Sager,» th 

t to be like 

P. S.No. 3. But you know it's th 
everythit sight, R b Shi Paha mpi bf cate ope ubens Shirts 

For Infants 
Sizes for any age from birth. Mode in cotton, wool and silk, Also in merine Chalf wool), Aleo 

in silk and wool. Prices run from 23cents up, Sold by dry goods stores, of sald direct where dealers 
can't supply. Aak for pictures, sizes and prices, 33) 

is the last 
quick one; 

FEBRUARY JOURNAL RUBENS & MARBLE, Inc., 20 N. Market St., CHICAGO CONTINUED I TH! 



A50 von old polish | 
Made in Cream form too 

Music Lessons 
Made roel 

pitot 90, cam quick 

vite ag8 a8 
hos lif Urber 

SUEGEL-MYERS CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
741 SiewelMyers Bldg., Chicago, IL 

Why Not 
Amount to Something? 
If you want to get the education which 
will enable you to rive above the rank 
and file, we should like to tell y 
todo it without a cent of exper 
than a thousand young p 
already been awarded Curtis 

asiness schon! 

OF tdchoieal fnetination at our expense 
Let us tell you about it. Address 

Edscotionel Divinian, Bez 673 

THE LADIES’ HOME JOURNAL 
PRILADELPHEA 

Il Picture-Hanging cian | \ 
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ie Push Pin Cos Philadelphie, Po 

Mfr, af Dnices for 7 amd Savwnly Hemring Tava! 
eratinrs pte 106. pakgariag. All Dewtiers 

40 ce, B75, teemachs 
Eervet Cates : 
Enea RoywEngraving Ce. 418-4 WaoaetBt Faia, Pa. 
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10% More for Your Money 
Quaker Oats is put up also in a 25-cent size, nearly three times 

as large as the 10-cent size. By saving in packing it offers you 
10 per cent more for your money. See how long tt lasts. 

THE GIRLS’ CLUB 
With One Idea: 
To Make Money 

That old, 
to come fi 

Out There 
Nature Spent Last Summer 

| Storing Vim 

“The Wife of T 
Put if to Her Husband” 

Cain 

She stored it, in a lavish way, in luscious 
grains of oats. ‘They came to us, and we picked 
from those grains just the biggest and plumpest 
and richest. 

We applied dry heat, then steam heat, and 
enhanced the flavor. Then we rolled them 
into large, inviting Hakes. 

As Quaker Oats they bring to your table 
tempting dish, Gea Sige in looks, in aroma 
and taste. And that dish is the marvel of the 
ages in its vim-producing power. 

Millions of mothers serve it. Millions of 
children derive vitality from it. Millions of 
grown-ups ‘‘feel their oats’? because of their 
morning dish of Quaker. 

Quaker Oats 
Delicious Flakes of Energy 

Quaker 
Double 

pietementy, ¥ 
w ar mush ar $5 

an. 
The Clwd exter, 2 

diamond Swastika. end 

Bi THIS you will b 

0 the veoh war in 

My dear Girls € 
reached me a da 
thank you 

t 

y, beautiful 
Handybeok 

4 

aluminum, extra large and 
heavy. Cereal capacity 244 
quarts. 

A Meweren 

Fro 00. “Fresh From an Interview We supply these Cookers, made to e of the fO-cent package 
Ik would. seens With Fathee™ our order, so that Quaker Oats may 25-cent_ packages. This will prove 

shat Re are ton come to your table cooked in the ideal a Quaker Oats user. 
the right track with this Cl way. It preserves the delightful : the trade 

flavor and aroma, and insures you marks and this coatly Cooker will be 
the full food value. We want every sent by parcel post. It is subject to 
user of these luscious flakes to have return if it doesn't delight you 

peer any this perfect means of cooking. I Jp you in this way to make 
‘Tae MaNaonk or Ta Gents’ Crt Send us our trademark—the pic- this dish delicous." Adres 

Tax Lanres' Home Joursat ture of the Quaker—cut from SOcents’ The er Oats Company 
worth of Quaker Oats, That is, from Railway Exchange, Chicago 

The * Christmas Dar 
Tie Jovaxat will be seot to any addrest upon 10c and 25¢ per Package 
receipt of ten cents, or three copies for twenty. $3 Except in Far West and South 
five cents 

=I 
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With a Victrola every home can 
enjoy the world’s best music 

The Victrola is the “open sesame” which admits you to the enjoy- 

ment of all the music of all the world. 

It reveals to you in their grandeur the musical gems of the ages. It 

brings to you the art and personality of the most famous singers and 

instrumentalists. It presents an endless variety of melody and mirth to 

suit your every mood. 

That is the charm of the Victrola, and right in your own home you 

can have ready access to this inexhaustible supply of musical riches and 

enjoy them at your pleasure. 
Any Victor dealer in any city in the world will gladly play any music you wish to 

hear and demonstrate the various styles of the Victor and Victrola — $10 to $200 

Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J., U.S. A. 
Canadian Distribotors 

Always use Victor Machines with Victor Records and Victor Needles — 
the combination, There is no other way to get the unequaled Victor tone 

Victor Steel Needles, § cents per ft 

Victor Fibre Needles, 30 cents per 100 (can be repoi 

New Victor Records demonstrated at all dealers on the 28th of each month 

Victrola X, $75 Victrola IV, $15 Victrola VIII, $40 Victrola XVI, $200 
Onl 
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zocont 
For three genera- 

tions (since 1846) 
Sozodont has kept 
the teeth of its users 
from decaying. 

Decay is caused by food 
decomposing in the crevices 
of and between the teeth ; 
and also by acids in the 
mouth which first eat away 
the enamel and then grad- 
ually create a cavity. Sono- 
dont peevents these inzveds 
from starting. 

Sov 

y 

ot is a liquid, and 
2 ligeid can permeate 

ioto the infinitesimal crev 
ices between and in the 
teeth. And Sozodont is so 
prepared that wherever it 
goes acids are nestralized 
and foods or foreign sub- 
stances immediately re. 
moved, leaving the teeth 

ghly and antisepti- 
dean with no cheace 

decay 
Sorodont itself is not a 
tooth polish—nor does it 
tchiten teeth bot for these 
purposes Seaodant Tooth 
Ponder or Soeadoat Tooth 
Paste should be ued. 
Which do you prefer 

Let us send you « book- 
et vention by « prem 
erat deatist ca the valer 
of «cleat mouth asd 
ee dust mail 
your name sad addons 

there is ao charge. 

Hall & Ruckel, New York 

This Flavor Will Achieve 
New Delights For You- 

In making dainty cakes, icings, 
desserts, candies, ice cream, 

the taste is delicious, 

. 

| Mapleine 
' is as easy to use as 

any flavoring, but 
@ has many more uses, 

Makessplendid syrup 
just add to hot 

water and ¢ su- 
gar—no bolling. 

2 Gives zest and savor 
to baked heans, 
soups and sauces. 
Grocers sell Mapleine, 

Send 2¢ stamp for Recipe Book. 
| Crescent Manufacturing Company 

Dept. A Seattle, Wn. | 

Set Six Screws ‘"weu'wie”™ 
Our Price 

Only 

No, 108—Library Table 
‘ongying Wright — 

| paey, 116 Deer Se, Toh, 0. 
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= Che New Dixie Cotton Dress 

With Drawing by M.T. and T. M. Bevans 

i. 
>>» 

(“| DID SHOP EARLY” | 
SAYS NANCY GAY 

“And it didn’t take me long 
to pick out just the most delight- 

| ful gifts for everyone. 

I decided long ago that the 
things I like best would be the 
most likelyto please all my friends, 

* [really adore pretty lamps— 
the cozy, cheerful kind that give 
no trouble and are so comfortable 
to read by. So I simply bought 
gas portable table lamps for Mrs, 
Jones, Aunt Mary and the Smiths. 

“As forthe rest of my list, there 
was no trouble about finding suit- 
able gifts of the handy gas sort. 
A gas iron for mother, a gas hot- 

water heater for George's folks, a 
gas heating stove for grandma— 
indeed, it would surprise you to 
know all the lovely, useful Christ- 
mas gilts that can be purchased at 
the gas office. A visit there will 
certainly repay you. 

“The Story of Nancy Gay” 
is a snappy, thoroughly delightful 
little book that will be mailed you 
on request, absolutely free. Alter 

you read it get in touch with your 
local gas company and learn what 
good gas service can do for you, 

NATIONAL COMMERCIAL GAS 

ASSOCIATION 
Le 29 W. 39th St. New York 

ah 
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| Largest Manufacturers of Rites in the World 
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T. and T. M. Bevans Bran Acts 
In Nature’s Intended Way 

ould by Drug: are artificial. Bran is Nature's 
! laxative. It should be included every 

day in our diet. 

Drawing by 

mind, for it 

South, and those wh atv 
not se fortunate might : = But bran alone is nearly tasteless. 

Hida eer wchtnate bins lawn parties. It should be served with the wheat 
f ome seu Afler The centeal fgwre is that grows it, 
looks ne OveE tho pwn r The most delicious way is Petti- 
Secet Bear Ns john's—flakes of soft wheat with the 

bran. It is so inviting, so efficient that 
for 20 years physicians have ad- 
vised it 

Keach and other winte 
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y will 

a unique wheat food which 
everybody hikes, and it leads to better 
days, You'll be glad to know it. 
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send one package by parcel post, and try to 
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Quaker Outs Company, Chicago, 
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Ivers & Pond 
PIANOS 

The refined upright shown above is 
one of our choicestmodels, Indesign 
and in musical qualities its enduring 
beauty commends it to discriminat- 
ing buyers. 400 Leading Educational 
Institutions and nearly 60,000 Amer- 
ican homes now use /vers & Pond 
Pianos. Their growing prestige is 
founded on unvarying, dependable 
quality. On request we mail cata- 
logue showing Style 705 and all our 
uprights, grands and players. 
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| IVERS & POND PIANO CO. 
117 Boylston Street, Boston, Max. 
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‘aSormatien fo bayer. 
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Anyt 
ness and 
Blankets, wants nothing better 

ly who knows the sofr- 
warmth of Nashua 

to keep him snug and cozy on 
( 

Nashua pote $1.75 
to $3.50 
per pair 

‘Their warmth (enough for any climate), durability and beauty make them so 
like woul blankets that it is hard to believe they’ * deep, cutly mp 
that rakes them eo warm and soft is permanent up into hard kinks 
when wanbed 

And they're extra strong (which means long wear), unshrinkable, mothproof 
The size in inches ix marked on every blanket. 

Plaids or plain with borders, All sizes, all colors, all weights—fancy styles a 
lithe higher price 

Send for a Pretty Doll’s Blanket 
unning little jank You 1 
ictle girl and see for yourself che 

ets, Do it now At be the 
pent 

Send 15 cents for one at the 
can give unbounded joy Go some 

it, rich quality of Nashua B 
«itisiactory 15 cents you ever 

Dept. 54, 48 Franklin Street 
Amory, Browne e Co. Boston, Mass, 

Moth-Proof Cedar Chest | 
ON FREE TRIAL—NO MONEY DOWN 

magazine, rager!y 
month 

A whole year for $1.00 
10 com 
‘The Sprague Publishing Co, 

249 Americas Balding 
Detrait, Mich, 

be 
BURROWES Cromwell Cheat 
Qaiehly guy bor Heal by saving anges, Prusecte aur 
Srathery, alteen tree tratien ene, unt ated arspereys, tp! Laut Bot 

aie. Avapedgm. Haale pla ebtaraas abe 
N naile. trite far cxbniog. kivraeit TAKAped om free 
THE ET. BURROWES CO., 125 South Street, Portland, Me, 

BECOME 
A NURSE 
WE have tenia chow 

mands of women in 
thelr ows Lowes Lo ears 
10 to 
huinber 

at down stands 

CAN IE EXPECTED, IF YOU WEAR 
BERTHE MAY'S 

MATERNITY 
CORSET 

Shpenrance pee 
on eee repens: PRICE $5 AND UPWARDS 
ne Wheratare wil be semi you 

he Chautauqua School of Nursin: 
335 Malin Streut Fourteenth Vear Jammtows. 5. 
Am Making A Special Factory Price On 

10,000 PRapécd, Cockers 
aie 2 ud Big bargain to introdece esa teen nowy aan 

m hoods qaick. Write before ee 
30 Days’ Free Trial 
Cooker is aluminum lined 
ete parplete out tit 
aluminum utessils free 
Wrise for Bree Took with 
150 teelpes amd Margaln 
Prices direct from factory 

Wea, CampPell Co opt 1%, Desrnt Mind 

Free Samples and Book 
4 Lest ples ie Corwen aaah Slits. leo my Mivice un eelvilng wiatersty apparel. Adlress 

Your 1915 SpENDING MONEY 
‘Thousands of women with some leisure hours have earned 

their spending money this year through The Ladies’ Home Journal. 

Many of them entirely supported themselves. A few earned 

$5000 or more. Hf you want to turn some of your spare time 

into money, we should like to tell you how to do it. There will 

be no expense to you and you can devote as much or as little time 

as you like tothe plan. At least, you can’t help having more spend- 

ing money in 1915 than you had in 1914. Send usa line of inquiry. 

Age Drtiwm. tex 672 ~~ THE Lapres' Home Journar Piiladeipive, Frene. 

Protect The 
Yourself Food-Drink 

At Soda Waela ita for All Ages 
Fountains Nourishing 

‘* Delicious 
Digestible 
Others are 
imitations 

ORIGINAL = 
GENUINE 

AskThe Ladies’ Home Journal 

subjec Every reader may feel free 
Te directory is given for our readers who desire specific information by mail 

your questions to the editor for th 
separately if your questions a 

pa 
on different subjects. 

o write, but please always confine 
rticular su ject given 

Write brie! 
Write each editor 

straight to the 
point, and always inciose # stamped, addressed envelape for the reply. 

To Whom to Write 

Styles iin Clothes - 
jon about styles ie clothes (other 

| t making). whether for babies 
eitls, boys. womes or will Be glailty 

by mail. by acorpeot trained fashion 
ta, Hf you addreas your letter to 

Tite Fasmtow E 
Tuk Laoies’ Hoses Jounsas 

ans 
Purcaneneana 

Home Dressmaking | 
Any om about bome dressmaking | 

ther thas styles [a clothes which will be 
answered, hy the Fashion Editors), whether 
af new clothes of aboat taking uver ace 
econoenical catting, will be answered by 

Tk Home Derisaning Eoitow 
Tue Lapans’ Homx Joumxat Pus abeLrain, 

May | Trim Your Hat? 
> matter what you w: 

your own kat, 
t to know about 

at your children’s hate, whether 
a W hats of huw to make ove 
ones, will be speedily anewered by 

T 
THe Laven: 

me Mickineey Enesors 
Hosx JOURNAL, PHILABELYALA 

Arranging Your Hair 
De you want to 

air in the 
now how to arrange the 

jest and most becoming eye 
oe of childten. the young 

it or the in? It you do, address 
Miss Loa Cunve Vax Avees 

Tice Lanes’ Has JOURNAL, PHLADKLIGTA 
4 

Children’s Clothes 
If problems arise 

rials, trina 
mcerning the best mate 

iar your chil 
bee it will be 4 ples 

you wal write 
Mason 

Needlework 
Whether it in crocheting, knitting, patch- 

work, Watting ur embroidery, it receives the 
attention of a « who will give 
Information atv rdlareut 

Tan Nesoiewone 
TW Lapis’ Howe Jovaxat, PusLapmeitia 

Babies 
Any question abo t your baby, whesker 
ls a few yeara old or very young--his 
d. his care. bes clothes, his health, any 

will be cheerfully answered by mail 
De. Bxxiyn Lexo 

Tan Lanies’ Home Joussa 
SooLipaE 
Purcagmnenta 

} ia: 

The Woman on the Fann 

wie C. Jones 
Tht Lapies’ Hawn JOURNAL. PHELADRLraLA 

Prospective Mothers 
410 the prospective matlerr’s 

ef clothes,or her coming baby’s 
aut the baby —tie notice on 
balvy) will be answered by 

» MARIANNA WHEELex 
Home Jouawar, Pustanmnta 

How Can | Run My Home More Easily? 
Easier way’ of doing housework ca all kinds 
fim shoeter time, saving the housewite st 

nd time—more elficiest ways of running a 
onaitute the “new housekerping 
ton this question will gladly make 

‘of doing houssbokd work if 

Mas. Cumstine Fampemcx 
Tue Laois! Hose Jouxxat. Paranm.ensa 

The Little House and Garden 
While mr cannot actually plan your howse 

how to obtain plans pub- 
MINAL, answer Questions abou 

, Or ubout your gardes. 
‘Tux Axcurrecturat Epitou 

| Tue Lavees’ Howm Jounnat, Pistapeuriia 

Furnishing & Little House 

An authority is st your command for any 
question about furnishing a new house, reno 
vating an old room, color sdrar—anything 
about the isiterior decoration of & bowse. 

Tue Eprtons oF Tur Lirtux House 
Tue Lanres’ Home Jouirat, Pueaneienta 

Pretty Girl Questions 
Little aids to beauty and good health—hints 
complesson, hait, akin and eyee—all theee 

are free to write fet 4 peompt acwmrr 
rust 
Wanker 

Tae Lapeks Home Jownra, Purcapmriia 

Good Manners and Good Form 
The right way of doing things—what so 

folks call eciquette—when yunting oF enter 
mink, Im the theater or church, of o& the 

mreet, is well worth knowing. Any question 
10 Ubewe matters will be answered by 

Mas. Fugawor H. Pariaces 
Tae Lavems Home JoURNAL, PriLapeLrita 

The Table and Cooking 
Os all questions of marketing asd cooking, 

recipes, menus, Jeft- 
wekrepers. 

nd upon getting beiptul advice 
# you will write to 

Biases Mason Hamers Nai 
Tie Levees’ Howe Jourwat, Pistanenema 

Home Parties 
We will help you plan a hon 

vill cell us what kind of pa 
tb give and wall give us 
enable us to anewer (a 
practical suggestions, Address 

Tie None Paety Kor 
Tek Laptes’ Howe Jockat, PHiLapeLritta 

party if you 
would ike 

School Entertainments 

Whether 
the city 

# school is large or small, io 
3 wish belp is 

planning erLainmeut we siall De gind 
offer suggestions. Address 
Tren Scuoon ENreerAiMnns Eoctor 

Tick Lames’ Hos JOURNAL, PIILADELYELA 

Social Work in the Church 
Practical suggestions for social aftuirs, 

tool entertainments, snd workable 
methods for city or country will be made cheer» 
fully if you will state your need, Addres 

Tae Mivierma’s Social HeLren 
Tie Lapies” Home Jounal, Jameel 

Music 
Queries wf all kinds about music, except 

sdaptability of origioal manuscripts sor 
ition (and plano quevions, which aze 

2 ce of in Josef Hofmann's depart- 
recive attention from experts 

+— 

Reading and Literature 
Many wish to know quickly what to read 

on toples that are lateresting them; otters 
want to know about sew books; others about 
courses in general reading. Mr. Mabie will 
answer these letters, but wall nol criticure mais 

cecrive careful attention and sym 
advice frosa a woman who unde 

the probleme and appreciates the 
ties, 

Tae Gmis' Eprroa 
Tue Lapis’ Homm Jounnat, Pattaneurna 

Addiess sexes 
Te Muse Enrrons Mr. Hanutox W, MamtR 

Tet Lapins’ Hose Journat, Pirtapenenta | Tine Levies’ Home Javea, PaLanmrnia 

Girls’ Problems. “Will You Tell Me?" 

my phase of the modern girt's life pre- There are mizmerqus questions of generat ine 
new problems. Perhaps it id a heart | formation women's imterretn eepecially helps 

ror a woestion in her life at the office or | for women's Club stedy, and Lhe preparation 
Anything which is of vital autezeat | of clab programs, ngot quotatiuea ani 

dates, blogruphs: 
the drama, exc 
a specal 
Chusified, addres 

Tum Eprrons oF “Witt. You Tras Ma?” 
‘Tie Lanes’ How Joumnat, Pamagnirnta 

ches, science, llstary 
For these questions we have 

So, for anything mot 

War Needlework 
SPECIAL pamphlet containing designs and directions for making watm garments In 

£1. worsted crochet and knitting has been prepared for hameworkers who are desirous of con- 
at a slight cost, some 

ftute by the war in Europe. 
for caps, sacques, mittens, bootees 

bildren, and for boys and girls; babies a 
grown-ups. 

‘The price of the 
The Needlework 

a cents. 

Th 

als 
‘A wide variety has been prepared in order tu cover the meet 

is ft Ki 
Tre Lauis’ Hom Joumnas 

weaters und leggings in the requite 

sefal clothing for tbe suffering noa-combatants who have 
pamphlet includes simple and easily made 

sizes for 
and gloves for 

of all ages 
ly inelose this amount with your le 

Independence 

aris, hood: shawls, wraps, » 

er to 
Square, 



FIRST AID TO THE HUNGRY 
: HE MILLIONS of sturdy little boys and girls 

who are marching towards manhood and 
womanhood need food that is pure, clean and good. 

Appetite that loves the crispness and flavor 
of Kellogg’s Toasted Corn Flakes is a normal, 
healthy appetite. If your child likes Kellogg's 
he is a natural child who is 
satisfied with natural food. 
The Kellogg Waxtite pack- 

age insures cleanliness and 
freshness. Ask your grocer 
for Kellogg’s Waxtite pack- 
age and 

Look for this Signature 
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Below we have shown 
soe of the Ingredients of 

SNIDER'S CATSUP 
FRIED OYSTER RECIPE 

One pint large oysters; one-half cup flour; one-half cup milk; one-half cup Snider’s 

Tomato Catsup; one-half teaspoon salt. Mix thoroughly the flour, milk, Catsup 

‘and salt; dip: oysters into mixture, then roll them in cracker crumbs. Fry in 

ect, fresh lard, butter or olive oil until a dark brown. Serve very hot. 

SNIDER’S CATSUP IN SCRAMBLED EGGS 

“A tablespoon of Snider’s Catsup to every two eggs. Thoroughly heat the 

ter and catsup in scrambling pan; then pour in the eggs and thoroughly 

ble while cooking. 

BROWN GRAVY RECIPE 

One tablespoon of Snider’s Catsup to all thick gravies for 
each person to be served. 

T. A. SNIDER PRESERVE CO. 
CHICAGO, U.S. A. 



A Special Word to Subscribers 
WHEN vos receive notice that your sebecrigeicn bax 

Sxpired renew it at once, using the blank inclosed 
© your fieal copy, Please sian your Same emefly as it 
‘*2pears on your peesent address label Sometimes a 
Wikecriber who has slzeady renewed may receive this 
tani We beuin to pack in srallSags two weeks OF 
‘Mare before mading, wed the renewal may have reached 
Us after the copy containing Ihe Hawk has bees packed. 

Fequewing a change of uddress please give us four 
Weeks’ notice. 
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There is No Milk in Belgium 
For the Babies 

The most heart-rending cry that can come from a civilized nation! Yet that is 
the latest cable from the most stricken land in the history of the world. 

fare learmed. ith qratfeatin, he tnehte Lue WoC 

fils done he Ceriecan ata W ey n 4 j 

Truckin pers. | Comfedenrti, Pope | Rin Ren 
hecewe That spi GP Hag Byer resol, he a 
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Selim ory feasRau t, The tuohere He tywitenil neavre 
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peace. We asked me fprealin hin, % 

WThecratnat of the appeat made by Her Maienty, Etvabel 
Queex af the Helgioms, published ix ike fost (Jeuuery) 

Wine @ TAS Ladies ‘Howe Sourmaly 

1 CURIS PUBLISHING COMPANY will act asa repository for the fenta that will resalt from 
this appea. ‘These femts wit} be immediately expended for the baying ef teod by a special Buying 
Committer of the Philadelphia Belgian Relief Committeo, of which Mr. Btward Bok, Editor of 

‘The Ladin’ Hone Journal, is Viee-Presigest, The toot will be shipped to the American Consul at 
Rotterdam, Netectands, by whom tts distribution will be made unter the diplomatic protection ef the 
United States, . guarantee of the safety of the food haviiw been given by the German authorities. 
It should be éstinctly ungerstoa! thatthls appeal is made sctely for the beneSt of the noe—cenbatants 

in Beigium, primipally the women ant the chiMtren who have suifered by reason ef the war, It has 

nothing whatever to do with the om 
character, Send whatever you can, 
ackzowledges. 

THE 

The Cry for Milk 
‘OMAN or woman can withstand 
such a cry. It goes straight to 

the heart and tugs at the heartstrings 
and the pursestrings with an abso- 
lute certainty. No matter who is 
to blame for the frightful condition 
in Belgium, At least, the babies are 
not, and it is they who are suflering. 
We must save the little babies, And 
if a can of milk is the price of a little 

. who will withhold that price? 
We are sending over thousands of 
cans, but thousands more must go 

and be kept going all winter, So 
don't stop giving. Give and then give 
again and give some more, and with 
cach giving save some little life and 
amother's heart from breaking. Send 
what you can and all you can and be 
assured that every penny will be care- 
fully spent and the results reach the 
babies and their mothers, All the 
money obtained through the Queen 
of the Belgians’ appeal will be spent 
with an eye right to the feeding of the 
baby and its mother. 

Just think of what a shipload of 
milk would do for these babies! And 
we can and will send it if you will help 
us. Don't think of any amount as 
too small or too large. 

The cry of the Belgian babies for 
milk cannot go unheeded by Amer- 
ican mothers, Don't attempt to send 
or buy canned milk—buying in large 
quantities we buy at rock-bottom 
prices and thus get more for your 
money than you can, 

Send us the mon we will do the 
rest! But, please, sexo! 

As the editorial work on this, 
February, number of THE Laptes’ 
HOME JOURNAL was finished before 
the previous, January, issue was 
published, noaccounting can be given 
of the returns recelved from the ap- 
peal of the Queen of the Belgians 
made in the January number. Such 
a statement will, however, be made 
in the next (the March) issue. 

aware Bot 
Editor of The Laties’ Hame Journal 

‘and Vice-President of the Belgian Relief Fund 

yoo ert rec ened nl phy mabe pases of the 
a. muuch oc little: all sums will bo welccmned 

OBSERVE THIS ESPECIALLY: Make all chocks, postal, express ar maney enters payabie to 
QUEEN OF THE BELGIANS PUND, and send to 

INDEPENDENCE SQUARE, POLADRLPRIA. PENNSTLVANTA 



teSkad weigh so heavily upon her as we imagine. 

To Clean Cut Glass 
Use a wooden tub or a padded dish pan. Put 
one piece at a time in lukewarm Ivory S 
and let it remain a few 
with a medium stiff 
water of the same te ture as the Ivory Soup 
suds. Add a litle g to the second rinse 
water; this gives brilliancy. Dry with a soft fan- 
nel or a piece of cheesecloth which has been 
washed, Polish with soft tissue paper. 

To Polish Silver 
Put half of a small cake of Ivory Soap, shaved 
fine, and a quarter-pound of whiting into one 
quart of water. Boil until dissolved. Use this 
paste as whiting is used, then polish with a fine 
cheesecloth or chamois. The Ivory Soap modi- 
hes the harshness and grittiness of the whiting 
without impairing its polishing value. 

ush. Rinse twice in 

If she is an Ivory Soap girl, she will know that Ivory Soap 
is good not merely for washing the hands, the face and 

the dishes, but for keeping almost every beautiful thing in a 

home at its best. 

The people who use Ivory Soap soon learn that its purity, 

mildness and quality give it a very wide scope. They depend 

[Ay UR admiration of wedding gifts is often tempered by a realization of the care they will 

(AJ, require. But if the bride has been “brought up” on Ivory Soap, the responsibility will not 

upon it for keeping things like new which, in other homes 
soon lose their charm. 

—— 

IVORY SOAP..... [iat _....99i%% PURE 
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What is Co 

That is Touc! 

ring Out of the War 

ning the American Woman 

AN EDITORIAL 
HE European war will not be without its unmixed bless- 
ings if the lessons that are being driven home to us are 

taken to heart by American women. And these lessons 
are fundamental. 

OR the first time the present generation is being taught 
sconomy: a lesson that every American, young and old, 

sadly needs. Our national extravagance has been criminal, and 
it has heen fostered hy Abnormal expenses have been 
regarded as normal; the word “economy” has been distaste- 
ful to us; luxuries have become necessities; the 

that has ever come to humanity—that of learning with how 
little we can do—we have known not. The shrinking of thou- 

sands of incomes has forced our attention upon these questions, 
and the effect has been salutary and will even be more so before 

ar ends. And with the close of the war, whenever it be, 
n will not cease. It will only have begun, The 

an woman must be prepared for an cconomic readjust- 
ment, all along the line of her purchasing power, that is bound 
to be forced upon her, and the time when she should begin to 

accustom herself to the new order of things is now, We have 
been sobered: we have come to a new r tion of values, 
both as individuals and as a nation. We are through, for a Jong 
time to come, in this country, with the haphazard and unintel- 
ligent spending of money. The American housewife is to be 
asked for an accounting: not of the cents and dollars them- 
selves, but as to her ability to be the national spender of those 
cents and dollars. The ‘new housekeeping" is here and it 

means wiser and more rational standards, 

| classes 

inest lesson 

HE American woman's better knowledge of her own 
an industries and why she should not encourage 

them is another question that is coming out of the war. Before 
the war is over, the American manufacturer is going to demon- 

e his fitness Co produce goods the equal of any in the world, 
and the American woman will be forced to take notice. Sober- 
minded men are already beginning to question their wives as 
to their penchant for imported goods, and the grounds on which 
it is based. The ‘Made in the United States of America” 

movement has come to stay, and before long the American 

woman who does not support it will be asked why, The better 

American woman, conscious of her own country’s economic 
possibilities, is a figure already clearly visible on the horizon. 

N. 30, the splendid lesson which the younger generation of 
LA. women is learning in its work for the stricken non- 
combatants of the war was needed and will bear incalculable 
fruit. Asa nation we are generous and warm-hearted: the re- 
sponse is always quick and overflowing when our sympathies are 
touched, But never before in the lifetime of the young has the 
thought of “ the other fellow” been brought home to them with 
such terrific force; and the picture of a nation of happy young 
women sewing for the stricken and giving up their luxuries 
comes at a time when it was most needed to check a wave of 
heedless, amusement-loving tendencies. 

W E ARE learning, too, the needful lesson of interdepend- 
ence, We have been all too prone to be boastful of the 

dominating greatness of our own country, to the exclusion of all 
others. We are finding out that, just in the same wa: 
beings we are dependent one upon another, so too, 
that which affects one affects the other. We 
ably “uppety”: 
no nation, gr 

ave been insuffer 
it was high time for humility: to realize that 

ut though it be, is independent of the rest of the 
world. We are not so “splendidly isolated” as we were prone 
to think: we were not so independently great as we foolishly 
thought. It is something to have found this out, and, fled with 
a little more humility, we shall be a greater and stronger peopl 
than before. 

A PARENTS we are learning, too, that we have been wrong 

in fostering the war spirit in our children by allowing 
them toy guns and soldiers as playthings, and encouraging 
their playing at killing. We are realizing that our notion that 
war meant valor is criminally wrong: that, as the Duke of 

Wellington said: “War is a most detestable thing"; that 
Napoleon was right when, at Saint Helena, he confessed: ‘The 
more [ study the world the more am I[ convinced of the 
inability of brute force to create anything durable,” and that 
General Sherman's words should be burnt in the mind of every 
child; “1 confess without shame that | am tired and sick of 
war, Its glory is all moonshine. War is hell!" There is the 
necessity of a readjustment of the mental attitude of the young 
toward war that is coming as a duty to every parent and to 
every educator. 

T WAS a healthy beginning of a new order of things when, 
last Christmas, thousands of sets of toy soldiers and war 

blocks were left on the shelves of the toy stores, unsold. We 
know now, as never the world has known, what war really is: 
what it means to the child and to the mother. ‘The soul of 
the child is the price that we pay for our Waterloos. We know 
now, and many for the first time, that it is the woman who 
always pays for any war. And it is woman who eventually will 
have it in her hands to say whether there shall be war: whether 
she will allow her children to play at killing: whether it is the 
duty of her husband or father or son to leave her and kill another 
woman's husband, another child’s father, another mother's 
son. Out of this war may come the right of the wife or mother 
to say whether her husband or the son upon whom she depends 
for support shall permit want and bereavement to come upon 
her and her children. With woman's veto there could be no 
war, and that veto is by no means the unthought-of and 

unheard-of possibility that it was a year ago. [1 is a responsi 
bility which it would be well for women to begin to think about; 
whether they are ready to assume it, 

HE war against war will never be won in Hague Tribunals, 
but in the playroom, in the schoolroom and in the home, 

And all these three spell, after all, but one word: "Woman." It 
is only Eve who can make the world an Eden without a Cain. 



“Only a Cold” 
What it May Lead to and How We Can Avoid It 

AuT 

OME years ago 4 train on which T 
was pg ice 3 through Texas bumped 
into a freight wreek and was held 
up. The only other occupant of 
the Pullman was a worn, middle- 
aged woman of infinite and dreary 
powers of reminiscence, mainly 
mortuary. Of five children she bad 
lost three, and ber husband had gone 
the same way a few months before. 
In each detailed biography recurred 
the item: “One day he"—or she— 
“came down with # bad cold, and 

= never scemed to pack up afterward.” 
One child succumbed to pneumonia, one to diphtheria, 

and the baby “kind of peaked and pined away.” The 
husband passed from a cold into tuberculosis, 
“Tn doing my best to bring up what's left to me sife,” 

said she mournfully, don't know as Tcan make out.” 
ou might try guarding them against colds, for one 

."” T suggested. 
he answer astounded me, “Pshaw! What's a cold 

amount to?” was her scornful rejoinder. 
In an extreme form, considering the sharpness of ber own 

lesson, that woman typifies the indifference and contempt 
in which the common cold is generally held, It had all buc 
destroyed her family, [do not mean that the actual cause 
of death in these cases was the cold in the head, but that ic 
pid ihe system open to the disease which followed. Yer to 
her it amounted to nothing; it was only a cold! 

Who ever heard of any one dying from a cold in the 
have often been asl 

“Your city health officer,” is thy invariable reply, and a 
true one if the local man is worth his sale, For every observ- 
ing hygienist has noted with dismay, year after year, the 
abrupt rise in the death rate which invariably appears six, 
cight, ten, or even twelve weeks following a Tocal epidemic 

“cold in the head,” and which often represents an increase 
of ten, twelve, fifteen or sometimes twenty per cent. above 
the normal. “Onty a cold.” But the men, women and chil- 
dren who make up that increased death rate are just a» dead 
as if they had died of plague or gone down in the Titanic. 
Consider for a moment the potential after-effeets of a cold. 
Here is a list, by no means exhaustive, of the diseases which 
may follow in its wake: 

Tuberculosix; Poeumonia; Catarrh; Tonsillitis; Bronchitis: 
Diphtheria; Infections of the inner facial passages, always very 
painful and often dangerous; Ear complications endangering hear- 
ing, and even life; Malnutrition in young children, the evil effects 
af which may remain for years, 

W toclaim that these are typical or very common sequels 
wouk! be foolishly disingeaous. Nothing is gained 

to the cause of public health, in the long run, by alarmist 
sensationalism, All that I wish to point out bere is that the 

sed cold is a real disease, involving real dangers. 
side from actual peril it is also a very real discomfort and 

disability, as every adult knows by harrowing experience. 
Yet, despite experience, people go on catching cold with 
faithful regularity season after season, 

“T haven't a cold this "is really something of a 
boast, usally put forth as such—and a decidedly unsafe one 
until the last day of the year has passed [ 

Isn't it worth some trouble to avoid this mace? 
By way of arriving at an answer to this from first-hand 

experience, | have gathered, over a period of several years, 
“a little collection of colds,” as one of the subjects of my 
inquiry calls it, from twenty-five women, all of whom keep 
diaries or other personal rccords; women of all ages and 
diverse cecupations. The test was simple: “ How much, on 
the evidence of your own records, have colds cost you in the 
last year, in the following respects: 

A) Incapacity for work or play? 
B) Impairment of effectiveness: 
") Discomfort und suffering? 

1D) Bodily wear and tear? 
KE) Ecomontic hows?!” 

Mark, now, a phenomenon: Offhand a eaaaey, of those 
questioned declared that they had had no amounting to 
much in the given time. Consultation of the records altered 
that view ruically in nearly every instance. Out of the whole 
number only three had wholly escaped on all counts. Yee 
none of them had profoundly taken the lesson to heart—until 
the records had called memory into action, _ 

Undier the head of “discomfort and suffering” there were 
twenty-two confessors, each of whom had written in her 
tape some entry of irritation or exasperation against the 
familiar, annoying symptoms. “ Bodily wear and tear" pro- 
duced a less definite response. Two women of middle age 
lost weight which they had failed to regain. One you 
mother had felt "dragged down" ever since a three weeks’ 
cold of the previous winter, And there wits one definite 
catarrh, promising to be chronic, as a sequel to a cold. 

JT it was in the other categories, “incapacity for work or 
phys “impairment of effectiveness,’ and “economic 

" that the evidence was direct and convincing. “Only a 

Ta oeced tea ahs hea tad sorely nuatsoaned i compelled to give up a eagerly anticipated visit 
torelatives. A third bad had a vacation qui rulaed. Of the 
two schoolgirls on my list, one had lost a week out of the 
schedule, and the other had failed in two examinations, whieh 
she had entered {most unwisely from a hygienic viewpoint) 
“with a head like a lump of pate from the minor infection. 

A stenographer lost her place when a cold seized upon and 
put her out of commission at the very busiest time in her 
office, An actress, playing an important part ina New York 
production, ted on sticking to it after her doctor had 

By Samuel Hopkins Adams 
HOK OF “WHAT CAN WE DO AWKOUT CANCER? 

ordered her to bed, She “ wasa't ping to give up t 
thing like a cold,” and she paid for her obstinacy 

hiess laryngitis, An artist postponed treating 
her “tiny case of the sniffles” until the day after a rush com- 
mission had come in, and had to go to bed in the midst of the 
half-finished three-hundred-dollar job, which then went to 
somebody else. The mother of a large farnil living in a big 
and skilllully administered house tried to “fight through 
her cold: result, trained nurse, doctor's bills, los of the cook 
and one maid, and general domestic demoralization. 
Three of my list had wholly escaped colds themselves, But 

one of them was, when I last heard, having a struggle to 
her baby alive because a visiting cousin had brought her 
cold into the honse. To the cousin it had been “hardly 
worth mentioning.” But, transmitted te the year-old child, 
it had so impaired his digestion that for three months he had 
ateadily lost weight, 2 typical instance of coryza malnutrition, 
‘The second subject had, within the year, sent a sister to a 
sanitarium for that ailment of vague but terrifying import, 
“Jung trouble,” following a cold which refused to be shaken 
off. That leaves but one with a wholly clean record. ‘This 
woman and her entire family lived in a well-airedt house (one 
of the rarest things in America), slept in the open air, kept 
themselves in vigorous physical condition, and thus escaped. 

Ike IS possible to avoid most colds, and 20 to treat those 
which do beset us its to escape all dangerous complications 

amd sequels. The first point to bear in mind-—and it is a 
vitally important one~is this: A cold is a disease. It isn't 
“a in the nose” or “a cold in the bead,” but a derange- 
ment of the whole system, It is just as truly a disease as 
measles, typhoid fever, chicken pox or mumps, and a more 
serious one than, for example, last Oo, But when we 
come to specify the exact nature of the disease difficulties 
and confusions arise. "The word ‘cold,’ writes Doctor 
Walsh, lecturer oo general medicine at the New York Poly- 
clinic, “is probably the most used and the least understood 
in the practice of medicine.” In general acceptation it covers 
every ailment which manifests itself through nasal symp- 
toms, from hay fever or rose coki—which isn't properly a 
cold at all, but a focal mechanical irritation, non-infectious, 
unaccompanied by fever or other general symptoms, and 
often controllable by an “antitoxin” made of the pollen of 
the flowers which cause to the viculent type of influenza 
which swept the world a generation ago and which is caused 
by @ specific bacillus, 

No one bacillus causes the common cold, or coryza. It is 
what bacteriologists call a “mixed infection,” several varies 
ties of microorganisms not clearly identified combining to pro- 
duce the infection. It follows that it isa transmissible disease 
ase from individwal to individual through the discharge 
ora te nose or mouth of the infeeted one. Not only this, 
but it is also perhaps the easiest of all diseases to catch. The 
virus is intensely contagious. fore the person with acold 
is more dangerous to your bealth—not to your life, note well, 
but to your health—than one with scarlet fever, measles or 
cholera, He or she is continually exuding poison. Everything 
coming into contact with that pees ts likely to become 
contaminated and thus to pass the dan Arey re 

‘The rules for self-protection against infection from without 
are simple, though not easy to follow. 

First, keep your distance from any one with a cold. “The 
striking distance of contagion is arm's length.” 
Second, your hands and all foreign objects away from. 

your nove mouth. 
Third, double these precautions when colds are epidemic. 
To avoid danger from without, however, is not sufficient. 

Proper fortification of the system is even more important, 
not only because a body stant forces of which are at 
the highest point of efficiency, nerally capable of repel- 
ling the attack of invading infection, but also because the 
average individual bears within him, on his own tongue in 
fact, the potent iulities of the disease, In every mouth and 
nose there are living bacilli, and in practically every mouth 
and nose of people living in civilized communities there are 
found those bacilli which combine, under favorable condi- 
tions, to bring on the common cold, Ordinarily they are not 
virulent enough to do harm, but in fa' i 
they acquire power, and the result is an i 

y modern conditions of life are distinctly favorable to the 
worst feature of the environment of civilization 

is the house. 

VRE ve Le subject to many ailments, doubtless, 
if we lived in the open, but colds would not be among 

them. Open-air folk seldom have colds. The Eskimo, for 
example, never has colds—until he comes into civilization, 
Abolition of houses is impracticable, bat at least much can be 
done to render dwellings more habitable and less dangerous. 
‘The first, last and intermediate requisites are comprised in 
one word, “air.” Just plain, ordinary, unconfined air. Hot 
or cold, damp or crisp, quiet of wind-driven, sunlit or dark, 
it doesn’t greatly matter so that it comes in from outside 
through open windows and is allowed to circulate through 
the agency of other open windows. 

eave! furnace-heated house or steam-heated apart- 
ment has only half the humidity in its air that it should 
have. This aridity saps the chief initial defense of the body 
against colds by drying up the breathing passages of the 
nose, which always be moist. The delicate mem- 
branes become irritated and offer special opportunities for 
invading germs to settle and increase. Morcover, very dry 
ait lowers vitality and renders the person habituated to 
it especially liable to chill when he or she goes out from 
the superheated, superdried interior into the moist chill of the 
outer day, “Dampneas and chill are generally beld to be the 
chief causes of . Quite the reverse is true. Dryness and 
beat are the two main aids to the cold germs. An open pan 

a lite 
a 

ETC. 

of water in ew rificially heated room helps to keep & 
proper balance of humidity. But the chief necessity ix to get 
the outside air inside, and the inside air outside, No roont 5 
fit to live in which has aot been swept by a thorough current 
of air_at least once a day. To keep it fir to live in there 
should be an open window mast of the time, 

RE I seem to note 2 guthering chorus of protest, assum: 
form if not actwal fury in the terrible word, “drafts.” 

Well, what of it? What fsa craft that it should have accur 
mulated this force of superstitions dread? [t is a current 
of air in motion, nothing more. Outdoors we call it a breeze. 
[s anybody terror-smitten at the thought of a breeze? 
Indoors it wes a draft and people flee from it as from 
a pestilence. By what “ Presto—Change!” of black magic 
does that which was so innocent in the apen become so 
malign as soon as it passes our thresholds? ‘The change is 
imaginary. Moving air, indoors of outdoors, is better art 
more healthful than still air, True, there may be tao much 
of it, But be sure that your body will warn you if there in 
So bong as you are warm and comfortable ina draft, of 
breeze, of roaring gale, you will take no harm, The body is 
content, and the body knows. 

‘That sare velf. guarding body has another severe handicap 
of civilization to struggle against in the matter af clothing. 
If our houses are overheated our bodicaare only: les so. How 
many people dress hy the calendar instead of by the cher- 
mometer, and, promptly on the first of November, whether 
the temperature be seventeen or seventy, go into winter 
flannels! And those diannels are kept on through the winter 
in conditions at least as high as average summer heat —that 
is, the temperature of our heated houses, stores and places of 
concourse, Think of the strain on the system of coming out 
of theater, for example, full of dusty, close, kiln-lried ait 
at a temperature of eighty-odd degrees, into a winter storm, 
with a bodily protection practically unchanged, 

Not all women have the time to shift from light to heavy 
underwear and vice terse. For stich as cannot, assuminy 
that they are of moral vitality, light underelothing is both 
more comfortable and more hypienic than heavy. By and 
large, we are a too-much-flanneled people, 

Overweight in clothing and overheat in dwellings are 
simply two manifest: 3 of that body+pampering which is 
a typleal vice of civilization. The system can be guarded 
against colds quite effectively by a course af treatment of no 
great rigor. A daily cold bath, tub of shower, for those who 
can stand it, is almost insurance against colds. Probably 
ninety cent. of American women and ninety-nine per 
cent. of American children are capable of undergoing this 
regimen without harm. The exceptions are the ansemic, or 
people with rheumatic tendencies or weak hearts. There is 
no other phase of the cold problem upon which all authori= 
ties are so well agreed as upon the defensive value of the 
daily cold bath. Second only to this is the hardening effect 
of open air, particularly in winter weather; rain, snow of 
shine, The child who is brought up on cold water and cold 
air will never have to worry about sitting in a draft, 

NE other point calls for mention: the importance of keep- 
ing the digestion in order. Digestive irregularities mean 

lowered resistance, and always there is the army of besieging 
bacilli waiting to break through the weakened defenses. The 
second-worst cald I ever had was the directly traceable 
result of overeating, x 

Just a word as to treatment of the disease when once you 
have acquired it. There is no cure fora cold, Nearly every 
human being knows of some remedy to which he or she pins 
undying faith, because in sore individual case it seemed to 
bring swift results, But what brings such resilts is not any 
magic power of cure in the medicine, but the fact that the 

tient takes care af the trouble in time; goes to bed, and 
is careful of the general condition until normal health is 
recovered. Many a cold is thas aborted. But the vaunted 
aspirin, acetanilid, phenacetin, morphine and other depress- 
ant or sedative drugs on tigate symptoms. They never 
fare tbe cold. In fact, this clays of medicines is likely 10 
hamper the system in its efforts to rid itself of the infection 
in the early stages. The homely old treatment of our 
randmothers—calomel, hot cream-of-tartar lemonade, and 
next at the outset—is still advocated by the leading authori- 

ties. But the modern doctor alters the old cael radically 
in one respect: instead of a hermetically sealed room for the 
sufferer, which was the ancestral way, he gives all the sirthat 
ean be coaxed in from without, and trusts to ber covering 
to keep his patient wart. 

Unless @ cold is "broken" in the first three or four days, 
then the real siege is on, ‘The more reason tor giving leed to 
the early warnings. Failing to “beat it out” at feet, Up 
sensible move is now to regard it as a genuine Slew. 
handle one’s self accordingly. A good general rile bs tilt: bed 
and the doctor, if your temperature rises above one hundred. 

Tn a telling argument for education of the public in the 
nature and danger of this mast prevalent of jal! diseases, 
Dr. Thomas N. Southworth, of New York, writing in the 
“Journal of the American Metical Associating,” says: “It 
requires at least a decade to secure the accepuinee of any 
new measures by & majority of the medica! profession, and 
another to make them the common knowledge of the laity. 
T know of no texthook which as vet teaches the danger of the 
common infectious cold, no medical school in which it is 
impressed on the students, no hospital in which such cases 
are not retained in the common ward, te health board which 
has as yet dared to limit the right of the individual to spread 
the infection of his coryza among the poiatie.” . 

Ta the public, even to a considerable part of the medicat 
fesson, it_is still “only a cold." in it worth while 

ving? Or is it better worth while avoiding? Look back 
over your own experience and answer (or yourself, 

“THE NEW SKATING DANCE”: The Journal’s Cover This Month 
people indoor skating is competi: 
In order to meet the anticipated 

it any advertisement on the back. A copy wil 
 opteatonal 

but wil 

with the dance for popularity throughout America this winter, and 
and for extra copies of this cover 2 separate edition has been printed, in full color, 

and this month's beautiful cover by Lester Ralph is 
with the lettering on the front, 

It be mailed, rolled in a strong tube, postpaid, on receipt of ten cents, or three copies for twenty-five cents. 
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“*Yuu've Bagged All Over Acatan That You Were Going to Meke the Man Who Weote 

Charlie Mattox of Vass 
What Happened in the “Pitchfork” Office When 

bei: George Pattullo 

an Last night 

t by some of 
Miss 

“allege and 
“ 

School, but she 
with open arm 
schoolmates that 

E SELDOM had any personal ite ’ 
"Pitchfork" de ed a burning hall f 

monstrate that Acatan would bean 
: Whit iner from the advent of Miss Mat 

true; local Canicasian society was 
ited by any sound, well-bred young woma: 

far away from anywhere 
“What did you let them do that to me for?" was Chartic’s 

Rreeting on entering e next morning, She had two 
ung Airedales with How art you, au Goul 
cious, but you're getting fat, Dick 
“T have gained three pounds—only."" 1 was not in the 

least put out, hut one docs get tired of the waistline as the 
eternal first topic 

bey voted her 

“Now, pleuse; I didn’t mean it; don't get so fussed. You a 
haven't ever { you were glad Co see me I had not kaown, 

. ts use? The ‘Pitchfork’ said it, and I'm surprise. Nothing ( sar ‘ould jar 
business manager.” pper Maid” an - 

The pups had been prowting about, sniffin y legs and , bank, this 
nl gated a tiny bole 

ith an affright 
seized him in her arms 

a in every corner One 
all, only to 

twas t 
his muzzle 

ked up calmly and inquired: “Are there mice 

hem; we're positively chummy. You 
don't scem scare 

should [ be? Mice can’t hurt you 
sure: L forgot, But they won't be here long now." ; ’ 

be here 

ir stare 
igbtly at the 

nd in-sudden 
at all: she nc 

might have don 
ic hats. 

wintry foreno 
She pushed 

boot 
attic 

1 swung her quirt gayly against her ri her 
You've been trying to pry ar 

Tell n 
“how are th 

aver ber. 
s for th 

UST what 
uit be car 

stor 
ve turned the corner yet 
rs we've had an ove 

demanded, 
t every month except 
owned the bak 

I have to change that and very bead 
he ‘Pitchfork’ on its fect 

As Major Mattox Hed plans it 
second ch 
paper, the idea 

rthe about him 
the to me that he had we 

he nerve to h 

HARLIEgazed thought{ullyout through the open window 

at the white-hot strect, along which a string of burros was 
passing, laden with firewood, ‘ How is Bassett doing?" she 
shot at me, 

* Plogging along all right, I reckon. It's hard work to get 
out a newspaper in & towe like Acatan 
"Texpect it's about as tard for Hasect 

anybody, De you know, Dit 
decided to carry on all Fath 

¢ unfair; there are 

sit, Now Moke Good or Get Out’ 

She Came Back Home 

“THE POWER BEHIND THE MAYOR," ETC 
STRATIONS BY JAY HAMBIDGE 

What's the big idea? How 
‘on the map?" 
drew up her chair, got 

s with cer 

t—chief of wh 
“I'd try Ra 

tlully y 
id of work 

finding of & competent 6 fitor 
Charlie had said; “but he's so 

on't fitted for that 
¢ wire to some 

XT noon, when Charlie happened to be in 
assctt_ came downstairs from the editorial fh 
“flimsy.” 

you know about this?” be cried. “Oh, good 
Mattox. Excuse me; I didn't know 1 was 

office, 
ve with 

* Lsaid brusquely. What's on your mind?” 
ill Hewlett wires from Douglas that Ben Hilton's 

shot and killed a ¢ amed Eitel Schoellkopé, and 
at they've arres irdor.” Bassett shoved the 
pate h inte my bands and leaned against my desk with his 

his pockets 
Charlie, 1 inning our sober faces; “what 

the man who used to work for Dad—who 
The one who used to watch out for 

1 admitted, “He was 
gun-fighter for the Turkey Track. 

“Te seems to me ] heard Dad 
two or three men, Is that true?” 

. be exact five,” 
' el Bassett loudly, “Te's been tried for five, 

y once that be had killod 

s on us in a puzaled 
is troubling you 
wi! 

“1 don't 
What does Mr. F 

nis Lo kitow 
ves of the dis 

story in the * Pitchfork, or not?” 
“Run it? You mean publish it? Why shou 
Before I ec he ex 

snorting laug! foot over tae totiier 
attox, it ain't the safest 
yout Ben Hilton that is 

exclaimed 
thing in 

ance at me quic 
the reason,” 

t."" went on Bas 
there hasn't 

killings in a si 
the finding of the jury 

ly and snap 

tt with his 
ne printed! 

> Border newspaper: 
cach case, Why, 

been © 

“You see,"” 1 interrupted, “there is something more to it 
than Hilton himself. 

ind kinfoll 
s here a 
pays such big ge 

he lik 
and —and- 

to the EH 

He owns a good 
“well, he has mace lots of 

a party 

neet a murderer — me? 
man like that?” 

o distinctions, We're 
Hf.” 

ving ac 
The quick steac 

father. “Run that," 
plished it, she grew in 
of her eyes reminded me of her £ 



it im great big letter: 
Anil get Ray Watson to w 

s tian Hilton has | 

ordered Bassett 
type you've got 
all the other murders thi 
And 

“But what if Ben gets #? Suppose he comes t 
What'll me and Dick do? You don't know Hen Hi 
Mattox. What if 

“Ther no “if abour iz,” she said calmly. 
Dig sien are afraid of him I'm not. You do what | tell 
Tl be responsible And, wha we, Vm 
farther; before | get through we'll run this Be 
all his gang out of Acatan. 

“Bully ©" said Bassett wit ke ervt hes “Fi 
Ge Ly, old job. Tf Ben ever pets loose TM bho 

“Don't let us detain you. You can blow any time 
like,” Charlie told | 

Tlassett chose to take this asa jest, 
The expectation that Ben k into it at last and would 

never come back across the Horder colored the entire story 
Watson wrote at Bass ection. ‘The case against hin 
looked so wanton, so Hagrant and so certain of a just pan 
ishment! Indeed, had Ray ¢ ined the slighte 
clon that Hilton would ever bein a pe m to vent h 
it is protable that be woukd ather tha 
a syllable of that atrack: 

I experience a thrill of sat 
t. For now justice will be 
bes, and across the Border 

terrorize one fair city, W 
Think of it and 

a gamt 

Acatan Every law-abiding citizen 
isfaction, a sense of relief o 

meted out, The law has Hilt 
that means something. Too bong has by 

wrong to submit, fellow el 

an a slayer a dozen times 
to holt under his hand a city of sev 

to muzzle the press all ‘ 
spocels, And how? zat Bi 

wrong to endure such © There w 
among us. If he ever return seoms impr 
us strike and drive Ben Hil Hh 

and Bassett ran it, 
1, glowing over the sting of th 

+r dreamed of a comeback. Then a ¢ 
jury freed Hilton. 1 can remember still the p 
that ran down my spine when the bulletin came in 
sudden stillness. [was in the editorial room, Bassett gave 
asickly smile, and, reaching for hiscout, went out. He never 
came back. 

edly strong, 

What was to be done? Tell Charlie? T could not, It 
wouk! only worry her, and the matter had reached a st 
where women could not mix in it. ‘The best we coub wa 

> so, with Ray Wats to take our medic 
the paper myself 

“That was great 
about it! ts 
Never mind: ge 

help, t gat out 

1" * Ey 
oO 

Vhody's talking 
une 

she applies 
it tre that he went fr 

for him again, any 

HREE 
friend on © 

a tried! 
the rear. 

if the Centipe 
one walkiny 

From the" Last Chance,” neat thedepot, he sent word that he 
would callat the Pitchfork eight o'clock that night; 
Hilton made it a bowst th always gave fair warnin: 

He arrived precisely at 7 There was nobody in the 
business office or in the editorial room or in the pressroom: 
Ben stalked scornfully thre deserted, tumbledown 
place, escorted hy Ked Dug; two others, and found 
not a soul until he reached the basement, where the pre 
was, There he came apn a Mexican boy crouching behis 
a roll of paper, who, being led forth by the ear, whimpered 
that he hadn't done anything and knew nothing whate 
of any mortal happening 

“You's too small for me to hurt,’ id Hite 
there's something [ want nil you're going to tell 
me, Who done wrote that piece ‘in the paper about me? 
You know the picce f mean, 

he hoy st at he k solutely nothing of 
anything; an tly the gunfighters went out 

Soon after cheir departure three of us emerged from the 
obscurity of the laundry door 

ne 

within an hour the whole “Pitchfork” staff stole 
The paper appeared next morning without any re ; 
to the incident; 1 never claimed to bea hero and have 9 
ambition to assume the rk 

The morning after, much to my relief, c 
appeared. The news end of a paper has 1 
me much except for its revenue i 

r new edlite 
fF interested 

fed 
a trained pilot in the stormy waters ahead 
T glimpsed him I lad a fee f pity 
It seemed a crime to let him walk into the he looked 
so like a lamb going blandly to. slaughter—long and 
ngular! with @ languid droop to his rs and the 

atoical patience of a fatalist in his blueeves, However, the 
line of his fips was straight apd the chin held promise, Of 

it became necessary at the 
ha recapitulation of thy 

recently developed 

oom: 
nm, along w 
Wh, 

set to explain to 
h 
f the | and the breakers 
ahead. He did not appear greatly interested — merely 
marked, “Indeed?” ant gazed mildly at me through hi 
thick glasses. He stil he came last from Worcester, which 

ted his ignorance,and 1 remarked that he was a lon palli 
1] being on express rates, way from home, my i 

HTARLIE telephoned to inquire how we were weather 
ing it 
The new editor bh 

ast Lo get hin! 
“What's he like? 
"Oh, it’s a shame 

I had to ge clear te the Atlantic here. 

! We ought to be indicted for infan- 

‘As bad as that? Ob, Dick! Well I'L drop in this after 
noan to look him over, % wait. Hello! 
Don't ext us off, Ce Dick?" 

Buxton Philpotts,”” 
“Shucks, w 

imes a name spoils am 
like ug Wharton or Oliver Co 
“How does Dick Saunders hit you?” 
“Reautiful!” she quickly a: 

friendly and solid and de pencdabh 
in a friend, It Ste you Bke a glov 
something about dropping in around three o'clock, 

hilpotts 

was hanging up the phone, 
Wh Charlie sprang off her horse in front of the 

“Pitchfork” —-on time to a minu I sent for the new 
editor. He came coatless and with his sleeves rolled u 
which did not noe his beauty. There was more tha 
six fect of him, but nothing about him seemed calc 
to agitate the young beart at first sight. Flat 
scrawny and knobby at the joints, and bis Adam's apple 
a separate, distinct feature—that was Buxton Philpotts 
His face devoid of expression, he stood in front 
waiting for what I might be moved to sty 
indication he gave, Charlie might have been in Jerich 

It was patent that she was disappointed, for sh 
face at me behind his back, Then J muttered their names, 

at 

Jvanced to 
new editor 
lasp, mur- 

rn custom, Charlie 

out wes int his he 
exclaimee "1 ewn't 

stand him, Br-r-r-rl hed tive ie 
water. The way h it? Just 

Te followed a 
vel that a solit 
but there was 

© inspire 
atan 

ual could keep us 
than the personal fe 

absolute 

mayor was his partner, the police were his henchmen, 

any bet sked Charlie one di 
who?” sh 

The 
stol 

‘ou know,” 
1 cheeks, “What A faint 

me thar?” 
“Wy saw you out wall Thurs 

and — 
“Dy we meet on the 

Cuntaca utts is fond x fh i 

fily, 
Aprowe ye figgrr. 

af laying out a gold « 

be possible for such a girl 1 
ver ry 1 to her relief, “What on earth 
st? What busi : 

id hastily, 
Den't you? And 

nest Injun! 
and all that, 

1 for 
ar 

Any wor 
irs on it 

ut 
y the 

TL said the 
ng with yor 

tion, and we 5 
ter that J met the 

, when | was returning fr 
good five miles up the 

i Charlie in 

¢ walking on 
m the Mattox 

euretaninsiile 

THE LOVE TOKEN 
VERSES BY WILBUR D. NESBIT 

PAINTING BY JENNIE BROWNSCOMBE 

BRING you a song that is song abloom, 
And the blossoms of radiant hue 

Hold a melodied chord in their faint perfume— 
And the song that they bear is You. 

“Tis the song of my world, of the sun and air 
And the earth and the breeze and dew; 

They have given the flowers the song to bear— 
And the song that they sing is You. 
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1 the latter occasion they were on horseback, and the ed 
{ abjectly miserable in the saddle, He rode li ¢ 

weal, Never were such opposite types—Churlie strong. 
browned, a strapping girl of one hundred and thirty 
poor Philpocts with the pallor and droop of ten 

es’ grind ata desk, His long legs dangled loose, for the 
erups w t to be of any use, and | could tell fran 

ory in his ey © was mints same square inches 
1 served him righe for trifling with a good horse. 

Wi WAITED anaiously for 
pened. Then one 

oie days more, but nothing 
1 dropped in at a new 
fil palace equipped 

the archi 
wn in front, sat Ray Watson, witlh 
amd two mining engincers. 
the buck, and I turned to find 

pipe or 
be loges, well eb 

Pitchfork” pre 
body nudged me in 

Ino 

, OF Timer,” said he in a hoarse whisper, 
5 feller ta the box he kid with the bow tie, 
au. koow him, don't you? He's a friend of yours, 

ain't be?. Works on the sume paper?" 
"Yes, L know him, and he's a friend of min 
“Well T just want to give bi ir warning. ‘The little 

ornery squirt dane wrote about me in your paper 

you sev 

« dirtiest piece ever wre ta man in this town. So 
you listen to what I'm te on, I'm going" ~tapping 
Toe Hightly on the collar of my goat with one long forefinger 

the spring.” 
nectar becam «a blur to my 

lly attieredfact tanec, his 
; there were flecks of yellow 

sing to kill that boy 
The antics of the film ce 

sight, He it in such a de 
hard, green eyes holding mine 
in the pupils. 

You tell him; do you hear me? I want to give him fair 
warning." Fired’ by a flash of vanity he added: "Why I 
never hurt a man in my life without warning, That ain't my 
style, Ol’ Timer; no, sir! Lots of fell would get me in the 
back if they could, but I'd newer shoot a man like that, Say, 

ind you, See the guy with the green tie?" 
ged, individual leerod at me when I glanced 

re to watch out nobody gets me from 
nd Red here” —indicating his compan- 

eye skinned on this side,” He gave a short 
alae care of anytfing that comes ait me Is 

Ray was leaning back in his chair, 
ver the absurdities of a fat bove 

rking his thumb toward the loge— 
spring to five und no longer. 1 want to 

gs with Lane 
You tell him” 

o's gut til ve 

harmed 
gota wife and 

He never really 
And he's 

x! Heavens, man! 
» wouldn't burt a fly 

“aid Hilton in an indulgent tone that 
Idon't want no quarrel with you, So you'd 

aisle 
in “ cateh Ray at the 
exit. He perceived me and we emerged into 

the strect, arm in arin, Hilton was ahead of us with hix two 
4, and 1 slowed that we might not overtake then. 

built all up and down three steep hills. A cation 
id it) the caion are che copper smelters, 

id market and the red-light « 1. ‘The 
n of he town is clost above it, on a hill tothe 
sad drops as abruptly from the last fringe 

tureiness houses as the morals of those who 
and his friends were apparently hes 

itin Acatan, As | watched 
cy Uurned into a saloon we had to pass 

the na 
American secti 
east, and the 

potable 

>, th 

e ick done by 
of new photographs from 

le to convey the warning at 
nid then we arrived opposite the saloon, 

* swing door opened, and out strode Ben Hilton, At 
cilo, Ol Timer!" hecalled. “You're telling of us," 

hey?” 
‘elling what?" Ray asked, his hand on my 

Hilton carne forward, quic! ly bat w atehfully His two 
supporters deopped back, one to the left and 

right. The street was thronged with Ame 
stives, Some of the former, irecognizing Ben, ducked 

rways in order to escape the expected fusiflade 
he called out: “Don't get scared, boys; noth- 

Red, watch my back, | 1 just 
le runt." He planted himself in 

to ¢ 
attered, 

ing’s going 
want to talk to thi 

front of Ray and, dwelling on each wont with concen- 
trated malice, said: “So you're the kid that done wrote 
that lying piece about ae in the paper, are you?" 

L only did 
"Don't tey to steak out of it. And vou needn't shake 
jar don't aim to kill you now. You've got tll spring. 
n't forget." He surveyed Ray for a moment with seath- 

ing calm. Then, nodding at me—* You se, He's scared, 
Ce ws on, Red," 

crowd split and down the street he went. 
When Ray amd f got to the office we fuund the new 

editor alone, He was writing ont a peed, hi de well 
down over hiseyes. Sh nand pale, Watson went ta his 
desk, where he stared, unsecing, at (be littered copy, 1 
could find no words to co: 

pocts paid no attention fora while 
{ moan from Ray he laid down hi 

but bearieg '& 

with minute care and crossed to him, “Y 
sorry,” he said simply, and put a band on his shoulder; 
‘but you did qu ght, Iwas there.” Ray stared at 

over bere. | want your help,” 

‘ 3 Hed by the fromt 
"Pitchfork," Inu double-beasled editorial 
fourths the length of the sixth column the 

<{ on the city to cast out Ben Hilton, 
There was no hysteria, no heroics. Ht recited the killings 
for whieh be had been tried of indicted, gr.ve the circum 

cach impartially, mentioned there had been 
which no record existed, and reviewed his life 

tions in Acatan. 
others 
and conm 

Jer and a slayer, he vet hob entire eity in the hollow 
Fiat conditions gave him thia power, but it is 
Hilton must leavetown. If he won't leave town 
No indi 

‘That was the ending. The first 1 
gasped and passed it along. Aft 
swamped with ort “Pitchfork ran off two 
thousand extra copies, and they were devoured at the 
breakfast tables, in offices and wherever two or three were 

ial can flout he must be killed. an entire community. 

vty see the paper 
that she office was 
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WEDDING 
FILM * BY WILL 

ILLUSTRATION 
GREFE 

When the Donald Bracklings Saw Five Years Unrolled From a One-Reel Spool 

By Robert Emmet MacAlarney 

HERE 
the “mov 

J been a lot af chafing when 
men appeared to “rile 

at the Brackling-Torrance wedding. 
No one, save Leslie Torrance and her 
fiancé, had the stightest bint that the 
men were to be there, until a dusty 
motor car rolled up te St. Jason’s-on 
the-Dunes while the late-comer ushers 
were hdgeting over their gloves and 

nis. 
The Torrances belonged to the old 

—o guard at Baybright; their roomy cot 
tie had been built long before the Casino and tenn 
had been installed, The Brac igs Were Newrunt 
been through Herbert Brackling—the great Brackling, the 
lenis champion—that they had appeared. He had come 
to play for the challenge bowl, and his few weeks on the 
Speingy turf, with an occasional cat-boating foray out through 
the embracing arms of the seg harbor, and the enticing hush 
of the place at night, had made bim discontented wot his 
family built a bungalow. 

His younger brother, Donald Braekling, had fallen in love 
With Leatie Torrance when they crabbed together from the 
inlet bridge, he a sturdy, matter-of-fact youngster and she 
@ wispy creature with m estnut hair and a temper 
which blazed suddenly nel as st Idenly died, Each had 

lied the destiny chat juvenile eyinptoms bad forecast. 
‘The Donald Brackling who walked up the aisle of St. Jason's: 

handsome, likable fellow, a junior part- 
ling importing firm, a member of the best 

1 the most astute parent wouk! have 
lent cateh, But transferring affect 

from the girl he always had intended to marry would aot have 
entered his head; he was distinctly matter-of-fact, 

NCE had sensed more than vaguely this 
ct ness, It had been Haunted most noticeably 

after thi 
which: in the course of an nga) 
even by the well-beed and resolu 
to the stool of repentance ashamed, in visible sackeloth and 
ashes, he confessed his fault and begged forgivencas with the 
manner of one whois merely performing a rite ax perfunctory 
its the dinner gon; 

It had wounded her the first es; bat she had eared 
sufficiently to merge this hurt into acceptance of knowledge 
that the moods and tenses of child h bickering over crab 

had grown up with hi ‘so like Donald.” As 
her, when she cared a great deal—as undoubtedly she 

d—every trifling apology was cloaked with the emotional 
icramental, as if her suing for pardon was the first 

petition for forgiveness that hd ever been presented, In her 
enthusiasm she cated even Donald Brackling with the lure 
of impulsiveness: kept coating him with it anew as the ol 
sueface cracked and peeled off, [heat twent waar she 
Liwenty-one were Witnesses to the impenctrability of teair, 
Gauged by the subduing of individual characteristics they 
were a4 fit for mating while quarreling over theie crab pets 
as when they retreated from St. Jason's altar w the reedy 
crescendo of the march by Mendelssohn. 

Young Brackling was smiling broadly, matter-of-factly, a3 
he strode, his bride leaning lightly against his selt-sufficient 
arm. Mrs, Brackling was smiling, too, with a background 
of wistfulness upon her fips, which mist of the watching 
matrons interpreted. There és a league of married women 

AUTHOR OF "TIE ENGAGEMENT TREF 

which apparently binds them not to “wireless” revelation to 
maidens. What would the league have telegraphed to Lestic 
in elusive feminine code, had the pledge been abrogated? 

compressing her volatility to squeeze it 
within the squarencsses of his disposition What are the 
titude and longitude of experiency, wifely expediency? 

‘They sell no sextants for use upon the seas of domenicity. 
But Leslie ‘Torrance would have scorned the proffer of one 
perhaps. She preferred daily coating of ber husband with 
her own tint of impulsivencss, 

AY BRIGITT still tatks about the wedding; it was very 
jolly. And by no means the least jolly part had been 

materialization of the “movie” men, three of them, in loud 
theeks and stripes, eraled by Jerry Mendel, the best of 
the Spark Film Company's veteran scouts, | Mendel had 
coined the trade-mark en his employers blazoned 
beginning and end of reel: “All the World's a 
Only when Jerry Mendel etaaced it be had sai 
World'sa Fillum,” His tweed exterior chimed with his pro- 

ion, Is it to be wondered at thar he was welcomed at 
asa rare dispensation? 

We wanted to have a reeurd of the day,” the new Mrs. 
Brackling explained to the bridesmaids and ushers; every 
one was breakfasting on the lawn, but the beidal party: had 

and-green marquee of its own, “It was 
my idea, wasn't it, Don? 

‘He rhushand nodded, *1 give you our wooden wedding !” 
he said, “We're to have a reunion then, all of us, at wherever 
Leslie and 1 may be. The motors, special trains, or 

lanes—whatever is the thing in five years—will be on 
me, remember. We'll watch the pictures together then, 

Every On egy and drank a toast to the wooden wedding. 
Mrs, Bracklin her white satin sheath, 
with the sietlelates the matrons in St. Jason's had compre- 
hended, remained standing when the others sut, Her fingers 
laced over the back of the chair she had pushed aside, 
The suddenness of demarcation never ceases to startle one, 
The Leslie Torrance thar had been found herself peering at 
her friends from the pinnacie of the Leslie Brackling that 
wus, Dorothy Farwell, her maid of honor, sitting next to 
the tennis champion, bad been transmuted in the hou 
the floppy leghorn which they had picked out together 
seemed wnfamiliar. Her husband was smiling at her—the 
old crab-net smile, pleasantly implying that he was alto- 
gether sure of himself and hence of her, She lutched the 
chair tip. “No matter what happens in five years,” she 
began, "no matter where we arc or you are, we want to sit 

and look at our wedding pictures. And I do bope 

Donald Brackling best forwan! with an emt 
What was the matter Leslie? There was a catch in her 
throat which meant a sob; he knew that catch; it had been 
the most discompusing feature of their occasional recon+ 
ciliations; it had secmed always to put him in the 

But Mrs. Brackling pulled herself together pluckily 
have all been such good friends!” she said. “And Donald 
and T want you to know that having these ‘mevie" men 
isn’t a careless bit of fun_ Let us balance friendly accounts 
at the end of five years, A lot of things are bound to happen. 
There will be other brides and bridegrooms in five years” 
she glanced at Dorothy Farwell. 

Dorothy also had achieved matter-of-factness. She was 
inwardly disapproving at this instant. She loathed trans- 
parency of sentiment. It was against this sort of thing —the 
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Brackling matter-offactness, Derothy Farwell's loathing of 
the unconventional—that Leslie Tor had rebelled: but 
no one knew, least of all the satia-ah thed beide, that her 
hesitating little harangue, with its incoherent p 
a last shot before capitulation, For marriage with Donald 
Brackling was no truce of arms; it Was surrender, 

nd—if any of us—should not be alive in fi 
wouldn't those of us be glad if we knew that our {rier ds—our 
very good friends—were thinking of us again—as they 
watched us in—the wedding picture 
Young Mrs, Brackling sank into the chair, Doeothy 

Farwell heard Herbert Brackling the great Brackling ~ 
ive an unconscious gulp of relief, “What a gruesome sort 

g to rake up!" 1. They were at the far end of 
anew. p and chatte at Le 

T don't know,” she replied. “They say it’s good luck to 
meet a funeral procession when you are driving toa wedding, 
Why should it be bad tuck te talk about funerals at a wed- 
ding breakfast?” 

“It's such a be: 1 things.” the tennis 
champion urged, ¢ been keen only on 
teing jolly; that's what wedding breakfasts are for. 101 
should dic in five years it would make me turn in my grave 
to know the rest of you were sitting comfor 
one's drawing-room, watching the ghost of me on 

and all sort . 
ir laughests “You put it. graphically 

so! “a Idon't know that [sh 
for the fact that frocks change so dr 
Just y, When Donald and Leslie celebrate their golden 
wedding What scarecrows we women stall be ifthe fli 
lasts that Jong. Just imagine how Ud this hat, 
example, by the time Leslie is a ood 

The tennis champion chuckled, 

“TUST that i keep on talking! A lithe more laughing 
by the brie pia don't all face the camera at once! 

Under the r: of the groen~and-white canvas pooped ised tha 
the veteran scout of e sade Film Company, 

Jerry Mendel was in his element, It was a trifle warm 
despite the breeze from the bay; the “ movie’ man's fea. 
tures were rubicund. As the camera trio darted here and 
there foud stripes and checks punctuated the lawn. For five 
minutes the group in che marquee sat gallantly under, fire. 
“Now I'd like to borrow the bride and groom," Jerry 

Mendel announced, “If we're going to make these here 
fillums complete I'll nece you two for ten minutes,” 

He beamed as Donald Brackling resignedly led his wile 
out of the tent. girl at home about the age of 
this stim beide ¢ betrothed to the hrown-must: ached 
young mao hel 
cinematograph scout, but first, and beyond all, he was at 
father. He was wishing he could afford (@ buy Lena a dress 
like that when she was wedded to Jake Berg in Liberty Hall 

nadway, next autumn, 
5 remarked the great Brackling to the maid of 

honor, “it's time the dancing began, The Torrance courts 
are a joke as courts, but they make a mighty good floor 
foundation. Let me have the frst dance, Dorothy 

Miss Farwell answered. "1 promised it to 
ny oral, you know 

He watched! the youthful Carter carry her off to the eare- 
fully Laid planking, into, whieh corn meal had been ground 
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EANNE-MARIFE dinner’ that evening 

been now for a week uu 
nother, careworn ur I 
lamp, thor ne ken 
worry, of the general 
they passed guarded an 1 
over her little brown | vt 

i ah, but to iF eu 

asin peril; chareve h 
ver atthe stand in the str 
ng the ather rasell 

War a, ax in 187 
teelf with lar " 

unset glow. Her father and moth 
1 soon after 1870, had been raised in ch mories ul 

that disaster: they had passed them on to | ' | 
child there weighed the discouragement of an enti ion 
Her grandfather bad fonght then, a Colonel 

and had lost one arm 
She sent a glance toward him now, He sat cen f 
her and mother, very straight and gaunt, his skin mer 
hment tight upon 

ig drooping mustache like that 
of one of Napoleon's grenadiers, 
He had changed much of kite 
be flesh had gone from hir 
ving brittle bone; often he d 

nat hear you when you spoke to 
him; his eyes had withdrawn 
deeper and deeper into their 
holes; in there they seemed to 
be watching the burning of a 
small lamp within him. And i 
was because of him as well as or 
her account that her father ar 
mother spoke so guardedly and 

weretly of what held. thei 
ninds so much, of what held th 
nines of atl—ihe possibilities of 

war. ‘The physician had said 
that he must be kept from all 
exciteme 

With the chang 
earance another 

comm, one grateful 
Marie His cine ip 

had stepped down to hers of kat 
the soul of the okt man, so near 
etern ppevache are’ 

ingly wil of the child 
lately it 

EANNE-MARIE an 
her glance at him, And iny 

Tediately, in return, his eyes in 
their depths seemed to turn out 

her, and to flash at her 
1 dim signal 

Jeanne-Marie looked down 
into her lap and sei After 
1 While sl another glance 
at him, and once more his eyes 
last for a moment their inward 
absorption and sent toward ber 
a Hitting sign. 

These two, the grandfather 
and the child, held a momentous 
secret between ther 

When dinner had ended 
Jeanne-Marie’s father himself 
took the old Colonel to his room 
This was a pious duty witich he 
perf every evening with a 

! had greatly tendern 
increases Jeanne- Maric 

Jeu N " " rs to the left,” he 
\ n of her Vhe infanery in the 

wand to the righty 
r re of charge 

mystery an r “A: veral 1 unne- Marie," he eon 
t Vhis ga f whined, to se 

f t ™ will be among the first sts way we did it at : nipchen | hanged it all i : H ) jut we will fi ; # Phere, Jeannette, it 
i Fo 1 | ' mo hin h © by the hand 

t his 1 the ¢ He on a 

allowed t mph 0 the left of the table for ; ' (18 or hinell; they sat dows “i pate uling himself for the long 
u ‘ on tian it “tps be chi near 

i te , \ along hevi thoar a h ; ; ater mm the litth 5 ‘ I u infantry in 
red trouser = wits in the 

te, Rank Purcos and 
uaves in wie bloomers and 

hort ve Fothe right and left 
the chasseur hussars, in 
their light bli were om 
thei: M next to one 

inde ne cuira 
i ther artil 

le here they 
10 ul re at 

Lin ick of the le 
sod along the 

$ not of 
ittle bayonets 

he east 
lrawn, wer 

; ll the eannor 
nted totheeasts and the litt 
poral, behind, with his bino 

lars searched incessantly th 
cast—and France was guard 

at might! 

GEANDFATHER and small 
J daughter had done thi 

ry night for a week, Ever 
nig hen one 
bed, they stole he 
ind arranged their Httle ar 
und watched a nighe lee 
All over the big continent diplo: 
vats worked and plotted; all 

over the big continent the popt 
ions wondered, wai ariel 

feared; all over the continent the 
military men toiled, harassed, a 
Ac ig anxiety in their 
breasts; but here in this roc 

he center of Paris, at the lea 
of France, onty calm vigilance 
eniste be army was ready 
Fran as gi 

But it was nard some night 
night. The 

socumubatedt; it 
upon them now like a 

f water heh! by a weak 

filtered through. their 
and entered their brains 

And th man to 
it of the candle, the child 

slid of 
vered, 

it was very hal 
lost sleep had 

eee) 

left, sagge each 
Tex sagged 

had time to follow for a moment The candle between them 
the gaunt febrile farm with her 
eyes; then her mother pounced if a shado 
upon her and led Aer off to bed. throat, str 
Jeanne-Marie felt her mother itself; the darkne 

at warm hands taking off her and retreated, J 
garments, felt the urchy night dand woke, zed anid 

fall about hee like a cool shiv again times she sank i 
s id with a-small sigh into her p ses of deliciots oblivion, 

which rose like a sea abou then, with her heart pounding 
her till it was up to ber ein; an nenged to the vigil again, ‘The 
ill that time her mother vatern wall of the room was no 
looking straight altead, far, with longer reached by the light: it 
largeeyes: and now, inthe dark eomed to he gone- to that side, 
ness, her mother whispered. in space went on Mlimitably tog 

woh a way that Jeanne-Marie’s level and indistince ph J 
hi immediately began to Jeanne-Marie thought sty 
pump hard: “Jeannette, pray there the ur of 
tor France tonight; pray for s flowing together for 
France uitack, But always her eyes, 

Jeannette prayed. She thought The OM Colonel, in the SemiDes Seem Rise aed Rise Till He Was Like o Cinett finally resting on the center of the 
her mother gone, but after a ‘oom, telegraphed to her heart 
while heard her again in the darkness: “Now sleep at the ¢ Jood 1 sweet f For in the ¢ he room the stanch 
Jeannette, chérie.” Then Jeanne-Marie was tr ri was bet li y_ still stood, alert, face to the ea tid not 

of the move, yet it seemed ready to spring; it was immobile, but 
ing better thar 

thing much mor 
J tistened in 

ose on her elt 

SHE did no 
wJithat, She 
xciting to de 

ness, + fac 
to listen the be dropped 
into a doze, but soon ¥ 
her eyes wide in the nig 

he had learned to interpret, 
time. The clatter of t 
the Jong 
through. T urmur of 
room, a droning falling mes atl 
times alme appeal, came finally to an end 
door shut her father and mother had retired. A 
silenc 3 ripple over the house; the house & 
to be at the bottom of a lake; the deep ramble of the Pari 
atreets itself became appeased. 

Then there was a whisper at Jeanne-Marie’s open door 
‘Jeanne, Jeanne, are you ready?” 

breathed 
the lines, a 
and France 

T 

seemed te 
and exalted 

and at times a long shudik 
shudder of fervid devotion 

cill was saf 
aise along 
sacrifice; 

verish visions; fe 
a, enduring 

Dim, gigantic 
abrupt the old im 

hich gradually enve 
ne had never ki 

he made strange no 
¢ looked at him, at 

young mind flaming to epic m 
at the little army, ready there 

passe torpors, 
ornly 

ga kei 

ve, with 
mories. 

with bayonets 

must have gone (0 
fed this time her eyes a 

ally they were ope 
ily in flashe 

first refused 
felt as if filled 

etween attacks of y aw 
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Th e Girl at 

By Geraldine Bonner 

RATIONS B ARTHUR W 

Central 
‘Own Story of the Great Hesketh Mystery 

BROWN 

hed the fact that part 
story was true; the 

vin who had gone down to th 
on and then disappeared hc 

dist ared in his auto, W 
YIVIA Hesketh? ‘The gene 

48 yes—Sylvia Hes 
Unknown reason, running 

ver and her home. 
ew now that she | 
rable, a girl that 
im into her head 
pur of the m 

, Elhere were thes 
should have t 

in Doctor Fowler's ear | 

| 

ies to burn 
own down 

wed away pate those wh 
d 

i « w saicl 
LW unto h If, and they ! t that 

On the mornin, 
} 

ulter that sup 
Per in the Gilt Edge, Anne came in 
1 do the marketing and stopped | 

; he exchange, The room was 
ety, bat even 0 1 had to whis 
Doctor re they going est the 

‘He! # waiting,” she whispered 

"What do you make of it?” 
th, What L always have, [think | 
the Woman was Virginie. 1 think 
on, Mook Sylvia's things and lit ut on her Gwe account 
in at does Mrx, Fowler say?” 

t's going to offer a reward 
for the That's her way 

This cvs tO 
She knows ne 

a fight for ber hus 
rhapa his life 

aploying Mills and some 
other detectives and she keeps in 
lose touch with them.’ 

N THE next day the reward 
was made public, [twas in all 

the papers and nailed up s at the de 
Pat and in the post office, the wor: 
Heinted in black, staring letters: 

ARTHUR witty ww 

“A Day Later He Was Asus Token TENTHOUSAND DouLans REwaRn 
murderer of the fate Sytv one discovering th 

hb other, Constance G: will be paid | 
apleshade, New Jersey 
Late that afternoon Babbitts came into t 

Was staying at th gwood Inn, but it was the firs 
hat day I'd seen and after our supper together I'd 

eel real chummy with hi to his usual begun ¢ tof 
CRstom he was short and preoccupied, 
Without more words and then banging shut the ‘ 
booth, Ir got me a little riled, and seeing he wasn't wa 

I didn't see why E should, so I lifted the cam 
and quietly listened in=not that I expected to he 

hing very private, for the number he'd given w eyes, just swept the c 
his paper He didn't moye, leaning 

The chap at the other end had a way of grt saying a word.’ With | 
7 what was said, I'd heard ii nervous ! 
unnatural sort of patience about him, 

forever taking mex 
1 got a new lead 

here all mor 
he spelled 1 
“Good peoph 

ane ke about ball a t 
tom the Wayside Arbor 

oad leading up from the pike, I 

» tell p 
1p 

"Get on,” said the voice, 
"1 stopped in there ar 

wornan, fat, with a w 
thirsting for a 

Esaid | was a tourist are taking 1 

the Fair Circassian in a circus 
rouse up. "Did you thirst 4 fc 

o¢ information 
Notoriety and has 
tant. Her hus 
toh 
fires, Do you hear? 

"“T got you.” 
"The night of Sund 

knocked at ber door, 
how where he was and how to get to the 

spoke to him from an upper window and couk 
face, the night being dark, All ke out was that 

fe and wore an overceat. old her his auto 
w road back of him andl he'd got mixed wp in the 
Country lanes. ‘The thing's funny, as there are very few roads 
that side of the pik 

“Hold on! V Bae 

dl & 
been n prying her up to the px int bf geitg 

envy and she's agreed, but tried it on me 

jue nin 1an 
y and wanting to 

npike. She 
n't see his 

says |. “As for 1 
ed it, what with my wo 

I says in a w 
wn Maple Lanc 

ont of my board wit 
came in, 

He was pers back, 
ve re him the rand spoke like 

and here's what caugh 
( Page 23) 

id be fully 

¢ what he'd 

re upon 
J reporter with a head 

1p and down Maple 
Lan an how ond it may 

amuse you to know that what that 
simple chap ¥ was to tell me 

listen to y voice my 
res, 
[looked at him calm and pitiful 

Me, that had been listening cill, if 
h exercise, mine 

en long enough to 
1 true lover's knot on top of 

| my head! There's a wonderful in. 
nocence about men i 
i makes you fe 
like they were helpless ¢ 

He capped the climax by tell 
ing me about Mrs. Cre thay 
morning dn‘tthought | r 
word. Andas he told it, believing 

so honest that | didi he: 
gan to feel kind of cheap, as if 1 
lied Lo some one who couldn't k ave 
thought Vd do 
did t tell a» the truth—1 8 

EC ed but | made a vow 
ai, no matter how sly 1 was to 

he others, I'd be on the square 
with Babbites, 

| Ps way along the lane there's 
tthe hill where the road 

* wn toward the entrance of 

Mapleubade, ‘We stopped here and 
looked backat the house, lying lang 

dark among its dark tree 
right with stars, and 

heir light you could see th 
ches of the woods 

sch where 
pen, Mt 

Joomy exces 

ne out ih 

" know 

ad 

cansge 
out to Babbiies wher 
dows werenot a ligh 
and then, at the end 
four or five in a row t 
to Mrs. Fowler 
room was one of them where Anne 
had told me she and the Doctor 
alwa ays sat in the evenings. 

+ suite, 

ictreeent 

“Search me," said Babl 
man, but if E was i pacing up and 

ity hair turning while an Bea 

fing, “I'll bet that's what he's doing 
‘ounded by their ric hes jumping every 

nere’s a knock on the door, thinking that the summons 

at that 
owler were talking 

t shows you how you never co 
the Doctor and Mra 

a] just come from Philadelphia, bring- 
hope they'd bad since the tragedy 

Jiamond-and-ruby lavalliere th 
in a pawnshop and tha 

Syilv 

of news ran like wildfire 
Dupont had been arrested 3 

and it didn't take any third 
She made a clean breast 

ht with the goods, all the lost jewelry 
here she was hiding. It sent her to 

for whom—anyway she 
eth's room on the night 

h disappeared. 
w no light on the murder it exonerated the 

rit fitted at every point with what be bad sait 
Jown here, 1, but as T got it from 

to rob § a, but 
came when, the 

¢ discuvered that an eloy 
1 Sylvia's letters 

ut, and knew of the affa 
morning she 

nin Reddy she readily guessed what 
er to Sylvia she went to her 

spened the envelope with steam from a kettle, 
she knew that » carry oul 

+ waiting 
tor bein 

© purpose 
When e 

Sylvia leave a 
¢ hung about the halls and saw 

Tying the fitted 
r room, took an 
Tt was while she 

ne to her of imperson- 

bag. The co 
old black bag of i 

ting this bag that the idea 
ating her_mistr she could steal some 

hes, She secured the jewelry in a pocket hanging from 
her waist, took some false hair that Sylvia wore when the 
weather was damp and covered her head with it, and selected 

of which there were several, aver all 



new seal cost that had abe particukarly wanted was 
phe except herself livered a few days before, ? 

Nora and Miss Hesketh knew of this coar, as there had bes 
so much quarreling about Sylvia's extravagance that the giel 
often bought clothes without telling. Alter putting it on, 
Virginie filled her bag with things from the bureau drawers, 

tas she was leaving, saw the gold-mesh purse on the 
nd snatched it up, 

All this was done like Tightoings and she thinks she left 
the house not more than twenty or twenty-five minutes after 
Sylvia. To catch the train she had to hurry and she ran up 
Maple Lane behind the hedge. She was nearing the village 
when she heard the whir of an auto and through the bedye 
saw the two big headlights of a car coming slowly down the 
lane, For i moment she paused, peeking through che 
lranches, and made out that there was only one person in it, 
Jack Reddy. 

She reached the station only a few minutes before the train 
she had a ticket she stood at the dark end of the 

not moving inte the light till the engine was draw- 
ing near. Then Jim Donahue saw her and came up, address 
ing Ner as Miss Hesketh, had often tried to innit 
Sylvia's voice ami accent, which she thought very elegant, 

af 
At the Junction she was going to get off, take the beanch 

line to Hazelmere and transfer there to the Philadelphia 
express, Jn the women’s waiting room, which would prob- 
ably he deserted at that hour, she intended taking off Sylvia’ a's 
evar anal hair and reappear as the modest and insignificant 

dy's maid, She had thought this out in the afternoon, 
viding that Sylvia woukl probably communicate with her 

mother tn the morning and that the theft would then be dis- 
covered. Enquiries started for the woman who had been seen 
on the train would Jead to sothing, as that woman would 
have dropped out of sight at the Junction, 

E‘ emptyand she had ample time to take off the hair and 
ag, hang the coat over her arm, with the lining 

ened out, amd even punch the small, soft hat into another 
ape. No ome wank have thought the woman who went 

into the waiting room was the woman who came out. 
And then came the first mishap: as she opened the door 

she stepped almost into Doctor Fowler, She was terror 
on then neither her tack nor her loft her, 

i showed ber that he 
the elopement and gave her a lead what to say, She 

ast have been a pretty nervy woman, the way she jumped 
that lead. Right olf the Lat she invented the story about 

Me feet Sylvia to Philadelphia to wait there at the 

ERY THING worked without a hitch, "The waiting room 

1 s furiow and ordered her into his auto, 
‘There was nothing for it but to obey, and in she got, sitting 
inthe hack. As she was stepping up, be close beside ber, ste 
remembered the -mesh purse plain in her hand, ea 
flash she bene forward and jammed it down between the 
Inch ane seat. 

The rile up the Riven Rock Road was just as the Doctor 
deseribed it, It was after the Lamp had been broken and be 

he car, starting it up, that she slipped out. She 
was deter to get away with all hee joot and took the 
ag and coat with her; but between the hurry and fear of 
the moment she forgot the punse, 

She wandered through the woods till she saw a «mall seat- 
tering of lights, which she took for one of the brancheline 

When the dawn came she had lost some of her 
nel felt it was too risky to carry the extra things. So 

the root of a tree, took off the hat, tying the 
id, and walked across the fields to the station, 

Asit was Monday morning there were a bot of laborers, men 
am! women, on the platform. She mingled with them, look- 
ing like them in her muddy clothes and tied-up head, and 
got away to Hazelmere without being noticed. 

She was feeling safe in her furnished room in Philadelphia, 
when she read of the murder in the papers, ‘That scared her 
almost to death aod she liy as close asa rabbit in a burro 
afraid to go out and cooking her food on a gas cing. It wa 
the man she har stolen for who gave away. 
When she refused to raise money on the jewels he 
stole the lavalliére and pawned it. 

Under the trees, where she said she'd left them, the 
olice found the coat and hat, Besikle them was the 
ag stuffed full of lingerie, gloves and silk stockings, 

with the false hair crowded! down inte the inside 
pocket, 

Hesides clearing the Doctor her confession threw 
light on two important points: one, that Sylvia had 
fet the house at a little after six, and the other thar 
Reddy had been at the meeting place at the time he 
saiel, xt 

ATER the excitement of the Frenchwoman's arrest 
there was a sort of lull, For a few days people 
he we were going to move right on and lay our 

is on the murderer, But, outside of proving thar 
Doetor wasn't the guilty one, the tragedy was no 

nearer a solution than ic had been the day it hap: 
1. Though there was still a good deal of talk 

it, it began to die down in the public interest, 
© calling it it was then that the papers 59 

it place of The Hesketh The Hesketh Mystery," 
Marder.” 

he reporters left the Inn and went back to live in 
, coming in every few days to snoop around for 

any pew items that might have turned up. Babbites 
came oftener than the others and stayed later, and he 
and 1 hae several more walks, We were getting to be 
like partners in some kind of secret business, meeting 
after dark and pacing along the roads around the 
village, with the stars shining overhead and the ground 
hard and crumbly under our feet. 

If you'd met us you'd have set us down for a pair 
‘of lovers: wal ing: side by side under the dark of the 
trees, Butif you'd followed along and listened you'd 
have got cured of that romantic notion mighty quick. 
Our ton was all about evidence and leads ane 
clews—not so much as a compliment or a baby stare 
from start to finish, I don't believe if you'd asked 
Babbitts he could have told you whether my eyes were 
brown or blue, and as for me—outside of his being a 
nice kid, he didn't figure out any more important 
than the weather vane on the Methodist church, It 
was “the case" that drew us together like a magnet 
drawing nails, We'd speculate about it and look at 
it all around, a if it was something we had hold of in 
our hands, | guess it was the mysteriousness of it 
that attracted! him, and the reward too. There was 
more in it for me as you know: bat he never gor a 
hint of thay, 

Tt was one evening nearly four weeks after the murder 
that be gave me a shock—not mecening to, of course; for 
even then Vd found out he was the kind chat woulda't hurt 
a fly, We were talking of Jack Reddy, who we'd seen that 

in the village, the fi ne 
vy," said Babb 's queer, but [ keep think- 

ing of that yarn of hat evening in the Gilt Edge,” 
I drew away like hed stuck a pin into me. “ Why do 

i 1 that?” 1 askeet loud and sharp. 
Why,” he said slow, as if he was consider suppor 

because it was so plausible, And ['ve been wondering if 
many other people have thought of 

“1 guess they have,” | answered kind of fieroe; “there’s 
fools enough in the world to think of anything, | make no 
doubt there's people who've tried to wark out that / did it, 
the reward tempting them to bes and sin. 

ABRITTS looked at me surprised, " What's there to get 
mad about?” heasked, “]'im not fora moment suggest- 

ing that Reddy really had any hand in it. Why be could no 
more have killed that giri than J could kill yw 

[simmered down; it was awful sweet the way he said it. 
"Then you oughtn’t to be casting suspicions on an innecent 

1 said, still grouchy. 
“Oh, you're such a little pepper pot! Do you think fora 

moment I'd say this to anybody but you? Look at me!" 
J looked into his eyes, clear as a baby’s in the starlight, “If 
you believe [nr the sort of fellow who'd puta sluron Reddy 
1 wonder you'll come out this way and walk with me.” 

1 saaileds I couldn't help it; and Babbitts, seeing [ was 
all right again, tucked his hand inside my arm and we walked 
on, very friendly, 

Heing ignorant of the true state of my feelings he went 
straight back to the subject: “Now understand that 1 
mean nothing against Reddy and that I've never stid this to 
a soul aes you, but ever since the inquest there's been 
one thing that's puzzled me—tbe length of time he was out 
that night.” 

“He explained that," £ 
“T know be did, and everybody's accepted his explana- 

tion; but seven hours in a high-powered racing car! He 
could have gone to Philadelph nina show and come 
pack." 
“But he told all about it," 1 insisted, 
“He did,” said Babbites. “Bue Pil tell you somethin, 

Miss Morganthau—between ourselves, not to go an i 
farther: Reddy's story essed me as the undiluted truth 
till he got to that part of 

“What do you mean?" I said fow, and being afraid 1 was 
going to tremble { pullest my arm away from hin, 

“This: | was watching him very close, and when he began 
to talk about that night ride some sort of change came over 
him, It was very subtle; | never beard any one speak of it; 
Dut it seemed to me as if he was making an effort to give an 
impression of frankness, The rest of his testimony had the 
hesitating, natural tone of a man who is nervous and maybe 
uncertain of his facts; but when he came to that he—well 
he looked to me as if he was internally bracing himself,asif he 
was on dangerous ground and Knew it.’ 

F I'D been able to speak as well as that those were exactly 
the words I would have used, [cleared my throat before 1 

answered: “Looks like to me, Mr. Babbitts, that you ought 
to be writing novels instead of press stories.” 

“Oh, no,” he said careless; “but, you see, I've been on a 
number of cases like this and a fellow gets observant. It's 
queer, the whole thing. If that Frenchwoman's evidence is 
to be trusted Miss Hesketh did leave the house early to keep 
that date with the Voice Man.” I didn’t sy a word, looking 
straight before me at the lights of 1 youd through the 
trees, Babbitts, with his hands in his pockets swinging alony 
beside me, went on: “That's what's made me think of 
Jasper's hypothetical case, Do you remember? He said 
Reddy'd come down to the meeting place, found Miss 
Hesketh with the other man and got into a berserker rage. 
Say what you like, it daes work ou 
When he bid me good night at Mrs. Galway's side door 

he wanted to know why I was sosilent, Even if I'd wanted 
to give a reason T hadn't one to g Don't you believe for 
a minute [ wits really worried; it was just that [| hated any 

OUT FOR A WALK 
BY STRICKLAND GILLILAN 

Y TINY son walks out with me 
Along the sweet suburban road — 

Has many a cheery scout with me 
While chattering in our own love code; 

He finds a reddened leaf perchance, 
A gaudy butterfly’s lost wing, 

A stone from which the sun rays glance, 
Or some such childish-cherished thing. 

All these he bears to me and places 
Within my hand (as I have halted 

To reconcile our varied paces), 
And says with look and tone exalted: 

“See, Father, what I found back there; 
You missed it when you sauntered by; 
Your big, strong hand takes better care 

Of these—my treasures—than can I.” 

We are but children, walking out 
With Father. All the things we find — 

Gems now, but later viewed with doubt— 
We bear to Him, love strong and kind, 

And say: “ These big, safe of Thine 
Can take much better care than we 

Of these—our treasures—rare and fine: 
Dear God, we trust our all with Thee!” 

one even to yarn that way about Jack Reddy. Poor me, if 
Td known then what was coming ! 

It begun to come two days later, the first shadew that 
was going to darken and spread till —— Bur Um going 
tno quick. 

Vd just bad my lunch, put away my box and swept off the 
crumbs, when T got a call from the Rille Run Camp. That's 
2 summer resort ‘way up in the hills beyond Hochalags 
Lake. The voice, with a beogue on it as nich as butter, wat 
Pat Donahue's, Jim's eldest son, a sort of idle scamp, who 
gone up to the camp te work in the summer and had stay 
3 peas there was nothing to do, at least that's what 
im said, 

the connection and listened in, not because | wat 
expecting anything worth hearing, bu use 1 wasn't 
taking any chances. I guess Pat Donghue was the last pet 
son any one wouk! expect to come jumping inty th hate 
of the Hesketh Mystery; but that's what he did—with botll 
feet, hard, 

I dida't pay much attention at first, and then a sentenc® 
aught my ear and | grew still as a statue, my eyes starint 
sraight in front, even breathing carefully’ as if they cou! 
ear, 
fe was in Pat's voice, the voice answering jens at the 

depot: “Me and Bridger was in to Hochalaga Lake yestet 
day forenoon, fishin’ through the ice, Can you hear mer 
Paw?" 

“Fine. Areyou payin’ foc a call to tell me you're that ide 
you have to phy at fishin’?" 

“Jest you listen close and bear me before you came backs 
1 seen in the papers that Miss Hesketh that was murd 
had one glove lost, Do you mind what the one that wasn’t 
Jost looked like 

Sare T do; why shoulda's TP 
inquest? 

“Will you be answering me instead of tellin 

Didn'e T see it at she 

me what 

t E doin’ it? Tr was a left-hand glove, light grays 
with three pearl buteons and a furrenee’s name stamped 1 
the inside,” 

“ ELL, then, T got the feller to it right hand, [found 
ton the wharf at the lake, in fromt af the alow. 

Seeing that there's ten thousand dollars’ reward offered | 
thought I'd be blowin’ in the price of ih yen, shows 
it's so ungrateful ye are for the news Mm sorry | done ite 
But PH not bother you ou more, for it’s in to the district 
attorney I'l be goin’ with the evidence.” 

‘That was what be did, that very afternoon, By the next 
day everybody in Longwoorl ki how Pat Donahue had 
found Sylvia Hesketh's missing i 
frant of the Rede nyalow. “The nate 
name ws 

‘Gee, those were awful days that followed! When I chink 
of them now FT can feel a sort of sinking come back on mes 
and my face gets stiff like it was made of leather and couldn't 
limber up for a snile, Each morning I'd get up scared sit 
of what [ was going to hear that day, and each evening Fd go 
to bed filled with a darkness as black as the night cakes 
1 coukda’t believe it, and yet —well Pil tell you and you can 
judge for yourself. 

The potice got busy, of course, and went out 1o Hochakags 
and made a thorough examination of the house ane it 
surroundings, 

‘The bungalow stood at one end of the lake right on the 
shore, with a little wharf jutting out in front of it into the 
water, The doar opened into a big living room, furnished 
very pretty and comfortable with green Madris curt 
at the windo green rug on the tloar, and wicker chai 
with green denim cushions. At one side was a big, brick 
fireplace with a copper kettle han; om a crane, and over 
ina corner wasa desk with a telephone on it, Along the walls 
were bookeases full of books in the center was a table 
with chairs drawn up at each side of it, 
The police noticed right off that it didn't have the damp. 

musty feel of a place shut up through a long spell of rain. 
‘The air was cold and dey and they could scent the odor af 
wood fires and a slight, faint ssl! of tobacco smoke, Then 
they saw that the firephice was piled high with ashes and 

that there were cigar ends scattered on the hearth. 
On the center table was a shaded lamp, and near i 
a match box with burnt matches sirewn around on 
the door. The desk drawer was open and the papers 
inside all tossed! and littered about as if se had 
gone through them ina barry, An armchair stood on 
cach side of the table and another was in front of the 
fireplace. All over the floor were earth stains ax if 
muddy feet had been walking about, There were no 
signs that the place had been broken into; windows 
and doors were locked and the locks in good condition. 

Outside, against the wall of the house, they found a 
pile of broken china, what seemed to be the remains of 
ateaset. It was not till the search was nearly ended 
that one of the men, studying the grass along the road 
side for traces of foot prints, came on a gasoline drum 
hidden among the bushes, 

JT that wasn't the worst; leading up the road to 
within a few yards of the wharf were the tracks 

of auto wheels, At the time when these tracks were 
made the road was deep in mud whieh, about the 
wharf, had evidently been a regular pool, “The driver 
of the motor had stopped his ear at the edge of Whi 
got out and walked through it to the bungalow. 
Clear as if they had been cast in plaster his foot- 
prints went from where the rats ended to the edge 
of the wharf, ‘There, just at the corner of the planks, 
three small, pointed footprints met them —a woman's 
Kither the man had carried the woman or she had 
picked her way along the grass by the raadside, and, 
joining him on the planks, had made a step ar two 
jnto the soft carth, On the whaef the prints were fost 
in a broken caking of mod, The man's went back w 
the car, close to where they had come from it, and 
they returned as they had come—alone. 

Jack Reddy's shoes fitted the large prints and 
Sylvia Hesketh’s the small ones! 

It came on Longwood with an awful shock. ‘The 
faces of the people were all dull and dazed-looking, 
as if they were kaocked half silly by a blow. They 
couldn't believe it, and yet there it was! ‘The paj 
printed terrible headlines: “The Earh Gives Upa 
urderer’s Secret," and “Jack Frost Versus Jack 

Reddy.” There were imaginary accounts of how 
Mr. Reddy could have done tt, and Jasper in his paper 
had a Jong article worked out like the story he’ Pod 
us that night in the Gilt Edge, but with att the holes 
filled up, “Everything was against Mr. Reddy; even 
the telephone message that Sylvia had sent him from 
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HEY were illustrators 
and makers of odd and 
beautiful advertising, 

and e nely gay young folks—Lester’s father and mother, 
Their friends were as gay as they were—people given to 
much merry talk and light laughter, to ringing doorbells at 
uncarthty hours, cating supper sometimes in the almost- 
morning. Often Lester had been awakened toward dawn, 
to hear those lighthearted Bohemians still merrymaking in 
the dining room. He wished he might be permitted just to 
peep in and feast his eyes upon them, but he understood 
very well indeed that he must keep strictly out of sight. He 
adored his far and mother with all his heart, but they 
were 50 busy loving cach other and doing much work and 
being gay with so many friends that they simply couldn't 
find time to bother with only Lester, 

‘They coukin't even use hin fora plain “ad,” much fess for 
ain illustration or a “kiddy poster."” His little, thin, sensitive 
face couldn't fit in for bouncing breakfastfood youngsters 
or robust soup-and-jelly kidd y uldn't put bim ie 
rompers or cute little bathing “panties” and let him scuttle 
along brook or beach, to make an outdoor “ad” that would 
lure city folks to ta }o this or that resort; for his skinny 
Hittle ribs ane his legs and arms like stick: 
uncompromising plainness, and his face 
gravity, the large eyes serious and questioning. 

Asa matter of fact they hadn't wanted him at all, They 
were so sufficient to each other that a third member of the 
firm seemed rather an impertinent intruder. So Lester was 
a very disagreeable surprise. They were inclined to be some- 
what blank about him at first. Fortunately his mara had 
done some perfectly enchanting baby food" ads”; so she knew 
how ta feed him before Katy came and after the trained 
nurse had gon fter Katy’s arrival the baby wasn't any 
mare trouble, a is mamma, with « sense ef, could 
go hack to her real vocation—that of making advertisements 
so alluring that money jumped out of the public's pocket of 
its own accord at the mere sight of them, 

RAAN FF PLOMENCH F RTOWEE 

'O KATY took over the troublesome ntite, who, small ashe 
ras, still took up too mach room, and, few as his wants 

wanted more than these two healthy grown-ups 
could give him, Ac first che gay friends thought he was 
rather a joke on the Lees, But as time passed and the bab 
wasn't in evidence they forgot him. New friends were ana 
ware of his existence, or learned of it with amused surprise. 
Margery Lee witha baby? Good gracious, a butterfly might 
as well have a baby! 

Lester discovered at an almost incredibly early age that 
a baby’s place is strictly behind the scenes, Later he learned 
by frank word of mouth that he himself didn't come up to 
“standard stuff.” Perhaps if he had they might have cared 
for him just a little, little bit, Katy was the most important 
yerson in his small world, and fortunately Katy wasextremely 
ind to him. She had an immense stock of patience; she 

could sing, in a voice thick and sweet as cream, nice old Irieh 
songs that went on crooning to him long after Katy had left 
him tucked up i ib. She knew how to make blocks 
so interesting y ned to read at half-past four, 
‘This was very good, for it helped him to amuse himself with 
hooks. 

Katy was indeed profoundly attached to him; but Katy 
was pretty, very pretty, and a certain glorious policeman 
had found it out, so he was always managing to be around, 
taking up what he could get of Katy's time; and the florist 
and the grocer and the haughty superintendent of the build- 
ing got in the way and tried to make her look at them, 
EScter ndored: Katy, so he understood that it was very 

natural that other people should worship her too. He didn't 
demand very much himself, for the fact that he was of very 
little importance had been fincly ground into his conscious- 
ness from the hour he began to notice anything on earth. 
Patiently he waited while the magnificent member of the 
force spoke to Katy as in parables, He wished that he 
might tay « Katy a little more to himself; there were so 
many things he wanted fo find out,and there wasn't anybody 
else to ask, Burt if he couldn't always talk to Katy he could 
sit like a mouse and look at her while she talked to other 
people, ‘That's how he learned the real truth about himself, 

E HAD knows, of course, ever since be had known any: 
thing, that the pretty mother mustn’s ever be bothered 

with him, mustn't be disturbed or asked questions; and one 
must never, never put one's hands upon her wonderful clothes, 
She was a being to be looked at, adored, but posi-tive-ly not 
to be touched. And be knew that his father’s handsome 
eyes went right over his head without seeming to sce him, 
He took all that for granted; long usage had made it almost 
natural. 

But he re: 
no more tha 

ty hadn't known they didn't care a fig for him, 
Uf he'd never been their child; and that they 

hadn't wanted him at all, and would have been glad enough 
if he'd passed them by and gone on to somebody's else house 
to live; until be beard Katy rather heatedly telling the 
policeman so. An’ kim one of the angel-heartedest childrea 
that ever was!" ssid Katy. “Nota mite o’ trouble to nobody 
alive, the poor little creature!” 

"Hadn't advertised for him, eh?” said the big policeman. 
“Huh!” He looked down at Lester and whistled, and then 
his eyes grew extremely queer to look at. Hastily he let the 
little boy hold his club; he gave him a whole handful of 
nickels, even, without one word of protest from Katy; and 
when they were going out of the park he beld the child's tiny 
hand in his enormous white-gloved paw, fatherly. 

Anybody Want This Little Boy? 
Why He Longed “Something Terrible” to Live With a Mother 

By Marie Conway Oemler 
AUTHOR OF "THE TROUSSEAU THAT WOULDN'T GET READY,” 

Lester was deeply sensible of these high marks of special 
faver; but his small heart was very, very heavy in his nar- 
row chest nevertheless, He understood things at fast. [t 
w 'c thac th were so busy they didn't have time to 
notice him. It was because they hadn't wanted him at all, 
those beautiful, wonderful people of his, He couldn't remem- 
ber ever having known his mother’s arms around him; she 
had never really kised him, even; once or twice she had 
brashed her soft lips against his forehead, carelessly, negli- 
gently; ane sometimes—and these were red-letter day is 
father had said in a 1 friendly way, "Hello, kid!" and 
nodded to him, coming in or going out, But there were days 
and days when he hadn't so much as seen cither of them, 

Katy had stopped for a minute to tell the policeman 
good-by. Just a few fect away two ladies and a pretty, 
fair-haired little girl were standing. 
“Why, Amy, why don't you want to go with Aunt Bee, 

dear? Mother's willing to let you go, and your little cousins 
are so anxious to have you! Run along now—you can come 
home tomorro u know, And you'll have such a fine 
time this evening with the boys!” 

“Do, sweetheart,” urged Aunt Bee. 
wikt about Amy he added to her siste 

The child hesitated, then reluctantly left her mother’s 
side. Her small face was troubled. “I'd lor 
Bee—and Id love to play with my cousins,” she said rather 
faintly. But as her mother, after a gay farewell, turned to 
leave, the child dropped her Aunt's hand and rushed after 

“My boys are 50 

her. “Mamma! Mamma!” she cried breathlesly, and she 
clung to her mother almost sobbing. “I—can't, Mamma," 
she gasped. “All the nice time in the world wouldn't make 
up for not having you to kiss me good-night. 

The mother, turning her bead, cast upon the child one 
look. Ob, such a look! She and Aunt Bee smiled at each 
other then with wonderful smiles, ax if each understood, 
Then they both kissed Amy. Hand in hand the litele girl 
and her mother moved away together 

Lester had seen that look and he had witnessed the smibes 
of understanding on both women’s faces. Of a sudden the 
child felt desolate; he knew now what it was he himself 
had missed, what it was he had never had, Noone had ever 
looked at him as that woman looked at her little girl, The 
lump in his throat threatened to choke him, 

\ H Katy and Lester reached home it was dusk. All 
the lights were ablaze and dini H ‘ 

flowed with gay guests, Katy hastily gave Lester hissupperin 
the bedroom she shared with him, and left hisdoor open so that 
he might sce and hear. Katy was very nice like that, Above 
the brisk talk and the clink of er and china he could 
hear his mother's voice, excited and joyful. Now they were 
congratulating her and his father about something—about a 

i ther had won a prize! How fine that must 
Lester quite tingled with pride. (1 because of the 

ize they were to go abroad, What was “abroad”? Oh— 
Sada That was a big, big city, "way off in a land called 
an 
“Oh, isn't it perfectly heavenly!" he presently heard his 

mother exclaim. “Why we've dreamed of this for years, but 
it stayed just adream. And now this glorious windfall comes 
along, and gi Billy and me our chance to go! Think of 
Billy and me in Paris! And Munich! And Florence! And 
Rome!" 
Somebody said something that Lester didn't catch. But 

his father answered promptly: “Just as soon as we can pack 
up and get out. We'll give up the apartment at once, of 
course, ? Oh, he's big enough now to go to school. 
We couldn't trail around with a kid and hope to accomplish 
any real work. He'll be sent off to a good school where he'll 
be well manhandled, Best thing in the world for him," 

Lester grew quite white and a cold wind seemed to blow 
up and down his spine. They were going away, and they 
meant to leave him behind—to send him to school, among 
strangers who would “ manhandle" him. ametimes in the 

4c he had seen big boys manhandle little boys, when the 
rig policeman wasn’t looking, and even thase little bays were 
bigger than Lester was, And Katy wouldn't be with him 
any more; he would never again see the big policeman; he'd 
be among strangers; and Hf your own folks have never 
wanted you, how can you expect strangers will be nice? His 
heart kept on going down and down, and the farther down it 
got the more it weighed. He pushed away his supper almost 
untasted; the lump in his throat wouldn't let him swallow. 

After a while he undressed, folding his small clothes neatly 
and hanging them on the back of a chai aty had taught 
him to do, His little shoes toed an exact line at the foot of 
his crib, He moved so noisclessly and there was such little 
trace of his presence that one might fancy the shadow of a 
little boy fitted about the room, and not a real fiche boy of 
flesh and blood, The hard-used shoes of real little boys do 
not toe a line, and their stockings form a raggedy hall over 
which one shakes one’s head, and the Gtrle frceches out of 
which they jerk their sturdy legs may hang on the Hoor for 
all the wearers care! 

TER turned off the light and crept into bed. There be 
lay, with his hands folded under his cheek, and considered 

his problems, Here he was, sent to folks that "hadn't adver- 
tised for him" or wanted him; a package they couldn't send 
back or give away, but just had to keep, it scemed, Now 
they were going away—maybe for ever and ever—and Katy 
would be gone too. And he was to be sent away to school. 
He didn’t want to be sent away to school. The idea af it 
terrified him. He wanted to be somewhere, somebow—in # 
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home, a home with—with women like tha 
the mother who kissed ber little giel every night, so that the 
child couldn't and wouldn't miss it, not for anything else 18 
the world! 

Well, what should be done? What did one do when one 
Wished for something on ‘t have? Lester turned and 
twisted, trying to answer his own questions, He stared at 
the squares of gray which were the windows, A lietle shalt 
of moonlight crept in; it came from the top of the window 
and it moved directly to Lester's crib. ‘The little boy wat 
quite sure that that shaft of friendly light told him what the 
experience of all his short years should have told him at 
once; One advertised ! 

There must be more women like those two he had seen af 
the park entrance. Perhaps some of them didn't have any 
little boys of their own to love, and they'd be glad to get ane 
if they knew where to find him. He would advertise himstl 
Then, if some woman like that child's mother or “Aunt 
Bee" saw it and came for him, things would be all right- 
The idea of parting from his father and mother made 
wince; byt—but they were already planning to go away and 
leave him. That they might not be perfectly willing to leave 
him indefinitely, to give him away completely, never crosset 
Lester's mind. You don't mind giving away things yoo 
don’t want, you know. 

MEDIATELY after t fast the next_morning Lester 
procured paper and pencil and set to work, He had beet 

familiar with the wording of advertiser pal 
ornate, simple and complex, since he had 
tinguieh the meaning of words; but all that he could remem 
ber of all that he had heard was a plain statement of his 
father’s: “The big thing is to tell the real truth about yout 
goods,” 
. Lester sighed, He was a truthful child naturally, and he 
understood that his advertisement must be very exace, “tell 
the real truth" about the goods—and thus avoid the risk of 
having himself sent back. If only he had been a pretty childs 
like those who appeared in his mother's sketches and hit 
father's calendars, the thing would have been easier, He 
found himself confronted by a dreadful job; to tell the rruth 
and still hope toget people to take his goods! It took him the 

ening to get that advertisement to his mind. But 

Anyhody that would like a little boy that fsnt 4 peitty ebild but 
will love them verry mutch and wants samething terrible to live it 
4 Home with x Mother can have me. Pease come look me over: Parents going away and cant take me, Aply to Lestke Lee. 

He read it over carefully and added the street address. 
He had to take Katy into his confidence, because he needed 
her help and advice, He explained ta her, very simply and 
plainly, the beautiful f ity of his plan; when you have | 
something you don't want, but other folks might like to 
have, you let the newspapers tell them for you; then they 
come: and there you are! 

Katy surprised him by sitting down flat on the floor, 
throwing her apron over her head aot crying heartily; thea 
she grabbed him and hugged him and kissed him and called 
him nice names. He was still more astonished by this excest 
of affection. 

Would she help him? “There is 
them that need their two eyes opened if ever folks did int 
world. And very often,” added Katy enigmatically, "y 
don't find out how much you do care about something you 
don’t care anything at all about until »omebody else ups and 
wants to take it away from you, and then and there you find 
out you've been caring all along, only you didn't know it, 
and you'd rather keep your own far yourself." Anyhow it 
wouldn't hurt to advertise himself; she'd see that it got in 
all the best and biggest papers, 

He had in his china pig, in addition to the ten nickels the 
policeman had given him, just two dollars, Katy added 

another. They decided upon the Sunday papers as holding 
out the greatest promise of results, and they went to the 
newspaper offices hand in hand. The folks that took his 
advertisement, written in his own shaky and uneven hand, 
feaned over to look down at hit 

“Ir'll be sure to be in Sunday's great big paper, <i 
“Sure,” each clerk assured him. 
*“ Because it's very important,” said Lester seriously, 

Aye, that she would! 

YY A STROKE of luck Father and Mother had gone for 
a short trip to a friend's country place, So Katy and 

Lester had the apartments all to themselves from Saturday 
noon until Tuesday night. They were rather glad of this, 
they had so much just then to talk about. Katy, with her 
arms tight around him, even whispered in his ear that she 
er going to marry the big policeman—some of these fine 
day But, though she would have to leave Lester shortly, 

never, never forget him, he was that dear to her. They 
a most delightful Sunday-night supper in the kitchen, 

‘mid the bi policeman, watching Lester 
picking at his food; “quit pickin’ an' get outside of some 
real grub. If you want folks to want you there's got to be 
something more of you to want—see?" He put a huge spoomt- 
ful of jam on Lester's plate. 

They had hardly cleared away the supper-table when the 
hall boy rang their phone to say that « gentleman and a lady 
wished to see Lester Lee, Katy began to look scared. The 
big. policeman scratched his black head, But Lester was 
thril 5 
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The House of the Misty Star 
Hope in Old Japan A Romance of Youth and Love and 

By F rances Little dames Caldwell im Macaniey) 
AUTHOR OF "THE LADY 

ILLUSTRATIONS BY ARTHUR E. BECHER 
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4 festivities of Most of their evenings were 
Spent in " took no part. My hands 
Were full of my own w ile they talke 
to listen and was delighted 1 
Zara, but also in my own enlarged under 
Sometimes her bounding spirits see 

enchantment, She would sit chin in palm, 
eyes gazing out into space 

windowseat, to watch the 
When there wis 1 

glimmer to be seen, from the shadows came & vote 
soft Hittle tremble fv it, or possibly I had grown sudd 

es: “Ursula, Mr. Hanaford was here 
as if she saw some wonderful pi 
Jo this. I newer had time, bi 

>» have her ed She she 
if I could give it to her 

lover in years to come. I did not share these thoughts 
ane, for encouragement was the last thing her sent 

foul needed. I failed to make out what had come over my 
companion these 
would frequently 
eyes lovingly on Zura 
smile knowingly, as if telling 

fa happy secret, sighing 
ly the while. 

Once 1 found Zura in 
hood of gentle i 

scoming. Steadying myself I asked 
he have to say?" 

indifferently “nothing much, He brought 
rmful af books,” 

An armful of books—aye, and his heart full of love! How 
dared he speak of it with his life wrapped in the dark shad- 

we of some secret? Talk to 
me of progress! That day 1 
could have rac neck-and- 
neck with a shooting star! 

pl 
by the beauty of the 
%, entered my h 

It was ajar. Sitho 

XV—Pinkey Calls Again 
VER having been within 

ing distance before uf 
the processes of Jove and pro. 
ceedings of courtship there 
were no signposts in my expe 
rience to guide me a8 to what 
should be my next step, if it 
were mine totake. I had been 
too busy a woman to indulge 
in many novels, but in the few 
[had nead th sv tiene 
in saying, Will you?” an 
once somebody began to p 
tice the wedding h. | 
suppose the fashion in love 
making changesasmuchasthe 

gest * year was drawing to a close 
it would be wise to 
new one with a clean bill of 
conscience. Did she not think 
it would be well for her to 
Write 10 her grandfather and 

Id see now that 
fiffieu lt 

jeshedidn't 
want to be taken hack into 
his home to live 
would r 
with hi 

At once she was a 

role 

thought hot aggre 
past. °C 
insist; but it w 
est and I couldn 
1 do not want to 
with that old man who |. 

‘body evil that de 
think as he does. We'd never 

nk alike in thousand 
years. What's the use of i k- 
ing up a tiger when 
quiet?” 

L persuaded. SI 

1 have too much on my 
now. 

styles; nothing Ie 
sub 

fit the case in hand 
vd for Zara to tell me, 

ne only sang 
went about 

her work: she scemed to find 
joy inevery hour. Any 

‘ ished that 
young Hanaford would come 

e, clear up all the con 
n abo f, frankly 

the boy restrained my anger 
“What, Zura?” at his silence. The love and 
“Oh, ny future—and a sympathy which botstered up 
he my faith in him were reen- 

honored tne 
his granddaughter had been 
aninmateof my house, When- 
ever a business conference was “With Moan, es it His Soul Had Yiekded to Despair, He Hoarsely Whispered: 

(Poge 17) 
*Oh. God! A Thief! It's Qvert"™ 

forced by his gentle breeding 
and high mental quality; but 
circumstances forced me re- 
luctantly to admit that the 
story be told when he first 



came was not trae. Page Honaford was not only ander a 
hadow, but also was undoubtedly secking to conceal his 
whereabouts. 

But why? Tt was next te impessible te comnect trian with 
dishonesty or baseness when looking in his face or besring 

i dat he speak out, aed why bide his 
1 this olacure place? He was gifted. His classes 

set to hirge number tet se excellent were his 
is farne hael gon id. The Department of 

ri position ax teacher 
the Higher Normal College ina neighboring city. But, 

instead of snatching at this good fortune, he asked for time 
to consider. 

He came frequently to talk it over with me; at least that's 
what he ssid he came for, The law required the applicant for 
such at pe yuestions concerning himself and 
all lis anteestors. In my talks with Page about this law 1 
crnphasized every detail of the intimate questions that would 
be put te hin, ; tried to im the necessity of 
having either ae lever tongue when he 
went before the judg panese authorities, 
L hoped ty seriousness would bring al speedy expla- 
nation, denial, declarationanything, so it came quickly. 
The truth is don’t believe he ever beard a word of what 
I said 09 the subjcct, 

Zura was out of the roam his eyes were glued to the door 
watching for it to open, LH she were present his eyes would 
be fixed on her face. If 1 made an excuse to leave the room 
rage another 10 keep me, as if he feared the thing he 

most desired, What did it all mean? 1H Page Nanatord 
could not explain himself honorably what right had he to 
lnok at the girl with his heart in his eyes? If no explination 
could be given what right had Zura Wingate to grow prettier 
and happier every day? 

Of course I could have baled the two up before me, like 
children, aml told chem what E had seen and wats still seo 
ing: but I dreaded vw foree the man's seeret and IT had to 
acknowledge that H more equal to guid 
i is thing call as to instructing birds to 
build a nest. tome. Refusing to 
sliscrsaseiy bfon catope the beationatal anieot the tifabobe 
repeated vers: GILL wits almost persuarled this poetical streak 
wae at tlisease rather than a halnt, Between stanzas she prof- 
fered food and drink to Page in ntities sufficient to end 
quickly both man and mystery, had he aceepted, Her atei- 

wd Zi mc of perfect understanding and entire 
I ¢ she Kooked atthe girl she sighed and 

talents 
had i 
imethods. 

sympathy ry 
went off inte snore poetry, 

n my spirits, but a second 
m, somewhat relieved my 

mind, ersion and proved Pinkey 
of a forgiving spirit, 

They were on ¢ he told us after I hal 
summoned ulations were sor 
over, While 
thought he would 
and show Mors, € 
full of feathers could not have been more proud, 

What there was of Mrs. Pinkey was indeed a show. Her 
youthful prettiness belonged more te the schootroom period 
than to wifehood; and Hoven forbid that the clothes she were 
should be typical of my count 
wuiterial in pe skirt to mak 

there was net enough 
a comfortable pair 

#© limited a space, 

explaine le 
One knee says to the other, You 
od Tl stepaside when 

‘ourtosy had failed to prevent a catastrophe 
Mrs. Tom's dress was ripped for a foot 

ikke. The cout of this remarkable costume 
‘k and no front, and from the rear edge of her 

hat Heated a wlerful feather like a fag from the stern 
of a gunboat. [coukl sce by her she 
thought h ime how 

in te le 
Lasker her how she liked Japan, 
She tok ber adoring eyes off her newly acquired 

yugh toarswert "Leis lovely. Wonder: 
o> progressive and clean. H's too bad 

honest; of course you mist haye Jost a 
ful little pe 
they are wo ¢ 

Thay Tye been ia the country 
ps when my pocket 

histories, travelers and 
¢ facts, dishonesty is net peculiar to 

thirty year 
wats torn, 
paitice rec 
the Ori 

The little bride answered: “1 don't know about that; 
but the Japanese must be awfully tricky, for Pinkey suys 
so, and the captain of the ship said the banks had to 

ploy Chinese elerks."” 
Why waste words? What were real facts or the experi- 

ence of a lifetime against such unimpeachable authority 
as Mr. Pinkey Chalmers and the captain of a Pacifie 
steamer ! 

Mr, Chalmers had b talking to Zora, but when he 
caught the word “ bank" he inchided the entire company 
in his conversation. king banks, are you? Well 
that isa pretty sure subject with me. Just lost my whole 
fortune ina bank. Had it happened before the wedding 
I'd have been obliged to put the soft peckals on the merry 
marriage bells, Guess you heard about the million-dollar 
robbery of the Chicago izgest pile any one fellow 
evergotaway with. And that"sthe wonder: hegot clean 
away, simply faded into ing. Tt happened nionths 
ago and pot a trace of himsince. Detectiveseverywhere 
areon the keen j igreward hungup, Fle'sbeingg: 
somewhere with seventy-five dollarsof my good mone: 

EA was served and we indulged in much small talk, 
but 1 was not sorry when Pinkey said be “rust be 

woving along" tothe steamer, Hechanged us to wireless him 
if We saw a strange man standing around with a bushel of gold 
concealed about his person. It was sure to be the missing 
cashier, By-the-wa he asked, pausing at the door, 
“where is that chap [met 1 was here before, who tool 
such an interest in my business? Maybe he is among those 
absent wanted ones, What was he doing here anyhow?" 

Zura answered with what E thought unnecessary color that 
Mr. Hanaford was in the city, and was soon to be promoted 
toa very high position in the educational world. 

Pinkey looked into her face, and, turning, gave me a vio- 
lent wink, “Oho! Now I'm getting wise,” at the same time 
humming a strain supposed to be from a wedding march. 

Oh, but I wished [could slap him! Think of his sceing in 
a wink what [ hadn't seco in months! 
My visitors said good-by and went their happy way, but 

in the story of the missing cashier Mr. Chalmers left behind 
4t suggestion that was ws hateful as it was painful and 
haunting, 

= recite te 

Page spent that evening with us. He hued newer recov- 
cred his entire strength, but: he was lighter of leart than 7 
had ever seen ) More at cise and entertaining, and as far 
removed from crime as courage ix from cowardice. Was it 
the magic of love that nmide hin bopeful, sl Or 
was it that for the moment he was permitted one mare joy- 
ons flight in the blue skies of freedom before he was finally 
caught in the snare of the shadow? 

i THE new man | was seeing in Mage Hanaforl captivated 
in Zuri 

Hic 
tly of her father’s rae thing about hor 

ly Western, that I was beginning to think she bad 
tricked a favorite law of Nature and deticd maternal intla- 
chee, As much as she loved pretty clothes, and regardless of 
the pressure brought to bear by her grandfather, she had 
refused to wear the native garb, preferring the shabby gar- 
ments she brought with her from Amenca. 1 had never 
thought of her being Japanese; but that evening, when Page 

announced and Zura walked into the room clothes in 
kimono and obi, my eyes were astonished with as fair a 
daughter of old Nippon as ever pompadoured ber hair or 
wore sandals on ber feet. 

‘She was like a new creature to me. With eyes half lowered 
she led with casy familiarity to Page's talk of other 
lands. She stid her father hact traveled far and bad spent 

of their long winter evenings in spinning yarns of for 
cign countries for her enjoyment. She'd been brought up 
more regularly on pictures than she had on food, Once they 
had copies of all the great paintings. Mather sold the last 
one to get money 10 ar the parsage to come to Japan, 

And so they talked, Jane, snug in her chair, was content 
to listen, and T, who had been blind, was now dunil with the 
startling surprises that the game of life being played before 
me revealed. 

irl glowed as softly bright as a firefly, and the fight 
lured the man to happy forgetfulness. Far once he let love 
have full sway, He neither sought to conce 
nor to stem the tide which was fast 
not and cared net whither so bong as hi es might rest upon 
the dearness of Zura’s face, as with folded feet and hands she 
sat on a low cushion, the dull red fire reflecting its glory iat 
the gold embroidery of ber gown. 

There had been a long silence, Then Zura recalled the 
eventof the day: “Oh, Mr, Hanaford, you remember Pinkey 
Chalmers the nice boy you and Unsula catertained so 
beautifully in the garden when he called the last time? He 
was here again today; had his bride with him. 1 do wish 
you had been bere, He told us the mo iti ws about 
& Chicago cashier who skipped away with a million dollars 
tnd bid both hinvelf and the mancy—nobody knows where, 
‘They think he is out this way and 1 think [am going to 
find him,” 

TTH the passing of one second the happiness in Tage 
Hanaford’s face withered, Like @ mask fear covered 
rust his strained body forward and with shaking ha 

ped the shoulder of the girl, “Hidic! Tellme, in heaven's 
name, where could a man bide a million dollars?" His voice 
was tense to the breaking point, He searched the girl’s face 
as if all eternity depended upon her reply. 

Beface she could make it he sank back in his chair, pitifully 
whiteand limp, He begged for air, We opened the window. 

THOUGHTS TO CARRY WITH YOU 
BY MADELINE BRIDGES 

“I would share my last crust with a friend” 
isa declaration, but—better live so 

isely that there will be more than a crust 
to share, 
When delight to tell the faults of 

others they tell at least one fault of their own. 

Love is the bread of life — but many a soul 
thrives and grows strong on the crusts of 
adversity, 

‘When Friendship, smiling in furs and vel- 
vets, says tenderly to one half-cladand hungry, 
“You are so dear to me!" what can we think 
of Friendship? 
A woman may tell her lover of her love 

for him; she can never tell her child. It is 
too deep. 

Misaiptaser cl iss Yost be Re £ vane 
it witl your strength courage— 

else it will fall on you at every step. 

life 
a 

er, While I bathed his face he said, looking 
‘pardon, I'm not atall well, but Idida't 

Zura nun for w 
at Zura: “1 beg your 
mean to startle you.” 

“I'm not startled,” she answered, and lightly added: 
“but [ was just wondering why anybody we care 50 
much where a million old dollars were bid. I know a hundred 
things I'd rather find.” 

The man laid his hand on that of the girl as it rested on the 
arm of the chair. “Name one, Zura." 

“Love,” And on ber face the high lights were softened to 
compassion and tenderness. 

Page took his hand from hers and covered his eyes. 
A moment later Jane entered the door carrying a tray well 

filled with crackers and a beverage which she placed before 
Page. “Honey, I made this jape gruice right off our own 
vine and fig tree and T know pure and innocent. Yes, 
Zura, grape juice is what L xvid. Page can drink every gallon 
J have if he wants it, and TIE toust cheese and crac! for 
hin all night." 

(Page 18) 

; and checeinng the roof af Jane’sh 
sinners, sickand hopeless, was safely hoisted 

: Alter thiseverybody went quickly to the { 
y 

The twist in Jane Gray's tongue might lead to laughter, 
but her heart never missed the road to thoughtful kindness. 

‘ery soon Page said he felt much better and would get 
home and to bed, When he took his coat and hat from the 
hall he looked #0 weak, sa near to illness, L begged hin t0 
stay and fet ux care for him. He gently refused, saying he 
would be all right in the morning. 1 followed hiv to the 
gate, He turned to say good-night. 

T pat my hands on his shoulders und with all the affection 
at my command ited his confidence. “What is it, som? 
I'm an old woman, but maybe Lean help you, Let me try.” 

ifted his hands to mine and his grasp was painful. 
m light from the old bronze lantern reflected the 

tears itt his eves ax he answered: “Help me? You have, ina 
thousind ways. TH soon be all right. Unt just a title 

vorked, Haven’: slept much kately. Need rest." ‘Thea 
with sudden tenderness: "Heaven bless you, Jeaning 

dear woman. You have been as good to me as my own 
mother. Sor 
Miss Je 
* Why didn’t he throw me over into a bramble patch and 
tell me not to get scratched? 1 just leaned my old head up 
againat the gate ad cried, T returned to the house by a reat 
dour, foe Jane was in the living room, 

cday—perkaps. Good-night. Don't worry, 

XVI-—Enter Kobu, the Detective 

2 afternoon 
the “roof: 

the next day was the appointed tine 
ig festival” of hospital. ‘Three 

war set to begin the ceremonies, but early 
morning found Jane and Zura as busy collecting books, bune 
dics and a folding baby-organ as if moving day had fallen 
upon the houschokl. Jinrikishas piled high with baskets of 
refreshments and doe vas moved gayly down the street. 
Jane and Zura, laughing like two schoolgirls and as irre- 
pressible, headed the little procession, 

1 waved them good Juck and went back to my work and 
my thoughts, [ was interrupted by a ote that came fren 
Page in answer to one of nrine, saying a stight fever would 
prevent his accepting the invitation to go with me to the 
exercises in the afternoon, bat he hoped to see us at the 
house later in the evening, 

That afternoon, at the time appointed for the ceremony, 
when 1 turned front Flying Sparrow Street into Tube Rost 
Lane a strange sight met my cyes, It was clean, For once 
in the history of the quarter poverty and crime had taken it 
bath and wore indolging in an open holiday, ts had gone 

il farther, From the Jowlicst hut of straw and plaster to: 
ttle better house of the chief criminal cheap but ver 

gay decorations fluttered in honor of the coming thouplials 
The people stood about in setll groups. The many kimonos, 
well patched in varied colors, lent a touch of ancy to the 
sordid all 

¢ policemen strolled, always in pairs, When 
drew near, and until they were punt, the talkin, ever they 

their existence was a supreme tri 
lived among them successfutly, hecwuse hers was the courage 
of the sanctified, her bravery that of love. 

‘The day sparkled with winter's bright beauty. "The sua 
tad wooed an old plum tree into blossoming bong before its 
Hime. It spread its dainty flawers on the soft straw bed af 

an old gray roof, A playful wind caught up the petals, 
sending the wh Iossoms flying across the heads af the 
‘unjust in nclean ditches where they covered stag- 

i il loveliness, For the time at least 
its face. 

Cone small won with only faith to back 
ng against it single-hanced sont Jane Gray 

wo high up in my estimation that [could barely see her 
as she Hloated in the clouds. TL saw my companion inant 
entirely new light as 1 joined the throngs gathered 
the spxive where the raising of the roof was t ' 

‘be cet ny here was beief, With counth i 
tothe oul as it layon the ground, the eagercooties 
stood y for the signal to pull aloft the structure and 
guide it to the posts pliced ready to receive it, 

Jane walked to the cleared center and stood waiting to 
ak. ‘There was iastant silence when the crowd saw her. 

h simple words she thanked the workmen for Uheir 
interest and the many half<liys' lubor they had contribu. 
ted, then she ed ber hand, and with great shouting 

2 aie opep in 

which Zuraaand ber helpershad prepared and sceved fram 
small boat bs. The rest of the exercises were to take place 
in the near-by house chat Miss Gray had been sing 
temporarily. By removing nearly all the paper parte 
Hons nist of the lower part of the house had been 
thrown into one large room. Circling the crowd of wait+ 
ing people seated on the floor a row of cots held the sick 
and affheted, worsted by sin and disease. 

B EFORE them stood Jane, who, in the custom of the 
country, bade all welcome, A small sea of faces was 

lifted to her, Such faces!—none beautiful; all stamped 
with crime; some scarcely human, only physical appar 
ritions of debased Nature. With shifting glances they 
Tistened to an official who made Jane an offer from the 
city to contribute to the support of the hospital, the 
ledge of two ors to give their services so many. 
enirs a week, a contribution of milk from a rich mer: 

chant, and an offer from a friendly ba: to give se 
many free shaves, Their eyes widened with wonder and 
suspicion. What coukl poople mean hy gi ing away 
things and lose the excitement of stealing them? 

Bat when the man spoke of how the officials had 
watched Jane and her work, at first with skeptical un- 
belief because they thought she would not endure a 
month, now with warmest sympathy because she had 

succeeded in keeping the Quarters frece oi crime and disease 
than ever before, they forgot their fear and voiced their 

eoval in much hand-clapping.. 
hey called for Miss Gray. Jane arose and very shyly 

thanked the city's representative, ‘Then as gently and ts 
simply as if talking to wayward children she spoke to the 
men and women before her, who bent forward with respect- 
fut eprciges while the sick ones fastened their weary eyes 
upon her. 

“My people, the building of this litth: hospital means not 
only the healing of your Lodies, but also the way to cleans- 
ing your souls, Dear friends, let me say in this world there is 
nothing worth while but your souls, Make them clean and 
white, Sell them foe the highest price. What do I mean by 
that? I mean that if it is for the sake of your souls it is noth- 
ing to go hungry, cofd and in rags. What matters the outside 
80 Jong as you make your hearts sweet and shiny and true? 

CONTINUKD ON PAGE 52 



The 

F WAS almost 
incredible, In 
4 communis 

ere Rew 50 rar 
'O be viewed with piild eur 

& church pew cup 
by the aily 

wice elor vid a renter 
Once, long ago, 

nad moved ahead 
family feud 

Titcombs, and quite re Fratly old Mrs, Pieroe had decirleet 
a Tange two pews to the 

Mit she might escape the 
{orn ot wine ie 

this she hud exhaustively conferred With the justo and all avaitabh 
embers at the congregation. Se Tturally yosip and conjecture 
it riot when Myra Philbrick, 
Tih never a word of explanation, 
Seckted 10 move to a pow on the 

sire of the chureh 
mncliate pew neighbors 

Were greatly portutieal these in. 
chided the the pew 
behind and pews acto 

He tiste ew abead wa fille d with resentment; Mrs 
Kdyely Promptly announced that 
he was going “to find ont. Tn 

HOUle contrast the pew behind was 
apprehensive; for Mrs 

nature that 
4 lugubrions martyr, ei 
Nechotely and whimperingly as 

her friends that not. for 
would she hurt 

hilbrick’s fecti drive ber from her pew tential 
Mttibude permitted the Lwo pews 
roms the aisle Lo 9 w grace 
fully from the focus of ur sit 

fon, Mrs, Edgely, fused with 
Sterner advantage 
in Mes. Whittiker's accusation of 
tell, She refused to see more than 

to this inexpl 
yew six to 

anid as she wasa 
for her cons siencional rights, in 
cluding the ogative of being 
informed of ber fault, the people 
Hf Orisvill kea bit, formed 
ring as it were, and awaited the 

oute { the matter. 

I, HAPPENED that Mrs, Whit 
was the first to call on 

*hilbrick and beg for an ex 
ion, Her opening remark 

Struck the keynote of her mock 
disposition. “ Lf you'll only tell me 
What's wrong between us, Myra, 
VU humbly bey r pardon and 
try Lo correet 5 re "Miss Philbtck Four 
fusin as one Un 

w pitality so long as her motives were impugned. 
Mis cick had feared some such demes 

moment she beheld the bowed figure making 
‘oor. Ordinarily Mes, Whitciker would hay 

but not now, while 
choice of doors oft spoke volumes 
much to be dedue from the fashion in whieh 
shawl, It was the barometer of her moods, Just now it was 
hooded about her bead in a style reminiscent of 

Then 

sackcloth 

1 tell you there's ne z the tmatier,” 
tarnontly de Miss Philbrick 
sense, | simply: wanted to change; that's 

Elnathan and me have always been 
lehine the Philbrick pew,” continued Mrs. W 
to think the last of that family is put out with us 
Hh, dear! Ifyou could onty have softened, Myra, and 
to me andl said, "TE don't like the way you sometinues have 
orming in late,’ for 1 confess 

belp and the Sunday dinner to be pl 
w hile, by a 

“Ph 

i th Ms talk is nom 
all,” 

Emma, 
brick.“ Vau're entirel 
_ "Then | humbly ask forgiv 
in what lm we interrupt 

irmising 
me in the lea ast To ¢ 

ied Miss Philbrick. i 
side of the church; tha 

Why?” persisted Mrs 

nything that 
hurriedly comp! 
ait on the other 

"But why? 
‘one red eye, 

hittiker, uncovering 

1SS PHILBRICK, th 
leasly about Ube livin 
ed to che bow 

She said 
Although Um Usisty years old, up 
death a little over a ago T'd lived he 
OLeight. 1 know you think at's fine t¢ 
to this property 
Hirls who had to earn their new dresses, 

desperate hope 
"Her gaze # 

But ever since Twasach 
envied every 

Miss Fen 
=) a -Henge of | Fw) 

eason She Made 

Philbrick 
Commotion it Caused and th e f 

ter By! Hugh Pendext 
RK OF “TINERIUS SMITH." BTC 

ILLUSTRATIONS BY ALICE B ER STEPHENS 

When Miss Philbrick hastened 
to the front_of the house and be 
held the ominous black beadwork 
of the ur ing bonnet 
through the in the coor she 
quailed. Sdyely's forceful 
ness was well known, Therefore 
Myra's hypocrisy should he ex 
cus as she warmly greeted 
‘Why, Mrs, Edge So ghd 

see you! Dacomve right in andl re 
moove hings 
M ty silently entered 

with purposelul stey 
of a public prosecutor, but under 
no circumstances woul she be 
seated or remove her "things 
With husky bewsqy and Hess it 
ing off cach word as though she 
were mokling a tullet, she in 
formed; “I've called, Myra 

nce for all w 
that makes you 

«you tell me 
done or saicd 

ur pew, 
the idea, my 

ange y 
‘Why 

Edgely 
war Mr 

algely "me 
ered my 

Mrs question, wnext 
ng her beads into a 

metallic rattle cll Mist Philbeick 
Jd think of nothing Int cold 
boing whisked from the sa 

“s pothing to ex 
! Tdon't mee why 

ange my pow without caus 
yanuch talk," sighed Miss 
ick, “My family hut 

pew for yearsa 
has 

dl years 

ND the marks af your father's 
where he kicked! 

ur pew when he was 
and 1a little girl, are 

re for bis daughter te see 
icily 
“So 

still 1 
and respect cach Sabbath,’ 
interrupted Mrs 
there must 
reason for you to 4 

pad them marks, sty 
or two pews, mind you 

y across the church 
considere 

Edgels 

f move 
Loan 

1 believe 
a charitable 

woman" —this was couched in an 
tempt at meekness—" but how 

can 1 confess my fault and ask 
unless 1 know wherein cgiveness 

forgive 
ly replied Miss Philbsrick 
‘forgive you e 
Excuse me, but 1 will be for 

given!” vehemently dee 
gely. “Myra Philbei 
to know what Pw dane 
's wrong, and then J will be 

forgiven. Asa Christian woman 
it's my right.” 

Summoning all her resources, Miss Philbrick impressively 
you that I have no motive 

It’s all very 
Mrs. Edgely 

cnt to the latter 
id settled herself more rigidly to 

ntinued: “As I've just explained ta 
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How the Atwoods Kept Their Cook 
The Cure She Found for Her Homesickness and the Use They Made of It 

R.JOHN ATWOOD turned upon Mes. 
John Atwood a brow dark with resene- 
iment, and Mes John Atwood gazed 

t him as one without hope. 
he'll be the fifth this month,” he 

remarked after a distressing silence. 

Atwood’s fair face hushed: thea, on a 
py) | buoyane nory, she peexduced a mild 
AY] ccfense, "Tt isn't so bad as it was in 

4) March," she reminded him soothingly. 
“We had six then,” 

Her husband gazed at her uncertainly for a moment, and, 
realizing at last that she expected him to find comfort in this 
compa uttered an ejaculation that melted into a groan, 
"We've got time to beat that record,” he remarked with 
sardonic calm, "This is only the twentieth of the month.” 

Fora moment they brooded, crushed by the burden they 
bore in common. The morning sun streamext into the dining» 
room, touching up the polish of mahogany and silver and 
throwing a high light on the hard-boiled eggs which only 
a moment before Ate, Atwood had definitely and coldly 
spurned, A cup filled with some strange decoction stood 
before him, He tasted the liquid and silently set down the 
cup. Then he rose, pushed back his chair and addressed his 

Look here, Lucy,” be began in tones be tried to muke 
reasonably even, “have you any idea what this sort of thing 
Means fo me? 

His wife raised trusting eyes to his. “1 know what it 
means to me,” she murmured, “and J suppose it annoys 

Good Heavens!" He towered above 
her, his hands deep in his pockets, bis black brows drawn 
together, his somber eyes fixed on ber face, studying this 
littl: housewife to whom legions of servants seemed to have 

in the last three months only to fade away in as 
% “Well, let it go at that,” be conceded finally. 
‘ste. But it dees more, I'd like to have you look 

at my side of the situation fora minute, if you don't mind,” 
He wheeled away from her and took a few strides around 

the room, wondering what he coukl say to show her that the 
experimental stage of the nous beep ae was pow past, and 
that in some way, any way, henceforth he must be fed reyu- 
larly with real meals, in which should be inctuded those ele- 
ments of nourishment necessary to keep a human being alive 
and efficient. When he returned to his chair, dropping into 
it with a jar that made the dishes ratele, there was utter 
hopelessness in his manner: 

“T WON'T say anything about the infernal inconvenience 
of the thing,” he said ac last, “nor the discomfort, nor the 

extravagance, nor the waste, To spead money for food and 
then produce results like this” —he indicated the eggs and 
coffee with an cloquent gesture—" spells straight ruin, with 
things costing what they do now, I'll confess to you that the 
messes I've eaten and the worry [I've had over them have 
given me chronic dyspepsia and pervousexhaustion, and that 
if Tear any more of them they'll land me in a padded cell. 
Now dees that mean anything to you, or doesn't it?” 

Mrs. Atwood surveyed bim wanly for a long minute. 
“T'm glad you can joke.” she said at lase, 
“Joke!” Her husband threw up his arms with a primi- 

tive gesture of impotence. “You think 'm joking! Great 
Caesar's ghost! Waitt youaee mechewing the paper onthe 
wall," he adeed wildly. ‘Wait till you see me sitting on some 
ash barrel gnawing a bone. Lucy, de you realize that Lhaven’t 
had a square meal at home since 1 married you three months 
ago? 1 suppose it sounds horribly unkind to mention it, but 
that's the cold fact.” There was real pathos in his voice now, 
and Mrs. Atwooet rose to it in quick re: Leaving her 
place she came to him, stroked Itis hair and tried to calm him, 
‘How am I going to find strength to work and support you, 

if I'm not fed once in a while?” be asked, ignoring the caress- 
ing touch upon his head, “I'm afraid 1 break down, You 
women can eat a sardine and a cracker and drink a cup of 
tea, and feel nourished by it. 1 can’t." 

She laid a wifely kiss upon his brow. “' Was the poor lamb 
hungry?” abe murmured, “Well, it shall be fed tonight. It 
shail have a real dinner.” 
“Cooked by you?" Her husband's tone was frankly, 

almost brutally, apprehensive. 
She hastened to reassure him, jo," she said, “cooked 

hy Karin Amundsen, formerly of Norway, sow of New York. 
At three this afternoon she will be here. At balf-past three 

will be at work. Ar seven you shall sit down te a per- 
fect little dinner. { have planned everything, and Karin's 
references specify that she i a ‘really excellent” cook. 
"By Jove, those words are music to my ears!” Mr, 

Atwood drew a deep breath, “Think she'll stay long enough 
to yet breakfast too?” he added with pathetic hope. 

“Well, of course 1 can't teil how Jong she'll stay." Mes. 
Atwood's brow puckered anxiously. “Onecan never tell about 
that, But everything sounds very promising. She has been 
inthis country a year, She learned some English before she 
came, and she has learned our cooking and cu=tome since she 
arrived, though she has never worked in New York. She's 
had a place in some little town in the northern part of the 
State; I forget the name, It seems she's a very superior 
erion—came from a good Norwegian family, She is study- 
music now, and she wants to tse the piano an hour a day. 
course | said she could,” she ended peacefully, 

bs HAT!" Mr. Atwood threw off her caressing hand 
and almost shouted che word at her. 

His wife put her fingers in ber ears and peared him 
uly. “Don't yell like that, Jack,” she 3 

“you make me yous,” ‘Then, returning to the point at 
issue, she added: “One has to make comprontises. But the 
important point is that tonight you are going to have a steak 
two inches thick, and it will be broiled to perfection.” 

“If that happens,” declared Me, Atwood solemnly, “1 
shall tuke the steak off into a corner and utter low growls of 
satisfaction as 1 eut it. I've forgotten how to eat one any 

sere femeved Bla wfc hth fra be ek wa i ik le ret wile y from i , Pn, 

went into the hall and found his cout and hat, which he put 
on with an air of cheerfulness he had not worn fordays, Then 

s his wife good-by, the door closed and he was gone. 

By Elizabeth Jordan 
When he put his latchkey inte the lock at six o'clock that 

evening the door was prompt the inside and 
his wife confronted him wit! 
“She's come!” she gasped. "She's © 

I¢ was plain that she was cooking, Notwithstanding the 
recipes in their kitchen of & ventilator on whose mecits the 
yuse agent had dwelt most tenderly while renting the apart- 

ment to them the unmistakable odor of a broiling steak was 
wafted to jood's nostrils. He sniffed it rapturously, 
“Tkne he explained. “Smelled it from the corner as 

1 turned into our stecet, There's a crowd of men down on 
the sidewalk —hungry business men whe can’t get past the 
door. But is she going to broil it an hour?” he asked as he 
went toward his room. “I thought dinner wasn't till seven.” 

“T's going to be at half-past six," his wife assured him 
meekly, “Karin thinks that’s better, She likes to read and 
study in the evening.” 

“Oh, she does!" Atwood was making 2 quick toilet now 
in high yood humor. "When is she going to do her practic- 
ing?” he added facetionsly. 

“Well” —Mrs. Atwood's voice was doubtful, her words 
came slowly =" she wanted to do it in the evening, from eight 
to nine. She said that would be more convenient for her.” 

The tie Atwood had picked up dropped from his nerveless 
fingers to the Hoor. “Wouldn't that be rather inconvenient 
for us?" he asked. 

Mrs. Atwood nodded. “I told her so," she explained, 
“and it's going to be from three to four in the afternoon at 
first, She thinks that after sbe has improved a lice we'll 
he glad to have herdo it at night, because it will make home 
more cheerful.” 

She repeated this conviction of Karin’s in rather worried 
accents. Atwood, hi: twitching, looked at her in the 
glass as he gave his tie tts final pall, and be wondered for 
the hundredth time why Lucy's lick of humor had never 
attracted his attention before their marriage. 

yD atahte was ready as soon as he was, and Atwood, 
peacefully consuming the best soup he had yet enjoyed 

at his own table, turned an appreciative on her who 
served it. Subconsciously he had visualized Karin as a strap- 
ping Norsewoman; it was reassuring to find her a very 
LAA YOUN actin of twenty-three or four, quite ateract~ 

ive in her black uniform, her fair hair shining under a little 
her heavy face lit up by a msive smile when he 

et her cooking. For—incredible but glorious fact !— 
cooking was good. With the wixlom following bitter 

experience Mrs. Atwood had planned for the maiden effort 
of tonight a very simple dinner: tomato soup, a thick steak 
broiled to perfection, potatoes au gratin, spinach, and a deep 
apple pie with a bit of cheese a meal which John 
Atwood devoured like a man in a blissful dream, Three 
times, as he helped himself to steak, he expected to be rudely 

kened. Twice, as he accepted pie, he told himself that 
thing was too good to last, 
Ay bring coffee an’ cigars in living-room,” remarked 
in when the last piece of pie had disappeared. 

The Atwoods were able to precede her. They succeeded 
in looking as if this incredible and beautiful thing had ha; 

jore, They even talked to each other easily while 
in brought in and served the coffee and then arranged a 

low table beside Atwood's chair, with cigars, matches and 
an ash tray upon it. Karin asked no questions, She seemed 
vo know by instinct wi everything was, and moved about 
as swiftly and efficiently asif she had been with them for years, 

Vhen her service left nothing to be desired she departed, 
closing the door nclacteaay. ind her, and at the reassurin, 
click of the latch the perfunctory words died on the lips ‘of 
the Atwoods. They turned and stared at each other with wide 
and oie 8 eyes. 

* Did—did you tell her to do this?” asked John when he 
could speak. 

Lucy shook her head. "I didn’t dare to tell her anything,” 
she admitted. "They don't like it, you know, I just handed 
her the menus foe dinner and breakfast, and showed her the 
range and the iee-box, and told hee to come and ask me 
anything she wanted to know," 

Her husband shut his eyes. “That pic!" he breathed. 
"Did you tell her to make it deep, with the meringue stuff 
on top?” 

Again his wife shook her head. “1 su they taught 
her at Red Hook,” she dreamily., “That's where 
she's been working for a year, and of course her employer 
ot ber into the habit of beis jin his cigars.” 

John Atwood leaned back in his favorite chair and drew a 
bo, Seca of smoke from his cigar, exhaling it luxuriously. 
{bats i” he mused. "They've wound her up and she 
keeps right on going, It's up to you, Lucy,” ae 
impressively, “not to Jee her run dows. ‘That's all you've 
got to de,” 

Mrs. Atwood! put into words the pathetic aspiration chat 
goes up daily from every home that is a competent sery> 
Ents: “1 only we one boss bor |” she beeather!. 

Her husband jumped. a look of actual aguny crossing his 
face, “ Keep her!" he exclaimed. “Of course we'll keep her! 
We've got to keep her, if we have to make the place over to 
ber and give ber.an interest in my business, We'll keep ber if 
we have to lock her in. Say, Lucy” —a sudden memory 
struck him—"she wants to practice at night, doesn’t she? 
Weil, tet her. We can go out,” he added recklessly. 

To bis wife his excitement seemed a natural thi She 
was sharing it. "But she may not want us to go out,” she 
reminded him, “That might hurt her feelings. She'll prob- 
ably want us to stay in and enjoy ber music.'* i 

For a smoment, but only for a moment, Jack Atwood hesi- 
tated. Then a vision of broiled steak and apple pie came 
before him. “All right,” he said doggedly. “If worst 
comes to the worst we'll stay home—sometimes. Perhaps 
she'll let us have an occasional evening off,” 

ROM that evening, life to the Atwoods became a blissful 
i in a perfect, if isolated, little world in which 

Karin was the central figure. Mrs. Atwood's convensitions, 
not only with her husband but also with her friends, con- 
sisted almost exclusively of anecdotes of Karin. Jt was Karin 
who, discovering that a writer of real books occasionally 
came to the little apartment for an evening with the Atwoods, 
boasted openly of “de liter'y asmosphere™ in which she 
dwelt, It was Karin who, when her attention was called to 
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the architectural magnificence of the Pennsylvani 
, surveyed it appreciatively, remarked briefly: 
“and turned away. Karina's favorite diversion, when 

she was thot cooking or practicing or acquiring culture, com 
sisted in hovering near the windows im the living-room 
watching the passing street cars. 

She had been with the Arwoods a week when, one day, 4 
wild shrick summoned Mrs. Atwood te her side. She found 
the faithful domestic at her favorite point for observation 
ber eyes bulging, her nose flattened against the window pane: 

As her mistress entered the room she cried out to her 
without turing: “Oh, Mis’ Atwood, it hass stopped!" 
“Stopped?” exclaimed her mistress, hurrving to bet 

“What has stopped?" It might, she feared, be Karin's 
faiehful heart, 
“De car,’ announced Karin in hushed and reverent 

acoents. 
It was true. The car had stopped on the corner, and 4 

stout old lady in serviceable gaiters was revealing them 
tae porgiece as she climbed on board. 

Mrs, Atwood regarded her handmaiden with racher dazed 
eyes. "Haven't you ever seen a car stop before?" she asked 
ineredulously, 

Karin shook her head, "1 tank,” she announced beam 
ingly, “dey run all time,” 

Ss THEY DO," declared John Atwood gloomily when the 
incident was reported to him at night. “I haven't pet 

suaded one of them to stop for me this week. | get it on a 
fiying leap from the curbstone or over the fender, or by 
sprinting lovingly by its side and catching it unaware, or 
don't get it at all. rin’s instinet is curree’ 

Notwithstanding the atmosphere of adulation with which 
they surrounded her, however, it became evident as the 
surimer passed that Karin was becoming honvesick, All bet 
talk was of Norway, its fjords, its mountains, its chalets 
Ir seemed not people she longed for, but places. Life in 
America had become a dull drab, She longed for the red- 
tiled roofs, the pink-and-yellaw peasant houses of her native 
land. The Atwoods had thought of leaving her in charge 
the apartment while they spent Mr. Atwood’s vacation at 
the home of Mrs, Atwood's parents in the mountains, But 
now they dared not even bint of it, They stayed and did 
what they could, but nothing diverted or pleased her. She 
had no friends and wanted none, 

“TE tank 1 go home,” she announced one day, after 4 
month of this, 

For a long moment Mrs. Atwood looked at her in despair. 
‘Then, suddenly, an inspiration came to her. She recalled 
that never-failing solace to the lonely, 
clothes, ‘ Karin,” she said quickly, "wi 
afternoon off and go to some of aur big shops? 

Karin's beavy ih brightened. "TL buy tangs for you?” 
ly. she inquired eager! = 

"Oh, no, I don't mean that!" Even Mrs, Atwood's need 
was not great enough for this, “Just to look around,” she 
added cordially, “and see the pretty things. If you see any- 
thing you want to buy for yoursell, you know, you will 
able to d 

Karin reflected, wavered, fell. “Ay guess T go,"" she sakt 
at last, “Ay tank I tak can dollar. Ay bay something for 
tak home." 

Mrs, Atwood advanced the money, and, after same enet- 
jc preparation, Karin departed in radiant holiday attire. 

instead of crossing Madison Square, as she had been directed 
todo when she left the building in which the Atwoods dwelt, 
she sauntered up Fourth Avenue. It was familiar ground. 
The intelligence office to which she had come on her arrival 
in New York was here. An impulse to visit it crossed her 
mind. Possibly, she thought, the proprietress could get her 
a better place. True, nothing was the matter with her pres- 
ent place, but this was. wonderful land, and Karin, who was 
ambitious, bad visions of herself asan expert waitress, relieved 
forever of the taxing duties of general housework. Then sud- 
denly as she sauntered along, her dull eyes, turning from 
one to another of Fourth Avenue's unfamiliar atreet scenes, 
strangely brightened. had fallen on something in a 
shop window, something which caught and held them. With 
quickened steps she approached the window and gazed 
through it, her face pressed against the glass in the intensity 
of her interest. 

Bee her was a picture—a painting of Norway. It was 
not & large canvas, but it was the work of a master, and 

the quick tears that sprang to Karin's eyes and thea brimmed 
aver were na more than its due from one who knew and loved 
that northern land, Here, before ber, was a pan cuttage 
like the one that came to her so often in her dreams, with its 
foreground of fjords, its background of mountains, its red- 
tiled mossy tool, with delicate birches springing from it, and 
touches of pale blue, green and yellow everywhere, Over all 
was the indescribable atmosphere of Norway's long, soft twi- 
light, luminous, exquisite, inexpressibly beautiful. She knew 
the region; it was Drébak, near her own bome—beauriful, 
beloved Drébak! 

For @ long time she gazed at the painting, motionless, her 
heart swelling with a joy that was touched by pain. Then, 
onasudden impulse, she entered the shop and walked directly 
to the proprietor brooding over sume prints behind che 
counter, 

“You got Norway picture dere," she said, indicating the 
painting with a wide sweep of her arms toward the window. 
te see it, sony sia 

_ The proprietor at her, noted her eyes, recag- 
nized her nationality, and grasped the situation. Going to 
the window he lifted the canvas and carried it back to her. 
“It'sa fine thing,” he said, setting it up before her againss a 
convenient . “leis one of Fritz Thaulow's.”” 

Fritz Thaulow meant nothing to Karin. The picture 
meant much, “I buy dat,” she remarked briefly. “I buy 
now.” She funrbled in the little purse that held her money, 
her hands trembling in their eagerness, 

The owner of the picture surveyed her doubtfully. “It 
good deal," he began. 

“T buy.” Karin's tone was imperative. She had found 
her t lar bill by this time, and she held it toward him 
with proud confidence in her manner, She knew how much 
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soo deal of difference, first an san orf x ften took place of a smile, Bashed: then the changit 

and childlikeness—enough to mak him enough Latin to g . denly grim with a wrenching, tearing feeling, yet 
te held back. The 

a6 the muscles of 
ind of tende mit t and the other the qualification for entrance ; 

ame out of hiding and wrote itsel n af God. I'd rather have let cube root 
ce of my imagination. The other 

ta catechism | was bolding in tof it; foolthatlam! To 
“mall youngster ruse to his feet and solemn’ ve of his gu thin t But | don’t hope!” he 

Ay present that “the picksbers of God in the church brough! nd flung his shoulders straight and 
tere "all wrong,” Natur ed, which was a mis: augh st shelf with a “1 just —" the voice 

take. He got me, "God," sid he Lropy ain. “I won't say it. 
don’t look like those colored picks Tm he poker and stirred 
You see, he knew; he still remembers the ebb: and sa! how 
Mathematics and a few brisk sins 
{00 bad! Still, when we get back home 

tome back," like a forgotten lang 
Meantime, there are two-hune 

s miracles in ga y 
frocks are worthy the ba n 
¢, of course they are. The subject of 

I've got to k 
's an impertine 

—intent, it seemed, on the 
the low, ¢ ice whose sim- 

ready sed, though h ot know it, the 
bef parts of the people to whom he preached. ‘1 will 



0% test of her,” he said, telling the fire hip 
decision, “Hi sate and wins through to the 

I'll bebieve that I've been let do that 
Job and that I'm tit for work, If she doesn't, if L 
can't pull off that one job which is se distinc 
put up to me—T'll leave.” 

a ¢ be bail switched out the lights in 
are fiving-toom and gone inte the bedroom 
He tried to. sleepy but the tortured 

ves of a high-bred race burse, caer, 
woul! not be quiet. The 

ich city, the great, poverty-stricken masses 
hit, the rushing, grinding work of 

the luge parish, had eaten into his youth and 
strength enormously already, in six ewnths He 

inetd right anel belt, eafferes} with the 
ing, as po human can and keep balance, till 

pow he was, unknowingly, ut the edge of 2 break 
down. Avi the distrest of his own Giness. the 
forgettutness that, under one's own limitations, is 
an unlimited reserve which is the vely hh if any 
of us in any work—this was the form af the 
retuet of his overwrought nerves, 

Vet at last he 

ANTIME Mitte 
came eal upene 
took wat three 
sent to her 
written, which the 

Haly 

beyord. 
fervess th 

vn 
Jept, the hours crept away: 
anda early postmar 

the bax with a rattling key and 
ich the Dexconess had 

family, and one, oddly 
or had executed for his 

anal, last. the Jetter to the girt 
amk away, anid was 

1 asd at last, 
the twenty-ninth nf Sep 
garden path, and the girl, 

Md ganten, laid aside her book and 

From 
hidden in a sack 
Robert Halae 
tember, came ds 
reading in the w 
watcher) him as he came, and thought how familiar 
ant pleasing a sight 
pausing on the graveled wal 
tolift s fallon be 
care for hi chikire 

“A letter, lassie,” Robert Hal 
held out the thick envelope, anit 

Hinary thing f 

glen, tall figure 
to touch a blossom, 

h, as lovingly asa father would 

kenden said, and 
then did an ex- 

Kobert Halarkenden. He 
the unmistak~ 
and looked at 

then she laughe 
“TL knew you must have wonden 
she said, and with that she told the 

the letturs. 
» wrong,” Robert Halarken- 

The girl jumped to hee answer, 
Wrong!” she cried, “should say 
ot, Is salvation, hope, life =n ibe 

all that! At the least it's the powers 
of good! fightin: something 
Tike that; bade she finshed 
Jamely 

With that she was dee ‘in berletter, 
Hi rouved a 

few yards away ant was ililigently 
ding a shrab that seemed to need 

Faow “Av 

Rot I'm not sing to pin som, for you 
ted to help Vil shake off the 

eerie, 
suppa: vistas; 
you'y every sor 
of Borinon de me dream of 5 
vague, pussib me, Yes, I've been 
itreasning that; a specitic thing whiels I pi 
if L coubl cancel sume house parties and a trip to 
France aud the bunting. But, even if 1 could 
possibly give 
He's noe well, 
ing hins. And I'm all be b 
tingly alone. After al, y 
nat big an that—abream 

JROBIN bas 3 quces scheme just now. ‘There's a 
i 1 here, the most famous one of the 

planet, from France tu cure the small 
Billionaires with which Usie plave 

site that 1 se that hone seks, ane Rabin 
ut my bones. It's asant, and E 

hate thoctors, and I don't ki iit will. But Rabin 
i Uncle Ted ath 

le Ted. So I may do it. 
pronoonceil, a3 he would, 

we right it would be 

first hisloous shuck aver 

is them, anal insists « 

yg throuzh th 
So I may wot do it 

T must stop writing. 1 have a guest and muse 
do party for ber. a beautiful California 
heiress—ob, fubulously rich—much richer than 

1 gave her a dance lust 
1's all b8 say best hunter 

save the mark! He admires her 
and she certainly is a nice girl, with eyes like thase 
young, medieval, brainless I'm fe 
glad, so iad Ww have 30 i 
him~with Alex! [dread him so, I bate, 1 hate to 
let him=Kiss me. There! HM you were a real man 
1 couldn't have exploted int You're only 

Tito say—that 
od; and that 

fire writing to you at one o'clock in the morning 
‘They say it’s one part of the brain working a shade 
ahead of the rest. I don’t believe that. I do nat 
believe my. brain is working at all just 
spinning around. For days I've been living in 
the Fourth Dy something like that. It 
changes tbe values to have a now universe whirl up 
around one; new heavens and a new earth—that's 

T have given up trying to analyze it, Even If 
want to tell 

it, 

i, except 
came and snatches 

L don't koow how this is gulee to get itself sald. 
Bat 1 can't stop it. That frighten: rather, 
I've been wsed to g myself about or, at 
beast, to Sock thet 
over. I dan’t prete 
rather that f didn’t recognize it right at the bey! 
nines, What 1 > pat off reckoninus with it 

have gut to overtook that; Texn't bely 
you my brain wase't working. For days I've ls 

Then your letter came, late this ufter 
that settled it. Do you know what yo 

Do you? You said: “It you 
jkdn't have exploded into that.” ¥ 

man! What do you think Tam? That's what 1 
ant to koow. You'll tind out I'm reat enough 

you and Tare done, Do you suppose that 
T have heen reading your letters ull thrse weeks 
those letters in which, you subd Yourself, you put 

gut saul~as though they wore the stock «gota 
Did you think you were a numbered 
that I was keeping notes about you in the 

a le the office? Well, it 
on exactly that way 

au remember that day you were here? 
How it rained, how dark it was? Why, I've never 
seen you, really, I'm alwayw trying to imagine 

I've got to talk to you; some things can't be 
nu wuR't topime, Doyo 

You've got tu ive me a chance to talk; 
that'sonly square. No, Idan't tein 
all that. Edon't quite know what I'm 
aying, I mean you will let me come, 
won't you? I'l go away again after; 
you needa't he afraid. ‘That's fair, 
inn's it? 

You see it's heen strange from the 
start, and so quick, You, in the midile 
of the storm that day, the thi q 
sai, the fearful tangle you were in; 
and then the letters, the wonderful 
letters’ And wo thought we were 
keeping it all impersonal—you, with 
your blazing individualit im 
petsonal! 1 your face, 
hut you've stripped the masks aod 
conventions off your soul for me; I've 
looked atthat, L couldn't kel it,couhl 
1? Teouhin’t stop, Leun't now. 1 
can't look at aaythi else. There 
isn't anything else: it ills my worlds 
it's hlotted wut what used tu be reality. 

You're hundreds of miles away: 
whatare youdolag? § 
white dress a Jlainp 
light, reacting, thinking, afraid; fright. 
ened at the doctor, shrinking at the 
thought of that infernal, pawing 

rou 

Reverend Grovrmny McHiaxny aay ae - ¢ 
October 10, THE OPEN FIRE: By C. L.Marsu 

My deur Mr. MeBirwey: Socata A EBON 
“CTE night wind! Idting down the =— aN 

dusty strect"—you do weave — = aS 
patterns out of the dictionary whicls 
please me, But I know that irritates 

lor words are not what ware 
paying attention to; of course, if they 
were, yours wouldn't be so wonderful 

wind of the s it that bi 
into beautiful shapes for you, 1 With ghostly fingers taps the window-pane; 

‘ fest i | Bor shat « joy of pace and wannth and light To let that go, fo terial- : 
you think Tight Mave ajob? E ’ The =| Fills every heart before the fireplace bright! 
T might do a real thing tue anybody } 
ever? If you only knew me! Ii you The 
only could see the mountains of — |) 

J cream and preserved che 
diffs of French clothes anit 

soon teas and ances ant calls 
luxury in general that lie betwee 
amit any vse Wythe maddest | The 

are whirled; 
The casements rattle, and the frozen rain 

ing logs laugh at the raging gale 
Or murmur hay Saccthing tes 
With every fiercer gust the flame leaps high 
And roars defiance at the angry sky. 
It cries into our hearts: “Good cheer! Good cheer! 

sky, 

storm's outside, but you and I are here!” 

HE winter wind raves through the outer world, 
And dancing snow-wreaths round our homes 

beast? We'll drop that last: thisisn't 
the time for that—not 
away youare; and 
real you that you've sent me in the 
letters—always you are bere. Dlistes 
to your voice, T've got that-your 

~ singing through my days; here 
in the silemce andl the firetight, outside 
in the night under the stars, always, 
everywhere, I hear you calling me. 

You sce my head's gone, Don't 
think, though, that I don't know the 
risk thisis. But there isn't any other 
way. Those four weeks you didn't 
write, when F thought you bad gone 
under—that was when I begen to see 
how it was with me. Since then I've 
fone on, living on your letters, until 
now Lean't imagine living without 
them—and more. ai yet I know 

dream that I, with my bonesand my | "The mother, with the baby on her knee, this may be the end. ‘That's the 
moocy and my bringing ap, © a5 : But [can’t go a0 fike that any more, 
ver, ever lira th Croons old-time songs that blend in harmony it’s everything now of nothing. 1 
cliffs and waite th With harmless ly storm, and kindly fire want toknow what you aregolag todo 
It's mad, 1 say, you } In whose strange lights she reads her heart's desire. about it, W at are you thinking, what 
man on the other sid a 7 ° fj must you think, what will you say to 
tre living, who ace olog’ things. 1 She whispers: “Sleep, my darling, never fear! | me when I see you in your still garden 

The ever can—I never can! 
Nad yet, It's se tere 

horrible, so frightenin 
sometimes, to be drowning in buxwry! 

le, it's so 
storm's outside, but Mother still is here.” 

The lonely scholar lays aside his book, 
| And lights his friendly pipe in cozy nook 

I woke inthe night, last night,ané | Beside the glowing flames that wake in him 
before my eves bad opened Thai thang Promethean fires that never can grow dim; 

wl cried ow 
life 
And | 

it isn't just woe; igh that's Uw 
burning, close question to my simple 
selfishness. But it’s a lot of women 
alot, We're waking all over the werkt. 
We want to belp, to be worth whi 
help, to count, It won't de och 
longer to know French aud ftatian and 
lay middling tennis aed be on the 
‘Nitar y. You know what [mean. 
All that, yes; but bes 
power which a real 
all that to cake it big, stronger 
yos are, the better your work i, T want to be 
strong, to be useful, to touch things with a person 
ality which will move them, make them go, widen 
them. How? How can 1? What can J do, ew 
Oh, what ea 1 ito—what ean Edo—with my fi 

T thought that first of August that it was only 
my illness and my tie ta an waloved nan, bat it's 
more than that. You bave broadened the held of 
my longing, my restlessness, till it covers—every- 
thing, Help me, then, for you have wakes me to 
this want, question, agony. It’s pot only if 1 may 
Kill my life; {t's also what tcanifo if Tdom’t kill it 
What cas Ido? Do you feel bow that's a sharp, 
vital question to me? It’s out of the deep I'm 
calling to you; do you know that? And it's my 
voice, ut it’s the voice of thousands. New you're 
In trouble? Now you wish you'd let me alooe, fur 
here we are at the woman question! I can see you 

The 

1 2s 

Daun bv ARTO mE 

What cares he for a storm—afar or near? 
The storm's outside, but thought and he are here 

lovers lean together in the glow; 

perce race | As ight lights their eyes 
With quick heart flashes, sweet in their i 
He bed “Blessed be our hearthstone, 

I's outside, but you and I are here!" 

you—being a shadow, a memory, an incitlest—are 
yet the central figure of this world to me, If I fall 
hack Into the pit that ix not your adair; mine, 
maine only. ‘The fight that shines around you for 
mois the only kindly light that may save me. But 
it may not. I may fall back. Ihave the toy in the 
drawer yet—covered with letters 

mtby! Tas Yours always, 
™ Noose Fixer.” 

From Tae Rivermxn Grovruny McBrexry 
To “Avousr Fut” 

Warcnestex, St. Andrew's Parish House, 
October 12, 

Bickers never see me again? You'll see me in 
three days unless you stop me with a telegram. 

I have 3 curiows feeling that all this has hap- 
pened hefore—my sitting here in front of the 

ae | 

| af miracles? I've gatte know, Myou 
meant it—you said [ was the center 
of your world—it can't be true that 
you meant that, J the cepter of ywur 
real, clean, wind-awept work! of hill- 
tops apd of vision? 1, who haven't 
wot the decent strenzth to hold my 
tongue, and keep my hands Hut 
you dink say that. 

Wx come, will you #2 
ine agaits, out loud, that? T 

imagine it; such # thing couldn't hap 
pentome. Butif you shouldn't, ifyau 
should tell mse not to come—tio, Tean't 
facethat. Where isthe salation? 1ee 
perfectly that you can't care: why 

| should you? Tree alse that you must 
} be male to. That’ just it; 1 know 

what [must have and that I can never 
haveit. No,thatisn’t so, Fknow that 

I shall come and take you away from what you 
fear and hate, out of the world we both know ie not 
real, into reality. 1 shall tell you why 1 want you, 
why you must come. Yoo will listen and you will 

You will say, “ Why, it’s madness and in 
sanity." 1 shall have to hear all your obvious rea- 
sons, but I shall know that you know they are lies, 
Do you think, do you dream, that they can stand 
between meant you? Youcan'tstopme. Because 
I have seen your soul—you said 30; you've held 
it out in your two hands for me to look at. You 
can't keep me away from you. 

‘This isn’t my insolence; It's the thing that's 
got me. I can’t help it, A man is that way. I 
don’t half know what I've said; I don't dare read 
ie. You have got to make it out yourself, somehow, 

You've asked mo questions. You're troubled, 
frightened; I know. Do you think [ can ait here 

(Page 24) 

any longee and Jet you go through that alone? 
T've been over the whole thing: I've done nothing 
else, and oat of the maze of it all I'm fnecod to 
dome to this: I's the ohl way and the only oo 
the answer to it all, What can you do with yout 
life—your life that is ening to be, that js now, 
glorious with loveliness and light? Give it aways 
Uhat'sit; qive it to me, and then we two will set it 
to music and send it Snging through the world: 
‘The old way 

toaverlook this. It’ mad to go0% 
Ww knew how FE have tied 0 

and fought and ewiste 
it la, cune tw keep this back from 

fused and yroteseue 
MW Lcvalt 
"1 

then Y'It yrs away 
Ttell you Tean't help it. 11's what you'ye fone 

tw me, TE tried to spare you this, but I waltes! to? 

cme ey man's chance! Oh, Lknaw I'm not 
worth it; whois? Mterward— | G. McB. 

Reverend Geofleey McBirney+ 
jeew's Parish Hause, Warchester 

pu tuast Hat come Leayina te, Sailr 
for Germany Getoter 14, Saturday. Laster 

“Avausr Fast.” 
vat 

PHE son af the under-pantener was a steady 
ar-old for thre hundred and sixty-fuur 

days of the year, aod bis Scateish bluad cattte 
bim to Robert Halarkesden and inspired 

a confidence not justited on the three humzed a 
sixty-fifth day, 

“Angus” sald Hatarkenden, regarding the boy 
ha blue glance fike a blow, "the young mistress 
shes this letter posted to catch the noon grail 

The master has seat for me anil T candot take it: 
You will thu bony tend fished in a deep pocket 

brought out a nickel—"Iurry with this letter 
vl post It jnameriutely,”" 
Yes, sir," said Angus, And Robert Halarkes 

dem tarned to gu to the master of Che great hows 
with no doubt about the United States mails. 

Angas, being in the power of the three 
Sand sixty-fifth day, trotted densurely inte 

the meshes of Fate Fate was posing as anothet 
lad, a Jad of charm and adventure 
“C'mon, Ang.” proposed Fat 

vans's chat 
in nasal Amet- 

ur's bavin" & rooster fight 
nth’ garage, Hurry up! C'mon} Lotso' fan 

And while Angas, stirred by the prospe 
led with & Sootch conscience, the footmat 

from next dour sauntered up, a goodnatat 
youth, ar, stopping, cauglit the question, 

along to your chicken Gght,"" he adjared 
and took the letter from bis hand. *L'et 
way to the post offve now. I'M mail it’ 

And Angus fed up the street along with Pate: 
While Tom Muiline thrust the letter into a coat 
pocket and dtupped into see his best girl and, i 

tof horseplay with that lady, Jost the letter. 
Sure 1 malted if," he answered Angus's ine 

s that witernoon. 
And Angus passed along the assurance, not goings 

details, and every one concerned was satis 
While Le @ jsirish house many miles down the 

the country ¢ mam 
fie 
railed rowdy Ukat mean 
waited, ever with a sicker restlessness, a muee un 
eniorable bonying. Saturday canse, and the mat 
hoped, till the hoor for any boat's sailing was hoN6 
past, for a letter, another telegram. 

Then, "She has had it mailed after whw heft," be 
raxwed, and all of Mooday and Tuesday bt 
waited and watched and invented reasons why it 
might come tomorrow or even later 
the ather sie fram Germany, 

‘Two weeks, three, and then four, he bed to 
varying fictions ubout the letter, which Arline 
Baker, the lady of Tom Mullins's heart, 
picked up from the floor that day in October 
and tucked into a haresu drawer to give to Tom— 
tucked! under a summer blouse. And the weather 
had tarned chilly, helping along Fate as weather 
will at times, and the summer blouse had not beet 
worn anal the letter had heen forgotten. 

even from 

ae LAST thore came a day w the man took 
netasures with himecl, becuase suspense and 
‘yy were eating his strength. He faced the sitw- 

ation. Ife had poured oat his heart, keepiag back 
nothing, at her feet. And sbe had not answered, 
except with the few words of a telegram. He knew 
by that that she lid got his letter, the first love 

tter of his life. Hut she had not cared enough te 
anawer it, Or else, hin faith in hee argued, some- 
thing had happened, 

That the letter had beers lost was 40 common 
place a solution that it did not occur te him, One 
thoes not think af mice setting off gunpowder 
magazines. At all events he was facing a stant 
wall; there was no further step to take; abe must 
bein Germany; be did oot know ber address; if he 

id, how could he write again? A man may not 
hound a woman with his love. 

Yet he was all hut mad with anxiety about her 
beyond this other suffering. Why had she suddenly 
fone to Germany? What did that mean? In the 
black struggles for enlightenment he believed 
sometimes that, in a fantastic attack of mahleset 
Mice, she hal married the other man and gone 
to Germany with him. That thought drove his 

t insanity. So he gathered up, alone befor 
his fire, all these imaginings and doubts amd sat 
with them into the night, and made a packet of 
thens, anit locked them away, as well aa he might. 
inte a chamber of his memory. 

And the next day he ang himself into bis work 
as he had pot been able ever to do before. He 
made It his world, and resolutely shut out the 
huoyant voice and the personality #0 intimately 
known, s unknown. He tried to be so tired at 
olght that he could not think of her; amd he suc 
ceeded far enough tomake living a posslbility, 

Asi then it was May, and in June be was 
have his vacation. Anil once more the doubt of 
bis fitmess for his work was upon him. If a high- 
strung man gives himself out all day long, every’ 
tay, tecklesly, and is at the same time under 
a mental strain, he is likely to be Geoffrey 
McBimey was close to an ines anit his attinaide 
toward life was warped, 

And then, one day, the letter came The 
weather had turned warm in Forest Gate and 
Arlioe Baker had got out ber thin blouses. 

CONCLUDED IN THE MARCH JOURNAL 
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The Need of Teachers’ Homes 
By Mrs. Percy V. Pennybacker 

ROBABLY nothing that the General Fed 
tion of Women's Clubs hat ever undertaken 

the D&.ltet with more generous response than 
© appeal made at the Chicago Bienaial bast 

Une, and Luer in Te Lapies” Howe Jowk<at, {he the betterment of the condition of rural schol 
teachers, 

The suggestion was made that we follaw the 
iene of some European countries, and estab 

h in connection with each country school & 
re ol manse, or t + home. letters 
“hich the article called forth may be divided into 
Wo classes: thae from the teachers themasctves, ul those from mothers, The first group, together 
with personal testimony from hundreds of teachers, Moves that L underestimated conditions, On ac~ 
‘Sunt Of the true-to-life almoaphe Te, let me quate: 
Oe letter verbatim: 

My dear Mrs, Penmstacker: 
ogl St an ott 
mearven to my credit, 

Md to seek board, amd have been bi 
Ht many exper 

x year of actual 
abs times Fh 

cher with twent 

id caunghe 
ai have of a“ Tencherage,”” wy 
t webied, because at but ome 

10 the ness of rural 
Hf a teache 

t board, eur hier scent. 
1m 1 was appointed principal of a four- 
1} applied to meveral patrons for bow 
it erenisato 4 Werk om fréat, The 

1, & woshstand and a dresser. a worn. 
ba 

ave OF ReaLE OF sreans of Beating: 
‘wails, no cheet. ‘The drawers and 

nid were full of ny Inastess’s clothes, aa L hast 
® bluce for mune except In my trunk, In this hae HeFe Was On vittingrrann excvpt the mother's rood 

¢ Had there setall chiklers. ‘The week's tral 
n sy ustklog another place. 

NE gilae § fel to altare my roses with a b 
fwo beds ued two-only ko 
d chairs. one dresser Gilet to 

me Wustetand. Hut we bel 
That ter firns, amd a tanger ta 

were no email children in the house, bot the 
Lady Of the House was adilicted to the ume of druwe, 
mud servivd the poorest seals You ever saw ‘hood Wi a failure, my health broke downs, amd I was a SWicnvalidt atl wavan 

lave been looking back through the years, amd 
Pa tecall few hoarding places that were real homes, 

Svatens of Itlecracy keeps us Coachers from fling 8p CAF rooms. Lam « fairly good teacher, with m prodes 
1 but we get only forty doltare a month 
nontis dering the year, 9 you see we 

ave little Lo apse 
To have a school bomen pluce where wn cold 

Keep cnr books and papers from: year Lo year, a pbuse into w 
ud ind indaaity 

and refinement, with books and pest 
fer a9 satuple—waukd be truly a nrsale- 
a place for the best social life, a place 

ity,» place where the 4 
pnforn 

ANOTICER teacher wrote that she had to walk 
4% four mites through all kinds of weather, except 

alter 4 week's attempt 
to sleep in a room with three 

A second group of letters came from mothers 
oat of these say they refused bosrd to the teach (ts because the mothers themselves were too hard- 

Worked to undertake the additional bardes. My 
Athy goes out to these mothers, for if there & 

Sty woman | the work! who deserves out adimira 
tlon and sympathy it isthe mother af several small 
Children who has to perform the entire work of a country ame. 

There have been objections mised to the plan 
f Ube school manse that deserve careful con- 
idemtion. Some persons claim that (t would not 

he safe dor the teachers to live alone, since the 
school inanses would often be isolated and the a- 
fority of teachers are young girls. Tsboukl answer 

of the consolidated rural 
has come orisan the way: the estab lishment of the sch se would give great 

impetws to this consolidation, Here fowr ot Give 
eachers wauhl be able to make s home together— 
bever forgetting that “Mrs. Grundy” must be 
lWoked after, and that the personnel of the hause~ 
hold must be such as to pone of the canons 

al 

Many of the teachers of the single-room schoo! 
are no longer in the Grst Mush of youth: many of 
thers, batl young and old, have widowed mothers, 
Sunts, cousins or sisters, who would be only too 
tlad to belp make a home. Do yoo ever think how 
many unattached waned we have, even in this 
New country of ours, who feel that they are not 
heeded, and, as ane of them bitterly sakl, “not 
wanted"? These are the women who would leave 
town and city ta go to a place where they feel they 
Bre needed, where they fecl they bave an oppor 
tunity to make a real bome. 

“THERE are girls who woubl like to earn their 
way through the country schools in their 

neighborhoods—boys in the same condition who 
ould be happy to do janitor service, and wouk! 

also be pleased to act a& protectors to the teachers, 
are also girls who have to walk long dix 

‘tances to school, and who, if it were possible, would 
beonly too glad te board wear the school I can see 
4 hundred ways where the living-alome objection 
could be overcome, 

Ina certain community in Montana lt had bees 
found impassible to retain a teacher longer Uhan 
S& months. A teacher's manse was established, 
ued from that time the community ceased te have 
*00h trouble, 

Board 
bh sho. 

{Tr 
manse 

Still other persons say that 9 
tees will yrive money: to estab 
Do you remember the days when we began to 
speak of pr fool libraries: of furnishing 
pictures, statuary, manual training, domestic 
science? “That same cry was raised—the peuple 
woul! not he taxed for such extrava But 
what has came to pase? In h 
these blesings are enjoyed. If the towns ani 
cities do these thiags for thelr ehi 
not the country do as much ys and girls 

1 should like to arouse every rural mother to 
2 righteous indigeatic wg her to peu 
ta fest not until she gains from Ube e 

Mrs. Percy \V. PENNYBACKER, M’resident of the General Federation f Women’s Clubs, 
Ms. Lucretia L. BLANKENBURG, Past Vier-President, 

The 5S 

See 

shoo! Manse in Reality 
By Mrs. Mary 1. Wood 

0 S00) had Mrs, Pennybacker's edi 
Nie “Teacherages” reached. the 

readers of Tme JOURNAL than it became 
jilent that the ides of the sebool x which 

eacherage, nucte 
je~although ‘comparatively 
I need, 

ight know exar 

accep 
hed a vit 

1a order that we 

f the se 

cir erection, letters of inquiry were sent to cach 
Superintendent of Education 

"It used to be wrote Superintendent 
Colgrave, of Virg linnesota, in reply to my 

The Teucher’s Collage at Eureka, Washington 

itktriet proper educational advantages for her 
boy and girt, The first step is to secure good 
teachers eoantry ik now the experimen! 
station whore 
gugues ate tested 
towes will not employ any 
taught, 90 the inexperienced teacher has to get 
her pretimi the country school, 
How rauch Songer will the tural people 
with this raw material? 

It hay been demvesteated that the first thing 
ained by providirar the 

hone is 4 happler teaching f 

moro; the 
opportunity to develop ber 
to Jet her own tastes hav 
Americans have pot yet re: 
even temporary ownership « Sevehups tn 
a sease of resp a sense of being a part 
of the will do this so 

{ll make the transitory peilage 
crmanent teacher; not only will she not 

in a fever tw eave on Friday, bat alo she will 
spend most of her vacation la her own home. As 
she grows motc and more successful, and the 
town bids her come, she will in many cases refuse 
the lure of the city for her beautiful country 
Wuene. 

T me whisper to you, while we are speaking 
ers een at tes couatey paces tea 

ditions that surround the Gty teacher are by 
o means ideal 

Nething will tend to 
make the teacher a 

friend of herpupils— 
a part of and a 
header in her <om- 
munity—re than 
having herown home 
amoag the peuple 
whom she serves. 

Answering as a 
whole these objec- 

thins, F re yout 
satisfied with your 

schools as they are 

The Aim of This Department & 
JR plan is to present each month an 

inspirational message from the Pres- 
ident of the General Federation. We 
hope in this way to bring directly to 
THE JOURNAL'S millions of readers the 
plans and aspirations of our organization. 
In addition Mra. Mary L Wood will pre- 
pare for each number a concrete enumer- oh 

The Board 
» has bull 

» whool 

hers. 
ultie: 

coutalning 
ing rooms for teacher Th 

ated by the same 
The board has 

pg table, cooking ten: 
amt two bods, a 

dresser, rags, rocking-cha ete, in the otf 
room, making the rooms neat and attract 

hed to the teachers free 
re in each building de 

sekeeping, and were uble last pear 
dollars a wonth each; whereas 

teachers in tuwn have to pay from thirty 1 
\y dollars 2 month each for ro 

iboulty in gettin 
: ln” 

“It was fe “ 
hoarding place for the teacher in 
farming commenity. Th 
erected a five-room eottay 

cottage; and the 
fitted up in the schoolhouse and boards with tly 
principal 

“At Lectonis 
m Hibbi 
are 

mining community four miles 
ing, it was also found impassible to 

suitable boarding place for the teachers 
Lnbuildingtheschoot 
4 suite of rooms—a 
living room,two bed. 
rooms, a kitchen a) 

tr 

ath—war fitted 
m the attic, ata 

t of about ¢ 
sand dollars, 

he use of the Lady 
chers. The princi 

al, a married man, 

a cotta 

groutds 
now? "The anewe ation of things accomplished by clubs and South Dak 
AM amp al State Federations, and will further inter- copsegd she oa 
"Not elt, 7 . 2 a of one residence 
why not try the new bret the spirit that has helped the prog that of the superin 
plan? What have 

to lose? Noth 
ing! What may you 
gain? Almost every- 

it seems to 

ress of the women’s club movement. 

Mrs. Percy V. PENNYBACKER, 
President of the General Federation 

f Woeven’s Clute 

lenient of the city 
schools of Plerre 

built wpon the high- 
school grounds. Sux 
petintendent Helm 

“The house ic ray 

‘The Teacher's Meme at Lamar, Washington 
(Page 25) 

m dwelling, with hardwood 
ipped with steam beat—alse fur 

hed to the high schook amd to the central 
ded schoul—and with electele lights, with gas 

nl with city water, In the hasement 
is located the heating plant for hoth 

buildiew, inclodingy heat, light, 
fuel ooking, amd city water, the undersigned 
paye thirty dollars a manth. The dwelling, whike 

ly bailt, i mut extravagant in any way mn 
very comfortable. The situation of the dwel 
makes it very canvenient, and the oi 
sition was little Jess thats an inspiratiog 

In addition to this testimony may be aided that 
of a mutual of the writer and the wife of 
superintendent, who save that the plan works out 

tho lady af thse 
which is, aiter all a t to he aistes 
and one of vital importance to.the syoce 
scheme. 

a modern, 
floors: iti 
nm 

*PPHROUGH the courtesy of the State Sopwrine 
tenent in Nebraska, Rural Inspector Edith 4. 

Lothrop told uf two teaches’ homes, ant gave the 
addresses of two county superintendents, buth of 
whom sent interesting accounts, In onv of these 
counties the building was pat quite ready for occu- 
pancy at the time of writing, but of the other home 
Superintendent Dorothea Kalls gave the follawing 
detailed description: 

“A fine brick busting with anil archi- 
tectural ornaments, and containing library, cloak 
roots aid coat room, besides the regular scbwal- 
room, was built in 1886 at a cost of $2257.53, 
~The teacher's residence was built in 184 for 

ne thousand dollars in gold. Jt ten frame howse 
y 28 feet, anil 14 feet high, with an adilition 

by 16 feet, 10 feut high, 1 has seven rooms, 
two halls, a cellar, closets and a acreenod porch 
‘The house is kept iu good repale. An ace of 
utd Is dkewotod to garden grurpases.”” 
Hat it remains for Washington 10 be the banner 

State. Mrs. Josephine Mrestan glves the astonish- 
ing but most gratifying statement that there are in 
that State alwat ninety such buries, When Mes 
Preston was usistant county superint mt ot 
Walla Walla County the problem of a puitable 
boarding place fur the teacher was brought 
bly to ber attention, In humiliation a tine young 
woman ¢ame into Mrs, Preston's office the Sat 
untay belore ber school was to begin. 

“It i out of the question,” she sid; “E cannot 
find any place to board.” 

Mire Preston's investig: 
to be the ¢ 

v ber home. 
id plucting th 

that th 

tion proved such really 
wanted to take the teacher 

in thereupar consiil- 
district, 
did not 

it had so obviowsly failed in 
But soom another plan its part of the ablig: 

was adapted: 
Tn s pear-y farmyard stood 2 cook house that 

hail dooe duty during the summer, and which was 
Grawn in irom the Gels for the winter. This rade, 

m little building was taker Inte 
i, and there the heave teacher 

tot up housekeeping. As she was within calling dis 
tance of a furmbhuwse she felt no fear in living alone. 
Here she livert all the year, taught a good schoal, 

L served as a reproach to the people of the 
hoot for their selishness. 

1D) the people of the neighborhood felt the 
m that they justly brought down upon 
fue their disinekination to take the 

0 their homes. The cook-house cottage 
side of the rallrni, and as the farm 

passed along asl leareed af the condition they were 
¢ in thett comments, 
The director himself was the man who final: 

appeared at the county superintendent's offi 
with the homble suggestion that the district build 
a permanent house for its teacher, This was at 
once takes up, aot before the opening uf schout 
the following autuma # peat two-roamed cuttage 

J in the place af the cook bouse. 
And so it came about that the school-cotts 
a was lawnebed in Walla Walla County, in the 

State of Washington. 
So we have seen that the beginning of the schout 

manse was, apparently, in the State of Waal 
ton, asl certainly the bighest development 
idea seems to be in that State also. If the people of 
Amber. Spokane County, had tried to demonstrate 
the entire feasibility of the plan outlioed by Mrs 
Penaybacker, they egald hardly have dooe more 
than they have already accomplished, In o schoot 
manse which was built at a cost of three thousand 
dollars live the superiatendent and his wife, on 
the liwer floor, while fout woman teachers occupy 
the upper Soar. In connection with this plan of 
housing the teachers on the school land there has 
started up 4 social center where a series of politi. 
cal meetings fy a part of the year's program; & 
woman's club has been organized with the soper- 
intendent's wife as president; the community hall 
has been used for Sunday-nchool purposes, and it 
is a part of the scheme that # grange shall be 
formed with meeting place in the sanse school hall. 

With the exception of South Carolina, from 
which State no reply reached gs hut where we are 
informed there are several districts where there 
ure bomes for teachers, a single instance in Ten- 
neste, in comnectioa with a prosperous agricul 
tural high school, and an independent experiment 
which has met with great success in Kentucky, the 
ahove seems to he a hevef outline of the record of 
the school manse in America so faras actual revalts 
are concerned. 

themsely 
teacher | 
wason th 



THE IDEAS OF TWO WOMEN 

A Plain Country Woman 
y IMPULSE today is to write 
a peronal letter to people 

| whose minds are disturbed over 
life problems they feel them- 
swhves unable to solve. The 
longing for a personal message 

| of reaswurance Ix natural to the 
‘human beart, anetit is this that 
leads us to bear the sermon or 

ara * the lecture and to seck Bungrily 
nee our F books | Jor the exact solution of a per- 

sunal case—our own ¢ase—which we like to be- 
lieve isa little diferent, a fitthe more diffieslt than 
that of others. 
Among th y Jetters that come to me none 

ato mure fre than those from homekeeping 
women who feel that their work doesn't “ count” — 
they wish to do something greater for the world. 

Hf you go to the bottom of this impelse, or 
desire, you will find that it has ite origin in a wish 
to he noticed by other It is a desire for 
recognition. In part this desire is natural; but 
has it not beens fostered by the envulation which 
tee enoouirnge in young children? Is there not 
always the distant goal of fame luring the young 
person to try to make his or her mark in the com- 
munity, aad have we not permitted the ideal of a 
thing worthy af general commendation to be along 
certain lines of “genius” rather than along lines 
‘of practical achievement possible to all who really 
apply thenpselves? 

Hlave we not in a manner despised the things 
which nearly all of us can do and which are, 
hence, the important things? For God would not 
ereatea work and ‘people it with creatures, only a 
few af whom can do the “important” things. 

ily work of the worll is always the impar- 
tant thing, the worker is the important person, 

‘The perwon who is chosen as a vehicle for some 
great gift of genius to the world is chosen for a 
special martyrdom, His peivate life is a8 indissl- 
ubly linked with the commonplace as is your own. 
MU he cannot glorify the commonplace, if he cannot 
reconcile hinwself to home and three: teals a day, 
and to the Bittle joys and great_sorrows of our 

thiy pilgrimage, he i just as helpless, just as 
unhappy," as you are, 

A! REAT new source of daily happiness is soon 
going to begiven ta the homekeeping woman. 

Yearly her services ore heing better “recognised”? 
in the Industrial world. She is constantly coming 
nearer the happy goal of heing rated a “ business” 
woman, with definite work and definite wage, 
We have outgrown the olf idea that all women 

phowhd he domesticated, the newer (and 
worse) notions that the kitebes Is narrowing amit 
that all women should be “liberated” from the 

a We have 

W which we have calle drudgery is oly 10 
it in a drodging way. Housework is 

m elevatell to its proper place It the work 
festic science is chief among the branches in 

iscontented with their jobs: Wh ‘Lyon quit? 
Can't? But, yes, you can. The trains ran every 
dlay, the big tund Is before you, Anybedy can 
quit if he wants to badly enough, ‘The point bs 
that you do not really wish to quits you only wish 
to complain. You wouldn't leave your "iman” or 
your children for a million dollars, No, you just 
wish that he’* would do differently. 

If you are living with anybody who won't do 
differently (and most of them won't), the leading 
is very clear for you to do differently, If “be” 
can't carn a living, and you are going to live with 
hint, then you must. If" he” won't build the fires 
in the morning, and you are guing to live with 
him, then you must. "There is only one person in 
the world whom you can reconstruct, and that is 
yourself, 

Life holds no harler experience for ws than that 
ul failing to do the thing we boped todo. In youth 
cach one of us is full of vague ambitions, Our 
foolish—and, happily, obsalete—nothon of educa~ 
tion fostered them: Every boy in America might 
le President of the United States; every girl 
might be the first lady of the land (and so she sill 
may be, for “every woman" who i mistress of a 
finely managed home is the first latly in the land). 

Our newer and far better notion of education 
today teaches us that there is something clever for 
cach and every one of us to do, which Is far Gner 
than indefinite dreams, 

BY fo matter how practical owr ambitions have 
been, or how hard we may have worked to 

attain them, sometioves we fall-and, as L say, life 
holds no harder trial for a man or a woman than 
that of failing in the thing be or she tried to do, 

‘Of all peuple in the world the woman at home 
has the least excuse for such failure. What did 
you intend to do when you married? Did you not 
intend to he a good wife, mother and housekeeper? 
‘Then yours is a job that is ubways in demand, The 
profesiun is never overcrowded. The work you 
chose goes on steadily through financial panics, 
fire, flued and pestilence, Even if death should 
destroy your own home, there is always a chance 
for a fine housekeeper to fommand ‘8 good job. 

Next to falling yourself, there is nothing more 
breskivy than to see these on whom you 

‘This changes your plans; it “knocks 
but it doesn't really compel you to stay 

knocked out, The world goes om os usual; 
chance for personal development is as great as— 
maybe greater than—ever; anil personal develop- 
ment is the thing which “counts.” If you to 
do something that “counts” get hold of yourseli. 
Become consciously weal, a0 ool if in so doing 
you “descend'” from what you bave considered 
your proper station in life. 

L receive so many letters from people who are 
forced to be howsemates with those whom they feel 
do not treat them right. If you are absolutely 
forced to do a thing (which few of us are undess 
we are sick or helpless or very ob!) there is but one 
thing to do--just make a glory of it. 

‘There i+ 4 peculiarity of human nature which 
makes it absolutely necessary far somebody in the 
houhohl to be “the goat.” Generally it is the 
woman of the house, bet not always 

If there isn't one person in the hose who simply 
shoulders more than his share and gues on quietly 
saying pothing about it, there are going to be 
friction and uphappines. 1 do not wish ta en- | 
counter the stare of the good manager bere. The 
very fact that you have been able to make every 
fetaw do his share and to Bave “things move" 
with precision and harmony proves what I say. 
If you succeed in making the household share 
burdens equally it is only by assuming a greater 
meotal responsibility and saying pothing about it 

HAVE thought 30 often of the woman who wrote 
me in a beautiful hand and in exquisite English 

regarding her own ruined life. Sbe signed herself, 
“A Wreck,” and all the import of her letter em- 
phariaed the thought that for ber there was no 
turning back into sweet and lovely ways of life, 
My dear, there is always the road back home, Not 
‘the old childhood bome and love ard innocence 
maybe, but to the bigger and broader “house not 
made with hands” which is built by the spirit, 
You are not the sin you have committed. You are 
your highest aspiration. Do sot think that we are 
Jaded by our warst derds—no, we are seved by by 
wut highest thoughts, our parest longings. The 
very fact that this "lost" woman had the impulse 
to write and ask me to tell girls and mothers how 
oo, ia thing it is for a life to go wrong proves that 

had the vision—and all who have bad the 
vido will sonse day grasp the reality. 

‘Yoday we are all longing for the personal touch 
of reassurance, because we all feel the blank that 
has been left by the decline of orthodoxy and the 
vicntious suffering for the victins of war abroad, 
My deur friends, we need a new orthodoxy, People 
casnet tamper with right and wrong without be- 
coming as sudderless ships on a stormy ocean, We 
must be going somewhere, le the expedition is 
purposctess. 

‘This is what i the matter with the American 
people. Our reckless song a we haye plungod 
abead has been: “We don't know where we're go~ 
ing, but we're on the way!" The maudlin shagan 

oy-rider has disturbed the litth: hamer 
at the side of the road and made the dwellers in 
the hapoy valleysfecl a haunting desire te get in the 
procession, 

‘Those who have read the despondent quatrains 
of Onar Khayyam will remember the expression: 
“And Lot—the bhantom | Caravan has reached the 
Nothing it set out frum.” This may apply to the 
objective fe; to the paraphernalia of the passing 
show—Dbut do not give way to the idea that it 
means the eternal consciousness of which you and 
Tare part. Hold fast to that and do not worry’ 

¢ peucessing” passes by—~it, really, is going 

J of a new orthodoxy points to the new! 
organization with definite rules ani 

premises, The buman being is a lawless creature, 
always ready to encraach upon his liberties, We 
ned set cules and standards we are wallering in- 
tensely just now from the lowerisyg of all our ob 
slandands, 

‘The stage, the literature, the moving-picture 
shows of the day, the castomsamong yaung people, 
the extreme fashions, the modern dances, all ex 
hibit our total lack of standards, We have Jost the 
orthodoxy of the church which wae the strongbolit 
‘of society when I wat a child. We caa never 
reinstate It exactly as it was—the people have 
discarded it, 

But the people are not happy without it; they 
are lwoging for something to tie to—for definite 
motives anda definite goal. Men and women have 
discovered that the getting of wealth, the piling 
of brick ow brick, and stone on stone, in a mere 
effort at bigness, is not progress. "They Gnd that 
instituting hospitals for the foolish purpose uf 
doctoring the disease from the top rather than 
from the foundation is pot progress. oy, Sind 
what spending money and time and rit 
eseence in an effort to reclaim fallen bumanity, 
wie 
that fall, is not 

All this bold¥ good Fgned ts the personal life, The 
definite thing which you hive to do teday is your 
sulvation. It |sna matter whether or not you wish 
to do it, the great thing is that you must do it 
My personal message to my readers today is the 

bope that after this wave of despondency, due to 
wars and rumors of war, the whole world will take 
a fresh start at working out the problemsol lfethat 
vem 40 complex but which are s0 simple, 

The American people are going to leara to 
economize. The American Government is going to 
learn it, “The Americas family is going to learn it 
Every cloud has a silver lining. The effect of the 
dreadful foreign war upon our country be eveeydy very good. It is never a bad thing for 
to have to go to work, never a bad thing to cut off 
huxuries of to be forced to find happiness in simpler 
amt hence better things. 
‘The great joy and beauty of pioneer condi- 

tious is in the demoeracy of the situation. Every. 
ody must pull together, and the opportunity for 
“greatness” is at its best. America will be plo- 
neering for some years now in.new conditions causal 
Be pee ee tbe ae See 8 ese eee 
téon at home. This cannot harm the individual. 
Fat you personally there is always the 
of the simple Mle, a. creature has a 
chance to ornament his sphere; but few of us are 
satisGed to do it; we want to break into somebody 
clse’s sphere; we want to do something else; we 
can't endure advice or bossing; ea penbry sd 

eth Milnes were juste lite Bie difereat™ 
‘Nobody in the workd ls quite so adenirable as the 

ramon wh es othe cca. ‘The ecason ig 

A Daughter of Today 
EN Lucile Holden married, 

the Holdens rented their house, 

Eldred Austin. 
| was a pleasant, sociable, little 

SAE} woman whose only ambition 
was to fit quickly and anagly 
into her new surroundings, 11 
didn't in the least matter to 
her that the furniture repre- 

sented another woman's taste. She poked the 
cushions in the library, shifted the tea-table, rear: 
ranged the linen Gost, pat her Own lamp in the 
living room, and said to Mr. Austin: 

we are, my dear, quite settled for the 

‘She met the women at the Guild and at the Cleb 
with the graciousness of a woman of the wi 
She wanted to feel perfectly at bome with every- 
body else and to have everybody else feel perfectly. 
at home with her. 

But she had been brought up in a city where 
family meant more than personality, and her idea 
of fecting perfectly at home was knowing exactly 
whe your relations were and sot concerning her- 
self about what you yourself might be. Your 
mental and your spiritual furnishings were us 
unimportant to Mrs. Austin as Mrs. Molden's 
chales and tables were. 

When she was introduced to any one she al- 
“Oh, yet, I know, a old 

“a sun of John ——, io 
“Mother of the Judge, t 

Jt wasn't a bad fault; it was hardly a fault at 
all only a folly—this ancestor warship, 

But it had two results which were geauincly 
bad—such a judgment of life never permitted any 
one to stand on his own fect, and It never per: 
mitted an woman of over thirty to 
stand at all. Why should abe. when she could not 
ty mace ine “Se-and-So's wile," or The mother 
f— 

HERE, was a time ia the world's history when 
women counted for nothing in the social state 

except as breeders of soldiers. Either they were 
the mothers of men or they were spinsters attached 
to the homes of the mothers of men, who put up 
with their society for the sake of the services they 
could render. 

But that time, fortunately, i past and its tra~ 
ditions are dead. Married women can maintain 
their individuality today, If they have any; they 
can be themselves, besides being their mere e$ 
wives and the mothers of their children. And it 
has always seensed to me that they should be the 

| first to concede the same freedom of personality 
to women who remain unmarried, particularly since 
it is apt to be women of marked personality, 
strong and favored as often as weak and ili-favored, 
who do pot marry. 

It is a hateful thing to go about with dead 
Lore ps bigotries, prejadices, in this great, live 
worl 

| And this it was that brought me into conflict 
with Mes Austin. 

It was at a committer meeting which had been 

pan 

‘Why not Jane Biddle?” said Mrs. Graham. 
She does more work and better work than any- 

body else. She's entitled to the bonor."” 
“Jane Biddle?” said Mrs. Austin, “You mean 

ey ved mald? Daughter of George Payson 

‘That was sinningon both countsatonce, ancestor 
worship und distespect ta the unmarried woman 
Mod trees Jaen Ue, of al petol wee was 
sinned against! 

“Jane Bidile just Goorge Biddle's daughter," 
I thought; “Jane Biddle an old maid! The 
woman who is more womanly than most wives 1 

mothers, 

others !"" 
I quite forgot that we were having a committee 

at Mrs. Austin said was 

to carry Mra. Austin back 
ve centuries on the a pewip ‘of a dead tradition, 

AUSTIN was all genteel apology. ‘It is 
IVI such a good old family, my dear," she hastened 
to reply. "I earnestly hupe you will believe me 
wise Tae you that that ll that Y man 

some one in chargeol so many poor Bi 
pled really ought to know what is to 

Lee One always knows what to 
expect when ane is dealing with the members uf 

"i 
i if 

“But Biddle, my dear, and a Payson Biddle, 
would be sare to Inve just the qualities we want, 
declared Mrs. Austin, evidently much more mit 
ful than I that the discussion should be “to the 
question.” “It makes the decision so simple. 
The Biddies are all executive and fine, and 9? 
intelligent!" 

1 saw that 1 Sail gone too far to retreat, 30 1 
submitted my evidence, “They’re not,” 1 said. 
“Jane a third cousin who is a Biddle and 4 

yaon Biddle and who's in jail for forgery, His 
mother wasn’t a Payson Biddle, you sees she was 
acircus rider; that sometimes happens in the best 
families, 
“And Jane's own eldest sister, who Js a dear, I¢ 

as stupid asa hen, There's hardly a mill girt who 
gees to the Settlonseat who doesn't know more 
than Lilian about everything except clothes and 
salad dressings. 

“Na, my dear Mrs. Austin! Wher your sot 
wants to marry into the Bildle family you may 
Sook into beritages if you please; they are af some 
Poeetaare: then, though not just as you recko# 
them. 

“ But for our purpase all you need ta comsidet 
Is that Jane Middle is Jane Biditle, and that she 
4 not an oll maid,” 

“Mrs. Pelham means that she's hail chances” 
said one of the women, to help nse out, 

“1 don't” said 1.“ Maybe she has an maybe 
she hasn't. ‘That has nothing to de with the 
question, What business is it of ours, T shautd 

te Know, sitting here ta nominate a chair 
man of the Settlement Hoard, to discuss Jane 
Hiddle's matrimonial prospects?” 

UPPOSE you were nominating a man for the 
position; woukl you discuss bis ichscocnl? 

Would you consider it relevast to know whether 
or wot he had ever propused to : woman? OF 
would you ask: ‘Is he executive; is he construcy 
tive; has he a sense of humor; is he adapratle, 
broad-minded, sympathetic? Is heableand ready 
— willing to spread the seeds of human fellow: 

understanding which Jane Addam* 
ee at Hull House?" 
“Lt is fittmess for the place that we are discuss 

ing; and when Mes, Avetin calls Jane Biddle an 
old maid she puts a brand epan her fitaess 1 am 
not quibbling about words; what EF object to i 
the idea that is associated with the words.” 

“1 don't see why,” said Mes, Austin, mock hot 
not subdued, 
“Would you call Jane Addams an ol maid?” 

Taskedt hee, 
‘Ob, nol" she said emphatically; and Mes. 

Graham explained the emphasis when she added! 
“She's iF Just a great and noble woman who hasn't 

“Well,"" said J emphatically, “there are plenty 
of other wavsarried women, great and les 
nolle than Jane Addams, pechaps, but good andl 
noble to the extent of their powers, who are nut 
old maids either, 

“Some of them are doing a mather's work In 
their own homes; some of them are doing a 
father's work in the world of business; sat a 
them are doing their own work in the wen 
or of humanity. And ny woman who is doing bet 
share of the world's work is an ald maid, 

“dt is a horrid mame: horrid because of the 
odium attached to the ideas with which it has 
become associated; it has a tang that clings and 
spoils the ice; it means a woman who is 
watit for witehood or motherhood, or is wawilling 
to sesume their burdens. It ls the esence of all 
the prejudices against women, which ought to he 
dead and buried," 

Mrs. Maditern tarned her head away from the 
gavel which lay oo the table before her, aa if she 
knew that she ought (o use it but bad made up her 
mind that she did not intend to. 

COUERG Ee by this sign, T went on: 
EXD sce bow unit fis for married 
Sia fry tall ie like ¢ that; how untrue It is to our 
own principles? We don't bring up our daughters 
teeny os to feel that they must marry at all costs, us 
they did when there was no life bet slavery for & 
woman outside of marriage. We tell our girls that 
marriage is the greatest happiness, the noblest 
service, the truest fulfillment that can come to a 
woman. We tell them that all their lives should be 
a preparation, a striving to develop the best that 
isin them, so that they may be ready for the man 
who is worthy of that best when he comes—if be 
comes. But if we are honest and fair-minded, we 
tell them at the aume time that no marriage can be 
® spiritual or an economic compromise and be 
good; that any marriage which is not a real union 
of heart and body and mind is unkappy, and that 
il the right man does nut comy it is better to go on 
alone seeking other service and other fulfillment. 
Some of our best and bravest girls take us at our 
word; they shut their eyes to money and a home 
whee it ts not supported by character, and they do 
‘0 on alone. 
And when they've done it you sneer at them 

for doing it, instead of helping them alung their 
way, smoothing it and making it less lonely. [I say 
that’s mean and cowardty, or, if Ie lan't that, it is 
five centuries behled the times. You cat take your 
oma 1 nominate Jane Biddle, just plain Jane 

idle, for chairman of the Settlement Board, and 
Toffer her name because she is the woman whos 
character, qualities aod tralniag make ber the awe 
best suited to the place,” 

There was a moment of silence, and of sighs, 
pole si ‘Maddern reached over and took up her 
ex 

"Miss Biddle has been nominated (or chalr- 
man,” she suid; and added, with her gracious 
humor: “Just plain Jane Biddle. Are there any 
other nominations?” 

“T move that the nomination be made unan- 
said Mrs, Graham. 

“I second the motion,” ssid Mrs Austin, 
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‘The Bungs alow That Has P 
> Nacianmeas ns . cal Designs: By Cz 

1E two bungalow 
especially pleasing from the 

exterior. The § 
the 

both an 

N THE a charming Hetle 
ingalow house for a small family- 

ide i of ylaster cement 
with green trim. On ide of the maim 

been usec 
-green f 
¢ firat 

reer design 
The wicker fu 

In the little 
erestiny 

built-in boo! 
ving, room 3 

a barge linen 
dows at the front and 

the broad gable e it individuality 
and drawe a built-in buffet ave six Toon bath, two porches, 
in the dinin lar in which there is 4 hot-air fur 

The we fs just it would | 
as compact and mient, and ear-round hor 

uns in addition a cellar and a 
sleeping porch, 

nd the exterior 
interior is finished in Oregon pine- 

An Inexpensive but Aftmctive Bungalow of Five Rooms an 

ve frames 
Jes. In the living 

room and a bath, and cost 
i mbination of 

the founda- 

jows interests you we shall be glad 
g how the ro rearranged 

cost where it is not men 
s. Addre 
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Mr, Keya’ pamphlet, “Hc Finance the fluilding of a Little Home,” wi 
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CI Ree oi ee ee ee Flossie Fisher’s Funnies 
The Children Meet a Giant and Rescue the Mice: By Helene Nyce 

Roll of Honar for November SHALL be glad to tell yor 
Stortes 

vIRST F 
t, color and paste together Ley AvEA! 

ab pln If you are 

v3 a check for ten dollars to make happane 
for our shut-ina. Isn't that lovely? By held 

a Ieszaar our Floasie Pisher Club chapter in B 
| muda cleared sixty dollars which was sent t 

the European widows and orphans’ relief fan: 
L have lately seen pictures 

little crippled children r 
ceive one of th 
which our club ch a 
topedally plow m x for little six-year-ob 
Jennie a chil 1 her only 

she curried everywhery 
| interest your teacher 

by the teacherof t 

Nyce 
' Home Jowknat. 

NNSVLVANTA 

paakibe. 

Nie Be 

It Depends on 
the Wall 

Every woman who wants her 
new spring frocks to show to 
best advantage in her home 
should send at once for this 

Free Book 

The New Styles for Gowns 
can be made to look most artistic 
against the background of properly 
tinted walls. 

Gown colors, fabrics and fash- 
ions are widely different this season 
from what they have been in the 
past. They demand the most care- 
fully chosen and artistic wall back- 
grounds. Why duy a beaut 
and spoil its entire effect by an iil 

ii decoration # 

In order to be really up- 
les, send forthe free wal 

he Mystery of the Lost Woman,” 

The book 
schemes 

Iso gives several color 
iving rooms, bedrooms, 

rooms, and nurseries —highly 
» yet economical effects ob- 

tainable with 

ful Wall 
Tint 

A wealth of beautiful soft tones— 
with the Alsbastine standard tints and 

by combining and intermixing, any 
iful tint, shade or hue desired can be 

vbtained. 

Easy to apply — 
a dry powder in a 
mixed with cold, wat 
applied with regular wall brash, 

Free service and free stencil er 
prations will gladly sap 

tine comes 

n or hot water, and 

particular require : 
we furnish free stencils to Alabastine users. 

Avoid substitutes—be sure to get 
jon that gives ar 

satisfaction 
Write today for free book. 

ALABASTINE COMPANY 
301 Grandville Rd, Grand Rapiils, Mich, 
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Dr. Emelyn L.Coolidge’s Chart 

For the Feeding of Babies 
From Twelve Months to Two Years of Age 

DIRECTIONS 
HE baby should continue to have water 
iven between meals, and it is best to boil it, 
it is quite as important to be regular in feed- 

ing the child at this period as it was in earlier life, 
and no crackers, cake nor anything except water 
should be allowed between meals, 

‘Often when a child has had liquid food excla- 
sively he will not take the solids given, In such 
c he milk and broths should be kept out of sight 

the other food has been taken; if the child is 
allowed to become really hungry he will soon be 
glad to take what is offered him. 

From Twelve Months to Eighteen Months: 

Until the eighteenth month there is no harm in 
allowing the baby to take part of his food from a 
bottle, but Santy a8 possible he should be taughe 
to drink from a cup, Many babies can take plain 
milk by their twelfth or thirteenth month, but 
there are others who must still have it diluted a 
Hitth. Use one of the cereal 
gruels as the diluent in such 
cases. It is better to omit 
the 10 eM. mille at the age 

nonths, but if al 
ceasary this meal 

Lai ¢ 
have to be ber own judge 
in this matter, as she can 
watch the child’s digestive 

ty. 
nember that all cere- 

als must be cooked twice 
as long for children as for 
adults, and if the grains 
are used it will be neces- 
sary to strain them be- 
fore giving to the child. 

Lean meats should be 

being given 
tothe chill, In making 

CUT OUT } 
THIS 

WHITE 

SPACE 

chicken or mutton broth use apes of water for 
exch pound of meat, and cook for four or five hours, 
then strain. It is better to have the milk and 
broths lukewarm when given. As cach new article 
of food is added to the child's dietary begin with 
only a teaspoonful and then gradually increase to 
the larger amount, 

When the Diet May be More Varied 
At eighteen months of age the average baby has 

twelve teeth, therefore severil additions may be 
made to his diet. 

Seraped or finely shredded lamb chop, beef, anid 
white meat of chicken, as well as very thoroughly 
cooked green and starchy vegetables, may be intro- 
duced at this time, Until two years of age it is 
best to give only the special meats and vegetables 
mentioned on the chart, Mash green vegetables 
through a siewe. 

Less milk is required when these additions are 
made to the diet. One pint and a half of milk in 
twenty-four hours, to drink from a eup, is enough, 

From six to cight ounces ad- 
ditional milk may be used on 
the cereals and toast, thus 
making about one quart of 
milk in all to be taken dur- 

hours. 
i milk 

quired with the dinner. It 
is no longer necessary to 
strain the cereals, but they 
must be cooked at least 
twice as long as for adults, 
Allow cnough time for 
meals aod do not hurey 
the child, bue neither 
should he be allowed to 
dawile or play over his 
meals A botewater plate 
is very helpful in keeping 
the meals at an even 
temperature while the 
child is being fed, 

“Dat Crisco 
sho’ 
am great” 

Thus opines old mammy 
as she beams over the 
big, hot meat pie she has 
prepared for ‘‘company”” 
dinner. 

At first she had been 
doubtful of this ‘new- 
fangled’’ cooking fat. 
But she tried it our— 
gave it a thorough test 
under all the practical 
difficulties of actual 
kitchen use, 
And finally, as the 
supreme evidence of her 
faith in its good quali- 
ties, she has used it in 
the meat pie on which 
her fame as a cook 
chiefly rests. 

RISCO 
or vie een 

Mammy’'s is only one experi- Cut Out the Chet this 
trated Above Along the 
Outside Bleck Line and 
Meant on Beivtl Beant cr 
Very thin Coaitecet 

ence out of thousands of the 
same sort. The best cooks 
appreciate Crisco most. For 
purity, digestibility, economy 
and convenience in keeping 
and handling, they have found 
it unsurpassed. 

That is why the Crisco can is 
a familiar sight in the kitchens 
of first-class cooks everywhere, 

Holow Aline the Oxnsiite of 
he Hck Cine. ant Mount 
This oo Mec ot Thien 
Conthoont 

Sift flour and salt and cut Crisco into 
flour with knife until finely divided. 
Finger tipa may be used to finish 
blending materials, Add gradually 
sufficient water to make stiff paste, 
Water should be added sparingly 
and mixed with knife through dry ine 
aedients, Form lightly and quickly 
with hand into dough; roll out on 
slightly floured hoard, it one= 
quarter inch thick, Use fight motion 
in handling rollin pin and roll from, 
center outward. Sufficient for one 
stnall pie. 
Tf you would care to know more 
about Crisco, write for a copy of the 
“Calendar of Dinners", aiiesing 

ur request to Department D-2, 
The Procter & Ganible Company, 
Cincinnati, O,, and enclosing 10¢ it 
stamps. Youwill receive aboukof 615 
new cooking recipes and a complete 
account of what Crisco is, how and 
where it is made, and what it will do 
to simplilyand improve your cooking. 

Purkha Hole in Back Piece. 
Fasten AB Together in the 
Center, Poste Top, Lett 
aod Right Edars of Bock 
aeul Prost Together, Hang 
in Convenient Place 



j we } 6 lees Vevsceves: Gewccue New Crochet for Trays, Scarfs, 
Stas Ee he Pen Covers and Cushions 

By Antonie Ehrlich 

Nf 
= 

EVERAL good patterns 
for borders may be 

adapted from these designs 
if desired. For instance, 

spiral border shown in 
ne cushion on the left could 

be spplied to a square of 
linen for a table-cover, and 
the fancy edging would be 
suitable for towel ends. 

The corner motifs might 
be inserted in a linen tea- 

and the wreath in the 

of antique crochet 
in bird, animal and floral 
crochet patterns are among 
the special fa 
chair-back 
covers and 
while conv 
Patterns for inser 
edgings are combin 

or 
jeces, 

tidies of a century ago are 
rich in quaint and beautiful 
designs for adaptation. 
Cushion designs in all ero- 

chet are made more strikin 
in effect when lined with 
or satin in a contr 
color, Use linen thn 
carpet warpforalivi 

air-back plece. 
od towel edg- 

ing is shown on the tabie- 
scarf illustrated on the left 
below. The insertion also 
could be used in a band at 
each end of a linen cushion. 
The table-cover with the 
wide insertion suggests a 
design for a very handsome 
couch-cover,towhichacush- 
ion could be added, trimmed 
with the insertion. 

pillow, over blue, pink or 
Violet. 

NLARGED prints of 
thedesigns numbered 

from ! to 8, inclusive, cun 

be sapplied for 15 cents 
each, and of Nos. 9 and 
10 for 25 cents each, ‘The 
reason for the higher price 
for these two prints is 
because of the extra cost 

he larger whieh 
it was found necessary 
to make, in proportion to 
the original pieces, to 
show the stitches clearly. 

Inquiries will be gladly 
answered, Kindly inclose 
postage with your in- 
quiry, and the required 

nt for any of the 
prints desired. Address 
‘The Needlework Editors, 
Tue Lapizs’ Home 
Jounnat, Philadelphia. 

WEDDING gift in 
crochet is suggested 

by this exquisite 
fora tray-c 
been most beaut! 
worked in fine white linen 
thread. One's personal 
taste may be followed in 
using it for a betwee 
meal centerpiece on a 
ished table, or in ba 
it framed in mahogs 
aserving-tray, Either 
way it would add a 
distinctive piece to theap- 
pointments of any table. 

‘Thedesigndoesnotlend 
itself well to the use of 
coarse thread,owingtothe 
delicacy of the motifs, and 
only firm, even work will 
reproduce the full value 
and beauty of the pattern. 

No, 40 “WEAREVER™ 
Hot Water Bottles have a 
Patented Neck Constric- 
tion that adds strength, 
prevents leaking and pro- 
tects your hands. Made 
withoutseams or binding: 
no leaks possible. 
cinlly treated rubber; san- 
itary surface; maximum 
heating capacity. | 

The No, 24 “WEAR. 
EVER™ Fountain Syringe 
is a companion piece to 
the No, 40; matches ex- 
actly in style, color, finish 
and quality, and has im- 
provements apd refine. 
ments you will like, 

‘Theses: en secon of veany 
Faultleas “WEAREVER™ 
Rubber Goods for the 
Household, Toilet and | 
SickRoom. Gotothe 4 
FoultleasDealerforany 
needed rubber goods 
and you will be sure 
of utmost value and 
satisfaction. 

If you cannot locate the 
Fanltless Dealer, write us 
mii zmitcrerete 
prompnly supplied 

THE FAULTLESS 
RUBBER COMPANY 

Meavery of a Complete, 
Hiah Grade Line of Rubber Goods 

fot the Home. 

ASHLAND, OHIO, U.S. A. 



A Twenty-Foot Wide Church 
Ptoyaround 

ROM what [haw 
ments that have 

custom among Church soc 
and even in Large ones, why 
a crowd out to one of their socials 
mecting that was to be educatir 

amuse to hear a young man 
peaking of a church that had failed to 
goadly company of people to anything 
ut socially, whether a lecture « 

Ushers’ Union of & social by t 
that “even ice cream won't bi 

y) mare 
Now, Lam aire that those people ne 

for the ive cream 
af { work, 
for life work, and a social so ann 
to savor more of a“ party 

nut their liv 
household cares oF ye 

people of unequal educational 
tages, who b 1 or studied 
or the hetter pa the day, Per 
we need to learn what recreation 
in its large aypects means, and in 
place of a cramped social life put a 

| larger, freer life young peoph 

TH hody needa physical r 
ation as much as the mind 

needs to he directed into new chan 
nels of thought, else it, tuo, he 

physicaland mental state th 
likely we are to be open-mi 
anid sane in ourspiritual attitud 

T beard recently of ala 
church that was conducting & 
country club for the benetit of | 
members,and theidea apy 
me very much 
to suggest res 
ternoons, wholesome 

and pleasant companion 
it is proper for a church to con 
duct @ playground of a gymaa 

my hy shouldn't it plan for a 
vt somewhere in 

vere outdoor game: 

« of a picnk 
nundreds of young pee 

vacation in th 
¢ anvusement 

eve ity nine cases out of 
not available, or, 

thin reach, 
never had the 
learn to play are 

| having toadmitt 
know how 

those who have 
ortanity. 

abarrassed by 
they do act 

Boys and Girls Need Fun. 

Yo NG Hie is cheate af 
s rights if itis not given 

recreation, and such 
should be provided 

church if they exist in no 
form. Too often 
the church is ws 

tale as a bait to " 
"rather th 

ple something to. w 
of Got 

same line, at a recent ¢ 
sands of y sale 
the emphasis was put 
service tending toward 

of Social Life in the Chu 

they want 
er even fora 

in its purport, to circulate quietly & re 
there woul he *re(reshments"”; some 

nouncement was made publicly and 
1 » be the resu but eee atly TL was 

5 " 
ling then 

Why Net a Welt.Ce 

The N 

ducted Church Country C 

The Sociabilty 
Visit 

of 4 Country 

ew Ki ad @ 

By The Minister’s Social Helper 

the cop 

The Ladies’ Home 

spiritual 
port tha 
times the 

wh 
BLEFaX? & 

that went 

aw a ball cage ¢ 
ane New York City, 

aying bealtbful re 
jum whi Doctor Re 

em kn his chur 
t helpful b 

that 1 have 

tie Beauty, carriag 

foral—Development of chat 

METHOD that willwork wi 
ate 

nother, pec 
is misapyilie 

A Back-Yord Playare 
the Re 

fing Place 
fof » City Church 

Nike “Pace to ( Git Co 
and” Where cam we 

x children on vacant 
ng flowers and Vege 

many things to do if one 
what is needed and wh: 

“Plan your work and 
cess will be yours 

Helps in Starting Community Work 
How shall we go about th 

Warner's Guarantee 
covers every part of a 
Warner's Rust-Proof 
Corset. 

A defect may sometimes 
pass inspection, but if it 
does and reaches you, the 
guarantee is good, The 
store that sold it will re- 
place it. 

Warner's Guarantee 
stands for the best that 
can be put into a corset 
for the price asked. 

Each corset must have one 
hundred cents value to the 
dollar— otherwise it does 
not represent our standard. 

Warner's Guarantee 
cove standardized 
corset as to value and 
pric no corset pays us 
an excessive profit—each 
corset is estimated at a 
uniform percentage. 

We depend upon volume 
for our income, and we 
cannot have volume un- 
less our corsets give satis- 
faction, 

Warner's 
Rust-Pr 

Corsets~ 
are guaranteed not to rust, 

break or tear—more than 
this at whatever price you 
pay a Warner's is designed 
to shape fashionably and 
fit comfortably. 

Sold Everywhere 
$1 to $5 

Every corset you buy a name, 
Some you know—others not. 

Nationally Advertised 
Trademarked Corsets 

+ known by everybody and ruar- 
anteed by the maker, whose o 
tinued success depends upon y 
extisfaction, 

Ewery Pair Guaranteed 

Journal for February, 1915 



How | Helped My Husband to Make 
More Money 

From a Clerk toa Leading 
Hydraulic Engineer 

JEFORE we were married, and for 
sone time afterward, my husband 
was employed in a machinery sup- 

B nly house, where all things apper- 
taining to machinery, pumping 
outfits, engines, etc, were sold 
peered after the stock and kept 

: tl + in the shipping depart 
ne He hecame thoroughly conversant with 
had usiness in every detail, upd was sure that he 
ti fillet his position to the satisfaction of fis em- 
Ups ti, NEW responsibilities were being placed 
(ive hits from time to tne, bat no mentlos was 
Asia of increasing his salary, 

one Hat’ omy had a little capital,” ke said to me 
tnd a2." ] could start a lietle business of my own 
the Bet My deserved share of the profits, and at 
Teutt time be independent.” 

wordt ¢ had no capital in the first place. ‘Thiv 1 thay wucetey glad of, 1 did not tell my husband 
was glad, bat I did tell him that we did not 

teat A8y capital, I knew he was a splendid sales- 
Treaytt he bas a good address anil am easy ap 
Mach. If suggested that he be a manufacturers’ 
Keats that he write to the manufacturers of the 
mt sellers,” giving his experience and asking 
nate Jet bis Teprusent them in his territory. 

lly "he ut that takes some capital 
so An office must be equipped: there would be 
th to mect—and a stem pher, telephone and 

" Many incidentals constantly cropping up.” 
id MM that my bushand could work out no sole 
Dentithout money to back it: so Thad to act 
i Wmptly, He resigned his joh, and, with just 

foom in a downtown office, where he cowbt 
our ita eatomers aod receive his mail, we startet 
Sur ttle business enterprise, with beadquarters in 
ath Own home, We rented a typewriter at three 
foes month, with the privilege of applying the 

three months’ rental to the purchase price if 
WRBL within that period. 
Wit Rot my band into working the machine h the names and adideesses my husband sup- 

} busied myself writing to different mana. 
Re bg of machinery and supplies. It was not 
rent before my busbasd fount hisnsell direct repr 
realitative of some of the best products in their 
aan tive fines. It was a delightful change, going 
bs ind among the contractors, architects, general 
i Pay houses, as well asin jal consumers, and 
ip Mi tine arders that netted from ten to thirty 

* cent. and with not a single dollar invested. 
and pa aanalacturers careiot all the accounts 

Mt Uilled direct, As soon as the bills were setthent 
Ww commissions were sent to my husband. We 

ks URL our typewriter at the end of the second 
oth became su interested in the business 
it is a short while I could write up accurate 

Sheifications om mere nutes, and took up the several and “follow-up” corresponience without 
ven bothering my hushand about it. 
A yoarlater one of the manulacturers offered to 

$0 upa branch house here ane put my husband 
1 Somiptete change at a tempting salary, but my 
usband refused, preferring his indepesdence and 

Sr pleasant partnership. 
ro years have passed and my husband is now 

Fecognized as one of the leading hydrautle engl- 
ban iN our State, Of course he bas an office now 

the downtown district. The growing business 
ander! it. But we still have our little “branch” 

office at home. ‘There are many peopositions that 
™Y husband talks over with me in the quict of 
our home in the evenings, and these we write up 
ne fend from the “bean Tims so glad, doe 

‘would break my heart if [were to lose my “job” 
entirely, Hut L hardly think my partner will ever 

TRE me, MawyLann, 

The Shorthand School 
That Succeeded 

HEN the business house for which 
my hushand held a State agency 
failed we were financially ruined, 

| Worse still, there seemed to be no 
S0h | suitable employment in town, 

B| we hated to leave the place thar 
hint always been home, Years be- 

=} fore, my husband had worked as a 
‘enugrapher, and through his experience as a 
traveling man had seen much of stenograpbers and 
their work. He had often talked of the umsatis- 
actosiness of many of them, and believed it 
largely due to the fact that the majority of buss- 
Mite Shoots were managed and taujht by people 
The had tad mo actual business experience. hetefore us this critical period the idea uf a bust- 
ess school loomed large. 

‘One great obstacle lay in the way: We had no 
‘apital! To bave any kind of school would require 
{ib pile assistant to attend to the clerical part and 

teach shorthand, Engtish, etc. We had the office 
Where my husband's business hail heen, ard ia it 
Pte 8 couple of desks, tables and chairs—enough 

not pay for adver> 

ied 
fact 

Ora berinaing. But we could 
Nising, 40 we had to get most of our students by 
Ferenal solicitation. Ihad been a school-teacher 
tix years before out matriage, a0 1 kmew 1 could 

eck English, but unfortunately 1 knew nothing 
shorthand and very little about typewriting. 1 

Sttermined to eam. My husbetsd reluctantly 
Agreed, and E began the stuily of shorthand. 

U made signs days and dreamed them nights, 
Q2d when TE took my first student I was oaly one 
Neston ahead of her, But I taught that leon well 
felebe never knew that Iwas not 2 past master of 

Subject. I also practiced typewriting. At the 
Sn of two months I was taking all my husband's 
tation anid writing the letters. My vital inter- 

what the business made it pomsible for me to do 
[Yona ‘no ordinary assistant could have done. Aad 

we worked! 

Trot upearly mornings and did necessary work, 
washed faces, combed hair and planned amuse 
iments for litthe hands during the time I wasaway. 
kept two little girts, aged seven and nine, con- 
tented and happy in this way. Noons I rushed 
home and got dinner aad cleared it away. Eve- 
nings I sewed, cooked, or did anything else that 
seemed essential. We dropped everything outside 
our bustnessmo theaters, no parties, mo lectures 
I even gave up my Sunday-schnot class and de 
voted Sundays to absolute rest, saving every atoc 
of strength for my work, [ bave never been robust, 
bout UC was perfectly well all that winter, 

Meanwhile the school grew, We started an Sep- 
tember Gret with two students and grew to more 
than forty during the year. Our success has beew 
past belief. We teach youre people the things 
they must ksow to be snccessful in business, and 
shorthand and typewriting are only the beginnis 
We strengthen each individual's weak posnt, 
whether it happens to be spelling, lack of telé- 
confidence, wnreliahélity, conceit, or plain inability 
to add correctly. We use nvostly original m 
and the results fully justify the innovation, 
When we started we bad nothing; mow we are 

doing well. We have regular sewions all summer, 
with a fair-sized school, As the school grew we 
were able to buy more tables and chairs, and now 
our problem is how to take care of the September 
increase. J.ast December we hired an office assint~ 
ant and pow we must have another teacher, Our 
obligations are being met, and year will 
‘see us practically tree from debt, 

Perhaps the hardest part of the whole thing 
was the first conquering of a false pride to the 
point where we were willing to work together in 
this way. People at first raised their eyebrows and 
Jookert surprised, and it was rather hard to bear; 
but we were battling for our future and that of our 
children, and it was certainly worth it, Now we 
are established, and eventually I shall drop all lst 
2 few classes. The success which has come is doubly 
precious because I know that I helped, and without 
me it could not have been done, Coxsxxeticut, 

Soda Receipts Increased 
to Thirty Dollars 

VENG had four years’ experience 
in a law office before my marriage, 
and naturally being of an imagina- 
tive turn of mind, 1 wax quite 
anstous to enter actively into my 
husband's drug-store business, an 
adjunct of which was a large suda 
fountain, The prescription busi- 

ness ulways has been Large, but, the soda-water 
branch pot being important, I readily saw that 
my post was to take charge of it and if possible 
increase itedistinctreturns. We havebeen married 
Galt years, and, having been his ose campanive 
all that tine, I know just where my husband is 
strong in his business ability and where he is weak. 

‘Ours is a town of two thousand population, with 
cight soda fountains, and I realized that to get 
the business I naust reach the peaple with some- 
thing new. We have a large store, and I finally 
conduded to have private booths. I had four 

talled, the partitions heing covered with green 
p. with burlap curtains on the outside, The 

ing of each booth is wired, and I covered this 
ring with paper Sowers, which I made. The first 

booth was given a ceiling of yellow roses, the seo- 

ond one of American beauties, the third one of 
pumpkin blossoms, and the fourth oneof lilies, In 
the ceater of cach booth is an electric light, with a 
shase to match the ceiling, There is also am electric 
bell in each booth. This innovation proved sogreat 
a saccess that the patrons refused to sit in the open 

Store, and, if the booths were full, they waited until 
they wore empty: 

‘The public appreciates something new, and in 
oder to keep the trade and have our store talked 

about I try to have some new attraction every 

‘year. The year alter! Install the booths f bailt a 
large canopy over out fountain, 
hundred crépe-paper oranges and three thousand 

leaves to cover the canopy. ‘This canopy makes 
our store very attractive, anil is very much add 

mired. It is now “up to me” to figure out some- 
thing mew for the 1915 season. Furthermore, I get 
out Greular letters and each year have something 
togive away, perhaps soda tickets to advertise our 

fountain. The installation of the private booths 
Increased our soda-water business of from six to 
ten dollars a day to an average of from eighteen to 
thirty dollars a day, ant it fs now such « big thing 
that It has put our store permanently in the lead, 

althongh there are three other drug stores in the 
town. Noatn Daxora, 

$5000 the First Year for My 
Doctor-Husband 

«ame a thne when my hus 
, physician and. surgeon, 

bays | iroke down in health in the rash of 
city lite, so we moved immediately 

RS) to a tenull town, where things weet 
Pg) well until we found thst, in order 

} to make even a meager living, my 
bushand would be obliged to take 

long drives into the country, sometimes late at 
night in all sorts of weather, thus disturbing his 
much-needed rest. It seemed to me almost as if 
the end had come, 

What could I do? The problem was not one af 
getting business, but of handling what was offered. 
1 had wild dreams of starting # hospital, but, with 
no capital and with a large city only twenty miles 
distant, that was out of the question, 

Then one day my neighbors moved out of the 
howse mest door, and I overheard the owner li- 
menting because he would not be able to “rent the 
house agein all winter, in this little bueg."" 

1 do not know what prompted the words, but I 
heard my voice saying: 
“PU take it for the winter!™ 
“All right! ‘That's a bargain 
‘Then and there [ paid down a month's rent— 

without having said a word to my husband about 
it. After the owner of the house bad gone { sat 
down and trie. to study out whether or pat there 
was something wrong with my brais, That night 1 
iid mot seep, In the morning J was still unsettled 
as to what I showld do with the house. I was at 
my wit's end, when the telephone rang, A well- 
to-do farmer, living ten miles away, wanted ta 
know bow soon the doctor would be out to see his 
wife. Then came the inspiration. 

“Mr. Smaith,”” f said, “could not you bring your 
witein here? The doctor has overdone, You know 
he has been going day and might. He just can't 
take the long trip today, Now, if you can briew 
your wife in’ —1 heard my woice trailing: iW 
see to it that she is taken care of, She may stay 
overnight here—we have planned a home for sach 
cases, and your wife will have the honor of being 
the first guest. Get her ln this afternoon, if pos- 
sible; t bave a nurse here.” 

1 bung up the receiver und turned to face my 
thoroughly frightened husband, who was sitting 
jo the window, 

“Ellen,” he said finally, "are you—— What in 
the world put such a yar into your mouth? What 
are you going to do if they come?" 

"T’m going to telephone right now for the only 
Wurse in town and engage ber. Then I'm going 
to strip three of our upper chambers, and furnish 
three rooms, to begin with, in that house next 
door, where the peaple moved out yesterday. I've 
paid the rent for a month." 

Before he could say another word Iran on: “1 
must get to work. I'm going to fix up every room 
in that house for these farnvers' wives and fam- 
ilies—of the whole surrouniling farming country — 
to stay in overnight. You may have your office 
there too.” Then he saw it, 

I burried down to the general store to took for 
assistance, and succeeded in engaging the services 
of two farmer boys who had come into town to 
0 some trading. They came back with me and 
assisted in getting some of the farniture over and 
in doing sume cleaning, By two v. x, we had in 
readiness two bedrooms and a 
4 we called it, a “social room.’ 
was called the ‘most influentia) man," arrived 
carly in the afternoon and brought bis wile. The 
nurse was there, Before the day was over another 
“case” was in the second bedroom. The news 
spread all over the farming country that the new 
doctor had opened 2 "place for sick people, No, 
not a hospital, just a place where you can stay 
overnight.” 

Tt was a busy week. The extra cooking J did 
myself, and my one maid helped me carry it to the 
pest house. Once a week we served tea of culfce 
and sandwiches in the social room to the friends 
of those in the home. For this ne charge was maite. 
‘The social room was well supplied with magazines 
and papers. Seon women formed the habit of 
coming over to this room to wait for their hus- 
bands who were trailing ia town; they found it s0 
much pleasunter there than sitting owt on the 
wagons. 

‘Onur ctitics called it“ Bethesds,"” We thanked 
them and adopted the name. 
You may know whether the idea of such a place 

worked or not when I state that the Gret year we 
cleared five thousand dollars over all expenses, 
We had fourteen beds, some ocoupled all tive time, 
all & greater part of the time, The venture Seat 2 

The Prize Winners 
Ee two months the readers in the office of Tar LApies’ HOME JOURNAL have 

been sifting the hundreds of manuscripts received in the contest, " How I Helped 
My Husband to Make More Money.” A more interesting contest was never 
inaugurated by THE JOURNAL, and we thank every contributor. 

‘The seven prize winners were notified at the earliest possible moment, but 
not until now has it been possible to announce the distribution of the prizes in 
‘Tre JOURNAL. The first prize, $250, was sent to a wife in Minnesota; the second 
prize, $200, went to Massachusetts; the third prize, $175, went to Montana; the 
fourth prize, $150, to Massachusetts; the fifth prize, $100, to Georgia; the sixth 
prize, $75, to Texas, and the seventh prize, $50, to Arkansas. In addition, numerous 
other manuscripts were 

‘The series resulting from the contest is, we believe, one of the most valuable 
THe JourNAL has ever published. In the next issue other women will disclose the 
ideas that brought to them and their husbands increased incomes — ideas that are 
as generally applicable as those presented here, 

—Tne Eprrors oF THe Lapis’ Home Jouxnat. 
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sort of distinction to the new doctor" who had to 
much to do he “couldn't sce all bis patients, so 
they had to come to him,” The price was reason: 
able. For the Grst twenty-four hours it wus five 
dollars; subsequent time, three dollars a day, in- 
duding care, rom, hoard seit the doctor's fee 
The people were quick to see the advantage. The 
cases accepted: were fractures, accidents, nunor 
operations, convalescents, and ebildren when the 
mather could come in and stay with them; no 
fewer cows [have teeny cherished memories of 
friendships formed with these intelligent, whole= 
some woren from the farms, 

The rent of the builling was fifteen dollars a 
month; each nurse was paid one dollar a day for 
day work, three dotlars if she remained overnight. 
Milk, exes, butter, vegetables and often meat were 
howght {rots the farmers or taken in part pay, 

The effect of the new plan on my husband was 
magical. He was able ty conceatrate this strag- 
sling business, reserve bis energy for the actual 
work and capture business be never could have 
obtained in any other way, 
Os that fourth asniversary of lawnching " Be- 

thesda” my hushaed said he had a surprise far 
me—"'an apprecation of your Idea”"—and handed 
to me a check for cight thousand dollars made 
payable to me! With that money, a year Eater, 1 
bought our present home, Minsara, 

NOTE—To the author of tis comtthotien to Tui 
Ken's comtest, "How I Helved My Mushand to Make More 
Money,” was awarded the first prize, $250,-~Tun Beeroas, 

We Now Own Five Paying 
“Movie” Theaters 

TER the loss of our fortune in a 
foreign country my huthand and T 
returned to the United States to 
begin again the struggle for 4 com- 
petency, Our capital consisted of 
five hundred dollars and a moving: 
picture camera, plus courage, In 
the Gty we chose for our efforts we 

found our lark of personal acquaintance and local 
reference a serious handicap, but after looking the 
field over we chose a location ina prosperous aut- 
lying home district aud by judicious use of our 
small capital apeeed 4 moving-plctare theater 
tating four hundred people 

Just at this time a yearly local fiesta opened for 
two weeks, and I suggested to my husband to take 
daily pictures of the parades and feature them as 
an additional attraction. This improved business 
very materially during the Gesta, although we were 
forced to pay extortionate prices for developlag weit 
printing, and often suffered much loss of time, 
After the fiesta, business settled into a rut thi 
seemed to lead to inevitable failure, when I su 
gested to my husband to ft ep a laboratory and 
present films of local and current events, with 
snappy acting, 

This innovation proved so attractive that we 
soon found it necessary to enlarge our laboratory, 
elaborate oor methods and arrange a circuit for 
our films, Our cireuit now includes the best thea- 
ters in three States, exclusive of the five fitst-class 
houses which we own. 

Not only has our experiment heen a success 
from the advertising end, but also the local filme 
which we make twice a week bring os capacity 
houses of people anxivus to see themselves in 
moving pictures. 
We always aulvertise when we shall make a pice 

tute, inviting tbe public to appear in the scenes, 
and then Come to See Yourself and Friends tn 
Ube ‘ Movies.'”" It was in this way that my sugges- 
tion solved the questlon of “how to help my 
husband make more money." CALLPORNEA. 

This Wife Opened UpaNew 
Way to Make Money 

PR farm was mortraged, and, try as 
we might, my bushand and T could 
wot get our heads abeve wat 
We had shout given up when a 
Foe who had been visiting in 

Deing able to bey over there desic- 
ed vegetables in mised packages, 

which, after being soaked am hour, were ready to 
stew, with results equal to the fresh articles. In 
winter, when fresh vegetables were high, she said 
there was a huge sale for these. Asa result I ex- 
perimenterd, 1 desiccated some vegetables and 
dried them in the san. ‘Then I saaked thers for 
an hour in cold water, poured this off and put 
them in with some meat I had stewing. Inbalfan 
hoor I had # tasty Irish stew, ready for the table, 
L invited 2 group of our neighbors to the house 

and talked my experiment over with them, and we 
decided to form a local company for the manufac- 
ture of desiccated vegetables. As they would dry 
up to small compass, and could be sent to grocers 
in gross packages of small pastehoard boxes, we 
felt that we should profit in the lesser freight bills 
for transportation. Also the desiccated vegetables 
would weigh “next to nothing” proportionately. 
A neighbor wha weat to England about then 

visited an English “Desiccated Products" com- 
pany and brought back to ws the method of manu- 
facture employed. 

Several of aur “company” became traveling 
salesmea for us, Lutroducing our goods to the ro- 
tailers, who were oly too willing to take them up. 
We sell » package of enowsh for one 
stew—that includes potatoes, carrots and onions— 
for three cents retail, or for two cunts wholesale. 
‘They sell well, even in the summertime, as they 
mean a distinct saving for the housewife and are 
tquite as wholesome aad nutritious a5 
fresh from the farm in their natural state. 
My inspiration also helped my neighbors to 

make more money. Massackuserts, 
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‘When I Have Coffee 
Left Over 

HILEIt is more ¢ < 
office among the left-overs, it some 

times happens that there Is a cupful oe 
+ rem alter brevkfast. This may be 

utilized in any one of a number of ways 
Mix two cupfuls of floar with 

4 quarter ol poontul of salt and one te 
spoonful af baking powder: then rub in half x 
cupful of butter; add three t onfubs of 
currants, thece tablespoentuls of chopper can 
died lemon peel, hal a cupful of sugar, one 

and ch coll coffee to form « 
ah. Form the mixture in small rough 
n a buttered baking tin, and bake in a 

moderate oven until brown and crisp. 
Correr. Punpina AND Saver, Mix two 

beaten ozes with half a cupful of sugar, a pinch 
of salt and three-<uart 

collee, and cook 

twixture thicker 
whipped cream 

For coffe 
on the yolks af two eges an! one tabbespoor- 
of sugar, Heat half 4 cuptut of coffe 

cuptul of milk in @ sxucepan, and pour it 
on to the yolks of eggs. Retum to the 

ig until the sauce begiis to 

Cosrer Bows, 

half 
stowly 
saurepan and 
thicken 

Coreen. Frerners. 
strong coffee to tast 
of bread, and allow the 

Swecien one cupful of 
pour it over th 

to soak for t 
vir hatte 

hatter, drop the pieces into 
and fry until 2 golden colue 
with sugar, Serve hot 
ter: Sift one 

intow basin; add one well-beaten exe, a quarter 
ofa teaspoonful of salt, three-quarters of 8 
ful of mitk uml two teaspoonful of olive oi 
Beat until smooth and glossy. Allow to stand 
in & cool place for one howr; then add ene tea- 

real 
tin 

fat, 

Apoontul of baking power, 
Put bree tablespoonfuls of 

gelatin and three-quarters of a cupéul of sugar 
inte & siueepar, two capluls and 

dissolve over the fire. Now add three cuptuls of 
strong coffee and half al of vanilla 
extract. Pour into aw oli anal se 

a cool place to become firm, Serve with whipped 
and sweetened cream in the center 

Corer Jeu 

The Use of Suet as 
an Economy 

VET is the body fat of the ox, a 
year round this hard fat isin great demaned 
It isa highly complex substance, s 

wcb an important 
cular care sl 

resh and of the best qual 

plain a it we 
dient in many 
be taken to have i 
The sollil kidney su 4 beet or of 
mutton, i always to for though 
the ne isa litte more it both keeps 
better farther than the thi 

suet should be crea 
not deep yellow, or it will be oily an 
chop ly. Mutton 
whiteness, and 

Any “kernels,” as they are called, which show 
themselves when suet is cut Chrowgh should be 
at once removed, as well as any parts discolore 
with blood, as these, if beft, will decompo 
quickly and taint the rest. When there ia ro 
seet on hand than is r vd for Lmenediate use 
bury it & ill thus keep perfectly 

+ of more, without hurting the 
four, Goed mellow suet, without taste or smell, 
renders well with gentle heat uni is an excellent 
Lat for basting purposes, as well as for frying 
ard for baking. 

When suet is used in a pudding the suet 
should be hard and dry. Any suet, if good, may 
be wed, although heef su 
ferred. Muttom suet makes the fight 
ings, while veal suet & the me 
Remove all skin and fiber from the suet, put it 
op a chopping beard and shred it finely with a 
sharp knife. Lust bt over with flour, them chop 
it with a k knife by best 
Hold down the point of the knife on the board 
with o6c hand and work the handle end ap a 
down with the other. The finer the suet is 

oped tbe lighter it will be. 
¢ oli-time mincement used to be, really, 

choppeit lean beef; now its place is taken by 
suet alone; the popular plus pudding needs it; 

need 
1 or boiled fruit puddings ar: 

the better for it. 
The food value of milk paddings is greatly 

‘enhanced by the addition of two ot three spoon: 
fuls of chopped suet. This combines with the 
earbor of rice, which is nearly pare starch, and 
makes of it a valuable food, Suct also restores 

mn fat it hi 

difficult to 
et should be of waxy 

CBRMA Me 
SI SI aI” lm a 

Economical Use of 
Canned Soups 

USE. canned sveps in re-ser 
teas a practically pew and a 
ish appears on the table ¢ 

hest grades 
m at ten <e 

1 the most promi 
, mulligatawny, asparagus, vegetabh 

the various hnulllons. 
general way of preparing 

1 we the soup as sauce 
jor the small left-ov 
and make them 

Aithouy ns vary 
er in skillet 

have been prepa 

1 Teaspoonfel of curry 

pour on the 
add the curry 

Blend the butter and our ar 
soup. Heat the meat {rage 
and mound 4 
ting. I serves anil « 
pot including the left 

unl Ielt-crwer 
hopped beef oF 

mutton s 
£ Can of vege 

Make a 48! heat and arrange os 
the toast. This serves six. and custs about thir- 

vents (without the left-over). 

Rice balla 
Pepper, sult. grated 

cheese 

Hant-bolled exes 
aaparagiis soup 

1 Tablespoonful wark af 
i flour 

Make a thi 
Add the whites, 

Surround with bot 
yolk and grated 

Serve very hot. This 
pout thirty-five cents. 

ap. 
ter 

My Way of Reheating 
Cold Meat 

HE faculty of warming over cold meat 
| healthfully i said to be the acme of « 

ery, for the digestibility of the meat once 
ite being amply cooked depends eatirely wpe 

reheated. The cooking of it a second time hard 
ens the fibers, Thus, to beat it in the most health 
fal way it Is necessary that it should be separa! 

thoroughly 
it further 

The cold meat must be cut from the bone, 
ped in order to free it from all 
nt pieces, or in fact any parts 

eatabie. The amount of fat that 
it depends very much om the kind of 

e er in which it bs to he treatert, 
hit be cut either in thin slices or in 

be minced by patting it tiny cube: 
through the food chopper. 

Some goed sauce of stock will nearly always 
be wired in the rebeating, aod if this is not 
already at hand the bones and trimmings sbould 
he utilized for the purpose. The bones should 
be broken small art put, with the trimmings, 
into a saucepan, with cold water to cover them. 
Seasonings and small pieces of flavoring vege- 
table should then he added, and the whole 
allowed to simmer by the side of the fire until all 
the flavor i extracted. Then strain and use the 
liquor this obtained for making a gravy or sauce 
for the meat. 

Asa rule it will be found an improvement to 
use a little bam, tongue or other salted meat 
along with fresh meat, as it will help to give 

; half « cupful of salted to half a pound of 
being a very good proportion. The 

seasoning to be added will depend also on the 
kind of meat us For white meats a little 
white or lx wlored sauce is always sultable, 
abo cream, lemon and yolks of eggs. For the 
darker meats and game a tastier sauce should 
be used, such as piquante, tomato, or brawn 
sauce, and a little red-currant of other sharp 
jelly tay be added where suitable. 

Que very important polat to remember in the 
ating of meat fs that it must not be allowed 

overcook, as this will only 
and tasteless. This applies especi 
that Is reheated in a sauce of any kind, a5, 
for instance, a hash, The sauce should be made 
and thoroughly cooked to bezin with, then the 

. ptaperly firepared, put into it and simply 
t through 

SPENCERS 
are reve 
lations of 
beauty 

and daintiness, If 
you have never 

seen the Burpee-Spen- 

Cooking and Saving 
While Ironing 

x IRONING day, w 
st be kept ¢h 

+ of grease, much of the m 
voked in the ov 

muck appr 
remnants 

For serving Ii 

cers you hardly know 
as of rare qual- ic diker af thle Kind I Sweet Pi 

tbe worth while to dainty ity. The House of Burpee 
per nag was the first ta grow the 

Bray Rant Take half a | Spencer type in America. At 
« mals of mashed potate our Floradale Ranch—" th 

teaspoonful of « pardey, one tea California home of Sweet ful 7 = 
re Peas'’—are produced magnifi- 

cent strains that have proved 
unsurpassed. A trial of the 
collections advertised below 
will show you why we are 
known the world over as 
American Headquarters for 

| | Sweet Peas. The Burpee 
Leaflet on Sweet Pea Culture 
with each collection, 

CRVELETRURLURGREVEUELGUELERUTOSANTSSAIETR VENT hey will be 
pemtul of 

them 

9 dice, and 
Mix it with the 
NW sauce of gravy 

s three-parts 
he meat with potato, 
f, and mark it peatly 

minutes in a hot oven, 
tei through and browned. 

Conese Purrre, Beat up the whites of tw: 
i e cuptul of ge 

ered ramekins and 
in a quick oven. 
Butter six ramekins, 9 

woontul of creams into each 
y fresh exis, plac 

Six Superb Spencers 

For 25¢ ict iat 140 to 30 
seeds} exch of BURPEE'S DAINTY, a 

auilul picatee pink-edged Spencer 
Bukree's Kinc Epwarn, deep car- 
mine scarlet; Bunpss's lisa BELL 

or Dexam, rich lidve flushed with pan 
Mas. CUTHBERTSON, an exquisite pin! 

white flushed with tow; M 
Hveu Diexsow, rich apri 
ground; als one large packet (90 to 
100 seeds) of the Burpee BLEND oF 
Serenn 

ureot Spencersor Orch 
Sweet Peas ever offered, 

Six Standard Spencers 
For 25¢ fiictnt packer uo to 0 
ecods) each of the following Standard 
Spencers: AMERICA Srexcxe, stripe 
Heililant red on ivory ground; Br 
CAPTIVATION SPENCER, Hich rosy w 
red; Bukrki's Decorator. rich rose 
overlaid with terracotta; Bunrn’s 
Enna, Roosxve.t, soft primrose 
splashed with crimson; HELEN Lewis, 

o~ intense crimson orange; BURPED'S 
Quern Vieroma, deep primrose 
ashed rose. 

CMT 

wer a little sal 
k in a me for six mi 

ch time the eggs should be suffi 

Break fifteen sticks of 
b lengths, and © 

ing water until tender. 
ttered ramekins Beat up 

it one cuplul of milk, salt and pep Flowered 
per to taste, one tablespoon 
and half a cupful of it Over 

i, sprinkle over with cheese and 
, and bake in a moderate oven 

lightly browned. | 

rambs, 

Uses to Which I Put 
Yolks of Eggs 

AVING % good many customers for fine 
cakes, especially angel and Lady Balti 

e cakes, that are made of numerous 
1 always 
er of cme yolks that I bave 

1c of the chief profits of my cake 
have found that nearly all dark 

cakes ant simple fruit 
using two yolks for 

each whole egg that is called for in the 
by adding a tabl 

beating viguts 
ing poweler in 

cake recipe may be used in making marble cal 
small cakes, such as currant cakes, and even fot 

Is fine yellow ing is made 
wer the 

CTT 

we veill mail both collec 
Sons named above, and 

aboa L5-cent package of ILLUMINATOR. 

“Five of the Finest” 
For 50c bot il mek eg e sac 

the giant of Spencers—a listening im 
tiaculate pure white; Buxrn’s Vw 

Baruiant, most britliant 
iridescent scarlet Spencer; BUR 
Mus. ROUTZANN, buff flushed delicate 

i Buurex's Oncnin, decidedly 

little more 
Md 

ead of the whi 
Holled salad dressings can be made with erg 

eguiar mayonnaise, 
making 

our own introducti Waive is 
shown on cover of Burpee's Annual for 
1915, and the other four painted from 
Nature comprise the beautiful dower 
plate on page 110. 

For $1. 

sole 
‘One of the uses for home consumption con- | 

sists in utilizing the yolks of eggs by beating 
tbem up with milk and scram is 

ham or vegetables; al 
as omelet, it is very palatable and nourishing. we will mail all throe 

collec 4s at offered 
ent packet of 

ILLUMINATOR, and a regular 
10-cent packet each of ELFRrmA PRAR- 
20%, most lovely pink; and STEKLING 
STENT. rich salmon orange—making 
inal Twenty True and Tried Spencers 
for $1.00, This great offer could mot be 
duplicated anywhere else in the world. 
In ordering it is sufficient to write for 
Borrne's Dotan Box av Srexcens 
FoR 1915. 

Burpee’s Annual 
Known as the leading American seed 
Catalog—thia bright book of 182 pages for 
1915 ix better than ever before. It 
tmalled brea. Write for today and kindly 
name The Ladies’ Home Jowrnal. 

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO. 

The yolks of one or two exes added to creamed 
codfeb, chipped beef, milk toast. or to any dish 
prepared with white sauce, make it more at- 
tractive. The whole yolks may be dropped in 
holling watorand thoroughly cooked, tobegrated 
over salads, creamed dishes of soups as a gar- 
nish. Yolks are as good as whole eggs for making 
veal loaf, croquettes, or any meat dishes that 
fioerl cess as a binding medium. Beaten with 
a lithe water, they answer perfectly for breading 
croquettes or anything that is to be dipped in 
egg and crumbs before frying. 

Never lesve the yolks of eggs standing un 
covered. Drop them, as soon as separated from 
the whites, into a dish of cold water, putting 

separate dishes those you intend to use for 
1 purpose if you expect to 

bse two for a salad dressing, put thase two in a 
cup by themselves, H you mix any number to- 
gcther you arc sure to waste many, as they can- 
not easily be separated when mixed, If any are 

into 2 dish and cover them 
t 

AMUCAGUUDEEIERUSISRIGRSEDAO CERIO NERROSINGRERE: 

URRULAAGLOTLU TOUTE GLUE ANULSEOULUOULORTUGSEUEEUTLDESULENLSUOE RUDE UNDEUAT EELS DERTALERTA EUR OLULU ULAR LORS TONWUELGNUERURTUSTEVEN CECUERRRRERRUAREORTSEUERULANLERUE! 
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Making a Dollar Do the Work of Two 
How I Bring Together a Large Appetite and a Small Income 

HILE it is sometimes true that chil 
dren's eyes are much bigger then thelr 

stomachs it is als true ¢ be 
Appetite craves more than the eyes see 
rially ty this the case where the mother of a family of hearty, growing boys and gitts noeds 

fo ecunamize. At such a time she welcomes an Cconomical dish that is bulky in appearance and 
tho tasty, giving the suggestion Grit that there 
is plenty, and later the satisfaction of having had “enough” and that it was “good.” 

There is one very iesportant point to bear in 
! when cooking meatless dishes, and th 

4s tha i they need especial care in flavoring seasoning, The sauce served with them mu 
he wicely colared, Serve piping hi 

families are familiar with cereals only 
bus I give here several recip 

ibilitivs they offer as tasty 
mon and dinner di: 

When unpatented cereals are cool fellatle rube is that the coarser the grain the 
Mure water will be rejuired and the longer Wilt be the time of cooking, Whole grains 
fre much improved by soaking in cold water 
fore couking. Finely ground prepara 

"such as farina wed corn meal, should 
be mixed with cold water first to prevent the formation of lumps, while flaked prepara. tloes must be sprinkled thragh the fingers into boiling water, one teaspoonful of salt 
icing used for two pints of water,  Uncrus 
Patmeal and cracked wheat require long couk- Ing, and even the nillel cereals are not injured 
LY cooking longer than directions call for, 
Howmy Croquertes. Cover one cuptul of 

hominy with water and bet it soak overnigh! then bait it in one quart of milk until quite ten 
det; let it cool, then adi two tablespoontuls 
butter, one beaten exe, salt, pepper and pa 

ka to tante. When quite okt make into neat 
. brush aver with beaten exe, toss in 
cruinhs, fey in plenty of amoking-bot 
Serve hot. 

Howrwy Prerrens. Cover one teacupful of 
homing with cold water, anit let it stand over 
Sight, Drain the hominy and put it into # do 
ble holler, with one quart of milk; let it cook 
Until of thick consistency, then spread it om a 
flat dish to get cold and Gens 

ut it small 

‘moking-bot fat. Serve 
With preserves or any sweet 
stuce, The hominy 
Sweetened and flavored to 
laste just before turning it 
‘Out on the dish, of Mt may 
be left plain. 

Batter for fritters: Beat 
Bp Owe ey; ail hs 
ful of milk amd one tal 
antal of ulive oil, and sift 

fn ane cuptul of flour nabxed 
with a pinch 
the 

South and gh 
this hatter to in a 
fool place for one hour and a bal, then add 
Se teaspoonful of baking powder ta it. 

Poraro Peau. Rul ane pound of cooked 
Potatoes through a sieve: adil four tublespoon- 
fulsof chopped boiled onion, one beaten exe, one 
teaspoonful af chopped parsley, one tablespoon 1 ful of cream or ur tablespoontuls of 
melted butter or drippings, and salt and pepper 
to taste. Mix well and place ina pyramid om a 
battered tin, and heat in the oven; do pot 
brown, but tet it get quite huts thea lft on to 
2 quite hot white dish; pour over the fallow 
ing sauce, and garnish with paprika, copped 
Pandey and sieved hard-cooked yolk of egg. 

Egg ssuce: Melt (our tablespoontuls of but- 
ter, stir in half a cupful of Bour and two cupfu 
of milk, bring to the boiling point, then seasc 
with sale and pepper, and cook for five minute 
Add two chopped, harl-cooked ees, resery 
ing one yolk for garnishing, 
Cracken-Wateat Povpine, Stirtwo cup. 

fuls of soaked cracked wheat into four cap. 
fuls of bailing water; add one teaspoondul of 
salt, anil cook for twenty-five minutes; then 
add four cupduls of milk, one cupful of sugar, 
‘ane tablespoonful and a half of melted Irut- 
ter, one cupful of sultans raisins, one capt 
Of currants, and half a teaspoonful each of 
Dowdered cinpamon, ginger and grated nut- 
Meg. Pour into.a buttered frepeool dish and 
hake in a moderate oven until the pudding 

tet. Serve with milk, cream or stewed fruit 

Maori Ecos, Half a cupful of well-bolled 
Tice, six Fresh eggs. half a cuptal of brown sauce, 
ee tablespooniul of lemon juice, one table 
‘poonful of butter, and salt, pepper and one 
tablespoanful of chopped parsley. Melt the ti:t- 
ter is a saucepan; adil to it the botled rice white 
it is still hot, mix it well in, and yeason it care 
fully with the salt and pepper. Make this rice 
into a neat bed on & hot dish 

Poach the eines carefully in boiling water to 
Which the lemon juice has been added, and when 
they are sufficiently set lift them out, trim thers 
Heatly, and arrange them on the rice; sprinkle 
with the chopped parsley, and pour around the 
hot sauce. Serve bot. 

_ Rice Cururrs Wer Cutese Sauck, Put 
'nto a double boiler one cupful of rice with half 
4 cupful of boiling water, and ball until the rice 
has absorbed the water; then ahd a quarter of a 

By Marion Harris Neil 
cupful of cream and one cupful a 
milk, and cook until the rice has a 
milk. Add two plespoun 

pepper to taste Coal and f 
cutlets, brush over with beaten ¢ 
bread crumbs, and fry in plenty waking- 
bot fat. 

Drain, and serve with the following cheese 
saver: Melt two tablespx 
two tablesp uptul and 
4 hall of railk a Now ad 

cupful of grated cheese, half « teasp om 
of salt, and white pepper to taste, 

ft; add 

Howe-Mape Macaroxt gw Cassmeotn. 
Slightly heat three eggs, or, if a ricber paste is 
required, use the yolks only; add a pinck of 

Tasty Madrid Eaas 

salt, and enough our to make » sti dough; 
then kneai for filteen minutes, when the 
will be of an elastic consistency; rol 
as thin as it asi ; 

utes Cut it 

It foe tong 
be paste up Like a jam roll, and 

cut into narrow strips. Macaroni thus freshly 
made will bail more quickly than the kind une 
buys 

Put the macaronk into fast boiling, # 
salted water, cook for (wenty minutes, 
drain; butter a fireproof dish, c 
toni, and moisten with ball » capful of white 
sauce, to which grated cheese may be added if 
wished, of rich stock or gravy may be used in 
place of the sauce if preferred. Serve bot, gar- 
nished with slices of hard-cooked emp 
finely chopped parsley. 

Witrat- ant 

steam for 1 
» siruy 

Wits Towators. Soak two cupfuls 
ntile overnight; drain, and cook until soft 

boiling salted water. Hail an equal 
in of Lomatocs into a 

ion, a bay leaf, x 
ul nf tomato 

aweet fruit sauce pol 
Lexy 

bn plent, 
quantity of rice. Put a 
saucepan; add a chopped o 
bla 
ketchup. 
of a thick savee. Do 
them with the rice, 

in the lentils, and mix 
Press the tomato sauce 

Rice Cusiets With Cheese Sauce 

ald one tablespoanful of 
rover the lentils Serve 

through a sieve 
melted butter, and pe 
hot. 
Oarurat Sour. Melt two tablespoonfuls of 

butter or drippings in a saucepan; add one 
chopped onion, and Jet it cook slowly by the side 
of the fire without browning. ‘Then add two 
capfuls of cooked oatmeal, four cupiuls of milk, 
and salt and pepper to taste, and stir occas 
ally until boiling. Simmer until smooth, then 
rub through a sieve. Keheat the soup, pour it 
over the beaten yolk of one egg, and then into a 
hot tureen for serving 

Rice-ano-Nur Rissoves. 
talks with three sprigs of thyme, a bay leaf, a 
thinly peeled strip of lemon rind, one diced 
stalk of celery, a blade of mace snd five who 
white peppers, and tie them in a piece of muslin 
Yat thi boaquet into a saucepan with three- 

arters of a cuplul of rice and three cuptuls of 

milk: tiring it to the boiling point; then simmer 
until the milk is absorbed. Now add three- 
quarters of a cupfut of finely chopped alusands, 
half 3 cupful of chopped pine nuts, and salt and 
black pepper to taste; stir until well blended, 
thea remove the muslin bag and add the 
white of one egg. Let this cool, the 
balls, brush over with beaten exg, roll i 
vermicelli, and {ry a golden brown in smokin 
hot fat, Serve with water cress, 

mts Wert Tomato Sauce. Put one 
pint of dried noodles into plenty of b 

il rapidly for twenty 
utes; drain, and put intoa saucepan with two 

spoonduls of melted bu e cuptul of 
to sauce, one tablespaonfal af clutney, salt 

and paprika to taste, and three tablespoonfuls 
ofcream. Turn intoa bot dish, and sprinkle 
over with grated cheese, Serve at once, 

Bran Roast. Mash one pound of cooked 
rub them through a seve, Add 

se, salt and pep- 
per to taste, and fine resi! crumbs to make 
the mixture thick enoweh to be formed into 
a roll, Lay oa a buttered tin and 

haszing with 
t with tomato sauce 

Banixy Moun Wer Carre Saver. Melt 
three tblespoonfuls of drippings or butter, 
in half a cupfal of browned fourasd one cup 

pr stock, aul boil for three minutes; 
large onion fine, and fry it in one table- 

spoonful of butter; then add it to the ssuce, 
with one pint of cold, bolled pearl bark 
cupful of finely chapped auts, upful of fine 
bread en . a quarter af a teaspoonful of 
grated nutmeg, ome teaspoonful of salt aed one 
saltspoonful of pepper. Turn into « buttered 

rs. Turn out, 
Serve with caper 

To make the caper sauce: Melt two table 
spoonfuls of butter in a small sawcepan; 
four tablespoonfuls of flour, and mix’ un 
smooth with a wooden spoon: paur In ate cup 
ful of stock or water and stir uotil boiling, then 
udd one tablespoantul of cape 

« chopped, and ses salt anil 
ir, aed 

‘poontul of 

Coen-Mrar Drwrcincs, 
Mix ose pint of corn meal 

ith one teaspoonful 
aver the 

well, using 
water enough to make a stlif 
dough. Divide the 

to «mall pice 
peeves into fiat dumy 
and dredge thes with 
Have ready a kettle of boil 
ing water and drop the 
dumplings in; cover, ax 
cook for tweaty-five mi 
utes. Servehot with spinach 
Feomenty. An old- 

fashioned porridge known 
a favorite funcheon dish, 
of grated nutmeg. Take 

wheat, wash it th 
oughly, and tet it soak for twelve hours in oo 
water, Drain it and boil it ina titthe 
it is tender, but do it get pulpy, 

it is tender add four cupiuls of milk, grate 
six tablespoonfuls of sugar aod 

cupful of currants, and cook for fiftee 
utes. Beat up the yolks af two eggs, and gral 
ually add the mixture, It must not be added to 
the eggs in a boiling state, of they will curdle. 

Houixy-anp-Nut 
of English walnut m euplul af 
toasted peanuts and mix with them one pint 
{ cold boiled hominy, half 2 cupful of bread 

siked eas choppert fim 
blespoontul uf chopped parsley, 

tablespocnful of grated onion, one well 
beaten egg, salt, pepper and grated nutme 
to taste, Fi a loaf, put into a but 
tered ti bake in a hot oven for thirty 
minutes; haste with a little butter anit water 
occasonally, Garnish with slices of lemon 
and sprigs of pa rvewith brawn sauce. 
Vecrramur Hast. Mix two cupluls of 

chopped cooked cabbage with one cupful 
of chopped cooked beets, half a cupful of 

sped bailed carrots, one capful of chopped 
Loiled potatoes, halfa cupful of chopped balled 
tumips, one teaspoonful of onion juice, ball 

atablespoonful of chopped parsley,a quarter of a 
cupful of mi J salt and pepper to taste. 
Melt three tablespoonfuls of drippings in a fry- 
ing pans wher bot pour in the mixture, spread 

with a spoon, cover, and cook slowly for 
thirty minutes. Fold and turn, Serve bat. 

a4“ Frument 
with its delic 

f one cupful 

Vorraniax Toao-ix-a-Hotr. Peeland slice 
of potatoes and half = pound of 

fey both tagether in four tablespoonfals 
drippings until nicely browned, season to 
1 with salt, pepper und powdered herbs, and 
isto a deep, buttered Greproof dis.” Put 
cupfuls of Baur, two tablespoontuls of ne 

catmeal and half a teaspoonful of salt into a 
basiny gradually stir in the beaten yolks of 
three eggs and sufficient milk to make a thick 
batter, Heat for Gve minutes; then add the 
stiffly beaten whites of the eggs.” Pour over, and 
bake in a moderate oven fifty minutes. Serve 
in the same dish, with gravy or sauce, 

CHILDREN —_ Sonor” od 

to} an 
“All right, sonny— 

Ralston 
WHEAT FOOD 
makes children sturdy 

Why did enter the Ralston Mays’ saul Gitta’ Devel- 
roent Contest and get a jitsne far 

ee & pare, teat ok 
‘Co font you 

ood a> wae Mon n fov—use cap Makes & breaklust foe sin.” We, meal Ie. 
Quekersaaed packages, 

Development Chart Free 
Shows beige of average boy 
sod gith | to 14 mitigcotiune abe. 
fiet nd cure ine attach " 
culate inemurenents 
Weight Record Tag, also FREE 

foe evety peretoet of Ue fee 
lly, wt sate for momntly recurda. Stare 
‘aktuber tseded. very tuuther ekeadd hare & 
heart ard tmes, Yerite bor thio 

RALSTON PURINA CO, 
810 Gratiot Street, St. Louis, Mo 



The Ladies’ Home Jo 1915 

“Tt law, BWancalbaaninca lhe New Housekeeping 
Where Women are Doing it and the Results They are Getting 

By Mrs. Julian Heath 
Founder ani National President of the £ a La 

PEE first thing that every woman whe — 
T' working ost the men keeping 

did is what every other woman must 
do. It is to ask berself these 

Do L know that the re wont the 
witcher shop at which [ am trading handle 
iv a swnitary manner the food whieh Ib 
that they give me honest weight and hor 
measure, and that in these shops Lam able 

to buy good-quality goods at fair price 
DoT know that the milk Lam p 

ing irom the dairy is safe mitk 
Do I know that the baker 

anitary, and that the materials 
ry are of gooil quality 
1 know that when T se 

lothing to the neighbor 
the hea 

of the Commi 
Committee of 

wit eceda 
ives, of 1 

In fact, do L koow what I am buying and 
whether or not 1 am getting value received 

This is a part of the 
Now, while it looks like 

» have this knowledge 

many’ of them, have al 
the requests of the 

imple. It only means that 
housewife must have pers 
the stores which affect her own home; and 
this she certainly owes to hee Exnsily 

When this individual responsibility i 
1 housewives there will be po 

kind there nsanitary stores and shops 
will be no ort weights am 

udulterated foods and no juggling af price 
How?" you ask 

The answer is simple: Throwgh the pur 

take this matter up 
eral conference Eat More of the 

chasing power which you represent. Sunshine Sugar-Laden 
each bow but comisteatly 

ym persistently refu: » bow ih rT 

upp nsanitary o¢ dishone uctive. T 
The keyuote was streck in the word: A nty of at skyward last 

we withirew our trade.” ‘This report was given It only remains ity of the ma 
1y a committer of the Housewives’ League of that she patron a 1 
Providence, Rhode Island, in reporting up tradesma: ron to the 
their inability to make a certain b re Truly the que o ts 

that keeping # clean shop was for his best Lnter- — mereialited jeestion 
That is the secret of t whole situation ‘of women, 

os : ; Joes this In Sealed Packages 
+ how it works ow What shall I do oe = 
Tar Davey Mew: Forced, tha wel whe escape skill A bagi _—— Find, if you can, the 

Hunally well done hecause from the wery be 
ning th susewile and the trade worked b 

n hand, ‘The shops a 
stores whith 

were gives a special 

These w t.. This was boy or girl who does not 
like dates. Grown-ups, 

of the fst too, them with a rel- 
When asked ish. Dates are Nature’s 
ih! food, ranking high in 

al. A dealer was 
I certified natur, 

ds. 
ores as she bai 

tandard —eathu: 
the organ- her th 

nisewives, ‘The indursement ich UL said toh 
hung in the window was a guarantee to all con- condition: reason for the son they x 
sumers that the food in those stores was handled — work old reply that we've all heard so often: Tha au 
in & sanitary man Not many days later ‘ actual food value. They 

Alter this work was accompli neral a : The fight for $ , 
mating, coomones ok ta Mesanevel ol the’ Housewives ives of St. Pi ® inue are good to eat and good 

rade What was 1 town ane presentativ 
blac hall. This 

upon how to improve 
the trade in Dover 

This camp anitation is now sweep 
ing the country of Portland, 
Maine; Charleston, South Carolina; St. Paul, 

at oak fro for all who eat them. 
are now at work Dromedary Dates—from the 

ia certain neigh Garden of Eden—are the ins to. milk 
ft at a certain choicest of the choice, In dust- 

oe proof packages they bring to 

y were told that the * 
¢ to th - 

in New York ¢ 
Mion tn and other places too numerous to milkmen delivered ie at g your table all the original, full- mention, during the East year 1 we all know th | id 

nds, richne 
s’ League of St 

Perhaps you who are reading this will now 
ask: “What shall I Jook for when I go to my 
grocer's or butcher's?” 

Ask yourself these suc 
is the store properly ventil: 

ennugh to be cleaned pec 
Is there a living-ro 

store? If so, wh 

s of dates picked fresh in 
the famous Euphrates River date pot or clearing house, * 

ived. Here the milk gardens. You cannot buy better 
sing dates than Dromedary. 

Buy Dromedary Dates reau an you 
bey meat and bread. They sffer soit 
taste and nourishment in the feast bulk 

weight. They betong in your regular 
diet and may be wed in many 

Prize Recipe Books FREE 
on Request 

sk your ot or feuit dealer fc 
edary Dal gd other Standard 

y Products: Dromedary 
T BUTTER, made front D 

dury Dates 5y 
Dromedary COCOANUT 
Dromedary TAPIOCA, 
ready for bank” sae 

‘\, The HILLS BROTHERS CO. 
PPB, eet. B, 375 Washington Se 

susual 

1s the food property protected from suse and 
ilies, aunt is the food raised from the floor enough 
to protect it from dirt and Ie? 

In Milwaukee the food-supply stores display 
fs sign: ““No dogs allowed in t re—By 

of the Board of Healt 
bread ani other cooke 

tected from haniili 
dirt? 
What is the condition of th 

block, of aters, of the 
refrigerate 

Js the garbage kept in 

ALL dealings with your tradesmen tell thy 

most aste 

“Our grandmot 
and vegetables, di cat irom the Milk In 

What kind of wrapping alé of the mill sold i wabread, etc. Inasmuch as thi New York 
where isit kept? You may be surpri took car 
that in some of the poor t was ‘ad 

ald newspapers are w ncern with a ‘stro 
You do know, however, that t 

id d States i is often s everywhere 
oe. It is just ber 

d now is the te 
TOW, go a step farther and ask yourself, and 

iN find out 
are the conditions in the steckroom? 

it located? In the cellar? 
e condition of that cellar? 

How are the goods handled ip tra 
home? Are ully wrapped and 
fully ha: 

educational and co 
before the ideal can 

ach the ideal, however, 
he rst practical step and deal first 

which directly affect our ows way they are 
Since: « in Charles 

What & they way to begin is: First 
and his employ 3 second, by con 

These Anny one mailed for your 
—— grocer’s nam 

hindustey has itsown peob and 10 cent ut, which are studi 
nut fair to judge a whole trade or indu 

y the worst features in it, W at 



To market, ts market,  yallop, a 
hack 

Of Borden's best milk so help you along 
And make you grow happy and healthy 

and strong. 

The sensible, efficient 

housekeeper and home- 

maker, who spends go% 

of the family income 
and gets a dollar's worth 

for every dollar spent, 

the woman, in short, 

who is making good as 
wife and mother—that's 
the woman w ho appre- 

Ciates the value of 

Lect F8orclen 

EAGLE 
ConpeNsED 
MILK 

THE ORIGINAL 

for every household ne- 
cessity. Particularly as 

mothers have the 
women learned to ‘aly 

on the absolute purity 
and cleanliness of Eagle 

Brand, and the result is 

that more babies are fed 
on it today than on any 
other mother’s 
milk alone excepted. If 

you are having any diffi- 

culty with the feeding 
of your baby do not fail 

to ‘send for our book, 

“Baby's Welfare,” which 

contains a feeding chart 
and other valuable sug- 

gestions for baby’s general 
care and health. 

food, 

Borden’s Condensed 
Milk Co. 
Leaders of Quality” 

108 Hudson St. New York 

The Stolid “Dutch” Cut &s 
by @ Gand That is Blatantiy French ny Onder 

From Six to Sixteen 
By Ida Cleve Van Auken 

HAT youth 
deno 
nt bat 

charms 

yen in the 
iffure below, 

wh ixteen first 

ute her hair up. 
line, alm 

to the eyebrows. 

JOT a stray curl nor 

to the nape of the 
neckand secured by 

disposes of it 
in a delightfully 

NOTE—Moare expicit information regarding these hair attungements will be sent upon receipt 
of a stamped, addressed envelope. Address Miss Ida Cleve Van Auken, in care of Tu# Lapses’ 
Home Jounal, Independence Square, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 

DE LonG 

HookerEYE 

HE DELONG 
HOOK 4x0 EYE 
COMPANY 

—pioneers in advertising 
since people first said 

“See that hump?” 
—have anew plan: 

To help you remember 
what is best in the “little 
things of dress”; 

To repay you for asking, 
consistently, for 

DeLONG HOOKS AND EYES 
SEH THAT MUNG 

De LONG PRESS BUTTONS 
AY TASTY PASTHNE 

DeLONG SAFETY PINS 

De LONG CO. HAIR PINS 

“NUB” HOOKS AND EYES 

Every card or package of 
these standard DeLong Prad- 
ucts will now contain a 

UNITED fiixtinc COUPON 
—the meat velosble premium coupon 

offered! the coupon made 
lemons by, the: Unlied: Clem Slaves 
Company, aed distributed in their 800 
stores in all bending citie. Now, it 
is aleo- packed with ovee Stty wwidehy= 
Known eanuletren iclucg DeLee 
Products. ‘ 

Save the Coupons 

With thi Tendemark 

i's like saving svaney! 
They accussulate rapidly, because you 
get them with so many articles in daily 
fan._They boy standard merchandic, 
juat like wo mach cash. And they cov 
wou nothing, because they ase the 
manufacturer's dividend to you, oat of 
his lasger sales. 
Send today for the Premium 
Catalog! Fill out the blank 
below, and mail it to 

THE DELONG 
HOOK AND EYE COMPANY 

PHILADELPHIA, U, 5, A. 
ST. MARYS, CANADA 

DE LoNG 

PRESS 
BuTTON 



$1075 
VIVE PASSENGER TOURING CAR 

THE WILLYS-OVERLAN 



New Spring Waists at $ 
‘These will dt you what “Bellas Hess Values" mean 

21100. Stylish and Dainty 
Blouse 1 of fine sheer white wears 

i Thischicwaist has the fast 
ng ttsrmower Robespierre 

n entirely new mate 
tifel Crépe 

fe Une: Wakat closes 2: 
nine face. The 

enuiqwblevert in ox 
and has two 

1 White oe 
Special 

“ $1.00 

This cl 

FREE FREE 
Our handsome illustrated 
Spring and Summer Fash. 
ion Catalogue is now ready, 
and it is yours FREI 
you ask for it, This beau- 
tiful book contains 278 
pages showing all the 
latest style develop. 
ments in high class 
wearing apparel for 
Indies, misses and 
children, Every 
new style develop |n 
ment forthecom. {” 
ing season to be ~~ 
seen in New York's best 
shops will be found im thie book: 
Write for it at once, and we will be 
¢ladtosend it to you PREE by return mail. 

your wearing apparel from us 
® corresponding av 

21102, An Exceptionally 
Stylish, Dainty and Attrac 

Blowe mate of | 21103. A Neat, Serviceable,  fetchima styl 
"Je sheer washable white | Seytish Blouse 

The front is elaborated Crépe Vs anil wor 
with white Japanese embroad- | wizipe. The blouse hi 
ery and Wi f ing collar 
Filet shadow 
sede uf thee visible 
closing, The graceful roll col- 
lar and the sleer 
with shadow 
front. Two clusters of 

lawa. Coto 
woren stripe im black or 

Big value, | Séees 32 to 44 bs 
Price, All Mail of Exgeesa | unusual value. Pri 
Ghareee Paid by $1.00 hy sy ee, Charnes $1.00 ocEspracher 

BELLAS HEss &. 
WASHINGTON, MORTON & BARROW STS. 

NEW YORK CITY, N.Y. 

Lhe 

yecial Hargain 

“$1.00 

Just to give you 
some idea of the 
wonderful values 
offered in our new 
Spring Fashion 

alogue we illus 
trate on this page five 

of the new Spring 
Waists, and we offer 

them to you at only 
$1.00 each! If you can 
buythese beautiful blouses 

from us at such an ex- 
tremely low price, would it 

not be to your advantage to 
have our Catalogue and buy ALL 

a? 
jay and ask for Catalogue No.67L, 

21.104, A Chic Blowse of 

Ask The Ladi ies’ Home Journal 

“NHIS directory is given for our readers who desire specific information by mail 
on any subject Every reader may feel free to write, but please always confine 
your questions to the editor for the particular subject given, Write each editor 

separately if your questions are on different subjects. Write briefly, straight to the 
point, and always inclose a stamped, addressed envelope for the reply. 

To Whom to Write 

Home Dressmnaking 
Amy question about home dressmaking 

at cs atten is clothes, whic will bet 
by | answered by ¢he Fashion ). Wheeler 

y orpect unamned fa At new clothes ur about saking over itp 
‘yuur letter te roonomical cutting, Wil be waewered by 

Mose JucksaL 
Tie Hows DioeearaKene Euros 

Tue Lawes’ Hon Jounnat, MoLaperrena Pret apenrmta 

Arranging Your Hair 
Do, you wunt to know how to arrange the 

fault in the meweat of. Wevntning Kye 
tor any oocasion, and for children, the young 

older woman? 11 you do, aitdress 

May U Trim Your Hat? 

fer what you w 
yuu st 

@ hats of how tw make 
peeetily, umewerrdd 

| Ter Mrzivery Eoisouy Miss fia CLEVE VAN AUKE! 
yirl or 

Home Joorsat, Punancivta | Tae Levis’ Hoste JouRNat, PaILaDnLrea 

| Needlework 

+ it is crocheting, knlte 
ting OF 
af corps 

Joe aboot all o 
5. MARTHA Mason Tite Newuiiwork Rorroas 

Tine Lavens’ Howe Jovenat, Purtanerents | Tie Laueks® Hoek Jouawal, PuELaDRLeiis 
- - = 

Babies Prospective Mothers 

MARIANNA Whitten 
eae JOURNAL, PUEL Abra, 

How Can | Run My Home More Easily? 
uf dak He ofl! kins 
se, mivinig the housewife steps 

‘ Hiclent ways of Funsing a 
tu he "new housekeeping 

ation will gladly sabe pind huusehald work a 
| ot | 

5 Jennie C, Jones Mas. CaMasteNK FARbakIC 
“ s' Howe Jowkwat, Piitapereia Tue Lantes’ Home JOURNAL, PMiaDEirins 

6 + 4 
The Little House and Garden Furnishing « Little House 

hesuse uthority is st your command for any 
ite soning a tew hase, 
ft dle ideas —aniyth 

oration of 3 homer 
Tue Rurroes Tien L0rrLe Hots 

Howe Jowanan, Porta Twe Lane Hos Jouayat, PusLangiviiin 

— — 4 
Pretty Girl Questions Soot Manners and Good Form 

u aids to beauty and good health —hénts of doing things what ome 
d eyes—all these uette—when visiting or enter 

are free to write theater or ur om the 
verpunsuet worth Anvwleg. Ady question 

on titeae centers weil be sinarweneed by 
De, Reta BE Walker *, Eiwanoe TH, Paricaes 

” Hake JOURNAL 5) Hee JOURNAL, PHALADRELIVILA 
i t 

The Table and Cooking Home Parties 
We wif belp you plan a we party if you 

will tell tis whit kind of party you woadd bike 
ive und will give us sutte details to 

ing heipfuladvice, | enatle us to answer intelligently amd offer 
will wer ‘tical Kugmetions, Adios 

Mathie Hawes N Tue Hoek Party Eoeror 

ies Hom JoURNAL, PUILAL ex Heat: Journal, Mecabenrace | Tie 1 

Social Work in the Churcly 

Practical 
School Entertainments 

social affairs, 
and workalile 

tutey wil be made cheer 
Madi 

stioun fh aug 

Addze oder sugpestions 
THe Mints Trt S 1. TN ee rarMeNT Kore 

Tim Lan Home Jounal, Papen Tree Lanes” Ho AL. Pa AvRLMuA 

ea = aaa ae} 
Music Reading ond Literature 

yy wish to know quickly what to 2 
ies that are interesting th 

want to know about now books; ober 
wutses in general reading. Mr. Mate wil 

these lotivrs hut will oot eritivige man- 

ries of all Binds aboot must 
eubitity of 

pubticotion (as 
taken care of ite 

acti 
Ma, Hascrow W. Maw: 

Tuk Lavans” Hosns Jovms, 
Tue Me 

Tux Lavers Howe Jos 

“Will You Tell M Girls’ Problems: 

ern girt's ti Every pease of then 
seals oew proble aye 

the preparation 
ing of quatations home. Anything which is af w sora 

to her will receive caretul at eym> | and dates, bres al sketches, science, lls 
pathetic advsce under- uration we 
stands the probe the | have n special devo So, for anything 
difficulties ot classifind, addree 

Tux Eviron Tix Enitoms uh “Wats. You Teta Mu?” | 
Tux Laies’ Howe Jovsnat, Precavmtraca | Tie Lavais’ Hoste JouaNAat. PuLLaDEerieia 

l é: = 

Special Booklets on Special Subjects 
Wier no peice is given any booklets will be mailed on 

receipt of a two-ceut st Mf ye ery inckase kn your fetter, In stamps, the 
e-amoun! stated. In each ense address the author of the booklet desired, always tn care 
ae Lapies’ Howx Jouanat, Independence Square, Phila jelphia, Pennayivania. 
Let Me He With Your Children’s Cloth 

“How to ing of 4 Little Horn 
“What You Should Kaow When Building « Little He 

tting,”” by The Needlework Editors 
* Easy Patterns in Crochet," by The Needlework Eel 
“War Ni Woested Crochet and Knitting, 
“The Embroidery Book" (15 cents). 

+ (15 cesits) 
be Necdlewark Editors (18 cents), 

— 
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OU CAN DO IT—Not genius but earnestness— 
Not luck but trying is what will earn the big 

cash prizes in this Contest. 

No Cost—No Catch—Just Sketch 
This is for YOU—YOUR chance—Get the spirit. If you are young, sketch to learn how to sketch. If you are old, 
Sketch for the love of sketching. 

Get Started Now! You may earn one of the big prizes—It costs nothing to try —It’s lots of fun, too. 

A Contest for Everybody 
$5,000.00 in CASH PRIZES for the best drawn and colored sketches of the NATIONAL OATS GIRL. She appears on 
the NATIONAL OATS package in her proper colors. There is no cost or entry fee in this Contest. You will find the Girl on 
the NATIONAL OATS package wherever it is found—in your kitchen or pantry, your neighbor’s home or at your grocer’s. 

Two Sets of Cash Prizes: 
Ist Prize . . $500.00 Ist Prize. . . $250.00 
2d “ ., . . 250.00 For ae Ss @ 60000 

Open \3d “.. . . 125.00 isd @ 5s. 3 75:00 
a 4th“ . . . 75.00 ae. aaa it “+ + 30.00 

Sth“. . . . 50.00 nder sea a ee Be 
Everybody ¢ih «7° "25.00 16 Years (6th “ 5.00 

fees8 Prizes of $5.00 each 2500 Piizes of. $1.00 each 
and « Souvenir Prize to every child who 
fails to win » Cash Prize 

All drawings must be received on or before MARCH 31, 1915. No exception to this rule. Announcement of winners of first six 
prizes, each classification, will be published in The Saturday Evening Post, Issue of May 8, 1915. 

RULES 
‘al Tl 

Wi 

Governing the Contest: 

1 Write your name ani address plaial 
her, t ate, on hac 

—you can taste the difference 

NATIONAL OATS is pure rolled white oats. It is made from the finest, plumpest and most carefully 
Selected grain and consequently is richest in gluten and cereal nourishment, One dishful is an inspiration 
to better working, better thinking, better drawing. 

Most grocers sell NATIONAL OATS; if yours does not, 
he can get it for you, if he will. 

Send all drawings to “Sketch the Girl” Contest Department 

National Oats Company 
International Life Building, St. Louis, Mo. 

ten 
Vico Presidcatvand General Manager ‘The Steno! 
type Co., Indianapolis, Ind. Economy Coupons (sharing our profit with you) now packed 

in each package of NATIONAL OATS. 
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By Virginia Hunt 
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“Che SAND 
(MBROIDERED Way” 

Dainty Little Girls 
and sturdy little boys, too, thou- 
sands of them, wear 

(Slack Cat 
HOSIERY 

For 30 years millions of 

Black Cat Catalog of 214 
styles for all the family, Free 

Chicago-Kenosha Hosiery Co. 
Kenosha, Wisconsin 



These 3 dozen eggs 
cost $1.08. 

This pound package 
of Sun-Maid Raisins 
costs not over 5c. 

Some Delicious Dishes to Make 
With This Fruit-Food 

RAISIN PIE 

Three eggs, | cup of sugar, | cu 
cream, swect or sour (sour preferred), 
%) teaspoon cloves, 2 package of 
seeded or seedless Sun-Maid raisins. 
Beat the yolks of eggs and the white 
of one, keeping the remaining two for 
frosting. Add sugar, cream, cloves 
and raisins. Bake in a rich pie crust 
in a slow oven. When done beat the 
whites of the two eggs until stiff; add 
two tablespoons of granulated sugar 
Place in oven and bake until light 
brown. This will make one pie. 

SPLENDID RAISIN CAKE 

One-fourth cup butter or lard, | cup 
sugar, '/ cup milk, 2Y2 teaspoons bak- 
ing powder, 2 e teaspoon vanilla 
134 cups flour, /2 package chopped 

5 aid seeded raisins, Cream but- 
ter and add sugar gradually. Add 
beaten eggs and milk, Add the flour 
sifted with baking powder, vanilla and 
raisins. Bake in layer tins about 20 to 
30 minutes, Filling—whip |! cups 
heavy cream until stiff, add '/) tea- 
spoon vanilla, 2 tablespoons powdered 
sugar, 14 packages Sun-Maid seeded 
taisins (finely chopped) 

RAISIN SALAD 

One cup celery cut in pieces, 44 cup 
of walnuts cut in pieces, / cup chopped 
Sun-Maid seeded raisins. Combine 
and serve on lettuce leaves with Mayon 
haise dressing or Cream dressing. 
STUFFED RAISINS FOR LUNCHEONS 

AND TEAS 

Blanch almonds. Select large Sun- 
Maid cluster raisins and take out seeds. 
Slit raisins slightly and insert almonds 
and draw skin around to coveropening 

RAISIN CHOCOLATE COOKIES 

Two eggs, | cup brown sugar, '/ cup 
flour, | teaspoon baking powder sifted 
with flour, /2 teaspoon cinnamon, '/> 
teaspoon allspice, | cup Sun-Maid 
seedless raisins mixed together with 
walnuts, citron and candied orange 
peel, 4 tablespoons chocolate. Drop 
teaspoonful intopanand bake in moder- 
ate oven about ten or fifteen minutes. 

Get This From Your Baker 
Your baker is probably one of the ¢! 

who are now baking California R: 
Using @ prize recipe which we fx 

The bread is plainly labeled so you ean 
identify it-—“California Raisin Bread, made with 
Sun-Maid Raisins,” (Note illustration below.) 

You have never served « more healthful food, 
and the raisins make it delicious. See what 
the children say when they taste it. Let them 
have all they want. Here are food value and 

delicacy perfectly combined, 
Ask your baker—today— 

about "California Raisin Bread, 
made with Sun-Maid Raisins 

of 

Think of this, you housewives 

who want to serve nourishing food 

while cutting down the living cost: 

One pound of Sun-Maid Raisins 

contains | 635 food-units of energy, 
the same as three dozen eggs. One 
pound of beans contains less than 
half as much food value. A pound 
of peas, less than one-third. A pound 

of potatoes and a pound of whole 
milk together fall 925 points short. 
A pound of lean beef fails to equal 
it by 1055 food-units. 

Raisins—the Fruit-Food 

Raisins are the world’s greatest fruit 

food— pure, concentrated nutriment. And 

they add a delicate flavor to scores of 

dishes that are plain without them. 

Merely 2 ounces of raisins in a dish of a 

certain widely used wheat-food for break- 
fast add incomparably to the flavor and 

increase the food value 102 per cent. 

To bread, to puddings, to cakes, to pie, 

Sun-Maid Raisins bring a royal measure 

of healthfulness. 

Have raisin sauce for breakfast. Serve 

Sun-Maid Raisins stewed, with cream. 

The whole family would welcome more 

raisins. Let them have Sun-Maid Raisins 

in some attractive form every day. 

Just Delicious Sun-Cured 
California Grapes 

Sun-Maid Raisins are simply sun-cured 

grapes. But the gtapes are the sweetest, 

tenderest and most luscious that California 

grows. We take only the best —the kinds 

too delicate to ship —and “sun-make” them 
into raisins. Sun-Maids are the cream of 

this marvelous crop. 

They taste like confections—they are 

wholesome and pure. 

CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATED RAISIN COMPANY, 215 Fresno Street, Fresno, Cal. 

This Big 7'2-lb. Special Introductory Package 

43 

These 36 Eggs 
Have the Same Food Value as 

This 

Sun-Maid Raisins 
All Food Values based on Government Statistics as contained in U. S, Bulletin No, 24 

Pound 

In This Package 

Ask for Sun-Maids in this package, and be 

sure you get them, for they cost no more than 

the common sort. Your dealer has them, or 

he can get them easily by sending to his jobber. 

Ask for any of these three varieties: Sun- 

Maid Seeded (seeds extracted); Sun-Maid Seed- 

less (from seedless grapes); Sun-Maid Cluster 

(on stems, not sceded) to serve as dessert 

with nuts. 

52 Charming Recipes 

Just write us a post card and we'll send 
you a beautiful free book that tells 52 ways to 

make delicious raisin-foods and dainties. This 

book will open your eyes to the possibilities of 

raisins. It will show you what your family is 

missing when you fail to make raisins a daily 

food. 

ALIFORNIA 

SUN-MAID 
SEEDED MUSCAT 

RAISINS 
1 lb. Package—Price not over 15c. 4 California 

4 Associated 
7 Raisin Co. 

F 215 Fresno Street 
Fresno, Cal. 

@ Seed me, all charges pee 
paid, the special 7Vi-lb, box 

F containing the 3 varieties of Sun- 
.— J Maid Raisins. | enclose $1 for Containing the 3 Kinds — $1 ve ait, Als tend” your ree Recipe 

our dealer bean’ Sun-Maid Raisine now. . 
tock send this coupon and enclose $1. This F- 

big special package, nearly the siac of m suit awe 
box, will come to any address in the United 
States. prepaid, It come diseet from the Cali Strat 
fornia vineyards and will show you how eee i sent RAISINS | i id w =. 71% Ibs. net. You'll want your dealer 
always to sell yeu Sun-Maid Raisins after you 
have tried the raisins in this box. 

SPECIAL picker 
State 



the Chute 

to the 

Laundress! 

No washings to 
worry you. 

No hard work to 
tire you. 

No scalding suds 
toruin your hands. 

There is a laundress 

in the house when 
you use P, axp G.— 
The White Naphtha 
Soap because— 

It works while the 
clothes soak. It 
needs no back-break- 

ing help from you, 
It requires only cold 
or lukewarm water. 
It a/one gets the 

clothes sweet and 

clean. 

And the beauty about 
it is, you can keep 

this laundress all the 
week to do your 
general cleaning and 
make things easier 

for you than ever 
before. 

The 
WHITE 

Naphtha Soap 

THE GIRLS’ CLUB 

With One Idea: 

To Make Money 

ne Foe Masi 
enowledge the rec 

* Home Joumnat 

PatraDELreia 

The Ladies’ Home Journal for February, (915 

(¢ e /mportance o 
te. - 

Ippearance 
is a vital consideration to all 
women, The complexion is the 

ynote of personal appearance, 
and it is upon complexion that 
beauty depends more than 
upon feature. A faultless ¢ 

ion can best be o 
daily use of 

DAGGETT & 
RAMSDELLS 
PERFECT COLD CREAM 

SheHind that Keeps 

For twenty-four years it has soft- 
ened the touch of Tim 

the health-glow and preserved to 
many a matron the girlish com- 

plexion and youthful charm of 
débutante days. 

plex- 
tained by the 

Tubes 25¢ and soc 
Jars 35¢ to $1.50 

trial tube and booklet,"*Be- 
he Finger of Time,” mailed 

for ten cents, coin or stamps. 

Department 14 

Other D, & R. Products you will 
enjoy usi 

c, 30c and § 
oilet Water 

DAGGETT & RAMSDELL 

New York City 



Powder stay: 
is really remarkable. 

powder in a 

\ 

4 

m—and affords 

—_ 

p— FREE “< 
A Week's Supply of 

MARINELLO POWDER 
Here's a powder that gives one's skin all the healthful fresh- 

ness and natural beauty of youth. 

“Swift's 
Premium’ 
Bacon 

Double 
Branded 

so that you may be 
sure of getting what 
you ask for when 
you order the best— 
“Swift's Premium”. 
Below is the outer 
parchment wrap- 
per in which 
“Swift's Premium” 
Bacon is delivered 

7 

<4 

Chicago, Il. 
Dept. 140 

It so closely resembles the real appearance of the skin that it is 
almost impossible to detect it—yet it covers blemishes and turns a 
muddy complexion into a clean, sound, healthy appearance. Marinello, 

‘otection against wind and sun that 
It is daintily perfumed by exquisite and last- 

ill send two dimes and three two-cent stamps we will put the 

Smart and Convenient 
Vanity Case and Coin Purse 

A highly useful article of unusual beauty. One side has place for $1.20 
in change, the other contains # mirror and soft, fluffy powder puff. 
If you do not wish the Vanity Case and Coin Purse simply send 
us your name and address and we will send you the Free 

\\ Marinello Powder. We are taking this means of demonstrat» f// 
ing the superiority of Marinello Powder to those women 

\ who appreciate the BEST in toilet preparations. 
\. Please send today—State shade of powder desired, 

if ‘MARINELLO COMPANY 4 

to the dealer. 

Look for this brand when 
the bacon is sent home. 

MISS MARY P. LODGE 
sf Iilinoss by working In odd 
Mestre earned epergh in Ine 
imentha te pay tor her entire 
ellage eourees 

MRS. NELLIE MeCALL 
M. 

Gentleman. 

Thousands of women and men are doing it now, but we 
need more. We want representatives in every town in the 
country through whom old subscribers may renew and new 
readers subscribe. 

If you are going to have some spare time on your hands, we 
should like to write to you. 

Remember this: If you try the work for just a part of one day 

Sell Us Your Spare Time 
—We Will Buy It 

We need the assistance of a lot of people all over the country 
to look after the subscription business of The Ladies’ Home 
Journal, The Saturday Evening Post and The Country 

and then quit, you will have made some money. 

But you won't quit, for the opportunity for turning spare 
time into cash will be just as apparent and attractive to you 
as it has been to so many others. 

Send us a line of inquiry and let us tell you about the plan. 
We will pay you in salary and commission and provide 
everything necessary. We will coach you as to how to be 
successful — without a cent of expense to you and without 
the least obligation on your part. 

Agency Division, Box 705 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
The Curtis Publishing Company 

MR. SIDNEY ECKLEY 
2 Phi in a public awditer 
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BUY | 
BELDING'S 
pve SILK 
FABRICS 

Guaranteed Not to 
Rip, Split or Tear 

“it Won't Tear” 
Belding’s Silk Fabrics will dry 

cle The i 

! damp cloth 
| hot) on the wrong 
! 

Belding’s Tearless 
Petticoat Silks 

Your Petticoats will wear much 
longer if made of this fashionable 
guaranteed silk, AIL shades 
Heautiful soft finish, 

Belding’s Guaranteed 
Dress Silks 

ie luster. 

Belding’s Guaranteed 
Lining Silks 

BELDING BROS. & CO, 
StLK MANUFAL 

Belding Guarantee 
Bell Tag 

Belding Bros. & Co. 
New York Chicero St. Louis 
Philadelphia Boston _ Cincinnati 

| St. Paul Baltimore San Francisco 
Also Maoufacty 

Silks and Be 

CHARLIE MATTOX 
OF VASSAR 

The Ladies’ Home Journal for February, 1915 

Ls Ia 

© / What kind of 
Baking Powder 

do you use? 

Some baking powders 
contain alum. 

Alum is a mineral acid, a powerful astrin- 
gent, declared by eminent medical authorities 
unfit to use in food. 

Read the back of the label on the can. It tells 
of what your baking powder is composed. 

There is no alum in 
Royal Baking Powder. 

If alum were considered a healthful or 
oper ingredient for baking powders, the 

Royal Baking Powder Company would use 
it, as its cost is exceedingly small. 

ROYAL 
BAKING POWDER 

is made from cream of tartar, which is de- 
rived from grapes, and hence it adds only 
healthful qualities to the food. 



When Your Baby 
Is Grown Up 
HE food you give your baby 
now will affect him to the 

last day of his life. Whether he 
has the strong body and clear 
mind that means success de- 
pends upon you. The baby that 
Struggles against cow’s milk 
now—even if he survives—and 

alas, our babies pass from us by | 
the hundred thousands every 
year—may grow up with the 
Tuined digestion that makes 
misery and unhappiness. 

Train your baby for life-long 
health from the beginning. Give 
him your breast milk as long as 
you can—then wean him slowly 

Nestlé's Food 
that for three generations has 
built up men and women of 
healthy bodies and clear heads. 

Remember that even if your 
baby can fight the endless sick- 
ness that is in the milk from 
sick cows in dirty dairies—even 
if he can fight today its heavy 

lumps in his little stomach—he 
may later have the handicap of 
an impaired digestion. 

NESTLE'S—because it is 
close to mother’s milk—keeps 
your baby well. NESTLE’S 
brings health and strength, bone 

and blood and muscle. 

In NESTLE’S—made from the 
clear milk of healthy cows in sanitary 

dairies—every cow's milk danger has 
been destroyed —every baby need 

has been added. 

It comes to you in 
a safe, air-tight can— 

add water—boil—and 
it's ready. 

Send coupon for sam- 
ple can of NESTLE'S 
enough for 12 times. 
Send for the book 
about babies and their 
care by specialists, 

NESTLE'S FOOD COMPANY 
232 Broadway, New York 

Please send me, FREE, your Book and 
Trial Package. 

CHARLIE MATTOX 
OF VASSAR. 

Who wrote it 
“L wrote it," replied Philpotta. “Are you 

Ben Hilton? 

got a gun or a knife or a bi 
So you'll have 

cuttin 
to listen v 
eat it. We 

+ de 
ting out » 

Ben removed h 

You know he well Tcan't t 
Tilo bebiewe 

rount oa one thi 
you're dave for 

zens in this 
ark my words 

d to stare 

asked Red 

_ Send in the coupon below for two 

samples of the wonderful Silver | 

Polish made from material obtained _ 
from this mine 

g 

A 50 year old 
world-famous Pol- 
ishing Powder—now 
made in Cream form, too 
Here is some real news for 
housekeepers. You can now 
have Electro Silicon in pow- 
der form or in cream form. 
For 50 years the powder has en 

of u larger sale than all other 
silver polishes. 

© been found to < 
cleanser and 

c, brass, copper 
, steel, pewter, cut 

ble, celluloid and 

And now you can have Electro 
Silicon in crear: form if you pre 
fer. The crear is made from the 
powder and is identical in merit. 

Let us send you two 
samples to test 

to whether If you are in doubt 
you prefer the © powder, 
mail us the coupon for a sample of 

ou will find both 
ts. Each does its 

with least effort on 
your part, Neither contains grit, 
acid, nonia or any injurious 

patarice, so cannot mar the finest 
surface. 

work quickly 

Mail the coupon Now 
Electro Silicon is its own best adver- 
tisement. A trial is the most convine- 
ing evidence of its merit. When you 
know how efficient it is, you will never 
care touve any other potish. That is why 

If you have never used Electr 
Silicon, by all means send the cou 
pon, try the samples, and learn 
how easily and quickly it imparts 
a brilliant sheen on any surface we are anxiows to send you sa 

Mail us the coupon, enclo 
oF atwo cent stamp, to partly pay 

for postage and packing, and we will, at 
once, send you a sampte of Electro Sili- 
con Polishing Powder and our sew prod- 
uct, Electro Silicon Polishing Cream. 

THE ELECTRO SILICON CO. 
28 Cliff Street, New Yorke 

where a high polish is desired. 
No more drudgery 

Whether you decide to use Ricotro Sil: TS SR 

. in either & 
or of everything if'4 used on. 

The samples will canvince you. Mail the 
coupon now. 

Cream, ¥ pint jar, 2 
frocers und druggists, of 
Fiedliy Sutsin tae a0 covaty 
direct on reenipt of peice. 

THE ELECTRO 
SILICON CO, 

28 Cliff Street, New York. 
T encluse two cents, ce & two cent 

stamp, to portly pay the postage and 
packing. Send me a sample of Electso Silicon 

Polishing Powder and your new product, 
Eleetro Silicon Polishing Creum. 

State. 
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ia: 

pping the butt: 
iirawers, but Hilt 
hands 

White magic 

on mirrors — 

I alwa clean my 
mirrors with Bon Ami 
—it’s so easy! E 

eaid grudlly to 
I simply apply a thin, your name? 5} 
wet lather of Bon Ami 
—let it dry for a mo- 
ment—then wipe it 
off with a dry cloth. 

Every mark, smudge 
and speck disappears! he vi e's small, sark 
And there are no ob- Hauer, Brig 
stinate, damp smears waterdeip over bet wrists, And Sh ( ‘all I 
left on the glass,either! eee aie Fee eh eer e Ss t 

Fairy Food 
These Sweet, Fragile Bubbles 

of Toasted Corn 
A little girl in the writer's home calls Corn Puffs fairy 

food. She says, “If there are fairies I imagine they eat food 
like thi 

Think back to your fairy-tale 
must be airy morsels which a sip 
for fairies. 

{CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14) 

THE GIRL AT 
on CENTRAL 

@ uke 

mi 
Bon Ami comes off dry— 
that prevents smears and 
does away with all slow. 
laborious polishing and ezalow ie! 
rubbing. had riven u r his hun 

Heansweresl that 
that” 

nobody b , 
before the district 

) Was F 

lays, ‘Think how bewitching 
-year-old calls good enough 

Bon Ami is real white 
magic in my home, A little 
touch—a little rub—and 
presto, how things shine! 
Glass, nickel, tile, enamel, 
aluminum, brass, tin, paint! 

Now It’s a Novelty 
Serve It Tomorrow 

The charm of newness surrounds Corn Pulls now. It 
is more than a dainty—it’s a surprise. Don't > this fas 
cination. Give your folks the fun of guessing what these 
drop-like bubbles are. 

Have you tried Bon Ami 
Powder yet? 

are resistless, You are bound to serve them 
ily once—and that 
Serve them while 

Corn Pu 
later—a thousand times, perhaps. But « 
is now—will they seem like a discovery. 
they're new, 

It is regular Bon Ami, 
ground to a fine, soft, vel- 
vety powder which turns to 
a nice white lather at the 
touch of a wet cloth, It PM coca he 
won't scratch, It comes in I thought I hac 
a handy can with a hole in 
the top. 

int you bu 

These are corn hearts, sweet and flavory, made into pellets 
and puffed. This is done by Prof. Anderson's process—by 
shooting from guns—as with Puffed Wheat and Rice. 

The flavor comes from toasting in a fearful heat, The 
flakiness comes through millions of steam explosions. You 
have never dreamed that such tempting morsels could be 
made from corn, 

Your grocer has it now. 
You may like it even better 
than the cake. Why not 
try it? 

Made in both cake 
and powder form “The 

Witching 
Food” 

15¢ per Package 

THE BON AMI CO, NEW YORK 

“Hasn't 
scratched £ 

Serve like other cereals—with sugar and cream or in . . 

. milk. But douse them also with melted butter for the children . 
~ to eat like popcorn. Corn Puffs are exquisite, both as food : 
. nfection. 
. 5 F * 
. Not once in ten years does a new food appear that's so 
| = novel and dainty as Corn Pufis. 
. 
. el ie i The Quaker Oats @mpany H 

electric chair. . . 

CONTINUED IN THE MARCH JOURNAL 4 Sole Makers (752) . 
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La ia 

HOW THE ATWOODS 
KEPT THEIR COOK 

in Fifteen 

Minutes 

Reguires No Soaking 
Ready to Cook Imanediately 

+ Tapioca lends itself 
said of nthe gitl’s action that 

oca, Parisian Charlotte 
other ‘Tapioc | 

© Gelatine ipes in the | 

: New Minute Cook Book i 
enough Minute Taploca 

ert, Free, Aditens (giving 

Countless thousands 
will lunch on Van Camp's 

: Pork and Beans. All over 
ts Te you," shesaiddully, “Inet forget.” | Te America, in restaurants 
Then she went awsy and homes, they will meet 
“PRAT, night she 

4 is di : to enjoy this dish. 

A few years ago it was 
home-baked Beans —the 
kind our mothers baked. 
Now it’s the new-style— 
Beans mealy and mellow, 
uncrisped and unbroken, 
with a zestful sauce baked in. 

the picture lived 
leat stood for 

This new dish is our 
chefs’ creation. They 
have spent 20 years in 
perfecting it. And no- 
where today is a dish like 
Van Camp's baked out- pe KE four collar 

side these model kitchens. foundations in a 
minute with the 

Aurora” 
Ruche Support 

Tt adds comfort, style and distinction 
to every varie | 

over some gat me 
2 new picture 

PorK«BEANS BaKED See 
Also Baked Without the Sauce 

10, 15 and 20 Cents Per Can 
This dainty, invis silk-covered, 
thread-like re may be exsily and 
quickly fashi J into any form. It 
Keeps the shape you give it. Enough 
for one collar, Ie.; by the yard, 
25e, At your store, or sald direct 
where dealer can't supply. 
Paris—Joseph Winters New York 

149 Vue Arenae 
Mies, of Cuskion** Eve" Collar Support 

BECOME 
A NURSE 
WE have trnions trea 

sands of women 

The time is past for home-baked beans. It took too long 
to prepare them. Some were hard, some crisp, some mushy. 
All were under-baked, 

We have found that modern steam ovens are essen- 
tial to right baking. Even big hotels with their chefs and 

facilities buy baked beans from us. 

These kitchens largely brought that change about — our 

methods, recipes and chefs, Van Camp's revealed how good 
baked beans can be. Let them show you—that is all we ask. 
A single meal will win you. 

Buy a can of Van Camp's Beans to try. If you do not find them 
the best you ever ate, your grocer will refund your money. 

‘em all and then 
to his w 
(thels 

t5. Atwoud de 
first wh There ea chautaseas nerve ® ‘m year vielity. Ask hee i See. ec scare fad ths steve lnrateen wid be nest se 

Chautau ua School of Nursin; hat wall kee here five Abe Chautayaun Sehoolof Ning | Sates at i pre 

O. M. V. Marriage Vow” 
Fa Sine Th Enicceal manage sevice in BOOK 

sad cbeebemehulteadne hear beter 
| docks jremitaiceal Clersy an well ws hy thee athe 
Eee Bosed i white aed qld im whee 

S00 past ‘Send fee descigive ceealas No. 9 
CHURCH LITERATURE PRESS, 21 Bile Bese, New York 

keep her away from th 
cook my meals,” he added =e 
all Task.” 

———S——EEEEEEEE——ES ss | 



THE LOVE PROMISE 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 15) 

Who Wants 
Good Light? 

Whose strained? 

tread at night? Who 

bright light? 

imlight? You? 

your light, 
1 that studies 

eves are 

ited by 

Whoworks by 
Then thin 

Who has a ch 

mn think about your 

Who has poor light ar 

bills? Have you? 

Then think about your light. 

Alba 
Lighting Equipment 

makes it casy to get good light. 
makes 

to the eyes. Alba se 
where you need it 

are reading or working 
Alba gets more lig 

softens the light 

same current or the sam 

from less current saves money 

Free 

Offices 
Chebe 

7-Mesele 
4-Banks 

Macbeth- Evans 
Glass Co 
Pittsburgh 

anit Sdowrooms 

Cincinnati, Cle 
Dalla 

it won't hort 
vy handed. Write for our New 

Hair Book 
Contains be 
Gest selentiny 

and 
atior 
gies 

eplennlied qt 
divary shade 

Triste | | Xorerel Wary Ree 
Spactally priced $2.40 | a 

PARIS FASHION CO.. Devt 12, 308 State Be, Chicago | 
HAI DOOR 

OUR spare time can be con- | 
verted into money. Let us tell 

youabout it. Agency Division, THe 
Curtis Pusuisninc Company, Phila. 

nip CLASS PINS 
Tie each 7 

TANSIAW EROS, CO,” 939 Tastian Diag, Rochester, .. 

The Ladies’ Home Journal for 

eech-Nut 
Tomato Catsup 

Mary, 19LS 

S you know, the 
sooner a vege- 

\] table is cooked 
| after picking, the finer 
| the flavor. 
| We selected Roches- 

ter as the place for our 
Catsup plant because 

] the finest tomatoes in 
the world grow there. 
The full, ripe flavor 

of the tomato is ex- 
ceedingly delicate. 

|| In Rochester we get 
these delicious toma- 

| toes fresh from the vines. 
| Two hours only in 

the making—and the 
finished Catsup is bot- 
tled, sterilized and 

|| ready for you. 
| The season’s toma- 

toes this year were es- 

I pecially fine—the Cat- 
1 sup is better worth 

while than ever. 
Get a bottle of Beech- 

Nut Tomato Catsup 
from your grocer. 

BEECH-NUT PACKING COMPANY 
CANAJOHARIE, N. Y. 

Catsup Plant at Rochester, N.Y. 

Get Our Price FIRST 

nig for Book 

A Ralaniazos itesasesteeata 
| Menudaiiney < Direct Sony Xatamasoa. Mich, 

pe lo eo 

slug f 

ain ets! 
allow, lifeless complexion bas 

ever the cause in 
+ stimulating. 

¢ most effec 
tive you can we Ne face and stin 

bres of the skin. 
ice! the difference the first time 

YOU Wwe it—a promise of that lovelier 
con which the steady use of 
Woodbury’s always brings. 

Just before retiring, wash your face und 
af We Fac 

Tf your skin has 
lexion 

ake ot Wo 

Then rub y kin for five minutes with 
4 ice and dry cx 

acieuati, O. 
arms Tar Andreo 

brooke 3¢ 



Pay 15 cents 
instead of 
50 cents 
Why buy lines at 

30¢ when you can 
et the same beauty 
aad wearing quality 
at a third the cost in 

Wen Ut Ue 

Use it instead of Linen 
27, 33, 36, 45 in, wide at 121% to 256 a yard 

Renucdless of ite lower price, many insist on Indian 
Head! for dieses, ut, waists ond children's clothes 

‘mute it doess't wrinkle easily, So it stays fresh 
liste, And there’s almost no wear-out to i. 

Indian Head has been the standard white cotton 
‘woah fabeie Be yeen, Its quality has been proven. 
Auk foe it at your dealer's. Be save you get the 

th “INDIAN HEAD" co the slag, 
48 hasn't this selvage mark it ist Indian Head. 
A Useful Sample FREE 

wa for dall's doeve of Indine Head, cat 
Hy td wee with chi te adn od fe eh ke 

uf re la ial werk Eg ah ha sie etn 

Amory, Browne 2Co.f 

ich Flat Rods are rma 
aiteed not to t 

ewerdrapes. and valances 
simpleazd exe to pret wp oF 
tetach—curved ends are 
stacetul asd pleasing 

Patented 

F lat Rods 

10 Prospect Aven: 
Sturgie, Mich., Ue3. A. 

fue tated er ayear ation fos 7 ite mae tet arate neater ie kee Spl ees Be Pseoe tr a se : 

Vou shoaht have a copy eer caning, whic swill'send "youn seceipt 223" mentiontn Feelathes tng: a ‘can suply joo, wit aiimarcrials Cov dik, 
eOLok 

CHINA PAINTIN 
THE FRY ART CO. 

‘35-37 West 3atSt., NY_City 

THE HOUSE OF 
THE MISTY STAR 

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 18) 

You who are before sm astray, So 
many of you have war children 
from the komeward path, and darkness 
and'you cruld not fied the way back. E 

wax oncea happy little child, with same place 
to call home an 
you were lost. Idom 
overtook you, bu 
before, 1am 4 messenger ty 
back. I have come 10 tell y 
sill Somebo 
orn ‘There 
guide you home. hs 
to take hold of His han. atid iil lead you 
oat of the darkness. [do not ask what 

fear the light 

sing, the bur: 
song, was a cry 

with the music 
den of the sound, as well 
for help, 

The song part of the crowd 
vd 

ut Jane as i 
ng better than their own sin- 

es. She moved among them speak 
reestly to that one, 

hed the covers over the 
le and o word of cheer 

edt from her like 4 
It was the spiritual 

oly 1 was seeing, one who faced these 
real and awful facts of life with the calm, bliss 

rance of knowing the truth, of giving 
life for humanity because Jane 

(Gray was indeed a ‘Daughter of Hope, 

LITTLE later, Zura bere, there, every 

had kept very 
ery desire ty be near to me and evidenced 

friendly ‘A 
“' Belavedest,”” ¢ ase] the girl, ber face 

shining as ‘ 

Py squeals. 
jefor ere 

tubs full of small children. 
nigh for ax ane s0 ce 

nt Jape, were on: 
gaged in a heroe water battle of ducking and 

a trial of endurance as to who 
it thin yellow 

e alternvon 

and a minia 
ture wae threater 

man, was outclassed 
rolled up ber sleeves and took part 
y. 

Instantly there was quiet. A bath was 
we enough to those wails, but to be 

foreigner who looked like a pein- 
=n half {car while they wondered! 

he knew their games as well 
then everybody elsimed atten 

thens one by « 

y, se 
the | sett 
lish,“ Miss 
ns," he ob. 
and make e to this Pp 

be like yray ow i 
hings. But learning of such 

; it never get to ber mem. 
wonderful of females 

stop right in ber 
ory pace, She 
Maybe because she Merican, Hijiyama much 
honored by skillful “Merican Jeakios 5 
Wingate ord San too, He 

all. You know Hanaford San?" skillful 

OMETHING in his voloe made me look in 
the man's face, It was as expressive as 

. Facknowledged my acqu: 

The sman resu: * Hanalord 
gentleman. 1 giv 
faz-away place 
mach sadiul, 

to begin anew. 
Feason enoagh for his remalning, 

Apparently iediflerent my questioner mused 
{ to himself: 
Him papa have cone dead. Badful news. 

And moneys have got lost, Most big trouble- 
some for young fm: 

T dicl not think it strange this queer person 
Page. ‘The boy had all kinds and condi. 

tions in his classes, as Jane had in ber Quarters. 
Neither was it unbsual for a stranger to fallow 
me around, But my self-attached friend's in 
terest in Page's history caused me to observe 
him moze closely, Except that his patched 

CONTINUED ON PACE $2 

Some Good Fairy 
Will Bring Them 

Some good fairy—in some way, sometime—will introduce 

Puffed Grains to you. Not only one, but all of them—Puffed 
Wheat, Pufied Rice and Corn Puffs, 

That good fairy may be an ad. like this. Or a mother 
who tells you how her children love them, These foods are 
wo good—and too good for you—to remain always unknown 
at your table, 

Grain-Made Bubbles 
Puffed Grains are bubbles formed by steam explosion. 

The walls are thin and crisp and flaky. The taste is like 
toasted nuts. 

They are fragile morsels, ready to crush into almond- 

flavored granules. By no other process can grains be made 
into such fascinating foods. 

They are served like other cereals. They are also floated 

in bowls of milk, They are used like nut meats— particularly 

in candy making. They are eaten dry—like peanuts—salted 

some or doused with melted butter, 

Every hour, from breakfast to bedtime, hungry children 
find ways to enjoy them. 

Puffed Wheat, 10c #dt):1" 
Puffed Rice, 15c WUijzz5 

Except in Extreme West 

We create these foods by Prof. Anderson's process—by 
shooting the grains from guns. Millions of steam explosions 
are caused in every grain. Thus every food granule is blasted 
to pieces, for easy and complete digestion. 

So Puffed Grains never tax the stomach. They are fit 
foods for any hour. And all the elements which Nature stores 

in them are made available as food. 

There are all these reasons why you should serve Pufied 

Grains. Try them all, Find out which one your people like 

the best. 

The Quaker Oats @mpany 
Sole Makers 

St 
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THE MI ISTY Sink 

ven nO ANG MA 
SH BALL 

"POR MME OD 
PACKED 1m 

inane RMORR REED 

No Harm Done! 
Rain cannot dim the lustre or affect in any way 
floors varnished with Sherwin-Williams Mar-Not or 
woodwork and furniture varnished with Sherwin- 
Williams Scar-Not. 

Both are waterproof —each has its special use. 

10¢—Sizes—15¢ 
(Except im Par Wes) 

You can have in your own 
home —no matter where you 
live —the most wonderfully 
fresh fish — just as fresh and 
flavory as the day taken from 
the ocean, 

There is no universal varnish equally suitable for all 
purposes just as there is no universal cooking recipe. 
Tell the Sherwin-Williams dealer what you want to 
varnish and get the right varnish for that use, tened for P 

and as we 
Fast fishing boats bring these choicest 
fish direct fo our new, model, sanitary | | 
kitchens, Immediately prepared, | | 
cooked, perfectly seasoned and placed 
in sanitary, parchment-lined containers. 

Our Free Portfolio of Painting and Decorating Suggestions 

ill help you get the most sery- colors _with complete instruc. 
iceable and most artistic results tions for getting the reaults 
in painting or decorating. Exte- shown. Write for it 
riors and all rooms shown. in 

Economical becaus: it's all fish. Con. 
venient —ready for instant w 

Makes the kind of 
Creamed Fish Codfish Balls | | 

Fish Chowder Fish Hash 
that simply melts in your mouth, 

Having a reputation for only the high 
est-grade food specialties, BURNHAM 
& MORRILL FISH FLAKES are 

A Perfect Fish Food 
Sold by moet G If not ut yours, 

Stowvesme— Tew York, 116 W. Sdad 51s Chicass, Peoole's Gas Bide. 
Sea Francnce, 523 Market St Sule Otices and Werehounes ia prinigal cia. Bet dealers 
everwhere, | Address all ingsiries tor frerdais te 617 Casal Road, NW, Cleneiand, 

Burnham & Morrill Co., 1 Water St., Portland, Me 

ee, CHINA PAINTERS 
We Save You / On 

White China and Material 
Reginner’s Outfit $2.48 prepaid. 

+ interpreter and would WE WANT uae : WE WAN “st FREE 
ol almost poeviahly, “what | E&EE. Minbsl @ Church Go, 301 Water St, Bngaassss, SY. | THAYER & CHANDLER, 913 W. Van Beren Street, Chicago, 

Bran That’s 
Not Apparent 
Pettijohn’s is one-fourth bran, but 

the bran is soft and tender, One 
hardly knows it's there, 

You taste only a luscious, flaky 
food, made by rolling soft white 
wheat. Everyone delights in it. 

ue Tog bran hes fs ke well. || jh , 
It is Nature's laxative. It is an fenel. Th ‘i 

cesential in tight kving, advecd by fine ie Ths ECONOMY “““ BUTTER 
every doctor. It betters the days How i c 
when you serve it, In this form it 1 : By using the following recipe one 
betters the meals. rosec tt ¢ pound of Butter will double its weight 

: and cut your butter bill almost one-half: 
v k i i 

id, hes BUTTER MIXTURE 

€ IO. 1? ae fy . $90 | heaping teaspoonful Know Gelatine 

25 ove hi . Hes mille 2 teexpoonfule salt : a m of two pint bottles of mille and add enough 
Rolled Wheat With the Bran t atin Bere re Ting 12 one pint 

geletine in two tablespooefule af the milk 10 minutes: 
sh over hot water until gelatine ix thoroughly dissobred- 

Cut the butter ip seal pieces and place anmne in a dish oves hot 
nl the batter begins to soften: then gradually whip the 

If your proce: hae't Pettijobs's, send us 
hia name acd 15 cents in stamps. We will 
tend one package by parcel post. After te 1 mile and cream and dissolved gelatine into the butter with a 
that; get Putijoba’s at your tte, Addon ao Monet ee not Bayer egg heater, “Aber the mill'te thoroughly beaten ito the 
The Quaker Ovis Corpany, Chicags If the milk forma keep on beating until all is mixed in. Place os 

ico ng cool place ual Retd Ifa yellow color in desired, use 
utter coloring. 

YOU CAN BE A NURSE) » me bby” Kise was the ast Tha spel che won ene oc of odin 
ter for table use and for ine cakes, 

KNOX SPARKLING GELATINE 
is alo bar to make Derserts, Jellies, Paddings, Ice Creams, Sherbets, Candies, etc. 

ine at home 
trical, RY 

I 

still 

Fr ’ 
tendent Philadelphia School ine Nurses, recipe Pint sample (enough to make 
2225 Chestinut Strect, Philadelphia, Pa: book his FREE feryocr twa lote of the Hutter Mature) pear ee remo ctor ilenscaenaee dis ba : 
° feetiatiens, Asnecacementa, (he. h my bebed in the translorming [est palpoeespl eee a ae 

e 368 neon se, seeding <9 weber sd CHARLES B. KNOX CO., 313 Knox Avenue, Johnstown, N. Y. a ‘Write ter WED 
Sinuies. "300 Viatling Garda bbe 

LOTT ENORAYING O0,, 1031 Chestnut Bt. Philadephia, Pa. 
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Direct From? 

Switzerland 

THE HOUSE OF 
THE MISTY STAR 
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y. Surely th 
farseeing wisd 

XVIIL—A Visit to the 

Fea Weite / 

Embroidered Rober, 
and Waists 

an’s famous man! 
at by repatati 

uit 

We are the Calox Army, 
All eager for the fray 

iling arms and powder, 
d to win the day. 

a | SHE battle forsound 
white teeth is won by 

the daily use of the scien- 
tific, oxygenized powder. 

CALOX 
The Oxygen Tooth Powder 

“it is only 

y. They ma: 
mi and Mi 

> open the 
Once again the 

Dentists advise this rian fo 
vowder to secure the 
Fiohest degree of tooth 
cleanliness, 

Sample and colored booklet, 
The Tooth Brush Army, Free 

McKesson & Robbins, $1 Pultos St, New York City 
4 a gloriows 
to he hist a glimp 

alling of the shad 
vision was bis reward. 

JSUALLY it takes endle 
U h ball Comfort for 

New-Born Babies 
SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE BOOKS 

foreign, was the very 
come Atserican guests 
nayseli 
waysin whic 

The Lamson Bros. Co., 145 Summit St, Toledo. 0. Sale 1 CONTINUED ON PAGE 54 soe Distributors of Non-Netthe White Flanneie 

“Let’s have a Campbell-Soup supper!” 

“Fine! Make acream-of-tomato. That's 
delicious! And as easy as A. B,C.” 

So it is. The simple directions on the 
label show you just how to prepare it. 
All you need is three minutes’ time, a 
little milk and a can of 

Campbell’s Tomato Soup 
This is not only the perfect soup-course 

for a formal dinner or luncheon or for 
the regular family supper but just the 
thing for an informal evening “spread” 
anywhere—tempting, satisfying, whole- 
some; and as hearty as you want to 
make it. 

Send for our latest free booklet which 
tells of a dozen tasty ways to prepare it. 

JOSEPH CAMPBELL COMPANY 

Camden, New Jersey 

21 kinds 10c a can 
Aeperagus Clam Chowder Pea 

Beef Consen Pepper Pot 

Jullenne Primestar 
Mekaty. Sramate 

Chicken Multigataway sto-Oera e 
ken-Gumbo (Okra) Mutton Broth  Vegvtable 1 WINDS \ Soottion Or Tail Veratleeli-Toenate our ( 

» ooepa ht 



Kee Form 
Your Exact Pneumatic Figure 

With Proper Care Will Last « Lifetime 

OST women can sew, but not all know 
how to fit themselves; they bave to call 

in somebody else to dothe poring. No tou 
with Pheu Form, 

pousands who never 
bef now using Pneu Fa 
sands are using it foe mote ensy fittings, beter 
haping aud actual saving. The only form over 
which the most elaborate gown may be eom- 
pleted without a try.om, Whether you make your 
own gowns, employ « seamtiess, or go to the 
deesemaker's, you need your own Poeu Forma 

Je thei owe gowns 
Other thew 

for the eake of comfart and economy. 

Ch the figure with the style 
Any Number of Persons May Use lt 

0 Form is you it 

—ean be carried 
sabvvet Ae easily a a 
Free With Your Order 

Side Jacket Pattern 

» hel inwpera. 
We will alm send sell 

Hieswarenet black 
Porematic Drews Form Co. 
55] Filth Avenwe, New Yerk 

The Pocket Stove halite 
Of a Hundred Uses / 

Burns Lave Fuel 
(Aleohel Saliditied | +g 

Handy and Safe 
The Lava Heater is a convenience many 
timesaday indining room, kitchen, bath- 

THE HOUSE OF 
THE MISTY STAR 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5 

FE HAMILTON,” su 

curtain. "I 

MISS PHILBRICK’S 

CHANGE OF PEW 

The Ladies’ Home Journal for February, 

EAB yp 

lke, National Preterence. tor Over 65 Years | | 
{ 

[7 ROGERS BROS 

That this beand of silver plate has had the peeference fer over half a century is im- 
portant, but the big fact is that the guarantee for weariey quality is backed by the test 
of actoal use for over 65 years. Made in America by the largest makers in the world. 

Sold by leading dealers. Send for illustrated catalog “B28.” 
INTERNATIONAL SILVER COMPANY, MERIDEN, CONN. 

Successor te Meridew Beitannia Co. 
Chicago San Francisco Hamilton, Canada 

The World's Largest Makers af Steriing Siloer and Plate 
New York 

7 /, Sie, 

1915 

Set Six Screws “Wawa. | 
Ovr Price | 

Only 

Freeman’s 
Face Powder 

$s der you ever used. If 
you don’t agree with us after usin 

half a box, re 
balance to 
dealer and get 
money back. V 
foraample box free 

‘The Frooman 
25c Perfume Co. Dype. 38 

CineitaL Ole 

your 
*3 

HAND COLORED SENTIMENT ( 
M an te Aw t 

“ARDS. 



MISS PHILBRICK’S 

ee me a 

“Go easy, please, Mr. Dentist, | 
that hurts like the mischief” | 

HALL pa RUCKEL, New York 
Mokess of Sozedord since S846 

None SUCH 
h MinceMerar 
LIKE MOTHER USED TO MAKE” 

Is Sellin tIOF 
Seng your name 
et one san ser + [Except in the Far West] 

er bam * Fruit Cake, eid 
and Cookies. Reci 
babe each package 

| = 
at athe grocery i 

MERRELL-SOULE @ 
SYRACUSE NEW YORK - 

Clever Chefs 
Know the delights to be 

obtained with 

hin 
| Mutetsonn 

NES SRB 4 

Mapleine 
Adds zest and color to 

Meat gravies, soups, etc. 

slesserts, 

You, too, will 
enjoy its many 
uses, 

Grocers Sell Mapleine 

CRESCENT MFG. CO., 
Dept. A, Seattle, Wa. 

Sead 2c tases fer Recipe Beck 

Uf it isn't an Eastman, i 

Write the date on the negative. 

Make the pictures that you 

take doubly valuable by re- 

cording, briefly, on the margin 

of the film negative, the all 

important: cwho-when-where. 

You can do it instantly, 

permanently, at the time you 

make the exposure with an 

KODAK. 
THE PRICES. 

No. 34 Autographic Ke nda, pictures 344x544, . $22.50 

i i ! 20.00 
17.50 

14) 

9.00 

ROCHESTER, N. Y., Tie Kedak City. 



- Get Jt At Your 
Druggist’s Today 

Hee clean teeth. They give 
lifetime benefits. Enjoyg 

digestion, energy and health, 

Use either tooth powder or dental cream, 
But be sure that they are absolutely 
cleanring—without being injurious, De- 
mand a safe dentifrice in either form— 

Or.Lyon's 
PERFECT 

ooth Powder, 

Dental Cream 
Tyy Dy Ly00"s near Dental Cream. |Your teeth 
I tell the story cf itx superior qualities 

Quickly saluble, Deposits no sticky masaes 

Send 2 cent © 
gos foe Aiea 
dy wink package, of 

# Dy, Lyon's Per 
fect Tooth Powder cx 
Dental Cream. Ad. 
dress you. fe 
Sons, 526 Wea 27h 

New York City 
Look for the 
jamie hb Cou 

When furniture 
shows the marks 
of use, don't sigh 
andsay~toobad."" 
Hustle out to the 
nearest hardware, 
drug or house: 
furnishing store 
and ask for a bottle of 

3-in-One oil 
jusry back and beighten up. 
bing beats this woo wi olf for clean 

ing, polishing amt peeserving furnicure, Th 
the way: Wring 2 cloth ia cold wate 

add afew drove of SinOue asd 
urticle to be p 
wurface at n th wd) potints with 

joth. Rub onty wile 

Three saes: 
or (h6 mt), 5H 
34 08. 25, 
your dealer, wr will 

} Goon Sin-Owe by parcel post tor 3c. 
FREE—"tits for. eenerooe 

’ Frew gaunpie and the 

a 
Uf these cans are not with 

S-is-One Dictionary 

THREE-IN-ONE OIL. CO. 
42 CVF. Broadway 

New York 

Home Making 
The New Profession 

Seok —F RII. 
health. hos 

ss 

MISS PHILBRICK’S 
CHANGE OF PEW | 

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5S) 

r woman, even if 
liged to wes 

. but be never 
ol what women love to wear and 

wear, And I'll never wear t 

that had been  éiling 
Patting her shi he en 

“Wear what you w 
ty things. 

tween the m 

couraged: 
But Ic 
inery a 

4 nature. 
assume all 

all expect to 

He was at the de 
turn back, his tin 

patted ber tn 
"It makes me very 
say that, my dear, Be suzy happy to bear y 

to bring ine 

4 gate to pew furty-tw 
sed keen disappe 

sifted his line of 

doubly te 
a, who 

at ber side 

The Ladies’ Home Journal for February, 1915 

Custrn's POES-E-BOOTE 
Sues 5 mo 1 Red ony, 

S30, Me HEEB: 

Comfort Times 

E the moming while dressing, 
comfort at the end of the day, and 

times between, you will find COMFY Felt 
Slippers most desirable footwear. 

The dainty shapes and colors of COMFYS 
are sure to please and the wearing qualities 
will satisfy you, because COMFYS retain 
their shape. 

COMFYS are packed in beautiful colored boxes 
which add to their attractiveness as birthday gifts 
for women, men and chil 

The genuine Daniel Cees COMFY is the only 
slipper made with the patented cushion sole, 

le in buying, ‘This trade-mark is your 
thout this Don't accept shippers 

COMFY scroll. 

Let us sead you our Style Book 
No. 202, giving colors and prices of a 
variety of styles. Bay COMFYS from 
your dealer ar send your order to us, 

DANIEL GREEN FELT SHOE COMPANY 
71 Lincoln Street 

Boston, Mass. 

Men's ELIP-ON COMFY 
Miter Bite oe Oxtved— $1.23 

Monin’ PEERLESS COMEY 
ee Tet, Chiat 

Livecder, Fawn: Piak. Old 
Bas, Mubary Blue, Tato 

“Comfy” Hours Are 

for real 
many 

Wones's DE LEXE COME 
Los Bie ognes id eae, 
Laventer, Shaw 

position pr 
As he mecha: knack 

he was able to separate Mrs, 3 lgely's spray 

" in singing hi» 
was pardonable. Variou: 
bina’ lly solved before 

he allowed his ¢ to pew si 
Now be was ‘There 

. "The very atmos 
phere was different. At first he could not ac 
count for it, as the man and Miss Phi 

aetat departments for 
wearin. laobieralt. sate 
Sudy'aad boy habbiew 

A fall year for $1.00 
1 cence @ copy at 

brick were its only occupants. There was 2 
lightness and freshness, a general aroma of 
spring and light-beartedsess, so ing that 

yalpable glow over the softened in 
teriur of the church. Tt was not the refection 
from the massed 
nor could it pos 
bean-white bi 

trugzled to upset 
bis dignity, and as he turned to his sermon be 
bebeld 
somber. 

DEW six was the last to file out. After the 
Epo man bad been b shingly presented t 

eppved asic 
found her hand gently retained 

od desires the sexes to appeal to 
aud attract each other.” 

don’t k 

ioral effect on the right side of 
ban 1 could discover on the left 

the vicinity wo blossomed like 
ity of pew six the 

net was more subdued, Im fact, only when 
yar head did I fully appreciate the 

riul creation you're wearing, my dear. 
Yes, Low kouw, I don't blame you for throw- 
ing those others away, Your hat is very 
beautifal, But you should have changed to 
forty-two, where it would shown to full 

ntage, One is pever too old to learn, and 
1 shall always remember that women's hats 
usually are trimmed on the left side and are 
more resplendent in a rigbt-hand pew. 

Her eyes con but she defended: “I 
didn’t want to look dowdy the first time he 

to see me. I knew it was vain, but he 

Genuine “N ‘Non Krush” Dress Linens 

nS aes 
io beat 

val 
fovtn nage canteen wee etly § ony 

RERRY'S POULTRY FARM, Bex 53, Clarinda, lows 

POULTRY PAPER aii 
tells all you yunt so know sbost care sf 
Foanagesiea: of pastry lor pleemre oF peut 
Fear south 
POULTRY ADVOCATE, Dest. 182, Byeseuse. %.Y. 

SEND FOR SAMPLES 

L, Worcester, Mass. 

Protect 

ORIGINAL 
| GENUINE 

Moth-Proof Cedar Chest 
ON FREE TRIAL 

uty 82 per: 
Many clvry etyien al at lacteey prices 
BURROWES Window-Seat ch 
ret bern Sabrics trees es 

D 

MONEY IN POULTRY S's." 22; 
vee! 

fel Material ke-up 
Jalon Boee. ‘'h DENIDOM a CO. Dept. 37, Cheng? 

Others are 
imitations 

Which Floor Do You Prefer? 
If you have floors to finish or refinish let us tell you how you 

can save over one-half the usual cost by the use of 

GRIPPIN’S FLOOR CRACK FILLER AND FINISHES 
Our improved method of fin- 
ishing all floors. tary, 
simple and inexpensive. 
Skilled labor is not necessary. 



How to Make Your 
indows Beautiful 

Drape them with Orinoka fabrics, which are 
absolutely guaranteed never to fade or 
be uty asd freshness. These draperies 

fy sum and washing and will make the win 
ows af ye fai fait Your hese beautiful at saisingy 

ORINOKA 
Lieranteod 

Suni ST FABRICS 
dom Drapery ural Uphiineey 

ia in an inte variety af designs 

he beaxay aed luxury 
Bi New York's newest and fuest hotel, The 
ihtmate. Send for booklet, “Draping the 
Home,” and name of dealer neaest you. 

ORINOKA MILLS 
140 Clarendon Bldg. —— 

NEW YORK | 

For Your Protection Insist 
on This Guarantee: 

Make Three Cakes 

Instead of One 

Snow-Mellow is a Pure Food 
Product That Replaces Eggs 

in making being and marshenallow 
filling for cakes oF other pantry, 
Works quicily, cusily and produces 
the finest results. A 25¢ pockage 
will muke aeven large cakes That 
You may be sure of getting Saow- 
Metiow, we witl mai a package 
Postpaid, on receipt of 2Se., stumps 
OF coin, with full working directions. 

THE HIPOLITE COMPANY 
jot Street, St. Louis, Mo. 

ALL ABOUT BUNGALOWS 
low Book, 1915 De Luxe Edition, Coovine 

1000 practical and distinct Prangale it tow $40) ty $4 ce 
OC exterior asal 9 

87 

ANYBODY WANT | 
iS LITTLE BOY? 

parlor child, 
Mi Ven ie 

p Je 
And when we 
wanted 'someth 

It Is Easy 
To Trim This Table 

Wouldn't you like to learn how to create this and 
scores of other dainty and striking table decorations? 
For the children’s party, the big or little luncheon, the 
holiday dinner, the reception in home orhall, there is now 

The New 

Semnioon Srepo 
Lustre Paper ie a Packet Fold 

It has a soft and shimmering lustre, due to the vel- 
vety, finely creped surface. The coloring is rich and 
exquisite. The strength and stretching qualities make 
it exceptionally successful for draping, fringing, sew- 
ing and plaiting. 

The Dennison Party Book for 1915 (sent upon re- 
quest) tells you how to make candle shades, serving 
cups and centrepieces from this new and inexpensive 
material. This little book will also contain suggestions 
for winter entertainments. 

Dennison Crepe is easily recognized because 
it comes 

IN A PACKET FOLD 
flat instead of rolled. The packet covers 
the paper almost completely, thus pro- 
tecting it from dust and handling and 
keeping the colors from fading. Each 
fold of paper is 10 feet long and 
20 inches wide. 
If your dealer does not carry the 
new crepe wrile to our nearest 

body but an 

with you now, but you 
toll my father and 

Lester. He 

mine, 
re we many 

store, 

Sennioon 
Manufacluiing Sox Dennison 

THE TAG MAKERS Mfg. Co., 

Boston New York Philadelphia ee 
Chicago St.Louis Toronto 

London Berlin Buenos Aires Enclosed find 2 cents 
and dealers everywhere jpnemetiser ou poomye 

onthe Party Book for 1915, 

You can getDennisonCrepe 
in no other form, This ‘Name —____— 
packet is your safeguard ‘acaecee 

against buying the 
{ charming people who anveng kind. Nowe of 

ON PAGE SH = 
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War Has Not Raised 

the Price of 

-AirlimE 
Ftoney 

Sugar is up—Airline Honey is not. 
And honey hasa much greater sweet- 
ening power than sugar—its use plain, 
as a batter cake, bread or biscuit 
spread or in baking, is an economy as well as 
& treat in Saticion “ Use honey—Air- 
ine—from flower to bee to you. 

ANYBODY WANT 

US LITTLE BOY? 
E FROM 

little b 
He 

sail, holeli 
feel. Um 
mother, you s 
lt 

Think of honey ax more than @ sweotmeat more than 
@ sweetener in bal ut Chuller of food 

A daily article of 
fays-here's biblical pract 

nt patch 

1 these 
ne 

jrcaie found daily food as well as deliciows- 
ney, why net you? 

, A Sample For lOc |f 
Honey Cook Book Free 

FOUR GRADES 
Columbia Crown 

Columbia-Linolene 
Columbia Arrow 

Coltambia Star handmade 

hus nl, pomgsid, {06 
Me 

TWAS the t 
upstairs and laid him gen! 

Dactor 
kK 

THE A. t. ROOT CO., Medina, Ohio 
‘OU want window shades that wear, OF “The Home of the Honey Beos’’ Course, you always want shades that are 

wh the furnish. 
‘egy of your home, but after 
cof the big things you look fot. 
And wear it one of the rea 
national popularity of Colombia Shades. 
They ave Lk Il-made of « firm-textured fabric 
‘that wears and wears. And they have style 
and come ia so many rich and cheerlul 
colorings that you can always find*the tints 
you want for your ho 
But tell your dealer tn shaw you Calinbia Shades. 
that'ethe way ta deeie, See how attractive they are. 
See the roller with us dis-peoct, ros-geoel, enclosed 
ged Ated then you'll sce why 2 rot 
Cchtaltiat vehenener yoo buy tadex 

LOOK FOR W'site for Cheerful Windows™ 
HIS OM 4 FR fea om heute oop 

baw windows well-d reste 
a TheCOLLIMBIA MILLS, Inc, 

ie Yak Chy 

them, 
en's 

WITH MOR m= Ants 
SANE OE THAT PACT 

rhodes init on 
‘bth and Rafiers A United Proft-Skaring Conpow on entry piece 

Time Doubly Proves 
Royal Granite Enameled Ware 

Quality 

@ Because the age of this good ware is not to 
be measured hy days or months but by condition during 
and after days and months and even years of hurd weer, 

AESCO, 

Royal Granite 
secede Ware 

is the mother of all enameled wares—it started 
the popularity of enameled ware over 40 y Surely 
the ware that taught people the worth of enameled ware 
and that gave other manufacturers the cue to make such 
ware must have been founded on mighty solid guatity 
—it must have A coms staction to make 
people want more like it. 1 and it always will, 

bad ney 
we them tbe advertize’ 

reail it, over ty 
barning red, but ove 

< th. Eve 
than Cooker 

30 Days “ 
AT MY RISK ||. 5! 

guest tol 
"Lunde 

People who we 
i by bins, 

iT hoped that he m 
first, you we, We w 
with him. I do not thi 

Ne and appealing Littl 
tant we thought 

d Fireless Cookerst Just try one a month 
‘at my ritk and pen will eave fuel b 

‘T Am * Making a | 
Special Factory Price 
On 10,000 Cookers 

= ete 
Hardware and Department Stores Everywhere 

Premium amen and Cook Book Free on Request 
8, Milweuber, Wi 

he. ha¢ d been ms 
ackg: suber, 

1 on one 
. questioning e: 

th Send for F Free Book 
146 re 

‘The Wm, Campbell C 
Dept. 112 Detroit, Mich, 

Old Carpets | 
We Dye Them and Weave 

United re! Couposs 
sand Share [a Ose Profits 

: x Vand t sie | 

Bonk 
a with OLSON RUG CO. ee Herer’ 

Dept 2-12 40 Ladin Mt, Chteage, Te | 



sone aonnem a 

Dear Little Dutch Kiddies 
Wel in yay colors Blue, Red, Green 

Villow is heaey whit crash, tink 
a) fecbun. Yow will & 

ay ws in stamon thlvolderine and Tile Ves pet File toy ase tack, stam, 1 é Mieaetescers 8 
i Thacrase, Fat Peter 300 Exeter Patterns, gis = free tor Riherdsen Plone tags. : su Raatle irk Th, lke saves 

het The Sure 

TIRING tent fasépucd Sow KN ond your dexier tee. "Momty refuted U see ave muy dehehtad 

RI 
URE SILK Ey LO: 

wareln 
RICHARDSON 

stl 3a. W. Ads 
wert alna at Richardsen's Orant Frae 

THIS BOOK 
_ON DRESS FORMS 
| FREE 

|) Write for it today, See 
y i all the different styles. 
|, See how little they cost. 
|| Know howotherwomen 
|| have soloed their dress- 
} making problems. 

~ Write now, 

It tell yous 
men who 

f pallens Ow ovr 
why the Hall-Morebert foe 
nil mirviceable 

it Hlustrations just Hali-Horchest forms look aud work Bod how marvelously they repro 
ee Your figure 

Hall-Borchert 
Adjustable Forms 

NS Uo ly tors oe tae snare wtice SS De Srotnieraajasned tn sesh at RING, metas eh taney eapeate ar 

deanery of token i 

ha 
way be 

in tts whatever PEt tropattiven ie sirsired witha ay her pact of Whe fore. 
Write today 

ow tad pred alt 

NEE YORK 
1 CMICAGD 

BeTON 

“ », He's Perfectly Contented” 
AM so be should be, in the Reclining 
Model Oriole Go-Hasket—a combined So-Cart, High Chair, Jumper and Bassi 
ae Can be held securely in three post fons. With an 

ax babycan be taken in 
to crowded trains, 

cars, elevators, 
; anywhere moth- 

er goes, without 
taking it 

baby's birth 
Ligbte ram 
Dulator made 
Avk your dealer 
Look for thename 

—aveid imita- 
tions, Write 

us for cat> 
‘logue. 

THE WITHROW MFG. CO. 
2608 Spring Greve Ave. Gaciaeati,O. 

ANYBODY WANT 
THIS LITTLE BOY? 

FROM PACE 

Twat he's ours, 
“Hf y4 

and with sym 

urse fookes! 
with relief, He wa: 

xin to. 
ter, E b 
Only fath J moti 

ee the first dawn they h 
‘on his wecou 3 

light of early morning. 

| heey Hogs 
2 He tried to 

crept away t 
ved wit 
ever wit 

his eyes then ag 
ile wanly 

thing bappeni 

never 1 
lovely as hers was when, on her knees by 
hed, over 
glance 
had given to the little 

“ Litth said 
the Irs 
then, an 

Kissed him again » 
telling me good-by?’ 

And will you=pack my c 
1 go today? They—they want me. 
No," said his father, 

it, We—er—fin 
tivemnent ourselves 

sure Ww 
trying 

‘Out of bis’ mother 
enly giggled. Tt 
any little rooster's first real eff 

THE ARMY O 
JEANNE-MARIE 

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5) 

shadows so solid they scemeil to have weight 
1 wasa cry that had awakened Jeanne: Mari 
a hoarse cry from her grandfather. She saw ti 
dimly ber righ 

. Hed urgently. 

Ang then, looking down to the Boor i 
the tom, vaguely buts 

ctween waves of night. 
M witnessed the marvelous sight. The little 
army of France was on the move; t marc 7” 
it charged! ‘The horses on the flanks jumped 
and caracoled; the euirass 

ntire army was charg 
ing toward the east, charging the dark, illimi 
able space in the cast, wh ne- Marie 
ald see nothing, but where they had scented 
Janger, They charged; their small drums beat 

ble tattoo; their small trumpets 
fevched mutely; the ofhcers gestured with 

their little swords; the army was on the maye! 
The old Colonel, in the semi-darkness, 

seemed to rise and rise till he was like a giant, 
Though be bad no sword he seemed to brandish 
one. He took two heavy steps toward 

1 “A mei, d moi; they come 
eavily, slapping the tor with his wbole 
The candle went out. 

‘od Jeanne-Marle was alone in the dark- 
ng soltly, she groped on ber hands 

an i 

She had lest her direethons; yard 
polished floar slid beneath her 

pees hurt; ‘she coukd not find her 
nd, weeping softly to herself, 

Wf about, an immense desolation at 
her beast, utterly alone and abandoned. But 
there came n great stir throughout the apart 
ment, Doors crashed open, lights entered 
blindingly; on her mother’s soft breast she 
was whisked to her room; she slid down once 

into her lithe bed ber mother's lips upon 
her brow, she went to sleep happily. 

WHEN Jeanne Maric ewoke in the marn- 
) ing it was late, and her breakfast was set 

for her all alone in the dining rooms. Her father 
and mother came in and stood by her. They 
locked very much worried, And they said 
most together: “Jeannette, you must be very, 
very quiet this morning. Grandfather esust pat 
he disturbed, We fear be has had a stroke." 

‘A moment later Jeanne-Marie, dipping her 
beead in ber milk, Said very Groly: “We are 
having war now; war began last night.” 
Fathor and mother, who had been looking 

down fondly upon her, gave cach a start, 
then smiled at each other. "What makes you 
think—"" her father begas, 

But Marie was at the doar breathless, her 
face very pale. “Memriewr, Madame,” she 
gasped, her and on her heare: “itis war. The 
general mobilization. And there was fighting 
on the frontier last night!" 

In the general commotion and the general 
disorder Jeanne-Marie was forgotten. So it 
was never known in what manner she, first of 
all, bad known that war had begat. 

PE 
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usands of other 
‘Women have made 

expensive imported perfumes 
because of the prestige of the 
foreign label rather than for a 
real preference was clearly 
indicated by an impartial test 
made last summer. 
This test was made by 103 representative 

men, comparing six perfumes without 
eving the labels or knowing the names, 

Tiree of the perfumes were chosen from 
t popular fogeign scents and 

w domestic (Eclat, Florient and 
Jor), made by Colgate & Company. 

Over’ of the 1oz3 women chose Colgate’s; 
but what is more significant is that before 
making the test 6t of the 103 said they 
preferred 4 foreign perfume, yet when the 
Influence of a foreign label Was removed 41 
of the Ot, or of them, chose Calgate's first, 

Since this experiment was made thou- 
sands of women have made the sume test 
with interesting results, 

You too can make the test 
Let us send you three Perfumer's Testing, 

Strips, miniature vials of the three Colgate 
Perfumes and an extra Testing Strip 
that you may compare these new Col; 
scents with the perfume you are now using, 
The Test Material will be sent on receipt of 
your letter enclosing a 2c s amp for Rualleg, 

You will discower (as many others have) 
that in delicacy, in refinement, in individu- 

ve all in that indefinable 
h governs a matter of choice, 

e Perfumes express your real 
preference, 

COLGATE & COMPANY 
Vertue Contest Depe. H, 19 Fulton St., 8. Y 

ESTAULESHED IN AMEWICA 1800 
Awakbrn GRano PRIX, Paks SUD 

enador 

FUMES 



Te || 
THE WE -DDING FILM 

e ||| ~ Mother, Don’t 
let those little ones take cold. Buy 
them Rubens Shirts. 

forth Many Times the Price 
Note the picture helow The Ruhens is made with 

pba does oud Sec how the Rubens Shirt out buttons, “Phere are no 
o wees J gives Gveleld protection to open lips. Yer it is adjust 

A Glorious Present he tittle lungs and stomach, able sot always fits 
All children uld have that Nhe Rubens, for 20 years 

naa double ss uard in winter has heen the best infant's 
Do You Know arty. the dean Noehild in yourhome should chirt that's sul Ask veut 

Ha ot poe lack i eater toshow i to yet. 
black \millions ' ’ 

ise anther sine Wis ak care ". RUBENS SHIRTS 
Vs il weeding. coy. betinn inte the store “n for Infants 

per, EF 1 H Shirts Te n see the Label or 
A New Though ine ee perez nt thele wanes whe 8 Rate. wrnasatine ee ie tr ai “ t * 
THE way THUS 1k hard telivwl Wie « : » et Beas ee fled a) Coad : ia 

we atwust it 1d 1 Hittle one wears a Ruben KiLure Vhis hirtisourinven 
a ehh ya Si sipaai'tootabta ask about the safety, comfort qion, and this whole factory is 
Wore That's the sage, | Iw , | and convenience of this shirt devoted to its right productior 

y ho . the Dene . Sizes for any from hire 
Wine - , ; Trademark oy Made in cotton, wool and silk 

i ten ive. t ca Nim ot mering (hall wool 

mt 1 ¥ Nise in silk and wool Prices 
\ un from 25 cer Wie fet bg i up 

i ian Sold by dry goods stares. Awk fel amar ta : s for pictures, sizes and prices, 
ara te 7 f AUTH RUBENS & MARBLE, Inc. | 20 N. Market Street CHICAGO “EXTRA SPECIAL OFFER 

To New Subscribers Only 

Home Journal for Febwuary, t Qh 

et NEW wet ‘ Wat - twee 

The Elizabeth Towne Company 
Dept. $14, Holyoke, Mass. ral yea ; mee a ‘ A Month of 

Marpunite Seow Sunday Supper Surprises 
as" Zudora™ in 

‘Thanhouser's FIRST SUNDAY THIRD SUNDAY 
Greatest Photopley exe Balls With Deviled Have Deviled: Ham-and-Potato Croquettes 
says: “1 find that 
Sempre Giovine 
has improved my 
complexion, by 
thoroughly cleansing the 
skin, Its daily application 
keeps the skin smooth,” 

nd Axparagus 
Homaine Salad 

irina Cofiee 

RECIPES 
Choese Balle With Ham Behed Ham and Asoornuus 

Small can Underwood 
Deviled Ham; seiall ean 
asparagus tips, Spread thin 
slices of toasted bread with 
ham agus in & 
cram layer of 
the ham-sperad toast in bak 
ng dish. Then layer of 
creamed asparagus. Am 
layer toast, Finish with 4 

sand plen 
cream suwce. Bake 

(Pres 
FY 

Comes in convenient cake 
fore: — entively different. Simply 

apply the cake 
direct to the rik 

Ys texspounlal Underwood. twenty minutes, Serve whip 
Fry quickly in very hot tat, ped ceeam with the coffee 

UN DERWOOD DEVILED HAM 
“Branded with the Devil but Fit for the Gods"’ 

k ¢ FREE Sample 
@mplexion @ke TODAY. 

Marietta Stanley Co., Dept. 2012 
Grand Rapids, Mich. 

Protect Your Head 
A with baie just like your own 

Nature demands this cover 
ing--wane of it 
neuralgia, c 
look or feel 
world demands younger anes ? 

Let us make you one of our Special Un 
detwetable W “es (Top Piece) on 
approval, If 
and ft perfec 

Red Devil 
free for your arecer's 

. Or send tSe for eco 
nomical can, Enough for 12 to 
24eandwiches. Find out today if 

| your yrecer keeps Underwood. 
WILLIAM UNDERWOOD Co. 
64 Fulton Street Boston, Mans. 

der when the 

if 
factory in every w we 

will promptly refund your ! 
money, Prices $15 to $35. ? Taste the Taste 

trated Wig took 
surreernt Blank PARIS FASHION CO. CONCLUDED ON PAGE #1 

Dopt, EW. 209 5, State St.,Chicaes, Il. ————EEE 



fei) §=Oives You 

uick Action 
MLL TT 

Cah 

you avoid using your 
hands or a beuh and bending 
your beck 

eral 
It cleans only toilet 
Keep them clean, t's 
clean, white, odarless 

tr woa't harm the bow 
phambing connections 

ably aw 

THE HyciEnae Thee, PRODUCTSOO, (oa't cheat 
A Wala St, except with 

antes, 0. Sani-Flueh 

Make Your Dog 
a Safe Playmate 
Send for this free hook 

anal ¥ 1 

keep him harmite 

mums. Hi 
wake hi 

glossy and 
punscles sour. bs 

feeding him 

Austin’s Dos Broad & _iisinal Food Co 
43 Marginal Street Cheleen Mase 

And thank your 
ling and I have 
but not « Dov 

Donald Brac 

MW. Scttous Mie. Ce - 
2522 West 2988 &. ~ * 
How Yuk Gity 

Quickly Cuts 
Grease From 

Pots:Pans 
Heaver 

It was the Dover 
do roe pay all charges 7, Bape 1% New Terk L = ==" J 
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‘ON WED SEAL ECONDS 

It presents to you the most compre- 
hensive list of music ever cataloged. 

It places before you in concise form and in 
alphabetical order the titles of thousands of musical 
compositions, old and new, 

It helps you to an easy familiarity with the works 
of all the great composers. 

It enables you to know definitely the exact 
music in the repertoires of the world’s greatest artists. 

It gives the synopses of various operas and brief 

interest to every one. 
we want every music lover to have a copy. 

us and we will mail you 
There are Vietors and V 

free, postage paid. cop 

the combiaatio: 

Berliser Geamephone Co. Mor 

' The Victor Record catalog is the 
| most complete catalog of music 

in all the world 

This 378-page book lists more than 5000 Victor Records, and is of 
It costs us more than $100,000 every year, and 

Any Victor dealer will gladly give you a copy of this great catalog of music, or send to 

s in great variety of styles from $10 to $200, 

rds and Victor Needles 

Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J., U.S.A. 
al, Canadian Distr 

New Victor Records demonstrated at all dealers on the 28th of each month 

and tells you exactly 

what a Victor or Victrola 

will bring into your home 

VicTON WED SEAL RECOKDS 

biographies of famous artists and composers. 
It contains numerous portraits of noted 

singers, musicians and composers, and pic- 

tures of scenes from operas. 

It shows you that no matter what music you 
most enjoy, the Victor or Victrola will completely 

satisfy every musical longing. 

It makes clear to you just how easily all the music 

of all the world can become an entertaining and in- 

structive part of your everyday life. 

HIS MASTERS VOICE” 
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Che Sp ine’s First IN =) 
Designs by George C. Heimerdinger: With Drawing by M. T. and T. M. Bevans 

yefully and wonderfully mac The ich side of the skirt a bat reed racine is 
Llue satin » form trinuning. The buttoning of the blouse con 
that the s the right ide of the skirt. The last model is 

jepends entirely 
ty. Only ¢ ) 
ot it, Tt is of tan corduroy in 
+ a blouse of white corduroy. 
‘ornamentation 

vere dresses that 
we wearer for them. sliver H thread embee tsatin pro, 

ered on nder effect, we 
One influ- Nickel buttons 
It is truly 

» long 
ly find it thy 

i the pale of g 
ms sh wn an this 

recast ertpe de Chin 
could be of fyguredt lever workan will doubtle x able to carry 

Pl the trimming features, 4 sat, that most on it in soldierly net for the vest. Linen, 
ian eet ° a bn nd Tatine would do nicely for the suspeader dress, 

the Ae frst dress om the extreme left is of whit je taffeta, the $ fi ue impe or underbl ate, soft silk or lawn. 
tng] Mitt Cut full and circular over a closer-ftting foundation, to that om the watist The back of sh ample inspiration 

per dresses. The woman 
le coukt work up some beautiful 

us for trimming the dress of ratine and 
sroidery might-be substituted for the 

heavy lace on one of the models, ora deep-bordered fabric 
would be effective for both skirt and underskirt. 

trimmed with tucks, “The underskirt is of 

son the figure seated 
ith waist and slee 

t of the skirt, which is 
the deep fold at the lower edgo of ratine. Thr 

(Page €3) 

‘Affeta, F Gnsnt net was used for the 
Mishex with a a full ruff of p 
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The 

Priel 

Hered wilh 
nid shaw 

fies’ Hor 

That Delicious “Fruity 
Flavor” 

That “Ripe-Olive” Taste! 

Pornpeian Olive Oil is 
Pure, More than 

that, tis Ferst Quality, Pom- 
peian Buyers wholiveabroa 
visit the groves in person,— 
and purchase the Superior 
Product, [t is the Virgin 
Pressing of Choice Olives 
If you like a Fine Olive © 
with an agreeable Taste- 
you'll like Pompeian. 

Por oMmpe eian Olive Oiltastes 
“tuity"—not “Oily.” It 

ors a Salad—it Tones @ 
Salad, without dominatingit! 
Pompeian Olire Oilis packaged 

in air-tight, light-proof Pompeiat 
Tins, which retais all the Flavote 
all the Goodsess—for you, 

FULL MEASURE TINS 
MALF PINTS (8 a2.) 25< 

PINTS (16 ea.) Se 
QUARTS G22 oe.) $1.00 

Pompolan Prices were NOT ir 
croased because of the War. 

Atk x for Salad Recibe 
Book— it's Free! 

OMPEIAN COMPANY 
Baltimore, US, Ae 

Are You Fooling Your |; 
Famil iy Palseser 

‘ood? 

All Wool Dress 
Serge 

sik os Popular and 
<ul Staple Shades 

Look for white Selvage aad Stamp 

WELLINGTON, SEARS & CO, Mara 
Besten and New Yerk 
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tl aid, ¥ nc can deny that the full WHERE or 
ly for silks an BER HER 

fe Nave ¢ i} ' v i 4 ng flirtatious 

had spectal exhibits of last summer's skirt this season they 
late Made in the | Mancing t Several shoppers 
becoming the comment buyin sin one of the large 
hever before had en hocked at The pros 
this nation, saddent Ito bay material th 
has quite atime lust year dott hes 
laared itself ca cleft happy in the possession of a remnant or two, 
Many of the tr ne saleswoman tactfully droppe 
immer, including feet that by spring skirts would be eve 

loveliest of laces, hav le ther plaited or plsir 
United States dictum by ull length there 

\n exquisite examy , 
No. 8611, of plain silk —cither = 
inade billowy and quaint with thre an 
af sheer lace, each flounce topped bya 
diminutive bouquet of artificial or 
surplice blouse, wort over a guimpe of the lace 
drawn in soft folds to the back, and ends at the wai: 

hat design N 
y of the hr 

18 used for 
but bordered 
embroidered 

{ the plain 

, in combination wit 
ther silk or cotton—one 

for examph with a four 
material, would meet with the af 
astidious lop: quite as attractive and a 
No. 8702 illustrates one type 

overhlouse. This one, worn over a le with the new Empire waist 
confine hat the tall, slender woman, 

. may adopt as her very ows 
t in general, but find: t 

t taboo on 
for the 

sted effect 
tin ar of 

wat material 
mented with 

ming, th 
3 { overblow: normal placing 0 
the waistline of which makes it particularly good for 
the mature woman, is No. 8667, Lf-satin or silk is used 
for it, the underbtouse (No. 8391) dl he as daint 

a ible, Crépe de Chine, shadow lace or chiffon 
sted. The blouse itself may have embroidered 

Japels, and silk beaid would make an effective 
ior the armholes and lower edge, A collar 
always becoming, and for this one satin or 

d sill might he used 
To make a perfect ensemble, the 

tnust harmonize with the waist, theugh i 

1, either applied flat or used as 
The fines of a well-cut reding 

ff much trimming ont 
8616 is ane of the 

detracts from its beauty 
ints, which Dew 

specially well with the long redingate coat 
woman who likes her skirts to hug the hips will 

his one. She will also welcome the fullness 
rnatural gait once more 

Necessarily be the same materi 
broadcloth wot 

Light-weigh 
for developing this attra ji 

section ‘ oi which allows her to 

—_—_—4 

verns: ae by wail, 



One-Piec 

FTAILE conptete inge in this year’s silly 

Full skirts have eclipsed the tneturow 
Kirt of the kst season, and we are ance mor 

permitted to move with ese and grace 
Dividing honors with serge an dime f 

ce drewe 
hades of 

fo bight birv 
The designs Nu 

p in 

& heavy satin, 

4, tloun cing and lace 

than the skirt ruill 
from waist to hem, and 
the witchery of it 

as potent today 

DATTERNS (in 
STIS come in six 

we have covert cloth in 
y and tan, ranging fran 

8713 and S718 would be 
overt 

Fora more elabor 
ath with braic 

development 
breadeluth faille 

acing number of peliern, 

>ar 
Ce 

irks w 
wliieh to tread t 
8717 are ap 

frock than 
claim to orns 

carelet gire 

5705 

bast measure. Skirts N 
22 fo 30 inches waist measure 

bust or ws 

40 inches bust 
4706, 8708, S712 and S716 cack cor 

Order from your nearest dealer in Ledies’ Hi 
mearure and price to the Pattern Department, The Ladies' Home Journal, Phi 

S714, 
strapped 

4 
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Dress and New Skirt 
Designs by Edith Ellar: Drawings by Augusta Reimer 

heavy taille 
leew fitting 

¢ other tran 

with it 

mirrors "4 s in 

opper, brass, nickel 
rand the ike, you'll im 

mediately appreciate this new polish 
household uses and 

nd easily, Contains 
. explosives or fat 

shing 

o keep baby 
smiling and con- 
tented is your con- 
stant study. 

STORK Shee 

detightt 
casily clea 
dainty 

ing retains its 
ly soft texture and is so 

ed it is always sweet, 
amd fresh. 

36 in. wide, light or heavy, $1.00 « yd. 
SA in. wide, heavy weseht only, $1.50 « yde 

3eT THE 
k for the registered 

trade-mark on the eel 

ing, send direct to 

THE STORK CO. 
Dept. 1-D, Boston, Mase. 

Makers of Stork Shoes, 
Stork Pants, ete 

yle for home") 
Lets out" in 

ae desived, iy amr own 
— 

Al we \ 
“~ _® Beyer Willams Germent Co. But 

RTS! E I ARTSHOPA 
ROLLERS 

Origtzat pen aie nt, Wat o 

Garment Co, Relate, mx. 



kirt, The ic 
equally efiec 

na silk, staal 
auld be substi 

the stripn 

male w 

look to the resource 
within ourselves, amit the 
tminds of owe scientists 
have been turned to find 
the substitutes for imper- 

tations no longer poseable 
Io my small way E bezan 
to look into my trunks ae 

Packing boxe 

T could fine 
my brain to work on « substitute for 

to sew what 
thin my piisoesainins, aid to | 

that new gown which T could pot import” ie even from the nearest dey-gowls store my your pat Ni y my Gest iibee was a military than tee. When ah the bans are playing volved inspiriting martial airs it is hart te thin 
of anything Dat beait aol brass bat 4 F 
tons, although T hope, for psychological \ 
easton, that the military idea will tet by NS 

ried to extremes in women's «both —— t 
The chet ywh in the center of the ley t 
WWustration al ¢ L eut from two length : , a charming 
of havy-hlue velvet, The patter NMA yeteenantl eo ina Persian ; ie = 
S667. ‘The braled whieh is 1 for fi noon th 

hbing the eclges and for the ornament a’ I throe 
the side is Wack. and the six buttons dawn — | y 
the front are dull silver. ‘The sleewes, lite 
v ck anit collar are of blue chifien cloth. 
Adisearted net waiet n ply a guimpe 

When this jacket wat mounted over my old effect of brown t 
skirt of blue charmes hich 1 recat in three yan, amd a € 
tections from pattern No, 85 had a lovely Buttons cow made of ribbon 

ile gown, with j 
to answer to th 

By facin 
skirt you can m 
These jackets a 

an attractive bik 
the hem in the daunces of the 

¢ this pattern very nicely 
and if you will write t 

problem I sho 
remodeling. 

quite the rage 
loses or me 

In black ve vet, with t 
nes in goht or silver witls 
del would bee stunmii 1 was able to revive with a 

riped taf 

Blue he arm 
serge, with a black satin jacket, would be smart away. The waist I ¢ 
for the street when costs are laid aside, Om this fora roan bit at the 
V should use brass lrattos two side pices se 

conthvue across the? 

platted rufffes 

eXceeLent tadleta is neste in this comntry 
~ 80 You Heel not worry Hf you 
Hon a ros of 

the waietline. ‘The 
collar atic 

at material and a Tittle bunch south surface pools have come back to their is quite simple to make and very dwn, aul even the wool fabrics have taken on a 
Hatness af finish not heretofore revently found, 

Rely you wilh. ceaeeaonr= 

nln 
arv held ow 

f into the & 
Tniny search forrescurees | ths 
brown-and-whit 

ered ataffeta tn 
cheek, At frat it seemed 

cult, for the skirt had "cut! in front mear the z . belt-line. By the addition of a yoke cut frum is there. Thi oa this pace, to Margaret Mallory, Pattern No, 8678 I s able to ow thie itself to this sil. Twa Lyeets’ Home Jovanai, iifsoulty. Over the waist 1 ped a jumper neans of widening ia. 

¢ can be supplied at fi 
im foe #820 

cack number. fest-free 
S674 in eight 

id inches waist 
wre, and inclosing 

DAT TERNS (including Guide-Ch 
Vo, S678 comer iw vices? inches waist m 

52 to 46 inches bust weazure; No. in six sizes! 22 to mre, and No. 8552 com a 
Mwecasurr. | Order from your wearest dealer int Ladies Hones Jourual fat ar by weail, giving mumber af pattern, bust or waist me 
the price su the Pattern Department, The Ladies’ Home Jowrnal, Independence Square, Philadelphia, Penusy 
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wawlvred designs shown 

es, 
You Can Weigh 
Exactly What 

You Should 

YoucanbeStrong, 
Vigorous—full of 
Life and Energy. 
When every organ of your body 

is strong as Nature intended, you can 
be free trom Chronic Ailments. 

You can have a Clear Skia. 
You can have a Good Figure— 

as good as any woman 
You increase oF reduce your weight, 
I no longer need to say what *'f can do"? 

hoe what “YT HAVE DONE." T have 
helped 65,000 of the mast cultured, intelli 
gent wom America to arise’ to their 
mery best by aol you? 

No Drugs—No Medicines 
My pupils comply with Nature's 

mit What My Pupils Say: 

‘gucevt wn 

teareaa 
Kine sty 

with 
Vain growing sjarit 

rally and. ven 

| Seupsn dhe Wei eee Sooten ca vibgaal echt Wile we seer 

ad a wonder « 
maui ty A ah tiny thee 

atl trees 8 

SUSANNA COCROFT 
Dept.36 624 Michigan Ave, Chicago 
Misy Cocroft és a callege-trained women, She is the 

recngnised authority upow the scientiic rave 
uf tke Reali amd feare of women, and 3 

duily fm persumel charge af Ber ieogh 

EP the pantry supplivul 
with a whole ham —Hoe- 

iry Brand, [ts firm 
purity puts it abwwe 

Prepared ins the countey from prime 
porkers raised in tho Northwest 
wiry section, Government O.K,"d, 

I your Dealer baa not Daley Brand, we 
ship dirwct by expeess fo. b. Austin 
Duley Braml Hime tie th, Dnity Brunet 
Bacun 30: Ih. Sead smney-order 

GEO, A, HORMEL & CO. 
Austin, Minn. 

I 
"PO educate yuur 

ieee knit 
your boave towns 

experience lntiecer 
$F, cemgensal and attain we Vash tenon 

ewan ti ter buses town in Texes andl made aver 

$50 WEEKLY FIRST YEAR 
We well dinect feos thee mill 

thereliy gipiaa betier wal 
for the money. “Char lines far men, 
ces amet <i 

world ver W 
rou to be te 
the wortd a 
Lit” goede ditect 

Nonrevi 
auty We 

moet in i 

pe "Write today dot oor 
ct yon In your tersitony ery of all orders 

free Cetulog. We peer 
Sad mabe frompe a! 

Dept. 30, Bay City, Mich. 
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Ivers & Pond 
PIANOS GETTING AHEAD 

HE. slogan of today, “American Tere Tur oC i 
made goods for Amenicans,” en- WITH THE CHIL 

tails no sacrifice of quality when ap- DREN’S CLOTHES 

f ScotTissue Towels in your kitchen can you have 
the innumerable ou can lighten your work 

Ki conveniences and cfficency that you have not enjoyed 

Soot Tissw 1 ideal hand towel (saving much wathing), this ix 
With Scot Tissue you can polish and clean your cut 

libel hal ‘chdnie.=:Sev Danatiran coenbe ‘ ss : , faucets, stove, range, piano keys, silverware; use it to 
I m By Mrs. Martha Mason absorb ae from fred Toads or the absorbing a spit Liquids. You'l be surprived 
admittedly lead the world. _Embody- 5 to find how uses you will find in the home for 
ing half a century's expenence and Drawings by 

preferred by over 400 leading Ameni- M. E. Musselman §co€lisswe Towels I! YOU are like me, un 

Junior roll, 10¢ Standard roll, 25¢* — Large roll, 35¢* 

can Educational Institutions and nearly ar 
60,000 homes, the Ivers & Pond fog the Inst month Then tha ened nf geok 

occupies a leading position among | faci’ you baw 
r ere ot : fs ments toe the first warm ¢ This is a very soft, snowy white ab- A\merica’s best pianos. In value and ul cut si phipdhesedh = yale Scoflissue sorbent paper. Comes in big, tight 

= ToiletPaper wound rolls, 10c per roll. 
‘cof Te " Sett as old linen 

AY SSui Sani-Tissue A balsam-treated paper, soft and medic 
es : ‘ays demanded wher it he 
Pe Toilet Paper once boen used. 3 rolls in a dust-proof car 
faves =| Selt acd clothe ton for 2c. At all drug and grocery stores. 

— Read This Big 50c Offer 
at you may get acquainted 

products, we will, on receipt of 50 (in 
75e), send you (prepakd) 1 Junior roll Soot Tissue 
} Neat Fixture, 1 Pure White ScotTissue Table 

. 1 Package of 12 ScotTissue Dydees of 
issue Toilet Paper. 1 roll Sani-Tissue To 
And 1 other roll of high-grade Toilet Paper. 
$0¢ (75e in Canada), 

timate economy it cannot be surpassed 
byany piano you can buy. A catalogue 
showing all our grands, uprights and 
players mailed (free) on request. Wnte 
for it. 

inal —al 

How to Buy 
ith the whole 

Fill gut ana semd this couron be 

| IVERS & POND PIANO Co. 
117 Boylston Street, Boston, Mase 

Please mai! me your mew cafolague and volsable at 
deformation fo buen while 

SCOTT PAPER COMPANY 
720 Glenwood Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. 

ces slightly higher west ef the Missinsipp! and In Canada, 

Reliable and Full of Life 
SPECIAL OFFER 

ade 28 Waild Mew Beaivons 4 tral wil 

PRIZE COLLECTION Roth, 

. . OUARANTEED TO PLEASE 
Write today; mention this magazine 

SEND 10 CENTS 

© Wagner's Garden Catalog 
= Not only enasains complete tists of the Harr 

Flowers, Roses, Anmuals, Hulles, Shrule, Te 
nit Kverereens. pevdiicest in the 5 “1 

rigged seeneth at Wagner Park wr 
Tut it abe tells yon how to selert asd Low 
plint for the quickest results and the moot 
artistic effects, Tha tale ia 

Free to Garden Lovers 
Write 
an ob 

H.W. BuckBet 

Flower eds 

inewastom az 
Sit Hugh tc Columban, 

suSira: ROSES GREGORY'S 
MNONEST. 

The Chinese 
Woolflower 

sSterenting. moved at of eur 1915 catalogue the most beautifal und cusapiece horticultural 
. vouk of 204 pages, colored plates and 1000 

i 

tical experie 
at fulliowiniy liber 

Every Empty Poaioas 
j Counts As Cash 

bere this advertiocnent wax scen ard whe ence 
inet 

And Alo Send Free of Charge 
Our Famous 50-Cent “HENDERSON” COLLECTION OF SEEDS 

Teoderoma Torsasn, Bur eaten ttn, Waite Tiroed ra 
sel Humect Eckierd ah 

fistriberion we 1 

GIANT DOUBLE 
FLOWERS 

coon ki 
I yoaay 

Ives. Catal x FREE kt. tmixed. C 

CORTLANOT Sr. 
* Netw York City we se eteye ee Se eee 



There’s Style, Comfort 
and Economy in 

URSON] 
FASHIONED HOSE 

STYLE, because they are fashioned 
haped) to fit. Stitch by stiteh the 

Matureslike form is knitin to stay—it can- 
Hut he washed nor worm out, 
COMFORT, ause they have no seams 

ig —no wrinklee to 

tall points of wear—no seams to split 
open — minke of good, durable yarns and 
colored with fart sanitary dye—being knit 
to-torm they stay the fn place withou. 
ftrin of aver-tight hose supporter 
fo OfaKR stacKseds 

be SUNK 
wave 

Merceriaed Comon 1 
He Sue Se 

“MADE IN AMERICA" 
AIA pour deater for them —iS he commat sup pty 90%. 

BURSON KNITTING COMPANY 
52 Lee Sire Rockford, Ilino! 
OE a SS 

GARDEN 
FLORAL 

je) 

1015 GUIDE 

- JAMES VICK’S SONS 
1 Steoe Street, Rochester, N.Y. 

SWEET PEAS 
2¢ Packets, Valoe $1.09, te Test. Only 10 Cents 

DEPosIT SEED co... DEPOSIT, N. Ye 
OF-2 sachets Het \ 

MISS EMSCA V. WHITE, Setrwoman 
SOLE Alerich Ave. Be, Misneapsts, Mine 
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as large as the 
put up 
cent 

10 per cent more for your money. 

10% More for Your Money 
Quaker Oats i 

size, 
oO in a 25-cent size, nearly three times 

By saving in packing it offers you 
See how long it lasts. 

Don’t say, 

Vim 

bodies, 

Som 
W 

growing. 
over-fed. 

the 
for 
the 
luscious oat 
get but ten pot 

of Quaker 
from a bushel. 

These rich 
have the favor 
dry heat and st 
heat we enhanc 
Then we roll 
grains into 

large, lusci 

Quaker Oats. 
One 

plu 

result 

let 

mp. 
We 
ands 
Jats 

oats 
By 

eam 
eit 
the 
_ 

ous 

is a 

fitness 

food, which means proper development. 
s—exerted in work or play—helps build sturdy 

The vim-food is Qu: 
everybody knows it. 

an essence of vitality. 

it doubly delicious, 
If you want boys or girls to “ 

big dishes of Quaker Oats and never miss a day. 

Nobody gets too much. 

Quaker Oats 
Each Luscious Flake Gives Energy 

Some oats are starved in the 
are plump and 

horse 
and we f 

We 

order 

0c and 25c per Package 
Except in Far West and South 

N 

Quaker 
Cooker 

ninum 

Boys Who “Feel 
Their Oats” 

The Vim That Lies in Quaker 

“My boy 

ing off an excess is the best thing a boy 
insures 

has energy enough.” Work- 
can do. 

for study. It shows proper 

And the 

ker Oats. You know that 
ure has made of this grain 

The Quaker process has made 

feel their oats,’ serve 

wealth of vim-producing power. 
Another is a fascinating taste 
and aroma. Children 

Quaker Oats and eat an abun- 
dar And that’s 
what every mother 
wants, 

You get this 
choice production 

when you ask for 

Quaker Oats, and 
it costs you no ex- 
traprice, Itsflavor 
has won millions, 
From all the world 
over mothers send 
here for these 
matchless flakes of 
oats. 

Bet love 
nick 

ha 

fr 

(730) 

28 inches long. Exquisitely colored. No advertising on front. 

Top Part of 1915 Art Panel, “The Witching Hour,” by F, Earte Christy. 

Hold Your Youthful Looks 
With 6 Fingers! 

your tools 
capelan gives you 

and fe to your cheek 

POMPEIAN 
Massage Cream 

nog tet 

new 

or) fing 
At ull dealer youthful beauty Sc, 356 

$3. Shun chenply-made imitations 

Trial Package & Art Calendar 
1c, Clip compan pew, 

fn ire lett 
‘aheay wt ral ght —w 
toate attractive. 

MOORE PUSH-PINS 
‘oe aerial 

at ber 

ALEXANDERS 
DOVE BRAND 

NEW ORLEANS 

MOLASSES 
For Gingerbread, Beaton Brows Bread, Home: 
Made Candies, " Mas the real old-fashioned 

avo 1 
Blue Label (Goes: Cotor) 
‘White Label (lietter Quality} 
Ask Grocer to order bedey 

ALEXANDER MOLASSES COMPANY 
ie we $ Cincinnati 
TASS | Aicuanda's Fuses Case Seay fo Cite Cakes 

Bax 30, Wot Grove. Fe 

Strawberries 
Summer and Fall | Bearing 

Headyussters for Straw 
1 

deviome 

Rowe lee Crores Baskets. Cataing free 
LJ. Pecrer, Mer 600, Palasbi ¥.T. 

WOILEE UNOR CO, Dex 25. ew Curd lod 
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The Dimple or the Teeth 
Which is it, after all, that makes 
a woman's smile radiant? Ask 

ny husband 

And remem? st the brilliance 
of white teeth can be kept by guard- 
ing against the enemy that rui 
teeth —''Acid- Mouth.” The 
protection against “acid-mouth” is 

PEBECO 
TOOTH PASTE 

Any good dentifrice will ser 
needs of today by merely c 
the teeth serves the 5 
tomorrow needs of a lifetime 
by keeping mouth clean 
and by overcoming enamel-destroying 
acids 
Send for Free Ten-Day Trial Tube 

‘and Acid Teat Papers 

[QUTELETS KISS SOGTT ERSES PEER EVE LOST 2SLGPTT G1 2 5E HC SENT PT EEE LEER! 

the 

ds 

“4 have aciil-mouth 

136 Williams Street, New Yor 
Canadian Often, | wad 2 St. Balen Sireet, Menieeal, 

About Babies 
Both of these books are FREE 

i is BELLASHESS@ &O6 Es rot 
hen NEw ‘YORK * ‘ciry, TY. NY mean 

Us Your 

Old Carpets 
We Dye Them and Weare 

Fin SI, 00 and Up 
Reversible, » not beige, dura~ 

Stuart Baby Shop 
‘Catalag Sect Frew oT a West 38 Bt, 
in Plat Envelope Sew Yor 

Obt-Fashion 

MAY I TRIM YOUR 

HAT? 

eve Vz an Auken 

by ribbor 
da; 
enough for a black velv 

Hinds 
sore fons. 

delicate shin, 
the requited standards of parity 

I is guaranteed 10 

The Ladies’ 

You can make your Complexion 
particularly attractive this Winter— 

If he will use a little Hinds Cream every day. 
and promotes a girlish freshness and fairness regardless of weather or climate. 

HONEY AND 
ALMOND 

thoroughly cleanses the pores of all impurities—qsickly soothes and relieves rough, isrtased, 
‘The attractive complenon is rextosed with yatilying prompiness 

Hinds Cream is not greasy or sticky, is quickly ataccbed and will not injure even the most 
cata all its advestised ingredients and 10 conform to 

tome Journal for February, 1915 

It keeps the skin soft and smooth, 

Now Use 
foe Of Plumes 

Fur May be More Luxutious, But 
Never So Smart 

Ser Fae ce intra 

inevery 

price, Hinds Croan in beatles, 
elite dealers 

sous atteregtix, 
‘De net take 

0) Hinde Cres 
Socurios salll he soot For Bx tama te way postane 

A.S. HINDS 
You 

200 West Street Portland, Maine 
m SOAP, Highly 

wepead, Nosareles 

“Guess what's coming, Bobbie. Something you like best.” 

And Bobbie, he says, 1 guess | know what that is—it's 

OF course it is. 

Bobbie’s Easy Guess. 

“Hol 

JELL-O 
We wonder whether mothers generally understand 

how much their children love Jell-O and whether they 
know that it is as 
Let us hope they 

ure and wholesome as it is delicious. 

Jell-O is put up in seven pure fruit flavors, and 
each makes a variety of exquisite desserts by the mere 

addition of boiling water. 
The price is 10 cents, same as ever, regardless of 

war prices, at all grocers’, 
The new Jell-O book is a real Kewpie book, with pictures 

of Kewpies by Rose O'Neill herself, If you desire one and will 
write and ask us for it we will send it to you free. 

‘THE GENESEE PURE FOOD CO., Le Roy, N. Y., and Bridgeburg, Can. 
The name Jet.-O is on every package in big red letters. 

Be sure you get Jet-O and not something else. 



Say 

“KELLOGG’S WAXTITE” 

to your grocer and 

Look for this signature: 

Her package of Kellogg’s 
is safe! 

It’s always safe. 

Kellogg’s is the one ready- 
to-eat cereal that you can 
count upon as being a safe 
purchase in the changeable 
winter-time weather. 

Buy it where you will, or 
when you will, it’s crisp and 
fresh. 

WAXTITE, the perfect 
seal, keeps it that way. 

Many who used to eat hot 
mushes in winter now stick 
to the Kellogg breakfast the 
year around, 

Over a million 
American families are 
eating Kellogg break- 
fasts this winter. 

BATTLE CREEK, MICH, 
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enennarr aalalatela’ 
Find the 

Mis-spelled Word 
OMEWHERE among the 
illustrations of this advertisement 

there is aword purposely mis-spelled— 
in plain, good-sized lettering. 

Look the page over carefully—tind the word— 
and write us a letter, enclosing the coupon 
below and telling which word is mis-spelled. 
We will then send you, free, ove ov/y of the trial sizes 
named on the coupon. Be sure to write name and ad- 
dress plainly. (None will be sent without the coupon.) 

The trial size you select will further acquaint you with 
the Colgate Quality which distinguishes more than 

half a hundred Toilet Soaps—“*A soap for every 
purpose at a price for every purse.’* The luxu- 
rious Cashmere Bouquet was a favorite in your 
grandmother's day: Coleo is a pure vegetable-oil 
soap, particularly pleasing in the Nursery: Trans- 
parent Glycerine is favored by many who wish 
a soap made by the Old English Process. 

Colgate Quality is found also in 
4 Dentifrices 50 Perfumes 

15 Sachet Powders 9 Talc Powders 
8 Shaving Soaps 22 Toilet Waters 
7 Face Powders Charmis Cold Cream 

and other Colgate Comforts 

| Coupon good only in U.S. A. and Canada 

The Mis-spelt ee 
Ful 
wi 
with your let 

(Shaving Stick OC) Ribbon Dental Cream 
ED Charmis Cold Cream 1 Cashinere Bouquet Soap 

Name 

Addres 

COLGATE & COMPANY 
Dept. H, 199 Fulton Street, | New York 

ANLISHED IN AMERICA 1806 
Kone Grane Prix, Panis 1900 

Makers of Cashmere Bowquet Soap —luxnriaws, lasting, refined 
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Key to Siinstrations 
A—United States 
B—Sousk America 
C—Carada 
D—Ressie 
E—Italy 
F—Japar 

G—Paris 
H—Londou 
I—Snweten 
J—Germany 

They Lace in Front 
N Tokyo, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Manila, London, Panama, 
South America and the United States, the finest dressed women wear them. 
In Paris, the style center for centuries, two of the finest stores sell Gassards, 

The reason that there are a few countries still without Gossard Corsets is 
because the demand has always exceeded the supply. And why? Man 
reasons come to our mind, but there is one reason which covers them all. 

“* Figure improvement usually means health and health a/tuays means beauty, 
The Gossard Corset, which laces in front, assures an immediate figure 
improvement with its attendant joys —health, beauty and comfort,"’ 

There you have the reason, Were we permitted to publish a list of the 
Duchesses, Ladies, Sefioritas abroad, and the social leaders of America, who 
wear Gossard Corsets, this page would be too small to list them. And of 
equal interest—we could publish a list almost as long of physicians and 
trained nurses who prescribe Gossard Corsets. 
In the humblest home—in the palace—in the hospital—in the busy office—in 
the school room —on the athletic field—in every conceivable walk of woman's 
life in most of the countries of the civilized world —everywhere, you find en- 
thusiastic wearers of these allogether different corsets, Why do the women of 
the world choose Gossard Corsets? *We point you to the star above. 
At this time their world-wide importance is especially emphasized by our 

5th Semi-Annual 
Proclamation of Authoritative 
Corset Styles for Spring, 1915 

This proctamation, now a semi-annual feature, is 
looked forward to with great interest. It & 
sulted by every conceivable class of peuple—the 
manufacturer of women's outer weatieuy apparel, 
the iesigner, your own dressmaker, the store in 
your city selling Goward Corsets, and by a ae 
army of women 
It brings to you In your own <ity the final style 
news af our workd-wide organizabon 

You can select your corsets for spring and summer 
ina wide variety of materials and models, knowing 
that your new frocks and suits will unite in perfect 
harmony with your new Gossards. 

We always have featured many mudels at all prices, 

Wut this season our new models at $3.50 and $5.00 
and others at §10.00, $12.50 and $14.00 are the 
greatest values at these prices we have ever ofered 
‘The first fifteen days of March have been set aside 
for wor Semi-Annual Proclamation, In every city 
Gossard distributors will count it a privilege to 
show you the new models, 
You can easily identify the original fromttacing, 
Gossard by Jouking for the Gossard label in blue 
on the inside of the corset. 
‘The women of the world and our world-wide ot- 
ganization hid you welcome to the Gossard Family. 
Come with us this season. You will be rewarded 
In Health, Beauty and Comfort. 

The f7-\—- Gossard (0. 
Largest Makers of Fine Corsets 

Gossard Building Chicago, U.S. A. 
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A Special Word to Subscribers 
THEN you receive notice that your xcbacriptice hax 
expend renew & at once, using the blk inched 

in your final eooy, Mease sian oer name marily ax 
EDEWArE Om YOUT Present addrens label, Sometines a 
scbecriter who tas already renewed way receive this 
Lael, We bexin 10 pack in mail: hags two weeks of 
Feare Relore mailing. and the renewal may Rave reached 
‘we after the cooy contmining the blank hex been packed. 
In requening a change of address please give us four 
weeks’ notice, 

‘Should your mbscripeicn expire whh this terse ot 
‘Tit JOUKAAL your renewal must reach ux before the flit: 
of April ta avout missing the next issue, We cannot 
benin subscrizcions with back number, Subscriters 
should alwayn use Hostal o¢ Expeevs money orders i 
remating, AB Rural Free Delivery carriers cam veoply 
Postal money anders. 

Not the Only Pebble 
HE, teacher had notice 

had gromn 
‘of her Little pupils 

w that unless he 
Accordingly 

to him one day 
must study hander, Itnrold, or you 

will not pass the exansinat how wouht 
you like to stay hack in this tlass another year 
dani! have little Ebsie go abead af your 

“Aw, all right, Harold; 
there'll be other tittle Elsies.”” 

“7 guess 

He Got it for Nothing 
OME guys ain't got_ne heart,” said the 
tramp to his pal." Here & bin d-telfin’ dat 

feller dat 1 wuz so tlat broke dat I had ter sleep 
outiloors.” 

“An' didn’t dat bring nottin’?” asked bie 
Itient, 

Jaw, He told me he wux doin’ de same 
Ving, and besides he had ter pay ie ductue far 
tellin’ him to io it,” 

Wasn't She Right? 

Hatural history had beer abuut 
the ri ceros, aml the teacher wanted to 

know how well lecun a been fearney vt 
“Now, name 

very dangerous & 
horns." 

“T know, 
Anols 

MLE besse 

near to und’ ‘that ‘bes 

teacher, I know!" called little 

Annie, what is it?” 
‘Ao autontobile.” 

They Were Not Alike: 

ARE ER wafteriag 8 lon time with toothache 
the young colored girl got up ber coura 

eough to go to the dentist. The moment 
touched the tooth she bean to scream, 

“Look here,” he said, mustn't yell 
ike that, Don't you know Fm a ‘painless 

ae 
Well, mebbe 

“but Ab isn't.” 

What He Had Better Do 

Mis PHERSON, in talking to his minister, 
aN 1 told the reverend gentleman that be was 

ing to take a trip to the Holy 
td whiles B'm there,” be pfn enthusias 

lly, “UH read the Ten Commandments 
ood frac the top of Mount Sinai.” 

“Nae, MacPherson,” said the minister 
gravely; “tak’ my advice. “Dina read them 
aloo, Bide at hame amt keep them." 

PiAe 
Size Didn't Count 

PR had just compared his watch with the 
famous clock on Saint Paul's Cathedral, 

and burst into a fit of laughter. 
‘An’ phat are yex laughing at?” asked his 

a London 
baal reste crag 
itd wash, made is Osh oy Mike" Flat. 
erty and cost me three pownm is beat 
eka boonies 

What Was it Then? 

i f DON'T see why you call your place a 
bungalow,” said Smith to his neighbor. 

"Well, f it isn't a bungalow, what bs it?” 
aid the neighbor. “The job was a bungle and 
T still owe for it.” 

is patnless, sah," sho said, 

“AS YOU LIKE HER”: The Journal's Cover This Month 
yeu cannot help Jiking this beautiful maiden—painted by Francis Mille:—who looks as if she were about to step right out of the cover. In order to meet the at 

demand for extra copies of this cover a separate edition has been printed in full color, with the lettering on the front, but without any advertisement on the 
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THAT REMINDS ME 
Bright ere of All Times That People Have Laughed Over 

A STATEMENT OF THE SPLENDID RESPONSE TO 

THE QUEEN OF THE BELGIANS’ APPEAL 
WILL BE FOUND ON PAGE 46 OF THIS NUMBER 

OF THE LADIES” HOME JOURNAL 

EVERY CONTRIBUTOR TO THIS FUND SHOULD READ IT 

How the Dog Fell 
BOY was coming back from his shooting 

tip, looking rather dejoctert, 
‘much luck, hey? asked 9 mar. 

Shoot anything all?’ 
be shat my dog 
Sho 

he madd 
“Well,” answered the boy, ” 

particularly pleased.” 

al 
lavonically answered the 

uur dog?” repeated the mam, Was 

"he didn't seem 

He Was Unanimously Liected 

IV TIEN the term of the oli negro preacher 
had expired he arooe al sae: 

am beah fo" de defective 
welder yeah. MIL tose fa 

borin’ me fu" yo! paste wil pete why 
The wld preacher had made himself rather 
nme Anil there was no response 

Hla,” be said; “silence zits comswnt allus, 
yu? past fo fee yeah 

"Breddren, de # 
by" pastob f6 

Doing Unto Others 
HIEMAS,s Jerre, pompous man, who 

founced himvell as beng from Chicago, 
and during his stay in the small town he made 
himself particularly obnoxiows around the 
hotel. He had been especially frank in telling 
the porter what he thought of him. On the 
Last morning of his stay he called the porter 
and said: 

“Get me two parlorcar sweats for Chicaru, 
amt moet me at the station with the tickets, 
want one to ait in anid one to put my feet on.” 
‘The tickets were delivered at the station just 

before the train pulled out, One of the seats 
was in car No. 3 and the other in car No. 4 

For Appearance’ Sake 
NE day Pat appeared on the street with a 
buge tear in his coat sleeve, 

“Look bere, Pat,” protested a friend, “why 
don't you get that hole mended? 
“Not Oi, sor,” said Pat; “a bole may be the 

result of an accident, but a patch is a site sigs 
of poverty,” 

Gelling Back at Her 

“THE teacher, 9 lady of uncertain ane, wax 
having a hard time teaching Johnny the 

names of the Presidents 
sea RY: then Twas rour age” she slid dis 

ly. “I could recite the names of the 
Presidents backward and forward.” 

Yeo'm,” said Jobnny, “but when you was 
my age dey wasn’t s many Presidents. 

A Coming Diplomat 

‘OUNG ARTHUR set off jubilantly to his 
first party, after having = his 

mother that he would decline fered any- 
thing to ext the second time. When refresh, 
ments were served, his hostess, noticing how 
tagerly he disposed of his ice cream, said: 

“Wan't you have some more, Arthur?” 
The little fellow looked up wistfully: 
“I promised mamma I wouldn't accept the 

second tiene,” he sald, “but if you ask me the 
third time I guess it will be ail right.” 

Setlling the Matter 
g iy’ je British sailors bed secured tickets 

Too Willing 
SONDUCTOR, can you tell me how that 

eman Juet his bigger?” asked the in 
auidtive woman, “ 

Ove of the Other 

1S, sor, wur-tk scarce.” said Pat, “but 
Di got'a job lasht Sunday that brwught 

in 2" said Mr, Goextenan, much shocked, 
“You broke the Sabbath?” 

i Caroed Pat apologeticall 
sabbath 

A Mean Man 

, MY boy,” boasted the former leadi 
man, “wlies played "Hamlet! the a 

« took fifteen minutes to leave the house. 
“Ab, indeed?” said the ex-comedian vi- 
sly. “Was he lame?" 

Its Real Purpose 

ITER," called the irascihle custamer, 
do you call this an oyster stew?” 

essah,” replied the sorely tried servant 
hy, the uyster in this stew isn't big 

enough to flavor it!" 
“Oh, sab, be wasn't put in dar fur Savorin’ 

pupposes, sah; he's jus’ put in ter christen it,” 

Wan of we had 

Puzzling, All Right 
“JPRS a bit puscling, isn’t it?” said one-man to 

another who was striving to bold on to bis 
ro ge his umbrella at the same time ina high 
wi 

“ Yes," said the man accosted: “it's like a 
wall-paper hanger with the hives 

The Reason for It 

LADY once said to Ernest McGaifey, the 
FA English poet: 

“Ob, Mz. Mctalfey, I have just seen your 
wife for the first time since your 
She scems shorter than when f Axw her las." 

" Certainly,” said the poet solemnly, “che 
is shorter, “She is married now and as settled 
flown.” 

A copy will be mailed, rolled in a strong tube, postpaid, on receipt of ten cents, or three copies for twenty-five cents, 
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One Way Out of It 

T WAS getting late and Mr. Dubbleigh’s 
gasoline had given out scar a small hotel, 
“Anybody around here got any gasntine?” 

ed the propeietar. 
vebody bat me,” was the calm reply, 

Good," said Mz. Dubbbeigh, “How mach 
du you want for it?” 

“Couldn't sell it to ye today," aid | the land 
fond vireuowdy, “It's Sunday, ye 

“But I must have 
or what am I 

might put up here for the nigh 
the proprietor indifferently, 
room 1 can fet ye have for seven doll 

said 
nice 

He Knew 

TELLIB,” salt the teacher, 
i six and fuar 

But why 
full Willie 

de 

“No, no, you're guessing now 
couldn't you have guested ten 

“Because it don't make ten,” 
cnofidentl f Gve make ter 
monber that 

How it Read 

IAT A RECENT wedding the bride was Mise 
LAX. Jane Helper 
Newton Lord The bridegroom, howe 
very angry when be saw in 

of their wedding, headeit in the wsual 
Jair Helper.”” 

Hor Name 

BEG your pardon, madam," sald the 
society’ reporter, Bpproaching one of the 

cenpents. of a private bax at the opera, “but 
‘ou oblige me by giving me your name?” 
rs, "Archibald Ja Nees,” replied the baily 

hi eghtily od 
Pardon me,” rejoined the orter, “I did 

mot quite catch your last names” 
i jo Neeze 

“May Task you to 
“Certai ale 

Jo Necee.” 

in?” 
the woman; “J-o-nees, 

Still on the Job 

H* WAS a reporter and was one of the frst 
to reach the scene of the railroad wreck, 

up to @ battered, prostrate man, be 0 
asked: 
“How many were hurt?" 
“Haven't beard of any one being burt," sald 

the battered ane. 

"What was the cause af the wreck?" 
"Wreck? Lhaven't heard of any wreck,” 

haven't? Who are you anyway? 
“Tam the claim agent of @his railroad,” 

New Gnu News 

Tae once was a fively young pau, 
Who was captured and placed in a xo. 

An old gnu who was there 
Came forth from his lair, 

‘To hear all the news that the new gnu knew, 

An Exception 

*t APPINESS,” declaimed the philosopher 
Dompously, \ is only the pursuit of some 

thing, pat the catching 
Mh, I don't know,” Seale plain citi- 

zen, “Have you ever chased the last cnr on a 
talny sight? 

What Can't be Cured 

Poyee SAID the visitor; “this village boasts 
of @ choral society, I understand,” 

"No," said the resident, “we dun't boast 
of it—we endure it with redgnation,” 
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EDITORIAL 
Seeing Things Straight 

ET us see this matter with clear minds, 
Because this world is rent with a frightful war thousands of pers 
are prone to say that God cannot be.in such a world if He allows such 

a horror to go on, Other thousands say that Christianity has failed. 
would imagine, to hear these folks, that God had started the war: 
had a harid init; that God wason trial. God does not make war; He 

has nothing to do wi ther the making or the carrying on of war. Nor can 
He stop a war. [tis Man who makes war. It is Man who can stop the war: 
Man with God in his rt. But there is where the trouble lies: God is 
not in the heart of Man at war, If He were, there would be nov 

It is Man who is on not God: not Christianity. When we speak of 
“Christian nations" being at war we speak wrongly. There is no 
asa Christian nation, Hf Germany or France or England were a “*¢ 

nation” it would not be at war: it would be impossible. There are Christian 
men and women in those nations, but there are not enough of them, There 

is where we have been wrong: our count of Christians has not been 
We have imagined there were more Christians than in reality there are- 

aq. 

i] 1S idle for us to scoff at Germany and sneeringly say: “'There is a Chris- 
tian nation for you!" Germany is not a Christian nation 

any more than is the United States a Christian nation, We hay 
to go in this country before we can speak of ourselves as a Christian nation 
a great many wrongs to set straight: a great many injustices to night; a great 
many inhumanities to humanize, It is not for us to point the finger at the 
shortcomings of other nations. 

When we speak of a“ Christian nation" we mean it only in a comparative 
we mean that England is m Christianized than Turkey, or the 

United States more Christianized than Bulgaria. But neither one is a 
Christian nation. 

The truth of the matter is that Christianity has not gone far enough in 
any nation. But because it has failed to reach the hearts of men that does not 
condemn Christianity itself, and irs power for good. The wars of men will 
never ¢ until righteousness is in men's hearts and dominates their feelings 
and their actions toward men. 

The nation is only a unison of men, and until men think a little more 
ly: until they become more human in their attitude toward men: until 
are more considerate of the rights of the other fellow: until, in short, 

righteousness ong men becomes general instead of ¢ nal, nothing 
more can be expected t tions than the present frightf “tacle, 

sense; 

p 

HIS is an excellent time for us all to do some individual thinking and 
stock-taking; totakean inventory of our own impulses: our own thoughts: 

our own actions. Are our human relations right: our relations with those 
nearest us? When the individual is right then the nation will be right. 
Meantime God is right and stands ready to make men right. His truth and 
love are the same, yesterday, today and forever. It is Man who js wrong. 

That is why we have war, 

Where is the Woman? 
in a high position had a new plan brought to him, and was 

ked if he thought it would work. He replied: "Show me the man 
who is to work the pkin, and then I can tell. 

In acity of the Middle West lives the young wife of a young physician. 
She is mother of four sturdy children. She mothers them, makes their clothes 
and perfect control over their play hours and habits. In addition she 
does her own housework and keeps her home clean from coal bin to attic, 
She makes most of her own clothes and appears to better advantage than 
does the average woman. [Besides these domestic activities she is chairman 
of an important committee in the parent-teacher club of the public school 
near her home, is a member of another club, and is prompt to welcome strange 
yomen into the neighborhood. She retains her natural beauty, has grace of 

flushed cheeks ofa girl. She always has time to 
chat pleasantly, to be a kind, gracious neighbor, and to go out riding with her 
husband and the children. As the car whirls by she nods, smiles brightly and 
seems the embodiment of sunny contentment, Her husband and children 
and friends are happy around her. And, with it all, she seems to have ample 
leisure and never to worry in the least. 

It makes no difference what kind of a domestic plan we may devise now or 
in the future, we shall have to educate the woman to work the plan 

A Woman’s Question 
WOMAN puts this question t 
“Has it ever occurred to you that the American man may well be 
blamed for all this unrest among American women—that he made an 

error in his so-called chivalrous but mistaken spoliation treatment of his 
womankind, and that women are revolting from it?" 

Tne Answer 

VOLTI is & rather strong word to use asa return for what must, 
after all, have seemed 2 very pleasant process to women. But | do 

think that it is being borne in upon the American man that his ''spoliation" 
method was not ¢ wise. But can you discuss this side of the Amencan 
man’s treatment of his womankind without also asking: “What would you 
have had him do?” Surely the opposite would not have been to your liking, 

¢ had this opposite treatment from their 
they may have come out of it, as some say, stronger and better 

process was not very gentle nur pleasant! 
Have you ever thought that the American man followed the line of least 

er the line circumstances forced upon him, or which he resistanc 
thought they did? 

The American man, as must be the case when making a new country, has 
for several generations been fighting time, trees, bears, distance, dirt, ete. 
He was at first compelled to withdraw himself largely from the society of his 
womankind while he did those things. Today these things having been more 
or less subdued the interest of the chase still persists with him. Now he is 
very busy over money matters and the like, matters which he has been accus- 
tomed to carry through in conjunction with or in opposition to his fellowman, 

But during the time he was engaged in the first rush of the material fight 
to rough-shape his country he evolved, as a labor-saving device, a theory of 
immense respect for and deference to his (and other men's) womankind. 

I SHORT, to be very blunt: it was cheaper and easier for our pioncer 
American man to kill or chastise a man who was rude to a woman left by 

herself than to sit around with the woman to see that she wasn't pestered. 
Many a woman is too young to remember that the West lynched men for 
horse-stealing because to set a man afoot ina ol was equivalent 
to murder or attempted murder. Similarly, to insult an American woman in 
the old days meant to imply that a man should be taken off his job to protect 
her, which personal protection a new country could not afford. 

So we have today the theory, extravagantly developed, of immense theo- 
retical devotion and deference to woman in the United States—a theory 
evolved, as I have said, for labor-saving purposes, with the resultant effect, 
of course, that the woman is immensely neglected by the American man. 
Now can you really wonder that the woman, given ev hing except the 
attention and companionship of the man, worshiped, practically, in the same 
way as a tribal idol that every one shoves into a corner when the tribe is out 
for real business—ecan you, I say, wonder that the American woman is striving 
for a bigger freedom and a more substantial and respected individuality? 

ed his won AD the American man, from the beginning, tr 
H companion I believe that many phases of the so-called - 
tion” that are with us today would never have been. What the American 
woman needs today more than anything else is comradeship—the comrade- 
ship of man, That is what man withheld from her in the beginning, and that 
is what he must give her before he undoes the wrong that he did, or was 
perhaps forced to do, at the beginning. 

There has been too much in the mind of the Ame 
with his womankind, of the doll idea instead of the live-w 
full of latent possibilities, which, as he did not help to dev 
to develop according to her own ideas. 

1, in connection 
1 idea—a being 

lop, is now trying 

HE truth is that the American man must drop his business a bit and give 
some attention to the woman, or womankind, in his home. And not only 

in his home, but outside of the home also, there must be more of the get- 
together spirit between men and women in the affairs of the world. The time 
has come when men and women should work side by side in a united grasp and 
solution of the questions that affect us all—in some States by the ballot when 
both sexes vote, and in the other States by a closer mutual understanding and 
codperation: shoulder to shoulder and mind with mind, the one sex supplying 
what the other sex lacks. That is the true relation of the future between 
the American man and woman; a unit in the home and in the work of the 
world that touches the home, 
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A MAN W110 Is A BORN INVESTIGATOR recently discovered 
in a country-wide inquiry that seventy-five per cent, of 
men’s furnishing. goods wear is actually ‘bought by women. 
This is particularly true of men's underwear, the story of 
which seems to be that the mother buys the bor’sunderwear. 
Then, when he gets into about his last-teens years, his man- 
hood asserts itself and he buys his own. When he marries 
his. agserted manhood seems to lose itself; he contents himselt 
by complaining that his underwear is wearing out, but he 

does nothing to replenish it. Its purchase passes into the hands of the wife, 
where it evidently remains, The same story is apparently true of men’s 
stockings, a large percentage of which are bought by women, principally 
because they have to darn them and they prefer to buy the kind that won't 
wear out. The surprising fact also reveals itself that a large percentage of 
men’s 1 ies are bought by women, whereas it has generally been believed 
that a wil debarred from buying her husband's neckties or cigars, A great 
deal of men's clothing is also bought with the wife or mother present; the 
woman either accompanies the man in his purchase or she influences him by 
suggestion in the home. The explanation is here aptly made that a man 
will rarely dress in a way that is displeasing to his wife, All of which proves 
the tremendous factor that the woman is in the purchasing world, not only 
in the line of her own clothes, her children’s clothes and her home necessities, 
but in the case of the needs of her men-folk as well, Man is essentially the 
earner; woman the spender. 

Ir A Morner CONTINUALLY DRiLLs into the mind of a 
child the idea of her complete untrustworthiness the chances 
are that the child will become untrustworthy. Not long ago 
amother, in the presenceot her daughter, said to the principal 
ofa boarding-school: "If Emma comes you must watch her 
every minute; you never can tell, you know, whats girl will 
do when you are not looking.” That had been the mother’s 
guiding principle in dealing with Emma, whom she would 
not allow to go anywhere or do anything except under sur- 

yeillance. Some years later Emma was secretly married and did not tell the 
family until months afterward, and the mother, who was ill, passed away 
from the shock, How much wiser—and how mach happier—was another 
mother who, haying trained her daughter carefully in the principles of right 
conduct, always met her request with: "Yes, my dear, you may go; I trust 
you to carry yourself well.” 

UNCLE SAM HAS BEEN TRYING some of the “anti-fat” 
cures on his employees in Washington who wanted to lose 
flesh and yet not lose their health, One of the most widely 
advertised remedies to reduve fat was given toa Department 
girl. In two weeks it had to be stopped because of the inju- 
rious effect on the girl, and, instead of losing flesh, she gained 
two pounds and three-quarters! Two other girls were experi- 
mented upon with exactly the same results. Another remedy 
which itis advertised must be accompanied by hot baths was 
tried, only the hot baths were omitted, and the girl gained 
flesh! Then the remedy was stopped, and the hot baths only 

were tried, and of course she lost flesh! Another girl at the end of three months 
was exactly where she was in weight when she started. Uncle Sam then looked 
into some of these anti-fat cures to see what was in them, and in one he found 
nothing bur soap; and when he got through with the whole mess he came to 

ion that in nearly every instance the remedies “are absolutely 
n some cases “harmful,” and in all cases“ humbugs.” When will 

women stop being deliberately swindled by these and other quack nostrums? 
is the natural query. 

ONE OF THE BEST THINGS that has come out of the recent 
progress of women is the almost entire elimination of the 
term “old maid” from modern thought and talk. It is not 
so long ago that the term was on every one's lips; today, if 
you will notice, its use is infrequent if not rare. It is no 
longer a stigma for a woman to choose to remain unmarried 
and go about her chosen work. The feeling no longer exists 
that a girl must enter into a loveless marriage for fear of 
being branded an “old maid." The right is today freely 

conceded to every woman to choose. and the world realizes as never before 
that " Miss" as a prefix to a woman's name may mean greater courage than 
"Mrs." This is sensible and is as it should have been years ago. It does not 
mean an encouragement of single blessedness, but there are times when that 
state is infinitely preferable to double unhappiness. The times are moving 
along and common sense is moving with them. 

MEN WILL BE MEN AND WOMEN WILL BE WOMEN to 
the end of time, as they have been since the beginning of 
things, But, all the same, the fact remains that the 
women who are doing the work of the world in the world 
are finding out that just as they ask, in their meeting 
with men, not to be regarded or accepted as women, but 
as co-workers, their success is proportionate, If men 
and women are going to work together successfully sex 
must in a great measure be effaced. It is here that the 

greatest development of the woman in the professions lies: that she is not 
a woman, but a writer, or a doctor ora lawyer. She must be willing to be 
measured by the same standards as are men. The women who are earnest 
in their work realize this and ask no favor because of their sex, but in too 
many instances in the world’s affairs is ita fact that a woman cannot forget 
that she is a woman, and fails in making men forget it. But the success 
of the woman worker depends upon her ability to efface her sex just the 
same. The question is: How far can she do it? 

Tue NeW COOK IN A HOME is discovered ta be a good cook, 
Straightway the mistress or her daughters say: 

“We've a fine cook now; let’s invite everybody we 
know”; and there follows a steady round of dinner parties 
and luncheons, with no relief from the other duties, even 
though it be a household employing but ane domestic helper. 

A girl is found to be a particularly good Jaundress, and 
gradually the mistress adds this lace waist or that embroid- 
ered suit, or some piece of fancy table linen that has not 
been well done for a long time, regardless of the fact that she 

has agreed with the laundress to keep the laundering within certain limits. 
A girl, cook, parlor maid or general houseworker shows a fondness for the 

children of the house. Straightway the mother begins to take advantage 
of the fact and to ask the girl if she would object to caring for Tommy or 
Elizabeth while she goes our for an afternoon. It is the girl’s rest hour, bur 
the mistress figures itout that she can rest justas well looking after the children, 
and can go on with dinner with them at her heels if the mother is late. If the 
girl is good-natured she is asked to look after the children in the evening, 
even though she may have planned to go out herself. 

Tt is this sort of thing that is bringing about a growing sentiment ia favor 
of regulation by lawof the hoursof housework and the service to be demanded. 

It is not to be wondered at that the girl in the kitchen asks, as did one 
recently: "What's the use of becoming more and more efficient in our work 
when the only result is that we are more and more imposed upon?” 

“TF YoU WANT To PLEASE A WOMAN," some one has said, 
“entertain her by candlelight. She loves it, because it is so 
becoming to her,” 

The woman is right to love it. Nor is she deceived or 
deceiving, as some would have it. The soft radiance of 
candlelight is kind to every one, not to the women only. 
Dark hair, silver hair, tawny hair are alike glorified. Faces 
which one had not before thought beautiful seem so under 
candlelight. Nor is it that candlelight creates an illusion. 

Iris rather that the candle gleam does not obscure the beauty which is really 
there—a beauty Hluming from within. [tis the daylight—the sun—that kills 
the color of the tinted lantern. The sun (like other realists) is concerned with 
surfaces. Itdiscovers lines and imperfections—accidental outward blemishes: 
it does not bring out the beauty which is more than skin deep. Only the 
satiny cheeks of little children are equally fair by sunlight or by candlelight, 

Who, then, shall say which really tells the truth—the tender softness of 
candlelight or the uncompromising frankness of the sun? One is artificial 
and the other natural, you say. Yes, but the sun may not really give the 
face that one loves. It may give the lines, the contour, the dimples, the 
freckles; but it may lack all that makes the face individual and lovable. 
Nature is not enough. "Facts" are not enough. We need art, We need 
imagination. It is not realism but idealism that reaches the soul of things, 
the only reality. It is not a clear light focused upon the surface, but the soft 
radiance in which another light is not obscured, that helps the true vision, 

If women love candlelight, it is not wholly because they know that it 
shows them at their best. It truly shows those about us who are dear. 

A HOUSEWIFE Is OFTEN HEARD To Say, "I haven't time 
to go to market,” and goes to the telephone. But suppose 
some morning her husband should say: ‘1 haven't time to 
go to business.” And yet the importance of spending the 
household money is as great as the earning of it. It is 
impossible for a man to know the conditions of his market 
unless he is in the midst of it; so equally impossible is it for 
a woman to know the conditions of her market unless she 
goes there personally to ask and to see. The housewife is not 

trained to spend as the husband is trained to carn, and there is where much of 
the trouble of the high cost of living lies. The first step in many a housewife’s 
education is a realization of the importance of personal marketing and the 
learning of prices at first hand. For this time must be found, 

“My WIFE Was A BUSINESS WoMmAN, and so we observe 
what she calls ‘The Six-o'Clock Silence” at our house." 

The man who smilingly made that remark definitely 
phrased a feeling that lurks unanalyzed in almost every 
business man. No matter what his day has been, dull or 
rushed, successful or unsuccessful, the end of it finds him 
fagged and stale, if not actually tired. He is not always 
conscious of weariness, He would deny it, if accused. So 
the bright, friendly greeting he meets at home is weloome. 

Often, though, is it not too bright and too friendly all at once? To smile and 
kiss in passing; to “slip upstairs and brush up"; to relax in a favorite 
armchair for the few minutes before dinner, with the unfinished evening paper; 
to get a real start at a good dinner, and ¢#en to draw a long breath and settle 
back, unbelievably refreshed, ready to talk and be talked to, when charged 
with it, most men will apologetically admit that, though they never worked it 
out before, that wen/d be “just about right.” 

How many, instead, patiently submit at six o'cluck to a series of questions: 
about the day, that at seven would be answered without the asking? How 
many at six absently half-listen to a recounting of events that at seven would 
really entertain them? 

The psychology may scem at fault; the mood may seem to have all too 
little foundation; the fact that brush and comb, soap and water, and a slice 
of roast beef can overcome it may seem to reduce it to such a triviality and 
tosuch a distressingly “material” basis that it should not be condoned. But 
in spite of all this the much-diiscussed tired business man knows it is a very 
real feeling, the wife who has had the same feeling also knows it and can 
sympathize utterly, and the wife who cannot perhaps quite appreciate it and 
enter into it will do well to take it on faith. She will do well to observe “The 
Six-o'Clock Silence," and that not just in tolerance, but in real sympathy. 





recognition of and attention to the danger signals, so ty 
cal ape they of the choice, which bs offered to the endangered 
‘one, between life and death, 

Science now has its word to say of this matter of choice: 
a new word which liys the onus of responsibility for the 
Great White Plague directly upon the individual, Ip order 
to appreciate how definitely the derision rests with vou indi- 
vidually, as to whether you will be the one in every ten ta 
yield to this dreadful scourge, it is essential te 
the radical change which is taking place in the sei 
‘af tuberculosis infection, 

Health authorities, antituberculosis organizations and 
the inedical profession in general have for years been teach- 
fog that we “catch consumption” from our fellows, ntuch i 
the same manner as we contret 4 cold or pveasles of ¢ 
theria, Thus there has been inspieed in the public what is 
technically known as phthisiepbobia, the unreasoning and 
cruel ror of any persor afflicted with tuberculosis, at hor: 
roe oftea expecssedt Th a tragic osteacioen of the unfortinate 
victim, Tn the lightof the new theory all this fear is without 
basis, Hosh in the interests of justice and humanity to the 
consumptive, and that the public may better understand 
how to avoid the scourge, it is of the highest importance 
that the cruth abeut the Great White Plague, te whieh the 

wlical professian is now broadly awakening, should be 
ke Let me state it, in the simplest possible 

ini you who cead this, Lamassuming 
in what follows onl: points: That you are an adult, and 
@ conconsumptive at present, On that bypothes 

(1) You have had tuberculosts 
(2) You have cured yourself of it, 
(3) In the process of curing Yourself you have so fortified 

your body against it that you are safe against “eacching” 
the disease from any other person, 

{4) If you now become a consim 
apm: and hy your oon fault, 

I SUBVERSIVE of established beliefs is this new creed 
that it callsforseme explanation, First, then, itis known 

that practically all civilized human beings of adult years have 
at some p , usually before the age of eighteen, 
contracted some foen of tuberculosis, the convincing evidence 
being that nearly all autopsies on bodies other than those of 
young children show the healed lesions of the scourge. [nthe 
slight percentage where rio lesions are found, lessening all the 
time as the search of science becomes more rigid, it is beliewed 
that they nevertheless exist, but are so sinall or so remote 

clude the investigator. 
What happens is this: The subject inhales or perhaps 

swallows the germ of tuberculosis, which is practically 
omnipresent, and becomes infeeted white still quite young, 
Nature summons all the forces of the body to the defense. 
In a large proportion of cases the defense is $0 skillfal and 
thacoughakme cise invaders are defeated without the subject 
realizing that there has been a fight for life going on within 
her. Very few children are obvious consumptives. The infec- 
Tion does not go far enough to produce the evident symptoms, 

Hot Nature docs not drive out or destroy the invading 
or in typhoid fever, She 

imprisons them. Around each spot in the ling or elsewhere 
where the inf agers have destroyed the tissue 
she builds a wall, This is the taberculents lesion, found in all 
autopsies where the warch goes far enough. Within this 
fortress the bacilli are pent, ahve but impotent for damage se 
long itn the wall holds firm, Subconseiously all this is done 
without knowledge or aid of the personality which governs 
the body, After the victory is won, however, it renuains for 
the personality to mointain the body in its success, for the 
prisoners still potentially deadly if they cao break out 
and spread, 

Now, in. the process of this eampaiga the budy has evolved 
a fon Hed) trim omeWwhat in the sarke wanner in 
hich it produces an antitoxin to combat the bacilli of 

diphtheria, So when the victory is won it has nor only 
rounded up and inclosed the invading force, but it has also se 
buttressed its own outer defenses that subsequent attacks 
fall back from it harmless. How is this known? Through 

we it will be through a 

as 

The Two Worlds in Which We Live 

AUTHOR 

AT 1S strange to feel what diverse worlds» 
j my little sen and T do dwell in. We live 
under one roof, sit at one board, take our 
walks together, yet our environment is dil- 
ferent. In sight, in sound, in smell, ovr 
two workls vary; hardly do the peripheries 
touch, My son sits on nry knee, enfolded 
in my arms--so ¢lose to me, so dear to 

Vt) me!—Dut his life ispassing distantly, How 
eee oes it look to him, | wonder, his sphere of 

whirring wheels and pumping reds? Could he stray into 
the circle of my thoughts, filled as it ix with contending 
nations, he would wander puzzled, indifferent. 

“What is war, and what are Kaisers?" he questioned 
recently, “The words came as a restful change in this mad 
welter of strife and mis ny. Nor is he otherwise 59 unlearned. 
Of steam dome or of salety valve he can give a glib deGni- 
tion. For, to thia small boy, people are pot the vital element 
in life, but a mere adjunct to machinery, This is the noblest 
study of mankind, he feels. But to me his outlook is uniniagi- 
nate. He is my heart's core; T the axis of his existence; 
yet into each other's aniverse we can never enter. 

Tt was the daily paper that first made this clear to me— 
not that the question was discussed amid the nation’s hap- 
penings. Per on the newspaper's arrival my son and 1 both 
rush upon it, [to turn t the war news, while he, with equal 
eagertiess, scans the rare pictures of advertised machinery. 
One morning in the week an engineering supplement appears: 
the day is red-lettered in our household. The sheet, that 
through long, sonless years lay disregarded, is now tucked 
carefully beneath the small boy'sarm and borne in triumphs 

rd. There he books at it entranced —what can he 
understand of it, wonder? Yet to him ic forms a talisman, 
By means of ft he passes into his strange, unknown sphe 

Year upon year of patient, far-reaching experimentation by 
those most careful of all scientists, the German laboratory 
workers, They have shown positively that guinea pigs 
infected with a miki chronic tuberculosis resist the most 
insistent cforts to reinfect them with the disease. Of course 
enough germs can be pumpest into their bodies to kill them 
by actual poisoning, but not to give them tuberculosis when 
once they have had it. Certain daring enthusiasts even sub- 
mitted their own bodies to the test and triumphantly proved 
the truth of the theory. 

UT it Fa matter of all too common Knowledge that the 
large proportion of deaths from tuberculosis occurs in 

adult years, The question naturally arius; “If practically 
all adults are irnmine from tuberculosis, how explain these 
deaths?" The imnuiity is against tuberculosis from without 
bur not from within, In other words, consuniption in an 
adult sa reinfection, a lighting up of the old fires. It ts not 
‘eaught” from without; it is released from within, 
And it is released when Nature's fortifications are broken 

down. What breaks them down? A lowering of the vitality 
of the body through illness, such as long-continued colds, 
mieastes, or typhoid fever, but particularly through wrong 
habits of life, mental stress, worry or exhaustion. ‘The scar 
lisse of the lesions softens, the virulent prisoners by 
and suddenly the disease has the helpless body in 
Such is the German theory adopted by the leading medical 
scientists in that country and gaining wider acceptance 
every day in this nation. [ will quote here but one authority 
Dr. Edward R. Baldwin, of Saranac Lake, a tuberculosis 
specialist of international reputation, a most careful observer 
and a man of the conservative utterance characteristic of 
the scientist, He explicitly sets forth his belief that “adults 
are very little endangered by close contact with open tubers 
culosis, and not at all in ordinary association, It is time for 
a reaction,” he adds, “against the extreme ideas of infection 
now prevailin, 

Consider for a moment the tremendous significance of all 
this to you individually; you for whom the chances are one 
in ten that you will die of tuberculosis. [1 means that, so 
far as this worst of all scourges goes, you need fear no other 
person but only yourself. You peed not even fear your 
ancestors, for “inherited consumption” ix an exploded myth. 
Tr means that your safety ies in your own hands, [i means 
that Youseoabio watehfulness, together with such hygienic 
habits of life as are within reach of all, will maintain you in 
safety, Nature has already won her victory and established 
her sifeguardsin your body; it isfor you todetermine whether 
or not you will make the stfeguards permanent, 

In the nitional campaign against cancer, which has so far 
bern attended with suck gratifying results, the keynote has 
been carly recognition of the disease. Take measures before 
it is too late.” The public must be educated to the same 
point 48 regards tuberculosis, Just as in cancer pain is a late 

mptom, so in tuberculosis the indicative cough is often 
delayed until the ravages have gone beyond hope of check- 

ing. The artist's sister, dying, never developed a cough ! 
Instances of so-called “galloping consumption” are famil 

iar toall, Here the disease appears to run a terrifically switt 
course. It doesn't. It has been progressing quietly and 
unsuspected by the victim for long, showing itself in such 
form. as is obvious even to ignorance only when it hus reached 
the final stage, 

PTIMISTIC literature floods the country spreading the 
cheerful news that nt tuberculosis ily cur- 

able, Tene. But what is" incipient tuberculosis"? Not the 
form which commonly reaches our sanitariums, with fever 

nd cough already developed and the wasting of the lung- 
Hissue only too perceptible, That is advanced tuberculosis. 
The truth about sufferers in this stage is cruel, but it is a 
trath which the public must realize if it is to save itself: 
They usually die. They practically never recover in the 
fullsense.. The tuberculosis roe which people recover socom: 
pletely that their vigor and bodily resistance are animpaired 
is that which is discovered in the truly incipient stage before 
the deadly internal enemies are released in full farce from 

My Boy aad | 

By Edith Ayrton Zangwill 
OP “MY UNKNOWN DAUGHTER-IN-LAW” 

But this is mot the only way in which the intervening dis- 
tance between my son's world and mine was made clear to 
me. One day of late we were walking out together, hand in 
hand, along the homely lane, Spring was in the air, and the 

ing birds were caroling. All ipa night, it seemed, the 
urs had donned their summer livery of green, and tiny 

buds, like verdant dewdrops, pearled each dark, smooth- 
stemmed twig. In the meadows the ing Lambs were at 
play. and the celandine, a promise of May's dazzling butter- 
cup fields, gleamed in the grassy bank, My son, too, bad 
iliscarded his dull coat of winter, With suit of green and 
sunny curls, he seemed the little god of spring. Then, look- 
ing at him more closely, I saw the quick flush on his cheek, 
the shining, startled eyes that testify his highest exaltation. 
He was drawing in the sweet air with long breaths of rapture. 

“Tt isn't the smell of a threshing machine's smoke !'’ he 
shrilled of a sudden, emotion shaking his voice, “It must= 
ves, it must be a steam roller!” 

Ns D yet another time an unexpected glimpse into my son's 
world brought the sume shock of laughter and surprise. 

The little boy was very silent that afternoon, poring over 
somecutalog, which ishisfavoriteformofliterature. “There's 
a picture in here of George V," my son's mursnur broke the 
stillness. Then with an indignant rise in tone; “Goodness 
gracious! It's not in the least like George V." 

1 was surprised at the omburst. § hardly thought the 
child familiar enough with the Royal appearance thus to 
resent @ counterfeit. Curious, | rose and glanced over hi 
shoulder, On the pictured page were only engines, Funny 
sort of George V with four wheels," my son was marmuring. 
“IWsan abs lutely different loco (ype. : 

Trifling incidents these seem, scarce worth the narration, 

And yet by means of them, a+ Columbus frony floating twigs, 
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their walled-in prisons, In the accompanying table are listed 
those symptoms which shouki at once lead the sufferer t0@ 
physician skilled in diagnosis: 

THE DANGER SIGNALS 

Chronic fatigue. 
Loss of appetite. 
Steady reduction in weight, without apparent cause, 
Persistent colds. 
Frequent digestive disturbances and occasional diar- 

thea without pain, 
Slumping of the shoulders and chest in standing or 

walking, 
Swelling of the glands of the neck, however slight, 
Increased temperature or pulse rate, not definitely 

ascribable to another cause, 

The Great White Plague has many allies of tess destruc 
tive power than itself, Measles, pneumonia, typhoid fevet | 
and whooping cough in adults are often followed by tuber 
culosis, because they undermine the natural resistance of 
body. Broachitis, colds in the chest orany catarchal ¢iseases | 
are invilations te the more terrible scourge to break out 1 
the weakened body. Afier che great gripe epidemic af he 
carly “W0's the death race from comstimprion rose toa point 
never before recorded in this country, ‘Therefore ft is the 
part of prudence, after any of these diseases, ta exerrit 
extreme care and not to return to the normal activities uf tilt 
until the body has regained its full strength, f 
How much de you weigh? How much should you weigh? 

Do you know? You ought to. (1 is of vital importance t 
you should, ‘The wontan whose weight is in proper propor 
tion to her height nocd ot fear tubercutosts so long as the 
proportion is maintained. tis when she begins to lose fle 
nelow a normal point that the body is erying to tell her of the 

Wt is less ominous than under dawn of danger, Overwe 
weight; but when it becomes largely disproportionate, ity 

it likely to indicate digestive 
disorders or fatty degeneration which weakens the natul 
esistance of the body, Hit it is the thin, shie 
‘scraway” girl or woman who not only forfeits her birth 
right of beauty, but also presents a fair mark for death's 
surest arrow. In the table on page 65 is given the propet 
proportion of height to weight for various ages, If you vary 
more than a few pounds from these figures it is your duty & 
yourself out why ane to correct the error, Nox that | 
such vari 4 proves the presence of active tuberculosis 
No such alarmist inferesce should be drawn. Bat lt doe® 
indicate some such derangement of the life processes a% 
allowed to continue, is ikely to break dows the body's hard 
Won immunity against the scourge, 

too, is threatening, sin 

vthe head of a large bust 
ery employing many girls and women became 

concerned over tte considerable mitnber of deaths fran) coo" 
sumption among his employees, ‘The wage scale was littoral, 
quite sufficient to assure the woe! i proper food axl 
lodging. Sanitation and hygiene were a hobby of the shop: 
There were plenty of ai ; ample time given foF 
relaxation in working hi i xd, healthful food at small 
prices on the premises, Yet every now ani again a worket 
dropped our of her place, and in the course of time the 
brophoyers insurance fund was drawn upon to pay sanitarile 
expenses, followed usually by funeral expenses. The em: 
ployer worned a good deal over this, Ie seented tu hiatt? | 
be a stigma on the house, But © could he dos He 
took the problem to u practical hygienist, 
“Have your employees looked aver by an expert," wi 

the advice he received. 
The employer brought in the ext 

the girls, wet aside fifty-three for imu 

LITTLE more than a ye 

et, Who, at First sight of 
Hiale examination 

CONCLITDED ON PAGE 65 

ETC 

1 have divined.a new world, the world wherein dwells my 50% 
And s0, I say, these childish babblings prove two worlds—but 
perhaps Lam mistaken, They may prove there is no world. 
acall! Can those strange folk be right who testify that all 
matter lies in the eve of the observer? May the great gl 
itself be a mere adjunct of individuality? Or there ix yet 
another explanation: Doeseach one of us pick out the fragy 
ments that suit him best of che great universal existence; a 
from them, like the caddis worm, build up his individual 
dwelling place? Then heaven and hell may be mere maa 
spun shards, 

CANNOT tell, Tt i too vast a theme. But this know? 
that my son's habitation is remote from mine, And thou 

| mourn the distance, T world mot have itatherwise. Fon 
though I cannot travel ta his world, [ realize it is beautif 
tohim, He has found the lind of his heart's desire, Surely 
they are the princes of humanity who can feel that in due 
season they will enter upon a kingdom and explore, its ye | 
untrodden ways. Indeed, to then their dominion is mort 
than a kingdom; it isan altar, They are not only princes 
they are also pricsts serving a Holy of Holies. Unto at 
engine a man may lift his eves and there find help. A cog of 
a screw may form the revelation of a Divine Infinity. | 

sid so [ rejoice that my little son has thes found religion 
May be follow it very purely. May it leave him no time fot 

t things, no thoughts for the petey personal, And, chu 
I can feel no loneliness, though he ix very far away 

jaye on the flour beside me, 1 stroke his citrls, but he 
knows it not. A little engine is upside down upon hig knee 
“The brake block's jammed,” he murmurs, and morionles* 
be peers into it R 
“God be with you, little traveler!" T wa 

form across the abyss. 
ete his receding 

bo ay 



“+ Teae Up That Rescript, My Dear Karon, Let Us Sit Down, Af of Us, and Work Out the Details of the Contederation!”” 

Suppose the Enperor tlad— 
What Action Would Have Made to Europe 

By Leavitt Ashley Knight 
ILLUSTRATION BY ! WESTON TAYLOR 

, Your Majesty,” the young man continued 
of one and a bali 

wen FRiTls, PrUpOr 
Bulgaria, Servia 

pxclaimed 
rand, bxy ‘that Austria raise a reorganization fun 

ther the billion crowns. Let this be divided inte 
t » the ulations of Romania 

Serer N THE afternoon of che filth of October, § 
poms 1908, Baron vou Achront i i 

hurrying into the garden where his co 
peror, Franz Joseph, svt chatting with 

circle of Austrian and Magyar dub Hera 1 0, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Place this 
and counts over the amazing stecess — | wu the draft? al nery a committee of international bankers in 
of the Young Turks in seizing the 1 Achrenthal mss = E dd Vienna. Instruct the trustees to invest 
Constantinop! ernment during the it to the ¢ id deathtike ir per cent, in the highest grade of securities 
week that hie jist passe our him s with « give each of the seven Balkan natioi 

Wehadespectedl it,” The okl mor don’t li bear { the income cod for apy purpy 
on condition that they join with Aw 

ry in founding the United States of Europe 
group broke into loud laughter, and the old emper 

ted the youth with kindly sorrow and said \ 
tty Hight of faney, my boy! Very pretty! Bur it is litera 

ich waged his head owlist 
an's power Wasa meee Hath 

great foreign mtisister 
+ look of excitement, "Well, what news now 

Majesty ! 

He stopped, seeing h 

orious news! ‘The news we have lo 
heen prayii ort This morning Prince Ferdinan 
Maimed hhh! tsar of the Bulgarians 

AL!" The old emperor rubbed his 
“Excellent news! Your plans are work 

© the dastardly Serbs with that prop 
Achrentha i hise me OUL Of 

hayonet's 5 They'd smell a trick ir 
iny dear Baron ash offer may it was a of mine to trick ther 

Te means," declared a Magyar, cha’ ceasing y operations. Once I'd done this 
new tsar will be leading an army against Cor a aed at ith frightenc stria woul n upon them and seize theie lind, so 

young mun, look faces in the face or 
you down behind your back, And new, Your 

proceed to the signing af the reseript? 
id cmperor muved once grore toward the library 

And the Serhs will join him,” added an Austei 
And they will win,’ an Austrian predic 

N Turk can hokl out against thee 

they'd say 
they'll stri 
Maje 

The 
an audible sigh af di 

turmoil wou 

r n th endlous assuira tice 
“And then,” pat in another nobleman ghoomily 

will come home victorious and try to ture ppointment ever what he ha 
peninsula into a Serbempire. I den't see how your news i wearing 
good news, my dour Baron.” 

The old diplomat smiled condescending Your proph lender young cupquickly, “'Trie!” said he. “Were 
ocy is right —as far as it gue Rut you" fe our ef you ur Majesty, at, the Baron > manage the aflair it 
reckoning the savage fighting that will meng thy ¥ From a diplomat the Serbs expect only 
Balkan peoples when they come to divide the 1 They r iplomacy, Your Majesty, bas alw 
weaken them y mich that there will be lithe strength han gods of war. The diplomat works in the 
and lexe wealth left for the founding of a Serb empire at ts ir wo for centuries the power of 

But if that happens,” interjected onc the listener a three biltic weing the light ‘aur Majesty, do wot let the diplomat 
down will swoop Russia aod snatch them all, And that will fe the matter. Let the people do it—and let them tell 

drive us inte a terrible wv 
“Tart Tut!” Von Achrenthal shook his head Achrenthal shricked. “ Your Majesty, thi 

vou know that the intry to the north of wy 
Germany? Germany, ent on with fine satire, "i ne?” calmly asked the y y 
toha veraf excellent regiments of fighting men, And au ask tha he foreign minister shouted, "You 
rumored that the German Kaiser i+ quite friendly toward us uclviae us to tell the Je truth about the situation? Let the 

world know that we want all the kans? That we must 
‘W VE nothing to woery over, gentlemen.” It was the rel ay's army when the smash comes? That we 

/ emporor who spoke. “Our powerful ally, the ant afraid to wait until Russia gets too strong? Tha 
German Kaiser, has pledged himself to supy andl else!” the youth flash 

ht; ee's 1 out inte th \ 
y first time in the histe let's be hones 

against any aggression be part of StF xk OMe 2 
But, Your Majesty,” interns 

brother, a stockbroker in Paris 
che sped at tha 

ghtened resentlully 
heir ancieat hatred. ag imperative 

An insult to ill seize the first opportunity Germ. 
uriny of faur millions throw 

nto the Rhine Valley: and this tioye it will be On 
with a Vong : 

hh the presse 
¢ word, Your Majesty, thar T might 

speaking only the truth. The wie 
why pretend antong our through ane T grant. your point,” Von Achrenthal spoke ay 

ly, “Should Germany strike at Russia, France will cove ways and our aims are noble? Why do the 
ttand by her great ally Rut the Germans will not t is? Because we h, ways schemed ta seize 
minute on that account. The confidence of t 1 Be ave n en truly at peace with 

ave always been carrying on an underground at Herlin i amazing, ‘1 = hope France 
war with Russia {" they boast. ‘We ast them, alway’s been t to undermine their 
two months, And then, having « vir rity. All this ts called dipkomacy and 
war indemnity, we'll turn to Re name of statecralt. Bur it is war—genuine, 

my frends, we may clearly cont on G 
Isecking us in our present programy STINVED ON PAGE 6 



HIE chaitis high, tosupport her back. She 
sits very erect, for the supervisor is ju=t 

her, but she lifts one foot from the 
brass rod which is its assigned resting-place and 

ings it beside her chair, She wonders idly 
why the company should have chairs so high 
that brass rods are necessary. She has only a 
moment for wondering. In the corner of 
hoard which she faces alight flashes Instantly 

selects one of the plugs before her, draws it 
from ite place a inserts it, in an opening 
Then she speaks into the transmitter which hangs 
hefore her mouth: “* Number, please?” 

“TOR f,"" you reply crivply. Even the fraction of a minute 
which has elapsed between your remaval of the receiver and 
the Number, please?” has seemed too long, You have not 
visualized the girlish figure in the high chair, with her rest- 
loss {uot stealing surreptitiously from the brass rod and 
ewinging beside her, To you and me she is a voice, nothing 
more, alinost a piece of the machinery of the telephone 
service, to be accepted without thanks when things go well, 
ported for mending when things go ill—just a voice at the 
end of the wire. There are one hundred and eight thousand 
‘of her in this country today. my of young womanhood 
with its loyalty bound by the switchboard, Men operators 
area negligible quantity, 

When the telephone was first introduced men and boys 
wore employed as operators to the exclusion of women. But 
the service was not satisfactary. Tempers were short, for 
bidden words were apt to bout 
cindy, inaecuntte 
experimented with a few 
and bove were removed and gi 

mpany had found beyond a doube that in patience, sw 
mper and desire to be of use the feminine element 

xecetled the masculine, Today, with but two thousand 
male operators and one hundred and eight thousand female 
operators, telephone operating must be claseed as a feminine 
occupation. 

This telephone army 
age of the gicl operator 

T 

auth, fe 
hereon y 

the average army of 
ars. Among is bat ei 

these’ thousands of young women there his grown an esprit 
corps, a loyalty toward the company Chit employs them, 
ward each other, toward the instrument that is th 

tt is the intimate companion, that only youth can kev 
spirit of youth that has made it possible for the 
coalize i of impartial, dispassionate service, 

T in Win a night operator sat ac her switchboard. 
Her slim, erect figure and the rounded curves of her 

peeery face told of ber nineteen years; but tense niuscles and 
hnedrawn lines betrayed youth in distress. Indilferently she 
eyed the fash 4 the board before her, inserting a plug, 
moving another, mechanically calling “Number, please? 

inserting, removing, over and over again, Out of the chaos 
of trivial incident, of a young man asking his girl to go to 
the “movies,” of an angry housewife scolding her grocer, of 
a wife commissioning her husband to come home early, sud- 
dently there rang a voice: 

“Tletlo! ‘This is the office of the Chief of Police of Chi 
We'v 

20. 
gota line on your man. Can you get the next train?” 

“Lean get the train, but Vil have to get the papers first. 
“Get the help of the State’s attorney. Hell open shop 

at night for anything so important. And, Sheriff —better 
bring the papers from the coroner's office too, We mustn't 
let the fellow slip through some technicality. 

“AU right, Chief.” 
The night operator sank back. The "man" they sought 

was her brother, suspected of an infamous double crime— 
to conceal bigamy. Perhaps he was guilty; still, 

he was her brother. The girl shielded her eyes from the light 
that flashed and flashed. One shaking hand inserted a plug. 
“Yes, Sheriff, The coroner's office?" 

The trembling hands inserted another ph The connec- 
tion was made. Again there was a moment's respite. A tele- 
shane operator learns to act quickly. She knew her brother's 
poarding-place in Chi ; she could warn him in time. 
Half consciously she lifted her hands. 

“Chicago? That you, Chicago?” A long pause. Then 
almost ina whisper the Words came: "Excuse it, please; it 
isa ntistake,” 

The switchboard flashed, flashed, flashed. Dully she 
answered: Yes, Mr. Sheriff, 1 can get you the State's 
attorney. He telephoned from his club a short time ago.” 

Again she hesitated, [t would be so easy not to be able to 
find the State's attorney, Then the train would be missed and 
he would escape. No one would be able to trace ber aid. 
Desperately she threw in the last plug that delivered her 
brother into the hands of the 

Some hours afterward they d her unconscious by the 
switchboard, No one had connected her with the criminal, 
but during the two weeks that she was ill the relationship 
became known, and when she was well enough to talk they 
asked ber how she could do it. 

“Thad to," she said. “Tt was my duty.” 

ERVICE—snd power. For in the voice that serves li 
tiny. Aslip ina connection may mean financial ruin 

a deloy may result in death, How much she must know 
how much she docs know; and how much she keeps to het 
wi! Every day fortunes are made and lost; reputations are 
blackened or whitened; love is given and retarned—all 
within reach of her ear. Seerets of state that would.set the 
nation by the ears slip past her: seceets that would bow 
the shoulders of a stron: mans but she does not listen-—and 
adjusts her hair, Youth recks little of the affairs of others; 
youth is not concerned in affairs of state. It is the personal 
clement that dominates, and there are times when one's hair 
is of prime importance: the telephone girl, according to sober 
statistics, usually marries within three years, To her the 

& 

By Helen Christine Bennett 

switchboard és just a sw «with a tiresome lot of 
holes to be plugged, not a new field for world romance. It 
looks very mucl as it did the first day she came to the ¢ 

room she entered was nearly filled 
with other girls bound on the same errand. While she waited 
she looked shyly around, She had been in maay offices, but 
few like this. After a month of seeking work in dusty rooms 
with litte daylight and less air, the handsome furniture, the 
sense af space attracted her. 

to secure a position. Th 

She rose awkwantly and walked 
to the woman who sat at the desk in the corner,answered 

pstions asked, and agreed to submit to an examination. 
was rather nervous about the examination, but sbe grew 

confident as it proceeded, Any grammareschool graduate 

PLAST it was her turn. 

couk! read and write, locate Washington, Buifalo, Chieags 
and St, Louis, It was rather “funny” to be measured and 
to find that one was exactly five feet four. She asked why 
they did that 

“Because if you were less than five feet you could not 
reach all the switchboard,” promptly replied the 
woman who was taking the me nent 
turned in surlden sympathy to a very 
leaving the room. [f she had failed in this fi 

her fault, Somewhat tir 
pizl 

it wouldn't have bee idly abe 
approached the other Cests, of eyes and <. 
she waited! in becween she read in 
the table that “only owelve per cent. of the applicants 
and she wondered if she could possibly become « 
number. When she emerged with ber white card of a 
held firmly in ber hand, she was jubilant. She 

The next day she went to school—that is, they called ie 
school,” but it was far different from the one to which she 

had been aceu Instead of from books one learn 
mainly from the switchboard: not a real switchboard con 
nected with real aubscribers, for that would mean inadequate 
service, but a practice board set up and connected just 
beginners. It seemed very complicated at first, but in four 
weeks she had learned how to connect and switch off, when 
to refer to “Information,” and when to “Chief Operator.” 
She had mastered the geography of the city and its outlying 
suburbs; she knew the locations of the various telephone 
exchanges and bow to manage Long Distance ew all 
the rules, and she was prepared to live up to the etiquette 
prescribe 

She had developed a pleasing voice. She knew bow to say 
“Number, please?” in exactly the “right, bright, smiling!” 
tone. matter whether it rained or shone, whether she 
felt well or ill, whether the last call had left her bre 
with indignation, she must say “Number, ple—case?” 
all the good fortune in the world had suddenly come 
and she yearned to share it with the 
So she was marked “proficient and sent out 
room a full-Redged operator, She was very pr 
she took her place before the great switchboard, She had 
been carefully schooled; she knew that by the telephane's 
prompt service it was estimated that three million dollars 
worth of time a day was saved the nation, and she fully 
intended to do her part toward saving that three million. 

A light dashed and she promptly responded: ‘Number, 
please 
aT want Joba E. Green.” 

OR an imperceptible second she hesitated, Then, re- 
membering her lesson, she reiterated with increased 

aweetness of tone: “Number, pleease?” 
"1 tell you I want John E. Green 

masculine voice, pot very intelligent. 
Thoughtfully she pulled out one plug and inserted another. 

The " John E. Green” gentleman was talking to Information, 
and the supervisor at her elbow smiled approval. “1 didn't 
save much time then," she thought regretfully. 

If she was ever to be anything except just an operator she 
must first of all never betray anger. The rewards for good 
service had been carefully pointed ont to her. If she praved 
a good operator she might be promoted, first to senior oper- 
ator, then to supervisor, and finally to chief operator herself. 
And nearly all this depended on four things: First, the 
mechanical ability to handle the switchboard; second, a 
quick wit in emergency; and, more than these, a voice that 
never lost ics sugared sweetness, and a temper that never 

ited or provoked 
a: oF Sey, how long do you intend to keep 

me waiting?" demanded a high-pitched v Are you-all 
asterp down there? Now hurry up and xet my number or 
I'll report you 

She connected in a kind of terror. Reported on her first 
ay! But the supervisor behind her spoke soothingly: "You 

¢ the connection promptly. Don't mind her. You will 

She grew used to it ina few days, She used to an 
endless chain of inconsiderate patrons Who demanded of her 
everything from information as to the baseball sonres and 
the newest plays to “the best preaching to be found next 
Sunday,” She grew used to keeping her temper and to 
answering wrathful voices with that Increased mellowness 

(Page 8) 

It was an angry 

nm 
get used to it in time 

1e Wire 
The Truth About the Girl Who 
Answers Your Telephone Call 

of tone which the gelephone company firmly be 
liewes is infallible in soothing an angry patron. 
She grew used to the rule that a telephone girl, 
no matter how abused or found fault with, must 
never answer back. At first she as well as others 
found this almost impossitsle. Occasionally they 
forget and were sternly disciplined, and in course 

they learned to hold their tongues. 
Experienced operators grin sardonically ar the 
futile wrath of the thoughtless patron and ar 
rather proud af their own calm, 

T wonder,” said one of them, “what makes 
so many people disbelieve me when Lreport a 

wire ‘busy.’ You know we have to be very careful how we 
report a line ‘busy.’ We are told to sound sorry, Liste 
and I'l show you how.” Into the transmitter she spoke in 
tones of deep sympathy, “They don't answer.” Then, ina 
rapid aside, she stids "Hear the ‘sorrowful tone’ on the 
‘answer’? Now listen to what I get.” 

"You girls are just too lazy to connect," shricked a 
feminine voice, “Give me the chief operator. 

Obedivatly she inserted the plug that gave the connec: 
tion, and, as she did so, she smiled pischiewously, "Lazy!" 
she echoed; ‘‘why, if she only knew all the t ne that 
means! Look at what | have to do when f report “busy.” 
Every time | have to write on a ship the number calling, the 
number called, the time the call comes in, my aumber, the 
time the call is finally conne , and TE have to keep of. 

ing for a connection until one in made. Lazy! Ie would 
far easicr to make the connection and have done with 
Listen again 

Acros the wire came ringing masculine tones: “Say, 
operator, do you know when wood vielets fires appear?” 

“TH conver ye ith the Arnold Arboretum,” 
offered promptly, “Now wouldn't that jar you? Wood 
Violets in January, and me supposed to know about them! 
Bue that ber't 1 caution te som . One wot long 
ago | anewered a call from a woman who was plainly , 
My busbaod has just weitton me from sea,” she snapped 
hy sty’s he & i 65 longitude and $5 latiqude. Now where is 

he?” And she expected me to answer! [thought a moment 
then ( just gave her the University observatory 

wglt they ought to know! T gee lots of them: Tour 
1 to know the exact height of Bunker Hill Mooume 
rid mothers ask me to help find their lost Johnnies and 

Susies; but one womun who called yesterday took the cake: 
When I called ‘Number, pleaw 2” what do you stppose she 
said ina pitiful, whiaing voice and dead inearnest; “Operator, 
what can I call my cat?" 

amd 

ER ddenty changed. "Yes, sir, she said into 
the transmitter, her umes crisp and cleat, “you shall 

have him at once.” 
There followed a fashin 

pushing of 
shing and ging, and then a ai 
Thank you, operator; I've got hin, 
The girl sat hack smiling. “One of the biggest busines 

nyen in town,” she confided. “Lf answer a lot of his calls, He 
says [have saved hit thotsands of dollars by miy_ prompt: 
ness, And did you hear him thank n T feet sometioes as if 
I were a part of his office,” 

There ts. a man in Chicago who ascribes much of his busi- 
ness success to thr ‘nical operators who handle his calls, 
Ile has never seen t iris, but he knows their mimes and 
addresses and their birthdays; and every birthday they find 
at their homes a costly remembrance from the man whom 
they have helped. 

A part of the business value of the telephane girl Hes in the 
fact that she is likely to develop a remarkable memory for 
numbers, and that she can make a connection without look= 
ing wpa number, Operators on switchboards in private firms 
often bold in their youthful beads hundreds of numbers, ant 

formation clerks who have been tested have been found to 
remember accurately as many as three thousand 
One of the successful merchants of New York City, it 

telling how he had built up his business, mused I wonder 
how much 1 awe to my telephone operators. Whea 1 took 
over the business there was.a boy at the switchboard. | took 
off the boy and put ina girl, The telephone end of the order 
business increased so rapidly that T soon had two and then 
three girls busy. T suppose the boy neglected the orders: but 
these young women not only took them and delivered them, 
but they also got to know the various customers and to 
remember their voices, The men liked it. The girl would 
answer the call by saying instantly: “Good-morning, Me. 
Holder, what can we do for you today?’ and that recognition 
of voice and the desire to do something for the customer 
seemed to miake a great hit. E shouldn't wonder if those three 
had made me twenty thousand dotkirs.” 

’ 
ERHAPS he thanked them; but the telephone operatar 
is usually accepted without thought i { compensation. 

When an important business deal is on she may fll a vital 
ry but when the rewards are given out, even to the mes 

senger boys. the veire at the end of the wire is not eves 
Mentified, A thankless job," reper n ted one girl bitterly. 
As fur as the public are concerned we don't amount to.any- 
hing.” Then her fac 

of lights, a swift pulling andl 
plugs, 8 hasty inquiry, a pause, another ewitt 
ple fed masculine voice! 

softened. “I must say,” she added, 
“the company’ treats us well." 

‘The company does treat them well 
industry have che needs of the employees been more carefully 
studied, Even the high chair and the brass rod which holds 
the restless feet have been carefully planned and thought out 
with direct reference to the operator's health and well-being. 
Telephone operating isa continuous performance; there 
no rest from it. Therefore the girls must work on shifts of 
seven or eight hours cach, and every girl must agree to work 

Perhaps in no other 

CONCLUDED ON PAGE 64 



WINIFRI 
DANCE 

By Mary Stewart eivtas 
AUTHOR OF “THE SUBURBAN WHIRL 

ELLO! hello!—Is this Mrs, Wilmer 
Winifred, —Oh, Clementine! I’ve 
ET and Jack for Thursday 

wirine Coates 
I'm 

$ visiting me 
as one of my br 

the wonderft 

she’ 

‘with 

, Paxton is us ber palms and the 
Thank you 

t the rubber 
eas, We are 

going t 
i bes 

igh withe 
will be a su 

big dogwood bran: 
¢ shall have enc 
1 do hoy 

mney of men an ave f 
~ Good -by 

Well, thac's settled ! Mrs 
‘0 telephone to her husband, a tall 
Stik man who sat in an armchair, looking aver the px 

MiKazine as he smoked his pipe. She dropped down in a 
rit beside him, her dark ¢ "It's really wonder 

one refusal Put 
Kaan has gone up to write a let 
Onsult about the last things now. | jie out anything more; you've been » 

the lanterns vou bought perfec 
Won't have a minute, 60 

P All right," said her hushand with alacrity, flinging dow 
 thagazine it one vd envelope is rocker and taking @ § neil and lope from hi 

Well, shen, we to havea chimney for th ros 
olored [, mp—T t it here, and it nich nicer 
With that lighted," 

8, it docs, I'll top In to be fitted, if you'll 
Wrap it up in paper for 
hin, ped ity could get a dozen more lemonay ss—any 

M. erson’s brow puckered thoughtfully. “Don't you 
ould be better to have them matched? If we need 

‘set. why don'e we get them 
vo, Mlbright, if you are willing to spend the money. I'l st 
Ou what we have, ‘Then, will you telephone to Giudelli's 
OF three puns al their litthe fancy cakes? Or three and a half —— 
: ‘Better say four.” He laid down the pencil apd looked 

ber with a considering expression, "'T was going to ask 
vat How would you like some patés? 
Tate ‘em to order in a lithe French place where 1 go 
Auth sometimes—man makes a specialty of ‘em. He took 

down in the kitchen one day and introduced me to his 
Wile: nice litthe woman t to meet, You couk 
Your face in the coppers 
Well * Winifred considered in her turn with a swift 
mind ger gleam 0 looked at him. Leslie 
made friends ey stubby members of the 

W Boys! Club over at the Ridge already hailed him almost 
46 intimately ay the whilom college chunts, who were always 

look- 
uring 

tis would he 

mon, Any 

be a suc 

No fear of that 
But hadn't you b 

that she expects you 

D'S fo What Often Happens 
A, 

Bu f With 

naxk 

Not Alway: 

th e Same Cli 

ILLUSTRATIONS BY W, B. KING 

"Well you're very fortur said Miss Coates, "Where 
I've be ing, at Netherdale, there really weren't any 

nd told me the other day of a dance she went 
to where there were Lwi rls as men. But | 
think too many men x few. When 

+ she had so many 
1 

< © ety 
es laughed. “They do i to be. Tell me who 

the Crandalla—you 
rie 

Audrey 

T have list here. 
them, they're c 
the Bannards anc 

the Pa axtons 
they artings; 

ourse; and the Chandors aw 
nen are all so funny te and 

care for her, she's so wtfuls he's 

6 fir Thea he new people there are the 
very interesting and dances well ~and th 

men are crazy over he sings deli. 
there are so many married people, 

Aerence,” interpolated Mis: Coates 
os's hand in hers with a caressing 

IWant!” She flung I 
man't Mean to be But I'm coming to the others, ‘There are the Ricklaw! 

girls and their, brother, and Mr, Roofer and Mr, Sains 
fe of Leslie's —the loveliest young fellows; U just felt 
w Sertad' tliat: the moccene of the. eveictog. ss 

ries aired 

ly quite won- 
and 

have promised to bring 
for us after supe they're 

and Mr. Silverton has half promised to. sing, 
Mr, Chandor are to give usa Russian dance; 

But this is all a great secret—we 
asurprise. ‘Then, af course" 

there's Rex Courtney.” 
tall man witha dark mustache?” 

but he's back again 
ith the ied set; but now— he 

of course he is older, but he's terribly 
. Kathari 

ghtly 
hin 

went away 
be mostly w 
older; 

for a whi 

"said Miss Coates absently. There was 

new tone, The hand 
as the girt turned her 

ing troubling you: I've seen 
I know you want to 

n't 
any ote 

Why 

. Ob, 

it abour 
t want to, 

unhappy 
c? Don’t tell me if you di 

! You're not crying?” 
, some th 
room whe 
I coukd hardly be 

fieve my eyes when [ 
looked in and saw her 
What's doing?’ 

Hush! Speak 
lower: you'll wake 
little Matilda. Yes, 
she's in love. I prom 
ised not to tell any- 
body—if you don't 

chimatthe 
mes last year 

in she was sta 
with the Martins 

a friend of their 
friends from Califor- 
nia, They were to- 

ther all the time for 
three days 
they got pretty 
along myself, Sho says 

was 

hee, but 
all,” Het 
andl a twist t 
brow, and his name is 
*Lige’ Robinson, Do 

im?" you know bi th Ral heres 
My you he was be 

; call on the 

al thet "y and he got in 
Wolo aries wrong from the start, 
in eanks “She isa “he showed 

Wie 1 18 she?" 
too muc that he 

get looleed at really wanted to talk 
asn't told to her, The upshot 

vet. “The Women Tried to Talk Interestedly, With Lepses in Between. There Was a G a that they 

‘she is ed ets 
Come over here on 

» You thay go upstairs a 
. Everything's setth 
A Leslie is going to see 4 

h your stor 
The Wilmers are ¢ 

sine 1 the last things foe m 
Really, he is wonderful,” said M Contralte voice a Sort of untouchable 

Sannel fellow attire royal p 

n with the expression of 
mall, glowing fa That's what every one sa 
“OW what I should have done if I had had a husband 

I don't 
ike 

ine thought pe 
1 and cried, and she 

to, oF 

ws now that 
more and more 
and 

went on impul 
people here don't 

S y just move 
to be different. 

im sorry for her,” 
ight hair. ” , 

P 
his thick, 

¢ furniture; bat we wanted this nut 
We will have enough mien at any rate!” 

(Page 9. 
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"THE PAVLOWA CAVOTTE 
The ‘PrizeSWinning Music for Mademoiselle eAnna Pavlowas ‘New ‘Dance 

By ‘Philip, Jacoby 
Te coveposer of chic pavette, Philip Jacoby, ws) amarded 2 prize of $500 by Mademerselle Anns P. tena, in recent santest open to Amcerican composers, Mr, Jacoby is « California business man, 

but since the age of fourteen, when in honor of his mother's binhday he composed hit j has cudtizeted for bis own pleasure bis talent for composition. Among his other compositions | 
wre musical settings for Long fellows The Rainy Duy," Whittier’s "Angel of Patience” and th Barrett Browning's “Sonnet Number Forty-Three.” } 
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The Girl at Central 

‘ : Bean saseonins 
By Geraldine Bonner r NS BY 

R WILLIAM BROWN tog OF “THE ‘cAsTLECOURT 
xX 

OOKING hack now, | can remember dr ing, the murning 
H frer Jack Reddy's arrest rehill, all trem ul 

with my hands damp and my face in the glass white 
and pinched, like an East Sid in a hot wave. E 
there wasn't anything teembly out the thinking rt of 

the; That-was working. be nan it had <ever, works 
{ before. It seemed to be made 1 speings going swift and 

sure, like an engine that on nt of th est of 

machinery, And thank Heaven it did w hat y for i 
had thought of something ! 

The iden camo on'me ‘in the second part of the nig 
flashed oat of the dark like wire I con wondering 

the man who made the telephor 
Unknown Ve got te callin “th they'd 

hought per had said ut Reddy had found her wi 
this man ar bere had been a terrible seer t hater 
had happened, “the Unknown Voice” was the clew to th 
inystery. The police had tried to locate hin 1 
faite Now J was going to hunt for him. 

myself and hear 
etly simple. From wha 
1 Anne Hennessey | was sure 1 & 

every lover that Sylvia had had. I was going ul 
vee of them up on the phone and tister i 

asn't going to tell a soul about it, Everybody would say 
vou say as you read thy Burt all th eR wa 

sfactory alibis.”” [T knew that as well a ny one, but 7 
didn't cutany ice with me, [didn't care what they'd 
Twas going to hear their voices and see for myself, If I 
uccesslul, then | if 

what to do. Ud hew dy 
Whi the great wy 
known whether to r 
attorney’, anal if | 
Now that ther 

day had been el ny, 
hot to put my plan into execution till th I didert 
want to be hurried or confused by pe nterruptior 
and also T wanted to hear the voi hort ran 1 cou 
do that better from the city elephoned rtok 

at I'd lw in New York on Monda 
ade a date to meet me and dine with me at 

place near Tires Squar 

Moexpay morning I was up bright and early and dressec 
AVZ myself in my best clothes, From the telephone book | 
atthe numbers of the four men whowere knows to have been 

Sylvia's lovers and 
idmirers —Carisbraok, 

Dunham and 
Thad foun 

Anne what thei 
wereand E hac 

fio trouble in locating 
them, With the slip 
paper in my purse T took 
he ten-twenty train and 
urrived in town before 
midday 
On the way over [ 

warked out what I'd 
tocach of them, Tw 

to ask Carishevok 

les His Chair att Put His Heels Over His Fie 

to her,” he said, look 
1 was collected, “citlinly 

etectives, the law and the 
who was soft and dre ‘And anything ele that stands around trying to dis 
up, if he knew where Tage Mx 
Mazie Lorraine, a mani Far be it from me to attempt to d in any 

re who'd once been ir entricit at mi vel Hut there in f 
lowing up Cokesbur know that he was marooned in he Waldorf, had mover 

It was nervy, bu 
wanted! to give him a dig 
having put on airs and 

reated me like a door 
Rot 

had 2 common name 
I'd_ got the wron 

ant “Excuse me,please 
wiul sorry.” Dunas 

was a lawyer and I w 
i dreasmaker that a cus 
omer wouldn't pa 

And Cokesbury w 
too; I'd heard Cokesbury 

was for rent and 

Age 
1 don’t care what we 

nace are the things I see r 
a!" he said laughing: and I didn’s see any sense 
g me that, but he often said things 1 wasn’t on to, 

do you intend to camp on his trail all night?” 
Ido, ¢ thre going 

y station and ring up ‘Edward 1 

ad don't want 
1 1 bun, 

ft saw 
know, The only things | believ 

ring goes with me that 
nna Morganthast 

tong," h 
ne entertainment of Mar 

¥ about the look of him aid that—T 
now just what—made me get all embarrassed, 1 

before, and it took m wise that 

oe T 

never happe 
looking for a_plac I blushed and was glad I'd dropped my g) floor 

srishrook © | could bend down and bile how red ye 
mad as a I tried "*F dence” at a drug road 

1 don't know what you're talking abot ni Sa WL and ag t bt who was ‘sassy 
re? I don't any manicure named Lorraine. ['y i hung up quick. Then we walked along and [ could + 

that B: n manicured in the Waldorf y other h n nbitts was getting interested 
The woman is a tiar"—ar hand so ot Tell you what,” be said, “that servant knows you. T°) 

a hard work not to laugh, and in the middie of i wake the connection, say I want to see Cokesbury on 
for he bad a thin, high squeale on bint like an old usin and, if 1 get him, hand on the receiver to you,” 

fixed it that way, went into a hotel, and | at 
the booth while Babbitts got the house. ing 

1 w I coukl see he was itp ayainst the same propos: 
tion as | had been, He finally had to say he wanted to 
Mr. Cokesbury about renting Cokesbury | 

He turned to me with his hand over the mouthpiece and 
said 's there and he won't come.” 

3 mot 
asa sport; ffi 

& the penalty of being called Re 
sid every cloud, It might have been Smith 

him fine. “Don't apo 

talk with ar ecent th. 

n, | gues 
It wasn't Robi 
andded like Jaspe 
Dunham ¥ awit to get rid of he servant gone to get him 

lie kept on ad J had to chink quick and oukin't sa ether his boss was hame or not, 
qwak unnaturally intel In the m of it—I'd got ! take the message gave him away. Now 
what I wanted was too complicated to tell over , if it's a new voice I won't say a just 

Cokesbu get upand let youstide into my place"; he started and turned 
back to the instrument. “Yes. What?" [could sce a look 

{ surprise come over his fa Soon? You don't know 
in a few days? Hasn ny idea of renting? Thanks, That's 

iby." He hung up and turne 
ry hasn't any intenti 

g for Europe.” 
Europe!" I cried out. “Wher 

¢ man didn't know exactly, He 

hat Mr he plone and I 
It wasn’t Dunham 

Ww NI ta 
/ tried his 1 

to know a young voice from an old one) asked ine \ 
wanted. I said bu 1 he answered 

What is the nature of your busine 
“I'd rather tell that to Mr. Cokesbury 
“Mr, Coke 

Office, H you 
"Say, young feller,"* 

ein tomorrow 

okesbury [ ran into the first 
and a real pleasant y ome. “It was the 

1 of renting and is 

aid he thought in 
y doesn’t like to be i 

tell me what you wish to see him about 
Tin a cool, « ay," uppos 

stop this pleasant little talk, and you in to A 
sbury and lady's waiting on the wire 

“Very well,” he answered, calm and cheerful. “I'l 
you say. 

rrupted in 
eet silent and thoughtful. ‘The 

appointment. I didn't get 
¢ came on him all in a 

day with the 
between it 



were hurrying to catch trains. 1 felt Babbitts’s hand go 
around my arm, s ing ove into a side ft was darker 
there and there were only a few passer 

We slackened! up, and, still with his han m 
be is face down toward my e uf said lov 
was afraid some one was listening: "Kiddo, are y 

‘To wha 

‘Cokesbury, Don't you get it? He won't answer the 

you mean he won't answer at all?" 
unless it’s some one be knows, Hi 

in the office holding the fort and 
We were just under a Lamp an with my mouth 

alling open, for sudden, like a flash of ame to me 
*Soapy !" T gasped and wheeled around 
His face, bent down toward me, wa 1 hunting 

dog's when it sees z tt d, looking 
to mine, “You've made the & discovery in 

thi olly Morganthau. Cokesbury’s seare 
he’s Jost his nerve and és lighting out to Europe 

We walked around into Beyant F 
bench, We were co excited we didn’ 
I'd grabbed Bi, 
{reezing col 

ight at 
. $0 scared 

vid sat down on a 
notice anythin L 

t bold of it, t 
bench with a sleep 

tramp all hy We were as ox 
as if he'd ¢ *¢ Cokesbury was “tbe Unk 
Voice” and that he'd killed Sylvia Hesketh, \ 

«J his alibi aside as if he'd never made one and pla 
1 was to hear him before he got away to Europe 

laid p hen in the dark, sitting close together 
warm, and with che tramp all hopped over and 
seat beside us, 
When Babbitts belt me at the ferry we'd fixed it that he 

was to call me up the next day and tell "d done 
in town, and | was to tell him what I'd ace ished wt iy 
end of the line 

NEXT moriing 1 cried Col 
me result, At ¢ a 

tried twice to get him, asa test,and been told th 
bury wasn’t down today and his whereabouts were an 
By inquiries at the steamship offices he'd found that “ou 

xc’ =~that’s what we called hin on the wire—had taker 
the following Saturday, Thi 

ays to hear the man who wouldn't 
passage ¢ 
was four 

at afternoon T had an idea, called up Anne Hennessey 
and asked her to meet me ar the Gilt for supper, She 
ume, and alcerward, in my room at Galway’s, | told her 

d'to, but she's trie blue and 1 knew it, and shy t 
help. Ht was for ber to come to the exchange the 
ing, call up Cokesbury and ssy she was Mrs 
wanted to bid him good-by before he left. Wh 
imitating Mrs. Fowler, 1 was to listen, We di 
she'd have lost her job if she'd been found out; and I heard 
the clerk tell her that Mr. Cokesbury wasn’t in bis 
that be didn’t know where she could find bir, and that it 
was very little use trying to get him on the phone as be was 
so much occupied prio to his departure. 
When Anne came out of the booth I was 

I never before had my nerves as strung 
alter that t 
do nothing. When he hew 

1 Babbit 
of my last 1 been able t 

anpe he said 
He's not answering any calls 

couldn't get him, It’s no use trying that line 
That was Wednesday, [ had only three 

days, and | n idea how to do it 
Jack’ Revidy was waiting indictment in Bb 

tall now, Hisown mother 
any 

We couldn't stop Cokesbury going nor get anybody el 
to stop hint unless we could light on something mor 
definite than a "hello girl's” suspicions, 

Xl 
HIURSDAY afternoon | was sitting in the exchange, 
fecling as if the bottem had fallen out of the world 

1 hadn't given up yet—I'm not th but I 
couldn't think of anything else tod my ber 
all night thinking; I'd dre 
thin! 

i thinkin, 
de the ¢ I'd put in the pl tions 

thinking —and nothing woukd come. Two days mnore—two 
days more—two days more—those three words kept going 
through my bead as if they were strung on an endless chair 

And then—isn't it always that way in life? —just when 
you're ready to throw up the sponge aad say you're 
beaten —Bang, it comes! 

tame in the shape of a New York call for Azalla 
Like a dream, for 1 was pretty nearly all in, I could hear 

theJoperator’s voice: That you, Longwood? Give me 
Azalla 38. 

And th : “All right—Azalla 383. Wait 
d that queer, grating 

nawerin, 
a minute jogged in and be 
sound, as if the wires were rubb 

Hello, New York, All right for 
And thena wo n's voice, clear 

party. Justa min There you are: Azalla 38 
Phen a man’s voice faraway, as if it might be 
clo; is that Azalla 3832" 
ep, The Azalla garage," ‘That wa 

Mars: 

close and plain, 
This is Mr. Cokesbury's butler." (Believe me, U came 

f Cokesbury lodge. Get it? 

measage for Miner, the man 
away. I'm Miner. 

“He wants to know if you found a raincoat in that auto 
he had from you last time he wasdown? Rainenat; water 
proof. Do you hear? 

ir, | hear perfect. We've got it and I'd ‘a’ sen’ 
any time and it , but I thought he'd be down ag: 

way just as well to keep it here.” 
“That's all right. The coat doesn't matter; bat he's 

lost a key t maybe he left it 
Have you f 

“T haven't § Lsee?" There 
wis a pause while I prayed no one would come in or call up. 
My prayer was answered, ‘The: hing to interrupt 
when | heard the garage man's voice again: “The key"s 
there.” 

ad the hh 
u to do it up. 

Good work! Mr. Cokesbury’s 
ide down looking for it. He want 
and give it to Sands, the Pullr 
twenty tonight. I'll come acre beaten y 

“All right, Will E send the raincoat along too?” 
“No, he doesn't want that. He's goin’ to Eure 

day and I guess he's calculating to bay a 1 
for your trouble, Good-by." 

“Good-by. 
I dropped the “‘cam,” sat tight 

kept coming in and out and calls ca: 
wires, and [worked swift and steady, like an operator ¢ 
got no thought but for what's before her, But my 

and thought. Pi 

1. gruff and sharp. 

I've just come in feom 
step I found a pack 

veakey init. [poticed that it wa 
phia and 
seems toh 
you and I looked you up i telephone 
phoning now from Jersey City 

She : was very cordial then. His voice was the same d 
waiting fe m 1 to Sylvia, “That's very kind of yoo 
mon uw tful, [can't thank you en The pack 

the Pullman conductor and he’s evidently 

Then shall £ give it to the Pullman conductor now?" 
If you'll be so kind. My servant's gone over there to get 

it. Just hand it to the conductor tall, thin man whos 
name Sands." 

right off, Ain't it lucky I foun 
urprised “Very. ['m deeply grateful. Ir would have put me to the 

size on his _ greatest inconvenience if it had been lost. I'd like to know 
“to whom I: indebte 

"Oh, that doesn't need to bother you. Im just ap ny 
cling down on the train. Awful glad I coukd be of any 

wod-by.” 
te till I got my art quieted down, 

ald prov all for Babbitts's paper. Luck was with me 
on the blink, 1 out of ¢t around that night, for he was there. I couldn't tell bist 

"Sure. He ‘. everything—I was afraid; but I tokl him enough to sho¥ 
within ste him I'd landed Cokesbury and he answered to come across 

to town and he'd meet meat the ferry, Teau bout apit 
pulled out « stip and at the other side he was waiting 

ttin hand through my arm 
; “PE got a taxi here, We'll 

“Come on,” « «I 

alking quick for t 
it up to defe 

zot in, supposing he was going to take me somewht 
dinner, but he w When | heard where we w bow 

cared: it was to Wilbur Whitney's ho I was 
Reddy's lawy 

He's expecting us." Babbites explained. "I called 
ibe after I'd heard from you. You sce, kiddo, we don 
to 1 winute, for we can't stop Cokesbury going 
swe got munething to stop hie fos 

a big, grand mansion. 
watting to hear who 

RK. WHITNEY'’S house wa: 
butler et us in, and, withou: 
howed us into a coom with lights in bunches along the 

indly gold chairs and sofas, and a floar that 
between elegant, soft rags Babbitts and 

tir of tramps sitting side by side on two of tht 
I was nervous, but Babbitts kept me up, telling 

Mr. Whitney was a delightful man and was going 
to jump for all | had to say. Then we heard steps coming 

catch him at dinner 
¢ of his house. Wher 

g like a le 
2 woman's 

is Mr, Cokest down the stairs —two people—and L swallowed hard, being 
dry in the mouth what with fright and having had no supper 

1 that she was going to = Me, Whitney was a big man, with a square jaw and eyes 
nt. He spoke so easy and friendly key I've just deep in under thick eyebrow 
ere tell hi wants to t you forgot how awful! inp and keen those eyes wert 

a few minutes ago on the ad how they watched you all the time a were talking 
A young man came with him, a rea! y chap, that he 

M rig ntroduced to me as his son Cong’ 
ET knew he vet wy ating so Thad to yilda's have actest nore cordial to me and Babbitt 

it hard with andl T had to bite my lips to p if ‘d been the King and Queen of Spain, When they 
th imber, But ! beard him—clear and distinct down and ne Lo tell them what L knew | loosened up 

tin my car—1 tL was g int. Foratlast quite natural and told the whole story 
' the Voice! The young man sat sideways on the gold sofa, amolimt 

and looking into the air with his eyes narrowed up as if he 
was spying at something a long wa Mr. Whitney 

slouched down in an easy chair with his hands was sort 
white woman's, hanging over the arms. Now an 
then he'd ask me a question —always begging my pardot 
for interrupting —and, though they were so calm and quiet, 
1 could feel, as if it was in the air, that they were concem 

ted close on every word I said. 

When I got thr Whitney said, very cheerful, a# 
if E'd been telling some yarn ina story book: '’Phat’s very 
i Miss Morganthast, and very well told. Quit 

ft, ch, George?” and he looked at his san 
. cless as you aid George, and, as c 

s cigar ashes on the rug 
forward, clasping his big, white 

tween Ids knees and looking into my face, ha 
ing, but with something terrible keen b 

* How can you be so sure of the voice, Miss 
I don't know wh he phone 1 could rex 
voice of my own 

"You get that way in my work," T answered; “ yout 
rained for voices." 

ysolutely certain,” said young Mr, Whitne 
you overheard the mun spol 

ing place in his auto? 
» Um certain be said that 

ad looked at his father. “And investi 
he had no auto 

he kept no b 
H' 
no ot 
the 
bad country roa 

“Um I" answered Mr, Whitney 
ested, and then he maid tome: "In this message you hear! 

> hint was given of what that was the key af?" 
sir. ‘The man ju it was important 
ry'd had the house upside down loki 

saki Mr, Whitney again, I rather f 
you've done us a double service; in hunting 

you've stumbled on a key,” 
Mr. Whitney laughed. ‘It 

distance of cwenty 
aso't inter 

probably the key 

d said his father and foc wa on the 
f he was thinking 

bbitts spe ip. “Don't criminals, te matter THIS LITTLE PIG GOES TO i's on So anit et cies pA ag dence to) 
said Mr ney. “In most crimes there's a 

attention to detail, The large matters are 
and skillfully 

curious 

VERSES BY WILBUR D. NESBIT well out And then sorte 
minor px ted, 86 forgotten, sometimes 

PAINTING BY JOHN NEWTON HOWITT not realized for its proper valuc 
He got up and shook himself like a big bear, and we all 

rose to our feet. 1 was feeling pretty fine, not only from the 
having delivered the gots, but also proud of mys 

gh the interview so well 
HIS little pig goes to market, 
And this one to sail the foam; ery 

And this little pig goes a-marching to war, oe Kohat te 
And this one the world to roam — know yet the full value of the work you've done for me and 

client. But, whatever th e may be, you've 
But all little pigs, in the twilight, shown kee mess of mind as surprising a8 it is anual.” 

pig Ny iow just swelled up with importance and didn't know what 
Turn back from the paths they roam, Behind Mr. Whitney Tcaukd see Babbitts's face, all 

And bring you, my laddie, from lands afar, and [ was so glad be was there to hear. | 
To Mother, and Rest, and Home. 

don't know and J don't 



"They s 
and buried ber poi 

rowens 
ing numeral 

ime a more 
, with w 

an do it 

she did nar 
hroni 

he 

re must be # 
t let yourself catch « 

7” i Mis 

re getting.” 
replied M 

nsee wh 
Th 

new board at 
th red fips in an oval face 

in her 

\ Regutur Home With a 

g the arc 

Titel 

und like New Yi 
1 nose i 

ani 

aks at you—whec 
ashier ea: “That's wh 

She removed her glass 
with distended eves 

blush 
¢ of blu 

Titma 
ned the 

ther in the 

ve the 
ass Hawley & ¢ 
ring with busine 

ight t ights on ane 

iss Tirmarsh, t's Eve,” 
a lestger. 

plexity and then laughed, Here 

rlude, the same being 
Jue eyes that looked up into 

that was thrilling, Miss Tit- 
time; but she was un 

1 the cash 
but with 

oncern- 

He roared with 
burlesque. But Miss Titmarsh 
Jushed, and that was worse 5 

ften, when she did 
place 

she 
shing i 

and 
possible 

sympathized 
of them 

“ Nothing 
buy whea they 

to ch 
© won’ 

"it would be a good 
citing, Why not put 

lark anyhow, If that 

were replaced with 
xiny ean Gx it tonight with- 
They make a specialty of 

awa 

fast for Billy, "T-but the 

would pay for itself ina month, Hawley & Company's 
wer is Main and Miss Titmarsh took down the 

“You noodn't worry al Hargus, I'll 
wee that they get it in all KEW 649 Bak Billy went home a little flustered; but once there be 

ongot are lights, reflec sand Titmarsh 
Suen a dark, Lati 

ccentuat lang jet ¢ 
Leverything within n 

] > 11) . 0 the vies. 
| ai | | \ Yes ae 5 y at work the next morning 

i] acl) x corted Miss Simpl new 
4 v of Renna and at his noisy wound 

. ae jer tightened her lips and glared at hint 
3) > Ways a Woman Has her glasses. His smile was going at top 

wer in his buttonhole, and, hands in 
cketa, he strode up and down, admiring the new reflector 

a with all thedeligh 

‘ Xe idea 12" Miss Titmarsh o 
HLLUSTRATIONS BY IRMA T EAUX plural p ; nop books a hundres! 

+ better,” leaned against the 
ounter. "W bout these long black 

wil There was no reply 
LLY HARGUS was a round little boy with a smile, rceeptive to 1d tre ery quick! ly, te seek her opinion, 
who grew int round littl man by @ gradual but encounter with it hele promise of n't yer 

Te, SHPAistent iner in every part-—except the smile, — ber bein fortune tellers snake charmers,” 
tt wit fie as it was possible fora smile to seriously as he A sudden mist gathered in her eves as she watched him 

me even before: he xduated into trousers, Billy wa: teny Ber return to th £ the store with much of the elasticity [e't Out of drawing at any stage in his growth. Each year I gone fron look of almost maternal tender 
ta tim with an accordant increase in Latitude and jongi rept ured face, He such a be 

and with the sil But—she compressed her lips 
} his father died Billy literal! dl into his nm be needed looking after, During 
" and shows had been his father's busine yiwction, he was safe; but after bus 
ie ver considered any other career for w under what Lavender 

sy 0018 ti He liked the busin ou it fall; and she worried, 
AN oce ble conversatio! te were three Fates weaving the 

tore revealed a segment of Main Street 1h 
Lively and interesting. For the rest he liv 
le room in an agreeable boarding house; he never ARRIVED « 
@ performance of the minstrels of the circus; and be H andy unde eh 

and socks in the colors he had wanted to wear when rrings in the 
boy. What more could a man ask? ness of her lips. He 

of aput oes get married ?"' the Major 
Mrs. Burretle, who kept the agrowable boarding 

1 J¥hy should’ he gee married?” was the tar 
n't he a good ho 

"and the Major's wife sighed, f 
“Bue all men ought to get 

be nearly thirty 
Tbe it from me to encourage any 
rejoined Mrs. Burrelle with compressed fiy 

man to mari 

tethow a good character when they see it if it wears a tight Mat sit up the t nai Ove | ved night 
A day i¢ will me minx who knows her j 

ath? You think that new cashier of his —?" began the 

Mrs. Burretle shook her head decisively. “Ido not. He Ais Tiimarsh and she looks She paused and frowned 
“ghtfy ‘But Billy’s appetite isn't what it 

eres something the matter with bin 

Tear there: was something the matter with him, Billy first minx that ¢ 
of pf lataus himself wasquiteaware. He-stood int wa Titmar mets Shop, asking himselt wh had fallen “ ures. 

xe of delicious melancholy alternating with moc 1 t of her al 
elarest. What had become of his appecite.of hisdreamle re man. 
nu Mber, of his delight in the "mo Being a perse 
; tenes whatscever, Billy cz the conclusion that FURST car 

in need of a tonic, and dropped aver to “old I : 
rutkton’s, ‘The doctor thumped him and kneaded h g 

bad to his various organs, and then stepped bee 
hind the thick spectacles 

vsked Billy 

wrinkle j inkie in his watery ey 
What do T need?” <0 write you a prescr ak the doctor 

op WVlien be had descended to the street Billy 
Pened the folded bit of It contained two words: 
A wie 

Billy Even the bei 
h th grance of 

afternoon sunt d about his feet as 
slucent as honey rs were tr 

i; bed in th alluring materials and colors of the #1 ¥—by thunder!" he gasped, 
io™, Billy was not an indif 
ae but he was easily discouraged, and gut the matter of a possible wife in the hands of Fat “ot thas that well-known power would work things out toa PUsactory conclusic ow a frightful suspicion struc hin y conclusion. But now a frightful suspicion struck 

gazed about him dazed 
1 Street seemed re 

yellow Miss Titmars 
heck 3 

* She Soatked, “Why Doncha Look 
You're Going?" 

thar) fuiat if it was not that Fate had overlookest him, bur f 
mine se werlooked Fate? Billy recallex that lv crept up the stairs 
iett have been; he remembered his advancing and — Shedids dering it Fat 
enuland there he came toa decision: From now « brig ‘Ater into ac "Hum! he would we partnership with De 

Mrs, Burrell 
wing forg 

recollection of Mi 

was not a dangerous c 

right with a box of 
the iniquity of je 

Simpkins's oval face and 
the home steps two at a 

sth 

took 
time, flung open the deor—a 
sintost ran into that young lady. 

She carried & suitcase, ber 
hat was slightly awry and her 

‘ ith anger, 
1” she snarled, 

cha look where you're 
out flung, 
or behind ber, 

Mrs. Burrelleadvanced down 
the hall with a portentous 
gravity. “I asked her for her 
room,” she whispered. “One 

© too careful, you know,” 
he swept ay, the corn 

complete righteous 
‘om her 

ant 
sympathized with it, making 

plans accordingly 
had as her gu 
le school: 

After that 
tempestucd ig at the 
door Billy foun hyness of 
ttle Miss Felicia Poor, with her 
gentle gaze and her mouse- 

mst soothing 
arlor tagether 

ts things, like 

qua 

and tal sere 

growing sweet peas and class 
room discipline, and he walked 
home with her very slowly 

Burrelle was waiting up 
and something in 
him hesitate 

ah, nice little gich, Miss 
© ventured, 

n't she!" agreed Mes. Bur- 
relle much too readily, “She 

anes fr home town, you 
know. Sucha nice little thing, 

to her family.” 
tared inquir- 

You 
{ to put him away finally,” 
to the very core, and won- 

and 80 superic 
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i! + Ts £ , rh F The Husband Who Makes His Wife a Thief 
‘The True But Little-Known Reason Behind Many a Shoplifting Incident 

By the Superintendent of a Large Department Store 
ay. KNOWLEDGE of shoplifting grew 

W from the need that stealing should be 
NY || stopped inourstore, Thievery by those 

(who came in ostensibly as custom. 
Jers had grown to proportions where 
it was seriously affecting the company"s 
profits. Moreover, it was beginning to 
demoralize the sales force, It was too 
much to expect, indeed, that weakness 
of that character would not overcome 
seme number out of the many hun. 

a dreds of girl employees as they came 
to know that women of social prestige and good name were 
constantly escaping penalties justly due them, 
When Thad come to my position as superintendent of this 

reat department store [had brought one conviction that 1 
Eelieved then, ax nov, to be fundamental for success of such 
ashop, namely, that whereas you deale with people in masses 
of hundreds of thousands, you must know them in units of 
one. This is the great principle of service by which customers 
are attracted . bur it is no less vital in dealing with 
employees, or with any other group with which it is needful 
that you come inte contact. Whatever the problem, there- 
fore, which I was called on to solve, my first purpose 
and constant effort was to gain acquaintanceship with the 
individual people involved, 

In accordance with this theory, in order that I might have 
requisite knowledge of shaplifting it was necessary to have 
acquaintanceship with the individual shoplifters, So day by 
day for many months, f forced my unwilling self to go to the 
store-detective’s office, on call, to interview the women who 
were brought there for cause, 
We were justly concerned at the extent to which shoplift- 

ing had gone with us, when the physical inventory for a 
single three months" period showed a loss of twenty thousand 
dollars in furs alone. Even so financially powerful a store as 
ours. ted under that loss, The repressive measures 
familiar Co store managements were put into quick and full 
operation, and the word went out that active prosecution 
was to be made in every & whatever the antecedents or 
connections of the persons involved, secking full penalties 
from the courts for the offenses committed. 

TH Effect was early apparent upon the professional group 
that had been operating. Hall a hundred were taken in 

the first month, ard more or less stoically accepted their 
respective fates, The difficulty of maintaining our policy lay 
in what was to come, and that which never ends—the steal- 
ing by women to whom exposure means the loss of all that 
they hold dear, and unutterable misery to themselves and to 
those about them. The conviction which was being forced 
gradually upon my own mind was expressed abruptly one 
afternoon by the last man in the world from whom | should 
have expected it—the head of our detective force, He was 
gruff and often cynical, He dealt constantly with women 
who were weak, if not criminal, He was thought to be hard- 
hearted by many, and certainly he was seldom charitable in 
utterance. 

Tt was not a pleasant gathering. The chief detective, the 
inspector from the near-by police station and [ sat in the 
outer office, where for ewo hours we had forced question after 
question upon the frail woman we could now see through the 
glassdoor of the inner room, in an effort toget from her the real 
explanation of the fact that she had come deliberately into 
our store to steal, It was only at the last, when almost every 
reserve had been broken down, that she inadvertently laid 
bare the facts which showed the truth; and the facts were 
like to th of many a case which preceded and which 
followed thi 

“Well, John," 1 said, "what would you do?” 
He wrathfully kicked bis ewivel-chair around toward me 

and blurted out: ‘I'd like to jail hee husband,” And the 
inspector and [ nodded assent. 

here was nothing in her appearance to distinguish her 
from thousands who might have been seen in the crowded 
aisles outside this room. As we had talked with her there 
had been continual evidence of an innate refinement entirely 
at odds with her unfortunate position. Without marked 
attractiveness, there was yet a reminiscence of comeliness in 
both her figure and her face that led one to visualize the girl 
of twenty as one looked at the woman of forty, When, bit by 
bit, we got the story 1 found that ihe Shee familiar to me 
then had been the haunts of ber girl! In this community 
‘one still heard tales of the luxury ich her parents had 
lived, The old house, with its multitude of rooms and its 

ious gardens, hact since become, with hardly an altera- 
thon, an entirely ailequate dormitory for 8° popular gee 
school. The father had possessed large funds and had spent 
them liberally; and it proved afterward that he had spent 
them ent! . He bad brought his daughters up as pets, 
lavishing upon them everything for which they expressed a 
wish, and he had said that be had no desire for them to 
know the value of money, for that was not a thing for girls to 
worry their heads about, 

From among her suitors she had accepted a young banker 
of eminent respectability and much professi fessional promise, 
and they had moved to the neighboring city. Her father's 
parting injunction to the newly narried, husband had been, 
“Remember! My girl knows nothing about money"; and 
the new son-in-law had peculiarly interpreted this as an 
injunction never to allow ber the use of any—this girl who 
had never known the want of the merest trifle 

ISILLUSIONMENT must have come to her very 
quickly, but pride of some sort kept knowledge of how 

things went with her from those at home Secouge the years 
before they died and the estate disappeared. Her banker- 
husband prospered and became constantly more self-centered 
and exacting. ‘Their establishment increased from time to 
time, but moderately always, and he became somewhat 
renowned locally asa rich man whom wealth had pot spoiled, 
“He docs not splurge,” it was said; but it was not en 
that his wife actually had never had a cent to spend except 
under his immediate oversight and criticism, 

She had first sheunk from recognizing the situation; then 
rebelled at it; but all to no . The self-complacent 
narrowness and the sex-bigotry of the man made concession 
impossible. Then, for a time, she accepted things as 
they were in all their petty details. For instance, she made 

and remade her clothes until she became @ positive genius in 
accomplishment along these lines; and when the imperative 
need arose for her appearance in public she appeared not 
badly among those of her own social rank who spent their 
money without restraint or supervision. More and more, 
however, she avoided the need of going out, and became 
gradually almost unknown even to her husband's intimates. 
Meanwhile, at home, exacting economy at every point bad 
to be her portion were she to escape the petty and humiliat~ 
ing complaints and condemnation of her Sabend. This was 
during a period, too, when outside honors were coming to him. 

MIGHT have continved so indefinitely but for a com- 
paratively trivial thing—the projected visit of her only 

living sister, who had planned to come from her entirely 
happy home in the far city to stay through the holiday sea~ 
son. This brought to the nervously overwrought woman 
the greatest dread, lest her plight of years should at last be 
revealed. There was mingled pride for herself and a certain 
spark of loyalty still for her husband in this, seemingly, She 
lay awake at night and worried by day for fear of what the 
kindly keen eye of her sister should see; and she determined 
that nothing of the truth should be seen, The clothes she 
had foregone for herself, season after season, she must now 
have. No more than ever before did she have any money, 
but she bought and charged until the dread of the time when 
her hushand should demand an accounting became too great 
to allow it to become greater, 

‘Then it was that she deliberately turned aside from the 
rectitude of a lifetime. There was something defiant in the 
way she had gone about it, There was definite resentment 
against the workd in general and the way it had been ordered! 
for her, combined with determination to keep from others, 
at any cost, knowledge of her dependence. 

Tt had been lite t at first: a handkerchief; then a 
lice collar; then a waist; all taken by atealth and not 
detected, There would have been no knowledge about thes, 
cither, except that she seemed to wish to make the full state- 
ment, once she bad admitted the theft of the picce of ermine 
for which she had been brought back from the sidewalk as 
she stepped from the store. 

It was but a few days later that a somewhat dissit cane 
demanded attention, in which it was illustrated how circum- 
stances could break down moral resistance in as many weeks 
for one as it took years for another. She st, nervously 
clasping and unclasping her hands, struggling 10 control the 
hysteria into which ber detention had thrown her. She was 
but an attractive and somewhat spoiled girl in appearance, 

gb dy marked with a trace of sullenness if one looked! 
closely at herface. She had been married only a few months. 
in which all her dreams had been dispelled and romance had 
given place to sorditness because of quarrels about money. 

ER hushand had a liberal income and spent his money 
with free hand. He delighted in the reputation of being 

“hail fellow well met" a: his comrades. He had never 
taken anything seriously and no more did he take married 
life. He had entered upon this scemingly without thought 
of any of its responsibilities. The necessity for expenditures 
beyond those for his personal satisfactions appeared to have 
come as a surprise and a shock. His greatest facetiousness 
at home had come to be a sarcastic monologue, by which he 
seemed to amuse himself, making fun of the little purchases 
which she deemed it desirable to make for herself or for the 
house, He had never allowed her the use of any money 
except she besought him for it; and he gave her money for 
the household necessities with an air ‘of contersing a 
upon her. 

‘The girl could not understand it in the least; it was all so 
different from what their relationship had promised to be 
in the days but so shortly gone by. She neither had the 
disposition nor the ability to adapt herself to the ways of 
this man whom she had come to know, as he was, too late, 
Accustomed to many indulgences, she probably missed them 
out of ‘tion, but when she tried to divert her attention 
to little luxuries she found herself without any means by 
which to secure these. For a long time she fretted and 
cried, and then like the child who wished the moon—and 
almost as instinctively—she reached for it. 
A motherly looking old lady was the most unusual type 

of offender with whom we had to deal at any time, She had 
all the superficial attributes of a gentiewoman, and most of 
the essential ones as well, She greeted me, as | entered the 
room to meet her, with a perfectly definite and straightfor- 
ward statement: “I am not only a thief, but also a fool!" 
This ie most caren ate itn pena alae my 

expericnce for an inquiry such as | wished to make. [| was 
thoroughly at a loss pes as thoroughly interested. 

| “A GRACE BEYOND THE 
REACH OF ART” 

BY LEE C. HARBY 
S THE to the flower, 
As the song is to the bird, 

so ee Dicom tn i oes, 
As the tone is to the word— 

So to Beauty is the kindness 
Of a thoughtful, tender deed, 

And to Justice is the blindness 
That lets Mercy intercede. 

(Page 16) 

She made the examination very simple, awaiting a cle | 
only, now and then, before entering upon an easy recital 
details which we wished, 

She was visiting friends in the most aristocratic suburb of 
the city. She had with ber—and we later verified all that 
she said-—savings bank and check books, showing het | 
Immediate cash resources to be something above ten thon 
sand dollars. She had, likewise, eight or nine times thi 
amount in good, interest-bearing securities. She was at 
active member of a peominent church in her home city, Her 
reputation for goodness was absolutely unaullied among all 
who knew her. | 

Years before, when very young, she had married a frugal 
man. y bad together fr uxuries, and some com — 
forts as well, laying by a Tittle from time to time, Later she | 
had reason for believing that the way was becoming easier, 
but yet there was no change for her. The same careful 
management on her part was stillexpected, With her, again, 
it had been the case that no money was ever available except 
on request, with statement as to the specific purpose tt 
which it was to be applied. 

SAnwHiLe. she accepted these circumstances, undet 
some improvised philosophy, and kept herseli mentally 

detached from any attendant irritation or vigorous desie fot 
change. It had been two years after their golden wedding 
when her hushand had died, genuinely mourned by her as bt 
had been genuinely loved, 

She was brave, with courage enough to face the trath 
about herself, In fact, she stated things more baldly than [ 
should have been willing to state them to her, The Last ching 
in her mind, as she told-of her life, was to reflect in any Ne 
upon the husband whose memory she so truly chert ji 
The first trace of her breaking down came as she spoke of 
him, when tears sprang to her eyes and her voice choked at 
she sid: “He was sucha good man! Lam so glad that this 
never happened during his life!" The anomaly of it was that 
it bad happened, as she herself testified, except the detection. 

Nevertheless, her words about the goodness of the mat 
were justified in the lange. It turned out after his death that 
be had been as unspanng of himself financially as of her: 
Mis will left everything to her, “for whom,” he wrote in, 
with a touch of tenderness, “it has been saved through all 
these years.” 

The irony of it all wasas genuine a tragedy as could well be 
imagined. The first thing she had ever taken from a stor’ 
had been a searf, fora token of eomembrance on his birthday: 
Other gifts had been provided for in like manner. ‘Then att 
occasional need for herself had been met after the same 
manner. None of these things seemed to have raised any. 
oer in her hushand's mind as to how they had been got. 
araduaily habit became formed with ber, of conscience 
became lulled—whatever it is that happens. 

She told her story in low-toned voice, simply and directly, 
with an occasional trace of surprise, as though the propos 
tion seemed different to her now as she camte to put it into 
words, but with never a suggestion of excuse fur herself, 
Finally she said: 

“Te is well that this should have happened now. It would 
have been wrong that I should never have to say t 
myself in my thoughts, or to put into words the fact, ‘Lama 
thief,’ as | have done today for the first time." 
Our about never making an exception in these 

cases broke down here, We verified all her statements, We 
also found that she had dallied about the jewelry counter for 
more than an hour after taking the pin, secking an oy, 
tunity, which did not offer, to replace it unobserved, This 
latter fact developed from the report of the detective whi 
had had her under observation, and not from her herself. 
She made no plea for particular consideration, but we did not 
feet en going farther in her case than putting the record 
an file, 

FEW weeks later I reecived a formal little note from het 
home city, written by her. It read: 

J have been thinking much about your kindness to me and I know 
it to have been unmerited. Still, L have lacreasing thanktuluest 
every day. ‘Perhaps my punishroent is heavy enough to have had i 
look at myself as I really was; but the fact that my dear hushanil'* 
nanse was pot brought iste publle disgrace by me, now in my ald age. 
seems tbe one important thing. For the future, dear sir, be assured 
Chat thought of this will do what self-respect has failed todo. May 
nye store ie Ulessed by the heartfelt gratitude of an appreciative 

woman 
Perhaps most frequently there appeared the wives of 

young ‘workingmicn, “Thele husbands had Witla enough ts 
spare, to be sure, but they seemed to fail entirely in under: 
standing how much it would help to share that litele at 
reliewe the absolute financial dependence of these girls, mam 
of whom had been themselves wage-carners before t! 
marriages. Not infrequently the articles taken thea 
were not of large consequence: ribbons or laces to adorn tht 
habies’ clothes; ornaments to make themselves attractive, 
as compared with others, in their husbands’ eyes; or oftet 
little gifts for these same men-folks 
Day in and day out, there waa little relief from the pity 

and tragedy of these cases. Old and young, they came 
went. Wives of professional men, of business men and of 
workingmen were in the train alike, The alleviation of ita 
was that they constituted so small a vetportios: of those whe 
came into the store, but considered by themselves the group 
was depressingly large. 
A mitigating feature, however, in the histories of thos! 

who erred, was the infrequency with which pure selfishnes 
appeared as the prime motive. As our data became sui 
cently extensive so that they could be used as a basis fof 
deductions, we made the generalization that all too often the 
woman shoplifter was the product of conditions imposed by 
the husband, As time has gone on, conviction has becomt 
strengthened on this point. If this be true, even in any com 
siderable measure, it must be symptomatic of 
hidden within many an American home, which have say 
and will sap sweetness and happiness from it. 

The sins of the woman whose extravagance wastes the 
family's substance have often been held up to just condemmat 
tion; but Jet us not forget the culpability of the man wha 
humbles his wife by excluding her from that which is justlf 
hers—either a competency of her own or a joint proprietare 
ship in the family income! 
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Grorrrey McRirney 

letters to him last year, and they 
reached him.” 

‘Oh, last year!" the offic 
answered stonily. “He might a 
been bere year, | only came 

rary.” And be turned with 
insulted gloom to his labors, 

fas far as 
wind 
{the man 

do be a Cheistian about 
(ve come from the East, 

thousand miles, to find 
Halarkenden, and [ know he was 

ago, It's 
awful Won't you 
treat me like a white man and 
help me a litle?” 

October 4 
TER J had read your 

ning it was 
ing beaten 

¢ blaws—like 
and 

etter this 
f | were 

care 
Lean’t wait to tell you; I'm 80 
glad, so triumphant, so wretch 
that T caree-that it's i 

re desperately, as m a 
woman or man since the founda 
tion ef the world, You 
\ t to life, ane T care le ever resisted 

{cBirney when he 
he stolid 

W p 
ieoffre 

pleaded with 
potentate turner 
ing, and did mot know chat what 
he felt stirring the dried veins 

ia him was charm, "Why 
od slowly, 3 

his own words; 
you i Lean. Glad t' hel 

anybody.” 
There was & cocksurt assist 

anted to let you comes 
that it left me blind and shaking 
tosend that telegram, Rut there 
isn't any question. If T let you 
come T would be wicked. [, with 
my hanefut of broken life, to let 
you manacle your splendid years 
toa lump of stone! Could you 
think T would do that? Don's 
you see that because I care I'm 

o muck et ant in the back of the dirty 
your. sanctum, and to him the friend first answe i of mankind applied. ' tush of 7 n forgot kenden—Robert : there. was anything: intima or napped out. “Course I remem 
space except the Rood which ber, Gardener up to the Edward 
catned me out on a a of j Rei ye art ws ping, every nl McBirney thrilled as if an 

fer if youd think 1 if vent had happened, “Unc dec if you'd think me beazen if Ted” was ‘the Edward Reidses,’ 1 told you how it seemed? A ext” was “the Edward Reidses,’ 
if your arms were around mean ie might be her narne Reid 
the woeld reeling 
life and right and wrong all « 
solved in the white heat of 
act. 1didn’t soe or h 
Tput my bead on eh 
your weiting in my: locked room 
and simply felt —your arms 

If this were to bea happy love 
affair TL couldn't write this; I 
would have decent reserve, 1 
hope; I would wait, maybe, and 

or 
months ago, I think,” MeBirney 
suggested, breathing a hit fast 
"I thought he might be back fy 
now 

aid the cocksure 
aber. ‘Course 
up. Old man 

one. 
Family bro 

e didn't," the parson 
icted him. “He went to 

many.” lee you fine slowly P 
But there j 1 have to “Aw, well, then, ‘f you know 
tell you pow be this is the mor'a 1 do, maybe he did go to 

Anyhow, the girl got 
And Halarkenden, he 
around since, Leasta 

Germany, last! You can't write again; I 
won't let you throw away your 
life, Pmgoing to keep you 

wa ain't had no letters for 
[ESNAS realizing that 1 mt him.” ‘Then there was an undue 

which beat me to earth Hence, it nd to th offic itl 
adow, “That all 
scksure, thirsting to 

t hack to wor 

ak of —the girl who was married 
ather, speaking very slowly 
Miss 

“With That He Whirled and Flung Out an Arm. ‘There Me Cormes—My fers 

ouble, and the doctors think his char 
ubeim at once. It was decided last night 

w had the passag # Saturday within an hour 
then this morning the Jerter came ‘s00n ; 
myself together a little | began to see 
looked to me as if somebod y—God 

ic Band 16 punish my useless life and Ke your s 
away is the means He is using. For you a: 

tity that if Ih. you I 
Savon and ald 1 have fought the 

sand glamour that is through even y 
ur hands 

MecBirney 

“Old man's 

lut the name never got out, MeTirney cut across the 
He would not learn that name in this way 

he said quickly, "Thank you. Gooxl-by.' e's all 

‘0 GEOFFREY MBIRNEY went back to St. Andrew's 
And the | i than the fi 

Varcuesrme, St. Andrew's Parish House, May 26, 
Rican Marston, Esouime, 

Marston and Brooks, Consulting Engineers, 

¢ not be, what migh: 
Worse 

and felt your touch! Oh, | woul 
mast do it; but it would have killed me 
possible this way 

For I'm going 
press my add 

> I'll go ing happens 
at the last of June, and 

in particular to wast gv to Boston, 
or where do we meet? Let me know when we're to start; 
ikewise what I am to bring. Do you take a trunk or do we 
send the things by express? I've never been on a long motor 

unle I think. It's more 

dofinicely, and all 1 have to do ise mome 
You can't find it out, for Robin is 

Away te to de some work of 5 
and you can't come here and inquire u 
can you? So this is all—the end! “Wh 

Suddenly I feel i ¥ all over 
the one cha ad in my 
buttertl 

« the matter 

it's just what | would have wante 
nything, which I haven't—muech. 

What | mean is, it will 
deal; and it will be with you, 

over. But you mf 
you to know it 

Something was w i you won't find me gay, It's been a rotten 
One i help him in the { t's left me not up to much—not up Co 

t. Thin, happened and the bottom 
said the rector dropped out last autumn. The fact is I'm going to clear 

ou! hing elve. T want to talk to you about that; 
I'd thought, maybe, of a school 

y ters. You remember that 
sone with the money? I wrate you. I tutored 

at's where I got the notion. [ had luck 
and I've missed him a lot since. So maybe that's 

g—I don't kw We'll talk. 
his is ended. 1' Waaking 

letter to the ‘tor is written; 
f his holiday. { think I've stopped caring what 
-willssy, but I hate to hurt him, But, you see, | 
hrough and it's the only thing to do—just to ge 

Besides, f pi at one definite job for a sort of test 
fell through. That settled it. 

I wanted to tell you ald sake's sake, Besides, 1 some: 
how needed to have you know. And so now I'm going 

ater should begin its work visibly 
day use the pistol. But 1 do say that because of you I will 
try to make any living th do count for someth 

body. Tam trying. You are to know about that “Surely,” 

NAN 
ag were on 

ting off a 
Forest G: 
the wide 

day you wil r 

think now you care for me. I'm leav 
but it's all Tcan do, Why thu 
fering? Why may I not have 

at love you—he there fi 
ing hard; I'm t 
Tecan only clin 

Ted; I can't sce 

my job; I have 

> answer qu 
the other at all. 

he answered coldly after 
ook as if in an ague. 

<li open with we 
rof the Parish House, 

Scaudiig over it; bending to i sitting not blow it away. 

t 



motoring with you. Write me about the trunk, and about 
when and where, As ever, Mac. 

PLS. We needn't see people, need we? 

x 
Te automobile with the two young men in the front 

seat sped smoothly over June roads. For a week they 
had heen covering ground day after day; tonight they were 
due at Dick Marston's cor scountry house, to stop forfour 
days before the return trip through the mounts sins 

“Dick,” reflected Geoff y MeBirney aloud, “consider 
again about dropping me in Boston, I'll be as much good at 
@ house party as a erpe veil ata dance. You're an awful ass 
to take me. 

“That's up to me,” remarked Dick, “Get your feet out 
of the gears, will you? The Emocys are keen for you and 
T said f'd bring you, and I will if | have todo it by the scruff 
of the neck, Don Emory isaway, but he'll be back tomorrow." 

ndid!" And then “Twon't kick 
know; I'l merely whine and sulk,” the other went on con- 
sideringly. “TID tate it and ll be ugly-tempered and 
they'll detest me. ree you, however.” 

"It is," responded Marston, and no mace was said, 
So at twilight they were speeding down the long, empty 

ocean drive with good, salt a in th ‘ir faces and the lights 
of cottages spotting the opal night with orange blurs. 

It was a large, gay house party, and the person wh 
heen called, it told from one to another, “the young 
Phillips Brook: 4% lion ready to their hands, With the 
responsiveness and friendliness of a good man of the work! 
there was something beyond: there was reality in the friend- 
Tiness, yet Suipeeoeathy a detached attitude, The man bad 
fo ites to grin felt at every turn that this important 
part of the fi onatite world was unimportant to him. 

rough his civ there was an outcropping of savage 
honesty w made the house party sic up straight: more 
than once. So although the people at Sea Acres tried to 
lionize the dark, tall parson with the glowing yet indifferent 
eyes, the lion would not roar, for he was a reserved beast, it 
seemed, with a suggestion of unbelievable yee genuine dis- 
taste under attentions, That point was alluring. One tried 
harder to soften a brute so worth- 
while, so difficult; three or four girly 
tried. The lion was outwardly ¢ 
a gentle lion when cornered, but se 
dom cornered. 

He managed to get off on a long 
walk alone when Angela, of nineteen, 
meant him to have played tennis on 
the second day, The June afternoon 
was softening rosy dimness as he 

, very tired, hot and grimy, 
of soul, 

Slory be! tea-time’s over and 
they'll be dressing for dinner," he 
murmured, turned & corner on 
eight of “chem,” A glance at the gay 
group showed two or three new faces 
among them. More guests! Me- 
Birney set his teeth. 

Mr. MeBirney,"" “Just in time, 
Angela Seas him. “Don Emory’s 

beets ing up the drive. 
Geoffrey answered. pers 

and even as the two words 
navery rang from the group 

ae eek id Winthrop ought to have been 
in bed. [t was six-thirty and he was 
four years old, but his mother had 

something tena p 
she wore too! 
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on!” 

Fm 

LL tell you when I love HIM: when Task, 
did?"—alter a dance or some- 

thing—" What did she have on?" I love to 
watch HIM struggle to become almost fem- 
inine to please me. Then all of a sudden his 
wonderful masculinity breaks out with an 
“Ob, 1 don't know—I can’t remember— 

green, or—oh, I don’t know!” 
I'd bate HIM if he did know exactly what 

McBirney shook his head impatiently, and Dick sighed, 
and in a moment the door shut softly. 

Things were vague to McBirney fe aes longer, and a 
sleeping powder kept him drowsy the next morning. "But in 
the afternoon, w | ence came for his hourly look at 
he pa y lie Birney," T want to talk to you,” 
AT right, okt aa, Dick answered; “but first just a 

word, T hate to bother you, but somebody's after you on 
long distance. The fellow has telephoned three times; f 
was here the last time. He says 

The man in bed groaned. “Don't,” he begged, and ae 
his hand out impatiently. “I know what he's wanting, 
I don't want to hear, It’s no use. Shut him off, Dicks 
can't you?” 

° Id man," Marston agreed soothingly. “Only, he 

1 know what it is; don't let him sy it,” 
valid, quite unreasonable, entirely obstinate, 

ce from the vestry of acity church had, unknown 
at the time, come to Warchester to hear him preach 
intay before he had Jeft on his A letter from 

the rector since then had warned him that chey were full of 
enthusiasm about his sermon and himself, and that a eatl co 
the rectorship of the church was imminent, This was a pre- 
liminary of the call—there was no doubt in his mind about 
that—and, knowing as he did how he was going to give up 
his work, writhing as he was under the last proof, as he felt it, 
of his unfitness, the thought of facing suave vestrymen even 
over a telephone was a horror not to be borne, 

“TUST tell ‘om I'm dying, Dick; tell “em anything, there's a 
good boy! Only I won't talk to anybody—not today nor 

tomorrow anyhow.” 
“All right," Dick agreed again. The patient was Musted 

and excited; it would not do to goon. “But the chap said 
be might cun down here,” he added, thinking aloud, 

The patient started up on his elbow and glared. “Great 
Scott! Don't let him do that. You won't let him get at me, 
Dick? I'm sorry to be such a fool; but just now— 
teday—two or three days—Dick, I can't ——" he stam- 
mered out, his hands shaking, his lace twisting, 
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WHEN 
I LOVE HIM 

By 
ESTELLE LOOMIS 

room. . 

again! 
T love HIM when I say: “Oh, I don't need 

rubbers today.” 
he says: "What do I care what a little chit 
like you thinks? You put those rubbers 
Sometimes I've had them on all the 

His face is adorable when 
sliding in my name, lik: 

T love HIM when I deliberately do up my 
hair in a new style, to see HIM get that 
puzzled, dissatisfied look on. 
ways he says: “No, I don’t like it! It i 
like you at all!" Then I'm sure he's think- 
ing of that first wonderful time we met 
at East Springfield. So I pretend that I've 
got to telephone, and run upstairs into my 

. » And afterward, in the parlor, 
it really almost is East Springfield all over 

l love the way he has of every little while 
“Tsn't that so, 

Margery?" Somehow, sometimes a dining: 
room table comes right in front of me, and 

a parson, because the child's blood by some happy chance 
was not on his head, were banded to keep his pai for 
him, to cover over his cowardice with some distorted theory 
of courage. Perhaps they did not know, but he knew, about 
that base thous! determined egotiem, that shour of “1 
won't! Lwon't!” before the car caught him, He knew, and 
never as long as he lived could he look the world in the eyes 
again with that shame in his soul. So he went aver and over 
the hve minutes of the accident till all covering seemed to be 
stripped from his strained nerves. 

XI 
UD berter dress now and go down in the garden 3 and 

sit there,” suggested Dick the next morning. “Take a 
book, and wait for me there. The place will be empty in 
twenty minutes. I'll be along before luncheon." 

ve garden rioted with color. The listless black figure 
aire through the sunshine down a walk between a mast 
of huge scarlet oriental poppies on one side and a border 
swaying white lilies on the other, Ranks of larkspur lifted 
blue spires beyond. The air was heavy with sweet smells, 
mignonette and alyssum and the fragrince of roses, white 
and pink and red, over by the hedg be hedge ran on four 
sides of the garden, giving a comforting sense of privacy. 
There were no voices fram the house; bees were humming 
somewhere near the rose bushes; the first cricket of summer 
sany vay song and was as suddenly quiet. 
The black figure strayed an down the long graveled 

between the flowers to a rustic summerhouse, deep in vines, 
at the end of the path, There were seats shes and a table, 

MeBirney sat down in the coolness and stared out at 
the bright garden. He tried to pull himself together; he 
reminded, ene that he could still work, could seill serve 
the world, and that, after all, was what he was in the wor! 
for. There was a reason for living; there was hope, he 
reasoned, 

And then, “Hopehope!” he cried aloud bitcerly. 
The hopelessness, the helplessness of under-vita! whi 

és often the real name for despair, had caught 
toils again, His arms were thrown out on the rough, rustic 
table and bis throbbing head lay on them. 

here was & sound in the vine 
darkened lithe summerhouse, _Me- 
Hieney lifted his head sharply. A girl 

. stood there, a slim figure in black 
clothes. MeBirney sprang to his feet, 

ished, angry. 
en the girl put out her hand and 

hed to the upright of the opening, as 
if to hold herself steady, and began 
talking ina hurried, tow tone as ifshe 
were reciting. “J had to come to tell 
you that you were not a coward, but 
a hero; and that you saved Toddy 
Winthrop’s life, and it's so; and 
Dick Marston says i" ‘on don’ knew it 
and won't Jet him tell you and I've got 
to bave you know it; and it’s so, and 
you have to believe it, for it's so!" 

‘The girl was gasping, clutching the 
side of the summerhouse, with hee 
face turned away, frightened, yet de- 
termined, 
“Who are you?" demanded Me- 

Birney sternly, staring at her, 
‘There was something surging up ine 

side of him, unknown, unreasonable; 

Almost al- 

his pulwe was hammering: why? He 
knew why, This sudden vision of a 
girl reminded him, took him back—he 
cut theough the idea swiftly; he was 
ill, unbalanced, obse: ‘with one 
memory, but he would not allow him- 
self to go mad. 
“Who are you?” the man repeated 
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automobile, time; and when I poke out my feet and I just have to shut my eyes for a second and sternly, 

infant aso 3 laugh Hove to have HIM pretend to beat me. tink. 1 am sitting in @ fresh, clean, Dolly nit Be pitt turned and looked up inte 
human with a life i. Varden breakfast gown, and—children— rim, tortured fac hall shy, 

MeBirney, sta he aie drive, I love HIM when I say: “Don’t you and HIM. [Then he wakes me up suddenly; mai jaug hin all glad. ciate 
whirled, saw the small figure ten feet think Nannie May Adams is beautiful?” He he says: “Seems to me you're looking me," she said, "and Leame.” 
down the drive, the machine close says: “Oh, yes, but-——" How I love that Figs pretty tonight, aren't you?” And With that, with the unreasonable 
upon it There was time for a man to > “but! ltisaperfectvictory forme, [know “Oh, [ guess it's this blue waist, certainty that happens at times in 
spring aside; there was no time to 
rescue a chile. 

A lightning wave of repulsion 
flooded” him, “Have I got to throw 
myself down there and get maimed 
for a fool child whom everybody de- - 
tests?" Without words the thought 
flooded him, 

Then in a strong defiance the utter honesty of hi+ soul 
caught him. “Ef won't! I wan't!" he shouted, and was con- 
scious of the clamor of many voices, of a rushing movement, 
of @ man's scream across the tumult: "It's too late; for 
Heaven's sake, don’t!" 

It 
“No, and you won't; you're not te talk, Shut up! That's 

what you're to do." 
‘The eyes closed; MeBinney was inadequate to argument. 

t ew minutes they opened again. 
loquence now,” warned Dick, 

WAS a day later when MeBirney ned his eyes te 
ik Marston Shut pt! ort fered Dick. a 

is Re iat it's torturing me. Was the child killed?" 
Dick Marston's face looked curious. “Great Scott! don’t 

you know what you ——" 
McBirney groaned inwardiy. “Yes, know. | was a 

coward. But I've got to know if—the kid—was killed.” 
Coward!" gasped Dick. 
Geoffrey put out a shaking hand, “In merey, Dick" —he 

was catching his breath, flushing, laboring with each word — 
“don't—talk about —— Was the boy— killed?” 

* Killed, no; sound asa nut. But you 
“That's all,” said McBirney. His eyes closed and he 

turned his face to the wall. 
But he did not got e seat He was rie to erred it—life 

with self-respect ‘The last thi ie remembered was 
that second of rel ‘lion against wrecking his strength, his 
good muscles—he had not thought of his life—to save the 
child. There had been no time to choose; his past, his char- 
acter had chosen for him, and they had branded him as a 
coward. He put up bis hand and felt a lump on the back of 
his heady be must have got a whack, after all, in saving his 

es me 

“Didn't jump quick enough, I suppose,” he thought, with 
a sneer at the man was a coward. 
After a while he heard Dick Marston stir, He was bendi: 

over him, “Got to go to dinner, olf man,” Dick said. “ 
wish you'd let me tell you what they all think about you,” 

it is perfect agony for HIM to acknowledge 
her good points; and he tries—oh, so hard!— 
to lift me up to her New York level. I just de- 
light in praising her more and more and more, 

pee It's just my color.” 

could 1? 

And Dick Marston, as gently as 4 woman might, took in 
charge this friend whom be loved. “Don't you sony 
Geoathe. The bears sha'n't cat you this trip. Vil settle 
hap next time he calls uy 
NcBiney fell back with clowd eyelids, relieved, secure in 

Dick's strength and loyalry. He lay, breathing quickly a 
moment or two, and then opened his eyes, "When can T get 
away, Dick?” 

“We'll start tomorrow if you're strong enough." 
You needn't go, Dicky. UM get a train. Pm —— 

“None of that,” said Marston, “Whither thou goest, for 
the present I'll trot. But—Hope Stuart’s anxious to meet 

Vho's Hope Stuart?” 
Marston hesitated, looked embarrassed. “Why, just 

a gi he * But an uncommon sort of girl, She's done 
some big things, Cousin of Don Emory’s, you know, Came 
yesterday, just before your party. She—she's—well, she's 
een from the ruck of “em; and she said she'd like to 
ner ye . TF sort of promised she could.” 

McBieney flushed. “TL can’t see people, Meo ” he threw 
back nervously. “They're kind; it's decent of them. I sup- 
pose, as long as the boy wasn’t ki he stopped. 

Geoff, you've gut some bizarre notion in your head about 
this episode that Loan’t fathom,” said Dick Marston, * What 
do yon think happened anyway?” he demanded, and stopped, 
horrified at the look on the other's face. 

"Dick, you mean to be kind, but you're being eruel—as 
death,” half whispered Geoffrey McBirney, “I simply can't 
bear any conversation about—about that. 1° ‘ve got to cut 
loose and get off somewhere and—and arrange." 

1S voice broke. Dick Marston's big hand was on his. 
“Old man,” Dick said, “you're all wrong: but if you 

won't let me talk about won't—now, Look bere, we'll 
sneak tomorraw, Everybody "s going off in cars for an all-day 
drive, and ['ll start, and pull out halfway on some excuse, 
and come back here. and you'll be packed, and we'll get out. 
Vil square it with Nanny Emory; she'll understand. ll 
tell her you're crazy and won't be hero-worshiped.”” 

“ Here-worsbiped!"” McBirney laughed bitterly to him- 
self when Dick was gone. These good people, because he was 

(Page 28) 

were cheating HIM out of something he 
ought to have too; but I conldn't tell HIM, 
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1 feel as if 1 affairs which go: povoad, reason, he was 
certain, Yor he did not dare to be 
certain. “Who are you?" he threw at 
her for the third time, and his eyes 
flamed down into the changing face, 
the face which he had never known, 
which he seemed to have known since 
time began. 

The hiughter loft it then, an she gazed at him with a look 
which be had not seen in a woman's cyes before, “1 think 
you know." she said. “*Toddy Winthrop isn’t the only ane. 
You saved me. Oh. you've saved me tool”. Every infec 
tion of the voice—the buoyant, soft voice which he rement 
bered—brought certainty to hi “Tam Hope Stuart,” she 
said. “I am—"August First.'” 

HI" He caught ber hands, but she drew them away, 
“Not yet," she said, and the promise in the denial 

thrilled him, "You've got to know—things.”” 
s Don’ 's think—don't dream that IIL let you go if you still 

care,” he threw at her hotly; and with that the thought of 
two days before stabbed into him. “ Ah!" heeried, and stood 
before his happiness miserably. 
“What?” asked the girl. 
I'm not be to speak to you. T'm—I'm a coward. You 

don't know, but I let—let a child be killed as much as if he 
had not been saved by a miracle. [t wasn't my fault he was 

vd. I didn't mean to save him, 1 meant to save my 
“he persisted with savage self-accusation. 

girl, and he told her, ‘It's 
gh she answered him then. “I told the doctor 

this morning what Dick said. The doctor says it’s the one 
monest t in the world after a blow on the head to for 
the last minutes before, You'll never remember them, ¥ a 
did save him, Your —yourcharacter—decided for you.’ 
Here was his own bitter thought turned to heavenly sweet- 
ness. “ You did the brave thing whether you would or not. 
You've got to take my word—all of our words—that you 
were a hero. You jumped straight down and threw Toddy 
into the bushes and then stumbled and fell, and the chauffeur 
couldn't turn quite fast enough and he hit you, and yout 
head was hurt,” 

As when a gate is mpeees into a tock the water 
pour in with a steady rush and covers the slim 
ply, faery) so peace poured into the discolor 

is mind. 

Suddenly the gate was shut . What difference did 
anything make—anything? eo are married,” he stated 
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And then a 
ames before me 

hat cc 
inze 

vascrmbly There 
2 community 1 bomen 

hrough such a ¢ girls. A preacher or a lecturer students have any idea of the wor goes on and the 
catches inspiration from them—a dull man canr thought expended for their ber it just “happen” 
monplace, a gifted man rises to umexps ! ‘ ! that at midy examinations, when it is cold and snowy 
that youth, with i1s vigorous life pulsing in s r ci adevery oncis tired and excited,anespecially good luncheor 
crous vibrations, catches up those who come i an $ ser To know the housckeeping af a modern college 
it. And her there is a wistful face—a g f ured. | in itself a liberal education 
keep the pi hose nature does pot resp f ne ni 
of tune with her surroundings, Is she stupid rail i 7 \' OLLEGE could make us: of some ol aily 

1? Ls she #0 narrow she cannot aut of herself ing of children naturally Jed these young mothers to che needs. as material of instruction, Fort we 
sibly all of eh For our women jegesare little workls, ic science cavers a | field, and it i ien 
made up of all kinds of \ « college failing aur {into its equivalent of home knowledge that every 
For it is, after all, composed of individuals, of many udent need girl iv too alten accepts, 
many minds, and each one must be helps ay ides of the long peeparation required to perfect 
way to truc growth, Thedanger of numbers i is set before be is true on the intellectual 
sible cause of failure that suggests itself, Thi ad it isalso Crue on the material side. It 
istrue not onl vnwe ges, but alsa of s with dea in view that the founder of 
all other schools and institutions in general Hc allege insisted on domestic work 
Where many people have to be taken care of each student. After years of trial (in both 
order anil system are required, and the dan enses) it was abandoned as impractical 
that the system will become so autocratic, 0 It may not have bees conducive to the order 

vowerdul, that the people will exise for ch hig kitchen to have one set of students 
, ot the system for the people, Man i peeting potatoes and another set preparing th 

rious animal, the species loves communit But it did keep the students in touch 
hfe. But as civilization bas progressed the with the daily needs of living with which most of 

er life, It would 
hat form of 
should be 

have te d 
actical to got 
ruction, But sate me 

individual develops. [1 is the individual amie them 
the surrounding environment, of neighbor 
fellow-workers, who is the problem of the stu 
ILis the same problem inalt schools and coll found to make the connection between the 
A school, a grade, a student, these are intellectual and the physical 
elements’ of the problem. No one of them The new research has sed) such wonder 

An exist, af we cnceive of nool, without in the value and properties of differ 
the others, But to turn all stuc out in the ent foods that wh entirely empirical has 
Kime pattern, to dwarf the better-endowed anil me a more of less exact science, with pew 
stretch the dull-witted, is 10 lose the best possibilities of discovery on the horizon to incite 
tach, 10 weaken the efficiency of the whol the learner 

The question of vegetarianism used 
No the college for wonten takes up t wd on emotional or moral grounds. 

problem in a bh w, raised to a it is argued in terms of heat-producing ¢ 
higher power than the school. There are en tion of aleo ) purely mor 
trance requirements rt the action of poi 
them in so far ther efficiency. ‘The 
in dive s the thir are seen to have a sound ph 
has her own gift ul Laas 

stinct worlds of matter 

ad spirit. Spirit permeates matter and makes 
ic alis and matter furnishes the base for the 

f spirit. ‘This great interplay is the 
triumph and the tragedy of life 

awa best possibilitie 
her to choose wise 
powers of her adyisers and teachers 
student comes with a new freedoms, a 
hoice in studies, a freedom from the 
if home, a freedom for new fricndshi are 
vCLIWET be ol new | alics an i | Tis no m er a , matter? Never mind Happily the days are so full of routin : 
if hastening to a recitation, and bur the old laugh n 
the athletic field, that not afl of these wophy. And two an 
ties dawn upon the Freshman at once. Bu gether in the tiniest atoms the microscope 

reveals. every girl, in che t her min s v 
to 
real 

If our age glorifies the commonplace, is it aot 
4 fine thing to do? Most of us are common 

ce, but the “vision splendid” ¢ 
heyond the x lof youth where it is seen to 

¢ ona chimera but on a basis of fact as 
solid as any we k 

And the college fails signatly if it dees not 
make this conrtection. Not only does the 

liege fait for al but especially it 
fails for woman students because they are the 
repositories of life 

Ss! ILL another danger of failure is that of let 
+ ting the student overtax her physical powers 
This is not alone a college danger, it exists in 
U sel and institutions where girls are as 

sembled, Attention is more and more paid to 
physical perfection, but the need of such atten 
jon and the nex y for corrective work have 

ver been 80 # i Ist Never 60 ac 
ng habits of sitting and 

* subconsciously” is the modern worl 
s this new atmosphere and is kindled | 

these new enthusiase 
The questions which are asked, by both the 

doubters and the believers in colleg 
for women very fundamental and 
reaching. Joes the college r 

to satisfy the demands it 
quickened life that it fosters a sane and 
some life, one which fits the student to pr 

t wt her feet, wit! 

1 continue 

ke good 

road in which sh 
profit and happiness to herself and to thos 
about her? 

In general 1 would a 
yes! This the constant tata 

$1 know anything abou 
s, Intellectual life and the 

and in hand, The thing 
ares of the mind an 
constant ge 

rt than the temporaliti DOCTOR CAROLINE HAZARD 

nid time 

the women's colle 
do these very thie 
life af the 

heart, are held’ up 
incentive of life r asur 
It has heen truly said that our colleges are che - — ——---—— ake curvature ¢ spine to same 
great strongholds of idealism, us ery common defect, ‘The 
poople if it should cease to he so, if in the h is often responsible for this poor 
of learning crowded by the most ambition Wr Young mer neral care wing g years a girl is seated a lange part 

yung women the gleam should cease to be the m xperin ach day on a chair too high or too low for her, leaning 
al incentive th of botany, ting with beat head and crooked shouklers 

spine is warped in its growth. When she 
wossibly for the first time, a thorough 

fecrs are found which she had no 
O women’s colleges were founded on the same tradition 

asthe men’s. The sme studies have been pu 
was natural when it was neces prove that a sted, a barred from sports she had engaged 
conquer them. That st gone by. Noone whose opinion ill the defe Tc 

of value will now pretend to. deny that a girl can mast ¢ low Competent Womar and directors 
hematics and the exact sciences. Granted, then, that work so that many a student impre - 

girls are to be taught, shall the colleg st idly in vigor under guidance. The danger is in the 
the would teach boys in both matter ai contagious enthusiasm which leads a girl to spend too muc 

ports and athletics and in habits of late 
tempts her to squander her reserve, 
rdless of the future consequences to 

e children, 
at youth h sexes “Know thyself 
ot been said before, Lam nota believ 

of reticence.” Not everything can 
but the college docs fail if it teaches 

source of strength as 

aut yus problem which each w 
is trying to solv Forth 
that girk 
should it 
prove equality? The whole trend of modern th 
toward differentiation. 

atum. The underly inciple 
and honesty, moral honor and ¢ 

For r and women will exist s! 
existed, It is the best kind of we 
duce, not a hermaphrodite 

y should they try 
to strive so constantly to 

W re not boys. 
be considered nece great func fwoman,and he 

in fuller oO meet it, 
tof ina 
ves, in the 

must. pro- 
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THE IDEAS OF TWO WOMEN 

A Daughter of Today A Plain Country Woman 
IAT is democracy? I have 

lately heen accused of speaking 
like a snob in regard to the 
relation le who are 
thrown together in the clone 
association of housework. The 
person thus accusing me asked: 
Areallwomensnobeat heart?” 
inob”'isan awfully ugiy word. 
is also" snub"—both sound 

«they mean—but, like many: 
other disagreeabhewords, they are often misapplied. 

We continually hear read the statement 
that we are rapidly moving toward genuine de- 
moxracy, and as progressive people we are called 
upon to demonstrate our democracy. 

have a most ardent wish to move along with 
the world, to adopt all new things that are goed, 
to recognize every improvement in living, and to 
avoid being that unbappy thing, an old fagy, Hut 
1 should like to suggent hi ww the benefit of the 
chiliren we are educuting we try to determine 
what demvcracy really is. Where shall we begin 
whea we try to teach a child to be a real deme 
crat?—for, of course, everybedy now krows tbat 
education is the in of all our problems; and 
while popular upi 
Liment sometioes accomplish reforms, the steady 
work of quiet teaching is Uhe thing that counts in 
the long run. 

Thelieve the popular idea of democracy is that it 
means a general breaking down of bars, a lowering 
f ideals Jong cherished by the “gentee!,"'a letting 

of certain estublished forms and customs 
much that our ancestors 

fi 
Ido not think that this f Uhe true ident of le- 

Can we nut make the” leveling” process 
"owe? Is 

ard democracy must people of 
ive wuy to people who lack them? Can 
without standards—anil does democracy 
1 the standards of the ignorant shall be 

set up? 
How can we meet the misunderstandinges of 

poople inbued with these mistaken ideas af democ 
racy? Vor it & to mistaken ideals of democracy 
that the incessant friction that exista between 
‘women employers and theit employres is due, I 
conscientiously believe that as yet the greater mis 
understanding is on the part nf the employed. I 
think the great majority of educated and thinking 
women are better democrats today than their do 
mestic employees. This is not said in bitterness or 
contempt, but only is the hope that in a few brief 
years we shall have conquervst the prejudice nent 
cured the misapprehension that keep alive the 
unhappy feud between women at work in the 
home, 

RE refined! tastes better than cheap ones? Tf 
so, why not all set about to teach and to learn 

“taste”? The answer to this is that weare doing It, 
T was delighted, at @ teachers’ insticute the 

other day, to bent a young lady who is sent out by 
one of our great educational institutions explain- 
ing to teachers the work of teaching chikiren about 
food values, textares ani sbetter. Under the heat 
of home economics good taste is being taught in 
our public schools, Childven are taught to like to 
fee food served nicely and in a dignified way, and 
that the person who "serves: degraded be: 
cause she wears the garments suitable to ber work 
or assumes the quict ad umstentatious manoer 
pecoairy to her position, They are taught to 
judge the quality of materials and to choose good 
colors and sensible shapes: they are taught, under 
the head of “shelter,” to like pretty houses and to 
Know why they like them, and to select only beau- 
tiful things for interior furnishings and decorations 
anil to know why they are beautiful. 

Hoys are also being taught that it is interesting 
ns well as profitable to know bow to raise hogs and 
to feed aud care for stock—and they are being 
taught these things by men who are alse gentle: 
boop ie the “college education” that counts for 
much. 
When religion deep and true—the hea of God in 

everything, the Christ idea of the actual necessity 
of living in and for love and kindness and 
humility—is also taught ina practical way; when 
we make children know that service is the greatest 
hing in the world, far greater than being served, 

we shall then be gutting at the very foundation 
of 2 true democracy. 
Men can never enforce democracy by rude 

fansiliarity, by force of by money. Democracy can 
never mean that every man is as bad as another; 
it must mean that one man is as good as another, 
and the standard of that goodness must be high. 

‘As to densocracy between women in the relatbon 
of employer and employed: What can we ever do 
to obliterate the jealousy that exists between 
women? Jfow can we make woren “treat” each 
other right? 

RECENTLY hod a maid who managed somehow 
to contaminate the entire establishment with 

whatever she was doing. She had a washday sretl 
and look and sound that permeated the place from. 
garret to cellar, She had a way of spreading out 
every private thing to the light of day, There were 
noreservations. 11x dishwas spoiled in the cocking 
she made no eGort to substitute something else 
quietly. Sie just proclaimed that the beans were 
Huret up, and let it goat that. If there was a sus 
picion of unything nauseating in the culinary bisi- 
ness she always paraded ft. She mude no effort to 
have her work he anything else than mere drudg- 
ery, and it was the object of her life to get off with 
us little of it as possible. Never while she remained 
with me did she try to make a day harmonious 
and beautiful. She was always suggesting that we 
do something to make the work easier, ane think~ 
ing up things that would be ““handier.” 
Was Ia snob because 1 wanted her to appear in 

‘8 quiet anil badylike way instead of in a boisteroes, 
nuasy, familine fashion, making the housework 
Toud, crude and suggestive of its seamy side? 

& 

What does social equality mean? Here is a sh- 
ject calling for special teaching. We must unlearn 
alot about society. [tis theduty of educated peo 
ple. of Christian peuple aed peuple who have gems 
ine understandings to make a conscious effort at 
raising the standards of the community, They 
must sincerely try to make the people near them 
fit to associate with. I iheclare that this is what 
the American people have not dune! We are too 
much devoted to ourewn, Itisa much commoner 
thing to see a jamily try to “raise” their childrens 
out ef their surroundings than to try to raise the 
surroundings. This is one way by which we impov- 
erish society. 

‘Take a big family on a far 
the parents are easy-going ani 

hildren sink down intermarry with 
och —aad deterioration is the result 

If they are bigh-minded" and ambitious they 
bem! 
them off to enrich some atber community. 

But if these parents were as they should be they 
would put in a fifetime trying to bring up all the 
chikiren of the neighborhood to a standard of 
Intelligence and refinement which would result in a 
fine, progtoaive clase of preple, Our responsibility 
does not stop with our child—the early playmate, 
the near neighbor, should imbibe from uy sane 
thing to kaspire him 10 the bigher life; seme love 
of books and Sowers and trees; some thought of 
religion and of the spiritual life. 

The intelligent father should have something to 
spare for the neighbor boy; the edweated mother 
should "chum" a fittle with her daughter's school- 
mates; # word here, a hint there, a smile or » ges: 
lure alten conveys the vision that leads up to the 
only “wdemocracy” worth having —the racy 
ed personality cultivated ta its best, of self-respect 
foo trve to demand any “treatment” save the 
simple courtesy that is a mere matter of give and 

£, 

Ou crude notions of social equality lead to se 
much unhappiness— and the person who foels 

his inferiority is slveays the aggressor, always the 
offender, 

What has social equality to de with democracy? 
Nothing, There is no social equality. People with 
brains pever think about it. There is something 
wroog with you if you are worrying about it. 

oclety” has two distinct meanings whieh T 

word "society" in its larger sense the 
other day, sayleg that 4 certain man, since he had 
married amd taken a more ilignified position, was 
of more use to society; meaning, of course, to the 
community at large. My listener eyed me colily 
"Tthink Hf we had less society we would be better 

‘she said. I them perceived that her notion of 
society was merely that of parties and clubs amd 
dinners, She was looking at the “society works” 
as the newspaper reports it, with the envious eyes 
‘of the excheded. 
We can never lore for 4 true democracy until 

we learn the cal application of inde- 
pendence, Ind mee is another word most 
olten misapplied. I have wondered if the mistaken 
“independence,” which is the boast of a certain 
class of people whom 1 have known, fs * Hoosier” 
or whether it is merely rural. At any rate, as it is 
‘taught in families [ have knowledge of, it is a mere 
travesty on the beautiful idea of independence 
meaning properly, the ability to stand on one's own 
feet financially and tobe rel-maficientn aod happy. 

Most of the boasted ‘ ” of igne- 
rant people ls born in the seething hothed of class 
hatred, It is the alfspring of envy—the false pride 
of one seeking to cover a wound. This is really 
pathetic, and J believe there is a cure for it. This 
cure Hes deep in the beart of things—and is, of 
course, lave. 
When we get the big vision we forget the bith: 

things, but the greatest blindness of the human | 
heing is his persistent confusion as to which are the 
lig things. He forgets that bigness is a spéritual 
rather thas & material thing, The man who ects 
his values right is the true democrat, 

Veet all people, make terrible mistakes 
fn setting the proper valoes. tis the woman 

who has accepted the bitter theory that the eae 
in the big house on the hill bave everything. and 
that she in her cottage, with the chickens and 
tw feed and the children to care for and the w: 
jag and cleaning to do, has potbing; who will con- 
sciously or unconsciously instil] inte her children a 
lislike for the people In the big house ow the hill 
oe phat of all things, most undemocratic, 

teal democrats are the men and women 
fs respect the rights of other people and who do 
pot overestimate their own value. They have 
something worth paying for to offer to the world. 
aed they realize that if their product does not 
command the bighest wages in its class the fault is 
with them rather than with their employers. 

In our effort to educate the elild to 8 true isde- 
pendence we must awaken ip him the capability of 
being deeply interested im what be is doing. Right 
here lies the secret of the fact that men are better 
democrats than women. have been from 
tiene immemorial freer to choase the thing they ike 
todo. Woman'swark has heen forced upon ber—at 
least, she thinks it has, 
When you are engaged at a job you really lke, 

and are getting a reasonable wage for it, you are 
hot worrying mach about socal equality. And 
right bere is tbe trouble between “mistress and 
maid.” The “maid” too often despises her job — 
abe is dolng somethinyy she docs not Like to de. So 
Jong as we hate our work we bate ourselves for not 
being able to do better. It is like getting angry 
with somebody else because you have made a 
mistake, 
The whote secret of success in life fies in adapt- 

ability. Hf you fnd your ambitions abead af your | 
capabilities you must lay aside those special ambi- 
tions, and you must do it without bitterness. 

She honeniteg, hemctectnson 

very effort to educate the children and send | 

TER 1 had turned around 
slowly, so that Mr, Pelham 
could see the front and back 
| and long straight sides of my 
new gown, F sakt: “Well, how 
do you Bike it?” 
Me. Pelham lookedextremely 

solemn, as he always dues 
sehen he does net lnvend to be 

uch did it ‘it cust?” he asked, 
I straightened myself up with mock dignity 

which I prided myself was equal to hisown, ‘Isn't 
that just like a lawyer?” I demanded of my own 
image in the mirror, “He's afraid that if he says 
he likes it very mach, wed it didn’t cost very much, 
he'll be convicted of bad judement. Well, then, 
it didn't cost much. It was cheap—seventeen 
doblars. Now, how do you like it?” 

Mr, Pelbaim shook his head, and sighed audibly 
‘I thought 90," be said. “It’s becoming, Agatha. 

ant a good spring color—reminds me of the way 
the trees look when the sap begina to run~fall af 
Me, and all chat; but ie won't do. It woeld ruin 
my business, It looks economical, and the first 
thing you know my clients' wives will see it and 
tell their hushands that if Mr, Pelham has to buy 
bis wife cheap clothes he cun't be making much 
money, and f be isn't making much money he 
can't be = good lawyer, and if he isn't a goo 
lawyer they'd hetter get another. And then they'll 
all take their laweeits to oht Glummer. 1 saw 
Mrs, Glummer on the train this eveaing, and she 
had om a dress that glistened with gold lace, Now, 
you'll bave tw go abl buy a dozen yards or so of 
swenething load ard expensive, and tack it on where 
ic will show, my dear. Then you'll be quite alt 
right and 1 won't have to worry alwat hesieens," 

"John, dear,” said I coaxingly, “do stop talking 
nonsense, and tell noe If you Uke my dress." 

Mr. Pelbam laughed and helt out both his 
hands, “OF course J like is," he said. “Don't J 
always? It’s simple and sensitle and as pretty as 
can be; it's just Eke you, pee 

worse, AL leaet, if T was it was the sort of nonsense 
too many women talk to excuse their prodigality. 
They think they owe it to thele hushanits' business 
teputations to dress like peavocks—just to show 
that theit husbands can agiced to pay the bills, 
Aod if they can't afford to, the wives think they 
ought to dress hat. way so that nobody will know 
it, I've even beard a delightiel, wise little person, 
named Agatha Pelham, defending Mrs. Graham's 
outragoous hall dress on the ground that Mr 
Graham was Josdag money and the best way to 
hide it was for his wife to dress extravagantly." 

“TORN,” I remonstrated, “I dide't! You know 
1 didn't! 1 think it is dreadful the way she 

scrapes and stints and goes without her luncheon 
half the time, just so she can have dresses that are 
bo the latest style." 

“And in the worst taste," interjected 
Mr. Pelham. “A little home body of a woman 
who lives om seventy-five feet in a suburb hasn't 
‘the same background for her clothes that a woman 
hss who Lives ia a mansion on Fifth Aveoue, 
—- iy so worn out and nervous and thin 

to get the things without the 
pclae sin for them, that she looks like a frijcht 
in them anybow, So what's the use?” 

“Don't ask me,” said 1. “1 don't kaw,” 
“Hut you did defend her,” said Mr, Pelham, 
“AILT said was that she did it because Mr, 

Graham wanted her to keep up appearances, so 
Dis family woulde't know that he had been losing 
mocey, Mra Grabam says that be won't go into 
his father's on family nights unless she has some- 
thing sli to wear. It emphasizes his lack of 
success. she real trouble, John, Men are so 
vain of ther wives al but you. Every man ab 
ways wants the best-dresed woman in a room ty 
belong to him, If more men treated their wives 
Ske partners instead of like property this wouldn't 
bay It's Mr. Graham’s fault, not hers.” 

Mr. Pelham drew ne down beside him on the 
sofa. “Whose fault would it be, litthe woman, if 
you wore dresses you knew I couldn't afford, even 
it I told you to go ahead?” 

“That's different," aid L. 
“You're different, you mean,” said Mr. Pethas. 

“You wouldn't live a lie, even in your clothes, 
whether 1 asked you to or not. Besides, you'd 
‘have common sense enough to kaaw who'd exis 

ERTAINLY, the children,” said Mr. Pelham. 
“That's what isso incomprehensible about a 

woman like Mrs Graham, She's devoted to those 

now. 
“Poor litte things!" I sighed. 

Graham! She doesn't understand.” 
“That’s just the trouble,” said Mr, Patan, 

“Ani oo ‘spot the mas to make her under: 

thing about his business affairs — Just handed over 
the maney she asked for, ana admired the clothes 
pow poreres Teer a aes it it made a 

his purse, Now that the purse is short, he's a 
‘That's why be asked me to tell you,” 
“But what good does it do to tefl me? She 

slocsn't ask my advice about clothes." 
fas 

“Graham says that if be tells Mrs. Graham that 
his only chance to pall owt of a bad hole is to watch 
the pennies for a while she will weep and say it is 
all her fault. and promptly have nervous prostra- 
thon; then he'll have to pay more for doctors than 
he docs now for dressmakers, But he says you 
have = way of making women believe that the only 

‘hing in the world that is any fun is hard work and 
a bit uf a struggle. He thinks you can make her 
feel that this isan oppurtunity dor her to do same- 
thing rather fine, to * reallee as yuu call it. 
He said he'd bring her over this evening, and I said 
1 knew you would do your best.’ 

T Juraped up, not knowing whether to laugh orto 
ery, “But I don't know what to say. If Mr. 
Graham can't tell her he hasn't the maney to pay 
his bills with, surely I can't tell hee he told me or 
eked you ta," 

Mr. Pelham rose and started walking u 
down the door, his hands behind bir, “1H, 
said, "Couldn't you just say that it is modern and 
quite the thing nowadays to he economical,” 

“Leould,” said I, “but it wouldn't be true and 
it wouldn't help matters, Economy wasa't ior 
vented by the Pankhurstx, And if you happen, 
like poor Mrs. Graham, not to be sensible, not to 
realize just from fife itself that a home that jan't 
morigagnd, peace of mind and a tose gaeden to heag 
about are more worth while than ugly clothes that 
happen to be the latest ery, what good will It do 

“Coglin’t you start a Society for Simple Styles, 
and muke her pressdent?” suggested Mr, Pelham, 

FORE fF could arouse enough indignation to 
answer, the doorbell rang, and Mr, and Mes: 

Graham were ushered in. 
“Hello, Graham,” said Mr, Pelham; 

wee you. Good evening, Mrs, Graham, 
Mrs, Graham stood in the doorway wail looked 

from one of us to the ather. “What were you two 
people talking about so seriously?” she asked, 
“We were talking about elothes,” sald Mr. 

Pelham boldly. °'] was sayi 
“Now, Jobo," 1 interrups: | ia, “what you 

were saying wasn't fit for pabtication,”” 
“You make me curious," said Mra. Graham, 

who remained still standing in the doorway, She 
had 06 a gown of sft green cloch, with tight chiffon 
sleeves that emphasized the thinness of hee lang 
arms. The skirt was extremely short, the tunic 
extremely Saring, the girdle extremely deep. All 
the new touches which the chic nod inveation 
of Paris designers had offered to give distinetion 
to the spring wardroties af the women whe hai 
separate gowns for each orcasion were combined in 
this one dress, without regard to line or harmony ot 
reference to Mrs. Graham's stature. The ludicrous 
pictere she prescated against the background of 
the soft brown hangings across the hall made me 
realize more clearly than I had ever done before 
how much besides money it takes to make 3 well: 
dressed worman, 
“You make me curious too,” said Mr. Graham, 

who thought he saw his chance to take the bull hy 
the harms, anid meant ta make the most of lt, 
rather Interested in women’s clothes myself 

Mr, Pelham went on, enoou: th 
uty. “I was saying that I think clever 

wught to take a cue from dlever actresses and 
always “dress the parts’ they are living, Look st 
Else Ferguson, The minute she comes an the 

“lad to 

Mage in a pew nile you know from the clothes 
she wears just it type of woman she is, where 
she lives and how, ost what huoksahe reads Of 
course if you women are ashamed to show what yaa 
really atv, and want to hide your characters under 
disguises, there is no reason why you sboukds't go 
we trying to imitate the clothes a Paris actress 
wears to the races, but which she would be the last 
to wear in Rangeley, because it isn't logical, aed 
it Gent beautiful." 

SAW that Mr. Graham was about to follow Mr. 
Petham's example, and plunge, and I was afraid 

of the result. Moreover, I had bad an inspiration; 
so Ltook Mrs. Grabam by Se brs saying: “Come 
on, if these men are gal carer the evening 
talking about women’s clothes tus go inte the 
other room and gossip about business." 

T never knew an evening to past so quickly; it 
seemed barely half an hour when Mr. Grabam 
came to the door and said: "It's eleven o’cbockt 
won't you think we had better he gaing?"* 
“Not clever, really!" wait Mrs, Graham, jurap- 

ing up and herrying owt to get her wrap, bat 
turning to me to say: “You're sure you wan't 
mind if mine is just like yours?” 
“Na, indeed," E assured her. “Tt may make the 

others sk questions and give usa chance to tell.” 
“Then Tl call for you at ten to go to Madan — 

mz) “AM right,” L laughed; “only I suppose we hail 
ettor call her Mrs. Brady now.” 
“Make even the names in America,” she 

t's all this?” asked Mr, Pelham, 
“It's # revolution,” said I, ‘to throw off the 

tyranny of foreign clothes, and incidentally to help 
our hushands,"* 

“Mes, Pelham and I,” said Mrs. Graham, “have 
decided that we've been left out Jong enough, and 
that American women ought to take a band in 
helping Amvrican business during the war. We're 
the consumers, you know; you men can't sell 
unless we buy. So we're going to buy as much 
“Made in the United States” stuff as we can, and 
get our friends to do the same. We're going A 
wear only clothes made after fashions 
adapted in the United States, and awfully Seolly 
so that even the poor women can copy them and 
still be well dressed.” She turned to Mr, Geahara, 
“You woa't mind, will you?” 

Mr. Graham gave me a quick glance that wa4 
half wonder and half gratitude, “Oh, no," he 
said, “T won't mind, Be ss simple a+ you like. 
It’s in a good cnuse.” 
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The Woman Who Lives in the Country The Club in the Rural Community 
By Mrs. Percy V. Pennybacker By Mrs. Mary 1. Wood 

Te month my menage isespecially to you, — fut for mo at the Bic 
the unorganized women of the rural districts, intellect, 0 in Chicago, last Jur 
AD work for the heeterment of the race must praities and moi 

be sadly hampered unless you rally in larger num- art hecanse the garden 
bersto theerusade that has begun. Will you permit AIL this will be pussthle 
me to take as an example the General Federation realize the need 
of Women’s Clubs ane try to shiw bow mue asking ( 

ed you in order to work without ceasing unt 

Treqsurer 

every commonity aed to every eckghbarbood tn 
mmmunity? Aresuch clulm sstisfactory? Let 

ble men and women of train eos deliver 
cient hamls, wha will mak the ¢ 

ctor of the Gen a few speak jure 
Clubs, told of a Near the town of Crookston, Minnesota, there 

Hteachers) is a most interesting clube af this kin, whieb bay 
won for itself from husbands, from mombors and 
from visitors alike, great praise, Itis built upon a 
plan which might be carried out in every rural 

munity. The tetimypy af the superintendent 

in bi your own p 
00 suppase the ju 

“the wile uf the far < our work success 
We have eleven great departments Art, Civ Ir 
Canservation, Clvit Service Reform, Home Keo- ‘Tire Joursar will af the Agricultural Schoal at Crookston, in speaking 
nomics. Industrial ami Sockal Conditions, Legisla- right to turma coal ear to thi of the Fairfax-Andover Cire, by this 
tion, Education, Literature and Library Extension, me inconsiderate, do pot think that I am igus “Hore are friendship, gout comradeshipy intellh: 
Musle, and Public Health rant of the heavy burdens you already bem gent volperati Ja social spirit that warme 

nd fu 
¢ more, than th 

s are 

whom T have ‘ an on the farmis all hearts. The Red Kiver Valley may be peout of 
. a her in this group, ‘They ure helplag to solve one of the 

is clus cuuntry life's higwest problems. When it is uni 
versally knows that the community has in it those 

parcel post, who are geniuses in enriching cummunity fife, who 
nentand the Woman's have am inbure cupacity for leadership, there will 

az the life of the woman af the be many social circles organized. ‘There will fallow 
increased number of happy hemes 

cling fram these, five which deal direetly there is ne one in all 
with the home and the children, we have Civics, higher regard, wham 
Home Eeonomics, Industelal ate Social Comall ather in the ¢o 
tons, Education, and Public Health. Litthe can be with toll anil why 
accomplished in any one of these unless you, who — planning for her hu 

peesent the majority af the humes in the United 
States are thoroughly: stowed on the subject. J 3UT the 

| Groups of women from the town amt the country that 1} 
Jo their best to fight tubereuloads, to destruy ght to tlhe 

insidious typhoid gernis, but unless you he 
ss you determine nat only te protect 

ws has conve whe 

it difficult thing is the 
joys uf such comrade- 

da mean “ sy 1 LOOK at it the me 
sinning Whew un 

yoar children at home and at school, but also to t the wife | are still solitude loneliness —shiparvoneu realized the club will maintain itself 
force the careless and the ignorant todethe same, castinue to demand. all possibi among the women of rural communities we do We need a furum such ax the chub can give in 
the Nation & powe in their heavy work? "This wuld then gi t deny every rural community, We meed the exchange 

It has heen proved that the elficieney of poopie time and atrength for other pot fo wf ideas that creates interest in any gathering. 
depends largely upon the foed tbat isserved them; You alone van start » en ousands ai We need the eooperative effort on our farms that 
that many: diseases have their origin in mistakes accessfullinesin youry letters were af replies friendly relations amoug neighbors promote 
made by the housewile in the rombination of the outsider comes, even if she came b The countey church de a vitsl factor. ‘The 

untry school showkl be; it should provide a 
um, but it doesn't. The country club does. It 

| will fegemerate country life. It was in 
ng just Lo hese the memuriat resgnneses to the 

roll call nt the Puirfax Andover Cirde meeting 
Fach was a part of the person who gave it.” 

This club mevts biweekly at the hame af a mem- 
ber, taking the fist in alhabeticnl order, En the 

er the lvushands, who are the henurary mem 
hers uf the club, meet with them The meetings 

nod witha roll call. A little time iy taken for 
a progeam given by fou 

uf tons, she bs looked upe sourishinunt she gives her familys that 1 
mille life are often rent to their graves ten of — but you 
twenty years before their time, and that younger 
men sometimes form the deink habit, because they 
and thele wives are ignerant of the proper stiet for 
mien ol Uheir habits ant 

Tt has been shown 
tands of chiltves al 

] SKOM these 
tive was glean 

fally Chat af the wu 
away fn 

realize that yew ue 
has: 

© to otganize 
cit Wmporansent 

ain anit again that thea 
even io the cural istrict 

with the purest of ale and the freshest of milk, 
hecaune the mathers have futled to observe some 
of the simplest rules of child ile. While the women — edluets 
of the city have more foes to fight in saving their “The say 

follow your 

has eon vusiness ane then fullow 
bahes, yet the percentage of infant mortality in when organization is members, Those programs vary from the 1 
the rural districts i¢ so much greater than it showld aTy lo secure ‘ tion of a li ry thesis to the discussion of 
he that our Nation has cause to tremble wnt fests; thy hopeful not practical subjects of every-day life 
You women of field and farm hecome more arousedt | Fevieration practical The program is dotlawed by a sacial huur whet, 
to the true state of affalrs Women's Clube that life on the da after all, is but an infurenal custinuation of the 

peovesd what a f seats the § cussion of the topic of the day. When the 
sibilities for hap- banurary members are present a debate is sus PRoGRE S$ has been made by hume economics, there is in eombin 

en forces From all part and for the —tainoit by the micn upon questions of the day and but what we need isa cnmbinating of the we 
of the town and the country to demand clean, pare of the comatey. We ‘of family matters of interust in the community, 

| food anel to learn that homemaking is both an art zas it ‘This club has Beem in existence hut two years 
anil & science worthy the best effort, the finest tal iving, already has a circulating brary, ‘Whe ween 

¢ tut. Our Government recageiae the art il in fesulls of the two years of club lite 
ment of Agriculture and the Children’s Bureau fence; but al in” al and Gnancial vale the chub has beer 
tow offer gencrous help to wives and mothers ever you ¢ mast with one yoke tous: the happy diversion the busy hausewide has 

It bas been truly suid that “Edocation Is the of asistan these women ask for had by relaxing hee plrysical energies a few bus 
saicguard of a republic,” No one who studies tbe Mrs M 4 little more belp in each month, directing hor thaughts into different 
cilucational systems of the world will farone mo- the M farm work and more channelsand ki much of benefit to herself in 
meat he content with the conditions of the rural Beran of frequ the exchange of thoughts, ideas and recipes.” 

ols of America today. 1 mn by than of the General Test and 
+ that either town or city schools are perfect Vedvration, Morts- ition, Gome of the readersof Tux Jovrwat have been 

we muthers whe are educating eur childres there mouth, New Hamp- . would interested in the improved market conditions 
kaow only too well many of the defects All must — shire, stands ready to t which the members of a women's organization in 
ailmit that few school buildings in the country furniss model consti pins ul ‘Tennessee started in and near Pulaski samewhat 
what t wuld be in comfort, in beauty, in tutions, to answer the estal- more than a year ago, These 
tefinement. avestivns, tv make he glad to know that tha 

| Does nut the child burn to the horitayre of the sumgestions; on this -phehs hecome s county campunige, OF this 
endeavor, Mint Eliza h D. Abeenathy. weites land that hisdays spent in the xboolroom very page in Tuy 

shoult be wader as favorable environs ftasthe Jovrwat she has Hates intere ly, as follows: 
town gives to its child? Is there any reason why country clubs haw Joins. ‘The Giles Coonty Home:Makers’ Club has 

Fhe should not enjoy, during the hours of st started a campaien for better butter anil eggs for 
Mental effort, fresh ait, proper temperature ands I HISTORY repeats itself ois are toiay ¥ better This is condition the markets, ami hetter markets 4ur the butter and 
sense uf ge: uing <x mntort? training the children who wit the next an meet, Jor they isthe exact eggs. When I tell you that most of the butter made 
We must abso admit that « tenure of the ar land. Do you 's Club everywhere. The wn the farms in this section sokd as packing 

teacher's off in the country bs entirely too short, fet then feel that ” war duty t ahwornen stock butter at from eight to filte ents a pound, 

that quently there is too little opportur country ty pr that it 3s collected by preifiers who go around buy- 
for a soble teacher to become a part of the com best possible 2 memaking; of ing chickens, cegs, butter and ‘green’ bides, that 
meunity ane! to enter into the warpand wool ef the — perfurma pcir Tuture task < ote the peddler literally “handles” the unwrapped 
file of the child and of the obilel’s family forget that more will be ad : " ons pelts, este his hand a ladle, that after cach 
‘ friends, should be ansd cam be change! heen asked hit. te whouls, a better trac cam handling: he Wipes his hand oe the huese’y mane or 

if we but arouse ourselves tu the necessity of the advantages; of Public Health, tail, you will reafige that A is tine far a home 
situation, ‘Too long have we in America been future oceapy a kon gel te peewent da makers’ club to get busy, 
fontent with conditions as they are, too k posit tn thee sanitation which shall “The move began fa the Measant Valley 
we -said cur lana $0 any with material inipeove- fore, het citize Chul, hist if fs xpecading outward to othut neigh- 
monts that we have not ¢ nor have we the culties that |; is the Woman's Club works, whether in borhoods and is reaching wpward to county and 
money to demand joy, to demand beauty, to | We won city ot country State neganiantions. As there are mo creameries in 
demand ¢ heat efficiency combination of forces, bat eer cownty all the butter is made in the farm hames. 

eweil life, we shall ha finer vied twork owtamong Butter cartons were unknown in Giles County too 

E VERY day bast Augrast when f motored inte the a firmer ambition. if we are per the natural years ago, but now are coming into use. ‘This 
_¢ English city where | was visiting Esa. fam ye to our miktst m wes at once he wwor a fur better butter and eges asd for better 

ing placards: “Your King and your couatry need le women who live the clab movement male to reach to ways of handling them weeds to be extended 
you"; then came an appeal to the young sien, the throughout tbe entire South. 
flower of the manhood of the nation, to enroll ay >. dur Giles County Home-Makers’ Club will 
defenders of bowie ountry, es i start a Stutewlede movement next week at oar 

1 have thought again and again, Would that we rf ra . ni State Fair, What we have accomplished in our 
hart power to send a ringig call to every couatry The Aim of This Department aunty will be presented to the assembled fsrimces 
woman in the United State Yourcountry needs UR plan is to present each month an inspirational mexsage froen the President of the General th sas an object lesson.” 

you, and no sabstitute can take your place.” She Federation. We hope im this way to bring directly to Tix Joumwat’s millions of readers the The day of the cheb in rural communities has 
needs you to share the work of organized effort plans and aspirations of our organization, In addition Mrs. Mary |. Wood will prepare for gach daweed and already better fife and better Uving 
the hoalth of children, tor tie taking of your hor Bumber a concrete enumeration of things accocaplished by clubs und State Federations, and will conditions arn the result, The club movement 
& place of peace and of beauty, for giving to your ferther interpret the spirit that has made possible the progress of the whale women's club movement. needs the country woman; the country woman 
little ones the education that is to fit then: for life, Mrs, Percy V. PENNYRACKRR. eeeris the clab organization. So shall the women of 

President af the General Federation of Women's Clubs this country work together for a better, finer, higher reake thom realize that 
J type of American Glizenship. nwire peogile in the city, 
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HE NEW HOUSEKEEPING 

Suppose You Go to Market With Me 

Fe nider anit Nav P 

ilexing question: "Wha 
We are now gol 

meals’ in the good alk 
onling to tbe pl 

for the midday racal, 1 
breakfast next mornin 
free as to what we ar a r 

Let ussuppose,then, one r 
aur shopping pengram bs t A 

het we will | mii for 4 runs, be 
acon for break a vegetabbe for dina 

tatoes, fruit 
OF course you kn liffereet cuts of mea 

theif nutritive and money values, so we wi 
iss this mast important phase of 

upon a “shin pleee” If the pri 
wep piece,” L grant you, | 

me that the demand is so he 
up that the price is abewemal 

We get the habit of ash 
masking (or that thing Cre 

i Lea rt 
gout for soups, aa : 

wit i Hone cut b 

list: but suppase the price of 
r vehile that of fish bs tow, W 

wit substitute fish for lamb 
To be mure it i¢ Tuesday. aru we have be 

he habie of huying tish only on Friday; but, afte 
Ail, ix not fish just as good on any other ds 
id you ever stop to consider that the univer 

jemand for fish on Friday alone has had its eff 
pon the price during the entire week? The fet 
verchant must get enough profit in one day ¢ 

cover the carrying charges for six ¢ An 
even demund for fish will be better for prodwre 
amd consumer alii 

CF, COURSE, when we buy lamb for s ro 
hould not purchase just the deg, WI 

paseit alone a leg of lamb costs fron eight 
ents a pound more than if the whole hindquarter 
purchased at onetime. The hindquarter iaclur 

he Jee and the lola chops. An arcommodatin, 
nuteher will always buna the in bis dew box 
ir you until wanted, Here i hance for 

economy. I know housewives who buy whole side 
of lamb and large cuts af heel in this way and say 

onslerable sum af money 
The vegetables and frait which we buy today 

will, of course, be those in season. On a cert 
fay last summer thee w general t 
about the vegetal 
neighbor ried with 
“How de an it eres 
that Thad j y purchases ne 

+ quite low; ail; “What are you buy 

“Groen peas," said t jghbor 
There was just the Personally I had 

tarted out with green peas on my st, but, finding 
them high, Thad bought strleu bears at the very 
low cost of five cents a quart. It seemed to 
that the whole bottom had dropped out of 
market, things were 40 low, while my neighbor saw 

ywhere rear the wbole 
fact that she was demanding 
ort in the market—buying aut 

of season 
Our next item atatoes. ‘The other day a 

tradesman endeavored to sell me a busbel of pots 
tues by celling me they were “smooth ard chew: 
Thut is not the test. Break the potate open, pr 
the halves together, and if the k a bit yo 
have a gooil patato, one that will cook white ae 
mnealy, 1 the halves do not stick the potato is toe 
watery to give satisfactio 
Just a word as to bacon: There Ss almost a 

in the cooking of it hat és saying a great deal 
© know your bace 
Now we will gu to the geveery store: Our list 

here includes oatmeal, a cat of soup, a can of 
imoa, crackers, cocoa, 50 anut batter, Hour, 

ugar, tea, coffee butter. 
We ask for a can of soup and a can of salme 

Of course you know the kind of sowp and the kind 
of salmon you want, You are not going to depend 

u the grocer’s clerk to tell you; nor are yo 
going to say: “Ob, any kind of soup snd any kind 
of salmon. 

THREE years ago, when the Housewives 
League Wan first organized and We women were 

considering questions then mew tw ss, it seemed that 
aime af the high coat of living was due to trade 
marked goods put up in fancy packages. We mad 
tatements La this eect frankly wed freely, because 
we believed this true. AL the same time we began 

to create the demand for goods af quality produced 
under sanitary cneulith 

We made two requirements as ti the standart y 
goods which we were to buy: First, that they 
hould pass n chemical analysis to determine the 

quality; second, that the factory where they were 
wroduced should he able t ans investigation & 

fo sanitation 
Don't you see where this pesition led wx? The 

only way that we can he sure of quality and 
sMnitury methods idling is to kmow who man. 

wiactures the goods and where they are manula: 
tured. Therefore we must have the indivich 
package aed the named a We are no longer 
atisfied with a nondescript article or “privat 
rand." ‘The twentieth century housewife want 

to hokd one man accountable for the goods | 
buys. So capidly is this demand fur trude-marked 

By Mrs. Julian Heath 

have la 
market. We 
ter al certal 

here. A 
played 

thing?" Read 1 
papers The 

J are porinted £ 
prices we can a 
expenses in 
five 

of knowledge 
the housewife 

honest ne 

ts. He 

adesn 
¢ coli 

af the 
ha: 

Feta 

Granulate 
f : 

xn requir 

Your Cook: Why Sh 

By Margare ta 

e Hates Her Job 

‘uttle 
(71s Any Maa F Live With?” Et 

rt t neeaklast al poet, Lestead a plate al tow 
0k in elk Ht je—trat that wes wp the Tread 

Nut ical; but not meant to have for funehoan— and again Mar 
it and where w ys that she didn’t hear you toll ha 
her Marth I You have not heen able to make yen 

trouble wi elf clear. Of course you say it rtha's laul 
things about it she got up late und didn’t want to cook cornbread 

j id change. One lvut is it her fault? Have you “mixed your orders 
t elt with brai 

t her pride in the 
< i t uppare vow take tion from any 

he thing 1 hate most about this w 1 ly orgenized busin In many there 
ms ay yesterd is bhucesn be an anger in writing before it is acted on, 

I would especially if there is apt to be any enatreversy 
t ' ny own way I'd do t tf could, about the order, When you go into the kitchen 

t shes “> ner tehin’ me E eaa't d ce what is needed take with you a pad and @ 
t right enc will take you three minutes to lok at 

1 y M z task, and then have to fol. the fee by hee more to ask Murtha what she 
t ty see that she a it right 25 runout of anil what is needed: unather minute 

ry is either some hn r with Mart to make u list of these 
‘ the matter with your executive abil Sit down cight there in the itches and take ten 

if You t making your mate. marc mi to make your orders ur they 
|, certal t ime. You might as w uinot be misunderstood. Take three of these 

“ ask your u are taking fr minutes to think and the rest of them to write out 
t pride in accomplishmen for the next three meals, You cas make 

a them as full of directions a& your particular cook 
3 I METHING | matter with , ends, su Lu n—Use up the cold Lam! 

ti he tu have w her how to de the and save the turmatues for soup. 
n t it with her until y t ren fi J, tack it above the sink, at 
‘ 1 es pat dh gb tho write on the pad, for your own benefit, what fxs 

¢ to it for her, but require her to i be ordered to Gil the menu. ‘Then order Ie 
Wath ti} she doe tt well, And st The writin your directions cat assist Mar 

let h And he as ready with tha's memory, if she forgets that the is to 
T praise i a» you were with your edon Wednesitay and the ice eh tu he 

1 nit w don Saturday; or i es nog lend hee 
cot | how Martha abo { to that systemization which the conduct of 

= work ’ you are ery howse and of every business demands, Eve 
hen d hs ore at. ¥ 1 if Martha does not like systems, still it it a part of 

f ash istanuther your job to introduce and maintain it 
Perh eed 1 t 4 are the head of a house that must be kept 

1 an; you are the buyer for a family that must 
be fed.” For this food y must be paid ard ac 

ted for, The food must he cooked and served 
thrve tines # day with some degree of variety 
This mean y tasks that repeat themselves 
endlessly, Method is nec y if you are 

ave yoursell endless consideration of the same 
pra 

r meals must t vil on tine, ur to suit 
' we. Your geoxeries must arrive in 

1 exe meal if pots and pans must 
wi n in time to be wed for the next 
wal re all of these ervances 

t be considered the value nauk ite 
economy mu assisted by system. You your 

elf know how long it takes to get these 
isan ae 
Probably the cause he gfeatest amount of 
fv fricting is ce It is impossible 

for the head of a bow tobe patient, There 
re too many things that can go wrong and that, 
mall in Chemeclves, can yet met everything in t 

hoase wrong only an average of patience 

upled with Mary's scarlet rash or Frank 
xs you can forget entitely to order any 

1°51 3s non bad ot ceping on your 
it ish Yet the results prove di 

ast rows to he howse, and the ltmpa- 
t wt Joose hing appalling Martha 

i you— ne never ati hour and a hal 
elore meaitione, when you would have thne to 

¢, but twenty minutes before 
wt to Demorntewts Points Made in Hor Artich lov-cand vit 

The gro enot come; what shall I do?" 
' 1 M ec. Supp ‘ ” ember with a sinking heart why 

t 1 out Your supe \ en the not come. ‘The stoking heart isa pretty 
re abile bo give he dh he things she docs figure for a nervour qualm not s pretty, Frank is 

the | as well as you # w yourself for the things hungry aed stys so boud and often, Because his 
1 but you hoes are wet he cannol goto the grocery, Neither 

vet natural thing can Mary; she is in bed wath a scarlet r You 
t telephone, and just then Prank and Mary's 

woes in, and he too is hungry. Mareaver 
isa ess mas and likes things comlucted i 

pesdike way 
household of women, with not one 

t Ht day but see that the hous eave a 
right, and nothing to eat at ix o'clock |" 
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BS INESS teen the very men who would lke 
© the sisebckie ruts in a lualienslike 

fashion—frequently 4 important matters 
They have to send cablegrams ani special delivery 
\ nd sonietines have te go themselves ta 

rectily theit lapwes of memory; list such things are 
t ¢ te alin the day’s work, A man kno . sth 

to her hink- ing to be gained by getting impatient over ther 
yrders, He just does what he can to catch up. Ant 90 

3 per- must you and so must Martha 
r When it is impossible not to be impatient what 

swith are you to do? You are to control its expression 
boat to make my direc: “Martha does—oftener than you know: she has to 

lain that she could oot misunderstand The expression of impatience is largely left to t 
voice. Ji you can control your voice you can 
avert an ext amount of friction asd much 

vt in common with a few mitlic nbappiness among those who serve you 
are in the habit of telling your I just didn’t answer her,” the lnandress confided 

lay what she i to have for din- to Martha the ather day, “k E was mad clear 
your best to get the things she — thraugh, snd Ht ain't ne use to say what you think 

house in time for ber to cook when you're mad, it ain't what you think 
titutes a lange part of daily house- when you're pleased 

zh you have told her plainly what Can you beat this excellent loge? Can you do 
wut neat, potatoes, a vegetable, 2 ¢ take three seconds tu Hout your 
ert —y ver that some portion turn the kitchen knob? Can 
alnsast i bly forgatter t hard?” with c ration fot 

to make apple tarts,” you a te as yoursell, instead of “ Martha, 
ren when they cry reproachfully: "1 you ought to have had better 
“ say “Next time let us try it this 

g0 to the kitchen and are astaunted way,” instead of “If you ever do it that wa 
that Martha did not hear yu sain! you can you will increase Martha's 

cof these many ether m efiiciency threefokl and your comfort fourfold 
are waiting to take Martha from you And you will make a friend—one of the nicest 

at tell ber that you don’t bebeve wh things in the world, It has bees sald that a 
ye nothing a perhaps to woman wh xd frien a good servant 

a long time between the early has not mu to ask for. But a woman who 
1 you give your order, and thedinner has gout friend de her servant is in position to 

The next ¢ enbread you ordered for 



R you plan » 
id be to a 

fry booth 
most appr 

HELLACKING crépe 
basis of the second idea, The 

lacked paper is 9 
lust 

ering it imper 
st example 
of the trees 

rauyhe 
es, nailed or wired to- 

papers are 
orators, If 

tocover ar 
A cabinlike 
window let 
oat in these yy 

e ray be 
4 kept 

rover the found 
to tho boards, the 

trunk and the oute 
Use a soft bra 

we paper 
wading to a cellar 

‘OR 
me 

igh garden wall use brick paper and ERY attractive is this aquatic booth, with its 
ate paper resembling marble. It 

net 
drapery over sea-green hangings, its clusters of flags 

and cattails, and lily pond and aquarium: 

DD is this booth with its awning 
duction of the 

vegetables are sold. 

N THIS arrangement of tepee and counters from which 
Indian maidens sell baskets of spring flowers the very spirit 

of opring will breathe. 

covered 
evergreei 

OLLYHOCKS 
poppies nod to you 

through and above the 
he white fence 

and 

SES hold high fes- 
tival in this court. 

‘The easily made paper 
ramblers are used for the 
decoration of the arbor 
covered with the bark 
paper. 

materials may be obtained, and any patterns that may be needed, w 
fty other booth i the sale of camly, fancy work, ete 

Pare 

be sent upon request accompanied by a stamped, addressed fom regarding the materials wed jn these booths, where th 
dress the FairBooth Editar, Tae Lavues’ Hose JocnnaL ents we Wil send you our book af “Fair Booths," containi 

NOTE Detailed inform 
envelope. For twenty- 



Anne as rica’s Gift to th o World 
The Panama Canal—the Most Stupendous Job the World Has Ever Known 

ANAMA is an Imdian name, and it 
means: "Place abounding in fish.” 
Panama is due south of Niugans Falls, 
in the same latitude as Ceylon, and is 

degrees of the equator. In 
sal the Tsthinus the sun rises 
ic and sets in the Arlantic. 

Phe isthmus runs east and west, und 
nama City is south of and further 

‘east than Colon, the Atlantic entraner 
Balboa, when be discovered the Pacific, 

— weal called it the Southern Sea." 
The climate of the Isthmus has & worse name than it 

deserves. "There is no record of the thermometer’s ever hay- 
ing reaches 100 degroes, ‘There is much rainy every year 
COU BRIAN eqiec) Coes Meoabrea wend ortordaerinre tates ee 
Panama City and one hundred and ninety-six in Colon. 

‘The Tathmus of Panama was discovered in 1500 by Rodrig: 
ides, Balboa accompanying hin on this expedicion. 
voyage to the Isthmus, Balboa was kaown as “the 

nan of the cask," because he smuggled himself on board the 
ship in a barrel to escape his creditors at San Domingo. 

Balboa first saw the Pacific on September 25, 1515, and 
mw Lo ton September 29, having Gaken twenty-nine days 

% iter the Techmuson his 
in $502, and tried to found a colony, 

de 

last voy 

Antiquity of the Conal Idea 

NETEEN canal and seven railroad projects across the 
sthimus have b ‘The idea of a ship canal 

Ha and in 1520 Charles V 
onlered a surw tthe Church rulers killed che ides, 

68 William Paterson, a Scotch clergyman in 
planned an immense neutral colony on the 
with ports on both oceans and with a huge 

nal, No one woukl listen to him, but in 1690 
tae ea crude su * 

In 17.85 the Preach Government surveyed the Nica- 
wrotite, and Afty-three years later the Spaniards 

wl the Isthinian route. 
In L779 the King of England ordered an investiga- 

tinn of the Nicaraguan route, 
The matter first came before the United States 

Government in 1825, when the Central American 
States took it up with Henry Clay, The same year 

and United States Atlantic ane 
was organized. Tes years 

Senate voted to build a canal 
Pacifie 

an, in 1857, sent a survey to the 
Tathmns, and nine years later Rear Admiral Davis 

favored, and 

de Lesseps company, 
he French (de Lesseps} company began work (theirs 

being the first plan that had got so far) im 188), bur 
the scheme peed in 1888. 

‘The Spanish-American War focused attention on 
the necessity fora canal, and in 1903 our Government 

rized the building of the present canal, 
Simon Bolivar, the South American patriot, in 1820 

had a survey made for 2 railroad across the Isthmus, 
but the plan went no farther, 

¢ Panama Railroad was originally forty-seven 
miles long atl crossed a hundred and seventy water- 
ways, Itwas begun May, 1850, and in January, 1858, 
the first train crossed: about nine miles of track year 
having been built. While the saying, “The railroad 
costa life for every tie laid,” is ane tion, still 
one laborer out of every fifty died, and one-half the 
total pumber was constantly on the siek list, 

The road cost about $8,000,000—about $170,000 a 
mile—but before it was opened it had. paid nearly 

third of its whole cost. It was entirely finished 
1859 and had then taken in about $8,150,000, 
‘or the haul of forty-seven miles the road charged 

first-class passengers $25 each; "steerage" passengers, i 
SWeach, The freight mites were five cents a pound i 
‘on baggage and a dollar and eighty cents a cubic foot 
for expres packages, | 

‘The French canal company bought the read for 
$18,000,000 to assist in butlding the canal. When the 
American Government bought out the French com> 
pany, in 1904, it acquired the railroad for $7,000,000, 

‘The French company formed in 1879, under the 
title of “Compagnie elle du Canal Inter- 
octanique de Panama.” Ferdinand de Lesseps, builder 
of the Sucz Canal, was in charge. 

For eight years the French worked, excavating about 
50,000,008 cubic: yards. 

Malarial and yellow fevers were their greatest ene- 
mics. Many of he chief men died, while the mortality 
among the laborers was frightful. Ie is not known bow many 
suocummbed to fever, but in the autumn of 1884 one laborer 
out of every ten died, and in Seprember of 1885 this record 
was doubled. The sick list was so large that out of every 
hundred laborers brought to the Isthmus only twenty were 
able to keep at work. 

‘The crash came in 1888. About $250,000,000 bad been 
raised in France, but it is doubtful if half of this was spent at 
Panama, The shame of the ensuing scandal drove de Lesseps 
insane. The company’sextravagance was fatal, For instance, 
10,000 snow shovels were it for & country where there 
is no snow; 15,000 torches for the parade to open the Canal, 
and a ton of pens which were never used. 

‘Of the work done by France, the dredging at the Atlantic 
entrance and che excavation at Culebra cut were of great 
service to the Americans, as well as the French explorations 
and ara! Lae The emgricare ad worked on. ae 
Canal have the highest respect for the French engineers. The 
American Government bought all the rights and property of 
the French company for $40,000,000, 

W! he agitation for a canal started here, in 1903, a 
treaty was offered to Colombia but was rejected. Then 

Panama seceded and became an independent state, On 
November 18, 1903, the Panama Canal Convention was 
signed, By it the United Stares guarantees the independ- 
ence of Panama, paikt $10,400,000 for the Canal Zone, 

and, beginning in 1913, pays an annual rental of $250,000, 
In return we got full control of the Canal 
thiles wide across the Isthmus, excluding Colon and Panama 

of which, however, we have sanitary control, 
: jon wasappointed 

of Gen, George W. 
am H, Burr, Benjamin M. 

ky, Frank J. Hecker, and Rear 
alker (Chairman). John F, Wallace was 

Sngineer, 
On April 1, 1905, a new commission was appointed by 

It, the members being: Theodore P. Shonts, 
Chairman; Jobo F, Wallace, Chief Engineer; Charles 5, 
Magoon, Civd Governor; Rear Admiral Mordecai T, Endi- 
cott, Gen, Peter (. tains, Col. Oswald H. Ernst and Mr, 
Benjamin M. Harrod. 

In June Mr, Wallace resigned as Chief Engineer, being 
succeeded by John F. S 

Another change beuary, 1907, when Mr. Stevens 
resigned, and Col, € nothals was made Chief Engi- 
neer. With him was appointed a new comnmission of army 
otficers who “would stay on the jobs until they were ordered 
home,” In January, 1908, Colonel Goethals was given abso 

i anal Zone, aod on April 1, 1914, he was 
appoiaved the first Governor of the Canal Zone, 

President Wilson, in the White House,on October 1), 1913, 
four centuries after Balboa discovered the Pacific Ocean, 
pressed a key which turned the water into the Canal. 

The Gest ship passed entirely through the Canal in 
August, 1914. 
The maintenance of the Canal is estimated at $4,000,000, 

with $10,000,000 interest on the cast-—a total ef $11,000,000 

by President Rooscve 
Davis, Wiliam B. TF 

The Magnitude of the Job 
HE Panama Canal is the biggest job ever completed by 
man. By comparison the great pyramid of Cheops and 

the Chinese Wall are insignificant, 
‘The total length of the canal is a fraction over 50 miles. 
The total cost of the canal is $396,863,593, 
There were 35,000 men employed on the canal, 
In the blasting in Culebra Cut more dynamite was used in 

@ week than the rest of the world used in a month. 
The Great Wall of China is 1500 miles long, about 30 feet 

high, 25 feet thick at the base and 12 feet thick ontop. The 
rock and dirt taken from the canal would build a wall as high 
and thick as the Chinese Wall and 2500 miles in length. 
All the material excavated from Panama would build 5840 

monuments the size of the Washington Monument (55 fret 
eoch way at the base and 555 feet high), These placed 
together would cover 475 acres, 
All the material taken out of the Canal Zone piled in one 

city block would make a pile 100,000 feet in beight (nearly 
nineteen miles). 
‘The excavations on the Canal Zone would build 63 pyra- 
mikis the size of the Cheops pyramid, The amount of exca- 
vating done would dig a ditch 10 feet deep and 55 feet wide 
from New York to San Francisco. 
‘The concrete used would make a pyramid 400 feet high 

with a base covering the area of the Pennsylvania Railroad 
Terminal at New York (about 6 city blocks). 
‘The concrete used in Gatun Dam would make 500 solid 

shafts the size of the Washington Monument. 
If Gatun Dam were loaded into ordinary two-horse dirt 

wagons it would make a procession 80,000 miles long. 
‘There is enough concrete in Gatun Locks to build a wall 

8 feet thick and 12 feet high around the entire State of 
Delaware, or 133 miles in length. 
Each of the three culverts admitting the water to Gatun 

Locks is big enough for a train to run through, or about the 
size of the Pennsylvania Railroad tubes under the Hudson. 
‘The hinges of the lock gates at Gatun are the largest in the 

world. Those holding the gates to the wall weigh almost 
37,000 pounds, and those of the protection gates more than 
38,000 pounds. 

‘The total amount of rock taken from Culebra Cut alone 
would make a pyramid 864 feet high and 1350 feet on each 

side of the base. 
‘The total length of the bore holes would pass through the 

center of the earth from side to side—more than 25,000 miles, 
A train of flat cars carrying all the excavated material from 

the canal would encircle the earth four times, 

ayear, ‘To mect this the tolls are $1.20 ton for freight amd 
$1.50 for each passenger. Twenty-five hundred employees 
are Mecessury to operate the Canal, 

Gatun and Culebra 

THE question of a sea-level of a lock canal was decided in 
June, 1906, and then the great work at Gatun and 

Culebra began to take definite form, 
There are three locks at Gatun, cach 1000 feet Jong, 110 

feet wide and 41 feet deep, It is the biggest concrete job on 
earth, 4,500,000 barrels of cement being used. 

The steel gates that close these locks are 7 feet thick, 65 
feet long anid from 47 10 82 feet high, They weigh from 390 
to 730 tons each, 

‘The first boat to pass through these locks was the tug 
Gatun, which the passage September 26, 1913. 

Gatun Locks open directly into Gatun Lake, which covers 
about 164 square miles, balanced on the side of the hill and 
held in place by Gatun Dam, Through the lake a channel 45 
feet deep and from 500 to 1000 feet wide has been cut. 

The Chagres River often rises 40 feet in twelve hours. To 
keep this water under control, “spillways"’ have been built 
in the lake. This device keeps the water always within two 
feet_of its normal level, ‘The excess water carried off by the 
“spillways” is converted into electric power to operate the 
gates and the towing apparatus of the Tels. 

Gatoa Dam, which hoids the lake in place, isa mile and a 
half in length and 105 feet high, It is half a mile thick at 
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the base, 398 foot thick at the surface of the lake and 100 feet 
wide at the top. It contains 21,000(00- cubic yards of 
material and weighs 63 pounds for every pound of pressure 
aguinst it, 

At Culebra the French had dug to within 160 fect of sca 
Jevel, but this was only a ditch compared with our canal, 

The completed cut is nine miles long, and nearly 500 feet 
wide at the bottom, Tt has been dug down ta within 40 feet 
of sea level, so that there are 45 feet of water, with the sur- 
face 85 feet above the level of the sea, 

‘The deepest cut is between Gold Hill and Contractor's 
Fill, which are $34 and 410 feet high re i 

Most of the excavation was done with dynamite, of which 
50,000,000 pounds was used in Culebra alone. When the 
great blasts were set off the detonations could be heared and 
elt through almost the entire Canal Zone, 

heexcavation in Calebra Cut alane wasabout 115,410,000 
eubie yards. About one-fifth of this was caused by “slides,” 
the earth sliding down into the part already excavated. 

‘The great problem of Culebra was getting out of so narrow 
acut the rock and dirt blown loose by the: dynamslie. tn this 
cut nine miles long and 500 feet wide was laid 100 miles of 
track, There were 115 locomotives and 2000 cars in constant 
usc, Sonte of this rock was hauled 33 miles to be dumped, 

Polling the Teeth of the Jungle 

Wee proper sanitation the Canal could newer have 
been built, Malarial and yellow fevers had conquered 

the Freneh, but were conquered by Col. W, C, Gorgas, 
There was practically ne yellow fever for six months after 

we Took possession, but by May, 1905, the sanitary situation 
had heoome desperate, Early in 1904 Colonel Gorgas 
toak change, aod on September 29, 1903, oocurred the 
last case of yellow fever the Canal Zone has known, 
With this conquest of the most unbealthful jungle in 
the world, the greatest obstack: was removed, 

Tn a single year 16,000,000 square yards of brush 
were eut, 1,000,000 square yards of swa fille 
and drained, 30,000,000 square yards of grass burned, 
217,000 feet of ditches dug, 50,000 feet of tile ditches 
laid and 50,000 feet cemented; some of this work 
cost $10,000 an acre. Besides this, 2,000,000) feet of 
old ditching was cleaned and graded, In that year 
the breeding places of the mosquitoes were reduced by 
one-half, AU the small streams were straightened and 
freed from rocks, and standing or sluggish waser vine 
constantly sprayed with a solution which destroys the 
eggs and larve. The " Mosquito Brigade" also made 
constant rounds, killing all insects. 

When 4 person in the Canal Zone discovers a mow 
quito in his house he does not kill it, but he potibes the 
Sanitary Department, very much a3 he would inform 
the police if he found a burglar, 
A mosquito is not dangerous until it has bitten an 

infected person, Conseyaently the victims of yellow 
and malsrial fevers are very carefully guarded against 
the insects, 

Vaccination wiped out smalipox, and the “Rat and 
Brigade" exterminated the bubonic plague. 

Sanitation of the Canal Zone cost about fe OND a 
year or about $4,000,000 in all, Out of every hundred 
dollars spent on the Canal one dollar was used for sani- 
tation. This is what the jungle cost in money; it col- 
lected peactically oo coll in human life. 

The labor problem, next to the fevers, was the great 
problem of the Canal. Of the 35,000 employees on the 
Canal only S000 were wl The Panama Canal Com: 
iission experimented with eighty nationalities and 
finally found the Barbadoes negroes the best, 

Through the Canal tn a Ship 

ALBOA crossed the Isthmus in ewenty-nine days; 
now the biggest vessels can do it in ten 

From the hurbor entrance at Colon there 
passage of cight miles to the Gatun Locks, 
traverse under their own steam. 

At Gatun is a wall of concrete 85 fect high. The 
ship's power is shut off and clectric “ mules" tow her 
into the first lock. The ship is towed five miles an hour 
and can be stopped within a few inches. Then the 
lock is filled and the ship is raised about 25 feet. The 
electric engines tow hee inte the second lock, where 
the process is repeated, and the third lock follows, 
When this is filled, the vessel is in Gatun Lake, $5 feet 
above the sea, These locks are in duplicate, so that 
a can go in both directions at once. 

Phe ship can go full speed under her own steam 
across Gatun Lake, a distance of about 24 miles, 

At the end of the lake the vessel enters Culebra Cut. 
9 miles long, after which is the first lock on the Pacific 
side, at iro Miguel, where the descent begins. This 
lock has a drop of about 30 feet and opens into an 

artificial lake about two miles across, ‘Then the ewe locks of 
Miraflores, with a drop of $4 feet, lower the boat to tide- 
water, whence it can proceed seven miles to Panama. 

“Safety first” was the watchword of the Canal builders. 
No ship is allowed to go through without a Government 
Canal pilot. To prevent vessels fram crashing into the lock 
gates huge chains protect every one, and ¢ will stop 
the biggest ship in the world, fully loaded, within 70 feet. 

In passing through the Canal it is necessary to open amd 
close 23 lock doors, raise and lower 12 fender chains, 
open and clase hundreds of immense valves. These ope 
tons are controlled at each set of locks by ane man ata cen> 
tral mwitchboard. A system of interlocking levers prevents 
him from opening ope gate or valve until the others are 
closed and everything else is in readiness, 

‘The Canal is strongly fortified with immense forts at cach 
end and ficld works for 6000 soldiers, There are accammo- 
dations to increase this force to 20,000 men, 

‘The 16-inch gun at Perico Island,on the Pacific side, is one 
of the largest epee built. Itthrowsa shell weighing 2400 
pounds and filled with explosives 17 miles, _ 
A ship going from New York to San Francisco will save 

oon mae by going through the Canal, and Peru and Chile 
are brought nearer to New York than is San Francisco, 

The Canal will save these distances becween New York 
and foreign countries: Ecuador, 7400 miles; Japan, 4000 
miles: Hawaii, 66410 miles. Cunonsly enough the distance 
fron Manila to New York is only 14 miles shorter than by’ 
way of the Suez Canal, while Hongkong is 18 miles farther. 
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N OLD Nippon the 
flower of kindness 
reaches its full perfe 

when cither 

n fong-hunted prize in the 
police workd 

pore ated 
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Slat hes of £ 
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built for the tern emer 

Ipperm: ulter a 
shortconstslt eon 
the assem ials 
perm nted 
to me to remove him to 
my house with an officer 
in charge. 

ihicena 
the little 
moved slowly up 
steps to" The House 
the Misty Star,” an 
other policeman fold 
to keep at a di 
sympathetic but cnr 
crowd, Four mer 
the streteher, besik 
which T walked holding 
the limp hand of Page 
who fortunately was still 

med by a merciful 
unconsciousness: 

The sows spread rapidly throughout the neighbor 
As we reached Che upper road Taw Zune at the ent 
waiting our coming, #0 rigid she scemed a. pa 
Uragons and attendant demons on the old lodge g 
face matched the stow beneath her fev 

as we 
ill— 

thes. 

Loser. 
verest,”” IL 
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"No, But bo Ly nd rider 

ally welded 
but he’s alivey 

room is ready, 
nothing else matters. Come on; 

eotest she had given orders to the men, 
room was san Converted from a girlish ha 

» a dwelling place where life and death wa eed 
context, 

asked for an audience with me Later the two physiciar 
and delivered their ¢ 

ford San‘s ines is the result 
shack, received before re 
unknown; outcome dou! 

rom the sick-roont ord d been issued for absolute 
Every member of the house crept about, keenly 

of the grim foe that lurked in every corner. Whea 
hight came he darkness seemed to enter the house 
and wrap itself about us as well 

As Red Cross nurse on battlefields in the aftermath, 1 had 
helped put together the remnants of splendid men and prom 

ng homes | had seen h die with 
bing out of such aa \iese, But for mee 

life held gloom so impenetrable as that f 
Page Hanaford lay in my house, belph 
thing had come. The boy who had walked 
tostay wasa fugitive with asmall ch; 

prove he was not @ criminal. 

mental 
€ 

a sever 
wory from previous illness; 
ful,” 

HE evening household dinner re 
servants hung about the doors, 

refusing to believe that the sick sna 
Prince of whom the gods were jea Only old I 

dence was happy. Carefully arrayed in his festal 

him ready to do the honors of the house in the ancient 
custom of receiving cards. 

steps came a long procession 

pe and calling shinkn 
ers in the other be held acal 
table in passing. 

ng-card which was laid upon mp 
the 

The loug line veatidct! to thele Hidug and sympathy tor uhe 
sick man 

tat ¢ hour I bade Ishi lock up the apd went back 
to the living room. I found Jani 
ny first eoportundey to tell them ii 
ned at the Kencho—of Kobu’s charge, and the arrest 

alied from the room by some household duty. 
were left alone. ch my companion looke 

a little anxious she sect 
mental vision to which she hopefully ching. 

lise Jenkins, please tell me just what the poster said, 
i Jane, 

tlouse or 

my . 

1 me 
e of Youth and Love 

Frances Little (Fannie Caldwell Macaulay) 
AUTHOR OF “THE LADY CORATION OF TILE DE 

ILLUSTRATIONS BY ARTHUR E 

Her appe 
What are y ying, Jane 

"Oh, F just have a feck 
ing.” answered my 

“How can you 

heliewe anything 
w the dew 
sweet bey, 

« Heat never te 

h, doing anything « 
w guilt when I sce it, 

© of hysteria, but 

Kal 
. “Honey, you « 

You told me so yourself, 

ken salad, 
od that big 

1© Misty Sta 
and Hope in Old =n 

BEC 

=r 

HER 

te Pa 
nd to the lamp 20 you can see. 

w you make! But how sweet it is to know if we keep 
our fa the light the shadows are always behind uy 

w Tmt ran and get alittle sleep, Zura says Lam to ge 

sing to colebs new position with, Now 
re What a funny fat 

rao) 

amd 
i and bright though tired fcc 

s, please dan’t ket that layer cake fool yuu, 1 
is not tough, 1 just forgot to take the brown papers fran 

trom ol the lnyers when t iced them, Do as | tell you, 

are were here Whar lf vomarrow’s 
Without its rest? 

Jane war 
ml 1 tas bie 

ee wity’s Chart on 
He the comforter ia 

1 
Phe tables were t 

sunselor and f the ex 
nuforted 

Japan lies a hidden quality ever dor 
hy a rough shake from the hand uf 

he power to respond calmly and skillfully ro 

fore Zura W 
On the tr agi 

aford to the Ke 
is girl, ber feet touching the borderland of 

T returned and found her a woman, white lipped and 
tense, but full of quiet conum The path to love sdomain 
had been bb hy a sorrow which threatene 
happin Not with tears and vain rebe 

t against fate or circumstances, nor wa vin ad 
in useless repin x. With the lofty bx r lovely 

wore when o deleat or victory: this 
an efficiently that both ‘nur 

cowed their highest praise when they told her 
2 Japanese:wonan, 

re the demands from household and sick- 
emgth, [Kaew she suffered, 
THe CV ER KO testifies 

ite declared her 
aL hal gene 

he Thad left her a nity ing, 
t's ptr 

desolation to 
lion did she 

sh ne Was truly 
So freq 

after 
use settled down into a routine where cucl 

quick to perform, wr her hand, 
few days, the b 
mentber had a special duty. In turn we wateherd or w 
while the anxious days dragged thentselves along 
until they numbered ten 

text 
heavy, 

URA and I watehed by P in the half of cach night 
fs and wrestled with the cruct thing that held iim captive 

¥ were painful but revealing he T was very close to 
rets of life, and the eternal miracles of coming 

aly matehed jn tender beauty by the woader dawn were 
of a woma: love, tt was Zuea’s cool, soft hand that held 
down the lurning tds ani! shut out the hideous. spectors 

"s fevered eyes saw clo: dows upon him. le was ber 

him into slumber after the frenzy of 

A Think!” He Cried, 
Page 27 

“Qh! Boy, Boy, | Thought Td Lost You! 



yo af the strugele "he would pant. 
my lovely princess. 

he 

rt on. his 
Beloved gosfeless, tell 

whut did Ldo with them? You are sivim 
kouw, Help me to find them quick. Quick: 
are shutting the door; Ht has bars L eannot 
your face 
“Lam here, P c.” Zura would answer. “If the 

dove shuts Pt right by your side.” 
In love for the bay each member of the house 

y day or night for instant service, hut 
bined efforts to help the fewere 

to lay bold of definite thought bong enoug 
for hits to name the thing that was breal 

1, From pleading for tinse to search for some 
thing be would wander into scenes af his hay hood, 

he appealed to me ax his mother and askecl 
Bim to sleeps, Before I contd stendy my 

into talk of the sea and tried 
s song. Often he fancied himse?f an 

ship and hegged not to be put off on some 
d, Ue fiercely But his feeble: 

was iy match foe Zara's young steength, and 
il begin te simu 

stent 1 thought of thes 
sought for thew 

known “twas only eceming, 
Vine not abd, bat fay forever dreninins 

the boy woul rep 
m 

bay the 
all contuet with the mstslde 

tee of the world was the pirk-and 
and on the stricken boy that lay on 

Tho long-delayed crisis dashed upon us early 
if when the doctors 

ed was the enuf, only » healing sleep from 
wakened and called Zura by mame 

Liven then it was a tossup whether he could win 
out against despair. Uippermost in his mind wie 
vee the torturing theujht of the nameless thing 
that hait made him a fugitive. 

Je 
uring health when we remembere! a certain 

hip that wus right then cutting Ube blue waters 
of the Paci aus the shores of Japan, beariny, 

py days, and it was with uncle. 
1 saw bife und strength come 

kept himself advised of the 
and kept ws informed of the 
iw Vancouver steamer and its 

dreaded passenger, 

C NE day, when Pawe was quietly 
our anxiety as to what was coming hi 

he I jt, the detective came. 
1 received information 

ked at Yokohama that 
In the afternovm the Chicago Bank 

tative woukl arrive at Otsu, oer nearest 

Kola suid be would bring the guest to our house 
anal his kind wish that Page San's “sicker 

vnalel sect ee yy" dit not wholly hide the 
Nhe of Nis profession: He went his way 
station, leaving bekind bin thoughts sadder 
ath cam Dring. 
| told Jame what we were to expect ber 

nit rownest, She looked frail 
somewhere a senile mace 

¥ 

ut fro 
her tears, 

up, Miss Jenkins, No use crying 
lossowns befare they wither. Koba's 

lvunman enough to be mistaken. Detectives aren't 
40 sinart, Sametinves they tree a chipmunk and 
think it's» bear, 

It was the nearest I'd ever heard Jane come to 
a criticism, und L knew she felt very deeply t0 gu 
this far 

ura listened quiotly to what I had to tell. But 
her eyes darkened and witened. "You mean they 

oaning to take Page away?" she asked ino 
, but with tremuluus lips. 

©; as soon as he is strong enough,” 1 told 
her sorrowfully. 

Th she announced 

a with him?" 1 exchtimed in diamay. “You, 
a young gitl, go with a man who is in charge of an 
wtikcee? It's impossible. 1 pray God it’s not true, 
hut if the law cin prove that Page has skinned he 
will have Co pay the penalty in petsom, You can't 
go there,”” 

No, but J can wait tale, and be ready ti 
stant when he comes out," she asserted 

ith a quiet positiveness which proved that she 
had been thinking all the passibilities of the situ 
atlog over carefully, “No matter how guilty the 
law lares him he b+ still the same Page to me. 
He's ming. [belong to him, Did not my own 
mother think home and country well lost far love? 
She knew her (ate and seniled while she blindly 
followed, know mine, and there i# no other path 
for me but by the side of Page. Whatever comes 
I've knowe his lave," 

It was net the raving of & bysterical girl; Ft was 
the calm utterance of a woman—one of the East, 
who la recoguiaing the call of her destiny un- 
sliinkingly accepts its decrees of sorrow as well as 
of joy 

By, training, environment and inclination Zura 
Wingate might he of the West; but her Occidental 
blood was diluted with that of the East, and wher- 
ever is found even one small drop, Ubomgh it sleep 
tong, in the end it atizes and claims its own as 
surely as death claims life 

rT WAS only a lithe while since Kobo had left us 
togo to the station, but it seemed weeks of agony 

when I heard the far-off whistle of the train that 
was bringing the anwelcame visitue from America. 

hills bese scarcely evasod the echo of the 
shrieking it seemed to me, when I heard 
the tap of the ong at the entrance. I started at 
once for Page's room where Zura and Jane were 
on watch, 

Kobu the detective and his companion were 
abead of me. 

‘The beilliant bight of a sunny sfternnon softened 
as it sifted through the paper shoji, suffasing room 
and occupants in a tender glow. Through it, as 
LT reached the door, | saw Zura half hending over 
the bed, shielding tle Jace of the sick boy, Jane at 

his startled lool 
swiftly to ¢ 

XIX—"The End of the Periect Day” 

ANE. was the first on 
Rteap to neeny : 

was east.” 
“1? My name is Ford Page Has 

i, my bay, T've been 
the gray-beadod wtrang: 

Page's eyes intently searched his father's face ax 
nate fear and jay pos als 

pent was tense: Wwe wall 
Faye acked: ~ But, 

to the firm, 
“You ¢ 

you diseppesred off the am 
imelte 

‘The word meltes 
of the Invalid & door low 

ie Bving room of * 
Star, 

Page was asleep through sheer exhaustion, and 
the Father, with lowered voice ated dimmed ey 

ing of 
Yor had In 

Orient « 

CLEA AN THRUH H. RCHE 

he tall, gray-headed strange 
bed and gathered Page 

and ay clear asa trumpet-call 
naing ber gladnessand trust: * 

it! But whe are you, sir? Page said his father game by confi 

livered them scale 

med ta-opea In the brain 
N sleeping mem: close 

Tt is all coming back! 

hace for a crowd y 
ane’s slceve, motioned Kobu towant 

ther we went saftly away 

"The House af the Misty 

the beat of the missed the mu 
cells of a white meant a ¢ 

en what tricks 
4 play with the brai 

man? Had Foot een men and women go dawn 

THE TWO 
BY CHARLES F, LUMMIS 

¢ BY what would you do with a Butterfly? 
(And she wavered awide of me) 

If you had her Sure in your very hand? 
How would you hold her, and how command 

One so little and brittle as 17 
And what should her Bible be? 

“Thou Shalt Not this, and Thou Shalt Not that, 
And No Other Gods but Me! 

are frivolous, Youth's a snare! 
you! Flutter not! Have a care!’ 

You—are afoot, and your world is flat; 
What do you wot of the Winged and Free?” 

Slow I answered—and weighed it sure: 
*Flat I am, and my world is so, 

But you would round us; and flowers would 

wW. 
Fold 

Even you of the shimmery wing 
Needs must light to their nectar pure— 

Needs must rest when the day is low. 

“He that meant me—and made—to plod, 
He that gave you the wistful wings— 

Guess you not that He knew His way, 
He that Rested with Night the Day? 

Clod and cloud are alike of God 
Life is the mating of unlike things, 

“You were put to the Paths of Air; 
I, to Wonder—and Understand. 

He be Judge that devised us Twain! 
Yours is yours 

“Ah!” she fluttered, “But play me fair! 
And she came to my very hand. 
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10 despair under some fixed hallucination conjured 
from the combination of averwork and & stramedt 

reine happy, normal humans 
into frar-haunted creatures, ever pursued by an 
unseen: foc? In such a fever-racked ntind lay all 
Page's troubles 

For the last four years he had held a place of 
vy responsibility with 2 lure ell concern in 
espore. His duties lod him inty isalated is- 

trict. Danger wat ever prewnt, lat a Mulay 
robher was no more treacherous an enemy than 
the beat, and far less subtle. 

One day, after sume unusually hurd work, Page 
turned in his money and reports, and went his way 
under the blistering sux. 

It was then that the fever played its favorite 
ting bis brain and tangiing his 

nt dawn to the docks and aboard a 
tramp steamer about to lift anchor, When the 
vessel was faraway the fateful disease releases its 

But in the many months of 
a) The mo- ctuising among unnamed islands in southern seas, 

hreathiessly; at last 
her, what did I do with 

it cruelly mocked him with a belief that be had 
parloined the money and taunted him with forget 
fulness as to the hiding place. 
When Page left the abip at a J 

micmary Ceased en give him 
vf his name, but tricked ‘hie into 
crime he had not committed. 

Mi REMORSE was unmensurable as I realie 
the whole truth, hut my heart out-caroled any 

lark that ever grew a feather, 
The boy's soul was as clean 

way deep. 
fee, continued Mr. Hamilton, “ 

Wis i 0 be was only a lad, anid my 
sponiibliy: wes doable. When bis regular 

eased I cabled his Girm for information 
-y were unable to Gind any trace of him, He had 

always been each a strong. sturdy youth that £ 
J pot connect him with illness. Fearing that he 

waylald af was of Fantom 1 oered 
the reward through my Chicago bankers, The 
sath at sea of course hlocked us. ‘The suspense 

able when the inform 
Came from Mr; Kobu; that broarht me bere: 

All this time the gletective had heen si 
no word or Sook nf the athers had escaped Bi 
At last the thing was forced upon bis. He 

want cashice whose Captare 
umph over the whole detective work! 

And he hal been so very sure that Page was the 

as out tove for him 

you give again!” 

man! Descriptions amd measurements were 90 
alike, Both were from the same city, one with 
the name of Hamilton, the other with that of 
Hammertan. 

# Page's father remarked to the detective 
when he heard the story: “Mr. Kobu, thooe 
names are emugh alike to be brothers, shuagh 
I'm glad they-are wot,” 

Hut Kofm was not to be cored into any excuse 
for himself. Any one who knew him could but 
know the humiliation he would suffer at mistaking 
the prize, Even a big reward was slight balm for 
the blow at his pride. 

Intently he had watched and listened until 
every ome of the details was clear to him. He 
could not understand this emotion ant indul- 
gence in tears which were good only to wash the 
dust from ey 

[BYE Bobu rae truly, Japanese in his coonpre- 
hensiom of a father's love, He masked bls 

chagrin with a stalle and paid unsth 
Ue man who had ti 

the detective made a Gok nile te epen een 
of us in ture and took his leave, 

As the sound of the closing lodge gates rea 
ws something in Jane’s attitude caught my 
tion. In her eye was the luk of & mischiewous 
child who hat foiled its playmate, 

“Jane, what is the matter with you?" I asked. 
“T was just feeling so sorry for Mr. s 

she reptied demurely. “He is awfully nice, but 1 
could net tell him, 1 knew!'" 
“What?” I demanded, 
“Ob, T knew dear Pago was not the gentleman 

who borrowed the bank's mancy. 
“Knew it! How did you keow?"* 
* Because a little while ago that nice cashier gen- 

ueman from Chicago sought shelter in the Quar- 
ters. Ubeand hisstory. Ho was the hungricst matt 
for home cooking I ever saw. I guve him plenty 
of it, too, and 2 little Testament besides, before be 
Weft 
he Why, Jane Gray! you knew this and did not 

ule" 
"Yes, Miss Jenkins; that is what I did. You 

see Tam a sort of father confessor. 1 simply can: 
not furnish information about the dear poople 
who confide in me, 1 would have saved Mage, but 
when E came home aod found him il! something 
tok me to give both mena chaner, 1 knew Page 
was vot guilty. The same thing that mace me sure 
of my bospital made me certain he would get well, 
The other man--well, you know, 1 am only 2 
messenger of hope. 1 wanted to give him time to 
read that little hook!" 

1 was dumb with sstonishment 
“Upon my word,” remarked Mr, Hamilton 

after an eloquent pause, “as a soul diplomat you 
wive me a new light on missionaries! tS 
ty all right now, I have found my son, 
know the signs, a daughter as well. 
let 

I turned to look for Zura, but sbe was no bonger 
ja the rowm. 

Leaving the delighted Jane ia 4 full swing of 
talk abowt Zura, I withdrew and crossed 
passageway. The paper doors of the sick-chat 
were wide apart, and doce again | saw outlined 
against the glow of the evening sky (wo figures. 
The girl hel! the hands of the man agninst her 
heart, and through the soft shadows came low, 
happy vobces; 

“Ah, Zura, ‘T sought for thee and found thes 
| “Belovedest,” joyously whispered the girl, 
bending bow. 

Darkness, tender as bove itself, follled about 
thom, and I went my peaceful way. 

To longto-be-remembeted months passed 
ewiltly. On the wings of each succeeding hour 

was bore to Page the joy of returning bealth, to 
the other members af my household the ghulnes 
of life we bad never before known, Mr, Hamilton 
remained, waiting to take back with him, as one, 
Page and Zura. In the fullness of ber joy Zura was 
quite ready to forgive and be forgiven, and said so 
very sincerely to her grandéather. 

San replied in a way characteristic. 
hoke tragedy was the Inevitable 
traditions and the mixing of two 

mom which to the end of eternity would never 
assimilate. He had washed his heart clean of all 
anger against ber, hut his days were nearing « 
close, He hart Jost the fight and for him life war 
done, Oblivion would be welcome, for after all 

What of ou Lied "Tis imaged hy a howts 
wide dawns sees it cn the wes alot ; 

Susttly it rows away, 
Ase on the dancing waves an trace ls mers 

‘That it ban ever been! 
Jane's hospital was soon completed, and T could 

no longer resist the sincere pleadings for ber to be 
allowed to live in the Quarters once again, “My 
peupte are calling, and, though I am a fruil aed 
forble leader, I must give all my thee tu,then and 
belp them to find the way back home and sell their 
souls for the highest pri 

Without protest I let her go, T had no word of 
criticism for Jane, Every soul i born for a pur- 
Fone—sntas ig. duach, others $0. teach, wrid all 
serve, Misa ~‘Jayeray" more than justified her 
calling and ber kind. Her simple faith had made 
many whole, 

Once again the Spirit of Spring held the oll 
garden in a radiance of color, Once again the 
bird from Che spirit land called to its mate am! 
beard the soft thrill of the answer, The singing 
breeae swayed the cloud of cherry bloom, sendin 
showers of petals to earth, covering the grim ob 
stone image, making giant pink mushrooms of the 
tow lanterns, 
How lonely a thing would have been the Spirit 

of Spring had it not wulked hand in hand with the 
Spirit of Lowe! 

In the white moonlight sifting through the pines 
I saw Page and Zurs In my garden on their est 
hight in old Japsn—destinies, hewn afar, feléidlod 
beneath the shadows of the smiling gods. 

“But think what love will de to the 
bad once said the foolishly wise 

And now it has all come to pass. 
Once again Tam alone, yet never lonely, for my 

blessings are unmeasured. 
Ihave my wark. I have love, and “The House 

of the Misty Star” holds the precious jewel 
memory. 

THE END 



How I Helped My Husband to Make 
More Money 

Making Money Out of 
Other People’s Yards 

sxgjiVO years ago last spring my hos- 
band's health became bad and the 
Woctors insisted that nothing but 

H| exercise would benefit him, 
| His sickness had already placed 

q| us cteeply fn debst and there seemed 
to be no possible way to bring about 

the really necessary change for him, Thea our 
‘of a cloudy sky came the ides, 

Tt was but a shore dist, from our flat to the 
residence portion of the city, where many back 
yands were vither sown in grass or left entirely um 
cared for, T visited the awners of these is my- 
telf ond asked ta be allowed to plant them is garden 
vegetabler, offering to: papely the families with half 
the products. In the face of ridicule 1 persevered 
and finally savceeded in securing the promise 
that we might experiment with their yards, 

Early in the spring my husband and [ began 
working in these yards beth before and after mill 
hours, Qur three boys, aged seven, nine and eleven 
yours, mane helped, and I helped also with the 
weeding and harvesting; so from the very start our 
Venture Was a SCCeRS, 
We raised much more than our landlords and 

we could use, bat we found ready sale fur all uf it, 
sume uf our best customers being the very peopte 
who at first scorned the idem, So we not only cut 
dows our own living expenses, but we also added 

erially to our Snances. 
second year more yards were offered than 

we could possibly use. However, the 
kearneit so much the previous year, and were s0 

pe to hetp their father, that we unilertook 
more and succeeded even hetter. 

‘The year just past my husband felt jastifjed in 
taking 3 three months! leave of absence from the 
mill and pat all the time upon our back-yard farms. 

He has regained his health, and we are out of 
debt and have had more wholesonse food than ever 
Vedore, for we hawe made our gatdens not only sup- 
ply us with good vegetables, but have 
pail the rent and allowed us to tndulge tn many 
pleasures newer dreamed of before, CoLoaapo, 

1 Made My Clerk-Husband 
a Superintendent 
BNE day my husband said: "We've 

ag got to have more money.” 
He said it with that sticking-out 

‘of his under lip and kooteing of the 
eyebrows that our three years of 
married life had taught me meant 
desperation. Besides, the second 
baby hail recently come: 

asked, “how do 

That's just it, Guess I'D have to tackle Riesby 
for more taney, though T know now he is pay- 
ing me more than he ever paid any shipping clerk 

fore.” 
Now John is one of those men who become so 

ahsorbed in their work that it shuts them off from 
« view of what is going om around them. Also be ls 
impulsive; he must bo Jod, never driven, 

Hc had mentioned a week of so before that his 
employer really wished to take a vacation, but he 
had no one to carry bis load, since his manager 
was away on a trip. That remark, and my remem> 
bering it in tinse, changed our whole lives, for an 

It wus very simpie, as you shall see, Comparinur 
the heads of a business with their employees, it 
always struck nve that the difference lay not in the 
fact that the employers, as a class, did more than 
their enployees, but that they knew more about 
the business itsetf. 

So by dint of long persuasion and pleading 1 
secured Jobn’s promise that he would leave many 
‘of the details of his work to his assistants. Lover 
ruled bis argument that if he shoved his work ow 
the shoulders of his belpers be would be ing his 
‘own gtave, by showing him thag if he kept his own. 
lime free he could personally rectify the wrong 
things in his department thus learn ways of 
improving the department #40 whole, 

Vell, he did it. And E Rept his interest alive and 
wave him new ideas by discussing with bim every 
night the problems of his d te 
When TP aay F gave Jobn ideas I do not mean 

that I planneit changes in bis day’s work for him 
Of course not. He knew the details of his business 
better than £ did—better thar any one ese in the 
whole establishment, Bat by deft suggestions wut 
f Yatnurny T made him sve the work through Mr. 

igaby's eyes. 
Fe hed uf course, the right ideas came to him of 

mse 
That y my whole task—to make Jobn look at 

his work through his employer's spectacles. 
Mt first it was not so easy. But soon he came to 

look on things fram this new viewpoint with fever. 
‘Then ome day he came home radiant. He had « 
ew idea that would revolutionize the whole ship- 
ping it; it meant a shake-up from one 
end to the other, bat ft would mean dolxg more 
work, with (ore pees people ad with fest chance for 
crror, He was fall of his idea. He could hardly 
cut for explaining it tome, Hekept meuplate that 
night while he explained even the tiniest detalls 
tome. Hewent to hed in a glow of happiness, of 
sativfaction, 

And when he was asleep I cried—cried for sheer 
hope and happiness. For I knew that J had won. 

en Septensher came Job did not ask for 
fore salary. He was not shipping clerk any more. 
He was assistant stockkeeper at a nicely increased 
salary. Mr. Rigshy bad promoted him and raised 
his salary in August, of his own accor. 

‘The rest of the story tells itself. John and the 
Mockkeeper (the mas over bim) bad a dispute 

YTE—These first-hand reports of what wives have done to help their husbands 
mike more money constitute one of the most stimulating series of articles 

‘THE JOURNAL has ever published. The ideas presented have all received the test 
of successful application. There are no inventions or theories here—just the “real 
thing.” 
practicable, will be published, 

In the next issue of THE JOURNAL another page of ideas, every one equally 
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about the management of incoming stock and the 
method of filling orders. You see, John was seeing 
things from the boss's chair now, ‘The matter came 
to the attention of the general manager, He up- 
held John —be wus general manager for the same 
reason that my Jobn was in a dispate with the 
stockkeeper, ee could see the business 
through Mr. Rigsby" 

The stockkveper, ina bul, resigned. I shall Jet 
you guess who was given bis place. 

Mr. Rigsby's bualness grew. New positions 
opened their doors to men capable of filling them— 
mes who could share the increased burdens that 
every year added on the shoulders of Mr. Rigsby 
and his general manager. And os the years in- 
creased the burdens they weakened the shoulders 
that bore them. But Jolin grew stronger with the 
years, and today is superintendent of the entire 
business. Texas. 

NOTE~To the anther of this custribaticn 10 The Somes 
Kat's cuntest, “How 1 Helped My Husband te Make Mere 
Money," was anced the wooed prive, $200,—Tux Borroas. 

Added $2000 to His Income 
in Two Years 

ITH the nid of a “For-Sale" san 
d| anda moving van 
| besides materially increasing bis 
j Hos procsicx nad thle howd Sab ey 

por our marriage we determin 
to have a dome of eur own ee 
than apartment accommodations, 

Our little nest exg did not permit a pretentious 
home, so, instead of geing into debt for a modern, 
up-to-date howse, we paid cash for a comfortable 
ttle place om a side street occupied chiefly by 
workingmen's homes. 

Within two moeths after we moved in, » real: 
estate man inquired whether of not the house was 
forsale, It wasnot; but when, three months later, 
we were offered $350 more than we hail paid for the 
place we took it quick! 

‘The parents of the young machinist next door 
bought the house after long admiration. To be 
exact, my furnishings sold it, for while it was a 
duplicate of their son's house, the srrangement 
of my furniture, its tastiness wed sparsity, made 
the rooms seem half again ay large as they really 
were 

The sun filtered through my dotted Swiss cur 
tales, giving a lightsess and cheeriness to the rooms 
totally absent in the other houses in the eae. 
to the heaviness of their window draperies and the 
occupants’ desire to protect their gotden-oak fur- 
niture ani highty colored rugs from the sun's rays. 
I nsention these details, us cozy furnishings have 
proved the main factor in my success, 
My horband mane out the papers for the trans 

fer, so that we were put to no expense but that of 
the moving van which launched us on a new ven- 
ture on September 1 
Our next purchase did not provide us as good a 

home as we had iedt. It was an older house sadly 
in need of cleaning and repair, on account of which 
we bought it at a low Sure. I took extra measures 
to give it coay touches with home-made book- 
shelves, window seats and kitchen conveniences, 
and after it had received its two coats of white 
paint, and the green shatters were hung itt place, 
T tacked a neat little sign om the corner of the 
porch, which sald: “For Sale, Inquire Within.” 

Loften say it was the blue-and-white lace paper 
‘on my pantry shelves that sold the property, the 
‘nest spring, to an old couple from the country, 
who bad retired and wanted to come to town. 
Sree ts Be Ors eaters ete eens 
the red geraniums in my south wiedow; but the 
size of our hack yard with its possibilities for “gar- 
des sass” proved the determining factor, and by 
the time tulips and hyacinths were in bloom, in 
Pind hpi pecrpniagh pecashoames gad 
to add to our nest sue ‘awn earning. 
My success eral ‘me. Instead of pur- 

chasing another small house T turoed my attention 
to a nine-room house, for sale at a sacrifice, that 
was aimirably adapted for two flats. 
We bought It, mortgaged it for $1000 to cover 

the vost of converting it into flats, and moved in, 
putting up with the discomfort of having it re. 
modeled over our heads. By ember t we Were 
occupying the lower fst and had rented the upper 
for $22.80. Up went the sale sign agzin. The place 
stood ws exactly $3350, but the price we pat on 

$4500, was none too much for it, as the $45 rent 
‘brought in each month made it 2 good invest- 

ment. 
1 kept it open for inspection all winter, adver 

tising it occasionally in the paper, and in June of 
Inst year disposed of it at $4500, clearing $1150 on 
the place, and thus adding an even $2000 to our 

account in the two years we have been 
married. 

‘This transaction entailed much more work than 
the other two, and we found ourselves more of leas 
cramped in a five-roams tat, bist it was home work 
that interfered little with my household duties. 

Our family is increasing and we deem it wise 
now to pat eur money into a permanent bome, the 
extra $2000 making it possibile for us to locate in a 
residence district where we shall be nearer our 
friends and where I may devote my whole thme to 
war babies. Distaict of Copemnia, 

How I Changed 
My Husband’s Market 

Fis MY busbar runs marker, when 
iM he children axe at school T always 

aa it my business to help bim in 
any way I can. He used to com 
plain of the way his customers 
ordered thelr goods. “If people 
only wanted the same thing on the 

t same day,” he would say, “it would 
hip me so In baying my fresh produce? Hut 1 
must order beets for fear Mrs. A——will want 
thens; | nvust have pork and beef in quantity be- 
couse Mrs. B——~ i apt to telephone down for a 
roast unexpectedly, ant so much spoils on my: 
hands that it is a real Joss to me." . 

I saw the polat—and more. It really made no 
difercnes to Mrs, A, who had ardered a leg of 
lamb for Wednesday, if Mes, B—— also had lamb 
thatday. But Mrs. B—— ordered lamb for Mon. 
day, on which day Mes. A—— liked pork, So J 
decided on a plan of my ows, 

T went to Mrs. A——, whom I knew, and ssid 
baldly: “Mrs, A, I want to submit a business 
proposition to you. Do you like to plan your 
own meals?” 

"“E bate it!” she declared vigorously. ‘1 am 
always rocking my brain to think up something 
for dinser,”* 

“Just what do you spend weekly on your mar- 
keting?” I asked. 
“Why, about ten dollars with you, amd three or 

four dollars with tbe buckster, aside from the regu 
lar monthly bills for milk and ice,” she answered. 

“Mrs. A—," sald I, “let me plan yaur meals 
for you, [ know just bow many # sre in your 
family; I sball keep within the rerular amount you 
have been spending, and if at any time you wish 
to make It los 1 shall try to meet your wishes, 
though of course I should then have to send you 
cheaper cuts of meat than you are in the habit of 
ordering. 1 shall send you your supplies cach day, 
and with them a card containing menes for Junc 
con and dinner, and for breakfast the nest morn- 
ing. 1 shall write down the recipe for any new dish 
and I shall make dee allowance for left-overs, For 
instance, 1 shall send you a leg of lamb one day, 
and on the next T shall Jet you have cold lamb for 
dinner, and on the next a lamb stew for luncheon, 
‘Try my plan fora month only and see if you are not 
pleased with it, and with the bills you get from us 
aswell. We shall charge nothing for this service,” 
pate doyou wish todo this? “asked Mrs A—, 

I,” said I, “it will help my husband, in his 
buying of supplies, to know ahead of time what his 
regular customers want; we shall beable toget you 
better foodstulls. Then, too, we want all of your 
trade, You know us well enough to know you can 
depend upon us ve you the best at the most 
reasonable prices. 

Mrs, A~——~ decided to try my plan. Mrs. B—— 
refused at first, but fell in line a month later. Mes. 
C-—— came into step as soon as se beard others 
were doing it, and so it went on. 
Now we have forty customers for whom I plan 

meals. If they live far apart, do not mind, or do 
not know each other, I give them the 
same menus on the same days. But if they eer 
variety they get it. It is simply wonderf 
my plan has helped my husband. Sepp sore 0 
the wholesale market with a regular list of supplics 
which will be sent out immediately. All his cuts of 
iment wre Gapeead of before he secures them, and 

green vegetables before they can spoil. Best of 
ai Te cocoa are more than for we ate 
no Jess careful of their interests. It is the greatest 
teliel to them to know that their meals are all 
Saray and that they are sure of good, well- 
ordered dinners, without the bother of thinking 
them over themselves. Massacuvsetts, 

NOTE~To the suthor af thie conteitretion to Tae Jove. 
Sal's contest, How I Helped My Hustand to Make More 
Money,” was awarted the foarth prise, $180,—Thm Boetoas. 

How I Changed 
My Husband’s Bakery 

ESIDES caring for her little bay of 
eighteen months, my sister did all 
the work of her bith dat. When- 
ever I went ta see her it seemed to 
me that she wus slways pottering 
around with little messes of cereals 
in doable boilers, or with small ket- 

: tles of mutton broth, or the whale 
#23 oven was given up to making a little cup af 
custand—all for the precious baby, 

“It's a crime to waste all that gas!” I reproved 
her one day. “Four bours for a dab of oatmeal, 
eves It you do cook eaaugh for two days, and as 
hour's beat for a lonesome cup of custard but 
signs of a nervous outbreak made me stop, al- 
‘though I was conscious that in my bead was the 
tiny germ of an idea. 
A little investigation among my frbends with 

children disclosed the fact that they were all 
wrestling more or less with this tedious cooking of 
special food far the children between one and four 
years of age. 
1 consulted my hushand, who was in the bakery 

business, and he agreed that we might try offer 
ing aur customers oatmeal guaranteed to have 
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heen steamed four hours, ane! emsall invtividwal 
custards and rice puddings baked in attractive 
little brown pottery molds. We were in u ocigh+ 
horhond of small homes, and most of the watien 
did Cheir own marketing, "The first day [arranged 
a little display of these Children’s Foods,” and 
explained to inquizers that we guaranteed the 
quality, the time of cooking, the excellence of the 
exes acd milk that went into the puddings; told 
them what they could save on their fuel bills, and 
how much annoyance they caubd be spared, 

‘The cereals and padelings soft so well that T 
added mutton broth with rice, plain beef broth, 
chicken broth with barley, and, as small children 
should not eat whole beans and peas, we sold a 
bean or # pea purée, and vegetable purées, such as 
celery, artichoke, carrot of asparagus. These wore 
equally successful, 

‘Of course our trade was limited to the fimilies 
in our neighborhood with small children. We dil 
wet about all of thie business, because we caulk! 
relt at almost the cost ta the parents, since we 
bought at wholesale, cooked in bulk and had the 
bakery fires to furnish fuel. 

Next we looked to the expansion of the busines, 
finally deciding that out best method was tu in- 
ituce well-located bakeries and delicatessen stores 
ty handle oar wares on a commlsebon basis, 
We bogan with four stores in our part of the city. 

The trade began rather slowly at first, but after 
the first week showed a steady upward climb. We 
had cut our profits to such a low Ggure that the 
delicatessen stores handling our wares were not 
tempted to substitute their own preparations. 
Thelr commission in handling ours would about 
equal any profit that they could make preparinu: 
the foods in small quantities. Our average prufit 
was aboot fourteen dollars a manth from cach, 

We finally gave up the bakery and devoted all 
bead time to the children’s foods. We arranges a 

1 food factory and invited mouths! 
Seaportions. through booklets, foe wa saver forget 
that the sale of the foods was based on the comfi- 
dence of the mothers in the Sallis of the forts, 
We now have two motor wagons distributing the 
foods, and last month's net profits were $187, with 
Dusiness steadily growing. Cataronnia, 

From Car Conductor to 
Owner of Six Stores 

Jag LIVED in Cambridge, Massachuy 
| setts, not far from Harvard Square, 

(| when my idea came, and my hus- 
| band was a cooductar on the stroet 

curs, working ten hours a for 
$16 a week. Out of this he sup. 

H| ported a Heh capable, healthy: 
woman (myself) and our <ix-year- 

old son. We paid $15 a month rent. 
Across the street from aur heme was a fruit 

store owned by an Italian, In the afternoon, when 
my work was one, T would sit in the parlir win 
dow and watch the people go in ani owt of the fruit 
store. Usually 1 hed « piece of embroidery in my 
hands, for 1 was never idle, Every afternoon at 
lara Sock the wite ne ee kan eee |, neatly 
dressed, and took her he coetie 
With her were to children who played in the 
store or in the room tack of it. Here she worker, 
helping her husband in the busy hours of the day, 
Sbe wus my inspiration. 

1 know that the daily grind of my husbanel’s 
work, his long hours and the seeming impossibility 
of any brighter future were cating iato bis life ane 
ambitions. He no longer saw bright visions aud he 
talked less of the expected advancement. 

Seon after this I heard of a small creamery near 
by, which its proprietor wisted to fell, For the 
fixtures and good will of the business the owner 
asked $800, Before our marringe I had save! $500; 
and T inquired at a foan agency and found 1 coubl 
taise the ather $300, at six per cent, interest, by 
mortgaging my furniture and the store fixtures. 

‘That night, when we talked it over, my husband 
said J had gone crazy; impossible to make it pay; 
{should Jose every cent of my savings, However I 
persisted, and finally 1 won, the money was bur- 
towed and the plunge made. 

‘The first thing I did was to chose up the cream~ 
ery. 1 insisted that the landlord give it a coat uf 
white paint, 2 had fresh Nnoleam put aa the 
floor, and, with the help of a colored woman one 
forenoon, washed the windows and polished the 
brass. J had the name oa the window changed 
from the word“ Creamery” to" Clover Farm Dairy 
Products.” This was the farm where I shoul oly 
tala my and it was well known. I notified 
my fi in the neighbochood of of my man and 
then opened my creamery, The Grst week | chearcd 
only $10 above expenses. But I was happy. In 
seven months the mortgage and Interest were paid 
and the buslvess was mine, p 

1 then bad a counter put in the store, where 
coffee, sandwiches und other light food were served 
for s quick lunch. At the end af the second year it 
required two girls besides myself to wait on the 
customers. At the end of the third year we had 
lald away from our carnings $2500, 

One Sanday night, pri my husband and I were 
talking of a brighter future, with the boy at college 
and a little home of our own in the countey, I sug- 
gested that we take $1500 of our savings and opes 
another creamery and bunch-coanter nearer Har- 
vard Square, He could give up his place on the 
Pig lean gimatet irs pap heapepncid ty 
ie dell ato the and as maby as we found 

Jocation the place 
That wa: Sees eclrra "Rey ve hve» 
chain of six stares. The hoy did not go to cullege, 
‘ut he isa hustler with hiv ther ia business, But 
‘best of all is the bome in the country. Here, with 
the help of a farmer and bis wife, 7 am able to supply 
twostores with dairy products. MassacutUserts. 

NOTE—To the wathor of this 
AU's contest, "How 1 Helped 
Money.” wan weeded the olxth prise, $25 —Tex Eocrors, 



tlow Four Women 

Keeping a Family on $700 ‘a Year 
mover Into the eomntey 1 had 

neveral handicaps: J was not accustomed 
tohousework. Ewasnotstrong. Edid pot 

Keow how to cook, 
Hesides the husbaniiman, my mother and my- 

eli, the family comprises two children, a boy in 
bis teens and a giet who has mat yet reached hers. 
We werv hardly settled in out new home when 

the question came from city relatives: Could we 
spare two rooms for the summer? Of course we 
caulil. So for about four months of each year the 
two rooms have been occupied in this way, and 
in consequence the runing of my house bas 
tesolved iteelf into three periods 

In the summer for eighteen weeks there are 
resides the maid who comes 

and oes after our one-o'clock 
away, During this time I have 

andl cream=dor we have a ne Jer- 
cans, thickens once or twice a week. nuts 

urn, salt pork and lard 
, taaple sirup {rons the 

ies, apes, pears, quinors and 
jegetables from the best of gir 

dens. The butcher dt 
make an * 
the ganien ane the are hard cach morning. 

LSOURTER chs cbueing the wint 
least expensive, Then we have bw 

family, We always save for our own use our very 
hest Herkshire ple Hesides the hams we have 
Hhacon, sausages, frosh aparerib and a year’s supply 
of land and salt pork. With the winter vegetables, 
chicken canned vegetables and pre. 
MVE, cars milk, cream ane 
butter jurther needs are bat few, Hesicles, in 
the autuenn load of produce is usually ex- 

winged for sisal geoveries. 
This, tuo, is the season when the maple sirup in 

the steretoom fits in; and it costs nothing, for, 
like the ald woman's pudding, we have it in the 
house, The sérug thn wrugls to sett fs 
perfectly satistactory for sweeter 
woke ‘akes anit numberless other things. At the 

peice of sagar this is worth consideri 
wi n the thermometer is at its kiwest the jee is 
bought cut for one dollar a cord, Our own borses 

the simedist in which to pack it away 
the “ woodpile” season. We keep one 

coal fire; the rest of the fuel is wood, of which the 
vert, berause the wood hit 
it much ow 

Sey cow 
and pickles from the ; 

How | Keep My Furniture New 
are ax many iilferent methods for 

for furniture as there are 
andas many varying results. 

easenhs isn't a haphazant one either, for 
the heat treatment fara cold depends upon 

individual conditions, so tbe proper care of furni: 
ture depends upon its work and Gnish. And that ix 
where the rules of furniture sctence are: helpful; 
they prescrihe the best treatment for specitie cases, 

Dull-Gnish oak forniture, sach as Flemish, 
fumed or Mission, will retain ite original appear- 
ance is carefully cheamed once a month. ‘This 
tloes nat e the necessity of the daily dusting 
which all furniture should reveive, but refers to 
the treatment that will remave the film depusitert 
hy. dampness or atmospheric gases. Carehally 
wipe away all dust with » piece ef olf flannel 
wrung dey out of tepid water, 

Ie the sammer months, whee there is very little 
¥ vapor in the air, fallow this dusting by 
ich article with a piece of flannet very lightly 
jened with turpentine, In the winter follow 

with @ wery quick washing with 
aphtha soapiids. Use bot water and a mild white 

soap, and add one tablespoonful of naphtha teeach 
gallon of water. Do the washing with a pice of 
chamois skin, Wash a small part at a time, wipe 

feels bat. Use a good furniture polish on the wood 
ocensionally, 
_If polished oak, cherry and walnut péeces are 

ough monthly cleaning they will retain 
ct inelofinitely, First dust with 4 very 

slightly dampened cloth and then wash quickly 
with tepid soapouds made with mild white soap. 
Cleaa a small part at a tinse, dry immediately and 
polish with a pico: of old dannel slightly moistened 
with a few drops of kerosene, 

SHED mahogany requires the sase peri- 
odical cleansing. Dust it first with o dry loth, 

wipe it quickly with a piece of flannel wrung dry 
cout of cok water,aad rub witha piece of dry flannet 
until the luster Is restored, 

Natural-finish willow or wicker furniture shoukl 
he thoroughly washed with warm soapeads con- 
taining enough horas to make the water soft, 
Scrub the reeds with an ordinary scrubbing brush, 
wine off with a dry cloth and set in the sun until 
all dampness has disappeared, 

dollar and quarter a cord to have it chopped and 
rplit. of fifty cents a cond for a machine to saw it 
into stove lengths. 

‘The third period af my year comprises ten weeks 
in the autumn and ten in the speing. There are 
five persons in the family and we have to buy 
mest of our meat. I have mever boarded the mea 
‘on the farm, because we did not want to disurh 
the privacy of our family fife, 

UR cow is not. perpetual milk manutscturor 
When she takes ber period of rest we buy am 

other to sell again when needed no more. It costs us 
ahnut seventy-live dollars to keep a cow, the larger | 
part of the feed being raised on the farm, There 
should be deducted from this, however, about 
filty dollars for the call we raise, for the enrih- 
mont that goes back to the land, for the skimmed 
mitk that feeds pigs and chickens and fur the snsall 
amount of milk and ivetter we sell so that, he 
sides the labor, our milk, cream and butter have 
cost us for the year twenty-live dollars. 

Tcount the telephooe a9 tall far the heuschold. 
half for the farm business I have not consiterendt 
dlothlag a part of the hausrkeeper’s department 

For the last year my expenses have averages! | 

| 

| 

aap fallow: 
Siveen Pumsoe 

AR weeks at $12, including $3 for Maid - 
Winree Pumie 

» $216.00 

Is werks at $250... , 38.00 
‘Svaiwe 

Ai weeks at $4.50 om 
Guneahs, Revenues 

taparanee, Taxes ned Repaien Chiepealde to 

Hald of Telrpdece 
Tons of Coal at $7 

4S Combs of Wood it $1.75 
wajpment. Replenishing and Miscellunoras 

Curiae Hama: hacon and Pork 

Autumul Groceries Knchuaged far Praducs 
Doctor, Dentist and Onutist 
Exrensns Mac rie “Gain Const 
fons Mend. Lew Income From Cow 
Poultry’ 
Marhet Price of Vie From Wich Hains, etc, 

vere Made 

(EsritareD) 

Tot . 
rte Beard Stoney fer Two trata! 18 Weeks 

at gis 
Teuving to be Supplied Bram the Warm Income $358.45 

If the furniture is enameled or varnished no 
water can he used, Make several small bags of 
Joow texture cloth anrt 6ll them @ mixture of 
equal parts of prepared chalk and sawdust very 
slightly moéstened, Kub the furniture briskly, 
changing the bags a4 they show the absorbed dirt 
When a piece is cleaned brush it thoroughly with 
a soft brush. 

E 
bea 

1S a mistaken opinion that antiqoe furniture 
oulit pevclain its age by dingy surfaces The 
y of an old plece is in its design; the finish 
I be Kept perpetually fresh, and only careful 

periodical treatment will accomplish this result, 
Carefully wipe away all dust from the woodwork 
or carving with a sightly dampened, saft cloth 
Then wash with warm soapwuds using the miblest 
soap aml adding one tablespoonful of naphtha to 
each gallon of water used. Wash only a small part 
of the surface at a tiene, wipe it immesdiately with 
a piece of fdannel wrung dry frum bot borax water 
amt rab with a piece of chamois until the wood 
feels hot. Follow with 4 thorough polishing. For 
the polish use only the best prepared plano polists 
and apply with » piece of soft flannel. 

White or delicate-colored enameled furniture 
should newer be washed with soap and water, but 
it can be made to look like new if it is carefully 
cleaned with sifted whiting applied with 2 very 
slightly moistened, soft cloth. Wipe off with a 
piece of of flanoel wrung dry out of clear, cold 
water anil polish with a peece of olf silk. 

nameled iron beds should be carefully dusted 
amd then washed quickly with tepid-water sais, 
Wipe thonmughly dry at once, wring a piece of 
ebeesectoth for the purpose, Follow with a light 
polish applied with 2 piece of flannel. For this pol. 
ish mix carefully half a pint each of sweet oil 
and alcohol and one tablespoonful of thin white 
varnish. 

ray all dust and Never wash a brass bed. Wipe 
remove any Snger marks by fightly rubbing with « 
piece of chamois very slightly dampened. Obsti- 
nate spots can be removed with a light application 
of prepared chalk, 

Deep or intricate carving in wood of any kind 
ean only be effectually cleaned with the ald of a 
small band bellows. Blow away ail dust and care- 
fully wipe out the crevices with a piece of dannel 
oF chamois held over the end of a blunt skewer. 

“What 1 Can Do With Peanuts 
OST people who cat peanuts buy them 

cat as they are, or to make inte 
peanut butter to be used for 

Jumchoun sandwiches. At the time [am writing 
this article peanuts are selling in the Northern 

at forty-three cents for five pounds, of one 
tullar aad seventy cents a harhel, and I e 
(ound that they eats often be wed ws a substitate 
for mwat and vegetable dishes. ere are a sumber 
ui recipes that | know belp to make economical 
anal satisfying meats 

AM-ov-Pr: ree ir Allow one plat of 
tof milk and a pint of 

i through food chopper, using 
the mediut keife. (irate a small onion, and adi 
it ty the peanuts, with pepper and salt to taste 

in a double boiler for twenty minutes; 
thicken with a roonding tablespoonfal of four 
rubbed emooth in a littl milk (cokl) and a tabte~ 
spuundul of butter; conk for ten minutes longer 
Auld a sprinkling ef finely chopped mint for exch 
plateful served, 

PEANUTS AND MAcARONE  Broak intw isch 
ivces enougl to make ball a pint of macaroni, and 
couk in fast-boillag salted water until tender 
Meuntioe make a white sauce witha pint of milk 

mg it with a tablespounfal of dour amt 
adiing a pint of chopped peanuts, with a genero 
heawalyeofaltand pepper, Add tothe macan 

and bake in a butte 
th crumbs and chopped 

peanuts mixed and 2 tablespaantul af melted 
butter 

Pranvr-ann-Corn Loar. Mix ane eupful of 
chopped peanuts with one pint of canned corn, a 
dozen rolled square crackers, and salt and pepper 
Ui taste, Hake. Serve with white or parsley sauce, 
Tranut-axp Howwy Loay. Cut rather tine one 

plat od peanuts (roasted and skinned), Add a pint 
of firm, colt balled hominy, hall a pint of stale 
bread crumbs, one tnely chopped, hard-boiled egg, 
one tablespoonful each of chopped onion and 
parsley, n teaspoonful of salt, pepper to taste, and 
an wocooked egg. Bake for thirty minutes in but- 
tered pan in a quick oven, Serve with brown or 
twmate sauce. 

Praxct-anp-Cetery Loar. Mix half a pint 
cach of chopped celery, soft stale crumbs and 
chopped peanuts Season with salt, pepper.a plech 
of thyme and a teaspoonful of « Ade 
two tablespoonfuls of butter melted in half a piot 

of hot millk, and moldinte atual, Rake on abut: 
tered pan for nearly an bour, basting with eqwal 
parts of hot water anid melted butter. Serve with 
mashed potatoes and white sauce 

Suircy Peawot Loar, Mix half a pint each of 
peanuts, ground Gne, weed dry crumbs with a tablee 
spoonful of butter and two eggs. Wet the crumbs 
with cream or milk. Mace in a small “leaf” pan, 
aiding butter in bits on top, and bake for thirty 
minutes, Torn cut ant serve sliced with or with= 
outsauce. He sure that the load is moist enough 
before baking. 

Preanvy Cutters. Mix equal parts of ground 
peanuts and bread crumbs, bénding with beates 
ome (one for each pint), Seam well with sages 
pepper and salt, and shape into cutlets, Dipeach 
into the white of as eee beaten with a teaspoonful 
af water, then into the crumbs, and hake ina quick 
oveo until browned, Servo with tomato sauce, 

Awer Tiweacnk, Mix one generous cuplal 
uf chopped peanuts, a pint and a half of stewed 
tomatoes, half a cwplul of cream, the yolks of two 
czas and the white of one egg. Heat well; season 
with salt, pepper, ated halla teaspoonful each of 
surer and minced onion, Bake in timbale molds 
vet in a pan of hot water, 
Praxor Cwogverres, Cut finely enough 

tousted peanuts 10 make a pound. Blend two 
lablespoontuls cach of flour and saltened butter, 
aiding crartuatly a cwpful of bot milk, and thes the 
peandts. Season with the juice of half a lemon, a 
lablespoonful af chopped parsley, pepper and salts 
add one beaten egg, amd set atide to cool, When 

id form into croquettes; dip in exe and crambs, 
wnt fry in deep, smoking hot fat until browsed, 

Pravets Bakes Wer Roce, Wash well half a 
cupdul of tice; add half a cupful each of ground 
peanuts ated eilk anda cup ol water; season with 
salt; add (wo chupped sweet peppers, and bake in 
a moderate oven, stirring ance in a while, ustil the 
site i+ dowe. 

“Prax Scrapeas.” Sift together a cupful of 
corn |, balf a cupful of Gne grits and a scant 
teaspounful of salt, then scatter gradually into a 
quart of fast-builing water. Stir until smooth; 

v and showly for two hore (ase a 
Goubly huiler or a fireless cooker, preferably); then 
stir in threv-juarters af a pint of chopped, roasted 
Peanuts, and pour Ube alsture intos greased mold. 
When cold and frm slice and Iry, 

My Economical Little Baby 
wby announced her coming I 

keep an account of every 
penny spent upoo her, in preparation for 

her, and upon her, or upon me on her account, for 
the first year of her life. ‘The result may be in. 
terestion: as a record af the actual cost of a haby'y 
first year: 
Medicine cdered before baby's birth 

t0F 
Hospital, teu weeks 
Supplies for confinement 
Extras and tipe at 
Taxi to and from haspl ha 
Medicine after birth of baby 
Book un care uf children us 
Brewst pump . 0 
Kober aziroa as 

Tonal s0 
1 have made po charge for my maternity dresses, 

Clothes would have been necessary, baby of po 
baby, and 1 spent nothing beyond my usual 
amount, and was able to alter and wear the drexses 
alter the birth uf the baby. 

Next to my expenses the largest item was for 
paved equipment, Mere I did not try to econe- 
mee 

fied, mattress and blankets 
Coach 
Gas muvee, und tubes for conveying water fro 

Poster and soap (powder ninde of owe-thlrd 
plat seid und two-thirds coraetarch} 

Pads and rubber sheeting. etc. - 
Feriecen 
Safety pics 
Muslin sheeting 
Syringe 
‘Teething rue 

ih thermometer 
Stall chamber and cestton 
Satety belt 
at cap 
Rurving bottles 
QhaNE mere fox beating bottles 

washers : 
Tot si. 

Food and clothing rap an almost equal colurn 
J pursed the baby until she was eight months old, 
so that the food change is moderate But for two 
months after weaning I was unable to get cows’ 
anilk of goud quality and was obliged to feed her 

(Page 30) 

on malted milk, which proved very expensive, 
‘The clothiag charge (smaller on account of a nuit 
ber of gifts of clothing) was as follows; 

Crommne 
Marerial for 6 clipe Chome tabor) shat 

pen diapers (rly mai) 50 
¢ Rotund beste % iar 
3 Coat whee 0 
3 Secned-vige shirts 150 
Waterjtont pants for covering diaper aa 
Z ral of shoes at 28 cents a pair , sil 

sar of sty en 
nalts of stockings as 

{Breast adiion, Co. sbnatened “ws 
3 at SU vente Grady snaie} and Dat 26 
cents ready 

Material for if aprons (homemade) 
Bibs (ready made) dj 
2 Niehtgowns (ready “made, Baby ley inp 

alia and went cbt sligu’ fs” waxhtanwe) 
3 Caps at 25 coats and tat $2.00 
1 Seinmer cont {homentade) , 
4 Winter aut ieady made) 
1 Lining (ready made} 
Oda and toads. alle, Cation. buitons 

Total 

‘The food account rans: 

Batley flour 

S204 

Jn addithon the baty ate a little ewiekweks 
which we bad in the house constantly, and a fittle 
beef juice and chicken broth prepared and takes! 
from foods served bey the table. It has licen 
impossible to estimate these 

Incidentals focioded the following: 

Anneancements of birth 
Doctor and melicine for 
T Macellancows 

Total 
‘The total cost for the Srst year, exclusive of my 

hills, bas been: 

Equipment. . Pe 
Clune 

baby. 

Fout . 
Tneadensale 

Tota ‘ ve eaee 



NE of the reasons why food bills are se mech 
higher thar, they were in our mothers’ time 
is hecause we ate Dot content to use the 
ables and (ruits se they mature, but purchase 

them forced, “out of season prohibitive prices 
Late autemn brought us an abundance of sea 

wnable vegetables to last through the cold winter 
mamthes, and until the early tables u 

the market at teasonable prives we should make 
momical use of these homely amd substantial 

foads, Whereas nine is suitable alone to tig 
the main dish at a meal, alll them may he com. 
bined with other food materials which will make 
them into “hearty dishe 

Cannady Sour, The coblage family offers many 
possibilities. On u colt night cabbage soup, with 
corn-meal dusnplings, forma ae exigent supper 
dish. “Tes mivkw it tra 
three cupiuls o 
chopaverl cabbage, Ave 
uptuls of weal or beet 
ick, two tablesp 

fuls af winced andar 
one atalk of celery cone 
teaspoonfal of sugar, 
one plat of milk, salt 
anil pepper, three 

besproantale uf but 
ror drippings, wo 

tablespoutdals of uur 
and a hit ot bay leat 

Dressing Up the 

Homely Vegetabl: 

By Ida Cogswell Bailey-Allen Turrp-ant-Meak Pie 

Th 
or fit 

all & used 
nl 

in a moderate 
ten minutes 

Baxen ( 
} whole ancl 

crets, A large, compact bead of cwul 
thirty-five eni 
twenty-five mi duwe 
teen minutes’. [nm 

liowed to overcook 
lo take on col showing de 

Bako caulitower may be use 
upper. ‘To prepare it 

Pot it into a bor 
pen 

red babs 
in @ moderate oven 

h tomato 
potate Hs 

Sevasn, 8 
+ luncheon 
voked squash 

1 two cupfuls 

geil grated chees 

rrawn or plain) Stew the cabbage 
for twenty-five — — 
minutes, Melt the 
butter; add the hay 

heaton 
abéne, pour 

hand bake 
etter 

leaf and the onion and 
celery chopped. and 
cook slawly for ten 
minutes; then remove 
tb jad the 
fear and stock, the 
tabbage aod sugar, 
then ture kn the milk, 
Buk season ty taste 
with salt and pepper 

Serve with corn 
dumplings, whiele 

© the Cullowin 
Three 

ery 
K AND PARSNIPS, 

er remarked 

usually cook 
lke them, 

erly pr 

ful of fou 
spoonful af salt, one 
teaspaounfal of baking 
powder, half» euplul 
of milk’ and one eg, Mix the dey ingredients 
stir in the milk and the exe well beaten, and drop 
by spoontuls wa the coup. Cover well and cook fe 
fifteen minutes, If thy mixture eoems too thick 
add 

Baxen Ontons. 
onians, © t whole 
Lead dressing, th 
aad baked wntil brown 

the extra milk 

A quod supper dish consists of 
 hotlnweil out and filled with 

i strewn with buttered crumb 
These should tre pat on 

toot ani served with cream sauce containing 
either sliced, hard-cooked exes, dried heel, chopped 
But meats, ue any Cooked, faked salt f 

Onions may be used in many ways. 'To make 
cream of onion soup boll a pint of aliceil onion 
until tender; drain; add twe cupluls of beilleg 
Water, aud scakl x quort of milk, with a bie of bay 
heal; add the onions and liquid. and thicken with 
three tablespavnfuls of flour and three tablespoon 
fuls of tutter eubbed together, De not strata. 

Escallopedd onions, hominy and cheese is cleli 
cious. Fry or boil the onions until soft, Put o 
Layer bia buttered baking-dish, dust with salt and 
Tepper and grated ch li a layer of hominy, 
and continue until the dish is Billed, Barely cover 
with cansiext-to juice, dust with bettered 
crumbs, and bake for forty minutes fa a moderate 
oven. 

Cannace Wira Dewruxes ax Arpt. Stewed 
wabh with entire-wheat dumplings and fried 
apples, makes a substantial lunche Te 
Make it ine three quarts of chopped cabbage, une 
bint of chapped tare 
apples, elght slices of 
salt pork, one twa- 
spoonful of salt and 
two quarts uf bedling 
water, Cut the salt 

pork into slices 
out the fat and remove 
the pork: i 
age, epelnkle with salt, 
and pour over the 

f, Cook for thirty 
minutes; then add 
entite-wheat dump: 
Tings, ant cook for 6f 
teen minutes longer. Core and pare two apples, 
cut them into rings half an ine thick and fry 
until tender. Put the cabbage on a deep 

gamish with the apple rings, salt po 
shumplings. 

E CALLOPED BHACSSELS Sraoers, Brussels 

sprouts should always be boiled before using 
They may appear in cream soups, heated in mille 
ir tomato siuce, oF served with poached egies and 
cream sauce. ‘To make escalloped Brastels sprouts 
use three cupfuls of cooked sprat 
af minced ham or left-over cooked sausage, 0 

capful of minced celery, two tablespoontuls of 
onson, oup stock 

anit buttered crumb 
Arrange a layer of the sprouts in the bottom of 

a buttered baking-lish. Sprinkle with the ham, 
selery, onion and a layer of Sour, repeating until 

Cabbage With Dumplings and Apple 

to small plec 
Coverwith cold water, 
season with 

ful « 
x balf (when 

uid has evapo 
Io 
arly dene 

hi. 
the meat is 
rated ton mu 
put in (we pounds of 
thin strips about t a 
they are done a liqui 

onfal an of four rub 
onfel anda bali of 

ables 
tabilesp 

Murat Pix. 'Tursips are alway's de 
combined with 

, potatoes 3 
sast pork well m 

ire-wheat biscuit c 
f mashel turnip. 

TORNIP-A 
+ whe 
ple of raw turmit 

bits of beft-over ham 
with fresh milk, and with e 
ir baked spare rida witha stetl 

with 

Sweet Porsto Croquerres. 
may be made into croquet 
make them, use three cupfub 
tues, one tem 
onfuls of butter, on 

Sweet potate 
luncheon 
od sweet f 

teaspo 
parsley, ane ugg beaten slighthy, 
chopped peanuts, mille ty mak 
consistency to hand 
order given; cool, shape into balls, roll i 

yin deep fat aut crumbs agala, an 
put sauce, 

A casserole of © Carrots bx CASS ROEE. 
is a good dish for ironing day 
th js of carrots cul ii 

three tablespoons 

To maie it use 

nie, te 
cupfals 
mato jui 
and a halt of wa 
one cupful oft 
ham, corned beet 

and carrots in butter for five add 
and seasor stirring well,then tomato, bar and 
water. ling pour into a casserole and 
bake for two bours, 

To make a simple 
three eupfals wf « 

wer, two tab 
16 

anil of sugar. Sim 
sprinkling of mint 

hood carrots prepare 
et barely to 

utter, bali a tabh 
alt, and balf 2 tea 

ner until tex the 
ecupdul of rich milk, two 

1 brown tic 
Reheat but do 

sl of nod 
to taste, 

POMPKIN Oener, To make a Southern break 
dish of pumpkin stew it until tender; mash 

aad season with salt, peppes, butter. a little sage, 
ani a bit of sugar if necessary. Fry like an omelet, 
in bacon fat. Serve with bacon 

4h a 

2 trying to cater 
possible wit 

neds to take 
if they are 1 

That Don’t Show 

Srnall lancome 

My Economies 

By Marion Harris Neil 

nful of flour, half a ceptul of milk, 
er the fire until boiling. Then add two 
of chopped unian, a cupéul of boiled! 

aad drained pice, a chopped, hard-cooked eas, a 
nful of chopped parsley, a beaten exe, 

salt and pepper te taste, and four tablespoontuls of 
wpped But meats, Turnout tu cool and stiffen, 

Thon divide it into even portiues, aad form these 
into neat croqvettes. Kull in bread crumbs, brush 
over with beaten ee. and again cout with bread 
ceunbs. Pry ie sinvking-hot fat, then drafn, 

Koos av Gratis. Another tasty and economical 
dish & prepared Ly uttering fireproof rame- 

onful of white sauce kins and putting » tablesy 
into cach od them. Put in two or three slices of 
haed-cookerl eiggen.spreading white saure gnd grated 
chore between the layers of erg. Season each 

layer with salt and 
pepper and coat the 
Lop cunaptetely with 
white sauce, Sprinkbe 
a little grated cheese 
ower the top and ail 

serving a few tiny pieres of 
d ham oc hi butter Bake o 

tilized for thi bot oven for ten min 
ules, Serve with a 
slice of hard-cooked Mock Cua Eggs wu Geutin inv Raenokirn a kay 

a quarter ola 
of hard cheese, and 
feat u) 
two tal 

a Srepecol ish 
fuls of milk, 

alt and pepper 
Hake until the 

y of er 
Serv ¢ buttered toast y very hi 

Wash hall  cupful uf rice in 
n with one 

Roce Sowrnrses. 
several wate nto a sauce 

ul of fre er, Let it hull quickly 
the wate adil two caplals 

fatter. Simmer 
naked and the mixture 

ly remove th san 
dil four tablepoonfuls of suxar 

sing to tate. Rinse out saree small 
3 with coll water, three-quarters fill them 

¢ rice, abd make I the cente 

a pretty dish, Sefve 
sauce poured around, 

Peacu CuanrRenst ny of ual 
of = jar of cw 

& this wholes 

The ocoe 
od fruit 
denseet 

ie up 
be practices! 

‘One cupful of 

ful and 
sugar a 
he Relat 

fd the st 
ugar an 

Rub wulhoiest caanedt 
uzha ul of the 

| this 10 the lemon juice an ived 
i Jooul, and set it in 

mut. Serve 

sugar and 
spoonful of al 
tract 
hot without 
Blen 

ond ex 
Allow it to get 

Poacurn Koos Winn Senact, "This attractive 
and wholesome ege dish may lake the p 
of & ment course at lune », Boll 2 quarter 

ofa peck of spinach: drala, and rab it through 9 
Pat lt inte e saucepan with two tablespoon 

of batter, ening of salt, pepper and grat 
sutmeg, and une tablespoonful af brwwn sau 
Divide this parte info foar hut, buttered Greprool 
dishes: place nicely pouched qges on the top, 
Serve immediately 

Russian Pra Pi, Cut the fled from the bones 
sized cooked baidock oF a slice of 
it into pieces bali an inch square. 

|, hari-cooked egg, one teaxpnon 
one tablespoonful of white 

Mix 

of a mesliu 
col, thes eu 
Add one chopsy 
ful of chopped paarste 

pepper ai 
two cuptuls of Qour with hala teaspoontul of salt 
and one teaspounful of baking powder; then sift 
them lnto a basin. Rub in half a eupéud of lard ue 

wings, ant adil gradually eoough coht water 
tu mix the whole into a stif paete, Torn it out 

2 floured haking boun!, work it lightly into a 
smooth ball, then rall it out lata & neat square al 
about nine inches, Mace the fish misture in the 
center, und fold each corner of pastry into the 
ceater, «0 us to fora a large envelope, Brush 
the top over with besten exx, and decorate it wit 
four neat kaves of pastry, Place 
baking tin, and ba i 
moderate 

Those twelve apples of 
. und core six af thers, 

avitg them whole 
Put half a pound uf 
lump sugar inte 
saucepan with 
cupul of water 
the grated rind. of 
one lemon, Bring 
this to the bell and 
then put in the why 
apples. Allow the 
apples to couk slowly 
auiil they are tender 
but pat broken. Then 
lift hem out, draining 
them frara the sleup 

oie 
anid 

Now slice sown the 
tice into a smooth 
paste with half a c 
ful of cold milk; add 
this to th 

utes, pour 
stir wntil jr 

Place a jara jarin the 
center of a glass dish 

five bours 
fore sending it to 
table remove the jar 
and fill up the center 

other six apples aml 
ook them in the suite 
sirup until reduced ty 
athick pulp, Arrange 
the whole apples in a 
pyramid in a sist 
purting the apple pulpy 
between them and 
making 4 smooth 
mound Heat up the 
whites of three exes tv 
a stiff froth, then heat 
twe tablespocilals af 
sugar inte them 
Spread this meringue 
over the surface of the 

ne; thers 
with cold custard % Hide . ‘in Pedi tirely, and sprinkle 
“at y ae | ns ee |} with sugar, Blanch 

top of the pudding aod shave « few al- 
~ mons and stick 

Brax Moto Wirn Paxstxy Sauce. Take half here and there ower the top. Then place in a 
a pound af dried lot baking moderat ren antil ghtly browned 

soda, he - 
spoosfuls 

taste, two hard-cooked eggs and half 2 cupful of 
milk. Soak the beans in water into which the soda 

at been stirred. Drain awd k in fresh water for 
J rub througha sieve, Bik 

the our in a saucepan over the 

purée, Butter a mold, line 
the hard-cooked eggs, pour in the mixture, cover 
with battered paper and steam for one. hour. 
Brown lightly. Serve with parsley sauce. 

Rice Croquertes. ‘These answer as well fora 
Juncheon dish as do the meat croquettes. Melt 
two tablespeonfu of butter ina saucepan; stir in 

(Page 31) 

we capil of dried 
hours in cold water 

Sracmert axe Pras. Wa: 
peas; soak them far cighteen 
draitt and slase it cold water, Pat the peas into a 
saucepan, cover with cold water and bring slowly 
tothe boil, Add one onion stuck with three cloves, 
and continue the cooking until the peas are tender 
Drain them and remave the onion, Prew the pews 
through 4 wire sieve, Return the purée to a sauces 
pan; add one tablespoonful of butter, one table 
spoonful of drippings and seasonings to taste, Melt 
one tablespoontul of butter in a saucepan; adit one 
cupful of drained and cooked spaghetti, three table 
spoonfuls of grated cheese, salt and pepper to taste 
and make thoroughly hot. Arrange the pea pure 
around a hot dish, place the spaghetti in the center 
and sprinkle with chopped parstey’, 



i 

How I Ente 

FJRHE experience 
hustess tenliar 
that a boliday en 

rtainment with dist ip 

easier 
ty that ; to plan 

le more oF less purpose 
/7 lew, This month the day 

~ m which we may most 
ea tertsi 

iends is St. Patrick’ 

7 Lost 

Only a Few Per 
and fun that 

whatev 
and hun 

characterize it. A party or dinner, c 
the form the entertainment may take, f ov 
this day therefore always informal, and, what 

most apropos of our ef just now, it w 
always be md snomical 
Whenever a hostess plans to entertain I think 

ber mind turns fnstin ly, first of all, to her 
table-—its decoration and the 1 be is to 
eve. Now we are surely in "clover" from an 

as n for 8 numival standpalot when we pl 
tatrick's Day party 
First, Tet us 
spleen 

f, A very 
decoration is tu 

tuke the table 
array 

place a herder of Sight-weight cardboai 
rocks ue shamrocks cut from paper papkis 
insicle the hem of your damask tabl 

In the center of the t 
paper centerpiere, place an 

whic , have been well scrubber 
anal fa the spaces between the potatoes place 

irigs of parsley, or if you wish the rockery 1 
a tride more artistic and its constituents ty 

secure from your local con 

toe fi cu 

irs 
fectioner Ube candy potatoes that are rolled in 
cinnamon, Build your rockery of these and Ell 
the bntertices with bits of fern. 

Use bnedy cen cand 
stuck inte lange Irish potate 
on white Ince-paper doilies 

on your tat 
+ for holler 

Favors at Little Cost 

VERY ine: 
this table 
¢ of the illustratio 

favor to go with 
wn in the upper right-hane 

1 the bottom. of the 
¢. This isa tria ox mate of thin cu 

loan, covered inside with white crtpe paper 
and outside with crepe paper. On ea 
side is rusted # mall shamrock outlined in gilt 
The corners are cut out, the sides fold a 
the edges tied together with green satin ribbor 
ant the box filled with candy or nuts A guest 
name may be placed on one of the shamrocks 
ant the favor will serve asa place-card as well 

As anuther suggestion the centerpiece shawn 
he bottom of th ¢ by fastening 
her three shillalaks with green satin rib 

bon. To the tripod thus made is fastened a 
bavkee made of three large cardboard sham 
rocks. is may be used ick Hoes 
fram which small humorous fay may be 

ueats, or it may be filled with a 
t of lettuce, carrots, leeks, ete 

? as a bolder for 
ated in the upper belt 

drawn by the 
vegetable boug 

To go with thi 
bonbous, the favor 
hand corner at the bottom of the page is a 
one. This is ma ot bwe t-weight card. 
boant shamrocks of the same size, the upper 

i om the lower one at ¢ 
petals turned 

+ to turm a cup, inte 
paper ice cup is set to hol the ban 

in Refreshments 

nd change from th 
ats will ¢ 

tuaffed bi 
“pig” biscuits, 

i 
menu of celecy soup, 
potatoes or potato 
You will sce bow cunning these "pig biscuit 
look in the iWustration as they rest snugly in 

nvir bed of water 
As a dessert, I should serve the shamrock 

rane, which is simply g layer of sponge cake 
cut aut with & shamrock cutter, covered with « 
layer of whipped cream, then # layer of gelatic 
colored green with vegetable coloring, and 
topped with whipped cream and a candied vio 
let. ‘The gelatio is made in a shallow pan and is 
also cut with a shamrock eat 

to give an 

Y 

But, a 

\ 

oft 

ynunymutss wil 

rtain on L 
By Virginia Hunt 

daughters 

if you wail look 
ink of your x 

ube of glase my names 

Plan @ “Lucky Lark” think hard, I'm sare you'll ew 

THY not inv 
Lark,” since slaughger, my’ 1 

me a white in 9 muc 

ether was: vu 
b 

5 my ylory 
and in 

6 I've known 
Wand welromed 

(2) Dubliny @) € 
juny: (6) i 

+ (9) Waterford 
12) Shannon 

of pink 

ardheard, wher 
+ if you wish ther: 
know just what » 

me time befc 
he small irre; 

be folks who wor 
If you wish 

two lines of each chi 
be 

to hay table 
Atti ch rose 

cad & sanall significant 
ginning at the right serve this dainty, but precede it wi 

sandwiches, as illustrated in 
the center picture, Have son 
ol your young girl (riends 
these little caps of green and 
green aprons, Cover your tray 
ot basket with shamroc 
decorated napkins 
lay olive sandwiches ¢ 
shamrock shape and t 
with oue of the small cardboard 

Shamrock Russe 

Se 

oS To Hold Boabons 

heing attached ring. 
This page ta planaed 

wo want to cater 
brat feed they © 

seey fee Ube pus 

Little “ Pig™ Biscuits An Inexpensive Certerpince 

ISHIELAKE 2 = 
| ; CORNE 
i CODANoHADD 

| FORMSW ALLS, CREA 

u 
MOVFOR MME OLATE USE WITH 

PACKED IN MAINE 

Burnham 8 Morti 
Fish Flakes 

10c—sizes—15c 
(Except in for Weat) 

Wholesome 
Delicious 

and Pure 
Free from any and all preserva. 
tives. Just solid white fish—no 
bones—no waste. Cooked, 
ready for instant use in preparing 

CodfishBalls CreamedFish 
Fish Chowder Fish Hash 
Fresh caught—hours saved be- 
cause of the nearness of our 
sanitary kitchens to the fishing 
grounds, This means fresher 
than “fresh” fish to you. 

Burnham & Morrill 
Fish Flakes 

come to you in a sanitary parch- 
ment-lined container. Every pre- 
caution is made to have this 

A Perfect Fish Product 
During Lent and all other times 
BURNHAM & MORRILL 
FISH FLAKES are most desir- 
able. A tin or two kept on hand 
will supply a satisfying meal. 

Convenient and Economical 
So easily you can serve Creamed Fish 
on toast or with baked potators. 
Compare the cost with steak, chops or 
chicken. Lower table expenses by using 
Burnham & Morrill Fish Flakes. 

Fish Salad 
Fish Soufflé 

and 20 other different dishes all good 
to eat—nourishing and sustaining, All 
recipes in our booklet, “Good Eating,” 
free for the asking. 

Sold try moet Cancer. Ii nat at youre, wed his 
dame and Je sais hee geserots sexipie. 

BURNHAM & MORRILL CO. 
1 Water Street Portland, Me. 
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THE OTHER WOMAN’S HOUSE 

‘ ay A i » 

— 

We 
1, | 2 

Why Not Bring the Birds 
Dc Sa Ms Peep to Your Garden? 
Here are Some Houses in 

Other Folks’ Gardens 

# 
if (me 

i 

huckloy 

NOTE=To thove who: Attractive bird houses are now for 
Wale by 8 nucnber of fr OME JOURNAL, Independence Square, 



The Two-St ory Hou 
By Carey Edmunds 

We shall be glad to send 
Architectural Department. THE La 

e. Addrews 
he Building of a 1. 

alow al 
» There 

room woulk 
please the housewife. 

Mr, C 



Funnies 
1 Familiar Trio: By Helene Nyce 

If the windows 
only showed shoe 
comfort, too! 

The Prize Winners for December 

PIRST PRIZE, FIVE DOLLARS 
saaanve tinge 12 year y 

Write forthe 
Red Cross Style Book 

THE KROHN-FECHHEIMER CO. 
501-544 Dandridge Street, Cincinnati, Ohio 



The Ladies’ Home Journal for March, 1915 

stions 

»f Hofmann 
A Matter of Interpretation The Action of the Little Finger 

little 
BESO ELIS AMAET MASEL 

In making wide skipe in which t 
finger strikes a single note, as, 

ccompaniments. shoul’ 
the little finge 

we finger be eur’ 

weed, LE have heard good 
A eighth mea: 

nd also the 
players play t 

h faster than the 
me str 
onits side; and showld 

cor hell more or loss that? Faances B, I see nothing in tb 
rie Souk ny eS his, fs it correct? ne litte finger shouhl never strike with 

ts site, Ht should always be bolt in its Auareve 
surmatly curved canditiott,and be straight 

etied at the stroke only on such occasions 
when its awn furce proves insalliciest amit 
rei he assistance af the museles of ERs 
wrist uni arm 

ure upon the pene 
or, af he coal 

down te 
would 

Stretching the Small Hand 

Is there any exerckr, on the plano or 
otherwise, that would tend te stretch my 
hand 0 ns to enable me to play octavey 
My. finge hort and stubby. My 
teacher has not give 
an this score, 

mipaniticnsot a little gre The attempts to widen the natural a 
stretch of the hand by artificial mi feadd y’s best friend 
avily to d vues rest It was by just is that which does such attemps 

thost to develop ar ad en- 
courage Nature’s own 
loveliness and keep it 
Atits best, Asa promot 

er of womanly attrac- 

nds in rather hut wate 
and then—while still inthe 

wi hngers af one hand with 
the other, By doing t 
gain Int streteh, provided frain froen 
forcing matters, and provided: als n : 4 
you are still young and your hands are Si arcane postage tiveness and charm,a | 
evil “8 1 begin to safeguard to delicate 

Following Printed Fingerings arnice skins and complexions 
hit permissible to fi a composition rao Rass 

woe wishes, freely and comfortably, s hn Aorta te bcos heat pean aigico | || DAGGETT 
yuh the fingering marked be f anterpolnt) I can 

tr Jeannbrre i] iously & ” 
ae: many f Trnio ferrin ace ta Go Soe tape i : there ape aay eo a RA SDELL’S 

paaying | cannot say whe you do of de ne right if we 7 

tean hy “freely und comfortably” an unilisc right south oys PERFECT 
pined, disorderly makeshift fingering, alt é ‘ re a teach 

your questiun delicately suggests ity Ts 6, - COLD 
New Melodious Compositions leviate from the printed fingering whenever ths Takes Uae 

eal representative of a passage—as T hold it o CREAM 
nomy mied— can be better achiewed by a dif re oncblevtn: ° 

ferent iegering; but—mial well—only the P dieae eho Wy = F 

Practicing Wrist Staccato jauer The Kind that Keeps 

What van [de te enable me to play wri : 
stacealy very without fatiguing the aem has been highly valued q 

eben and employed by dis- — [ 
Change your wrist staccato for a while te 

finger of arm staccato, thus giving the wri: cerning and particular 
mupeles a Chance to rest and regain their strength women for more than 

. twenty-four years, 
A sstion of joke rogressic How to Play Profonges Is Fd A Question of Melodic Progression | Ww Play Profonged Trilk That they continue to 

My teacher says that the C sharpa (in the Will vow please tell me how T shall finger th use it is convincing 
t oD i treble clef) of measures 1 and 2 of Set 

vovelettc in E, opus 21, No. 7, are 
meloly, 1 so, why are they net writ 

proof of its quality and 
the satisfaction it af- 
fords. upward stoms its well as downward stems? 

Veieas. 
6S Tubes, 10c, 25¢ and soc 
F = Strengthening Weak Fingers Jars, 35¢ to $1.50 

—= 
How ean I train the fourt ( mple and Booklet | 

Jz be left hand? are the Finger of | 
: JS free on 

eA. with E 
______| throug’ th 

Department 15 

DAGGETT &RAMSDELLS: 

PERFECT 4 
TOILET Fe | 

PREPARATIONS * q 
3 

PERFECT COLD CREAM SOAP | 
Mike ant 28 a cake j 

HA-KOL | 

finger 
y that the little Aa the Ba lody fills the whole measur 

i not with th there is ne aeression po 
ta the F sharp i the next measure. 
hw some misunderstanding between y 
your teacher, ‘The arp belongs fis 
to the accompaniment, not to the melody 

Following Skips With the Eye 
Is it always necessary to watch the fi 

with the eye? MiAwaMs 

as they ap 
ticing until the hand 

I wse the first 
G. M1 

instinctively & 
wthoed but bs it 

In places where the fingers slide, no When we play withe 
jump from one note to abuther at-a iistance, kistinct mi 
there is no need of keeping the eye on them. the sutemat 

2) the toeah, the 
wing that 

black key if 
though th 

dache Cutngne) 
$2.00 When Tremolo is Fe ppertain 

hich 
fof Lopagraph 

the peinte 
bitectui 

beatles 

POUDRE DEBUTANTE 
(Faev Powter) 

Fira, Wite, Brute 

T cannot play tremobo in the left hand for any 
Jength of time without great 
tried changing the position of the hand 
to bow, the sidewise motion and the qui 
Whatis the correct method, 
fheulty finally be avercome by slow 

tig 

upon the 
thoughts 7 carne supgty 200, 
rampound 6 
Millers with the i 

ant may t 

DAGGETT & RAMSDELL 
New York City il cannot be practiced slowly 

with a stiff or quiet hand. The action must 
distributed over the hand, wrist, underarm, 
and, if necessary, th 
elbow, ‘The shoulder 
forms the pivat 
whenee a vibrate 
paution must proceeit 
and engage all the 
pointsan the ro 
thefingers, Th 
sion 
be done ex 

ASKING QUESTIONS OF MR, HOFMANN F appropriate 
notes whi 

mscic 
but would bs 7 908 planeta Ber be advantage 
proceed from a fret " . " " prey dealing with pi ducing greatet 
lng as if the whole " , ie lense 
arm were subjected Square, Priladelpitia, Pex A will 
to an electric cur | er 
rent white playing. = — J 
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‘Che Right Way to Give z 
yell Bailey-Allen 

—" The _Manning-Bowman has 
pee’ partion pi long identified a line of household 

be tern time utilities that have established a 
FPERNOON tea may mean that you a) The 

entertaining (wo or three nf yourdearest when 

Fad any elena: the Ses Be the. eh bes A rs standard for quality, beauty and 
Hones Sab ep taphrovotaddbiys eden dag egg ae Ne nae botnet te durability. Any women who desires 

. dacovutell, (eat thee la ta" i ‘ to add 1o the attractiveness of her your howse is beautifully decorated, that there i I ue hi autifully decorate, ul table service should ask to sce am orchestra and that every necto wham you TE tah eve of covered with a lin 
bre: soctally indebted: bs invateds buts however day tea = always Words: e table Ii Manning-Bowman Ware, on sale at 
done, it is a Selightful castor, dear to the heart pon ést Apvensbol Tix A tre: nie Servic jewelry, hardware, housefurnishing: 

and department stores of every woman and well worth fasteriag, rot Teast With Tart 
The inethod of serving every-day afternoon Seoteh Short : 

# differs according to the presence or abswne Tea With © wage 
And the cup, 
f the flavor 
Lun a small 
he waltine 

servants. If therel 
mald the tea-tray may 

wt abel, reac 
pantey, It should be suf 
ciently lasge to contain 
the cotire service, The 
hest shape is oblong, al 
though an oval tray sets — || 
to good Iventage; if 
may be of silver, copper. 
carved wood, mahogany | 
or wheker, On it shoul 

is arranged on a tray, 
although an ta per 
colator may be used 
Cream 
pasied hot 

pirlt lamp be 
aily tolight, the 

ball, a caddy 
II pitcher of 

cream, all tex Mivoriey 
a bowl of ett sugar, the 
sugar-tongs, mediu 
sized Cups and saucers 
with spoons, and a phate 
or hasket of breadand 
butter sandwiches, oF un- 
sweetened = efacker l 

something, in fact, that 

will sharpen rather than 
blunt the appetite due dinner, Napkins are 

ns is usc 
ces are te 

—_ 

Chafing Dishes 
greatly facilitate the preparations at 
luncheons, parties, “spreads,” etc., 
as well as at regular meals, The 
“Alcolite Burner” has the cooking: 
power of a gas range. The electric 
style has m ures and advan 

Tolle Armanaed for tie Conveniense 
Mm sp00 

for frappé 
* bow! 

poon the kn 
cups on dolly wptional, but af wsed shey afoul by 

A low wicker table that will admit of graceful tages exclusive to this make 
handling of the service is a great convenience 
and can be carried from room to rom or te the 

usually covered with a tearloth pines, Mt doceupy a 
Hy from the bu: lve tr ing placed upon it. Again a small vd it is poawsed j 

folding tal may he set up fur the purpose; or eved simitarly 
un Knglich tes-wagon & usetuly the te tothe formal after 
tray be placed on it invtea? of on a tray desires. Tea 
replaces the table for service. An enamel whee 

tmy—the familiar “Lizze" of every well 
equipped kitchen ts sonvetimes used, het leh 
tut "good farm,” 9s it does not harmonize with 
the dinty furnishings of the living-room, 

CERTAIN tea:table furnishings are always 
in gout taste, The swinging kettle euay be 

of silver, copper, nickel or brass; the sugar-toaw! 
and eream-piteber should be small and uf si 

If the 
ice is | 

erved individually on let 
p, halibut and pinients ching or glass, ‘The teapot may be of allv egealty oon aT 

china, and shoalt be Gtted with an old-fashioned e accon 
“tea coy.” ‘The cups are of medium rize—rwt ile, pa Percolators after-dinner coffee cups. Old spoons may ap pasate 
pear, but regular teaspoons are quite as cortest bai ng alle, Tiny, make perfect coffee, whether heated 
hs Wea hexion er Lida alka ol eeanee ase oa ols oF Caden caster bloc, by electricity, alcohol or on the 
lemon are usually arranged neatly vn a lemon ah ger Hy kitchen stove, the principle in each 
Hate, the fork being laid across the plate. Wher netimes a fruit In this style being the same. Starting with 

cheese, cold water, they make coffee of a 
che much superior quality as quickly a3 

loves are used they may be served in any tiny 
howl, a very small spoon accompanying. ‘The 
tea caddy may be of cither silver o chia eas well, the it can be made in ordinary per- 

In vase only one of two cups are to be mate A few cakes or colators starting with hot water. ata time, of if the family come "straggling in udied. 1 tc Pot and Um styles, 
it is better to make initividually. ‘Fo ule he sanilwicbes shoul! have Sor 

g and be served with olives a 
od examples of this type are cr 

h, chicken, or tet 
cheese may 

this measure the tea into the ball and pat fe inte 
cop. Pour boiling water on it from t 
wring kettle, and when of the desired strength Ata regular 

proceed in the same way with the other cups Sure ser 
home" bath sandwi 

° 
«af 3 The tea should be renewed after every two cups Menu vor 4 Weeatty “AT Howe 

A “teaspeon” made on the same principle as This Chi 2 
the ball is newer, while a sliver strainer with a Cream Che 
drip underneath may be wsed in a sin Thay Sreun Pes, C atest 
Should it be mure convenient to prepare several ‘Tea With t 
cupsat a time the moat satisfactory method i to : 
mnuasue t into the hall, put thes he the pot WI i 
and pour on the boiling water. ‘The elge of the be used with tea Lemon and + 
chain may be canght under the lid, the ball 
belag femoved when the tea in of the right 

ength. ‘This obviates all straining when the and sugar; candied cherries ‘i 
tea is poured. The tea coxy should then be lemon eved strawk s : 
slipped ever, Whee Tea annino -— 

wd for a series af teas, as 
cach affair sh 

Nutle cakes may always be on artic 
arranged on doily-covered although the cidedly formal affair, Tho 
tandwich-basket with a doily in the 
bottom {s being u A mutlin-stand 
which is rvally a neries of runt, grade: 
ated shelves in a frame, may he used 
to hold plates of sandwiches, cra 
cakes, ets 

Sandwiches ani 
owiman 

erved in 
perl, the guest Electrics 

possess such features—some exclur 
sive—as low operating expense, 
detachable plugs, three-heat regula- 
tion, neatness of electric application, 
the impossibility to damage any 
utensil with heater enclosed from 
leaving the current on, beauty of 

wre charming soctal ove designs and the quality that has 

y giet frie of the by 
£4 all soiled cupa. 

\ THEN informal tea is served the 
hostess pours, tn the absence of 

owmiber of the 
prevent) pas 
beneath Uf the 

a maid some Irienit 
family (o man ii 
the cups, with napki 

atte 

There is utter are to be used, ‘The hestess then 
atatts”*the sandwiches or cakes, which aiterooon tea, whether made farnous the entire line of 

4. Ushially ret hout special attention be an every-day affair or 2 “compar Manning-Bowman Ware, 
When empty the cups are collected by After-Dinner Coffee Service for the Libmey it to he a saccess it mus 

Y with the bousebold, An 
in a home where the income i 

out of place, for it savors of the 

the person who passed them, 
ile which was always laborate of my 

ted as a part of the parlor suit them to the type 
furnishings has been abolished tor tage with plaia farnish ess." Better far serve the cup of 
joys drinking (rom dusty cupe? A “pest” of with masses of narce ple acc 
individ: tables a cunvenience. These are maidenhair f marguerit immaculate way 
separat assistant, the largest belng roses ar carnations would by yond one’s means. 
placed beside the hostess, the others being set house. Daylight i y Most women think they connot “entertain 
so they will best accommodate the gue 8 possible, and becatise they afford it,” but afternoon tea 
When a malt or a butler is in attendance the invariably furni opens the way for everybody. And, no matter 

¢ same, the only difference in The servants : whether one has “all the latest dishes” of no 
ce being that the former replaces the friend  fwemallty of the {unctiun, Asa rule there isa when giving an afternoon tea, the cup af tea 

auistant, attending to the distribution ait man to open cartiage at the door poured from the well-polished, old-fashioned 
collection of the cups, the hat water, etc. A to receive cards. a ma sing-room, teapot, accompanied by a cheery smile and or tree took of Ch 
maid should be dressed in black, with n and amy the butler’s word af real cordiality, will do more to ee write far Catalogue © 
white turnover collar and cufis, a tiny cap and pantry gh waitresses are sal one in the “social circle than all the formal MANNING, BOWMAN & CO., Meriden, Comm. 
@ princesse apron. provi attractive to invite of aflairs that one can give during a season, Sfohers af 

———— 

» bet the safest elaborate aff 
¢shome. Thesimple moderate 

Jlcok lovely desire “to iim 
asil tea and ite si 
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New Ways That Win in C hurch Work 
By The Minister’s Social Helper 

ably 
factor 

imo 

shall we H" Ww 

raising, 
the mer 

Son of better atten 
ings of their various organizations 

he special work beforw them may be 
een done can be dose, and the expe- 

ways helpful, hence ¢ 
ers have done 
mal way to-you 
it to your own § 

eto me. if you will wri 
Tuke first 
"of 

ys with 
a great stickle 

‘out iving, though IT 
ject to the manner of giving 
being made easy and attractive 
It is for this reason that [ like 
the "' Carney plan: 

A woman in a charch in the 
Far West became tired of belp 
ing in the Ladies’ Aid Society 
with teas, bz suppers, 

for straight 
du not ob- 

for she realized: ilo 
that the results in cash did not 
take Into a ime and 
Mrenath nied in the effort 
to make dollars 

Awother tex and bazaar was 
of, but before plans 
de she startled the 

Aid Society with this 
offer 

“TH give five dollars if you 
can get each of the other mem- 
bers to give one dollar, and Iam 

¢ shall re lize as much 

ourselves to 
baznaz.” 

“Nereed)" orled the othe 
and the names of the members— 

inactive—were app 
tioned to tes uctive worke 
Not adi nting voice was heard 

when the doflars werv ak 
and one woman remarked 

ving muney 

perhaps a meat loaf, 
money for tickets for myfamily.” 

Out of the fifty members of 
that Ladies’ Aid Society forty- 
five gave a dollar each. Five 

the ides being that th 
scared by a wall 

tiles were 
a dollar was pal 
been seo nck 

y special project 
they call 

day, an whi 
ntact, U 

r wages to be pi 
of the 
lve labor € 
ch 

ist year they tric 
fliculty ar 

by mail wich 
wrchase price 

) king strawberries for 
market for a lar 

to ¢eranberrying, th 
over twenty-tr 

me way to 
"Labor of Love 

id Weis moncy-taising 
patterned after the na 

proved & § 
raising money for 
ases by acity congre 

Le 
wereaut of town, but five driemds ——sesnmey eee a rene the Young People’s 
of the charch were nd whe TDathusiom Warn Up as e ution. It was arranged 

supplied ¢he missing five dollars, the Mercury Rises the fnem of » contest patter! 
making a total of fity.tive d er the game all 
Jars, including the five dollars offered by the — Two « 
woman who peopased the plan. No work, ne 
worty, and all collected in one day 

that 

st ani enthusiasm of church members 
who were determined to build a new parish 
house, It was & home-made thereon 
recorded the amount of moovy pledged for the 
building. 

After drawing at 

inches by thirty, and 4 
itustration above, A glass tube, three-quarters 
al an ined in diameter and tweaty-four laches 

Jong, was fastened in position by wires running 
through the board and twisted at the back. A 
eurk was inserted at the bottom of the tube and 

red with plaster of Paris, to simulate a 
looked very real when colored red. 

1 (madder-lake color) was poured in at 
hrough # funnel, ie small 

aquantit jcato the totals reached at 
different times. The markings on the right of 
the tabe ran up from $1000 to $25,000; the 
spaces on the Beft were used far reconting the 
lates of the tan iatly ip eae 

Illustrated also on this page i « device that 
will help to gather in small change, and one 
that can he made any size and worded to suit 

parpase, ‘This particular circle was about 
th ie of a saue Tt wus cut from oi] doth, 

and was letterod in ofl paint: “Cover Me Up 
far the Parish House.” 

‘Another way to. work this out is to have the 
wording printed on 2 white cand on which is 
pasted 3 of pink paper with the gummeit 

ide up. Children will take delight in covering 
the cirule by sticking on it pennies, nickels or 
dienes, 

‘OW here a straightaway-giving plan 
AN which gave everyone a direct interest in 
the project on hand; a church in New Jersey 

cently used it to get money for a building site 
At a loon party a real-estate booth sold small 
(Hots, four feet square, of the actual land wt four 
dollars a plot, Most members could afford 

some many. 
o socsetics clubbed! together to buy twenty- 

small plots. Each member thus 
participated in the actual purchase of the very 
land the church will stand on, and gave bis 

+ each, therefore, will feel part 
owner when the church is built. 

For the debt-raising of a new church a huge 
sketch of the buildieg was placed In the (ruat 
of the auditorium, behind » separate sheet of 
tiled paper, m that the church in the back 
ground showed more and more as the tiles were 

ates on each 
all of the active w in the society. 

At 

ore its capt 
its players. 

object of the game was 
je could raise the more money in whatever 

vidtually of collectively. 
lar was credite i 

while two dollars was « 
aya two-bagger, three dollars as a three-bagger, 

dollars as a bome run 
game of the serice 

delivered an illustrated 
engaged in a ticket 

are the 

hrowing on 1 eurprined) his 
reen lantern pictures of their managers, 

umpires and leading players. 
‘The “Gianta" next peesented musical an 

elocutionary entertal ert h astm 
was charged, whibe the Ath 
a well-planned social to which admission was 
alo charged. During his spare tinse one of the 
Young men visited metbers and friends of the 
enogrogati bo strings, 
collar buttons, soup, etc., and th 
six home runs for the 
Giants.” Some of the 

players solicited grocery 
urders fortwo of the mer- | 
oh neighbor- 

who allowed them 
the goods 

amber of the 
me ladies ma 
candies; others dé 

tributed mite boxes 
ug their friends, amd 
collected them be- 

the final game of the 
series. 

The contest, according 
agreement, lasted 

weeks. The fical 
ok the form of an 

entertainment to which 
admission was changed, A 
musical program was rendered, and an elocu 
tiowist recited “Casey at the Bat," and Carle- 
ton's “Furmer Stebbins at the Bat. 

However, the leading interest centered in the 
decisive baseball game of the series, which com 
sisted of the moncy being turned in by the 

PAR 

A Device That Will Take With 
Chien 

HOUSE 

ovised for the 
al manner ex 

tory 

pate, which 
if money 
out the umpire 

+ deliveres 

his money was exhausted. 
Dey was exhaw 

scorekeeping 

nately 
unt nlayers were struck 

audience becan 
éritical period 

y dollars to play 
seventy-five. The total 

, to the surprise of all, was about 
d dollars 

Athletics 
f ubout 9¢ 

ned the v 

by a lusty three cheers, 
id the verses they had sung 

table peanant cv 
"was banded lo 

od the best play 
“All Stars” team was ant 
d uf the nine est players sele 

der of the amounts they 

from beginning to end was a 
and much party spirit was 

s were in high gloe, while th 
ere in the of moxul, unti 

semembered that they hi ed to de 
ng church debe 

Ist well follow such 
you a mes 

give sugge: 
membership contests, so 1 pa 
excellent idea that has heen 
turning such an occasion into a 
Triumph 

que 
riately celeb 

ations should 
lamation of 

ans, countrymen, give ear! Our 
ame in Latis form) having 
with his legions, the Senate 

of the Roman people hereby e a triumph 
for him that he may receive the ivory scepter 
und the crown of laurel Assemble ye therefore 

him honor, wpon the ides 

ued in poster form, 

ur clothes props to the oor as up 
hicken-wire fencing, » foot wide, over 

these, aed cover the arch with groras and paper 
lowers. 

charge, representing vari- 
auch as consul, the Pon 
itary tri 

mh, 
nul then read ts 

proclamation, ich shouh! 
a loog sheet of paper and rolled an 
yrupresenta parchment. The proc 

wits forth with burlesy ty solemn 

fyrennir, 
ipse dist, 

as 
habeas 

semper 
hes, 

Jegions stv read,and sboubd 
be given in Latin form, as 
val for Alb 

| “Jus for John, ete, ISH A blast of trumpets then 
announces the coming of 
the conqueror, whove 
draped Roman toga clase 
resembles a 
with a party of bis oo 
rades, passes beneath the 
triumphal arch and pre 
sents himselt to the digni- 
taries. He is welcomed in 

2 pompous address, after which the Pont 
Maximus presents to him a mist stick (the 
ivory scepter), and the consul crowns him with 
a wreath of parsley (the laurel chaplet) 

A program of a varied nature may then be 
introduced to entertain the triumphant legion. 

Nott—This page is intended to be of help to all church workers along the line of new methods of work and of social and entertainment suggestions. 
‘The Minister's Social Helper will be giad to aid your Christian Endeavor Society, Epworth League, Missionary Society, Ladies’ Aid Society, Sunday-School 
Class, or whatever society may be in need of help, through personal correspondence, if a stamped, addressed envelope is inclosed. Any idea or suggestion 
contributed to the pawe by its readers will be paid for if if can be used to help others, vither in THE JOURNAL, or in the correxpandence service. 
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The Most Attractive 
Suit You Ever Saw— 
And Only $25.00 
Get yourspring suit now, forit is 

when the season is beginning that 
wearing it gives you most pleasure. 

Get it now—while the styles are 
coming in. Now while stocks 
are new and fresh. Now—for 
every day you wait means a day's 
service lost. Now—that you may 
be ready with a handsome light- 
weight garment for every pleasant 
day that comes along. 

Here is one of the many Wooltex 
spring models, Ithas the style, the 

| finish, the workmanship that you 
will usually find only in the products 
of the high-priced custom tailor. 

In no sense extreme, it is yet 
distinguished and smartly simple. 

devailes—Nete the new effect you get from tbe last amy the smart touch of abe ballcbele ending 6 
the walt spt giver the 

able pigat 
effect, aad 

qiaduated panel. patt way dows the from 

The exceptional Wooltex 
qualities are needled into this 
garment—and yet the price is 
only $25.00. 

ring Style Hed edit tm Parts by Madame 
the Weiiex Fashiew Bursen ther 

This beck sonrains avtbentit fackion motes and tr 
Wes af many actractive ipeing seatly sults and ¢birtis 
eas The HE Company, Lleeeland, Okie. 
Do not delay, but go at once and insure 

for yourself all the additional pleasure and 
satisfaction from your new garment by mak- 

| ing your selection sem in your own city at 

| The Store That Sells Wooltex 

| 



New 

The Sot of Six Cusest Tomes Offers Some 
Lowely Trienming Lace Pattee 

EB * O6eaes Ye gseeee 

Linens shows, by these illus- Reser 
trations, the beauty of the work when 
it is done in fin 
pattern has been 
this revival of one of the quaint handi 
crafts of Colonial times some of our 
ktandmothers’ ave been 
used right over 
a modern use in trimmings 
towels and bureau scarfs. 
worked in cross-stitch or in pla 
broidery add much to the personal 
value of the pieces made for gifts. 

ls ee et (RR ee 

Towels fora i 
on Oow En 

ae Jse 

Linen Pitow Slip With Linen Lace 

OR pillow slips and large 
towels wider patterns are 

more effect 

g a medium-wide 
simply a wide 
the different 

ings is shown in the crose-sti 
initials and the embroidered m 
gram. Both are good, but the c1 
stitch is perhaps more eazil; 
Knitted medalli 

The set below 
on an old-fashioned 

Ss aD 

EDSPREADS ar 
new patterns, 

peacock face cloth, the fa: 
both an artistic and a practical 

The Natur Lacy Lifect of the Wil-Carot Power A Sirwle Wreath Desian Which the Border Follows Geacetubty 

NOTE—Directions for making all these knitted designs will be mailed for twenty-five conte. Especial care has been taken im preparing these 
directions in order to make them clear abd helpful to hame workers, but se editios 
Needlework Editors, Tix Lames’ Home Jounnaz, Independence Square, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 

i limited and may not be reprinted. Write early for a copy to the 

| "Seu 

Breakfast all together, without those 
constant interruptions while some- 
one goes to “see fo the coffee” or 
leaves the table to‘ tendto thefoast.” 

A comfort and an economy, for 
int E) Perco insures coffee that 

is always hot, always right. And 
you use less coffee. 

So simple to use— 
put cold water into the pot—coffee into 
the basket and insert the plag— 
in half a minute you see the water 
percolate through the coffee, In 8 
to 10 minutes (according to strength 
desired) you pour the most fragrant, 
swtislactory brew, 

This new El Perco, an improve- 
ment over our former $7.50 model, 
is made of seamless aluminum, and 
sells for only $5.00. 

—no floats, or valves to clog uy 
—neither handlenorspout can Looe 
—eusily cleaned—one part to remove: 
—aluminum can sot taint the coffee 
light, shapely, with mirror polish 
—conts leas than fe to brew 6 cups 
—attaches to any lamp-rocket 
—E! Perco is guarnnteed for 5 years, 

El Perco $5.00. In Canada $6.50. 
El ‘Tosto serves you hot, crispy toast. 
Price $3.50, In Canada $4.50 

= 

E! Radio sheds a cheerful glowing 
Task Sor signed erty es 
So wanted — 

—for nursery or bathroom 
—ior invalida or old people 
—when the furnace is out 
—in cold, drafty corners, or wherever 

regular heat is inadequate. 
Pressed steel, nickel and black. Attaches 
to any lamp-socket, Uses about same 
ammount of electricity ax Hotpoint Iron, 
Price $5.00. In Canada $6.50, 

Hotpoint Electric Heating Co. 
Ontarie, Cal. New York 2240 Sin, ci "aden 

Canedian Hotpoint Electric Heating Co.Ltd, 
Vancouver Toronto 

B dealer cas sot mipply you war acannt ofbee will 
ship peepaid upon recewt of price, State voltage. 

39 



Simplicity, Beauty and Comfort 

Model 80 $1075 ee Model 81 $850 Model 80 $1075 ae Model 81 $850 
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Qntinental 
Pattern 

! You will find 
this new design, 

yh as well as other | 
1847 ROGERS BROS. 
patterns, at your dealers. 

Sold with an unqualified 
guarantee made possible by an 
actual test of over 65 years. 

At leading dealers, 
Send for Catalogs"C-28" 

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO. 
MERIDEN, CONN. 

Successor to Meriden Britannia Co 

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO CHICAGO 
MAMILTON, CANADA 

Chie Worlds Laniest Makers 
of Sterling Silver and Plate 

\ THER: 
receipt | 

AskThe Ladies’ Home Journal 
T=: directory is given for our readers who desire specific information by mail 

any subject, Every reader may feel free 10 write, but please always confine 
our questions to the editor for the particular subject given. Write each editor 

separately if your questions are on different subjects. Write briefly, straight to the 
point, and always inclose a stamped, addressed envelope for the reply. 

To Whom to Write 

Styles in Clothes Home Dressmaking 

THe Laviks’ Howe JoueNat 

| t Arranging Your Hair 

THe Minsismey fi Mist Iba Curve Vax ADkeS 

DYE 

+) Heaek Journal, Puscaumzvwia | Tue Leones’ Home Journal, Puaamenrnta 

Children’s Clothes Nowdkework 
Whether 

work, 
Wf yee 

tals, tr 
athe 
tall be 

Nene 
Tne Lavirs’ Hos 

to Delp you silve thee & 
Mas. Mawrata Mas 

Tae Lapis’ i Jounnat AOwLINEA Jone Joma 

Babies Prospective Mothers 
alwut your h 

will 
De, Buniyy 

Tre Lavens’ 1 Lens 

wn! Run My Home More Easily? 
sewark of all 

Cremstine FRmornce 
Ta Lanny’ Hose Jouaxas 

Joxns 
WAL, PRIEL ARIEL PHA Poimannnena, 

Furnishing o Little House 

Mas, Rukanon 16, Pen 
Tick Levens’ Home Jouaxat, PumaDenrns 

Du, Fasea R. Wan! 
Tire Lavans’ Hosur Joawsat, F 

The Table and Cooking Home Parties 

Tiek Hose Paury Fe 
Tun Lapies’ Home Jouanal, PusLapexeris Tie LAabiks” Tome JouRNac, PamADELNHEA 

Social Work in the Church School Entertainments 

Tnx Scmooe ExTertarment E 
Tre Lapies’ Home J< 

ading and Literature 
wish co keww wk Rly 

this supe 
Mu, Haaeicron W, Manu 

THe Lanes’ Howe Joukwal, PnLanments Tie Eanney PueLanenensa 

Girls’ Problems Will You Tell Me 

Tene Gonz’ 
Tux Laners’ Hose Journal HILADIELIOHIA 

|, always in care 
Pennsylvania, at, Independence Square, 
ha Mason, 

arles E. White, Jr. 

With Your Children's Clo 
the Building of » Little Home.” 

itors (15 cents), 
“The Embroidery Book” (15 cents) 

BUY 
BELDINGS 
PURE SILK 
FABRICS 

Guaranteed Not to 
Rip, Split or Tear 

'*Belding's 
Dre: 

Belding’s Silk Fabrics will dry 
an without damage, Wrinkles are 

x! out by the use of a poe 
Garin. cloth and marm iron (not 
hot} on the wre . The white 
aid hick wash like muslin. [Look 
for the name" Belding’s” in selvage- 

Belding’s Guaranteed 
Dress Silks 

lime of Messa- 
Chines, 

A most complet 
lines, Tuffetas, Satin de 

A Charmeuse, All late 
and novelty designs. 

nat to rip, split or tear. 

Belding’s Guaranteed 
Lining Silks 

ng held the lead for lining 
Suita, Juckers, etc. They 

excel in appearance and wear. 

Belding’s Tearless 
Petticoat Silks 

Your Petticoats will wear much 
longer ifr 4 this fashionable 
guaranteed silk. All latest shades, 
Beautiful soft finish, Gine luster 

Retail Prices 
Nelding’s Silk Fabrics are full 

yard wide, and retail for $1.00, $1.25, 
$1,501 and $2.4) per yard 

BELDING BROS:& CO 
K MANOFA URERS 

Belding Bell Tag 
It Guarantees The Silk or Silk Lining 
of Ready-to-Wear 
Garment to which 
it is attached. 

Muntue Street Phas, 

Belding Bros. & Co. 
New York Chicago St. Louis 
Philadelphia Boston _ Cincinnati 

St.Paul Baltimore in Francisco 



inside the blue 

wrapper 

There you will find 
directions for wash- 
ing clothes that will 
enable you to do 
away with the old- 
fashioned rubbing 
and boiling; direc- 
tions for general 
cleaning that will 
enable you to do 
away with the 
drudgery of house- 
work, 

Follow these 
directions and 
your washing 
no longer will 
be the hot, 
back-breaking 
work it now is. 
Your clothes 
will be as sweet 
and clean as if 
you spent hours 
over the wash- 
tub. Your wash- 
ing will be on 
the line so early 
you will have 
time for other 
things. And 
you will be able 
to keep the 
house clean 
every day with 
much less trou- 
ble and effort. 

All that is necessary 
is to use P,aseG— 
The White Naph- 
tha Soap, and to 
follow the direc- 
tions inside the 
blue wrapper. 

ay 

The Layette for Little Money 
By Mrs. Martha Mason 

‘OW universal bs the de. 
sire for dainty sod 
beautiful articles for 

the expected baby’s outfit, 
and at the same time how few 

rs there are who feel 
erty to buy every 

they wish for without cou: 
ing the ens 

Very litt money expended 
carefally for materials will 
furnish a good and complete 
layette, but even the woman 
with much sewing experience 

Il no doubt Gnd herself at 
ss to know just where 

begin her first baby’s 
so Lam going to pass on to 

practical saving 
ther mothers 
to me. 

The first step to take is to 
are something in which to 
the baby’s tiny clothes. 
top of the page is ifus- 

section af which serves as 
a baby basket, with pock 
ets and cases for the tollet 
requisites, while the other 
two sections hold the 
baby's wardrobe, Do not 
you, too, like the mother 
wh 

bes 
A 

will 
rough packing case into 
the upright stand, andtwo 
coats of white paint &n 
ished with one 0 
will still further a 

in th 
shirred 
complete. 

[AND now for the little garments to lay away 
Bs Tknow you will be 
todiscover that the sacque, 

er and three dresses 
here are part of a 

ich oo i 
soit -firie 

cambric, two fannele 
, three ex 

flannelette nights 
and sacques, fannel skirts, 
shieta and baeds, which 
were made for the ex 
tremely moderate sum of 
$5. The flannel used for 
the skirts, shirts and bands 
is a light-weight grade, 
which is more practical 
than the heavier quality, 
since, though warm 
enough, it does not weigh 
down the little wearer. The 
price of this fabric is forty 
cents a yard 

Pale pink or blue 
featherstitching in beavy 
mercerized cotton affards 
a charmingly effective 
fin&sh around the collary, 
skeves and edges of the 
fittle flannelette sxoques 
The same form of trim 
ming may be varied by 

white embro 
should be used. This 
mal easy pick-up work, 

and while quite as effective 
is not nearly so trying to 

the eyes as are the more 
elaborate forms of hand- 
work. No other ernamen 
tation than these stitches, 

No. 50 linen 

pul tiny ba: 
tucks is used on the 
dresses. A great variety 

he change. Another 
wave ol the magic wand—this time the artistry 
which is lespired by love guides the needle 

netamorphe 
1 cost $3.30. 

A Bassinet on Wheels for $1,90 

bodily heat. 

terested 

the little articles of aj 
so constructed as to conserve every atom af 

in the little frocks may bo 

of the tucks and fancy 
stitches. To the mather who 
has to do all of her 

Gded appeal. How many of 
you are familiar with that 
solt catton eripe with a 
atriped weave which is some- 
times called “underclothes 
ertpe"? This fabric makes 
very sweet and dalaty dresses 

ts a decided boan to the 
inex. 

re, washes easily and 
requires no ironing. 

1 shown on 
this paye were all made 

from pattern No. 7919, wh 
includes in one envelope pat- 
terns for a dress, 4 cloak, & 

tern, consists of a dress, 
a slip. whic 
gathered at 
edge, a petticoat, a 

kimon 
these outfits Baby's health 
anit cornfort were the first 

d 

In designing 

rations, and all of 
arel are well fitting a! 

a4 cwential to the Bittle one’s well-being 
bs & comnfartable bed. 1f you have been won 

iy 
the attractive 
enameled wicker bassinet 
with its disine 

of a bed like 
may be rolled 

F ONE is so fortunate as 
to possess old table or 

bed linen this may be pat to 

ing better for 
the newborn babe than 
these suft fabrics. Old out- 
ing-fannel nightgowns of 

eats muy also be used 
hese purposes, ot fash- 

wed inte little garments, 
I shall be glad to help 

you to solve your individ. 
ual problems of suaking 

he Layette for Li 
M and ta send to 

Independence Square, 
Philadelphia. 

ATTERNS (including Guide-Charts ) for the two layestes, Not. 793 and 7019, the taster af wick 
‘wes used for all the cparments iluriveied om this page. cam be supplied for Aiteen cents cach, port- 

jree. These patterns are rail in one size only. Order from your nearest dealer ini Ladies’ Home Journal 
‘patterns; or by wail, inclosing the price fo the Pattern Department, The Ladics' Home Journal, 
Independence Square, Philadephia, Pennryteania. 
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ROYAL soci 
CORDICHET 

The Perfect Crochet Cotton 

(Ba aa ees 

The unmatched smoothness, 
the lustre and the excellence of 
this latest Royal Society Product 
—CORDICHET—should 
prompt you to select it above all 
others for making those precious 
pieces of lace upon which you 
bestow your best thought and 
care. Their form and beauty are 
assured for years through the 
permanency and unique quali- 
ties of this new thread. 

It reveals a thousand ways of beauti- 
fying your home and wardrobe, 

Fine, hand-made laces are always 
good form and good style. The picture 
above is just one suggestion of how 
Cordichet may be employed to embel- 
lish and adorn the simplest garment. 

Upon request we will send you 
exact instructions for wo 
the yoke and cuffs illust 

Cordichet is a hard-twisted, six-cord 
thread, made of long fibre Sea Island 
cotton, highly mercerized, It may be 
had in brilliant pure white and écru in 

15 Sizes, 1 to 150 
All Sizes, 10c per Ball 

Except in Canada and foreten countries 
This innovation of « uniform price 

for all sizes adds economy and conven- 
tence in purchasing. Try Cordichet for 
your next piece of work. You will 
instantly perceive its superiority. 
All - sutare Sold by Doak 
om everywhere, 

Your dealer can wapply 
you or will procure the ex- 
‘act Royal Society item you 
want. 

eT | 

Ave socieT 
CORDIGHET 

ucts, which include 
Emi Flos 
Pare White and Fast 



ERE is a brand new aid to 
beauty—to the beauty of 

your own complexion, the 
beauty of your new dresses this 
spring, and the beauty of the 
present furniture and furnish- 
ings in your own home. 

By the proper wall colors you 
can make complexion, gowns and 
furnishings more beautiful, ‘lhis 
spring's styles especially demand 
harmonious walls, Learn how you 
can this year show off your frocks 
and furnishings to best advantage, 
yet at decided saving in cost—all 
explained in the 
new Alabastine 

written by 
experts on 
styles in dress 
and decorating, “This 
book shows a number 
schemes of beautiful ro sam 
cost—bedrooms, dining rooms, liv- 
ing rooms and nurseries, It shows 
a number of cute nursery stencils 
that will greatly please your chil- 
dren—yet the cost is trifling. rite 
for this free book at a 

The Beautiful Wall Tint 
Makes Beautiful Homes—Decors- 

tors are using the soft, velvety Alabastine 
sin the best homes, hotels and clubs 

rica, Any beau 
arMOniziNg YOUR ZOWNS 
ay be secured by cor 

termixing the Standard Ala 
You of your decorator can secure free 

special color and stencil suggestions 
from aur Department ef Decorations, 

Easy to Obtain and Apply—Your 
veal dealer Keeps Alabastine in $-lb 
packages. It is easily nixed with 
or warm water and applied with a regu 
ar wall brush 
Does Not Rub Off —When applied 

according tw direction 
Alabastine does 1 
peel. It is sanitary and economical. 
Take no Substitute—Alabastine i 

decidedly different from kalsomine 
Write us rather than take a substitute, 

Write for Free Book today 

ALABASTINE COMPANY 
308 Grandville Road, Grand Rapids, Mich. 

By fnwibation members of the Rive 
Leaders of the World. Association 

HOW CAN HE 
STOP SNORING? 

A Man Seriously Puts the 
Question 

Editor of Tur L 
r Sir: Will you o 

ats. with 
snore. They tell 
cientifically cu 
my back, But how 
tions in sleep? 1 ca 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

x of Tae Lavies’ Home Jc 

Hut it mi 
little 

the 

thn 
he 
r 

IN CASE OF FIRE 

Do You Know the Way to 

Get Out? 
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The World’s an elt 
Popular Priced Corset 

W Bz 
For Large Women 

flatten the abdomen—sub- 
due bust-lines—reduce over- 
developed hips. 

Awkward lines ‘‘melt’’ into 
graceful contour, and be- 
come slender; all with plia- 
bility, comfort, and freedom 
from pressure; because of 
Elastine gores, and scientific 
construction. 

‘The “old corset'’ feeling with the 
a weanng. 

fii Day Ease and All Day Pleased, 
when wearing a W. B. Elastine- 

Reduso Corset, Prices $3 to $5. 

Ww. B. REDUSO STYLE 713 
art wa. walat ineUrve 
fic at bettost uf Back 

frnce $3.00, ass $8.00 No. 714, 

For Slender and Average 
Figures — 

present the wearer in the 
style-lines the present modes 
demand with absolute 
comfort. 
Slight incurve at waist; 
slightly higher bust; grace- 
fully slender hips and 
beautiful * form-outline, as- 
sure Style, Grace, and Fit, 
upright figure, with superb 
carriage. 

Models for every type of 
figure. Prices $1.00 up. 

W. B. NUFORM STYLE 485 

INSIST ON W. B, CORSE 
If your dealer cannot supply you, 
send us style number, size and price. 
Illustrated catalogue; free. 

AT ALL DEALERS 
WEINGARTEN BROS., Inc. 

New York 



Saree PE CN 
ea. 

108 Saks. 
15: 

Are You in Doubt About Crisco? 

Have you often nearly ordered Crisco— but hesitated? 

Have you frequently “‘wondered whether it is as good as they say it is’ — 

but never found out? 

would like to try it’’—but didn’t? 

If so, you are the woman who should consider these simple facts: 

RISCO 
Ration -for Sharteni ng 

ake Meakin 

Have you thought sometimes you ‘‘ 

Crisco makes foods more digestible and appetizing than does lard— 
it is richer and less expensive than butter—it stays pure, sweet and 
firm as long as you keep it. 

It has won, by its all-around excellence, a million fast friends among 
the capable housekeepers of the nation. 

Your interest in better food for yourself and your 
family should induce you to try one can today. 

The uses and advantages of Crisco are clearly shown in a book which will 
be sent you on receipt of five 2-cent stamps. The book also contains a 
different dinner menu for every day in the year, and 615 recipes 

gathered and tested in actual practice by the well-known cooking 
expert, Marion Harris Neil. Address your request to Dept. D-3, The 
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, O. 
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Wilusck 
HOSIERY 
FORALL THE 

FAMILY 

Black Cat Children's Hosiery, it 
knees an [rish Ben, reinfaren 

cela ani toes has ali ext the 
, amnisg basket, We make children's 

tock 
ie 

4 the strensoos life 
Stockings” to 
styles, 3 wralt 
om All prices 

ad with 
comes for durability aa well as beauty 

like our 
is pro. 

ifaction 

Black Cat Men’: 
Women’s and Chil 

<ted by our t 

inforcr 
Fourteen p 
55.000 pairs of 

sold dilly by 10,000 re- 

THE QUEEN OF THE 
BELGIANS’ 

APPEAL GETS A 
SPLENDID RESPONSE 

TEVER be wre was th 
readers to 

of The JOURNAL was * 

score 
buil 

tender human sympath ead 
struck by Her Majesty's appeal 

over $10,000 was 
of Tere: JOURNAL goes 

unt received Is $1 
y was revel 
was then loading at the ht, and, as a shi 

Jelphia M 
cases of 

ho ove 
for food. 
and al 
money 

ACH remittance, 
's were given, was immediately 
a postaleard, It was deck 

many anony 
expressed | 
of the senders shou 

f names be 
RNAL 

In onler, how 
sabeth, 

1 peapenue te har appen] trove t 
of America, the name of each donor will be 

ed in a book whi be beautif 
Jat the expen 

Company and sent to Ht 
snally preser her so th 

d not be pri 
en in Tu, La 

MARCH 15 

WHEN THE FUND WILL BE 

CLOSED 

sent to her starving people, 

“THREE weeks still remain, therefore, from 
the appearance of the maga- 

to send money to the greatly sm 

fand. Don't think it fs too late to send or th. 
the need is any less great ot keen. Every penny 
that can be obtained i 
food that can be t 
us to send to the Queer the largest o 
names and the largest total amo’ 

woman's 
name to a roll that & indeed @ roll of 
and will always remain such as Jong as history 
lives! 

Read this baby letter, from a little Tennes 
girl, that aces fice order 

for $1.35; 
Desr Mae: 1am sending babies sou money 

Get some cans of milk an send ex. They havnt 
rot eny muilk caus they died all the cows 

SO SEND, PLEASE, ALL THE | 
MONEY YOU CAN SPARE BY 

| OR BEFORE MARCH 15 NEXT 

anal feel assured that it will be spent wisely 
Make all your checks or postal orders pay- 

able to the order of The Queen of The Belgions' 
Fand (not to any individual nor to the Com- 

pany) and send, at once, to 

‘Tue Curtis Puscismine Comrany 

Ixprrenprnce Sqcaak 

Parrapetenta, PENNSYLVANIA 
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Make your fimishing 

end today for 
sample tube—FREE 

Get this sample tube and notice how easily Vanishing C 
applied. It does not require massage. 

It contains a wonderful, skin-softening ingredient, prepared for Pond’s 
Vanishing Cream, which has an affinity for the skin, It immediate 
vanishes, leaving no gloss or shine, and without the tendency to “come 
out”? on the face. 

You will be delighted at the result. Tight, dry skin becom oft 
and plant. Rough skin is provided with chat which jt needs ta become 
smooth again. Coarsened skin gradually begins to look finer and 
more delicate. 

How to keep dust from The real rose fragrance 

poisoning your skin The cnt you open a jar of 
Pond’s Vanishing Cream, the Jacque 
Rose fragrance fisea as sweet and as 
fresh as from the real rose blossom. 
This delicate, inviting perfume is one 

tant aim in 

of the qualities you enjoy most about 
ren Vanishing Cream, After you have be- 

You w Vanishing Cream come accustomed to the fresh perfume 
fitted for this use, because it sinks which Vanishing Cream leaves on your 

1 the skin and does not “reappear."* skin, you no longer will be able 
Keep your complexion well prote tolerate oily odors, Send for free trial 
with V Cream, Try itand see tube. Sce how delightfully scented 

successfully it enables Pond's Vanishing Cream leaves your 
it and gri f dust skin, 

1 

ery rood Zz wtetent Ria 

for yourself b 
you to defy the ¢ 

e Cowl 
i hier 
fe progenies, 
Stabl wre 

sbieg Cream 
y tne and Fan ae 
me to Londoe with “IL find Pend’ 

Varcatiag Cream pertect! 
plesuia tor sy tain. 9 
Wall always wee" Frances Stare «rite: 

Olea Netherrole ¢ been wale yOur 
entes m sptak Vasiehing Cecam an wart 
too highly as to the serine Se Fecumimnerel ik lw exery 
of yous Vatiabing Crema." ene. We ie éetigtatun” 

icularly the effect of just one 
pply—this will give 
i will do for yw, 

Write today for your ample tube, wing the coupon below if more con 
venient. Address Ponds Extract Company, 120 Hudson Street, New York. 

POND Sonu @mpany’s 

R VANISHING CREAM , 
Pond’s Extract—"Tie standard for 60 

Particularly for thare every-day in- 
such as ents, bruises, burns, cle. Tred 

Rede mailed for 4 cents in siemps,” Also Cold 
Cream, Tale, Tonth-Paste and Soap 

sample tube 

is sample tube. 
one 4 ets. and get 

The Posey Extract Company, 
12) Hudson St, New York, 

Pier sead aie & 
Vasiating Crean 

maple tube of Pond’ 

1 enclave 4e fot tall two wees” wappily. 

Test it yourself. Write for free tube nowt 



Write for this picture! 
This is Clarence Underwood's 
conception af *s 
Law to Tow 
below and we will send you a 
Copy tretce the size of this one, 
reproduced tn full colors by a 
new and beautiful process, 
Write or mail coupon today! 

So few people r 
to touch 

Whatever the ¢ 

being beautiful, 

you lov 

allow, coarse texte 
gh places init th 

love t Li 

A, 

have it 

tebualt, 

i, you ruk 

this advice 

healthy ¢ 
cleansing 

It was to meet 
after th 
mula for by ow fan 

our aki 
Just 

he need for 

Begin tonight to get its benefits 

you love fo touch 
can be yours when you understand the skin and its needs 

y understand the skin, that “a skin ea warm water work up a beavy lother of 

” is rarely found. ands. ‘T work this clean Antiseptic 

always with an upward and outward motion. 
yndition that ts from then with cold, Then mb your face fo 

can be changed on ss, f ice 
ured or ex ¢ persistently, and in ten days of two weeks you 
hat make it " Use Woodbury’s regularly 

n will take on that finer texture, $ 
“$ . arm of «*2 skin you love to touch. 

. i cient fora month « weeks of 
tp rage r begin tonight toget its benefit fe T f ght tog 

Write for the beautiful picture above 

m or coir rp 

jor a week 
kins you love to touch, Awpasw Jrxcens Co 

wash with W 

ke © 
treatment. 

f 

treatment 



Do You Need 
More Money 

to help yourself? 
Then wouldn't you like us to 
tell you how you can make— 

$100.00 
to kee n making $100 as 

World’ Star | 
Hosiery and Klean-Knit | | 

Underwear 
In Sanitary Packages 

RUDS STAR. 
\ Koermne Surany 

Bay City, Mich, 
We naw doen here In this business 20 pears 

THE RURAL 
SCHOOL-TEACHER 

Furnishing a Home in the 
Rural School 

vital tot 
country: fi 

roric A 

The Good-Health Home 

4 fe RE i 
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10% More for Your Money 
a 25-cent size, nearly three 
By saving in packing it of- 

money. See haw long it lasts. 

¢ Oats is put up also in 
Ze 10-cent size. 

you 10 per cent more for your 
as th time 

fers 

_ Zand 72 
At Which Age, Think You, is 
Quaker Oats Most Important? 

Doctors, 

foods for the very young. 
more than ever now, are advising oat 

For the years of growth and study, 
knows their importance. But is there any age when 
vim-food isn't Is there any time when 
modern folks cease to covet energy? 

everybody 

needed? 

Quaker Oats is rich in the elements needed to build 
brain and nerves. It is also a battery stored with vitality. 
It is for young folks developing, for grown-ups who 

work, and for old folks who wish to keep young. 

It offers to all this spirit-giving food in its most de- 

licious form. It invites plentiful servings. It makes a 
luscious dainty of what should be the habitual morning 

dish, 

Quaker Oats 
Vim-Food in Its Best-Loved Form 

in abundance. The liking for it 
grows. « needed food becomes 

the wan od when 
served in this delicate 

a seek that re- 
, the way to attain 

k for Quaker 
It costs no extra 

price. You'll find it 
everywhere. Wh 
you get it you are 

ting the utmost in 
food, 

it 
Oat 

order 
minum 

we 

sin t 
insures 

od value 
of- 

Remember this 

When we take #0 much 
‘0 give you quality 
ig is due to your- 

self that you get thems, Folks eat Quaker Oats 

10¢ and 25¢ per Package 
Except in Far West and South 

fore) 



. 
Warner's 

Corset Fashion Opening 
March First Authoritative Styles 

In every city, in every town, in this great country 
the new Warner styles will be found on this date. 

Look at the styles on this page. They show the 
features that will prevail thi 

Corset style must preced ur local merchant's adve 
When Warner’s Author s his announcement —it 
announced, corset fashion is j , f tative new models 
for the season, Our careful stu 

ance information, our prestige, make : i £ in the 
hion. set 

Warner's Spring models are harmonious Jorset is 1 to shape fashion 
with dress fashions, whether the style hi \r y the figure for which 
selected be laced back or laced front. the corset was designed. 

us authorities on corset fas 

t ro wit sas Warner’s Brassieres 
ate to wear with Warner's Corsets. Each There are boned and unboned Warner Bras. 

bras: is accurately de ed for shaping the sieres, plain or elaborately trimmed— each 

figure above the waist, properly confining brassiere an attract dainty ce of lingerie 
the bust. as well as a practical garment. 

ffarnerss flarners 
(Corsets- /rassicres 

$1 to $5 50c to $4 

Every Pair Guaranteed Not to Rust, Break or Tear 
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THE GIRLS’ CLUB 

With One Idea: 
To Make Money 

The Rich Giet Again 
QEFORE Legian 

Here’s Something for Children: 

Raisin Butter 
It Exactly Doubles the Food Value of a Slice of 

Bread, and Any Mother Can Make It 

Take 5 pounds of seeded raisins; cook -Mai aisi well door’ Ron thea a calwadcrts —SUR-Maid Raisins are take out all skins, then add 2 cope sugar, pure, sun-cured California 
Vy teaspoon cinsamon, allipice, caves os 
acd nulmop, thea put all ca stwe and grapes—the finest varieties 
cook down. that grow—grapes so tender, 

Try that. See how the so luscious, so delicate that 

little folks enjoy it. Serve it they cannot be shipped fresh, 

to grown-ups, too. It is both We use only the pick of 
good and good for them. the choicest crops. 

Use Sun-Maid Raisins, 
they are concentrated nutri- 

strains! 
—the real test 

of shade quality 
No shade, of course, shoudd te 

exposed to strains like this—nor 
will any shades stand such abuse 
continually, 

But sometimes, despite careful 
guarding, such strains do occur 

These raisins taste like soft 
bits of grape sugar—tike 

ment, dainty confections — when 
finished, and then comes the real test of RICH OR PUOR, 1 AKE | Note the Economy 

shade quality! ‘ _ = ireay H Then, most of all, you will appre- THREE REASONS WHY There is the same food Remember this Package 
ciate a shade that is made to svar, YOU NEED OUR CLUB value ‘in: 1 Jb, of Sun:Maid Ask your denlac: ten’ teat 

‘o get such shades, go to your x5 Re : AS 
dealer and ask for You want extra money Raisins costing 15c as in 3 you want the best raisins. 

You long to be "in 18” 

You crave new human relations 
dozen eggs costing $1.08, The cost is no more than for 
Sun-Maid Raisins, costing the common sort, If he hasn't 

| one-half the price of lamb the package he can easily 
f chops, contain seven times get it by sending to his jobber. 

the nutrition. PrN ot dire 3 Lise Sun- 
ae laid Seeded (seeds extracted); 

Serveraisin sauce, orstewed su Maid Seadion (rom a 
raisins, with cream for break- gapes): Sun-Maid Cluster (on 
fast. Add Sun-Maid Raisins stems, not seeded) to serve as 
to your puddings, cakes,cook- dessert with nuts. 

| ies and bread. Serve raisin Big 7%-lb. Carton 
pie more often—it is 214 Sent Direct, $1.00 

times as nutritious as a pound We have put up for housewives 
of the best lean beef. 4 special introductory carton, nearly 

the size of a suit box, It contains 
FREE! Reavis cok all thiee kinds, 71/9 ths. net. Your 
dat aarti a pact cordoned dealer can supply it, or we will 

send you a beautiful book that send it prepaid to your nearest 
tells 52 ways to make delicious express office (# in U.S.) upon 
raisin-foods and dainties. receipt of $1.00. 

Every housewifeneeds just such A : 
@ book in her kitchen. It'sa 25. California Associated Raisin Co. 
cent book —FREE if you SEND NOW. 315 Fresee St., Fresco, Cal. 

California 

SUN-MAID RAISINS 
The Fruit-Food 

The Unfilled Grade of 

renlin ACE WARS Tg, a MAE OF 

Window Shades 
This famous grade of shade 

nentirely aj 
material ‘ly woven cloth 
without that “filling’? of chalk 
and clay which causes the ordinary 
shade to erack and show pinh 
the first time a sudden strain is 
imposed upon it. 

Sun woo't fade a Urentin Uistilled 
Shade, nuer wat 

Tris supple—not st 
az anid sutvoath 

and in Beentin Duples —ligt 
side, dark om the other, 

If you want the utinost jo shu 
and economy, go to the Brenlin ¢ 
in your town toubty, ask 
rl D Grade of Bre 
and yet it. 11 i¢ perforated with 
mark —BRENLN —along the edge of 
every yard. Look closely for it when you 
tuy and when your shades are hung. 

Write for the Brenlin Book today 
It shows actual 

samples of Breolin 
UNFILLED 
Shinkes inull colors, 
and gives many 
helpful suggestions 
for artistic window 
treatment, With it 
we will send the 
fameof the Brenlin 
dealer nearest you. 
Write today. 

Tell Your Baker 
We have fuenished thousseds of bakers 

| | with « peize reeipe dor a special raisin beead to 
he baked by theta and sold under this label, 

These bakers sre put. 
ting their very best ma- 

tenals into it The berad 

Bere Oh wt anaes RAISINS 

CHAS. W. BRENEMAN & Co. 
2316 Reading Road Cincinnati, O. 

For sale by dealers everywhere 

of direntin— grades 
se Mat items Mi | Tux Maxacte or Tue Gre So will all the grown-ups. Ask your dealer 1 Ih, Package—Price not over 15¢ 
@e Aheir prices. Tax Lanes’ Howe Jovenaz about t—be is probably baking #, 

| Punnapeceatia Buy a loaf of him and try it, 
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Fine for Floors, aa Automobiles, 
Linoleum and All Woodwork 

There is nothing cheaper for the cottage — nothing richer for the mansion. 

A good wax is the most practical preserving ap- 
plication your kitchen linoleum or woodwork can have. 

A good wax produces that beautiful lustre on the 
floor of the library, dining room or living room which 
unconsciously shows good taste. 

Old English Floor Wax is of the highest repute be- 
cause it is made of the hard, substantial wax which not 
only gives the most beautiful finish but is most durable. 

Finish your floors with Old English—it’s easy— 
just a rag and a can—no odor—and in an hour you 
can use the room. 

Polish your piano with Old English. It restores 
the lustre and protects the delicate finish. 

Old English makes linoleum look new 
and makes it last about twice as long. 

Send for Free Sample of Old Englis 
“Beautiful Floors, Their Finish and Care.” 

Care of Waxed Floors Finishing New Floors 
Finishing Dance Floors Finishing Old Floors 

Hardwood Floors Kitchen, Pantry and 
Pine Floors Bathroom Floors 
Cleaning and Polishing Finishing Furniture 

TA 

THE A. S. BOYLE CO., 1903 Dana Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio 

Polish your automobile — just a rag and a can 
of Old English make a machine look like new—shed 

dust —shed water— preserve the finish. 

Even cheap interior woodwork can be 
made attractive with one or two applications of Old 
English and is thereafter easier to keep looking nice. 

Old English Floor Wax, because of its high-grade 

quality of wax, must be put on thinly. But it is most 

economical—50c worth will cover a good-sized room; 

needs it about twice a year. 

Hardware, Paint (Drug) and House Furnishing 

Departments sell it. 

Think over what your floors cost and how they look, 

We can tell you how to prevent “worn spots,” too. 

h Floor Wax and the Book d 
a 

It tells authoritatively about Sf the AS. 
Boyle Co. 

Interior Woodwork 1903 Dama Ave. 
Stopping Cracks y Cincinnati, O, 

Polishing Automobiles Fs tary Book faa 
emoving i FREE Sample sol can 
ey vaciiahs o” ty Old English at home, 
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Home 
Cooking 

Fails on Beans 

It fails because home 
ovens can’t make beans 
digestible. Steam ovens 
are best. Beans must be 

baked in small lots, in 
high heat and for hours. 

It fails because it crisps the 
top beans, mushes the middle 
beans, but leaves most of them 
less than half baked. 

It fails because beans should 
be mellow and whole, and 

home-baked beans are not. 

It fails because the sauce 
should be baked with the 

beans, to give zest to every 
atom, 

Housewives should recog- 

nize that there are a few foods 

which can’t be prepared in a 
fit way at home, And beans 

stand first among them. 

alana Faure 
VAN (AMPS 
Pork«BEANs Tomar Suc 

Also Baked Without the Sauce 

10, 15 and 20 Cents Per Can 

Van Camp's will displace all 
home-baked beans when you 
give them a chance to show. You 
will find that men prefer them. 
‘Thousands of hotels and lunch 
rooms serve them because they 
please the men. 

‘This dish is our specialty. For 
20 years: our famous: chefs have 
worked on it, They have created 
in this a new-style national dish. 
It is unique among all of its kind. 

Order it and try it. Compare it 
with the kinds you know. Ifit excels 
them all, stock your pantry with it. 
Have on hand some dainty meals 
ready for instant serving. 

Find out this matchless dish. 

If you do not find Van Camp's 
the best beans you ever ate, your 
grocer will refund your money. 
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WHAT CAN 1 DO 
ON THE FARM? 

By Jennie C. Jones and 

Annie E, P. Searing 

‘Tur Borrens ov T 

Keeping the Young Folks 
Happy on the Farm 

What These 
Packages Represent 
Not so many years ago just “sugar” was an 
expensive luxury—pure sugar unknown. 

Our grand-parents either sweetened their 
food and drink with maple e or molasses or, 
at considerable trouble, obtained the costly 
product of the sugar-cane in crudely formed 
and imperfectly refined loaves, 

These had to be first crushed into pieces 
and then pounded and rolled with a rolling 
fat into ineegulér; dlowly, soluble for. 
How different are conditions today! You 
“phone your grocer for: 

pomill 0 
SUGAR 

PRODUCTS 

Crystal Domino Full or Half Size pieces 
—for Tea or Coflee (Note the new 
10c package on the tray), 

Crystal Domino Granulated —for Cook- 
ing or Preserving, 

Crystal Domino Confectioners’ —for lcings 
or Fine Confections, 

Crystal Domino Powdered —for Fruits or 
Cereals, 

Crystal Domino Syrup—for Waffles, 
Griddle Cakes or making Candies and 
Cookies (Note the new 10c con- 
tainer on the tray), 

and you are promptly supplied with 
purified, refined, absolutely perfect cane- 
sugar products especially prepared for every 
purpose for which sugar ts required. 

Tens of thousands of acres in far-off tropical 
islands have yielded the sugar-cane, Thou- 
sands upon thousands of laborers have har- 
vested the crop, milled the raw sugar and 
packed it in millions of bags, made from ma- 
tenal grown in the far Philippines or India. 

Ox-carts, railroads and sugar-laden steam- 
ers haye all assisted in the transportation 
of this raw sugar to our refineries, where 
the real refining begins. 

There the contents of every bag must pass 
the expert tests of our watchful chemists. 
Every ounce must be boiled, filtered, evap- 
orated, rolled and granulated until abso- 
lutely nothing but the crystallized essence 
of sweetness remains. 

No hand must touch the refined, purified 
sugar. 
Marvelous machines must receive and pack 
it into our dust-tight, germ-proat cartons— 
sparkling, white and ready for service on 
your own pantry shelf, 

Weight, Purity, Quality, all guaranteed by 

CONCLUDED ON PAGE 33 



WHAT CANIDO | 
ON THE FARM? | 

Some of the Objections 
I Expect to Hear 

The farm w 
father 

When mother cut 
our hair and then fol- 
lowed it with a good 
shampoo! How she | 

Think all y 

tucked the towel | 
up! How she lath 
ered in —with 
Packer's! 

Packer’s Tar Soap 
is “‘pure as the pines,’’ 

Its balanced, blended, 

ng elements, h 
piney lather soft 
font 

scalp — just as it 
do. Iecleanses thoroughly ; 
it brings 

ed life to your glands, 
just as it did —fory long 
years ago. 

same quick- 

And still today — keep- 
ing on its cleansing, stimu- 
lating way, it is content to 
be the first assistant of | 
good Dr. N the 
greatest hair corer of | 
them all ! 

Packer’ 
Tar Soap 

(Pare as the Pine 
better results than in th 

where it is especially mn 

Sera Le fe mple of Packer's 
¢ whether Cake 

Modern Care and Treatment.” 
It will prove valuable 

PACKER MFG. CO. 
$1 Fulton St., New Vork 

THE 
mE 

LIKE BS us Aver ur faded 

OLSON RUG CO. 
Dept, B30, 40 Laflin St.. Chicago, Il. 
be. Boe: ‘Completed. 

BEC OM E came Skin aly Things Made 

A shed ec - 

iva Chataceas ar tn pats eulnlty. Ast fer shes! oat 
fran and the abare eranaie Wil be oe 

tie advertiveceant 
The ¢ Chautauqua School of Nursin:; 

Main Streut Fourteenth Year Jamestown, N. 

A Beautiful Dress 

A Guide to Fashion FREE 
Our beautiful Spring and Summer Fashion Cata- 

logue, just isswed, is now ready for mailing, and we 
want to send you a copy FREE. Every woman who 
carca anything at all about her appearance and 
wishes to dress im the latest style will certainly want 
to look through the pages of this authoritative faah- 

ide. 278 pages of beautiful 
all the latest dewelopmen: 

trated book is yours FREE, f you 
day and ask for Catalogue 67L. 

‘There is mo obligation to buy—just write for the 
Book and it will be sent by return mail, There has 

been a great change in the 
Styles, and our FREE Cate: 

logue will show you what 
the changes are. Don't 
put it off. Write TODAY, 

re Teepe Dress af aba Clifaa Taftets 

BELLAS HESS & © 
WASHINGTON MORTON & BARROW STS. 
NEW YORK CITY, N. ¥. 
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READI-CUT 

OUSES AS WE GO 
Sold by the baler tte MARCHING ON 

A Girl’s Talk 

With Other Girls 

Nomad 4 uds.. anend| 

for this Aladdin Home | 
Complete 

st 
A tar ut 

Pn een vc H nt, j 

besa bai 8 
Nothing in Itt 

hink Wittake J 

— cond CREAN 
An added refinement to the 

toilet and a practical safeguard 
against the harsh effects of 9 
climate and of weather. You * 

can use Charmis Cold Cream 

confidently —it is of Colgate 
Quality. 

Ask your dealer the price—or send 
4c. in stamps for a dainty crial tube 

COLGATE & COMPANY 
Established 1806 

* Dept. H., 199 Fulton St., New York 
Makers of Cashmere Bouguet Soap 

—luxurious, lasting, refined 

oa € 

Urs Be ee 
Aladdin Originated the Readi-Cut 
System of Construction ¥, 

4 JS 

North American Construction Co. | 
111 Aladdin Ave, Bay City, Michigan | 



You Can Weigh j 
Exactly What 

You Should | 

You can 1 

your bo as Natuee int & you can be {ree (rom Chronic Ailments. 
You can have o Clear Skin 
You can have a Good Figure—as goo! any worm, 
You 
! 

increase (i reduce » 
need to say whit 
HAVE DONE 

OWN of § 
have 

Itured, intelli 

No Drugs—No Medicines 
My pupils simply comply with Natu: 

What My Pupils Say: 

“My weeight bas in- 
creased WW the, | short 
yi 1 indigestion 

rcv anit Fal Bke to tell you 
Hedy Cum § until 5 

SUSANNA COCROFT 

AS WE GO 

Dept, 36 624 Michigan Ave. Chicago 
Mins ‘ avons. She is th 

A 

The Safe 
Alcohol Stove 

No wiek te 
carried in parket 

cling, Always ready 
in dining room, kitehen, 

ni, bathroom, niiesery, s 

mall jt ean 
ne baa 

. CLASS PINS 
FACTORY TO YOU 

en a 

Your PERRY- DAME Spring sh Book 
Is Ready— < “Til 

Be Sure to Send for | Ths atest 

Your FREE Copy New York 

Now. Styles 

A Postal Card will do. of 
Just say, ‘Send me my 
copy of the PERRY- 
DAME Money-Saving 
Style Book,”’ with your 
name and address, and 

it will be sent YOU at 

once, ENTIRELY 
FREE 

Women, 
‘Misses & 
Children 

Catalog Ne 62 

ou all the beautiful new styles, but it actual 
ther y at prives lower than you ever heard af bef 

The new style Tailored Suits from $5.98 to $17-50 ffiyy. (slaves, Hosiery, Petticoats, 
Separate Tailored Skirts “ $1.00to $6.98 r- Byerything in Cloth 
Beautiful, Stylish Dresses... “ $1.98 to $16.50 Misses and Chibiren, 
Fashionable Coats . “$1.98 to $12,00 4 pirices ever made for 
Smart, Becoming Waists . “ 59 cts, to $3.98 «lathes ol equal quality 

Important Style Changes 
o many Changes in the styles this season. Women! 

nning than over before, and mucl 
for many wason. Skirts are wide 

ave a comfortable Gare 

false face gracetally 

Here Are Two Beautiful Coats 
Typice! Values from the 
PERRY-DAME Style Book 

Order your new coat direct from this adver- 
tisement, and be sure to state size and color desired. 

REMEMBER, we always pay all mail or 
express charges, and guarantee abso- 
lute satisfaction or your money back. 

BE SURE TO SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPY OF 
THIS STYLE BOOK TO-DAY. 

Perry, Dame & Co.savae an 
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The Dentifrice 
Your Husband 

a Good Dentifrice 
for His Wife 

He probably uses Pebeco Tooth 
Paste, for it is a great favorite 
with men. Pebeco appeals to 

men because it leaves a feeling 

of refreshment and cleanliness 
in the mouth far superior to 
the candy flavor of mere sweet- 
ness. Pebeco is efficiency undis- 
guised. You will enjoy it—as 
your husband does. ‘The secret 
of the success of 

PEBECO 
TOOTH PASTE 

is that it tends to counteract 
*Acid-Mouth,”’ the chief cause 
of decay. It keeps the teeth 

white and polished. Its use is 
a daily pleasure. Prove these 
things for yourself — 

Send for Free 

Ten-day Trial Tube and 

Acid Test Papers 

The Test Papers are pieces of 
standard litmus paper by which 
you can test your mouth for 

acid. They show how Pebeco 
counteracts acid, You will be 
interested in the test. 

Pebeco is sold everywhere in 
extra-large size tubes, As only 

one-third of a brushful is used 
at atime, Pebeco saves money 
as well as teeth. Write us for 
free trial tube and test papers. 

Manufactured by 

Manufacturing Chemists 

136 William Street, New York 
Canadian Office, 1 und 3 St. Holes Street, Mamtrea! 

EASTER MUSIC IN 
THE CHURCH 

By Clarence Urmy 

lets Sireper, syle 
“ompany, of Lindos, 

put brill 
tremely rare combina 

This is the Day th 

Easter Solos 

Norere 
thought 

a "€ wasider the Lile 

elude for the 
; a recita 

by & tro for ed 
Shall Roll Away the 

t 
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Children at Breakfast in a Japanese Home 
(From Photograph) 

Puffed Rice 
The Modern Form 

It matters little which grain, Rice, wheat and corn have 

abundant food value. What matters most is the process used 

to fit the grains for food. The granules must be broken. 

All cooking breaks some granules. But Prof, Anderson's 

method is the only way known to blast all the food granules 

to pieces. He does this by steam explosion—by shooting the 

grains from guns. 

Puffed Rice and Puffed Wheat, on this account, hold a 

place unique. They are the best-cooked cereals known, 

ile as food. ery atom is av 

A Difficult Process 

This process is long and costly. ‘Terrific heat is needed. 

Mammoth sealed guns are used. A hundred million steam 

explosions must be caused in every grain, 

That isn't done to delight you. It is done to insure easy, 

complete digestion—to meet scientific requirements. 

But the result is delightful. ‘The grains are puffed to bub- 

bles. They are made crisp and flaky, airy, fragile, thin. 

And the fearful heat gives a taste like toasted nuts. Any grain 

which can be puffed has resistless fascination 

A ee 

Puffed Wheat, 12c Agi ti 
Puffed Rice, 15c Witt 

Except in Extreme West js ¢ 

Don't use as breakfast foods only. Serve in place of bread 

or crackers in your bowls of milk. Use like nut meats in 

home candy-making. Let hungry children eat them dry, or 

doused with melted butter. Foods so easy to digest are ideal 

any time, 

Serve all three— Rice, Wheat and Corn Puffs. They differ 

for each as much as the grains, Learn which is liked 1 

purpose. Order now a trial package of the one you do not 

know. 

The Quaker Oats @mpany 
Sole Makers @any 



EBerereerceir eerie! 

Good Light 
Saves Eyesight 
You see better—with- 

out strain, work better, 
and feel better, in good 

light. It is kind to the 

eyes and free from bril- 

ieee 

liant glare. 

Alba 
Lighting Equipment 

makes seeing easy and com- 
fortable, It softens the 
dazzling light of tungsten 

lamps into gentle, even radi 
ance, and sends the light 

mu need it, 
so shows dec 

at their best and ge 

light at less cost (less current). 

Free Lighting Help 

Glass Co 
Pittsburgh 

: 
: 

re | 

BISSELL’s 
"BALL BEARING 

H Carpet Sweepers 

% BISSELL CARPET SWEEPER CO. 
Grand Rapids, Mich, Niagara Falls, Cans 

INVITATIONS 
100 wevdine *7 
os 

HOW CAN I FINISH MY 
BOY’S CLOTHES? 

By Mrs. Martha Mason 

Blouse Shick! Wilh Tapes 

Showing Shield and Section of Blouve 
SSS | 

Well fortified 

Indeed he is! Fortified inside as well 
as out. You can see this by his well- 
chosen bulwark of defense. 

His mother evidently is one of 
those sensible housewives who order 
algal s Soups by the dozen or the 

And saokeliy. half the order at 
least i is for 

Campbell’s Tomato Soup 

This is the practical way to buy. 
It saves your time; saves you from bother 
and delay; and insures you a delicious, 
nourishing soup-course every day so that 
the “inner man” is sure to be fortified 

constantly at a most vital point. And 
you are fortified against all sorts of 
embarrassing emergencies. 

You can’t make a mistake in order- 
ing by the dozen or the case. Our 
unlimited guarantee stands behind 
every can. 

Your money back if not satisfied. 

21 kinds 10c a can 

Clam Chowder Pea 

Vermixeili-Tomato 

LOOK FOR THE RED-AND-WHITE LABEL 

57 
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Well lsYoygel THE YOUNG 
Chil d MOTHERS’ GUIDE 

By EmelynL.Coolidge,M.D. 

| Treatment for Sprains 

Hew to Treat Baby for Croup 

The well born child is guarded by he 
Lysol syalost. the risk of infeetion at 
birth, So are his mother, purse sand regular er 
doctor he muade 

Lysol is the surest antiseptiy in pra "% * 
temity «ae 1 almost universally 
ny hospitals and physician, 

Lysol bs equally neoesary to protec 
the health of clild and mother a 
the every-day piek deadly geem 

ure Fable to breed unseen in any 
Guard the tives of the whoke fail 

rey f the standard 
Antiseptic, Disinfectant 

Germicide 

Jove ust Joclur can arrive 
When 9 Foret Boay is Swallowed 

Lysol ix five times stronger anil safer \ baby often packs up f 1 
as an antiseptic than earbolic achts be 
ter in way than bichloride of mer 
cuiey id dangerous 
tatety ft into the:home. Lysol 
Combines muxsimum gat q 

mum prevention Ni 
Lywol has 
health protection. Here 

fav the ‘ahroden, 4a. protest. € " 779) ype jiteagit Uasnlscta of se ; ** Mantilla”' Veils are 
Phe gression the Accepted Mode 
i} Made in America 

tw bath 

ouche, for antiseptic lew 

All good shops show Van Raalte 
Veils in charming ‘ Mantilla’’ 

Ai: Eyal’ ts Used tn weak solutions effects. “Manilla” Veils are of 
= feral Rmativittule: dees weceuatr soft, sheer mesh, over-run with 

juart of rt. Asmall bottle lasts can exquisite floral designs and richly 
wanths may be attemy rdered. The veil illustrated suggests 

Sold by Druggists Everywhere nt get a tloctot a ir beauty and becomingness. 
IMPORTANT, the wire you eet L buying veils x Van Raalte 

it It ba gut hes w 
W] signature ott pon 

at te msl ty caleusand you 
reanrest ay 

Lysol Booklet 
adti*s Veil" — as atyle booklet 

which tells how to wear and for veils “TH the aby $s su pear 
with explanutios 

Hin the honwe, A 
E.& Z.VAN_RAALTE megif 

Nau York 

aft linen x 

Look for the 
Initials K-I-N 

stamped on every Kohvi-nvor to 
insure your getting the fastener 

eign Body 
bahy 

alow his 
1 botie-a 

e wide open with thu 
you flush the with 

1 

vice to Prospective Mothers 

By M Wheeler 

25% 50F F122 



THE YOUNG 

MOTHERS’ REGISTRY 

By EmelynL.Coolidge,M.D. 

What to Do When the Baby 
Has Convulsions 

‘ d. Simp ay adjust 
correctly the right Omo Shield and 
forget it. Then it’s up to the 
shield, and Omo Shields take the 

responsibility gladly. 

All made of fine materials in a 
clean, light factory, by wholesome 

pyar tie OD | a “Perfect Shortening” 
Costume ask at your favorite st 
4t the same time write ta uw 
that tells all ahout Ome Dress 

Armours 

oe “Simon Pure” 

fs |] Reo Leaf Lard 
THE OMO MFG. CO. HIS meth is made from nothing 

‘St Walaut Street Middletown, Cone ease term cee || oe : but the pure, delicate 
rea a leaf fat. 

Armours 
“Star” Hams and Bacon for a Sample Cake 

and you, te 
charming de 
this pane 
Creamy lather that makes using 
“revelation of how perfecta toilet soap ean be 

YI “Glycerin Soop 
Meeteernt | tunlay, us foe generations, v 

A Juxuriow: 
MOLHENS & KR 

“The Ham What Am” Maternity 
Ty Gowns and Stouts 

Re ARMOUR {hy COMPANY 



A Delicious Pot Roast 
Without Grease and without Water 

( from the— 

_“Wear-Ever” 
Aluminum i 

Windsor Kettle 
Place empty kettle on 
atove over a low flame; 
in heated kettle sear 
roast on all sides; turn 
down fire to a 
mere flicker. 
When half 
done turn meat 
over, Thus 

§ cheaper cuts of 

made as palat- 
able asthe most 
expensive cuts. 

door Kettle enay be ased 
many pup 

day in the year 

cakes that bake evenly wil 
dle cakes that wre li 

The enorme 
stamping mo! 
vet 

cest stampa for the ome-quart "Weas-Ever 
Stewpan and see for yoursell how many women 

Replace utensils that wear out 
with utensils that “Wear-Ever” 

The Aluminum Cooking Utemil Co,, Dept. 12 
Reatuctee Pa, orf routine Cans) Here 
ero Abansininm Co, Lid,, Taranto, Owtarie 

Health, Style, Comfort 
are Casfoatly combed 

for all ages in 

H &W CORSET 
WAISTS 

STYLE «nd MATERNITY 
100 STYLES 

EASE during 
‘The 8. &¥. (HARMO) Na- 
TERNITY CORSET WAIST ge 
a trim ane stylish fig- 
ure—without the 
slightest 
ment 
being 0 
mother of ch 

surgical 1 
Button or clasp front. 
Sizes 20 to 36: Price $2.00 
at all dealers—or sent prepaid 
on receipt ef price, 

Other Popular H, & W. Styles 

At all dealers —or cent prepaad on rece 

H. & W.Co., Newark, N. J. 
We AW. Wares are made for all agye— Wormer, Sievers amt 

ices. Himat ome Ah. & W, anel aecoret m msbatibatn 
Mlastrated Booklet on Request 

AUG auST FIRST 

miserably 

con 

; how the muscles al 
twisting; bow she had 

CONCLUDED ON PAGE 41 
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This Famous Bedell Catalog 
Full of Fashion Non 

NOW READY 
DIRECT from Will Be Sent On Post Card Request 

| New York 
at 

LOWEST 
NewYork rather: The best Fashion Prices 

Catalog you ever saw, 
a complete volume of 
New York Styles, includ- 

ing page after page of 
beautiful artistic colored 

plates, showing you all the 
lovely new Spring shades. 

Bright—instructive—entertain- 
ing, a book replete with interest 

from cover to cover, 

_Why Pay More? 
Sate BSE HS 

Masses Hato feet 
Weots en a8 Successful Ra eo 

I Ye Hoan Diesins ee ee 
ear ‘Dederwewr se HOD 

Whether You Spend Much or Little 
__The Bedell yon Will Show You How 

Shop Where You Can See 
All the New Spring Styles 

i poeriell tos dahon 

This Lovel Embroidered $198 98 
Fi inch Lin Linene Dress r 

$1. 98 2, De 

$125 
Money Refanded if Wanted 

THE BEDELL COMPANY 
Fifth Avenue New York City 

OUR ONLY RETAIL STORES 

New York—Brooklyn—Newark—Philadelphia—Pittsburgh—St.Louis 

~ < 
D> OE >~4 NY 

Seven Million Mothers 
"Havok Endorsed the } the Rubens Shirt 

ki ees Shirts 
For Infants 
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Welch’s—the symbol 
of hospitality 

The unexpected or invited guests 
Tecognize an extra touch to your 

hospitality when you offer them 
felch's, 

A few bottles in the refrigerator or 
in the pantry keeps you prepared 
for any occasion. 

Welch's 
“Che National Drina” 

Welch's is always absolutely pure. It 
1s just the pure juice of the chotcest se- 
lected Concords, pressed when fresh 
from the vines. The juice is at once ster- 
ilized and hermetically sealed in glass. 

Do more than ask for 
“Grape Juice’ —say 
Welch's—and get it! 

[unable to get Welch's of your dealer, 
we will ship's trial dozen pinte for $3, 
fxpress prepaid, east of Omaha. Sample 
four-ounce bottle, by mail, ten cents. 

The Welch Grape Juice Company 
Westfield, New York 

Get the Welch Habit—It's one that 
ton" t get you 

NM AKE your collar 
*"* foundations in a 
minute with the 

Neckwear Support 
Tt adds comfort, style and distinction 
to every variety of the Tango, 
Gladstone, Medici, Elizabethan and 

[ ruches. 

ible, silk-covered, 

Enough 
y the yard, 

, or sold direct 
where dealer can't supply. 
Parie—Josenb W. Schloss Co.—New York 

Fife Avene and NY. 
Mfrs. of Cushion Eve" © 

Sewing Room 
Colonial Spool Cabinet made 
of mahogany, nicely Gomhed. 
‘Contains eighteen spools of 
sille in assorted colons. Use- 
ful and convenient for the 
sewing room, $3 Postpaid, 

Made at the 
POHLSON SHOPS 

Dept. 5.C. Pawtucket, RL 

AUGUST FIRST | 
ED FROM PAGK #0) 

1 gone working agele 

was leaping 
By all that’s 

Yes. mi 

+ out af = 
™, 1 be a ga 

hat he would be ia it, It's Robert Halarke 
den—Robin.” 

very MeBiexry Frou tix Revewnn 
10 "Ai 

Wascunstee, St 

now—at least 

Curious, isn't 
into the n ty 
soon? But I can 
Te doesn’t seem tr 

jul empeines 
that, I'd go 

I those prep- 
to walk down a gravel 

on't vanish; you are real 
pening out for you and me; of 

work now; afterward the next. 

it some day, all that mighty, | 
, and we shali 

Frou “Avcrsr Frm: 
McBiewry 

Jn say only three words! 
Eenory Le Wi post this in town. I 

do just want to tell you that if you write any 
more Ietters like that 1am sof going 
the engagement. You'll get the rest of t 
morrow, I thoug! ‘d wars you. lam. for sun 

ws, “ Avouer Finer.” 
THE END 

Toasted Corn 
In New Form 

Drop-Size Bubbles, Airy, Flaky 
A Prof. Anderson Invention 

A few years ago, corn hearts, flaked and toasted, took 
the breakfast tables of America by storm. This amazing 
dainty, made by us and by others, awoke a new respect for 

corm, In all food history no other ready-cooked cereal has 
attained such popularity. 

Now comes Prof. Anderson, the man who created 
Puffed Wheat and Puffed Rice. After working eight years 

he has learned how to puff toasted corn hearts, And he 
brings them to you as drop-size bubbles, flaky, flimsy, airy, 
thin—with a new bewitching flavor, 

He makes tiny pellets of these sweet corn hearts. He 
seals them in mammoth guns, and rolls them for an hour in 

550 degrees of heat. That fearful heat brings out a flavor 
you never knew in corn, 

Then he shoots the guns, and the pellets are steam-exploded. 
Out come the ry globules, with a myriad cells and a million 

thin toasted wa 

They are going to bring to your table a new delight. 

You will find them food confections. And they will multiply, 
in all probability, the popularity of toasted corn. 

“a Th e 

Witching 
Food” 

15c per package 

You lovers of corn should try this new corn dainty. 
Order it while it’s new; serve it as a surpris 

You never have served a cereal food so novel and attrac- 
tive. and there may never be another. Make its introduction 

an event. Then note on the package in how many ways you 

can serve it, 

Most grocers now have Corn Puffs, If yours has not he 
will get it for you. Ask him. 

The Quaker Oats @mpany 
Sole Makers 
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There’s Safety and 
Satisfaction in Using 

“Damascu 
Steel afety Pins. 

Do mos accept sh 

Waterbury, © 

CLOTH COATS 
With the same style charm and guar. 
unteed quality as the cclebrated Lamson 
& Hubbard Furs and Fur Garments. 
Here are two nabile mod 
cls for Spring: 

No. B61 — $27.50 
oth 

striking, fashi 

No, B60 — $26: 00 

inents sent on app 
reference any Natio 

able business house. WRITE FOR 
SPRING CATALOG! ( loth Rain at Sport 
Coats, Panata and Smart Tailored Hate. 

Lamson Eabhard 
New F Buen Leadini 

LAMSON & HUBBARD 

Naze— 

Adetress 

i 

86 Bedford St., Boston, Mass. 

The Ladies’ Home Journal for March, £915 

Choose any one of these CHE: 

pninted silks for your new dress SILKS 

SUPPOSE THE 
EMER: HAD 

wM PAGE 

| and you will be gowned in good taste 
as well as in the height of fashion. “ 

DPR 
The Cheney line of printed silks in 

| cludes new designs in “Shower-Prool™ = J 
Foulards, as well as.a beautiful aray “(ye 4 

of colors and figure effects in Cheney ‘ ° if 
Samara Silk, Crépe Berber, Crinkled ! 

Se pe ee meee Crépe and Crépe Velour. Ask for i i 
treayrth, needie sharpness and beauti- them by name at your dealer's. 

it the first 
of “kr pont hall, the 

. Maile from finely  Lectaparace' RYE } tempered steel wire, with ar chesp : 
that bugs the garment closely, ‘The } i 
coil end ix sheathed and etfeetually \ 
prevents tangling, Can he elaspr @ 
from either side und stays claspe 
until you puorpodely una 

CHENEY 
BROTHERS 
Silk Manufacturers 
4th Ave. and 18th St. 

NEW YORK 

will the Caar be 
tate against another; 

there will be a 

HALL-BORCHERT 
Adjustable Forms 

Hall Borchert, ‘Dress Form Co. 
Bost 39 W288 W TORS 

ati Mer May Mu, eatteago 
Tremers Mt, nonTax 

OLSON RUG co. 
Dept. 129, 40 St... Caicage, tit Bare Ft 

Sold and guaranteed by the world’s largest distributors of 
electrical supplies. Scientifically designed to do the family 
washing without muss or fuss—quickly, thoroughly and 
cheaply, Will not tear delicate fabrics. Connects with any 
electric light socket. Easily purchased. 

Get Full Information—Free 
Write nearest house below for our Free Trial Plan and Copy 
of Booklet No, 84 AP. 

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY 
Manufacturers of the 8.! ae 000 “Bell” Telephones 

NewYork Atlanta Chicago fe felon 
als es Richesoad 9 Milwathee Stage Houston bes 

Philsdetphia Sevacaah — Pirmbera® Pel, Gailead™ 
Bloat Cincienati Clevel 

Dever 
land Seattle 

New Otere Danek ladicesgalo Dall Sab Lake City Penland 
EQUIPMENT YOK EVELY NLNCTRICAL NXED 

CONCLUDED ON PAGE 4 



V oduish lace 
raperies’ 

are no lon 
er limited to the 
omes of wealth 

SCRANTON 
LACE 

Curtains € Drapery Laces 
provide equally 
tasteful efectis 
at very mod- 
erate cast > 

See them at 
sour dealers 

THE SCRANTON LACE COMPANY 
Scranton, Pa. 

always back in some hard. 
tongetat crevice that decay s 

in, But that &n't peculiar, because 
that hard-to-get-at spot is so dith 
cult to b that ofttines pour 
tooth bru or around, 

‘That's why you should use 

Sa dont 
Because Sosodont is a liquid, and 

there remains no foreign substance 
because Sozodont removes all 

And clean teeth do not decay, 

IC & not a to0th polish— 
dees it whiten teeth leat for both these 

DUrjmeee use either Sonedont Tooth Powder 
at Swede with Paste. 

FREE SAMPLES ~ State whether you 
eee jamie ot baste 

re will wend you 
a free ample together 
with o triad size bottle of 

Seunoelomt Licgeiad, 

SUPPOSE THE 
EMPEROR HAD— 

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 42) 

soit! bonds to raise the m the pro- 

cl wats expla 
ight grasp tt 

“THE int eect of th p 
Lamation was startling A gale of ughter 

swept the chancelleries of Europe. " Poor ald 
sh shouk their heads 

his dotage. What 2 
made of it! 

zh to bave 
fe mows Von Ach 
ight to ha 

hat Von Aehren: 
ast the frank 

Mf to contiem this 
fashel from Odesss 
and Navy we 

This move 

vut_ to fail 
» when the ‘emi 

Awtnan 

liament of the proposed 
days later Greece came in; 
Bulgaria followed; then ‘Herzegovina 
After a stormy rot in the streets of Buk 
which ended in the ki a group of pru 
Rustian noblemen boon blocking the 

lar demonstrations in fayar of canfedera- 
tion, Rumania fell in line 

On the day when th ‘irst Partlament met 

motor car 
not book very pleasant. 
von Aehrenthal, Hi 

Devic a) 8 petty up. 
pen 2 fashiu hile sanitariem 

ine tired states 

OL first day of August in the bap 
year 1914 there streamed th ite 

streets of Belgrade a mighty 
copperseaiths marched beh 

Bearing on @ hundred shu 
Broken Sword. them tr 

ie line of men, women and children 
at i the tod and bive snd pokden arts 

nf the Balkan peasants, and all carry 
sheaves of wheat and chanting 
tongues the weird, plaintive harvest songs of 
their home lands.’ Finally came an ar 
sober city folk on foot and a Jong line of 
kart In the last of these rode Pr 
Joseph, his old eyes brimming 
tears as he bowed to the thand 
that lined the aver 
ous marble Capitol * 

This mighty “March of the Poople” was 
moving toward the Capitol, there to ratify ar 

of Switzerland, the 
n tu the United States 

pHs 

Familiar Face 
to young and old who see the attrac- 
tive aneccees from month to month, 
or who have 

Hinds Cream 
in theis homes, I's a face that many well-moomed mothers and daughters have leamed to 
‘associate with a most agreeable and helplul means for wuxnming a beautiul bop 

At this season Hinds Cream is Taluable in preventing or overoming rou. 
pres redness ancl chopping, may be used fel, foi i nt gray ot icky 
hares even the most deliewte skin. ahead su epeiaie oil Rs edvertacl ingeadients 
acd to coatons to the required zi is of =e and quality. 

Selling everywhere, by price. 
rine ‘Covane a Tombs. Tuas Cold Coearn * ph 256 

De. not take a substitute: there are dealers in every town who 
will gladly soll you Hinds Cream without attempting to substitute, 

Samples will be sent for 2c stamp to pay postage. 

A. S. HINDS 200 West Street Portland, Maine 
bs should try HINDS 1 at Almond Cream SOAP, Highly lene " 

Sinan feagrant oad beneficial, 25¢ pemtoaid, Nosamoles 

Custom dictates that, as com- 

pared with Christmas, the Easter 

gift shall be but a trifle—yet ic 

shall convey the true spirit of 

the -ason— the spirit of good- 

will and friendship and kindli- 

ne And when to these it adds 

the personal touch it conveys sen- 

timent without sentimentality. 

Between friends —a photograph. 

There's a photographer in your town. 

Kastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y. 
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| Let In the 
| Sunshine— 
It Can’t 
Fade Sanitas 
Let the sun come streaming in, 
Your walls are safe from dis- 
Sipe if they are covered 
with i 

ANITAQ | 
MODERN 

WALL COVERING fl 
SANITAS has a woven cloth foun 
dation finished in oil colors, It can- iy 
not fade, crack or chip off. Keep it § 
always fresh and beautiful as new | 
by wiping it of with a damp elath 
Every spot and atain—every speck of 
dust is instantly removed 
There are over 130 SANITAS d 
signs for kitchen and bathroom, liv 
ing toom, dining room, bedroom and 
halls, in all colors—each beautiful 
and each impervious to dust, to germs 
and to wenr, They harmonize with 
the most hixurious surroundings 
Ask your decorator or dealer to show 
you SANITAS—see the trademark 
on the back of the goods, 

We maintain = permanent exhibit 

City, ‘itis worth seeing. i 
When buying tale or shelf 

ollelath aah for MERITAS 

The Standard Oil Cloth Co, Inc. | 
320 Broadway . New York City 

‘The STANDARD OIL CLOTH COI, 
‘320 Besadway, New York, Dept 1 

roaklet of SANITAS de 
4 

— 

ORINOKA 
pert rt 

SuNFAsT FABRICS 

will edd much to the beauty of your home 
absolutely will mot fade. Y 

safely use thes: in windows exposed to the 
strongest sunlight, They will wash and always 
remain fresh and have the appearance of sill 
‘The Biltmore, New York's newest and finest 
hotel, is deaped with these fabrics. 

Send for Booklet,“Draping the Home” 

fr contains valuable hints oa home decoration, 
d you the nome ef the 

here you can ane these 
goods foe yourself. 

ORINOKA MILLS 
140 Clarendon Bldg. 

NEW YORK 

For Your Protection fnsist 
on This Guarantee: 

Shag tet en ogee Smads = ms es 

Thos Tag and Goarante on exwry Sait 

THE VOICE AT THE 
END OF THE WIRE 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE § 

her board, 

One morning a 
home for a trip on ¢ 
and carried: wit 

a battle uf 
pe to th 

The Ladies’ Home Journal for March, 1915 

“This is real help. Here is a decorative scheme for my living 
room, dining room and each bedroom, all in colors; so I can 
see how they look before I go ahead.” 

She is referring to the new 

Portfolio of Suggestions for 
Painting and Decorating 

which we mail free to all who are planning to decorate new 

homes or redecorate old homes. This portfolio is the work of 
There are 20 color plates, showing painting sug- 

gestions for the outside of houses and decorative ideas for all 

specialists. 

the rooms inside. Even the furniture, rugs and hangings are 

included. The Sherwin-Williams Company make every kind 

of paint, varnish, enamel and stain required in beautifying 

and protecting everything in and around a house. With this 

portfolio you cannot go wrong in getting the right material or 

a8 best possible result. May we send you a copy of this 

Portfolio with our compliments? 

SHERWIN- WILLIAM, 
a Paints & VARNISHES 

Showrocam New York, 116 W. 32nd St Chicago, People's Ges Builing, Sen Fras 
S23 Market St, Sales Qiticas und Warehouses io princigal ci ealern, 

where. Adiress all mguiries for Pertlaios te 617 Canal Reed, M-W., Cleveland. O- 

Reconstructed Ruby Rings 

A beautiful line of Gentlemen's 

and Misses’ rings. 
vea wonderful pigeon 

are hard and full of 
Stones in O-B Rings are 

ted lots, chosen by experts. 

that Locks” No Metal 
Touches 
the Shin 

Nickeled 
The O.B mark in a ring is the safe 

» Pair guard of dealer—your 
rantecd assurance y wilwe in the 

gold, of Ai Your 
fine jew out the 

All Sixes— 
Children 
Misses 

O-B mark when he 
The O-B Ring How 

the Litest atyles in 

1a ring. 
ows a selection of 
Send far it. No 

Ostby & Barton Co., Providence, R. 1. 
Largest Manufacturers of Rings in the World 

Aaidrene 
ni 

OB! 
RINGS 

Canoeing—Queen of Outdoor 
Rca for Women 

ing clubs are the fun and 
eat-up housewives find rest 

s find exercise and health, in 

“THE GARTER FOR EVERYCHILD 

The Kewple ls 
highest qualit 

Canoeing and « 
fad of thowands. Pe 

ld Town Cances 
fatiestranaged canoes mate) in 

OLD TOWN CANOE CO., 483 Fourth St., Old Town, Maine, U.S. A. 



‘POMPEIAN 
i POUNE OWL WOULD YOU BELIEVE 

Is Always Fresh! '{ OF THESE GIRLS? 
“The Deaker who sea you nD FROM PAGE 

Pompeian Olive Oil is urged 
by us never to order more 

than a THIRTY DAYS’ 
SUPPLY! No extra dis- 
counts are given him on an Mee: hack mt ark 
LARGE Orders Rather, ma fait way to tecover. 
we advise him to order as he 
NEEDS it. Therefore, 
Pompeian Olive Oil is al- | 
ways fine and fresh! —You | 
never buy “Old Stock” 
under the Pompeian Label! 

Pompeian Olive Oil is stored 
in cool, dark, glass-lined Tanks as 

it is received from ABROAD, — 
and packaged from day to day to 
mectthedemand, Poaspeian Olive 
Olt is absolutely PURE. TASTY 

and PALATABLE. It's heahh- = 
ful—you may use it every day " 
Ask your Doctor, 

FULL MEASURE TINS 

HALF PINTS (8 02.) 25e 

Horse-and-Phaeton 

for the Woman 
Here is an automobile that a feet. Tr hay been tested out in the 

hand: of awners, a lange use as easily und © 
and phacton ane wormet, 

Tt requ 

: 

ot ee Ws never Many wome have so far not to be hares Te doesn’t eat ; # 

ys ready; turn the self extravagant 

attempted drive un automebile be- except when run ) me We the cars were tuo heavy and too 
Iris alu 

The Saxon Roadster is different. 
PINTS (16 ox) Ste yoo can ask for in comfort, 

QUARTS (32 40.)51.00 =3 vanlbinyg, ancl ygives 
eh se lor Folog Restos Beoke Itcan go miles in the same time —sLevery pasted yA eae wa ve 

POMPEIAN COMPANY =3 ( wrbapsadep pres roa ent per anide te Fun, 
Genoa, haly Bakinerm, US A. vk to thivetse u few city 

the Family—the Saxon “Six” 
¢ also make another car—the 

Saxon, a toaning car with 
nase, seating five adult 
t aders everything in 

t the family needs 
fore unheard of in a 

ups an bly, ar ane 
ve children, grown 

Inch for inch and pound for 
as sturdy a5 any 
i ninble om it 

Let us send 
and find i 

Bran Aids the 
Complexion 

Bran is Nature's laxative, [t helps 
eep the system clean. It aids 

good health, good spirits, clear com- 
Plexions. Its habitual use is now ad- 
vited by all authorities. 

Pettiohn's is the ideal bran food. 
It is one-fourth tender, unground 
bran, ‘The bran is pressed into fus- 
ious whole-wheat fakes. All folks 
enjoy it. Many consider it the finest 
breakfast cereal. It is the popu- 
lar bran food with physicians and 
users, efficient and delightful, 

Pettijohns 
Rolled Wheat With the Bran 

If your grocer hasn't Pettijohn’s, send us his 
tame and 15 cents in stamps We will end 
‘one package by parcel post. After that, get 
Pettijohn's at your store. Addeess The Quaker 

erect. One by 
open sift full capacity of 

_ excellent ef oe 7g ala Your Two Hands 

and a Cake of Palmolive 
The soothing, creamlike lather softly rubbed into every pore— 

then thoroughly rinsed out with pleasant tepid water—the result, 
an absolutely thorough cleansing of the skin, Repeat daily and you 
will say that there is nothing more effective than daily washing with 

PALMOLIVE 
Oats Company, Chicago. (782) air Wet from 

“Tl tell 
your wife 

Mare from the Palm, and Olive cile that have been wed for thoyeands of pears 
aa cleansing ngests, Palmolive is = great favorsie for babies, Sold everywhere, 

Palmolive Shampoo &,/" a4 Palmolive Cream peratorces the 
Kquid senp that thoroughly cleaves the heaps the akin amcoth Bac ed come: Router ne tiewions | Aastern ise, ater 
arredients that will the ale und if you veloc 
make tbeiie and dal” ne Be pore Eh 
‘THREEFOLD SAMPLE OFFER—Libecel cake of Palro- 
ove, botle of Shampoo, and tube of Cream, packed Beat sample package, oll mailed on receipt of fv 
frat amp 
B.J. Johnson Soap Company, lnc., Milwaukee, Wis. 
Canadian Factory! 155-157 George 5t., Toronto, Ont, 

spite to the worker are 
Bat if the individual learns 

the simple lesso. 
the worst comditians cw 
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THE NEW 1915 

Seow Form 
fr WINIFRED’S DANCE 

"But I can't help thinkin 
Courtney Ob 
aunsething tike that 

f Rex 

Ts day before the dance was fil 
the glad bustle of coming festivity, Mrs 

aed the glas 

Perfected The 20th 

In Century 

Every Dressmah- 
Detail ing Marvel 

e te tell Bim : 
when she ran down excitedly te gi 

| Mopper short a she saw his face 

| hardly wait for 1 

The Pneumatic Dress Form What's the ma "she asked fearfu 
and Skirt Marker apt hing; Uat 

Guaranteed for Five Years What 
Now, wait 

u know | ex 
a muath ago 

With ordinary care will last a lifetime 

Reduced Price Complete 

$1250 
‘The New 1915 PNEU FORM includes, without 
any extra charges: 

| ‘HE purchase of a Steinway for the home 
means the selection of the ideal piano, tone 

and workmanship being of first importance. 

It is the price of teinway which makes 
possible its supreme musical qualities, but 

1, Sineplified Skirt Marker (A Deewmaking them! Ip * = 
Neceselty). a aad fo Europe th you will find that the Steinway costs only a justable Skirt Porm, ans ven te ye ne 
caniplete phd trifle more than many so-called “good” pianos, §, For Coy a, drafts to. yout Gas coe 
meanite for miking’ yuuy ows. clot : ; Oe " 
ae out a foot fre at thet, Style V, the new Upright, and Style M, the Sialt box about a foot aguare and § dhesn't let me o F , 

inches high in which PNEU FORM can n't y boy to your smallest Steinway offer a special advan- 
be deflated amd packed away whee not 
in tage in price. They embody all the distince Lmight have if I'd ko 5. Delivery qrepaid anywhere in U Hetuced weight 7. pauseds, too late nuw Nant ke : Steinway features, but, being of reduced size to ; : mal favor tious Not a cali soe 3 [NUN FORM Ie the oud Po Weicane une mow. tuxy 10 be heck helen meet the requirements of the modern home or vers, Vou altnply: breathe in \ 

of Life and PNEU FORM bees night if 1 ran, b n't court un it, You'l apartment, are offer at very moderate prices. fret Secugul Sell, Hy substituting a just have along the best y 
nit Form Cove al votlating again, wut ene, Os ! as 

PNEU POKM teprodaces 
owe PNEC! FOKM serves 
dresumaking and remodeting 1 

amy nninber af wornrn, Inabisperaabie in the 
laine — invaluable to Dressmakers 

¢ Booklet,”“My Second 
full information. 

every city 

y Eyate, 
fnstrated literature, 

f the Stamwey dealer nearest you, 
to send you, five anything t lo with your 

ryth t 
that's sacre 

STEINWAY & SONS, STEINWAY HALL 

107-109 East Fourteenth Street, New York 

+ in fost 
St your 

wurde tomeedlately 
PNEUMATIC DRESS FORM CO, 
657 Fifth Avenue New York City = 

T WAS not ur 
fully. re 

nurnit 
al the awfal va 

meee. The day ts 
t whirl of cleaning a1 
ven.” Little fair 

gue real 
Sample 
Can and 
Beaiity Book 

J Sut Yea 
hor #e 

Donit*Sa 
never tarnis. 

st, “* Beulser,” was ailiny 
e to beave him, After lam 

word went the rounds # 
bees knocked dows in town & 
broken eral places: 
advices, suffering fram 

FLA’ DS 
no AT RODS we | | Put Value Into the Home 
= et yo etre iful dears of correct design and 

¢ grain, increase the charm and 
manent valoe of your building —get 
MORGAN DOORS 

"7 . rod to Kathari 
The most fastidious dl now we can't have the Russi 
women know that rither! I hope se will fall « 
every demand of But « 
purity and fragront sdaintic with Lestie's ve 
ens de answered in Abe . Winifred?” Takum 

Theve kinds —Dorsted, Cory ana Wi 

2 rod * 
Horch Navelly Serim-ct-Net ©) 
Valne—nearacived Lang wegst 

Morgan Sash & Door Co. 
Dept. A. 15 CHICAGO || 
’ 

Hintiome sound cam 256 
Talcum Puif Company, Brooklys, N. Y. ingot to te 

1 lowers ab and 
get them all right 

"Ch, that’s 
Bat 

call you up ever since I go 
haven't had a m You all ri 

Yes, dear, What is it you hav 
“Why, L haven't very good news Sains’ 

father died suddenly; be lived up in the St 
somewhere, Sains 5 ) Roofe 

on with him, Roofer said bow 
‘4 counted on being at your party; but of 

arse it can’t be helpes 
“Oh, of course,” salt Winifred. Her voice 

23 Prospect Are, 
Kinch Mig. Company ‘targa Mid. 

Which Floor Do You Prefer? 
If you have floors to finish or refinish let us tell you how you 

can save over one-half the usual cost by the use of 

GRIPPIN’S FLOOR CRACK FILLER AND FINISHES 
tose to'a wall. “Hut what am I to do, Leslie? Our improved methud of Gx Write NOW for dercriptive 

cn before — I wish I'd never ishing all Soars. Sanitary matter $0 
old party—with all those new ple and inexpensive GRIPPINS, cruprin MFG. co, Dept, 3 

© 11 too Skilled lnbor is not neces: ’ 1 ark, 
‘Cheer up! It will all be over this time “pains Neda sxe, over aoe 

tomorrow,” said her husband. "Perhaps" es a 
*What—what?” 

CONTINUED ON PAGE ¢7 



Why Not Hemstitch 
Your Pillow Cases? 

It makes a much handsomer bed. 
And is easy to do if you use 

MESLAND PELAD 
Pillow Tubing 

Its round, even threads give it the 
beauty of linen and even better wear- 
ing quality. Yet it costs far less, Its 
tubing form saves the unsightly seam, 
Its soft weave and natural finish are 
delightful to embroider and hematitch 
—while every washing makes it look 
like new. There's nothing better 
than Indian Head Pillow Tubing for 
pillow cases, laundry bags, embroid- 
ered cushion tops and many other 
things. 

y teu cansot get Indian Head 
low Tubing fom: your 
let, write us and we will 

see that you are supplied. 

Sold by Dealers 
Everywhere aS 

Amory, Browne 2Co. 
Dept, 4, 48 Franklin Street, Boston, Mass, 

Gur trained corsetiére fits 

atay holds the fit always 

to your individual 1 
taken by an expert in 

es are without extra 
" Our expert corsetiére 

plans the corset and actually 
you comfortably yet correctly. 
Because this corset is made for 
you, ic emphasizes your beauty 
lines and subd 
ifany, in your hgure, 

Me Bone 
Made-to-Measure Corsets 

are the anly corsets boned with ¢ 

With utmost comfort, the 

A new conwt free if a NuBone stay 
Tusts or breaks, & our guaranty. 

of our corsetidre in your town. 

The NuBone Corset Co, 
P.O, Box 1-300, Corry, Pa, 

A fox rafinnt, bateligres searnon Wil be ve 
evoked im coatey end ghore exelaatey tweriury 

=, Mospital tralaing at hee. General, 
medical. obstetrical. gynecological and 
furgioal gutaing. —Enstructices by phy- 
viclans and graduate nurees. 20 years" 

speticace. Affiliated with The Central 
Hospital of Philadelphia. Send for 
rer books to Miss Prazier, Superin- 

J tepsent Philadelphia School fe Nurses, 
2223 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. Pa. 

you, correctly—this guaranteed 

Your NaBone Corset is made 

fits 

* imperfections, 

famous patented NuBone triple in- 
en wire stays that bead both 

Write us for Style Book and name 

seed ie cee oat oe 
YOU CAN BE A NURSE 

WINIFRED’S DANCE 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6) 

“Nothing. Take care of yourself, and don't 
do too much. Good-by!” 
could tell by the wnoonseiows tone in 

hat, sorry as he might be for her 
as he was concerned, had already 

M sight; he was going to have x good 
the adored company of men. Si 

Knew just how every ooe would look when 
she said be wouldn't be hoen fhe wuuhd 
always take any excuse to get away 

She hastened with the dire news to Katha 
“Isn't it terrible? We're simpls 

; that's all there ts about it. 1M n 
have anything again, 

You worry too much. It's going to be all 
right,” sald the friend comsolingly, Her cheeks 
flushed slightly; her eyes bent hi 

Do you know—I had 
dream last night, I dreamed that f was be 
soup in a tree, and 2 canary was singing 
hear, amd there was w rainbow, and an excur 
sion trai (ull of people coming straight at me 
and just as it got near the locomotive tu 
into a ball and fell in my lap, and on it was dis 

me ; 
me. Tcan't tell 

it was almoot like § 
know it de 
but —" 

ou haw it made 
he Brushwood Boy 
ke anything, 

doesn't,” said Winifred, laughing. 
I down to ber and 
A spat 

ey hadn't b 
terrible di 

ments something nice might still h 
Katharine, Vv 

suspiciously after a last 
to Mr Ca 

and deep 
that he cvul ent. Nell Crandall 
appeared, as Han hour 
before one had finished dressing: 

1 — anit with 
had left with » rawing tout! 

the details of its pangs usurped the moment 
Tt was just as well she had come wat, for open- 
ing his mouth to tell her whether he was better 
or not simply made him fu 

It was agreed that “ 
pain,” The narrative was all 
wher pretty, slender Mrs, Chandor and h 
friend werived, the latter a straw-colored, si 
leat person who wus said to be very nice 
you knew ber, They sat in the brill 
lighted, ele 
ing into the e 

with the newly waxed floors, 1 
id everywhere for dec jars of dogwi 

while the Ja 
pizza glimmere gly ~ 
fred in her wedding gown and Katharine in 
shimmering gree the other women in fe 
Faimnent~enually ‘experi 

“that ine. 
orgy was concluded only b 

of plump and fair Mrs. Paste 
i « merely swerved 0 

lithon anit the horror 

red Clementine Wilmer in bee 
gorgeous new dancing gown; Mrs, Re 
elegant in cerise satin and perpen 

f, tb 
Audrey, scarlet-els 
mach laughter an 
condition of 
that Me. Wil 
koow wh 

Prassayed neck well in evidene 
and glowing. At 

surprise at the mantle: 

that be did. 
; it had been o 

dreadful he Street "stocks, a4 Mrs, 
Wilmer , having dooe "something 
or other"; but she was imply spoiling for a 
dance. Mr, Roberts had had the unexpected 
excitement of @ visit from an old frie 
Hoaalulu, to kave on the mon 
had been sure that Winifred would secep 
exe they had so much to talk about 

y peoclaimed that Gr 
had insisted ying himself with the 
“Bruiser” 40 that she could have a change, 
ani "Wasn't it tue perfectly sweet of him? 
Hut where is Leslie?” 

“\ THY, he isn't going to be here ~ 
There cbt pause before the 
ring chorus broke forth: “Not going 

to be here!"” “I thought you said he was so 
interested |” 
Winifred!'s face Hushed in spite of her, “He's 

dreadfully sorry. It’s the night of the Amher 
show at the Ridge for the Playground, and be 
fees responsible for the bays. It was an oll 
engagement, but he had) mistaken the da 

° ly he can leave exrly,” s2 Mrs. 

“Vm buping for it but be said he couldn 
count on it at all; he'll have to see the thin 
through. Of course there'll be a supper 

cthing of that kind for them over t 
oh, my if be once gets off 

set you woe't see him until morning,” 
Mrs. Roberts as one who knew. “But lan't it 
exactly like men? You depend on them, and 
they'll throw you over for even a business 
engagement every time. No woman would de 
that.” 

said Audrey hotly, 
“1 really ought to have stayed with my 

husband this evening,” murmured Mrs. Car 
peater bitterly, as the Misses Rickland entered 
the room, all pearl and feathers and lacin 

the prettiest of dancing slippers. 
nit your brother?” asked Winifred smil- 

ingly, gazing around for him as she greeted 
them. 
‘They both looked at herin surprise, “ Why — 

we didn’t Know Spofford was asked,” said 
CONTINUED ON PAGE ex 

B. Altman & Cn. 
Fifth Avenue-Madison Avenue 

34th and 35th Streets New York 

THE MAIL ORDER SERVICE 
places its inexhaustible facilities at the disposal of all 
out-of-town patrons who desire to make use of them, 
however remotely situated, 

The regular staff of the Mail Order Department includes 

a large force of thoroughly competent shoppers, who 
are entirely qualified to select from the Store's various 
departments any merchandise that may be called for, 
from the smallest individual item to an entire wardrobe, 
as well as every household requirement that can be 
classified as dry goods. 

The latest styles in Wearing Apparel for Men, 
Women and Children are now ready for selec- 
tion and are featured in the Spring and Sum- 
mer Catalogue (No. 111A), which will be 
mailed upon request. 

All Charged or Paid Purchases (including heavy and 
bulky shipments) will be forwarded Free of Charge by 
mail, express or freight to any point in the United States. 

=e’ The New Ideas 
in men’s, women’s and children’s hosiery 

are always brought out 

in Holeproofs 
In forty years there have been three real improve: 

ments in hosiery, One was a hosiery good enough 
to definitely guarantee—we originated that. 

made were sea niless. 

Another 
was close-fitting, seamless hosiery—without scams 
hurt the feet and rip open, The first Holeproofs ever 

Next came the Holeproof Elastic Ribhed Top for 
women, in both cotton and silk hose—we were 
first to supply this feature. 

the 

‘The result is millions now buy Holeproof for soft 
comfort, style and eed wear, 

Helep: 
Gavia Six Months 

We guarantee 6 pairs of cottom Molepeoats for mes, 
women and children for @ micathe'3 pairs of wk for men 
and wames for J snanths. [f amy pairs fail in that time we 
Fegiace them with new hose absulutely free 
We gay an average of Ftc per Ib—the top marker 

peice—for Ryptma and Sea Island cotton vara, Camm 
yarn sells for 24 
We employ only the purest Japanese thread stk in cover silk ome 
We spend $60,000 a year for Inspection alaue, to see that 

each pair is perfect. 
These hase com more to make, but we sell Co so suisy 

prople that the retail cost iy mo sore Yar for ondinary 
2Se to $1.00 per pair, uccanding to stybe unl 

lasicrg 
WOOT | AND SIC 

tn 
arude. 

So try them. The geauine Holeproofe are sobd is 
yest town, Write for dealen’ names o di 
Where wo dealer is neat, charges prepel 
trimittance, Write for free book tat tells all about 
Hoteproods. 

$1.50 per box and up for six pairs of men's cotton 
Hokpevgls $2.44) and up for six pairs of women's or 
children's In cottos; $100 per bax for four pair of 
infants’ in cotton, Above boxes guaranterd six months, 
$1.00 per box foe three paire of chiltren's eottun Hole- 
proofs, kuaranteed three months, $240) per bux for three 
pairs of wea's silk Hoteprocd mocks, $5.00 per box for 
tees pairs of women's alk Holeproot stockings, | Baus 
‘of silk guarantee! three months. Thewe paar of silk-facrd 
Holeoroofs for men, $1.50; for women. $. 
of sille-fared are guarsnterd for threw months, 

HOLEPROOF HOSIERY CO., Milwaukee, Wis. 
Rilepreat Hosiery Go of Canada Lit, London, Cas. 

‘Moteproct Mastery Co. 10 Church Alley, Liverpool, Bag, 

“Thtee pales 

Holeproof 
Elastic 

Ribbed Top 
for Women 
Women may have 

the regular garter 
tap oF the new Mole 
Broaf dustie Ribbed 

cater silk ar 

oth slender and 
Out peuple. 
The mbbed top fea 

ture ulsu prevents 
‘he gurter from start- 
ug ‘Funning Unrewls 
It le fast becoming 
our most popular 
women’s stocking. 

Try this new ptock~ 
isg. Your dealer 
probably bas it. if 
Bot, write us asd wel 
wee that you get at. 



Nhe 

WINIFRED’S DANCE 

Good to eat and Good 
for all who Eat Them 

LDrometk 
Dates” 

In Sealed Packages 

iss ‘Petticoat Returns 
With the demand of Dame Fashion for an ex- 
quisite petticoat to support her masterpiece— 
the beauty-line skirt, 1915 Heatherbloom Taffeta 
comes from its perennial bud with a fresh lustre and 
glory of tones indispensable to the modes of the day, 

Dromedary Dates are selected 
from the pick of the fam 
Euphrates gardens, ‘They 
to you plump, moist and luscious 

18 
ome 

as when yathered. They are 

good for children to grow on 

and men and women to work 

on, For centuries dates have 
been the “daily bread’” 
sands of hardy Orientals. 

+ FREE 

thou- 
» now in full flower, The same old worth of wea 

but with a fresh finish so exquisite and 
drometary 

the new Heatherble 
reations are now ¢ 

Guaranteed for 
he makers ard the 

wavers of 1915 Heathe 
waist-band carries thls label. 

35¢ a yard 
1915 Heatherbloom is also at the lining counters. For drop skirts 

A. G. Hyde & Sons, New York 7" 
The HILLS BROTHERS Company 

Dept, B, 375 Washington St., New York 

Engraved 
- Quality Stationery 

For Fashionable Weddings, Particular 
Correspondence, Correct Calling Cards, 
College and School Commencoments 

amded the trade of, a 
‘i 

eaRAN 
vEneD Phee 

No Exe 

Model by name 
ntet exauting 

SV SASOPSSTSVPVRSAD SSDS ESS 55505055335 0005 

fe eee] Book show 

| 50¢. 10 $6.00 

Model Pyrassiere a | 
200 Pith Avenne New Y City 

Clictyo thimon Droskirn ‘Praia. Sen Fe 

TRIRGNOSSTTS OVID TINNESS 

? 

““Tioht Sleeves s 

very gown trom now 

Fashion Say 

This ” 

on requires a Good 

Dress Shield. If you cite 

want the best buy 



WINIFRED’S 
UED FROM 

DANCE 

ig to =n 
gree the 

hing features 
of exclusiveness—grace 

stand the severe test of every 
ay use, omer Loughlin Chine 
kes» universal appeal to 
ers of the beautiful in din 

ely 

u must pleas 

The reliable dealere 
everywhere ca 

complete ut 
times 
Look for the trade ARK A 

marke na vm e came thoy 
"on the aide of I ark® Wht was thay 

is Our quar hems to listen. Mark! Ne 
af Easting, satis rullickiag volume of avanel 6 

Am 

THE HOMER 
LAUGHLIN 
CHINA CO. 
Newell, W. Va. 

onghet 
You might have keeown Tw 

Fect From 

Switzerland 

Train nothing 
ere with anything iq tow 

to wall ower with us bor 
the euht 

But, Le ~ theae saps of 7 
Embroidered Robes ver't 

Who said anything 
vit ap tilly 

go bunte, be ean. 

Te 

ksapgrosedd La 
aston and Mr. ¢ 
was cut oply that 
vaneed yet mon 
interspersed with 1 

beet 
Berg . 

‘THE NOME CORRZSPONDENCE soHoOT 
Dept 70, Hpring Reid Maen Ue, Faeameia 

Dorothy’s Getting Well. 
Dorothy, who is just getting over the measles, has no more than said "My Goodness! 

Why don’t they give me something good to eat?® when the wise Kewpies appear, one 
bearing a dish of delicious, sparkling Raspberry 

JELL-O 
another bringing a spoon, and one carrying from sight the hateful medicine, 

Dorothy's happy fact expeesees her approval. 
If the importance of satisfying the fickle appetites of convalescents were as fully 

understood by all "big folks" as it is by doctors and nurses, getting 
well would not take so long as it frequently does, 

"America . 
neve sicktoom for Jell-O is good everywhere and the 
delighttul pure frait flavors of Jell-O appeal to 
There are seven of the flavors: Raxpher 
Lemon, Orange, Chery, Peach, Chocolate, 
and general storckeepess,, 10c each. 

The new Jell-O book is a real Kewpie book, 
with pictures of Kewpies by Rose O'Neill herself. 
If you desire one and will write and ask us for it 
we will send it to you free. 
‘THE GENESEE PURE FOOD CO., Le Ray, M. ¥., and Bridgebare, Coa, 

The name JEL 
Be sure svn wet freed ape 

Most Famous Dessert," however, is ne 
£ 

As all grocers’ 

ug read better 
00k samietiving eer 

More Than a Million 
To Be Given Away! 
Every woman who buys a 50c bottle of Liquid Veneer 

on any Friday before April Ist will receive, FREE, a 
25¢ L-V *“*Crepette’? Dust Cloth upon presentation of 
this coupon to her dealer, 

The L-V Dust Cloth is made of ‘*Crepette”’"—a new, 

improved and entirely different dusting fabric, treated 
with world-famous 

OD AOE 
(WONDERFUL FOR DUSTING) 

This remarkable fal surpasses everything in removing 

dust and dirt, and in polishing, renewing and beautifying your 

piano, furniture and woodwork. When soiled, it 
may be easily washed clean and made like new by 
treating with Liquid Veneer, 

Liquid Venceris the one standard dusting prepara- 
tion, used in over a million homes. It’s the safe, 
satisfactory article to use on your fine furniture 
and piano. Ir cleans, brightens and disinfects, all 

in One operation. 

Get this remarkable combination next Friday 
from your grocer, druggist, 
hardware or furniture dealer. 
This coupon entitles you to s y weet ba a 
the fine, large 25¢ L-V Dust ‘Lani _ 
Cloth free. Cut it out now, 

BUFFALO SPECIALTY CO. 
Buffalo, N. Y. - iE tat 

Hatale Boeciany Co, Butea 8, ¥. 



Kyanize 

made by the Kyanize process, is the 
toughest and most durable Wood Finish 
possible to make. It will not crack, peel 
or chip, is easily applied, dries quickly 
and hard with a permanent gloss that 
brings out the natural beauty of the 
wood, cleans perfectly, and is thoroughly 
sanitary, 

Kyanize 

in especially made to stand the wear and 
scuff of heavy shoes. It is the most 
satisfactory finish you can get for ALL 
interior woodwork and fu re. 

Try Kyanize at our expense 
Fill out and send us the coupon shown be- 

Sow and enclose with i 
to pay for postaye, paci 
Sitvedee brus 
Gives you plealy of Kysnlse to do # real pice 
of work wnt a flswt-closs, handy beush 

Green 

Boston Varnish Company 
44 Everett Station, Boston, Mass, 

Please seed me free as offered abowe a full 
half-pint can of Kyanite I enclose twelve 
2-cent stamps to pay for brush, postage and 
packing. 
Name 
Address 

Boston Varnish Company ire 
Kipaniize Firs Finish Pe | 
Spar Fev Whee Laat 

WoPS Saree, “Arehitedt, New Yuk 
Stain Your Bungalows 

SAMUEL CABOT, Ine. 
Mansisctaring Chemists — 2 Oliver #., Boston, 3 

Us Your 

| Old Carpets 
We Dye Them and Weave 

Nearly 2.000 mach 
2 ae 

EST SHEET MU 

THE GIRL AT 
CENTRAL 

(CONTINUED FROM 

me mont 
Vd beard Miss He 

lying up the men, an 
Wasa gfeal ot 

Tien: 

said ‘Tabbitts, 

He gave Mr, George Whitney Mrs. Galway's 
8 we shook hands 

0 have the c 
aces we pat 

NOON the n 
to Mrs, Gal 

Whitney 
at o 
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Now You Can Take Baby Anywhere 
There is absolutely no need of your leaving baby at home 
go shopping, calling, visiting, because of the inconvenie: 
in Oriole Go-Basket you can take your baby on cars, trains, elevators 
ind never once lift itout. The O: is more than a perambulator, 
Where impossible to wheel, you simply pull a cor J ani it settles to 

grdund, the wheels going up into the pockets. ft will then 
nd safely alone or can be carried on the arm, It is the lightest 

perambulator made. The 

when you 
e, With 

}é I 

fd 

Go-Pasket, 
Reclining Model [ 

is securely held in three \ positions—upright, me- i 
reme. The 
secured by 
ord on the 

ack and 
hifting the basket 

y position de 

The Orie ile is useful 
from time of birth as a 
Bassinet, Jumper, Go- 
Cart or Chair, It 
is endorsed 
recommended 
phy 

Ak your 
dealer fo 
show you 
the Oriole. 
Look for 
the name 
—evvid 
imitations, 
Uf he doesn't 
eurry if 
write as for 

dium and e9 
sitions a) 

THE WITHROW 
MFG. CO. fen ae 

jolis and jars, 

iry| CHINA PAINTERS 
We Save You 1% On 

| White China and Material 
| Complete $3.25 Beginner's Ouelit $2.48 prepa? 

Write today for New TD me 
Wholesale Catalog 821. F REE 

THAYER & CHANDLER, 913 W, Ven Bares Street, Chicst® 
Largest Importers of Waite China, Krtaltisded JS watt 

Whitney's 

On th 
uswhatwe | 

thing much. All Mr. 

m 
J Mrs, Cresset I 

urder we were 10 say 
h till we were call 

is the vu ake no sign or 
sound. All we ask of you is, if you're not cer- 
tain of the identification, to say so. 

if place, Foor 
daswitchboard wit! 

-y neat and 

"The allie was 

y tet us and Cook tet 
d fine with leather ar 

We sat there for 
pening. We ¢ 
h a 

"Nt e 
I have to 

Cokesbury's, 
d of it Mre 

forward, her 

He was as cordial and hearty as if be was at 
8 pink ten. 

CONTINUED ON FAC 1 

THE SHIRR.| RUFFLE co. 25 E. Spring St.. Lima.O. 

A Dainty Garment 
Por Slender Women 

<iefeectet FREE 
many cake recipes 

sea 4 Cin 

SA Sys 
rien CAKE FLOUR 

intampe 

BUST FORM 
Entirely amw reticle 

The Looked-for 
Garter 

That won't tear—will 
wear anil is Comfy, 

The Wilson 
atiows children perfect fere- 

A Free Sample 
Every woman who wants to improve 
her cooking and make tasty and del 
ious dishes ut little cost and no trouble, 
should send for a sample bottle of 

neg. U 
‘This preparation, forover 30 years 
a kitchen requisite, will prove a 
boon to you in making soups, 
sauces and browning gravies. 

Mail us your name and address 
and we will send a free sample 
bottle to try, together with our 
booklet of delicious, tested recipes. | 

& Pat. fcr 

Sold by loading drocers everywhere 

The Palisade Manufacturing Co. 
224 Clinton Avenue West Hoboken, N. 

thea postpaid st peices given 
A.M. WILSON CO. 

WI Main Se. Cherokee, lows | 



To Make 
Your Cake Delicious 
For that delicate, tempt- 
ing flavor which blends 
SO smoothly all through 
the cake and makes every 
Crumb a treat—use 

ALSO Then you'll be sure of Alanomad 
Tesults—every time 
because Burnett's kenon 
has always and in Fresh every bottle the same Fruit Tich, fragrant,match- || Extracts less delicacy of true 
Mexican vanilla. 

Try This Simple Charlotte 
leva eve 

with eplit la 
onge cake, 

acts oF 
the heavy, dark rankness of those 
Made of low-quality beans. 

our booklet of 115 
ot Free if you mene 
‘grocer’s name. 

JOSEPH BURNETT CO., 
not. A, 36 Indin 8t., Boston, Mase 

And then there's 
Hormel's Dairy 
Brand Ham 

enters unde 

uel, Boke Ihe, fg tm AMALiD, 
A. HORMEL & CO.. 

Tempts Anybody 
The dishes which you can 
Prepare with Kornlet are 
40 delightfully tasty th 

appetizing deli 
wath Rocniet = a “apy, Wailles, eritver 
Harebit, Pudding, 4 Geatln, 

ican by parcel post2 Trial 

The Haserot 
Canneries Company 

S'S Horas Road, Cleveland, Okie 

Scofield is! BIBLE 
for intelgest reading and cary to understand. 

Un Leather $4.21 | Descriptive cir 
wing type and special advantages, on request. 

Prayer Books. Hymnal. Write for lists. 
SMORCH LITERATURE PRESS, 21 Bible House, New York. L 

Selected Books and Cards, 

THE GIRL AT 
CENTRAL 

Mra. Cresset 
couldn't tell the 

5 Knew hi: the n 
Now | want 

2 where he 
large chair by the ¢ 
that day kn the w 
He didn’t box 
then; his skin was 5 
bat f noticed his larg 
hair on them 

When he aay 
Mr. Whit 
explain b 
i ti 

xy 
feet and T saw one 

rs was the 
you, Mrs, Cresset?” 

What nk 
koow wh he’: w 

it up, with his face 

Mr. Cokesbury 
t him on the 

though I thought 

i You may go into the other 
ing the bell ‘ 

CONTINUED IN THE APRIL JOURNAL 

Who? When? Where? 

ry negative that is worth taking is worth a 
date and a tide. Nearly every negative will be more 
interesting if it bears on its margin an answer to the 
questions: Who? When? Where? 

You can make such record permanently and almost 
r y at the time you make the exposure. Open door 
n back of Kodak; write whatever notation you desire; 
expose from 2 to § seconds; close door. On the 
margins between negativ when developed, will appear 
a permanent photograp! eproduction of the notation 
you made. It’s very simple with an 

Autographic Kodak 
No. 34 Auto, 1 5 54, $22.51) 
No. 3 20.4) 
No, 17-50) 
No, tures 24 ¥ 44, 1. 
No. 1 Ditto, 9a) 

hic Kodaks with Anastigs 
vgraphic Kodaks are ne 

rents amd Compound abwrrers and Special 
in = more uf styles At all Kuduk dealer 

Lhe Kodak Ciry, 

Make It While You're Getting Dinner 
Don’t worry about dessert until you start to 

cook dinner. 15 minutes is all the time needed 
to make a delicious dessert with Minute 
Tapioca. No soaking needed. Just 
mix it with the other in- 
gredients; it softens 
immediately. 

The many tempting new dishes 
and favorite old ones described in 
the Minute Cook Book will give 
you suggestions for every occasion, 
every course in the menu. 

The ready preparation of Minute 
Tapioca makes it available for 
many other dishes than desserts—soups, griddle cakes, fruit 
pies, ete, are much improved by the addition of Tapioca. 
We tell you how it adds delicacy to familiar dishes in the 

Minute Cook Book, Free —Send for it! 
This little cook book will prove invaluable to the woman who likes 
variety and daintiness in her menus. Send us your name and 
address and your grocer’s name and we will mail you this cook 
book with enough Minute Tapioca for one day's dessert. Address 

MINUTE TAPIOCA CO. 500 E. Main Street, Orange, Mass. 
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WHERE THE 
COLLEGE FAILS 

THI = GIRL 
FROM PAC 

The Appeal of ‘Comfys” 
HE soft cushion sole of COMFY 
Felt Slippers is so restful and cozy 

that you will slip them on at times 
when you used to wear shoes. ‘There 

is real pleasure in looking forward to 
COMFY hours, 

The dainty shapes and colors of 
COMPFYS are sure to please and the 
wearing qualities will satisfy you, be- 
cause COMFYS retain their shape. 

COMFYS are packed in beautiful 
colored boxes which add to their 
attractiveness as birthday gilts for 

women, men and children. 

The genuine Daniel Green COMFY 
is the only slipper made with the 
patented cushion sole, his trade- 
mark is your guide in buying. .-, — 
Don’t accept slippers without /(!"FY/ 
this COMFY scroll, ee 

Lat us send you ovr Style Book No. 203 giving 
cola and peices of a varety of styles. Buy 
COMFYS from your dealer of send order to ws. 

DANIEL GREEN FELT SHOE COMPANY 
71 Lincoln Street, Boston, Massachusetts 

(tal 

You can surely have 
better health and | 
added beauty 

THESE great human desires 
come true with but small out- 

lay of effort and money through 

GOOD TEETH 
Do not allow indifference to stand 
in your way of having a lifetime 
of good looks and vigor, Good 
teeth pay, They are easy to have 
by visiting your dentist twice a 
year and using 

Dr.lyon's 
PERFECT 

ToothPowder 

Dental Cream 
standard tooth 

ations. Dr, Lyon's 
Dr. Lyon's has been 
powder for three gene 
new dental cream has equal cleansing 

and preserving powers, Both 
are safe dentifrices — superior 

9) and efficient preparations. 
Sample of either 

ve York 
Sold 

Everywhere 
Look far the Free 
Tooth Brush Cou- Thave bileliis 
pon in Eack Dr of failure on the f 
Lyon's Package ger of th 

Cake will Please 
you--It improves 
thee 

This Dainty Pink ‘ ats the danger a 7 roms Of Never Having BURROWES 
‘gain 

te xbot by 

ing the skin, 
ried and True,” 

Since Blue-jay was invented, 
millions of people know the joy 
of never having coms. 

They apply Blue-jay as soon 
as they feel a com. And never 
again do they feel it. Generally 
in 48 hours the com loosens 

The same full strength and eas never before te and comes out. 
full flavor, with the same i " 
full L emp of copoly. that 
yous ; oe d fas et £ : as applied in a minute. A af 

. on that life tn the aw is volves no pain or soreness. An 

@fejioittsch s ee ee ee ee it always acts. “Think what folly it 
‘ s asi is to have coms. 

Don’t judge Blue-jay by other 

"he A Colles Crome he ji treatments which have proved so 
Philadelphia , U.S.A. ~ a ineffective, Give it one chance to 

mnakers of Colburris flavoring extracts Crear show. A million coms moathly are 
9 now removed in this way. 

Statt today to know the joy of 
never having corms. 

Pronounced Sem-pray Jo-ve-nay 
Meaninss 

Blue-jay costs five cents per com. 

New Orleans, We paid her 
over $2000 last year for taking 
care of the renewals and new sub- 

ions for The Ladies’ Heme 

Pastand The Country Gentleman its 
her neighborhood, She writes: 

“My Cu tk finaaced « four-year 

‘he trwvel and. th 
that I wanted, who can help. 

Are they Blue-jay 
Ends Corns 

15 and 25 cents—at Druggists’ 
Samples Mailed Free 

Bauer & Black, Chicago and New York 
Makers of Physicians’ Supplies 

i+ one of thousands 
* women who in their 

spare time eam the spending money 
they need. We will pay you liberally 
in commission and salary for doing 
the same thirty. Write a letter to 

Box 726 
THE LADTES' HOME JOURNAL 

PHILADELPHIA FA, 
Fepearsced ib ba varevenssrratvieiTiw The Sprague Publishing Co. 

1 American Bailding Detroit. Mich. | 



DeBevoise 
(Pronounced "Sethe voiew’) 

VERY THING thatabrassi¢re 
ought to do, the DeBevoise 

does—best. Whateveryourfigure, 
there is a DeBevoise that will make 
your corset and gown fit you more 
tylishlyand becomingly, besdescontriby- 

unspeakably sur comfort and 
< rovercthe-corset 

your app 

~ 

enhance 

and ix the 
Wy Ne bess 

Do you know how to select the tyge of Seaseee bent nated tw pose fi 
tie! Or fiye Bok 

fot exxtep liz 

Chas, R. DeBevoise Co. 170-4 2rd 
At all 
good 

Sani-Fiush 
Everyday 
It vill keep the toilet-bow! clean 

frre from imcrustations and 
diagersble odor. You won't 
have to use yourhands. No brush 2 
is required. You eas make the @ 
Most disagreeable household task 

easiest with 

Sani-Flush 
Withot hormieg the beowl oe the phumb 
joa ceamecticen Not « geeeral cleanser. It does only one thiva aie dons t wel 
Follow the simple, eaay Girecticar on 

vai I say 9 that Sani Flash 

verre and Te (Me in 
‘anada) foe a Full-size oan 

potoaid 

and Make a Saving 
Worth While Set Six Screws 

(wniture by buy toe aie Come-Hack 
a tia eme- o 

Pintahing matees 
Yous Shipping Weight 150 

Mustred eqaxty atssactive designe le oat b 
Write for i towtay. F Pri 

The Come-Packt Farsture Cemoany, 316 Derr, Teed. ©. 

tiny tive 

me perfume, 
since 

* said Mil 

“Ob!” + Titmarsh, 
an! They ¢ 

ne best,” at No. 18 
Jwith the repre 

lady’s 
whittak: 

of attack, 
trade, 

current of his el 
bliviows te th 

Alwa | 

KeHections 
to women who wear 
these smart, trim- 

fitting stockings that 
are so smooth and 
comfortable, 

[BUR SON 
FASHIONED HOSE 
are made by patent- 
ed machines which 
knit a life-like form 
into the stockings 
without seams. 

Made in Mercerized, Lisle and Cotton 

75¢ 

Sold by leading stores everywhere 

50c 35c 25c 

Doll’s Hose for Little Girls 
Every little girl who sends us two of 

the red tickets found on the top of Bur- 
son Hose, before April Ist, will receive by 
return mail a pair of stockings for her doll. 
State color desired—black, white, blue or pink, 
also send your name and address with the tickets, 

I thought 5S Lee St. 
BURSON KNITTING CO. 

Rockford, Ill, 

Hore things new 
new antiseptic cleaner removes the 

gowns, clot 
gasoline witho 

Send 20 for full 

4 ‘ake Free of Little Polly 
> Pa wer ot your grocer, or fmm us. 

Harrah Stewart Mir. Ca. ‘au Set Avene 
‘Mates, 1. 

sot TREO «ss 
ELASTIC GIRDLE 

prorcrnrs 

ON AP- 
PROVAL. 

Hie a $85 
123 

: ‘waite Jor ‘thie Bree Book. 
weether undering goods or so 
PARIS FASHION CO.. Det. 13, 209 State St. Chicare 

Beautiful 
Styles Free 

Fifth Avenue Models 
From the Heart of 

American Fashions, 

ace in America 
wt 10c for a card of Wilson 

Dreae-books aad get your copy 

Wilson 7, 
Dress-hooks 

Now made in 2 smaller sizes 
twisted from wire, Wan't 

fat, invechle Woe't open 
Now made in four 

fabric, from sheerest 
At notion counte 

card amd get beastiful 
ate siee and calor (Black 

or white) and give 
0 Nad 

anne 
Actual sizes above; black or white 
Tiny, Watsons Dereon Costrare 

29 E. St tluit Ave Clevelot, Oko 
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ENTER EEE a 

banhial 
WINDOW SHADES |. 

FOUR GRADES 
Columbia Crown 

Columbia -Linolene 
Columbia Arrow 

Cumbia Star hentmade 

10,000,000 School Children 
Suffer from Decayed Teeth 

That means ten million on the road to the mental « sical deterioration that 
usually results from decayed teeth. Isn't it time for 1 hers to feel real 
concern about it? Isn’t it time that we as a nation take decided steps to prevent it 

If the law required that a child learn to brush his teeth in the right way with the 
right tooth brush, just as it requires that he shall Jearn to read and write, we should bt 
building such a future for America as we now ely dream of. 

Tooth decay would not take place if every 
a day with a Pro-phy-lac-tic Tooth Brush. 

counter, 
arily agai 

hild cle d his teeth regularly twice 

It is the tooth brush that really 
cleans the teeth. Its pointed bristle 
tufts, arched to fit the curve of the 
teeth, reach all the crevices in be 
tween, around and behind the teett, 
leaving no food particles in hiddet 
places to start decay, The big end 
tuft reaches where no ordinafy 
tooth brush can—around the backs 
of the back teeth—and the curved 
handle makes it « 

HADES have so 
much to do with & 

the good looks of your 
home that often it is & 
difhcult to decide just 
what colorings you ought to use. 

Bes 

2 

sora ) Tooth “Bruch 
Gail Never Decays” 

if 14 with all: the pelde: ot the A New Prop for Each One that Proves Defective 
he Pro-phhy-lac-tie Te 

red tra 
eaning arti 

‘And so perhaps you will Gnd this little 
book—"Cheertul Windows”—helpful in 
dociling. chal shadhes to ase end whet 
colors to buy. For a tells of Columbia 
‘Wisdaiw Shades; the wide sangs of colors 
they come i, the firm-textured Columbs 

wle Cloth and the enclosed-ead 
Columbia Rolless, 

bs Brush is made is adult's, youth's and child's sizes; rigid, tlexibie und De Lust 
lex; hard, medium and soft beatles ¢-row brush for men. Dental ptate beusl! it) bh 

val Leth, 
Send for Interesting Free Book on the Care of the Teeth 

FLORENCE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 110 Pine Street, Florence, Massachunet# 

Look for the Yetiow Box 
1 of Prophylactic and Florence Keepe More Cobumbias sre hung in the tasteful 

howes of the country than perhaps any 
other shades, Aud this beok tells why 
Wate for it todeg. Tel! peur 
dealer te shout gow Colombia 
Windows Shhadex (Witte wa, if om 
hehaint thers.) And scmercter LOOK FOR 
the nave "Ci HIS ON 
ever you buy shades 

ty PES == Pre ne 
uIP a : 

SSS NET AOY Sareea (see oe Xamare 

idable that a 
in the center of it sean ned Heat You bet: and that city ts 
Fordville ’ ki Agaie abe I Here's a can of paste that looks like 
For ivi wil ube Bus cold cream—and is just as safe. 

tiene for a person with ca lid—touch a match 1 
== = urbais property, or, beth 

KEEPSFURNITUREY | 
LOOKING NEW 
Don't let grime, smoke stains, 

finger marks of scratches make your 
furniture look old before its time when 
3-in-One will keep it new looking all 

t in the can, and you have 
the clearest, hottest flame you ever saw— 
just what you want to boil an egy of 
heat baby's bottle. 

Quicker, hotter, easier than yy 

| When your children wear tricity—no wires, no tubes, cannot spill: 
. Ask your dealer or send ten cents for 

KABO GARTERS | asample can—with a frame (to put yout 
you needn’t worry about the looks | kettle on) Free, post-paid, Catalogue @ 
| of their stockings; they will stay Sterno cooking devices and Recipe boo! 

ing steadily at Billy 
thoughtful a0 h 
little capita 
sure to grow! 

yas or clece 

sent Free, 
the time. smooth and neat, 

Do this: Wring out a cloth in cold Three. grade Nes each the best | S: STERN ECO ih, { yo 
water, Add a few drops of 3-in-One. . Bag tngoerel ag Postar ae] 
Wipe furniture, wringing out cloth | ’, * ia | 
frequently. Dry and polish with md ‘Nenigs terne | 
woolen cloth or a cheese cloth, rub- K ABO CORSET CO. | 
bing always with the grain of the wood. ~ New York San Francisco! Canned Heat + 

trees, perfect residence property, 
nly ‘two handee This removes unsightly marks and 

stains, and brings again the first new, 
beautiful look, Also use 

3-in-One oil 
to make a fine dustions duster. Or 

sewing machines with it 
‘over bathroom fixtures and 

sec how clean they look. 3im-One 
inacld in drug, grocery, hard. 
ware, heusefurnishing afd 

Why, if 

And put ever ten 
that would be a great 
darted a quick look # 

Bey Is Your Refrigerator 
WHY! Poisoning Your Food? | 

i Should 
* use 

7 OG 
not a little old town lot, yo 

a handred, but a regul 
generalstorex: tox. tattle. garden and cow and chickens 

Joa, 25e:802. (4 pt le room in the basement." 
Also in Pat x 

dealer does pot carry these, 
‘wewill send you one by parcel 
post, full of Jin-One for 30c 

day I'm going into 
but Tm not going ts 

ere. I 

checking, 
by alenost 

Off the dist, putting oa a mirrortike 
ing lustre and ringing cost the full bea’ 

of the grain, all the mime ti 

it makes dusting dustless, 
e your dest ce picking up 

Kevazatee, Uno. 

sad Free Book 
atest refrgersteet 
1 tele you St te 

Liberal Sample Sent Free 
Send for YOUR (rial bottle and eee for xo 

Channell Chemical Company 
cmcaso = TORONTO «= LONDOM = BERLIN Monroe Refrigerator Co. (Fat, 1858) Sta. TB, Leckland.> 



Simply pour boiling water 
a Steet Cube, ‘The 

immediately and satiofying 

Hot Steero is a 

lickous and will warm yer 

‘STEERO ike 

Sample Steero Cubes 
Sent You FREE 

New Taste,New Flavor 
for Familiar Desserts 
Tapioca puddin 
tine,— the sauc 

custards, gela- 

you make for 
desserts 

lightfully 

MAPLEINE 
WN Tike its deti- 

alate in 
Whipped cream, ice 
cream, candies. 
Mapleine, hot water 
and cane sugar make 

irocers sell it. 4 
yours does not, write 
CRESCENT MFG. CO. 

Dept. A Seattle, Wn, 
sem for recipe book 

Send Us Your 

cl Carpets 
We Dye Them and Weare 

is Pals Esrelape Sew York Cy 

g display affords easy 
the biscuits are pro- 

nclude Sugar Wafer: 
scuits and Biscuit Bonbons. Th 

¢ in this 

night, amd this 

moisture 

many exclusive wi ith us, 
country 

Biscu its 

you May aptly hes 

Sunshine Reve’ 
wntaining 14 kimt 

Igose Wives Bise se 

T2 Thane res WLC. 

Knocked-Down Furni- 
ture Shipped in Sections 

At Our Factory Price 
+100 designs 

1 50x65 in * 

Desh aed Boskease 
= Valve $60, Price $29.75 

Kes Kinet in the Work 

| | Cranes oF 
inen Otaion | 

New seasons bring new style, 
bat the quality never Waries 

EATON.CRANE@ FIKE GO Pusuded, Mane 

ARD 
ani 
S RicHMot 
+s VIRGINIA, 

ding his watch in hi 

ther saittites 
“ap tlk, eal 

LEA & PERRINS, 237 West Street. New York 
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sung by Carust 
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Both are Caruso 
The Victor Record of Caruso’s 

voice is just as truly Caruso as Caruso 
himself. 

It actually zs Caruso—his own 
magnificent voice, with all the won- 

derful power and beauty of tone that 
make him the greatest of all tenors. 

Every one of the hundred and 
twenty Caruso records brings you 
not only his art, but his personality. 
When you hear Caruso on the 

Victrola in your own home, you hear 
him just as truly as if you were lis- 

tening to him in the Metropolitan 

Opera House. 
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Fl 
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E 
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E 
F 

iene The proof is in the hearing. Any Victor dealer in 
any city in the world will gladly 

TUSSI 
play for you Victor Records by 

Caruso or any other of the p 
world’s greatest artists. There ly 

are Victors and Victrolas in great 

varietyol styles from $10 to $200. 

Always use Victor Machines with Victor Records and Victor Needles— 
+a the combination. There is no other way to get the unequaled Victor tone. 

“HIS MASTERS VOICE” Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J., U.S. A. 

New Victor Records demonstrated at all dealers on the 28th of each month 
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The Spring’s Newes 
Designs by George C. Heimerdinger: With Drawing 

Hand em 
military to 

JOUBTEDLY 
hions is the decided and ever-increasing 

It matters very Fittle how the rest 
as this feature is developed to the 

«¢ dominant note of the spring 
irt 

Gainty white In mt. ‘This fact & forcibly illustrated in the 
smart new dresses shown immediate 
frocks are way A _wonde mbinat 

k girl, was ¢ ped fe 
This model was made of navy t 

‘0 edges bound with du 
girdie being carried out in 

xi for the 
ext figure, 
chiffon, the tunic and bol 
embroidery on the waist 
shades of orang 

from its neighbor, save p 
and shoulder lines. All 
Sxamples of the best of the 
yau to decide which type of dress best suits your neec 
Personality, After all, these are the points which stan 
woman ats being well o¢ hadly dressed. 

No patterns can be supplied for 
woman with ingensity and some little ability in 
Gan. surely derive inspiration from them and 
their interest q her 

idl taste 
ode. 

gives a very delightful effect 
wan entirely new note, is such hese d 

be left-hand #i 
jon of the prevalent military influence in wom 
No woman can posstbly object to this tre 

29 influence which cou ly be questioned if 
Applied, Gabardine, in the popular putty ¢ 
to match, was used for the original garment 

cleverly 
» With satin ¢ 

w 
bored skirt and spinal closing ta the 

The large patch pockets and 
(Page 77) 

HOME JOURNAI 

1 D Pa 
t Dres 

IC 
es) ft ‘ASHIOT 

e2@ae 
ww oy 

by M.T. and T. M. Bevans 

easily be applied to 
, either in the material of the dress 
K or contrasting silk 

Possibly the most striking and extreme model in the group 
ays t the right of the ce 
tion that this dress is princesse in 

is <0 unique and new that it Is 

the return of the popularity of hand embroid- 
z is demonstrated, This particular 

gold thread, makes a striking yet 
non the lustrous black satin af 

se was made. Gold tassels and braid 
trim the sh 

this eff 
neervative Sere yet equally as good an exa: 

in fashions, is the trig frock at the extreme 
‘oup. It isa most attractive combination 
sbardine, black taffeta and jet butte 

touch of handwork is the embroidered finish 
which completes the effective girdle. 

Fight Ie 
of putty 



Che New 

[ee Spring Ready-Mades 
Selected by the Fashion Editors 

Drawings by Edward A. Poucher 

worna: 
le poise for which 
thout doubt largely b 

the cente: 
"George Washington” 

sa happy conception 
fective in gunpo 

extreme rig 

OUTHFUL and in NCE more we have 
the practical sevens 

gored skirt~-thia thme 
with a slight 
walsttine and a gr 

1) pictured 
his suit was 

Mr flare at the hem, whi 
th unlike the flare on ne 

¢ needs d models of pa 
¢ American 

in mind there 
Joubt. Notice 
iting. plaited 

dors not st 
be hipline but 

can be ne 

: 

an be 
This ever-popular 

skirt completes the trig 

om at the wa 
long, grace 
fect to the 

notched collar. 
reular-shaped 

fl 

i. 
olored cloth, 

relieved by a collar of 
rk velvet, was em 

ployed for this attractive 
suit, which surely is prace . - ral 

yet hos an air of 
atinction which lifts it 

completely out of the 
commonplace and makes 
it a garment suitable for 
any oceasion—the kind 
of suit we busy Amer- 
jean women nee 

The smart hat with 
this sult was designed 
by Mrs. M. H. Tuck, as 
were all the other at 
tractive hats shown on 
this page, with the excep- 
tion of the clever Con- 
tinental shape shown on 
the “George Washing: 
ton” dress (No. 8781). 
This hat was designed 

5} 

ing room for the swin 
ic of the healthy, 
ic American girl 

ter group is 

pictured a smart coat 
sult designed by Mr 
Richard J. Hickson, and 

y for home duplica 

garment. 
lar, of black»: 

jomed after the col- 

eeer 
Pecanes soe 

either the garments them: 
selves of the patterns by 
which they can be made if 
a stamped, addressed em 
velope is vent with your re- 

didtews the Fashion 
»~ Trt Laturs' Home 

dependence 
ladelphi 

of the coat is repeated 
in the slightly raised cir- 

everly 
ins yoke of 

concealed when 
the jacket is worn, 

ding Gwide-Chart} 
6 im six Hi 

32 40 44 dmches bust measnise} 
A fo 32 inches waist weusure, 

patterns; of by mail, gising number of pattern, bust ur waist messwre, and imclosiug tr 
42 inches b 
6 ine hes 

to 42 inckes Sust measure 
yur nearest draler im Ladies’ Home Journ 
Pasladel phia, Pennsyloania, 

Page 78) 



ay | ‘The New York Fashions You Can Make 
Selected by the Fashion Editors: With Drawings by M. . Musselman 

F ONLY the mou 
other words, 

hamet—or, in 
wmiannuall 

least, as a sort of m< nited States of 
America! Probab t rls the Avenue quite so 
alluring when 
the exclusive » just tumble their lovelin 

are veritable enchanted gardens through 

1 the graceful princesse style is no! 
, and this perhaps i partially 5 

of the waistline. 
on no perilously near the shoulders 

e¢ will cars 
. however, 

st be taken into 
ration in thin respect, and we are permitted to place 

N intended it, oF at least p 
758-8741 are very good far the 

The abort-waisted effect of the blouse is counter 
wed by the vest in front and the stesight long panel in back, 
kirtisanewseven-gored mod mefiareat the lower edge 

No, 8753 ts a charming model for a spring dreas of light-weight 
cloth, silkearcatton. No. 8745 isadelightful combination of sleeve- 
lem bolero over a sliver gulmpe, and a four-gored circular skirt. 

ncesse lines o 
siender woman. 
bala T 

TS quaintness and daintiness are 

bound to make No. 8757 a favor 
. An exquisite voile embroikered 

in white or gay colors, an old- 
fashioned organitie or dotted Swiss, 
which shall it be? According to 

lor all these 
are appropriate fabrics. The over- 

nase and puilings may match one 
of the colors in your material, or the 
entire dress may be of one fabric 
alone. ‘The three-piece xkirt is path. 

(—, ered around the waist into an odd 
little belt made exuctly like the 

‘on the skirt, The latter, 
by-the-way, may be run on cords 
or finished with a heading, If a 

fine material, like organdie or 
lwwn, is chosen for the underblouse 
the collar and tir would be pretty 
finished with o % 

‘he model Nos, 
kind of dress that is most service- 
able during early upting when it is 
yet too soon 10 feel comfortable 
without a wrap unless a cloth dress 
issubstituted. Midnight blue serge, 
broadeloth, poplin, ert OF any 
cof the soft-finisho pleas woukl 
develop this dress, ‘The pkirt is in 

gored, and over it is a four 
p ngth tunic which, being 
open considerably in front, discloses 
the underskirt. ‘The waist has full- 

putin 

DAT TERNS (ineli ine Cnide-Chust) for 
Pie a GR neem ara Bape con Bera length raglan sleeves, trimmed 
Sree terns for the dress Nu. 875.2 come in around the armboles with applied 
Ain sises) 34 to 44 inches bwal measure; those trimming. ‘The trimming & also 
Sor No, 8737 iu iv siter? M4 te 42 Ince used down the frant of the waist. 
butt mearnres Nox. 8743 and 87N0 in vie 

inches bunt wrdsure: and 
sites! JY i 40 imeher buy 

The shirt pattern Ne. S7IE camer 
to 46 Ameer 

wines On ris a 
ure, Thean Veches wit me 

Giwired is pointed ow the ps 
rH ier from sour nearest dealer in tadie 
ome Journal pativens, ae by mail, elring Wumider af puttern. wal ar uMant mes 

Und inclusiig the price tw the Pattern De; 
Ment, The Ladies’ Howe Sourwal, Irteperl- ce Square, Philadel prin 
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Ihe Easy-t o-Vilake 
drawings by Augusta 

B7SS+B7SE 

the poot might have sung 
writing the immort, 

a time when Nature 

“ys E spring a woman's fancy lightly turns to thoughts of dr 
had his thoughts revolved around the etern 

poem. And why not? What more natural impulse than that o! 
dip vinta her own storehouse to bring farth her gay 

the coat ult. Sometimes it is a truly useful ui 
6, However that may be, it is sure 

1 to correspond, henoe diminutt 
hie, w yroud in the p 

are over the hips or ripple gracefully. 
he designe itustrated on this page are typical of the newest styles for spri 

moxtel (Nos. 8763-8764) has tho full five-gored skirt gathered on a bip yo! 

Foremost in the vpring wardrobe 
a mere conceit of bewitching lovetin 

The full ahew irt fave 
reach 
inch 

to be in e 

he 

1915. The 
& particul 

arfolk, made suitable for dressy wear by the so 
collar and cuff, and by closely set buttons. Covert eloth, gabardine of serge could be used f 
its development, or It would be y smart in white broadcloth or serge, with cord 
collar and cuffs. 

tr ‘ond moxtel (Nos, 8747-87: of a jacket, in cutaway outline, belted across the 
back, To avokl breaking front line the belt terminates on each 
pocket. The collar may be made in on wo styles: low and soft-rofling, or high wit 
itslo yoll to the top. The skirt is cireu five gores, with a double-box:plaited back. 

in well adapted to covert clot! 
: skirt in decidedly 

No. 8756 ts cut in three gores with bn: 
like a bolero, except that it has a lowe: 
cont beth us to material and color. 

Now. 87514875: 

de just over the 

when the plaits are kept carefully pressed in " 
the skle seams. The coat (No. 8755) 4 somewhat 

it vest which, to be effective, should contrast with the 
alts 

use of et type of abort coat, and a nine-gored akirt that, bees 
Ite flare at the low et beautifully with the cut of the jac 
may be finished w ¢ row of allk braid stitched flat. 

‘The last model (Nos, 8749-3750) cansists of a shart box coat with abaw! collar and dee 
The akirt Ivicwt in three gores, and loose panels at the sidew fall from oddly shaped trim 

jonw set On over the hips. 

NOTE—When you have selected your sew spring sult your mext thought will comcern what to wear 
with it. A correct selection of millinery, shoca, gloves and other accessories is necessary to make your 
costume harmonious and in wood € ‘The Home Book of Fashions” in full of all these style ideas, and 
matty of (heen are 0st attractively iustrated in color. Price, twenty-five centa if secured from your dealer 
in Ladies’ Home Journal patterns, or thirty-three cents by mail If ordered froe: the Home Pattern Company, 
615 West Forty third Sereet, New York City 

{ 
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ring Suit 
Reimer 

8749-8750 

Syomper and neutral colors are 
indicated for lack 
white combinations wil! doubt- 
be the smart color feature. C! 

followers of black and white will 
smoke gray, putty and sand color, 
In the procession of blues will be 
found many with such high-sounding 
names as Petrograd, Hessian, Hu 
sar, Belgian, Prussian, Austrian, and 
our own American navy blue 

Military 
will be obtaii yagh the 

x frogs, silvers 
and other metal buttons, and 

high, clove-fitting collars, 

YATTERNS {including Guide-Chart) 
esigmy shawn on this page cam 

Aileen cents 
4749 and 8751 are cul 
to 44 inches bust wear 

wee; Nos. 4753 amd 8765 in sie « 
22 fn 42 inches dust moasnre, The sists 

44, come 
32 inches t 
fas eight x 

wast werasmre. Order Sram 
Laden Hewe tone 

0 il, giving number 
af paltere and dust or waist menrure, and 

jeg the price fo the Pattern De 
iment, The tadies’ Home Journal 



he Mature Woman’s Ha 

ngs [hat GoW: ce 

n white satin 

Ivet th 
handbag 
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i ; hosen a hat anda veil, there are 
u ‘ which contribute i ' the wellatressed 
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Jeweled Rita foe Lorgnette 

b 
Wit-Hung Throat teed 

Dinrinusive Bouruets, 

ot Eve ‘ot Suit in Your Possession ¥ Occasion, Gow 
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Every Feminine Need Inclosed JON JOURNAL, Both Tucked and Plain } 
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nat [ See on Fifth Avenue 
Selected by Gertrude Armitage 

noveltie 
aloiag 1 

» their delicacy 

collar and 
avsilic: wht grerk 

Just once—this spring — 
let your selection be one 

of the handsome new 

models of Thomson's 

“Glove-Fitting” 
MARS, tee 

corsets on our guarantee 

of style, comfort, wear- 

bility. Given one trial 
of a model suited to the 
figure, we feel certain that 
no other make of corset 
—will ever be worn 

will ever prove equally 
satisfying. 

Worn once—always worn 

GEO. C. BATCHELLER & CO. 
New York Chicago San Francisco 

EE TS 

| Invisible: Eyes 
and SpringHooks 

They improve the fit and 
fashion of your dress, keeping 
seams smooth and flat. En- 
dorsed by best dressmakers. 
The tame “ 
Invisible, 

is on envelope. 
Se. Hooks andEyes Oe. 

‘a in the Triangle’ 
PEET BROS. Philadelphia WON'T AUST 

CABINET 
CME 

DRESS FORM 

ofteicar dasar eee 
ieatfewtnenrg dare 

| NOTE—Realizing how impo 
else, knowing, cannot afford mai 
you will send a stamped, addrease Sty Dress Cotaiogse M01 tree ox Teguare 

ECONOMY MEG CO 433 W. Broadway New York ©" 



‘The Stout Woman’s S oring Clothes 
Selected by the Fashion Editors 

Drawings by Augusta Reimer 

Equally 
‘opper, brass 

er shin 

Audi 
UDANY 

Depa. 4 
181 West 

arkh 
Ginghams 

Jesigns, fast colors and 
sal 

Write to us for Samples 

PARKHILL MFG. CO. 

“It’s All Real To Me “ 

an 
Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston. Mass. 
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The Make-Over Shop 
By Margaret Mallory: With Drawing by M. T. and T. M. Bevans 

HE mother of one or the mother of the 

xood olf-fashioned mumber of six oF cight 
constantly confronted with the sight of 

slender legs getting longer and longer while 
shirts or trousers obstinately chouge the other 
toad and grow shorter and shorter, How to 

and make them 
what £ want to 

in disguising the 
qarment is remodeled. We must 
ons for this lithe jumper 

mystifying as the d 
The climate effect mu 

bear the hall murk of inspiration, not of nece 
1 must not be written too 

garment 
know that this can be dove, for it has falk 

te my lot many children’ 
and I have found that there are as m 
bilst 9 in the wonde! 
hat of t and man. There 
rootn to tell you ull of them on this page, which 
is to serve merely as an introduction ta the de 
partment (or helping you personally. wi 
individual problems. 

art with the little frock on the left 
he weeves were worn and too short, in the 

original suit of The hem had deen faced 
to the Fitti utting away the old 
«J rounding the front to show the little blouse 

of white percale or crossbarred muslin, w 
is separate and ek 
charming and pract 

¢ edges of little pocket 
belt, are bound 

lis 
nay ad Uf the «less is of bin 

of cotton, The skire was lengthened by a 
simulated nderskirt, which rvally consists of a 
hem of the goods mounte 
giving the old garment the 
tunle. If you have 

N THE windowseat Is » giel wearing a dress 
at once suggestive of possibilities for com 

ningtwomaterials, The pattern used forthisis 
No, 8725, which is cut in sizes 16, 17 and 18 years. 
lly adding u skirt dropped from a muslin lining, 
together with bett and cull: of pend soot, 

adaptation of the E 
@ young girl's = 

; then add 
@ new jacket or blouse and tonic. The 
zuimpe, in reality a complete wabit, may 
be of washable cotton or linen, or of wash 
alk or pongee. A change of guimpes will 
keep @ gitl neat and fresh-looking. The 
drest is good in blue serge combined with 

fn dtull green bla 
L for children’s s wear 

or the occasional party 
tfully girlish than 

with the wicker bi 

stripe 
xvetlent 

dancing sc Fo on the extreme right bs wearing a 
tunic which perfectly disguises the piccing ol 
the skirt underneath. Cotton ord 

rose was ased for the me 

ve braid pu! 
» was used for 

am 
the wnderskire 

nied. With 
ng touch of 

this makes 
riy dress and is equally 

2s, poplins oF 
The sash may 

material 

pi 

HOUGH i 
kip dot w 

shows 

very ditfere 
heal Is thy rastin 

a the bettors 
aually ru 

an atlractive besides 
xtbening. After a dress has been 

the last degree an inserted band 
carrying three such tucks will 1 it nicely 
for the p be hidden under th 

the old bem may 

ale, « 
n though be 

muslin of pe 

ugh the sus 
suit. Only a 
fred for this 
have a few 

¢ armholes and through the 
y outgrown in this re 

sheeve is easi 

are cut from the 
very short & 

ive skirt 

ris sarily 

and £ know ) 
such pieces 0 

recognize last year's 
new circular ¢ 

Lat th 
if the go 

5 peat 

= in sizes 16, 17 
bort skirts bel 

en, and are heavy 
ery the flannel 
king. 

tting down anil 
these sug: 
en her pa. 

selves begin 
1 realize the 
h sometime 

a winter toma 
t which new 

inserting a tucked 
the skirt is attached 

in to match the 
At 

¢ itthe garments t! 
ent devotion of o 

to them a love ase 

le it has nut b 
patterns for all the exestions given 

] Lean offer substitutes that can eas 
used as guides. Possibly in many cases you 
will be able to recut the little garment with- 

| out « pattern, 

NOTE L shal be glad to help you wah make 
4 tO Sugeest patterss wilch may be 

used 40 Tecat your olf clothes, andi materia that 
say be cotbloed. Seed a stamped, idremed 

tnform, largacet Mallcey, 
1» Tae Lasees’ Hoses Jounal, 

Phieteiphia, Penne 

TTERNS (including Guide-Chart} for the nsneber 
tt Sree, 

patterns; or by wail, gi 
Department, The Ladies’ Home Journal, Independence Syware, Philadel 

18 years, af teen cents for cack number, 
your acurest dealer in Ladies’ Home Jowrm 

designs ( 
The amount 

. A728 and 5649) shoen om this pape can he supplied im three sises: 16, 17 and 
seaterial required for cach design is printed om the pattern envelope. Onder from 
ng the uwmber of the paltcru, and the age, and inclosing the price 40 the Pattern 

patterns can be supplied for the wamumberod designs shown, 

a 
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Vaseline 
Teg. US. Pat. Ott, 

CAMPHOR ICE 
SED before 
and after ex- 

i posure to wind or 
| cold, Vaseline 
| Camphor Ice keeps 

the skin soft and 
prevents it from 
cracking, Relieves 

| chapped hands 
and lips overnight. 

In tubes and tins, 1c, 
at drug and depart- 
ment stores every. 

tf wher Insiat on 
genuine Vaseline 
Camphor Ice. 

Camphorated “Vase- 
” White “Vase- 

and Pure 
ase other 

invaluable nursery 
helps, Pure and sate, 
Send for illustrated 
booklet describing their 
many uses and con- 
wine other valuable 

h old hints, 

CHESEBROUGH MFG. CO. 
(Cotrclidaned) 

3 State Street, New York City 

* DAP AR 
G TALC POWDER 

scent of this tale pow- 

rose far above his very 

genius and produced 

harmony. 

is soft and fine —per- 

fect in texture as it is 

in fragrance. 

At dfuge and depart 
TS © srensarares or foe 
fas by mali if you can’ get 
i ete. In any cate your 
mosey back if yeu want i 

AP BABCOCK CO 
Perfumes Toilet Powders 
Sacherw Tolle Waren 
NEW YORK Parts 

‘grevo! nvkatiens Asoencenents Car 
= A 

eceee Card Hecelver fron: 
‘VIRGINIA STATIONERY 
incctee sti: P 
Mosolags. Dia- GS esis 
leas, Revitathons. Fanless, Beil 

Btake-up Goods 

“ CORYLOPSIS 

The fascinating 

der is best likened to 
some masterpiece of 
music whose creator 

a wonderful, undying 

The powder itself 

Waneocthoniee we nis eakeares Hapa 
pe tice are eyaryves Ta, 

Bt, Sebreond, | Ye 
Rosie 

ee eee eee 

‘Musical Pecos. 3 Pl AYS, iat, 
Lange Cai aloe Free. F.8, DENTRON & OD. Deys, 37, Thiees? 



The Graduation Dress 

of Cotton 

Sha FE. 
ft t 

"PHE 

made of embrob 
which is gathe: 
& four-gored circular skir 
cut on Empl 

Pare RN } 

\ model for thou 
ing, lace or bordered 
volle, Swiss or musli 
Main material may be 

The dre 
town the cent 
and has short, set-t 
sleeves. Make the tiny 
fovettes of narrow ril- 
how te match 
oF substitute 

ot, voile, of any other soft mate 
The twe uneerskirt is b d by a gath. 

le which may be made of the material, net 
The bong tunb 

May match the rule on the 
Th we can help you select y graduation outfit and 

all of its dainty little ac all be very glad to 
have you w tors, Tax Lantes! 
Hour Jovkwat, Philadelpbis, inckisiag a stamped 
Adilressed envelope for our reply 

| DATTERNS (incduding Chart) for oll the designs show 
sheer sizes: 16, 17, 4. 115 centy for each musmber, $ 

[faired for the various sizes is printed ou the’ pattern envelos 
Ladies” Home Jowruat pesterns > or by mail, sg number of pul 
Mt price to she Pattern Depariment, The Ladies’ Home Journal, Pi 

Fashion Editors 

won thir page can be supNied in 
astiree. The awoui 
Onder from your we: 

bunt measure, and inclering 

iphia, Pennsyloanis 

oo a 

Sterling Silver Inlaid 
_Spoons and Torks 

Holmes & Edwards 
Inlaid Silver is different 

from ordinary silver plate, 
because the spoons and forks 
—the pieces in most constant 
service—are reinforced at 
wearing points by 

Silver Inlaid 
Trade (ERE) Mark 

The Carolina pattern, one of 
the most popular ever pro- 
duced, can be had in Silver 
inlaid and also in a special 
high quality of plate without 
the inlay. 
Ask for Holmes & Edwards 

iiver at your dealer's, 

Our new complete catalogueC-128, 
illustrating over nty single 
pieces, and sets in display 
will be mailed you on request. 

Holssest edwards 
Innernntiotsal Sileet 

Bridgeport, C 
U.S. 

Our enemies in thousands 
Are lurking out of sight, 

The enemies of the teeth are 
the germs that produce acids 
which destroy the enamel. 

CALO 
The Oxygen Tooth Powder 

with water forms oxy- 
and lime water, The 

oxygen destroys the bac 
tena, The lime water neu- 
tralizes the a 

nde Mark Trote 
‘The one perfect fastener for children’s 
garments, Invisible, durable, washable, 

Ask for Out-o-Syte 
Refuse to accept substitutes 

If your dealer 
naine and 
one yard for 

Saw le o 
The Tooth 

dored booklet, 
b Army, Free 

-. NewYork City 

send ue his 
gle free, oF 

he 

_Under-muslins Children's feet are helped by the 
Coward Arch Support Shoe. n- 
courages boys and girls to walk up- 
rightly, as it gives control of the 
foot muscles, and properly poises 
the body; straightens turned ankles, 
strengthe weak arches, prevents 
* flat-foot 

POR CRILDREN, WOMEN AND 3CEW 
teat tar Catatoger Mall Crdecs Titled. 

Sold Nowhere Elan 
JAMES S, COWARD 

‘264-276 Grrenwieh St, maar Warren BL, Mew York 

Under-musiing 

D. E. SICHER & COMPANY 
Wosie’ Largest Makers of 
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Right Now I Am Making a Special | 
Factory Price on 10,000 Cookers 

+ 

neighborhoods righ 
J away, I will send you 

a cooker for 
month's trial 
tisk, I de 
you to keep 
you feel t 

ep house wi 
130,000 Rapids a 

use—every one se 

4) introduce the 

not 
Ow 

in 

On My Personal 
Money-Back Guaranty 
I want you to 
Rapid Fire! 
way for 30 day Then | was 
take a vote of the entire 
yourself and if 
marvel —if the whole fa 

use the 
ss Cooker this 

and 
decide that the Rapid Fireless C 

ily don’ ue they never had better m more 
ked d if you don't say that you did it with far less work 

did | ¢—then | want you to send it right back and J will 
ut money without angumen 

e g Fireless Cooker 
Aluminum Lined Throughout—Fall Equipment 
of “Wear-Ever" Aluminum Cooking Utensils 

you don't er is a 

wholesomely 
than you eve 
return ye 

yeh 
Mt the 
fs 

Send for 
Contains 141) recipes by fa 

wh 

Wim. Campbell, Pres. 
The Wm. Campbell Co., Dept. 3 Lhd Detroit, Mich. 

Buckbee’s Giant Orchid 
Flowered Sweet Peas 

h 

Agents Wanted” Yoctrealae 
J.M. HANSON.BENNETT 

Magusine Agency 
223 W. Jacksoe Bivé Chkenes, ML 

vaso ROSES 

be Dieges & Conart Co, Bon $24 West Ov 

OLD FAVORITES, bur 
from Apeil to October. 1 

Are World reget a 
uae habit, hax 

Minnesota Grown Bulbs Usad 
ad exquisite t 

Pte World. Te 

KL, MAY & CO. SAINT PAUL 
3 MINNESOTA 

mation of 
resulta of 08 
margest possible 

parentage Empty Envelope 
Counts As Cash 

Where bie odveribement Was seen and who cackesee Tex To every ore who will 
Coote toe Will mall the 

And Abo Send Free of Charge 
Our Famous 50-Cent “HENDERSON” COLLECTION OF SEEDS 

Featerata Tecate, 2g Baiton 
1s, Massy Buttery Passion and 

35437 
CORTLANDT Sr. 

NEW YORK City PETER HENDERSON & & C0. 

The New 

Military 

Blouse and 

woman who 
for three distinet 

i+ pattern number. 
ping, We Wanven 

with this im 

1 to our ne 
aiding thease things tha 

sumption and peoduction will best 
canta supy 

hwir co 

aid our own United State 
isl fortunate « TSE a good washable wet or a fine batist bie aed ante Uae tive for tactooe dieivet eaten 

the well am" how in the: center of the pane; anil if you 

ical want real satisinction from the laundry stand 

point sulistivate linen or 
fine-ribbed piqué instead 

12 of satin, as asod for the 
‘ original, for the collarand 

cutis 
Bathte of net for the 

foundation, with collar 
youl vest facing of organ 

die or lawn, is.a peactical 
natetlal 1oe the button 
rimmed model, and 
wbile only the girl with 
he «wanlike neck 

mayaafely wear the wi 
goad ti 

, flective it 
rmaile with only the high 
cunding collae 

OF Satin and Net A charming com 
mise between the ex 

m of keeping a tremely high and the welbknown low peck 
tly on hand + happily portrayed in the emtirosderedt-et 

model, with wing collar and attew 

yutton finish 

The lettered design ow other pleasing 
types very cary to make: A icof organdie, wit 
ust enough band embrol » Heft dt out af 

: the ordinary, while C shows more conclusively 
roughly do they Gill ia the de- that fine handwark is once mare a correct trim- 
mited outit and compensate ¢ women's ayparel 

Lace edjeing arranged by a simple methwil of 
mitered corners makes the dainty chemisette 

Maitarisen and Femininity Mappily Combined in These Guimpes end Chemisettes 

anid the Nose (No. 8775 
cr im six rites: 32 te 4 

measure, Onier from pour 
Heme Jourval patterns , inclosing mumber of pattern, bist 

uicru Departwent, The Ladies’ Home Journal, Philadelphia, 
J 
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The Chinese 
Woolflower 

A WOMAN FLORIST 
Hardy aig end Re 25° 

ne Ras; Tm pant ROWE CoLt.RoTION 
man 

*« SEEDS 
Given Away 

INO COMPANY Pecindeipdns 

Start Farming 
In Your Back Yard 

And Make It Pay While You Are Get- 
ting Ready to Move Into the Country 

There are contentment, happiness and profit in 
learning to farm, if you begin in a small way ona 
small plot of land. 

The hotbed will supply your table with fresh vege- 
tables and lead you into truck gardening. 

The window box will beautify your home and show 
you how to grow fiowers for market. 

A dozen hens will supply you with fresh eggs and 
train you to start a commercial egg farm, 

A single hive of bees will give you honey for all 
the year and teach you how to make a living from 
an apiary. 

A few trees will fill your cans with fruit and lead 
you into the fascinating field of orcharding. 

Learn the fundamentals on a small scale and you 
can easily adapt them to the big farm. 

Women Manage Farms 
‘The farm housewife usually does the reading, thinking and 

a jot of the planning while the man does the heavy field 
work. But she needs an adviser to tell her what to do step by 
step each week. Our personal service is as valuable to the 
women as to the men—in fact, of the thousands of letters 
received by us each month fully 25 per cent are written by 
women. More than one hundred experts in every line of 
farm endeavor — indoors and out—are at our call, and your 
question will be answered personally and promptly by mail, 
without charge to you. 

‘The COUNTRY 
GENTLEMAN 

To put it at once into half a million 
homes, thirteen issues of the big 
$1.50 national farm weekly will be 
mailed to your address for 25 cts. 

3 Months 

Fordhook 
Vegetables 
For 25 Cents 

We will mail one pac 
the folk g Famouw: 
Vegeta which a 

kage cach af 
Fordhook 

t wa 
jon we ‘ould 

ie requirements 
len. These are 
varieties which 
ast satisfaction 

BURPEE'S ANNUAL 
the leading American 

1K2 

Ladie! ah me . x 

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO. 
Burpee Buildings 

OiSUHDSAUSUEGURTSGGEUUDOUGLETAOURIAETAUStSERUAGEONIATUAAEHIIOD 

4. 4, H. GREGORY & SON 
OL Eh St. Dept | Marblehead, Mass 

LIVINGSTON SEED CO. & 
25 Tigh fe, Colsmbes, Ohio Ly 

TTT 
FREE to Garden Lovers 

Wagner's Beautiful Catalog 



Ivers & Pond 
PIANOS 

S an ideal upright for the Amer- 
ican home, we offer the piano 

shown above, Of medium size, grace- 
ful lines, and simple design, its wide 
sale proves how well it meets the 
requirements. Itisa true Ivers & Pond, 
with that structural integrity and musi-* 
eal charm which have earned the Ivers 

& Pond its reputation in the service 

of over 400 leading Educational In- 
stitutions and nearly 60,000 discrimi- 
nating homes. Our catalogue deserib- 
ing this and other tasteful models of 
uprights, grands and player pianos is 
of interest and value to every intend- 
ing purchaser, We mail it on request. 

How to Buy 
Pana 

IVERS & POND PIANO CO. 
117 Boylston Street, Boston, Mas, 

Pease mail me pour nest calolgue and valeahle 
Information fo Sayer 

a sHaple feed wiies nat 
de a strong people 

You Must Taste 

AirlinE 
Stoney 

From Flower, to Bee, to You 

We want yo : for your 

airtight package, 
One Honey 

be reeeipt of your " dealer's 
same and address 

TheA.1, RootCo.,Me 
"The Home of the 

The Ladies’ Home Journal for March, 1915 

re) 
MAY I TRIM YOUR 

HAT? 

Van Auken 

ak the Knox Cooks cut your 
“high cost of living” 

It isn't necessary to stop eating delicious desserts, 
puddings, salads, ete., to economize, For by using 

KNOX Sparkling GELATIN E 
you can make quickly and cheaply all these dainty dishes. 
The gelatine in each package ie so divided that the housewife can use 
it to serve a small family or a large party—each package makes 
TWO QUARTS (14 gallon) of jelly— enough to verve sixteen people. 

This Erering Serve a Knox Snow Pudding 
White « 5. Se pint cold seater. 4¥ plot be 7 {i er ten suinutes. Dissolve in 

ral. anil let stand in 

CHARLES B, KNOX COMPANY 313 Knox Avenue, Johnstown, N. Y. 

Get OurPrice ET RST 
b a, 

& SHORT STORIES 
PAYING in 1904 sold Keith's Magnaine, found 

in many of the new ha’ 

"My first spring hat is on utter failure. T wae 
captivated by a cool, lettuce-green hat which 
seemed most be 
ery shop, but which makes me hideoosly sallow 
in. the bewht light of day. What can I do with 
it? Tt is trimmed with « ribbon band und 

You must the aty 
FITH the revi 

A SK pTaniaz09 
deen $1.80 | i 124 ome = uw aa $3040 $108 

Direct to Voy iis "sien wdzs00 a0 Sov ia 
WALTER J, KEITH. Archit, 

ean 11 W.agnd &.,.wRW Youn, ¥.¥ 

thede uLirwrtive 

19, For arnall 
exc, Two aiges, 15 dosen 
Moore Push-lessHangers ld 

‘The Hanger with the twist, Tease fine | 
Pint rail i new black we 

tralige even the 
most trying 

Ing of velvet in 
serted in th 

cr 
FREEPORT MFG. CO., 28 Main St,Brookiyn. N. 

te PLA AYS “Home-Making, the New Profession” Herren Dhenrite 
FR 

SAMCL FUENOM, 24 W. 29th Btrert, New York 

Stork P ants 
‘WATERPROOF —— 

To keep your baby 
happy and con- 
tented, sec that the 
waterproof pants 
you buy are soft, 
cool and comfortable; that they 
are cut to fit snugly over the 
diaper without clumsy fullness. 

hat with debeate p 
tlead-leaf-cob 
Clear greens us About Babies 

| Both of these books are FREE 

Regular 50c, Double texture 50, Sik cow 
ered 7c, Knockabouts 2! 

3 sizes waist measure, 20, Be bar, 

THE STORK CO. 
Dept. 1-£, Boston, Mase 

Ri: ka aaes 
pope Stork Sheeting, Htc 

tis BELLASHESS&.@ fh hi 
met NEW YORK CITY. N.Y. seat 



N2 mushes or porridges for this youngster’s breakfast! 
He’s happy because a sensible mother has just given 

him a second saucer-full of KELLOGG’S; something 
that tastes mighty good as he grinds the flavor 
out of it with his little teeth. 

As KELLOGG’S is ready-to-eat, mother’s biggest 
breakfast problem is now solved all the year-around. For 
KELLOGG’S WAXTITE package encloses the only corn 
flakes that are as crisp and fresh as when first toasted. Winter 
and Summer it’s good business to 

look for this 

signature 



make > ea He Ae | | 

save Your sEhive 

Will Not 

Roughen or Redden 

Your Hands 
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SNIDER'S 
CATS 

‘< 

M8 rnc 4 Suakanreeo. UNDER Yo, ea Ys 

RECIPES: 

BROWN GRAVY, RECIPE 
One tablespoon Snider's Catsup to all thick 
gravies for each person to be served. 

OYSTER COCKTAIL RECIPE 

Two tablespoons of Snider's Tomato Catsup 
and one teaspoon of finely-grated horseradish 

as the cocktail sauce for cach serving of raw oysters. 

TOMATO SAUCE RECIPE 

One tablespoon butter; one tablespoon flour; one cup hot 
water; half cup Snider's Catsup. Heat the butter thoroughly 
mM a gramte pan, stir im the flour until smooth, then add 

Catsup and water. Boil for two minutes stirring constantly 

FRIED OYSTER RECIPE 

One pint large oysters; one-half cup flour; one-half cup 
milk; one-half cup Snider’s Tomato Catsup; one-half tea- 

spoon salt, Mix thoroughly the flour, milk, Catsup and sale: 
dip oysters into mixture, then roll them in cracker crumbs, 

Fry in sweet, fresh lard, butter or olive oil until a dark brown 
Serve very hot. Mrs. Clara 1, Street. 

A. SNIDER PRESERVE CO., CHICAGO, U. S. A. 



IEEE EEE 
A Special Word to Subscribers 
WHEN 20 receive notice thse your sitecription hast 

expired renew it at axce, using the blank iscinned 
0 your final copy. Fecse sign your name exoctly ax it 
aroears on yusr oresent address label Sometimes 3 
fiitecriber whe has already renewed tay receive this 
Mhank, We begin to pack i muilues two weeks or 
more before mating, and the renewal may bave reached 
us alter the copy containing the blank hax bees: packed. 
Un requesting a change of address please give us four 
‘weeks! notice. 

Sheul2 your subscription exzire with this inue nf 
Tour Jouent jour eaewal mans eechonbetece he Hh 
‘$f May so avoid missing the next lesse. We cannot 

subscristions with back oumbers. Subscriess 
sould alwaye use Postal or Express money anters int 
Tessittieg. All Keral Free Delivery carsiers can sepply 
Postal money eeders, 
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The Price of The Journal 
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‘Dollar and Fitty Cents a year, postage tree im the 
‘United States, Alaska, Cuba, Porto Ricu, Mexico, andthe 
Hawncan and Phofippene belenida, Single copies; cerma 
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the price wS).Sayear, Single cootes in Hastem Canada: 
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[Rere You: Mudiscn Aveaue and 23d Screet 
s1op); Mercharay’ National 

Bright Pitegs of All Times That People Have Laughed Over 
Seeking and Finding 

WO Scots with all the thrift of their race 
mot on the way home {rus 

“Why are ye tukia’ sae plea 
Asked Sanity, 

“Weel, mon!” replied MacPhersoa, 
Aropped's maxponce i the market place, 
But as T might, 1 souldna tind it” 

'hat's naught to be lukin’ sae gay aboot,”* 
ut 
hat ye. dinne ken, " explained Mace 

T found a shilling,”” 

For Blessings Received 

Te as the mother and her small son left 
the neighbor's house, where they had been 
~ the hostess handed the little fellow a 

aioe do you say, dear?” admonishert his 

ba be back again later,” said the boy, 

He Was It 

Hes RAN lightly up the steps and gave the 
hourbell = impatient yank. The door 

Wis opened by a wew mak who bad never 

“f Leese it” he replied; “I'm what she’s 

‘Getting the Right Number 

Sa hart tried in vain to get her telephone 
ello, Conerek she in 
tt Slneigest tho wear 

r to get 6340 Franklin?” 

And the Cook is a Bear 
VERY one in our family is some kind of 
Animal,” said Jimmie to the amazed 

maui shoulde't say that!" the good 

| Well," said Jimmie, “ Mother's a dear, the 
Is Polina! ‘J little tanh, I'm the kid and 

'* the goat 

‘an 
to.ask for ino 

my 

He Knew What He Was Asking 

| its: THERE aay mail for John of me?” 
rvilted the general-lelivery patron, 

‘ou'te strangers to me,” retorted the 
Postal clerk," Do you sisppose I can tell peo~ 
Ple's names by looking at them? 
1 don't ce that Reseakes ny dierciee 
am 8 stranger, Look and see if there is any mail for John ar me—J-o-h-n O-r- M-e-<. 
Be Bot his letter from. a much-subdued ae at 

The Proper Place 
Beitr ‘baby yez bov!"' said Flab- 

yy * hov yes had his pictur’ took 
dunno?" 

fot lt," said Dugan, the proud father. 
thy fried ut, but aftheran hour's Jost wur- otk 
Ba id teferred us ty & movin'> 

The Whole of None 
N EASTERNER who had bought a farm 

rae fn California had heard of bis neighbor's 
i faleot for ratsing lange patatees, 30 sent his 
nal hand over to gut a hundred pounds 
“You go back home," answered tbe talented 

th f to the messenger, “and tell your boss at T wan't cut a potato for any one." 

A STATEMENT RELATING TO 

THE QUEEN OF THE BELGIANS’ APPEAL 
WILL BE FOUND ON PAGE 63 OF THIS NUMBER 

OF THE LADIES HOME JOURNAL 

EVERY CONTRIBUTOR TO THIS FUND SHOULD READ IT 

Probably the Cent Agreed Also 

A’ NERVOUS young lawyer arose to make 
21 his first address in a crowded courtroom, 
He began: 
“Your Honor, my unfortunate client Your 

Honor, my unfortunate ctient~my unforto- 

I" shouted the exasperated judge 
‘ou bave jiroceeded the court entirely 
you.” 

It Worked Only Once 

F% ANK was terribly seared by a sudden 
thunderstorm, and his mother was trying 

to wothe him. 
“Don't be afraid, darling,” she said; “God 

sends the storms to cheat the air, and water the 
Bowers, and make it cooler. Now don'tcry, It 
won't burt you, and everything will be better 
hen it’s over,” 
i can't fool me again, Mamma,” he 

sobbed. "That's just what you said when you 
took me to the dentist’s lat week.” 

“WV UR rg fk at thoes exclaimed Mra, 
/V O-Poole in just indignation. *** Washin’ 

ani irvala’ done,’ Shure, sbe ain't wan bit 
better than Oi am, Oi've gut me washin’ and 
ironin’ done, too, but yez don't see me hangin’ 
out po shingles braggin’ about ut.” 

Two Kinds 

A,” said Johnny, “what is a bookworm?” 
“A bookworm,” said Pa, "isa person who 

would rather read than eat, or a worm that 
would rather eat than read 

Very Sad to Her 

“] HEARD something very sad this morn- 
ing,” said a mistress to ber servant, in 

explanation of her not feeling well, as the girl 
commented upon her salstress's ce. 

“Well.” said the girl, “I can feel for you, 
ma‘am, I beard something sad this morning 
too.” 
Vou did?” asked the mistress. “Pray, tell 

me what was it?” 
“The alarm clock, ma’am." 

Beginning Early 

ITTLE Sister had not been well and bad 
been especially trying to small Johany all 

day. Fi his patience came to an end. 
“Mother,” he asked, “don't you want 

Little Sister ty be a good wife like you when 

“Well, you make me give everything to her 
‘cause she’s Mifler’a, fee. But you're ittler'n 
Pather, he comes home you say: 
ne your wiepess and mi ie, dear’ 
aged his mother coald move, Johnny 

by his train of cars from the screaming baby. 
“li we don't begia to train her she'll be a 

terrible wife,” he said as he slammed the door. 

A Good Definition 

ARLES,” said the teacher, “do you 
know what the word ‘celerity’ means?” 

“Yes'm," sald Charles, “ssonsething you 
put hot plates down wit 

How She Classified Him 

DBS ATRINS sats with the number Moet tines gne'man came Ya se ber cook, 
spoke to ot it. "When I engaged you, Martha,” she sald, “yo tal epee tad oe 
mag feteads. Now whenever T come into the 
Kitchen I find the rame man here.” 

“Bross yo", ma'am,” smiled Martha, "dat siete to fron’ ob sal 
SR frend? Then who i he? 
“He's ma ha 

No Violation of the Law 

ERE!" cried the fish warden. “What are 
you doing? Don't you know you're not 

allowed to catch fish here>” : 
The angler, whe hed oat three hoars without 
a altble, furaed and surveyed. the ficial 

PA," said the sweet girl affectionately, 
“you wouldn't lke me to go away and 

leave you, would you?” 
Indeed id not, my dearest," said the 

8 the girl. “Now 1'0 
marry Bit, Poorchap. He's willing to) live 

The Limit 

GEE hete, walter” exclaimed the indignant 
customer, “betes a piece af wood in my 
&s, sls," seplied the waiter, “bat I'm 

sure—er —" 
“Sure nothing! I don't mind eating the 

slog, teat TU be if Pm golag to eat the 
kennel toot” 

Charity Begins at Home 

Wa te e. 
“Sure” said Willie. “I even eat ber candy 

for ber ‘cause it makes her sick,” 

iu very to your 
ed the friend of the 

ERE'S man sulng for divorce because 
his wife goes through his pockets,” sai 

ith, reading from the newspaper. 
“What would you do if you woke up amd 
found me through your pockets? 
"1" saad Mr. Smith sadly. “1 would get 

up and help you look.” 

An Inherited Trait 

“NOUR daughter is iesproving,” said th 
Voices (eee mereee caer 

gets fo the acnes I ave to watch ber petty 
‘ a She's just like her father," said the mother: 
“you know, he made his money in the retail 
grocery business."” 

It Glanced Off 

MBBS, WICKLEIGH looked over the room 
AV2 which the maid had ronounced Gnished, 
aoaery Ani,” she said, "if you will take a 

ping glance arv is rer, FE think you 
wile fond rn that you have given ita very glancing 
sweep.” 

Looking Ahead 
Pee OLD. octek woman kad been promised 

a pew bonnet, and betore making the pur- 
chase the donve called and inquired: "Would 
you rather have a felt or asteaw bonnet, Mrs. 
ae Donald, 
“Weel, ma'am,” said the canny old lady 

Shoushsully, hink 1H tak’ a struc one, 
ne wi" it ATE maybe be a mouth- 

fu! to the coo,” 

Locating the Trouble 

AMMA," complained ttle Elie, “I 
don’t feel wery. well 

That's oo bad, dear," said Mother ¢ym- 
pathetically, "Where do you foe worst?” 

"Te school, Maen.” 

It Seemed That Way 

HE farmer, wearing a ton, face, entered 
the country drag store. ‘ve gat some 

thle wrong with my stomach,” be announcer, 
“and I want you to give me something for it,” 

All right,” replied the apat cheer- 
hat are your symptoms?” 

y litte while something peers to the 
up and settle back, and then by-und-by it 
rises up and settles back again, 
ont druggist stroked his chin reflectively. 
Look here," he said gravely; * ru haven't 

gone and swallowed nn clcvetor, have you?” 

Raut 
It Meant the Same Thing 

be W ELL,” she inquired, " bapa can I do for 
ar pl pot want employment?" 

the tras," You roeant wel, 
bat you fame make work sound any 
invitin® by using words o at three sy! ilatles 

Where She Could Plunge 

N OLD Yankee who runs a small summer 
hotel on the coast once received a letter 

from & prospective “guest” who wrote to 
engage “two large sunny rooms averloukiny 
the ocean and connecting with private bath. 

‘One may itsagine the lady's surprise at 
gniting the Following curt rephy 

Dear Moder: All rooms face the ocean, nnd 
that's yorr bath. 

He Wanted # Decided 

"MAL MAD bawled Freddy as the usual 
forming waik was going ot, “Ty my 

ears belong to my face or my neck?” 
“Why, what is the mat- 

“' want it decided now. Every time you tell 
Mary to wash piy [ave or my neck she washes 
my eurs too.” 

A Ruse That Worked 

VEY gam you buy something at my 
ay tah table?” demanded the girl at the char- 
iy fale. 

“Because,” said the smooth-toagued youth, 
“I buy only from bor Ree SY pee ks0 
moch harder time 

Anu he worked this right ai the tine! 

Getting Some Results 

OW day Luther Burbank was Sebing Ft 
his garden, whee be was accosted by 

mayne ben gain? who said: 
“Weil, it are you le ed now?” 

‘Tying to cross an egaplant and milk- 
weed," sald Mr, Burbank. 
“And what under Heaven do you expect to 

get from that?" 
Me. Burbank galmly resumed bis walk. “Custard pie,” he 

“OFFICIALLY SEALED”—From a Painting by Lester Ralph 
which have been “ol 

a8 unique cover is OPAL me fo feature of this 
” no other has ever borne a more original seal than that on the cover of this month's Journwat Not the least ially sealed, 

fact that the lettering on it will in no wise detract from its availability for decorative purposes. A separate edition of this 
printed, in full color and with no advertisement on the back. A copy will be mailed, postpaid, for ten cents, or three copies for twenty-five cents. 
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To clean painted walls and woodwork, to clean a piano, to restore faded 
upholstery, to clean wall paper, to clean carpets, to clean oil paintings, to clean 
and polish furniture —these are a few of the many timely recipes in the 

Helpful Free Booklet —‘‘Unusual Uses of Ivory Soap” 

Recipes fe or This booklet contains one hundred and twenty-one suggestions from 

House- users of Ivory Soap. Many of the recipes tell how to clean things with 

" Ivory Soap which ordinarily cannot be cleaned with soap. Most of 
Cleaning them will be found extremely helpful especially this month when you 

Time are brightening up things after the winter. And quite a few should 

save you considerable expense. 

You may have a copy free of charge and postpaid by sending your name and address with a 
request for the “Unusual Uses Booklet™ to The Procter & Gamble Co., Dept. 3, Cincinnati, O. 

IVORY SOAP....... [ii] ....... 994% PURE 
IT FLOATS 
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“(uffer Little Children to (ome Unto Me: 
For of Such is the Kingdom of Heaven” 

} Saint Matthew XIX: 14 

From the Painting by W. L-Taylor 
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Why I Believe in Poverty — 
As the Richest Experience That Can Come to a Boy 

By the Editor of The Ladies’ Home Journal 

MAKE my living trying to edit Tae Lapies’ Home 
Journa.. And because the public has been most generous 
in its acceptance of that periodical, a share of that success 

has logically come to me. Hence a number of my very good 
readers cherish an opinion that often I have been tempted to 
correct, a temptation to which I now yield. My correspond- 
ents express the conviction variously, but this extract from 
a letter is a fair sample: 

“It is all very easy for you to preach economy to us when you do 
not know the necessity for it: to tell us how, as for example in my own. 
case, we must live within my husband's income of eight hundred dol- 
lars a year, when you have never known what it is to live on less than 
thousands, Has it ever occurred to you, born with the proverbial 
silver spoon in your mouth, that theoretical writing is pretty cold 
and futile compared to the actual hand-to-mouth struggle that so 
many of us live, day by day and year in and year out—an experience 
that you know not of?” 

“An experience that you know not of"! 

‘OW how far do the facts square with this statement? 
Whether or not I was born with the proverbial ‘silver 

spoon in my mouth” I eannot say, It is true that I was born 
of well-to-do parents. But when I was six years old my 
father lost all his means, and faced life at forty-five, in a 
strange country, without even necessaries, There are men and 
their wives who know what that means: for a man to try to 
“come back" at forty-five, and in a strange country! 

1 had the handicap of not knowing one word of the English 
language. I went to a public school and learned what | 
could. And sparse morsels they were! The boys were cruel, as 
boys are, The teachers were impatient, as tired teachers are. 
My father could not find his place in the world. My mother, 

who had always had servants at her beck and call, faced the 
problems of housekeeping that she had never learned nor been 
taught. And there was no money. 

O, AFTER school hours, my brother and I went home, but 
not to play. After-school hours meant for us to help a 

mother who daily grew more frail under the burdens that she 
could not carry. So, not for days, but for years, we two boys 
got up in the gray cold winter dawn when the bed feels so 
snug and warm to growing boys, and we sifted the cold ashes 
of the day-before's fire for a stray lump or two of unburned 
coal, and with what we had or could find we made the fire and 
warmed up the room. Then we set the table for the scant 
breakfast, went to school, and directly after school we washed 
the dishes, swept and scrubbed the floors, Living in a three- 
family tenement, each third week meant that we scrubbed the 
entire three flights of stairs from the third story to the first, as 
well as the doorsteps and the sidewalk outside. The latter work 
was the hardest: for we did it on Saturdays with the boys of 
the neighborhood looking on none too kindly, or we did it to 
the echo of the crack of the ball and bat on the adjoining lot! 

In the evening, when other boys could sit by the lamp or 
study their lessons, we two boys went out with a basket and 
picked up wood and coal in the neighboring lots, or went after 
the dozen or so pieces of coal left from the ton of coal put in 
that afternoon by one of our neighbors, with the spot hungrily 
fixed in mind by one of us during the day, hoping that the 
man who cartied in the coal might not be too careful in pick- 
ing up the stray lumps! 

“An experience that you know not of"! Don’t 1? 

\T TEN years of age I got my first job: washing the win- 
dows of the baker's shop at fifty cents a week. Ina week 

or two I was allowed to sell bread and cakes behind the coun- 
ter after school hours for a dollar a week—handing out 
freshly baked cakes and warm, deliciously smelling bread, 
when scarcely a crumb had passed my mouth that day! 

Then on Saturday mornings I served a route for a weekly 
paper, and sold my remaining stock on the street, It meant 
from sixty to seventy cents for that day's work. 

I lived in Brooklyn, New York, and the chief means of 
transportation to Coney Island at that time was the horse 
car. Near where we lived the cars would stop to water the 

DECORATION BY EOWARD EDWARCS: 

horses, the men would jump out and get a drink of water, but 
the women had no means of quenching their thirst. Seeing 
this lack I got a pail, filled it with water and a bit of ice, 
and, with a glass, jumped on each car on Saturday afternoon 
and all day Sunday, and sold my wares at a cent a glass, And 
when competition came, as it did very quickly when other 
boys saw that a Sunday's work meant two or three dollars, 
I squeezed a lemon or two in my pail, my liquid became 
“lemonade" and my price two cents a glass, and Sundays 
meant five-dollars to me. 3 

Then, in turn, | became a reporter evenings, an office boy 
daytimes, and learned stenography at midnight! 
My correspondent says she supports her family of husband 

and child on eight hundred dollars a year, and says I have 
never known what that means. I supported a family of three 
on six dollars and twenty-five cents a week—less than one- 
half of her yearly income, When my brother and I, combined, 
brought in eight hundred dollars a year we felt rich! 

HAVE for the first time gone into these details in print so 
that my readers may know, at first hand, that the Editor 

of Tae Lapres’ HomME JOURNAL is not a theorist when he writes 
or prints articles that preach economy or reflect a hand-to- 
hand struggle on a small or an invisible income. There is not 
a single step, not an inch, on the road of direst poverty that 
I do not know or have not experienced. And, having experi- 
enced every thought, every feeling and every hardship that 
come to those who travel that road, I say today that I rejoice 
with every boy who is going through the same experiences, 

Nor am I discounting or forgetting one single pang of the 
keen hardships that such a struggle means. I would not 
today exchange my years of the keenest hardship that a boy 
can know or pass through for any single experience that could 
have come to me. 1 know what it means, not to earn a dollar 
but to earn two cents. I know the value of money as I could 
have learned it or known it in no other way. I could have 
been trained for my life work in no surer way. I could not 
have arrived at a truer understanding of what it means to 
face a day without a penny in hand, not a loaf of bread in the 
cupboard, not a piece of kindling wood for the fire—with 
nothing to eat, and then be a boy with the hunger of nine 
and ten, with a mother frail and discouraged ! 

“ An experience that you know not of’! Don't I, my friend? 

ND yet I rejoice in the experience, and I repeat: [ envy 
every boy who is in that condition and going through it. 

But—and here is the pivot of my strong belief in poverty as 
an undisguised blessing to a boy—I believe in poverty as a 
condition to experience, to go through, and then to get out of : 
not as a condition to stay in. “That's all very well,” some 
will say, “easy enough to say, but how can you get out of it?" 
No one can definitely tell another that, No one told me, No 
two persons can find the same way out. Each must find his 
way for himself, That depends on the boy. I was determined 
to get out of poverty because my mother was not born in it, 
could not stand it, and did not belong in it. This gave me the 
first essential: a purpose. Then I backed up the purpose with 
effort and a willingness to work, and to work at anything that 
came my way, no matter what it was so long as it meant “the 
way out.” I did not pick and choose: I took what came, and 
did it in the best way | knew how; and when I didn’t like 
what | was doing I still did it well while I was doing it, but 
I saw to it that I didn’t do it any longer than I had to do it. 
I used every rung in the ladder as a rung to the one above. It 
meant effort, of course, untiring, ceaseless and unsparing, and 
it meant work, hard as nails. But out of the effort and the 
work came the experience; the upbuilding: the development: 
the capacity to understand and sympathize: the greatest 
heritage that can come toa boy. And nothing in the world can 
give that toa boy, so that it will burn into him, as will poverty, 

HAT is why I believe so strongly in poverty, the greatest 
blessing in the way of the deepest and fullest experience 

that can come to a boy. But, as | repeat: always as a 
condition to work out of; not to stay in. 
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AM asked to tell when and how I do my 
eading, and what books I read. | am 

afraid my answer will pot be so instructive 
tas it ought to be, for f have sever followed 
any dehnite plan in reading; and it seer: 

me that no plan can be laid down that 
will be generally applicable. Ifa ma 
not fond joks, to him reading of 

e drudgery. I most sincerely commisc 
such a person, but | do not know how to help him. 
matt or a woman is fond of books he or she will natur 
eek the books that the mind and soul dema Of a possibly helpful character can be siders, 
it Only suggestions; and they will pr elpful 

4hout in proportion to the outsiders knowledge of the 
Mind and soul of 

Of course if ar Merature, if all h do well te try to 
eral agreement o 
has placed amor 
mind to be un 

the person to be helped 
ayone finds that. he reads serious 
is reading is frothy and tras! uild 

like books that the gen: 

never 
he we 

train himself ¢ 
( ated and sound-thinking perso 

Ibis as discreditable to t 
i mental effort as it is to the 

ody of a young man to be unfit for sustained p al 
effort, Let man or woman, young man or girl, read some 
800d author, say Gibbon til sined 
Mental effort brings power to enjoy 90ks worth en. 
hoying. “When this has been achiev man can soon 
{rust himself to pick out for himself the particular good “Oks which appeal to hint 

TH equatio 
asineating: and within cc 

in merely one of individua 
With the quality ¢ with the quality 

personal taste is as powerful 
rtain { limits the 

preference, having nothir 
ither of the book or of the reader's 

Hike apple ars, oranges, pineapples and pe: 
lilies Nanauas, alligator pours and prunes. The c i certainly not to my credit, although it is to my advan 
tage; and the second at least ¢ how moral turpi 
tude. times in the tr n exceedingly *orry could not learn to like bananas, ¢ sund-upe 

ow country in the old days, it was even more un 
ite not to like prunes; but I simply could not make Myself like either, and that was all there was to it 

In the « ay I read over and over again "Guy Man 
fering,” The Antiquary,” “Pendennis,” “ Vanity 
Our Mutual Friend,” and the “Pickwick Papers”; Whereas 1 make y weather of most parts of the 

gportunes of Nigel,” “ Esmond,” and the "Old Cu ty 
shap”-—to mention only books | have tried to read during the last month, [have no question that the latter three 
“oks are as good as the first six; doubtless f 
People they are better; but. Ido not like them, 

“sor bananas 
ie way 

; but not “King Le 
"Macbeth" and 

“Hamlet.” f kre 
I read and re-re 

r 
well that the latter are as aderful as the 

=I wouldn't venture to admit my #hortcomis 
regarding them if I couldn't proudly express my appreei 
= an of the other two! But At as well own 
P, at least to welf, 5, and read the 

I thorough 

vt this 
wh: 

fifids that 
ep a watch on t 

to brace 
E 

If he 

Misses much 
he had better mak ons he will be 
Olstoy is an it 

exceedingly w 
t is ar that 

Vulgar books do r by 
f books, « 

choose those whic 
ik HO such thin the “best five. 

ie 
feties, can be na 
tach better for m Probably not In all these 
Teadily be devi some given man, 

himself with a course 

uid be eliminate 

any entertainme 

pot library. 

ort than hali a dozen books would appe 

not mean permitting o 
of even simply worthle 
to read "Bel Ami 

he | nature, 
ugene Brietx or Henry 

does not care for “Anna Karenina,’ 
The Cossacks, 

Kreutzer Son 
up his 

wise there: 
or 

iser 
jious books fe 

1 
the pleasure 

It is no less clear that trivial and 
f fleet ore di bly be 

) on 4 limited number, and amor 
of which man can rea 

1 which each re 
wn particular nee 

ne hundred best boc 
h meet his 

isto 

5 of Hent books, one hundred to each 
med, all of reasonably equal merit and 

iy readers than any of the others; and 

xO 

As for a" fiv 
J, each of which at some given ti 
under certain cc tions, will be b 

evening is occu 

Kk; an 
autumn, 
ors 

unded & 
uthors in 

appetite at old maga 
of literature 

if one is worried by all 
n and events—during 

critical periods in administrative 
office, or at nat! 

or during 
tions 

E every one else | am apt to 
din streaks. If 1 get i 
any subject I read 

with it, am 

k the Great 
cription of the 
the unyielding 

courage and thrifty resourceful- 
ness of the iron-tempered king; 
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By Theodore Roosevelt 
1ER s IDENT OF THE UNITED ES 

who agree and those why 

deductions, there are sc a 

of reading. It is perhay 

amount 
the editor of 

le that follows 
man's reading 

JOURNAL. Howe 

ible brutality in the 
the suppression and 

of preaching 
his subject 
be fastrior 

showed a much 

ification of 
& practice 

truth gader the preten 
ed to Macaulay's « 

whorn it 
nize or ¢ 

: of morality, ar 
jon af the 

It 
been 

ride 
n infinitely greater appreciation 

truth than was shown by the loquacious 
ine of reticence 

sok up Waddington's “Guerre de Sept Ans"; | 
then Lread all 1 could about Gustavus Adolphus; and, 

rad ping everything but the military side, I got 
hold of quaint little old h Eugene of Savoy and 
Turenne, In similar {ashi study of and delight in 
Mah her afield, to read queer old voluine 

J the daring warrior-merchants of the 
well as I could, of Suffren 

t need to stud 
8 started me to re-read-~in 

XN AXKKEKEND 
enian Greek authors, After Ferrero 

a the ing as re the Latin authors, and 
spy ending.” then industriously read all kind xlern writers on 

¢ Milton’ the same period, finishing with ( # capital essay on 
¢ Seven Roman States Ibe ray brought me 

; back from Greek his ek literature, and thence 
not in { by a natural suggestic s of the Old Testament, 

t ungenlied, to and lay and the chansons de 
es, to Beowulf an t Japanese hero ri 

tale, the story of the f 4 

s too often to haye him suggest 
ut Lam exceedingly glad that ff 

show what a hunter- 
to the ability | 

turer, can do for 
rom Sheldon [turned = 
began to wander afar, 

2 wr 
observer @ 

wilderr 
ward White, and the 

, ard's “Voice From the Congo,” and Mg % 
4 writings, and Hudson's “El Ombu," and Cun 

am Grahame’s sketches of South America, Are- 
slist led me to Burke, to Trevelyan 

w volution, to Lecky; and | 
Malthus and Adam Smith and Lord 

t to my own contemporaries, to Ros 2 

ire, having > with his e 
af econon kwilloften ff 

nother, so that one finds one has unconsciously fol 
gular ¢ eading. Once I traveled stea 9 

lontaigne Addison, Swift, Steele, Lambs. 

to Devour & Literary Prune When This Photogsaph Was Taken Mr. Roosevelt Had 



Why I Am Myself at 80 

By James Cardinal Gibbons 
AUTHOR OF "AS | SEE THE WAY OUT OF DIVORCE 

SHORT time ago two prominent railroad presic 
died on the very same day, I think. ‘Th 

£ XL old men, nor invalids, Indeed, their pa 
he nature of a surprise and arshock 
hat they were vietins of hard work. 
My own opinion is that no one ever died fr 

Indeed, I venture to say out of iny experience 
is good for a man, 

ve attained the ripe age of eighty years, and I have 
scarcely passed an idle moment in all that time. My libors 
have not been light either—far from it. And I feel today 
that Lam still capable of doing my work, if not with the dash 
and zest of former daysyat least in a creditable way, 

And now, before enumerating the ¢ that in 
ment have contributed to my present healthy con 
should like to quote a pass espeare, which is 
be found in Act II, Scene ILL, of his incomparable comedy, 
“As You Like It.” Tts teuth was impressed upon me at an 
arly age, and my later experienc iven me No reasot 

to alter my opinion of 
Adam, the devoted serv 
aye of fourscore years: 

Though 1 took old, ye 
For in my youth I never did 
Hot and rebellious Tiquors in 
Nor did not with unbasbsful fo 
‘Tho meana of weakness and debility; 
Therefore my age is as a lusty winter, 
Frosty, but kindly, Let me go with you. 

J/ITH the above-mentioned Adam, I believe firmly that 
the critical time of life for the making or marring ¢ 

sound constitution is the period of youth, The seeds of we 
ness are sown in the system then: by inegu of life, p 
ticularly in the hours allotted for sleep and rest; by excess in 
cating and drinking; by grosser exc mr in forbidden ple 

And as | have been 
health from which 

ures; and by lack of proper exerci 
asked to tell what have been the rules 
T have never swerved from 
my youth, I answer at onc 

t 
tion 
exe 

All during my life 
Wst exe 

ut 
fr 

fly, but every ¢ 

imate th 
2 no long 

that it 
moderate an 

Exercise th 
e for the 

t years, 
1 take this 

uw the 
sty, b 

stron 
t Keine 

,and with lack 
ution a 

lily and ¢ 
the me 

her or 
againat si 

indful, is the 
ed by ample 
to adorn it, 

rest 
treng 

By John Burroughs 

Regularity of life: moderation ———_—_—_ 
ting and drinking; exer» — p// 

* proper to my age and pro: 
fession; avoidance of worry; || 
and an ever-abiding trust in 
Gad's providence, 

I have always be i 
cious in the matte AUTHOR OF 
“Karly to bed” is. the wisest | 
of all saws for him who has 1 M in better health and more able todo my work 
worktodoandambitiontodo — {} I: seventy-seven than I wats at forty-seven, or at 
ie well,. It has been my con- fifty-seven. I have produced more manuscripts 
stant aim to be in bed eight 1 uring the last three years th g any other 
hours. And even if I did not three and of a kind that has made 
always sleep the full eight unusual inte 
hours [obtained much-needed Old Age F 
rest. I never fretfully quar- | many ways, better to live with than Yout 
reled with Morpheus if he |} he leaves you more at your ease; you are in the 
refused to close my eyes at calmer waters; the fret and fever of life have greatly 
‘Once of opened then too soon. abated, - Old Age brings the philosophical mind; b 

‘pli self to the full " per, wider 0 upon life; he brings 
the same, I ance and charity and good will 
take to walk I seem to be no nearer er dregs that are 

about or read, as some do |} supposed to be at the bottom of the cup of life at 
hey do not fall asteep at 
A good day's wark, as 

rd af 

when 
once, 
a rule, will win the 
long and refreshing 

never abused the 
guarded it as 

ADVISE all young people 
toseekenough sleep. Regu- 

larity in that respect will in- 
sure a long and efficient li 
It may mean the sacrifice of 
many pleasant,sociable hours, 
but it will fit chem for more 
useful and beneficial work for 
others, Shakespeare again 
stamps his wise approval on 
these reflections when be says: 

add 
thirty years 

usual hour in the 
throbbing headac 
out the coffee and » 
adull, ta 
Ni 
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By Kate Douglas Wiggin 
AUTHOR OF “REBECCA OF SUNNYBROOK FARM.” ETC. 

ILLUSTRATIONS BY JOHN WOLCOTT ADAMS 

THEN 1 wasa little girl! I have said before and very 
likely shall say again (since iteration, | have beard, 
* neXt fo inspiration) that these six words are per- 

haps the ost charmdeg in the language. If you have any 
doubt of if eloquence experiment with them upon any 
Pvc ol chikicen, bepeoer inamceptinde or viiieriplined: 
and observe their almost hypnotic effect. Breathed even to 
yourself in some quiet moment they have a like influence, 
sending your thought back to some fragrant memory-garden, 
some hidden corner of the “fittle past,” where you relive the 
carefree, eager, impetuous, poignant hours when self was 
first. beginning to be conscious of self and all you have since 
hecame was in the glowing bud. 

My ly memories seem to me to be all too few in num- 
her, much too blurred and ill-defined to put in words. They 
hegin in a great green space with sl of many trees, a 
space of winding paths and grassy lawns and groups of chil- 
dren, that T now know to have been Independence Square 
in Philadelphia. This vision has no companions for a tong 
time and its successor has its background in a New England 

It is the picture of a night of childish terror during 
in a dream following indiscreet consumption of fruit 

cake, I beheld a tall, very black negro entering my bedroom, 
crossing the floor, stealthily opening the closet door, stoop” 
ing to pick up my new, my precious, my neverworn rubber 
boots, and bearing them away before [ could utter the shrieks 
that brought help to my bedside, 

Another milestone in this epoch is my first spanking, and a 
timid and sentimental effort it was, as was just, perhaps, for 
my offense was merely against the conventions. The kind 
rector of the Episcopal church had come to bring me a pres- 
ent and I was summoned to the parlor to receive it. The 
gift, when taken from its wrappings and disclosed to my eager 
gaze, proved to be a prayer book, and as I took it I remarked 
indiscreetly and ungratefully: "Thank you ever so much, 
Mr. F., but I do wish you given me almost anythi 
else!" The rector departed in a few minutes and thereypon 
wis practically (though feebly) introduced to the necessity 
of concealing one’s own feelings if, thereby, one can avoid 
hurting the feelings of somebody else, 

‘There is. also a very vague and evasive met y ofa “dame 
school" where I see myself sitting on a low bench in the com: 
pany of three or four other children with brief legs and long 
pantalettes, This is undoubtedly the first educational expert~ 
ment to which I was subjected, and the dead-and-gone dame 
who conducted it ‘would doubtlees turn in her grave if she 
knew that I recall only the bench and nothing of the knowt- 
edge for the imbibing of which it was really sat upon, 

CTRES gap cccurs here; it may have been only weeks 
and it may have been months, but real life, conscious, 

coherent, continuous, begins with me when I see myself driv- 
ing from the New England city to a village sixteen miles dis- 
tant. A huge, heavy, dignified carryall, two horses, a rough 
and dusty, rather hilly road, my father and I on the front 
seat, my mother and the smaller sister behind, and existence, 
during every moment of the marvelous journey, growing 
more thrilling, more enthralling. Were we not going to the 
country “for and all," casting off the life of the great 
metropalis of land as the nautilus flings aside its out- 
grown shell? We were going to live in the country forever 
and ever, and the house was on the bank of a swift-flowing 
river! Gh, horses, gallop your was little 
Arabian stock in the State of Maine, and a jog-trot was the 
customary gait!) Gallop your fastest, horses, for the 
child is knowing the joys of anticipation for the first time, 
and real life is without a shadow of a doubt at the ead of this 
epoch-making drive! , 

1 was about six, and the small sister on the back seat three, 
‘but I seem never to have observed her before this red-letter 
day. As to her first aj nce on this planet, her reception 
bby a grateful family circle, her infant graces, or any wonder 
on my, part at having a sister at all, remembrance fails! 
can atone for this unsentimental blindness und deafness only 
by saying that after I once succeeded in observing her she 
looms very in all later memory pictures. 

‘The carryall arrived in due course of time, and as it was 
late in a June afternoon there must have been supper and 
bed-going, but these episodes passed unnoted by my capri- 
clous brain, It took cognizance only of the awakening next 
morning in an unfamiliar upper chamber. The features of 
no other room in all the universe are so well remembered, 
and the picture of no other single moment is so fresh, eo 
ones Seiad Os er eee te eee 

The room had slanting walls that cozily shut out all fear 
and hay p hottie Biter pb gy It had yellow- 
painted furniture, a paper a brown ingriin 
carpet, When I opened my eyes to the summer sunshine and 
ran to the single window I looked out upon a Porter apple 
tree Jaden with just-set fruit, some white Brahma cocks and 
hens clustering near the door of a shed, a girl scraping some~ 
thing mi and delicious fi a ti and the 
prunly Seok: pind dove atl fomase Ue herruecmnand, spuaed 

gaze of Brent, a black, wavy-haired dog—the rather foolish, 
addle-headed, irresponsible, lovable dog who became a fast 
friend within twenty-four hours, 

The back wheels of the carryall, observed through the 
open barn doors, assured me that all [saw was real—although 
the universe had an air of having been made to order espe- 
cially for my delectation—and f realized gratefully that I 
was a human being with joyous opportunities of sharing the 
life around me. 1 fait that i was going to sleep forever in the 
yellow-painted bedstead and look forever on the apple tree, 
probably also that 1 was destined to join in the intoxicating 
occupation of scraping food from the tin pan and feeding 
the white flock, for | was a born “participator” and I fear 
that from the beginning nothing ever transpired in my 
immediate vicinity in which | did not long to take a hand. 

‘AVING been in this village once before, I remembered 
that I knew a little girl up the hill and across the fields; a 

gay; gallant, wonderful little girl with an appetite for adven- 
ture. Accordingly I dressed hurriedly, slipped downstairs 
and made my way through the grass “over to Annie’s.”” The 
attire of children in those Dark Ages was so simple that any 
chit past babyhood could dress herself without aid. Under- 
Plothtings wan lookhd pia meraly es. covacting for tisk bods) 
the shape of the child when covered being a matter of com- 
plete unimportance. In fact the question of shape did not 
concern our elders very much, I fancy, The drawing on of 
white cotton stocki: presented no difficulties, though the 
k dog henge e boots was an art that had to be, and 
was, at a very early age, long before it appeared as 
one of the features of the Montessori system. The one-piece 
frock of gingham or calico sly over your head easily, and 
then, if you were moderately clever and sclf-helpfuk, you 
could squirm and wriggle about until you had pushed the 
half-dozen pearl buttons into the companion buttonholes 
that closed your waist in the back. 

L your hair were long you braided it in a pigtail, and if it 
were short you brushed it back under a round comb and 
regarded your shiny Websterian 
brow without any compunctions, 
Moreover nothing had to be done 
to your clothes when they were 
once made, save to take out 
tucks and let down hems of skirts 
according to the stretching and 
lengthening of your infant legs: 

all this greatly simplified life, 
as you can well imagine. 

‘be charmn of that first walk in 
the early ing is still potent. 
T can still see the budding daisies 
and buttercups, feel the dew on 
my ankles, bear the birds singing 
in the leafy elms, sniff the fra~ 

nce of the pine woods near at 
ind, The world seemed so fresh, 

#0 new, 80 ready to be lived in, 
and, though so big and untried, so 
kind, so sympathetic, so helpful ! 

C= can get used, I suppose, 
even to such divine things as 

June mornings, dew-drenched 
daisies smiling in the sun, blue 
skies and song of birds—though 
the lover of beauty would never 
tire of them——but to the child the 
newness of it all comes with a 
passionate intensity of joy; a 
“first, fine, careless rapture that 
indeed can never be quite recap- 

mae edi cosy hough 50 simpl res were many, t oo 
the Tale girl of today might think them woefully dull. We 
Pres pape dole eens and jackstones, we “tiltered,”” 
we Ie from “stickings” and “‘cut-rounds,” and 
ve pasties with dishes made of broken china, We pulled 

fain ‘tom the horse's tail and put them in the brook to grow 
intosnakes, which, to our surprise and regret, never did; 
we waded in the riverand ran toand froon the rafted logs; we 
fished for “ shiners”; we made cakes of rose leaves and 
sugar, folded them in paper and buried them in the earth for 
a week, when we dug them up with great ceremony and ate 
them with much li ing; we snowhalled, and coasted 
down hill; we snow ice cream, not realizing that later 
generations would pronounce the uct crowded with 
poisonous microbes; we gathered flowers at sea 
son of the year, and we read books, books, books: fore 

Bier ales the" Hortand Transcript Harper Bisel able; also the “ Port ‘ranseript,” “* ‘5 oS 
and “Littell’s Living Age,” Taichtully and passionately, No 
books were too old for us! fe Nocaher, tog ison 
Cruwe," “The Lamplighter," “Scottish Chiefs," “Thaddeus 
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of Warsaw," “The Minister's Wooing,” “Uncle Tom's 
Cabin" and such, but Thackeray, Dickens, Scott, Shakespeare 
and the Bible. 

| the unconscious misery, the dullness, the loneliness 
of the child who does not care for reading! No one pretends 
that the book is the only open sesame to knowledge, for We 
learn a thousand things by other means: by first-hand obser 
vation, by the cares and responsibilities of existence, througlt 
skill in handicraft, through creative work of any sort; bet 
the book, the dear, enlivening, enchanting, stimulating, 
informing, uplifting book, is the most faithful of all allie’ 
and, after human friendship, the chief solace as well as the 
most inspiring influence in life. 

S TO our plays, there was a sxwmill on the brink of ouf 
river and groups of board piles near the bridge. One | 

board could always be taken from the top and laid across 4 
block to form a seesaw; and overhanging boards, reachin® 
out from the pile, Jeft mysterious caves and shelters here 
and there, into which we could creep and "pretend" many 
things. Sometimes we were hiding from Indians; sometime? 
we were distressed Princesses awaiting a romantic and chive 
alrous rescue! or, our husbands being away, clearing the 
land, we were secreting ourselves from the wolves that sat 
rounded our log cabin, The board piles afforded the best 
possible place for playing "hide and coop," and also unparal> 
leled opportunities for falling and scraping one's infant shins 
“Annie” was the most adventurous of our number, 
unspoken motto being "Excelsior," herskull being apparently’ 
inadeal unbreakable material, and ber arms and legs of Encl 
rubber, I was always panting at her heels though newt 
quite achieving her heights, one perennial obstacle in my 

th of progress being the all-too-frequent presence of 
Erna Sister. The Small Sister iat heat but in no way 
elephantine; her feet, while neat and pretty, were bed 
enough to bear the weight of her body, yet she was hopete: ly 
unsteady in ber movements. Clad irreproachably in cheat! 
buff or blue calico she tag ged behind us on the country road: 
puting and blowing, and shrieking: “ Woet for me! J cast 

pup!” If there were a puddle anywhere within reach jt 
exercised a magnetic attraction for her; she tried tremblingly 
to skirt it unscathed, but always hovered cotteringly on it* 
brink and then st down in it. 

As to our childish duties and cares, they were as many and 
as diverse (thank Heaven) as our plays and pleasures. We 
“helped” in everything, and divi the responsibilities of 
the household as if we belonged to the wor 
of being the children of a well-to-do physician. There wa 
one man and one maid of all work, but ea i 
responsibilities. That we took care of ourselves goes without 
saying, but wedid much more than that, regularly and faith 
fully. When I was nine or ten I had music ns for a year 
or two With a maiden lady who herself had been privilege’ 
to study in Boston for 7 fi solid months, and whe wa? 
looked upon in our litte community as an artist of the first 
raok. Practicing and studying (we had lessuns at home, 
chiefly) formed a part of every day's program, but house 
tasks were many And seemed to be so vital a part of the be 
business of life that we accepted them joyfully and without 
question. 

I ONCE kept a journal when I had attained the ripe age 
ten oreleven summers, 1 set dows in a mottled cot 

Vlank book daily, fora portion of one season, all the doiak® 
of my life ina small New England hamlet, There is not 4 
trace of literary talent in this childish effort, T am ashamed 
tosay. Iwas, in reality, a creature of dreams and fancies. % 
ardent enthusiasms and unflagging energies, but the idea & 
a journal, in my mind, seems to have been a rigid ree 
of the day's activities, The getting up in the morning, tlie 
pine downstairs, the preparations for breakfast, the ever 

ing “going for the milk” (in the temporary absence 
a cow {rot our family possessions) —these completely crowd 
out any reflections or imaginings that may have flirted 
through my mind. 
The old volume lies before me as I_write, and with the 

reading of every page “airs from the Eden of youth awake 
and stir in the oul.” Tp is 
innocent, humdrum little huind® 
document, chiefly interesting 
a chronicle of a child's life in? 
Maine village more than fort 
years ago. 
The old family house a <hoft 

distance up the maple-ahaded 
street looms large in the chro 
dle, for two grandmothers lived 
there, and there was much viel” 
ing to and fro, Every meal “at 
Grandma's" is. described with 
smuch particularity inthe journal 
and my offices in 1 it 
fashioned kitchen, with Grandai® 
at the helm, seem to have 
matters of enormous pride, nott? 
say self-glorification, Nothink 
was extenuated and 1 belie} 
“naught set down in mabict 
but the regularity with whi 
pounded beefsteak with a 
pic-plate before it was 
seems to show that the meat 
that period was not so tender 4 
might have been desired. 
< Here is one extract showing 
wisy day and apparently fore 

ing, not a future authiol sl 
bat a cook: 

{pon looking out of my windit } 
this morning T found it was raining 
torrents. I was very much fi 

i rp go to the Center and ie 
ib and two more bens. Alter breakfast I fed my hens. 

seemed so cold and hangry that I took hay and st 
Tittle holes, and then took a nice clean board and ut itin a place whee 
the wied dida't blow, and put their food and drink on it. 
petal adigs eb Lowi ye Then helped Mi 

e the beds, then wrote my journal for yesterday, 
practiced ell dinnertioe: < 

Twent to see if there were any exes, but there way 
aay, a0 1 weat i then, went upsaitn, brushed ry halt, 
face and went downstairs, and worked on my nightgown-case. 

By that time it was ive o'clock, time for me tomsake the milk 

ig class inst 

= HE 

en ot 

for supper. 1 put the snifk in the frying-pan, and thes mixed 
i and put that in with a large puece of butter, Nora Co 
ecm hppa tan sere pes her rage it in the stra 
butter sind let i soak a yood while til it was solt, a ‘oid 
inthe dish. Afterward 1 poured the rest af the milk over the 
T guess it was real nice, but you can't zave butter, for if you 40 
a et st 

ice sopper ‘other played for Father and me to dance by, 
thea I for Father and ‘We sang a little while, then 
to bed; had 2 dance in our nightgowns first. 

CONCLUDED ON PAGE 14 



nisleading article of furniture. No unenlightened 
erver could possibly suspect it af concealing the treas 
that it incloses. It presents to the eye the exterior Sod bearing of a piece of ancientry in sh oak, i 

“arkened by centuries, and its carvings so primitive « 
‘guest that they were done with the simplest of tools in the Most untrained of hands, It is a cupboard or cabinet sug 
Resting the Jacobean period, and possibly began life in some 
old manor house or yeoman's chief living-room betwee 
threeand fourhundred yearsago, Idiscovered i 

lage in Kent, and it found its place in a 
: was known—and much beloved—as the Red Room 
4a large country house. 
ne here it lived—doubtless enjoying, when no one was in 

Toom, much enriching intercourse with the other pieces 
Of equally old or even older furniture, Chairs which hay 
dee sat upon, tables which have been feasted upos 
which have guarded the possessions intrusted to them by 
Ps ple wearing the changing costumes and liv 5 ‘a the changing customs and mental attitudes of slow-mov 
FPnturies, must have much to relate to each other during th 
ios Mights when the lights are out, the red fire dying, a 
the human things asleep in far-off rooms. To steal back an 
ten from the remoteness of a dark corner w “hile. But in some mysterious way one’s presenc 
envey itself to the air and the talking would cease 
uylttiad been part of the wide spaces and quaint comfort of 
the Red Roomt for some months when it made a suggestion to 
Me. Up to that tine it had been very quiet and unassuming 
And was known only as the Jacobean Cabi 
th Tobe entirely frank with self is to discover frequently 

hat behind one's most picturesquely benign deeds lurks a 
Wet ification of a perhaps unacknowledged desire. 

hen amiable friends say to me: “How kind it was of 
You—how thoughtlul—how considerate to have thought of 

« Toy Cupboard,” frequently 
ply: "No, it was none of th 

8 

My ‘Toy Cupboard 
By Frances Hodgson Burnett 

AUTHOR OF LITTLE LORD FAUNTLEROY, HE SHUTTLE, 

family; a tiny and perfectly attired nursery-maid wheeling a 
tiny white and blue perambulator, with a baby just the right 

a bath fitted up most satisfactorily with another 
of pink soap, a spo: on a rack; 

ally all Vhen I 
od into th tion of 

“Where “If one buys half a 
toyshop an 

Perhaps the Ja 
that al d 

ightly bared 
d somet do. Tt looked 
“Give them to me. I'll take 

‘The lower part of it, when 
1 

place for them 
pened, revealed two substantial 

opened the doors an town. I to 
ful thing after another and set them in 

tle scene, and while I did s0 the m 
di my case for 

der, arranging a 
st satisfactory and 

"YVHEN children are brought to see one, murmured as 
I set the table for the Japanese famil 

pected to sit perfectly still and behave beautifully while their 
Jers and betters amuse themselves with gossiping in their 

ridiculous, grown-up L arranged the tiny 
and saucers and teapot with deliberation and skill. The poor 
little things have nothing to do and are bared to death. Th 
unfairness and lack of consideration in grown-up people a 
really revolting. How should we behave if we were invited 

out of the conversation? Per- to a place and shut entin 
sonally I should behave disgracefully, Why not have things 
in one’s house for the poor little lambs to play with? From 
his time forward | shall always keep a Toy Cupboard— 
nd this shall be it. The b 

mature in years wh 
k of perception shown by the 
dren are concerned should be 

Tam quite convinced, 

ETc, 

soft yellow hair and large dark eyes with Jong lashes. Her 
end was sad. She was dropped by a fairylike lictle person 
who tried to carry her, and, as she was about her awn size, 
found her tao heavy—whereupon Lady Rosemary fell upon 

e loot and perished of severe concussion of the brain which 
divided her head in two pieces; and the unearthly repro 
of the two large eyes which gazed up at me from the half 
which they remained almost caused me to burst into tears 
She has sinice been replaced by another lovely creature whase 
hair is darke and whose name is Lady Annabel. 

HE lower part of the Toy Cupboard became too crowded! 
and the small upper cupboard was gradually filled. 

When it was brought, four years ago, to Long Island 
everything it contained was distributed to enraptured rec 
ients in Kent. Then came the inspiration of dividing t 
two shelves into four, papering theit walls and furnishing 
them luxuriously as rooms. The lower half became a Dolls’ 
House, It contains a drawing-room bung with pale green 
brocade, « combined, nursery and bedroom with chintz on 
the walls, a dining-room of massive, leather-upholstercd 
furniture, and a kitchen replete with luxury and modern 
convenience. 

In the drawing-room ladie are always either playing on 
the piano or writing invitations at the desk with the tele- 
phone on it, or pouring out tea for visitors. 

In the dining-room various members of the family are 
always dining, the footman is always serving them from the 
sideboard, a parlor maid in a white cap and apron is per 
petually handing things to some one who won't take them, 
the callie dog stands waiting to be fed by the grandpapa, who 
never feeds him, and the table is spread with the richest 
yiands and rarest hothouse fruits (done in plaster of Paris), 
the jointsand gravies highly browned and glazed, the oranges 
and grapes relatively the si cannon balls, No one ever 

cats anything, so the housekeep- 
ing bills are small, 

Tn the nursery children of elif 
Myself, that the idea was merely 
AA excuse to satisfy my own "nholy passion for toys.” ‘Then 
bey laugh and I laugh, but 

nore truth in the sta 

ly shared 
¥many women. Itis probably 

past of the instinct which impels 
a to look interestedly at 

alls, to pick them up with a 
Partie ular movement and hold 

i for a moment with a par 
ular expression while they 

Prvbend to laugh, 
i To look into the ow of a 
Syshop today is to see spread 
belore ‘one the realization of all 

n of a childhood 
When imagination was called 
pina to supply everything but a 
totally inadequate doll with saw- ust legs and arms and tightly 
Btted, “staring and unkuman 

rs. It was necessary in those 
am to say in wildly* eager 

ements “Oh! just suppose 
Aare were such B kanal as real 
ONS umbrellas, and dolls’ 

les and combe, and dolls! 
Hratlaces, and waterproof 
take and trun d 

dls!” — with gaspsof excited joy 
new impossible id 
ny well-supplied ¢ 

can find any artic 
being uses—made in 

My dolt's house has 
lesk with a telephone 
um-cleaner, acarpet 

Peeper, a footman in livery, a 
Perfectly good grandpapa and 

bilmamma, a litter of kittens 

day in 
[he one 
man 

4nd a collie dog, besides all the 
ler lnnecessaries. 

ferent sizes are continually ready 
for a walk or a perambulator ¢ 
bed, and a nurse never ceases 
giving a totally undressed baby 
4 bath (you can turn on a real 
shower if you pour water into a 
thing at the top, but it some- 
times wets the nursery-maid ane 
the carpet, and alwitys wets your 
clean frock, if you are six}, 

RATHER severe cook, with 
‘a bunch of keys.at her waist, 

Prepares banquets in the kitcher 
and inspects varieties of 
tables piled on a table in ne 
bowls and baskets. The cat 
at her feet and the kittens at 
abasket. She pays noatter 
whatever tothe vacuum-cle 
the carpet-sweeper, the | 
andthe wringer, which are 
ostentatiously grouped >" 
kitchen. This must * 
mere pride of pe 
one uses ther 
House is ner 
fall to my 
who is & gus 
which case she usually crops on 
her knees before the Toy Cup- 
board, sticks her little head in 
side and has a housecteaniny 
from which she emerges glowing 
and triumphant. 

There are small persons whose 
method is to tum things up. 
side down, putting the footman 
into bed with meashs in the 
nursery, and giving balls in the 
kitchen’at which the grandpapa 
seems expected to dance with 

Ke 

the cook; but the ajority, 
kneeling with large, excited eyes, 
in lovely flushed ‘silence oaly 
broken by delightful busy whis- 
pers, have parties or put things 
im order, 

to Skt I proceed with my story 
rap iapadly. 1 should first have 
{RPlained ‘how they reached 

Here, It was really the result of the sy 
“cobean Cabinet when it stood in the 

A Having, without « blush, confessed my passion, it is casy 
explain that I invariably stop and look into toyshop 
nlows wheresoever [ come upon them—whetber in Paris, 
fiere they are too deliriously beautiful for words; in 

ontidon: in little English, German or Italian country towns 
Me Villages; anywhere and also every ec. 1 plant myself 
Mashamediy before them and disregard all clsc. 

Tre day before the Jacobean Cabinet revealed its true 
a, Sharacter to me I was walking through a village and saw 
{Atul shop whowe window presented objects before whic 
ignited transfixed, ‘There were a small Japanese tea-table 
tat six small chairs made of bamboo. On the table war a 
hae, japanese tea-set of green ware, the teapot with a wicker 
eine, “And around the tea sat ‘a small Japanese family 
Omposed of a mamma, a papa and three unextinguishably 

shatttiful Japanese babies, all in dazzling kimonos, and with 
1 wet heads, except the mamma, who wore fans in her hair, 

{88 impossible to resist and pass them by. 
T will go in and buy them,” I said in that sneakingly 

fPevious manner in which we always make plausible excuses 
Tour weaknesses. “I can give them to some child.” 

ty tle unadorned truth was that did not want to give them 
so peomechild.” Twanted them for myself because they were 

nan and deticious and tiny and quaint, and that part of 
Teese whose childhood belonged to the period when 
Jor ection in doll-land had not yet been achieved had never 
: been satisfied, 

the, Cittered the shop, and, finding an enchanting old human 
her like a sort of fairy godmother—I went “ nrust"’ into 

back room and bought a dozen things: the Japanese 

“Mit Would Not Seem Uneeling | Would Buy a New or Improved —Grandpapa” 

corrected.” I summed up the situation with that clearness 
of the process of ratiocination for which I have always been 
© remarkable in my own well-founded opinion. 

The piece of English ancientry was no longer, after 
most proper conclusion, known as the Jacobean Cabine 
but was boldly called the Toy Cupboard. ‘With an admirable 
and elevating object in view I bought every toy which allured 
me, girls’ toys. and boys’ toys. In the girls’ toys I confess 1 
find the greater lure, but with a fine spirit I sternly remem: 
bered the claims of guns, swords, soldiers and sailors, when 
dinner service and drawing-room suites upholstered in blue 
satin were in danger of causing me to forget all else—par- 
ticularly when they were accompanied by every luxury and 
convenience a modern dolls’ housekeeper could desire. The 
two shelves of the Toy Cupboard were of both masculine and 
feminine genders, The upper shelf was devoted to suck arti- 
cles as the stalwart male would regard with scorn, the lower 
sbelf was heaped with the things no self-respecting young 
female has interest in, But each sex found entertainment. 

Bor of all sizes, shapes, colors and previous conditions 
of servitude there were. Dolls bought in Paris and 

Tenterden, in Amsterdam and Bushey, in the valley of 
Cortina, in London, and in New York. They were of unas- 
sorted sizes. The leading lady was large enough to be taken 
to Tenterden vi . fitted with ready-made winter dresses 
and coats in the children’s department of the chief village 
shop, and find them none too large; the smallest gentleman 
was two inches high, and was bought dressed in a perfect 
Tyrolean costume in Cortina. 

The leading lady's name was Lady Rosemary Leveson 
Gower, because she was oddly like a portrait of the then very 
little girl daughter of the Duchess of Sutherland. She had 

(Page 12) 

When small loves are brought 
to see me and I observe a certain 
look of great fortitude, which 

really means, “What he name of le bon Dien is a person 
to do, after being polite, until it is time to go?" I take the 
nearest hand unceremoniously and say: "You come over 
here and let us look inside the Toy Cupboard.” And when 
we stand before the unpromising piece of furniture, whose 
exterior conceals so severely the fact that it is anything 
more than a Jacobean Cabinet, I throw wide open the primi- 
tively carved doors, turn on a swinging electric light and 
reveal the ecstatic truth. The little gasps 1 have heard at 
such times, the involuntary chuckles, the expresive gurgles 
without words, have always expressed exactly what I wished 
them to express—that boredom is no longer to be feared 
even in the society of persons of exaggerated size who laugh 
at incomprehensible jokes and speak an unknown tongue. 

HAVE built houses and furnished them, 1 have made 
gardens in various countries and reveled in them, | have 

written quite a number of things, but I do not think that 
anything I have done has been moreamusing and satisfactory 
than the Toy Cupboard. 

1am pleased to add that it requires entirely ref 
and that before me lies the opportunity of buying a number 
of articles I have not bought before. ‘If it would not seem 
unfegling I would buy a new or improved—grandpapa, The 
one 1 have rejoiced in for three years has a most satisf y 
and benevolent bald head, but there is an inadequac: 
matter of legs which causes him at times to fall off 
when be is at the dining-table. The finish of domestic cle- 
gance is impaired by a grandpapa who at any moment may, 
without warning, fall from his seat on a collie dog who might 
be annoyed and bite him. Still, one’s better feelings cause 
one to realize that it would not be easy to depose an almost 
perfectly good grandpapa without wounding him deeply. 
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problems 

ent Owner, 

woman fn 
n skill, for Arm 

country’s h 

splendidly a diplomat may be equipped, his influence depend® 
largely upon his social position, which his wife defines 
diplomat learns through gossip not a little of what is going 
on, Naturally his wife or the women of his houschold hear a® 
much gossip as he does, if not more. I discretion be that of 

id she keeps What she hears for ber hustand's eat® 
is may be service to his government beyond peice 

[ IS generally conceded that no ot 
history did so much, by her up 

the most critical times af oui 5 
Adams, wife of John Adams, second President of the Uni 
States, and mother of the sixth President of the United States, 
John Quincy Adams, George Washington and Thomas Jefferson 
both recognized in her the most remarkable woman of her day. To 
her, Washington frequently, and her husband always, li 
and it may be truly said was the woman who 
made America fam nt to London as 
the wife of nental Cong 
at the Cour jy after the war with 
Kngland—the King and Queen of England hated everything 
American; the English took pains to snub everybody who was sians are not ave 
an American, ‘To this post John Adams and his gifted wife English Court 

and the story of her diplomacy and tact at this Channel with 
unfriendly Court is one of the most interesting in the histo 
of achievern American women. 

Tie Eprroxs or Tae Lapres’ # 

OR eight years, as wife of the first Vice-President of the 
F: nited States, Abigail Ada red with Martha 

Washington the social lead e infant Republic 
en the diplomats of E {at New York presenting a fai 

id Philadelphia, Wh f uccveded George pounds sterling in my inevit I: 
vshington #2 Preaklent it was here to maintain aod pop- and Mrs. Adams, in today's parlance, dit not mis 

ize the social precedents Washington bad established id not lessen trick. At thegreat and notable balls atthe French 
was virtually the First Lady of the White House, since 1) red that a Court dress was af no use elses Embassies se cut no small figure. With all the enforced 

rs Ww the sa gown could amy agitinst whose pricks she ever pr ae: her bal 
ion at Washington. the same season. gowns, visualized through more than a century's changitle 
he highest social positions of democracy she brought s I can possibly wear it with fashion, still “sound and smell rich.” And the gusto witht 
wisdom of varied foreign experience, especially that n to the dre juced which she entered into their description proclaims the "eter 

h country she went in 1783 as wife ighbor: nal feminine" of this woman, who during four years of the 
i she wr er the ordeal, Revolution was an obscure farmer, cultivating hand, discuss 

there being in those days no wi society column ing weather and crops, reporting current market prices at 
to chronicle the presentatic s first woman dig tes of exchange, and directing nd making up inv ices, 

Ja white listering gown In the interest of international peace Abigail Adams was 
th white er stened with nothing if not catholic. She never presumed to impose her 

ce over anenormous hoop. The standards upon an alien world, but adroitly adapted them t? 
da half var m waist to otrary to schoolbook texts, more ¢ 

nof the uncompromising Puritan wae 
an at the Court of St, James, She 

‘or money; butif, for instances 
in a game was a source of 

embarrassment she yielded, if not always graciously, 
At the Swedish Minister's, for example, she protested 

against a half guinea apiece as too high a stake, She knew 

ntion shown other M 

re is no presentation in Europe | 
she sed, But presen 

eQ 
ISCRETION 
the soc 

ide, the chief asset of a diptomat's wife is 
I quality, The wife w inderfond of society 

ripple her husband's effickency no less seriously that 
who is overiond of gossip, | Abigail Adams was ths 

happy medium. This quality, allied to a seemingly all- 
comprehending understanding, quicke Be hy a.“ wish to se 
this European workd in all its { that I can with decency," 

! fitted her f hievemont fittle short of those wonderful 
Frenchwomen who tad her admiration in her reading. 

2 wrote to Secret Jay, “that “The Court ladies are very plain, ill-shaped and ugly, but 
1 Paris a fine new fy-made, for don't tell anybody I said #9, was her discreet epistolary 
tte for everybody who goes to Court to warning, kept for more than half a century; otherwise how 

very rich ones; and my family must futile woukd have been the diplomacy of Jolin Adams! 
, you will not th te strained conditions intensified, litthe of Court ¢ 
n you consider th ped Mri. Adams—always to the clarification of 

rents of avers tical situation at home, Ten foreign Ministers hat 
h them in London. Society was far fron 

w 
n to be seen in a state 

«,” and of the sartorial obligat 
ad been t yet sbe cromed the En 

wut @ single Paris gown, She hade 
ohn Adams po leas than ii 

we 

aily 

ny rte 

s, This, it is w 
igton established the An 
Sed it despite Jefferson 

waste of money” to court 
tvegs ttle When the Adamses knocked at the Court of 
St. James our war with Great Britain was scarcely over. The 
King and Queen of England hated everything American 
The English people took the 
spared no pains to snub Americans. Into this maelstrom of manner of m: 
hatred John Adams and his gifted wife went in the interest a very dressy cap with k 
of international peace and commercial equity blond lace handkerch 

How Abigail Adams, daughter of a long line of New and necklace of same. 
England clergymen— product of a time when it was “fash- And well satished was she with the 
ionable to ridicule female learning, andy husbands were many at the Queen's presentation her partner, ati old experienced player, had designed to wil 
ibsolutely indifferent to the cultivation of the female |, but none neater or more elegant and Mrs, Adams expected to lose. “Too high,” she said 
mind" —met the situation and sustained the dignity of the But more than dress or its cost was her mental apprehen- Nevertheless, she paid the half « guinea; also paid for the 
Embassy at the unfriendly Court, merica's enduring sion. On every hand she had already found that E cards, which was the custom, when she had won four games 
credit and Abigail's lasting fame, is unparalleled had only contempt for us. Com: Hy we were still Eng- With her winnings in her purse she wrote in her diary wil 

ipl 
American wor 

did not approve of c 
she saw that a rel 

1 carried 
cue from King and Court and % he Qu Altes 

diplomatic achievements of American women, land's dependent colonies. We bad not yet adopted a goc the sweeping deduction of the discriminating moralist: "Sach 
It was in July, 1784, that Abigail Adams left Boston, form of government. It was doubtful whether our liberty a lot of gamblers as are these ladies! Such a life they k mw) 

her daughter Abby, a maid and a man servant, for England, would be a blessing or a curse, To England's thinking, we “Dining,” said Lord Palmerston, “is the soul of diplo- 
The voyage was far from the luxury of modern ocean transit an “upstart” nation, macy"; and Mn Adams's «nticipation of Victoria's Prime 
The sailing vessel Active, in which the passage was 1 in d, Abigail Ada: Minteter is in her clever explanation of the weekly and sixty 
thirty days, was a literal churn! Abigail's housewifely so 
ftet ten diys of scasickness, revolted at the vessel's filth. polities. Thi 
So she organized the crew into a “white-wings” brigade, husband's 
and the vessel underwent such a New England scrubbing that ereigns, st 
in a “few hours you would have thought yourself in a differ- Removing her ri 
ent ship.” And, seasick as she was, Abigail had ber rew kiss that “red-faced ” Ge 
"The gentlemen thanked me for it!" she wrote. id you tak 

she found a “personable man, 
ris, and eight iro mths in that capital “No, sire," replied the American v 

guinea dinners at Grosvenor Square: “More is to be pet 
formed by way of negotiation through a dinner than in madly 

us conversations.” Az she stood before England's s0v 
alive to every lesue 

V much her une 
solitics contrity 

anding of American and Europeat 
d to the clarification of her Englist 

on of the independent Colontst® 
+ how much John Adams depended upon her tact, at 

to set it forth persuasively finds substantiation HE went direct to P an, poiling to tell 
preceded her presentation to the English Court. Fresh him that, as she had spent the entire morning preparing to inthe repe rges brought against Adams by his enernic® 

from the harrowing suspense and economies of the American wait upon him, she had had ne during the eight years of public life that followed his retut 
Revolution she went to h z at Auteuil, in a bows The Queen, also “red-faced,” was vis to America, His most drastic moves,” they declared, “art 
of forty beds. ‘This suburb was four miles from Paris, and and Mrs. Adams confessed tc ole feelings" ¢ inspiration, of bis wife, who exercises over him a 

trollable influence.” 
But with all her cleverness in catching and assimilatity 

one mile from Passy, where Benjamin Franklin lived 
tyle which John Adams dubbed " 

a Lord On 
urious and extrava- “Mrs. Adi 

, the Prime Minist 
ms, have y 

ented & 
into your he 

gant," while Franklin considered the Adams's mod Queen Charlotte. you like the s delicate and varied nuances of political society, Quec® 
“severe, if not parsimonious.” The Prim Charlocte's snubs continued, to the spirited American wotl 

It was Mrs. Adams's effort in France to make an appear- an's discomfiture, 
ance, and reflect credit upon our Government, within the HE Court's polite reception of the American Minister “How they [the King and Queen] would exutt if they 
paltry stlary paid her husband while negotiating 
Treaty, that wrung from ber the fi 
inadequa 
& protest which continues to this day 

the Paria turned the Tory press { ime 
led protest of the ment, but Mrs. Adams was not to be 

ntatives, them like a serpent a 
Abusive, bareface 

to compli- could lay bold of any circumstance in either of mine or mY 
“Te bites husband's character to make us ridiculous!" 
“ she resented Queen Charlotte's inch 

niliation to Charlotte,” she wre when the French 3 son perme 
pound-foolish policy of our country ts bad,” she declared. ated the English press y eyes against n threatened England's throne, “is no sorrow * 
Iris own interest abide, the ayntess Ie wrong, The nation friendly and fiberal Iptercourse, and Mae stound more me. She richly deserves her full portion for the contempt 
which degrades its own Ministers by obliging them to live — torture than pleasure in the Queen's Drawing Room, “lam and scorn she took pains to discover, olay 
in narrow circumstance cannot expect to be held in high looked down upon with sovereign pride and the smi roy- No more loyal American than Abigail Adams ever figureé 
estimation itself.” alty is bestowed as a mighty boon. I cannot receive it as at the British Court. From St, James's Palace she wrote: “ 

But she got along—somchow, I know it is d untry, and I consider i never saw an assembly in America which did not exoced it 1% 
It w: birthday of George III, and the opening of plimented by the power before which I appear as much elegance and decoration.” 

Parliament, when the Adamses arrived from Paris, todevote as | am complimented by noticed by ft. With these Forced economic living and the social intolerance of the 
the first fortnight in London to house hunting: ideas, you ntay be sure my countenance will never wear the Court wrung from her at length: “There is no office more 
For a long time Abigail could find nothing ft to live in for suppliant appearance which begs for notice. Consequently, unendurable than Minister of the United States. With the 

less than a thousand dollars a year, with a three-hundred- I never expect to be a Court favorite.” present salary of the position and the temper of the Englis! 
dollar tax. After much park she compromised on And Court favorite she never was! But, happily for Amer- people noone need envy the Embassy, There is no re} utation 
house for lew: than a thousand dollars in Grosvenor Squ 1, and much to lose,”” society. For, > be acquired, and ever 



The Why of My Me 
By “Billy” Sunday (The Reverend William A. Sunday, D. D.) 

His Mother 

PF THOUSANDS of people, after hear 
famous “ Billy" Sunday preack 
like to ask aie questio 

¢ the 

With a Friend 

——————— As Explained by Him in a Talk 

His Wie 

resignation the next session of thechureh. ‘That's 
what happened to him, and happens to any om 
who copies another fellow and does a thing for 
effect sir; be natural 

His Comment on What People Say of Him 

"Tere know, 
“what these 

you rub the fur the 
the cat 

evangelist, 
y to me? —" Bill,” 

But I chon't wrong way.’ 
4 around 

« folks want me to be?” con 
‘The kind of minister that 

If you don’t repent you'll go to a pkice: 
be name of which you know." Not on your 

is“ Baly Sunday as He Looks at You From the Pulpit life! 1 know where those folks are going 
they're going to hell, plain aod and En 
not afraid ¢ y spiritual masseur; 

Th 
questions an ve which the f 
in this talk a he great re 
wir ar to them will help to clear awa 

titny ad larly as to the method: 
und Langu xd by this wonderful man. 
Foe wonderty You may believe in him 
not, i: but you cannot di 

tins him. He is one of atest forces today 
in America: a force that is to be reckoned with 
seriously, and perhaps even more in the future 
tha: today 

said the friend in this talk," will you 
Yet me and others straight on a point or two 
about your methods?" 

Sure, L will," said “Billy”; “fireahead. Num- 
ber One point is what? My shang, I suppose? 

Yes. Now, frankly, wh 
said the preacher, “I'll t 
rectly 

ave 
about five hundre 
(rset phrases So 1 put the Gospel guage: th 

age of today, 1 do preach the Gospel, don't 1? [A 
this is @ coniment frequently made by the ministers who 

certainly does 

ways 
mess 

With it all, he 
he rest of us have 

about * Billy's’ 
plainly th 

he streets and 

Shrough » Sunday campaign 
Preach the 
preached, ‘T 

Want to preach 
from the factories and 
i dictionary to unde 
Paul tid he would rather epeak five words that w 
stood than ten thou nown Lon; 
Hits me. Eb want oy. what I 
why Tyee down to Wha 
dainty little preacher ecause I use plain Anglo- 
Saxon words?) Lam pre ot ich I live. 1 
HM just recasting my vocabulary to suit 
instead of Joshua's ag 

w look here vued the e 
i lotsof thingsin Shakespeare which are you fi t fit forread. 

4g in i mixed audience, and call th e? Of course. 
Well, when you hear some truths in my tabernacle you cal 
them vulgar, It makes all the diff 
“HLL Shak 2 of ‘Bill’ Sund 
why should it? I tell you, my d a 
*xinllint is not fit for the balm of Gilead until you fi 
him a fly blister and after him with a currycomb 

“I Am Not Sensational” 

so sensational?" said the friend, 
echoed “Billy,” “Who s3 . 

whom I hit; that's who. Well, my dear 
sensational than if some of 

me decent; do you know that? 
: take it from me, $a preacher, I 

+ he a guidepost thas 
You don't believe 

tional?" 

men 

next asked th 
No,’ 

everythit ) the stage: I don't do things to crea 
all. Not « bit of it unw I would be 

the stiff ways of 
ational. But nothin; 

than the truth: remember that. Jesus was sensational. But 
What T sty and what I do is all perfectly natural to me, a 
tect her go as it comes 

“Take the actor, Isn't he lost in what he has to say? 
Well, sme.” 

course, compared wit 
euppose | asm se 

Why He Tears Off His Collar 

HEN, ad, “wher you tear off your 
take your coat off in the pulpit, 

about it? Just natural?” 
“Why, of course, man, what else sl 

viel thee fri 
there's no et 

itfor? lo 
. When I 

ked he blood runs 
y veins an inch ¢ 

gton I happened to wear 
ht in my throat and i 
80 I took it off 

h. When I 

off T fel 1 
way 

r. the sleeves get in my 
1 want freedom, and when { feel I want room I jw 

That's all there is to 
what folks call your ‘gymnastics’ in Natural too?” 

“Why, of co 
to illustrate wh 
48 well az to th 

¢ pulpit are 

because [ want 
o the eye 

Be 

& 

m the news 
Why 

es in the pulpit. Well 
s ta be » 

to me fr 

His Advice to Preachers 

TOULD y 
asked the friend. 

for a minute!’ 

tadvise cher to ¢ 

1 haven't 

His Daughter 
vase 13) 

deep and I mean to 
's my job as I see it, 

“Some folk too gay on the platform; that 1 
laugh too much, Bah, [ God likes a little humor, as 

! that He made the monkey, the parrot, 
who can’ 

+ with those folks?" 

1 the friend 
a’t pray ¢ The carpet in front of their 
en while at the sides of theie beds 

they should kneel in’ prayer the rug is as good as the 
it it down,” 

where 

Why He 

wa “ 

is Wearing Himself Out 

d the friend, “don't the doctors say that you 
ing yourself out; that if you go or this way 

your life? Can't yeu slow up? 
and do just a my ich 

“Don'tyousee,old a yan? It wouldn't 
No. IFT woun 

tural. [ would just lose if 1 wou! 
1 ball pa bayer when be begins to slaw up: they 

one else, I feel just that way about my preach 
“Godown there and take it easy,” Twouldn' 

and 1 would be uld just be 
a hitching post an automaton, 

wenly ¥ 

ike 1 couldn't 

to work in the way you feel it? 
pulpit just like T ever did in any 

thing | ever tried te it makes no difference 
what it ix. 1 must t absolutely into it. T did it 

aaveball and I did it when I was the janitor of a school 
lowa, 1 used to sweep that schoolhou 

That's the way I w That's me. ‘That's 
riterated the evangelist, “I just couldn't staned 

s¢ pulpit amd preach, T think [understand 
Psalmist meant whea he saki: "The 

ten me up.'' 
he pastor of a church, would you, 

“Sure, Iw 

"You woub 
*Billy'?" 

“T would not,” said 
won £0 Mm: 

“1 the frien 
ith chat friendly smile that 
cause, “ Not fora minute, 

storate of a church I'd buy 
he added with an 

“Yd skin ‘em while I was there; I mansion of the emile, 
wouk f that 

“I Never Bother My Head About Criticism” 

0 right on as 
d upon you?” 

“W 

man to you're going, despite 
asked the friend 
at do Leare for that, 

at first, but 

It does not affect me any more, 
f God, and T know L 

aching ( 

now? No, sir; I'm immune 
because I know [am doing the work « 
am true to the L i 1 know 

absalutely, ‘ecare anyth 
s who criticize me criticize the 

und and que: 

Don’t read half of it, for that a 

The Permanent Effects of His Revivals 

‘OW, ‘Billy,'” said the friend, “what is your own 
opinion of the permanent effects of your revivals? 

eve those effects are temporary, do you?” 
” echoed “Billy.” “So are the effects of a 

? c baths, don't you? 
Martin Luther was temporary, but are the effects? 
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“He Examined My Eyes With a Magnifying Gless™ 

IR nine years and a half T have been investigating 
mnlninis made against fake mi actitioners 
New York City, During that time I have been 

baked, hypnotized, bathed in strange unguents, massaged 
and pulled and slapped; [ have been electrified in a hundred 
different ways; I have been kept in dark rooms during 
“silent treatments”; and E have taken weird concoctions 
guaranteed to cure me of ills I never possessed. I believe 
that mine is the only ion of its kind in the country, I 
hold it by authority of the Medical Society of the County of 
New York, a p d of registered 
physicians, which includes among its activities the investiga- 
tion of men and women who, without being properly licensed, 

to heal others. 
ome years ago the atate government of New York, recog- 
ing the value of the work, decided to assist it by turning 
# to the society the fines paid by convicted illegal practi- 

80 the society is now, in a sense, an agent of the 
state, although the main part of the financing is still done by 
private individuals, as the fines do not 
quite pay one-third of the expenses in- 
curred. My particular business is to find 
out exactly what conditions exist among 
illegal practitioners whose advertise 
nents are noted or against whom com 
plaintsare received, Ido this by applying 
to them in the guise of a patient. In 
nearly ten years T have visited the offices 
of hundreds of these medical fakers and 
have secured hundreds of convictions 
against them. So,even when ements 
in this article seem too foolish to be 
credited, remember that they are taken 
from sworn testimony and from court 
records, 

are the backbone of the 
ws done by these fakers— 

women whose 
and who find time hanging by y 
their hands, These nee ine that 
they have diseases; they read of the 
wonderful “cures!” by some new practi 
tioner; they go to the office and pay the 
feo of two d it, of about twenty-five dollars 
for a ‘‘couese,” hey honestly imagine they are 
helped for the time being at least; and they send friends 
to their pew “doctor.” Oftener they know they have been 

they are ashamed to own up; and they are so 
re likely to repeat the experiment and 

try a pew "cur" as adon as they have ended with the old, 
Here is esa: # which interested me greatly: The healer 

weet woma't who called herself a “ Preestess of Advanced 
New Thought,” When I was sent to her office I found an 
mittpent in one of New York's most exclusive residence 

ions. There were expensive rugs, fine bric-A-brac, splen- 
did furniture; the waiting room was luxuriously furnished, 
aod crowded with smartly gowned women. [ was ushered 
into the private office and was met by a woman whose ap- 
pearance somewhat surprised me. She was a magnificent 
creature, with a superb physique and unusually large black 
eyes, and her clothing was as elegant as the apartment. 

“Have T met you before?” she asked. 
“No,” L replied; “but I have been here before. When I 

called then you were engaged,” 
“Oh,” she said, "Did you come to sce meahout yourself?" 
“Yes, 1 have had stomach trouble for some time, and, as 

your advertisement stated that you could 
help it, { called to see you 

Cer inly Lean, But Tam just going 
to cin an you come tomorrow?” 

L naid “Yes,” and inquired the fee, 
and she said it would be two dollars 
a treatment, Before I left she gave me 
a pamphlet which she asked me to read, 
When T went back at the time ap- 

pointed “Madam led me into an inner 
room and fighted a kind of dish with 
& perforated top, "I must burn this 

she said, "in order to purify 

SAT in melancholy fashion, looking as 
sick as I could. 
i Well, "she suid," what is the matter?” 
“Lhave a pain in my stomach and in 

I laid my hand where the pain 
was supposed to be, 
"You are suffering from congestion in 

the stomach and from nervousness,” de- 
cided“ Madam ''atonce, ' Do you know 

ere your soul is?" 
Somewhat puzaled fg this sudden 

transition, I faltered: 
“Te is right here,” she wi, putting ber 

hand on the upper central portion of her 
chest, “The dome is your head and 
the workshop contains the brains. The shelvea in your 
bay @ need t6 be opened; they need to be made more 
active; they are all clogged up, When you havea painin your 
stomach and are going to bed at night rub your stomach 
well with alcohot and put a hot-water bag at your back. You 
must also take a very hot bath. When your stomach is 
empty and you rub it with aleohol you can taste it; that 
shows your nerves are in harmony, [ see by your eyes that 
you luck power. When you bear using the slang 
expression, ‘talking through their hats,” they are positively 

1 Must Burn This Incense,’ She Said, 
"ie, Onder tor Punity te Al” 

“What Sot of Treatment is This?” I Asked. 
*Magnotic Treatment,” She Responded” 

What I Have Found 

Out as a Medical Detective 
By Frances Benzecry 

ILLUSTRATIONS 

talking through their hats because they are speaking from 
their workshops. If they were speaking from their souls 
they would know what they were talking abou 

After more of this twaddle the “ treatmen proceeded, 
Madam” took my hand and said: “1 want you to promise 

me faithfully that when you get up in the morning you will 
say: ‘Good-morning, my soul, I'am going to give you a 
Treatment. 

Of course, I promised 
She then asked me to sit in a chair with my back to her. 

She began to rub me lightly along the spine, on the neck, on 
my head behind the ears, and on the forehead. 
“Ts it magnetism that is going to cure me?" | asked, 
“No,” she said severely; “I can't treat you unless you 

stop talking.’ 
She ‘continued rubbing for about ten minutes. At the end 

of that time, with my help—that is, L indicated a few more 
she had discovered ailments that would nece: 

dollars, payable in advance. 
“Tread in your pamphlet,” 

the nervous system.” 
1 suggested, “ that colors affect 

: VE ibe replied; “I want youto wear light blue. Ifyou 
should piles ball, a picnic ora reception, I want you to 

get an immense bouquet of carnations as red as you can get 
them, They will attract People| to you Oh, we have not 

gone into ‘the silence’! 1 will do that 
tomorrow, You come for your second 
treatment tomorrow at three o'clock." 
She handed me two of her pamphlets, 
showed me a book which cost a dollar, 
and another for fifty cents, and invited 
me to attend ber lectures that winter, 

“All right,” I said as I paid her two 
dollars; “* call tomorrow.” 

My second *“call" upon her wasa sum- 
mons to court on the charge of practicing 
medicine without a license, 

T have given the foregoing interview 
almost entire as a sort of sample of many 
similar ones, It seems unbelievable that 
many women should be deceived by so 
ebyious 2 fraud. And yet when 
“Madam" appeared in the courtroom 
Le was accompanied by a bevy of her 
admirers, women attired in the height of 
fashion. We afterward found out that 
her followers numbered almost two 
thousand, I have heard that she con- 
tinued to practice, but before long she 
was in court again, was adjudged insane 
and sent to an asylum, where she now is, 

Another of my calls was on a woman who lived in a com- 
fortable house on the extreme East Side, Her waiting room 
was as crowded as Madam's,” but what a contrast in the 
clients! There were no fashionable patients here, but old 
women wrapped in shawls, and younger ones with children 
clamoring at theirknoes, WI tent wash hown into this woman's 
* office" My arm and shoulder pain; the pain is par- 
Heulerly sherp at the elbow. 

Immediately she replied: "I will fix that up all right” 
she took my arm in her withered fingers, 5 

pressing it with both hands and moving it up and down, 
“What sort of Treatment is this?” 1 asked. 
“ Magnetic treatment,” she responded. 

and, advancing, 

ments. I will also give you some | prayers to put upon your 
arr and to sleep upon.” She sat down and wrote something 

ia scrap of paper which she folded into a tiny triangle. 
Then she selected a second scrap which she folded into a 
square, "Put this on your arm, ibe bade me, indicating 
the triangle; “and sleep on this,” indicating the square. 
“They will certainly que you,” 

Her modest charge was fifteen cents. 
I looked at the “ prayers" when I got out; 
they were indecipherable scribblings, 

The woman was brought to court and 
fined five Riper Hd which she 
romptly paid out of the funds presum- 
bn provided by her lucrative business. 

ee prevalent form of treatment 
riven by fakers is some kind of strange 
bath, I have been bathed in waters of 
all colors—black, white, green, pink and 
blue. [have inbaled the greatest variety 
of odors while so doing. I have taken 
baths with massage preceding or follow- 
ing them. The for such treatment 
is rarely less than two dollars, often it is 
five dollars. For instance, 1 visited a 
“doctor” who advertised a treatment of 
skin diseases by herbs. [ found him a 
rather dowdy German of middle-age, liv- 

ina shabby house. For twenty-five 
, payable in advance, heagreed to 

me me of a pain in my side in twelve 
treatments. 

The treatments started with his ask- 
ing me to sit in a chair near the window, 
and to remove my glasses. I did so, and 
he began drawing in a hook which is now 
in the office of the counsel of the Medical 

It is a curious little book, 
to represent the eyes of the 

" various patients. ‘The drawings are simple con- 
centric circles with rays darting out from inner one, 
presumably the pupil, to the outer. As he Pear in Chneeg 
the drawings he examined my eyes with a ying glass. 
When he had done he said { solemnly: heer 

what is the matter with you. 
“Well,” T said, “what is the matter with me?” 

You have rheumatism of the blood,” he replied, ‘and 
by my examination of the left cye I see that you have 

(Pewe I) 
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abscesses on your kidneys, On the left kidney there is a 
small one and on the right kidney a large one, and unless you 
take treatment it will turn into Bright's disease.”” 
That will be terrible!" fe 4 jaculitest. 
“As you are young,” the "doctor" continued, “you have 

a better chance to be cured. You will have to take three 
treatments a week. 1 will be able to cure you, You may not 
have to take all twelve treatments.” 

I was sent upstairs, where a woman attendant put me into 
a steam bath for twenty minutes, then a salt bath for ten 
minutes. I was then wrapped in a blanket, put on a table 
and the “dector” entered and massaged my legs, He then 
told me I should have to take his “tea'’ to keep in good con- 
dition; and he gave mea package totake home. He collected 
six dollars as his fee for the first treatment ! 

One of the most popular of the so-called schools of healing 
at. present is that of “Chiropractics.” The city is flooded 

these “doctors,” wha, according te their title, chim to 
heal by the laying on of hands. Qae of the mo: 
of them is a woman, who, I believe, 
the fact that we obtained @ conv 

and director of a ° "Hlealtharium” roe @ pamphict wh: h 
t convince the credulous that she had solved all the 

problems of human ills, and had many wealthy patients whe 
seemed to believe in her methods, Her apartment. was 
superb one, beautifully furnished, situated in a fashionable 
part of the city; and she was dressed all in white, like a 
trained nurse, 

She asked me to vodress so that she couki examine me. 
1 had complained of a bicycle fall four years previously, an 
injury toa shoukderblade and pains in my packs Theteoete 
ment and examination pric d oy together. 

\T THE conclusion of the examination I had weak eyes; | 
had catarrh and a bad cirenlation; my 

vertebre were “all out of shape"; and I was “all broken 
up and needed a thorough renovation.” 

“1 will cure you for fifty dollars,” she finally announced, 
“because your case is not very bad, Sometimes I charge one 
hundred.” 

Considering that 1 was “not very bad,” in spite of that 
terrible diagnosis, it seemed to me she had piled the charges 
pretty high, 

She promised me a diet fist in a day or two and warned me 
to cat very little. “It is mot the food we cat that gives, is 
strength,’ she said oracularly; “it ts the air we breathe" — 
she breathed heavily—“you must breathe like that,” 

She told me to come again the next morning, and her 
secretary collected the fee of five dollars and handed mea 
couple of booklets. This was my experience with one of the 
foremost advocates of " * Chicopractica.” 1 do not see how 
any woman in her senses could believe she had all thove ail- 
ments and that she could become "new" by eating little and 
breathing hard; yet this woman numbered her clients by 
hundreds, and among them were many literary people. 

In a city like New York, where there is a large foreign 
population, there are many fake practitioners who do not 
speak English, In these ca: i am forced to take an 
interpreter with me when I vestigate: One of the moat 
icereeatee of the foreign “doctors” was an Italian on the 

East Sid Side. ‘The interpreter and I called, posing as husband 
and wi fe. “My “husband told the "doctor" that I was ill, 
and he assured us that he cured everything by passing his 
hands over the body. 

“Is it the magnetism in your hands that cures?” [ asked. 
“No,” he replied;-""I deaw my power from heaven,” He 

agreed to cure me for fifteen dollars, and toaccept two dollars 
for each visit. 

He then went into another room, where a woman sat in a 
chair apparently askep, ber head resting on a pillow, At 
one side was an altar with lighted candles on it, a crucifix 
and other religious statuary, and an unlightedl censer. We 
saw the “doctor” make the sign of the cross before the altar, 
and take a stick and wave it over his head. 

We asked who the woman was; he said that she was his 
wife, and that she would sleep forever if he did not arouse 
her. Presently he led us into the inner roam, put me in a 
chair in front of the altar, and questioned the sleeping woman 
about my ills, 

NSS in sepulchral tones she described all that T was 
supposed to be suffering from. At the end he placed his 

hand upon her forehead, and made the xign of the cross an her 
forehead and on ber temples, muttering meanwhile, The 
woman yawned, rubbed her eyes, sat up, and then went out 
and returned with a vestment, which he kissed and donned. 

“Twill give you some treatment,” he announced solemnly, 
and told mt to loosen my waist. Then he took in his hands a 
bottle and a kind of sugar bowl. “These,” he said, “are holy 
water and holy salt.” 

He took up an iron bar and touched me with it, after 
which he placed a little of the sale" in his hand, added a 
little water and rubbed the mixture on the back of my neck. 
Next he pat his hand on my back and pressed hard between 
the shoulderblades. He withdrew his band, blew hard on 
both hands and clapped them together several times. Then 
he put one hand on my back and one on my abdomen and 
pressed inward. That concluded the “treatment.” 

He was brought to court and convicted, carried his case to 
the Court of Appeals, which sustained the jower court, and he 
finally paid a fine of five hundred dollars, and was sentenced 
to one year and twenty-nine days’ imprisonment, 

I think that very few people have an idea of the extent of 
the fake medical practice or of the extent of its patronage, 
Tt is difficult to get an estimate of the sumber of fakers, since 
the healing may be a side line SCT fortune tolling 
or some other business. But a reading of the Sunday news- 
papers of any city will reveal a number of “doctors adver- 
tising quack cures, and an investigation of the mall country 
newspapers rarely finds one without an offer to cure, either 
directly or by mail,all the illsthat flesh is beirto, To keep up 
with this vast army of frauds is almost impossible, But, as 
case after case is reported, at last a part of the public, it 
seems to me, will become wiser and refuse to patronize 
medical fakers, 
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The Star in the Country Sky 
Her Story: and That of Her “Three Men,’ With Another 

By Grace S. Richmond 
AUTHOR OF “RED PEPPER BURNS,” "THE TWENTY-FOURTH OF JUNE,” ETC. 

HE did not want to hate the girls; in- 
deed, since she loved them all it would 
go particularly hard with bee if she had 

|| tohate them; love turned to hate is such 
a virulent uct! But, certainly, she 
had never before found it so hard to be 

| patient with them. 
| They were all five her college clase- 
mates, of only last year’s class, and it 
was dear and kind of them to drive out 
here into the country to see her, coming 

== in wg br Porter's great family limou- 
+ the pretticst, jolliest little “crowd” imaginable. They 

cmibeen thoughtlul enough to warn ber that, they were 
ins tte too, so that she could set the old Manse living room 
the fe santest order, build a scaling apple Wie fire in 
Which Pace and get out her best thin china and silver with 
vid to serve afternoon tea~she made it chocolate. 

taint fecollection of their tastes, and added, deficiously 
frujiantlal though delicate sandwiches, with plenty of the 
thenest and nuttiest kinds of little cakes. She had donned 

one real “afternoon frock" she possessed, a clever make- 
out of nothing in particular, Altogether, when she 

thet her guests, as they ran, fur-clad and sitk-stockinged, 
had the manner of their kind, into her welcoming arms, 3 

| Themed to them absolutely the old G jana. 
Ph, pay had brought her a wonderful box of red roses—and 

‘hat bad caught her kissing one of the great, silky buds 
ut it with the rest ina bowl. “I don't believe she’s 

with ‘othouse rose since she left college,” oy <a Phyllis, 
Bes Stab of pity at her tender heart. But for the first 

af their stay Georgiana bad been her gay and brilliant 
| ques zih& quips and jests broadcast, asking impertinent 

onty Ons, Making saucy comments, quite as of olf. It was 
for When Elizabeth Brock began a sober tale of the mis- 
thei Which had come thronging into the life of one of 
jathclssmates that Georgiana's face, sobering into sym~ 
cha, etic pravity, betrayed to her companions a curious 

| “Mingo which had come upon it since they saw it last. 
IVPEANWHILE, fa anewer to her questioning, thoy had 
Winetttt ber all about themselves. Phyllis Porter and Celia 
cSters were having « glorious season in “society.” Theo 
Soe oat was deep in settlement work—"crazy over it” 

| Angzof course, the phrase, Bess Brock was to travel in South 
he As for Madge Sylvester, who was getting ready to 

| ny anurvied after Easter, the first of the class, she sat mostly 
ters Cay, smiling silence, looking into the fire while the 

| no: Georgiana did not want to hate the girls, but before 
hear Stay was over she found herself coming dangerously 
Tra, eMporarily, at least, They were dears, of course, 
| 1h, 1915, by Grace S, Richmond 

but they were so content with themselves and so pitiful of 
her. Not, of course, that they meant to let ber see this, but 
it showed in spite of them. They wanted to know what she 
did with herself, whether there were any young people and 
any quod takes. poled: e-=<Casur pines tad’ tiaar ea teria? 
dow just here, and pointed out to them a vigorous youn 
man striding by in sweater and soft hat, who looked up ane 
waved as he passed, showing one of those fine and manly 
young faces, glowing with health and hopefulness, which 
always challenge interest from girlhood. 

“Oh, have you many like that?” Celia had asked, and 
when Georgiana had owned that James Stuart was the only 
one precisely “like that,” Bess had inquired if Mr. Stuart 
belonged to Georgiana, and, bei ving answered in the negative, 
shook her head and sigh “One swallow may make a 
summer, Jan, but I dou! 

dora Crossman, the settlement worker, inquired 
particularly whether Georgiana was doing anything really 
“worth while,” using that at modern phrase which 
has been deciedly overworked, yet which can bardly be 
spared from the present-day vocabulary. 

“Vy ORTH while!" cried Georgiana, flashing into flame 
in an instant in the way they knew so well. “Worth 

while—yes! You haven't seen my father, have you, ever? 
It's a pity this happens to be one of his bad, spine-achey 
days, for he'd be a good and sufficient answer to that ques- 
tion. To love him is a liberal education, and to take care of 
him is better ‘worth while’ than to have any number of 
fingers in other people's pies." 

“Of course, dear,” Theo had answered soothingly. “We 
know there's nothing in the workd so well worth while as 
looking after one’s father and mother, Your mother died 
long ago, didn’t she, dear? And your father would be dread- 
fully lonely without you, At the same time, it doesn't seem 
as if he could absorb all your energies. You remember the 
splendid things Professor Nichols used to say about the duty 

the college girl, after college? I you have no 
fore here, but I thought perhaps you might find quite a 
wonderful fieki for your endeavor in stimulating the women 
of the place into clubs for study and work.’ It's ——" 

A curious exclamation from ber hostess caused Miss Cross- 
In fact they all stared wonderingly at 

Soak ee She stood upon the bearthrug, her color, 
ms readly to glow in ber dusky face, now receding si 
gestively, ber dark eyes ing da y. “The only 
trouble with that sort of thing,” she answered with sus- 
picious quictness, “or, rather, the two troubles with it are 
these: In the place the women have pretty nearly a 
club apiece already, which suits them much better than any- 
thing I could ‘stimulate’ them to; and, in the second place, 
I have “quite a wonderiul field’ for my ‘endeavor,’ as you 
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call it, Theo—did you crib that phrase?—in the upper 
ions of my own home. 1—in fact 1 may be said to belong 

to the LW. W.; I'm one of the industrial workers of the 
wert Ss re iT : 

“Jan, you haven't gone into anything crazy ‘clin 
was beginning, when Coorgiana, obeying an impulse, walleer! 
away from her bearthrug toward the door, beckoning her 
guests to follow. 

“Came on,” she invited. “Since you have so poor an 
opinion of the possibilities for serious labor in a world of woe 
olfered by my residence ia a small country village, you may 
come and see for yourselves.” 

‘They came after her, with a rustle and Sutter of frocks and 
@ patter of smartly shod feet, up the old spindle-railed stair- 
case, through a chilly and unfurnished upper hall, and up 
a still chillier narrow second staircase, into an attic region 
which could hardly be properly characterized as chilly, for 
the reason that the at: here there was frankly freezing. 

As near as possible to the gable window stood a monster 
structure the nature of which the beholders did not instantly 
recognize. Phyllis was the first to cry out: “A loom! It 
must be a very olf one too. Oh, how fascinating! What do You make, Jan, fbi? : 

* Rugs,” explained Georgiana, pulling at pile upon the 
fics a terterraga:aa these. Cond.tookingt! Vea, deer 
classmates?” 
“Stunning !" cried sades Sylvester, with a smothered 

shiver at the penetrating cold of the place, 

‘Si MPLY wonderful!" “Too clever for anything!" and, 
“Ob, Jan, do you make them to sell?" “Can I buy this 

one?” “I'm wild over this dull blue and Indian red!" came 
tumbling from the mouths of the eager girls, as in the fading 
light from the attic window they examined the hand-woven 
rugs. There was sincerity in their voices; Georgiana had 
known there would be; she wassure of the art and skill plainly 
tobe found in her product. 

“I'm afraid not, Phyl. These are all orders, and I'm 
weel ind. go to certain exclusive city shops, and 
Thave alexa dos? 
“You must have struck a gold mine, I'm so glad!" con- 

gratulated warm-hearted Phyllis. 
“Well, not exactly. It's rather slow work, when you do 

housework too,” acknowledged Georgiana. “However, it 
docs very well; it keeps us in firewood—and oysters.” 

She instantly regretted this speech, for it led presently, 
38 she might have known it would, to delicately renewed 
expressions of hope that she wouk! in the fucure give ber 
friends the Pleasure of purchasing her wares. be i 
Down by t! place again, Georgiana turned upon them 

fhe ct lating er ete hake theyll faite 
quality that was new. “Stop it, girls. No, I'll sot sell one 



of y 1a rug of any size, shape or cofor. I'm far behind, as 1 
ou. But—1'll subd Madge a yorgeous one for a wale 

ding present, if she'll tell me her preferences; and I'l do the 
same for cuch of you, when you meet your fates. Now stop 
talking about it. | only showed vou to demonstrate that 
this is a busy world for me as well as for you--and that i'm 
very content in it. Phyl, don't you want just one more of 
these fruitkins? By the way, since you like them so much 
Vil give you the recipe, Tmade it ip—wasn't it clever of 
me? 

"You're much the cleverest of usall, anyway,” murnrured 
Phyllis meckly, nibbling at the delicious morsel while her 
hostess rapidly wrote out a fittle formula and gave it to her 
with a smile, 

were soon off after that, for the early winter twi- 
Ss upon them, and the lights in the waiting car 
widenly came on with a suggestive completeness. 

Georg! assisted her guests into laxurions enats and capes 
made of or lined with chinchilla, with otter, with mole; 

fed gloves and muffs, and listened to all manner of 
lectionate parting speeches. ‘Then the whole group went 

ona little warm breeze of good fellowship and human 

hitter Georgi: Ss sbe waved her 
“hat, ob, ok! —1 cea’ stand 
The old Manse is shabby, and 

how many times this frock has been 
vur—I saw Celia recognize it even through its dye. 

No wonder, when it's been at every college tea she ever gave. 
But 1 woo't—1 won't be pitied 1” 

e dears,” 

TLE door opened, and @ slender figure in an old-fashioned 
dressing gown came slowly into the firelit_ room, 

Georgiana turned quickly. “Father Davy! Do you feel 
better? If I'd known it I'd have got you in to meet the 
girls. They woukl have snjoyed you so." 

“Tin not quite up to meeting the girks phere daughter, 
tut decidedly better and correspondingly cheerful. Have 
‘you lead & good Cime?” 

Ile placed himself as carefully as He upon the couch 
ty the fire, and his daughter tue up in an old plaid 
shawk which had lain folded upon ipped UpOR nas i 
the hearthrug and sat looking into the firc, while her father 

fect the picture she made in the dyed frock, now a soft 
n red, a hue which pleased his eye and brought out all 

ring. 
vf pon the cauich pillow was topped with a soft 

twas of curly gray hii, the face below was thin and pale; but 
the eyes which rested upon the girl were the clearest, young- 
coat bine-gray eyes that ever spoke mutely of the spirie’s 
triumph over the body, One had but to glance at David 
Warne to understand that here was a man who was pn 
lens a man because he had to spend many haurs of every 
day upon his tortured back, It was three years since he 
had been forced to lay aside the care of the village and 
country parish of which he had been minister, bot he had 
xiven Up not a whit of his interest in his fellow men, and 

he could seldom go to them he had taught them 
to him, so that the old Manse was almost as 

muelt in center of the village's interest and affection as it 
ee went freely in and out. 

jeorgk nanswer tothe 
-beowed time, 

T managed to avoid giving in to the 
snatch Phyl's sumptuous chinchillafur 

ulge'spertectly adorable hat, Theo's shoes, Celia's 
enibroicteree sake handbag and Bess's handwrought collar 

asa matter of clothes, then? How much heart- 
ng men escape!" mused Mr, Warne, "Now, T can 

newer recall hearing any man, young or old, express a 
longing to dennude other men of their apparel.” 

Georgiana shot him a look, “No; men merely envy 
ther men their acres, their horses, their motors—and 
their books. Own up, now, Father Davy, have you never 
coveted other man’s libriery?” 

‘The blue-gray eves sent her back a humorous glance, 
ow youhaveme," heawned, “ But tetl me, daughter 

clothes which stirred the fiend within 

1.“ Idon't need to,” she said. 
of it, what [want for you amd me— 

ifef And lotsofit. You need it just as 
4 suffering stint at fifty-five when 

ing gO! And 1—simply bursting with 
x to take you ete, somewhere, anywhere with 
mi see things, and do things, and fire things! Andi 

ving poor as poverty, after all you've done for the Lord, 
Oh, E-—" 

She brought her strong young fist down on the nearly 
Ureadbare rig with a thamp that reddened the fine flesh, 
aid thumped again and yet again, while her father silently 
watched her, with a look in his eyes in than of utter 
vonprehension. He said not a word, while she bit her lip 
and stared again into the fire, clenching the fist that had 
spoken fue her bitterly aching heart, After a time the tease 
fingers relaxed, and she held up the hand and looked at it. 

I'ma brute!" she sail presently, “An abominable lietle 
brute. How do you stand me? How do you endure me, 
Vather Davy! 1 just bind the bead on your back and 
pull the knots tight every time [let myself break out like 
this, Tf you were any ministerfather but yourself you'd 
cither preach or pray at me, How can you keep from it?” 

He smiled, “I never liked to be preached or prayed at 
myself, he said. “LE have not forgotten. And the 
ard Himself doesn't expeet a young caged lioness to act like 

i taged canary. He docsa’t want it to, And some day— 
He will fee it out of the cage!” 
She shook her head, and got up. She kissed the gray curts 

wod patted the thin cheek, said cheerfully, “I'm going to get 
your supper gow," and went away out of the room, 

N 'PHE square old kitcben she flung open an outer door and 
stood staring upat the starry winter sky, “Ob, itanything, 

unything, anything would happen!" she breathed, stretching 
out both arms toward the snowy, shrubbery-broken expanse 
behind the house, which in summer was her garden. “If 
something woukl just keep this evening from being like all 
the other evenings! [can't sit and read aloud—fonight. 1 
can t—Leor't! Kod the only interesting thing on carth that 
can happen is that Jimps Stuart may come over—and he 
probably won't, because be was over evening and the 
evening before that, and he knows he can't be allowed to 
come all the time. He —" 

Tt was at this point that the old brass knocker on the front 
door sounded—and something happened. 

Tt might have been any of the village people, as Geor- 
giana expected it would be when she closed the kitchen 
door with a bang and went reluctantly to answer the knock, 
Since it was almost suppertimne it was probably Mrs Shear, 
who seldom snade a call at any other hour, knot she 
would as surely be asked to stay as it was sure that Dawa 
Warne’s beart would respond to the wanness and unbappi- 
ness always written on Mrs. Shear’s homely, middie-aged 
face, As she went to the door Georgiana felt an intensely 
wicked desire to hit Mrs. Shear a blow with her own capable 
fist which should send her backward into the snow. Geor- 
giana did wot believe that the lady was as unhappy as she 
a ved to be. It seemed to be a day for expression by 
the use of fists! 

LT when the door was opened, and the light from the 
bracket lamp in the Manse hall shone out 1) the figure 

standing spon the porch, all desire to hit anything more with 
her fist vanished from the girl's heart, For, with the first look 
it of the man outside, her instant wish was to have 

and stay. And it must by po means be sup- 
giana was in the habit of experiencing this 

y time she set eyes upon a personable man. 
Personable men had been many in her acquaintance during 
the four years of her college life, and more than one of the 
had followed her back to the old Manse to urge his chain 
upon her personal attention, 

“Is the Reverend Mr. Warne at home?" asked the 
stranger in a low and pleasant voice, “I have a kevter of 
introduction to hit 

swered Georgiana, and Jed him 
straight into the living room and her fathe 
Then, though consumed with curiosity, she re 
as the door of the dining room, where she remained ready to 
listen in a most reprehensible manner to the conversation 
which should follow. 

‘There was an exchange of greetings, then evidently Mr. 
Warne was reading the letter of introduction, Presently he 
spoke. "This is quite sufficient,” he said, "to make you 
welcome under this roof, My old friend Davidson has my 
affection and confidence always, Please tell me what [ can 
do for you, Me. Jefferson.” 

“1 should like,” replied the stranger's voice, “to have a 
room with you, and ibly board—al that might be; if nat, 

haps 1 could find that elsewhere; but if | might at least 
ave the room I should be very glad. [am hard at work 

upon 2 book, and [ have come away from my home and 
work to find a place where I can live quietly, work steadily 
and be outdoors every day for long walks in the country, 

WHATNOTS OF YESTERYEAR 
BY GELETT BURGESS 

"Tees me, now, in what garret’s gloom 
i the Art of our its’ day? 

The i and rubbish that filed the room— 
is perished and passed away! 

Ped ryan pape By 
a ly; we * 
How could they ever have stood i? we say; 

Where are the whatnots of yesteryear? 

The wedding presents of bride and 
The pene rare the wax a 

The weeping willow over the tomb, 
Fringe of chenille and macramé, 
Cardboard mottoes, in brave array, 

Hand-painted cobbles, burned leather queer, 
Tidies and splashers and drapes so gay— 

Where are the whatnots of yesteryear? 

The cross-stitched cover for that whisk broom, 
he pabeoverd basket that near it lay, 

are 

T 
The rol painted with apple bloon— 

Where are they vanished to now, I pray? 
Oh, now we laugh at their quaint display— 

The Art of our ts! yet shed a tear; 
For memories to our childhood stray— 

Where are the whatnots of yesteryear? 

The Cubist and Futurist now are au fait— 
But they, too, must vanish as well, no fear; 

Taste changes ever; all styles decay; 
But where are the whatnots of yesteryear? 

Doctor Davidson suggested this place and thought you 
plight (aloe me ia—forna indetinioe period of the, possibly 
some months.” 

“ That sounds very pleasant to me,” Georgians heard her 
father reply. We have never had a boarder, my daughter 
and I, but, if she has no objection, | should enjoy having 
in the house such a man as you look to be. Your letter, you 
see, is not your only introduction. You carry with you in 
your face a passport to other men’s favor,” 

“That is good of you,” answered Mr, Jefferson—and 
Georgiana Tiked the frank tone of his voice, It was an 
educated voice; it spoke for itself of the personality behind it. 

“Y will go and talk with my daughter,” she heard her 
father say, after the two men had some litthe conver- 
sation concerning a book or two lying on the table, 

EORGIANA fled into the kitchen, where her father 
found her, When he appeared, the door behind 

fbn, sents teddy bcstsod tatona Sor erste. 
“If he were the angel Gabriel or old Pluto himself I'd 

welcome him,” she said under her breath, ber eyes dancing. 
“To have somebody in the house for you to talk with besides 
your everlasting old parishioners—why, it would be worth 
a world of trouble! And it won't be any trouble at all, Go 
tell him your danghter reluctantly consents.” 

fou i: then?" queried Mr. Warne, a quizzical little 
smile on his gentle lips. 

“OF course I heard! I was listening hard! I was all 
cars regular donkey cars. He'sa . His board will 

‘¥ for sirloin instead of round, We'll have roast duck on 
Sunday—twice a winter, He can have the big front room; 
VU have it by tomorrow night.” 
“Come in a details,” urged Mr. Wane, 
(Gearpisda tenyed Rettndla eibate to comaoadtaer eabeaad! 

manner, thet went in, the demurest of young housewives. 
(Page 16) 

As she faced the stranger in che full light of the fire-2od> 
lamp-lit room, she saw in decait that of which she had had 
a swift earlier impression. Mr, Jefferson was a man it. 
she thought, the carly thirties, with a strongly modeled. 
shaven face, keen hrown eyes behind eyeglasses, a mouth 
which could be grave one moment and humorous the nexr 
and the air of a man who was accustomed to think for him 
self and expect others to do se for themselves. He was 
built though not tall, well dressed though not dapper, and he 
looked less like a weiter of books than a participant in actio# 
of some kind or other. His dark hair Ssoent = thread 
two of gray at the temples, but this suggestion of age did 20% 
seer at all to age him. 
On his part the stranger saw a rather mare than com 

monly charming Georgiana, on account of the Indian te 
silk frock, “It's not fair to him,” thought Georgiana, “1? 
show him a landlady who looks so festive and fine. I “ant 
afford to wear this aften, even for his benefit." But to hin 
she said: “I know it will give my father much pleasure 
have some one in the house besides his daughter. And [att 
quite willing to haye you at our table. [must warn you tl 
we live very simply, as You must guess.” 

“1 five very simply myself,” efferson assured bef: 
“There are few things | do not like. My one serious antif” 
athy is Brussels sprouts,” he added smiling, “With thit 
confession the coast ix clear. And—you would mot mitt! 
my smoking in my room?” : 

Georgians glanced at her father with a suddenly mischiev’ 
‘ous expression, He was studying the prospective boarder | 
with interested eyes, f 

“TL think,” said Mr. Warne, “that merely to catch a whill 
now and then of a fragrance which is singularly pleasant 
me, but which fam denied producing for mysclf, woukl a 
to the things that give me comfort. If you wouldn’s nit 
smokin the hall now and then, or, better yet, by mt 
fireside, I should be grateful.” 

JEFFERSON nodded, "Thank you, sir, 
when may Lcome? [havea room at the hot 

Tet me in until you are quite ready,” 
“You may come tomorrow might for supper," promis! 

Georgiana, “But you haven't seen the room.” She row. 
“It will be in the upper right front?" hazarded Mt 

Jefferson. “And ic will have the customary furnishings amt | 
some means of heating?" 

“1 should prefer to have you see it,” she insisted, aml | 
lighted a candle in an ancient pewrer candlestick, 

Se the stranger, following hee upstairs, looked at his room 
and professed himself entirely satisfied, It looked bart 

enough to Georgiana as she showed it to him, but 2! 
told herself thar there were possibilities in the matter, 
certain belongings of her own room which could 
transferred to give an air of homelikeness to this, Py 

“Tt is large, and I can have plenty of light and air: 
commented the prospective boarder, “Hf i might have 
some sort of good-sized table by that south window 
my work, I should consider myself provided for." 
“You will find one when you come,” promised the i 
“Thankyou. Now I will take myself off atonce, TI 

you may have a chance to discuss with your father the 
probabilities in faver of your not regretting your qu! 
decision,” he said as he descended the stairs. “ 
_“Farher amt T always make quick decisions 
Georgiana remarked, 
“Good! Sodo tl. De you bold to then as well?” 
“Always. That's part of father’s creed.” { 
“That's very good; that speaks for itself, Well, | 

scomtise you TF shall be busy enough not ta bother thls 
wurehold evermuch., By the wa fhe ue 

suddenly —“ that table you spoke of putting in my ror 
if it is large, it must be heavy. Your father cannot bel 
a lift it, ane you should not lift it alone. Don't put! 

in place until 1 come—please?* 
She smiled. "That's very thoughtful of you, But ! 

am Coen equal to moving it alone." 
“Then let me help you now, won't you?” he offeres! 
She shook her head. “It's really not ready to 

moved. Don't think of it again, please." 

MS 1D he bade them good night and went away, with 1 
lingering speeches on the road to the door, He bal 

the air ofa man accustomed to measure his timeand wast® 
none of it, na went back to her father, anil 9° 
Jooked up at her witha twinkle in his «till boyish eyes 1 

“Well, daughter, it looks to me as if this had happene’ 
just in time to prevent a bad explosion from too high pee 
sure of accumulated energy. You can sow lower the 
position of the indicator on the steam gauge to the sufet! 
point by spending the whole day tomorrow in swi 

And now 
el so don't 

and dusting and bak If there are any spare monet! 
ou can employ them in making over your clothes.” 

“Father! Where did you get such a perfectly uncantY 
understanding?” 
“From observation—purely from observation, Anil 

I myself confess to feeling considerably excited and elated 
Tt is not every day that a gentleman of this sort knoe 
at the door of a village manse and asks to come in 

writea book, If it had not been that my old friend Davide" 
is always bringing together who need each other 
should think it the strangest thing in the world that thit 
should happen. Davidson is the minister of a great New 
York church where this Mr, Jefferson attends: and Davide! 
hax never forgotten me, though he took the high road ant! 
the low so soon after he left the seminary, Well, it, will giv® 
usa fresh interest, my dear, for so long as it la 
Georgiana thought it would. She was up betimes nes} 

morning to begin the sweeping and dusting and gener 
turning upside down of the long-unused, upper frome roar 
In thecourscof her window washing, her chouldens envelope 
in an old red shawl, she was vigorously hailed from belo¥ 

“Ship ahoy! Your name, cargo and destination?" 
Without turning she called merrily back: “The Jeffers" 

with a cargo of books, bound for the Public 
“What's that? [don’t get you.” 

rer mind. I'm too busy to be spoken by every pas 
ing ship. 

“T'll be up," called the voice, and footsteps sounded pet 
the porch. “The front door banged, the sime ringing 
voice was heard shouting a “Good morning, sir,” and th 
owner of the voice came caping up the stairs and burst i!’ 
the room without ceremony, He advanced close to the of 
window, and nodded through the glass at the window wasl®* 
who sat on the sill with her upper body outside. 

HE WAS a fine specimen of youth and brawn and 1 ic 
A the young man whom Georgiana had pointed out told 

friends as one of her resources when it came té the 8! 
times they were so-anxious fo know of. His name was Jame 
Stuart, and he was a pear neighbor of the Manse. He wa 
a college graduate of three years' longer standing tha® 
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yon picture to yourself 
ribbon of stre nd with shops a 

fr 

y lawns and gar 
tee the «reat stone : ® thw Dill th 
crown wrought by the § 

OTT, » had made himself o r 

all times, but mo ially 
his wife was in the kitchen, baying 

me from prayer meeting. Mrs. Sevtt 
hor husband's esteem; but she had a w 
Tepeating as much as she could rememt 

Scott would not have presur 
any other room of his tormer 
ornament of the House 
favhionably—condescene 

the 

sperl by" 
held a hig 

over, that well-known 
but while he—guite 

‘o the using of American dollars, 
1 British scorn of all else that is not 
to way, except Mr. Ward and Mr. 

» English'butler must respect Hiram 
glish butler must adore the geniat Robert 

He was awaiting the return of the two, and he knew to a 
thinute when to expect them, just as he knew what Mr, 
Ward's mood would he after a day passed in o 

With the mill operatives who w 1 strike, 
fotlowe i 1 estimable lady 

parental hearth, four daughters remained on th 
Unsought and none too orn: 
An fact, there was very little chat Scott did not know about 

: Ward, from the origin of the family fortune to the 
who hated him, and the women who—to 
eloquent phrase—were “setting their caps 

I mental, 

» that Mr, Ward was the fourth of 
wh Hilton. 

carried 
he knew 

dinner pail 
{ many long days 

me 14 (live aod fabs 
that Me, Ward's great-grandfath rh 
ane devi a loom for many lon; 
in the mill that was now one of the bulwarks of the fam 
forty He lenew Ich was three generati 
‘old, aod that the family pores’ the beautiful had 
begun with Hiram A.'s father: just as he knew that 
Master's haus was the largest and finest in the 
filled to overflowing with objects of beauty, 

“TL Sewed. I Made Three New Deosses Oul of Some of the Things 

te Asked 

g Mr. 

dinarily 
as any 

Fr il and homely to 
1 been a de iid, and 

ue positis 
Ward's emir 

4 sought by 
p just eraduat 

althy be 
that more than all 

z lord of the Ward % nasty, 

2 judgm 
¢ Williamson 

id welded the 

yet firm 
“twenty min 

Pn set it 
hearth. of 

sor that gave access c 
of beside it like the 

left of th 
twelve he of 
pala 

on the plu 
con never entered it withou 
drawn breath of ple 
Mr. Ward only raise 
at the writing table that was lk 
by a large lamp of 
Then he kicked a eh 
before the fi k 5 in the Attic’ 

“Sir, My Frionds are My Ount"™'* 

ust there seemed to 
himself down into the 

or, frov 
and 

. He had a lighted cigar b 
cott brought in a cofice tray, which he set on a sntall 

fol of respectful 
1 grunted: 

Hanything else, sir? 
Mr. Ward ms vb lod past the cigar. 

saying the men was vo Ine reed the superi 
hold a meeting toniy 

woge from 
ape with the 

ME” 
ve 

upon hi 
pocket. 

RD aliost smiled; he ws 
pe, but caught the quizzical look of his secretary 

frowned again and thrust the missive into bis 
he growled over his shoulder at 

about to open the en- 

1 
“Well 

wat do you sty 
re yous math 

crossed the rig 
laze, 1 

his throat, first on one s 
hers watched hint, 

su doing that for?” Wand at last 
or ‘with you 

Pensively, 

at 

demanded, 
“Do you & 

I'm going to have te ne Lee got 
my head aches like tomorrow morning, 

is throat aguin and screwed! up his face ane tha’ 

J" said Ward unfeelingly, “You'd 

Williamson agreed 
murmured Scott; “if 1 might 

t, having 
Bueford, 

a he said with 
" very ane n- "Don't you 

ong, hot drink would do just about as well? 
Scott began, only to be interrupted 

by Mr. WW 
ill you go to hed?” he 

core throats. You talk yourself hoarse 
maon grinned dow 

o wonder you get 

“Yes, Hiram, Il go 
my behalf auching. 
won't worry too much, 

is cha ‘ aned forward 
as if about to rise; whereupon his secretary left the 

hearthrug and strode to the door. [n the hall he turned, 
however, and fapped a large, muscular hand in a gesture 

WARD grasped the arms 

of farewell. “Night-night, Hiram,” he said. 
“Oh, go to bed,” Ward replied, reluctantly grinning back 

at bim: and William hi 
Scott was still sta 

“Reg: 

1 
“AVhat have you got?” asked Mr. Ward 



But the answer to that simple question was long delayed. 
‘There was the sound of a vehicle haying stopped before the 
house, of the slamming of a carriage door, and of a woman's 
laugh; then the knocker, which was a part of the ornamental 
bronze vestibule door, fell twice, 

Mr, Ward looked up at the clock, which marked a few 
6 before mide went into the ball, and Scott 

that fool Harrison !"* Mr Ward began. "Hasn't 
sori enough to wait until morning to report that strikers’ 
meet But his sentence stopped in the middle. 

Scott had evidently opened the door suddenly, and as evi- 
dently the persan outside had not expected it to open quite 

A softly deawlin pparently to 
"Oh, 1 reckon it's all right!" And 

of a womanunless Mr. Ward's cars 
He jumped to his feet, 
‘ing ber hand to Scott. 

80 SHOT, 

turned fteri 
“How do you do?" 
: stile of child whe 

Lionleas, but his expression of horror showed 
c saw the litcle hand outstretched to him; he stood 

a-cyod, staring, speechless. If Hiram A, Ward was capa- 
bie, at the moment, of any feeling beyond incredulous 
surprise, it was one of sympathy for Seott. Mr. Ward was 
also motionless, speechless, amazed; and small wonder! 

electric globe in the vestibule had been turned off by 
careful bunee when he shut the door after Williamson: 

now the only light was that from the hall. Against the dark 
background of the outer door a remarkable figure stood out 
as if painted in colorsa trifle overbrilliant. It was the figure 
of a woman, but of a woman of a bygone day. The hoop- 

dress she wore, the enveloping mantle that was slip- 
ping away from her shoulders—it was a heavy shawl of the 

i known to our grandmothers as “Paisley” —the 
Wack mittens on ber hands, the ee brooch at her throat 
all were of the fashion of th “before the war.” Hiram 
A. was initantly, tesinded ok w faded ‘deguesreotype:ot bis 
grandmother, which was lying somewhere about the house, 
He supposed the girl was dri for some masquerade 

¢ why she had to come to the wrong 
mistake—and at this hour of the 

WAS ahout to go forward and deliver himself of a 
k to that effect, when she saw him standing in the 

ntl ran forward, “Close the door, will you, plea 
her shoulder, to the frozen image who had 

echoed with a 
And didn't 

t neighbors’ houses 
would be discussed 

at every bri ast table in the street--and he supposed the 
hewspapers would have it by night! 

But the girl was standing in front of the irate master of 
louse, looking up at him with the friendliest little smile 

athe world, “Oh, how do you do?" she said again; and as 
ram A. frowned down at her she held out both of her 

> Malawoancte Mr. Ward took them 4 in he bat 

snap. What’ tordoolery wns this 
Scatt know as well as anybody else ¢ 
have eyes and ea 

leaw nothing » re ia his 
again over the whitest of small 

last !"" she said. 1 
Y Then, as if suddenly 

ced of further explanation, “I've come to 
1" she added, 

Reaves! Have you never come in from the frosty darkness 
of a winter's eve to a warm room where the fireglow danced on 
the ceiling, and a lamp shed a welcoming circle of light? Have 
you never met, in a crowd, an eye which flashed to your own an 
unexpected message of understanding? Have you never caught, 
through a tangle of pine, the blue gleam of a summer sea? Has 
there never heen blawn to you, ax you pasved, the fragrance of 
some hidden dower? O Reader, has not some unforeseen beauty 
been suddenly revealed to you where you least would have looked 
for it, to startle you, at first, into lneredulity—to thrill you, 
anon, with wonder at Its perfection? 

MIR. WARD stropnest ter hands ap if suddenly they 
rned, and the girl went past him into the library. 

She looked at the t 
cover the mant ve reading lamp of 

nd ehell, the Jade-littercd writing table: her eyes 
big with wonder, and her lips formest a round expressive 

Mr. Ward's eyes met Scott's, and that personage shook 
his head, tapped his brow with an expressive forefinger, 
nodded questioningly toward the library and then toward 
the front door, and made a slight gesture as of tossing 

ay. 
sense!” snapped Mr, Ward with a frown; but as he 
toward the girl he said, in the tone and manner of the 

vho is not accustomed to having his word disputed: 
ar sraeéanse, Tam afraid you haw 

es 
sion became wistful, *"Have 1?" she asked, “"Well, 

‘t really matter. I told the driver to take me to the 
higgest house, because I thought there'd surely be plenty 
of room in that one: but"—with another look around the 
beautiful library and once more sthiling up at Me. Ward— 

this will do perfectly well, 
att opened his mouth—and shut it again. Mr, Ward's 

face became darkly red. He started once or twice to speak 

dee 

before he could actually articulate. He even swallowed, as 
if something were choking him. At last he managed to say: 
“It's a pew one on me, I'fLadmit that. But it won't go.” 
The giel still looked up at him; shadows of weariness were 

deepening on ber face, which was even more pale than when 
she came in. He might have been speaking an ancient 
language, for all she seemed to understand. 

“I hay a the object of many and varied endeavors 
before ft. Ward." but, I repeat, yours is a new 
one on me, IN give you credit for that. But it won't go, 
E tell you, You - will kindly"’—he bowed ironically, me 
ingly—"“depart! 

He could read, as if they were written there in words, the 
changing expressions on the girl's face—surprise and unde 
standing; fright; then the look af a wounded child. She 
pressed her hands against her breast in a gesture that was to 
become familiar to him. Her lips parted; she drew a quick 
little gasping breath. Oh !""she said,andagain,"O-0-0-oh !"" 
And she stared up at him—it may have been in a sort of 
fascinated horror. 

UT Scott the butler stepped forward from the shailow, 
“If you please, sir—" he began. 

And Mr. Ward iterrupted, as if sure of bara Scott had 
been going to say. Yes, open the door,” he commanded, 

But Scott only bowed. “If you please, sir,” 
again, “1—if I misy be allowed to suggest, sir—I thi 
the~er~—young lady, sir, is a—a young lady." 
“What?” 
“Yes, sir,” said Scott with another deferential bend. 

“I think there's no doubt about it, sir, 
The gicl swayed, gasped, pressed her hands to her cheeks, 

and gave a strange little moan. 
But Mr, Ward and Scott were gazing at each other over 

—not, for the moment, master and man, but in the 
presence of the feminine enigma only fellow men, Jeagued in 
&@ common cause, taking counsel together, facing a situation 
whose difficulty affected the interests of both, 

“The deuce you do!” said Hiram A. 
To which Scott replied with the firmness of convic 

ir. I think there's no doubt of it, sir.” 
Then suddenly, bringing them sharply back from the 

realms of were Watellettiel speculation, the git!) between 
therm swayed, reeled, ancl would have fallen had not Seott 
jumped forward in time to place a chair back of her, 

"I'm so hungry!" she cried, and, covering her face with 
her hands, began to cry t silently like a woman, but 
frankly and noisil 

“Good Lord!” said Hiram A,; but Scott had already 
begun to fill one of the cups from the coffee machine on the 
tray. When he had given it to the girl, putting it into ber 
hands as if she were a baby, she began to talk, between sips 
of the burning fluid and Helle pi breaths: 

E] 

“L—d-don't—know—when had anything to—eat! 
I didn't-know the~train—would keep on going and—go- 
ing all day. So I—didn't put anything—in my pocket—you 

Scott abruptly disappeared, Until he returned Mr. Ward 
stood silent, frowning, watching the girl and listening to her 
broken sentences. 11 was the first time in his career that a 
seention found him unprepared; but be was not thinking 
of that 

"T thought—the train—would go so fast that I'd—get 
here in time for dinner, But it—didn't, ft just kept on 
and on—and on. The man that looked at the ticket was not 
very nice either.” She sobbed. “I asked him please to be 
sure and t-tell me when we got to the place on my ticket; 
and the second time—1 asked him, he said 
ave to t-tell me, b-be 

train stopped anyway. And I w-wanted to 
At that there came a gleam of appreciat 

into Ward's eyes; but he did not smile. For the first time 
he was beginning to have some faith sis; 
and when that individual came in he helped 
him clear a place for it on the writing table; he even carried 
@ phate to the girl, 

But at the sight of food she sank back in her chair again, 
half fainting. 
“W she's starving!" Hiram A. exclaimed, And he 

added, with a ferociousness which was not at all decep- 
tive: “Here, drink this coffee; and eat; for heaven's sake, 
eat!" 

Then Mr. Ward and Scott returned again to the curious 
relationship of a few minutes before, and simply as two 
strong men they watched a starving woman eat. 

Ward would have ¢: ed ber—this curiously naive 
creatureto cat with childlike greediness; but she did not 
Instead, there wasa dainty restraint even about the bites she 
took; decidedly, it was rather interesting to watch her. 

SUDDENLY, brutally, a clangor arose which startled the 
thece in the library. Somme one was battling upon the frone 

door with some hard instrument, then hammering with the 
hronze knocker, then kicking and calling. 

Scott fairly jumped. He sprang to the door and flung it 
open, decorum lost in haste, 

A burly form in a top hat of ancient vintage, a whip in its 
and and snow upon its shoulders, pushed past Scott, and 
rode into the hall. “I want ter know how much longer 

y" expect me to set out there! What kind er game's this 
anyway? Young lady come off'n the ‘leven twenty-three all 
diked out ina fancy dress, tells me to drive ber to the biggest 
house in town, tells me the gentleman’ll pay me, tells me to 
wait. An’ there 1 been waitin’ tell T falls asleep on me box 
like to 'a” turned me to a frozen image, it has, in this yere 
blizzard, An” that would be a nice way for a poor man to 
be sent home to his wife and chil'en, wouldn't ic? 1 want 

HER DAYS 
VERSES BY MARY CAROLYN DAVIES 

DECORATIONS BY M. T. AND T. M. BEVANS 

‘GHING, she met the days that danced to meet her, 
And kissed them on the li 

All Spring bloomed new to joy er, sweeter, sweeter: 
— pit came trippin 

2 

One day brought Love; a later brought sweet mating; 
And after long days drifted, like a kiss, 

The sweetest day, and whis 
A sweeter still: “You help 
A soul.” She smiled: “No day brought joy like this.” 

to Youth’s piping, fleeter; 
hed out in dunks we good. 

d to her, fating 
in creating 
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. in comradehood; 

to know how much longer I'm to wait an’ who's to pay me? 
That's what f want to know. Who's to pay me, att’ where's 
the money?” 
Ward glared at the intruder, then at the girl. 
But before he could speak she had risen aw! was offering 

a quickly refilled coffee cup and a partridge sandwich to the 
cabman, “Oh, I'm so sorry!” she said, looking into the 
large red face as sweetly as she had looked at Me. Ward 
himself a detail which did not escape Hiram, “Poor man! 
I cert'n'y do hope you won't catch cold. Here, just yor 
drink this nice hat coffee and eat this sandwie! 

The cabman’s expr » relaxed 
grimly watched the prompt atianDer rane 
drink —his, Hiram A. Ward's. 

he girl pressed more upon the cabby, chatting mean- 
while, cooingly hoping that he woub! not take cold, ask 
the names of his children and inquiring for the health af 
his wife, 

Mr. Ward watched and listened; Seott watched and tis- 
teged too. Bur at last Hiram A. recovered, He frowned, 
and his voice was rasping, 

“Laak here,” he said to the girl, “ whac do you think this 
is—a free lunch? And what do you mean by not paying 
this man? I suppose be’s ar accomplice! If you are, my 
man, an take yourself and this—this baggage out of 
my house! The game's worked out,” 

Immediately the belligerency of the cabman returned und 
his face got redder than ever. 

But the girl was the first to speak.“ Enw coukl I possibly 
pay him,” she asked with just a touch of exasperation in her 
voice and manne “when I spent all the money for the 
ticket? How could 1 — 

fist on the table, “Ticker 
\ et —ticket! The woman's a lunatic! Here, 
you—yau take this woman out of my house and mow, d' you 
ear?" 
“WHILE?” said the capes and in no doubtful tone, He 

came closer to Mr, Ward and poked out his i 
where'd T get my money from then, hey? See 
don't want no more o” yer soft soap, Edan't, f been setcin’ 
out there in this blizzard long enough, an’ Tw ne I PHY, 
an’ [ want it quick, else they'll be trouble. See 

Mr. Ward was speechless, perhaps from. rag 
stepped forward, once more his impert 

* Beggin’ your pardon, sir,” he said with a slight bend 
toward his master, “if | may be allowed to 5 
perhaps it might be as well to pay the part 

Mr. Ward threw up his hands and walke 
windows; whereupon Scott produced a roll of bills from his 
trousers pocket—a roll, by the way, far larger than Mr. Ward 
ever carried—gave the still blustering hackman something 
which turned hts threats to blessings, ushered out to the 
vestibule, and closed the door behind his departing fort, 

Then Seott ree. to the library. Mr. Ward was 
far corner, standing with his fists in his pockets, his back t 
the room. qi t's bands were pressed against her basom, 
and although Seott did not apparently look at her, he wien 
perfectly aware of the tears in Ber eyes. That may have heen 
the reason why not even he could think of anything to say. 

It was the girl herself who broke the tension of 
ment, and she broke it by sinking into the big chair 
her head down upon its arm and beginning to sob 
audibly. 

Ward jumped around and strode back tor 
: Don't—-do~that!" he cried. “What are you aelawrt iat 

of his food and 

ARD thumped ticket ! 

“Tn so tired, ane I -c-can't—help it,” the girt sobbed, 
Pcapected and It wished it isn't a little teeny bit like 

hada’ 't conte |" 
Vell, what did you come for?” 

clingly. 
She Wooked up, and he had a confusing vision of reproach: 

ful eyes brimming with tears, “Why,” she said, "1 exme— 
tto—make youa visit! 

A i | lessness, and again her head was down on the arm of the 
chair, ‘The absurd bonpet with i 1 had slipped 
off, and Ward noticed that ber hair, black, with odd little 
reddish gleams through it, was held in place by a tall comb 
of carved shell, and a certain little w ust below 
where the hair began to ripple upward distracted his thought 
for the moment, 

But the girl was talking, explaining, between the gasping 
breaths of her sobbin, have never been anywhere in all 
my life, n-not in all my whole fife, And I decid so want to 
go on a—visit! Aunt Bella and Aunt Crishy u-used to go 
visiting all the ti-time when they were you And f have 
never b-been—anywhere! They used to ge go away for 
m-months ata time, and they used t-to go to b-balls, and all 
the gentlemen were in love with them, and 

In spite of himself Ward was listening now. 
Aunt Tishy?" he asked. 

ot Tishy! Crishy—Lucretia, of cols 
“And Aunt Crishy lee you come off alone—er— visiting?" 
The girl glanced up for an instant, 'No-o-o! Of co'se 

not! She never lee me go anywhere, not anywhere at all! 
not until she d-died; then she—couldn't help it. 
Even Scott was startled. Plainly the girl was a monster. 
“So, as soon as your aunt died you —er—skipped?" Ward 

asked. 
“Of co’se not!" the girl said again, sitting up straight 

enough now and rubbing hereyes with her fingers. “I haven't 
skipped since Iwasa teeny littlegirl. And she wasn't my aunt. 
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Ward demanded un- 

IN Ward throw his areas upward in a gesture of he 

“Who is 
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ATION BY OF 

OBERT LOUIS STEVENSON wa 
chatting with friends on the ¥ 

da of his plantation home," 
ima,” one Samoan evening, whe 
the conversation ped to Christ 
mas, and Judge Ide, then American 
Land Commissioner in the 
mentioned the pl 
daughter Annie—away 
Johnsbury, Vermont, » 
cheated out of her biethd 
to say nothing of the pr 
causes 

Stevenson was much 
and interested, and instine 

s touched, for he was fond of children his 
detive mind sought 4 remedy for this unseemly act of Fate, 
“have an idea!” said he enthustastically. “WH give her 
my birthday, What do you think of that?" 

The Judge smiled assent —the thought was so whimsi 
and then he knew how delighted his lite daughter would bx 

So they chatted laughingly over the phases and possibili- 
ties of Steverison's generous plan; and thus it came about 
that little Annie Ide, now Mrs, W. Bourke Cockran, came 

birthday which she has ever since cele 

path 

into possession of 
braterl as bee own 

Not Jong after this conversation Jodge Ide returned to the 
United States for a short time, and while at his hon 

Johasbury this letter came from Mr, Stevenson 
Varunia, Juse 19, 1891, 
DOCUMENT, whi Dear Mr. ides Herewith fled th 

trent will prove satisfactory inlaw. It 
Ke retectiviom: Scots, English and Roman law pir ferently intradiced, and a quotation from the wa 
Bayly can hardly fall to attrace the indul 

Yours very truly 
Ronery Lous Stevenson 

Deed of Glit 

Autyneate of the Sc 
and “Moral E 

Bar, author of 
ms,” stuck civil 

ce and Plantation 

Robert Lauis Stevensan, 
The Master of Hallantra 

fuineer, sole uwner and patentee of the Pa 
known as Vaillima in the Island of Upata, Samoa, a British Subj 
Veing in sound mind, and pretty well, E thank you, in body 

Jn consideration that Miss Annie EH. Ide, daughter of HL, C. Tde, in the town of St, Jobustury, in the County of Caledonia, im the Si 
l Vermont, United States of America, was horn, out of all te 
“pon Christmas Day, aud is therefore out of all justice denie 
Pomolation and profit uf a prope birthday: 

ited considering Ubat f, the sald Robert Louis Stevenson, 
alved an age when, 0 never mention it, and ¢ 

fo farther use for a bittbday af any description 
And in consideration that f have met H.C. Ide, father of the said 

Anniv H. Ide, and fousd him about as white & tand commissios 
Pequire 

_ Lave transferred, and de kere ver, to the said 
Hund w Halts and peivileges in the thirteenth day 

, formerly my birthday, now, hereby and henceforth the 
i the said Annie H to have, hold, exercise an 
1 the customary manner, by the sporting of fine raiment, 

of gilts, compliments and ¢ 
of our ancestors 

Hi, Ide to add to the said name o H. We the name Louisa—at hast in private; and E charge ber to us 
said birthday with moderation and homanily, ef emguam lowe 
familia, the sais birthiay not being so young as it once was, and 

ing carried me ina very satisfactory manner since I can remember 
_ Ana, in case the said Annie 1 Te shall negicet or contrave: 
ther of the above conditions, E hereby revoke the donation and 

transfer my rights aid birthday to the President of the United 
Slates of America far the time being: 

Th witness whereof I have hereto set my hand and s 

have 
at I have now att 

le my 
tebe 

birthday 
the 
eating of rich meats and reves 
Verse, according to the mann 

dF direct the said Ani 

} this 
binetoenth day of Juse in the year of grave cightees huadred and 
Binety-ome 

Witness, Lion Osnovene. (Seal) 
Witness, Haxoun Warts. Rowewr Lovis Stevenson. 

THERE w icing in the Ide household, anda party was 
immediately planned for the following November. The 

cighborbood children had. helped to celebrate the bieth- 
sof lithe Marjorie Ide with great regularity, and general 

ret had often’ been expressed that Annic’s rights as a 
birthday hostess had been snowed under the Christmas tree. 
So when invitations were sent out for November 13 there 
Was a flutter of excitement in St. Johnsbury, and on the 

atful day the children arrived with more than the usual itterest ina party of the kind, Each one brought a present, 
‘nd the youthful hostess at last knew the exhilarating sens 

N of opening a birthdy package. Stevenson did not for 
Ket thar there was a distinction, if not a difference, between 
the present of a birthday and a birthday present, and that 
tthe girls—not to mention big ones—like gifts that arrive in bbon ind tissue paper, and so he had sent a tangible 
‘Mblem of his regard: a little water-color painting of a typ- 

| Samoan scene. In it are shown two natives on the 
ach, sighting an incoming mail steamer—quite an event 

in those days. 
The children played games and ate the usual ice cream, but 

Rat the usual bicthday cake. ‘This frosted institution was 
Very much out of the ordinary, and caused much merriment 
for the reason that it had just one candle on it! Quite safe it 
is to say that this party is the only one on record where 
‘Owner of the birthday actually remembers seeing the cake 
when it held a single waxenlamppost! The will” was read 

is the custom each year--and every requirement was “ilblled, #2 that not a loophole was leit for the birthday to 
lip out of, 

Shortly afterward Annie wrote to Stevenson telling him 
a about it, The fetter was quite a remarkable composition 
Ora little girl, Here it is Sr. Jomwsnuay, VERwonr. 

+ Dear Mr. Stetenson: You may be interested t> know that the 
“will” whereby you left your birthday to me, was published in sev- {itl sf the most widely circulated papers in the United 

t | received letters from people in different parts of th 
‘usitaining birthday greetings. . , . Ou November 13 1 bad 
iy first real hirthday celebration anit dinner, with “'sporting of fine 
Faiment, eating of rich meats and receipt of gifts, compliments and ShBiks of verse, according to the manner of owe ancestors.” as the 
jwull’’ most satisfactorily provides. ‘The conditions of the legacy 
ive all been complied with. My old name was as unsatisfactory as 

my hétthday, and Tam now Annie Louisa, so that my now birthday 

be; 

L 
By Shirley Burns 

FRANKLIN ROOTH 

vert to the Presi 
f the United States, 

lly as 1 ex- 
lam 

wever, what 
birth: 

roll by 
ider, 

nel perhaps will thus be 
come inamortal in body a8 
well as in renoun. When 
I have celebrated seventy 

ain of perp 
and delig’ 
ith ah 

mind us 
Tow wonderi 

hat willbe! But if I have 
rth. ry 

I shall grow old at a ter 
rible rate. The years will 

e like w 

tar Jekyl, 4 
rtbiday, a0 that 

twice asc 
Th 

photograph which I send 
hat fam already much 
ider thaws my sister, 

much older still I shall 
a few years! I sen 

also a pen-and-ink sketch 
which T have made of the 
charch which I att 
and which stands best 
my 
remind you that y 
faithful old birthday 
still. com! 
at least 

Papawisl 
remem) 
asd tam 

ately pours 
Arne Lowisa Ive 

P. 5, Will you be gov 
enough to say Co Mr 
Strong that I was very 

h pleased with the 
Samoan sketch? 

TEVENSON'S let 
ter in reply: 
Varia, Samoa, 
November, 1891 

My dear Lowisa: Y¥ 
picture of the church, the 

very witty and pleasing 
letter, ¢ Hin a bundle 
and made me feel Th; 
my 
birthday 
must be, 
nearest relativ 
what we are to 
Ido not know; I ¢ 
the case bas ever happened 

ore—your papa ought 
» know, and I don't believe be does; 

but I think I ought to call you in the 
meanwhile, and until we get the advice 
of counsel learned in the law, my nam 
daughter. Well, I was extremely pleas 
to see by the church that my same: 
ughter could deaw; by the letter that 

she was no fool, and by the photograph 
that she was @ pretty girl, ‘h hurts 
nothing. See bow virtues are rewarded! 
My first idea of adopting you was en 
tirely charitabl bore I find that 
am quite proud of It, and of y 
that I chose just the kind of a 

tiwanted. For] can draw, too, or ratber I mean 
te I forgot how; and I am very far 

from being a fool myself, however 
and I am as beautiful as the 
that perhaps I 

of your 
3 exactly 

b 

Lonce boped 
he, And so I right 

aud oes ¢ 
Jam very giad also that you are olde 

il Thawe been, if Thad had one 
h you have inheri 

ather is already quite surprising. 
1 wish that you would tell your father: 

age my rival—that w 
that we are kaving a cold day on 

reports, and I am writing to 
ur friends this time I shall beg 

name-daughter. 
You are quite wrong as to the efect of the birthday on your ap 

From the momont the deed was registered (ae it was in the 5 
press with every solemnity), the thirteeath of November be 
your own amd ouly birthday, and you ceased to have been bars un 
Christmas Day. Ask your father: 1 am sure be will tell you this is 
sound law, You are thus become a month and twelve days younger 
than you were, but will go on growing alder for the future is the 
regular and human manner from one November 13 to the next. The 
effect. on me is more doubtful: I may, as vou saggest, live for ever; 
I might, on the other hand, come to pieces like the ane-horse shay, at 
a moment's notice; doubtless the step was risky, but I do not the 
Jeaat regret that which enables me to sign myself your reverend and 
delighted nazne-dather, Roper Louis Stevexson, 

(Page 19) 

that you see we are 
points 

not that I like t 

‘t get od 
to despair of everything but my 

URENG Stevenson's 
evichericesart Vailas 

coceasiomlly Louk hong 
Ma trips, and in Septem 
ber of 1893, while in 
Honolulu with Mrs 
Stevenson, he met for 
the Greet time his fire 
name-daughter, whe 
father was taking her 
with her younger sister 
to their new home in 
Samos, They traveled 
on the same steamer, 
and by the time Upolst 
was reached, carly in 
November, ere 
and the ttle girk whom 
he had made so happy 
had become great 
friends, and afew weeks 
later they celebrated her 
birthday togeth 

ft wasn'e an ordinary 
birthday party; it was 
a great feast, The 
Samoans were devoted 
to! Pusitalas' the writer 
of tales, a» they called 
Stevenson, and on the 
thie that November 

was a veritable 
ering of the clans 

at Vailima. ‘The native 
vfs brought presents 
ads, fana and finely 

Woven ‘als, together 
with various delectable 
native dishes of which 
whole roast little pigs 
were the most highly 
prized, They arealways 
4 feature of a Samoan 
celebration, 

SOR this birthday 
party the setting was 

wonderfully picturesique, 
because Mr, Scevenson's 
house stood on the side 
of a mountain wreathed 
in tropical verdure and 
the dinner was spread 
outdoors, In every 
direction the view Was 
superb, Ata glance ane 
could sce the restful 
purple of the distant 
hills, the dense green. af 
the surrounding jungle, 
and away down bebow 
‘on the shore the coco- 
nut palms leat their 
stately charm igainst 
the background ef the 
sea. The air, too, was 
filled with the rich fra 
grance of the gardenia, 
jesxamine, coconut. ail 
nd other perfumes, 
The guests, with 

Stevenson and his sume 
daughter at the head of 
what we would call the 
table, sat cross-legged 
on the ground, Samoan 
fashion, and 
was laid on ba anit 

leaves, the native substicute for a 
linen tablecloth, Every edible 
luxury the islands afforded was be: 
fore them — mangoes, guavas, taro, 
covonuts, bananas, wild pigeons, 
shrimps, fish—all ‘prepared with 
the skill for which every native 
chef is famous. At the close of 
the repase there was “kava,” the 
National drink, made from the 
grated root of a pepper plant and 
prepared and served with cere- 

of mixing with water, the 
aining, the handling of the cup, drinking out of 
nd returning —all of these are regulated by rule. 

The Samoans are worshipers of the beautifuland 
own dark skins were decorated with flowers 
simple barbaric ornaments. ‘They love the 

“Siva,” their National d. and when the feast itself was 
over long rows of natives sat on the ground and sang verses 
they had composed for the occasion to the rhythmic move- 
ments of graceful arms and bodies 

On November 13, 1804, the festal rites were repeated at 
Vailima. Tr was the last occasion of the kind Ube great writer 
was permitted to soe. 

INCE then Stevenson's name-daughter has cetebrated 
her birthday in many parts of the world, In April, 1900, 

Miss Ide left San Francisco with her father, who had been 
appointed a member of the Philippine Commission that 
went to the islands on the transport Hancock—the first of 
the famous trips ever made by ex-President Taft. 

On the thirteenth of the following Noventber Miss Ide's 
birthday was given another Oriental celebration. The 
dining-room in the Ide home was rectangular and almost the 

CONCLUDED ON PAGE Bt 



© Girl F ils the Colles 
By Caroline Hazard, Litt. D., LIL. D. 

ine HE college is a livi 
timation of immort, 
Th its present aspect, as 

we know it, it is the descemlant 
vorca and women of 

high aspirations and noble 
minds, who have lived in the 
world of their day with the 
desire to better it, “The college 

n trace its ancestry back to 
ys of Socrates, when his 
es gathered around him 

to take the part of questioners 
in those wonderful di SCOUT EES. 
If Homer had no classroom he 
had audiences mbied on 
who shall say what ey/press- 
covered hills, vaulted by what 

avure skiex? Since civilization began there have been 
honared teachers: surrounded by eager scholars. 
From Greece the scene shifts to Rome, and to the great 

Roman poets, some of whom were very practical persons, 
Vergil knew the bees and their form of government; he was 
a good cattle breeders he ‘d his ohve orchards and his 
vineyards, a8 the " Georgics” prove, 

Hat learning, those days was for the elect few. Orcca- 
sionally there a secretary slave, as Epictetus, who, one 

“ato know, wav made a free man, But the mass of 
ind was simply the yulgar, as distinct from the gentle, 

am! no effort toward instruction was made for or by them. 
With Christianity and its recognition of the value of the 

soul the whole conception of life changed, and religion and 
learning went band in hand. Those Roman road builders 

prepared the way, The Alps were crossed; Gaul had 
conquered; the legions of Casar bad made their camps 

ingland $$ B.C,,and when St. Augustine came, in $97, to 
t the Saxon king ane his Christian Queen Bertha, it was 

to found schools, where the true faith should be preserved 
and studied, as well as to preach, 

From Canterbury the new religion spread, Other houses 
were founded, and from them the great universities grew, 
The germ of the University of Cambridge is traced to the 
Augustinian house of St. Giles, founded by a woman, 
Hugoline, the wife of Roger Picot, the sheriff. This was in 
1092, less than thirty years after the Norman Conquest. It 
1231 He TH issued “a weit for its shite er asa center 
of learni more than half acentury before Peterhouse, the 
first college, was chartered, 

Ss} THE new religion spread, and the great universities of 
Oxford and Cambridge became the centers of intellectual 

life. The Middle Ages was the time of their great splendor. 
M a lordly person gave of his wealth for Gf nel scolars,”” 
or to found « college which should perpetuate his name and 
give learning to some of bis neighbors, Not only men but 
women took part in this good work, 

OF the fifteen colleges established in Cambridge before 
1400 six are on the foundations of women. Clare College 
(1326), refounded by Elizabeth de Burgh, the Countess of 
Clare, in 1359, is the earliest of them, the second in point of 
age in the University. Then comes Pembroke, 1347, Tocatea 
hy Mary de St. Paul, the Countess of Pembroke, whose 
name is recognized in all women's colleges in this country. 
‘The women's college of Brown University is named for her, 
The quadrangles, Pembroke East and Pembroke West, at 
Rryn Mawr hold her name in remembrance, and her scholars 
have an honored place in the history of the world. 
Rises's College, founded by Margaret of Anjou, the wife 

of Henry VI, was established in 1445, and Elizabeth Wood- 
ville in 1465 added to her endowment. 

‘Then comes Christ's College (founded as a school in 1439), 
which to us in America is of very special interest. ‘This was 
refounded by Lady Margaret Beaulort in 1505. She was the 
Countess of Richmond and Derby, and was the mother of 
Henry VIL. Her endowment provided for a master, twelve 
fellows and forty-seven scholars. Edward VI added an- 
other fellowship and three scholarships. The present number 
of fellows ix fifteen. It was in the lovely quadrangles of 
Christ's College that Milvon walked, and the mulberry tree 
under which he read is still an object of veneration, 

NGS content with one college, which she named Christ's 
College, Lady Margaret founded, only six years later, 

another college, St. John's, named after the beloved diseiple. 
‘The last of these early foundations by women is that of 

Sidney Susex (1594), founded by Lady Frances Sidney, 
Countess of Sussex, 

‘There is still in the University the Lady Margaret pro- 
feasorship of divinity, instituted by the foundress of Christ's 
and St. John's Colleges. 

‘These colleges were not for women; that was considered 
out of the question, though Lady Margaret Beaufort lived in 
her own ic. The galery window is still chown in Christ's 
College chapel where she sat during prayers. It is much like 
that window at Penshurst overlooking the great banquet hall, 
Here Lady Margaret sat with her scholars, she who was 
Countess of Richmond and mother of Henry Vil. Dad ber 
great-granddaughter inherit from her some of those qualities 
which made possible the“ spacioustimesof great Elizabeth''? 

Wie ts Antiien whould Rages special teohog af veneration 
for this Lady Margaret, for she is quite literally the mother 

Miss Mazar 

Former President of Wellesley Collewe 

AUTHOR OF “WHERE THE COLLEGE FAILS TIP GIRL," ETC. 

of wall, She founded Christ's College in 1505, Among the 
stusdents of Christ's was Sir Waker Mikdmay, who became 
Chanectlor of the Exchequer during Queen Elizabeth's 
reign~a stern and rugged Puritan, wha in 1584 founded 
Emmanuel College, John Harvard was an Emmanuel Col- 
lege man, and in 1636 Harvard College accepted the gift of 
his library; and in Cambeidge on the Charles, in the Colony 
of the Masachusetts Bay, it was incorporated and called by 
his name. That was the first English college in the western 
world, the world which gave balance to the earth and rounded 
out the globe. Harvard has carried on the gre: 
One of her sons in 1875 founded a great wom! 
near Lady Margaret, the Countess of Richmond 
as Queen Elizabeth was in physical desce 

¢ force of tradition is one of the 
workd, It preserves nationalities; it propagates religions, 
What the fathers did the sons do, consciously or yacon- 
sciously, There are great families, with traditions of learn- 
ing and of public service in all countries, who cannot fall 
below their heritage, whose ideal of honor is the bulwark of 
the state. Men are born to these privileges and responsibali- 
ties. But the college student enters into such a heritage at 
the moment of entering college, What is best in the world 
is absolutely free, to be enjoyed and assimilated by each 
student who can appreciate it. Milton did noe sit under the 
trees of our Western colleges; he did in his own college, and 
walked his own lovely meadows, thinking high thoughts, 
which have been the inspiration of mankind. To the meas- 
ure of bis or her own capacity of mind and heart each student 
may do the sume, may join that noble fellowship, and enter 
into companionship with the thought of all the world. It is 
a great tradition, a great heritage of learning, which is 
represented by the college and which welcomes its students. 

E HAVE no distinct “ body of doctrine” to offer to the 
eager mind. The world is plastic; it means growth and 

progress—and just now a terrible sethack—in all the forces 
of civilization. To each student the open vision comes. It 
may be by the avenue of the sciences, or by the wisdom of 
poets, but some day the realization comes of the unity of life, 
of the fact that each soul is part of the great whole, that the 

“Means intensely and means good.” 
And how shall a girl student be true to the great tradition? 
‘The college is coms of living units. It is more than 

all of them, for it has the force of years of inspiration 
behind it, of the prayers and aspirations of countless seekers 
after trath now gone to their reward, But as the college 
exists in this present time both faculty and students are not 
impeccable. College generations are short, and time and 
its perspective are needed to appreciate great currents of 
thought. If a woman student turns out simply a “grind,” 
then she bas failed the college. She must have more than 
book knowledge; wisdom requires more than lip service; 
and she bas to remember that any eccentricity of manner is 
put down as a reproach to the college she has been a member 
of. Our college girls in general are not open to such reproach, 
for in the little cosmos of the college there is wi fric. 
tion to wear off rough edges. i 
when it required unusual courage for a girl to prepare herself 
toenter college., The way is made easy nov, and great nun- 
bers are taking it. 

But the girl does fail the college if after graduation she 
drops it like @ cast-off garment, and takes up her life just 
where she left it off. A girl fails ber college as well as herself 
if she does not make the most of her life, and it is a rare 
ae when she does not feel “freely ye have received, 
freely give.” 

pioneer days are past 

OR the college girl fails her college as well as herself, I 
repeat, if she lives to herself alone. The girl who uses her 

charm of manner, or of beauty of any sort, simply for her 
own gratification, to excite comment and surround herself 
with admirers, is justly condemoed asa flirt, For a college 
girl to do this is doubly bad, for she truly ought to know 
better. To use another person's wealth for personal gain is 
tosteal. To use his time and his thoughts for epee grati- 
fication isa meaner kind of theft, Something for nothing, in 
the give and take of life, is the fundamental dishonesty of 
gambling, oi flirtation, of sycophancy, The social climber 
does not hesitate at givis f eprrseraer ed and stooping to 
gross flattery to try to reach the coveted position. It is not 
@ pleasing sight to see such things. Should the college girl 
stoop to them, she betrays her college as well as herself, 

It is after college that the test comes. After the happy, 
care-free college life, with its freedom and yet its bounds, how 
is the girl to go hack—to the family, sometimes to narrow 
surroundings and outgrown habits—and take her place 
spa? ‘These questions beset not only the college graduate, 

very pi in her middle twenties has the same question to 
face. It may be the question of marriage and deciding her 
whole future life, It is always a problem of adjustment, as 
the girl comes to a realizing sense of her own capabilities and 
is aware of herself asa person. She must guide that person, 
She must keep it in order, both physically aad spiritually, 
and must justify her existence. Many a girl hides a restless 
dnd aching heart under a gay exterior. She is happy if there 
isa daily round of duty requiring herattention, if her groping 
for light is aided by some reguier task. 

This problem of adjustment is the common one for all 
young lives. The boy has it in more tangible shape, for after 

(Page 20) 

college he has his own place to find i 
only college girlsand boys have it; it isthe universal problem 
of youth. And for the college girl it should he casier to solve, 
because she has some true idea of values. She has some per: 
spective, some knowledge of the past, and some glimpse of 
the future. If she has learned her college lesson she las 
learned something of patience and humility. Something of 
these virtues, E say; for who shall dare to say she knows 
them? We goon learning them all our lives, Artis long anc 
time is floeting, and ages have been taken to being the work! 
tothe place it now is, If Nature works so sbowly, if evalu 
is so bong a process, shall we not each learn of her? “Teach 
me your patient mood,” the poct cries to the stars. And 
shall we not he pationt with ourselves? Not with a lazy 
unconcern, but, having expended our best effort, wot worry 
about the results? 

“God troubleth not Himself, 
Nor is by work opprested; 

‘or all His rest is Wark, 
‘And all His work His rest.” 

Te is in this divine temper we must face our daily life, with 
ceaseless activity and ceaseless repose, 

Self-assertion, in the way of either intellectual arroga 
or footish display, will he impossible for the callege gi 
she has learned something of true humility, She will hive 
her opinions, of course, She would not be young anid a 
college girl H she did not. But she will have learned toler: 
ance for other views, and will have the hospitable mind to 
welcome light, no matter from what quarter it comes, The 
truly learned person is always humble, 

“We know so much, i¢ it nat reasonable 
‘To think that there is more beyon! to know — 
New law, new life, new light forevermore, 
To break upos us?" 

“AT COLLEGE, if you have lived rightly," says Dean 
Briggs, in his book," Girls and Education,” “you have 

found enough learning to make you humble, enough friend- 
ship to make your hearts large and warm, enough culture 
to teach you the refinement of ren ge enough wil 
to keep you sweet in poverty and temperate in wealth, 
Here you have learned to see great and small in their truce 
relation, to look at both sides of a question, . . . Here you 
have found the democracy that excludes neither poor nor 
rich, and the quick sympathy that listens to all and helps by 
the var eee % 

It is use all this can be had at college that the girl faite 
her college if she is selfish and frivolous after she leaves it, 
and is culpable to a far preeter degree than the girl who has 
not had her opportunit 
We have seen that women had a part in che founding of 

tt universities, Dr, Thomas Fuller has a chapter on the 
*Conveni of She-Colleges," in his “Church Ae! of 
Britain," which Dean Briggs quotes with effect: "That 

of their wits, and suddenness of their conceits, 
which their enemies must allow unto them, might by educa» 

in be improved into a judicious solidity, and that adorned 
with arts which they now want, not because they cannot 
learn, but are not taught them.” 

Doctor Fuller was born in 1608, and there had been 
instances of gent learning among women before hisday. It 
is that “suddenness of their conceits,” the intuitive percep 
don of truth, which is the great characteristic of women. 

“The reason why, I cannot telly 
I do not like you, Doctor Fell"— 

but we are all inclined to believe that Doctor Fell was a dis- 
agreeable person, A woman feels things, she says, gets to the 
heart of a matter, no less truly than if she could trace the 
successive steps of reasoning which led her, If she can unite 
Peer price can both perceive and reason, then she is 
indeed strongly equipped. 

6 Bee ancient foundations of learning were closely associ- 
ated with religion. Learning figion went hand in 

hand, and it was women who hand fostered 
bh. 
“There are two Books from whence I collect my Divine 

ity,” writes Sir Thomas Browne in 1642; “ lo that 
written one of God, another of His servant Nature, that 
universal and publick Manuscript, that lies nad unto 
the eyes of all; those that never saw Him in the one have 
discower'd Him in the other. . « Those strange and 
mystical transmigrations that I have observed in silkworms 
turned my Philosoy into Divinity, There is in these 
works of Nature, which seem to pie reason, something 
Divine, and hath more in it chan the eye of a common spec~ 
tator doth discover.” * 

Learning and religion, we aay, the intellect and the soul, 
the natural and the supernatural, or, more simply, Hody and 
Spirit, These two great forces make up the sum of life, and it 
is the special business of women to unite the earthly apd 
the heavenly, From the earliest times they have devoted 
themselves to this high calling. The spirits of just men and 
women made perfect must watch over the foundations they 
created to train youth for the life that now is and the life 
that is 10 come, Whatever life isto come must grow out 
this present life. For the sake of the future, as well ax the 
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“IT Shall Marry a Millionai 
The Story of My I 

aretta Tu tile 

2 

{ 
9 
2 

2 

> 
IAN EA y LIVE WETIEP" ETC. 

TLL ARENCE F. UNDERWOOD 

HEN T grow up I shall marry a millionaire." We 1 ‘ be street Tid creature in dark blue Fivery accosted all said it as small girks, but Leika wits the only o done, me by name, handed me into the limousine, closed the doo , of us who did it, Vet, as one act of girls grew up sade, Le and sprang to his seat with the chauticur 
th her, the rest of us har much more attention, first from us elid, in 1 would. peobal k my bouts and manicure my 
ie boys and chen from the men, than Leila had. ‘The be He vails if | eould fin © butions to press," 1 saict cary Dkly stid that Leila haul too much executive ability x ud as the car 5 ssly inte the Avenue. It wa Pistnt to takeout, ‘The ner wou ila, lise thei luck to live on the moet interesting street in America, jtads over her—far she was lovely—come to call three ar t point where it was most interesting instead of several ue times, and then would become interested inand marry farther out. When her hushanet had inherites! the hese “imeboxty else w York had ended at Seventy-rocond Street 
ty gle herelf did not seem to mind it, said anything 
18 Her about tlway's answered ; dy PRICELESS bit of yard was inclosed by h iron 
Sry yet, J haven't seen aman who coukl make me fence, Wide stone steps curved to a highs As we MiNge even ty nian about the weather. ich different paused before the gate another splendid creature in dark bod 

Eben, when she was twenty-four, Leila wene without herp nwa th , openced the door of the automobile, 
Miku summer crip, ga all hee money and her sume ermitted wt and took my suit case from the jilhes, and in January went to Florida to visit some friends chauffeur. I didn't wait to see what he did with it, for the 

We liad met in’ New York t the top + was being held open for me, 
uptbe day after she came home 1 waited for home T have to ring my bell twice, and then wait, 
me An upstairs for her gloves and foc f t get in, and E had to ne sume Ching at Leila's 

Ware saa that we might go to town many a time, But noc now. The 
ether, door was closed after me and for | Thave something to show you: moment Thad a glimpse of tapes 

‘he sail as she came down th ry and carved wood and a grea 
jules She laid her gloves on the Jaircase that instinctively made aw 
All bench and pat her left hand on straighten any shoulders. rm, and there blazed out at a I stood quite still and so did the 
Thats, Whose splendor outdid any Tiveried functionary at the door, st 
We 1 had ever seen, for all | know we might have stood 
Cella?" 1 exclaimed. forthe next hour bur thar hurvie 

Ji, looks like the mother of all steps sounded on the stair and a sinonds, doesn't it? But 1 bave voice witha French accent rebuked! 
ways wanted just one diamond as the solemn pers ny. wile 
ke asa lady can wear and still be with: “Mais, Mademoiselle is to 

. ome at opce to Madame's drawing 
room, You were told #0, 

20K her by the shoulders and Evidently, not even in so mag o shook her, “Leila, where did you nificent an ‘establivheoent did all Ret that ring?!" ervants remember all things. A 
1 got it in Florida for being o wornan of thirty-five addressed mez Rood girl.” She har not even blushed * Mademoiselle, s'il paus plait!” 

28 he looked from her third finger 1 gathered that this meant [was 
sito my blinded eyes. “And [have ta follow ber. We not awcen 4 wear it all on one hand,” abe the splendid and somewhat gloomy 
Sonchidecd staircase. We walked the length of to tt looks as if you might be going the hall to an levator, where the 
“0 marry that millionaire." nan pressed a button that said Oh, ordinary men sometimes “Third Floor," and we moved up mo mortgage the farm to bury ane 

At ring; but this man didn’t quite 
Wo that,.”'It comes from Cornelius Macray 
| Sat down on the ha if 

an TW sPapers af ¢ large city 
ny small ones wrote of him 

tly, Cornelius Maeray was 
ratte 2iltionaize of our gir 

‘itions, but an unusually pic- 
1% “ty of this aman 

herited ar or two 
and then by his own labor 

dthem; aman who had 
da Gothic house faci 

th on the New York stn 
Ent is so distinctive that a 

Mt tnerely calls it the *Av 
in geitto had added to it a ¢ 
and 2 shires,a manor in Flor 
wife tn estate on Long Island, The 

fof such a man might easily lead 
that, in opportu and power, 

uM not be equaled other 
She Stzed on Leila awe. 

hole ltughed lightly. “I met him 
ay alter I reached Florida, I 

fot lowt in the woods; no, it is not 
iaitery tale. It's & funny thing 
think getting lost in woods: you 
ete, YO Kitow your way out per 

¥ and then you suddenly dis- 
part of the woods 

like another part, and 
se trees, no matter 

you try, you cannot keep 
When Cornelius 

¥ found me I had been trying 
line, 

hat, through underbrush, and my 
hay. Pid come down, It seems he There Were Al Kinds of Chantes in Her; Changes of Repression ond Expression” 
{,.Ueen waiting from his colleg: 
495 until now * up about a 
Cant? lait.” She paused and star traveling it 

4 matter of ten years, for a woman with real 
1 aff to the end of the ppos 

wonder 
in had fe by 
Annex, and a private 

I protested, “Tell it to me right she 
it just asit happened. [didn’t kae 
But I had to stop and do up my hair b 

t, and he picked up my h 
arted him toward d 

t blush covered her very blond 

York train, 

ing trip,a 
er invite 
had been on raph : ago. stat 

wi , You are—you are flippant! Do you like him? "you love him?” I know 
he blash de youl ar oreleren him if Pe ht woukt marry + preferet 

would 
” She pronounc 

“A whole note dee 

you want with it 

intoa region where there was neither 
waft bright 

cretonnes, Ina roam 
hat sparkled with a dozer if 

ze, Leila grabbed me with a hug 
of the sumbe variety she used to give 

> years ago, and then we stood 
dat cach other long 

gloom nor carving, but 
lors and g 

the same," she 
said. 

“But you aren't," I answered. 

NOR yasste, Therewereall kinds 
IN of esin her; changesof re- 
pression and expire Her lovely 
golden hair did nat flare about her 
face held Breck: 
ina if Coif 
that a "a 

fare and the w i 
on her shoul In some 
way her face seemed to bs 
dergone Che same treatment 
longer arrested you with its sharp 
contrast of white and pink; it in 
vited you becau ight lie 
behind it 

As fe 
fuller and more slender 
the right places, 

‘Perfect 
following my 

She wore a 
ing gown of blue crépe, ¢ 
ently a morning gown, but nota 

negli and her feet w incased 
in bronze slippers. 

‘Your very voic 

she smiled, corseting,” 

sof 

is different,” I 

schanged 
d of herself 

i thoughtfully, Two 
“Give me your keys 

ie nante French fashion, 
« discu 

for one unk, Would you mind 

T want it for Henriette, so that she may 
with me and have some hot choco- 
heeakfasts are, and [ remember 

“Merely loved f TRIED to think if there were anything in my trunk that 
hq Well one does I'd marry him if I I did not want Henei There were three pairs 

Lf I'm going to be married next month.” f cotton stockings and my Mt, and my hipport op ga Ppore hit 
cer did ainly was conlusing to me. 

“And I ree hundred 
yas Leila 

arprised if | 

“sthiled at my bewil Collars for my trouse 
I wear as 1 

at 

nat 
had ¢ me out af t 

ng throtygh ther 
barely in tite 

to get another 
nild not be helped now, ani 

T might have put in my old 
poeder, if I hadn't been given a new 

have 

e YOu some Me $ tly tomy 
, I her with wonder, trying to realize giv So T surrendered the key and looked 
Whee this casual way of becoming the wife of jeur in t ric blue lit out the lavely room whose blues were sich a delicioats 
Nee it 50. lich to give that the very acceptance arrived I for o pick out the blue i for Leila. ‘There were several vivid paintings 

tained ability, Leika had always been the it was conspi 1 crossed led that as a girl Leila loved color #0 that she 



ited to give nace to etchings or 
photographs. T was n w to 

ull canvas of a white-lomed city « 
\ ile st 1 1 remember those 
Ger hat hung i museum th : 
run into see?” [thought 1 eaugh t 
! the pictures myself, W the De 

Coruts. [had the Cotots bung io th Ag Foe 

nied wo it fas th tof ooking wut of winde 
into the | The other pi 

here 1 They we ng 
Neal's 1 . © let al . 
floors ah I them of h t 

ett r. Mut up here U have d 

rainbow." 

with the chocotate, Leila poured it from bea 
ilver into pric ir r 

aughed at b 
Lats of fun?” she hiughedt back, ¢ imp 

t y it” Yet 1 wondered if it did ‘ 
xtreme aduptabillty to “take ta” all the thi 

that were a part of ber is) t 
pty cup a moment 

do 1 hold it antil somebs " Ta 
Here!" and Leila took the cup from 

pushed an electric button, one af five, above the 
lea-tal 1 the butler retur Tawki 
Miss Murray I am ready for t When 
hae he sald to Miss Muer 
weretary, Ihave topive heranhourtiow, 

ther gu Yor at luncheon 
1 marveled at of dismissal, 1 

for all that 

1 to pre i 
took me down n heavily carpeted hall 

If you please, maram,” he said and knocke 
Waitoors 8 your room, ‘Thank you!" 

English!” 1 excksimed to ¢ The door 
epenci by the same woman whe had taker 

ne tol drawlag ror 
ontered a bedroom that was perfection, Te wa 

, I bright w; gray-enamel 
ee ray Persian rug, picked out with yellow 

ings with yellow crocuses on them, ‘Through 
un open mirrored door on ane 
Leould seo a bathrous, On 1 
mallet room, alw gray anil > Jesh 

windows besdde a table gay with magazines a 
: iit A mass of Is in gray bow 

kei about for rink, but it was not t 
Om the bed lay my best afterpoon frock, & gr 
nesaling, with the gr kings and . 
L usually worw for eve complete i 

in de Mademeise 1 Henetett 

I looked at her tn. dsr $ not at all 
the French muld of the stage or uf the novels, She 
hae te * figure,"’ Now wa pretty. Her che 
hone » high and ber chin too prominer 
fer was severely coiled at wore & to 
af white in it that could ha ve called & ea} 
Wh whe at he repeated what ste ha 

ff high school and it had b 
ntirely to the books that the little 
to the father of his aunt’s cou 

nu) not at all to aay emergency that covered m 
preseot situation. [recalled with desperation that 
there had been ome lesson on the toilet. Checew 
1 believed meant “hair,” and robe was “dress, 

nid, yes, bain was “hath.” E tly my tren 
was in the bathroom: 

O" YES ij, and crossed the room to the 
mirrored door, But no trunk marred the 

white tiling of that perfect bathroom. There wa 
tub full of water and towels were lald out 

Doubtless Twas desired to take a bath. Certai 
the maid stood waiting to assist me ae 
ion. Indeed, observing my hesitation she spok 
galn some French sentenres whose rapidity wouli 

have prevented me from understanding them bad 
knows the wort 

Linten,"” I said desperately, do you speal 

Not well, Mademoisel 
“Any kit would be better for 
enh. W tell me in English what you 

She \idn't smile of make any of the Fren 
gestures you about, or even She 
merely said: “Mademoiselle, your bath is reas 
nd luncheon will be served at one today, There 

ie u matinge 
"Oh, yes. Ane is my trunk? Perhaps it 

huts not come yet? 
It has heen removed, Mademoiselle 
Removed! But where 

To the storeroom 
“But what am I to do? Go to the storero 

when I want anything 
Mair non, Mademoiselle, your trunk is u 

packed,” ‘ 
Ob, yes~ef course.” I paused, contemplating 

the luxury of having your trask enpacked for you 
L always mean to unpack mine from the botton 
up, and I pever do. 1 usually tak 
inmeriately needing and go through 
things, “My!” [ Gnally ejacudated; 
juickly. Tt took me all day to pack it.” I suppose 
the maids of the other guests pa ra but 
} forgot about them in my wooder. 

Marit always helps with the unpacking,” she 
answered, and she 
mall crystal 

As for use 

lle 

fock on the mantel, 
I wondered if Marie 

cottun 
liked my 

petticoat and my tucking 

wanted that 
becau: 
dressed, 1 
t 

batheue 
and w 

The 

what this » 

kI 

at go away b 

it WH 

t was a 

Ishoul 

he was. Qur Anterican 
ound Whraries befare lune 

tL was among peop 
gat all 

sromise of 

oO 

it either ought t 

ce holds pee 

that I had 
ance chair, 

back to t 
He was tall 

hy 

portrait 
the penants 

a few of hi yut em 

ith u Wf showk 
and titles! tem with 

y ope ly, with ever 
the great painters, after 4 
had browehe her, made 
ressed enituranc my 
an atiswer, anc ae ¥ stared 

Ob, ¥ nother! I came to see that 
Tony, will you take Grave to the rom 

1 rowm and show her the Maionna? You 
ast about ten minutes before hunchec 

She turnest fr with that incomparable sit 
f dismiss) that had no possible offense itt i 
' and woratn lounged what nods 

, 1 had « feeling ape, ast 
y escort aernas the hall and iste a roa 

that was like a bunch of Mermet roses, shasli 
We stopped befor 

diurance there," I xii 

It nnd it ought to be. I sunpese t 
hat 1d call girtish,”” and be turnest | 

ad of cream amd pearl ug a blue backgraunil 
head with taurel in her brawn baie, ane with 

exquisite innocenc nl mouth, “Galatea 

The buther appeared in the doorwa wel 
ns served announcer 

Leroas the Cable from my new acqualntance 
wud watched him talk toa very beautiful worst 
na y gown, whe 1 him Tony anil leane! 

ard him a pooe He did not appear & 

1 was presented to nobody, but it did not seca 
» matter to the others ‘Phe man next to me 

é to roe ad if he bad known me alwayas of thé 
heaters, and the opera, and a or twa. Tt 
en the table talk t poral, it was entirely 

Jand about people whom | only knew bY 
ati hero was no place fue me in i 

s eet chance, in the use of some 
C 1 ¢, 1 discovered that 1 was bunele 

g wit y 
Lknow many bauses in America whett 

wruest mally presented ti» each othe 
and that no introductions are made in Knglat 

comed exceedingly foolish to me. 1 kne™ 
" and it would have been a coovensence wm 

2 re to. me to have been able to fig them 
people to their names. 1 sup vuld hav 
ul ourage te o Leila, but if 1 hae 
before | 8, it alterward, Fue Laellt 

the head of the fuschoon table was the mo 
lective thing I bad ever seen: poised, udequalé 

tunning. 
Wh ame toward me, Th 

r nk at bea 
i Ope al 
ur Hi in lowe with a deamatia 

I life was silly ane that fe ¢ 
train her tc «salt; that if ber fathef 

were oot r, she could not make 
per St n't care very much for the axl 
life sen! ut the time tho dramatist «% 
r stions in her heal, her father ## 
5 ing all his mone 

ton the stage, She hadn't much tral 
ing, but che was understudy for a year in a pal 
where she has to be frightened and awkward, t 
xceedingly well clothed—thiags she cowl 

naturally, tc isn't much of a part, but we a 
golng to see her in it this afternoon, We start li 
twenty minute 

I thought the débotante was charming. Atte 
the matinge we went behind the scenes and talkel 

» ber for a few minutes; then we went 10 ¢W 
receptions where Jeila had promised to show 
elf, ard to three teas, We st nt vet ed only: at 

¥ home we stopine! minutesateachone, On our w 
at a picture gullery where Leila was to have 
arivate view, and where there were a tot of peopl 

knew, and we stayed s little longer there, Net 
i the 

those wh 
luncheon party did these things; | 
wanted to do th 

) home about \ 7E REACH ix-t 
night, and J wastired f 

wwe I 
it he 

2 dint 
traveled a 
Lids 

But I had b 
to see. We 

toe ~e ould even dress fe 
how any of these other women coal 

tomobile when I be rely left the 
were not 

hy OF take 
re, or even to think a single 

n the elevator and was ca 
door riette 

atand hat; she 

required to open a doe 

thought. 1 
rried to my room, 

tood waiting. Sh remaves 
my gown aod 

my bath was re y shoes, Once more 
his time it was uromatic and very 

0 that I came from it rosy and refte 
Tost. ly Henelette’s skillful fingers wore bo 

h my bead and face. ery hairpin was 
ved. My scalp was rubbed until all fatigue 4 

gone from my head; my face was massaged wil? 
rakes until £ was ready to purr, 1 

was deessed—a curious and novel ee 
tion. This time Henriette did my hair a litt! 
more ornamentally. She had not spoken until # 

new effect; then she said 
ifure for your shape 
pot in your hair 

aw me watching thi 

Thadn’t jewel to myself with, noe ait 
tid not have any for my hair, but I hade't 2 
for any e. For a moment I bad a mi 
idea of striking an attitude and saying: Was 
my jewel bor in my trunk? Wel 1 
my jewel 



m I Feeding My Family? 
sed Upon Careful Investigations Made for ie United States Government 

By C.F. Langworthy, Ph, D. 
O€ the Oshice of Experime of the United States Department of Agricalture 

The purpose of this page is to show graphically to the woman who is providing three meals a day for her family exactly how much and 
what kind of nourishment there is in these foods that she most often gives them, Next month other foods will be similarly presented 

What the Different Colors Mean 

‘The Red portion in the dia The Yellow portion shows ‘The Blue portion indicates The Green The Brown portion shows 
grams shows the relative the relative amount of fat. the relative amount of carbo- tho relative amount of min- 
amount of protein, or total Fat fs as impactant sousce of hydrates (eagarystarch, fiber, water ter (aah) in each 
material containing nitrogen body energy, a posnd equsal : zi the material |. ‘The bedy needs ash 
neated for body xrowth and ing two and emefourth of ertant as sources of energy. t, the juice of foods , magnesia. lime, iron, 
repair, Protein is also « protein and carbohydrates. h y stores any excess, eer i Eby the iodine, ete.) to make and 
ource af body energy, equal ‘Thu body stores any excers ost of it being firet cc y of ain Bones, blood, teeth, 
tocarbohydraten. as reserve foel verted into fat. : her purposes. 

BUTTER 100 Pers) » CHEESE 
HEESE consists af the casein with some fat and 
mi J matter precipitated with iton adding rer 

net to milk, Its favor is produced during ripening by 
a, mokis nr Bacteris. Fall cream or American 

Deese, mast common in this country, is a 
Poorer b c comtaining: much protein and 

tent indue largely to salt adited 
Ww UR cheese eaten in foo 

quantities may cause diatren nts show 

UTTER is prepared hy agitating oF churnin; 
which has generally been ripened by hacter 

aetion. The churning and subsequent working sex 
rate the butter fat from the buttermilix, The flavor of 
the batter ix controtied by regulating the kinds of bac 
teria which produce the ripening, Salt i generably 
addled as a preservative and to give ttaver, thouyh 33 Parr 
somw prefer unsaited, or sweet, butter. Since it cor 

wely of ft, butter is a utritious food 
It in readily and thoroughly digested, Recent exper heese eaten raw or carefully cooked & as thue 
ments indicate that batter contains small amourts of oughly od ans other stay Used in 
Constituents particularty valuable in nutrition. cookery, cheow adie Savor and nutritive value, 

TABLE OIL: 266s 

}DIHLE odls and fats are made from a num- HE egus of many fow! (duck, poome, uiset 
ber of animal amd vegetable materials fowl, etc.) often used as food ditler but Lt 

American table oi Iymade de from themore common hen’segz. ‘The dia 
from olives, peanuts and cottonseed, Except xram shows the chemical coon} 
for minute traces of ether substances, th acd whte— a convenience, as 
consist entirely of fat and are valuable sources used separately. The proximate ox 
of energy. They find their chief use as an of the whole egg i as follows: water, 76; pro 
Kredient of many dishes, including 5 Vi; ash, 1 part. One dozen exes 
a3 4 medium in whieh to cook other es two pound i food 
In cooking, tats should not be scorched, as Except why , price, ¢ 
then decompose, forming a substance which are more economical than meat though less so Peorein 
ie very irritating even in wenall quantities. I than milk, Eggs are an important food be ve 
im believed that fried foxds owe any alleged , cause of the ritive value aod the 
harmfuiness largely to this cause. variety of ways bey may be prepared. 

—Proman 
3 are 

MYDRATE 
3 Pane 

ENERGY VALUES , SKIM MILK 
ILK in the sole article nf diet whose only KIM snilk results from the reenoval of creas 
funet nature is to serve we food. I trom whole mille, either by hand skinsming 

WHOLE MILK 

is» complete food in that ® contains all the Stason Ke Cosa saison by means of a separator, Though not 
Lpaeed nutrients and is ily digested and yn appreciated, & really contains much 
thorough): milated, He many advantages = material, since the proteim, carboty 
hs a." thaswe former” make it expecially valua- en cme rates and aah are loft behind when the fat i 
bie for children, Its proteins have high mute removed from the mili. Sikim milk is well 
tive value, being rich in certain essential amino liked by many person as ® beverage, and i 
acids in which the cereal grains are poor. So particularly useful in the cooking of @ large 
bey two = ay te combination, Milk number of soups, ch 7 fers, cottage cheese 
is econcenical, compared wah other animal aed many di ts. he tack of distinctive 
foods, & quart approximating a pound of steak 3405 Catonzas ‘een Casenet favor af altim milk, due to lows of fut, may be 
r eight ‘ Itis valuable raw, and compensated in cuokery by the sddition af 

ah ny sees in cocker yatter or other far. tae Loree emote Hoo (AF AN elon rales fl ap c Bee Your Sees wr the body, which ts the vite engine, uses F 
supply ite exergy. Le comparing the enerey ot 

my sims eeansdand unit 6 wewdod. The “calorie In Rent sieasurermets, la geeerally chosen am mare converient 
ham a rorchanieal walt suck as We “fsck pound.” A 
the sent of haat required 19 Taise 0 
0 to 4 degrees Pakresheit, aad wquaie appracmataly 30 1690 Caxonses 
randy oF the energy tequived to aft 4087 poems one font. The 
istery Dead of thea eoccion repfearett aN enerKy RD 
“1 . Cures 
black reetargins sh ‘ 

lant by a penn of the different frac 
Butter ls largely mOk fat and comequently has » high enerer rabie, Ketinesh tale olla, like all pare 

cantgy value. As scurcea of emargy, Calizary fats reser! 
ant tabte oth terse 

feeeabitey, cleanlnces ant Oa 
etritive value ated oat, mati be Uaken tale account. 

Kage ace an portant parce of mutrivats and energy. The 
aa a energy valu (285 calcries or prema) higher 0 

Were ate d bower than the yelk. The chief com WVU ATI 
36 Puce etorat of the hice be protein —ege,allumen. Kapri fat i tes 4 Pare 

BUTTERMILK i a mere ccacmtrated feed than milk, tv CREAM 
UTTERMILK is similar in eornpasition to wrt FADER Rn Peatey eotes Sin os. So ener aee Da Se (CREAM consists of the mui fart, with some 
nkien miik exeept that it has undergone a the at feo SSR ater and lees pretelts, carbetydeate and 

more complete (ar removal. Since cream is Bormenitn be hnbpesrseg m Yperetony sh re cu miorralmatier femoved With the fat. It very 
Renerally rpened before churning, buttermilk exzy may bot eocered fhoes I, since ir can readily be esloet a lanes thornughly digested as compared with other 
hae an acid taste and in often used as a bever Guascities One quart a day for a child ie said to be a gon fats. To many, cream represents the “rich: 
Age. While great therapeutic value has been Jt ws very Imepertaat Hat milk abou be produced, handled! aad ness” of milk. although it is only a part of its 
Attributed to buttermilk and other fermented Se ae Senex meatioes, snes Es cay meee by nutrients, When served with cereals, druite, 
mailka, present evidence leaves this matter tegen 9 oy Ea en cy torre OO 7 . if not only improves flavor but adds to 
somewhat uncertain, They are, however, val- fk, cinoe most of the far hes bees removed. Cream has # high 500 Cascains enenritive valoe. When added to custards, 
able foods, particulatly for those who relish 2 fn. its abusdant cakes and other foods, m cookery, # increnses 
them more than sweet milk. A glass of butter: increase the eseray valor of the diet. Dairy (milk, cheese, their fat content and makes them richer, Ice 

ailk: his the name food value aa two ounces of a i the, teeal food material of the sveraer Anerkas Get, about caewigheh cream, which & cream sweetened, davored ard 
bread, a good-sized potato or balf = pint of ae a frozen, should obviously be regarded asa nutr)- 
oystern tious food and not simply as a lexus 



4 
ca the Pearl the Adriatic” of i 

By C. Durand Chapman 

it appea » like a vision from the spar 1 © se: nt nt bridges, ces narrow paths of stone # 
Venice y called “the pearl of the Adriatic.” th ems to rise from th k P - ee between the 
water is not an unreal impression, for you will find it la bu ¢ a t art ti about a mes up to the 
about a hundred a: enteen in number, These blands about . re are » carriag taxicabs in Venice. ¥ 

get whout you call one of those odd-looking black boats ¢ “g So you can nd it must be one of the most famous and enchanting cities in all the 
¢ Je cush bin in the middie and a prow from the ¥ world, It i hat will give any idea of this delightful city in which 
then a "and y t 
take 

re Pasted on it Along the C NUMBER 1. Thi 2 Beckgroumd for Your Pictur 4 tho Three 

NUMBER 2, Pul 6 Very Nerrow Strip of Paste Along the Bock of the Blue Line Onty a the n, and Then Lay ion Top of the Blue Line on Number | 

enacle on the right, with its st 

building with 
the famou 

be life there The 
arma, shoulders or head, 

Across th 
Santa 
1690 

palace 
many notee 
am! Richar 

‘The palaces, churches an 
the Old M 

the Bridge of 
and the Bronze Horses that 

R 

art treasures and paintings 
jebrated objects to 
rk’s, the Rialto Bridge 

the 5 

af This Red Stip Fit R Exactly Over the Red Strip on Number ! and in Front of Number 2 NUMBER 3, When You Have Put Your Paste on the Back ¢ 

ute 

NUMBER 4, This is the Foreground, and the Black Line of the Base is Pasted Directly on the Black Line of Number 1, in Front of Number 2 and Number 3 
(Poge 24) 



The 
Her Own Story of the Great Hesketh Mystery 

e] A 12} © | By Geral« line 
AUTHOR OF “THY 

ILLUSTRATIONS BY 

X 
S SOON as Mr, Whitney, the fawyer, had dismissed 

Mrs. Cresset and me, after we had given our testimony 
4 Lin his private office against Cokesbury, v le 
Out into the passage, where we met t 
onthe jump. He went inte the aftice 
we could hear a murmur of voices 
Sain and led ws in the room 
Whitney had talked to He 
lis thanks in coming ‘or our kindne 
Waste so many wor him from thanking us in pe 
busy, He warned us not 

» polizeness ar 
1, bur bh 

had transpired, and th faving "It's here,” the below te take us to the ferr 
If we couldn't talk to any one else we could to each 

and T guess we did more gabbing going down in th 
and across in the boat than Mrs, Cresset had done for years: 

lovely woman and became one of my best friend 
but on that journey, when we were really getting 

“d, we didn't think or speak of anyehi t that wed helped to land the murderer of « Hesketh. My, 
but we both felt chesty 

The next morning Babbites phoned me to say he'd be ove 
putday evening. ‘The information of “our suspect” would 

he given to th * Sunday morning for the Monday F 
Papers, and after it was in he'd come geross and tell me REO eas ie Rew Mt 
about jt Geant f Dane’ Saves He, Thet I'm Allowed to 

Mr. Whitney had arranged for me not to go back to work With Such 4 Q " tl Tuesday, and, though [suppose the rest was good form 
the strain of waiting wore on mie something dreadful, Fk i rth The y rance he'd done a lot of fying 
Wondering how Cokesbury had done it, and how be was wy inate be left there he was an expert 
Feng to explain this and account for that. Most of Sunday through ut his wife hated it and it was one of their grounds 

October h y 
ng Reddy in his car 
He was half mad wit 

Tay on the bed try Wore inten 
When it 

atlway Twa 

After she died he had a machine brought down 
in sections, sect it up himself and kept it in the garage 
a soul knew it, He only flew at night, tu keep it secret 

hy—what for? 

to read a novel, hue I was 
is aids of the clock 
an to darken up for evening 

expecting a genticenan caller and € 
lin of the parlor. Long before Babbitts Tes! 'S the way things 1se—here's the best thing I've heard about him 
Sitting by the stove, burning bright and chear, with the r e thay 1 caugh life-insurance policy secured to his chil 
droplight throwing a glow over the center table, When LE Wh i had a vot a rich man, though he has a good 

rd his knock at the side door I gave a sort premonition truth, t {his chikiren’ would have had to live 
md ran to let him in. 190m is unl minia r had left, which wasn't much. If it 

id, grabbing his arm, too worked up to say she was going n Re he was aviating the policy would have been 
“has he confessed ? out, and, if it was true, ste > he indulged his secret passion at night, The 

position of the hous 1 
his machine was equipped witha very 
«da glimmering of it, not even Sylvia, 
Hone message you heard was sent from the station 

"he has, and he's told an uncommon queer here comes the de it easy to escape detec 
lont mutter ory 

"He killed he 
“That's the quectest part of it said Babbitts slo 

“he didn's," “Only part of at Jersey City, and when he sent it he did intend coming to 
did have » aie in his motor, When he got to Azalla and fe 

DON'T believe, if] gave you twenty guesses, you'd know 5 the he flew into a rage, a What Idid when | beard those words—burst outerying! tt i Ravaged by jealousy, he 
{tse 't because 1 wanted Cokesbury to be exeeuted; it wasn't 1 cid take out the aéroplane, 

ause 1 wanted the reward; it wasn't even that | was 50 rent the remember that there 
Stazy to have Jack Reddy exonerated; it was just because | how f ver Sunday all that in the evening the skies were clouded and the air breath 
Was so appointed, so less, The darkness and the weather were on hi and 
foiled, that 1 coukln’t seem he came down ina field about ten minutes’ walk from 

4 moon that night, but 

bear it, Leried so hard L the a»pening the cut-out as he descended, He was 
dida'e know what 1 was do- hid hisnself ann me trees where h wile ing, and 1 suppose that's the rch the front dour, He says it was while he was wait 
Treason | leaned on Babbitt ing there for her that the idea came to him of frustrating Ouklor, it being the m clopement by carrying her 
St thing handy. “He was laying around in his mind how he would get He vht me to.ty the truth from her, when he sw her come out, and he Sthses, patting me on the jow whistle. She heard it and came toward hint mand ying-sortol soat snot til} she was close Lo hint ane he could see the 
ing, as if he was comforting of her figure through the dark that he made out 
a child who'd broken her n her hand, Then he knew for certain she was 
doll: “There, ths 
fy, Te'll be all 

and decked on his course, 
all his other dealings with her t 

wre? Don't 
ight soon. > had found her We't get the tight man. nile and evasive. Now, perh first 

Jon't take it to heart that time in her life she had decided on a positive action, she 
bs went straight to the point.” 

en | began to laugh; for 
KS did seem so comical—m your any preamble she told him what she 
"Ying because Cokesbury was going to do and that within half an hour 
Base her in the lane. Cokesbury 

, apparently accepting th 
the most friendly spiri Hes 

Bab- 
ake 

en dis- 

ta murderer, an 
bits telling me not 

o heart, as if 1 

Act be waiting f 
niger of surpri 

appointed’ in not sccing eved, havi ted ¢ with him. electrocution med her of her sus e told ber Rd tears. got.mlsed Up. to: sked he 1 to come 
Bethe and T don't kn 
paltre Id have landed if 1 
‘ada't seen he was gettir 
ehtened and wanted t 

tway. ‘That 

arrived. had over 
vuld take her fora shoet flight anc 

nin ten or fifteen minutes 
that she was.a bold, venturesome 

led to her, had never 

Reddy 
half an hour and he 
would bring ber de 

Every 
1, and th 

nd T got a hold on been up. They ickly the ids and 
Ina few minute bit of woodland to the aérog asin high spirits 

[Se sitting she tucked herself in; he could hear ber laughter as (oUt of the « ne took his seat, and then, closing the cutout, they 
wee and for the next hour var igh about ewo thousand feel, 
Nesat there without moving, headed east. They were w 
Chile Bubbitts told me way over Cokesbury lodge an toward the hills 

sbury's 

Wrar he said 1'll put 
down as ne: his Mords as 1 ¢ 

y must hay ed the lights of Longwood 
me down the Fi 

“Cokesbury swears he had no intention of kidaaping 
her. He stys he had no definite idea of where he was 

Ty a remember it that his plin was simply to get her away from 
thas, "ay he told it was better and putan end tothe marriage. Personally 1dan’t ant” any of the newspaper ve him; T think he had a perfectly clear idea of 
wot ts, even his, chougt he rying her off to Cokesbury lodge, and that his ¢l 

t @ raise of salary for the scheme was ta put her into such 9 compromising “ay he'd handled i ti 1% okesbury says he didn't 
Sylvia Hesketh, and I 

mand s do the 
Jes, the cor- 

ld be willing te yhim. Maybe I'm 
t know. Anyway he son mw that you 

¢ her will 
tes he was c 

aking to him—words 
he knew to be at first 

angry commands, He shouted 
eat machine kept steadily on its way, 

neither turning nor dipping downward. Then she real 
ized and b toa fury, turning upon him in the dark, 
putting her face close to his and screaming for him 

4 My Heeet on to bring her down, The noi made it impossible to 

He Sborative evide 
ay convin . weterer, but he =no good at all 

xplains why he 
out after the critm 

1 que 
epties, but a cow- 

tne 

“lt what he knew, Instead, 
u 

™"[ Want to Ask a Favor of You. { Hope it 



argue with her, and, fearful of what she might ilo, 
he held her off with his elbow, the delicately bal- 
anced machine swaying 2s she seized his arm and 
thook it, langing up against hie, her eries of rage 
rising above the thunder of the screw. 

“Can't you imapine it-the big ship sailing 
through the night with the lights of farma and 

by far below, and above, the 
sky, muffled deep in black clouds? Poised between 
them the man and woman, each gripped by a dif- 
ferent passion, suspended there like two naked 
souls in a sort of elemental battle of the sexes. 

“He adnalts that be was scared, and, if he ceuld 
have spoken to her, would have pacited hee with 
all sorts of assurances, But speech was out of the 
question, and when she made a sadden lunge actors 
hin fur the wheel be realized she would kill them 

he didn’t bring her to earth, Throwing her 
hack with a blow of his elbow he yelled that he was 
coming down, and, #8 she felt the machine begin 
its glancing, downward glide, she Jell back into her 
place, suddenly quiet. then Teaned forward scan- 
ning the country below them A monentary 
break of the clouds bet a fitehe light spill through, 
amd by this be saw a bare, bold landscape darkened 
by woods, and with the gleam of a large body of 
water to the right showing against the blackness 
like polished steel. Tle made a landing in an open 
space, an uncultivated Geld with a hillock in the 
center covered with grass and surrounded by trees, 
‘The water had drained off this anal it was quite 

* CHE was hardly out on the ground and he was 
preparing fu explanation, when to his sur- 

prise she curtly told him to follow berand led the way 
along a ridge that skirted the lake. This, too, was 
ary, » fact curiously in his fever, hele feet heft 
no tracks, the grass closing on the trail they swept 
through it. She did not address him aguin till, the 
ddim shape of a house appearing, be asked her il she 
was going there, and she answered in the same cart 
way, ‘Yes, she was cold.’ A wharf jutted out in 
front of the house and in stepping from the grass 
to the planks he made a motion to help her, hat 
she started away from him as if he 
was a stake, making two or three 
steps into the fiquid mud that ran 
up to the whar!'serdge. It was then 
Ne thought she dropped the glove, 
‘Once again on the phinks she took 
akey from her purse, fitted it in the 
Jock atul opened the dove. 
“The room was pitch dark and 

Cokesbury steod in the doorway 
while sbe went in. She mowed 
about as if she was accustomed to 
the place, lit a lamp, st a match to 
the fire alrearly and gave bim 
a copper kettle to Gil with water 
from the lake. When be came back 
with it the table was set out with 
tea things and the fire was beapleu 
up the chimney, She hung the 
kettle on a crane, swung it over the 
Hames, and then, turning to him, 

Do you know where you are?* 
He said be didn’t and she an- 

swered: ‘You're in Jack Reddy's 
bungalow at Hochslaga Lake, the 
place where [ve spent the happiest 
days of my life.’ 

“ He looked at ber inamazement, 
and he smiled cently back at 

lim. 
“You fool!’ she said. 'To think 

you could come bhundering In ard 
stop me from morrving the only 
man of all of you that’s worth a 
heartbeat.” 

“She mae tea and then mo- 
tioned him to sit down by the 
table, taking @ seat at the other 
side, Fay cach other in the 
lamplight they had a comverss- 
tion that pot an end to all his 
dreams, For the first time in bis 
acquaintance with her be thought 
she spoke frankly, She tol him 
of her iriendship with Reddy from 
the start, and how the Doctor's 
senseless opposition had fanned a 
boy-and-girl Mirtating into a pas- 
sionate love affair, When the quar- 
rels began at Mapleshade they 
found that they coukl meet at the 
lake without fear of detection, she going out there 
in her car and Reddy in his. She had her own key 
‘and often, during the autuzns, she had gone to the 
bungalow in the morning, Reddy had joined ber 
and they had spent the day together, canoeing and 
fishin an the lake, cooking a picnic meal over the 
fire and driving home in the afternoon, the racer 
towing her car till they came to the turnpike. 
“Cokesbury says be thinks that at first it was 

only the spirit of romance and adventure whieh 
made her do such a rash thing, bet in the end 
Reddy's devotion and chivalrows attitude made a 
deep impression on her and she came as near loving 
him as she could love any man. ‘Whether she 
really loved him or not," ho said, “he'd taught her 
to respect him,” 

”“ Y talked for over an hour, taking the tea 
she had madeand Cokesbury smoking a cigar. 

‘He remembered leaving the butt in the saucerof his 
op. 1t was half-past eight when they ruse to go. 
‘Sylvia put out the lanyp, but the fire was still barn- 
ing and the tea things were lelt om the table. 
Cokesbury says he promised to take her home; 
that he saw his case was hopeless and he'd made up 
his mind to have done with her forever. 
“The sky was clouded over and it was as dark 

asa pocket when they went back to the aéroplane. 
‘He bad to direct the machine by guesswork—the 
country black below him and the sky black above, 
He swears that be intended to take her back to 
Mapleshade, and I believe him. No man wants to 
Tun away with a woman who hands oat the line of 
talk that gitt had handed out in the bungalow. 
Anyway, we've only bis word for the statement 
that he completely lost his hearings. He could see 
po lights, and, after making an exploratory circle, 
realized he hadn't the slightest idea which way togo. 
“To make matters worse he could hear fram 

shouted remarks of bers that her suspicions were 
‘on the alert and that she was ready to dare up 
again. By this time there wasn't much of the 
dover left in him; sccording to his own words be 
Was as ansious to get her bome again as she was to 

be there. Just then the twinkle of a fight caught 
his eye, and be decided to come down and ask his 
way. into & stretch of grassland 
among bells with the light shining sume way off 
through a screen of trees. Farther away, just a 
spark, he saw another light. He told her to walt 
while he went to inquire, anil walked of toward 
Ube light that was nearest. 

“It was Cresset’s farm. There be had the inter 
view with Mrs. Cresset, telling her be had an aato, 
in order to explain his presence. When be went 
back he found that Sylvia had disappeared. He 
was certain she had disbeticved him snd had taken 
the opportunity to get away from him. She was 
sither hiding ve had gone for the second light. 
‘This last idea being the most plawslble he walked 
toward the light, quite a distance across ields anil 
Ubrough woods, and brought up at a ramshackle 
roadhouse, the Wayside Arbor. 

“LIE STOLE around from the back to aside win- 
dowandthere, through 4 crack inthe shutter, 

looked in and saw Sylvia talking to Hines. He 
says he stayed for some minutes, afraid if he went 
in after her she would make a scene and start a 
sandal. Then his eyes fell on the telephone booth: 
ued he felt sure she had telephoned cither to her 
own home or to Reddy. Hee air of waiting— she 
was sitting by the stove with her feet om its lower 
edge—conticmed hie in this, amd he decided to bet 
ber alune. 

“He went back to the atroplane, wondering 
what woukl be the outcome of the whole crazy 
escapade. He says he felt confident of her clever- 
ness to hush the thing up, but he was uneasy, His 
discomfort wasn't lessened whem he fount that she 
had Jeft her bag in the machine, and on his way 
home one of the things that preoceupied him was 
takes up the best way of getting the hag back 
to ber, 
“Monday morning he went to town in a state of 

suspense, Hf she should! tell there was no knowing: 
what might happen, and he was on the alert for 
# Vielt from the Doctor or even Reddy, But the 

IN THE SPRING 
BY WALT MASON 

'N THE spring the joyous husband hangs 
carpet on the line, and assaults it with a horse- 

whip tll its colors fairly shine; and the dust that 
rises from it fills the alley and the court, and he 
murmurs, “twixt his sneezes: “This is surely 
splendid sport!" 

“He says not, and T guess the fellow's not so 
yellow as to have stood by and let Reddy go to his 
death, He says there wasn’t enough evidence to 
cvovict Reddy, and, if things had gone badly, he 
would have come out and told what he knew. And 
I think that's true; anyway, we'll give hin the 
benetit of the doubt” 
“Haw can you be so sure? Hew do you know 

e's net the nvanderer after all?” 
“Oh, there's no doobt; everything fits in too 

well. The police were out at Cokesbury lodge on 
Saturday and saw the aéroplane and found Miss 
Hesketh’s bag, Both the Whitneys, father and 
son, who've bad a vast experience in this sort of 
case, say there’s na question of his innocence.” 
We sat allent fur a spell, looking at the stove, 
‘Then I sai Ve're back just where we were in 

the beginning. 
Babbitts kcaned forward aed shook down some 

ashes, “The case is, but we're not,” he answered. 
“‘Ilow do you make that out?” I asked, 
“Six weeks ago we dida’t know tach other and 

ow we're friends.” 
© That's so," [ said, and we both sat staring 

thoughtful at the red eye of the stove. 
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IRESBURY'S story made a great sensation. 
Even if it ditn’t being ws any nearer to finding 

the murderer it explained the mystery of Sylvia's 
movements up to the time she appeared in the 
Wayside Arbor, and it cleared Jack Reddy, Bab- 
Watts told me that the Whitneys were doing sume 
Jogal stunts—I won't tell what they were, for I'd 
never get them straight —to have Reddy 
and that they would soon ise a statement to the 
pros, When it came out everybody saw why be 
hud saik such contradictory things about those 
seven hours on the road, 

Babbitts and had guessed right when we 
thought he was balding something back; amd when 
Theard why, E was grateful to him; yes, grateful, 
that's the word. And I'll tell you why: He was 
my hero arid be stayed a hero, diita’s tall down and 

the 

In the spring the well-trained husband wrestles 
with the heating stove, while the flippant-minded 
neighbors go a-ishing in a drove, With the pipes 
and wire be tinkers, and his laughter fills the 
place, when the wholesome soot and ashes gather 
on his hands and face; and he says: "I'd like to 
labor at this task from sun to sun; this is what I 
call diversion — this is pure and perfect fun!" 

In the spring the model husband carries furni- 
ture outdoors, and he gayly helps the women when 
they want to paint the floors; and he blithely eats 
his supper sitting on the cellar stairs, for be 
knows his wife has varnished ail the tables and the 
chairs. Oh, he carries pails of water, and he carries 
beds and ticks, and he props up the veranda with 
a wagonload of bricks, and he deftly spades the 
garden, and he paints the barn and fence, and he 
rakes and burns the rubbish with an energy intense, 
saying ever as he labora, in the house or out of 
doors: “How I wish my wife and daughters could 
suggest some other chores!" 

In the spring this sort of husband may be found— 
there's one in Spain, there is one in South Dakota 

lay passed without any sign of trouble 
just calming down, thinking she had either found 
Reidy and gone with him or invented some story 
to quiet the Mapleshade people, when he read of 
the murder in the evening r. Then, you better 
believe, he was frightened. knew the was 
hsidden in his ruom at the lodge and that, as far as 
he could tell, not a soul had seen the airship. As 
to Mrs. Cresset, be felt safe, for she couldn't pos- 
sibly have made out a feature in the darkness,” 

“But,” I cried out, “why, if be hadn't done 

“That's all right," Babbitts interrupted, “He 
hadn't done it, but he was a coward, He was ina 
eweat for fear of being suspected, of being pulled 
in as awitness, of his reputation, his business, his 
position. He wasted to keep out of it at any cast.” 
“What a cur!” I ssid, 
“Oh, he's that and more, and he's ready to 

admit it himself. But it wasn't as smooth sailing 
as he thaught it woukd be, After the inquest he 
read of the overheard phone message, aod that 
Noaght him up with a jolt. He got in a state of 
terror, realizing too late that his silence was more 
incriminating than any confession, Every day his 
fears grew worse. He wouldn't answer any phone 
callt, faking up reasons to his clerks and his serv- 
ants. Finally it got on his nerves so be couldn't 
stand it and he made ready to skip to Europe. 

“ THAT tripped him up was the key. Do you 
Temember Mr. Whitney saying how crimi- 

pals ayerlooked im; details? Well, what 
be uverlooked was the key of the garage, In his 
preoccupation on Monday morning he had pat it 
in the pocket of the raincoat be was accustomed to 
leavein the auto and had simply forgotten it. Then, 
when he went to pack his things be couldn't find 
it, hunted in a nervous frenzy and Ginally had his 
tan telephone over to Mitser’s place. You and the 
key were the combination that beat him.” 
“Hat Jack Reddy!" I said. “Was Cokesbery 

going to stink off and Jet am innocent man be tried 
forthemurder when becould haveclearedit all up?” 

disappoint me, but made me know there were 
people in the world who could stick to their stand: 
ard no matter what happened. Don't you think 
that’s a thing to be grateful for? 

maury of that poor, dead gil who Cote tee memory poor, dew n't rise 
up and protect herself, He koew what wicked lies 
would be told and believed, and he was going to 
shield her in death as be would have in life. 

FTER he had searched the roads that night, he 
saddenly thought that in some wild freak she 

had gonetothe bungalow in berawncarand phoned 
him from there. As sours as the idles entered his 
head be went out to the lake. One glance showed 
him some one had been there before him—the 
room was warm, the fire still smoldering om the 

we wae Sylvia. 
Then he knew she had been there with another 

in the fire, and smnashed the tea things against the 
side of the house. When his rage quieted down he 
sat brooding over the fire for a kong time, smoking. 

It was moonlight when he left, bright enough for 
him to fill the tank. He had sever thought sbout 
any inquiries for the missing drum till at the 
inquest the question of the gasoline was sprung on 
him. Then he lied, feeling certain that no one 
would ever go out to the lake. It was his intention 
to go there bimself, hide the drum and clear out 
the cottage; but he put it off, hating to go pear the 
place. If Pat Donahue hadn't gone there to fish 
through theice—athingno one would havedreamed 
of the secret of the busgalow would never have 
been discovered, 
Reddy was liberated, and, believe me, Longwood 

rejoiced. Tt was as if'a king who had been ban- 
ished had come back to his throne. 
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I don't think be was home two days when he 
telephoned in, asking me if he could come to see 
me god thank me for what I'd done. Wasn't that 
fike bim? Most men would have heen to glad to 
get out of jail that they'd have forgotten the girl 
who'd helped to free them—but not Jack Reddy. 
He came in the late afternoon, at the time I got 
od. I'Y never forget it. Katie Reilly was at the 
switchboard and Iwas standing at the window, 
watching, when I saw the two lights of the gray 
racer coming down the street, 

oh Bes Tran and opened the doar—T wasn't 
bashful a bit~and when I saw him I gave a 

Kittle ery, far he looked so changed—pale anit 
haggard and older, a good many years alder, But 
his smile was the same, and so was the kind, honest 
took of his face. Before he sxid a word he just helt 
out his hand and mine went into it and E felt the 
claspod hisfingers warmand strong. And—strange 
it is, but true 1 wase't any more like the girl who 
used to tremble at the mere sight of him, hut was 
calm amd quiet, looking deep ard steady into his 
eves as if we'd got to be friends, the way a mam 
might be friends with 2 hoy, 

* Miss Morganthau,” be said, “I've heard what 
vou've dene, and I want ta thank you,” 
“You seedn't have taken all the trouble to come 

in trom Fis i, » Keddy," I answered, “You: 
sould have said it over the = 

wold [ have done this ever the wire?” he saith. 
giving my hand a shake and a squeeze. “You 
keow F couldn't, Amd that's what | wanted to 
do—take a grip of the hand that helped me out of eh 

J said some fool words ahout its bring nothing, 
and he went on smilie down at me, yet with 
something grave in his face, 

“Lt want todo more—ask a favor of you. T hope 
it won't be hard to grant, for L've set my heart on 
it. Can [be your tries?” 

"Ob, Ms, Reddy," 1 stamnmered out, “you 
you make me prow and suddenly tears came 
inte my eyes, E don't know why, unless it was see 

ing him so changed and hearing 
him speak so humble to an ordi- 
ary girl like me, 

“Ohh, come now,” he said, “don't 
doanything like thar. You'll make 
me think you dow't like the idea.” 

1 sniffed, wanting to kick Katie 
Reilly, who was gaping around in 
her chair, and 1 guess getting mad 
that way dried up my tears. “It's 
your friend I'l be till the end of 
my life, Mr. Reddy,” | anawered. 
“And the only thing ['m sorry for 
is that E didn’t get the right man 

JE thoughs I'd done," 
we meine abet that," 

wet him yet. Don't 
that paw. Testheemd of yourday. 
isn't it? If you're going home 
you let me take you there in my 
care" 

‘OW, there wasatimewhenit!'d 
AN thought I'd ever ride beside 
Jack Keddy in that racer I'd have 
had chills and fever for a week in 
advance. Hut mow T sat calm 
still beside bin as he rode me tl 
Longwood to Mrs. Galway's doot- 

As we swung up the street he 
talked very kind to. te, compli: 
menting me something awful ant 
saying that if heever could do any- 
thing for me to ket him know and 
bed do it, if it was within the 
power of man, “You. see, 
Morganthau,” he said as we drew 
wp in (root of the Elite, “a man i 
my position feels pretty grateful to 
the person who's lifted of him the 
shadow of disgrace and death.” 

Up in my room F sat quiet fora 
Jong time, thinking. ‘The thing that 
fazed me was why I'd changed s0— 
‘had come around to feel that, while 
ho was sill a grand, strong man D' 
always look up to and do anything 
for, P'd quit having blind stagger? 
and heart attacks when be came 
along, Something had sidet: 
me. Ididn't know what. All Idid 

know was that two months ago if he'd asked me 
to be his friend I'd not have known there was 
4 thing as food in the world, and that evening, ¢ 
half-past seven, being too lazy to go to the Gilt 
Edge, | was so hungry 1 had to go down to Met 
Galway anil bog the loan of Usree soda bisewits 
a hard-boiled egg. 

It was one evening, not long after, that Anne 
Hennessey came in to see me. Babbitts war 
coming that night and Mrs. Galway had given UP 
the parlor again and was in bed with a novel and 9 
kerosene lamp. Anne waa quite excited, the rensot 
being that Mrs, Fowler had given her a peesent 
She took it careful out of a bloe velvet case and 
held it up in the glow of the droplight. It was 2 
wlamand cross, ad the minute I set eyes an it 
knew where I'd seen it before. 

“Sylvia's,” I said, low und sort of awed. 
Anne nodded. “Yea, the one she bad on that 

night, Mrs Fowler suid she wanted to give me 
something that had been bers, 1 wouldn't bav® 
taken anything so handsome, but I think the 
lady couldn't bear the sight of it, reminding her of 
her sorrow as it did,” She moved it about and the 
stones sparkled like bits of fire in the Lamptight. 

[STRETCHED out my hand and took it tot 
diamonds always tenpt me tike meat the hungtY* 

“You won't call the king your cousin when yee 
weat this,” I'said, and 1 beld it against my ch 
looking down at the brightness of it. 

“That's just where Sylvia had it on,” sald 
Anne almost in a whisper, ‘where the front of het 
dress crassed. Oneal the police officers told me 

“Woulda't you think,” L said, “‘that when tt 
murderer saw the cross on her it would 
stayed his hand?” 

“Wouldn't you?” said Ante, “But to men 3% 
evil as that the cross means nothing. And then, o% 
ia the dark that way, he probably never saw it, 

Babbitts’s knock sounding. I handed it back 
her and let hing in, feeling hushiul before ABM 
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Mr. CH. McMahon, Auditor 

The Immigrant Among Us 

By Mrs. Percy V. Pennybacker 

H, WHAT can you expect from him? He is 
wily a Pole.” “She's nothing bat a Finn.” 

IT never hear expressions like the anid you 
know we hear them ofte that 1 de net 

tsk the speaker: "What do you know of the art 
ed music of Poland? What de you know of the 
history of heroic Finland? What right have you 
to spenk of people of other nations with a conde 

the elect of the earth 
lalerior to us? 

my countrys 1 adore her: 
wish that gteat 

ws to ilfop the mantle of cowcels 
Proudly wrap about w 

What right have we to term many of those who 

“ending mote, as if we we 
Sand all others we 
Ly 

T earnestt 
cause 

but at times 
heck might 

hat we so 

Some from overseas the scum of the earth? Do we 
"ink vé the courage it takes for them, often in 

carly life, to leave families, friends, native land and 
Rative language, to ctuss strange waters to c¢ isto still stranger lands? Rather than the scum Of tho earth, E would call those who dare all this 
he brave, the sit who will survive 
Met us Consider the duty of Ai the ic immigrant woman ani child, fittin 

etican women to 
It is especially 

that we study this question now, because as 
th Sect of the war immigration bias so fallen off 
that we are given a breathing space; an oppor 
Unity {6 look abaut ws and digest the situation, 
ud Pte pre 

As 4 
wv for the future 

first step we should inform ourselves by 
sys ¢ the history and literature of the peop 
rem whom most of our immigrants come. Whe 
He Betory T do not mean the annals of wa 
Wone, but the ¢ evelopment of the rac Thave ne Paticnce with tke oli Happy & th 
COmtry that haa ne history"; the belief that w. Slone makes history has done incalculable harm, catt ts time for us to impress upon ourselves and 
“pon our children that true history deals with the Browth of a people, which is brought about by “Wil, ruther than military, infloence 

NOW is the time to prepare courses of study for 
\ Hext year's club work. If the program com talttee of the th nits of Clubs in the General 
*ileration would consider st least one phase of the 

stion we should be ready next au unt to 
Problem 
gpthls subject might well be treated ui 
- *Partments 

of the General Federation: (ational, the Literary, and 

wend interest in this vital arouse a. pro 

Jer three 
the Edu 

ne Social and Indus 

Thomas G. Winter, Hotel Maryland, Min: 
De ) Minnesota, chairman of the Literature 

ent tttiment, has prepared a valuable leadet that 
Ns with this appeal: “Let us study the seat 

taper 

seeitt ruce through its literature, ita character, its 
pntations, Its personality,” This leaflet incl 

sully the literature (which is saliently charac it) but also the folk-lore and the reaction of the 
+ & shown in our own literature, This outline 
nay Alo be obtained from Mrs. Mary I. Wood 
phaser of pe ¢ Hureau of Information, Ports- mouth, New Hampshite, 
Pe More we understand other races the more 
whaeathy ated good feeling will we bave for those 
Al ome to live among us. 

fran, Y°t ur country there are groups of immi 
Temain fe pecially the mothers, 
but og (Of Years ignorant not only of our customs 

ir language. 
hey danger that th 
Ames the fact that the children rapidly become 
Tite, Tt2nized and look contemptuously on the old The muther, wha speaks no English, who 

he ways of her former country, is soon 
old fogy"; this cases loss o 

of the children, and soon breaks 
Many of the fathers of 

we been called back to Europe for 

One ; 
7 ens this transported 

iitary service 
if we SiN roach these mothers in small groups 
pent £2 secure an approach, we will be able to 
some wae them to learn English, and to come into fealization of American ideals 

essed by the work that 
bs don emuel Call Barns akers, New York 

ing in aching the newly arrive: 
English entirely by means of the 
I success that has attended ker met 

that not only do the parents earn our h but that to thousands of them the Bible i 
when it has hitherto been an unkown 

Sumnigrants, F © Wonderfa Proves 
huage 
reves 
book. 

Accord Worker Ui8k to Mrs, Barnes's plan each American 
Ally to pittees herself to make an effort person- 
Monthe rat one family, or one individual, in six 

WY means of Bible instruction. 
a bers Feason why clubs interested in socl- 
Makin, Merk should pot follow his plan, Unies 
o ine it possible for foreign-born mothers to 
Per nay euch with same of the best elements i tonal lige, to build thelr homes on American 
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A Department Conducted Under the Auspices 
of the General Federation of Women’s Clubs 

’ Hone Journat., 
metal Federation of 

This department of “What Women’s Clubs are Doing.” in Tue Lap 
ne Board of Directors of the ( ved Sal midoesern 

spate Mus. Prmcy V. Pesovrsacker, President. 
Mes. SAMUEL Bi, Sueatn, First Vice President aa L. BLANKENE 

st Vice Presideni 

ite to prese one million a half 
young people. Such an JNJ organized club women of Arnerica doing 

already of the immigrant woman who is within 
y work among thelr kinsmen wh 

ng girl of tor- 
neat in our shops, 

Italian fmigrants of 
. in American character, wh : 
wave of Italian immigration break r have come here from other 
would be 2 trained nucleus ready al attered over our entire 

the 
me has well 

Jem that conf; 
tior 

to induer 

mmigrant woman showlk 

nations, like Austria-Hungary, o en should work out and put into 
into successful work the gewat se plan which should be of vital 
shall tit ily turn oat from the mati sof 

America have 
alue of orguni- 

hat Miss Addams 
of approaching otber 

s naturally to employ 

ideal Are 
man who 
hat @ serious 
opment of t 

realize how much 

the world t rican citizen 

y have learned 

the attitude of th be henedit of 
foward mi m—not 

one to gi s, but to 
in for thee heir country 3 knowl. 

by vast wealth of old- 

ant, yet they may ustums and morals which 
by the face that th patrlo migrant women being with 
duty in all this, ‘There is am oppor 
tunity to ser country DOUBELESS thep af 
transforming the untrained f J the immigrant women 
cigner into an intelligent, the & 
well-informed citizen of 

We have, 
tou: 

» he magazine 
i carefull Nevert 

prayerfully ¢ great avenue of service 
n there, ani 

A ate a 
would soon f ing to learn 

the result best way to 
any students of 

feel that 
war 

attack the peoblem 
at the port of entry 
The United States 
Government, with 
its vast immigra- 

oneieni 
© this er 

led, as 
ations of 

wv sbightly tion machinery, 
recoverod, there will aims only to pro: 
be a terrific rush o tect the country 

wh ther itself; what 
eld opens up before un A 

United States any group of earnest 
missioner of Immigra workers than the pro- 

jon of the immi- tion has well 
Eliis Island nee 
ing more than t 
to command a certain 

yas is Charged 
who know 

grant girlshave fours, 
an boa: 

that 

which were han 
who cume to 
dreaming a dream 

may come true; you know dreasas 
do come true if we only dream 
them long enowgh, and work hard 
enough to bi to fulfillment 
ing that thi 
Federation 

Government 

can liners 

great | 
As of the cre 

boats, what more clear and imperative call can 
¢ to the General provide 

me avel om 

la: 

toweh of fr 
toa strange lane,” 

as strangers 

i 
Py 
2 

us to give the | 

| nily. In several © 
WE MAY well ii the Jewish race in this & dome in this direction 

regard; po Jewish woman lends in Ellis 
Island without some Jewish sister keeping HE way Mrs, Albion Fellows, now chaleman 

the General 
+, led the club women: 

touch with her until she is delivered into 
hands of ber 

We want the y to come when, as we see 
men, women and children of all races crowding 
to the front as the ship comes into New York 
Harbor, we may say: “He of good cheer; » 

indeed to the land 
land that bas work for 
opportunity for the eager 
Statue of Liberty enlighte 
Remember, she bears in her hi 
torch of liberty but the torch of truth, the torch 

rican ideality, the tarch of love 
pathy that make the Americas 

aign which has for 
provement of housing candi- 

The Aim of This Department 

UR plan is to present eack moeth an inspiraticnal message from the President of the General 
Federation. We hope in this way to bring directly to Taz Jounxax's millions of readers the | 

plans and aspirations of our organization. In addition Mrs. Mary I. Wood will prepare for each | 
number  copcrete enumeration of things accomplished by cluta and State Federations, and will 
further interpret the spint that has made possible the progress of the whole women's club movement. 

V. PENNY BACKER, 
President of the General Federation of Women's Qubs, 
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Mrs, Frank Whitey, Director 

What We Can Do for Her 

By Mrs. Mary I. Wood 

ta many bocalities club women are maintaining 
evening schools for foreigners, and the simple rads. 
ments of education and civics are eagerly learned 
by the newoomers, In these whoolt the club 
women either serve 
the money 

In one Ne’ 

as volunteer teachers or raise 
eraploy trained instructors 

W Hampshire town a little hamiful of 
mecting « with a band of 

. and instruction in the English lan 
+ is given while both tescher snd pupils sew 

on garments fur the Helaisn sudorers. In the same 
Town another group of club women conduct an 
evening school where the husbands ad sons of 
these and other foreign women aro taught sin 
busie 

CEASREY 

lian. wome 

+, a0 well as writing and ss met reading 

MONG women there is 
neighberhood cent 

4, where 
of Ameri birth may mvet upon 
moo ground to the ultimate good of all classes. 
The Sunday-afternoan forum ts another phase of 
omimunity service which bas enlisted the active 

est of dub women and bids fair to become & 
prominent feature of club work In many sections 

Depot matrons, police women, dance-hall in 
spectors these are phases af the publlic service ta 

becoming more anit more keenly 

assoriatio 

which woren an 
interested. As our population becomes more and 
more complex the need for better supervision at 
the city’s gates, om the city’s streets and in the 
ity’s places of amusement i ewer an the increase. 

The chairman of the General Federation Depart 
ment of Industrial and Social Conditions, Mes 
James P, Remick, of Concord, New Hampshire, 
hulds herself alway in readiness to give advice on 
any such phase of club endeavor. 

The responsibility for the women af our own 
household is sbowly but surely taking hold of our 
thowghtfal nes and maids’ chubs are the re 
sult, Doubtless one of the greatest reasons why 
competent and interested service is so hand for 

ves to obtain bes in the fact that no real 
atlered to Uhe serving maids of can be 

t interesting experiments alot 
browghe to the attention of our Bu 
months ago. A very intelligent and 

well-edycated young English nurse, who was em. 
ployed hy the lady in New York by whom the 

c club was told, ferst suggested the idea 
om af serving the meals of the 

s nursery not belng prevalent 
alert young wonsan had an 

vwing the dearth of o 
brapness of conversation w 

portion af too nus 

in this country, th 
tunity of ky 

erests and the 
1 in the 

side 
ich, 

of our 
houses 

The exy timent was attempted, and after a suffi- 
ciont time had elapsed the Home Club for Male 
pow housed in East Seventy-Seeond Street, New 
York City, with dining room, sitting room, enter 
tainssent room and sleeping accommodations fot 
tuurteen girls, where members stay when out 

situations, Regular entertainments are given 
during the winter and the girls are encouraged tc 

ct up classes aad entertainments for themselves 

MEMBERS of this clab a both men and 
women friends in the big sitting room, aud 

st tickets may be obtained for entertainments. 
Woman friends may be entertained ut supper 
There is a competent matron in chante of the 
hoa ot the advantages of this wonderful dub 
the annual dues are five dollars, which may be paie 
in instalments, The price af a single roam ia three 
dollars a week, anid if a girl is willing to share her 
roan she pays two dollars or two dollars and a ball, 
Breakfasts are served for ten cents each and sup 
persin proportion. ‘The club is in no way a charity 
and It Is expocted Ubat it will bu self-supporting 

Another type of club life for working women is 
shown by the example of the Woman's Club at 
Sewickley Valley, Pennsylvania, by whom has bees 

ant girls’ improvement 
fat 
The Sewickley Board of 

of several rooms In its large and modern school 

huilding, but the club bears all expense save that 
in connection with the building. All service is vol 
untary except that of one dresemaker. The chair- 
man of philanthropy in the dub has charge of the 
work isting her are a chairman, teachers of 
Eng! wing, dressmaking, calisthenics, danc- 

ing 
sare held Thursday and Saturday 

of each week from 8:30 to 10:30 ru. 
To remove the stignss of charity, girls are re- 

quired to pay dees of five cents a month, After six 
months’ trial reports are of this character: "Im- 
provement in the maid's deportment; content 
ment instead of restleskness when not at work: 
patriotism for adopted country through national 
songs and American-bistory talks.” 



/ 

THE IDEAS OF 

A Plain Country Woman 
TURING a meeting of farmers 
and their wives. one evening 
recently, they fell to discussing 

bed the hosisels questions that 
{| form subjects of sixch conversa- 

tion in these days when dames- 
Uchelplsscarce. ‘These farmers 

| were talking especially on the 
| subject of woman's work, and 

eons they all agreed that something 
ought to be dose about dishwashing amd troning- 

All of the men agreed that dishwashing is a 
despisable job, and that they wouldn't do it if 
they had fo, and that the women ought to think 
‘Up something to get rid of it. 

T listened to the arguments pro and com, and the 
cousensus af opinion seemed to be that dishwash- 
ing is a waste of time and women ought to be re- 

ved of it; that there ought to be some quicker 
id better way of cleaning up after cating. 
We have a number of conveniences pow that 

were unknown when I began life—no doubt we 
shall have more of them—but J cannot see that 
people are any happier or any fiver than they were 
when things were more primitive. 

‘he young women who were complaining of 
dishwashing as a hardship drew the water from 
faucets and drained it into a sink, When I was 
young we went outdoors anil drew the water up 
with a bucket. We carried the dishwater out to 
empty it, and many other things which we did 
then wore very lacking in what we mow call con- 
venience. But it all went in the day’s work—we 
simply faced circumstances and said nothing 
about ft, 

It bad not occurred to women to value their 
‘work ona mooey basie—they were content to let 
“him” handle the coin and to take what was 
“given” to them, They adapted themselves most 
beautifully ta this, and my remembrance of the 
Aadies I used to know and love—1 mean “ladies” 
i sense—is of a generatioa of people who 
were lovely in life, in reli refined in 
taste, witty, interesting and gifted with many 
bocial graces, These women cooked and washed 
dishes, and there are a few of them leit yet whose 
okl-fashioned houses bring me the best sense of 
genuine religious refinement of spérit that 1 ever 
find anywhere. 

When you have reconciled yourself to any duty, 
gout have accepted Ut as a privilege rather * 
hardship, you have karnod one of the greatest 
things in the world. 
“Does it pay?” Can this peactheal question be 

asked too often? I sometimes think it can. There 
is an introspection that can be carried too far even 
Into the business of living, 

If we should all stop and ask, What am I doing 
this for?” we should soon lose heart in every enter- 
prise. For that matter, what are we living for 
Goes it pay? ‘This Is a very unbealthful question. 
Life is a thing we are not responsible for; it is a 
wilt that must have some definite purpose; hence 
we are not justified in quibbling over ite details 
too much, 

if Bysiee are so many things in life which it is 
Impossible to appralse at a cash value, They 

are the indefinable things of the spirit, and pertain 
to the debts we can never pay and to the services 
for which we cannot demamd without prostl- 
tuting ourselves, 1 almost believe dishwashing to 
be one of them, when circumstances are such that 
it seems necessary that we do this work ourselves. 

‘The things of how spiritual things if we are 
wise enough to make thems so, We choose them 
above all other things. There are thousand little 
menial things which we undertook when we mar- 
ted, We agreed to overlook them, or if we didn’t 

panel just to ourselves, we didn’t 
in the right spirit. 

In marriage young people seem to have lost « 
certain power of making ney very common 
things of life that used to belong to love, They 
seem to have thought that they could take on the 
peculiar and very commonplace vows which mean 
the doing of very commonplace things in the high 
spirit of love, and ther somehow get out of them 
and do the frivolous things that they pretended 
they didn't careabout anyhow. They let the thing 
they promised to do fail, and then pewt sround 
and say that they had o right to expect things 
better and that they didn’t think it would be like 
that. ‘The real privilege which we daily ignore is 
to bring the glory of making things right to the 
Teast thing that we are doing. 

T have noticed through a Jong apprenticeship in 
the school of life that no matter how we may turn 
and twist there are certain things that we can't get 
along without. The atmosphere of a real home is 
one of them. It is so natural to us to make home 
‘that we will do it in a test, in a hall bedroom — 
anywhere where we can find the familiar scents of 
our den and feel the peculiar joy of unrestraint and 
liberty to do for a little while, at least, as we please. 

In a home where several persons live together 
there is, just as naturally as life, a person who is 
the pivot of that establishment—generally it is 
womag—and just as sure as she is there she will 

have to be, in a sense, “imposed upon,” Her 
services can never be paid for, She is a privileged 
character. Sbe has the opportunity for free-will 
services. 

yer in the home is going to 
recognized asavocation. Perhaps the 

wife of the future will actually be paid in cash 
her work; but never will she be paid for the spir- 
itual essence she pours upow the household ot fk 
the real service she performs, 
Dishwashing isa detail of the day’s work indoors. 

‘We may simplify it by simplifying our cookieg and 
oar manner of serving, We may use dishwashi 
machines; inventions the work of dish» 
washing will undoubtedly be perfected; but, after 
all, is dishwashing a waste of time? Can any 
necessary thing be a waste of time? Is nut dish- 
washing supplementary to any work the men may 
be doing outside, and as such is it not equally 
important? 

z 

Thave come to realize the fact that the way you 
feel while you are doing a thing is of far more 
importance than the thing you are doing. It 
really doesn't matter much, just so the work you 
are engaged! in is absorbing. There are a lot of 
miserable women in the world trying to live up to 
other people's standards, with the hope of getting 
into sodety, They woult be much happler ving 
in the ok! way, duing their own howsework and 
allowing the simple details of home to fill up the 
aching voids in their hearts, 

1 believe that the company of bright people 
whom I heard discussing the dishwashing problem 
(they were washing the dishes while they talked 
all had met together at 9 neighboring darmbouse 
for Sapper) are just a Little bit touched with a dis- 
comragemest that bas been too prevalent lately, 
the discouragement that comes with the idea thar 
it & hand to work and to get nowhere. They were 
full of the idea that 2 man cannot “arrive” unless 
hemakesafurtune, Our American civitization has 
Tested upon that idea fora good many years now, 

* Making good,” with us, means making money. 
Have you met many people wha have “arrived "? 
Ti so, how many of them looked younger or spryer 
‘or more carefree than when you last saw them 
previous to their having “ arriv Most of the 
people I have known to “arrive” at business suce 
cess have died just as they got ready to live, The 
people who built their big houses in a rush of pros 
perity and enthusiasm are now left alone there, 
wondering what they die it for; the children are 
married and the “old folks” are alone—bardened 
with a big house and nobody in it. 

Most of the social queens I have known are now 
dethroned and reduced to exsy-chairs, with knit- 
ting in their hands—the great actresses, the great 
writers, the great reformers and celebeities of the 
world aze like you and me, humanly grateful for 
gved cup of tea and a warm bed, for a chair beside 
‘a home fireplace, and for a few plain folks belore 
whom it is’'t necessary to assume ‘company 
tannery,” 

E day I was washing dishes and thinking as T 
worked, It seemed to be necessary to earn 

tome money. I felt 1 was wasting time on the 
dishes. It wasn't expecially that I was too good to 
he washing the dishes or that I thought I ought to 
be recognized by anybody, but it was just because 
I needed a load of stove wood badly, and my old 
black skirt was just entirely played out and there 
sSidn’t seem to be any money to get a new one with. 

As 1 worked I thought out the plan for a little 
essay, and when J got the work done J sat down 
and wrote theessay. I sold it. Since then,a great 
many times while washing dishes | have planned 
things which [ afterward carried out and thereby 
carned money. But this doesn't mean that I've 
got above the dishpan or that my life has risen to 
8 plane above dishwashing. 

If you can think out a more lucrative thing todo 
than the family dishwashing, and it into 
execution without breaking up your family, do it; 
there is only one way to do a thing, and that is to 
do it; but if the thing whieh you think would pay 
better than dishwashing seems vague, maybe you 
would better stick to the dishes a while at least. 
If you can change the work that seems unprofit- 
able for something that actually will pay, not alone 
in cash, but in bettered conditions for your family, 
doit; otherwise, do mot whine or lament the time 
you are wasting, 

‘There are a Jot of awfully good-hearted little 
American married girls who have got into a habit 
of pottering around doing things they believe to be 
cultural, As a matter of fact these girls are very 
ienitative. 

The opportunity to be somebody ls never quite 
to good as whea you are by yourself. If you 
harrow yourself when you are doing the infinite 
Uctails of a morning's work at home it is your own 
fault. If you let your mind get to running srownd 
in a Little groove of wondering what Mrs, So- 
wad-So said about you, or planning what you are 
going to say to ber, it is your own fault; it isn't 
the fault of the work you are doing. 

‘OW, you have just as good = chance to think 
about the movements of the armics abroad or 

of managing little Mary Ann by 
bearing your elder tell what the Scripture says 
than you have by going off and it 
Mrs, Somebody say that children no’ 

I i 
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Jé bonne, mctritrten | 

TWO WOMEN 

A Daughter of Today 
WAS Lisbeth who first made 

me see bow bad the moving 
| fever really is that ravages oor 
towns and villages every spring, 

destroying hotnes, uprooting 
| gardens, putting whole peigh- 
borheeds to flight in motor 
vans, On the second day of 
April, when I was arranging the 
camphor closet for its summer 

service, she came running in from school, her face 
fairly alight with same news, % 

“Mother, dear,” she said, "the world’s going 
to move!" 
“Why, little girl, whatever do you mean?” I 

asked her, dimly suspecting a reference to some 
Jesson is gougraphy, some first appreciation of the 
fact that the earth, which seemed so still under her 
feet, was in reality carrying her through space at # 
tremesious speui 

But this was not what Lisheth meant, nor did 
‘she leave me tong in daubt. In her practical way 
she prepared to establish ber meaning: 

“The whale world és going to move, dear. I 
know it because I saw the signs on their hauses.” 
She put up ber little fingers and hegan counting off 
the names: “The Flints, the Madderns, the Jas- 
pers, the Lawrences and the Birds J asked Joc 

per why they were going and he says his mother 
fs sick of the suburbs; and Bessie Lawrence says 
they don't like the people who live next door, 
‘That's the Fllnts, and I guess the Plints mustn't 
like them any better, because they're going to 
move too, Wouldn't it be fun if they got next door 
again 

L stnilod at her account, and she came up to me, 
“Mother, dear,” sbe said, “why don't we ever 
move? I'm sick of living across the street from 
that silly bith dog the Johnsons have. And you 
know Billy Johnson pulls my hair and calls me 
‘sasay-face’ every chance he gets, I'm sure that's 
a reason! You don’t want me to hose my temper, 
and how can I help it when we live so near Billy 
Johnson?” 

“T puess that is as good a reason as some people 
have for moving,” I laughed. "But just the same, 
Lisbeth, dear, we'll stay where we are." Before E 
had a chance to explain why, I heard the tele- 
phone and ran downstairs to answer it. 

1 said, “Hello: . 
rs, Pelham?" usked the voice, 

“Tt is, 
“Well, Mrs Pelham, this is Laura—Laura 

Terry. May [run over to ask your advice about 
something?” 
“About anything but moving.” 1 hazarded, 
ih Lisl il im mini. 

's just that,” said Laura, “How did you 
guess? It's in the alr, 1 suppose, Everybody's 
going to move. May [ come?” 
“Come along,” I said, and hung up the receiver, 

FoR amet oe two Tae with my hand on the 
telephone, thinking. This news of Lisbeth's 

and of Laura Terry's was w 1 and yet 
T didn't know why it shoul he, 1 was rather 
ashamed that jt should make any diderence to me 
whether the Flints and the Jaspers moved o not. 

"St doesn't affect the permanency of sone 
home,” I said to myself. “If stability of associa- 
tion makes for stability of character, and you 
while they come and go, your children will be more 
stable than theirs, that's all." But somehow or 
other that wass't all, aod I knew it, 1 knew that 
their coming and guing did somehow adect the 
permanency of my bome, although it took several 
minutes of hard thinking to understand just bow. 
We ourselves had never moving as 

among the possibilities of a season, We knew, of 
course, that there were plenty of people who rented 
‘ouses “for a spell,” and that there were plenty of 
others who went to the trouble of building just 
so that if somebody came slong to whom they 
could sell at a profit they might go to the trouble 
of building 
Hut it never occurred to us to do the one or the 

other. We built our house, as my father had bullt 
his, to live in and to go on living in and to bring up 
a family in. Ours was not, it is true. as his had 
been, 0 expansive that even with a large family 
there was always room enough for the endless 
“one more” among the friends and relatives. 
‘But it was big enough so that we hoped we should 

nover be obliged to say “The place woa't hold any 
more children,” and it wat permanent enough so 
that when we bought our furniture we did not feel 
that “It's only for a year or two, it doesn't matter 
what we get.” 

‘Strangers often said to ws: What an attrac: 
Our friends always said: 

We could never have 

Jesly from house to house, you could not move 
from home to bome, because the spirit of the home 
‘was lost in frequent transport. 

HOME was a permanent institution, 
Pe Sian ted hen treet ad bach 

always be sure of answering sympathy when you 
said: “Do you remember?” 

1 heaved a real sigh of relief as T thought this 
ott, sill sitting at the telephone. 

“OF course that’s it,” I said to myself. “They 
spoil my sense of home with their constant chang- 
lag and moving about,” 

I washed my hands and brushed my hair and 
was ready for Laura Terry when she cate. 
“Now don't begin to. scold before I have a 

chance to talk," she said. kissing me on bot! 
cheeks. “You sounded perfectly tlaerish over the 
howe. I almast stayed away, you frightened me 
w with your ‘Come along.” But now that I've 
plucked up the courage to come, I want to talk 
to talk first.'" 

She sat down on the couch and pulled me down 
beside her, 
“You know, we only si 

lease Is up the first of May. OF 
pot have gone to the trouble of furnishing 
had not expected to renew the lease, But"—s 
hesitated—""'I hate the place, 1 unly took it inthe 
beginning because —"" 

* Bocwase you could seat four tables of bridge in 
the living room,” 1 interrupted. 
“How do you know that?" Lawrn asked, sur 

prised, 
“You toll me so the first time [ called, and 

without being the beast little hit ashansed,” 1 re- 
minded her, “Sensible reason that for takina 
houre and furnishing it. No wonder you hateit 

‘There you go," sald Laura. “I knew 1 should 
never have a chance to say a word in my defense.” 
“Go om," Llaughed. “If you can find a word to 

say in defense of that sort of thing, say it,” 

“N RS, PELIAM," said Laura seriously, “I 
2VE know now just how stupdd it was, That's 

the trouble. That's why I hate the house, I’ve 
pore & lot in the Jast eight months and it won't 
wep pace with me, Itcan't, 1 will never grow: 

It's a dead house! I want to get away from it: 
Now the Madderns are moving into their new 
place, and 1 think their house would just suit us 
for a year or two, It wouldn't be extravagant 9 
far as furnishing is concerned, They have only ont 
more room than we have now. My living-room 
couch and hangings would look all right ia the 

I'd only bave the livin; room todo 
n't it a good idea?" 

‘#y T spenk mow?" T asked, 
“Do,” said Laura, 

"said T, “here's your answer: You 
Walter aren't the only young couple that 
& mistake fn their first experiment in creat 

ing a home. Almost all young couples do; and the 
mistakes wouldn't matter much if the others could 
afford to correct them as easily as you can, 

But most of them can't; and some of those 
ho can, never keow that they have blundered- 

So they go on for years, living in stupid howses 
with meaningless fursiture, or moving Che same 
ridiculous furniture aruund from house to house it 
4 vain attempt to endow it with meaning. 

“You can’t create « bame that way, You can't 
of course, under any circumstances, without the 
‘proper spirit.” But even with that you can’t, 
unless your house is built and furnished in your 
image. It bas to look like you, ‘That's pretty bar 
barous sometimes, hut Ht doesn’t matter—W yom 
are barbarous yourseli, at beast it's genuine, 
that's what homes must be. That's exactly what 
yours isn't now. It isn't even like what you were 
cight months ago; it's like what yeu pretended (0 
be then, 
“And moving to the Madderns’ fora year won't 

help things, Your furniture isn't going to be int 
praved by spending hall of each year being cl 
and dented and hauled about in moving vans and 
the other half being adjusted to strange comers {of 
which it wasn't made and into which it doesn't 
St. It was bad enough to begin with; if your 
Nivity-room couch and hangings will look just 3% 
well in a guest's bedroom, that only proves that 
they never had any character, 

2 'VE made a bad mistake. Laura, You've 
found it out sooner than most sad 

you can afford to pay the price, Do it, then, and 
be brave about it. Don't move for a year or two 
Move “ior keeps.” Buy a house or build one that 
lookslikeyouand Walter. He sure that everythie® 
you put into it, every desk and chair and purty 
‘means something. And then prepare to ‘settle 
down’ and call the place home for you and yout 
children. Prepare to be neighbors to the folks next 
door amid to the folks whose back yard touchet 
yours. Plant things—trees, fowers, shrubs—and 
watch them grow." 

“It's a pretty picture, dear," sald Laura Terry 
“but if youll forgive my saying so, it doesn”? 
allow much room for ambition.” 

“It isn't intended to," said I. 
ambition to the home spirit; when you do it 
comes discontent, That's exactly what I want you 
tosee. IH you want to change your place of 
dence, the way you do your furs, every year oF 
every time Walter adds a thousand dollars to bit 
income, you can do s0, You can have new house 
ae mansions, new estates, but you'll never have ® ae 

T went on to tell ber all the things 1 had thought 
‘out since she telephoned. When I finished Laut 
Terry rase. 
“Where are you going?” J asked. 
“ Horse," she said; “that is, back to the hous 

to tell Walter what you say. 
“And what are you guing to do about moving! 

Mra. Maddern's?” pe 
Laura shook her head in mock despair.“ You'r® 

such a dreadful person! One not anly asks yout 
advice but takes it, I suppase when I tell Walte® 
bell Job the eorus a igs “Be i ever | 

“Well, it's true," said I. "It's more than tri 
There ds no place iéke bane." 

Snv0-Octlau A 
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aster Luncheon 
aye SS ‘ra [D- gern and Spring Party 

Place-Card Designs by Annie P. Linson 

Cut Out Those Funny Bunnies end Mount Them on Plain White Cavds, to Mark 

The Mystery of a Bandbox 
A Spring-Hat Luncheon Without 

Knives, Forks, Glassware, China, Table or Chairs 

By Mary McKim Marriott 

HE, college girls who gave this clever luncheon were “up against it.” They wanted to 
| give a feast, but kad none of the usual table accessories. “However, their ingenuity came 

to the rescue, and this is what they did e 
paper were set around the floor as individual tables, four girls being seated talon tosh 
around bandbox, AU the luncheon goodies were served as hats in wee bandboxes mad 
of wall paper and passed on trays, there being one for each girl at every All the "hate" 

a fitting quotation from 
ful little hats, each ma 

Demet tu Rie right wer foe fa ‘a cup fo ¢ crown, per napkin for the brim drape 
iawn pins one aide for a trimming. The second set of bandboxes 

contained little Mexican sombreros, each having a circular brawn-bread sandwich brim an 
conical crown of salmon croquette. ‘The hat band was a slice of red pepper. ‘The thi 
mazqueraded aa spreading-f hats having brims of bread and butt: 
chicken, and abundant parsle : 

Quite a triumph of decorative a he bee ‘ immediately followed the 
chicken course. Bright red beets were their four jons, hollowed he crown and topped 
with peas. White and red radishes firmly held in place with toothpick batpins formed thelr 

umes. ‘The salad course, with its bread-and-butter brima and cream-choese cro 
gave the culinary artists wide scope in the arrangement of the waving plumes of lettuce leave 

Leghorn pleture hats featured the Sina! course. Their wide brims of wafers held Auffy 
whipped-cream crowns and jaunty bows of deep rose ribbon candy. Rosebuds 

nestled against their erowns, and their dangling ribbon streamers were of 
1 wall beatin the fashion, tee rose tissue paper, The conventional “sailor” was represented by a 

veithiest nest meee witha, cake, of layers covered alternately with chocolate and vanilla 
CMMELINE icing, This hat was ax large ax an ordinary cake, and the "As oi4 har ant the Bamioer of 

girls aliced it for their portions, The hatplns were by ar ens ieas 
skewers and toothpicks with heads of cherries, 

olives, tadi¢ghes, salted nuts and bonbone. 

“Thea att nat for Whe fashion 
thew 

Houmiet of Lemons 
0 “Booby” Print —_ . P Frit Bouquet foe a Prize 

et en Apel fet Party 

preerryrersy caeln eae 
The Quaint Kate Greenaway Figures an This Table May be Cut From Wait Paper Aporopeiate to Easiee ix This Table lihustriting the Story of Jemima Pudule-Duck 

N 
OTE — Deeaits texarding the children's party tables iIteetrated on this page. and games to play at parties, will gladly be sent ¢o inquirers upon receipt of their request, sent to the Entertainment Editor, accompanied 

in each case by a stamped, addressed envelope, She wall also be pleased to supply additional ideas for soringtiose parties & you desire ber help in planning your spring {étes. 
(Page 29) 
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A. Lutte Touety ut 
Mltinery Makes This 
Cap Suituble toe 

woe Haves 
cae Kn Plows 8 ted oF Duaper oe is Lovely Nedkane is Sate of @ Two-Yant exe of Lane 

Ther Scone off ther Rinses 
Chiffon fant Con Ribbow Henets tor For 9 Touchy of Cokw 
sage Hournuet Chomine Trimming, 

. IN THESE designs for gifts of the Intimate Little belongings so dear to the 
jvy heart of every gitl, the lingeeie ornaments are expecially attractive and 

/ sel be theve lovely capa speak for themselves, ce nepliger is 
an insplration in the way of one-piece things, since it fs A a two-yard 
length of tace’about half a yard wide, and is gathered front and hack alike 

/ 4 caught with ribbons 
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How I Helped My Husband to Make 
More Money 

From $1200 a Year 
te an Income of $5000 

EVEN years ago, when we were 
married, my husband was making 
$1200 a year, Two years later our 
income was still the same. Then 1 
had an idea. f made a suggestio 
we carried it out, and now our 
come is about $5000 4 year and 

ttendily increasing. 
. My} is an architect. We live in a grow- 
ihe Middle Western city. Eight years ago, when 
i larokl came here, the streets were monotonously 

With hideous square houses with peaked 
fools, or L-shaped houses with narrow side porches. 

town seemed to bee just waiting for a man with 
new Ideas in home-building, And Harold bad the 
Borys For three years he tried to carry them out 
2nd gain a reputation as a builder of distinctive, 
Persimal” homes, but somehow success did not Come as we had hoped. 

a Thad my ides. Harold's houses needed 
WoroMrkate surroundings that wauld fit the houses, 
le had 8 fittle cottage of our own that was spoken 

fe a "the prettiest litth bause in town.” It dif- 
redl from other houses that Harolié had designed, 

Le oe Thad given it attractive surroundings. 4 
ak made ourlittle plot of ground » veritable Eden 
Tih sheabbery, window and porch boxes, a wit: 
ayia trellis, a tiny rose garden and an old-fashioned 

wer garden. Our white cottage sensed to rise 
brig ‘of a mist of grees, Why couldn't I de for 
k ines my husband plans what I have done 
‘OF our own?” ‘That was my idea. 

'y husbanit immediately saw the possibilities 
: Bid furRestion. We sat up half that wight «dis 
br i it, and we started in right away, We 

Vettised that for every house Harold designed 
Plans would be made free of charge for the grounds. 
how #lvertinement we gave two pictures of o 
‘aa one taken just after it had heen built, t Cutt two years ‘ater, when the foliage of t 
and, trellis and shrubs was out—a “before 

after vertisement, We also put enlarged 
ures of the same thing in the window of my 

ad's office. On the office door, under the 
ford H Architect,” we printed in smaller type: 
Mae and Gardens Designed Free With Every 

sd It wes remarkable how easy it was to start the 
Seat: Every person for whom Harold was de- 
tag ® howse at that time beeame interested. 1 
a the designs of their houses, went to-see the lots which they were to be built, made appointments 
tach, Sitter the men or their wives, and studied 

a 
plot carefully, making sometimes as many 

7 m plans for each. At Grst most of them 
Ae Very simple—a combination of low shrubbery 

ind & pinzxs, » honeysuckle trellis at just the 
* place, a row of rose trees or a couple of lilac cuahes at a cottage porch. But I tried to give each 

the. 45 individual touch and to sult everything to 
at vf the howse, 

started our partnership in the autumn and 1 fesizoed the lawns, ete., for six of Haroll’s houses. 
pr hl cases T superintended the laying out and 

ting of the grounds, ‘That winter I made a 
udy of landscape gardening, shrubbery, soil, 

aret? 204, vines and plants of all sorts, and waited 
nxiously for spring to see how my six ‘land. 

ete” ns my husband called them, would show 
ind they did sitow " wonderfully well, 

spring Estill di designing free of 
charge, bast T became the loeal agent for two reli- 
ai] nurseries, and so was able to supply at a profit 

the plants I recomnsended in my plans. 1 ex- 
rentedt in my own yard with several kinds of 

Peart and finally fourd one special kind that 
jnluld gtow well in the claylike soil vo prevalent 
q ‘Syed vicinity, and that I bought in wholesale aiantittes, I hired, at one dollar and fifty cents 
fant: At old German who had once worked in a 
theptcal garden, and had him do all the planting 
The ™Y customers did not want to do themselves. 
the Ol German and 1 made many excursions into 
of goods In search of forms and soil and all sarts 
recmimlsy things to use in the flower boxes we 
Thattetled for so many homes. s2qu't, Secon year my husband and T earned 

bela! 2 $800 more than our income had ever bees 
Ste. And our name was beginning to wand for 

homathlte—sometising "different" in the way of 
for wae ang. 
CEpUP to twenty-five dollars for largee and more 
ator fe ones. At the end of the third year Harold 
hon tt¥en the contract for the designing of all the 
twen to be built by a certain land company on a 

ty-five-acre tract of land; and I was gives the 
for all the landseaping! ‘Omo. 

With One Dollar I Made 
My Husband His Own Boss 

HEN we married my husband held 
a goo! position in «cotton mill and 
we kept house ip the suburbs in a 
simple manner, In the second year 
came a little blue-eyed girl to live 
with us and te give us & supreme 
incentive for greater effert. So far 
we had saved no money, and the 

(send slow bad begun to fade from my bus 
5 face. We realized the fact that be 

a fest. 

indf 9 happened that just at this thme a friend 
fed him on a two wecks’ hunting tsip in the 

hignttains, Tstood in the doorway and watched 
wish ®, down the path and climb into the cart 
Mined {onely feeling: and there and then I deter~ 
Mant to find something to help my husband make 
fron, money, something that would exteicate hinr 

1 the treadmill of another man's factory, 
ny 24 been saving my occasional spare nickels 

dimes and now I proceeded to count them. I 

(OTE —These first-hand reports of what wives have done to help their husbands 
make more money constitute one of the most stimulating series of articles 

‘THE JouRNAL has ever published. The ideas presented have all received the test 
of successful application. There are no inventions or theories here — just the “real 
thing.” In the next issue of Tht Journat another page of ideas, every one equally 
practicable, will be published, 

THe Eprroxs or Tue LAptes’ Home JouRNAL. 

had exactly ove dollar; and what could I dy with 
one dollar to make the bread-winning problem 
easier for my husband? 

While pondering I heard a knock at the kitchen 
door, Lopened it and there stood a colored boy 
holding a gation bucket in each hand; one bucket 
contained blackberries and the other buckleberries. 
When I saw those fresh, luscious berries I wanted 
them; but, since J bail decided to save and help 
my hwskand to greater things, I told the bay 
that I did not need the berries. With a disap- 
pointed look he turned away, but, as he reached 
the gate and set one hucket dows while he lifted 
the Inteh, it suddenly dawned on me that porbing 
tempted the appetite more than a berry pie, 

‘Quickly I called the boy back and gave bim one= 
fourth of my dollar for the contents of his buckets, 
telling him to bring me ten cents’ worth of well- 
seasoned stove wool, I glanced at the clock and 
saw that it was yet ten minutes of eight, und, 
calculating that 1 could bake four ples at one time 
in my stove oven, and that each baking would re- 
quire thirty minutes, I believed that L could easily 
have sixteen pies ready to market by eleven-thirty. 

Neat I hurried over to the office of my busband’s 
employer and obtained permissson from bins to let 
me place a placard in the most conspicuows place 
in the entrance and at the exit of his cotton mill, 
advertising my home-made berry pies. On my 
way home I stopped at the grocery and paid 
twenty-three cents for three pounds and » half of 
sugar, twenty-one cents for seven poands of floar 
and twenty-one cents for three pounds of lard; 
this took the remainder of my dollar. 

At twelve o'clock I had exactly sixteen thmes 
fidteen cents and had been compelled to turn sev- 
enteen men away without pies; but I promised 
them that I should be prepared to serve them at 
the same time the following day, which I was. 

‘The demand for my pies grew lu such an ex- 
tent that I could pot manage my custom after the 
fourth day; consequently, I seat for my husband. 

I produced my fitth memorandum book and 
showed him my carefully kept accounts fur the 
last four days, and it was convincing evidence 
that I had a money-making proposition. 

‘Today my husband isthe owner of *Camerun's 
Famous Main Street Mie House,” where hundreds 
go daily for home-made pies AKLDONA 

How | Advertised My 
Husband’s Store 

borrowed, was invested in a few 
— hundred dollars’ worth of groceries, 

The growth of the undertaking was 30 slow that 
we saw failure in short onler wales we could build 
up a trade that would help us to meet not only 
living expenses but the notes, as they came duc, 
for the borrowed money, So I set myself to the 
task of evolving ideas whereby we might increase 
our earnings at small cost. My only reading mat- 
ter was some back numbers of a farm paper, and 
my first idea came from an article on “A Spotless 
Farm.” I reasoned: “Lf a spotless farm, why not 
@ spotless grocery?” 

1 was accustomed to “helping out” in the store, 
and as I weet down town on this afternoon I eb- 
served how much brisker trade seemed to be in 
those stores and shops that were clean-looking. 
At the store of our biggest rival I saw decaying, 
overripe fruit lett in the baskets for sale, affording 
@ joy feast for small armies of Mies wad gnats. 
Above the boxes of fruit were bunches of celery, 
lettuce and pieplant, and stretched upon the soft 
leafage of these was an immense gray tabby! The 
disgust I felt at the sight made me hurry away, 
and in afew minutes I came to my husband's store, 
and there was our big black store cat dozing con- 
tentedly in our one show window! 

“Tabbikins'” was promptly to the 
rear of the store; and when 1 told my husband of 
what I had been thinking he, too, became inter- 
ested, and we began a clean-up campaign. We 
scrubbed the floor; next we used white enamel 
paint 00 the framework of the screen door, and on 
the casements and floor of the show window, Then 
we built up in the window a pyramid of brightly 
labeled canned goods. The result was s0 good that 
we decided to do more ie the way of making the 
place attractive, and from that time this feature 
has been left in my charge, 

In order not to deplete the meager stock of mer- 
chandise on our shelves, I “loaned” as decorations 
several jars of preserved and pickled fruits and 
vegetables pat up in our farming days. These were 
sold so soon that 1 was almost dazed by the reali- 
zation that I had unconsciously Jaunched myself 
into a sort of special grocery business of my own, 
Another week 1 “loaned” a cake which I had made 
for family usc, My husband placed a fifty-cent 
piece in front of the cake and a card bearing the 
inscription: “This takes the cake! So do the 
prices at Belknap's dean grocery!” Our "“decora~ 
ties” always sold before they became stale, 

Our next advertising scheme was to id 
from the ceiling of the wiadow a four-foot frult- 
laden branch of a native orange tree and a placard 

Yous 

announcing tl “Natural Resources of Our Coun- 
try Can't Compare with the Belknap Grocery in 
Supplying the Wants of its Patrons.” Another 
scheme was to have our big dog, in his jaunts 
about tows, wear a pickel-plated collar with black 
letters thereon, proclaiming that “If You Want to 
be Contented and Well Fed, Go to Belknap’s for 
Your Groceries.” And our horse wore a ine mesh 
netting for the double purpow of protecting bim- 
self from (tes and to tell the public that *Belknap’s 
Grocery Looks Out for My Comfort and Health, 
Let it Look Out for Yours!” 

Our business grew to such proportions that we 
moved to larger quarters. A month before moving 
we offerce « prize of Gve dollars for» mame for the 
new store. This created much interest. During 
a “dry spell” that followed business was gives a 
push by placing a gold-mounted silk umbretls in a 
Prominent place in the window and advertising 
that it would be given to the first person who 
needed it for protection from rain. 

Weather prophets were at once in great demamt 
aed the store became the center of interest in a 
great deal of the town talk. A Mexican peddler 
‘was sent on his way rejoicing when I bought his 
stock af fifteen Mexican canaries. We placed fine 
screen wire across the back of the show window, 
put a June rosebush in bloom in the windows and 
tured our birds loose within the inclosure. The 
swaying roses bright-colored birds produced « 
charming effect. 

At the end of a few weeks we advertised that the 
birds were to be given to the first fifteen children, 
accompanied by adults, who made purchases in our 
store on a certain day, and that a small toy novelty 
would be given to other chikires who came tou late 
to claim one af the canaries, Texas, 

From $10 a Week toa 
Factory of His Own 

’ HUSBAND and I, with our two 
M) children, lived in a city of about 
Slone hundred and forty thousand 

inhabitants, He was then work- 

‘exaaries of life. It had bees my cus- 
tom through the summer to visit the larger markets 
Tate in the nore and obtain fruit at very low 
prices, as it would not keep overnight, and the 
proprietors were willing to sell at a sacrifice rather 
thas lose the entire peice, 

‘My husband came home one evening very much 
discouraged over financial affairs, and we sat up 
rather late while discussing plans for making 
more money. At last I said: “George, you get 
through work at five o'clock aed bave a half boli- 
day on Saturday. Now, suppose you visit the large 
markets late in the evening on Mondays, Wednes- 
ee Saturdays, buy fruit at low prices, bring 
it and I will preserve it the next day. 
“On Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays, after 

your work is over, you can fide around on your 
wheel and carry samples put up in small glass jars, 
Try such places as clubs, botels and the best resi- 
dences, and have the chefs aod qooks sample the 
preserves: then take orders,” 
The plan looked feasible to him, and we set about 

making preparation for the work. We used quick- 
seal jars in ball-pint, pint and quart sizes. The 
strawberries we obtained for nine cents a quart by 
the crate, and other fruit in proportion. After 
buying cana, sugar, etc,, we had a profit of a dollar 
aad fisty cents a dozen on the small jars, and 
from two dollars and fifty cents to three dollars 
on a dozen of the larger cans of plain fruit. 
‘To our surprise the frult sold readily, a my hus. 

band found orders awaiting hin when be made his 
rounds three days later, so our fittle-fiat kitchen 
fairly hummed with activity. 

first Saturday night, after checking up our 
expenses for the week and finding thirty dollars 
cleared, we at once decided to enlarge upon our 
plan as speedily as possible. My husband exve up 
his work, and an expressman was hired to bring 
the fruit, which my heshand purchased, to our 
door, Later we purchased # rig of our own, I 
knew it would be a satisfaction to my husband to 
operate his own little business after be had plodded 
with his dinner pail to the shop every day for 
years, and it became so. 
Before long a little factory was our dream and 
finally a realization. The factory was in the sub- 
urbs, so my husband rented an acre of land near by 
and raised small cocumbers for pickling. I had a 
very simple recipe, and we hardiy sj 
orders for twenty-five-cent jars Later we ad 
tomatoes, catchup and home-made chili sauce. 
I shall not say that everything went along 

smoothly, for it did not, anid there were some 
weeks when we just about came out even; but 
gradually people learned more about aur fine of 
goods, and we sometimes received Jarge orders 
from hotels and clubs. 

‘Today we have a steadily growing business, with 
my hushand ant employer rather than an employee. 
A college education is possible for oer children, 
and all through my litte ides of buying at a 
greatly reduced price fruit which was dead ripe acd 
must be disposed of at once, and again market- 
ing it, canned, to our customers. New Youx. 
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AGrocery on Wheels 
That Made Our Fortune 

SSP UIRTY years oldandacterkinagro: 
Oi cery store, at only fifty dollars o 

jmonth, “That was my husband when 
}we were married, He had always 

3 wanted to enter the legal profession, 
Ea pihg | but supporting & widowed mother 
Fa CAPR ne | ancl educating a younger sister had 

= crowded out his bopes. 
I bad saved a few hundred dollars, of which L 

had pot tald Pall. for I bad expected sometime to 
sorprise him with Ht, One morning, while the grocer 
was making his daily rounds, my idea came. 
could hardly wait for Philip to come home, so that 
J could tell him. At first he was not so enthusiadtie 
as 1, Then I contded to him the existence of my 
little hh anf told him I intended to use every 
cent of it for him right away. He insisted that 
since my beuin had evolved the ides it was my 
Fight to work It out. T should be general manager 
of the enterprise and be chief clerk. 

So weset about it, Idrew a plan dor the interior 
of a wagon which was differest from aay we bad 
ever seen, Philip took this to a wagon-maker and 
ordered the wagon made, Meantime I took car 
rides out to a beautiful suburb of our city, alread: 
bait up wendeeiilly ant continuing to. buRG: 
1 found a sice listle frame store going up, with a 
rent card on the outside, 1 applied to the renting 
agency and Jearned that no year's lease would put 
the rent at a very reasonable figure, 
We rented the store and also rented a neat little 

home in the neighborhood, In two months we were 
installed, and“ Phil" started, with bis new project, 
on a round of the principal residence streets of the 
suburb. His wagon was enameled white inside, 
and was arranged with shelves and compartments. 
Th their places were canned foots of all varieties, 
reserves, breakfast foods, coffee, cheese, freah- 

bread and cakes, fresh fruits, vegetables, and 
in fact everything one could fied in a well-ordered 
grocery, Sealed packages were his specialty, and 
all goods not in sealed packages were under glass 
or screening for sanitation's sake, It was all ar- 
ranged in the most appetizing manser, 

In a few days, when the housewives understood 
the convenlence of this new scheme, they were 
glad to come out to the wagon, look over every- 
thing and order their day's provisions, for every 
day they could get something different from the 
ordinary fare, and it was delivered immediately, 
They gloried in not having to worry any more over 
“What shall I have for dinner?" Thoy told their 
friends, and Philip began to receive calls to 
“Please come around of my street.” 

At the cod of four months, when he took stock 
and balance, my husband found the progts to be 
neore than even I had boped for, 

I had been reading law to “ Phil" of evenings. 
He now took with him, at a modest salary, an en- 
ergetic young man who kept the store two hours 
every afternoon while Philip attended law school, 
Two happy years passed, and my husband re: 
ceived his law degree. We had put in the savings 
bank three hundred dollars; this, with our protite 
from the store, was to tide us over the “starvation 
period" of “Phil's profession. The rest of the 
money we had made and saved was put back into 
the business, “Phil's” brother was out of 
school and was greatly elated over being given « 
responsible position in the store, 

At the end of five years a huge auto truck, white 
atte and white ghameled ne inns i; came into our 

pesscsson. He shelves and compartments 
were there, but on a perfected plan. At the far- 
ward end of the truck, built in, was a refeigeratiog 
rystem; hore on ice, under glass, were fish, shrimp 
and other seasonable sea food; also meats of the 
best quality, steaks, roasts and chops; crisp, yel- 
Jow bunches of tender celery stalks laid along 
heightened the gastronomic charm. On Saturdays 
dressed poultry and game were carried. The truck 
went filled to its capacity, for maay a howsekeeper, 
planning a party or a luncheon, was anxious for the 
freshly baked cakes and bread, the oysters or the 
frult, without waiting for another delivery. 

Ten years have now passed since my “idea"* 
wat . Our income from the store alone is 
enough to live well on, enjoy the blessings of life 
and the benefits of travel, and to put by something 
to assure our two litth daughters an existence 
free from want, My husband's brother has tong 
heen the active head of the store, and supports 
2 family in the comfort that we used to Jong for 
but never boped to have, Groxcta. 

NOTE—To the author of thls coutrthutlun to Tame Joom- 
AL's contest, " How I Helpes My Mustand to Make Mare 
‘Motey,”" was awarded the fifth prise, $100.—Tux Eneroas, 

My Husband Promoted 
From Clerk to Manager 

ILERKING in a baree department 
store, the management of which 
rewards ideas on the part of em- 
Ployees, ny hushamd was very much 

| dissatished. ‘The story was some- 
what inconveniently situated, and 

jjacy innovation to bring more 

a OE saggestion tomy husband was simply this: Allow 
mistresses in search of domestics to use a bulletia 
on which each could pin up x short notice of the 
place ee special privileges and re- 

must be removed immediately a mald was found, 
Alto allow maids in scarch of places to put up 
similar bulletins under similar restrictions. 
‘This simple service, which, you see, cost nothing 

at all, was installed, and brought into the store 
dozens of waren who might sever have come there 
otherwise. Furthermore, it made the store a 
household word, and was the immediate cause of 
my husband's promotion. Massacuuserts. 



WHAT EVERY WOMAN SHOULD KNOW 

1 Wish Women Knew How to Buy 
Meat and Save Themselves Money 

By a Butcher 

F HEED there are three gradesr good, secund= 
ant poor. Many women ask me if there 

is bot as much Hourshment In the ebeap 
ar jn Sha: better peach 
low-pricwd cattle are fest 2 

wed oi}, ete, which fattens them but produces 
és shrinks to a greater extent 
there iy as mach bone in a in cov 

thin animal as in.» 
ad heel ha 

nveat is interwoven with threads af fa 
hay very yellow fat and the meat is lean 
OEY. 
Aside of beef is diviited into a forequarter az 

hoe Latter containing the tain from 
Hest priced steaks and toasts are cut 
y rule @> romember that meat is ex- 

fwesive in the center of the animal and cheaper at 
the extremities, chiefly because the latter meat is 
lowghened by musculae action, Mast peuple de 
not like the cheap cuts borwuse they canpat ook 
them tender, and so buy stvaks and roasts, Be 
cause of this excess demand we have to charge a 

‘m fat tinged with pink, and the 
Toor beef 

id 

imes it seems that most women think o 
ade up entirely of ribs and loins! ‘There 

is one point, however, that people overlook, and 
per cuts have fitthe 

‘& pound, the 
The waste from a 

two-paund sirloin steak averages about three- 
of & pounit, 
any of my custumers buy unnevessarily 

days at a time, 
pare the meat alw: 
to cut it for different w 

Fo! stance, take a chuck rib of beet; te will 
weigh, say, fourteen paundsand 

today as it falls for cightoen cents a pound, mi 
a total of two dollars anil sixty-one cents 
ft bean cut two pounds and a half of sn 
three pounds af meat which can be 4 
and, after honing the rest, can make a 
five-pound roast from it, which would 
sell at thirty-livecentsa paund. That leaves four 
thonds of bone and fat 

The bone makes tine soup stock and the fat can 
be rendered for cooking. If hought sepa: 

cuts would cost two dollars and nine 
s—an expenditure on the purchase ¢ 

four cents above the price af the whole pice 
Most of the cored heef comes from the plate, 

which i» part of the hindquarter, There is more 
wt beef than to 

‘of higher price. because they contain more 
hone and a larger proportion of fat. Five pounds 
ed corned beef from the navel oosts elghty 

y. Whee boned there woul be two po 
and three-quarters of clear meat, the net « 
really being about twenty-nine cents a pound 
moe than the best cuts bri 

ft will often pay a wornan 
In cuse she 5s buying a quantity of meat at a time, 
as when purchasing a chuck tan aitchhone, 
which is sold in same sections—part of it can be 
put ie brine, Or, if she wants a cheap 
Duy fresh meat, the 
and she can ese the bones for stock instead of 
throwing them away. 

To corn beef dissolve rock alt in water watil it 
will fluat a raw potato, Munge in the meat, 
weight it, pover and let i sam in a evel place for 
from two to four days, according to the degree 
of saltiness desired, 

Brisket is equally 
though it contains cos 

ing 
From 

od comneil or fresh. Ale 
» six-poundd 
pounds of 

two pounds and a balf of 
ifa pound of fat to render 

Another cut which comes from this «ection Is 
fank steak, This may be scored and bre it 
served with a tontate aauce, of Ht may he mad into 
a “blind duck,’ To to this it should be stuffed 
with chopped onions and potatocs well seasoned 
with salt, pepper and sage, tied securely and 

ised, “Or it might be used for heel roelaies 
1 vegetables, In @ stew, of bailed! and made into 

Tt is clear meat with no. waste when well 
trimmed, and it sells for from eighteen to twenty 
ceats a pound, 

Flank (at sells for ten and twelve vents a pound 
and can be rendered with practically ne waste, 
and suct sells for about the same price. Itis not 
economy to buy very cheap beef fat, because it 

so murh meat hber,thut ta waste, Tn fact. 
pays to purchase meats that are well 

a pound, than to huy 
a great deal of waste. 

A RUMP weighs about twelve pounds and sells 
at twenty-three cents, From it can be ob- 

tained fine pot roasts or corned bee?, with soup 
‘stock from the bay The round is divided in two 
parts. the top aisd hottom, which are genrrally cut 
upintostenks, Those from thetopare best and cost 
from twenty-eight to thirty cente—the bettom 
ones sell from twentyfive te twenty-eight cents at 
present, and if cut from good beef are tender. 

Ont of a thirty-pound roand feat about tweety 
pounds of steak, the rest going to chopped meat 
and trimmings, When you see chopped beef for 
sale at a low price you can almost always he sere 
that it contains a high percentay 
times « great deal of water, for 
“olump” beof a4 chicken or oyste 
little more and get honest meat. And if the market 
man will not let hersee the meut chopped a woman 
had better grind her meat at home, 

The borsestue is a senall picce of clear swat 
weighing ahout two pounds and a half, It sells 
for twenty-two cents and makes an excellent pot 
roast or stew, 

ad sells at seven 
Ir contains about 
and fauttece pon 
cS nuk pay 

much cheaper to purchase the clear me 
much bone as ig It makes an excr 
shank stew, Ashin cut fram tbe foreey 
be used in a similar way The foreg: 
i+ not cheap at eight 
much bone, but it make 

‘The scasun of the y 
difference in the price of 

wer the round and sirloin cuts are mure in de 
and therefore vast more. Because « 

rib roasts drop i price, 28 few women cook 1 
ka, In the stetume 
ot the same 

MB goes up from: Mareh to May, while if spring 
lamb is late it is dewe wutil July, Then is the 
ye women who 

have to be ecnnan. 

What the Butcher Lays Aside of 
Which You Can Make Tasty Dishes 

By Marion 

conversation between two 
ata table in 2 hotel dining 

texsun why Lam presenting the 
this peare: 

say to chirkem livers en bro 
wha gras doing the uimatt 

"1 might 
possibly have shall be 
pleased to le oF ye 

“Well, for # form 
simple dish 

ints, 1 

“In my own hitch I prepare about half 
2 pound of bacon with twenty cents’ worth of 
ebicken livers or half a dozen split lambs’ kidney 
to satisfy the luncheon appetite af four people, 
Tbake them with the ends of the skewers resting 
on apposite sides of long, narrow pan. Hotels 

charging sixty cents 
& portion may per- 

ical not to buy 
lansh, yet those are 
the very women 
who often do it 

There srw three 
zrailes of Lamb, ts 
of beef. Good lambs 
is pot very heavy. 
I the leg jointsare 
stift the lamb iy 
fresh, and the fat 
should he firm and 
white, ‘The joints 
of fresh lamb can 

‘«parated 

has have a differ 
ent way of doing it” 

Quite a hit af 
profit, Esn't it?" 
“My dear, have 

you ever noticed 
that all the by- 
products of the 
meat markets like 
brains, giblets, kid 
neys, sweetbreads, 
and so forth, that 
we could buy 
mostly at a low 
price, with the ex 

toshow the knwekle, 
while mutte Prepering Calf's Liver en Consercle ception of the 

sweethreads, and 
<<< ally 

at the j 
A lamb is divided into halves, ench of whlel be 

separated into a forequarter and a hindquarter 
An cight-pound-andea-balf forequarter at cightees 
cents costs a dollar and Sfty-three cents if par 

al as it falls, and containa the rack fenen whles 
nib Ohipe are cut 

F an be taken two pounds and a half of 
stew meat, one pound and a quarter of breast, four 
shoulder chops, which would be excellent ¢ 
beviled of en casserole, and two pounds of chops 
from the rack, worth thirty-two cents a pound, 
Bought separately this woul! cost one dollar and 
seventy-five cents, ot twenty-two cents more than 
for the whole plese, 

Besides this, there are enough trimmings for a 
nice harley stew. If desired the chuck, or shoulder, 
can be bought separately, aed boned, ralked and 

essed for roasting oF braiding; the chuck asi 
breast can be purchased together, filled with a 
bread dressing and braised, or the shoulder can be 
raised 08 fora cuserole, the four chops under the 
shoulder cut out and the neck and bones used fur 
a stew, Even a amall family car dispose of a 
shoulter of lamb in this way if the woman is will- 
ing to couk a Little 

The while hindquarter weighs about ciglit 
potinis and a quarter and sells for twenty-throe 
cents, a total of a dullar and ninety cents. Fram it 
can be cut eight loin or kidney chops, whicd ordi 
narily sell fur thirty-two cents a pound, and a sls 

went roast, which would wil at twenty-five 
ents, anil there i4 a snsall Taraly kidney 

same trimmings, If perchased separat 
cuts would wo dollars and seventeen cents 
The howevemife saves a litth: more thanten perceat., 
and she will go a long 
way tonave that unalty 
rool 

vinted tike 
lamband is becom 

in the enost expensive 
uf all meats, Theshout- 
dee and breast sei} fo 
about twenty-two 

‘@ pound, and 
tay be stuffed with a 
bread of a potatovand 

tiressing. 
‘The neck is used for 

stewing and the ramp 
for pot-raasting or 
braising. The leg is 
worth about twenty. 
six cents a pound and 
weighs eleven pounds. 
Itcontains about eight 
pounds of solid meat 
and three of bone, and 
costs, entire, a dollar 

mi sixty-eight cents Frum it is cut the fillet. 
which is sold for roasting at thirty-eight cents a 
pound, of is cut up intu cutlets at forty ceats a 
pound, 

The balance is ww for stew or casverole, If 
purchased separately this amount of meat would 
cost two dollars and sixty-four cents, and any large 
family could dispose uf the whole piece: but, as 
few wish to buy the keuckle, of end of the lex, it 
is necessary to charge a high price for the cutlets 
to make a amall profit 

As to pork, I think it sxrange that 
pork chops are not purchased, 

cents les a pound than those in the lain andl 
wate 

in of pork for roasting averages two cents 
4 pound less than when cut up into chops, and 
contains only a third of bong waste. On the other 
huni, a Inesh sboubter of ham, HW well ent, i a 
cheaper roast and may be boned and =tuffed to 
good advantage. while a fresh ham contains little 
waste and is as goexd eating as turkey, in fact, it 
is uften preferred to turkey, 

aceasineally use for 
the sake of am agi 

petizing variety, are neylected until we lunch at 
soine café, then we order them at a price that puts 
thems in a clays with Juxuries?” 

"don't believe T ever thought of it in just that 
way, Why do we to it?" 

*“T haven't an idea, uoleve it is that we aro all 
obsessed with the beef. lamb, veat anit jvirk idea, 
and can think only in terms of steaks, chops ani 
Toasts, Then, too, some of these things look anys 
thing but attractive in the market, altbough trays 
of brains, to be sure, ure usually garnished with 
vivid bits of green parsley, and aweethreads always 
look nice ant clean sed white; but perhaps the 
butcher is nut entirely ignorant of the effect some 
of these goods produce, and one can hardly blame 
him for not making them appear more attractive 
when the chances are that U he sells twenty-tive 
cents’ worth of kidoeys or a heart to be stuffed 
aml baked, he loses the sale of sixty cents’ worth 
of chops, T helieve E shall order sweethreads.”” 
“Then order the calt’s liver en casserole for me 

If it i good 1 want to tearn how to prepare it.” 
“1 suppose most of the mystifying ‘A la’s' 

caukl be mastered by spending half an hour of #0 
with an uptodate cook book. It looks as if my 
family would soon dléscover what it means to have 
4 mother who lunches out intelligently once in a 
while, There must he a jot of ol howsekeepers like 
me—tired of eating the same thing but hardly 

| knowing how to vary the monatoe: 

SETTING out of a rut fs never quite 5 easy 
into it, but one way of accomplish 

ing it is occasionally to ignore the existence of tha 
demoralizing laborsaver, the telephone. and to 

pat yes things anal 
0, im an open, inquir 
ing frame of mind, to 

the nearest mark 

meat shop, ¢ whot 
there is thit can be 
used for a change, anit 
not be afraid od mak. 

ime an experiment ue 
two, even if one makes 
mistakes. If the new 
dah by a success. serve 
it now anal then: tut If 
you overdo it, that will 
mean another rat. 

The following recipes 
will all make deli 
dishes: 

Lawn Kioxrvs ex 
Huocuette. Skin 
twelve fresh lambs" 
kidney’, then cut them 
into thin stices cross. 
wise. Cat the same 

umber af thin slices of lean bacon, hall so inch 
syeare, and arrange them alternately on six 
skewers, Season well with salt and pepper. Koll 
them in two tablespeonfuls of alive nil, then in fine 
bread crumbs; arrange on a double broiler, broil 
on a brick Gre for four minutes of each side. Re- 
move, place on a hot dish and pour a little hot 
melted butter over them. Serve at once. 

Caur’s Brain Toast. Skin ani chop one set of 
cooked all's brains rather coarsely. Have reaity 
a well-buttered piece uf toast, Beat up the yolk« 
uf thece egas with two tablespoontuls of milk: stir 
ia the chopped brains, salt. pepper and a dist of 
red pepper. Melt one tablespoonful of butter, 
pour in the brain mixture, and stir it constantly 
ef a slow Gre until it just thickens Heap it up 
the toast. Use fur a limchout dish while quite 

hot., Serve at ance, On mo acconst cook the mix- 
ture quickly, or the eggs will becomw curled and 
tough anit will lose their digestibility 

Caxr's Liver ex Cassxnozx. Cut one pound 
| of calls liver tate thin slices, Lard chem with thin 
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Harris Neil 

Mf salt park. atel cover all with French drest 
cone huae anda hali. Cook in bot dripplae 

chapied onion, tw sired carrats, one dir 
in and two tablespoonfuls of chopped parstey: 

Pour intoa casserale; add the cove euptul of 
tomate pulp, Iwo euplule af stock and one table: 
spounful of mushroom catchup;: cover, and coak 
for twa hours in the oven. ‘Then add one captul 
of diced mushrooms, salt, peppwr, red pepper and 
grated nating 10 taste. and cook fue twenty min: 

Thicken the sauce with one tablespoontul 
‘of Sour rolled in ome tablesponeful of lnuttets 
Serve in the casseral 

Srantsit Sweetakcans, Blanch and tard a palt 
of sweetbeeads, Cook ane tableypoontal eat of 
chopped onion, evlory, carrot and parsnip in faut 
tablespoonfuls of butter, add the sweethrealh 
basting often until brawn, Mlend poo” 
fuls of butter with two tablexpoont i 
a saucepan over the fire: add the Eiguid and the 
vegetables Som the pan in which the sweetheeads 
have boon cooked, half 2 cupful of chopped tor 
matoes, one tablespoonful of chopped pimiemtors 
one tablespowntal of grated borsesradish, and 
enuuah stock to make one cupful and a hali of 
gravy. Scare nicely and simmer for ten minutes: 
Place one cupful of boiled naadies in the center of 
a hot dish, dust them with grated Parmesan chee? 
and surround with tbe awectbreads. Serve with 
the strained sauce 

Beamro Carr's Liver 
liver, soak it in cold water for y mine 
utes, then desia and wipe it with a cloth, Insert 
senall this strips of larding baum ae the surface 
of the liver, Prepare a “anitepais" al vegetables? 
oniwn, carrot, bacon, bay bral and berbs Pet 
these in an carthenware casserole containing t#? 
heaping table fuls of butter. Fry he ver 
etalies a golden color; ut in the liver and let 
brown gently: pour off the fut; adit abuat hall ® 
pint of rich brown auuce and a gill af goud stock 
Season with pepper ani alt, and lot simany 
for about an hour. Thea ad Juice of a 
and a smal quantity of tinely chopped parsley 
Boil up, take up the liver, let the liquid redecty 
strain, and remove the fat. Replace t 
the cusserale azul pot it on a dish, sauew 
fully, and serve, 

Kinseevs 4 ua St. Gros 
kidneys, allowing one to cach person)» 
amid remuve the cores, cut them in neat shires af 
cighth of an inch thick, and season theen with salt 
and pepper; then put four kidnoys «9 prepa 
into & sauté pan with three tablespoonfuls of but 
tet, amd sauté them very quickly ower a brisk fire 
for ten minutes; then drain them. Clean out the 
sauté pan and put in it one cupful of good chick 
boiling agmol suwee, to which ¢ kidney? 
and two sticed pickled walnuts and eighteen raw 
heared oysters; just allow the sauce to get bot 
but not to bail, and add a little paprika, Dish ui 
the kidneys in a border of little round ermutuns of 
bread which have been fried a pretty golden colot 
aait with sliced tomatoes, 

‘To make the Espagnol sazce, mix three-quarter 
of n pint of brown sauce with one teaspoontul 
mest extruet, three sliced mushrooms, half a cur 
ful 0 k, a few drops of red color and a pine 

reduce a quarter part, keer it skim 
viding, then sirain anil use, 

Gwmters h tA Dacuation, Take the giblett 
from turkey, goose or chickett, cut the livers in four 
Pieces; clvan the giczwrds add cut in six piece 
Sat the necks in fengths> of one inch and a halli 
skin the feet, and fit all into w sauceyaan, with om 
tablespuontul of alt and enough culd’ water 1 
cower the whole: let it come to the hed, chen strait 
olf and wash the pivces in cold water; gust thet 
into enough stock to caver them well; add a few 
veretables, wuch us three or for edt unindt 
thet: stalks of celery dicwd. two lecks, six whole 
white peppercorns, one blade of mave, for clove 
half w teaspoonful uf paprika and 4 bunch of herbsy 
bring gently to the bull, skim well, and et it 
simmer for three hours; strain, take out the meat 
from the vegetables, and set it aside to serve i 
Une soups: let the stack stand to coal, then remove 
any fat frum it, and elasify; strain it, put ith 
inte 4 clean pan, and (or each quart mix one tablet 
spoonful of cornstarch with a little of the stock? 
stit it inte the soup until it thickens; then add the 
pieces of ment, taking care that they are well 
rinsed with a little warm water before adding & 
the soup; to cach quart of the soup add one tabl 
spoonful of boiled spaghetti cut in little rink 
Serve some chopped parsley In the soup, 

Bakeo Tare, Wash two pounds of tripe well 
put it into.a saucepan with cold water to caver ie 
bring to the holl, wai strain, ‘Ther cover the trl 
again with cold water, or balf milk and half watele 
and allow it to simmer slowly for from two to Lhe 
hours, Next cut it in small pieces, sed season wit 
white pepper and salt, Cut four slices of buttered 
bread in aeat, square pieces, removing the ct 
Then grease a fireproof dish and place in ita lay 
of tri: and a layer of bread alternately until all # 
in, making the topeost layer bread and Iyuttels 
Beat up twa eags and add ta them two cuptuls 
mitk, of of tripe Gagor, and half a tablesy fA 
of muskroom catchup, and strain thie over tt 
tripe and the bread. Mut afew pieces of butter ® 
the top, and hake In a moderate oven until 
Liquor is set anuf the top nicely browned. Gar 
with sprigs of parsley. Serve hot 

Tripe, which is in the inser lining of the stomac 
of the ox,is aneof the mast easily digested of nem 
foods. TE carefully guropared it is both light aad 
rnotstistieas, and Corthis reason is Frequently uedtered 
fue peaple with weak digestions, There are dl 
ferent kinds of tripe, such as the Manket, hone: 
comb, reed, book and monk's bead, acconting © 
the part of the animal (rom which it is taken, 

ee 



Se i PN ee Ee Rice. Church Grounds at No Co: 
What Can be Done With Our 

Native Wild Flow 

i: bmported ancl artiti 
vis anything but ple: 

NOTE fa doube abent what you 
exact position 

ue, Incation and exposure of grounds, the 
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Each Hand Hes tls Own Tone Color 
In on ak 

third and fallowing measgers of Moss 
ki's Etude, opus 24, No. 2, leit permiasit 

tu play the upper potes of the ba: 
the right hand Hagen K 

Alcibiades sald: “When the lion’s pelt 
is not long enough w t pur a piece « 
fox fur on.” To play th as 
supuest i» wot forbids 16 
the makeshift mu notice 
Whether or not you it unnoti 
you mast jutige for yourself, Atany rate it 

+ very Will to hide the ditt 
the cane quality between the two 
Besides, the makeshilt is not abw 
ilicable in the pivee, and the plac 
t does not apply will moat probably sound 
liderently from th Tshould, there 
ore, aulviee you low the original text 
of the composer, or, still better, to refrai 
from playing poeces which im th inal 
setting are impossible to mn 

ad my reply to is 

The Value of the Correct Touch 

In Schumann's“ Fukcbingsschwank 
opus 25, what touch & correct to use in the 
sovement termed “ Tranquilly I play 

the cighth-note chords with the up wrist 
taxcato and connect with the half-note 

chord an octave higher with the down wrist 
troke. 14 Ubi Wer W 
[would nut aie an outrigh 

the eighth-note, but rathe 
called a atheti¢ 
thiy note after all 
the following balf-note 

ne taken scoorting to the slurs, i ¢ 
are in your edition the same as in mine 
Peters), where there is no such superserip 

tion as’ Tranquille'” to be found in all the 
movements I had to search Song for the 
to which you refer and hope to have foond the 
right one, Oh, these “editions 

Ploy the Chords as Written 
At the beginning of Mendetssabn’s ¢ 
us 22, 1 play the first three chon an 

euio; then I play t tof the chor 
without the rol Ts this correct There m 

markitas to guide me on my copy (Breithopf 
anal HE Mus. PLR. 

As the chords are not marked by 
unde sign, L see no reason why y 
them +, the whale 
that a change in the 5 
waly destroy the 

The Best Octave School 
Wh ark de you consider to be the best 

wn octave sturic RCW 
Kullak’s “School of Octa especially the 

fit book. containing purely mechanical 
preparation for the seven studies in the seoond 
book, has oot yet excelled 

Why a Note Appears in Both Staffs 

How would you play the following trom 
Narcisssrs,”* anil why shox me note ap 

pear in both clefs at the same time? 1 

- - — 
. 

cb ae 

sometimes in a manner that 
(and through it te the 
for the x 

Plt 

Composers write 
to appeal lo the eye 

magination) as well a 
linger: This a 
tineti play the accompaniment 
lighter touch thus we give to the me 
as this lighter touch induces us 
respective keys a little before the note 

full value or duration of wand, the com 
ted to prevest this ¢ ling © 

melody, which happens here to 
Key. Let the right hand strik 

to release the 

bat 
d abandon the key while the left ha 

tinues to hold it, By the way, do you hap 
Know who composed this 

T kriow at feast six 
nf each one by a different 

tail 19 name the composer 

a 
omposer. 

Away From the Pia 

bai 
Practicing “) 

is aided by De you think that a goed 
exercises away from the piano? 

technic on the 
clasively a 2 

Tnasmoch a 
tousieal, ani 

a not see what gvoe 
any exercises af which 
aed cuntrod the i 
“away from the plano” y 
the piano with one 
of the ii meta bbe 

uit. If by 
abstitute 2 mean to 

hae the 
od every good 

teacher's life, T ex 
advise you to 

relrain from it. We 
cannot learn swies 
psig on the floor of 
our room 

be wate 

COMMUNITY 
SILVERS 

of tf fourth Finger 
ny exercise which will cx 

the middle to mo 
b the fourth finger when 

emplayee ECS. 
the tendon of the fourth 

that of the third about 
t, the tuo dimger 
on than any other 

ally, the fourth will never make 
tte, bee fter all, we ca 

ontrol. Pre 
finger und 

a nember ol 
finger alo 

You ma 
+ the best exer 

he purpose. L warn you, how 
erdo it! Remember that 

fg the matter 
could never pu th it again, 

© But a Makeshilt 

rely crit ze! for 
sce ol Be 

with the 
ition seems to allow ft 

Tovrea, 

althoug 
Aw 

absurdities by a 1 
ompuser’s pen 

a ponces 
umble 

ations for 
efigure | 

t hand may be 
makesbift 

tore inten 
rstand Ba 

West Coun 
y Bellini, is far 
rt’s " Don Gic 

taste Liszt 
+ up for 

powers af expe 
and it is with 

he opportunity 

uxury aad How to € 

at low cost th att ey wil 

Timprove my t 

oe 
' tits tur, ain 
hot enough to reat D = estes Teaspoon: 

slowly for s (Engraving extra) 
try to 

d, round, tor 
without allowing 

Th Canada, $275 

At your service 
for 50 Years 

gerate the 
« of the fin 

+ inte 
ition, 

would unavoidabl: 
harden sk your” dealer 



THE OTHER WOMAN’S 

DESGNED &Y LOLI. HicRMAN 

IN THIS plaster 
bungalow the live 

exterior 
especially wel 
handled. 

‘Two- St tory Clouse 
By Carey E 

he house, 
Toom ane 

a comfortable little home 
ras built for $850, 

the problem of how to place a wide 
galow on a narrow lot. The st 

Hel with the end of tt 

a bungalow house design ay iat + A 2 home, ax there are but hitect. ‘I 0 . \ and a bath i 

red brick of 
ids 4 brighter note. 
dwork has been stained a 

soft brown in all rooms but the bath 
and kitchen,which are 
enamel. The walls are plastered. 

NOCrER 
ese houses, and to tell you the approximate cast of « send a stamped, addressed enve Adidress Mr, Carey Edmunds, 
nce Square, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. We shall se if, Keys" pamphlet," How to Finance the Building of a Little Home,” or 

“What You Should Kaow When Building a Little House,” by Mr. Charles E. White, Jr,. but a two-cent samp must be inclosed for eacls, 
(Page 35) 
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Planting the Small House Garden | 

is a narrow side yard facing the 3 . —eo , S view the flowers bordering the 
{ boxwood border 

house hardy rose: A . * cr it 

ing th see 3 i nual flor 
is a bor- s ; : a 5 eautifully the 

“ é t little cavernent window 

staine 
On the first 6 

around 
aining 8 S. 

alants to / ~ ‘ x , anged ip potet 
stumns. ; hots the pool are 

Attractive annual vines ia) 2 * ; grouped a number of 
cover the lattice fence if 

nted and cared for by . } -. the owner has made it 
mily with a ” into a beautiful flower 

neome. They - ; garden. His family fire 



pasion of color 

oO 

ne shown a 

peigh Pasting on 

rhododendron, f 
then 

Orang ight followed by wh 
bine the wia 
and purph 

much-desired sum 
: z use formes a coo! 

nd shade and the . gouch-desi 
f : ok amid th 

charm of harmony rather S e fore a cool than vivid contra 
he 

ity and free- 
dor of informal planting 

the side of the 
Stage and the wooden 
eee and form a 

Th ful garden On the right is composed 
Shiefy of hard: 
Dials and flowering 
Shrubs. Roses border 
the walk along the house. 
Th this modes sized gar- 
den every inch of earth 
yleldsi 

iy peren- 

itz quota of flowers. 

NOTE—We shall be very gla Order to advise intelligently we sh 
driveway and cut build Addre 



Some Ot 
What The) 

ard coukd 



Coat . Coat 

Dress curour | Dress 

Hat H 
pee \\ ware} ie 

joes. ‘ \ SPACE Shoes 

Gloves . . Gloves 

Accessories Accessories 

Y won the world has ao innate 
desire to be well and correctly dressed 
for all occasions. Nothing will make 

her more uncomfortable and ill at ease than 
the consciousness that her clothes do not 
fit the time and place, Choosing the right 
clothes is not so difficule a task thar it cannot 
be mastered by anyone who is willing to de 
vote some time and patience to studying the 
matter closely, giving careful attention, first 
of all, to selecting the colors, materials and 
designs that are most be indi. 
vidual; t 
tethe occasions for which they will be requires. 

Cut out this chart according to the direc- 
jons given below and you should fied it very 
aluable when you are puzzled as to just what 
prestit he correct costume for any occa+ 

ise. 
{ternoon dress will not book out of 

place at any but the most formal evening 
entertainments, but an evening gown will 
nearly always, without exception, look badly 
if the situation is reversed. 

UT correct dress should he governed, or 
modified, to some extent by local customs, 

for common sense must be allowed to play the 

= 

play in the correct costume? The shoes, 
gloves, veils, girdles, and even ornaments like 
jewelry and beads, must be chosen, not only 
to harmonize with the dress or suit itself, but 
to produce an attractive, becoming effect, 

Individuality in clothes, ae in most other 
things, needs to be encouraged, but must be 
used cautiously by the amateur,’ It is interest- 
ing to note that the women who are always 
well dressed carefully avoid the fads and 
fancies of the moment which so many women 
seem to have adopted with no regard for any- 
thing except the fact that “everybody else is 
wearing one.” 

HOOSING the most becoming colors is 
often a difficult task, and while no hard- 

and-fast rules can be given for such a selection 
there are some suggestions which will belp to 
find the right ones, Remember that your 

smal preference in this matter cannot be 
ven much consideration, for more often than 

not your favorite color is not a becoming one. 
Each season brings a pew fashionable color 

which may or may not be becoming, and 
please be warned that you will make a great 
mistake if you select it for this reason alone, 
We shall be very glad to help you further 

with this question of correct clothes, if you care 

The Ladies’ Home Journal’s Dress Chart 

What to Wear—When to Wear It 

eating part in all clothes problems. 
De not forget that the time spent in choos to consult us. Write to the Fashion Editors, 

ing the right costume is never wasted, for in care of Tae Lapres’ Home Journat, 
whoa once. selected ft repulres ‘ao fureher lndependence Square, Philadelphia,’ Penney! 
thought. How many women realize how vania, inclosing 4 stamped, addressed envelope 
large a part the seemingly small accessories for our reply : 

Cut Out the Chart bas. 
Waled Above Alona the 
Outside Binck Line atid 
Our on Bristol Bort of 
Very Thin Caretiourd 

Thon Cut Out the Disk 
Below Along the Outside of 
the Black Line, ext Mount 

Phain and of becoming This on a Pioce of Thin 
men Condboard 

Serei-tallured: sikiet, walle- 
tna engeh 

% 
Medium lar, furably te *. % 

Soe i Bee He Cathie, ack ot ty a 4, He Tithe oe taoed » o& NER . 
Tan dogakin or eray %, a PRA 

mee oe NON 
Learer hag, mer hess in ser 

nt Cirdoart the Some 
Chart 2d Shape as the 
The ito Form the Back. pre Disk Fits in) Between. pinch @ Hoke i Chet and Disk Wher Indicated 

Punch a Hole in Back Piece. 
Faaten Al Toarther in the 
Center, Paste Top, Lett 
end Lower Edges of Back 
and Front Together, Hang 
in Convenient Plce 

BUY | 
BELDING'S 
pve SILK 
FABRICS 

Guaranteed to Give 
Satisfactory Wear 

| “Yes, Lined With Belding's 
Silk, Guaranteed To Wear,”’ 

Belding’s Silk Fabrics are Pure 
Dye and will not rip, splic or tear, 
They are guaranteed to give satis- 
factory wear and will dry-clean 

ook for name 
age or Belding 

wz attached to Ready-to- 
Wear Garments. They protect you 
against adulterated, worthless silks 
that are doceing the market. 

Belding’s Guaranteed 
Lining Silks 

Have long held che lead for lining 
Cloaks, Suits, Jackets, etc. They 
excel in appearance and wear. 

Belding’s Tearless 
Petticoat Silks 

Your Petticoats will wear much 
longer if made of this fashionable 

ntecd silk, All latest shades, 
iful soft finish, fine tuster, 

Beldi 's Guaranteed orese Sill 
A most complete line of Messa- 

lines, Taffetas, Satin de Chines, 
Satin Charmeuse. All latest colors, 
plain and novelty designs. Guar- 
anteed not to rip, sfrif or fear. 

Retail Prices 
Belding’s Silk Fabrics are full 

yard wide, and retail for $1.00, 
$1.25, $1.50 and $2.00 per yard. 

Look For The Belding Bell Tag 
It Guarantees the Silk Lining of 

Ready-to-Wear ty 
Garments to which 

ve ee Trade Mare 

Belding Bros. & Co. 
New York Chicago St. Louis i Boston  Cinginnati St. Paul” Balt San Francisco 
Also Manufactcre: f Bebding's Sewing 

‘Silks and feldng's Embroidery Sills 



EDITORS’ NOTE: 
him from their personal experiences. 
a “gheat,” arany other incident th. 
experience, to solve it for you. No nai 
Independence Square, Philadelphaa, Ps 

MONG the many psychi lems that 
ave been submitted to me is one from a 

New England woman of refinement a 

nny lwasia, 

education, who stated that during an extende 
European toat she hat ed 
by the repeated aecurrer hat she described 
as an “inwarnt voice,” directing her to act in 
certain ways and purporting to give her infor 
mation rezacding matters of which she then 
knew nothing. HM she ebeyed these strange 
monitions +be always found infurenation 
thus imparted correct in every particular 

| For example, shortly before her arrival in a city 
she was visitina for the first time, the woice” 
ordered hee to proceed to un art gullery and go to 
@ specified room, wher 
ally beautiful painting of o classic wshject 
voice” described the painting in detail. She 
went to the gullery, found the painting there, ait 
also found that it had been described with the 
greatest exnctiscss 

Again, when she wns netting out to visit « me 
seam, the “voice med her that she would 
ace there a quaint, clocklike relic of the Miditle 
Ages. She kept « sharp lookout for this object, 
hut to no purpose; and she was beginning to feet 
that on this orcamon her mystic guide had failed 
her, when it occurred to her to asic » mussetem 085. 
Sal. Bhe lewrned that there wax wach a relic in thr 

museum, anil she saw it stored im a room weldom 
entered 

On another occasion, it London, she wi 
buy n souvenir that ahe knew could be obtained 
ely in am antique shop; mut perhaps not even 
there. At once the "voice" pronounced a foreign 
founding name, quite meaningless to her. A few 
days eter, riding in an ommibus through the 
streets of London, abe noticed this same nagne on 
the signboard of m store, and anw that it was the 
name of adeater in antiques She found there the 
article abe waited. 

So frequently and so helpfully did the “ voice 
assist ber that she gradually became convinced 
that she was experiencing either some form of 

spleit communication” or of telepathy from 
the mind of a tiving friend acquainted with the 
facts of which she thus obtained information 
Hut, as 1 pointed out to her, it wetually ts 

et Heither to the spiritistic theory 
of telepathle influence to understand 

ned! 

sary toe 
nor to th 
what hapg 

What She Had Really See 
WE ARE all of us, every 

seeing and hearing much o 
no conscious knowledge but wh 

fiads lodgment in our minds. 

thfully retained by the memo 
certain corulitions—for example, if we are hyp 
otized, if we are asleep, af even, in the nor 
waking state, if we are abstracted, perv 
fatigued, etc.—may become consciously known 
to ‘To Wustrate by an ami itthe story 

once related to me by Dr. Morton Prince, the 
itistinguished medical psychologist: 

day of our tiv, 

mE 

Doctor Prince was one day discassing with « 
judge thia very question. “1 cannot believe,” the 
judge declared, “that a mere casual glance may 
be enough, as you calm, to give a perfect know! 
cige of the object glanced at." 

So Doctor Prince offered to prove his state. 
ments with » concrete demonstration, und, the 
offer being accepted, introdured the judge to ane 
of his patients, They chatted together for a few 
momenta, then Doctor Prince suddenly whisieed 
a screen between the Jodge and the patient 

“Now,” he said to the latter, “# want you to 
tell me exactly what Judge Blank is wearing.” 

“But [simply cannot,” she protested; “I 
haven't seen him long enough to know. All I cast 
say is thut he has on o dark-colored wait.” 

Doctor Prince, still keeping the screen so that 
| abe could nat possibly see the judge, now hyp 

notized her and repeated his request. At once 
ahe began to describe the judges apparel, mot in o 
vague, geactal way bist in the moet precise detail. 

‘She quve correctly the number of buttans on 
| ils cont, its texture, the color and pattern of bix 

necktie, the shape of his collar. Pinally, to the 
und Doctor judge's’ erabarrasenent Prince's 

horror, she calmly added. 
He ia also wearing false teeth.” 

When She Recalled Everything 

NOE das the neste of the erm to have 
LN any effect om t exactness and fullnee 

| with which sense impressions are retained 
the memo 

T know of a case in which it wus necessary for a 
lady to recall the date, signature ard bank name 
on # check that had been given to her two years 
before. Try as she might, the facts would not 
come to ber, though she clearly remersbered 
having read the check over carefully wt the time 
be received it. 

a 2 

Mr, Bruce here endeavors to sobre, in 
If, therefare, you have 

has puzzled you, send a brief, p 
3 will be published—merely 

he Things That Puz 
In Everyday Experiences That We All Have 

By H, Addington Bruce 

ne light of present scientific ki 

nitials, Address MH. Ai 

© consulted a medical fried, who put ber 
into » semiwaking, semi-sleeping state, thy 
causing Der to listen to a monotonous ticking 
sound. She was then asleed about the check, aod 
was able to recall not only all the required data 
of the signature, date ant hank name, but even 
the number stamped in the comer of the check. 
Bearing in mind facts like these—fact 

have been ve: hy hh 
carefal exp 
understan 
New Eng 
Teas to believe, the ke 
to her by her “inward v 

¢ previously ac 

pal 
Felic in the museun 
nave by i 
ready glim 
boat h 

MM 

ciation of 
the city, 
conn od, Amul ev n then t 

che net been at 
o in a state 

te 
mained ment 
fatigue 

ve mm 
or ner 

The Moth on the Oak 
PXCEPTI for th 

+ oxy fied an 
es of others 

A Church of England clergyman was visiting 
friends and went out one evening entomologizing 
Ax he crossed a stile into a Seid, on hin way to a 
neighboring wood, a voice said distinctly in his 
ear; “You'll find ‘Chacaia’ on that oak.” This 
wus a very scarce moth, which be had never see 
before, and which be had neve 
thought of seeing. There were seve 
Geld, Dut be instinctively walked straight to the 
off side of ene, and there waa the noth, 

it would be abs 
heard 

spirit.” He 
curnet of his eve,”” se 
him arul settling on th 

ly recognized it from prev 
rough some testhook ibustration 

The “ Voie That Told the Mother 

Ou ASIONALLY such oeurrenves are vl 
tally important, For instance, this wae 

reported to m & woman in Monta’ 
One evening when my husband was away from 

home I wos seated awaiting bis return, our bay 
being sound aslerp in u little crib on the opposite 
side of the room. Suddenly 1 = riled by 
Denting a vowte say’ 

“Talee the child out of bis eri 
T locked around, greatly frightened, for IT knew 

that my baby and I were alone in’ the Bouse. 
Then the voice came again: 
“Dae the child ot of has crib." 
Scarcely knowing what I was doing T rose, 

crosd the roam and took my boy to my arma 
Next instant a bracket supporting a lighted lamp 
just above the crib gave way, and the lamp top. 
pled into the crib, which was at once in flames. 
Had I not received this wurning the child would 
have been seriously, pethage fatally, burned. 

2 whick 
given 

that this 
it, saw the 
place, and 

really 

tly the sort of occurrence 
ight easily 

This is ex: 
a spiritistic 
But what oni 
mother, without being ¢ 
gradual shifting of the bracket out 
her hallucinati 

From 

A Mining Man's Experience 

MILARLY with th 
zona mining man, 

oxpe 
arrate 

an Ari 
in th 

At the time I was at = mine called Rosales,” 
about twenty miles east of Carbs, Sonora, Mex 
ico, Thad with me my assistant and two other 
Americans, A Mexican family occupied the 
building where we made our headquarters. The 
enrral, of inclosure for the horses of the party. 

about fifty yards from the house, and was 
fenced with posta and Brushwood, with ane e 
trance. ‘There were no other hocara within two 
hundred yards, 

‘We had been quite busy examining orev sxmpis 
in the house, and finally. late in the afternoon, to 
get a breath of fresh air and rest a little, I went to 

ition, a” prensar 
expressed account ot it to Mr, Bruc 

» Bruce 

tle Us 

ay “peychic riddtes™ his readers may submit to 
d experience with what yoo thought was 

Tery, from years of study and 
Tue Laois’ Hoss Joownas 

THE EDITORS. 

tbe outside doar and leaned up against the door 
frame lazily, thinking of pothing & particular 
The test of cur party were inside busy with essay 
samples. Nene of the Mexicans were in sight 

A voice, more to my isner hearing than out 
ward, but to me perfectly audible, said) “Go to 
the corral!” Now, if there is anything I azn 2: 
likety to do om a trip it is to have anything ¢ 
with the care of the horses of the corral. 

T looked toward the corral, asw nothing out of 
the way and answered ¢ r, perhaps 
audibly, “What should I go to the corral for? 
and kept my position. In a few seoonds it came 
again, Goto the everal!” peremptorily. I went, 
T stepped quickly inside the corral (firat time 1 
hed been there), The ground was covered with 
veveral inches of dry grass and hay, old fod 

Tgave 

Before I got isaide the corral 1 hed seithes 
seen nor stoelt smoke, and had nat the slightest 
idea of anything wrong. None af our party at of 
the Mexicans knew anything of what was going 
on till t gave the alaren. 

4 per 
porary exaltation 
fe may easily & 

through the t 
of his sense organ 

en of smelled the 5 Gre without 
ly aware of it; of, through unu 

ng. he may have sl 
sound y crackling 
the blaze. His state « 
would then favor the 
abeonsc acquired 

wledge, but T now make 
pe that among my readers 
one in a penition ta provic 
will help in verifying 

While the Whitechapel murders were going oo 
a reputable London citizen dreamed one night 
that he saw aw being murdered, und that 
hie also saw the face of her murderer.” When he 
awoke he had « perfect recollection of the dream, 
which was still more strongly impressed 06 bis 
mind by the fact that the bug *'f 
afterncce's newspapers wes an account of a 
‘Whitechapel murder that had been committed 
the aight before. The coincidence between hit 
dream and the murder startled him oot a little, 
but he naturally put it dewn to chance and 
theaght no mere about it 

A few nights Inter he hod a similar dream, in 
which he again saw the murderer's face, and it 
was the face of the mon be had siresdy dreamed 
about. The meat day, to his surprise, the news: 
papers reported another Whitechapel raurder, 
Still he refused to believe that there could be any 
‘annection between his dreums apd the murders 
But when he bad the dream 4 third time, and 
when st was again fosiowed by the newspaper un 
nounctment of a nuarder, he decided te report his 
dreams to Scotland Yard 

The inspector Listened to him politely, and 
jokingly suggested that if ever he ran across the 
man of bis dreams be would do well ta report the 
fact ut once, Some weeks passed, during which 
there were more murders, and then the dreamer 
car morning reappeared at Scotland Yard in a 
mate of great excitement 

1 have seen the man I dreamed about.” he 
announced, “and what is more, I followed kim to 
his keene. ‘He is Doctor So-and-So."* 

‘And he semed one of the most prominent 
medica! men in Landon 

Ready to graep at any clue which might lend 
to the capture of the texrible “Jack the Ripper,” 
the Scotland Yard guthorities ordered ane of 
their ablest detectives to gain entrance into the 
phyricsan's house, in the guise of a doctor wishin 

coamult him. On hin first visit he failed to nee 
be physician, but talieed with his wife, and some 

statements she made led him to enlist the aid of 
& Grat-clase specialist in mental and nervous 
urases 

“Doctor So-und-Sa,"" this specialist ia alleged 
to have reported, after an interview in which the 
physician hed no suapiccm that he was under 
cxainination for his sanity, "is unquestionably 
inane, und I strongly suspect that he is suffering 
from hornicidul mania.” 

Steps were immediately taken to have him 
quietly removed to an asylum, This having been 
done, the Whitechapel marders ceased 

Such fs It was told to me, 

The Ladies’ Home Journal for April, 1915 

“Yes, I’m more than 
pleased with my new 
Wooltex tailored 

suit.” 
"Phat is what you will say when 

you possess this charming mode 
It illustrates the refined character of 
Wooltex ox id suits now being 
shown by Stores ‘T'hat Set] Wooltex 
throughout America. 

It is to you that this beautifully 
tailored adaptation of one of Pre- 
met's most attractive spring models 
will make its strongest appeal. 

It would take a custom tailor 
of the highest type to produce 4 
garment with anything like the 
charm and good lines you will find 
in this Wooltex suit. 

The price is extremely reason- 
ableconsideringtheunusual quality 
of materials and tailoring, $37.50. 

Wooltex designers always avoid 
the extremes of style. ‘They never 
make Wooltex wearers conspic- 
uous. They always express in 
their models style-correctness and 
good taste—quiet elegance rather 
than extreme novelty. 

‘The wait estraned sbove—No, 1724—hase @ rolling ut 
fers collar, ‘The jactet is alarbed af the sides ever the bipt 
Corespording slasbes in the sleeves are crimmet #3!” 
clusely et tadeta-cavered buttons and tadieta-eéged betlh? 
helen, ‘The cicular akirt ix exceptionally want. 1 4 
wanted dewa the centet ané trimmed witk battens 4° 

m Roles 10 match the coat, Materials are gabardinte 
popliti satin gabatdine shepherd checks and imperial sete 

Many other models in WoolteX 
suits at $25.00 to $45.00. Coats 
$16.50 to $35.00, 

‘ome and try on these exceptionally at 
tractive garments, in your own city, at 

The Store That Sells Wooltex 
Me “Sayles foe Spcing 1904,” is the tile of & beaut 

faliy testrated book shew a & tose Interesting coliectieg 
of Wolter epeing motets tn coate, waite and akiew, 10% ditee ftom ate by Malame Sevatie, Dizectar of Of 
Worltex Paition Bureae there, Avk for ic ax The Stott 
Thar fells Woaltex in your ows city, of send your nam" 
and aidrew to ‘The H. Black Company, Clevetand, OFF 
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= S.3 a ee Flossie Fisher’s { ’s Funnies 
The March Hare and the Easter Bunny: By Helene Nycs 

teturn. A club pin, 
her of the Floasie Fisher C 
Eon hers to endanger then 

to be kind i boy did, but 
the mere 
areas much elab work i 
hoy went to the pasture 
hooked ly the cross ot 
him, fur his blouse 
horn caught in it. Whe 
tolit his mother, who % 

‘i id hi 
“Why do Tt 

nd that small kindmess 
large ones. This small 
the cows 8 

mg and the cow 
the boy went home b 

“Why didn't you 
" He asl 

x to Flos 

ize, five do 
{ prize 

al companin ns for 
h of the eight fifth the eight fourth best 

best, a stencil outhit 
First prize for t 

Sollars; for each of the fiv 

The Prize Winners for January cL. Faas 

COMBINATION PENC 

The Roll of Hos 
Stories, 

or for January 

Mascauset Goonwin, 
Scrapbooks 

Doorn ie.  Califorsa 
st for Schools. 

% Dot 
Cont 

FIRST PRIZE, F 
Speci 

LAns 

Miss HELEN! 
wx L. 

Nyce 
+ Hour Jovesat 

Better Cocoanut 
ina 

Better Package 
Dromedary Cocoanut is a mew 
product. New methods now 
make it possible to supply you 
with cocoanut which not only is 
fresh-grated, sweet and tender 
when placed in the package, but 
which stays fresh, sweet and ten- 
der until the very last cocoanut 
shred is used. The Dromedary 
package is the one Cocoanut 
package which keeps out the air 
and dust after it has once been 
opened, 

FRESH 
KEEPING 

The full, rich flavor and extra 
freshness of Dromedary Cocoanut 
will delightfully surprise you. 

“One-Cake” Package and 
10c¢ Cookie-Cutter FREE 

the coupon below and Sc 
ally Co pay po 

ing and we will send you a 
ize package of Di 

nedary Coukie-Cetter and a Cocoanut 
pe Bi The children will be de 

lighted with some “humpy"’ Dromedary 
Cookies cut with the Dromedary Cutter 

The HILLS BROTHERS 
Company 
Dept. B, 

375 Washington St, 
New York 

Tne-Cake 
medary Cocoanut, a 



The Ladies 

Ditfte: The Dish Th 
By Marion Harris Neil 

HEN we dine we like 
» know the names of 

the dishes we eat, but we 
rarely pause to inquire int: 
the history of the nam 
Apart from di 
have their origin di 
in the name, as 

Wey y ey 
etymology. 

EDSPREADS 
made in a chafi: 

ARPET BAC 
round steak split bal 

through and. stuffed with 
oysters. It is closed like a 
sandwich and roasted until 
cooked. 

ENNY LIND 
editsname 

‘0! 
h ncheon, 

B old-fashioned English cookies. These biscuits are often 
served at afternoon tea. They are fine for the lunch box. 

After the cakes are 
t glacé and decorated w: 

RRESISTIBLES are well named ard are favorites, These 
are mate of sponge or layer cake mixture, almond pate, 

strawberry jam, whipped cream and nut meats. 

Pao 

if carefull: 

rent 

the name of double creax 
ked they are glazed ¢ 

bh whipped cream. 

the nam 

iver is a5 nourishing as goose, and 
y cooked it tastes just as good. 

to her with the request for 
the recipes, 

cakes very suit- 
ies. The centers 
nuts 

IKEL are old- 
fashioned English 

They 

a 

s 
« 
= 

2 

e® 
a 

a 

"Home Journal for April, 1915 

The Secret 
In making pastry, the 
use of Crisco goes far 
toward insuring satisfac- 
tory results. 

Standard ingredients, of 
course, and exact meas- 
uring are very necessary. 

But, given these, Crisco 
will produce for you 
pastry of a delicacy and 
lightness that perhaps 
you have never known. 

Purity is the watchword 
that guards the manu- 
facture of Crisco. 

Digestibility is the token 
by which it commends 

to the up-to-d 

housewife, 

Economy is the charac- 
teristic which insures its 

welcome in households 
of moderate means. 

Plain Crisco Pastry 

12 cupfals flows T teaspoowfal salt 
14 cupfal Crisco cold water 

{Use level measurements) 
Sift Mout and sale and cut Crisco lntu Goer wirb 
Rests ured Grely devated. Pinger tiya may be 

L Léeinding terials 

dey \ngresie 
doughy roll 

Satheiere fot care etsall ie 

‘The uses and advantages of Crisco 
are clearly shown in a cloth-bound 
book which will be sent you on 
receipt of five Qucent stamps, This 
book also contains a different dinner 
menu for every day in the year, and 
615 recipes gathered and tested in 
actual couking by the well-known 
food authority, Marion Harris Neil. 

am, without the 
ners”? but with 

215 recipes, will be sent free for the 
asking, The Procter & Gamble Co., 
Dept. D-4, Cincinnati, O. 

~—— ~~ 
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ont Pra 
wearers | The New Fashions 

Designs in Silk and Wors 

I 
Children’s Hosiery | 

and her mend 
- 3 weights, All colors 

ie: WOVEN » 

J eubdued in color, 
ed in design. 

Men’s Hosiery 
k Cat ° for 

One of th 
Coat Lhe 
With « 

New Loose 

Very Light-Weight Knitted Sweater 
Suitable for House Wear 

Two-Color Woven Sil Sw Siting Cost of Pink and Ceny Angora ~"Panlae tend toe With 
Woul of Genuine Quality Designs 3. 6 and 8 by HL Tailored Lines for Maming Wear ete ‘ 

Des 4.5 amd 7 by O. M. Chicage-Kenesba Hasiery Co., Kenosha, Wirconsia Mads jn 0. 5A. fo mate 39 Tease 
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Model 80 $1075 Model 81 $850 

THE WILLYS-OVERLAND COMP TOLEDO, OHIO 
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? VV T2 Wn ws Rn Se Sera o [f You Live in a Small Apartment 
tions Which May Help With Your Furnishing 

By Ekin Wallick 

Here are Some 

They are anxious to work for 
you—this group of energetic 
“EI” helpers, including El 
Tosto (shown above), El Perco, 
El Grillo, El Stove, the Hotpoint 
Iron and a dozen other highly effi- 
cient Afeint electric appliances. 

Ready to lighten your work, save 
you time, furnish better food; mak- 
ing life better worth while, 

fortable, A serviny 
da ch 
are a 

nade tomate th 

Do you realize that the electric 
Ther Anmshoir wiring in your home is out o! 

havent tw @ Sain Koon service most of the time? 

Pa ee — . ; But by having the “El” servants 
bs 2 . : chs at your instant command, day of f a - night, at every lamp-socket in the 

house, you at once make your wit 
ing 100% efficient. 

The cush- 
i vered iy 

L denim costs $8, The 
of linen talfe i , ‘ i tanding lamp attractiv 
in old re 

7 ie, | 255 | “67 Josto 
the electric bread toaster— 

Suppose now that you have 

—you sit still and enjoy breakfast 
with the others—just reach over 
to El Tosto and find fresh, crispy 
toast awaiting you. 

Toast two slices at once, so you 
Jalways have it fresh and hot— 
outside of slice is crunchy and ten- 
der, but inside is moist—or crisp 
it all through by leaving on the 
shelf a few moments. 

Only one hund is used in placing bread, 
turning oF removing toast. And it costs 
only about one cent to tonst ten slices on 
both sides 

El Tosto is made entirely of pressed steel 
in an attractive design, heavily nickel 
plated and polished toa mirrorlike finish 
A cool handle is provided. Heating e! 
ment is guaranteed five years, Price $3.50. 
Canada, $4.50. 

\ Gencelud Wina Cty A Lounging Chair 

-warming babys milk 

c 

A Stowl Ine $5.5 

are especially ph 2 u 
he round x \ j 7 Tk 

had in bireh en ny, dull finish, for $18. 
lamp has a pott ina soft green mat g 

wt for oll, with 1+-ir 

-hot water for shaving) 

Hotpoint 

Plunge into any liquid and it be- 
gins to heat the instant the plug 

| is inserted, Economical, handy. 
Heat water at Inmp-socket for all pur- 
posex—warm baby's milk without gettin 
up—tea, coffee or any hot drink any 
time—shaving water—light cooking 
Highly polished nickel cylinder easily 
kept clean, Guaranteed two years, 
Sanall size (7) $3.00, In Canada $4.00. 
Large size (10°) $4.00, In Canada $5.00. 
Crook-neck style, bent to lie Hat in bot- 
tom of the dish, $5.00, In Canada $6.50. 

Dealers Everywhere 
The Hotpoint " EI” amees are sold by tau 
suads of dealess throushout the world. If rout 
dealer supply you our nearest afhce wil 

‘on receept of regular peice. Be sure 

Hotpoint Electric Heating Co. 
Ontarie, New York Chicago Lor NOTE~Mr. Wallick will he awe any be ibass x sl alae lca Canadian Hotpoint Electric Heating ; y be purchased, if stamped, address ata ‘Tenosie Co,,Limited — Vancouvet 



The Unfilled Grade of 

Brenlin | 
Ae eR MEO, 

Window Shades | 

fade it—water 
won't spot it 

How often have you hung your 
Windows with brand new shades, 
only to see them quickly become 
Streaked and faded from sun and 
Water—and soon so unsightly that 
You felt compelled to discard them! 

Shade your windows this time 
with the Unfilled Grade of Brenlin 
Vindow Shades, Sun cannot dim 
Ks soft, beautiful cints—water cas 
NOt spat it. 

That is one reason why it saver 
#8 money as well as improves your 
Windows. A still greater reason 
ts this — 

It wears twice as long 
48 the ordinary shade. For it is 
Made of a different material—a 
Slosely woven cloth without that 
filin chalk and clay, which in the 

Y shade so soon cracks and falls 
Tet in unsightly streaks and pink 
tis supple—not sti, yet always | Straight and smooth 
Made in many rich, lustreless tones and in Brenlin Duplex—light on one 

side, dark on the other. Ask particularly 
‘0 see the popular new Van Dyke Brown. 

I you want the utmost in shade beauty ind economy, go to your Brenlin dealer 
today, ask for this Unfilled Grade —and | 
ket it, Tt is perforated with this mark 

NLUIN—along the edge of every 
Hn 1. Look closely for it when you buy 

nd when your shades are hung. 

Write for the | 
Brenlin Book today 

Bn jews actual / 
amples of Bren 
UNFILE shades in all col 
Ptpand gives many helpful sugpestions 
lor attistic window treatment. With it 
we will send yc 
ie name of 
renlin dealer | Nearest you. Write 

foday. Cras. W. * 
riser MAN & Co., 2317 Reading Road, facinnati, Ohio. 

For windows of less importance there are two lower-priced grades of 
Brenlin—BRENLIN FILLED 
and BRENLIN MACHINE 
MADE, They will be found by far the best window sha 5 eis et window shade values at 

‘ 

What I Did With My 
Spare Closet 

By Louise Brigham 
Author ed "Hox Furniture,” anid Director lome Thrift Association, of New York City 

This Shows You the Autides Amanged for 
@ Chafing-Dish Repast 

Looking Inside the Closet, With Everything 
Tucked Snutly Away in its Ploo 

if always been 
our (smaily, 11 

meal before 
chair is kept betw 

ns and hav 

Now that 1 have it in 
hape for u: 
we found 
realy for the gu anopchals with abs 
ither with t i from 

outside . ii and opened. 
Upon the fx 

nangs a fuleir 
nich 

t” is shown 
The Rack Holds Books, Magazines, Noto : the folding 

set, Pencil and a Fountain Pen 
<3 for suit- 

3, bags, and Pe 

Here the “Cross-Eyed Closet™ is Shown Open, With the Folding Cot 
Down in Plce Ready for the Night 

a7? 

Household 
\ Purpose 

UNIVERSAL 
Shears 

Straight and bent tim- 
mers, Full nickel plated 
or with black japan han- 
dies. All sizes from 54/2 
to 9 inches. Prices 50 
cents and upward. 

UNIVERSAL 
Pocket Knives 

With perfect cutting edges 
which remain through long 
service. A wide variety 
of designs and sizes with 
handles of 
fected Stag,” “ 
Buffalo Hom, etc. Prices 
from 50 cents upward. 

UNIVERSAL 
Carvers 

Blades of the finest quality 
crucible steel with fine 
cutting edges. Handles of 
“Perfected Stag,” Pearl 
and “Ivoroy.” A size for 
every need. At prices 
ranging from $2.00 per set 
upward. 

UNIVERSAL 
CUTLERY | 
UNIVERSAL 
Table Knives 
and Forks 

) With handles of Pearl and 
~~ “Ivorey.” Blades of the 

best steel, heavily silver 
plated. Prices from $3.50 
per set upward. 

UNIVERSAL 
Kitchen Cutlery 

Every sort of knife and 
fork for use in the kitchen. 
Many styles and sizes to 
select from at prices to suit 
every purchaser. 

Look for this Trade Mark 
y= 

L&C. 
on each blade. 

UNIVERSAL Cutlery is 
on sale at all good stores, 

Write for Free Booklets 

Made and guaranteed by 

Landers, Frary & Clark 
** Master cutlers for ever bali s cratury'’ 

200 Center St., New Britain, Coan, 
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| y T our readers who desire speci 

iS 

Easter will s00m be here. and 
with it the balmy days of 

Spring. You will need new 

clothes, and if you want to 
ii la! York S I fn% 

‘Stolee tur Free, Fashion To Whom to Write 
Catalogue will aid you in 
makin, womind what 

tower, Reeessiarwe shall : he: Home Dressmaking 
be glad to send you « copy 
by retarn my ¥ you will 
send us your name and ad- Froaed 

Jer many feel fr 

particular 
at subjects, Write briefly, 

ar for itor 
straight fo the alogue of Spring 

is yours FREE if 
you will write for it, It will 
show you ALL the new Styles 

jo be wore in New 
York this coming season. and 
the atyles are quite different 
this Spring. It contains 278 
pages of beautiful Ilustra- 

nd Descriptions, 
delighted with 

Book. Write NOW and ask 
for Catalogue Ne. 67 L. 

WE PAY ALL MAIL OR EXPRESS WE GUARANTEE TO PLEASE YOU 
CHARGES TO YOUR TOWN OR REFUND YOUR MONEY 

ay nae 

separately if ye 
point, and always inclose a stamped, addressed envelope for the reply, 

ns are on differ 

Tick Howe Drnsssaniea Roatan 
Tur Lapies’ Hos Joona. Piitapeirnta 

Ss 
A Cool Dreas of French Linen 

LIS—A Charming Cost-effect Dress 
yah 

May f Trim Your Nat? 
to urrange th 

ming 2 

adie 
Are Some “* 

Easter Bargains! Q cout-efl aguas licen vee eh akirt weber ad wirdle Miss Joa Conve Vas Auwe 
 wehich embroidered with raid mi vlor in | 6176 ax JouRNat. Parawnienta | Tau Lapues' Hows Jovasan. Pram ttruceive scroll desiqn. ‘The collar and the ten 

tack cuffs which tina the three-quarter sieves | $998 _ — | 
a Gor emer Se Children's Clothes Noodlework 

BD tailored how of wide biack veivet ribbon. The Whether It is crocheting. ksitting, patch: 
it ful, ari athe Howe ee work, satting or embeoldery, Ik receives the 

ched plait down ceuter of tramt anit back ¥ | attention of a corns ef experts wis will give 
The doves fagione winibly in fon mMormatian abost ali branches af needlework tow of seal well-covered » butloe | A ag AE ate tg Tit Neeperwore Eprrow 
Specail low pace Tw Lames’ Hoss Joursat, Pintapmmia | Tae Laois’ Hose Sounnat, Puranenena 

This is a Genuine Panama Hat = 
61.I6—A Geewinn Panama Hat [or Ludies or : 

This is a hat of extremely graceful Pro: live Mothers 
sésape made with duet stant crows which Ir whether Any question ws to the pruspective mother's reine wath and of wre sib, aul a Pugs | physical care, 2erclathea.oe her coming baby 
greet foliage anal and The hat bias Thy mall sich covere the baby) will be anowered 2 Treat flat briia which meas Blancien’ leche Oe eased imate Mess Manianwa Weneit.t 

hive Putian straw only with bl T Puavecoma | Toe Lapims’ Hose JounNas, Pur.anniensa 
Je ok ar Aine 
uty ned Tem kan Be 

How Can 1 Run My Home More Easily? 

bite ayeod dalog & of all kind 
tor time re housewife tel 

yore eAIKeAL way eof CUnENK 4 
womstituty th houseiee 
rt on 

MW addres 
Me 

Yrnnacetemes | THe Laue 

will gkvdts 
told Wor 

SWUSTINE FREORWICK 
Mr JOURNAL, PUELANEE@IIA 

House and Garden ishing « Little House 
t actual - y ls at your command far any 
ww furniadcing a new house, ren 

ne an old foam, color adeus slag 

Aw mr we BeatoRs ow Tae Larrie te 
Home JouRNAL, PHILADELPIEIA | Ther Lauer! Honan JOURWAL, PHELAUELYILA 

| — 

| Pretty Girl Rie stions Good Manners and Good Forn 

ito The tight way of d 
olke call etiquette: 

ne—what soe | 
siting oF en 

8, Feccaroon A. Preit.ies 
mies’ Hoatk JouaNan. Parcaveneiia Home Jovawas. Purcaoncenaa 

The Table and Cooking | Home Parties 

belp you pla 
hat ki 

bome pasty if 
# would fi 

keting usd cooking, 
ipes, menus. delt- 

housed Is ws 
he a nly and offer 

4s will write to tical suge 
On Hal VEIL. Tux peTOR 

i JOURNAL, PimLave Tite Lanes’ Hom Jounsat, PIDLADNELrALA 

Social Work in the Chunthy 

al on) for social affairs, 
school entertainments, and workab 
at city af countey wil be made eleer- 

fully if you will state your need Ve 
Tee M 

Tue Lapis 
TARTAR 

ax JouRNaL, Pur 
isrnn’s Sociat Henpen 
yack JauieNaL, PusLanisereiA 

Jing and Literatur 
Many wish us know quic 

on tuples that are Enteresting © 
t to know aboot wee book 

wares in aruesal reading Matée will 
aneie 6. bus will not critica man 

to 
fit} otlie 
ters about 

Me. Hasguton W. Manin 
Tie Laure’ Hown Jounal, Pirtaneurnna 

Girls’ Problems: “Will You Tell Me?” 

| the modern girl's life pre- There are mune juestiogs of Reneral ine 
| tins — warnten's antereals expecially hel 

it a's club atudy. and the prepara 
of chub jrograsne, the placinged quutats 

biographical akerches, scence, has 
3. ec, Por thea questions we hat 

artinent, Se, for unythiag noi 
res 

op ~Was Vou Tet. Mat" 
s Home JouRNAL, PILADELYELA 

‘asd appreciates 

| Tue Gauxs’ Ruer 
Ties Lapees’ Howe Jouevat, Pautapsrrnta 

Special Booklets on Special Subjects 

Wreciat mane 
ice-amount stated 

Tue Lanies’ Hows Jot e Square, F 
de Help You W 's Chath 

How to Finance the Bi BK < He Home,” b 
» a Little How 

lework Editors (10 
Needlework Ec 

ochet ard Kaitting,” by The Needlework Editors (15 cents). 

a) booklets will be malled on 
ase in your tumps, the 
oklet de ays in care of 

Poansyly 
fartha Mason, 

im any one of the fotlowin 
the others 
author al 

iladelphi ni, 

artes E, White, Je 
BELLAS HEss &© 

WASHINGTON, MORTON 4 BARROW STS. 
NEW YORK CITY, N.Y. | he Brslevileey Bu ’ 

a ——— eee | | - ——— 

rs (18 cent 
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dhe battens Posed Chal 

Here are Some Worth-While Letters 
HE advertiser the 
contents wh And in 
reading thou aders, we 

Were particularly struck w Journat 
advertisements had played in the li 

Of course, this man’s letter has an amusing side to it which we didn’t fail 
to appreciate, He had something to lear, but the spirit in which he now 
Writes of haying learned it is both pleasing and masculine: 

When we were married, I confess I was taken aback by my wife's say 
“Let's buy our home things through THE LADIES’ HOME JOURNAL. 
I didn’t get the iden, so I asked: “How do you mean?” 
“Why, through its advertisements.” 
I looked at my young wife, and thought: “Woman, woman!” But I knew, as 

any another man knows, that it is no use to argue with a woman when she puts 
You up as a mentor of all that is right and holy; for my wife is like so many other 
women that I know: she puts me next to her Bible. So there was nothing for me to 
do but to say All right, dear." But, believe me, I used caution, because I had had 
experience with answerit Mivertisements; but not, of course, with answering yours. 

But my wife went blissfutly on with that confidence in me that other men envy, 
and to my surprise the stuff was all right in every case. So I let loose on the strings 
@ little more, and, of course, in the end she had her way. Our home things were 
Sought through you, and, I must say, without a single unpleasant experience or 
fegret. All told, we must have sent orders to twenty-five or thirty firms. 

I congratulate you; I really do. That was five years ago. I never read a copy 
of your magazine before that time. For the last three years I have read every copy, 
and when my wife suggested raising our baby by your counsel I fell in like a lamb. 
And she has done it! So, editorially and advertisingly (is there such @ word?) you 
“re all right. Go right ahead. 

Here is an interesting lette: » another man, who writes: 
T wonder if many write to you about what your advertisements really mean to 

Your people, Take my case, for instance. 1 was figuring it out with my wife and we 
found that during the past year we had ordered and bought over five hundred dollars’ 
worth of household contrivances and clothes through your advertisements, My 
wife's wardrobe, for example, last autumn was bought entirely from your magazine 
also a complete new set of silverware for the table and a rehabi ition of our kitchen, 

|, what is more to the point, in not a single instance were we disappointed, The 
| Goods bought were always up to the advertisements, This is a distinct service that 

you render your readers outside of that which you render in your editorial contents. 

Another—this time s woman—writes 
I wonder if this will surprise you, To me you are not a magazine, but an actual, 

wonderful personality, silently guiding, shaping, molding my ideals, clarifying my 
visions of duty, finally determining my decision for right in moments of supreme 
test, and entering my practical life as well by being an unerring trade director, How? 
By your advertisements. I have learned, through several years of experience, to trust 
them, and I send my money to your advertisers without the slightest hesitation, 
hever yet having received less than was represented, but in several cases more. 
know you edit well your literary part; but I know, too, what I don’t think all your 

fealize—that you edit equally well your advertising part. Thank you, sir, 
for curefulness in both fields. 

i to me: 

a “Jefthander” which we can't help print 
Why don't you make your literary contents as good as your advertising depart - sd ment makes the advertisements? omen are enlistin g 
It is the complete confidence h ow 

has instilled into the minds of ov e ll h : ff : 
T want to commend you, in particular, on your advertising policy, its cleanliness all over the country in movements affecting 

sod its complete reliability, I speak from experience, and I never fail to mention h . f PR 
fo my patients that an advertisement in THE LADIES’ HOME JOURNAL is, so far 
asTam concerned in ten years of buying through you, as good as a Government bond, the great Issues of our times. 
Congratulate you on your work to help us to buy wisely and with confidence. 

This is very pleasant to and to feel, and we appreciate it; just as In every field that makes for human good 
we do this approval from a Canadian subscriber: we Leoni ‘ 

Thank you for your evident pains to make your advertising columns as reliable they are thin ng, planning, acting. 
83 your editorial expression. I have tried scores of your advertisements and never 
have I found one wanting, You have made your readers feel that TAR LADIES” 
HOME JOURNAL is a guarantee of the worth of your advertisements. 

Here is 

In no field have they done so much as in 
i atte lesb alesse ays sabeoe inieleig er pgs AO the battle for cheaper, purer, better food. 

| that you should, But do you realize that your readers save money out of them too? 
| We buy through them, and buy safely and well, and know we are sure to get good 

value every time. So, the shoe isn't all on one foot! 

This, too, is an appreciated word with a new 

The women will win. Women never give up. 
Here is a suggestion t we gladly pass on, both to the advertisers in ¢ 

field suggested and to the advertising department: 
T wish you could induce the makers of men's clothing to put their advertisements 

in your magazine, Do the makers of these men's clothes realize the very important 

Years ago alum was widely used in bleaching 

Serience which women have in the ete of their Lacey lle pet ae as wes flour for bread. Doctors and chemists objected, 

| | My sete tas absctce alta your caagaaina-—ewen's by baad bury everything dhe women protested, and such use was prohib- 
can through it. I used to laugh at her about it, and then I began to read you, and 
how I have the same faith that she has. I realize that you are playing the game ited. Today alum is used in some baking 
Straight, and 1 should like, as I think other men would—as I know they would, in 
fact—to buy my duds through you as my wife buys hers; as my two daughters buy ® 
theirs, as a matter of fact. You have an enormous merchandising influence whether . . powders. It Is necessary 
you know it or not, "No doubt you'd like to get these men's clothing advertisements for th t t 
is much as I want you to have them, but Iam speaking from the buyer's end. Pass ee 
the word on to these fellows, why don't you? - or the women to protes 

We will, my friend; we are doing it < you see again. They will do it, and 
Another instance is interesting on account of its completeness . h ill > 
Here is what you have done for one family: We found the plan of our home in they will win. 

your magazine. Then, through your prize offers, we earned over one-half the money 
to buy our lot. Then we decided on the furnishings of our hore through your interior 
Secoration hints, and, lastly, we bought two-thirds of all the furniture and fixings in Royal Baking Powder is fighting beside 
Sur house through your advertisements, ‘That is serving one family pretty thoroughly, — them because it is an enemy to alum and 

t you think? / \ to all food adulteration. 
We do think so, and we are pleased and proud of the fact, particularly of i 

the feel ing of satisfaction with which you tell of it i. 

From far-off Arkansas comes this ant word 

Just as invaluable to my home-making as is your editorial part, equally invaluable 
to my housekeeping is your advertising part. In financial pinches I thought I should 
have to discontinue your magazine; then, through your advertisements, I have OWDER 
bought and saved enough to justify the subscription. So your advertisements are a 
help in more ways than one, 

| Contains no Alum No Lime Phosphates 
ps And so we might go on with other letters. One fact is gratifyi that 
the publishers of Tas Laptes' Home JouRNat have so widely succeeded in Royal Baking Powder is Chief Aid to 
‘ohvineing its readers of the reliability of the advertisements that a: : 
Printed in the magazine, pure, healthful and economical food. 

eee ne ee 
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The simple way to 
keep your baby well 

See that your baby gets 
enough fresh air, sleeps a 
certain number of hours 
each day, wears the right 

clothes, and gets the proper 
food. Then you will have 
a well baby, a happy baby, 
a rosy, dimpled baby. 

If, in spite of all your loving 
care, baby loses weight, grows 

pale and restless, he is not getting 
the right food. A well nourished 
baby is seldom sick. 

Nurse your baby if you can. If | 

your milk fails, do not give him 
cows’ milk—the milk intended 
for strong little calves, not for 
your delicate baby. Give baby 
the safe substitute—so like 
mother’s milk that he will never 
know the difference— 

Nestlés Food 
Nestle’s is pure, rich milk from 
healthy cows, milked in clean 
Dairies, purified and changed so 
that the tiniest, frailest baby 
can digest it, The heavy tough 
curd is made soft and fleecy as 
in mother’s milk, and the spe- 
cial things your baby needs to 
build a healthy little body are 
added. Just add cold water 
and boil, and it is ready for your 
baby. 

Send for our “Better Babies” Chart 

It tells you all you should know 
about your baby—how much 
he should weigh, how big his 

head should be, what his chest, 
arms and legs should measure, 

when he should begin to teethe, 
walk and talk. It tells you how 
to keep your baby 
well, how to make 
him a ‘‘ Better 
Baby.” 

er ture health depend 
Food yout wive him now. 

NESTLE’S FOOD COMPANY 

232 Broadway, New York 

Please send me, FREE, your Book and 
Trial Package. 

Nawe 

Address 

THE RURAL 

SCHOOL-TEACHER 

Mildren By Nan | 
Suprrewer al Rur 

Caring for the Home 

atchers, iron holders, coal 
for the doll house 

Moking @ Bed 
FTUER 

lesson in prepar 
he pitlow 

ure to enrich sleepy 
a ceerelated with the 

Sweeping and Dusting 
FoR jhe first Jesson: talks about articles 

down; shaking the « 
Some hardwork as 

Literature and se out sweeping and 
dusting add greatly to the interest of the lessons 
and are carried into the work, 
OTE—Miae Miltren will be glact to answer any qm 

above, and send a lst of 

The Ladies’ Home Journal for April, 1915 

10% More for Your Money 
Quaker Oats is put up also in a 

as large as the [0-cent size. By sa" 
1) per cent more for your money. See how long it lasts. 

Suppose You 
Made a Vim-Food 
Would You Make It Like Quaker Oats? 

Suppose you could make your own oat fla And 
you knew that your children’s vim and vitality de- 
pended largely on how they liked them. 

Would you not sift out the little grains —puny, 
starved and tasteless? And make those flakes of only 
the big, rich, luscious oats? 
We do that—by 62 siftings. A bushel of choic 

oats yields but ten pounds of Quaker. Our process 
enhances the flavor, and brings to your table these 
rare, delicious flakes. 
They are for folks like you—who know the value 

of oat food, and want this energizing dainty to be 
loved by those who need it. 

Quaker Oats 
The Morning Dessert 

Nine folks in te ton little di F ” tr 
cat food. And ne s can take makes th uy n-food the 
its place. Oats stand unique a anted dish. Tt leads 
nap ached as vim-creating them to eat an abundance. 

1. A thousand Asa result, Quaker 
s have not pro- Oats is the favorite 

duced a rival in millions of homes 
But little dist the world over. 

far apart don't 

bie A piel We have made to our 
seer—from pure 
minum 
Double Boi 
tra large and heav 
supply it 
Quaker Oats, for 
ing these flake: 
ideal way. I 
the fullness of "a 
and flavor. See our of- 
fer in each package. 

If you want a 
home full of oat 
lovers, specify Quak- 
er Oats. Your nea 
est store suppli 
them without any 
extra price 
every package, al- 
ways, 18 made ¢ 
actly as we state. 

10c and 25c per Package 
Except in Far West and South 

That's the reason 
for this oat-food 
dainty, this luscious 
Quaker Oats. It is 
made to win chil 

cent size, nearly three times 
ng in packing it offers you 
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) -fidle~Cuaft 
Wan Jarvlored Garments 

Wie he benefit of access to the ideas and 
Widhy product of the world’s accredited artists, 
i / designers ard creators of fashion— A staff 

ind adapters who convert these 
1, usable forms and proportions — 

bat of master desi 
j | ideals inlo practic 

iy An organization of expert cutters, man-tailors and 
finishers who maintain the high quality of work for 
which man-tailors are famous 

All these go into the creation of STYLE-CRAFT 
garments and make possible the beauty of line, 
refinement, balance and proportion so much desired 
by women of discriminating faste. 

“Betty's Wardrobe" is again used as the lille of 
our Style Book for Spring and Summer, 1915. It 
contains illustrations made from actual photographs 
of STYLE-CRAFT man-tailored garments, which 
embody the recommendations of the creators of 
authoritative fashions and all that is desirable in the 
man-tailoring art. 

Write us today, giving the name of your dealer, 
so that we may send your copy to you and arrange 
to have you see the actual garments. Wile today, 
please—lest you forget! 

The Cohn~Goodman Co. 
Cleveland, USA 

re ecensan 3 

STYLE-CRAFT garments 
range in price from $10 to $30 
on Coals and $17.50 to 
$47.50 on Suits. 
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Style? Yes, Good lines? Yes 
Quality? Yes. Faultless fit 
ting? Yes, Com t? Yes. 

and satis- 
es. No one could 

1a corset. And 
Corsets atford 

All around service 
factic 

Thousands of women have 
tried American Lady Corsets 
and have recognized their 
merits, Such women refuse 
to wear any other corsets 

hily. 
CORSETS 

Why not try an American 
Lady Corset and note the 

American Lady Corset Co. 
Detroit Paris 

Send to Detroit Ose for complimentary caval 

THE BRIDAL 

BUFFET SUPPER 

The Ladies’ Home Journal for April, 1915 

Ask for 

Kellogg’s 

Waxtite 

and 

Look for This 

Signature: 

HM Mtl, 

Fverything Soake 
But AeHoggs 
Even in an emergency 
like this the Kellogg 
Waxtite package gives 
ample protection. 

Kellogg’s with its ex- 
quisite flavor and crisp- 
ness is made right to 
start with. The Wax- 
tite package keeps it 
right untilitcomes/ 
to your table. 

wake 



You must meet 

“Welch Junior” 

“Welch Junior” is the 
youngest of the four 

sizes in which you can 
secure Welch's. 

“Welch Junior” (4-0z. 
size) is the big- little 
bottle which holds just- 
plenty-enough for one. 

“Welch Junior” is the 
convenient size to order 
at the fountain, or in 
the hotel, club, café or 
diner. 

The Welch label is your 

guaranty of purity, qual- 
ity and satisfaction. 

Welch's 
The National Drink” 

Welch quality begins with 
© grapes—the choice, 

select Concords for which 
we pay the necessary bonus 

to insure the best grown. 
The unusual care and 
cleanliness of every step in 
the Welch process main- 
tain the prime quality and 
delicious flavor for you. 

Do more than ask for 
“Grape Juice’ ”— say 
Welch's and getit! 

If unable to get 

Welch's of your 
dealer vee will 
ship atrial dozen 

in for $3, ex. 
press prepaid 
cost of Omaha. 

“Welch Junior” 
(-oz. size) bot. 
the mailed for 
ten cents. 

Write for new 
booklet giving 
more than one 
hundred practi- 
cal ways for 
using Welch's, 

“Suntor size 

The Welch Grape Juice 
Company 

Westfield, New York 

“MY BEST RECIPE” 

Selected by 

Marion Harris Neil 

Chicken Jelly 
1 Teaspoonfulof Lemon 

P 
a Tittle of the jelly, 

a layer of 
e 

y. When thisis fi 
na layer of the 

dainty glass 
le wit th frus it juice; then 

7 
cubs eu 

son top. Th 
few chopped puts, Serve very oobi 

Batter Cokes 

tks of the « 
lard, milk, s 

Pickled Fish—A Maloy Dish 

$ Pounds of Fulete 1 Deasrtepoanfal of 
6 Large Onioox 

wines of Carry 
L Quart of Vinegar 
Oil or Butter 

ly tous vine] 
this paste over the slices of sh and lay” th 

11 
the curry powder and a little salt. Pour over 
the fish, and cover when cool, 

trish Ravioli 

2 Cupfals of Chopped — Salt, Pepper 
Cooked Mi Pepper t 

A Few Drops of ( 

2 Tubiespoanfial 
Ms 

13 Cupful of Flour 
1 Quart Can of 

Tomatoes 35 Cu tof Dripping 
or Lard 

JRUN the meat through a meat chopper, sea 
juke, pepper and red 

feat ote remaining exit, add a pinch of salt 
and as much dour as the ex will ta 

b 
thin. 
amount of meat and a small 

Cut in fuur-inc! 
jece of butter 
ur Comers 
the dripping 

h square, and press th 
gether with a little water. 

ty Cupfuls of Strong 4‘; Teaspoonful of Salt 
Coder 35 mx 

8 Teaspoceful of 44 Cupful of Mille 
# Cubtal of Sear Vaailla Extract 
TTabtespacetil ot Whipped Creams 

‘Geatin 
N IX the coffee, milk, sugar and gelatin, and 

heat in ad bes then add the salt 
and the yolks of the eges beaten. Cook until 
the mixture thickens, stirring all the time. 

add the brates whites 
of the eggs and the vanilla extract. Pour into 

S a wet mold. Serve with whipped cream. 

} 

Mocha Soufflé 

| 
Remove {rom the ran 

Keop The Iceman Outside! 

The Guardian of 
Your Family’s Health 

Do you realize the importance of 
the reliueraior | in your home? Do you 
know that the healthfulness of nearly 
all the food you eat and serve depends 
entirely upon the efficiency of your 
refrigerator? 

It is of vital importance that your 
refrigerator keep your foods sweet, fresh 
and wholesome—free from taint, germs, 
odors and impurities. 

McCRAY 
Sanitary Refrigerators 

keep your foods fresh and healthful, guard your family’s 
health, and prevent a big food waste from spoilage. 

‘The MeCray Patented System is the most efficient method 
of refrigeration known. ‘The walls are insulated with heat 
repelling materials that insure a low temperature under all 
conditions, Thea this uniform cold air is in constant circula- 
tion through every compartment. This constant circulation 
explains the efficiency of McCray Refrigerators. 

Cold, fresh air always moving is the secret of perfect 
refrigeration. Even salt can be placed in a McCray and 
remain perfectly dry indefinitely —conclusive proof of the dry 
air circulation. 

This active circulation of pure, cold, dry air carries all 
the impurities and odors to the ice chamber where they are 
condensed by contact with the ice and automatically discharged 
through the water-sealed drain pipe. 

Keep the Ice Man Outside 
Any McCray ean be equipped with an ice water cooler and arranged 

with outside door for icing from the side or rear porch. “This keeps the 
ice man with his muddy tracks and ice drippingy utside and relieves you 
entirely of this annoyance. 

‘The linings are suowy white opal glass, porcelain or white enamel, 
as you prefer, and are easily kept clean and sanitary, 

For over thirty years McCray Refrigerators have been recognized as 
tandand, representing the finest type both in construction and efficiency. 

“They are used in the U. S, Pure Food Laboratories, because tests proved 
them to best mect the exacting requirements, and in the finest reaidences, 
hotels, clubs, restaurants, public institutions, etc, 

McCray Refrigerators are built in a great variety of sizes, for every 
requirement of residence, hotels, clubs, restaurants, delicatessen stores, 
groceries, meat markets, florists, hospitals, public institutions, ete. 

It iy your right to know the condition in which your perishable foods, 
meats and dairy products axe delivered to you. If yout grocery or market 
supplies you from a McCray Sanitary Refrigeratar, it is positive assurance 
that your foods are fresh, healthful and palatable, 

Send This Coupon for Catalog 
No. 92 for Residences 
Ne. 69 for Grocers 
No. 50 for Hotels, Restaurants,ectc. 
No. 73 for Florists 
No. 61 for Meat Markets 

McCray Refrigerator Co. 
739 Lake St., Kendallville, Ind. 
CHICAGO, 1000 5. Michigan Avenue 

Please send me catalog No. 

NEW YORK, McCray Bldg, 7-9 W. 30th St. Name 
Far Salearoom, 

Address 

City Svate 

' sieeieeieetentontentontenton 

McCray Refrigerator Company, 
739 Lake Street, Kendallville, Ind. 



WEAREVER, 
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RUBBER GLOVES: 
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and anything 
that makes che 
hands rough 
when 

Preparing Vegetables 
Working in the Garden 

They are comfort- 
able to woar and a 
geal convenience 
fur every woman 
who wants to keep 
her bands in good 
condition, Get a 
pair anil protect 
your bands 
WEAREVER 

Hot Water Bottles 
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SNORING? 
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Simple, and He Says Eflecti 
\ R. LITTLE may 
. Twas afllictert 

1 actually eu 
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never been able 
hut bean warn hie 
which I fell 

It was an advertisement which read 

of the habit 
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one dollar all right and i 
T got this card 

AN ANSOLUTE CURE FOR 
SNORING 
‘To To sLmEr 

High 
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awaken me 
tosleep used 

| 

Good for “George” to Try 

ng T determined 
When I was going 

to my subconse 
te; you are to sleep 

rb others and 
sleep quietly, 

larly when 1 
simply resumed 
I sleep quietly 

Let " George” 

Very Easy Plan to Adopt 
ERE is a little scheme I tried out and J 

Cunen 

is 

So I got two pillows, propped them back ¢ 
n't roll over on my back. 

noisy slumber. I have dept that | 
more snores 

wer SLeEPEM. 
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Write it on the flm— 

at the time. 

Make every negative more valua- 

ble by permanently recording at the 

time of exposure the all-important 

date and title. It’s a simple and 

almost instantaneous process with an 

Autographic 

KODAK 
Now ready in a score of styles and sizes at prices 

ranging from $6.00 upward, 

Ash your dealer, or write us for Kodak catalogue. 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, 
ROCHESTER, N. Y., The Kodak City. 



The Fruit of 
a Hundred Uses 
Who knows another that is so delicious, so beneficial, 
or so easy to serve daily in so many tempting ways? 

From California’s sun-kissed groves; from soil that only 
California offers; from Nature’s finest orange trees, cared 
for by the world’s most expert growers, come these delicious, 
rich, full-flavored 

California 
Sunkist Oranges 

Famous Seedless Navels 

Sweet, firm, tender—filled with golden juice. What 
other fruit tastes like it? What other is so good, or good 
for you? 

Give the children oranges—at every meal, between 
meals, and at bedtime. Serve them on the table daily—a 
hundred dishes offer new delights almost without end. 

Oranges cost little, But oranges—merely because they 
keep you well—would be economical. 
A beautiful free book, handsomely printed in colors, 

entitled, ‘Sunkist Salads and Desserts,” will be sent to any 
housewife who asks for it. Just send the coupon. 

Full-ripened Sunkist Oranges are picked daily, the year 
‘round, in California and shipped to every market by 
fast freight. Thus you may depend on freshness, quality 
and flavor. 

California Seedless Sunkist Navel Oranges always peel freely. 
The tissue-thin walls that enclose the sections permit easy separation 
without the loss of juice—you may cat these oranges whole con- 
veniently; you may slice them wafer-thin for salads and desserts. 
Sunkists are never tough. 

Order California Sunkist Oranges today. Buy them by the 
box. Insist on “Sunkist! 

Sunkist Lemons 
BG The best lemons to serve with fish and meats, or in tea and lemonade, are 

Sunkist. The skin has a clear, bright lemon color, so these lemons are the most 
\S a2 appetizing in appearance. They slice like Sunkist Oranges. Practically seed- 

SSO) less—full-flavored, tart and juicy. Serve them once on your table, use them 
once in your kitchen—you'll always buy Sunkist. 

Why We Make This Offer of 
Handsome Sunkist Premiums 

The color of Sunkist fruits is so beautiful that 
dealers like to take the wrappers off to show it. 
To induce them to allow these wrappers to 
remain—to be sure that you get Sunkist-—we 

offer beautiful premiums in exchange for Sun- 

kist wrappers. So, in buying, ask the dealer for 

the wrapped fruit. Then send 12 wrappers 
from Sunkist Oranges or Lemons with 12 cents 
(24 wrappers and 24 cents if you want two 
spoons, etc.) and get a genuine Wm. Rogers & 

Son tea spoon, or orange spoon of same design. 
There is, of course, no advertising on these 
pieces, Start a set of this design. We guarantee 
this silver, and refund your money if not sat- 
isfactory in every way. 

Mail the Coupon 
Send the coupon now for the book, “Sunkist 

Salads and Desserts.” It describes the many 

Sunkist uses and tells just how to get the full 
set of genuine Rogers Silverware, which in- 

cludes 46 beautiful and useful pieces. 

California Fruit Growers Exchange 
Dept. AI—139 North Clark Street, Chicago 

Send me the book, “Sunkist Salads and Des- 
setts,” describing the many Sunkist uses and 
telling how to get any or all of the 46 Sunkist 
premiums in exchange for Sunkist Orange or 
Lemon wrappers. 

Name 

Street 

City 

Every first-class dealer handles Sunkist Oranges and Lemons 
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Take the coupon printed hereon to your grocer, druggist, furniture, paint-and-oil, or 
hardware dealer on any Friday before May Ist, and he will give you, FREE, one of our 
25c L-V “Crepette” Dust Cloths, with the purchase of a 50c bottle of 

AR TN 
(WONDERFUL FOR DUSTING) 

The L-V Dust Cloth is made from our brand 
new, fluffy fabric, “‘Crepette,”’ and is treated with 
Liquid Veneer. This new fabric will pick up and 
carry away a remarkably large quantity of dust 
and dirt before washing becomes necessary, and 
when much soiled can be easily washed and made 
like new by applying a little Liquid Veneer. 

REMEMBER that Liquid Veneer dusts, cleans 
and polishes, al/ at once. At the same time it 
destroys germs and leaves everything—your piano, 
furniture, woodwork — looking beautiful, glossy 
and new. A 50c bottle often yields $50.00 benefit 
in the home. 

MILLIONS OF AMERICAN HOUSEWIVES 
now use Liquid Veneer on every dusting day. Are 

YOU one of them? In any event, take advantage 
of this splendid offer. Cut out the coupon NOW 
and take it to your dealer next Friday. (The 
dust cloth will cost you 25c on other days.) 

BUFFALO SPECIALTY CO., BUFFALO, N. Y. 

Town 

if. Dealer: —If you have no Dust Clothe, sell bearer 2 50c bottle of Liquid Veneer. 
Send us the coupes and you will receive the Dust Cloth PREE 

Buffalo Specialty Co,, Buffalo, N.Y. 
1 



Naphtha Soap does 
the washing for her. 

It gets the clothes 

so clean while they 

soak that no hard 

rubbing or boiling 

is needed, 

She irons 
the same day 

because she does 

not tire herself with 

the washing. 

P.ax» G.—The White 

The clothes are on the 

line long before the 

tubbing would be 

finished in the old-fash- 

ioned way. She has 

the better part of the 

day and all her energy 
left for the ironing. 

Likewise in her gen- 

tral cleaning, she uses 

P.ano G.—The White 
Naphtha Soap and 

Saves time and strength 

for pleasanter things. 

Over a million women 

ire making washing 

and housework easier 

by letting P.anp G.— 
The White Naphtha 

Soap do the hard part 

of the work for them. 

Try a cake and you 

will lose no time in 

joining them. 

~The White: i 
Do | N = | japhtha Soap ie Ea 

THE WIVES’ LEAGUE 

A Circle of 

Married Money-Makers 

Answering the Question: “How 

Can e Home Woman Moke Money?" 

\ PEMAVE said little in T 
wat about 7 

| nothing, for that matter. 
only because we were not 9 

NOW WE ARE READY 

Underwear 
From the 
Bargain 
Counter 

OR- 

Worlds Star 
“Personal” Package 
[ NDERWEAR is so like an intimate friend that 

s 
- ORLL'? So. THE MOF TNG © 

For so 
on the 

“ spear 1916 paid o 
80,000, That's som 
But the needs 

f the all parts 

) one must be careful in its selection, That is the 
chief value in these KLEAN-KNIT’ products—they 
are right in quality; they come to you pure— wrapped 
in air-tight packages, the contents of which are guar- 
anteed germ-proof. 

And they are sold—not the haphazard, “bargain-counter" 
way, but by our exclusive representatives who deal with you 
direct, insuring personal attention and perfeet fit. 

World's Star 
Hosiery and KZzm-Ky 
Underwear 

In Sanitary Packages 

TOW, i 
+ that m 
tion of th 5 

| making money throu 
¢ can 

rk of The W 
They can 

oof baled 
~ she ns « 

Ho, Is 
Pail Readand 

Dear 
Priends 

A Housewife Who 
Eamed $400 

Our mill toh 
to give you practic 

KLEAN-KNIT 
hosiery as in 

exactly to 
derable a3 

y! We Will Tell You 
an This KLEAN-KNIT 

Und. and World's Star 
Hesiery Wherever You Live. 

Tod: 
ol Town and be 

or letter fr 
KLEAN-KNIT Underwear comes Mail compon at bottom af ad, or send letter 

in all possible weights, sizes and styles tl 
for all the family. 

Remember that every piece of 
The wide range of prices is varied to weit sind t | World's Star Underwearisindividually 4’ femands We ahall give your teilwest 

wrapped in a dainty, transparent immediate attention. Write today 

Dept.32, Bay City, Michigan 
We Hawe Been in Business 

Mere for 20 Years 

How to Make $100 
Representatives: This bigh grade line 
is universal is appeal: sein co all 3 
the tamay, Worll's Sar goods Ory 
are bo well known that they aay 
are alteady half sald for yoo 
Weite Cor 

WE ARE now ready to throw wpen 
th + of The Wives’ League | 

to ev who wishes to 

ily into the chinks am 
y day 
it we will tell you everything you 

want to know about it if you will ad- 
dress 

Tnx Lapus’ Hout Je 
Purtanen 

i) s 



r Beaut 

at its J Bat. 
Beauty achieves its 

utmost when all its at- 
tributes combine in the 
personality of a charm- 
ing woman. However 
faultless the form and 
features, the skin and 
complexion must be 
perfect before the har- 
mony is complete, 
For twenty-four years 

DAGGETT 
& 

RAMSDELLS 
PERFECT 
COLD 
CREAM 

The Kind that Keeps” 
has been 
faithful ally in be 
women to be better 
locking and more at- 
tractive—giving to the 
skin the health-glow 
andthe natural beauty 
and softness that are 
every woman's heri- 
tage. 

we idl ben 
= Ticmuneii nay ine 

© A 

Tos, 35¢ and 50 
Jars, 35¢ to $1.50 

Sample and oklet 
“Beware the Finger of 
Time*’ mailed free on re- 
quest. 

Tubes, 

Department 16 

4 DAGGETT & RAMSDELLS 
PERFECT 

TOILET 
PREPARATIONS 
PERFECT COLD GREAM SOAP 

We and 25e a cake 

HA-KOL 
(Headache Colowse) 

Se, Re, $1.40 a bowie 

POUDRE DEBUTANTE 
(Face Powder) 

Flesh, Waite, Brunette, 25 

Uf your dealer cannot supply vos. 
shud sunount 9 Depariveent 13 

AS WE 
GO MARCHING ON 

A Girl's Talk 
With Other Girls 

A pause. “Oh, well 
“You mean you ti 

Tknow, bi 
nk 

be would have been 
have ofere 

Hit had been 2 man 
well presser 

“Yeu, I suppoue so, I ace what » 
grudging] 

“She used 
sethods to f 

her nu legitimate fe: 
ase You, just as a sabesn 

pe ones, then? 
“T give up,” be laughed. “I guess 

fashioned; 1 can't get used to these 

eed as you are. Her in- 

{rom anyone, we mu 
been taught very 

hem best We 

try it, By the 
a» ¥ 
the discussie 

calling the 
wst. Both af 

it to the tradi 

eflooked it in the end 
ration, The ssleswoman 

knew ber business. She did not dey 
feminine charm to sell her wares. 

with the goo 

facing a business man, sh 
values. Her feminine charm not sell 
line of goods; It was merely the “open-sesame 
to her wareh { treasure, to insure th 
buyer's entrance. tractive exteri 
might have made the key rusty and t! 
warped, ‘That f 
good man-te 

y knows it 
has ta 

eccupation formerly all man nd she runs 
it, not om so-called “emi inciples but 

version of mas 
which is a very different thi 
bly what puzzled our truly ol 
Had she been a bit fea 

and 
Gent, be mia! scornful or pit 
but not resenti k he diagnosed bis 
case wrong. I think it was her eff 

In another sense, tho 
was right. Isn't 
a new dress, this one of 
in business has to se 

e more I ponder the 
that the problem 

le, as for the girl 

am grow 
more I at 

ot her is the same, in per 
her father's a hy 
Matrimony and busin 

marry under the impres- 
be pretty, alluring, well dressed 

and agreeable are all that is needed, We see 
same gies entering +5 offices with the 
same idea~—that ss and politeness 
and the lesser graces can win out alone. Ia 

ara that one more 
, and that m very sweeping 

active: 

is require 
‘Of course efficiency in a successful wife 

8 i efficiency & successful business we 
tske rather different roads. But the roads are 
parallel, I'm sure of that! And "Be on the job 
every minute” is the general direction. 

F THE whole question is not really new, there 
isone brand-new element init: it is the open 

and frank discussion of it on all sides. It és 
We gitls nowadays analyze and 

justify or condemn our instincts and impulses 
and motives as impersonally as though they 
belonged to characters in ancient history that 
we were studying 1 suppose to same 
it seems @ whole lot of pother about nothing, 
yet I can but | d dors and will 
come of it instincts controlled 
by a5 intelligent will must be Gner then 
thoughtle: tbough they have not 

en been good—in the first 
we afe up against so many new 

ons today that we neod all the practice 
in charting and surveying we can get. 

CONCLUDED ON PAGE 59 
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Your home has 
Sreat beauty pos- 
sibilities at small 
cost. Wall color 
armonies are the 

Secret. 

The New 
Free Alabastine 

Book 
entitled “‘The Mys- 
tery of the Lost Wom- 
an," shows how, 
With your present fur- 
Niture and rugs, you 
Can yet truly artistic 
eftects by economical 
Wall tinting. Numer- 
us color plans and 
charming stencils are 
Shown for various 
rooms of your home. 

Write today for this 
excellent book, 

Made in U.S. A. 

Dealers everywhere 
sell Alabastine, in 5-lb. 
packages. By com- 
bining and intermix~ 
ing the 16 Standard 
Alabastine colors, any 
beautiful tints desired 
for harmonizing the 
rooms of your home 
may be obtained. 

Alabastine is easily 
prepared and ap- 
plied. When direc- 
tions on package are 
followed, it will net 
rub off, chip or peel. 
Sanitary, economical, 
durable. 

Don’t accept sub- 
stitute. Buy Alabas- 
tine only in packages. 
Insist on workman's 
bringing packages on 
the job. Look for cir- 
cle and cross printed 
in red. 

This is the only way 
to insure Alabastine 
results, 

GO MARCHING ON 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 53) 

One thing all our talky talk is doing: it i 
establishing what we might call a Code of 
Exhies for Femininity" fo 4, in business 

rayed, classified and pro- 
ir Play or Foul Play. And it 

+ chiedly we girls w ing this. It is no 
Jonger considered d 
one's most becoming dress, 

¢ prychoigi 
putty in soft, 

cr. 
Of course, if that is all husband or father 

ever demands of you, I suppose he is fair game. 
Fortunately most husbands and fathers require 
real womanliness as a foundation for « 

ity, which should rightly serve only as 
ng, of lace rufites, or finger bowls, or Sow 

the table, or some other desirable and 

wo types af 
ices every year as women bea 

with men? One is that very girl who thought 
Sbe her sex alone made her welcome there. 

i 

reason to think so. Toa certain masculine type 
a girl in an office was a novelty, a plaything, a 
stolen sweet between meals. ‘(She probably 
gave i what be thought he 
wanted!) dived “gictie,”” highly But the bi 
perfumed, with dazzling 

tal peece of office fur- 
y. and poor work 

Dimpled inefficiency is a luxury that n0 one 
can aflord in these strenvous times. 

The otber type—have you ever wondered 
what has become of the severely masculine girl 
who aped the mannish? She resented the 
“gielie,” but went to the opposite extreme. 

happiness, and perha; 
TGal success, 

that girls are in business to stay, 
ly all of us-—the girls themselves, those 

deal with them, and the onlookers—are 
ting our bearings. And we find, forsooth, 

that what men ask of them, what other women 
ask of them, what they ask of themselves, is 
that they be—just their normal, womasly 
sely ess, doing it quickly 
and fue thought to be as 
attractive in appearance and manner as is in 
their power, and exercising intelligently their 
traditional adaptability to teach them a sense 
of proportion and fitness. 

And if that recipe does not have a good 
many of the time-bonored Ingredients for the 
right kind of woman—whatever she is doing, 
wherever she is placed—I am very much mis 
taken. It's the same old batter, and we must 

a lot of brand-new molds and new- 
uses make us forget it! Essentially 

it is the good old, bomely, woussnly virtwes 
that will win out in business, as in the kitchen 
daytimes or by the hearth evenings. 

FOR these who look hack tenderly to “the 
good old days,” who fear the passing of 

swect follies and lovable weaknesses, as that 
dread creature, The New Woman, develops, 
here is a comforting witness to the contrary, 
Said aprofeseional man to me recently: " Femi 
nism isfortunatelynotalteringfeminiaity. The 
country is safe, My olfice & above a sweetie 
hop in a college town—and, heavens, what 

those highbrows do eat! Ice cream with hot 
sauce and chocolate cake in the morning! Hot 
waflles with maple sirup is the afterncon| 
Welsh rabbit in the evening! And rosy cheeks 
with it all! ‘They must bave the digestions of 
ostriches, Welghty books under thelr arms, 
they rush in, stay just bong enough to panish 
the larder, and rush out, fumbling in paper 
bags filled with molasses candy. A sudlrage 
parade can't scare met 

I laughed with him, and agreed that there 
was a reassuringly human touch in the college 
girl's appetite. Then, thi 
decided that there is 3 new 
love for sweets of the modern young woman. 
Mlustrated heroines of thirty years ago bad a 
frail, anaemic Jo 
beauty, fainting a part of their charm. (lal 
ways suspected that titbits in the pantry and 
the consequent “‘birdlike appetite” ia com- 
pany, which the heroes so admired, bad a direct 
connection with this phase of their charm— 
that and their embroidery frames together!) 
Contrast this with the rosy-checked, brawny 
magazine irl of today, poting & tennis racquet 
or clutching agolf club. The answer is obviows: 
abighly superior digestion. It books as though, 
as long as the Modern Girl still persists in a 
time-honored outrageous capacity for sweets, 
she has learned how to eat them, and to mini- 
mize their danger by a sturdy outdoor life. 

Have you ever noticed how a peoved and 
useful slogan permeates the atmosphere lke an 
aroma? Here, forscoth, KSiciency azain—this 
time apptied to eating! : 

Easier 
Kitchen Work 

Make your kitchen work easier—save your health and gain 
more leisure for yourself with a Napanee Dutch Kitchenet. 

It will free you from dreary kitchen drudgery, long, tiresome 
hours, laborious work and unnecessary steps. It will enable you 
to do your work easier, quicker and give you more time for 
rest or social duties. 

Everything but the Kitchen has been 
systematized and made convenient. 
Imagine the unnecessary work a woman 
must do. Some of her cooking utensils 
are in the drawers of the kitchen table. 
Some are on hooks in various places 
around the kitchen, Someare in the pan- 
try. And probably some are in the cellar, 

Why not assemble them all conven- 
iently in one place where they are with- 
in arm's reach without having to take a 
single extra step? It is no wonder that 
women get worn-out doing kitchen work 
when the kitchen utensils are so widely 
scattered, 

With a handsome 

Napanee 
Dutch Kitchenet 

“‘ Built Like Fine Furniture’ 

in your kitchen you could put in it everything 
that you use in cooking or baking—flour, 
sugar, spices, dishes, cutlery, pans, cooking 
utensils, ete." You wouldn't need to go to the 
pantry for a single thing or take a single step 
to prepare the roast, bread, pies and cakes 
for the oven, 

Built for Your Kitchen 
The Dutch Kitchenet comes in five separate 

models, each alike in general appearance but 
different in the arrangement of drawers, bins, 
cupboards and receptactes. 
We worked out this five mode! idea after 

consulting with domestic science teachers, 
numerous housewives and many women who 
do their own work. 

One type is suitable for light housekeeping, 
another is best adapted for large families, 
others for small families, amall kitchens 07 
large kitchens with or without pantry. 

‘There is one mode! that is arranged exactly 
as you want it for your own kitchen. You do 
not have to change your usual way of doing 
things. 

The Dutch Kitchenet fits into your regu- 
lar kitchen routine and aids you in doing your 
work in your own way. 

Tr will save you hundreds of steps, half your 
labor, and enable you to do your work in half 
the time it formerly took. 

Where It Excels 
The Dutch Kitchenet is built like fine 

furniture and will outlast three of the ordinary 
flimsily built kitchen cabinets. 

‘The raw material is selected by experts. 
Only perfect wood—free from knots and 
flaws—is used. Every comer and joint of the 
cabinet is accurately fitted and stays 40, A 
special machine takes care of that. The table 
top, because of exclusive patented process, 
canhot warp. 

And so you'll find it at each step in its mak- 
ing—just a little extra care, a more particular 
choice of materials, more’ skilled workman- 

ship by expert cabinetmakers, a finer finish. 
and the result is a Kitchen Cabinet that is far 
superior 

Many New Improvements 
‘This year we have added many conveniences 

to the Dutch Kitebenet. 
The Sour bin in the models with the bin at 

the top has been simplified and made handier. 
The opening for filling is at the back of the 
flour container. This bin comes out and down 
on pivots and gets low, With the opening at the 
back of the bin, the filling is a simple matter. 

Storage space has been increased 19%. The 
roll curtain has a flat smooth surface instead of 
rounded —adding greatly to the appearance and 
leaving no place for dust toaccumulate, Many 
other Improvements have been added that you 
will recognize when you see the cabinet. 

Free Portfolio—Send Coupon 
for handsome illustrations of the five Napanee 
Dutch Kitchenet Models showing every detail, 
and interesting booklet, “Why L Prefer a 
Napanee.” 
Do this at once before you forget it. It's 

the first step toward easier kitchen work and 
more leisure hours. A Dutch Kitchenet 
costs no more than most cabinets, he extra 
quality means no higher price. only buy a 

itchen Cabinet once in a lifetime—be sure 
the Cabinet you get will give lifetime service 
Send this coupon today. 
Coppes Bros. & Zook, 421 Macket St. Nappanee, Ind. 

a RaeaaTp TORTS 
Coppes Rows. & Zovk, 431 Market St, Nappanee, End. 

Gentlemen:—Plrase send me your Free Port- 
Solio and booklet, Why I Prefer » Napanee.” 

Wanneenncessnnnecssees: 
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The Worlds | 
Guarantee 

Ss 
the Best 

"THE Skinner selvage 
is now imitated .by 

uw) many other satin manu- 
“} facturers. This greatly 
% increases the danger to 
Mi dak buying worthless 
z . Be sure you get 
% the raged 

Skinner's 
Satin 

Cotton Back 
or All Silk 

(36 inches wiske) 

Look for the Name 
in the Selvage 

Don't let somefancy name 
deceive you into thinking you 
are getting Skinner's. th 
abe has the name 

k-i-n-n-e-r-5, plainly woven. 
It is your protection in seek- 
ing the most durable and 
permanently beautiful of 
satin linings. 
Skinner's Satin is guaranteed to 
wear two seasons. If it does not, 
send gt exe to any of our 
store we will reline it free of 
ener 

joer finish, fou te Cates Bk so Thea 
fabs teeth gee rigid tin 2 Siasied rm 

Address Dept, G 

William Skinner 
& Sons 

Cor. Fourth Ave. and 17th Stu | 
reel NEW YORK CITY 
Mi 

Holyoke, Mass. ie 
This label Moould arorar ia ready-made guests 

Satin Li 
inthis garment is 

SKEGNESS Satin 
| Tag SEASONS 

MAY I TRIM YOUR 
EASTER HAT? 

By Ida Cleve Van Auken 

“My Dridesmaids are wavering between little 
Dutch-lace caps and large hats, Will you kindly 
help us to decide? The dresses are to be made 
with full, net slcirte and shortwalsted, laced bos 
ices of astin. My Gttle six-year-old since will be 
the flower girl ld she wear a hat oF just « 
big bow of ribbon on her hair 

with 
frocks, but they 
been so much aver 

every occa 
Isbouldyeto 

A Beidesmaid’s Poke hack 
adaptation of a poke 

« pictured above. It isa light, airy hat made 
on a wire frame, with a brim made transparent 
by an overhanging frill of shadow lace 

pale par 
clustered a 

s filled 
Jerneath whi 

below the waist. 
If your little Bower maiden wears a short 

waisted 1830 gown, why not make for her one 
of the quaint Dutch caps? It would be 
uble on a little d give just the finish 
needed for a period frock 

a dat tulle 
alle end Tall Yar 

“Mang. of the new bats in the shape em to be 
of dyed leghora. Is there any way in which 1 
could use = perfectly good leghorn hat from = 
few seasces ago, with # rather too high crown?” 

to haye old leghorns rebla 
one of the new colors and shapes; or 

it over yourself, if it has a be 
ble style, into a'hat like the one in the 

lower illustration. This shows a new trans 
parent crown made of embroidery stripe 

tb nes closely resem! 

effective trimming. 

“The hats in the shops seem to be trimmed so 
ply that I bought « pretty little sailor shape, 
i ‘of pleasure in trims 

‘Are there any new t 

such a profusion of 
t rt used this season 

hot confine yourself to nalxedt fh 
clusters. The frosted and glazed grape 
amazing! natural tones ard finish, and brav- 
titud Jooking fruits, herries and even 

of the newest Sowers have a shiny, 
tallized effect. Ev 

their development, presenting avery prim, 
appearance reminiscent of the old-fash: 
wax flowers. 

NOTE —Ave you undecided sa to what Kiads of hare 
ee Exposition? Or can [ 

sbtremed 
Aakes, is care of T ke 
pentence Squar, Philadelphia, Peansyl 

envelope, 

—A Reducing Corset 
That Actually Reduces 

Here's something you've wished 
for: a reducing corset that actually 
reduces fullness at hips and bust, 
and has the “old corset" feeling of 
comfort with the first fitting. 

1B ae 
There's consolation for 

the woman who is gaining 
flesh in spite of allefforts 

5 ead look more 
slender than she really is, 

W. B. ELASTINI 
REDUSO CORSETS 
mold and slender-shape 
the large figure—empha- 
sizing the good lines, 
smoothing awkward ones, 
Abdomenand hipsreduced 
without sacrifice of com- 
fort. 

Strong, pliable, perfectly 
shaped, boning guaranteed not 
to rust. 

Elastine gores front or back 
afford supreme comfort, 

Splendid new models 
expre fi 
provide style, distinct 
superb carriage, with exquisite 
figure-lines. 

$3.00 to $5.00. 

W. B. Reduso Style 713 
(as pictured) —Low under arm; high 
back, Flat abdomen-lines. In-fit at 
bottom of back; elastic inserts at 
back, Allstrain eliminated. Medium 
bust, Coutil: lace trimmed. Price 
$3.00, Also at $5.00 No, 714, 

W. B provides a new corset that needs 
¢ Ds no" breaking in." Select the model 

for your type from these numbers. 
no more“ breaking in” 
and ts RIGHT. 
day you wear 

=your cot 
Result: 

rset fits, feels, 
Comfortable from the first 

WB. NUEORY 
Once properly adjusted in a HW’. 

u feel none of the restraint and 
the average new corset. 

Corset, ¥ 
stiffness 

Models for every type 

B, Nuform 

of 
figure. Prices $1.00 up. 

W. B.NUFORM STYLE 485 ( 
and well-develaped Sgeres, Am 

pictured) 
bust and back lines 

—For average 

Medium bust; low under arm. Elastic gorra at bot- $2.00 
tom of back, Coutih embeoidery trimmed, Price 
W. B. NUFORM No, 469—For average and well-developed 
figutes. High back” Medium bust; low under ars. De- 
sited incurve at walet-line. Coutit. mbroldered $1.50 
edging. Proce . 

INSIST ON W. B, CORSETS: If your 
dealer cannot supply you, send us style 
number, size and price. 
catalogue free. 

At All Dealers 

WEINGARTEN BROS,, Inc. 
‘Thirty-fourth and Broadway 

Mustrated 

New York 



$ 225022 
in Prizes— 

tor the ‘Housewives of America 

offered by the BonAmi Company 
JE, who make Bon Ami, are men. We don't use Bon Ami | 

ourselves week after week about the house. We don't 
hear women talk about Bon Ami very often and we don't 
know just what the housewives of America think of it, 

We know that they buy it and we probably are somewhere 
is to wity they buy it—but we should near right in our theori 

like to obtain more exact knowledge. 

It was a long time, for instance, before we knew what thou- 

sands of people had discovered for themselves, namely, that 
Perhaps there are Bon Ami is excellent for white shoes! 

other practical things we ought to know, 

too! 

We have reasons to be particularly in- 
terested just now in what consumers are 
thinking about, for our Bon Ami Powder 

(which is simply powdered Bon Ami) has 
now been on the market for a year. We 

know that many people like it. Some 
have changed over from the use of the 
cake, some have not and some are using 

both. 

We want a lot of practical housewives to 
consider their experience with both forms 
of Bon Ami and give us an idea of the 
relative usefulness and importance of the 
two forms for various purposes. 

Accordingly we offer $2,250.00, divided 

into 116 prizes as specified below. 

First) we offer $2,000.00 in cash prizes 

for lists giving the greatest number of 

practical uses for Bon Ami Cake and 

Powder. 

Prizes 
$500.00 First Prize for the greatest number of 
Practical uses, covering Bon Ami Cake and Bon 
Ami Powder, 

$50.00 each to the ten persons sending in the 
Next greatest number of practical uses, 

$10.00 each to the 100 persons vending in the 
Next greatest number of practical uses; subject 
to the following conditions, 

It does not cost anything to take part in this 
contest. If you would like to enter it, but have 
never used Bon Ami, and will so write us, we 
will supply, free of charge, samples of Bon Ami 
Cake and Powder sufficient to enable you to 
make the tests. 

Zz 
fae 

Dex Lae 

4 

# Ghee hel mth bocloe 

E Pree pesca here, 00 Prasat Me cdhoneathealt, 

ve Lovee roe 

Re ~ wom 
3 Bahl ncbug piglets 

Fi ow Ot cll tabheney had, 
| sce tryy Tiles 
Filkiheu —“heTinwt) 

Ss ee 
More 11 « Gant Sample Poo of Contra ee spear ~ NUTW— Kaplamatecy pore may be 
hel 

Rules for above contest 
1. Spelling and literary style do not matter. What we 

want is information and it is the women who'know both 
kinds of Bon Ami thoroughly who will win. 

2. In sending in your contribution make two lists of 
uses—one covering Bon Ami Cake uses, the other Bon 
Ami Powder. De not repeat uses. For instance, if you like 
Cake better for mirrors, list it under Cake only. Hf you 
like Powder better for cleaning linoleum, tist that under 
Powder only. 

3. Put the uses in what you consider to be the order of 
their importance, anct number the uses. 

4. Put at the top of cach shees of paper your name, and 
at the top of the fizst sheet put your name, address and the 
total number the uses that you have listed. Fasten 
the sheets together, 

$. Write in ink (not pencil) on one side of the paper 
only and mail the fist that or fokfed but not rolled. 

6. Confine yourself to real, practical uses, Don't Uist 
insincere, trivial or imaginary uses that would never be 
actually ‘practiced, such as “cleaning the erystal of a 
watch”, Such items will be crossed from the list by the 
judges, 
7. Much a9 we regret to make the rule. we must, as a 

matter of fairness, decline to answer questions, as we wish 
every competitor to work from the same information, 

8, Should two or more persons submit an equal number 
of practical uses, the awards will be arranged in the order 
of the importance of the uses submitted, in the opinion of 
the judges, 
9. Inthe event of two or more persons becoming entitled 

to any of the prizes offered, under conditions stated above, 
& prize identical in value with that offered will be given to 
each person so tied, 

10. Contest closes May 30, 1915, Three practical women 
have kindly agreed to pick the winners foe uv. 

“Hasnt 

scratched 

yar 

astiled, boat The eure yo bat aid ember ther aiere Im Str order wl Aeoe lanpewtamcr. 

Extra Prize Contest 
We will give five exp prizes of $50.00 
each for the best answers to the fallow~ 
ing questions: 

Which do you like better—Bow Ami 
Cake or Bon Ami Powler—and why? 

By “best answers" we mean those 
giving che most practical information 
regarding the use of Bon Ami Cake 
and Bon Ami Powder in the opinion 
of the jadges, 

‘The answers to these questions should 
he on a separate sheet of paper, en 
which please write at the top ' Extra 
Prize Contest", and then your name 
and addross in full, 

No letter should contaia over 500 
words, Spelling and literary style do _ 
not matter, 

Special Note 
Address all communications as 
follows: 

THE BON AMI COMPA 
Prize Offer Department 

17 Battery Place 
New York City 
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JELLO. 
AMERICAS MOST FAMOUS DESSERT 

All About the “Easy Jell-O Way” 
Every housewife who does not already know how to use Jell-O to the best advantage 

will be glad to get the information supplied below. At the left are some plain Jell-O dishes, 
and the recipes appear alongside of them. These are the famous made-in-a-minute desserts, 
At the right, opposite each plain dessert, is a more elaborate dish made from the same 
flavor of Jell-O with a recipe telling how it is made very casily. 

Strawberry Jell-O 
‘The plain dessert at the left is made of Straw 

berry Jell-O. ‘The one on the opposite side 
{Apple “Snow Jell)) is Strawberry Jell-O with 

“Apple Snow" piled upon it. ‘To make the 
plain Strawberry Jell-O dessert 

salve a prickage of Straw- 
ry Jell-O in a pint of 

boiling water and set in 
a cold place to harden. 

Serve plain or with 
whipped cream. 
Any of the 

other Bavors of 
Jell-O may be 

: a the 

Lemon Jell-O 
Leman JellbO is good plain as a desert and 

just as good asa jelly with fowl or other meat. 
By whipping, it is changed to a delightful fuily 

form, nearly white, and with 90 loss of 
the piquant flavor, Many of the 

most delicknus salads are made of 
Lemon Jell-O by adding fruit, 

BUtMests, tomatoes and 
celery, and the usual 

dressing. A plain 
Lemon Jell-O des- 

eert is shown at 
the left. At the 
tight is an ex- 
ample of what ean 
be done with 
Lemon Jell-O, 

Cherry Jell-O 
To look on this side and then oo the other it is 

hard to believe the Roman Sponge was mare 
of Cherry JetO, but it was. The 

difference in appearance comes 

front whipping the Jell-O for 
the Roman Sponge and stir- 

ring whipped cream into it. 
The Cherry Jell-O deswrt 

at the left was made by 
dissolving a package 

of Cherry Jell-O 
i A boil. 

ing water a 
Jetting it harden, 

On 
Apple Snow Jell-O ) 

There is hardly a cook book 
in this country that does not 
contain at least one recipe for 
“Apple Snow,” but never for one 
that is as good as this one 
one that can be so easily mi 

Dissolve one package of Straw- 
berry Jell-O in one pint of boil- 
ing water, When partly cold, turn 
into sherbet ghisses, filling | three- \ 
quarters full. When firm, pile apple ) f 
sow on top. Apple Snow: White { } 

od apple, and <2" | of onc one gra 
sogar, Bear cll light = 

and feathery. —_— 

Marion Harland's Bavarian Cream 
Marion Harland -prepared this Bavarian Cream 

recipe: 
Dissolve a package of Lemon Jell) in a pint 

of boiling water. When a cold liquid, set the 
dish in a pan of cracked ice and 
whip to the consistency of whipped 
cream. Then add one cup 
of grated (canned) pineap- 
ple from which you have 
drained the juice, Tura 
nto the mould and 

set in a cold place to 
become firm, Turn 
from the mould and 
garnish with slices 

Roman Sponge 
This is one of the many Jell-O dishes tha sur 

ing them for the Gist vine 
Obverve the y of the recipe 

for this delightful dessert 
Dissolve one package of 

Cherry Jell-O in 
{ boiling water. 

cold, whip to 
ency of whipped c 
then add one cup 
whipped cream, one- 
hall dozen 
reons crushed 
handful. of © 
nuts, Set away to 
harden, ¢ i 
cherries anc 
with whipped cream. 

maca- 

In making Jell-O desserts you can take your choice of seven 
different pure fruit flavors and of a hundred or more different 
styles of such desserts as are shown above, 

The flavors are Strawberry, Raspberry, Lemon, Orange, 
Cherry, Peach, Chocolate. Each 10 cents at any grocery or any 
general store, 

Last year’s Jell-O Book had pictures of children by Rose O'Neill, author 
of the “Kewpies.” For the new Jell-O Recipe Book, just out, she bas 
made some of her best real Kewpie pictures. If you desire one of these 
books, and will write and ask us for it, we will send it to you free. 

THE GENESEE PURE FOOD CO. 
Le Roy, N. Y., and Bridgeburg, Can. 

“ = ur TO 
| yore F® FlAavon WEOrrasie COLO” 



Hot Steero 
A cup of hot, fragrant Steero 
Wirms che very cockles of your 
Deart. And it is made in an 
Mstant. Just p boiling 

erona Steero Cube. It will 
dissolve immediately and the 
aroma will tempt you before 
YOU taste it, Its 
Vepetahles, spices and se 
Derfectly blended is as appetiz~ 
ing as it is satisfying 

‘STEERO Cubes 

1 100 cubes. 
annot supply 
Will be eT yank just 
The word “Steera"® is om the wrap 
Ber of every Steero Cube, 

—_ Steero Cubes Sent Free 
mua asd address wo 
il be sent pou enthoak 

If your dealer 
you, 4 box of 12 cube 

ik for 3h 

wilh know 
convenience 

and refreshing 

b Schieffelin & Co. 
225 William St, 

i New York 
Phekia Makes a Cap" Dirwsbosenr af Suore Codey 

MRXXXXXXEXXIIIIIXITEIIIIT 
» OYSTERO (Opec oe 

XXRXTAKALAIAAL ALITTLE AEA AAAI IAA AI LILA XXIII EIA IAAI AAAI III LIX III IIIIII III! 

KEROSENE 

= OIL! 
it! The Improved Imperial 

ng Tron burns kerosene, 
Y. greatest et y. eco) 

enience. Unqualifiediy the be: 
ng ironing device in the world. 

ae THE IMPERIAL 
TeLF-HEATING IRON 

ning day 
‘othing to xet out of 

ve inidoors 

ed : We have ania 1 

a. Abwa 
oF gnsolin 

; Deaiace and Agents waste 
Bow MMPERIAL, BRASS MFG. CO, 

204, 1210 W. Harrison Street, Chicago, Il 

THE QUEEN OF THE 
BELGIANS’ 

FUND IS CLOSED 
TEVER before in the we La 

exclusively 
axa for Jam 

abl 

in THe Jou 

Hantly had 

azine reached 
began to ur 

ceived came from Flor 

Publishiag Company ag 

the Invust 
tribution 
mittee having its beadquart 

af writlog this, 
ation re 

the first availa’ 
At the th « 

¢ Mowe Jovaxat 

woman in Po ro Ric 

with the request 
thus obtained turned ov 

tising a re 
me whi m 

her own efforts t 
omae allewiatic 

‘The Queen 
of the Belgians’ Fund 

is Closed 

No Further Contributions 
Can be Accepted 

In New York 
The home of good living, where most men lunch downtown, more than 

500 restaurants are now serving Van Camp's. These include some big 
Broadway hotels 

All over the country, thousands of lunch rooms where Baked Beans are 
a specialty now Jet our chefs bake them. And a million homes, where 
wives delight to please men, are serving Van Camp's today. 

Our only plea is, Leave this question to the man. What he decides, 
we will accept. Will you? 

The question is not Which brand? Neither you nor the man will ever 
decide that other ready-baked Beans are as good. The verdict lies between 
home beans and Van C 

‘BAKED With Pork«BEANS Pouaro Sauce 
Also Baked Without the Sauce 

10, 15 and 20 Cents Por Can 

These are the reasons why men prefer Van Camp's: 
They are mealy, mellow, whole, Home-baked beans are mushy, 

broken, crisp or hard. 
Van Camp's sauce is baked in, and no sauce that goes onto home- 

baked beans can match it in delicious tang and zest. 
Van Camp's get three times the baking that's possible at home. They 

are baked for hours, in little batches, by superheated steam under pressure. 
Every man learns by a single comparison that Van Camp's digest better 
than home beans. 

This dish is superlative. For 20 years we've given it the very best that's 
in us. Please give the man a chance to render verdict on it. 

Buy a can of Van Camp's Beans to try. If you do not find them the 
best you ever ate, your grocer will refund your money. 
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HOW I MAKE MONEY 
OUT OF FLOWERS 

By E. S. Johnson 

™m, at small prices 

lat the September Jeice of a lem ihicken or other esti 
Soak gelatine in the cold water five minutes, Add eaion and 

celery to stock, and after boiling a few minutes, stain and po 
over the softened gelatine. Add lemon juice and when the pellt 
is beginning to set, mold in the meat, Stece and serve an platter hills 

he 300-f 

ind: iy perens Generally. they 
2 a year, but their season « 

bloors 4+ fixed and can be cou 

df P als, larity 

: i “cutts 

SPARKLING GELATINE 
This Knox meat loaf is frequently 

made from “left-over” chicken or veal 
It is one way to cut the “High Cost 
Living.” Many economical Dessert 
Jellies, Salads and Puddings are madé | 
with Knox Gelatine. If you are not 

acquainted with them let us send you ou” 

Free Recipe Book 
ust send us your grocers nanve 

fe. will mail i promptly. 
sample for 2-cent stamp and your 
grocer's name, 

CHARLES B, KNOX COMPANY \ 

Easel nha | 

The Brassiere Must Fit 

With fashion demanding 
that the waist or bodice 
follow more closely the 

| » lines of the figure, and 
with set-in sleeves again in 
style, it is important that 
the upper figure be cor- 
rectly molded. 

ffarners 
Prassteres 

the annual cent 
from the giant fl 
cy 

mum Morning Star, 
the dwarf suntlowers 
blue, 

Beginners Should Let Bulbs Alone 

if ULBS should 

— 

raze 

willshapethe figureabove © | 
the corset in exact accord 
with present styles, and 
support with a sense of 
comfort you will appreci- 
ate. They are designed 
by corset designers who 
know how to create a gar- 
ment as important as is the 
brassiere, supplementing 
the excellent work of the 
corset, 

Warner's Bras 

may be washed as often 
as you please —they are 
non-shrinkable. Water 
will not hurt the fabrics 
and you need not remove 
the boning or hooks, as 
they are guaranteed rust- 
proof, 

Ask for Warner's Bras- 
sieres —there are styles as 
dainty or elaborate as you 
wish, You may have one 
of net, all-over laces or 
embroideries, or solid fab- 
rics variously trimmed, 
but the chief thing to 
know is that every style is 
a properly shaped gar- 
ment, and carries the 
Warner Guarantee for 
quality. 

res 

Harner’s Brassieres 

are sold wherever Warner's 
Corsets are sold, and that 
is everywhere. 

Jl to $4 

ery Pair Guaranteed 

sirengeri in tint anil leaf, 
ENGLISH PYRRTIR Absolutely the best 

hs red to ea) raf 
oa yard. 

if statube 
Cut iwo weeks, Bow t rewmbie a large 

daisy. A novelty in most Ameri 
wrth from 75 cents to $1 a hund 

i 
iiss, wbbich wall pyelif abut tea per cent 

be rest fine vinales, Grow plant in rows ia full 
hine, rows tu fe 

Inches in the row; 
flowers to a two-year-ol 

Prix BLeEDING HeAKI: Cet good sprays with 
some foliage; a favorite and tequites no cure. 

Yer.ow Leos Livy: Fragrant, hard: 
ers in clusters im yard-long wiry sem 
old plant now coming Into use as a cut Sawer; 
roots can be pot af ovighbors i mort country 
towns, The plant ra bat once, Lut seeds 26 
fare: plant twe ps at least. Ship by the 
Hundred with the natural foliage, als 
tomo Selil fers. This lily ls most exquinte with 
white Persian lilacs. No fixed peice. 

Prowirs: Red. pink and white; many sorts 
The routs are costhy and slow to eeabbab; old 
clumps apiece; 
peines are from 

plant eighteen 
cabbaxe; forty 

mp are mot enusual, 

to 40 cente 
fellent for a! 
fae spaces with ki 

rember prevet 
‘smother these plants wit 

Hose mulch Pinks sometimes gay §1 a square 

CONCLUDED GN PAGE 4s 

Blue Package 313 Koox Ave. Johnstown, N.Y: 

4eborner, High 

‘Arched Root 

© FLORENCE Automatic 

Comfort in the Kitchen 

FLORENCE 
Oil Cook Stoves 

You need have a hot 
summer kitchen mo more. 
Florence Oil Cook 
Stoves are ready u#en you 
want to cook. As much 
heat as you want, when 
you want it, night where 
you want it, The flame 
is close up under the 
cooking. 

Florence Oil Stoves 
are so simple, so sure, so 
little trouble. You light a 
match. You turn a lever. 
You have a clean, in- 
tensely hot, blue fame. 
Every drop of oil is 
changed to gas. This 
mixes with oxygen. That 
is what burns. It does net 
smoke, Jt does produce 
the hottest fame (bluc) 
for cooking. 

The heat is regulated by 
raising or lowering the barn- 
ers by means of a simple(but 
patented) lever device. You 
can have an intensely hot or 
merely simmering flame, as 
desired. “The heat goes up- 
ward into the cooking, in- 
stead of outward into the 
kitchen. 

‘These stoves have a0 evinky 
need trimming, to smoke, 

and soot the hause—no 
aalves to wear, clog or leak. 

Each bummer costs about 
one-half a cent an hour. 4 
glace “bull's eve’ abcouys 
shoes you aneoumt of oi! in 

pper Feservoir 

to 

nor get inta the 
We believe the 

Automatic principle the 
and tnost efficient for oil cook 
stoves, Others cannot use it 
—we own the patents, All 
Florence Stoves andl Ovens 
are fully guaranteed, 

CENTRAL OIL & GAS STOVE COMPANY 
130 Scheel St, Gardner, Mass. 

“Look for 
the Lever” 

“Household Helper” 
A Very Good 

Cook-Book for You 

Ke 
Mh brand 

‘We have for 
an Sstth 
wume recipe book af 
housetid tetps, called 
Household Hel 

is a first aid ¢0 
ia these “high 
days, Please write fx 

tory for than Free Book 

= 



a ake Reece 
HOW I MAKE MONEY 
yesh ted FLOWERS 

thats only half 
@ word — ie 
other half is 

IPTON'S 
Your grocer can give you a 
Ye of Lipton’s Tea to suit 
eas particular taste, for there are 
five kinds to choose from. Ceylon 
and India Black, English Breakfast, 

lack and Green Mixed, Formosa 
ong. and Ceylon Green, 

Lipten's Tea is always sold in air 
tight sealed packages, which ensure 

VED FRO PAGE 64) 

all the natural fragrant aroma and hem : 
atrength of the tea. plenty of its own f 
20c, 28c, 30c, 38¢ (fullsize standaed : Perennials 
Packages, V4 Bb. not), Also in Thy, tlh and 10 trant sizes. None genuine with | 

Send 10¢ for tzial size tin 
of kind of tea you like best 

Other LIPTON 
Toducts 

COFFE: E~ COCOA 

(AKE your collar 
foundations in a }]} 

Minute with the | 

‘furor’ 
Neckwear Support 

ss Pas comfort, style and distinction 
very y of the Tango, 

Elizabethan ancl 
oF tuches 
isible, silk-covered, 
may be easily and 
into any form. Ir | 

Enough 
ve Douzon" 
best dahlia ney-maker 

a Mout eight-foot is a rank fee 
post with 

Of course the list 
twe long for any 

wt 

Bescee matter 
will sell to her retailer cert 
dollar a hunilre: 

reful grower, 
he week 

erin New 

Bs 

nds af 
those thow- 

INVITATIONS 
100 for $3.50 

He Wants a Dish 
As Big as This 

When He Gets Puffed Wheat or Rice 

“IT wish,” says one boy, “that T could sometime have a 
Puffed Wheat Christmas. Have all I want for once." 

And a mother says, “My boy would pass back four or 
five times for Puffed Rice if I let him.” 

Why is it that children don't get their fll of these hy- 

gienic foods? Why do mothers limit them? They don't do 

that on bread, 

These ¢ in some ways the world's premier foods. In 

these grains alone is every granule exploded. That means 
easy, complete digestion, It means that every atom of the 

whole grain is available as food 

In no other way are wheat and rice so fitted for food as 
in this form. And you'll never find a way, we think, in which 

children like them better, 

These Are All-Hour Foods 

Don't serve for breakfast only. What bedtime dish is 

better than Putied Wheat or Rice in milk? 

What after-school luncheon is so ideal as Puffed Grains 
salted, or doused with melted butter? As fill-in foods between 
meals these do not tax the stomach 

The taste is like toasted nut meats, but nuts never were 
made so digestible, They were never so crisp and porous, 

so bubble-like and thin. And they are not such foods as these 

whole grains. 

Puffed Wheat, 12c Aqij;}) 
Puffed Rice, 15c WJiji45 

Except in Extreme West is¢ 

Prof, A. P. Anderson, by his steam explosion process, gives 

you here the best-cooked cereals known. They are baked by 
an hour of fearful heat. They are toasted as grain never was 

before, Then every food granule—100 million per kernel—is 

blasted by a separate steam explosion, 

How folks like these airy morsels is well known to all, 
No ready-cooked cereal compares in fascinations. 

is to serve them often, in milk or cream or dry, And let the 
children have enough, 

Serve the one they like best, 

The Quaker Qals @mpany 
Sole Makers 
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Old Dutch 
Cleanser 

ae ors 
Steps 

lbodwork 

Old 
Dutch 
cleans down into 
the 
Quic 

of the wood- 
chases dirt 

from every crack, 
corner and crevice. 

The Ladivs’ Home Journal for April, 1913 

¢ SRE Sees Saye 

B. Altman & Co. 
~ Madison Avenue 

New York 

“CED 
|| _-eeeeete 

Fifth Avenue 

34th and 35th Streets 

THE GIRLS’ CLUB | 

With One Idea: 
To Make Money 

Wi N r an ame 

THE MAIL ORDER SERVICE 

can be utilized, through its thoroughly experienced shop- 
pers, for the selecting and prompt forwarding of any 
merchandise desired. 

The Spring and Summer Catalogue (No. 111A) con- 
taining many articles of interest for Dress, Traveling and 
Sports wear, very moderately priced considering the qual- 
ity, will be mailed on request. 

This fashionable, trim semi- 
dress Suit (suspender skirt) 
can be furnished in navy blue 
gabardine and black-and- 
white checked serge, with 
collar and cuffs of {aille silk 
in Rocky Mountain blue; 
or in black gabardine with 
collar and cuffs of black satin 
Coatsilklined(sizes 341044) 

at $24.50. 
All Charged or Paid Pur- 
chases (including heavy and 
bulky shipments) will be for- 
warded Free of Charge by 
mail, express or freight toany 

point in the United States. 

Teti ii easpips ss 1) 

How much time do 
you spend dusting? 

You can save a lot of that 
time and have a cleaner house, 
too, if you use a 

TORRINGTON 
Its strong suctic 

nn dirt, while the r 
takes up trodden- 

volving brush sweeps 
and it doesn’t send 

> be wiped uP 
m is not high- 

priced, yet horough 
work for years, and if k how 
easy it is to use a NATIONAL carpet 
sweeper you know just about the 
st th needed cr use a Torrington, 

No electric or other power is used, 
cause the wheels on which i¢ runs 

operate the parts that do the cleaning: 

Write for Booklet 
adjustable Mf othe famous 

carpet sweep 
s makers 

At Furniture, Department, House- 

furnishing and Hardware Stores 

———— 
National Sweeper Co., 4 Laurel St. 

TORRINGTON, CONN, 
52 Broce Ave. West Mount, Meatreal 

ao 
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For every room in the house— 
A New Process 

Congoleum Rugs are made by a 
new and wonderful process. We 
believe housewives will find them 
superior to any of the medium- 
priced grass, fibre, or fabric rugs 
now on the market. 

Special Features 
Congoleum Rugs are absolutely 
sanitary. They do not fade in the 
sun. They lie flat and never “kick 
up.” The way to clean them is to 
wash them, for they are waterproof. 

Beautiful Patterns 
Some idea of the beautiful patterns 
may be obtained from the illustra- 
tions herewith, but the richness and 
depth of colorings cannot be repro- 
duced, and to fully appreciate the 
good value you must see the Rugs 
themselves. 

We have patterns suitable for every 
room in the house where a moderate 

ed rug is required. For porch 
use, these Rugs are particularly 
appropriate, as you do not have to 
take them up when it rains or when 
you clean the porch, as water does 
not hurt them in the slightest. 

Other Advantages 
Many dealers throughout the coun- 
try are recommendi' eum 
Rugs in place of linoleum by the 
yard, which has to be cut and ac- 
curately fitted, and unless the job is 
well done it buckles and is unsatis- 
factory. When you buy Congoleum 
Rugs you have none of these 
troubles st lay them on the 
floor—they don’t even need fasten- 
ing—they lie so flat and perfect. 

Sizes and Prices 
Congoleum Rugs are made in all the 
popular sizes. Prices for Rugs 
illustrated, or any other patterns, 
in the United States east of the 
Rocky Mountains are as follows: 

pied x4 yards 

Congoleum Two-piece Rugs 
Undoubtedly the most novel Rug 
on the market today is the Congo- 
leum two-piece Rug, which is a real 
achievement. The Rug is made in 
two pieces for easy handling and has 

the so-called “invisible seam,” so 
that when it is laid on the floor it 
matches perfectly. These two-piece 
Rugs are ideal for dining room, bed- 
room and porch use. Prices: 

3 yards x 4 yards, $7.50 each 
354 yards x4 yards, 8.50 “ 

Remember the name Kiteg seamnteg there 
is nothing el: like these Rugs. Th 
“Congoleum” is stamped on the back of 
every Rug. Look for it when you buy and be 
sure to get the genuine, 

Handsome Rug Chart Free 
if bart Ca interested write to us for handsome 
ae , in colors, from which you can 

¢ selection and get your dealer to supply 
you with the Rugs you desire. 

Congoleum Rug Borders 
We also make an attractive line of Rug 
Borders, which are exact imitations of finely 
grained quartered oak. These may be had 
in bright or dull finish, light oak, golden 
‘cok, end iaipentgenk detlghs Thay cosnct be 
told from real wood. 

Congoleum Floor Coverings 

We make about i nt patterns, in all 
the latest shades and » suitable for 
every room in the house. leum re~ 
quires no fastening, lies flat, and is absolutely 
waterproof. Circulars covering Rug 
or Floor Coverings free on request. 

UNITED ROOFING & MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

PHILADELPHIA 

MONTREAL TORONTO 

CHICAGO 
WINNIPEG 

DEPT. OF BARRETT MFG. COMPANY 
BOSTON LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO 

VANCOUVER ST. JOHN, N, B. 

SEATTLE 

MALIFAX, N. 5S. SYDNEY, N. 5. 
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A 
Trial Cake 

of 
PEARS’ SOAP 

(UNSCENTED) 

in stamps 
to cover the 
cost of mailing 

Everyone knows PEARS— 
knows it as the world’s most 
famous soap-—the soap of refine- 

‘on receipt of 

ment for mare than a century 
We want everyone to know 
PEARS by actual use—to realize 
fully all the exquisite charm of 
this delightful soap. 

We offer now this opportu 
nity to try PEARS at our expense 
because we are so sure that the 
use of this trial cake will form 

a permanent habit, Once you 
know the real pleasure of 

Pears’ 
Soap 

how refreshing is its absolute 

purity—how delightfully benef- 
cial its effect on the skin—how 

matchless for the complexion— 
PEARS will become as essential 
a part of your daily life as the 
hathing itself 

You will be delighted also to 
learn the economy of PEARS 
both in its low cost and unusual 
lasting qual Pears is all soy 
all pure—there is absolutely no 

waste—it lasts much longer than 
ordinary se 

It int 
duce st any price 

be to pi 
yet the unscented is 

t not over tS sold everywhere coeake, 

A. & F, PEARS, Ltd. 
The fare 

Do fot pass this opportenity to 
plasnure of PEARS P 

ie. Send your sddenss un —ancloving 4¢ 
WALTER JANVIER, U, 

1 New York City, 

ime the 
ur daily 

in stamps to 

Something entirely | 
new for your table 

51.25 east and $1,399 weet of the 
Missour: River delivered 

Att Memny Ne 679 Candinaine Tao agar 

Th 

WHAT CANI DO 
ON THE FARM? 

ie C. Jones and 

Annie E. P. Searing 

How Can I Piece Out the 
Family Income? 

T OFTEN necit 

—those wastohl cuba lamps 
thy FF EDISON MAZDAS make 4 
va ir #] 

made electric lighting cort so lithe that 
every home can have not only cleetri¢ 
Tight, bus er ConvEniees « 
electricity—elect wns anid Cooking. 
appliances and fans and motors that make 
housework so casi 

oc times as economical 

tthe anly way 8 

sence? Tehiting main * wil eo» you cue the right 
in tires, Way ahem, five in row, in the bay 

: EDISON MAZDA Lamps have EDISON MAZDA carton.” 
Hie sere the MAZDA Lamps you buy bron the mane DT SON 

EDISON LAMP WORKS 
OF GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
General Sales Office, Harrison, N, J. 

N IMPORTANT 
2A to tet out what y 

ry that will take y 

No Darning 
Millions of Pairs of Holeproof Hose 

Wear Six Months or Longer 
Because of wonderful quality—a soft, stylish texture and 
yarn of unusual strength— 2,000,000 men, women and 
Idren always wear Holeproof Hose 

Six pairs in cotton are guarantee! to wear without holes 
for six months. If any of the six pairs fail you are given new 

That is our guarantee hose free. 

Why burden yourself 

Mek lepraot 
MEN, WOMEN 

Who caa 
We 

with darning? 

lasicrgy 
AND SILI 

» better hese than this? 
cof Tle per th. f 

ty, soft, fine and 
We spe 100.00 a year for inspection 

lone ach putir is porfeee. 
nds Jess for comfar Wh 

seid Te 1 equal value ng wear 
your Lows 

t where 
n receipt 

Elastic Ribbed 

Reg ts Peete ives 

HOLEPROOF HOSIERY CO., MILWAUKEE, WIS, 
Helepeeol Hasiery Ca, of Canads, Lid. Laden, Canada 
Ueleprned Hesiery Ce., 10 Charck Alley, Liverpeok, Eagland 

CONCLUDED ON PAGE «9 



Patrician 
Kitchen Service 
HE same considerations 
that make silver essen- 
tial to the dining room 

demand that the kitchen be 
equipped with cooking utensils 
of enduring 

fo generation’ 
please note th 

seumless, 
ils that 

nark on your 
surance 

ct and that 
soriginal 

SAd divect omly where we have no desters 
Writs today for our beautifully 
iMustrated boohlet, It is FREE, 

THE WAGNER MFG. CO. 
person Sidney, Ohio 

See our exhib Sew Francis: 
ond Sow £ xporaiions 

To Get Acquainted 
Seni name of your deoler 
and 20c in mumge. We 

‘i furnish Morgan Doors. Every ren 
on {he crea Doorisstampedt MORGAN” 
And fos ral asa gwaranteeod a perfect door 

ov iklentification at the building. 
of Taner {OF Our handsome Suesestion Book . nanan, 
Morann Sash & Door Co, Det A $.Chicaco 

Be No down tee 
poset lh ia 

ae at, Pris 

ore ah 1 noveiten: 
Part Ser shire —w; tte eeah 7 ote Fine Deal weed SPECIAL o; tise 

m= pony, All three for $1.25 Sesser Me pershen, Thos orca we ai tever 
SEIMY Petarneg yhhteht” vathuey on thoemands of taraflen. MY age Sea tat Bet the bgt value eg eves sale Beiect 
‘ ‘Tike bey will be detaghion. 

3 Ting Maesfacturing Company 

WHAT CAN 1 DO 
ON THE FARM? 

EPROM PAGE 4s 

is to fied out what you can make best and 
then create your m 
Suramer boarders a 

alremly so we 
that we need 

tea-rooms are 
ey makers 

Some of the Objections 
| Expect to Hear 

“Where am Ito 
of cunned goods: 

That questi 
the mail of this ¢ 
vary with the bn 
that i universal: 
supplying cus 
list of 
printed 

ed, will often set 
it maw <a 

gems to garden truck 
Pedidles her stuil 

my chickens or garden ete 

m or another de 
ut. The answer must 

A typed 
attractive price 

& from door to 

“TE live where I can't have @ garden. Does tt 
pay to buy what you put into cans for sale?” 

after 
ake the 
are pot 
Beach 

wild straw 

“What do you meun by ‘creating a market"? 
You can't make people buy what they don't 
wane 

Ob, yes, you cant You can make them want 

“How could I build up 9 big conning business, 
doing the work in my kitchen and using a wash- 
boiler?” 

You couldn't, of course, You would soon 
outgrow the washboiler and, ape, the 
kitchen. You would then buy o9e of the many 
gved steam camners now on the market, and 
use it in summer outd 
Perhaps you would come to the place where 
you coukl build on a good <anning-room with 
shelves for your cans when Gilled; who knows? 

“Why bother with a tea-rcom when it runs 
only @ short seusun at best?” 

var homemade products 
in Massachusetts built up a pr 

» from her roadside room sales 

Mr. Bok’s Personal Box 
| Prize Winners 

N RESPONSE tothe contest announcement 
in the October (1914) Issue of Tae JOURNAL 

n thousand interested readers answered 
question and made suggestions, T| 

ers have be nd the awards rm 
‘The six main pri ent to resident 
followlag towns: F 

the 
st Prize, $50—StateCenter 

Towa, Second Prize, $25—Munlius, New York 
M tana. Forth 
via, Filth Prize, 

ia. Sixth Prize, $S— $10— Modest 
Woodville, Georgia. 

Tn addition to these there were twenty-five 
awands of one dollar each to residents in the 
following towns: Rapid Cit 
Rakersficld, California; H 
ington; Wilkiasburg, Pennsylvania; Hoquiam, 

ington; Carthage, Missouri; High Point, 

South Carolina; Goodpasture, 
Gall, Wisconsin; Onawa, Iowa; Brattleboro, 
Vermont: Chelsea, Massachusetts; U' 
Texas; Holland, Nebraska; Bucyr 
Wauwatosa, W Saskatoon, Canada, 

—— 

“Some folks build for wealth or fame, 
And some for lofty station. 

But one wise rule, for all the same, 
Is: Build a sure foundation.” 

That's what you do when you build 
up health and strength by good food 
and sensible eating. And that is why 
you ought to get the regular benefit of 

Campbell’s Tomato Soup 

This is not merely a tempting dinner- 
course or a dainty feature for the formal 
luncheon. No. It is a wholesome and 
nourishing food in itself. It is good for 
anybody at any time. And it fits exactly 
into all sorts of every-day occasions. 

The regular mid-day meal—no matter 
what you call it; the children's luncheon; 
the family supper—they all become 
more appetizing and more nutritious by 
the addition of this delightful Campbell 
“kind,” 

That's the kind of foundation to build 
on every day. Why not begin foday? 

21 kinds 10c a can 
Asparagus am Choever Pea 

ome Penner Pot 
Julienne Pristanser 
Mock Turtle Tomato 
Mulligatawny Tomato-C 
Muttan Vegetable 
Ox Tail Vermxelly- Tomato 

SOUPS 
TE! 
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Ry 
Fos, SAS 

ieee ta 
Embroidery 

“ ackage 
~~ Outfits 

> CHILDR 

TABL 

Ea eS HIS Blouse stamped on Silken-Finished Batiste, ie 
ready for making in sizes 36, 38, 40 and 42, NGS 

is but one of the many beautiful and serviceable rey 
articles obtainable in Royal Society Packages. 4 ry 

v4 
rs 

Pie a; 

a> 
<a Y 
4 

al silk: Roya 
nd Cordic 
d six-ce 

ms = Sead for dlustrated Royal Society 
and chart of stitches beokles 

Royal Society Products Are 
Sold b; 

POMPEIAN a 
uz dealer can supply or will peoe 

H. E.VERRAN COMPAN 

POS 

‘So xs aS) », Ber Ss 

COUPON "== 
(and 16) Geod for | 1916 Art Pi 

Refr iste 

2 to parboil “Swift's 

a= Ham before broiling or frying. 



She Wanted What Nearly 
very Woman Wants — 

Smart, Trim - fitting Stock- 
ings—Comfortable to Wear. 
he Found Them in 

FASHIONED HOSE 

tae fit so nee 
The nitural shape of 
He 

BURSON 
KNITTING, COMPANY 
Meek ee Th 

Newest ideas on home 
decoration 

r ~The Hows Outside ant 
newest anid best au 

tem urd 
mber in huying pants 
18 color plates of fine homes 

inside and out WE easy 

The Lowe Brothers Company 
Seems Pain) E. Thied St., Dayton, Ohio 

LeetMy Sly Chkenes’ Kasse ily Mistenpeis owe Brothers, Ltd, Toronto, Canada 

The right way to do 

2 

ra 
THE YOUNG 

ByEmelynL.Coolidge,M.D. 

Is ORL 

HERS’ REGISTRY 

YER to ave 

Bean Hono 
E OF PREVENTION 

ATH A POUND OF CURE 

Plus a Cup 

of Raisins 

—Is Doubly Delicious and 
65% More Nutritious 

The ordinary 5c loaf of bread contains 1260 energy- 
producing food-units. A cup of Sun-Maid Seeded Raisins 
mixed with the dough adds 65%—800 more. And it makes 
the bread cake-like in flavor. It makes it more healthful, too— 
mildly laxative. 

Children should eat more bread and more raisins. So the 
raisins in the bread, by making it more attractive, bring about a 
doubly good result, 

California 

SUN-MAID RAISINS 
The Fruit-Food 

Sun-Maid Raisins are concentrated nutriment—delicious 
sun-cured grapes from California vineyards. We use only the 
finest —the sweet, tender and luscious—kinds too delicate to 

ship. They taste like confections when finished—these morsels 
of fruit-food. 

One pound of Sun-Maid Raisins costing |5c¢ is equal in 
food value to 3 dozen eggs costing $1,08. Beans are only half 
as good as food. Lamb chops at nearly twice the cost of 
Sun-Maid Raisins per pound fall /400 food-units short in 
nutrition. 

Remember these facts when you want to cut the living 
cost and still serve dainty foods. 

Note the Package 

You want Sun-Maid Raisins if you 
want the best. So buy your raisins in 
the package illustrated. Your dealer has 
them. If he hasn’tthem now he can easily 
get them by sending to his jobber. 

There are 3 kinds: Sun-Maid 
Sceded (seeds extracted); Sun-Maid 
Scedless (from seedless grapes); Sun- 
Maid Cluster (on stems, not seeded) 
to serve as dessert with nuts, 

Try These Ways of Serving 

Add 2 ounces to every dish of break- 
fast food—that will add to the food 
value and better the flavor immensely, 
Serve raisin sauce; or stewed raisins, 
with cream, Use these raisins in pud- 
dings, cakes, cookies and bread. And 

1 Ih. Package—Price nat over 1S 

Let Your Baker 
Prove It 

Spring housecleaning 
1s to use the work-saving 

Little Polly Cleaner 

rr reso 
‘Ask voter urocer oe sead 10 in suusaps for Full-sigest cake; extreme west, 1c, 
Harrah & Stewart Mfg, Co, 

Tete TISE- Court Ave. Des Moines, lows =< __ Little Polly Brooms Sweep Better 

serve more raisin pies. 
A beautiful Recipe Book contains 

52 “delicious” suggestions. Is sent free 
for your dealer's name. See what you 
can do with these raisins. 
A Big 7'4-lb. “Surprise Package,”’ $1 

Shiv aps bom yeunceshecorseusial sand 
one direct from the vineyasds to your heme i 
your dealer can't supply you. 

‘We call this a “surprise package” because t 
will open your eyes to the possbilsies of raisin 
Iecighs 7a Kew wet, 8 iu needy the axe’ of 
a soit box, and contains all 3 kinds, We send 
it to your nearest experss offce (if in U.S.) 
prepaid bor $1.00, Sead for yours today. 

California Associated Raisin Co, 
415 Fresno St., Fresno, California (3) 

Your baker may be one of 
thousands with wham we bare 
aranged for the baking of a 
special raisin beead from a peize 
recipe that calls for Sun-Maid 
Rains, 

Let him prove to you, if he 
is com of thre baker, what these 
raisins add to plaim bread. 

Let him show yeu how your 
folks will delight es this bread 
hy sendieg you a loaf to by. 
They will literni 
Raisin Bread every di 
they know 
the favor, 

Leok for 
this label, 
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'HERE'S an old-time note 
of beauty about the new 

Cheney “Shower-Proof™ Fou- 
lard which makes it a joy to the 
woman who knows the realm of 
what to wear, Its myriad pat- 
tems lend themselves with ex- 
ceeding charm to the quaint 
fashions of today and, made in 
many colors, it satisfies a multi- 
tude of tastes, 

THE BOOKS THAT 
J READ 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2) 

This fabric is but one of the 
, heney Silks being exclusive C 

shown this season with exquisite 
printed designs im floral and print 
warp eflects and stripe combina- 
tions, Others are Crépe Algerian, 

Think , . Crépe Velour, Samara Silk and hink of your ed ers Crinkled Crépe, Ask for them 
Children’s Eyes sto ‘ by name at your dealer's. 

sherk Chena: palateeat etc “broken horses. I : + Ourbooklet," Cheney Silks, Why 
strain, eye-iritation, and pre- : = : ‘ People Should Buy Them,” sent 

Keep their dus “ x ¢ postpaid on request, 
they will = nee me ; a 
areolder oe CHENEY BROTHERS 

that your ch il pAT c e n . s Sith Moma facturers 
dren do not r b ™ B ‘1 7 ‘ 7 4th Ave. and [8th Se, New York 
dim light or in - - a - 
tating light, Mu 
there no fickern 
or high-power tun: 
Without proper 
shades to soften the 

Alba 
Lighting Equipment 

makes light kind to the eyes and 
seeing easy and comfort 

able. Alba softens the light, dis 
tributes it where it is needed, and 
adds cheerfulness to the evening 
hours. Everyone . Is, 

hetter and works better in’ Alh 
light. Alba makes Tight cost less 
(less current), 

These Books are Free 
€ Rood light ser 
af interest to yor 

Alba Bowt with fixtur 

kinds will find 
mine which of 

Macbeth-Evans 
Glass Co 
Pittsburgh 

This Catalog Free 
Write for It 

et at once 
$ which are sot of permanent val 

wertheless are worth more or le 
b von 

‘Agents Wanted pees bg 
J.M.HANSON-BENNETT Magasine Agency 
223 W, Jackson Eid, Chicage, (i 

BURROWE "Nar tndChat 

Wits for sevaiey. AM: 
Tite EF. SeRROWEE CO. 195 Seu BL. Perdand, ee 

THE PLAN OF THIS BUNGALOW:7/ 
OVER 100 OTHER HOMES 
FREE For THE POSTAGE 
Buy Your New Home Wholesale! 

atury will at 
fort we can ex 

ur greal-grandiathers 

himself solely to 
d States. Ifhet 

| nt came otra eye  Gordon-Van‘Tine Co. 
abs . - 5647 Case Street, Davenport, low® 

Dh ctinse sete ror Fre Fn nh feet 
10 to ray peatage: oat pe king. Alms aed roe FOE ss Jose sergsn Cte Prorewtage pa 

se47CaseStrect Ml sane = Gordon-Van Tine Co. Divinpersstows 
Fetaviiahed 1695—Bustness Half a Centers Tl Astros 

12 Ses ee ee 

. in spite of 
apeless to try to 
d, or even all th 
fy imperfect answ 
ts of only such an a 

vibsthia BrATioMuay COSTS atl 



RETTY frills and fancies 
for Summer are as much 
a matter of silk hosiery as 

they are of hats and gowns. 

BMS Callum 
Silk Hosiery 

Will satisfy your utmost desire 
or richness and beauty in silk 
Osiery that can't be equaled at 

Ask your dealer to 
show you— 

Now, 113 and 122—fine black sill 
ery of » rich beauty and splendid 

‘Wearing quality, 
No. 153—fine silk hosiery in color, matched to any sample on n few days’ 

} 201—black and colors—very 
“heer with hand-embroidered clocks. 

Sold at the Best Shops Everywhere 
and wars.af caring for wilh 

waged for our uniage bookies. You Just 

McCallum Hosiery Company 
Original Manufecturers of Sith Hosiery 

Northampton, Mass. 

Beautiful 
Styles Free 
dels From the 

of Asn 

have to a to New 
rtyles from the Beart 

Dress-hooks 

XTRAORDINARY OFF 

or gandiries until » 

©O,, Dept. L-25, CHICAGO, ILL. 

HOW BIRDS SELL 
CITY LOTS 

By L. E. Wallace 
SHERE isa 

i that «i 
= ago J 

‘I 

cculiar attr 
made St. Francis Wood, San 
the mast charming residence districts on the 

In Kar 

‘6 boy and 
bird fh 
tal and 

ting he wa 

é building 

ters th 
samples of bi 
shelters from 

trict and it was found that 

chikdren in f 
houses occupie 
premises in houses and 
ported thirty-two dl 
ng om hse 

th ts cot 
bird, gohifi 

grouc the 
A FOLDER vos pein 
4 whieh Mr, Nichols 

directions for the m 
shelters, andl te ling 

tin No. $0 were parc 
copy and given to. tes 
These are illustrated in 

» keep one’s ti 
a palr of bleebirds were 

ir young to tly in 

Another 
In another yard an 

ins squirrel house, until 
hat he was entertaining a 

<a 
out, The owt 

ef also the new 

creatures that 

The cardi 
orioles confer special distinction upon t 

is in which they take up qu 2 
petition for the favors of the 

singing martins 

Even a good cook 

does better with 

**Simon Pure?’ 

Sold only in air- 
tight pails 

“The Ham What Am” 

armours 

“SIMON PURE” 
Leaf Lard 

ARMOUR 4*%> COMPANY 

CHICAGO 



fe those who 

appreciate length of 

service as lt as style 

PHOENIX 
Sie HOSE 

& provides a happy 

combination_/5 

Beautiful in the ex ~ 

treme. its soft, lustrous 
weave is fully equalled by 
its wonderful wearing qualities 

Womens 75‘ to*2. pair 
Mens 5O°to *L5Opair 

Misses 75° a pair 
Infants 25° on@5O%a pair 

Sold by the best Shops 

“MADE IN AMERICA" 

by the / 
PHOENIX KNITTING WORKS 
R22 Proednmay Mitre - 

BECOME 
A NURSE } 

Shoes 
are so 
Comfy” 

Ps 

(, =e 

™ * sree ne 
by _ ECONOMY MPG CO 493 W. Brosdway New York | S10 Stain # 

Two-Fold Protection \ 
No Buttons 
Adjustable to Fit f 
For 21 years the 

Goss ea Favored Shirt for Babies 

Rubens & Marble, Inc., 20 N, Market St., Chicago 



| For incipient sore throat 
here's nothing that gives re- 
et so promptly as a gargle of 

UISTERINE |} SISTERINE 
For 33 years physicians and 

dentists have prescribed Listerine 
as th ongest antiseptic that ean 
he used by every member 
of the family 

After brushing your teeth rinse 
Your mouth with Listerine, Ie 
Preserves the teeth, retards decay 
and keeps the gums healthy, 

Avoid tooth and mouth prepara- 
Hons containing harmful drugs thar 

}| check the fiow of saliva. Listerine 
| ‘creases the saliva—nacure's own | 

Preservative. | 
Listerine is free from potash and 

“irinful alkalines. “The 
Printed on the wrapper. 

formula is | 

For exits, wounds and all ircitations of 
the skin mse Listerin 

Retire 
Wbstitutes. 3 
re harmful, D 
fetuine Listerine in origin 
Hotties and read the cireular 

art 

Four sizes: 
50c, $1.00. 

| 
| » snetenaceied 

Lambert Pharmacal Co. 
Laboratories: epee) 

We'll Send You Some |) 
Austin’s Dog Bread ~ 

"Abou ‘Tacs, whi sy (a 

“Jack 

St. Louis 

Ani you'll know wl Suinplied ated tote howe ahter his 
his coat and better hie die 

Je i the healthe-giving food foe 
Write now for FREE Bread and 

f vo. keep him 

/ Avstin Dog Bread & Animal Food Co. 
247 Marginal St, Chelses, Mase, | 

wear like hig 

uuly S0c to $1.50 Gos, accordime 
Long staple.’ Hemmed 
use. Louk for NIKPA 

label as shown ins thin picture 
Th aot at dealer 
we'll send you free sam 

we. M. AUSTIN & CO,, 55 Leonard St., N.Y. 

CENTURY EDITION <at. 
wrens. the Cut Favorites ancl tbe better 

Widiiee tracing thrwieg sod niece 
oa Fear tvs edn are 

“Cratuary eles 
oved e Bn anu 

rerrgerte cata 

WHEN CAR! 
TO TOWN 

me to 
inety 

kappy since her lo 
‘Oh! Mr. War 
“She was always sayi 

ied but her. She dide’t 
ne! The 
happy was 
Aunt Be 
ha 
to 
lowe 
only 
Nathan an n 
Ben. There ov 

La few black ser 
é. That's just what 

"Mountain Waves’ and" 
And Aunt Crishy © i me 

T've known how to read ever 

fi oth, ane 1 re 
Nh Rind. He 
& home for me with 
was aa tr 
up so, Tadidn't think that w 

to talk, so I told him he 
able for m 

railroad. 
ne Ben knew wh 

Mr.—Mr. Mi ok permite 

was what Aunt Crishy said 
quarreled with her le Ho toll her 

one day that he wished she w: speak tv 
Mr. Semmes any mote, stud shy dre 
herself wp and sald: ‘Sir, my friends are my 
wen! ike that. So her lover rode awa 
in anger, and never came back 

we he was killed that very day by a al f 
his borse. 

“But you didn't want Mr. 
led by a fall irom 

din't bav 
Thad lo 

MrM 

1 Hiram. “How 
, and my hows 

“TD ida't, 1 put 

to change bis 
ail T got uo, 

thenght beneath his question 
there would always be room 
big hou: There 
her face again 

But i did not reply. 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 74 
_— = 

Model m&—$1.09 

ND you can see in each gar- 
j ment an unusual amount of 
a care taken in the workman- 
ship and in the combining of dainty 
materials, The ap- 5 
pearance of Gossaro | 
Brassi¢res is more 
than pleasing —it is 
sanstying to the most 

crineal wearer. 

In selecting your 
brassicres it is well 
to remember that we 

sitre for every type 
of figure—and at 
each price, 50c, $1.00 and up to 
36.50, you have your choice of a 
variety in materials and designs. 

Special features such as comfortable 
arm holes, reinforced seams where 
strain is heaviest, dainty interwoven 
pink baby ribbon, shoulder straps 
that will not slip, invisible fasten- 
ings, front adjustments, each size 
modeled on a living figure, desigr 

Va “4 

Model 405—Sie, 

A GOSSARD 
Brassiére Fits! 

ie have designed a bras- a 
Ls 

Model 80 

~ a 

Mode! 29S—$3.50, 

that reduce the full figure, designs 
for slender and flat-chest figures, 
crossover patterns, evening-dress 
models, specials for both high and 

low bust figures— 
all of these fea- 
cures are found in the 

mplete GOSSARD 
¢ of Brassieres, ~ i 

Regardless of the 
corset you wear, you 

\ can be fitted to a 
Gossarp brassiére, 
and the better way is 

sa to be fitted to your 
brassi¢re when you 

are fied wo your corset. Selecting 
a brassi¢re by size only, is just as 
hazardous as selecting shoes by size 
only. Be fitted, unless you know the 
exact mode] designed foryourtigure. 

Gossagn Brassitres are sold at the 
store selling Gossanp Corsets in 
your city, Insist on a Gossann, 
You are guaranteed a perfect fit 
and satisfaction. 

Maternity $1.00 

— Vee full-burted wrens, leege-wsimed 
ot la aa usable a walt Hie 

Clorely fitted by tying ateund the wate 
Delens, Datrty etstesitery puke, igure! 

y nlge. Maes ocd ant even. 

made. A high qasl 
‘Sie 
very amtractice comtinusion I 

ek 1) 9 val shade fi 
2 Ste satin, hist al 

Tetaining ribben at the b 
tines 34 to 4 Bee 

nat 
bendid tow the full bust. 

sees oly, Prive, $3.50, 
Model 4:0—A iewarkable value ar SOc, Por che 

Woman taveug mediut of sali Dust this bramiere ie 
is dsirey, well raade, of 

Sar durity, ait edger caretully 
a niiple Valeutenees lace 

wine af thes with tape, Hix 
ers fot pice prive up 

auth tara uihboe, we 

2 sod 

GOSSARD BUILDING 

Modet #6—$1", 

Description of Brassitres Shown 
in this Advertisement 

The H.W Gossard (0. 
Largest Maters of Fine Corsets and Brassiever 

Model #12—S00, 

Mode #4—£1,0, 

Maternity Beassiére, 411—A Macetieny tea 
that Wl) inet faeue with any prompective tneaiet, bi 
is frost, Has decete mliurtmese ander each arm Oe 
wrlaged in watt hacia, Sizes 1600 4. Brier, § 
Medel ®96—T9i earnest at the price can 

Aupivated, tho side ot fue Bativie, eavbroble 
tan with daiety pink (bea, Sines $2 to $0, ee 
cre. Prive, S100, 
Model S04—A wrrvineabie garment air of liven 

Teo awiening and frumt soar of Clute lace 
wet sbeulders. Hecke oi treet, ‘Tile bramitre gree 
salendial reaalts | apper Aqute costoar. tizer 12.0%, 
odd anal even, 0 

Medel 407 —hir ea 
eA ome, Man a all 
hha lace. Mele 
to 5, eehd wind even. Bric 
Mode! 42 
peamate (9 pars 

ood qealily 

eat ill Be « Taree percentage 
erebtoutery yuke, tritered 

yore undet stan Stes 32 
Me 
ary having moAiccn bust hie 

Hea dainey, 
| Maltese tice 

Keistorcrs 
Price, Me, 

Fer a wo 
y) teeenearadied 
eT sie 

fleed WB Maltese lace, 
9, extd ated erete 

Modet S17 —Meub hramutee tm take cate al the tell 
figuie. Hooks i bone) wader aru ant in back. 
ner uge for shealder ezape garnet ls bery 

ty aly odd aid even, 
Price. $100, 

CHICAGO, U. §, 



The Ladies’ Home Journal for April, 1915 

Lucile 
Says: 

“1 find the Heatherbleoom Taf- 
feta a most desirable fabric for 
Petticoats. Its beauty and adapt- 
ability are a high coepliene: ft to the 
skill of American weavers. 

Your 
see Duff Goraon 

PETTICOATS 
For the new skirts are a revelation, 
Lustrous without being garish, 
Reflect the light like a deep blue 

Inke. 
Look like sith, wonr better than sill, 

lh. 

agefom 

A. G, HYDE & SONS, New York 

Makers of ‘Hydegrade | rom | =a 

Health, Style, Comfort— 
are perfectly combined 

for all ages in 

H &W CORSET 
WAISTS 
100 STYLES 

STYLE d EASE dune MATERNITY 
The WH. & W, (MARMO) MA- 

TERNITY CORSET WAIST pives 
a trim and styli 
ure—without t 

ex 
Particularly 

ii Mescence or after 
operati 

nor clasp front 

Sizes 20 to 36: Price $200 
at all dealers—or seat peepaid —)-. 
ea receipt of price. 

Other Popular H. & W. Styles 

ons 

Ilustrated Booklet on Request 

WHEN CAREY CAME 

qT 0 TOWN 

Merely 
before serving. 

dept. 
fiften minutes water 

No one who has eaten rea/ baked 
beans cares for beans cooked any other 
way. Every one who has eaten 

knows that they are baked. They taste 
like your ideal of home-baked beans. 
The taste of baked beans is unmistak- 
able, delicious, appetizing. If it is 
baked beans you want, just buy Heinz. 

RHEIN 9 
ST VARIETIES 

Are you herd to Att Owy styler for 
STOUT FIGURES 
F soe ee" ric ay ; 

Wari was far, £ 
girl herself was saying. 

Ww 

crExtEEEEREEER 
23 

RYVAVEDSISSS DSS SGSSSTS TST 

Fashionable Garments 
for 1915 with their 

tight sleeves will re- 

quire dress shields. 

For absolute dress 

shield protection se- 

lect for your gowns 

Renee EEE EERE ARE 

| 
’ 
| 



ea 

WHEN CAREY CAME. 

TO TOWN 

Afasting in the ba 
Williamson, if 3 

VAN RAALTE 
éil tlds > 

Made in U.S. A. 

RELLIS"—a new veil 
of charm and distinction. 

Sure to become the wearer — 
bound to be the envy of 
who see it, ‘Trellis designs 
at all good shops, 
Remember, Van Raalte veils 

Stretch without tearing 
wash without wearing 
outlast three ordinary veils 

Write for ‘*Miladi's Veil” — 
a style booklet which tells how 
‘o wear and care for veils. 

E.& Z.VAN RAALTE 
100 Fifth Avenue New York 

A Parlor Table 
Dainty 

Tit-Bits of Toasted Corn 

u old the trath 
the laundry tub 

Shut that d 

A food confection has een created by puffing toasted 
corn hearts, You'll serve it first on the breakfast table, like 

other toasted corn. But you'll find it fit for the sweetmeat 
dish on the parlor table too. “aad Ward 

» your mouth open ti 
There's your F brea 

Salt the Puffs or douse with melted butter, Serve like 

salted nuts or popcorn, and note how quickly a big dish 
disappears. 

At breakfast, served with « 
dish will be called 

ftvhee tm 
wey dard. 
haed for ip 

pam amd sugar, dish after 

will find that children 

revel in Corn Puffs. Then the girls will start using them in 

r. For awhile y« 

candy, and the boys will carry them at play. 

But this steam explosion process makes every atom easy 

to digest. The more they eat the better. 

These are sweet, crisp morsels with a most hewitch- 
ing taste. As light as snowflakes, and about as flimsy. 

shall we say —i 
‘That was a cabby,’ 

‘She drove up here 
explained 
tion hack just 

Peden’ 2 had gone upstairs ; When they melt away they leave a flavor which always calls 
. n bim “1 here, 2 

Solution to Frostings “why are we breakfasting for more. 
Custards 
Ice Creams this frequent 

Problem is 

MAPLEINE 
The deliciously dite L_ 
Stent flavor. Its rich 

‘pot pelle, You know how toasted corn tastes. Imagine super- 
toasted corn puffed into airy bubbles, That is what Corn 
Puffs are. 

neither Me 
visibly tried to t 

You had not moch mors 
stairs,” said Wan 

These are corn centers—the sweet inner parts—made 
into pellets and puffed. This is done by Prof, Anderson's 

ty hha . . - ; ; A . Nite den color makes ee ery s process, as with Puffed Wheat and Rice. Before the puffing ® | = ZA the dish doubly s the pellets are toasted by an hour of fearful heat, That gives | 
iittra . U y g a 

active, this new corn flavor. . 

You will find in these globules—thin and flaky—the ulti- 

mate in toasted corn delights, We believe the first taste will 

surprise you. 

Grocers Self Mapleine 
Write Dest. a. 

CRESCENT MFG.CO. 
Seattle, Wash. 

Of course 
ou want 

Green Porch Curtains, 
bat the trouble is to 

find a green that won't fade, 
“ ” 

i KOMI * she was speaking the truth, and Mrs 
Bre2j Porch Curtains — scott acrees with me. What the young lady 

says is tt 
do not fade, A dehnite guar- called eet 5 
antee attached to every Curtain 
authorizes the dealer to replace 
br refund the purchase. price 
if any should fade or Deg 
“Komi” Curtains are made of 
selected bamboo, the toughest 
wood for the purpose. 

Seeaae 
Fy 8, 

Some morning when you want to raise a merry clamor, 
serve a big dish of Corn Puffs, Don’t tell folks what they 

are. New attractions of this kind don’t come to tables often. 

Make their advent an occasion. 

Why not do this while the novelty is new—before the 

people around you know of it? 

The Quaker Oats O@mpany 
See how raya ner ha ands wi 
peruse they ave, af your deat. at home Sole Makers 
orn. Se for vot eran 

MEY COMPANY tats 
Neeatne Combe L ———— z aunue asce oneee euuun 



Smart Stylish 
Captivating 

with 

able Beil effect, at $2 
Medel at ht is Style No. 6 0, 

e Covert cloths No. J 
Jo. 1758 Dark Olive, 

Light at $19.50 
Moxtel at left le No, 618 

as shown, in fine Dor 
Twist Covert, No. 1760 Olive 
1761 Light Tan, and No. me 
Oxford, at $22.50. 

Representa Dealers everywhere 
Ie to supply you wsth 

the Kenyon label, 
Kenyon Outing and Meter Cou 
feo = Pom 

bop hned of relate eralere everywhere 

& Kenyon Company 

Fifth Ave, Ble, 23d St and Fifth Ave. 
NEW YORK 

Chicago: Congress & Franklin Streets 

pS 

Good Looks 
of Custom 
Made, Plus 

easy Trot-Moe 
bility that lets foot muscles flex 
naturally Trot-Moe tanning 
makes long-wear shoes of the 
finest appearance, as comfort. 
able as an old No breaking 

Grip where others slip. 

Trot-Moc 
Saaeee THE GEnevint HAVE een 

FAMPLD ALL OVER THE 

Back to Widen Shoes 
Male of Indian tanned Moy 
the weight of ordinary shoe: 
treate ure tlexible and extra tough: 
They vield every { the foot 
No nails; equally good for feet and floors 
Alter wetting they dry out s 

For Spring and Summer Wear 
Made in white and tan, in boots 

avd and with 
out heels. 

For Geeuntes 

plus the plia- 

yet 
oe 

in. 

©, about half 
Specially 

ft as new 

oxfords, wi 

Growing-Ups 
. N. 

Omer SQ 

dealers te buy 
from, or symai 
if mone is ear. 

Ashby. Crawford Co.. Det A, Marloagh Mass. 

oly fryét 
MAL, 

ANSCO 
CAMERAS & FILM 

ao 

o 

EN CAREY CAME 

rO TOWN 

ICTURE-TAKING 
with an Ansco is a delightfu 

sport, unrestricted to any se 
or¢ 

any ama vy age can get 

results with the protessior un- 

le combination of Ansco 

Camera, Ansco Film—the cou 
film—and Cyko, 

aper. 

for yourself the joys of 

cture-taking the Ansco way; 

and 
to 

Hiram 4 y 
visit the d aler nearest vou 

rious models at 
him 

AIN Willi 

ay 
Catalog from or us, 

on request 

for specinen 
with model 

you contemplate buying 

The Sign of the 
Ansco Dealer 

O COMPANY 
MTON NEW YORK 

re mie an | The Special Purpose Dress | -, i 

fF. rave y poe g ebay 
{ 
| MOORE PUSH-PINS 
Glin beast, needle polats, Por sroall 

aleeninrs, Grape 
es, 1p doeen LOC 

Moore Push-less Hangers 
The Hanger with the wie, Brass 

| pecture 

1 & Wiliams Garment Co, 
Dept 7, Baltads, B. ¥. MOORE FOSH.PO CB. 159 Berkley St. Pidadelpies, Me 

Fae = — st 

| — 
_——— 

lo dias a, q 

y red 

And when 
han¢ 

ping af once if ¥ 
Then finish hi 

minutes 



E THE GIRL 

TI iE COLLEGE 

enthusiastic Saxon driver They Many a husband or 
taawelord use theic cars for shopping and Millions upon mill 

Women of every h 
weight and type of figure 
have worn Thomson's 

re nae 
“Glove-Fitting” 

(YWADE SEARK, Reg 
corsets, during a period of 

Over sixty years. Each 
Season, beautiful new 
models for every figure 

embody the very last 
ideas in style and always 

for taking the 
resh wir, 4 woul 

in many ea 
aud or father 0 

is a car—the light 
Saxon Road- 

Even when there is a bigger 
car in the family —the Saxon Road- 
ter dex mast of the work —it 

nient atl 
ron, costs so much Jes 

And where there is no larger 
Ar, the Saxon meets every mator 

ing need af the family of two or 
three, Por the bigger family there | 

; convenient (with electric the Saxon *Six,"* a fine, hig, emphasize our more than BYE } lights $70 addinic roomy, six-cylinder car at. $785 | half cet » of ; ¢ sie . 2 alt century of fame in Think of the delight af 
Glove-Fitting"’ comfort having your own car —ora cur that | and wearal you could use just as much, just | 

1 just us safely as your 

lone to 
ve will 

aladly mail a copy of ‘Saxon Days,”’ Address Dept. 5. 

SAXON MOTOR COMPANY, DETROIT 

GEO, C, BATCHELLER & CO. 
New York Chicago San Francisco 

About Babies 
Both of these books are FREE Mail Coupon 1 for Samples 

Parte 
| Silver Polishing 

Made Easy 
50 years, Electro Silicon 

wat of bright itening silver. 
know that we 

A Natwral W w 
Age Years 

{ beasa, nickel, tin 
\ oe steel, pewter 

tulid and 
paint. 1 ? 
® question of seemed 
whether you pre = A 
fer the powder oF t= 

withont heat t 
» injure th 

fixe st 
s Send You a 

Those Nights of Broken ; issarenien v4 of o 

Sieep 

By Stric 

SED to worry for 
Fifty milton ir 

use; Guaranteed unbreal 
your dealer or send i 

with money « 
refunded. 

: : - 
SMADSWorTH & ‘th Ave.. New York Mt Come 2, in Eh Stationery. ote | 
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ee de THE GIRL AT 
‘or Broiling NITE 

or for Frying CENTRAL 
Appetizing 

Steak — 
) 

' 

| 

“Wear-Ever” | | 
is | “ae ih il Even such treatment 

singe emus of beat ca cannot injure Valspar! | the meat immediately, cooks thor- 
In sour home, wouldo’t you prefer a 
tuble that could not be affected by 5 
iquids? Or a sidebourd that hot dishe 

bly and quickly. 
The enormous pressure of rolling 

mills and stamping machines makes 
the metal in '* Wear-Ever” Pans 

ou 

would pot scar—a dresser that perf 
dense, hard and snooth—one-eighth would pot spot? inch thick. planned around there For four days a cake of i <eR $ : : ecgure the "Weas-Eve;" Pan stores we nit not ved table anid Wouldn't you like furniture that needed 

no other polish than saa 
keep it new? insist. upon 

~finished furniture, Identify it 
extreme cold and vy the little label, **Pinished with 

the ice mor the extreme * that manufacturers are 
one Ait of harm 1 best product 

more heat than ordinary lry para, « large 
amoust of heat should be applied to the pan 
When fret placed over the hire in order to 
“fil” the pan with heat. As soon ae the 

heated throughost, the amount of 
few should be reduced. 

Replace utensils that wear out 
too, that Valepar is a nt 

‘ sh for fle doors and 
every use inside the house and out 

pitmittest at 
ing ver it, 

aw this test made : 
fining table furnished Special Offer 

Company of Boston In onder that you may test it you 
wif, ve will semd, upon receipe red furnit : in stamps te cover mailing 

polis the beautiful, mov package, sufficient Palipar t9 
Jul) finish—a dull finish that will noe ish a small table or chair, 

that he is exp 
with the greatest care, Bu 
where? There's 
fin out that way 

vok ins at the 

e can be 

VALENTINE & COMP. 

Largest 
ANY, 460 Fourth Avenue, New York City 

dishes in the Woeld fansfactarers of Highrede V 
now how ye % t , Ned 1652 

mieametacckrictttemein, ||) WBALSPAR Ser “it~ VARNEHES | | 
The next 

that has n t was WP, PULLER & CO., Son Fran 0, Ageata for Pacific Slope 

oe marks the cook 
housewives who use 

WEDDING CAKE “Colburn: ‘Ss 
IN BOXES Spices 

with beautiful monogran They are full flavored, of the 
and tsed with ribbons 

Hah strength, and of quality 
that-is not surpassed. | Full descr iption and pric a5 | The A.Colburn C 

| our Wedding Booklet No20 7) 2 rm Company 
|, Saeacassiet = <3 Philadelphia, USA. 
| 628 Fifth A NewYork ///a3 Makers of Colburn's Mustard and 
| S28Fifth Avenue NewYork /// iy Colburn’s Flavoring Extracts 

teip with E 
taken, 
York when we were sleuth Is Your Refrigerator Poisoning Your Food? 

‘OUR doctor will tell you that a refrigerator 
| ants an ait wholesome 

Monroe /s aluwys dangerous to the 
alth of your family 

ee The Monroe is the refrigerator with food compartments 
\ af genuine solid porcelain ware—molded in om jece: 

grateful, re 
pure—thix 

SOF Tas rove leave 
ing and guarant 
on why bables 

hh with the 

fuoeut porcsaint om a mcf base, nat One piece of beautiful, 
ble porcelain warn which can De 

prredinu places (at disease germs tat 
in turn palsane people. Nothing tocrack, 

‘china bowt—not Read what physicions and others 
2 Sina bout-noc a ght “he woke, ieesaving ored suit, ric + Joint, sab protection the Manres stferds: } y felt, nothin flash Mitten Artetoceae 

Handsome pound cam 
Taleum Puli Compary trot, NY. ilk, eval 

d 

1© d : ts the Pa ee Ae Good Horseherping Ss Bake 
ny Monday, when 1 came down to the So eee Siatheeee ie se of tered oats Mabtlice wes watioa he pon be pe M : pe aa 

cover his eyes, like the wooden I - Sy el GhMonroe” ; | SRR FS stagger. i= 
| = Days’ Trial—Cash or Credit ; “ ~ 4 | d deed have I ever di 

lowed to walk the 
cach a querer + from factory to you—saving you store 

‘Then I felt certain that to break loose paw pies We pay freight and guarantee your agsinet sick ness— 
again is bealthy change. money back and removal of refrigerator at uo doctor's als. 

no trimming, 
thegermal | 4! BS 3 a } 
and decay. | Ww. 

expense to you are not 
CONCLUDED Df THE MAY JOURNAL CSUs at Monroe Refrigerator Co.(™"23?") Sta.7- Fic j 

sent postpaid 
for deinstamps: 

elso Beauty Book 



little into Water 
The quantity which rises to the 
top and the clouding of the 
Water show the presence of 
Teal lemon or orange oil. Imi- 
tation extracts dissolve, leaving 
the water clear, because they 

contain no oil, To be certain, use 

Burnett's 
LEMON-AND= 

ORANGE! EXTRACTS. 
ALSO 
Almond 
Vanilla 
Fresh 
Fruit 
Extracts 
ete. 

Besides the satisfaction 
of knowing you are 
Using genuine lemon or 
Orange, your desserts 
&fe noticeably improv- 
ed by the delicate flavor 
4nd tempting fragrance 
of Burnett's, 

Sponge Coke 
Beat yotkes of 2 ews till thick, ac 
Of sugar and beut. Add %4 cup bot 
mil, sugar,\4 teaspoonful Burnett's 

Whites of 2'exs beaten stiff, and tho t cusp of flour, 4g teaspoonful baking Powder und % teatpoctsful walt, mixed. 
The fresh, fruity favor and appetizing 
Sroma of Burnett's Lemon and Orange 
fitin marked to the sharp acidity of 
HBstation extra he frequent “tarpen 
(RO, taste of those made of inferior frit 

te Burnett's and save failures. 
Write for oar new booklet of 115 
dainty desserts, Sent free if you 

ion your groeer's name, 

Tratetare 

Under-muslins 

these you 
it when bu 
on combinatte 
Rowns 
dervsielres 
Dave 

baying | 
fame thie DOVE.’ i) i 

a, SPRING STYLE BOO 
.{ DALSIMER SHOES 

Mates Meta it ry yous 

GTA eet 39h Be. 
Baw Tork Gly (Em, 1909) 

THE GIRL TO WHOM 

ROBERT LOUIS 

»TEVENSON 

E HIS BIRTHDAY 2 

read and a sit 
f Robert Lav 

drawi 

Vailima 

Jin Sa 
veiling of t 

© fon 
name~laught 

something fittin 
birthe 

alted States i 

N 1912 there 
the usual 

'30 Days at MyRisk 

at 

E 

| Try My Reid Fireless Cooker 

HERE'S only one way to know the tremendous saving 
in fuel, saving in food, saving in work is to 

| try a Rapid for yourself in your own kitch That's 
i what I want you to do. Try it 30 days at my risk. You 

and your family will know the 
Reafsied : 

i] ne vory, d natural 
laste of meat 

etic the i Aluminum Lined Through 
Inarves et tHe out—Full Equipment of 

“Wear-Ever” Aluminum 
Cooking Utensils. 

he fuel-saving. 

nd refund any and alt | 
slate, binding | 

rnot 

ious 
and veg 

time-s 

«10 Introduce them 
aight from the factory, 

+ by dealing direct with you, [am 

Cooker aes 

WM. CAMPBELL, Pres. 

Wm. Campbell Co., Dept. 313, Detroit, Mich. 

1 pitood 
jou from te Bible 

Tiere honey was sustenance yoo will fined Its. 

Honey— 
Flowers Make Jt— Bees Gather It 

asthe Distributing Agent 
5,000,000 ina pound 
of how a 

at the exqul 
Natare. 

of chotmindss of flor 
site deticiousnies of Unis p 

AirlinE 

A Sample for 10¢ 
oF a, sanadl jar ment. prost- 

‘inte alm Powe 

in jaye 
sal 

Aedina, O. 
We Home of the 
Honey Bees” 



Exactly What | 

You Should 

You can t 
Strong, Vigorous 

fullof Lifeand 
Energy. 

Wh 

1847 ROGERS SROS, THE WHY OF MY 
METHODS “Silver Plate that Wears” 

* 

Cromwell 

a. ch a ital organ is as 
Natt d, you can be fre 

Chronic Ailments. 
You can bave Clear Skin. 
You can have « Good Figure. IVA. 
You can increase o reduce your || OWhile guests 

weight . fo Tipe tnt do -aaye wh admire the beauty 
bur what "ft HAVE DONS 1 ‘ S 170,000 of the most exact of your silverware, 

the & = oe ; ii work that fe y the slamp 1847 
o Drugs—No Medicines peg 7 a 

My pupils simply comply with Na- the chil ROGERS ‘BROS. t 
assures you of 

its quality. 
Every piece back 
ed by an unqualified 
guarantee made 

possible by the 
actual lest of over 
65 years. 

when lay | have 
up the vitality and 

strength of more women 
the past eleven 

y men take Ar leading deai 
Send for cllustrated catalogue D-28" | 
INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO, 

° oration Byvtunsies Ce 
-CONN, 

he 
h er 

y in woman, Won't 

di the 

To What He Attributes His Success 

"TO WHAT 
Billy 

payebealug 
iniend 

SUSANNA COCROFT 
Dept. 36, 624 Michigan Avenue, Chicago 

“50 Years” 
says this dentist, “since | was a 
boy; | have used the unegaalled 

mpe to suburban 
J country mansions, the | is for morning use, to cu 

jto-reach erevions i and SRA : 
between the teeth. Sozodont Paste or . 
Powder is for evening use, to brighten | Cabot’s Creosote Stains 
and polish the teeth. This with a visit 
to the dentist regularly is perfect care of 

| J] the teeth 
Two weeks’ trial wid and toreder or 
haate for de in sams, and mur apecl 
offer which you cannot resist, Address i sod 200 

ALL ‘ SAMUEL CABOT, Ine. 
: lose Pew Fork Marctacturang Checatite 2 CUver St, Rowton, Mast 

We will Send You Postpaid 
This Book and a Can of | | 

JOHNSON'S PREPARED WAX 
enough for polishin 
af atitomobil 

piec 
You will find it splendid a: 

Floors Automobiles 
Linoleam Furniture 
Woodwork SUSPENDER WAISTS 

For Boys and Girls 
ke S, ¢ re 

“It Isn't Me—It's God" 

attribute your # 
1 quali 

jax, 
3, C JOHNSON & SON, Dept, LH4.  Raciee, Wis, 

The Wood Finishing Astborities” 

Send today for interesting bositit 
HARRIS SUSPENDER CO., Dept. C 
694 Broadway et 4th Street, New York 

PARFUMERI® RIVIERA, 450 Fifth Ave, N.Y. |__ 



THE WHY OF MY |, 

METHODS 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE #2) 

Beauty and Service 
for 15 cents 

ny Make, your white dresses and suits of 
th DIAN HEAD" and you will have 

© beauty and service of linen at one-third aa toe 
© cost, Because it doesn't wrinkle easily, | i {mile 
Tha made of it stay fresh a long time. 

His makes it expecially desirable for chil 

four from s 

Pronounced “debb-e-voice 

dren's clothes, —the original Brassiére 
and the best —*ali thar 

Y, Wena of 

the difference in 
, comfort and health, 

Brassi¢res for EVERY 
Figure and Occasion 

the DeBevoise types here shown 
a complete variety of 

AN leading 
beng letters 
i the 

a year in am 
of a* many letters 

Ask for it at your deal it at your dealer ture you get the 
Hits with “INDIAN HEAD” an the selvage 

hasn't this selvage mask, it isn't Indian Head 
A Useful Sample FREE 
ie els dg Ian Hed, ot 

=, a isi Hod ine sell yeic ( es ap will be Litt State whether 14, 160118 ine 

Dep mMory, Browne 2Co. 
*.5, 48 FranklinSt., Boston, Mass. 

Comfort for 
‘ew-Born Babies 
END FOR FREE SAMPLE BOOKS 

Your Baby Should Be K. 
neal With Row Nee le Whit 

eo terietin co 
fp dimayypedttseornt. se 

miner. te 
YAN Ga wclvnge 

| Send for Free Sample C ie one last question: What, ia 

hed ‘the evan 
Vill tell you Time to Ni aniae 

For Floors, Stairs, Woodwork, Furniture— 
every place where the wear comes hardest and 

beauty counts for the most—use Kyanize 

—the toughest and most durable Wood Finish possible to make. It 
will not crack, peel or chip, is easily applied, dries quickly and hard 
with a permanent gloss that brings out the natural beauty of the 

wood, cleans perfectly, and is thoroughly sanitary. 

Fill out and send us the 
25-Cent Can F RE coupon shown below and 

enclose with it twelve 2-cent stamps to pay for postage, 
packing and a 1-inch, chisel-edge brush to put it 
on with. This gives you plenty of Kyanize to doa 
real piece of work and a first-class, handy brush. 

RMELS 

2 i “Are You There?” 
MS Syand BA (ON vo By ete eke 

From Field to Family 
Positively Pure 

rom the crowds, in the heart of Minnesota's *y Sect, Hoe curr ane packed 

Away fn 
Create ets 
This 5 

saannd the cuter you want ‘Mahogany — Rosewood —C 

Boston Gaeitiaks Camnaay 

eave your pen Cheng Walnut 

tery a8 he model Hoenn 119,38 Wholescme a 
Vestn gba net De Besa, we 44 Everett Station, Boston, Mass. 

laity Heand Har, 20¢ poend. Dairy » c s! be: : a tull halle Ben Bz, 30 pn Loy Neola. Send Once, when I ae bir if he still Ein 1, Wieaae send ine free we offeeed stove 2 (ull hall 
pint can of Kyanice. Denckee ter 
» ‘yous and pacene 

BED. A. HORMEL & co Austin, Mins. 
New 

sting DP conte $1. Wine toe wampienaral corre} 
‘RaralEngravingCo.610-A Waleatit. Peis Pa. 
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Curtain rods matching 
woodwork or draperies 

Wornrs of ta 
Curtain Ke 
tiful THE STAR IN THE 

COUNTRY SKY 

Select a Spring Coat for Your House | , 
as You Would for Yourself 

You wouldn't select a spring coat merely because its color 

appealed to you. You give careful thought to wear, style and 
texture. What about a coat for your house? Through season 
after season paint must keep its smart appearance and resist 
harder wear than any fabric ever received, You can get this 
wear and weather resisting result if you paint with Sherwin- f 

Williams House Paint. 

You can get just the colors you want because you have 48 
shades to choose from. You can have the most distinctive 
house in your neighborhood by getting 

Our Free Portfolio of Suggestions for 
Painting and Decorating 

KIRSCH 
Novelty Scrim-or-Net Curtains 

you know, be 
like an ink slingor; be 

It contains many house painting working them out. Write today 

guaranteed to hang straight 

After the bath a 
dash of tale powder 
spread gently over 
body makes the touch 
of clothing light and 

soft and smooth: 

Pe ABCOCKS 
COR¥LOPSIS 
oF DAPAR 

“TRLC POWDER 
is fine in texture and 
of rare fragrance. 

Its fascinating mild 

scent ly but never 

} 

wid 

is & masterpiece of 
gentle perfumery. 

Distinctive—charm- 
ing—yet soft 
and unobtrusive. | 

AP. BABCOCK CO 
Verfumes 't cilet Powders 
Sachets Toilet Waters 
NEWYORK PARIS 

idsing Uarés, #32 
LOTT ENGRAVING 05, 1035 Chestant #8, Phteteiphin Pa | 

He base't that 

carthstone. Se 
went aw 
z in the 

Me 
hinin 

"Dear ob be 

That aftern 
ly; “what 

joarder 

son lingered » 
went up to his 

must unpack his 
ran early attack upon 

‘we alway 
into liking 

iy 2 man of impo 
Tike that a 

CONTINUED ON PAGE as 

color schemes together with dec- 
orating ideas for every room and 
complete specifications for 

for the portfolio, Then see the 
Sherwin-Williams dealer in your 
city. 

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS 
Paints & VARNISHES 
can ye ott ed bi ‘Bled Si.= Chicago, People’s Cas Building. 
ace, 523 Mark Oitices ard Warebowies s principal cities. Best eles 
everywhere, all inquiries for Pertioko to $17 Canal Read, N. W.. Clevelaad, 0, 

| Sutknit TRADE MAHI 

Wash Cloths : 

66 PQ OUGH for healthy friction” on one side— 
Smooth for tender skins” on the other, 

| That is the Turknit idea—a patented | 
method of knitting, exclusive with Turknit 
From finest of soft, strong yarn, Turknits hold 
their shape. 

| You'll find Turknits wonderfully absorbent 
and more grateful to the skin than you would 
think any wash cloth could be 

| _ Send for samples—2 for 10 cents, postpaid, 
| by return mail. And with them a booklet about 

other luxurious Turknit Specialties you'll be glad [ Teenie are ott by actically © 
to know. Address Dept. A. partonet ast Sy goods sore 

a the Turkeut ti le PUTNAM KNITTING CO., Cohoes, N.Y. | mark on the looped tab. 

Washer 
F-Batel 

Wringer western Electric 
- Saving -Sanitary Simple 

Sold and guaranteed by the world’s largest distributors of 
electrical supplies. Scientifically designed to do the family 
washing without muss or fuss — quickly, thoroughly and 
cheaply. Will not tear delicate fabrics. Connects with any 

Easily purchased. electric light socket. 
Get Fall Information—Free 

| Write nearest house below for our Free Trial Plan and Copy 
of Bookle: No, 84-AP. 

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY 
Manufacturers of the 8.500,000 “Bell” Telephones 

EQUIPMENT FOR EVERY ELRCTRICAL NEED 



Mato tak 
Means Something 

The keen taste of Pebeco is the 
mark of areal dentifrice. Itdrives 
ut lingering sleep-tastes, purifies 
the breath and stimulates the 
lood-flow in the gums, It makes 

the use of Pebeco a morning-and- 
evening delight, 

TOOTH PASTE 
Pebeco owes ite keen taste ta its di ‘netive composition, wit ht has the 
Power of neutralieing “uchl-mouth,” 
“Aci a everyone How 
key wer of teeth, 

izing j eCO 
helps you keep ye h . 

Ive P fi Use Pebeco, the really scientific dex 
tifrice, and keep your teeth fi 
Perhaps « lifetime. Send for 

Free Ten-day Trial Tube of 

Pebecoand Acid Test Papers 
They will show you whether you 
have “acid-maouth,”” as 
ten people have, and how Pet Countenacts it 

nine out of 

teen 
Shy awe 

Manslacturing Chemists 
136 Walliams Street New York 

Caradan Often 
Veen 9S. Hieken Street. Moers! 

Children hard on are 
Clothes; you'll solve the 
farter problem right with 
»XABO GARTERS 
Three Brades; better values; 25e— 
We— rhc, Ask your dealer. 

KABO CORSET CO. 
Bicago New York San Praneisen 

This Dainty Pink 
Cake will Please 
you—It improves 
the complexion by 
thoroughly cleans- 

) ing the skin, 
"Fried and True,” 
Aste for 

$QSQ. terete etc sees rte Brenton neces ene 

‘Men. Grace Minar, Dept & 
Berw h Witares Garment Cx Helle, 8 x UP 

Beso Fotertainmenta, ire PLAYS Esra Caesiee fy btinatted Material, Make-up 
Vree. 2.8 DEMIBOK & CO, Dont. 3, chieage 

THE STAR IN THE 
COUNTRY SKY 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE m4 

r think wwlee of y Wh 

well face it 
Gentle 

Teaeeahined 
had another te 

brace up, Miss 
never i 

vhack it now, ¥ 

ane about this thing 
rt af gitl whose mi: 

at. You're p 
zit en)uy J 

here's got 
rom this 

"And whe 
seemed to qu 
the other's frown, “As 
plalaly? 1 belong to him, el 
mvs me here? You sce Tin the 

vared to bring, Doesn't t 
Or coven lt dock wgrecd Oc 
uty: "And why should I can 
an'tcare, ‘Tw rare would be 

u 
“FATHER DAVY, the 

come 
eorgiana, tugging with oy 

led the bis express package into the 
4 room of the old Manse; and shut the door 

with abang. Br ing rapylly from ber ¢: 
tions, her cheeks warmly Mushed, ber dark ey 
sparkling, she stood over th 

father with a curic 

Iwas 
that f heard 

His ela 
ywohent head wit 

the white and * 
which th 
had been by in the kitchen when the ex 

he whole comely young igure 
ne dre They never 

dy hays need ofthe pieces, I sould jeder; 
‘But Thave, Jeanner 

when she ardert Ber clo 
Jat of cast 
# just 

d the cover 
ked within, iL cannot be 

riossty 
always many things you can 

ber father gently reminded her; "you, 

evening frock!” ered hin 
er, lifting out the top garment and bold- 

ing it up before them both, "Ob, what adress 
to send a poor country cousin! Flu aad 
Himsy, trimmed with sparklers: cut fright 
fully iow, no sleeves, and & deagely train, 
Doesn't if look sultable for me?” She dung it 
side with a gesture ., here's 

something a shade better le dascing 
frock of rose-colated chiflon—and her clumay 
partner stepped on the hem of it. The maid in 
the dressing room sewed it up for ber to have 
her bast dance in, and tI came home asd 
theew it into the box for me. Well, I can get 
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It's So Easy to Keep 
“Catchy”’ Finger Tips Soft and Smooth,— 

a little Hinds Cream used every day makes all the difference, [t may be mid 
at any time, for it is not sticky or greasy and will not injure the most delicate 

Hind: 
qgackly restores rough, sore, imitated skin to not 
in any climate; maintains the beautitul, ele 

ALMOND 

Hinds Creams is guaranteed to contain all 
to the required standards of pur 

Filing corre, 
Find rah i baales, $0 

MONEY AND 

fabric. 

Calm 
prevents chapping and windburn 

sion that defies weather coadiions, 

De not take = mae there are dealers im every town who 
wll yladly sell" you Hinds without jerapting to substitute, 
Samples of Cream will be sent for 2e stamp to pay portage 

A. S. HINDS 200 West Street 
You shold ty HINDS Honey a Alene Creara 

25e postpai. 

Portland, Maine 
AP. Highly 

fo Seay aasreres. 

And NOWata 
50°Price! 

Good News For Good 
Housekeepers 

To meet the big de- 
mand for a popular mop at a 
popular price, we have added to 
our regular line a SO cent WKZARD 
Triangle Polish Mop. ‘Tho biguwst 
50¢ worth in America—with latent inn: 
provements. incloding adjustable handle, 

Strong and du 
solute satisfactio 
in mop creation. 
this new model 
and shining. Tre if 

for floors and produces 

Mop is the fav- 
orite household 

helper of over a million 
women—and now ata 

50 cent price, 

fit is the sensation of the year 
er 50 cents you can now purchase 
"mop that will keep your floors clean 

Polish ‘har re- 
beautiful, hard, dry 

fo be had in black, dustless form (chemically- 
adapted for use on waxed floors. 

bY the original Triangle Polish Mop. Solis tor 50, 
75 5. $1.00, $1. 

POLISH WARD J 
Preserves and renews the finish on fine 

©, pisnes and automobiles. 
1. hard. Gry lustre. Prewe 

Produces 
eheckinu. 

Sample zee on request. Any mop renewed with 
WARD Polish becomes almost a W2ARD. All 
sizes from 25 cents to $2.50, 

‘Ait Wjnerd Produits sod by dealers exerzuiere wader us 
Adrovaie guerei mise af patisfacsiom, oF money backs 

WeaeD Products Co., Inc, 1445 W. 37th St. Chicago, Ill. 



he /ashion- 
i] able use 

— Filet Nets is 
not confined to 
elaborate homes. 

SCRANTON 
LACE 

(artains Drapery Laces 
ive every home 

the same dis- 
tinction - and at 
g%, little cost: 

Ask your dealer to ate pea Aang 
chert "STHE SCRANTON LACE CO. » Di 

‘To Renew 
Its Beauty 
Wash It! 

ak 
Wash Sfubrics 

E STAR IN THE 
( COUN rRY SKY 

FROM PAGK & 

ee 
g fomarc | 

UDGE Beech-Nut_ |||. 
Tomato Catsup by | 

your own sense of fla- 
vor. That is really the | 
only way to determine if 
itisworth while for you. 

Get a bottle from 
hetle grocer, Pour a 

ittle into a silverspoon 
and taste it by itself— 
just as you do your | 
own coo ing. We 

Fresh tomatoes, cooked 
direct from the vines—deli- 
cate and free from the 
coarseness of recooked 
materials. 

To the palate that can 
distinguish theBeech-Nut fla- 
vor,noordinary commercial | 
catsup can ever again take 
theplaceofBeech-Nut.Two 
sizes —pint and half-pint— 
25c. and 15c. (in the ex- 
treme West, a little more). 

Makers of America’s mont fa- 
mous Bacon—BeechNut Bacon 

BEECH-NUT PACKING COMPANY 
CANAJOMARIE, N.Y, 

Cateup Plant at Rochester, N.Y 

iit i 
‘Nesreenes 

i 

ulator 
made, Long, 
flexiblesprings 

} prevent all 
1 jars. 

- Leonard Cleausble 
ning 

Turkey Legs, 
Deviled 



“1 SHALL MARRY A 
MILLIONAIRE” 

Does Work rr: 
1 Four Women 
i ko R strong wom 
I your ironing withe 

bother is what you in t 
rae when you iron with a 

| SIMPLEX IRONER 

en doing 
I pay or 

y ac 
“*Quality-Plas, a if 

UNITED seen: - COUPONS bea 
Uitte Sag] y 

AES 

Reyal Granite | | 
Enemeled Ware © 
The standard American kitchenware 

for over 40 years 

THE BEST IRONER: 
For City and Country Homes 

No fuss, No tired feet or back 
No headache, Your ironing done 
With a beautiful finish and strai 
edges in on 
efore and at a few cents expense 

Thousands of the most diserimi- 
| Rating housewives and recom- 
Mend the Simplex [roner. 

Bay it foe les “goudnese sou en, when you've tO ! 

Try One stsinrng Couto ithceey ce Rota 
| 

“Wh 

| 

| ais iy y fy: “er 

4 sich Vitel 4 
"1 Raval Geasite Enat Fe a | sc Warton wi she al ronte=tats why it 9 | 

ne » Roland Pat if 
We sak SEND 10c omen te Hae yout comsten.. 

i vist Hardware and Department Stores Everywhere 
ta Simplex Ironer is operated by | Addvess; Advertising Depariment &, Milwaukee | 

gasoline or electric power. t < “ = Al 
J Heated by gas,gasoline or electricity at ay | « National Enameling & Stamping Co. ! 
ite vst « Ave ironing. M t * " Granite City New ¥ Milwaukee bh fide ing. 1 ~ feslilon Means’ ek Orme Femslelphia 

Simplex Iomer sooe 

ves its cost in labor, tiave und satisfaction 
p Write for FREE Booklet on tor 
ree Trial Ofer and Home of our Loca 

erican Ironing Machine Company 
J 10 Year 

' an Ave., Chicago, Ill, 
c 

eher he wee 
an, oF a husba: 

Ths cen of Lndeneeod Deied Ham TASTE THE TASTE! sl ake 12 fame or 24 ama sand. 
Giches: or a delicious ham emelet 

spicy vores four, @ dainty 
6 auffed peppers; ate. 

{ the Metropolit 

ADY 
Fhctrie Hand Lights and Lanterns 

f eashiighe Corn 

Metro 

" Th nes, They 

painting thi 
1am paint rH 

nls Uit FreeilfustratedCata Cease logwe No. 28 $2.50 Caras . ye head of the 
AMERICAN EVER READY WORKS hall you beat H 

of National Carbea Co. hed ue Comes 
308 Hudson Street, New York 

Danish Poplar Cloth ae 
to fll a portrait 

Com 

_ This Will Start You Making | 
| Dozens of Delicious Dishes 

IEND a post card today for the new free book of 
Famous Little Red Devil Recipes. Wonderful new 

pent ges sed rigs for every meal, Onmelets, scallops, 
soufflés, croquettes, canapes, dressings, etc., etc, 

er the 24 Underwood Deviled Ham sandwiches, 
New suggestions for breakfasts, luncheons, teas, dinners, 
parties, spreads, Sunday night suppers. 

Every housewife nerds this new book, And every huesewile needs 

of Worsted yar of the be 
nbined with 

ducing a fabr 
a both 

Will wash like 
COTTON 

Will wear like 

iO cm her “emergency shell" surne cats of Underwood Devided Ham. WOOL It is choicest ham cooked en casserole, cooking in all the ham savor 

25 cents a Yard of saltandsuganand-hickorysmoke. Ground fine and mixed with 
the famous Underwood Deviled Dressing of sild, aromatic spices. 

Get some from your Brocer 3 and get this book. We'll send it froe 
if you mention your grocer's name and say whether he sells 
Underwood. If he doesn’t, send us kis eame and 15¢ for economical 
trialean. Do it today. 
Wm, Underwood Co., 64 Fulton St., Boston, Mass. 

UNDERWOOD DEVILED HAM 
“Branded with the Devil but Fit for the Gods"’ 

TS BLOUSES. 
Mode GARMEN 

Wuuncroy, SEARS. K CO., Manclacterer’ Agents 
Boston and New York 

OV Ueeweeig THE HOME Coasssroxice scxoot 
“ Dept 70, SprngSeld, Steen 
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WINDOW SHADES 

FOUR GRADES 
Columbia Crown 

Columbia-Linolene 
Columbia Arrow 

Columbia Star handmade 

PPROPLE ae ties spc at the new 
cheeriness that comes into a hoswe when 

you bang Columbia Window Shades in the 
windows, 

But, after all, itis largely a matter of 
tones that are in harmony with pater 
And in the wide variety of rich colorings 
that Columbia Shades come is, it i never 
any trouble to pick just the calee you want, 

Sat rt Salat eigen) ae 
m "he englocad 

probity at 

And write today 
Windwe’— a's Jol of bet 
nt raj hawt if Feit 

T THCOLUMBIA MILLS bee 
New York City 

Hiestire Cantrell New Oebane 
Chaps Katee Cy ‘one 
Lirteett Misneepuie Ftasbarg 

For made. wrder shades trait 01 
‘Colurita Cloth ond Relless 

every trial proves its good effects. 

But clear bran isn't likable. 
Folks won't continue it. It should 
be concealed in a delightful dish. 

That's what we do in Petti- 
john’s, We take soft wheat with 
a tender bran and roll it into lus- 
cious flakes, The result is a daimty, 
liked by all, yet it's one-fourth 
bran. You'll use no other bran 
food when you know it. 

Pettijohns 
Rolled Wheat With the Bran 

u grocer hasn't Pettijoha’s, send us 
kita 15 cents im stamps for a pack 
age by parcel post. We'll then ask your 
steee to supply #. Address The — 
Outs Company, Chicago. ) 

Stasy ugenia make §2.00ce more am hour—B35.00 en 
SOW a week. Noesperieace neoseary. Mrompt. fair 
eating. You can make Dg money by our new plan 

~“ Planto-Silk Hose 
underwear. 

“ack ale sod rm slana will stat ere a beat ot your oun” We Sus 

“Il SHALL MARRY A 
MILLIONAIRE” 

CONTINUED FHOM PAGE 87) 

would bring Madame Warnoff, who was sing: 
ing Isolde, back to supper with us 

hall with my Henriette waiting in thy 

my inquiry, 
the opera, though he 

it. He'll stay at 

nt go to tbe ppera then? 
a little. “I happen to Wee it 

the reason. We have a box, and 

hrow me 
ve been told that 

nor do you 
y three peuple.” 

UT there 
transportal 
palf the tiene thn 

one flaw in our system ol 
We have one French car, 
haufleurs are 40 maimed 

their cars. 
of the Frenc 

one woulk 
the other. ‘The French car is 

and be will not use any other; he says its 
machinery is like that of a fine watch, See, 

in the French car several 
ininutes after us, but be will get to the opera 
howe ahead of this car, if we are all killed 

“Yes. If it is a new magazine I look it 
through. If it is a mew book I do the same, 
dipping in here a 

Ne it. Do you like 

ww it makes oo differ 

But what if you were to get ill?" 
“But I ehall not. 1 take as much 

myself as a peima donne.” 
I hesitated, then 
», the House 

in that case [ 
F 

“Hut children?” 
ray has to have 

to the 
while 

© this way 
meal the 

carriage 
things for me to choose from. I never 

srnaker hay a wax figure 0 
wes are built, Sometimes 

cheese them. My secretary 
ca what kind of gown T want, and for 

joa, TE do not alway 
. Milks Murray is as good & priv 

wecretary as any senator ever had. I do not 
run the house. ‘The housekeeper does it, and 

eis wasted even in the kitchen. 
tler engages and i responsible 

ber servants, and they are usually 
perfectly trained.” 

pat does that leave you to do, Leila? “w 
What are the things that nobody but you 
can do? 

considered this a moment. “I approve 
Sisapprove. Tam the audience. L give 

touch that is so necessary now- 
all entertainment and amusement. 

I's friends, and I see that 
mfortable when they come, nnd 

rants do for thi 

the person 

“How did you karn?” 
“You mean what I was supposed todo? Ok, 

1 had eyes to se, My very servants taught 
nme a shrews glanc 

ing you the duties of a maid?” 
Ww abe i" T marveled 

7 it. If you were at the head of auch 
a house as mine everybody in it Lar taghes4 
youthe butler, the housekeeper, even the 
footman." 

“If you were of the stuff that didn’t se 
ickly and couldn't learn, what then?” 
“But 'm not. If Chad heen I should have 

. that's all.” 
“What would failure mean, Leila?” 
She thought a moment, “Neal would have 

closed the New York house, and urged me to 
live abroad. 
“Would he have lived there with you 
“Oh, 80, save perhaps at times, “His inter- 

ests areall over here. ft lea big estate, aid he 
baz much to do.” 

CONCLUDED f PAGE a9 

mothers all over the 
For the health of babies and the happiness of 

world, carefully selected 
cows are fed and housed according to strict 
sanitary regulations that insure the purity and 
wholesomeness of 

hee PB 0rclen 

EAGLE 
BR 

CONDENS 
AND 

ED 
MILK 

THE ORIGINAL 

As a result of all these precautions babies thrive 
on Eagle Brand when other substitutes for mother’s 
milk have failed. 

Our free booklet, “Baby's Welfare,” will help you get the best results, 

BORDEN’S CON 
“Leaders of Quality” 

DENSED MILK CO. 
w Yore Estab. 1857 
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A Wheel Chale by ofte 
Tonetort, We efter 
Valle’ rolling chal 

Latest (mpeuvermenta Sa thems acer Ye and 
erat ae 240 all ending 
tee PRES Canning no! 

sm GEROON MFE..CO, 

The 
CHINN PAINTING: 
THE FRY ART CO. 
35-37 West dtetSt. N.Y, Cr 

Tue First Cory of 
the subscriptionand 
the announcement 
will be mailed so as 
to reach the recip- 
ient on the day be- 
fore Easter. 

The Ladies’ 
Heme Journal 
Philadeiphia, Penna. 

A Twelve-Time 

Easter Gift 
Each Year the custom of making 
Easter gifts becomes more general, 

Lasr Year we suggested that instead 
of the sort of gift which is quickly 
forgotten the remembrance take the 
form of a year's subscription to The 
Ladies’ Home Journal, Many hundreds 
of people adopted the suggestion, and 
$0 we now repeat it but with an added 
feature which will increase greatly 
the attractiveness of the gift. 

‘To Each Person forwhom you order 
a subscription as an Easter present 
we will send a lovely, illuminated 
announcement bearing your name, 
stating that the magazine is to be sent 
for the following twelve months. ‘The 
announcement itself, which measures 
6x9 inches, is a beautiful reproduc- 
tion in color of Luca Della Robbia’s 
famous work. 

Orne Now, inclosing $1.50 ($2.00 
in Canada) for each subseription, stat~ 
ing that it is an Easter remembrar 



Wean Your Baby 
With a Hygeia 
Nursing Bottle 

Baby takes naturally to 
the Hygeia, it is so 

like mother's 
nufsing. 

Phe reinforced 
tubber breast has a “hidden 

that makes it pon-collapsible. 

Hygeia 
Nursing Bottle 

The food cell has a wide mouth and 
i easily cleaned. 
Recommended by physicians, nurses 
And thousands of mothers, Sold by 
Rood drugyists. 

shieda'* 

It your own druggist 
We will send the H 
tle postpaid for 3$e. 

not supply, 
cia. Nursing 

Send a postal for ““Babies,"* « helafal 
on feeding and weaning infants 

; HYGEIA NURSING BOTTLE CO, 
347 Main Street Buffalo, N.Y. 

You Can Taste 
the OXYGEN when you use 

Calox — 
The OXYGEN Tooth Powder 

Oxygen is nature’s great 
Purifier. That’s why CALOX 

prevents dental trou- 
bles by removing the 
cause of tooth decay. 

All Druggists, 25c. 

Sample and Booklet free, 

McKESSON & ROBBINS 
91-97 Fulton St. New York 

TAR BAC 
TAR AND 

CEDAR PAPER 

ra resents, fare, cerpete. 
rae Shere tighe Wake Tae 

ender Me is sea utes $195, xe ato deals 

Chit, Pulgnere 
WO» eat meamnpie 10 sane china painter CH ART OO. CHICAGO 

“1 SHALL MARRY A 
MILLIONAIRE” 

TINUED FROM PAGE 

Well war will keep yo 
banished for failure.” 

"Lams not going to fail.” 
face changed. " 

life « af my 

just as me 
requir 
partment 
Unings done 
there is very seldom time left fo 
save here and there with an excent 
Tn my own case, 1 was really an 

CAME into thi 
be people were i 

language other than my own 
ba and was almost a stranger. 

3 WEE 

nd, but 1 should not have under. 
stood if you had not told me, I suppose 
among the people I live with wobedy really 
wants te give rich and highly placed women the 

dit of brains. It doesn’t seem quite fait to 
low women with so much to have anything 
nside thelr heads, especially if they have 

y kaye brains,” said Leila, “and they 
use them. They pot in hard days of bard 
work, day after day. How do you suppore they 
make themselves agreenble to the men 
tion and 
tact with-—-gr 
diplomats and the rest i 
ff with » handsome gown ‘and a little inane 

n? They do vot, They have to 
tand the things 
the very task of 

jt: precedence in 
qual a half-year of 

ure, this leisure class 

We stopped before the oper house, and 
when we entered Leila’s box I had the bovel 
experience of being the cynosure of hundreds 
al opera glasses, Leila dil not appear even to 
notioe it, but I by during the alter 

crow: as if it were not there. When I spoke to 
her of it, she answered: “It isn't snobbish- 
hess. It's sheer preservation of existence 
You cannot be giving part of yourself away 
all the time.” 

AS wapper at Leila’s house, Madame 
of sang for ws; the loveliest Ley 

ballads, little poems of Henley's, a F 
chanson ot two; a charming anes I was i 

ting beside Huntington 
on is heave: 

tatlaby. wy 
tialened alter the 

“that is the word. If 
ing is better 
improve on 

1” he answered, 
there is a beaven in wi 
than it is bere, it will 
some of our rausic.” 

tures the 
I thought of it while Hen 

hooked my gown and brushed my hair, 
Henriette had gone I came down to earth 
enough to Gsh out of th 
Parteiate Sit hetseofocty clend ene 
she had thrown there 
down, for 1 knew if 1 didn't 1 sho 
enough to last even three days. Lopened the 

The simple gift that 

ends the touch of 

friendship without the 

embarrassment of an 

obligation—your pho- 

tograph. 

There’s a photographer in your town. 
Kastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y. 

chiffonier drawers and surveyed my store of 
or with every change of 5 

put out a complete change of under 
and 1 began to fear it would not last 

woked in the coset at my {rocks and 
counted thent over, 

“Well,” I ald; “at the worst I can ask 
Leila to let me dress myself, and only ring for 
Henriette when I need her." I can look at the 
tablet in the hall to see what is going on, and 
drew my best for it.” 

I turned off the lights and drew the esq: 
itely embroidered licen up to my chin, and 
from the engagement tablet of my mind I 
sirock off the promise to marty a williopeirs 
And my excuses were many, 1 bada’t the 

*, hor the executive ability, nor the en 
durance, T should have been sent abroad in 

Beside" 1 sald to myself as I drifted of 
T.don’t want to marry a mi 

[want lo marry an artist, 

Every woman can afford the best 

in the “little things of dress.” 

DeLong Quality not only in- 

sures satisfactory service, but 

adds to the pleasant conscious- 

ness of being well-gowned and 

well-groomed. 

UNITED £25), COUPON 
In every package, redeemable for 
valuable promiums, This i the 
manufacturer's dividend to you for 
remembering to “Ask for De Long.” 

Write—to-day—for United Profit-Sharing 
Premium Catalog. 

Tue DELonc Hook AnD EYE COMPANY 
PHILADELPHIA, U.S. A. 
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Your dealer can probably show you how 
he himself, in his own store, has 

taken advantage of Jap-a-lac 
Jap-a-lac for years has told its own qua/ity story. 

There is nothing we could say that would tell that 
story so well—except to tell w/y the quality is always 
there in the familiar Green-Label Can. Long before 
there was such a thing as Jap-a-lac, The Glidden 
Varnish Company provided the finishing materials 
for the finest products in every industry. 

Jap-a-lac is made under these same Glidden gwa/ity 
standards—that’s why it produces the gva/ity results 
only possible with a quality product. Fora Jap-a-lac 
quality result, look for the name Glidden on the 
Green-Label Can. 

Jap-a-lac is made to beautify showcases and counters, 
show windows, booths and store and office woodwork, 
as well as home living rooms, entrance halls, kitchens, 
bathrooms, bedrooms and furniture. Only —be sure 
that it z Jap-a-lac when you buy it. 

40,000 dealers sell Jap-a-lac—there is one near you. 

Three groups— 
many colors 

Jap-a-lac Enamel Colors— 
Blue (pale), Green (pale), 
Pink, Red, Apple Green, 
Green (dark), White 
(gloss white), Flat 
White, Brilliant Black, 
Dead Black. 

Jap-a-lac Transparent 
Colors — Dark Oak, Oak, 
Walnut, Mahogany, 
Cherry, Blue, Ox-blood, 
Malachite Green, Floor 
and Interior Varnish 
(Natural).  Jap-a-lac 
Gold and Aluminum. 

Write for free booklet 
and color card showing 
all the Jap-a-lac colors. 

Tue Giippen Varnish Company, Cievetanp, U. S. A. 
Tite Guoves Varese Comraxy, Lesrrrp, Torosto, Caxapa 

i) 
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8826+ 8827 5828 eazs 8823 

Mrs. Ralston’s New Spring Dresses for Girls 
Designs by Mrs. Ralston: With Drawing by M.T. and ‘T. M. Bevans 

anges be used also for the collar and back of the blouse. Chiffon No.8 
in attractive vest However, even in my enthusiasm | must nat, 
ile over chiffon ch before the horse” and describe the trimmi 

#825. 1 mentie described the frock itself, Well, then, ¢ 
ayy Fesemble the silks and cottons of our grandmot 3 tis that you may ma for the skirt and the same material is 

Hiuvenated a bit. We quite naturally expect su charmingly in any material that is soft and net for the blouse. 
arrowed many of the quaint would be lovely i y-colored pussy-willow 

eriod between 1830 and 1863? waist is particularly interesting inasmuch as both 
7 show an a e decidedly “speingy" and collar are the newest. ‘The former are the same width 
hh may be of silk-and-wool fabries, poplin or wnt the cloister came the 

just waist length in the The bood 
‘, in a triangu i 
he front and rounded 

harming, partially because of the new trimming. ING'S horoscope foretells many and divers cha 
H the realm of fashion, but the outlook is bright, or fine nvt will fash 

iy ying, ws, diversity and individuality in 
of his combined with wonderfully beautiful fabrics, Many w 

imbined with tulle 

ewe not also 
he new trimming which [ am so eager to describe 

ord solidly darned on net, and tn appearance 
4 wide-wale silk, but upon examining ic closely 

ie Lo sce the fine net foundation, Ia this instance 
trimming has been nsed for the averblaase and is 

ice, Above the line af 
the embroidery the bodice in front is semitransparent over 
a muslin lining. 

The skirt, as you can readily see, is in possession of 

as at the armholes, F 
he collar and hoodlike drapery 

circular collar may t 
lor, and should be bound an t 
self, “The waist is plain in f 

the neck. The pert 
bewitching similar to the monk 

at the ev 

» The collar 
at the back. 

ach 

wit . fi ¢ the hem should be, picturesque to suit Fash i many of the sew features; straight-gathered with medium 
Chiffon ees than real hoop boning! Wliek-and-white figured : flare and tucks in clusters of four on each side of the yok kina, Voile or other sheer material may be used for the DHE five-gored skirt has a small yoke in front, and below Eccentric it may be, certainly, but the hem is turned lip 
Widh ey lverblouse and three-piece voluminous overskirt, it the material is laid in narrow full-length plaits; the side the right side and finished with a cord. Speaking of hems 
ng, Vet or sitk for the inmderblouse. Spangled chiffon be belt is of taffeta, rather wide atthe reminds n ather odd one, thar 
Siraj nieted net or lace flouncing will do nicely for th fing ends made of a double straight fold this spring some hems are turned up very much like the 

+Rathered underskirt- Whichever is selected shoule cuffs on a man's trousers, 

Par 4 sling Gwide-Chort) for the designs shown om this page cam be rupplied for Siteem cents cack, postfree. No. 8825 comes im sit since; 32 te 42 inches bust wrarere; (he coat fa the swit, No. 8826, 
Howe {0 42 inches bust weeasure; amd the skirt, in eg, 22 te 36 inches waist measure. Nex. 882% and £429 come iu six size: te 42 inches bust measure. If there is wo agency Sor 
Indrseng patterns of any numbered designs shown iu The Ladies’ Home Journal way be hod by weil tating the mamber and yice, and incloring price to The Ladies’ Home Jowrnat, 
Howe pick® Synare, Philadel pio: of to any of the following: Home Pattern Company, 015 West Forty-tiird Street, New Vork City; Hame Patiers Company, O17 Missin Street, Saw Francisca, California; 

‘Sern Com puny, 1013 Washington Asenuc, St. Louis, Missouri; Home Paitern Company, 36 Soath Clintan Street, Chicago, Illinois; Home Patiern Company, 183 George Street, Taranto, Ontarie, Canada 
(Page 91) 
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The Little 

im Veaue 

Things That Give Added Charm 

New Blouse for East 

Bs , 

‘TS 
Stack of Lace and Volver 

Linen Stock snd Bow | 

yi, “ watt IPSBORN * = Pew 
Vi 

A Bigger Book 
Newer esi Lower Prices 

24 Hour Service! 

{ 2 
V tm ow SEM Beases 

Linbecidered Stack for Outing Wear 

Comfort and Smortness are 
Combined in This Stock 

SHION has been kind this spring 
tamping with approval a plen- 

us and interestingly varied 
of birts and blouses. Com 
smartness, qualities not always 
bined, are to be 
and In the neck 

Worn ws 4 Bout 
bese Flower of Si 

More Lasting Joy 

‘Money-Back”’ Guarantee 
This “uumey-tisck'™ tag ca every 

ent of Que Grandmothers’ Daya ane 

red Voile Handierchiets 

HAT an excel 
these bi 

ONE DROP OF 6: 3-IN-ONE will go farther and do more 
than a whole bottle of inferior oil. 
3-in-One oils, cleans and polishe® 
prevents rust. The first and only lub: 
cating oil for sewing machines, cl 
watches, typewriters, bicycles, t 
ing machines, roller skates, fishing 
rods, Best preparation for cleanin 
and polishing furniture, The gun 0! 
recommended by all leading firear™ 
makers. Can't gum or soil or dry ©! 
quickly—contains no acid, 10 ct# 
25 cts. and 50 cts, sizes, Also 
Handy Oil Cans, 3'/2 ozs., 25 cts. | 

Drunkicado in Sik al an Old- 
wee Bouquet, a Now Ribbon 

Ja Convenient Pocket 
Jacko for One's Veil Pins 

FREE — boars, Wits cong, Diction— 
Three-in-One Oil Co. 

42 CVH, Broadway New York | 

Saeeeae 
Adjustable Forms 

od SSI4 iu fen & 
sMiterns of any 

The Ladies’ Home Journal, Independence 5 

ust mmeasxre, at fifieen 
a iu The Ladies’ Ifome 

¢ Pattern Company, 617 Mission 
Missouri; Home Pattern Company, 36 South Clinton Str 

designs Nov, 8810, 8816 and 8819 come in seven 
nts for each wusmber, po 
pursal may be Aad 

th 
Home Pattern Company, I 
terw Company, 1N3 George Sp 

ise, Cal 
Mllineis; Home # , Tersuie, Ontario, Canada. 
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be Unattractive is OF 

sh ra ate shea in All Views the Well-Arranged Coltlure 
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Fully Shown ie the Side View 

New Frow Bond 
0: Forulwenet Stemi 

che 
(quantity of trimming 

calor 
P 

natural-looking buds 
ted net. 0M the center hat. 

n receipt of 2 stamped, addressed envelope sent NOTE — As the fi 
sto the designers of these hats, to Miss Ida C. Var 
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1 Reach Avent That Gaming Re ce Garth The Fresh Array That Spring Brings Forth 
The New Suits and Dresses for Girls and Mothers 

Selected by the Fashion Editors: With Drawing by Will Grefé 

ASTER is right at the door and we must be read 
it with frewh new clot ha 1 th 

thing else to prove that spel in 
tall, slender could tive th 
firee drew 
light in weight « 

d if one o 
mcanin st 

made with a straight or cutaway outline, and with a Hat or 
Medici collar, as you ph 

The women or girl w 
one shown 

and becoming. Notice particularly the fashionable long 
hmay be made with or without salt putt 

ut in three pieces and a slightly 
raisod waistline 

next iMustration, which is the last one on the page 
tive cout (No, 8793) which é 

cour will like the horer 

gray cover 
© lovely mate it, with @ 
fblueis becoming, turnback eu! 

trim n the three 5 we have been using 
kirt (No, 8787) may be of braid not like the pocket 

ts of satin, with a girdh speing—you may 
ne with a hip yok 

suit may be 
as fail 



4. Whena ns to Clothes 
The New Suits and Dresses for Girls and Mothers 

Selected by the Fashion Editors: With Drawing by Will Grefé 
ably to its beauty, Just these little touches 

— individuality, often lift a simple, unobtrusive little 
frock out of the ranks and place it in a class quite its own, 

Patterns Nos. 8811-8659 ace for an attractive Eton jacket, 
ch in vogue again, and a five-gored skirt. ‘The jacket has a 
ary colar, ane ry out the ef fi ik borsniel 

al buttons are suggested, The charm- 
thered blouse and 

by a gathered founce. The new 
on erépes and mulls are all appro- 

One might effectively combine 

Womnan’s Fancy ‘Tur 

comsinke pees ME FASHION, at all times critical to a degree, White or cream is beeor 
tkes particular delight in scrutinizing fermi bengaline or satin is an exec 

ol arty ath the eve of the connoisseur during the first ha dress of sheer 
a ibe, When either the coat suit is supplanted by’ § i ireular 

airy 1 foc or the former is transformed into a thing of re one oF two pieces, Whit 
Were aartttiet than one of usefulness. The deficiencies that , It is usually dithcult co 'sclect just the ri 
leis sly hidden away beneath luxuriows furs or qually arate comt 
the weit’ fePeoats will not ire of trig, chic 

Welledre it “smart. 
cloth or of silk covert cloth, i 

but in the cuffs, it wou! 
abroad, it 
of willowy “T TOLD you 0,” women have bee 

vugh to referring to the return of the princesse ge 
ly gaze ». 8790 f jest form 

“ook (Nos, 8806-8721), and ores; Ove 

tobe in the illus 
fleta, crepe, or 

fabric, orga 

silk, satin of piece shir 
id trimmed in « colored collar and embroidered ¥ 

et all the requirements of such a garment, priate for deve 
materials if the 
fully 

f the 
“rved her 

Dunly upon the first daint 
Matigg, Uuple in construction 
Wer aolt WoukL he chaen 

MCh, with inset vest of contrasting tat 

» bolero jacket shoo Elitucs wish a be of every py: 
t fabrics that ve 08 

sellite amantance £3 thee 
as ie Sepooning. ing: All light-wei 

- for develoy 

for the design 

5, Missouri, Home 
ing the mumber of the paticrn, bi 

Of5 Went Kort 
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HAT are they wea 
tion the ou 
when the magic 

- 
# completed, 
comfortable — anv 

typical of the 
to make up flours 

always a que ion when one 
fabrics in thy 
are except 

© to he ot 

are that the new 
make & new one 

ey or braiding 

fs as is tuner re or making a 
personal selection of any of the other at 
patterns which can be found in the Embroidery 
Book. 

You n ¢ separate skirts and shirt 
waists wi i frumpy or out of 
style, and pictured here are a very useful waist 
No, 8789) and a yoke skirt (No. 8791), an 
ceptionally good version of the season's mode. 

AT TERNS fi 
I iwehes bus 

i shirt No, 87 

6 9855, ANNO 

inches waist 

Home Journ 
Sqmware, Phat. sylronia; or te amy 
Company, O17 Mission Street, Sam Fromcis 
Company, 36 Seuth Clinton Street, Chicago 

The Home Book of Faski 
the Home Pattern Company, 61 
coupon whick way be redeemed 
Home Jeurnel, Philadelphia, wil! bring t0 9 

f the joll 
, California 

ordered by we 
The book conte 

ny, 
it the Home Patterns 

ew York 
ent putters ilnstraied im i or iv The 

ther feskion su ns. Drs nat 
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hiould be exercised in the 

of a face towel than of any thet 
Nothing elee come 

in such intimate contact with the 
in Le in th 

A conumen towe 

More care 

toilet necessity, 

¢ liste of 
finishing touch 
may injure i 

of selected fabric 

Martex towels 
elightful and invi 

They are th 
money can buy, 

Male in imdny sevien 
ne 

ve! Maarten” lal 

ast PIER on revat 

COLUMBIA TOWEL MILLS 
Wk AR MAMGKRISON ® CO. 
PHILADELPHIA, PENNA. 

New York Office 51 Leonard Street 

| Try It At Our Expense 
Compare soups, sauces, gravies 

stews, etc., flavored with and 
without 

The difference in ce 
taste will be so abso 
of Kitchen Bouquet that you will 
never be without this economical 
aid 10 cooking. 
Write now fora FREE SAMPL 
BOTTLE and make st. You 

i ighted with results. 
We will ulsa send you our up-to-date 
booklet of tested recipes. 

The Palisade Manufacturing Co, 

We Dye Them and We 

Velvety Rug 
Beauthul new rugs in lain 
‘Oriental wate 

OLSON RUG CO. 
Latin Be. ones 

Write for sample cake! : 
Smell its rea violet fragrance 

ntl 
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1 n Hand Youth and Spring Go Hand 
The New Clothes for the Young Girl 

Selected by the Fashion Editors: Drawings by Augusta Reimer 

Soarcer ¥ has our winter 
savor of camphar before, poy 

again into the cedar chest for 
months, and we find ours 
5 

amet lost its 

Who is She? 
I’. you knew her you would 

recognize her—even though 
you cannot see her eyes. She 
has used Dr, Lyon's for years 
and owes her beautiful teeth 
to its constant use, 

To safeguard and beautify 
your teeth use either 

Or.Lyon's 
PERFECT 

Tooth Powder 

Dental Cream 
Half @ century ago—when Dr. Lyon 
perlected his prescription for the care 

¢ teeth—he set so high a stand- 
ard that it stands unchanged today. 
Roth Dr. Lyon's Perfect Tooth Pow 
der and Dental Cream are thorough 
cleansers. Both preserve the teeth 

and keep the mouth in » 
healthy antiseptic condition, 

Send 2c stamp for 
gtaful 10. day kage of 

De. Lyon's 
rleet Tooth 

Powder or Dental 
Cream. Addr 
LW? Eyon & 50 
526 Weat 2 

jew York City 
Seld 

Everywhere 
Look forthe Free 
Teath Brash Cow 

Nos 
ur-plece circular skirt jacket looking 

though it were 

ton in Exch Dp 
Lyon's Package 

Behind the Scenes 
wally loeod, Lacs 1 Ma Fe 
rep 
elierd the let, Luste-ite 
Nail Roareel (ibe daivey 

Cinen on| n 
THE COORARCT VORTTING TAPY 

Embraces every style 
that is new and correct. 

that feature alone 
pecially recommendable 

¥, Uo sanage: awe desired, ix 
eral that wlvactucel 

‘OLD TOWN CANOE Co. 
484 Fourth St., Obd Tows 

Maine, USA, 

as 
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Che “Top-o-the-Morning” Dress 
ke and Smart to Wear in Your Own Home 

Selected by the Fashion Editors: With Dra ings by Hannah Kling 

can of Parrot Pott 
der below) w 

you that it is the best polish for 
capper, beass, nickel, glass and alu- 
minum. This new polish is free of 

cids, ammonia, explosives or other 
rousingeedionts. Trean’t stain 

or harm your hands. 

3 Quick and 
i = Easy 

Shipped in 
Sections 

Direct from 
Factory 

hree cents (this 
tage). The 
ni & Coupon 

ble for any 
ent pattern 

We Ship It In Easily Asser 
bled Sections—You Can Put 
It Together with Ease. 

ing diroct from out 

ji ToC 
given you free with 

Mercerized 

Crochet Cotton 
10 Cents Per Balt 

WOOLCO Mercerized CROCHET COTTON 
ily merceriand, «x00 

of vic aed cules 
enbeer | Weces Corcmnet =| 2°50 ‘Beckca Fenunca—wtie 3c; cle ron \E ecles breast 

EMBROUDERY ) wecics White Plcas—J tar te 

‘amp 3 
> Heme Pat 

Ninois : For Sele outy at 

F.W. WOOLWORTH CO. STORES 
feerywhere 
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Lise Gjcetayw 
ris Sistex 

The Newest Springtime Clothes 

for Children 

By the Fashion Editors 

Drawings by M. E. Musselman 

for a little 5 
from 4 to 10 years. 

Joth or other m 
ribbon, is in high faves 

Lee 

Sizes 
79s 

{0 am: 

— 

4797 aud 8790 cam de inp pied 4 

‘alifornia: Home 2 
lome Pattern Company, 283 George 

ATTERNS (including Guide-Chs 

18, 19 and 20 inches head seeasure : 
ome im sizes 2, 4, 6 amd & yearr 

Jor Home Paticens ix your teem pulters 
ders, age af the child, Read weasure Jor b 0 

Home Pattern Company. 015 Wee iy af the faite 
Hern Cam pany, 

or cack samber 
2 and ¥ years; 

No, 8797 comes in 44, 6,8 amd 10 years, and No, 8709 in 
any numbered designs sewn in The 

‘and inclosing the price ta The Ladi 
Home Pattern Company, 

WV askinglon Asenue. St crm Company, 30 South Chi 
t, Toromts, Ontario, Canada, 

99 

| Mothers: Rescue 
Your Children’s Feet 

‘AVE them from the foot torture 
you have experienced —from 

ever having coms, bunions, amgrown nails, 
callouses, fallen arch, ete, 

Do it by keeping their feet out of narrow, 
“fancy” shoes, which, by bending the deli- 
cate bones, cause foot miseries. 

Instend—put them, now, into roomy, 
good-looking, well-made Educators. Built 
sciestifically to let the little feet grow as 
they should-—no bent bones, coms, bunicns, 
tic. Plenty of toe space, no exten boosemens, 

men, women, childten — $1.35 up to 
$5.50, But—if EDUCATOR isn't branded 
fon the sole, you haven't a genuine ortho: 
poedically correct Educat 

Does your dealer keep them? Ask bine 
Aed write us today for Free Book, “Bent 
Bones Make Frantic Feet," by famous special 
ists—valuable to mothers of growing childern, 
Rice & Hutchms, Inc., 
13 High 
Boston, & 

Don't risa necing 
the Extocater Bw 
hibit ot the San 
Framcises Fair 

Eddwcator 
for Howe 

and 
Little Men 

EDUCATOR 

for 25e. If after 
tusiea half you do wot 

tt equal to any 
der, BO matter what 

seice. your dealer will 25c 
Write for 
Samples 

| $4] BRINGS YOU THIS METAL 

WINDOW BOX ii 
PLANTS GROW 

it 
net Weake and deur 

wed work 
Patented ventilated 

© bottom. Made af heavy galvanized 
fod ceark grown, 6” deep, Tia" wide x 

23a? » Ye 
Get ourfree Honklet ces pl 
SUCCESS MANUFACTURING CO. 

7 Sargent Street Gloucester, Mase, 

3-Yard Sample Free 
A woman who has ance used 
our bias fold tape for ing 

seams, making lingerie, of 
binding and trimming aprows 

andl tub dresses, will never be 
without a few "pieces of this 
kundy sewing-raom labor saver. 

WRIGHT'S BIAS FOLD TAPE 
enables you to do mere unig bx lee tim We sett 
FREER a sample pieve there ya) lath No. 4} in 



CULTIVATE 

Denison 
FLOWERS 
THE KIND THAT 

WILL NOT FADE 

For the decoration of 
Home, Church and Hall 

@ 
Lemis0n 

eS 
SRpy 

In a Packet Fold 
is the wonderful new material 

from which they “grow.” 
For Sale by Dealers 

Patterns and directions given 
in our book 

“Art and Decoration” 
SEE COUPON 

SON MANUFACTURING CO. 
Franklin Se. Boston, Mam 

Arte 

Best for 
Renewing 

Any ane | 
Polish © » rh 
Mop | pins E 

and 

Dusting Dustless 

Chasnell Chemical Company 
calenes ‘Toronte Lenten 

HERE are real differ- 
ences, especially in the 

medication, 
You use talcum powder in such 
unlimited quantities on the sensitive 
akin of yc 
of a pure, 
importance. 

huby, that the selection 
ale powder is of great 

In Mennen’s Taloum you have the 

powder which is prepared by 
& mom experienced makers of « 

in the world. It has carried the 
endorsement of doctors and nurses 
ever since it wae brought out, 35 
years ago, because of its purity an 
correct medication, 

For sale by more than 

100,000 DEALERS 

Menurerrures er 
Geauano Menren CHemicar Co. 

104 Drange Steet 
Pewam usa 

MENNENS 

FEDLIGULSI IEA LLDE LEO ELIAS AA TELEESLELLALAELELIA LSI ENED 

at the ill 
A sbort 

the stripes 
whi 

This shade combin 
On the 

BARATED 
TALCUM 

ot > ESESEELOT SLES ETERLSEITIE SETI 
i sted three raffles on a lining made fr 

which 

(ullskire, If 
ml of silk mu 

ming substitute for tafeta. 

E* RYONI 

All Sizes 
Children 
Misses 

Euc 
ndied, is 

worth it, Do not accept 
substitute. If aot at dealer's write 0 

ARTHUR FRANKENSTEIN & CO, 519 Rroatway, w Yorke 

ABINET 

Acme | 
DRESS FORM N 
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Red Cross dealers in leading cities 
Abertesa, £ B. 
dita, XY 

Cantieaas, Obie 
Casson Obs 
Civcienese Obie 
Gerelana one Counts, Oh 

Bivec, Mass 
Fat Sev, ask ayan 1nd Tors Wort 

hee, Bd. Meaates, Teas 
Undincapets, Ind 
Kasaas City, Kas. 
Kanes 
ere, Mi 

Laces, Bod, 

Leaiavite, Ky. 

interesting in shoe styles, and 
formation. 
prog: 
LA re by one of the Red ( 

aleteating facts about sty 

—a fashion event soon to be held by 
the Red Cross dealer in your 

Here is an opportunity to see all that is new and 

The following are 
your dealer has arrany 

~~ Women 
He 

how many times it would 
wave added zest to your pleasure! 

have longed for it— 

When sensitive 
nerves rebel at 7 
every step, how 

you have longed 
to be freed from 
foot discomfort ! 

want a 

s trim 
simply 

ai tor comfort. 

combined w 

ou Want, 
what every wom- 

wanrs, in foot- 

wear! 
net that’s just 
at these six 

famous 
found, Found tr 

in the Red Cross Shoe 
though they had all the worlc 
footwear to choose from. 

women 

at's what you, too, will find 

ig you at the Red Cross 
Store in yourtown 
—just the style you 
want, with comfort 

such as you h 
never known be- 
fore. Go, see the 
new Spring and 
Summer models, 

perfect 

Write for Red 
which shows the correct 

hit we w 
tell you how to order direct. 

od 
u the name 

Fi 
f 

by 

I send y 

Red Cross St 
Own. 

et the very lan 

ged or 
the name of 

$s for every oceasion and eve: 

1 newsp 
yle Shaw in y« 

Mail the coupon opposite 
mm we will send y 

ound it 
Note th 

perfection 
Note that 
come from loose- 

i clumsy 

details of finish 
comfort d 

Rex 
process causes this 

‘o adapt itself 
atly to every 

Pp. yet to fit so 
hat your 

foot looks smaller 
and daintier than ever before. 

Cross spec 

inst. 
s' 

Go today, begin now to enjoy 
what these six, 

i thousands of 

anc Comfort. 

™ Prices: High Shoes, 

$4 to $6; Low Shoes, 
$3.50 to $5. 

O, A New Shoe 
the Red Cross 

find ther 

Prices: High Shoes, 
$3.50 and $4; Low 
Shoes, $3 and $3.50, 

purpose. 
the Red Cross dealer in your town, a 

% Sickoend, Va 
r 

hat Every Woman Wants 
and how these famous 

Sees 

Medel No. 397 
The ""Hroad 

A 
é 

Red Cross dealers in leading cities: 
Mewwesl FQ. Can. 
Dowstkes, Wis 
Minneapolis, Minn 
Mendan sis 
Nasbvdie, Tess & 

t. Sones a. © Sy 
BL Post Mia. Boat lve 
A Lowa, 2s. eeertiesnet «2th 
Schenectagy, ¥. ¥. 
Sensiea, Pa 

Ayreae, BY 

Toleta, Obie 
Fateon, Obs 
Fresten, Wd 
Trey, WY 
Tales, Oh 
Dies, *.T. 
Feshisees 
Wilkes fare. 
Wise d 

yle Show 
sav fo Guriing 

t the date of the 
Or, better still, 

oss dealer 
capy of # 

Name. 

y the Red as Style Book ——— 

vi tab ter ie tee. Autres wen 
City 7 

hi 
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E HELPS 

SEWING 

Martin 

Consider the Health of Your is 
Family when Decorating—Use 

ANITA 
MODERN Pade ae ght Aya ale ag ce 

WALL COVERING Ne ate VO RAO Be 508 

ITAS can be kept scrupulously 
1 free from dust and dirt simply i 

by wiping with « damp cloth 
SANITAS is ¢ 

ing for modern h 
cloth foundat 

Jern wall cover 
Made on a strong 

hed in oil colors, Ie 
Apply it 

tapestry, leather, burlap, Japanese grass 
cloth, imported wall coverings, and also 
comes in glazed tile effe he bath- 
room and kitchen 

able or shelf 
MERITAS 

The Standard Oil Cleth C 
320 Broadway 

-» Ine. 
New York City 

‘THE STANDARD OF, CLOTH C0., tne atta fea 328 Brondway, New York Deg. F 
dl designe ¢ 

a stealer t F 

Nate High-Necked Dresses Coming In 
Address 
Stare 

Send this package of 

Old-Fashioned Flower Seeds 
as Jon Easter ; Sreeacene 

that 

Buttons are Quickly Put O 

B ETON: 

Beatingné Direct Mail Shops 
Six Beacon Street, Boston 

es CARPET. 
ered your old 

séwRUGS 
carpe 

CLASS PINS 
FACTORY TO YOU 

FUR COLLEGE, SoRDOL OR SOCIETY i) conten > Int | 

The Ladies’ Home . Journal for April, 198 

For a 
Refreshing - 

Bath 

FAIRY SOAP 
is white and pure—made of 
choice materials. The cake 
fits the hand; it floats. Its 
rich, creamy lather, cleansing 
thoroughly—is most sooth- 
ing, agreeableand refreshing. 

“Have You a Little 
‘Fairy’ in Your Home?” 

FAIRBANK <ompany) 
1 ama 

| A WOMAN FLORIST | 
Hardy E sare 29° 



| BYey-s 
Really 

| Dhate M Okey 9 1s 
After all these:yoare many 

People still ask if Blue-jay really 
s end coms, 

What a question! 

Blue-jay is ending a million 
foms a month. Perhaps half the 
foms that develop are being re- 
Moved by it. 

Were there any question, do 
You think we would offer to send 
You samples free? 

You can prove in two days that 
‘Soms are needless. Apply Blue-jay 
tonight. Iris done in a jiffy. Then for- 
Ret the com. Generally in 48 hours 
the com will loosen and come out, 

That's the usual thing. Stubborn 
Soms may take a little longer, but 

¥ come out just the same. And 
Wehout any pain or sorene 

When will you let it end yours? 

Blue-jay 
Ends Corns 

15 and 25 cents—at Druggists 
Samples Mailed Free 

Bauer & Black, Chicago and New York 
Makers of Physicians’ Supplies 

To keep baby 
smiling and con- 
tented is your con- 
stant st 

STORK Sheeting 
Gelightiully soft tex 
“asily cleaned it i 

nty and £ 

ne ins, wide, light or heavy, $1.00 » yd. 
in. wide, heavy weight only, $1.50 a yd. 

ains its 
ure and is so 
lways sweet 

LET Tite GENUINE, 
nk for the registered Wale-tmark on 

Sporting muscles of n cle 
Haightens the ankles, relieves arch 

atin. Its wearing protects 
and prevents “flat-f 

TOR CHILDREN, WOMEN AND MIX 
Bk te Coser Mul Oreers TiBed. 

fold Bawbere Else. 
% JAMES S. COWARD 

16 Greer sear Warren St, Mew Tork 

the foot, 

IF YOU’RE TO BE 
MARRIED IN JUNE 

Helps in Planning the 
‘Trousseau 

By Ruth Willard 

JE xouae i 
that just now y 

A Big Kitchen Help 
As Well as a Towel 
MMEDIATELY you hang wpa roll of Absorbent 

5 chen you not only pro 
y with an individual towel that saves 

your linen and washing bills, but you also provide yourself with a time and labor 
saver of great value in your home work. 

Know how to use them—"'like a blotter" —and what to use them for. 
For instance, Absorbent ScotTissue is fine for polishing cut glass, mirrors, silver- 

ware, piano-keys, brassware; or cleaning range of stove or windows or faucets: 
ScotTissue is just the thing for absorbing grease from fried foods or absarbing spilt 
liquids. We can't begin to enumerate all the uses for ScotTissue here; only a 
trial in your home will convince you of its endless usefulness, 

Absorbent 

Scot lissue Towels 
Junior Roll, 10¢. Standard Roll, *25¢, Large Roll, *35c. 

Made by Scott Paper Company, also makers of Quality Toilet Papers 

==> Scoflissue Anien-srade, soft, snowy white absorbent 
‘Seta Toilet Paper Piper. Sold in large, tight-wound rolls, 

Soft as ld Lows 10¢ per roll 

Sani-Tissue The balsam treatment makes the paper soft and 
Toilet Paper ™edicinal, Always demanded whereverit has once 
Selt and dethiike been used, Three rolls in dust-proof carton, 25¢, 

Above goods sold at all progressive deale 

Read This Big 50c Offer 
In order that you may get ac ed with the whole fine of 
SeorTisue products, we will, on receipt of Suc (in Canara, 75¢), 
geod you (prepaid) nioe Koll SootTussue Towels. 1 Neut 
Fisture, 1 Pure White Scot Tissue Table Cover. 1 Packnge of 12 
Scot Tissue Dydees. 1 Rotl of ScotTissue Toilet Paper. 1 Roll 
Sani-Tismue Toilet Paper. And 1 other roll of high grade Toilet 
Paper. All for 500 (7S in Canada). 
SCOTT PAPER COMPANY, 720 Gleaweod Ave,, Philadelphia, Pa. 

* Prices slightly higher in Cam 

rcnenemenemenmanananemmsemensemmememmesnssssemmesmmesssesemennss-~renssmemeemees | 

Ol English Fr 

LEESTEDYSESE I EEEETSANTTTIT 

wear t 
y r may get a wor apis qty . : 

. ‘The point is that when a“ worn spot" shows on a 
“t retouch just the worn spot or it will show the 

The 

*¢ the entire th 
y rubbing on 
wT aiow ad 

nd chemper, Just ¢ the varnish én front of ;our 

For a fine finish, rub Old English on Automobi 
Pianos, Linoleum and Woodwork 

x —made from © 

are very prac 
ne used for x 

to everyday lif 
suitable for bri 

, = tlie 
You can, Try it 

Send Book and Send for a Sample Can of Old English and for our Book, PEE Sample. 20 
“ Beautiful Floors, Their Finish and Care"—tells about As 2 OM FEtit 

Rashes Gains Gavi Waree Poors’ arenas Woedwort Burdesse Ponce Fisting Dance fiers Flas Fees Kaman Posy ane) Paiating hesumotea Seitrocm Floss 
THE A. S. BOYLE CO., 1903 Dana Aveoue, Cincinsati, Ohio” 

Sierras Cencts 
Recsoweng Varnish, ote 
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WHAT YOU CAN DO 

WITH ONE PATTERN 

Drawings by E. M. Reist 

Vorsun 
Hasel 

FOR SMALL ROOMS 
A dainty upright especially suited for 

apartments, bungalows and wherever 
space and price count, vet quality is re- 
quired. Itis as finely designed and built as 
our Jargest grand, Musically it is so su. 
perior that a prominent college purchased 
27 of these pianos, Write for our new 
catalogue describing this and other at- 
tractive uprights, grands and players, 

Ivers & Pond 
PIANOS 

are built in but one grade—the best. 
Their sterling integrity of construction, 
delightful tone and tasteful designs have 
made them the choice of 400 leading 
Educational Institutions and nearly 

You See Right Through This Light, Cool, 
Durable Underwear 

Give your boy a chance “T =" ’ 7 ‘CHALMERS | 
for hot-weather comfort. || TaADt MARK Bet 
The photograph shows that 7 
you can see right through 
this famous Chalmers 
**Porosknit’’ fabric. It is— 
it must be cool, comfortable 

This Label on Every Garment 

The open texture of this good under 60,000 pene igs underwear—for man or boy weatgllows moisture to evaporate, Meat 
low to Buy i 70? satrbads while the soft, fine yarn absorbs moistutt 

W no dealer w you celle the Ivers & Pend, you and irs guaranteed. aswell. Tn fact Chalmers “Porosknit, 
can bay fro ou? factory as nalrly and advantnceowsly instead of clinging, wet and irksome, 1 
en if you lived nearby ‘ec make expert selection. pre Write for Handsome Book of All Styles the skin, gives a lonse-feeling: Swimmer 

peeps caniort ‘suck ill delight the boy*= 
50c ~ jileased with its 

alth nic superiorities. 
FOR MEN In yout own interest, however, demant 
$1.00 | — the genuine, For Chalmers “Porosknit® 

is imitated, bat NO'T duplicated. 

CHALMERS KNITTING CO, 15  Brid 
Mie Mebers af Chalmers Spring Needle 8 

“is New Thought? 

os | “Mum” 
(orate ea sah) 

| 
prevents all odors 
of perspiration 

Gently neutralizes all bodily adorsand pt 
serves the soap-and-water freshness of® , 

bath, Cannot harm the skin or clothil® 

jon to buyer, mal the coupon neve 

‘and send thts caupan fe 

IVERS & POND PIANO CO, 
117 Boylston Street, Boxten, Mess, 

bogue und valuedle Street, Amsterdam, New York 
J Unive Suits, Pall and Winter 

always free from stains 
aed! disagreeable odors, always ready and 

erstainly do need " z ha you wall but Eig Werder Wik 25c at all dreg- and depurtment-storet 
Flush, Jum sprinkle a HN essmaking belore tw, : “1 oy . 

a Py e Fhizabet! me Co.. Dept. 839, Holyoke, Mass. MUI yeotnwt i iin tstoapee 2 ™ bh Tow ot. 839, Holy UM" MFG CO 1106 Chestnut St Philadel 
f this ps 
interest 

= and remove #ains and incrusta- 
tices without uring your hands 
oe a brush; without bending — § 
your back. 2 

° Hf 
= 

| JAMIL LS | vet rtbt ngtrans 
Trwte Mark Reg. U. . Pat. OM. 4 fer pattero No. 14711 for 

if the effective waist trie 
isan edorlesswhite toluble pow- © ming. Be 
dex Ih ime't a general cleanses. 
Ie in meant for caly ome pur- 
pore—the cleaning of toilet 

Is—and it does that one 
thing well, | are 
Sle directions on the esa tell en- ehy pot have your 
scthy hw po toe Rs Be won't hoes the on 
Invwt ce the plumbeng comsectices 
I oo) tid you of your tad 
deagreratie berachold tank 
pate alway ay oof drains tribe 
hig tan SewePlusk I, 

ot hie wae and 25 
(Cie im Canada) for a tell. ee can po 

swered by the 
Editors, Tar I 
Hour Jorma, Phila 
delphia, Pennsylvania 

The Trew \ THE HYGIENIC . 
PRODUCTS CO. FREE oxthes, 
(080 Waleat St. cls 
Caatea, 0. 

clectinns; famon: 
arramcement, (KS 

ue wuist av bust mes 
The Ladies ii 
Philadel pis: "3 ' Money-saving Prices 

We NOW Had Le Mandel Brothers, 
<a Rey ee Chicago 

¢ Pattern Company 
Ontario, Canada. 

ips 
i ui 5 Georg . | 

— 

L ise 
OUTFIT FREE TO AGENTS jisjisicis® Sees 

‘Quick ssilern bie peatis 



"9 \ 4S Bee 

Home—Where sentiment’s holy trinity of influences—faith, hope and love—govern— 
Home—Whose appeal grips the heart in every human breast— 

And whose attainment is worthy the greatest sacrifice 

Don’t YOU want to know how ALADDIN GOLDEN RULE 
Service helps make happy homes? 

QERHAPS the most interes ng practical story ever told about home building is to be found in the 
Aladdin book of homes. And Aome every one 1s * photograph of a real hor Aladdin home—and every one has filled 

arts of some American family with satisfa = This book point 4 bet /omes than had been hoped for 
with the savings gathered together—and has helped to bring all the comforts sooner thi r > . Let us send you this book. 

ALADDIN makes Strong, ALADDIN Readi-Cur Houses are built Uncle Sam Praises ALADDIN 
W. H H especially for strength and warmth, double 

arm, Happy Homes wails, building paper, double loor—Dollar- 
A-Knot siding, clear and knotless ring, kne ior Ant sh, knorless 
outside finish, a home you will be proud rer F ¢ that will 
make you happy in its possession as dong as yor idin book 

explains al , and des 
cosy little ‘homes for $300, as 

well as big $8000 homes, 

ooeod The Great ALADDIN Sac ae isemale 
OUSES The famous 191+ guaranty of $1 per knot paid for every knot found in Aladdin Red Cedar Siding is continued for 1915, 

AND we have sw he last knot from Aladdin lumber inside and out. Aladdin House in 1915 will be furnished 
with knotless siding, knorless shingles, knotless outside finish, knotless work, knacless flooring, knotless inside 
finish, knotless dcor casings, .ctairwotk ——knotless inside atid outside: “Where can you buy. ss good 3 home? 

What You Get With Each ALADDIN House la. ¥ : mn Complete 5-Room House 
3 Shipped Anywhere $298 

Dwellings, Bungalows, 
Summer Cottages, Garages, 
Barns, Apartment Houses, 

North American Construction Co, -—SS8% Shins st 
“Home Builders to the Nation" 

112 Aladdin Avenue, Bay City, Mich. 



Try this test on yourself 
OUR own preference in the matter of perfumes should pass judgment — 
and will do so if uninfluenced—as to what you really prefer. 

The test described below shows you how to decide this very personal question 
to your absolute satisfaction — just as it showed those making the original test. 

The test was made by 103 representative women, comparing six perfumes — 
three represented the most popular foreign perfumes and three were domestic, 
made by Colgate & Co.—Florient, Splendor ¢ and Eclat. Over 3/5 of the 103 women 
chose Colgate’s in preference to the imported. Before making the test 61 0f the 
103 said they preferred a foreign perfume, yet when the influence of a foreign 
label was removed 41 of these 61, or 2/3 of them, chose Colgate’s first. 

Every woman will be interested in this story 
It shows v: clearly that selecting a perfume women, the stage, the editorial staffs of two 
because it has a foreigniabeldoesnotnecessarily women’s magazines and college women. Each 
result in a woman's getting what she prefers. was asked to name the perfume she was in the 

habit of using and was then given six scented 
strips, numbered 1 to 6, as on the bottles. She 
was asked to make a first choice, a second, a 
third, etc. Record was kept of all selections. 

The test was conducted as follows by two im- 
partial judges who purchased three of the sont 
popular imported perfumes and three Colg 
perfumes: lin the original unopened fottles 
They poured the perfume into six plain bottles, When the tests were completed the judges took 
numbered them from one to six—they alone the record, and inserted the names of the per- 
knew which number represented each perfu fumes in place of the numbers, from the key 
From time to time Perfumers’ Testing Strips which they alone had. The result was then 
were scented from the numbered bottles under announced to Colgate & Co, It was a daring 
the supervision of the judges, for use in making _ te: inspired by the confidence which we had 
the test. The 103 women represented business in the superiority of our perfumes, 

The result shows that most women choose Colgate’s in preference to 
imported perfumes when the influence of a foreign label is removed, 

This i is the way they chose: 
Porient First choke of 12 women, Foreign Perfume . No.2 

dor Fil naice of 10 women, Foreign Perfume . ie 5 

First choice of 18 women, Foreign Perfu 4 First choke of 9 women, e % Colgate’s Edat 

How is your choke of perfumes determined? By what you really prefer or by a foreign label? Is it not possible 
that a domestic label is keeping you from the enjoyment of the particular perfume you would naturally select? 

Would you like to make the test for yourself ? 
This test will not only be valuable to you but can be 
used as ain interesting form of entertainment for your 

és, We will send full instructions as to how to 

First choice of 23 women, « 
First choice of 26 women, 

If so, we will send you three Perfumers’ Testing 
three miniature vials of the Colgate Perfumes—F 
Splendor and Eclat—and an extra testing strip so 
you can make a comparison between igate’s and Ke the test. Your mn and address and a 2c stamp 

perfume which you may now be using. for mailing will receive prompt attention. 

COLGATE & COMPANY Perfume Contest Dept. H 199 Fulton St., New York 
ESTARLISHED 1806 AWARDED GRAND PRIX, PARIS, 1900 

COLGATE'’S 
PERFUMES 
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Between Two Fires 

lim EDUCATED one uf my bays to be a doctur 
nd the other » Lawyer,” ait Farmer 

Commons, #8 be shifted his Se 
‘eu should be very proud of them," 

aneedhisvistor. “That eemalikeanexvellent 

"Toate sane about ih eed the aged cart kaowe i out that,” rey the aged 
cer Seige aitloe as though it was a> ee 
Bectesk ep be family, 1 got run Into 

ative, wed one of ‘em Wants to cure ‘ae 
and the other one ws ine to go lame so he 
"Qn sue for damuges.”" 

Railroad Amenities 

H EAH, coaductart yelled the passenger 
dn the Southern train; “that was my 

tation, sub! Why dida't yuh stop thea, suh?” 
fe won't stop there no more,” sakt the 

Seetstos. © The engineer's mad at the station 

A Worthy Plan 

“JOHN,” whispered the wife, " there must be 
a burglar downstairs. He has just kooe 

“éxinst the piano and bit several keys.” 
wl go down.” said John, prompth 

olin,” she begged, "don't mie he 
“Rash?” said Jobn in surprise; “I'm gol 

+] Fp him. ite can't pet that iene out ot 

Why He Waited 
Sees with wrath, a little man was 

ushered into the police court the other day. 
{ornament of bee yrs force had found him 

ting ubout and had arrested him as a 
shicious Lora AO necue 

it were you doing at the time af your 
aren asked the weary enagistrate. 
{Simply waiting!" spluttered the prisoner. 

vhat were you waiting for?” 
money." 
owed you the money?" 

The man I had been waiting for, 
it did he owe it to you fue?” 

o For waiting,” 
npn trad took bis glasses off and glared 

A Bird in the Hand 
UNG Barnes had married contrary to his 

father's wishes. Meeting his parent soon 
lerward, the father said angrily: 

cut Well, young mars, 1 haye made my witl and 
1 Off with a dollar.” 
4m very sorry, father,” said the youth 

Sattitely: you don't happen to have th 
hater with you ta uu? ea 

The Silver Lining 

HE Wasa Sent, with the ussal thetty chas- 
Wig ggetatics of is race. Wis to know 

the tetera ved DO pare of aa 
iy of choice. ter waitis 

mee fal preci ol poe EN 
ae at night. 
were yori tad the operater who 

“I'd think twiee betore 
ati ws pers kept me waiting so long 

ma Feplied the Seat. ‘The lass for 
elasa wha uits for the night rates.” 

without the 
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THAT REMINDS ME 
Bright Things of All Times That People Have Laughed Over 
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Mi nghts revved. Entered as 
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THE QUEEN OF THE BELGLANS' FUND 
IS CLOSED 

Although the present announcement is necessarily written 
before March 15, the closing day, there has been received 
at the moment of writing $37,496.69. A final report will 
be made in the June JouRNAL. 

A Pupil of the “Best Teacher" 

“SHEER up, old boy,” advised the married 
man. “You know ‘ty better to have 

AS and Wectoed the vebete have loved at all” 
s,"" agreed the rejected suitor, jingli 

hunch of keys in his pocket; cor bo 2 tbe 
florist, the Confectioner, the messenger boy, 
the restaurant waiter, the taxicabman, the 
theatrical magnate anal (be jeweler.” 

A Fine Marksman 

‘PPE new night watchman at the college 
had noticed some one using the big tele 
Just then & star fell, 

" Hegoers, the watchman, “that felly 
sure isa crack shot.” 

The Greatest Change 

“ Wi EN water becomes ice,” asked the 
teacher, “ what is the great change that 

takes st place 
The greatest change, mavam,” sakl the 

little hoy, “is the change in price.” 

He Needed It 

I” YOU love sister Clara, Mr. Simpson?” 
i asked the little brother framkly of the 

caller. 
“Why, Willie, what 2 funny questi 

replied the astounded Mr. Simpson, aoWvhy de 
you ask that?” 

“Because she sald last night she'd give a 
dollar to know, and E oced the dollar.” 

Got Just What He Wanted 

“VUE pot let me off this afternoon, sr?” 
asked in adry-goods store; “my 

wile watths me to beat some carpets.”” 
“Couldn't possibly do it,"” sabd the boss. 
‘The clerk turned joyfully to his work, say- 

ing: “Thank you, sir, ‘Thank you a thousand 
times,” 

No Place for Him 

N IRISHMAN was on trial, changed with 
assaulting a neighbor ani fracturing his 

Skull, ‘During the trial several physicians tes 
tifed that the man’s skull was very thin-—in 
ieslical terms a “ paper skull” 
“Have you anything to say why sentence 

should noe be prosounced?” naked the judge. 
“No, Your Lordship, but I should like to aek 

jest one question.” 
“What is it?”” 
“What was a man with a skull like that 

doing at a Tipperary tair?” 

Dangerous Knowledge 

OVE 87 Jotaay cave home from sebool 

“What is the matter, darting?” nsked his 
mother solicitously. 

‘Teacher whipped me,"" he sobbed. 

“What was the question, dear?” 
iin oeked who put the dead mouse In her 

for poster 
lettering which is on it, exactly as it appears on the cover, interfering. Expecting a large 

Printed, in full color and with no advertisement on the back; and a copy will be mailed, postpaid, 

fasn’t There Why She 
MS AGENT, approaching 2 house, met a 

little boy On the gate, and asked: 
af your mother home?” 
Yeu, sis," said the bay politely. 

The agent walked across the loag lawn, anit, 
after rapping several times without receiving 
na answer, returned to the youth, aaying: 

“E thought you said your mother was at 
home.” 

"Yer, sir, sho is," replied the bay. 
‘Hut J have rapped several times without 

cecelving an answer. 
said the boy; “I don't it may be, sir,’ 

Absolutely Neutral 
live there,” 

OUR daughter seems to have & great 
many suitors.” 

“Yes, four or five’ 
“Which ene does she favor?” 
“don't know. ‘She seems to be oliserving 

an absolute neutrality,” 

How French Styles Originate 

R. DOOLEY,” Finkey Peter Dunne’s 
famous bumorous character, in com- 

pienting upon the French fashions, says: 
“Slogan says th’ styles are shtarted in Paris 

be ladies well known to th’ » an’ to keeqy 
in touch with the latest sty! 4 voman ought 
to do a few months’ time ivery year” 

He Would Take Half 
“GIVE sme 2 copy of «Antony and Cleora- 

bright young man 
entering ‘ae book book neon 
“Xen i" said the clerk. 

One and filty cents” 
“T've only got seventy-five cents, so just 

give me ‘Cleopatra.’ 

Classifying Him 

WANT + pait of socks for my busbar,” 
announced the determined-looking lady 

“Yes'm,” replied the <lerk; “what number 
please?” 

The shopper glared at him. 
“1 dida't keaw that i's any of yoor bl 

she said, “bat he 3s Number Three.” 

“Here you are. 

tess, 

Wanted fo See Him Do It 

MAN whose trousers bagged very badly at 
the kneet was standing op a corner, wait- 

Ing fora car. An Irishman watebed hin with 
great interest,and then said rather impatiently: 

“Well, why don't yex jump?” 

She Knew What Was Worse 

“ TEANTE,” said the stern old Scot parent, 
“i's a verra soletnn thing to be marrit.”” 

“I Ken that weel, ferther," said the lave: 
“but " deal solemmer not to be.” 
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"THERE cannot te two minds about the appropriate poverce Gra pares loneae ie eo beautiful! Besutiful in detineation, beautiful in coloring: in truth, one of 
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Knew What the Lawyer Would Do 

mM OLD negro was charged with chicken 
stealing, and the judge said: 

“Where's your lawyer, uncle?” 
” Ain't got none, Ji “2 
“Bat c.| ought to ave one,” returned the 

11 assign one ta defend yy 
no, seh, please don't do dut,” 
fendant. 

ister! Ube judge, “Tt won't 
Why doa’t you want a cost you anyt 

wyert™ 
“Well, Ab'll tell yo', Jedee,” said the obi 

man conidentially, “NW wauts ter en’y dem 
chickens maheelf 

A Mean Mon 

Hi VY BIL” called the country editor to 
the foreman, "The manager of Cough- 

em's Cold Cure won't pay his advertising bill, 
Se you put his ‘ad,’ with Madame Tzoprano's 
testimonial in it, right next to the announce 
ment that she has a bad coll and can’t sing 
tonight,” 

Placing Him 

‘Se ¥O' am goln’ to he mah sen-indaw, am 
7" inquired ald Brother Buckahoo, 

Vestah, dat’s what it "ro said 
the colored swain. ‘But dat ain’ what Ab'm 
a-marryin’ Lovella Maud foh. Yo" am purely 
incidental to de emergency, sal, purely P led 
dermal,” 

Her Choke 

ad f= man who can drive with one hand is 
the man for me,” gaoereed © Edna dos proky. 

“You're easily satieied,” her friend, 
Ruth, “For my part Lpreler 
me to drive."” 

ft y 
Their Names. 

AE LINDY had brought around ber 
three little grandchildren for her mistress 

Pan who asks 

to see, 
wae are their names, Lindy?" asked the 

bas ‘Dey’s all nated alter flowers, ma'am. Ab 
mes ‘et mahsell, De bigges’ one’s name's 

an’ de nex’ one am Heliotrope.”” 
iy names,” sald the 

‘and what is the name of the littlest 

“Her name, ma’am, am *Artubfetal. 

Practicing, 

“Wh, dear,” said a mother upon poticins 
her Little gil standing before & mirror 

and making the most hideous faces, “what are 
you ne 
“Pm getting ready, to go over to 

tell Nelle Smith what 1 Pia “of her.” 

Helped Her Out 

fi was very anxious to keep the 
pede te pores, a vessieute ee 

a pasion for gathering 
“aml decided to butnor 

her, and gave ber all they could collect. When 
sbehad saved a sufficient number she exchanged 
teow for a trunk, and left. 

And He'll Get it Too 

“UN SHAT is your greatest wish?” askoil the 
Weanasse bad ‘of the youth who was just 

about to take his fnal examination in medicine, 
“Mi: "said the practical 

youth, “is to put Dr," before my own name 
and ‘Dr,’ after the names af other peopte.”” 

It Sounded That Way 
IMMY," said his mother suspiciously a8 

son came down stairs, “did you 
take a bath?” 

"No, ma, I didn’t," was the innocent as- 
swer; “Is ome missing?” 

‘This lovely picture may be cut out, to be mounted either on cardboard or on a 
demand for copies of this cover a separate edition has 

for ten cents, or three copies-for twenty-five cents. 



AD (ABIES and Ivory Soap seem to belong to each other. It is natural to think 
| of Ivory Soap in connection with a baby’s tender skin and it is almost 
‘Sees, impossible not to think of baby’s bath when recalling the many particular 
things which Ivory does so well. 

The sensitive little body demands a soap that is mild and pure, above all else. To most people 
Ivory has come to mean the mildest and purest soap that can be made. 

Users of Ivory Soap now think of it as the soap for all better-than-ordinary purposes. They 
know that it is capable of the most exacting things—that even the tender skin of 
a new baby is unhurt by its use. 

The Ivory Soap “Baby Book” is a valuable treatise on the raising of healthy, 
happy children. You may have a copy free of charge by addressing 
The Procter & Gamble Company, Dept, 3-B, Cincinnati, Ohio. 

Ivory SOAP.... \.... 994% PURE 
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2 a w Girls 
’t See it, But the Man Does 

Goblin” 
Who is Right? 

An Editorial: By Dorothy Mills 

As the Girl Sees Herself 
UTH is to marry Sam some day. She has recently joined the Equal 

Suffrage League and now wea low “ Votes for Women" button. 
Moreover, she has declared her intention of continuing to give 

Jeast a few music lessons after her marriage. Ts iti 
and discouraging development, and he is in turn grieved and indignant and 
at all times baffled. And Ruth yearns over him. 

Now, Ruth represents, as a type, the New Girl that we all talk about so 
much in the abstract. But is she really very different from the old? We harp 
on the words “modern,” “advanced,” “twentieth century,” as though the 
human products of former ages were very different bei Yet, if we re 
old history, old fietion, old biography, or especiall *, we are struck 
by the eternal verities of human n; modern’ selves, with 
“modern " longings andour” mode passions and our “modern 
and revolts reflected as in true mirrors, with only the frames of a quaint 
bygone fashion. 

Ts not, perhaps, the answer to it all something like this: The 
that some of us proclaim, and many of usdon't believe in at all and more « 
Us dread, is not a fantastic creature, a t She is 
etemal woman, with her love for 1 child her eternal necessity, plus 
Perhaps only one thing: ed realization of herself 
of & personality: a unit, Do yor * how that can be the starting point « 
4n infinite variety of developments, oes tivities, of theories? Some of them 
false, some of them true, some of them good, some of then m c ad, some leadinus 
nowhere, some to glorious discovery pendin; personaliti 
4nd conditions and degrees of wisdom and bravery 

S more 

Ni ITNESS Ruth's case. Her problem is essentially the problem of many 
Her solution as she put it to me is of course for herself 

“Tadore Sam, | confess it. But it suddenly occurred to me one day 
was drifting along, thinking his thoughts instead of my own as a matte 

Course, and just naturally letting him swamp me! thought about 
th uch before, but one fine morning I sa dd took stox 

“Till then I'd never stopped to figure out how much my music meant to 
ine, and had neve a moment thought of goin hing after I'd 

u's wife. But then it came over me that my music isa very part 
and most every girl that J knew, who had married, had dropped it 

It's hard to keep up pi ‘ 
And I'm not going to sk Sam to pay for expensive | 

So [ want to keep on 
for my own. 

id as she chuckled, “that butte 
enrag m, I know. But I did it on purpose. Perse lly, T hate that 

button. I'd always run from Selma Scott when she'd come after me, but 
that afternoon I actu: lly went to see her, and asked her to tell me what this 
Yotes-for-women c} And IT had sense enough to admit that 
although a lot of it was a good deal farther than I would care for or go. | 

ng in that direction; and it wasn't fair to Sam to sprir him 
after T was 1 ed to him, if 1 could prepare him first! | want him to 
know what he's getting. I want to play fair, [want to be me, And I don't 
Want love to make me the same note as Sam, only an octave higher, 1 want 
to be a different note that makes perfect harmony. Do you see? 

become S 
of me, 
almost entirely after a few years. 
take lessons. 
for his little extra mone 
enough lessons to beginners to pa 

$ to my suffrage incli »” she 

ER music lessons and her ycllow button constitute only Ruth's own 
Particular answer to her own particular phase of the question that an 

Untold number of girlsare facing, whether they h 
tothemselvesor not. There are almost as many answe 

Tt is form that the growing self-realization of girls taki 
only, as many who criticize think, that girls are selfishly afraid of losing their 
Own identity after marriage. Itisa fi that. Girls have the 
Sime ideals as of old, of mutual depende f ministering to the souls 

&nd bodies of the men they love, and of their children. Only they think 
they can do it better by keeping, instead of resigning to others, the 
Letine Jes of their souls, no matter how dear and wise the comrade officers 
Like Ruth, the New Girl fraid of her $ wamping” her. Girls have 
S€en too many olde: ves broken by si , and dazed by 
World that has passed them by, not to be terri that has wit 
drawn from the world, instead of kept up with it 2 

That is really the viewpoint of the so-called " 

As the Man Sees Her “Goblin” 
‘OW, with this growing realization on the part of the girl of a 

mality ” is also a growing feeling of kinship and loyalty 
among the whole sisterhood of women, It is a wonderfully fine, 

ess spirit. However, long ighted folks have sensed that it has its 
dangerous “goblin that'll git you if you don't watch out.’ 

There are an increasing number of girls and women who, as teachers and 
social workers most notably, work almost entirely for and with women. 

1 going to give an t from a long letter fram one of these, which aptly 
sketches the “goblin” I mean. She is a much older woman, whom | am 

‘oud to call my friend. And when 1 asked her if I might use this she gave 
her ungrudging permission; 

You will probably weep for me and laugh at m 
talk whith has burned itself into my memory, Remember that 1 have 

cara, always regarded him asa pleasant, casual chum 
fa hardy tsiness man, nothing more), and felt on this day okt and 

and the point of anreserve. 
He said to me: “You have never married, have you, E 
‘ L answered, somewhat snappishly. 

and rejoice with me when 1 

izabeth?" 

Ny now thirty-nix,”” 
“Haven't you ever wa 
“Do you take me for an abnorm " Lasked, quite ruffled now, “Do 

any unmarried woman reaches thirty-tive without a fight for her happiness 
eas and her sense of humor? 

Of course," be r know it's your own fault, don't you? 
What ?" T exploded. 

“Yes,” he replied, « r alm, "Men don’t interest 
u, Your sympathy is all spent on women and girls, Of course, you think you 
ght to find us interesting, and you feign interest, and you still hope for that not 

impossible he that you expect to recognize by magic. You are still hurt as a girl 
when you see fess attractive women married off. But wa wa in your heart 
the average man bores you, though you are afraid to acknowledge it, You really 
think him @ conventional garment fter the patiern of his fathers, 

fine! only in your newly aroused handicapped girls and women the real beings 
in the making, the real necrs, the rea that challenge your interest, 

Ip, ympathy. N at has happened to you with that thought? 
You have grown one-sided. You are in danger of eviting a new version of ‘the 

tion, that will make Adam the side issue, not Eve, Yet, with truce 
thing you have to give, for one man. But 

y ‘a sense the need of 
every man for it. 

“Do you realize, Elizabeth, that there was never a time when womten necded 
ore, though they are trying to think otherwise? And that it is inversely 

true that there was never a time when men needed women more, and that they 
also are trying to make themselves think otherwise? 

“You talk about the woman prob) Lam not joking when [ say that you are 
ignoring, and have no right to ignore, the man problem. His may not be so new a 
one, but no good man’s life isan easy one; and in these complex times it is | easy 
than ever. But because the ave man has not the gift of abstract analysis, nor 
a love for hair-splitting self-study, he is likely to take his fight quite simply and 
make no bones about it. And if hi t that life és a fight, he nowds 
your sympathetic interest more than ever, for it's like measles—the older you are, 
the harder you get 'e mt" 

truly some years ago.” 
Besides,” he added 

! “You might have said ¢ 
ou weren't ready to admit it 

asa coual afterthought, “I didn’t know it myself," 
Well, my dear, he has asked co be Mr, Elizabeth. Will Tlet him? Surely! t1 is 

not well to have at large any human man that knows you better than you know 
yourself! Besides, no one could unless he loved you. And—here's my after- 
thought—a woman cannot help laving the man who does. 

HERE is a good deal to think about in all this, May it not offer the real 
inner reason for an increasing number of " girls’ girls" andof women whose 

lives are centered in women, sometimes entirely to the exclusion of men? 
To the old-fashioned woman in us that insistently demands its woman's 

¢ of love for man and child, there are few of us that have not added in 
some measure this thrilling response to the call of our universal sisterhood. 

But 
In our quickened sensitiveness to the dramatic struggle of twentieth- 

century girlhood to realize the ideals it has set for itself, it behooves us not 
to forget that our fellow men have troubles of their own! 

And we girls and women ourselves are perhaps not the least of them! 

Page 3, 



EDITORIAL 
WELL, THERE SHE Is: ON PAGE 14 of this number of 

THE JOURNAL: her inner self revealed better perhaps than 
any other girl has revealed it in equal space. She is a good 
type of the girl of today who is thinking, is the girl who wrote 
this article. She is good to look upon in face: she is femi- 
nine in her ways and tastes: she is a good daughter, and the 
world in which she lives calls her clever! It is a different 
way of thinking of a home, of a gitl’s relation to. a man, and 
that of a wife toa husband, from that of the girl of yester- 
day. She isnot married: not even engaged, She #s a type: 

a very good type of the way hundreds of girls are thinking today. And that 
is why Tue Journa publishes the “letter”: asa reflection, 

‘Two questions arise in the mind after reading “Her Letter to Him": 
One: Will she write thus or speak thus to the real man when the time 

comes? Will her viewpoint remain when Love sways Judgment, as Love has 
a way of doing? 

Two; How will the man like it? What will be his attitude toward the 
attitude of this new girl who says she has awakened to a new sense of marital 

ion? Will there be more unmarried women, or more wives without the 
“wistful look"? 

There gr food for thought here. And it behooves men, in particular, to do 
some thinking about this new girl. 

Of course, in actuality she isn't new. But she will make some men think 
she is because she herself believes that she is new. 

“AFTER THE JEW, I SRE, AGAIN, aren't you, with three 
articles in one number by Jewish authors?” writes a reader. 
Yes, and after the Gentile, too, my friend, with sixty-eight 
articles by Gentile authors in the same number. After the 
Gentile, too, you see! After everybody! And sometimes—it 
may stem strange to you, but it is a fact—we don't know 
whether a subscriber is a Jew or a Gentile. Curious, isn't it? 
And curious, furthermore, that it should be a matter of 
indifference to us as well, That is due to our lack of discrim- 

ination, perhaps, or again, it may be due to something else. “For instance?” 
you ask, Well, suppose some day, when you have a little leisure from writing 
anonymous letters toeditors, you go tosome library and ask for a good work on 
Jewish history, and read it. And if you read that history aright, perhaps you 

Will find in it somewhere something that will explain why we should have 
2 soft spot for the Jew: why, to be perfectly frank with you, we should be 
so inexpressibly proud to have every Jewish family in America on our sub- 
scription list, and every Jewish author who has a message have that message 
printed in this magazine. The only trouble is that the Jewish households do 
not need, in the same measure, the call to the hearthstone and to family life 
that those of other races do. Did you ever stop to think of that? 

We WANT To KILL ALL THE FLIES we can, but we don't 

want to kill or poison our babies in doing so. And that 
apparently is what is happening in the use of the "fly 
papers” which have arsenic as their bases. A mother usually 
puts one of these "fly killers," which is generally a piece of 
blotting or prepared paper, into a saucer of water, stands it 
on a window sill where flies are apt to congregate by reason 
of the light, and goes about her household work. But the 
baby or the child doesn’t happen to know what the mother 

knows; he sees a saucer with something to drink in it, tastes it, finds it sweet 
and to his taste by reason of the sugar used to attract the flies, and a very 
sick baby is the immediate result. Thirty-five cases of this sort of poisoning 
happened Jast summer in ten states, and there were many more not reported. 
So poisonous are some of these fly killers—and naturally so, for they are 
intended to kill the fly—that five babies and children were killed. The danger 
to her child in these fly killers containing arsenic would not occur to one 
mother in a thousand, but it is a real danger, and at this opening of the fly 
season it is wise to print this cautionary word. Arsenic is, of course, one of 
the deadliest poisons known and is not to be left within the reach of any child, 
no matter how careful may be the precautions. Nor, with the many safe, 
readily available and up-to-date methods of killing flies, is it necessary to 
resort to the deadly fly papers which will without doubt kill the flies but may 
also kill the baby or the child, 

SO FAR WE ARE PROVIDING DAY NURSERIES for what we 
call “working” mothers: women who are forced to be away 
from home all day and to neglect their children, unless the 
children are otherwise provided for. This is a sane, noble 
philanthropy, and we ought to see that it grows from the 
charitable exception that it is today to a community 
commonplace. But the need for a community nursery is all 
but universal the nation over, and, with one exception, in 
every stratum of society. Wherever there are children, and 

mothers without means to ee private care for them on occasion, the 
neighborhood should establish a nursery, supported by public funds and 
placed upon the footing of an institution. Barring the one per cent. of 
wealthy families which we find in any average American town, the mothers 
of the nation are forced to drag their children with them wherever they go: 
on and off of crowded street cars, down jammed aisles, up packed elevators 
and across thronged crossings. They must take the children with them to the 
club, to the market, to the lecture or concert, and even to funerals. There is 
no “hour off" for average American mothers, when they may be free in 
nerve and heart; no place at all where they may go and be young again with 
their friends—unless they take their babies along with them. It is an 
injustice to our American mothers, and an equal injustice to their children, 
Let us think a bit over this idea of having a community nursery and a 
community mother in our own community for the use of all the mothers in 
that community when occasion requires. 

WE ARE Att. TALK UDLY AND LONG about “effi- 
ciency.” And that there issad need of it noone whoobserves 
atall will deny. We are getting it into business pretty well, 
and we need it in the home and in the Government and in 
lots of other places. There is so much efficiency needed 
that there is little danger, for a long time to come at least, 
that we will get too much of it. But we have such a wonder- 
ful way of overdoing everything in this country of ours that 
a little word of caution just at this point may not be amiss. 
Efficiency is a grand thing: fine. Everybody will admit 

that. We take off our hats to efficient people because they do things—things 
like the Panama Canal, for instance. Efficient folks, too, build wonderful 
skyscrapers and more wonderful subways for other folks to live in like moles 
and never get a breath of fresh air all day long. We say that efficiency is a test 
of nations: those who have it are great: those who haven't it are not so great. 
‘True: alltrue. But—and here is where that little but big word comesin, and it 
is excellently stated by Mr. Edward S. Martin, in a recent issue of “Life”: 

Great as efficiency is, and great as its accomplishments are, one thing it won't dot 
it won't do as a religion. It would, except for one thing: that man hasa soul, Ina 
machine efficiency is all you want. In a man you want that and something more. 
Efficiency is good as far as it goes, but it cannot go the whole distance that you expect 
the whole of a man to travel. Man requires something more than efficiency, He 
requires inspiration, His soul has to be fed as well as his mind and his body. If he 
is really to come to his own, he must dream other dreams and see other visions than 
efficiency can supply him, He must be a man first and an efficient man secondarily, 

In other words; let us talk efficiency: let us urge it: let us adopt it, But 
don't let us get it into our practical heads that it is all there is in life. Itisn't, 
by any means, the last word, 

PRETTY NICE TO SMELL THE OPENING EARTH once more, 
isn't it? To realize that winter has gone and that spring is 
here? That we can shovel earth instead of snow: that the 
ground gives under our feet, and that the birds are singing 
over our heads? A bit muddy? Yes, but better than snow 
and slush. Spring is fine. Et isn’t so wonderful that poets 
have raved over it: that folks who love the brown earth and 
the green things that grow out of it have fallen down on their 
faces at the first sign of spring and literally eaten the earth. 
We need not go so far as that, but we can enjoy to the 

utmost the opening of earth and bud and leaf and get out of it the wonderful 
health that it holds for us. So let the children out: let them romp and play 
and gambol. It is their inalienable right. What of it if they do get dirty? 
Water is for the drawing from well and spigot. Let us invite our soul, these 
days, and invite our wife's soul. Don't let us forget that. It is all very well 
for the man cooped up all winter in store or office or factory to want to get out 
and walk and breathe and golf and play ball or tennis or ride or whatnot. 
But his wife, his mother, or sister, or daughter has been cooped up all winter 
too. God intended His fresh air for the women folks as well as for men folks, 
you know. ‘Tired husbands are sometimes apt to forget that their wives are 
tired too. The home can make a woman just as tired as an office or a store 
can make a man—perhaps a bit more. So: [et us go out into the open and 
breathe deeply and well—but all of us: not one of us. The fresh air has color 
for the cheeks of the woman as well as for the cheeks of the man and the child. 

Tis FROM THE FAPHER OF A DAUGHTER: 
“My daughter is hardly what you might call a beilliant stu- 

dent: never was, But neither was her mother nor I, Yet her 
mother wants her to go to college, and Lam in doubt, Isit worth 
while? Nell wants to go: talks about a need for companionship, 
and all that. But is it for that we send our girls to college?" 

Not exactly, of course. But college life, for a girl, does 
mean something more than the mere studies, It does mean 
companionship: the joy of friendships of girls of an equal 

age: identical interests, and, above all, the value of mixing with the crowd. 
The far-sighted parent sees this, and often a girl with na sisters nor many 
friends goes to college and learns there the inestimable value of teamwork, of 
play, of self-reliance. Many a girl has gone to college an insufferable little 
egotist wrapped in self, and emerged with a fine consideration for others. 
Morbidness is often changed at college into the wholesome spirit of loyalty 
and of “pulling with the crowd.” Again, the orderliness of the life at college 
is what many a girl does not get at home, but soon learns: a greater regard 
for her health; the value of a life that begins somewhere and ends somewhere. 
The college of today teaches something more than a girl gets out of her books. 

NEVER BEFORE HAVE WE ALL BEEN ASKED to “Give, 
give, give!" as during the last winter, and it has done us all 
good. And one lesson, in particular, has come out of the 
experience: the fallacy of the plan too often adopted of 
inclosing from two to ten tickets for some occasion with 
the request: “Please send us $——, or return inclosed 
tickets." No method is more discourteous, more arbitrary 
or more unavailing, as scores have found out, It is said 
of a clever merchant that he sent a woman customer a rug 
with a note, “Please send me $50 for this rug, or return 

rug," and when the irate customer asked him what he meant by such a 
procedure he replied that he had so often received similar notes from her 
that he thought it was “an accepted custom of good society." A simple 
request to contribute to a worthy cause is always in order and no one but 
the carping dyspeptic resents such an approach. But the giving should 
remain a matter of request and of acceptance or declination. We have no 
right to force giving or to try to compel it, and to place ane in the position of 
having to send a remittance or return tickets is taking an unwarranted 
advantage that has absolutely no justice or reason. Fortunately, i in hundreds 
of cases the method has been met by stern silence, as it should be. 
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R, JEFFERSON was by this time, after a month 
under the roof of the old Manse, weil established as 

¥ Ls member of the houschold. He closed the door 
Auickly as he canght sight of Georgiana in her masquerade, 
Temoved his hat, and bent his head before the curise velvet, 

iana, blushing as vividly as if it were the first time 
Mortal man had ever beheld her pretty shoulders, threw 
fim 4 laughing look, murmured, " Dress parade in borrowed 
inery, Mr. Jefferson; don’t let the blaze of color put your 

(2st ue!" and reteeated toward the living room, where her 
father sat, much amused by the situation. 
She was followed by her boarder's reply: “I find myself still happily retaining the use of my eyes, Miss Warne. 

Reed not be too much in haste; it ie very dull outside, I 
Assure you,” 

le went on up the stairs, but she had caught his smile, 
momentarily ilumining a face which was ordinarily rather 
Brave. As she faced her father she assumed the expression of 
4 merry child caught in mischief, “Our new lodger has cer- 
Ainly come upon me ity all sorts of situations, not to mention 
lsguines,”’ she remarked, "but this is the first time he has 

Met me in the rile of leading lady on the melodramatic stage. 
Please unhook me, will you? The play is over, and it's 
She to got the pot roast simmering. And what do you say to 
*viting lovely Jeannette Crofton to visit us? Would it be 
too hard on you?" 
qT Not at afl, my dear, I should be glad to see your Uncle 
Thomas's daughter, Invite her, hy all means. You have far 
'00 little young companionship; it will do you good to have 
® girl of your own age in the house.” 

I wonder how we shall get on,” mused Georgiana, 
Many hours afterward, the labors of the day over, 
dagitna bent her dark head over an oki-fashioned writing 
tank in a corner of the living room, and dashed off the con- 
junPlated letter to ber almost unknown cousin. How the 
Hvitation woukt be received she had little idea, but since 
4 deter of thanks was undeniably due in return for the 

‘miannual’ box, it was certainly a simple and natural 
Ki ter enough to offer in return for it a possible pleasure and 
cite benefit, call 

Tun straight down to the post office and mail it,” 
declared ‘Georgiana, sealing and mamping her letter after 
wating read it-aloud to her father. “A ran in this March 

ind will be good for me after baking and brewing all day.” 
Mp2% daughter—and take a tumbler ar two of jelly to 
pies Ames, by the way. And pick a spray or two of the 
Gatlet gerapium to go with it." Mr, Warne spoke from the 
* pe of a big armchair by the living-room fire, where, with 
ela, mp at his elbow, he was not too deep in a speech of the 
thet, Pitt, on “Quartering Soldiers in Boston,” to take 
thauit for an invalid whom be considered far less fortunate 
“ Nlenoelf. 

will—poor, disagreeable old lady, She doesn’t admit 
that anything tastes aa it shoukd, but 1 observe our jelly 

ig in disappearing.” 

GEORGIANA, now wearing in honor of the clase of day a 
th, Ne frock of dark blue wool with a touch of scarlet at 
Knead: and wrists, donned a big military cape of blue, scarlet 
Which and twisted about her neck a scarf of scarlet silk, 
D hat Served less as a protection than as the finishing touch 
Eker gay winter's night costume. As she closed the house 
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| The Star 
in the Countiry Sky 

Her Story: and That of 

Her “Three Men?” With Another 

By Grace S. Richmond 
MIRTH OF JUNE, a 

ere, door, lifting her face to a 
culd, starry sky from which 
the clouds of the day bad 
broken away at sundown, 
another door a few rods 
farther down the quiet 
street banged loudly, and 
the sharp creak of rapid 
footsteps was immediately 

tobe heard upon the snow-packed walk. Georgians amiled in 
the darkness at the seeming coincidence of that banging door, 

“Well met!" called a ringing voice. “Curious that 
should break out of Mrs. Perkins's just as you come alon 

“Very curious, Jimps. How do you manage it? 1 knew 
you were there.” 

“Dikt you, indeed?” inquired the owner of the voice, com- 
ing up and standing still co look at what he could see of the 
military-caped form. His own strongly built figure took up 
its position beside hers as if by right. His hand slipped 
lightly under her arm, and he turned ber gently to face the 
direction in which be himself had eet out, “That's like your 
impertinence. To pay you for it you shall come this way," 
he insisted, “It’s only a step farther, Look at the stars!” 

They're wonderful.” 
‘arrying something under that cape? Give it to me.” 

“It's only a bit of a basket, Jimps; sever mind, you 
might spill it.” 

“You can’t carry a bit of a basket when I'm around, 
i fand it over.” 

jictatorial tonight, aren't you 
. T've been bossing a lot of new hands today, 

who didn’t know a pick from a gang plow.” 

GRE 

“QUT you've been outdoors every minute!" Her tone 
was envious. 

“Every blessed minute. And you've been in, pottering 
over a lot of house jabs? See here, you need a run. Let's 
take the time to go up Harmon Hill and run down it, eh? 
There'll not be a soul to see, 

‘She laughed doubtfully, “I'd love to, but—the jelly.” 
“That's easy.” He dropped her arm, turned aside to a 

clump of trees at the corner of an overgrown old place which 
they were passing, and deposited the little basket in the 
shadow. He came back and caught her arm again. 

“Easy, now, up the hill. I wish we had the bobs out; this 
is the fast month of snow. Honestly, now, Googe, tony the 
coasting and tramping helped you through this first winter?” 

“Jimps, 1 don't know what | should have done without 
it—or you.” 

“Thanks; I think so myself. The first winter back in 
the little old town, after the years away at school and col- 
lege~well —— Anyhow, I pride myself the partnership has 
worked pretty well. We've been about as good chums as 
you could ask, haven't we, now?” 

“About 1s ” 
“All right.”” His tone bad a decided ring of satisfaction in 

it, but he did not pursuc the subject farther. Instead he 
changed it abruptly, “How does the new boarder come on?” 

“Very well. We really don't mind having him at all, he's 
so quiet, and father enjoys his table talk.” 

‘ather does, but daughter doesn't?” 
‘Oh, yes, | do—only he doesn’t talk much to me. I sit and 

listen to their discussions—and jump up to wait an them so 
often that | sometimes lose the thread. 

“The duffer! wey doesn’t he get up and wait on you?" 
Georgiana laughed. *'Jimps, we're going to have another 

guest--a girl—my cousin, Jeannette Crofron, At lease I’m 
writing to ask her, for the fortnight before Easter.” 

“Those rich Crofton relations of yours who hold their 
heads so high for no particular reason except that it helps 
them to forget their feet are on the earth?” 
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“ Never mind; Is it the girl whose picture gets inta 
the Sunday papers tirely against her will, of 
as the daughter of Thomas Crofton? She's reported 
from time to time, and then the report is denied, She’ 

“T shall cell you no more about her," ski Georgiana 
Warne, with her head held quite as high as if she belon, 
to that branch of the family to ahora jeanne Stuart had so 
irreverently alluded, 

“Allright. I'm not interested in her anyhow, and you'll 
want your breath for the run down. Come on, George; one 
more spurt and we All ready, Take hold of 

y hand. Come ar 
In the March starlight the two ran hand in hand down the 

long, steep Harmon Hill which led from the cast into the little 
town, Stuart's grip was tight, or more than once Georgiame 
would have slipped on the rough iciness of the descent. But 
she didi not falter at the rush of i1, and she wae not panting, 
only breathing quickly, when they came to a standstill, 

“Good lungs, those af yours, George," commented Stuart, 
in the frank manner in which he might have said it to a 
younger brother. “You haven't played basket ball and 
rowed in your "Varsity boat for nothing. Sure you're not 
letting up a bit on all that training, now that you're back, 
haking beans for boarders?" 
“And sweeping their rooms, and carrying up wood for 

their fires, and ——" 
“What? Do you ean to sty that literary light allows 

yon to tote wood for him?” They were walking on rapidly 
now. “I'll be aver in the morning and take up a pile that 
will leave no room for him to put his fect."” 

“Jimps, boy, how absurd you are! How should he know 
who puts the wood in his room? I don't go up with armfuls 
of it when he’s there.” 

“If you did he'd merely open the door for you and say: 
“Thank you very much, my good girl.’ 1 don't like this 
boarder business, I can tell you that. Do you let him smoke 
in his room?" 
“Why not, you unreasona 

tiful briarwood, and such delicious tobacco that I find myself 
sniffing the air when I go through the hall in the evening, 
hoping I may get a whiff.” 

“Does, ch? When I bring up the wood I'll smoke up your 
hall so you won't have to sniff the air to know you're enjoy 
ing the fragrance of Araby,” 

'N THIS light and airy mood the pair went on their way. 
‘An almost lifelong previous acquaintance had put them on 

a footing of brotherly and sisterly intimacy, now fully 
enhanced by the sense of need each felt far the other. It was 
small wonder that their fellow townsmen were accustomed 
to couple their names as they would those of a pair long 
betrothed, and that, as they came together into the village 

office, where, as usual, a group ot citizens lounged and 
ingored, the appearance of jim Stuart escorting Georgie 
Warne" should cause no comment whatever, 

‘The mail procured, the letter posted, and the small basket 
delivered to a querulously grateful old woman, the ng 
people set out for home. They had somehow fallen Into a 
more serious mood, and, walking more slowly than before, 
discussed soberly enough certain problems of Stuart's con- 
nected with the commercial side of market gardening. He 
spoke ‘iscly as he would have spoken to a man, with the 
possible difference that he made his explanations of busi 
conditions a trific fuller than he might have done to any man, 
But his confidence in her ability to grasp the situation was 
shown by the way in which, ending his statement of the 
case, he asked her advice. i 
te ers given just this crisis, what would you do, George?" 

said. 



She conskicred in silence for some paces. Then she asked a 
question or two more, put with a clearness which showed 
that she understood precisely the points to be taken into 
consideration. He answered concisely, and she then, after a 
minute's further communion with herself, suggested what 
er to her at feasible cours, 

art demurred, thought it over, argued the thing for a 
fietle with her--and came round to her point of view. He 
threw hack his head w wed Laugh. “L admit it—it's 
mighty good suggestion may be the way out, Anyhow, 
's well worth trying, George, you're a peach! There isn’t 

one girt in a hundred who would have tistened with intelli- 
fence enough to make her opinion worth a picayune.” 

“I'm not a gitl I don't want to be a girl—at 
ven't time,” 

"sa safe enough statement, liext James Stuart, 
“as long as you continue to act enough like a normal girl to 
run down the hills with m fterdark. Well, bere we are, 

J suppose you're not going to ask me in?” 
it, Jimps: I'm sorry. Father overdid today, 

and T must see him to bed carly and read him vo sleep.” 
After be's gone the literary light won't come dawn and 

smoke his spicesof-Aruby mixture by your fire, instead of 
ertain him, will he?” 

culos person, what a 
ation.) ry evening at about this 

time the literary light goes off for a long tramp by him- 
self, and often doesn’t come back till all our lights are 
out, except the one we leave burning for him. He is 
absolutely absorbed in his work, We really see nothing 
at all of him except at the table.” 

“Just the sme, the time will come,” predicted James 
Stuart. “Some night he'll take his regular phice at 

he does at your table, F know your 
o's soft heart. Yours may not be quite so vulner- 
bot if the boarder should happen to look Jow in his 

mind after a telegram from anywhere, or should gee 
his precious fect wet——" 

“Timps, go home and be sensible, When Jeannette 
comes—if she does come, which I doubt more and 
more—you may be asked over quite a number of times 
during her visit. 

“PT presume so, And that's the tin "have 
Jefferson down, and you'll pair off with him, while I de 
my prettiest nog to Took like an awkward countr nm 
before the lady who has her picture in the Sunday 
papers,” 

"Good night, James Stuart—good night." 
“Good night, Georgiana—dear,” Stuart responded 

cheerfully, Bu the last word was under his breath, 

“T POSITIVELY didn’t know how shabby the he 
was till Ed read Jeannette’s leteer of acceptani 

She did not say it to her father—not Georgiana 
Warne. She said it not to James Stuart, nor to Mr. 
C. Jefferson, Being Georgfanu, she said it to no one 
but her slightly daunted self, She was standing in the 
hall as she spoke, the wide, plain hall whie 
through the middle of the w ‘i 
square rooms on each side and its ¥ 
staircase at the back, Of the house ital jeorgiana was 
not in the least ashamed. She knew that it possessed 
a certain charm of aspect, from the fanlight over the 
heavy entrance door to the big, quaint kitchen with its 
uneven Hoor dark with time. he was when one came to 
details ¢ arm sordidly variished—iat least to the 
critical ¥ of the young housewife. The old rugs 
and carpets were se nearly threadbare; the furniture 
was so worn; the very muslin curtains at the windows, 
though whit hands could make them, had been so 
many times repaired that even artful draping could not 
wholly conceal their deficiencies, 

In other ways the household's lack of means made itself 
plainly apparent to the daughter of the house, as she went 
rom room to room, ‘The linen press, for instance—how piti- 

fully low its piles of sheets and towels had grown! Hardly a 
sheet but had a patch upon it, hardly a towel but had been 
cut down and re-hemmed, that it might last as long as possi- 
bk. There was, to be sure, one emall tier of towels, handed 
down from Georgiana's grandmother and carefully pre- 
served against much using, of which any mistress of a linen 
press might he proud. There were also two pairs of fine hand- 
made linen sheets, with borders exquisitely drawn, two 
pairs of pillow cases to match, and a quite wonderful old 

spread of knitted lace. 
“Tean keep washing out the best towels for her,"' Georgi- 

ana reflected resignedly as she counted her resources. 
In the china cupboard there was lefe quite a stock of 

rire old plates and dishes which could be used as occasion 
demandest. blue-and-white crockery which must serve 
a pare of the time was pretty meager; the supply of antique 
silver good as far as it went—it did not go very far. 

“ But-—alter all," sxid Georgiana, to herself determinedly, 
“we can give her good things to eat, and served as attrac- 
tively as need he—why should L mind about the rest? Father 
in his armchair isa benediction to any meal, and Me, Jeffers 
son can talk a8 pot every guest can who sits at the Crofton 
table, I'll wager. 1'll not be apologetic, even in my mind, no 
matter how much | feel like it.” 

Whereupon she betook herself to the room which was to be 
iven to her cousin, and fell to work with a will, foe it was the 
fat thing to be done before the arrival of the guest. 

FTER it was in order she looked about it, not ill content, 
Jt would be an exacting guest, surely, who could not be 

confortable there—and there are many guest roo 
Tate appointments where gucsts are not wholly 
‘This room was large and he peta and airy, with its four win- 

i west and sot and the view from the western 
one was far-reaching, with a glimpse of blue mountain 
ranges in the distance. If the matting upon the floor had 
been many times turned and refitted, its worn places were 
now all cunningly hidden and it was as fresh as the newly 
scrubbed paint on the woodwork. ; 

‘There was a luxuriously cushioned, high-backed chair— 
would Jeannette, by any possibility, recognize the blue silk 
‘of those cushion pi sar § Georgiana wondered. Jeannette 
never wore a frock long enough really to become familiar with 
its pattern: she would only know that the cushions were soft 
to her comfort-accustomed body. The wow i rugs of 
blue and white upon the floor were of Georgiana's own mak- 
ing. An ancient desk, which had belonged to Mr. Ware's 
mother, was carefully fitted with all the small articles one 
could desire in reason, taken from Georgiana’s c! 
college equipment. 

The washstand in the corner, behind a homemade screen 
of clever design, was furnished with two beautiful, old bhie- 
and-white ewers—the pride of Georgiana's heart, for they 
had come over from England with her great-grandmother; 
and the rack was hung as full with towels as fastidious bather 
could desire. Altogether with its small bedroom fireplace 

laid ready for a fire, and a blue denim-cavered woodbox 
filled to overflowing with more wood —— 

She had forgotten to fill the woodbox, as yet. It was 
nearly time to dress for Jeannerte’s coming. Georgiana ren 
hurriedly downstairs, through the kitchen, warm and fra- 
grant with the baking of the day in preparation for the com- 
ing supper, and in that pleasant order which the kischen of 
the good housewife shows at four in the afternoon, In the 
woodshed beyond she gathered a great armful of wood— 
Het to bother with the basket, which would not bold so 
much—and hurried back ay: making toward the front 
stairs this time, because the back stairs were narrow and 
steep, and one could not rash up them at great speed with 
one's arms full of wood, 

AtT a minute, please, Miss Warne!" The front door 
of the house shut with a bang, and hasty footsteps 

caught up with Georgiana at the feot of the stairs, just as 
one big stick tumbled loose from her hold and went crashing 
down behind her. 

“Ob, never mind,” she panted, The load was much 
heavier than she had realized, but she had not meant to be 
caught upon the front stains with it—not even if it had been 

nes Stuart who came to her rescue. 
jt Was mot Stuart, but evidently one quite of Stuart's 

mind, for Georgiana now found her arms unburdened of 

"She Doesn't Seom te Have Brought With Her That Proud end 
Haughty Expression She Mail in the Sunday Papers’ 

their heavy incumbeances without further parley, and her- 
self put where she belonged by the cool command: “ 
carry a heed like this when you have a man in the house.” 

But—but we haven't!" objected Georgiana, her voice a 
trifle breathless. She followed Mr, Jefferson as he strode up 
the stairs with the wood, She opened the door of the gucst 
room and lifted the cover of the woodbox, 

“Haven't?” he questioned, humping the wood into the 
box, and then stooping to rearrange it. “Would you object 
to telling me what you consider me, then?” 

“You are, of course, a boarder—a ‘paying guest,’ as we 
should say, if we were some people,” she obecrved with 
gravity. are expected! to complain of whatever service 
you receive, not to offer any under any circumstances,” 

Lsce. Were you intending to fill this box?" 
He stood upright, and his glance wandered from the box 

in question to the pleasant room in its fresh and expectant 
order. But it came discreetly back to G jiana's face. 

“Not at all,” she denied. “There's quite enough there 
for tonight. 

He nodded, and went toward the door. “The woodshed 
is, | suppose, beyond the kitchen, after the fashion of wood- 
she ind the kitchen is beyond the dining room?” 

"Please don't bother!" Of course it was useless to pro- 
test and she followed him down the stairs, through dining 
room and kitchen to the woodshed. 

As he passed through the kitchen he stopped in the middie 
of it. May | look fora minute?” he asked, “Tt takes me 
tack to my beyhood. My mother used just such a kitchen 
ast I thought it the best room in the house.” 

ips took ona smile as he looked, Georgiana, with ber 
own hands, had scoured every inch of that kitchen, had 
made te shine brilliantly every utensil which had in it possi: 
bilities of shining. It was impossible for the girl not to feel 
a housewifely pride in the appearance of the place, and to 
exult in the spicy odors which told of the morning's bakings. 

Mr. Jefferson, going on into the woodshed and returning 
with a load of wood which put Georgiana's lite attempt to 
the blush, assured her that he felt onally competent to 
attend to the woodbox without aid from her, and marched 
away as if he were quite accustomed to such tasks. 

It may be here stated that next day, when in his absence 
she looked into his room to see if the woodbox there were 
quite empty, she found it quite full, though she could not 
possibly remember when he had discovered the opportunity 
to do the deed without her knowledge. And from this time 
forth, during the remainder of his stay, she was obliged to 
resign herself to the fact that the ‘man in the house,” 
though he might be a boarder, would permit no interfereace 
with this 2elf-assumed task, 

EANNETTE had written that she would arrive on a 
certain Thursday afternoon between four and five, being 

conveyed by motor from the city, sixty miles away, 
which was her home. Georgiana, therefore, with memories of 
college days again strong upon her, made ready to serve 
afternoon tea beside the hying-room fire. 
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“Be prepared to have this function every day while the 
guest is here, Father,” said she. ‘Jeannetie’s undoubtedly 
accustomed to it and would miss it more than she could 
missany other one thing. But she’s to have only the plainest 
ol thin bread and butter with it, since our six-o'clock supper 
comes soon after. We mustn't pamper her, must we?” 

Mr. Warne, in bis armehair by the fireside, re: to wel> 
the guest, looked up at his daughter with bright eyes 

“Pampering,” said he, “is the atmosphere of this house: 
Jeannette cannot escape it, Tam pampered beyond belief 
every day of my life. At this very moment my evesare feast- 
ing upon the sight of my child in what nrast be an absolutely 
new old dress!” 

A peculiar expression crossed Georgiana's face as she 
glanced down at the soft, gray blue of the afternoon frock 
she had donned for the occasion. “I'm wondering if she will 
recognize it,” . “Te was one of the white eve- 
ning gowns in that fast" janaual.’ J colored it mysell— 
as nsual. [really came out pretty well, but it gives me a 
queer, conscious feeling to be wearing it when I mect her- 
Doryou suppose she'll know it?” 

“And if she docs?" ‘The tone was that of a tender irony. 
suppose I’m an idiot to care! Edon't care—huet do!” 

Georgiana ung a look at the slim nian in the big chair, 
which said that she was confident of his understanding her, 
no matter what she sie ick, 

No false pride, daughter,” he warned her. “You cat 
toll the big man from the little one by the charneter of 
the things he is willing to accept. There is never any 
stigma attached to wetring the discarded garments 
another, provided they are come by honestly, And 
when one Ges colored them inte the brgain—and looks 
like the ‘Portrait of a Lady’ in then is 

“Father Davy, you're the most comforting creature!" 
And Georgiana dropped a kiss upan the top of the head 
which rested against the back of the worn old armehair. 

Ht she nat been watching from the window she 
would not have known when the Crofton car drew 

up at the door, so quietly did the great, shining motor 
roll doven the roadway which ran through the main street 
of the little town. She was out and down the Manse 
path in hospitable alacrity, yet not without the dignity 
of which she was mistress 

So this was the guest whom she had ventured to ask 
down to the hospitatity of the shabby old village Manse! 
If she had been a princess Miss Jearimette Crofton could 
not more thoroughly have looked the part. Georgiana 
had known many nich men’sdaughters at oolleg had 
found close friends among them, but no one of them 
h er suggested such a background of luxury as did 

and graceful girl as she sct her pretty foot 
upon the old box-bordered path. She was rather small 
of stature, her fair-haired beauty was of a strikingly 
attractive type, and every detail of her attire and belong- 
ings breathed of wealth and fashion, Georgiana felt 
herself instantly a buxom milkmaid beside her, 

“Tt was so good of you co ask me," said she ina voice 
of much sweetness ax she put out her hand to her 
cousin, Theo she turned to the in livery who stood 
at attention by the door of the ex “You may take this 
coat buck with you, Dennis,” she said; and she let him 
remove from her shoukfers the long, fur-lined cloak she 
had worn for the March drive, 

He gathered together her belongings as she walked up 
the path with Georgiana, and he afterward went back for 
a long motor trunk which had been brought upon the 
back of the car, Besides this wasa larger receptacle 

ck leather which he brought and deposited in the hall. 
Dennis can take these all to my room for me,” said 

Jeannette with more appreciation of the situation that 
Georgiana had expected, Dennis did not Jook altogether 
pleased with this task, hut be performed it and wat 
rewarded by a stile from his young mistress, which 

mised to swothe his injured dignity at some future 
time, Mr. Warne, rising slowly from the armchair a+ 
Jeannette was brought into his presence, looked keenly inte 
the face of his sister's daughter, It was something of a test 
for any stranger, the meeting of that clear look of his, kindly 
though it was sure to be. With all his appearance of frailty 
and exhaustion, one felt instinctively that whatever hi 
happened to the body, the mind was intact and resolute 
with energy, the judgment swift and accurate. 

EY all took tea together, and Georgiana could feel theit 
guest striving to adjust herself to her entertainers, Her 

manner was very cl ing, though a little lang linele 
weary, as if she were tired with her long drive-—and with 
other things besides. But there was that about her whic! 
proclaimed her unmistakably the gentlewoman, and this wits 
good to know, She got on well with ber newly discovers 
uncle, and he with her, Indeed, the simplicity and straight 
forwardness of David Warne's manner with everyone, lis 
keen observation, his ready imagination, would have putt 
him instantly on an equal footing with the most exalted of 
his fellow creatures, It could do no less with his niece, 1° 
matter how new te her his type of man might be, ner how 
new to him the fashion of her speech and smile. 

This was a picesnt beginning But if Georgiana had 
thought the old house shabby before her guest arrived, she 
felt it now to be positively shambling. She struggled might 
ily against this attitude of mind, ksowlag: that it was 
unworthy of her: but, a3 she led this wonderful, winsome 
creature, whom she knew to be accustomed only to the soft- 
nesses of life, up over the worn stair carpeting to the room sl 
had prepared for ber, she was wondering how she herself hat 
ever conceived the pps cnr: idea of inviting her cousit 
to visit her; the task of making this daughter of luxury com 
fortable, even for a fortnight, seemed suddenly’ 50 impossible. 

“Oh, how very pleasant!” exclaimed Jeannette as she 
was taken into the room over which Georgiana had spent 6? 
much thought. “J shall love it here !"" 

‘That was to be her attitude, thought Georgiana. Beir® 
exceedingly well-bred, the guest was prepared to like every? 
thing that was dane for her. Though this was precisely what 
was to be expected and desired, Georgiana found herself 
already irritated by it—most unreasonably, it must be 
admitted. 
"Tm a jealous goose !"" said she sternly to herself, and fell 

to helping her cousin. There was something appealing about 
Cem helplessness, because she evidently tried hard net 
to show it. As the two lifted the garments from the cares 
fully packed trunk trays it was Georgiana who found the 
right places for them in cloths and bureau drawers 
She had seldom seen, never handled, such exquisite apparel 
from the piles of sheer, convent-ernbroidered finen to the 
frocks and wraps and negligees which went into retirement 
on the laneets she had provided. She realized, foo, 
thate! ateas seemed to her the array of clothing Jeannett] 
had thought it necessary to bring for her visit, it wat 
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nest," and its back windows provided an excellent view of the 
Ward mansion. On the afternoon which saw the safe trans- 
ference of Mrs. Wendell and her toothache to Ward's largest 
guest roont Mrs. Boyne prepared an atmosphere of warm 
and cozy welcome; Hiram A. had never yet failed to respond 
toone of her little notes of half-invitation, But four o'clock 
came ant passed; Mrs Boyne watched the hands of the 
mantel clock move slowly around the dial to the half-hour; 
at a quarter before five she went to the telephone and gave 
the number of the Ward mill. 

Hiram A. had had enough of women for one day. He had 
not forgotten Mrs. Boyne's little note. On the contrary, it 
somchow soothed ji He 
knew he was being rude; he wanted to be rude. 
heen divided between trying to bully the would-be strikers 
inte behaving themselves like well-regulated underlings and 
in comfortably and pleasantly—yes, pleasantly—installing 
three women in his house; and such a day could not find 
Hiram A, Ward in a very good humor at its close. He 
growled as he hung up the receiver, but he put on his coat 
and went out to his waiting motor. 

After all, he thought, as the car stopped before the little 
y house, here at least there woukd be nothing of turmoil, 

nywhere else he would have been met with a too-brisk 
cheeriness, an animated chatter; but he knew there would be 
nothing of the sort in Mrs. Boyne's little room, with its 
closely drawn curtains of yellow silk, and its wood fire not so 
brightly blazing as to suggest its having been lighted expe- 
cially for his coming. Mrs. Boyne gave him precisely four 
minutes alone before she descended, In the interval he 
looked around the roomte—as the lady meant him to; be 
looked about him, and sighed, [t would be long, he felt, 
Lefore such peace would again prevail in his awn house, 
There were chairs of ull ages, and tables of as many more, 
Chinese porcelain andl mellow Derby and Battersea enamels, 
all hobnobbing together in the friendliest way. In face, that 
was the general effect of the roonrfriendliness. 

BOYNE caught his sigh as he turned to greet her; 
heart skipped a beat, as it had a way of doing when 

apy or excited, "Don’t makean effort to 
the deepest armchair for him. “* You 
Mr. Ward hesitated before replying, 

and she went on: of my maids was HE last night and 
T sat up rather late to take care of her, But your windows 
were still lighted when I went to bed, [ keow you must 
he tired today, You really ought to knock off from work 

talk,” she stld, leavi 
must be very tired.” 

€ 

ea 
He looked up at her and slowly smiled. Ah!’ he said, 

"YT believe it was late, But—er—1 was not—er—woi 
We bad sickness, like yourself, Bob had a sore throat, 

“Oh, poor fellow!" Mrs. Boyne murmured sympathetic: 
ally, "Then it was the doctor who drove up so by 
Ward turned his eyes toward the fire aod fell into a 
tantalizing silence; but Mrs, Boyne was one who knew when 
she had come to the end of her | Now she smiled and 
shook her head playfully at the silent gentleman oppasite 
her, “Poor olt Bob! Vim afraid you're not much interestest 
in his sore throat 
“And there really ought to be a wom 

look after us? #6 rising intleetio 
thoughe a trifle brut 

But the lady lost none of her smiling composure, “ For- 
tunately the need is filled, isn’t it? Or isn't dear Kate any 
good at that sort of thing? 

Ward raised himself in his chair, as if a more interesting 
subject had been introduced. “ Dear Kate,” he said, "is good 
ateverything, Great girl, Kate!" 

“Lucky Kate, too, to have such a good-natured neighbor, 
COC a UAORS tocome home at night and find your house 
Ho x 

Mr. Ward appeared to be giving this deep thought. 
"Well," he said, “ie's a pretty poor flood that doesn’t carry 
some one on the crest of its wave." in he waited. 

But once more he had to admit to himself Mrs, Boyne's 
extreme cleverness, To that last remark of his any other 
woman would have replied: " Doubtless.” But not Mrs 
Royne, Instead she said sweetly: "And how fortunate Kate 
is to have brought another girl home with her, now that her 
mother is in for one of her usual winter ‘spells'! You're a 
pretty good wort, Hiram A, Ward." This with a bright little 
nod, and a move toward the tea tray which the maid had 
just brought in. 
Ward watched the movements of ber pretty hands in silent 

admiration, recalling the while another hand, rosy and child- 
like, which had rested in his own so confidingly, Presently, 
when be had tasted of the cup she gave him, his smile deep 
ened; she had remembered just how many’ lumps of sugar 
he preferred. i 

“Yes,” she said, as if there had been no interruption, 
“you are a good sort. Think of having three guests, and 
women at that, all of a sudden, | must run over tomorrow 
morning and see what 1 can co for Mra Wendell. Perhaps 
T can help Kate out with the little girl too.” 

"Help her out?” he repeated, Wien. at Marr aig , 
yes. Introduce her, take her to a matinée, or 

She's quite a child, isn’t she?” 
Ward sank back again. Hum!" he replied. “I really 

hadn't noticed it, Possibly she in some ways,” 
His eyes were on the littl Chinese figures in the bottom 

of hiscup; but he sw Mes. Boyne’s face relax, as if she were 
suddenly relieved. 'So sweet of dear Kate to take the little 
thing under her wing.” she murmured: adding with a Liugh: 
“One doesn't think of Kate as one of those whom a little 
child shall lead. She must find it a good deal of an 
undertaking, We shall al! have to help her out.” 
Then for an hour she talked of other thi while Hiram 

made himself comfortable. He felt almost reluctant to go at 
all; he wished she would suggest his staying to dinner; but 
Mrs, Bayne never gave offhand invitations. 
‘The walk to his own house wasa short one, and the thought 
her accompanied him like an intangible as be 

took his way through the quiet of the still falling snow. 
‘That was one of Mrs. Boyne's qualities that she lingered in 

cople’s thoughts after they had left her. To such a woman, 
Vard reflected, a man coukd safely intrust his house, his 

treasures and the security of his declining years, So think- 
ing, he mounted the steps of his own house; then, suddenly, 
vee ae he of declining years was banished a: by magic. 

big bronze door was opened by someone who muse 
have been waiting behind it, by someone who, possibly, had 
even been peeping through the glass. Yet no one was visible 
until Ward had entered the hall and the door was closed 
again. Then he saw her pressed back into the corner, plainly 
stricken with sudden shyness, like a child who fears she may 
have ventured Yoo far. 

“Weill! Ward exclaimed, on that briskly playful, conde- 
scending note which some people use toward childhood, 
“So there you are 

Re, and pressed! hex lower lip. wcith her teeéh, and She taug' 
beld ber hands over her breast in the gesture he had observed 

n the house to 
ight have been 

s 3 a 

* The blick hair was still parted; it still drooped over the 

before, she said a little breathlessly, “f'm here. 
II was—waiting for you.” 

Suddeoly, startlingly, Ward realized that it was not a 
child standing there; nor was it the girl of the night before, 
that wraith of a time long past. The resources of Hilton's 
shops must have been taxed that day, and Kate had proved 
herself something of an artist. Possibly the fashions of the 
moment made it easier for her; for the gown the girl wore 
was modish enough, yet somehow retained an apprapeiate 
air of quaintness, something of the quality of having been 
created for its wearer; and Kate had seen to it that the girl 
wore her own old-fashioned brooch with its heavy gold rm. 

AR; 
yet it was almost in the fashion of the day, 

0, DECIDEDLY this was not a child, not the burden. 
AN ‘some stranger of the morning. [t seemed rather to be an 
embodiment of thar which a man dreams of, that which he 
longs to find at home, that for which he strives and delves, 
that which he loves to cherish and enfold, And there she was 
behind Mr, Hiram A. Ward's front door; and she was smil- 
ing at him and saying to hi —! was— 

For the first time in all his career his 
before a woman. He watched her, speechless; and as she 
wavered toward him he looked, not at the whole captivating 
figure of her, but into her dark eyes. He saw in their depths 
something no other woman's eyes had ever beki for him: 
trust, unquestioning faith and trust, and gratitude. 
When she was very close she turned her face up toward 

him and shook her bead a littl as she talked. “1 have had 
the most wonderful day J ever spent in all my whole long 
life,” she said in the soft music of the Southern voice. “1 
have driven out ina carriage that goes without horses, and I 
have four new dresses, ant more are coming. 1 hav 
new hats, the loveliest things I ever, ever dreamed of. 1 
have gloves and slippers and—and—other things, you know. 
Aad Rete ein Wasting: earling, Sous, aan nies wa a ao 
going to ties and dances and 10 se the play and the 
opert. Oh, 1 never was so happy in all my ‘whole Jong life, 
and it's all because J came to visit you! Oh!" she ckisped 
her hands ina burst of farther enthusiasm: “1 think you are 
the nicest and the kindest anc the best old gentleman in the 
world!" 

And so saying she was gone! A swift rush across the hall, 
a flutter on the stairway, and Ward was alone; yet not 
before she had bent her head and left the lightest of touches 
om his sleeve. It may have been that her lips brushed it; it 
may have been—a kiss! 

Bur on the sleeve—Ward looked down at it—oa the 
sleeve where one could not be sure! If it had been his band ! 
Yet unconsciously his one hand clasped the spot an the 
other sleeve that shehad ., . ifshehad . . . had sbe? 
Then be looked again at the empty stairway—and rement- 
herent her Last worl. 

“I AND YOU" |) 
BY 

MARY C, DAVIES 

Knowrme you love me, 
I can do 

All that we dream of, 
land you. 

Knowing you love me, 
I can go, 

Singing, to trials 
Ido not know. 

Knowing you love me, 
Ican 4 

All that you wish 
And hope for me. 

SHAAN BF FRaNea im BOOTH 

He was the nicest old gentleman in the world! 
Old gentleman! Old! He, with his palm pressed to that 

burning place on his sleeve, with the memory of what be had 
seen in hereyes. . . . 

Hiram went into bis library, bis beautiful, glowing ec- 
tion of a room that was nevertheless as empty as a 
eggshell, and shut the door behind hin, 

vi 
Reapen, mmanxen! Hear the voice of that street vender: 

“May—Bow—ers! May—fow—ers! Here's your sweet ar— 
bu—tus!"” Breathe quickly; do you get that subtle fragrance? 
‘Turn your bead; do you see, through the pasalng crowd, that 
gleam of pink? Is it a wilting bunch of Mayflowers in a grimy 

still in the bollows, with the pungent thrill of a 
rising up to you; and there, sweet and rosy as the ofa 
waking child, pink blossomassrniling upat the sky? Hark! Again! 
“Lav-en—der! Sweet lav—en—der!” Do you see a sordid 
creature on the curb, sifting through his fingers a few dimes’ 
worth of dusty flowerets—or ix it an ald garden that you see, 
with hollyhocks and box borders and sweet herbs, and bees and 
butterflies and long shadows; or even, perchance, orderly, cool 
piles of linen, lavender-scented? And once again, sweet reader: 
“Pansies, lady? Pansies?” Ah—where are your thoughts now, 
where your memories? 

UND and sane, brimming with energy, Kate Wendell 
could turn her band to whatever came along and do 

it well, She went in for “things,” She could outplay any 
man in Hilton at tennis; she swim a mile without hay- 
ing to remember that she had done so; and she had tired 
of golf only when she had won so many cups that her mother 
found them in the way, She was chairman of the board of 
Hilton's Day Nursery, treasurer of the Fund for the Tnstruc- 
thon of the Indigent Blind, and manager of the lunchroom 
for working girl, All men liked her and found her an 
inspiring companion and out-and-out good fellow. Women 
not only liked, but followed her: youths made her their 
confidante; B icf girls adored the way she did ber hair, 
Mrs. Wendell had been Kate's mother so long as to have 
forgotten that she was anything else as well. 

it was just about time for Kate to be seeking a new world 
ta conquer; she welcomed the coming of Carey as something 
which offered a field of endeavor entirely new, Her first care 

(Page 8} 

was to win the girl's confidence; that was an affair of five 
minutes and a smile or two, for Carey believed in the good- 
ness and friendliness of all the world. The second care was 
to provide the girl with suitable clothes. Kate's heart filled 
with pity at what she suspected must be Carey’s dismay at 
finding herself queerly dressed 

At Kate's first hint Carey flushed and her eyes filled with 
tears, “Oh, would you help me make over some of my 
things?” she asked, laying a hand on one of Kate's aud 
looking into her face without the least apparent consci 
ness of her own tears, ““!—J know they are all wrong—and 1 
worked ¢o hard over them toa! Aunt Crishy always said yout 
could safely trust Godey's Lady's Book as to what was gen- 
teel; and I made my dresses exactly like the pictures, except 
the backs, I coulda’t be perfectly sure about the backs, 
because only the fronts of the ladies showed. But | thought 
it wouldn't matter so much if they were wrong, becaus 
naturally everyone would see the 
and"—she smiled and bs a —“maybe they wouldn't 
think about the backs after #1 

“TE thought [ looked very nice until 1 got on the train. 
Aunt Crishy always said that ladies and gentlemen do not 
stare; but everyone on the train stared. At first J thought 
they were just ill-mannered, and probably hadn't been very 
well raised; but when | got more used to being with so 
many people, and lifted up my jh, I was so dreadfully 
ashamed ! Aut Crishy always said that no lady could poast 
bly be conspicuous; and 1 was! 1 was!" 

HEN she covered her face with her hands; and it ended 
in their opening the lieth hide-covered trunk, thickly 

studded with brass nails and neatly lined with yellowed 
newspapers of 1810, It was smaller thana modern week-end 
trunk, but it held all of Carey's wardrobe, She displayed 
its contents with a little air of pride. 

“TL chose the very prettiest things I could find among all 
the trunks in the atthe,” she explained; “and [ have three 
gowns—three! This plaid one that 1 traveled in, and chis 
apple-green silk, and this.” Flushing, smiling, her eyes 
alight, she hekl up what was evidently the pride of her 
heart—a wide-skirted muslin, with panuee and puflings 
and shirrings of Valenciennes, and little blue taffeta bows 
down one side of bodice and skirt. “J thought this would do 
foe the parties,” she said, 

Kate Wendell looked; then she arose and put her arms 
around the girl, “Dear, they are charming, all three of 
them!" she deckired. “I wish we wore such things now; 
but we don't. You must keep those things just as they a 
shall see that you get at Jeast one chance to wear that party 
dress. We will not try to make them over; they are far too 
lovely Lo cut up, so we'll just buy some new ones,” 

Carey flushed. “Oh, 1—1 don’t know that [ can! I— 
1 spent all of my money for the ticket, you know, oxcept 
one piece,” 

‘Then Kate heard about Mr. Mink, and the little hoard of 
eins found in the old writing desk, and the journey to the 
Springs where the railroad was, and the man at the ticket 
office, and the way it happened that it was to Mr. Ward's 
house she had come. 

Then Carey opened a little beaded purse, and took out its 
one coin, a large silver dollar. “This was the biggest piece of 
money, and the peettiost, 60 T thought I'd futecp . But 
1 don't know much about money. [t takes a t deal to 
buy tickets, Does it take very much to buy clothes?” 

ft lay on her small, rosy palm—one silver dollar—ber all! 
Kate Wendell looked at it, then into the girl's trusting eyes, 

and decided that this was no time for such a trivial mattet 
as speaking the truth. “Well,” she replied cheerfully 
sure [ can't say just how much such a big dollar will bu 
but probably as much as you will need for the present. 

we reply satisfied Carey, and she accompanied Kate 
with a light heat on her first visit to the wonder-world 
shops, Kate had a quiet word with the saleswomen and all 
went well; money and its purchasing power and the need of 
there being any purchasing power at all seemed to be all 
unknown to Carey, and Kate discovered, before the day was 
over, a number of other things of which ied rd was wholly 
unaware, Apparently the attic at Millwood had furnished 
all of her clot! and somehow those faithful negroes had 
provided food. Until she came upon the little hidden store 
of coins Carey had never seen money! Until the day of her 
first journey she had never seen a railroud train—or not 
since she was too tiny a baby to remember anything about 
it. Of social conventions—ctiquette, if you prefer—ehe 
knew nothing, except that there were things genteel, oie 
not genteel, and things that ladies did not do—all measured, 
of course, by Aunt Crish tandards, the standards of long, 
long “'before the War.” She was as frank as a child in het 
questions and criticiams; yet her curiosity was not that of & 
child, but of an adult mind, however untrained it might be. 

And gradually, as the days passed, her new friends dis 
covered that if was not ax untrained as they had at first 
Sapper. The old house at Millwood had been well supplied 
with books in those days when there had been men to read. 
and money to buy with; and Carey, it seemed, had read 
everything there. But they were to fnd out that she was all 
surprises, this litthe lady of an earlier world. 

"ATE WENDELL was thinking so, certainly, when she 
said to Bob Williamson a or two later: “If this 

thing goes on, Bobby, day after day, I shall soon feel the need 
ofa der to weep upon. My nerves ——" 

Williamson grinned and interrupted: "You haven't any 
nerves, Kate; but I'll lend my shoulder ——" 

“Idiot! Why don't you bluff it out, Bob, and try to make 
think you have some sense rate 8 But, really, you 

Son know what I'm going through! I've always believed 
miyself truthful and honest; I'm not, I'm just discovering 
amy real character, and it hurts." 
“What's your latest adventure in crime?" he asked, 

smniling at her from his place in front of the fire. 
“Oh, deceiving that dear trusting child,” she told bim- 

"I've it her gowns and shoes, hats, blouses and gloves, 
counties ings, and told her she could pay for them all wit 
a 

‘A dollar! Well, 1 shoulda’t have that on my mind, if T 
were you. You coulda’t expect anybody to believe that 
yarn, so why worry?” 2 

“Oh, but she docs believe it!" Kate declared, “I'm 9 
afraid she'll find out the truth and hate me! So far her 

lity ii it’s only equaled by her frankness 
The things she says! 

Williamson laughed. “Yes, I know. I beard her telling 
Scott the other day that Mrs. Scott must think him a very 
handsome man; te turned purple and almost drop 
the muffins, She told Hiram—poor old Hiram! who has 
only the mere beginning of a bald spor—that he was che 
nicest old gentleman in the world, Hiram—old gentleman! 

Kate laughed. “And what do you suppose she said to 
Jemica Boyne the other day?” she asked, 
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The Story of a Maid 

Who Came e to New York 

_ ByJames Oppenheim 
swTHOR OF 

NOW had been falting all evening 
and that feverish part of New 
York that stirs through the night 

seemed to be running on rubber tires. 
like a warm, 
sleepers; and now-at ont 
silence of a sickroom had come to the city. But 
Polly, in the parlor of her four-room flit, w 
awak asuhe was, She sat hunched up in th 
morris chair in all that ehittered room, with its 
furniture and tube 1 curtains and racks of pho 
graphs, and her eyes were sharp on her necele 
For every night she spent an hour, before ree carefully 
picturing in her mind the events of the evening, nating every 

i, searching for clues, so thar in the morning sh 
a clear report for headquarters. Some of ber bew 
ve work was done this way at home a 

Heel her ‘movies’.”” 
we snow had yoed falling ant st front winel wis t 
Suddenty Mes, Polly pausxt in her sewing and her 

Hime" sail out loud; “the human stuck « 

The 
heavy blanket tucking in the 

SEW Wibs 
mil 

p'clock in the morning th 

detec 
what she « 

ing 
* 
the 

Her voice sounded like a gun going off in that silence. 
put her swing aside, got up, and walked! in her stocking 

feet to the steam pipes. They were getting cold. Then she 
went to the mirror and glanced at herself in the glass. Her 
rouged chucks still glowed artificially, her large pearl earrings 
hung lustrous, her heavy blond hair was piled high. She was 
stout, flashy, a bit cheap in appearance; but her wonderful 
eyes spoke of something more authentic than rouge and 
jewels. 

She scolded herself vehemently: “Well, } 
pins to do alxvut it? You're forty-odd am 

ow better, you sentimental dowdy widow 
Can't you quit this teary-mother busi 

«land these late hours are writing wrinkle 
This isn't your job. Get to bed, and cut it 

out!” "Then her face softened, and she leaned nearer, smil 
ing at the tips that smiled hack ut her. “Poor mutt! Dknow 

Mrs, Polly, and—1 rather like you foe it.” 
The smile broadened, and softly she returned to her chair, 

Sh 

what are you 

kit to you? 
You're dead 1 
all you 

sat down, and, leaning over with a littte dificulty, pulled on 
Hier shoes and buttoned them up, This done she wandered 
into & corner, took b cout from a chair and slipped 

+ then abbed her hatpins into her hat. 
t she got intoa pair of rubbers iand wound a scarf around 

‘Then she lowered the light and went out into the 
tilled city, 

Id normatly be called a 
Garringer, who was 

evening had been what we 
jlure. She was tra 

mixed up in a “con” ails of which case may 
found in Mrs, Polty’s card index. In the course of this trail- 
ng Mrs. Polly hac over to a mean section of V 
‘wenty-seventh Street, and, right opposite 

yard, had without dithculty entered a shabby, 
brick house, ‘The oocupants of this house were too poor to 
nced the defense of a locked front door, so it gave at a push, 
Three flights up, in t , were two rooms, one large and 
the other yen asa hall bedroom. ‘The larger 
room was ¢ retreats of Nellie Garringer. In this 
Mrs, Polly planted herself, with a revolver handy and the 
door ajar. 

ow it might have been wise to wait all aight, but Mrs. 
Polly waited only from nine until twelve. Then sh 
around toa delicatessen store on Seveath Avenue, a potori- 

1s “hang-out,” and kearned from “King” Spielterg that 
Nell was up in New Haven. That brought the evening (oan 

whirling clouds from the cur 
gh the feathery 

end, ‘The snow shovels were 
tracks, and Mrs. Polly plowed her way thi 
flutter and made home. 

Jt was not until after a whole hour of pondering ane 
rementbering that 4 significant incklent flashed upon ber; 

1, as she to herself with a smile: “It had noth 
ase," Sitting behind the half-open 

nd Neil's room quit ht, for a dance hall 
next street sent through its barred rear windows a 
y Hamination, and that, with the whiteness of the fall 

snow, gave the Foom a solt, pleasant glow, At inteevs 

1 

some poor t woman, a clerk, 
wearily ping Up the wea 

hy pe 
siteam of light fell from the open hall bedroo 
face in turn was released vividly from the sh 

At ten the occupant of the hall bedroom 
young gicl spent and tired, lurching a litthe 
then moving softly into the tiny room and shurting the door 
here was the sound of the bed with a sudden weight flung 

Upon it; then silence, Mrs. P 
closing of the door left the fall in 
her presence would not be known until she © 

and if Nel 
ered the room 

T WAS not until one o'clock in the ‘ning that, remem- 
ing the incident of the young girl, Mrs. Polly said 

c human stuck out there.” At last she saw the 
. sharply, down to its least ¢ To be 

broken shoes had dragged up the stairs 
they were ton weights, and there had been pauses on the way, 

xt she had heard the st hing, and last the fa 
had emerged—a fa ness Was poignantly aad, 
For a moment it fash . the startled, staring blue 
eves, the flutter of light brown hair over the temples, the 
wistful and quivering mouth, the tender oval of the cheeks. 
Snow was on the downward sloping shoulders, snow on the 
shabby and broken little hat with its bedraggted ribbons. A 
thin hand went impulsively to the neck, clu w faded 
cout, and, as the face lifted, it had an expression of final 
despair and utter human nced that seemed beyond healing 

pit RAST.“ "TH 
OLY MPTAN. 

—* cae 

ET! 

All this M 
But 

thought wa: 
ling that face, she also recalled the su 

and this h 
Now, ror 

crash 
used) ber natur 

said, this w » busine 
For Mrs, Polly's weaker 

She w: 
rest, 
ing folks. » would tell 

Just because Af, weak-~no backbone, 
you lonesome, and your boy is dead, and you are 

1 disreputable spy, making fiends 9 that you can betray 
them into the hands of the aw, you naturally fasten on all 
the stray human the workd,” 

Ie w or apIpeEs lod having respect 
able fri «ur A 
she spied on, oI that berween 

her victim uyxttion. She 
folk: So, many of 

with nowk 
this rouged acd hi 
ake care of them 

herse 

homely with t 
was the » 

understand them. 

mat het 
saw the need of the young 

sly figured 
She 

She's just about fost, 
she flung herself 

s dead 

st folks nee 
And with flashing intuit 

girl of the hall bedroom, 
out, “is up against it for fair, $ 
hasn't got anyone even to talk to 
She came y icide or the street 

n that dinky iron ¢ 
now o¢ lying there yet. 

She did; the fury of the man hunt was upon he 
the man hunt that slays—it was the man hune 
Swiftly she left her Jat and her needed rest, and 

gain through the snow-filled city at one 

: but not 
eat sa f 

paged out 

morning 

WEST Twenty-seventh Street looked ay if it had aot 
n dug up for The snow sloped in waves thin- 

ning uatil the broken asphalt lay bare, thick drifts 
ike ve wired came now and the 

nds, and sent dim cle 
against the houses, 
a night watchman making his rc 
into the ghastly glimmer of the strect lamps, Nothing 
harman was in sight, but the cleared skies overhead shone 
sharp with a handful of stars and a distant and cold moon. 
The old-bottle yard was masked in white: the red-brick 
houses with tight-shut windows peered vacantly through 

ing snow. Mrs. Polly pushed on, making a path 
wh the drifts as she went, her stockings icily wet 

fore the house and looked up at its shab! 
Ki, the prize fool!" sbe conmmented. “But never 

A fugi 

mind. We need a few fools.” And with that she waded up 
the steps. 

To her astonishment the outer, heavy, wooden door was 
locked. But in a ntoment she had out’ a keyring with a 
variety of keys on it, sized up the keyhole, and opened t 

we. Th f door gave at a push, and she found herself 
the engulfing blackness of the sleeping house. Instinc- 

tively she softened her tread, as she felt along the wall for the 
stairs. Then she started up, slowly, step by step, and each 

ve out its own personal ery, its own complaint and 
on, 28 if all the people who head stepped on it had left 

their burdens of trouble and anxiety in their footprints, So 
the still house grew loud with these sharp, uncanny sounds, 
and even Mrs. Polly's well-trained heart leaped a little sud 
denly and made her pause to see if the whole house hadn't 
awakened and come out to discover the trouble. 

No answer grovted her, however, and she arrived, puffing 
a little, at the a4 still op 
Mrs. Polly bd od Hight within 

her heart ache with les 
the hall bedroom door 

response, and her worst ions 
But whe softly pushed open the door 

im. ‘The dance hall still sent up its light 
and the narrow room was ina subdued 

distinctly she saw the unspeakable and 
cracked panes of glass: the handkerchief 
st one of them and deying the e dirty 

the damp, ribbop-curling wall paper; 
ingle chair with the straw 

UT there was nv 
vrmext realized 

¢ the be 
glamor, wher 
sordid povert: 
pasted wet ag 
and hole-worn carpet: 
the beoken-down washetandd: ¢ 
torn in its center; and last, th 

She paused, her heart bleeding drops 
on the cot was stretched the girl, fac 
low. She still had on her coat, which h 
side of the bed, and her two shoes were still soaking wet and 
showed their broken soles, It was a shape of abandonment 
and despair, too Jost to move, seemingly beyond human help, 

Mrs. Polly moved softly to the bedside and stooped down. 
“Dear,” sbe murmured caressingly, laying her hand gently 
on the giel’s heavy hair; “dear.” 

The girl did not so Mrs. Polly knelt on the floor 
id ber. “But, my dear,” beside her and put ope arm an 

I've come to help you. I've she mid, “T've come to see y 
been there myself, and | know 

Slowly the girl turned her face toward Mrs. Polly, 
no use,” she whispered, 

Tt is,” said Mrs. Polly. “1 want you to come home with 
1 want you to get up and go home with me. See here,” 

she said a little more sharply, “I think if a person comes out 
at one in the morning, all the way from One Hundredth 
Street, that it means business. 

Now the girl turned about and fooked up at Mra. Polly 
with a slow amazement growing on her face. “But I don't 
even know you,” she gasped. 

Ah, but you will,” said Mrs. Polly, taking the girl's 
hand. “My, but your fingers are frozen! Here, let me mib 

(Page £0) 

“Tes 

There now! 
t you know cry 

Why, sweetheart, you're pret 
makes you ugly? Look at me 

Crying did i," 
fied up on her elbow, bewildered, starthed, 

ni ilitting across her face like shadows. 
her ears and eyes; a sad smile came to 

y her body heaved and she burst into 

for example, 
The girl h 

changes of et 
She could not belie 
her lips, and sudde 
loud sobbing 

al Mrs, Polly, 1 
girl into her arms, 

You haven't been crying, You 
There naw! There now! Ye 

sbody ever minds me 
" sobbed the girl, “I don't know you—but please 

please don't go away, I want to die, [t's no use, fF can't 
stand it.” 

“Can't stand what?" 
“F want my mother, 
Mrs. Polly drew back, hard, 

"So that’s it, Ab, 
Nt? T'e.a kind of public mother, you 

she talked 9 chtly—"you come along to Ww 
and we'll hav 1 tea and toast. So now, 
easier, isn't it? What's your name, dear?" 

The girl's sobs grew softer; they died; and at List, with @ 
wry, sad smile, half sorrow, 
*Colia—Celia Lawrence, And T didn't m« 
baby. But I've been alone—alone 60 long 

Ik to—and po one cared—no one," 
5 right there!" Mrs. Polly drew her to her feet. 

‘You'll be going off again, Celia; 90 wait till we 
There's a dear! Stick this bat on, So, 
pulled off her scard and bound it 
won't have you getting pne 

Celia trembled and her blue © Hor mouth 
grew all crooked. “Why are you doing all this for me? 

ing, pushing on the 
"Le Ah, 1 

" asked Mrs, Polly, 

Then she spoke in a leo 
but, dear, won't [do just foe 

know, Liste 
Titthe 

It's 

fh to be such 
ad nobody to 

t hore. 
And here" —#! 

a's neck—"'l 

she asked. 
“Tush 1" cried Mra. Polly Hfistiness, I'm lene 

some and I need children, So Jee me indulge myvelf, ple 
There! This way! Let's take the stairs without falling 
a flight. Now we're off ! 

And the stout woman took the slender, trombling girl by 
the hand, and they went aut into the blackness of the hall 

A 
and Celia stood like 
flour, Jooking about bewildered at the tube-bead curtains, 
the stacks of photographs, the gaudy furniture, Mrs, Polly 
went over to her and laughed satel 

dow taka pood ook ot Ine, ¢ 

AST, when they reached the stra y fr 
of the flat, and Mrs. Polly kad turned the light highs 

* forlorn figure in the center of the 

ar; see if you 
mm 

Hf the yirt hh 
win 
N chis 

Celia looked up and their eyes met. 
doubts they vantshed before that clear, candi¢ 
now her exhaustion, her pent-up emotions and 

her. She swayed, shivered and burst 
Polly seized on her with a great hug, and t 

ness overc: 
tears, Me 
babbling all sorts of inconsequential things, for 

soaked stockings, and chafed the little frozen feet until they 
glowed red with warmth, 

“That's the stuff!” sat Mrs. Polly, 
hat—so; and slip out of that 
hand hiding? Stand up a mi 

She burned out of the room and came back with a heavy 
blanket, which she spread over the chair and down aver the 
floor. Celia smiled foolishly, feebly resisting this purposeful 
woman, amil surrendering. 

“Into it! Mrs. Polly. "This room is 
house. So. Now J'll bundle you up like a kid with the 
eroup How's that?) My, you're so pretty T'll have to kiss 
ye 

And indeed she was pretty, keaning back, a bundle of 
blanket, ber cheeks flushed, her eyes shining, her heavy bait 
floating loose. She sighed happily and shut her eyes, 

“That's right !"' said Mrs. Polly. “Keep good and still 
Don't budge. ‘There"—and Mrs, Polly kissed her. “Now | 
must get the tea, Be a good little girl while I'm gone 

t=this way. 

And, singing in a low, she went out throws 
the dining room to the little kitchen and soon was raising 
great clatter there. Meantime the spent girl, 
shut, drifted deep into the brooding hush, the 
fort, the sudden sense of safety and lo 
relaxed; ber blood flowed more easily 
It was.as if she were 
math 

Fagain, safe and warm in bet 

WHEN Mery Polly came in with the tray and set it on tbe 
table, and the teapot steamed, and the toast sent upitt 

. wry muscle 
she sighed deeply: 

ith eye 
m coe | 

, 

buttery and burat odor, she found Celia smiling and peaceful 
‘She stood a moment aod looked at the al. "Fecliit 

better?" 
Cetia smiled radiantly at her. “Ah,” she sighed, “it's like 

being home.” 
Mrs. Polly bit on her lip, called berself a fool and a se ati 

mentalist (and of course she was a sentimentalist), shov' 
the table up to the morris chair, sat down on a chair on the 

le of it, and they had tea and toast together, 
," said Mex. Polly, “The tea’ setting you up al 

You needed a little bracer, didn't you? "She leat 
hack in her chair. “I've never been ions in my li 
Naw, Cetia"—she looked the girl in the eyes—" tell me in 
about three words how it all happened, and then we'll 
what we need—sleep. 

But Celia was embarrassed, 
didn’t know how to begin 

moved about uneasily, and 
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ischarged Her 
The Facts in the Case of Jennie Forbes—and Some Other Girls 

JENNIE FORBES hurried with her tase 
| letters, closed her desk hastily, and ran 
| to the telephone Lo tell the young man 
| in the office below that she was ready 
| to go. Then, just as she was slipping 
into her coat, the head clerk asked t 

| see ber a moment. “I can’t take any 
more work tonight, Mr. Sanders,"” shy 

S| said, “It's ten minutes of five and | 
have an engagement, 

“Stop at my desk on your way out, 
3 will you?” was all he answered. 

at man has a genius for calling you back when yout 
ina hurry,” she saud to the vice-president’s stenographer 

“Why should you be ina hurry?" the other girl asked as 
she put in another sheet. “You're supposed to stay until 
five-o’elock,"" 

“Well, Lm throu 
that time.” 

"You can spare those few miiutes to Mr. Sanders, ¢ 
suggested the orber girl as she rattled off the date 

Jennie passed through the large office where the bookkeep- 
ers were bringing their day’s work to a conclusion, and 
turned into a smaller office. 

"Miss Forbes,” said the head clerk, “after Saturday we 
shall not need you any longer. 

The girl stood still a moment; then she sai 
have told me before, Mr. Sander 

"TL did caution you that you must get here on time in the 
‘ning and limit your noontime off to ane hour, But you 

ade no change in your habits,” 
“Tam not the only girl who comes late.” 
“There a er things, Your work is not up to the 

mark,” 
“Who said it?" "The clerk shook his head. “It's easy for 

a man who only has to sit at a desk and dictate to say that 
If he had to work a typewriter, he'd know any human being 
makes mistakes." 

“TE you mean the president, he began as a stenographer 
He knows all about it, 
“Ts he the one who said my work wasn’t good?” 
“Do you really want to know? He said you were not only 

incompetent, but you had no wish to become competent.” 
This is th ir the dismissal of nine-tenths of the 

girls whe harged. They are incompetent; and they 
are not trying to become competent. 

and it’s only a few minutes before 

: “You might 

me 
y 

F COURSE, Jennic Forbes left the office bitterly resent 
ful over her discharge. ‘Too much had been demanded 

of her. It was not fair. She had not known, Almost all 
discharged employees feel so. But she might have known. 
She knew, when she engaged to work from eight o'clock until 
five for a certain sum of money, that that time was her 
employer's and not hers, She knew certain rules were there 
for her to observe, not to evade Lo suit her own convenience, 
and certain duties were expected of her, Those who empboy 

and women have usually a clear idea of what they want 
todo. Mast employers are willing to tell at least once 
they want. No girl need be discharged for lack of 

ion about what is required of her, 
nes an employer wish to discharge his employees—it 

such a waste of time and energy. Even if you have been 
holding your job only a little while, somebody's time has 
been taken to hunt up your references and ascertain your 
fitness and to engage you; and somebody's time has been 
spent showing you the ways of the place, I, after all this, 
you will not do, somebody else bas to take time to find & 
successor to you and to train her. The man who sits at the 
desk and says your work is not up to the mark does 
not like to have to say it, [tis the greatest problem 
of all employers=to fod competent help. The em- 
ployers’ success depends on it, Ie is their most 
harassing difficulty to be forever encountering in- 
competency. There is all kinds of work to be done. 
All it needs is to be reasonably well done, 

"We discharge her,” said the head of a lange pub- 
lishing house, “because ste cannot learn, of because 
she will not learn; because she shows that she is mak- 
ing work 

uine desire to make herself valuable, Usuatly we 
have to discharge Aim oftener than we have to dis- 
charge her. The woman, as a rule, is satisfactory 

stop-gap, and has no real interest init, 

faithtul, industrious, intelligent, exact and honest, 
Somes 
we 

ves because she does mea she gets on your 6 
panish things, crics on your hands, or makes a per: 

nal matter of necessary correction, but men are just 
apt to get on your nerves with something equally 
ravating.”” 

in the large department stores of recognized char: 
acter, which pay their girls living wages and expect 
good service, much pains is taken to increase the com 
petency of the sales forces and to reduce the necessity 
of discharging any of them, The member of the firm 
who has charge of the saleswomen wants them to 
make good almost as much as they ought to want 
to. Even after a gitl is known ¢o be falling short 
of what was expected she will be given another trial. 

“QOUANGE her to the notion department,” 
a last-week's order ina store of national repu- 

tation. ‘The girl was in the millinery department, 
hut she was too shy to tell a woman that the hat 
she had bought was becoming. The girl had no 

ificulty about buttons.and tape and pins, It 
happens often that a girl who cannot sell another 
gitta broadcloth suit can sell ber a novel, and it is 
the business of the store to find this out and ar- 
range it without losing the girl 

A competent sales force is a necessity to any 
store that expects to pay dividends on its invest 
ment, No matter how carefully the buyers collect 
the best the markets at home and abroad afford, no 
matter how keenly what they offer fills a long-telt 
want, these thingy require to be sold with care, for 
across the way other merchants are displaying what 
they have bought, and are doing so with equal craft 
and beguilingadvertisements. And nothing hinders 
the shopper from. going across the way. 

My 

HE bright brook flows about my toes 
That hide in the golden sand; 

The dragon fly is darting by 
e 

For I am the Queen of the water elves, 

So, ttle fish, behave yourselves, 
If you can, for half an hour! 

By Margaretta Tuttle 
AUTHOR OF “SNR IS PAID FOR 17," “YOUR COOK, 

But a competent sales force is not m: 
keep them, even when they are not up t 

a day, “We 
par, if there is any 

hope for Uhem,” stid the head of one of the kingest stores in 
the West. "We hope they will become competent 

“What,” I asked, "is a competent sileswoman?” 
Texpected him to say that it was not an casy question to 

answer, but be said nothing of the kind: h 
short answer that any girl could learn in ten s« 

s for a competent sak 
personal appearance 
rth, attention — being « 

apts faystem. [cis 
in all places where many. people conve 

jone, and each girl must observe i 
ability. ‘It is not always easy, The 
reso many things that can happen 

seem such a serious matter, Perhaps you are only a few 
minutes late, The car did not come and you had allowed you 
self only the bare half-hour it takes if the ear is prompt: you 

ibke for th vmpany. 

a crisp, 
mis: “There 

woman: First, 
Third, knowl 

her job. 
necessary 

we bo get 
asa matter of 

vur is carly; 
and it does not 

f : 
the many 

damage done the day"s work 
: e—the necessity of getting 

some of the work done before interruptions oecur—perhaps 
it is no great matter this time. You are fined or nat, accor 

he rule of the store. But it matters to you, because 
every time you are late your dependability is lessened, and 
that i a pretty large thing, 

ERSONAL appearanc 
nward and perhaps 

is an outward and visible sign of 
visible intel Neatness ix 

dispensable, but r sy toatiain, You are pot rece!y 
ing a salary that allows any dresses; your laundry bill 
isa thing for which you have to plan; and you ate so tired 
when you get a shirt 
waist or mend aw Bat, after all, peat ness is almost 

haracter as it is to the 
nnot personally afford to be 

chase the buyer has to take much 
purchase will be delivered as he 

is asked for it, 
the pure 

you asa w 
store, Y 

Tn making a pa 
fiewe that 

that he will be 

reputatic 
sovenly 
on faith 

ueght i 
his ach 

Knowledg 
manship. Detailed infor p about all £ 
you are selling, where they are kept and whut is their price, 
isa necessity. Hf you are not interested in obtaining it yuu 
are not and newer will ipetent saleswoman, 

Attention—being « job—m ig your cus- 
tomer before she sees you, seeing her and "sizing ber up.” 
You cannot be on your job if you keep a customer waiting 

7, and then wait 
kind of a woman 

t make siles 
ing to you than 

And if you do not 
«if your percentage of sales persistently falls 

below what it ought to be, you will be discharged some day 
when the store is letting a few girls g 

The first two requirements, promptness and neatness, are 
within the reach of any girl, Nor is the third requirement 
Jifheult; any girl can know her stock. I she ts apt she will 

rn it quickly. Even if she is lazy or stupid she will learn 
Lina way, though the customer may be wearied with “Susie, 
where is that white batiste?" and “Have we any dollar 
yard blue messaline left?" But every time you have 
such a question, by that much you are incompetent, 

while you finish your sentenc 
on her without looking at he 
she is and what she is apt to want. 
if you Jook as if anything were more 
attending to the customer before yc 
make sah 

BY ARTHUR GUITERMAN: PICTURE BY WALTER H. EVERETT 

A htele fairy waif; 
But I can be as brave as he, 

grove is Fairyland! For mother holds me safe; 

wand is the iis flower! Because it's growing cool, 
Til be the Queen of 
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ETC 

‘The dragon fly is darting by— 

Aad, till it’s time to take me home 

‘water sprites 
‘And dance in the shining pool! 

many girls are discharged because they do not master U 
kind of competency. Yet, if a girl will trouble fo work it 08% 
it is not 60 difficult, because of the great law of average: 

Customers may be divided into four groups: 
The first group is represented by the woman who 
de up her mind what she wants and can afford to buy 

This woman is accustomed to gratifying her taste; she it 
asiest kind of a customer to sell to, but she is the easiest J 
pleased, You must know whether you have what she wast® 
and you must be quick in showing it to her, 

The second group is composed of women open to suge™ 
tions, They visit thestore for new ideas, and the saleswor™™ 
who can show them the latest fashions and has suggest 
to afler will succeed with them. 

The third group is represented by we 
ited means and many doubts about their real need of 
article they wish to buy. They are easily discouraged, 9% 
any half-hearted indifference on the part of the saleswomase 
any neglect, will lose the sale, i 

‘The fourth group, the most distiked is composed ® 
the shoppers who like to handle the merchandise and to 3% 
questions and to compare prices and to tell the saleswor™ 
all about how much cheaper it i elsewhere, and thes 
away without buying. Yet such a shopper does buy 200 
where, and a sile may be made if che saleswoman is elev? 
about it. ‘The shopper is one who cannot be neglected 1% 
because, if she is annoyed, she will go away and talk ab | 
it, and may injure the store with the other three classe* 

Lomers celerred to, 
nwhocan handle these four groups of woe” 

for incompetence, and if she @ 
she will be considered with attest” 

nen who have fim 

Nosaleswor 
will ever be dischar 
handle any two of the 
by the management. 

ATURALLY the office girl comes into more perso#®! 
relation with her employer than docs the sileswortd 

and so the reasons, besides i 
re apt to be more personal 
stenographer go bec 
the man who caught his bookkeeper talking over his aflai® 
with the girl in hix competitor's office downstairs: and U 
man whose wife came into his office one day and sniffed abo™ 
with such caustic comment that, when she had gone, them 
sent for his stenographer and told her she would either bay 
to stop using whatever it was that made his office smell lit 
a sachet bag after she had been in it or he would have ® 
get another girl, 

re is another side go it, of course. ¢ 
even wh 
this fact 
discharging 

orpetence, for her dist 
There is the man who let 

e he could not stan her grouch; 30 
fi 

rls are hums 
a they are working for a living, and recognit 
an sometimes produce better results than 

A business concern in the Mikdle Wee 
employing about twenty woman stenographers, had a hat 
time getting them to be prompt, 
charge a head clerk with a rasping voice whu coukl 
"Well, Miss Barnes, you are three minutes kate!" it 
insulting a way that the girl wept for twenty minutes o 

upany’s valuable time. Ifagirl wanted extra time ¢ 
head clerk's beady black eyes gimleted through her with * 
effect that she did not ask a second time 

It worked pretty well for a 1 ; 
month the girls had developed a ly hatred for their met 
itor, “He tan't a gentleman!” said one of them, “1 at 
stand being called to account, but not being insulted. 1a” 
going co keep my eyes open for another place.” ” 

"Then the head clerk suddenly discharped! the stenograb™ 
who took the dictation of the head of the sales department y 

In bot wrath this important gentleman sume 
the head clerk, “I trained that girl. For three Ye 
she has done faultless work, What do you meat bf 
discharging my especial stenographer? What 
she done?” 

She got married, kept it se 
her maiden name.” 

"What difference does that make, if she 
stenographer? It's her name, isn't it?” 

“She wits secretive about if. You can’t depem 
a girl who won't tell the truth about so importal® 
matter as that.” 

HUE sales manager began to watch the z 

So the concern put 

‘The fourth requisite, being on your job, is a matter of 
ability and some experience. [1 is not surprising that a goo 

iy 
ath, But by the seco” > 

ret, and went on weet 

isa go 

i of 1 

office. There was a constant change of git! 
the extreme annoyance of the officers of the compat 

ble is? “Why don’t you ask the girls what t 
suggested. “It's so now that as acon asa girl 67 
used to the way you dictate she’s off to another flies 

‘That noon the vice-president, on his way to b ee 
con, paused before an angry group of girls ia, br 
stenographers' room. “What's your trouble, git!* 
he asked. 4 
“We can’t work under your head clerk,” said £4 

girl who was leaving that night anyway and dil4, 
care. “He jumps on us 6, we get too nervous 

work just looking at him; and when we heat 2g 
voice we shiver into m that get usa ca 
down from the office, [t's like being betwee! Ay 
upper and a lower millstone all the time, and 

et 

rather hunt other jobs 
ie So the bead clerk was removed, and in hit ® 

was put a gentle-voiced, thaughtful under © 
isi who knew by actual experience some of t 

ties of Ii ny On small income and g ting to ig 
a time. Not a girl has been late since, at © | 

affice force has remained a steady quantity. 
Of course, if these girls had been thoroughly 

petent they would nat have needed a head ett 
watch them. But a peculiar thing about WMG 
is that only the highest grade of them do not 22 | 
to be superintended, If you are incompetent 
is no real use for you, And unless you reco@e] | 
your incompetence and set about to remedy it ol 
is not only no real use for you, but there is & 
hope for you. But if you become competent ig 
become valuable. You have only to add chat 
toit, and you become not only valuable but ia 
able; and when you are invaluable to eve 
other person you have conquered life, 



x 

AAR 

HE | 

ne ¥ herself 
F cL ie | >) ] { = 

Mieisee wile ts B( J RC a | 

we 

x. very completely awak wide 
the saying isand in chat p 
teasing ahd alertness that us ui down below? You're one 

When one is aroused by a sense of danger. She bry wren’ t you? Why aren't 
still for a few momen ening, There was noth f them?" 
‘Ay to be heard but the strains of dance musie, ar ache,” she explained, “Ss 
even those sounded faint and far a for the ball to bed at eight foam was downstairs and on the other sid: aked up just now 

ig house some distance from M Pain pare tHlis Own on the Night nodded her head after a 
Leighton’s coun in the garden w When sh vow it came about 
istenod very hard indewd she coukl hear the ticking are | ane 1 alx and came to loot 

O€ the little clack with the luminows face that w of the Dance the jewel baxes in us while everybody 
Close by her bedside. She turned her ¢ wart i was dancing dowrutairs wert both speaking 
find the hands pointed to wn minutes past twelve a in carefully hus “Didn't it oorur to you 

D she must have slept four hours Rr. etyge jlas Formar | 41 1 the wamen would wear all 
1 The headache which has driven bee to bert beter By Just is Miles Forman ! ; ! Hiner wa at she dids ashes: awn puINs Betet maitre 1 sion was a calico costume 
fiuch mind celka while: bes rty,"" he said. 
cllow guestsdancesl. She raised herself on one elbow ase oe eLK , st an exclamation of surpeise. "How in the 
And glanced about the room. The fire had died dover ILLUSTRATION BY ARTHUR I. KELLER wor you find that out? 
toenthers and filled the place with a dint red glow Oh, we hawe our tittle way vanswered, “We 

Nene waR Ho One co De Keen and Ho sign of disturb find out things, And we have our bad luck as well ance. 5 Leighton fell lack upon ber pillow sourgoul, It certainly was pretty bad luck foe me 
4nd closed her eyes, fur she was beginning to Is Lonigt wreak into the ane occupied bedroom in Hrowsy once more f, this whole house. You can't bear that for bad lack, 

al then, very loud and sharp upon the stilline can you? There's pe 1 quarter of a million 
2 came again the sound which must have awak dollars hot j «cond Boor of this 

thed her—a squcaking, scratching sound from the house waiting for me to pick them up—and [walk in 
tion of one of the two tall French windows find yuu," He forgot in his chagrin to keep bis 

1 never heard just that peculiar noise belar win the joke in his natural tones and he gave 
Knew instantly what it was. She knew that a burg tier la 
Ying to gee in and she knew how he was doing ii 

man had once tokl her at dinner. With THE sound Miss Leighton cried out suddenly and 
diamond you sratched a circle on the outside xtended her arm, and the place was flooded with ligh 
Pane near the lock, 
OF same other sticky shing Stibed, and pustied until the Pe 

at cach her across the room, the woman 
he man beside the fireplace 
n began to sob violently, “Harry 

Hs Teld from falling ane tmutking a noise by fly paper 
i nd there you were! You had only to reach in through ¢h gentleman burglar, whispering again, and 
Mole you had made, unlock the window and open it et and he put his hands up over his fac 

od, heard eve Miss Leighton, sitting up in arry !"” the woman said, and 
Simple mancuver execute, She could have 3 white hair and ¢1 wche and 
er away by screaming, or she could have dashed to the door to the fireplace and watehe Oh, 

fad « cd feomt tie pours, OF ale could fix Leighton cried. "After ten years—like this!" 
IL, the button of which, at the end of a cord, lay under her * from her cheeks you Pillow; hut she sat perfectly still, rigid from shock 

ee ic saw him nod, ant 
For heaven's sake, w 4 

she called H. 
itter one, “To get money of coluirse—to cat, 

t TEXT, a hand came beeween the window hangings, parted 
them, and aman in evening dr pped into view and 

Sond looking about him. He had : rt figure of 
| Young man, but this y¥ topped by the white 

‘and mustache of an old une. He was not in the least 

y asked, and 

re was 1 on the sofa at the foot of the 

» Leighton mid: “yes, that pink thing terrif ; : tifying; he might have been ~-save foe the magazine pistol 0, please, and turn your back for a moment 
fhe wnostentatiously held in his right hand—almost s he was told, turning back to the window: and 

4 those gay gentlemen wha were dancing t he stepped between the closed curt 
m, afice that first moment of startied paral. ittle way and emitted a low whistle 

4 found she was not ned at all, but full of three or four notes. He repeated it, 
Spltasane glow of ex hall her wits about her window again and drew the heavy curtains 
ane id lieve she bodily danger fre . - 
tag ahd eather elegant indiv that for?” M “i, coming down 
h lave a pistol x ly in hi aw me thin, pink dressing gov It «nunded like 

at fun to talk to 
ble precaution ¢ 
ow, finding the burton of the ¢ 

mM her thumb against it, Then she 
thin’ see intruder’s fi 

ve from the fire y 
Blan Soon aware that be couldn't 
he ot between the high, sills bed curtai 
agg by the foot of the bed, 

“Th 

poiselessly under 
ctric bell there and ‘ou a re 

sited would be rath 
distinctly, The red that y 

or oft 
¢ her at all 

» After a 

surprise warn a pul of 
watch down below ta 
ighson stoad beside the fireplace with one hand on 

antel. The soft rod glow, dimmed by the brighter 
tthe walls, struck up across her face and upon the 

f hair that bung over her shoulders, very 
She irty-two and in the sunlight 

m, upetling 
: girl aguin, very round and 

‘You and 1, Harry,” she 

ne 

with his head inst it 
hat's the wrong door,” Miss Leigh 

mathroom door. The door into the w rem 
¥ side of the room. quick 



EAR PETER 
It is m 
night, and 

still, As I sit 
heee at my desk, my 
litte Lamp and’ the 
rustling of my paper 
making a lonely uasis 
of fight and sound i 
a desert of blackness 
and silence, 1 think 
perhaps I can express 
the thoughts that 
have been surging 
through me for a 
week. 1 tried once 

Mt the com 
monplace, petty dis- 
tractions of daylight 
made it an embar- 
rassing matter to dis- 
close my inner self to 
your inner self. But 
now Lean writefreely 

ahnost impersonally, 1 feel a lite as chough 1 were the essen- 
tal spirit of my kind of girl reaching our and Crying to touch 
the essential spirit of your kind of man, not just Kathleen 
writing to Peter a letter that will astonish and hurt bim, 

A week aga tonight you asked me to marry you, and when 
1 refused, you asked me why, [told you 1 would send a 
letter after you, into that distant city where you are to sit at 
the knees af your professional gods for the next few months 
and learn new wisxlom for your work. 

Messe bear with me patiently if 1 1 to lec wpr slowly 
to what E want to say to you, Lt is not etsy 

You ren king dinner with Tom and Bessie 
1 sone weeks ago in their cunning honeymoon bone? 
nt ‘Tom areived from work, and found Nessie and Ww 

ir best bibs and tuckers, waiting for you, You fond 
shaded candles burning. A low fire crackled on the hearth, 
Upstairs, you saw Tom's house pumps and another coat 

id aut forbim. You next encountered a fussy,dainty: 
where Bessie herself served a truly wonderful 
ied with parsley and nasturtiom leaves and 

urticues, You amd Tom reminisced college and pe 
poly 

After dinner you and Tom 
lounged into the living room, after a facetious offer of aid, 
amd smoked before the fire, while Bessie and I retired to 
those essentially feminine peecinets that lie back of the aun 

nor. An hour kiter you welcomed us boisterously to the 
Hearth, andl shortly Tom penceeded to show us proudly ever 

onher 
schon T threw in a word here and there, Bessi 

and deftly served, 

aist as We KAMAE 
Peter, sau are. a atruighrlorws 

there is no guile in you, | knew well, from thi 
said, from the much: you beft unsaid, as we w 
the moonlight, that you were dreaming another such home 
and that you saw yourself ia Tom's place—my face inste 
Hf Bessie’s, Pecer, P laugh-—or to weep! 

Bun, before [ell you why, bere isanat her" your 

EVERAL months age Unele Jackand Aunt Nancy visited 
us—hig, gentle Vnele Jack, whom you admired tremen 

doutsly,and fragile, helpless, pretty Aunt Naney, whont 
man wants to enddle, and all the more now that hes h iris 
silvery. Your eyes furtively followed him as he petted and 
waited on her; you told of how y nin Bannard’s 
Duying her ane ly anniversiry. pendant right after 
the great moteskin birthday coat. You listened charmed and 
nhamefaced when she chattered to you of their thirty years 

od how she ab cried whe 
he left her for even a single night, and how she had grown so 
dependent that she sever ventured to travel without him, 

Al, Peter, [wis afraid o¢hers were looking at you, your 
face was s pooe a covering for your thoughts, 

And now, just one more, Tn all reverence, Lam going t 
have the courage to speak fo nie mother, af whom f 
have thought much and ten ince you showed me her 

‘You ove to talk of ber, and 1 know well your grief 
iness since she has gore. 

You have pictured your 7 just, austere 
N, Ire of bis Puritan forefathers, true conserver of 

with all that Une phrase implies, Your 
ante. You have pictured her 

as living entirely in the life of her husband and sons. Do you 
member telling me that, even after you were great boys of 

sixteen and seventeen, you never failed to find her on your 
return from school in the afternoon, by the window, with "a 
great big pile of mending —you know ther were four of us 
fellows and alll he al on things,” 

i 
their © 

the th and after all the be tart ee had sought 
elsewhere than in the lithe New England town, if there had 
heen no early friends, no girlhood coment! that could come 

sr—andd you sid Vagiely that you'd ‘newer heart he 
shedy escepe the people inthe Lown; of course, 

she knew everybody there, as she had come as a bride, 
Then you showed me her picture, and | could have erie 

for hue. 
Poter, «lo y 

fullest Hhave ove 
like your father? 

know that your mother's face fs the wist- 
son? And—dy you knew that you loo! 

TOW 1 shall have to strike hare, and J am afraid that 1 
hope itwill hurt. For the sake of all render-eyed little 

old women with wistful, seeking facus, for the sake of all 
ng girls pulsing with eagerness for life, [hope if w 

furs Por your Ora: poke | hope ss. will bowts: Vc som of 
your mother cannot but be worth it. 

And you have one great quality that leads me to think it 
will pay to burt you. Though you accopt much in life with: 
out question, though you are astonishingly content, like all 
men of your éype, to take your ancestors’ word for ie an the 
most vital and intimate matters of life, when you are inter~ 
ested and aroused, you are beautifally determined to go to 
the root of a matter, and atiack it painstakingly and hon- 
catly.. That is the secret of your success in your profession, 
‘That is your success in the games that interest you, That is 
the basis of my very great liking for you. 

After He Had Aske od H 

RB rier Letter 

Peter, in the two years that you have known me, it has 
hever occurred to you to think of me except as a girl whase 
voiceand eyesattract you, whos sympathies meet a demand 
ing need of your nature, whose manner and speech and per- 
sonality please your ideas of womanhood. 

You have always pictured yourself as some day marrying 
a wife, whom you will love and guard, who will make a 
dainty home for you, who will be she devoted mather af your 
children, to whom you will be faithful and true and loving 
till. death do you part. 

The little gud decided for you that it was my face you want 
to see there, and you want to love me, protect me, cuddle 
me, have me be lonely for you and dependent on you. You 
want to be Unele Jack to my Aunt Nancy, You want to 
come home at night to slippers warmed hy me, to my tender 
welcome, to a dainty dinner cooked by my loving hands. 
You want te being your friends to our home, to gloat over 
thent as you put your arm around me to remind them that 
that is your privilege whenever you wish—yau want to be 
‘Tom to my Bessie, Grown oldvr—and though these pictures 
ane more or bess inconsistent with cach othe, they seem to be 
reconcilable—you think of me as the mother of your boy 
my life bounded by yours and theirs, my symbol a mendi 
bisket piled high, 

Confess it, am I not right? Ruthlessly pulled out of the 
twilight inner chamber of your dreams, and spread out in the 
pitiless sunlight, are not these your thoughts? 
Has it ever occurred to you that Zam tof a Bessie? That 

Tam oot an Aunt Nancy? That 1am not of the suit of 
which your mother was m That fam Kathleen, very 

“opinions independently and to stand 
up for them—far from domestic in my tastes—that I hate to 
be cuddled? ‘That I cherish the integrity of my friendships 
with both women and men, and cannot conceive of a mar- 
riage for myself that would in any way interfere with that 
integrity? That along with thousands of other girls and 
women T have newly awakened to a self-respect and a can- 
sciousness of my dignity ax a distinct human being that wil 

low me to submerge myself in the personality of another, 
tike a Bes oa Nancy? That | have sot the inarticulate 
resignation of your mother, nor am I living in a generation 
where rebellion is so helpless? 

ry 

ETER, you will probably be very much annoyed at the 
intrusion of the alien word Feminism. | have fr opty 
and heard y Anmoyance When this 

an lonely rueseuli 
ion. Wut | ean pote No matter what its vari 

ous manifestations, frm the suffragettes that you, think 
should be left to starve, to that strange wile who insists 
holding down her paid job, there is just this one wont 
and beautiful thing at the root of it—and that isa px 
insistence on a woman's right to her own individuality, on 
her co-dignity with man as a fellow human being, on ‘her 
fellow right vo develop and use the intelligence 
God has given her, for the good of all and fe 
of God, She has been in some cases the victim of harbari 
and cruelty, in others the victim of generosity and chivalry. 
She now asks for that sterner and sore beautiful trie for 

Fibeety, equal- 

Tom and Bessie, of whom Lam really fond, Fartu- 
jon of marriage other than the 

nof hushaml-and-wife colationship, Bessie 
vs nothing about Tom's outside affairs. Her interest in 

hin is confined 10 him asa husband, purely in relation & 
herself. Ditto Tom with Bessie, Ditto Bessie with herself, 
Dit you notice that she contributed nothing to the 
tien the other night? Did you notice thar her whe 
tion of ber duties was to minister to the creatuce 
io Pumper a hungry appetite and an eye for the dainty? 

loreover, did you know that she spent all afternoon. pro 
poring that dinner? And that there were tears of w 
in her eyes when she hung up the last dish clath afier scour- 
ig the best ran 

Moreover, did you know th 
what she dows to do? L mean it ts her pleasure, her ga 
her hobby, if you want to call it so, Ha girl who dows it is 
Vina] enough to ery—what about a girl who does not love it? 

Men like you vaguely think of such things as "woman's 
sphere,” and take for granted that every woman should take 
delight in dving then. Why should she—any' more than 

rites 

at just that dainty fussing i+ 

every man's heart should leap with joy at the thought of 
carting ashes from the furnace, and fixing the washer at 
the sink? 

What I am trying 10 say is this ry right-minded 
woman wants a clan, sweet home, with wholesome food, 
with an atmosphere of inspiration and rest, and a. welcome of 
good cheer for all. Every right-mindest woman ix willing to 
work hard forit, But that iene reason why she should enjoy 
the necessary manual laborasa thing in itself, or for a moment 
lose sight of it as anything but a means to an end, 

ESSIE loves to cook; and she can therefore probabil: 
praise God and love the world when she chops up meat 

and parsley. The next girl may nor, 1, foe instance, can and 
am willing to chop meat and parsley when Lhave so. But 1 
can’t priise God and love the world doing it. | can aod de 

¢ God and love the work! when [min the oll barn, 
my woodwork and baskets; and when I amin tows 

y Seirlement kiddies teaching them the work I love, 
vee it would be wicked for me to chop meat and 
instead, if there were any way out of it, 
‘5 methods may be right for Beside, because 

Ressie, My way would be right foe me, because [am I 
ay would be thi: 

As long as T can use my hands and my brain and my heart 
and my soul sewing and carving and varnishing and weaving 
in the blessed hobby that God has given me—I shall do it 

never were sulficiently interested to Seara that [have 
20d market for my wares in-several shops. (Does 

ou that for the two years | have known you I hav 
served pretty much as a diary of blank pages on which you 
have written your deeds and thoughts? Did you never sms: 
pect that there was writing already on those pages, invisible 
except to the scrutiny of real sympathy?) A book rack, or a 
dear, squat flower basket that made me chuckle as t worked 
would be made to pay for a Mary Jane to cook a dinner for 
me, and Fd thrill ind sing in my coop several hours a day, 
and let that thrilling and singing magic a permanent Mary 
Jane inte my kitchen that would preside there far betser than 
1, and possibly with a song in ber heart, 

(Page 24) 

due is 
And 

er to Marry | 

[ 
real 

lima 
That shocks vou, Peter? A man’s wife casts reflection on 

his care for her when she carns money? And not when she 
roughens her hands blacking a stave? ‘Think it over. 

Uf there were nu Mary Jane, my husband amd his friends 
would eat canned soup and vegetables, biaker's bread, steak, 
pie from the delicatessen, and they would carry out the dishes 
and help in the kitchen, ' Moreover, they would have a host: 
ess who was fresh, not tired, a hostess who loved the world 
in big and in little and knew some of the things that were 
happening there, and who would let them barn that a share 
in the doing adds piquant sauce to the humblest feast. 

bt nover did occur to you before, did it, shat ther 
such thing as woman's work"? ‘That all women are not 
born with a dust cloth, a stove lifter and a darning acedle in 
their hands? That they have a righf not to enjoy househakil 
work as such, and that though a home isa marries! wort 

she has the same right a man has, to organize the details 
of its management to produce the best results? And that a 
wife and mother that is sympathetic, vital, alert, is perhaps 
the best axseta marriage firm can have? That she hasa ds 
to the firm to make and keep herself so by whatever meant 
are necessiry for her? For her, not for the nexe woman. 

of music, or painting, ar writ+ 
ing, or dogs, or club work, or birds, ar soup kitchens or even 
gol! With me, it is my woodwork and basketry, and the 
sheer joy of teaching it to boysand giels who need to learn this 
delight and self-respect that comes from making with yout 
own hands something sturdy and tangible and beautiful. 

As to Unele Jack and Aunt Nancy—do you know that 
Dacle Jack has the most dangerousselfish vanity that requires 
him ro be supreme, and have other creatures sway toward 
him? My mothee siys Aunt Nancy asa girl did havea pretty 
independence that a diferent kind of sin could have for 
tered, and madea fine woman of her, Uncle Jack sapped all 
vitality from her. His treatment of her asa Vioved kites 
his delight in her “appeating femininity,” bis masterful whine 
sical chiding at any little show of opposition, have all under 
mined her and made her th ctual useless fitele dear 
that she is, Bah! [ despise my Uncle Jack! 

Peter, you thought her dependence very beautiful. Your 
masculinity was gratified at the Chought of a woman weeping, 
AL a twenty-four hours’ absenc 
What kind of ove is it that weal nstead of strength 

eas? That turns the beloved into a cross between a pretty 
soy and a helpless puppy that whines for its master? That 
holds for its own gr. inapi- 
ration of another kind Jove tight set free to perfume & 
whole communi ¥ with its sweetr 

ND th Peter, your mother! 
Did the significance of that wistfulness in her face newer 

strike you? Do not feel too remorseful, for she had baun- 
teously the thing she cared for most —the love and re jer 
of her husband and her sons, But—all five of you did not 
being much of the real outside work to her, did you? Yott 
cook for granted that te loveanl ci are for y 
any woman, did you not, ob, lords of croati 

Whar respon have to think she liked patching—yot 
who probably took that liking #9 ellectively far granted that 
a garment never reached hee in its early stages of disrepair? 
What reason have you to think that her Jongings did pot 
often reach out beyond her four walls to little sunny: by 
paths of comradeship and interests where she coull stray 
1 will, she who was alway's ashered willy-nilly along well 
rodden ways. You stated so calmly once that toward ¢ ed 

ldn't get her to go among folks even thowigh 
she wasn't sed down any more.” Can you not picture the 

the shrinking, from that intercourse so long denies! 
I chink Lam erying, Pecer! 

toilay who have had the wonder 
xperivace conte to us of realizing in our hearts our kilt 

p with all lif feeling every problem that aficets any 
of us aur peoblems of thrilling to Chat noisehess martial 
fanfare calling the spirit of the world to march forth tf 
conquer ignoranes i nee—we ask much of love. 

We do not asi think=that ic release us frost 
the "bondage" of houschold cares and children, 

We ask that it set us free ty live our woman's life af lowe 
and service ina larger way. Weask that it let ashe helpawel* 
and mochers in the spirit as well as in the flesh, and that if 

mden and strengthen out usefulness We ask that if 
glorily—net crash—the individuality and ereative in uty 
whee develapment alone can give us that joyousness and 
huoyancy and sureness that is the secret of helpfulness. 
Do you men not know thar bove geows with loving ¢ That 

love for the world without will make wiser the lave for tht 
world within? Our home may beour world. But the workl 
isour home. A poor love that turns its back on its home! 

Peter, the hous of your brain is one that has been in the 
family since the Mayflower, Same rooms you have refit 
nished tosuit new needs. Others, thank God, you have kept 
in all the austere simplicity of that period, But the marriage 
room, that shaukd be cle ot and beautiful with the sae 
beauty of a workable workshop, built on well-tried cient t6e 
principles and then kept completely up-to-date to be able (2 
turn ont products that will be in joint with the times —welly 
really, i¢ ts cluttered with a frightfal accumulation of dust 
junk from all generations, As an historical exhibit it Mae 
some Yulue for the sociological antiquarian, But asa work 
shop it ix a failure, and you can’t expect a working partner 
with any enterprise to consider the proposition, 

‘That figure was not meant Mippantly. 

her that she felt an alien thing? 
Ah my dear—we girl 

ful 

[ise and the cery' quality of the dark and silent 
seems to bring: my spirit close to yours as read thits 

first in bewilderment, then anger, and finally, 1 hope, & 
all the honesty of sell-inquiry which [ have pat into it: 
My very self is here, and for that reason, at the ast, ¥ 
will value ie, 

J do pot know whether you will ever accept whac T have 
sid, It isa right about face, a demolition of inherited idea 
that cannot be achieved in a moment, even if there ist 
willtodoit. Hut ifattheend af a year, you find you want 
not a beloved automitton with my face and form to real 
for you the dream pictures of your fancy—but me, with my 
faults and hobbies, and with the changes in your Hie that 
girl of my difference in thoughts and tastes and thearies ¥* 
make, you may ask me again to marry yeu. 

Tio not know what my answer would be. But ie would be 
a new Peter that a girl night be proud to love, And I i 
you yourself would like bien far better than the old ane whe! 
you got really acquainted! KATHLBeN: 
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The Girl Behind the Typewriter 
What She Should Do to Earn the Highest Rewards in Her Work 

<a stenographer is in many ways 
a pleasant position for a girl If you 
have some education to start with 
stonography is supposedly easy to learn, 
The work comes within the limits of 

| varying strengt offers a living 
9 |, wage and can bemade tofurnish growth 

and development, Therefore) many 
girls attempt it who are in no way 
adapted to it. 

“She never will learn to spell 
exclaims the lawyer, penciling 

his letters and frowning wit 
Spelling is not character; it is training, educat 

though, of course, a natural aptness enters in, If y: 
know and never can learn when ¢ comes after ¢ and when 
before it; H you are never sure of believe aml decene; if 
Principat principle look alike to you; if you hesitate 
over restaurant, and psychic seems hard, refuse to spend your 
sime and cy learning even the best system of shortham 
For after you have learned it you will find yourself only « 
among the many incompetents who are an aggravation to 
their employers and who fill the lower ranks of this profession 
and have to accept the smaller salaries. 

working knowledge of the English language is not 
seoom! nature to you, if The personal pronoun confuses you, 
if singular verbs for plural subjects do not jump out of the 
paper at you when you read your letters over, your way 
going to be so medioere that you will wish a hundred cim 
you had uniertaken some other work, Your punctuation 
may improve, and besides, the tendency isall toward omitting 
punctuation and toward phrasing your sentence so well that 
separating marks are unnecessary; but you mast know that 
a sentence, to be clear, needs a subject, a predicate and, when 

transitive, an ¢ od you must know it sub- 
usly andl be able toe! a doubeful sentence, even 

you are notallowed todo 50, You must also have a certain 
tnielligence of heacing and placing words. 

“She's stupid,” | heard a man say the other day. 
gets words imo my Fetters that she ought to kaow do no 
belong there, if she used her wits at all.’ 

Hf you are bing your notes on academic 
courses as epidemic scources; if a propownd salutation looks 
the same to you, in reading over your letter, as & profownd 

lution, you have not enough word intelligence to take you 
cof the lower ranks of this profession where competition 

is extremely because the places of such girls are easily 
filled and no employer cares to bother with training them 

LICH requirements as these seem so obvious that mention 
of them appears superiluous. Yet these very lower ranks 

are filled by girls who have had no thorough training in E 
lish, who «do not understand the extrome value of system 
every kind of work, who have no interest in the work itself a 
do the least required of them, grumbling over what they do. 
When they are employed it ix only because they are cheap. 

you must be skillful. 
in the more subtle things of your character 

that will make you valuable if they exist fa value easily 
replaced if they do not, There are some things that one just 

if one has character. There are other things one 
‘ingly, that one leaves off after they have been 

called to one's attention, of after one has thought them out, 
They are a matter of experience, of knowledge, of observ: 
tion, of steadfastly keeping to the better way when you have 
found it, even at the cost of pleasure, Self-enial and se! 
control-—-nobody whose work becomes valuable can put these 
twoaside, Every man or woman who has emerged from the 
amateur class into the professional has had to deny himself 
of herself agi: in, until it became a habit. That ts 
what distinguishes the professional from the amateur—the 
power to put away outside solicitations and devote one’s self 

Te means hard effort. ‘The girl comes into the office from 
her home or from school where the hours of work are short, 
where time is of no especial value, where a task can be put 
aside when it becomes irkson She believes that if she 

4 regular hours about her work, if she is there on 
ly an exact hour for her luncheon, she has 

of her time to undergo, Dut she finds 
that she bas to have regular hours of sleep outside the office, 
or her work suffers, She has to decline this invitation and 
that party; she has to send her friends home carly; she 
cannot cance all night and get her prepositions in the ri 
place in the morning. Usually nobody makes her de 
self chese recreations, She has to make herself do it. 
has to realize that it is a matter of honesty in her work, a 
matter of competency and efficiency, a sacrifice of the pres« 
ent to the future. ‘The moment she does this she fs not only 
increasing her vahie as a worker, she is al: 
iter that counts in business success as well as in life. 

'N YOUR own home your uncertainty of temperament is 
endured. ff you are tired of cross allowances are made for 

you; at Jeast your ex) jon of these states is put up with, 
If you neglect your duties you are excused, If you make 
mistakes you are sympathized with, But when a girl leaves 
her home to exchange her service for money she takes ber 
lace in the working world; she cannot hope to receive the 
indulgence of her home outside of it; she cannot be grumpy 
because she is tired and has been asked to work overtime; 
she cannot run to the telephone to tell Marie what “he said,” 
just because she wants to, She is there to work for a stipu- 
ited sum and the claims of her work have to come first. 

{ you are employed to do a certain task for a certain 
sum your employer cannot reasonably object to any outside 
interruptions you may permit yourself, provided they do not 
interfere with bim in any way. But if you are employed for 
a_certain number of hours a day for a specified wage your 
time and your energies belong to your employer during tne 
hours, and it is a sheer matter of honesty that you should 
give them to him. You cannot expect even the most amiable 
employer to look with favor on a service interrupted by 
telephone calis or visits from friends, The telephone is not 
yours; the time is net yours; and you have no right to 
intrude social matters into business hours, 

It isa pity that some employees do not know the preca- 
riousness of husiness profits, the close margins between suc 
cess and failure, the keenness of competition. If they did 
they would realize “that wastefulness in the office must be 

By Margaret T. Grayson 
paid for out of the same funds with which salaries are paid, 
and that every shirk who gets what she does nat earn is 
robbing some worker who is earning more than she gets." 

When you refuse to use your employer's time for your 
own friends you are not conceding a favor, you are being 
honest, It may seem a little thing, but it isn’t; itisa matter 
of character. N Idd your loyalty be u concession, 
Disloyalry 10 the leader of the business that is supporting 
you isa kind of treason; its very sound is in bad taste. You 
may not like your employer privately, but you do not have 
to say so. Play fair or leave him, 

“They make a lot of money,” the bookkeeper says to you; 
it's a shame we don't get more pay.” 
It may be, Of course, y fot making as muck as you 

ven deserve more and you may 
about it, bat your employer is the ane 10 

ak toabout it, On the other hand, perhaps you ure getting 
all you are worth, or all you could get elsewhere, or perhaps 
you could be repliced at the same com —these are things 
that determine your economic value, 

Aitosr all office asip is to be foregone if you are to be 
a valuable office assistant, It is lovapt te be tinged with 

disloyalty, or, if it is not, it is a8 wasteful of time as telephone 
calls. Moreover a stenographer comes in touch with many 
of the private concerns af these for whom she is working 
She must be trustworthy to be valuable, ft is natural for a 
man to believe that a girl who talks about the office and who 
lingers in the halls gossiping will not be silent abour him ani 
his affairs outside the office. Your employers have won in 
their effort to make a successful living, because they have 

because they can draw accurate inferences from 
because they can arrive at correct 

conclusions through small surface indications of character 
They do not suspend these ways of thought because the: 
are judging a woman in their employ, Indeed, any girl w 

i n office expecting consideration because she is a 
in the wrong place. She will probably get such 

consideration, but it is a gift for which she should be glad 
and net a part of her work that she can count on or abuse; 
she is the one who should show consideration for all those she 
works with instead of demanding it for herself, 

Part of your equipment, if you wish to make yourslt 
valuable, ought to be some conception of the character of the 
man whose dictation you take every day, some i 
what he accomplishes and why he accomplishes it. 3 
be wholly uninterested in the things you like or even igna- 
rant of them—the day's popular fiction or any fiction 
history which your recent school studies have made {aril 
to you: the question whether plaited skirts are coming in or 
short sleeves are going out. But he knows the hw of Sienia- 
ishing returns, and the value of advertising, and how to 
audit o salesman’s expense acount, and where the tarifl hits 
his business, and the difference between a man who pays his 
bills and one who dees not. 
Why shouldn't you, too, know these things? They are in 

the very air you Iweathe in this business workd you have 

HE girlwho hasa 
salary willdo well 

to think twice before 
going intoany scheme 
or business that does 
hot promise a sure 
and steady income. 
It is all right co want 
promotion and a bet 
ter salary; every 
right-minded worker 
is toiling with some- 
thing better in view; 
but beware of the 
Iusiness venture that 
is uncertain. Of 
course there are hun- 

dreds of women who have éucceeded royally with boarding- 
house keeping, sewing, fancy work, catering, chicken raising 
and various other undertakings open to women, But just the 
same the woman with the salary had bester think dozens 
of times before investing her slender savings and her time 
in any venture that depends solely upan herself. 

A young girl who had good taste in selecting materials and 
colors often made a little money “on the aide" by shopping 
for friends, and she got on very well until the idea struck her 
that she ought to open a little shop for fancy things, such as 
she had purchased on commission, She had a good place 
with a good salary and the little shopping she did worked in 
well with her noon hour and her walks to and from home. 
But she started what she called “ The Toggery Shop," and in 
less than a year had to go into bankruptcy. She simply over- 
estimated her-ability to please people, and the money she 
had saved went into articles that host their value as soon as 
fickle Fashion brought on something new, 

Out ip the country a young girlona much-frequented road 
conceived the idea of supplying passersby with meals or 
luncheons, She had an attractive home and it looked as if 
the materials for the luncheons would not cost anything, but 
she found out a few things before the sammer was over. She 
discovered that while her patrons were willing to pay reason- 
able prices for good country things they wanted good service, 
plency of clean table linen, towels and other things that took 
time and trouble and moncy to prepare. ‘The neighbors who 
soki flowers, fruits, vegetables and poultry to the passers-by 
mare money that summer, while the little tea-room was a 
losing venture. 

Some years ago a you 
nographer earning a g 

woman who was an expert ste- 
salary contracted the “chicken 
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women's avoidance of new subjects of thought. H evetY 
idea that you come upon is interesting te you beat 

is new and hecatlse you have something yet to learn abou 
ity o balk when some new responsi 

icually go forth and seek inlor 
you bo know, and if you try 1? 

understand wh you meet aro effectual ar ineHfectua 
if reasons are interesting to you and explanations a pleasure 
you are going to have ideas of initiative soon enough. 

You are going to be able, on some day of hurry, to write 
that important letter with only a hint from your employ 
as to what you shall say. You are going to recall che date He 
has forgotten, the date on which so much hangs; you a 
going to be able to sce the man he has no time for when t 
man rushes into the outer office and demands an hour eh 

Ard you will do it with a tact chat 
y make your womanliness ana 

For these people who are in a hurt 
e your chi nt you and believe you cannot 
cll. You will be quite able to satisfy them and alsa t® 

guard your employer’ ‘And then you will have pastel 
into the private-secretary class, than which nothing is moet 
valuable toa busy man; for a competent private secret 
an be a man’s memory for all unimportant and som 

important th 

. You are not going 
thrown on you, 
mation about wh 

cannot be spared. 
f and the 

gs, his conserver of time and strength, 

THIS time you will have discarded many wastetil 
things—th i 
oversdecorativ 

"TE selected her 
about his secretary, 

jo useless intert ces, the unMecessary specelh 
clothes, the illspent leisure. 
a prominent man said che other 4 
for my stenographer some years 

because her education was excellent and she looked as if 
had good sense, Her hat was becoming and nor freakiel 
Her dress was unobtrusive and chosen for service and not 
the lateness of its mode. Her shoes were for walking and 
for dancing, and she wore no jewelry at all. By every ou 
ward sign she appeared to be a woman of intelligence.” 
Good dressing is appropriate dressing, and appropt inte 
essing is a matter of good sense; that is why a thing © 

seemingly unimportant gives a girl who studies it an adval™ 
Lage aver one who docs not. 

All these things mean, at the fast, self-control and effot 
ility. ‘They and intelligent use of your time and 

not mean living only for what 
work, The woman who lives only for the daily routine 
w not a good worker; she is a slave to her task, Hf you #! 
nothing outside your work, you cannot be really valuable 
it, But with the daily use of these very qualities that mak 
you a valuable worker you develop inte that rare thing 
valuable woman, 

A Safe and Sane Salary 
By Hilda Richmond 

fever." She had a snug little amount of money laid by fot 
rainy day, and she started out in the poultry business. She 
built and equipped a model poultry plant ina fine local 
and hired an expert to run the business, the working put 
while she with her business experience attended to the are 
and office work, fn just one year the poultry plant was aL 
fale at a figure much Sons than it cost £6 eatlsty the elaias 
the men who had sold feed to the young owner, and she 
back working on a salary, without a penny in the bank: 

The man whe bought 'the poultry plant at forced st 
says itis the most paying investment he has ever made, bi 
he has never raised a chicken, Year after year green # 
inexperienced persons rent the plant at fancy prices, glad 
paying the rent inadvance. Each year some new enthust®t 
undaunted by the long list of failures, is ready with the cl 
The owner of the poultry plant argues that he is doing 
harm, because, by renting the plant at a high rate of fee 

Ey 

investment, the tenants only lose the rent, while if they 
to build one of their own they would lose all, as the srenaty 
rapher did. They have failed simply because they all want! 
to begin at the top af the ladder instead of the foot. 

YOUNG woman (to give still another instance) who 
suddenly thrust our of a comfurcable home to make My 

own way in the world found herself with no especial 
for anything except cooking. A friend advised her to 008 
catering at twenty-five cents an hour, the usual charg! 
her small city, pointing out that from the very first at 
would be self-supporting and ber tiny amount of cavity 
would be untouched, Other friends thought that that kind 
work seemed like “going out to service” and persuaded 1% 
girl to take several rooms and do baking and cooking for 
riends. She soon found that ber frientls wanted goods 

as cheap as strangers, and if they coukd not get them at 
rates they went elsewhere; and she also discovered mt 
those who were most liberal with their advice bought 
fewest things in her little store. Acting on their advice 3%) 
laid ina supply of expensive cooking utensils, etc,, only 0 nd 
that the people who “went out to service” waxed fat # 
prosperous while she was lean and discouraged. a 

Then she sensibly put her pride in her pocket, chowed 
store, and started out to earn her twenty-five cents an hoy 
cooking and baking away from home, She found that 
could keep up a nice little home for herself where she 
only get ber own breakfasts, her dinners and luncheons bela 
eaten where. se worked and she also need ror concern hep 
about the high price of gas, sugar, flour and materials: 
lecame independent in a short time, although there * 
nothing of a “get-rich-quick” scheme about the servicer 

invaded. ‘Their comprehension makes for increased intel 
gence, increased value. If you want to thrive in this practle 1 
air of the working world pust aside some of the more trivis! 
interests and take up these sterner matters, 

Business men assert that while women are careful worker 
most of them lack the power of initiative and do not lik? 
to assume responsibility. Pars of the reason for this lies it 



HARMING indeed is this rv its graceful rose 
float in the center, ite lighted rose-glass lamps, its dainty 

ladies holding rose bonbon baskets, and its strawberry mousse 
served in rose-petal cups. Preceding this course a menu of 
tomato bixjue, cald pink salmon vinaigrotte with asparagus tips, 
creamed chicken on toast, with a gumish of radish roaes and 
green peas, and a salad of shrimp and watercress may be served. 

Dandelion Salad With a Bosis of 
‘Cinb Moat 

Oe 
lo’ 

N THE Maypole table the decorations are planned for an 
announcement luncheon, the flower each favor Kewpie holde 

corresponding with the flowers in the May basket held by the 
same ribbon, ‘The Old-English Maypole was of birch bark 

Ts table is planned especially for the sewing or embs 
holds herself in readiness with all her sewing paraphy 

*o follow the luncheon, A table like this, with Ite dain 

jolllery club, and little Gretchen 
lia to be first prize for the contests 

pink and blue accessories, calls for 
the serving of either the white menu or the pink ene suggested under the rose table. 

wen ar | Pa pring Lunch 
By Virginia Hunt 

XIV Cex 
HE row ul daszty paper pater 
wih Bawerdtecerncet panties 

ata Beoerpaper doling Belts a XIV 
Century Lap Laschecn, so called 
because “dngrr were mate betice 
forks.” The teen ery 
‘without knite, fork er spoon. Where 
it ba erenaary chins la cand, bet Sear 

reach Chops Wah Paper Kinde 
r 

‘A Violot Sherbet With 
Violet Decormled Mac- 

Bechelce's-thitlan Sandwiches Gee 
ished With Shutiod Ravtishos 

Anauucewn? Mane 
‘Toast Hirart Conan 

Lame Appin Toup _ Ralieh Henewe 
Skrat Sate Bat 

‘Compania Pais 
Warring Haast Low 

Sagat Kies Sepetbeart Caen 

Wrerre Mam 
Cram of Clam: Soup 
Yaeettersd Patten 
Chicken: Bevast 

Tete Pu 

4 
Asparais Mouseeline 

‘Weerracie Salat With Maycntsier 
Procen Curent Steutine Cohen 

Cheese Crmcteers 
Coben 

S BRIGHT and fresh as the spring itself is this daffodit 
table, with its Jack-Horner centerpiece, candle shades, nut 

cups and place-cards, all carrying oat this foral idea, ‘The salad 
shown ic of grapefruit and orange sections garnished with 
cherries and parsley, with French dressing. The menu to be 
served at this table coukd be the golden one suggested for the 
table in the lower right-hand corner, 

Sunflower Sundae of Chocolete 
Cream end Almonds 

Strom bwetion, in Paper Cases, Dipped 

oe Sy 4. 

HE announcement may be made by placing on each girl's head 
achaplet of flowers to correspond with thee held by ane of the 

Jittle Hgures, ‘The garland for the bride-to-be is of orange blossoms 
with a short length of vell attached, and her favor is the bride. 

GRAY-STONE rockery, the interstices of which are filled with daisies and buttercups, 
graces the center of this 

the rockery may really be a grotto in which the articles are hidden, the up-tumed parasols 
hinting at the possible ending of the affair. The golden 

olden-hued table. The table can well be used for a shower, a8 

enu should be served. 

NOTE — Mise Hunt will be glad to seni! to readers detailed informatica reganting the novelties shown on this page, and wil! tell you bow to make them of whorw to purchase teen, She als haw ready, to go with 
these luncheon ideax incase you wish to adapt them for afternoon or evening parties, games that will entertain the sewing clu and cxeate fun at the May-Day frolic. Address your letter to Miss Virginia Hunt, 

inclosing a stamped, addressed 
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envelope, in care of The Lancs’ Home JouMNAL, Independence Squaru, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
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L -retty New Summe: 

By Ida Cleve Van Auken 

Aitecs 

lats = 
ly 

Mewwly lncidorntad 
Fruits Which Trim This Picturesque 
Hadden Under an Over 

The Sirwet Si ove Subdies the Too Beant 
Cord Band Underneath the Gausulice Tranaper 
eky of ilk While Embraklered Batiste Crown 

ghar Almost 
nein Chilton Been 

Withy Sake Brim, Apeique 
vow Talloredt Hat is Mou 

One Must Loe 
Crowned, Sma 
is Bat o 

Twice to See That the Velvet. 
W Pressed ond Newly Dyed Brim 

ahroen of Other Sev 

shy Canaht ol the Wrists are the Tul 
tee Bridesnrsaiet's Set mors oe This Exquint 

N THE more graceful eurving-brim hats the 
streamers are a finishing part. Often they are hats a 

suspended from the under brim as in the bat sot 
or they carry ¢ i under the chin and tie in a Hag" in 

rn 
rite to Mins Ida Cleve Van Auk 
’ Home JOURNAL, Philadel 

stamped, addressed envelope 

bow in the quaint mid-Victorian bonnet on the ri 
In the plume-trimmed shepherdess hat pink 5: 
streamers overhang the brim, 

will be givers if you will 
in care of Tue Larn 

ania, and inclo 



OT every amart girl has 
use for a polo suit, so no 

Patterns can be supplied for 
Te trig costume she 
Wt surely any gi 

authentic informa- 
what is the correct 

tire for this exeiting sport. 

mined or ilk, 
He and a hel shaped bat 
4 pictured bere. This hat is 
the reputation style far polo, 

ie sleeveless coat of ti 
Pola auit is quite desirable 
of other outdoor sports, 90 
Pethaps you will like to have 
Kt duplicated in a serviceahte 

olen, 
Since everybody has a 

hater, one's wardrobe be quite 
scomplete without a suitable 
Wrap, Not all of us may own 
tha besial garment, but to 
th me who can own one I hope 

he cout shown here will ap- 
Real. One's tailor should not 
ni it difficult to copy, using 
Pain of novelty worsted 

fiaterial, with # soft silk lin- 
'R that the coat may slip on 

[24 off easily without crush- 
Sng 3 dainty summer frock. 

aa 

Girls Outing Clot 
OQ 

a 
ine 

Designs by Mrs. Ralston 

Drawings by Augusta Reimer 

REALL’ part gir] with a keen sense of the fitness of things 
does not use makeshift clothing for her outdoor activities. 

Tnatead, she plans to have especially designed clothes, with a view 
fremnd aamnlort: 4s, Will: ne apipropaiaconenr: nd serviceability. 
That is why we call her “smart,” for any girl who “goes in" for 
any of the wholesome sports of cross-country walking, golf, tennia 
and boating is undoubtedly very much alive not only to the 
question of correct dressing, but to many other seemingly though 
not more important aspects of life, 

Quite the smartest thing in sweaters is this one (No. 8842), 
whieh is made of cloth and slips on over the head, It may be 
lined or not, as you choose, and is very new as well as comfy. The 
joy of walking cnce mote in a skirt of generous width must surely 
be appreciated by the athetic gis}, snd I am sure she will make no 
mistake in selecting No, 4845, making it of white cashmere-serge, 
a very new material, to wear with a gay-colored sweater. 

y is S00 big an item to allow of any but a cloth skirt for 
or rowing. Then, too, a cloth skirt is more comfort: » 

Jost the type for this wear, The generous width and 
convenient pockets prove this. Wear with lt a flannel shirt like 
No, 3840, made with or without the bosom section. 

Golf has many women enthusiasts today, as the pleasing 
spectacle of any popular links demonstrates moet interestingly 
when one sees the clever clothes these players wear. Pictured 
bere is a very new costume, consisting of a jacket with the new 
Gare outline and a three-piece skirt with slightly raised waistline, 
Make the jacket of a brilliant-colored cloth and the sxirt of heavy 
linen, rep or cotton corduroy. 

‘Tennis demands such absolute control and use of the body that 
she who desires to achieve a reputation in this splendid game must 
teleet her clothes with care. The sult No. 8839 is admirably 

9? adapted for this purpose, and may be made of ane material, or 
eSN the skirt may be of cloth and the blouse of a washable febric, 

Ling Gwide-Chart) for the mumbered devigas 5 
8939, 3420 awed 984.3 come in seven sizes 

S44 and SEIS come in 

ATTERNS (i 
st-free Pattern 

imches haest mesure 
Meme Patter 

ou thir page cam bv supplied at Sficew cents far cack muneber, 
1 inches bust weusure; No. 8842 comes in six sizes: JZ 10 

22 to 32 imeher wort mearure. Lf there ze mo agency far 
ta your town, patterns of any numbered design rhein iu The Ladies’ Home Jowraal way be had by muil, by stating the 

number aed drice ty The Ladies’ Howe Journal, Independence Square, Philadephia; w# so amy af the following: 
Hame Patter Company, 615 West Korty third Street, New York City; Home Pattern Company, 617 Mirriew Street, San Franciscan, 
California; Mowe Potion Company, 101.5 Waskington Avenue, St, Lowir, Missouri; Mame Pater Company, 36 South Clinton Ntrret, 
Chcuge, [Mimsis; Home Pattern Company, 193 George Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada. 
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Lettie Lane Introduces | dilly Bonnet 
s214 + 1 > . 5.9 50 vee ent 8 , Shail- r Billy is Betty Bonnet’s Little Brother: By Sheila Young ) g 

3 



States That is Being so Widely Danced in All Parts of the United 

By Sydney Baynes 

Copyright, Dit, by the Boston Music Ouinpuny, 2 West Street, Huston, Mussechuscttx, 
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‘The “Soul Culture” 

upon his n 
thyself a by 

litthe sentimentatic 
watched iL work 

. 
regular Abra 

ce said tom 

petty, and tried, early and | 
ling’ principles of right living. 

ig oftenest the case, the my: 

talks about his desire to have us attai 
than for the parent who ha 

stockings before 

ways,” have always been loud in their pe: 
When the girls got to be sixteen and t 

resistance to Uh 

Md that they wer 
a small 

(OW, if an ectucation is good for anything it is for what ic 
ches us about living in broader relationships with our 
Presumably every study we “take” isa new door hy 

opening intoa new world and affording usa new understand- ful 
ing. But these girls got out of it what too many giels seems 

if ity to tive with 
. but less; oor a broader idea of the 

a of their own 
$ 1 self-expression” became 
And, of course, when college days were over lili 

and they got back to the little town again and to “mother's 
NY ia the household was unbear- 

Mother wanted them to do 
ys! She insisted on waking them at eight 

t 
kind, 

cation Hol my to get out of their ed 
the people of their work 
world's opporty 
importance. 
their slogan. 

development 

the atmosphes 
" with friction. 

She said father had to have 

fasts; setting up the “cranky” disposition 
a “hired girl” against the fact thar 
nabel found her mind keenest when the 
of the world wax weapped in slumber, 

reading and writing ill one or two 
aply could not get up at eight. 
hile mother | to be fiem, but 

* rebelled against 
to eat when other people are 

ie woukl refuse hinchcon at 
, when her father came home 

hirty would go to the ice 
vas there for breakfast next 

gz and order it cooked for her If the 
“hired girl” objected, Laura would cook it 
for herself —wearing, the while, the air of an 

y Christian martyr whose pain was the 
sport of the ungodly. Repeoached by her 
mother, Laura reminded that misguided per- 
son that this was her father's house and she 
was sure he would wish his child to have 
food when she was hungry. 
Sheand Annabel were both so sure of their 

father's deep desire to give them everything 
they wiahed that at times—such times as 
when Annabel spent fifteen dollars on photo- 
graphs of an actress she admired but does 
not know, her mother, at the sime time, 
wearing her last year's hat and year before 
last’s suit—their mother has ventured to 
remonstrate, put an end 
to this! wanted to 
come into the world,” she said, “aod, now 
we're here, it'sas little as you can do to take 
care of us," 

HERE was nobody in that poky little 
town fit to associate with, the home at- 

mosphere was unbearable, each girl felt the 
urging of a “soul to develop,” and “Dad” 
felt the noed of a little peace. 

He told the girls he had made some in- 
vestments that the panic of '07 bad wiped 
away, leaving him in debt; that he could ill 
afford much money beyond what it cost him 
to keep up the home. But, since they felt so 
fully entitled to a better chance for their 
“souts,' he would strain a point and send 
them to Chicago, where he would support 
them foe a while until they made places 
for themselves in that “larger life." He 
agreed to give them one hundred dollars a 
month tocover all expenses of board, clothes 
and “soul improvement,” All he asked of 
them was their pledge not to exceed that 
amount and call on him for any more. 

Annabel decided to become a great writer, 
Laura to become a ¢ musician Annabel 
had been noted for her “themes” at college, 
and Laura for her banjo playing. 
They went to Chicago and found a board- 

ing place—not at all to their liking, but 
cheap; their board cost half their income. 

‘The first night in town they went to the 
theater; the next day they went toa matinée. 
A friend, to whose overseeing care they had 
been commended by their parents, ventured 
to suggest that theaters cat up money very 

and quite onmindful of the 
ill effects of his sentiment 

t 

Tears Iai 
ders the charge: “ 
inth and feed thy soul,” 

Superficially, it looks like an innocent 
but I have just 

@ slow poison, to 
the really terrible undoing of twoclever 
girls who are typical of a class so large 
that I am impelled to write about it in 

4 the hope that other giels may be warned, 
ty and twenty-two years old respec- 
& manof most unusual character —""a 

Lincoln kind of man,” as one of the girls 
He has worked hard for his family, 

given chem freely of everything he coukd afford—and a 
ve has loved them tenderly, counseled them wisely and 

jeate to then 
mother have been 
its of upbringing: 

the task of insisting, day in and day out, on the thousand of t 
sinall matters that go to the making of a capable woman. 

It is easier, when we are young and “trying,” to have a 
lofty sentiment for che dear parent who gives us cceasional 

noble womanhood 
sto keep everlastingly after us” 

cof bed in time for breakfast and darn our 
© put them on, So these girls, while & 

ntly complaining about their mother and her 
ise of " Dad.” 

ereabouts their 
f tother’s efforts to briog them up accord- 

ing to her way of thinking made such continued friction in 
seat away feom their home in 

J town to school, and then te colle 

By Elizabeth Anstruther 
fast. “Oh, but our souls are so starved for good plays!" 
they ened, “Think of what it has been to us to be buried in 
that hole of a town!" 

They seemed to bear almost every concert in all the series 
that crowds 50 bewilderingly on Chicage in the music season. 
Laura thought this a better way of becoming a great musi- 
cian than spending money on lessons~and Annabel, too, 
found it “wonderfully exiucational,” 
They seemed to see almost every play that came to Chicago 

theaters; Annabel had decided to write plays, and it was 
necessary for her to “study"' them. Laura wa 
Annabel's “ work,” and went too, so they 

—it issuch a help te 
mized on other things,” they said, “in order ir eves 
on music and drama Nobody else had pretended to 

has discover any “dramatic 2 in some of the plays these girls 
tle “fed upon” —hut that simply gocs to show how undivining 

is the unfed soul 

T WAS necessary for Laura's soul culture to rent 
for five dollars a month, and to buy and try a 

music she heard 

piano 
eat desl 

at fifty and sixty cents a piece. 
And as Annabel wrote a very fa: nable but entirely unde 
Cipherable hand it was necessary for her to transcribe her 
thoughts on a typewriter at “three dollars per.” 

It was a marvel to every one how they “managed,” espe- 
cially as they also “managed” smart new tailored suits and 
hats of incredible proportions, and Annabel went one day to 
call on the friend aforementioned and to show her a pair of 
cuff pins bought ata most expensive shop where only hand- 
wrought jewelry is sokd, 

“E never had 
rhinestone bars before, 
tawdry! [always mistrust 

i don't you? 

prenen 

but some of those common litte — ingl 
sid, “and [felt x cheap and 

he quality of people why wear 
2” she said. 

two m 

but she 
ot 

Ir seems to have been abou 
struck them—but in a peculiar a 
yacinth bull and plant ir in dark earth and hang over it, 

of faith, watching for it to show a green tip that should 
thrill them with the old, ald. miracle of the renewal of 
They didn’t even buy a plantin blossom, and water and t 
itand try to preserve its beauty to the List moment possibh ; hoa ‘ 

eral transkation” of the kind) 
of the valley of sweet peas—especially ¢ 

new and lovely lavender shades so fashionable for wearing. 
On another day when Annabel called on + odate friend 

she was carrying a copy of Stephen Phillips’ " Marpessa," 
bound in limp morocco. 

coma NON wr 
vaannnis IDOI 

WHEN I LOVE HIM: By Estetre Loomis 
LOVE to watch HIM at a dance when he's with other girls—he has such 9 
well-bred, “dead” air, as if they were all curious Egyptian statues, And 

then, when he turns and comes for our dance, he brightens up like turing on 
the lights in a dark room. And for fear he will see how J light up, too, I say 
quickly: "Oh, dear! Isn't it awfully hot here?” 

Sometimes when I see a nice, clean baby in the street car I whisper to 
HIM: “Isn't that a nice baby?" And there's always a long pause before he 
says: "Cute, isn't it?" And all the time I never see that child, at all —and dis 
look is so readable! 

love HIM when a polite waiter at the restaurant tries to help me on with 
my coat. The firm, funny way he snatches it out of his hands and says: 
“Fl attend to that, thank you!” Sometimes, with a well-tipped waiter, 1 can 
get it half on before he catches me. 

Once his sister said: “You just ought to see HIM shaving! His ges. 
tures and the weird faces he makes up!" That evening when I saw HIM, 
somehow he seemed like a different person in the world, I simply can siof 
imagine how he looks shaving, somehow, and secretly I'm so wild to see HIM 
do it that I wouldn't dare tell any one 

I love that respectful, half-frightened, brave look he had on that Sunday 
morning when he met my father for the first time. And when those Episcopal 
church bells began to peal out, with father and HIM there, why it even seemed 
to give a more-than-ever religious atmosphere to the room! 

Often on the side piazza we stop talking and just think, My eyes just 
catch on something and I kind of Jook through a haze. Then I feel—see HIM 
staring at me, and just enjoy it; it's fascinating. Then, when 1 suddenly turn 
to HIM, it’s like peeking into a secret place. I love to see HIM blush. 

I was just crazy about HIM that evening after those Miller girls called. 
After they had gone he got up and walked the room like Lawyer Hanna, 
muttering: “Strange how few people have charm!” ‘That night it was hours 
before I could go to sleep! 

Once he began a letter to me “My deer Little Girl,” and it made me cry. 
But he’s never done it that way since then; and it makes me almost sick, 1 
want HIM to so much, But if I ested HIM to, it would spoil everything, 
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‘The remittances (rom home’ went 
than to the washerwoman, for tea se 

these soul-culuwrists c. 
a settle the girls’ debts, 

On the plea of “not 
the debts run on and on until” Dad 
the extent of them, was not 
stricken. He paid the final farshing—and took his girls home 
weepingand beating their hreastsand wailing in black despair 

Before they left he talked broken 
y gentleman—to the fries 

sry’ 

of Iwo Girls 

“Tye given away so many copies of this!" she said, “and 
1 just hail to have one for myself—I couldn't live without 

armed the sedate friend and she reminded 
raries where “ Marpessa” might be rea 

at any time for the asking. 
Pitying was the glance that Annabel cast on this advi 

as she said: “Can you bear to read a poem you adore 
library book some fool has marked in the 

This degree of soul culture “comes hig 
two months the girls borrowed a hundred dollars from & 
college mate: a month later they borrowed a hundred dollars 

f 

places?" 
t the end 

wrot 

ad of their father’s 
opened accounts at 

(ook and music shops 
into box offices oftener 

nInese beaeTOoMS Hi! 
e oftener than for 
8" had become amt 

Feed thy soul!" 

ul of * Dad's" th 
oods, florist, candy, 

emian” tables 
> thirst for “experie 
lithe while the slogan was 

uly of these girls gor so hungry that this hap- 
friendless girl, hunting employment 18 

Chicago, fainted from hunger in an office where she bad asked 
for work, and in that way came to the natice of the sedate 
friend, whe sent hee to the same boarding house where 
Annabel and Laura li 
week's board in acd 
soul was x4 hun 
rowed part of that money before the child had time to ha! 
it over to the landlady! Later Laura told this girl, who bi 
suffered hunger and cold and untold horrors uncomplaine 

that whe 
coming to Chicag: 

ly times, 1 just hate the injustice of this workd !"” 

giving her the money to pay # 
ance, as she had no trunk, Annabel’s 

for something it “neexied” that she bor. 

) thought of the grand opera 
ing able to hear it only one of 

LIMAX—protiably not fire climax—to this soul culture 
few days ago when n the heart-broken parents 0 

me to Chicago to borrow money and 

ranting to worry’ Dad'” they had Jet 
when he finally learned 

was fairly “worrter he 

rtedly—the big, 
monstrances hil whose 

is a8 his own, 
my girls," he said, “and all this talk 

yuls'! Their mother and I have never had time 
for such things—we had to work hard when we were young: 
and we've had i out all we could do ever since. I've never 

my life mailed a personal letter with @ 
stamp belonging to the company, and I’ve 
never taken an hour of the company’s time 
to further my personal ends. I've never 
bought what Tdidn't have the money to pay 
for, and I've never borrowed a dollar from 
any man to covera personal need, 1 tried to 
being my girls up to my principles, but it 
seems [I've made an swat failure, T've 
given them every chance in the world I knew 
how to give them, and now I'l pel you 
frankly Pat my wits’ end, [wish [ knew 

do, but it beats me! [try to tel 
t souls are fed by the faithful dis 

charge of the nearest duty—whatever it ie 
and that the dignity of any labor is not i 
itself, but in the way it's doneand what 
impression do L make on them? Ecan te! 
by the way they lookat methat they're thiak, 
i “Dad"! hedoesn't understand ! 

tdo anything in a case ll 
The only ones un do any ching 

he “dry rot. 
eartsand soul 

of them to leave any clean places, 1 hope 
these girls | describe (and so far from having 
exaggerated I haye not told balf of thei 
folly) are not typical in the degree of theit 
tawdeiness, but | am afraid they are typical 
of a large class in its kind, 

IRLS! if you've got a tiny taint of chat 
poison in your systems get rid of it oF 

soon as you can by any means, howevet 
violent, “Not by tending, but by spending: 
souls get their growth! Tf the waxen beaut¥ 
of the hyacinth feeds the soul's hunger fof 
perfection the florist's plate-glass window 
need not interfere; every hyacinth is food 
if we aclmire it. a 

Whatever you do, girls, don't be “cheat 
about your “souls.” If you want to try the 
selfish life and se what there in in it, 
honest about it and call it the selfish life 
‘That's a whole lot decenter than this mise 
able hypocrisy about “soul culture,” becaus 
evacybaey. who has lived to any purpose af 
all knows that the very first principle of som 
culture is abnegation, self-eflacement, kovitl 
to give rather than to receive, to lose one * 
life that one may find itagain more glorious! 

Since this article was written Laura 
dropped out of my ken, and what 5 
she is making of life at home with 
parenta [donot know. But Annabel, whet 
she got home last spring, sat down and ha! 
a serious “interview” with herself, the res 
of which was that in a few weeks time 
went hack to Chicago, and there took up © 
fight to win back all she had lost “and thet 
some." That took grit! She went to wo" 
asa saleswoman ina store, at eight dollar®4 
week, out of which she paid her board—# 
the identical boarding house where her 
of folly had been lived !—her laundry 3% 
every other expense, She worked evenitié 
at another kind of work and earned 
to help reimburse “Dad.” In afew mont? 
her wages were raised to twelve dolla 
shortly thereafter to fifteen. Now she BA 
won back every particle of esteem che bat 
forfeited and a great deal more besides: 



Che Girl at 
Her Own Story of the Great 

By Geraldine Bonner 
AUTHOR OF “THE CASTLECOURT DIAS 

ILLUSTRATIONS BY ARTHUR 
xv 

T WAS a long ride to Cresset’s Crossing, first on the main 
ne to the Junction and then just time to make a close 

Fe connection with the branch line to the Crossing. Jt wa 
Liree o'clock when we reached there and star to walk 

ure 
rn cain the day before and the r 

standing here and there in the rut 
F vered! with-« 

raw, pier 
y new dre 

the road a Jabbitts tramping along in inud beside me 
V on there at that season and T thought it was 

rolled away, with fence 
, ere and there were 

Ps of wooe the sky, and between them 
the brown strete 

would be 
Now under 

gq clouds 
t! ak ms and th 

e, empty fields it looked for 

sed the River 
I could see the 

one, making a curving 
‘he through the coun yond 

thinking 
had happened there eight 

“Where's the 
rostina whisper 

ahead 
" rther on, 

Where the bushes grow thick,” 

clumpe and bunches of small 
frees had edged the way tik 
mle, After we passed the 
Rly n° Rock. Road. they. ‘grew 
hicker, making a wet of shrub- 
ery highe © than our ads, 1 
Femembered that just before th Murder men had been cutting 

ese for brushwood, and even 
Tow we passed piles af branch 
dry and dead, with little leaves 
(tipping to them like brown rags 
Where the Firehill Road ran into 
be urnpike t 1% 

angled and close, Word canal) 

uglt* far beyond that Bab- 
re it the place. Ther 

as zc of shriveled grass 
and she had been found 
ith the branches piked aver her, 

drew with his cane just how 
had lain, the bruishwood cover 

the shrubs behind 
n could have past, 

t, without notic 
pers 

Fven by ¢ is layli 
& anything 

‘ou can sex 
rer worked,’ 

nek 
surround in T about her 

BY of a xtruggle—and then 
‘ranged the ee "Ln my tition he was interrupted by 

%¢ Doctor’sauto, He drew back 
1 wai dd when the Doctor 

f went on with his 

awful! Can't you im 
caling around, gathe " 

branches in the dark?” 
: moonlight helped. You remember, when Re 

around from the Firehill Road, the moon was out? 
4 back into the mud and luoked down to where the 

Heil Road entered the turnpike few yards farther on 
hit na ot ha ve heard Mr. Reddy's hoen some time before 
ha shed then and had prot 
thby stole a 
on nik ¢ . “The moon the 
eA too dangerous. s, he couldn't have moved tl Ls , jptou Bh the trees without some noise, and Reddy, was 

yand watching for Sylvia, was positive there wasn’t 
The fellow was back among nes when 

ed be turn, 
watching Ki fi 

mi in slowly back and forth. What a situation! looking for the woman he loved, her murderer hide 
from him, and between them ber dea 

[se MED to see it: the road bathed in moonlight 
Ter huddled down in the black shad 

an w that, expecting her to 
nust have been—not a sou 
hered leaves. I could in 
95, shooting 

and Reddy in 

howing every rut 
had to draw 

s said, h 
wered there and 

and then come back, and, still be 
© watched the man at the wheel 

down the road, waite: listened, eve 
ie td then sounding the horn that broke into the silence 

aid suddenly, seizing B 
t's where i 

lovely time at Cres 
Farmer Cresset, a big, kit 

WILLIAM BROWN 

not that 
uch like 

"it Was 1 That Hod Solved the 
Great Hesketh Mystery 

Suddenly the door at the end « 

the room opened and } 
came in, She began talk 
whining voice, and as 
table told me haw th 
had gone off and they didn’t know 

they were going todo, Her 
ll chapped and full of 

knots ‘like twigs, smoothed out 
the cloth and put on the china 

it made you tired t 
beteer 

with po company but 
thought 1 between be 

» kitchen r 
Theard all about their 

For a while after the n 
they'd done a lot of busin 

thing was doin 
few mobiles stopped t 
and the farm hands had deoppe 
of, so thei custom hardly 

And Tecla Rabine, th 
» who w 

first-class girl, had got #0 sla 
she'd have to be fired, and she, 

didn’t see how she 
get another one, what with 

sand the lonesams 

. 

railed off into the kitcher 
ain, and TE could hear her 

ane, and that 
sv « growling 

I supposed it was Teela 
it didn't sound like 

my memory of hee 
quest being of a f 
ching that would 

nybody, And 
sponed with one 

ven the door 
swift kick 

Tecla carne in, carrying & 
of bread in one band and o 

ter with ham on it in th 
She gave me that bros, 

silly sort of senile 1 remembered 
and put the things down on the 

Well, Tecla,” | asked, for 
eanething to 

tting on?" 
Ach!" she 

, how are 

answered, dis 
Coming Out of It gu and pounded over the 

reaky floor to a cupboard, out of 
I get out, What for d 
Who comes? Nobody 

bitts’s Voie Close to My Ear: “Thank Heaven, She's 

took some d: 
No luck here 

the blir 

hit coming all t 
ing to be 

I said, 
spreading out her great red 

ncents, Every long 
dy gets killed all goes 

und the 
he alr with her 

. too, F don’t like it 
me two hundred a month 

maybe twe 
The da; 

rouse that wa 
SOWARD eve 

where we'd 5 i 
ty a E th a arm 

at this time al 
finger in the 2 

When I see him I say 
Make the bear to 

up bershoulder 
there is no more 

ng time oe 
¢ bear who Awful 

od much pennies in the hat 
that went around with 

to get a cust 
tod be went 

the acrot 

‘ONE 
x he 

says we 
bread. 

“she continued. “4 
r to get f 

nthe country, 
with no be 

“T no can stand it, 
quit.” 

n and we began upper— 
‘and coffee that I know was the 

he last stra Nothing doing; no 

id to hi 
2 you?’ 

went into the kitcben and I 1, bow and 
guarded: " What's Hines been sayin 



He answerer in the same key: “Oh, putting up 
ahard-luck story. He wants to pull up stakes and 
po West. 
“WIL they fet Iii?" 
“That's one of the things he’s been talking 

it. He says if be makes a move it’ll look sus- 
anil if he stays he'll be ruled. He cer- 

it up against it.” 
The kitchen door swung back and Mrs. Hines 

came in with a pumpkin ple that tasted like it was 
faked for Thanksgiving. She hovered around, 
fussing about ws and joining in the conversation. 
EA could see she was hungry for some one to 
talk to. 

Before we left Babhitts went into the bar to 
settle up, and I, remembering Tecla's complaints, 
called her in from the kitchen and fished a quarter 
out of my new purse. She was as asa 
child, grinning all over and wanting to shake hands 
with me, which I hated but cnwhin’t avosd, When 
we were once more in the road I felt as if I'd crept 
out from under a shadow that was gradually sink~ 
ing into me, down to the marrow of my hones, 
‘The night was cold, but a different kind, fresh and 
clear, the smell of the damp Gelds in the air and 
the country quiet and peaceful. 

V HAD a good two miles before us and 
V stepped out lively. It was dark, the clouds 

mottled over the sky, and in one place, where the 
moon was hidden, a fittle brightoes: showing 
through the cracks, Babbitts said he thought 
they'd break and that we'd have the moonlight 
on our way back, All around ua the landscape 
stretched black and still, Whem you got accus- 
tomed to it you could see the outlines af the hills 
agalust the sky, one darkness set against another, 
anel_ the line of the road showing faint between the 
edgings of huthes. 
We hadn't gone far~sbout ten minutes, 1 

should thisk—when I suddenly clasped my wrist 
and felt that my purse was gone. I bad taken it 
off to give Tecla twenty-Gve cents, and J remember 
I'd laid [t on the supper table when she made me 
shake hands, “Oh dear!" I said, stopping short. 
"What shall Ido? I've left my parse there.” 
pes stared at me throwgh the dark. “At 

» on the supper table; and it's new; I'd 
hought it, Oh, Eean't bose itt” 

You needn't, We've time; but you'll have to 
hit up the pace, Come on quic! hat's net just 
the place I'd select to leave a pi in.” 

He tured to go, but E stood still. [hated going 
back there, and it was lovely walking slowly along 
through the sharp, chifl airand the peaceful night. 
“You go,” L said, coaxing; “I'l saunter o6 ard 
you can catch me up.” 

“Don't you mind being alone? Aren't you 
afraid?” 

“Afraid?” I gave a laugh. “I’m much more 
afraid in that queer place. Besides 1 can't go as 
fast as you can, and whatever happens we've got 
to catch that train.” 

“If you don't mind, that's the best plan. I'l 
run both ways. Go slow till I come." 

He turned and went off at a run, and I walked 
on, At first 1 coukd hear the thud of bis feet quite 
plainly, and thea the sound was suddenly dead- 
ened and E knew he was on the moist turi by the 
roadside, The silence down around me like 
a black curtain, 

L walked! on slowly, gathering my skirts wp from 
the wet and the twigs, as noiseless as a shadow in 
the dark of the trees. 1 don't know how much 
farther I went, but not very far, because I could 
just make out the line of the Firehill Road curving 
down between. the elds, when I heard behind me 
a stealthy rustling in the bushes. 

xv 
| Hee NO coward. Butt sappose I was worn out— 

more than 1 knew=by the strain and excite- 
ment of the last two months, Also Ido think that 
tmoat any girl would have lost her nerve if she'd 

nm up against what I was. The gloom of that 
dreadful Pee ae Arbor was still on me as 1 walked 
along with ibitts, and when the sound of his 
footsteps died awny the ines crept in on me, 
seemed to be telling me something that 1 didn’t 
want to hear, Down deep I knew what it was, 
and that every step was taking me closer to what 
T was afraid of—the place where Sylvia Hesketh 
had heen murdered, 

It was when I was peering out abead, trying to 
locate it, telling myself not to be a fool, and gath- 
ting up my courage, that I heard that faint, 
stealthy rustling behind me, 
stopped dead, listening. I was scared, but not 

clear through yet, for 1 knew It might be some 
little animal, & rabbit or a chipmank, creeping 
through the underbrush. 1 stood waiting, feeling 
that I was breathing fast, and as still as one of the 
telegraph poles along the road, The trees hid me 
completely, A person coukd have passed close by 
amd not seen me standing there in my black cloak 
‘against the black background, 

‘Then 1 heard it again, very soft and cautions, » 
crackle of branches and then a wait, and pres 
ently—it seemed hours!—a crackle of branches 
again. | moved forward, stepping om tiptoe, sti- 
fling my breath, my head turned sideways, fis 
tening with every nerve, Even then I wasn't so 
terribly frightened, but I was shivery down to my 
henrt, for L could hear, whether it was beast or 
human, that it was an the other slibe of the trees, 
just a little way back, going the way I was. 

It only took a few minutes—me stealing forward 
atl it coming on, pow soft as it stepped on the 
carth, now with a twig snapping sharp—to tell me 
1 was being followed! 
When I got that clear the last of my courage 

melted away, MH it had been anywhere else, if it 
hadi't beer so dark, if tkere’d been a house or a 
person within call—bet in that lomesomeness, far 
‘off from everything—oh, it was awful! 

1 tried to pall myself together, to remember that 
Babbitts woukl be back soon, but f couldn't stop 
my heart from beating like # hammer, "Way off 
throwgh the trees I coukd see the twinkle of 
Cresset's lights and I thought of them there; bat 
it was as if they were at the other end of the world, 
too far from me to reach them or for them to hear 
my call 

1 don't know why 1 walked on, but I think it 
was pure fear; I was afraid if I stopped that dread~ 
ful Following thing would overtake me. Once 
1 tried to look back, but Lcoukls't; 1 thought I 
might see it, und I stole forward, now and 
stopping and listening and every time bearing the 

crackle and snapof the twigs as it crept after me. 
1 could see now the place where Sylvia was found, 
the shrubs carving back from the road as if to 
leave a space wide enough for her body. 

‘The sight made me stop, and, as T stood there 
still as a statue, I heard the sounds behind me get 
louder, as if a big body was feeling and pushing its 
way between the trees, not so careful pow, but 
trampling and crushing through the interlaced 
boughs. Then for the first time in my life I knew 
what it means when they say your hair stands on 
ent Down at the roots of mine there was a 
stirring all over my head, and my heart—it was 
banging against my chest, blow after blow, as if 
it was trying to break a bole! 

BF Rend sky began to brighten. The notse behind 
me was cloter and louder, and through it I 

heard deep, panting breaths drawn hard. Then I 
knew, if I turned, I could have seen what was fol- 
lowing me—seen its awful face glaring between 
the am bent bedy, crouched, ready 
to spring on me! 

It's hard for me to tell what followed: every- 
thing came together and I couldn't see or think. 
I remember trying to scream, to give one shriek 
for Babbitts, and mo sound coming, and that the 
thing, #8 Hf ft know what f was doing, made a 
sudden crashing and burst through the screen of 

; brightness of the sky flashed in my 
cyes—I think the last thing 1 saw were the cloods, 
broken open, and the moon, big and white, whirl- 
ing around like a silver plate. I tried to run, but 
the tose up in waves and I staggered forward 
over them, wave alter wave, with the moon spin- 
ning close to my eyes; and then shut 
down like the lid of a box. 
The next thing J remember was the sky with 
clouds all over it and in one place an opening with 
a little star, as big as a pinhead, set in the middle. 
Tlooked at that star for a long time, having a queer 
{ecling that Iwas holding on to it and it was pull- 
ing me up. Then I felt as if something was helping 
the star, a strong support under my shoulders that 
raised me still farther, and, while I sermed to be 
straggling owt of a darkness like water, I heard 
Babbitts's voice close to my ear: 
“Thank Heaven, she's coming out of it.” 
I turned my bead and there was his face close 

to mine. A strong yellow light shone on it—after- 
ward I saw it came from a lantern on the ground — 
aod, without speaking, 1 looked into bis eyes and 
bad a lovely feeling of rest. 

‘ou're all right?" he sald; “‘you're not burt?” 
‘wy wery well, thank you,” I said back, and 

my voice was like a whisper. 
‘The support under my shoulders tightened, 

and be bent down ant kissed me over and over, 
We said.no more, 

footsteps of the men squashing into the mud, 
Seon there were lights twinkling through the 
branches, and, just a4 I saw them and heard 2 dog 
bark and a woman call out, my heart faded away 
again and that blackness swept over me. 

1 didn’t Know ull afterward how long I was 
sSck—weeks it was—lying in Mrs, Cresset’s spare 
room, with that blessed woman caring for me like 
her own daughter. Hlelleve me, no in this 
world were ever better to another than that Jamily 
was to me- 

And others were good—It takes sickness and 
trouble to make you value human nature—for, 
when,I got desperately bad, Doctor Fowler came 
over and took a band, 

Mrs. Crosset berseif told me that, respecting 
Doctor Graham as she did, she thought I'd never 
have come through if Doctor Fowler hadn't given 
himself right up to it, staying in the house for two 
days the time Iwas worst. And not a cent would 
he ever take for it, only a pair of bed slippers I 
Knitted for him while 1 was getting better. 

gTucsome 
night, [was still is bed, sitting up ina pink flansel 
jacket that Anne Hennessey gave me, with the 

tight streaming in through the windows and a 
bunch of violets senting up the room, Babbitts 
had brought them, and it was he that told me, sit- 
ting in a rocker by the bedside and speaking very 
quiet and gentle so as not to give me any shock. 
For without my knowledge, just tke an instro- 
ment of fate, it was E that bad solved the great 
Hesketh Mystery, 

Nees man nor woman bad killed Sytvia 
Hesketh, The murderer was the dancing bear. 

‘The man they found on the ground beside me 
that night was its owner, Tito Maltl, the Italian 

at 
first—to the Wayside Arbor, and in the bar there 
he told them his stary, 

He bad been associated with the acrobats for 

bear (he called ic “Bruno” and spoke of it like it 
wasa human) showed signs of bad temper. It was 
a big, strong beast, but was getting old, and a 
vicousness that it had always bad was growing 
on it. He kept quiet about it, as be hoped to get 
throagh the season without trouble, and kuew if 
the company thought it was dangerous they 
wouldn't stand for having it around, All the 
summer he wi with them, guarding the 

earetully, 
but stayed that never leaving it 
way looking at unmuzzled, and 
cach other, I beside it 
didn't want to at night. Toward 
ave or speak. 1 the end of the sea 
didn't feel any- thing ae cere BY EDNA TUCKER MUTH 

Lo pewdly! Aa SOUL in reverence now prays 
cir g geaned For me, for thee, this day of days— 
the only two With joy and thanks remembers thee, 
peoplela thewhole With earnest 
world, as if there 

Ts and all tbe pest us, rest 
nothing, After sayoten for their 
that —he's often et ormance 
told me it was at Longwood, 
only a minute or where the business 
two, though I'd was always good, 
ave was ter that they 

hours—I began to Reacting in its pleasures separated, the 

fk scowl amd) Wich that ghd lt which buoy hee cout ood 
heard queer at Bloomington 
sounds, as Hf some pik aabirthaletcipdested Sud Malti telling 
one was groaning 
in pain, and saw 
the shrubs and 
erase plain by the 
light of two lan- 

my hands clea 
Mratoulier LA 
My eyes u) 
From the 

Keep tears; that smiles 

pain that 

eyes may bless, 

squared to raise the cross, 
red, mother sweet, 

take Bruno across 
country and make 
a little extra 
money at the the feet. 

terns standing on My soul asks in the days to Ingres. 
ba leer eta That I may, stumbling, follow thee, a oe ee 
aman, Gtupasfar And following still, as once I ran really wanted to 

is knees, the floor—a little ‘off by himself, 
pans fi al ae ag kennel ty Satch the animal 

Reanodher pe fbn 3 pat moog tis od coatrel cart per- any lad soul s old contro! 

Set encge fy Anite hsp ts rm ORR 
glow over that fig- Oh, mother dear, thou'rt far away, around by the 
tre crouched down Think on thy child this Mother's Day. turnpike, letting 
the way it was, : Bruno perform 

w 
with black alr aod: tempered, 
and round the neck mit a good part of 
® twisted rag of red bandana and shoulders 
covered with a blue shirt. Then I made out it was 
a man, and that it was from him the sounds were 
coming—moeans and words in a strange language. 
“What is it?” 1 whispered to Babbitts. “What's 

happened?" 

it was Hines, He looked across the road and gave 
ashout, and others answered it and lights danced 
up and down, coming closer through the 
‘Then came mers running — Farmer Cresset and his 
sort—and behind them Mrs, Hines. 
them bresthing as they 
voice crying: “It’s 
been no harm done?" 

\FTER that the men 
low, the lanterns in their hands sending 

and squares of light over the 
Vresently Farmer Cresset west to the man on the 

o 

[ E i 
gtound and tried to 

face to the earth, the moans coming from kim, 
aed awful. 

After a while they put me on something 
aod hard, with a bundle under my bead, 
me away up the road and through the 
the Cresset carrying what I wason 
bitts walking alongside. As we started 
some one say that Parmer Cresset woukd 
Hines ant “communicate with the 
and then we went swinging of under 

- 4 

mete feliz z 
Ht : 

afraid to. In this way he made 
enough maney to keep himself, sleeping, when the 

wyricks, fn. 
‘On the night of the murder be had got 

far as the Wayside Arbor. His 
to take bis supper there—he keew the place well— 
and have the bear dance for the Italian customers, 
But by the time ke reached the Arbor be didn't 
dare. For some days Bruso had been sullen and 

authorities and bis fear 
was all he had in the worl 

In the afternoon he had 

been on the trary 
fatigue, and, the ji 
est, and, with the chain in his hand, fell asleep. 

WAS awakened by a 
‘awful be had ever heard. 

was, he leaped to his feet, feeling in the dar 
the chain. It was gone and the 
‘The scream had come from the other side of the 

trees. With his stad in his hand 
them, and in the darkness 

(Page 24) 

that fearful, great beast reared upon its hind bees 
with a black thing lying at its feet. He yelled 
struck It in the face with the staff and it dropped 
down to all fours, growling and terrible, but xs if 
the sound of bis voice and the blows had cowed it. 

he grabbed for the chain, and, holding i, 
Knelt and looked at the black thing—tho thing 
the scream had come from. 

He raised it, and saw the faint white of the face 
and hands, and felt by the clothes it was a woman. 
He knew the way an enraged bear attacks, rising 
‘up on its hind legs and giving a blow with its pam, 
a blow that, if the hedy it strikes is unprotected. 
can break benes and tear muscles out of theif 
place. In the dark he felt the womag till his hand 
came on something sticky wet on her face, The 
brute had struck at her head. Sick and trembling 
he lit a match and held it low over her. The bat 
had offered some protection: but, when he s3¥ 
her face and felt of her pulse, be knew that the 
savage blow had broken her skull and she was: 

\T FIRST he was too paralyzed to think, kneel- 
ing there beside her with the bear crouched at 

the end of its chaln, mot stirring, gs if it waa 
atwhat it haddone. Then the born of the Doctor's 
auto woke him, and. clutching the bedy, he drew 
back into the shadow, The car passed at furious 
speed, its nolse drowning amy sound that that 
strange and awful group might have made. Shake 
ing in every limb, be laid bis burden down on the 
grass and tried to compose it. The clouds broke 
Just a8 he was drawing the coat about her, and the 
moon came out bright asday. Hy its light he saw 
the pearl necklace, and, in his own word: iH} the 
badness in his heart cameupinto bishead,” Nevet 
before had he stolen, though often be hac gon® 
coll and hungry, But he kuew now that he must 
‘kill the bear, and then he would be left an old man 
without a penny or any way to earn ope. “And 
the pearls,” he moaned out, what are they to the 
dead? And to me, wha must live, they mean 
riches forever.” 

He said his hands shook so he couldn't find the 
clasp, and to get at it he pulled open the coat. Ant 
thes he gave a cry and drew back like he wat 
burnt, for there on the breast of the dead womaty 
sparkling like a thing of fire, was the cross! 

Babbitts sald the two men were greatly im 
pressed by the way he acted when he told this 
The perspiration broke out on his face and be 
crossed himself, bowing his heart and shuddering 
“It was God's volee,” he whiepered. ‘It said? 
“Stop, Tito, hold your band. No man can 100 
the dead.’”" 
So he closed the coat, folded the arms across the 

chest, and covered all with branches that he found 
in s pile near by, As be moved about, the bear 
watched bit, pot sticring, as Hf it knew it was 
guilty and was waiting to see what he would do 
to it. When the work was done the two of them 
stole away, as nolseloss as shadows, His head was 
‘Gear enough to think of the footprints, and be kept 
on the grass till be was near the Firebill Road, Fee 
was aj ing thin when be heard Reddy's hott 
aod, with the bear following, he stipped throug 
a break in the troes into the open space 
Here, budiled into the blackness under the bough 
be saw the car swing past. It went a little way 
down the road and then stopped and stood for 
what seensed a long time, every now and then the 
hors sounding, When it finally started again be 
moved on, the bear padding silently beside hist 
He said the car came back soon and passed and 
repassed him a number of times Each time be 
was ready for it, the noise and the lamps warning 
him of its approach. 
When they asked him if he wast't afraid of the 

bear making same sound, be shook his bead ait 
said just likes child: “Bruno? No. He is wit 
like x man. When I look him in the eye I see 
knows he is a murderer and must dle, and it maket 
itm very quiet." 

‘That was bow Bruno had “gone dead in the 
country.” As he told the men about it the teat 
ran down his face, for be said ube bear was tke 
brother, When Reddy had gone be made ofr 
Bruno walking at the end of the chain behind 
both keeping to the grass edges of the Gelds. 
night they walked, those two; and strange they 
must have Jooked, slipping across moonlit syce% 
two black shadows moving over the lanesomenes 
not a sound from either of them, one lending the 
other to his execution, 

HEY entered the wondsat dawn, ‘There, whe? 
the light was clear enough to see, that pooty 

scared Tito killed the bear with the knife he ba? 
carried all summer, The rest of the day he spent 
scooping a grave for it, When he told how M 
dragged the great body into the bole and covefe? 
it with earth, he put his hands over his face, rock” 
ing back and forth and crying tike a baby, After 
that he went to Bloomington and joined the act 
bats, telling them the bear had died. They thought 
bo more about it and welcomed him back, sh 
their quarters with him and promising him a pa 
with them in the summer. 

Bat his knowledge of the crime haunted him: 
He was as ignorant as the animal he had beet - 

and seemed to think that, as Ubey coulda 
hang the bear, they might bang him in its place 
He heard poople talking of the murder, and afte 
a while he couldn't eat of sleep, ard the torment: 
his terror and remorse was like to drive him eras?” 
Finally be could’t stand it any more and got 
fea that if he could go hack to the place and offet 
‘sp prayers there he right get some relief, He told 
the acrobats he was going ta hunt for work of 4 
farm, left Bloomington, and once again wall 
across the countey. 

Tt was night when he reached the region be ™ 
bound for, and, feeling too weak and sick t. 

give 
strength to go through the task he hind set hiss 
They gave him what he ssked for wad he took 
his old nook under the trees, and there in the 
and dark ate ravenously. ‘Then, just 
other night, he lay down, and the 
left him for o long came ack to him. 
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knowing be 
sitting up, rubbing his eyes, when be heard 
bitts’s footsteps as he ran back to the inn. 
listened, and, making sure no one else was o8 
road, got ep and began to steal cautiously for 
He felt sure that his prayers would be 
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‘The Way She Will Wear H 

OT an 

By Ida Cleve Van Auken 

ultra 

e Chosen Not Only to Contormn With the Cellfure, bat to 
Jaich or Helliently Oppase Our Tresses in Color 

: > Must, Yearning foe Something Unordinary, 
20 Thom at the Very Middle of Our foreheads 

fends Lavishly Ornamented for Heir Simply Dressed 

at younger girls, just now, for 
bobbed" hair. Some have focl- 

hair; others, 
‘eas venturesome, achieve this 
Outline by combing the hair as illus- 
trated on the right. For evenin, 
harrow brow bands af velvet ary 
Satin, gold or silver are worn. 

riental pendants, jet and beilliant- 
Studded slides and buttons, make 
these bands strangely beautiful 
Ornaments. 

(TY 
Exquiaitely Jewoled Pins for High ot Low Coiffures 

Protty Little Buckles aed Pendants Trim These Bends 

dignified 
» Uke the Pryche coil, 

‘ornament above would make & 
worn by 2 matron. 
dided with spanglea 

y color and outlined with 
brilliants. Often these bands are 

avered by the hair, formi 
sbroken 

ocese of arranging 
eve be given bere, 
4 litle booklet of directions has been 
prepared and will be forwarded uport 
receipt of a stamped, addressed en- 
velope. Address Miss Ida Cleve Van 
Aukes in care of THe Lares’ Hom 
Jovenat, Independence Square, Phila. 
deiphia. Pennsylvania. 



THE IDEAS OF TWO WOMEN 

A Plain Country Woman 
intimacies with boys until she is ald enoagh to | RETHINK me of three pretty 

§) xirls who had a Jot of fun in a 
shabby little white cottage in a 
dusty little village in the Middle 
West ‘cat. 
Sometimes I think—but then, 

do not old folks always think 
that it took bess to make us 
bappy in those days? Again I 
turn it around and half per- 

suade myself that we had more to make us happy, 
we were 50 glorivusly interested in life! The old 
square piano was such a large asset in happiness; 
books aml magazines, sock treasures; going to 
church, such a subdued excitement! We rode 
horseback, played croquet, bad theatricals and 
charades, and there was always some spectacelar 
love affair going on which gave the good ladies at 
missionary teas such a glorious opportunity to wag 
their side curls and declare that young folks did 
not do 10 In thelr day? 

The father of the three villaze girle~my sisters 
and [died very young, and our aunt, who was 
childless and “no 'count” husband, volus- 
tecred to help mother “raise” ua We hat 
three maiden aunts, two widowed aunts and two 
witowerdt grandmothers. We were sheltered from 
the cold workt by a bevy of Balmoral petticoats 
and hoop skirts—by a formidable array of choice 
feminine teaching ani discipline. 

We bait two uncles—one, as aforementioned, of 
the “ne “count” variety, the other simple as a 
child, utterly innocent of the ways of the world and 
completely under the subjugation of his three 
maiden Hoters. And we were particularly blessed 
ip having a brilliant and interesting mother who, 
in spite of her great talents, her wit and her wis. 
domi, knew tuthing whatever of “the ways of the 
world 

There is certainly no greater joy and blewing 
thant an interesting mother, no companion for girl- 
hoot! equal fo. mother who never "grew up" and 
who keeyis the girl heart all along the way, Such 
was my mother, We read, studied, played, and 
wifalted togethor until the last, and oaly & few 
days before hier death my sister and I sat, one on 
euch side of her bec, and we all laughed till the 
tears cnine, over something we were reading. 

FOR one thing fam devoutly thankful, and that 
is, that my funin glethoed was pot dependent 

of “the boys.” The condition of 
own when 1 was a girl was much 

it ky at present, There was an abun- 
dance of young men, well bred, well read and of 
good principles. We were not forced to pick up 
Siren is the way of a man to get wpa party ora 
ball. Toften pity the girls 1 see om the streets to- 
day and one sees girls on the streets much oftener 
and more familiarly now thas then--because of 
the scarcity of young men. 

T blame myself and some of my friends for this, 
though young men do leave small towns seck- 
ing opportunity: still, in part, the scarcity of boys 
today dates back to o generation of people wha 
tofused to have chiltren, thus leaving seciety to 
theeay and be overrun by peopte of the lower class; 
but this is the history of all countries —the soelally 
“effete " lacking children must give their daughters 
(lor witl children are most frequently born to the 
effete) ty the sous of a rougher, hardier breed of 
folk, and thus society: & equalized, 

‘At any rate, “we gitls”” of my day were capable 
wt having a Jot of fan without the boys. For 
one thing, we had a remarkable teacher, It boo 
tragedy for a girl not to have at feast one remark~ 
able teacher. ‘The relation between teacher and 
pupil isa very distinctive ome, especially bn the high 
school. It is in reality & semisentinental relation. 

Our teacher was young and attractive. Her 
pretty clothes and line hairdressing were an inspi- 

ion to tin girls. She was witty, merry-hearted, 
interested in everything up-to-date; 
well informed that she impressed her po- 

pily withust effort, She was fond of society and 
instantly formed a comradeship with cach young 
fellow who was her pupil, And ber dignity! Do 
you know there are various kinds of dignity, but 
only one kind Chat is worth having? 

Dignity is a lovely quality in man or woman 
wher it does not Laterfere with originality o¢ ham- 
per naturalness, 

Tt ha» been my great joy and privilege to have 
lifelong fricudshipes with those rare peuple iu whons 
dignity on all proper occasions is tnstinetive 
rather than acquired. Such dignity does not inter- 
fere with “guod times"; it is due to the finest sort 
‘of discrimination between friendliness amd famil- 
inrity, fun and vulgarity, frankness snd ruseness, 
and many other things between which are most 
subtle ilistinetions, 

‘The teacher who left such a fine impress on our 
lives when we wete girls was schlom "on ber dig- 
wity”' with us—but we keew she could be and 
woul he if we became rude, impudent or tl 
and suthing so clouded eur sky as to feel that « 
barrier of amy sort hail arisen between wa and Miss 
Hughes, 

WE. HAD a “literary society” in conjunction 
V with the bigh schuol, ‘There were more boys 

than gitls—there was always a rush for the “list’” 
the day belure a society meeting—and our teacber 
wacane of the most popular gitts in the club. We 
confiled ovr love affair to her and she took them 
seriously, and, as for enthusiasm over tableaux 
and charades, she was wonderful, and many were 
the suggestions and the educational facts fastened 
permanently on our minds by her clever arrange- 
ment of these entertainments, 
When I was eighteen years old 1 was married. 

I record this asa great tragedy of girlhood Some- 
where in these columns I know Tam on record #5 
is favor of early marriages. But ome bas a right 
to change one's mind. 1 now believe twenty-eight 
a much more suitable age for a giel to marry than 
eighteen, though I cannot say that I believe it the 
duty of older people to break up a real love affair 
merely on account of youth, part for older 
folks to take in a girl's life is to guard her from 

have acquired some common-sense ideas. 
T remember my own brief girlhood with awful 

qualms of mingled mortification and Joy 
can be awdsl,) 1 can’t help experiencing an ex- 
alted feeling as though I had been chosen by the 
gods for those days of sweet, insolent, innocent 
selGshness and trlemph that belong particularly 
1o youth; neither can T belp wondering in deci 
bumilistion why my older relatives allowed me 
to umber the earth~why they did not conspire 
to put me out of the way before 1 did anything 
che to disgrace 2 poor but mily. (But, ob 
glory, the fun f ha:lt) 

I any of those relatives are still living, and can 
rewl, I hope they will take this as sincere testi 
mony (being in full possession of my senses and 
not wishing to add to my fist of things to be for- 
given for}, that I was the most ignorant, innocent 
girl that ever lived to he married at eighteen. 

(Crazy about the boys? Of course. Did you ever 
know & brigade of Balmoral petticoats and hoop- 
skirts to turn out a good-looking girl who wasn't 
crazy about boys? Weren't they a subject for 
mystery wasn't love the beautifullest thing in 
the world? Hadn't I seen my aunt crying over the 
ring with her name carved on it by hersoldier lover 
in prison? Hada't mother told us that there had 
never been a cross word between her and father 
{they lived together only eight years), and that a 
husband is a tower of strength in whose love and 
protection a womaa lives happily forever alter? 

Just let me get at ‘em, these noblest works of 
God! Tt must be admitted that aunt, whose hus 

id was “ne ‘cownt,”” had biased a few contrary 
words into my unwilling car. But youth believes 
what it wishes to believe, And so I was married, 

MoM TWO children were girls Should E nat be 
qwalified to talk about girlbood? My older 

daughter wus my cl 1. for a number of years, 
on camping expeditions and other festive acco- 
sions, while my baby gitl—God rest ber soul in 
parsticc!—and 1 had such a passion for seeing the 
joke in things not humorously intended that it 
really wasn't safe for us to go to church, oF te try 
to make # stately, decorows call together, She 
was too close akin to the muse of comedy; 1, tow 
little grown up to reshut her sparkling eyes and 
whimsical expression over the undue pomp and 
the oppressive decorum of certain people overly 
conscives of thelr weight in socdety, 
My girls and 1 never stopped being children 

together until one of them suddenly left us. We 
never could reset wadieg the creck, riding wiht 
horses, climbing up trees and haymows, playing 
games, ilressing up for masquerades, and doing all 
sorts of gay, glad “stunts” until the end, 

Even yet girlhood appeals to me as few other 
things slo, Last Hallowe'en my secretary, an inter 
esting and lovable girl who lives with me, was 
iresing fora masquerade, I had to complete the 
\uilet of my baby grandson (a little clown rig his 
mother wore when she was five, as he is!), but 
when L got him done my fingers itched to help 
trick Ut the yours girl. 

ihe was dreseing as a cypsy—a character well 
suited to ber dark hair and eyes, 1 had already 
contributed a laced bodice frons some treasures of 
girlhood E have kept, but, seeing the meer of some 
more glitter, I got out my best scarf covered with 
sequins in Oriental desize and draped it gracefully 
over her shoulders, making sash of the enix, 
which just finished her Wwilet to perfection. ‘This 
was a great joy tome. Ihave never owned a bit of 
finery | would not cheerfully sactifion Co the need 
of u giet guing to # party or a ball. 

NIOW, 28 to the girls of tecta; Doubtless 
AN they aro very much like the girls of yesterday, 
though, beyond doubt, there is less chance for 
them to marry. To offset this there bs mech more 
chance for business cuteers for them, It burts a 
Tittle, bet i sentimental notion which we must 
fling behind us—that woman was made for man's 
helpmate and that ber place is at home—the bome 
which be works to sustain for her, 

1 believe there ure very few people in the world 
who do not agree that home is the best place for a 
woman, provided it is a happy home and she by a 
domestic woman. But conditions in owr country 
have so changed as to make the girl's prospect i 
life uncertain of being “wooed and married and a’, 
kissed and carried awa’,” 

It seems to me a little gravity has settled upon 
girthood since the responsibility of life is being 
more evenly divided between man and woman. 
This may not be a bad thing. Tt may help us toa 
more settled and sustained cheerfulness in place of 
the mar gayety of youth followed by a great renc- 
tion during which the married youngsters realize 
that ‘life is real, life is earnest.” 
My e! with girls at present is very lim- 

ited, my knterests running more in line with seal! 
boys, But I have seen some things lately that 1 
did not like! Young girls dancing in the streets 
with the tuch-adilred “abandon” that bas been 
© popular lately; young girls dying of ennui be- 
cause they had nothing to do; young girls from 
farms leaving the heavy burden of work on their 
mothers, leaving thelr parents desalate and taking 
positions in restaurants of picture shows becowe 
town is so muck livelier, 

But, io spite of all this, youth hath a wisdom all 
its own, and girlbood és still typified in our minds 

A Daughter of Today 
EAR LITTLE SIS: How ever 
cnuld you doit? Haw could 
you, could you, could you? E 
met Mrs. Foster on the street 
today and she told me she had 
missed my mother when she 
called, bot had had a visit with 
my sister ice. “A most 

S| sstonirhing young person, your 
sister,” she said,'*with quite tho 

most subversive notings of the value of mere col- 
fege learning toa woman, Greck, iny dear Mrs. 
Pelham, and chemistry and mathematics—thovo 
are what your sister calls Grst aids to womanboad. 
Now in my day-——" 

1 had to stand on the street corner, with 
the wind hlowtng straight through me, and listen: 
for balf an hour to what happened to young 
women forty years ago. I won't tell you what sho 
said, 've no doubt she said it alto you. I'll 
wooly repeat: How could you, coald you, could you 
argar, as you evidently did, about the advantages 
af 4 good education to a woman who wants to be 
all that a modern woman can and id be? How 
could you argue that with « woman whe begins: 
“Tue my day"? 
When I do that it's bad enough. Arguing is a 

disease with me, Hut 1 expect you to know bet- 
ter, or what is the advantage of my lad example? 
Don’t you femember what grandmother used to. 
ay. 

* the olden “Never trust a woman who thi 
times were better than the now. They burted some 
rare virtues with that good man, your grandiather: 
lout they buried bis failings and his prejudices and 
the limitations of his age as well. If the day of my 
Maughters te not better than my day was, it means 
that [ have failed in my bighest duty, to leave my 
little corner of the world the better tor my having 
Avert in it."" 

She was a philosopher, dear old Granny, and her 
granddaughter Beatrice, who is within two montie 
of a shoepskin, ought to have sense enough nat to 
quarrel with a fossil, t'm heartily ashamed of you! 

Be there, I'm not going to scold, at least nat 
just about that. [can perfectly wetl imagine 

how she tempted you. J cam see her coming into 
the parlor, aiting straight for the tapestry chair 
and sitting down without ever taking ber hasty 
out of her little round mug, as if she were afraid of 
breaking the current of her unkind thoughts if she 
did. Aad Lean hear her begin: 

“So, Miss Beatrice, going to graduate (rom col- 
lege, are you? Hm!’ Going to teach Greek next 
year, are you? Hm! Of course, I've no doubt 
your good mother knows what's best for you, but 
we never thought that studying and teaching and 
more studying made a girl better able to bring up 
ber children or nurse the sick or cook a good dinner 
for ber husband. You don't book cut out fur an obd 
maid, either, with your bright eyes and pretty 
hair. I suppore you do expect to get married some 
day. Well, you nevercan tell. You may find some 
good man who isn't afraid of your knowing mure 
than he dees; though they do say that men don't 
Mike bluestockings, and you can hardly blame 
them. A married woman's work is never done, 
and book learning isn't belplul like experience, in 

vhrngy Ht”* 
And I can see you bristling all over and finally 

rising up ln your best debating-<lub manner to say 
that “The hand that rocks the cradle is the hand 
that rales the world, which means that mother- 
dood is power, and that knowledge is power, enzo, 
Knowledge sol motherhoul are akin’ ve some 
thing equally collegiate and foolish and caleulated 
to poor Mrs, Foster, but which, decently 
interpreted, would only mean that a good educa 
tion f the best possible foundation for a Gne full 
life, whether that life be a man's or a woman's, 

‘Wasn't that about the way it happened? And 
now Mrs. Foster thinks that all you care about in 
life & Greek syntax and logarithms, and that you 
have a notion that somehow or other your higa- 
rithnss will feed your babies some day. 

S [STARTED to say, that isn’t jet what T 
wanted to scold about, Of course it doesn't 

matter to me, nor to you cither, little Sis, what 
women like Mrs. Foster think of our theories of 
life, as long 38 mother and Mrs, Biddle and men 
like John Petham understand, I'm only wondering 
whether (you'll forgive me if I'm candid), in spite 
of being absolistely wrong, Mrs. Foster can be just, 
a little right alter all; whether you are making the 
mistake that I made, that so many of us make whe 
love study and the fruits of study, of believing 
that knowledge és power. 

Tt it. ‘There are few things in the worl fsa 

but that's quite another matter; that's knowledge, 
and experience, and grace, and inspiration, and a 
sense of humor, all rolled into one, It isn't at all 
the sort of thing one comes out of college pos- 
sessing even if une does rea Greek floently in the 
original. Euripides bad it, you know that he did 
wher you read, in this dreadful war year, when 
taitions have gone mad with lust of power, what he 
wrote in the” Suppliants’ over two thousand years 

"Ohh, Ht were well 
‘The death men shout for cquld stand visible 
Toevery Muse; wie iss her ways and seen 

rant 

fact, some day 
you will find a bot of the fen 
thought you'd lest when you went to work stored 
up waiting to lead you back again to sweet girlhood, 
the spirit of which no woman should ever lose, 

Jé Moment onctrctenctn | Mt 

it just by studying the 
systax and strecture of his plays; you must be 
a bit of a Euripides yourself to Gad ita bit of a 

and something of a prophet. And it goes 
without saying that you must live 

But there, that sounds pedantic, doesn't it? 
Maybe 1 can explain what I mean by telling you 
what T went throaxh before 1 found it out, I'd 
give a good deal to save you from that You keow 
what a seriousminded young person [ was whe 
went to college. You've heard mother and father 
laugh about it Hf you don't remember it yoursell. 

had my mind as entirely mude up then ast 
have now, about the things that are really worth 
living for, 1 dedicated myself pot to hooks, buty 
through books, to a completer womanhood; and 
when 1 was graduated it was with the feeling 
that 1 wat ready to mect a woman's Ie an its 
own terms, ready to “rock the cradle” and 1 
“rule the world.” 

It wasn't really vanity —there was nothing per 
sonal about it—it was just the faith that know! 
edge is power, that brains do the work af the world, 
that our caps and gowns and ous diplomas stam} 
us all as heing familiar with tho great realities. 

I DON'T think I ever spent 2 more unhappy year 
than the ume alter that, 1 was the only giet in 

‘our set who had gone to college; and yet, wherevet 
T turned, 1 found the others—little Mary Nelson 
and Polly Crane and Josie Crane, and all the rest 
doing things better than TF could; not only more 
quickly and more deftly, but more surely, with # 
Keener feeting for the right and the necessary asd 
the good anil the just, 

Lfound that with all my knowledge of facts ancl 
dates and figures, there was nothing vital that 
1 knew as well as these girls did, because T hack 
what they had bad—the schooling of experience 

‘Mary had nursed a sick mother for years; Polly 
was supporting the twin babies of her kister, whos 
with her husband, had been killed in a wreck: 
Jovie was the leader in the settlement work with 
boys and girlk They were busy and happy: | 
was wretched, 

Alt of this made a rebel of me for a while, amd @ 
traitor too, I was afraid of marriage and sicknes* 
aud poverty, when E saw what responsibility ant 
wallering aed privation really meant. I hated my 
books as 1 bad loved them; and, in the reactlo® 
frum graduation, I turned straight from study 10 
the hardest fights of life, to make up for the yea 
T thought I hud lost. 

With Josie Crane as my compante 
atthe settlement; andl it wasanly then, 
among the poor, in nxy associ with men ans 
women of strange nations and with atrange social 
and economic traditions, that 1 found that my 
callege training bad piven me something which 
Josie did nut bave, fur all her great beart andl eaget 
sytmpathies, and that was the large vicar 
perience which we call*book learning" 
ord of the lives and thoughts of the wise 
have preceded wean which, not standing aloet 
tut applied to Fife, finds its’ real meaning and 
shows its real value, 

Whenever Josie and I haut « joint adventure eh 
came out of it with one trensare, 1 with two, She 
avided the actual pew facts of the case to her expe” 
fomces 1 axlded these facts and a broader umiler 

of mets and enutives, by relating the fact 
to the experience of other men or other ages, as 
knew it frum my history and literature and scienet 
and political economy, 

At took me three full years tu see that although 
1 had not come frum college prepared for life 1 hi 
come better prepared than the others to get the 
Lest results from the sehooting of experience, At 
the beginning of tho years I had asked their help: 
at the end of the time they came to me for the bh 
of that vicarious experience I bad acquired throne! 
a study of the past and the hope of the future 

nd there was one thing 1 got in those three 
years which those dear girls, without the back 
ground of education, wever got, It's what 1 wist 
J could go out and buy for you, little Sis, far It'® 
ralghty precious—a sense of humor. 

AT'S what makes the work! move-the 
power to see huw small and insignificant # 

thing you are, and to laugh about it and yet feel 
that your small work is worth the doling: the 
power to laugh at stupidity and avarice and the 
world gone wrong: to lnagh loud enough and bme 
enough to make other people stop theie work 
try to fied out what you are laughing at, 9 
endeavor to set the wrong right. 

That's the most important thing yuu boat 
have when you come out of college. But unfort™ 
nately 1 cun't buy it for you; sed if you hapt 
not to be born with it you will hiave to go out inl 
the world and earn it by your own band expert 
ence, a8 Tid 

But do at kast try to remember that while there 
is no schooling for life except that which you 
by experience, there is an experience that is deep 
and broader than what any woman gots ty pote 
from the dishpan to the grocer's and back to the 
erib; oe from the desk to the blackboard; or {rot 
nick room to sick rou, ‘ 

Remember to set your own tiny experienc 
beside your knowledge of the hopes anid the he® 
Bers and the passions tbat have moved the wore? 

the past and to laugh, 
When you can do that you will have started 0% 

the road to wisdom. i 
I've quoted poctry te you ance today, alt 

know that's once more than enough; hut 1 easy 
resist the temptation to do it agwin, for all that fi 
have been trying to tell you is in two linet 
Locksley Hall: 
*“Keewledae comes, brut wintoss lingers, amt 1 Base 

‘om the shore. 
And the individual withers, and the world is 9% 

aad tere.” 

1 started 

And now, Sis, don't try to get even by writ 
me sucha solemn letter as this, Tell me about 9% 
dlress and who is going to take you to the" Prot 
‘And be sare to plan to spend part of your Ya 
tio with me; we'll need at least a month to 
of everything. ‘Asever, Acai: 

Gri - Obl 
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Miss Mary Gaarett May, Director 

HIS month Mrs, Wood & treating of what 
the General Federation has done in the way 
of conservation 1 1 have chosen s+ my 

theine, “The Conservation of Time,” becauw 
feel that we women s sadly exr in this regard, 

For exatiph 
Late one afternoon recently I went by taask a 

Fiend 10 go out fara long watk, newt found ber in 
at ate of deep depressian, She is a chever, pretty 
‘uman of forty, endowed with unusual gifts; yet 
the has been a désappointment to the friends whe 
knew hee beat in the days of her yout 

+ the matter?" L asked as we started on 
troll about the university “ Peripatu 

"Oh, everything his gone weane toelay, 
Hs my aftornoon to give a talk at the ebabs, and f 
'al resalyedd to devote three sali hours to study 
Bod thenght ap this morning with that firm Intention.” 
peto™s | happencl to know that my friend fad 

 natiged of ber duty at the club last 
When the Vear Hooks were distributed, and yet 
tat! Dut aif nearly all preparatinn until the d 
tho meeting, October fifteenth 

ly t wanted to wo my best, because th 
Subject is one that has heen dear to my heart since 
Ty college days, hut E have decided never to try 
Actual stody again 
"Why ne I asked 

. "Oh, becuase I votinually interrupted, It 
1, MPesible for a housekeeper to have any’ time 

© herself 
“Ate you sure af that?’ I inquires 
Yes; quite sure. Now, just look at my life 

As soon as we finished breakfast the chil 
off to school” (there were a daughter 

y of thirteen), Doctor left for 
arted to Wied wp my: house for 

the day.” 41 T can give two good hours ta this 
Process T can then dismiss home affairs, more or 
12h for twenty-four hours; but when T was per 
“08 ane quarter throsgh Mes. ¥ called me 

Wee the phar 
PUL me aut of for ord 

and talked twenty minutes! 
humor, kept three people w 

nd disarrange! my whole schedule 

cay all that time?” 
no hon 

Jit AT did she find to 
"Nothing in particular. She k he ities—you koow, she lives at a botel—she wa 

using herself by visiting 
ter she rang off [started to nish my 

but a man came for three suits to be 
, and I had to fin enlatald coats: anoth 

nger came for som 
9p Lane pla 
‘By this time it was ten o'clock 

containing some interesting letters, two 
you know, 1 never can rest until 

very are—then temptingly open on 

laundry; and four bi 
nT had to take the tim 

at check: 
The matl 

& was the morning paper, so I thought 
on rOUld take just a lance at that, when all at 
atte Llooked at the « id found that it was 

00. 1 was absilately startled; here was my 
early gut 

fy 1 Seshedl into the library, amf started 19 reat 
fay club talk, forgetting that 1 had not yet 
hed arrangements for the day 
At one o'clock my husbam J children exm 

+ for luncheon. I was ashamed when I found tat it my harry [had forgotten a promised dish 
M Doctor likes especially, and that J had told Miha she might bring bome one of the girls 
“Doctor noticed I was not myself, an 

te, the children were gone he avke juuble was. 1 told him I was worried over 
club 4. alk, and by that time f was on the verge of 

sii he said J ought to resign from the club, mat Was mu serene its my hervous aver 
ach things; that I had plenty to do at home and in “QGal way; that he did not want me to be worried 

4 realized then that I had made a mistake in 
ne anything about it, beca 
Geet him against the very caus 
Sevuted 

t 
vein mach 

ay se T had antag 
to which fam 

N ashe left 
usual 

thirty 

went to my desk, did with: 
nap, and worked feverishly 

mo The v sok that I noeded 
tongs for the latter part of my topic, however, | had ar entten to got the day before, and bad to guess Sertain facts that I watited to use as the basis of Y ateumene 

Muaring the discussion o cour best women rue with me on an important statement, I 
ughh L Bus Fight, but since I could pot quote the 
Thttity, as Thad noe obtained the book in then fon! BO way of te af the qu 

with my min 
23e for 3 h 

itnininue my ald 
came bame half an hoar a lois, P Ost made It is ne [re up to resign 

‘feivetee 2? to be aaything but a drudge a 

hale be ause T have known th vd from her 
because I Know 

esolved to be frank, 
incurring her displeasure; 10 

se I love 
3 many fine traits, I at the risk 

the 
¥en, 

a ie epee esd 

a Ee |) f Hee ne Wonnan 
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This dep sen's Clubs Jovnxan, 
deration of 

Our Part in 

y dewr Grace nto circulation by 
t of the General 
Mes.Sis 

t jest put 
© Conservation Ueparte 

af Wot Clots 
all of these interr 

Tilo not,” she quickly a lepartment, says: There wa: 
Well, let u In the ing time than the present 1 

known for five to @ greater appreciation 

‘Just ince practically 
{var 

movieg i erve 
ere of th 

ind of the mistre wasorwa lit, 
aur after you begs: no tuncertai 

orvants fell the effect n Hf we 2 to visit our 
1h the t a 

hortened withe our increasingly 
anased (ae ult sit v x social fil we must realize 

tions tactfoll t One da 
1 wast be af pacture 

y may ately owned an "TR fact that the s 
tho presser other dang 

1 yusekeeper, 1 place ssext for 
taught exactly fpe their natural beauty d od. 
there is no mai the club women « 
1s Pecessary the hetterm 
wusiness plai 

be mail a 
to temptat 

karn to exclu 
pish. 
lay showe 
wander fru 
Interest until it wa: 
of things in your hous 
ber of t 

“Yo 
in thinking t 
you maile a griev 
cus mistake whe 
you complained ¢ 
your busband that 

rnmcnt 
1Se 

hay already begun 
to take effective 

in th 
the preparation of 
your club duty 

waite You ner rving of bro: 
Was it the prepara extraordi 
tion? No; rather, aturalbeauty 
it was lack of prep 
aration. Many 
women judtice striking 
their husbands and ur te 
sons against all legistetures have 
forms of outsht begun ‘quire 
work by ¢hit ver: ener 

p. ans ot unique 
My frien sho Cities and 

hee heard sien! a 
though ta i 
"Your theorle planting m 

work vat fe forests 
o but my case Bu 

eren and for ser 

public 
the value 

ms 1 learned frot 
my husband w 

sail ye 
less s eted hy 

(Going into his 
one day, I fo 

je conta 
umnbs Misa Lutie E, Stearns, Ditwelor 

paper 
What are ull these papers for?” I i fate enjoyme " 

“Oh, those are the things that I expect y may assist 

F THERE is any doubt of the v 
conservation let us f 
ed by Miss Kate Gord 
the Era Club, of 
aus campaign for a 

tired just 
eg top 

what a lot; it makes m 
How are you # 

his first 1 
if there were nothi 

tirely that the 
I can do 

is the use of 
come? What 
en the pres 

equate pure 
ealth of their city 

long for th 
a, bi he chu: 
ly of rainwater caught tools tc 

sparklin 
is the use dividing my energie: 
ent and the future? 

The Aim of This Department 
UR plan is to present each mont! 

hope in 
ns of our 

1a] message frum the President of t eral 
o Tit JOURNAL'S millions of renders the 
Mrs. Mary I. Wood will prepare for each 

on of things accomplished by clubs and State Federati 
f has made possible the progress af the W 
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Mrs, Grace Julio Clarke, ‘Din che: ‘ 

Conservation 

water raening throagh five hundred and twenty 

niles af mains and pipes to all parts of the city; 
alse of the als nt of the old inade 
rainage and sewerage systens in favor of 

stem by which a city wheeh lies from eight te 
ton fect below the level of the river may banst of 
buildings whose cellars may be at least eighteen fect 
deep withcut being changed inte lakes of surfare 
water; and, beet of all, it tells of the patience and 
pemeverance of a ban amen who worked 
the miracle was 4 reality 

lett bting Thomas nek, a hat part 
the clu wamen af New Jersey t 
of the Palisad 
did for Mest Ver 

uf what the women of Calorade 

2 can ido in a single locality Is 
the work of the Outdo 

an Jost, California. "There are four 
vm the foothills to the town 

ermined to beautify the 
and the first year one hun 

ev planted and cared for along the 
Ponitencin Creek; the next year eighty snore were 

ame plan was carried out along other 

NOW, what wome 
demonstrated hy 

Art League, uf Si 
ainsa leautiny 

The women ¢ 
these 

planted, The 
shores, and many hundrod little syeamares, oak 
willows am} ablers now bear witness to the love of 
& band ef women for the beauty of their town 

A new form af conservation work among women 
is the work of fire prevention, In Dallas, Texa: 

ne ever alort City Federation distrilhuted bw 
un ge cards among the bausekeepers of 
be city cards called attention to the great 
ws af property and life by fires due entirely 
arulvset nd the plese enumerated the most 
common unnecessary Causes of fires in dwelling 

In Mas on fire prevention 
were handed oot to all school children. These 
circulars were somewhat lurid with pictures af ree 
ames eating through the forest, caused by the 

careless throwing away of matches or the neglect 
of camplire, bet they were well calculated to 

attract the eyes af the school children, 
clreul were isswed jointly by the 

Boston Chamber of Commerce, tle Conservation 
Department of the General Mederation of Watten's 
Clubs, the State Departient of Forestry and th 
Massachwetts Forestry Associatiut 

Much excellent work hax been done far th 
protection af the birds, Circulars were sent to all 

ubs belonging to the General Federation of 
Women's Clubs, showknur bow insectivorons mil 

me birds may he protected, und hundreds of 
terns ul bint house: 
at out through th 

workers 

Eve jab women are unged to coup 
atewith forestry associat 
the forest 

all, were » bath lane. 
State and Get 

ye the prreservintan 
and the purchase of valuable tract. 

In New Hampabsire during the last sixteen year 
there has never been an annual Federation moet 
ing without a part of the program being given to 
this important subject, and clube ard individual 
club women have contributed generously for the 
purchase forest land, several cubs 
holdin rship with the New Hamp 

ire Asseclation, Many other State 
Federations show an equal interest and attainment 

Forestry 

UNIQUE act of conservation was that of the 
2 dub women af Plainview, Texas, when several 
years ago it was voted to build a fine new court 
house, ‘There was a great deal of discussion {1 
regard to abolishing the windmill on the court 
house lawn in the interests of esthetics and artistic 
landscape gardening 
and out of sea 

The matter was argued in 
on, and just as the winduslll seemed 

doomed to come dows the Interests of several 
members of the Plainview Civic League were en 
listed in th and their eforts in the matter 
resulted in turning the tide of public sentiment 
in favor of retaining the mill 

Thewomen appeared before the County Commis 
siuners to show just cause why the windmill should 
not be abolished, and also interviewed a number 
of the intuentlal business mes of the fawn, The 
water frum this well is ax culd as ane would wish 
to drink crystal clear and froe from minerals of 
whatever kind is capalied with an auto 
matic, sanitary drinking fountain, and near by is a 

ugh to catch the overtlow, where the horses and 
her animals may find water always ready; « 

ing supply for man and by 
dition to these and 

h the club women af Ami 
conservation movement, there must be 
he Ia loulae the General Federation, 

through its Conservation Department, to beau 
fy the great Lincoln Highway by planting beside 

the longest highway of the world suitable and 
appropriate trees, shrabs and vines, each state to 
do its planting with a view not alone to its relation 
to the whole, but also to the nature and character 
cof the soll and clisnate of the state through which 
it 



How I Helped My Husband to Make 
More Money | 

How I Made My Husband 
His Own “Boss” 

UT five years ago my husband 
accepted the position of manager 
‘of the branck office of a growing 

Hi manufacturing concern in an 
Eastern city of about two hundred 
thousand bitants, asd ina few 
weeks we, with our lithe daughter, 
moved to our new home and my 

husband began his new duties. They consisted in 
Wing a dupiicating machine which would produce 
very perfect imitation of a typewritten letter, Ii 
firm had an advertising letter which they wished 

to send to ten Chousand persons, they would pre- 
Ixire a copy of one letter, set this up on the dupli- 
cating machine in type like that used on 
the typewriter, and quickly run off the tem thou- 
satad letters ns desired by using motor power, By 
filling im each letter on the typewriter with the 
name and address to which it was to be sent, it 
would be hard to tell that It was not an iedividual, 
typewritten letter, 

Sometimes, when my husband and an assistant 
he hired were both out of the aflice, I would be 
there to answee the telephone, make appointments, 
ete. One day, when 1 was helping in this way, 2 
man came in who had an automobile accessory he 
was advertizing, He had secured the names and 
adresses of two thousand persons in the city who 
owned automobiles, and he wihed to find a place 
where he could get two thousand letters printed by 
the process in which my bushand was interested. 
T knew of no one. 

Mter the man had gone I began to wonder why 
av job office woukl not pay, where work could be 
done for people who could not or diel nat wish to 
buy a machine. I belfeved that I could take charge 
o€ such ® business with my husband's advice and 
such assistance as be had time to give. 

By the time my husband came in I had thought 
Ht all out and urged him to let me try, He tnally 
consented, and wrote to his firm asking their opin- 
jon. ‘They were good e to give us same de- 
tailed information about running @ job business, 
and 4 list of the standard peices charged for various 
kinds of job work. 
We bought the machine, had ft installed in the 

offen, and had three thousand blotters printed and 
distributed among the business houses in the Gty, 
telling what we were prepared to do, 

I well remember my fire customer, He had 
heard of us at a hotel where we had leét some of the 
blotters, He preparing to give a pageant in 
the city, and he wished letters announcing the 
event to be sent to all of the people whose names 
appeared its the local Blue Book. The job amounted 
toa little over twenty dollars, This seemed a lot 

customer the price; but he seemed satistied-—and 
how encouraged I felt! My husband me, 
und we turned out » beautiful bot of letters that 
could feel proud of, 

In six weeks after starting we hired a bright 
young gitl to help and bought another, less expen- 
sive, machine—a separate typesetter, so that we 
coukl work at two jobs at one time. We got a con. 
tract to print the daily menn for a nee, clean res 
taurant pear the office, aod my daujhter came 
from school every noon and joined her father and 
mo, and we had our substantial meal for the day 
together; arul I always tried to reach bore by the 
time my daughter came from school, 

Just eleven months from the time we bought 
our Grst machine my busband resigned bis position 
90 that he could give his entire attention to our job 
business. 
‘This was three years ago, Long since we moved 

into larger quarters, aod we now bave six duplicat- 
ing machines, a folder, a sealer, a stamp affixer, 
weveral typewriters and filing cabinets, and, in 
short, the most up-to-date equipment possible. 1 
am in the office very litthe now, a8 we can afford 
skilled assistants. My husband has recently hired 
an_expert advertising writer and added an adver+ 
tising department, We do pot expect to get rleb 
fram the profits of this business, but we are doing 
well, My busband is w in being his own 
“boss” and Lam happy in having helped him to 
become so. Raopk Istawn. 

How I Helped to Make My 
Husband Successful 

THE first place we lived in, fifteen 
years age, when Evan and I were 
married, was a little, recently 
settled Oklahoma town where an 
opening for as young architect 

Pog| seemed promising. How unat- 
tractive it was to me, with its way, 
barnlike houses, ite glaring bill- 

hoards, and the absence of trees and vegetation 
to which I bad been accustomed! 

‘Soon after arriving we began the building of a 
little bowse, paid for with Evan's savings and « 
amall inberitance which I bad received. It wae 
touilt after a plan which we had been working out 
during the year of our engagement. The kitchen, 
{ruit closet, tiny sewing roo, pantry and clothes 
closets had occupéed my thoughts during that year 
far more than the details of my trousseas. When 
done, it seemed a home even before we placed our 
few pieces of furniture in it, 
Before the paint was dry 1 planting quick- 

growing plants and vinea which should make the 
outside more attractive, while the roses, hydrate 
geas, honeysuckle and other shrubs and perennial 
plants were getting started. 

In the autumn, when the fittle gray howse 
reermed most homelike in its setting of green vines, 
scarlet cannas, salvias and a bachelor 
frientt told us that the next month be was to be 
married, and wished to plan a bome as a surprise 
for his bride. He said: “The women who know 

‘OTE —These first-hand reports of what wives have done to help their husbands 
make more money constitute one of the most stimulating series of articles 

THE JOURNAL has ever published, The ideas presented have all received the test 
of successful application. There are no inventions or theories here—just the “real 
thing,” In the next issue of THE JOURNAL another page of ideas, every one equally 
practicable, will be published, 
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this house say it fy che easiest house in town to do 
housework in, I know it is the most bomelike andl 
inviting, Won't you sell it to me for my bride?" 

‘Quick upon our first impulse to refuse this oder 
came to me the thought that ft meant an opper- 
tunity to build another homelike house in that 
town of hoalike little houses and ugly big ones. 

A definite offer which our friend made of « 
‘yacant plot of ground and some money in exchange 
for our home was accepted, and we gave possession 
stance, We tok moms and began to plan our 
new home, Lagain making it my chief interest to 
see that all waste space was utilized, and that a» 
many conveniences as posable were built into the 
house, Later we decided to borrow moory and 

five houses upon the ground, three at the 
back of the Jots, while the two end ones would 
come farther toward the front line, heaving an open 
place in the center. This center plot I planned to 
make into a beauty spot which all could enjoy. 

When the excavating was begun the soil seensert 
to be unpromising, so I wrote to the secretary of 
agriculture of my native state for suggestions as to 
its improvement. He sent me the information | 
Gesired, and suggested that I enroll in the State 
University for a correspondence course in land: 
scape gurdening ond Soriculture. This J did, and 
all winter worked with thedetinite object of making 
my garden spot « joy to all who should see it. 

In March we had the ground cleared and leveled 
and I began the planting for which I had been pre- 
paring all winter. In May we moved into the howse 
which was to be our home, and already the beauty 
of which I had dreamed was beginning to be re- 
vesled in the delicate green of grass and unfolding 
Jeaves. By July my “Garden of Eden,” as Evan 
called it, proved a worthy setting for his beautiful, 
well-built houses, and purchssers were easily found 
for the four houses which we wished to sell. 
Among those who were attracted by our little 

group of houses was a man who had recently be- 
come wealthy through fortunate investments in 
oil lands, He penpoted ‘on generous terms that 
ray husband should undertake to build for bim 
handsome home in the city to which he intended 
soon to go, and that I should advise his wife as 
to the furnishing, and have entire charge of the 
interior decorating and Inying out of the grounds. 

After some hesitation my husband and J under- 
took the work, carried it to successful completion, 
and this house was the forerunser of three other 
large homes and many smaller ones which Evan 
built in that city, he and I planning them together, 
while I took charge of the decorating and planting 
amt in several cases advising a8 to furnishings. 

For the last eight years 1 have been » “sibent 
partoer,” as Evans calls me, in the frm, for the 
three hearty, ively boys who have come to blew 
tet occupy much of my cme, Missowa. 

The Idea That Made My 
Husband “Make” Himself 

A| salary of $75 a swoth and I be- 
longed to the great multitude of 

a5 | New York We had 
B} saved $500 between us, amd It was 

necessary for us to leave the city 
because of my husband's lungs, 

weakened from overwork. 1 got lst of eos: 
petous farming communities and we visited several. 
omy we picked out ppohng seemed best 

itted for our venture, it a dilapidated 
house with a small piece of land adjoining on 
which we could raise a garden. Then Billy—my 
husband—started out on our plan. 

He visited all the farmers in the community and 
asked them to join us in helping tbe farmer and 
ourselves. He then offered for sale prodt-sharing 
certificates at $20 each with which to opes 2 store. 
This store was to sell goods at 20 per cent. profit to 
everyone, ‘of whether he was a certificate 
holder or not. The books were to be balanced 
semlannuully, and after taking out 5 per cent. of 
the amount of sales (not profits) to pay expenses, 
the profits were to be determined and each certié- 
cate holder given his share in the form of credit on 
the company's hooks. The idea was mine; Billy 
worked out most of the detail, 
‘The company was to have a president, a vice- 

president, secretary and treasurer and a board of 
directors, all of whom mast be certificate holders 
No farmer could own more than one certilicate; 
thus no one person was to have a controlling inter- 
est, Each certificate entitled the holder to one 
‘vote in the election of officers. 

Billy was a convincing salesman and a good 
business man, and he used all his talent to forward 
the plan, yet a large number of the farmers refused 
to ge in and tried to keep others out by calling it 

eays cod fx suubrups Others promi ways end in a to 
come in if the store succeeded. The little plan had 
hot succeeded as we bad planned, yet enough cer- 
[preg endr el peep mie arete pink ban 
rectors was elected ly appointed manager, 
clerk and bookkeeper with 5 per cent, of all sales 
for his salary. With the first money we bought a 
little sugar, a Bittle flour, some coffee and other 
immediate necessities of a farming community, 
and housed it all in our front room. The business 
was so small at first thet Billy could clerk and work 

In the garden at the same tinse, while I could easily 
keep books and do the houtework. For a few 
months we made barely enough to exist on, but 
the business kept growing and in a year is 
every one by the amount of its profits. 

‘That was years ago, Today Billy is manager of 
one of the biggest farmers’ profit-sharing businesses 
inthe country. We handle clothing and machinery 
aed have eves installed @ small banking and real- 
estate business; in short, we area regular clearing 
bouse for the farmer, We dispose of all the produce 
of the faren, tncloding the big wheat crops of the 
region, charging only the smallest com 
missson for ling the goods, get the best 

possible for products. We secure guarantoed 
seed and furnish farm literature, Among our nu- 
merous: we have a scientific and practical 
expert who visits all ouz farms and gives advice 04 
all agriculzural subjects, Mowraxa. 

Drug-Store Yearly Profits 
Raised From $500 to $5000 

u aT 

then the ends just wouldn't mmeet. 
Ve were facing failure. We were 

J resolved to find owt. Accordingly the next morn- 
ing I dispatched the children to their grand: 
mother’s, and for two whole days then, and many 
fraction of a day thereafter, I visited the store 
eyes open, cars on the alert, mind keyed up. 
“Well?” my husband inquired at the end of the 

second day, “Is your is ready?” 
‘A case of chronic debility,” was my decision. 

“Everything about that store is negative instead 
of positive. It admits dejection and defeat instead 
of suggesting prosperity and success. It therefore 
repels instead of attracts trade. Let's reorganize.” 

And reorganize we did, First, we moved, Th 
new building cost us $150. year more than the old 
one. Hat we emerged from between two similar 
stores and were next door to the post office, 

Then the new quarters were cleaner, lighter, 
airier and In every othet way more attractive, Ani 
ious Eve rene eee iaee ‘new store regi 
the same evidence housekeeping that my 
home has. The floor has slways been swept and 
frequently washed; the showcases have been kept 
shining and the shelves dustless. A polished stove 
and adequate ventilation are also hobbies of mine, 
further ing homelikeness, 

T have also found that some of the same means I 
use in beautifying my home could be used ad- 
vantageously in the store. The first winter I filed 
one af the windows with blooming geraniums, and 
itisamazing what a drawing card they proved tobe, 
Bat the main point in attracting trade was the 

‘The medicines were kept in the 

displayed. 
‘A second factor, and perhaps the vital factor, 

fn the upbullding of our bus 
= by phone, poli y 

Gally in collecting bills), politeness in person. We 
treated every customer with the same considera 
tlos that we would have shown toward a 

but 
we did not forget aur manners and she did not for- 
get var politeness. A few months later we helped 
her to repaper her whole house, and she is today 
one of our most Joyal custamers, 

Hitherto the stock bad oftch been allowed to 
run low, Now we began to watch the supply and 

How We Competed With 
Mail-Order Houses 

JINNEY'S in town today, Better 
| co down pick out what you 

need, 1 can spare the horse this 
alternoon,” 
life I had beard those same word? 
from my husband's lips a score of 
times before; yet never once hal 
the thought crossed my mind that 

Jo them might lie that for which wo had so long 
and so vainly been searching—some meant 
bettering our seemingly hopeless Grcumstances 

From bis father, John had Inherited a country 
store, and it was throwsh Mr, Binney, agent for 9 
wholesale house, that we obtained our occasial 
bolt of lining carbric and gross of sewing cottoe— 
‘at that time all tbe fragments of trade we were atile 
to glean aiter the wide swaths cut in our cwstont 
by the mail-order houses. 

As the wife af a customer I had the privilege of 
ordering anything I liked at wholesale prices, from 
a pair of gloves ora paper ot fancy pins toa length 
of dress goods, The few Christmas presents I 
alford to give 1 also bought in this way, and, a3 it 
was on his June teip that Mr. Binney brought hi 

iday samples, it was with no small degree of 
pleasurable excitement that E started wp at Jobn'* 
words, and, without a suspicion of what that alter 
noon was fo mean to ws, hastily to cleat 
dinner away, 

Articles fitted into holly-bedecked, individual 
boxes are the commonplaces of the trade today? 
but that year they made theit appearance—at 
toast in any numbers—for the first time; and my 
delight, as I entered the sample room and start! 
systematically to inspect the contents of the long 
tables, was boundless, Outside the sun was blazing 
down on a parched, dust-blown street, but in there 
it was as if the very spirit of Christmas hadl all at 
once howered into perceptible, Intinitely refreshing 

lity. 
1 guess ff some of our mail-ordering frieod® 

cold soe this they'd do less crowing about thelt 
wonderful catalogues,” E exclaimed to myself wit 
bitter triumph, Thea all at once I stopped deat 
With the puddenness of a flash of fightuing there 
had swept over me the thought—the cerisiaty— 
that I had stumbled upon the one vulnerable spot 
in the whole mail-order business, They could not 
show their goods! The strongest appeal of all 
that to the tempted eye, we home dealers—and ¥* 
only—had the chance to make! 

‘Two minutes later I was out in the street, had 
unbitched patient old Nellie, and as fast as 1 could 
urge her was making my way homeward—oe rte? 
storeward. To win John’s consent to the plan a 
ready shaping itself in my mind, I knew was gait t 
to be a task of great difficulty, The fact that 
both his father and grandfather bad succeoded i" 
amassing quite a comfortable fortune out of # 
dingy, cluttered, overstocked store was proof 
tive to him that soch was the only kind of store 

Ceamennecy tn rap BE nly 19 onsequently to expect him unprotestingly 
agree Lo have one whole counter and the shelve 
hack of it stripped bare, freshly painted a light, a 
tractive tint certaln to“ show dirt" ns soon ns t 
was any dirt to show, and then stocked up with 
the newest of novelties fora bright, pretty, citisey’ 
Christmas sale, with nothing solid or “lasting 
about it, would have been nothing more nor ie 
than expecting him to remake his whole naturt 
ata breath, Yet that was precisely what I wa 
determined to get him to ket medo, . 

‘Of course, John merely scaffed at the who 
scheme ax“ woman foolishness.” “Country poor 
have too much to do and too much sense besides 
to ‘hunger after novelty,’" be declared scornfully. 
But alter three days of arguing I won reluctant 
permission to “have it s, if you're bound to," aM 
joyfully hastened to town to sclect my first 
before Mr. Binney should get away. 

Then came the opening day, and even 1 wis 
astonished at the way the store was invaded, TDF 
‘whole benuty-starved countryside simply crowded 
fo, But, busy as I was during the next href 
weeks, I was not too touch occupied to potice ho¥ 
large 2 proportion of my custamers, before beavi" 
the store, drifted over to Jokn’s side to do sot 
purchasing from the regular stock; and Claristme 

, over the breakfast table, came OF 

Hoten be bn tally fig Jol tt 4 me sone res on & 
of paper, All at once he dropped his pencil 8” 
looked across at me. “Well, I guess I'll have 
‘own you win," he ssid with a quict smile, ‘In tI 
last throe weeks I've beaters last year's sales 2 
staples for the sae period by two hundred 
fifty-six Massacnosett® 

How I Saved My Husband’s 
Tailor Shop 

plin, which had occurred to me overnight 
which promised to be worth trying at all event* 

“Advertise that if tive hundyed men alge 2% 
tracts with you for the sum of five dollars a = 
you will press each one's clothes as often 33, 
desires, within reason, during the college yea" 

‘My ‘husband was enthusiastic and weat 
‘shend with the plan. ‘The result was indeed ge 
fying. Aside from the income which came 
ay five dollars from each man, my husband 
able to make suits for some of them, and repalt! 
alter cluthes for others, = New Hawrsiin 

a 



What Ana | Feeding My Family? 
Based Upon Careful Investigations Made for the United States Government 

By C. F. Langworthy, Ph. D. 
Of the Office of Experiment Stations of the Uni 4 States Depart=eret of Agriculture 

‘The purpose of this page is to show graphically to the woman who is providing three meals a day for her farnily exactly how much and 
what kind of nourishment there is in these foods that she most often gives them. 

‘The portion shaded this les 
the diagrams shows the rela, 
thve amount of protein, artotal 
material coseaming nitrowen 
Bweded for body growth and 
repair, Protetn is also a 
source of body energy, equal 
to carbobydea 

What the Different Shadings Mean 

ee eee 
‘This shading is unextto shew 

the relative amount of fat. 
Fat is an important source of 
body energy. & pourd equal 
ing twoand one-fourth of pro- 
tein or carbohydrates. The 
body stores any excess as 
reserve fuel 

This shading in the dia- 
grams indicates the relive 
amuunt of carbohydrates 
(sugar, starch, fiber, etc.). 
Carbohydrates are important 
scurces of energy, The body 
stores any excess, but these 
meats and fish have none, 

‘The portion shaded like this 
inthe diagrams indicates the 
relative quantity of water. It 
forms, with the material dis» 
solved in it, the jusce af foods, 
Water is required by the body 
for many phymological par- 

Next month other foods will be similarly presented 

‘This shading shows the rel- 
ative armour of mineral mat: 
ter (ash) in each food, The 
body needs ash (salt, magne- 
sia, lime, iron, iodine, etc.),t0 
make and maintain bones, 
blued, teeth ete.,and lar alber 
purposes, 

Pouce 
Parts 

Ae 

Viorern 
16 Parts 

Par 
28 Pare 

25 Pare 

SALT CODFISH 
GALTING aod drying.» verr 

old method of preserving 
Surplus food, is ane of the most 
important methods of presery- 
ing Gh. Salt codfish containa 
larger proportion of protein 
than the freshicodfithand a com 
niderably amaller proportion of 
water, the ash being higher 

he salt added in cur- 
. Salt cexdfieh, freshened by 

waking if too yalt, may be 
cooked like frests fish, but more 
frequently it & comnbiiwed with 
Cream sauce. potato or other 
Materials, the fish constituting 
ply @ small part of the entire 
dish, When materials of low 
Cost are combined with the 
fish, such dishes are relatively 
inexpensive thouuh palatable, 
wholescame and nour tahiog, 

CODFISH 

Fist is af two general sorts— 
rice like cod. trout and 
flounder, and fat, like mackerel, 
salmon and shad. The head, 
tail, ete, (parts usually thrown 
away os “refuse"), make up 
wbout one-half of the fish ax 
Purchased, Using any such 
Portion (head, tomgue, sound) 

Meat Ip digestibility, nutritive 
Value and wholescmencsa, Be- 
Cause of its delicate flavor and 
the belief that it seldom causes 
distress, it is frequently pre- 
ferred in the diet of children 
And invalids. Fish is often com: 
Daratively low in cost. expe- 

ear the coast and inkend 
Waters, and is thes a relatively 
inexpensive source of protein, 

LAMB CHOP 

AMB closely resembles beef in composition, and, like weal, 
is more tender and delicate in flavor than the meat of the 

full-grown animal, When lamb, ntutton or other meat is 
conied, more or lew loss reults because water in driven away 
and some fat & melted out by the heat If meat is very fat 
the toss may be relatively large. Tender meats are easily 
and quickly cooked. Tough meats require long, slow cook 
ing, The flavor of cooked meat is due largely to mest 
extractives and to browning of fat and muscle tissue French- 
ing chops involves a considerable las of food enaterial. 

Wares: 
oe sg 

Provapy: 

SMOKED HAM 

"AM is a wteful food because of its appetizing Mavor, the 
fact that it can be cooked in many ways, and because of 

its good keeping qualities. Ham and other forms of pork 
should be thoroughly cooked before serving, to insure steri- 
Kzation. Ham is a8 often served eld as hot, and om account 
of ite distinctive flavor is much used for sandwich filling and 
similar purposes. Smoked ham is cured by salting, smoking 
and drying A cured ham, being drier. weighs lees than 
when freah, bot the proportion of protein and fat has Been 
increased. “The high ash content ss due to the salt added, 

PORK CHOP 
K is usually fatter than other ments and doubtless for 

this reason same people consider it “hard to digest.” 
Experiments show, however, that pork closely resembles 
other meats in putritive value and tharoughnens of digestian, 
Fat in mest should not be wasted, since fat is an enportar 
part of the diet, Extending meat flavor by cambining small 
amounts of meat with relatively large amounts of vegetables, 
as in stews, or with crust, as in meat pies, is an ecomomical 
procedure, since the dish is palatable and will serve more 
personsthan would the same amount af meat cooked alone. 

Aan 
1S Parts 

16 Tarte 

SMOKED HERRING 

HERES. a fas fish, i 60 
monly cured by salting. 

senoking ordrying, The cured 
Sah drier and bas more flavor 
thas the fresh, Smoked fie 
are eaten raw ar cooked, in x 
variety of ways, being 2 favarite 
breakfast orsupperdish. If too 
strong the amuky and salty 
flavor can be lewened by snak- 
ing the amoked fish in water 
before cooking. Particularly at 
some distance from markets, 
both salt and smoled fish are 
often an advantage, since they 
will keep in good condition 

ats 18 Parte under ordinary circumstances 

‘HOUGH cuts vary, some being fat and others lean, steak 
represents fairly the average composition of beef. It 
owes its nutritive value chiefly to protein and fat, present in 
about equal proportions. The fut content af meat varies with 
the condition of the animal when slaughtered. In general, 
the higher the fat the lower the water. Excepting liver, 
meats contain no appreciable proportion of carbohydrates. 
Poultry resembles other meats closely in composition, Meat 
protein and fat are well assimilated, no marked differences 
Deig noted with different kinds and cuts. 

STANDARD FOR 

ENERGY VALUES 

Contranisos 

300 Catomims 

Macken 

620 Caromnes 

Law Cor 

1475 CALORtES 

Suomen Hae 

1815 Cancers 

1000 Carcames 

{ST an an enuine sue toad or other fuel as a source cf power, an the bedy, which tx a tiving engine, 
‘es Foo! ma furl to supply the energy for work. Barly tesipersture also ma divect result of the 

Dear-yietding ¥ of food. For expenmirg and ccenpasing enercy of fuel valees sine wandard 
uns in neeted. Tse ~caloete,” a unit used is heat saeavarementa, has been generally adopted a8 mite 
coevesient thas wach unite of seechanices energy a6 "90% tow” or “foot pow.” A calorie represent 
he arooent of heat required to rane the temsperatue of ane poond cf water trots Ot 4 degrees Faron 
het, ad equadn appreacnately 2087 fout pounds, a force wich woul! lft 3067 poutals abe foot. 
‘Tine Slack square wt the bead of this section je bere used to represent an energy valor <f 3000 catories, 

a convenient quantity for compariace, tncx (‘a midway tetwven the low exenty value (per parendi} af 
soree foods and the high exergy value of thers. The other black rectangles shoe, lo costparison with 
his bquaee, the relative amctsta Of eDerey, expressed In caloeles, wapplint yy & pesand wach of the 
isterent foods shown, 
‘As the black rectangles whew, fah, exceyt the Cured fat Gab (bersing), bas a lower energy valee than 

cat. Meats as & group are much alike i energy alse, though the steak le lower than she others 
because of the relatively atmail armoent of fat present. Stoked tam has a faly high energy vahie 
because of the seealet propuetion of water die to drying and Oe curesqaently Increased prupurtion 
St fat, Wacom, whick ie tat pork cared rmrech ihe ham, and sak pork, cared without sreaning, bets 
contain a larger a of fat thas hare—equal to seadly oeeSalf thelr total weight. ‘Their 
energy value, sone 1300 calories per poured, We also higher, Like butter or ocher fa fonds, they can be 
teed to incre the mergy value of the Wet. Fats ahinld be cocked caretlly, cece fat tring 

une! 
ne data regarding commpoaiticn and exerzy vatue bere gives efecto the edie portions of unc 
fou materials. In szcat cases the purchaser pays for bute ape trissmnangs as well ao foe exibie material. 
Foe the sake of economy portions often thrawn away stursid be eae for srsp-making and for the 
preparation of cooking fat, etc. 1: tu desirable that foods, whes digested and aimilated, pevduce it 
the body ab alkaline Father thas an ack condition, Meats, Ssh and exes lead to boty acality, and 
‘alll, veawiaties and fratte to alealtraty, wh bread anc other cereal foods have as acidity exrnes not 
chjecticnable with a diet utherwise well arranged, This woul meas that to lesue the deseo! alka 
Bnity, mpeate ate vegetables sboukt be werwed i some mack ecportion at a talr-alend potato or itn 
equivalent, tu each alice of roast or boiled meat ce portion of steak or cope ‘This accords with the 
scomanon fansily customs which serves meat is mecceraiicn with fairly large qeanticies of vegetables, 
Father than with the socalled Donel or reataszant service in which the propactian if vegrtatles t> zara! 
ayn to be mach smaller. In the average American diet seat ard poultry together furnish 16 pee 
cwxt, of the total food material. 30 per cers. c€ the total protein atet 3A per ower, of the Socal enerey 
valor. The amurunts fursisied by fish are miveh stzalles, though the total amousts of fah and Sab 
Pwrdacts conmarned are erry comabteratin, 

for hong periods of time, In di- 
eatibilety and nutritive value 
salt and smoked fish compare 
favorably with other animal 

74 Parte 

MACKEREL 

MACKEREL. is a typical fat 
fish, the percesttage of fat 

being sever tines that af cod- 
fish, while its protem content is 
about the ame, The higher 
flavor of fat fal i dive to the 
fish oil (fat) present. The lik 
ing for fat or lean fish is an 
individual mutter, bath being 
wholesome, valuable foods. 
Like other kinds of fish, mack. 
evel may be prepared for the 
table is many ways, broilizy 
and frying being very popular. 
‘There are only a few species of * 
mackerel, but these are widely 
distributed and are everywhere 
highly valued. Well-flavored 
sauces are commemly served 
with fish, ‘There i no reson 
tor the belief that fish has spe- 
cial value as a brain food. 
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Ince That spot: Te) hings That Puzzle Us 

In Everyday Experiences That We All Have 

By H. Addington Bruce 

EDITORS’ NOTE—Mr, Rruce here endeavors to solve, in the light of present scientific ke 
hint from their personal experiences. If, thereforn, ever had a dream, 
a” ghost,” or any other incident that has puzzled you, send a brief, plaicly ex 
experience, to wolve it for sou, names will be pablished=merely instiats. 
Independence Square, Philadelphia, Penraylvani: 

ANY letters have be 
strange experience 

les” his readers may subn 
«with what you thought was 

will try, from years of study and 
re of THE Lavees’ Home JOURNAL. 

THE EDITORS, 

viedge. any " psychic rit 
premonition.” had expert 

uf itta Mr. Bruce, and b 
Address Hl. Addington Bru 

m reecived telling from moe, This was shout 
that have puaale Witelese fron: the Pribyloft 

otegshone saying that my daughter's be 
mind readet 

such happenings a: 
to'dock. Attenu  poted 
lands reached mr. ¢ 
rad had just died 

I refer m 
sare described 

. tka sean cas slain Sram ths tase of a hacia atone from 2 Masscbusetts 
Sheseuaes. UUs eave Dares Time and aguin, seated in my office, the thought 
explainable in the light of mouderr What Selence Thinks of These of w certain person has unexpectedly come into 

my mind, und the nest inetant he or she has 
walked Into the room On one occasion, beizu 
reply engrossed in a business problem. 1 wes 

knowledge, But peceisely because the 
known by the scientists have not as yet been 
made sufficiently clear to the general public, ing to dismiss stori Liking alony the atrest 90 Busy with my thoughts 
people continue to be paszled and slaemed, and, ) try to explain them away that I scarcely noticed where 1 was going. All at 
till worse, to remain in ignoranor of curtain iden LL core I thought of sn ald friend, whom J had pot 

seen fur teonths and who cert 
srction with the problem that 
my attention, Next snat 

ly had no con: 
theo absorbing 
heard sone 

natural laws which for more than one reason it 
is desiralde shoul! be known by everybody 

event and the dream was due to 
so many well-attested instances of this sort have 

Ide not say that the seientiat of today ki heen recorded d last few yea budy greet me, and, looking up, saw that very 
everything that i to be known about "gh te friend, who explained that, while standing ina 
“hauntings,” “premonitions,” ete, On the c store, he had aren me pass, und bad burried after 

If that is not telepathy, what ix it? 
A one, from a Canadian: 

me. 
i to grasp the 
rik 

trary, pelence bs just heghnn 
\I NA 

Embroidery 
Package Outfit 

= ae 

meaning of sume of the mo ne ol seach od 

phenomena, and of some it has not yet erasped An fact, all scien ve really [have bora mach interested in the subject of 
the meaning at all ated the matter are now agreed that there ex. elePetby ever since » curious eupersence I had @ 

; P ists a law of ature whereby, w 
Messages That Som Mystic of the urdinary means of conmrsn 

fom PS GEAER posible for one mind to commu: 
Tithe folowing thes et 9 matter how (ar apart 

taking up a new line of work, quite dierent from 
any business in which, until ther, I hud been em. 
Pua, The ceportunity seemed » good ee. But 
was utterly et a lows to decide whether it woald — | 

be wise for me to make the change, becuusr of 
enings narrated 

ters, which are like 
many otbers that have come to me, and Whe _ Saeee seers yen le ner ea Nee The name Royal Society 
hubdeeds of similar letters received by psychical oat Briare Uhud corte to any decision, and when 2 idery 
rowarchors the world over. The first letter Bos was une day walking along the street thinking on an Embroidery Package 
below wae recently received from a Marylamt aa je : Aalpathy deeply aboat what my course ought te be, the Outfit is your assurance 

ek an ut the mechanism of thought sudstenly vecusred to mes "If 1 couk 7 ity, 
business x such everyday fa ature as gravitation only see my friend T—— now, he would know not only of quality, but of oes uncle Sex alana: pases: ot: Penmatviall pad acd what to adviee me." constant and irivariable quality, 
became acquainted in a business way sonse forty: he pare, nome interesting, T—— wee 0 tuon T hed not seen Sar months Inevery package, whatever the Tknew be had once bers engaged in the business 1 

was planning to take up, and consequentty could 
ive me much valuable informatson ubout it 
But I certainly bod not thought of him in connes- 
thom with it until thet very moment 

No savory had his name popped into my mind 
than I saw T— himself manding oa the oppo- 
site comer, waiting for a street car Naturally T 
hailed hin'at once, and hurried over to talk with 
him about the matter that mrant yo much to me 

Thés may have been only # coincidence due to 
chance, but I can't help feeling that It really mast 

years ago. They were then about thirty years of 
je and are still Living. Acquaintance developed 

into friendship, amd their wives, too, Became 
f ‘An isregular correspondence began and 

inued after one of the Eamities removed 
unt city. During Gftcen years of un- 

frsenedslup two or three family vitits were 
exchanged, Then the wife of une became ill and, 
after & week of suffering, died 

‘On the day sbe died her husband received » 
Jester from has friend, the burden of whicl wise 
that he and his wife were greatly distressed by » 

sible theories have price, the quality af the stamped 
material must conform to the 
high Royal Society standards, 
Each package articie is the prod- 
vet of our own skilled design- 
era and embodies the newest and 
most approved style ideas. Ench 
package is complete in itvelf— 
the material, either made up of 

ine put forward 
who saggests that 

feat that “something” oine wrong with We been sumething more than thet; and that T 
their frends, "The sume thought came to both, y ly received a telepathic message of some ready for muking, full instruc- 
hut, Deing matter-of fact people, both threw s bur when in the course of the sect from T- ‘asasing me to think of hien at tions, diagram of stitches and 
aide as af no importance. The impression pee ene and to look across the street sufficient Royal Society Floss to 

guace, they come into 
apparatas properly“ 
becomes possible for the 
charge of that 

dang. each fh ene? Do you think it was vailed and deepened until they spoke of i 
‘other amd the etter was written, 

‘There had been no correspondence for snonties 
nor any occasion for writing. Nothing usustzal 

finish. You are assured of the 
greatest value and absolute uni- 
formity when you insist upon 

Do you agree 
only chance? Or is there some explanation other 

1 them, EL at « 
killed telegrapher in 

ret than chance or telepathy that will fit the case? eratus to hod happened, and so far as could be learned ss i : “ 
there had been no talk in either family of the meaning Everytuuly tiences af th Royal Society packages. 
other fer * considerable ime before the fatal all- ani most people a age te lather Se er ae ae 
ness. Now, what led to the apprehension in two . je Very mysterious in them. Asa matter al Wut 
tiinds of evil happening to distant frends? The Theory of Thought W netionees are indicative of a Cobiostion Na. 358, made of 

“rook P soft, superior quality Nainsook, 
Here fe. wnother letter, somewhat similar to CEMILARLY, Sir William Crookes suggests, ability af the different jade up ready for em 

the preceding. which came from a woman in it is possible that the humat brain contal convey to t broidery. Sizes 36, 38, 40, 42. 
Dassachusetis: valle ajectine thoughts at the mom i a“ 

: S fom ol tacisitle etme: It is cut to fit perfectly, all seams 
and hems are vecurely sewn and 
carefully finished, Included is an 
alphabet of initials, Retails at 
$1.00 (except in Canada and 
foreign countries). Nightgown 

A few years ago I was in Grindelwald, Switzer, 
land, My window looked cut upes two 3 
One might T awoke about midnight, sat down by 
my window, and for a tong tkme eepaved the 
beauty and ‘grandesr of the scene. 1 thought: 
"When I return to America E shall never be able 

How These Things Really Happen 
T BAS indeed b 

pted k 
5 we sve, bear v 

unfelt by other human brains; but that 
happen to reach a brain with its receiving center 

d” in exactly the right way, they give 
nges in € 

‘ome a commonplace of ac 

feel things to whic t 
toitell tay friend Wlinbth ofthe benntifal night. praoeridrg tiny 4% no attention whatever, but which, $1.00; Corset Cover 50c,tomatch, 
tlaciers.”" I returned to my bed and immediately message they carry i mai nigh eye, var of orgaas of touch, are im Royal Society Packages inclade Li 
went to sleep again This explanat telepathy certainly can be essed on the tering apparatus of our ere, Children's Diesscs, Dressing 

Elizabeth and I ace neighbors and always book But there is ove fatal Haw in it ut to us while our at ques Lingerie Blouses, Moudenr readily grasped 
The waves sent 

dp not tay 
equally on ail 

i» Tea Aprons, Undergarments, 
Baby Dresses, Doils' Outfits, etc.; also 
household articles. ‘There are many 
handsome articles out of packages. 
Send for Royal Society Booklet 

every morning to see which curtain i# rained first 
‘When she bade me qood-by at the stenmer abe 
said: ‘It will be muny montha before your cur 
tain will be up."” This same night that D had been 
watching the glaciers T dreamed that f returned 

cthing else. we may not 
icetlon, but 2 few min- 

we say 

y the wireless telegraph 
ht Kine, but radiate 

at surpitie c- 
that in some way i got int h show 

{o'Anserten, Tran into he bone, am atl ko Be fener caer ge es vail ks sen eis Soustiens rat fl bebe date ge bee. indeed, i the way al eb ae 7 
nee AL "had soot illaaberh nad Genres satel we must assume that it way Sis Wil Or, if we are at the time writing, the words | aed mee brat er ay A ae 
ther brother| be murpeised?” Tran to my room liam Crool ical thought waves act. #poken to us may be wri wn ty as insteal Society Kesbeoldery Flew in. Pore 

According! of the phrase we intended use, thus pr White and Fast Colura: Celesta Twat, Sopall up the curtatn, but when I entered I abd 
“Why, it sno dark, I cannot see.” At the window: 
wos hung & benvy, dark, velvet pall. 

in may feat mail fror America T learned that 
Elizabeth's brother, who wi robust health 

that, without being aware of it, we really: 
what was sai 

And so, seated at your desk, like the writ 

tial energy be required to se 
fistance, but the farther t 

y would become; i 

ereat 
y went the feebler 
h event, it is hand 

the washable Artificcal Sill; Roys 
Society Crochet Cottons and Cardi 
chet, the new six-cord, hart twisted 
cotton for ncemaking, tatting, crochet 

when [lef hone, dsed that very day. te ane nathic messages coul the first of t fan imerenna 
Here is the thin! letter referresd to: this time be received at all if the distance between sender Tecoenize, wit rae : Je dist t Royal Society Products are Sold by 

from a Brooklyn woman: ani receiver were as great 2s in, say, the cases statep of an approac ‘Dealers Everswhere may be more or bess af 
to the extent of mak’ 

ed thereby, perhaps 
think of thie friend, vf the Bronkly 

whose letters 1 
and Massachusetts women 

ave published 
‘Your retailer can supply or will pro Some years ago my daughter Beeame some- cure the exact article you want, what interested im a (0 al appearances estimable Fob phragm talapeae baton 

young man (Mr V——). For ane unknown tions seemingly as fatal may be raised 8d when he appears, since ¢ hunestly 
Trasca Ewin atald of hit, ane ately Bu pat st every other theury of telepathy now in Unaware of having Heard or recognized his H, E. VERRAN COMPANY 
sietently std a eet Seat Citi wiz the field, Undoubtedly, however, the progress £53 Beondw nt" aig 

ience may be ¢ cl io clear away to the Pribyled Islands, where he had « Gavern- 
ment appointment. We could not hear from them 
fall winter, because they were scebourd: But ay 
thoughts of thers were always most delightful, 
for their last letters were bubbling over with 
happiness. 

ir. V-—— had almost passed from my enind, 
when one morning in the middle of June I arose, 
took bath, asd, having half an hour more to 

are, went back fo bed aguin, falling into = deep 
leet Suddenly Mr, V-—— appeared to me in one of 

my lower rooms It see-ned to be breulefust time, 
and £ invited him to have some breakfast. He 
accepted, and we ast together for scene time. 
‘Suddenly he arose, faced me, and. looking straight 
inte my_eyrs, maid emphatically: “Now she is 
mine! Nothing you can do will ever separate us 
‘egain! This time she will belong to me!™ 

Lewcke with = mart, much frightened, Then, 
realizing the situation, I thanked Heaven she 
was safely married, and promptly put the dream 

need be done is tu re 
much a fact in nature as gravituthon and elec 
tricity, and that lik rightly 
applied for explanatury purposes when wcrasion 
requires, 

ON. THE other hand. i is equally important 
to recogniag that a good many occurrences 

which seem to be telepathic are explainable on 
much simpler grounds. Noe have I in mini 
merely the feats of professional “mind reader 
whose performances usually depend on the 
ity of confederates to flash signals to the su 

Cases of Pseudo-Telepathy 

mat af the ¢ 
realizing tha 
telepathi 

fully aware 
Thi 

mer vf your eve,” without 
hai done sa, with « resultant 
cht of him before you beewrae 
resenice. 

ditions are such that 
her seo nor hear him 

od; there dem rug on 
deadening the sound of footsteps; 

en by the friend until he has 
Despite all this, so acute at 

or sens known to be, it must be 
that you have actually, if quite un- 

recognized sume char- 
arteristic sound made by him. 

—_ 



The Baby’s Nursery Clock 
By Emelyn Lincoln Coolidge, M.D. 

FEGULARITY in taking care of a 
baby means everything to him 
and to the entire household. 

From the first day of his bieth a regu- 
Lar system should be maintained. As 
the baby grows older this system may 
have to be changed from time to time; 
but always have some regular plan to 
follow for the baby's day and night. 

plan is follawed the baby will 
soon wake on the exact, scheduled time 
for his meals, his hath and for every- 
thing else that is done for him, and he 
will just as regularly he willing to sleep 
at the correct hours. 

When a baby has not been started 
hy @ regular system it will no doobe be 
hard to train him at first, but it is well 
worth the trout He will have to be 

THE HOUR 
other events to the food the same. A 
hath, for instance, should be given 
before a meal and not right after one. 
At least one bour should elapse after 
the baby is fed before be has a bath 
As bathing usually makes the baby 
sleepy and comfortable, it is best to 
plan the bath, then the feeding and 
then the nap, ane after the other. 

The water mentioned is to be boiled 
and then cooled to tepid in the winter, 
oe it may be given cool in summer, but 
it should never be given ice cold, as 
this is apt to cause It is best 10 
give this water from a bottle, but if 
one prefers it may be given from a 
teaspoon, a cup or a medici 
Hf the haby refuses to tal 
give up but keep right on tryin 

f 
} 

ently waked at feed The water should not be sweetened, 
days at least, until he grows used ta but it may be flavored with a litsle 
athe id orange juice, if necessary, as this takes 
to be allowed to ery a few times if he away the flat taste of boiled water. 
has not been made to take his naps of 
to go to bed at regular hours, But this 
erylng will not harni the baby if he is a 
normal child, If he is a sick child the 
doctor must decide what is best for him. 

Nursing or feeding a baby whenever 

Attractive 
Table Service 
How much more delightlul 

The Proper Exercise 

HE, exercise mentioned is simpiy 
natural exercise that the baby will 

take himself, Pulling him up by letting 
he happens to ery for it, frequent night se analttrasp the fingees; working the del is the breakfast, luncheon 
meal ing the baby up so that the parents may cate little arms ane gs about by manipulation, ui 
exhibit him to friends, or taking him out calling in the tossing him about, ete., should not be allowed, A or any repast if the table evening, are all exceedingly had things to allow, Te strong grown person does not realize how very d service is inviting! You can ix never too carly to begin the regular training. cate a little baby’s ligaments and muscles are. The fy i ‘ Duby should be undresses, exept for hi ln shie overcome jumdrum sl Sch achila koe Aerts Rabie and diaper, and placed in a warm room on a wide ‘ ies 

at Schedule for Avernae Babies bed for a few. minutes ata tine, when ic is the cor- everyday meals with the lit 
to be started ona two-hour rect time for exercising, and then left alone to kick tle niceties of service made 

e first month of life, then on two and play with his hands and toes by hirself, ible with 
hours and a half for the second month and on the When the haby is older an exercise pen on legs, #0 poshinye: Wh 
three-hour time at two months of age, but it has that there will be no danger of drafts from the floor, 
lately been found that the average baby ean do with is the correet thing for the baby to exercise in, This . 
three-hour intervals for food alnwat fram the begin pen shoul be made at home or bya carpenter, aa anmng - 

ing of life: therefore this edule has been made ts seldom possible to buy just the right thing. The 
with the three-hour food interval as the basis. pen nay be used when the baby is five or six months owiman 

old, and be will learn to creep and walk in it as be 
develops, De not urge him to do these things. 

The fresh air will have to 
be regulated a little according 
to the different seasans, but 
give all the air possible wit 
out taking foolish risks, 

Uf for any sp reason the shorter feeding in 
terval is necessary, or it is found that a longer interval 
‘oof four hours between meals is 

ble, the bath, exercise, 
% and sleep should be 
ed accordingly; but keep 

the general relation of the 

Quality Ware 
This line includes any cooking 
or heating device for use with 
electricity, alcohol or on ordinary 
coal or gas range, The per- 
colators are famous as the prod- 
uct of the manufacturers who 
developed the percolation prin- 

Cut Cut the Chart this Then Cut Out the Disk ce 
tated Above Along the Below Along the Outside of ciple of coffee making. The 
Outside Block Line eed the tack Line, ant Mount Chafing Dishes equipped with Mount on Bristol hoard oe This on a Plese of Thin the “Alcolite” burner have the 
Very Thin Caniboont 

ba cooking possibilities of a gas 
stove, In fact, every article that 
goes to make up this famous line 
represents a standard in quality, Nurw or boctle, amt pp, 

2 little play or Me, le efficiency and beauty of design. 
- eae ME, Manning-Bowman Ware is sold : Sn 8 niGHT we by, Og, at jewelry, hardware, housefur- 

Adeep nishing and department stores, 
Special booklet describing any 
article sent oa request. 

Fe dish it Concent nee 
MANNING, BOWMAN & CO. 

Meriden, Conn. 

Mokers of Nickel Plate, Solid 
‘Copser and Alaminuey Wore. 

apiieg ap oem, 

nY 

Cee Cardboard the Seene Puncha tote in Back Ploce. 
Site and Shape as the IA Fasten Al Together in the 
Chart fo Form the Back. Center, Parte Top, Left 
The Disk Fits in Between. and Right Edges of Back 
pesch a fhe ey Chart art and front Tosether Har 

Disk Where levlicatoet in Convenient Place 
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120 High-School Girls Who Failed 
And How They Were Turned Into Positive Successes 

By Rheta Childe Dorr AVING je a number of cantes 
| of “high-school mortality,” as 

it Is called, inevitable causes 
such as poverty, Wess and the un- 
rest and discontent of adolescence, 
the school authorities admit that the 
tmaln reason why two-thirds of the 
boys and girls leave high school is 
that they cannot master the curric- 
ulum, They are “failures.” The 
one hun J and twenty New York 
high-sc! girls mentioned in the 
tithe 
for the single reason Chat they fit 
not drop out of school because they 
had “failed.” They stayed, and an 
Unusually conscientious principal 
and two uncommonly sagacious 
woman teachers united in a desper- 
ate effort to turn then from failure 
to success, The experiment was 
carried on almost without a dollar of 
dled expense. No new books were 
chased. No estes teachers. were employed 

No experts were conwulted, What was done 
coukl easily be duplicated in any school in the 
country, 

‘The work bepan with the advent of a new 
principal. In looking over the school he found 
ove hundred and twenty gills who appeared 
hopelessly behind the others, Under the rules 
of the Board of Education these students should 
have heen dropped from the rolls, But he was 
loath to let them go, They looked like fairly 
brigtt girl, yet they had failed, some of them in 

fifteen examinations. The pew prin- 
» councl two af his superior 
ne he delegated the important 

making a psychological study of the 
to the other he appulnted the task of 

working owt a suitable course in home eco 
‘Of course the girth wer 

ns to the extent of the experiment to which 
they were contributing. ‘The special classes into 
which they were gathered were ostensibly for 
the study of vacational history. It was peob- 
able, the teacher rensinded the girls, that mest 
of them woald spend the years preceding mar 
riage in some department of wage-earning, and 
it was important that they acquire a knowledge 
of vacations open to women, 

Still mw Important it was that eacl 

One day cach week was set apart 
for sell-study. ‘The physical and mental habits 
of the girlswere the first things to be determined. 
‘They were to be studied, not by the teacher but 
by the girls theatselves.” Each » il was put to 
the task of i 

to questions relating chiedy 
to favorite activities, What did you like to do 
when you were a chikl? Did you play swith 
dolls?" Did you make their clothes? Did you 
huild dolls’ houses? Did you make other toys? 
What playthings did you prefer? Did you 
elimb trees, play ball and share your brothers” 
formes? Did you like to play by yourself, finding 
sulitient company in your own thoughts? Dict 
youliketa read? Did you draw or paint? Did 
you make your own designs, or just copy? What 
are your present-day babits? What time da you 
go to bed? What is your rising hour? Do you 
take dally walks lo the open air or do you dislike 
exercise? Do you like to do housework, and if 
20 what tasks do you especially enjoy? De you 
make any of your own clothes? Do you em- 
brolder, crochet, ete? Do you draw, paint, play 
the piano? Are you ford of games and outdoor 
sports? Do you read anything except fiction, 
and if 30, what have you read? Do you spend. 
hours in dreamtng and planning? 

‘Thus the minutest details of each girl's habits 
and preferences were recorded. 

Ina few weeks the teacher-psycbologist took 
hor record sheets to the principal. Together 
they classitied the information in the records, 
‘Then they said: “The trouble ts that those girls 
haven't really had a chance to succeed. The 
course of study we have been trying to force 
isto their minds is utterly unsuited to them. It 
was planned for a type of mind they do not 
possess, We, the educators, arealliden-thinkers, 
and we have laid out 2 course of study well 
suited to children who are idea-thinkers, But 
these girls are not idea-thinkers; they are 
thing-thinkers,"" 

al Bote teachers were using the classifscation 
made by Professor Edward “Thorndike, of 

Columbia University, and familis 
chologists, There are two distinct types of 
human mind. Oneiscapableof thinkingin sym- 
bols, the other thinks in terms of the object it- 
self, A person of the bret type isan idea-thinker, 
He loves to dream aod plan and contemplate. 
What he knows he learns through thinking and 
abstract reasoning, The thing-thinker learns 
through eaperiment, through actual handling 
‘of objects and materials, 

It cannot be said that one type of mind is 
superior tothe other. The two simply travel by 
different routes. If given an equal chance the 
thing-Chinker becomes quite as valuable to 
society as the ideathinker. The idea-thinkers 
excel in commerce and in the learned profes 
sions. But the thing-thinkers become the artists, 
the inventors, the skilled artisans of the world. 

‘The highest type of mind is a composite. But 
it is quite rare. ‘The avemge persan is of oe 
best or the other, The greatest hago oe 
the public-school curriculum is that it is planned 
by idea-thinkers for young ideathinkers. The 
children in the schools who are of the other type 

until recently, been classified as 
a, lazy oF stupid. 

It is small wonder that the edwcators find the 
girl who is a thing-thinker more diticult than 
her brother of the same type. It is easy to es 
tablish trades schools for bays. Their future lies 
before them. The girls, however, have a double 
future, Practically all daughters of wage 
earners must become wage-earners themselves. 
But, at the lowest catimate, sixty-five per cent, 
ed those girls will marry. Tow are we to provide 

jestrial intelligence and also give 
them training in the domestic arts? 

The answer Is, we can’t do it at all unless we 
find some way of keeping the girls in school 
until they are sixteen, or, better still, eighteen 
years old, 

TOW, the one hundred and twenty failures, 
eighty per cent of whom had proved them 

selves pure thing-thinkers, had uniformly shown 
a strong distaste for the study of English. This 
was inevitable, The object of the ordinary 
English class is to teach, by means of reading, 
analysis aml practice writing, the use of the 
language 

‘To the mind that thinks in ideas, of aymbeolr, 
the acquisition of the language seems impor 
tant and desirable, ‘The study of it is delight- 
fully interesting. To the other type af mind the 
object of the class is vague and indefinite. 
The books usually included in the required 
reading do pot interest. As for practice writing, 
it is formidable, not to say Empowsible 

‘The ve hundred and twenty were relieved of 
their ordinary English work and were placed in 

aving a definite, interesting and practi- 
cal object, an object they coull clearly under- 
sand. This object was threefold: first, to teach 
the girl to know themselves; next, to study the 
accupations open to wamen in New York City; 
then to teach essential {acts about the city and 
the soclal aspect of prewat-day civilization. 
One day each week was devoted to self-study, 
anal the remaining four school days were divided 
among the other subjects. 

The only way to succeed in a vocation b 
prepare for it properly, with the sasamption 
that it will be permanestly followed. Further. 
more, a girl of 4 woman who works intelligently 
and efficiently in a skilled occup is better 
fitted for wifehood and motherhood fan one 
who works far the same Jength of tit nun 
skilled task. 

As E sat in the classroom aod beard this 
group of yun girls discussing freely and 
critically their own vocational possibilities 1 
could not help contrasting them with the help- 
less, bewildered, ignorant throng of girls who 
each year go out into the world of toil with no 
raote equipment than a certificate asserting that 
they Lave reached the legal warking age. 

NE young girl acts as chairman of the meet- 
lng, as the class properly might be termed, 

and she calls on a claesmate to recite, This git 
tives, paper in hand, and says: “I believe that 
Jam an original thing-thinker. I have reached 
this conebusion after a good deal of self-analysis. 
I find that 1 have made good school reeords only 
im subjects where I*had materials I could see 
and handle. I have never done well in arithme- 
tic of mathematics, but in drawing, physics, 
elementary biology and domestic schence I made 
goed marks. I do not like to sew, because it 
tires me to’ ait sill, 1 enjoy cooking and 
marketing. 

“T like to plan meals and to make up new 
recipes. I think I might be an expert dieti- 
as, I hear that hospitals and institutions em- 
ploy women at very good salaries to buy all the 
foodstuffs used im thelr kitcuems, The expert 
dietitian also plans meals and arranges dictaries. 
f learned that Teachers’ College, Columbia, has 
courses of study leading to this profession, and 
1 have written to ask for full information,” 
When this young gitl has more information 

she continues her report, She will work on the 
fesskon of expert dietitian until she bas all 

the available data, She gives the class the titles 
and authors of books on the subject; she writes 
to all the dietitians whose names she secures, 
and turns the replies into the class archives. She 
informs the <class as to the duties and responsi- 
bilities of the profession; the schools and train- 
ing classes that prepare for it; the length and 
cost of preparation; possibilities of employment, 
salaries paid and other details, 
Another girl thinks that she is an adaptive 

thing-thinker, because, while she likes to work 
with bert hands, she dislikes too much responsi- 
bility and is not very good at making plans 

Medicine attracts her a4 a prates- 
ston, but she doubts whether she 
woukl be equal intellectually to the 
course of study. At present abe Is 
investigating trained nursing, This 
is efficiency training of the first order. 
A girl who sets herself to work to tied 
out all about agives vocation, which 
her independent reseurch has led her 
to believe she is fitted to occupy, has 
nat only added to ber stock of asclul 
information but she has also added 
to her character. 

They use the last fifteen minutes 
of the session on vorations in a 
current-event: ion. 
has as a part of its required rvad- 
ing at least one daily newspaper; 
Fach girl comes prepared to make a 
short addresson some iimportatst 1 
event. When work! event pe 
elal Interest are in progress the class 
appoints several gitls tac 

news day by day like reparterk on a paper. 
Aseach giel ends her talk anuther is called upon 
to criticize the speaker in regard to the impor- 
tance of her subject, the correctness of her 
Englishand themannerol herdclivery, Thogirts 
thus study English as well as current events, 

‘They study English also in their study of 
city, This clave has proved wanderfully stimu- 
lating. Im the first place the class had to collect 
all of its own material, no suitable texthook 
being available, The city was studied by depart- 
ments, the class dividing inta committees for 
the purpose. One committee visited the head- 
quarters of the Gre department, where obtiglog, 
fGremen explained the system in all its Important 
Getails. Other committees viewed the workings 
of the park department, the department of 
Gocks and ferries, the street-cheaning, police and 
tenement-house departments, and the depart- 
ment of charities. Reports on all departisents 
were written ad submitted to the Chnes, 

Wye studying occupations the girly dis- 
VY covered the existeore of the American 

Association for Labor Legislation, and they 
deputized one member of the class to write to 
the Association and offer the codperation of th 
class. The secretary of the Association replied 
asking the help of the girls in passing the Exch 
Bill, then before Congress, the object of the bill 
being to prohibit the use of poisonous phor- 
phorus in the manufactureof matches. Thegir 
wrote letters on the subject to their respective 
Congressmen amt succeeded in interesting severa) 
hundred men and women to do the same thing. 

But the girls were too practical minded to rest 
content with this. The Association hail sent the 
class an account of a woman who worked in a 
match factory where phosphorus was used, and 
who bad contracted the horrible disease knows 
as" phosay jaw.” The poor woman had been 
obliged to submit to an operatign which took 
away her entire lower jaw. Thus maimed, she 
found it almast imposible to support berseil 
and her two small children. The girls imme- 
diately began a canvass of their iriends, and a 
fund was raised which now gives a pension of 
cight dollars a month to the ungurtumate woman. 

Ja the same practical fashion these girly, 
who are being made industrially and socially 
eficient, are also being trained in domestic efh- 
ciency, ‘particularly in the disbursing of an 
income. The teacher who laid out the course set 
the girls to the task of housekeeping for a family 
of five on an income of $1200 @ year. 

Having decided that one-fourth of the income 
was the ideal amount for rent, they text learned, 
by examination of real-estate facts, that $300 a 
year would rent a four-room apartment in a 
decent neighbarhood. 

Each girl drow a plan of her own home and 
from it made a plan for the four-room spart~ 
ment. All these plans were discussed in class 
and the best one was adopted as a model. The 
furnishing of the home then began, The girls 
were given large blank books in which to paste 
samples of wall paper selected, materials for 
window curtains, cushions and upholstery. 

‘TARTING with the kitchen, the girls fur- 
nished the home with pictures cut from 

magazines, department-store catalogues and ad- 
vertisements. The merits of kitchen floor cover- 
ing were thoroughly discussed. The advantages 
of gasand coal ranges were compared. Varletion 
of cooking utensils were considered, The 
amount that coukl be spent on the kitchen was 
never lost sight of. 
The bathroom, the bedrooms and finally the 

living room were furnished in like manner, and 
then the class attacked the family budget. Be- 
fore the end of the term those girls knew the 
market prices of all food commodities, they 
Knew what to parchase, and how to make the 
housekeeping money go to the limit of its buy: 
ing power. They learned a great deal about 
household sanitation and the prevention of 
waste. They learned much of food adulteration, 
false weights and inessures and other enemies 
of housekeepers. Actual visits to markets, to 

So far as the one hundred and twenty girts 
are concerned, this high-tl experiment fs a 
success, for they have forgotten that they were 
ever regarded as failures. It isa success as far 
as the principal and the teachers are concerned, 
for they have gained & higher state of efficiency 
as educators. It is a success for the entire 
pantion ted the principal bas worked out a new 
curiculum based on the natural inclinations of 
the girls in the school, 
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f summet 

1s cannot be too hig 
ANY of the joys of girls’ 

amps are illustrated in the 
first seven pictures on this page, 

for them- 
, the op- 
Jing part, under 
ructe all the 

art. 

the close of the #umm 
fal who was tired fin 

and eager 
s at home, 

ot ol Summer Camp Sports 

Hikes, as the Girls Call Them, ere en Important Event in Every Summer Came, Sometimes Ge Gitls Ride ead Sometimes They Welk, and the Trips Very in Lanath From One to Several Days 

Nature’s bridges 
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Any Girl C. n Make These er Room 
By Mary E. Hopkins 

This Shows You How 
‘Well the Desk is Amanged Inside 

An Attractive Electric Lamp 

The Chest of 
Boxes is Most Convenient 

Inside, the Sewing Box Mas a Tray A Magazine ftack is @ Mandy Think 
Divided Into Compartments to Have Around the House 

Pe 

This Shows How the 
Boxes May be Pulled Out for Use 

> + Beta. 

ee, Geter in ee 

Here is 0 Downe Chest Which Any Girl Would Love to Hawe, Bis 
Lined With Cedar Paper ce Painted With O8 of Cedar No One Need Hesitate About Attempting to Make Such a Simple Screen es This 

NOTE—A pamphlet with diagrams and descriptions telling how to make each article shown on this page will be sent upes receign of six cette in atames, Addrest Mary E. Hopkins, 
in care of THE Lapies' Home JOURNAL. Independence Square, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 
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Some Modern Russion Compositions 
Please give me the names of some com 
i moderate difficulty representative 

eo Ruslan school, — Bess, 

cpus 
"opus 40, No.6; M. Karpow 
opus 1, No, t, and ** 
A. Kopylow,* Murmur 
A. Lindow, “Barcarolle,” opus 44. 

For Smoothness and Lightness 

What shall I study to acquire amooth- 
Bess and lightness in my playing? 

Geers 
| Tt is not wk . but kow we play 
it. Smoothne amd light are to ach 
qualities and these cannot be acquire 
B sheet of paper; they must come out of 
aurown inwardness If you play a piece 

intenited { ight tooch clu 
vu will at aoqucee light 
if the case wi 

agine how the piece would sound 
Under a light toach ant end 
duce that effect. Keep th 
arms limber, 

Producing a Singing Tone 

_. What touch Is needed to produce a sing 
ing tone in the melody of Rubinstein’s 
“Melody in F," und how can 1 acquire 
i? ZD. 

Rubin: 
lady i 

Uleed,”” which is only’ a some 
‘way of saying that the singing q 

in mebody playing Is mut proc 
of arm of figer, bat by press 

in which arm and fingers mast cobpe 
As the on in the hand for the 

tantly releases 

ly in the same hans, 
id it helpful in such cases to plas 

somewbat serni-staccato while 
ng Grmly on to the melody notes. 

What Two Time Signatures Mean 

What is the meaning of the second time slg- 
hat ure sometimes placed after the a be one, thas: 

ding to my (origi 
ensehlacht, “Hu 

Your 
and should have=in t 
Pot (7). It means that in this time signature 
the six quarters are divided in two groups of 
thr quarters, while ln the secomd case the 
division is ln three groups of two quarters 

Relaxation in Piano Playing 
an absobate 
an 

jat a thorongh 41 
D.N., Je 

vental or muse ular relax 

Do you consi "relaxation" 

a, 1 
Sece whenever 

hen you striki 
foenethings thi 

fore setting out towa 
Fou bave learned a p 
You can play it withe 
Culties, you have made both a physical an 

werent, and you then rekax 
nad mentally 

d question 1 can an: ly by 

danew purpose. When 
oe, oF # part Of if, 9 teat 

Your 
‘ying: Possibly, but not probabt 

A Clever Piece of Fingering 
Ts this fingering of a passage in thirds correct 

sin Lisat's F minor Btusle? My teacher claim 
% have got this fingering from Mosekowski. 

SGTON. 

ico Whether this fingering is or bs not by Mose 
wxki-—which I do not know—it is at any 

+ solution of s rather «ithe 

* but as it presupposes great flexi 8nd independence 
finger action it 

Acquiting Velocity 
io play Ceerny's “Sehe 

well when I play 
when I take them up to the tem 

imy fingers, How can [ overcome 

af Velocli 
cise 

(a asin 
mest. be 

i ground 

of Hofmann i f 
¢ you to give your fi 

Howto Play Arpeggios to the comp: 

he pedal. 

individual I cannot by 
into the 

Fingering o Difficult Phrase 

Tow shall I finger the right hand of these two 
ures from Cyril Scott's second Pierrot, opu 

2? JM? 1 n jerky 
thumb key « 

ition, 

the nest key 
ascending and 
tat is, the po 
will result fre 

right 
od to you 

_ Planing Turn 
Wh 

from Ch 
Mik tee 

papin’s Prelus 
ighth. 
‘quite 
Bae al 

1 in this turn 10.4? 

The Difference Between Two Signs 
How can a player expres the 

ven the marks — aul 
Froxexcr, 

wo the 

two signs usually indicates a 
ng down of the key e full 

under it. The secon 
is of acernt, 

The fo 
sharp a 
may, at 
chord on the sixth « Why One Etude is“Prefered” to Another 

Which of the two études of Liszt, the one ii 
F minor, “ Fe and the « 

tof it. 1 play it 
I attach the 

A sharp in 
mnsksts 
ute even 

‘orest Murmurings, 
D Gat, is the best for study and for 
formance? L 

ly & matter of taste and te: 
because the two études represent What Couses Lack of Speed 

T have practiced the chords of the seventh as 
it T canoot play them rapidly 

an T overcome th 
© particular fitness of that étude to the char- 

acteristics of my pianistic resources, A similar 
duce your preference for any of 

but it ey be The Uses of a High Finger Stroke 
my reply to * c 
and try to foll Try After studying piano for » long time, during 
also to play your arpeggics for a while with a which I was taught the high Gnger stroke, I 

touch an have been told that grea ced and better 
What 
EL 

results are obtained from the law strok 
is your opinion? r octaves in the 

ore for twooctaves. Do 
at first; you will lara ‘The high 
In your case it is better may be 

piano study 
Velop the cont of the fingers; but after thi 
carly stage I do not betieve in it, Why should 

we lift the fingers 
higher than May not be suitable = [ $ ‘certain hands 

‘OU must experi- Pientandnotchange — | Me fingering until 
quite jure to 

ve found a hetter She which you mus! Present to your 
teacher for his ap- 
Foval. He has, 

wwer,in all prob- 
ability considered 

hand, 

playing. And it should 

TR. HOPSANN vill be pleased to sewer any quetions that plano students may wid to ak of hin. ‘These 
ts, bewever, shoukt be burse itt misd: Amewers to questions albeady printed cansot be repested. Mr, 

Hiafreaan bas st all be cam say um the question © 
comnpeattiuna or books foe beginners; be has several 
menceuing, sight reading, the plaplng cf cctaves: erect faxgerng at pedaling; te age 2 

aay cirummanors, anraer Gametices by reall 
stiutty, he wi be gat to receive # diceeted 
‘Square, Philadelphia, Penasylvania, 

ASKING QUESTIONS OF MR. HOFMANN sounds? The 
we reducethe stroke 
of the finger—and 
with it also the work 
of the apparatus 
which moves it— 
the greater can be 

be number of house t 
yx asirwered questions 23 

Gatip; be has given ties of 
the best methents to facilitate 

ich to begin plaps 
Wy. express opinions of tance ce plariats, ner, maser be Termenbered that he caanat, abt 

Any qutinra not already answered try tm, Gealing wits plans Strength 
Toe! Hofman in eate of Tu Lantes’ Hover Jounstat, Tinlepesdoace passages 

me {rom 
re, not from a 

high finger stroke. 
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New 
Models 

Catalog? 

The new models of American Lady 
Corsets are beautiful—every re- 
quirement of fashion is reflected — 
the tnodish bust, medium in height 
and very smoothly fitting, affording 
such a perfect foundation for the 

new bodice; the smooth bip line; 
the straight back; the slightly 
nipped waist. 

Buy American Lady Corsets and 
you buy perfect figure lines. Add 
to figure lines, comfort. And you 
may add to comfort all-around 
service and satisfaction. 

4 , 

At dealers 
Why not ask, at dealers’, to be 
shown the season's American Lady 
Corset models? Why not ask to 
‘be shown “your” particular Anver- 
ican Lady Corset? There is that 
model among the 150 styles, in 
both front and back lace designs. 
American Lady Corsets have built 
figures for thousands—you can 
make no mistake in trying them. 
Remember, too— 
prices are moder- 5] to sy 
ate, ranging, 

Guarantee 
best of 25 years has prowen the 

service and watietsction of 
ly Cotmeta, The same, 

Lady Corets,” is ts oon 

substitute foe the best. Wher 
‘American 

AMERICAN LADY CORSET CO. 
WOME OFMCE: HETROTT 

New Vou — Coknam Sas 

WOLLLLLS 

Wi 
CORSETS 
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Is Your Coo 

By Ida Cogswell Bailey-Allen 
IMETIMES an appare good meal 
braves a person in a 4 fed condi 
that invariahly leads ing 

elusive soe 
provided, This is 
not balance acco 
hecaus se the dune: 
“Yea. Lam alw ng out my 
menus,” one housewiie remarked, Yet at that 
very meal she seeved a chicken x con- 
tained rice, with rice for a vegetable an with a 
tice puilding, 

As appetite craves change, the essential in 
planning appealing meals is to combine a vari 
ety of fools so that they will harmoniae. Nature 
isa trustworthy teavher, Years ago she taught 

the goat old combinations of pork and beans, 
bread and cheese, and pork and apple sauce he 
cause they tasted well together—ber pupils 
probably not realizing that the foods in each 

pation suppleme 
‘Teevolve meals that ¢ xl, look well azul 
e digestible, it is a pool plan to follow the 

tule of “enough but nut too much" as 
to consider the aathetic beauty and 

the combination, 

ch ather, 

snservatism too of 
the average woman, 
ing the samte dishes 
their mothers provid 
Women are pot entirely ut fault, the habit 
men contributing toward the existing marrow 

thy New Englander is st without bis 
Dreakfast doughnuts, the Southerner with 
his corm pone, and the Westerner without 
wheat cakes, regardless of the fuct th 

menl may contain dishes of equal stability and 
autrition. 

nm stands in the way of 
mn howewlves serv- 

ancl year out, that 
re them. However, 

news 

into 
men seem to 
satisfied with 

if a few good dishes, 
often ridiculing any attempt toward growth and 
betterment in the fx The man who 
growls over the "high cost of living" is too often 
the one who demands the same old foods. 

Breakfast is usually the m 
thrve tual scantiness of 
tions which are indigestible. and hi 

ing to frequent mid-morning tng 
sequent “growchinesd,”” 

One of the greatest mistakes perpetrated in 
most households is the serving of an acid (ewit 
with a cereal and cream, Some cast-iron stom 
achs cun stand this combination, but usually it 
hrings about fermentation with accompany: 
kas. When a cereal i to be served the f 
should be Ul , as bananas, peaches, apples, 
raspberries, dates, ‘stewed figs of prunes, not 
only because ft Is the evereet thing to do, but 
hecause it “tastes good.” 

In this case the heavier part of the meal 
should he scheduled accordingly, and contain 
fools of marked flavor. If serambh 
instance, foll a bland fruit and 

fect is Hat: while, on the other 
nt, if a little dried beef ve hagwn bs 

with the eggs, or if they are made into an omelet 
with tomate or asparagus sauce, the whole meal 
gains point. 

However, Hf the m 
strawberries, pin 
portion may b 

I starts with an acid Hike 
le of grapefruit, the main 
ier and somewhat bland. 

Plain scrambled eggs would be suitable in this 
and might be accompanied with French- 
i potatoes (to give susbstantiality) and com 

uilfing, as no cereal is served. 
should be provided for breakfast 

coded hy ant arid fruit ve accompanied 
by a tart sauce, 

Pr YTATORS or bominy should never be weed 
when a cereal appears, as both are starches 

and therefore too similar in texture and taste. 
When potatoes accompany steak, for instance. 
the ceteal should be ousitted. When cereal is 
used, plain bread and butter, biscuits or rolls 
should be prepared, while cereal muffins may be 
used when the cereal is omitted. In other words, 

bould be taken not to repeat similar flavors. 
When fried foods, like fritters or griddlecak 

are use, an acid fruit should appear, pot onl; 
because it tastes better, hut because the a 
aesints in breaking up the fat in which the cake 
are usually cooked. 

In the winter, of 
fant & im order, as the body fires are ab 
low ebb the first thing in the morning and quick 
energy is needed to combat the cold. 

grows warm, heavy dishes 
renlaced by fools Nature has 

ttuce, cress, uspar 

example: 
Brodet M 

Cora 3 
Brown Rice 

__ Cfeamed Arparagus 
Strawberry 

that fish demands; 
cereal, while baked 
to aatialy the appe 

In the teco rice, which 
ntial 

paragus on toxst 
situp is served with 

the cereal i 
tition of fave 

bined with the hy 
only for bulk, but to give thy 
quantity. 

FITHE 
«meal oft 

com: 

Sheon oF suppe Y 
Lay, offers great opportunity for 
of the beaten track, pot only 

« rchased for the purpose, but of Jeit 
overs. Whereas dishes find a nich 
seamen mmer suggest dishes of 
fight an acter. 
The greatest help in planning combine 

edule meals for the week, as lack of 
shows very plainly when put down in 

black and white. It is a good plan to leave 
luncheon wv: im ht in with left-overs anid 
whatever foods are needed to sapplement them. 

gh; 
it is the ensemble for the day that leaves a ca 
plete feeling of satisla The character of 
luncheon depends s apon the cecupa« 
tion of those who are to eat it. Active bodies 
need heavy foods, so, when provisina 
nade fi 1 hungry men, 

and-read dishes ma: 
ils, were! 

gingerhinea 

than into any other meals, and may 
the main dish, while a fruit salad is always 
acceptable in place of desert. When a meat 
soup Is serveit the 
vegetaria a 
cheewe soufilé, or exes. 

cold, 
shortcake; while a 
rabbit, calls for a eu 
and cake. 

In other words, 

depends upon contra: 
in flavor. 

In case the main dish is 
the desert should he hot, as strawberry 

pusness of comb 
in temperature 

REAM soups are in pler 
‘or at supper, because they are so heavy that 

they partly satisiy the appetite. To this end 
they should be recognized ax having actual food 
value—while the clear soup that appears at dis- 
ner is used more as a stim A cream soup 

mild be fol 

only at Juncheon 

by same str 
Creamed chi too Similar to harmonize 

toasted ham sandwiches, 
or salads would give a better efect 
# are tuacheon menus that illustrate 

‘Veal-anul-Egg Salad 
Shredded Mneapple 

Wares Biscuits 
Sponge Cake 

Teed Tes 
Malibwt Loaf Asparaan Potato Chips 

~. Lettuceand 
Cream Cake 5 

The perfect dinner begins with soup, which 
starts the gastric juices and prepares the stom- 
ach for the balance of the meal, As a gencral 
rule any clear soup & in order, made, however, 
from stock of different flavor from the merat to 
be served. Insipsd meats, like veal or broilers, 
should be preceded by tomato, cress, or some 
other soup of distinct Aavor, 

Gn the other hand, heavy meats, like beef, 
pork and mutton, need delicate soups, as let 
tuce ur green-pea soup, Whipped cream shoul 
ever be served in a dinner soup a8 it overlal- 

ances the large amount of fat in the meal 
When the weather is warm it is permissible to 

commence the dinner with a frult cup, 

oking in a Rut? 
Here are Some Tempting New Dishes to Prepare for the Spring Table 

Wher simular 
served oe 

vegetables and tart 
beet and pork ca 

vegetables, while game 
4 that savor of nature, 
wes a few suggestive com 

Potatoes ated 

nach, m 

ee, onions, peas. 
tatues, sweet potatoes, string 

squash, onions, 
I ied 
carrots, 

“With sa 
onions, greet 

With chicken and turkey—Potatoes, tice (or 
croquettes), squash, string hears, mashed tur- 

cranberry sauce, eee-plant, sala 
plants, mushrooms, a PaTAEUS, Peas. 

With game—Wild rice, brown eve, widl-frult 
i wild grape), all green salads, tomatoes, 

pers, radishes, entire-wheat bread or rolls, 
ripe olives, celery, mushrooms. 

h pork and goose—Onions, apples, cran- 
berry jelly, pickle, tomatoes, cabbage, 
sweet potatoes, potatoes, spli cucumbers 

With fat fish (salt or fresh)—Greena, salad 
plants, cucumbers, radishes, string beans, s10- 
tatoes, brown rice, sour sauces, tomatoes, onions, 
peppers 

With lean fish—Potato croquettes, fried po- 
tatoes, tomatoes, broiled bacon, salad plants, 
asparagua, peas, creamed wegetables, 

PRUIT salads are much out of place in the 
* dinner menu unless they fagure a the last 

course, when they are served with crackers 
cheese and coffee. This is an unusual custom 
that i rapidly growing in popularity, Fruit 
salads are naturally sweet, and, when follo 
hy a dessert, the palate is apt to become Clay 
with sweet, As a getieral rule, sweets and savor. 
ies do not mix, although occstionally they may 
he blended, as currant sauce with ham, orange 
{ritters with duck, o¢ pineapple or orange salut 
with game, These excep mast, however, 
be introduced with sparing han 
strike a discordant not 

‘The heavy salad, swathed with mayonnaise 
or boiled dressing, 1 entirely out of place at 
dinner, because it overloads the menu with fat 
Only those salads of green vegetables should be 
selected, like lettuce, beet and cabbage; toma. 
toes and creas; asparagus, ete. French dressins 
with variations alone being suital 

Dessert depends entirely upon the rest of the 
meal. Frait, either fresh of cooked, i always 
acceptable with Gsh of fat meats; pies and 
steamed puddings arc suitable when the meat 

obit re Is light, as chops or cold meat; 
ishioned desserts, Uke doughnuts and che 

Indian pudding, ete., should be wsed with rm 
like corned beef or pork 

A country sewlle remarked: “ Somehow, 
a corned-beef crear don't hee 
company.” This is sumewbat a matter of senti 

but more of the combinations of flavors 
d with those 

the two clash, and do not 
harmonize any more than walking shoes har- 
moalze with evening dress. 

The following menus are ilfusteative: 
Onion Soup 

Veal Loaf Tomato sauce Mashet Potatoes: 

Salad of Water Cress and Lettuce 
JeMied KRhutard Drop Cookes 

Coffee 

Brotied Chi Cream Sauce 
Prench-Fried ¥ Stewed Peas 

Lettuc 
Strawberry f 

ned Olive Salat 
Lady Fingess 

Celtive 

And Me 
Like Their Fathers, Boys 

Prefer Van Camp’s 

Van Camp’s is the Man- 
oe Baked Beans. It is baked 
ody men to please men, Our 

is have spent 20 years in 
meeting men’s A kes j in % 

Now thousands of restau- 
rants, from Clubs to Lunch 
Rooms, are serving Van 
Camp's to men, And millions 
of homes have come to adopt 
them, largely ‘on men’s account. 

You will always find, too, that 
the boy's taste agrees with the 
man’s. It’s that way in every- 
thing, isn’t it? 

Your boys, if you have them, 
will prefer Van Camp's. They 
like Beans whole and mealy. 
‘They like the zestful sauce baked 
in, A boy can pick out Van 
Camp's every time from a dozen 
kinds of Beans. 

Porke Beans Bon53 00 
Alva Baked Without the Sawce 

10, 15 and 20 Cents Per Can 

There's another side to Van 
Camp's Here is a dish immensely 
nutritious when baked so the Beans 
digest. Otherwise baked, it causes 
disturbance. 

Beans must_be baked in high 
heat for hours. They must be baked 
in small parcels so the full heat goes 
through. 

The way to do that is in modem 
steam ovens. “Then the Beans will 
not be crisped in the process not 
cooked to a mush. A 

So Van Camp's are essential 
besides being likable. And they are 
very convenient, too. 

You will come to the man’s side, 
Mrs. Housewife, when you try Vat 
Camp's. Won't you do it now? 
Buy a can of Van Camp's Beant 

to try. If you do not find them 
the best you ever ate, your groceT 
will refund your money. ame) 



we My One-Dollar-Party Ideas 
By Virginia Hunt 

that 1 have 
brand-new 

¥ idea that Dean use, even if its 
up two or three lin 
Speaking of dolla: 

about my doll 
anything is too 

We literally throw away on use 
ay, te opie what amounts to a 
um, anil sow that ecanomy is forced upar 

it behnoves all uf us to be econunsiest 
hocauve it may be necessary, but alse 
tis wisclumn not to be extravagan’ 
dear olel friend whe tells of the tiene 
as a child threw her crust of bread int 
and was compelled by her parents to land in tasy-chairs to accommoc 
front of the stove and recite the pread white paper towe | 

lettered 

Torture or 
She never forgot that lesson. 
It, according to the old saying, three penpl ] 

isa “crowd,” aurely ten peuple lan “party,” and Gee optonyd pleasure 
these details on. the 3 
tescfora-dultar, bash —which does a walk 
I mean that thi mean to you? 
the eres “ or. Thousands of womer ywhere to 

wham it once t torture 
r pleasure thes it a 

LE front door was deve 
rence Rest Cure” —a 

was a card saying: “Ring th 
visor of Nur r 
niform and opened the door. Si 

well fo nk of suche a wall, of eve 
ities, becalise al Ue foot 

e in your Low a 
we Fovutndd rane fv 

16 SU Uo noe withints Marr stiew 

he ety-le that givest ast the 

Soors explained themselve 
Please Be Sea 
arrived they saw a ha 

» the Rest Pavilic 
as another six 
L the Nurse Do It 

were genuil 
appreciative of 

vd Caner Stunde heir work wet 

want mn. See Hi 
neecn HL LO 

F foot, ¥ 

Indivintuad Ser 
arty t at ¢ 

hol Examinatio 
Tatrty: the conterplece, the place-cards (if they ing been typewrlties beforehand. Geetr 
are used), th , ete.—nut the food served hem 
for refreshment tiv 

Isn't Ht funny the way we use some words? you Gill out the blanks when y 
| How many giels who go te parties are really b Some of the question t 

need of refreshment" in the way of food? Yet were these: How tmany 
1 venture to say that nine out of every the exact color of your ey 
are in need of sleep. Now, that reminds me of of your h heck with cra One Cu 
anovel party. [we haven't meney to frst lista ' 
ap y we shall have to put brains inte it and y D - 

deperd on the idea of the party rather than its Write for the Red Cross Style Book 
fixings.” "This i Jouwnat. girl dit wh ful 4 ? in onler . t ich shows correct motile for every ecoasioe 
Planned a must onussal adasrand called im yp 
ita Ret Pa aml gave it in bonor Su y otha ARANTEED, 

if ber jit friend cement “Ballad THE KROHN-FECHHEIMER CO. 

Gertrude and Laura, had MA hea ehbe carmasions tn ee oe ORR IEY Ry Conant, Ia: | OTH 
been through a very tiring twow 

of festivity. Laura was so pearly 
hawsted with he parties, lencher 
ghowers that Gertrude was ve 
unwilling to add to the “ bur 
len of enjoyment,” But, on 

if she ‘id 
sat all for 

it would hay 
rent, She 

‘o get through before his 
# space Iw 

Urade Mae 
ed(foss 
oe ~- 

FYERY THING f grist that 
upon a qui ill « es to-enter! 

m with a “name.” ne thees 
ything kina name. SE 
made four booklet 

um a half sheet of buil on pe 
writing paper, tising af the girl whe 

three-panel card Lavannoe Rest Craw 
Fok Duetnrnt lady holding a 

Society BurTeRy Her I 

ganieed 1994 ara 
(Name of M4 that party 

On the first she Made from Moterial at Mane 
answered for the cover, she 
Painted a poppy. The seco Charming "Sun 
the “cure” as being pleas 0. 
Laurence k yard, anal ev 
that an effort was made to snabataln & he 
alinesphere, ' Rules fur Patients” occup 
third pays 

‘Quite tires 
Very tired 
Superiatively 
af patienta are exsn 

et themsetves ti ber aap 

Modal a. 401 
The "An 

PLIO, A New Shoe 
RED CROKS SHOE and 

Pretty Idees, for Children's Parties, That are as 
Prices: Low des, Sad $3.80; High Shoes, 63 Wand 4. 
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T1 . Diaw~ AAaba, 
Che Flag Maker 

An Exercise for Children’s Day and Flag Day: By Edna Randolph Worrell 

“The work that we ilo is the making of the Fankian K. Lawe, Se Interior 

Au. Wanres 
Create in mea clean on " ful 

a pirit within me 
Wares retire aed Be ence heart 

Leaves or Bur 
With lear, and est 

These meers of okd 

ty inty Rens, Ware Set out to rinks « people's wus, ruthful 
end Bi.0n8 may be re ts i suf voter ter . nd BL0KS ma, , Beni voter bhet u Tw10: 

"Tis known i; 
O may 

True blue 

Aus Buves 
Praise 

wniform size f 
Tux Srans—Te 

lipped with at 
point 

fo aid Stars in 
And purity the whi 

Twas truth that ma 

Canons enter in coupler to mare musi 
and Builes, ar partners, lead the way, 
by the Wanrexs; the STAXDAND Braga 
tant, (Stans do nol 2 
und BLLUxS separate to 
respectively, forming pare 

Brann (from center 0) 
inns of the Stars aud Stripes, 

and right of am ster) 

form, Jacing cack other. Wirrks 
back, facing the audience. In the comer of th 
hollow sya made the Sta 
faker her glace, All sine 
whick (hin Nedge is recited in concert, 
ing fo the fag held by the Staxpann Beamen 
1 pledge atleginn 

Republic for which it s 
visible, with liberty and 

yao Benger 
I merce 

all point 

STANDARD BKAWEM 

Stanpaun Beare sow ack on the Time 
with the Warrrs, allowing the Reps marek — by 
de the front af the platform, facing the 

Leapes oF Rep wy add ing 

Whe me herons ¢ STANDARD BRAK 
Lies hers. cam Secon Ten A is and out the epening 

Their h 
And, secking b 
Where warship might be free 

America they found 
gious liberty 

Our patriot fathers live a 
n the Loni, be of good « 

shall strengt 
(Revs retire to 

advance.) 
Le ADER C e Warnes 

of those oklen 
rts as pire as 

courage, and He 
1e heart. 

former porition, 
Aw 
So now we must bi 

the remaining groupe are end Warres _ Resitutions 
Tuan Taro: 

Tenn hi 
taking the 

Refrain) 

hail the red, the 
of my cou 

af the Lord 
seer Taro: maw, 

too, fn all their way’, ing the 
to show 

‘They spun and wove with willing bands 
Throughout the basy week, 

And kept the day the Lond comzmazu! 
In bumble spirit meek 

honoring my fathe: 
n the 

my God give 

Nos 

th me 

Fioat the sil - ve 

Made the stars so 
Star 

fair. 
like they will shine 

-al ac ~ tions 
‘sown ban~ ner 

Courage, Peace and Wis-dom Wove our o 
Then let nc-tions ew - er So to right 

ee... 

Shis-lng, Sit - ver stars of shits -Ing, 

vo coples of 
, will be mailed upon reque 
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a and L jinen Crochet 
For Porch and Party Tables 

at once artisti 
as shown by 

buttercups and 

Wous tora Very Now 
» Crocheted Rower 

Knotted Raffia Casing and Hanger Teunstor 
Jer Into & Good-Looking Hower tt A 

fabio Sols i Crochotne 

Deans os Lex 

NOTE 
Taking the « 

hore Hoste Joumxat, Indepe 

given in THE JOURNAA. 
ncluwes 4 stamped, a 

Directions for making 

ence Sq) 
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310.000 

se Given Away 
In this Greatest Dress Designing 

CONTEST 
Open to all women everywhere who believe 

les for American Women.” 

Win: $500 inGold 
by sketching your idea of a beautiful suit or 
dress on enlarged outline figure furnished 
FREE, or by wri short 
letter on the subj 

|“AMERICAN STYLES §= 
FOR AMERICAN y 

WOMEN” 
you haye to 

a 

Learn Dressmaking 
at Home—Earn Big 
Money 

Enter This Great 
Contest Now— 

‘Today 
Remember It is Free to Every: 
one—No Conditions Whatever 

THIS BOOK 
SENT FREE 
TELLS HOW 

AMERICAN COLLEGE 
OF DRESSMAKING 

1731 Commerce Trust Bldg. Kansas City, Missouri 

VOLE UUUUALEUUSETEUNS ANTONE 

CONTEST COUPON 
AMERICAN COLLEGE CF DRESSMAKING 

‘SELADELGAAUASEAEOSTAUAOSUATLAUNEELEUEN TOUSEN TENANTS 



Order Your Overland! Spring is Here! 

Model 80 $1075 Model 81 $850 Model 80 $1075 Model 81 $850 



As We Go Marching 
A Girl’s Talk With Other Girls 

Wooltex tailored 
coat is only $18.50 

It bas the sthart straight Hines that 
mod the youth’ guish che latest 

effect so much de the modish partial 
feet at the waist lin the quarter 

It has also the stylish roll col 
and the smart flare at each side of 
the coat. just the right length, 

Refined, graceful, superbly tai 
lored from newest, handsomest,all- 
wool fubrics, beautifully silk-lined. 

ar 

‘This coat possesses the elegance 
and attractiveness of a custom-tai- 
lored coat and is made and finished | 
throughout asare only the highest 
grade garments, 

A very remarkable coat at its 
moderate price—$18.50. 

There are many other attractive 
models 

The coat pictured is only one of many 1 
and very pleasing V x tailored garments 
for service spring and for cool days 

and eves sh the summer, 
Wooltex Tailored Coats: £16.50 to § 

Wooltex Tailored Suit 

Woo 

> to 
nH pe ex Tailored Skirts: $5. 

See and 

tex ia yout awn cily, of seed yuet nene 
to Tac H. Black Company, © di, Bia 

* im tbat 

back. Do ye 

uating circumstance 
usual questio 

what is wrong, and w 
Not long ago I beai 

the I 

er friend pointed out, ne 1 
ted, the one great essen 

t yet crown out of 
ries that they still think fit be 

$ not that Ht is ex y to know the 
it. On the contrazy, 

y rit 
When there i 

for yourself an¢ 

alter & g00% 
rt to jump up and 

in elderty woman. 1 

fect, V 
any isolate 

Ww 
there, slow 

it surey for the wi 
aw who just b 

Line your és 
Spring Suit 
with Skinner’s 
Light Weight Satin 

Skinner's 404" All 
Silk (Peau de Cygne) is 
the lining for your 
spring or summer gar- 
ments. Light in weight, 
cool, and with colorings 
to match any shade of 
cloth, it has no equal as 

{ a summer lining. Ask 
“Nig to see it at your 

dry goods 
store. 

SAtiy or All | 

\ G wide | 

“Look san 
for the Sary 
Name in the Selvage”’ 

that is the proof of the 
genuine in all of Skinner's 
goods. Do not accept a sub- 
stitute, but get the genuine, 
and be protected bythe famous 
Skinner guarantee: 

Skinner's Satin (Cotton Back 
or All Silk) is guaranteed to 
wear two seasons. If it does 
not, send the garment to any 
of our stores and we will reline 
it free of expense, 

If you buy your suit ready 
made, insist that it have 
Skinner lining, then you can 
be sure of the wearing quality. 

Write us for samples of 
some of the beautiful new 
shades for spring and summer. 

Address Dept. G 

William Skinner 
*s,  G Sons 

% 
Cor. Fourth Ave.and 17thSt. 

NEW YORK CITY 

Sip Mills 
Y Holyoke, Mass. 

The Satin Lining inthis darment is 
Skinner's Satif AND 1S GUARANTEED, 

roweant two 504 
MANUFACTURED MY 

William Skinner & Sons 

A lareaden 7 



45 

corn pias , ‘i, am : 
OMOFTOW S fate, though thon he wise, Tomorrow, and tomorrow and tomorvaw, 

Thon canst not tell nor yet surmise; Creeps in this petty pace from day te day 

Pass, therefore, not today in vain, Vo the dust ypllable of ded tisne.”” 

For it will newer come again.’ —Rubaisat, —Macteth, 

Why Not Today? 

If you have heard how Crisco is taking the place of butter and lard in 

every department of cooking — 

If you have heard of the wonderful building in which it is packed— 

sunlit, spotless — built of glass and dazzling tile— 

If you have heard of the clean, sweet kitchens that Crisco has now 

rendered possible, and of the better tasting, more digestible foods that 

its use insures— 

Then why not order some today? And try it in the recipe given below? 

The experience of a vast army of housewives and the prestige of a great 

manufacturing house are your assurance of satisfaction. 

RISCO 
for Frying -For Shortenit pO Cake Making 

Purity is the watchword that guards the manufacture of Crisco. 

Digestibility is the token by which it commends itself to the 

up-to-date housewife. 

Economy is the characteristic which insures its welcome in house- 

holds of moderate means. 

Jelly Roll 
4 exes | teaspoonful baking Beat eggs and sugar together twenty minutes, remove beater, 
| cupful sugar powder sift in Bour, salt and baking powder, add milk, extract and 
2 tablespoonfuls melted 14 teaspoonful salt melted Criseo. Grease large fat tin with Crisco, dust over 
Crisco 4 tablespoonfule mill with Hour, pour in mixture and spread over evenly, Bake 

2 cuptule low ily 12 minutes in moderately hot oven, Turn out on sugared 
> leashes: Jay ax peeamrons paper, spread quickly with jelly or preserves and roll up at 

| teaspoonful lemon extract. ‘once, The cake will crack if spreading and rolling are not 
(Une level menauremnexts) quickly dane. Sufficient for one jelly roll. 

If you want to know more about Crisco and the conditions under which it is prepared, send 
for the “Calendar of Dinners.” This cloth-bound, gold-stamped book contains, besides the story 
of Crisco, a different dinner menu for every day of the year and 615 recipes gathered and care- 
fully tested by the well-known cooking authority, Marion Harris Neil. Address your request to 
Dept. D-5, The Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, O., enclosing fiee 2-cenf stamps. A paper-bound 
edition, without the “Calendar of Dinners” and with 250 recipes, will be sent free on request. 



AIADDI 
Home Owners 
Will Welcome / 

Pride of 
Ownership 

Aladdin customers are proud of their 
in, attractive homes 

superior quality 
proud af the staunch construction, 
heat of 
judgment in f 

re proud of their yy 
amt 

old, expensive, Linte-consumting methods 
of building 

The Great Dollar-a-Knot Guarantee 
The Aladdin Dollur-A-Keot ruans 

the home builbe 
are not made by 
simply gusrantee a 
Dollar-A-Koot—any- 
one knowswheat a kn 

aks like, No othe 
lumberman in the 
workt bas had the 
enurage to equal the 
Mc » Dollars. 
Root tee 

a trust or cnebine 

Mills in Bidens, Florida, pe 
and Oregon 

cartied in stock, 

Unite 
Jong 

acest anu 
Liv a few woke 

iene, cut 

Aladdin—the Original Rea: 
Aladdin Readi-Cut 

to-fit—no wante of lumber 
the Iumber used in your bouse—a 
more. You ala save Un 
All sawing and hitting are 
mutton ines in our mill 
more id wt one-half the 
That's why we can 
§-Room House for $294 
infoemation on this honor, 

THE FIRST STEP TOWARD 
YOUR OWN HOME 

Hotes are 
You pray: fore 

0 

eut 

i you a complet 
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; Home Journal 
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Home Dressmaking 
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Leaves no 
smears — 

I FIND that bath- 
tubs are curiously hard 
to clean. It is easy 
enough to smear the 
streaks around from 
one place to another, 
but getting the smears 
out entirely is another 
matter. 

So T use 
Powder 
ous 

Bon 

Bon Ami 
it is marvel- 

Just wipe a litle powder all 
around the tub with a wee 
cloth. ‘The powder turns 
to a creamy lather which 
loosens the dirt, Let it dry 
a moment and then wipe 
out the film of dried lather 
with a soft, dry cloth, and 
the dirt and smears come 
whe off with the lather. 

Removing it dey is what 
es the trick! Any wet 
thod is smeary, ‘The Bon 

Ami wet-and-dry way is the 
only smearlesa way, I never 
Knew how brilliant my tub 
could look all 1 began using 
Bon Ami on it! 

Bon Ami cleans all the rest 
| of the bathroom, too—the 

tile, the nickel, the paint, 
the mirror, the glass shelves, 
and the window. 

This Bon Ami Powder is 
just the same material as Bon 
Ami cake. ‘I'ake your 
choice! 

Made in both cake 
and powder form 

THE BON AML Op. 

“Hasn't 
scratched 
yet! 
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Jnhre most 
famous skin treatment 

ever formulated 
First the lather, then the ice, then—gradually but 
surely—the charm of “a skin you love to touch” 

Always SHERE is in all of us—even fora few minutes w y 

in us who would like to — be parti r to dry the skin well, 

selves—a common long- What does this do to 
ing to bring to our com- your skin? Just this— 

believe the contrary of our- 

, ) 

plexions, by strange means Your skin, like the rest of your body, is 
" or simple, the clearness, continually and rapidly changing. As the 

freshness and charm of "4 9/7 skin dies, mew forms, ‘This is just the 
skin you love to touch."” opportunity this treatment wants, 

Every day it frees your skin of those tiny, 
old, dead particles. Then, it cleanses the 

pores, brings the blood to the surface and 

The reflection in 

your mirror 

Ww $ the small muscular fibres. This 

Are the 

make it look scaly when you powder? cate skin which forms every day cannot 
taking on that greater loveliness for which 

t does it tell you? Look closely! — stimul 

¢ litle rough places in your skin that keeps your skin so active that the new, deli- 

ip 

Is your skin sallow, colorless, coarse- 
id textured or excessively oily? you have 

Perhaps you will find that buy-bear of so Use persistently —you can't 
many—conspicuous nose pores, keep the charm away! 

Whatever the condition that is keeping ‘The first time you use this treatment you 
your skin from being beautiful, i can be 

3 will begin to realize the change it is going 

SANE: to make in your skin. You will feel the 
How. change it? difference at once. 

Use it persistently, and in ten days or two 

For four years the skin treatment described weeks your skin should show a marked im- 
on this page has ended the search of many r provement—a promise of that greater clear- 
a longing woman, It has fulfilled for her m which the daily 

dbury’s always brings. 

her ness, freshness, and « 
‘a skin you love to touch. use of We its promise of 

She ead et « SO Cas! > , , * She has read it, tried it, found it so easy A 25c cake of Wondbury’s is sufficient 

to manage by herself that she has adopted it for. month ot six weeks of this famous skin 
‘Tear out the illustration of the 

e and slip it in your purse as 
First the lathe A First the lather a teminder to stop #« your: draggiat’s or toilet 
—then the ice counter and get a cake today. Remember, 

as her daily method of cleansing. Here it is: neat 

cake shown h 

y you fail to start this treatmer Use once a day—preferably just before for every da 
retiring. Lather your washcloth well with You put off for another day the satisfying 

warm water and Woodbury’s Facial Soap. 

Apply it to your face and distribute the ain and again you love f0 tou 
lather thoroughly. Now, with the tips of 

then — gra 
that longing that is bound to come to you af ta shine 

Write today for a We, the week's size cake of Woodbury’s Facial Soap 
week's size cake and samples of Woodbury's Facial Cream and Facial 

cake of Powder. For 5Uc, copy of the Woodbury Book “A Skin 

You Love To ‘Touch’ and samples of the Woodbury 

peepaciiogs: Write or iiall ‘coupon’ today and 
get the benetits of this famous skin treatment for your skin. 

Address The Andrew Jergens Co., 204 Spring Grove 

Ave,, Cincinnati, O. 

Canadians: ‘The Woodbury preparations are now 

manufactured also in Canada and are sold by Canadian 

druggists from coast to coast. For sample, address ‘The 

Andrew Jergens Co., Ltd., 204 Sherbrooke Street, Perth, 

Ontario. 

and mail 
fr thie coupon todas! 

acial Soa 
For sale by dealers everywhere throughout 

the United States and Canada. 

your fingers work this cleansing, antiseptic 

lather into your skin, always with an up- 
ward and outward motion, Rinse with For 4¢ we will send you a 

warm water, then with cold—the colder the Woodbury’s Facial Soap large enough for 
better. Then—finish by rubbing your face a week of this famous skin treatment. For 

Tear out the cake below and put it in your 
ne as a reminder te ask for Woodbury’ s 

today at your gpist’s or toilet counter. 
Start this famous treatment ¢ 

at once to b harm of 
dow te touch” skin, 

Andrew 
Jergens Co, 

Spring 
Grove Avenue 

Cincinnati, Ohio 

os any 

Ave : 
iy 

Y cus State 
iY In Canadas Address The Andrew Jergens Co, 

204 Sherbrooke St., Perth, Ontario 



What Can I Do on the Farm? 
A Practical Series of Common-Sense Farm Talks 

A Plain Talk to the Man on the Farm 

By Annie E. P. Searing 

Ju farmem cannot h teas im city 

ut any n 2 Tu + known the joy nf earning or not, 
th : ‘ y keeps h 

* full well that by 

je than the city clerk 

rave more than any~ 
their economi n 

to the farm 
¢ their work pays th 

She ought 
to find it right in her own 

ieht on the home farm. 

Decorators, 
Artists, and 

Owners of Beautiful 
Homes Endorse 
ALABASTINE 

for Decorat- 
ing Walls 

features and 
i the wome 

incest 

anded over 
if they want the proti 

n kitchen where con 
been improved 

. with the selling of 
ons, especially going through all the processes 

labor by ham 

It is not expense that pro- 
duces beautiful rooms. It 
is harmonious colors, and 
these can be secured at 
moderate cost if you use : ; question the w 
Alabastine. something of their disconten 

Free—Book | .* 
of Color Plans 
The new five A labastine Book ‘The 
Mystery of the Lose Woman,’’ 
shows charming color schemes for 
your rooms. “They cost little, yee 
give truly artistic results, W 

day, Th 
country life more attractiv 

t to the battom of the ] offar 

“women’s work i work,” and the 
o do any duty 

and hence 
The farm is th 

i where femi 
J thoroughly qualified by h 
os the farm 

met with great succes 
keeping of the far 

ead into a noose, 
She will get uo kitchen per, lor the women 

go where that 
mM conven: 

tiful wall stencils , 
book F THE gic] must cook, wash, 

up a family with her own wnal 
prefers to do it fina handy lite 

ere: 
future in the face. 

The Beautiful Wall Tint 
Made in U. S.A. 

- Sold in st 
i intern 

ad Alubastine tints and strong 
hue or tint desired is obtain 

ne dey powder is easily mixed 
ter and applied with 

. Wil nat rub off, chip 

box—in short, where every ne 
rally withi 

Such t say 

sand be 
hb to see abead the enlarge 

jarm busi when he 
in youth and energy and e 

t 
the farm women, they m 
nise the dignity of thelr own labor, 

demanding Its n 
| ward, not beegin 

for rest and receea! 
kasi as 

it with apologies 
They must take the 

cy that comes, 

bot as a gift but as 

earnings. ther 

re nor less than 
the labor calls for, 

now the strength of 
character to fight 

and cross 
bringging such 
Color plans specially made for you 
by our Department of De No |, andabove allching 
charge. Write if you ww thiryy Mins Jewwtm C, Jae they must learn to 
apecial for home, chureh, schoo! i In Canx o# The Lacuee’ Ho pect that labor 

as the very axle on 
which the farm life 
revolves. 

Inperexcece, 
Puitsnesousa 

| re 

ALABASTINE CO. 
526 Grandville Ru again Mit. 
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10% More for Your Money 
The 25-cent package of Quaker Oats 

nearly three times larger than the 
Wecent size. By saving in packing it 
offers more for your money. 

To Attract 
the Bees 
Nature paints the 

Hower in colors, gives it 

fragrance, stores it with 

honey. For the bee is 
important in flower prop- 
agation. 

Children 
Nature gives to oats a 

flavor and aroma known to 
no other grain, 

For the oat is Nature's 
vim-food. It is stored in rich 
abundance with the elements 
children need. she has 
done her utmost to make the 
oat attractive, 

But the attraction lies in 
the full-ripe grains. Those 
are the plump grains, the rare 
grains. We get but ten pounds 
from a bushel. 

We pick those grains—and 
those only—for use in Quaker 
Oats. Then, by a long heat 

process, we multiply their 
flavor, That is why these 
luscious flakes stand supreme 
among oat foods. 

Quaker 
Oats 

The World’s Vim-Food 

It’s a pity to serve this queen: 
food in Jess luscious form. 
Oats costs no extra price, 
grocer has it. A word will being it 
to you. 

Many a mother sends half the 
world "round to get the super-qual- 
ity that lies in these Quaker Oats. 

10c and 25c per package 
Except in far West and South 

Quaker Cooker 
Eac package of Quaker Oats 

contains an offer on a perfect 
double cooker, made of pure 
aluminum, It is made to cook 
Quaker in the ideal way. 



Deen = 

Costs More 
—Worth It 

Copy of thie picture in colors, suitable for framing, mines all advertising, will be sent on receipt of 6 ceats in stamps or coin. Address: Russell-Mibler Milling Co., Minneapolis, Minn., U.S. A. 
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eye ekN) cle 
Hosiery ara 
Rleain-Knik Underwear 

This Underwear 
Comes Clean 

nt, wowen strany aed fi 
example of ideal service’ in manufacture 
end marketing, 

‘The line ned to suit everybody — 
frows soft, tleecy shirt for Hoby to Grand 

worsted hove And all at moderate 

Comes Direct-Fru: 
with cave satistaction In fi 
antent, 

Our Special Representatives 
Are Skilled in Suiting 

Your Demands 
We, Sill the ovdes direct with our KLEAN: 

ee 

Mitl-to-Hose" 
amd style guar 

Eonvenirace-an exclusive World 

yak you it touch with 
Sppolutee oF Gil your order direct 
sands of famiiies 
ery, tevtifving ¥ 
Star quality. Comrect in tit 
inode demands, yet full of" gh 

tive, And It 
strain of the tub. See the illustra 
learn about our thren stasclards ol 

fmt which meal the exact ft for your 
fie 

How to Make $100 
Representatives — some 

excellent territory awaits 

i they are ball-sold for 
you, 
Write us for pro 

sition. gine 

In the old fashioned 
diaper when you“change” 

Baby’s soaked clothes you 
change everything — 

Nothing to change but 
the diaper if Baby wears 

Waterproof 

BABY 
PANTS 

BERTHE MAY'S 

“) g, MATERNITY 
J CORSET 

The Rural School-Teacher 
By Naa L. Mildren 

Supervince of Rural and Primmsey Setrooks 

Simple Forms of Handwork 
AILS take on now interest_ when 

straws become 
the form of dainty baskets hats. 
Rye straw and wire grass make the finest kind 
of material. With careful study the children 
Tearn when to cut each k 

Cort: husks form an inexhaustible supply of 
material sed ase rich in coloring. Children 
soon learn that the fine inner leaves are soft, 
durable and beautiful, and that they can be 
used in making hats, mats, baskets and palows 
The mall twigs and branches of the cows- 

mon stream willow take the place of reeds. If 
cat In the spring, just about the time the sap 
flows, the bark is easily removes, I gathered 
at other times they are steamed in boi 
water $0 that the hark can be removed to give 
asmooth surlace. They are then dried, When 

in water and 

May- Day "Bat Re ion mar 
corm, and her May-Day 
gathered from ber own home stream. 

Some Dainty Moy-Day Baskets 
UTTERFLY BASKET—A small basket 
made from white construction paper or 

heavy drawing paper. A stiff cardboard form 
of a butterfly is measured from paint to polat of 
the lower part of the wings. From this measare 
an equilateral triangle is drawn. ‘The butterdly 
form is then placed on each side of the telangle 
and traced. ‘These butterilies are colored and 
Ube whole pattern is eut oat, Each side of the 
triangle is creased so the butterfics form a 
basket. ‘The sides are tied with dainty ribbons 
A dainty ribbon handle is made. 
Twistep-Parex Basti 

per may be bought or it 
childses, Solt ertpe paper 
and twisted firmly (t 

is twisted pa- 
y be made by the 
ay be cut in strips 

various 
iM be the 

Bese dainty Waskets are saved for the 
exhibition work or are used on May Day, 

Mats From “ Left-Over” Paper 

ET-OVER paper may be est int 
ch, one-half inch oF oe-fourt 
namber of strips af two harmonizing 
make attractive mats and baskets, P 

A certain number running up anc 

How Women Aid Our Music | 

basket take your strips of 
es long and three-four 
four strips of a harm 

color of the same length and width, 
strips are placed up and down, suchas tan, 
gteen, tan, green. Four inches from the top 
start to weave with green, then tan, then 
green, then tan. As the weaving is done within 
four inches of the ends, it makes a mat with 
Joose ends, The loove ends are gathered 
together at four polnts and fastened with gilt 
aber fasteners to a band of green paper one- 
jourth of an inch wide, A grees paper han 
dle is made and fastened to the sides with 
paper fasteners. 

Clean Rags Make Summer Rugs 

IECES of material left irom the family 

heir preparation and manufac ; 
as from cotton plaats to cotton garments; of 

various change past as 
lessons correlated with history. 

Fourth lesson—Design and > arrange: 

Fifth Jesson—Making the cardboard loom: 
correlated with number work. 

Sixth lessou— Designing (original) and weav- 
ing a small rag rug on the crude looes, 

The loom i from a piece of heavy 
cardboard twelve inches 
lon {rows bot 

velveinch sides are con 
y drawing # straight line connecting 

apposite dots, Dots are placed 4 quarter of an 
inch apart on the eight-inch ends, and straight 
lines are cut from these dots to the line running 
across the cardbosrit 

Colored string or tag is used for the warp, 
and rag barmonizing in color is weed for the 
woot. The warp is drawn securely from point 
to point, In weaving, the sides must be kept 
even and straight, The rug d 
inated by the c phi 
in the doll he 

By Mary Rose Collins 

E hundred thousand women banded to- 
O gether in @ conspact organization and, ail 

working together to a single end; such i¢ 
onal Federation of Musical Clubs, 
probably done more than any other 

singleelement toward making the United States 
musically independent. 

This organtaation bad its inception at the 
World's Fair in Chicago fn 1893, 
vention of women interested in 
Mrs. Theodore Thomas was the | 
and at the meeting the 
out of that berinning "might gruw a perma- 
nent organization which should be the best 
friend of musical art in America.” 

Nothing important was done for five years, 
‘on January 25, 1898, a meeting was held in 

2, at which were assembled wotmen rep- 
i elghteea music clubs from eleven 

liferent states. This was the real beginning of 
National Federation of Musical 

The Federation represents: The several 
busdred music clubs which for sixteen years 
ave been molding local musical sentiment in 
every state in the Union; the Music Super- 
visors” National C nalereeie representing five 
thousand music supervisors in the country’s 

public schools; the Music League of America, 
endowed ty philanthropic ‘women of New 
York for the purpose of assisting talented 
young musicians oward receiving prole 
Tecognition; the American Opers Association; 
the Society’ for the Promotion of Opera in 
English; the various centers of the Auserican 
Music Society; several symphony orchestras; 
Mu Phi Epsilon, the national musical sorcsi 
the National Association of Onganists, and 
many other musical organizations. 

The Aims of the Federation 

PBROMPEY ‘peaking, the aime of the Fed- 
eration are: To support American institu- 

Hons of American musical art 
creative art, not merely 
to maintain an adequate sel ship Lona faa 
to provide means for giving a production to 
erty com sitions; to accord a bearing to 

weerican artist; to promote in- 
among the Am 

composers who are in need of such assistance. 
In all these lines of work much has been 

accomplished, hat the most important has been 
to secure recognition for American composers, 
upon whom rests the wbole future of American 

‘To this end the Federation has always 
exerted an enormoas influence. From the rst 
the Federation has demanded (rom visiting 

artists @ place on their programs for American 
compositions, and the general public, at first 
apathetic, hay now become proud of the creative 
al ‘thele counteymen, 

en years ago, at a biennial meeting, the 
committee invited Arthur Farwell to speak on 
American composition, So taspiring wore his 
Temarks that u committee was forsied who were 
commissioned with the task of encouragement 
for American composers. Money was eubscribed 
for prlaes and to give adequate production to 
the works so honored. The result was tha 
Americs discovered Henry K; Hedy, Arthar 
Shepard, George W. Chadwick, Arne Oldberg, 
Henry A, Lang, Henry V_ Stearnes, Horatio 
Parker, Charles Wakefield Catimas, Mabe W, 
Daniels, Besse Whiteley and Deems Taylor, 

Operatic Composition Stimulated 
it was declared that we hove no 
© composers and accordingly ten 

thousand dollars was raised to stimulate the 
composition of an opera by an American. In 
Joly, at the biennial meeting of the Federation, 
at to Angeles, California, the worid will listen 
to the result, Horatio Parker, with his opera, 
“Faleyland,” won the prize, and the American 
Opera Association will stage the work at a cost 
of fifty thousand dollars. 

The giving of prices for Aameticon com 
ssition Is mo longer monopolized by the 

Federa ‘ederation, although it has given, or been in- 
Mrumental in giving, twenty thousand dollars 
toward the encouragement of American crea- 
tive effort, and in every case their aid has been 
atrue bonus, for theentire rights have remained 
the property of the composers. Not only, baw: 
ever, have they given prizes fot these works, 
but s productisa ex well, which has teeamt a3 
outlay even greater than the prizes. 

The Federation has also been very active 
slong other lines, It has, through its individ- 
ual clubs, given many of the smaller cities an 
opportunity of hearing great artist, by ballding 
up andiences for them and thas guarantecing 
the managers against loss. The clubs have also 
initiated the study of mesic in a great number 
of publi hout the country, pur 
chasing ‘musical instruments, player-pianos and 
talking machines for educational work. 

The Natlonal Federation of Musleal Clubs 
is purely a philanthropic organization. The 
members have been working for years without 
remuneration, giving many bours of work to 
sowing the seed for the musical independence of 
America. The work is bearing fruit; the Feder- 
ation is nowso solidly organized, sod the real- 
feation of the work to be done Is s0 manifest, 
that a tidal wave of enthusiasm ond national 
musical loyalty is sweeping over the land. 

Pleasanter Work 
than Washing 
Clothes 

occupies the women 
who use P.%»G.—The 
White Naphtha 
Soap. ‘They devote 
most of their wash- 
days to household 
duties far more in- 
teresting and far less 
tiring than rubbing 
on a washboard and 
sousing clothes in 
and out of steaming 
suds. 

P.anoG.—The White 
Naphtha Soap does 
this hot, wearisome, 
monotonous work for 
them. Over night or 
early in the morning, 

while the clothes soak 
in cold or lukewarm 
water, it loosens the 

dirt. No hard rubbing 
is necessary. No boil- 
ing need be done. In 
a little while the wash 
is on the line and the 
day practically is un- 
broken. 

Likewise in general 
housework, P.annG.— 

The White Naphtha 

enables women to 
clean with least expense 
of time and effort, leav- 

ing them the leisure 
and the energy for other 
things. 

me 

Se + 
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CAN HE STOP 

fe uING? 

I O you remember— 

years ago—when 

mother slipped the kitchen 

bowl over our heads and 

clipped that fringe of hair 

beneath—and followed 
with a good shampoo? 

Do you remember her 
kneading the lather into 

your stubborn little head? 

You squirmed but she rub 

bed more. She dnew. She 

was helping your hair- Two Enlightening Reports From the West 
roots to get good, rich JFROM 08 

blood and aiding your scalp 

to dreathe as well. 

‘Two generations of mo! vers 

have rubbed the bland, piney 

lather of Packer's Tar Soap 

into their children’s heads 

and their own. Healthy heads 

of hair have been the natural A Baseball Cure 

result down through the years. 

Packers See 
Tat SO ap ice smanninni 

"Pure « “HE b 0 
alth 

ria, Tino 
pool in the & 

If the man 
I weur a 

1 pos 

Send le for sample of 
Packer's Tar Soap. State 
whether cake of liquid 

\ J HEN alittle Pond’s Vanishing Cream 
has been rubbed in lightly, asa finish- 

Send also for Free Mu ingtouch, she knows that herskiniswonder- 
added x fully fresh-looking: that it has the transpar- 
ment.” It will prove valuable ency and softness everyone so much admires. 

This incomparably smooth cream contains awonderful 
skin-soften ng ingredient which has a special affinity 
for the nishing Cream being non-oily may 
be used af any time. It vanishes at once, leaving no 
trace of greasiness on the skin—only a delicate, 
elusive odor of Jacqueminot roses. 

THE PACKER MFG. COMPANY 
Suite 476;—81 Fulton $t., New York 

d for a large trial tube —a full nwo 
weeks’ supply —free to readers of The 
Ladies’ Home Journal, provided 4c is 
enclose postage, Or a sample tube 

| will be mailed free on request. Enjoy 
the admiration a lovely complexion al- 
ways brings, Address Pond’s Extract Co., 
129 Hudson Street, New York. 

Manufacturers of the famous Pond’s Extract, a house- 
hold necessity for 70 years. Also Taleum, Cold 
Cream, Tooth Paste and iP. 

Send for samples—2 for 10 cents 1 

Dan Me Extract 
4 @mpanys 

five chnee Tarunit specialties. Address Have You Cured Yourself < - 

= “scm | VANISHING CREAM PUTNAM KNITTING CO, 
Coboes, N.Y satvon't you explain the esha. if ie 

le, for the 
Hancre? Address 

Knitted Wash Cloths 
ABY’S skin is too tender for 
ordinary wash cloths—use 

knit Wash Cloth: 
“One side Senooth for tender skins 

her side Rough for healthy Erie 
Puteat Anitted fabric—eott 

‘partment 

> you really 
Benefit of those w ee a 

= THE EDITOR | 
200 Beare Anemscceesbs, $5.40 THE LADIES’ HOME JOURNAL | 

ue ae tore | | me | 
ive Mayal Engravicg ‘AWalnett..Phila Pa | e 
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lhe New Freure 
It is charming with its natural curve at the waist—straight clasp line and 
with the comparatively fiat back, giving an erect, almost military, pose. 

There is that curve-in at the waist, with its resulting sloping hip that be- 
speaks the figure of Venus that is the admired of all admirers, and not 
paralleled by recent corseting. 

¢ # but mou lil 
2h into fashionable 

contour. Warner 
ur slender ti 

ht above the waist in the new models 
and one-half to five inches—the topless corset giving the 

“debutante slouch’’ belongs to the past. The trim figure is the vogue 

over the diaphragm. The hei 
Varie: from thre 

Warners kustl roof Carsets 
They are the ideal models, supporting the figure in 
military fashion, and yet they mould so easily and grace- 
fully that were it not for the figure contour, one would 

of two thin strips. In bending this has the action of a 
spring, responding to the slightest motion of the body, but 
straightening into place again with remarkable elasticity. 

scarcely realize they were corseted. 

This comes from more than the design—the thin double 
boning makes them so delightfully pliant. 
Instead of a single heavy bone, each bone is composed 

It is stronger, too, than a single bone of equal weight. 

Every type of figure is considered in designing Warner's 
Rust-Proof Corsets—the large figure, the full figure, 
the woman of av age size, and the developing girl. 

You will find at re Warner's Corsets are sold a mod f any Store w ened for yo 

Fitted waists 
with set-in sleeves are the fashion, This necessitates a shaped 
and fitted garment to support the bust. 
Warner’s Brassieres are designed to supplement the corset above 
the waist. You will find them in styles as elaborate or simple as 

you wish. ‘There are styles with dress shields attached; but what- 
ever model you prefer, if your brassiere is a Warner’s Brassiere you 
are sure of a garment shaped according to fashion’s requirement. 

ffaners flarners 
(orsets- /Wassicres 
$1 to $8 50c to $4 

Your brassiere should supplement your corset. 

Every Pair Guaranteed 

Not to Rust, Break or Tear 

The brassiere should be Do you prefer lace 
back af lace-front cur 
sets? You can be certain 

atyle anil 
re it tise 

H 

To acquire this figure you will need a well-honed, scientific, naturally-shaped 
corset—one that, while shaping exactly, supports comfortably, 
Regardless of the straight-front line, there must be freedom—no restriction 
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NOW THAT EGGS 

ARE CHEAP 

Here are Ten New Kinds | 
of Custard 

By Anna Barrows 

54 The Ladies’ Home Journal for May, 1915 | 

d may be classed under one of 
plest is the baked or 

ed and sti 

Beautiful Aiba Bowls and Fixtures in a crust, and let al : 
Loe Angeles home make seeing Another type lod" custard, 

“Yes madam, a dozen, right away!” 

sands of sensible housewives give such an 

casy and comfortable egh it should mot be allowed to bail 

Why continue isteached by stirring the mixtare while cooking 
5 ‘A third type of custard, not quite the real 

to have poor ier cieal tooperone at 
both baked and soft custards are one 

Cer Cusrasp. Heat one pint 

so easy to get be tah erg og taleg be Res he ges ped And this is nothing unusual. Thou- 

Good Light ? or fifteen minutes or longer according to the Aas 
Be ah, Ae cel ce comer | order every day. In fact this is the prac- 

upfal 
over the erast before fi 
Soest enaicock. | I Campbell’s Tomato Soup Alba softens light —makes 

ic kind to your eyes—and 
sends the light where you minutes, that the c 
need it when you are work- ed. Testes for cup 
ing, reading, studying. 

Alba light also costs less 
(less current) than poor light. 

Get Good Light 
Send for one or more of these 

Pamphlets on Good Light. and 
for a Portfolio of Individual 
Suggestions: 

Taonga the suane proportions tay be wiod ma 

that where Jess egg is used 

light and eye- bene 

a double boiler, Beat two 

grating of nutmeg in each, Set the capa in a 

indicates that the © 

Alba Coconvt-Custarp Pm. Make the custard 

we the beat after ten 

for the baked custard, a very different result 

y thickened by some 

4 art different elfects, a: 

strain when it is 
small ones, until smooth; add a q 

san of warm water in a moderate oven. Cook 

Lighting Equipment Strain into a deep plate lined with tical way to buy 

rd may not be aver 

It is always so welcome; so easy to 
prepare; and there are so many different 

ways in which you can use it to advan- 

tage, that ordering by the dozen really 

saves time and effort. d 
: it will be thicker when ch 

S-Omiewn 9 Theatres cooked 100 long it may separate or curd For dinner, luncheon, supper—the for- arp. Heat s quart 
tena reg wong mal affair or the regular family meal ; for the whites of four eggs, For 

Macbeth-Evans ustard part: With the exe whi a - é 
rat the youngsters or the “oldsters”; the deli- 

cate or the hearty—you couldn't provide 

qua cupful of id 
Glass Co athe nilk,s al beat slightly until alls bem 

a dish more suitable and satisfying. 

ittsburgh ‘The custard will not be as smooth if the whit 
are beaten alone. Combine with one pint oft! ; Pitt is beat: Comb bh 

Sales and Showrooms hot milk; add a very lithe salt and hi 
also in New Vork ida extract, or a few 

Chicago, Paden Strain into small 
Cincinnati, Cleveta Be sure to try it as a cream-of-tomato. 

The label gives the simple directions. It 

is perfectly easy, and one of the most de- 

lightful ways of serving this favorite soup. 

Why don’t you ‘phone for a dozen 

right now? 

For the gold-cu 
of the eggs anc 

with a quarter of « cup 
4, flavor with half 

Turn the white custard from the molds, and 
serve the gold © id as & sauce around each. 

Correz Costazp 
tie one tabl 

For each cupful of rile 
poonkul af dry coffee loosely 

and heat with the mi 
roceed farther as with t ouble boller. 

Put an ounce of un- 
te with a pint of milk in the 

upper part of adowble boiler, By the time the 
milk i warm the chocolate will be melted 
Then add two beate ‘or the yolks of three 21 kinds 10c a can 
cuzs, and proceed as for acft custard. Sweeten 
with a quarter of a capful or more of sugar: Amparagus ‘Mock Turthe 
add a bit of salt and half a teaspoonful of Reed Mulligatawny vanilla extract. Strain and cup. Bouillon Mutton 

% Frort Foam, (This is a variation of the old Celery Ox Tat 
A Family of Happy Feet }}| time sioscingidand.)” Makes ote custard with Chicken Pea 

i one pint of milk, three egg yolks and half a cup- Ch Gambo (Okra) Pepper Mot Young son docwn't hare x monopely af com; ful of sugar. cool and favor. Keep Cash woaeian Pristenler 
fort wh hia welt, tleritite, real-Spee the theee ogg w ina cool place until peacly iat eae Arce 
Father or beuther cin have @ pair just Ske Then beat them 6:28, and gree 5 cee memeatem tees tes ually beat into them half a cupful, or more, of Consommé Tomate-Okra 

‘and comfortable a4 an old rant or other bright-red jelly. Continue Jaliense Vegetable 
goad lookiny in chrome-tansed ating until thoroughly blended. Vermicelli-Tomato 

Prperehage bag prep en hg rd mn Quaxra Cstarp. Stiffen a pint of soft 
Skies afe great for Indoors— noiseless, can't custard with gelatin. (Do this while warm 
mar polished Boor with any kind of gelatin at hand, according to 
Ped-Sperd shoes are easy from the moment proportide.tequired for one plat of Bqald.) 
you put them on—no breaking in, Chill in molds. When ready to serve, turn out 

and surround with strawberry sauce” 
Tuicxexeo Custaxp (for Gillings). For 

some purposes a thicker custary éred than 
could be secured by the recipes already given. 
Tf the quantity of ezg should be increased the Outing and Play Shoes 
flavor would be less agreeable, heace four, 

Shoes for Comfort comstarch or rice Sour often is used, and old 
recipes frequently call for arrowroot 

Scald a pint of milk, reserving a quarter of 
TrorySnlen. lighter thas 2 cupful to mix smoothly with a quarter of a 
Fyodor, dare cuptul of flour, When the milk is the double 

boller is hot, blend it with the flour, and 
comma sooo stir anti thickens, Cover, and leave t9,cook 

stration atures geatly for twenty inlautes, or . Then 
yreel of Realty Sod two beaten exes, or three egg yolks, and 

cook like soft custard, stirring constantly for 
about five minutes. Add half a cupfal of sugar 
and a bit of salt. Strain, favor and cool. 

Frozen Costaxp (or Neapolitan ice cream), 
Make a soft custard as belore, but use double 
the quantity of sugar and @avoring. When 
cold, freeze like any ice. As with crear, 

x3. chocolate, caramel, coffee of fruit juice and 
ck Wiheocveriei erect nakelnes Haas pulp may be used to tlavor the custard. 

Iver bron copper plate ey are engrave 
TIONERY 05, 928-0 Male St, 



“Oh, Jack! They're Fine!l’’ 

“These Congoleum Rugs are just what we need! 
They're so clean and nice-looking and the designs 
are in much good taste! 

“This Rug on the porch we can leave out doors 
all summer, We can wash it with the hose be- 
cause it’s waterproof, And it won't fade or get 
weather-stained. 

“And the Rug, inside, in those soft Oriental color- 
ings! I¢’s so cool and clean-looking—just the thing 
for summer when windows and doors are open and 
the dust comes in, We'll have the sweetest, cleanest 
house in town!” 

Jack: “‘What did they cost —about $25,002" 

Jill: Guess again—you're "way off! 

Jack: “*$40 : 

Ji “No 
and the 2x3 yard, 

“I'm going to get some more tomorrow. There 
are some dandy designs for the bed rooms. 
they'll be lots better than matting—and a green- 
and-white design for the bath room. For the din- 
ing room | am going to have a tan Congoleum Rug 
in the center” 

Jack: 

Sil (demurely) Tam, and so is Congoleum! 
And you may thank me for the $100.00 or more 
I'm saving on the floor coverings for the house!’” 

The 3x4 yard size cost only $7.50 
3,60! 

You're a wonder!"” 

Handsome Rug Chart Free —\f 
handsome Rug Chart, in colors, from which 
tion and get your dealer to supply 

Special Features 

Congoleum Rugs are entirely new, They lie flat and 
firm without nailing and never curl or “*kick-up"’ 
at the edges. They are sanitary and washable 
because they are waterproof, 

Sises and Prices 

Congoleum Rugs are made in all the popular 
sizes. Prices for Rugs illustrated, or any other 
patterns, in the United States east of the Roc 
Mountains, are as follows: 

1 x1 yard $3. 
Lo xllgyards 9 
1 x2 yards 

134 yards x4 yards 

»o- Piece Rugs 

on the market 
piece Rug, which is a 

real achievement. Made in two pieces for easy 
handling. Has so-called “‘invisible seam,” so that 
when laid on the floor it matches perfectly, Ideal 
for dining room, bed room and porch use. Prices: 

3x4 yards $7.50 31gx4 yards $3.50 

The name “Congoleum” is stamped on the back 
of every Rug. Be sure to get the genuine. 

Rug Borders and Floor Coverings 
We make ® attractive line of Rug Borders which are exact 
imitation { finely grained quartered oak. We also make 
about $0 different patterns in Floor Coverings in all the 
la colorings. Circulars covering Rug Borders or Floor 

erings {ree on request. 

you are interested write to us for 

a can make selec- 
you with the Rugs you desire. 

UNITED ROOFING & MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
DEFT, OF BARRETT 

CHICAGO BOSTON 
WINNIPEG —V/ 

PHILADELPHIA 
MONTREAL TORONTO UVEK 

LOS ANGELE: 
MPG. COMPANY 

SAN FRANCISCO 
iB. HALIFAX, N, 5. 

SRATTL 
Jon SYD! 



SPECIAL OFFER 
We'll send you enough war- 

for a table ora chair 

Bend far this trial 
Forget it 

ALSPAR is the absolutely water- 
proot nish. We have proved 

which is shown above. 

Think what this means to you—to all 
users of varnish! 

ns that you need not be aft 
rdinary, every-day household ac 

dents, such as the overturning of hot 
or other liquids upon your 

furniture or floors, 

whiteness will appear after wet 
have been set upon a Valsparred side 
board 

It means that you need not fear the 
spilling of a pail of water 
ing of a radiator 

the leak 
a window open to 

the inbeat of rain 
weather upon the outer door—the 
sweep of a storm on a piazza, if the 

woodwork ts varnished with Valspar. 

Soap and water—boiling hor if you 
wish —may be used upon Valspar 

y and all times, and the 

surface of the i 
will not be affected 

in the slightest 
—except to 

make it 

vend me 
4 ounce can 
of Valspar, for 
which T enclose 10 e 

in stamps to cover 
and packuge 

Name 

Street 

City and State 
LM. LeMay 

it by many extraordinary tests, one of 

It means that no rings or spots of 

the effect of 

VAN isi 

A famous Valspar test— 
and what it means to you 

brighter, cleaner, and more sani 

Valsparred surfaces do not require fur- 
niture polishes or need oils which may 
hold dirt and be unsanitary, 

In the past, varnished surfaces have 
bee aconstant worry. They were fre 
quently marred and spotted by care 
lessness, You never have a 
moment's worry about Valspar, for 
such carelessness will not injure it. 

Because of these wonderful qualities 
furniture manufacturers are now mak 
ing furniture finished with Valspar. 

This furniture may be obtained from 
many dealers. In fact, any of them 

can get it for you if you insist upon 
for label “Finished with it. Loo 

Valspar’. 

Valsparred furniture is practically 
accident-proof. It will give you such 
comfort as you have never 
fore. It may be procured in either 
bright or the popular dull finish, And 
it must be remembered, by the way, 

that all furniture is varnished, whether 
it ts dull or brilhanc. 

n be mv 

Whenever there is any varnishing to 
be done around your home be sure 
that Valspar is used, for Valspar is 

MARK 

The Ladies’ Home Journal for May, 1915 

VALENTINE'S 

/ALSPAR jeuw'e Turn bier 

the ideal varnish for ¢ use, indoors 
or out, Some of your neighbors have 
used Valspar—ask them what they 
think of i 

Don't fail to use the COUPON in 
this advertisement, containing a spe- 
cial offer of enough Valspar, for 10c., 
to enable you to make a test in your 
own home before your own t 

VALENTINE & COMPANY 
460 FOURTH AVENUR, NEW YORK CITY 
Langont Manufsen Varalihes om the Mvrlé 

New York Chicago Boston 

Toronto Paris Amsterdam 

W. P. Putten & C San Francisco 

Agents for Pacific Slope 

TURN WHITE 



“Not a crack nor 
pinhole in it” 

that of your shades --aftre 
fr several years? Go to 
aaah wars thy 
epecked with tiny hy 

© heen 

The Unfilled Grade of 

—s pasa maph af, th FA OF 

Window Shades 
Jes wil find thie great fault of whe oni Maite wvercvene 

Jt te mude ot 2 isferent mater 
lath weit Liver OHlin 

wditiary eb 

ie UNE ILO EL er 
‘wih (hile tnatie aN where 

#y yon). Tack’ duady for 
the Brealin Book 

fore Stu tinyer grind granies of Trewin BRENEIN BeLESA? aad RENEE 
MACHINE MADE emer 

A Wonderful 
Plain Range 
Woman ean't help wanting a new 

it is 60 
A 

n, ne fli 
ornamentation, just 

black iron finish — "The 
” applied to a range 

fmproved baking damper, wine esate and roller beariaat most woaderful 
view! to make bouskoes 

and ex be 
used with 
enal rasay. 

Coal, Wood and Gas Range 
mee Glenwood Ranges are huaniioeoe 
Lap ctient and woedertul bo Sooner ot 
[ater youl nave one, mow il you knew what would saver Waite today Sat free booklet 

Geto Cabinet 

Wen woo 
‘The Range that Makes Cooking Easy 

Write a fer free honklet 81 of the Main Cabinet 
oct to Weir Stove Co., Taunton, Mass 
Ssrvin nn arueate Gan Rare at or bert 3 

Ate di 

THE GIRLS’ CLUB 

With One Idea: 

To Make Money 

“MY DEAR MANAGER 
want you Wo be Uils summer 

Capital!” 1 exclaim 
pressed so perfect 
1 read th 
Kansas girl 

I've thou 
you, ht lve 
teaily 

in piety 
differant le 

beastiful pin whieh she woul 
© at all—the solid gold, di 

arovd $528 between, M 
r first of last year, wh 

was entirely 
of “amap” runs thru 

Chad Is jus 
nit the Clad, if the 

arking 

“HERE. i 

Kentucky girl woe 
$300, 
ing 
and earned resp 

b. 1 stiall be hapwr to do my port 
A Reaper Fos Covonany, 

If you are in that girl’ 
other kind 
worth baquiring 
quire and to start work i4 Ne 
you're in the potion 
bas 
you hay 
manths 

rich, I find t poocmioseat 
sees to whom, this summer, the Club 
on can be & verita 

Schoolgizis Teachers 
Girls planning vaca- Girls “laid off from 

tions other work 
Girls without plans Prospective beides 
Girts struggling foran Girls who earned Club 

‘education money lass sumener 
Pais, everyday girls needing money 

Which 2 ? Where are > Let me 
know, if 1 don’t know you already. My ad- 
dress is the same as always 
* Masaose or Tar Gaecs' Comm 

Tue Lanies’ Home Jovaxat, Purapenrma 

Keep the Iceman Outside 

Any McCray ee n be arranged with the outside 
d60r for icing from the outskle o his keeps the ie min 
with Idy tracks and ice drippings outside and relieves you entirely 
of this & nee 

: igerator can he iced whether you are home of not, In cold 
: ide door open and keep your refrigerator 

cold with It is impossible to gait 
food compart m rough the outside icing door 

McCray 
Sanitary Refrigerators 

ing the old home or planning a new one there 
leration than your 

ess to the kitchen or 

Eminent physicians iny Cases of seriows illness have 
been traced directly to unmani refrigerators, One of the greatest 

authorities in the Un ates recently saidi=“The average 
y 30°), efficien 70% of the ice power is wasted in 

over n a t which I in from without. Wasted ice 
means y wasted food, but often wasted lives from spoiled food.” 
Why 1 the health of your family? Why ineur the risk of an 
unsinitary refrigerator? I is an expensive and unsafe economy, What 
can be more sanitary than the impenetrable, Snow-White, Opal Glass 
linings that are used in McCray Refrigerators? Adopt “Safety First” 
and avoid reg 

Perfect Circulation of Cold, Dry Air \,coms' cie- 
cub ation of cold, 

dry, puried air through every food compartment ator is the 
t of perfect refrigeration, Even salt and matclve: ina 

Mec ray Refrigerator and will remain perfectly dry indefinitely —con- 
usive proof of the dry-uix circulation. All impurities, food odors, et 

are cared to the ice chamber, where they are condensed by contact with 
the ice and auton ally a uh water-sealed drain 
pipe. Germs and mi thrive in this cold, dry, constantly 
circulating air 

Scientific—Heat Repelling—Insulation |" \\!!: of 
2 wel tly insulated by the most approved 

Is » keep ch old air in and the warm air out 
The ineulation MeCray Refrigerators has been 

The linings of McCray Snow. “White Sanitary Linings ji7,.!"e5 of Metre 
ite Opal Glass, Porcelain or White E cl, as you prefer, and are 

the shelves are 
t sweet, clean and 

McCray, Pres, 
as standard. 

S. Pure Food Laboratotics, because testa proved them 
eat vuriesy of 

For over thiny years McCray Refri 
They are used 

oecribved inp 

No. 92 For Residences 
No. 69 For Grocers 
No. 50 For Hotels,Restaurants,etc, 
No.73 For Florists 
No.61 For Meat Markets 

McCray Refrigerator Co. 
740 Lake St., Kendallville, Ind. 
CHICAGO, 1000 3, Michigan Avenwo 
NEW YORK, McCray Bldg... 7-9 W. 38th St. 

Vor Solrsrvom in Your City See Your 
Local Telephone Bun 

McCray Refrigerator Company, 

Please cond me catalog No. 

s7 

740 Lake Street, Kendallville, Ind, 



HE CHILDREN’S 

TABLE 

When They Won’t Eat Eggs 

By Marion Edey 

ested in 
One « 
reasned ric 

isa French 

vonful isk 

Favorite 
Gown 

OU wouldn't risk 
spoiling it for many 
times its co Then 

remember the impor 
your dress shielt 
tain to select € 

shields. They assure perf 
tection, Every pair guaranteed 

p 
ttle vanilla extract 

very stiffs 

Ome Shields come in sty 

able for every costume. 

dauble-covered, washable, made of 
finest material 

mailed ftee un te = 

THE OMO PLAIN kee cream is w 
MFG. CO, DT Ee 

SS) Walout St, 
Middletown, 

tiny affair w 
wm. WL 

e gelatin in a 
Boil the 

which make 
but all the more ¢ 

ye T made fi rg 

h the warm milk t 
+ then 

3-in-One lubricates 
best because it works out 
dirt from fine bearings 
and spreads evenly over 
contact surfaces. Doesn't gum or dry 
out. Contains no acid or grease. Has 
sufficient viscosity to wear long. Most 
satisfactory of all oils on sewing ma- 
chines and other fine mechanisms. 

3- in-One Oil 
in sold in drug, process ware and gencral 
500, Also in 
jyou do net fied © 
send one by parcel post, full of Sin-One 
for 
FREE —Wiits, £06, # eenerous free sampie 

‘and the 3-in-One Dictionary 

THRE IN-ONE OIL CO. 
road 

‘THE Woe comnes! 
Degt 19, Spring) 

The Ladies’ Home Journal for Mav, t 

When You Want a Dessert 
in a Hurry— 

try one of the de 

No Soaking 

Always Ready 
to ail r : 

proca recipes 

described in our new Minute Cook 

Book. Perhaps it is x busy day and 

you can’t spare much time to make 

dessert, or perhaps guests find you 

Puddings unprepared—you can make a tempting 
a all : $ : $a 

Tapioca dessert with Minute Tapioca while 
Desserts you're getting dinner. 
sie TAPIOCA 

Requires 
No Soaking 

This dainty, wholesome food is 

so prepared that 
out previous soaking. 

cooks quickly with- 

Just put it into the cookin sh with the other ingredi- 

ents and cook 15 minutes. Then, Presto! You have a 

delicious Date Tapioca, Maple Walnut Tapioca, Chocolate 

Blanc- Mange, or some other dessert that will surprise and 
delight everybe 

Che ready preparation of Minute T; 
use jn many far dishes, 

joca adapts it for 
Used instead of flour as thick- 

ening for berry and other pies, Minute Tapioca greatly 
improves the flavor. As a foundation for all kinds of fruit 
desserts, there is nothing so wholesome and delicious, 

While most of us know a few of the good old ways 
of serving Tapioca, there are m other tempting dishes 

made with Minute Tapioca and Minute Gelatine—such as 

Parisian Charlotte 
ee Minste Gelatite iy 

kle with couasut, When 

licious dishes that you will like are described in the 

New Minute Cook Book—Free 
helpful suggestions given in thi ic book make it invaluable to 

likes variety and daintiness in ber smenu. We'll send it 
Mi s desert, if you send your ¢ Tapioca for ane 

to 

MINUTE TAPIOCA COMPANY, 500 E. Main Street, Orange, Mass. 
Makers of Minute Gelatine—‘ Measured for You" 

ois 



When the box from home has Welch’s 

HERE'S joy in the dormitory when 
the box from home contains Welch's 

—home goodies and Welch’s!—what a treat! 

Welch's has the advantage over some things, for it not 
only tastes good but it is good for all who partake. 

Send to the young people at school a case of 

“Che National Drink” 

“New Welch Rarebit” 

One pint Welch Grape Juice, 3 
| tablespoonluls rice, 1-4 teaspoonful 

salt, | quart freshly roasted pea- 

The Welch Punch 

Take the juice of three lemons, juice of one 
orange, one pint of Welch's, one quart 
water and one cup of sugar. Add sliced pine- 
apple and oranges and serve cold. This punch 
has become the standard of excellence, 

The Welch Lemonade 

Make your lemonade this way and you find 
that it possesses the often-lacking “same- 
thing.” For each quart of well-sweetened 
Kemsomadle: slaw'w can of Weldi's Grape’ fuscs: 

and serve. 
| nuts, 4 tablespoons grated cream 

cheese (American or imported), 1-2 
] pint whipped cream, crisp lettuce 
| leaves. 

Welch’s contains all the health-giving qualities of choicest 
Concords; the juice is quickly pressed, pasteurized and 
hermetically sealed in glass—nothing is added. 

Do more than ask for “Grape Juice”—say Welch’s and Get It! 
Write for new booklet, “Marion Harland’s 99 Selected Recipes.” If unable to 
get Welch's of your dealer, we will ship a trial dozen pints for $3, express prep: 
east of Omaha. Sample “Welch Junior” (4-07. size) bottle, by mail, 10 cents. 

The Welch Grape Juice Company, Westfield, New York 

Wash the rice in several waters, 
boil in boiling salted water for 
seven minutes, drain and cover 
with Welch's Grape Juice and cook 
slowly until tender, Shake the pan 
occasionally to prevent burning. 
Cool the rice, grind the peanuts 
and whip up the cream. Amange 
some crisp lettuce leaves on a dainty 
platter, then add the rice and the 
peanuts mixed with cheese, Use 
cream cheese that comes in foal 
packages. Cover with the whipped 
cream. 



Kitchen 
Make your kit- 

chen bright and 
beautiful with the 
shining cleanliness 

“Wear-Ever 
Aluminum Cooking Utensils, — | 

“Wear-Ever 
Aluminum Utensils 

ater tow Je 

which has been p the Last fra 
mous rolling mills and pounded by huge 
stamping machines. Only the strong 
best metal con stand such tremend: 
pressure—and that is the kind of metal 

Ever” Utensil you get in" 

Made all in ope salid piece without 
joints or seams, "Wear-Ever’ 
are easy to clean, pure and 
place for food to lodge—no couting to 
chip off. 

Replace utensils that wear out 
with utensils that “Wear -Ever” 

Mail it to us Cut out coupon now. 
x ill ) cents in stampa, and we 

u the “Wear-Ever™ one- 
Stewpan shown below and an illustra- 
ted booklet which shows various teats 
and tells how to care for and clean 
aluminum ware, Half a million women 

b) have bought these “Wear-Ever” Stew- 
pans, and have tested their superiority || 
over ordinary ware, Send the coupon 
today for your pan. 

The 
women 

mast fastidious 
know that 
demand of 

aimi- 
neweeed in Air-Ploat 

vhoeais of Jajras 
he cat. 

D Beauty Bt pos 
touk 

vases for the 

The * 

HOW 10 GIRLS 

Shower™ 

Wit 

nt 

HAD 

$1.50 

tay Basket 

We Guaran- 
tee to Please 

The Ladies’ Home Journal for Mo 

All the New Spring Styles are in A Book 
Our new Spring and Summer Cata- 
logue, just issued, contains 278 Vp ; 

SOF 
f 

1915 

pages of beautiful illustrations show: 
ing the Newest Styles in apparel 
that every refined American / 
woman will really enjoy wear- 
ing. We will be glad to send 
you this handsome Fashion  / 
Guide absolutely FREE of 
all expense to you, You 
need only drop us x pos- 4 
tal card saying “Send / 
me your new Spring —/ 
Catalogue No.67L.” _/ 
and it will be for 2% 
warded by return 
mail. This book should 
be in the possession of a 
every woman who cares about 
her appearance and wishes to save 
money on her clothes. 

There have been 
marked changes 
inthe styles and 

certainly 
want to see our 

Free Fashion Cata- 
logue before making 
yourpurchaseof cloth 

ing for Spring and Sum- 
mer. Remember not only 

does our Catalogue con- 
tain a greater variety af be- 

coming and up-to-date styles 

than that of any other house, 
but our policy 

and reliable 
will save consi 

ing from ws. We pa: 
charges and we guarant 

Il mail or express 
0 please you. 

A Most Becoming Dress Hat : 

eof 3 fire exe 
epleasthl quiainy 
le dultiews. A 

GENUINE 
SHANTUNG 

SILK 

Sorin Kxprese Chatges Paid b 

BE LLAS HEss &C 
WASHINGTON, MORTON & BARROW STS. 

NEW YORK CITY, N.Y. 

All Mail « or 
Express 
Charges 

to your tow? 

You or 
RefundYour 

Money 

peal mae cet nem na 



HE deaury of any Jap-a-lac result is only 
equalled by its durability. 

It is always a quality result. For consider that the gua/ity in 
Jap-a-lac—every drop in every Green Label Can is a fact proved. 

Consider that The Glidden Varnish Company’s products for 
many years have covered the finest examples of furniture, pianos, 
motor cars and everyting that requires varnish. And that 

JAP-A-LAG in its three groups 
—in its many colors—is made on the same quality standard. 
It is this Glidden Quality standard which insures the durability and long life of Jap-a-lac 
results—and the Aamdsomeness of Jap-a-lac effects. The certainty of finish and result makes 
Jap-a-lac the only choice. Lastingly beautiful finishes are insured when you use these Jap-a-lac 
Knamel Colors: Enamel Blue (Pale), Enamel Green (Pale), Enamel Pink, Enamel Red, 
Apple Green Enamel, Enamel Green (Dark), White Enamel (Gloss White), Flat White, 
Brilliant Black, Dead Black. 

Write for free booklet and color card showing all the wonderful Jap-a-lac colors. 

Tue Griippen Varnish Company, CLevetanp, U. S. A. 

Tue Guppen Varsit Comrany, Listen, Toxowro, Caxana 

Ml a 
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You Can Weigh 
Exactly What 

You Should | 

You can be 
Strong, Vigorous 
—fullof Lifeand 
Energy. 
When each vital organ is as » 

Nature intended, you can be 

Chronic Ailments. 
You can have a Clear Skin. 
You can bave a Good Figure. 
You can increase or reduce your 

weight. 

as 
e from 

Ino longer need to sav what ‘I can 
do,” but what “E HAVE DONE.” I 
have helped 70,000 of the most cultured, 
intelligent women of Ann a 10 arise to 
their very best—why not you? 

No Drugs—No Medicines 
My pupils simply comply with Na- 

ture’s Laws. 

1 think io not 
gerate whea | aay Uhave 
built up the vitality and 
strength of more women 

yas grown in 
e results ace 

quick, natural aml pee 
manent. i 

math of vital 
to woman, Ve 

I have doce for 

Hf you are perfectly well anit you 
what you wish, you 

Yeast you 

SUSANNA COCROFT 
Dept. 36, 624 Mi chigen Avenue, Chicago 

Bran-Made 
Complexions 

Do you know that many clear 
skins owe much to bran, used as 
an inner cleanser? This natural 
laxative, made a habit, does much 
to keep folks well. 

Pettijohn's supphes this bran 
in unground form, hidden in a 
breakfast delicacy. It is pressed 
into luscious wheat flakes, This 
whole-wheat dainty is one-fourth 
bran. 

Most folks, to keep at their best, 
should eat it three times weekly. 
They would welcome it every day. 

Pettijohns 
Rolled Wheat With the Bran 

He your grocer hasn't Pettijohn’s, send us 
his mane asd 15 cents i tmps for a pack 

by parcel post, Welll then nak your 
tee. ti oipehy &, Adduse: The’ Ouaber 
Oats Company, Chicago. (200) 

I Am Making A Special Factory Price On 

10,000 <Aeapiéed Easier: 
iz. bargain to introduce 

eww neighbor 
is quack, Write before 

pre allrances, 

30 Days’ Free Trial 

as wey 
ANOTHER SIDE 
F THE BUSINESS 
GIRLS LIFE 

By Jessie Faith Sherman 

man who was 
When the 

thromgh to be 
arentul of b 
a number o 
maculate w 

one of the ne 

ome high. Y 
nd the care of 

there wasn’t much 
better off than 

e¥ 
and joy are devoid of sympathy. 

Oh, my daughter, 
3 been heartless 

It's all ri 

Under «mus 

Under amu: 
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TRADE MARK 

OU can be sure of all that’s 
good in muslin underwear for 
women if you look for the Dove 

trade mark. 

Dove U seoelg sie are made by the 
world’s largest makers in their line— 
with a quality record of 43 years behind 
them. ‘They are made in a factory 
ok clean—where all is hygienic. 

¢ believe that none can surpass Dove 
v der muslins in design, materials, fit, 
workmanship, durability, s¢y/e. 

Look for the “DOVE”— 
It Means Assured Quality 
The Dove label is placed on this good under- 
muslin line that yox—that m0 woman ever need 
buy under-muslins haphazard, That when you go 
shopping for combinations, night gowns, corset 
covers, under-skirts, etc., you may dnow a labeled, 
trade-marked line—backed by a reputable house— 
on which you can rely. Just as you buy a Answer 
tooth-paste-——or shoe—or glove. 

“You will love the DOVE” 

You never will find skimping anywhere in Dove 
Under-muslins. Plenty of material and accurate 
measurements give ease of fit. As for style, there's 
beauty in every stitch of Dove Under-muslins. 
You can always get just what you want to go with 
your very latest dress 

in all styles of night 
chemises; 
Hand-ew 

have them, 
Wherever 
Under-mustins, 

D. E. SICHER & CO. abled 1822), New York City. 
Makers of 

DOVE DOV. 

TRADE MARK 

slins 

slins 



Duplicates 
Red Wing Grape Juice is just as 
fresh—just as pure—just as sweet 
and rich in grapey flavor as the 
fresh fruit when first picked—only 
one light crush from select 
Concords is used—it reaches you 
just as it left the grape. 

Unchanged 
Unfermented 

Unadulterated 

RED WING 
the 

GRAPE JUICE 
With the Better Flavor 

When you buy Grape Juice ask for Red Wing — 
insist on the brand that insures the utmost in purity, 
quality and grapey flavor. If your dealer is unable 
to supply you, send us his name and address and 
$3.00 and we will ship you a trial case of a dozen 
pints by prepaid express to any point east of the 
Rockies, or for 10e we will mail you a sample four 
ounce bottle, 

Write for booklet containing recipes for many grape 
delicacies that delight both guests and home folks. 
It’s free. 

Manufactured by 

PURITAN FOOD PRODUCTS CO., Inc. 
Fredonia, N. Y. 
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THE YOUNG 
MOTHERS’ GUIDE 

By EmelynL.Coolidge,M.D. 

Discipline in the Nursery 

Tired Little Feet” 
Na fancy” narrow shoe your child's 
foot HURTS. And such a shoe, if 

worn long, bends the tender foot bones, 
laying the foundation for a lifetime of cor 
hunions, ingrowing nails, calleuses, fallen 
ar 

Things 
Necessary for 

Good Pastry 

—a light touch and 
perfect shortening. 

tow to Cure £ 
Are there corr 

a bay of nine 
ant gear child to know these tor 

tures? Or do you want him ar her to know 
healthy feet-— free of such troubles ? only. chia end 

Try Educators for your child's very next He pecfer; 
shoes. They will let the feet graw as they cught me rather than to go 
to, free of coms, bunions, ete. Good-looking, his on 4 
good-aense shoes with plenty of toe space, vou tc 

For men, women, children, $1.35 to $5.50, 
Be sure EDUCATOR is beanded on the sate 
or you haven't geosine, orthopaedically 
correct Educators. If your shoe man hasn't 
them, write us for address of nearest dealer and 
Free Book “Bent Bones 
Make Frasstic Feet,”” 
Rice & Hutchins, Ine., 
13 High Street, 
Boston, Mass, ‘The one comes 

eae iret with practice — 
Educator 
for Boys 

and 
Little Men 

A very the other comes 

in this 

Try the 

What can I do 
which, I fear, my i 
Lenser me? -S 

for Temper 
ak a terrible t 

even hi 
and black 

I have tried whipp 

inetiey, A paw 
Sealara —Hagh f 

Refrigerator 

le by little help 

Bribing the Children ts a Py 

some of them 
bribing 

nt por happy < 
if the parents are 

bn enet of lee 
white inside 

to do so many 
thi ags that 
they are ask 

I think 
aging childr 

Danddanine free 1 br 
Gatalog and tackury prices 

White Frost Refrigerator 
meany 

Ham 
and 

Bacon 

Let Us Send You This d 3 
ng of the Young. 

UM tical inealti 
Advice to Prospective Mothers 

By Marianna Wheeler 

ARMOUR ‘®> COMPANY ln giving advice aad eanoaing > 
Rach biter mest De sccumpanied iy » mamped, ad- 

PARIS FASHION 0., Dont 15 HSN, Wabash Ave. Chicars | al 



So 

Brings 

Bright Beauty 
to Brass Ware 

AS trays get burned and brown, 
but you can clean and polish 

them quickly and easily with Parrot 
Polish something new 
& pe t works better than yor 
the a polish cowid work, 
Without the objections that yo 
always had to metal polishes, 
Parrot dangerow: contains no 
gredient 

» Quick and 
4 Easy 

Nght and air, wi eautifully colored 

AEROLUX 
Splint Fabric Awnings 

lore durable und srtisti 

nk rooen, dining t 
dren and a real wutd jeeping porch. 

THE AFROSMADE COMPANY STS Oskinns Ave | Watkesha,, 

SEND Fon THis 
INTERESTING 
ILLUSTRATED CATALOG 
OF Tie COMPLETE 
EROLUX Lin! 

THE YOUNG 
MOTHERS’ REGISTRY 

By EmelynL.Coolidge, M.D. 

Fever in Babies and Young 
Children 

delicate nerve ystem 

Lise Registry Sisters 

his means that the th 

then be washed in 
dipped in sloobol 

if the child ha: 

Bonbon Dishes 
As well as Bowls, are Now Filled 

with These Bubbles of 

Toasted Corn 
Here’s a new food that became a confection before most 

people knew it existed. 

But it has become It was made for the table 

the all-day tit-bit. And in many a home you'll find it on the 
parlor table now. 

It is corn hearts made into tiny pellets, toasted and then 

y come to you as drop-size bubbles; airy, sweet 

Well, her 

les that you ever 

flavor of toasted corn, is super- You know 

toasted corn, made inta 1¢ daintiest gl 
saw. [t's both a sweetmeat and a food, 

You'll find it resistless. 

begin eating handfuls of Corn Puffs at once 

Open a package and you will 

Sugar and cream make them better, of course. So does 

floating in bowls of milk, 

But also try this: Douse the Corn Puffs with melted 

butter and set where the chil Let them fn can get them 

rm. They are better to the eat them like peanuts or pope . 

taste than either, and easier to digest 

s hetween-meal foods, with these Nothing else compares, a 
loded corn hearts, 

“The 
Witching 

Food” 
15c per Package 

steam- 

This is the latest of the Puffed Grains, invented by Prof. 

Anderson. As in the others, every food granule is literally 
are the best-cooked blasted to pieces, These hygienic daint 

cereals known. 

But exquisite flavor is the secret of their popularity. 

Here, in Corn Puffs, is a toasted corn flavor finer than you 

ever knew. 

it's new. Please try it wi 

The Quaker Qats (@mpany 
Sole Makers 
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$-W Brighten-Up Stain 

Brighten-Up!| - righten-Up! | 
About your home are many worn sur 
faces, all waiting for the paint brush to 
make them fresh and new again. You 
don't need experience to do it, You 

don’t need much paint. All you need 
is the inclination to make your home 
more attractive, 

The Sherwin-Williams Brighten-Up 
Finishes include just the right paint, 
stain, varnish or enamel for each surface 
in a home. Tell the Sherwin-Williams 
dealer what you want to brighten up 
and he will give you the product made 

for that purpose in a small tin, ready to 

use. Have you a copy of our 

Portfolio of Painting 
and Decorating Suggestions? 

| et your hang- 
L ings reflect 

| the exquisite 
taste of distinctive 
homes by choosing 

| SCRANTON 
h LACE 
h Curtains &Drapery Laces 

Achar ae variety 

Hi not, wend for it. It is full 
of practical suggestions, 
from the staining af « chair 
tothedecorating of awhole 

exteriors, worked out by 
experts, and tells exactly 
how to get the sume beau 
tiful effects in your own 

| ofaccepted style 
and very lowin price 

house, Itcontains colorre- home, We gladly mail it 
productions of rooms and — free on request. 

SHERWIN-WILLIAS 
PAINTS &~ VARNISHES (% 

lies. Best Adress 
lena fer Peete tot? Candi RAL NW, Cleveland” O, 

them to you. 

THE SCRANTON 
LACE COMPANY 
Scranton, Pa 

5-W Family Paint 

WE SHOULD LIKE TO HEAR FROM ANY YOUNG WOMAN 
nd colleg al fake atory ssine ss collage or technical 

ec Let us tell 
. Tar Laptes’ Home 

bout it, 
NAL, Philadelpt 

You'll 
Like + 

Sani-Flush ee Ae uaa One 
leecamse WM tihnte pen of 
your most disagmeable house 
bold task. It will keep the telat 
bow! clean and spotless. You 
won't peed a brash, you woa't 
need to wet your hands, 

used regularly 
direetions on the e 
harm the bowl of the plumb- 
ing connections. Not a geneml 
cleanser, Sani-F lush does only 
ane thing and does it thoroughly, 
Miser bik @ it tails to do as @ 

Every new garment 

shown in the Fash- 

ionable New York 

Shops must be worn 

with Dress Shields. 
full. size 
The Trap 
whee f e 

Flash® 
PRODUCTS CO, seacdes | 
660 Walwst St . 

oid CARPETS new RUGS 
nd us your old carpets (any kind) 



HER BURGLAR 
> FROM PAGE 48) 

1 Necco Wafers | 

© Hub Wafers | 
ate perfect accompania 
AHlernoon tea, Idren's party or 
the more formal oc 

ments to the 

|| For on after-dinner tid Teal nibble, these dainty w 
||| indeseribably delicious, Nir 

joned flavors in each package 
At toading eandy 

oe 

ENGLAND 
CONFECTIONERY CO. 

BOSTON, MASS. =| 

Three Refrigerator 
improvements 
hown in this Book 

IDS REFRIGERATOR COMPANY 
Rapids, Bich, 

PEST WOE. 
Philegeipten, Pa. 
Wor? Rist 

COMFORT WITH KER, 

ss a O% 

“Now Serving 2,000,000 Homes” 

IT’S FUN TO COOK ON A 
YEW PERFECTION OIL STOVE 

J OU then enjoy a cool kitchen. All the heat 
is concentrated on the cooking instead of 
spreading through the room. 

then enjoy a spotless kitchen — no kindling, 
ashes, smoke or soot. 

are then assured of good cooking. You can 
then do everything that can be done with any stove 
of any kind, 

The NEW PERFECTION is the oil stove of steady 
habits—abundant heat—always ready—like gas 

Made in all sizes, including the cabinet models 
with Fireless Cooking Ovens. 

Fight years ago the STANDARD OIL COMPANY 
adopted the NEW PERFECTION as its standard. 
Poday it is serving 2,000,000 homes. 

Sold at moderate prices by hardware, furniture, 
department and general stores, or wherever you 
see the picture of the NEW PERFECTION GIRL. 

Periection Water Heater 
Provi 

oor 
Bike bread to per- 

n. Fit any stove. 

Send to Dept. B for our free illustrated catalogue 
for the famous New Perfection Cook Book con 

VACTURED AND GUARANTEED fy 

THE CLEVELAND FOUNDRY COMPANY 
404 PLATT AVENUE = CLEVELAND, OHIO 

fakers of PERFECTION 3 ciess Oi! Heaters 

MADE IN CANADA RY 
q THE PERFECTION STOVE COMPANY, LIMITED, Sarnia, Ont ’ 
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WINDOW SHADES 

FOUR GRADES 
Columbia Crown 

Columbia-Linolene 
Columbia Arrow 

Cohianbia Star herd msde 

OLUMBI! 8 Ciena se do 
coete in 8c) AY re 

they iets thonean tee 
And the: 

Ive codueeigs 

too, they have distinctive wyle And 
hy sear ‘well — hang anooth aed roll up 

well, becaane the enelonesl 
od tie Colunbia Rolly acy dst andsovekogy 

From itedering wah the sping 
Tell post demler you wart Colurnbias whenever you 
buy Shades foe any window, (Ht he hasn't she 
write un) tt i the good looks of your 
home aod the saving to your pune te inst oo 
‘Columban. 

Werte at one for “heerful LOOK FOR 
THIS ON eros ( 

The COLUMBIA MILLS, lee. 
New York Cay 

For made toander akades trait on 
Columbie Cloth and Raflers 

si BURGL as 
STINUED PROM 

N} 
can be easily 

Vest-Pocket is the 
lightest camera made which 

| picture 344 inches. 
a sta’ six-exposure 

distances. Price $7.50. For 

Ansco Camera; 
court-decreed orig 
Cyko, 
See 

mal film; 

your Ansco dealer. 

Write us fe 

you contemplate bu 

The Sign of the 
Anasco Dealer 

Don’t Fade 
‘That's why so many 
mothers will buy ooly 
Toile du Nord for 
their children’s dreis- 
mits, aprons and 
rompers, Wah all 
ita pretty colons and 
designs, 2 stands hard 
wear and frequent 
washing without los- 
ing its freshness. 

Parkhill 
Ginghams 

are: just as serviceable and 
pretty for your own wash 
dresses as for the childees’s 
Be sure to see them before 
selecting your Summer 
clothes. Besides Toile du 
Nord there are Imperial 
Chambray aod Parkhill 
Fine Ginghams for bet- 

2 te aero went 
Buy tetailes 

oud fete an haw thread in 
the selwage. 
mes tous int pete 

Bea hts sv Fivabry Sa hans 

4 Besterd Bee orton Baas 

T, flat and so compact that 
pped into 

coat, vest or hip pocket, the Ansco 
smallest and 

akes a 
Uses 

film-car- 
nable all over the world. 

Needs no adjustment for different 
per- 

fect results use the combination of 
Ansco Film, the 

and 
the prize-winning paper. 

Catalog 
from him or us, free upon request. 

specimen 

picture taken with model 
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NSCO 
CAMERAS\.& FILM 

“ 40 Years 
of good teeth testify to the 
beneficent effect of 

Jor the teeth 
It will always be « pleasure to speak 
a good word for Sozodont.” 

(Name on mequedt) 

Use Sozodont Liguid in the morning to 
clean out the crevices. Use either 
Sozadont Paste or Powder at night to 
brighten the teeth. 

Tue, ps" trial af Ligatd and Powder 
Bly: tony ab or roo q eur stecia! 
offer iehich you cannot waist, Address 

HALL & RUCKEL New York 

Just the thing for 
heating baby’s milk, 

Ask your dealer or send 
ten cents fora sample can— 
with a frame (to put your 
kettle on}, Catalogue of 
Sterno cooking devices 
and Recipe book sent 

isk your di 
yeu this meld easerene 

§. Sternau & Co., 301 Broadway, 

gone in 
The Hights electric light socket. 

¢ Booklet No. 87-AP, 

Atiante 
Rickeraed 

Chicago St. Louie 
Milwaskee Minne 

Se Paw 

New York 
Bafialo 
Philadelphia 
Howse, 

Sarsnsah 
Concinesati 

New Orlesss Detreat 

western Electric 
Simple - Saving - 

Cleveland — Oitlaheena City Omaha, 
Dalle s 

Washer 
and 

Bhi bale (<3 a 
Sanitary 

Sold and guaranteed by the world’s largest distributors 
of electrical supplies. Scientifically designed to do the family 
washing without muss or fuss— quickly, thoroughly and 
cheaply. Will not tear delicate fabrics. Connects with any 

Easily purchased. 

Get Fall Information—Free 
Write nearest house below for our Free Trial Plan and Copy 

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY 
Manufacturers of the 8,500,000 “Bell” Telephones 

Kamas Ca 
Hoosen 

fesfiancion 
Onkiaed 
Seatzle Salt Lake Cky Portland 

EQUIPMENT FOR EVERY ELECTRICAL ¥Ex: 



INDIAN HEAD 

There is but one 
genuine Indian Head 

rng, quality 
make sn 
cu 

a 
Trulia Head" 

mefoee you buy. 

GVSH NVIGNI 

for dresses and chil» 
dren's clothes that 

11" writtade essxily. 
Atk your deavet for It 
Dont except tt unteri 
has "edien Head 
om the selvage, 
A Usetal Semple Free 

Bee, 5 The, 

Amory, Browne e Co, 
Dept. 6, 48 Franklin St., Boston, Mass. 

for a Sample Cake 
{nd you, too, will be delighted with the 
Charming delicacy and delightful perfume of 
this purest of transparent toilet soaps. Rich, 
STeamy lather that makes usin P 
revel {how perfect a toilet soapean be, 

LTD Ghycerins Soap 
» fs Proferredtoday as for generations, by women 
pers ion ai refinement, 15 cents per 

Cake at your dry goods dealer's or druggist's 
go Saver merely the cost of pacing and postage send 
bed for tral sample cake or 10 cemta for 
ae containing sas 

aad Glycerine Soap, a 
1a sample boetle of No. 4761 Eau de Cologne. 
No. 4711 Liguid White Rose Giycert: 
A mew, convenient. deligkt(al form 
oo Foap—-samitury, economical, 

dexsriony Shaw poo. 

15 & KROPFF, Dept. K, 25 West 45th Street, NewYork 

=. Hormel’s Dairy 
Brand Ham—a 

whole one—boiled 
or baked, makes a 

purity wequestioned. 
Erpuret in the country free porker raised 
Gout, laity wection of ‘the reat Northwest 
Povernauent imepectiod. 
DS yerer dealer has mg, Dairy, Brand, we ship 
ih by See f.o. D. Austin. Dairy Brand 

ams. 0c ib, Dairy Brand Bacon, 30c tb. 
Send money marcler. 

). A. HORMEL & CO. Austin, Minn, 

HER BURGLAR 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE Te 

of those exciting tableaux 
a—the two staring men 

between 
& pocket fash 

the wall where 
Then the Rus 

with her ha 

Jitthe so that h 
the window a 
head from the 
idiots away anil fetch 

this 
water,” 

bungling 

“HE gardener in the window 
his fright about how he an 
ple bail ght the 

con 
AAW sume ome on the 

fi 
ma’ ve attracted attes 

any more harm. 
The two me reduced ta shaky 

ne Prayers not Lo 

He laidl his 
ly cauahi 

# lax body bi faced Miss Leighton. 
the came hack 

here when she might bave pot clesn sway,” be 
She thought J was is danger and she 

ame back to save me or to be taken with me. 
And when that gardener fired at me just now 
she tried to die in my place.” He bent his face 

“Kayser” —the oue thing to look 

forina silk glove 

soon 
Millions of women have 

found that ‘ Kayser" in 

the hem of a silk glove is 

the guarantee of wear and 

perfect fit. That is why 

more women wear Kayser 

Silk Gloves than all others 

combined. 

With each pair isa guar- 

antee ticket that the tips 

will outwear the gloves. 

Short gloves, 5¢ . 7c, $1.00, $1.25 and up. 
Long gloves, 75c, $1.00, $1.25, $1.50 and up, 

over the girl's face again and her eyes were 
open, dark and tender and shining, loki 

i ightened an 
love her!” be cried 

an. “I've loved her 
saw her when she 
ow it before, but 1 “" 
m 2 little distance 

your mind 
presently, “about lews 
ing back to me?" i this life ee 

E SMIL) pin b < er the Russian gi 
some things f E 

lienlying in at win 
‘ie going to quit It. You're right 

in; but Tanya and 
arn aff before we come to the 

morrow and 

and hiding and 
Well, Lam 
about what 

that I know of, a little place entirely surrounded 
by cows and green grass and daisies, where 
ubere bas never been a pearl necklace nor a 
burglar nor a fly cop since time began. We're | 
going to stay down there for a month, and then 
Tam coming back to look fara job. ‘There must 
be somebody among all my friends who'll give 
mea chance to carn a decent living. I didn’t 
look my friends up before because E was proud. 
I thought they'd behaved badly to me when I 
was in trouble, Well, that kind of pride looks 
small to me pow, I've got a better kind,” 

He stood up and raised the Russian girl to | 
het feet. She was still white and looked a lit 

le dizzy und as if she were In pain, She went 
with, encertaln steps across the room to Miss 
Leighton. 
Bye Frere to him ” she said. “He's 

t because he's sorry for me. I'd 
ina now but my head's very queer 
Tomorrow I'll send him back to 

fin ber arms and 
“You couldn't, my dear. He 

wouldn't come. And if be did I should hate 
him for it. When two people love each other 
as much as you do they belong together, and 

mody else in all the world matters the least 
bit.” She patted her on the shoulder ina very 
motherly fashion and turned to the man. “I 

CONCLUDED ON PAGE 12 | 
eee 

Read what trained nurses 

think of Mennen’s 
“During my twelve fpewsxt practice 
in maternity cases, | never found 
any other talcum so satisfactory.” 

“| prefer it to any other powder 
for chafing, abrasions, prickly heat, 
and irritations caused by teething 
in infants,” 

“I have always recommended 
and used Mennen’s on account 
of its medicated and antiseptic 
qualities.” 

“TL shall sing its 
vocate its use as long 
the profession.” 

Why Mennen’s is the powder 
for your baby’s skin 

‘The ingredients of Mennen's Taleum 

raises and ad~ 
fam in 

© 

To the criginal Boned Taleum, a varie 
ef nts and pesdumes have been a ged You can now get powder made secon 
to the famous Mennen formula, in Horated, 
Violet, Sen Yang, Narangia (x rich conan 
color), oF Flesh tint (not a rompe, buta del- 
icate pink talcum). For sale by more chan 
100,000 dealers. Send Se for sample of 

e variety, or 2e for samples of all 
‘Cechard Manmen Chemical Co, Lab 

cestories, 105 Orange St, Newark, N. J, 
five. 

MENNENS 
BARATEDTALCUM 

71 
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Caravans 
that cross 
the desert 
carry little 
other food 
than dates 

W.B. Nibetia Cairaets 
For Slender and Average Figures 

Slig! t 
bust; 

Dates” | 
Individual dust-proof packages 

These are the choicest and 
ast; Low unsler most delicious of this sustaining Price $1.50. rice $1.50, 

fruit food. Gathered with care- 
ful cleanliness in the rich gar- 
dens of Euphrates, they rea 
you filled with sweetness and 
nourishment, They offer most 

taste and nourishment in the 
feast bulk and weight. 

. Coutil 

W. B. 
Elastine-Reduso Corsets | I 

For Large Figures 

abdomen-—subdue bust 

d hips. 

assure pliabilit 

es—reduce |b ||P 
PINE GORES 

d freedom, THE FAIREST SPIRIT | | 
NUDED FROM PAGE 

Your Grocer or Fruit Dealer 
has Dromedary Dates or will cae (|| 
get them for you. rice 8 0 8. Hit 

W. B. Elastine-Reduso Style 713. Low | 
ack, Ce work wie woie incurve, Flat abd 

otto spray te 

The HILLS BROTHERS Company 
Dept, B, 375 Washington Street New York 

your Money. 
tyle number, 

Be 

\Standard EROEDAKY Products 

———_AT ALL DEALERS —————_ 
WEINGARTEN BROS., Inc., 34th and Broadway, New York | | 

Frest Grac 
air Innoc 

Thai 

—S 

SWANS DOWN 
mead CAKE FLOUR 

Atbest stores or 4 
Breenidsh Give & 
at and stale PATENTA 

whether From ps we Visi 
or Back open- [Caeritget 
ing is desired, 
THE SHIRR-RUFFLE CO., 215 E. Spring St, 

They're made 
right.Three 
kinds-allages 

fascinating addition to 
your wardrobe 

of Ute into iad 
KABO CO 

New York 
tSET COMPANY 

Sth Ave, Bide., 23dSt. & Sth Awe, 
NEW 

Vacation Coats Chicane: i craaae sem 



The Climax of 
any Cake 

Give all your cakes and des- 
S€rts the exquisitely rich flavor, 
the delicate deliciousness you're 
Sure of when you use Burnett's 
Vanilla. Many a dessert prob- 
lem has been solved by this 
Superior extract of Mexican 

Vanilla—so fragrant, so 
smooth, so delicious. 

There is no end to 
the unusualand dainty 
deserts you can make 
with Burnett's Vanilla. 

Neapolitan Whip 
Mix ¥% pound chopped 
walnuts and ¥ pound freak mazyh- 

s. Stir in 
whippedeream, wah, Bur. 

Extracts 
etc. 

it 
incurs toprtler, Berve in alesoon; with a 
fruit sauce. 

All the old standard favorites bave a gew 
detight when flavored with this Vanilla, Try 
ieand you'll never be antisfied again with the 
arve, heavy flavor of imitation extracts oF 
those made from inferior Vanilia beans. 

ene free if yeu mention your 
"5 name. 
JOSEPH BENET co. 

Dem A, 36 Boston, Mans, 

AKE your collar 
foundations in a 

minute with the 
* furore » 

Neckwear Sup; 
nfort, style and PP th 

the Tango, 
Gladatone, Medici, jizabethan and 
Military co! 

thread-like wire may be exsily 
quickly fashioned into any form, 
keeps the shape you give it. Ene 
for one collar, 1c.; by the yard, 

At your store, or yold dizect 
n't supply. 

Paria —Josoph W. Schloss Co.. 

“Cali 1c Bappert 
ree ererosnreer rename ene 

How to make home 
More beautiful 

in for, be st 
ip very important, [t is abs 

etuttt to see that the quality of che 
h you use Is right. 
fexé practical below oa the whole vor ish quescio in our 

—it’s free 

THE FAIREST SPIRIT 

Shown Gaace 
And Charity, i 

Daxce 
0 and carries co, 

ard, brid exevates a fancy dance, ond Snatly, 
itk a bow fo the Gaaces, dames awey te her 

Finsr Grea 
Sprite of theDanceart 

Srcoxp 
Perch: 

am Fairyland 
RACK 

the leader of a Play band? 
Toren Gerace 

ay 
Vay thyths 
‘Through 

Gace: 
Frum earliest days thy fevt sid glide anil 

hise gow de 
sand & few rei 
the red tow bri; 

it Love! Is there # greater bis 
Joy beneath bigh heave 

ius af soft music the myw phe weber ir ti 
Service, Ske és girl with 

nities, and with « suave! 
robes and a se. 

She carries wathing, der 
ating her character. 

Soi wy Sexvice ftir, 
Thooe Endeariug You 

joy of your own. 

ruggle alon 
ly beast; 

$ mae 

py small pa 
humble serv 

, noblest thou and best! 
y embracing all the rest? 

In thy wide service to the sad and lone, 
Charity, Love and Wisdom all are shown 

Sxoonp Grace 

Spirit of Servi 
Are nie 

Twinn Grace: 
See in th 

arith a laurel wreath, which is Wought ou 6 
cashlon by the nymphs, Then af om the sa 
form pictureszue groups, and sing 

Air, Rubinstein’s “ 
Bi 

the Morning 
af Service, thou givest all Lees 

"Thine is the Iaus ! 
fg relief and 

Se » the 

May we all s 
May we b 

With lovi 

Spirit of Service, thou Spirit Divine! 
(Cora) 

Jd bow ts the Graces and to the ceter spbits, and, 
ong, bere again and then take the place amcycend 
singe. Uf preferred, the Graces may speak thei 

She ts susny-taced and fairly beams with io 
pd Mindiness. to her tetlow mex. ‘The whcle actise, 
ty ‘2 dignified asd serives, save for the epote of mu 

* < x 
Nobody” knew Which was Which 
They were different perfumes—3 popular imported 
scents and 3 domestic, Splendor, Florient, Eclat, made 
by Colgate & Co, They were compared by 103 rep- 
resentative Women who were as! ed to S their pre: 
preference —judging merely by what they liked best 
—with no names or labels to influence them. 

This i is the Way They Chose: 

This test—which was ab 
that the supposed sup 
With the influence 
from fragrance alone, Co 

than 4/5 of the women: 
fest that they preferred imp: 

piutely impartial—shows very 
ority of imported perfumes 

fa foreign label removed, 
gate’s Perfumes were ¢ 

though most of them had said before the 
ad perfumes, 

2 weenen Foreign Merfamne No 2 
5 J worren Foreign Plertiome Ne 

ese Colgaie's Blas 

clearly 
not actual, 

and choices made 
chosen by mor 

You Can Make the Test 
Let us send you full instructions with th 

the Colgate Perfumes, F 
apare them with the pe 

e Sent promptly on ¥ 
mailing. We are 

finement and delicacy of 

nt the Jed 
Mr, BON, Deva 
Mr. S. Keith 

This Gift Book 
Here is an unsrual cook-book, the 
“Housebold Helper.” 

¢ Perfumer's Testin: 
mt, Si 

Fur Test Mat 
yeand Colgate & Ca, 

DUSUDIDIELESS 

rips, mins 
endor and Eelat, so that 
now using, This Test 
jer enclosing a 2c stamp 

fident that it will convince you, too, of the superior 

Dept. H. 299 Fulton St, N.Y, 

TIPUEEEINIILED 

Don’t Swelter Over a Hot Range! 

FLORENCE 
Oil Cook Stoves “Look for 

the Lever’’ 

The Improved, Up-to-the-Minute Oil Stoves 

Florence Oil Stoves are so safe, simple, sure; 

so little trouble. You light a match. You turn 

alever, You have a clean flame. It is intensely 
hot and blue, By an easy little turn of the 

lever you have a simmering flame. The lever 
turned a little further, the flame is out. 

Florence Sto have no wicks to need 
trimming, to smoke, scent and soot the house— 
no valves to wear out, or clog, or leak, 

Thue upper 
feservoir holds a full gallon. Water 
cansee spill into the lower reservolr moe 

grt into the pipes 
pare ve Oil Cook Stoves ire, realy 

This means tuahest degree of 
cBcieney. 

‘All Florence Stoves are folly guaras- 
Avk your dealer about thes: of 

foot catalag. 

CENTRAL OIL & GAS STOVE COMPANY, 131 School St., Gardner, Mass. 
4-Herner, High Frame Florence Automatic 

4-Durner Ploresce Due Finsue, 
8 Stowe 
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Seaa50__77 || Are You Tired 
THE GIRL IN THE of Housework? 

HALL BEDROOM | : 
- 3 Substitute UNIVERSAL methods for old-fashioned ones and your work 

3 will be easier, results better and your hours in the kitchen lessened 

UNIVERSAL Bread Maker aN 
mixes and kneads your bread —_ 
in"three minutes, far better than r meat 
can possibly be done by hand. 

UNIVERSAL Coffee Percolators 
circulate the water through the cof- 

ea fee many more times than any other 
snake: Ths peania savng a Your 
coffee bill, as less coffee is required, 

me from?” 
“Fayette.” 

This is the guaranteed 
satisfactory, hard-wear fin- 

ish for floors, woodwork, 

furniture —every place 
where wear, good looks or 

easy cleaning is an object. 
oc 

UNIVERSAL 

Coffee Percolators 
$2.00 to $12.50 UNIVERSAL 

Br. 
sisoesae, UNIVERSAL 

HOME NEEDS 
S UNIVERSAL Food Chopper 

1 chops all meat, fruits, vegetables, 
etc., fine or coarse as desired, in 
one-fifth the time required by 

UNIVERSAL __ the old chopping knife and bowl, 
i ie h ‘ Electric Irom UNIVERSAL Electric [ron UNIVERSAL $3.00 to $4.50 Food Choppers 

does away with the drudgery, heat $1.25 to $3,00 
and discomforts of ironing day. ‘ 
UNIVERSAL Mayonnaise Mixer 
makes perfect mayonnaise dressing 
in three to four minutes. Beats 

| eggs, whips cream, etc. 

will not crack, peel or chip, It is 
easily applied, dries quickly and 
hard with a gloss that enhances 
the beauty of any wood. 

25-cent Can FREE 
Fill out and send us the coupon 
shown below and enclose with it 
twelve 2-cent stamps to pay for 
postage, packing and a 1-inch chisel- 
edge brush to put it on with. This 
gives you plenty of Kyanize todo 

a real piece of work, 
| UNIVERSAL Vacuum Specialties Boston J keep liquids hot or cold for long 

Varnish UNIVERSAL Pets of time. Useful in the home, 
office, school or on vacation tours. Vacuum Bottles 

and Carafes Qn sale at all high grade stoees UNIVERSAL 
Bottles $1.00 t0 $4.00 White for Free Booklets Mayonnaise Mixer 
Carafes $3.50 to $6.00 $2.00 

This Trade Mark is aaa pasta eatalad 

LANDERS, FRARY & CLARK 
708 Commercial Street, NEW BRITAIN, CONN. 

“Home-Making, me og foverae il | Women—Easily Earn $4 Shoes 
A jiessnnt way vo inereans Four Inentne. Wate today # full carteulary und desetipeion of our welling Dis 
WAY BEATE WOAIERY 00, ING, LYWM, MAELACHDESTS® 

| AcME " 

ted | 
DRESS FORM 

fer Fitts oo Ge 
fi bor Sesting 

DeakesDensaraabiegaPions: 
‘ure aud Satiatartoos 

* What wasn't?” 
“That I 

down in New 

Corns Forbid well y : ‘dirty « me) |: Boe Theee Oaks, Michigan 

Pretty Feet Be As Careful in May 
Dainty footwear tortures folks with oll Fe = 

coms, But coms are needless. | “Jie : : as in any other ean to see that children wear 
Puton a Blue-jay plaster. No shoe 

will ever hurt that com again. 

jared with eyes wide. Then she al- 

Generally in two days, without pain < h on 
or trouble, the com is gone for good, ally,” Celia b a e chest Jomen. Warm-weather colds 

‘Then why do folks have coms? No, it wasn't, ‘ oe peaeee: TH at Ys aes 
Most folks don't. Blue-jay is end- i 

ing a million coms a month. Those 
who suffer use some method outof- 
date. They should try this modem way. 

Don't be mised 
important. Blue-=jay ||) "= 

Ends Corns : - ce broke 

Samples Mailed Free : d you do when you reached | 

Bauer & Black, Chicago and New York “Twent to the place where Jack lived." 
Makers of Physicians’ Supplies CONCLUDED ON PAGE 75 

by imitations on a garm 

_ Rubens Shirts intents 
Made in 

T gues 

Sizes aed any age from aaa 
it 

4 peices 

Rubens & Marble, Inc., 20 N. Market St. Chicago 
(143) 



peas | a 
EN SEST upon 100 

W JOMEN of style and good 
taste, whatever their figure, 

select the DeBevorse bec 
nothing else for over-the-ce 
Wear can so exquisite 
the charmand beauty of fige 
Try the DeBevouse a 
ference it makes in your apy 
comfort and health, ‘The wrigina 
litre, Guaranteed the BEST in fit 

Jabot 

effect—in_ materials, workman 
wear. Sty for EVERY & 
Occasion, up, at all good store 

» R. DeBevoue Co. 
Bruslvsy New York Chay 

Ask your merchant for the 

DeBevoise| 
(Proneunced ‘tebb-e-woiew 

ting 
from $10 up 

Thar’s what x 
Btu 
Your 

Simply light the burners nd pat the 
Scent like a cary 
Bressue tanks. Our pat ore 
{fenders No wicks, asbestos rings or anything 
that looks like a wick. Ask your dealer about our Moves. Also send for our free catalog 2. 

DerRor VAPOR STOVE CO., Detroit, Mich, 

DETROM VAPOR STOVES 
Work Like Gas? ~) 

Burn Oil or Gasoline 

Makes 
Wonderful Soup 

and many other dishes 
ci 4 tecent banquet in Chicago, the 

of the repast was Kornlet Su: nip, 
Brerybiody spoke of its unusually deli- 

cious flavor, 

w lany Wiig ts the Noretee Nec 
Mls, Fointery. Cratsetoen 

THE HASEROT CANNERIES COMPANY 
Sis Muren Read, Cleveland, Ohio 

~ a 

_A New Model 

WIZARD Polish Mop 
ete sol Lz 

Here’s the economy message for house- 
wives. You will be interested in this splendid |||| 
new model of the original Triangle Polish Mop sold at |||) 
the never-before-offered price of 50 cents. 

We want every woman in America to 
own a WIZARD. This new model Triangle Mop 
has all the latest improvements, including adjustable 
handle, Strong and durable. Get yours today. Keeps 
your floors clean and beautiful—Treated with wonder- 
ful WARD Polish. Can also be had in black dustless form 
(chemically treated) especially adapted for use on waxed ficors, 
Other WKZARD Mops at 75c, $1.00 and $1.25, 

WIZARD Polish 
Greatest product ever invented for keeping 
furniture, pianos, woodwork and floors beau- aly 

THE GIRL IN THE 
HALLB 3EDROOM | 

tifal as new, clean and shining. Prevents check- 
ing. Sample free on request. 

/ Any mop renewed with WIZARD 
a Polish becomes almost a WIZARD. 

And you were homesick 

SELIA looked as 
( All sizes, from 25 cents to $2.50. 

*\ All WIZARD products sold by 
dealers everywhere under an abso- 
lute guarantee of satisfaction of moriey back. 

Wizard Products Company, Inc. 
1456 W. 37th Street Chicago, Ill. | 
A Member of the waaeo Family 

was nothing here 

SSpfiay nla-\bert sh) eeia-e 

FROM INFANCY, 10 Obp AGE- 

Hi. & W. GOoRseEd,. WAIST, 

at each other ue to its giv ver. "Tell me now ylish figure—without the 
f t to the well-being of either 

at her beavely, but hee F 

sport wherever 
ings on either 

of the wearer 

And what were 

Pally arase, went to t 1p ated pat 
A dim light came m the snow 

ro Mare 

Dear Mrs. Polly: My gist ls happity home again 
This is the most wonderful birthday gift 1 Eave 
ever received in = CaLtas 

Ae 1 
handwriting: 

was a litth postscript in a girl's No, 548 0 Ne 
%: sto $40 

[Dusivoind Dscblet seat om request 

H.a VV. Co. NEWARK, N.J- 
searry Rime ia Darling Mrs Ta 

Cumsa. | May, Oceans of love fre 
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"ae vate Linterine steps 
the pain word 

font bother me, 
ments infection, 

All cuts, wounds, and irritations 
| of the skin should be made anti- 

septically clean, For this purpose | 
| nothing surpasses 

Ly | 

|] te is the ampst 
} that can be used with absolute 

STERINE | 
wcribed by | bl home, It bas been 9 

fa physiciaty and dentists everywhere 
13 years. 

After brushing your teeth with pow 
det or pastes you should thoroughly 

| rinse your moutl with Listerine, It 
cleanses between the teeth, retanis de- 

| cay, and removes the cause v7 ach! 

Listerine contains no 
potash or harmful 

| lines, therefore ft 

mouth 

the siliva-~ Nature 
jeservative 

1 Refuse substitutes and 
® demand the genuine Li: 

terine, in the original bot 
tes, Read the ci 
in the pack 
fornvula on 
Al leuggist 1 Listerine 

Four Sizes —15e, and $1.00 

1 

| 
| 

Made and Owned in America | 

Lambert Pharmacal Co. 
Laboratories: 

‘St. Louis Toronto 

A WOMAN FLORIST 
Hardy Everblooming ? > 

Roses “iss 
ald; 

goncaniend $0 teach pots gen 
GEM ROSE COLLECTION 

Pitchers, Carafes, Bottles 

Piniss $1 up? Oroards, $2 mp 
IO¥-MOT BOTTLE CO. 

Dept. 8 Cincinnati. Ohio 
fever 
Tutie 

ALLEN’S FOOT-EASE 
Shake Into Your Shoes 

It ie a certain relief for 
4 and tired, 2 
wee 30.00K) testinoni- 

ty IT TODAY, Sold every 
not accept any 

TRIAL PACKAGE 
by mall, Adress, 

THE STAR IN THE 
COUNTRY SKY 

n't final © 
then that 

n by 

imply « 
iw 

mbarrusati 
Jean, 

: 
it 

UST 

lingering 
ute but 
Warne’s invit 

kitchen must be 
the fr 

A basket of 

was wearin 
whiek th 
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.'~ Toilet 
and Bath 

Fairy Soap is the 
whitest and purest 
for toilet and bath 

use that choice materials 
and expert soap-making skill can produce. 

FAIRY SOAP 
gives a rich, creamy lather that is most 
soothing, agreeable and refreshing. The 
oval cake fits the hand; Fairy Soap ee 
With all its purity, conven- 
ence hepsi gay 
Fairy Soap costs but 5c. 

“Have You a Little 
‘Fairy’ in Your Home?” 

HERE FAIR BANK SoaFARY) 

that never 
turn black 

Guntanteed not to sag. 
tarnish of turn black 

~~. BECOME & THIS DRESS $10 
A NURSE ' 

Marafucterer to Yeu! 
wneud 

Thace sa Chacmasyes 2s 
Waiting, ‘Hy sees 

| The C Chautansas School of Nursin ig 
915 Mais Street fa hs Vear Jamestown, 

ALLAIRE, WOODWARD & CO., 110 Mais Se. Proria, I. DEALERS: AU Drug Jebbers Sell 



Need Four Hands 
With a fat iron in each to accomplish 

as much ironing hy hand as you ob- 

tain in the same time with the 

SIMPLEX IRONER 
For City and Country Homes 

Ironing is we he Simplex, N 
red feetor . No bot! 
ur ironing w utiful tinish 

and straight edye 
fourth the usual t 

mnly a few e« 
The Simplex Toner is operated 

fisoline or electric power, Heated by ga 
gasoline or electricity a 
2 to 4 cents per ironing 

bas) Try a Simplex 
30 Days 

FREE 

average coat 

Made in § 
mente if de 

Write ws today for PREE Booklet 
on froning, 30 Days” Free Trial 
OfferandnameofourLocalDealer 

American Ironing Machine Co, 
Established 10 Years 

591, 168 N. Michigan Ave., 

we Fixkibil ol the Pansma-Pocige Exp 

== 

“My Best Recipe” 
We received the follow 
ing recipe from a user of 

MAPLEINE 
which she deseriby Des as 

hicage 

CRESCENT MFG. CO. 
Dept, A Seattle, Wa. 

Ever have a Cases Porch 
Curtain that didn’t fade? You 
will appreciate 

“KOMI” 
Green Picci Porch Curtains 

the kind that do nof fade, because they 
ate carefully painted, not dyed. A 
Iefinite guarantee attached to every 

curtain authorizes | ae dealer to replace 
ern i 

ROHL CX 
/ Jefferson Ave Camden, N. J. 

ela 7 
#0 IE STAR IN THE 
COUNTRY SKY 

TINUED 

Write tt on the filn— 

at the time. 
Make your Kodak s { the children doubly valuable, by dating 

icf _notes that will help, in after years, tu 
he incident that led to the taking of the pictur 

The first ol day, Bobs first: skate 
sind such important events should tx 

pied into the Kodak album, It's a 

graphic Kodaks from $6.00 up. Autographic films at ¢ 
+ Kodak films Kodak catalague free at your dealer's, mai 

TMAN KODAK CO., Rocnesren, N. ¥., The Kodak City 

Taste. the Taste 

Brand-New 
es Night ee 

DEV! TLED HAM Ln ng epee theee eggs, add half cup grated ea half cup Under. 
Thicken in double 

of veal very fine. To two parts 
wood Deviled Harm. ilet ; serve on toast. 

eniregh 
new 

Deviled Ham; ane large 
d fine. Mix with enough 

mayonnaise 
4 Ham will make any of these 

wir grocer today, If he d 
NE small can 

and 15¢ foe economical can (makes 4+ sandw 
of delicious Litile Red Devil Recipes free oa request, 

Wm. Underwood Co., 64 Fulton St., Beaton, ‘ita, 

UNDERWOOD DEVILED HAM 
thee | Poot but Fit for the Gods” 



POR the 
is indeed 

Thany a step 

h keeps 
steaming 

liquids iee 
wt for 2 

indeed! a good servant inthe hy 
orlee of 
actual 

ive, the 
makes it how an 

econamy 
Bottles from $1.00 up 
Jugs “3,80 
Carafes“ 3.00 “ 
Food Jars“ = 1.50 “ 
Lunch Kits" = 2.00 * 

11 is iedeal foe traveling, automobiting, 
hunting, Gshing, yachting, camping and 
picnicking. 

is useful in & sick 
bedroom, dining room, 
Foun, poreh, lor a 

A Thermos 
“grown-ups 
ter months 
nooe-day me 

sildren 
tin wily 

poo! in summer for the 

Do not accept as trothiul represen 
tations that all temperat 
batt e genuine THER 

plainly on eh 
Write us for an interesting 
jeok on THERMOS 

American Thermos Bottle Company 
Norwich, Conn, 

New York San Francisco 

with the real fragrar 

odsy violets? Jergens Violet 
i Geta 

it 
cake; 3 for 25e—everywhere 

‘The Andrew Jergens Co, 
211 Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati, 0, 

Dietetic authorities ae 
fay “Kat fran!’ They 

¢ in Nature's laxative 
beg’s Bran used 

nous Mattie Creek Sanitarium 
is clean, cookrd ant protecte 
a its journey to you hy a wax 
wrapped package 

bocknar, tinal with soni, = Ws 
Weal at 
enough forl00 servings, sexi 

Parcel Post Prepaid 25¢ 
it yom dealer cannon, sup 

The Kellogs Feed Compasr 
Dept. X34, Battie Creek, Mich, 

Deeaiers: Write 
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oe eee” Pa. Sel 
THE STARIN THE | 

COUNTRY SKY | 

what kind 
he becam 

of weather wa 
Le 

Mepiny between 
tie teeth 7 

Dental Inspection of School Children Reveals 
Astataitiog Conditions of Neglect 

The general decayed teeth among American children has 
ght the necessity of preventiv to every parent and 

‘cacher. When over 90% of o diseased te 

sequent 1 

Never Decays” 
sinky through th 

of she fort beable whied it starts, if used regularly night 
gure. ned 10 fit irve of the 
ths «teeth, 

jeuflt reaches whe 
ks of the back teeth—and th 

caluret 
leaning Se tay 40x: acd 

| Send for Interesting Free Book on the Care of the Teeth 
RENCE MFG, CO, 110 Pine Street 

o Keege 
Mass. , Florence, 

Tote firusker 

ginning to ke 

e. 
and make si 

ordered 

produ 
k dows 
the v 

breathle- 

‘At Last the Pocket Match 
Box for Safety Matches 

| A Gift Any Man will 
Appreciate \ 

The Neshro Mateh Box ow one of tbe emoker 

set snow was precisely In 
for quick packing, and Georgiana was in 
an expert at the 
her hurd, round balls 

ing of a e. 
Ha! there gors that & he ex- 

omrade-at-arms, as the last of « 

10 DAYS 
FREE 
TRIAL 

Write at once for parti 
FREE TRIAL Offer and FREE 
Booklet, *‘lreaing Comfort. 

veh "2 weake ed 
rampart, 

be last,” Georgiana pre- 
THE NEAHRO CO. 

Are mt to limi 8 
ak Badin, New Tork Cay" 

Imperial Brass Manufacturing Co. 
Dent. 805, 1210 W. Harrison Street, Chicase 

Delivered 2 42; FREE 
on sets and 30 Ue Trial 

) 
Oppedie Orend Ce 

Give Your Child 
Bal Garter Comfort 

he we giving your 

it's the only 
we can make you, and you must be as 

Va Ul to, but I'm ne 

¢ a change, and 
W you will 

sked at the person m 
4 were all gayly audac 

ora challenge?” be | 

choose o take it, | these pope us pees gives 
and accept. | A. M, WILSON CO. twork | Maia St. Cherel 

NGRAVED 
‘The moms Tocret Win Ca" he acs nr 
Dents 

VERETT- 

ing if T tried 
a! All work and 

NTINUED IN THE JUNE JOURNAL 

Sane AbD EY 



Mother. 
You should see that Baby’s Basket 
‘Ways contains a plentiful supply of 

The points neve: 
and withdraw from d 
ng with perfect ease. * damp clot 

Made in Nickel, 

Fin Makers 
Waterbury, Conn 

Makers 

You Can Feel 
| the OXYGEN purify your 

mouth when you use 

Calox 
The OXYGEN Tooth Powder 

| Oxygen is nature’s great 
Purifier, That's why LOX 

prevents dental trou- 
bles by removing the 
cause of tooth decay. 

All Druggists, 25c. 
Sample and Bosklet Free if 

you mention your Desppiit 

ns McKESSON & ROBBINS 
SSS 91-97 Fulton St. New York 

Syerviceability has not 
always etal regarded asa 

noticeable feature of silk hose. 

The lack has been supplied by 

PHOENIX 
SILK HOSE 

Wonder/il 
lasting, nS 
thoroughly 

styhis i 

Made of 
re-dye thread 

silk- absolutely 
unadulterated. 

Mens | 
O ‘to*l.5Opair 
Womens 

745 to* 2. pair 

Misses 75° pair 
Infants’ 25 ina 5 O pair 

Sold by the best Shops 

MADE IN U.S 

by the 
PHOENIX KNITTING 

WORKS 
222 Broadway 
Milwau! 

HOUSANDS of them are utilizing this spare 
time by acting as subscription rep: 

for The Ladies’ Home Journe 
i among friends anc 

in sab , 

There are lots 
of Women 

» have occa- 

‘ou about it 
AGENCY DIVISION 

THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY, PHILADELPHIA 

Next Friday! 
Get a 25c¢ L-V Crepette Dust Cloth, ENTIRELY 

FREE, from your grocery, druggist, hardware, paint or 
furniture dealer, with the purchase of a 50c bottle of 

LUD NEA 
(WONDERFUL FOR DUSTING) 

The L-V Dust Cloth is made from eas newly tr ty fabric, "C ee" Te 

THE END 

Which Woman are You? 

By Strickland 

, ACH day she 

Buffalo Specialty Company 
Buffalo, N. ¥ Bridgeburg, Ont. | LA Baek BUFFALO SPECIALTY COMPANY 

Betalo, N, ¥ Lua 
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Take Advantage of 
Our Style Service 

The Laseon & H =fanivation in 
Pato 

ai 

New Kugiant 
62 Bedford Se. 

62 Bedford 8¢,, Boston, Mss, 

wowing torw sty tea in Coace 

Nume 

sbi 

tie pour Syn Catahag 
Tea 

Product of the Most Modern Factory 

Lyon & Healy 
Piano $350 

Best Piano Value in America 

A very broad statement 

but a reputation gained 

by 50 y 

ing is the Guarantee. 

cars of fair Deal- 

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR TILE LYON & 
HEALY—IF IF, HASN'T IT—WRITE US 

SLeneLeilD 
World’s Largest Music House 

CHICAGO 

Middy Blouses 

tere 
Pied Geil; Siagena) weave, 
extiast. They twesutes beat 

T wake these mysell 

Travel'in Comfort to 
he’ Expositions 

WHEN CAREY CAME 
TO TOWN 

k his head. * Pe 
Withow Hayne b 

aid Kate, “She amuses 
than the rest, an 
Hiram i tired uf 
He has bail 

the country, w nell the base 
bearer te corm 

nd bought pictures at 
1 am the only unmarried 

5 never tried to flirt 

a wint 
Hected rare coins. 

ale be knows who 

wm think she is unattainable. 
new game for h Ti eat day” thot 
Hiram is warm 

Oh, Lam sorry, but T tan't pose 
see, L'abways ha th 

«Me. Ward at noun, 

THE hen both became serie 
ed away, aud met 

said Williamson, moving aneasily, 
Jon't supp 

" jd Kate, “All men like I 
and sluc's just a little girl to bins, 
worty, Bobby.” 

ne mans 
for the ti 

Ff watching 

eves a trille overse 
watching, will 17" 

it was seklom that the adroit 
caught. But 
It's my howest 

the peaple,” said Hiram 

W ilhams on excl 
“Oh, the pec 
Ww wld: 

souls! In 
t they have 

mer anyway 
ariml; d freeze or 

‘ 

‘« frown deepened. 
" he began 

Williamson, intervened nite? 

JXATE pat her arm about the gir 
\ haa a but we don't mean 

/" Kate inter- 
fice as much at 

t face softened. * After 

grasped at 
a change 

‘alike to-sew 
and came back with 

happy-cyed again, delightest 
Fone treasure. 

“It's the largest money I 
while Ward held the « 

CONTINUED ON PAGE #1 
under the re 
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‘CHALMERS Lets the Body Breathe 

You See Right Through 
This Light, Open, Dura- 
ble Fabric. 

All the comfort 
and durability one 
could wish are 

found in this 
underwear, 

Peta aatan oe \\H 

Write for Handsome Book of All Styles 
FOR MEN Any Style POR BOYS 

Sc 
UNIC st 3 RS 
aye 50c 

3 

i 
i 
H 

FOR MEN 

$1.00 

It fits, stays put 
feeling, 
open, 
Hlexitile fit 

iment giver 

It Must Be Cool 
Since you can see night 
through the Chalmers 

“*Porosknit'’ fabric, as shown 
in the picture, surely you can see, 
too, that it must give a heaping 
measure of Summer comfort —to 
man or boy, ‘Tell your husband or 
son about this—ar buy the 
union suits, 

"short: euisted”™ 
No flaps gape 

, but a smouth, elastic, 
rity in the seat, so that the 

with every bend ar twist, 

bo cutting in the crotch. 
There ix mo bul 

with claw 

Porasknit’’ is imitated widely, 
ted never. It is well to remember 

that und insist on the genuine. 
CHALMERS KNITTING CO., 15 Bridge Steeet, Amsterdam, New York 

Makers of Chalmers Spring Ne Ridbet Uriou Suits, Full end Winter Wright 

Cleans Corners 
The Reeves Vacuum Cleaner difess from any other 
you have ever before wed or seen. Differs in 
Operntion, ia cleaning power, in price. Unlike 
ordinary hand-power vacuem vecpert: 

takes ALL the dit (rom rugs, carpets 
mariesies and fumituee ens 

for only $5 and is guaranteed for 
two years, Send to-day for free 
booklet describing this wonder 
weeker in detail, 
THE REEVES VACUUM. 

(CLEANER CO. 
70 Broad St. 

Milford, Coen, 

VISIT 

California’s 
Expositions 
via Northern Pacific Ry. * 
and Great Northern Pacific 

Steamship Co. 
Traveling in transcgatioental trang 

cual Mii Lake Park Regia, 
amid Park of North Dukota, ucros 

Marvelone Mostana, the Witter Root 
Range, American Rockies, and Cascade 
Mountains, including seal: Idaho and 
Washington ts Puget Scand, the " Medi- 
terranean of America, 

Stop Off at Wonderful 

Yellowstone National Park 
uz of America's only Geysertind and, 
‘BOWL Unrld's exporitinn, Low Reand 

Trip fases daily 

‘OUR doctor will 
which cannot be 
like a Monroe 

AL you that a refri 
opt clean and whol 
alwys dangerous to the 

health of your fami 
The Monroe is the refrigerator with food compartment? 
of genuine solid pore 
over an inch thick enemel porcelain, it 
tenbreakable pore 
beveding places 

dbeme and 

Send For 
FREE 
BOOK 

Appraved by 
Cond House cepizg Institute 

Gh*“Monroe” 

fental 

one iciead 
ite 

wep 
thet. setaon food ach 

Ain Lo crack, chip or alee 

decay. 
per day over aaa Peake taser 
WS) ets Por 

refrigerators 
eatdsioe all 



Don’t ask the lady next 
door to hook you up 
SE Koh-I-Noors and fasten your 

4 gown yourself, No twisting and 
Writhing and fumbling with elusive hooks 
© slippery bh 
Sound to fasten your garment for youu 

the finger and the Koh-l-Noor i 
Kod fastened to. hold, It's a smi 
Frovement ower the hook and eve! 

"4 nobody 
A pre 
tered 

beesuse ¢ 

wringing 
‘tcrush thems, 

cd 
ironing wor 

Jo not ahow, and theft row 
read oF tear the thine 

fat and 

a size for every fabric 
e. Atalle 

Me for a curd of 12, with valuable 
Write for 

ed a strength for every Counters, 
ert tion 

Premium coupen attaches var pre 
i TM eutulop 

Look for the letters KA. N. 
tamed K. TON, are Kohel-Noor 

¢ Wallespring 
toners 

Md ox 

msy release. Lowk & 
Feady-tocwear appare 

F then yn 

Waltes & ©o., Stubers 

Sine tacealieaiamaieel 
SET SIX SCREWS 
And Make a Saving Worth While 

Soll oan (er Price Oely 
$11.75 Teal 

‘OU can make a 
substantial eavinw en | i the price « 

ere by buy 
fi Come-Packt ny 

Coon 

Spices are the 
of manyatesty 
Every housewife 
should use spices 
more frequently 
Colburn's Spices 
and Mustard have 
given me greatest 
satisfaction 

RED CEDAR 
“Cromwell” Chest 

= in fed 
Latex TRROWES CO, 159 fenth St, Portland, Ma 

training at home 

Philadel phi 
ay SS 2223 Chestmut Sereet, Philadelphis, Pay 

igwvoman’ 's Pin Money ‘4 
to hour plan. If yes want £0 
TMHEL 

wa how to doit, Agency 
LADIES" HOME JOURNAL, Philadelphia 
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WHEN CAREY CAME 
TO TOWN 

PROM PAGE & 

T don’t suppe 
# a great deal 

o Hiram that som 
mare Usan 
uught to 

es patti 
follaes 

sm was worth 
Oh, y 

uugbed. 

kor Better Babies 
If your baby does not measure up to the standard of the 
Better Babies movement, the first and most important 
thing to be considered is the question of feeding. It is 
not mere chance that so many prize winners in Baby 
Shows have raised on 

me that pec 
iting, Buel 
lidn't have 

been 

Lee P38 0relen 

EAGLE 
CoNpeNSED 
MILK 

THR ORIGINAL 

Williamson walked to the window 
his desk a% if to exam: 

lip, the 
other, § ly pure, whale you without charge our booklet, 

w 
end 
“Baby fure,"* with a valuable 

el's shold 
he said gent feeding chant that will help you get 

that you ca We shall be glad to the heat results, Write tu 
nding th 

cannot—give mm BORDEN’S CONDENSED MILK CO. 
New Y “Leaders of Quality” Extabliched 1857 ORK 

vu 
J Wane READ, what have 

‘While yor watched 
without rub- «= 
bing, or scratch- 
ing the enamel, 

Riss you use 

ve tea ere sow ts gh q ‘emt 

Yet erwily buiile Use figure lz pomition. 
FOR THE GROWING MISS 

“What 
Well, t 

things that yor 
be need pat k 

ons that have 

Harrah & Stewart Mfg. Co, 
SISE.Coart Ave, Des Maines, Jews 

Brooms Mighten 
fogrewort 

the évasions we 
We use to 

slitenens: 

SUSPENDER WAISTS 
For Boys and Girls iss 

oughet: ers are enthus 
suspender 

maturity, 

out department. 
ernishing or notion store; if yoo 

r direct to And if it is, why 
ally well seen nly SOc and Te 

it isn't as we clalm, we'll refused 
promptly 

det daacriptive of the Kasco 
‘ou tequest. Welte for ie. 

HARRIS SUSPENDER CO., Dept. C 
694 Broadway at 4th Street, New York 

wll So'cnnied leew if gi 
D ON PAGE 82 

ing the vote 



WHEN CAREY CAME 
TO TOWN 

fconTINuRD ROM PAGE 3) 

will erp th 
the workt, you 

a fine argume? 

marched out 

© Comfort 
for every woman who 
wears these smart trim- 
fitting stockings that are 
so smooth and perfectly 

|| shaped. 

| BURSON] 
| FASHIONED HOSE 

are made on patented 
machines which “knit-in” 
a wash-proof, wear-proof 
shape, without seams. 

isle and Made in Cotton, L: 
Mercerized—Sylph, Regular | 
Outsize, Trunk Top, Rib Top || 
and White Foot Styles. 

Ze 35¢ 50c 75e 
th your daglor: seninat eopely. yon, wre us, Booklet sent “on sequeet 
Doll's Hose for Little Girls 

BURSON Every litle girl who 

color desired; == ‘. 
white, bi 

BURSON KNITTING CO. 
55 Lee Street Rockford, Hl. 

=) 
and his eyet . 

fely back of the ma: was standings 
“"K you,” he 

fully ai 
The bodkin that threads 
itself, and a dust-proof 
package of either finest mer- 
cerized braid or fancy 
washable silk ribbon— 

Full 10 yds. braid, or 5 yds. 

weit boda 2 Oc 

that the person who closed it w: 
of it 

“What the dence do you w 
tone that was half 

1 told ye 
leave me 

At your tore, or by mail in'U. 5. or 
possessions, Mention braid or rib- 

bon, and Renesas pink, 
light bl; 

TheEA FA MFG.co. 

of sound—perbaps an in 
4 the murmur of silk. 

“I~T 
wasn't going to do a 
ust thought —maybe 

Oh, the soft valce, 

mean to—disturb you. 
ything to the Gre. 

uk urn titees ators 
a this half-hour of more? 

* said Hiram, still with his eyes 

MOORE PUSH “PINS 
‘Glass hearts, needle points. Por emall just 

ictures cilendary, draperies, Hiram sighed. He knew she was lo 
Pieetc, Ten aca, 35 doen LOC him, 20 he did his utmos: 

repemer cei lenatemerre 
‘with he tw 

mid iran. “But what 
not true 

he gist I stopped to 

WEDDING eg “Aoi where 100 for $3.50. *; istencen of cere 
Correct teh. 100 Viatting Cards St 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 43 
Write for semaien 

3, ESTABROOK, 162 Fumi Boma 
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Jellies, puddings, frozen 
desserts and salads — with 
or without fresh or canned 

fruits — are most popular | 

when made with 

SPARKLING | 
GELATINE KNO 

(it’s Granulated) 

They are appetizing and economical. A package of Knox 
Gelatine makes two quarts (1/2 gallon) of jelly. 

The contents of both packages are alike, except that the 
Acidulated package contains an extra envelope of lemon fla- 
voring, saving the cost of lemons. 

Make your dinner tonight more inviting by preparing a 
Knox Lemon jelly today, 

LEMON JELLY (Lae Aber i) 
Seah | reveene Meo Sowa 

dim 

| Send for FREE Recipe Book ~(SQ”)> 

om re ea ey rere mcs oA | GELATING 
Smple for 2-cent stamp and your grocers name. 

a! CHAS. B. KNOX COMPANY, 313 Knot Ave, Johnstown, N.Y. 
Yellow Package Blue Packase 

BRINGS YOU THIS METAL — | | 

WINDOW BOX xis: xX) Makes ’ 

PLANTS GROW Aid | 
ft can lhe set insiebe WEDDING CAKE , 

N BOXES 

with idee monogram 
and tied with ribkon “+ 

BIO MA Oed 
Full description and meses box, we will send 

oat WY . anyutvere East af 
aise ceips of $.04i-—FPest of the Afi 

Hasipps for $1.50. Your money back it not sstieG 
Get oar free Bookle 
SUCCESS MANUFACTURING CO. 

7 Sarvent Street Gloucester, Mass, 

“T'll hold 

sent {vee on request 

628 Fah Avenne New ork / Ve 

in a few minutes without bent 
uaranteed not to injure the 

hai in any way—far supe 
rlor to kid or any» 

other eurlett 

electrified 
Fifty million in dailf 

use. Guaranteed unbreakable 
‘Ask your dealer of send us 

name with money or stamps. 
Money willingly refunded. 

or any, (decent) drop 
thescribe extuli- 

‘Water trom 
wea. Putting 

ively dangerous. The dng water is p 

Automatic Refrigerator 
Keeps food fresh 

ennatant 
Keeps water delicious 

Water Coulee bao rompiece 
Sal 

The 
eine 

| air ko 
appetizing, safe. 

| favors seer mix in an 
Automatic Refrigerator, fers ne extra bee 

+ Le all the other be Get this catalog (202 pits ott Be tigate wal canara: 
tion mrdacrs ice bills coe-balf, ete, Write today. 

See the Automatic at your dealer's 
ithe Jsat shat he furnish yo 

‘cruing hots welt 
shoalf prod Ie ca OX 
cunve 
PHOMOSITION, 

substitute. Send t 
ecg este acter Drovuie. o@ order, & funnel shaped fuineta uso we 

ILLINOIS REFRIGERATOR COMPANY, 102 Heaton St., Morrison, » It 



Changes of vital 
to your summer frocks will be 
found in the new models of 
Thomson's 

“Glove-Fitting” 
corsets. 
these famous corsets will con- 
form with the latest lines de. 
creed by our leading modistes, 
and we guarantee that they 
will give you a satisfying 
wearing comfort that only 
"Glove-Fitting" 
duplicate. 

with particular attention to 
the madel suited to your figure 
and there will be no doubt of 
your lasting satisfaction and 
future choice, 

GEO. C. BATCHELLER & CO, 
New York Chicago Sam Francisco 

(TRADE MARK, eg.) 

Dresses fitted over 

corsets can 

Make your spring selection 

At all dealers’, $1 to $5 

A Night in Venice 
{sno more ch ing of delightful tham soft 
Tuldting over lake and gtreau in an 

Old Jown Cance 
Nien ease, musedly, wrace 
Sree aire 
Rte 

canes. euuloeed with avo 
hauetaraityoeties : 

GLb TOWN CANOE co., 
495 Fearth St, O14 Town, Maine, 0A 

mutely prevent 
v 

al $2 9, 

‘ThisTableYourself, 15Mizutes’ WorkSaves Dollars 
al,sectional method of shipping Brookes 

“Turpiture to you 4 
aad by tbe fac 

ENGRAVED 
WEDDING 
INVITATIONS 

i Nifa prvi intation: Correct 
Seni Vorireeasrapirn 170 ineat Rogvared 

eerR SMGEAVING CO. 8 tout Gark Mt, Cheney 

siylen. Hach ach 
a Teale Ravedapes = Teoeeeerarce 

WHEN CAREY CAME 
TO TOWN 

(cow D FROM PAGE 82) 

T ret the m 

Ward's me 
be beard such 

parsed; her hands 
Inevitable gesture. 

you—mere not 

said Hirai 

It was 
you.” His voice sounded as if 
band to say 

> place for 

» had broken the 
swept all 

20 a womi 

if he w waa x 
ent ber head, and pressed her cheek 

you are the nicest and the 

Soot in 
And Ward had mx 

fot vwed that servitor t 

was held in that rigid 
ig had happe: 

it was best to ign 
CONTINUED IN THe JUNE JOURNAL 

- hedwad ia 
If you want to give the whole family a genuine treat, order 

a whole “Swift's Premium” ham and bake it at home. 

Try This Recipe 
y Premium" 

he water when half done 
ring thick) 
one-half 

volt far, ¢ 
and bake f 

Ham slowly | 
Remove the rind and 

with brown sugar, 

-half hour for each pound), 
sert cloves in the 

Place in a baking dish with water 

When broiling or frying “‘Swift’s Premium” Ham 
there is no need to parboil or ‘freshen. 
The uniform, delicate flavor is the 

result of a distinctive cur- 
ing process perfected 
through years of 

experience, 

Film Star 

“The Pink Complexion Cake 
i the enavt delightful prev 

we ever used. li 
‘eepe my complexion alwaye 

soft and eles ne 
Ruth Stooshowse 

This ia the testimony of many 
her well-known women 

What better asesrance of 
merit can one ask? 

pores and keeps the 
complemon clear. Dos 
not eramble. At Toilet 
Counters, 0c 
SendforMiniatureCake, 
Include your dealer's 
name anddclor postage. 
Marietta Stanley Co, 

in the arch structure, 
i Support Shoe, with 

in keeping 
the child's arch 

to its p 
strat 

relieves 
prevents “flat-foot.” 

FOR CHILDREN, WOMEN AND MEW 
‘Seo tor Cotalngae. Mal Orders Tikes, 

‘Geld Mowkere Hise. 
JAMES S. COWARD 

3E4-274 Growawish £4, tear Warren St, Mew York 

e 
Wonderful 

dnophone 

Factory to Home 

‘The only TEN DOLLAR 
PHONOGRAPH 
GUARANTEED to 
compare with any high- 
priced machine in tone 

quality and volume. 

Our production of over 1000 Vanophones per day is 
the reason why weareabletosell thishighgrade 
instrument for only a TEN DOLLAR BILL 

Write today for Free Trial 

Send no money. If satishied, pay after you 
have seen, tried and heard the Vanophone, 

VANOPHONE CO,, Inc. Vanmscope Bld., Brosdway and 77th 
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of Carmen 

Both are Farrar 
The Victor Record of Farrar’s voice 

is just as truly Farraras Farrar herself. 
The same singularly beautiful voice, 

with all the personal charm and indi- 
viduality of the artist. 

To hear the new Carmen records by 
Farrar is to be stirred with enthusiasm, j 
just as were the vast audiences—the i 
largest ever assembled in the Metro- 
politan Opera House—which greeted 
her performance of Carmen, and ac- 
claimed it the supreme triumph of this 
great artist’s career. 

The proof isinthe hearing. Any Victordealer 
in any city in the world will gladly play for you 
any of the sixty-two Farrar records, or Victor 
Records by any other of the world’s greatest artists. ( a ( 

Thereare Victorsand Victrolas in great variety { 
of styles from $10 to $250. 

AT NUTT ONT ng OTOP ROT TNO TVRV OO OTOTT VOCE 

Always use Victor Machines with 

Victor Records and Victor Needles 
—the combination, There is no 
other way to get the unequaled 
Victor tone. 

Victor Talking Mac! 
Berliner Graz 

H 
COMPUT TNT TAVUNTUN 727071 DUPG ENT PATO TOFU iV TTT i 1d 1000 TRF TN 10 



THE GIRUS SUMMER CLOTH 

aS ae WN ‘ 

ON 

EAN aX 

~* 

Ihe its “the Latest Thine” 
co) 

Designs by Mrs. Ralston: With Drawing by M.T. and T. M. Bevans 
2 new season : ‘ ; : ick resembling a child's blouse, and the 

This is th ceparate front the waist, 
+ which its convertible collar 

F # it may be worn closed 
re i the latest thing in * hesita able low line, A pretty 

‘on would be a good choice if a sille 
at this time, although wash silk gives 

, fies 01 ire for a silk frock 
voile, with a belt of natticr blue velvet, is my pref- 

Mak erence for the dai BR76-8877. The skirt ix 
neck low and particularly intere sters of five plaits each 

the front 1 from a hip yoke which 
side front 

sash arrangeny 
naterial hung from the yake, and its 
sion will not detract fram the charm of 

the skirt. White or colored taffeea with & 
sheer net guimpe would be a good choice 

c f nful dress, 
material hung fr y serviceable 

ceful points on nig ge and galrdine, or the 
¢ waist is very youthful, medium-weight cottons. 

¢ 

not many, 1 fear, 
assets, yet their de 

Pare just as ung 
nigh We it that the 
tang tteessarily be a fr 

of the r 

the? Hing, who thi Hey may 
Galthy be 

hese 
rede, 

who wants “the latest thing" need 
slous butterfly, following | 

at, but rather she who is prog 
s seriously of clothes and re 

help or hinder her success in fife 
ody and a logical mind. 

A girl who w 
clothes due consideration, 3 

have done with them and be free to pur- 
sue her other activities—this girl wants 
to plan her clothes early. She wants the 
very best and latest thing, be 
that once having accepted 
she may rest content that hy 
stay in style for that part 
that she will be modish and 

PATTERNS (ints 

Just wear the s 
with a ribbe 

girl with a 
without a collar. 

sive the planning 
then church and formal * 

arrangement 1 
the hipline in such a way a: 
both 

ing Guide-Chart) for the designs shown om this pai Wa CER d cau be supplied at fifteen cents postifree. Nos. 8873, 8476 and 8879 come in six sices> 32 to 42 inches bust measure, ant 
0 gp T878 comes im fine sizes: 34 So 42 inches bust mecrare Nor, 9374 and 8850 come in 22 vorsrure, amd comes in arsen 22 to 4 incke mearure. If there 4s 
Tuge™ey Sor Rome Patterns in yo puticrns of eay numbered designs shown in The 2 Sowrnal may be had by mil, by stating the sumaber and size, and iaclasing the price 10 The Ladies’ Home Journal, 
Paneyeitence Squere, Philadelphia; or to amy of the fllowing: Home Peitern Company. 615 West F Streel, New York City; Home vn Company, 617. Mission Sircel. San Francizce, Catijersia; Herts 

‘Ompany, 1013 Warkinglon Acense, St, Lasts, Missouri; Home Pet hicage, [inets; Home Paticrn Compeny, 183 George Strert, Toronte, Ontario, Canada 
(Page 85) 
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‘The New Summer Blouse and the 

Skirt That Goes With It 
By Mrs. Ralston: With Drawings by E. M. A. Steinmetz 

A THE left of this paragraph are 
shown & most attractive an 

waist, which are to be had for the price of 
one pattern. I refer to Np, 8872, The 
blouse is hung from a shoulder yoke and 
has a deep sailor collar and circular cuffs. 
Washable organdie was used for this 
waist, a3 wel) as for the ruified trimming, 
which Is put om by machine hemstitching. 
The skirt is in three pieces, hung from a 
three-piece yoke, and is made of crépe de 
Chine, an applied hem being finished with 
a cord of the material. An entize dress of 
pongee would be useful and smart. 

EW there are who will dispute 
the comfort of separate skirt 

and shirt waist, but it is often con- 
tended that this garb is not nearly 
so smart asadress. However true 
this objection may be, it vanishes 
into thin air this season because of 
the new development of these gar- 
ments. In fact, now you might 
almost say that the oki-time com- 
bining of separate waist and skirt 
is quite replaced by dresses. The 
separate waist and skirt are now 
harmonious in color, but differ in 

* materia); or, again, these garments 
are made of the same matetial, but 
as two separate garments. ‘Take, 
for instance, the unnumbered design 
shown above, The full skirt hung 
from a circular yoke is of dress 
weight linen; the box-plaited, rag- 
lan-sleeved blouse, of very fine 
handkerchief linen. 

Wise corduroy for the 
skirt and a silk or cotton 

shirting for the blouse would be 
desirable for the box-plaited waist 
and two-piece skirt suspended fram 
a shaped yoke, Nos. 8366-8867. 
For the attractive and practical 
dress shown at the bottom of the 
page, Nos, 8869-8870, use a striped 
cotton, voile or wash silk, with 
fancy ball buttons hung from loop 
ends of soutache. The waist has 
the practical convertible collar, 
which allows of its being worn high 
or low, the girdle being an extension 
of the center back section of the 
waist; and the skirt i an easily 
made two-; model with an un- 
usua) panel and band application, 
the use of which ix optional. 

PMATTERNS (including  (uide- 
Chart) for the waists, Nor. 8866 and 

$809, come im seven sizes: 32 to 44 
s bust measure: Jor the dress, No. 
and the skirts, Nos. 8867 and 

20 years, 
her, post 

Af there 43 na agency for Howe 
‘otters im yowr town, pasierns of any 

teumbered designs shown in The Ladier’ 
Home Journal may be hod by wad, by 
stating the number and rize, end incios 
ing the price to The Ladies’ Home 
Journal, Independence Square, Philo- 
delphia; or £0 any of the following: 
Howe Pattern Company, 615 West 
Forty-third Street, New York City; 
Howe Poticrn Company, 647 Mission 
Sireet, San Francisco, California; 
Heme Pattern Company. 1013 Wash- 
ington Asenuc, St. Lowis, Missouri; 
Howe Pattern Company, 36 South 
Clinton Street, Chacago, [limais; Home 
Pattern Company, 183 George Street, 
Toronto, Ontario, Conade, 

Comfort! 

It gets the trodden- 
carpets _ which 

bur a beating will remove, 

- TORRINGTON 
Vacuum Sweeper 

requires no electric or other power 
just push it back and forth like a 
pet sweeper, Its running wheels oj 
ate the parts which do the cleaning: 

Its strong suction takes up the 
trodden-in dirt and its revolving 
brush sweeps up surface litter without 
spreading dust. 

‘You won't soll your hands or clothing whet 
you y ity and i y, 400. 

Tests have prowen that the Torringtan wt 
ah work for years and so easily thet 
mn ume it 

We have beer tal 
able NATIONAL f " 
and thousinds are in daily exe. The fine 

tation they have saade for ws le Delia 
ve Torrington Vacuum Sweeper 

Write for Booklet 
Housefurnishing, Department, Purnilurt; 

and Hardware sires nearly everywhere 30 
them. Ask your dealer 40 show you a gemaitt 
Torrington. 

Made im three grades, 
Prices rasge fram $6 to §12. 

National Sweeper Company 
4 Laurel Street, Torrington, Conn. 

52 Bruce Ave.. Westmount, Montreal 

John Joseph Day 
LIVES IN CONNECTICUT 

Not long ago his father died, and 
Jobin went to work in a watel fac- 
tory. He didn't earn much money, 

expenses decided to sell 
The Ladies' Home Journal aivd The 
Saturday Evening Past in ond hours. 

Today he has over $400 
in the bank in addition 
to what he has spent. 
Briefly, this is the story of ane of 
thousands of boys who are selling 
these two periodicals, Most of 
them go to school and devote thelr 
spare time after school hours on 
Thursdays and Fridays to earning 
their own spending money and at 
the same time getting what is of 
much greater value — a real busi- 
ness training which will be of 
value to them as long as they live: 

Any Boy Can Do It 
We shall be glad to send to any 
boy everything necessary for start~ 
ing, including a booklet telling what 
other boys have done and a hand- 
some book of premiums which are 
aiven to boys in addition to the 
money earned. Write today to 

Bon TH1, Sales Division 
The Curtis Publishing Company 
Independence Square, Philadelphia, Pe 

} 



The Frock for the Summer Dance 
Selected 

By the Fashion Editors 

HERE ate people who say that the dance 
craae is fast disappearing, and this seems 
to be true to the extent that the unde: 

trable and ugly “freak” dances are seen infre- 
quently naw, But while there are youth and 
tausic and natural Jove for pleasurable pastimes 
surely dancing, the right kind of dancing, will 
endure. 

Today, thanks to reputable teachers of dance 
ing, steps are being standardized, and move- 
Fonts are becoming nsore graceful and beautiful, 
siving keen delight to the observers and sane 
pleasure to the dancers. History tells us that 

is an earlier expression of emotions than 
Surely, then, these moder dances 

should express our ch velopinent of intelligence 
#od refinement, a3 do the other arts. 

Fashion comes bravely to the front this 
Season and gives valuable aid to this end, 
she marks with approval the graceful Saring 
skirts, cut ankle short, that allow of unrestricted 
movement. Confining draperies, too, bave 
disappeared, and the very simplicity of both the 
fabrics and the designs Jens charm and dignity 
to the dance. 

What more delightful sight thats daintily clad 
Rirls with their partners whirling away the 
*ummer evenings at seashore or mountain 
fesort or on one’s very own veranda? And Ve 
the girls themselves, how they enjoy It all, 
eipecially when they know they are hooking 
their very best in pretty frocks that are not so 
@xpensive nor so perishable that they are in 
‘mortal fear of ruining theirs or their neighbor's! 
Some washable material like organdie-—of 

course, you should make sure it is the washable 
‘kind—cotton voile or washable net is an excel- 

nt choice for a summer dance frock, and why 

TTERNS (incuding Guide-Chart) for the berizns shoun om this pare com be supplied af Sfteen cents far each wumber, post-iree 
52 come in six sites 32 to 42 inches bust measure, ond Nos. S601, 8670 and 8721 come in six sizes: 22 to 32 

If there is no agency for Home Paticrni in your town, patterns of any mumbered designs shown in The Ladies’ Howe Journal may b¢ hod by 
frice 12 The Ladies Home Journal Independence Sguarr, Philadelphia; er te amy ofthe following: 

Par 9230, S837 and 28 
measure. 
yall amd inclosin stating the number ond 

hot make it by pattern No. $851, with a simple 
embroidery-or braiding design to trim the edges 
of the painted flounces and the surplice fines of 
the waist? If time is a factor in the making, 
then bands of insertion or machine hemstitching 
could replace the hand: With several 
changes of girdle this frock could give uti 
service without the wearing af it becoming a 
hardship. 

As pictured bere, Nos, 8852-8670 show a 
rather elaborate dress of silk net over a silk 
foundation and with somewhat expensive pearl 
bead trimming, yet the model does not need 

to be duplicated suce y 
or fine crépe or voile, or even 

with lace for the trienmis 
you'll develop a 
to wear. The lining slip may be white or 

d two cologed ones will give a more 
nge of apparel, But be sure 

make the dress separate from the lining or 
sa [t may be sent to the tub. 

Nearly every season we get a boopskirt 
scare; this season it proved a blessing in the 

‘ompR, 
West Perty-thind Street, New York City, for 
Yarerthree cenns (tke lnhate portage), The 
ik cttains a coupon which may be used for 

Soy Aftecsceat pattero Massed tn or ts 
‘Tree Laces! Mowe Sowmnas. 

Drawing 

By Elsie Deane 

11's.a sinaple arranze- 
here on Nos, 8721 

and $601, the circular skirts that complete the 
two remaining designs. This cord treatment 
serves a double purpose, for it makes « charming 

i does away with other trimming. 
the seated figure (Nos. 883 

strates this, and convincingly tc 
for what better result could desire for this 
figured silk? Net ei 
waist, so daintily quaint with its oldJashioned 
shoulder pull sleeves. In fact, the entire design 
aavors of 1830, undoubtedly the costume period 
which inspired ite + conception Flowered pat~ 
terns of voile, dimity, batiste or lawn will make 
up well in thi d, again, may we advise 
that the gulmpe be made separate? 

flare to many new skirts. 
ment of cords a! 

DOSSIBILITIES are apparent in waist No. 
S4H), shown with skirt No, 8721, for the 

pattern provides for full-length sleeves and a 
high neck with standing collar for the under- 
walst; then there is the kimono overblouse, 
which may he used without the bib-shaped sec- 
tion if one prefers, As pictured here, a beautiful 
shade of canary yellow taGeta, with a white 
guimpe of pheer sitk net, was used, just the 
necessary touch af color being obtained by the 
use of turquoise satin facings on the girdle and 
the bib-front section which is held in place by 
delicate wreaths of small blossoms and leaves 
adjusted over the shawklers. 
Less expensive material can he employed with 

equally pleasing results. Cannot you see this 
charming model made up ina Bowered organdie 
of lawn, worn with a washable guimpe, with 
ribbon of a becoming color to replace the satin 
facings and to form the shoulder straps? 

Patterns New 
ches waist 

‘attern Company, 615. West Ferty-third Street, New Vork City; Home Patiern Company, 617 Mission Street, Se, Francisco, California; Home 
Foes Company, 1013 
Company, 143 Gearge Street, Toronts, Ontaris, Canad, 

fashingion Avenwe, St. Lowis, Missonri; Home Pattern Company, 36 South Clinton Strest, Chicago, lilinois; Home Pattern 
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Sill Hesiony 
is the exquisite hodery for all occa 
sions. MeCallum’s No. 153 is the 
only fine silk hosiery obtainable in any 
color, matched to sunple. 
‘To know what splendid satisfaction can 
be secured in fine black silk hosiery, 
ask for McCallum’s No, 113 and 
No, 122. 

Our handsome boatla You Just Knew 
She Weare Them” sent on request. 

McCallum Hosiery Co. 
Northampton, Mass. 

About Babies 
Both of these books are FREE 

Oar cating tnuntraciag and everyting Ix inluet” 
sol colavens searing mpsaral wot REG ioe The sakg. ‘Tou eaioe explana haw i, steasive yom tay ol De, Med cobtoeatnd bani on the “Chase 
tad Feeding ot Cilibren™ 
Ox optaig contain the mnt coraiese Nes of ec ant 

Miata, 

slew 

od PRB wpe 

eid M BELLASHESS4.@ !\" 
me NEW YORK CITY, N.Y. he 67l. 

“Mum” 
gently neutralizes 
all bodily odors 

A snow-white greaseless cream which 
keeps the body fresh and sweet from 
bath to bath, 

25c at all drag- and department-stores: 

“MUM” MPG CO 1106 Chestnut St Philadelphia 

Borer & Wollacs Gurmeat Ca, Befala, %.%. 
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Wt oes tS | a When You Go Motoring 
Designs by the Fashion Editors: With Drawing by Edward A. Poucher 

ping blood, ntry home af 

‘OW willingly would everyone of ws follow 
the lure of Spring to the treasure house 

he Ieddes birds, her 
nich she the magic by 

the lity and the rose"! But time 
ud the facil our porte 

Thote who and have the 

added luxury of may laugh at distance 
and journey to the world's end Mf the “Jeaping 

leather or rabberiv 
toilet articles. 

sin our homes Jit 

desires 
is the very keynot 

this twentieth century, Itt 
and extends to our pastimes aryl our pleasares, 
and not the last nor the least to be affected by 
tare the nator car and the motorist, One 
thinks nothing nowadays of speedi or for 
fifty miles to make a week-end visit o¢ to enjoy 
the » of a huwse party; but mark ye 
here as csewhere obe must appear correctly 
groomel. Any sort of dress, coat or hat will not 
lo at all. Good-taste, comfoet and etiquett 
Jemand correct motor “tog 

First of all, whether you are shupping with a 
wor a long ts hort trip inv nicer t 

kind of materials best suite! for your dresses; alse 
these should be non-crusbable or nearly su. of 
Certain alls such as silk crepe anv de guwn a 
Chine are good. ‘The latter, by the way, when wear 
it does become mussed, can he restored by hang 
ing the guement near steam—the Mathroom is “PTHE drew at t 
xoot for the purpose. Not only can erépe ¢ tion (No, B&2I) i 
Chine be used for yosr dresses a t in three g 
it makes the daintiest underwear imag 
easily laundered and packs lato the beast px 
sible space 

Fabrics of sil 1 cotton combined in crepe 
are very inexpensive and attractive, Linen, th 
non-crushable kine}, ane pongee will st 
hard usage and therefore are to be recom 
A topcoat, even in summer, is indispen: 
and af th meade waterpenol b 
teveloping, the garment will be dou c 4 
bie: otherwise, you will need in a tor It 
n oflskin slip-on—a regular sou N 

ther than a small hat, 9 wee h Mt 
he considered, and to wea hiffon veil 3 of bright 
is a enor that will not injure the e: The and per 
wnt popular motor bonnet by wot eumsidered se a tiny These little 
hie as the hat of straw or silk 25 Wi Med § fe ‘ y " : ste 
Now, let us suppose th 

# invitation Co spend the 

¢ Ladies’ Home Journ for Map, 1915 

VAN_RAALTE 
Cc m 

Veilsas 

The “San Pan’’—a new American 

eteation oviginated by Van Raalte, 
i San Francisce Panama 

Ainerica’s 

warmed for # 
Exposition, dedicated to 
Wmost particular women 

Af this graceful draping 
leverly cut aut and boxed 

with elastic te fit any bat. 

The! San Pur 
when neking 

venter 

need not he removed 
v4 the hat, Made in 
and honter effect 

Write fort! Miladi’s Veil’ —a hook 
let on how to wear anal care for veil 

E.&ZVAN RAALTE 

Avenue, New Vork 

Ker your protection 
ticket is 9m emery ya 

many mesic 

10 Fitth 

Hucu McNatty 
was recently awarded a schol 
ership by the St. LouisUniver 

sityafteracompetitiveexam 
ination open to pupils of all 
thecityschools. He" passed” 
with an average of 9114 

While preparing for this severe 
test, and for several years pre- 
viously, Hugh was also one of 
the leading salesmen of o 
troop of Ledies' Home Journal- 
Saturday Evening Post boys. 

earned a Shetland 
1 an extra prize for 

ood wark, His sulling experience 
developed and trained his reason 

plemented his 

Our Plan Will Do As Much 
For Any Bright Boy 

Thousands of boys are making a 
f this work. 

ting a rf 
and at the same tin 
own spending money 
you how Hugh did it a 
other boy can do the 

Let us tell 
how any 

me thing. 
Sales Disiason, 

THE CURTES 
PUBLISHING COMPANY 

PHILADELPHIA 
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The Girl’s Mother 

Chance in Tt 
Selected by the Fashion Edito Drawings by Augusta Reim 

F COURSE, 

it from 
he result; 
ue of her 

all her 

MgotHess of growing girls, 
in their concern about 

their daughters’ clothes, fre- 
q ly make the mistake of 
Riving little of no attention to 

ery 
respect of her girl; and fi 

the girl's good she must a 
mire her mother and r 

her mot! 
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Al Preserving Time 
FTE pl eof “canning'*— |p 
| the satislaction that 

| om * up" your own 
comes jf 

»—the joy of [9 
ing jars aml jellics and marma- |i 

you get the geauine thrill of |i 
ifely pride when you de this 

works with 

| (aber E ] ALUMINUM 

“From generation to generation ” 
Sint stemeprd.—twar this in mind—but cat |} i inolis; eames asd jounthvss | 
Joes not ativk ta Wigner War 

¥. 

oem WAGNER MFG. CO. 
Dept. A Sidney, Ohio 

| 
7 

i 
Visit own exkibity at the Sau Francisco | 

{ and Saw Deco Exposition 

. To Get Acquainted. ub | 

fie 
Abutubuen Cup, 

GIVEN AWAY 
Six Designs, with directions for 
making beautiful crochet pieces, 
given you free with 

wis Mercerized 

Crochet Cotton 
10 Cents per Ball 

vix designs in- pm 
y's Capy 
oy, Hat 

Rind, Dutch Callar, 
tlope Purse, 

ewing Bag 
WOOLCO Mercerized 
CROCHET COTTON 

lisa of sizes and Coleg 
| Woatea Fea Ort fx gat 
 Weclee Poosuann—wltte10e; celeende or 3 tanldonay Were re 

TOK 
cRoceer 

ine Fa 

to fit, and, the 
ily be made 

ise which spell 
must watch her own 

"=. A mother's respon 
t and varied; it is not 

she market and sew 
ind watch; she must 

charm and interest as well. If 
You would guide your daughter's 

ec. The first 
rerials of silk: 

bina- 

‘ious problems of 
You must prove by your clo 
that your judgment is to be 

FLW. WOOLWORTH CO. STORES 
Everywhere 

These prives fur Waited Hater any 

Freeman’s 
Face Powder 

Tate ie OSAP 
guranteed to please you just 

thoroughly us uny Se oF 

half a box, return the 
halanee to your 

d get your 
money back. Write 
for ample box free. 

Tux raeaas 

20C mz! 

sa hip dire a ait on 



90 The Ladies” 

The Make- Over Shop 
What Can I Do With My Last Summer Frocks? 

By Margaret Mallory: With Drawing by M.T. and T. M. Bevans 

RE you shaking your head in despair over 
A your last summer's frock, as you com 

pare ity narrow lines with the flare skirts 
of today? A proverb says" You cannot mm: 

Ik pusse of a sow's ear,” hat we know that pie: 
skin makes good leather and many 2 purse is 
fashioned from other portions of porcine anat- 
omy} 0 Lam going to show you how to attempt 
the seemingly impossible and make @ fare skirt 
out of the narrow gown of yesteryear, 

‘The first ditt if course, is the bottom 
» Perbkaps your drow had a gathered 

tunic falling over the ubiquitous narrow band. 
‘So did the dress of white 
left. The olf tunle was 
straight gathered flounce was added, cut from 
pattern No. S885, which contains besides this 
flounce a three-piece high-waisted yoke with 
saspeniers ant pocket Maps, as Hhastrated by 
the figure on the extreme right; another three: 
plece yoke cut in one of two outlines with 
gathered [rill; alo a circular Gounce, 

Surely you never heard of so many patterns 
in one envelope. These bits of paper seem to 
possess a magic power for transfarming almost 

fat year; for the patterns wore 
cut to answer the makeover prob: 

lems, yet at the same time are perfectly good 
designs for making up pew material. 

‘The new gathered rule of plain white cotton 
crépe changed the old skirt into the fashionable 
silbouette, and the old band around the bottom 
‘was used to construct new sleeves, cut from No. 
8850, which contains five sleeve patterns, three 
of which ate illustrated on this page, 

HESE sleeve patterns are specially adapted 
to remodeling. The undersleoves are of net 

tomatch the yest hnished with crochet but. 
tons, The waist had shrunk and seemed tight 
over the bust, so a piece of coarse cotton lace 
served to widen the front and at the same time 
toadd an unusual touch to the gown. The cuffs 
and girdle are of plain crépe to match the skirt 
ruffle, 

This gown in its altered state shows bo scars 
of surgery. Two weaves of cotton ¢ripe com- 
bined beaatifully, and this goods, whether fig- 
ured, striped or plaid, looks well with a plain 
material. I might also add that a thin linen com- 
bined with a heavy weave is particularly pleas- 
ing whether in the same or contrasting color. 

‘The seated figure shows the circular flounce 
of pattern No. 8453 adapted to a tunic and ap- 
plied with « braided design in cotton soutache. 

ATTERNS (including Gui je Chart) for ladies’ end misses’ yoker and Rownces () 
‘and masses' dress sleeves (No. 8850) im four sizes: 32,36, 40 and $4 inches bust measare ; 

Many sultable braid designe are shawn In 
embroidery book, and a strong revival of brab 

ing and embroidery has been steadily increasing 
since the first showing of spriog fashions. 

Frequently we ace s combination of soutache 
and embroidery which is lo 
Sévantage of working xp quickly. 
idea lends itself to the use of small pieces of 
goods which so often puzzle us to know how to 
merge them into blended completion without 
their looking like Joseph's well-known coat. 
“This gown is of white finen, while the long collar 
is of old blue pongce, which Is repeated in piping 
above the braided cuffs, 

A revival of the undersleeve dear to 1860 ls 
found in this pattern No. 8850, In thia b 
stunce the undersdeeve was mare of met, which 
alo furnished material for the vest finished 
with u litle zigeag design of catton soutache 
and crochet buttons 

COLD pine and black wher weed with w 
make a charming color scheme and tl 

» colors are lovely with the sand-colored 
linens and crépes so much in use this summer, 
Hf you have no material to match your old dress 
which will answer for the circular flounce use 
new material for this and the lower part of the 
waist. No pattern was cut for this waist, but 
I shall be glad to advise how it may be cut. 

The dainty girl in the center is wearing a 
contee of silk over a ruffed lace dress. 
could be sweeter 
little coatees in 
shown extensively in New York and will fend a 
charming touch to many a gown at fashionable 
seashore and mountain resorts, 

‘The Ameriesn manufacturers of lace are te- 
sponding be: i 
United States” call and are showing wander- 
fully lovely patterns of laces at very moderate 
figures. Where lace is too expensive net ruffles, 
whose edges are bound with colored silk to 
match the jacket, will be found most effective. 
‘This coatec is af rose faille silk, which Is a soft, 

supple evolution of old-time bengaline, The 
buttons are of white porcelain. I should like 
such m coat in blue with three tarnished silver 
buttons. And think of black velvet with rhine- 
stone buttons! A girl might have several such 
coatees in different colors made of tafeta or 
charmeuse, What a variety they would lend 
iw the same dress! 
The sheer dress on the girl with the fan was 

made from a blue charmeuse na luager able to 

4833) come in six 
far ladies’ and evisses’si 

he cnastracd as styl Chiffon cloth ia a 
lovely orchid shade of mauve was used for the 
overdress, Marquisette, silk and cotton voile 
could he substituted; while not always cheaper, 
they are more durable and easier to make than 
chigfon cloth 

To the ist of blue was added » band of 
silver lace back and front, Over this was toftly 
draped the chiffon cloth, and the pew loose 
sleeves finished with a hated of blue satin ribbon 
were cut from No. 8850. 

Three bands of blue ribbon In the same oc 
different widths Gnish the full t A scant 
tufile of chiffon cloth was set on th 
the blue skirt. Am artificlal orchid tied with 
narrow blue ribbon finkshes the gown is front; 
aud a silver galloon band about the brow, from 
which the hair is brushed straight back, cot 
pletes a toilet altogether lovely for summer 
dances 

‘The figure om the extreme right shows nt- 
other way of juggling a tunic and changing 
the old inte the new, In this case we reverse the 

the old gathered tunic from the 
ce yoke, which will be found generally 

of safficient depth to lengthen the skirt to the 
correct height from the Boot. 

DRESSES ate, being worn quite abort this 
year, and wild are the rumors as to the 

the skirt above the ankles. The co 
. well bred woman will always know 

where to reconcile style with good taste and 
may be trusted to her own good judgment 
avoid some of the ridiculoas extremes to which 
we have been subjected. ‘The unknowing ones 
confuse Broadway with Fifth Avenue. The 
real déganie, while her Gothes are smart and 
may be extreme, never offeads our sensibilities 
ot makes herself conspicuous simply Because 
daringly short skirts are said to be ‘the fashivp.”” 

‘This saspeader yoke and skirt will be found 
complete in No, 8850, and is particularly good 
for remodeling linen dresses or those af cotton 
poplin, crépe or gingham, which may be worn 
wlth any shirtwalst, though one of tailored 
Hines seems best adapted to this style of skirt. 
This model would be particularly well suited to 
a three-piece sul 

NOTE—I shall be glad to delp yuu with makewner 
pechiema, asd to which may be sed 
to recut Your okt clothes and materials that may be 
omsblsed. Send a sazoped, sddresant envelape for wach 
‘informatins to ‘Mallory, the Malee-Over 
‘Tun Lanirx’ Howe Joonsat, Phillads|phla,Petnsyivania 

+ 22 So 52 incher seiet moseure; (or ladies 
le-breasted coutee ( tage 

riser: 32 (a $2 inches bust measure, at few cents for cack mumber, postfree. If there is no gency for Home Patterns in your town, patterns of amy numbered 
designs shown in The Ladies’ Home Journal may bs had by mail, by stating the wumber ond rise, ond incarins 
Independence Square, Philadephia; o¢ to any af the following: Home Pattern Company, 615 West Forty-third Street, New York City, 

Calijornia; Howe Pattern Company, 1013 Waskington Avenue, St. ‘Louis, Missouri; Home Pattern Company, $17, Mission Sie, Som Francisco, C 

ig the price fo The Ledies’ Howe Jowrnai, 
; Home Pattern 

Company, 36 South Clintons Street, Chicago, Uilimois; Howe Pattern Company, 183 George Sirect, Toronte, Ontario, Conads, 
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EW styles are con- 
stantly being de- 

signed in keeping with 
the changing modes. 

Send for catalogue of over 
sixty new models, priced 
from 50c to $7.50, and select the myles 
thet most appeal to your senseof fitness, 

Ask yous dealer for Model 
ssideee. I be cannot sup 

ly you write to us direct, 

DEPT, 
200 Fifth Avenue, New York City 

Chicago Paria. Prockire 
Boston 

The only electric 
carpet sweeper 

and suction cleaner combined 
‘The patented electricatly driven Srush of soft 
hair revolvingin suction openingof The Hooves, 

ER SUCTION 
SWEE! 

HOY A yout ort. howe ws, in, we 
il aden, we wid array 12 

pat yon Fie Nearer 
Free trial in your home 

Lit ie etecteseabiy Hivied. Whem you wee Tike Husreng woth 
ae 

nd tS 
Write Write “iy etareetes book, ” 



Forty-eight free trips to the California Fairs 

as guests of Runaway June! 
. Think of spending a happy, care-free week in lovely California—sceing the 
wonderful sights of the two great Fairs—not as the usual visitor will see them, but 
with all the privileges that come to special guests. Think of being taken, if you 
wish, in a special moving picture with Runaway June herself. And all this without 
a penny of expense—without a thought or a worry about traveling. 

Forty-eight young women—one from each state—will be chosen by their friends 
who vote for them at showings of 

Runaway, June 
George Randolph Chester’s thrilling motion picture serial now running at 

moving picture theatres throughout the country. 

‘OU, yourself, may be the lucky one—you never realize 
how many friends you have till they begin gathering 

coupons for you. Or, why not get your friends together 

and select one among your number as your candidate—then 

all wy to win for her, 

Quite aside from the enjoyment of the California trip— 

made in Pullman cars with all the luxuries you can imagine 

—the contest itself is no end of fun. For there's excitement 
at every showing of the film as to which young women will 

win the three votes for sAer installment. 

Remember, this is not a contest of actresses or other 
well-known women; a friendly neighborhood competition 

among your sw friends, 

We are going to the great expense of the Runaway June 

California Trip Contest for good business reasons: 

We want every woman to see this fascinating serial, in which George 
Randolph Chester's genius for interesting situations and exciting incidents 
is concentrated on the money problem between man and wife. The 
strugyele beyinss before the rice has been shaken from the traveling dress of 
the lovely bride, and carries through scene after daring scene—from the 
fashionable suburbs of New York to the mysteriously bewutiful sea 
caves of Bermuda, Sometimes you find yourself in Rectot's famous 
restaurant, amid the real crowds af real people who, more than chefs and 
orchestras, make the fame of restaurants; again, slipping quietly 
and swiftly between the little islands of the bay, you see a sleek white 
motorboat, manned only by a frightened girl, eluding the pursuit of 
the powerful racer which drags a great wave in its wake by its speed, 

No description of the stirring drama that unfolds itself in episode 
after episode could possibly bring you to realize the fascination of this 
pictured story as you will realize it when you have seen even one 
installment. So our first business reason for the Runaway June California 
Trip Conte:t is to make acquaintances for Runaway June—which will 
jpen into friendships that will make this the most popular motion 

picture serial ever shown. 

Let us repeat —every motion picture theatre which shows a Runaway 

June film can enter the Ruuaway June California Trip Contest and 
cast ity votes according to the wishes of its patrons. 

If the theatre which you attend is not showing the ask the 

manager to get it, so that you may see this most interesti u 

the theatre is not entered in the Runaway June contest, ask the manager 
to enter his theatre so that you or one of your friends may go to the 
Califomia Fairs ass guest of Runaway June, 

Watch the newspapers for announcements showing where and when 
the film appears, Also for further particulars as to the distinguished 
people who will accompany the party, dates of the trips, and the like. 

‘Theatres entered in the Runaway June contest are supplied with pram- 
phlets giving: complete rules under which the contest is conducted, or, 
we shall be glad to send a booklet with a portrait of Runaway June ard 
full particulars about her California Trip Contest if you will ask us for it. 

Do not delay—every installment of Runaway June counts 
for three votes. Speak to the manager of your Theatre the 

day you see this advertisement. 

How to Vote 
‘Theatres entered in this contest will each have three water for each 

installment of the picture, Coupons will be given out at the box office— 
one with every ticket; at every inctallment after the first, these coupons 
will be collected and counted for the candidate indicated by persons 
turning them ing the three ladies receiving the highest number of cou- 
pons during cach installment will each have one vote in the contest. 
"The lady who receives the greatest number of votes in cach state will 
go to the Fairs free us the guest of Runaway June. 

In case of a tie, the candidate whose votes represent the greatest 
number of coupons will win. If there still he a tic, aif candidates 
receiving the same number of yotes and the same number of coupons 
will be declared winners and shall go to the Fairs, 

No matter how small the theatre—its votes count for as much as 
those of the largest. 

‘The contest will close at peg om September 30th, 1915. Votes 
will be counted by Lybrand, Ross Bros, & Montgomery, New York, 
certified public accountants, The decision will be announced through 
moving picture theatres and daily papers by October 10th. ‘The forty- 
eight lucky winners will start immediately thereafter for beautiful 
California as the guests of Runaway June, 

Runaway June may be booked by any theatre through any one of the fifty-six 
branch offices of the Mutual Film Corporation. 

Produced by 

RELIANCE MOTION PICTURE CORPORATION 

Executive Offices: 29 Union Square, New York 
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“Gwenty-seven years ago 

Mis. Mary L. Hiller of 
Illinois was left with a home | 

| to support and with two 
daughters to educate. 

She read an advertisement for subscription repre- 
sentatives for The Ladies’ Home Journal, and a week 
later she was at work. 

Her work during that year paid for a course at the 
New England Conservatory of Music for one daughter, 
then sixteen years old, and before graduation her daughter 
had secured a position as a teacher of music at a salary 
of $800 a year. The next year's work paid for a course 
in the same conservatory for the younger daughter. 

From that time until now Mrs, Miller has held her 
position as a subscription representative for The Ladies’ 
Home Journal and The Saturday Evening Post. 

Her work has enabled her to support 
herself and family, to live comfort- 

ably, to educate two daughters, and 

| recently to buy a home of her own. 

Many of the subscribers whose orders she took in 
1888 are on her list of customers today, Their yearly 
renewals give her a permanent, dependable income. 

Mrs. Miller is only one of thousands of women who 
devote all or a part of their time to looking after the 
renewals and new orders of The Ladies’ Home Journal, 
The Saturday Evening Post and The Country Genile- 
man. The amount of their earnings depends on the 
lime given to the work. 

If you have some spare time, whether it be much or 
little, that you want to convert into money, let us tell you 
what so many others are doing and what you can do, 

BOX 789, AGENCY DIVISION 

THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY 
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 
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We will send you a 
“One-Cake” Package 
Tast enough cocoanut for one big “company 
fake." Dromedary Cocoanut is the better 
Scoanut in the better package. Not only 
§% Dromedary Cocoanut fresh-grated, sweet 
Aad tender when placed in the package, but 
the package keeps it fresh, 

anitil the hase 
Children! Here isa “humpy" cookie made | 
With a Dromedary Cookie-Cutter, Show it 
Picture below to your mother and ask her to | 
ake you sume like it, 

10c Cookie-Cutter FREE | 
our Hane aint addresé und the name of your 
id Se (stamps or coin) partially: 10 pay pest 

Pr icking wink we will send youu Oue-Cake 
Re package of Drow oantit, o Drespedar ‘Golgi Cutter ard 

new self-sealing 
WWoet and tender shred is used. 

The HILLS BROTHERS Company 
Dept. B, 375 Washington St. New York 
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Your glow mains 
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THE TOILET WaTeR FOR 
EXCESSIVE PEASPRATION 

New Triumphs in Desserts. 
Write for “Freezer 
Book’’ (free) with | 
Mrs. Rorer's reci- 
es, and showing 
ag expertly 

and easily you can 
Make frozen desserts in the 

LIGHENING 
Your dealer can supply the Lig 

No) 
ing Freezer 

RNITY 
eats FR. SKIETS CORSETS =F 

CTURERS PRICES 
ansses 

neBryant xe. 

The Little Girls 
One- Pie ce Dress 

| For Surmamer 
Drawings by M. E. Musseiman 
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Every Child Whose Mother €5,2?* 

filet’ Puffed Rice Free This Week 
Your Children Are Invited 

We invite you all—children and grown-ups—to 

enjoy Puffed Rice at our expense this week. 

Take this coupon to your grocer, He has stocked, 
we believe, a fresh supply of Puffed Rice for this offer. 

He will give you a full-size package for this coupon, 

and charge the 15 cents to us. 

We make no conditions 
whatever. 

See That They Get It 
—Please 

This treat costs you nothing. Every home is wel- 
come to it. Won’t you see that your folks get it? 

It means breakfasts of crisp, flaky morsels, with a 
taste like toasted nuts. It means suppers of grain bub- 
bles, floating in bowls of milk. It means wholesome 
dainties ready always when hungry children want them. 
Those things are all yours free this week if you will 
simply present this coupon. 

Steam Exploded Tit-Bits 

You who don’t know Puffed Grains should, by all 
means, take this chance to know them. 

‘These are whole grains roasted by a fearful heat 
while sealed in mammoth guns. The moisture in 
each atom is thus changed to steam. When the guns 

The Quaker Qals @mpany 
Sole Makers 

are shot there occur in each grain a hundred million 

steam explosions. 

This is Prof. Anderson's process. It blasts the food 

granules for ease of digestion. And it puffs the grains 
to eight times normal size. It makes them airy, fragile, 

thin and crisp, and gives them an almond flavor. 

No other process makes 
grain so inviting, and none fits 

| Puffed Wheat, 12c mote nl it for food like this, "These me 

‘Puffed Rice, 
the ideal cereals. 

‘15¢ ™ wea 
Pay With This Coupon 

Ask your grocer for a package of Puffed Rice and 

pay him with this coupon. It is good for the 15 cents. 

It will bring you ten delightful meals. It will show 

you the way to a thousand such meals in the future. 

They'll 

Cut out the coupon now, 

Accept this offer for the children’s sake. 
enjoy these food confections. 

SIGN AND PRESENT TO YOUR GROCER  *** 
Good in United States or Canada Only 

This Certifies that my grocer this day accepted this coupon as 
ayment in full for a 15-cent package of Pufled Rice. 

your assarance that 
were compised with 
The Quaker Quta Company — CBicago 

15-Cent Coupon NOTE: No family is entitled to 
should be out of either Pulted W 
new stock. As every jobber i w 

whan ane coupon, If your grocer 
wid the coupon until be 



PALM GU LbPVE 
— She Dream of Fast Generations 

How the women ofallages would 
envy the modern woman could they 
know the privilege she enjoys of 
talm and Olive oils perfectly 
blended in PALMOLIVE SOAP. 

The ancient Egyptians and the 
Luxucy loving Greeks and Romans 
knew no such toilet conventence, 
hut used. thet favorite Pilnand Okie 

otls in the crude natural state. 
These beautiful women of bygone 

days would haye reveled in the petfect 
cleansing PALMOLIVE dither and 
Jotned the fortunate modern woman 
inextolling PALMOLIVE SOAP. 

PALMOLIVE (/athers 
instantly whether the water is 
hard orsoft, hot or cold,and is 
extremely economical in use. 
Especially desirable for babies, 

naturally following their first bath 
of olive oil. For sale everywhere, 
Threefold Sample Offer — 

Libetal cake of PALMOLIVE, 
bottle of Shampoo and tube 
of Cream, packed in a neat 
sample package, all mailed on 
receipt of five two-cent stamps. 
B.J. JOHNSON SOAP COMPANY. Inc. 

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 
CANADIAN FACTORY: 1557157 George Street, Torente, Ont. 



A package of Kellogg’s Toasted Corn — 
Flakes, a generous bowl and a pitcher of | 
fresh rich milk or cream. | 

The protecting Waxtite cover is 

removed. A shower of golden flakes fills 

the bowl and the Nation’s Breakfast is 

ready. 

Rare crispness, perfect freshness, 

flavor unequaled. In more than a million 

American homes this distinctive Amer- 

ican food is served each morning. —— 

Se 

Look for this Signature: 
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a A Special Word to Subscribers 
IN you receive notice that your sebacriptlen has 

expired renew it mt once, waing the blank inclosed 
your final copy, Please sign your came evserly as it 
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In requeming a change of address please give us four 
works notice. 

LISHING COMPANY 
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Should your subscription expire with this ieue of 
Tus Jounsas your resewal mus reach us before Ihe th 
‘of July to avoid missing the next Gave, We cannot 
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‘THAT REMINDS ME 
Bright Things of All Times That People Have Laughed Over 

the doctor, “you take this 
just as L told you, and you will 

Seep tke 's baby. 
ie patient surveyed the medicine doubt- 

fully, "Well, doctor,” he said, if you mean 
He our baby T gues I won't take it” 

ae Why Shouldn't it Mean That? 

'e fg unmarried?” inquired the census 

“Oh, s desi, no," said the little et 4 blush 
ing; “I've never even been married.’ 

Neither Could Afford It 

HAT?" exclalmed the motorist, who 
had run over a farmer's toe, “you want 

five hundred doflars for a crushed foot? Now- 
sense! I'm ex millionatre." 

“Perhaps not," cried the suffering farmer; 
“and 1's a no sania y either,” 

Hed Nothing on Him 

HIE haughty English lord was endeavor. 
ing to impress the importance of his family 

upon his guide in the Scotch Highlands 
“Why,” he exclaimed, with an eloquent ges- 

ture, “my ancestors have had the right to bear 
arms for the last two hundred years! 

“Hoot, mon,” erie the Scot, my an- 
sestors hnve had the right to bare legs for the 
last twa thoosand years!" 

The Real Story of the Early Worm 

the up-to-date youth Aip- 
pantly, a very mice story about 

the carly bird snd the worm, but it seems to 
ee the worm didn’t get much by rising 
curly. 
“Tam informed,” said the father, “that the 

worm had pot been to bed at all, but was fust 
returning home from the night before." 

‘And, there being nothing more to say, the 
young man said it 

Hed Seen Something Like It 

15S ATKINS was explaining to ber class 
the diflerence between a common nown 

and an abstract noun. 
“An example of a common noun bs ‘cat,’ 

the said; ‘For you can see it, while you cannot 
see an abstract 1 Now, for example, have 
any of you ever seen ‘abundance’? 

‘This query was received in profound silenve. 
Then a Tithe fellow got iy 2 and said: “No, 
ma’am, I have never seen a bun dance, but I've 
seen a cake walk.’” 

Se SAID the old general, “you think Lad 
owld make a good valet for an ald wreck 

like me, do you? I have a glass eye, a wooden 
and a wax arm thet peed bas after, not 

to mention false teeth, and so forth, 
“Oh, that's all right, general,” replied the 

applicant enthusiastically. “I've had lots of 
experience. 1 worked six years in the ssgme- 
bling department of an automobile factory.”* 

Some Nerve 

Gor hook pv cau ae 
ir nerve! Someone has and put sce where I we Hiding, Fah over the p 

A STATEMENT OF THE FINAL ACCOUNTING OF 

THE QUEEN OF THE BELGIANS’ FUND 
WILL BE FOUND ON PAGE 47 OF THIS NUMBER 

OF THE LADIES’ HOME JOURNAL 

EVERY CONTRIBUTOR TO THIS FUND SHOULD READ IT 

Not What Was Meant 

if ¥ FRONT of a city church was this an- 
nowncement: “Christian Endeavor meet- 
4 Sunday evening, at seven-thirty. Subject: 

w Way of pe ,transgressor. The pastor 
wil ‘be the leader, 

Meeting All Expectations 

ORE grsning the xoung f, who bad 
tecmned Tather attracted by “Big 

Grace, was dining with the family, " he 
Sister” was talking aay when the visitor 
wits about to ask the blessing. Turning to the 
child he sald ina tone of mild reproof; 

“Laura, Lam going to ask yrace, 
“Well i it's about time," answered 

Sister” fn an equally reproving tone. 
heen expecting you to do it for s year, ant Ibe 
has too,” 

A Useful Bell 
TOS bell,” raid the well-meaning sexton, 
when showing the belfry of the village 

church to a party of visitors ‘is only rang in 
case of a visit from the Lard Bishop, a fire, a 
Sood, af some other such calaralty. 

Ma cd 

Sharpening Himself 

WEN the train stopped at the little 
YY Southern station the tourist from the 

North sauntered out and gazed curiously at a 
lean animal with scragey Seietien wi «as 
rubbing itself against a scrub oak. 
Bt aera 8 heasked curiously 

of a native, 
“ Razorback hawg, 
“What is be doing sibhing himself against 

that tree?” 
“Ho's stropping hisell, sah, jest stropping. 

hisself,”” 

Why He Didn't Believe It 

LE £ CAME isto the grocery store and in 
about two minutes his new seven-dollar 

trousers bad wiped up a lange qu quantity of fro 
paint. He made an awl 
prictor came bustling forward. 

"It's your own fault,” said the groceryman 
* Didn't you see that sign: 

Lee “Tsaw it, 
bat I didn’t beliew 
Pit, dita’t tore hh? Why not?” asked 

1h Welt E did't believe it because T come in 
ney palace foot Fresh’ 

Her Great Discovery 

“COME of the grandest discoveries of the 
ages,” sald the acteatist sunoroesly, 

“have been the accdents.”” 
I can readily believe that,” said the fair 
DOPE OTe BP LAE NRE AO 

man blinked his amazement, 
“May Task what tt wast™ 

“Certainly,” replied the fair one. “I found 
that by keeping a bottle of ink handy you can 
‘me a fountain just like any pea 
‘without all the bother of filling it.” 

A Proof of True Love 

TITLE Rea one day turaed to her mother, 
who was a widow, and said: 

“Mamma, do you really and truly love 
hy, of course, my wear. Why do you 

And will you prove it to me?” 
Yes, if T can 

“Then go marry the man jBround the corner 
who keeps the candy store.” 

Polite Though the Heavens Fall 

ROTHY was so homesick at her first 
party, and cried to er that the 

bastess's mother #1 would be 
better for her to go home, 

Dorothy accepted the idea, but a few min 
sites later, upon answering a timid knock 

the door, the hostess's mother f 
Doroth y, bathed in tears. 
“Well, Dorothy, Fam glad to see you again, 

Did you decide to come back to us? 
“No m'm, I f--forgot t-to say I b-had such a 

nice time,” 

A Humble Beginning 
ek vee nie stafiragette and was at 

Site With her father about the ballot far 
“swell, what are you suffragettes guing to 
do?” inquired the father. 
“We are galtig to sweep the country,” she 

"Well, do not despise small beginnings, my 
dear. Suppose you start with the dising room. 

A Valued Souvenir 

ADAM," shouted the angry neighbar, 
“your little Cosmo has just thrown a 

window!" 
‘you bring me the brick?” 

heaanod Conrea's soother. “We are keeping all 
the littl mementos of his youthful pranks.” 

” remarked Cassidy, 
sa ibaa er uctieg ties areas 

Well” Tepled Tas “cahl me wan that 
Oi don't loike, and OVE show yea.” 

Toking No Chances 
eet had quarreled violently with 

his litte neighbor across the street, His 
aunt told him i os ta Sos the 
friend's house, kiss him and say that he was 
The youthful bells “y 
ex ue ou suntie,” he side T Taight bite 

Where They Disagreed 

NEWSPAPER man was on the witness 
stand and the attorney was trying to find 

out something about him. 
“Where did you work last?!" be asked, 
“On the Milwaukee Sentinel.’” 
“Why did you leave?” 
“The editor and I disagreed on a national 

political question.” 
perWhere did you work next?'* 

“On the New Orleans Item.” 
“Why did you leave?" 
“The editor and I disagreed om a national 

political question.” 
‘This was the reply im every instance, and the 

judge took a hand. 
“What was this national political question,"* 

he asked, “upon which you never could agree 
with your chiels?" 

“Prohibition.” 

Where She Drew the Line 

HE maid of all work in the seevice of a 
provincial family, the members whereof 

are not an the most le terms, recently 
tendered her resignation, much to the distress 
‘of the lady att she ho house. 

“So yor going to leave us?" asked re 
mistress 8 = “What's the matter, Mi 
Haven't we always treated you like ane of t 
family ? 

- Vis, mum," ssid Mary; “‘an’ I've shtood 
it as long as I'm going to!” 

Where the Difference Lay 

"Biber ta said the minister's son, “my 
teacher says that ‘collect’ and “congre- 

wate’ mean the sate thing. Do thes 2 
“Perhaps onl Ao, my son,” said the ven 

erable “but you may tell yout 
teacher that there isa vast itterence between 
a congregation and a collection." 

\W, AW," suid Smobleigh—“it must be— 
aw—very unpleasant for you Americans 

to be—aw—governed by people whom you— 
aw—wouldn't awsk to dinner.” 

“Oh, T don't keuw," sald the American girl; 
“no frog 90 thee for yota De 
people who wouldn't ask you to di 

How She Told It 

Hi, MAMMA,” called little Mamie, "I 
oe that lady over there." 
Do you, dear?" asked ber mother; “who 

is abe? y 
Mamie pondered. " Why, she’s the little girl 

that the Fl you abut halts ext to me 
‘s grandmother, 

Safety First, and Yet — 

{tional met with an accident which 
cermed escaping gas and a lighted 

watch. Wher her husband ae hem. and 

Where? 
‘OSEPH and Isaac went to hear Billy 
Sunday preach, and after the service, ax 

they were going home, J: sid 
“Vell, Lznac, vat you tink of 
“T didn’t like him,” Taac. “Too much 

hell! Tt was bell, hell, holt all the time, fed 
I don't believe there & any hell, J. 
“No hell?” asked thrid in amaxement, 

jo,” answered the friend. 
me (Bie I Joes “if there 

“THE HOME CIRCLE” COVER—From a canes by Lester Ralph 
1 Neha agi le 

for this month's cover? 
we are prepared to furnish. 

ibol—what a wealth of 

duplicate copies of this cover, fn all sho original cola, ber 
had a limited edition so printed, and while they last a copy will be mailed, rolled in a strong tubs, 

have been 
fact ig Could a more appropriate pi for the cover of THE JouRNAL than was selected 

Te Joona rater? We think not. It is an ideal picture for framing, and 
‘on the front, and with no advertisement on the back. We have 
on receipt of fifteen cents, or two copies for twenty-five cents. 



‘They Write for Millions 
Three Authors Known to Every Reader of The Journal 

‘To Him the Home is Most of All 
IRN in Rome, New 
York, in May, 1872, 
Harold Bell Wright's 

youth was ase af toil, Of 
schooling he had litte as 

Two years in the 
ry department of 

‘ollewe was the apex Hiram € 
of his academic education. 
After that It was to earn a 
living that he fared forth 
into the world, working at 
anything almost that he 
could lay his hand to In 
1897 he entered the minis- 
try of the Christian charch 

Pierce City, 
Thereafter, ‘until 

lined from the 
minivtry to devote himself 
entirely to writing, he oe 

1 several pulpits in 
Missouri, 

Mr, Wright lives his own 
preachments, He belie 

he wrote in © 

novelist, and of his wife amt three boys, Isso nearty 
ideal, to delightful, so healthful and sincere, and 
why it runs so smoothly Pecause everything that 
ts done by the family ie done to the end tat it 
shall make the home life approach peeiection. It 
is why the boys, Gilbert and Paul, fourteen and 
twelve years of age how, are studying at horse with 
a delightful, y, Pleasant teacher who lives i 

why servants tind so small a place 

here Es to he built the tinal 
um of all the dreams of 

For several years the home wf the 

xtreme southeastern corner 

in. When it was built they all 
thought it would be their residence far 
many,many years. But about it isa large 
Fich ranch, and the ranch responsibility, 

i interfered with 
Ming. He 

he could write his novels and 
make home, but he couldn't write bis 
novels, make a home and superinterl 
big: ranch, 

three or four years agu, 
te Complete anal te 
began to develop in fascinating drew 

Mr. Wright—the dream of a perfect Cal 
fornia home ani a peefect California 
setting, Now the Grst essentials have 
heen secured, ‘The house, the studio, the 
barns, the magnificent grounds, with arti 
ficial lakes, fern grottoes, terraces, high 
peaks, lovely lawns and mcadows—all 
these are part of the dream, and the 
natural Jocatiue and the natural beauties 
are all there, ready and complete. ‘The 
artificial improvements are all om paper, 
‘The camp is established. Inside of the 
year part of the new and final hoene will 
house the happy family, and then an ideal 
life will begin for them and their friends. 

‘The new home is to rise in a cafioa on 
the north side of the Santa Monica 
Mountains, a distance of Giteen miles 
from Los Angeles, overlooking the beau- 
tiful San Fernando Valley, or Baskn, and 
within a few rods of two magnificent 
boulevards, The architecture will be pure 

lish Colonial, the house surrounding 

da perfect 
harmony of detail in home life. 

‘There are some two hundred and fifty 
acres in the estate, ancl it is character 
of Mr, Wright that ome of bis principal 
comrerns is that his friends shall have pro- 
vision made for them to such tent 
that the home will be part of their lives, 
and that they will come to it as they go 
to their own bearths—nnd as gladly. 
One would waste words telllag a reader 

of Mr, Wright's novels that his home life 
fs almost primitively simple, ‘That must 
be apparent through al? he writes No 
other man lives who has less use for eom- 

for what we call “style,” for 
‘ies, for customs that bar com- 
costumes that operate against 

fence. Spotless cleanliness, quiet 
manners, neatness of habit, person and 
home—these are all concomitant with the 
Wright ayetem; they are essential parts 
of the syster 

ME; WRIGHT'S work--writing—4s, 
ofcourse, all-important in the howse- 

held, and be is carefully guarded from 
interruptions, His study in the Imperial 
Valley home was half a mile from the 
house, and there be was secure from «is- 
traction. The studio at the new home 
place will be on the crown of a low, 
outjutting hill, between two beautifel 
cafions and surrounded by wild growth 
and wild Life. Te will be quite off beaten 
tracks, and those who go to Ht will go by 
invitation. 

‘This plan results in perfect working 
condisions, And it & acceded to by the 
family the more cheerfully and the more 
conscientioudy because it also results 
in the cottinement of work to working 
hours. Harold Bell Wright doem’t bring 

Masroid tell Weight 

the travail and the concen- 
trathun of the studio into 
the case and happiness and 
happy-gobuckiness of the 
home. 

All the member 
Wright family 
doorsand live 
ate prederred to machinery, 
ard each member has 
wn riding animal. The 
der bays can swim, run, 

shnot, rope calves, 98 

condi 
desert, 

IRMAN, the young: 
EN ster, is Very ap 
promises to rival the 
In two years he wi 
ing it —In almost every fine, 
He takes to the system 
like a young duck to water. 
And he and the others 
have every opportunity to 

learn the great outdoors of this § 
countey ani St themselves to it. E 
bent toward occupation yet. But that will came, 

y make: 0 b + man, Paul an artist, 
what? At five it is difficult to say. 
the howe life of the novelist-Harokl 

Bell Wright. Because it ix the shove life of the 
man, because it is the key to his existence and the 
synthesis of bis churacter, it has to be handled in 
broad strokes and with mach generalization. If 
his home life were separate and distinct from his 
Bife asa novelist, or from bis amusements or 

t his plans 

ery 
Thing that Hurohl Bell Weight has found worth 
itoing from the beyinning—making a home 

FP ALL the wamen 
who have helped 
to make Tuk 

JOURNAL famous none 
is more widely known or 
more popular among 
the readers of this magn 
xine than Grace $. Rich 
mond, whose first 
appea in THe 
JOURNAL as u story 
writer occurred more 
than twenty-two years 
ago. Born in Paw 
tucket, Rhode Island, 
the only child of a well 
known Baptist 
the Reverend Charles 
Edward Seuith, D, D, 
the author of “The 
Baptism in Fire” and 
“The World Lightest” 
and Catherine Kimball 
Smith, sbe was still a 
young girl when the 
family removed from 
New Englaml to Syra- 
cuse, New York. There 
her education was’ car- 
Fler! on, first in the highs 
school af that city and 
later with private 
tutors, under whom she 
followed a callege course 
of stwdy, 

LREADY she had 
LX given. indications 
of the writer's gift 
‘Then in the autumn of 
1887 she was martied to 
Dr. Nelwn Guernsey 
Richmond, of Fredonia, New York. As the wife of 
an energetic young physician with a growing prac- 
tice im » thriving community, and the mistres of « 
busy bousebold, it would seem as if the young bride 
could find little or no leisure for anything beyond 
her home cares and social duties, 

But the delicate sense of fascinating sureness in 
the orderly directing of the home life and sarrownd- 
ings which underlies the development of all of Mrs. 
Richmond's soriey, and subconscinasly helps along 
the sabtke appeal which those stories always possess 
for many thousands of readers, is a direct revalt of 
the author's own quietly efficient capacity for achiew- 
ing exactly those results in exactly that way in ber 
‘own home, 
Hence it was that Mrs. Richmond was able, with- 

out any sacrifice of home supervision, to make a 
modest beginaing in her career as an author, At 
first sho wrote only short articles and brief sketches, 
mainly of humorous or satirical comment on passing 
foibles and customs, and now and then she composed 
a bit of verse. ‘These earlier efforts, although a 
larger peoportion of them than is usual among the 
productiuns of young literary aspirants found a wel- 
come from editors and rvalers, were really to be 
regarded as only the practice work of a prentice 
hand. It was largely in this way that she acquired 
a technical shill which was a decided asset to ber im 
her later career. 

Grace S. Richmond 

A Lover of the Great Outdoors 
PON this plan of life 
and work I have 
written ten books, 

please Ged I live so 
A ah write ten 

and 

very 
them wil I located in 

Nurthern Indiana, Each 
one wilt be filled with all 
the field and woods legiti 
mately falling to Its loca 

peopled with the 

Gene 
nd the 

plan she referred to was the 
so delicate blending af 
nature with human life and 
yomance that thousands of 
people who have read ber 
books, aad who thought 
they were merely idly react: 
ing novels, have been en 
ticed into the fields and 
woods, there 10 become 
Camalliar at thirst hard with the wild things that have 
been the joy snd inspiration of the author's awn life, 

i 
and she 
where wi 

AR blethplace being on a large Indiana farm, 
ty of opportunity to know nature 

A angest of 
Tamally discipline had becime relaxed 
allowed to range uphampered any~ 

in her father’s bountaries—a goodly 
lay Her parents, whom the readers of 
ust already know alfecthonately (for it ix her 
own people that the author depicts im this book}, 
had always loved the soil, and were admirably 
fitted to give this receptive chiki hee first lessons 
in the value and beauty of humble things. 

With hee mother’s belp she early mastered the 
secret of making things grow, From her father 

But the young av- 
thar’s spare minutes for 
literary work were com- 
paratively few and far 
between; and it was not 

that her first bid for the 
favor of Tue JOURNAL'S 
readers was mude. One 
turning in 189) the 
mail brought to the 
office of this magazine a 
abort stacy signed by 
the then unknown 
name of Grace 5, Rich- 
mond—a story of the 
reform, through love, of 
a charmingly untidy 
little literary genius. 

'T WAS so bright and 
well done that the 

firet reader promptly 
passed it om to the edi- 
tor, who as promptly 
accented it, amd it ap- 
peared under the title 

h owing Shoe- 
String” in the Thanks- 
giving Eesue of Tue 
Jovewan for that year, 
along with contribu. 
tions from Mz, A. D. 
T. Whitney, Frances E. 
Willard, Ella Wheeler 
Wilcox, the Reverend 
T. De Witt Talmage 
and Russell Sage—truly 
a notable company for 
the yuung author to 
make her literary début 
among, She was en- 

couraged to try again, Bet she was modest and 
very, very busy with family and household cares, 
‘and seven years slipped by before she ance more 
appeared in Tux Jowrwa, in 1898, with “A Silk 
Lined Girl,” again in the Thanksgi issue, ti 
time along with such well-known writers us Mary 
FE. Wilkins, Henry M. Stanley and Caroline Atwater 
Mason. 

INCE then Mrs. Richmond has had stories in Tx; 
JOURNAL neatly every year, For twelve years, 

from 1902 to 1913, not a year went by when she was 
not numbered among this magazine's contributors. 
May and Juue of 1902 saw the appearance in these 
pages of the frst of the ever-popular“ Juliet" stories, 
followed in 1905 and 1904 by more of them; and in 
1907“ With Julict in England" was published. Then 
In 1910 the red-headed, hot-tempered, lovable “Red 
Pepper Burns" made his bow to JovRwar, readers: 
and two years later, in 1912 and 1913, lovely Mrs 
Red Peppier and her Getightful friends were captur- 
ing all hearts. But before then, from November 
of 1911 to May of 1912, "The Twenty-fourth of 
June” was appearing serially, 2 novel which, since 
it came out in book form, has found its way among 
the “best sellers.” Now Mrs, Richround i once 
more entertaining Joouxat readers with the latest, 
and by many considered the best, of her captivating 

= “The Star in the Country Sky.” 

———————————————— 

Gene Stratton-Porter 

she learned bow to. fied 
the nests of the rarest bird# 
and the haunts of the shy- 
st blossoms Ax she 

older her love for thet 
things increased, aed alos 
with it sprang op thedesite 
to share her joy in them 
with the men and women 
who hnd pever fait her op 
portunity to knaw it. 

YET this impulse, like 
most generous motives 

Was mot easy to curry out. 

‘The two baste necessities of 
any enterprise—time am 
money—were lacking: 
Mrs, Stratton-Porter wat 
now a young married 
woman with a baby to are 
for and all the housework 
to do unassisted—and thls 

an almost pioneer county 
try. ‘Tempararily,of cours’, 
her hands were full, tut het 
ean worked apart, It 
teemed with plans and pro 
ects; and when, at Est, bet 

child was old enough to go to school, she felt that 
her opportanity had arrived. With scrupulout 
consceatiousness, hawever, she told herself thats 
Hf she was to have a lilework of ber own, if must not 
be at the expense of the comfort of ber bushantl 
ant child, So strict was she with herself on this 
puint that she resalved to work fn secret, lertint 
their contentenent be ber justification, | Tt was 
years hefore they suspected that she was anythlit 
more than a capable and beloved house mother: 
Weiting cof this period Mes, Strattoe-Forter says 

1 krot a cabin uf fourteen roots and kept It bet: 
suculate. [mode most of my daughter's clothes. ¥ 
kept a conservatory in which there bloomed froat 
uUsee hundred to six hundred bulbs every winter; 
tended a house of ennaries and lingets, and cooked 
and washed dishes there times day, “In my woare 
Cine (mark the word, there was spare timer, else tht 

books never would have been written 
thr pictures mace) T mastered photography 
to sech a degree that the manufacturers 
one of our finest brands of print paper eo 
seat the manager of their factory to me 
Hearn bow Candied it, 

This is Mrs. Stratton-Porter, 

value of her naturabhistory sketches 
with the rare photographs which she 
often résked life and limb to procure, At 
iret ehe confined herself te the outdoor 

series of Mlusteat 
appeared in'Tim Lanues’ Home JOuRNAt 
in 1906, will still be remembered by 
readers of this magazine, ‘These articles 
were later collected and pablished 9% 
“What 1 Have Done With Birds.’ 

Her first bit of fiction was ‘called 
“Laddie, the Princes and the Pie" 
Mrs, Stratton-Forter says she was 3% 
nervous as a débutante over the fate of 
this first story of hers. Later she vert 
tured to send a ten-thousand-word tale 
to the Century magazine. It was re 
turned with a note from Richard Watson 
Gilder saying that the material was too 
good for a short story and advising hee 
to work it into a book, The iden almott 
took away her breath; for at this timer 
she bad hardly dared to Jenagine a larger 
field for ber energies than that afforded 
by the magazines. But with character: 
istic energy she set to. work, and in t 
“The Cardinal!” was published. 

TEXT she wrote Freckles.” ‘The mite 
terial for this book was the result of 

months of patient laborin the Limberlosty 
2 huge and practically unexplored swasnp 
near Mes, Stratton-Porter’s home, 

By this time Mrs. Stratton-Porter hat 
learned some hard facts. The publishers 
she discovered, demanded books that 
“paid.” Moreover, she had to have 
money herself in order to provide the 
expensive material necessary for her col 
linwed nature studies, So she hit upon 
the following plan for plewsing everybodys 
which she explains in her awn words: 

“1 woul dea mature book for h 
and then, by way of compromise, a piece 
of nature work spiced with enough fictiot 
totempt my cassofreaders, In this way 
1 hoped they would absorb cnough of the 
nature work while reading the fiethon 1 
send them afield and at the same 
keep in their minds my picture of what 1 
consider the only life worth living. I war 
still assured that ooly a straight novel 
would ' pay,” but [ was living, meeting 
my expenses, giving my family many 
luxuries, and saving a little sum for + 
rainy day. To be comfortably dothed 
and fed, to have time and tools for zs 
work, is all I have ever asked of fife.” 

Of Mrs, Steatton-Porter’s ten books 
five, “The Cardinal," “Whar I Have 
Done With Birds,” " Birds of tive Bible,” 
“Music of the Wild,” and “Moths of 
the Limberlost,”” exclasively abowt 

Kles,"” “At the Foot of the 

“The Harvester” and “Laddie" are 
about natare, with an interwoven PO 
mance. Se has never consented to d0# 
bool! of pure fiction. 



© Th 
Who Answer the Question “What’s the Matter With Women?” 

Makes 

ACK in the late ning 
ties Edith Camphelt 

as wtatiadent at City 
Snnati University, Any 
‘of the Varsity publications 
64 those days will shaw you 
her name listed in every 
Student organization that 
made college life worth 
while. So much were her 
services in demand hy hee 
LeBow students that when- 
ever hor lest energetic 
friends saw Miss Camp- 
bell's little figure hurrying 
along the University cor- 
Ndory they always teas- 
ingly waylaid her to ask: 
“What committee me 
are You going to naw? 

Shortly aiter ber grast- 
uation Miss Campbell was 
Risociated with the E homics Department of 
her University, She had 
inevitably turned he 
tention to this field; since 
the was herself & wage- 
earner she was intensely 

Miss Exith Campbetl 

iy cadperated 
Schoul Besar 

cational continuatio 
schools for boys weee 
established. 

Then Miss Campbell 
came forward and put 

the Board 
potin 
- The Hoard 

But Mi: 

accomplished, 
the women 

the city, They realized 
that Miss Campbell knew 

was talkin 

those sco 
pace f 
all over the country 

AL thy xX . 
DX West Miss Cam: 

interestedinthescienceof wage-earning. Shemade thority om progressive ey Hee 
1 special study af the conditions uf labor among efficiency has been so thoros rated 
Women, Her illuminating course on Woman that last autumn Governor Cox chose her as a 
Wage-Earners,” which treated of these conilitior member of the School Sarvey Commies Again 

rained widespread comment, as she hud opened up she is the first woman to hold such position, Th: 
A comparatively new line of Investigath 

In 1X8 Mr. Jacob Schmidiapp, a 
tanker of Cincinnut 
font in memory of bis daughter € 
fund, which bears her name, fs com 
daughter's gift to young wome 
to improve working conditioes 
ing out efficiont workers, It 
loans, those 
along some line but have not sufficient means. No one little wousan, isn't it? Por sbe bs 
Ome was groatly surprised when Miss Campbell was is the wonder of all at where im 
Chosets as the organizer and director of this fund. be 

Since it was established almost a 
hundrod girls have been helped. They 
have received funds varying from $25 to (@.4 
$500 a year, according to need. Miss 
Campbell's work does not stops when the 
lnans are made, She is a guidance advi 
tory beard, a mother confessor and a 
guardil nangel allin ove. She has many 

to straighten and paths to make 
smooth, ‘The girls are quick to recognize 
her kindly insight into thelr troubles, and 
they came to her for a word of auvice, 
Sympathy of encouragement. 

TOW, the news of a good thing spreats 
tapidly., No sooner had the fund 

begun its work than its director's repu 
tation as a woman's friend creul 
and her office became the Mocea for all 
women of the vicinity who wanted help 
in matters of work, This opened M 
Campbell's eyes to a new social serv’ 
So an employment bureau was started in 
connection with the fund. Domesticsery 
aunts, clerks, stenographers, secretaries, 
factory hands--all types of woman work 
€re~-are attended to, A’sart of white list 
of employers and employed Ix kept, and 
both workers and employers are urged tv» 
Feport. Women are frequently shifted 

a one kind of work to another to 
b they are better adapted, Thi 

taking the square peg from the round 
hole, of courte, makes greater eth 
Geacy and skill 

Still a later outgrowth of the Setrmnid 
lapp Fund endeavors is the model apart 
ments forworking women recently erected 
in same of Cincinnati's suburbs through 
Mr. Schmidlapp's geserosity and Mist 
Campbell's energy. These were in an 
swer to the howsing problem of Cineia. 
hati, Many of the homes from which 
Miss Campbell's girls came were in 
Wretched districts conducive to neither 
health nor morals, A majority of the 
workers are Jone girls attracted to Cin- 
Gnnatl as « place to got work. Now, 
Where could these girls live decently, com- 
fortably and enjoyably for a small sum? 
here were no such places in Cincinnati 

Miss Campbell saw no reason why there 
tould not be. So she set out to have 
them; and shegot them,asshegetsevery- 
thing else, 

She selects the matrons in charge, and 
she knows the inner housekeeping secrets, 
These “comfy” Htthe hones are se popa- 
lar that they are pow heing erected in 
hearly all of Cincinnati's suburbs. 

ATIVE Clocinnath smashed CoNs 
+ all precedent in 1911, and nominated 

2 woman to the Board of Education, 
Miss Campbell was the woman, She 
won that election by one of the bigest 
Yotes ever given to a candidate-at-large 
fot Cincinnati’s School Board. She is 
Not rst woran to hold public 
Ollice in Clacinnatt, bus has the additional 
honor af being the first to receive the vote 
Of a President of the United States, as 
Mr. Taft's vote helped to elect bee. 

Shortly after her election the question 
of extending the “Cincinnati iden” of 
Cincinnati University to the pablic 
schools came up. Through this plan boys 
while at work are able through special 
chools to continue their education along, 
Yecational Hees, The Cincinnati shops 

we 
established a large endow 

jotte, 
jered as his 

Its purpose is in 
wonsen by tum- 

ids, with time! 
itls who wish to gain an educatic 

Th 

Commission reported its a 
in a special wesnd 

vestigations 
ure. Laws 

fair to reval: 
abs of Obbbo tionize education in the ru 

to make the "little red sc 
I betterment, 

The foregoing are « few of the things in w 
Miss Campbell has m: 1. All she ha 

hed would fill a com; 

ry o THAT 
gtowly 
which has turned 

listening ear te 
ts of the 

Mrs. Albi 
Bacon is known as a 
housing expert.” She 

hus earned her tithe. It 
Bs primarily 

ive the pas 
‘fam sage of Inttiar 

houses law. And 
happened! in this wise: 

For ten years Mrs 
Bacon had been actively 
interested In. “charity 
work’ in the ot 
Evansville, where she 
lives. She went 
the poor in tBeir ty 

the longer she 
ed the more hope: 

leas her efforts scemed 
to be. Within she found 
dark, crowsed rooms, 
ant ‘out in the yards 

of decaying refuse, 
afcontent 

ly through the filthy 
yards, ‘Their mothers 
ansured Mrs, Bacon that 
they could do no better. 

came regularly 
ect waste matter 

and there was no toom 
for it insid 

At first these details 
impressed Mrs, Bacon 
as being in the main 
disagreeable, but as the 
time passer! she begat to feel a personal respons 
bility for them. She began inquiring if samet 
could not be done about it. The Mayor of the city 
assured her t nx could be done, There 
was a new building ordinance to be passed, and if 

Mrs. Bacon would write out sections covering what 
she thought ought to be in it, he would help te get 
them passer 

Mrs. Bacon accepted, although her duties as a wife 
and mother and Christian had not included the 
writing of city ordinances. She wrote to the cit 
which might be expected to have building ord 
hanices to secure a tecipe fur hers. When sbe ha 
carefully adapted the ordinances she secured to the 
peculiar needs of her city sl ingly sent them 
to Councils, And there they while days and 
weeks and months Bew by and the poor continued 
to live as they had always done. 

wd 

OME women would have stonped then and there, 
but mot Mra. Bacon, She had begun to study the 

housing matter. She had found that a city ordinance 
would not do all she wanted done anybow—a state 
law would be necessary. She planned her work along 
two distinct lines: On the one hand she sent to every 
state in the Union and to several foreign countries 
for housing laws. When they came she sat and 
studied them thoroughly. On the other hand abe 
began systematically to visit slums in Indiana, and 

y Like 

Max Albion Fellows Bacon 

DM ecaieas: vel 
to cook, 

ortunes: 
essary for her to ea 

+ living she turned to 
cooking as the means 

feby to do That 
carly days 

, but some 
had en- 

alled “Th 
"where the 1 

it be tanght 
+ Hinde entered and 

the course, finishing 
The day she 

Oreade 

tter From the pri 
St, Mary’ Tat 

tute of St. Louis ask 
her to take charge of the 
lunch room where they 
served the girls their mid- 
day meal, St. Mary's In 
stitute had, a few years 
before, put in some 
damestiondence courses, 

it had dawned on the management that it 
WAS FKOE Pra 
and der 

the first day. Sbe 
nots she went 

Of course 

i, but she made it a point thut 
uid be as nearly ax possible 

"with the result that mothers toll 
her at the end of the year that this was the first 
time their daughters had heen able to go through 

downtown and increased her ec 
the menu wa: 

fe operated this lench 
that a downtow 

nwhat the St, Mary’ 

| 

found slums aplenty 
in senall towns as well us 
in cities. Farnilies of six 

mt lived In tiny 

sanitary conve: 
overcrowded 

Ce, 
with 

acres of country about 
them. 

1t was plain that Lodl 
ana need nut 
bill, Mr wrote 
it. Then she tried to get 
someone to present Ht 
the Legitlature, But the 
various organizations, 
that ¢ ty bnchorsedt 
it, returned it to ber 
promptly as Ace ball, and 
to the end she went to 
I Ap with the ball 
tucked under ber 

She carried abo a 
package of pictures of 
okt bouses and alleys, 

nicely mounted an white 
cardboard and dec 
with shetchues wi 

in the legisla: halk on 
long Hines of cord, and 
invited the legislators to 

a very soiled state 

NTHEeni, altera bi 
ter fight, led by pros 

perous landlords whose 

1 be re 
Bacon's 

reforms went into eflect, 
the bill passed by one vote. Then Mrs. Ba 
returned to belp pass the ordinances for Evansvi 
and to get at the more difficult task of enforcing 
them, 

She found that, more than law and ordinance, pruty 
lic sentiment was needed. So she began 2 campaign 
of education. She secured speakers on houshas, she 

te wash" as lantern slid he 
never porsible, speaking herself 

arrang 

‘ure a speaker. Evansville 
began to clean up a litte. Some kindly landlords 
whitewashed wallx and put on hall doors. A few 
tenements actually came down and one man erected 

Meanwhi jonality of the Srst law 
was quest 1 herself forced to 
fight again for ite salety; and as she did so she 
determined to win not only this victory, but to see 
the first law, which applied ouly to cities of the first 
class, extended to all the cities of the state. Slams 
und overcrowding were to be found in the sxnallest 
villages. 

It took two years to do this, and Mrs. Bacon did 
work alone, ‘The State Federation of Women’s 

‘Clubs organized a Committee on Housing and made 
Mrs. Bacon chairman. The Indiana Housing Asso- 
dation was organized and made Mes, Bacon ita 
secretary. Today she is recognized nationally asa 
“housing expert.” 
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Miss Verrwitta Hinde 

adored into the quality of her food. 
day she opened she had 

the buildieg who came because It was conven r 
ient 
guestsa day 

¢ romin was 08 a paying bss 
* Hinde gives the best food she can afford, 

days 
M 

Institute Ianch room had 
done for girls. She found 
the thitd floor of a down. 
town office bmilding large 
and Hight enough for her 
purpose, ‘Then sbe spent 
just as little money as pers 

ble on her equipment 
{ most of that in mak 

ing the place “beautifully 
dean,” to use her own 

She had the walls 
calclmined and 

the wood painted, and 
bought only cheap chairs 
and tables, Second, every 
cont that a man would 
have spent on ad 
she spent an faved 

der the butcher 
assurod her she could never 
make money out of a 
restaurant if she sald food 
of that quality, But she 
had determined that her 
food should be her adver 
tisement. She has always 
put every cent she coult 

And it has paid. 
ighty customers, mee 

w sho serves on un average five hundred 
And the food brought them. Tn five 

buys the best quality of everything, makes each 
ltem on the bill-offare as nearly as p 

food, 
paible a 

ber makes it herself or has 
it made by the assistants she has trained berself. 
“just as it would be at home." 
employed a 

trained but " will 

She has never 
mal cook.” She takes 

ng, strong women who want to 
pee 

learn,” and teaches theas. 
‘The St 

worker, al} women 

fF) =) 

oo 

Louis Lunch Roony wiplays fifty-five 
These women are not em 

ployed to do certain tasks. They ace 
engaged to “give their time,” and they 

im € tatk to another, “Nothing 
is +0 deadly,” says Miss Hinde, "as to 
do the same work until it becomes 

chanical, I want the gitls to pat in 
rest and thought into their work 

‘Therefore she changes 
thing to another, One m 

for a while, then she may 
ingtoast. Miss Hinde teaches her helpers 

Bat she nerseii believes: that what 
makes work noble is the amount of serv. 
ice it renders and that all work is noble 
that does serve. 

HER omen all ike their work. ‘They 
adore Miss Hinde. It is not surpris- 

ing that she has gathered together a chi 
of women who would tot seek work in 
other Iusch rooms, In the dining room 
the same spirit prevails ‘The oth 
nartoer, Miss Wall, i+ in entire charge of 
that. She employs the waitresses and 
supervises the service. She knows I 

amit inspires thee with the sam 
Js that Miss Hinde gives the kitchen 

y hospital, 1 asked if it was 
customary to have such » thing in a 
Tunch room, "“E don't know,” answered 
Miss Hinde, “I've never been in another 
luech room, J had it because it seemed 

est for the girls.” 
Miss Hinde markets each day asi 

settles all her bills hy the week, In hae 
small storeroom I saw les than in a 
small peivate-houre storeroom. But ane 
rarely soe a store-cliset so neat atl 
onderly, This neathess and order impress 
one throughout the establishment. The 
kitchen, even after five hundred peaple 
have been served In three hours, is got 
“mussed up." This is because the 
kitchen is so bogically arranged 
The broiling ovens are back in one 
mer, out of the way of the other 

workers and where the odors are easily 
cartied away by large hoods, Opposite 
them are the bread tables, Beyond, with 
4 passageway between, i the desert 
table, and adjoining that the salad table. 
These tables are like huge trays and 
every dish and pan is packed in ice. 
There is, also, a sandwich table, where 
two girls sit preparing the sandwiches as 
the oeders come in, aid a table where the 
hot dishes are kept. 

\ TSS HINDE uses hot water instead 
2VE of bot pilates, ae it keeps things from 
becoming dry. ‘The refrigerator is in a 
far corner, away from the meat ovens amd 
the pastry and bread ovens, even though, 
the use of gas for fuel koops the kitchen 
moderately cool at all times, The sinks 
are away from.all the food. During a 
meal every one has her station and works 
rapidly, but there ls nowe of that breath- 
less hwste that so wastes energy and 
upsets the mental atmosphere of 2 room. 
Never once during the hour I waited did 
1 bear one impatient word, The atmos- 
phere of the kitchen of the St. Louis 
Lanch Room, like the spirit of the place, 
springs from’ the personalities of Miss 
Hinde and her third parteer, Miss Wool- 
folk, who preside over every meal—cool, 
collected, yet friewilly, buman. 



smiles, proud glances and loving words. But the women who know—the 

grandmothers-to-be—they provide the practical things, the caps, the socks, the 

| bootees, the dresses—even the Ivory Soap! 

Ns X such a time a mere man cannot be expected to lend much more help than happy 

Yes, even the Ivory Soap, because the woman who has reared a family of her own 
\ knows how important it is to start right with the bathing of the baby and the washing of 

his clothes. She realizes that the tender little body must be bathed properly from the 

, first if irritation of the skin is to be avoided. And that the dainty garments must be kept 
} soft and sweet if baby is to look clean and feel comfortable. 

This same experience has shown that Ivory Soap is ideal for nursery use. She 
appreciates the mildness and purity which make the daily Ivory bath harmless to the 
tenderest skin and enable the mother to wash safely and thoroughly the finest fabric 
in a baby’s layette. 

IVORY SOAP. .... ...... 99%% PURE 
EE 

IT FLOATS 
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When You Don’t Get What You Like 
An Editorial: By George Hodges, D. D. 

1, the course of human life goes wrong. Then 
How shall we go about it? 

e, change what you 

HAPPE to everybody almost-every day, Sometimes in great 
matters, sometimes in am: 
we want to know how to make the best of it. 

The answer is simple; When you don’t get what 

get—that is, put something better in the place of it, 

FTEN the effect of things going wrong is to make pessimists. A pessi- 
mist has been aptly described as one who, being offered his choice 

between two possible evils, takes them both. He is pretty sure when the tide 
goes out that it will never come in again, When he gets what he doesn’t like 
he shakes his fist at it and hates it. And this particular detestation he 
extends to the universe at large. He dislikes the world. He has an uncom- 
plimentary opinion of the stars. All the eternal plans, as far as he can see, 
are in opposition to the happiness of man. His head aches, and the whole 
planet he thinks—aches with it. He is resolved to be miserable, and, 

since misery loves company, he shares his discomforts with the rest of the 
family. He is a mighty unpleasant person to live with, 

The trouble with the pessimist is lack of exercise. Sometimes what he 
needs is physical exercise: to’ get out into the open air and breathe: to use 
his arms and legs: to get honestly tired: to do something. The average 
pessimist is a sedentary person, who finds sufficient exercise in putting on and 
off his overshoes. A pessimist is rarely sunburned, He has a pale face, and 
his voice is ina minor key, He is right when he says that things are wrong, 
but the wrong is mostly under the roof of his own head. 

Tt comes in my 
way to attend a good many meetings of social workers. ‘These people are 

engaged in the difficult task of helping theirneighbors over hard places. They 

come into daily relation with the actual ills and sins of society. The materials 
for the construction of pessimistic views of life are at hand, But these people 
are not pessimistic. They are seldom discouraged. They are filled with hope 
and happiness. This is because they are occupied in changing the things they 
don'tlike. They are demonstrating beyond.adoubt that the thing to do in the 
face ofadverse conditions is tomake some contribution to their alteration. 

To complain of the character of the neighborhood, of the dullness of the 
town, of the depravity of local politics, of the inefficiency of public schools, of 
the condition of the streets, of the faults and offenses of society, is the idlest 
of employments and its result is empty dissatisfaction. It is an absolutely 

sure way to make one's self miserable, But to set about even the most 
modest amendment, to codperate with others even in the humblest way, to 
accomplish something for the common good, is the straight road to peace of 
mind and abiding happiness. 

Of course all this applies to the ills which may be changed. 

Lenptesdttesd what the pessimist needs is social exercise. 

UT now suppose that the situation is such as to forbid change. Here we 
are, and at least for the present we can better neither the situation nor 

ourselves, What then? Well, then, when you don’t get what you like, like 
what you get. 

You will say this is a heroic prescription. [t is. But it is no more than 
the word of Saint Paul when he spoke of “rejoicing in tribulation.” To 
rejoice in the midst of tribulation, even though the rejoicing be at first a 
forced and extemal matter, is an exaltation of the spirit over the flesh, and is 
as good as oiland wine, To rage against an injustice with which we may be 
treated, or to lament over an ache is simply to exaggerate every pain we 
have. ery ache then aches for two. Anybody may verify this by experi- 
ence, When we cry we but add grief to gri when we smile, however sadly, 
wesubtract. When, in the midst of distress, we give our minds to the distress, 
it festers like a fingered wound. But when we resolutely think of something 
else, or attend to some possible good side of our ill, we get immediate con- 
solatory results, We take our minds away from ourselves. 

ET, in order to enter into the genuine happiness which is possible in the 
midst of tribulation, we must feel in some measure the incentive of 

difficulty. 
Difficulty becomes an incentive when we perceive that it isa vest. We are 

to say to ourselyes as we enter into it; ‘Now I am being tested. Now Iam 

to show of what sort Lam, 1s my true place with the cowards or with the 
heroes? Am I strong or am 1 weak? The hour has come and here am I to 

meet it; and, in meeting it, I shall reveal myself." Then, if we succeed, we 
shall enter into the strong delight of the climber of the high mountain, who 

climbs not for exercise only, nor for the view from the top, nor for the satis- 
faction of saying that he has done it, but for the pure joy of overcoming, for 
the happiness of encountering the difficulty successfully. And even if we 

ail, though we miss that joy, still we have the profit of a revealing experi . 
We find where we are weak that we may amend and strengthen ourselves. 

IFFICULTY is translated into an incentive when we recognize it as a 
challenge. (Ut summons our energies, One time Saint Paul was on his 

Jerusalem, and in every town he was met by anxious friends who 
“You don't it to go to Jerusalem. Bonds and imprisonment and 

worse await you there.” But they did not deter him for a moment, The 

difficulty was an appealing argument. Then as always he delighted in i 
anger attracted him, A hostile crowd with stones in their hands his 

favorite congregation. Under such conditions he did his best. On he went into 
the difficult with anticipation. Difficulty is an incentive when we perceive 
that it offers us an opportunity. It enables us to increase our strength, For 

moral strength, like physical vigor, comes by exercise: strength of arm by 
lifting heavy burdens: strength of mind by solving complicated problems; 
strength of soul by mastering temptation. 

Thus the great achievements of the race have been accomplished, the 
discoveries made, the books written, the progress of society attained; not in 
the hot countries where the food drops from the trees and life is easy, but in 

those regions where the sky and the soil surround men's lives with difficulty, 
and thereby develop them to do great deeds. And to this every hard lot in 
life is akin. It is a moral disadvantage to be altogether comfortable, to get 
good things without effort, to live in surroundings that are entirely congenial 
and satisfactory, and thus to be deprived of the beneficent influence of 
difficulty. In this way even a narrow life beset with monotony, a hard 
incessant task, a daily round of domestic drudgery, a circle of unappreciatiye 
acquainta may be a field of spiritual exercise. It may be a fertile place 
for the cultivation of the virtues. There isa fence about the farm, but there 
is no fence between the farm and the stars, 

| Rekepees are three sentences, easy to remember, which bring these three 
advantages of difficulty into the briefest compass. 

One comes from old Epictetus: “ Difficulties show what we are.”’ 
Another was a favorite maxim of Doctor Howe, of Boston, who, among 

other conquests of the difficult, taught Laura Bridgman, deaf, dumb and 
blind, how to communicate with her neighbors, Doctor Howe said: “ Difh- 
culties are things to be overcome." And Mrs, Julia Ward Howe told me 
that she never dared to remark to her husband that anything was impossible, 
for he would go straight off and do it. 

The third saying comes from Saint Augustine, by way of Longfellow's 
“ Difficulties are stumbling blocks which we are to use for stepping 

T hese heroic prescriptions apply to the more serious ills of life. 

HEN minor discomforts come to us good sense and good humor will 
commonly be found to be sufficient. Good sense will teach us that 

what can't be cured must be endured, and good humor will assist us to endure 
it cheerfully. We must go about our affairs with a serene mind; and, having 
the choice between being grieved and being amused, we will prefer comedy to 
tragedy. In the case of the lesser ills our happiness or unhappiness is mostly 
mental, like the weather. The weather, as far as it concerns us, is mainly in 
the sky of the mind, It is only in small part a matter of temperature or of 
humidity. The only important weather is the storm and sun of the soul. 
Anybody may elevate or depress the thermometer by twenty degrees by 
aking much or little of the discomfort of the day. And on the other hand 

nothing is dull, unless we are dull ourselves, 

VD we are all the time determining the quality of life. When we don't 
get what we like, we may like what we get. 
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Let ween bi FTAILE silence of evening lay upon the whole seu 
the dull oaks, the duller pines, the little | 
stremm that Laughed all to steelf down there amid the 

thickets. Ant there was sothing alive there exvept three 
coal-black crows heating y across the valley 

Then the wolf came. At least he was there, standing just 
a the edge of the thicket, motionle close to the stream. 

Once he lifted his head and sniffed at the breeze; ther 
gvuat and gray, he slouched into the open, down 
stream, atid death. Ane suctdenty ust 
had come po sound, no sight oor sign. But he 
slowly his heal sank, his body: stiffened, and he began 
draw himself together 

Presently, among the buttresed tree boles it was as if ¢ thana eeting 
tars shone—only for a moment. ‘Then there wis a fainth t the pit mi 

burning gleam, a hint at something light, a He fairly tuck 
shadow, and it was gone and the wolf af a foe hill Vik 

the eyes, then the vanishing fight rump, of a roe « 
The silence of evening still lay upon the ouksand the pine 

the deep valley and the polished steeam: not a living thing 
it scemed, existed there; bat the twigs wens still swaying 
where the wolf bad passe, and up above, str those buat 
tresser! tree bob heordies showed and at racked, It wax 
Russian skirmisher anicing cautions 

There was a pause while the meneame down tothe stream 
Then a young officer crept off cautionsly downhill, along the 
stream, alone, until finally, on tt of cover, he pulled ning zigeag 1 ack 

his prism binoculars and searched the opposite hill avr hilltop. Whe uniter Bis time f 
gorge. He saw the scattered plantation of young growth inter t¢ vne great calennic 
W bushes and bracken between, the dark fir woo! and a must be nigh. 

pigeon flying ever it—nothing there. He searched the b 
ground above, broken and unsh nothing hut a galloping lt 
Wolf there. He scanned most carefully the sharp-eut er in 
of the hill above that—nothing save the vanishing hinder fine 
half of a roc deer there perfectly 

Then be crept bark to his men, spoke swiftly, and one of Did tha 
them, turning on his knees, <ignabed back with his extended 
atmist "No enenty A messenger Look the 
aricl translated Ft Loa field telegraphist, whe fl 
genenl at headquarters a mile or so 
scemed, could advance across the vatley 
Down the slope slid the wolf on th 

He scemed to take the rough 
long grass, the deep-yawning thik 

if it were all a racetrack 

way. T 
with sate 

£1 
a 

with soxtern civilized 
branches hing appeared to 
check him. Nothing could stop him, “at hi Th an ee ae, No enemy 
easy, loose, Keegy wolf's lope, head dow 1g, NOS i when he 1 a mile from the 
glued to the nt of Che beast whic i werlul priser 
Jost sight of, for the roe is the most clever of all deer in the ‘ 
hunt, up to every trick of the trade and as ¢ to rut hist 
down as a will-o'-theowk whirling in 

The wolf ran mutely, only making an anxiow whim ay he wa r 
per, as a dog will hunting a rabbit, when be was checked the enemy's pkace. He 
where the roe had run back on ber own trail, or alloy 
Grcles, or flown —jump would be too clumsy: word to 4 line and, ala 
regard to the fairy roc—from side to side, or leaped over a ing officer, who 
fallen tree trunk and leaped back in, But if the roc « bushes 

I mera laying with her pure & past master in p er 
most puzzling trail on earth, the wolf was a past tuntying 
in unraveling trails, and although brought of hunt ¢ 
was never actually at fault for more thao a few 

U? THE hill he loped, long and low, till at L 
} the cred plantation of young growth, 

tween, as | have said; and here 
The trail suddenly © whe 

A great startled leap and thea executes 
lently at full speed. 

aca 

deer had made 
wide bend, 

Next moment the wolf was sitting om his bushy tail in hi 
effort to stop rather more than instantly, and there was a 
good reason. He was loo! rough the bushes and beacken 
straight at th whmets houlders and packs of a regi- 
ment of German infantry, lying on their stamac 

And at that moment the binoculars of the young Russian 
officer, on the slope vsite, were forused on that very spot 
and sw—as we are aware—pothi swiftly 

The fraction © that the woll ‘o grasp the situa. f 
tion and to ch get into his stei ain was about as 

With thanks 

By F. St. Mars 
AUTHOR OF “ON NA 

¢ field telegraph Was fishing it te the Myint 
behine 

reached the dging all in and out | 

and t 
mile 

th 
between the masked pits, cach with its grinning gun and it 
cluster of helmets pointing at the far slope, tike a quickly 

wh, Hicker ay line; and another line, the roe dee 
took to the wood, too, only twenty yards away, Neither 

pped to ask questions. Neither wished to avoid or ™ 
meet the other, Cover was what they most ardently desired 
an! cover was what they found in the wo Peace also they 
era ait peace the wood did not give 

The wolf, crouched low among the bracken, tongue botlingy 
cars c¢ 1, pecring about, was aware of the stamping of al 
inpatient horse somewhere among the shades, of the champ 
Ing on 4 bic somewhere ole, of a snort in another plice, a 

uf low voices that started a hidden wil! bour intoa grunting 
crashing, precipitate retreat 

ND at that moment the Russian general, hidden aanant 
the scattered trees and bushes on the far slope, ¥4 

ereeping back to the skirmish line 
The wolf turned and slunk ashant the slope among 

f blo outline in the sceni-twilighe chat 
h ys reigned ne trees, Then, peering under « bar 

into a glare alwad, he had a very nice view of a spurred 10” 
hoot at about two yards range and—the wolf had spun" 
himself and evaporated befe u could ery “Oh, my! 

ne wolf turned and slunk askyit the slope another wa 
till a bush in of him became suddenly yiolenll’ 

und, look . be beheld « horse brawsing while 
fea ne cavalry chargers soon Journ to do in 4 
The wolf retired, like a tise when the bat cates 

After all, it was no business of his, Men alive atl! 
pitas plagues to be avoided, never were peotitabl 

business of his, Men wounded or dead—well, what would 
you? He had to mchow, not being born a vegetarialt 

The man who invents a silent aéroplane engine will a 
suredly make a fortune; or the man will who gets hald of tht 
patent. The wolf beard the unmistakable droning throb 
und not unknown to his ears since the war started ae 

he stepped, staring about. 1 don't know why the noise 
nould affect him #6, xve that he did not wacmn able rightly 

to tell where it was, and aninls—noe binds--seldom bok 
up. Next he loke into a loow trot, threading the ma 

1 city clerk docs thick trifle, and ‘fate teed that 
time he should look up, 

What he bebeld was a Rusiin militery adroplane, as it 
were a batter f a gap in the delicate, frasted trace 

top Owigs high averbead 
utterly flat that th 
his very fec 

ancl he dropped so instantly aw 
ground might haye been slid from ane 

t in that moment 

Rut perhups it was not, after all, the airoplines—oth 
had also appeared in the sky-«that acted upon him thus 
Ie may truly have been another thing Uhat happened in tht 

The report of a heavy, Gernen field yun shook the quict: 
echoing wood 1 clip of thunder, rolled ull around the 
neighboring Hills, and in faraway gramblings, Came 
then the shrick of a shrapnel shell, and the burst —and the 
rome of the first aeroplane rose an octave or $6, as the has 

when it isangry. Hut it was too lare The 
doseen all—everything—and had signal 

k. The Germans feared as much, That # 

Ws thunder from the suaket 
pits on the broke und up above the wood, and the hae 
of the aCropkanes rising higher and higher, And then —a0d 
then, w ant to prepare one for the shock, cher 
erupted! an infernal vhudding, pounding, shattering ror 
from across the gorge, on ae behind the opposite slope 
was the Russian guns, batteries of ‘em, which had come int? 
action, knowing, think he aéroplanes—that is, to the 

cral—that is, te the wolf—just precisely whe fire oO | 
the nice, tight little force of the enemy, so deftly hidden a! 
Ta 1 to ambush and cut up the Russkuns 

NOTHING that Tecan tell you would dewribe the sound of 
AN those gunsingetion; nothing that I can imagine would Bt 
in tocompare with it. Heaven knows what the walf though’ 
cif he shi! Anyway, for the space of a few minutes Ne 

did wot move. Then he saw several things happening * 
quickly that they all appeared to come about at one 

He saw a tree behind him half vanish ina cloud of smoke 
and burst w He was on his fect am! 
racing hard an awdul tangled comfusiol f i . snorting, pounding whit 

ta mount rwayfrot the shells ti 
tabs of flame and thick smoke all anione 

shechecked himself fora moment on the eee 
tle bursting putls, as it were of cotton wo" 

and there ameng the sparse seruby a 
idl men spring in rows and ranks 

wood, and start torun uphill; 

of men and horses: a 
vainly trying and 

ae 

‘ paff out among them, and nino 
iw that there was only fercely burning brack® 
n where the stoke had been; and saw the wa 

py, the gape wider, 
+ and Read, as it Wt 

shing upward split into 
nen stumble and newer get Up ays 

a drcam, the ocighing and screaming of horses 2 
and reverbenitions of explosinns, as the artillery 

the open ground above vainly tried to clear itself from © 
sunken pits, that were no longer a secret, but a death te 
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"idly scanning the headlines; “Why 
“ound a while this morning? Best ever saw 

“Yes, Dsaw it. ft was mugnificent Tie piquant lit head tossed in sithey we 
‘sleepiny hag. 

Nore N, norever 
AN *watkspus.” ‘The 
Brad Affirms Victoric 
Russian Offensive Has Been Crushed 
Night official statement says 
Teporr W war 

Tirade 

Well, Ros ot 
whi 

el! Hoanoo 
fs. these Sundays! 

unfettered 
th part of life! 

aura of nity 
complete satis: 

waves of 
contentment 

leaned back in 
t ig incline from ex 
Lttlod heels to hands 

flasped behind his 
ac and viewed the 

zESs 
ta 

sdianed 
«charmed 

upon the brown 
which smiled 

eat him with 
tender repose 

y 
“This is 

eat or le Beat work, litth 

a 
pliment to 

Viders, or Com 
your 
con 

Mpon 
as a 

Tt looks like ‘umes? 
ae A ofa fait wh 

ty, stayed 

. my lord? 
my 

Claborate im ° 
Priel she placed her 
shows on the table 

Teconled ber items re win tips of small, 
nfinge mbes 

is o be put up 
tite bureau; mend 

in in kitchen 
ats Tsay, Beet } 

door bell hoy 7 the ses, 
Now, 

jsenissal 
shoot! 

venful 
re going to have twin 

ubemation, "And, Jim Camere m in order of 
+ or Vin going to get ¢ call to Danny 

1d just as soon sleep with a~a wallopus the time dinner was 

carat Dips His Pen in the 

have 

closet 

exds wh. 
6 work, and then you 

= dh Buc after dinner 

ewer the hotse and we 
any attention from the ! 

headlines were all 
wus Kussian Adyar 

Pants, SareRpay 
Nothing of importance to 

* Returns to the Attack 
Gall and Replies 

That should be 

gon one 

isk: 
bacon, 

going to fix th 
Jim, do you mean you've not finished yet?" 

“AML bu 
and the 
dles, bir 

Muffins, coffee, we here? an yo 

Sunday 
vik 

And—andl b 

a mi 

with “that 
Sunday, 

company. 
1 Fe os Seon be Maret forrned wit 

Sextingy Bess liberation 
connected 

Sunday-dinner ¢ la 
wervation while it slowly burned out its | 

to his paper, iit asa safe 1, put th 
jor his leg as he glimpsed 

of it. Finally, surrounded by a 
Jed sections, he recroased his knees, 7 

I heed to th 

hing ; call up Danny 
nething abet 

Jaye a heart ! 
ever you do to make it go. An 

that 
Hirted her hands at 

after 
him in 

1 will 
And she 

Elizabeth had g 
apesure fron 

rehiel wrappred 
“Twas, just 

let-d 

“"On, Run Along With 
You and Ck 

» Mliscover new px 
hilities each week." 

Whe ROW 

typical 
we, 

. whieh 

He 
gre 
the rites 
with the 

holding the match up to languid 
He turned 

intent with the 
lips w 

hampion; his 
Die Irish fluency 

clenched upen the hing denuaciation 
tortured remains of his cold cigar an would have read 
the signs and woukd have kept sympathetic silence; but 
Elizabeth tr as untearful angels should, 
* Firmsy 2” 

copped soundlessly upon J 
thied reaches! bim as a vibration against 5 

+ layer of resistance, and his hand motioned 
the general direction af the disturbance. 

Elizabeth stoqpest by Jim's side, fondling the band which 
wed hail be to her in gre "The last 

Jinnuny, you said we would cleat 
very nilny Sunday. Jast gaze out there 

he 
time you squirmed out of it, 

tie « 
at that deluye. 

The rain deove steadily in a murky slant across the win 
Sunday afternaon depression fitled dows. A bush of shut-in, 

the rom and w sified by Cameron's silent absorption 
the column before bin: 

id y ud like to hese ie on the roof. You said 
ig and attic-y about mussing in an 
Jt would take you back to the good 

nt Put down that abominable paper 
Kat mie, oF shall yell and bite, 

1 What is is 
attic, and me, and—everything. 

juandering Sundays is perfectly madder 

HW 

THe rut Mashed upon ber was pot all 
i ceed the glaw of emotions stirred 

ire. It breathed lattle, and the 
astonished Elizal marveled, then misunderstood, 
then roused her dogs of war 

1 pur yourself inte that chair 
Intin, You do it every Sunday, 

“inight do togeth 
upper, Ot Lew x 

Bet! The t h you i* 
th, me! Certainly the trouble be with ame." 

“What Ewanterl to say the troublewith yoursystem of 
life tethar you want toewx i 

ave peas Lau we 
want lo-sty #6 —your trouble is that you won't 

consider that there isany machinery, someone isn’ talways 
making things go, just find a down grade and coast, And 

to that sort of man is like being the other wheel 
ome sticks to a rat the other has to.” 

Punetare on te 

look whieh Cy 

anal stick like a mold 
at the little things 

after dinner or toa 

weer h 

sick 
then make me 

: illy, 
“Now joke 

year the disagrees 

n't et angry. 
“You were angry. Y 

asked for a little attention, eaty an entire morn- 
fing which might be apcnt in r then you make me coax 
through the back of a newspaper for the pleasure 
company from three to six, You — 

“Oh, now, listen a minute, Bet 

hatefuily because 1 

There's a special article 
here —— Say rey good about my idling away 
an entire morning. You saddle me with eighteen or twenty 
anid jobs and then speak of my taking a dreamy vaca 

ant am 
you te quite freery because 

h waited a moment ce} then, with shout- 
ani chin, she silently said something eloquent—all of 

which might have passed as a parting personality, had it not 
heen for some deeper hurt which welled moistly nite her eye 

drew a plaintive catch of breath through her parted lips 
oked unseeingly upon the sodden welter of the street 

From. 
Cameron resumed his paper, and, after bitching guiltily in 
chair. read and repeatedly reread a haphazard paragraph 

wm, Slowly the paper sagged into bis lap. 
and his gaze remained widely fixed upon the space where 

sile 
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Where the Current Has Brought Me 
What I, a Woman, May Do Today That Yesterday | Could Not 

IF TEEN years ago, when | was a girt of 
twenty, my father said to me f you 
should ever meet with an accident, or 
be Jefe alone in a strange city, or have 
ta take a sudden journey alone where 
you are obliged to go to a hotel for the 
night, go into the ladies’ entrance of the 
hotel and ask to be directed to the draw 
ing room. Ring for a bell boy and send 
your card to the room clerk. Let him 
register for you and assign you a room. 

= In this way you avoid going among the 
men who are usually about a hotel office, and you are not 5 
likely to be refusexd a room because you are a woman alone, 
Your card will sell the management exactly who you are, and 
this way of conducting yourself will tell them that you are 
a gentlewor J 

few weeks ago I was summoned to a city a night's jour- 
y away from my own, to meet a prominent man on busi- 

ness—a trip as hurried and as necessary as many of the 
sudden trips business men make every day. L received the 
summens in the afternoon mail of the day before | had to 

wt I was giving a dinner that night and so bad to wait 
y guests had gone before } began my arrangements. 

Ar eleven o'clock, after the last guest had made his adieu, 
it to my telephone, 

“A night letter to the Marathon Hotel," I said: 

Keserve for Mrs. George Grayson a small suite, of parter, bedroom 
and bath, for Friday, Wire revervation early Thursday morning. 

‘The “hotel management" knew no more than you do 
about Mrs, George Grayson. But the reply gram wan 
telephoned to me before breakfast next mornin; 

& 

Sulte reserved as ordered, Makatwon Horet 

WENT to the bank for money T had earned myself; from 
there to the ticket office, where, among some ten or twenty 

men also buying tickets, | reserved my sleeper, bought my 
the expressman to come for my trunk 

we ny train alone, Nobody paid any attention to me 
either in the crowded station of in the sleeper, [ went to 
sleep and wakened in the city of my des Twas ina at 
hurry for my trunk, for in traveling alone T never carry a 
heavy t o | had my taxicab driver go to the haggage 
iviston of the station for my trunk, and, with it on the cab, 

I drove to the hotel, 
To the ti giant who threw open my cab door [ suid: 

I should like that trunk in my room, please, as svonas I get 
there myself." 

“It shall be there, madam,” he answered, and passed me 
on to the doorman. 

L advanced through a crowded lobby, where the men 
paid absolutely no attention to me, to the desk where the 
room clerk, scarcely seenting to look at me, turned the re 

mind for me to inscribe my name on, and then hunte 
y reservati ion. 

took the key the clerk handed him, and we 
passed down a long corridor crowded with loungers too busy 
togive us more than scant attention, and when we reached 
my rooms we found the porter waiting with my trunk, 

thed and dressed and had my breakfast in my room, 
With my breakf ea vase of rows accompaniod 
by @ card with "The Compliments of the Elotel” on it. 
thought of my father and of the possibility, fifteen years ago, 
of not being admitted to a hotel if y woman 
alone." The roses had the look of a pleasant attention to an 
honored guest. 

Presently I telephoned important man” thar T was 
there, Thad engaged my own drawing room that T might 
receive him as T would in my own home, Important 
business is not transacted in hotel corridors nor in public 
parlors, especially if it includes much conversation about 
ways and means, with the necessity to spread papers 
about on tables, and affix signatures that make these 
papers inte contracts binding in a court of law, 

fy “importane man” talk hour or two, went 
away to keep a luncheon appointment, and returned to 
finish our discussions. Hecause he was English Lordered 
tea at four, and we concluded our arra ments and 
he left. 

HS NG transacted my business with satisfaction 
to both of us, T rclaxed into a feminine nap until 

i dinner, of the woman | had invited to 
it the hotel, 
said, when she care up to my pleasant 

apartment, interested in my quick journey and the suc+ 
cessful dispatch of my affairs, “I coukt not have done 
this twenty years ago any more than I could have flown, 
I shouk! have been talked about by every woman who 
knew me: [ should have been cut by most of them, 
and my children would not have been allowed to play 

h theirs, Twenty years ago it would have been ao 
unheard-of thing for a woman to talk business to a 
strange man for Foire hours in her own house, let alone in 
the private sitting room of a hotel.” 

Cynthia is vi resident of one of the State Federa- 
tions of Women's Clubs, and she lhughed. 

“It does sound foolish,” 1 continued, “in this day 
when women may come and go as they wish, may sup- 
port themselves as they choose in trade, profession or 
art, commingling with the men in the same work, almost 
without thought about it, to say that there ever was a 
time when it was improper for women to do this. But 
it is these little, everyday, commonplace things on the 
surface of the stream, things that once were real difficul- 
ties and that now are only funny, that show how fast 
the current is moving, It was not the men who created 
these difficulties of a decade ago, but the other women, 
the women who made public opinion, who said, and said 
uncompromisingly, that there were certain things a 
woman could not ‘do and escape being talked about. 
I remember when the first women who rode bicycles 
were looked at askance; yet how the craze ultimately 
altered public opinion ! 

“Come downstairs,""said Cynthia,"and I" show you 
genuine public opinion in the ma Til show you 
‘one of the real reasons for the more quickly moving 
current that permits you tego about your business ina 

By Margaret T. Grayson 
businesslike way and in a way entirely convenient to you, 
without causing any comment.” 

Downstairs the hails and the lobby were crowded with 
women: women ol forty, filty, sixt ii 
groups and by twos; wonten alone. None of them was with 
a man, and all of them were animated and interested in their 
conversation and ia one another. 

1 grinned at Cynthia and we turned to the dining room: 
Tt was thronged with women dining without men. There 
were tables of two and four and six woren and even women 
alone, all well served, all quite competent to order what they 
wanted and see that they were not overcharged for it. 

i is it?" LT asked; “a convention?” 
"Te is the F jon of Women's Clubs, There are three 

thousand women in the city who have come alone as you came, 
toattend to their own organization affairs and the affairs of 
some other wonten and their childeen. Evenin Europe,” she 

* we muy naw go about American wornan 
fe it an ordinary thin Jong way from 

Daisy Miller today.” 
“And,” [ supplemented, “ we are getting pretty well away 

from the harem idea. Even married women can now talk to 
men other than their husbands without comment,” 

"insisted Cynthi: I wish all women could realize 
how this idea of pairing them off to the conversation of one 
man and one man only has held them back. But we are 
coming to such realization, 

That's because we are no longer ready to merge our per- 
sonalities in those of our husbands. It's all of the same cut. 
‘The moment we use our own abilities, however humble, we 
have our own opinions and cultivate our own individualities, 
Then we don't goabout stying, ‘John sty, as if it were the 
last word on any subject. Nor do we shiver with fear if we 
are discovered engaged in an interesting conversation with 
some other personality, even when it isa male personality,” 

"There are, of . “the women 
who are not yet individuals. And they still look on these 
otber women with suspicion. But all they need is time, and 
a little of the same brand of necessity the rest of us have 
been spurred by." 

I considered this, recalling the time when unadulterated 
friendship between’ men and women was as "the fourth 
dimension,” a thing outside nature, monstrous, unthinkable, 
grotesque, But this time has passed, Even the men and 
women who do not care for the “new woman" or the new 
movements or the new anything cle have toadmit that one 
of our new gains is thix real friendship between men and 
women, a relation that keeps life both clean and interesting, 
both amusing and above suspicion, 

is a thing for equals, for those who speak 
ge. who have the same interests, who 

ately the same kind of lives, Asa usual thing 
ake friends in our own class, with those who under: 

stand our problems and our pleasures, The artist forgathers 
With other artists, the actor with other actors, the teacher 
with other teachers, Men had difficulty making friends with 
women, because they did not have the sime interests or 
speak the same language, It has been only in the last twenty 
years that women as a class have gained the thing their for- 
bears fought for—freedom of speech, You may discern the 
new freedom by many little signs, 

Now, today, though you are a woman, you may speak of 
the great facts of life and death by name, You may write 
about them, You may talk about anything you choose if 
you do it with earnestness and sincerity, Yet you can te- 
call the time, if you are over thirty, when there were good 
old words of deep experience that it was indelicate to use. 
And, what is more important, you may think on any subject 

‘ Aw | Me WY 
a 

re oe ih 

THE FIRST MEETING 

VERSES BY MARY CAROLYN DAVIES 

ILLUSTRATION BY W. T. BENDA 

UT of some sunny noon you came, 
Into the world that I had made; 

My eyes on yours were half afraid 
You would not know—a face, a name. 

“Souls do not show,” I said again, 
Stern to my little pulses, then, 

That leaped and shouted; “It is he!” 
Timid I looked, and saw your eyes 
Showed back the startled, same surprise; 

Your heart was riotous with me. 

I knew the words your pulses sung — 
That day the world was very young. 

(Pape 8) 

in the world and yet sot be immodest, You need aa lo 
cramp your mind or your vocabulary, nar corset your 
though some years ago you were not supposed to have he 
Kind of mind that investigated and considered, and no wel! 
bred woman mentioned the word “corset. 

This new freedom of thought and speech, even more that 
the new freedom of action, makes it possible for 2 
iends with others who are accustomed to say what they 

think in the words made 
ideas becomes an every 
possile. Women whose 
vocabularies are bound may be good cooks, but ng mut 
ideas wants to talk with them, You may ebject as ¥ 
please, but if you cannot think as courageously as a mh 
thinks, and if you cannot express your thought for fear some 
other woman will be shocked at your candor, you are not the 
equal of man, who is not so bound, Legless beings may’ 
good cherry pickers, but you do not invite them ta walk ov 
into the fields with you, And that is why, for a good many 
years, men have gone to other nten for drendship, 

. They liket? 

ped and whose 

vt because the men prefer it this w “4 
ends with their women. Nothing so contribute? 

tothe success of a marriage as good friendship back of 1 
Bue while love can cross any intellectual chasm or any dilflet™ 
ence af caste, not #0 friendship, Friendship must have irl 
ground to walk on; it has no wings. H what you think i* 
interest to men who have the thinking habit; if what yo" 
say proves it—if you area personality —you can make frien? 
with men and keep them your friends, You cannot be a per: 
sonality by refusing to think out your problems and other? 
difficulties, by imitating and by being fearful of what tht 
other w will think, Besides, what the other woman Wil 
think will change. fi 

‘There have always been women who had the courage 
their own individualities, and whom men surrounded whe® 
they entered 4 drawing room—women who had man {rie® 
not necessarily Joy Time was when these women wer 
suspected of other women; then they were en only 
the unsensitive woman survived the i 
picion and envy. But when many women 
habits and made decisions of their own aad worked out 1 
own 4, 20 60 beeame interesting to talk to and ta bE 
with, then fricadship between men and women became # 
thing no longer extraordinary and incredible. 

The woman who suspected the attract be | 
years ago of wiliness has herself ceased to be the whinsic! 
creature for whom special conversation had te be made vo 
men, conversation on so-called feminine topics, Fancy sue 
a thing—feminine subjects of conversation! We are out: 
growing thisaschildren outgrow onc-syllable words. And she 
sooner we outgrow it the better, When women can be 
companions 10 men —not gifted women here and there, bet 
all women in every place—much of this‘ sex talk and special: 
ization of women” will disappearand also much jealousy an 
envy and suspicion among both ay 

No husband who kno . 
thoughtful talker, with far more interesting things to 
about than flirtatious things, is going to ask: “What ot 
earth were you and that new man talking about for v0 long? 
Or if he asks it he does not do so to allay suspicion, but 
entertain himself. 

Ne woman who is accustomed to mect men and get from! 
them their vision of a part of life she herself does not tou! 
says of another woman: “It's a curious thing what the met 
find to say to her!" The current has carried us a great 
farther than thar. I 

Downtown, the other day, I heard some news that 
knew would be of great interest, if not of great importance 

toa man my family knows well, who is foeated in a city 
a little distance away. Py 

“Tt is the lunch hour,” 1 said to myself, and he ¥2 
just have gone to his club, 1 shall not interrupt any 
is clients, and ill cost only fifty cents for me" 

telephone to him, 
Tentered one of our large hotels, went to the tebephoo® 

booth and put in my long-distance call, Then Ts neat 
the telephone girl and read my morning paper until 9, 
call was put through, Ten years ago nether 1 nor any 
other woman could have done sucha thing without bei® 
so conspicuous as to have suffered with the resulting 
discoentore of It. 

Nobody paid the slighte . Wome 
in public places are no longer curiosities, Nor was t 
man to whom I spoke surprised that 1 should have 
called him from another city an the telephone, Hew 
merely pleased, and, because the matter was of impor 
tance to him, grateful, Ten years ago he would have 
thought me bold at least, and Mra. Grundy wow 
have beld up her hands in horror. 

HES are only’ small things, a few out of hundreds 
of commonplace occas! ol ny worn can think 4 

that not so long ago were not commonplace. Whos 2 
this current that is bearing us toa larger experience 2 
a richer living, to strength of mind, to executive al ii 
to poise and dependability? It is not the delying 
conventions, No real woman wants to do that, ut 
the conventions are palpably deteriorating. Is it 9 
courage? Not the courage of one woman here and ther: 
but courage in the hearts of women all over the lane: 
the courage of their own thoughts, their own needs} not 
courage to sct examples to other women who are 
sure al themselves, i 

These new ways of women are not really new. I 
vidual women have trod them ever since there Wr, 
women. Always there has been some woman revoltit 
against imitations of mind and customand body, | BYh 
what is new is this masse courage, this courage 0 
thinking women, and this is the current that is swee?” 
ing us om. 7 

‘or courage is the root of all virtue and the founds, 
tion of all accomplishment. Moreover, it redee! nt 
misfortune and mistake, gives strength to the feeble # 
truth to those whose vision has been clouded. No r] 
lems, however complex, can resist it. And all the sani 
facts eddying on the surface of this great current bect of 
significant when they are thought of as evidence 
woman's growing courage. 



When it Struck Our Home 
ATrue Story of What Happened When Henry Put in a Cost System 

nd had 
ad 

married, 
1 home six-dol 
nty-hve-eents’ worth of wedding trip, 

our wedding gifts and our limit 
six-room OFT ib 
les, from my place of business. 
hundred and twenty-five dollars a 

Month, which was very good indeed! be more 
Some day: and in twenty he manthly 

iE were 
m our nine 

strup-has 2 
had a salary of oF 

seven years, 
Fate of payment, we would own our me 1 
Which the future stretched on interminably bet i 
Rainbows chat hid fram our daxzled eyes trips to Euro 
“etonobiles and other 

we went blithely on accumulating new stare 
fable content, packing the house with it and sending 

home in the w h 
And when Miran 

I plea: 5 

Trani of the overtlo 
anxious 
Sune to 

a's beother Henry 
wend a few days with us we met him with the 

vide of a young married couple who had lived 
ether half a year wiels a freckle af gloom on 

‘amnilics 

ut even 

ny With frateraal joy anda certain 
amount of modest pride. Henry was an his road to 
Bteatiess, He was only a litt 
Satned several timesas much mow 

becuse wis a wiz 
‘tscare Henry with the biggest me im 

together. They couldn't fool iis. He 
and they responded, tumbling into the 

as he request 
as. He coub 

down, Hurl 
Hooked Tike the € 
Woule 

Te: years before he ha 
at curves and ex i 

Saving it millions and had ¢ 
¥48 rational that he should believe 

whole soul, [ tigion to hin 
explained it to us with the fervor of a 
Jona That | was why he look: 

the 

1 were waiting for 
supper, and 1 erie 
whether I was going to be able to 
Jollar into the 

», with alnwast fx 
en forward wad bac 

» into a mass of fi 
army in chose form 

smiling with 1 emerge 4 aque POO 

in his syste 

leas 1a dollar each 
Sometimes we made it 
two and were triumphant, 
hat sometimes | couk 
« put in filty cents, and 
then financial gloom settled 
over the country like a pall 
Henry, who had been making 

nine-place rultiplications aly 
ently on a letter back, looked 
at mie sha “Don't you 
know how mi vt are going 
tosave?” he demanded. “Isit 
possible that you leave these 
results to chance?” 

Fora minute | was hi 

J some inside figures 
dE told hiv 

Henry smiled a lange 
nile. * Myc 

Taking he, “youcor 
1 should ha 

here, Tam 
the way you run this house. When I look at the money you 

dand then consider that you throw it out by the merest 
esswork, [ wonder how the first savings b got its 

Mart,” 
T was a little angry at this, because 

ful. On the first of each month I pay all our general bills 
i 1 her household al On the la 

¥ of each month | curn myself upside down carefully and 
Sount whae falls out. It perfect system and there is no 
‘hance tago wrong, You always know 
just what you have, Bur when I ex- 

ned to Henry he almost had 

i 

L 

nt te Figur 
ws He Did Se 

appalled at 

ank ev 

we were really very 

waner. 

nt!" be 
1g to the 

careless | 
contribur 

racy ¢ 
yore Question isn’t “How much have 
vi kor mit What has beconte of 
vat aven't got?"" 

a bilad, 

is COUNTY 

KNOW the answer perfectly,” Ir 
blied with simple dig ‘L have 

Spent it nk, my 
fOung friend,” 
ng and 

at him, * 
on riotous 

oes fey t 
i= coffee and furniture 
Natallments and bouse 

ad coal and a 
and then for Met now 

x ur wonderful 

but be- ts 
ae fins ANE LO 
auelch Henry 

it there. 

ut He 
Itelehes Hike 2 
Ol ball. He 

aughed, 

tl 
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LUSTRATIONS BY M BLUMENTHAL 

. A 
for the Kile 

1 know where you spent 
he said quietly 
you do. We're 
You know, of 
end 

anand headed 
"Pies cost 

saving mon 
re depriving 
tance. How 

haps you 
nd perhaps 

andl just in 

She carn d triumphant, 
How n 

in hot 
d 

enslave 
are high now, 

h had 
and apples 
cents, but 

Let me see. 

igent manner w 

a pie 
nphantly, putein 

s ay resuscitated fc 
“Now will you start somethir 

und my arm an 
ager in 
with my house 

er 
H'm,” said Mi 

his enormous serg 
You've ge 

going to the table and bringing 
‘Sit down a minute, 

to learn something and it might as wel 
be now. I'm going te 

of you e for 

Bt 
ot two pies fr 

dime’ 

and eight-tenths 
cents. Let us 
take the 

Gy 

d the News She "When Mirando Hes 
Recovered Almost 

water power be ch 

Post ad. 

dollars a year. 

1 haven't ploteed it, but 1 
your kitchen with its corre 

rent 
thi: 
sponding cellar rom, taken up 
with stores, etc,, comprises about 
twenty per cent. of your floor 
space, That meats five dollars a 
month, Your working day in the 
kitchen is probably six hours. One 
three-hundredth of five dollars is 
one and six-tenths cents," he 
on, figuring with dizzy speed, 
Hi w long does it take you to 

make and bake g 
‘i used ¢ 

this one in 
my wife proudly 

"M. Proportionate 
three and two-tenths cen 

Your kitchen, I believe, costs you 
about one hundred and fifty 

of pie 
pInent, two 

me, Miranda, 
may be valued at five dollars a 
week, or eight cents an hour of a 

p-hour day, ‘Two hours means 
sixteen cents. We add the 

te cost of light, heat, 
axes and deprectatic 

You burn five dollars’ worth of 
coala month onan average, Your 
light and gas bills will amount to 

wher five dollars, Roughly fig 
y that all your gas goes 

for that pie on these 
at's a cent more, Insur 

1 depreciation of equipment—pie tins don't 
J neitherdoga will stand you back "— 

{a marvelous jungle of figures going into 
“about a cent i ighth. Now, 

1? ‘The y-aix and thre 
: nat have you to say There! W 

I Miranda with a piereing shriek, 
hen, but 

hh had 

another cent to kitche 
figured it too con serva 

calmly 

"T' repeat, 
We didn’t say f 

*ersonally felt 

With all of 
spendehrifts 

ears 

3, and eating 
mwas one of my faves 
XW sports, 
But that's 

sternly. 
you are spe 

rasbly, with 
You’ have 

at all 

pe seventy-five 
e soap she can 

. Would you save 
ney or lose it by putting in 
electric washer? Would 

aper than 

Faint ine My Artin” 

to have cost sheets Why, my 
en suspect where your money goes. 

How much does it cost you?” 
ad a dollara week until death do us 

“That is the mere first 
hat piano. Tt may be ruining 
and figured furiously, “O) 
crest charge on twenty-five 
or in ten years an average 
1 and fifty dolla: That & 

Depreciation, ten per 
‘iano's share of floor 

fa month 0's share of 
s, night watchman, doctor bills, 

tainment, furniture polish, cleaning woman, 
ver cd twodollars a mo mth roughly. 

cimal places tonight, 

annual 
e anid, 

eon two hu 

OW," said Henry, taking a long breath, while we hud- 
dled froshin terror-stricken, i for the wos 

“we have first cost, interest ot investment, depreciation and 
Main You may pay only 

and then again you may have 
ahogany off the legs and 

have a hired girl who will 
it with turpentine, and mice may get into the felt. 
nance at ten per cent, is reasonable, There's fort 

! column for pianc 
‘hat’s how we'll account for 

If you have a piano you buy music; you 
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Looking Atter Christine 
sin Jack” While He Was Doing It 

By Ralph Henry Barbour, Author of “Holly,” “My Lady of the Fog,” Etc. y Pp y 2 y y ¥ & 

And What Happened to “Cou 

ILLUSTRATION BY CLARENCE F. UNDERWOOD 
1 

jHE rv urrived on a Saturday. Precsll ha bout drawing and pair Of Christine laughed. She bard an odd laugh, asort of throaty 
that it was Saturday, because I had course” ty and shook her head—“T'm aot  gurgle that scemed to bubble for a moment inside before # 
with les than my usual reluc genius, But ame here escaped, It was ared,”” ai unpleamat, “You wer 
to the fact that | was going and stadied hard | mig! Christine 
Island in afternoon for a weeleen well, - *Er—not at mly T don't like sailing under fale 
renientber, too, that it was sunny am utely not—not ¢ There is nothing to be gained by pretending that | 
and that, when in the process of dressing I lowered her vou ita ated ‘ 
wandered to t window of my twe i ant though? You dan't know how strict she # 
n ¢ that n-wnd-be We girls aren's ever allowed to go out evenings with gentle 

mien whe aren't fathers or uncles or cousins. [t's perfect) 
dreadful!" 

1 fancied that Christine w 
“you 

"AB a Mm 
lies 

ean ilasteator “You are sow.” Christine laughed softly 
J Can't one adopt cousing? It's going to make tt 

r,anyway, Idon't believe Mrs. Manson quite 
vat Vit have mamma write to ber and 

ing list.” 

lly draped 
bined the languor of the dying summer with the zest of early 
autume. I whistled a tune as | tarned away. 1 dwell on 
these things to emphasize the fact chat [was disturbed by no 
premonitions, Since that mory eemtho 
is much shaken 

At “The Gables" we lo 
dicts may have our break 
a slight extra expense, and such was my c 
morning George appeared with the tray as fw 
scart, He withdrew, and I spread my napkin 
the mail which, with the morning paper 

tray, The mail consisted of one b 
tion, various circulars and the letter, 

ca 

cadace. “Anyway,” she stids 
sort 
of fact, Tam nothing of the sort,” 1 

enly; “and I'chink you bad better explain 1 all my life i 
* Naturally, ad lor 

our re 
tom. 

bache 
sts served & 

whobe lot eas 
tier fell for it, 

par you 

"L falteres 
sm 54 

Oh, se you have a tise?” 4 
‘We alldo, Laura Trenton bas two cousins on hers, like 

Without a tremor I slit the gray-blue envelope, You are you you know, We call them Wednesday am 
not tothink that there was any mystery about that letter. On Satur I like Wednesday bes frantically hand 
the contrary I knew at once who it was from. There was no HRISTINE “ he goes to Columbia. Let's go semewbere and sit 
nistaking my mother's writ he contents | now recall ler. Striving t a Ne intellig ‘ shall we 
hut the one fateful pa which Lean still repeat omplini a whisper Possibly,” I auggested virtwously, “since we are sr 

¢ ? nerser wa theater we had best go.” Cousin Jutis Bateman writes that Christine isin New Ye i you posed theat had best g * But [couldn’t, like this !"” exclaimed Christine in horrot 
ken tones. “Unless it was 
wod heavens! Yau don’t like movi 

"Crazy about them!" said Christi 
© Was extE course 1 like play's better 

4, her voice 1 What #0 
ter. Make We ta 

sort of a shrub tickling 

ing art at the Thome 
alent and was set of guli 
1, though, with Harry goin 
mint New York is no place for a girl of Christine 
ve more than eighteen and was always haruea-scarum. 
Larted to say & that she is living with wamber of other art student 
at a house on Murningside Av 
and Cousin Julia writes that sbe wishes you would call am 

{ chen; and £ think myself it would 
friendly if you would, I know you a 
hut possibly you could call sometinses of an evening 
and maybe take her out somewhere. I'm sure she will 
he very lonesome for a while, And I Cousin 
Julia would » much 
in a way, looking after th 
Whag she fe like now, Ste 
Jacking in clignity and repo 

I frowned. The plan did ne 
was, as my mother had own 
son, with a growing law pract 
not devote all my evenings to my profession, but 
well, neither did | wish to devote the chap 
eroning a young girl totheatersand concerts. She 
would demand, Ewasstre, far mare of my timethan 
le afford to give her: would insist or 

the sights.” I broke an egg geumy 
think Teven thought hardly of Cousin Jul 

SHE was not my Cousin Julia, snd not even my 
mother’s Cousin Julia, She was merely: a 

listant rekition of my father's, a widow with wo 
children amd a possibly sufficient income. She 
lived in Hacriston, in.a square, white house, with a 

a on the lawn, [ recalle 
fectly, but Christine not at all; which, cons 
that Thad been not over seventeen on the oecasion 
of my last visit to Harriston, that [was now twenty- 

Christine eightecn, was not to be won 
Teould picture her.’ She would have just 

nod by 

hows 
going ste Tdlon't sew how € 

» Vale nest ye pictures, | hope: 
thrillingly. "Ol 

nd there are dozens I'd like to 4 
at like bese?” 

1 on a bench, with some 
he hack of my neck. FortupatelY 

mild. Fortunately, too, 1 1 
membered at a few th ers let out as early 

as ten-thirty: 99 we were able to return to the 
anding house at ewenty minutes toeleven with 
increasing Mes, Manson's suspicions, | 

mber is the address 

jer if she knew you were 
child, Write and tell me 
always a pretty aiet, but TER [ had said good night 1 realized with <i 

may that I had invited Christine to go to the 
ter on Saturday evening , 

I lookest up the list of plays approved by te 
Drama League and selected one especially 1 
ommended for Young Persons, Christine loabed 
exceedingly pretty that evening, and | was ® 
prised to ubserve that by sume manner af deessi@i 
her hair she had apparently added three or fowt 
ye her age 

In the cab, as we rolled away, Christine pro 
duced a pair all jet pendants and pat 
them in her ears. “Mrs. Manson doesn't approv® 
of our wearing earrings,” she explained blithely. 

rowed these from Lauri, Do you like 

the 
appeal to me. I 

a cath 
To be 

puay per 

seinng 
yt 

,and said so, Christine took them out 
tried to hedge, but she said: “It's per 
af you to take me to the theater, Cows? 

Jack, and I want to ke # nice as 1 can—what | 
you think is nice, 1 mewn 
“Well, you do,” I said. 

of your age 
for earrings, whys 

jate and demonstra 
She woukd—ob, hang it, she would be a nuisance 
Some afternoon I should call—deceney de 
that; but as for “looking after her 

I dismissed the matter from my mi 
effort and opened my paper. Neverthel 
the rest of the meal | was consciog 

May wear earrings. 
Christine seemed much pleased. 
She declared that she e 

but 1 doubted 
ver! the play greatly: 

Personally, 1 found it wrete™ 
T apologized 

annoyance—in fact, two of ther aight it quite entertaining,’ sild 
omitted the pepper tly M course it wasn't exactly 

1 managed to forget Christine for nearly a fort . but I'm sure it's a play one ought to s© 
night, Then a letter from my mother jogged my son was so pleased when [told her wher 
memory, and—an evening engagement having ’ 
petered put at the last moment—I summoned a -“ red, = 
taxi and set out, | was admitted by a maid a SR ec£™ aozrge sso glad [ wasn't going 
shown into a white-and-gold reception room. ~~ ‘of those crime plays.” I suppose they 
From upper regions came Hippant footfatls and ™ are just a little bit wicked, aren't they?” 

“1 laughter. T amoothed my waiste ant ered Said Litth ’ Not in the least,” I declare 
red my dignity, “Really? But Mrs. Manson said — 

Appeared Christine. She crossed the threshold with a mista + und yielded weakly, * Manson,” I replied texcily, “ls a—a ——" 
Cousin Jack!” ged Chi 

“an that she i: 
” Christi 

ly. 
ir authority.’ 

sounded disappainted, Afte: 
“Anyway,” she mid, “if we ever did go to one of t » 

“In T wouldn't tell ber.’ [ shouldn't want to hurt ber feelins* 
and so—if we did ——" 

We 

radiant smile and an outstretched hand. 
he exckaimed delightedly, 

i¢--how do you do?" | shook hands reservedly, “We 
n't met for versal 

“Years and years! Isn'tit funny? Lremember you quite "Er 
well, though, and you haven't changed much; only grown fact, Miss 

go into the other room. Thisisghastly, “Call me Chi she hissed. 
“Er—€ 1 Chris, it's twenty minute 
“Then [ won't be a minute. Fir 

whispered, “Ther 
f better start,” 

and Christine said it was “peachy 

A week of so later [added a postscript to my weekly hom? 
NE CROSSED the hall and entered a long parlor, where introduc ar Mrs, Manson.” letter as follows: 
/V Christine led the way toacouch. "This, M Chiristine-ex hy the way. I've Mad Chriaine Bateman to the theater tui 

“is where we receive company. Such a I was the “Cousin Jack" she had <0 often yin might let Cousin Julia know child is very full af lige, bet 
isn't i? Mrs. Manson is so thoughtful ani 1 had « heater, Mrs. 1° harilly call her harum-sc atrms me that she is makiol 
you to meet her before you go, Cousin Jack. “Him.” d good progress with her st fairly be termed pect!’ 

i od her relieved t ximity of Mrs. 
the long room with my ga ach T observed hu N Pi’ 
desk, a corpulent, gray-haired woran was writing, J met Id see th T WAS toward the latter part of October that Christine 

Christine's eyes. IT it is possible to wink without moving an 
Christine diel it, [ coughed: Christine. [felt uncom 

I should be charmed,” 1 murmured. Christine. She had, by bh 
Lam not ription of Christine. She ful conspi 

was seldom t All L can do is to tell you that ld not put up with it; 
dsand feet; that she my throat. Mrs. Manson looked across and 

both, soft complexion slightly failed, ant intervie 
es were gray, Tconceded at once that And then Christine reappeared. She y. [feel in ju 

she wis p T conceded mare—that she was intelligent, ark blue, and a small hat leaned over mood, don't you thi 
interesting and tastefully dressed, Jer feather outboard at a rakish . Cousin Jack? 

We talked politely of many things, Sh to Mrs. Manson and we went ¢ reps 1 
she was studying art, “You see,” she con relief CONTINUED ON PAGE 54 

(Teae 10) 

to recall a began calling me up by telephone in the morning at ™Y 
office, at a time when [ was busiest with my mall 

usually inconsequential, as, for instance 
Jack? Your voice sounded—I knows 

” T removed my cigar, “Isn't th® 
and | had two unpleay 
‘0 work, work, WO! 

[for it. So much depends of 
Are you awfully happy 2 

Oh, you must 
explained why 
fed gravely, "1 
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ter the exciting snowball 
yard of the old Manse, 

Jeannette dried her hair she te 
t she didn’t know when sh 

._ She 
ran in to say 
bat found that that ye 

as its damply curling 
locks above her forehead testified, and 
was rushing away downstairs to the 

suggested Jeanne 
h her own wet braids, und 

"aid to dry and put th nt ode 
ie “Mercy ho; net over the kitchen stove. It ll be dry 
Shah cough,” was the reply; and Georgiana vanished, the 
per on her mind: 
W Jeannette came down, half an hour later, a 

jiPeared in the kitchen doorway, she saw thar the spe 
T young hostess’s Inbors and the warmth of the 
a all chance of undried locks. 

seorgiana’s work, fast ax was its 
ining room 

nteation of energy. Both bands 
d never 10 forget what she 

If she passed the stove on her way somewhere 
»ped to stir something or to glance into the oven, and 

{iben she went to the storervom for cream she beought away 
“al and butter as well, 
eannette commented admiringh 
have to run back for something?” she inqui 

! But when you' been over certain 
nd several thousand times, it's a pity if you can't make 

Your ead save your heels as a rule. Recisse me; dears but 
ft Wouldn't mind standing juse a foot or two to the 

struggling 
naturally wishing for her 

int to do. 
She sto 

“Don't you ever forget 

Jeannette turned. “1 see 
"uch to help, tsn't there anything I could doz 

“All done, thank you—except—would you jus 
he table that bosful of scarlet ge 

; U'min the way when I'd like so 

arrange 
brought 

Take any bowl or gl 
sbourd that looksappropriatetoyau. 
leannette fell to work—if it could be 

tar 

* And 

Ne ER in her life had she arranged se 
IN fable decoeation, noe, for that matic 
Mut as she placed the splendid, thrifty blooms, 
meagan ae rich green leaves, in the plain brown bow! 

ich she felt best matched their undistinguished beauty, 
the discovered for the first tine that other blossoms besides 
{ores and orchids, chrysanthemuis and the rest of the ordi 
UY florists products may charm the eye from the center 
rpomy cloth, 

joy! hat’s gorgcous! Thank you so much! Aren't they the 
G Hest flowers in the world for a winter night? Jimps’s 

1015, by Grace S. Richeind 

ad That of Her 

" Govegiana, Site: 
Tobit Ste 

2 

tar Lin the Coun 

By Grace S. Richmond 
"RED PEPPER BURNS.” "THE TWENTY-FOURTH OF Jt 

ILLUSTRATIONS BY WILL GREFE 

well. Don’t you wane a t 
Their grower would feel treme 

tainly 
in your k 
limented 

olor, but it is yours, 
and I'll risk ¢ 

dously con 
_ "Red's not my 

Tittle sprig in these: brake 
Let me t 

better pleased than if L wore th 
Georgiana submitted, and ut the 

scarlet decoration. But the found forgetting 
it, indeed, quite gathered ak : 
tuble it caught the Georgiana's cheek, 
from the vigorous 
brilliantly: hee ¢ 
eloth had pon it no melita calere waste 

nium in her hair was uch of the artist which drew 
the eye and heki it. ‘She had placed upon the 
of the customary lamp, one of the few treasures of th 
a fine old candelabrum, with pendes 
ing cand rew their mellow lig 

She looked up sal Jenly, after having served each one 
from the dish before 1 ther a ing at ber, 

bove his plate, but the 
irs. She gazed at them in 

Why, what is the matter?” ahe exted, “Do I—ts some- 
thing queer about me? Have I missed a point somebody 
has made 

“(cus EY allturned then, lau; 

aigrent jokit—her myst 
for the second course : in the simple, 

little supper—she glanced into the small kitchen 
Her eye caught the scarlet geranium 

suppose I look ridiculously sentimental with that flower 
just there," hought. “ But J won't take it out after Jean 
put it there, } sr they Laughed.” 

An hour afterward they were all out upon the hill near 
by. Seuart possessed a splendid pair of bobs, and th 
were soon dashing down the hill at a pace which made 
Jeannette hold ber breath with mingled fear and jo 
Georgiana Oh! Is there anything so 
and made Mr, Jefferson, just behind her, 

alder, respond with ‘heartiness: “The snow fight took 
years off my age, and now here goes another five. 1 

almost as young as you are now, Miss Warne, 
“Oh, no; I'm only ten myself tonight,” she answered. 

was one of my earliest joys. 1 was so proud when 
could steer Jimps Stuart's first pair of bobs—small and 

primitive ones, pared with these.” 
efferson beside her when it came to the 

ill. A new side of him was visible tonight. 
t student and writer, the man who dis- 

cussed with her father and herself the course of the world’s 
events or the problems of social service, but 4 light-hearted 
bey, much Wi tuart, and ready to abet all the other man’s 
efforts for the amusement of thi party. 

The fun went on for an hour: then Jeannette, unaccus- 
tomed to so much Vigorous exercise, began quite against her 
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1 the Floor Against Hoe Father Krwer, 
+ Pranks at Collen 

ere. 

will to show evidences of fatigue, and after one particularly 
, swift fight the party weat back to the house, There 

her gay hour before the fire, while Stuart 
i chestnuts, and ( 

her father’s knee, tob 
illustrating them’ by 

fst rgiana, sitting on the floor ag 
ories of madcap pranks at c 
bh changes of facial expressic 

+ that her hearers spent themselves 

wafortab 
Ae 

Id chair with a pillow 
bsorbed interest of 

one to whom such 8 these had 1 
of absolute novelty. cs wandered for Georgiana's 
vivid face to her Lather’s delicate one; to James Stuart's 
comely features, glowing ruddily in the firelight as he tended 
his chestauts, show did white teeth as he roared at 

miery or turned to laugh into Jean- 
artioularly plump and suc- 

ntly bursting spectre ; to Mr, Jefferson's 
turer personality, hi intent, his face 

lighted with enjoyment, his occastonal comments on Georgi- 
ana‘s adventures Hashing with a dry humor which matched 

i To Jeannette they were 

"She's the loveliest thing [ ever saw, 
from time to time as she glinced up at her cousin, whose fair 
hair against the dark cushion of her fathe ght and 
held in its gleaming strands the charm of the fire's own 
warmth. Jeannette atchless by lamplight; her 
cheeks and lips were glowing from the outdoor life af the day 
and evening; her smile was a thing to imprison hearts and 
hold them fast. If she spoke little no one thought of her as 
silent, and the charm of her bow laughter at the sallies of the 
others was the sheerest flattery, it was so evidently born of 
genuine delight in the cleverness she did not attempt to 
emulate 

thought Georgiana 

said Georgiana to herself 
tks when she looks Tile that? 

ac 
he suntibes is th 

delicious thing I ever saw, Jimps looks at it forty tiny 
y five minutes and T can't blame him, Mr, Jefferson 

time in focus, though he doesn't eat her up as Jimps does. 
I can't blurue either af them. And I shall go on being a 
clown, because that's what L mimes them, If 

i i st artibe without 

te w 
ea. Oh, well—how absurd of me 

c= girl looks like a picture by a wonderful painter while 
L look like—a lurid lithograph by nobody at all 
Whereupon she set her strong, white teeth into a hot, 

roasted chestnut, cracked! it, and, regarding the halves, said: 
“This reminds me of the night Prexy lost his head ""—and 
brought down the house with the merriest tale of all. It was 
so irresistibly absurd that Jeannette, helpless with her mirth, 



buried her face in her cobweb hanitkerchief, Stuart 
rocked upon his knees and made the welkin cing, 
and Mr. Jefferson laughed ins growling bass that 
gathered volume ax the preposteruusness of the 
Situation grew upon him with consideration of it. 
Even Mr. Ware, whose expressions af aemnaxement 
were useally nedseles, gave way to soft little 
chuckles of apsreciation, and wiped his tear filled 
eyes. 

Georgiana, finiehing her Chestnut, looked upon 
‘them all and told them they were the most gruth- 
fying audience she had ever addressed, bat that 
she feared it wus not good fue them tu give way 
to their emotions su unrestrainedly, and that she 
should therefure not open her lips agala that 

ight. As they foand [¢ impossible to break dows: 
even with entreaties backed by 

offerings of worldly goods, the party broke up, 
Georgiana carried off her guest to put her to bed 
with her 
‘Stuart smoked a 
obder man's room; after which Stuart let himself 
quietly out of » door that was never locked, to 
tuilect, 28 he tramped homeward over the snow, 
6 what an inordinately jally evening it had beets 
frons beginning to end, 

V JILL you think I'm dreadful, Gearglana 
dear,” asked Jeannette, lying uxurlousty 

hack upon her pillow while ber cousin sat braiding 
her own thick locks by the little bedroom fireplace 

the last remnants of the fire were amokler- 
ing. “it Tsay I shouldn't have beleved I could pon- 
sibly have such a good time in swcha way? Tnever 
did anything the least bit Tike it” 

“Not that [ can remember,” 
“Nor roasted chestnuts?” 
“1 never tasted one before—except perhaps in 

the stuffing of a fowl,"* 
“Poor child! But at least you've sat by the dire 

with other girls and men and told stories, litte 
Jean?” 

‘The guest considered. “Of course—at house 
parties. Yet I can't seem to recall any such «ene 
as the vee we just left, dows by your fire, 1 cure 
tainly never sat on the floor with my arm on my 
father's Knee, with a group of le arumnel, 
while somebody told stores—certalaly not such 
stories as you toll. Oh, you're the cleverest girl 
J ever knew, to tell each things in such a way! It 
was perlectly splemlid! How those two mer aid 
enjoy it! I ilon’'t know when I've heard men laugh 
iy just that wa; 

by what way? Please tell me how they 
laughed differently from otber men, To be sure, 
Jimps just lets go when he's amused and raises the 
tatters with bis bowls of glee; but so do other 

ung men of hisage. And certainly Mr. Jefferson 
laughed decorausly enough.” 
“Yeu, but it was so whole-souled with both of 

them; and yt there wasn't « thing in your stories 
but Ob, 1 can't cell you jest what L mean, if 
you don’t know; but somehow it all struck me so 
iifferently from the way any girl-and-man evening 
ever struck me before. It—it seems a different 
atmosphere here, that ex- 
wewaes it, from any I've ever 

ne be’ 
‘The two regarded each other, 

Jeannette from between haif 
closed, th fringert eyelids 
as she lay back her pi 
lows, one arm, leall veiled w 
the finest of linen nnd lace, 
Mretched upon the treasured 
old-time counterpane,theother 
beneath ber neck; Georgiana 
sitting up straight with two 
Jong, dark braids hanging over 
ber shoulders, her dusky eyes 
wide open, her cheeks still 
bright with color repeated by 
the scarlet hue uf the loose 
garment she had put on. 

“T'VE no doubt it does” 
agreed Georgiana thought: 

fully. *Suill, though I know you 
five a very different life froen 
any I've ever known, 1 die’ 
suppose your education in the 
matter of roast chestnuts—ard 
‘the things that go with them— 
had been quite so badly neg- 
‘ected. To think of never 
having had them except so dis- 
quised by the manipulations of 

sepncy then Ae to have them! And to have 
one to balls and horse shows 
and polo gamet~and never to 
have built a snow fort! Dear, 
dear, what we have to teach 
you! Life hasn't been really 
fai to you, has it, my dear?” 

This was sheer audacity, 
from a poor git to a rich one, 
but it was charming audacity 
pone the less, and by no means: 
wholly ironic. To Jeannette, 
studying her cousin with eyes 
which were envious of the phys~ 
ient superlorlty for lack of 
which no training in the soclal 
arts or mere ability to purchase 
the ald of dressmaker and milliner could possibly 
tone, conscious that laee 2 mind 
far keener and better trained than her own, the 
question called for a serious answer, She half sat 
up and pusbed ber pillow into a soft mountain 
behind hee as she 9 4 

‘No, it hasn't! I thought so before I came here 
und sow I'm sure of it. I feel a weak and helpless 
creature beside you—helples in evesy (Way. 1 
can't do anything you can, 1 my fat! Med 
lose bis money and I should be thrown upon my 
own resources, I shoulds't be able to make so 
reuch as a—snowball for myselft" 

In spite of Jeannette’s earnestness both laughed, 
for the words broaght back lively memories of the 
wild sport of the afternoon, 
Then Georgiana's ready brain leaped to the 

inevitable implication: “Ah, but there'd be sure 
to be a man ready to dash isto your fort and make 
your snowballs for you!” 

‘Tim not so sure.”” “Tam! 

“Of course, the men T know don't seem to mind 
whether a girl is helpless or not, if she can look and 
act the way they want her ty. But—I'm discover 
ing thal there are other kinds of men and somehow 
I like this mew kind And £ imagine this Kind 
woulda’t care for helpless girls, You made snow- 
balls for your man to throw, aml they were good 
bani ones, as my chin cna still testify.” 
“You can learn to make hard snowballs," said 

Genegiana, smiling, 

EANNETTE held up one beautifully mexleled 
but undeniably sheoder arn: and clasped it with 

1 she paused as if search 

“Sponge cake,” sapplied Georgiana, coming 
over to feel critheally of the extended arm. “It ir 
pretty spongy, It needs exercise with a punchball 
or” —she Hashed a mischievous glance at the lan- 
guid form before ber—"a batch of bread dough," 

“Bread dough! Would that belp it?” 
“Rather! So would sweeping and 

aod moving furniture about. Bet you're born to 
a Ble of case, my dear, 90 those things are out of 
the question for you. Fencing lessons would be 
goed for you—and fashionable, too, which would 
double their value of course’? 

"Georgiana!" Jeannette sat straight up and 
laid two coaxing arms about her cousin's Grmly 

neck. “Teach me to make bread, will you, 
while I'm here? 

“Oh, good gracious!” Georgiana threw back 
ber head to laugh. “Hear the child! What good 
wohl it do if you learned? You wouldn't do it 
when you went back.” 

“1 would!—well, of course, I might have diffi- 
culty lo but mother wants me to be strong; she's 
always fussing about it because I can't endure the 
round af society things she says aay girl ought to— 
and enjay. If you thought Iread-making would 
really help ——" 

“It would he a drop in the bucket af exercise 
you owght to take.” 

“Nevertheless, I want to learn,” persisted 
Jeannette os Georgiana moved away, evidently 

the intemion of leaving her for the night. 
like to feel 1 knew how. bread is 

“Oh, very well; Ti teach you with pleasure. 
I shall be setting bred sponge at six tomorrow 

i ill you be down?” Georgiana's smile 
kcked, y E 

“Six o'clock|" There was a look of mingled 
incredulity and horror in the lovely face om tho 
iow. *But—does bread--does bread have to 

ile 0 early 
“Absolutely. After the morning dew Is off the 

grass bread becumes heavy.” 
Jeannette staret loto the mocking eyes of her 

cousin; then sbe laughed. "Oh, 1 see. You're 
testing me. Well”—with a stifled sigh" HW got 
up if you'll call me, Um afraid 1 should never 
wake mysll—expectally after all that snow. 
balling — 

“Exactly. And P'll not call you, So Ibe still in 
your nest, ladybied, aed don’t bother your pretty 
head about bread sponges. What's the use? You'll 
never need to know, and you'll soon forget having 

had eves a faint desire toward knowlodge, Good 
nightand shewp kwoetly.”” 
“Oh, but wait. I'm really serious. Please call 

me. 
“Never!” With one laughing backward look, 

and with a kiss waved toward the slender figure 
now sitting up in bed, Georgiana opened the door 
und Bed, 
‘That she did pot want to teach her cousin an 

@ertbly thing, even H she could bave believed 
Jeannette serious in her request, was momently 
growing more evident to her awn consciowsness, 
Just why, she might have been unwilling to exptain. 

XT morning, however, she found herself 
destined to carry out the plan Jeannette had 

+o impulsively proposed. She crept downstairs as 
quietly as the ing boards under the worn 
sait carpet would it and began her work in a 
whirl of haste. But she had not more than assem- 
bled her ingredients on the scrupulously scoured 
top of the old pine table than she beard the kitchen 

door softly open. Wheeling, she beheld a vision 
which brought a boyish whistle to her lips 

Jeannette, enveloped in a long silken garment 
evidently thrown on over her night attlre, a title 
cap of lace and ribbon conSning bor hair, the mest 
impractical of slippers on her feet, stood smiling 
at ber cousin, sleep still clinging to her eyelids. 
“I'm down,” she announced is triumph. 

“Seo Etec. But you're pot up,” replied Georgi- 
ana, regarding the vision with critical eyes. 

Jeannette’s gaze leit the trim morning garh of 
the young couk, her pertectly attired hair, her 
whobe aspect of efficiency, aml drupped to her own 
highly inaygropriate raiment, and she flushed = 
little. But she held her ground. “You didn't 
call me, and when I woke it was so pear six I didn't 
dare wait to dress, Can't I learn unless I'm 
tiressed like you?" 

“Ifa French dall had come to fife and offered to 
help me in the kitchen I couldn't feel more 
stonned. What will happen to all thase Sasting 
ends of lace and ribban, do you suppase, when they 
get mixed with Sourand yeast? He sendble, and 
go back to bed.” 

‘TU pin everything out of the way, aud perhaps 
‘a me an apron. TE really don't want to 

bother you, Georgiana, but Ido want to learn.” 
Georgiana relented, “Very well, Come her 

and I'll caver you up as best fcan. Or, UE wait 
while you ran up and dress--if you've anything to 
put of that’s fit for bread making, 
&. auch fitter thas this, I'm afeakl,”* 
admitted Jeannette reluctantly. 

war little ii Georgiana’s momentary 
irritation was gone, as it usually was, ia no time at 
all. "Well, bere go the frills under a nice big ging- 
ham all-over; and now you look like a combination 
of Sleeping Beauty and Mother Bunch! All right; 
here we go inta business Do you know how to 
scald that cupful of mitk you see before you?” 

**Seald it?” repeated Jeannette doubtislly ~and 
wo the i 

Ps spot ignorance on the part of the pupil, 
assured knowledge om that of the teacher —the 

lesson was a very kindergarten in methods There 
were times when Georgiana had much dithculty in 
restraining ber inward mirth, but she soon sw 
that this must be done, though Jeannette herself 
laughed at her own clumsiness, and evidently was 
determined to Set nothing escape her, 
“Kneading looks so easy when you do it,” she 

lamer “bat 1 can't seem to help getting 

you ever try 
“othe kmead~ 

hat is s0 gued for your arms. 
Yours are beautiful—and so strong, it must be 

fun to own them. 
* There are times when a bit of muscle is of use 

in a hastling world,” admitted her cousin. There, 
I think that dough will do very well. Turn it aver 
and lay it smoothly In the bowl—so. Cover it 
with its white blanket—so; and leave it right here, 
where it will have a good warm temperature to 
tise in, Now, run up and snatch unother nap; 
you'll have plenty of time,” 

“You're not going back to bed?” 
“Rather noe!” Georgiana's 

amile strove to be tolerant. 
There are just a few things fo 
he done about the house, and 
they are best doue before 
breakfast. OG with you, lady 
cousin |" 
“Do you always get up so 

early?” Jeannette persisted. 
“T have an extraordinary 

fondness for carly rising,” 
Georgiana explained. “It's 

but it’ 

may hext errand is down cellar 
and she vanished from the sight 
of her guest, quite unable to 
keep herself longer in hand be. 
fore the amazing palut of view 
of this daughter of luxury. 

The “‘wext errand’ was the 
washing of » handful of ne 
towels with which the pains- 
taking hostess was keeping the 
Kuest room supplied, unwilling 
to furnish the atlstocratic 

and the others, Jeannette, all 
unaware that the swwy linen 
with which her room was kept 
plestifully provided was can- 
stantly relaundered in secret 
by Georgiana's wn hands, was 
as lavish in her use of it as she 
Was accustomed to beat home, 
and the result was a quite 
unbelievable amount of extra 
work for her cousin. 

K. WARNE, coming 
M Ma dnighter by choos ia 
this very early morning darry of 
laundering, expressed himself 
upon the subject in the gentle 
hat positive way which was 
his, “Why do it, my dear?” 
he questioned. “ Are the shoets 
and towels we use not quite 
soo enowgh for others?” 

Net half good enoarh for Lady Jean,” responded 
a laundress, rabbing ly away—yet 
carefully, too, for the old linen was not so stout 
as it once had been. 
“You are intentionally 

flashed at him repentantly. ““T truly don't mind 
living poor in most ways. T1's the hick of certsi® 
things that go with nicety of living that grinds #* 
mest, I shouldn't mind wearing gingham out: 
i J have all the fine linen T want underneath 

idiot 
to talk about it when the thing we really need if 
books —boaks fur yaur starving enlad If Toul 
eet_you all you want of those " Her 
luroke wpon the wish, always strong with her. 
"My dear, my mind will never starve while It 

has the oli books to feed ipen, Listen, upon 1 
& pertinent thought did [come this morning. 
was delving in good okt ‘Thomas Fuller, of thos 
fine seventeenth<entury writers whose works 

alow with fire: ‘T Though my guest was never 
tality, 1 was above 

‘The git! laaghed, dashing away a hot tear with 
the back of a apy hand, “Trust you to nd ® 
classic to turn a tragedy into a comedy," she sil 
“Go away now, Father Davy, and I'll soon 
throagh. Its a poor washerwoman 1 am to 
thinning my suds with brine!" 

v 
“YOU'LL come, too, Grorginna dear?" Jeah 

nette, furrily clad for a walk with Jame 
Stesrt, nood in thedourway ooking back, Please 
do, F 

"Come, George; you need = good tramp 
Stuart urged at Jeanette's elbow, 

He looked the picture of anticipation, He bal 
undertaken to get the visitor into training 
increasingly long daily walas and the result 3% 
proving entinently satisfactory. At the end of the 
lirst half of the visit Jeannette was looking woeder 
folly well and happy—dardly the same girl we 
had come to the liste village to try if she cou! 
codure such life as was Utely to be fered het 
there. 

“Thank you, my dears, oothing could persuade 
me. Run along and leave me to diversions of PY 
own,” answered Georgiana gayly, ‘ 

So they bad gone, Jeanette wafting back 2 bie 
Stuart waving an enthusiastic arm, Georgist® 
had smiled at them, hat dosed the door sotly 
behind them-—-and tad immediately bai 
another conveniently near at band, one openiié 
into a small clothespress under the stair lacing 

“(Diversions of my own'l! she repeated with 
emphass, “Happy phrase! T wonder what they 
think my diversions aro—with this family to Wok 
after, Well, you gat yourself into it, Geom 
Ware. You can stick iCout if it kills you," 

She deliberately thumped oo door after anol 
all the way along her progress through the empry 
rooms and up the stairs ty the second thor. Mee 
father was away for the alternuon on a rare ¥ 
to a neighbor who hud sent for bins, an olil parish” 
Joner, who, falling ill, longed for the gentle office 
of his friend aid Jang-time minister, As tor MO 
Jediersue, this was the time of day when he Wit 
always away on his usuul Jong walk, It wat ® 
comfort to be alone in the quiet huasenand 0 
bang and thump, 

In ber room Georgiana arrayed herself itt 9 
heavy red sweater, thea ascended to the attic 
stood eying the great hand loca af antique patter 
a relic of un earlier century, [twas equipped wit 
3 black warp, upon which a few cows of past 
colored woof had been woven, 

“Diversions!"” she repeated, and shook bef 
round, white fist at the himbering abject. 

‘Then she sat down on the old weaver's beth 
woul began to weave, with heavy, jarring thud? 
which shook che floor as with strong arms *) 
pulled and pushed and sent her clumsy shuttl® 
ying back and forth. 
The uttic was very cold; but she was soun wart 

with the exercise and presently discarded tt 
sweater and was working away at the Joous with 
might and main. 
"Goat igo at it] she was saying to bersell 
Jealous idiot that you are! Jealous af Jeanmett™ 

ol ber clothes, her maney, her beauty, he 
to attract, Jealous because Jimps likes her * 
well because Father Davy looks at her with the 
eyes of an appreciative uncle—because Mr. EC 
Jeferson talks to her as if he enjoyed it, Pound! 
pound! pound away at the old loom till your 
arms ache, and see if you can get the monsense 
of you!” 

“1 beg your pardon,” said deep voice at the 
top of the narrow stairs, not far away. 

i Bee? loom stopped with a jerk as the weave? 
axbed round pos the head and shoulders Bra 

truding above the raters, “Oh! I'vs sorry! 
I distur you?" cried Georgiana, fire tn her voice 
Sbe did not Jook in the least ery, "I thows®t 
‘you were out too, And I'm just over your hea 
‘Ol course you came up to—"" 

“Na, Edide't,” replied Mr, Jeffersos, He % 
cended two steps maru, looking curiously at th 
loom. “Teame up because I thought soi 
extraordinary had ced up here and 1 ouslit 
to find aut about it.” 

“Nothing extraordinary; merely something ve 
ontinary, Ido this whenever E hive time and 
cows is clear. You usually go vat at this howl 
she said accusingly. Py 
“So Ido. FE cume back just now, when 1 

Miss Crofton and Mr. Stuart starting off aloe, 
the hope that you might consent to go with 
It’s a great day. Won't you?" 
“Thank yous, no," the girl replied, “1's behing 

with my work. ‘These rigs are orders very 10! 
overdue. I've beet rather delayed lately, since MY 
machine is so noisy 1 can't work whe any! 
6a the second thor," “ 

“Please newer mind me," unpet ber visitor, 1 
can time my work to Gt in with yours, if you 
to make haste. But that must be a rather 
ows business, It's a very old affair, isn't it? a 
you mind if [look at it? Tever saw one of j 

t pattern.” = 
“I mind very much,” replied Georgiana crisply 

moving off the bench and standing an the 800" 
"But that's no reason why you shouldn't er 
ine the Monster, if you like, That's what 1 call 
T'll run dawn anid be back when you are throus! 
with the examination." 
‘And this she would have dane, but that he bart! 

her way. 
“Bait T woo't,” he said gravely, “it you pret 

that [should not. Come back, please. I'm int 
ing, and 1'H apologize and go.” 
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eae ts | Cynitia 
How the *Detecto 

> CA 9 ae: a , c 

ia Spillings and the < 
ress” Found Him by Means of Apple J 

Dy I sthor of “Miss Philk ” etc. 

AL nowhen a chile, a moral, WEEMST RAT COR Se ile 1! 1 must believe he had given up his 
‘ ur iny itagining in . L neve ne tome. He's been as straight asa 

a auld have been fanciful enoug self at ast. Yes: 11 belp him still if he's left Mind opera. Hut there | Cynthia Spillings, the id can explain about the money.’ 
aly woman “deter r) iting be soo much!" bellowed the inspec 
'8 Cool and restful in ber ilk as tho th 

from New in all he rth ve WAS ONYX * 

und out the situation there was Boyton. uberg Lox when we went fo the on 
15, seated next to Cynthia, looking aly Madame Vonberg's diamond neckla 

i id g- Bur PU have him!" be hoursely added 
m1 OW village, with Cynthia F 

ct ane m the start T want to go to bed, Cynthia. T want to go home tox 
4 in_maki was to inquir r I faintly told ber, For once she was willing to forego further 

ified bac excitement and tu adopt my peaceful ways. 
t 

3 6 utter which r our return home Cynthia 

Plains, “She had called him wp ju nv 1 to know what an old fool I'y 
"€, remembering her solution lx » thar ny judgment showkd have been 
“Utumn before, where he got 
M entertainir 1 think | { the many times asa ‘detectoress’ you 
Voted for theopont. Tt was Carmen ' en,” | sail to cheer bee up. 
fol.™ ng as much to Cyntl ton leaned Please dor he groar n almost sorry 1 ever 
jrware vis thick thus boxe id an . 1 feel ashamed to find myself hopi 
Eetwely whispered There's th Grattan won't be caught. E found clippings about him in 
bea Those sparklers 1 L my ‘Horror Book.’ He must be a wicked scary 

Ta lot of worry. Inthe bs Here she was interrupted by her h ousting in 
Wh he meitter?” asked hin as be continued hor fat face tw Va most peculiar manner 

Apin, What's the mater?” sigh yathia, “(ake fallen? 
g. The Spider!” he choked, staring at the upper box, The rsee'n that, Miss Cynthia," huskily replied che hows 
pier alive-~and here!" He struggled to Bis fect just k reyes almost popping from ber head." Robke 

in descended, sayin Miss Spilliv 10 must w last night!" Cynthia dropped into a chair, “The 
t ’ s bu and they stole two slices of cold 

0 up, whisper meat, half a dozen doughnuts and a tumbler of apple jelly,” 
You must excu o With a jerk Cymthi 5 gain, her face ten years 

younger tn rele haly f a n't matte Sow 

got to the i and the bulkhead di Lock up night 
en he came. alor arclens 

iched the lobl + thought to be found fault with,” wailed th 
ute he got ellx after working and slaving for you for more 

1 cou years 
sued Go hack to your kitchen! [smell something 
his Space in 

g my be ‘ wized us cach by r waht he door, erying hack to ux 
hed tt mall room where the ticke I that was took neither,” 

palefaced, tired-looking mat k spring she’s as lively as.a cricket despite her 
Tell thom to rush sone med had the woman by the shoulder, and was 

hissing: “What els? k 
st Inside the door The—the bottle af peroxide from the shelf at the cop of 
cla more than theee, ‘Tell th the gasped the housek 

ne jumped through th Go along with you! T know the breads burning," said 
! Cynthia, breathing deep in relief. Then she confessed to mez 

“1 was scared, Ana, If he me back to rob tw rn 
eller turned and snatched up the telephone heart would have t Hd give a hundred thousand to 
a stepped inte his place at tle stauall wir have him just Grattan, But I'm thankful to know it was 

lutering with excitement, ap 1 her fa 
= Ther some confirsion outside am ake the peroxide by mistake," | remarked 
fe her, Adoog at th the brow absent-minded, then gave a start, looked at 

pian in a cape overcoat and a silk} ' tense fashion, and ina low voice commanded 
fut on the jump, As she awked on all me ta the cellar,” 
na ack of the usher came Boyton, a revolver 

his right hand ther men, alse {cernoon; the cellar was half dark, and she 
were at Boyton’s The man ahead had ampalong. 1 couldn't make out what she 

lar turned uy his cars, but ax he was disap. was up to when she got down on ber hand: dd knees under 
Paring through the outs oor E caught a glimpse of hi he jelly shelf; and my lderment reased when 
“te and mechanically yelled: Grattan she rise and silently showed me the ends of three matches 

fa second be turned and Cynthe u Id ask any questions she up the stairs and 
“Ht tan > you're a foot lore the claws in w i her medicines. 
ed been frett ul met with foul play ! knecled and four n she 

ty this time he w an hardly 
yews ul Boyton ar attan—the 
men were swarming ih He 

‘through the door. Then camw through the side door, 
a glimpse of struggling using the key I gave him 

I low * mp would steal 
peroxide, ‘The thief lighted 
matches and knew what h 

as taking. What's more 
he knew jusewhere f kept i 

" f misery! but how 
make sense—a 

1 wely stealing by 
poronide?” To de 

+ rumpled 

ee 38 when he ca 
"us, and puffed: 

ay, bur we'll nail hie 

Was that your Spider fiked Cynthia with aq 
“eh in her volee 

t sthe Spider," growled 
theinsy "TV iltake you 

y tel and tell you 
as we go along. 

all over Europe 
riea. Goes in f 

Caught him 2 
yacht, Low 

oat and never seen 
tonight, Supposed to be “ied; cap found Boating 

ay 
thre 

jown till 
my n 

‘sin hiding,” 
Me 
in hiding 1 

nec 

still clung t mn 
mp theory; the at her 

x Fanta od far 
As we returned t 

t remarked he living room 
that the tramp 9 

and thoughe th 
s something 

wouldr come upstairs and 
content with taking 

roxide, Hhewanted food 
ne the cellar, If 
he wanted more he wouldn't 

t the medicine closet 
t why should a live 

aan want a jarof jelly th 
for 
anel 

fit old wom 

noes 7 

sisted nd Gi 
don’t go together. 

The gaze she turned on 
Je was By pec 
Is to make se fe 

“Up With That Other Hand!” Roseed the CONTINUED ON PAGE 58 



VERE folding and 
my lovely 

new wedding things, 
tile sister and I, one 

morning just before the woa- 
derful day on w Hartley 
and [ were to be married, when 
Tess exclaimed: * You've been 

awfully stingy with yourself, Bess! | hadn't realized, until 
we got to planning your trou-sean, bow beggurly you've gone 
all these years, T hope you aren't going to Jer old ‘Hare’ 

as easily as you hawe dad, Are you to rece nm allow- 
oe haven't you come to any such practical points in 
prenuptial arrangemenns?” 
Yes, we have talked thar all over,” Leonfessed, "Hartley 

loathes the idea ed a man's giving his wife a monthly allow- 
ance; be sys it looks til salary, as though he considered 
hera hired dependent. We are to be partners in everything. 
v factley’s wife, and that means partner in every- 

the no need of a for what is already 

net 

it’s your affair, not mine, Only, 
‘ess shook her pretty, twenty-twoe 

. “and knowing you as Edo, | think 1 
state that there is not one tiny tittle bow 

one ineh of love in any of those trunks that you 
You » the day whea you'll 

instead of four.” 

be first two years of my married life 
y and 1 bad met in college, and by the 

¢ abroad 
on to continue his studies for a doctor's 

were perfect. 
middle of junior 
right after gradua 
degree, and on his 

z small town only a 
he years of separa- 

and now much 
y In spit 

Id, winsume, boyish 
iP besides. 

We were de mpanionable; T loved the little 
college world in which he was ale and the dear, 

ashionet house with » Which be had 
r the college campus, was a source of constant 

to me. 

UR home soon became the gay resort of all the faculty 
people as well as of many of the students, and E loved to 

be host Baby Alice arrived to d the end of the summer 
vacation when we had been married a little over two years. 
She was a beautiful and splendidly healthy little thing, and 
we agreed delightedly that we could tike up the old life when 

pened, ice, in her airy nursery or on ber 
sleeping porch, required no slavish attention from me. So it 
was nut until a day or two before col enrollinent that the 

hes arrested my startled attention. 
‘The fraternity bays and girls were all trooping back early, 

asusual,te plan their autumn campaign, [was soon solicited 
as patroness, chaperon, assistant in the receiving line, dis 
penser of t other delightful réles for half a dozen of 
the opening parties 

I listened to each of the deputations of gicls with out- 
ward calm; but a horrid feeling of vague unhappiness—was it 
fear?—began to nme. Assoon as the last of them had 
gone 1 rushed up to my room and began feverishly to pull 
out from drawers and closets all my clothes, my two-year-old 
wedding clothes. I realized suddenly that [ had scarcely 
got a new shoestring for myself since my marriage. Now, 
taking sorry coiew of my old things, 1 found that [ bad not 
one single ing gown that was fresh enough 
to serve at the smart parties that were coming, 

While | was engaged in dismayed contemplation of my 
ay of old dresses Hanley came home, springing up 
4 full of faculty news, eager as a boy to tell me 

He actipped he aight of the confusion and of my é 
solemn fae 

“Tell me, why this motley array?" he inquired. 
Oh, dearest, the autumn parties are upon us! The 

Kappa This want me fora tea tomorrow and to chaperon an 
informal hop at Reid's Lake on Friday. The Rho Deltas 
open with a big reception Thursday afternoon and want me 
to stand in line. Saturday the faculty women entertain all 
the Freshmen. So it goes—and I'm in despair." 

“Will it tire you too much? Can't you leave the baby?” 
“Oh, it isn't the baby; it's my clothes! I haven't a thing 

fit co wear!” 
Miss Flora M'Flimsey!" cried Hartley, pointing to the 

garments lying everywhere, 

« Bu they are all wrong, dearest!” I wailed in dismay. 
“The skirts are all too wide, the sleeves too big, The 

new styles are as different as possible from anything 1 possess. 
There scem to be a good many dresses bere, yet I've worn 
each one dozens and dozens of times; there are little tears 
and breaks and worn places in nearly everything.” 1 broke 
off miserably, my eyes sot meeting Harley's. 1 felt the 
old sickening embarrassment [ had always felt when [ asked 
fa for money. 

Don't you worry, sweetheart," he was saying easily. 
You'll be the dearest, loveliest woman at any of those 

parties.” 
1 felt the tears welling into my eyes. What | wanted was 

not a bushand’s adoring flattery, but some fresh and up-to- 
date clothes, Since our marriage Hartley had always written 
monthly checks to settle with the various tradesmen and for 
all our other regular obligations. Beyond paying the laundry 
and ice men, who. came tarts class hours when Hartley was 
away, I had scarcely handled a dollar of our “partnership” 
funds, Now, since he did not see my need, [must ask him. 1 
braced myself for the ordeal. “Could you—are we—do you 

[he Purple Hat 
Its Share in Solving a Wife’s “Allowance” Problem 

As Told by the Wife Herself 
think T could have a little money to buy something new, 

r?"" [ brought it out with an effort, 
Why, of course He took out his wallet while he spoke, 

and I fumbled among the crumpled wrecks of gowns with 
shamed, averted eyes while he selected several crisp bills 
which he tossed on my desk as he Jefe the room. 

I slipped across the room to the desk, feeling dreadfully 
embarrassed and almost guilty, as though [ were spying upon 
something Hartley had done. What he had done was to 
leave for my “furbelows” three five-dollar bilts! Hf 1 had 
been a sensible peeson | would have marched boldly down- 
stairs, laid my case clearly before my husband, and shown 
him that, now that my wedding gowns were about gone, it 

ld be necessary for me to have a reasonable allowanve 
if 1 were to continue in my old place in the social life of the 
university. Bue 1 was not sensible, 1 felt that i¢ would kill 
me to “have it out” with Hartley about money 

That distressing afternoon marked the close of the first 
chapter of my married life, the happy and care-free period. 
The next chapter might be written under the headin 
“Chapter Two: In Which I Rip, Dye, Ps Tura and 
Make Over,” 1 grew nervous and self-conscious; 1 felt my 
very manner changing. Instinctively I sought unobtrusive 
corners where my dingy garments would not show, gave up 
dancing at the students’ parties, and sat constrainedly inone 
chair for a whole evening rather than risk a display of my 
amateur dressmaking. 

IWARD the middle of that winter [once more timidly 
sched the subject of finances to Hartley, this time to 

askforsome part inthe management of ourjoint allairs, Twas 
trembling with nervousness over my secret plan, which was 
totry to wring from the household funds enough to dress me, 

Hartley fell in heartily with my request, He was toatrend 
to the rent and our annual coal supply 
and dentist's bills, magazines, bene’ 
tickets to concerts, theaters and 
other bills were to come to me. 
equal Hartley generously agreed to 
of two hundred and fifty dollars am 
twenty-five dollars a month to disburse! 1 was full of hope 
and joy at the prospect. 

It seemed at first as though my troubles were at an end. 
1 was sure I could manage economically enough to save a 
comfortable sum each month for my private needs. Alas, 
I s00n found myself rather put to it ke ends meet ! 
watched and planned and scrimped and worried, but, with 
the entertaining that was necessary, besides the regular 
three meals & day for five mouths, the food bills always 
managed to uso up the bulk of my income. 

It was an infinite relief when college closed and we went, 
as we had done in previous vacations, to father's summer 
home, where the simplest and oldest clothes were permissible 
for ordinary wear, When college opened again in the autumn 
Lentered upon the next act of my wretched clothes tragedy; 
I became a recluse, My second child was coming, and 1 
eagerly seized that fact a2 an excuse for dectining all invita~ 
tions. J was ph: ly quite well, but spiritually so de- 
pressed and heartsick that it was not difficult to persuade my 
husband and my friends that [ was not equal to any sovial 
activity. 

‘Once or twice I asked Hartley for some additional money, 
ining that I needed things for baby or myself. 

he met my requests with the same pleasant courtess 
he wished hecould ye More, Wassorry he was se 
just now, mentioning the new player-piano, the new paint- 
ing, the new set of books, or the new mig as an excuse: always 
be doled out five or ten or fifteen meager dollars which barely 
sufficed for shoes, toilet articles and the small, necessary aids 
to my dressmaking efforts, 

make the partnership 
we me half of his sakiry 
nth, One hundeed aod 

S ILIVED through that year somehow, The second baby, 
a splendid, sturdy boy, came late in April, and upon my! 

recovery from that event | found myself once more in des- 
perate straits, for | looked, and was, outrageously well, and, 
since Hartley had secured a thoroughly capable and depend- 
able woman to take charge of our nursery and its two healthy 
little inmates, there seemed no valid excuse for my continu. 
ing to decline our many invitations, unless I offered the real 
excuse, 

This I did faint-heartedly when Hartley insisted upon my 
attending the college president's garden party, a pretty June 
affair which had come to be a yearly custom, “I don't see 
how I can go, Hartley,” Lessayed feebly. " Tsimply haven't a 
thing to wear, and you know it’s always rather a dressed-up 
affair.” 

“What's the matter with that green clingy thing?” be 
asked pleasantly. “You always look so pretty in that one.”* 

At thie T sighed. The “green clingy thing” had begun its 
career asa white crépe de Chine afternoon gown, had next 
been dyed a pale blue to disguise it, and later redyed a dull 
sage green; now, though rather pretty in color, it was sadly 
worn and ous of style in its cut, Miy hats, too, were all in the 
last stages, hopeless bundles of straw and trimming. | said 
something to this effect hesitatingly, and Hartley caught me 
lightly in his arms, assuring me with gay tenderness that | was 
ale ys the prettiest woman to be found anywhere, and that 
my clothes did mot matter, 

1 went to that dreadful garden party bareheaded and 
thankful that my hair, at least, was not dyed, nor faded, nor 
worn out and antiquated. I felt like a frump in my limp, 
dark old gown, with the other faculty women wearing 
dressy summer frocks and hats, the students gay in all sorts 
of smart summer regalia, 

Martley found me in tears that night. { admit that | 
meant him to find mesa. ‘Why, my darling, what is it?" 
be cried in tenderest concern. “You are all upset. Was this 
afternoon too much for you?” 
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[ never “It was, Hartley; oh, it was! 
my life,” T sobbed, “1 
of the Ark. I was the only won 

| 

| 

| 

Of course, Hartley assured me again that Twas the deat, 
est, sweetest, loveliest woman in the world, that | had leake® 
charming, that [ alway’s looked chat The incidedt 
closed with the same old assurances from him, gr 
subsiding snitfies from me, and not the faintest bape of any 
change in the whole sorry situation. But it precipicated t* 
advent of the purple hat 

Shortly after che 
abroad asad 

tion began Harsley wet 
egate to an important world conference © 

educators. He came back in high spirits His trip bad bee? 
detightfuls he was in excellent health: our home was, afte 
all, the dearest home in the world; nowhere were there sue 
a wife and pair of babies, 
his trunk! The loot 
varied and extravagant. 

Tcannot tell you how felt when he brought out the purple 
hat and laid it on my lap, standing back expectantly to wate® 
my reception of the gift, Tcould have wept and wrung mY 
hands at its beauty and go usness, the chic and darins 
and obvious expensivencss of it 

Isat looking rather stunned, I suppose, and Hartley bros 
into pleased explanations of bis absurd purchase, "1 pemet 

hatless co the 
a I determined to get you © ‘ 

peettiost hatin Paris. Ttooked at hundreds, am x0 nt 
ali decided upon a dozen before I found this, From t 

instant 1 spotted i¢ | could just see your pale gold hair uae 
the brim. You are really a great Beauty, Hess, though $08 
are too modest to know it and too shy to show off, 
milliner pointed out one splendid thing about it—that t 

crorwinter. You'll get a lot of wea 

id just wait till F saw the loot it 
en the trunk arrived, proves! to 

bered that you were unhappy about goin 
president's nen party and 

thing wasa creation that would be appt’) 
ther summer or winter gowns, Only it wou! 

ke such a gown to be worthy of the hat! ‘4 
Began then the era of the purple hat. Only once, durits 

vhich followed, did T wear it with au 
at my sister's wedding. The bride® 

maids were wearing great picture hats, 91 wore the wondet 
ful purple bat and my carefully saved wedding dress, dye 

i slippers and stockings an exquisite lavende 
robbed the baby's bank to buy gloves, and, with am ari 
of lavender and white sweet peas, I came off trignphattlt 
By using the babies as an excuse for arriving on the day 
the wedding, and nushit y, | mana 

ess frum the family st home. 
autumn festivities of the university, howeve® 

1 wear my stately we g gown, and nothing ¢ 
that T possessed was fit to be seen with that wonderful hat? 
or without it, for the matter of that. scarcely ick 
way to turn, whether t endure another lonely year posing # 
a recluse, cr to go about wretchedly got up and pose as oof 
preoccupied, above the triviulities of dress, indifferent & 
good taste, a happ lucky frump, Hartley, who had bee? 
indifferent to my cloth re, now became pleasantly i 
terested—not in furnishing me means co get anything vet 
but in studying the effect of my various old things with 
magnificent hat. 1 hated that hat and his propeiet# 
interest in it! He expected me to wear it everywhere, 
matter how unsuitable the occasion, . 

At last, with what regret Tcannot say, Ldyed my weddias 
gown and went bitterly, though rather grandly, | must co™ 
fess, arrayed in a shimmering violet gown. Hartley was OF 
pleased as a child aver my “lavender loveliness,” as 
termed the foolish costume ee occursed to him © 
ask where 1 pot the gown, 

But even that gown grew frayed at last. Tess had bee 
right. [ had used up all my generous stock of wong 
things, what with all that Lhad worn out and some that 
been cut up to make dainty things for my little daughtel 
No inch of lace, no how of ribbon, no yard of fabric eat BY 
not had more than a usual period of service wrang from” 
As for the hat, the purple hat, { bad nto other hat to west 
three long years. ‘ 

T dropped as much as possible out of all social life outsi® 
my own home, 1 was nee entirely tiserable, for our, bole 
life was restful and sweet, the babies were a never-tailifé 
source of delight, and Hartley was the most considerate 0 
band in the world in every way except one. In the long ye 
of waiting, while he had no one to support except himeell, Pe 
had formed expensive tastes, learned to crave expen” 

Ee 
Mt ne 

things. He spent money lavishly on our bome, our garde 
for the babies, for me, He considered himself, wis canside 
by others, a most devotedly domestic mi Every 
thought him splendid. [used to wonder what they com 
thai of mel. The certain knowledge, when St caste at bat 
hurt poignantly, yet brought me to terms with my fool 
pride o¢ humility, aud thus to terns with Hartley. Y 

AG THERE was to bea speaker of unusual brilliance 4 
chapel one spring morning, | slipped across the can 

half an hour before chapel time, while the first classes of 1 
morning were still in session, to serk an inconspicuges 4% 
in the rear of the great chapel, now empty save for a 
scattered students. are 

1 paused for a moment beside one of the open winds 
ais 1 passed along the rear aisle, and stood looking aut ac, 
the campus to the glinpse of shining river and gentle Cr 
of wooded hills bevort.. Preemiy a group. of stud 
came sauntering toward the chapel, early comers like me 
self, and must have sat down on the steps outside, } 
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What i 

»pecial In 

I Figure he Ganat Archway of the Notions of the West is A. Stirling Calter's Mother of Tomoerw” 

IREAT international exposition is a maof the processes explained for the woman who bas always wanted ‘The displays of furniture educate not only in quality 
work of the workd, It must show the essand to know how the foods she buys are and ought to be ma and o in the historic periods and in consistency 
achievements of mankind—in «mall co education in the selection of fresh a 

Sure 
of 

in which the fish Toys world make a beguiling exhibit; the little 
ones will think that they are in Santa Claus's workshop, 

nts of china, ceramics and pore 
an women have beautiful. exhi 

bot with something of the real sweep anc 7 ats, 
the work! itself. that interest us swim 

sql directors of the Pananta-Pacifie Internatio Truly this is the w 
n by which our Government is celebrating the ex 

Hletion of the Panama Canal, have felt this ideal s 
Snd have, for the finit time in the history of expe 

Ht the m2 
mat an 

lel kite 
well as ( 

lains 
4 of 

* Products Palace is a kitchen, the Palaces of stationery, artists’ supplies, haberdashery, 
Lied this broad viewpoint of act perience to wu Varied! Industries and Manufactures are like a hage depart goods, gloves—almost everything that 

in the world. ment store in which the natio D most store requires and womankind buys can be seen here in 
re here no special Women's Buildings, no separate — proprictors, not only display a ured. prod » and display room. 

fxhibit spaces for the segregation of women’s interests The but, in a large nur universal interests in which all women are sisters are 
f their maki agement has realized tha darts the twin devotions to dowersandtochildren, Kvery woman 

and « work, whether alike or different, wer the values, dural umong the multitudes who attend an E. position wishes to 
Pi title, each supplementing and completing of her trade, if she be hor gratify some personal bent or curiosity; but all who visit 
pis is especially truce in this age of the new hous California expect particularly 10 be enraptured with the 
Or now even the most feminine and old-f of women's URING the past decade the improve flowers of that dowerland. ‘The planning and planting were, 

S OxL 

Shop and fact 
There 

ations and its der through facturing of all kinds has been so great that the pre 
the works of 1 esses used in making even the best known things are entire 

lic. And only th 

ths ahead, so that even the firs 
ein full bloom, with waving palms 

therefore, completed me 

labor and thenghe new to the pul wor newly improved — cypee: vines and masses of Howering 
en and women a processes are given; for this mn, shea 

xpos ion palaces side by as they are in temporancous event, is almost entirely ‘The peculiar clima co, in which plants 
new note impresses you Immediately; for its exhibits, native to all except extreme latitudes witl bloom outdoors, 

*ulptural decorations of the magical California garde Here, fo complete process exhibi dens to be at least as mar. 
Tonounce There, amit the brilliant flowe 

virile statues—the Energies, Entery 
ogresses and Achievements, ‘Heroes 
made by the masters of th 

Longmun's classic Foun 
Lai t of Mother Earth, Edith Woodman te 
“perh Fountain of Youth, a girbchild rising like 2 

hearts and hopes and lives of her parents, 
Mrs, Burroughs's Fountain of the Arabia 

. Harry ne Whitney's ma. 
the statues that the men have m. theough 

i Exposition, the tender woman note—the mother 
‘Msistently sounded. The central figure in th 

ations of the West is A. Stirling Cald 

beginning with the cocoon and em vele 
Ike leading fashion designers, di 

living models. Every step in the development 
mn’s work the weaver’s, the dyer's, the d 

kor's—is rev in its most snc 

conservatory under the big opalescent dome of 
These horricultural gardens—that is, 
s distinguished from the architectural 

position Park itself —cover seven at 
xty thonsand selected bulbs sent by 

te Board of Horticult 
: Here is an exq 

garden presented by Massachusetts grower 
and cloth. by Stephen Chi 

ing—bedding and tecture and bronze 
he steps California garden, ar 

rity, color kind of strawberry 
grown 

acura 
scientific gar 
ens of the E 

bloom He 
Netherland 
by Doteh 

aspec 

rwear and hosiery 4 
their elusive wearing qualitie 

idery materials, 

Colonial 
it was designed 

and is embellished with garden archi- 
by Mrs. Anna Coleman Ladd, tn the 

ang more esthetic treasures is a ne 
¢ that resists drought and can be 

tries, This berry, “'imadde" by 
tween two useless ‘parents, Is 

s, after all? 

in their making as well as the tests for qualit 
and shrinkage are now of 

Mother Among the hardware 
onthe inte i 

and looking planned with the sarne 
¢ Palace of app 

perfectly equipped kitchen, 
3 in an up-to-date 

ara: 
wsite 
r children, 1 garden, too, Luther Bu nk, Nature's 

lace of special honor has been given to a 7 san astounding display of bis wonders. 
xd to Motherhe her, to ventilation and lighting Sweet peas re especially grown by Scotch and 

of Philadetph 4 childe al house appears—li English gare Aa there is a ruse contest in which 
through the Woman's Board of the Exposition, ventilated, hes ated and cleaned by elect 

Wor giving this touching tribute to the ve 
Stren who laid the foundation of Western 

workd are blooming ta win the 
usand-dollar trophy offered for the best 
seedling re: Prof. and Mes. T. D, A, 

Cockerell, of Boulter, Colorado, show their 
e treatment of the Mendelian theary of 

y which they have given co the 
‘ous mew rod sustflowe 

the new gladioluses are three ap- 
iate natives of 1915 7, Peace, and 

Arbitration. There are lovely new carna 

Pe RHAPS the exhibit building most 
to poresting to women is the palace devoted food products, For the first time foo 
Prog ignified by a building 

his palace is a magnificent 
fi it in actual operation; foe three tions, one guaranteed free fruot “rust,” and 
i the exhibits are "process exhib new pe irises, heliotropes and cannas. 
ih ctittt 4% they show the foo! products Thee aie savneina: geen oa dEa 

caf their making. 
flour past has bs 

mill in which every kind of cereal 
nd worked into every possible 

af edible food, then cooked in model 
and bakeries and served to you 
counter, The cooks are experts of 
onalities, cach showing the iethod 

Pproved by’ his countrymen, 
denne. feature of reducing milk to food is 

and China—a girland, here, from all the 
world indeed ! 

Indoors, direetly under the great, glowing 
opal domo—the largest glass ¢ ever 
made—is the costly exhibit made by the 
Cuban Government of the hitherto unknown 

of its jungles. The largest and the 
tiniest. of knows paltns—the -hiy val 
palms and full-grown palms but six inches 
high—are here, with rare coconut trees, 

mapnsttated, including butter and chee strange crotans glowing with color like grow 
Py 8, drying, evaporating, condensing, rainbows, and the slowest-growing plant Vouturizing: ever: sterilizing’ the bottles. on earth, three hundred years old and hav- 
ta May foliow the bucket from the cow to 

finished product, 
ing but a twelve-foo 

Orchids, Haws 
spread 

hibiscus and other 
tea! 800, candies, breakfast foods, coffees, - apical gems fill reat spaces. Vines hang eas,’ ch = (oe ef hocolate, factory canned and pre- faux Picsaita Hae (Gscenay Ponck Pasalk C. Senden Puskacd: from above and radiant berds fly over all. 
t fruits and vegetables, fish—scores of - : eae ant = Woman's Boerd, P. PE. Woman's Board, P. P. LE. 
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The Young Man Who We 
CJ 

s Always There 
And What Happened to Him and to Her in the Very Early Morning 

By Frederick Orin Bartlett, Author of “The Lamp With the Red Shade,” etc. 
; ILLUSTRATION BY ARTHUR E. BEC 

yi] CODE of etiquette atid of fashion thas h she was acting rashly. But oddly enough, 
[been carefully arranged for y L seemed most, just how, to crave 
women so that they may know how to that only by some such move could 

nd what to Ww comport thenselve: 
between the hours of hall past seven in 
the morning and eleven or so at night. 

| But there is a period in the spnny 
S) between dawn and full sun-up, whe 
3) | the world is at its sweetest and 

} best, for which no provision, as far a 
PR) Mist Larcom ke has eves bee 

—t made. Ane “ptionally weil 
posted upon all such matters, F ye three years, as part 
‘of her duties, she bad been holding herself as a model of 
deportment before the young ladies in Miss Brett's New 
York Seminary, where she taughe mathematics, 

She and her mother occupied an apartment where the 
affairs of the day moved with well-ordered precision, She 

at seven and knew exactly what ta do until it was time to 
take her downtown car, which carried her to th ation 
assafely as though she went by post new exactly 

how to wrap herself for the little journey, whatever the 
weathers how tocarry herself; how pert bi ;and 
how to checkotate any other eyes which did not know how 
to comport themselves properly. 

armen did stareat her, She had ve 
and very pretty brown hair, and ber a 
quite perfect, She wore opaque silk w 
her throat, white stocks, skirts very long, and, above her low 
shoes, gray spats. When upon the street, even on summer 
mornings, she added a military cape that left ber quite form. 
I in public she was always as carefully and snugly tucked 
away asa Christmas peeseat in a box. 

And yet, in spiteot althess preekuriv 
perhaps because most men retain enough of their youth, 
even in New York, to have their curiosity piqued by a tidy 
hundie. It may have been this feeling which led the Big 
Young Man, as she vaguely described to herself the young 
man who for the next 
block, to maneuver rather coolly every day inta a position 
where he could observe her. He was not overbold about it, 
There was nothing in his attitude that even she 
resent. But he Whether she ¢ 
in the front of the car the car he was sure to} 
in a position where, if shy 1 her eyes, she could not 
help sewing him 

If by any unfortunate chance she happened to a 
straight wthead eyes~-he was always the 

Ltention at once upon something out the wine 
ad. He never sa fio be 

pretty brown eyes 
uth and teeth were 
sts that reached t 

she was observed— 

cent 
or ove 
always snuilir 
as now and th 
with uplifted hat, before 

ed and yet he semexd 
‘And if ever she droppec 

¢ had—he was always recovering it, 
she could make a motion 

After that be always smiled decently and turned away 
as though never conscious of having seen her before, 

He was tall and broad-shouldered and looked stylish 
in loose clothes, Even on cold winter mornings he 
never wore an overcoat, but strotled into the ear with 
his undercoat wide open and his face a glowing red 
He had a whimsical, good-humored expression’ that 
made light of the world, And yet his face could 
harden, One morning when the ¢ wiled and 

© Big Young Man was standing a little way from 
her, an extremely i ple young man took a 
position directly in front of ber and became quite 

Jous with hisogting. ‘Then it was that she 

n 

how, she never knew quite bow, he ex 
little by Hittle the disagreeable young man recived to 
the rear of the car. Perhaps his toes got stepped on, 
for alter a sudden Jurch he lifted foot and scowled 
at the Big Young Man, who smiled a smile without 
any mirth in it, and then, as the fellow retreated, 
continued to stare out the window quite unconscious 
of the whole incident. 

AY after day, with the exception of Satu 
‘and Sundays 6! ntinued to see him, through 

the autumn and through the winter and through the 
carly spring. Then, one day in earl Miss 
Larcom, upon turning the first ning 
aper as she paswed the sop w the Big Young 
Man usually came into the car, missed something. It 
waa not her purse, because that was in her lap. It was 
not her handkerchief, because that was in her purse 
As she turned another page she glanced about her 
He was not in the car! He was not there 

Cons this was none of her business it was 
curious how disturbed she was over the fact. It threw 
her whole day out, Her thoughts continually reverted 
to the mystery, She looked foe him the next day, bat 
he was gone, After the first uneasy week of his disap- 

carance she grew discontented with the whok: estab 
ed routine of her life. Sometimes the young ladies 

of the school haunted her in the small hours of the 
night, Sometimes the Big Young Man d ally 
he was being run over by a motor car and she coming 
to his aid enly to awake with a lump in her throat. 
Finally she took up again with her mother a subject 
wh ch they had discussed from time to tine for several 

—the possibility of buytng outside the ciry limits 
It house of their own. On her way in town, now, she 

faithfully all the real-estate advertisements, It was on 
a Wednewlay that she saw the following: 

a ae 

Baran. ‘To settle an estate. Small Colonial house, fully fur 
ished, with or acre of andl, located near the bea ul village 

Schuylerville. For pictures and price, weite J.D. B, Press of 

‘That night Mise Larcom wrote “J. D. B.," and the next 
evening an agent called with the pictures—and the pric 
Miss Larcom was enthnsiastic at first sight. On Saturday 
she and her mother took the train to Sehuylerville, That 
night, before her mother could make up her mind to protest, 
Miss Larcom made oat a check for the first payment. Con- 
sidering the fact that in order to catch the only train that 
allowed her to reach school on time it was going to be nec 
eusary to leave the house at a quarter of six, it did seem as 

cc her mind of the and of th 
am 

she ever fi 
man being run over by 

\ 

wg tact 
“ar. 

young 

ISSLARCOM ani her mother moved from town on 
first of May 

ght she set b 
a Saturday, Qn the following Sunda: 

f alarm clock for four-thirty A. M.—set it 
with a certain thrill, as one does when preparing for a journey 
into foreign lands.’ For it was a full two hours and a half 
carlier than any day provided for in the code. 

The alarm clock did its duty, energetical 
Larcom rose to her elbow and blinked at the shadowy 

f four-poster in which she found herself. The 
ws were but faintly traceable in the cold 
omed as she was to awake in @ world fully 

ect was startling. It wasa silent world 
tles, no rattling milk wag far-off 

disturbed the perfect quiet. 
: now fully open, grew big with excite 

: was having the world to herself for 
Mins Laree 

ment, She fe 
little wh a match and lighted her lamp, The 

room was cold, but as it became suffused with the soft y 
glow she did not notice the cold. She jumped out of b 

ime it ord 
irs to the 

began todress. It took her less than half the 
did, Then, lamp in hand, she went down: 
kitchen, kindled a fire in the wood stove, put an her 
boil, and moved the table nearer the stove. From tir 
time she glanced out the window at the gold and crimson 
and purple in the eastern sky. 

She prepared her egg and toast and sat down with the 
lamp for company, The while she ate, the kettle on the stove 
sang to ber like another friendly compan AIl the world 
was friendly and she hurried in order t into the 
friendly dawn. 

Her mother awoke with a start as Lucy came in to bid 
her " Good-by od a trifle alarmnest 

I don't thin nite sife for you to be 
of day, Lucy,” 

“Tonever felt safer 

tat this time 

my life, mother," she answered, 
"TIL put some wood in the stove anid you may sleep as late 
as you like, 
So Lucy threw ber cape over her shoulders and went out 

into the dawn for the first ti 
The sun was now fairly above the horizon, but not high 

enough yet to show things forth in all heir stark The 
world was still shrouded ja mystery —the clean and wond 
fully fresh mystery of the newborn, ‘The roail she took was 

"* Hello!” She Panted; “Then You Dida't Get Run Over by 6 Motor Car?" + 

the distant low- 
etained sorw 

bordered by fields that trembled with dew 
lands shimmered in mist; and the sky itsel 
thing of the calmness of the night, She bad all sorts of 
strange impulses. She felt like laughing—out loud, She 
felt like singing. She felt like running. And none of those 
things scemed to her unladylike, But in the city—it is easy 
to imagine the confusion that would have swept over her at 
such thoughts. 

She passed small white houses like her own with smoke 
curling from the chimneys. She came to a short ‘stretch of 
road with 1808, She removed her cape and with it over 

run for the sheer joy of movement. She 
ran like a deer, but she could not ron very far—just around 
the bend, where she almost collided with the Big Young 
Man, who had stopped to light his pipe. 

“Why, hello!" he said. 
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“Hello! she panted; “then you didn't get run over bY 
4 motor € 

way to th also, There 
te: LO Wa So he went aloes 

more than fe had done daily on the 
on hi sta 

“What mare you think 1 was eun over?” I 
“You disappeared so very suddenly,” she answered. 
"As suede 1?" he laughed, ‘ 
"Tee she answered, “There is? 

much 

“Tthought you were runnin; 
have to.” 
No,” she # 
f running, 
You ought to come down on the ball of your foot whelt 

you run, You get more spring, See.” 
He ran a little way ahead of her—as lightly and rhythe 
ty asan Indian. She had a feeling chat he could hav’ 

on Tike that all day without stopping. Hie waited {or 
catch up with him and then fell inte sepa her side 

inquired. 

ner tweatch the train, T 

ic her head, “I was just running for the 

“Tt's good exercise,” he said, ” How do you like your ne¥ 
house?" 7 

It's beautiful exclaimed, “I love every board in# 
already. 

Tim glut of that, [sold it to you.” 
You're "J. D. BO?” 

shua Duncan Bennet,” be nodded. “My grandfathe® 
a built the house, and, because I happened to be boett 
they tagged me with the name, Tough luck, wast 

juite sure whether he refereusl to the misfortune 
ng born oe to being born in that particular house of 1° 

the name, she did noe reply. “I'm living now just over the 
hill—my father's house,” he informed ber 

"Yes?" 
“It's better than in town," he continued, “1 eried boar 

ing in New York for a year, but—you have been living it * 
boarding house too?" 

“To partinents. [t's much the same, f fancy.” 

“TiIEY had now reached the station, with fust time 
to spare for her to buy her ticket, When the tr 

athe most natucal thing in the workd for bis t 
rand take ascat beside her. After alh 

ntitled him to any vacant seat he migitt In 
Lot think anything about it as the train move? 

through the fields and past other little country. villages. 5 
did not think anything about it weil the train pulled int? 

ion into the big terminal of New York. All che #2 
1 pleasantly of ane thing and another, as any 

decent, well-bred man might do, She had listened a™ 
in her turn tall 

‘The journey had been so short th 
prised when the brakeman shouted: “ 
N'Yark,”” 
The color then spra 

came short, Tt was as the 
“Neat stashun, the young kidies of the Seminar 
Neat stashun, Aniicle 10, section six, of the code whiel 
expressly forbids young ladies talking upon tral 
with strange young men." Misy Larcom remain 
silent until the train stopped, She hardly spoke 4 
they mare their way to the exit, ‘Then, as he raised Mi 

md disappeared, her face grew hard and ster 
at day she gave every young lady an extra peob 

noth were se 
Sex’ stasham 

to her checks; her breath 
ch the brakeran had si 

ny she started to the states 
06 early; bit this tm 

sitting on the st Tt sot 
that ten minutes one wa not make 
much diflerence in the dawn, aid 
“Hello” there was nothing left but for her. to 
“Hello” alsa, anid once that is done a code is of 92 

“whatever. And it was just like this the tit 
and again on the fourth morning aad $0 

Jay evening that Mrs. Larcom said with 
a sigh of relief: “I'm glad you can sleep tomor™ 

late as you like, Lucy 
xroom caught her breath. 
crow was Saturday, That night she 

m clock, but she awoke just the sam 
four-thirty, She awoke all over a 
At first she thought she would read, but the daw? 
no tinte to read, and besides she w 
being careful not to make any noise to awake hee 
mother, she began to dress, In half an hour she *% 
downstairs in the kitchen and in another half hour ha 
finished her breakfast. And then the winding 1 
and the purple sky and the i called vo he 
to come out among them, § 
them, They did not know whether Miss 
Seminary for Young Ladies was open or clase 
day. They said to her simply, “Come,” and 6 
Lirew her cape over her shoulders and went. 

id lighted her ate: 
0 

ER idea was to go down the raad a little way 3” 
fill lungs with the dawr and perhaps obese) 

from a distance if the Big Young Man took his 50%, 
course, But what she forgot was that, if she wa ik 
to observe the Big Young Man it was equally poss 

that he might observe her. Which is just exactly what haf 
pened, His back was toward her when she looked, bet 
turned suddenly as though aware of her presence, He 1 
his hat and came toward her. 

“Hello!” he said. 
“Hello!” she answered, “I'm not going 

this morning.” 
“Why not?” he asked, as though disappointed, 
“Today is Saturday. 
“Saturday? 
“There isn ny school today.” i 
“Oh, Lforgot, But—you'll walk a little way with me 
A moment ago that would have seemed an absurd pris 

sition, And y another second she was walking bY 

to the stati” 
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[0 a 

When Carey 
Came to [own 

“"E Won't 

vill 

ST on a mornings say the 
the flash of a humming 

wach His food!’ S 

| 

parkle » | 

| | w aye 
t hold these! 

4 
\ ek: WENDELL, was making st a 

Mr. W hospitality ane very y 
id tine while doing ik, She fot the i A pa Kuext room so confortable that she was quite con 

tent with t spect of remaining there indefi IK 
nitely, The affair of Mr, Ward's other gu ii 
not been told her in all its details; but the g | 
lady was too much interested in herself to be muuch 
interested in anyone else. She liked Carey, anne 
secretly thought it rather a pity tha 
should be under the influence of Kate eau 
Moe n theories. tue at, after all, was th a eos -| = 

ot the er gus ‘i wm, Me W rar an Baas By Edith Barnard Delano 
Posed that a good deat might be trusted to Hiram's AUTHOR OF “THE LAND OF CONTENT 

She felt that she hac rather misjudged Hiram aaa i 
un Ow w hat way ug lat hae yree » Rid si espera nar i mevntrtack? ILLUSTRATION BY W. B. KING 
intrench himself behind that grotesquely huge 
fortune of his and peer out at the world as if he 
beliewed it was trying to entrap him, [ut clearly 
the had misjudged him. Hiram was really very 
kind, very thoughtful, very generous, He wascon 
tinually doing more than could have been expected 
of the best of host nding up to ber room daily offerings Carey the two Mis 
in the forth of large black grapes, anil strawberries which inter 
looked like the pride of June ind’ tasted like lemons, aod tinually meet 
orchids that resembled imagined butigrflies of 
Para ill of which pleaved Mrs, Wendell 
she showed a protracted reluctance to get over her toothache. 
That, ta be sure, was precisely what Micam A. wanted. ‘ 
While Mes, Wende i mated it ber ecmfortable eeclo- Why, Aunt Crisby koe 

sion, Kate was finding herself unusually popular le one of her cousins who marr 
called who had not left cards since the year of 

ciat world of Hilton would have turned a 
: guests of Hiram A. Ward; that one should be Kate Wendell only added a zest to specubytic 
People asked themselves why it shoukl be Kate, whe had « 
Perfeerly good house of her own next door, who ba 
ceeded in breaking through the barriers of that hi 
impergnable household. Her mother's toothache and t swe your 
flooded cellar served very well as a fire excuse; but why bad spped. He 

«© not moved y when the leak had been repaire 
itd the de 

If it were anyone else but Ka 
imagine any—well, any sort 
Kare Wendell and either Mr 
the interested ke 
had so myste 
thing to do » 

part? 
nell! Buty 
iteberstanetings 

« Bob Willi 
young girl 

ith her must hi 

Ward 
lecided that the 

AREY 
— at first 

to her 

‘y went on with 

ting toward Mrs. Mason 
It shocked b 

acl did mot 
rad no social adroite 

the rest of the v 
he improprict 

coding, Ms 

feourse 
to dis er that 

Mrs, Mason returned with a any 

E 
detall of her pase life, every circumstas 
Mr. Ward's hntiey, 3 vans ed 

xo far beyond the utterm 
wey did f 

But in the early 
of the ask'ng af yun 
ful momenis. Mrs 
gheters had found Kix 

it may be suppo 
¥ was of considerable ir 

Mrs, Mason hac-come to call; 

always sai 
question ~b st bounds of t 

n ber daus’ 
into her checks, 

taste always 
not precisely a reply to their 
1 wondering. 
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fisese arey at home the afternoon 
that what they afterward hae to 
rest to their parent 

morcower, she bac 

r marked that Kart 
atabl 

nd left t 

were 

Re hie 

Not Winn a's Gaver tr Me Theat Way! 

before Carey's unusual charm 
nd the youth of Hilton flocked to 

Hiram A, Ward in numbers which 
of Carey"sold-Virginia traditions. She 

her beaux, her her flower 
he even bit For 

f feminine aril 
Self-conse part 

rtless and 

Ih wa 
ecame kine 

4] the 
| justified a 
h nad her a 
Land little w 
Pa «was the rosy heart 

f wed, unspoiled 
| in her; ber small coquetrica were 
\ bewitching as.a chikl's; and ob ! how those youth 

red them! They adored them all the more 
suse they must be sought; for she met thent 
with just that mixture of allurement and re 

serve which mukes the one irres 
the male, They knew there 
even while they felt her measusin 

tiline does not 
v such a glance? 

It's dingusting, 
nly on late af 

ins had reluctantly 
zusting, the way you flirt 

not hong 
r 

VER, 
her serenade 

appeal 
had w Misti 

ir 
stible appeal to 
dimples hirking 

hem; and what 
love to preen itself 

Williamson said to ber 
rion ena bevy of 

feparted, "perfectly dis 
with those boys.” 

very 

She turned te ntrospective look, plainly 
weighing what he “Id 1 with them,’ 
she decided, 

Williamson still glared. “Don't you? I wonder 
what you call it.” 

dimpled. “Oh, T can't help Jetting 
=I think chey are," sh 

= ADE 
Everyt 

ane the wonderful ane 
ws of which she had had 

the things which she nee 
having no standard by which to measure them as 
d people 
ures and wonders 

her inter 

thin 
wonderful; 

no 

rd's house alone would 
Then there were the 

And the com 
mere’ things of the 
med to as to have 

{lamps that were so mys 

of V 
for months 
paradise sare 

fe, the 
Beet 

mechanism of 
t other peopl 

'y night as the dusk cam jawn; the tele 
phone; the motor vebickes: and the crowning magic of all 
that played behind the foot-lights, or, were that your 

mere turning of a vel 
ack disk, 

ight to your own fireside 
thin bl 

mow 
d the inserting of a 

Y! Ti bonent h her wonder, back of her rese over and 
reajoyment, she bad ber loyalties, ber frm 

aflectic Ward the first of theat, it seemed, although 
there were Kate and ber mother, and Williamson, and Scott, 
who was nothing less than devout in his admiration, But 

ar wh phice in ber feeling, whatever it 
and whatever it may have been, 

it gave Bob Williamson no une 
ps brought small satisfaction to Ward 
were (rue, that gentleman gave r 

Apparently he took what she had to giv 

affection 
sine ss 
But of 

him with hi 
Lealm phil tched—smiling sometimes, 

with a grim amusement lurking in his eves—her 
i company of young mon and the way she managed 

1 young Willia i latterly fell into 
ly those litte evidences 

nibit without apparently doing 
kaw just the day when Bob dropped 

himself used the 

san, a 

asked him one day. 
chair, his elbows on 
. with the fingertips 

« The ard her question, 
had sought him out 

re dinner. She was 
pie uf dee eties wintn 
wary in the quiet half hour t 



standing an the rag hefore the fire 
came a little closer, asif toe 
which she repeated. 

*Tse't it tine for yout to dines for dinner?” Ward 
asked 

"Oavaht itexwled im a most reproachful 
tane. “Tf you'd only just book at me I reckon 
you'll we whether T ought to-diress for dinner.” 

He looked, amt she revolved im front of him. 
The dress was as new and pink asthe dawn, 
he Sooke away 

She stood still; but he was oblivious uf the ev. 
proach in her ¢ You didn't book!’ she ax 
eased hin. 

9s. Plooked,” said be It's—blue, fn’t it? 
a moment she stood in front of him, silent, 

Jooking dawn; then sbe turned and walked towant 
the dove. 

Buc at that Wiram sat up. Caney!" he erled 
She paased, turned, ¢ame buck again, “Oh, 

I don't sce why you're pheays trying to make 
other people belicve you are—are—cross, ane 
ane 

Doisagterabbe? he snggreste 
She noikded, “OF coure, f know bow nice you 

are, and kid and generous J know all about you 
naturally. But—there ere people, you know 
Way de you Behave so?” 
“Hum! said Hiram A. You know all about 

me, do you 
“Well alan she salt 
He emiledt anil looked spat ber, patting his ened 

backagainst the chair." Why‘ alm 
"Well, there’ one thing I 

to; T've often wanderer 
What wae it that made Hiram A. remember a 

day, long years before, when he had beer haled 
| charge of having 

atten that curious 
tomach, a sickening 

Lictore his father on a de 
stolen ofives? He had quite f 
sensation in the pit of his 
fensation as if the door were dropping 
with him, “Hum!” be granted 

Ine N she came te t de ot bly 
chair ‘V've mideret andl wom 

dered and wondered what they used to 
call you when you were a darling little 
haby 

The floor sank no farther, but Hiram 
sat up. He glared at her, then snapped 
out: “1 pever wan a darling little 
baby—never!” 

"Yes, you were," she retureed, “A 
darting —and so fort The 
of you in a burea in my room 
hair stood up in a little wave all al 
the top of your t 1, 
tle wrists look as if there were strings 
tied around them, But I do wonder 
what they calles yu," 

‘The room, thought Ward, was growing 
unaccountably warm. '*'They caller! me 
Hiram," he said with great dignity 

“Oh! O-ah! They coulda’ thave called 
aa darhing Fittle hahy—Hi-ram 

a pietore 
Your 

ad your dear Kit- 

Ward's face Gushed. "2 tell you 1 
never was a darting little baby,” he sald 
with what dignity he could assur 
“And there's nothing the name 
anyway. My father’s mame was Hi: 
ratte Hiram Ebenezer; anit hy father 
wax Hiram Josephus. My own name 

Hiram A. There is nothing really 
wrong about the name of Hiram.” 

¥ glaring at her, Inet ber face 
brigh She even laughed a little 
a laugh that seemed to bold relief and 
sonsething of apology. “OL co'se!” she 
ctied, “How stupid of me! ‘Theyealled 
you by your middle name, just as they 
did me.” She pawert, then ask 
“What fr your midifle tame? 

‘Ward arose and faced her. "Would 
you niind telling me,” he asked,“ 
you are sa interested in my nuime?” 

smile was the one that made 
we youths her willing slave 

1 don't want to call you Me 
Ward any more—that's why! 1 

you know.” Still she smile 
slightly turned aside; still 

it wt her. '¢ 
don’t want to tell me,” sb 

all yous=unele,’ 
Foe ® moment neither moved nor 

spoke. There was no abalyzing his 
had there been 

thed, bot ttder his breath 
f up at him, and the look 

brought the blood pounding from his 
beart, drove every vestige of color (rom 
ber checks “Oh!” she cried; amd 

ered: “Oh!” 
Then she pressed ber hands over her 

heart ~-and fled. x | 

the strikers 
But I 

ar house, 
pereatter Hilt 

fying spe to hide the twinkle 
ald to him But Ki. 

leader 
down together 10 U 

ft respective ext Uptown 
Hilton Laughed aid that it was no more than 
you cul expect of Kate Wendell and Hiram A. 

masta Mf course we won't ie you never to expect of 
yout hands; we'll take her with w= downtown Hi archfriend and 

Hiram walked the length of the roor bene her of a secret 
Then he asked: “What do yos wan understa 
Picket fot them But 

+ and phin the picket work for re difficalt matter 
Dear, 

wes that 
many marvels, {do hape 

fonely. 1 shall have ta 
wentowts far a we 

Hiram A. Ward had fa > with yor said 
wt amuse Kate Wen le t take you 

an expressin do, hart 
at od 

Mo best he oproker Oh, That's the 
best thing ve h 3 what J’ll nt; then it wu: 
dv. Vou stay right on hi Jo without to readjust her mind 
yuur mother, coukla't poasibly—and I'D take you nt, Lea moment 
Vlowntown with me every morning. leave ye y will you t 2 
the camp of the enemy, and call for you om my 
way he There'll he ume about 
this strike anyway 

Kate flushed, ‘Thanks y what?" 
xlad you can find a joke in it sa skedk with a ag of the brows 
trike ts hat a joke te 

Still be lang "Not a joke, but « pleasant 
fittle way of passing the t 
senmet h to ew 
hy means of wh 
are—ch, Kate? w of Major Harry Danger 

hat was Bettie Todher, you 
Her mother was a Curtis—and 

eh gave up bis own house to g 
J with Miss Bettie.” 

wits half laug! 
atever maki 

open a hour 

and 

ine that 
ig boune? 

wid you were gain 
tyou? What e a lady 

‘Oh 

+ Teal work th 
Carey's face looked troubled. “Oh 

Kate! Not really and truly? 
ally an Pmgosing to we 

with the mill cick 
“Not—-not with these poor girls 

ded emphatically, * With 
those <ame poor that you saw it 

mill, the very 
“ ¢ stared at her, a 

picture of distress: ta Kate's sur 
prise, she jumped up and ran out of the 

yom, Hut in another minute she wa 
back, bad inte 
Kate's tag toward 
the w len 

~ be! a sald I 

= — oukln't give it to ntleman, hut } 
Lean it to you. Soyou just 
kK , tlarling, It's every 

JUNE ROSES Pre Tat a 
at all. I've enowgh of 

BY ARTHUR GUITERMAN <b Mest aelg Metin 
ines in 

too. I can go o1 
f years and years, 

as long as I live,” 

PAINTING BY JENNIE BROWNSCOMBE 

YS of roses red and white 
(White for moonlight, red for noon) 

Millwood 
probably 

AT FIRST, scarcely understanding 
Make the month of pure delight— FA Kate took up what ( hut 

Th: || dropped im her lap. It was a purse, a 
at is June. quaint little beaded affair that Carey had 

a, and in it were a 
arce gold 

1 from Virgin 
is and some Love and laughter, joy and tears, ores, 

Heaven's breath and honey dew, 
Make my Rose of All the Years— 

That is You! 
larof 18S. Kate looke 

at Carey—and un Her wy 
grew misty, and she crossed the room 

areas about 
Hash! Do you hear that pain, raring. 

rearing? [alt the peoteat of Use bot core of that 
‘world ur the gtiteting wheels af conumeree, wes 
ing, eratiewly terteng? Is tt the mrarmur of the wns 
tn the trees, the voor of eelef oF traval. or bs tt the sereh 
i the modem, ever éeiven on and co by Itx own restlessness, 
erapuing ath libe # thifg Rant jeemed. devouring its 
Gan life by itsowe relentbemenersy! Hark! Which can it be 

“TL JTRAM," said Kate Wendell on the fifth day 
of the strike, “I'm afraid mamma and [ 

shall have to open nur awn house ani gy home.” 
Ward tureed back into the dining room, while 

Carey and Williamsn weet on, "They bai been 
troublesome days, the four just past, and be knew 
there were many even more troublesome by the 
future. Kate's departure, with the changes that 
inevitably must follow i, woukl be in the nature 
of one of those domestic upheavals that men of 
Ward's type find it se hare to endure at any tine; 
when they are harassed by business such upheavals 
ate little short of catastrophes. Therefore Ward 
tegarded this disturbing person with a frawn 
"Why?" he demanried. 
“Think how long we've heen here." she replie 

“ And alter all, you haven't legally adupted ws, y 
know," 

Still Ward frowned "What's the real reason?” 
ho asked. As she hesitated tie arkded: “Out with 
it, Kate! E thourht you were a good sport.” 

“Perhaps thet's the real reason, Hiram,” said 
the. “Perhaps I'm too good 4 «part to—to do 
some things.”” 
“What things?" 
“Well, H you will have ft, 1 think you're all 

wrong on this strike question, you know. I'm on 

darling child,” a 
tone more moved than anyone ete h 

aus!” she cried. “You'll see ¢ "You dear, darting c 
ase we can exercise ourselves Do you mean that you are giving m 

"abe added, nodding so that [ shall not have to work?” 

“Now you're o 

hefore we 
at him por ¥ Carey nodded, still beamitu. “Of cove 

You'll be wasting your time, my dear girl," he cried, "I don't need it x bi 
retar Kate walked away o 

8, “HI meested 
Bat Lam 

"T shall 
going to win this strike 
we lost it, it would be worth someth 
vince you men, you mill owners, that w 
beings to be reeke d with, You take 

granted that we ate to work; you aren't willing 
to admit th be reckoned with, that 
we have a right to think, expecially to think for 
ourselves; Uat 4 

dear,” she sai 
this; I really woul, 
because I need nm joing to work bec 
T have to, because there i samething kn i 

have to, I ant going work to 
er women, those ween it the milly, 

my help, » re 
ak perhaps I can help t 

of money at all; for that matte 

chine we are 

Hiram threw his hand: wn money as well as my time and ef 
laughed. *Q-0 "1 don't understand,”” said Carey. “You 
off! You may why, you're a laily; Kate!” 
and buck every way that's one of the reasons why I 

rust wi it's p truest rea 
She saw the wonderon Carey's face, the troubled 

the lowk a! t od hewillder- 

and knew that sbe must try to make her 
to explain to a lady of the early 

the af the w 

at sisters non 
to your heart's content 

y! Think of it the opportur x in her eyes 
and say you'll stay 

Come, be a 
ment 

she had ta man of nineteer- alter Gue was still thashes 
vagh, there ¢ jowous light of Jit be possiile? 

bat Alll right!”” she said. “And reason i i 
of a sport yourself, H J as it was 

So the pact was sealed: Ward and Williamson discovered that. ‘Th 
got considerable amusement out of the situation; so kave people. Most of all, perhaps, women 

ave changed. 
rath 

We have changed so much that we 
think of 4s women than as 

a little defiant, but weat to the 
Arikers’ headquarters every day 
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alles Wene fonger-want to stay at home and be 
protected hy our men: we want todo our part i 
making the worle to put oar shoukde 

the wheel fingers In: the ple. some would 
Same of us, to he sure, want It more than 

tdos't hetiove the women who bave fittle 
chiklren want ft quite se much, But you see, dear, 

» be ane of thease whi do want it very 
ut torhelpe but Plowe 10 work jest be 

At is werk She looked wistfully at Carey 

is very strange," Carey sald 
You see, the wnelt was growing fast all shose 

yeurs while Aunt Crishy lay in bed zrieving for het 
lower Ate you hud no one but your Aunt Créshy 

ty tell you anything 
“Lknow,” ould Carey; then, as if 14 apologise 

for ther lack of uther teachers, she xave a bit af fas 
ity history that Kate had net heard. “But [ was 
lucky to have my dexe Aunt Crishy. Yan know 

mother ane Gather were lost at sea, andl Hf it 
dwt heen that they had left me bose with Aunt 

Jndy T should have been dost toa, My mother 
idn't Know very muh abatrt babien. oo when 
ame she sent Lo Millwoul for Aunt Judy, who 

hart been her nurse and grandpapa’s too, My 
father had oo family at all, except manmnea and 

ve when Asie Ju hewn! that my father and 

er were loaf at sea she just toted me back 
to Millwood and Aunt Crishy and Aunt Belinda 
And Twas luvky to have Chem 

The loyal little outburst drow Kate te her side 
“You darling!” she cried, “Of course you were! 
And Aunt Crishy must have heen woedertul." 

So forthe moment Carcy wassstinfied; yet whet 
Kate actually went off the next morning with 
Hiram, and the next morning and the nest, Carey 
pondered on th atige state af afabrs amt spoke 
to Willlamsen abeut i, Hiram, these stays was 
morose and preoccupied; und Carey was a little 
hurt, too, at his refusing any longer to permit ber 
to accompany him to che mill and back 

Ware. excused bis refusal om the ground of 
possible danger from flying missiles, amd of 

wishing to spare the girl any knowledge of what 
those silent geoups of men and women on the street 
coeners signified, But, asa matter of fact, the reasott 
was pot fn bis excuse, but inn word or we droppett 
hy his friend. Mrs, Boyne. 

The larly was far tow wise to retwke him for his 
growing peghet of her: she could only say in a 

ot friendly way low good you are to Kate's 

ttle friend! 
Hiram had looker! at her out of the corner af his 

eye and granted: he knew very well that she 
would follow ap her lead if he said eating 

Tt is a quality of gevat men to love children, 9 
think," ton pensively, "Mrs Mason was 
saying the other day that people were beginning 
to suspect things between you twa, Tlaughed. It 

amazing how little peoplo—the gemeral run af 
people understand large mind: 

But Hiram had not replied) he hat owly thought> 
fully fondled the lobe of ane of his sand beaut 
to talk abuut Mrs Hoyne's newest find in porce 
Jain: and the only result of bee little maneuver 
was his forby Carey continuing her motor 
drives with him 

The new arrangement left Carey y 
ne. Of course. there was Mex. Wend 

she we 

cours, there was Seott, hut of mett her of these esti- 

nable persoas caukl she make a companion, Of 
course, ale hail all the treasures af the great hous 

Int these could not take the place of 
companions 

Naturally esough, the strike was the subject 
most to he avedded in conversation whemever the 
menmtwrsaf ths caries hoasehobd were assemble 
Kate was peefortly willing to mort her host in open 
warfare, Wut ebe had too strong a sense of fair pay 
to tackle him at hame. Iiram never eiseussedt bis 
affairs with anyone but Williamson, and the grew 
his anxlety the more silent fe became, As for 
Williamaon, fe was finding himself ina very tad 
hemor with all the wold; he mare no secret of 
heartily disliking Kate's ageoonent with Hiram 
and warmly berated her for her activities 

Carey had found him a very good playteliow 
tut lately he had a disturbing way at firwt 

i of answering in short motio~ of glowering ath 
yikables, of appearing when he was mat expected, 

of watching her, abeusd as that would have scented. 
But, for that matter, everyone in the house seemed 
to te und tired and disagreeable under 
surface, so that altogether she wan a very lonely 
Carey ful if it had not been for Mrs 
Hoyne the hours would have drugged even more 

\ RS. BOYNE was sympathetic; perhaps shes 
tn, was fonely, Certain though she 

id not say as much to Hiram, she bad seen litele of 
he installation of his guests, Outwardly him since 

she accepted the situation like everyone else in 
; Kate Wendell and Hiram Ward had been 
maccountable things for years, anv, as they’ 

ald friends and certainly not sestinsentally 
inclined tawaed each other, it was mnt so very re 
markalle that now they shoutd bedlogng unaccount- 
able things tagether if their tastes lay that way 

To say that Mrs Boyne was curious inwardly, 
however, weld be but a faint echo of 
the truth, Asthedays pas Indy “sieterminay 
tion gathered unto itself the strength of the set 
perate. There was unly ane vulnerable point, & 
far as she could discover, which her euerinsity eight 
pletoe, She would seo all she coll of Carey’ 

Accordingly 
nut do samething for the 
drive, or only a chat; a shopping expedition, a play 
And always without arousing the feast suspicion 
on Carey's part that she was bein questioned, 
Mrs. Boyne gathered a bit of information here and 
another there, so that, by the time the strike had 
bees “on fat fortnight, there was very little that 
ho did pot know about Ue real state of affairs to 

the huuse of Hiram A, Ward. 

» give 
t 

arcely a day passed that she did 
irl pleastire—a walk. & 

wan ered surtine Reanen, ¢ 
repent it decay; 
aad me ita touch ~ params the regal velvet 
fee, wd hisiden—a sing: the chance tmlacep 
the gram, are! darting mudderiy death; the har 

the re 
(8 towed 

na thing if 
ou have 

ithe way? Whi 

[iit selec took the way of most ste People 
read of it, and A, anid forpat bout it — 

ee occurrences which 
award the end of the third 

until there came 
foows the attent 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1 



Mrs, Marry t Reet, Recording Seen 

A Message to 
By Mrs. Percy V. Pennybacker 

NO SECURE the development that a a 
rounded character must porsox, and that th 
tight home sh aaruntee, We NUSt Riv 

usta of years. We have 
tid and Germany in the train 

there, in the most careful fanmail 
da child uneil she t 
ats ample fool, rotines ea 
« much in the open air, le 

both by precept and by example to appreciate the 
the beautiful by get, nature, music, 

fiterature and religion 
Attending night parties or making soelal enga; 

Meats with bays isa thing unheard of. A visit 
fo the cheater ur the opera ix a treat long te be 
Femembered; nor does the matber fal tolt 
that the play ds one tu offend neither the chihl's 
e¥e. ar 
_ The German girl is trained for her profession of 
houwkerping, Here we sve two radical § 
Ments on our system First—home-makisuy and 
bousekeeping are classified and henured as p 
festuns, Seeutedthorough, scientific training is 

to learn from Eig 
Snug of cur girbs 
the girl is conside 
& eighteen, She 
dresses simply, i 

ar, Nor soul 

tiven fur thew professions. When congratulated 
08 the approach of marriage few of our daughters 
feel vumiliated, I answer to the question, “I 
Seppone yu very bevy studying cooking and 

ly smilingly: “No, 1 don’t 
out cooking of haisekeeping. But 

We will get along sumebhow 
vs be wants us to boand, for he 

Wants ime tu have a really guod tkme, 
Suppose when a young suitor cam 

Our daughter, aol when we inquired about his 
*eeation in life, he should answer: “I am going to 
be a lawyer. Tdon't know anything about ft yet 

e will get along some 
our answer ty» him? 

fortune to know well, so 
Sano, the family of a distinyilker! European 

Dhysécian, The only dae hed her academy 
orrespontling to the sophomore class in our best 

stat i 

avkinut for 

} at seventeen, s 
fect her Kise 

al then devoted an entin 

jormal d¢but, to preparing 
Rerself for housekeeping. She abrearly sewed well, 

OW Louk realar hesacns in cutting, fitting, 
faillinery, laundry work, food values, cooking and 
domestic sanitation. Her mother sald 

"We could not think of presenting oer daughter 
St a great ball until she has taken this dumestic 
‘ore. When we present her in socety w 
virtu; Our daughter is ready for mas- 

"We cannot truthfally state this unless she 
has learned the duties that will fit her to be the 
btoper mistress of her hushanl’s b 

Now, this young girt has nee married, 
1 feom two to fowr servants. She vill pr 

tever he compelled, with her own ba 
do the actual work of her household. Bi 
ow mute en 
because of her training, how muc 
her monthly bills since she ku 4 values 
ws 1 methoils uf preparing foo, knows 

the pus i, power of a dollar, and (save the 
mark!) knows how to trim her own hats, 

Pear, belure making u f 

paller will be 

N TILE United States, where the necessities of life 
have log been cheap, we must now face a new 

fra, Students of economy tell ws that high prices 
of food have come to stay; students of He 

1, #8 a matlom, we living far beyord SUF means, It belwoves us to Fook the situation 
siuarely in the fuce, and to prepare our daughter: 
for the new status of adiairs 
Ged forbid that life shoalt ever become s 

Somplex anid the strugel so tense 
ih Arwerica that marriage shall depend as much 

mM money as it te Europet But are nt we 
American women perhaps unmindéul of mene nf 
the vows to be taken at the altar? The wife of the 
Mechanic or the farm economically all she 
Promises, but how is it with the beide af the young 
business or professional man? Au i 4 liftwen 
hundred dollars a year does nut now entitle ume t 
cep a servant and yet to put by a penny for the 

day 
Thete is no respect In which the education of 

Sur girls is more deficient than in the matter of 
Three prominent hankers have told me 

of domestic unhappiness comes 
cial understanding between 

husband and wife, fram the lack of train Wonten haye in the value of mune 
T have made, during the few years, a study 
this question. and have found that, reghly 

"peaking, aur girle may be diviled into three 
Classes: First, there is the irl who all her life is 
Riven more than she deserves; father, mother, 
Tothers lavish gifts aed money wpon her: she 

Continually takes, and gives nothing. This ts the Sitt thar is in danger of developing into a para- Site: it Ie an awful word, but we cannot deny that 
Parasites do exist in our country today, and that 

© should do all in our power to prevent our girls 
Tom becoming this lowest type of womanhood. 

apa T 

nan’s Club 

This Sunamer 
A Department Conducted Under the Auspices 
of the General Federation of Women’s Clubs 

‘Thee department of "What Women's Clube are Doing.” in Tee Lanins’ Home JourNnat, 
has received the official indorsement of the Board of Directors of the General Federation of 
Wotees’s Clubs, 

Mes. Locuemia L. BLaxkeseune, 
Past View President. 

Mus, Prac V. Pexnreacken, President, 
Mus. Samurt BL SweaTH, First Vice Presiiten 

ree 

Club Mothers 

The second cass represents 
xives money spasmodically. 5 
upon what she may depend. Ts 
this group into two 

There & the sens 
for money. He coeseq' 
many thimes that she 
naturally longs fe 
hot knew 

The other 

RIBING the work of the Department 
ation in the General Federation of 

the chalen Fille 

wes it haa tue 
wie 10 

ating bel 
federation! Be, 

clubs ways and mean 
cation in © the cate, © 

‘they may’ bm 
their own wl 
ugg Ways and em 

represents the girl who prove condiciones i 
refused five dallars be 

meal 
= her fut 
m the ¢ 
ress with th 

ly gets ten « 
appeal to the mother's 

« devss for the 
itty has, a 

w to see her own daughter popular 
ometines tumpheover hers 

dinper, that 
if she approach 
fashion, perx 
i righ 

mothor’s de 
and attractive 
vi justice. Now, this girl is kearning to rely upon 

ery, Hattery anit her phy rms. This 
or ‘training for wilehood, No giel in this 

clas » it her to be U the Department of Education are 
the spender of eighty-five per cent of the incume sub-committees on Peace, Political Science, 
of this country, and yet that is the responsibility Vocational Training and Guidance, and Rural 

Seb 
achievemse 

seach sufficiently important in ains and 
we and demand separ: 

artiche, Uherefore, wi 
aly the general edu 

placed upon woenen. 

6 hee third class represents the girl who from 
early childhood has been given a fixed all 

ance, As she grows older this allowance ie in- a few examples of educational 
creased, and the list of articles that she mast endeavor Drought to successful issue by indi- 
bay with it i¢ also increased. She le to videal dw 
realize folly that if she is extravagant for her These results have been accomplished during 
Faster hat she must ecg the present chairman, of 
point: that no amount of teasing Jy efficent predecessor, Mrs, O. Shepberd 
the sum given her, Barnum, of California, and each exaneple bears 

0 af these otf 
ed to omit handreds of 

cases of equal en 
deavor and achieve 

fet 
ing selections we ar 

he id ctahteen she ix buying all borses 
her cloth + become a fair juilge of values, 
and has gai a 
fair idea of what a 

When thi 
marries she will go 
into partnership 
with ber he 
if he perm 
with a eertai 

of truth a 
ness that woul 
otherwise oo 
her. 1 can 
nothing to base 4 
everyt 

Most remarkable 
for faithfulness and 
generosity is the re- 
port of thirty-three 
State Federations 

ow maintain 
otarsbips and 

Stedent Loan 
Funds. The report 
for 1914 show 

somewhat over 
$78 665culkectedfor 

sense 
fale 
nwt 

ne to 
ee 

by this meth e purpose in these 
and I cannot under ederations, the 
stand why son tumber of stutdents 
ot our helped varying from 
men, els as ne In some states 
they are, are un to forty 
willing to give their Oregon, six 
davaghters this hunt in Washi 

* training 
May I stress the twenty-two in 

fact that girls with Massachusetts and 
fixed incomes Know hun 
samething of 
alving? » ely nine in Colorado. 
whal is another's 
means little, but to *OLORADO de- 
give whi our serves the first 

mention because 
the Federation im 
this state was the 

is work. 
Money is loaned 10 
2 girl upon recom 

vam means much. 
You may say some 
girls do pot want 
an allowance, 
Tbe the 
more need the 
ing the fixestincome Mrs. Wiliam [. Andrews, Director mendation of a Jacal 
will give. Federated club and 
Whes rrlage takes place it behoow the without security other than the girl's promise to 

husband to realiae that he, too, has entered a [return it when sh ins to carn, OF neatly 
partnership. He should from the beginning be 000 loaned lest than $500 in money is counted 
honest with his wife—let ber know just how by reason of a borrower failing to repay 

ch and just how little he has, There & gut Awong the gil who bave benefited by thin 
ove woman out of a thousand who, if she were helping hand is ¢ woman who has since served 
made ber hasband's business companion from the Federation of a neighboring state as its presi 

debt or keep him dent, while others are teaching, not wely in many 
schooks in thed lscome. ‘own state bat in high schools of 

I should like to plead with the young husband 
totake this step. He may need patience, because 
the beide may come with no training whatever; 

girl, who was extravagant before mar 
eenes quite the reverse alter marriage 

The Aim of This Department 

Oz plan i to present each month an inspirational mewage from the President af the General 
Federation, We hope in this way to being directly to Tur JovRNAL’s millions of readers the 

plans and aspirations of our organization. In addition Mra Mary L Wood will prepare for each 
number a concrete enumeration of things accomplished by clubs and State Federations, and will 
further interpret Use apirit thet has made peesible the pragress of the whole wamen's club movement 

Mxs_Pency ¥. Pexwyacken, 
President of the General Federation of Women's Cubs. 
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Mrs. Willian P. Hager, Director 

Federation Educational Work 

By Mrs. Mary I. Wood 

day all the clubs In the Federation do something 
for Seba Fumi, Sometimes this is 

simply a contribution of a sum of money takers 
f the treasury; sometimes it is an entertain- 

ment of social function to which an admission fee 
is charged 

‘The beneficiaries, whose names are known only 
to the committer, may choose their awn schools 
and pay back the money in small sums, without 
loterest, when they become self-supporting, Ot 
the girls who have been belped in this way une fi 
how & aunty school superintendent, one of the 
two women holding that office ia Orego 

Washington has the somewhat unique feature of 
Limiting the amount of the loan toa single gitl to 
$250, and requiring the club which indorses the 
appbcunt to sign the note with the borrawer, thus 
placing fisancial as well as moral responsibility 
upoe the club as well as upon the young wontan. 

The interesting testimony of the Washington 
a is to the elfeet that the safest loans ane 
made to young women wishing to St them: 

i business; the carious, to thease 
b to follow the fine 

New Hampshire has the honor of a 
1 plan: The money is loaned to g 

prom d of repayn 
ny rural distelet to which they may be sent in 

the s a term of years equal to the number 
during whic they were Federation beneficiaries, 
their cumpensation to be the regular salaries 
paid in the districts where they may be located. 
The appokntment of the teacher to the school 
depends upon the chairman of the Scholarship 
Fund and the State Superintendent of Public 
Instruction. 

Be t i ossible even to enumerate the work 
of the individual clubs; it is possible only to 

" ons tow Clubs that are doing unusual and 
work, In response to n questionnaire 

best work alung 
ages as Ucn 

1 of money 

ptiona 
anking the clubs to name t 
educational line came such eo 

Wind, & one of the fine silat 
ury Club of Memphis 
Women 

eeaily 10 about fukdren lun 
their wchool efficiency ard 

ider Mrs Harper's charge 
eul purposes, such as buyien 

pictures, statuary, books, and giving pries |n 
wing foe dees ia varius ather 

mn o€ $4302.05 this schiool year.” 

k for clabtren betw 
> would otherwise have beet 

school and go to work, During 
the agurewate axe 
$1000.77, and the total tus Deen beeween $4000 and 
S50K, 

owhere Ie the work pushed forwart with 
greater dewotion than in Tennessee and Kentucky. 
The truth reads like Setion as we learn of the club 
women whe volunteered to seek out and teach one 
individual student apiece in arder to redace the 
iMiteracy of their section. 

In another town the women gave thelr services 
to conduct a night school, and all through Ken: 
tucky the club women have managed lecture tours 
and disseminated information, declaring that, for 
the next six years at Jeast, their slogan will’ be 
“Kentucky, Thitd From the Top."* 

In Massachusetts the Cantabrigin Club, of 
Cambridge, has takes an abandoned neighbor 

Hise in a Congested locality and put it is 
jon. The house has been loaned to the clubs 

reat free, om condition that It be put In repair and 
makntained asa soc lal ceater 

Thw Department af Education in the Canta- 
prigia Club has general supervision of the clubs 
ani classes, assisted by other departments; clerical 
work and the duties usally perdormed by resident 
workers are carried on by members of the chub. 
Although the house has been open but a few weeks 
an average of five hundred people each week use 
the privileges offered in the wevkly schedule, 

Only a few of the sphendid things which the 
Woman's Club of Wellesley Hills, Massachusetts, 
has done for education may be mentioned, and 
those In the beiedest possible terms, ‘The ‘most 
worthy include a toan sbalarship for Simmons 
College, the establishment of a branch library, a 
successful story hour every week for the children 
of the town, acid the snanagement of school lunch: 
cons in the bigh and grammar sche 

Fine though each of theve is, the most enique 
is undoubtedly the school luncheons, where each 
day of the school year sic dub members do vol 
teer duty. Aneticient woman fs employed at exch 
school to plan menus under committee supervision 
and to de the cooking. The tawn supplies cooking 
utensils and feel, and the women of the club make 
sandwiches, sell tickets (five cents, three cents and 
‘one cent) ant serve hot, nourkshing lunches at cost 
prices to swarms of girls and boys. Children who 
want to earn their luncheons are allowed to wank 
the dishes. Mothers who come to serve are always 
urged to stay and visit the schools. 



THE IDEAS OF TWO WOMEN 

A Plain Country Woman 
aq) REMARKAUMLE letter was 

pent to me last winter hy 
English woman living in a dis- 
tant province of Great Britain, 
She was expecting her first baby 
anil she expressed her great joy 
over approaching motherhood, 

““Inapiteaf the general gloom 
stoned by the wat and our 

en circumstances, which some 
folks wight call trying,” she wrote, “simply can't 
help being happy and 1 have decked that my 
best service to Une world just now will he to being 
a happy child istoexistence. So many children will 
be born with the gloom and teerar of the war upon 
them that the werkt will be in need of cheerful 
people. My husband is not strong enough t0 go to 
the frunt, E cannot go as a nurse, E have no son 

This was a wonderful thought, expecially te me, 
as T was born under the shadow of a great war and 
was marked irremediably by the brand of sensi 
tiveness and the dispositing to believe poople my 
enemies, 

‘Try as E may ¥ never can be quite free from the 
iden that somuherdy fy gulag to tefase to speak to 
me or is going te slight i 
has made me quite moebi 
and has led many pe to think mw indifferent, 
whon, fact, Tam only arming myself, as the 
porcupine does, against possible hastilities. 

1 am so sure that this is the reselt of prenatal 
infleence that L always with to warm mothers 
against morbid mous; for, as my English fdend 
says, it Is a geeat thing to contribute a cheerful 

world; and it will take « generation 
how to wipe out the gloom the great war will be- 
Qqueath te Europe if not to the whube wurld. 
Ae then the great beauty of this mother's 

happiness and the cheerfulness she hoped to be- 
queath to ber child consists in the (act that she 
found It tn an owt-ol-the-way place and quite apart 
from the things that modern young women believe 

ppitiess. 
thing that needs a thorough over 

hauling in America it is the modern idea of hap- 
ploess. ‘The mania for pleasure is one of the 
destroying diseases commons to the American pub- 
fic, Tk may take = war or a famine to bring us 
to our senses, “The idea that this bs 9 world of 
pleasure must somehow be got out of people's 
heads, Pleasare, sightseeing, junketing, must be 
rare, or they low their value. 

NE idea that pleasure—excitement, entertain- 
tent —must be planned for every lay Issespon- 

sible for the nervous condithin of our people, youns: 
and old, By some means we must teach our chil- 
dren that the entertainment which has so footishly 
been provided for them is cheap, that ft encour- 
ages cnnul and idleness, and fosters hecention ts to 
business and shatlowness of mind, ire ve 
far wrong if we have made ourselves believe that 
the world Is a place to have a guod time in, 

God's grace, like the sweet sunshine of a mild 
spring day, flows down to us to help ws bear—not 
hide—our sorrows, Friendship, neighborly love, 
kindoess, the quiet joys of home—all these are 
balms provided for the healing of our wound: 
but we have put these balms aside, and have taken 
up socdal Ife, club life, dancing, travel, everything 
exciting anit ewervating, a our “cansolatkons” for 
Kving in a world of trouble, 

‘The children of the present generation are horn 
of this splrit~-resthess, jaded little folk, many of 
them as eager for “something doing" as are their 
mothers For we must lay the responsibility for 
much of our restlessness upos the women, 
We women are not wholly to blame. It was a 

natural revolt. The old doctrine that bome is 
woman's place had fairly run to seed. Women bad 
grown terribly tired of the shut-in days of howse- 
hold work, varied only by seasons of shallow gossip 
about people and things supposed to be cakedte 
the female mind, ‘There is a limit to everything, 
Mind you, um talking about the women af my 

world—women of country towns and villages and 
women on farms, In the older cltles and in same 
Eastern villages a settled social order resembling 
that of England has always existed. Dut in the 
Middle West, where 1 was born, society as an oceu- 
pation for women broke out only about thirty 
yeurs ago. Before that time we had the old régime 
of occasional “company” for tea or dinner, a 
“festival” in strawberry season, a Thanksgiving 
ball, # bop at C! Urry Ae 

Now, the appetite for entertainment 
*o ravenous that it has infected all pases of 
woclety and seriously affected the happiness and 
security of our homes, 

Wy Bike tes titel wena te ifmrace of people 
capable of being happy in home days and 

ways cuald be bors Into the world! 
How amazing that we take things that are meant 

for our good and happiness, overdo them and trans 
late them into annoyances! Take the telephone 
as un example: tn country towne and 
hoods it may easily becume a mrans of destruction 
to pleasant home file. Time and again I have 
thought of taking out our telephi Hours out of 
each day are spent si by the instrument, talk- 
ing, Galking, talking, ‘Talking about nothing. talk- 
ing about things much better left alone, hanging om 
tothe transmitter, bored to death, yet luath to let 
go of this little thread of pleasure we derive from 
the excitensent of communication, 

The domestic helper has become the devotee of 
the ic, In country towns where you give 
the glel the privileges of a member of the family 
‘You give her the use of the telephone. This meuns 
periods of gossip with the work lying undone. It 
means countless inteeruptions and much embar- 
rasament. Things may be moving smoothly and 
the day’s work going on—when a ring of the tele~ 
phone may destroy It all, Somebody is going 
somewhere and wants somebody to go along. The 
American girl oe woman simply does not know 
how to say “No” when “going” is mentioned. 

One day last summer I was wing the telephone 
when the central girl called in, saying: “There is 
gn important business call far your number, Will 
you please let us have the Gne?” 11 was not a 
party line, mind you, [ supposed it wax some mes- 
sage for me, 39 we hurriedly rang off, only to find 
thar ft was my maid's beau asking her Uf she could 
“get off” to go on some sort of excurion. 

Think of it! 1 was called off my own telephone, 
the maid was eallert feom het work, and everything 
In the houshold was upset because this mat Bad 
Gn automobile, the roads were good anid it was a 
pretty day, Whee T told the giel I could not ket 
ber gu am all my plans for the day were made and 
1 was paying her well for her work, she angrily de- 
clared that she intended to "have some pleasure” 
Ef she dide't make a cent, 
was anxious to be generous with her regarding 

outings and frequently arranged the work for her 
to go. She hed ‘every afternoon off and many 
Sundays, but she was so bitten by the pleasure 
microbe that is devouring our society that she 
Snally left in a fury becuase, while I had in the 
house guests Whom she knew were coming and for 
whom we had planned the work together, f re- 
fuyed to “Jet ber of” on a pleasure excursive 
suddenly planned by sume of her iriends, 

IL ERE wasa woman who was entirely dependent 
upen her own work and had a child to sup- 

port, She was getting up toward middle age. 1 
was paying her t hest wages paid by anybody: 
in our community; she had with me a (air prospect 
dor good home; I was giving her pastare for 2 
horse she owned and was allowing her to raise 
poultry for herself, Sbe had the most comfortable 
roam in my: hoase, with the priviteges of a member 
‘ol the family. I furnished her a sewing machine, 
an electric washer and ironer. We kept a man to 
do all chores. "The water is all ia the kiteber, hot 
and cold, She had the use of a bathroom, the 
privileges of a library and pleaty of time to read, 
yet she was ao iketermined to have “ pleasure” that 
- left me with company om my hands, and with 

prospect for a place and with the certainty of 
lasing Wer WHEE 

Society has set the example to such women. 
People have made such a parade of their golng, it 
has been thought such a hardship for young mar- 
Hed people to be “tied down,” that we have fairly 
sactibced common sense to the dangerous theory 
‘of having a good time, 

LT speak of this with » sense of personal guilt. 1 
once said—and I meant it when I said it—that in 
stead of a doleful epitaph 1 wished the inscription 
o@ my tombstone to be She Had a Good Time,” 
Ny 1 had dieil then this would have been true, bot 

have been a frivolous legacy of thought, 
We ate nog bere to Bave # good time is the sense 
of eterna} junketing and selfish pleasore. 

I think the middle-aged mothers of the past 
twenty years have been largely to blame for the 
devotion to pleasure among young married women, 
‘These suciety mothers have been determined that 

hters shall not "settle down.” They 
have cvanived in every way to keep the ball rolling 
for their girls. Some have even gone to the extent 
of keeping the babies themselves lest Cora or 
Maud “'drop out” of the swell set. 

And just a word here about that “swell” set. 
1 use this execrable word only because it describes 
certain people so well. In every town there are 
always afew peuple who go away from home often, 
and “catch on” tothe dress and customsol wealthy 
city folks. Then they return to their native town 
and give exhibitions for the benedit of the gaping 
populace, With extreme styles of dressing, ways 
of entertaining, modern dancing and fast, “smart” 
talk they dazale and confuse the more quiet young 
peuple who are their neighbors and associates, 

Su strangely are we constituted that while we 
ped emp well that these are not the manners 

of the best people, hat only the frothy 
folks with more money then brains, some> 

bow it sets up a sort of envy that works very ill for 
the social life of a small town, 

Nc. why are we so influenced by gewgaws and 
AN by seeing people spend money? Can we we. sot 
learn tbat culture at home, ine: 
quiet and elegant manners, simple sonsronaiee 
aod the reasonable saving of money, instead of 
recklesly spending it, are 30 much more clever 
than any swagger picked up at public places of 
entertainment, 10 matter how “prohibitive” the 
peices? Can we not learn to make home days and 
home evenings the ussal thing dearest anit best 
‘of all—amd the outing, the “entertainment,” at 
Jeast rure enough to cause a ripple of excitement 
which is occasionally good for afl of us? 
Do you remember the plala human joy of the 

county fair and circus day in the old times? What 
did it mean? Only that it wasa rarity. Heaven 
save us from jaded peuple who have indulged in 
an abuse of pleasure! 
As is wsual in life the great responsibility of that 

quiet and wholesome happiness—that cusfort al 
relasatiun we ahoold always find at hoene--scems 
to devulve upon the house mother, She must in- 
weet be a gracious, intelligent, kind and tactful 
person if the family is to be kept from boredom 
and saved from the heart hunger that drives them 

glancing 
bere and there, their pitiiul chibd faces iunsiaated 
by fale mirth spd assumed jawntiness? Do they 
know what they are seeking? Pleasure? A good 
time? "Life"? But no; deep in their hearts is the 
longing for God's love and for the fioenes and 
courage Ubat take hold of real life in the right way. 
Peaare! ete ae from ee ae 
ve gone to ¢ up, Young mothers! 

This fa cracéal mein the workd’chistery There 
is a demand for honest men and sensible women 
te the world. What have you to contribute? 

A Daughter of Today 
'S. MADDERN leaned over 
the stone wall that separated 
my vegetable garden from the 
‘street, and regarded me with 
‘interest for a moment. 
| “ALiLagain?” sheasked with 
}a smile and the good-natured 
lsigh of one who usderstood 

hat it meant tu be always “at 

1 looked up Scom the deoarative white rlags E 
was arranging around the tomato plants, 
“Cutwoems,” ¥ said with feeling. 
“Bolson?” she asked, pulnting to the rings. 
T vodded. "Plenty of it for their brevkfart 

tomorrow. They've taken two of my best pepper 
plants. get to work so early in the morning 
that even the eatly hird doesn’t seem to catch 
u 

"They're too canny to de thelr deadly deeds in 
the light," said Mrs, Maddern, 

“They certainly are.” Lagreed. ‘They're slan- 
det and treachery and disenchantment all rolled 
into one. ‘Theit victions are always the best of the 
young things that want to grow op into the fight 
and amount to something. They remind me for all 
the workd of some wames T know.” 

Mrs. Maddern shaded her eyes with ber hand 
and looked down the street, trying to muke out 
whose was the form retreating into the distance. 
T took of my sunbonnet and began fanning my 
face with it, 
“Warm work,” said Mrs, Madera, 
“At this time of day,” said 1, *wnd particularly 

when you've lost your temper. ‘Tshould have been, 
through long ago: but Mrs. Nayes has been hang- 
jing over that wall for an huur telling me in detail 
what she thinks of a woman who pretends to make 
her housekeeping # business and spends hee morn- 
ing at such unprofitable work as gardening, 
Dreadful person, Mrs. Noyes!"" 

PICKED a handful of peas from the vines and 
carried them to Mes Maddern. “Just taste 

those,” L sail. “They're swect as sugar and ter 
days earlier than any other variety. If it isn't 
good bousekeeping to have better vegetables than 
your neighbors, at one-quarter the price t! Pay, 
T'm afraid I haven't kearned much about 
keeping in spite of the time and energy 1 pao 
at 

stn't mind Mrs. Noyes,” said Mrs. 
she opened the pods and em 

them of their contents with evident relish. “It 
isn’t really gardening that she objects to, It's 
activity in general, It's what she calls oar mad, 
newfangled habit of doing things, The trouble 
with her is that she is too clever to be a self- 
satistied reactionary like Mrs. Foster ox Mrs. Mint, 
and tou lay to be anything ele: so she quarrels 
with everybody who does things. jast to prove ta 
herself that there's no reason why she shoukd do 
anything.” 

"Such people seem to think that every woman 
orm since the sewing machine and the carpet 
sweeper came into use i necessarily decadent.” 

“They're not the only ones,” said Mrs, Mad- 
dem. "The world is full of folks—and they're mut 
all women, either—who say: * Whatever is new is 
evil; whatever is new and aims to make life sim- 
ler, gayer, fuller, for women, is moet evil’; Chey 
object to smashing windows and mothers’ chubs, 
vacuum cleaners, free lowe, vates for women, gar 
dens and community nurseries, as though they 
were all one anil the same thing.” 
“Cutworms!" sald 1. “Human cutworms, kill- 

jag young hopes and emercies that want ta grow, 
“Cutwoems; that's what they are,” sald Mes. 

Maddern. "What did Mrs. Noyes say?” 
“Hm” said ft senifeantly, “Say! What 

didn't she say?” I tried to imitate Mes. Noyes's 
high querulous voice: “*A few flowers, my dear, T 
could understand, but to grub like that in the dirt 
for the sake of things to eat dorsn’t seem to me 
quite nice.’ ‘Nice?’ I said tu her. ‘Nice? £ don't 
Know the word, I know womanly or unwé 
bealthiul or unhealthful, beautiful of ugly.” 

“Mrs. Noyes looked deeply pained at that and 
polated to - hands. ‘Beautiful, then,’ she said, 
*aince you will quibble about words. Just sce how 
frightfully soiled your hands are! Surely you can't 
touch your children's dinner with fingers that sre 
dipped in pebsant* 
“My dear Mrs, Noyes, my hands are wash- 

able,’ I told her; but she shook her heart, 
‘And it’s half the fun to get clote to the earth 
yourself! 

YO eee Bava ates be eeree eee es 
that, ‘If it is fun,’ she said, ‘it's most un- 

womanly fun; not at all the sort my mother would 
have becoming to & mother's dignity, 
I don't speak of myself, of course; not having any 
children 1 don’t feel that I have a right to judge. 
But 1 can’t help feeling that this country woulda't 
he what it is if the women who made it had spent 
their time in gardening,” 

“T thought of some of the lovely oldtashloned 
gariens in quaint, neglected villages of New Eng- 
land, where, even sow, among the weeds, lavender 
and verbena and pergarouth mint blend their per~ 
fumes; where monkshood and Canterbury bells, 
tall pblox and low-stalked primrases, along the 
mossy paths and bordering the avergrown iitchen 
gardens, tell of the care and love of other genera~ 
tions of women, the love not only of their hearts 
hut of thelr hands. Those weren't men's gardens, 
those old New England mazes. Anybody who ever 
saw them knows that women planted and tended 
them. bee boric awe Reto 
Mrs, Noyes? I just cast my eye across 
with young green things starting up 
without knowing quite why, 1 said: “This 

“Mrs, Noyes bridied. ‘My mother's scepter,” 

1 
mind that she was just toe stupid to bother with: 

ee ee 4) 

and I sald, ‘I have no doubt of that, Mrs. Noyes 
but If you'll excuse me now, 1H go on boeing just 
the same,” And [ set to work,” 
; Man. Masidern lange, bexrdiy, "What id 

she da2” 
“What could she do but go on her way? 

Broom, indeed! If a hoe isn't as dignified as the 
stiff, old-fashioned kind af Iroom that Mrs. Noyes 
uses, that raises all the dust in the house for the 
special purpose of filling your furniture and your 
lungs with it, I'd fike to know why, 
“And if it iss't womanly Co sow a seed and water 

ft and tend a growing plant, 10 keep your teraper 
sweet and your liver in order by working outdoors 
in the sanshine, se that your cbildren are glad to 
be with you during the day and your husband & 
glad to come home to you at night, I'm afraid 
don't know much about womanliness either, 

“Hut there,” J said, puttiog on my. sunboanet 
and sitting down on the terrace just below Mrs. 
Maddern, "it's silly to fume about unimportant 
people, snd a garden's no place for if temper, 
Besides, women who dup't garden are unis 
enough by what they mins.” 

were was silence fur a moment, while gave 
vicious little Jabs with my bo at sure weeds that 
were growing in the pathway, Then Mrs, Maddern 
Jet me go on: 

“Da you knaw, It has always seemed to me that 
there Is ome thing about which women can't kao® 
tuo much, and that’s the Jaw of life and reproduce 
tion, the way living things grow and multiply, the 
tendencies 1 the habits they wc 
quire, ant how itis posible to improve their: 
and flowers and fruits. I think we'd have better 
chide: and much better grandebildren if we 
understood more about peas and peimroses, 
Mendel and Lamarck. 
“Lye learned, down bere fn this titthe pateh of 

ground, more aboot the things that make people 
what they are thas 1 have from all the books I've 
ever read, See that columbine,” E said, pedating 
with my boe toa fovely double pink one that wat 
just bursting into blossom: “its mother was doub 
purple, It has sisters and brothers of twenty-fout 
varieties right here in my garden, Some of them 
are heautitul and some aren't—one is almast 
Gooiness kraws who its great-grandfathers were! 
I've learneca bot about families from that eolum> 
bine crowd.” 

RS. MADDERN hooked puzzled, so T started 
Mean xplain, “It wasthis way,” Lsald: “Three 
seis ago | hat a fine double purple plant in my 
front border, and eo many of the neighbors admit 
it that I thought I'd save the seeds and grow some 
more just like it. 
“Two years anu [hid hundreds of fine seedings 

and gave half of hem away. The rest I planted at 
the back of the terrace and walted for a beautiful 
background of double purple eolumbine. 

“LIestead of that there came my twenty-four 
varicties: deep rose and lavender, aru soft, pale 
blue, pure white, a single plek, and plok with lave 
ender center, soil all the rest, sinele and double, 
jong and short spurred, and the one with the tittle 
wild leaf and flower so differest from the rest, 

“1 nsked the Jones's okt gardener what it 
meant, and be said: ‘What d'ye expect of a hy- 
brid? "Tain't supposed to tree. They're 
crossed anit crowed, and the wild's at the bottom 
of ‘em all,” 

“1 didn’t know exactly what he meant; but it 
was abuut that thme that everybody was wonder 
ing how a girl like Besse Jasper, with her city: 
family and all her city-bred relatives, could rut) 
away and marcy a farmer. Somehow or ather 
‘understood: my little wild columbloc had heh 
me, “They're crosed and crossed, and tbe w 
at the bottom of “em all,’ I said to myself. 
always sald I was the only person who really 
understood, 
“Then there's the hedge," E went on, “That's 

fairly made a socialist of me. Just see there, and 
there, and there’ I polnted to stunted spots 
along the line, “Nothing we have dane, no ferti« 
lizer we have added, has made the bushes grow 
there, and yot they were all alike when they were 
planted, 

“There's nothing the matter with the bushes: 
it's the big trees: tanding near them that take thet 
food and crowd thel¢ routs and won't give them 
half a chance to show what woo they're made of. 

“LT don't blame the trees, goodness knows! It's 
thelr business to be big and strong and beautiful 
and to take their food where they fie it, se 
bothering about lite tushes that are trying 1° 
grow around thelr feet. But if we want the bushe* 
to grow it's our business to see that they are 
planted where they have a fair chance, and 0 
protect them when they aren't planted right. 

“Next spring we mean to dig a narrow © 
and drop a piece of xine of those stunt 
bushes, so the roots of the big trees can't get 
through. Now, if somebody would drop a piece of 
luc, figuratively speaking, back of some of those 
families that are trying to belag upp wormal childre® 
in that swamp dows hy the mill —' 

‘COS conse," laughed Mrs, Maddern, “that's 
another story, 

pike aces ~ dierent as you think," said f with all 

“vee anyway,” sald Mrs, Maddern, “it hasn't 
anything to do with Mrs, Noyes and her prefs 
dices; and if T stay to hear it you woo't get a 
Sas to wash those fingers that are dipped 19 palo. 

“You're excused for today,"" T laughed: “bat 
u've got to listen, soaner ot later, to what wot 

Bet to those por fame we tthe ie 
0." 

There was one stubborn weed in the path that 
had consistently resisted my endeavors with my 
boe. Tent down and gave one pall and It came 
up, root and all. “That's what I'd like to do to 
prejudices," 1 said. 

y 
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aloe « ten fourth best a box of water c 

The Prize Winners for February 

SECOND PRIZE, TWO DOLLARS 
Angtin Hadeaut, Inte of Pines, WL md send book or 
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Perfection in 
a bathing suit— 
Skinner’s Satin 

i 
3 
f 

Satin bathing suits will 
rule the styles this year. 
But disappointed will be 
the girl who buys a poor 
quality of satin—one dip 
in the ocean or lake and 
her suit is ruined. Ask for 

Skinner's 
BATHING 

Satin 
Cotton Back or All Silk 

34 inches wide) 

Black, Navy or Brown 
Guaranteed Fast Color 

Always the leader among satin 
linings, Skinner's has proved itself 
the dependable satin for bathing 
suits. Its pure silk fabric stands the 
most trying tests of water and sun 
without shrinking or fading, 

Look for the name in the selvage 

Tell your drygoods store you 
must have Skinner's Bathing Satin— 
the Cotton-Back quality if you 
want the heavier goods, the All 
Silk quality if you prefer the lighter 
weight. In either case look for 
the name “Skinner” woven in the 
selvage—none genuine without it. 

_ Se ee 

Josette 

Write us for samples of the popular 
bathing suit fo a ‘Address Dept. 

Wm. Skinner &Sons 
Cor, Fourth Ave, and 17th St. 

NEW YORK CITY 
Mills, Holgoke, Mass, 

Established 1845 
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Answered by Josef 
Bar Simply Marks the Intfoduction 

wld there he a change in tempe 
after the rst double bar-in Schumann 

pus 23,Nu.3? E.S.G. 
The Grst two measures are only. an 

introduction to. th rulertul pies 
whick, peopsetly:, b sitet 

har. They may be played in 
of the tempo nf the pie 
freedom and with a view to 
audience, by their quiet reps 
2 piece which suggests er hue of 
night as well as its mystic amd romant 
aim, May this introduction as If you 

were sayige: “Oh, just listen to thi 
heauty” and the jold the peaceful 

which i 
; By the w 

try the other three piece 
Ifpot, there isa great treat 

in More for you 

The Notes Should be Tied 

In Godant'y “Fourth Barearol : 
wold che K harp its the fourth measur 
econ! F sharp in the eighth ncasune, and 
other wlenllar places, he struck twice oF 
nell av ALLEGRA, 

Hy no means should they be struck 
twice. Wi the ties are pot clear orare nai: 
ing in your evtition, send for a better one 

Still a Standard Work 

-lofmann 
How Compositions are Changed 

Js upon the length of the 
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you mention are by ho means untiquated i Batt 
yp Meeps we per Playing Polyrhythmics i 
with wenk feeling of chythe. “ Medoube,”" Hy 

harp, ible in this } 
A Clear Case of Misprint that time be | § toned, fic tight aro om the i «neck anil ave 

Is this a misprint in the second chord of  unansw M | ears, amply prot 
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Typewriting and Piano Playing n° ose; 0,40 

Is the manipulation of a typewriter injuri Siete Myshacicaa Manage Yayd get Faultless 
to the touch of a piano student? Maxy ‘igiaatd ta : "WEAREVER 

Since the touch on the typewriter docs not << dea eaeeaametineatt , Rubber Goods. They 
associate itself with musical sounds, and as the ® are quality goods that jf 
touch an the piano depends entirely upon Uhis g ¢ utmost in 
musical asseckation, L do not think that type- e H and value, 
writing is very harmful to a, péanist's hand 

wide, however, the typewriling is not ove 
Jone and the fagers, in striking the keys om the 

machive, de not bend in t the joints. 
Expeclaliy this latter point ould guard The Best Way to Play Scales ( 
against with all the power of self-observation, ‘ 
because this bad habit acquired, will b Wh ie 
fidhicult, if not ina wrist very ut 
piano playing 
barrier to all pis 

yt out af your play them Greatly my wrist a1 
t very tired, Wha 
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if be stil 
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Playing Rapid Runs 

Tn the middle part of “Le Bal Pol 
Rubinstein, there are eightenn sixt 
to the measure. Should these b red as six 

gtoup three groups of sextu 
pk is right, should there be two ase suggest some pil 
or three ineach group? Many Any Ity for a short rec 

Debussy ant Ravel In prepara 
I rnp tg nas small groups. Of Ravel [ know 

and accentuate each group well. Every accent nder the hea 
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you alterward play 
Isene figures 
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to Use the New | 
Designs for Any Occasion 

‘Twenty Ways 
In Becoming 

In Gre Piewo at All-Over Lace A New Lace Toh to ee O88 Gown 

For the Blouse of a Tailored Suit 

HE row of collar 
n interesting variet 
ng at the back, with Raring points 

each side of the front, ‘The secand 
ls of Lace edged with plaited 

e in separate de- 
lied trimmings, A 

collar which shows the clever use 
of odd pieces of lace is shown in this 

the sailor-shaped back 7 
open at the front. 
shows the way to combine the mate- 
rinly, ‘The fourth is very «nart and 
becoming, with a side fastening and 
wired tabattheback. The last isone 
of the new tailored effects in a black 
ribbon stock with wired Lace tabs, 

choice in tittle touches that delight 
the heart of the girl who wants pretty 
things to wear at small cost, 

As @ Heke May Make Her Own Veil of 
Net With @ Lace Flourke 

NOTE We will furnish de 
scriptions of these designs by 
mail, or addresses of shops 
where thowe ready-made wer 
obtained. Inclose a stam 

inguiry to the Needlework 
Editors, 

TRADE MARK 
Kee U.S. Pat OF, 

Under-muslins 

Pray banish the thought 
hat you ever need buy under- 

muslins by guess. That day 
is done. 

For your protection, the 
label * Dove" has been placed 
on muslin underwear man- 
ufactared by the largest 
makers of such goods in the 
world—with a quality record 
of 40-0dd ye 

Let the Dove label bring 
you assurance of under- 
muslin style and value—of 
your money's worth— just as 
oes the label on the known 
corset you buy—the known 
breakfast food—the glove 
the shoe, 

This Dove Label a 
On Women's Mesa Underwear 

Means 

Style Quality 
Fit Service 
Cleanly Making 

In “Dove” combinations, 
night gowns, drawers, corset 
covers, underskirts, etc,, are 
put dainty, high-grade ma- 
terials—with workmanship 
that we believe none can 
equal. 

Bearing an established 
trade-mark—a known name 

“Dove” Under-mustins can 
never be skimped, never can 
he shaddy. We dare not let 
down on the quality—as 
might at times be done with 
a nameless line. The Dove 
trade-mark on our goods is 
our guarantee to you. 

You can count on good 
quality when you buy 
“Dave * Under-muslins, 

You will love the “ Dove." 

D. E. SICHER & CO. 
World's Largert Makers of 

Muslin Underwear 
NEW YORK 

DOV 

TRADE MARE 
Meg... a. Ot. 

Under-muslins 
Wherever you buy your muslin ander 
swear ask to see “Dove” Under-muslins 



The Ladies’ Home Journal for June, 1915 

EDITORS’ NOTE—Mr. Broce here endeavors to solve, in the ti 
hin from their personal experiences. [f, therefore, you have ever ha 
&" ghost,” or any ether incident that 
experience, to solve it for you 
Independence Seu: ulphi 

MONG the many fetters that have come ty 
mio are a number which bring out vivily 
the fact that telepathic i 

from being the only mysteriousdreams. Indeed, 
there is one type of dream which seem 
more mysterious than the telepathic. Th 
the so-called premonitory dream, dealing with 
events of future happening 

Usually, though by no means always, suck 
ams relate to matters seriously affecting the 

wellere of + the dreamet himself or one of 

his friends. Usually, too, the same person has 
nut more than two or three such dreams ie hb 
Hitetime. ‘There i, however, one kind uf 
monitory dream which, when it occurs at alf, i 
likely to occur frequently. It is the kind uf 
rireatn strikingly described by the followlnyy 
letter from Mrs, E. Hi. L,, a Tennessee Indy 

Always before nn {lines T dream of tuking care 
of a baby—the smaller the baby the severer the 
lnerstwand I've hod it so often that in my 
ream Tsay, of think; “Ob, dear, I'm going to be 
nick,” The baby ia never mine, but for some 

young and small 
ung 1 used to have wight: 

painful climbéngs and frightful falls (from whieh 1 
saved before hitting the ground) 
sunset” years my dreams are com. 

 vague—except the baby dreams 
Or, instead of occurring before Mness in gee 

etal, there may be & similarly repeated dn 
before some one specific il as in this exp 
rience of a man from Massachusetts: 

T dreamed one night that T was walking in a 
beautiful garden, where I met o tall, bearded 
man dressed in # singular costume that seemed 
quite oriental. As I came up to him, be stopped 
short, gazed at me intently, then ‘all at ance 

ped forward snd struck me sharply on the 
tight cheek. 

‘When I woke in the morning I thought of the 
drenm un wondered at ita oddity. A few nights 
lnter I hed practically the same dreum, only this 
time 1 met the bearded man in crowded street 

fuck me on the right cheek us before. The 
ing bappened to me in dreams half n doen 

uf L felt sare it must mean somethang, 
Jay T woke with « swelling io my right 

is persisted withoot aacertainal 
cause, tay examination showed that 1 
had an abscess at the reot of an upper tooth, that 

* had caused a bad infection. After thin was treated 
never again saw the mystic man of my dreame 

‘Was he, do you suppose, » spirit sent to warn me? 
Again, the premouitory dream, occurring 

naly once, may be almost immediately fol 
by its fulfillment, There are a surprising nam 
ber af cases on record similar to the following 
communicated by a personal iriend, My. AWG. 
of New York 

‘You no doubt remember Clancy B.? Well, he is 
ead, und there was an incident connected with 
his lat ilimese that has greatly puzzled mie, and sx 
ware to interest you. 

T had been teld that he was not seriously’ ill, 
und thet F might call on him. He seemed quite 
cheerful, until, just as Twas leaving, be anid: 

“Arthur, you woe't see me again until you 
come to my fuseral,”” 
“What do you mean?” T asked, ‘You'll be 

out and around in a few days." 
"Na, T woo't,” he aid, “Tam going to die, T 

kaow it, becnuise it wus revealed to ine in a 
dream, “Last sight I saw myseif tying in my 
coffin, and the mourners grouped wro 1 auw 
it aa plainly wT ace you, I know it is a warning, 
90 good-by."" 
Trade a joke of ft, reminding him that dreams 
by contrarics. Two days later be was dead, Rivang taken a sudden turm for the worse 

The Explanation is Simple 
T 18 not surprising that dreams like these sug 
gest lo many people that there is something 

supernatural in them, Yet dreams of 1 
really bave a very simple explanation. 
at bettom they do not difer fr 
dreams, apd are caused exactly like ar 
nary dream. 

The starting point of all ordinary creams, ax 
is well known to psychologists, is some physical 
sensation, The dres n attempt by 
the sleeper to interpret this sensation. If h 
foot, for example, or only one of his toes, has 
become exposed during sleep, the sensation of 
cold communiested to his brain mony give rise 
toa dream that be i voyaging aver the Arctic 
ice, o is freezing to death in a blizzard. 

Were he awake be would, of course, not make 
any such fanciful interpretation, but would 
simply cover up his toe again. Moreover, if he 
were awake be might not even perceive the 
change in wnsation occasioned by his toes 

The Things That Puzzle U 
In Everyday Experiences That We All Have 

By H. Addington Bruce 

of present 
\. 0 i 

expousr He 
cortai lve it if Bi 

dw h other things. But, pre 
Fisely because things are not hold 
attention, 
tion with much greate 
feel it if awake, 
imagt 
ment, his effort at ii 
the form of a more 

Or the 
internal 

turally tal 
story 

cause 
* nightmares.” 

tremely dress 
arly due to 

ions. The flying dreas 
pave 

malt of 
breathing me 

light and unkne 

. necording to th 
simply a 

affecting th 

ring im mind this f 
physical ove to the a 

lerstatel § 
ated by the thr 

w than the pe 
sations caused by th 
slight to be notk 
Ube ease of the thi the fuléilln 

ad 
inspired by the death, whieh was itself 
based on the organic sensat ted with 
th ich the dreamer knew he was 
sudfering trouble. 

Medical dee 

who have been having rep 
enter inf) way about some bor 
wrgan, it certainly will 

ical examinat 
ive, from any whe 

petor to ary its 
th 

euse Other Dreams 

2, organic sensatis 
y dreams of an 

even more 
cy. Were is 
y friend Dr. 

n medical psyche 
New Hampshire: 

Boris Si 
gist of Portemo 

A lady, a relative of mine, hed a dream halfa- 
nation in which she saw the apparitions of her 
decemsed parents, She became much frightened, 
bat they quieted her and said that they eame to 
being her good news. "You will give birth to 
twins, a boy afd a gitl Name them after us 
They will be strong and healthy.” 

y relative, who did not at the time waspect 
that she was to become a mother, but was very 
refigioun and a firm believer in spirits, aed such 
faith in thr dream mesange that ahe even began to 
prepare clothes for the promised twins As this 
happened in a country place the news of the 
vison rapidly circulated among all the seighbors 
ead caused much discussion. 

Tt soon became apparent that at least part of 
the prophecy waa being fulfilled, for the lady. dis 
covered that sve was to become a mother, ‘This 
somewhut confused the akeptics, and they were 
completely silenced when she did, in fact, give 
birth to twins, a bey ands gisl. 

. however, does not share 
eighborbood belief in the supernatural 

As a medical psychologist 
explanation, and ane in 

which J fully concur. Here it is: 
In anulyzing this dream it is important to re 

member that, though the dreamer did not know 
she wus to become a mother, she would in sleep 
more easily recognize her canditian from changes 
in the intermal organse senaations too aight to be 
os yet felt by her when awake. Also, it is not 
without significance that ahe was already the 
mother of a number of children. This would 
increase her sensitivencss for the internal sense 
tions, and would enable her sleeping conscious- 
nese to discriminate clearly between her peesent 
sensations and those frit in previous experiences, 
when only one child at a time was bora, 

The suspicion that ahe was now to becoee the 
mother of twine would thus rise and find expres: 
rice naturally enough in a dream, That this 

fic knowledge, any 
a” premoni 

plainly expressed account of it to Mr. Bruce 
merely initials Address H. Addington 

psychic riddles his readera may submit 10 
ad experience with what you thought was 

od he w 
THR Laves’ Hose Jouxnat 

THE EDITORS 

further took the form of a seeming visit feom her 
deod pareats will not appear surprising when it 
stated that both these parents had deed only 
short time before the dream. Her slerping, no 
less than ber waking, mind would thus be full of 
thee, and almost as a mutter of courses they 
would Sn » prominent place in the dream story 
woven by her aa a result of the internal sensations 
cuused by her condition. 

Subconscious Perception Explains Much 

F RTHER, n We are awake we are co 
stantly perceiving, without being aware of it 

ights and sounds which are subcom 

during sleepy 
ot many premaitory dreams 

tely personal character than 
those just narrated, From @ large number of 

+I selevt the following. reportod by 
Lady 7 

One day 1 determined that on the morrow f 
would drive ta Wootwseh in our brougham, tak, 

my litte child and nurse, to spend the day 
Daring the night I had » pain 

fully clenr dream of the brougham turning up one 
of the streets north of Piccadilly: and then of 
myself standing on the pavement und holdsng 

etald, our olet reat falling on his head on 
rood. This so much discomposed me that 

when in the morning I yent far the cosehmat tu 
sive bim bis orders, I almost Boped that some 
obstacie to the deive would arise 

We went to Woolwich and spent the day. All 
went well until we reached Piccadilly on the re 
turn journey. Then 1 saw that other couchmen 
were ooking ot and looking through the 
ula front of the brougharm T saw that the coach 
roan was ieaning back in his seat, as though the 
horar were pulling violently, of which I felt na 
sign. My dream flashed buck upon me. 1 called 
to dim to stop. jumped out, caught hold of my 
child, and called to m policeman to catch the 
coschmun Just aa he did so, the coschman 
swayed and fell off the box. 

1 found afterward that the poor man had hud a 
serious attack of indigestion the previous day, 
und had gradually fainted from exhaustion during 
the drive home. 

AL this dream, narrated by a French lawyer 
nt, Doctor J, M,t 

Tam reminded of « curious dream told me by 
one of my colleaguts. o calm, unimaginative man 
with pot the slightest tendency to myaticum, and 
an experienced magistrate. At the time of the 
dream be was juge d instruction in # «mall town 
where there are sume i pant factories. He was 
closely associated with # large manufacturer, and 
we nccustcened to go and sce him nearly every 
day. He knew staff of the factory, and nata- 
bly an overseer, a native of Flanders; this man, 
after many years of faithful service, wished to 
return to hin birthplace, and left bis employer, 
though remaining on the best of terma with bim. 

Some months afterward ey colleague dreamed 
‘Unat be hed taken bis usanl promenade, and paid 
his visit to bis friend. In his dream he saw the 
oversees und manifested Dis eurpriee st sexing 
him, The overseer replied: “Yes, sir, it i I. 
could not find any work in my own country, and 
90 I came back bere.” My colleague attached no 
importance to this dream, On the morrow he 
went as ususl to set his friend, and in the factory 
found the overseer whom he had seen in bi 
dream, He exchanged the same conversation he 
had held with hire in the dream. 

tJ. M. frankly states his bellef that 
mething decidedly “uncanny” about 

Actually, however, there is rease 
that it represents nothing more than 

ing sleep of a piece of knawl- 
sly acquired, in a perfectly normal 
the waking state. 

wer, ft is male to say, would sot have 
returm ct without previously 
notifying him and the likeli 
boot & that the dreamer, when vi the 

y the day befure he had the dream, over- 
heard some mention of the overseer's expected 
arrival the following day. The emplayer him- 
self may have spoken of it to the dreamer, 
though perhaps im so casual a way that it made 
na conscious impression on the dreamer’s mind. 
Nevertheless, it would assuredly be remem: 
bered by him subconsciously. 

Subconscious perception, again, would ade- 
quately account for Laily Z.’s dream of the fall 
ing coachman, it being necessary to assume 
ooly that Lady 7%, before her dream, (1) over- 
be 1 some talk of the cos an's Wness, oF 
(2) perceived, if withe jows awareness, 

1 least 95 per cent 
reams are thus trac 

ceptions, As to the remaining $ per cent., 
we has not yet arrived at a wholly satie 
ry explanation. This dees not mean, how 

ever, that these dreams are necessarily to be 
accounted of a supernatural character 

butter 
econo 

oe] than better gra 

ponder wat beat tll stout, 
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Ohio, and ene 

and a 
Crisco i) 

She is anxious to start her 
house-keeping right. 
pecially in her cooking she 
is eager to have the best 
utensils, use the best food 
products and employ the 
best methods. 

Toher we commend a trial 
of Crisco for all frying and 
shortening purposes, 

She will find that Crisco 
makes food as rich, as 
palatable, as easy to digest 
as the best of creamery 

and that it is more 
sical the year round 

Jes of lard. 

RISCO 
SRE ERE ne 

Whenproperly used for 
frying Crisco does not 
give off any smok 
atid thus belps to re- 
move one of the most 
disagreeable features of 
cooking in the home. 

In ordinary kitchen 
erature, Crisco 

neither melts nor hard- 
ens, but remains con= 
veniently firm, without 
takingupvaluable space 
in the refrigerator or 
near the stave. 

In the better homes, 
hotels und Ivospital 
the nation Crisco is 
being used in ever- 
rm i quantity. 

Crisco Batter Cakes 

xsl 

(Use level measurements) 
Heat up yolky of xen 90 milk, Crisen 

yoda and baking 
Publ in 

war mained wich 0 

Suticient toe thorn ealeen, 

If you would care to know more 
about Crise y 
af the “Calendar of Dinners,"" 
addressing your request to 
Department D-6, The Procter & 
Gamble Company, Cincinnati, 

sing Awe 2-cent 
stamps. Yau will receive a 
book of 615 new cooking recipes 

amplete account of what 
how it is made, ard 

what it will do to simplify and 
improve your cooking. 

, write for a ¢ 

eat 

aii 

ttre: 

Tr 

I 
~ 
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‘The New Summer Aprons 
————, In Lawn, Swiss, Gingham and Linen 

| Drawings by M. E. Musselman 
of our indoor dresses, 

Distinction in a Work Apeoe 

n simple, straight lines and 
i the illustrations, a paper 

ng the exact form and line necessary in 

8 and 9, in one envelope, for 10 
of the bluebird in crom-stitch. 

and inclose the necessary amount to 
Home Jownxat, Independence Square, 

Inquiries for any other information regarding the 
page will be gladly answered if a stamped, addressed envelope is 

¢ with your request. Contributes ty 
Lewlee Brigham 

Contrituted by 

use Brighsm 

amtuted by 
Louise Srighem 



he New Kind of 

Patchwork 
Designs for Porch Furnishings 

A Pokeborry Work Basket With Smak 
Fittings to Match the Paard 

The Geapevinw Spenys in M 
Scast of for @ Pair of Re 

) RY iz S 

Vu hs 
The Bivebind Cloth, Which Would Lend @ Happy Ale to # UElily Table at » Porch Pasty 

Page 32) 



Warm Weather Corsets! 

Think of tubbing your 
corset as you tub unde 

muslins! Youcan ifitisa 

Warrers 
Ieust-Pro ‘ 

a 

| ‘The materials are thor- 
| oughly shrunken, the 

boning rust-proof, and 

| the corset is so carefully 
ed that 

numerous tubbings 
| will not change the fit 

nor affect the perfect 
shaping. 

shaped and si 

What a comfort to wear 
a corset so thoroughly 

dependable! There 
is no part of a Warner 
Corset that cannot be 
relied upon, from clasp 
to backbone. 

These facts make a 
Warner Corset an ideal 

model for summer wear. 

It fits comfortably 
It shapes fashionably 

It supports perfectly 
It is light and cool 

It cannot rust, break or tear 
It is always spotless 

It wears as long as 
you want it to wear. 

j When you discard one 
The Rustic Summer 1 5 olny Peskin Binke his Attimctive it will be for another 

wi oat : Warner's Rust-Proof. 

~~ 

= 7 ae 
SS eS 
~ } eis NSF 

Sold Everywhere 

ST to $8 
Every Pair Guaranteed 

bay has a name, Same 
n 

we interesting, everybody and guaranteed by 
URNAL, Independence s, Whove cuulisend succes depot 

span your sitisiaction 
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The correct glove for traveling 
is the Queen Elizabeth style in 
sand, putty, pongee or smoke 

The pure lustrous silk of 
Kayser Gloves immediately 
suggests the lustre of pearls 

More women wear them than all other silk gloves combined. Millions 
of women and twelve thousand dealers prefer Kayser Silk Gloves, not 
merely because they are the best known gloves in Europe and 
America but because they have found out from actual experience that: 

Kayser Silk The very foundation of Kayser women have learned that the one thing to look for in a 
Gloves—the Kayser Silk—is pure and silk glove is the trade-mark *‘ Kayser.” 

strong. Fine workmanship alone could 

: Se not make Kayser Gloves wear longer Modeled perfectly, they Notice especially the shape 
if the silk itself were not right. In 30 years of silk heighten the beauty of of Kayser Silk Gloves, and 
spinning, we have learned how to make use of a heavier how gracefully they fit the 

Gloves wear 
so much better 

the hand and arm 
pure silk thread (no weighting) without interfering hand. The beauty of their 
with the delightful coolness of the gloves. You there- appearance lasts, because the purity and strength of the 
fore get asilkier glove, but not a heavier one. This makes Kayser Silk resist stretching. Even after they have been 

Kayser Silk Gloves wear so much longer that millions of washed, their lustre and fit are unimpaired. 

Kayser Silk Gloves cost no more than the ordinary kind; two-clasp are always 50c, 75c, $1.00, 
$1.25 and up; twelve and sixteen button lengths are always 75c, $1.00, $1.25, $1.50 and up. The 
name“ Kayser” is always in the hem and with each pair is a guarantee ticket that the tips will 
outwear the glov 
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How a Basket of Peonies 
Made Our Fortune 

¥ HUSBAND, John,was a printer 
oie-in the offier af une wt 
fing daily papers in our 

Tm the spring of 1907 w 
moved aut toa little e 
a half-acre af ground v 
miles from the heart of the city 

r: and alwet a block from the new 
tendale Cemetery, We moved there nut because 
at house stood away back from the street and was 
PPtoached by an old-fashioned walk bordered by 

Slut henatse the rent wits cheap 
alittle lonely nt first; lat I lowed the out 

ailall the room f wanted for garters, «0 
happy. Jalen loved flowers, too, and it was 
time when we leased the place! 

One day, 8 
to take n after we hail 1 

4 Whole market bask 1 
and ¢rinsaun poonies over to my mother. I 

Aad on my garden hat, and E suppose I booked lik ‘flower vender 
Man in an automobile 

a flowers for sale 
sa flash I answered 

stopped me amd ss 

and 
but ne 

iA word ne 40 regarding the market value 
Went on to mother’s with ar 

Pennie: 

| Soha laugh my © jasm when I told Hint of my adventure and explain him th 
Tuite value of our peony rows. But 
"rouge hore (rom the off some neat pla 

"eadiny:: “Heanies for Sale. One Dollar a Dow 
tly half the traffic that passed our plac 

piled at the cemetery, and the sight of our abl 
Piblowed dowers must have sugmested fresh dece 
uot for the silent mounds there, In two week had sold ten dozen peonies; andl, b t had an ide 
yelt Mas too fate to do much with my i t 

*r; but our halfacre was plawed and fertilized 
“id mace ready Poonies 
[hey wore all une 

might he papular, but 
by the middle of June. Gladie uses ‘ were easily raised, and bloomed froms the first 

Jul i's Wotil the first of September; dahlias were 
glory in September and October 

Jul and peolitee during June, July 
e studied prices of roots and bulbs; w 

t ourselves to garden annuals; we studied 
he market 

1 

wet spring John hired to help me ani 
oy Worked early and Int it only the choie 
fe Siticties. We secured contracts from three 

ts in nearly Lawns for cut flowers That first 
‘ummer we ck ra hundred dotlars 

ll fifty dollars” woe 
ie an 

ms’ worth of bulls and roots 
ay lhe next year we rented two acres adjoining 
Tats employed twa men all the time, and r 

gladintuses exclusivel 

h of 

y am intererban fh 
us bulbs und dahlia roots for one of the 

1 sewd firms in the United State 

How I Saved the Waste in 

Our Peach Orchard 

we have a peach 
out three thousand 
result of careful 

sing and gener 
not only have a splen 
but our fruit is abe 
free from all Kinds nf 

at least a third 
fon the 

st city. But, like all peach 
id a loss of from one-fourth to 

af cach crop 
© & large ostent the price of peache 

Shed by the inferior fruit of men who nev 
We generally have 

the shipping 
ften peaches so quickly am 

pow 
pend 

or 
son, ancl 
surely as 

in \e-time. Then, too, then 
speeancipted commalssion ten who report peaches 
is ved in had iy” when in fact the trait filling at a good price. 
wa ttermined to make a strong effort to save this 

¢; For some months { had bees studying the 

ow | Helped My Husband t 

‘HE 
She is Ss hat Doing to M: 

DECORATION BY FLORENCE STORER STONE 

home 
bard I 

rtisement 
ealth.” 

handling 
1 up 

shed, has) 
prepared and the cans filled and 

sking. Then 1 hired 
irks aml boys © 
was too suft to 

We startet nearly a 
in the more f the crate 
began, and by this mea 
wit fruit. Only the 
partly firm fruit 
siruped, aed Labele 

Pie Pow were 
Peaches,” hut they w 

"Everyday wef How I Made $2000 for My 
dead-ripe ir 
delicious to waste 
concentrated sonshi 

without 
an the tap, Whe 

addition of only a little 

Husband in a Few Days 

an bought one ow 
"and that even 

alles 
anil every «i 
Batter,” Oar 
work stand a tables 
ie ' 
oD c years alter 
His 1a nows- Labels one of 

acl 
1284" Peach Butter 

wed t that practically ¢ 
MGA, 

tin cans, an 

y will be 
Lime, a pe 

ul. 
the te 

How I Nearly Doubled Our 

Grocery Sales bere are pl They 
they will 

mpsion 
some of th 

NYY Roma che 

ietice | | 
Keew What goo they make ‘d s warth, 
more, fur they other fruits.” 

an If Teel t 
r you b w night, will 

prot 
sare, But how are 

he answered. 
“Jest keep y 

was all Tw 

ua poing to do it? 
it seemed 5 

1 to 
wht it over, ax 

t afraic 
When [heard 
walk that eve 
I flew to 

be 

1 broug 
canned berries 

as though 

hem, and x 
Spi 

he said as he 
the purch ated 

AS pe 
The window attracted @ gerat deal of 

only my he 
rves were all 

try again,” was the pratse I re- 

p store I found several bot 
had never 

vert sali because pe 
po A few day 

This time 1 had candies and small 
er, and in no time we were out of the 

Make More Mone 

R WOMAN IN HER HOME 
ke Both Ends Meet 

Say that you will receive the 
potatoes at the car, weigh thern ard receipts, 
ancl that you will accompany the shipment to mar 
ket, where you will sell them for spat cash, Ward 
the 'ad.” so that yaur readers will uaderstand that 
you have been lucky enough to fied a good market 
Say th will guarantee the farmers one dollar 

el for all the potatoes their receipts call 4 
the understanding that all you ree jue the 

wer one dollar a bushel is to be your: 
for your trouble and for knowing where 

bow ta sell 

aseible: 

yo 

T pausol and glanced st my husband, “By 
George, I believe it'll work!" be cried, his face 

~s. "I heliewe that we curs Joa several cars 
here Monday, af ning are ‘ad. ft the paper.” 
So the “ail.” was ran, and on Monday we loaded 

five carloails of potatoes, My husband left for St 
Louis on the passenger train just an hour behind 
the freight that picked up ovr cars, ant ina few 
days be was back, having sold the whole shipment 
to one house for $1.0) a bushel. 
two thousand dollars om the deal 

A few months later we soli oar newspaper plant, 
paid off what we owed, and bought another paper 

Ie cleared abave 

in a thriving cousty-scat tawn in anuther part of 
the state. Since that time we have prospered 
But my hushand says he still hopes that 1 will 
have another idea some day, and then we'll get 
rich AMRANSAS 

OTH—To the author of thie contribution to THe Joun 
San's resent onntest, "Mow 1 2elped My Hustand to Make 
M ey.” was awarded the severnh prise, 850.—THe 

How I Used the Waste on 
My Husband’s Farm 

KING like many otbers, our farm 
+ orchards of apples, peaches, 

ums and aprivats, anid we 
Pes, strawherties, raspber 

s, blackberries, ete. My two 
ughters and 1 also have a large 

rilee cael year, with 
he men in thet 
urce of regret and lo 
of oar frult and vey 

were unable to 
t them, We live near a small town, and the 

local merchants cowl take care af but a senall part 
of the exces raised ba the meighburbox 

After thinking over thi for sume thm 

re 

upon 
a plan which takes care of all k oe) 
has added many dollars to our bank account, Dur 

non the farm severut years ago 
Nter and f went to several neighbe 

: and boarding-hanse 
keepers in each ¢ hein of oue plan. 
We bad found out that we could buy large cans 
balding 2 gallon of more at 4 thuch lees cost prope 
tionately than small cans, We knew we could pre 

anel put into these meter fruity ard 
on our farms than coult be bought at 

ices from the canning factories, because 
cost, aside from our labor, would be for 

sugar and the necessary seasoning 
During the winter we prepared everything for 

ri sing a large portable 
doors and avoid heating 

e. Over thisoven the men built 
shed with counters running aroand it an oper: 

where we could conveniently work and fill the cans 
band 

he canis 
We alo bought a large boiler and my h 

dea wire rack to fit bn it for handling 
out af the hoiting water 

As soon as the early apples, berries, ete., hegan 
to come in, we began to can all that we wished to 

following Usis up from week to week with 
cr fruits and vegetables tentil Jate in the 

tumn, We utilizes thing, as we 
windfalls when ca 

i right to can, Of 

had on hand 
ospective buyers, in 

Jers would be filled bn rat. 
ceived. If their order came too late fon 

we promptly advised them, 
We packed everything much more solidly than 

cs did, and we also paid freight 
ination. We have many things 

home bought with the money derived from 
sale of that which was formerly wasted, and 

the bank from the same 
Mussowrt. 
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How We Save Our Husbands’ Money 

A“Steamer” Saves Fuel 

not wafficiently realiae the la 
portance of steama as a cooking 

medium. Everyone. of course, ienerw 
that it is exteriaively: seved in Botel 
Festaurints, howpitals and imi 
inssitutions where cooking must be 
done oa n targe scale; bat just ina 
small way, li the himblest bore, it 
Isequally valuable, being an econom= 
ical, wholesome aed lnborosxving 
method of cooking, 

There are many dishes that are 
unially beded whic’ might with 
great advantage be wieamed, such ws 
Veustables, meat. pooltry, ab sad 
all pusédings waitable for baiting. In 
fact, nearly everything that is baked 
or bailed can be cooked better and 
moore satisfactorily ia a steam cooker, 
Steam cookers of varkras patteres 
may be purchased at any bose 
furnisting store, 
A “steamer,” of seam cooker, 

saves food, us nothing la lost by 
evaporation; there is no shrinkage 
ef foods and nothing #9 burned, And, 
‘too, it ina xever of fuel, whet fa aaa 
important, and it is easy to manage 
ind keep clean. A great variety af 
Coad can be cooked af the axine time 

very little atsention. A whole 
y he prepared at one time 
fu bummer. Food cooked 

by meam is recommended by physi- 
cians a mare bealthfal than when 
cooked in day other way, 

JULTRY asd ment may be see 
cemfully Meamed so that Gruscle 

fibers aml enewsare aoftemed und ren- 
dered rapid, Ewen the mart vener~ 
able fowl can be made quite tender by 
the bong, slow cooking obtained bythe 
use of a good steamer, ft will take 
three of four hours to cook, and in- 
structions are always given with each 
type of pan for the amount of water 
Tequired in the inner and outer vessels, 

The gout results of steaming are 
kreatly aided hy rubbing Ube eutsbte 
of the fowl with lemon juice or with 
vinegar, Ifa brown wkin is devired, 
such as is the result of roasting, tye 
bird should be put Into the oven, or 
before the fire, after removing it 
from the steamer, Hy the steaming 
process all the most nutritive quali- 
ties of mesit are fully preserved, and. 
it renders the tougher postions of 
feat beautifully tender. 

Potatoes and all other vegetables 
are more powrishing when eteumed 
than whee boiled. Vegetables are 
tich in moteral, healthgiving min 
emis and. when these are wusbed 
away by overbolling,a vast amount of 
Valuable properties islost. The water 

[mee that mort housewives do in which vegetables are boiled should 
always be regarded as a vegetable 
stock, asd turned to accoutt fur muy 
makita 
Quine to the greater proportion 

of gebtin there is a greater Joss of 
wright und mutriment when fish ts 
boiled thuis ix the case with poultry 
of meat, ant unless the boiling ix 
carried an with mach care that the 
water is kept just under th boiling 
point fh treated is this fasion is 
tasteless and indigestible. Steasseit 
fab retaine a larger peroentage of 
Butriment and is lighter than bolled. 

MSH may be cooked by steam in- 
Mead of boding it. The fish ix 

placed im a steamer which fits on a 
saucepan, and success depends upon 
keeping plenty of water boiling under 
ik. Slices of Gah, small skinned fish, 
‘oF fillets of fish cam be cooked to per- 
fection by steaming, whereas bailing 
would rimder them woolly and 
tasteless, 

Ifit ts only a seaalt quantity of fish 
which regaires couking it may be 
steanied ona plate, Grease the plate 
with plenty of butter, and fay the 
fish neatly on st. Season to taste 
with salt and pepper asd squeese a little lemon juice over the top. Put a 
plece of well-greased paper on the 
tap and cover with » second plate, or 
with the saucepan tid. Pace this 
over a saucepan of bolling water and 
allow it to remain watil the fish ls suf 
feleotly cooked. The liquid on the 
plate should be served with the fol, 

de inte a svuer, with » Little 
butter and four, and then poured 
‘over the fist. 

‘This te an excetlent way of serving 
fhah for an invalid. 

For beating milk, or making coe 
tanks or mush, steaming @ a perfect 
anrthord, a» it is impossible for the 
milk to be scorchet or the podding 
bumed, and mush conlued ina weamer 
for three of four boars ie sade quite 
B new article of dict. 

How to sram a pulling: Aso 
rule the mold should not be more 
than threesfourths fall, or even less, 
if the mixture is of a Very light anid 
spongy ature, as room must be 
allowed forthe mixture tories. Caver 
the top of the motd with » piece of 
greased paper. tasting it on wo that 
it will not fall down the sides, Place 
it in a saucepan, with just sufficient 
boiling water to reach halfway up 
the mold. put a tinht-fitting tid om 
the pan, and keep the water at the 
simmering point untid the pudding 
Iscooked. If the water bolls down, 
more must be added. 

I Save Money and Myself 
POUSENOLD tasks, 1 have ilise 
covered, barring the heavy 
work like washing and scrubs 

cng. fall into two well-marked 
dames—in one, sweeping, dusting, 
dishwashing. setting the table, clean 
ing pitver, making beds, mending and 
plain sewing tasks winich take thaw 
and acertain maseal dexterity; lin the 

her. thee selecting and preparation of 
hie family food, the marketing, te 
dally adjustment of the vande to lve 
scale of living of the family as weld wx 
to the tastes of its several members. 
‘This takes Urains and knowledge. 

Here, then, ina moet peculiar aita- 
. An educated woman becomes 

snistress of a modest"home where ale 
hires one maid and does part of her 
work herself. She dusts the parlor 
and makes the beds. She lenves the 
cooking to a slatteruly girl. The best 
palt of brains under 

Tf the house mistress has a baby 
athe will take charge of ft food ber 
self, prepare its meals and wash out 
its bottles, The diet of a baby ip too 
important to be left to less compe 
tent hands. Mut the nutrition of the 
baby's father, on whose effictency 
hangs the welfare of the household, 

rernnt over to any sort of casa, 
unskilled! labor, 
My point then is thie: We of the 

middle class, who, in the mavare of 
things, will ourselves do part of the 
work of oar households. ought tatty 
to break with the tradition that as- 
ftigne to ua the unemential beds amd 
buttons in place of the all-important 
food. The work which bores us by 
ite simplicity can be done eyeally 
well by the hirelings who are foun 
desig aboot amid tusks quite be- 
yond their capacity. Let the mistress 
seo to the lander and the table, and 
Jet the maid dara the stockings, dust 
the parlor gad make the beds. 

it wilt be objected, cooking 
is dirty, bot, dlsagreenbl, wmelly” 

and generally unpleamat work; we 
choore the los interesting work be 
anise it in the more ladtylike, To this 
‘there are two answers: First, eook- 

is neither to dirty nor 40 diaagrne- 
‘as nursing the sick or tending 

dables, and not 90 smelly as teaching 
chemistry; second, cooking ls dirty 
and disagreeable ia no small pare be- 
cause our hoases and their equisment 
are plansed on the assisaption that 
the cooking is to be dose hy a disty 
and disagreeable person. 

No cooking teacher, no class in 
Gomestic aciesee, finds Cooking either 

dirty or umplensant; the supposition 
that teacher and class are ladies; 

(Cherefore they have the tools of a 
Luly as well us the brains to ume cher, 

While men with work to de pro- 
vide themselves with the most im- 
growed labor-aaving devices the house 
Mil dines to the primitive dishpan 
and cooking range, This is because 
‘the kitchen has not been considered 
in the light of its true importance, 

Uf the Bowse mistrem is to use ber 
plant year after year shu can afford 
‘to equip it with every modern inven- 
tion. Tiled floors with rabber mate: 
ased brick walls; water Deated in 
the erilar amd 20 coal fires on any 
living Soce; yas and eectsse ovens, 
taaeers, beoilera und the biker hoods 
to draw aff every odor; drying ovens 
for the dishes; electrically driven 
centrifugal dishwashers if you like— 
where, then. are the dirt and smell of 
the traditional kitchen? 

TOREOVER, it must oever be for 
gotten that asaving of cee dollar 

A week on expenses pays the interest 
on a theamnd dullars pat inte the 
permanent equipment of the hanse. 
and that the Kitchen is the place 
where the waste comes, 

It is nut simply that the cook feats 
her friends throws good food isto 
the waste bucket, lets her supplies 
wool on ber hands, and prefers to 
order new materials rather than to 
devise means of utilizing old. The 
sources of joas go deeper than this; 
no outaiier can understand the Ek: 
Jaxgs of the various members of a fare 
ity in the way that a house mother 
undertants them, c¢ can mitady 
them at so low am expense, 

Tt in the cheap food, too, that most 
needs to be mixed with Drains. We 

wornen who did not live im the house 
come in for sewing, mending and 
cleaning. I have also tried most, of 
the more traditional arrangements, 
including two maids at a time who 
agreed together, and two maids at a 
time who didn't. Ava reealt my mew 
house is designed om the theory that 
my servants do the routine things 
‘and 1 do the Interesting ones. 

My Bread-Crumb Economies 
that the best peepatuting is to 
dry Ue bread thoroughly in the 

ternocm oven withowt letting it 
beown, When a quantity ie ready it is 
put through the food chopper.andthe 
crembe are caught In a paper bax 
fastened to the chopper with a rab- 
her band, #0 they will not fly over 
the room. 

Jalways keep two grades of crumbs 
on hand, one coarse, the other fine, 
the former belng used for scallops 
And bread puddings; the latter sn 
Ute place of Bour—uring four-fifths 
the quantity—for — eriddiecakes, 
siramed puddings and fruit betties, 
and in every case where cracker 
crusthe are called for, E keep two 
quart jars of the crumbe constantly 
in sight wo that T shall not forget to 

them. 
In making beeud-cramb griddle 

cakes I use a cuptul of Sine crambs, 
two cupéuls aml a qwarter of soar 
silk, half a cupfiad of flour, half a tea» 
rpoonful of soda, half a teaspoonful 
of salt, a tablespoonful of sugar, 
teaspoonful of melted lard, and 
eng (or net, just as le-convenient). I 
soak the crusabs in the milk for three 
tearters of an host, und add the 

her ingredients, 
In making com fritters f use a can 

of corn, uwell-beates exz. a teaspoon- 
ful of sls, a teaspoonfal asd a hall 
of baking powder, and fine crumbs 
to make a drop batter. These are 
samply mixed together in the order 
samo, and may be fried either in 
deep fat ne on a bee griddle, 

Fe bread crambe have fount 

MTEN we have hasty, which Tues 
ally cook in the form of patty 

sakes, These are dipped in crumbs 
znd fried on both sides, oF sometimes 
Tdues my muftin pans with drippioas, 
cro them thickly with erunibys, pack 
in the bash and bake it, 

I fod that fine bread crumbs are 
tuwch better for thickening gravies 
than ie flour, becaus of Use sich 
flavor which they give, Loftes use 
them also in meat soups, and in cream 
soups os well when J do not object to 
darkening thess alittle. 1s tie latter 
case T sculd four tablesgoontula of 
ersmbe with each pint of milk, 0 
make it of the comastency of thin 
white susce. 
Mock-Iedlan pudding [s one of our 

favorite everyday dewerts, To make 
it T use « cupful of fine cramta, 
auart of milk, @ third of = cupful of 
sugar, a quarter of a cupful of mo- 
lasses, and two tablespoonfule of 
melted butter or sweet drippings. 
‘The crumbs are scalded in the milk; 

Reducing the 
INCE I awoke to the fact that I 
was buying from the drags as 
weiicine What 1 whol have 

been giving to my family a9 food, 1 
have retucedexpenses by keeping my 
family well, and have seen cheir 
spirits go up and the dector’s ball go 
down, 

Provision ts made by Nature for 
the needs of the body at this season, 
and she has sent up through the soft 
weld of home gardens and encelti- 
vated fields foods possexeed of won 
deriel medicinal properties. Iron, 
pekuscium, cpagmesiim, calcite, 
phosphorus and taraxacum are ail 
weed by the druggist to concoct bis 
pills and toales; bot why should we 
take thes: ia the latter form when 
they can be served in most delectable 
wuye on the table? Nature's fresh 
green foods az filled witl ber heales- 
giving vigor, and while the body re- 
sponds mere alowly to remedies of 
the earth the quis lavts longer than 
whee ubtained by mmnticiaes. 

Try for berakfast cutting ap your 
left-ower spinach wery fine, put it in 
the center of a platter. then make an 
omedet, adding to it a few shredded 
red of greea peppers, When cooked 
ture it ower the spinach, which is the 
tichest ia iran of any vegetable, al- 
though dandelians and all salad 
plants contain large amounts af it 
‘Or cut your cooked axparaicas stalls 
Into email pieces and stir into your 
omelet just before it is folded aver. 

REAMED asparagus served on 
towist with a Dit af tue of eriaped 

bare a4 8 qarniats is a good beeak- 
fast dint for thix season, Asparagus 
Is noted for ita flunting properties, fox 
stimulation of the kidneysand the as- 
sistance it gives them In carrying of 
the poisons of the body. Water cress 
furnishes sisiphur, asd onions have a 
most promaunced efrct oe the liver. 
‘We do nat, bowerer, bare ta de- 

pend on cultivated greens. for the list 
of edible wild things is much more 
varied than one would suppose, 
‘Therearethe homely mustard greens, 
dandelions, wood and field sorrel, 
tender docka and enwdlips, horse 
radish Ieaves, as wril as chicory, 
puretane, milkweed, chickwoed and 
wayside creas. 

Milkweed, resembling asparagus 
in taste, makes a delicives luncheon 
disk when baked. Cut the spenuts 
Into inch lengtha, boll until tender. 
drain. and place in a buttered baking 
disk with grated cheese between the 
layers. Chop a small onion and fry 
it in batter, spread over the milk 
weed, sprinkle the top with cheese 

then Ladd the ocher ingredients, and 
& quarter of at 
ginger, clove and . 
baked an hour and 4 half in a alow 
aves, Tt is served with a brown 
sugar mIUCe 

Fruit betty of alf &inds is easy to 
make, und although most peuple use 
fresh crumba, 1 find that T can get 
good revults by suftenine the dry, 
coarse crambe in hot water or 
skimmed milk, For instance, for a 
cherry betty, 1 should chop two cup- 
fuls of stoned cherries, measere out 
a half cupful of samt, a texspoonfal 
ef xnamon. four tableepoaniuls of 
butter or gleomargarine and two 
cupduls of crembs, which should be 
molstened with water, A firegrool 
dish should be buttered and a layer 
f frust pat om the bottom; thir 
should then be sprinkled with the 
sugar and cinnamon mixed. costed 
‘with butter and covered witherurmbs. 
This should be repeated entil the 
dish is filled, Set is a pan of water in 
a moderate over, caver and sexm 
for forty minutes, then uncover and 
brown. 

APPLES. peaches, raster anil 
Ulackberriee I eer in a similar 

way. Stewed rhubarb isaleo deticios 
Sn this combination. In this case t 
crumbs may be moistened with rhe- 
turbjusce and the pulp be used forthe: 
fruit layers, Lomit the spices, uaina 
a little grated lesan rind instead, 
On a warn day, when I do not 

cate to use my coal oven. I often 
stew up a quart of sweetened frat, 
Using cherries, strawberries, rasp 
berries, thimbleberries, blackberries 
or rhubarb. In a round earthen dish 
1 pat two cusfule of dry, coarse 
qumbe, adding a tablespoonful of 
melted otter ur aleomargarine, Over 
this I pour eaoceh stewed ruil, gulp 
and juice, to soften the bread thar 
oughly, yet not so much that the 
beead Guanot absorb it, The exact 
amount depends epon the dryness of 
the bread, anil experince, Let this 
stand in a cool place for four ot five 
hours; unmold, and serve with the 
rrntaining sewed fruit. 

Tn the murimor We Use a great many 
vrgrtabte escallaps. One of our favor~ 
ites is made of equal parts of mewed 
tomatoes and bouled onions which 
have bees chopped. The baking dist 

Md be hutteerd and layers of the 
tomate, which should be well sea- 
sone. by the way, alternate with the 
ontjons and hin eprinklongs of crumbs, 
The dish is greatly improved if the 
crussbe are mixed with a little eselted: 
ham ar bacon fat, 

Doctor’s Bill 
and crumbs and bake in a quick oven. 
‘This may take the place of ment, 
as the cheese supplies the lacking 
prencin. 

Braiwd anrret accompanies boiled 
fish at the Frenchman's table, or a 
cream of sorrel soup may be used to 
lotreduce mineral into the spring 
dict. Purslane, when boiled im a 
Tittle salged water and served with 
rice and an oil dreing, is auflicient 
food for a noanday meal. These are 
many ways in which these bulky 
foods may be used, and they sre most 
valuable in sweeping out the intes- 
teal canal, 

TLE fruit iseqsesntial at atl sea~ 
pons it is especially valuable as 

anaid to body housecleaning, Pine- 
apples are very desirable, awing to 
their medicinal properties. A Gov- 
ernment offical says of them: "If 
you have one feat is the grave and 
ave a nervous wreck from attacks of 
indignation drink plesty of pineapple 
juice. It is the best tons that Nature 
has yet offered man, and is even a 
better weapon against ald age and 
decrepitude tham the sour mille diet 
that has made the Bulgarian peas 
ants the langest-lived people an the 
face af the earth.” 

‘Ouing to the vegetable pepsin that 
thie frust cnatains, the juice sbowld be 
scalded when it ie to be uned in com 
bination with albominows substances, 
as milk, eggs and gelatin. Do not 
think of ploeapple only a4 a possible 
salad or demert, but try it ina break 

tion of malic and cleric melds and a 
group of mineral salts which are par- 
ticularly good ata general tonic in 

i Rhubarb, aly 
though really a vegetable, is roost 
freqnentiy used asa freit: however, 
it isan lovaluable blood vonse asd 
mould be often served. 
‘Do not forget that the food of the 

THE WHITE 
NAPHTHA SOAP 
PROCTER & GAMBLE, Ci 

America’s 
Laundress 

East, west, north, 
south—wherever 
women attend to 
their own work— 
you find P, ax» G.— 
The White Naphtha 
Soap doing the hard 
part of the hardest 
work of all—the 
washing. 

The fact that it has 
displaced ordinary 
yellow laundry soaps 
proves that it does 
more than ordinary 
yellow laundry 
soaps. It shows that 
P.axn G.—The White 
Naphtha Soap really 
does wash all clothes 
clean without hard 
rubbing and boiling; 
that it really does 
work in cold orluke- 
warm water; that it 
really does work as 
well in hard water as 
in soft water. 

And in almost every 
home where P. xv G, 
—The White Naph- 
tha Soap is used for 
washing clothes, it 
has taken the place 
of ordinary yellow 
soaps for general 
cleaning also. This 
shows that it saves 
as much effort every 
day as it does on 



What Ana | Feeding My Family? 
Based Upon Careful Investigations Made for the United States Government 

By C. FE. Langworthy, Ph. D. 
Of tle Oftser of Experiment Stations of the United States Department of Agricultere 

The purpose of this page is to show graphically to the woman who is providing three meals a day for her family exactly how much and 

what kind of nourishment there is in these foods that she most often gives them, Next month other foods will be similarly presented 

What the Different Shadings Mean 

ee eee 
‘The portion shaded thus in 

the diagrams shows the rela 
tiveamount of protein.or tot: 
Material containing nitro 
needed for bedy growth and 
repair, Protein is also a 
source of body eneray. equal 
to carbohydrates, 

‘Thisshading isusedto shaw 
the relative amount of fat. 
Fat is an important source at 
body emergy, 2 pound equal 
ing two and one-fourth of 
protein and carbuhydvates. 
The body stores any excess 
Bi reserve fuel. 

This shading m the dia 
grams indicates the retative 
amount of carbohydrates 
(sugar, starch, fiber, etc). 
Carbohydrates are important 
sources.af energy. The body. 
SLOFes any exowss, mont of it 
beang first converted into fat 

‘The portion shaded like this 
in the diagrams indicates the 
relativequantity of water. It 
farm, with the material dix: 
solved in it, the juice of foods. 

Water & required by the body 
for many physiological jur- 

‘This shading shows the rel 
ative amount of rsineral mat- 
ter {nsh) in each food. The 
hady needs ash (salt, magne 
ia, lisse, iran, iodine, ete.) to 
make and maintain bones, 
blood, teeth, etc,,and for other 
purmames, 
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ONIONS Paste 

ILE onion, a typical exampte 
of bulb used as food, ix an 

insportant succulent vegetable, 
Although it may contribute a 
fale share to the nutritive value 
Of the diet, the onion ist prized 
fully as mach for the favor 
which it imparts to other foods, 
being the most commen season 
Ing vegetable which the howse 
Wile usea, Onions awe their 
odor and flavor to a volatile oily 
Substance containing sulphur, 
and are commonly sid to pa 
seis Inxative properties, ‘They 
are eaten raw of cooked in a 
Variety af ways, The onion tops 
ate also often used aa food, 

Closely related to the onion are 
thives, garlic, shallotsand leeks, 
le native country of the ovson 

is Hot certainly known, but ss 
brobabily either India or Egypt. 
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SHELLED NS, FRESH 

RY important among the green 
vegetables is the group made up 

of the usripe seeds of legumes, such 
as beans, peas and cowpeas, Untipe 
beans, which may serve a8 a type. have 
# emailer proportion of nutritive ma- 
terial and a larger proportion of water 
than ripe beans, but sre richer in nutri: 
tive material, expecially in protem,than 
wring beans, celery. etc. Aa a whole, 
beans, peas and cowpens can be pre- 
pared for the table in many ways and 
have a distinetive flavor for which they 
are pried. The flavor of tima Beare, 
for instance, is mild, while that of other 
Varieties is more prosounced, In digest: 
ibility unripe beans, peas, etc,.compare 
favorably with other «reen vegetables. 

STRING BEANS, 
GREEN 

jE name string bean, 
or snap bean. is ap- 

plied to the enripe pods 
of & number of varieties 
of bean in which the tough 
fiber preset is so arnall in. 
Quanity or #0 easly re- 
moved that the pod and 
contems are suitable for 
table use, Their food 
value is not high, but 
string beans may add ma- 
erialiy to the diet if used 
sn quantity, and are useful 
sources of mineral matter 
and vitamins. Immature 
cowpea pods are very 
commonly used in the 
Southern States as soap 
beans. String beans and 
similar vegetables have 
on advantage since the 
pods are ready for use a 
numberof days befare the 
beans are ready to shell, 
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NAVY BEANS, DRY 

YY legumes (beans of different 
sorts, pews, cowpens, lentils, soy 

beans, peanuts, etc.) are important 
foods since they sunply fairly larie pro- 
portions of protein, carbohydrates and 
ash, and in some instances asthe peanut 
and soy bean, a fairly large proportion 
of fat also. As in other ripe seeds the 
proportion of water contained in beans 
ia tenull, Inconsequence beans are bard 
and dry, and are usually cooked by borl: 
ing or m some other way im which the 
needed amount of water ix added, The 
peanat, asis well Keown. is usually pre: 
pared foreating by roasting. Beans and 
other legumes are palatable and valu- 
able foodstuffs, and of account of theis 
high peoteitt costent are often used to 
replace meat im the diet, 

Par: 

GREEN CORN 

REEN CORN, the unripe fruit of «pecial varieties of the enaize plant, is, like the potato and tomato, a native 
American vegetable, In nutritive value it compares favorably with the starchy roots. Corn can be prepared 

for the table in # variety of ways, and & one of the most important vegetables for canning. Like all fresh 
vegetables it should be used as s00n 28 possible after gathering. otherwise the favor deteriorates, since ferments 
normally present in corn lessen the amount of sugar and ceher substances which impart flavor. Succotash, a 
dish made by cooking ereen corn and beans together, ts fairly nutritious at well as palatable 

CELERY 

RLERY is an example of o 
large group of succulent 

Vemetables, namely salad plants 
aad potherbs, in which the leat 
Stalk and the leaf are the par- 
Slows of the plant which are wsu 

'¥ eaten. Hesides celery the 
Froup includes Lapse cab 

spinach, ete Celerycan 
hecooked in teany ways, but is thore commonly eaten raw, be- {sy liked for its crspeess and 
delicate flavor, The nutritive 
Yalue of celery and similar 
Bang asta ies slow. Never- 

ey are an important Part of the diet, not el the 
matter which they sum. 

bey (Which is nearly planed 
dant as in other vegetable 

). But.alzo for the vitaenins 
Mey Contaits, 

ENERGY VALUES 

STAROARD FoR Companmons 

100) Carcanes 

Oxon ANC eragine requires fast ws a mvarce of the pores Mt supecting, wn the bods, which la the Ueing engine, wees 
focal ag ta fuse to supply its eneray, 1s comparing the energy ut fuct valuca uf Srods some atandiard wait 

Gi acct. "The “calcein,” 2 ure une in Lent tteasurementa, la geterally choarn ax fate coavesient that 2 
muscazical usit, such as the" fot putt,” A“ calorie” is the asyunt of beat rewalted to raise ee peated of 
water [roth O yo 4 degiees Fahreahert, atd equals approsimately 3087 fost pounds, ce the mnengy regained t2 
fe 3087 pounds one foot. Thr Mack squate at the fed uf tis seetion cepecseats aa energy value of 1090 
‘talatics & convenient quancity fee ccenpacimm. The hlack rectangiee iow the restive arscrenta of eneray, 
fapreued in calorin, wapiied ly & pound each of Une Geterent foods, 

Parateps and otiues, like orter succulent roots, have a low energy value. Morwever, they are conemanty 
werved wiih butver, or seme other acourpaninient which ix rich im fat acd Serene the eserey wadar of the 
Gab Cobery and other salad plants nad potheroe have an even lower eserey walie, but severtbeless 
worthy of the place they Rois #3 the det becaawe of their palatahdlty aad whclesstteness. 

‘Dry legamen, like the dry orceal grains, have a igs exergy valee prend for pat. When water i 
adited i preparing then fee the tatie the tatnenta are dilcied and the eneegy valve of the dish ls Soweret 

‘Greea airing or anap beans, like all rach green Socata, have a low exergy valor. Ax the wed matures 
a exergy varar increases, abd $2 green steliot beans Rave m Weber eterey value Wan sray beans 

‘Groen core hae an exergy walce higher than criery and lower than seeliet greet. Deans 
Grena vepetables are generally led Sout icafandeter= vegrtalirs, uke exicry and exbhage, are 

aten beth yaw and cooked: lettucn, for Eatance, Deine almost aleaye served raw in the United sitatea, 
though it may be cocked in a samber of ways, Others, like boct tope and aplnach, ate groeraliy cocked. 

Great oafe shusid be takes to ook string beats, areen Deans ated (ree peas only Hobe enough to mabe 
then tener. If overcooked thay Ieee ther delicate farce and attractis color. A little hating soda, fost 
vere thaw 4 seuall saltspoonful to m Guaet, added to the Water in which these wrgetables ate cooknd, wi 
hisder them from turing yecow,aeare the chicecthyil,to which they coe thet green exlor, iw ncn deetroyed 
oy beat in an alkaline selutios. Tncreased trassportatiog nad stsrage facilities have greatly lengthenad the 
rama of bran, corn ate ther green vegetation, 

Potatocs sweet potatoes aad other similar vegetables are highee In nettitive wabae and energy yabae 
Jer pound thas meen veartaties, thereat low an compared with each foods on dry beans Tycatoes ary 
Soualiy served with meal, fh, eggs, cheese, etc. This is rational, since these Souda supply the protein 18 Navy BEAN, Day 
Walch the potato is deficent. 

Is making menas the housekerper shoud avcid disclication of vegetables of the sams type, Sot becxass 
of harmsfiness, but because greater variety can be secured by using diferent soets. 

That vepwiaties are ery isigertant foudstalla i evetent trum the fact that ax whole shey supply 30 
et Sent the otal fol maria 9 per ovat. of the pre abd 5 pet coat ofthe tal energy of the 
average Anericat diet. The importance of patatou aad aimtar vegetabies 3x chown try ths fact that they 
sappiy 13 per cent, of the tocal foot material, 4 per cent, of the peeseia, and 3 per cess, of the energy. 

720 Caxcoums 
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POTATOES 
PF VEGETABLE foods the 
Tout crops (edible roots, t 

bers and bullys) are next in 
portance to the cereal grains, 
For convenience they may be 
divided into two groups 
starchy and succulent. The 
first group includes potatoes— 
‘often called white ot Irish pota: 
toessweet potatoes, the 
yautia, the true yams, ete, The 
potato has a relatively high 
starch content, and is an ime 
portantsaurceof carbohydrates 
in the average American diet, 
Thesweet potatocomtainssugar 
aswell asstarch, The potato ts 
well assimilated, and, like many 
other foods, is valuable because 
it tends to counterbalance the 
acid tendency of such foods as 
meat, exes and Salt 

PARSNIPS 
HE parsnip, a fair exarnple 
of thesucculent roots {aneaf 

the two groups into which root 
crops are comnanty divided), 
contains a larger proportion of 
water then the potato. Succa: 
lent roots contain wagar and 
other soluble bodses and only & 
little starch, The distinctive 
flavor af the parsnip and simi: 
Jar vegetables is due chiefly to 
suger and to aromatic sub- 
mances, Partnips and ober 
vegetables, such aa carrotn, 
beets, turnips, radishes and sal- 
sify, are commonly served with 
‘meat, and nay contribute much 
tothe nutritive value of the diet 
as well as to its attractiveness. 
Mast rout vegetables of both 
groups have good keeping qual- 
ities 
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The Ladie 

How Can He Stop Snoring? 
Scores Rush to the Aid of Mr. George Little’s Midnight Concerts 
SORERSallovert 
some in Europe, are 

Nove In the March number of THE Lapies’ Home 
A Cry From Another Home 

to the aid of Mr, George < ‘ M HERE, is some one who vm 
Little. Letters are pouring in by Journa. Mr. George Little, of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, pathizes with Mrs. Little: 
the hundreds and if by the time asked in a letter how he could stop snoring. Here are 
eS ee 4 Biya ‘Tue JOURNAL readers rushing to his aid-—and to that 
om have beets printed, Mr. Li of Mrs, Little! ‘Tue Eprror. 

isn’t the quietest sleeper in 
America, it certainly won't be fur 
the hack of suggestions, 

will be amazed ut what he has 
hete is a whole ne! 

ing his trouble~-an entire ¢ 
a city than Seattle startet 
society women on t, andl 
Prst-Entelti 
discussion cumes a 
diversdon from the war 
to sty that to her eno it was worse than the 
war, because she couklo’t hear the war, Ata 
meeting the distressing fact was revealed that 
more than 90 per cent. of 

6 married 
tbat * 

says th 

which Jed ume matron 

important enough te b 
sletions.”” Ani 0 they 

. which led one suffering 
hairman If it was the se 

ina that resolitinns would eu 
nen devidesl tu 

wide campaign, and that in the meantime 
atiliction should be suslere 
Gegrce of patience and neignat 
Dussible.” 

ly 
have starte 

the 
with whatever 

may be 

Mr, Little and 
samething! 

s snoring ps 

This is Simple Enough 

‘OR instance, here is o simple idea from « 
physician: 

Tell Mr, Lictte to the a Jong towel, folded lenath- 

his waist with the knot syuarely over the 
und be will for a tan won't 

C0, Bt, 

How He Cured Himself 

an who killed three binds with 

sure myselt of 
may high péiln 
enough for my 
elusedt imy seowth av 

bain to snare. If be does 
anit it will choke him 

je mucus slut Set hie ask 
tie I shut. 

This Wife Stops Little Hubby! 

I ELIGHT fh store for Mr. Lintle, if Mrs. 
Little takes this hint: 

Hub! 
ye my Bat 

1d. stop Genege Littie from moring if he 
1d do as Ido with my hushe 

he Degine a midnight concert. [ Set oat 
a pond une in the rie! That. a 

s. Mot when ot doen't, | follow it up 
@ mice gentle one and tumble hie it on the 

it inn't a cure, Mrs, Little, bet betieve me it 
on Wein, 

George as a Burglar Alarm 

*TIUS wife sees snoring as an asset anil usep it, 
as her letter shows: 

0%, don’t L know that doletul sound every night? 

erally 

Rut © comgratul bean having sf davet 
tw her husband 
An inepirs 
ty ta 
he en A 
a ureat bast 1 put Bob out om the 
forch we werw burglarized tice! But since—aned 
fe is twa years now since he has enjeyed hie lee 
big outdoor sleeping ronm—pot a burglar has been 

us, wml E dewoveret in his orcleestral tendency 
ef the grandest things for scaring away 

other night prowlers, At firet 
hboes objected strenuoasty. but T hav 

daly conv m all that Hob was really a 
oomiumdy Deuelit and Urey Bow look upan bis 
as ach? Evaw C 

This One Says: "Bind Him Up” 

NOTHER wife sufferer speaks thus from 

¢ toto what 1 did with my dear 
d his ealdnight concerts ontil 1 was 

na 

The Adhesive Remedy 

ers her ennting mate, and peace now 

Veo, sit, taid 
mon.) started with 
wots wa 7 put on two, 

lastly I got down to one strip. Now he seeds 
for be owen «an any more. He keows 

better! EPRICHEST. 

The Real Trouble With Mr. Little 

QUT ber ¢ for Mr. Little, and such a ope, 
as the saylag is: 

it Nee 
truly anseltiah 

he the 
withis us withont, and th asleep as 

Wont we are within bound co come out 
re the only permasent cure for ane 

¥ unselfish 
ural refinement will coms 

The Gentle Measures of Gentle Wife 

“Tits Texas wife was eentler with her ( 
and though perhaps slower, she finall 

out, as will be noted: 

My husband's th 
to think that he © 
I did mot belirwe th howeve 
nights be coakd be heard ulmost over a ty block, 

«1 was holding an 

Honestly. some 

rame time doing 
we begun to get on 

nerves: aed Leet out to break my husba 
this habét, T gave up soy xentle nuibgsnes, 

and pallings, and 
WUbS wake ish 

ing thar trees, bi 
all concern. ied Was so ewer about 

me. But t 
Rept st up. wakirex y time he waked 
sometioes three or four tisses 

Sy he stopped snuring ent 
Mrs. ense probabey. 

The Tennis-Ball Cure 
ow a girl stopped her own 

Do you know what Edid? And I sored horr 
1 took one of my tensis balla, bored two holes 
pet a cord through and tied around sy wa 
oo that the hall aid againet my spine, It was abe 
wclutely no dsscombort ss lowe aa 1 didn't get om 
my back, Hf I did, the ball was uncomfortable und, 
of course, I instinctively turned around, It cured 
me effectively and I cheerfully recommend it to 
others. a Gime 

Kept » Whole Neighborhood Awake 

RTAINLY this man was put to it, and be 
— did itz 
1 sel qo snore so that T kept the neighbors 

‘ay nothing of our whole hows. And 
hed about it, to me it was nu joke! 

iy afraid to sleep anywhere. On the 
ara, whenever I went Lraveling, the parter awd 

im hotels the people in the next 
o¢ and yell for me to 

Se T went at it. 
st chucked oll pa at 1 couldn't drop 

y head lack, and slept squarely yn may stomach. 
Y course, it waan't comfory but 1 stuck 

wile senrs . Simgoe 
enough, wasn't it} But it worked. oo 2 pase It 

STA 
Pillow on His Back 

ere 14 abuther slevple sevice for My, 

90 ever ance, 
P.O, 

Pull the Pillow From Under Him 

‘HIS loving wife submits this little trick to 
Mrs Little: 

Teil Mex. Little to de what f did. Whenever 
my hasband began to sore I would gently pull he 
pillow from under hie heal ant ke would sop 
sotaately. At first this was almost a nightly 9e- 
eurrence but it mow rarely occurs M. 

ate ie goene tH 
p, anil #0 are tke 

neighbors.” And 1 took piece of 
soll flansel uboet three inches wile 
ond £ wound & around tis bead 
twice—from under the chin to the 
top of his Boum! him! £ 

did Anil | beard net a end 
ded tt for three weeks and since that 
time be has been a silent hustasd at 
nicht, My advice to you. Is to bind 
fem apy Mra, hittle, Mies. 

t Address 

Have You Cured Yourself of Snoring? 
Won't you explain the method, if it seems to you really 
practicable, for the benefit of those who still snore? 

Tue Eprror 

‘THe Lapres’ Home Journat. 

and while dying ow Aer 
Then, too, her anore ir un 

of a steady tise asd 
indeed! Hers 

brvath expelled it ua ever-cha 
pulls, garzbey, grants aed 

ough the hoc 

Fhythiiscal 
long<trawnein 

jem of acvartn, 
viattate und 

emerang an thet 
& lull, Wut in a s0- 
renewed vigor. It's 

fut eo far our 
iter, please 

Tram our alle 
Cu, 

tay eu 
have been in vain, 
Mr, Little ane éncid 
aiormances 

Do Men Snore More Than Women? 

Now: here is a uestion that is aside from 
but st is full of interest 

nevertheless 

“Why is i 
every man 
= do they? 

insta 
hat charge of 

one correspondent writes: ‘I 
emitory ig a Kansas prison, 

reed and ten men sleeping 

man, “that een 

of the man above is this by a nurse: 
"In our nurses’ home we have thirty-nine 

nurses and all but two shore dreadfully. I know, 
becawe J am yp all night," 

the question is still a question: 
snure more than women?” 

“Do men 

What Happened to Mr, B.? 
HE rear 
the remec 

Once spon a time two men who were friends 
went camping. Mr, B, had the habit af snoring, 
practice of which My. X. was tendrast, abd one that 
always had ansoved him very much, On the third 
hight of sheir trig, abortly after they went to bed. 
Mr. B, “started in” as usual. Mr, A, got up and 

water be haul aet aride carefully 
: Ant during the reat of the 

trip, whech lated two weeks, Mz. B. never snared 
once. TW, 

's imagination must supply bere 

A German Cure 

ID yoo see this account of an apparatus to 
prevent snoring, in a recent issue of ' Pop- 

ular Mechanics'?"” writes a reader: 

Dryice to Paevesr Swonrwe 
to & German] —As a rale me wher 
the mouth i open, and this device is intendet to 
prevent snoring by keeping the mouth closed in a 
muisner that wall be cumfartable to the sleeper, Tt 
consists of a collar having a support for the chin 
fant provided with fastenings for attacking to the 
front and buck of the night garment, 

(ibeiist patent 

This Woman Ties Back and Mouth 

HIS woman believes in making certain, ro 
she combines the two most effective de- 

vices that have as yet been suggested: 
1 tea piece of ribton five inches wide under my 

chin, up hy the side of say cary and the ion tap af 
my Sead. That keeps my mouth sout. Then {tie 
a tring around my waist with a giece af Wood so 
that it reste against the email of my back, That 
keeps me from serping on zy back And. presto 
I dow't sore. Metore I adopted thiy pain. 1 cere 
tainly did! INGENIOUS, 

With a Sword Over Him 

F COUR: every wife hasn't a handy 
sword, lust Uf she has——! bere i « harm- 

Jess and yet offective way of wting it on a 
sporing husband 

‘Of all snoring men oa the face of the globe Tam 
sarw my hevtand would have beaded the list, ‘The 
Very sight of a bed seemed to affect hitn, foe te 

d tardly touch ane before he wold begin. He 
would snore this, his mouth, through bis mos, 
throagh every available cavity of his head. through 
hin very akin. Night after night 2 would siaike him 
and je would turn ewer om his side, but only t2 be- 
win again with renewed energy. He wonld just pot 
his whole soel in his snore, und certainly every 
ounce of strength, ‘The shakeng would comtinoe and 
thes even his good nature gave eat, for ane nigist 
when I shook bim be replied: “I wasn't eoring. 1 
wast even asleep.” With that my patience 

reached ite linet and t caid Sim 
Chat he manne aery be one o> 
be ashamed of himself to lie there 
aveake and make thnee fearful noises. 
I tned everythiag. but to na avail. 
Then one day. while searchin 
through the attic, my han 
found, among some olf reika o 
wrord that hit great-grandfather 
tad carried in the Hevolutionary 
War, Me polished it up. and when 
be Bul it all done C sigiested that 

ang Ht in our bedroom right over 
de of the bed, Hie ifid, and he 

wal once simce, Mas, R. 

* Home Journal for June, 1915 

Call Pebeco’s taste 
“keen,” “refreshing’ 
or whatever you will 
you can’t get away 
from the fact that 
the undisguised, un- 
sweetened taste of 
this dentifrice leaves 
the entire mouth in 
a state of cleanliness 
that makes its use a 
distinct pleasure. 

PEBECO 
TOOTH PASTE 

Pebeco’s great virtue 
is its power to check 
“Acid Mouth’’—the 
cause of so much decay. 
Cleanliness helps a lot in 
keeping teeth sound, but 
itdoes not go far enough. 

Morning-and-night 
brushing of your teeth 
with Pebeco and twice- 
yearly visits to your den- 
tist give you the best 
chance in the world to 
keep your teeth for life. 

Pebeco cleans, whitens 
and polishes the teeth 
and is most economical. 

Samples Mailed FREE 
We invite every reader of this 

maguxine to try Pebeco—to know 
by experience how a real dentifrice 
tastes and acts. You can if you 
want to, and at no expense. Just 
send your name and address and we 

will be pleased to mail a trial tube, 
enough for several days* use, free. 
together with slips of test papers 
to test your mouth for acid, The 
test papers prove the efficiency of 
Pebeco, 

Monufecteing Chemists 
136 William St., New York 

Canadian Office: 
1 & 3 St. Helen Street, Montreal 



DECORATION HY HERBERT PAD 

When We Feel Like Reading 

¢ rush of wint 
# brought their evenings of 

sure, when We Welconsed a chance to 
dowe with a book. Among the newer bo 

activities, the 

Atreatis in store if you have mot yet made the 
ntance of Penrod, age eleven, and if the 

entire amily can meet him tagether, so much 
the better, for his excapailes are doubly enjoy 

read aloud. 
All naughty, worst-boy-in-town boys owe 

Mz. Tarkington a debt of gratitade for bis en 
waging analy eliminaries that lead 
up to the wo: own pranks, For most 
mas grown-tps have forgotten, and most woman 
krown-ups never knew, that matchless combina: 
tlon—-of amall-boy prejudice and predilection 
diabolical in wi heaven(?}-sent a 

that makes the dire re 
metst 

us surprise, Penrod is not only 
is a liberal education, 

also a small English hoy whose sin- 
cere if faulty reasoning powers bead to much 
humorous calamity, Whether or not you are a 

a lovable, independent, naughty, 
well-meaning little sinner who desperately re- 

etate, The 

eventful week in his life, wherein his innocent 
Krownup victims, against whom he has no 
Studgeat all, range from his unfortunate mother 
to the great Lord Chancellor of England, of 
whom be has never heard. 

‘ithout disrespect to the author, you will 
ite surely be reminded of the moving-picture 
ry in which the pursuit of one Seeing fugitive 
Wolves the undignified downfall of the whole 

ty, fre janocent byatander to the 
Bealby and 

Penrod are cousins in spirit at Jes 
Mr. Tarkington's later bouk, ye Termoil,” 

fiery championship of the 
son of 8 “successful!” father, and 

ite love story, But it iy more than 
- The tense dramatic struggle between the 

opposing natures of father anil som Is also th 
struggle of two contending modern forces, 
“The Turmoil" is a drama of the city, an inter 
Dretation of the city—the grimy, materialistic, 
seemingly sinister moe that o of its 
significant phases, You will finit the book not 
Only 9 gripping story but 9 succeseful attempt 
to find the deeper, finer meaning shining through 
thés chacs of smoke and dirt, 

But, would you have an evening of just joy— 
the small boy in bed, modern problems shoved 
aside until daylight? A box-ol-fave 
lates kind of mood? Maybe n 

nuse-eaning brought it oo. Read 
by Marjorie Henton Cooke, 

Bambi, the whitssical daughter of an absent- 
minded genius, im the Grt chapter persuades 
Asother a. m.g. (this time a young one) to 
marry her. He Is engrossed in writing a play, 
aod does not realize until afterward what has 
happened to him. She does it because be needs 
taking cureof. The rest of the book tells how she 
Proceeds to do it in hee own clever, winsome aml- 
unfortunately-not -to-be-imitated-by-everyune 
way. Some day when you are tired you will 
flip the pages, see that it is mostly conversation, 
and decide for it, Your decision will be better 
Tewarded than it deserves—for the dialogue is 
Particularly delightful. 

When it's Moonlight on the Water 

SOME set may be puzzled as to what Bind of 
party to have fora visitor, and I can assure 

her this is delightful: 
1 was invited to attend a most successful 

boating party, given in honor of a visitor. Seven 
o'cdock was the hour named in our Invitatians, 
and that hour found all of us at the wharf, 

A covered hance was used on this occasion 
and ws towed by a yacht. It was prettily 
decorated with ferns, palms, etc. Comfortable 
hairs were placed 
around the outer edge and 

After Seven o’Clock P M. 
Stories of How Folks Spend Happy Evenings 

Gathered by the Entertainment Editor 

Our Own " Movies” in a Hay Field 

HAVE the good fort 
new Rand-operated m 

generating lta own 

© to possess one of the 
ive picture machines, 

ic light and 9 
no wiring or electrical connection. Can you 
imagine the pleasure I had last summer in being 
able to show mation res in eo wilds of 

Maine, miles away from railroads and trolleys, 
to people who never had seen euch a thing in 
their lives? 

I set up the machine on the piazza of my 
and hung a screen in the hay Seld, 

more than « hundred persons from the sur 
rounding country saw such Interesting 
"Cheese Making in Holland,” the silk industry 
in Cambodia, and the raising of sagar cane in 

ait 
The " Raid on Train 522," a typical Western 

cowboy scene and rescue, thrilled thens all 
“The Daughter of Niagara,” a famous od 
Indian kegend, pictured with wonderful photo: 

work ut Niagara iteelf, the Indian 
ating the rapids in ber canoe, made 
heir breath. 

A comic film called "The Great Feed,” with 
a runaway horse that had gorped himself st a 
grocery counter while the driver was on the 
third floor delivering goods, and then the no 
merous accidents throughout the streets af the 
city as he ran, made the onlookers “aplit their 
sides” with laughter. 

In this way 1 carried to these people in a re- 
mote district of the country actual scenes {rom 
all parts of the world whieh they would never 
sce in any other way, and also good, wholesome 
humor that created healthful lnughter. It 
brought them so much enjoyment that E want 
to suggest this form of entertainment for an 
outdoor evening's pleasure in other rural com 
munitles. 

A Musicale I Planned for My Neighbors 

VY spend an evening at my 
ing. My neighbors 

sometimes applaud, and often tell me how they 
enjoy the music. Emboklened by their kindness 
1 thought of a plan by which I raised a sum of 

pledged for a mew church fund, 
‘One evening I made brief calls to my nearest 

neighbors, inviting themn to attend a concert the 
following evening at eight o'clock. The concert 
was to be given on my gallery (we say “gallery, 
not “porch,” in the South), and they were to 
attend It om theirs. They were not only invited 
Inuit were also asked to make out the program, 

With peocl and paper I took down a list of 
thelr ‘favorites,’ even calling in the servants 
to know what they liked best. The Colonel 
said that be wanted to hear‘ My Old Kentucky 
Home,’ and “Gentle Anaie.” The Judge called 
for*Lilly Dale’ and ‘The Last Rose of Summer,’ 
while his wife askod me to sing ‘Ben Bolt’ and 
‘Old Folks at Home,’ A soldier boy wanted 
‘Good-by, Little Girl, Good-by,’ and ‘Love Me 

J the World i Mine.’ 
‘A dear old lady living in the memories of 

other days asked me not to forget ‘Bonne 

sarried waman put down ‘Love's Old Sweet 
and ‘Dearie’ Old Uncle Jake wanted to 

¢ ‘Hanner Laurie,’ because ‘young mistisa 
used to sing it endarin’ of de wah.’ 

“The instrumental srusic called for ranged 
from ragtime to Chopin. I explained the ob- 
ject of the ‘concert’ and announced that a 
collection would be taken up at the close of the 
evening, stipulating that only small pieces of 
silver woukl be accepted, 

“The next evening the piano was rolled on 
the gallery, the lights turned on and the concert 
opened at the appointed hour. 

“The knowledge that my hearers had the 
age of the distance which ‘lends encbant- 
divested me of all self-consciousness 

, together with the generows applause which 
reetecl me acroas the semidarkness, Inspired 
me to do my best, T alternated a song with an 
instrumental piece. 

‘A good-night song announced the close al the 
evening, after which my litthe bay and girl maike 
a tour of the neighborhood with ‘contribution 
baskets.” 

The Novel “Housewarming” We Attended 

believe the East has so -many cafe 
here are in the West. Well, in Le 

become very popalar to give 
* and a short time ago T st- 

jed a very novel one. 
was the event of a “housewarminj 

the opening of alow, and was planned 
to as to give all a view of the pew home and a 
good time with as tittle trouble to the hostess as 
possible, and to accommodate more friends than 
would have been possible by any ather made of 
entertainment, 

When we rived we were met at the doar by 
the host and hostess attired in white cap» and 
aprons, as chef and second ene i 
Their greeting was s0 informal th 

the living room, in front of the cory fireplace, 
on In line for the “eats,” anil 

pase the back veranda, keeping to the 
Fight and straight ahead, Here we found a 
stack of plates, and our knives and forks rolled 

napkins just as at a teal cafeteria 
Next came our hot buns, and little squares of 

butter just inside the pantry door in the lee 
bor, and in the kitchen stood the cook an 
Mitferent, members of the family ready to serve 
us. White tape was stretched along to form an 
aisle like a cafeteria railing, and there, as we 
passed along, we were given hot steaming 
chicken, vegetables, salad, desert and coffee, 
as we chose them; and we passed on through 
the dining room and back to the living rooe to 

a place in the little circle to eat snd chat 
tee the refreshments began the 

Each perton had been told, when in 
that be would have to furnish some “stunt, 
everyone was prepared, when called upan, to de 
something for the amusement and entertain 
ment of the other guests, There wer 
and singing, choice readings and te 
and joke telling. It brought forth the best 
everyone's talent and passed an evening pl 
antly without being a burden the hostess. 
It was a comfortable, cool anit very enjoyable 
way to cat, 

Fun on a Mock Motor Run 

JREENTLY L attended! a party where peopl 
of varios ages were invited to spend th 

evening, and whea we discovered the vasiety of 
ages represeted we wondered what the m: 
‘of entertainment would be. When the last 

had arrived we were given little pa 
phlets made of ordinary notepaper, each with 
a gay-colored cover tied through the fold with 
ribboa. On the inside we found a typewritte 
story entitled, “The Motor Love Story 
There were blank spaces at interval: in the 
story which were to be filled in with the names 
of different articles pertaining to an automo- 
bile, and these words completed the story, The 
story is given Below, and the words in italics 
are the ones that were left oat: 

1 wonutrosa fair. 
ink Aoed oa hes briaht yellow hair 

A magler around her fair throat abe Wicd twins, 
That se waa a heauty he could but 
And each little shoe was eo dainty and trim, Like deur Cindereiia ave just seesmed to itt 
To gaze on her face waa to see and admire: Hie toought of her Beauty be never enuld tire 
Hut if be could wen her? Ob, chat was the 
She came from the erudite ty, the Hs 
While he in New Vark saw te Erve I 
And lived near the Battery, down by th 
His deep love to exbexst, be tried all én vais, 
Ke would dutch at bis beart till it gave fim a paln. 
Quoth he: “E can teil you i i not a joker” 
Abd then of his ardent affection te sjval 
“Oh, have you for me of hope just a dim spark? 
Ab! then I'd be happy Lean bat remark. 
Test if you refine me. abs, them tt b clear 
My heart it would weigh quite a iaameaw, my dear 
Indeed, | am pining, eweruiveart, for your rake. 
‘Awd if you fefsase wie, my Beart it muse bruh 
The mald to his pleadings did gracefully yiet 
Said she: "Vou may be my proteceoe and shield 
At soase future day I will be your dear 
Togecher we gladly will maior ticaeh We. 
Half an hour was allowed for the enstest, 

when each guest was asked to exchange with the 
person on his left and grade the story while the 
hostess read the story correctly. The lady who 
had the most correct story was given an atito- 
mobile veil; the gentleman, a pair of goggles. 

A secant guessing gare 
was entitled “U-Auto- 

@ “talking machine” in 
the center furnished the 
music, We went up the 
Fiver to @ town ten miles 
away, where we landed 
and went to the“ movies.” 

Vhen we got aboard the 
Sarge again a beautiful 
Sight met oureyes: Seaall 
tables had been attrac: 
tively arranged, and we 
found our seats by place- 
cards in the shape of tiny 
boats, The candlelight 
and mooniieht made 
everything fairy like, 

NOTE —Any inquiry about the entertainment features on this page will be answered 
upen request accompanied by an addressed, stamped envelope. This new page, 
“After Seven o'Qoek P, M,,"" & to be written by JoUMNAL readera. I wast to bet yoo 
know how other folks spend happy evenings and I want to tell other folks how you 
spend happy evenings. Let's get together from all over the country. For the best 
stories of good times, whether indoor of outdoor, susnmer or winter —the stories I 
can use in THE JOURNAL because they are new and unarual~] will send a check for 
Sve dollars each, if you can write the story in five hundred words. If it is longer than 
that, f may not be able to use it J cannot return material that i not acceptable for 
publication, so Tam sure you will be so good as not to ask me to make an exception 
in your case. Write freely about your good times and send your manuscript to the 

Extentanment Eotror of Tae Lapis’ Home JovsxaL 
Ixperenpence SQuane, PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 

No,” and the questions 
asked were answered by 
the namesof twenty-seven 
different makes of m 
cars, This game may be 
had upon request. 

Imeneddiately 

ously from the dining 
room, The refreshment 
menu consisted of the us- 
ual picnic things. Each 
plate had on it a toy born, 
which added to the nserri- 
ment of the occasion. 

No other manu- 
facturer of hosiery 

gives as wile a selec- 
tion for women as Black 
Cat, Made in 30 stytes 

and all weights Colors 
in exact shades for dreas 
harmony. Silks, cot 
tons, silk tisles, wools 
and merinos, and. 
ardized quality, Sat- 
isfaction or money 

Prices 25c up. 

The durability 
of Black Cat 
Chikiren’s Hosiery 
has been famous 
with millions 
of mothers for 
over three %% 
decades. Re- 
inforced heels 

d toes and® 
triple knees re- 
duce menedi 
minimum. Though 
made to stand school 
and play, Black Cat 
children's stockings 
have distinctive, 
dressyappearance, From 
the most durable to the 
most dressy in 17 styles; 
3 weights; variety of 
colors; 25¢ up. 

fer 
Yen we 

and loos wear,com- 
bined with dressy comfort 
has made Black Cat « f 
vorite with men. Unlimited 
Satisfaction Guarantee by 
boxor pair. Ask to see Black 
Cat Silk Hose for men, Ail 
materials, weights and colors. 
14 correct styles, the exact kind 
you are used to wearing. 

Black Cat Cotatog of 244 Stotes 
‘Gor als he Fansile-— Proce 

CHICAGO-KENOSHA HOSIERY 00. 
Kenosha. Wiscensia 

Mode iw U.S. A. for ster 30 Year, 
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“T use 
less fuel 
with these” 
Aluminum heats quick- 
erand holds heat longer 
than any other ware. 

Andthis LIFE-TIME 
Aluminum Cooker Set 
(shown here) will fur- 
ther cut down your fuel 
bill, You can cook 
three different articles 
of food at the same time, 

Pure Aluminum 

COOKING UTENSILS 
are mae of extra thick 99% pure aluminum 
Theit use is as economy of (uel ond of time. 
They do not injure or take away from the nat- 
ural @avora of foal. They are a positive mving 
Vecause LEF its mame implies) 
weara, and Ww 4 wears, The highly-pel- 
ished thie ‘sith ous exclusive " Bril- 
Hant Ray” snside fee 
ish, which i mo beara 

always delights 

Lo chip or peel 
10 runt, 

ways be kept Bright 
aud clean, and it 

Wears, and Wears, and Wears 
Tt ls worth many times more than any ordi 

ig Utenell because it laste lifetins 
thaly use is a dally saving. A LIVE 
cooking oteneel will pay for Healt ower und aver 

aula. Any housemite 
wall be delighted. by 
its Highiness of weight 
fine, 
Aluesinum Cooking 
Utersile are inbeal 

odern, sanitary and 
economical. Hace 
articie is guarant 

6 to Inst « lifetione 
think what that means 
to you, 

Get Them in Your Kitchen 
Use Them—PAY LATER 

We want to introduce LISR-T2ME Absminum 
Utensils to your Ritehen now, To-do so we inal 
a seca offer for quick introduction. So we 
filer you a apecial quastity discount, selling 
A . TIME Any $8.00 worth of LIFETIME $ 4.65 
Any $10.00 worth of LIFE-TIME srcjet sleet nenoa Cate 9 9.00 
A worth of LIFE-TIME sletyou elect tromour Catalog PLS25 
A E thet LIFE-TIME aren talect from our Catalog 91 7.00 
We give these discounts because you bay more 
than one pince, It is a cuatity dincoent. “You 
tas choose (roca over 100 articles, ranging from 
Large Double Knasters to a Paring nite, We 
will send whaleser sw 
elect uvthout your faye 
ing ome cent in aulrence, 
Use every article 4 
a week in your he 
seware yourself of te 
thickness, Lightness, 
beauty and Gsefulnes of LIFE-TIME wre. 
4nd then send us $1.00 aa your first payment 
Resember you bay at a apecsal price, then pay 
& little sSorwit pind a little exch week, Send Bo 
Toney with your anler, 

This Measuring Cup—FREE 
= Just toshow you the quality 

of LIFE-TIME Aluminum 
Ware, we will send this half 
pint measurime cup (retail 
price 24¢,) FREE to every- 
one answering this adver 
tisement. 

UFE-TIME ALUMINUM COMPANY 
Dept. A I, Boston, Mass. 

Please mall me your Mlustrated LIFE-TIME 
Cooking Utensil Catalng FREE, And also 
teed me free a meting cop—as well at the 
details of your FREE TRIAL OFFER. 

Name— 

Street 

Town, 

The Ladies’ Home Journal for June, 1915 

‘he Embroids 

AskThe Ladies’ Home Journal 

on any subject.. Every reader may feel free to write, but please always confine 
T=: directory is given for our readers who desire specific information by mail 

oUF questions to the editor for the particular subject given. Write each editor 
separately if your questions are on different subjects. Write briefly, straight to the 
poi and always inclose a stamped, addressed envelope for the reply. 

To Whom to Write 

Styles in Clothes 
Any question about styles in clothes (other 

than home dresamakisg), whether for abies, 
girls, boys, women of men, will be gladly 
answered by mail, by a corps of trained fashion 
eaperta, if you address your letter to 

Tur Fasmox Eprroas 
Tie Lanres’ Howe Journal, PHILADELPHIA 

Home Dressmaking 
Any question about home” dressmaking 

(other than styles in clothes, which will be | 
answered by the Fashion Editors), whether 
of mew Gothes or about making over and 
economical eetting, will be uzewered by 

Tie Home Darsacacina Eotror 
Tue Lapis’ Hosm Jounsat. Pamaoniraca 

May I Trim Your Hat? 
No matter what you want to know about 

your own hat, or yoar children’s hats. whether 
about the new Gate or how to make over ok) 
Ones, will be speesily answered by 

Tre Mrtiwxny Eprrows 
Twe Lavens” Hosur Joummat, Parasrurana 

Arranging Your Hair 
De you want to know how to arrange ¢ 

fair in the newest and most becoming sty 
for any occasion, and for children, the younu 
ri of the older woman? If yuu do address 

Miss ipa Curve Vas AUEEN 
Tx Lapses’ Hoses Joumvat. Pattapenrnza 

Chikiren’s Clothes 

i ed patterns for your chil 
dren's clothes, remember it will be a pleasure 
ta Belp you solve them if you will write to 

Mus. MARTHA Maso 
‘Tux Lapis’ Howe Joursal, Pusapeiewa 

Needlework 
Whether it is crocheting. knitting, pateh- 

tating ar embroidery. it reoelves t 
attention of a corps of experts who will gi 
Enformation abowt all branches of needlework. 

‘Tuz Neeotewoxx Emiroas 
Tree Lapses’ Hose Jouanas, Pantanmeeria 

Babies 
Any question about your baby, whether 

he Is a few years old or very young—h 
food, bis care. hie clothes. bis health, amy 
Ubing-—-will be cheestully answered by sail, 

Dr, Esuriyy Lixcocs Cootuncs 
Twe Lanes’ Hose Journal, Pritapetreta 

Prospective Mothers 

Any quiestive as to the promective mothe 
poryscal care. her clothes, or ber costing bu 
yette (but nat about the baby—the aotice ¢ 

the left covers the baby) will be amewernd 
Miss Maxianwa Wiener 

Twe Lanes’ Hone Jovexat, Pumanet 

The Woman on the Farm 
All questions aboet protleess of housrbold 

management on the farm, how to Leaprove the 
armhouse and its surroundings, and bow 

life rasier, better and more 
d and youn vill be answered 

of the practical experience of the editor 
of this department. Address 

Miss Jawnte C, Jones 
Tue Lapins’ Hoace Jovewal, PunLapeiyaa 

HowCan I Run My Home More Easily? 
Easier ways af doing bowsework of all kind: 

and in shorter Lime, saving the housewife steps 
and time—more efficent ways of ruaning 
home—comstitute the “sew houskeeping. 
Ap expert on this question will gladly sabe 
cleat sew ways of doing bourhold work # 
you will addzess 

Mas, Canretine Paxoeaack 
Tue Lapies' Home Jouenat, PuiLapmreia 

The Little House and Garden 
While ww cannet actually plas your house 

we can tell you how to obtain plane 
lished in Tove JoweraL, answer question: 
little house bailding. Of about your garden, 

Tus Ascmrectuman Entrom 
Tie Lames’ Hoste Joumnak, PMtaDmiraca 

Furnishing a Little House 
An authority is at your comimind for any question about furnishing a ew house, reno- 

Voting an od soon, color ideas—anything 
abut the isterior decoration of a house. 

Tuz Eurroxs of Tue Lire House 
‘Tre Laptes’ Howe Jounmsat, Puitani 

Pretty Girl Questions 
Little aids to beauty and goed heahh—hénts 

on complexion. hair, skin and eyee—all thee 
are matters on which yoo are free to write 
for advice, and you get o prompt anrwer 
from O source you can trust, 

De. Eva E Walkera 
‘Tue Lapers’ Home Jourxat, Pamapeiraa 

Good Manners and Good Form 
‘The right way of doing thinge—what some 

folks call eriqueste—when visiting or enter 
Saining, in the theater or church, of on the 
stseet, ie well worth knowing. Any question 
oa these mutters will be anewered by 

Mes, Eutanon H. Pris 
Tur Lapins’ Hoses Jouenat, Panamera 

The Table and Cooking 

Os all questions of marketing asl cooking, 
howsehold ecomomles, recipes. menus, left 
overs, and all auch pmobirma of hausekeepers, 
you may depend upon getting beiptul advice, 
cheerfally given, # you will write to 

Miss Maxiow Haxers Nex. 
Tue Lapres’ Hos Jovaxat, Parcaperrma 

Home Parties 
3¥¢ yal belp you plan a-tome party if you 

will tell us what kind of party you woold E 
to give and will give ws sufficient detaile to 
enable ws to answer intelligently and offer 
practical sugpestions. Address 

‘Tue Hows Party Eorros 
‘Tus Lanes’ Home Jounxat, PriLapenemia 

School Entertainments 
Whether your school ia Large or small, in 

the city or in the country, if you wish belp in 
planning an entertainment wr shall be ylad 
to oller suggestions, Address 

Tux Schooe Exrextanonext Enron 
Tue Lanies’ Hose Jouenat, PaaLADmLrnta 

Social Work in the Church 
Practical sugeestions for social affairs, 

Sunday-tchool eotertainments, and workable 
Methods for city ce country will be made cheer 
fully ¢ you will mate your need. Address 

Toe Munteree's Soci Heuren 
Tue Lares’ Hom Jouunat, PMILADELrHtA 

Music 
Queries of ll Kinds aboot music, exceot 

the adapeability of original manusctipes for 
poblication laze] plano questions, whlch are 
tikes care of in Josef Hefmann's depart- 
ent), will receive attention fruts expert Go 
this subject. Address 

Tie Monte Berroms 
‘Tux Laptes! Hows Joowxal, PRLADELYaLA 

Reading and Literature 
Many wish to know quickly what to read 

on topics that are interesting them; others 
want to know aboot mew books; others about 
courses in general reading. Mr, Mabie will 
newer these letters. hut wall not eriticive man- 
wecripes. 

Ma, Hastiton W. Mane 
‘Tre Lapins’ Home Jovaxat, PumaDeLrica 

Girls’ Problems. 
Every phase of the modern girl's life pre- 

sents new problems. Perhaps it is a heart 
affair, or a question in her life at the office or 
at home, Anything which & of vital interest 
10 her will receive careful attention and aym- 
juthetic advice from a womalt who under 

nds the problema and appaeciates the 
ficulties. 

Toe Gms’ Korron 
‘Tre Laptes Hosot Jouaxat, Paitaneuraa 

“Will You Tell Me?" 

There are numerous questions of geoeral in- 
formation—women's interests. expecially helps 
for women's club study, and the preparation 
of club programs. the placing of quotations ald 
dates, biographical sketches, sclenor, history, 
the drama, ete. For these questions we have 
a rpecial department. So, for anything not 
classified, uddres 

Tux Eptross of “Writ You Tmt Mz?" 
‘The Lapies’ Howes JoumNar, Puitapnioatra 

Special Booklets on Special Subjects 
WHERE no peice is given any, one of the 

receipt of a Iuo-cent stamp. 
price-amount stated. 

following special booklets will he mailed on 
If you wish the otbers inclose in your letter, in stamps, the 

In each case address the author of the b coklet desired, always in care 
of Tux Lantes’ Home JovKnat, Independence Square, Philadelphia, Penssylvania. 

© The Book of Fait Booths"—100 Ideas—By Theress Hunt Wolcott (25 cents). 
“Let Me Help You With Your Children’s Clothes,” by Mrs. Martha Mason. 
“How to Finance the Building of a Little Home,” by ¥ = 

ing a Little House,” by Charles E, White, Jr. 
“A Lesson in Tatting.” by The Needlework Editors (10 cests) 
Ensy Patterns in Crochet,” by The Needlework Editors (15 cents). 

het and Knitting, 

“What You Should Know When Buil 

Var Needlework—Worsted Cr 
Book” (15 on 

M. Keys. 

by The Needlework Editors (15 cents) 

” 
Guaranteed Pure 

In drug stores or candy shops, where 
the “Necco Agency Sign” is shown, 
is evidence that that merchant knows 
the value of supplying his customers 
with confections of guaranteed punity: 

Necco Wafers 
Glazed Paper Wrapper 

Hub Wafers 
Transparent Paper Wrapper 

are guaranteed pure, They're made 
of fresh, wholesome ingredients, kept 
fresh by the dust-tight wrapper. 
Neceo or Hub Wafers are fine for 
arties, afternoon teas and luncheons. 
Nine delightful flavorsin each package. 
Your dealer has other Necco Sweets, 
including Necco Tablets in glass jars 
and tins, plain and assorted flavors. 

Light on the Feet and 
So Easy and Comfortable 

minute you put them om, PED: 
SHOES are cay and light, restful 

Uo the feet. Just the shoe for every membet 
of the family. 
Fer children because they give the feet root 

Kroes 
SPE 

to grow naturally and stand a dot of mcufluns, 
Vor men because of the saft, flexible sales (ee 

Dlosen yom Lin siete Pete 
ing, seashore— 
looking enous! 
business, " women—ladont® 
anil out, because nals isos won’ tine or dm 
thor feet, cany” Co, etal 
or walk Ua won't elit 
spicedul foe danced 
Hioelient for nutes 

are made ol Avoreetanant boven 
Rovere on mds white buce urgery w Cootyear ‘eolts—aran thineaghean, fab reerere 
for heel, Solee are waterprod wetting wea bar Of 
wefies these All sles aoed widta for alt agen. 
‘Aah juan dieses for YEDLEPE ED) Soeey sr write tte 
for Cleaiog. prime and Wanks for cedesiag by fall 
Olympic Footwear Ce., 183 Ensen St, Barton, Matt 

{Sis perfect br emule porate fret fires, to rode Sire, no ummen, oa inane tartar the ie ureptagetenatoe arte anywhere, Every hoteewile will hieya SUN TRON, AES Stuliss big swney seor Toand, Secure termory BUM 
3 MPG. 00,018 Hick Stroet, South Bond, 



Make Your Hair: 
Look its Best 

air always looks twice 
wall chee it hus been properly 
Dooed. Proper shampooing brings out 
all the real beauty, lite, lustre, natural 
wave and color, 

It is easy to keep your hair 
always looking its best, when you use 

MULSIFIED 
COCOANUT OIL 

FOR SHAMPOOING 
MULSIFIED COCOANUT OIL 

is especially prepared for washing the 
hair, It is a clear, pure, and entirely 
Breaseless product, wh 
sibly injure, avd’ ¢ 
scalp of mi 
Matter how often it 
Two or thre 

cleanse the 

tly and remove: 
a dust, dirt, dandruff and excess oil. 

hair dries quickly and evenly, 
ae has the appearance of being much 

thicker and heavier 
than it is, It Jeaves 

scalp soft and the 
hair fine and silky, 
bright, fresh-looking 
and fluffy, wavy and 
easy to do up, 

You can get MU 
SIFIED COCOANUT 
OIL at any drug stos 
and a 50 cent bottle 
should last you for 
months. 

Trey Orginal bate 
Sears ihe egnelare 

THE R, L. WATKINS 00, 
Cleveland, Obio 

Comtont for 
Born Babies New 

SEND TOR FREE SAMPLE BOOKS 

i mont suey, ha Yarden eclvage, WE DUNO SELL TO DERLENS 
un ,, Send for Free Sample Case Babes mmntep 
Halonue slowly $0 Tngaast Ont 

ald Cont $1.90 tmtigie sepurenely Write at once ar muve this fret 
Re Lamson Bros. Co.,345 Summit $., Teleds, 0. 

Distritutocs of NoooNettie White Flannele 

1c Young Mothers’ Guide 
By Emelyn Teaceus Coolidge, M.D. 

ge. which ts designed tn give 
be 

The Baby on the Farm 
> Mtherecsiers 

the convenie 

advive and opin 
dre y own opi 
selfish form of am 

Vy bh ten very diGerent 
Take the mil 

risers nt 
to while away 

ys that maz 

he engages beard for the su: 
if the farmer's wife 

the tup of the « 
battle, 

It is the first rapid cool- 
¢ found that the i milk that is 30 

chiel tue tor in 

baby nervuusi 
excitable mot! 

ilk has stood 

P the mille should be placed back 
ngs oF well water at onc % 

© to warn the fowl 
mother’s mi e 
takes, A highly 

obtain in the 
zal beed fuice 

by far the best treatment for nerv: netimes be omitted. 

LEEP & 
eryous tet 

large fact: 

p about nine-t 
nths the baby should sh 

tof twenty- 
ways be takes until the 
|, and Jonger if possible. 

f 

7 rm. which is the latest 

takes a long 
nap in the afternoon it to allow 

tw sit up world ten 
night, but this is not true; 
b 

‘The bathtub may be p 
ly filled. 

For heating the 
in the stove is out as 

the muchused sol 

y's milk when the fire 
vil stave ar else one 

wl stoves is 
dark circles wi 

mally found when a child fs kept 
a 

the eyes are 
up too late in the even 

Advice to Prospective Mothers 
By Mationna Wheeler 

[ETTERS fom pemonctve meters ae sweety il, s canta fh carci arate in heme 
sine, Readers are wescore to write to Marianna Whecer, ia care of Tun LaDrex' Hour 3ovaat, Tndepeodence 

‘Square, Phiadelpoia, Peneay2vania, and abe will take pieaaure in giving way acvice or in answering ay questions about 
the sacthers thenselves, but wit about edldsen, 

aie azawer ectre Dy tua about the clothes of prompective mothers, No qorstiass of thin kind 
‘She wit take pleasure in giveng mtvice ars suggrating pattersa, 

fied by a stanpol, adlersed exvelipe 

— goem 
| 
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Don’t make 
your baby do a 
grown-up’s work 
ON’T make him walk before 
his little legs are strong. 

Don’t make him sit up while 
his back is weak, Don't make 
his little stomach fight the 
heavy curd in cow’s milk that 
even grown-ups have trouble 
with, 

You know that most cow's milk 
is 30 hours old before it reaches 

| you. Perhaps you can tell 
whether it came from a clean 
dairy; you certainly can’t tell 
if it came from a healthy cow. 

The New York Milk Committee 
says one cow in three carries 
germs of consumption, 

And even if the cow is healthy 
and the dairy clean—much has 
to be done to cow's milk before 
it is light enough and good 

enough for your baby, And all 
that is done in 

- Nestles 
0O 

that gives your baby the strength, 

health and safety of mother’s milk, 

Nurse your baby—even if it is only a 
little while—and then if he does not 
gain every weck add one feeding a 

day of Nestlé’s Food. Then two 
feedings, and so on, till the baby is 

entirely weaned. 

Nestlé's is pure milk from healthy 
cows, milked in clean dairies, and 
modified so that the tiniest baby can 
digest it. The heavy, tough curd is 
made soft and fleecy as in mother’s 

milk, and the special things your 
baby needs for a = 
healthy body are 
added. Just add cold 
water and boil, and it 
is ready. 
Send the coupon for free 
sample box of Neatle’s— 
enaugh for 12 feedings, and 

on the food you give him now, 

NESTLE'S FOOD COMPANY 
232 Broadway, New Yorke 

Picose send me, FRILE, your Book und Trial 
Po 

iii 



10% More for Your Money 
The 2S-cent package of Quaker Oa 

The 

Rich Boy’s 
Vim-Food 
Open to Every Child 

In some countries Quaker 
Onts is expensive. It has far 

Wo 
It is there used by people 

who want luscious favor, re 
gardless of the price 

But in your town it ex 
nothing extra. And every 

grocer has i 
Yet Quaker Oats is made of 

just the big, rich oats, We get 
but te winds from a bushel. 
And 
long process 

It 

making involves a 

you matchless 
fia s the children 
to thi giving food, Yet 
it costs but one-half cent 
lish. 
Quaker i morning des 

ert. Don't serve this all-im 
portant food in less inviting 

form. 

Dualer 
Oats 

10¢ and 2Se per package 
Except in Far West and South 

Cereal 
Capacity 
24 Qts. 

Quaker Cooker 

to 

dusk 

The Quaker Oats Company 

Vena pai 

a pal io 

Misses’ 
75" pair 

‘ | so 

‘ 2 RE \ pale 

Every feature that is expected of 
silk hose of exceptional valueo 
is combined in_-= 

PHOENLX 
SILK HOSE 

with the additional advantage of 
durability. = 

Sold by the best Shops 

“Made in U.S.A” bythe 
PHOENIX KNITTING “WORKS 

222 Drardway Tilwaukee. 

1.” Novel 
{ after seal 

The HILLS BROTHERS Co. 
Deat. B, 375 Washiegton Street New Yeek 

| Oil Stove Safety 

or piy Ask your dealer or a3 
#T tale 

ey FREE, a Good Cook-Book 

=e 

Railway Exchange, Chicago 
— 

“Look for, 
the Lever « Oil Cook Si toves 

CENTRAL OIL & GAS STOVE COMPANY 
132 School St,, Gardner, Mass, 
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Mio Pah, bles 

i Let Baby Judge! 
Even a child will appreciate the 
downy, delightful luxury of the 
MARTEX Turkish towel, And 
you yourself will never be content 
with anything cle after you have 
seen the MARTEX. gh =A! 

SSS 

Faz 

ine them at your department store, 
cr in texture and weave than any 

ether towel you ever saw. You cas 
choose from a score of astistic borer 
designs, is fading tints. 
A bona fide guarantee with every towel of 
abselute satisfaction or your money back 

FREE —“‘Bathing for 
Beauty, "' a story of the 

ity and 
ye with 

favorite designs of fa- 

COLD Ve 

a 

ie 
if i SS a 

—S 
7 

Columbia Towel Mills 
W. M&A. K Margorinns & Co, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA, 

= 
——S 

—— 

LS 

No Fear 
of 

the Dark 
nn pomenne ix fll 

y wales, of When 
You cam 

FLASHLIGHT 
Priliant, safe Nebt is at your instant command 

Send for talog No. 2 
AMERICAN EVER READY WORKS 

f National Carbon Company 

Lowes Inland City 

We are so certain that 

“KOMI” 
Porch Curtains 

will not fade, that we attach to every 
Curtain a definite guarantee, authoriz~ 
ing the dealer to replace or refund the 
Purchase price should any fade or peel. 
See haw well made pel inexpensive they are. af our dealer's, Send for our illustrated iterature 

R.U.COMEY COMPANY, Jelfersoa Ave ,Cemden. NJ. 

Ss 
Ps 

= 
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THE WIVES’ LEAGUE 

A Circle of Married 

Money-Makers 

Answering the Question: “How 

Can a Home Woman Meke Mone 

Leagne Members amd Married 

So lomg as y 
t far apart, for 

e better I 
firect y 

women who are rea! 
who have fut yet m 

nur League. The 
ing. New members are 
everybody is earn 

if you would Lik 
in’ my basket 
postmarked fron a villa 
We live at the edge of a 

an 
4. Perhaps I 

What Shall 1 Wear 
This Summer? 

Warm Weather will soon 
be here, and with it comes 
the need for cool, becoming 
clothes. It's easy to be 
attractively and stylishly 
dressed at modest cost, if 
you have our new Spring 
and Summer Fashion Cat- 
abaye before you. Just 
think, ALL the fatest New 
York Styles—278 pages of 
beautiful illustrations —ab- 
solutely FREE. Weite at 
ence and ask for Catalogue 
No. 671. 

s125—\ 
Dives for 

$5.98 

= Our Free Catalogue 
Shows you ALL the Styles 

Dressmaking at home is » 
waste of time and money 
hen you can buy your wear~ 

ing apparel at the extremely 
low prices we ask.—Cool, 
charming, atylis! 
weather clothing is shown in 
our Free Catalogue at prices 
positively lower than you 
could buy the material for in 
your own Town, You can't 
afford to miss this beautiful 
Book,-we'll gladly send it 
FREE. Just drop us a postal 
aod ask for Catalogue No. 

Dresses at $5.98 

Pure Silk Stockine; loulle 
thread. All 

16-Buteon Glove of 
dye Sill, very stroma, scar 

20L33—Same Pus 
Leather, C.D, ¥ 
age Trepetiet 

We Guarantee to Please You 
‘or Refund Your Meney 



“My Personal Package” 
Health and daimy cleanliness come 

wrapped in every Klean-Knit package — 
sealed and sanitmy. And the cost is 00 
wmene than the average. Combort, St and looks 
athe Fall te em ply thin ind 
tidually eakd, persealy sited 

World’s Star 
Hosiery and 

KRleisKoit 
Underwear 

‘The canret cet of Klean-Knit Underwear ate 
yr m weve foundation ter cuter garments — 
ding) 

Hens $100 

for Photographs of 

\ Reperencstatives ste 

We Have Bee in This 
Basiness Here 20 Yeors, er a 

Name 
Adres: 
Chee, 

Rich 

Aunts 

and Uncles 
Great things for Babies— 

but be sure, when they 
come to visit, that Baby 
wears 

‘Keinals, 
Waterproof 

ed 
Ie \ BABY 
@ YD PpaANTs 
Flngle Texture, ase 

YOUR CHILDREN'S DELIGHT 
F Atri 

I hetbor—W's FREE. He 
eahing. teeing aed 

Tenaeraiey, £18 W. Gina 8, Calkeaga, 

Journal Houses 
1 SHOW aders that 

ublished 
not matter 

i 
ign in vi Li ADLES Hoste 

phe 

JouRNAL designs 

We know that thousands of 
such houses have been built 
and we ask your help to get | 
Sere, of these houses I 

The 

. for what we 
cessful hy 

pies’ HOME JOURNAL ¢ 
$200--First Prize 

Second Prize 
Third Prize 
Fourth Prize 
Fifth Prize 
Sixth Prize | 

enth Prize 
hth Prize 

Ninth Prize 
—Tenth Prize | 
—Eleventh Prize 

25—Twelfth Prize 

READ TH 

CARE! 

= CONDITIONS 

ULLY 

Peanut 
Butter 

GREAT scien- 
tist discovered the 

child’s ‘‘innocence of 
palate’’—the fresh, un- 
spoiled sense of taste— 
and advanced the whole 
American feeling about 
foods. 
He found that the 

keenest delight of the 
normal palate is in de/i- 
cacy of flavor, a fact 
that we ourselves had 
sensed from the start of 
the Beech-Nut business, 
and had worked out in 
a practical way. 
Beech-Nut Peanut 

Makers of America's most famous Bacon —Beech-Nut Bacon 

BEECH-NUT PACKING COMPANY 
CANAJOHMARIE, N.Y, 

ne Journal for Junie, 1915 

Butter, for instance. 
Selected nuts—and only 
the cream of the nuts, 
freed of the little 
acrid hearts—deli- 
cately roasted, lightly 
salted, crushed to 
smooth golden-brown 
butter. Every step a 
move toward delicacy 
and flavor. 
Beech-Nut Peanut 

Butter comes in vacu- 
um-sealed jars—three 
sizes, 10 cents, 15 cents, 
25 cents (in the extreme 
West, a little more). 
Your grocer has it. 

Each contrib ion must ine 

blue, -print form, zhowing 
rooms, 

length, ‘which will tell any 
+s about the building of 

THe Jou RNAL i 
original design was put 

I ROE an itemized statement of the 

Beertsg 
Close To- Nature OPEN AIR Canvas House 

Oran Bir, A Fogel Als Retreat oe yous lann 
er ta 

Ure 
nsSor te ine 

a te hie IN te ur te Heguete OUT, a ones 

‘a erat 
Yoo tubwowabatle oeervenneas aad 

post. 
The photographs should beclear and 

sharp mn ¢ and not smaller than 
rs in size. Please 

n flat and not rolle 
mn to the 

JourNnaL houses, for which we will 
pay at our regular rates, 

All prizes will positively be 
awarded —the United States 
postal laws require this 

THIS CONTEST CLOSES 

OCTOBER 15, 1915 

Photographs received after the 
above date will not 
photographs sent in rep 
will be returned unless the cc 
amount of postage or expressage is 
inclosed for that purpose. Send as 
many contributions a please soas 
to reach us by October 15, addressed to 

Tue AxcutrecturaL Prize Eprtor 
Tae Lavies’ Home JourxaL 

INDEPENDENCE SQUARE 
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 

The Warm Weather Shirt 
The Rubens Shirt, This Summer, Protects a Million Babies 

to the Ii 
are ax ¢ 3 as winter colds. 

is the most 
as 7,000,000 

bier have them. This 

faght pro: 

waned alk, 
alt wnat). lao it 

Prices ran frou 25 

lrect 
Atk us for p 

RUBENS & MARBLE, Inc. 
20 N, Market Street, Chicaro 

ssieta amd pyrecee 

00 8 gaFment 4 SmapOrtant, 

for Infants 
‘ Rabene Shirts 



For Perfect 
\ Frozen Desserts 
\The delicacy and 
deliciousness of ice 
cream and other 
frozen dainties 
should be made cer- 

tain by the best of flavoring. 

Freezing magnifies the imper- 
fections of cheap and imita- 
tion vanillas—do not risk 

them, but always use 

Burnett's 
VANILLA 

ALSO 
Almond 
Lemon 
Oran 
Fres| 
Fruit 

| Extracts 

Its smooth, rich flavor 
of Mexican Vanilla and 
the exquisitely dainty 
hote it adds are worth 
many times the small 
Cost of the twoor three 
Shoonfuls you need. 

A Delicious, 
Simple Cream 

want pint of cream avd 1 of enille, 
upfal of ir, Flavor 

with 2 teaspor 
Serve with Choeolute, 

rauce. 
A tempting delicacy can be given to all dew 
tons by using this sotice 
Lewet so senoothly 
% appetiznaly 
worth while to use Burnett's 
Write for oar new booklet of 11S dsinty desserts, 
Sere free if you me soar grocers name, 

JOSEPH BURNETT Co. 
Boston, Mass, Dep. a 

~burns Oil 
Orks ees 
like 
a 

% India 

Simply light, burwers 
und pat kettles on at 
coce=just like a gas 
wove, No wicks, asben: 
toa fings or anything 
like a wick. No pipes 
te connect. Pace the 

fiove & any part of the deen Some denice near 
itchen wid st ia ready you sells Detroit Vapor 

$0 cook on. Much Stoves. Write teday for 
cheaper than wood of free book F 3. Shows Pal. Our patented latest styles and sizes Klant burners are won- selling from $10 up, 

The Detroit Vapor Stove Co. 
Detroit, Mich. 

Burn Oil or Ga 

Bentingue 
Oliver Twist Suit 

Trousets of good geality, plais wt? 1 geod qeality, plas 

cute af © trouser. Shirt 
A neatly tai 

re 115 ponpalé, 
suly 79 cents, Money hack if act Porto sanisacery, 

Better Clothes for your Chi 
Restlteyue Riddles’ clartes (ilresees, Surbiar otiginaley with cceemon seue. Se Siete wilh cxeemon sexe. 

. 
steeaikers can eteain. Atel they coat lite 

jade there yourselt. ‘They meat 
wel 

Ae cut eaianic or the kitdiee shemeelves MlieM in them W ee 
me Free Bentinque Catalogue 
eine these kiddies’ cluthesi also baby things. dsinry Engeric. linens necewear, vrily rarities ad 

Reteingue carsouiticn. Adsense: 

Bentingue Direct Mail Shops 
Six Beacon Street, Boston 

—_ <> 

THE QUEEN OF TH 

BELGIANS’ FUND 

It Closed With $41,738.89 

Contributed 

By Journal Readers 

ia) 

TH, appeal of Her M C : 

at. readers, 0 
int 

y <p 
Journ: 

the oonteib 
amounts. 
And this 

vive the 
gowe fort 
names of th 

sl, the sum realized: 

Statement of the Ownership, Manage- 
ment, Circulation, Etc. 

Required by the Act of August 24, 1912 
atlily HX" Llosex JouRN st, pablist 

phia, Pendaylvania. 
ADM 08 Post-comvce Anparss 

its name ant the 
holders holding 1 

Mf stock. If 
addresses of 

Swors to and subscribed before me this 22d 
day of March, 1915, 

SEAL ‘Witttam M. Rocxrr, Notary Public 

(My comminéon expires Jenn 10, 1917, 

47 

Jou! 
Sep, "PH Camppett CO! 

AMDEN,N.J.U: 

Try this on 
your family 

You'll find it makes a hit. 
And a lasting hit, too. In fact you'll 

be surprised at the slaying qualities of 

Campbell’s Tomato Soup 

It tones and strengthens the appetite. 
It nourishes the body. And it is good 
either for a dainty dinner-course or as a 
light meal in itself; because you can 
prepare it as light or as hearty as you 
choose. 

Try it on your tired bread-winners 
when they come home fagged out with 
the day's work. Try it on your hungry 
youngsters and yourself for the midday 

meal—instead of a heavy meat meal 
that calls for a roasting fire. 

Perhaps you know how good it is 
from past experience. But try it again 

today, and see if it doesn’t taste better 

than ever. 

21 kinds 10c a can 
Pen 
Vepper Pot 
Printanier 
Tomato 
Tomato-Ckra 

Asparagus 
Iieet 

LOOK FORTHE RED-AND Wilt 
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z famoug welry store 
cn a cénturyy ago. 

“Thats the make of silver- 
plate that we received 
when we were married 
and we still have some 
that was mothers 

(Continental 

‘Pattern 

to Aue & as ths ie oiing brand of Ske r 
plate the same make that merchants 

of fifty years and more ago recommended 
to their customers. 
It is quite the proper thing to start housekeeping 
with 1847 ROGERS BROS."Silver Plate that Wears’ 

Sold wilh an unqualified guarantee made. possible 
by the actual lest of over 65 years. 

Conwell | 
‘Pattern 

At leading dealers. Send for illustrated Catalogue "F-28" 

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO. MERIDEN, CONN. 
Successor to Meriden Britannia Co. 

NEW YORK HAMILTON, CANADA SAN FRANCISCO CHICAGO 

Ghe Worlds Largest Makers of Sterling Silver and Plate 
Fall line exhibited at Panama -Pacific Exposition 



With Thanks to the Wolf 
({CONTINUXD FROM PAGE 6) 

Thea that wolf st Ds bead down anil 
Fate 5 3 and ee] = ey Ar could tell 
iow be a |, because In't appear, except in Rashen no ta speak. Ble just became 

a successdan of somethings c 
oF openings among 
Pigs Thow tn 

inves a gnarled tree bole nz gray 
and the wowlerful Nature that 

NE can anyone inderstand in what manner 
he fallewt ta dislocate his neck agalisst the 

legs orspit himself ascore of times upon the bas 2 
onets of ae he broken and eee Lroope stu 
met toiling desperate and hopeless up the slope. 

Wiullatls he took Uke a bind, bowlders he 
hegotinted fying, bushes might have been cob» 
webs by tbe way he cut through them, straight 
a8 a gimbet and rows of ducking, dodging, 
bed stun! lly blinded men he went 

ogh, outracerad ots slashing, all in a 
eons as forked lightning gues through massed 
thunderetours, 
Once a shell harst behiod him and he west 

Straight through the Pal quick as ane of the 
ahell’s awn swords of flames ooce one sent the 
ground dead abeait of fim into the oshey; wed he 
skewed raund on such a wonderful slant that 
he hit the legs of some one toiling above and 
to the right of him; and the two came down 
Hill, rolling apul splattering, together; and once 
2 tree above him took unto itself smoke and a 
Noive instead of a middle, aml the top half : 

ith a reoding Crash that y 
in oly dust 8 foot behind is 

iin 
Jown the bottom of the gorge, 
dekats sercasning: by on they 

ay-curriage window, he was 
on his left rustling to the 

that tree fell, 
coulit barely hh 
madly tucked-uy 

the heustes a 
do from a 
aware of the sf 
Stealthy advance 
amt of one 
1 

from a tering nest, the German teege 
crawling over the skyline, where the Is were 
Spenting anil taming bike fireworks, 

Rut the hig wolf was not alone in bis retreat. 
Every thicket whispered of a hurrying body; 
every bush swayed after the passe of some 
thing that had but just leashed axa it; he 
damp places showed footprints still dling with 
Water, Now it was a momentary picture of a 

The 

mighty briesting head, gleam of tusks, red. 
tiny, wicked eyes, and Becks of foam—s bien! 
boar, Again it was = _. toy a eupeing 

a great reddi: 
at the twelve ies poeytie ed 

hiding alla stag guieg like the” wind, 
again it was a ting, swearing, eth 
something, bounding like some electrified ape 
from spot to spot—a wild cat terrified out of all 
its nine fives, 

And thea, between one gaspiag breath and 
the next, it was all over; the ight had swept 
beyond the gorge, the hall barricaded out the 
nose, and the = was ims gohering on abone with 
the maddened wild removing at full 
speed, ine, inp and succeeding as ay the 
vila folk can, self-effacement, as as Go pepe 

‘The wolf, coming around the bend of s yame 
path, uttered suddenly stay little frightened 
yap and shot straigbt up and onward into the 
ae ‘There had been nothing to warn him, He 
had rounded the bend and was upan the dark, 
furry form lying in his path before be could 
think. But thers wil folk do mot stop to think: 
li they did there would be far fewer of theen in 
the alivetoday. They act first and think 
=e And be, the wolf, being unable to check 
his terrife momentum, sprang wonderfully 
inte space, 

The bushes at the side received him with a 
crash, he stumbled, recovered, made to bolt 
on, and at the same instant he esught the taint 
of the beast that had been in his path. Ina 
second his forelegs straightened, his head went 
wp and back, and he slid forward om his bushy 
tall ise little shower of broken twigs, Then he 
calmly got up and slank back. 

Tt was the body of the roe deer, which must 
have ot 5 in the way of a bursting bit of shrap- 
nel. The beautiful, silky-coated tithe deer was 
Iying quite dead in the game path. 

ILE bint was atanend, But neither wolf, 
who hail saccendesd, nor > aracetul, tithe 

roe deer, who had lost, ever new, ever ucaserl, 
that bot for the hunt a Kusséan victory might 
have beenprobably wonld awe heen—a 
Russian "regrettable ae 

‘As the Russian general said, when every- 
body: or ge ger him, afterward for being 

cessed with secomd sight, amd he became 
ey as “the man with the X-ray eyes 

“You may say what pu like. Tt pay to those 
two wikl beasts, especially to the wolf, that 
you owe your thanks. Hi they had pot warned 
me, I should never have known.” 

Star 

in the Country Sky 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGH 32) 

‘The tight (rom a dusty attic window fell full 
on ber face as she stood hg be saw that in it 
whicty roaie him look 

‘ine te sid cently, “something 
4s wrong, f'n afraid. Can't tbe of war to > 
in some way? The reason I wanted to lool 
tid Janta as than I sass goour lave teow stvches 
With the har as I came wp, and 1 recagnizc 
What o tremendous pel you ne to give, 
something of a mechanic and | wondered 

Wide bit ie oiling, perhaps, to 
e alte T's afraid irl you wndul 

she wai, low bat vebe- 
‘k mood, and the mon 

yaa de her E shall get the better t 
Now you koow. I suppose you never have 

lack moo 
"Du Loot? So black that Ieould ind ey 

self under my own heel. Do you have them 
too? T might have known by the look of you,"” 
“You don't look as if yoe ever had them," 

she stid rather curiously, hee eyes on his quict 
face, 

“Ab, you can't always tell—tockily, It's 
Lea dup bere. Ave ag: sure you wouldn't 
do better to take a run in the wind with me? 
You know somehow hea’ tasks look lighter 
bee a breath of outdoor alx, 

you know what heavy tasks are?” For 
the ite ‘of her she could pot resist the question. 

Hs LOORED steatily back at her, smfling a 
fitthe. Tis eyes were very clear in their 

Bo scrutiny, She felt as if be saw much that 
she would prefer to conceal. 
tant have known a few that seemed to me 
me heavy at the time,” be said. *After- 
‘rn Twas thankful to have had them—t» 
Prepare me for heavier ones.” 
fee Ls hut they weren't the same dismal 
uel" 
“Weren't they? Most taska are, But 1 

never had one quite like this. T am concerned 
ee fond, Jest this are too heavy, Now that £ 
here do you really mind so veey much if 
Tk the'mat hn aver 

She permitted it, am id not run away" 
as she had meant to do. Presently he asked 
fury screwdriver anita can of all, and when she 
had procured them he did a number of things 
fo the cumbercime loom, the result of which, 
Whee she attacked it once more, proved that 
he had relieved to a certain extent the hardest 
of her efforts, 

“Hot it is still yeh too severe for any 
Woman,” be said seriously, standing oil can in 
fiand, a little Tock of hair, shaken down Please 
labors, straying acres his forchead. "Pi 
tell me, and don't think me merely = 
is there no way, int yihich you car adit to 
frspurces. except tise Seer beve’m oallege 

“And no way whatever in which to make 
Mee of i!” the ex exclalesed with seme bitterness, 
“But Pean weave, and L have a feeling for 

and farm and can work out effects whi 
find a market, Hand-woven ruga bring their 
Dice thew days. Really, Mr, Jefferson, Fam 
Ne subject (ur pity and ——" 
“You don’t wand it. Let me assure you that 

T don't fect a particle. To be young and strong 

and fit for hand work is no ease for pity. 
But—[ have reason tor persisting in my fa 
guiry, You see, I happen to know of some one 
in weet of such tral as you undoubtedly 
have. Would you cones rt ving & few hours 
4 9 can ehel needs Ge amecpentla’ ped 
critic?” 

Georgiana scanned his face with intent, in 
you mean your 

Me™ 
“LT mean myself. I hesitate to mention that 

Lam the —M knowing that that per 
sion a instantly create a prejudice against 
me,” He was smiling a little, “But ft state an 
actual fact. 1 have reached a point, in my 
labors where T much need a co Da you 
think it possible that I may secure oa without 
senting away for her?" 

“1 must suspect you,” she said slowly and 
with color rising, “of manufacturing a need, 
It is vory, very Alnd of you, Mr. Jefferson, but 
t think b must continue to weave my rags.” 
“But Tam not manufactw & need,” he 

insisted. *T declare to you that have been on 
the point of consulting you for some time. If 
it had not been that your days seemed very 
full with your guest and your bousewifery, T 
should have put it to you before now. 1 am in 
earnest, Miss Warne. Ware. Wos't you, a5 «a matter 

ae. band. fod pen ‘ab cal judgment? fadgment? "tt ont — my fete 
yaa can't do it while Miss Crofton is here, may 
‘engage your spare time after she goes? Please 

don’t deny me. 
He began to descend the stairs, “T won't 

ef for an answer,” he said, “Think it over, 
will you? And please don't refuse until you 
have consulted your father.” 
a Why to b ina dd ve ask thar?” 

know he will look at it as any 
man eantl, without unreaswmable pre} 

ST topes tx cme vee to come froma a temporary 
member of the househokd. It takes a woman 
to bother about that,” 

fda oatl pe ee tagn lnc ahg ae 
hack at her, as he descended, in 

that wont lar twas dleneming ber, though he 
would not at once admit it. Instead, she went 
East Mec boonss putting into the meat socten 

weaving a quite unnecessary amount of force 
purely from tension of mind over the possibili- 
es opened up by this most snexpected offer. 
hte dey ‘that $s ae te 
sort of this "ehieh abe bad often u 
and for which, she knew, ax he had 
she was mare thas ordinagily well Gtt 

It was impossible, as she bad said, not to 
mien the ledger of creating a want to fit 4 

of earning money, yet there 
Sess of the face that aay wrles of books who 
draws upon all manner of collected notes and 
reference bonks for his material must be able 
to Capt a use of an assistant in a 
ety 

> shoul she not take him at hie word? 
Wall Zhe would think of And meanwhile— 
snddenly—the black mood was gone! 

CONTINURD IN THK JULY JOURNAL 

lt Being Sunday 
(CONTINUED PROSE PAGK 7) 

had Nhperogmy e pit eget en A Bap the 
peo . ul 4 of content wi peo” 
Wied thesoons bv hie site tna eroeen 
panionable presence were caught up and w 
on in the slavery of Elizabeth's passage. Pres 
ently they were gone; and across their emptied 

ces small ma = about the house pen | 
peal and loudly 
"ameron sat thinking, but he could not hav 

olden what were his (boughts He «drew out his 
watch and compared it with the clock's time; 
then he rose and set the large hand back faur 
minutes; then he wound the clock and, absent» 
mindedly, his watch, He wandered to the 
window and stood for a lang time Weaning 
against the frame, jingling the keys in his 

deroonde tly be went to the 
door where he stenod probingly with car 

lifted to the staircase. There was no saund 
from the room above. 

He DROPPED back into his chair almlewly 
and idly fingered and sorted = hasdéul of 

mmeney from his pocket. "The cumbersome pres. 
ence of & silver caught his attention— 
1892, minted at "Frisco—why didn’t Bet come 
hack? He placed a half-dollar, “1904, Phila- 
ir upon the ‘ornter ‘of the 

atwhoy didn’ she move about up there 
d make some reassuring sounds? tly 

Span the center of the half-dollar he stacked his 
sasarters one, two, three of then =i xe didn’ 
move what could she be doing? Next 
came the wicae lowe of them, one was of the 
haffalo variety—and anyway, she couln't 
tired because she had wanted 1 straighten i 
the attic. Maybe she~ be held his breath and 
litened for nearly a minute—no, she wasn't 
soles. To cap the pile came the pennies and 

‘two of eachand yet, if sho were crying 
she would be sobbing into a WwW, Or sities 
silently, piteously moist and red-eyed with 
hawdkeerchicl pressed aginst quivering lips ta 
keep him from 

Dashing the coins back into Leda rineg Cam- 
oe sprang to the and on light tiptoe 

to the foot of the stains, From above 
Sasee 2 faint, broken, gasplaw sone 
schich brought a sudden clutch into his throat. 
Two at a time a bnentod (in. carpeted pears 
to the first and stopped tu besten again. 

“Nh, Bett iy Baile het!" he whisperest 
and plungi he remaining halé-light he 

On ol nthe hd and vim ray rhed Elizabetls ‘utterly unperta 
ewer hee desk. She did not glance up 

at his comings her pes continued its irrogubarly 
ge Fasping sound upon the paper. 
Cameron was halfway actossthe room toward 

her before the source ef the sound became 
clear to him, His hall-extended hand rose 
uncertainly to stroke a sagging chin, 
The pen sped on. 
Jaa munvent the ing chin stiffened. He 

strode over to the chia fonier, etaborately se- 
lected 2 handkerchief from the top drawer and 
we any des the stains, 

With the ictina, that the retreating 
eee r Tetum Elizaheth's absorption 

abruptly. The litthe inward tlash of tri- 
umph, which had come to her with his coming, 
had been hut fet ofa great peneral warmth of 
fevling which had floealed up the stairs and ints 
the room with his big, tender, penitent pecs 
eave. A dropping of the pen, a lifting of her 
eyes woult have beought them together— 
would have brought the comforting caress of 
his strong hands and the hearty, w! 
words of his plea for reinstatement. 
an the maid came to asnownce supper 

peered questioningly inte the unlighted 
ig room, "Ye nivver know,” sbe thought, 
“what sort 0” shenankean yo'll come across in 
th’ dark along a! these Camerons” After dis- 
ereet investigation she discovered the master 

te between the curtains at the winlow. 
Will ye come to supper naw, sit?” 

“Bretty soon, Katy—pretty soon. Please 
tell Mrs, Cameron upstairs.”" 

IND between the curtaing at the window of 
the unlighted bedroom she discovered the 

malstress, 
Yor many minutes the maid waited in the 

kitchen, and the supper coated upem the table 
while ehewhere two irresistible forces con 
tended with two immovable bodies. At Inst 
the greater body tossed aside the curtains anid 
walked slowly up the stairs, And the lesser 
hay picked wp a silken scart and walked 
slowly to the upper landing; but then, hearing 
the approach from helow, seurricd back to the 

mavable. 
wach invisibly came through the 

dow, “OR Bet 
"Yes, Jim? 
Two hinge hands dipped beneath the scarf 

and encircled the yietding waist. A cool, firm 
cheek brushed over her shoulder, and a pair of 
line warched in the dark for'the plice to 
whisper: 

* Ride from Sundays, Ve all vight—hme?" 

The Young Man 
Who Was Always There 

{CONTINUED FROM PAGE 38) 

ye accompanying hin, in fact, to the station, 
y proper expounder of the Code, if asked, 

Be eat @ young lady accompany a strange 
young mars to bis work in the sourtinat © would 
doubtless have felt it his Imperative duty to 
warn the authorities—whoever they may be. 
And yet here was Miss Larcom doing that ve 
thing — in the mest natural fashion in the work, 
But it must be remembered that it was not yet 
six_o'clock, and that the world about her was 
still as clean and sweet as her own pounding 

mu 
Ms [SS BRETT'S school closed in June for the 

Jong vacation. Many of the yaung ladies 
were graduated, and Miss Brett had the Rey- 
erund Mec Compton come to give them final 
soumt advice in a baccalaureate sermon. It 
was a very good sermon, dealing with the sins 
af the world and how it was the daty of young 
ladies to combat thens by bearing strictly in 
wind the prince! taught by Miss Brett and 
her —_-? ich, of course, included Miss 

‘She w was there and heard that, heard i with 

pe er ness. ity was that ¢! Youn 
Man was not there to bear it too. She would 
have liked to Know if he could go ren on sill. 
ing with such words as those ringing in his ears, 
But she would never know, because be was not 
there aml because she made wp her mind, even 
before the Reverend Alec 

ny on Tues ieee Ty why on Tu 
Jost his train, That is why on Wednes- 
proing—ae (air a June morning as the 

world ever saw— Miss Larcom, while at break- 
fant at five-thirty, heard a light tap on the 
Kitchen door, 
ag tegen pearance 

she might conceal het she knew 
Seat the Banta tight sireatslog thous ireah th the winduws 

at admit a "Not at home” plea. ‘The 
cepeated, and, in anxiety, Jest it might 

“fate ber her mother, Mice Laroam went to thr 

bere he stood in the dim ball fight, looking 
boy eee hor eyes. “Hello!” he said, 

she answered. 
i ee 
“No,” she answered, 
“School all ower?” “Vea 
“Then you 

won't you?" 
“I—I don't think I'd better. And wemustn"t 

talk here.” 
“Then you'll come—as far as the bead with 

I come with me a little way, 

ps! oun b missed we! very ae are ad 
it rather t! fully ast! won ing 

about it ionadFhen he ralsed his head and 
took adeep breath of the morning, “ You've be- 
come a part of all this—like the sun," be said. 

It did not seven to ber a strate thing for him 
to say out herein the dawn. Tt is what slse ber- 
well might bave said to him, had she dared. 
the very early murcieg ¢ two seemed to 
have the world to themselves. were 
as isolated from the work world by these few hours 
as Chough upon a desert island. For all she 
thought of the Revesend Alec Complan at this 
moment, be might as well have been upn 
another planet 

Se they rame to the bend in the road where 
they first met in the dawn. 

on've become bike the sun,” be sald. “E 
don't belkewe f coubd see to fined my way in town 
if you didn’t come out here every marning.”” 

She Sooked to we if he was smiling, but he 
was not smiling, “t—1 don't think you ought 
to say such things," she faltered, 

Then he became very earnest indeed, as 
gies carmest = when he had stepped upon 

pen ng 's toes it the car. 
es ie ‘st “and here we can 
speak the ith " 1 on etiee og Ferd 

any else or feel any't lve at 
ime of ey. it whon the world gets 

a yaa that we see croe 
Why, until 1 met you out here I don't think T 
ever Sawa woman, You can't see them 
ae the middle of the day. ‘They're all othes 

manners, aren't they? 
any Tt ilon"t Know.’ 

“Edo. T've sen ‘em Ly the million ant 
thaire ‘re all alike. There is you-and them the 

iBion.,"” Then be did a thing that at a1 other 
time of day would have been very be 
took berhand. “Ican'tlet yougo~ just becouse 
school & ever, T want to marry you and have 
you with me always in the dawn. Tbove you." 
He paused to catch hia breath. She did not 
answer, bat neither did she withdraw her hava 
as she, unsoubtonily should have dene. “And 
you 

ia hh edors ag) “is it really right to tell 
the honest truth?” 

“Out here." he said, 
“Then,” she whispered, ‘I do hive you,” 

T WAS then only Give-forty in the morning. 
She walked a fittke way with him, and he was 

serious enowgh even to suit her. But when 
he heard im the distance the whistle of the 
approaching train the old, whimsical, 
rs exprestion came back, She was lad 
to see it. 
“Now that we're engaged," be sald, “I'm 

win to find someone to introduce us,"" 
“Under the elreumstances,” she answered, 

won ea ees 

bs cither the ¥ Mad Mee Compton or Miss 
Brett awoke with a start at that moment nat 
that anyone knows whether or not he or she 
hd it could not be considered at all remark~ 
able. But it was very early in Ca Lttinpnchs | 
undoubtedly they turned over and went sound 
asleep again, 

“I think you really aught 



OWUMDIA 
WINDOW SHADES 

FOUR GRADES .. 
Columbia Grown ~~] 

Columbia -Linolene 
Columbia A row 

Glumbia Star band made 

HE abundance of rich colorings 
and the tasteful style of Columbia 

Window Shades make it the sim- 
plest thing imaginable to find ust 
the shades you want by saying “Co- 
lumbias” whenever you buy shades. 
And there's such a cheeniness and such a reat 
fal charm in Columbia Shades that once you 
have seem them at your dealer's and looked 
a4 the colorings and fell the quality, you'll 
hang Columbia Shades ia every window 
Go to your dealer's aed say "Show me Co- 
lumbia Shades.” Look at all the details 
the taller seits fs wocloned ‘chat-penel,.vast- 
proof ends lor example. And you'll soe 
why it pays you to insist on Columbins 
insead of just buying “window shades,” 

Write af ance fey “Cherfat 
Windows’-s keipfal Fost sn» LOOK FOR 
meking windows more attrac- THIS ON 

“Ws ee ROLLER How 
Theo LUNIA peu. Sine, 

Yor 
Beaten Cleciszetl Nev Orieuse 

Parjopadecnter shades belt on 
Columbia Cloth and Retiers 

You can do it caaily, quickly 
without scrubbing or sing a 
broth, You won't have to wet i) 
your hands 

Sani-Flush 
removes stains, discolorations 
and disagreeable odors. It 
reaches the trap, where a beash 
won't mach, fe won't hare 
the bow! a! Ling unbing com- 
anc Flush will keep 
tition Just woe 

le every day or wo, Sant- 
Flash ian’t general cleanser. 
It does only cee thing, and 
does it thoroughly. 
¥ preys Se Soe ive 
Pv 2 ty a aad 

fcenfull na ean.pespard 
THE HYGiENIC Ty" 
PRODUCTS CO. 
(60 Walest St. 
Cassisa, Ohio 

DID YOU READ “QUEED”? 
THEN DON'T MISS 

Angela’s Business 
BY THE SAME AUTHOR 

At all booksteres, $1.35 net, or sent postpaid by 
HOUGHTON MIFFLIN COMPANY, 4 Park Street, Boston 

MAY I HELP YOU 

WITH YOUR HAIR? 

By Ida Cleve Van Auken 

1 am going to wear my hair up oc 
now, ax I am seventeen, and f 
tell me the prettiest way in which to arrange 
I do not look well with @ center parting. as 
forchead i bagh and my face is narrow.” 

tuetiusa-low  poel- 
tion in beck, as my 
face und features 
ure small and dels- 

uxuriant Hair 
aly Disgoneut 

cate. Do you think T 
should tr, 
rengemes 
same style?" 

IS a 

“Will you please tell me how to arrange my 
bait? 1 am fourteen and my bai straight and pot very long and mother dowan't like it hang: 
ing around my shoulders.” 

NOTE—Can I hele 
Apesaing? If v0, give me 

lg a stamcedl adiremed envelipe, tu Miss Ida Cleve Van. 
Auten, it cafe of Ti Lapnes’ Hove Jormwat, inde 
pesdecce Square, Phoadeljtis, Pesneylvaria. 

The Ladies’ Home for June, 

cannot injur 
Showers, indoors and out, 

e Valspar— 
Suppose the children @» spill water on the floor! 

Suppose the rain devs beat on the 

‘There 
Valspar 

is no need to worry 
for it is the absolutely 

door and porch! 

if these surfaces are varnished with 
waterproof varnish 

‘The Varnish 

cannot, hurt 

When you have Valspar on your 
woodw vork and furnit varnish 
wor 

t danger—the drip- 
ots of the kitchen 

mith Valeer, vot si 
Valey 

ar new and 

rred table, 

clean 

460 FC 
f tig 

“= VAKEN 
VALENTINE & COMPANY 

Largest M 

That Won't Turn White 

by washing it—not 
with ails ot potis 
it with 

rubbing it 
washing 

soap and water, 

Ask your friends who have used 
Valspar, and see how well ry like it 

Special Offer 
For ten cents in stamps, fo cower cost of 

md package, 
Valipar te cower ase 

table or chair s0 you can test its dur 

uw that it is abse- 

will sen 

JURTH AVE. NEW YORK CITY 
grade Vermlihes im the World 
TIN wr PULLEE & COMPANY 

IsHES a racic Slope 

15 

ame Lend Me 3 Feet of 
seer Floor Speke for 50 Days 

The new 

treatment 
for tender skins 

Many people with tender 
been misled by the superstition that wash- 
ing the face is bad for the complexion, 

Dr. Pusey in hie book on the 
the skin says, ‘The layer of dirt an 

as accumulate 
titute for a clean, 

disorders.” 
The following W 

just what a tender si 
attractive and resistant 

Dip a saft washcloth 
E Do 

ibury treatment is 
needs to keep it 

cleansed, ‘Rinse the fa 
water and dey carefully 

Se cake of Woodbery's Facial Soap is 
ent for a month or aix weeks of this t 

Write today for aample—For 42 xy will nent @ 
pines sine cate For 10¢. sampies of Woed- 

s Facial Sos ‘) . Pariat Creew oud Powder 
neue Jergens Ce 



Insist on 
Sunkist— 
Save the 
Wrappers 

Scores of dainty dishes are easily prepared 
with these luscious oranges. And they make 
the most healthful and most charming summer 
foods that any home ever serves, 

Get them now from your dealer. Begin to- 

day to enjoy them. Prices are low, so every~- 

one can afford them. 

A New Dish Every Day— 

This Book Describes Them All 

Serve Sunkist every day the year ‘round. A beauti- 
ful new book —*Sunkist Salads and Desserts” —gives 
page after page of suggestions, The recipes it contains 
were created, tested and tried by Helen Armstrong, the 
famous domestic science expert. There's a different dish 
for every day all summer. Shall we send you a copy free? 

The Orange of Perfect Flavor 

Sunkist Oranges are picked, fully ripened, from the finest 
of California's groves. ‘They are noted for their flavor. The sec- 
tions are firm, but so tender that they fairly melt in the mouth. 

That's why famous chefs use Sunkist in their alluring fruit 
salads and desserts. You can have the same ealads—the same 
flavor and quality—by ordering Sunkist. 

Order today. Let the whole family have the needed 
benefits from this delicious fruit this summer. 

Sunkist Lemons 
Order Sunkist Lemons to serve with fish, meats and tea, 

and to make delicious lemonade. Use the juice in salad 

For June—from the land of Orange Blossoms—These Delicious Cali- 

fornia Oranges are Now Sweetest, Tenderest, Heaviest With Juice 

Why We Offer Beautiful Silverware 
in Exchange for Wrappers 

Send us 24 wrappers from Sunkist Oranges 
or Lemons with only 20¢ in coin or stamps and 
we'll send you the beautiful lee Cream Fork 
illustrated at the left. Send 12 Sunkist wrap- 
pers and | 2c and get the handsome Teaspoon 

These are excellent samples of a complete 
Wm. Rogers & Son silver set comprising 46 
different pieces of exquisite workmanship and 
design. You can get the entire set in this man- 
ner, The design is exclusive. There is, of 
course, no advertising on any piece, Any piece 
in this set makes an attractive wedding pres- 
ent. If not satisfactory in every way we refund 
at once the small amount you paid to get it. 

We make this offer for the fol . 
lowing reason: Sunkist Oranges and 
Lemons are beautiful in colar, and 
dealers like to display them without 
the wrappers. But the wrappers 
serve to identify the genuine Sunkist 
and you wan! to be wble to identify g 
these Iruita so you can gel the best A 

This offer influences dealers to display the @ 
wrepped fruit, 20 be sure to fook for Sunkiet 
when you go te buy 

= 

Send This Coupon— NOW! as 
But before you do anything elae 2 * 

eut out and mail this coupon for California 
the free boo! Keint Sadnche Fruit Growers 
and Desserts.” It gives the Exchange 
details of our great Pre 
mium Offer, illustrates WA Raeeusee WE 5 calciee 
the set and tells how 

fo get each piece. a. Send me free book, “Sunkist 
Every bome ds and Desserts,” and full 

ought to have information about Sunkist Pre- 
this book, 20 @ ums of pure silver plate made by aend the w, : 
coon logers & Son. 

dressings instead of vinegar. Try Sunkist Lemon Pie and” 
other Sunkist Lemon delicacies. There are 86 ways to em- N. 
ploy these lemons. See what a help they are. ah a 

Juicy, tart and practically seedless. Their beauty alone 
makes them the most attractive garnish. 

@ Street 
CALIFORNIA FRUIT GROWERS EXCHANGE 

Dept. A 21, 139 N. Clark Street, Chicago @ 
Alll Good Dealers Nowe Have Sunkist on Sale in Abundance {7 City State 



Your Picture 
in His Watch 

should be a smiling picture. 
The charm of your personality 
is your smile.—It cannot be 
attractive unless your teeth are 

J and white, 
uurteeth in perfect condition 

gular night and morning tse of 

Dr.lyon's 
PERFECT 

Tooth Powder 

Dental Cream 
Whether you prefer tooth powder 

or dental cream you will find both 
safe, Both dissolve quickly in the 
mouth — leave no aticky masses be- 
tween the teeth — prevent formation 
of tartor—correct excessive acidity of 
the mouth —are your best safeguard 
from receding gums and loosening 
teeth, 

weneross sample of 
yor + Perfect Tooth 
Powder or Dr 
Lyon's Perfect 
Denta' 

L.W.LYON & Sons 
S26 West 27h Se 

Kew York City 
Seve the coupons 
in eteny backs 
They alte 
fea, Tooth Bras 

ee without charge. 

A Blanket for Every 
Little Girl’s Dolly 

sf with & dell you sho ou ate P 
of these datoty Blanks (yd mate he 

for dolly’ | 

RICHARDSON - 

Doll Blanket for Little Girls 
coat you only BB 

a | 
They bolazer the figere amd prewe 
We are the laegest ev 

7 corse suits sn 

inivecss Lane Bryante.cyere 
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WHEN IT STRUCK 
HOME OUR! 

CONTE 

column al 
agility 

us wit 
pane i 
flollars 3 | 
Miranda 

All friends of Eagle 
Brand, both big and 
little, are cordially in- 

vited to visit the Borden Exhibit, if their good luck 
takes them to the Panama-Pacific International 
Exhibition. ‘The children especially will like the 
exhibits showing how their old favorite 

EAGLE 
| CoNbeNSED 

MILK 
THE ORIGINAL 

expenses and profits « 
aid I could tell within f 
scratched & n 
whe 

comes to them so pure and wholesome. 

Th ther kinds of Borden's moms of the Borden's Exhibit a 
Milk, t ec: Evapor pleasant place to meet your friends or 
tated y inter- write your letters, and Borden repre stents, ti vit bow sentatives will be in attendance to fate 1 » clean and pure, make you welcome and to supply any 

nd the rest desired information, 

SORee N’S CONDENSED MILK CO. 
New York Estab. 1857 

nd writing 

tents and enabled 
it compli 

Uacftations, Ninerapgrer Eee, 

Nowa Bissell’s Vacuum Sweeper 
Worthy of cs — Name and Guarantee 

This will be There are two styles of BISSELL'S 
machines—the BISSELL'S VACUUM 

re 

a box of cigars to shov . depending or 
0 $10.50 for the Vai 

brush) and $6 
» Vacuum “Swee (with brush), 

Carpet sw 78 $2.75 to $5.75. Book- 
let on request. 
One of the BISSELL'S vacuum 

machines for thorough dust remy 

I WASN'T quit 
bucks 

wh 

ciated 
ned dust 
with the 
machine 

¢ emptied 

Tt was fascinating wor! 
ecnpomibe 
tackled 

ELL "S tine will 
found on sale at des ‘everywhere, 

BISSELL CARPET SWEEPER CO. 
Largest Exctosive Mansfacterers af Carpet Sweeping Devices in the World 

Dept, 24, Grand Rapids, Mich. 

Two mooths rolled 
by the kerose 

CONTINU 



A true artist woul 
bome, nate the © 

lan a beautiful 
lors harmonious. 

take any room of your 

You con 

Wy for the new, free Alabastine Best, 
The Mystery of the ‘Lort Woman,” written 

by experts, Contains color plans for beau- 
tifying your rooms at slightexpense, Tells 
how you can get attractive stencils free. 
Write for book today. 

The Beautiful Wall Tint 
Made in U, S.A. 

Lange variety of colors. Easily prepared 
fed applied. Stays fi a wall 
Durible. Sanitary. nomical, Ruy 
in original 5 eé, showing circle and 
crass in red, Dealers everywhere. 
Let us make special color plans for 
Your home, club, etc, No charge. 
Write for particulars. 

ALABASTINE CO, 
335 Grantville Read Grate Rapid, Micdlenn 

ba yeline; 
ean iy 

4 

{ORMELS 
Diy 
HAMS and BACON 

That Flavory Flitch 
Hormel's Dalry Brand Bacon is a rare 
Heat. Served alone or as a garnish, Rothing Is so tasty and wholesome.” 
8 fad ys ake mo chanceat Hormet’s Dalry 

ra fam and Bacoa—comes straight Hit a Aome-factory of guatantend cleasdiness. 
Sut fused in the Northwest dairy section. 

Pitkel and cured under Government O. K 
“ your dealer has not Dalry Brand, we ship 
fect hy expeem f.0.h, Austin. Dairy Bran 
8, 20¢ Ib, Dalry Beand ‘Bacon, 302 Ib. 
id money-ceder, 

GEO. A. HORMEL & CO, Austin, Minn. 

WHEN IT STRUCK 
OUR HOME 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 53) 

ning.” 
that went for some of last month's 

" I asked a little 
A running behind, 
sald Mi ‘ 

vda hastily from my knee 
Do you mean to tell me 

to be stern 
over the ac 

that we were making 
the restaurant than I was by 
town all day—which 

entific economy almost one hui 
y dollars a month—a young fo! 

tune, And yet we were pestered night and day 
by messengers from merchants who did not 
have the foresight to let us alone. So I econo 
mized some more. Thad a well dug back of my 
house. I installed a filter and pump and tank, 
and by that means cut od a water bill of one 

ighty cents a month, The w 
s¢ Jess than one hundred dollars, and 

we saved, over and above interest charges, over 
one dollar # months, 

VERY morning I walked down town. This, 
coording to Henry's cost ts, Was a 

wicked waste, Involving an hour of time worth 
twenty-three cents. But l invented somethi 
that even Henry hadn't thought of. I stale the 
hour, I had it for seep before, where it 
was of no use to anybody. We got sp an hour 
earlier, thus saving some wear and tear on the 
bed, and I coined that bright morning hour 
into five-cent pleces—six of them a week. I 
had time enough left to get an idea of the day's 
news from a down-town bulletin board, thus 
enabling us to discontinue the morning paper. 
There was three cents more sa per day 
‘Three cents is a lithe sum, but it is the inte: 
on ope bundred and seventy-five dollars a year. 
Tt thrilled us to sce how easily money was 
made. There we were, practically one hundred 
and seventy-five dollars richer by the simple 
using of a bulletin board, 

I got to going without lunch down town too. 
Te saved a quarter a day and it was a good « deal 
of comfort to sip a dollar or two to an irate 
collector when he called, and send him away 
grumbling but not bloodthirsty. We went to 
bed earlier at night and cut our kerosene bills. 
Wecutar we telephone and discovered that, 
beyond the two dollars a month, we saved in 
time, worth from fifteen to twenty-three cents 
an hour, over three dollars a week. 
We got rather feverish toward the end of 

the month. Sorachow the cost system seemed 
to ride our shoulders like a red-hot goblin. We 
had our first quarrel when Miranda, noticing 
that the Irather in my big rocker was getting 
shiny, refused to let me sit in it. She insisted 
that a straight-backed chair wore less quickly 
aod saved in a lifetine aver ten dollars in re- 
few I retorted that a calico wrapper for a 

use gown would save us seventeen thousand 
dollars Is a Mfetime, and then she switched the 
subject to neckties and I figured up the main. 
tenance on her engagement ring and she cried 

day I began walking home too— 
jut to. Show bez. cho wan't citraversil 
That would have saved me another dollar and 
twenty-five cents, but on the second morning 
something happened which made us give up 
«xvoomy forever, Mirands couldn't get up. 
And wher the doctor had fussed around with 
her for some time he said she had nervoas 
tiation. She had to go to the hospital and 

CONCLUDED ON PAGE 54 

SO 
Gas Stove Comfort with Kerosene Oil 

53 

HOT WATER ALL SUMMER 
AND A COOL KITCHEN 

ERFECTION oil-burning devices make 
you independent of the hot coal or wood 
range—on washday —and every other day 

of the week. 

A PERFECTION WATER HEATER will give 

you all the water you want. 10 minutes after 
lighting the burners you have enough water 
to wash dishes; and in 15 minutes you have 
enough for a bath. Does not heat up the 
kitchen, easily installed anywhere. 

A NEW PERFECTION COOK STOVE is clean, 

convenient, does every kind of cooking, and 
keeps the kitchen clean and comfortable. It 
is the oil stove of steady habits—abundant 
heat —always ready—like gas. 

Eight years ago the STANDARD OLL COMPANY 
adopted the NEW PERFECTION as its standard. 
Today it is serving 2,000,000 homes. 

Made in all sizes, including the cabinet models 
with Fireless Cooking Oven. 

NEW PERFECTION STOVES and PERFECTION 

WATER HEATERS are sold at moderate prices 
by hardware, furniture, department and 
general stores, or wherever you see the 
picture of the NEW PERFECTION GIRL. 
Ask your dealer to show you a NEW 
PERFECTION. 

** Now Serving 2,000,000 Homes”’ 

Sead to Dept. B for our free illustrated catalogue 

Send 10 cent in stamps for the famous New Perfection Cook Book, 
containing 227 prize recipes. 

MANUFACTURED AND GUARANTEED BY 
THE CLEVELAND FOUNDRY COMPANY 

7405 PLATT AVENUE CLEVELAND, OHIO 

Alse Makers of PERFECTION Simoteless Oil Heaters 

MADE IN CANADA BY 
THE PERFECTION STOVE COMPANY, LIMITED 

SARNIA, ONTARIO 



Beautiful Teeth 
Nature's best gift to womankind 

is a sct of sound, white teeth. How % 
are you conserving this gift? De 
you appreciate its value? 

You should know what good teeth 
mean to you, becnuse good teeth promore 
good health. 
When tartar ee cavities appear yc 

should comsult your dentist, but you cas 
aeiet Nature in preserving your teeth by 
regularly waing | 

LISTERINE | 
Every morning and after each meal the 

teeth should be carefully breshed, but 
iis alone will not suffice. The mouth: 

= und teeth should be thoroughly rinsed & 
with Listerine und water. | 

The normal saliva of the mouth is 
Nature's own preservative of the teeth. 
It ms the continuous fow of healthy asiva 

reverts wcid mouth—the chief 
decay 

Listerine increases the flow of suliva. Te 
cleacwes between the teeth where the 
brush cannot reach. It retarded 
keeps the mouth and gums in a 
eandition, 

Listerine is a safe antiseptic for daily 
use i your bome. For euts, wounsts 
and skein irritatioes or ay a Gret-and it is 
unsurpassed 

terine ex 
’ ign conn 
tries. Tt has been used nicl 
appreciated everywhere for 
33 years. Get abottle today 
and read the folder inside 
the wrapper 

Avoid Imitation: 

Made and Owned in Ameries, 

LAMBERT PHARMACAL COMPANY 
St. Louis Laboratories: Toronto 

Croce, give, farm 
lay of time and money, an 
abundance of flowers in the 

December wreil 
inthe garden.from 

easliest peng uel the ond 
dle of May. Bulbs ate 
grown almost exclusively 

vd ar tnt talland in enormous 
santities, nnd sold at very low peloen. y 

Hey cust dowhle belore reaching you 
By entering fram 9s now instead of waiting watil Fall, 

you rake a large sxving. get a noperior qualiy of Dualbe ct 
tusually to be cbenierd at oxy peice ia thea cownery. and 
have a mach Langer lint of varieties tr select trom. 

elected and packed in Hella, and 
pel ty owe castearers tnetediately upon, Weir 
thy bet Feande conden 

1 wah to take advantage of cur very law prices, 
we strist have your onder met later thas Jely fat, ar 
wwe import Bulln to cxcke only. They need mat be pats 
ow uenil alver delivery, ot taken if act aatisbactoey 

frum new eastomers > For prices 
lint, the mast 
mony be had 

July tat 
—Not 
Later 

Per 100 
nw 

Y, 347 Fourth Ave., Pittsburg’, Pa. 

DANCING ["s'25a") 
Mr. G. teptern Wiker, Ml. the asin dameg, dae © 
bemttal New wa. Mesty of the Deyt dancing © sn raldbition daueres ln New Y 
Wibsem. Mr, Wiser wl srw 9 
doaeetnd eacceat in year city oe 
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NUED PROM PAGE 43) 

Fobling Ane 
Wicwaren, BOAT i 
#20, $22 50. $25 and # 
depending upos 

aid Henry, " 
perl 

millions— absalute 
can’t pay the inter, 

1 perfectly 
so, Only he 

—_ 

can push a 
good 

a NY one who ¢ 
button can get just 

results with an Ansco Camera, 
. following directions, as the 
n who takes pictures for @ 

million «ball 
ust us eleven 

our new sh 
Now fn oat 

living, Prove it yourself, 

a7) » Load an Ansco Camera with Ansco 
BA 1 Film —the court-decreed original film 
am L guing to do? develop the film with Ansco 
Fa diced /Maamtinc pre si chemicals; make your printson Cyko, 

at but you larke the prize-winning paper; the re Tih 
' : will be a perfect picture of pro! 

bas veen ball sional quality therm half 
The exact radius finder is most im 
portant. Your dealer will demonstrate 
it to you, Catalog 
showing models from 
$2 to $55 from hi 

rus, free upon Fe 
quest, Write us for 
Specimen picture 
taken with model you 
contemplate buying, 

xty-six cent. 
doll 

‘The Sign of the 
Ansco Dealer sheet 

month, anid at the 
dollars and y-tive 

LOOKING AFTER 

CHRISTINE 
(CONTINUED FROM ¥ 

Good cooks use 
every feliable and economical sid in 
their work, To introduce to you one 
that for 30 years has been a standard, 
we want to send you 

A FREE SAMPLE BOTTLE OF 
That's a dear! 
tell you what ( 
night. She said 
Con 

were quite Che 

nest of the bunch. x : 2 From long experience, we know a trial y; Pm just living of aur Kitchen Bouquet in browning 
cfavy, coloring apd flavoring soups, 
sauces, stews, etc, will make you ita 
friend and user. 
Mail us your name and address, and 
we will promptly send you a sample 
bottle together with a wery up-to-date 
cook book. 

Sold generally by best grocers 

The Palisade Manufacturing Co. 
224 Clinton Avenue West Hoboken, N. J. 

ate 
RITE TODAY (Si ip ‘inion Spine cos 

ser 
A fitested. a 

te Clomed out 
Land ie $i to $8 © ‘wet tes eid saad exiolll 

longer! 
will Tl 
Hi-past 

joyfully, Chris! 

‘ORTUNAT One Corn 
Kills Joy—Why do Women Let It? 
Science has discovered how to deal with coms. A 

famous chemist solved that problem when he made 
this Blue-jay plaster. 

Since then, thia gentle method has wiped out se¥- 
enty million coms. It is ending now a million com® 
a month. 

‘Today corn pain is inexcusable. It can be ended any 
minute—and forever—with Blue-jay. And the com 
will come out, without trouble, generally in two days 

Pare coms and you'll keep them. Use wrong treat 
ments and they'll stay. But apply a Blue-jay plaster 
and that cor is finished without any inconvenience. 
A few cents will prove this, After that, you will 

never again let a com bother you. 

Blue-jay Ends Corns 

Att 
and waited w 
dianer. When she returne 
was no longer bothering about th 

thanked 

+ all exeitem: 
lif 

Bauer “& Black, Chicago and New York 
Makers of Physicians’ Supplies 



Women are fond of fine 

perfumery — distinctive 

but unobtrusive, 

& KS 
a 

has been the fulfilment | 

of their desire, and they 

have found the powder 

itself perfect in texture 

as it is in fragrance. 

This accounts for its 
remarkable success, 

which has led other 
makers to use the name 

“Corylopsis of Japan.” 

But Babcock’s is a 
secret combination of 

many different essential 
oils so intricate that no 

imitation can ever ap 
proach the scent. 

Ask for‘Babcock’s,”’ 

If by any chance you 
don't like it, your money 

is refunded. 

T5 At drugs and ae 
partment-rtores or 

ity 
af ger it there. In any ease: 

Your Money Buck if yuu 
wane it 

(asc in Canada) 

froen uaby & 

FP BABCOCK CO 
Kertames Tolle Powders 

arta Yo 
SEW YORK 

You Can Weigh 
Exactly What 

You Should 

eir own Tous 

You Can Be 
So Well! 

i 
a= Susanna Cocroft 

Dept. 36, 624 Michigan Boulevard, Cl Miss Cocrelt i @ college Mined aatharily uw the 

YS fly Leddy thee Sguee 1a puntiaa, treater, é 

FOR THE GROWING MISS 
2 freee the 

1 yonar cant sep + 7 Lugo rite tar pe ; ‘4 

MW. scuLoss 
MiG. CO, 

A 252 W. rath Se, 
WY. Gy 

MA, Biman & co. 
bh  Parenne 

LOOKING AFTER 

CHRISTINE 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 54) 

d the ashes from m 

there was 
ler in the 

and Uy 
It was 

T WAS neat! 
waive cante to 

hesaid, a 
demanded my 7 

“Ye dy 

atly. 
laughed that 
ew you'd be 

CONTINUED Of PAGE 26 

y 
EH | eu BURITAN oI 

by 
PURITAN FOOD PRODUCTS CO., Inc. | 

ae lowin, N.Y. 



his is 
Iced-Tea Time 

No summertime drink can be so satisfy 
ing, thirst-quenching and delightful as 
delicious iced tea, nightly made with the 
right tea. And, of course, the right tea 
for the right kind of iced tea is 

LIPTON'S 
TEA 

it teas and meat careful aed skilful blesding male 
Tea undowaly perfect in its aroma, fragrance asd 

ality 
For jond tea ratticalacly, you wit Sind Lipton’s Yellow 

Label Ceylon and India Black Tea exceptionally good. 

No advance ii in prices. 

Knitted Wash Cloths 
‘OU never saw 9 Wosh Cioth just 
like ‘these Turk with their 

patent Anitted fabri 
‘side Soe! teader veins 
her side Rough for healthy 

Exceptionally soft, Hold 
. Absorbent, wad dry 

—the 
friction, 
thei: 
quickly. 

Sold ‘by ult, department and dry 
res. Bend far samples? for 
postpaid. Also tree Bo 
other Turksst speci 

‘Address Dept. ©. 
PUTNAM KNITTING CO. 

Cahoes, N.Y, 

iy 3-Yard Sample Free 
A woman who has « 
our bias fold tape for fishing 
seams, making 
binding and trimm seems 

and tub dresses, will never be 
without a few pieces of this 
tandy sewing-room labor save 

WRIGHT'S BAS FOLD TAPE 

Our Factory Price 
Far This Fine Recker 
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LOOKING AFT 

CHRISTINE 

said H we'd wall 
Hennett would probably be he 

“Wat 

We told 
The ab-so-lute tru ber that when ‘we cu 

AIADDINS 
TRIUMPH 

See fis idea of a Nodel is Idea of a Model « 
Home at the Exposition Race: 

~and ifs an ALADDIN 
SAM'S Depa 
1 COTAPALNY tO CO-Oper 

= 

hose the 
fa 0K 

TM NCLE ui 

AL viulin 
addin furni, 
sentatives, 

-Cut system of con- 
triumph — have taken 

tion of modern scientific, 

that dic 
ted b 

NORTH AMERICAN CONSTRUCTION co. 
“Home Builders to the Nation”* 

114 Aladdin Ave. Bay City, Mich. 

What to Have For 
Sunday Night Supper 

Taste the Taste WHY NOT THIS MENU? OR THES? 
Deviled Ham im Ramekins Deviled Ham Timnbales (esld) 
Sliced Tamsts Salad Hoe Biseuics Popovers Hot Chocolate 

Lemee Jelly, whioped cream Sticed Oraeges with Covent 

AND THEN AGAIN > [ AND THIS? 
Deviled Ham Fritters | Deviled Ham Sandwiches 

Hot Bumesed Toast ‘Scrambled Eggs Coflee 
Prune Whip Chocalate Layer Cake Tes 

DEVILED HAM IN RAMEKINS: Mix small can Underwood Deviled 
Ham with one pint thick cream ssuce, Put into individual ramekies 
and break an egg in esch, Bake until white of et sets. 
DEVILED HAM TIMBALES (cold) Mix to lane cane Underword 
Deviled Hams with cee exp cream, beaten stiff. Add cee tablespoon 
granulated gelatine, dissolved in hall cup hot water. Mix thoroughly, 
tern into cold timbale cases and chill. Serve on crisp lettuce, 
DEVILED HAM FRITTERS: Sal can Underwood Deviled Ham. 
Ose cup boiled rice (freshly mashed potato may be substituted), Two 

eags, beaten Fight. One cup Aoar with teaspoon baking powder 
tiled is. A, lie crea, Misi. onder give, adding ream 
enoagh to drop by 7 
DEVILED HAM SANDWICHES: § 
cut bread with Underwood Deviled Ham, not too thick, Put 
together aver leaves of crisp lettuce. 
TRY IT NOW: Get seme from yoor grocer and get out new 

book of Famous Little Red Devil Recipes—"Good Tastes for 
Good Times.” We'll send it free. Jost mention your grocer's 

tame and say whether he sells Underwood Deviled Ham. If be 
doese't, send us his name and 15¢ for eccnomical trial ean, Dit today. 
WM. UNDERWOOD CO., 64 FULTON ST., BOSTON, MASS. 

UNDERWOOD 
Deviled Ham 

l “Branded With the Devil But Fit for the Gods"’ 



In Summer, itis especially 
important to choose De 
Long Quality for the 
little things of dress" — 

De Long Hooks and Eyes | 
See that hump? 

DeLong Press Buttons 
World's Flattest Fastener 

De Long Safety Pins 
Guarded Coil 

“Nub" Hooks and Eyes 
Bleas that Nub! | 

UNITED Jef, COUPON 
in every package. Send 
TODAY Tor catalog of eau 
valuable premiums, ob- i= ~ 
tainable with these Qig coupons, 

THE De LONG 
HOOK AND EYE CO. 

PHILADELPHIA, U.S. A. 
ST. MARYS, CANADA 

Three Refrigerator 
mprovements 
own in this Book 

Leara about 
hed of Hal 

in Shard torgctal’ phases mind male clas Saker thas overt a = 
2) The new cne-piree door lining; and ) The Sea Costen Trt chat gut 

Leonard Cleanable 
Srlik tens Unter lergrswersents the Leonard le aloe feck, Ite beautitel, ing: whie. scaralean fereeiain lin- 

and eazy tocare bot at Havas) 

Write for hook and sample of porcelain SRL Oe Leenase Crneain Cs Se Leet, Bitte Sard tema Th Saat pe tee elinary rtigertons and ia ish,” Write tntay, 
GRAND RAPIDS REFRIGERATOR COMPANY 

‘ly Avenue — Grand Rapids, Mich. 
Workts arent Kefriewrator Momafestwrery 

& 
Fe EBElave of tla new coats In realy romaskestle, 
Che yt Pears of Pompelan Massage Cream experi- 

You can't be toe caretel, Pompeian Nig: Cran 
son fet duting your steegise hears. Winds, ware, ang BEE Mab the akin ef groneeting secretions, THE 

s vf Vompeian Night Ceram supply soothing tes thar sofees srl bevellfy, So pure, wo white, 90 Tse trace! “Tyr i tex At the amen, 3463 Sar BSc ant Tse. ial at so for de tn noes 
‘The Pomoeian Mig, Co, 1 Prowect Street, Cleveland, 0, 

LOOKING AFTER 
CHRISTINE 

(CONTINUED PROM TAGE 54) 

I envy your hus- 

Don’t you think—1 

forth exarper 
nly need #4 

er—criminal, and al 
your mother jst what happ 
rf ? About—ahout you, Cousin 

tee that myc 
fade is in any degree 

“Still, if Tam to tell her the w 
see how I can Jeave y 

+ judickally 
“Don't then: 
“Hut there it 
“There what is? 

“\\ HY—wt |” Wesreyes 
think it very strang 
youre! taken us to a hot 
Mi » as you shor 

ently. 
you see, I wanted! to 

Mamzma would 

ly. 
with it?” 

well, E 
# last night got te 

athing really, of co 
did call wat rooms 

1” T begged. 
take me to a hotel— 
Jer that 1 had—bad 

compromised myse 
“Some people are I snapped. 
“Would ywa marry me, Cousin Jack, iif 

you knew?” 

“Of course I would!” 
“Oh! Then—then, if I find someone I 

speak a good word for me?” 
sspicously. There was some- 

8 the innocence of ber ex 
I bave to remind you, Chris, 

to do a certain amount of 
1 said stiffly, 
4 want me to go?” Chris arose 
her bag. Irescved it from under 

her chair, “And you never want to see me 
again, Cousin Jack?” 

“Nonsense,” I sald grefly. “And—and £ 
ing me Cousin Jack. I'm 

"Jack"? And you're 
not going to look ? Coukdn't 
you just a little whi 
that husband?” Sb 
from a foot away, 
much trouble?” 
"You brought it om yourself.” I tried to 

teak severely, 
“T always do, 

There was a sile 
I cleared my throat. 

she replied mournfully 
Chris looked up again 
“Couldn't you?” she 

—well, naturally,” I sai 
tend to lose tight o 

Then you will 
Chris seized a button 
to twist it. “And—and 
I want to marry, cou! 
go on~looklng alter 

“Perhaps I could, Chris,” F muttered. 
“THERE a> another silence, 1 feared for 

the button. Chrisdropped her head. “And 
a could do it—Iook after 

¢, I mean—better if you were—if I—" 

t—sort of n't you j 

dn’t raise her head and her 
ped from the button. 

"Do you mean—could you 
1 browes h 

came to m 
: joan just sort 

cout of thi $030 lone- 
tL knew you did, only you wouldn't 

ay 00 
| “Presently I said: “I suppose I'll have to 

write that letter, alter all;fsban’t 1?” Chris 
nodded, “And what shall I tell her, dear: 
Chris snuggled closer. “You know,” she 

sighed. 
“That I Jove you desperately?” She 

nodded again. “And want to marry you?” 
Another nod.“ And—and —" 

~ And look after me," whispered Chris, 

57 

“The Ham What Am”? 

Ham and Bacon 

Their extra gua/ity and 
fine flavor are the re- 
sults of the famous 
Armour ‘‘cwre’?, 
backed by a 
half century 
of knowledge 
and experi- 
ence. 

| Armours 

“Simon Pure” Leaf Lard 

goes a third farther than ordinary 
lard because it’s a third richer. 

Made only of 
delicate leaf fat. 

Ready—new edition 
of “Pastry Wrinkles.” 
Write for your copy. 

ARMOUR {iy COMPANY 
CHICAGO 
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FAlRY SOAP is perfect for toilet and 
bath. Aside from its economy —it 

costs but 5c—you cannot find a purer 
soap at any price. a 

Fairy Soap is individu- | 
ally packed — each 

oval cake in its 

Which One Belongs own wrapping 
of dainty tissue, ild? - to Your Child? eee oe Ee aah ae 

ali eateesins Se 4 ms se | : special box. 

The white oval 
floating cake fits 

the hand 

CHICEE. FAIRBANK conta 

Rice & Hutchins, Ine, 
131 High St., Boston. 

Rice & Hutchins 

FDUCATOR ~ aS ree ee = 
} seen. ‘mute saustges | Lty My PReagded, CGoxer Moth-Proof Cedar Chest 

a eee wae ae et | 30 Days kn Your Home At My Risie ‘Te. DOWN < )WN 

BURROWES Henry Clay” Chest 
i ] 

Is Your Refrigerator 
Poisoning Your Food? 

=D. 

Agarowed by Goad [teaiess, 
Haweeheepay boot 1 - 

“Monroe” 

Protect your 
summer frocks 
with moisture 
proof dress 
shields. 

RS TESS VATSSSPATSTS TOSS STINT NNN TT 

iat—Cash or Credit} 



CYNTHIA SPILLINGS 
AND THE SPIDER 

(CONTINUED PROM PAGE 58) 

Me, 413. Cate of Rocker 

Try this perfume 
test on yourself Karpen Furniture 

at the Exposition 
The exam 

Furoiture a 
P 

OUR own preference in the | 
matter of perfumes should pass 

sncter | judgment—and will do so if 

uninfluenced—as to what you really 
prefer. The test described below shows || 
you how to decide this very personal { 
question to your absolute satisfaction— 
just as it showed those who made /) 
the original test. ly 

W before a 

rity which is 
parison, 

America’ 's Pride 
In Furniture 

i commiaubs 
ult wimdrution its merits 

This test was made by 103 representative 
women, comparing six perfumes without — // 
seeing the labels or knowing the names. 4s 
Three of the perfumes were the most popu- ie 
lar foreign scents and three were domestic F 
(Florient, Splendor and Eclat), made by 
Colgate & Company. | 

; 
Over 3/5 of the 103 women chose Colgate’s; f 
but what is more significant is that before 

4 making the test 61 of the 103 said they 
Ceeneenere > hae Grate : preferred a foreign perfume, yet when the | 

a influence of a foreign label was removed 41 of id 
the 61, or 23 of them, chose Colgate’s first. 7 

Use the hygienic 
Waterproof sh 
Ing that really 
Protects. Since this experiment was made thousands 

of women have made the same test with  §& 
interesting results. 

You too can make the test 
Let us send you three Perfumer’s Testing Strips, 
miniature vials of the three Colgate Perfumes and an 
extra Testing Strip so that you may.compare these 
new Colgate scents with the perfume you are now 
using. The Test Material will be sent on receipt of 
your letter enclosing a 2c stamp for mailing. 

You will discover (as many others have) that in deli- 
cacy, in refinement, in individuality, and above all in 
that indefinable something which governs a matter of 
choice, Colgate Perfumes express your real preference, 

COLGATE & COMPANY 
Perfume Contest Dept.H,199 Fulton Street, New York 

Established in America 1806 
Awarded Grand Prix, Paris 1900 

The same perfames ix Voitet Waters 
for those who prefer a Lighter scent. 

ating 
» Chafing or irritation. ily 

Cleaned — always fresh, dainty, «weet, 

36 in. wide, light or heavy, 
$1.00 a yd, 

14 in, wide. heavy woicht 
only, $1.50 « yd. 

1k GENUINE 
er does nat 
k Sheeting 

TRADER MARK Makers of Stork Shoes, 
‘Slork Punts, eic 

Mes. U, 8. Pat. Off, 

title, Wy tle, Write Science Teach 
tah elle low 

2.25” a. 

eee H 
5 

Harrah & Stewart Mfg. Co. 
918 E. Court Ave., Des Moizes, Lowa 

rz ‘ntle Polly Browres make sweeping 0x9 

0 Hotel safe, where I had it 
tL met poor Joe.” eis placed the 

wanrtheay ais eae, 



A New Idea | 
Any wrist, large or 
small, can now be per- 
fectly fitted, 
By pr ne thumb on the 
spring end, any link in any part 
of the bracelet may be r 

others pending) combined with 
the greatest expansion found in 
any bracelet insures ay f 
for every wrist. And me 
should any link in any f 
Inacelet ever ne ng, YOU 
simply secure a new one 
your jeweler and attach it yo 
self in n moment. 

SIMMONS 
Trade Mask Res. U.S tha, Ot 

Watch Bracelet, with 
Independent, Detachable Links 
Let your jeweler shaw you thi 
new bracelet. You will be sur 
prised at how inexpensive it is 
Can be made to use with any 
wrist watch, 

Simmons new Watch Bracelets, 
|| with inde 
H) links, are 

OR) makers of Si 
standard of 

haw you 
bracelet, write for 

cweler 

}} your} 
Hy] this new 

booklet wed name of 
who has them on exhibition, ] 

4} RF. SIMMONS Co. 
| ] 

Established 1893 
185 N. Main St., Attleboro, Mass. 

Look for “Simmons” stamped on 
cach Draceletyour protection 

and guanuntee fo 

KABO 
6.0 Guaranteed 
OAC 

4 

To any mot 

Gaste a 
not—in her judg 
snent di 

Three Kinds 
all ages 
10¢-15#-25¢ 

BYE BN) tng 8 2) GRR) § (6) Oh) 
Insure Foot Comfc 

UR Spring anit, Sommer Catalon, coat OMB Siitimers astcic on "care 'of te Foes es 

‘ot Refund Toor 
‘Write toe FREE Catalog ¥O' 

TROWMART INN “*3235 
YIREPAOOY MOTEL FOR WOMEN 

$1.00 per day — weekly $4.50 snd $5.50. tnctoiling 
feakfast and disimer, Send for Booklet. 
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book f bad bs 
Ilartley } 

PAGE 16) 

ow the w 
opened the 

d me a mx 

know how or when we beca 

landmark, We 
clock!" 

, 
places, with 
with the purple bat, I say 

HERE was a burst of b the bell 
ng, ail Hartley, os sheet, 

ing away. It was the crowning hour 
5 humiliati I felt t d and 

Hartley 

at that 
iful that 1 

together my tumbled hair, as th 
ot gteat effort, 
‘Th at L 

w Eve felt when Adam self. 
me of thei: 

upon Hartley the pent-up 
ming wrath of thy %, b 

him wild, angry se 

t 
for 

x f nk ten 
fothes than I do about you ai 

s only the decently dressed w 
nt of clothes—and I'm 

CLUDED ON PAGE 63 

The Kewpies and the Sensible Woman 
“Oh, Bobbie!” Nan says, happily, “See what the dear little Kewpies have brought 

us! Don't they know what we like?” And Bobbie says: “Hoo-e-e! I guess they do. 
The wise Kewpies are always doing the right thing to make little and big folks com 

fortable, contented and happy, and of course they know, just as sensible women know; 
that good things to eat are one of the first considerations. 

And where is the list of good things to eat that doesn’t begin with 

JELLO 
No sensible woman will overlook the easy Jell-O way when she 

wishes to serve a particularly delicious dessert, for the low cost and 
the delightful flavor, as well as the ease of preparation of Jell-O, are 
too well known for that, 

Jell-O is put up in seven pure fruit flavors: Strawberry, Raspberry, 
Lemon, Orange, Cherry, Peach, Chocolate. Each 10 cents at grocers’. 

Dozens of the most beautiful and delicious Jell-O desserts are described in the 
Kewpie Jell-O Book for which Rose O'Neill, the famous “mother of the Kewpics,” 

10 
a package 

has made some of her greatest Kewpie pictures. A copy 
of the book will be sent to you free if you will write and tuk us for the Kewple Jell-O Book. 

‘THE GENESEE PURE FOOD CO, 
Le Rey. N. Y,, and Bridgeburg, Can 

The name JELL“O is on every package in big ved lestess, | 
Be sure you get JELL"O and mot something else. 

The secret of 
en és enough of the 

id of utensils.” 
TIDY kitchen—kitchen work 

that is a ne nding joy and 
so by keeping drudgery away from it— 

well-prepared dishe 
p the cross word fn just 
ber that we are sincere in saying that a 

real aid to this phase of married life is enough 
utensils of AECO 

Royal Granite 

ble 

Enameled Ware 
Get enough so there may be a ute: 

every use—this means simplified cooking and 
sil for 

Jonger-lived utensils. 
The smooth, hard surface of these uten 
es the drudgery aut of pot and pat cleanin, 

really are easy to clean 

ed dishes—you can 
keep your mind on the cooking with no imper- 

ensils 10 worry about. 
In making up the kitchen list—make the : , 

note that YOUR kitchen shall be furnished begin ag 
with bright, beautiful Royal Granite Enameled Hook of Recipesand 
Ware. As an aid to simpler shopping let us Menus, 
send you 

FREE—MRS. RORER'S BOOK 
of menus and recipes for families and "Just For 
Two"; also suggested amortment of Royal Gran- 

ite Exameted Ware for completely furnishing 
somal] or Lange Kitchen rnquirrmenta. 

Hardeare end Department Stores Breryekere 

Send 10c 



You can 
do as much 
ironing as 

four women ironing by hand 
—or four times as fast as one 
woman, and with ease if you use 

SIMPLEX TRONER 
THE BEST IRON 

For City and Country Homes 

Try One You get better re 
sults, beautiful 

30 Days is) 2nd stral 
edges and with 

FREE etfort. No fuss and 
bother. No tired 

feet, weary back or aching head. 

Operated by Electric, Gasoline or 
Hand Power. I by gas or 
Fasoline ata cost of 2 to 4 cents per 

y. Eight sizes 
Easy payments, 

Write for FREE Booklet on ron 
ing, 30 Days’ Free Trial Offer, and 
name of local dealer 

AMERICAN IRONING MACHINE CO. 
ExtaWished 10 Years 

S81, 168 N, Michizan Awe, Chicage, Ii, 
Abo Makers of Simplex Lroners for Hotels, 
Boanling He aunutries, ete, See Catalog, 

"See our Exhibit at the Ponaree 
Pacific Exposition —Sew Prencarco™ 

Manufacturers’ Volece 

C This saves my” dresses 
from perspiration stains! 

Ves, it te seally true. Just two applic 
tions & week of Odo-ro-no will keep 
armpits naturally dey and dainty 
othes free from etains and dans 

Odovro-no will give you 
from racessive persp 
feet and hand»—keep 
bly and naturally dry a 
eee, Daily bathe de mot lemen the effect 
Unacented.  Harmlem. 
and $1 

4 Wroas The Gdorond Company. 106 briaie ‘Ave. Cincinmatt, Ont 

THE TOILET WATER FOR 
EXCESSIVE PERSPIRATION 

“I Begged Father | 
when Iwasa little girl to let meuse | 

ogodont nt 
for the OF telah 

Tye used it every day for 30 years 
and can speak most highly of it. 

(Name on request.) 
Use Sezodont Liquid in the moming to 
clean where the brush can't go. Use 
Sither Sozodont Pouder or Paste in the 
€vening to brighten and polish the teeth. 

Tig weeds trial af Liquid amd Powder 
or Paste for 4c in stamens and our apectal 
offer which you cannot sail Address 

HALL & RUCKEL New York 

THE PURPLE HAT 
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A definite personal alle 
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I don't believe any 
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is shabby and not 

* Hartley 
seems as 

hey all seems 
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day after 1 came 
Hartley on the 

as the flames died down. 

né balmy. 
ted cheerfully. 1 had 

cars. “But a 

The famous Welch 
Punch 

« “diplomatic dinner” beverage 
which is safe and sane. 

Take the juice of three lemons, juice 
of one orange, one pint of Welch's, 
one quart of water and one cup of 
sugar, Add sliced oranges and pine- 
apple and serve cold, This punch 
has become a standard of excellence, 

The favorite Welch 
Hi-Ball 
A man’s drink—and a very popular 
way of serving Welch's. It has lots 
of character and “pep.” 

Use a ten-ounce glass, in which place 
four ounces of Welch's, and a lump 
or two of ice; fill the glass with 
plain or charged water, 

The delicious Welch 
Lemonade 
Make your lemonade this way and 
you find that it possesses the often- 
lacking “something.” 

For each quart of well-sweetened 
lemonade allow a cup of Welch's 
Grape Juice. Chill and serve. 

Welch’s at the picnic 
Welch's 

Do more than ask for “Grape 
Juice” —say Welch's 

and get it! 
If unable to get Welch's of your dealer 
we will ship a tal dozen pints for $3, 
express prepaid cast of Omaha, 

Welch Junior (4-0z. size) bottle mailed 
for ten cents, 

White for new booklet, 
Selected Recipes.” 

The Welch Grape Juice 
Company 

Westfield, New York 

“plain” is a favorite picnic 
and outing beverage because of its 
unvarying high quality. Have it 
cold. Serve it in small glasses or 
use the Junior (4-0z.) bottles. 

Welch’s for the children 
Welch's is not only a delicious drink 
to serve the children, butevery mother 
knows it is healthful. 

hit with the children. 

ual 4-oz. bottles are always attractive 
and pleasing. 

It makes a 
The individ- 

“Marion Harland’s 99 
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We Want 
You to 
Have a ¥ SHALL I GO TO 
CeCe HE PANAMA-PACIFIC 

: FAIR? 
New Polish a 

Ices 
Cooling creams and ices 

“stand better” and are 
smoother if made with 

ive report ever ma 
thought a polish « re, on Ww 

‘ . M you try it you'll alw it on Hum 
copper, brass, nb 4 ss and and Soelal Boor 

juminum. You'll find that it The Departme 
: heretofore, am 

can't stain or harm your hands— and copy book 
that it is perfectly safe because “heme work 

2 process exhid 
ntiins no acids, ammonia, work om the 

Mor ari 
tonal wed findotsin SPARKLING 

GELATINE 
(t's Granulated) 

or any other dangerous 

It is the secret of home-made 
frozen dainties—this Grape 
Juice Sherbet will prove it. 

Send for FREE Recipe Book 
It contains many economical Desert, 
Jelly, Salad, Pudding and Candy Reci- 
pes. It is free for your grocer's name. 
Pint sample (enough to make this grape 
sherbet) for 2e stamp and grocers 
name, 

CHAS. B, KNOX COMPANY 

313 Knox Avenue Johastown, N.Y. 

Chile 

Pretty by 
Polish oe arse. 

Addtee 

Blue Package Yellow Package 

alts « 
overnmen 

takes all the odor 

out of perspiration 

One application of this snow- 

white disapp ing cream pre- 
Prez 

Reduce the Burden 
of Summer Work — How? 

nk of the washing you can save in hand and kitchen towels hy the use of SCOT- 
TISSUE-S, the absorbent paper towels; by all means have them hw here children 
are around. Very often children soil a towel the frst time they use pa roll in 
the bathroom always; you will find many things that will make them useful there, 

but an actual trial will convince you of the great usefulness of absorbent 
TISSUE in your kitchen for draining grease from fried potatoes, fritters, etc 

vents all bodily odors. 

Does not check perspiration, 

merely neutralizes all odors. 

A comfort inwarm weather— 

in all weathers. 

Lasts from bath to bath. windows without the use of water and they are splen- 
si, ete, Take SCOTTISSUE along on your vacation 

Keep SCOTTISSUE in the garage for cleaning hands. 
multitude of uses you will find for SCOTTISSUE towels 

min your home, ‘There are three sizes of 

Absorbent ScoftissueTowels FEST a 
ScotTissue Toilet Paper—selt as old linen, A high grade, solt, snowy white absorbent 

28¢ at all drug and 

“MUM” MFG CO 1106 Chestnut St Philadelphia 

HAIR provi 
We open accoants with n 
bo tengo by poe paper, Sold in large tight-wound rolls, We per te 

tn piay utiles ait infied. Sani-Tissue Toilet Paper — soft and clothlike. The balsam tr the papier soft 
and clothlike. Once used, always demanded. 3 rolls in d 

The above goods sold at all progressive dealers’. 
In onder that wou may rel acquainted with the whole Nine of ScatTisae Products, wx ait, 

Speen gf 506 (in Canada 750). send pou, ail 

STRAIGHT SWITCHES. WANY SWITCHES 
1} oe 18in $083 Bo. $LAe 
Pama 1 Se |. 28 
Swe 1 Mis |) 3 
Teole Warp Svcd, iin S45 
Ober sizes and grades 

7 mp de rtcining 12 Scat? ioe Dace, {rll 
bent Scot Piaate Toilet Paper, | ro! 

omar Foci Paper and I etter rile Ne 
rade Toilet Paper. All for 50c (75¢ in Canada). 

SCOTT PAPER COMPANY 
720 Glenwood Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 

*Prices sligitly higher west of the Miriraieot Ricer 
‘and in Canada 

ise 

Matte tern; nak for tira 
fet eee SEW WALK HOOK TODAY 
PARES FASHION CD, Dept. 16, 109 8. Wabash As 



— 
Automatic Cooking 

Saves hours of time and work 

automat 
ecxvet leks 
e Timer of 

Automatic 

Cook Stove 
(4 Models — For any Kitchen ~4 Prices) 

The real fragrance 
of violets every day! 

delight that 
y Line You Use 

SS 

es 

Nursing Bottle 
The breast is like a mother’s 

breast, broad and yielding. It cannot 
Collapse, Infant can take only the 

nipple part in his mouth. It’s 

nearest to mother’s nursing. 

Hygeia Nursing Bottle Co. 
1347 Main St., Bellas, N.Y, 

SHALL 1GO TO | 
THE PANAMA-PACIFIC 

FAIR? 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 63) 

The model dairy 
show the sanitary livin 
the sanitary hartling of t 

yalty and hi 
‘These wonsen hay 

avishly 
with that 

How Gentle Women 

Get Their Way 
We don't need to tell you, Madam. You know the 

ways better than we. 

But consider this new application. 

Summer is coming, when you don’t like to cook. 
And the heartiest ready-cooked meal is Baked Beans. 

But old-style Beans don’t appeal to men as a 
twice- or thrice-a-week dish. Nor do the effects, 
For old-style Beans— vastly under-baked—are not 
easy to digest. 

Van Camp's are whole and mealy. None are 
crisped, none broken. They do digest. And the zest- 
ful sauce baked into them gives a man-style tang. 

Why not use this dish to win men to minute-made 
meals this summer? A million women do that. 
Why not you? 

BAKED WITH 
TOMATO SAUCE 

Also Baked Without the Sauce 

10, 15 and 20 Cents Per Can 

Don’t make the mistake of serving any once-a-week style of 
Beans, ‘This dish is too important, too well-liked, too nounsh- 
ing. It is also too convenient. 

Go to downtown lunch-rooms at noon-time and see how men 

enjoy Baked Beans. 

The reason is, they get Van Camp's downtown. ‘Thousands 
of clubs, cafés, and lunch-rooms are serving Van Camp's daily. 

You can make this dish just as popular at home, and thus save 
hours of cooking. Do it as the restaurants do—serve the kind 
men like. 

Now, on the verge of summer, we urge you again to discover 
the peculiar appeal in Van Camp's. A single meal will show it, 

Buy «can of Van Camp's Beans to try. If you do not find them the 
best you ever ate, your grocer will refund your money. 

6 a 



She dreaded this once — 
as you dread it now! 

pet ded this tedious “strap 
hanging” in ded cara—dreaded the 
utter foot discomfort it caused her, 

But note by looking she iy mns—how un 
mitultul of u 

Go to 
what this 

sougefitting ww 
ur town wanih Std 

* comfort in a 
There you will find your 

yevery movement af your 

na} just the chic appextunce you wane for your 
comfort suchas yor have sever kna 

i; High Shoes, $4 to $6 

Write for the Red Cross Style Book 
With it we will send you the name af your mexnest 

Red Cross dealer, or tell you how to order direct. 
The Kroha-Fechieimer (Co, GU1~547 Duedeidgr St. Corinna, @ 

PLIO ray 
Low Shoes, $0 ani 513; 

Send us your Name and Address 
Amt we'll sail you some Austin's frow, 
Also a book. “About Dogs” which de- 
lights all dog-tovers. Give ws you cs 
name, please. Austin’s Pup 
mall down. € six mouths 
AUSTIN DOG BREAD & ANIMAL FOOD CO. 

254 Marginal Street Chhelen, Mass, 

BECOME 

tele ated 
size 496 ty 

DAVID WHITE, Dept. H, 419 East Water St.. Mibwanhes, Wis. 
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‘TS? transform your porch into 
a well-ventilated, mellow- 

lighted, but secluded reading, smoking, sewing 
room or nursery—to make it the most comfort- 
able place about the house throughout the long 
summer days and evenings, requires only about 
half an hour of your time and a set of Acrolux 
Porch Shades, It is wonderful how much com- 
fort and pleasure thousands of home lovers are 
getting out of their porches since they put up 

EROLU 
PORCH SHADES 

the newer and better splint-fabric shades, which keep 
out the glare of the sun, but diffuse « pleasing, restful 
light. They cannot whip or flap in the wind, They 
afford all the seclusion of your own den. If you would 
like to know how much it will mean to you to equip 

your porch with Aerolux Shades and 
how easily and economically it can 
be done—if you would like to see 
pictures of many Acrolux - equipped 
porches in representative American 
homes, send for the Acrolux Book. 
it is free on request. 

THE AEROSHADE COMPANY 
441 Oakland Ave. Waukesha, Wis. 

Make Your Rooms Seven 
Degrees Cooler 

You will surely appreciate 
the many benefits to be 
derived from the use of | 
Acrolux Splint-fabric 
Awnings. They are casily 
put up, shade any portion 
or all of the window, are 
multi-adjustable and much 
more sightly and durable 
than canvas awning. 

Both shades and awnings 
corne in harmonious color 
ings thet add torather than 
detract from the beauty of 
your house. 

The big fact about WIZARD Pol- 
ish is its all ’round home usefulness. 
For example, you can safely apply it 
to the most delicately finished piano, The 

4 spirit’ of the music room, Cleans, 
preserves, beautifies. 

For Fine Furnitut 
The most beautifully finished 
furniture “takes kindly” to WARD 
Polish. It's easy to apply and works 
wonders, Preserves — enhances. 
Produces a beautiful, hard, dry luster, Pre- 
vents checking. 

For Woodwork 
and Floor 

—There is nothing like WIZARD Pol- 
ish, Saves a lot of labor, Preserves the fin- 
ish, renews the original beauty, keeps the 
surface clean and shining, 

WIZAR 
Polish 

Beautifies everything it touches. Gives wonderful 
results in keeping the finish of automobiles 
beautiful. Any mop renewed with @ZARD Polish 
becomes almost « W2ARD. Sample free on request. 

All sizes from 250 to $2.50. 

WIZARD MOP 
Our new mode! AR Mop at 50 cents isa 
record. Nereis in sales and servi Strong and 
dus Meher WARD mops a $1.00, $1.25. 
WIZARD products sold and guaranteed by all di 

WZARD Products Co, Inc., 1463 W. 37th St., Chicago 
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Waterloo Skirt & Garment Company 
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WHEN CAREY CAME 
TO TOWN 

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 64) 

4 face grew pale; she was too amazed 
to speak. ~ he woman went on 

ateedy 
listening to the angry v 

ossibly tow accust 

ad to listen te what the wor! 
ile atkers thought of Hiram A. War 

detail just why he 
st how 

mated to him as 
his class; heard 

n while they ai 
accumulate 
ket itself loo 
creature who seemed to be wrapped in luxury. 

“THAT was the scone upon which Hiram en- 
tered. He bad rung his own doorbell~a 

dom necessary when Scott was expect. 
ing him and, as ted, Ue a of a shrill 
walce penetrated beyond the door, He tried 

¢ knob, his heart beginning to beat s+ it 
had not in years, He had no idea wl 

ug within, but ¢ 
it not 

red an exclamation appropriate t 
and felt for hain, Avother mo 
avd be was at the library door, 

the whole scene at a single glanc 
to rest only upon the slen 

it, and i gu wow who done it, you 
m A. Ward! But it wasn’t my Joe! He 

don't know a thing about dynamite, an’ he 
he wouldn't! And now 

nit all the blame on 
makin” out he’s all but a murderer—and 

be never done 
Ward looked at the children, who, their 

hunger satised, were staring at hig with round 
eyes wherein sleep fought with awe and curios 
ity. He looked at Carey; she had not moveil, 

» berexpression had not altered, 
He turned back to the woman, “'Get out of 

bere!” he said, “And I advise you to get out 
quick.” 

The woman began to speak again, but » 
wordless exclama: n Ward stopped her, 

children together, but at 
fage—or fury—flared up once 

Hiram was closely following her, She 
turned a looked Lup into his face. “Qh, sir," 

“woa't you have pity on Joe arid 
out of it? Won't you —— 

“Get out of here!” said Hiram. His tone 
was lower than usual, but the words came out 
as if impelled hy a force which could not much 
Janger be held in restraint. 

: , the woman tured, dragging 
one chil by the hand, the other huddling close 
to her, The baby began to wail, and the mother 

7 Bear the gasping sound in the room she 
left. 

Bu His heart was so attuned 
that he would have heard that faint sound 
through any babel. Yet before he could tarn 
pe was at his side, her hansds on bis arm, ber 

veel to his,” He understood. She’ was 
picading for the viper that had stung her. “THe 
half turned, so that for an instant he coubl 
touch het Nands, pat thera back against her 
heart. 

Then he followed the woman, who was fum- 
bing at tbe front door, “Here,” he said, pat- 
ting something into her hand that he had 
taken from bis own pocket, "Take this—from 
the young lady, And Joe shall have a fair trial, 
I can not do more than that. But my own 
lawyers shail do their best for him.” 

WHEN, be game, back, he found Carey 
) standing where he had left her. 

“Carey,” he sail in a low tone, beseech- 
ing 
Sty she looked up at him. “It isn’t true, 

And as Hiram hesitated she 
isn’t true? Wha: 

He did not dare to question ber lest be should 
recall whatever it was she had heard. “My 

" he said, “how can we tell whether it is 
¢ not? So much is true! The 

He had guessed w 
horror to her soul was not the fact of the un. 
known Joe's arrest, nor what he had done; 
was the vituperation the woman bad thr 
at her, the things half understood which yet 
touched to loathing her woman's instinct, the 
things she had ssid about himself 

AM Hiram’s words Carey threw her head 
back in a gesture of despair. 

He put his hands out toward her, best she 
shrank away. Carey!" be cried again. 

past him. “1 can't talk—any 
bt |” she gasped. 

‘And Hiram had to watch hee go upstalrs— 
slowly, step by step, as if she were carrying a 
great weight with her. 

CONTINUED IN THE JULY JOURNAL 

Summertime 

Suggestions 
On the Use of Food Confections 

When berries come, mix 

them with Puffed Wheat 

or Rice. Blend the fruit 

with these flaky morsels 

which taste like toasted 

nuts, Puffed Grains, you'll find, will add as much as 

do the cream and sugar. 

For a dairy dish, at sup- 

per or bedtime, float these 

grains in milk, These are 

toasted whole-grain bub- 

bles, crisp and airy, delight- 

ful to the taste. And nothing else made from Wheat 

or Rice has every food granule exploded, That means 

easy, complete digestion. 

Garnish ice cream with 

these Puffed Grains. It 

is like adding nut meats 

to it. Use Puffed Rice 

in candy making. It 

tastes like nuts but is far 

more flaky. The candy 

crumbles casily. 

Let boys at play carry a pocket 

of Puffed Grains. Salt them 

like peanuts or butter like pop- 

corn, In Puffed Grains, every 

atom feeds. And they do not 

tax the stomach, 

Puffed Wheat, 12c 
Puffed Rice, 15c 

Except in Extreme Weat 

Puffed Grains with cream and sugar reveal but one 

delight. Millions of pounds are being served at other 

times than breakfast. 

Bear this in mind: The more you serve these grains in 
puffed form the better for all concerned. Prof. Ander- 

son's process best fits them for food. It makes confec- 

tions of them. It does in a thorough way what cooking 

does in a half way. It breaks up the nutriment cells. 

The handiest foods in your house this summer will be 

your Puffed Wheat and Puffed Rice, 

The Quaker Oats @mpany 
Sele Maker 

oust) 



58,000,000 Pairs of 
Holeproof Hosiery 

Have Proved Their Comfort, 
Style and Loe Wear 

And today, irs ago, six pairs of Hok 
proof cotton hose are to wear six 
months without hole { the six pairs 
fail in that tiv I replace them with 
new hose absol 

Heler Cpraty lasicry 
AND CH! ICIP 

The New Stocking 
with Elastic Ribbed 

Top for Wenen 

Ir 

34th and 35th Streets 

B. Altman & Cn. 
Fifth Avenue - Madison Avenue 

New York 

B—Silk Jersey 
ners, in white 

or pink , $3.25 

| C—Boudoir Caz 
y \ al crépe Chine 

- in palo: blue, pink 
lavender or white, 

$2.00 

ender, white or 
black; with em 
broic j 
and accordion 
plaited skirt ad 

bodice 

+ and has unlimited 
and shipment of merc 

United § nt to any part of | 

A) Hom ES & [DWARDS 
Silverware 

for 

Wedding Gifts 

ons and for' 
constant ser 

are reinforced at wearing points by 

Silver Inlaid Washington 

superior qu 

plete line 
t ne ser 

or Holmes é& E 

by dealers everywhere. 
ot ceceived # copy 
H. E. VERRAN COMPANY, Incorporated 
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THE LADIES’ HOME JOURNALS FASHIONS 

sé] 
at 

his season. At every turn we find the glaring announcement: 
This ia the newest fashion.” Personally, whenever I see this I 

want to run the other way. This season of all others is the one in 
Which to be wary—" Missouri” is the only state to come from when 
choosing fashions this year, There is only one thing that seems to me 
tiled, and that is to avold all so-called “leading fads and fancies.” 

tendency has been to overextremes. It is like children who, in 
to be heard, try to make the loudest noise. ‘Thisis confusing alike 

fo the woman who doesn’t consider every penny she spends and to 
the woman who must make every penny count twofold, 
Jn the second illustration I show you what I think is a very new 

silhouette in a coat, You will see how Jong and straight and slender it 
‘s, back and front, and how all the fullness is gathered into the hips. 
ives a new line, yet it makes you look tall and thin. You may not 

think so, but if you put or on you will be convinced. ‘The sleeves are 
and flaring, though not exactly of the old-fashioned bell shape. 

‘The other three illustrations are gowns, all very different in char- 
acter, One is of cloth, another of silk, and another of silk and caahmere 
Serge. The cloth gown (No. 8908) is full of new thoughts, and, while it 
May not strike you so, the four-gored ekirt, although full, is straight 
And the bodice balances the width of the skirt,"yet has alittle suggestion 
‘fa waistline, ‘The trimming for this dress i a shiny silk braid, used 
Ata binding. The collar ts made of organdie, or it may be of lace. 

‘The unnumbered gown on the extreme right above hardly needs a 
Word to show you how very new it ix You will see how straight and 
“nfitted it is, yet how extremely different in line from the Moyen Age 
Slthes of a season or s0 ago. It is straight but it is full. ‘The skirt is 
Plaited, with full little panniers on the sides, and the upper part is 
Made of satin with an overfalling of chiffon to match the skirt; while 

Bretty collar is of embroidered batiste, with a thread of colored 
ffnbroldery outlining the pockets and cuffs. The new buttons used on 
hese clothes look like raspberries and are made of curlous dull stones. 
No, dress in the upper left-hand corner comes in two patterns: 
int 8909 for the new blouse, cut to give the new peplum line and with 
fittesting yoke and sleeves, and skirt No. 8676, which is an excellent 
Urgored model, having just the right fullness to meet the “last 
Word" in fashion. 

| ‘4 REQUIRES a rather steady head to pick and choose fashions 

(Pear 67) 

Yord” About 
en en ewer eu at 

Sunamer Clot 
By Mirs. Ralston 

Drawings by E. M. A. Steinmetz 

les 

[0 PATTERN can be supplied for 
the unnumbered dress shown 

above, or for the attractive coat in 
the center, but a skillful dressmaker 
should experience little difficulty in 
copying ther. We shall be glad to 
assist with a fuller description of the 
designs, as well as to suggest fabrics 
and colors for the fashions shown 
here, if a stamped, addressed en- 
velope accompanies your request. 
Address the Fashion Editors, ‘Tae 
Laptes' Home Journat, Philadelphia, 

PATTERNS (including Geide-Chart) 
for the awwwhered designs shown on 

thie page com be suphied at fleem cents 
for cack unmber, post-free, Pattern No 
£008 contes iu four sizes: 24, 10, 18 and 
20 years; No, £A09 comes in seven sizes? 

to 44 inckes bust messure, and 
6 im seven sizes: 22 fo $4 inches 

waist measure. The amount of material 
required is printed om the pattern eure 
fope. If there is mo agency for Howe 
Patterns in your town, patterns of any 
numbered designs shown in The Ladies’ 
Home Journal may be bed by weil, 
by stating the number and size, and in 
dosing the price te The Ladics' Howe 
Journal, Independence Sqwere, Phila- 
ddphie; or to any of the follows 
Home ‘Pattern Company, 015 1 
Forty-third Street, New York € 
Home Paticen Company, 617 Mis 
Street, San Francisco, California; Howe 
Pattern Company, 2013 Washington 
‘Avenue, St. Lowir, Missouri: 
Patterns Compeny, 36 
Sirert, Chicago, Uilimeis; Home Pattern 
Company, 193 George Street, Toronto, 
Ostario, Canada. 

New York City, Sar thirtysthree cents (this 
cludes postageh, The book costaiss x coupom 
‘wtuch may be used for any fifters-cent patters 
Mlestested in jtorin Tye Lastes* Hows JOURs AL 



Dhastretiont on Effective Use of Embroidery 
for One of tho New Limpire Combinations 

Oés- fashioned Huting of Tatfota 
F YOU would be well dressed 
tive aa rauch thought to your 

lingerie as to the 
One's _ Pettica 

nagine anything more 
unsightly than a poor hanging 
akirt? Circular flounced petti- 
coats like No. 8428 are di 

Summer Clothes | 

Net 

Lasiest Combinabon to Make aed to Launder 

Envelope Drawers of Halian Sik 
for Which There are No Patterns 

CLEVER make- 
over idea, that of 

increasing the width of 
a last season's wilk pettl- 
coat by the application 

‘a cord-gathered ruf- 
net, is shown in 

the ilustration at the 
right of this paragraph. 

nt to make 

and one yard and a half 
of 72-inch net cuts the 

four-yard ruffle, 
Send a stamped, 

dressed envelope 

in sewing. 

DATTER) 

in 
40 end 44; 

72 in 
34 inches. I 

agency for 
in your 

ony swe: 
tered designs shown tn The 
Ladies’ Home Journal 
may be had by mail, by 

number and 
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For Your SS 
io Weather Wardrobe— 

pvenient, comfortable, 

mer waists —ruaranteed 

‘Wrine up dor (llestrated oektar: 
CHAS. R. DEBEVOISE Co, 

126-A Broadway 
New York 

Ask your merchant 

for the “debb-e-voice” 

INSIST on this label 

50c. | | DeBevoise [RUS 
PORE! Brassivre = and up 

pe 
Gravy Geune 

Supply pm in a Wm 

Beyer & Williams Garment Co. 
Dept. 7, Buffalo, N. ¥. 

Send for Samples 
RAE prepa 
troclehe “Well 
Teme give yout 

drweei 
2c uo pay package and pot! 
age. Send for theve 190% 
ples totay —sce 

E FLORIDINE MFG. CO, 
Hroaklye, 

n 
Se ae, $1.00 

ever sand. Tey 

te bow mailed on request, 
THE FREEMAN 
PLRFUME CO. 
‘Dept 83 

Pines. $4 ue 0 
Ic¥_tor BOTTLI 

Dep e  cinctneatl: Ohso ponte 



The “PIl-be-Ready-in-a-Minute” Dress 
Designs by Mrs. Ralston: With Drawing by Will Grefé 

, when all outdoors calls so insistently, the provided, of course, their buttons and hooks have been Very practical indeed is the suspender-skirt and blouse 
to mulsiveness of youth is most apparent, ‘The mad rush properly sewed on and are kept in good repair. % idea shown in patterns Nos. 8483-8884, for the skirt may do 

© sai) at and to dance, to walk and to ride, and to row and Let's consider No. 8882 first. No belt or girdle to adjust, duty with several blouses before going to the tub, if of wash- 
Peguil ane twenty-four hours, is difficult for guardians for this is one of the new princesse frocks made in one able material; or it may be made of wool and have a match- 

all ine TAte> 89 persistent is youth to crowd these pleasures from the neck to the hem, and worn over a separate skirt cut ing jacket or outing coat. ‘The waist, (No. 8883) ix kimono 
fe ‘iat this time that a girl's clothes must meet many — in three pieces. Contrasting materials are effective, but not cut, and you'll be glad to know that this popular mod: 

to ber Ments, and she should have the things thataretoadd absolutely necessary for its development. A good wash silk good style. Let's hope it always will be, so pract r 
clothe,hieasure and physical development, rather than fussy or pongee would make up most attractively by this pattern, make and to launder. Make the blouse of handkerchief 

spoilp at tend to keep her self-conscious and apprehensive using a fine cotton cord for the shirrings, and washable pearl linen, fine lawn, organdie or voile; and have the tiny frills 
if oiling them. _ buttons with silk-cord loops. of the xime material, hemstitched or picoted on the edi 

enjoy a full share of this Make the collar of washable organdie or voile, and have The skirt (No. 8884) is fi cored, having a chreular fr 
life, a girl must always be it adjustable so that its freshness may always be depended and box-plaited back gores, with slightly raised waistline, 

” without delay, upon. Tiny buttons on the inside of the waist, with match- and one may omit the suspenders and belt if ope so desires. 
The “I'll-be-ready-in-a-minute” ing buttonholes in the collar, will make the adjustment of __No.8885shoukd be made of organ 

girl is a joy to all, and when she re such collars an casy matter. fine lawn, voile or batiste, these ma 
sponds to a call, dressed from head to terials lending themselves more readily 
foot in spick-and-span clothes that HOOSE linen or cotton of similar weight for the two- to the full ruffled skirt. White would 

8886-8887. Or perhaps you would pre- be pretty, ora flowered or figured pat- suit both her and the occasion, we con- piece dress } ( y 
if the dress is intended for ternona white or tinted ground, Have sider ourselves thrice blessed in being fer pongee or a washable flanne 

able to number her among our friends. boating or mailing: the collar may always be of the adjustable the high girdie of ribbon of a contrast- \ 
‘The dresses Lam showing on this page linen kind. This skirt (No. S887) is cut in two pieces, hung ing color, preferably matching the hat Cul} tL eich ‘ rae r ith : . ~ y q Sin were especially designed for this girl. from a hip yoke, and may be made with or without the hip trimming. The girdle, which fastens | Wait 
Every one of them is easy to put on, pockets and belt, though having the belt a part of the skirt with the dress belt, should be so ar-  {J/]|)\\b ai) 
and, once they are on, will stay put, makes it more easily an “I'Il-be-ready-in-a-minute'’ dress, ranged as to be easily detached. teenth 

Ma TERNS (including Guide-Chart) for the designs shown on this pare con be supplied at Sficen cents fer cach number, post-iree. Nes. #882, 8883 and 8485 come in six sizes: 32 to 42 inches bust measnre, ond 
Aetice, senad comes in seven sizer: 32 te 44 inches bust messure. Nez, K&B and S897 come in giz sizes? 22 to 32 inches waist measure. w agency for Home Paticrns in your town, patterns of any numbered 
Home prve™ in The Ladies’ Hor sail, by stating the number and size, and snclosing the price to The Ladies! Howe Jonrnal, Independence Syware, Philadelphia; or to any of the following: 

+ Home Pattern Company, 617 Misrion Street, San Francisca, California; Home Pattern Company, 1013 Waskington Avewue, St. Lowis, Missouri; 
Home Pattern Company, 183 George Street, Toronto, Ontarie, Canada. 
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Home Pattern Company, 614 W iythird Street, New York Cis 
Pattern Company, 36 Sonth Clanton Street, Chicago, Iinois 
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Quer trade wi 
are burn w 

og 24 babies 
t shoes. 

Mrs. King's 
Barefoot 
Sandal 

“My Two Newest Creations for 
the Little Sovereigns of the 

« _ Household” 

Miz: KING'S 
{EL Barefoot Sandal 

will give the kiddies 
fun of going hare 

foot with perfect 
safety and the mcat- 
ness of the most 

tylish summer 
shoes. Entre 
your childre 
shoe-making to 3 
woman whe has 

made children's foot 
study 

amd who. originated 
"Kant Slip’ 

You'll be 
theie fink 

owded, nor theit 
sahaped 

MRS. KING’S 
Children’s Shoes 

TUE garments iMustrated on th Vesi s by Ar - rime A brown 
I Dane tenced rbasmaing passlWiitien to Designs by Anne Harmon harmonise This “Mary Jane" Pump—so much 

mothers who constantly face t nlowse and in vogue this su is the smartest 
problem of achieving dainty, distinctive, bat 
tthe time washable, garments for the 
children ball tv 

Loose, unbelted smo 
the bay of from two to six years are to from three ti % 
iron! Noocrushable linen in warm tan, with ard coat of oli 
collar sid tabs of cool green, iene hess chearming — ta 

No, 8892, inte 

ten little toes, 
capart of the 

ck and trousers Manket 
Chinese blue cotton 

+ the 
I) 

ve Trish 
ec wearlag queali- 

and Madras— fine 

aud it fits 
foot. Sizes ) 
in patent leather 
and white. 

le dermier cri, for No. 8900, 

cottum poplin, with « cus trimmed 4) P o camposes the 
with blue The 

t ef 
as a medium fu 
wf which are the comfortable 
woul the ib sleeves with a wide tuck atewch = tun; 

wrist (to be let out us Che bitthe arenes t linen frowk 
than it is in lovely gray for No, $894, with its corner, bui 

MRS, A. R. KING, Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A- 
Maculacturer of “Firat Step” shoes foe chibdven. 

ESERERE 

A Ag 
= 

Out go old-fashioned dusters 
as fast as housekeepers learn that 

nd held the 
hy using a 

nk thar makieg dusting Jomtien 

CHANNELL CHEMICAL CO. 
Chicego—Taruntom Landon —Bertiy 

Comfort for Nursing 
| Yfavens 
Bust Supporter 
| and Dress © 

Protector, a 
honed with sup: 

o Feather- 

PATTERNS (including Guide-Chart) | 
5600 cam be supplied at Sern cents 

w designs N 

rites 4, 6 and 8 years; Nos, 68 ariess) fitted wth F 
cones in sizes 4, 2,2, 2.4, 6 oe ely protects the dre 

nis agency for Howe Patterns in your t iierw f i i, tury. Convenient covered hoot-andioeye fastest 
the 
Forty-thind Street, New York Ci 

te, St. Louis; Mowe Pai 

term and vice and imcloring tie price 
Y Home # 

vw Company, 

——— Dept. H, ‘Three Oaks, Michiae™ 



Che Mature 

Woman’s Sunanner Hat 

and Clothe 
Drawings by Augusta Reimer 

for ber clo 
fabrics ar 

dignified li 
satinfy the g 

Designs Ne 
frock taffeta wi 

8816 and 8895 . or linen. For a dressy 
be lovely with nd on the three-piece 

skirt of lac weight cotton: 
be attracti ext tale 
above, is a clever Ver } patterns. No. 8893 is a sleeveless 

overblouse arranged This 
thered skirt, attached to the waistline, the bodice being 

full-length sleeves and provided with a fic 
pictured, 

‘eta for the overbl 
Ecru lace is sug, for the trimming featut 
uoft silk is suggested for developing Nos. 8619 and 
the vest, and contrasting colored taffeta for the trimming features. For a real warm- 
weather dress choowe a finely striped or checked voile, or a high-grade gingham, 
and make the vest of washable organdie or batiste, having it quite separate fram 
the dress so it can be changed frequent! 

The Empire coat No. 8897, with deep sailor collar and rolling revers, would he 
attractive in tan-colored covert 

¢ fit and roomy sleeves this is an 
The hats in the extreme upper comers of the page and on the figure at the left of 

up were designed by Madame Florette, the otbers by Paye Hall. The 
sa Milan 

heft side. in “the extreme 

in soft shades of purple, 
1 in black fisére’ straw and 

voile would be # 
= and | hem facing. good material for the dress, with b 

5 waisl weasere 
lame Fournal wey be had cig number af patlern, waist oF bust 

al me Pultern Com pin West Forty-third Stree, New Fork City; 
BW Louie Missouri; Home Pattern Company, 10 Souk Clinton Street. Chicage, [Uinote: om pany, OFF Miss Mere Company, 183 Georg 
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The real value 
of talcum powder 

‘ALCUM has four distinct properties. It pre- 
vents friction, thereby alleviating chafing; it 

absorbs moisture, and eliminates “stickiness,” 

giving a cooling effect; it forms an impalpable 
protecting layer against sun and wind; when prop- 
erly medicated, it relieves minor skin troubles. 

MENNENS BARATED TALCUM 
Is the proper talcum for your baby’s skin. It is 
prepared by the oldest and largest makers of 
talcum powder inthe world, It is because of this 
knowledge and experience with talcums that they 
are able to select and combine the ingredients of 
their powder so skillfully that Mennen’s stands 
apart from all others as the talcum endorsed by 
doctors for its all-around efficiency. 

Give your baby’s skin the benefit of the years of study and 
knowledge that have been given to the preparation of Mennen’s 
‘Talcum. Use it freely for prickly heat, hives, rash, chafing or 
any smarting, burning condition of the skin. Notice how quickly 
the cooling, healing touch of Mennen's comforts your baby. 

Mennen’s Talcum can now be obtained in a variety of tints and 
perfumes, all made according to the famous Mennen Formula, 
as follows: Borated, Violet, Sen Yang, Narangia (a rich cream 
color), or Flesh Tint (not a rouge, but a delicate pink talcum ). 

For sale by more than 100,000 dealers 

Send Sc for sample of any one variety, or 25¢ for samples of 
all five. Geruarp Mesxen Cuemicar Co., Laboratories, 
106 Orange Street, Newark, N. J, Sales agents for Canada, 
Haron F. Rivcute & Co., Lrp., Toronto, Ontario, Cana- 
dian Factory—Montreal, Quebec, 

MENNENS 
BORATED 

TALCUM 

CSET ERE + 

When You Go Away This 
Summer 

By Gertrude Epperson Boas 

Drawing by M. T, and T, M. Bevans 

ng clothes A small clove-fitting hat of black steam, 
flowers and berries in shades of 
1 and green, completes a costume 
y amount globe trotting. 

n two questions 
timatic bright blue, 

suitable fo: 
Whether you go to Cali it, to the seas 

orto the mountains, you will seed a one-piece 
dress good toe aftermout or evening. An excel 
lent che t etial is noncrushable taffeta, 
which not muss easily, and preserves suf 

ficient crispness to insure freshness, 
most women black will he the best 

choice of color, though navy blue and brown 
her trunk 

od a proper a perfect cholee for tb 
cof navy blue taffets 

v9 will turn $820 and the braid design 
a, Most of the alee of silk net doubled} 

ehiffon eloeh ne crtpe may be sa 1. ‘The 
ransparent vest is of white, though one of blue 
may be added, finished with tiny buttons of 
coral. The callar and girdle are of dull coral 
where warm ( 
‘The braiding 

CH a gown will be serviceable to wear for 
SD dressy occasions and will be found an excel- 
Jent restaurant frock, of may be worn for dit 
ner in the hotels. ‘The nights are very coal of 
the Western coast. Do not forget that fa 

acation outfit must includes warm, loose 

nine traveler 
M terror. Seme 

men are afraid to get undressed and 
they even torture themselves by ping in 

stays, You must realie that such feat 
is groundless, There is no reason why one 

not be comfortable and at the same 
sament Is the 

fe und back 
stor of all 

o No. 8865, 
ly a iar malile pattern, ‘The 

¢ the overland journey, or the trip, by 
boat, a Pu 

Maite of 
tached 
that perilous and frequently enlarasing 
journe othe dressing Foor, t his kindly mantle 

covers a mu Under this, 
: tfully femi- 

pyjamas, cut 
patters No- 
These may be 

ting open 
any of the thousand 
for which such a bl 

HERE are many wash 
table for this waist 
bar i 

rials with w hy the 

lovely in 
crépede Chine or the 

y wash silks, ast 
perfectly solve the 
slceping-robe peob- 
bem: 

for the designs showy on this page cam b¢ supplied at Siteet 
S520 comer im six rises 32 te 42 inches dust meas 

sf measure; No. S865 comes in eight sizes: 52 
wees im sizes 32, 34, 40, 44 and 48 inches busi eseasurc; Ne: 

2, 46, 40, 44-and 48 inches bust measure 
9, ad 47 inches breast measure, 2 

if measure. Transfer pattern of the braiding desis” 
ss cents f ds. Uf there is no agency Sor Howe Patterns im your tows 

yy numubered designe sheen in The Ladies” Home Jomrnal may te hed by mail, by siotine 
and size, and incloring she price t Ladies’ Home Journal, Independence Squares 

m Company, 615 West Ferty-third 
Street, Saw Francisco, California; 

s, Misiunri; Home Pattern Company, 3° 
form Company, 143 George Street, Taront m Street, Chicago, Hlinais; Howe 

Oniarie, Canada, 

= 
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Srenh cea {| MAYITRIM YOUR 
ail seaches the point of | | SUMMER HAT? 

: | By Ida Cleve Van Auken 
c wings and fly like the ‘ 

id. ‘The tread runs and easy ape, | 
becomes a joy. i | 

3 in-One Oil 
for sewing 

| THREE-IN-ONE OIL CO. 
42 CVS. Broadway New York 

A Brim Bewitchinaly Tremparent 

t 
Now 

l| 
(Or. anes 

— oinen ofaon 

Fills with distinction every 
purpose of writing paper. 

EATON, CRANE & PIKE CO. Pureteld_ Mace. 
listens etl 

New Minute Cook Book 
dust Out! Send 
or it 

Meseared 
fee tos, 

yeaye name o 
MINUTE TAPIOCA CO. 
to E Main Bt, Orange, Mace 

nity. 

“UP Mrs, Ge Borer & Wiliams Garmem Ca, Bafta, 3 

YOU CAN BE A NURSE 
Rospital train ale 

trie 

acier, Superin- 
fent Philadelphia School far Nurses, 

23 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa, 

THE FLY 
ae 

1? By Eleanor 
. Gates 



M:= han ten million Thermo: 
eels are in nse throughout 

ivitized world by moterist 
nen, 1Tav 
ishermer 

imber of the family fre 
nily tse: for The 

nt, both at au 

mes server you right, 
of drink=bet or cold, 

when, whe as you like 

anil dnt 
who have t 
snl ug ae 

that” "ont ay 
Thermos Food 
mowers, 6 

event 
iginully expemsdve Thermos v 

Hoy teading dealers at popu 
Bottles from $1.00 up 
Carafes and Jess $3.00 up 
Food Jars from $1.50 up 
Lunch Kits $2.00 up 

American Thermos Bottle Co, 
Norwich. Cons. 

faa Framcisce Terese 

Cate Se FREE 
Waite 

SWANS DOWN 
wor UAKE FLOUR 

For Home Cake Baking 
sieve P : 

Dept 

Only this Freezer 
has the Famous Wheel Dasher 

LIGH ENING 
“giving « motion all its own: 

lifting and aérating | 
the cream to feath- | 
ery consistency. 
Ask yetrdester for a Freeze 

pot to injure 
hair in any way—far sap. 

_ Fine to kid or any 

unbreakable a 
Ask your « 

ame with m 
or send us bis 
stamps 

yy refunded. 

AND HE 

UMMER CLOTHES 

dith M. Burtis 

uirnal for LIONS fives HUI 

Sunshi URSAIME 
ARS we 

*Specialties 
On those glorious occasions when there is nothing too good for you, be 
sure you have Sunshine Specialties. Good? Different? So much so 
that we want to send yoo FREE our Sunshine Revelation Box con- 

taining 14 kinds of these tempting confections. Your name and address 
with ten cents (stamps or coin) for postage and packing, bring it by 
return mail, Send your grocer’s name, too, please. 

loose Wires Bisco (onemany 
Bakers of Senthine Biecwitn 

TAT Thomwon Avon C 
New York 

SENGRAVED '* 

WEDDING 
INVITATIONS: ake sare Cur 

THE HOME FORNESHING C0. De L 49 W. 4 St, N.Y. Cr 

x abe = prul 

r aroasist (OE Tye know? 
‘iow 

“The Easiest Money 
I Ever Made 

was the profit on my first subserip- 
tion order for The Ladies’ Home 

nal, Tt was earned so much 
more pleasantly than by giving an 

hour's f 
price that I gave up teaching and 
devoted my time to 

lesson at the same 

ng orders 
nce that day 

my commission and salary have paid my grocer, my dress b 
and many other expenses,’’ Jesste 1. Paneer, Missouri, 

rcher is one of the thousands of women who have taken the 
Curtis way ¢ If you ne 

interesting and nified way of getting 
Box S30. 

earning money in leisure hours. i more money, 
if you are looking for an easy, 
it, we will send full details. 

THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

‘TRY THIS DELICIOUS RECIPE FOR HAMBURG STEAK Witt CREAM GRAVY 
Put 1b. round steak throu; «d chopper with 4 tablespoons suet 
Add ' cup chopped onion, % tablespoon LEA & PERRINS' SAUCE, sal 

pepper to taste. Mold into cz 
broil in greased broiler. 

ca, roll in bread <1 
Serve on hot 

Kitchen Recipe Hanger snl fice apo request by past caed. 
LEA & PERRINS, 237 West St... N.Y. 
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A Tri-Weekly 
Bran Food 

Some folks need bran daily, 
tome three times a week. Eat 7 : 
what you need to keep in good a 
Spits and to avoid taking drug: j 

But eat the bran mixed in a 
dainty, In Pettijohn's we roll it | 
Into luscious soft-wheat flakes ——_—__ —_———! 
They are one-fourth bran, yet one 78 
would hardly know it. 

In this termpting form bran-food | 
pecomes a habit, and that’s much 
to be desired, Any doctor will 

HOW YOU CAN HAVE 

FOUR WAISTS 

INSTEAD OF ONE 

By Ruth Willard 
You Should 

use UNIVERSAL Cutlery 
because it's so thoroughly well made and gives 

such satisfactory service, The blades are of the 

er hasn't Pettijoha’s, sead us 
15 cents in stampe for a pack- 

i by parcel post. We'll then ask your ore to supply it, Address The Quaker pply il 
Outs Come pany, Chicagn. 58 

method of 

1 style, but is 
use in grades, 
you. 

ee, Write for Free Booklets. 
Ty meen on 

In not bi 
made f 
patterns, *i 

On wale o 

Mode and # vee by 
LANDERS, FRARY & CLARK, 

“Master Cutlers for over ball century” 
( y! PERHAPS k Zz A 202 Center St, NEW BRITAIN, CONN, 

v batl ce . c 

Days’ 
Free Trial 

i You Can See 
. eB tu aenert by £ the whitening effect of the 

OXYGEN when using 

Cal 4 et Hi 0 en 
The OXYGEN Tooth Powder acceauea! 

ree tae CAVES | Children’s Weak Ankles 
prevents de 

= ble: by rer gthe 
Y cause of tooth decay. 

All Druggists, 25c, 

Booklet Free if 
ur Dragyeit 

McKESSON & ROBBINS 

91 Fulton St. New York | 

eles ine. kept fram ‘turning. anu the arch of 
Hin * 165 260 — . 

tin * 250 300 
win * toh ane « 

ndemcy toward 

CURDRES, WOMEN AND MEN 
eae Mach Orders Pited. 

fold Nowhere Bite 
JAMES S. COWARD 

QA-ETE Greenwich Bt, nese Waeren Oi, New Yerk 

Si eloyp 
Every shade equipped with Vudor Safety 

Wind Device 

Make Cool Porches 
Strong —Effective—Last for Years 

Over 600,000 in daily use 

Wert ror Arr Bookter asp Diacer’s NAME 

Hough Shade Corporation. Janesville:Wis 
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~ TOASTED corn > 
“| BUBBLES 

The Ladies’ Home Journal for June, 1915 

ihe 

Your Grocer This Week — 
Offers Corn Puffs Free 

New, Drop-Size Dainties Puffed from Toasted Corn 

You lovers of corn when it is flaky and toasted are 
invited this week to a new delight. 

Corn Puffs are at your grocer’s, and this coupon buys 

them. No money wanted, no conditions asked. Enjoy 
them with us this week. We will pay your grocer 15 

cents for the package he gives to you. 

Here’s a food confection, new in form and flavor. The 

corn is super-toasted, bringing out a most bewitching 

taste. Itismadeinto globules, 

airy, thin, 

These tit-bits will surprise 

you. Nothing half so fascinat- 

ing has ever been made from 

corn. 

These are corn hearts — 
just the sweet inner parts of 

corn. The hearts are made into pellets, sealed in guns, 
then toasted by an hour of fearful heat. Then the pellets 

are puffed by steam explosion to this raindrop size. 

The result is bubbles of toasted corn, with daintiness 

and flavor excelling anything you know. 

Prof. A. P. Anderson is the creator—the man who 
invented Puffed Wheat and Puffed Rice. He has 

worked for eight years to apply his process to corn. 

The cost has exceeded $100,000, 

Now toasted corn hearts have been placed among 

these scientific foods. By exploding every granule they 
are made easy to digest. 

The Quaker Oats @mpany 
Sole Makers 

“The 

Nothing so winsome and unique has come to your 
table in years. Make them more than a breakfast 

cereal. Serve Corn Puffs in milk. Use them in candy 

making. Douse them with melted butter, like popcorn, 

for hungry children after school. 

For these are sweetmeats as well as foods. They are 
wholesome and nourishing confections. And their ease 

of digestion fits them for all-hour foods. 

This 15c Coupon 
Pays for a Full-Size Package 

Take this coupon to your 
grocer. He will accept it for 
a package of Corn Puffs, and 

charge the price to us, 

Don't tell your folks about 

it. Let them find it on the 

table and guess what the globules are. Rarely do you 
find a dainty so novel and inviting. Make the first meal 

an occasion. 

Cut out the coupon so you won't forget. Present it 

when you go to the store. 

SIGN AND PRESENT TO YOUR GROCER ivr 
Good in United States Only 

This Certifies that my grocer this day accepted this coupon as payment 
in full for a 15-cent package of Corn Putls. 

severnt mare than ane coupes, If y 



your house, perhaps, there is 

some important member of 

the family who should be 
enjoying Kelloge’s Toasted 

Corn Flakes—with good milk poured 

in the side of the dish—not on top—just 
enough to float the crispy flakes and 
bring out their delicate favor. Spare 

Oh, you'll 2 nd repeating 
oftener than with any other breakfast food — 

eattnerthe be eating them- 

these golden flakes with the ever-alluring fresh- 
from-the-oven taste! 

And remember, p/ease, that you don’t know 

corn flakes unless you know Ke/loge’s—the 
original Toasted 
Corn Flakes—with 
the pride of the 
originator to keep 
the delicate process 
complete, 

Even Baby 

tell the d 



KODAK BABY BOOK 
HE first journey downstairs for exhibition to that secondary considera- 

tion—father. The toddling nursery days! That all important epoch 

when “he baby first trudges off to school. In all these great events are limit- 

less opportunities for the Kodak. 

And with the school days come pictures 4y, as well as pictures of the children. Pictures they 

take of each other, free from constraint or conscious posing. Spontaneous pictures that 

reflect simplicity and weave into the Kodak Book the touch of naturalness. 

It is such pictures as these that add the delightful side-lights to the more formal studio 
pictures that must be made of little John and Mary. Just as they must have ‘‘dress up clothes” 
for Sunday School and parties, so, too, you will want them in ‘dress up pictures.’? But you 

love them as much in their soiled pinafores as in their party best. And, too, you will love the 
Kodak pictures that hold the charm of homeyness. 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, 
Bak sore el amr oah nc Rae ROCHESTER, N. Y., Te Kodak City. 



JULY 1915 THE WINNER 15 CENTS 
FROM A PASTEL PAINTING BY LESTER RALPH 

THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY PHILADELPHIA 



“The Children’s Party,” s 

Invite “~~ 
Welch Junior 
to the Junior’s Party 
The youngsters who know Welch 
Junior say their parties are not complete with- 
out him. He fits in so nicely with most any 
sort of an occasion. He never attended a party 
yet but that he was invited to come again. 

Welch Junior is the name its friends have given to the 
smallest of the four sizes in which Welch’s is offered for 
sale. This sturdy four-ounce bottle is a just-enough-for- 
one edition of 

Welch's 
“Che National Drink” 

Welch parties are safe for even the youngest toddlers, for 
Welch’s contains nothing but the pure unfermented juice 
of choicest Concords, quickly pressed and 
bottled, pasteurized and hermetically sealed 
in glass, Nature makes it. 

Welch Junior may be found at druggists’, grocers’ 
and confectioners’, and at quality fountains 
served with a straw, or send 10 cents and we will 

send you one for a try. 

The Welch Grape Juice Company 
Westhield, New York 

Write today for a book of children’s games, » handsome 
provide innocent 

Welch Week July 2nd to 9th 
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Bright Things of All Times That People Have Laughed Over 
Where It Would be Eliminated 

2 W ELL, Aust Dinah," asked the cook's 
young mistress, “ure you going to have 

the word ‘obey’ eliminated frum the marriage 
ceremony?" 

"No, chile, I ain't," sald Aunt Dinah; “but 
T sho" am gwinter hab it done ‘limited from de 
matrimony.” 

Where He Drew the Line 

ERTIE," said the fond mother, “how 
would you like to be s banker tike Uacle 

Joseph when you grew up? 
Bertie looked critically at his uncle's face 

and figure, “Couldn't I be banker,” he asked 
anxiously, “without being like Uncle Joseph?” 

Pride in the Daily Task 

Awe story ix told to exensplify the 
‘pride that every man should take in the 

work by which he makes a Hving. 
‘Two street sweepers, seated on a curbstone, 
en ee # comrade who had died the 

Bill certainly’ was’ a goad  oweeper,” sabd 
One. 

“Y-e-4," conceded the other thoughtfully. 
“But—doe't you think he was a little weak 
around the lamp-posts?”” 

Mother Hates Falsehoods 

Ow, .” said the mother, “you told 
me a falsehood. Do you know what 

happens to Little boys who tell falsehoods?” 
“No, ma'am,” replied Willy sheepishly 
“Why continued the mother, “a big, 

black man with only ope eye in the center of 
Bis forebcad cores along avd fos with bins up 
to the moon, and makes bim pick sticks for the 
balance of his life, Now, you will never tell 
a te again, will you? It is awfully lel 

A Keen Observer 

“Pw " SAD Georgie, “is it true that George 
Washington never told a 
Rees 8, my ton. Wh; 

“ was just tha said Georsie, who was 
akeen observer, "that if that was true, Martha 
mast have always gone along whenever be 
‘Went out anywhere.” 

Between Two Fires 

"MIN trouble with my girl,” said the first 
Tet idisconsolately to is, friend. 

sy in Or 's the trouble?” said the other 
*ympat! 

"we been saying such nice things to her 
that she's setting conceited. Now, if I stop 
jhe think t care for her any more, and 
if 1 goon ‘hel ‘lh think she's too good for ne," 

Fiying in the Face of Fortune 

“TuREE Germans were talking together ant 
conversation drifted around to the 

second marriage of a mutual friend, when one 
Of them remarked: 

“T dell you vot! Any berson vot marries 
pak sted ‘dime don't deserve to have lost der 

Rounding Out a Gift 

TR,"" said the beggar platntively, “th 
good Lord gave me a stomach.” 
. Sener what of that?” demanded the 

barr tes Pera Wouldn't you like to round out his gift?” 

GOING AWAY THIS SUMMER? 
F YOU are going away for the summer and if you want your copies 
[sft FoR ew the new oes, ey atten 
advance of leaving. Remember that the Post-Office Department will 

magazines from your home address to another unless 
ese ihr ft et cer, pn 
by the 

home address. 

The Druggist Won Anyway 

* TOOK here,” shouted the excited man to the 
2 town druggist, “you gave me morphine 

instead of quinine this mourning! 
“Is that 40?” replied the druggist. “Then 

you owe me twenty-five cents more, 

The Rewards of Punishment 

XCTOR," called the small boy, “come 
up to our house quick!” 

Who is sick at your bouse?” asked the 
doctor, 
“Everybody but me, I'd been naughty, so 

they wouldn't give me any of the pice mush- 
rourns pa picked in tbe woods."” 

HE babe. Lact Deginning to cut a cus 
tomer's 

“Have you Ley sy that story about the man 
pergnng his hair-cutting—"‘want it 

ves," answered the customer, a tired 
editor; “a bare synopsis will do,” 

A Senall and Early One 

"\VEAT, is your tnesband’s income?” 
asked ope woman of another, 

“Ob, I hardly know, 
“wsually about three a. 3 

Took Away His Support 

“JOHNNY !" exclaimed the teacher sternly. 
“What are yee) i with?” 

Johnny bi head and was silent, bet 
the telltale vol the ci class piped up: 

"Te's a pin be's got, texcher. 
* Well, take it from him and bring it to me.” 
‘This was done, ina moliitied tone the 

teacher said: 
“Now, Jobnny, get up and recite your 

history: Heston, 
ue Jobnay blushed, hung his bead and sat 

" commanded the teacher, 
in tell you 

“T can't, ma'am,” wept Johany; “that there 
pin you took is what bolds up me trousers.” 

He Didn't Know a Good Thing 

JO. USE," said the actor peevishly, “1 
simply can't take this part, If T do, 1 

to die in the first act.” 
it 

die a respectable death, doa't you? If you 
ever had a chance to come ue in the second act 
you'd get killed.” 

Was the response; 

still, 
"John 

fl enge ay n And then, three weeks you retum, notify us to reénter your 

f———— — 

Unjust Discrimination 
1, NOt" soliloquized Johnny bitterly; 

bere ain't ag favorite in this family 
Ob, so! LOT bite my t nails f gets a raj 
pel td hs gia ates 
whole foot they think it's cute.” 

Why He Trembled 
'T WAS behind the scenes of a barn-storming 

atrical com| 

p09 sonh t iveneage fecha. Why, he's been on 
the boards for years. 

“True,” replied the first speaker, “but this 
is the first time he was ever billed for two 
nights in one town,”” 

Helping Out the Family 
ered have you said your prayers?” 
asked the mother, 

ma'am,” said Mary. 
id Jou ask God to make you a good 

‘es'm. And I pat in 2 word for you and 
father too,” 

Followed Copy Too Closely 

EAR your nephew is sick,” said a man to 
seighbor, “What's the matter with 

Ob, be prescribed for himself out of « doc: 
tor ebook he second, “and nearly kil 
Himself with a misprint” 

A Cobwebby Tale 

GALLANT named Cobb met a maiden 
named Webb, 

a el ualemway - _ down beside hers 
nd quickly proposed in » manner s x 
That be cane her as oun as he spider. 

Ct ® 
Hadn't Found Him Yet 

al EXCLAIMED the suffragette fer- 
vently, “if the Lond had only made me 

@ man!” 
ethaps be did, dear,” said the widow 

soothingly, ‘but you just haven't found hizn 

yee.” 
How She Did It 

y WEFE has made me the success that 1 
"said the wealthy man modestly. 

LA pn clgeng eral plied 
his pastors “Tell us, for the benefit of otbers, 
how she did it.” 

“She always has wanted s9 many things, 
I've simply had to hustle.” 

Where They Agreed 
HE clicely, benevolent-Jooking gentleman 
approached che man aud his wife who were 

auarrling bitterly. 
"My dear friend,” be said, “this won't do at 

all, vou know." 
1 What have you got to do with i? snarled 

u 

“Nothing at all, except so far as I can help 
ip settling this dispute,” 

"There ain't no dispute," 
ligerent. 
“No dispute? But my dear friewd —" 
“L tell you there ain't no dispate, She 

thinks abe ain't ging to get my week's wages, 
and I know she ain't, ‘So where's any dis- 
pute?” 

Very Hard Water 

“ISTHE water where ® you live now hard ve 

esd be pvtey beet eplied hi 7 nm must be pretty bard,” re jer miece, 
‘The girt ipattered some of it on the lamp 
cimany the atber night and it broke all to 
pérces, 

Too Suggestive 

9 YOU know,” sald Smith to Jones 
“IL wasn't able to play billiards at all 
later?” 
* inquired Jones. “Why not?" 

“Well "answered Smith, Seveey tle I saw 
the three balls on the table 1 thought of my 
overcoat,” 

A Sufficient Reason 

Hs parents had always had P rip 44 & 
inducing littl David to eat, Que day he 

was given 4 plate af tomato om and his 

gtowled the bel- 

last 

said, 
‘Thea why do you eat it?” 
“Ob answered. David, remembering past 

scenes, “1 ain't looking fur trouble ' 

0,” SAID the neighbor sympathetically, 
“your baby suffers from 

does ho?” 
“No,” responded the hageard anit bollow- 

eyed man; “he doesn't, He scems to enjay it. 
T'm the one who suffers.” 

Valuable Knowledge Gained 

Wer Freddie,” said his mother, “did 
Fe Jearn anything new at school 

i oy M4 ‘m," sald Freddie. 
“What did you learn now?" 
“T got on to a new way a! gettin’ out a 

sched fe fer an howr, by snuffin’ red ink up me 
nose.” 

He Became Different 

‘OU can't judge a man.” said Mrs. Gram- 
excy sagely, “by what be was before pou 

married him." 
“Tedeed you cannot,” agreed Mrs. Parks. 

“My husband used to spend his evenings with 
me. 

How He Arranged It 

OBBY," inquired the mother, “did you 
wash your lace before the music teacher 

came?” ‘Ves'ns.” 
Pm Pad bands?” 

“Nea your ears?” 
“Well, Ma," said Bobby judicially, 

washed the one that would be next to her." 

How He Woukt Have Them 

W'LL you have yer egies?” demanded 
She Busy waitress, 

ssid the, stent minded, physcan, 
oa See as can be 
stances.” 

THIS MONTH'S COVER IS “THE WINNER™—By Lester Ralph 
OME pictures to the 
outdoor season, 

‘Sopies of this cover, in all the 

others mind, appeal to the heart, while still others stir the whole being. In the last category is Siting mibjeet foe thes 
thing of life in the fullest sense, setting all the nerves a-tingle. UA apron rsoal arent in mp og nlp pg eg duplicate 

original colors, but without.any lettering on the front, and with no advertisement on the back. We have 
And while they last 2 copy will be mailed, rolled in a strong tube, postpaid, on receipt of fifteen cents, or two copies for twenty-five cents, 

is “The Winner™ 

ted edition so printed, 
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we to fresh air and bread in the essentials of life comes cleanliness. 

DE And to most people this means the use of Ivory Soap. 

Ivory Soap satisfies millions of families not only for the bath and toilet, but 
for nursery use, for particular laundry work, for washing dishes, for cleaning 
fine furnishings and for brightening up the house in general. 

The work of Ivory Soap practically is unlimited because its mildness, purity, 

quality and freedom from alkali enable it to clean thoroughly —avd sa/ely, 

IVORY SOAP oc. a saws ........ 99%% PURE 
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THE CHILDREN'S DECLARATION 

THE UNANIMOUS DECLARATION " 
OF THE CHILDREN OF THE UNITED STATES | 

HEN. in the cowie of human events, it becomes necessary for us to beak the bands which | 
have bound us to owe mothew’ apron atiings and to stand up for ourselves according to the 

laws of Nature, a decent respect for the requirements of childhood causes us to declare our inalienable 
nights to 

| LIFE — That if we axe all created equal, whether rich or poor, we all ought to have the same chance 
| to get fresh air, aundhine, pure food and. pure water. 

LIBERTY— That we ought to be allowed to nun and play aa long ao we like while we axe growing | 
ad fast ad we can and until we become ationg and robust. { 

THE PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS — That we ave entitled to some place whew we can follow our | 
} punouit of happiness, and where we can play without Lespassing on anybody's grounds, whee | 
} nobody can complain that we make too much noise, and where we shant beak anything ow | 
| fathers will have to pay somebody for. | 
| ‘We hold the above tusths to be delf-evident, and therefore we, the Children of the United States, 
| appeal to the taxpayers of each village, town and city to grant ud a spot in each community, to be 

known ad the Children’s Playground, that we may there do all those acto and things which we 
should by night do. 

Aind for the support of this Declanation, with a fiun xreliance on the protection of owt homes, we 
pledge owt long and healthy lives, when we shall be giown, to the sewice of other children. | 

| Signed, Sealed and Delivered = . } 
} to the G sei ™ The cheldun of the United Mates 



Create a Living Memorial, as 

was something drama 
Woodrow Wil 

1ERE 
nik 
Fer th 
was made smooth by a spe 

‘ongress to mect her desire for the ametio 
conditions of Washingte 
to dwell upon that sce: 
Mystery, with her old-fashioned reli 
ing themsel » for 
seclusion which had sacredly ex 
unveiled for the no 
night be enlisted, not for the dying w 
ones but for the poor who I 
ican Congress chivalron 
woman 

That such a hig! 
should be perpetuat 

solicit 

and mi 
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ticable one, was suggested by 
understood her purpx 
the Southland, workers in the 
been born and in which she had bee 
which has met with the he: 
anc the other member 
memorial to be built, not of 
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In a word the project is explained by its legal cit 
the Christian Educ 

te, 
Ellen Wilson Fund for 
Youth.” The design is simple: to cr 
great, from the American people who de 

his noble worm pent en 
hich shall be u ays for tl 

« schools a 
Js and boys w 
for the larg 

jan education represents. 
an Opportunity 
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A' TER Mrs. Wilson passed away it 
LAX she personally was in the habi 
scholar 
the stock from which Abraham Lins 

10d her interest in these primitive 
Her own native state of Ge 

admiration could & 
lines of her known interest 

were spi 
y Mrs, Wilson’ 

or tha 

Ellen Wilson type the Memorial 
to bear three character- 

First, it should be deeply, 
y, broadly religious, for Mrs: 
an 6 first of all a Chr 

it should be of dist 
eta the nation, for a t 

patriot_was this first lady of 
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machinery at present exists for a 
great, and almost for a con 

n of the flew generatior 
nm young people, if 
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Ss. TH 
Montri 
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ebeanaiy t 

tive 

organization effected at 
t was enlarged toeffect 
movement, [t wisely 

make the Ellen Wilson 
Memorial a fund which could be 

d for sending selected girls and 
vs to any or all of the © 
hools, that should come up ¢ 

peoper standard, without reapect 
to denomination 

With this decided upon, consul 
tion was held with the Presid 
and his daug 1 view of th 
family is expressed in this char 
teristic lette 

ul 

August 25, 1914. 
‘The White Howse, 

Washington, D.C 
My Dear Mrs, Hughes: My doug! 

Margaret has handed me 
letter of August 15th. We have ha 
little family conference, and I want to 

y for my dasghters as well 
myself baw deeply we appreci 
action of the conference you be 
Moor i how glad I am to m: 

jons you ask for. My own 
would be that it would be 

to raise a fund which shoukd be 

and ber: 
All during her life 

ial law 

t, that all the r 

dno helper 

once ob 

church i 
trained 

hips in the schools for our Amer 
ain came. 

Ts 

dc hal 
most appropriately pery 

spirit, 
istaste for aught ost 

savored of personal exploitation. 

e Memorial 

ushed 
tion of 

gift 

blood of ber blo 
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conform t 

ic 

through 

an, and the 
the group of wor 
principles, a little company in 

» which she 
ir proposal, 

proval of the Presi 
of Mri. Wilson's family, 

or of bronze but of wa: 

to hom 
winent, t 
education, 

ve Southern 
cw 

1 which 

known 
saying for sever 

lane 
From 

ans had 
ts one of th 

have the 

A Nation-Wide 

Indorsed by tt 

3y William T. 

living 

nt 

“The 
ntain 
and 

th 

¢ have 

that 

own by the w 
1 into human lif 

ito 

to Mrs. Woo 
Moveme nt to 

1e President and His Family 

Ellis 

planned to put 
k and 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

the churches and institutions now w a for the common 
objective of education for the Mountaine Incidentally, 
the Memorial would quicken the interest of the whole nation 
fn this significant backwater of the stream of national life 

twenty 
Atlanta, 
Sa the 
follows: 

Mr 
Mr 
Mr 
Mrs. 

Mrs 

to help 
ative of eve 

f Mrs 

Witty 
vided 

Hl be ap 
When 

ifficult to a 
who 

a 15 

be fren, Jo me To Sou aug hoy 

huh thagetiatl bl Bw Sey 

a Succerch, tu? Kf, J are - 
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This grour 
ift expansion of th 

Presic 
well-known and teste 

‘ated to t 

Mrs, W, S, Ethin, 

inizations 

were incor, 
icial roster of the 

HONORARY PR 

{ Southern we 

t members Hone 
adies who bra 

as wife of the 

Mr 

Mrs 

Mes. § 
Mr L 
Mrs. Frank 
Mrs. Nellie Peters Bl 
Mrs. Harris E. Kirk 
Mrs. Robert L. Foren 
Mrs. B, 1, Hughes 
Mrs H. B. Wey 
Mrs, Alfred E. Buck 

A Memorial Ce 

ADMINISTRATIVE 

an 

ir pila 

project. This will include a repr 

nen were true to type in the 
so that it should include all 

t of the 3 became 

, and the wives or daughters of the 
ary Vice-Presidents. These were 

nprised Mrs. Wilson's family, 
Jent of the Unit sup of 

ring if 
rative Board. 

Memorial is a* Ellen Wilson 

ESIDENT 

Thomas R. Marshall 
HONORARY VICE 

William Jennin 
PRESIDENTS 

Bryai 
Mrs. Franklin K. Lane 
Mrs David F. Houston 
Mrs William C. Kesfield 
Miss Agnes Wiban 

HOARD 
Mrs. Thomas H, Latham, 

Mrs. Archibald 1 
1220 Peachtroe 84. Atkunta 

eater 
Mrs. Samuel M. Inman 
Mrs. Wilmer L. Moore 
Mrs. John B. 
Mrs, Charles 
Mrs. James S.A 
Mrs. Seaborn Wrig 
Mre. Philip Weltner 
Mrs. Hugh Hancker 

is being organized, in ade 
ute th at 

ry state and of each of the varied women? 
Fifteon states are already represented, ‘The 

this minittes will be as wide as the symp 
Wilse 

roughgoing foresight the organiza’ pro 
hea 

whik 

aditing of 
of the objectives, s that no 

another, 
rove 
p paises to pla 

this Ellen Wilson Memorial Fund may 
cept the sang 

are working for it that literally 1 

only ¢ 
and onl 

ne funds and the safeguarding 
nomination shall be favore: 

ely Christian school® 
ple aided. 
+ from which 

me drawn it is pot 
jon of the womet 

lions of dollars may 
be gathered into this Memorial 
which is to minister conti 
throughout generations to come. 
Some wealthy givers will undoubt 
edly welcome the Fund as at 
pportunity to invest largely i 

lile, without the necessity for pet: 
plexing personal inv ation and 
oversight, assured all their 

wor 

ine expe: 

that 
ey will go directly tothe spect 

fied purpose, and will not be eatet 
xperses,”* 

asbands will share in this 
Jin remembrance of thett 

n wives, Parents will merge 

memorials 8 
1 into this bene 
larships 

for elaborate gt 
ing women deprived of edycatio® 
themselwve pen this deot 
of opp sung people 
women's clubs will make the E 
Wilson Men their altruis’ 

ar. Ladies’ Nid 
or chur gan 

« Young People’s 
Societiesand Sun day. school cla: 
will sha wer ial 
enterpri {honoring Christian 
wom hood by « istia® 

Vomen who feel that they service. 
themselves are shut off from the 
main currents of life, somewhat 34 

Mountain folk, will giveof theit 
nd dollars 

y quickly 
the 
carefully saved din 

The will 
grip ation, and 
it is not unlikely that Memoria! 

Il assume proportions greater 
than any other ever erected any 
where to a woman, 

I THE romantic American mint 
catt but picture the ema 

that is to come straig 
the Fund will begin to operat 
year—to hundreds and thousands 
of girls and re will 
a flood of gifts.” These p 
Lincolns, male and female, whore 
lives are now as primitive am 

as sturdy 3 whose characters ai 
those in the days of Boone and 
Crockett, await: only the muaglt 
touch of education to open theif 
eyes to the larger America which 
they as yet know not, but whic! 
they have been strangely prepare® 
to serve in ways still ced. 

And so shall the fragrance 
Mrs. Woodrow Wilson's lif 
fused throughout the land for ge 
erations to come 
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Her Share in the 

HE Hétet Louis Ag 
v quiet and obscure s 

in Parl off the Boulevard 
Montparnasse, It ifted it . 
what shabby three storics above a 
tailor's shop on the one hand and a 
humble creamery on the It 
was merely one eh ‘ 
soinnolent Ss ceeateered 
throughout luarter and 
along the le he Seine: it 

and & little 
was a 

ding 
stodgy, siden 

never intended to be a host 
10 One ever ate twice in it 

choly dining room. An 
day—or rather on a 
August, 1914, romance er wing 

gh 
rushed with 

the dust from the old of the Hitel Louis A, 
Venture swooped down upon it,and 

d, decorous life of ar 
vor of paleo 

ht up and whirled out 
groove in a fashion 

worning in July, Promptly at noon 
rot. John Haldeman, 
H-known Eastern uni 

scended the 
he H6tel Louis 

* briskly, contentedly, all una 
ware of what awaited him, deawi 
nas he did s 
with sober but d awi . bging by 
ann, his cle featured ¥ 
well shaven and ser 

more c p his 
reat book on the “ Pret ambien 

ossils of North America 
Mover ae led shaking out 

Haldeman, When a man is comy 
he alth anda st nal private fortune, a 

world 
aiuscoid, 
mart bcrals 

yet boasts t 
the left e yebrow of 
something ought to 
morning the r $5 on this § 

Rods that sit aloft huckled as they caught sight of H i 
Professorially stairway of the Hotel Loui 
Agassiz, > before his nose a neat but 

em hi 

Al 
to re 
befor 

six o'clock this evening 

oy there were t three line an did not 
Keg to read ¢ “ie was He noticed 

pow. what he should never otherwise § lobby wag isanded with } feunter where lay the g 
behind which Herr Wedd: of indignant and join his protest to t Was # Useless to say anyt 

ERR WEDDEK 
several nights; h 

Ty and sunken: whe 
from a hook near his 
‘trembled and shook. 

very guest must 

s if he had r 
usually plump an 
ached up to ta 

head, Haldeman 

bx mit by six o'ch 
Mas repeating doggedly, “The i not be a serva: 
in the hoy ter that hour, I myself” 
mt saw a gleam of unmist 
iat iall out of Paris be by eight 

“By Jove, the man's ruine Haldeman thoug' Ho timed und walked out into the sunshin 
extremely a The first thing he thought of was, of 
Sourse, The Book, What a cha would do to his 
to zea anid his arthropods t 

Xi the rarest thing in, Paris—an almost 
Proof room. He had discovered it four years before, 
ae eiace 

assiz with a trunk bh 
> the Pre-Cam 

Partiment 89, 
in! 

and 
1m heading for the Hotel 
notes and manuscripts, to 

inner room of 
good hotel on the 

but he 
could have ge 

‘ar he w 
He 

ne toa 
as poor; 

suis Agassiz by th 
he 3 yand-proof room; 

ar hotel had become a hat 
it up now in the mid 
ably an if not pr 

covere 
articy 

work wa ork wax us itivel ly disastrous, 

ne Lad 
Romantic Mys 
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y in the hoes 
tery of the Hotel Louis Agassiz 

Tk wlevard Montparnasse into his 
street = itching now to 
work. He fairly t hrew biniself 

famili sor af the Haste! 
Ag hen he suddenly 

od, The tall, narrow fr of 
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door 
yes the 

was unmistakably, implacably 
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The o Haldeman remem 

th 
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{ his manuscript. 
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ght, 13 
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athed 
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he br 
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red that 
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“Ob! Well, I'm glad of that,” she mid. “Terhaps you can 
tell me what this means—my being locked out like this. 1 
Jegraphed, so they shoukt at feast have had the door open.” 

‘There was an are fight behind her, and against its light she 
presented a trim, slim silhoveete. 

SER eae briefly explained the condition of affairs at the 
deel A ii siz, 

"she said, when he had done. “Did you ever!” 
‘and pretty that this expression di 

I've been staying here for a week, oe) J chink this is 
ay to treat me! I went into the country yesterday, 

¢ bac 
ns, | suppese 

me, s@ of course J dismissed the cab. 
“Tsee. And where do you wish to go now?" 
She looked up at him with a little quick movement of 

ise. "Why, I'm going tostay here! All my baggage is 
and I've paid up to the first of next week. [f you 

got out I suppose you can get in again,” 
A di: fully up and down the street. 

go somewhere ee,” he murmured, 
The girl gavea little laugh. “Gracious! The place is big 

enough for both of as, isn't it?” 
“There isn't even a caretaker,” he muttered, 
"Oh, never mind!” she said calmly. “1 don't need a 

caretaker. Where docs one get in?” 

EF ING helpless, Haldeman picked up ber traveling bag 
1 the way down the Hey, The situation was 

not professorial, He thought of the police with a shudder, 
The police of Paris are so horribly knowing! [1 seemed to 
him an eternity before they reached the shelter of the side 
doorway. 

Ashe pushed the dooropen the girlscrutinized him through 
the darkness, “ You'rean American, aren't you?” she asked, 
“From Massachusetts,” 
“Tim glad of that,” she returned cheerfully. ‘All the 

home folks L've met over here have been so nice to me,” 
Dumb with wonder at her confidence in him he preceded 

groped for the candle and led the way to the lobby, 
His companion went at once to the guest book, opened it 

and put her gloved forefinger ona line, “There ix my name,” 
she sai ust to show you I'm not an impostor.” 

He set the candle down and read: “Miss Mary Horton, 
Wateh Hill, Rhode Island.” 

‘And here is mine,” he responded, turning the leaves back 
toa date in Jane. The candlelight fell softly on her face as 
she bent over the book, and he said to himelf: "Her name 
should be Chloe."" Which proved that, although he was an 
eminent paleontologist, he was not altogether in the habit of 
confining his vers of observation to fossils. 

‘The girl did indeed look Chloe-ish. There was something 
softly saucy about her nose, a demure readiness to smile 
about her mouth; ber eyes were very dark and bright; there 
wis a cleft that a lover would have called a dimple in her 
small, square chin. A woman would hive seen at once 
hi k blue suit cost $28.50 and ber gloves were the 

; shabby. But to Haldeman she appeared very 
nd daint: tri 

“How do you do, Mr. Haldeman?” She made him a 
Tittle bow, her eyes crinkling up mereily 

", 
“Lam pleased 

ntrodvced, it will be 
1 haven't had 

Now that we've been 
all right for me to sty that I at 
anything to eat sine ing. I'll dare you to rumma 
in the katchen and see if we can find something to eat." 

Hakleman had never in bis life pummaged ina kitchen, 
much less in a strange French kitchen, but Miss Horton 
appeared to be a natural rummager. Inskte of two 

ice chests and the storeroom, 
Everywhere there were signs of the hasty departure of the 
kitchen staff. 

E y they should have got out like thi 
Look at this good baked chicken left standing on the 

range, and, oh! here's a whole pan of those little crescents 
left in the oven! Did you ever sce such a wasteful way of 
doing things? Why do you suppose they closed the house 
in such a ae 

“The only reason | can think of is political. There's been 
a Jot of talk about war clouds in the papers during the last 
month. Not much toit, Limagine,” he added apologetically 

dh, no, of course not, Do you like cocoa?" 
mimensely !"” be reptiod earnestly, and then remem 

bered that he never deank it. 

to know y 

she said, 

15S HORTON discovered that the gas was turned off, 
but she said she had a spicit lamp upstairs in her 

trunk, and she at once tripped off to feteh it, He could 
see her candle flame dancing like a will.o’-the-wisp down 
the corridors, and could hear ber light, quick step receding. 
She came back almost immediately with the spirit lamp 
anda bottle of aleobol in her hands, She set these down; 
then she looked across the table at Haldeman with a 
curious expression in her face. 

think you should have told me,” she mid coldly, 
“that there is another woman in the house." 

“Another woman!" Haldeman suddenly set down the 
can of cocoa he was opening. “ Where did see her?” 

“At the turn of the stairway going up to the third floor. 
T only saw her feet and a part of her skirt. She was going 
up very quickly, almost running.” 

“Well,” said Haldeman after a moment of silence, “she 
has kept herself very quiet. This is absolutely the first 
notion I’ve had that there's anyone in this house but our- 
selves, Shall I yo up and invite hee down?" 

He meant this to be taken hurverously, but Miss 
Horton considered it in serious silence. Yes," she as- 
verted finally, “I wish you would. She may think it's 
very queer, bry niaking cocoa down here with you at this 
hour of the night, You might tell her about me, and ask 
her if she would like something to eat.” 

ut how am | to know which rooms she is in?” 
“You will just have to knock on each door until she 

anid the girl calmly. 
aldeman departed, distinctly not y hiserrand. After 

rather a Jong interval he came back, "There's no one in this 
house but ourselves," he said. 

They looked at each other over the two candle flames for 
[seconds in silence. “But I saw her,” said the girl at 
a small, quiet voice, “She bad on russet shoes.” 

‘ell, very likely she was afraki to answer my knock," 
returned Haldeman with an air of recovering himself and 
dismissing the subject. What shall we have to eat with 
this cocoa?" 

He somehow did not care to tell her that there was not a 
locked room on the third floor, that he had searched them 
all and they were empty. Unless the lady in the russet 
shoes had ascended to the roof by way of the lackerlike stairs 
at the end of the third-floor hall, she had flown out of a 
window, Or else Miss Horton had imagined her, 

“Oh, there's plenty to eat,” said Mary, recovering her 
cheerfulness resolutely. “I've found butter and lettuce, and 
even some little cakes, Will you carve the chicken, please?" 

They sat one on cach side of the long hen table, with 
a clean white towel spread for a cloth, the two candles in the 
center. He carved while sbe mixed the salad dressing. Her 
hands were stall, white and deft. She wanted to know 
whether he liked much or little paprika, and this solicitude 
gave him a pleasantly unwonted sensation. His mother and 
sisters never consulted him about the dressing. He was 
supposed to be too absent-minded to know what heate. He 
felt now that he resented this, for the first time, 
“To think,” ssid Mary, “that you have had two glorious 

months of Paris! Isn't it wonderful here? The first night { 
couldn't slecp, 1 was up and down all night, looking out of 
the window, so afraid miss something. 1 saw all the 
funny stwed-off market carts come jolting in, and the Seine 
beginning to How in through the gutters, and the first light 
touch that white church high upon Montmartre, Have you 
seen the view at sunset from the Saceé Coeur?” 

“I—not in years,” Haldeman confessed. “1—T am very 
busy. You sce, I'm writing a book. { come over every 
summer for that purpose."” 

Her face showed vivid interest. “Oh, you're a novelist? 
T have never met a nov-——"" ' 

“You're not meeting one now.” Haldeman hesitated to 
interrupt. “lam writing about the very dusty subject of 
bones—fossils, you know.” 

She tried bravely to keep the brightness from fading from 
her face. “Ob! Well, it must be wonderful to be writing a 
book about anything—in Pari: hink of living bere, 
ally living—not just having a stingy two weeks in whi 
see everything! Why, I suppose you know every stone of 
Paris. Tell me how you divide your time. Deo you explore 
every day a different section? 

Haldeman coughed an embarrassed cough. 
exactly. You see, my work keeps me 20 occupied 

“But don't you give up a certain amount of your time 
just to revel in being here, to breathe im Paris?" 

LDEMAN looked at her desperately, He knew from 
the expression of her bright, dark eyes that sooner or 

later she would plumb his daily life to its depths, “The 
only part of Paris | really know,” he blurted, “ts the Jardin 
des Plantes—a place where dusty scientists like myzelf con- 
gregate and paw over rocks and bones,”” he explained, 

"Oht Do you mean to sy—" 
“Look here!" he cried, “I know it will seem perfectly 
cposterous to you, but here’s how I spend my summers in 

is: 1 write all night, because it's quietest then; | sleep 
till noon; I take a six-mile walk in the Bois to keep in form; 
| go to the Jardin des Plantes and stay till it's closed; 1 
dine at a quiet place | know on the other side, with a vol- 
ume on arthropods or something like that propped up 
against the sugar bowl: and then I conte back here and go to 
work again, [—I like it, you know! 

AFTER THE FOURTH 
(UPON THE INJURY OF A LITTLE BOY BY FIREWORKS) 

BY CMARLES IRVIN JUNKIN 

Pocs little lad! If he were mine 
(And mine may be the next, God knows! 

What matter if he loved them well, 
These deadly unsuspected foes 
Which he and I, together, sought 

And stored away for sturdy joys, 
To celebrate the day of days 

With proper meed of smoke and noise? 

What boots it now that I am wise, 
And count, too late, the fone price 

For sport, or pride, or patriot 
Tor costly sacrifice? ‘°° ly 2 

Ah, lad! What could I say to thee? 
Where find for aching heart defense? 

O Lorn! Goon Lorn! Forerve us roois, 
AND GIVE US JUST A BIT OF SENSE! 

She leaned back in her chair and regarded him with won- 
dier, and he suddenly felt a question forming in his mind; 
Was he after all missing something? She seemed to project 
before Itis aroused inner vision a vague beauty, vividness, 
action, which he bad been long blind to, “Well, 1 wish J 
could spend my summers here,” she said. "But there 
that's ungrateful. It seems like a fairy tale that I'm over 
here at all. Ever since | was fifteen ['ve been dreaming of 
this, and saving my money. My family laughed at me, and 
when I got ready to start you can’t imagine the way they 
carried on, They wanted me to invest my money in the new 
paint factory, They said I'd be robbed over here, 

‘ou don't mean to sty you're traveling alom 
"Ab-so-lutely !" she smiled. "There was no one to come 

with me, and I was afraid I might die before I'd seen Italy 
and Paris, if T didn’t come at once,” 

“But there are traveling agencies, Why didn’t you 
arrange through one of them? 

She made a scornful mouth. “No! I knew exactly what 
I wanted to sce, and when you know what you want why 
should you waste your time on what other poople want?" 

{Page 6) 

“Ab, don't you see that’s the way I feel when 1 came to 
aris and work? I know what I want and I go after it.” 
From this moment the conversation became intensely 

earmest. He told her about The Book, and she told him 
about ber thirst for all the beauty in all the world; and an 
hour passed with amazing celerity. Mary Hortan was the 
first to notice its flight, She stacked the dishes with house- 
wifely neatness and they made their way up the silent stairs, 

said Mary as they reached the foot 
Sehat Posaw the woman it 

¥ looked up to where the stait 
turned and was swallowed in darkness. Halden J 
nothing. He was perfect been p 
She continued to look toward the third-thoor stairw: 
“There was a bit of braid coming off the bottom of her 
skirt,” she said reflectively. “I couldn't have imagined that, 
now could 1?" 

HEN they had said good night and he had closed the 
door of his room behind him, Haldeman thought of this 

remark. Of course Mary had been mistaken, They two were 
alone in that silent hor But all the same, he wished it 
was morning, and the girl safely lodged in another p le 
lighted his reading lamp, Its ray fell on the neat piles of 
manuscript, a pencil resting its point on the last word of 4 
broken-off sentence. Haldeman read the words as if they had 
been written by anotherman, Somehow they dido't seem 1° 
mean much. He pushed the manuscript aside impatiently. 

That night be slept very badly; it was daylight when he 
finally dropped into a heavy sleep, and it way nearly noon 
when he awakened. He came out of sleep with a sense of 
expecting something pleasant such as he had not had in 
years. He bounded out of bed, and bathed and shaved with a 
curious buoyancy inside him, He retlected that it was a gor 
thing be had gone in for athletics in college and had always 
kept in form since. He chow a necktie carefully, tied it and 
glared at it discontentedly, That necktie would do for a 
man of fifty-eight! 

A man’s a foot to get into the rut I've got into,” he 
growled, “A man ought to live as well as work,” 

At the top of the stairs be listened a moment; 9o sound 
from Mary's room. He went down to the darkened lobby, 
where he prowled about uneasily for half an hour, watching 
the passers-by through the broken shutter, feeling like a 
host whom the world has forgotten, Finally, it see 
im that he heard a sound from the floor above, Gathering 
up his courage he went up and knocked gently at Mary's 
ci 

“It's Haldeman, Miss Horton,” he called. “Are you all 
right this morning ? 

There was a moment's silence, ‘Then a faint voice said; "In 
@ minute, please!" And then Mary opened the door, Her 

long brown braids hung down over a flowered kimono: 
her face was white drawn, 
“Why, you're ill!" he cried. 
A sick headache! f tried to get up, but it was no use. 

Traveling yesterday in the heat, ane na food all day "het 
mouth made a pitiful effort to smile. Don't you bather- 
UU be all right by night,” she added faintly, 

But even as she spoke a blue shadow crept over her face, 
Her hands went up to her heart: her eyes, with fright in 
the looked at him beseechingly; and the next instant 
she swayed toward him, crumpling like a flower, Haldemuat 
had a mind that could move very practically, once it got 
shocked out of the Pre-Cambrian. Just as quickly and 
instinctively as the ordinary man would have done, be 
gathered the girl in his arms, and, striding into the roomy 
lid her on the bed. 

As her head touched ¢! 
“Everything went round, 
now, lease don’t bother 

Haldeman said nothing 
very severe and quiet, "I 
finally. 

‘Two of them,” she whispered, her eyes closed. 
ben just pretend now that I'm one of them. Tam 

going to look after you. You neod someone. Tt isn’t 
right, your being over bere alone, a slip of a girl like you. 
{—1 don't like ir,” 

ish you wouldn't trouble about me. I'm all right, 

pillow she opened her eyes: 
“she whispered, “All right 

ide ber bed He stood up be 
he asked lave you a brother 

Idenian’s mouth sct obstinately, “You've had 9° 
breakfast, 1 suppose?” 

5 t sintly that she could not eat but that she 
“IT could have 4 cup of tea—bue t was very thiry 

hate to have 
“Be quiet!" growled Haldeman, 

HEN, with a grim expression on his face, he set her 
iny kettle to boil over the spit np, Something in- 

side him felt shocked and appalled. Wher he had lifted ber 
she felt so light, so slender; be had never imagined any 
thing like the softness of her. And, by Jove, what a spirit! 
The valiancy, the innocence, the astounding ignorance, ¢ 
her! He did not dare to look at her again, lying there with 
those childish beaids across the pillow, and the pinched, 
‘blue look in her face. There was a small tea basket stand: 
ing open on ber steamer trunk; evidently she was in the 
habit of piecing out her restaurant fare with meals in her 
room. She probably never fed herself right, She had told 
him with a flame in her eyes that she had started out to 
see Italy, Switzerland, France and England on three bune 
dred dollars! And she'd do it too! Haldeman ground his 
teeth and poured out the tea. 

“N ware to lie 1 try to sleep," be said wher 
mn her the tea, “I'm going out for a few minutes 

but I'll be back direetly, You're not to worry about any~ 
thing whatsoew you understand?" 

When he reached the Boulevard he gave a taxicab driver 
double fare to make speed to an American doctor he knew 

in = Avenue Kiéber, and he was back at the hotel in half 
an hour. 

Mary took the medici 
“How good you are to me! 

he had brought obediently. 
she sighed. “And Un keeping 

you from your walk. Last night [ spoiled your work —— 
“Oh, cood Heaven !"" he muttered, and went out abruptly 

closing the door behind him, He felt all at once an immense 
tenderness and a blighting anger. He had been a fearfully 
selfish, self-absorbed brute all his life, never doing anything 
far anybody, burrowing molelike in the silt of dead worlds, 
never really waking up to the beauty and wonder of thing# 
around him! Self-satisfied ass—that's what he had been, 

As he told himsclf these things he was making his way 
again to the street. In his hurried dash to the doctar’s office 
‘he had noticed something queer about the streets, something 
he knew be must investigate. Not even his preoceupatio® 
had been proof against the fact that there were no motot 
busses in the strects; that taxicabs piled high with luggage 
were honking frantically toward the Gare Montparnasse 
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~ But Me Onty 
Closed His byes and Murr On” ILLU 

YOU enter the third floor of the 
New York Public Library from 
the elevator, and turn to the 

right into the corridor, 1 can tell in a 
minute whether you area lover or 
not, Hf you are, the first thing you 
notice will be Sir Edwin Landseer’s 
“Dog in a Stable” hanging on the 
opposite wall of the picture gallery 
directly ahead of you. He is not one 
of Landseer’s superb collies or high- 
born spaniels, He is quite definitely 
the dog of a British hostler, with a 

patch over one eye and a muscular chest and shoulders 
quite out of proportion to bis alert and entirely adorable 
little head. 

Just such a dog was Tom Sawyer. He had the pointed 
nose and bright eyes of a fox terrier, the sturdy body of an 
English bull terrier, and one or two elusive variations in con- 
formation and markings that bi g a a casual disregard 
for consequences in his choice of forbears. But you could 
see with half an eye that he was all dog—bone, brawn, heart 
and brain. He never could learn the proper relation between 
clean dresses and muddy paws, and he acquired an insatiable 
appetite for cheese and ntischief, 

first saw hie sitting on a damask sofa in a big moving- 
picture stud Chicago, hunting desperately for a thea— 
real or imaginary—that appeared to have sought refuge on 
an inaccessthle portion of his back. A property man, coming 
up with an armful of draperies for & parlor scene thi 
being set up in the studio, brushed hint off the sofa with an 
agile foot, and Tom addressed the man vigorously in canine 
Billingsgate, 1 had gone to the b movie” workshop to 
swe how the reels are made, but I found myself devoting 
most of my attention to Tom Sawyer. He was the most 
nervously active individual ina very busy place. 

[es into conversation with Harry McAllister, who takes 
juvenile parts and is particularly good in erring-son scenes, 

and he told me about Tom Sawyer. It seems that ‘Ts 
and dirty, had wandered into a“ movie’ thea 
the previous April, and had sat in the aisle di 
evening, watching the screen with the absorption of a ba- 
bitué. Where he had come from noone knew, and when the 
show was over be showed no intention of going out again 
into the rain. When Jack Searle, the operator, came down 
from his acrie, he gave Tom a picce of chewing gam, which 
Tom promptly exdlows and sat up for more, He followed 
Jack out, and Jack bought him a bun and went home. Next 
day Tom was on hand at the theater with the rest of the fans, 
A week or two later Jack had to go to Chicago to get fixed 

up at headquarters, and he brought Tom with him and pre- 
sented him to the assembled multitude, This Tom accepted 

jlosophically and proceeded to make himself at home. 
Vhy he was not kicked into the street during the frst week 

I do not know, for the misdemeanors reco Against 
are too numerous and shocking to print, The fact rema' 
that his life was spared long enough for him to wriggle his 
unregenerate way into the heart of every human being in the 
establishment, from the businesslike general manager to the 
redheaded boy who assisted the property men in return for 
the honor of conversing occasionally with Sam Davis, the 
mad motorist of the company, 

It was Sam, by the way, who first conceived the idea of 
making use of Tom Sawyer. Three or four months later, 
when [again visited the "movie" factory, I saw Sam pulling 
‘out of the alley in his low-backed car with Tom Sawyer sit- 

‘ing soberly upright on the radiator, with a small derby hat 
n his head and a big brier pipe in his mouth. The following 

winter, in Springheld, Massachusetts, my was caught 
Bux poster ta Sront of & movicig:pictine Cireater enouncag 
a photo comedy entitled “The Day of the Dog. 

‘OW, Lam not a “movie" fan, generally speaking, but 1 
always take in a picture play that has a dog in it; IT have 

never been disappointed. The moment the figures of one or 
two of my Chi fo actor acquaintances appeared on the 
sercen | had a swilt premonition of what was to follow, and 1 
was not surprised to observe my old friend Tom Sawyer 
presently enter the picture hanging tenaciously to the seat 
of Billy Smith's trousers. From that point the film was a 
scream, Tom Sawyer treed a pair of lovers, upset a butler 
with a trayful of tea things, dug a big bole in a newly made 
germanium bed, and finally tore down a pair of blazing cur- 
tains and eo rescued a real baby (no pun intended) from a 
horrible fave. My sophisticated eye caught indications now 
and then of a cut-out, due, | had no doubt, to certain irregu- 
larities and the insertion of unscheduled business in Tom's 
acting, but on the whale he took his part with accuracy and 
zest. He was unquestionably the star of the performance. 

The rest of this story | learned from eyewitnesses, includ- 
ing Miss Fanny Mortimer herself, though 1 should have 
believed it, knowing Tom Sawyer, even if 1 bad read it in a 
ne per. Of course you have a fourth-row acquaintance 
with Fanay Mortimer, known from Fresno to Provincetown 
as the "Queen of the 'Movies.'" It is she whe can cireum- 
vent bediamonded villains behind closed doors, whe can 
shoot down mountain sides on skis, and ride unseddied 
bronchos across the chaparral to the nearest dector, and 
rescue struggling athletes from drowning, or rake hay ador- 
ably ina Maud Muller rile, It was Fanny Mortimer who 
at adopted Tom Sawyer, 

“Due 0 Hole in a Gemnlum Bed” “Sitting Soberty on the Radiator” 

‘Tom Sawyer of the “Movies” 
By Walter A. Dyer 

AUTHOR OF “THE TWO DOGS OF GLENFERGU: 

STRATIONS BY CHARLES LIVINGSTON 

> ere, 

Twenty-five miles out from New York on the Hempstead 
Plains, where it is possible to find a stretch of country that 
looks in a picture exactly like a Dakota prairie, Miss Marti- 
mer and her cortége put in three solid and exasperating 

tin the great three- 
ad Lands,” 
he climax 

Jooks a raw-boned devil, having had a burr inserted beneath 
his tail by the jealous rival, runs away with Sweet Sall 
itcross a treacherous, marshy alkali flat 6 the imminent peril 
of her neck. At the paychological moment her little dog 
Tricksy, whom the rival has previously attempted to poison, 
appears provideatially from a thicket, leaps at Peter's head, 
catches the bridle in his teeth, and hangs on until Sally 
regains control of her maddened steed. 

My inquiries as to the details of Tom Sawyer's training 
for this thrilling rile have brought me no very definite infor- 
mation; but when finally, after a prodigious expenditure of 
films and temper, the price of seven rattan whips and two 
pounds of strong cheese, the great scene had been perma- 
nently recorded for the future delectation of the American 
wblic, Miss Mortimer took rooms in an uptown hotel in 
New York in order to devote a week or two to dressmaking 
and recuperation. 

N THE first day of May the adventure befell to which 
I have been leading up. At ten o'clock in the morning 

Miss Mortimer had her favorite horse saddled and brought 
around to the hotel—not the rough, reistering Peter, but her 
glossy, black Mazeppa. She appeared in a silver-geay coe- 
duroy rkting habit, with knickerbockers and patent-Jeather 
boots, that made three bell boys, two clerks and the man 
at the cigar stand cease operations and stare. Beside her 
trotted Tom Sawyer with a new tan collar about his thick, 
plebeian neck, 

It was a perfect in Central Park” The sun 
shone warmly throuy red leaves of the maples and 
the filmy green of ¢! Nursemaids with perambu- 
Jators were out in full force, and th tol Fanny Mortimer 
was glud—likewise that of Tom Sawyer, who promptly stole 
a stick of tally from the chubby hand of a surprised young 
heiress and headed for cover. A gruff voice caught Miss 
Mortimer’s ear, and she beheld a stalwart policeman point- 
ing to a very obvious sign which stated that the park ordi- 
hanees forbade all persons to allow dogs to run at large. 
Tom Sawyer was most certainly at large. His joyous bark 

was heard once of twice, but he did not reappear, Miss 
Mortimer favored the policeman with a winning smile and 
[eyrop to hale the dog forth from the forbidden ground: 
but the promise was more easily made than kept. She found 
her way at length into the bridle path, in the hope that the 
sound of Mazeppa’s canter would draw Tom Sawyer forth 
from his retreat, 

Suddenly as she approached a drive that crowed the 
bridle path she was aroused from preoccupation by a 

ill screarn and the wild galloping of a horse. From the left, 
around a turn in the drive, there rushed into view a foam- 
ficcked runaway horse, dragging a swaying trap in which 
were seated a man and a woman, the latter pale and wide- 
eyerl with terror and the former leaning forward, clutching 
the dashboard and calling loudly on the horse to “whoa, 
‘The runaway, with dilated nostrils and deagging reins, came 
dashing along at top speed, A hundred yards behind and 
gaining, but slowly, pounded a mounted policeman in hot 
pursuit. 

AN HER right, around another bend, Miss Mortimer 
caught a fleeting glimpse of careless strollers and the 

white frocks of chikiren. 
She dug her heels into Mazeppa's glossy sides and be 

leaped into the driveway, turning sharply to the right just 
as the runaway shot by, Gathering full Mazepp 
took up the chase, but the runaway had a fying start and 
Miss Mortimer found herwelf only a few ahead of the lengths 
policeman, who shouted to her an unheeded warning. 

It was a stern chase, with the chances in favor of a tragedy 
somewhere around the bend, and Miss Mortimer's heart 
sank asshe took in the situation. pier er kieeas eerenee 
by some resourceful producer, a swift, animated bolt sl 
out from the shrubbery, across the road and straight at the 
head of the runaway, 

Tr was Tom Sawyer, performing his hard-earned trick. 
Oh, why was there no clicking machine near-by to 
on a ribbon of imperishable film the most gallant exploit of 
Tom's career? 

He caughe the right-hand rein four inches from the bit 
and clonod his young jaws upon it, The borse, suddenly con- 
scious of a ew terror, ve easel to she left, nearly 
upsetting the trap, and then plu on again. was 
Peter's cue to slow down and come rearing to a standstill, 

z = Qs 
“Dashing Out With 9 Silk Hot in His Mouth ™ 
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“Hunting Despeentely for a Flea” 

“Tore Down a Pai al 
Maziing Curtains” 

BULL 

felt the 
a tugging 

mouth and strove with frenzied violence to shake it 

but the runaway, a powerful chestaut gelding, only: 
inexplicable dead weight of Tom Sawyer’s solid bulk 
at hi 
loose, 

Poor Tom was in a perilous plight, now swung far out to 
the right, aow crashing back seen the runaway's heaving: 
chest. It was doubtless some hideous trick they were play- 
ing on him, but he only closed his eyes and hung on, 
fortunate for him that the shaft of the stylish tra 
curved down at the end, or he must have been impal 
its brass ferule, 

But no horse can keep up a 2,20 clip with forty-eight pounds 
of tenacious dog hanging from his bit, and though the chest- 
nut's mighty tossings were dangerous to the equilibrium o 
the light trap, his speed perceptibly diminished and Miss 
Mortimer and the policeman began to close up the gap. 
The harness was new and st and held fase, and the 

trap still managed to keep right side up; its occupants were 
thus far uninjured. A scream or two had sent men, women 
and children scurrying to the sides of the road and none har 
been hurt. But abead there was another and sharper tact 
in the drive and none knew what lay beyond it. With a little 
ery of desperation Miss Mortimer applied ber quirt to the 
pow reeking Maxeppa, 

Then, with the bend a rod abead, the runaway, in att 
access of exasperation and fright, broke into a series 
short, mad leaps, rearing and straining his powerful neck int 
a last violent effort to rid himself of his incubus, and Tom 
Sawyer was hurled into the rhododendrons with a bit of 
leather still clamped between his teeth, 

In an instant Miss Mortimer was reaching for the rut 
away’s head, and in another the policeman had him on the 
other side, and the race was over. 

FASEING Mazeppa's bridke to a bystander the actress 
petulantly waved aside proffered congratulations and 

the stammoring thanks of che man in the trap, and ran back 
to where Toi Sawyer lay quietly upon his aide where he 
had fallen. 

Fanny Mortimer, sx her professional capacity, 
not an emotional person, but ber eyes were streaminy 
her hands trembling as she knelt in the dusty gris 
the still form of her terrier, 

“TL knew he was dead and I loved him so!" she cried to me 
afterward, forgetting her smiling reserve in the telling af 
this tale. 

She lifted the sturdy, naughty little head to her knees 
smoothing the velvet forehead very gently with her finger# 
and choking back the sobs. Then something happened that 
made her catch hee breath. A swelling appeared in Tom 
Sawyer’s throat, and a struggling, painful effort to swallow. 
‘Then came a half perceptible little gasp and a slight relaxing 
of the set jaws, Mise Moceime ‘s hand few down to the soft, 
warm place between his forelegs and felt a litte valar fut 
ter there. She bent her lovely lips to his notched right eat 
and whispered his name, There was a movement of his lips 
and brows, and for a brief moment he opened his eyes and 
looked bravely up at her, 

Just thea Phil Harris pushed through the small circle of 
silent spectators and knelt by Miss Mortimer's side, He 
pra recognized her and he had heard about Tom Sawyet 
from me. 
“have sent for a taxicab, Miss Mortimer," said he, “and 

we'll get him hack to your hotel. Tell me which one it is and 
we'll have a veterinarian up there in twenty minutes,” 

She looked up at him gratefully. She didn’t notice the 
cynical lines about his world-weary mouth, but only the 
moisture in his eves, for Phil Harris had owned an Airedale 
once that —— But this is Tom Sawyer's story. 

Very tenderly they lifted him to the seat of the taxi, and 
very ly they drove hack to Miss Mortimer’s hotel in 
bright May sunshine, leaving the mounted policeman to 
full! his promise to look after Mazeppa, 

At the entrance of the Park a surlden whin seized the 
Queen of the “Movies.” Stopping the taxi she leaned out 
and beckoned to the policeman who had warned her about 
allowing Tom Sawyer in the park. i 

“See, she said, “I have brought him out as 1 said 1 
would.” Then she burst into tears and the taxicaly rolled om. 
leaving the policeman standing in the middle of the drive 
open-mouthed with amazement, 

IM SAWYER recovered; that is the one joyous fact re- 
maining to be told. I called at the hotel with Phil a week 

or so later and found the spoiled creature cating cheese on 3 
sofa cushion. The doctor found no broken bones, but only + 
severe nervous shock, from which dogs as well as women cant 
suffer, and a sad disarrangement of internal works which. 
owing to Tom Sawyer’s native par gradually righted 
themselves. His left hind leg was partially paralyzed whet 
I saw him, but was improving. 

Once more did I see Tom Sawyer. Miss Mortimer bad 
been called to British Columbia for some strenuous “movit, 
acting, and had left ber protégé with his friends at the bg 
Chi studio. He knew me and promptly sat up a2 

for a piece of cheese, of which I had identially 
asmaill supply. If L expected to find a subdued and dignified 
Tam Sawyer [| was to disappointment. ‘The bast 
1 saw of him he was dashing out into the yarc with a silk 
hat in his mouth, hotly and profanely pursuet by fat 
famous John Morrow himself. 
Some dogs are simply hopeless, 

Tt was 
was 

upon 

nd 
eside 
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| The Girl and Her Sports 

The Girl Who Plays Tennis 

By Mary K. Browne 
Natinessl Tennis Champtos 

SHOULD aay to the girl who wishes to improve 
her game of tennis that she most determine to 
Work, and work hard. ‘The same princ Spplies in thiy as in any other line of endeay 

And a girl must set about it in a businesslike way 
he game, however, it so (ascinating that in a 

Bteat many Instances good players are developer 
h & great deal of play where they are merely out for the exercise, 

Everyone, in stroking a ball and attempting to 
2y the game, naturally tries ta make a good stroke or shot; and a great deal of play ¥i 

Peuve cne's game just as practice on the piano 
Nill improve one’s piano playing. But to the glel 
oe hot only thoroughly «injoys the sport but Uesires to improve ber game: 
® Brest many saggestions 
fan be made. 

First of all, Yet her con- [ult someone whom she news to be & good player, 
And ascertain whether ot Rot she is holding her racket 1h an effective amd natural Runner to make the ordi 
ary strokes, With this 
- is to start on she should! 
that practicing returning tat ball with the grip shown 

Th my own case, after 
having Attempted to use a 
hay ifficult arip for a fore- 
pay! drive, T have in the 
tha NESE years used a grip 

* 1 found easier, and 
velopel a mach 

that titective drive stroke 
[eat with the old grip. ‘This 
weet tosay that 1 

ms hot all righ 
tied by several of the it prominent players of 
pan But there are very 

ers whose gumes or 
“trokes are exactly alike, 

mor 

74 if the grip is not suited 
2 4 Peron he ix almost 

fated to take one that 
and develop. hike 

“¥ers can be 

"cogntzed at filme distance by 
their strukes, whic 
Bs to show that individuality will 

. possible, 
Birks beginning take afew 

ns fram a professional 
wag brofessional bas made a 
Tag) of the diferent grips 
And would bye Jess likely to 

Vise a wrong grip. His 
Advice would tindoubtedly 
feat! the beginner into mak- 
ithe strokes in good form, 

Rot bring about an awkward style of play 
ve that Jong, free 

Strokes, where the arm [x 
macy ts entire length, are 
Other Mare effective than 
jeu Strokes, as they are title, easier to muke 

fet & great deal more 
it takes 

Mivch more effort to send a 
with the same speed 
drive may be sent, the entire arm bel wed I the litter ste 

Have received instrace the {B08 a8 to how to xi 
fer seeket, the Text sep iy 
tak Deginner to play as 

Potable, in order to 
judge quickly the 

bea veg of the bound that 
Coming Bete from a ball 
way. Ata certain pace anit stroked in a certain 
Keng, BY this T mean that an experienced player 
andthe moment his opponent strikes a ball to tS en coming, whether or nut be ls going bictiy Meet to rush forward quickly, back 
FEN, oF remain in pusision to receive the ball. 
being the really dificult part of the game to a 
be haa, 89H & beginner will often imagine that 
the tant ® good eye for hitting the ball, when rate, OUble lies in being unable to judge accu- 
One iit Befatht of length of » bound, 

the heyy the dinest methods of practicing is to bat 
tou Up against a wall, standing far enough of 
oe teed the ball on the bounce. A great many 
aad a Ate Sauipped with a practice wall at the end 
of tbe nae Painted across the hoard at the height 

anmgsetsider It most essential to 2 rapid develop- 
ang | Setaagh game to play with more experienced 
Shin, "tT Players, but that is pot always pos- 
Dortunit Ueeinner should never overlook an op- 
Weleo mt” ‘© play with a better player and should 
begins 2 thorough beating at his hands, as the 

st Is bound to learn something; whereas, 

the good player surely will gain no 
the beginner and perhaps lose some 

ni fre 
(his own 

determination to imprave a1 
its reward, I know of 

to improve his game a1 
the matter of tral 

results than that of Mus 
few years ago his 
cyclonic, and while he sti 
smashes hardier than at yer in the wee 
we who have known his game from the beginning 
realize that it has been toned down all around, as 

to ert froen over-bitting that 
{ his carver. 

int that I con 

than any 

& pers 
length of time he or she wi 
he conscious of the fact that 
a foreband 
ch 
backhand chop comes easier 
than any other stroke, 
will Gnd that it i+ difficult 
to volley a bal 

[USEB SS ther i sence 
) om hand to give advice 

» the matter the person w 
undoubtedly begin run 
around balls and sttempt- 

realize the weak paints 
the other player's gam 
if it is the backhand that 
is weak the better player 
will direct all the balls 

there, and if it Ik the 
forchand they will alt 
wo there, A player 

oul in practice de- 
vote attention to 
every part of the 
game. 
Most of my early 
playing was with 
brothers who all 
played better than 
am average game, 
and it was not at all 
unusual to practice 

strokes and various 
shots without ever 

thinking of entering into 
a game and keeping score, 

For instance, my brother 
would place me at the net 
and drive at me for four or 
five minutes, aiming directly 
at me—and I agree with 
him that he has several 
knockouts to his credit 

The next practice, per- 
haps, would be to drive the 
ball by me rst of one 

then the other, while I 
attempted to guess the side 
on which it was coming and 
volley it back. We would 
then reverse the practice, 
imy brother taking the net. 

Then would follow lab- 
bing to me for practice in 
smashing: then stroking a 
ball and following the same 
in toward the net, attempt 
ing to get no farther than 
halfway up, and trying 
cither to make a low volley 
a the ball or a pickup. 
We would then bath take 

positions close to the net 
and volley back and forth 
without letting the ball 
touch the ground, and also 
practice with one of us about 
seven or eight feet from the 

het anil the other at the net placing the ball right 
nt the feet of the one who was back a little dis- 
tance, thus giving practice in making pickups. 

In this way we covered all the positions that 
one gets into, ant with that sort of practice a 
player is bound to become an all-around player 

Avother point that it might be well to touek 
on i the matter of never giving up in a tennis 
match. If a person is anxious to become 2 good 
player, I believe that is an essential, There are 
kgreat many tines that # player starts poorly and 
his opponent not only starts well but has what 
little luck does enter into the game, and just as 
often the player who is starting badly gets dis 
couraged and Is beaten alter the first few games, 

1 know from experience that things will often 
begin to go wrong for the player who started so 
well, and I am a firm believer in “fighting and 
fighting hard” from the beginning, Many a time 
I have heard a player remark; “If I had only 
worked hard in that deciding set I am sure I 
would have got another game in the early part of 
the set and it would have been my set at 64 
instead of making it $ all and losing aut 7-5." + 

The Women Who are Most Expert in Them Tell Her How 

The Girl Who Plays Golf 
By Mrs. R. H. Barlow 

Famous Golf Player 

HE average girl who plays golf doce not 
realize how much increased pleasure and 

ysical benetit aze to be gained by impre 
Nog does she appreciate how e 

this. If more girls did recog- 
T am sure we should see more © 

nly good golf played by women, Too many 
airls, T ly. They go 
around t 2 socéal diversion than 

any serious notion of playing cre 
hope to play a good game they fail 

fe right methods to correct (aults 
of the faults that a girl golfer ac 
to & poor 

without Grst having mastered 
should always advice the 
beginner to take bessons from 

1 its rudimersts. 

all girls are so 
d that they can have 

ction of a pe 
ler these < - 

id have the 
es of a 

good amateur, If pos 

Tshould also urge girls to 
the games of the really 

quently just as val 
taking lessons from a profes 
sonal. Atthesametimeone 

cautioned not fo 
take too many lesons. Les 
sons are intended to give one 
the right start, After that 
progress depends more upurs 
practice, for if you rely too 
much o@ a professional your 
originality will be stunt 

tournament play, in 
particular, is full of cries 
where a girl must think for 
herself, 

Perhaps the most vital 
mistake girls make is that 
they neglect the pattlag 
game. Let me caution 
all girls not to make 
the mistake of think- 
tng that the ability 
to make long drives 
is the principal 
thing, It has ite 
place, of course, but 
more champion. 

mare woo by 
skill in the short 
shuts; in accurate 

ting rather than 
in making the long 
drives. Professional 
will always tell you that 
you sboubd first master the 
short stroke and the ap- 
peoach. When you have ac 
aulred skill in these, a skill 
which comes only with 
earnest practice, the long 
drive will follow in good 
time, What I wish to im- 
press upon gitl golfers is that 
they should be absolute 
ttasters of the short game 

first, and skill In the long 
drives will follow naturally 
enough. 

JERSONALLY | shink 
that putting is more 

less of a natural gift. It 
certainly an instinct with 
mort of our best players, 
men and womes, 

The second great obstacle 
to real progress is the fact 
that so many girls fail to use 
good judgment in the selec 
tion of their clubs. Nearly 
always these are too beavy 
and there are too many of 
them. Ihave frequently seen 
girls using clubs beavy 
enough fora man, who has 
so much morestrength. And 
this, by the way, isa mistake 
that many men also make. A girt should begin 
by selecting clubs light enough to permit her to 
tes her strength to the beat advantage. Nothing 
is to be gained by using chebs that ure too heavy, 

The clubs should be as light a6 possible. Not 
ooly that, bat girls should master the use of the 
different clubs, know just when to use each par- 
ticular one. I should say that this ake is so 
generally made that the majority of girls, Hf they 
would study this point and consult experienced 
players, would end the experiment by selecting 
lighter clubs. And I know that their gume would 
improve correspondingly. 

Then, too, I have observed that many gles 
make substantial progress imposible because 
they don't practice enough. You can't absorb 
championship golf by thinking about it or by 
watching other people play. 

‘The fault of practicing too much, while not so 
coraman, is quite as serious, particularly for be- 
sinners. I don't blame any girl for becoming en- 
thusiastic over golf, because J regard it as the best 
cambination of physical and mestal exercise thar 
can be taken. But I have seen girls go to pieces 
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in Important matches because they had practiced 
so much that they went “stale,” as the men say. 

Beginners make a serious mistake In playing 
more than an hour a day at the start. Eighteen 
holes is enough. Thirty-six holes is overdoing the 

1 one has worked up to It 
Passing on to the driving game, the most com- 

fault girls show in it is their failure to keep 
their eye on the ball, E have seen many a drive 
spoiled because the golfer looked up too seon, OF 
course, you must make sure of your direction, but 
after you have doee so put your eye on the ball 

don't Jook wp until you have finished your 
drive. In your long drives it i essential that you 
showld utilize your weight and strength to the 

bestadvantage. 1 have seen 
a.good many girls whoother 
wise would have been good 
players ruin their chances by 
sacrificing accuracy to dis- 
tance, Itis necessary to get 
good distance to your kung 
drives, but accuracy comes 

st 

IT & in tournament 
play that most girls 

ize their golf shortcom: 
ings, it is here alse that they 
reap the reward of a good 
beginning and conscientious 

tice. But I should like 
ve a little advice to girts 

preparing for tournaments 
‘The first suggestion is not to 
touch a golf club or go near 
the course the day belore a 
match, Indeed, it is better 
to keep out of the game 
longer than that Hf possible, 
Professionals usually stay 
away for nearly a week be 
fore a very important match, 

Then, toa, | should advise 
a girl net’ to watch her 
opponent in an impcriant 

atch. Golf is a gaine in 
which you have to keep 
your mind strictly on 
your own work, A 
girl would have to 
possess an imper- 
turbable spirit not 
to be affected by 
her opponent's pe- 
culiarities, and just 
as won as she be- 
gins to watch them 
and permit her 
mind to be dis- 
tracted het game will 

fallod. Thavealways 
made it a rule not to 

look at my opponent fa 
mateh play, ant I am 

sure my scores have profited 
accordingly. There are pay 
chological influesces in golf 
just as io other sports, and 
‘Uhe best way to improve your 
game is to concentrate on it, 

Another Important matter 
that many girls overlook is 
that if they wish to excel 
they must learn to play In 
all sorts of weather, Wind 
ood ral are the elements 
they must overcome. But if 
a girl accustoms herself to 
playing under foul, as well as 
tale, conditions of weather 
she will be able to maintain 
ber standard of play if the 
weather conditions for towr- 
manent play are undavor- 
able, 

In speaking of weather 1 
should caution girls to dress 
for the game with particular 
reference to these conditions, 
You cannot overdress or be 
bundled up too much and 
expect to play good golf, It 
won't hurt the average 
woman to get wet if she 
changes ber clothing imme- 
diately 06 leaving the link: 

Everyone has certain “do's and don'ts" for her 
game, and I have a few for gulf: 

Dan't expect to be a good golfer without learsing 
the rediments thoroughly; from a professional if pow 
sible; @ not, trom a good amateur. 

Don't try to play with too heavy orteo many clubs, 
‘Test cach thoroughly. 

Take lots of practice for the yusiows shots. f fr 
quently take a marhie and work for an bour to pet 
fect a particular shot. 

Ge sure to keep your eye om the ball always. 
Ae a beginner, dost play more than an hour a 

Gt 
jure starting in a tournament keep away from 

the gume at feast a day. 
Tn tournament play concentrate on your own 

game. Don't wateh or warty about your opponent 
upd above all don't talk while your opponest is 

Bett pay too quickly. 
In ayalifyine rounds don't be too anxious to lead 

the field with the beat score, You ure likely to tend 
all your skilland strength for the final round, should 
You be so fortunate as to Peach it. 

Don't mcnifice accuracy for distance, 
And, finally, remember that good goif depends in 

part upon natucal ability, but to = greater extent 
‘apan the proper start, a frequent analysie of your 
game by experts, and ios of practice, 



The Girl Who Wan Seem Made for Girls 
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THOUGH the motor car has largely eap 
Planted the bor jage in ne 

y part of America where there aru 
it scems to me at the same time, as 

the country, Lam pot ab 
ny falling olf in horseback riding. tes 

{aus lerking in that sentence, but honestly 1 
“n't mocan it that way.) 

wc tttict larly is the abave trac in the West, where 
‘onderful mountain trails, readily reached from 
ndreds of central points, will ever be 
“ble to the motor, due to the physical 

mal en 

{etPounding then, And quite the most «harming i*Of natural scenery, even in our city parks, are 
ese that are only to be glimpseit from the eques 

Sfaths on which walkers, wo lest than nootorn, 
re forbidden. 

teoms to me 
Indeed 

Thave always ridden horse) 
shieed, w horse was my earliest friend, apd one of 
Pid dearest fries now is the hurse I ride when 
bod fortune keeps the company, in whicl L hap 
MN to be playing, in New York 

vad Son's think I'shall ever be so old that I shall 
A still wont to rile, however impossible it may 

pilot me actually to ilo it. There's something » 
eemly ali ut vital about the sport; a girl feels 

What she is real by winged Pegi teat she ls reall y winged Peg Jy Delingy carele ns 
heoomes for a tin 

that is all about ber 
wile sense of this ireodom Es particularly strong 
mane whenever I happen to be in the West an 
HaHagO to secure for the aiternoon one of t 

*haezy-looking pintos with which about hall the 
Woking hours of @ Westerts gitlare spent, “These 
atures possess not a Sscintilla of style, but ob, 

eadurance and speed 
ne not style that one cares for when riding 
the Niée-open country, amd for such riditig when 
wh PoNe may be rough and the trails narrow L 

‘all always advocate riding astride, 
lets 20aTs this has been the only way W 

have ridden, and now the method is met 
Sais tny lay in the Eastern parks or on the 

hed highways af staid New Exgland, though 
* SED pose t Iways be enoagh staunch advo- ct of the ald and more cons ese sadaycit the old and more conservative “shle 

Bet 
sed 
i 

wt L smile to think of the sorry figure a side- 
le rider would cut in the Grand Cason, for 

The poor horse wouldn't know what te 
Ani (magine Jeanne d'Arc riding that 

teybere fan't 
ll the girl who wants to ride that may bene 

mw 

&* infallible i 
sent were you I'd learn to ride by starting out 
deer Lg A Breater sense of security is felt, 
curve there’s a chance to get a good eri 
fo keees in riding that way that is all but 

Possible when riding silesadille. 

sod the vout learning to ride le that 
1 # horse 

Just ride, 

pitdeed, I'd advise learuing to ride on “‘any old 
ce Wet, £0F if you once get the bang of riding well 
dr oobbin, that other times is pulling » plow ve 
uns iS tallk wagon, you'll be all the m in to ride bette: et the sii fide better on & horse "born ant 

the hardest sort of riding is the trot—I 
ean the single foot, which is really a 

lide s far as the riuer’s thythiss 
of the rack sace—other delight(ul gaits 
u've becume a bit more certain of yotsr seat 

f your control but I refer to the plain 

your side. You will bounce tre 
wiously. You will dutch the reins with one 

With tl the saddle pommel or Dobbin's mane 
he other. as if your life depended spon it 

ate! then, ait of a sudden you will discover that 
al 12 * trotting hore ie not a mattor of siting at 
feet pL.ol standing. The legs should be tense, the 

ing hard against the stirrups, and with 
<endizg movement of the horse 

Dele you a ing and sinking, t 
kag trily, by bending traightening tbe 
tempt, Mistead of inooluntarily as when you 
seat! With the horse at # trot, to keep a 

Fark oi 
this Tiding i largely a matter of trotting 

in poting #0 far as the horse is concerned, brat 
‘ou d'4 mustang ch re get aboard 4 mustang or a brancho or 

Tyo do mone of that. 
e SOW borse,” so-called, topes, and as that 

* the ony gait he knows or that his riders 

The Sidesaddic is Stil Used 

The Girl on Horseback 

By Gail Kane 
Actrews and Expert Hore 

Out Went 

oman Actre 

have any 
adapted to i 
higt-pormuneded, highs 
to fall out of unless you try 

Your stirrups are leather 
of your boots or high s 

in, the saddle employed 
i to say, it i¢ a deep-seated. 

duibe thas it’s dithe 
hard to 4 
overed 

oes are the 
no danger 

the newspaper reports 
are recorded all 
er, apparently 

[i THE frst place any girl can drive a car, but 

n which 
fall git driv 

jg that the girl w 
into the pe 

been prom 
ery, ie really anxious to d 

Ast xs expertly as iL is possible to drive it 
agroed between us, we can settle down all 
and talk it rf to girl, so 

mean a by 
ble and a run 
away 

The length of 
stirrup is an 
ather point to tx 
sure about. Th 

knee should al: 
ways be slightly 
bent nt 

hily, I 
just that. 

ts 
that stopped the 

sand that 

muretor 
ad, oF a 

tire blew ous. or 
plug 
ark, 
owas I'm not going to 

tick, are almost 
s rare as the 

know, dodo, 
short they In a word, an 
sit almost up on x pile nowa 

days is just ab 
as “foolproof ™ 
$4 piece of ma 

dinary riding chinery without 

makes mr a mind of haown 
and discomfort. ean be. Car 

and at ¢ buretors don’t go 
time Wf the bad all of a sud 
Tup straps are so den any mre 
jong that one bas 
to stretch to rest 

spark plugs are 
rent animal 

the ball of the a what they 
foot on the stir were ten oF even 
rup equal dis Some Girls Have Mech five years ago: 
comfort will b magnetas don't 
experien tn kick upordinarily 

ct, it is a unless you del 
sible to ride a erately soak them 
trotting horse 

ith any degree 
of “style” if the 
stirrups are too 
long. 

nally a part of 
SHE tens every car have 
at wh 
J tbe re 

pends solely upon 
the horse, and it 

impossibs ITE the 
a Ipr 

advice on this "of the run 
point. of automobiles 

Se far as cos 
ume ts 

cermed, there 
the old-fash 

today, however, 
con 

to the new 
girl owner of one 

ioned, but largely is: Don't poke 
abandone around the 
“habit” for sid ides of your 
saddle riding, or machine. Ifan 
the newer long, thing docs “ge 
full-skirted coat bad have it 
falling vither over made good by 
a divided skirt or the agency from 
loose bloomers or ye which the car 
“anickers,"” end- Keen Your Eyes Always Ahoud was purchased, 
ing in trig ridings of, if mot, by a 

ts of tan or reliable repate 
patent leather man, 
My own ricling + crose-saiddl So far as Lam concerned personally, F have 

i small repairs and readjastments t 
ays ha 

enjoy nm 
my car; but again I rust empharize the undesit- 

g it om the part of most girls whase 

the open country are all o js mechanical talent and really 
box-plaited Norfolk of brown corduroy 

irt of the same material; ani 
putters of leather, of stitfe l leggings of the 

ime brown corduroy as the suit owle limited to running a 
My “park tos” are the full-skirted coat and g machine little brother around 

shirt of fine check or covert cloth jock in his perambulator. 
around the hem M the fabric itself is not of Of course the demonstrator of the car you 

happen to bay will give you your first three or 
four lessons and then will leave you to your own 

‘Then it is all up to you. It’s your mo- 
whether you are going to become pan- 
rove yourself to be a self-confident, 

safficient weight to hold it down 
But don't worry about the 
ing to do is to learn to 

you'll love it, And absel 
learn is—to ride 

ex.” The first @ 
ride—once learn 

tely the only way t 

The Girl Who Drives a Car 

By Ann Murdock 
aml Mesor & 

edependent, resourcedul and intelligent American 
girl, the next hour will determine. You will re- 
call, in ood, the things he told you met to do, 
but you will have dificulty in bringing to the sur- 
face of ind the things he told you tw do 

re comes ie pour arcefulness. Your 
inning. "The gears are in neutral. You 

oding still, Oh yes you have it now 
brow out the clutch; shift the gears to first 

peed) let in the ch 
is too quickly and 

There, you Jet it 
our engine is stalled, Lo it 

proper manipulation of the 
crank, if your car h 

rter, let your clutch 
it “out 

gain, after the 
starter, or of the 

not to have a self- 
n gently after you've had 

while you place the gears in position { 
asocond time You'll never make tha 
ain, will you 

TOU'RE running now, Press down on your 
hy pedal again as faras it will go, shiét your 

gear lever to the second position anit release the 
pressure on that clutch pedal, Now you're run 
ning a litte faster—on second speed. Dress with 
your rijght foot on the little accelerator that per: 
mits a greater flow of gasoline, and, as your speed 
increases, press down again on that clatch pedal; 
at the same time shift the gears again, this time 
into the third speed, release gently the pr 
of your foot on the dlutel pedal, and you're in 
third spord and really driving, Now give a little 
fore gas to maintain sour speed, 

that wasn't so terrilly hard, was it? 
Your grip om the steering whe 

1 to that of a drowning man on a plank; it 
“n't need to be so tight—just firm 
When you are first earning to drive don't book 
X over your shoulder and senile at the carful 

hat just passed you. Your job for the mext few 
days is watching the road; nat alone the road 

strvets 
To do that, by now, wil 

will power you passes, but therein, 
and therein alone, lies Wot only yuur personal 
safety the preservation of the lovely 
ian ‘OU Car. 
Indeed, I cannot strongly enough emphasize the 

actual seed of your driving slowly, ‘Twelve miles 
an haus, of filteess at the outside, is fast enow 
any girl to drive a car during the first month of 
her operation af it, Please let that sink into your 
mind. 

And always 150 fi 
1 realize you're puzaled aver 
me explai tule for all motor-car 
driving, whether by a girl ora Tt means to 
keep your eve constantly on the road 180 feet 
ahead of the hood if you can. That number af feet 
leeway will give yals time to swing wut if an unseen 
car issues from a side stroet masked by a hedge; 
it gives you time to measure your distance in 
passing another ear going or coming; and when 
the pavement is slipperyit may be the une abserved 
rule that saves you from an accent. It iea rule 
for the open Toad and the residence section; 
course it cannot be adhered to in trafic driving, 
but in that you are compelled to go slowly and the 
result is the same, 

And in this consectbon let me persuade you not 
to attempt traffc driving in a city’s streets until 
you have operated your car in the more open 
toads 2 sufficient length of time to have satiated 
yourself that you are really its mistress; until you 
ean shut down the gas, retard the spark, throw 
vat your ¢lutch, put on your brake and shift your 
gears to neutral at one and the same tne 

For my own guidance a very fatmous motor 
driver, whe has driven cars from their invention, 
guve mea set of rules, Here they are: 

Lis now probably 

ahead of your car 
but let 

4 wateh the roail 150 feet abbeatl af your car 
tn open driving 

Always asseme that the one driving the car that's 
coming toward you doesn't know so nisch ubout driv- 
ing as you do, and give him all the road you can 

‘Crawl in trafic until you're mistress of the whee! 
Never attempt to pass a car tram behind with 

first blowing yoor horn. 
Never step an the accelerator when your clutch ls 

out; in other words, never “race” the engine 
Sever drive in a Gat track when it's wet 

Never try to shift your gears with the clutet Im. 
Harn belorn you cross any side street 
Never daive on a wet pavement withoat chains oa 

the rear wheels 
Never, of a wet pavement. throw out the clutch 

and jam'on the brakes suddenly; better far to keep 
the clutch in, shut af the gas azed apply the brakes 
with gently increasing presmare. Otherwitea skidding 
accident may occur 
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A Native Woman of India 

The drum major should be very pom, 1 
ak and make a great show of throwing bis 

ir, whether he it again or not. 
ader bet & huge drummer 

» be take all girl 

The drummer boy will be drumming with 
spoons on a dishpan, which hangs from his necks 

rum After him may walk some naturw 
d musicians playing on ho of hastily 
sted, large, paper cormucoplal 

Following the band a clown may pass al 
capers an aying joke 

After him word eater come, whe mus 
the center of the screen, swallow a aw 
nd the on, The sword, a 520 

is drawn from bis 
ing with hie shadow in pro- 
outh open very wide, 

the sword along the side of bis cheek ( 
way from the audi 

which is held in a posit 
nee) into 
ion that will 

Jow 
Another sward, or the 

ie other w 
he screen s dane by passing the 

hack of the head with one band and drawing ton 

eof large paper ears are worn the 
will be funnier. 



WE ILLUSTRATIONS BY 
ARTHUR 1, KELLER 

ISS LUCY FIFIELD, on ber daily trips to the 
post office, di gi 

# there were her dividend « 
h mail. Of course, 

she had 
ks at periodic in 

an income; there were her maga. 
zines—two garden magazines, a literary monthly and 

The Spirit of Missions"; there were local bills and notices, 
And an occasional letter from her cousins in Boston. But of 

intimate correspondence there was little enough. 
Lucy was not old as the modern wonian eounts 

a bright, girlish face and a slender, aristo- 

he had been born in 
nified, sleepy town. 

ed for her mother, and when her 
alized that the boys she had 

ed from Southmead for a k 
4t lay behind the square Colonial h 

re she lived—in the twouwcres of garden, A fen 
Std almost hidden by ppers or clipped hem 
founded that sanctuary, re were a clothe: 
house and a tool bi 
trellis loaded with «© 
Barden somewhat. 
Hehind the sweet pe: 
i the rest of th 
Mrd baths, rose 
Roldfish swiem, 

an ¢ For thirty years sh 
Thother died Miss Lam 
“Wp with had 

matis, which reduced the 3 
At the rear, too, was a certain area, 

reserved for a'kitchen garden, But 
space was a riot of gravel paths, sundials, 

arvhes, bits of lawn, and pools where the 

HE honse was h mployed but one maid 
she did no en ere: £0 her incor 

icient to keep the garden rioting. She employed a 
Man the year round (he tended furnace in winter), and on 
wo days of the week in summer a second 
or weeding, She kept hotbeds going in = 

the dissipated in manure; she had orgi 
lesing from English sced catalogue 

Burden. but it had grown like the atditi - 
here a bed, there a pool, thea path to connect them, then 
Smother bed, chen a bird bath—tll it was almost a . in 

ich you wandered amid surprises. 

s of extravagance 
It was not a formal 
ns to an old how 

It was in January that Mist Lucy went most eagerly to the 
Post office, for then the spring catalog-tes began to come, On 
ber January day when we first 
ome a small c 

set her she was bringing 
a alogue from a gladiolus grower, one of thase 
anni oes which chat with you familiarly in the first person, 
tha make you think the authors’ whole fives are given up to 
Hen ttak of suppl ying your particular garden with the love- 
est of possible blooms. 

bouhis grower’s name was Austin Spencer, and age 
ore on the cover a picture, in colors, of the variety " Dawn.” 

{aside there were alluring spikes of “War” and “Peace” and 
Niagara” and “Blu also in colors, cultural direc. ve 

net & list of a hiindred or more varieties, with their 

Lucy sat down by the sitting-room fire and perused 
wue carefully. She had acquired the gladiolus 

ly the season before. The gladiolus of her girlhood 
bh affair of no great beauty, which she had 

aay yt cared for. Ic was not until the previous spring that 
oa ann been tempted by this same Austin Spencer to Invest 

it dal i mg lollar and fifty cents in a dozen “Peace” corms, and had 
Pes the discovery that the modern gladiolus is changed in 

re ways than its pronuneia 
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Gladiolus Man 
What Happened to Lucy Fifield 

When She Sent Him an Order 

By Walter Prichard Eaton 
% ep AUTHOR OF “RUTH GRENVILLE FEMINIST,” ITC 

spikes of magnificent white 
flowers, which had kasted for 
two weeks in the house, had 
thrilled her, She felt a 
curious sense of gratitude 
to Mr. Spencer. Also, she 
was determined to order 

t once, 
There was no order stip in 

little catalogue 
the big seed lis 

had to write a le 
Me. Av: SPENCER, 

Dear Sir; Having purchased 
a dozen of your" P ce" bulbs 

Tam aware) last 
rider the following Hist 

vrrectly 40 calle 
sh te 

bt of alx feet, with bloom spikes 
y-six inches. As it was your 

catalogue, sent to me no doubt by 
hich persuaded me to try 

to thank you personally 
ing a little sna: 

size. 

this oreaste 

Then Miss Lucy added her lise of new corms—two hun- 
deed all told, ral varieties, inclosed her check, and 
signed her name. She did not arder any “War,” though. 
They were one dollar apiece! A dollar & a dollar; but in 
garden blooms it may become two! 

A few days ki a reply, The typewritten letter 
acknowledges! recs der, with the usual formality, 
and then lapsed, quite naturally one would say, into the 
personal vein 

what you tell me aber 
hath her viet in thi 

your conversion, E infer that once 

joes makes me feel sure that ¥ 
wers-every-which-way kind dear to garden is 

my own heart 
Miss Lucy was pleased with this letter, She read it twice, 

It was the most intimate letter she had received in a month— 
and from a bulb grower she had never seen! She wondered if 
he wrote letters like that to every and, if 5, when be 
found time to grow his bulbs. She felt like answering it, but 
she decided a letter of that character didn’t exactly cail for 
an answer, alter all. 

N APRIL the box of gladioluses came from “High Pas- 
tures,” the name Austin Spencer gave to his nursery, and 

Mies Lucy unpacked it to check up the contents with her 
duplicate list. It checked up all right, until the bottom was 
reached, and there lay 2 small parcel not accounted for. 
She opened it, and inside were a card and four corms, 
The card bore Spencer's name, and written across the back 
these words: 

I bring you not * Pea 
front of something whit 

“Why, how sweet of him!" she exclaimed aloud. “And 
they’rea dollar apicce! I wonder if he treats all his customers 
this way!” 

Just why he should make an exception of her she didn't 
kriow, but surely he couldn't be so generous to everybody or 
he would be bankrupt. She scored her corms away tenderly 
against the May planting, and wrote him a note of thanks, 
expressing her gratitude and her sense af wonder, He wrote 
back: 

Doa't be surpeised at anything I do, 
who loves everybody that really loves 
because of your riotous garden be! 

(Pisge 13) 

but “War.” Plant these in @ group in 

T'm a funny, fat little party 
my Bowers, but you especially 

your—I know it is—very 

ms are out, 
bleh T sik sto make your 

August, anit you shall wander in an acre of 
J pick out what you like, 

Mikes Lucy blushed when read this note. He was 
i , fora fact! But she read it a second time 

nt’ out to work in her garden, and she won 
dered if it called for an answer, Yi She ought 
to make some acknowledgment of his i ion. ‘To be sure, 
it was extended to everybody on the back cover of his 
catalogue; but this was different; this was personal. She 
abaened Mr She abl pellncty chat sis ore) asmotion she 
could see his wonderful farm; af course she could imagine 
its glorie: 

Later in the summer, when her roses were out 
stately foxglove lined the paths, and the Japan 
were gorgeous about the pools, she ' , 
photographer and had him make a series of pictures of her 

den, from various angles, one expecially showing her bed 
gladioluses, already sprouting nicely tke delicate sword 

tlades, She se i three or four of the best prints, won- 
ness even as she so, and sent them to 

Man,” as she called him to herself, with 

unsorted hybrids a 

mi the 
iris 

I can hardly hope you'll be interested, but since you say you like 
kind of a garden, here are some pictures of it. You'll see your 

in ave of the beds. They are very healthy too. 

S reply came speedily, for the first time in long hand on 
personal stationery. He had not dictated it in his office ! 

Miss Lucy blushed again, and began to be ashamed of 
herself, At the ead he wrote 

But why are you in none of the pictures? I'm sure you are part of 
the garden charm—with shears and basket walking down that 
gtavel path to gather roses from you arch, ar armed with a pail of 
hi pick rose bugs into! What a lovely garden it ist All beds 

csoms and smell and color; a little world shut aff, 
st cplash! Isn't it fun, making 

he way it eupéy to 

“He's asking for my picture!” thought Miss Lucy, with a 
sudden rush of color, And then she added: “How well he 
understands!" She treasured the letter in the little, middle, 
top drawer of her secretary desk, which had a lock on it, 
But she dida't send him her picture or reply to his note, She 
kept the drawer locked, though. 

in August, however, the mail brought her a group of 
photographs-—big anes, showing great sweeps of doming 
hillside covered with acres and acres of gladioluses in blooms, 
with men cutting huge armfuls of stalks; and a note came 
with the pictures, It said; 

I've been investigating maps. Southmead i only sixty mites from 
“High Pastutes,"" as the motor It's state road pearly all the 
way—three hours at the outside. If you don't come I shall think you 
don't really care for the gladiolus. Then my work will have beets 
all in vain. 

“What a funny little man!” said Miss Lucy to herself. 
“ He just writes as if—as if he knew me!" 

She went out into her own garden and sat down on a 
bench near her gladiolus bed. The variety “Anverica’” (she 
had a hundred stalks of them) were already half pink. The 
“Peace just beginning to show open buds. 1 
“Dawn,” however, were disclosing alread: 
salaoa rose, nad the buds of the four 
wesent—were giving a hint of theie incomparable scarlet. 
franother week they would be in full glory. How marveloug 
a hundred acres of sach blooms would be! She longed to see 
them. But she also was curious to see their owner; and 
that was why she hesitated, his pictures in her lap. What a 
curious correspondence theirs had been—so inexplicable! He 
would think it very forward of her if she went—very 
“common,” 

‘And then Miss Lucy had one of those intuitions which 
even! Cab: sinet ‘ciacyeutionnl, ounce Gorisieally capecente 
under the stivsa of a real emotion. She suddenly reallaed 

ir” corms—his 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 44 



‘The Landor Auction 
The Visitor is Given a Few Points About the Things 

She Wants to Buy 

By Frances Greenman 
"WELCOMING THE NEW MINISTER'S WIFE," ETC. AUTHOR OF 

not mind Tl just sit down beside you on this 
Dreadful steep hill! T s'pose 1 

nee to ride if | but J like 
a, I'm not 
eI do to 

rulate you 
ith the Avorys a 

to attend the 
atyle, Why, 

1 Landor’s got objects that 
grindma, Now I don't want to 
It she can out of ber sale, but 1 

ye 
rails, “cause they are interesting. 

are the lady from the eity that boarded 
summer age 
Landor sale 
dear sakes! Vl 
belonged to her g 
hinder Quiteria’s 
wouldn't feel real 

wouldn't you hate to help pay number one’ 2 
I calculate we'd better be moving. Two o'clock the 

t to look around. We better 
Glad to see you out, Marti 

| T wonder if Doete 
one being sick 

k hereabouts. 
back and see ¢ 
be a crowd at this le Pretty day! 
Going to bid in the cupboard with glass doors, I heard. 
Lerado’s ‘bout as much use in his world as “gh” on the end 
of words; we know he’s here, but have no 
How are Nelia? How's your ma? She's in a hurry; 

el on the washing-ma . Good afternoon, 
Afternoon, M'lissy, 

"1 hold their heads quite so high since they found 
1 Posey on. What? No, Posey marred 

ff, nd ber hosbanel'e had to come tp live with 
+ he’s sort of do-less; 1 don't see how you could hon- 

estly call ber married off, H'm, Penalucy Jobe has on her 
best hat. She alwaysactslike the whole world akeand 
she was the frosting —expocts the top place at every event. 

My! My! Quiteria’s got everything out in the yard. Look 
Not a speck of varnish on’em. What! Y 

ethey? H’m! Lcan get a set at 
mm tar, for six dollars a set. 

bed? You do! Tcan see Grandma Landor plain as I see you, 
ing there in a big, frilled cap, her skinny fingers a-pickin® 

counterpane. Then Abel—he laid on it for a year; 
je went into a decline on it, and her had 

typhoid on it, declaring they was a buzzard on each post and 
banging away with a pretending gun till we "bout went wild: 
so four of us got switches and stood ‘round and told him we'd 
shoo 'em off. 

Wie you going? Wait forme! You don't say you 
like that blue ware! Bid on that bowl? “Course you 

can, if you want. Lalways see poor Jaffrey’s stubby chin and 
loose lips on the edge: he used it constant. Jaffrey wasn't 
bright and drank his bread and mitk—now where?—stop a 
minute and let's sce the bens. I keep hers, but a city man's 
moved near my place and I've rented them out to him at two 
centsaday each. Youdon't? He's got "em over to his place 
and he feeds ‘em and gets the eggs, see? I’m making money. 
He expects each hen to lay an egg everyday: don't. Hens 
are durable, but terrible uncertain. 1 got it down in writing — 
two cents a hen, not eggs. You look sort of peaked, Cady: 
most of us need a little calomel now and then. If you're 
hunting for your ma she's inspecting the hall-rack over by 
the lilacs 2. Taught know every one; ['ve lived 

April. 
a teapot I'd want one reliable and 

modern; but if it's age you're after you got it right there in 
that sorry old picce of china, I saw Temperance Landor 

sald Jerry Fernald on the leg with it toan Aud Tea, A man’s 
I helpless with a cup and saucer on his knee, & plate in one 
hand and a sandwich in the other. Temperance thought she 
was a-filling up his cup, but Jerry and fT knew—Jeny from 
the feel and I by the increasing spot on his trousers—that 
she wasn't. He's real shy, 

V'll wager Quiteria shed tears over parting with this 
Jersey—brought it up by hand. A body does grow attached 
to a hand-raised article. 1 got an old pony that’s rising 
thirty, and I dectare, if I had to sell it, I believe I'd charge 
twenty-five cents a pound, I love him so, [couldn't sell him 
all in a Jump. 

ILLUSTRATION BY W. M, BERGER 

Good afternoon, Elder Dale. ‘Course preachers ba: 
have some variety and spice in their life, but 1 em surp 
to see him. Maybe we'll get a mite shorter discourse a 
Sabbath thereby. Why, there's the Balls! ver see a more 
“led” ing nan than Roswell? Trust Dora toget what 
she w i is the porch swing. She's not even a sense 
{ smell of economy, ‘Silas Stacy shot a deer once and 

offered to sell a quarter and the head to Roswell. “No,” 
I, ‘1 got a dear at home that's #9 expensive | 

can't afford a fourth and a head of another.” His month's 
ch ‘round the butcher and the baker and the 

Why, we've just 
the four-poster again! My! But Doct 
when he heard abour the buzzards. Ginthe 
early that day that b J green cows we 
round the bedspread till Doctor im a quietus dose; 
#0 Doe says to us t were helpiny { he sees any more 
blue horses cows when he wakes you sead for 
me.” But he ‘twas buzzards; and doyou know when 
Doe called io that evening and found Ginther shooting away 
at the bedposts,and four of us shooing off the imaginary buz- 
zards, he says shai Didn't 1 say to send for me if he saw 
any more things? id green cows and 

Doe said 
aimed be'd sooner trust C 

fever than us out of a fever You sure look happy, 
Minniebell; I guess you're safe to carry home the upbol 
stered sofa. 

Preserve us, lady! You never can have no admiration for 
that: gloss knobs went out during the war. Here I've been 

i ten cents here and fifteen cents there for three years 
der to buy a neat, up-to-date dressing-table, and you ie" 

say you'd like to own this, So! So! ‘Course there's nothing 
to hinder your bidding, but it's been town talk for two years 
that Amiel Landor's wife had smallpox and —— What next ! 
You Jose interest in things dreadful sudden. 

MY BUT you city folks walk fast: keeps mie mont on the 
run to get over the y . Books! You of a lit 

erary turn? Most of these are history; belong to Johnny; 
was consumptive and used Thad enough his- 
tory to do me when I was in school after all the hours I 
put inon dates L don't know but one, and that # learned from 
earing Pa pity Burnham Hunter. Burnham's voted since 

"$3 and helped Pierce into the White House, but he’s side 
stepped so much he's never picked on a right one since; 
seems sad to have voted so constant and never come out on 
top but once. 

‘That rocker! Quaint! Dear me, I wouldn't risk a ten-cent 
bid on it. Be my luck to have it knocked down to me. [ just 
brought sixteen cents along. Safer not to have more. People 
sort of Jose their common sense at an auction. Quiteria's got 
an odd-shaped cake-pan and a hand amp f wouldn't mind 
having—if they go reasonable; but I don't calculate to do 
any wild bidding. You hunting the canned fruit or the wire 
flower-stand, Mrs. Shaw? Oh! You changed your mind, 
have you? 

I see you got quite a notion about this rocker, Quiteria’s 
pa lived in it, so to say; took it over to the graveyard of a 
Sunday and sit in the family lot, passing the time o" ime with 
pleasure seekers, his skinny old hands on the arms, his bleary 
old eyes peering around, his old bead laid back right kere. 
Some folks say it rocks yet when there's no visible reason 
why it should. Is that Rosella Sparr? She must have cut 
short her visit to Eldridge. 

Dear me! I thought sure I'd Jost you. I never had no 
heart for that clock. Yes, it’s certainly old; stood on the 
mantelpiece in the sitting-room since I can remember; ticks 
like its insides were all brass. Every once in a while it takes 
a notion to strike thirteen. When it does the Landors set to 
and slick up, for something out of the ordinary happens; 
some one breaks a leg or gets run away with or drowned. 
I'd rather have a goat around, for | know what a goat's 
linble to do, Good afternoon, Mrs. Burns; bow's the baby? 
Is that so? Two tecth! My! Your hushand's expecting to 
get the corn-sheller? I hope be does. 

See here, you really own a nervous walk. I don't speak no 
more than a word to fotks, then, when I turn around, you've 
most Simeppeazed, The Landors thought maybe the clock 
would do all right in another family, so they persuaded the 
Nortons to give it house room; but it hadn't been there 
twenty-four hours before it struck thirteen and the cow died, 
The Nortons threatened to collect damages off the Landors. 

How do, Minty? Cameola stayed home? So! She misses 
altogether too many social pleasures. Cameola’s made such 
chums out of the mop and the broom and the duster she’s 
“bout wore her nerves to the roots and | don't calculate 
they'll ever sprout again, The only change she indulges in 
from housework is chasing flies. 
Who? Oh, that's the teacher! Yes, she ds pretty; got a 

way with her too; holds her head up and knows the answers 
to the ‘rithmetic problems and keeps up with the times; 
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ee 

eiige that looks suspiciously like dancing. All the children 
have caught ‘em like measles, and toc it and heel it inand out 
and up and down and hum "Pop Gues the Weasct” to aid 
‘ort. It bothers Hetty Allard: she says it's bound to lead up 
tosomething. But I says: "Hetty 
pillow-slip skirts you wear, 1’ way 

day you couldn's arise; 

remove your skir 
Main Street attrac 
games ever hopped 

T can't admire your taste in sofas. Walnut! One woul 
think to hear you that there's we iret in the world 
worth while, i i ye me she fs 
mistaken. This sofa's been out 
years. An auction is a shower-up of chi 

ver could bear to turn a tramp away, 
ecupied this sofa. Last time [ saw it a hen was setting on 

one end and a cat and six kittens on the other If you 
hadn't a poppy wreath on your hat I'd lose you sure, You 
miust have gone round through the grape arbor. 

‘OW are you, Sefty Lowe? Rigged out in pink today’! 
Sefty sets up for a gentleman haters don’ 

noboly, Poor Joey Doliver had te reat his 
hada't been widowed but ‘leven weeks before 
ting ‘cross the meadow with buckwheat cakes 
polka-dot dress on, 

Wf you don't pick out the queerest thi 
carved handle; sure! ‘The Landors 
butcher with since Lean remember. Q 
it up; but those spots aren't rust; ¢ 
again! Say, [im most beat out end 
you: I'm spry or T couldn't. 

That dog can’t bite, E'mafraid Quiteria'l offer him to m 
for my dog If 1 knew who poisoned him affairs 
around our village wouldn't be so peaceful, 1 got my 
suspicions, but ody's got to have something more sub- 

than suspicions and a dead dog to make much head- 
not calculating on replacing Towser ‘bess [com 

nd-dumb dog: most dogs are too talented with 
That you, Geralline? T heard you got back. 

Tl venture she's thinking of the sewing-machine. She has te 
go to the city real often to have her tonsils repaired, She 

says she don't believe in this promiscuous al- 
straction of appendixes, and so forth. She says she gucs 
the Lord didn’t put any extra works inside us without we 
needed ‘ei How do, Grandpa? [f | was Grandpa Starr 
I'd rather either be real hairy or real bald, If L owned a car- 
pet like his head I'd doctor it for moths, . . . No, he's aot 
my grandpa; be'sonlyrelated tome by marriageand lawsuits: 

knife to 
to shine 

— There she gous 
oring to accompany 

never speaks, but Udo. I won the last suit, 
‘There's old lady Whittierand Virginia, Can't ay "V" no 

snatter where it is. Calle Virginia “Wirginia.” tia 
says: “Ma, Iwish you woul inia.” “1 don't ldn'e say Wi \. 
say Wirginia, I say Wirgini says Mes. \ hittier, I look 
for her to ask us what we think of her new “wail” at twent 
five centsa yard. For my part I think a black one’d be me 
suitable fora —— You married? You seem interested in t! 
cradle. It thumps when it rocks. 1 hear rocking babies has 
gone clear out ol ayit Tread about a man who has to keep 
crossing the ocean all the while ‘cause he can’t sleep unless 
soathed by the rocking of the ship. Now I should think he'd 

ta big cradle made, and have his folks take turns a-putting 
him to sleep and save expense. | hear it costs comiderable 
to ride ‘cross the ocean —— na Landor's twins were the 
cutest littl corpses I ever see. Yes, they were laid out in it 
after scarlet fever —— I never saw such a changeable lady, 
hurrying off like that. You've given me quitea chase, We're 
liable to get separated if you keep walking off so sudden. 

UBA RYE'S mounting that box. Like enough they'll 
start with the hoe and the rake, and work on the feelings 

of the crowd until they get reckless and bid wild, ending up 
with that walnut wardrobe I sce you glancing at sideways: 
I'd always bear mufiled cries if | had it. Kirk Landor’s wife 
got shut up in it, We all got to go some way, but I hope 
Tl never expire in a wardrobe. 
Why not edge in closer? Tuba's about to open the event. 

Queer how he always fabricates about what he’s going to 
sell. He'd lie about his own teeth if he was to put ‘em ups 
but he'd best keep his mouth shut while he was daing it — 
I never saw any one’s enthusiasm wane like yours has. Now, 
I'm holding steady to my course, which is the cake-pan and 
the hand lamp and sixteen cents to spend, What? What's 
that? Catch a train! Now? The three-ten! Why? You 
changed your mind? 1 thought you were calculating on buy- 
ing in some old piece. And now [| got a sudden re-memory 
that there's a litte old rug tacked over an opening in the 
pigs’ end of the barn; may be Persian, for all ] know. Last 
time the clock struck thirteen the pigs came down with 
cholera; #0 Quiteria, to head off a draft, tacked this ry 
aver —— She surely is the fastest walker; going throu; 
the gate right now! Well, f entertained her like we are ald 
to do to an angel unawares. 



W711 a ee FON ae Uae > i When Carey Came to Town 
A Phan 

(A Phantasy Being Something You Wish Were Tru 

N THE morning after the anfor 
ker’s wile, when Kate We 

vakfast—her first in we 
ly Williamson was th 
on an early train from th 

1c day before to protest agsins 
f the strik Kate ha 

g hours to find the house ip 
to Carey's room until this morning 
ke and feverish, staring with plain- 

te willing to have her 

“Beside the Table, Bending Over a 
y on Her Lap, Was Carey" Hy omniscient, f 

{ such it were; and Williamson, of 
. twas har 

that idea of her 
hild. “YY 
How do y 

leave altogether 
no more than 

Ki answered 
4 help them, Kate 

knew nothing. 
I 1 cold coming on, miss,” Scott 

idded: “A Hitthe bell donna'at the beginain 
Villianson, too, grasped at that explana’ 

Pound 10 be a cold, Never knew such weat! dear? 
able.’ Kate told her—hoth of the par But Kate scoffed, “A cold! Nonsense! N ald ne played and something of what 
pt the world wou © her that look in her nor male the operatives were teying to gain 
fers unnaturally quiet. | tell you, something Appene their strike, of the recagnition they intended to force omething has Inutt that child." She glared 5 Wi he mill owners if possible 
Liton, not in the least caring that he was obviowsby in “eyes still were troubled, “ Edon't understand that 
bum sh 1, “Why don’t you as& them to? Why don 
Well, it's your own : it ha thent hose poor people? If they four ther 
anding in front of hee his hi aten! If th me them they will give them 

Pockets, his feet apart ns lo ye e 
fo traipsing over the town for, he that Y Jon't understand! * them"! 

vodlums, egging them o what shook her head and pondered. T she said 
I want to go with you to belp them 3h't you be satishied to behave like a 

where you belong arling !"’ said Kate, and bent clo kiss her again 
quant fairly blazed w “y ike a lady"! haps we shall soe in th : 
Wuoted. “That's he ald, old ste vn't by ut K. intention of exposing y tothe rough 
knoe women's parts and still be st 1 he said, dr i d i 7 and -cumdle or the wildness or bitterness of the 
fnow what i being a L if it isn't helping uch, “tell me al Did that horrid women strikers rowded her office, 
15,08 Yourself and what you have. And as for 

7tfe more polite than you are, Mr. 5 Ten me leepless nights demanded repayment 
wh Oh Kare, I don’t mean . p =. jp 4 
aan wrey's possibly having run house 
 daniger, or had something happen to ber, or r id it on 
ty ith ane, Kate jayne wot with hee 

we with her, for that matter. Bu’ every dx put her little bead purse in hee 
%; I can't stay home just ok after w 1 wt 
own , Whom nothing escaped for long, was per 

? fectly aware of the state of affairs, Therefore he 
fia e's @ saint, a to come out of the dining roam as Carey cam 
ing gt breath of wind wa to the hall, When she walked toward the front 

Bs nishine x he also tepped toward it, “Shall [order the 
. mo ? uw a res y 

é was at . Tthank you ty she said, “1—Tam just Loreaks st, and he was g vn 

be these things s, miss! Quite so, miss! But if 1 may make so 
Decht atlother woman old as to ay so, miss, 1 think ic would be better for 

out alone, mi: 
at him unotiended, but with wide-opened 

aps Kat Honec was 
You idiot!” she re 

Marked, and, propping went to his mouths he became some Hewspaner up in tone “Well, mis if you please, OF he ¥ rv ate, returned to. Ms you mig 
failed him befc 

He wanted t 
dering con and coffee. z 

It is not r ve 
Y! T through all the done, mi 2 as he ended wea "It is oot 
iy S8Y that followed onsader cafe, miss," 
could not forget that Carey laughed a little, “Oh, you good Scott! Do 

the eure in bed, with ou think I'll fall down or let myself be run aver or g 
a Hack curls over the Why, Lamonly going t y at first 
i pe and the blue eyes t's expression chan relief," 
Dele ut throw murmured as he opened the 

te and when 4 maid reported that the | v 
Anxiety bre 
home son me 
than usual je 
\ white 

and begged to be excuse “ 
ndering a little what she shoukd 

mined: then she thought berself 
for the eldest Miss Mason was wrai 

inedly when Ca 
matl and trim in f 

mall and —small—in 
“i rites wa 
in features, ard 

looking pale," id in reply to Carey's 
hey walked on together toward the lower 

‘ ‘ ¢ chan, 
And before 
u did come 

from Millwood, you know—naturally, 

ont r 

ore long. 
a2” 

* of knowled 
ee) Brest, yee 

h ‘ou coming from Mrs 
suppose you are lonely: now 

g? But—you surely don't see 
12" 

s very good, 
f her headaches 

he must be h: 
ather f 

* But today she 

a good deal 



‘Troe to her standard, Carey asked no question: 
but the other went on: "Of course you know how 
it is between ber and Mr. Ward. They were all 
but engaged—probably were engaged privately. 
Then—well, then the gentleman became other- 
wise occupied. All Hilton is wondering.” 

Carey was wondering too; but something 
seemed to rise in ber throat and she could not 
speak. 

Mist Mason went on: “Yet after all Jessica 
should have known what to expect. As if Hiram 
Ward ever really cared for anyone but himself! 
It's her own fault if she's set people talking. But 
of course people will talk anyhow, 1 often say 
hat it’s quite absurd, As if there cowld have been 

has for example, in your driving to ard 
from the mill every day Mr, Ward, or as if 
there could be any resem in—well, in the young 
men's hanging around you the way they do. Quite 
absurd, E always day,"” 

Carey paused; her heart seemed to quiver and 
then be still for the space ef a beat, It was the first 
time that theacorplon tongue af gossip had 
her, She grew very pale, Hut there wa: her 
bdood that Latent quality which, when it has 

Ubrough generations, makes it possbbe for 
its possessor Lo face the cums, whatever they may 
he. Miss Mason's satisfaction was Jess than she 
had foreseen. Carey turned to ber with lips at 
least that smiled. “T think there are s great many 
things that are absurd,” she said, “And I think [ 
must leave you here at thiscurner; we can scarcely 
he golag Ue anime way,” 

And Mis Masun was not pale for some time 
thereafter, 

| UT Carey walked as if in a dream or a night 
mare, She was searcely thinking; she seemed 

be tr nt her way through M disilln~ 
tion, She bad expected’ so much of the world, amd 
what had she found? Aunt Crishy had told her 
about visite and dances and lovers and serenades; 
those were what she had come secking. Bat what 
had she found? Ob, wonders, yes, far beyoud 
imagining! And heauty; great treasure howses fall 
cof it; beauty on the streets, in the shops, in the 

d times she hail found, dances enough, 
ie Pating men who sent her flowers amd 

crowded after her and whispered delightful, silly 
things about her blae-black air and her blue eves, 
Hat the world held more than all that. How much 
more she was finding out every day, every hour, 

It was the first time she had been alone on the 
Streets, almost the first time she had been there 
afvet, One or two people she knew passed her anc 
hhowed, but she did not see them, Instead, she saw 

» the Bards of 
|, the envy and 

‘unsatished desire in the eyes of those girls at the 
he she heard their voices as Chey tose abowe 

of the spindies; and, more than all ele, 
the thin, quiet face of a man whose eves 

hing and whose lips iteew downward 
piled. "They called bin hard and cruel, 

umbered the look in his eyes when he came 
he hall a night or two before, and the 

sound of his volve when he hait spoken her namo, 
They said—she sbivered-—Mise Mason said that 
Mrs, Boyne . . . and that Mr, Ward never 
cr a 

She walked om more quickly, She had come at 
Just to that lower part of the town through which 
the sluggish river wound its way among the vast 
Deick milla, silent now amt sumebow giving the 
effect of its being Sunday. On every street corner 
there were groups of lounging men. There were 
girts, too, standing here and there, usually in pairs; 
and presently ome of these came and stood in front 
of her. 

11 was the spindle giel with whom she had spoken 
in the Ward mill, Each instantly recognized the 
other. “Geel” said the girl. “Ain't you lost your 
way?” 

Carey shook her head, “I am glad it i+ you,” 
the said. “You told me about your father being 
sick and your beothers and sisters with their 
tbelt morithy open and no shoes to their feet, 
So—I've come to hel.” 

Tt was not only the girl's brothers and sisters 
whe had thelr mouths open; it must have been 

family characteristic. What d’yer think o° 
that?" the girl remarked. “Can yer beat it?” 

Carey had drawn the beaded purse from her 
muff and opened it. Now she put something into 
the girl's hand. “That is for you,” she said. “You 
must take it, You can buy a great deal with 
money.” 

She passed on more swiftly now as if she had 
found what she was looking for. 

‘The girl stared after her, and the girl's compan- 
fon jolned her. “What's ehe give yer? Who was 
it?” she asked. 

The spindle girl looked at the other, then openest 
her hand. She unfolded the piece of paper. It 
was a gold certificate for one hundred dollars, 
With an exclamation she started down the strvet 
But at the corner she paused; Carey 
was not insight. “Great day in the 

said sbe to her companion, 

i f 
“Not much, it ain't," sald the 

‘apkndie gil “T know who that is, 
an’ I got somethin’ better to do ‘n to 
‘be hangin’ around here. Ta-tal"” 

Whereupon this spirited member 
‘of the family who kept thelr mouths 
‘open ran off, and kept on running 
through narrow alleys and other 
devious short cuts in the direction 
‘of the Ward mill, 

She waved to a picket om duty 
half a bhock from the big gate. “It’s 
all right, Mag! I ain't no scabt” 
she called out; and then, parthy 
bet unafraid, she opened the door 
of the mill office. 

HE office of the Ward mill at 
other times had been as busy as 

those other roams where the spindles 
rattled; now it was quiet and the 
outer room was deserted. The 
wooden door of Me, Ward's private 
atice was closed. At any other 
time it would have required more 
courage than the girl possessed #0 
much as to knock at that door; sow 
she opened it unceremoniously and 
went inside, 

“T want to tee the old man,” she gasped, lean- 
ing against the wall, still panting from her race 
through the streets. 

‘Two men were in the room. One was Harrison, 
the superintendent; he recognized the girt and 
sprang to his feet with an angry exclamation. The 
other valy turned in his chair, yet it was he that 
poke. 

Hl, my girl” he sald; “what's wp?” 
‘Ob, Me. Williamson, sir." she panted, ignoring 

Harrisso, “I want to sce the old—Mr. Ward, sirt 

want to return it to Mr. Wai 
“No, sir! She give it to me~the young lady 

that came to the mill with 'm. She come along an” 
said sume'n’ aboot me brothers and sisters a-bavin’ 
their mouths open and give me that, Sbe—oh, 
siz, she bada't oughter be down here—not by her be . 

iamson sprang to his feet with an exclama- 
Here? Down here? By herself?" 

‘The girl nodded vigorously. An’ it ain't no 
time for the like of her to be down here neither,’ 
she said. 

Williamson bad grown very white. “Coene!" he 
il; and the two went out together. 

TWAS dusk when he found her by the ald of the 
splodle girl It was really by her bounty that 

Uhey traced her. Sbe had given it freely; and one 
honest soul, early in the day, had explained to her 
that the yellow bills and gold coins might be 
changed for others whieh woul! go farther; s 
that, as the number of her gifts increased, the trail 
lengthened, They were the longest hours Williasn- 
son had ever spent. He would have set Ward alo 
on the trail if it had mot been that it was Ward’s 
ture to spend the day at the capital; and he was 
tow angry with Kate for not, as he told himself, 
maying at home where she belonged, to take her 
inte his confidence, Throagh his anxiety it seemed 
to blim that Carey was his, that what evil befell her 
must strike at his heart alone, He did not want 
anyooe else to search for her. He hart for an early 
foment thought of the police: but the spindle 
wir] had warned him agalust that. 

t's dollars to doughnuts we'd never find hee If 
turn the cops louse on the chase,” she said. 

“You jest let me tell the other girls; that's the 
best way.” 

‘The end proved ber right. It was another girl 
who came running up to them at last with the test 
definite tidings, 

Say, the young lady's up to Mame Kenoedy’s, 
tle baby!” she asnounced. 

And there they found ber. 
It way a sordid house, and Mame Kennedy was 

crouching vm the threshold. She ruse when the 
spindle girl spoke to her, and gave Willlansson's 
back a surly look. 

"Well,"" she said, “I didn't ast her to come in 
hor yet to hold the baby, But ray, who are you to 
urn up your nose at 2” 

And, having spoken, she and the spindle girl 
passe! out uf this history forever, 

It was a dirty room with a few pieces of (urni- 
ture that bore evidences of having passed through 
tmany successive households, ‘There was a rusty 
stove with a frying pan upon it; there were 
unwashed dishes on the table, and beside the table, 
on a low chair that had half of one rocker gone, 
bending over a sleeping baby on her lap, was Carey, 

Williamson looked; be coukl not speak, 
She lifted ber eyes; he could see how weary their 

lids were, how dark the shadows lay on her cheeks. 
She looked at him a moment a9 if she did sot know 
him or perhagye as if she were not surprised at his 
belng there. Then she touched her lips with her 
Singers, slowly lifted the sleeping child and carried 
it across the room to the bed. 
When she had laid it there she came back, looked 

‘up into Williamson's face, held out ber hand and 
said: “Take me home. Jam so tired.” 

His face quivered, but he took her hand and led 
her out of the room, down the stairs, out into the 
street. When they had come up the hill to the 
main street be signaled to a passing cab, and 24 
they whirled swiftly home he turned to ber. 

“Carey! Why did you go owt alone?” 
wanted to help ibe poor,” she said. 

“But alone!” he cried, taking one of ber hands. 
“What bave you seen today, what have you 
heard? Ob, my dear!” 

EE onal tren ea ated hereyes: her band 
la his was as cold and quiet as if there were 

no pulse of fife im it. asa 
r she misery in all the whole world, 

he 
in 
her eyes lose some of thelr pais for that which he 
craved to see in them. He best closer. 

Carey,” he cried, “I can't bear to have you 
say that. 'Pcan't bear the ides of your keawing 
what misery means” 

She opened ber eyes to look at him and they 
were full of tears. 

“Carey, don't! My darting! 1 love you so! 
You shall’ newer see any more uf those horror 
never! It kills me to see you suffering! Carey! 

“Dear Hob,” she murmured, but as if her 
thoughts were in another work. 

“Carey! Don't you understand? Don’t you 
hear me? I lave you, I lave you, I love yout 

Now her eyes were opened, her lips parted. Now 
she was Jooking at him, but with a look that was 

darling, you are not afraid of 
© you, Carey; 1 want to take carr of you 

life and make you happy and—and love 
x 

‘She had freed her other hand, ard now had hid- 
den her face in her palms, anit was sobbing, “Oh, 
don't! Oh, don’t!" 

“1 won't then, not now. Don't cry; T can't 
bear to have you ery. Come, I will pot say another 
word now, Carey, forgive me for frightening 
you; I wouldn't for all the world, dear. And see, 
‘here we are at the hawse.” 

And is another moment indeed the cab had 
stopped, and Scott had ran down the steps and 
across the pavement ta ‘open the door, In just 
another moment Carey aed Willlamson were in 
the hall, 

Kate met them, and Carey threw hersell into 
the other woman's arms, still subbing, 

x 
Mave vou ever watcted oo some rock-buad coast the 

Place 2 fag? Have you ever been lest thrig® 
the nlaht ly the pale yellow glow of a lanters, finging fantastic 

me? Ibn 
all 

ty that stith small voce withis you 
which yet speaks, when it wil, more insistently than aay other, 
whose dictates you must obey, far whose sake you woeld live, 
at whose call you woul dhe~teust dei! seed be? 

ge the way home on the train, all during the 
elaborately savorkess dinner of the dining 

car, Ward was wondering whether Carey would be 
waiting for him in the library, He had never 
asked himself the significance of this new longing: 
like most men who exe: the deeper emotional 
experiences until after thirty, he was shy of Inves- 
tigating the secret places of his heart, He knew a 
yeeat deal about many things, but be hud yet to 
learn that there are only a few of ws who can hope 
altogether to escape & reckoning with vur own 
wala reckoning where Love sits as jodge ant 
Conscience as jury. 

It wus true that she was ing for him, as he 
had hoped, Kate was off at a night conference of 
the strikers; Mrs, Wendell had gone to bed to 
nurse her nerves after her (right of the afternoon 
over Carey's prolonged absence; and Williamson, 
in alternate states of longing to kick himself for 
having alarmed Carey with his premature love 
making and satisfaction at having openly declared 
himsell, had gone to his club for the first time in 
weeks, So Hiram found her, as he had dreamed of 
finding her, in the big chair in front of the fire. 

If his beart beat a litthe faster when she stood up 
Vo greet birs he fortied himself with a tine axsamp- 
tion of a grandfatherly manner. "Well, little 
gil?” he said cheerfully, 

But be was all unprepared for what followed. 
She stood for a moment looking at him; then she 
had crossed the space between them as if it did not 
exist and had thrown herself upon him, sobbing, 
clasping him with frightened hands—oh, he knew 
them for frightened hands eves through his glad- 
ness at their touching him! 

He put his arms around her, carried her back to 
the big chair, seated ber there, bent over her—and 
all the while his heart was beating like a sebool- 
boy's; all the while he knew that she would never 
have come to him in that way H be were not her 
“nicest old gentleman in the world,” 
“My dear” be sald: and kept saying over and 

over, bewildered, pitying, pleading: “My dear! 
My deart”” 

And presently, between his helples “my dears” 
and his awkward pats and his sympathy, she grew 
quieter. “Oh, tell me!" she cried, coherent at 
last, grasping one of his hands in both of hers and 
Woking up at pre aera ; oe ar 
teary eyes and ga: 3 “is all the wor 
like that? I have seen—such dreadful things! 
1—T wanted to help them; I wanted to give them 
things, So I went there—I walked, oh! so fart 
And “a 

‘hat's that? You walked? When? Where?" 
nday. [was going to ask Mra, Boyne to go 

with me, but she had one of her headaches, you 
koow. So I went by myself. It was far, and the 
streets are so fall af people! [think the world must 
be far, far larger than I thought—there are so 

Tap om the trees and the leaves shall tell 
the fairies wish thee weil 

many people. But after a while I found the mills, 
and where the poor live, I wanted to help thems 
yale bows so I gaye them money —" You 

She nodded. “Yes ‘The first one Tgave money 
to was the girl I talked to in your mill, you know, 
the one who bas all the brothers and the sister? 
with their mouths opes, Thea T went on anil gave 
other people money. A good ald woman taki me 
bow I could get smaller money for nay big ones 
and make it ga farther; so Idid, But after a while 
people came running after me, asking me to give 
them sume too; and—and then—oh! I grew 
frightened. So] ran—and ran; and when Istepped 
running my purse was gone!" 

“What else?" Poor Ward! ‘This was scarcely” 
the homecoming he had pictured! 

AREY pressed her hands to ber cheeks, “Oh! 
Twas so frightened! They talked so—asd 

laughed; not happy Liughs. E wasted to find my 
way bome bat I couldn't, went on and on; and 
then I heard a baby crying, so I went into that hoes? 
and put the baby ta sleep, A woman came—lt oy 
have been the baby’s mother, but Iam pot ures 
When she saw me bolding the baby she just stood 
in the door, and would nat let anyune come into 
the room, and I stayed there—until Bob came.” 
Williamson camo—there?” 
She nodded. "The gitl who ran away, the first 

girl L gave the money to, brought him, 1 think: 
And he brought me home. 1 was—so tired.” 

Ward said nothing, but stood looking down at 
her, his face drawn and gray-white, He realized 
to the utmost the impulse which had sent her fort! 
ea her errand of ministration, and be realized with 
all the force of a highly trained imaghnation just 
what were the dangers she passed through. 
One particle less of innocence and trustiulness—He 
iwddered. Sbe had come through, sho was sale 
here with kim, and her eyes held no shock af pain 
for herself, no memory of anything that had hurt 
herself, Yet there was pain enough; and the sight 
of it swept him with shame. Ife was thinking of 
those earlier words af hers: ‘A gentlemag isalways 
willing to help a lady —a wotnan—all women, You 
need never he afraid of anything in the world when 
there isa gentleman near to protect you,” How 
had he protected her, how had be shielded her, bow 
had be kept from hor this useless knowledge of tt 
side of life to which she had been a stranger in that 
far stronghold of her bone? Williamscn had bee? 
right; she shoul have been shielded forever from 
the koowlodge which is disillusinn, us a jewel i 
kept frum the mire. 

She began to speak again, and her voice wat 
tow, a8 Hf weighted with pain and protest: “1 have 
boon thinking —thinking. 1t was foolish of me t0 
suppose that J could help them—those poor peo 
ple Tat young and foolish; 1 dan't know any 
thing abut their needs, I don't think I know very 
snech about anything at all. [have already gives 
them all my maney—except a few of the pretty: 
gold ones C kept to look at. I gave and gaveat 
it did not seem to help. Butoh, the eyes of 
faith that she turoed up to bim!—" you can help! 
You are wise anit old and great! Vou can help!" 
“My dearl What can I do?" 
“This strike—they say it causes misery. You! 

san hetp that, can't you? You cam give then what 
they want,” 

“They want pre berous things.” 
“You can give them what they want,” 
Those eyes, where bope and faith had bankshed 

the memory of paint 
“My dear," be said, “what can T say to you! 

It isa bard ol work! you've come to yet ie fe the 
same ane you knew there at home in your quiet 
Millwood. Et is not wew—all this that you have 
discovered. It has always been so; Ine afraid 
nothing we can do would change it. 
foen that for yoursell-~though [ wish to heavet 
that you had not!" 

“Don't you ment to help them?” 
What would Hiram A. Ward have replied had 

anyone else asked that direct question? “What 
we want, my dear, and what we can do are not 
always related in this old world,” he told her, “AS 
for what we want-~~-"" He turned away, rest 
his arm upow the mantel and bent his head, 

Wwe he wanted--what he wanted, indeed! 
Was it not becoming more plain to hints 

moment by moment, what he wanted? He ¢ 
hear her breathing, be could bear ber move. He 
knew that she was watching him, but he was not 
going tu trast himself to look any longer into those 
eyes of cavalicr’s blue. His lifelong instinet of 
seeking safety from such wiles had by no means 
forsaken hie yet, 

‘Then he heard a long, indrawn breath that was 
half a sob. “Oech! Why do you say euch 
things? You are good, 1 dnnw, But I wish you 
would not talk that way, because—because it 
makes people think you are what that woman said 
you were.” She paused, 

“Well, what did she say I was?” 
asked, 
‘The memory af those words swept 

back to her in a flood of dismay aud 
doubt, “But it is not true!” she 
ied. 

“Tt probably is," sald he from the 
depths of his bitterness. 

“That you are bad, wicked, sell 
ish? That you starve the poor and 
joe no one but yourself, and— 

“Te probably is," he sald agai 
“ There is probably nothing had that 
anyone could say abowt me that 1 
fot —tree enoagl,"” 

It seemed a long while before she 
moved, yet it may have been only & 
moment ‘Ther she came quite close 
to him and touched him upon the 
arm, “Then—I will help you," she 
sald, “Tell me bow," 

For the space of a second of two 
Ward thought his heart stood still; 
then the room sectsed to swith 
around him. Poor Hiram A. Ward, 
with his might and his millions, ad 
his overwhelming sense of uaworthl 
‘ness before this stip of an innocent 
girl whom he was afraid to love, 
who wanted to help him! Afraid to 
Jove, because never In all bis seltis® 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 14 



“Che Summer Fruits and [ces 
To Serve at Your Porch and Lawn Parties 

luncheon 
ould present a 

ERVED apart from the pretty and dainty decorations and acces 
table, the individual serving of ice or fruit on the porch or law: 

bit of pretty decoration in itself, or carry out in its idea the motif of the entertainment 
s: a whole. While specific quantities are not given on this page, any recipes or infor- 
mation desired will gladly be sent upon request accompanied by a stamped, aridressedd 
envelope sent to the Entertainment Editor of Tie Lantes” Howe Jovas 

ey awe 

LOVER-BLOSSOM ICE is the PRICOT SUNDAE is apricot 
sobriquet of this delectable re- ice topped with ice cream fla- 

vored with orange The inverted 
apricot half resting on tbe cream is 
filled with chopped almonds and 
raspberry jam. Flowers harmonizing 
in tint will “drew up" any ordinary 
combination of frult and ice if a little 
thought is piven to the decorative 
calor scheme. 

ftevhment. Pink-clover ice cream is 
“ved with strained aa 
‘uce, Crystallized clover blossoms 

ittle Artificial bees are poived an fine wires. This Busy Bee’ ice, as it mij 
be called, would b 

ne sewing circle. ory 

LOSSOM MOUSSE is 
‘of the “just-melt-in- 

your-mouth” variety. An 
angelica lattice around an 
angel-cake basket fitled 
with raspberry mouse 
is the basis of all this 
deliciousness. Candy 
rosebuds grace the 

edge. 

Ssrrercrrerry oreie 

LACKBERRY CREAM. 
Hidden beneath these 

blackberries, which look 
as if they had been picked 
from the vine and 
dropped into a basket of 
whipped cream, there 
lies blackberry gelatin. 
This ie a dainty way to 
serve a common fruit. 

IMANCE SHERBET embodies in a lemon ie 
died rose petals and almonds. Real 

Tose petals gracefully overhang the edge af the glass. 
This ice would be pretty to serve at porch parties 
Where, in games like the “Floral Wedding,” etc., 
the floral idea is carried throughout. It is a pretty 
ice to nerve abo at shower or announcement parties, 
When crange blossoms might be used for decoration. 

TATERMELON CUP i a welcome variation fn 
the serving of this late summer fruit. In a fruit 

mixture of shredded fresh ploospple, seeded raisins 
and chopped erystallized ginger cooked in sirap, water- 

on balls shaped with a small potato cutter are 
marinated. "The fruit is served chilled, with pinenpple 
sherbet, and garnished with the strips af ginger and 
large needless raisins. 

WEETBRIER grows by adding to the lowest layer of plstache 
cream in a parfait glass a layer of strawberry cream and thon a 

layer of orange cream. Candy petals form a wild rose at the top of 
the glass. A candy~petal rove fies on the plate, 

OrneNey WF many ® 
URKISH TURBANS are little combinations of kisses, straw- 
berry ice cream and fresh berries that are exceedingly dainty. 

This is a new deticacy that may not ooly be served as a novelty at 
parties, but may als be a new feature at strawberry festivals 

HERRY SUNDAE is 
most refreahing, Sherbet 

glasses are half Giled with 
froven cherries, topped with 
frozen whipped ream and 
yamlsbed with sprigs of 
frosted mint leaves, In the 
froren whipped cream ure 
used heavy ,sweetenedcrear, 
marahmatiows cut in quar 
tr, English walnut meats 
chopped, and vanilla flavor- 
ing. Chopped freih cherries 
might also be added if de- 
sired. To prepare the mint 

» but the under half iy 
of peach ice cream instead of 
being the fruit itself. A half 
‘Of the frevh fruit is laid on 
for the upper part, with the 
cut side down, Camplete 
the “peach” by the addi- 
ton of « natural or artificial 
stem and leaf, and decorate 
the plate with pewch leaves. 
A very larye whole peach 
might be cut tn halves, the 

—_— a 

Genter of each half hollowed vee e vaaee wramivace raate leaves rub them lightly with 
and filled with See cream, CRIMSON GLORY indeed is this HERRY ROLL is formed by packing a eng white, then dip them in 
and the halves rejoined. arrangement of raspberry sherbet 1; round can with alternate spoonfuls of granulated sugar, and let 

} «Pour peach sirup over the garnished with the fresh fruit resting on a cherry water ice, containing chopped fruit, stand in a draft until they 
fruit for a sauce, bed of whipped cream, and pistache ice cream. Serve in slices. are dry, 

ANTALOUPE CONES. A new way to serve ACHED PEACH |s a luscious summer dew 
this fruir is also eagerly sought, and pretty and wert. Half a cooked peach is laid on a round 

unumual is this serving of cantaloupe cones on HEARISEASE is simple but very effective in its harmonizing com- _of stale sponge cake, surrounded by a meringue 
vanilla ice cream—a combination pleasing to most bination of ices and flowers. With thought, any Gower that ane has favored with orange, and delicately browned, 
tanter. A garnish of blending nasturtiumsaddsto in quantities may be used in this way, reproducing its colors in the ices Custard sauce with nut meats or slices of fruit adds 
the heauty of the dish. chosen, and one’s whole table decoration may be worked out accordingly. to its deliciousness. 
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The Star 
in the Country Sky 

Her Story: and That of Her “Three Men,” 
With Another 

By Grace S. Richmond 
“THE TWENTY-FOURTH OF JUNE,” ETC. AUTHOR OF “RED PEPPER BURNS, 

ILLUSTRATIONS BY WILL GREFE 

“A Moment Later She Met Stuart's Eyes and Saw His Louk of Astonishment es He Gazed at Her” 

vi 

pected proposition that she should as- 
| sist him in his literary work, Georgiana, 

running out upon an errand in the 
business part of the village encountered 
James Stuart. This had been a not 
Infrequent happening in days past, but 
sace beanueter ‘arrival it had not once 
occurred, Stuart was much at the 
house, but not for a fortnight had 
Georgiana had ten minutes alone with 
him. 

fru htt he welcomed the chance as well as shi 
fain bis first word: "Great luck! At bast I get you to myself 
Wylall a wink without a soul around. Where are you going? 
Vherever it is, you don't go back to the house till you've 

Riven me what { want.” 
pind what's that?" queried Georgian , 

aytiet tone was cool in spite of he She had missed the 
ienost daily walks. and talks with Stuart, glad as she had 
tan it to have him do his effectual part in helping her enter- 
iad her guest. And there had been, as she was obliged to 
nates to herself, a sense that if he had been very anxious 

to low altogether her society he would have managed, in 
Rite of lack of ordinary opportunity, to bring about such 

eetings, How much she could feel the want of his com- 
“hip she had not dreamed until che had been tried. 

be titer, the friendly village fashion of intimate acquaintance 
miettly grasped her arm in its covering of the scarlet-lined 

Mary cape she always wore on such walks, and turned her 
Skane ie course toward a side street leading away, instead of 
teat the center she had been approaching. | She pro- 
ered. but he was laughingly determined and she yielded. 

agett® Kod, undeniably good, to have Jimps by her side 
dein, and to hear his voice in her ear in the old, eagerly 
bergtedtones. That he was really overjoyed at coming upon 

710. a free hour it was impossible to doubt. 
of ly word! George, but you've kept me on short rations 

te," he began accusingly, “One would think you had 
enly put me on a dict list. Nothing but sweets! Con- 

the usual prohibitions of the medical men for 
goog ky male! Do you think I have no appetite for the 
flew! ubstantial food? Parties and drives and candy pulls, 

. dla the Jovaly suest, and aecines pial be 5 a 
chum! e 7 | have pylsedss hat’s the matter with you, George? t 

Doggut sich sweets! And so soon they will be gone, and 
Hor = Sa the hungry youth but plain bread and butter. 

'W absurd af you to complain!” 

e was evident 

tray 
the iute, 

BREAD and butter! Beofsteak and mushrooms, you 
ive ea, roast turkey and cranberry sauce! A fellow can 
Apatctthem, But nog on eternal honey and fudge—with my 
pies to the lady." 

don’ Should sey 20, Jimps. You're outrageous, and you 
You ae it, I wouldn't walk another step with you if 

sundoubtedly the sweetest thing on earth,” admitted 
Mas’. There are times when I think I'd like to ask her to 
me, me on the spot —if she'd have me, which she wouldn't — 
heat farmer! She bewitches me, makes me all but lose my 
my [ijt then I look at my chum, the girl I've known all 

¢, aod E think—well, sugar is all right, but you can’t 
+98 Without salt—and pe ind ginger—and——"" 

rt ps!" Georgiana was Tughing intectoualy, and Stu- 
Whoaited her. “How absolutely ridiculous! 1 sound like a 
Gp *hice box, and nothing but the ‘bitey’ spicesat that.” 
“HIPIGhS, 1015, by Grace 8. Richmont 

t's what you are,” declared James Stuart content- 
od when I'm with you | have no hankering after 

sugar. Mustard plasters for me; they're warming. 
They walked on, the spirit of comradeship keeping step 

with them. If Gee oa had allowed herself ta believe that 
Stuart was completely absorbed with the enchantments of 
the beautiful guest, she now discovered that, quite as be had 
said, the enchantment was by no means complete and he had 
not lost appreciation of the old friendship and what it meant 
tohim. This was good to feel, It wasall she wanted. If she 
had been guilty of a creeping sense of jealousy as she watched 
Stuart and Jeannette together, so evidently enjoying cach 
other to the full, it was because it made her suddenly and 
unpleasantly understand what it would be to her to live her 
days in this commonplace little village without Stuart at her 
rig |. But here he was, literally at her right hand, and 
he was making ber walk with him, not a beggarly square or 
two out of her way, but a good three miles around a certain 
course which once entered upon could not be cut short by 
any crossroads, And all the way ke was telling her, as he had 
always done, all manner of intimate things about his affairs, 
and asking her of hers, 

Before the circuit had been made Georgiana had done 
that which an hour before she would have thought far from 
her intention, natural as such a procedure would have been a 
month ago, before Jeannette came—she had told Stuart of 
Mr. Jefferson's offer. If the truth must be confessed, after 
suffering the snood which only lately had been dissipated, 
she ciel Gok: pestat wirodhachigr hie oflocs bie kaear, Tien 
were still Jimps, was bound to be produced. Such is woman! 

JITE as she had foreseen, he was aroused on the instant. 
The ws sharing of Georgiana Warne with other 

aspirants for her favor had never been one of James Stuart's 
characteristics, open-hearted though he was in every other 
way. He stopped short in the snowy path, regarding her 
sternly while she smiled in the darkness, This was balm for 
& heavy heart, ineeed, this recognition she had of his dis- 
approval even before he jerked out the quick words: 

"Great stuff! You don't mean to tell me you'd do 
Spend hours every day working with Jefferson? Not a bi 
ol it, Not so you'd notice it. Tell him to go to thunder! 

james McKenzie Stuart! What a tone to take! Why on 
earth should you object?” Georgiana’s tone was rich and 
sweet and astonished; it certainly sounded astonished. 

“ Because you're my chum, my partner; and I won't have 
you going into partnership with any other man—not much !"* 

“ Partnershi Secretaries and stenographers aren't 
partners 

“Aren't they though? The most intimate sort. And a fel- 
low like Jefferson, full of books and literary lore—he'd be 
breaking off work half his time to talk Montaigne and Sam- 
uel Johnson and—and Bernard Shaw with you. And you'd 
drink it all in with those eyes of yours and make him 
think ——" Georgiana's uncontrollable laughter balted but 
did not stop him. “What's his work anyhow? Writing a 
History of Art?" growled Stuart, marching on, with Geor- 
giana beside him bursting into fresh mirth with every step, 
Her heart was quite light enough now; no danger that she 
had lost ber friend! 

“I've no idea what it is, but it's certainly not that. He 
seldom speaks of art in any form—except literary art, of 
course. "Tre an idea it's scientific research of some sort.” 

“Then why isn't he in a laboratory somewhere, boiling 
acids? Why isn’t be digging in city fi : i 
entific stuff over in Vienna? Vienna's the pla 
wish him there fast enough,” irritably continued this asperser 
of other men's vocations. 

(Page 29) 

His research work has undoubtedly been done; he has 
pile upon pile of notebooks and papers on file. His hand- 
writing is a fright; that's probably what he wants me for— 
to make it legible to the printer.” 

“Let him send for a typist then; that's what he needs if 
he writes an illegible fist. You can't typewrite.” 

“1 could learn, if necessary, I've often wished 1 could.” 
“You could learn! Yes, you could learn to come when 
C, Jefferson whistled, I've no doubt! Oh, 1 beg your par- 

, George; you needn't turn away. Nobody could ever 
fancy your coming at any man’s whistle. I'm just seeing 
red, that’s all, at the thought of your going into a thing like 
this, that's bound to throw you two into the closest sort of 
relations.” 

“That's all nonsense, Jimps. You're behaving like a little 
hoy. And you know I can’t afford to lose a chance like this. 
You know how slow the rug-weaving is 

You don’t mean you're still at that?” 
“Of course Lam. The peices are very good now, and 1—" 
“Then you certainly can't lose them to go into copy~ 

ing manuscript by hand. Stick to the weaving; that's my 
advice." 

“Mr. Jefferson mw the loom today. He thinks it too bard 
work for me,” suggested Georgiana slyly. 

This was a telling shot, for Stuart had often expressed 
himself in similar fashion in the past. As was to have 
been expected her companion became instantly more nettled 
than ever. 

“Oh, he does, does he?" he said hotly. "I'd like to know 
what affair it is of his. You know well enough I've protested 
scores of times against that weaving ——" 

“And now you tell me to stick to it!" 
He wheeled upon her. His tone changed: “George, 1 

know I'm absolutely unreasonable, Of course 1 don't want 
you pulling that back-breaking thing, I don't want you to 
hive to hustle for money any sort of way; that’s the truth, 
What 1 do want is—to keep you away from every other 
earthly beggar but myself!" 

“Oh, James Stuart, how absurd! ‘That's not a brotherly 
attitude at all.” 

“The rile of brother isn't always entirely satisfying,” 
retorted Stuart under his breath, “You know well enough 
you've only to say the word and 1 ——" 

“JIMPS dear,” Georgiana's voice was very gentle’ now, 
“remember we've left all that boy-and-girl sentimental. 

izing behind. It was quite settled long ago that you and I 
were to be brother and sister, ‘world without end.” And I 
know you mean it as brotherly, all this fuss about my taking 
a bit ‘of perfectly reasonable employment for just a little 
while.” 

“Little while? Do you know how long he expects to be at 
work on that confounded book?” 

“No; do you?” 
“He told me one night when we were smoking together 

that he had given himself a year to do this in. He 
came in January; this is March. Do you wonder I'm a bit 
upset at the notion of my best friend's going into harness 
with him for a year?" Stuart's tone was grim. 

Georgiana, now in wild spirits with the relief from her 
fears, and the suddenly opening pect of a long perik 
such ‘work as she dearly loved, had some ado to keep her 
state of mind from showing. “It doesn't follow,” she said, 
outwardly sober, “that he intends to spend that whole 
year 
“He will-—if he gets you for a side partner. A man would 

be a fool not to.” 



“That's a great tribute—from a brother,” ad 
mitted Georgiana, salting to herself. “But as far 
ax our lodiger is concerned, you nocd have po 

fatians, 
an His ai 

fears af any but the me 
even thoogh 1 worked hes 

able—fora year. He's not that sort 
t what sort? Don't you fool yourself, 

He's hunuan, if his wine Is bent on weiting » book 
Avil you are—Georgiana! 

“‘Jimps, there's a path in your brain that's ze 
Ting worn too deep ton sinc, let's huery 
hame; Jeannette will wonder what's become « 
me.” 

“Let her woniler, 
this thing?” 

“OF course Tam, 
"No meatter how 1 fi 

George, are you going ta do 

alwat it?" 
“Why, Jimps—really, do yuu think you hav 

any right to feel — 
Georgiana, I~lowe you 

“Nu, Jimps, you don't! Not so moch as alt chat 
You bave a brotherly aifection — 

“Brotherly affection doesn't hurt; 
was Stuart's declarathe 

*No, it y 
& queer sort of jealous cleme 

Pusitiun, and when sumething ett to call it 
out you think it's—something quite different,” 
explained Grorgiana rather Lamely. “You know 
perfectly that you and f fit best as good chums 
we shauht he awfully wnhappy tied up together 
in any way. Why, we settled that long ago, as f 
reminded you just wow 

“It seems to aye come unsetttod," Stuart mut 

Then we must setthe it again, ‘Truly—you 
mean everything to me asa brother, friend, chum— 
whichever you like, and I—well, I should feet 
pretty baily to bise you, But——"? 

this does,” 

ou're just made 
t in your coms 

‘T wish you'l leave it there, Iden't fancy what 
you're joing on to say.” 

Then I'M not say it. Come, Jimps, give me 
your hat on the olf compact.” 

* Lwill-—on exactly one condition.” Stuart stood 
still uml faced her in a certain secluded spot fuse 
whore the snowy path was on the point of turning 
into a wider, well-uved thoroughfare. 

“Whiae is it? Muke it a fair one 
“It is fake tye fairest that can be made between 

aman anda woman. It's this: Leave the "never 
never’ claus wut. U'Ilagree to any terms of friend 
ship you laaist on Hwell, just leave me 
will yuu, lear? 

hanwe 

Rees RE wasa brief alle 
sidered, She had net expected this, certainly 

not just now, when her bong time friend frankly ad 
mitted the drawing p of the winsome vi 
As she had implied, there hac been between them, 
in the days of dawning matarity while they were 
yet in school together, certala youthtully tender 
vows which they bad later exc ced for the more 
carefully considered terms of the warm but Jest 
sentimental friendship which had now existed for 
suene years 

That Stuart was really dearer to ber, more 4 
necessary part of ber life t mn 
hoe been mad by the 
totally wnexpes fered during 
the last fortnight had seemed to ber that 
he was likely to lose the tine fervor of his devotior 
Now, however, that ° menise 
lnpalty, she was the old Georgiana again 
stand beside her {riend to the k 
hut wholly unwilling to bind herself to his chariot 
whorls while no ditches threatened. 

**Never’ is a big word,” she said imally, “It 
ien't best to say “neve 
life" 

+ about anything in thie 

Then you won't ask me to say it?” His voice 
ef. 

»1 if yous don't want to, Jimps."" 
“Tdon't. There was never anything suree tha 

that. Give me your band, chum.” 
She gave it. MN) right, ehsna"™ 
He hadl pulled off his own glove; he now gently 

drew off hers, and the two warm hands clasped 
“Here's our everlasting (rlemdship,” he said. with 
a little Usrill in his bow voboe. Nothing shall come 
between us excent—love,”” 

"Jimps! ‘That's not the off compact at all.” 
3. Ton’t Ht stfficherstly am 

bizuous to suit 
"It's much too ambiguous.” 
“J can make it plainer 
“Perhaps you'd better leave it as it is," 

mitted, recugnieing danger. 
As you say.” 

Me beld her band for a minute in such a cle 
grasp that it hurt her, but sbe did mot wince. Ab 
if she might just have this pleasantly satisfying 
relation with the man whose presence in her life 
meant warmth and light aed even happiness on the 
hard road of everyday rostine, and then have 
somebow besides the contentment which comes of 
accomplishment along a line of chosen activity: 
and still remain feve for whatever God in heaven 
might send her of real joy—she could ask no better. 

* Jimps, I'm perfectly contented,” she sald radi- 
sey walkerd « 

“That's good, I wish T were 
“What would make you?" 
“Your promise to 

us with me to help 
“But you coulin't!"” 
“T could bearn.”” 
“Oh, how absurd! 

were no other reason,” 

she ad 

money making 

You haven't time, if there 

PER DID ot anewer, and. since they were now 
back in the village and nearing the object of 

Georginna's errand, 
were once again on their way homeward, 
walked in silence until they reached the very 

of the Marsse, 
art mal 

o more was said until they 
The 
loon 

ene more protest, “Not even 
‘he asked, as she stood on 

and the warm fireside. 
"Jimps, L'm sorry you feel that way about it 

But I've talkes! with my father and he agrers that 
it’s a gousent, There's np reason in the workd f 
could give Mr. Jefferson for refusing to help him 
when be needs it, and when I need it too, There. 
fore—I'm sorey, Jinyps, since yuu are so strange x4 
to care—sbut F've made wp my mind,” 

“You'll excuse me if F don’t come in t 
he said, and turned away 

king Cumprehendingly after him 
ts bo left ber, ten ran in and closed the door. 

Bt,” 

mood which held her now was eo far fram 
black that it was rosy real 

vil 

tof ny visit 
She wa: 
er own, 

ns bhue-gray cy 
back at her. She 

the great « 

bnto the 

Stuart. Mr. K. € 
the background, cx 

Warn 

clared Jeannette wit 
been for that sister uf 
have had a birthday but, nu 

h one of her 
‘you, whe 
Astep, nut 

You almost make me wish I 
a step,” said Mr. Jefferson, ac 

nd. “As it isl can 
1s partner wort! 
“While Lam 

characterist impubsiy 
ue 

we my wits be dling, Fun an 
Tt send you bx 
cumgiana, 

sand go with me ke 

row cor, And yo Mr. Stuart! Oh, 

come, dance at Kosalie’s birth, 
day fe please dat” She t 

te Mr. Wame. “Mayn't she, U 
Coulda’t you manage te spare ber f 

var hours?” 
They Jouked ut 

lew 

te David? 
fur twenty 

one another, smiling, hard! 
i that the gay suggestion was 4 serious 

UT to Jeannette, accustomed to having her own 
way, once that way had occurred to her, all 

objections were thrust aside. “Ob, but you must 
come!” she cried. ‘I'll not take no.” 

“Come and talk it over a minute with me, crazy 
child,” bade Georgian: drew her cousin 
out of the room, where she < fe the great 
ditficulty, which, being a woman, had instantly as 
sailed her. “Jean, I bate to quash such a glorious 
idea, but—I shall bave to be frank—clothes! 

With loads of frocks hanging in my wardrohe 
at home? And ball of them too trying for me to 
wear at all, while they would suit you perfectly. 
Nonsense! Oh, hurry and make ready! Ja 
Stuart will go if you will; I saw it in Bis eves.” 

Tt coudd not be refused, this tempting invisat 
with such a lovely tyrant to enforce her will. One 
word, however, did James Stuart and Georgiana 
Ware exchange in a corner befure they capitu 
Iated 

ieorge, my evening. togy—they've been put 
y for the four years since I left college. They 

must be about the most hopelessly ancient cut 
evareivable to eyes like hers, Shall Frisk Souk 
ing like a rustic in such a But 
Stuart's eyes were eager as a bay's. 

"1'l not go if you won't, Jimps 
1 can keep you coepany. 
such a frolic? J can't.” 

“Neither can I, hang it! All right, I'D be a 
sport if you will,” agreed Stuast with a laugh, and 
rushed away to pack a bag in short order, all the 
zest of irrepressible youth, in one who had been 
forced by circumstances to forswear most of the 
joys of youth for stern labor, coming appermast 
to bid him make merry ance more at any cast of 
after fall af spirits. 

As for rusticity 
Can you bear to hese 

* She Had Never Deeomed That Outside 
Ever Reolly Did Begin to Fee on Sigh 

wnse always to 
Semiannual’ tai 

(Geo 
sis a year belind the 

fectly well T dook 
absulutely all 
been hers, i 

ake-uver, 

frailty aft 
traveling bay 

ding herself arrayed 
any ccessfully sustai 

at 
¢ could atone 
iw coat-tail 

was a very happy youns 
aced Mr. David Warne, shook 

Jewith Mr, Jefersom, and ran down the path te 
the great car in the wake uf Jeannette, followed by 
James Stuart looking extremely personable in the 
well-cut cles 

rom the 
shooliter, 

Staties Mon 
This * 

{ watching for the final wave of Georgiana's 
hand, “She has enjoyed ber cousin's visit, lust it 
has meant conaiderable extra labor for her. This 
seems a fitting return for Jeannette to make.” 

“One can hardly blame Miss Crofton for want- 
ng her enjoyment of your daughter's 

* observed Mr, Jetfersun, bis eyes watch: 
i closely the laughing faces behind the glass as 

the travelers settled themselves. “I can imagine 
s feeling a very decided emptiness in a place 

which she had left, 
“There, they're off!" announced Mr, Warne, 

waving his stender arn with eagerness, his delicate 
features alight with pleasure in this unexpected 
happening. "Emptiness, you say, Jedlerson!" he 
aulded as the two turned away, with the car ott of 

toad, “That quite expresses 
ven for a few ours I am conscious af a dis- 

{ loneliness without Georgiana. Her 
which makes itself felt; it bas 

dividuality, audacity, even—I think—that curi 
ous quality which for want of a better name we 
call ‘charm.’ Am I too prejudiced?” 

He placed himself upon his couch, plainly very 
weary with the flurry of tbe last hour. He lay 
looking up at Mr. Jeiferson, who had Ungered a 
little before guing back to the work which loodly 

tobim, [t was q i 

man to comprehend how desolate was the gentle 
invalid’s feeling at being left, if only for a day apd 

to be heard bi 
the table for the coming meal. 

“AYOU may, be prejudiced,” admitted his com- 
panion, “but it is a pecjudice which can be 

readily forgive even shared,” he added, 
pursued Mr, Warne slowly, 

ine her in beauty and in sweetness of 
perhaps though 1 doubt if Jeannette 

+ had a fraction of the tests of character 
and endurance my girl has had.” 
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agreed the other. ‘And 
c mere sweetness of disposition, there are acheF 

qualities which make their ows appacal,’ 
A whites Ie appeared upon the pale face 

resting against one of Georgiana's erlason couch 
lows. “Huw she would make tee shenals of dis 

tres and warning,” “if she could heat 

fe carrying on an antiphonal service in her probe 
with our Jodger. who, she waukl cusicler, knows 
ber mot at all, Well, well 

“She serely never be 
as fi 

al sn 

in rine cre, 
aving such a jewel 

if all their sand were peart 
The water noctat, and the rocks pune gold. 

You'll forgive » 
Jeilersan, F hope? 

* Vou are one of the youn, 
if you may quote Shake 

Jt man’s romanticism, Mr. 

men Eknow, Ant 
pare to yout purpose 1 

ay quote good old Doctor Holn sain) Me 
Jeilersan, drawing the pillow intoan easier postion 

Me doth wot tack am ule 
Whase youth is in his 6 

‘© Georgiana Warne, a year out of cnllep. 
and during that year Inving sorely missett the 

Lies of the Tife be had known for four 
years, the present experience waa delight 

ful. She wey minute of the swift drive 
ower the sixty miles to her cousin's home, 

yed the arrival there and the nveeting with the 
family and their house guests assembled for after 
owt Les, ed her installment in a luxuriously 
furnished room where Jeannette preseatly brought 

an arms 1 of gowns to Choose from fur thy 
A sraall dinner was to precede the dance, att 

all sorts of scheming for Georgiana's pleasure hatl 
been fermenting in Jeannette’s braln om the way 
bume. 

“1've nrranged with Rosalie to put you next het 
special prige—the most wonderful man she knows 
All her set are eraay over him, though he belones 
fn ours fast enough. ICs Miles Channing, just 
lume after a year's travel and as goud-loaking 2 
any illustrator ever drew. You sor you 
mast be your must brilliant setf. Ani here's t 

ay to do it—wear this!” 

Che hell up before Georgiana's disconcerted 
ze such a marvel of color aed cunning & 
ta gaspal astanisheent asi a quick th 

Not that—for me, It's 
your things at all, but don’t give 

me something that will make everybody look st 
me, like thi 

“That's precisely what I want,” 
nette. And this ts a thing | haven't ventured (0 
wear andl newer shall, though I'm wild todo it, But 
I coukln't carry it off; you can. Those orange 
shades will be glorious with your eyes anit fait 
Besides, 28 for making you conspicuous above the 

laughed Jeur 

rest, on at of any gorgeousness of colue of 
eccentricity of style, it simply can't be done thest 
days. So put this an and see for yourself, Yutt 
needn't wear it, of course, if you don't like it; but 
you will.” 

Reluctantly Georgiana allowed a stim Frenelt 
maid to slip the marvel of her country’s art over 
thi J shoulders, and the next minute she wat 
staring at herself in a long mirror, while Susctt¢ 

clapped her hands and gay young Rosalie, passing 
the door at the mument aod summoned to tht 
Peivate view, cried jayously: 

“Ob, Goorglans, you're perfectly stunning! Of 
course yuu soust wear it, and you'll be the star of 
the evening,” 

Rosalie rushed on, having settled the question 
out of hand, after the manner of the youthtul, 
Jeannette was Inughing as she called her mother it 
to confirm the decision. 

Mrs. Crafton, Languidly interested, surveyed bet 
¢ with approval, She was an impressive ladys 

was Aunt Olivia, and her opinion was accustomed 
have weight, sults you, my dear," was het 

i ho can wear such daring ¢ 
1, for every scene needs paints af 
ty" 

“Ani these other frocks," Jeannette declared. 
polisting to thems, where Susette had spread thent 
out upon the bed, " 
that anybody can wear. 

are just colorless, baby thine’ 

“They look exqulaite to regretted Georg! 
ana, eying them wistiull 

Somehow, now that she was here did not 9 
much enjoy the thought of appearing im barruwed 
finery, and, slave it must be dome, would have pre 

rrud to weur the simplest white frock in Jest 
nette's wardrobe. But it was not to he without 
displeasing her hostesses, and she reluctantly sub 
mitted, Sesette begged leave to arrange ber hait. 
while Jeannette hunted out silk stockings and 
slippers to match the frovk, 

When Georgiana was ready to descend she te 
one last Jouk at the girl in the lomg mirror, and 
turned te Jeannette, berself a picture in the deli- 
cate colorings which she alfected and whieh set off 
ber golden beauty, “I feel like the old woma® 
in the nursery song," Georgiana said, “doubtful of 
my ientity. 

“Hut you must admit you're simply ghorioas, 
cried Jeannette. “Of course, I knew you were 4 
beauty, dear, but I didn't know you were such 4 
raving one as thin” 

“I'm no beauty,” denied Georgiana with spirit 
“It’s just the clothes. But you—I newer saw aay 
thing so enchanting as you tonight,” 

*Delighthal! [mse glad, for—there's somebody 
Iwant to enchant. Come on,’ and Jeannette Set 
the way, 

{T THE foot of the great staircase, about a wide 
Greplace, Georgiana saw James Stuart with # 

group of young men, and noted swiftly that there 
was bo Loo striking contrast ta be noted betwee 
her frsend and his faultlonly attired companiott® 
except that his face and hands wore a deeper ood! 

winter tan than theirs, and he looked strowne® 
aul more vitile thas any of thers, And even in bis 

outdoor coloring there was among them one w22 
rivuled him, the one who, as Georgiana instantly 
woewed, was the lately arrived traveler. A m0- 
ment later she met Stuart's eyes and saw his le 
of astonishment as he gazed at her. 

Preseatly, when those whom she had not alread 
met had been made known to ber, she found Stuatt 
at herelbow, “Am I dreaming?” said his voice it 
her ear, “aris this my chum? I’m almost afraid 
speak to you!” 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 42 
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Patriotism That Makes for Peace 
By Mrs. Percy V. Pennybacker 

WO years ago T witnessed my first inaugural 
Parade in Washington, As army asd navy 
Passed in glittering art as militia and 

ols marched by, I could but wonder of shoulder, clear 
sion all this made on the mind of an open center? Are 

Americ an child and on that of a foreign visi 

eben} qantas, 

How to Serve Rural Communities 
By Mrs. Mary I. Wood 

URING th there is tn the 
nity for a 

rare kind of socal service. ‘The entire health and economics, as well as the purely sacial 
y has heen steadily awakening to the 4 dub life, are presented. ‘The cub, 

nest and educa. organieed with bat fowrteen charter members, 

ies, Organization rounded out its first five months with a mer 
munities is gradi. ship that was very near the threescore mark, 

lapenent of the homes of the county and 
shelpful meetings where all phases of public 

what impre 
rwho ‘They are the city's gu 

‘The spectacte was far more like the ze more: they are her surctics for the # 
73 of a victorious war lord than the installation “These are the young men nothing more The women of the town cooperated with Uhh 

Jent chosen by popular vote to guide for wills it, the young than that these club in making possiblea domestic-scence demon 
e destinies of a peace-loving nation. country, who sir ofthe General stration which was of great v 

in the parade was there aught to repre- passed their twenty-first Among the actual aceansplishments of this club 
civic, industelal, artistic, educational next election will cast the of year which affords shoul be mentioned the enlisting of more than 

sents, it will, one bu boys and girls in command tomate clubs of our land. And yet we wonder that our day is set aside to ho sure 
PounE pee ne exalt t y hero anc little — domning the toga. provide for the right-minded club and the forming of a cownty flower club of over Afty 
0 test courage and to win adreiration lis civil life! girls to whom cuttings have been furnished and 
Why should not war Presidential inauguration by whom an exhibit will be given in the autumn. 

So valu © made a grvat object lesson teaching 
OPment of our Republi 
im review before our Chi 

ts of ail branches of our « 
Yeeatlons, of all interests 

Side ny side should 

le Is this club already recognized to t 
Warren County Stock Association by 

rate, the State Federation 
urred it to join, and plans were made for a 

ance of the county residents at the 
Chatlanoaga conference on education 

he devel 
Id 1 se pass 

agistrate t 
coment, of al 

rch those who toil with 
» toil with their brains ands and these w 

Th farmer, that alchemist of the soil; the mer- UNrve WHAT different but equally interesting 
chant, whase suc cts fa often mcasutet by hin phase of club work i also shown by the 
Maxination as truly as ts the verse of his brother Tennessee Federation in its organized work among 
et: the in ¢, who makes come true the the mountain folk. Atthe Sewunce meeting of the 

Greats af bis friend, the scientist: the hero- Stute Federation West Tennessee assumed the sep- 
Physician, who risks his Life daily in clinic and kab: port of the settlement work at Walkers Valley; 
Oratory, whe gives the fruit of his brain in the Middle Tennessee took the Greenbrier division. and 
Sventive tine to the warkl, and deserves to he East Teane ndertook Ube work at Falls Gap, 
Tan v he saviors of nur nation: the teacher, Reports of the work done by these sections are 
who from the litsle red schoolhouse ot the hill tothe iy interesting. O¥ the settlement at Moun Beat university is training a force mightier than tain Dale, the teacher, whe paid first by the 

Shy commanded by general or adwslral; the ub women and later by the coumly saperintened= and navy of whom we are justly proud —all 4 Dotrea, Michigan ent, wrote that a day schoul of sixty qapils, a Save their place, school, sewing and millinery lasses, 
ach should wear a garb suited to his work, as As they pa: 

the days of oli, and he should wearitas proudly flowers; naailens cas 
man many «dpportuniti 

h peop 
and even 
he activi 

horhood visit uss, dClvteict mutsi 
juneral were amc one 

{5.8 tolier dons his uniform: each group should mothers, with » # ip by eal service { her groups of workers, 
“ar the insignia of its calling emblazoned on a eye, whisper, "God bless y = jong the navel and smccessful features of the “tsner, as dist the sof ancient days mee of low ated high summer work of a single Hlinuis club having bat 

4, When our President took bis stand to review Young America ma thirty-three members was a “Dairymen’s and 
Tis Rent army of peace and prosperity he might Into the bouse Housekeepers’ school, which, “with no financial 
ichtly feel: "These are indeed the people whose multitude; the y mmer the aid whatever, po conveniences in the way of public 

faitivies Lam to guide,” Viewing such a scene seatsof 
M wuld not our children learn: “Our country de- guarded b 
#DLs to honor the triumphs of peace ever 

has tly honored the triten 

ther, as she re- builtins and only the courage of brave he 
lub for which she was carried through sugcessfully, ‘This club toe 
ing winter, to- for its al work last summer the encewwrage 

Jing member who of the home and school garden movement 
ch with mai howsands of packages af seeds were distributed 

would be taken in town and country by the chairman of the Edu- 
cathonal Coeamittee, 

y the results that come from an unselfish A civic enterprise which, so far as our reports 
m to he ga, has no duplicate as yet Is the Children’s Mur 

As ks, not of military 
t of the great c JEVER will we create a pass 

Wwe bring about a change in the education of 
SUrelves and our children, We. together with the 

the work. have cherisbed mistaken ideas of 

d mar a long stri¢ 

Test of 
small bill town In 

Pettioti m. Wehave cherished aloveforourcoun- holds up the heh ket conducted by the Civic League of Ni 
¥; and that is well~no ane can love his country zensh Connecticut, under the chairmanship of Yoo much: but with that Jove we have mingled a Dotha Stone Pinnen, who reparts as fallows: lfieh desire for supremacy, a determination to , bat, with 

ywomes in her own pie 
ot the proper dis veget 

For three years the League has offered money 

for the kent gardens of flowers anil 
er both, The prizs 

OUtdo the other, a feeling to of superiority 
The hour h 5 to about-face, for ws 

EAH that internationalism far ¢ T bless BMF 10 the development of character than national 
0 nation has a right to feel tha 

Pemopaly 

evene fe ave been com 
for eagerly aud the number of competitors has 

od from 118 to 235, ‘The conte summer an all- ine 
ithe program — limited tu the children « 

interest to the club the parochial school 
met visitors This year it occurred to the 

wels anal the it further bn 
let for the 

Market. No one 

ols and it possesses a 
bri desirable traits, or that it deserves all genuinely p 

be good thinas of the world apon the entt 
ult & community, when a fansily bs chara ong before we sho 

Y pride, selfishne harrowne the ople at ile dream to 

tite have little ww for each a group. Arnation is when the youns 
C the workt what a family & to the community. first vote would feel as did the squire 

ft Is the duty of each family to remember its the eve of knighthood, 
SUty toward the community, 9 is it the duty of holds in his hand for the first time 

he graded 
to questions « 
At these 

often give talks on their 
vomealeter that a 

ative tu endeavor, and a practical out 
rodace raised, would be a Chil 

ever heard of sach a th 
he ground literally had to be broken, It was 

felt that the Market must be conducted in a bu 
like manner if it were to be of benefit to the 

fast 2aGiow to remember its duty toward of white paper, the badge of 4 k down children, with no hint of charity 
laenily of may well say: "This is m ed belo The requirements seemed to be a central stand, 

confess that feom my eurliest recollection T're- shall bush to east it ch year, and the good will of the public, both merchants 
t in the magic thrill that came from reading for an unworthy usually at the occa! who might possibly resent the innovation and 

of our armics Wy land and sea; mothing iu cause or an ignobh sion of the county the other townspeople, The committee were ab 
history jy : ave me the fecling that the “trhumphs of — purpose fair, some extra ¢ > secure these} the Market was an unqualified 
Peace were greater thats the triumphs of war.” 1 Galahad The Aim of This Department naccoss and proved a great help both to the chit- 
wentwet taught that our country had a duty to the fe dren und to the publi Worlds lange, that it was the highest ptistlege to UR plan is to present each month ternal visible The Civic and Garden Clubs are eagerly ask- 
all workin cetul copperation of races day comes a new an inspirational me: from the § are an im- ing about methods, and Norwalk believes she than 
Tae aekite toward this gual: making the gen cra will dawn. We President of the General Federation. proved school com- discovered a way ‘to be of service. When such 

sia wt tutworren better than the generation of Women need not We hope in this way to bring directly to awideruseaf children as those consigned to the Market get 
ty plead for reform Tun Jounsaa’s wiblone of tenders a Gavernment start the development of the town in which they 

hontt Us see that our sop ‘The Muse of History eatin er Aptis i, ications in the ve seers Inevitable, and thus the human plant 
Thee and at schoot have will call for a golden spirations of our organiza- homes, a better is given a chance to grow and the world is served 

tion. In addition Mrs. Mary L Wood 
will prepare for each number a concrete 

et us make it, as somicone has & 
ion to evdebrate patience, justice, bre i of 

eben igh 
and an incre 

fashi in two ways 

2mPathy, to lend bart music and higher enumeration of things accomplished by mental activi NOK toes the work forthe children oltre from 
Meets af peace, and to regard hostility, national, I of clubs and State Federations, and will throughout the ¢ the club women the happy privilege of remem 

ot the 
or the South, 

East, nor th 
rary West, but the nar 

WE NEED in every state of this Republic the that’ means all « 
eon tither patrintiom that teaches men and these, the mame we 

ett te or their country: natriotisen love—""The Unites 
be honesty as high 4s private hunor, States of Arerlea, 

{14 deems the man who shitks civic duty as much 
Spurard a be who fl 

tional otis 
eat 

and religious narrowness. as merely’ a 
war would be ended, and it can Sided in no other way 

ring the aged. A most valuable contribution te 
the fecord of club usefulness comes from the 
Woman's Club of Hastings, Nebraska. In April, 
1914, this club established “Sunnyside Hoase,” 
It is an old-poaple’s home and also 4 sholte 
others in nocd, as local conditions furnish mai 
ses requiring temporary aid. Dusing the year 

thirtytour persons have been cared for, rangi 
in age from vee hour to vighty-six year 

in batthe The enterprise grew out of the activ sof the 

+ bo erewter travesty on a ni Civic and Charity Departments of the club; its 
day than our present methimt of « purpose was id free from the 

ig July 4: 1 fitted to be oxisan of the “ xv peaple af very 
Stine for the special cultivation of civic patri This managed 
: Tam na prophet, ho seer of visions, yet in 

* Gaydreams there has come a pacture of what some day ‘ ' crn’, "8¥;, God grant, may bappea on July 4 fn 

further interpret the spirit that has 
made possible the progress of the whole 
women’s club movement, 

Mrs. Pency V, Pennynacknr, 
President of e 

Then 

deration 
that ranks public 

tno day ix so 

is mot actually sn stands spansor, Sunnysi 
Qe eomnanity of our country ipported by club funds but by private stebscrig- 

mer tt carly hour, while the freshness of the sum. ons and contributions from many sources. fog OTM is still felt, the town is all astir and reaily The charge for board has not quite covered the 
* it gladsome holiday. ‘Fhe school buildings are cott of maintenance; indeed, Sunnyside may 

Pen, the chi Owens. At 
ton is forn 

Taidens drew 
ands, graci Whose sk Affairs 

dren come by hundreds, laden with 
De sound of martial music a great pro- 

ed; there are boy's and girls, young 
dé in white anal crowned with gar- 
imatrons, the poor moths 

become entirely self-supy ug, but it has 
been more nearly s an was expected in 
beginning. 

An attractive brick residence in a desirable 
locality was bought remarkably cb and dona~ 

its many little childsen cling, the m { furniture have fitted it up comfortably. 
Sirs and the day laborer, al! united in There ls a family of sixteen at present, pr ° interest, Monday Clut of Webster Groves, Missouri over by « competent and tactfal matron, 
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The Ladies’ Home Journal for July, 1915 

T HAS been a cherished hope of mine to be 

and action of women whose Il 
ordered along commonplace pat 
‘There ure so many more women 
of any other sort, that it bas s 

ther important thing to do to try to help them 
find themselves” in their own sphere rather 

than fret for other surroundings or doggedly 
and bitter! re what they consider an “'un- 
fortunate 
that abst 

often th 
with thwar 

day to beg metot 
changed eee: asec | Itis ff 

ronan Cheaper | 
=m | andSafer 
ie |) to buy one cake of PEARS 

at [Sc than two cakes of 
ordinary soup at [0c 

$ to mi take a px 
idea of marvelous achievernent, bow- working for 

ever, is the stumbling-block of many. We find the bearthreak 
it difficult to be satistied with the consme up appearani 
of the world, We wish to 
attract attention—win for us “recognition” J) [¥ ADVICE 
from the world told ber to go 

T have striven bard to induce women to do get a job 
the recognizing themeelves—to understand that 
the world Is as much theirs as anybody else's 
and to learn, like teal creatures of the universe, together In same tiny m 
to “swim with Neptune—sport with Saturr a sloep and x 
rings,” and be conscious entities “whose lan» Was I wrong? 
terns are the moon and Mars.” 

like me, 
bow 10 mm 
beauty an 

any job she 

Soap value is determined 

Byits cleansing properties: 

dogs and cats By its effect on the ski 

how, By its lasting quality. 
souk at 

ties to he worke : 
But when the 

nil be hi 

J PURTHERMORE, I have tried to tell them 
that Orlon and the Milky Way are just as 

clo so, reall 
of a Western duguut as glimpsed through the 
narrow eafion of » New York thoroughfare, and 

ed ones on a back porch 
of n little Indiana farmkouse may have a quality 
quite as fine as any luncheon table arranged for 
fashionable goests in a city or at an exclusive would be. Maybe it isn’t 
summer resort. washing or two, 

1 say “may have”; Ido not say “has,” be English say, you would find in act 
cause the ides that we and our homes are “as crude animal enj 
good as anybody else's" is the great Anserica han 
mistake and has led us into much of the se 

from the door 
—when the ¢ 

and the Pears is a most perfect 
s your mother happ a 

in the kitchen. Thi cleansing agent—the finest 
in often. soap known for the skin, and 

the most economical—it lasts 
twice as long as ordinary 
soap. When your skin is 
burned and roughened by 

bt! Why? Only 
a the he 

more age 
infelicity our country Is suflering from. Weand personal s 
our homes are as good as anybody ese’s—ii with the a sun, wind and dust las 
they are; our saying so does not make them so, have s 
It is pot what we declare but what we do that So in the b 
proves it. “I'm as good as you" isa very poor whose mothers are tr 
argument; just as: wither.” It is of artists of them, ¢ 
alse a subject not ing breath wpo 
If L covk! win from some gued fairy one wish 
for the American child born today it would be rio 
this: wate 

ake girls 
isin the idea that Pears’ 

| Soap 
is so refreshing, and may be 

used freely even under these 
sensitive conditions. 

It is much better for the 
skin than a cosmetic because 
it removes all impurities — 
which are a principal cause of 

ponvenie! 
ble and kind emph 

expect even t 
t 

the work «l 

img her chance to get away 
harmoay can exist in “May he soe the polist.”” 

Hecawse this is what our peop) 
todo, and thia is the reason for much misery and 
confusion in aur national housekeeping. 

T believe the little children of today are g 
to be taught more about val than pal read “ Rug; by Harry I 
school children have been taught in the pas soe if they can 
The object of the public school must be to give stand that an English 
the children something 1 cannot get at a gentleman; an 
home. ‘The quality of the “stud” which is + an American 
given them i I hope, being improved. A and an American’ gent 
higher ideal of wotk as the honorable business ass; while the 
of the world, rather than as a penance for pov- 
etty—a thing to be got 
being instilled into them; the work of their 
hands, tangible and finished, is furnishing them 

WISH every American girl 

ance are swept out of the 
because th 

by really 
the Inspiration of achievement which means so will help told how ‘peaple dad stin—and keepsthe pores 
much to us all, thens so over places chat way be in regard to other p clreem clear and free to do their 

This, I hope, will bring tothe world agenera- The woman in dom stances. It moved me to tell my readers some | . 
tion af people who will better understand one ployed by a woman who really wishes reasons why Iam poor and my home shabby and «Wort 
another, and among them a class of domesti iriend is the person I wish vocally old with scarcely a stick ent furniture in it r S - 

helpers who will be able to understand the to. I we her to try the broad — It is be se I have been obliged to sapport a : While thoroughly cleans- 
natives of the people who hire them. meaning of the word "frien it has been so num aple who were born b ing, its absolute purity pre- 

narrowed by our abominable little notion of have become so through m  o the slichtest irritation — 
"LE ote day T gota letter fom n maid em~ “sole J to me recently: “You must be vents the slig sat pripnty 

ployed in a bousebold in Massachusetts, A frientiship does not demand the introduc- not te have saved more | it promotes a natural, healthy 
where she has been steadily in ome place far tion of each other into social affairs. If you are reel to keep.” condition, fair and free from 
twenty years. She wrote: “If you ever should employed by a good woenan t with tears just Tals heal - 

get 4 good maid I wish you would tell ws about ant wash he or to make her beds blemish as the skin of a child. 
it.” She ako told me that she had enjoyed sweep her foors, that woman will be y urge one another; thus that Some prefer a glycerine 

jodge us. It will let her. Mind, Tsay a és 
us, perhaps, at your post in the soap— others can not use it, 4 is very full of 

my articles and derived help from them, bot — frie: y 
she thought I was “biased” on the servant woman—and the w 
question, at you have @ great opport > gs 

I replied with a friendly letter, trying to tell that of comforting and cheering a fellow All dealers sell PEARS 
her about the bard situation in small country in. The old days of “mistreating " doees- Glycerine Soap (20c); but 
towns for women who, by reason of ill health or clpers are past, as they should be. The | ‘ 
business duties, were unable to do thelr own now on the part of teachers and | Ee oe docs srl shee’ sak for 
work. A kind letter came back In which she science should be to remove PEARS’ Unscented Soap. 

prejudice and igni 
tween woman and woman 
ip of household affairs. 

@ that 
it the close | 

apologized for her sarcasm and remarked 
ahe felt she did not deserve my friendly letter; 
and then she added: 

“Our walks in life--yours and mine~are, of 
course, very different.” 

It was right here that she gave vi 

The supply of a full tine of 
Pears’ Soaps has not been 

| interrupted nor has the price 
been affected by the Euro- 

to the 
workl-old mivunderstanding. Our walks in lite imposed upon Neatly always it ithe \ pean War. If you have 
are not so very different. I work for a living of the house. ntly bear many bur- difficulty in obtaining from 
So does she. My employers have their triers, dena Ww tted it, would seem 1 your dealer the kind you 
their social surroundings and backgrounds. 1 her great mission of love—her have been using, write us 

immense service to the human race. As her 
licutenant—you, woman whom she employs to 
“help"—you have, as she has, a great and fine 

have mine. ‘There Is no discussion of social 
equality between me and my essployers. The 
subject is not on the horizon. I do my work as 
those who hize me to do it wish it done—or they 
get somebody else, It is just business, pure and 
simple, as all transactions of work and wase 
should be. 
1 fat, from sy correspondence wi ht 

and we shall be pleased to 
tee that you are supplied, 

A. & F. PEARS, Ltd. 
The fargest mawufactarers of high erode 

oiler soaps tu the sue 
DO THEE TODAT—Send dc in wtarenm (te 

clever and capable. Yours is one of the finest 
chances in the world to subshtute “beauty for 
ashes,” 



Answe: 
Teaching Ear Training 

Th what way should car training be 
taaght to piano pupils? E.H.B. 

‘The ear bas the two pawers of hearin; 
anc Ustening, The first is a purely phy 
ical function from which no normal ear 
can escape, The second is a mental act 
which involves the directing 
tng ta defini fi 
will power, 
which you 

ny of our great publishing 
can obtain goo ook 
To give you 

method or even to outline it wou! 
tequire more space than I can devote to 

How to Finger the Scales 
Ts there any g 

for the scales, co 
what ix the rule? 

Asa 

ering all of them? If 
INTERESTED, 

Jor and or scale consist of 

flogers, it is plain that some fingers 
he used twice its every octave 
of this necessity it Is practical tv 
those fingers twice which are the » 
est the rst, 

sls tones of t 
tl finger for the remain 

seventh tone ce the four 
mils upon ouping of the 

fo B fat major of mi 
fourth finger of the right hi 

23 

on B flat, in the left it woul 
Also in F'for the right hand, 
hand would pat the fourth oa G. ‘The only rele 
is to play as many consecutive notes as possible 
with consecutive Gngers, und to place the 
thumbs always ona white key, Do not put too 
much faith in “rules,” except such as appe 
Your common se 

The Emphasis on Small Notes 
In the fifteenth, sixte 

Measures of Chopin's " Berceus 
small notes be aveented or sho 
dlayed like grace notes? 

he notes of which peak ure the 
carriers of the thematic melody they do claim 
& certain pr ence, but their emphasizing 
should be made tly and gracefully. 

Permission From the Composer 
wn ‘Valse Caprice,” opus $3, is it 

me to play the second measure 
Roru. 

Tt ts to dead composers only that ¥ 
Teverence of adhering strictly 
it is writ: still persi: 
of breathir is earthly air, I om ple 
give you ay the 
tire as you find it more convenien 

Some Good Piano Compositions 

se give me the names of half a dazen good 
compositions of about the same grade 

of difficulty as Mendeksohn’s “Midsummer 
Night's Dream.” Mas, W. H. B, 
Assuming that you siean the transcripth 

Lisat of the piece you mention, I suggest: 
Kirew, “The Lark"; Liset, "Rigo 
tasie"; — Schytte, “Hourrasque de 

| [Snow’ Flurry); Dubeds, 
Hoes); Sternberg, “Concert Etude, opus 103,” and any one of Chopin's “'Scherzos” or “ Bal- 
lades"; MacDowell, “Concert Etude in F 
Sharp," 

Fingering Thirds and Sixths 
, What book of scales shall I use in teaching, 

Biving all double thirds and sixths with the 
Correct fingering? Maw 

which T have not seen any book on scales in 
the fingering was i 
better still t show your pu 
Principles of fingering, and let them, ander your 
guidance, find the right Gngeriny 

‘What we read is much 
ied in our memorle 

deduced by our own ment 
thirds and sixths the preparation for them 
is made by extracting them {rom the composi- 
tions in which In runs of thirds or 
Sixths—occurring the 6 
Peads so much uper: 
the starting and fin 

occur, 
n piece 

An Inexact but Correct Correction 

Please explain the m 

Your quotation, 
but assuming that by * 

hey apply to 
perlectly cor 

need one. 

A Difficult Number of the 

Which is th 
from Schuraa 
The righ 

‘Carneval”™ 

d, carrying 
but tbe dl 

the two ha 
hut slight, in order that the totality s 
lose its excited manner, The whole ep 
ought to be played with great vine and sw 
hut—without false notes. 

Titles of the “Songs Without Words” 

Are thess 
) prints them 
Accenate 

as menti 
y the composer 

neral March” and “Hust 
these names, according to Mosche 
authents 

in the tims 
Seateh Pe MacDowell’s * 

bs as two half-measut 
Cludes the measure y W 
time you played three note 
you play only two i 
Test and a pote 
which, by the way 

The composer 

indicated by 
meavare sho 

ie 
The hi h—thet & 

same. 

The Value of Mozart's Sonatas 

students wh 
tas pretty well adv 

sare deri 
alas? 
The bene 

ing of Moz: 

the Mozart 
? What 

the study of these 
Lavesyr 

play- 
e identical wit 

fu 
d atfects our b 
iz music elev 

2 child twelve years of 

You simply 

joying its 

its purity 

The quinte: 
that is good @ 
Powder, 

are hard by nature while 
aturally salt. ‘This hax but 

upon t 

to an un: 
uf the tm 

Watch your chil 
the arms, 

er. 1 thisk that thi 
h you complain, espe 

Bach's *Two-part l 

advantage. 
guick-open 

It will preve 
rn peeces selected top that m 

can non: 
An Unusual Mordent Marking 

int 
lay Chem a8 a mor 

Micucaw. 

the meaning 
bees told 1 

somewhat un fumes—the 
anything other 

of your fa 

Studying Without s Teacher or the Ori 
I must ot a while without a teach Karsi, will - 

Having fi Kobler's & 
Clementi’s sonatinas, 

of Hayd 
Take several 

ify 
intelligently, 

arpeaxio work and 
ask again. 

Fatigue Usually Due to Stiffness 

by Kowalski? 
FLoars 

be they tennis oF g 
ng o€ Pano playing 

joints engaged is 
waste, If pot co 

a stretch, your fatigue soems to 
lack of limberness. Try to exert 

low muscular power 
your octaves 

Then, too, the 
Williams’ box 

cent more Powder 5 
standard brands sold. a! 
same price, is not overlo 
by those who deplore the 

ishing points, not to 
Speak of the chanses 
of tosality within 
the run, that the 
Tegular fingering 
Must in most cases 
dield to the circum 

ces of the par- compesttions ar boots 
rurrearizing, aight reading, 

ME ROrHAtt tbe peed to sarees any cmetone 
facts, however, ahoubd be burne tn mind: Anseers to questices already 

Hiednane has eatd all be can say cot 
beginners: 

Playing cf octaves; cccrect fngering a potallng; Use age at which to begin plano 

ASKING QUESTIONS OF MR. HOFMANN 

be question of the meniter of 
¢ has neveral times anraered questions ax 

t plan students may wish to ask of hin, Those 

practice Gaity; he has gives thes of 
the heat methoets to facilitate tt 

to produce the t 
more through the 
natural throwing of 
arm and hand upon 
the keys. And 

t, above all, a 
better kindof music. 
Study the Kullak 

cost of living. 

Ami jature trial can, either perfume, 
sent for 4 cents in stampa, 1 

|. Mr, wot be repeat 

Address 
THE J. B. WILLIAMS COMPANY Jar case. [ 

id not 
Buch of the 

playing. Atal # shoul be tereemberot that be cannot, obyslousty, express opinions of planoe o¢ pianists, ner, =RSer 
ang circumstances, arewer Questots hy mall. Any quecions pot alwady anrwered by biz, dealing with plane 

fee ; tad, be wil be glad to recetey if directed to Jame! Holman i care of Tux Lanues’ Hoset Joussal, Ledependense 
on regular race, Phiiadelptla, Pennsylvania, 

Study of scales in ke is thirds and sixths. 
S 

“School of Oc- 
taves," especiall; 
the first book, ani 
pay grest attention 
to the advice given 
in the word text. 

Dept,T Glastonbury, Conn_ 

Other Tatler Lureries 
Williams’ Jersey Cream Toilet Som, Dentnl 
Cream. Cald Cream, Toiles Waters, ete 
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EDITORS’ NOTE—Mr. Hrace here end 
him fram thetr personal experen 

ghost,” or any nth 
Tiemce, to sal 

Independence Squs 

AST manth, in discuss the question of 
premonitions, J emplsasiaed the frequency 

phia, Pennsylvania 

with whieh dreams and visions of futur 
events could be explained om very simple 
grounds. But 1 added that there are premool- 
tloms the correct explanation of which is pot #0 
certain. \ number of readers of Tux Lapis’ 
Howry Jocasat have had experiences of thi 
kind, a4 indicated by their letters to me. Thus, 
Mr. R. L. Ju a Pennsylvanta advertising mar 

‘When a doy of eleven T hrd an unusually vivid 
dream three nights in succemion. 1 told to my 
parenta, who told me to remember it, we auch 
Greams were supposed to come true. 

The deeam was of ix roughly clothed, bearded 
mea in an open boat, rowsng snd with a sail up, 
L was the forward of the fuur men who were row 
ing. We were looking for a place to camp. Tt 
was about ten P. ML, yet bright daylight 

‘Sonn we aw sieve tents on the ocean beach and 
nedin. The site was nbsctutely bare of vegeta. 

tion—just gravel anc ahingle. There were many 
dogs, that looked lilke wolves, running lnoac. Fer 
lack of a better name we eailed the place “Deg 
own 
Ten years afterward, in June, 1900, that dream, 

even in ite moet insignificant particulars, “came 
true." Twas in Aluska, und one might we rowed 
mouth along the Hering Sen, tooking for a eamg: 

robout ten PM. ivet bright daylight) 
waite, and, upon turning toward shore 
seemed to leap into u well-ordered 

T mew the place as well os if Thad been routing 
there a ong time 

ngs were rienning about, the 
ptuper places; the beach, 

and terraced, Ww beat 
always. We named 
Everything foe the fires hour 
@ kalcidescops had been turned asx 
gises fell into their regular po 
the other 

r atny wan ax if 
the bits of 

oe after 

Of a similar order 4 an experience repe 
by a Kansas correspoodent, B, E. Ke: 

About the time of my graduation from high 
school E had this vivid dream: T was in a good 
sized city, und crowing the street nlong whic 
T had to pase every tay were the N_ W. traci 
and high buildings along each side of the strert 
The flagman at this crossing had « peg lex and a 
hook for # forearen, 

‘About two years Later T enrotled at a business 
college ia D—, and the second morning, gong 
to the schoot, E snw the reality of my dream, exact 
in every detail. I hod never been in D—— bye 

¢, had never wen a picture of this location, 
und, to my knowledge, had no frieads there 

A Premonition of Death 

To following int 
W.L.K,, of New 

Several yeors ago my brother attended the 
State normal school, ninety males from home We 
wrote to cach other frequently while he was there. 
‘One night I had a very bad dream, amd finally it 
{urned to a nightmare. ‘The dream waa that my 
brother was outside the house under an electr 
‘orc light amd be aceded help, but 1 could not may 
in what kind of trouble he was He was evidently 
dying, 98 finally T saw bim pictured in a caftin, 
gradually “sleding away.” 

Two weeks Inter we received o telegram 
he hed ‘been accidentally drowned, Now, 
never had any correspondence of conversation 
reference to haa dying, but still I hed thet dream. 
de wus the only nightmare 1 ever bad up to the 
present Lime, "he might before he died an angel 
Sppenred te me, seailing, at my bedside 

And this experience, from Mrs. J. 
Washington: 

esting report comes from 

at 

About two years ogo f wae tiving in a hotel 
One morning upon awakening [ henrd w voice 
say: “The Times building is on fire.” 1 stepped 
te the dee, and found the cleric ani maid talking 
just outside it. They auid there was wo fire. T 
told thers E distinctly heard some one say the 
Times Duiidiog wus on fire, They told me 1 was 
mimaken, Just three mornings later the Times 
building was burned, 

Finally, let me give a striking instance re- 
ported by Mrs. J, C, M,, of California: 

While spending @ day at n bench reacet T de 
Gded to have my fortune told, The fortune teller 
told me a few minor things, then saddenty amid 
‘Are your husband's Iife-insurunee premiuens all 
paid? Trepbed: "Yes: why?” She said: "Hi 
will die soon—within three weeles or months.” 

I told her he was perfectly well, and a very 
wrong man—how would he ga? Anil she replie 
“Tdoo't know, but "raising her hand and sna 
ping ber fingefs—"luke that." 

er, white in w distant city, my 
Kezdided om a high bride. He 

Sty fect and was instantly kiied. The woman 
had never ween ar beard of us, and T did nor tell 
my busbased of the affair 
Tam not in the habst of having my fortune 

ted, and renlly hardly thought of it after coming 
home, as Thad & houseful of company 

Hf taken hy thensselves, striking though thi 
are, these fnstances might be 
‘interesting coincidences." Or it might | 
argued that the dreamers were victims 
“memory (usion” which cau: 

dismissed a: 

aiter 

4 = on Pq eo. eae “q pa y * 5 : 

Che Things That Puzzle Us 
In Everyday Experiences That We All Have 

ors to sal 

No names will be piu 

By H. Addington Bruce 

aders 
with what yo 

will try, from years 
Tice Lapaes” Hom Jowknar, 

fE EDITORS. 

the event, tb hat they & ska when 
heen oth 

course of 
slity similar to 

orig and the 
jamailéariaeed the 
nist: amply « 
tought tagethe 
work! over 

To attribute 
oincilence is out uf the 4 
vbvious that t an explanath 
in every instance face 
record has been m 4 
fulillment unreserve theory, Passi 

. are cre biy I 
Io they actu genui 

ander errtain « Mr 
trenee tay be foumie experience 

and A Fundamental Law of Telepathy 
e subject a 

in the RESPONDENT writes to Inquire 
owever, there is much va ther it is not true that emotion rather 

of this pe tion determines the successful seouling 

tit may be 
tal laws of te 

set down as 0 
athy, More 

stot 
niet, It is ne 

beunse 

The Latest Theory 

] RECENTLY, and by 

athic process ig motion 
leguatboy ar 

y the evidence 
ys depend chiefly on 
uch a& the following 

icated by Mrs. $. D., of Ilin 

A few years ago my mother was lying asieep on 
the coach, and my brother and I were sitting in 
the room seading, whes saddenly my mother 9 
ap and began red ber the renson. 
and sbe told u ie amid good-by to 
her brother, who had been tiving In Newark, New 
jerary. 
They were standing on the beach in front of 

the ocean, #0 It appeared to her, and be said ax 
he kissed “her ¥. wood-by”"” We pacified 
her and todd her pot to worry. The next morning 
we received = telegram maying he had awakened 

‘of his sltep and passed away before hetp 
could reach him, He bad been perfectly well. 
pate quite 4 way fom Chicago in miles 

rat — 

temporary mersi 
cosmic mind, per 

af the inst 
itting the indiv 

This expla 
hypotbetical. 

F this hypothe 
ely explained On the other hs 

doubtedly d 
tien 

seat. He 
adetatedd to Mes 
My baby was taken suddenly iil and had 9 

spawn. My mother was about six miles fram m 
at and had no telephone. 1 was frightened at 

willing un- 

Thave pe 
of my corre 

of the fi 
rt to the 

ss, J. G's case, if the Tim 9 wishing for her and catling ber 
Movatehe cet i the mays he had no intentian of calling an me 

deliberately set on fin that morning, but had decided to calf on a friend 
that ste re As her horse was being hitched ahe began to hove 

aathy fron 2 vague, uneasy feeling, and says she could not 
get baby or me off her mind. She beeame more 
Saxious every minute, and after getting start 
to her friend's sie become #0 firmly convine 
thot T wes in Wouble that abe fuirly ran her horse 
to the nearest telephone 
When she called 1 told her had been wi 

wooden leg anit t 
B. EK. may al nothing 

f some 
BE 

sciously saw such 

eneary for her intensely fer ubout an Hour, and ate said 
that was when abe first felt the Uneasiness is 
regard to me 

may well have 

tne of 
tered have tv 
capable imany to the 

As for the strange ¢ than one com 
mntsition of © sciously apgire 

Three summers ago, when I was on a visi 
my cid home town, | took a short cut acrom 
familine fields where = fair growth of weeds 
covered the groutd. 1 was going along at « rapid 
gait, with my mind wholly occupied wath mutters 
ether than my path, when suddenly, quite re 
flealy, my left foot, instead of going down an the 

, jerked itself over to the lefe 
iy ten steps before I realized 

aysnary realizat 
fe. Most dreams, ree 

ted, get their von’ ents fro 
af eyed ath sardadigeh jog: that [had made the sharpest kind of am offert irs 
nthe my path I wondered what made me Go it, 
RL. J, dre turned, retraced my steps, and found an adder 

still colled und ready to strike, exactly, 
jodged, wtere my foot would bave gone, 

Doctor A_ IL, reoay 
‘of bis fortunate mi 

1 us hecause 
about ita few 
night 

The fact th 
zing the correct expla 

zep, addi 
During my bayhood summers U used to go bare 

footed much of the time. Through sad experi- 
cers with stubble fields, beier patches and stony 
poths I ieorned automatically to pick my way 
without giving thought tothe matter. Aaa result 
I fied myself frequentty in my waike avoiding 
obstactes which at the moment I do set con- 
aciounly discern. 

n amt longed fy 

* profes 
apprreciat: 
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For 
Clean 

It is important that 
you use this 

Hygienic 
Cleanser 

On your table 
lassware and 
fruit jars. 



Bisccts Etahkaws Flossie Fisher’s 
Lit 

which will te 
a when you have nd The Roll of Honor for March 

Bae 

SEE 

The Heat Won't 
Hurt the Baby— 
If you keep him out- 

doors at least five hours 
each clear day. 

If you don’t put too 
many clothes on him, 

If you let him play on 
your bed without any 
clothes on at all for an 
hour each day. (This is 
his exercise.) 

If you feed him reg- 
ularly and are sure his 
food is right. 
And know, you mother 

with that precious little 
bodyin your arms—that 
the food counts most of 
all. What good are air 
and exercise if his little 
body is not fed by the 
food that will make him 
grow? He will grow 
big and strong on your 
own breast milk. And, 
after the sixth month, 
give one feeding a day of 

N tl = 

because Nestlé’s is so like 
er's milk the baby can 

combine the two, Later make 
it two feedings a day until, 
at last, the baby is all weaned 
on Nestlé’s. 

In Nestlé’s there’s no danger 
of unclean milk —or the germs 
that grow so fast in ordinary 
cow’s milk, 

Nestlé’s is made from the 
milk of healthy cows, in sani- 
tary dairies. All the harmful, 
heavy parts have been changed 
so that the curd is soft and 
fleecy as in mother’s milk. 
‘Then other food elements your 

baby needs, and 
that are not in 
cow’s milk, are 
added —all in 
just the right 
amount. 

Prease sen 
asd Trial Ps 

Name 

Address 

FESS lettin 
it 

fe is ccoudeaicts 

(ese Srseccl cess se 

Ee 

iiss re TSIEN 

en ee 
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The Other Woman in Summer 
Her Clever Ideas for the Hot-Weather Table 

Soups 1 Make of Summer 
Fruits 

jit soups of the Ohd World are 
ait 

used in both summer and winter, the 
weather soups being fighter in form and 

may rerved cold. 
ed form, served with shaved or 

e Bed ‘in glasses, may be made very daintily 
attractive and appetizing, and, although lack 
i food v of the more substantial winter 
fruit soup, fil hey have a certain value 
at any season it In preater variety the 
(rult juices needed for the bealth of the b 

With fruit soups a pinch of salt should al 
ve aided, and, a4 with any other form of food, 

mount aml kimi of nourishment agorded 
depend upon the kind ef ingredients used. For 
instance, pruses, pershinmoas, papaws, taisivs 
ant bananas contain more real food value than 
most other fruits, although the juices of other 

lite as necesary and valuable in 
iaca oF Sug 90 generally: 

mips gives greater heat and 
meant af a] 

tabstitated 
we stock or milk makes a more 

antial soup than if water alone § wsod. 
etl fruits may be used instead of 

koown to beth peasast and epicure 
a 

fresh fruits 
Even the cold fruit soups are in Europe fee- 

quently served with a plate of thin, buttered 
teast, Croutons may be used with hot soupa 
Inate 

Arriy anp Rice Sour, Core and slice thin 
seven at cight unpecled apples. Cook them with 
half w cupful af pice in (wo quarts of water until 
both rice an apple are soft, then put through: 

; to taste, and half a cupful af 
‘or grapetnale marmalade. Serve hot 

Gmarereurr anp Baxana 
yf sag toa 

with a tablespoontul of augar, ‘Ser 
thoroughly beated. 

Pinxarrie AND Pavaw on Penstumox Sour. 
Make as for Si 3 
Soup, substituting pineapple 
juice, carrant juice for grapefruit juice, and 
papaw or persiamon for banana palp. Serve hot 

Prone axp Conant on Puvat Sour. Soak 
hall a cupful of sago in a pint of cold water for an 
hour, then place it in a stucepan with # quart 
of cold water and cook until lear, Have ready a 
cupfal of prunes which have been first soaked, 
then cooked until soft in the same water; auld 
to the cooked tago, with half a cupful each of 

tart plun juice and sugar. Serve bot, 
any axn Pract ox Qotxce Sour. Wash, 
and stone a pint of deep red cherries 
them in a saucepan with the grated ri 

J juice of a lemon, half a cupful of peach 
i uince juice and a plat of water. When the 

eberries are tender thicken with a level desert- 
spoonful of cornstarch rubbed tenooth in a little 

1 water. Season with cinnamon and sugar. 
ve hot ar cold. 

Pran axn Cusrct Sotir. Soak 
PR pple pfu} of well-cleaned dried currants in a 
pint of cold water for an hour, then add a pint 
éach of pure grape juice and pear juice, und half 
# cupfut of blanched chestnuts run through a 
food chopper. Simmer for ten minutes; add a 
dessertspoonful of cornstarch rubbed smooth in 
2 little of the cold fruit juice; simmer for ten 

4 longer, stirring often. Serve heated or r 
chilled. 

ANA AND CRANBERRY O8 Bannekay 
Heat a pint cach (mixed) of milk and 
add a pint of sieved banana pulp, in 

which a tablespoonfal of cormstarch Is rabbed 
smooth, and half a teaspoonful of soda dissolved 
in a fitthe of the hot mixture. When smoothly 
thickened stir in one cupdul of cranberry or bar: 
berry sirup mixed with half a eupful of sugar. 
Beat for one minute, Serve either hot or colt. 

Rastarary axp Bracknesny ox Moraczuy 
Sour. Wash and drain one quart exch of red 
taspberries and blackberries or mulberries; mash 
thee; add a pound of sugar and let stand for 
an hour. Thee put them through a sleves heat 
gradually, and, when at boiling point, thicken 
with « heaped tablespoonful of cornstarch rubbed 
smooth in a little water. Serve hat or cold, aitd- 
ing the juiceof alenon ora limeand half a cupful 
of finely cat almonds just before serving. 
Sreawsrauy AND Oxanok Sour, Sprinkle 

with pagar half a pound of washed, drained 
strawberries, amd let stund for an bour on bee, 
Meantime make a sirup of a quart and a pint of 
water and a pound of sugar, adding, when put 
on, one pound and a half of strawberries and 
the juice of one lenum, Mash, steale and cool; 
add a cupful of bitter or sweet orange juice, 
with the peepared berries. If sweet oranges must 
be used adhd the julce of a lemon, Serve cold. 

Pauws axm Pract Soc. Wash well and 
soak overnight in a quart of cold water one 
pound of prunes (or one-third of a pound ol 
prunes and two-thirds of a pound gf dried 
peaches). In the morning add a plet of cold 
water atid let it come slowly to the boiling point 
Add two tablespoonfuls of sago; simmer until 
the sago & clear and the fruit tender; add a 
cuplul of cherry, cranberry or other tart fruit 
juice, and Jet it boil up, Serve at once. 

My Fruit and Vegetable 
Cocktails 

RUIT and vegetable cocktails should be 
served very cold, in small glasses, or in 
vegetable or fruit caws, such ax green- 

Pepper cops, lange lemon and orange cups. 
idered before 

for a frit 

necessity prt te Wir wai Gow intot os 
dressing, sho t be used with a salad, 

However the may be combined, there 
are always two fundamentals to be kept in 

they shi 
sugar and allowed 0 
oF & sugar sirup 
should b poured over the fruit, 

‘The foowing combinations are saggested: 
1, Equal parts of raspberries and « 

apple with sugar sirup barely to cover each 
Marinate separately for three hours, and chill 
together for woe hous, 

2, Twice as much diced watermelon js 
shredded pineapple with the juice of half a 
lemon to 2 quart of fruit, and sugar sirup 
rauisten, Prepare as in No. 1 

3. Equal parts of sliced peaches and stoned 
cherries marinated in sugar sirup and garnished 
with sprigs of mint 

4, Twice as much diced peach as very ripe 
blackberries, both heing allowed to marinate in 
sagar sirup, then put together # o 
tlavored with a little lemon ani orange juice 

Individual vegetable cocktails may be made of 
many combinations, but the throe most suitable 

for the bot 

1. Two tablespoonfuls of chopped cucumber, 
one teaspoonful of grated horseradish, one 
table, 1u) of minced celery, one teaspoonful 

hives, and one teaspoonful of minced 
together with strong celery stock, 

h of salt, pepper, and sour-cream salad 
drewing to moisten, Chill for an bour, 

2. Two tablespoonfuls of chopped tomat 
one tablespoontul of shredded grapetruit p 
half» tabl | of Leman juice, one tea 
spountul of oi two teaspoonfuls of minced 
green peppers, 4 dash af salt, p grapedralt 

mayottnaixe to momton thoruughly, 
tablespoonfuls of mit 

tablespoonful of minced celery 
ful of axpic jelly cut into bits, be 
of chives, a few drops of tabasco sauce, French 
dressing and mayonnaise to nsoisten thoroughly, 

My Candies Made Without 
Cooking 

NE great secret in making the following 
sweets is to use the finest confectioners’ 
sugar, which is so fine that when rubbed 

between the thumb and finger no grain is felt. 
‘The foundation of these delicacies is uncooked 
cream, which should be set in & cool place for 
twenty-four bours to banden before using. 

Uxcooken Fooxparion Cxtam. Break the 
white of an egg into a basin and mix with it an 
equal amount of liquid, either water favored 
with extract, strong coffee of fruit sirup. Into 

this stir a pound of confectioners’ sugar, adding, 
it gradually until the mixture is sufficiently pli- 
able to be molded with the fingers 

Cunzny Carus. Slit some glacé cherries in 
two lengthwise; mold some of the cream into 
sunall balls, press half a cherry on each side; cut 
some angelica inte strips, to forms stalks, and 
stick a cherry on each; the cherries may then 
be tied in bunches of three or four, This con- 
fection may be made up in another form by 
wrapping the cherries ix the cream, 
Neapoztrax Cura Sovanes. Dust a board 

with sifted confectioners’ sugar, then place on ft 
some of the cream, and flavor with vanilla ex- 
tract, kneading it in well. Divide into five por- 
tions; leave one portion white, and color the 
remaining portions pink, green, yellow and 
checolate. Roll out each portion the same 
shape. Place one on top of another, Pass a 
folllng-pin lightly over to make the layers ad- 
here to each other: cut in half-inel squares witl 
a sharp knife, Place on waxed paper to dry, 

Lewow Creams. Grate the rind of a lemon 
into a bowl; add the strained lemon juice, a 
pinch of tartaric acid and sufficient sifted con- 
focthoners’ sagar to mold into small halls; then 
press them into flat cakes, 

Orange cream drops are prepared in. the 
same way, wdng grated orange rind and juice 
instead of the lemon. The cream should be cul- 
ored with orange color, 

Pevrenuive Crpaus. Break the white of an 
egg into a bowl and add a few drops of pepper- 
mint extract. Stir into this sifted confectioners’ 
sugar, adding it gradually wat! the mixture can 
easily be mobled. Then either form: it lato small 
balls and atten these into round shapes, or roll 
it out with a rolling-pin and cut it into rounds 
with a small cutter, Place the creams on waxed 
paper on a sieve and leave them to dry. 
Watxur Deon. Flavor some almond 

pate with strong cofiee ot vanilla extract; form 
it into neat balls and press them into oval flat 
cakes; carefully <rack some walnuts, taking 
care not to break the kernels; put half a walaut 
on each side of the cream and press them firmly 
inte it. Dip in beaten white of egg and roll in 
colored sugar, 

My Vegetable Preserves 
and Pickles 

Woe In the country we had » pleat 
pply of vegetables but a sear 

aits, 20 I felt Ht necessary to evi 
my preserves and pickles, as far as possible, f 
the materials at hand, “T 
were worked out for Ubat purpose: 

Sricep Ruvnans 
10 Cupfuls of Diced 8 Cupfels of Granulated 

r uber $ 
Pint of Goat Cider 2 Tewpoanfule of 
Vinegar Cinnamon 

114 Teaspoonfuls of Chves 
Add the vinegar to the unpeeled rhubarb and 

let it simzocr until the rhubarb is soft; then tar 
in the sugarand spices and simmer until of the 
consistency of marmalade. If a tart preserve is 
pee secs the sugar may be used, Store in 
sterilized glasses and seal with paraffin. This 
makes from eight to ten glasses. 

Towaro Derree, To each two quarts of 
stewed ripe tomatoes, which have bees peeled 
befare cooking, allow four cuptuls of light brown 

two teaspoonfuls each of round 
nm, Stew very slowly wntil 

is very thick, like apple butter, and 
then store in « stone crock. The seeds may be 
sifted out if desired. Two quarts of stewed 
tomato will make four glass, of a pint and u 
ald. 

Yentow Tomato Passaaves 

2 Poundsof Ripe Yellow Juice wod Rind of 1 

2 Tablepoont as of 
Greece Ginger Root 

Add the sugar; lemon ‘fice, lemon rind and 
ginger root, chopped fine, to the tomatoes, Let 
stand overnight and in the maraiag cook slowly 

matoes are sult. Pour, boiling hot, 

ed jars and seal as usual. Two 
pounds of tomatoes makes a litthe more than a 
pint jar of preserve. The skins may be removed 
from the ginger rout with boiling water, 

Grey Tomato Saves 
2 Quarts of Green 1 Cuplal of Water 

orators 145 Cuptuls of Sugar 
3 Lemons 

Wash the lemons ani slice them very thin, 
Add to the: water and simmer until almost 
tender. Then turn in the tomatoes, cut in this, 
rounds, and simmer until translucent, Add the 
sugat, cook until thick and rich, and pour into 
sterilized jars Seal as usual. This quantity 
will Gil two pint jars. 

SuciMaE Cowenow 

6 Tenapountuts of 

1 Tepapecedule of 
ite Pepper 

Vinegar to Covee 
34 Pine 
VUES Pope 
Combine the cucumber, onlon and peppers, 

and sprinkle them sparingly with salt, About 
two tablespoonfuls and a half will be sufficient. 
Cover and let stand overnight in a coal place. 
In the morning add the celery wed and the 
pepper, together with vinegar to cover, amt 
store. This should not be cooked. A head of 
Colary ox two cupfuls of fncly ahsedded cabbege 
may be added if desired. 

Coun axp Dean Recarens 
Lioeert of Care, Oat 3 Chopped Green 

From the Coby 
1 Quart of Shelled, 2 Cupfals of Sugar 

Presh Lima Biame 1 Capel of Floar 
2 Cupfals of Diced }4 Cental of Sale 

Ne Tepenoontat of 
4 Cupfals of Finely 
ic Shaved Cabbage 4 Teaspootot of Cay> 

upfal of Chopped Gasca 1 ‘Tezapoonti ot 
2 Quarts of Vinegar Turmeric 

Put the vegetables into the preserving kettle; 
aid half the vinegar, which should not be 
strong, and mix the balance with the other in- 
gredients; combine and simmer for an hour, 
‘or until the beans are soft. If okl, however, 
they sboukl be parboiled for fiiteen minutes 
before combining with the other vegetables, 
Seal, as usual, in sterilized jars, 

Cuurvey Sauce 

3 Cupfuls of Granutated 
2 Tabiespoontuts of 

Ground 
2 Tables of Salt 
4 bog of Cay- 

18 Apples 
18 Kipe Tomatoes 
f Green Pepoers 
18 Small Onions 

144 Cupfuls of Seated 
3 Cuptuls of 

Vieegar Juice af 3 as ‘Lemons 

EEL the tomatoes, pare the apples and on- 
Sons and resnove the seeds from the peppers, 

Chop finely all together; add the other lagredi- 
ents in the order given, ao simmer until thick 
or for about three hours, Store as usual. This 
quantity will fil seven pint jars. 

Swear Pickiep Vecerarzs 

234 Cugduls of Moder- S eit Cloves ot 
ately Serong 
Vi of Lesion Rind 

#4 Cupful of Sugar 1 Tec of stick Cinna 
mall Ray Leaves 

Beit together for twenty wines add two 
cupluls or tare of cooked shredded carrots, be- 
jing sure that the vinegar covers them; of seb- 
stitute cooked cauliflower, separated from the 
flowerets, Brussels sprouts, sliced, cooked beets, 
or cooked string beans. If desired this can be 
made into a mixed vegetable pickle. It is al- 
ways advisable to let the vegetables simmer 
for five minutes in the pickle. If beets are used 
thinly sliced onions sed a little caraway seed 
may be added, 

for 3c 
Prepared by a 

Famous French Chef 

A meal of Van Camp's will 
cost, on the average, about 3 cents 
per person. [t is as nutritious as a 
meal of meat, And it is, if you 
with, a complete meal in itself, 

It comes to you ready, with the 
fresh oven flavor. Even the sauce is 
baked into it. Serve it hot or cold. 

It is welcomed by all, and all 
will pronounce it the most likable 
dish of its kind, 

Not Like Yours 

Van Camp's isn’t like your home- 
Usk hese or like other kinds 

t's a debcacy, prepared 
by ar Pibizg baked in news 

ovens, 

beans are hard, none mushy, 
none crisp. All are whole and 
mellow. 

It doesn’t tax digestion. It gets 
hours of baking in a humid heat, im- 
possible at home, And a wondrous 
sauce gives to every bean delicious 
lang and zest. 

All the ete know in old- 
time Pork and Beans are com 
ee ee 

Tn 

Porxe Beats #25 panes ie 
Also Baked Without the Sauce 

10, 15 and 20 Cents Per Can 
sa Thet ate somethings tat Va Camp's 

fr hat made » homely dish a dainty. 
ft hae multiplied the use of Baked Beans. 
Bh has made them digestible. 

To » million homes it has brought ready- 
cooked meals, ready for instant serving. 

It bins changed the ‘of Baked 
Beans, Our national dish i this form has 
4 unique a 

Let ithelp you out this summer. It means 
cooking, bese: meals, a bkable, no. 

tritious, dish. You will serve 
it v0 often when you find it out that you'll 
See searence Tey serving it tonight, 



truction of the 
wetile bungalow 

Eght-inch hollow tile ed 
With ntucco is specified. The 
windows, with the exce 

ables, 
side blinds 

kite 
Was well cansidered 
toom i provided with a ¢ 
draft, 

who want a bu 
with rooms 

i to the open veuntty also, The plan 
“ows the Lving room is in 
he center of ¢ wish emer Of the Iu 

n 
Portion o9 the left. 

OT [ER WOMAN’S HOME 

RICAN in character in 
he 800 

h the inspiration for the 
design was found in the charm= 

above the ar 
few, when planning ity 

, Donvenient 
ng paint of 

ter hall, 

e house; opposite 
the dinir 

bets, 
the Bu ding of a Little 
Ho and “What You 

me When Building 
aH, hukatwo-cent 
be inclosed for 

mpalet and each plan 
requested. 
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Other Women’s Ways and Means 

How I Make My Own Delicatessen 
By Ida C. Bailey Allen 

N 
many departmen 
at noon and found it 
crowded with wom 
cspeciatly De 

the hour would « 
to prepar pcheon. f oom 

is to a taleswoman, who told me 
& marked their 

periods, women go out to buy 
testen things for lunches ih dineer 

she added 
acons why delicatessen 

springing up ke mushrooms all over 
ountry, They are of ow 

the woman who goes to be ait does pot 
have time to do her own cooking, and who, be 
cause her time has a commercial value, can 
Afford to pay the extra price demanded fore 
Brepared foots. 

hen there i the advantage that the delica 
tewen store offers funds which are ready ta serve 
At onoe, or with only a little rebeating, making 
Possible a quick dinner which can be hastily 
Prepared after an aiternoon's enjoyment 

‘Others do not understand covking and will 
Bot take time to learn, preferring to purchase 

f rather than listen to the com- 
nts of justly dissatisfied husbands. In other 
the families are particularly fond of the 

highly seasoned foods, er taking pause to 
Tealize that these st olen 

to say the 
hese so-called 

vantages are liable to set. by 
sibility of & severe exe 

many cases the most porishat 
Imagine Jobster salad under # 

there fe the question of price, If 
n understood Uhe discrepancy between 

pat of the ingredients used in vari 
foods ani the amount that 

is charged for these same articles, they would 
duplicate the dishes at home 

A small dish of beans, for instance, serving 
but two peuple, is priced at ten cents, and any 
woman could dy 
Small ham cro 
hoo 

the actual 

shaped so they will 
wah for 

ixty cents), amd are 
made of scraps elt from cooked whole ham 
same odds and ends that a bouse 
at hand hich are frequently th 
Small deviled crabs cust ten cents apivce 
is, sixty cents for six people; yet these can be 
easily dupli at hore for thirty-five cents or 
loss--and they would be fresb, 
Many feel that "home-made" foods cannot 

e successfully reheated. That is probably one 
on why they do not make up croquettes, 

deviled crabs or bobster, bash, fish cakes, ete., 

and rare 
carry cam 

in her kite 
family 

Citicxen on Iam Ceoguerres. 
spe uttering, five tablespoon. 

1 of milk 
hicken or ham 

one eee teaspoonful of lemon juice 
and salt, paprika and celery salt to taste. 

Melt t er; add the four, and gradually 
aid the milk, Whee very thick stir 

. and season; then add the exe 
Mix the remaining egg white 
2 cupfal of “ating 

bbe. onful of 

nd crumbs, 
then it bs again, and 

let stand to become firm. Fry in deep fat hot 
eouugh to brown a of bread in forty seconds, 
and drain thoroughly on brown pape 

To reheat croquettes place them in a pas, 
cover with a second pan, and let stand in a bot 
oven for about twelve minutes, In case there 
is got encugh ham to make plain croquettes 
half a eupful of minced ham may be addec 
potato-croquette mixture. 

Parssep Rez. Five pounds of “sticking 
piece” of beef, one tablespoor vinegar, two 
teaspoontuls of salt, a qs 
of pepper, one teaspoon: 

rter of a teaspoonful 
I of onion juice, and 

be cartilage 
wn the stock 
i seas0 

combine with the meat, and pack in 
with co Weight an 

ve with hor 
Veear Loar. 

veal, a thire 
One pound and a hi 

4 a caplel of sate bi 
milk, one xn, one tea 

an eighth of a teaspoonful of 
pepper, a dash . one teaspoon af ¢ 
Juice, and one tablespoontul of minc 

Cook the crumbs and the milk 

aid to the other ingredients combined, mix 
well, pack into a well-oiled tin, and bake in « 
moderate oven for about fity minutes 

six Lablespoonfuis of 
jo 

Haw Loar. Three cuptuls of finely mi 
cooked ham, one small onion, three sp 
parsley, one tablespoonful of prepared mustard, 
and two exes, 

Put the ham, onjon and parsley through the 
food chopper together; add the mustard and the 
ceus slightly beaten, pack into a well-greased 
Uread pan, and cook in 4 moderate oven for 

cod 

ve minutes 
Serve hot or cold 
Garnish with 

chopped egg white 
and ¢ 
serve eX 
with salac 

ped Jo 
of prepar 

ul of salt, a little 
%¢, one tea 

one tea exx you 
arsiey, throe« 

ik, four tablespoonfuls of butter or 
nil five tablespoonfuls of flowr 
credients Logether as in the recipe Put the 

for ebicken or bam croquettes. When thore 
hly chilled form into cutlet or chop shape, 

and egy, crumb and fry as directed, 
Srevven Loustex. One moiium-sised toh 

ster, one cupful of rich milk, two tablespooniuls 
f butter, two tablespoonfuls of uur, a dash of 

mace, one hard-<cooked egg, hall a teaspoonful 
f salt, one teaspountal of minced parsbey, and 
ry bread crumbs, There should be from a cup~ 

ful and a half to two cupfuls of lobster meat. 
Make a sauce of the butter, flour, seasoninurs 

and milk, Add the parsley, lo 
k mashed, and the ema white mi 

and dry the lo 
y shell half an inch, 
together, put in the mixture, 

he crumbs, whic bel bee 
in a moderate oven until browned, 

bc 

Deviusep Cuass. Plunge the crab: 5 

water containing a tablespoonful of salt and 
Tittle vinegar to each two quarts. Boil for 

from tet tu fifteen minates, or until they turn 
then cool, and ren 

stance and the 
the sbell, which i 

meat which remains, 
crab meat allow two table- 

poonfuls 

1 
it seems dry moisten with a little 
stock. In the meantime wa: 
into shape and heap with the mixture. Sprinkle 
with dry bread crumbs mixed with a litte 
melted butter, and brown in & morerate ot 

he shells, trim 

Fist Satap. Three cupfuls o 
tuna f shrimp ment 
shaved cabbage or mine 
chopped green pepper, sour. 
ing, and lettuce or water cres 

Dress the cabbage with plain French dressing: 
add it to the fish, with enough cream dressing 
to moisten thoroughly; arrange in a wreath of 
salad grees studded with radish roses; pour 
over a litthe extra dressing, and sprinkle with 
the pepper 

flaked! salmon, 
al of finely 

, one finely 
ream salad dress- 

Serving the Summer Meal More Easily 
Articles Selected by Mrs. Christine Frederick 

Sheos at One 
Cutting 

Holds Enough for a Light Supper 

TIRE meal can by 
dishes and accessories, doing away en- 

* & tircly with the task of dishwashing, which 
is especially abborrent after the summer sapy 

We have long been familiar with the use nf 
Paper plates, tablecloths, doilies and may 
nd have become accu: 
the service is now extemted so that we have deep 
dishos (one of which bs Mluutruted on this page) 
that come . 

» Ope of which will be recognized by 
Scalloped edge. This latter dish is parasined, 

The paper plates shown, piled one upon an 
The plates come 

and for the purse for whiel they 
jel are a as pretty and firm as 

ching plates, Paper disks come to Gt each size of 
late so that several courses may be served on 

ved with paper 

Other, have parchment linings. 
decorate 

the same plate but om iresh disks. Custards, 
fics and scalloped foods may be cuoked In the 
paper dishes, thus reduclag the dishwashing 
still more 

When is possibl 
Liwn one 

serve @ light supper on 
a sandwich and her 

h, may be carried 
tof breaking. The inser portion 

of the tray is a sandwich bex, and dainties that 
it may be desired to serve with the sandwiches 

2 on the glass-covered tray in the 
ree may be either 
sons, ‘The whole 

of many plates and makes serving » compara. 
tively easy matter. 

AINTINESS 4 
serving of a summer meal, as 

dishes sh: ite. For this reason an 

on this rack ¢ 
down the top grid (a fine wire), the eze is sliced 
into neat, ew ans suitable far garnishing 
salads meat asples and other semmer wishes, 
Another style af slicer cuts the ogg lengthwise, 

‘The butter-pat shaper is another device that 
adds daintiness to the meal. This peculiarly 

A Handy 
Chery Pater 

The Paper Service Thet Saves the Labor of Dishwashing 

Butter Rolly Like Sea Shelly 

curved Rulfe with serrated edge shapes butter 
pots with little work. By drawing it lightly over 
a print of butter it forms shell-shaped portions 
for individual use, ‘The shaper requires little 
work in cleansing asd occupies little space in the 
Kitchen drawer: 

What family does not delight in a cherry 
oly, and what honsekeeper does not dread 

ng of the cherries? If one is canning 
aa large putter, of course, is 

the cceaslonal pud- 
Ging or pie the small pitter illustrated in the 
upper right-hand corner will give good service 
It & bel in the 1i cherry is 
placed under the spring which, when pressed 
down, removes the pit withoot spoiling the 
shape of the cherry or wasting the meat 

NOTE —Mire. Froerick will be glad to answer questions 
abst aay of the above devices art where they may be 
Stealons, ifs eammped, adcrened erivetope by mers tn ers 
in care of Tex Lapies’ Home Jounnet, Ladependerce 
Square, Philadsiptis, Peansylvania 

Lave gaan niet 

MIAYS_SiDeN ORD SUEY EDO clive sau Wiaes NaeP 

Nt 

} 
“Come on in if your 

suits are Skinner's 
Satin. Water won’t 
hurt them!” 

Skinner’s Bathing Satin 
has made possible the 
growing vogue for satin 
bathing suits. Treated 
by a special process of 
manufacture, it does not 
fade in fresh or salt water. 
Tell your dry-goods store 
you want 

Skinners 
BATHING 

Satin 
Cotton Back or All Sille 

(36 Inches wide) 

Black, Na 
Guarante 

or Brown 
Fast Color 

Woven of pure silk, Skinner's 
Bathing Satin has the great 
strength for which Skinner's 
Satins have always been fa- 
mous. This, together with its 
non-fading quality, makes it 
the most beautiful as well as 
the most practical material in 
the world for bathing suits. 

Don't accept a substitute, but 
insist on Skinner's, and look 
for the name in the selvage. 

Write us for samples of the popular Bathing suit shades, Address Dept. 

Wm.Skinner & Sons 
Cor, Fourth Ave. and 17th St. 

NEW YORK CITY 
Mills, Holyoke, Mass, 

Established 1945 
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What We Read When it Rained 

20D porch light, th 
by. the 

Joud—amd you 
btful evening. 
Our recent family dé 

a collection of four oee-ac 
by J. M. Barrie, Mr. Barrie's originality an 

the stage directions iy 
res af the book; 
wet that you will want to 

virits that you might as 
¢ Fight at first. "The Twelve Pound 

“cannot hurt any husband, and will 
mands. Sir Harry 

charm tue 
most beguillrar 
t much throug! 

Kindred 

very good for many he 
thoaght he understood women. 
the most deticlows brief 

ct slippers of mille ax 
having to stay young! ” 
niless young Robert an 
Jously boving—prospe 

er ridiculous nor loving; 

haps more r 
» You have real 

make a new hook frien 
by storm hut shows 
that promises much on ce 
read Henry Sydnee Harris 
i 1 aro 
ually that to my tit fest in 

Bott 

Uhoughts and your 
ingly often to the m 
this tale of a bewildered young authority un 
waren, 

His moiern felent, Mary Wing, manai 
career 

istance; 
the lew woman issacrificing ber womanly charm: 

new militant yirtues, He is 
eet simpticity of Angela's claim 

on the altai 
struck by t 
to be old-fashioned and hee pl 
ness of making a 
enterprising in the pursui 

is of an 
—but it serves 

ea seore of at 
woman question bere given 
tow 

menidatin 
lag of Be 

What 
ented ¥ 

ibe 

At the Newlyweds’ Home 

‘ Phyilis o 

welding, the I 
they bad long bo 

it involved 
new envire 
Shower," and the 

us Uo start a bed of pansies 
weeks previous tot 
were all re 

Another 
dening b 
rake, & Weeder, a 
porch box filled with ger: 

cription to a magazine 
devoted to suburban 

After Seven o 
Stories of How Folks Spend Happy Evenings 

ald Robert and Emily 

t induces you to jingle your & 
content thary 
ure, and the desi 

your sympathies so grad TISHING to entertain, f sngesood might WV 
whimsical unto 

dit your serious 
stray’ astonish. 

nally fads be 
ot he 

the main strevt is unsa: 
have “shown up" t 

low their own sue 
ise of the new ¢ 

tand spiritual i 

h that generously reward reas 
evening, om the chi 

I picked upa slender bo 
um,” by Walter A. Dyer, Anda 

n-up whe enjoyed it most h 
+ to Helgian work dog 

a in this country must kr 
and they must~=they © 

. than Pierrot’s 
see it through far worse humor, hee 

W: wi Ned moved into their 
new bungalow in the suburbs, af 

neighborbood club to which 
nm loyal gave them o show 

1 thes Uheing thu 

iy suitable 
ed a "Suburban 
all the way fr 

of the 
splasting, 

contributed some small gar. 
has at 

n fork, etc A long 
Jums and vinca vines 

basket of ferns were other gifts. lowed. The * 
thoughtful young kay sent a year’s sub. menitous success 

Gathered by the Entertainment Editor 

to pe 

Hefore thi 
of Betty w 
Manifex 

* Rosalind” is 

lways 

sober for Its first letter? 
we 

0 scribe each, T 
eng laid by the gift ben. 

A Pasty Where Everybody Laughed 

you wil 
on the porch: 

bone and asl 
ive points Ia 

t 
masculine 

uspect that 

rrived I gave a 
enctimes it was 

busi. 

real bts 
that, as 

ald t vo 

vende 
atiously ald 

& tecam 
* Pierrot 

indorse 
erica for 1 

ww what 
ald mot see it 

le Buttercup’),”” 
game I 

they ba well-know 
to see the f 

honor was bi 

by relating a few 
which a member 

rajune 

same character, the one giving the fun 
being awarded, by a committee of judges, 

All Aboard for 

cach 
not present 

program, and we laugh 
y things told, The 

ed with a new pap 

to repe 
ertiest part 
cried” 

el, a band winner was pe 

supper and a general good time fol 
ke fest” can be made 2 tre 

dwellers 
Then there was the us 
supply of humoro 

sift in Uh eal chins 
st eggs, bottles of 

infectants and remedies 
for the varlous poultry 

of 

Jexpended 
on aquaint 

en coop. The 
man made a 
ennel for the 

NOTE—Any inquiry About the entertainment features on this page will be 
amawored upon request accompanied by xn addrested, stamped envelope. This new 
page. “After Seven o'Clock I”. M be written by JOUMNAL readers. T want to let 
you know how other folics spend happy evenings and | want to tell cther folks how 
youspend happy evenings. Leta get together from all over the country. For the best 
Hories of good Times, whether indoor or outdoor, summer or winter —the stories 1 
can use in TH® JOURNAL because they are new and unusual—1 will send @ check for 
five dollars each, if you can write the story in five hundred words. If it is longer than 
that, I may not be able to use it. [ cannot return material that is net acceptable for 
publication, so Lam sure you will be so goed aa not to ask me to make an exception 
in your case. Wrete freely about your good times and send your manuscript to 

‘The Exrextamsent Eptrox or Tie Laptes’ Hoser Journat 
INpErENDeNce SQuane, PuraprLriia, PENNsyLVanta 

Clock P. M. 

t Betty # 

ha glorious 
derstand thent because they were 

know next Thursday eve 

the great Spa: 

have the 

of two Sor 
"and ‘Hail to t 

c one ol the best things T have, 
as a care-killer, hade't quite got an 

The Ladies’ Home Journal for July, 1915 

vung waren were 
of the hose 

mw,” sald the 
hiag new, I'l) war- 
#0 full of new ideas 

f her 
f hee gal 

iend 
y the trim figure 

i mia 
Well, 1 

rh 
eoncert. 

deed that It was 
wl they: began 

he married 
hiridal chorus 

a McCorma: 
In 2 Peesii 

said another, "I 
what the words were 

Hocty, het 9 

nes, Hetty,” said the 

said Betty 
1, by Dvordk, 

dene 

an+wered Betty proudly; 
t to bear some orchestra 

pa Rhapsody’ 
Hallet Exyptien” of Lut 

a marches, ‘The 
pirit of 

to have ¢ 
said He 

‘ered al 
T sup 

but you 

and then I have 
ts of Charles 

fascinating talks 

gg. you know, bs con- 
Nature singers 

ther of their 
rds of sacred 

tT 
to it yet,” responded 

Betty. ‘There is a per 
fectly wonderful duet 
“One Sweetly Solemn 
Thought 
Glack and Louise Homer, 

hat heautifel hy 

along. All of you cure 
Thursday and we'll gi 
the whole program. 

And, with a cheerful 
Betty and her 

randest plan yet went 
through the gate and 
down the shady street, 

Laundress 

Leave it to P. ax G.— 
The White Naphtha 
Soap. Simply put 
the clothes to soak 
in its suds, and 
give your time to 
pleasanter things 
than working with 
the washboard and 
the steaming boiler. 
Then give the 
clothes the usual 
rinsing. You will 
find them as sweet 
and clean as if 
rubbed and boiled. 

P. ano G.—The White 
Naphtha Soap, un- 
like ordinary laun- 
dry soaps, does not 
need your help to 
loosen dirt. It 
saves your time 
and strength, This 
is the big reason 
why you should 
use it. Other rea- 
sons are that it 
works in cool or 
lukewarm water; 
that it lathers freely 
in hard water; that 
it does not injure 
clothes, dishes or 
woodwork. 

The White 

Natktha Soap 



Silk Hosiery 
We invite Ladies" Home Journal 

Teaslers to note how we have secured 
“combination of smartest style and 
guaranteed durability in Silke at 
moxlerate price, 

Black Cat Silk Hosiery is rein- 
forced at all points of wear, See 
illustration, 

The extended toc is doubly 
woven with pure, long-fibre Sea 
Iand Cotton, The high spticed 
heel, similarly reinforced, and. the 
double sole, iso made of Sea Island 
Cotton, have practically 
Wear-out to them. 

The high 
tension elasticity of 
Black Cat Silk Hosiery 
ensures perfect fit. Fine gauge 
knitting gives Black Cat on the 
foot of the wearer that trim appear- 
ance atl extremely high lustre so 
desired in silk. 

‘The ankle, shaped and fitted, 
clings that 
makes for smart apparel, The elas 
tic hem conforms snugly above the 
knee. See illustration. The top is 
garter proof, 

Black Cat 
Silk Hosiery 
has a delicate 
sheerness and 
flawless, un- 
clouded a; 
pearance be- 
cause made of 
Purest Japan silk, The lustre pos- 
fesses the rich bvilliancy of silk 
“knit in the gum," an appearance 
Which defies imitation, 

Black Cat Silk Hosiery comes in 
exact shades to match shoes and 
gowns. Only the best developed 
ves are used, thas ensuring dura- 

bility, sanitary footwear and abso- 
lutely non-tading qualities, 

Ask Your Dealer 
for the 

Popular Styles of 
Women’s Silks 

Ba: STOMA foe entre, ae thread eat with Pras we Beek ne 
ees the oer ihe eahle tomblone sta 'eme bity it werae pas = SOC 

Mo. AIE—A ght. (ls fovbvend, yore thread: i ak cots eset le ga tay Bate 
bewe mete, tore hs those vac wane ut sas Narre, $1.00 
Be. Gb A fw qaser, full-tasbiooed alk wih 
‘extn elavtic wih Ime Barter tim The wih Tink 
tip sevcnds Letre the how fart aver the ktey 
ES rere $1.00 
BLACK CAT CATALOG of 214 
Styles For All The Family — FREE! 

CHICAGO-KENOSHA HOSIERY 0D. 
Keacabe, Wiscoarin 

Made in U. S.A. For Over 
(50 Years 

5 i Little dreamed, 
when be asked the readers of Tur 
Lapixs’ Howe Joumwat, in the March 

number, to help Bim ‘stop snoring, that bi 
simple letter would make him famous. But in 
every part of the country today bis name is a 
syoonyns foe noctursal vocal concerts, atv hin 
dreds of anxious letters are being received at 
Tue Jouusat bifice asking: “Has Mr. Little 
stopped yet?” $o interested have the people 
b hat scores affectionately call him 

“Pass this on to George,” they 
“How's George; still ‘sawing 

And the sympathy for Mes, Little is a close 
i: _bundeeds of wives sympathetically 

write, “f know,” and then add: “It her hus- 

band’ Gals the remedy, won't you ask ber, 
Neare, PLEASE, to pass it on to us?” 

OF course, the remedies are passed on: right 
on this page, and the whole country reads them 
with Mr. und Mrs. Little. And as we go to 
press with this sumber Mr. Little is busy try- 
ing what seems to him the best, and the moment 

s found the one, he says, “I certainly will 
"Meantime, Mrs. Little writes: 

seorge ix still at it; full of vigor and on the 
job every nigh 

So, Tux Jovenan prints a few more of the 
hundreds of letters recelved, for there is no 
cessation to the stream: 

Six Moves Did It 

NE man writes that be cured himself of 
snoring in this way: 

I discarded my pillow, droppet my arms to the 
sides, Ukrew iy chin out, closed my teeth gently, 

opped my tongue te the bottom ef my mout 
anid breathed deeply, expanding all porioas af 
the lungs. LM. 

A Doctor's Sovereign Remedy 

Te Physician's remedy is good for more 
than snoring, as he rightly says: 

Asa family physician of large practice I have had scores of eaoetag cases “put tp to re, amt 
while in a few instances 1 found the trouble to be 

enuide, E have had more success with a remedy 

‘recomm him to sleepy 
inter ancl summer, Not only 

did it make a healthier san of him, but be stopp 
Thisgave mean ideo, and since that Lt 

cared over a frendend cases of snoring 
having the morers seep on sleeping porcles It 
rally @ sovereign remedy because it dors 90 misc 
more than stop the habét of moring. T. P.M, 

This Wife is Now Immune 

N RS. LITTLE may fied solace in this, and 
a suggestion: 

Oh, don’t f know what Mrs. Litte is 
through! But [i wager that her G 
rqual my Bob! This dear boy of mine 
and snorest Does he anore? Ve gods anit litthe 
fubes! If be would only snore and let it go at 
that. et not he! He begins with a snare, 
firet, gentle and soft, and then it gathers tn ¥c 
ume undid ic i alusoce a roar. Then, after he has 
exhausted the whole gamit of tuars, be stazts in 
between with mouna, culps, and finally, at the 
end of every snoring sentence. be whistles, entil | 
almost Insp out of iy skin, [Aare hopped out of 
my bed often! And how do 1 stand 2? J don't 
any more. There war no wae worming Hob; 1 tried 
it, and after [had tried and tr Wve it up, 
then 1 turned to myself, and now T just put co 
ton in both of say ears before I jpo to aleep, and 
Bob have his way, I suppose be moves as badly 
as ever, bat Idon't keowit, Ms IT. E, 

Only One Way and That Simple 

SLARENCE” thinks his way of how 
snoring is absolute, and, at least, 

simple: 
Discuss snoring all you like, bet only tw 

pradwen mocing, and cady two remedies will cure it 
‘The two causes are: keeping your south open, 

and lying on your bac 
‘The two remedies are: tying 9 silk hamSkerchi 

around the bottom of your chin over your head 
and putting 4 pool in a pocket im the back of you 
py jamus. They are infallible cures. 1 know, beciune f 
sacred, then tried the cares, and now {don't snore. 
Tell George 90. CLakener 

The Indians Never Snore? 

POLLOWING is an interesting polat, sent 
by Mrs. D. Ruz 

Do you realize that the Indians never more? 1 
have slept many a night im their tepees and never 
usound. The secret of it is that Indian chikirrs 
Bre always taught to sleep with their mouths 
cloerd 40 ax to prevent throat troubles. Here ix a 
hint for mothers, if we are to prevent another 
generation af snorers, 

When 4 Child Snores 

Toe is much in this word of warning 
from “A Mother”: 

Our youngest boy sored from early boyboot. 
and, as my other children did not more, | wondered 
why be ded. 1 tied a apoct at bis Back so as to 
prevent, is 
that, baabit 
he slegt with his mouth open. 
course, more. Sol ted a wk b ek 
his chin and around the top of his head and that 
prevented, without any discomf his 
sleeping with tas mouth open, Bu 
and Twas at pay wit's end 
frend came to see 

Es Fr 

eel 

How Can “George” Stop 
Snoring? 

The Whole Country Rushes 
to the Help of Mr. Little—and Mrs. Little 

Even From Turkey in Asia! 

{VEN into far-of Turkey-in Asia has Mr 
ttke’s problem penetrated. Aad what is 

the suggestion from there? 
Two narrow sri of court pinster securely 

stuck across the mosth, and here will be no anor 
ing. [know, because | snored once, tried thes, anid 
now no Jomwor am A Vier, 

The Advice of an Experienced Nurse 

ly remedy for snoring. in my Jong experi- 
surse, i# thraugh the practice of 

ceincen of cheep 
eathing. if desing a cure, ‘They should make lt 
their religion, Susiest man or woman can 
Sordy tate tenor faveen el ening ated 
evening for symematic deep breathing,and as tnany 
times a day as one ean be in the open air 

naoakd be no constricting about the waist 
Lertece with coaylete expansion ase fling af 

the bene cells, It may take some practice betore 
cnmpbete eayuscsiam ix accourplised, The brwath- 
Ing stowtd be done deeply, slowly, carefull 
ack time more exzansion will be felt, Som 
ple experience a light-headed feeling, ws tl 
brew it-when practicing deep breathing. T' 
no consequence and will pam away. 

Here is a Poser! 
MES W— of Michigan, is certainty worse 
SVE off than is Mrs. Little 

Snoring? That is nothing. t wish my husband 
would sore; [I'd give him a gold medal! He 
whisties! How can L make bim stop thel? That's 
what Id like to know, Mas, W. 

Just o Case of Fresh Air 

I ERE fs certainly a remedy that is gnod for 
other ails than snoring: 

My besband sored seuuething territie, ant 
after a while I began, and we simpty kept ench 
atherawake, Thes we went to our doctor. "Haw 
many windows are there Im your room?” he 
asked. ‘Are both epen as 
far as you can get them?" be asked. 1 cunfessed 

ther was ogre 
cured eo,” be + 

has snared since. We simply didn’t 
fresh air to breathe! Yamureun. 

Let the Tongue Help 

i ext California comes a letter from a self. 
confessed snore who has cured himsel: 

Lrarely soore ad thes ooly whes 
back. As I make it a habit to 

tight side Tilo ant sence, But I think 
iyeelf not to smore by learning always 
cheough my nose, and, 

found that if 1 formed the kh 
tongue in the roof af my mouth. against the t 

» E raust, breathe through the nos 
‘hy pencticing thie when fying down to sleep, 1 think "George Little ‘can overcome the sooring 

habit. D.W. M. 

The Tale of a Traveling Men 

Te man writes feelingly out of a large ex 
perience: 
Tam a traveli 

year—prnctically live for months in sleeping 9 
tourist cars—and T cum teil yon this: that if you 

re George Little of anoring, asd then pass st 
u will be a godeend to the tired drummer 
Have you ever heart the midnight con- 

ping car? Ye gods! they are sow. 
Tanya might katve { bere kept awake 

by 4 morer ander or above me. 1 think seven- 
eighths af the people snore. And when they say 
women don’t snore, forget at! 1 bawe heart ‘ex 
snore by the hundreds. “Why, one woman— 
A man shoaldn't tell tales oot of weeping cars 
pevsume, Hut we lied to semt a cammitere Lo 
eaten ber. And madt 4 
hecatiee a anorer hate: 
tase Did fy or dat? 1h 
tir-tee. 1 snared like a furnac 
Every night 1 said to sayeeif, ax 1 droqped off to 
Heep: "1 dem't snore tonight; I slero silently; 
hear me?" J umd Go wake myself up thi 
any hour chow, and if E could cell myself to do 

it, why couldn't F tell myself to wtp 
tuiabnoe of myvelt, 1 sald to myself 
now my wife says I rarely moor, 

A Pocket at the Back 

ounse, she wa 

if ERE is a new version of the spool or the 
keot at the back: 

IL tried the towed knot at the back amd it slipped 
we dit a moot. So Tail to my wife, onw eveniza 
“jest sew a pocket right Bere, will you?” and uw 
pocket appeared at the back of my nightshirt 
And on the Si) of that pocket we sewed a bo 
toakele, and on the nightie a batten. Now I put 
arpool in the pocket. It was ull over from that 
aight on, amd 1 haven't snored since. Try it, 
Goorge; it's a great stuntandsimple! J.T. F 

Another Point of View 

LADY in Connecticut sends a letter in 
which she urges that a point of view op- 

posite that of Mrs. Little be presented. And 
she incloses these lines: 

VOICES OF THE NIGHT 
Do not go to bed and quake 

‘With fear that you will fie awake; 
There ix fun for you in store, 
Just to bear the others more, 
First there comes a skirmists slight — 
‘The organs are not ready, quite 
They're tuning ug; peotunde hae 
To wild falsetto now gives chase; 
Till bugle call and trempet ote 
Qe midnight air together Goat: 

Sing in bevy bray, 
They tabur on el beeak of day. 
‘Ob. what s state of thapsody! 
All meeped in mmsic cap-a-pie, 
In eweet sncntecioumen to lie, 
Avsinging one'sown luflaby! |" $.E.W. 

ae ee | 

This sturdy hoy iy a priee-wianing 
“Better Baby,’” Not long ago he 
captured the silver Loving Cup in a 

Contest. Talbot was 13 months 
old when this photograph was taken. 
He weighed 23 pounds, had 8 teeth, wna 
when standing measured 29% inches. 

Talbot is a typical “ Bagle Brand"? 
baby, He has been brought up on 
Gail Borden Eagle Brand Condensed 
Milk since he was three weeks old. 
And his mother before bim wus raised 
on this same body-building, health- 
giving food. 

Yau can make your own baby a 
“Better Baby" by giving him 

Gece TBoreten 

EAGLE 
BRAND 

CONDENSED 
MILK 

THE ORIGINAL 

Summer-time is danger-time for 
babies. Make it a glad, happy, com: 
fortable time for your baby and an un 
worried time for yourself by giving 
baby the food that has built three 
generations of sturdy, healthy, rosy~ 
cheeked boys and girls — Gail Borden 
“* Kagle Brand '* Condensed Milk 

Gail Borden “ Kagle Brand" Con- 
sensed Milk is made 
scientifically pregar 
and strictest supervisi 
food which the most delicate baby's 
stomach will digest perfectly, 

and nuuscle buildinyr elements that are 
in cow's milk, And you know that it 
wure—sufe—protected from dust and 

dint, Easy to prepare, Simply boil 
water and when cooled to the feeding 
temperature add Borden ‘Eagle 
Brand *’ Condensed Milk. 

Send this coupon today. Protect 
your baby from threatenin — 
mer dange a giving he 
Good thot wit! Lalld him ap and 
make him strong. 

Borden’s Condensed Milk Co. 
“Leaders of Qualit 

Bordes's Condensed Milk Co. Ton Madea Streats New Veet Gay 
Taste seed eo pete heledul buck | Tas's Weltare* stich tote wwe bow ts saleguard may Rin sep and tony. Abs peat —Piee— 

Biogshans tus the troard af fan bie, 
Name 
Mero 



Announcing the 1916 Overland $325 Less Than Last Year 



For white 
woodwork 

ID you ever try 
Bon Ami on white 

paint? It dissolves the 
grime like magic and 
restores the fresh, white 
new look. Frequently 
one magic sweep of the 
cloth, wet with a little 
Bon Ami lather, will 
erase an obstinate finger- 
mark that resists foods 
of plain water! 

You musn’t use coarse, 
gritty soaps or powders 
to scour that grime 
away—they would 
scour off the white 
paint too, 

Bon | 
Ami 

To meet the wishes of 
housewives who like 
their cleaners in pow- 
der form, we are now 
making Bon Ami that 
way as well as in the 

-known cake form. 

The new powder is 
made of exactly the 
same fine materials as 
the cake; it will do ex- 
actly the same work and 
like the cake, wi// not 
scratch. 

We leave you to choose be- 
tween our cake and powder. 
Both of them are wonderful 
for cleaning windows and 
mirrors, bath-tubs, tile, paint, 
and polishing metals; not for 
scouring or rough work but 
for all the finer kinds of clean- 
ing and polishing, 

Made in both cake 
and powder form 

THE HON AMICO., NEW YORE 

“Hasn't Ps. 
scratched 

The Ladies’ Home Journal for July, 1915 

“Billy” Sunday’s 
Most Popular Hymn 

| All over the Christian worid millions are singing this hymn, which has thrilled the 
crowds at Mr. Sunday's evangelistic meetings, where it has been sung by the great 

| choruses umier the direction of Mr, Sunday's associate, Homer A. Rodeheaver. 

aly") Sunday Mr, Homer A, Radebeaver 

Brighten the Corner Where You Are 

Words by Ina Duley Ogdon 

Music by Charles H. Gabriel 

Permission of Mr. Rodeheaver 

= Pee = 
1, Do cot wait un- til some deed of greatness you may do, Do not 

2 Just a bore are clouded skies thst youmsay help to cher, Let not 

% Here for all yourtal-ent you may sure-ly fnd » need, Here re- 

Published in The Lanies' Hoste JOURNAL by Speci 

wait to shed your lights - far, To the ma-ny du- the ev-er near you 
nar - row self your way de - bar, Tho’ In - to one heart s-lone may fall your 
flect the bright and morn-ing star, E ~ ven frum your hus-ble bund the bresd of 

Poet eeet 
eevee ee 
a a on ae 

Rereatn 

ad - 

oP te 
ow be truc, Bright-on the cor-ner where you are, 
song of cheer, Briget-on the cor-ner where you are, J retin the cor-ner 
life may food, Bright-on the cor-ner where you are, 
222 < P| 222 

gee Sg tS Eee eee 
4 wae 

=2— fs Pees rz PS = 2a== zs 

where you aret Bright-en the cor-ner where you are! Some one far from 
Shine for Je-sus where you are! 

har bor you may guide a-crosa the bar, _ the cor-ner where you sre, 
Sfictiie es ieee: 

2 poe 5S: 
= SES 5] 

Onpyright, 191%, by Churtes H, Gabrigt, Homer A. Rodcheaver, Owner. 
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10% More for Your Money 
The 25-cent package of Quaker Oats 

rly three times lager than the 
1W-cent size, By saving in packing it 
offers more for your money 

Vim-Food 
Did It 

A Quaker Oats 
Report Card 

. We know a boy who 
got poor marks at school, 
and scolding did not help 
them. 

In February his mother 
tried a daily dish of deli- 
cious Quaker Oats, At 
Easter his report card had 
four of the highest marks. 
He calls it, ‘My Quaker 
Oats report card.”’ 

That's just the start. 
That boy now loves 

this food. And this ener- 
gizing dainty may affect 
his whole career. For 
capacity depends in large 
part on one’s food. 

Quaker 
Oats 

The Luscious Flakes 

Nature makes the oats and 
stores them with this vim- 
producing power, Our part 
is to choose the finest grains. 
We get but ten pounds from 
a bushel, And to treat those 
grains in ways which make 
them luscious and inviting. 
We do that so well that 

Quaker Oats, the world over, 
stands first among oat foods. 
A hundred nations send to us 
to get it. 

Yet your grocer, if you ask 
him, will supply these cream- 
flakes to you at no extra price. 
Just tell him you want Quaker. 

10¢ and 25¢ sah eeiy ci 
Except in Far 

Quaker ee, 
Each package of (Quaker Oats 

contains an offer on a 
double cooker, made Paes 
aluminum, It is made to cook 
Quaker in the ideal way. This 
Present cooker offer applies 
only to the United States. 



Floors are of terrazzo, kept spotless. Every pillar is white and glistening. Storé 

boxes and tables are coated with heavy white enamel. 

white suits which are changed daily. 

prepared, send 
“Calendar of Dinners 

besides 

a different 
every day of the year and 

ecipes gathered and 
id by the 

well-known ex 
thority, Ma 
Neil 

Why Crisco 1s Pure 

T is a wonderful building—that in which Crisco is packed. From start to 

finish Crisco is never touched by hand, and never comes into contact with 

anything which might have germs or the least bit of dust or dirt. 

The vast rooms are walled with glass and flooded by sunlight. 

All machinery is nickeled or enameled. Piping is of aluminum. 

The cans into which Crisco is to be filled come new and shining— 

yet are thoroughly cleaned with powerful vacuum cleaners. 

Employees are dressed in 

The very air that enters the factory is passed through hundreds of fine water sprays— 

so that all dust is washed down into a tank and carried otf—while the sweetened, 

freshened, purifed air passes on into the packing room. 
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replied only by rushing oat of the 
moment her voace could have been 

« telephuse, and ina short while 
back again, a picture of bewildered amaze 

ment 
“T's tre he said. “They say att head. 

ters that Hiram given in~asd has 
fi llars for the relief of 

js name's not published 
# thing | ever by 

nds on her arm my 
t very ® : it trae,” said Williamson. "You 

cw Lnow Hiram: 1 koow Hiram. You know and | 
ait, not his ve now that Ifiram wouldn't da Some= 
we have ite wly’s put up a joke on your headquarter 

Wouk! you mind leaving hat's what, On Harrison tow, 

t Jook come into 15 conclosion seemed more reasonable than 
Ed iisissebs they tooken atcarh cakes io a 

ace. Aiter a moment Scott, who had been 
stansling near the pantry dear, stepped forware 

Mr, Willlamsan, sie,” said 
he, "Mr. Ward went out this. morn i 
early 1 o'ock, IT shoulil « He 

She drew back, bid her face asked me sir, as how you would proba 
Then at the soundof bly be nee the mill, as the mill would 

The was gone r—resume work this morning, sir. "K you 
It had “By thes Lord H id Williamson 

when this intelligenc cil his arnage 
it. Then be "Scott, did Mr. Ward 

er anyw you know, Scott? 

ir," replied Scott. “Not at all, sir 
ite the contrary, sir. When Mr, Ware is 

1. They were tiot~feeling very well, sie, he'y usually what 
Mrs. Hayne as you might call—well, sir—what you might 
quick feeling cal 2 

Old-Home Dishes 
Plus Some New Enticements 

undet 
t want Mrs, Boy 

whowe air must still be vibrant 
went quickly 

¢ to come inte 

sir, Mr. Wa 

Williamson, Kate Puffed Wheat and Puffed Rice have changed the 
ways of serving many an old-time dish. They are 
making these dishes more delightful than even 
memories of the old. 

affirmed. “That is, Me 
Scntt looked confused 

ain to the rescue." Thoxght he 
te 

* Seott looked relic 

rman hopetas he was a-sing 
“Lobengein’ E think it were, 

t 

kof b 
t have beard Instead of serving berries 

only, countle ss people now mix Williamson baret into a laugh, then grew 
, ? unnaturally vs "Oh, poor Hiram!” be 

Puffed Grains with them. And ried. "He at off his head! ~ : tue ‘Foast ar mpilfits asked Scott, Ie 
these airy morse! crisp and tnexsage delivered, he was once mare only the 
fragile, add a taste like La phechfle Aichi ~ But but 

at ne 
wings unite 
to Care 

toast ond muffins were slichtei! 

z- Willlamawn hastlly swallowed 
nl juined Kate as she was going 

nuts. The blend is most inviting. ; 

Instead of plain white bread 
in milk, they serve these bub- 

ed the lower part 
jences enough that 

No longer were there surly 
bles of whole grain, Pufled { strike head ter 

i , J from Kate, was de 
Grains are four times as porous. plan ta except for an ke stenographer and 
They are : ° admire the walking delegate fram the union, who was They are toasted, thin and But aren't: you spoiling it now by looking tathcr depressed 

hint tou Rate Id gather nu fuller (nfurmasinn, 
however, than that the commi f strikers 
who eting to in 

attle, had been 
ad with the information that Mr 

crisp. And they easily digest 

ai gone from 
terview Hiram, expe Instead of plain ice cre m, 

they garnish ic with Putfed met in: 
dE 5 Pattee Ward would yickd tothe strikers’ demands 

and thelr amazement had heen completed ati * Rice. And the grains are 
pe like nut meats, made porous 

\ AW and flimsy, ready to melt in 
== wars /- — a” the mouth 

Instead of plain fudge, they 
now stir Puffed Rice in it, And 
it becomes like a nut candy that is very easy to eat 

all their distrust enced b 
to the 
had suff 

Ward's contribution 
the women and children whe 

ting the past weeks. 
that taunted 

, ever dear TH Y¥_ grinned 
ally tole atsil wh departer 

ate he marked to the s 
foe} like an ostrich Seathor tha 
the fal 

When the noon tles bhew for the first 
time in weeks there was nothing to do but turn 
the key In the office door and go home, As she 

the hill one of the Ward cars 
itt just in front of her and 

who was driving, waved a beekon 
I'll take you up,” he c d out 

her foolishly when they 

that your 
Ly sweet 

he my 
I 

10 his bw 
only so 

ting, him 

ever scheme 

Puffed Wheat, 12c fe1):] 
Puffed Rice, 15c VJijq45 

she axked hisn 

but hustling 
time I did 

of that five thousand oF sanse 
Except in Extreme West I wish you could have seen how he 

15 * jump— Harti everyboily 
wn swe 

uf a Hiram,” 
Hiram's wat only Hirac 

4 a concentrated Hira 
self, but 

yo evet plucked a nine ani 

These are New-Time Foods re a se genie a 
wet Kath 

These foods belong to these days of efficiency. Whole grains 
by this method are made wholly digestible. We get all of the 
elements, not merely the starch. 

Hs and your 
\ did wot endl it,’ 

at do you meas € wth 
$an¢ ; he’s sly, There’s same: 

k of it that we don't understand 
teean 

Kate; and she Jooked unsse 
{ful wll the way up the bill 

Other methods of cooking break up part of the food c 
In Puffed Grains, by Prof. Anderson's process, every food 

Is, 

. 5 t ta the 
granule ts blasted to pieces, 

wis opened for Kate by an 
te te perfect coold: 5 . al ‘steam 'é “ Scott, “If you please, , I've b This is perfect cooking, through internal steam explosion. to telenbane you, miss, but Central 

In thar respect, this is the best way these grains were ever 
served, And in this w: 

id a+ how th 
“What's t 

dell —" 
“Tes Miss Wethersbe 

Scott was evidently fading 
a the effect that it with his tale, whate 
up power enough “Well?” 

1 “If you please, miss," he sai 
c has fell into the way, 30 to 

: w, that be by in th 
Jers th ming that the something she can do for Miss Wethershee, she 

" Hob and Kate stared ateach having had experience as lady"s maid with 
moment, then once more he de- 

Where is Hiram?" conn 

botlie closed, 1 —— 
matter? Isn't Mrs. Wen 

y most folks best enjoy them, 
miss! She 

hard to go on These are foods for meals and between-meals, for out- 
doors and indoors, for morning, noon and night. Keep well 

supplied in summer. 

The Quaker Oats @mpany 
Sole Makers BD ON PAGE <0 
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seen your bhin~ as others see if? | 
O often we stand back from our mir- 
ors, give our complexions a touch or two 
f the mysterious art that lies in our 

vanity cases, and—congratulate ourselves that 
our skins are passing fair. 

If we never came under any closer inspection 
than we do in our own mirrors, this method 
would be well and good, But when we face the 
broad light of day and the critical eyes that are 
bent upon us—Oh! 

»—here is the 
first step to take 

Go to your mirror now and examine your 
Really study it! Find out just the 

Are there little rough places in it that make 
it look scaly when you powder? 

It may be that the skin you long to make so 
attractive is sallow, colorless, coarse-textured 
or excessively oily. 

Perhaps you will find th 
conspicuous nose pores. 

Whatever the trouble is, it can be changed. 
And you can begin to change it tonight by using 
the following Woodbury treatment. Make this 
treatment a daily habit and it will gradually but 
surely bring to your skin —as it has to thousands 
of others — that greater clearness, freshness and 
charm you long for. 

¢ the only flaw is 

Use this treatment 
once a day 

Lather your wash cloth well with Woodbury 
Facial Soap and warm water. Apply it to your 
face and distribute the lather thoroughly. Now, 
with the tips of your fingers, work this cleans- 
ing, antiseptic lather into your skin, always 
using an upward and outward motion. Rinse 
with warm water, then with cold—the colder 
the better. Finish by rubbing your face for a 
few minutes with a piece of ice. Always be par- 
ticular to dry your skin well. 

Your skin changes 
every day 

Your skin, like the rest of your body, is con- 
tinually and rapidly changing. As the o/d skin 
dies, mew forms. This is just the opportunity 
this treatment wants. 

Every day it frees your skin of those tiny, old 
dead particles, Then, it cleanses the pores, brings 
the blood to the surface and stimulates the small 
muscular fibres. This keeps your skin so active 
that the new delicate skin which forms every 
day cannot help taking on that greater loveliness 
for which you have longed, 

Use persistently —the 
charm will come to stay 

It is very easy to use this treatment fora few 
days and then neglect it But this will never 

make your skin what you would love to have it. 
Use the treatment persistent’, and in ten days or 
two weeks your skin should show a marked im- 
provement —a promise of that greater clearness, 
freshness and charm which the daily use of 
Woodbury’s always brings. 

A 25c cake of Woodbury’s Facial Soap is 
sufficient for a month or six weeks of this 
famous skin treatment. Tear out the illustration 
of the cake shown here and put it in your purse 
as a reminder to stop at your druggist’ s or toilet 
counter and get a cake today. Remember, for 
every day you fail to start this treatment you put 
off for another day the satisfying of that longing 
for greater attractiveness that is bound to come 
to you again and again. 

Write today for a 
week’s-size cake 

For 4c we will send you a cake of Woodbury"s Facial 
Soap large enough for a week of this famous ski 

For 0c, the week’s 
and samples of Woodbury’s Facial Cream 

| Powder. For $0c, copy of the Woodbury 
“A Skin You Love to Touch,"* and samples of 
odbury preparations, Write or mail coupon today 

and begin to get the benefits of this famous skin tre 
ment foryour skin, Address, The Andrew Jergens Co., 
206 Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio. 

Canadians; The Woodbury preparations are now 
manufactured also in Canada and are sold by Canadian 
druggists from coast to coast. For sample, address The 
Andrew JergensCo. Ltd. ,206 Sherbrooke St.,Perth, Ont. 

week’s-size cake 
“The Andrew Jergens Co. 

(206 Spring Grove Ave., 

Mail this coupon today for 

Cincinnati, Ohio 

I chclose 4 cents for the week's-size cake 
of Woodbury's Facial Soap 

for the other Woodbury products mentioned 
offer above. 

Tear out the cake above and put it in your purte as a reminder to ask far 
Foodbury’s today at your drupgtst's or toilet counter. You avill find Woodbuty’s 

for sale by dealers everywhere throughout the Uni and Canada. 
In Camada, addrees The Andrew Jergens Co. 

208 Sherliooke St., Perth, Gutarlos 
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You Will Prize 
Your Set of 

“Wear-Ever | 
Aluminum Utensils | 

because they will help to keep your 
kitchen cool this summer. 

“Wear-Ever" utensils are “warm 
weather” utensils. They require little 
heat, yet absorb it so readily and re- 

#0 long that they cook quicker 
than other wares—thus reducing the 
heat of the kitchen. 

nunte foods enay be cooked 
tensile over a lew fire 

without stirring and without danger of bem- 
ing, It not nec ‘over a hot 
stove and ster your toot. pene 

Aluminum Utensils Are NOT 
“All the Same” 

Look for the ""WeanEver de rerk on the betiom of svery uignett The encrecus veo ollie mila wd tampa bn 
makes the metal in “Wear-frer™ msile dense, hardy smooth Wear-Evar” urcneile have no jointe or 

erarga ts look apd give presite-rne castiog to crack or scale— no ploce for particles of 
food to lodwe—are pure aad eale—are eamy 
to heep clean, 

Replace utensils that wear out 
with utensils that “Wear-Ever™ 

he pan pa 
for folder irene ut Seta of 

‘Utrwsile 

soly of comfort 
Pol-Spen! 

haven't 
eof, Hex! their 

Father or brother ean have « pair just like 
them, for cuting, tennis, camping, ever for 

Easy and comfortable as an old 
gona looking in chenee 

lor work oF 
eal for indoars 

thet toa 
seest shoes aze easy from the muosent 

you jit Chew on~no Grewking in, 

Ast your dealer 
Smee Shoes o 
@aytorcatales. paicerand Tanks for oedering direct 

LED Essex $t., Boston, Mase, 

Let Us Send You Our 

Fairy Queen Gas Tron 
sraf or Artificial gas, complete with O-fe 

ite er hone und asbestos stand, Our price lo 
Send $140 when yo order the iron. If aftr 
weeks you are satisfied, send us the other $1.00, If 
revere the and we will refund all money paid. 
McKINNEY & CO., Dept. H, Binghamton, N.Y, 
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CONCLUDED IN THE AUGH ST JOURNAL 

* The first 25 Winners each receive, in 
Prize, a Fairbanks Personal Weight Scale—Value $30.00, 

The Ladies’ Home Journal for Suly, 1915 

imners 
of the 

Ralston 
Boys’and Girls’ 
Development 

Contest 

lat Prize $100 *Berton J. Fitch, Malde 
Qed “SO *Ruth Merlyn 
Jed “25 PRuth Ni 
4th” 
Sth ~ 

Berea Haveiet, i 

Make eur Children Sturdy 
Ralston W ts boost ther 

iiding UL 

Development Chart Free 
weight wind me 

ace fur 
¢ tamil 

Write for your PIEK ety 
teabay. 

RALSTON PURINA CO. 
810 Gratiot St, St. Louis, Mi 

What mothers say: 

idition to the Cash 

Thousands of boys and girls who 
havesound, sturdy bodies a good, 

orous health owe their splendid 
development to the nourishing qual- 
ities of Ralston Wheat Food. 

Here are 225 of them who made 
the best record in the Ralston Boys! 
and Girls’ Development Contest 
(October Ist to March 31st, 1915) 

they won the cash and Faire 

banks scale prizes—but the biggest 
prize of all—good health and strong 
constitutions —was won by nearly 
all contestants —thanks to the 
Ralston Wheat Food, which they 
ate and enjoyed, 

WATERVLICT ARSEMAL 
WATERVUOET, RY. 
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Ce Mum” 

(as easy to use 92 to say) 

Fifteen yearsago"“Mum” 
Was unknown. Today 
hundreds of thousands of 

Men and women all over 
this country use ‘Mum’ 
every day. 

“Mum” neutralizes 

all odors of 

the body 

whether from perspiration 
or other causes. Its use 

after the bath ensures con- 
tinued freshness of body 

and clothing throughout 
the hottest day. 

Easily applied—cannot 

harm the skin or soil the 
clothes. 

25¢ at nine out of ten 
drug- and department- 
Stores. 

“MUM™ MEG CO 1106 Chestnut St Philadelphia 

ACQUAINTED PACKAGE 
You've never tasted bocon till you've tried 
his—the sew "Get-Acrmainted™ puckare, 

Over falty slices of Hormot’s delicious 

Daiiy Beand 
$1.00 Daliveted Lect rho Moustaine 

‘$1.25 W. the Rechies 

‘Wickest, bermritengt vod seet bitx of ecteesed! 
oid alter streaks of bean asd far 

tight for favor an steer. C red 
Packed! fresh from dasry region of 

Souther Mingesota. jovernment O Kd 

Sliced amd Shipped the Day Order Comes: 
Hl $1.00 today, with muse and ashiness of 

your dealer. 

GEO. A. HORMEL & CO. 
Department A Austin, Mine, 

Cra ie 8 
‘ofinen magn 

~TEWE GoORITce MUFTINNG FAP) 

WE Say painel tion: 

The Chautauq maqua Schou of Nursing 
Main Street Fourteeh Year Jamextown, N.¥- 

toward the Gare de (Est; that people were 
gathering in knots and groups an the pave- 
meats; that men smatched at the papers and 
then passed chem on with passionate gestures 
to the nearest bystanders; that large, neat 
Placards were posted on the high wall of the 
military barracks and in front of them 2 crowd 
peshed and murmured 

He imaide his way now to ane of these plac- 
ards. randing on the outskirts of the crowd 
he read in French: "Order for General Mobi. 
liestis A arther down: “The first day 
of the mobilization is Sunday, second August, 
1914.” ‘That was tomorrow. 
Haldeman beckoned to ® taxicab driver, 

who, staring up in his cab, was reading over 
the shoulders of the crowd. "Take me as fast 
ax porsible to the Americsn Embassy!” be 
otdered. He had a friend that was one of the 
secretaries the 

When he came out of the embassy, half an 
he knew for the Grst time what it 

another human being. 
secretarial friend had 

ty get out of Paris 
re’ be under martial 

going to be the real thing 

Id the cab to walt, anil, be- 
ver again, he drov 

shops in the Rue de la Paix'and the neighbor 
hood, coming away with parcels piled bigh on 
the seat in fron ot him, and an excited and sat- 

ce. Never belare had 
, essential joy of spending 

He hated to stop, but the Hotel 
ed! to Bien. 

t. By Moe 
law, E think thi 

had 

money. 
Agassiz ¢ 

I E FOUND Mary sitti ng in an armchair 
near the window, garbed in something 

and dainty looking. The two brown 
ce that was beginsiog to 
nk and white. The medi 

, had relieved her bead almost nt 
asivle from feeting very weak she was 

quite herself again 
You're weak hecause you've had nothing 

Now you're to sit still and keep your 
vatil I tell you to open them,” 

ing her eyes and leaning ber heat | 
\ hen Hallensan, with 

ype 
withal surprised at his own cleverness, began 
to yinwrapy his parcels, 

: us eyes!” be cried at last, 
She took one book and then fell back in her 

chair with a sound that was between a sob and 
The little table was covered with an 

lace cloth; on it stood a tiny 
if dish, surrounded by a tea se 

sred porelain arranged arvund, 
stall, very French basket of fruit. Ina nest of 
grape leaves was heaped a pyramid of nectar 
ines, peaches and grapes, topped by a great 
orchid that reected in its petals the gold and 
mauve and downy peach color of the fruit, 
Haldeman bad never seen on a humas being's 

surprise, such an ecstasy 

Sie tatoos arin ker wyae bores es 
Then slow: @ look of (right began to come 

inte them: ¢onked up at 
you shouldn't haye done i spperest, 
“Jt nvust have cost her volew failed her. 

Haldeman Soo he mumbled 
something about the cost being no matter, 

She saw the delight fading out of his face, 
and suddenly she stood up, reached across the 

table and took his hand in both of hers, 
"You are wonderful!” she cried make 
me want to cry!” Then she collapsed in her 
chair, with a suspicious brightness in her eyes 
and a rose-red Sush on her cheeks. 
Haldeman began to explain hastily that the 

American doctor had told him exactly what 
she could eat, and that a fasnous French chef in 
the neighborhood of the Opéra had made the 
soup, which now bubbled in the chafing dish, 
and had personally composed the salad. The 
feed grapelruit would be pind for her, also the 
crispy bread. 

“Fis Tike the Arabian Nights." she sighed. 
“ Nothing like this ever happened to me before. 
But I won't touctra thing,’ she added, “unless 
you have some toa. 

NYBODY who has ever fallen in love 
2) knows, there mee in this gay world 
when food bas a flavor never equaled again. 
‘The dishes may be duplicated if one can re- 
member what owe ate at that Never-Never 
few but the flavor, that exquisite, am- 
brosial, keen-edged flavor, never! However, 
these Geo, antroubled by ony preacience of this 
sort, ate and talked and talked and ate gayly. 

“There, now you look lke a diferent per- 
son,” said Haldeman as she Gnished her thin 
hleful of black coffee. “I’m glad you're feeling 
stronger, for I have something rather serioas 
to tell you.” He then related his conversation 
with his friend at the embassy, and told her 
abeut what be had seen in the streets, 
ought to go on to England tomorrow 
ender, “Paris is going to be no place for a garl 
traveling alone. 

She lay back in her chair anid regarded him 
with eyes us as saucers. “Do you mean 
to say you're asking me to leave Paris when I 
havey’t sen the Louvre, nor the Concergerie, 
me nor half the things I came over here to 

? Just because there may be a war? ye; 
don’t realize that I've taught school and 

re, books and trimmed hats and gone without 
clothes, to get the money to come over here! 
And I'll never have enough to come again— 
never!” She gazed at him with stricken eyes, 
“Never! sepested tr: iy 
mn. in the end she promised to leave Paris 

The Lady in the 
Russet Shoes 

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6) 

even if she knew the address of a decent per 
sion to remave to, she was still quite too weak 
and shaky 10 pack. 

then Haldeman conceived an iilew, the bol- 
ination of which astonished and 

heat of the day was over; 
the Boks would be full of golden abd 

purple fights. If he could find a comfortable 
Carriage, would she feel equal to = drive along 
the Champs Elyates? 

Her face lighted up wontertully. “I have 
longed to drive along the Champs # lysfes ever 
since I came, Oh, Jet Us start at once! 

They drove slowly out toward the Bois in 
that golden hour when Paris is at het best 
Long shadows lay across the street of tbe 
Elysian eves of light were beginning to 
wink among the trees that embower the cafés; 
there was something unusually glamorous, 
Fomantic and decorative about Patiy that 
night—ae ilu: peace, jeweled and so 
phisticated, to be sure, but soothing —if one did 
ot book 
the pavements, 

"TB tng in tbe carriage did noe talk om 
Mary because she was too happily drink- 

ing in sensations, and Haldeman because he 
was watching the girl's face. 
Once he leaned a little toward ber and asked: 
‘Are you enjoying yourself?” awh wardl 

a boy might have done 
And her soft, dark eyes met his for an in 

sant. “Twas never so happy!" she breathed 
It was entizely dark when they retarned to 

the hotel. As they were climbing the stairs 
Mary said: “By the way, did you came back 

altern 1 was asleep anil go owt 
without speaking?” 
“Of course not, Why do you ask?" 
“ Hecause 1 waked up once just in time—so 

{1 seemed to me-to see my door closing softly. 
[thought you bad come back, but 1 must have 
imagined the door’s opening. You'll think I 
am always imagining things, won't you?” 

They smiled, but involuntarily glanced 
ahead of them' up to where the third:tloor 
stairway turned. Both of them were thinking 

h the russet shoes, 
's just as well I'm leaving here to 

morrow,” Mary said. “A house gets awfully 
queer when it's deserted, doesn't 1?" 

1 shall Be glad when you're aut of it. Tn the 
morning, if you'll let me, I'l go ous and find a 

you, while you are packing.” 
ywetested ‘that alveady she hal 

taken up too much of his time. *I'ns used to 
myself!" she said valiantly, But 

asa wan Hote in her v 
“We'll see in the mornin 

turned 
Undoubtedly the empty house was getting 

on her nerves, he reflected as he lighted his 
lamp. It was even getting oo hit, He won- 
dered if those placards on the walls af the mili- 
tary barracks had had anything to do with 
Herr Wedidekind's sudden abandonment of his 
house, And yet, this would not entirely ac- 
count for the panic fear in which he had leit 
As Halteman thought it over, the departure of 
the landlord and his staff struck him for the 
first time as uncomfortably resembling the 
leaving of a sinking ships by rats 

He felt uneasily wide awake, and glanced at 
the manuscript on the table. But tonight he 
was wholly and alertly in the present; fie was 
conscious eves of a taint distaste for every 
thing Pre-Cambrian. Presently he went out 
and wandered down the hall, and then up the 
third-lloor stairway. The corridor wp here was 
dark and silent_ He wasabout to descend tothe 
second floor when it seemed to him that his 
ears had caught a sound that might have been 
4 footfall over his head, He turned back, 
climbed the ladderlike stairs at the end of the 

and tried the door that obviowly ted ont 
o ¢ Food. It was locked, as be koew fre 
his trial of the night before:’ but this time he 
stood for a moment with his ear to the crack, 

“DIGEONS!" be said to himself in mo- 
ment. “There must be a cate out there." 

He went down the stairway, and the instant 
he gained the corridor at the foot of it be saw 
an oblong af light streaming from Mary's open 
door. He was hesitating a moment whether 
to call to her, when be heard her knocking 
at his own door down the Ball. He hurried 
toward ber; she turned and cried, “Oh, is 
that you?” in a shaky voice. 

He threw open his door, ges 
inside and closed it behind her. 
frightened you,” be 

My writinut es: 

“TE gue 

Hableman 

she cried: 
Your writing case? Had it something of 

“It is gone,” 

“No, only some letters from home and my 
passport. It isn't what was in it, but the way 
it has disappeared that frightens me.” 
“You sre sore it ien't somewhere else in 

your room?” he asked the abvinws question. 
“T've looked thoroughly everywhere. It is 

cestainly gone, It frightens me, I feel as 
if something is going on in this house that 
we don't see. That door opening this after- 
pour —— 
“My dear child! Sit down,” said Haldeman 

quietly, “and we'll go over this thing. Now, 
then, when did you: soe the writing case bast?” 

“This afterndon, just before 1 went to sleep. 
Last night I took it oat of my trunk and put it 
on the little table near the door, because 1 
meant to send off a pest cand the first thing 
this morning. I remember every detail clearly. 
My passport was sticking out of the packet of 
the case thes. I saw it he stretched out 
her hand toward the light. “And see what I 
found just inside my door. 

She opened her fingers, and the light from 
the lamp fell upon a little herseshoc-shaped 
piece of leather lying in ber palm—a single lift 
from the heel of # lady's resset shoe, 
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AND, sun and sale-water— 

a glorious combination! 
Yet it has its drawbacks. 
For sand does irritate tender 

skins. And sun and salt-water 
have a tendency to fade one's, 
hair and make it streaky. 

Thank goodness, then, for 

Packer’s Tar Soap, 
Its lather, laden with the 

fragrance of the pine, is mild, 
pure, Aealing. It cleans the 
scalp, gives new vitality to the 
hair, soothes and cools the 

skin, 

These things it does in its 
own way; a simple, sensible 
and entirely natural way, 

For a liquid soap, we rec- 

ommend Packer's Liquid 

Tar Soap. It yields a 
foamy, refreshing, faintly 

perfumed lather that cleans 
the hairand cleans the scalp. 

That is essential, for, asa 
well-known physician says: 

“Luxuriant, lustrous hair 
thrives only on a clean, 

well-nourished scalp.” 

Packers 
Tar Soap 

“Pure as the Pines” 

Send 10e for Sample of 
Packer's Tar 
whether 
tos also for Pree Mian- 

"The Hatrand Scalp 
ecritls Care and 
Treatment" —tevised ~ 
edition. tt tells haw vo 
care for bulr and scalp 

Ein goxd health and bad, 

‘Tie Packer Manuractunna Co, 
Suite 87G, 81 Fulton St., New York 

Lerno 
Canned Feat 

Cam's Lea wr spilt—ta's rabid, 

The ideal fuel for outdoor use. For 
the autoist, camper, the traveler, 
the yachtsman. 

It's convenient; it's mafe; 
no wick to bother with put 
up iss cane Tike cold cream, 

Pack it in your grip whet 
You're pong away, 

Send 10¢ foe sample ean and 
stand, A wonderful conveaiener foe every home, 

Ak your dealer to show you this bailer—soe 

S. STERNAU & CO., X25: 

ENGRAVED 
WEDDING *¢ 
INVITATIONS iW 

IWighege Caaete— Nora pint lwination, Correct explax, Tisch aie 
onal buadond $2.25. Ouixide aed bese 7 ot 
Kenpald, Semitee lreesateguirs tin Fleest FegranedCadingtarda $1. 

‘EMGEATING PALMER CO, 498 Beet Clark B, Carano 



Stok Gither- 

i 5 
| vacation do not forget 

Dr.lyon's 
PERFECT 

Tooth Powder 

Dental Cream 

you go and take Dr. Lyon's Per- 
fect Tooth Powder or Dental 
Cream with you. 

Both cleanse and preserve the teeth 
Gy; Micatiealh: patiching = the ‘aafe sas. 
Sound teeth mean good digestion, 
complexion and good heabh, Safeguard 
your teeth by visiting your dentist twice 

a year and by the daily night 
and morning use of Dr, Lyon's, 

Send 2c stamp to: 
dag: for dainty. trial 
achawe of ether 
Lyon's Perlect 

Tooth Powder or 
Dental Connm, 

$26 W, 27uh Se 
New York City 

Save the Coupon 
is every package of 
Dr. Lyon's. They 
entitle you to» 

D Tooth Beush FREE. 

sent postpaid 
fordeinstamos: 

Beauty Book 

, | 
When you start on your 

Don't risk having your vacation | 
spoiled, See your dentist before | 

LW. Lyon & Sons | 
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“What luck to find 
This Campbell ‘kind’ 
Right in the milky way! 
“Twill make a bisque 
Worth all my risk. 
I'll eat some more today!” 

And there’s no higher to go— 

When you've had Campbell’s Tomato 

Soup, prepared as a bisque or cream of 

tomato, you've enjoyed a soup that can- 

not be excelled for quality and flavor. 

And it is so easy to prepare! A child 

could follow the simple directions on 

the label, and have this delightful, nour- 

ishing tomato bisque ready to serve in 

three minutes. 

Besides this, there are many other - 

tempting ways to prepare this whole- 

some Campbell “kind”; so many, in fact, 

that practical housewives now-a-days 

order it by the dozen or the case, so as 

to have it always on hand. 

Don't you need another dozen to-day ? 

21 kinds 
Asparagus 
Veet 

es’ Home Journal for July, 1915 



THE STAR IN THE 
COUNTRY SKY 

The First 
Taste Tells 
The Story 

Tces, creams and other frozen 
desserts are given an inexpress- 
ibly exquisite flavor by the 

smooth, rich deliciousness of 

Burnett's 
VANILLA 

The tempting fragrance and mellow richness of its 

ieht cost 
OF three spoonfuls 

. 
An Easy Frozen Pudding 
Seaid 1 cup of cream 
nd adit 2 cups c 

giana wal 
santly f 

thon he drew a 

Lill amooth and stir 
Add 4 beaten 

€ with 2 teaspo 
Vasilia. When partly Candied fruits, 

Frozen desserts are both refreshing and whole some—and their debciousness should nct be fadengered by the use . fifteee leaperfections are w 
f you dowbt this, experin 

frozen add chopped 

with The poorer extract, asd with Burns ily will speak their minds plainly 
Write for xr new booklet wf 115 dainty deveerts fn Free if you mention your sreces's name. 

JOSEPH BURNETT CO. 
Dept A, 36 India Street, Boston, Maes 

» grudge sitting out then 

Don’t Be Afraid 
Flash a comforting beam bright light ahead your EVEREADY L Protect yau from big an fangers of ¢ 

dances om the f 
hort T must 

tomorrow, T und 

"a 
“Fd 

your h 
felt her pul 

EVEREADY 
FLASHLIGHTS 
0 wires—no Fires=mo matehes 

~no danger. 

Send today 
Sheue No. da 
American Ever Ready Works Pf National Carbon Company 

Inland City 
to reach home 

New York 
night. Yor 
May I come 

ERNI 
reateraity dreams 

N ‘Aid fot Mnternety Catalase 26-1 
4 ECONOMY MFG CO 433 W_Breatway New Verh 

'Am Making A Special Factory Price On | 
10 000 of Fireless 

? ‘Cookers 

to get away from thi 
at And 

30 Days’ Free Trial 
througho 
‘outsle ah 
free. We 

a 
ber, the 

ot back upot 
alter having been swimming in a too 

To make 
a perfect 

shortcake, use a 
perfect shortening 

Armours 
“Simon Pure Leaf Lard 

Ready—“Pastry Wrinkles"—new edition, For your 
copy address Armour and Company, Chicago, 

The Housewife’s 
Summer Standby— 

STAR 
Boiled 
Ham 
Ideal for Picnics ae Ready to Eat 

— 

Armours STAR 
Ham and Bacon 

Your double protection: 

Armour selection 

U. S. inspection 

ARMOUR -Rr COMPANY 
CHICAGO 

“The Ham 17 



" , The Ladies Home Journal forduly, 19t5 

New Summer 
Desserts 

Many new dishes 

pe Mee ces THE GLADIOLUS 
All who try the MAN 
want tees 

ROM 

Ready for Use 
=No Soaking 

te Gelatin 

ah for 
one pint of jelly (th 
onl it up 

New Minute Cook 
Book—Free 

e woul iw 
Lat 

MINUTE TAPIOCA CO, 
520 E. Main Street 
Orange, Mave. 

Are Glad Days 
Bean is Nature's laxative. Dull 

days show the need for it, bright 
days the result. 

But folks say, “It is tasteless,” 
They eat it awhile and then stop, 
They should hide it in a dainty 
moming dish, 

In Pettijohn’s we've done that. 
We roll tender bran into soft-wheat 
flakes, making them one-fourth bran. 
One can hardly discover the bran. 
The dish is so tempting that folks 
want it every day. 

Pettijobe3| * 
Rolled Wheat With the Bran 

Mt your grocer hasn't Pettjohn's, send ws 
bis name ond 15 cents m stamps for a pack- 
age by parcel por, We'll then ask your 
store to wpply it, Address The Qube 
Ont» Company, Chicago. 

ae Delivered vi vou FREE 

By The HOME FURNISHING CO. eter tora 

When Your 

Face and Hands are 

Sunburned 
the skin is inflamed, sore and painful, and 
should never be rudely touched or rub- 
bed—simply moisten a soft handkerchief 
or some absorbent cotton with 

Hinds | 
HONEY ANDO ALMOND 

Creal 
and gently, very gently, apply i it to the in- 

jured surface; let it remain a few minutes, 

and repeat at intervals, or, if possible, keep 
the skin covered for an hour or longer. The 
effect is refreshing, cooling,—usually it heals 
over night. 

To prevent sunburn apply the cream 
before and after exposure. i keeps the 
skin soft, smooth and clear. It is guaran- 
teed to contain all its advertised ingredients, 
and to conform to the required standard 

of purity and quality. 
Selling everywhere, or postpaid by us on receipt of price. 
Hinds Cream in bottles, 30c; Hinds Cold Cream is tabes, 250. 

Do not take a substitute; there are dealers in every 
town who will gladly sell you Hinds Cream without 
attempting to substitute. 

Samples of Cream will be sent for 2c stamp to pay postage 

A. S. HINDS 
200 West Street, Portland, Maine 

Honey ated Alarcted Croan 
cligheblly Fragrant and bene~ 



The greater the work 

of art, the more 

widely it is copied. 

* Ssascocs 
CORYLOPSIS 

i oF DAPAR 
ALC POWDER 

is a masterpiece of per 

fumery, Its succe: s 

has led other makers to 

adopt the name Cory 

lopsis of Japan and to 

imitate the can. But 

no one has ever ap 

proached its fascinating 

fragrance. 

The scent is inde- 

scribable — delicate, 

exquisite and distine 

tive. The powder 

itself is soft and 

smooth and fine. 

i dap ting 
stores er from ex by 
mall if ucan'ige 

e. a5e-ln Canads, 
1 Money Back of 

FP. BRBCOCK CO 
Perfemes — Sacber 

‘Tite Powdery 
Vettet Water 
NEW YORK 

PARIS 

You Can Tell | 
what OXYGEN does for teeth 

and mouth when you use 

Calox 
The OXYGEN Tooth Powder | 
Oxygen is nature’s great puri- p 

fier. That's why CALOX pre- | 
vents dental roubles 
by removing the 
cause of tooth decay. 

| All Druggists, 25c. 

| Sample and Booklet Free if 
| you mention your Drage 

McKESSON & ROBBINS 
| 91 Fulton St. New York 

5 Be lich. 
We hase been in business here 20 Jee 

THE GLADIOLUS 
| MAN 
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The New Fall Line of Royal 
Society Embroidery Package 
Outhts will be displayed by 
your dealer during July and the 
months following. 
‘This is a real event for hundseds of thou- 

workers who know the 
spleadid variety amd the exceptional 
values found im these package outfits, 
They make it possble ice even the most 
inexpesienced needlewarker to. create 
beautiful azticles of wearing apparel 
and home decocation with the most 
pleasing results and economy. 

h qualay of materials and origi 
lity of deagns aze the distinctive fea~ 

tures of ench Royal Society Package. 
Each contains the stamped materinl 
either’ made ~e ready for making. 
vathcirat Royal Society Floss to com- 
plee the embroilesy, full instructions 
and chact of stitches. 

‘Thee ate Boudoia Caps, Blouses, Dress- 
ing Sacques, Tea Aprons, Combination 

Suns, Corset Covers, Nightgowns, Baby 
Dresses, Dolls’ Ourlin, Towels and other 
decorative articles; frum 25e, to $1.00, 

The illustration shows No, 435— 

the New Made-up Tripelope— 
Chemise,DrawersandCorsetCover, 

Sizes 36, 38, 40 and 42; Price $1.00 (except in 
‘Canada and foreign countries). 
HH you are not already familiar with Royal Society 
Packages, let this asticle serve as an it juction. You 

will be delighted with the results, 

Send for a Copy of the 
Royal Society Booklet 
inchoding Mhuvtrated circular showing 
the new 

Blue Bird Set 
and other latest designs, 

Rovastesssecie ry 
CORDIGHE T 

CORDICHET 
The Perfect Crochet Cotton 

is another Royal Society Product 
of exceptional quality, The highest 
recommendation we can give it is to 
identify it with the Royal Society 
trade mark, which stands for every- 
thing that is best in embroidery and 
crochet materials, To be sure in ad- 
vance of that beauty and perma- 
nence which your time and work deserve, you must select your crochet 
cottons with the greatest care. The safe way is to ask for Cordichet (pro- 
nounced Cor-di-shay) and see the Royal Society trade mark on every ball. 
Cordichet is a hard-twisted, six-cord theead, made of long-fibee Sea Island Cotton. 
z mowy whiteness, smoothness, strength and hastre. Unequalled for lace- 

i taiting, crocheting and macramé; white and Gra, 15 axzes, | to 150. All sczes, 
TO pet ball cxcept ta Canada and Foreign coustties). 

Many Beautiful Designs with Full Instructions for Making 
are Shown in Royal Society Crochet Book No. 5. Price 10c. 

Royal Society Products ave Sold by Dealers Everywhere 
“They includ Paci Outite, Exabe: Floas in pure white aad fast ccloes; Celeste Twist, the waah~ 
Meter Bee Get Cet Bal Pew, Sraed Flom, ste Vou aks coc ealy ol pose: 
Pater hy 

H. E. VERRAN COMPANY, Union Square, New York 

Seoumer ead Fall Hat made of Contichet 



No one thinks of leaving 
poisons within reach of little 
children — except fly poisons. 
Yet fly poisons kill more chil- 
dren than all other poisons 
combined, THE GLADIOLUS 

| MAN 
CONTINUED FRE 

We quote from an editorial in the 
December issue of The Journal of the 
Michigan State Medical Society: 

first of July to October 
fa few states reported 

s of pe 
use 

years of age 
allowing the liquid 

¢ the poisoned 

These ¢ iecis were all 
The poisoning was caused 
covering poiso on fly paper or by sucking 
and s i wicks protruding from tin boxes 
The editorial suggests that a large number of 

of such poisoning probably escaped recognition 

| cult, perhaps impossible, for even an expe- 
1 ysician to distinguish a case of arsenical 

Cor R, br oe ee ng from cholera infantum, the symptoms 
PUT w beau it similar, How many children have been 

lished with Parrot Polist aN poisoned fro poisons, amid the deaths 
This new polish is ascribed to che infantum, can never be known.” 
the place of the old-fa ! mesg cieee ais : tubes: that:c | Mothers who have intuitively avoided fly poison* 
explosives or | ’ now have their good judgment complimented by 

these actual facts. The danger is even greater than most of them knew. 

“Ansenical fly 

dients. Try it on your chafing 
und you'll be glad you investiga 

Quick and 

the phosy 
more san 
should n 

ANGLEFOO 
The Sanitary Fly Destroyer 

Non-Poisonous 
Catches the Germ With the Fly 

t be used in 

| E WAS still looki 
with the ent 

elt her ken 
trange 

Holder re- 
0 the use of 

oT sent Prost 
in the 

United States. (40) 

THE O. & W. THUM CO. 
Dept. 253 GRAND RAPIDS, MICH. 

wes the last 
aglefac 

if it isn’t an Eastman, it isn't a Kodak 

Why, 
what to do 

k of the relief of being free 
me n it, even on the h 
mer nights! You can keep your 
clot hing freshs anddainty, ab, 
ly free from 
Two upgiic 
will give you sive pery 
oor fost 
naturally dry sdoviess. Daily baths do not 
Tessen the effect. 

west. Blarralins, 346. $60 sed 
SHE dropp 

But the w 

bees sent fet be 
‘Gealee’® tmone. The Caen 
#7 Ha Aer 

THE TOILET WATER FOR 
EXCESSIVE PERSPIRATION 

ON AP- 
PROVAL 

prepasd on 
8 ratietied 

STRAMGHT SWITCHES WANY SWITCHES 
1M en 18s. $088 Bin . $245 
2 tei 335 Him | tas 
a mii i7o dein |) cae 
Triple Wary Switch, Hin | EAS 
Other sizes aad graden tte to $20.20 
Traastermaten, Neture Curr, 

$25.90 
‘Wes, Ladiea’ and Sen's, 

445 to $86.00 

All out-doors invites your 

KODAK 
ASTMAN KODAK COMP: 

Scat tong sunipte of your bal 
scribe arte ort mvc. We 
feel ON APTROWAL 

NY, 

cHEsTER, N. Y.,The 1a 
PARIS FASHION CO, Dept. 17, 100 N. Wabash Ave., Chicars 

JED ON PAGE 47 
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he Fnishing 
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able secessories of the Bou 
More vexing than to meed a & 
At the last moment and not h 
kind you need! 

For Dress and Boudoir use you should 
always have ready x good apply of 

“Damascus” 
i The Mv 

in Gold, Nickel and Black finishes. 

tifully made of. strong, slender 
with nredle-sharp points, 

| Oakville Company 
‘i Pin Madurs for th ad 

You Can Weigh 
Exactly What 

You Should 
Yorcan, 1 know 

sexause I heave 

up as Hany 
scientifienl 

without deux, in the per 
thele own rooms; 1 can b 
your vitality—at the 
UUme 1 strengthen your beart 

teach you to bre 
stent, to walk and mieve chreaie 
alien 

Ore papi write. 
less wad Rg 
le renee’ 

110) Ime thie May 3 
eb T beck ae well” 

Write today for my free booklet 
SUSANNA COCROFT 
Da 2, 624 So Michigan Bout, Chisage 

Aviber af ~ Grewih i 

The triangular fastening at Pert Hooks sat 
slinging fr 

wale Beh ny wouder mbout thea: Ebey are tiaie 

Moth-Proof Cedar Ches 
s 1 DOWN 
Ps Rae es 2i 
Small monthly pay- 
ments it ‘you keepit. 
uty other style 
Hat fact Prices, 

Maryland" Cheat 
fata cheasgee, Prvdevte fers, 

ede. W 
F muaowes Fercand. Me Forand. Me. 

THE GLADIOLUS 
MAN 

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 46) 

deal. It will take a day 
Dts 3 Spare room? 

ar two. 

We'll make the 
We'll 

at's the farm 
ds of Ameri 

tell me nothing. 
auld see you in yo 

heart de 
Bue 

Tam too! 
ay—I'm narrow and pinc 

€ protested. 
You bave that pag: 

: me to « 
acre!" he 
me back 

man's arm, and she buri 
alder to hide h 

staggering shock of 
But later she sf 

faded gh 
hear 

your ¢ 
Then she took his hand bashfully, tenderly 

in hers, answering softly 0, they have 
0 blows 

ihe put up ber 
jest 

jet him kiss 

HER COMING-OUT 
PARTY 

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7} 

t I made two resolves: to learn 
know Gertrude more as I thought I sho: 

wo my son, and to find out Wf she 
loved Job 

All my us 

Job came fn 
awd took his Gret 
heard Gert: about the 

guests and 

charming with 
‘That ght 1 

What 
: “Job loves 

ou do if Gertrude loves 

Marry thems,” 
“Job hasn't a cent,” 
“Gertrade has eno’ 
“But Job won't ask her to marry him.” 
“can fix that. I can tell him I want him 

n-in-law.” 
t was off my hi 

y of Gertrud 

ly to come by,” 
ned around and spoke with 

adorable frankness. “Do you know, I = 
i sink the same thing. ‘The idea of Job’: 

gecupatios gives me a kind of a turn, bot 
stunning enough to make up for th: 

ametimes I almost think I'll marry Job m 
self, But be coulda’t bring you s blessed thi 
It would be you who would bring the money 
and the position and y d have to make 
every soxtal opportunity for yourself for years 

come. He'd even expect you to love all 
es that he's so crazy about. Now, what 

er else you may say about Lord Freddy,” 
went on with cool, unbiased judgment, “he 

can give his wife a really brilliant social career 
anda place nest the Duchess st a dinner party,” 

Robert and I were silent. Until very re- 
cently we had hoped—believing the Earl to be 

ing, if perhaps selfish, 
man—that Gertrude and Lord Frederick 
would care for each other. We could not now 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 48 

Suppose You Drew 
a Picture 

Of the Ideal Food Confection 
Would It be Like This? 

Suppose you pictured in your mind the finest thing 
conceivable in a cereal tit-bit, 

You would have it of corn, would you not? Nothing else 

yields so much sweetness and flavor as the hearts of white 
Indian corn. They make syrup from corn, as you know, 

You'd have it toasted, because you know the exquisite 
taste of toasted corn in flake form, You would have it thin 

and crisp. 

Suppose you knew that these toasted corn hearts could be 
puffed into airy bubbles. Wouldn't that be your ideal form? 

And raindrop si r them? 

Now That is All Reality 

Corn Puffs are made from those sweet centers, 
we make tiny pellets. Then those pellet ¢ toasted b 

hour of fearful heat, while being rolled in guns. Never before 

has corn been toasted like this, 

Then the pellets are steam-cxploded—puffed to raindrop 
size. They come to you as bubbles, thin and fragile, filled 

with countless cells. 
And after all your pictures of these toasted corn dainties, 

you'll be amazed when you taste them. For no one would 

dream that corn hearts held such possibilities. 

“é Th e 

Witching 
Food ” 

Prof. Anderson did this—the man who delighted mil- 
lions with Puffed Wheat and Rice. After eight years of effort, 
he has learned how to puff corn. 

Now your grocer has toasted corn in this fascinating form. 
Order it while it is new. Serve it like other cereals, then try 

Douse the Corn Puffs with 
melted butter, to be eaten like peanuts or popcorn. 

If you like toasted corn, this is something you will welcome 
and serve a thousand times. 

The Quaker Qats Ompany 
Sole Makers 

ze about the right siz 

First 
an 

it as an afternoon confection, 

909) 
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ANSCO 
HER COMING-OUT my CAMERAS.& FILM 

HIS is a pic 
camera is re 

diary, because picture 
and better than words. 
The Ansco Vest Pocket No. 2 is small and 

Vhe pocket 
the pocket 

tell a story quicker 
ILL 

KEED 
IF YOU USE neve light enengh to carry in the pocket all the 

nn chair warmer in time, yet it makes pictures 244 5 346 if, 90 
clear and sharp they can he thrown up to 
$x 10 in., or larger, on Enlarging Cyko 
in ture where the pieture 18, anil 
takes it right, No posing or seeking the best 

pot, Full advantage may he taken 
high-grade Anson F 6.3 Anastigrnat 

1 pid shutter, 
because it has « micrometer 
focusing device. 
Ask to vee the Antco V-P 

! and the rest of the 

» line at the newrest 

. Catalog from him 

rus frre upon request, 
The Sign of the Shecimen picture sent free, 
Anica Dealer 

RUBBER RINGS 
Do you know that the rubber 

fing you use m preserving is the 

most important iter? 

Cheap rubber rings harden, crack, 
and let in air; and your preserves 
“work” and spod. 

Good Luck rings keep out the 
air indefinitely, Made of live 
rubber, extra wide, thick, soft and 

tough and will not taint 
the fruit, 
Send 10 cents for Package of 1 Dazeo 

1 yous roles hasn't these in sek 
OUR FREE BOOKLET 

"Good Luck in Preserving” wile why pee 
serves spod teal haw te pervent a. ly ale 
Hb vaviveal aed poectical perseey 

Seloce ett! atl 80 gummed 
printed jar labels 

Write for it now 

BOSTON WOVEN HOSE 

it embraced a 
ber of pr 

© for more la 
She ke 

. 

* Job persisted, letting go f 

here 
Move the family living room out- 
doors this summer, where all can 
breathe the pure, fresh air all day 
long. You can add a cheery room 
to your house—a shady, cool retreat for 
summer days-—an outdoor sleeping 
at night—by equipping your porch with 

z sald, wi SANITARY 

PORCH SHADES , Refr erator 
ites Gael og Dg meee gern : oth 
AERC oLL x Solin Fabric Awnings to 1 
sorb the heat of the wus Sy xt A big package—100 helpings — 

25c by Prepaid Parcel Post 
if your grocer caunct supply yos. | Send 
your Rroorr's same and we will tail you 
tholoe Bran Re 

Dror 

The Kellogg Food Company 
Dept. ¥-7, Battle Crock, Mich. 

P At ADDIN de- Baby Grom with te room an n the shadow Senake t, You'll ie ye ; Bune 
ALADDIN: 
suse, Dollar 

> Send fer our interesting Doll His- § 
tory and Ulustrated Catalogue FREE § 
FLEISCHAKER & BAUM 1 My " THE HOUSE— sone 

45 Eset 1th St.New York ail All Fixtures and Fersitere 968 

- NORTH AMERICAN CONSTRUCTION “eh trate te Berton. 
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JUST USE A LITTLE 

Sani-Flush 
every day aad you'll rd yourself 
of your most disagreeable house- 
bold tak. You w: 

your hands, of wie a cloth or 
brah to clean the toilet thor 
pohly. Because a twilet-bow! 
looks white, i¢ no indication of a 

Deas wait foe stains to appear before 
Wit Sent-Flesh. Provett thers and 
keep disagreeable odin cut of your bath 
oom. Seni-Flash ian't a genrsal cleara~ 
Iie caly ment tv hewn todet-bowls 
chea—aarrtary—rcary back fails 
Loar fh gorse probably” hag 
San Hie name aod 

eee ars — 
4 orgulat eat, Is p) 

Fabaversco whichSeni- 4? i 

fly annoyance 
You, can 

positively and eascly 1 
your hou: of fies with 

hair in any way 
tior to kid or 

sarantced unbreakable. 
Ask your dealer or send us bis 

ame with mouey oF stamps 
Money willingly refunded, 

The Antiseptic Powder to 
Shake Into Your Shoes 

‘Over 100,06 ages are belay tence 
by the German ond Allied troops at 
the frost, Tt rests thy Brewents 

nilsters, Coma and Bunions 
ms walking 

Dow’t wo to the C 
wit of 

Tt gives Instant retef to 
hin feet and prevents mwotien, 

everywhere, 25 ets, Don't 
accept any substitute. 

FREE T2741, FACEAce 
went by sail. Adore. 

Bevery thing sooded from Birth to Twa years ; 
alnty deveaee stoi 8c; “Mh plece tayeste 

AL; Maternity Corecis $1.50. 

Cy 
FLA Wea 3teh St, | ev fat eg” 

HER COMING-OUT 
sida 

FROM PAGE <8) 

Seiddenly Job's figure 

*ERTRUDE fa 
1 “Oh, yes, Lo uz 

peated, 
‘Her answ 

ter have 
bp stepped back. “I'm sorry you think 

This was my “tt 

mule be: 
too sober-mi 
And I don't ape 
portance of Fag 
we don't appreciate 

4 

into har 
ber self 
berself 

his face, 
who turned away 

ed till early morning, 
after the la: dancing. It was not 

had left that Rober 
alo He followed 
that it was hard for b 

he said, 
pte thi 

c a her and J 
ords I tried to tell 

what I knew; and th 
how inevitably 

raining had wrought it all, I turned to him 
that pitiful, selfish ery: Wh; b 

I said. "Lknow, Tie; but 
o hard? Tean't see that, F 

t's our failure 
low valuey—chara 

She had 

soft and pleasant 
Che real thi 

and it's 
that's made the ha 

‘It makes me 
told me about, 

Milly let her. Tt «a 
. The same thi Is try 

Maine to Cali 

parents—wbo are 30 
jidren the hard knock: 

up a rung higher is 

you for my scrumptious party,” she said 
's wan little smile, 

Our bearts yearned over her. 
Loni Frederick came to see Rober the next 

h all settled. 
‘Gertrude was to be Lady Stanistaus Houghton 
Cecil Frederick. 

They were married 

Refinement 

Overand above the com- 
fort and luxury of using 
these perfectly made 
toilet soaps is the refine- 
ment of their dainty 
perfumes. 

To the purity and wholesomeness 
of Colgate Quality are added the 
delicate scents of natural fowers—extracted, 
graded and blended with the skill of long 
experience 

The extensive use of such scented 
Colyate’s is evidence of the discrimination 
good taste for which American women-—like 
their Parisian sisters —are noted, 

‘There are more than half a hundred of Colgate’s 
perfumed soaps—and some unscented for those 
who profess a preference for them. 

‘The wide variety in size, shape, price and per- 
fume makes Colyate the first thing to look for on 
a wilet soap. 

Your dealer can show you 
many or get you any of 
the Colgate’ s Soaps, 

4 trial cake of Cashmere Bouguet and 
our interesting bootict about torlet soabs 
sent for 4 in amps. 

COLGATE & CO. 
ESTALISSIED IN AMERICS 18 

AWARDED GRAND PR: s 
Dept. H, 199 Fulton St., New Yorl: 

forwes whach 



veranda party, 
theafternoon tea or 
the more elaborate 

luncheon serve 

Necco Wafers 
Glazed Paper Wrapper 

Hub Wafers 
Traneparest Paper Wenpper 

Alwass-epproprinta, nvervably 
welcome. Your dealer has other 
Necco Sweets, including Necco 
Tablets in glass jars and tins. 
Plain and assorted flavors. 

Ne 
ENGLAND 

CONFECTIONERY CO. 
Boston, Masa. 

Love 

the Dove”” 

ins are well 
ut and 

e Undersm: 

and @t and give eg wear 

Under-muslins 

Df RICHER & COMPANY 
Largest Stators cf Mudie Ute 

The Standard 
Dress Fabric 

Je drapes well, weure well and laaw- Half Wool ine i272iy 
For Suits, Skirts and Blouses 73,2. 7S 
sake ep now for Summer wear 
Your Children Siu tireers “which can Se 
taundered and Sook hetter for fz. There t no better 
cloth stade for (hese several tees 

Cream, Navy Blue, Black £5) "2" 5" 
full line of other colors, 

WELLINGTON, SEARS & CO., Marafactarers’ Agente 
‘Boston and New York 

Ss" Home Journal for July, 1913 

no other 
Why not 

RUBENS & MARBLE. Inc.,20 N, Market St., Chicago 

Rubens Shirts 
For Infants 

THE WIVES’ LEAGUE 
A Circle of 

Married Money-Makers 
No Buttons No Trouble 

Homeacrsing 
9 stay at home bs 

\ JERE we all te es | —when you buy |fj | 
your new clothes 

he I-Noors make it ] 
st them, 

ny ironing 
can't crush then at all notion 

Twelve. Weite 

on" 

toe a cand of 

arment is Up-to-Date 
Unless LPs Ke - Noore 
DASTENERS stamped K. 1. 8. ate Kob-t 

wi the Waldespting= 
"| ae He} a he 

| Homes Don’t 
Just Happen 

The Andrew 
Jergens Co. 

Mecrve Reger Ga (Leah 1858) Sta. 7, Lochiand,@- 

wie New eee 
ELBERT HUBBARD 

few Tomah 

af such 
the writers 

| = Ht TOWNE 
Pitchers, Carafes, Bottles 

He 

up. Leco, icywor | 
tone tl, Odo Martie | 

ve a gre 
us and 

n = 
The Elisabeth Towne Co. Dat 85 Holyoke, Mast 

Wedding ont Assessment, $5.40 

es, We Work 
1 Summer 

any way with the Na 
our work 

ng 
La Westins = Ca tied Wainer 

D-Cizx 
Polish 

pales bese Detion —Chonet as It Polishes 
ah Ia seit att bosaes teencie visibly brighter and 

f 
add to the fa 
the family 

dec 
Tt is ts 

a a wer letters: you see 

Sere—25¢ up. Send for liberal Free Sampve 
CHANNELL CHEMICAL COMPANY, Chicago—Toronte—London—Berlin 
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“ Branded with the Devil 
YOUNG MOTHER but Fit for the Gods™ 

IN SUMMER 

Two Corns 
Are Ended This Way 
At Every Clock Tick New Luncheons 

You'll Love 
Remember this when you feel a 

com. At every clock tick Blue-jay 
ends two coms. ‘That is, it ends a 
million coms a month, | Deviled Ham Salad Deviled Ham Moume 

| Creamed Fish Buneved Wheat Bread| | Eg Salad Biscuits 
Berries and Cream Tea} | Spice Calee Coffer It doesn’t merely doctor coms. It 

Slops the pain at once, Then it gently 
undermines the com, Generally in 
two days the com all comes out. No 
Pain, no trouble, no inconvenien 

DEVILED HAM SALAD —With sharp knife cut the center of a 
Sem head of lettuce into quarters. Shce two tomatoes, Cut up a 

> small pieces. Arrange on lange lettuce 
this Dressing: One egg; tabespoon butter; 

half-cup vinegar; salt, pepper, mustard to taste; thicken in double 
boiler, sting is one small can Underwood Deviled Ham. 

Blue-jay is ending by the thousands 
daily the coms that develop. It should 
end them all. Every com you pare or 
coddle is a needless blight. 

Ask your f Most of them 
we Blue-jay. £ 
80 back to non-scientific ways. 

One cup cream, besten stiff 
wiled Ham, one tablespoon 
veotet, Mix thoroughly, 

pinch of be 
all the bottle 

The nipples 
then with he 

Lieead crumbs and small ca Under 
Hun. Filltomzatoes and bake forty minutes in moderate oven. 

“Good Tastes for Good Times” 
our new book of facous Litthe Red Devil Recipes sent Free for 
the shing. 5c will bring you also as « ical trial can, When 
writing always mention your grocer's name, and if pa 
whether he sells Underwood Deviled Ham, Most grocers do 
for book today 

WM. UNDERWOOD CO. 64 FULTON ST., BOSTON, MASS, 

Ends Corns 

15 and 25 cents —at Drug: 

Samples Mailed Free 

Bauer & Black, Chicago and New York 
Makers of Physicians’ Supplies 

Spare Time 
Turned into Dollars | 

Any woman who is going to 
have some spare hours this 
summer can turn every one of 
them into dollars 

Comfort in the Kitchen 
You never need have a hot summer 

kitchen. You need not “fuss”? with a 

he baby who 
much care i# nec 

| WE wrt you to nok alter Le eat preell cranky coal range and its “‘fires."" You 
Journal anil The Sotwrday Even howld have a sisal can have—in a Florence—a clean, safe, Melons and other 

used by the family 
ood taste bi 

hd neighbors, and 
liberally in commission ani simple, reliable, economical oil stove— 

on by deducted whe : Omit beet juice and onteeal for 5 wy ert ats Vat the end of the sbanth Delt Sos ioe eet oie ready to give as much cooking heat as you ee omer 
muodunt af werk oioon Hf you really want to ! cs and [ruts allows wish, wen you wish it. Blue Flame, Hich Frame, 
ake money in your spare time this sur screed alban Res - Leg Store er, find out what uur plan cat do for you 

box 78, Agency Division 
_The Curtis Publishing Company, Philadelphia 

S AFTER YOUR 
» OPERATION 

HERRICK CORSET 
| “Look for 

the Lever” 

i You can keep one —or four— burners at an intensely 
a Wave on, ee hot flame, or merely simmering, To change the he 

thin silk-and you tum a sim (patented) lever device, Burners 
ribbed Spee pan ery dap a close up under the cooking, no waste = 

id. When the he nc s ior va h ae t ns There are no wicks to trim nor valves to le FLORENCE 
stocking ipply is automatically constant. “A x (Class Dees Crane 
dress, with soft ki ed always shows you how much oil is in the give visible (that means 

good) baking. Heat is con- 
centrated under ovet 
Grates run frant to back 
No slopping—no spi 
Full asbestos lined, 
proof, witharcled baker 
owen root, 

FREE, A Cook-Book 
Let us send you “The 

Household Helpe 
usual recipe boo 
Youwillapprect 

"days, 

Mail Coupon Today 

Centra OS & Gas Store Cn 
188 Sebel 84 Garde, Mae 

copy of the 
‘cook: book 

ait Floreace 

x should cory 
RARIGH CORSET OO. TH0 Oras Pu. Kae. Cleags Upper reservoir holds a full gallon, Water 

« spill into the lower reservoir or pip We 
Romer hong adtnlgr believe the Florence lever principle is the best yet in- 

as the sun set: vented for oil stoves. Others cannot use it—because 
wn the patents. All Florence stoves and ovens 
ily guaranteed. 

ngs 
Press it dry’ in just # secord with this: 

Soeze- Sop: Press 
thin night sagh | 

CENTRAL OIL & GAS STOVE CO. 
Address 133 School St. Gardner, M: 
¢-Burmer, igh Trams, 

sining at home. 
etrical. gyne 

surgical nursing 
mcinns and gra 
experience. “Adilia 

Town Miss 
Sepdeat Philadelphia School for Nerves, 
123 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa My Dealer 
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e neyard | 

A vi in every bottle 
Chinen crease utauqua 

_ —the first, light crush 
from choicest, select 
cr wager is Red 

‘ uice 
with ‘the better | Haver. 
nchanged 

Unadulterated 
Unfermented 

PURITAN FOOD PRO! 

Me. 4 Prost Bx, Bast Tersate 



ADIES’ HOME JOURNAL FASHIONS 

What | Shall Wear 

This Summer 
By Mrs. Ralston 

Drawings by E. M. A. Steinmetz 

sal 
in a little d: 

‘ y be 
fad finished with 

a organdie or piqué. 

PATTERNS fin 
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184) 1847 ROGERS BROS | 
__ “Silber Platz that Wears” 

Old @ole Pattern i 

@ Select table. silver 
that bears the stamp | | 

The Summer Dance Dress That B47 ROGERS BROS 
‘ | Jesigns with a quality | 

q 27 > Y XV ran ral thatis backed by an utr 
( AN De Was! { iS qualified guarantee mac 

poshinic xy the actual 
est of over G5 years. 

Sod by Lecutinys Deciters 
of was Send tor Muctrated Catakysae C28. 

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO 
Suacceenir to Meriden Britannic 88 

.By Mrs. Ralston: With Drawing by M. T. and T. M. Bevans 

ANCING has become a univer 
1 the bones of farrsalit 

t heen locas It beed: ¢ tiny pud sleeves 
40 We of the neck may 
2 strain of m ; = MERIDEN, CONN. 

house dest Yous \Genimen Baw roanrnac, Runmatyw ames 
"It goes Pike WewiG Langest Makers of Stet Siverans!Piate 

he joy aBorded beth hoste heal Lew exksboted ut Danexm Tacit: Exposenon. 

t part of infor 
ich 

nomize in order to have a 
tion" with which to grace « 
the a hion 
for 
ago—bess pretentious, perhaps, but fnvariably 
dainty an J lovely 

As has been said over and again, the cottor 
fabrice displayed in the shops are so 
in weave, color anf design that only th 
trong-minded shopper can resist their » 

charm, And there can be no question in any 
woman's mind but that the airy da 
otton materials makes them ¢ 

and beatiful to behold. 

‘ tha 
does even the littlest bit 
them if sbe is careful to get the correct-size 

that I want te 

stending te 

asa tunic falling ‘ . © et dress hy t Dealers and Agents Wented 
pination of plain amd ti ‘ m Imperial Brass Manufacturing Co. 
lop attractively in a di , ‘ sate suggestion < thers Dept. 807, 1210 W. Harrisow Street, Chicas? 

183 George Strcet, age, Litinois 

“E. P. DUTTON & CO., N. 



THE SUMMER GIRL IN THE C 

Convertible-Collar Blouses Shade Hats 

OUNTRY 

may 
ne limit of / 

bor which goo 
Jothes a riot 
us in 

revealing a Ining of 
pliable felt, 
model in the 

1 be more chat 

t-hand © 
eretonne, Il 

these smart 
unique, cut in 
being extensions 

awh of silk or cotton 

For Service—the Sport Coat 

f the desirability of inc outfit a smart 
uments to the contrary, 

roduced, a3 is read 
No, 8915 is a coa 

is frequently considered of 
a smnart, geod looks 

°f a general-utility coat, 
Durpe %. The simpli 

le for an to have one like it. Kimono-shaped is t 
- sleeves attached at the ¢ 
nitiped silk, cotton or woolen material ‘aterial chosen and the purposes for w 

nservatively good. If you want something 
y be trimmed with plaid ailk or silk ni 

8906 is semi-pri fe, having a panel front. Both this 
leeves and separate bloomers, and both suits are easily made, 

the reunsd , 2 i ¢ Nos. 891 28 2 40 44; Nas. £906, 8920, 892, come im eight sis 
1 te $4. 1) i. s bered ‘ome Journal may br hat by mail. by piving 

and 116 Fifth Avena Vork City; 
a, Canada. 

adies” Home J, 
1013 Washington 

radependence Si 
Lowis, Missouri; 3 
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Many Caps are Needed 
for a Baby's Summer Ousfit 

S TATA}? Coc ne oe y’s Summer Comfort 
Selected by the Needlework Editors 

HIS bal of net matches the 

que (above) and a ¢ 
t-hand cos 

cover. wraps. Caps of net or Swiss may be 
lined with thin silk for coal day 

ly Pillow for 
Mado of Fine Batiste Over Sil 

In Batiste and Dinity fore Baby Git 

15 cents cack, 
pany, 114 om 

oir ts inclosed. 

Below 

Christening, 

No, 6230, 14, 1 end 2 years; 

Have You Doomed 
Your Child 

to the tortures of coms, bunions, iegrowing 
nails, callouser, flat-oot, ete— through staat- 
ing him af in torung shoes ? 

“Fancy” shoes that are narrow or pointed 
bend the foot-bones as in above X-Ray. 
bent bones cause all those footills 

But children's feet brought up ix Educatces 
never have bent boaes—never have foot-ills, 

Because Educators are made in the shape of 
| ]]| real, natural foot. Plenty of tory 
| ]]| waly looseness, Goodlooking, sherdy 

Made for men, women, children, $1.35 40 
$5.50, Be sure EDUCATOR is branded isto 
the sole—if wot, "tw genuine, ortho. 
paedically correct Educator — tade only by 
Rice & Hutchias, 

doy ak Edveators write us for 
Alo foes interesting 

toate Heors Make Frantic Pet.” Wene today. 
p tin 

131 High St,, Boston. 

Don't miss sees 
the Educator Ex- 
hubit at the San 
Francisco Farr 

Educator 
for Bowe 

‘an. 
Little Men 

25c 
Write for 

FOR BABY'S CRIB 
Use the hygienic 

ny all 

That rane ual 
in ice-cream comes 
from the action of 
| the Automatic Twin 
Scrapersand Famous 
Wheel Dasher which 
are found HL rN the 

LIGH, WERE 

Your dealer con raphy 
Receives for Fraeew Deserta. by Mee 

port- 
ud 126 

pith Lightning Freese 

! NORTH BROS, MFG. CO., vlelphis 



he $2.50 Smart Sunmamer Dress 
Selected by the Fashion Editors 

Drawings by E. M. A. Steinmetz 

IRST lesson in the 
economy of dress— 

Choose Omo Shields. 

Then put a separate pair 
in each costume. 

quality stores. Or send 20 
and your dealer's name for sumple 

3. Hooklet of Dress Shield 
. FREE 

THE OMO MFG. CO. 
SI Walnut Street Middletown, Conn, 

Makers of Qo Pante for fnfunts 

| FREE TRIAL and 
Easy Payment Terms 

Q~ | 
ARE} ssw) 

eS A H. HEISEY & CO. 
DI NEWARK, OHIO 

BERTHE MAYS 

ATERNITY 
in four sizes: 14, 

PaAtrerss incladi 
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LOOK FOR THIS 
NEW PERFECTION GIRL 

of stores she smiles a cheerful welcome. 
Wherever you see this NEW PERFECTION 

GIRL, go in and look at a NEW PERFECTION Oil 
Cook Stove—the stove that brings comfort, con- 
venience, cleanliness, economy. 

Comfort: The NEW PERFECTION does not heat 
up the kitchen. The long enameled chimneys 
concentrate all the heat where you want it—right 
on the cooking—instead of spreading it all through 
the room, 

| race the windows and counters of thousands 

Convenience: A NEW PERFECTION is always 
ready for use. It lights at the touch of a match— 
full heat in less than a minute. A simple turn of 
the wrist gives you a low, medium or high fame— 
any size you want. Once turned to the point 
desired, the flame remains constant. 

Cleanliness: There is no dirt with a NEW PER- 
FECTION; no smoke, no soot, no ashes. You al- 
ways have a spotless kitchen. After your afternoon 
calls you can cook the supper without fear of soil- 
ing your dress, 

Economy: The NEW PERFECTION burns kero- 
sene—the most inexpensive of fuels, 

But, more than that, with the NEW PERFECTION 
Oil Cook Stove shown above, you can do one half 
of your cooking without using any fuel at all. 
This stove combines a four-burner stove, fireless cooker, oven, 
cabinet and warming shelf into one compact, yet roomy, com- 
plete cooking device. 

Just close the oven damper, turn out the fame and you have a 
**Fireless Cooking Oven.”* 

Open the door, remove the oven racks and all four burners 
become available for grate surface cooking. 

See this wonderful NEW PERFECTION. Stove at your dealer's. 
He has it in two sizes, as well as a big line of other NEW PER- 
FECTION Stoves with 1, 2, 3 or 4 bumers, with or without 
cabinets and ovens—at prices within reach of all. Adopted by 
the STANDARD OIL COMPANY as the standard, 

Send to Dept. B for our fre illustrated catalogue, or send 10 
cents in stamps for the famous NEW PERFECTION Cook Book 
containing 227 prize recipes, 

“NOW SERVING 2,000,000 HOMES” 

MANUFACTURED AND GUARANTEED IY 

THE CLEVELAND FOUNDRY COMPANY 
7406 PLATT AVENUE CLEVELAND, OHIO 

Mate bs Canada by THK PERFECTION STU¥E COMPANY, LIMITED, SARNIA, ONTARIO 
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AskThe Ladies’ Home Journal 

‘on any subject. Every reader may feel free to write, but please always confine 
T= directory is given for our readers who desire specific information by mail 

your questions to the editor for the particular subject given, Write each editor 
separately if your questions are on different subjects. Write briefly, atraight to the 
point, and always inclase a stamped, addressed envelopa far the reply. 

To Whom to Write 

Styles in Clothes 

ails, boy 
unewerrd by mail, hy a corpeaf trained fashion 

, if you addzess your letter tu 
‘Tue Pasion Rartows 

‘Tie Lannes’ Home Jowewat, Pumapsirma 

Home Dressnaking 

king 
Sconomical cutting. will be naswered by 

Tue Howe Deesswaring Epiroe 
‘Tue Laon’ Howe Joumai PuiLaDELrars 

May | Trim Your Hat? 
No matter what you want to know about 

Four own kat, or yaur children’s hats, whether 
ubout the new hats or how to male aver alil 
ones, will be speedily answered by 

Tue MuuiweRy Enrtoes 
‘Tie Lannes’ Home Jovewat, Protanms ria 

Arranging Your Heir 
Deo vou want to know how to or 

hale a the newest and most becoming septs 
for any occasion. and for children. the young 
git! oF the older woman? If you do, address 

Miss 194 CoRR VAN AUKEN 
‘Tix Labies’ Home Jovarat, PunanKiriia 

Children's Clothes 
If problems arien concerning the hest nate- 

vals. trimesings and patterns for your chil 
dren's clothes, remember it will be a plenaurr 
to help you salve them af yau will write 10 

Mas. Makrna Mason 
Ta Lanms' Hose Joursal,, PurLapmirmie 

Needlework 
‘Whether it is crocheting. knitting, patch- 

work, tating of embroidery, It receives the 
attention of a corp of experts who will kive 
cfurmation aboat af branches of worl, 

THE Nekocework Eorroms 
Tue Lavan’ Hose JOUMNAL, PeiLamenenta, 

Bebies 
Any question about your baby, whether 

he ts a few years old of very young—bis 
food, his care, hia clothes, his health, any- 
thing—will be cheertully axawered by mail. 

De, Butiyy Livcotx Cooma 
‘Thx Lancers’ Home Journat, Piman 

Prospective Mothers 
Any question us to the prospective mother's 

py Zal care, her clothes,or her coesing baby's 
ie(bat not about the baby the notice on 

the left covers the baby) will be answered by 
Miss MARIANWs Wiektrir 

‘Tie Lanies’ Home Joukwat, PiiLaneneiia 

The Woman on the Farm 
All questions about problems of household 

managesent of the farm, how to ins 
Tie furmbouse and ite warrosndiags, and boy 
to make farm life easier, better and more 
attractive for old and yours. will be answered 
oat of, the practical experience of the editor 
of this Gepartanent. Address 

Miss Jess C. Joos 
Tre Lapins’ Host JOURNAL, PHRLADEL IIA 

How Can | Run My Home More Easily? 
Basler ways of doing housework of all kinds, 

and in shorter time, saving the housewife ste” 
and time—more efficieat way of rénning a 
homr—conatitute the “new housekeeping. 
An expert of this question will gladly make 
clear new ways of doing houselald work If 
you will address 

Mas, Cirristine Feepmrice 
‘Tae Lares’ Homie Joumsat, PurLADELrnta 

The Little House and Garden 
White wer cannot actually plan your house 

we can tell you how to obtain plans pub- 
lished in Tite JOURNAL, answer questions about 
little hows building, or about your garden. 

‘Tum Aucairectonat Roaror 
‘Te Lavres’ Howe Jovenat, Purapenrna 

Furnishing a Little House 
‘An suthority 4 at your command for any 

question about furnishing a 
Satine nn, old toom, color Weare 
about the interior decoration of a house, 

‘Tae Errors oF Tie Livre House 
‘Tite Lame’ Howe Jounwat, PateaDELrin, 

Protty Girl Questions 
Littleaidsto Seomty. and good bealth— hints 

om complexion, hair, akin and eyes—all these 
are matters on which you are free to write 
for advice, and you wil get 4 prompt answer 
from a soaree you can trust. 

Good Manners and Good Form 
The way of dolug things—-what same 

folks call etiqeette—when visting or enter: 
taining, im the theater of church, or on the 
meet, is well worth knowing, Any question 
oc these matters will be answered by 

Mas, Bxmanon H. Puruiers 
Tome JOURNAL, PHILADELFMLA 

The Table and Cooking 
‘On alt questions of marketing and cooking, 

houschots fcomomin. recipes, ae lett 
overs, and all such problems of 
you ray depend gon griting beipfal advice 
cheerfully given, f you will write to 

Muss Manson Hannis Net. 
Tie Lantes’ Home Jounal, Pistanmritia 

Home Parties 
ee rill help you she home party if 
tit tell us what iis you wpa | like 
to give and will give Solan a 

tr to amtoer iatelligestly ned oft 
practical suggestions. Address 

Tur Home Paaty Exitos 
‘Tis Lanes’ Howe Jovenar, PmvapeLeims 

School Entertainments 
Whether your schoo! is large or malt, in 

the city of lm the country, if you wish help Ip 
planaing ap entertainment we be goal 
to offer suggestions, Address 

Tax Scuool Exreatamsust Eprror 
Tum Lapims' Home Joumsat. PHiLapELrnta 

Social Work in the Church 
Practical suggestions for social asics, 

Sunday-school entertainments. and 
famhodetor city or country wal ie tae Cheers 
fully if you will state your need, Address 

Ton Minterka’s Social, Hieure 
Tux Lavine’ Hom JouRsal, PuiAbelystia 

Music 
of all kinds about music, except 

‘thie sul 
‘Tus Mune Eprrons 

‘Tux Lantes’ Home Jovexat, Pracanenrnna 

Reading and Literature 
to know quickly what to read Moplcs tut are Interesting they ochers 

unt to kzow about new books: otters 
courses im general 7% Mr, Mable will 
SEsDe tha erusre betel aon cssucestonn: 
usripte, 

Me, Hasexson W, Mance 
‘Tu Lames’ Hower Jovaxat, PauLaDetrnia 

Girls’ Problems. 
Every phase of the modern girl's life 1 bee 

at home. Anything which is of vital interest 
to her will receive careful attention and «ym- 
pathetic advice from = woman wha under 
stands the problems and appreciates the 
tbficshica. 

Tue Grecs’ Eorroe 
‘Twe Lapres’ Hour Jouexat, Pumaneuenta 

“Will You Tell Me?” 
‘There are numerous weeations of ine 

formation —women’s interests,especially helps 
for women’s club study, aad the preparation 
of club: m8. te of quotations and 
dates, biographical sectehes, 4 
he drama, esc, For thege gluestioga we bave 
a special irtment. So, for anything not 
Chuafied, address 

‘Tur Epirons of "Wit You Tar Mx?" 
‘Tur Lanres’ Hose Jovaxat, Porinameuenta 

Special Booklets on Special Subjects 
Waz no price & given any one of the following special beoklets will be mailed on 

receipt ol x two-cent stamp. Il you wish the others inclote in your letter instar, the 
peice: amount stated. In cach case address the author of the booklet desired, 

= Lantrs’ Howe JouRwat, Independence Square, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
“The Book of Fair Booths '"—100 Ideas—By 
“Let Me Help You With Your Children’s 

‘Theresa Hunt Wolcott (25 cents). 
‘luthes,"” Cd Mr. Martha Mason, 

“How to Finance the Building of a Little Home,” 
“What You Should Know When Bui 
“A Lesson in Tatting,” by The Ne 

iding a 1. dutcle Howse ty Chace E. White, Jr. 
Editors (10 cents 

“Easy Patterns in Crochet," by The Needlework Editors (15 cents) 
ir Needdework — Worsted 

“The Embroidery Book" (15 cents), 

). 
‘rochet and Knitting,” by The Needlework Editors (15 cents}, 



SIO YOU know a little house- 
mother—or a big one—whose 

y, appetite is a bit droopy in hot 
weather? 

There’s always a refreshing appeal 
in Kelloge’s Toasted Corn Flakes with 
ripe fruits or berries—a little cold milk 
poured in at the side of the dish, and 
sprinkle the berries with powdered sugar 
—but vor the golden flakes. All by them- 
selves they have the coaxingest flavor. 

There is a thought here for all of us 

rieM, 1915, Kelloee Toasted Corn Flake Ca 

perhaps—breakfast, luncheon, or before 
going to bed—better than so much 
meat these summer days. 

And remember p/ease that you don’t 
know corn flakes unless you know 
Kellogg’s—th e 

original ‘Toasted 
Corn Flakes—_  |kyKN| -—— 
with the pride of 
the maker to 
keep the delicate || TO 
process complete. 
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MENNENS BARATCD 

You tan buy 

Mennen’s lalcum 

For example—the Cream ‘Tint Talcum Formula, and have the standard Mennen 

with the fragrant Narangia odor, made for Quality, which you can only get under 

those who find a white talcum unbecom- the Mennen name. Mennen’s is the one 

ing. Another is the Flesh Tint, a powder universally recommended by doctors, 

rich in Rose color and perfume. nurses and mothers. 

The perfumed white powders are Vio- 

let and Sen Yang, in addition to Borated, 

the standard Baby ‘’'alcum. For sale by moré than 100,000 Dealers 

We want you to know ail of the Mennen Talcums so that you 
z pant can select the one best suited to your sk’ For Sc we will 

according to the original Mennen Borated send you anyone sample or all five for 25, Send for them today. 

All the Mennen Talcums are made 

GerHarga Mennen CHemicar Ca. 
Laboratories: 107 Orange Streer 

Newaru,AJ. AU S.A 
Sales Agente for Cons 



THE SANDMAN — PAINTED BY JESSIE WILLCOX SMITH 

AUGUST 1915 THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY PHILADELPHIA FIFTEEN CENTS 
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PIONEER 
BUILDERS OF 

VALVE-IN-HEAD 
MOTOR CARS 

PIONEER 
BUILDERS OF 
VALVE-IN-HEAD 
MOTOR CARS 

Exclusively 

Aang O-OeN CoE MuE N°T 
The public wants Buick Sixes —so many of them that we shall build nothing else in 1916 

More enduring than chrome vanadium steel, more wonder- 
ful than the finest workmanship, is the idea that can domir 
nate an industry. 

In this day, when more Buicks are being built than ever 
before, it is interesting to remember that the distinguishing 
characteristic of the Buick, the Valve-in-Head Motor, has 
existed as an idea for twenty-five years and been built into 
Buick cars for thirteen years. 

From 1903 to 1907 the Buick Valve-in-Head was a two- 
cylinder engine. From 1908 to 1914 four cylinders domi 
nated the field and the Buick Valye-in-Head Four dominated 
other types. The Buick Valve-in-Head Six was first put on 
the market in 1913, Fours were also continued—but the 
Valve-in-Head Six had stirred the imagination of the car- 
buying public. The demand from the start out-paced the 
production. 

This demand has become so overwhelming that now—for 
1916—the Four gives way to Sixes. Two chassis, both 
Sixes, with roadster, touring car, coupé, sedan bodies. The 
Six has been made standard because in the Six the Valve-in- 
Head idea has its greatest opportunity for service, Also 

since the first appearance of the Buick Six there has arisen 
an insistent demand for smaller Buick Sixes. 

The Six is a natural, logical, efficient form for the Valve-in- 
Head type. Never before has the Valve-in-Head idea had 
such adequate materialization. 

This year the Buick factory is arranged for Sixes exclusively. 
The production will be large. Demand necessitates a steady 
stream of Buick trains leaving the factory during the season. 

And the Power, Economy, Dependability and Comfort of 
1916 Buick Sixes justify this demand more than ever, Study 
the specifications and you'll see why: 

HORSE POWER—Built regularly in 45 and 55 horse power, Stx- 
Cyuinper Vatve-tn-HEAp motor with two size chassis. WHEEL 
BASE—115 and 130 inches. REAR AXLES— Genuine full float- 
ing, with spiral bevel gear drive. REAR SPRINGS—Buick special 
cantilever, BODY— Full stream line, exceptionally roomy for both 
passengers and driver. One-man top with clear vision side curtains, 
which remain attached and fold neatly in top when not in use. 
WINDSHIELD —Two-piece rain vision and ventilating, LEFT 
HAND DRIVE and center control. Quick demountable rims, 
UPHOLSTERING — Fine quality, genuine leather, luxuriously rim- 
med over curled hair and deep coil springs. Handsomely painted and 
finished, Furnished complete, even to the smallest detail, 

PRICES — F.O, B. FLINT, MICHIGAN 

Roadsters and Touring Cars, $950 to $1485 - Coupés and Inside Drive Sedans, $1350 to $1875 

Catalogue and detailed specifications furnished on request. Samples on exhibition in all principal cities, 

BUICK MOTOR COMPANY 

Deliveries immediately 

FLINT, MICHIGAN 
BRANCHES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES. DEALERS EVERYWHERE 

This is an exact reproduction of our Model D45, Six-Cylinder, 5 Passenger, Buick Cat—price 
$985. Reygardless of the car you buy or price you pay, nowhere can you get greater value. 
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A Special Word to Subscribers 
HEN you receive notice thar sour subscriotion has 
expired renew it ax once. using the blank incloned 

in your fmal copy. Please sign your name esecriy as 
appears en your present addzess label Soretitnes a 
subscriber who has already renewed may receive tht 
blank. We bee te pack in mail-tags two weeks or 
moce before mailing. and the renewal may have reached 
us after the copy containing the blank has been packed. 
In requesting a change of address please give us four 
‘weaike’ matice. 

Ssowld your subscription expire with (his imue of 
Tw JouRMAL your renewal mast reach us before the 
sath of September ta avoid missing the next iaxoe. We 
Ceence begin sctecriptions wh back numbers Seb 
scriters Soult always use Postal or Express mosey 
cxdery in remanting. All Rural Free Delivery carriers 
can supoly Postal money orders, 

THE LADIES HOME JOURNAL 
INCORPORATING THE HOME JOURNAE 

Registered tn the United States Patent Office 
os 

Caeaemntoenns CYRUS H-K: CURTIS 

LISHING COMPANY EDWARD W-BOK 
TORISTOANES SCENES C-H-LUDINGTON 

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA, SECRETARY AND TREASURER. 

EDITED BY EDWARD W:BOK 
KARL EDWIN HARRIMAN, MANAGING EDITOR 

915 Trademark, regiseret fy The Carts Publishing Componyin te United Staton ards 
Great ‘af Stationard Hail, Loacion, Englant Al mghts reswcoed. Entered a 
tnallarNay Dike the Pout fice af Philadalphua, Ponngyleania. anaes tee Act gf March NSPS, 
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‘The Price of The Journal 
PULLASHED coce s month. By subscription: $128 a 

‘veer, Dosage fret in Ube United States, Alaska. Cubs, 
Yorto Rite, Mexico, aad the Hawaiian and Philippine 
Islands. Senygle copie: 35 cena eack In Canada the 
subscristion price ix $1.25 a year, 

In Fareyn Cosatries in the Intersational Poeat Union 
ether thas thous named above; Subscrotion, poetpaid, 
per year, 10 shillings 3 pence. payable by tstensational 
money order ($2.30 in American money}, Smale copies! 
1 shilling net each (25 cents in American money). 

Our Advertising Branch Offices 
(Por atvertiang bumness osly, Ssbacristiona nat received | 

New Yorx: Madison Avenue nnd 234 Street 
‘Boson: Merchants’ National Bank Bralding 

Cwicacd; Home Emurance Building 
‘SAN Franciioo; Fine National Bank Nuikting 

Lanne: €, Heneietta Street, Covert Garden, W.C. 
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Nature Study With a Camera 
j ~=William Tries to Photograph a Lamb and Finds its Action so Contagious 

That He Becomes Quite Lamblike: By A. B. Frost 

as 
3 ‘ 

THIS MONTH'S BEAUTIFUL COVER: 
Fee time immemorial the mythical person who makes children sleepy has been known as "The Sandman "—the subject of this manth's beautiful cover, painted 

by Jessie Willcox Smith, who has caught 
ared to furnish duplicate 
ition go printed, and while 

we are pre; 
a limited 

“That's My Last File * 

and 

“THE SANDMAN” 

the idea perfectly, to our way of thinking. Believing that copies of this cover will be in demand for {rami 
in all the original colors, but without any lettering on the front, and with no advertisement on the back. We have 

last a copy will be mailed, rolled in a Sateen Yio pomp, on receipt of fifteen cents, or two copies for twenty-five cents 
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rrrtyrrt eit RACTICALLY every summer dress is a tub dress where 
Ivory Soap is used. No matter what its material—linen, 

silk, lace, delicately colored fabrics; no matter what its trim- 

ming—embroidery, insertion, ribbons—it comes from the 
wash as charming as when fresh from the hands of the 
seamstress, 
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ft The reason? Ivory Soap is free from the harsh ingredients 
which are so injurious to fine fabrics. It contains only the 
choicest, mildest materials of which soap can be made. 333] 
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What Four Men 

Said—and 

One Found Out 

Josephine Daskam Bacon x ILLUSTRATIONS BY 
RK M. CROSBY 

The Fly in the Q 

[OK OF “TOMORROW'S MOTHER” ET 

"ORE they knew fi found them But the doctor only smiled and shook his 
selves talking of women. It was ve head. Cartwright had sven him cast a swift 
quiet in the club; the great Thanks glance toward the battling, familiar, yet 

RVing game had care 

tball field, with blue a 
uttonholes, and the 
wewindow table—Ca 

i 

at; Randall Pitch, the big, r; — 
anchon, the wise and griz phy 

ad a fourth man, younger than the other 
“It happened ton—twelve years ago, her > 

in New Yark, riwright. * & 

eld off to 
1 crimson rib- 

known 
wasn't 
him 
Fite 

‘that Randall 
Hida't know the man, and another in 

n, equally vagy ne sen him 
mewhere with © tied about his 

1. Where could it have been? “I must 
seen him once, anyway,” he thought; 

you but the doctor wa: 
shot a white 
into his glas 
call thew 
through my 

chon, goon!" Fitch bullied, 
1 

sod the other 

ter, who was interested in 
‘ome charity with her and took a gr the doet we yielded 
to her, She was a handsome wom 
good a talker as f'veever met, Sheh hey live in burban 
hice litele our larger cities, I've not 

and alway 
ade specin srican 

She'd been married nine years; the 
irl was about cig nt, a nice child. 

“Smith himself I nevercared much fe 
i hin xtborbugh ly, He was quitea omar Thal nked Him Can Teach Mim Now,” Said Doctor Stanchon 

Htsle older than she—a_ big, good-looking 

known them long asa couple, I at 
Mr.— Mr. joes father in his last 

ones and his two brothers 

but I thought, 
the youngest; the other 
t the time; no, he was, Fellow, but very silent. He did his work well, Lima; ne i vaguely ave been about thirty, a fine, 

was a lawyer— good living, and ted old « to make h q liste obisti- 
ne house was fullof them. L alw but then, we t mind that, 

¢ they hadn 
{ out, Minnie—my 

ad very 

j ‘wh y on earth she 
¢ in common that [ could ever fi 

said that he was much ached to his wife 
ry with her; 

usn't surprised to 
weet, attractive little creature who adored him. 
had a friend in common—a woman you 

way—whom I've known very well for years 
end of my daughter's, They—the Joneses—had 

er—the city on business some years later for a long 
ng to leave the children that had come along by 

60 they took a ce aut af town and settled 
> commuting, and T began to hear about 

Th 

and, by George! he ought to have been, for 
ya good wife to him.” 

auther hau 
and he did't mind keeping people wa 
Were dining out together and goir 
sister and 1 called for the 
"Minutes while Smith finished dr 
Hoar as I heard the house door slam, and gp 
And [heard theend of her sentence: 

me to 

of a woman, full of her babies 
ad and her sweet peas and her little electric 

roughly mee type, Country's full of 
Pr ovidenc 

a ph 
ber husl 
about=a 

frankly L cannot stand any more of it. Hf th smiled appreciatively. 
it will be the last time,” He grumbled 6¢ twright: “I mean g was that Jones strained his weist and collar studs and said ten minutes would ‘sall.” ally enough: I had the wrist put in a and they sa and we all got in. Mrs. 
elaborate in pologies than was 
uite embarrassing, the way she 
the time in that uncomfortable way 
Course we thought no more about it, 
He took a long drink and wiped his mouth carefully 

F sir, one ¥ from that 
all upset, and told me that Mrs. Si 
Aefinitely and taken her ¢ 

atter?” Tas hed, ‘They 
said she That’ 

emberes 
over; she 

a while 
let her get a separation. 

dinner ble, a 
year 

me he sent 
and she banke 

ad 5 

while my nurse was doing 
It struck me that he wasn't 

net cight or nine years 
1 as he had; and yet 
the idea from 1 Elizabeth—that he 
ag very well. He came in again in two or three days, 

and while I wa x a look at the wrist, | noticed—the 
Dats OF that I'd seen on his 
Of course it was a nonsensical sort 

e He dic talk 
recnemibaretl those boys did ‘at the time of their 

generally speaking, the edge was off him one 

of thin mg LO 1 
as much as 1 

rdtosay father's ilne 
> tell wa 

ion, ch?’ I suggest 
, but why 

‘OF 
not take it befare you 

al formula; and 1 
p golf, 

oney regular 
it all for the 
Ported them and hers 
Music I Gene 

autifully an 

he then 4 
and I said; ‘I 

wonder why I suggested golf to 

Minnie told me 
‘ the wedding—the last ny Hot, pray? 

Ohe—she sent word that he was et forty 
‘9 send no more money. He to do with 

aman th newds a 

his clothes pressed 
emed to get along well enough 

a bachelor apartment and 
Moved his. bea: 
father sulky 
have an idea by id have 

ton, anyhow, Minnie tried to 
Patch it up, 
le suldn't 

ut 
as badly as he does doesn't play 
tennis; you can take my word 
for it!" Remarkable woman— 
Jessop!” 

but T always tok 
HERE'S nothing like ten- 

” said the fourth man 

on went on, 
puffing out white ring, 
*T got an i +. YOU Bee, 
and so Tcan't say I was surp 

VES," said Fitch shortly 
|, then, why 

when our fr 
began scolding m 
Mrs. 

s contented and didn't” 
ough for het 
‘your pretty 

refused enti 
esaed the matter. They were 

rt, was all she'd say 

admit k purbanites with two chil 
That”s what I say," 

thy 
doesn't tak 

her 
the fourth Mats 

they doesn't ride, 
ted about Table in the chib's quie 

"Laaid; ‘any= 
pores and get 

“Lock Mere, You Know, Twelve Mil 
We Want to Do See 

@ Day Wouldn't Hurt You, Ott Man? 
wal, Tao, Yeu Know 



her to breathing.’ ‘She doesn't dance,’ said she 
“What does she do, then?’ I asked. ‘She site at 
home with her bustard,’ sald she, “Well, well,” said 
T; ‘and you a neighbor! But, of course, w! 
people are happy together ——' ‘She’s not happy 
at all’ said Elizabeth; ‘and I'm awhully worried 
about her, if you want to know.” 

“Well, this Elizabeth of ours did what only 
women can do to cach other: she took that dis~ 
eootentod litte wife is band and made her over 
apparently. don't know how she convinced her, 
ea it was a gay little set out there anit they got 

the teants court aed om a horse anit om the 
ot eedls oor; amd when I saw ber Jew than a 
year later 2 swear you'd hardly have known her; 
she was taller and slimmer and harier and—oh, 
jncependent and good-natured, No neuritis, of 
course, 

‘Den glad to see you've got that husband of 
yours autioors,” I said to her, *T tried to, but be 
wouldn't hear to it.’ ‘You certainly didn’t sup- 
pose a mere wile could succeed where you failed, 
Bid you, doctor? says the. “bait ante € to , my" 
me ‘so that's the case, ord and I pitched in to 

Bet—er—Elizal “Look here, my 
aan said I, ‘where's jena tonight?’ “Oh, be 
doesn't go out at all,’ she said: *he'sas bad a—ay 
my husland,’ ‘He's younger than your husband," 
said I, ‘Don't curry your cure too iar, my dear, 

7OW see," the doctor began again thought- 
fully after a pause, “marriage is likeany other 

Met conuition: Itdowsts't stand still; it gets 
hotter of it gets wore, To harness two anit 
logether doesn't necessarily make a team of 
them: ” Allthree of bis listeners looked away from 
each other. Only Cartwright stared eagerty at the 
doctor, with fingers that itched for his notebook. 

“Oh, well,” he sighed, “there's no good going 
Into han ¢ more detuils, They Just began to pull 
apart, the Joneses did, andl for once E bad po blame 
for the lady. Tsay dst once,” because I have the 
reputation these days of laying nyost of these fail- 
ures to Eve's door and excusing Adam, But there 
was nothing queer about little Mrs. Jones She 
‘was just a normal, healthy ‘young woman, who'd 
never bad much acquaintance mor chance at a 
woos! time, and saw that chance lessening every 
year if she buried herself at bome with a husband 
who didn’t care for acquaistances apparently and 
found hia good time in his work, Nothing eriming! 
there, you see; oly a sort of blind side; that's all, 

“Well, to cut it short, what I should have sup- 
pored impossible happened, Women will rush in, 
you know, where doctors fear to tread: and my 
Madam Elizabeth actually had |t out with Jones 
and told him ho was muking a fool of himself. She 
regularly rowed him, D understand, and he had the 
sense to see that he was heading wrong and began 
to look at things» little from somebody else's point 
of view~a dificult feat for one of his family, she 
told me; it seems they're a pigheaded bot, 
er—the Joneses. Amt he went 
about with his wife a little 
and she was so grateful for it 
{women don't really like to 
go thelr own way alte) that 
she gave way a bit on her side 
and cut down ber dancing: 
and our good friend Elizabeth: 

ab for my Dhessing, anit 
fot 

“So everything was ull 
right,” said the fourth man, 
rather eagerly, it seemed, his 
eyes keenly ve bog doctor's 
strong, weary fa 

“That's the wabole point of 
the story," Stanchon an- 
swered briefly; “it wasn't. It 
all went ipa " 

“What! 
“You don't t 
heaven's sake, why?” 

“That's what I'm ashamed 
to tell you," sald the doctor 
with 4 whimsical smile; “you 
won't believe it.” 

“Oh, come ont"* blastered 
Randall Fitch, “Come om, 

‘hon, that wou't do! 
top mow!" 

sald the big, 
grkealed inant finally, "it yas 
just this: the man woulds’t 
brush his teeth." 

‘They stared at him, Inered- 
us. 
“He—be wouldn't brash 

his teeth?’ Cartwright re- 
peated helplessly. 
“He wouldn't brush his 

teeth,” Stanchon affirmed, 

NDALL FITCH mate 
an inarticulate sound in 

his throat and hastily reached 
for the siphon. 

“OF course there was some~ 
thing else," the fourth man 
said brusquely; “they weren't 
happy—weren't fitted for 
each other, Of course, there 
was more than that.” 
“Elizabeth says not,” 

Stanehon replied. “It had 
worked well enough up to then. He'd gone prace 
tically all the distance, but he balked just at the 
wire, so te speak. He got irritable, as 1 under- 
stand it, and at the tailor and the dentist he drew 
the line. "He looks really musy, you know— 
tumbled and mussy,’ our friend Elizabeth told me. 
“Of course it gets on his wife's nerves. And it's so 
little to dot" 
"IT quite agree with ber,” Cartwright blurted 

ly. 
“Fellow’s fool,” said the man opposite. The 

sudden irritability ‘of his tone, so differest from his 
previous tactful, pleasant manner, strack them ell, 

“Yes,” Stahchon slowly; “he is a fool. 
‘At doesn't seem: 
see, from her point of viow, she's borne about as 
touch probably as your Mrs. Smith. Cart (you 
must remember she hadn't Mrs. Smith’s brains or 
resources in herself); and, Jooes being so much 
_ flexible papery regieamped as he proved by his 
bein Sorry light when our mutual friend ap- 

ae Lie drach sie Sant eawt fe ate 
{ eepect 6 Bittle tore from bs. But be won't 
brush his teeth.” 

“Not ever, do you mean?” Cartwright asked 
carlously. 

“Ob, no, of course not," the doctor answered 
impatiently; ‘bet not enough, El h says, 
He happened to say that all this going ta dentists 
was ridiculous, that he'd never been above three 
times in ten years; and his wife said that that was 
isgracefal and that everybody should go once a 
year at beast to have them cleaned and—— Oh, 
confound it, it's too idiotic!” 
cone quite mad, if you ask me,” said Fitch 
heavily. 

“Not at all, they"re both nice people. She’s 
neither fiighty nor selfish mor neurasthenic, 
he’s an uncommosly able man, the men say.” 

“He taust be,” the fourth man threw in bitterly; 
“by Gedfrey, he must bel" 
“That's just it,” the doctor said slowly. “That's 

the pity of ft. You sec, It's got to be @ sort of fixed) 
Ides with ber mow," 
“She must, know confounded Little about man- 

agin’ 2 man,” Fitch “Why doesn’t she 
get around him, for heaven's cope T don’t sup- 
pose she insists on his boardin’ wi dentist, 
Boes she? Aad a tomes thet coolant fone te 
see oncewell, she’s not on her job, if you 

“ There'ssomething in that,of course," said Cart- 
wright musingly; “don't you think so, doctor?” 
*Tton’t agree with you at all,” the younger man 

flared out; “not at all, Mr. Cartwright.” 
"Why not?” Stanchon inguized interestedly, 
“Because when it's come to the point that a 
worsan has to ‘get around” a man to him 
keep his teeth clean it’s high time she quit the fob 
altogether in my opinion!" He spoke sharply; 
and, pouring out s glass of hissing Seltzer, drained 
it atone gulp. 
‘There you are!” cried the dector, bringing bis 

hand down om the table so that the glass rang, 
“You've put the point I was coming to, Mr,— 
.—" 
“My name's Turkington,” said the man, 
“Oh, yea,” thought Cartwright; 

the teants man, of course! He had a handkerchief 
tied around his head; that's what I remembered." 

“ V TELL, Mr. Tarkington,” pursued the doctor, 
“you've hit the nail on the head: and quite 

natural, too, for you're a younger man than the rest 
‘of us, and the women have educated you. Don't 
you sez, Cartwright," he went on, turning wncon- 
sciously from Fitch, “that there's the great change 
im the women? It's nothing +o silly as voting or 
not voting, babies or no habies: nothing like the 
stufl Chey tant about, It's much deeper, I made 
the same proposition to Elizabeth, ‘Coubin't 
she just get him to do what she wants?! said J. 
dom't koow bow St bt you do It, but after all, since 
Eve ——" She flew out at me like deat! 
‘Evel! she cried; ‘no, thank you, doctor. I did 
Eve's reputation alot of good, *aidn't ft, that time 

é the doctor 
“I'm not sure I do think It's dignified. 

on her knees,” she told me, ‘to 
his teeth. But aman—po! If 

he can't see what he stands to boxe ——"" 
i rl “that 

day's gone 
a,b Nace il {fsbo loved bist encegh —* 
Randall Fitch's voice was thick. 
They shook their beads. 
“"Twon't do, Ranny. ’Tisn't good enosgh,”” 
warned the doctor; “if ke loved her enough, for 

“You see,” Cartwright began moditatively, 
“they'd been maztied nine of ten years—I think 
you said?” to the doctor. 

‘Turkingtoe nodded affirmation, “Ten,” said he, 
Cartwright glanced quickly at him, but no one 

else seemed struck by the remark, and the novelist 

went on: “They weren't exactly beide and bride- 
groom, you know, It's more ike friends than, 1 
‘suppose, in must cases. You can't blame a woman 
for not perching on your chair like a sweet Little 
canary bied and wheedling you Into—into brush- 
ing your teeth! Good heavens!" 

“Fast 20,” said Stanchon. “That wus her point. 
I firmly believe that women aren't going to do 
that any more, Not that they ever wanted to, 
probably; not that they weren't always more or 
Jess humiliated by doing it—decent women, I 
mean, able waren. Bot now they've gut more 
ea epinion behiod them than they ever travel 

fore 
“You mean ther opinion, don't you?” Randall 

Finch suggesterd sourly. 
“That ar public opinion, Ranny, my bay," said 

Stanchoa. 

MW ta pushed their chairs away from the table, 
Tt was nearly dark, and they were alone in 

the club. 
“Well,” said the novelist? “what's going to 

happen next?” 
“That's what Bet—Elizabeth asked me,” the 

doctor said. “I ean only repost what E toll her. 
“The rate unfortunately is very simple,’ said T: 
‘Look about you fora , Well-set-up man, Bat 
too old, Sey ic toad of melng nt mone a 
dressed, good-natured, used to women, and fond 
enough of them to want to please them, not argu 

even sound 1d Wh handwriting, “You sound like an expert on handwriting,” 
Cartwright i 

“Ht there's Se toa that fills the wi » far 
seu if he bas exceptionally fine teeth; emt 
shouldn't wonder if taaf happened nest 
vi Bigcae aus You're no fool," poe ih Randall 

ite! 
“You're a cheerful prophet." sald Turkington, 

throwing a fresh cigar into the anh receiver. “By 
George! it's nearly six; can I take anybody up- 
town? I'm going as far as Ninctieth."” 

“I'm no prophet; I'm oply ae alienist,” the doc 
tor answered, mo less seriously that he smiled a 
Bittle cysically; “the thing's a recipe, a chemical 
combination, I there were no laws things would 
be worse than they are, believe me, my young 
friend! 11 you really don’t mind." he added, 
moving oot sith the ttle group, “ you-could drop 
me at Fifty-eighth. My car's being painted,” 

Had to," said Turkiagton briefly. “Good 
night, Cartwright; glad to have seen you, Fitch, 
‘This way, doctor.” 

‘The big, smooth-runalng car stopped, caught in 
a mesh of uptown traflic, and the younger man, 
who bad sat in silence, turned and faced his guest, 
“That—that little Mrs. Jomes, now,” be began, 

“you don't blame her, doctor? 11" 
peetty bard for ber, you know.” 

bottom; T'dontt say ‘in 
of him. 

“Fond of bim,’” repeated Turkington, 
you's & beavyweight in 

“She's no—po 
But—she may get 

she may get saged, poor child!” 
“But what—who could stop it?” the other 

demanded impatiently; “'getting singed, as you 

(Page 4) 

Promptly. 
It's only my idea, ‘of course; but I know Jones's 
type: I've seen 'ens 
have to be someone that knew Jones pretty well.” 

that Fifty-eighth? No; 
town, Mr. Turkington?" 

“There comes my daughter, Mr. Turkingto 
ture in with her, Good night and thank 

“You 
you have t shought he'd take it?" 

ul a a meddling 

“Oh, I know,” Stanchon broke in impatiently; 
“he'd never speak to hin jal, al course. 
Tl wager he'd open his eyes” 
“Woull—would Mrs, Jones ever speak to hiss 

Jo 
“Certainly she woulda't,"” the doctor agreed 

“But he'd have been her best frient. 

before Of course it 

“And Mrs. Jones,” the otber man added. 
“And Mrs. Jones, af course. And he'd be & 

“Or of Mrs Jones,” said the other man agai: 
“Or of Mrs. Jones,” the doctor agreed. “Ian't 

Fifty-filth, You live up 

friend af Jones's — 

“I'm spending the night with my sister; 1 live 
out in Westchester,” said Mr. Turklegtoo a litle 
absently. “Here we are, I think, It's been agreat 
pleasure to meet you, Doctor Stanchon; I've bewtd 
you spoken of very often. Betty Girard——" 

“Oh, you know Mrs. Elizabeth Girard?" 
“Yes, lsdeed, she's a neighbor of mine.” 
“AND” said the doctor, 

Hs boat got out politely and stood at the door 
of the car. The light fell on the dull silk of 

his necktie and the smooth lines of his shapely 
paddock coat. “I've beea=I've been much inter 
ested is the conversatioa this afternoon,” said 
Turkington, 

“I noticed you seemed laterested in Mes, Jones." 
sald the doctor, 

"Yes—in Mes. Jones—I was,” replied the other. 
“And you really think that if aman——'" 
“fT really think sa,” sald Dortor Stanchos, “T 

think i might be all the more effective if, as you 
mentioned, be liked Mrs. Jones,” 

“1 was only thinking,” Tarkington said slowly 
staring at the headlights of the car, "that it wisn 
edd awkward—in the place where they bath 

“Undoubtedly,” Stancham assented heartily: 
“it probably would; but surely it would he more 
awkward in the end, if things went on?" 
‘Tarkington drew 4 low breat) 

Tight—as ubwuys," be sid with his a ek 
Aashing smile. 
shot at Jones,” 

"I=1 bope someone will take # 

“1 hope s© too,” said the doctor gravely, 

“Thank you,” said the younger man; for rid 
ing up with me, I meus, Good night," and he 
stepped isto the car, 

The doctor joined bis daughter and they 
mounted the steps of their house, 
“What beautiful teeth that man tad, father,” 

wait she 
Fine teeth, indeed," he agreed. 

“L sinsply adore white teeth in « man?" said she, 
“ Most women do, my dear” 
a Doctor Stanchon shout 
fully. 
At dinner be said little, ata 

the patient butler was fi 
to remind him more thaa 
once of the dish at his elbow 
Afterward, alone in the library 
over his coffee, he twisted hit 
cigar uncertainly about, sl 
his head, reached for the te 
ephose and called for Mr 
Walter Girard. 

“But, of course! Come 
over maw,” Betty's yuice te 
plied over the wire, “I'm all 
alone, Walter’sat a directory’ 
meeting and I was going t0 
bed with @ novel, e's been 
‘one of my tired-of New-York 
days.” 

Twenty minutes later be 
sat opposite her in hee little 
sitting room full of dowering 
Chinese lilies in bowls and 
studies for ures on the 
dall gold walks, 

“Betty, child,” the doctoe 
said contritely, settling dow! 
in comfort to fresh coffee be 
fore ber little birch fire, “I've 
been u fool—a meddling old 
fool. And I'm ufraid.” 

Se listened, chin in hand, 
to bis recital; then po 

her lips, “Oh, any dear, 
groaned, “Turkey” af all 
meal Why, it's “Turkey” 
that —— 

“Lknow,” he admitted salt 
erably. “I felt it somehow! 
the motor with Tukingtons 
and then—well, 1 let go 
the same. J felt that there 
was just « chance. Is Turk- 
Jogtots married too?” 
Um," she nodded, — 

much s, my poor deat. 
‘Turklngton's hard as nails: rahe 
twok* Turkey,’ I'm sure, for hls 
money. It's all nomsense, 
course; butah, why will 
Fellowes be such a fool about 

his teeth, I'm sure Phyllis really loves bins st 
bottom. Ii only he'd realize that he's just chteey 
ing everything away, and woukl —— Coulda't 
you have —" 

“I? My dear girl! I've been asked to tell me 
strange things in my time, but to tell a man that 
he must brush his teeth in order to keep his wife's 
love—really, there arc lisaits even to an alienist’* 
powers!" 

*T suppose so, dear Doctor Dick,” she admitted, 
poor thing! But from ‘Turkey"! How cal 

“Tdon't know," he said miserably. "Oh, Hetty: 
urs! Couldn't you 

ee Teank you! T've done all 1 could, and T cat 
tell you, Dick, I shouldn't have done that if 
hadn't felt ip a way responsible, 
poor litle Phyls. she was 90 plonied srth so Hath 
and I thought, when Hob saw her so jolly and 
pt tiger ee 
all, he'd realize that all he had ta do was to play 

was so sorry 
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“ 
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Eleanor H. Porter 

ILLUSTRATION 

ARTHUR I 

R": 
p 
th 

BY 

KELLER 

RT CARLE looked pot only 
plexed but worried ashe jerked 
telephone receiver from its 

and crisply gave a number to the 
"Hullo, May, is that you? 

1a minute later in anawer to his 

——_-— 
omen aceon 

oof Throne” 
miliar deawling tones. “Say, 

you heard from mc ? 
“Mother? Er—yes, I 
Something about the reply caused the frown t an's brows to ¢ 

ree she must be all » her min 
ugh that was almost a sob came to his ears 

! Did she write to you too? What was it 
The man’s face cle s distinctly re 

“She didn’t tell ‘s what she asked me to 
May, listen «: to tell her in a few, 

Lare f 
and not forget to put in what a tou 

not lace-and-f 
ind that ball players like 

have to be a 
a full back 

sn't lost ber mind, has she 
at was almost a #0 

ear; not a bit of it. Don't let 
But she isn't happy.” 
Mother!" There was no mistaking the 

4 41 don't mean Ned’s wife isn't good to hee?” 
wm, N28: M0, Bob! She's top good to her, I should judge. You 

Thad & letter from mother this morning, and I 
think one of us ought to run up there, It’s out of the 
ion for me, with baby. Come over this evening and 
ty letter, Something will have to be done.” 

All right; I'll come.” And the telephone 
ped on to its hook with a jerk 

m 
thatis, of co 

i 
tell her, 
simple words just how baseball and footby 

Says to be sure 

She asked 

down is, 
that tact 
the 
an 

and w 
adies carry, but t 
ants to know if you 

4 half t 
YOu think « 

rer back 
ow what do 

came acre 
that tr 

ppy 

receiver 
Shap 

IAT evening Robert Carle lost no time in seeking his 
Up to six months before, his mother had been a 

Whee Of his own household, the adored pivot around 
Geng evolved everything and everybody, Tt 
brett of his wife and daughter in a railroad acci 
bropeht tragic ending to all this, how 
token up and the little mother sent to live with 
vd other married son, a neighboring state 
thine Robert was now ing, had been 
child, and her be Eostly the number « 
Hae ward's roomy ole 

other had been sen 
would be happy there 

frowned, Mo’ 
te, For heaven's sake, May, what 
hienanded with characteristic abruptm 

wy Sister five minutes later. 
fo, | don’t know: b an guess—from her letter. 

Yourself,” she little tremulously. 
With a 

{ALO the | 

Robert And now —— 

it all mean?” he 
greeted 

Read 
wwered 

low letter ran) 

in my room alo 
ms are cooler 1 

m I like the coul 
em worried 

on"t want to insist 
yoNod and w 

: 1 keep asking me all the time if their ne 
them f like it, bist I can't seem to make them % 

rderly and pretty 
to li hy seem: e thers, «0 1 

to know something about them 
hen the dances. I can't ¥ 

member bu 
t, Tmu 

sound exactly 

e tango and the fax 
that the 

adylike, but of 
n wouldn't let 

ing such 

my & 

ined to think 
0 know 

them, of 

But they 
auch when they are » 

what they are 
Jking about ther 
what a lotter I've 

Tdidn’e 

\ TELL. he boy id love to wri 
wanting to £0 ¢ much, 1 don't mied how much time I 

the stairs L hope you are all well, and will write soon 
a good look Mor 

tle folded the letter and bell it out to 

itted, “except that something's wrong." 
say there was,” 

seem good to her,” 
pod: that's what's the matter. All 

cand full of happy plans for 
be put on a shelf like this,” 

Why, May, you speak as if they 

Teh 

"Good! They 
je mother bi 

and it hurts her t 
Af! fother-—on a sl 

in’t realize how it 
to rub it out. But 
t sick, dear, 

“CH, NO, they aren't neglecting her. On the contrary 
they're taking most excellent care of her. They've rolled 

her in pink cotton and put her carefully away on the clo: 
shelf; f draft t 
But—-don't you s nis to feel the ‘draft.’ 
She wants to feel the breeziness af the everyd Mother 
isn’t so very old, and she doesn't feel as old She 

a ee oe loves Ned and every member of his family, and she wants to 
Mele hersetf aad Ihnen know about everything that interests them. But they shut 
Thaven’t. J out, They set her quit : and ber opinic 

were absolutely of no con: burt 
lonesome. She thinks they've shut her out because they 

wouldn’t und 1.' So she’s determined she 
understand, That's w he’s asked us to tell her all 

about the fox trot and baseball, and the man whose name 
sounds like a sneeze. She wants——" 

“Of cor she does, and 3! all have it too," int 
rupted Robert with an emphatic gesture, "We'v 

ff that shelf! It’s got to be stopped,” 
how?" 

don't know. 
going up of course. 
feet alertl: b 

afr, 
an whese name is ¥ 

spell, bat it sou: natal 

got to 

t know about. That's 
, that they—w Maybe I can tell when I get there, I'm 

He pulled out his watch and got to his 
t to be in New York day after tomor- 

y ed's and spend tomorrow 
I'll wire ¢ morning.” 
-how are you going to do it—fix things, I 

demanded May, a little breathless at the brisk way 
¢ handd were taking up and 

about the 
she’s had a Jor 

I've forgotten the 
Te's full 
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When Carey Camm © to lown 
A Phantasy (A Phantasy Being Something You Wish Were True) 

AUTHOR OF “THE LAND OF CONTENT,” 
XIV 

‘Wuat is there of promise, gentle reader, in a house set on a 
Dill?) What is there of foreboding in a pine-arched driveway? 
What is there of regret and sadness in an old garden? What 
is there, patient reader, in the tenantless shell of an old home 
that spells Romance? Can it be the ghost of old loves, the 
echo of ald songs, the scent of flowers long fallen to dust? None 
will deny that Romance lives and beckons all of us. It is 
ever here, always with us, a bright shadow of things that were 
and are to be. It fingers in the old, is newborn in the new. You 
will find it in the joy of life, the strength of battle, the message 
of eye toeye. And in the lover's touch—oh, surely you will find 
it there! For it is eternal youth—Romance! 

IWARD the far southern border of an old state there 
sa house set ona hill. Its upper windows look out on 

a long, distant valley, where spring comes early with 
nesting birds and gleams of dogwood; where summer 

“4, reluctant to depart only when she has set flaunting 
lanners of gold and scarlet on every hilltop, spread a regal 
carpet through every valley, and scattered a kingly largess 
of gold over every field. 

There is a road through the valley, weed-grown where it 
was once well traveled by carriages bound to and from that 
old house on the hill, Now the bouse is unsought, forgotten, 
an empty shell of its former self—here and there a window 
broken, a shutter hanging, a chimney ragged, a bit of carved 
railing gone, But out of the Jong ago, with cach recurring 
spring, stray symbols from its old garden, a legacy of hands 
Jong still, come daffodils, and white poet flowers, lilacs, white 
and pink and red of other shrubs, crowding up to the very 
threshold of the house, caressing its old sides, 
peeping in at the windows, nestling close to the 

here and there lapping over the grass- 

long ago, too, came the spirit of a 
girl who sat on the lowest of the stone steps onan 
April morning. With her youth, her beauty, bee 
sweet wistfulness, she make ve been an image 
of spring herself pictured against the background 
of that old, decaying house; her lap was full of 
blossoms, and three or four small puppies were 
crawling about on the border of her skirt, 

RIVEN by restlessness she had wandered far 
that morning, watching the nest-building 

birds in the old garden, sceking forget-me-nots 
down by the brook, finding again that favorite, 
secret place on a stinny bank where «pring spread 
a carpet of scented violets. Burgeoning life was 
everywhere that morning; even in the old house 

gro voice was singing, as if there, too, this 
of joy must burst forth, Yet in her 

1 bad not found her 
share of Joy. Listlessly she had come back to 
the sun-warmed steps, glad of the companionship 

little dogs. She gathered them up to her 
lap, where they rolled helloaty: about until they 
got_their bearings, then tumbled down again to 
their romp in the grass, ‘The mother dog watched 
their descent or desertion; then she came closer 
and rested her head on the girl's knee, 

vith adoring, beseeching eyes. Carey patted 
soft brown and white, spoke the dog's name, 
curiously comforted, 
“omforted ? Was she in need, then, of comfort? 

‘This was home, her own Millwood, to which she 
had fled ax toa refuge. Lt was nearly a month pow 
since the evening when she had seen herself as with 
the eyes of Mes, Boyne and the reat of Hilton, 
nearly a month since the dawn when she had crept 
out of Mr. Ward's house to hide berself and her 

at she believed he must think ber. 
fh, that flight of hers. A 

pieces remained, the prettiest onex. She 
had learned much since the day when her method 
of buying a ticket had been to lay ber all on the 
shelf in front of the ticket seller. She had Searned 
enough to know that Mr. Williamson, if not also Mr. Ward 
and dear Kate, would goat once to the station; so she bought 
her ticket first to New York, and at New York to Washington. 
‘That was the effective means of her escaping their pursuit, 
as she had foreseen. 

Not once had she thought of returning. Her second Hight, 
s0 she believed, had forever closed the door of that other life. 
Ic seemed to her, back here at Millwood, that the moaths in 
Hilton had encompassed all of life. Life was over. There were 
still days to be gone through, when she must do the best she 
could to breathe and eat and sleep and—forget! She had 
lived, and she bad been telling herself, these last days, that it 
shoukt be enough. She had known—what she bad known; 
that ought to satisfy her. Yet so unreal was ber satisfaction 
that she could wander through the big, shabby rooms of the 
oki house, seek out all her beloved corners on the plantation, 
gather the spring blossoms, loiter in sunshine or cool shadow 
with a favorite book and the dogs—and still ache with sad- 
ness and longing. 

It had been se today. She had wandered through the poor 
own garden to note the day’s growth since yester- 

nt after all it was only another day, another weary, 
She lifted her face to watch the flight of a 

the box hedge of the garden; its nest was there. 
Her eyes stung; was it from the light or because tears we 
near? She bent down, rested her chock on the dog's head. 

to look up 

Asounp came up to her from the woods below, fitfully 
at fiest, then more clearly—a sound as of the purring of 

some monstrous animal or the beat of a gigantic pulse, As it 
drew nearer a scantily clad littl darky ran in through what 
had once been the gateway of the place, tore across the open 
space in front of the house with arms and legs flying and an 
expression as if the Evil One himself fed pore ~ In 
another moment a large, dark shape had g! between the 
ruined gateposts, the pulsing increased. 

“Can you tell me"—a voice began; then, “By the Lord 
Harry !’" cried Williamson, and sprang out of the car to 
come with t strides toward the figure on the steps, 
i She stood up, Dowers and puppics tumbling together from 
er lap. 

By Edith Barnard Delano 

“Carey! Carey! Carey! he said over and over, as if 
the mere siying of her mame were enough to express every 
thiny 

She held out both hands and laughed a little, 
He kept saying “Carey, Carey, Carey” until its foolish- 

ness seemed to occur to him, or perhaps until the touch of her 
hands in his steadied him. Then he asked: “Carey, why did 
you run away?” 

she shook her head and tried to withdraw her hands. 
Were we so cruel to you? Did we dimppoint you so? 

Carey, did I—did J have anything to do with it? Did you 
run away from me?” 
Now she looked at him, “You?" she repeated as if in 

amazement, 
“Was it because I frightened you? Did you run away 

because I told you—that afternoon —” 
“Thad forgotten that,” she whispered. ‘Then, when she 

that he understood what her forgetting =ig- 
"Oh, Bob! Dear Bob!” 

said, bending closer to her 

saw in his fa 
mean that 

You couldn't mean you had forgotten that I love you 
“No, no! I didn’t mean it 
‘The very kindness of her qui 

truth as nothing else could have. He bent down and pressed 
her hands to his face. Presencly he dropped them and stood 

All right, my dear," he said, and tried co smile at ber. 
It’s all right.” T understand,” 
"Ah, Bob, I don't w ‘o hurt you! [do love you!” 
He laughed ruefully 1 ‘do love” me, Carey! 

Never mind, dear; don't let it grieve that tender heart of 

lenial convinced him of its 

yours. I wouldn't have it hurt you for a moment 
looked about him—at the poor old shell of a house, 
overgrown garden, at the wide space that had been a lawn 
and was now dotted with bluets and patches of daffodils, 

She could think of nothing to say to him, of no way of 
telling bow glad she was to see him—because she knew how 
little that could satisfy him. 

IRESENTLY she drew a deep breath. Then, 
ssid, "1 must go.” That stirred her to something of her 

old self, “Oh! Ob, bow rude I've been! What would Aunt 
Crishysay? Why, Bob, dear, nobody could come to Millwood 
and not be—entertained! Oh! You must stay ——" 

“Dear little girl!” he said, his voice trembling somewhat 
“I'm not going to stay now. I have something elee to do 
first; something more important.” 

nw Rob!” 

Vell,” be 

“Don’t look so horrified; it's quite true. My dear, how 
do you suppose I found you 

She shook her head wonderingly. 
“It's more than three weeks since you ran away from us, 

ian't it? Well, every day since then Hiram and [ have been 
driving over the roads of Virginia, searching everywhere for 
Millwood, for you. It was only by chance that I happened 
to see the name of that legal friend of yours, Mr. Mink, on a 
sign in the courthouse square down there in the town this 
morning, Once beard, that name is never forgotten. [ saw 
it: I stopped. He was none too willing to direct me, but | 
managed to get enough out of him to set me on the right road, 
I wired Hiram; [ hope he has the message already, for we 
have tried to keep in touch with each other and he's over in 
the next county today. Then I—came.” He made her a bow 
of mock ceremony. “Now, you surely know what it is [ have 
to da, don't you?” 

“Tell me,” she said. 
“Well, [ guess Hiram will tell you when he comes.” 
She flushed rosy red, “I think—perhaps—if be just 

knows—I am safe he—will not—want to come.” 
Williamson tried to smile, “Well, I guess we'll give old 

Hiram a chance to decide that for himself,” be began. 
“That's what he likes ——" 
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His Power 

“THE COLONEL's EXPERIMENT,” ETC. 

But suddenly Carey sat down on the steps and hid her 
face on her knees. “Oh!” she cried; “you don't betieve ft, 
Bob! You doa't think be believes it, do you? Nor Kate? 
He doesn’t think I am—what she said, does he?” 

said—Kate? What on earth are you trying to say 
"He sat down beside her, “Dear, tell me.” 

So it all came out—how Mrs, Boyne had accused her of 
unspeakable things; how understanding came to her in oP 
dreadful moment—and shame lest he and Kate and Mt 
Ward should have believed that of her too: how she realized 
what she had done, innocent though it had been, in journey" 
ing alone at night to the house of strangers, uninvited; how 
she felt herself out of place, a waif, and ashamed, ashamed! 
How she had not dared to face them with her new knowledge 
and her shame; bow she had written the little note to Kate 
and taken her gold coins and stolen out of the house 

He heard the tale all through, helped her by qi 
encouraged her by denials and reassurances; t © 
was all told, he rose again, “So!” he said, “The witow 
Boyne! That was it!” 

“Oh, do you think he does believe 
“No! No, my dear, U don't think he dees believe. [ mtost 

certainly don't think he does, And now have something 
to do, haven't 1? Good-by, my dear! Oh, Carey!" 

XV 
WAS twilight when Ward found his way to the old how 

on the hill, and drove his car between ‘uined gatepost> 
The daffoxtils in the grass looked pale in the fading Ni 

the little dogsand the birds had gone to sleep; but there #a* 
one who was not sleeping. She was standing 19 
the doorway like a sweet, white ghost of bong ag} 
but when he stepped down from the moror, 190% 

Mis Lowe Was off his cap, and looked up at her, she moved for 
Beside Mim. ward to meet hi 
He Hod “Carey! be said in a how tome she had never 
Foewotton His heard before, “Carey! 
Trewssurers, ‘Through the dusk he saw the hands pressed over 
His Millierns, her heart, the black hair, the of that cleat 

deep blue. Carey tt” 
wavered a little, seemed scarcely to att 

a moment she knew the comfort 0 

( 
She 

darling!" he said, when they were sit’ 
side, hand in hand, on the crumbliats 

steps where so many other lovers had sat in the 
old days; "T have nothing in the world to offer 
you for your gift of your swect self. x 

It was dusk, and the spring of the year, and his 
Jove was beside him. He had forgotten his trea® 
ures, his millions, his pawer 

raised one of his hands to her chee! 
wae not so dark but that he could sec the sr 
her eyes. 
"Sam old, every minute of thirty-six—and the 

homeliest poor rascal that ever lived, And"—he 
ed over his shoulder toward the dark 0% 

house~—"'T don’t want the shades of your ancestor 
to bear, but my grandfather carried a dinnet 

m inclined to believe that my father did 
He paused for her reply; it was not all @ 

e with him, 

‘AS NTLEMAN," she aaid slowly, softly, as # 
she were repeating a lesson learned by rate 

indand gentle and generous. Axe! 
quick to right a wrong. He i 

ready and willing to help a lady—a woman—al 
. You need never be afraid of anything 

not of anything in the world —" 
“My dear, may dear!” he ered, drawing hef 

clase to hit 
jd: “Bob asked me why I rat 

Don't yow want to know why Lran away? 
0," be said: “LT only want to know that you 

are here.” Then be added: " But we can’t be here 
always. I've got to take you back to the world, the sam 
world that disappointed you #0.” 
“You will not be taking me hack," she said. “It ts here: 

I tried to run away from it, but I only beought it with me 
But,” she added, resting her cheek on his shoutder, "1 a 
not afraid of it. Do you know” —she spake musingly—"!* 
has come to me in these days here alone that—if one omllY 
loves enough ——"* 

“Yes,” he said to ber pause, drawing her closer, “T under 
stand. If one only loves enough the world is right—and the 
best place there i...” 

It was true; he understood, and more than she had &% 
pressed, It was made plain to him that she was still the 
sweet child woman, the survival of a simpler day, yet a's? 
had become in her hours alae the woman who would walk 
beside him through the world, loving enough to make it 
sweet place, and wherever she wasa safe and noble place, 

HE shadows fell around them, and the silence. Thell 
thoughts drifted out to the world-—to the stars also, at 

the place of dreams. A soft breeze sprang up and beoug! 
a breath of fragrance. It was spring and the year's life ¥4* 
beginning. A plaintive note sounded from the box hed 
a nesting bird bad awakened and her mate had spoken 162° 
suringly that he was near, . + + 

"Gh!" she murmured, sitting up very straight, 
away from him a little, looking at him accusingly: 
never, never, never have told ze what they called you 
you were a little baby!" 

He laughed aloud, "They called me Hiram!” he deckare?; 
“That's what they called me—Hiram. [t's a very 507 
name. There's nothing the matter with it, is there?” 49 

“Oh, but I want to call you something ele! Please!" 3 
coaxed, “Mease tell me! What does that great capita’ * 
stand for?” a 

No, his child woman was not altogether gone! He tu! 
her face up toward his own. Ren) 

“T'll have it engraved in full inside your wedding rite 
he promised. 

draws 
hes 

THE END 
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an forget the day when she set forth vo seek 

© fortune tL morning six years ago is vivid to 
us though it were 5 y. The briltiant Octo 

1¢ bustle and color of the steamer about 
cing loaded, stewards hurrying to and 

whirlwind of flowers and 1 ng ribbon an Pa) ~~ 

iughing, people crying, people calling final me from 
he dock; through it all an exhilarating excitement, t 

tri ore ure, the whisper of unt ace 
I was twenty, After weeks of alternate 5 

ice 1 had overruled the scruples of a strenuow 
family, I was bound for Europe alone, and had engaged to 
Hay way by writing for newspapers and magazines, 1 
can see myself just as [ was that morning 
aired vist in a plain litele gray suit and 3 

bow; cheeks pin With a bi 5 
fi of exultation, the kages and box 

mnplete | shall ever know. For only utter youth 
» imaginati Hl-confident because all-ignorant an 

foot hat raptuce of adon to first freedom. 

been the source of 1 knew that my 
acute apprehension stdeartome. But Uh 

I was created and en 
¢ progressive sen 

idual religio; 

ghtful that 
individual 

se of the w 
here 

rach of us is b 
for which ¢ 

nd can be no 

f the world to ful 
“specially qualified. One may not be alte happy in the 
fulfillment; there may be hours of bitter disappointment 
tell-distrust, despair; but the secret of success f& unfaltering 
Courage, to take up the threads again and yet again, an 

itil the life fabric is complete 
is philosophy, areer has been a cor 
iple of the univ w of compen: 1 

known berty, t a 
wide id. tich experience; on the nd, disillusion, 
onelinn knowledge of the grim and sordid things 

of life, in brilliant scenes, made friends with 
People of charm and distinction; and 
Month after 
MY Lypewriter 
who brought nt 
200ks, and a lar 
short stories, in four years, 
and, to do that, 

nth cooped up 
soul to speak to but 

T have written and pub 
vot a 

hed seven 

have sacri 
ficed health, home life, com 
Tinionship—all the blessings 
* woman holds dear—and 
diled early and late, a slave 
» the one 

ition, 
But fam rep: id 

ne material 

ephemeral fame, which when 
Hecomes wneine sireristow 
‘tthe: but by the sheer 
of the work itself, the delight 
of the craftsman in his cra 
the pict ‘tig CONSCIOUS 
of doing better and better 
ae At which one intended 

purpose of cre- 

I WAS still a child when I 
gan to pay for the un 

tunity that was 
father 

Usual opp 
mine, “My held 
‘iplomatic n, which 
took him not only all over 
erica but ta Europe 

the Orient as welll 
Hvariably the far 

and 
wst 

went 
him; and before 1 wa: 

i pa 
dy to P 

alf an hour's notice, | 
adored travel ling, but I 
Dtteously lonely Sisters wen 
Teand our ¢ 
phout robbed me of natural 
ends among children of 
" Thus, thrown 

on the train, in 
1 ing the long hotel 
““Oners, or whenever grown- 
up 

romances, 
laborate 

teveloped into a 
nazing tales 

aries 

A Git 
sions of a 
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‘| Alone 
Famous Nove 

Her Own Life 

Thiit of Adventure, the 
itokd Romance 

my principal newspaper. He was in hi 
months round and good-humored 
natur smean the word, I told him I 

iat T wanted to go, but that Twa 
later to Paris. Could he give me sor 

hung trembling, waiting for his answer. Suppose 
he no? Worse still, suppose he laughed? Ewas intensely 

° ny short skirts, my hair ina “club,” ms genera 
ir of green inexperien have failed a thousand 
imes rather than use 7 as baie; this was my 

own undertaking, literally and wholly of me. f set my tect! 
ul waited 

Why, sure,"* said he genially; “go abead. Vienna's a 
wa, better'a Paris. Somethin’ doin’ all the time 

har American gil who's gone off to the Srna 
with her count—here, sit down. [ c'n give you 

not £ y seul. 

1 8 spellbound at ub rat w 

was that it had not occurre TALKED for half an ting down titles or sag- H y, for my own an ions for ies," jought his voice the mos 
exquisite 1 had ever listen: ind I have never since got 
rid azy notion that angels some time ago gave up wings 
and nirtsleeve © business purps yhow 

In the following week I interviewed the remaining three 
editors in our town and wrote to half a dozen others in New 
York, I bought a steamer crun ink an imposing set of 
morocco notebooks, and paid twenty-five dollars' deposit on 

eto Naples, After f 
had pald it 1 “went to my 
father and toké him what I 
had done. 1 showed him 
my first editor's notes for 

and letters outlining 
assignments 
editors, and 
lend me five hundred 4 
which I would repay out 
those commissions, 

father seemed 
stun For one thing, he 
had bad no notion that I 

wuld conceive and definitely 
arrange to carry out such an 
idea, To him T have 
been, and—though [may 
ittain to seventy and caps 

and have my works bound in 
wniform editions—I always 
will be “the youngest,” to be 
petted and protected, scolded 

ud indulged, boasted of and 
d for, But taken sc 

as an adult human 
leing? Hear the child! 

FPR another thing, with 
the etern heartlessncss 

of youth, I had gone 1 
with my plans regardless of 
the feelings or prere 
of others. My diplomatist 
father sighed and made 
best of it, He promised to 
advance the money, but in 

titable chaperon 
for this; Thad a 

immediate inspection, 
one by one they dwindled 
away—detained by illness, 
weddings, lawsuits and 
ather inconvenient affairs 
sno matter now. Up to the 

t | promised my 
I honestly be 

, that sorteone would 
mie, But the sailing 

near, and the last 
bstitutesfailed, The 

me to wait for 

tendencies 
bud by thac downright 

x less attractively, exs 
girl of today, and I now ven! 

position of ch 
son social: 

onimon 

I took no scholastic 
But I played ten 

served on committee 

to the hopes of a fond family, 
I did not try for any, 
presided at and basket ba 

Irefused 

1 first determined to 
© by this ship. Whether the 

all my future life influenced 
aot know, Lonly knew that 

pleaded to 
I believe they vide my own half ill with anixie i 

{ have allowed me to go had not one of my 
husband in Italy at the tir 

he could 
I had x with he 

nil to ask 



in Rome to look out for me meanwhile. And so, 
on that dazzling October morning, ! sailed. 

I wasn't quite hard, in spite of my ruthless 
determination and my obstinacy in carrying it 
out. My heart sank when the moment for good-hy 
came, 1 clung to my father; how I yearned in- 
articulately to make him know that I regretied 
the suffering £ had caused him; how I longed to 
make hit anderstand that I Aad to go and why! 
But Lonly dimly understood myself. Iwas dumb, 
choked, a3 1 watched his white bead disappear up 
the ganguay- 
ae ‘he final orders were shouted. A giant whistbe 

Ropes were cast off. The big ship shud 
bee] and slowly moved away from her deck, We 
were off! 

The days that followed were 2 succession of 
novelty and detight. I*went in" for everything, 
talked to everybody. Interested in everyone's 
plans, I was nalvely eager to tell my own. I 
never dreamed of concealing anything of of using 
the tactics of sliscretion, such as giving. out that f 
was Lo meet my sister, for example, Exulting in 
my own independence I joyously told the whole 
world of the ship aboot it, The ship, of course, 
was ecandalized-—that is, most people were—anil 
it makes one want half to laugh, half to cry, in 
these days wher I run tomy cabin and stay there 
throughout the crossing, to remember that on that 
first enchanted voyage I boasted acquaintance 
with eighty-seven out of the ninety first-class pas- 
sengers aboart! 

At never occurred te me that freedom, like all 
things desirable, has its price, which sooner or 
later must be setthed. Thad the courage of a cer- 
tain superticial worldly wisdom joined to complete 
lack of personal experience. It surprised me a lithe 
hut amused me much more, to averhear myself 
referreil to as “that journalist girl who's going 
round alone to try all sorts of experiences.” And 
while I was aware after a few days of a definite 
coolness toward me on the part of certain elderly 
ladies and matrons with young daughters under 
their wings, the significance of it did not reach me 
at all. [was obliviously happy, 

OF cause for satisfaction was 4 quickly ripen- 
ing scqueaitetas bh the Baldwins. 1 Gret 

saw Polly Haldwit on deck ina red sweater 
and an artist's m," and wished she woul 
Speak to me. She dien't (I found owt later that she 
thought I was conceited, as I was!); but her sister 
Katharine came up one day ani started a conver- 
sation over the mid-morning op of beef tea. She 
was a tall girl with bronze bair and a distinction 
that rather overawed me. Polly was more ap- 
proachable when later she comdescended to thaw, 
and we three grew to be fast friends before the 
voyage was aver. 

‘They Introduced me to theit mother and father, 
and explained that they were going to Munich for 
the winter—Polly to study art, Katharine to take 
a course in kindergartening. They alse showed me 
pictures of their brothers, whom they described as 
‘a t hulking creatures, six fret three or more.” 
T rather tiked the look of the older beuther, They 
said be was living in Paris. 

Besides the Baldwins, I met on that memorable 
voyage # famous American cartoonist (whose 
sketch of me patrolling the deck T still have in my 
box of many-storied treasures), a technical pab- 
lisher, who gave me lots of “points,” and—the one 
man f have ever known who was willing to be 
friends, close and dear friends, without making a 
word of sentimental love. For over two years I 
bave not known where he is—this whimsical, red- 
beaded Irishman, who has been everything, from 
ooe of the: best solicitors in London to ship's doc- 
tor, explorer and vagabont par excellence, and who, 
at our last meeting, threatened to buy a coconut 
boat in the South Seas and become a pirate trader! 

V HERE are you, J.C. ? Tohould like to 
think that this "arrow," like that sent “To M. 

L.G.." might one day find you and bring response, 
‘Thirteen days bn't Jong; but It's long enough 

to discover people whom it hurts to part from. 
At Naples I Jeit the boat, expecting to go from 
there to Rome to await my-sister, The Bakiwins 
were booked through to Trieste; Doctor H, too, 
of course, He spent the day showing me Pompeii, 
a never-to-be-forgotten pil ; then, at six 
‘o'clock, he left me at my hotel, ‘The boat was to 
sail [or Trieste at seven, 

I went to my room with the intention of dressing 
and golog down to dinner. As I closed the door a 
sudden horror poured over me. Fur the first time 
in my adult life 1 was terrified with fright: 1 was 
alone. On the boat I had felt safe—confident, 
self-sufficient. Here in this strange room, in this 
strange country, with people all about me speak- 
ing « language 1 could not understand, 1 was all at 
once petrified with fear. I changed my dress, and 
took up my purse to go down tothe restaurant. It 
wasnouse. The terror that possessed me refused 
to let me go. It whispered frantically: "Leave this 
place. Hurry, Go back to the boat.” 

T hesitated. Was es | pesos or 
‘To go to pleces ander the very first test? Instead 
of being 4 woman, capable, self-reliant, was I just 
a helpless little coward after all? 

‘That voice within called louder and louder: 
“Hurry! You bave time, Mf you go now, Take 
Your things—cull a cal—go back to the boat.” 

E IARDLY realizing what I was doling 1 caught 
the few articles I had unpacked, thrust 
ito my bags, dashed dowestairs, paid my 

bill, and jumped into a cab, telling the man to 
drive to the dock withall speed. After what seemed 
an s eternity, we arrived, The boat was gone, 
“Bu is only out in the harbor at anchor, 

signorita.” From out of nowbere tbe little “boots” 
from the hotel to interpret in French. 

{ the ségnorééa wishes, my uncke will take ber In 
his bores.” 

Feverishly 1 made terms with the uncle—that 
Is, F thought I did. For, once out in the bay with 
hot only the uncle and “boots,” but four other 
villainous looking Neapolitans who came along 
"to help," I found myself held up for more and 
more money. First it was ten fire, thes fifteen, 
NS oteorh ay aaa ta 

quartet 
J have been mobbed by Boxers in Pekin, and I 

had once to ride alone across the pitch-black city 
‘of Seoul, Korea, at midnight, ited om my 
knees in 4 native “chair,” 3 child of ten, diem! 
with fright, Aside from these experiences, I bave 
known nothing quite s unpleasant as the half 

hour spent in arguing with those boatmen, at 
night, in the middle of the Bay of Naples. Desper- 
tely T promised thirty fire if they would reach the 
steamer in ten minutes, Though still muttering 
among themselves, they began to row. 

I shall never forget the bliss of bebolding that 
familiar red funnel out of the night, and tottering 
up the gangway on to the familiar deck. I believe 
hig fainted. When I came to myself Polly and 
Katharine Baldwin and the doctor Irishman were 
there beside me, They were very anxious and I 
gave a jumble of excuses, which probably de 
ceived nobody, though they salved my wounded 
egoism and helped me to forget the real and igno- 
minious reason for my having come back. 

FOUR quiet days at sea, secure in known sur- 
roundings, and buoyancy returned, triumphant. 

1 went with the Baldwins from Trieste to Venice, 
where I stayed on quite happily after they left. 

Almost immediately I began to be aware of pas- 
sthilities in me-~tastes, longings, ambitions, and 
yes, abilities—of which I had never dreamed in the 
systematic monoteny of college life, and which 
promised a splendidly interesting future. Every- 
Uhing was a delight at Chat time; nothing war 
work, The six weeks I spent in Italy might have 
been as many months, so much did I manage to 
lavlide in them—sight-secing, browsing among 

the solitary progress through hotel corridors (re- 
marked by the servants, if by no ane else), the neces- 
sary arrangements about rooms and bills, and the 
nuisance of tipping.an departure. I was constantly 
reminded that 1 was doing something unheard of, 
and thus open to censure if not actual suspicion. 

Yet, after all, these bothers were negligible com- 
pared with the utter freedom and independence I 
enjoyed. T stopped at penrionr or small hotels, 
where the proprietors—after a first glance of 
amazement—invi treated me with gteat 
courtesy, even with a sort of fatherly compassion, 
| traveled always by day, being careful to select 
compartments where there were several other pev- 
ple, women preferably; and f acquainted myself 
with the map of each pew city before taking cabs 
or walking about alone. 

Thanks to these simple precautions, 1 had no 
dreadful experiences; after Naples no frights, 
no disheartening memories. And certainly 1 had 
po idea of giving up my unfaléing opportunity and 
going home, My sister pleaded, my father cabled— 
in vain. I had my letter of credit—for only four 
bundred dollars now, to he sureand 1 was ada- 
mant. In that case, wouldn't Tat least give up 
Vienna, where 1 knew no one, and stay on in 
Rome where we had friends? 1 would pot. Just 
as instinctively as I had chosen # certain boat and 
‘stuck to it, so E stuck to Vienna, which from the 

Mr. P: Is that what you heard? 

jc of us? Out at sea, a 

TWO IN A FOG 
BY MADELINE BRIDGES 

Mas. Pumstaurr (in the berth above): Dear; listen! What is that? 
Mr. Prirstrirp (sleepily); What is what? 
Mrs. P: Please wake up (leaning far out on her elbow); there, listen, T 

knew I heard something. A deep fog all around us! 

Mrs. P: But, you never till believe me. Look out and see for yourself, 
Mr. P (looking ont): There is nothing to see, 
Mars. P: No—nothing! The fog must be fully three yards deep, 
Mx. P: All of that. Three and a quarter, I should say. 
Mrs. P: Oh, my goodness! The f 

becom 
whistle is beginning. What will 
lost in a fog! 

Mk, P; I don't think we are lost yet, dear. 
Mas. P: What horrible screeches! 1 should think the fog was bad 

enough without ——— Oh! oh! that poor man! 
Mk. P: Poor man? Do you mean me? 
Mxs. P: No, no, of course not! That poor captain! Just listen! 
Mr. P: Why, my dear, that’s not the captain; that’s the steam whistle. 
Mas. P: But he would never blow it like that if he were not frantic. 
Mx. P: He doesn't blow it at all, dear. It’s the engineer that blows it. 

Let us get dressed. Mrs. P: Well, then, he's frightened to death! 
Mk. P: Dressed? Why? 
Mas. P: We might be able to be of some assistance. Besides, if we are 

going to the bottom, we ought at least to be decently dressed. 
Mr. P: Oh, we won't meet anybody we know there—and, if we did, we 

probably wouldn't know 
Mars P: He ! This is no time for jesting! Some ship might be 

Teatly 10 Ceash tote ba aha: tee fee See ee 
Mr. P; ‘That's all the better, especially as they are so far away. 
Mrs, P: But they're coming nearer every instant! The noise they 

waka in Guckgh 05 cive Gua seat? T call it an outrage! 
Mx. P; My dear girl, in a fog it is a necessary precaution —— 
Mus, P fin terror): There! Now! Now! Now, was I right? I told 

you sonttine frightful would happen! The machinery has 
stopped—it has stopped dead still. POM SON te DOMEYS DOR ANE 
next time I tell you things are going to happen? 

Mr. P: You didn’t tell me this was going to happen. 

Mrs. P; Oh, this horrible stillness! Itisdeathly. The idea of standing 
still in the middle of a fog! You know that means simply rushing 
on destruction. 

Mr. P: But, dear, we can’t rush on anything—if we're standing still. 
Mrs. P: , L don't wish to frighten you, but you may be sorry, 

before all is over, that you have not been in a more Christian frame 
of mind, Asa Christian woman, I feel that I must go on deck. 

Mr. P: You certainly mustn't do anything of the sort! Christian 
women have no business on deck, 

Mrs. P: I certainly shall go. And I shall tell the captain he ought to 
have some consideration for people's nerves, 

Me. P: But it isn’t a question of considering nerves. 
Mrs. P: He may be used to fogs. I dare say he is just in his element 

when he gets into one. Sm eave ak Es by tee way baie ARS 
but it is his duty to have some feeling for his passengers. 

Mz. P: Well, anyway, dear, don’t be in a hurry; the boat's moving again. 
Mrs, P: Ye-es—it is, But, no doubt, that is just as dangerous. 

Mr. P: And the whistles are letting up — 
Mrs. P: For a minute or two, Then they'll start worse than ever. 
Mk. P: Just look out. The fog is lifting. We're sailing on a clear sea, 
Mrs, P: Oh, weare, really! Aren'twe? Mb hatton And the stars. 

are plainly to be seen, Why, we must have sailed through the fog. 
Mr. P; Perhaps, as we didn't sail erowad it. 
Mrs. P; And we might have Anown we were perfectly safe! 

Mk. P; Yes; we might bave known it. 
Mrs, P: Dear me, what a fuss to make oa little fog! 

they say, sailors are terribly superstitious: 
But then, 

the shops, talking with the people (in an outra- 
geous jargon of French and bad Italian), reading 
ravenously everything I could lay my hands on, 
besides writing for at least three bours cach day; Vienna in carnival stason for a gorl of twenty; the 
it was all easy, spontaneous, without effort. 

Not that everything was rose-coloced; inevita- querades—same indoors, 
bly, in such ag undertaking as mine, there were on ice~the did sleighrides into the cosntry, 
detractions, most unpleasant ones. I did not like skiing, in the crisp, 
being stared at, and of course I was stared at 
everywhere--on the street, In hotels, In shops, in 
ei Bie eee Seas a ae 
own tourist compal A young girl, obviously 
sioom, alse slivicesty ois attending to her own affairs 
ins anit’ moneer—h wes & parale which pro- 
[ope carries ext 9 sed isoeie me 
I disliked, too, the conspicuously lonely meals, adopt you and show you about, 

(Poge 8) 

For example, In Vienna by chance I made se 
qeaintance with = Austro-American girl whose 
sister had confidential aide of the Em- 
peror. Through wert T saw things as inaccessible to 
the average traveler as the moon—the Austria® 
court in its doomed splendor, the rare levees of 
that grim old man whose reign is eo nearly aver 
the informal homelike parties of the Archduke 
Ferdinand. Little we dreamed, listening to his 
jokes those care-free evenings, that five years later 
his assassination would cause a world war! Who 
conid dream sech a thing, that carnival-time, whe 
life was a glorious fantasy of rhythm and calat, 
and one went from club to ballroom, from 
room to casino, whimsically clad, demurely dom 
inoed, drifting from one brilliant scene to another, 
conscious oply that bere was fairyland? 

Of course, all this was wonderful copy for the 
writer, to say nothing of being an wachentina bya 
perience for the girl, 1 spent the mornings bard at 
work, the afternoons and evenings in a round of 
pleasure, and often, coming home at night toe 
sappy and excited to sleep, would sit down 
write tll dawn, 

M TEANWHILE, however, there had been tik 
lag inroads on that letter of credit. By af 

rangement with the various editors, all the money 
1 earned was sent to my father, to be applied 0” 
the loan he had advanced. But (as the professanel 
knows and the amatesr will painfully discover): 
obscure articles by unknown writers do not bring 
the sums they should; five dollars a column from 
the newspapers, thirty-five to fifty dollars 3? 
article from the are the usual terms- 
At this rate it takes time to make up five hun 
dollars, to aay nothing of a fund for the future. 

‘Ani one’s expenses! Vienna at any time is deatt 
but Vienna in carnival, with costumes to be 
bought, wigs to he hired, a cab to be paid half @ 
doses times a day, and everything In town doubled 
in price—Vienna in carnival [5 ruinous. With all 
the generous hospitality of my friends, 1 bad cet 
tain obligations; and ome day 1 awoke to the 
serious fact that Iwas all but bankrupt. Obvdou 
it was time to retrench. At intervals had come 
letters from the Baldwins, established in a Music 
pension, “very comfortable and," Polly wrote, 
“scandalously cheap.” I determined to go there: 
to forswear gayety, and to work and sleep, 

Tt was a wrench to leave Vienna; af course, the 
inevitable officer had inspressed himself, from out 
the mass of ofhoers, 1o provoke the inevitable flirta- 
tion, ‘There had been much dancing and skating 
(Thad learned the dificult Viennese art of waltzing 
on ice), much harmless philandering over delicious 
Viennese chocolate at our favorite confectionet's: 
many intimate walks home through the 
Viennese dask—when there i¢ a sparkle in the ait, 
Alls, a lightness of falling snow and the hum of tht 
latest operette; ah, yes, it was hard to leave Vienna! 

Ba Munich, by its very difference, was faselm 
ating. Though I stayed there only five weeks 

at this time, J was admitted, thanks to Polly and 
Katharine Baldwin, to the inner circle of studenth 
artisteand dilettandi of all sorts, who far generation? 
have made the life of the Bavarian capital. Hert 
inaead of dashing officers, elegant court Indie? 

decorated" dignitaries, were, plcturssant 
fainter in velveteens, dark-cyedt aie wes 

jorweians, Dutch, Greeks, Sicilinns, a 
crew. University men in their brilliant “ pall ise" 
caps, shock-haired musicians, cartoonists sketch 
ane on the backs of programs, menus, anywhere: 
bavoding-ayed Russian refugees, girls no older thas 
myself, exiled for their remarkable part In the 1e- 
cent revolution. If Vienna was fairyland, Munich 
was palpitating reality, 

‘There was in it for me a stimulus indescribable 
Everywhere, at every time, the alt was ¢ 
with the sense of things being created, master 
pieces oF neat-masterpicces painted, written, suns: 
On Saturday nights, when we gathered in that 
famous little room at “S——'s," to criticize the 

inal aketches, verses and bits of mistic Gnlshed 
during the week, this atmosphere became {1 
electric, Even now I cannot gauge what it meant (0 
me, Inspired to a point where bedily (stigae se 
nified nothing, I wrote from morning till night, 
and again from right till morning. No practical 

‘boilers now, but the very heart of me, the story 
‘on the yellow pad, which with tremulous 

audacity I had came to call “The Book!” 
Ina moment of confidence I bad shown the first 

chapters to Polly and Katharine Baldwin, Tomy 
Utter amasement they wept over it, then Inugh 
thee hugged me excitedly, crying out: “Don’t you 
see? It's because it’s so good! Oh, it must be pub 
lished, it shall be published, and you'll be famous 
see it you aren't!" 

-R that, J lived in a kind of maze—my per 
sooal life, T mean, The book became my teal 

world, the characters I created, and whose Soy 
disappointments, ambitions and failures I pois’ 

shared, became the real people of my uni- 
. This ‘has been so with every book that 

have written since, and the experience is alway 
marvelous—the complete abnegation of selfs 
beautifully restful and illuminating. But thet 

cx tg ad Sot Ksows Thue cole not = new; 
ealing to if never to anyone else, the sub- 
tle windings and unfoldings of character, Thovs” 
even then, it was not to myself alone. Every eve 
ning after dinner I took what I had written that 
day into Polly and Gimemrermipey ia ed 
‘the door against interrupt id then we 

Tan eed ss ool i wader shabby sittle 
inp softening its 

Tinted walle 1 pully fal eneth ex: the couch fa 0 
, Katharine straight and tense, in the oie 

dependable chair. And I near the light, reainé= 
2 Of course we were, And full of 

sentiment and idealism and rebellion det 
tiny, as are all healthy young things. But our emo~ 
tion did us good. 1 helieve—if one may believe 
sesioneny of Whose rman: fclaads one bes SAT 
seen—it has indirectly done other people 
For without it the book would ne’ 
have been written as it was; and, thanks to it, 
start was made toward a career that cannot 
calculated—for one woman anybow. 
From Munich I wea! to Pasta, to the Ai 

Girls' Club. Two things marked the day of 
arrival: I had just five dollars to my name, ad 
Grst saw the man I was both to love and to detest 
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flown of His Dream 
Bw) By F erceval Gibbon 

sea0i AAR AND HER LEA 

ILLUSTRATIONS BY ARTHUR E. BECHER 

had barely time 
smoke bef 

"SIGHT bells had sounded f 
in uh the triangular fo'e’s! 
of the Anna Maria < 

€ port watch were 
inner. The daylight which entered 

by the open hatch overhead spren 
4 carpet of light at the foot of the und swe; har 
idder which slid npon the deck to sand, to which he listened smilingly, and then he 

the heave he old bark’s blunt dade n to the toil of the alterroon 
bow, and left in shadow the bunks upon the deck aft, shaving his holystone to 
and chests on which the men sat iously and unhandily along the planks where 

From his seat ne the ladder ident with the tar pot had left the stain, he still broke 
Bill, the ship's inevitable cockney 95 stiles. For him, at ‘any rat 
ral his flat voice in complaint en the stem and stern of the Ann. 

That bloomin’ Dago takes 'ts time ne world; he had but to lift up the eves o 
fetchin’ the hash,” he said. "I ‘ond it warfing it to triviality, 

n' up a hit: that’s wot in which it hac oo part. 
hen, you Dago there," the er of the watch 

Sprawling on the edge of bis bunk for dat him, “keep that stone movin’, an’ none of yer 
Jan, the oldest man in the ship, took his pipe nigan !"" 

from his lips in the deliberate way in which he wered the Dago, and bowed obediently 
4id everything. Short in stature and buge in ngenuity of Bill to trouble his tranquillity 
frame, the mass of him, even in that half dark- iece of gear to serve with spun yarn 
Heés of the fo'c'sle, showed somehow tic abreast of the foremast, with the Dago to 
and powe The mate come after 'im The rope on which they worked was stretched 
‘omethin' or other,” he said in his deep if he rail and the mast; Bill had the serving mallet, 
tones he worked it round the rope the Dago passed the 

“That's rigt said another seaman, "It am in time with him. The mate was aft, 
was about spillin' some tar on the deck, an’ now ‘ work upon the jzzeen jd Bill took 
the Dago's got to stop up this arternoon an with his little smile to which his 
holystone it clean in hia watch below unconsciously, passed the ball in 

Bloomin’ fool!" growled the cockney. But y eyed him unpleasantly 
it was the wrong word and the others were silent 

man in trouble with an officer, though he bx he said presently, “wot was the name o! 
4 Dago and no seaman, may count oF re place you 1 you come from?" 
the sympath the fo’e'sle. t fit to hn?" The Dago row from his smili verie, “* De 

¢ a bumboat," the went on He pronounced the name slowly, mak 
goaloft, can't stand "is wheel, can't ever © their music 

by time s 1 thought that was it.” 
«!" Dan shifted s ing, ste nonchalantly. The Dag 

tan stopped short. "You t sli ng t ai “he galle about that grub,” 
The cockney swore, but rose from his seat 

¢ disobeyed in the « But at that 

Momen teh above was darkened. e's the 

Jago," cried Bill. “Where you bin, you bloomin’ fox 
A hare foot came over the coaming, feelin 

for the steps of the ladder. Dan sat up and 
is pipe; two seamen went to assist in the safe deliver 

O their dinne 
"Carn't yer never learn to bring the grub down the 

ladder backwards!" Bill was demanding of the new 
Comer. “\Want to capsize it all again, like yer done 
befare?"" 

“Ab, no!" 
The Dago stood in the light of the hatch and answered 

kney with a shrug and a timid, conciliatory smile 
swarthy man, lean and anxi with 

Quick, apprehensiv which fitted now nervously 
from one to the other af the big sai 

t servant he ¥ There was upon him none 
Character of the sea which shaped their every ge 
Attitude, As the cockney snarled at him he 

ulation; a touch of 
vivacity which is 

ors whose comrade 
of that 

and 

nds in deprecating g 
Appeared in him, of that eas 
Fares ripened in the sun 
we Keepin’ men waitin’ like this," mouthed Bill 
Bloomin’, flat-footed, gre nded 9 
Dan's deliberate voice st trongly 

koin’ to have no dinner, D: demand 
sit down to it, man 
Daye made one final shrug at Bill 

*miling with raised eyebrows as though in pi 
fnee to that officer's infirmities « 
Sol cannot go to de galley for fetch de dinner 
Please excuse.” 

Bil rled. “Come on with ye," called Dan again. 
Ah, yais!"’ And now his smile and his start to obey 

Apologized to Dan for not having come at the t Summons 

f temper—""e call r 
quick. 

- Dan pushed the “kid" of food toward bim. “Dig 
in!" he bade him 

Sourabaya, in Java, that the Dago had beer 
abipped to far as he could, the place of a mar 

The port had been bare of seamen; the 
at 20 and nobody; and #0 ¢ 

come 2 fe in a sampan and joined 
And ia. He brought with hin a 
and a flat, paper parcel containing 

of clean white duck, which 
straw mattress of his bunk and n 

eo?" he asked 
talkin’ about it a lot, 

n' yesterday I 
atch, an 

length 
f 50 

was 

was slow to und ind, “Ah 
at-a ‘im—yais?" 

men bef 
fe. “2! looked at ev'ry 

swered E 
had never 

je lot of ‘em, But your place 
“You see im? An'deleetle bay 

do they, though 
Dat night 1 ge 

a girl was sing 
nd m An’ I star 

at —he rose to show t 
AsThough He to her, an’ she is quiet 

Wekomed Her, the n dinner was ove: 
Dego Took Up the Song is" back to the ga! 

n't find it. It wasn't there.” 
Dago's smile was gone now; his 

sp and a darker doubt 
back of his tt i in his troubled eyes, 

,"" said the cockney, watching him zestfully. " You got 
it wrong, Dago, an’ there ain't no such place. You dreamt 

g back 
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Wik 
A Pes 

MAN famous the 
walked into h 
vaid to his asse 

country over 
office one day and 

ates: 
Lam going away for a week or 

so and I do not want you or any one 
to know where I am. Don’ 

worry T shall be 

when I get back.” And he disappeared 
The man took the train for the town where his 

mother lived in the old home. 
“Mother,” said he as he 

strong arms, and kissed he 
to spend a week all alone with you 

else 
about me. here 

k her in his ge 
‘T have ex 

This time 1 
have not come merely to kiss you how-le-do and 

in, but to stay with you a bit. good-by and go a 
T want to go back t your 
boy again, and have you treat me as if | were a 
little fellow once more.” 

The wise litthe mother asked no question of the 

to the old days and be ju 

big son upon whom his country had lavished 

that sang 

and who 

a man 

the w 
how He 

RE HE 

and the wise men who 
swed a star; 

ad went 
bette: 

is now wu i} 
your son to be a good boy.” 

Anc 
When night would come 

tuck me inand hear me say my prayers 

unto the days that had gone 

HEN he would say: 
put the candle out in the 

hand 

1 the mother would. 
and 

1 call to her 

¢ repeated 

Now I lay ¢ 

bless mai ttle boy 

“Now, m ther, 

i sing me the you used to si 

brought gifts 
and how He grew to be 

about doing good and making 
1 how men killed Him; and 

en yonder and wants 

¢ had gone up to 

“Come, mother, 
And, like 

and 

Anien 

will you 
all, and hold my 

WENT 
‘sonal Story: By William F 

> 2.3 , . Ridgway 
a chance to speak since the great conflict, And the 
words of the New South were words of love and 
perpetual peace. In this oration is that magnifi- 

cent tribute to America’s great President, Abrahant 
which has closed every Southern mouth 
It was this outpour of love of the 

dd that washed for all time the "bloody 

incoln, 

sired message come from? 
‘ “When I found myself 

upon feet every nerve was strung as tight a54 

fiddle string, and all a-tingling. [ knew then that 
God had given me a message for that assemblage: 

1 opened my mouth it came rushing 

Where did that 
Said the ora zi 

As soon 3 

forth.” 
In the 

three gre: 
tory of our country there have beet 
ations, and they will be found side 

by side in every collection of masterpieces of clo- 
The first was by Patrick Henry, at Wil- 

liamstown, the second by Abraham Lincoln, at 
at 

quence. 

the last by the man who went to his 

success and fame, but merely said to him: “All| ‘nd many a man knows what the mother s Gettysburg, and the third by Henry W. Grad: 
right, ¢ me I think when Ir t story of old, New York 

“And I mean just what I say, mother," per- When sts n, mother. 
sisted the son. “I want you to be my ‘mother, How He called # lambs to His fold 

. T should Ui with them then. 
dear,” vw in the old just like you used days. 
T want you to make me the little pic-lough cakes 
on the back of the stove just as you used to do, and 
the turnovers in the oven. I want the dear oll 
ingerbread horses with the raisin eyes. Cook me 

Cut me the ggs in the ashes. nice warm 
ad with 

a-suakin’ away down into it, will you, mother?” 
“T certainly will, my son,” g ladly replied the 

mother, wondering I 

the brown cr and the molasses 

uch but asking nothing. 

‘The next day the mother was surprised to see 
her famous son go down to the swimming hole aul 
roll in the mud puddle on the clayey 
bank and splash around with the 
pickaninnies. Later he was in the 

mee again he crawled 
all over the old gin and tried to 
“skin the cat” on the pole. He 
would hitch up to the machine and 
let the negro boys drive him around 
as he used to drive old Pete, the 
mule, He loafed around the cabins 
and started his old mammy or some 
Uncle Remus to telling again the 
stories of Brer Rabbie and Brer 
Fox, which Joel Chandler Harris 
has made immortal. 

sheds, where 

N THE lazy afternoons, after a 
nap, he would throw himself down 

on the porch floor at his mother 
feet; and, putting his head up in 
her lap, where she could play w 
his hair and smooth his cheek, he 
would s “Mother, tell me the old 
stories you used to tell me about 
Joseph and his coat, David and his 
sling, Daniel and the lions, Elijah 
and thechariot, Elisha and the bears, 
and all those.” And the mot! 
did. 

At other times he would go to the 
mantel and bring the “ Bible book,” 
and say: “Here, mother, read me 
again the sweet old story that you 
used to read about the little baby 
that was born ina stable, the angels 

Thus for nearly two weeks the famous son lived 
his be 
his n 
When he arr 

for hin 
ety of 

and went to New York and sp 
His speech was called: “The Old South and 

the New 
ocean, [twas the first time the New South had had 

yh 
ther. A 

ation from the 

< to be the 
Hea 

ani 
New Y 

$ next dinne 

It thrilled the country from oc 

3 ev IN THE YOUNG wo 
VERSES BY ARTHUR GUITERMAN 

PICTURE BY ALICE BARBER STEPHENS 

REEN are the alders and green are the birches; 
Green are the banks, with a twinkle of blue ; 

Green is the spray where the Bobolink perches, 
Shouting with joy that the world is all new! 

an to 

“Oh! little Puppies, so jolly and chubby; 
Oh! little Boys of 

Oh! little Kittens, delightfully fubby, 
Tumbling together all over the grass; 

of 

Wiss induced Henry W. Grady to go back 
to his mother in her old home? 

The reason is best told 

One ing after a meeting in Harrisburg 
Pennsyly . Where I had told the above story: 

Mr. Harry McCormick came to me and said: 
“Twas much interested in that story of your? 

about Mr. Grady. I think I am able to add the 

preface to it, 
I was in Atlanta attending the International 

Convention of the Young Men's Christian Asse- 

ciation, 

in another story: 
eve 

At the close of our conventions it is the 
custom for the men to take hold of 
hands, forma chain around the room 
and sing ‘Blest be the Tie That 

Binds.’ Mr. Grady was there, ane 
we asked him to join in with us, He 
refused, although we urged and in- 
sisted. He stood with bowed heats 
saying: ‘No, fellows, I can't do it 
I am sorry, but I can't do it.’ 

next day word came to out 
hotel that if it was not too much 
trouble Mr. Grady would like to see 

Mr. Morse and some more of us at 
his office, When we got there Mt 
Grady met us with all the fine cout 

tesy of the Southern gentleman, say" 
ing: ‘I he you will pardon me for 
taking your valued time on the eve 
of your departure, but you notices 

last night that I could not joi? 
hands with you and sing ‘Blest be 
the tie that binds our hearts if 

Christian love.’ You fellows hav 

something Ido not have. [ used t? 
have it years ago, back home with 

my mother at Athens, But in the 
cruel war and the hurly-burly of 4 

publiclife I fear it hasgotaway from 
me, IT want it back. I have aske? 
you fellows to come here and tell me 
how I can get it back.’ 
“We told him the old story. It 

was all we had to tell him.” 
That day Henry W. Grady went 

back to his mother and to his God 

imilar class; 5 

ae Yast 

“Everything's youn 
“Young are the Broo! 

the song he is singing; 
ks, with their jubilant noise, 

Daffodils laughing, Anemones swinging, 
Kittens and Puppies and dear little Boys! 

“Why should you envy your elders a minute— 
Cats, Dogs, or Men with their sober employs? 

Yours is the world, or the best that is in it, 
Kittens and Puppies and dear little Boys!” 

{Page 10) 





AvTHOR OF 

Arctic Snowbirds in Summer 
HE last snowstorm of the season was at un 
ced, and in the late afternoon the couds 
began to break away Is the direction of the 

tetting pun. A Bock of ssow buntlines ran here and 
there among the weeds, searching for the seeds 
which the storm gusts had winnowed upon the 
warface of the snow, ‘The icicles hanging from the 
caves were dripping silently upon the sow; a song 
sparrow mounted a bush and throbbed into mel- 
ody; the sum broke through aed outlined fantas- 
tic shadows beyand the bontings, A feeling of 
the speing came suddenly. 

‘The snow tuntings seemed to feel it, for, as the 
sun shone out, they took wing a4 one bird, circled 
outward, ad, returning, whirled lightly upward, 
loaving « trail of sweet warbles as they flew on and 
on. Straight for the polestar their course was set, 
by Instinct as true as mariner's compass, With 
friendly twitterings two other flocks jolned thers 
high in midair, mingling their numbers and ad- 
justing their flight to the same speed. Above, the 

Jed down upon them: beneath, 

behind. After a while the 
in number, anid finally the 

forest <tainved all within view, 

=O, FLYING, foraging and sleeping, they passed 
steadily nucthward~ day after day, night after 

night. As they went oo their numbers lessened, a 
few dropping out and deifting off to other courses. 
When the icy expanse of Hudson Bay was reachert 
the flock of buntings divided, sume passing cast- 
ward toward Labrador, the others following the 
tree line in the direct! of Mavka. 

Six alune flottered down to a chimp of bushes 
and sought eagerly for the hard-coated seeds which 
meant life to them, After a rest they started out 
again—northeard, ever north—and cleft their 
way over lani and ice, past the magnetic pole, past 
the groasil ks of Bafa Bay, uatil the 

llesmere Land came into view, 
cep southern slope whose rocks were 

ice and snow the little black-and- 
gs came to teat. Even as they closed 

their eyes, the dull sum peered over the icy bori 
zon and there began the dawn of the Jong Arctic 
day. 

‘The six buntings were the survivors of four and 
twenty which had flown southward the preceding 
year, They bad run the gauntlet of hawks and 
owls and guns 06 a journey of thousands of milrs, 
but now the elements seemed united to exterminate 
the brave little flock. Icy blasts brought clouds 
of snow, and for days the wind howled furiously 
about the diff. Three of the birds were dashed 
agalnat the bergs rocking in the fiord below, ‘The 
others cked out 4 Living with moss and snow, nat 
daring to move from the crevice in which they were 

linge toe 
isis of 

‘The wind veered south at last and the aun once 
more lit up the barren waste, In a few days every 
gully overflowed with bubbling snow water, so 
spchly the seasons change in the north. The 
{ee spllatered and jostled and groaned itself loose, 
drifting out toward the distant shore of Northern 
Greenland. The snow buntings sang their hearts 
oat from amid the gray frozen moss, and sought 
among it the edible somethings which made fife 
possible in this land of chaos. 

‘One day a loud roaring echoed from cliff to cliff 
and s herd of walrases plowed through the green 
water and flung themselves upon a floe. In the 
days that followed, other strange creatures eame 
in from the sea aed watebed the buntings, flying 
and singing upon the shore—grotesque bladder. 
nose seals, and the harp seals which looked as if 
they were wound round with a long bani of white 
Goth, ‘Ther the sea fowl came in scores and in 
hundreds, some passing on to the next Gord, others 
coming to rest in this haven, 

AX THE Arctic day slowly approached the noon- 
tide of midsummer every green thing fought 

hard for light and warnath, At last a brave litte 
purple saxifrage won the battle and heli its head 
of flowers open to all the icy world. By mid-June 
others had followed its example, and the thick 
mosses, lichens, sedges and gay Alpine poppies 
covered all the shelterod spots with 2 coating of 
solt, green life. One of the buntings wandered off, 
found a mate, and nested in an adjoining valley; 
the remaining pait selected a spot near where they 
had been reared the year before—a mossy bollow 
at the foot of a willow tree. Tut such a treet 
Although the tallest and oldest in all this land, its 
topmost keaf reached less than a foot above the 
ground. Its roots were large and deep—sunken in 
the crevices—and its gnarked trunk, though but an 
inch through, was absurdly ancient looking, 

Here between two rock-cleft roots the snow 
hantings nested, gathering soft moss and a few 
feathers; here the Grst egg wus laid; and here five 
fluffy nestlings were hatched and reared. 

The very day they left the nest 2 herd of musk 
oxen came thundering toward the cliff with slow, 
heavy gallop, First a dozen cows lumbered along, 
and close upon their beels a mob of weak-legged 
calves. The shaggy balls brought up the rear, 
pushing and nudging the calves toward a steep 
wall of rock, When the herd reached the barrier 
they turned, and, with the precision of a cavalry 
maneuver, formed instantly into a hellaw square, 
or rather Uhroe sides of @ square with the cliff for 

the foarth—the panting calves sprawling 
on the ground im the center. 

Suddenly 2 new sound echoed across 
the fiord-—~a sinkter ululation which drew 
fierce snorts from the oxen. A thin gaunt a 
form stipped over the nearest ridge and 
flowed easily down the mnowy slope, fol- 
lowed by another and another, in the exsy 
lope of wolves, They soon sighted their 
quarry and canse on with Jolling tongues~ 
silently and swiftly. Then gigantic bull 
dashed beadiong from the square straight 
at the oncoming pack, caught one wolf a 
alancing blow which rolled it over, and, ° 
swerving, tore back to the cliff, The 
instant he had Jeft. the herd his place in 
the Hine was closed up,and not until be 
feturned was there room made for him, b 
Hardly had be resumed his place before 
the next musk ox made @ similar sortie, 
thea others, 

At last a two-yeurold bull essayed to 
try an encounter. This was his first Gcht 
asd be knew but little of the need for constant 
speed while beyond the pale of his herd’s line of 
battle. When be came to turn he slowed up anid 
gave the wolves thele opportunity, In a mass 
they thew at him and dragged him down, clinging 
to his long hair and giving him never a chance to 
regain his feet, 

‘The sorties continoed as before, furiously bot 
mechanically, with occasional resting spells which 
were utilized by the wolves to feed ravenously 
upon the deat bell. They soon learned to draw 
‘the attacks to une side, so that partof their number 
could feed uninterruptedly while the rest were 
oceupled with engagiog, or rather fn avokding, the 
attacking bulls, 

Wt the bones were clean picked the pack 
VY inoved off to a distance, and, sitting about 

like great dogs, wistfully eyed the motionless, wait- 
ing herd of oxen. Maved by sosne leapulse, the 
leader, with a long-drawn howl, started ba 
the trail, followed by the whole pack. 

Peace settled over the battledeld. A snow ban- 
ting few by, warbling sweetly; a butterfly or two 
drifted past; and presently a full score of great 
Arctic hares were hopping about, frisking over the 
trampled ground—the mast timid of creatures 
taking the place of tho fieroest 

‘The waning of the summer of the Arctic day was 
as swift as its inception. The sun had long since 
touched its rim to the borlaon in the nether swing 
of its circle, ant the growing chill never left the 
air, even on the clearest days. 

‘The actors in the short, intense drama of sam- 
mer life in Ellesmere Land began to move south- 
ward. The ssow buntings, parents and young, 
gathered from far and sear, and, in a compact dock, 
mounted high into the air and headed southward. 
‘The wild fowl—snow geese, auks, gulls—all fol- 
lowed, and in thelr wake drifted and circled now 
and then a gyrfalcon, and the, in faznilies, 

All of the cider ducks left Hated family 
of seven, mother and tung to each 
space of open water to the! 
when the bergs crashed toget} 
bver every vestige of ripple 
the mother rose om strong 
circled around quacking ansxowsly, Her 
six dacklings @apped their stubby wings, 4 
‘ut the feathers were far from full-grown 
and could not lift them above the ice pack, 
‘The mother love was strong, but instinct 
of life was greater. She could give no belp 
tober clamoring brood; life without water 
was not possible for a day in this region; 
already the desire for food was strong, 
and, without » backward glance, she 
passed southward along the coast on 
steady, throbbing wings. The half-grown 
ducklings quacked in val for atime and 
ran helplessly hither and thither; ther, 
weak from hunger, they put their heads 
behind their wings, drew up their feet 
and slept the deep sleep which knows no 
waking. 

7ET another belated family of warm, 
living beings was ahunger in this deso- 

late land—a polar bear and her cubs had 
had bad hunting. Reaching the top of 
the cliff, the three furry creatures clam- 
bered down and found the scattered bones 
wf the musk ex, Wolves leave but poor 
pickings, but when the bears left, not a 
trace of bones remained. Luck was with —_/ 
the three, now, for the keem-nosed mother = 
bear caught a slight olly ador, and, follow- 
ing it wp, came to tbe six dead elders. 
Here was a treat indeed, they thought. 

As the three bears disappeared sea- 
ward over the ice, the disk of the sun 
came for the last time to the crest of 
the mountains. The dull red glow 
hung motionless minute after min- 
ute—then slowly sank from view, 

Once, afar off, a raven croaked 
hoazsely, a sound from another world. 
Then a terrible stillness settled down, 
oppressive, deathlike—the begin- 

long, mysterious Arctic 
night. 
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The Bird That is Like a Man 
MR many days the iey waters of the 

Antarctic Ocean have been whipped 
and lashed by the cosing storm of 

the long, dark winter, In the rush and 
slather of lage green waves and gray, 
swirling mist a great company of strange 
creatures are fighting for thelr lives—a 
band of penguins, cnught away from Che 
ice pack and for days tossed and battered 
by the terrible waves, A quick dive and 
several rapid wing-beats carry Chem down 
into absolute peace and quiet; but the 
breath of life is not there, and at last their 
lungs empty in two chains of pearly bub- 
bles and the birds shoot up into the mist, 
wasp and are enculied again. 

The storm passes at last, the clowls 
draw upward and the on-rashing swells 
gradually lose in height and force. Day 
breaks and the sen rises with a glory which 
has been eclipsed for months. Spring is 
at hand. Far out at sea oats a wonder- 
fulwhitefsland. The sunlight is reflected 

from a hundred lofty minarets, and great green- 
and-white caves glisten with the beauty of fairy 
Jand. On a low, Bat, alabaster ledge near one end 
‘of the mighty iceberg are the penguins —four hun- 
dred or five hundred in number, AU stand facing 
the sun, and from thelr qualetly manlike expres. 
son and upright attitude one might think them 
some diminutive race of sun-worshipers, 

ASUDDEN thrill seems to go through all; the 
same call which at one time or another stirs 

every living bind and animal on the earth—-the 
wammons to the nest, to the hume, In companies 
of from twenty to fifty they dive off the ice and 
wetthe down with strong wing-beats, throbbing 
swift as a.school of fish through Ube green waters. 
Day and night they hold their course, with but 
few stops for fishing and sleep, until an Gland 
comes into view. 

Throughout the long, dark winter this tile of 
the penguins has lain buried deep in snow and ice 
Now the icicles begin to drip at midday and the 
sow to soften. A ripple appears near shore, then 
another and another, and soon there appearsa score 
of heads like diminutive seals, 

A black-and-white form crawls on all fours 
through the breakers, taggers to an uprigh! 
thon, frantically waves its a and cries alow 
“Aatk! Aark! Aark!” The first penguin has 
reached its home, 

With the advent of the first arrivals the snow is 
soon trodden into the earth, exposing a vast ex. 
panse of rounded pebbles. “The penguins begin 
working frantically, carrying stone alter stome and 
building high spreading piles upon the top of which 
each bird takes its stand and cries challenge to the 

echoes and reéchoes against the ice- 
draped cliff Then in a few days comes the main 
body of the rookery, hundreds landing every few 
hours. Within a week the appearance of the island 
ls completely changed, From a barren, lifeless 
landscape of snowy rugged crag it is 

transformed into a populows city tenanted 
hy thousands of noisy, active penguins, 

Here and there big fighting rings are 
trodden out and sometimes four or five 
pales of combatants wage war at the same 
time. Two males pay suit to some fair 

penguin who has cayly begun to carry 
pebbles alenlessly about in her beak. As 
toon as the rivals recognize each other as 
sach they rash together and fight with 
beaks and dippers. There is little feinting 
or guarding. Each stands up and takes 
his punishment until he can no longer 
withstand the fail-like battering of the 
strong, hard, finny wings, The weaker 
gives way and b knocked down, and 
tanless he is able to regain his footing and 
fight acala he crawls ignominiously away 
06 all fours. 

JY) be-peleiareed perhaps, a second pair 
of males have begun battle over the 

samelady penguin. Andsotheconfusion, 
an apparently inextricable panderoonium, 
continues; yet, in some unknown, penguin 
fasbion, order is at Last brought out of 
chaos and the birds are all mated. The 
pebble-stealing, however, never ceases, 
and when the birds become so numerous 

md that there is a pair on almost every 
*¥ square yard the pebbles shift from one 

end af the rookery to the other—stolen 
ani restolen time after time. 

After the successful male has won his 
fight he pays court ta the lady he has 
chosen, ‘The hoarse volce ly moderated to 

# gentle cacklo, and the loving couple 
rub their feathered necks together, 
frst on one side, then on the other, 
Fisally, when this strange little court- 
ship is over and the Antarctic sun 
shines down upon a newly mated pen- 
guin pair, they begin housekeeping in 
earnest. Perhaps milady penguin has 
already chosen a spot, and she sets 
out toward It in conde haste, while, 
toddling close behind, in the regula 
tion penguin lockstep, follows the 

hesband, Another pair of birds has jumped bet 
ladyship's claim, and the males go at it again. 
flippers and beaks, Again szperior weight telis and 
the invaders are driven off, Now ensue sever 
days of peblile-snatching from the neighbors 

In time = rough, white eg appears, anit so" 
another, and the birds begin sitting, one by ays 
the ather by bight, After a month of patient 
waiting two sooty black balls of down replace te 
exgs. Well do the nestlings need their thick coat 
of down, The temperature seldom rises above 
troczing; and at night, when the tempered bree? 
dies nwny and the sea lies at rest, the still, bitter 
cold searches out every crevice, and even andet 
their mother's warm fyreast the penguin chicks 
whimper in their sleep. Scores of chicks are 20¥ 
hatching daily, and their shrill piping whistles for 
food farm a new sound in the general uproar af te 
rookery. Tensaf thousands of shrimps are broaght 
to the hungry chicks, the scarlet juices staining 
birds and pebbles the color af blood 

UT with all the rushing to and fro the tow of 
the road is invariably |. No pengullt 
vellag aloe the winding public lanes betwee 

certain lines of nests is disturbed. But woe to hiss 
if be stop near some nest not bisown, Once, earl? 
in the season, an inoffensive seat chambers into the 
rookery and bitches along one of these thorougl 
fares. Again 2 few weeks later a man lands from 
an exploring ship whieh ts bound far the mystet 
ous tend to the southward, Both seal and mas are 
sreeted without fear; hut when they encroach of 
private property and block the right of way, they 
are set upon by halt « landrod birds, 

The man notices one curious thing: When he 
persues a single bird on the shore he can never 
make it take to the water, ‘The penguin is only 
obeying the instinct of its race. It knows of but 
‘one foe in all the world-the terrible killer whale, 
the Orea of the deeps, An Che man leaves the rook 
ery he is expied by a big herd of half-grown birds 
who come at him pellomell, piping, shrieking for 
food. Here bs « tremendous penguin, they think: 
His gullet must bold a plentiful meal of shrimp 
When the birds become well grown they leave 

their nests and Sock tagether. Now their parents 
have to search far over the plain to find thelr 08 
‘pring, or at last, failing in this, to feed same. 
strange chicks among the hegsieg throng. The 
stronger birds crowd about a fullfed, incoming 
penguin so as to make certain of getting food, OF 
the outskirts totter the weaklings. At exch fre® 
arrival the latter regain hope and patter uncet- 
talaly in the directioa of the hurrying crowd, but 
always too late, Soon they squat down shivering 
in the cold, pipe faintly and Sutter their little 
downy fins for the last tins. 

Not all the penguins keep to the beach, bawevet- 
‘Two who accepted exch other 2s mates before 
landing found, on scrambling out of the iey water, 
all the places and pebbles on the plain preempted 
+o they went on toward the cliffs. Up and up they 
toiled along narrow trails of packed, dirty snoW 
whieh showed that other birds were above them 
Up and up through the clear cold air—four, si 
cight hundred feet, almost to the very crest of the 
thousand-foot ridge. A crevice between two great 
bowlders offered a sheltered bit of level ground, 
here the two penguins made their home. 

AY after day the faithful bieds trudge wp and 
down the steep trail. One day a shelf of sno 

and earth gives way and # small company of bir 
rolls and slides down for several hundred fect. Tht 
idea remains, antl after that every bird which live* 
higher up comes to this very spot, folds its flinpet® 
closer to its body, and rolls aad tursbles down (0 
a wide, fat snowdrift, rises, shakes its plumage ant 
plods serenely on to the ten. 

‘The nesting season is rapidly nearing a chose antl 
scores of youna penguins are daily taking to the 
water. Every bird which comes ashore full-fed i* 
hesdeged by a crowd of young birds piping theit 
desire for food at the top of their fururs. One day 
the stronger af the two chicks from the topmost 
nest an the clilf is persuaded to descend and mingle 
with the others below, ‘The second ebick is & 
weakling, but the mother's loveis strong, and never 
4 day passes but she toils painfully up the see? 
trail and feeds the backward chick with generoe 
suppties of red shriteps, But she cannot make him 
leave the nest. One day the migrating fnstinct 
hecomes too strong and the two penguins amd thet 
full-fledged young swim northward with a hwn- 
dred others to the ive pack, where food is akeay> 
abundant. There the molt may be passed in safety 
and the terrible killers Inughed to scorn. 

For a while the sun fights for supremacy and # 
beam of ficht beeaks through the drifting snow 
flakes. It Lights up the topmost ledge of acl 
from which a penguin chick is calling alowd for food 
As the fight comes the chick changes its plaintive 
Pape to the hearse" Aark! Asrk |” of its race, thes 
draws close its little Sippers and pitches forward 
‘over the cliff. It bas dared at last, and the Tittle 
creature hurties through the deserted rookerys 

lunges in and paddles stewlily toward the 
the track of its companions, swimming strongl+ 

though it bas never before entered the water. 
‘The ligt fades from the high cliff and the fakes 

fall more rapidly. Soon all the plain is white 
sinks into the cold, dark 



How Clothes R Z c ally Came to Be 
And How it Happened That Men, and Not Women, First Wore Them 

JOW did dress come about? How did we 
come to dress? For we know for certainty 
that man, in the beginning, went naked, as 

ain tribes of savages yo naked to this 
day. The early habitat of man wasa moist, 
warm climate. The human skin ada 
itself to heat as it cannot tocold; the sav- 

of Central Africa do not protect them. 
selves against the sun. So the primitive 
ancestor wanted no protection, And mod- 

ty wana flower of late growth. In historic 
tlers have found tribes of savages who, wh 
Virtuous, dressed for decoration alone and did not understand 
Sur impulse toward modesty. When these people Jearned 
the are of dress from the carly traders and 
they became no more virtuous according to th 
pit Was really in vanity that was born the i 

ress, For dress, befure it was a protection or a covering, 
Wasa decoration. First of all it satished the desire of mar 
Set himself, by some visible mark, above his fellows, Th 
first dresser, the primordial dandy, decorated himself with 
it own blood and thar of his enemies, human or brute. In 

that stage of soc i courage formed the only title 
{2 distinction, Com ck from a hard fight, with the blood upon him, the primitive champion found ‘himself 
fidmired by the women of his tribe, envied by the men 
The blood showed that he had been in a w 
Sight. Fights in those days were to the death; a 
# he survived co come b 
that he el 

Finding s mark of battle got him 
#0 much distinction the primitive champion 

* the blood remain on him as long as it 
Would. When the dried blood wore away, 
the sear lingered for a permanent brand 
of di. inction. To this day certain sav- 
Ages keep their wounds open to make 
More conspicuous scars. And not 
Snly recognized savages: s0 also do 
the young men of the German stu 
dent corps, The Bonn or Heidel- 
ers undergraduate who shows the most scars from the ducling- 
ford is most admired among 
is Fellows. So they express the Oldest impulse tows 
and i And 

dress 
this, 
may 

decoration. 

8ppear ta your 
of refinement, 4 Your sills, satins and cl 
ons, your laces, y 
“ockings, your gloves-to- 
the-shoulder, and your filmy, floating ‘bridal veils 

"TO THE women of th 
days these marks a 

wars of honorable battle 
med a sex lure. There 
tt se from the contempla- 
tion of blood and scars on 
he human skin a dim sense 

> us incompre 
Then the men in 

ive races set about 

ve nature apd sup- 
Plemient aceident, All aver 
the earth are deposits of red 
Shy. With this pigment, so 
Slosely resembling bl in 

ey daubed their faces 
Having alres 

le cutting edge they g 
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t themselves to make artificial 
(fats The sense of rbythm i 
therent in beauty; ther the caus those who maintain that beauty 

all kinds only rhythm of farm, 

Tubtly woven. So the daub- 
les of red clay became regular 

Pattertis. When primitive man 
“Ane to reinforce his red paint 

the 2 blue and yellow he le = 
Hat elaborate and symmet- 1895 
ust facial decoration, which 

ndians wore on the warpath, which thy 
nese soldier sported up to the last century Chi 

“nd, in turn, body painting plus scar decoration 
Te quickly followed by the adoption of tattooing. 

We pure tendency toward face painting has all but 
hed in civilized man. The rouging, powdering and 

yah penciling of some civilized women is an attempt 
Hobtighten and imitate nature, not to improve upon ic, 
toe Never, the facial patch worn by the belle of the eight 

Ath century and weakly revived in the nineteenth 
y is nothing but a refinement of body painting 

he lashings and scars of primitive man came also to take 
Ventional forms and patterns, The Indians of our 

to askan territories make three parallel marks from the lips 
thes Point of the chin. ‘The ne of Central Africa cut 
Tom, {aces into many patterns; certain South Sea pe ple ran 
ws of cicarrices, like strings of beads, from the forelock to 

flap G8Lof the nose, The peoples of the Indian Archipelago 
they eit teeth into patterns which seemed beautiful to 

. Our flathead Indians mutilated the skulls of their 
arp eoees, and no Chinese woman is a lady unless her feet are 

ificially deformed, 

Deris! 

fon 

x ER the savage had learned to slash himself in patterns 
Orne, found other ways of making his scars beautiful. 
ay tment came to reénforce decoration. For example, the 
patke cut a hole in his tip and ran through ft a bone or a 
arate x ornamental stone, Various peoples in widely sep- 
tat’! parts of the world have worn a piece af semiprecious 
algtt® Plugging a hole in the lower lip. “There came nove rings syithd earrings. The earring, with its corresponding muti 
le.2% lingered until the nineteenth century; in fact, the 

dvanced members of the European rac 

By Will Irwin 

as women, wear it still. T 
sok this form is due to 

he learned to paint him: 
ge his scars in f 

discovered the cut 
d accustomed himself to this tool man 

rips of hide, that he might 
er his vanity and mark his 1d another decoration to fh 

superiority. He pended to 
without refining the matter, part 

Our own Indians have arr 
of the conquered and the teeth of thei The finst 

A developed sense of 
we had supposed 

ave paintings of Spain. Man looked on 
id—as agate, amethyst and ja 

He sf drilled 

human pu 
ji 

cert s of the fi 
and found them pretty 
finally polished them a 

ern, 
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WOULD 

YOU BELIEVE IT? 

A Century of Fashions 

Contributed by 

Florence Magill Wallace 

Now note that the male was, and for countless ages con- 
tinued to be, the dressy” sex. While marriage by capture, 
and later by purchase, may have appeared to be universal 
in primitive man the choice of the female must always have 
entered into the matter. Decoration was not only a bit of 

satisfaction and a mark of superiority in wealth 
power; it was also a sex lure of the wooing male, As with 
man, so with the higher animals. The domestic cock wears 
a high comb and gaudy feathers, while the hen more 
soberly clad. It is the turkey gobbler and not the turkey 
hen that has a spreading, ostentatious tail. It is the lion 
that sports the mane, 

Tt was the human male, with his greater apparent energy, 
his superior initiative, who frst took to adding artificial 
decoration. And in savage society this served the same 
end of nature as the tail feathers of the gobbler, the mane 
of the lion. It became to primitive woman the symbol 
of his sex. Among her stimulants to choice she had a con- 
scious of an unconscious leaning toward the man who dis- 
played the most pleasing ornaments. Primitive woman, in 
so governing her choice, subserved the eads of evolution no 
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ea. For he who wore the most blood- 
dim beginnings, the most ornament 

blest or cleverest 
; and 90 he bred his 

ess than the turkey 

later, was in ¢ 
man. So was 
superior «i 

T t impulse toward dress probably came from the 
need for protection, Early in his conquest of the world 
man ha » clothe himself against the cold, The warm, 
humid climate of his cradleland grew moce rigorous, of he 
pushed north and south into the regions of snow and ice. 
When the climate changed in the haunts of primitive man, 
or when he spread into the lands of climatic extremes, he 
needed covering. This need i obvious; but the vain decora 
tion of the body doubtless preceded it by countless ages, 

SEES ES was really the last cause for dress, And as it 
was the most recent impulse which led to the art of cos- 

tume, soalso is it the most complex anil the slightest. Noone 
ation ar for protection; the urging 

of moralists and hygienists is in the other direction, But 
morutlists, in all 
dwell on ‘the sp 

as always de 

ges of civilization, have felt it necessary to 
itual need of dressing for modesty, The 

1 the vanities of dress, but it has 
y and decently 

in short, is not a basic im 
pulse, a biological necessity; it isa fhower of civilization. 
We have observed savage people with no. more mod- 

ty, no more sense of the morality in costume, 
than the beasts of the fi 
others in whom the i 
again 

dressy 
4 of scie 

"sex, In all the prob: 
ific speculation the man, 

not the woman, first discovered modesty; 
and in the beginning it had nothing to 

do with purity or impurity. ‘The male 
human organism is more sensitive 
than the female; the male is wider 
ranging, taking more chances of in- 
jury and discomfort from beanches 
‘and grasses, Men began to use 
leaves, bark apd skins to protect 
themselves against injury, and in 

: this became a custom. 

Wee UPONwoman began 
! timidly to imitate her lord 

in covering, as she had already 
imitated him in decoration, 
There fotlowed another stage 
of the process, Absolute 
nudity, the pain and 
sculptors tell us, is chaste 
partial concealment, un- 
chaste, To the mind of pri- 
meval man these partial 
concealments emph 
sex, They 
woman more 
man, The mal 

| modesty for the femal 
1840 imposed It upon her. Be. 

cause to lure some man had 
already become the main 

er for a woman, she ac- 
his improvement on 
in time she was to 
tue of it, But not 

primitive 
ly are 

ornamented as to empha: 
rather than conceal, The sense 
of purity in clothing came much 
later, with the gradual evolution 
of civilization. And sex was not 
the only element entering into 
the creation of this virtue; it had 

roots also in the refined desire 
al that which disgusts. 

The conventional origin of 
modesty in dress may be 
served among peoples far 

higher in civilization than 
these primitive sivages. The 
Chinese have come to axso- 
iate foot-covering with mod 

esty. To lose ber shoe would 
be to a Chinese fady a shocking accident. 

Turkish Ladies veil their faces to the eyes, For 
a Turkish woman to lift ber veil before any man 

but her husband is a shamefulthing, On the other 
hand, Japanese men and women expose their bodies 

in a manner which shocks the tourist. Yet the Turks 
immoral, and the Japanese, though with certain dif- 

ferent standards from ours, comparatively moral, Our 
European sense of modesty varies not only with climes and 
pas but also with occasions, To a lady of the mid- 
Jictorian period the tight skirt of the carly eighties would 

ea 
cepted 
her sex; 

1850 : 

have been rand shocking. Our women display “vull 
thelr chroats and shoulders in evening dress and do it with- 
out shame. With no more shame they display their calves 
and ankles in bathing dre: Yet an extreme décolleté dress 
on the beach, a knee-length skirt in the ballroom, would 
appear to us as scandalous 

Nw. when primitive man began to hang ornaments upon 
4N himself he found few parts of his body suited for the 
purpose. There were his legs at ankles and knees, his arms 
at wrists and elbows, his neck and his waist. In various 
countries savages and even civilized people still affix their 
rnaments to all these places, The Zulu has his fringe of 
nee feathers, the Siamese woman her anklets, innumerable 

peoples, barbaric and savage, have their armlets and brace: 
jets. But, unless the savage cared to hamper his movements 
in war, chase and work, be could decorate extensively only 
two of these human clothes-pegs—the neck and the waist. So 
the or tion of arms and legs remained comparatively 
simple or ceased altogether. Around his neck the savage 

CONCLUDED ON PAGE 56 



That bs the Daily Climax 
imbermaid's Carer 

ver hotel guest the charmbermaid is more v 1 
fa lay figure, almost a piece of stage property 

She is a female auromat i n, Maing quietly about the 
halts and bedrooms, The average hotel guest thinks of her 
sa type. Which she isn't. She is twe types. One type is 

trim and intelligent, reflecting ber environment only 
pale weariness of fer face. The other type is dull 
unkempt, often slatternly. The intelligent chambermaits 

the neatest and most trustworthy, The others can stand 
more hard work, 

The modern hotel must be efficient above all else. Its 
prosperity, its siocess, its very life, depend more on efficiency 
than on any other quality. "To maintain this efficiency the 
hotel needs efficient, reliable servants; efficient, reliable 
chambermaids with the reat. And chambermaids, many 
them, insist on slighting their work. They insist on ¢ 
plaining about their lat, “They insést on making troub 
themselves, for the management, for the guests. All these 
things they insist on, in spite of the fact that the hotel man. 
ager is eventually guing to starve if he doesn't have reliability 
and efficiency in e. Verily the lot of the mamager 
ix an unhappy om 

But how about the other side of the question? 
The chambormaid gets her job because she is looking for 

it, and she takes it up deliberately, And for what she dors 
she receives pay. Yes, she is paid, She is putid, as a general 
rule, something between $14 and $22 a month, Her day 
begins at about six o'clock in the morning, for she must 
through with her breakfast and be actively on the job by 
seven o'clock sharp. With the exception of a brief half hour 
at noon her routine at housework keeps her busy until five 

lock in the evening, Then, after supper, if she ix “on 
watch’ she must stay on duty until nine or ten o'clock at 
night. If she isn’t “on watch” she has a perfectly glorious 
miporturtity for recreation—the recreation of washing and 
roving and mening her clothes. Her wages and the uncer 
tainty of being able to count on them give her no means for 
having any of her work done outside. Some hotels have suit 
able places where the maids can do this work. Some, on the 
other hand, have not, with the result that the maids must 
ngage in a constant struggle to keep themselves nitty 

clean. At all events, no matter where, the washing and 
ironing and mending inust be done, and the girl must often 
do i or eleven hours of hack-breaking, heart-breaki 
Libor 

to work the 
ig Choice of diversions 

She may go to 

O* “THE few evenings when she does not hav 
chambermuaid has a rather inspir 

She may go to a moving-pictare show 
cheap dance hall, Or she may go to bed. Except here ant 
there, in isolated cases which are not typical, there is no place 
in the hotel where the girls may gather or draw apart for 
recreation; there is no place to rest comfortably, no place 
to read, no place to sew, no place to receive friends, 

The quarters where the maids are lodged are usually in 
some out-of-the-way place in the hotel building, not suitable 
for the housing of guests or their attendants. In some of 
the very best hotels the maids are lodged two and three ina 
room allowing space for litte more than beds 
and trunks ¢ first-chiss hotel in a certain big city the 

cls sare pig lect in little vaultlike places arranged in 
ef, bunks ncither as airy nor as clean as the cells in ma 

ns, To have to sleep in such a place after ten or more 
(hare of hard work—that is the daily 
climax in the tragedy of the hotel 
chambermaid's career, 
All chrough the day the hotel cham 

bermaid moves midst a profusion of 
silks and satins and laces and rich 
gowns, All through the day she busies 
herself about wardrobes where she sees 
ane handles (and, God pity her! comes 
to yearn for) the costliest of frocks, the 
dainticst and finest of lingerie. Yet, 
when it comes to her own person, she 
must wear cheap calico dresses and 
even cheaper underwear, She may 
have to stay on duty an hour longer 
than usual to wait on the gorgeously 
dressed members of ber sex who Bnally 
float down to dance in the resplendent 
ballroom, But when she wants to 
dance there is nothing for her beyond 
the cheap (and, now that she has seen 
the other, so pitifully cheap) dance hall 

HE sees jewels—diamonds, pea 
gold, all those fascinating trinkets 

which mean so much toa woman, wha 
ever her walk in life maybe. Yet when 
she herself wants jewelry sbe must go 
to the fve-and-ten-cent store. The 
hotel maid dusts hound volumes, books 
with uneut leaves, at which their 
owners never look. She not only can 
not touch them, she cannot even find 
a place where she may really enjoy reading anything. She ix 
living in the midst of what seems to her a continuous feast; 
she has seen and helped to make the very acme of luxury: 
she has given her closest attention to satisfying the thousand 
whims and fancies of people of many wants. Vet she herself 
must work, day in and day out, seven days of the week; she 
herself must be content with twice-cooked food. Her life is 
a life of toll—and of nothing else. 

That is the other side of the question 
And that is why the botel chambermaid, the average hotet 

chambermaul, is unsteady and unreliable, That is why she 

She May Have to Wait on the Gorgocusly 
Dressed Members of Her Sex 

————— ——————— 

The Tragedy of Her Life and Your Share in It 

By Gerald Mygatt 

ILLUSTRATIONS BY 

slights her work. Th 
why, in cases that are & 
ally tempted to tak 

That is 
> means typical, she is occasion 
or other valuable: 

Such ts the = ng for the daily tragedy of the 
hotel chamb ¢ which 

ives, thi tedium of her work-and play, arc 
largely the results of certain economic conditions, conditi 
whieh are jonably unfortunate, but which will change 

with time and with the gradual development af the pub 
lie conscience. These conditions, therefore—the long hours, 
the not particularly lavish pay, the comfortless, depressing 
environment of life these are to a ¢ extent acceptable, 

the time being, as something unavoidable, They are but 
Reise { the hotel chambe tragedy 
agedy enough in the heaven knows, but still passive 

They form th setting, the shivery music, for the rest. 
seth ye 

ND the t is where a guest—Iet us call hee Mrs 
eroy—comes in. Mes, Pomeray, who occu 
ns, is a most particular person. For what she is getting 

atel, or rather for what she thinks she ought to get, 
: is paying good and liwfulcurrency. Like ninety-five per 

cent. of the human race she wants what she wants when she 
wantsit, And the first thing she wants in a hotel is service. 
She wants prompt response to her ringing of the chamber- 

I's bell, She wants the things in her room left as she 
‘aves them and not put away where 

n't find them. She doesn't want 
gs left lying around the 

room, but likes them put away out at 
. She wantsthe windowsleft open, 
wants the windows left closed. She 

wants rough bath towels, She wants 
soft bath towels, She wants her bed 
turned back just su. She wants a 
certain thing here and a certain thing 
ther 

Mrs, Pomeroy has probably been in 
the hotel for about a week when at last 

wething goes wrong, The chamber 
maid has mislaid something of for 
gotten something—or possibly Mrs. 
Pomeroy has had a bad breakfast 
she rings for the maid and the maid 
dorsn’t come. Mrs, Pomeroy waits a 
fow minutes, mutters a little, walks 
twoor three times bet ween her wind 
nd her door, then calls up the ly 

ot 

pat 
os suite of 

Is this the manager?" snaps Mra 
uFoy. 

y dam.” 
Well, why 

proper service 
I've been rity 
utes and nobody cor 
the first time either. It has been 
this way ever since I've been here. Why is it that one can 
never get the kind of attendance one would expect ina hotel 
of this character? I'm always kept waiting and I never get 

n't this hotel give 
Ie's a shame. Here 

5 my bell for ten nei 
This isn’t 

things done right. It's a shar 
The manager falls back hastily on the soft answer which 

turns away wrath. [He does, however, suggest to Mrs 
tomeroy that she would confer a favor upon him by be 

meer even more pointedly emphasized 
ny further might exasperate h 

the hotel, So the manager offers i 
for the shortcomings of the maid, 

assuring the guest that the complaint 
ishighlyappeeciated. He thanks Mrs. 
Pomeroy for ber codperation and prom- 

+ that she will never again be 
nvenienced. To carry the last 
se intocfiect he carmmunicates with 

the housekeeper—and a new maid is 
assigned to Mrs. Pomeroy'sroom, The 
former maid—— But wait. 

oo Mrs. Pe To quest 
and cause her to le 
most humble ape 

TATURALLY the changing of the 
AN inaid pleases Mrs. Pomeroy. It 
shows that she has been given special 

psideration, and that is gratilying. 
She probably never stops to think of 
what may have happened to the maid 
about whom she complained. She 
probably hasn't the faintest idea of 
what really has happened. [i she knew 
the tri€h she might feel somewhat less 

mplacent. For the maid, if it has 
not been possible or advisable for the 
management to transfer her to sa 
other part of the hotel, has been fires 

Just like that. Now you see her and 
now youdon’t. Todischargethat maid 
is probably the last thing the hotel 
wants to do, the last thing the hotel 
will doif the girl’s record is good. Yer 
in many cases discharge her it must. 
Mrs. Pomeroy is still the reason, 

For one thing it would be incon- 
sistent with the hotel's high standard 

of efficiency to have about _the house a servant who has dis- 
pleased a steady patron. The patron talks and tells friends. 
What a patron says for of against a hotel helps more than 
most persons realize in the making or unmaking of that 
hotel's reputation, Nor would it do to let the matd go un- 
punished, if there really has been a breach of disciptine, as it 
might influence the conduct of other servants. Reprimand 
ing isa matter in which a hotel may indulge in exceptional 
cases oly; there is always the danger that the maid will 
consider herself wronged and that she may go to the guest 
and create a disturbance. 

(Page 14) 

@ Complaint is Made the Detect 
is Put Nowe to 

—S—a. oS 

M. | RLUMENTHAL 

Besides, maids are plentiful, The employment bureaus of 
the cities have scares af them ready to start to work at 4 
moment's notice. ‘The housekeeper has only to telephane her 
order and the maids arrive. The hotel, except in certait 
cases, pays nothing for registration. ‘The maid usually hat 
to pay the fee . 

emai whe has been discharged is now face to face with 
more of a problem than most persons realize. She may o 
may not be used to the hotel method of firing without notice! 
she may or muy not have had other experiences, But 0! 
thing is certai must go back to the registry office an 
start looking for another situation. Something like ninety 
per cent. of the hotel maids in the United States are unmat 
ried. Many of then are front small country towns; many 0 
them are immigrants; most of them are practically hawt 
lexs. Losing & position means tramping the streets, endu 
ing the cheapest af cheap boarding houses, stretching eae? 
penny to its pitiful limit 

It has been figured out that sixty per cent, of the chamb: 
maids in this country holt their positions for an average 
two months apiece, The maid who is discharged at the ent 
of two months has just about twenty dollars in ber pocket 
The first month's pay has gone where every servant's Ht 
month's pay goes—to cover the many little miscellancou 
expenses that come with settling down in a new place. Thes 
expenses begin with one or two dolkirs for the registratio® 

fee; they include expeessage oa 
trunks they end with half a does 
stamps for the letters which tell (rice 
and relatives of the change, Now al 
this haste bedoneover agin. 
thing is shattered: castles crumble 
pockets practically empty 
And it isthe hotel guest — the wom? 

xuest particularly—who is largely 
sponsible for the way this little dran™ 
workwout. Misunderstanding doesit 
Lack of thoughtfulness does it, Over 
vstidiousness does it, Carclesnes* 

does if, Selfishness does it 

OSSES of jewelry, money, toilet 
4 articlesand wearing apparel are ® 

sorted daily at the offices of the larger 
hotels, The losers are generally ps 
tive about having had the property 
at such and such a time and in such 
and such a place, and are certain that 
someone must have taken it. Mana 
gers have learned by expe 
Thy too much stress on such half-cock® 
allegations of dishonesty. Yet they 
must give their guests satisfaction 

And, of course, no hot flor! 
to keep servants whose honesty 
be questioned. Hence the how 
detective. 

When a complaint is made the detective is put nose to tht 
trail, Tt isa ten-to-one chance that he finds the article in the 
very apartinent where it was mislaid, or else at the hate’ 
desk, where some servant has brought it after accidentally 
finding it in the reading room or the dining room or 40% 
other public part of the house, It has often been discover™ 
that jewelry, supposed to be fost, is out somewhere at # 
jeweler's, being repaired or cleaned, The has foe* 
gotten, that is all ¢ then become pan 

it happened recently a 
where a woman reported one day that in her absence [1 
her room three ten-dollar bills bad been stolen from het 
purse, She was certain about it. Only a few hours before 
she had cashed a check at the hotel office and had then gous 
directly to her chamber. A caller had come and they be 
gone out together, with the purse left lying on the table: 

Now this woman did not seem to want to accuse am 
body—certainly not!~-but it did appear to her mind sh 
the maid must know something about the matter, simply 
because she had acted so strangely when she had been que 
tioned. The detective reported that he could not find 47 
clews, but thac the maid did act guilty. So after a com 

ice she was dismissed, Two days kater the new maid, wit 
dusting the room, maved a desk blotter—and found ( 
three ten-dollur bills where the guest had laid them whet 
her caller had appeared. Of course the first maid bad acl™ 
strangely; she wasufraid that she might be accused of havit® 
stole the maney 

o Tend 

gu 

a big hote 

A ; ef 
N a hotel chambermaid has really neglected a4 

© yH 
\ / duty, when she has given special offense, when there 

St sober reason 10 believe that she has actually commit 
theft —then to make complaint is certainly justifiable. Whe 
neglect or mistake causes tncony nnoyanoe or 1s 
srovided only that the inconvenience or the annoyance or © 
ost be real, a complaint fitting the wrong is well merit: 
A guest ina hotel does pay aut good money, and in recur 
it he—or she—should get good service. 

And often enough the maid is thoroughly in the 3 
Omission of duty, breaches of discipline and unbecar™™f 
conduct toward guests are fairly common, The taking 
jewelry, money, clothes or articles of ornament from rooey 
is by ho means unusual. ‘To excuse ar to try to palliate 
things would be improper indeed. Yet when one, or 
understands, when one really feels the tragedy which Wt 
beneath it all, it is a good deal more difficult to conde™ 
than it is to pity. 

There was once a small boy whe stood cheerfully 
of a mountain and started a stone rolling down the 
In no time at all that stone was whirling about in the ce” 
of an avalanche. And a whole village on the mountains! 
was wiped out and carried into the valley below, That &™ 

wronk 

" ‘ ¢ boy is much more to be blamed than Mra, Pomeroy. 1 
avalanche which Mes, Pomeroy so casually starts a 
down on just one girl, Still—the small boy didn't 5 
any better, 



“You Can't Think How Many Timxs 1 
Shall Think of You Siting There With 
Your Thene Splincid Men™ 
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The Star in the Country Sky 
Her Story: and That of Her “Three Men,” With Another 
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no idea, Jimpsy,” Georgiana 
said at Rosalie Crofton's birthday 
dance, when she and James Stuart had 
assured themselves that they were able 
to suit their steps to each other and 
were moving smoothly down the floor, 
“how glad Lam to be with someone I 
know, for a bit,” 

“Only someone? Not particularly 
} me?” 

OIF “Ves, particularly you, My brain 
— needs a little rest." 
‘There's a compliment for an old friend! But 1 didn't 

bie ¢ dancing tired the brain. [t's my feet that have 
i ered me. I've walked all over Jeannette’s litte toes, 
it she’s perfectly game and won't admit it.” 
I thought you and she were getting on beautifully ether." 

“So we were. I couldn't see how and Channing got 
That gtether, because you went ‘of and bid somewhere. 

‘al's not fair with a perfectly new acquaintance,” 
{Didn't you and Jeannette go off and hide somewhere?” 
We're not new siequaintances.”” 
Oh, indeed! How okf ones are you?" 

1 A month isa long time compared with one short evening. 
yocver knew, George, you were such a Cerrific charmer. 
t've bad them all nailed tonight; and as for Channing~ 
+p Only 1 supy he's a shark at the game himself, 
shows it. Better look out.” 

to What an excellent opportunity a dance is for old friends 
nee cach other good advice.” Georgiana smiled up into 

ves. 
atte sloned his own for an instant, “Don't do that; it 

het Onsen You're learning the game yourself. Jean- 
rh nd '# been teaching you. We're all finding one another out 

Might. Thad no idea she could sparkle so.” 
‘ou’re the sparkler. She simply glows with a steady 

“Well, Fike that!" 
You like everything tonight. You remind me of a 

Tent soft laugh! led Bi I imps!" Georgiana's soft laughter assailed his car. " 
bellove we're both a bit crazy with this sudden leap into dis 

tion—such dissipation! Just remember where we'll be 
Wotrow night." 

tan ton's want to~except that it will be with you. We'll 
teat all over by your fire, eh?” 

course. There'll be that much left anyhow. Is this 
Thank you, Jimps, for the best dance I've had 

o 
toy 

WO Use trying it on me,” he murmured as he released her, 
alr vat'S the use of your attempting to capture what you've 
Ready got?" 

BY. AND By ic was allover and Georgiana was mounting 
in the’ stairs with Jeannette, smiling back at certain faces 
fi disordered spaces below, where flowers lay about the 

and a group of young fellows, belonging to Resalie’s 
TS party, were pet be merry before they broke ranks, 

Seuah J anmette’s room by a blazing fire the girls held bricf 
fee 2%: sitting with unbound hair and swinging slippered 
Se with checks still flushed by the night's gayety. 

“ "tht, 1915, by Groce S. Richmond 

By Grace S. Richmond 
RED PEPPER BURN: 

were imagining ourselves 
room tomorrow night,” storg! 

softly, staring into the flame with eyes which reflected litthe 
points of light. “It will seem like a dream then, but we shall 
talk it all over, and remember what fur we bad, and how 
lovely everybody was to ug-andl how exquisite you were i 

Nue-and-silver frock," 
‘ou dear thing, you ought to have such times often and 

often!” cried Jeannette. “But oh, Georgiana, you have 
times I envy you! While you are dreaming of our fowers 
and music f shall be dreaming of the dear old house, and the 
jolly evenings you gave me there, and envying you—vb, 
envying you — 

“Envying me! Are you crazy hild, of are you just 
_ “Just speaking the truth, can't think how many 

times 1 ll think of you sitting there with your three 
splendid men ——" 

lean! What are you talking about?” 
“About Uncle Dav: Jimps and Mr, Jefferson ——" 

jut they're not protested Georgiana laughing. 
Except Father Davy. 
Not Jimps?” 

“Oh, of course he's my friend, my very good friend. And 
Mr. Jeflerson’s only a ‘paying guest’”—she made a litwe 
grimace at the phrase, “ You speak as if I had them all about 
me all the time.” 

“But you do, evenings, don’t you?” 
“They were there much more while you were visiting me 

than oat Sat be now, Jimps has heaps of arrears to make 
up; he let tots of work go while you were there, you must 
know, my dear. As for Mr. Jefierson—hbe may never come 
down any more, now that Jimps won't be going up to beg him 
to make a fourth for your entertainment. So don't imagine 
me holding court with those three retainers. It will mostly 
be just Father Davy and I with a volume of Dumas or 
Kipling: isn't it odd how my pale little father loves the red 
blood of literature?” 

“YUST the same"—but Jeangette did not finish that. She 
began afresh: “And oh! how [ shall miss you, Gearge— 

ais Jimpa calls you. Somehow I must have you before long 
for a real visit here, or wherever I may be for the summer. 
“Thank you, Jean; but I can never get away.” 
“Tl arrange it somehow. That makes me think—Miles 

Channing was dreadfully Sarpraas that you were gois 
in the morning. I've no doubt pei waster toncses oF 
somehow. I think it's too bad of you to insist on going before 
Juncheon. Think how little sleep you'll have.” 

She gave jana a penetrating look as she said it, but 
saw only a pair of beautiful bare arms theown up over a mass 
of dark locks, as her cousin, with a clever imitation of a half- 
smothered yawn, answered merrily: “Then we must go to 
bed this minute or ! shall never have strength of mind to get 
up, And I mustn't leave Father to the tender mercies of 
Mrs, Perkins longer than I can help. She'll give him every- 
thing that is bad for him, in spite of the best intentions.” 

It was a wide-awake Georgiana, nevertheless, who, fully 
dressed for the drive, leaned over Jeannette’s bed at nine 
o'clock that morning and kissed a warm velvet cheek, mur- 
Fiori “Don't wake up, dear, We're just off, after break- 
fast. T'it write soon. You've been a perfect darting and I'm 
more grateful than I can tell you.” 

“Oh, I'm dead to the world I'm so tired !"" moaned the 
girl in the bed. “I always have to pay up so for dancing 

(Page 15) 

“THE TWENTY-POURTH OF JUN 

all night. But you" she lifted languid eyelids to see her 
cousin's smiling freshness of face ani air of vigor—"'why, 
you look as though you had had twelve hours’ sleep—and a 

oot Reha the cold mitted ta “I've had the cold plunge,” admitted Georgiana laughing. 
“And I'm “fitasa fiddle,’ as Jimps says, Hesent his good-by 
and told me to tell you he'll never forget you—never !"" 

“Tell him Tl not lee him forget me—or you either, Oh, 
how 1 hate to have you go, both of you!” 

T WAS through a silent, sleeping house that Georgiana 
Ty Stuart stole, the only member of the family up to see 
them off being Mr, Thoms 
son under the great rooftree, 
“My dear, you must come again; you must come often,” 

he urged, holding Georgiana's hand and patting it with a 
ternal air. “You have done a great deal for our Jean; she 

looks much stronger than when she went to your home. But 
neither she nor Rosalie can enter the race with you for splen- 
did health. That comes from your country life, | suppose, 
Tenvy you, | envy you, my dear.” 
“Come at Uncle Thomas—do. Father would be 

‘ssuch an invalid. But his mind and 

Crofton himself, the oldest per~ 

heart are as young as ever. 
“T will come; I will drive down some day, thank you, 

Georgiana. I should like to see David again, Mr, Stuart, 
come again, come again, Good-by; sorry your aunt was too 
much done upto see you off this morning, my dear, Good-by,” 

As the two emer from the door a figure sprang up 
the steps. “What luck! I was passing and I suspected you 
were just getting off. -morning! Can you possibly be 
the girl I saw dancing a few hours ago?” 

“T don't wonder you ask, Mr. Papi laughed 
Georgiana. “Evening frocks and traveling clothes are quite 
different affairs." 

“Ab, but the traveling clothes are even the nicer of the 
two, when their wearer looks —" Channing glanced at 
Stuart, sanding by, “Confound you, sie!” saul be, with a 
genial grin, shaking hands; “since you're going to drive all 
the way home with this lady, can't you give me the chance 
to say something pleasant to her?” 

“You can't make it too strong to suit me," observed 
Seuart—and remained within bearing: 

“Saturday, then, if 1 may,” said Channing, looking as far 
into Georgiana's eyes as he could sec, which was mot very 
far. She wore a close little veil, which interfered with her 
eyelashes, and clearly she could not lift ber glance very high. 

‘Then they were off, with Channing waving farewell, his 
hat high in air and his white teeth flashing in the morning 
sunlight. A hand at another window also waved, and 
Coe, knew Jeannette had seen this last encounter. 

“Well, for sixteen hours’ work," remarked James Stuart 
Fay. as the car pated headway and the house was left 
vehind, “I should say you had done some fairly deadly 
execution. Saturday, ch? Why docs he delay so long? 
Isn't tomorrow Friday—and a day sooner?” 

Xx 
‘HE old “study” of David Warne was a square, austerely 
furnished room on the second floor of the Manse, oppo- 

site the sleeping room now occupied by Mr. Jefferson. It 
contained several plain bookcases, filled mostly wich worn 
old volumes in yellow calf or faded cloth. An anctent table 
served for a desk, with « splint-bottomed chair before it. 



On the walls hung several portrait engravings, 
that of Abraham Lincoln occupying the pest of 
Donor among 1 » The door was covered with a 
rag carpet of pleasantly dimmed colors and an old 
Franklin stove, with widely opening deors and a 
hearth with a brass tall, completed the fanishing 
of the room, 

‘This was the place now swept and dusted and 
for the jolnt labors of the weiter of books 
cw assistant. Mr. Jefferson had moved 

the materials of his craft to the new working quar- 
ters; he had brought up wood for the fire and had 
mace the fire hinsell, according to the custom be 
hail inaugurated soon after his arrit The day 
and hour for the beginning of that which James 
Sticart insisted on designating a a partnership had 
arrived, At nine o’¢lock that April morning, when 
Georgiana's housework should have reached a 
stage when she cyuld safely leave it for a more or 
Jess extended period, the study door was to cose 
upon the two and shut them away undisturbed for 
the first deta f their allair in common, 

Georgiana wen up tince before daybreak. 
planning and executing a system which should 
make all this possible, Now, at a quarter before 
nine, with all well in hanel, she flew to ber room for 
certain personal touches which should transform 
hes from housewife to secretary, Two minutes be- 
fore the clock struck she surveyed herself hurriedly 
in her smal! mirror, 

“You really look very trim and demure,” the 
remarked to her image. “Your color is a bit high, 
but that's exercise, not excitement, Still, you area 
hit excited, you know, my dear, and you ninat be 
vory carefull not to show it. It'ss calms, cool, busi- 
fives person the gentleman wants, George, not a 

rl. It would spoil it at ence if you 
ik or coquettish. So now—re- 

Anil forget—for the love of your mew 
‘occupation forget—that Miles Channing & coming 
again tomight-~again, after one short week! What 
does it matter if be is? Kun along and be goot!"* 

Hits minute left in which to rum downstairs, 
kiss Mr. David Warne on his white forehead 

and receive his warm “Bless you, dear, and bless 
the new work. May you be very happy in ie!” 
and to walk quietly upstairs again and knock at 
the door of the stu It opened under Mr, 
Jeflerson's hand, atid to the cheerful sound of 

His smile was very ple 
seemed to take note of ever 
quick glance, as he said with a wuve of his hand: 
“Welcome to my workshop! You see I've swept 
up all thy chips, bat we'll soup make more,” 
“You munage to keep your worksl 

ably free from chips,” she cumenented. 
have a great system of order.” 
Pretty fair. I should be hopelessly lost if I let 

this mass of material become disordered. WIN you 
take this chair? Must we begin at once or may we 
talk a little first?" 

“LE think we had better begin. You know there 
are just three free hours before I must be down- 
stairs if you are to eat this neon.” 

Me laughed and she noted, as she had noteit 
mu thmes before, how young be looked at such 
moments, grave as his face could be when in re- 
pose, “Very well,” he agreed, “I have no doubt 
you will work at this task as you do at the loom, 
with all your might, 
my stride to keep up 

yell. One is likely to fall into s af salitering: 
works alone, You have po idea how 
bave to keep certain favorite books out 

of sight when I want to accomplish big stretches 
of kK. And in this room hard luck!~1 see so 
many old treasures that I am afraid I'm going to 
have u bit of trouble to keep out of temptation. 

His eyes led hers to the old bookcases, She 
toed, "It's & shabby elit collection, but 
it’s "s heart.” 

yes 

me, Frode, 
PartonLamb, Johnson, Carlyle— Hugo, 
Thackeray, Keade and Trollope—Keats, 
Shelley, und the rest. What matters the 
binding? Sometime I must read you a pas- 
sage in good old Cheistopher North that 
appeals to me tremendously, No, not now, 
Miss Warne; I see I must fall upon my 
task without delay or you will be slipping 
away on the plea of bad faith on my part. 
Well——" 

He turned toward the table and took up 
wrotebook. His face settled instantly into 
an expression of serious interest. 
“Lam going to ask you first,” salt he, 

“to capy in order upan a fresh sheet each 
reference whieh you find marked with a red 
cross, vo that the references may be all to- 
gether. He very exact, please, and very 
legible. German and Frenel words are 
easily misread by the typist who will put 
this work finally into copy for the printer.” 

Georgiana, glancing at the first marked 
reference, found cause to credit this state- 
mont, for it reads 

Cugnetta: Zur Frage der Anat. Rerichong 
awh Akromegaive u. Hypophyertermor, 

Gia t inee or eee ee of 4 ie mi 
soaderes Bert ing de, mee nach 
dem Zusammenhang der Akromegalie 
mit Hypophysenganggeschwaiste, V . 
Archiv, 190%, baxxvi,, 197. 

words as “Tt would be best to pein 
cleatly as I can, wouldn't she sug- 
gestod, suppressing her desire to laugh. 

“That depondson your hasdweiting, Try a line 
and let me see, please,” 
When she had shown kim a specimen of the pe- 

culiarly readable script which she had cultivated 
in college, he signibed his approval with a bearty 
“Good! ‘That's the hand of a workman. 1 con- 
gtutalate myself. Go ahead with the jawbreakers, 
only veritying each reference before you leave it." 

"Tee task began, and thus it continued 
day after day—not always quite the same, for 

Goorgians soon recognized that her employer was 
diversifying ber labors as much as he consistently 
could by changing the nature of the copying. Now 
and then be refreshed her endurance and rested 
her tired hand by asking ber to read aloud to him 
several just finished pages of his ows writing, while 
he walked the floor of sat tipped back in his chair 
with closed eyes a3 be Bstened with ears alert for 
error or infelicity of phrase, and she wondered at 
the character of the words she read. 

08 course she discovered at once what was the 
general subject of the book, Novessay wat this, no 
work of fiction, no “history of art,” as Stuart had 
scornfully suggested. It coukd be only the sternest 
of research and experience which dictated such 
& sentence a6 this: 

The especial dangers to be contended with are that 
the ethmold celly say be mistaken far the sphenoide: 
that we may go too low and enter the pees and me- 
dull; hat, laterally, we may enter the cavernous 
@nus, and above, that we may injury the optic perve, 

Tt was all more of ess of a puzzle to her, but it 
was one which her taskmaster never explained fur 
ther than the revelations of each day explained it. 
She understood that he was a scientist, that he un- 
doubtedly had been aa aperator in some surgical 
field or was putting into shape the work of another 
in that Geld; but what he now was besides a writer 
of technical books she bad no manner of hikes. 

“Bo I really enjoy it, father," che inslsted, 
when she came dawn to him one day with 

hotly dushed cheeks and shaking hand after a par. 
ticularly protracted siege of copying involved and 
incomprehensible material. “It's monotancusin a 
way, but it’s intensely interesting too, Mr. Jeffer- 
son i so absorbed in it it's fun to watch him. 
‘Today he was as happy as a boy over 2 letter he 

m a Professor Somebody, a great authority 
in Vienna. It seemed it absolutely confirmed some 
statement he had made in a monograph he wrote 
last year which had been challenged by several 
scientists, The way be fell to writing his next 
paragraph after be had read that letter made 
one imagine he was writing it In his own heart's 
bleed, He read it aloud te me.” She laughed 
appreciatively at the recollection. 

“Could you make anything of it?" inquired Me. 
Warne with interest. 
“Not very much. It was about the pituitary 
js h, I've come to have a great awe of the 

pituitary bodies, they seem to be responsible for 
so many things. He chuckled over it like a boy. 
wot sald to mu: ‘Forgive these transports, Mlss 
Warne, but this is food and drink to me. T wish I 
could explain it to you so that you might rejaice 
aver it with me, Some day I will, when we are not 
so busy.” I hope be will, There's enough that J do 
understand to make me interested.” 
“see you and rejoice. my Georgiana. To 

you remember what Max Miller says: *Work is 
life to me; and when J am longer able tu work 
fife will heavy burden’ 

He smiled a5 he said it, but his daughter read 
the seldom expressed longing in the cheerful voice 
aril laid her cheek Jor an instant against his. "He's 
quite right. And you have your work, Father 
Davy, and you're doing it all the tine. [think you 
preach much more effectively now than you did in 
the pulpit, even when you don't open your mouth. 
And when you do open it angels coukin't compete 
with you!" 

‘They laughed softly together, though Mr. Warne 
shook his head. “It's a curious thing,” he mused, 
“that the weaker the bedy gets the harder does the 
mind have to strive to master it. But, thank 
God—"so fight I, not as one that beateth the air.’ 
“Not as one that beateth the ale,'"” murmured 

the girl, ““L should say not, Father ry. As one 
that delivereth hard blows on bis own body, bis 
poor, tired body, Ob, Uf I had one-tenth the self- 
control ———"" 

‘At which she ran away, as was quite like her 
when emotion saddenly got the better of her. The 
darkest cloud on her fife was the frail tenure of her 
father’s existence. The rest could be endured. 

The work in the upstairs study went steadily 
on, in spite of the fact that James Stuart railed 
and that Miles Chasning came ot beast once in 
seven days, driving the sixty miles in less than a 
couple of hours ina long, swiftly speeding car which 

always brought him to 
the dour of the Masse 
before the carly 
May sunset, and which took 
him back when the shadows 

three in the afternoon, Georgi 
una gave to the rigid perforn- 
ance of the tasks Mr, Jefferson 
set ber, while outside, below the 
windows at which she worked, 
lay her garden, beloved af hee 
ailection, besceching her not to 
neglect it, 

At was hard sometimes not to 
betray how she longed to be 
outside, as she wrote on and on, 
copying the often difficult and 
uninteresting language of the 
more technical part of her 

La 

THIS HAPPY WORLD 

employer's construction. And one atternoon, liit- 
lng her eves to let them dwell on a great budding 
purple lilac tree. with the warm breath of the 
breeze which had drifted acruss the apple orchard 
fanning her cbeck, aul ail the notes of rioting 
taring in her ears, she did draw in spite of herself 
one dees) sigh of longing which she instantly sup: 
pressed too late 

Her companion looked up quickly, noted the 
flush in the cheek and the hint of a weary shadow 
under the dark eyes, aval suddenly pushed aside 
his paper. ‘Thon he tlrew it back, blotted it caro- 
folly, laid it with @ pile of others, and capped his 
pen. He wheeled about in his chalr to dace bis 

ant. 
“Put down your work, please,” he commande 

xently: “precisely where you are. Don't Guish 
that sentence.'” 

stonished, “Not finish 

But f want you to, Please. ‘That's 
right. You will know where to start it again to- 
morrow,” 

“Tomorrow?” In spite of heeseif her eyes bail 
lighted as a child's might, 

“Even so. Today we are going for a drive In all 
Uhis beauty—if I can fied a horse and sume kind of 
2 vehicle and you will go with me. It's only three 
o'clock. We can have a loog drive hetween now 
and the hour when you invariably disappear to 
make magic for our appetites. How about i 

"Lcan keep on perfectly well, you kaow, 
sald with pen still paised above ber paper, 

“But Ican't,'" He was smiling. "Now that the 
‘other plan has occurred to me I can't keep on.” 

“Did you see inside my mind?" queried Georgi- 
. putting away her copying with rapid motions, 

"Suddenly T did. I've been rather bilmd, a hard 
taskmaster, Eve been conscious of what was going, 
on outside when I went for my walks, but the 
work is ahswrbiog to me and I have kept you too 
steadily at it, We both need a rest," be ached ay 
she shook her bead. 
Twenty minutes afterward he drove up to the 

oor with the best that the village liveryman. 
had to give for the highest price his cestomer coulri 
offer—s tall black horse of fair proportions, ani a 
hurriedly washed buggy of the type in vogue in 
country districts. But as Georgiana went down the 
path she was conscious that the figure which stood 
bat and reins in hand awaiting ber would lend dig- 
nity ta any vehicle, shart of a wheelbarrow, in which 
he might be seen to ride, 

peasy the pair were driving along 
country lanes in the very midst of all the tur- 

geoning beauty of the season, and Georgiana was 
Uke # captive bird let loose. Her companion as 
well responded to the summons of Nature at her 
hoveliest, and the tireless worker of the study 
seemed changed at a word to a bright-eyed idler 
of the most care-[ree sort, The two gave thens- 
selves ep without restraint to the enjoyment of 
the bour. 

“TL wonder how Jong it is,"* said Mr, Jefferson, 
letting the reins lie loose, at 2 leafy carve of the 
read, while the Black horse willingly walked, 
“since 1 have had a drive like this, Not tur ten 
years at east,” 

“You've lived always in x great city?" 
in the heart of it,” 

“And have driven motors, nat horses, for those 
ten Years,” 

“Yes, like everybody else. But f speat all my 
vommers as a boy om my grandfather's farm, and 
there I drove borses and rude them and did acro- 
batic feats on their bare backs, I was 4 wild In- 
dian, a cowboy and a captain of cavalry by turns. 
‘Those were happy daya, and an a day like this they 
don't seem long ago.” 

"They can't be so dreadfully hong ago,” she 
dared, with « glance at the interesting protile 
beside her, 

‘Can't they? Don't I look pretty aged com- 
pared with your youth?” 

“I'm not so remarkably young,” she retorted, 
“Aren't you? You are about ten years younger 

than I, ‘That's a big leap and must make ne seem 
* qrandfather indeed,” 

"But you don't know how old fam.” 
*“Lenuild cure pretty close to it,”” sald he with a 

quick look, 
“How could you know?” 
“When you see a spray of apple blossoms like 

those” —he pointed toward a mass of pink and 
white at the stage of perfection beyond an old rail 
fence—“‘can't you tell at s glance whether they've 
been out a day or a week?” 

“T should say that if things had happened to 
them to make them feel as HU they'd been out a 

only been out two days —"* 
vy faln, for instance? In that case we 

should be deceived—perhaps. But in the case of a 
human being those heavy rains sometimes only 
mature without fading. Hello, what's this?" 

BY WILBUR D. NESBIT 

'HE little fellow laughs, for he 
Knows naught of either frets or fears 

Such as come haunting you and me 
Along the avenue of years. 

And yet—and yet —- Why, bless my heart! 
When he has all his way to win, 

Why have we not the grace of art 
To sing and laugh our gladness in? 

Ifwe,and all the folk we know, 
as he does, at all that is, 

Then this old world that tries us so 
Would be as glad a world as his. 

(Page 16) 

A-small and very ragged boy had emerged sud- 
dealy from a gateway, his face canvulsed with 
and fright, He nursed one hand in the other and 
the culnr bad deserted his round cheek, Jeaving it 
pallid under its freckles, The enly house neat by 
was an abasdoord ome and there were io others for 
some distance in either direction, 

Mz. Jefierson stopped his arse, ‘Does it burt 
bailly, lad?” be asked In. the frinndilest of tonet 
which yet badd a bracing quality. "Don't you want 
th let me see if T can help it?” 

The buy stood still, tears silently making thelr 
way down his face. Giving the reins to Georgiana 
Mr. Jefferson jumped out and gently examined t* 
small hand, the middie tinger of which, as the 0 
Sooker could plainly: see, was badly distorted 4m 
somewhat swollen, ‘The skin, however, did not 
seem to be broken. “We can make that more 
comfortable right away,” the man promised 
Titthe boy, “Sit down on the grass for a minute 
or two, laddie, while E fied sovarthing I want, 

He pulled ont 4 handkerchief, as yet folded and 
{rests from its ironing, and handed it to Georgiana 
“Will you tear that into strips an inch wide, pleas, 
while E take a look back here fur a. bit of wood?” 
ant he dissyprared down the road, while Geotet 
ana with the aid of her strong white teeth tore the 
Gne linen as he had hidden, and spake comiortingly 
to the fellow who seemed glad enough 
have fallen into friendly hands, 

he shortly returned Mr. Jefferson #™* 
ly cutting and whittling a stick into ® 

i add carefully witb & 
it was covered f 

view, Then he took the injured hand in his ow? 
capable ones—his assistant had often noted those 
Bands~ase said quietly: “I'm going to hurt yo# 
just s minute, little man, but you'll be all riht: 
to be game”; and in two deft motions he had pul 
aod twisted the tiroken finger, and pad set it 
straight as the others, with but one sharp outer’ 
from the owner, In less thme than It can be 
in the set finger was bound securely with its neigh 
boring finger to the padded splint, and 
neutly with the torn 
procedure accomplished with the rap 
wf the practioed hand, 

ich 
ink 

you'll do," Rest and then go hdme and tell 
your mother w ppened. You're a pluck 
little chap, and she'll be proud af you,” He 
sided at the boy's brightening face. Good-by 
Laditic, amt better luck next time.” 

Georgiana saw the wnlajured hand of the boy 
close over something bright #4 the man's hand leit 
ft, and heard a jow sound which might have beet 
almost anything indicative of joy. ‘Then the hor 
was moving on, and Mr. Jefferson way saylné? 
“Weren't we talking about apple blossoms?” _ 
“We had finished with them, E think,” Georgi 

ana replied, wondering if he were really not goit® 
to offer any explanation of the hint of myste! 
which bad been about him ever since her worl 
with him had began. 

But he did not offer any, only went on with the 
pleasant talk with which he had all along be 
guiled the way. Georgiana was recognising this 
afternoon, mare than she had yet done, what ® 
vwell.stored inint was that possessed by this unas 
suming gentleman, whese manner and speech 
yet did not lack that quality of quiet assurance 
which is tre product only of genuine knowledge 
and experience, 

HE black horse was within a mile of hows 
Alcor through the last stretch of woodland 
which would justify the walking pace [a which, 
greatly to his astonishment, ho was being allowed 
to indulge at all such points, when a motor €of 
slowing down beside him, caused him to lay 
his earsin displeasure. Georglana, turning, betel! 
the eager face of Miles Channing a he leased t0- 
ward ber, his hand husbing his engine as be spake? 

“Miss Warne—Mr. Jefferson pardon me fot 
stopping you! sbould have gone on and wait 
for you i I had beets sure you were on your 
home. But I'm a messenger from the Croftons 
they beg you to let me bring you back with me 
tonight.” His eyes rested on Georgiana, 

“Tonight? Is anybody ill?” 
“Oh, no, no; nothing like that, It's for quite 

different reason they want you; only I'm to if 
you not te question me. You're tocome on faith, 
you will, And I'll agree to have you hack is 
morning by breakfast tise, if you insist.” 

Georgiana looked puzzled, bat, being hums 
she was naturally interested, and attracted by tit 
mysterious plan, "It's very odd," she mm 
“but—if father can spare me ——* 

“T will undertake to see that your father is ot 
lonely this evening,” said Mr. Jefferson's qt 
voice by her side. *" And please don't bother abou! 
tamarrow morning of tomorrow at all, if you 
Uke to be ca ee 

Mr. Channing, if you wish to 
time, "he suggested te his co ri 
“He will have you at home before 
can reach the bend in the road. 

Georgiana looked arowed at iam 
“1 prefer to finish one drive before, 
begin another,” sbe declared, #192 
ing. “It's only amile, Mr. Chanainét 
we shall be there nearly as $00! 
you, Please go on," 

Ti.THUS come boat ten saints 
later that James Stuart, coeslté 

‘up to his home from a Geld where 1” 
bad heen superintending an intere®” 
ing new departure in cubtivatitl 
caught sight first of a pow 
roadster of aristocratic lines 

¢ thereabouts had became 
test nmeloome, and short there 
after a pretentious vi 
rapidly drawn by a still more faz 
iar black horse, and occupied by "2 
people whom i gave Stuart no aU! 
pleasure to see together, 
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‘. Mystery o: 

By Grace § 
\UTHOR OF 

artwell Mas 
THE CAR AND THE Lal re 

ILLUSTRATIONS BY ERNEST Fl 
i 

‘OCK n the insid ene ing an mean hi 

Mary Horton's words abc her room door, “It can't t ‘oie 

“But it is!" cried Mary fore she could anything er then she wed 
Ore three figures ran up the stair a lash ol n the dox pen th 
electric bull's an he wink of a 

Psstol in the hand of the man ahead. Ina of authority 

n directed Haldeman to hold up his hands 
q ness of their entrance into the Hite 

had Jefe in Haldeman's mind any idea that these men were 

und robbers, it was speedily dissipated by the 
pearance of the r. He was a stocky 

L- brig yes and r, with s« 

shed in his air 
vas in dark, plain clo 

48 an official of some sort, Late just sprung out of it 
i by one of his two men as M here was even the print of i the pillow. A pair of 

asieur,” Haldeman parote as h russe 4 peeped from 
fearched, “you are making a bad mistak : 
ican citizen— Mademoiselle also, You had better explain 
efore a ge y fart 

In the light of the s-eye Haldeman could see 
Tonic smile on the face of Monsieur Perchot. “I 
M'sieur to demand of me an explanation,” he replied. “I 
, y that one might better ask M’sieur to explain, fox 
Lour gallantry ne glanced expressively in Mary's di 
fon—"“'is more in evidence than your prt 
Haldeman felt a sudden Gerce desire 

mile into the carpet. "What do you iear 
“1 mean tha ano small affair to be 

Aceon cing time 
the pre 

Justice." 
Haldeman fele a queer ¢ 

Hickling down his spi F 
heaven's sake, yo 
think we ar hi 
French forsaking hier 

I haver the honor of 

acquaintance,” re 
in good 

. elie 
known to me by hearsay 

ty say,” he added, looking 
at Haldeman, “that it is 

surprise to me Lo 
n her company 
Mademoiselle 

sis tance in 

t Monsieur Perchot turne 

1 gave a crisp order to 
he men to search th 
rt of the house 

yjlitideman began ta protest 
Vigorously. “Edon't know wha 
You mean with your talk a 

veing Maden 
lic I don't know what you 
sink this youn mm me 

but, whatever a'r 
aken. She is n American cit 

+ well as myself, We wer 
f this house until 

erday, an 
until we coukd 
Maden: . 

and unable + ill today 

H 
to 

STOPPED, checked by 
he flicker of a 

roas the face of Monsieu 
“Mademoiselle 

ad to the roof thi 
I suppose?" he inquired, 

arcast 

Bancing out of the tail of hi 
Wick eye at Mary 

Or the first time Mary sp. 
ice unexpectedly clear and 

cing “T don't 
Wen know the way to the ro 
td anyway, Lam an American tit 

also 

i) immediate inte 
i which “hy 

M Both Haldeman 

Poy) with her bea 
try 

up, start 

ed alot 
Ma’ 

locked ¢ 
"t has been stolen.” 

hat Sq meone ‘has door on 

membered 

y Ps Hot followed her, and Haldemar 

indicating a 

She Declaewd That if an American 

all too late 
that he 

aught ¢ 
cat 

ered for an instant 
down the hall. Me 

and the other 

foor, “is 
the inside 

my re uu ra 
lt was evident tha 
to find two ot 

snap as soon as the strange had ceased speaking 
“Mademoiselle, your nam « demanded 

N Mary Horton, of W bh Hill, Rhod ay 
Haldeman’s Mary gave a little shriek u are not! 
hat is my name! o ved 

her, “You will please b 
ague. H you are Mis 

cou am she ha 
ld you t wer 

if or five hours,” she said 
) the window above th 

al) threw i <n i down to the man guard 
there, telling him to enter and search the lower ¢ Then 
he whipp uid upon Mary Number Pwo.“ y 

ur name i 
Miss Mary Horton, of Watch Hill le Island," she 

returned prompt 
Very gor Your papers, please!" 

The young an turned, walked Heetedly the 
pened a drawer and drew out a small leather writing 

< Here i yp mort sh tid, “and here are two 
letters, which 1 ived since J came he 

She handed the y Monsieur Perchot, and as she 
Mary darted forward and put her finger on one of the 

er H the letters ave te her What is in that one, 
ried, 

Perchot held it out in the light from the bull’seye. Mary 
Number Two bent forward and glanced at the writing on the 
envelope. Haldeman saw the shghtest possible stiffening of 

utiful dark eyes. 
hk of her ny skin 

s beating rap 

ner aval chin, the least ourrowing of her be 
the Under 

at once he knew 
fighting, fighting 

+a letter from my 
he said calmly 
sicur Perehot 

Je asks me to bring him a stein 

from Heidelberg. He 4 
ft the new paint factory is 

booming and that | missed the 
eof my life when Id va f not 

narry the man who has just 
been appointed manager of the 
fac J 

“That will do," cried Mary 
Number One, meeting Halde 
nat’s eyes with an expression of 

Monsieur 
at range 

that 
weved the 

Miss Mary girl to be Hortor f 

Watch Hill, Rhode Island, Thi 
evident, not only from the 

land polite nis next ques 
tions—questions she was able ¢ 

iswer with A 

ing forthesym 
Perchot, In be 
prettily respectful, 
0 respectiul as 
Monsieur Perchot w 
than fetal. When he asked 
if she wast ag alone she re 
plied with vat made her 
look very handsome and good 

tired: “Alone, of course 
“sleur Why sot I have 

s found, and always expect 
als and men of 
¢ gentlemen.” our 

Haldeman's papers were 
brought from hig room and 
glanced at by Monsieur Perchot 

a Was. Cur 
was made 
e dupe of ac 

was not of great 
He made one 

ne 

But 

ore 

hme to the Palais de 
Henri! Call the men in 
courtyard. Mademoi, 

regret to 
pilet 4 

ary Number Two presented 
ocked face of incredulous 

Jo you 
me with you to the Palais de 

f insti: incredulity, 
astered their 

» Monsieur, 
an see that this will 

eur Perchot mean, Monsieur, 

re shone 
| thing in the 

Sure 1 as a gentleman be 
a terrible thing for me! What will my friends think? My 
reputation “ 

Will nc ured." Monsieur Perchot's tone was qu 
fatherly likely it will be a matter of a few mome 
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uddy and Wattle 
What the Ladies’ Village Improvement Society Tried to Do toThem 

By John A. Moroso, Author of “Cinders,” “Smoke,” Etc. 

Stes He Onclaom Fc ewes: 
dies’ Village Improvement Society, 

bility of Buddy was brought up fer 
a disgrace and a burt to the community! 

a visitor to the town sees is a bundle of old 
clothes ‘ital in the sun on a bench in front of the station. 

ile stirs on the arrival of a train, gets up, and the 
visitor is confronted with that shocking spectacle which has 
the name of 4 human being!” 

ithe boy come tram, Madam President?" asked 
ia Sitt, chairman of the Committee on the 

| Railroad Parks and Stations. 
1 from a ragpicker’s bay,” 
ve that he was born in the 

and that anold widow, now dead, adopted 
fier her demise, to grow up like a rank 

teplied Mes. 
county poorhouse 
him and left him, 
and noxious wee 

"Who feeds him 
“He foods hi 

much a disgrace to the town as his master, 
“We should and im 

the two of them, It is high time,” 
The hour for the bridge game was at hand, and on that 

» be played in the very comfortable and 
ted home of the president 

ladam President,” said Mrs. Nak “that the 
ication of Railroad Parks and Stations 

such action as is necessary to have this 
If the dog has no lirense he may be easily 

r boy might be placed in sore institution. 
“Second the motion!" came from all over the meeting 

room, and, asit wascarried unanimously, a motion toadjoura 
followed and the Ladies trooped off to their fun, 

asked another member, 
‘lf somehow and also fests his cur dog, 

the 
get 

N JW, they had to cross the railroad tracks to reach the 
home of their hostess, and there sat Buddy on his favorite 

bench in the sun, making fast a cord toa slender branch of 
+ laid across his knees, with a tin can filled with worms 

up into his face, his deg and only 
cur, dingy brown in color. Buddy 

was about cwelve years old, aod his eyes shone from a dirty 
face fi ike two blue patches of summer sky through shower- 

ng clouds. One of his shoes was intended for a male 
other, from which he had removed the high 

fora female. Hiscout had been cut for 
reation of his trousers was Jost in an 
He stopped fixing his fishing tackle to 

nest and caudal beseech- 
ontempt and dis 

We'll take ap 

mplitude of cloth 
act the dog's own e 

after the bridge !"" 
king that his friend was hungry Buddy fished in a 

nous pocket, patted out halfa loaf of bread and wrenched 
. He emptied his bait from the ean and 

it with water from a near-by rain barrel, placing it 
> his pec and putting the wriggling, protesting worms 
coat pocket, stufling & piece of newspaper on top of 

thent to hold them eaptiv 
Waffles did not beg often, for he 

By upsetting a boy and stealing the contents of a tray whic 
he was carrying toa neighbors home one mornin 
dog secured a breakfast that day of a dozen well 
and buttered waliles, wh 

asa good sell-peovi 
, 

Buddy's 
-beowned 

hh not only gave him internal 
en d hi ng by other boys 

hing his repast and quenching his thirst, 
Buddy filled his own mouth with bread, rinsed out the bait 
can, wet his own throat, and departed whistling, with his rod, 
line, worms and four-footed friend, in the direction of the 
brook, Th of the lad was light within him. The winter 
had passed; the robins had come up from the South to steal 
all the worms they could from small boys who would a-fishing 

4 the grackles were flying overhead in countless air 
rons, ihaking a noise like crackling twigsina brisk forest 

fire, Over the wntilled fiekis the damielions spread their 
golden carpets: the trees had well advanced in leafing, 
th fish were nibbling, and Buddy would no longer be 
compelled to beg a shelter in barns or in the rear of 
village shops at the coming of night. 

AS probably the apirit of pride and responsibility 
in ownership which early determined Buddy thor- 

enughly to educate his ‘uid: friend. He knew nothing 
about praying, but he did know of the posture for 
praying, so he taught Waffies to kneel down with bis 
ead between repaws and not stir until he heard 
the magic word “Amen.” ‘This concession having been 
made to the demands of a Christian nation Waffles was 
taught to sty “Good morning” and 
his deportment was established. Next, Buddy taught 
him to ask for food and water when there were any with 
which to accede to his request, Waffles in time also 
acquired the art of playing sick, writhing in great pain 
on the grotind and then Iying stark and stiff in death 
until the magic words “Git ap!” brought him back to 
the living. 

Buddy further taught his fr 
him carry his ragged cap or tatter 
or the fishing pole or the bait can. It was not neces: 
sary to teach him to fove his master: that was born in 
his puppy soul when Buddy crawled under the freight station 
platform one winter's morning and seved him from death by 
cold and starvation. 

Se the sweete: 

PW. 

ad to be useful, having 
shoes on hot days, 

in of the year began with a well- 
educated dog and a thoroughly happy and uneducated boy, 
neither asking anything of life save plenty of sunshine and a 
bite to cat, Nature olives them both, and a little kater in 
the year Man would offer the kad the highest and greatest 
blessing that can come to a boy—the circus! 

Buddy was already coping with the problem of acquiring 
enough money to pay his way through the gates of boyhood's 
lwaven, He lived from circus to cireus; and as each spring- 
time came he planned to gaze long and lovingly upon every 
freak in every side show, every animal in the menage 
planned for a top seat in the big tent, where he could rub his 

USTRATIONS BY ENRY RAL 

“79 Betcher | Got a 
Dog Can Lay Over | 
Any Dog You Cot 
in This Show" 

ck against the beloved canvas and watch all three rings at 
once; and laid out appropriations for peanuts, lemonade and 
the concert that always to lowed the regular show. 

Buddy earned his circus money by fishing. A little piece 
of red flannel rag on bis line served him for trout, if trout 
were running, and if they were not running the wriggling 
worm on his hook and a light sinker brought up perch, He 
sold his catches to claborately equipped fishermen who failed 
to fill their baskets. This money he hoarded, burying it itand 
marking the treasure-trove against the time when ¢! tit~ 
tering caravans woul! pass from the dreams of childhood to 
the reality of the Fair Grounds in the nearest big town, 

‘OW much ye got now, Buddy?” asked Tom McCue, 

‘en cents better.” 
“Glad to hear it, Buddy; glad to hear it!" MeCue, bear- 

ing a badge that was as a shfeld to his whole big heart, was 
the one person not among the absolutely poverty stricken 
who would converse opexty with the boy.. He wae old; his 
hands shook with incipient palsy; his white whiskers twin- 
kled as he constantly nibbled at a bit of plug tobacco; in 
fact he was just. the sort of man to give all kos tlie to the 
preservation of law in a vi small and peaceful that 
ho harm was ever dose with confines beyond tearing 
a reputation to tatters or shooting down a delenseless anil 
harmless dog. 

“You going to the circus, too, Chief?” Buddy asked, 
“Sure; if everything is quiet and 1 can git off,” reptied 

the constable. They drew back against the side of the station 

“St Up!" The Comse Set Up. 
“Tole Aint firet” 

to escape the suction of a passing express, "Be you teach- 
ing Waffles any new tricks, Buddy 

“1 guess he knows eversthing now, Chief," the boy replied, 
rubbing his dog's ears. “He can walk on his hands, stand on 
his head and turn the back flipfiap.” 

“Is that so? He can, eh?” cried McCue. “You know 
you'd make a barrel of money with him if you joined the 
circus, Buddy. I have saw many a trick dog that couldn's 
tech him: no, sitree, not fora minute, And think of travel- 
ing all over the country, with a parade every day, the steam 
pianner just hittin’ it’ up all the time, and feeding the 
animules every day!" 

xclaimed Buddy, his eyes like two blue saucers, 
it when ye got a little bigger, Buddy. Dinged if I 

wouldn't, ef I was you, 
(Page 18) 

“Why don't you make that boy and dog keep away fram 
the station?” sounded a strident voice behind them; and 
constable and bay turned to face Mra Sirt and Mra, Naber 
members of the station committer 
7 Whas they doin’, ma'am?” qua 

Hi find out what they're doing,” re 
next meeting of the 

ered old Tom. 
artedd Mrs, Sitti 

praven 
ment soc 

Boddy dodged around the corner af the statlons with 
Wafiles at his heels, both feeling that they had unwittingly 
committed some crime, or that, perhaps, something hae 

village for which they were blamed, Soe: 
y was 

Pe clay pee yee eh 
he and his dog were guilty 
of being accessories after the fact to having been bor. 
Xx ' 

LAST the morning of the cireus came, and Buddy had 
two dollars, every cent of which he was prepared 1 

squander, Th + own was ten miles away across.countEy 
na an che 

two preckout 
dollars in a long and roundabout jourr h better shoes 
he could have made the ten miles easily in a little over three 
hours, for he was stout of legsane of fine wind, He prepared 
for the hike across country by having the village cobbler 
a heel on his “female” shoe. 

day was glorious and f ery thankful over the 
prospects, and was especially kind files when he caine? 
him to a post under the freight-ssation platform, where Mt 

1h. ty of shade. He fed his faithful friend with 
an of water 

beside him, and kissed him good-by. 
Chief” McCue was at the station on duty as usual, afd 

he promised Buddy that if the freight house cought fre e 
would ees hain the dog even before he turned in an alate 
“You leave him to me, Buddy,” said the old constable: 
“ Wi hen things is dull, about two o'clock, I'l give him fres!t 

ke him for a little k just to cheer hin up 
ad and have a good time. I'm going to the show 

tif nothing happens.” 
With a word of gratitude Huddy peeled off his heavy coat 

threw it nonchalantly over his arm and was off down t 
roud, It was eight o'clock and he counted on covering ¢ 
ten miles by noon. He wanted at least an hour for the cabttt 
inspection of the circus encampment and a personal view & 
cach freak in the sideshows, Then he would need an ye 
for the menagerie and a careful study of the “ Bengal N 
eater" and “Majestic, the Untamable African Lion, W! vio 
Has Devoured Four Keepers. He quickened his stride 3° 
be busied his mind with these details. 

Only three times did Buddy stop to rest, and, as he bad 
been unable to sleep the night before because of excitement, 
he rested cither standing up or seated on a fallen Jog for feat 
that he might doze off. At the last resting place he foun! 
that the newly nailed heel on his shoe had been lost. 
two rocks he hammered the tacks flat and wax off in the 
stretch. The sun was directly overhead when he saw the 
waving banners above the tented city and then the softly 
gleaming white tops of the tenty thermselves 

When he reached the circus grounds, be f 
stuck his mouth under it, working the handle hi 
athirsty boycan, Then he bought a big sandwich, and wit” 
this to nibble on luxuriously he made the preliminary inspe 
tion of the tents, examining every guy rope, fap and peer 
studying the layout of the kite nd mess tents, and lear’ 
ing the locations of dressing rooms for the men and wore!" 

tor 

R NTLY he personally met a Clown! At first it 
seemed that he was dreaming, but there stood the Clow! 

his white face and egglike head unmistakably real. He ¥#* 
speaking to him— Peskin to Buddy Noname! 

“Hi, fiat" Buddy h I'd like to buy thet 
clothes from you. They'd ae for a make-up, believe pie 

He stood at the entrance of the dressing tent for me 
grinning hideously in his paint and powder, . 

“L ain't much on clothes, Mister Clown," Buddy 
finally managed to say; “but I'll betcher E got a dow 

: ut got in this show." 

cried the Clown. “It's a fine name 
Wot's yours? “df 

* Buddy.” 
The Clown roared. "Say," he said, “if you ain't 

no family ties and want to join the circus, come to 
me. Ask for Smithy— Boob Smithy —and I'll take yee 
along. I need a boy clawn anda trick dog.” Then he 
disappeared behind the canvas flap. 

For the rest of the afternoon Buddy remained itt # 
drcam, Almost mechanically he carried out bi 
gram of seeing all the freaks and getting his to 
for the big show: but all the tine the thought of fee 
ing Wafiles to that dressing tent and showing Boo? 
Sevitb y what that wonderful dog could do ‘tied hi 
mind. 

He cut out the concert and started comparativot 
early on the long hike back to base, Tt was pitch blae 
by the time he had covered the fifth homeward smile, 
and he found that, the shoe with the lost heel havit 
given up trying to keep up with him, his foot was 12) 

and bleeding. Sitting down in the road he tare off hall 
shirt and bandaged the wounded member, starting off wil 
limp to do the next five miles. It was well after daybre# 
when he crawled into the village ee) 

He dragged himself across the railroad tracks and g°0 
beneath the freight platform for Waffies. 

He was gone! 
Iv 

uns NUQBOBY bothered about Buddy as he lay on the gro! fou 
half under the freight station, ao more than any 

had bothered about hin pre’ iously je lay hallf-! hidden 308 
half-senseless, certain of only one feted Waflies; a 
was gone! Used to neglect, Buddy soon fell off into a 

he 
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Were 

ORATION BY 

HEN Court married Nell he was a 
i asiness chap. Hewas 

And when they set 
anne 

et his 
ing; anxious, 

ted to know 
Court's friends and appear at her best f 
them. So thi She would get up 

appetizing dinners for thems, and Court 
das a peacock, And the men 

liked Nell, and came again, Her dinner 
were good; Nell was hearty in her welcor 
she had coffee served in the sitting room 
Court's cigars and cigarettes were excelle 
and Nell allowed smoking both at the tabk 
and with the coffee. Nell would get her 
fancywork and sit and embroider while the 
men talked shop 

“1 tell you, Nell, 
Court one evening to 
know what a factor you are in my growing 
success, of these men, you k 
our biggest customers, and the way’ y 

at our tab 

mean ine 
Nell w 

t,o the 
ds who lived in 

town, ane 
homes of ¢ 
like the wi 

and no one would hav 

And jag iron prospered with Court, and 
not a matt was prouder of his wife. Then 
came a baby and soon a sex 
course Nell could ne 
there was always an extra plate 

Pit Jack Hurley, who was manager of the 
tron Works, or for Mr. Hemenway, who was one of Court’s biggest customers, or for 

as Manor that whom Court would bring home. And no little home secrned to breat 
wth so much happiness as that of Court and Nell. And Court was radiant, His gods 
Te his wife and babies, pig iran—and golf! 

But 
it the table 

fog 

Ron Saturday afternoons Court went out to the Valley Club and played golf, 
Sometimes he went on Sundays, "I must stay home with the babies, but that’s no reason 

aid Nell. And then Court would bring bome for Saturday night 
his opponent at golf, and during dinner Court would explain to 

icular hole, got bogey on that hole, ane foozled a third hole; 
inner the two men would talk over the points of the game. And Nell would listen embroider, of think of that little party or that particular formula for the bi 

And a happier home was oot in the town! 
Woll, then, why write about it?” some man asks. 

is atype of many. And bec ange came in Court's hom 
uldn't uncerstand tt 

and for a use a 
i And. ange will come into other homes just 
i nd there will be other € < understand the reason, But it is Ble enough when you stop to think about it 
the aafrafter a while, Nell found that her life was bounded! on one sie by pig iron and on he gtler by golf. She couldn't understand pi golf. had her babies and she loved them and they kept her busy. home 
frog Mat Kept hor bu 0 far a ened to keep herself 
fact at her mind from be ig too narrow, she had none. And she began to realize this 

Fom two or three women who came to see her, or upon whom she called, when they 
oat tt the latest books, the newest play or concert, the Latest current in 

val ery s war, the news, and s9 fortlt, She just didn’t know 
1. But her days were full with the home and the babies, and in 

g-iran of golf friends, or Court talked about business to her 

utside interests were con 

abou 
work, t 
an £0 Fea 

came Court 
out his latest game. 

evening, she said: “Court, dear, what do you read?" 
leat?” he asked. “Why, the Herald in the mosni J the News in the evening 
‘lof course, the Iron World, But why, dear, do you 

Why, 1 was just wondering,” ically reptic 
M another evening she ventured: “Court, why not let 

Syyeek? Tse he's here in a recital.” 
lofts?” he 3 

nd hear Josef Hofmann Nex, 

piano?” 

Married 
By Bruno Texel 

FRANKI IN BOOTH 

"Yes," answered Nell. "I bayen't beard 
an evening of good music for I don't know 

said Court 
I don’t 

music, but I'll go of course 
“But, Court, dear, th 

Nell; “don't you 

0. 

just the point 
think you should 

Court in frank astonish: 
* And he vaguely 

himmell how a knowledge of the 
could by in his business. You 

said Nell, 
n your business. 

, that with the exception 
‘a single interest outside 

outlet? Don't you 
amething ?” 

“bot about things ¢ 
Don’t you sce, de: 

you haven 

“Why, nm ar,” replied Court, more 
astonished t) “Why, girlie, 1 have 
you, the lovely home which yc 

and my business is 
Why, there isn't a 

, anywhere. 1 am per- 

Tun so we 

) IT was left for another time for Nell to 
give Court the other side of the picture 

which, with a denser 
Lup toit, 

ily shown to 
busy with the 

It was 
Court ef 
children and 
evening with & 
golf. Just what outlet 

playing golf, she might 
ncy of her own which 

fed? 
fa minute, 
an not, 

my husband and his success. 

was not being = 
“Don’t think 

n complait 
+, proud « 

said she, “1 
tt at happy 

wife, a happy mother, fond of my children, But, 
dearie, how about my own expression? I love music, | love pictures, | love good hooks, 1 
love a guod play. We go once in a while, but mostly to the mov Have you thought 
about that?” 

Court hadn't 
“Not dissatist 

{for a moment that she 
gle moment,” she put i. , 
Isn't it just as natural that E should want 
And another thing, you big business chap! 

he confessed. He never dre 
dearie, not for one little si 

that. But you have your golf; what have 1? 
an outlet from my work as you do from yours? 
don't you think it would be better for you if you let some outsi 2cs blow over you 

¢ what lies latent in you? You were brought up in a home where there were books, music, 
pictures. Life isn'e all pig iron, Court. You mustn't make it aif business. Besides that, | 
have noticed that the biggest inen in your line that you bring home have each a habby 
outside of his business: with Mr. Langford it is flowers, with Mr, Bates it is pictures, with 
Dick Gould it is his music. Look at your largest customer, Jack Hurley, and he is ane of 
the best-read men in English literature in town, Isn't it true, as you go aver the really big 
men, that they rest their minds on something entirely different from their business?” 

m 
t think 

ND Court had to confess that Nell was right 
LA “The first thing you know, deane,” said the wise litt 
and that won't do for the children. We must have somethin 

‘ou know. They will have little use for us, dear, 
We must beouden out for their sakes. Our ¢ 

our evenings are our own to do with as we like 
it exactly wise for you to sit and talk shop all ewening and go to bed with your he 
the same thing it has been full of all day, That's just speaking for your own go¢ 

“Leaving your awn out of it, [ notice, sweetheart,” sai You're right, pea 
dead right. And I am mighty glad you have spoken It is a case of cutting 
out business at night.” 

“Not altogether, dearie, remember. Te 
don’t let us have business every night, that 

And they didn’t. 
nd do you know, peach,” said Court as they talked it over a 

ene has helped me in my business? | find my mind clearer and 
ing from its having had an excursion the evening before in other fields, [t's all right, 

to sty nothing of the different friends we have made liy the nicest people we know 
now. It was a good stunt; the right one, kid. Come here until I break you in half.” 

. “we'll atrophy mentally, 
more than pig iron and golf 
hey find our minds running 
ays are full with our jobs: 
And | really don’t think 

full of 

But eskiry to go to the other extreme: 

tater, “the 
bee the next 
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The Uttermost Farthing 
How it Was Paid by the Wife Who Started to be a“Quitter” 

AUTHOR OF 

SVROM those who refuse to meet Life's 
obligations Life exacts payment in 
full. Her admiring feminine friends 
described Mildred as “all spirit.” 
Her marriage to big, bluff Jack 

| | Wilmerding was a surprise to every~ 
one, including Jack. They had met 
at her great-aunt’s country house, 
where Jack would never have elected 
to linger but for a game knee ac- 
quired in jumping a green hunter. 
He was carried there unconscious 
from the field, and his hostess, after 

— - ==ad discovering that she lad known his 
grandmother, would sot hear of bis being moved. During 
the weeks of enforced leisure Jack would hobble on cratches 
to the veranda, and later to the formal garden, where he 
would watch ired while she read aloud from Browning 
and [bsen, with into Henry James and pexchology. " 
her poss upon the stone bench with its circling, cli 
cedars had not been graceful and her voice rm if 
bad not been willy-nilly tied by the Jeg; moreover, if he had 
not been suddenly and tremendously in love, Jack might 
even then have shown signs of restivencss, 

Not until after their short engagement and quiet wedding 
did it come out that Browning was to Jack a cheerfully sealed 
book: that he always “sidestepped " opera; that Europe wits 
tolerable only for its golf, hunting and the races; that his 
ambition was Co fun a model soap factory, and that his heart's 
desire was not a library but a nursery! This hopeless crudity 
lacerated Mildred’s “finer feelings,” on which she laid great 
stress, But Jack was cheerfully oblivious of his shortcomings, 
and sure that, when they had a home of their own, Mildred 
would “come ‘round to real living." 

They had been six months abroad, and far from "coming 
‘nour she held herself courteously but coldly alouf from 
jack, and affiliated more and more with her friend Euphemia 
Vatson, who shared her passion for art and letters and 

implied that her hushand was a bromidic Philistine inca 
pable of appreciating her. A crisis carne when a letter from 
the factory determined Jack to get back to work. Mildred 
had see her heart on wit in the Ttatian hill towns, with 
Euphemia and her art-critic ‘brocher; to study the “Italian 
Primitives,” 

Deas ick's efforts the rift daily widened. Mildred 
tonly shared none of Jack’s interests, but persistently 

shut him out from hers as well, She induced Euphemia and 
her brother to forsake Italy for New York; and in some 
bitterness of spirit Jack plunged madly inte business, He 
could at least make money, he thought, and, as Mildred 
never kept accounts, they oe need of a goodly supply of 
the gold she called “sordid.” 

For two unsatisfactory months Seer were at a hotel, until 
ack had an inspiration and leased Iso AS & Surprise for 
Mildred, To his disappoint ment she was unenthusiastic and 

regretted he had signed the two years’ lease. 
“But you see it faces south,” he pointed out; “and there's 

a hig, sunny, third-floor front, in case we want—sometime 
you know ——" he stammered wistfully, 

“Housekeeping is a bore.” Her tone was dampening. “A 
house facing north would have given me a studio on the 
third floor.” 

jack was silent. 
Lildred gave the furnishing into the hands of an approved 

decorator. When he had finished, Jack said the rooms looked 
* “deuced artistic and as if nobody loved them.” In his own 

two rooms he held the decorator at bay.and there he smoked 
his pipe and did his Lo llcde. 

One bland afternoon in the early spring the “buttons” 
came with “A note from Mr. Wilmerding. Paid." It was 
short and practical. Her husband had sailed that afternoon 
for Uruguay, where he poorest to remain indefinitely. He 
had settled his affairs here, and the factory would be con- 
ducted without him, on his capital, Since she did pot love him: 
it seemed not square to keep her to her bond, This would 
enable her to secure a divorce for desertion or incompatibility. 
He had never been interested in women, so there was no other 
cause. He left twenty-five thousand dollars to her account. 
He wished her to feel absolutely free. 

Thus prosaically Jack made his great renunciation — 
x prosaically, i |. that Mildred, reading and rereading 
the words, tlever suspected him of heroism or of suffering. 
For once, it seemed, they were agreed; a bond so irksome 
should be broken, 

Wisin a year the divorce was secured quietly, after 
the necessary Western residence. The process was 

probably expensive; the Western lawyer, a busy man and an 
opulent one, had not yet sent in bis bill, To her chagrin ber 
reat-aunt, whose allowance always enabled Mildred to 
Sie with serene indifference to cost, had disapproved the 
divorce—they had "never had one in the family,” it seemed — 
and promptly cut off her remittances. But John's timel: 
deposit would last until the alimony should be arranged. 
At least, one could take for granted his generosity. 

Mildred visited the Italian hill towns with Euphemia and 
her brother as guides, philosophers and guests, and, after 
three months of rainy wanderings, returned alone to New 
York, where the house was ready for her. She regretted hee 
great-aunt'sestrangement. The crowded city seemed lonelicr 
than the remotest star. Violently she threw herself into ber 
old-time pursuits—advanced courses in ferchology and 
ancient literature—and affiliated with the members of 
genes iy reg ‘ RE 

up oft] lingerers in town were coming for a last 
inating Mildred ordered the samovar to be ready in the 
studio, the large north room which had been John's, and 
where his yachting and polo trophies, crops, pi and 
sporting prints had been recently changed for “restful” wall 
spaces and @ few perfectly harmonious pictures, tapestries 
and books. For these it had been necessary to dip deep into 
her bank account. 

The boy in buttons brought in the samovar, and Mildred 
inquired concerning his sister, a former maid of Mildred’s, 
who was in matrimonial difficulties of ber own. 

“Oh, Mame don't think of leavin’ hin—-even if be ain't 
a joke when he's drunk, No'm, she's married him an’ she'll 

By Eleanor Ferris 
“WHETHER PIGS HAVE WINGS.” 

stick to him, It's her job, an’ Mame's no quitter. Anyway, 
that’s how she seems 10 feel about it'’; and the little “ but- 
tons,” suddenly recollecting himself, embarrassedly added, 
mi hag ogee cat rye and went. . sires 
“It's ber job—Mame's no quitter." ‘The wul rases 

bly that was why she could vexed her fastidiousness. Pr 
not forget them, ' Mame" had been better off as Mildred's 
maid, id such primitive ideas of duty, As 
if having married a brute were not the best reason for 
unmarrying him! Not that ign Wilmerding was a brute; 
even after divorcing him Mildred had to qualify that. He 
wasa man, and, as be had said once, he expected to be a 
yoo! man, but Mikired tried to niake a good woman of him. 
Had she been a quitter? 
That afternoon, from her group of guests at the samovar, 

Mildred was summoned to the telephone, 
“One of the house plaice ns at St, Luke's is speaking. 
Irs. Wilmerding, ! believe? Were you expecting Mr. 
ilmerding’s return?” 
No, you probably have the wrong number.” 
Mrs, John Dalton Wilmerding,” was the specific reply. 

"Yes 

* R. WILMERDING was brought here froma steamer 
VO from Uruguay today, Heis very ill dangesousty il” yee 

M 
Wi 

Not now,” A moment's hesitation, 
1 will come,” sid Mildred quietly; and, putting up the 

receiver, she returned with apparent serenity to her san- 
ovar, which was steaming fussily, An hour later at the 
hospital Mildred was saying to the doctor: "Knowing how 
matters stand, you think I should sec him?” 

"Since he wi it.” The professional tone almost implied 
surprise at this wish of the patient. Men always liked Jack, 
The purse was beckoned out and Mildred was sent into 
Jack's room alone. 

“Ah, Mildred, wait a moment,” It seemed strange to 
hear an echo of Jack's voice from the pale, gaunt, burning- 
eyed man on the white bed, Physically magnificent Jack 
had always been—so different, so very different from this! 

“Wait a moment—I've something—-important,” be 
gasped, as if expecting her to escape. 

“There's no hurry, Jack."' Always before she had called 
him " John,” she remembered absently. 

“IT meant to play fair and not come back at all—but they 
wrote from the office —the business is going under,” 
i “Tm so sorry,” she murmured with an impulse to com: 
Jost, 

“L's awkward for you bringing you here, But—in case 
1—don't—pull through—there must be money enough left 
for you—it's all yours —" 

“But you will pull through, Jack." 
“Te was bad enough marrying you under false pretenses 

without —="" 
“Oh, U didn't quite mean that!” 
“I'm afraid you did, Anyway, you must get hold of old 

Ferguson—my lawyer, you know—have him fix papers for 
me to sign: whatever's left is yours, There must be ——" 
He seemed spent. 

“Tt will surely be all right, Jack,” In new pity and under- 
standing she bent to kiss his forehead. 

“Don't!"' he exclaimed, and she drew back quickly and 
rang for the nurse, H Jack were dying she had killed him. 
She knew now that she had not—what was the phrase?— 
ab, yes, “stuck to ber job.” 

B 2 gx tine gots Mildred paced the corridor until the doctor 
joined her. She wrested from him that the patient 

would hardly live two months; and, further, the permission 
to do several things. As he shook hands in parting, his frst 
antagonism seemed merged in admiration and as much 
astonishment as is permitted a physician to ex , 

The next morning Mildred, all cool white, entered 
Jack's room, His anxious questioned her, 

"Tsaw Mr, Ferguson. It is all right,"” she smiled reassur- 
ingly. 

ut how?" 
hether she loved Jack or not did not matter. She must 

“stick to her job"; the hardness of it did not matter, either, 
she knew that now. Her hands closed tightly around her 
{urled parasol, but she spoke steadily: 

“There is all the Ugeere tee need. That is enough to 
know now. You may not have details while you are ill,” 
she hurried on, for he would have interrupted. “You could 
be moved from the hospital; the doctor sa: would not 
hurt you. That brings me to the thing that is difficult "— 
she stood in her whiteness looking down at him—"“1 want 
to take you home, you see, Jack,” very quietly she spoke. 
“wal you marry me again?” 

“No!” 
“Why, dear?” He looked at her in tortured silence, 

“You don't ke?" 
“Do | love you! breathed. 
“TE you do, you can't refuse. L've tried the life | wanted; 

it’s dust and ashes to a “quitter,” Jack. You have a lot to 
make up to me; it’s your job!"" A smile trembled over her 
Ving Will you?” "No." 
“Our minister is waiting outside; he thinks I'm right.” 

Then softly: “INT sy! love you, Jack?” 

ve me another chance," she pleaded. 
It's not fair—to you,” he murmured, capitulati 

her eyes. “Wait!"" He stopped ber start toward A 
“LT must see the doctor alone,” he stipulated. And Mildred 
consented, trusting to the doctor's wisdom as her ally. 
When the old clergyman had married them John Wilmer- 

ding was carried home. The north room was again 
just as he had left it—with jes, sporting prints and 
pipes which he liked to see, aarp he might not use them 
bow, His wife waited on him and foot. 

“This dog is having his day.” Jack smiled at Mildred. 
“By the look of things—this fan and those orchids—the 
business has panned out well after all,” 

His room was by an electric fan moving above 
blocks of ice. In the twilights be was carried down to the 
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etc. 

limousine for a amooth turn in the park. He said he should 
be at work were he not so pampered and lazy. Mildred read 
to him the Sportin news, stock reports and yellow-journal 
illustrated jokes. She knew they were jokes by Jack’s laugl- 
‘The classics were not mentioned, 

‘One day, walking down the July desert of the avent; 
Mildred encountered a club friend of Jack's, a man of loud 
laughter and waistcoats, one whom she had once abhor 
Him she persuaded to visit Jack almost daily, 

"| used to think,” said this visitor to. his host. conf; 
dentially, “you'd married a ‘knocker’ and a ‘highbrow 
Jack, but she's all to the good!" : 

red caught Jack's apprehensive look ax this winged 
compliment greeted her entrance. She laughed a little 
his instant relief. 

Later he said: t's great the way you've come ‘round, 
red. You're so—so blamed kamen now!" 
Mildred lightly kissed the top of his head to hide sudde® 

tears which she did not let fall. 
Old Mr, Ferguson, the lawyer, joined Mildred one mort” 

ing in her shart, early constitutional to market. “Of courses 
‘ve not said a word of the failure to Wilmerding, fhe 

it is madness to continue depleting your capital. 
“Tost. Et need not last long,” she stid simply; and he 

had no roy - 
After a cheerful chat with Jack the doctor would follo¥ 

Mildred into the library, 5 
“This must not go on, Mrs, Wilmerding, You will be 

worn out; you should get a nurse,” 
“Te would worry him. He must be happy to—the end: 

said Mildred immovably. 

IT; CAME to pass one morning that the doetor was long 1 
Jack's room. Mildred waited his coming at her desk 

where she spent much time of late. Jack must not know 
the failure; Jack must die in peace as to her future; he must 
have everything: sbe would expend the uttermost farthing! 
but her funds were running low, The thousand doltars lelt 
must hoki out to the end. Beyond that inevitable end she 
did not look. The doctor had given two months at the 
longest, and six weeks were gone. 

ccounits were laborious for Mildred. ‘They had bee 
among her shirked obligations; now she shirked nathing; 
She was opening her mail—neatly all receipted bills, She had 
tried to foresce everything, that no unexpected expense might 
frustrate her lavishing all'on Jack, 

Her paper knile paused in the fold of the last envelopes 
then cut slowly as she took in the Western postmark, 5 
drew out an unreceipted bill, one that she had forgotten t 
expect—a bill for one thousand dollars for her Wester? 
lawyer'a services in securing her 

She was still blindly holding it 
when the doctor came from Jack's room slowly down the: 

“Jack has something to tell you—to break to you, 
says." ‘The physician's face was inscrutable ax he studied 
hers. “Do nog let him excite himself more than ——" 

But Mildred had already gone to Jack's doar; Iver hand 
on the knob, she steadied herself a moment, then went iM: 

Jack had left his Jong chair and was standing tall aod 
straight in his soft red dressing gown, his hack to the windows 
his hand ripping ‘a chair, His face in the shadow was 5 
and stern. The doctor had been made to tell the worst 
Mildred thought. 

“Don't stand too long, impatient patient,” she coaxed: 
He must not know that she knew; so he might be give" 

P again. 
‘I've been afraid it was coming, Dred. They deceived me 

at first, now thedoctoradimits it —— I'mgoing toget well! 
Mildred, bewildered, fell in with the doctor's evident 

jon. “You are, of course,” she murmured, 
"Not ‘of course’ at all!” He spoke in his old blunt way: 

“They promised I'd die; 1 would never have married yo" 
again—never! You are not getting a square deal —— 

“TACK, be quiet.” She tried to draw him to the chair, but 
iJ he would not, “What did the doctor say?" She wat 
incredulous. z 

_ That he'd guessed wrong—never saw such a constitl™ 
tion—never knew a case like it—was peeved because 1 wa" 
Hot pleased — what kind of a cad does he take me for to mart 
you ned thea—not die up to the bargain ——" 

blew it all in, all your money, for me! 
don't know why—but you did the big thing ——" 

“Wal you've paid \ ff "Well, "ve paid—you've given me a glorious send-O! 
I've been letting myself—his voice broke os he smiled dow? 
on her, for she stood near him—“letting myself 4 
you loved me!"" He pulled himself together, " But thers 
nothing in that, Dred, Of course, I know really you didn't 
I'm going away for good now. I'll get the business on its fo) 

in. You won't have to teach, as the doctor says you 
ned, my: Wonderful!) I'l live only on these terms 

earn enough for you and keep out of your way while | 
doing it, I owe you that much, I'll get you anol! 
divorce ——" ‘ h 

“Jack, stop! I can’t bear it!" she choked over a heute 
a oy "Look!" she held out the lawyer's bill; 

cannot alford it, This will take our fast cent.” 
“And it’s no good now !"" With a touch of his old od 

humor Jack regarded the pa “ At that price they sho 
have given @ season ti 
Grown wise in his ways Mildred knew he jested becattt 

he suffered. He still clutched the chair back with big, Wy 
Laren his veins rigid as he faced ber, lifting his he 
valiantly. 

* T'm not going to whine about it—these weeks with yor 
taking care of me, even through pity, are worth it all—# 
I'm going away this time for good—but as long as I live 
get to love you ——" < 

“Can you, do you—after all—oh Jack!" Her hands a 
up to pull him down to her. Tack, T have loved you 
living wel! you understand? 

Ineredulous, his eyes held hers; then his arms, love-strone 
crushed her to him as she gave bien her lips, 

Life’s obligations were met. 



What 

ILLt 

UT into the warm, rain-washed California sunlight that 
ded the porch of the Old Southern Home Hotel 

in Emvillo, came Mary Peacock, with Josephine 
dancing beside her. They stood for a few minutes blinking 
contentedly at the blue sky, visible at last after two weeks ol 
heavy spring rains, and then turned t tention to the 
shabby straggling village street, where more blue sky had 
een captured in wide pools. Windows were open ever 

Where; mud-splashed surreys and carts went up and dowr 
the streets; groups stopped for a moment's chat on the shal- 
low stone seeps of the bank and in the post-office doorway 
It was ten o'clock in the morning, and Emville’s busiest 
hour. 

_ Mrs, Peacock, a tall, well-made woman who looked fh 
thirty-five years, 9 little inclined toward heaviness, 
but serenely and splendidly handsome, even distinguished 
looking in her plain linen dress, with her thick brown hai 
wound simply about her head, Josephine was six 
and flashing small giel, blic-eyed, rosy, with 

ight black hair and an ingratiating sr 
pomething about Josephine’s brief gown 
hat and her twinkling patent-leather slippers 
ated a rather quaint little personality. Joseph 
life was not as the fives of other six-year-olds 
# part of the Peacock Travel-Talk Company.’ 

that the child took any active part in the labors 
of the company. On the ¢ y her mother tried in 
every possible way to keep her one small daughter 
quite normal, Hut Josephine neces ACCOMpani 
ber parents on their wanderings, dept in the hi 

s that she might sit, blinking and bore 
alls and theaters throug long ev 

Folled in an aged fur-tined garment for cold rushes 
from train to train in the dark, jolting nights, and ate 
‘without question, where and when her 
For the“ company " was her father, Professor Thex 
*eacock, who lectured on China and Japan and the 

Netherlands and other countries in half a dozen States; 
her mother, who made arrangements at hotels anc 
reporters and worded bandbills and went early to th 
hall to take tickets or to manage 
emergencies, to manage the magic-lantern slides tha 
illus d the lectures; and John Keith, whose regular 
business was the management of the lantern, and who 
Preceded the company from town to town with adver- 
Using matter and attended to the business of the tre 

JOHN KEITH bins if came out of the yawning door 
way of a hotel opposite, while the mother an 

aughter were idly watching the affairs of the vill 

lights, or even, ir 

thi ing, and waved his hand as he toward 
Wasa tall, good-looking young man, twenty 

¢ twenty-4ix years old, his serious forehead an 
* mouth saved from effeminacy by the humorous 

ines about his eves and the strong outline of his jaw 
John, when he graduated from an Eastern college 

ne three years before, had had his prote f 
tis Uncle Stanley's } nd a plac 
firm wi $ care 
the via, And 

ucted to the ne 
lows Ranch in the Santa ( 

p the fami 

1 come 

in California, John 

ee the ranch, and exchan 
legacy for what he supposed to be a deed 

z him to ownership, And same weeks after 
had to write home for a loan with which to pay 

he costs of a lawsuit, and, so far as he was concerned, the 
: tle Willows Ranch was ended 

bitter 
awh 

ne, he thought, very 
tyone, and opened the monthly fetter, 

‘At him a check to cover his expenses « 
ha hitter t 

ki Then the Peacock: 
jndly people, devote 

and Jolin liked 
to fish Josephine 

He distrusted 
jich his mother 
ttle mountain 

genuine, 
little girl, 

ks at once. He was 50 
a out of a stream which the 
Mant was investigating, and he liked her mot 
tanks too, The Peacocks were enjoying a two week: 
ton then, and whe: ‘ime came for them to 
Work they asked John to come with them, He 

she Did When Confronted by a Trying 

HIS WIFE 

= Their Oun Petard, as it Were! 

Emergency: By Kathleen Norris 
THOR OF ILD,” Ere 
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traveling through the very and wet feet with unashamed dignity, and reminded him 
d, Mrs 
ue 

to w have te to his mother, or t 
pleasant concern 

k reminded s clothes pressed, w 

But he well knew that it was Jose hine who occupied the 
«heart. Not that Mary 

tant in their little corpora 
amber of the very inner ch. 

uted her, or 
tion, But every kis seed upon the child's cool 
little cheek, ance that went to little Jo, 
gave mn a glin that lay under the smooth 

{ Mrs. Peacock's life 
Iild as if the coi 

upper surface 
and dressed the 

She taught and amused 
g were a privilege, met her 

much as th alter brief absences with a of still rapture, and delighted 
verence and mage that "Jo" received, wherever they went, for her 

k too, SI ber dimples, her sweetness and her irrepressible 
n who Tike John was quite willing to concede that "Jo" was 
prupiny at; he was chief among her admirers 
y 

ran to meet hi: and hung on his hand, ber 
ager to bridge the hours rich little voice and joye 

4 they had been separated watched them smilingly. 
ses and the exasperating Have you been down to the hall, John?" she asked 
Talks,"'a rival, J they all sat down on the steps, 

1 thought I'd find out how the 
* Joh 1, mopping his f 

her ag warmer 

sector is 
rehead, answ 

thoughtful brows 
ight, didn't he?” she 

But 1 think he's quite himself 
He's had breakfast and fh and, 

yet, I think he w 

“Oh, 
said, remembering 
this morning 
although he's not u 

“L think we ought to call the lecture off 
gloomily. “He said last nig 

{his splitting headaches.” 
that was last night!" Mary said, senitin 

Loveliness, don’t step in that puddle! 
e child suddenly 

* Keith agreed reluctantly 
Josselyn of the ' Journey-Talks’ g 

said 

“ But the 
here this 

afternoon, confound him!" by d 
“Oh” —M. * face was long-drawn with regret 

't that too bad?” she 1. "And does be lecture 

in Many Lands," John announced, 
And that will make Professor Peacock 

for we give ‘Japan’ tonight, and that 
t of any,” Mary bemoaned 
think we had better call it off, 

draws the le 
*1 bone Jobn 

d. hake of her ty gave hin a disapproving 
Why we simply can't, John?” she protest tT 

don't care how poor the house is, it will pay for the 
lights and the hall anyway, And we've had a bad 
week, you know, what with the mayor's funeral in 

ville and the flood in Napa. And, rather foc 
last week I took everything we had in the 
paid off another four hundred dollars on the Santa 

ra mortgage, s¢ cally hardup. [haven't 
mentioned it to acock, but naturally we 
mustn't lose another cent now for a while, But 
surely ""—her optimism rose undaunted—" surely this 
is a big cnough town to &ll two halls?” she asked, 

"Well , the county fair opens tomorrow and 
the place is full for that," John explained. "The 

She Sang a Litte Butterfly Chant, and the House govern here, and there is a party at Mayor 
Seid “Ah f° When it Come its Flutterina Clone Fletcher jouse, and naturally eve 

Governor Apple 
afternoon, and he’s 

ody's saving up 
y makes a speech in the 

ng to inspect the fair ack wa and annoyec 
ies ow grounds after that—you see how it is." 

be “Trav ad John could w 
marveling man’s swift i 1, when the pi \ ARY wa ful. “I don’t think we ought to say 

ust be hb od for a dit effort or won f one word tor Peacock of this,” she said presently, 
mood eel a little unwell, after the 

Also she we ed upon eating last night, and 
adily cor will certainly ht's lecture if he knows that 

reached Josselyn cr town, Oh, I know you think 
y money Mm: we go to Sacramento tomorrow, 

Monday, no more money can 
me in until Monday night.” 
1 we go and talk to the doctor about it?" John rebuilt 

of the suggested 



They went up an angled flight of wide stairs 
to a large bedroom. John had seen it the night 
before—a bare, clean, bleak apartment. Nowihere 
were junquils on the table and the mantel, a gay 
rug over the narrow couch, a woman's silver 
service scattered on the white lisen embroldery ue 
the bureau. Ia the bed, over which 
coverlid of tloe silk had been thrown, was the 
professor, a magnificent looking old ean 
heat was crowned with falling locks of sit 
and whose bluo eyes were as bright asa boy’s eres, 

“Well, children, bad your breakfasts?" he 
asked, smiling upon them as tbey came in. 

* How do you feel, sit?" John asked salicitously. 
“Protty well for an old man,” smiled the ater. 
""Tdidn’t yo down to the hall because I knew 

you weren't very well last night,” John said, sit- 
ting down, “and because” —he looked doubt- 

at Mrs. Peacock, who bad taken 2 rocking 
chair and was sewing" think we ought to tell 
hin "hesitated John. 

Mary gave im a look compounded af aznuse- 
ment and exasperation, “Dld you ever tee such a 
hoy, Ted!" she exclaimed, “Here we have just 
we ot to tell you something and John blurts 
it aut in the first sentence!" 

‘Well, we needn't tell him Hf you think we bad 
hetter not,"" John said, a little red, a little annoyed. 

Mary settled back with a shrug, and Jahn 
turned to the profesor, 

“Thinking you weren't very well last night, al- 
though Mrs. Peacock feels that you are quite over 
it," John began with a boy's hurt dignity, "1 
that T thought we ought to call off ‘Japan’ for 
tonight. It seoms that the Josselyn crowd Is here 
with that ‘Holidays in Many Lazds’ dope,” 
“And I was not to know?” Profesor Peacock 

asked, sntiling. “Well, as it happens, it makes 
litthe or no difference, for 1 had quite decided that 
it would be madwess to risk the effort tonight, feel 
ing as 1 fecl, Mes. Peacock, with her tremendous 
huoyancy and energy, naturally casnot quite 
understand the nervous strain fwm under. Last 
night's lecture, the rush for the train — "* 
“And that dreadful supper of lobster salad and 

all the rest of it—don't forget that!" Mary re 
minded him good-naturedly. 

Gg WAS at each moments that John felt that she 
failed her hasband. She was so well, so balanced, 

She had small sympathy for nerves and vapors, 
Her one ambition was to pay tor the Santa Bar. 
hara © have @ margin in the bank and 
settled utterly commonplace. prosaic life. 

‘Why not give this lecture, Ted,” she said now, 
and simply hoist the Josselyns on their own 

petard, sit were? You could doit, dear; we have 
done it before,” 

Not today,’ ber husband said gently. "Simply 
the whole thing, Joho, and put a line in the 

sion paper about my indisposition, £ stm 
sorry, my dear, but £ unable. However, 
there is no reason why n't go to Sacra» 

We will be more comfort- 
you look up tralies, Mary." 

."" she said coaxingly, “you woukln’t let 
me give the lecture?” 
“None 

“we'll po thi 
be helped.” 

John saw Mary shut ber lips firmly over her 
sewing, and saw twe spots of color burn in hee 
checks, But she presently bade him good-by with 
ull her usual serenity of manner, and gave Jose 
phine, who was to accompany him on his trip tothe 
hall, the usual smothering hug. They went away 
joyously together, and Mary, settling back in her 

asked her husband whether he would like 
reading of talking, or whether, if he had really 
mae up hi ito go, she might not well begin to 
pack trunks. John and she met again at luncheoo, 
when he and Josephine, tired, dusty and hot, 
Joined her in the dark and airy dining room. 

“This is a contrary day,” John said with an 
nonoyed laugh, “Hanged if 1 kmow what we ere 
going to do! Nobody was at the hall when we 
Bret went down. So we penwled about fora while 
and then came back. Ames was there, then, and 
be anid he'll closed the box office because the 
bouse was practically sold out." 

Sold out!" she echoed, amazed, 
“That's what he said,"" John reiterated. “Ie 

seems that rovernor and his wife have some 
irls in their party whose father was a consul in 

Japan. Soa whole bunch of them came down anit 
took tickets, and, of course, what they do tonight 
everyone else is going to do, Ames said he thought 
there wouldn't he standing mom, and perhaps the 
crowd could get the governor to say some little 
thing about Japan; he's been there, you know ——"* 

“Ob, isn’t that contrary!” Mary ssid, dropping 
both hands heavily on the table before her. 

“ Well perhaps we can persuade the professor to 
do it," John said, made anxious by her manner 
“My dear boy,” she answered with justifiable 

reproach, “the time for you to take that tone was 
some hours ago! We planned to leave this place at 
half-past two,” went on, “and the trunks have 

ber busband said soothingly, 
afternoon, It’s too bad, but it can't 

wyo 
chai 

are! But Doctor Peacock’s 
dress suit is gone,’ she reminded him quickly, 
“ated my oaly decent gown too,"” she added under 
her breath, “Well, we might go up and sce him, 
or we might wire and have the trunks taken off 
somewhere and sent back,” Mary said rather 
dobiously at Kensth. And again they went up to 
Doctor Peacock’s room. 

KG rye Situation displeased bim, as John bad felt 
it would, In fact the young manager felt s0 

concemed in and so uncomfortably responsible for 
the day's mlichances thet he went to extreme 
lengths in his anxiety to roctil 
You wouldn't let me attempt the lecture, sir?” 

he asked Gnally. 
Doctor Peacock smiled indulgently, Mary ssid 

sensibly: "Why, I could give it, Ted. I have 
beard it a bundred times!" 

Again the professor smiled and pressed her han! 
aflectionately. But to Jobn he said seriously: “ 
have the notes, you know, my boy. And you have 
beard it often enough to get the idea,” 

“Ted, hear ——" his wife began. 
John laughed at her admiringly. “You certainly 

are game, Mrs. Peacock! Isn't she, doctor? But 
if you'll manage the plates, Mrs, Peacock, there's 
no earthly reason why I shouldn't run through it. 
T'll have the notes and J can explain ——" 

“Thar dad hasn't dis clothes,” said Josephine 
earnestly, and they all Laughed. 

“But even with the best of intentions, my dear, 
you have no gown,” said the doctor to his wife. 

“Trae,” she assented lifelessly, 
John thought she might have shown a little 

pleasanter spirit about it, but he was too much ex- 
cited over tbe evening's peospect to think sbout it 
Jong. She gave him Professor Peacock’s notes and 
left the two men together, 

Josephine was allawed the rare privilege of going 
carly to bed that evening, for with ker father 
Placidly reading in bis bed in the adjoining roam 
Mary felt that the small gle! was quite safe. She 
herself jotned Jon in the hallway at half past 
seven, and together they walked to the hall. John, 
who was to dress there, was very nervous; even 
with notes and an explaination the venture loomed 
lange before bim, Mary, however, hummed as she 
walked beside him. 

LLL the details were as usual. The white cur- 
tain was dropped on the stage, half the lights 

were lighted and a responsible young man was 
placed at the ticket gute. Mary and John went 
bebind the stage to arrange for the display of 
several pats of palms and ferns. 

“And now, John,” Mrs, Peacock said, surpeis- 
ing him by arresting him, 2s he started for the 
dressing room, by laying her hand om his arm, 
“Yistes to me & moment, [ want you to manage 
the plates a+ uswal tonight and let me give this 
lecture.” 

Jobn stared at her disapprovin 
Mrs. Peacock, I don’t dread it at 

“Honestly 
he said af- 

ter an unyielding silence, “and I think you under- 
estimate the dithculty of it ven with notes it 

Hadn't we mu 
ranged it 

really ie har He smiled. 
hetter leave it as Professor Peaco 

“No, you manage the slides and I'll give the lee- 
ture," she said quietly, "By the way, people are 
begisning to come ing better light all the lights."” 

Jobn did not move. “I honestly think we'll 
make a mistake, changing ver plan at the last mo- 
tment this way,” be began stubbornly. 

"Yea—yes—yes,” she sald hurriedly, as f to a 
small, insistent child. “That's 
1 like you for cari 
all the responsibi and you have only to refer 
Doctor Peacock to me." 
“Would you mind my telephoning him and ex 

plaining?™” John asked. 
“Certainly I would mind it!” she answered 

with suddenly flashing eyes, And then, with an 
authority that he bad ever seen in her, except to 
inefficient porters or unobliging servants, she aided 
crisply: “Kindly do as I ask you; see about the 
lights aed about the slides. We must begin in ex- 
actly balf an hour.” 

‘She caught up her suitcase and disappeared, and 
Joha went slowly inte the ball, She had angered 
him personally and burt his pride deeply, but more 
than all these be sudered from « sense of outraged 
stewardship, Joh» hated hall measures, hated 
compromises. A woman jumping up in ber bus- 
band's place, dressed in some last-minute arrange- 
ment, unused to the lecture she was giving and the 
order in which the plates were shown—it was um 
dignified. It was very unlike the stately, almost 
pompous impression made by Professor Peacock. 
Whereas the substitution of a secretary was under- 
standable; it was at least honest and dignified. 
Jobn fumed over his boxes of slides. He could only 
console bimself with the reflection that nothing way 
bis fault, and that if Mrs, Peacock made « lament- 
uble failure of it, it would teach ber a lesson. 

‘The hall filled rapidly and completely. There 
were more than three hundred spectators assem- 
bled when the governor and his party camein, and 
w &teat craning of necks and rustling of gowns at- 
tended their slow progress down the aisle. 
ment later John beard the little electric at 
tecant that the lecturer was ready, and, full of 

» he Gashed the great disk of light 
upon the white curtain, and brought the small 
spotlight to bear on the stage to the left, where 
Professor Peacock usually stood. The hall wae 
otherwise in complete darkness, 

A moment Later Mary Peacock appeared in the 
smaller circle of light. Her dark hair was arranged 
in Japanese fashion in great shining coils, and ber 
square-cut, pale-gray kimono was belted under the 
arms with a cherry-pink obf. Her lips were red 
deoed and ber cheeks rouged; great white blow 
soms stood like rosettes over ber ears. John caught 
his breath at the sight of her unexpected beauty, 
and the hase Isughed and applauded. Mary re- 
turned their greetings with smiles and bows in 
Oriental fashion. glanced sidewise at the picture on. 
the screen, and began her talk, 

Jobe had been with the Peacocks for nearly two 
years pow and had heard “Japan” perhaps fifty 
times. But be stared at the lecturer tonight, as ab- 
sorbed as any gaping country boy in the house; 
and sometimes Mary had to remind him, almost in 
so many words, that the scene on the curtain must 
be shifted, When she did so she laghed joyously, 
and the house laughed too. Her audience, indeed, 
was swept along on a continuous tide of laughter. 
Everything she said was fresh and spontaneous 
and inspired by her own Interest. She was ready 
with all the little intimate details that make a 
country real: the games the children played, the 
things Japanese women cooked for dinner, their 
occupations in their long afternoons, She sang a 
little butterfly chant, and the Bouse said “Ah!” 
when it came to its flattering chwse, as people say 
Ab?" when a rocket falls; she sang the Insment of 

a warrior’s mother, and there was a stirring of 
handkerchiefs all over the hall. 

And for the first time John thought that he 
must really go to Japan someday; forthe first time 
he seemed to see the dreaming, sunshiny gardens 
under wistarla vines, amd the flash of goldfish by 
arched bridges and water-tily blooms; for the first 
time he caught the pungent odors of the crowded, 

ttle cities and suddenly found himself Jong- 
jeg for that workd of bright colors and joyous 
sounds 

The lecture was over, and there was a ripple of 
laughter through the house as Mary announced, 
with a trace of delicate brogue, that on Monday 
night, in Sacramento, Professor Peacock would give 
“Ireland,” Then she exchanged a few elementary 
words in Japanese with the governor, und His 
Excellency and the mayor, too, came up tn greet 
the audience. It was a littl triumph for Mary. 

'OHN packed his slides, gave them to an express- 
man and loitered about the chattering group of 

which she was the center. He waited for her while 
she changed ber dress, and they went out into the 
village street together, Mary looking quite herself 
again in her close-titting bat and high-buttoned, 
old serge coat. 

‘She caught a great chiklish breath as they came 
under the stars. “We shall just get the moon- 
Joho; isn't that pleasant?” she sald, And 

then, packing her skirts together aod taking his 
arm—for the streets were dark and the crossings 
muddy —she added comfortably: " Well, that was 
nice, wasn't it? I wish we could get one of those 
grapefruit for Doctor Peacock's breakfaet," she 
interrupted herself to say as they passed a closed 
feult store. "Perhaps I'll get up a bittle early and 
come and get one.” 

“Do you think that you have treated me—have 
treated us—quite fairly, Mes, Peacock?” J 
asked in a hard voice, walking on Z 

She turned her face toward him. 
the matter?" she asked amazedly, 
“Slenply this,”’ he said coldly 

sift, you are a born—well_ an orator of an actress, 
whichever you like, You must have known it be- 
fore this," John accused her with a little show of 
resentful feeling, “You can't make me think that 

BREEZES 
WD slew the hills and through the valleys Summer strays with her 

scarf of light winds, and with utter sweetness caresses the weeds 
and flowers, blessing every blossom with a precious drink of dew; 
while Winter draws his garment of frost around him and stands 
remotely aside, silently waiting for easing betel to happen. 

ces With her scarf blowing against our fa jummer gives to each 
of us her gift of bird and bee and bloom. 

‘DUGAIP STEWART WAKER: 
ai cc) 

you didn't know how wonderfully you were going 
to give that lecture” 

“But I see nothing very culpable fn that, my 
dear John," she said amusedly " 
“You must have thought 1 was a fool,"” be said 

bitterly, “with my fatuous offers of assistance! 
ght ft very charnsing of you," she asst 

him quickly. 
“And the professor, too; why he need never 

have worried 2 second," the boy went on; “he 
need never again for that matter! [only wish 
he had been there; I wish he had see: 

"Did you like it so much?" Mary asked naively, 
“Ir—it wes charming," he answered seriously. 

“It was one of the prettiest things I ever saw, And 
when I think what ‘Ireland’ would be with you #® 
costume, and Russia"! Now I tell you, Mrs. Pea- 
enck"=hiy earnestness, as he tutned toward het, 
made the woman laugh—we have a gold mine 
here. I've been thinking about it~-how we couk 
work it up? New York, London —get x good anally 
ager, and it would make more money in a week 
than we make this way ina year!" He paused, but 
Mary walked om in silence. “Don't you beliewe 
it?” said John almost belligerently. 

*Yo—es, I think that may be true, 
last. “But I don't helleve Doctor M 
like it,” she added mildly, 

“Like it!" exploded John, 
"No, I know be wouldn't,” Mary said, more 

definitely, 
“Well, bat has he ever heard you?” 

H, YES, indeod! I was an actress when T 
met Doctor Peacock; uni then, six yeat® 

ago, he lost his voice for a whale week and 1 filled 
an engagement at The Dalles in Oregon,” 

“Hut, my goodness, Mrs. Peacock!"—John 
was stumbling about in the dark—"'we don't be- 
in to make the money thly way that we might 
You know—wo may keep it from the professor 
but you and I know that the ‘Travel-Talks’ aren't 
really poplar ~ 

“Exactly; we keep it frum the professor," she 
echoed him. "And if you have any ideas of this 
sort you must keep thase from the professar, toe 
my dear boy. He isn't young" —her voice was 
wuddenly soft with tenderness—"“and he is proud 

d of his capability of takleg are 
i, He lowes lecturing, and some 

day he'll love to give it and settle Gown to gat: 
dening, and tramping with me, and memories 0 
past successes, Ani i now and then be has an Une 
comfortable suspicion that I might do it equally’ 
well—might even do it hetter—why, L take good 
care that be doesn't cherish it veey long.” 

“But if you hat am offer from some mane 
" John began. 
¢ had oflers,"" she said serenely 

id he kevow it?" 
“E mentioned it.”* 
And he Jets you sacriéice your life —-'" 

sJohn.” She said it very quietly, bot Joba 
winced and was silent, “Some day you'll leave 
us, Jon,” Mazy presently went on kindly, ‘to do 
your own work, whatever it is. I hope you'll be 
With us until we retire, but I don't honestky expect 
igor ask ft, And then, as life goes on and you gait 
all small things by letting go af great ones, ot the 
one great one at the cost of all the amall—then, 1 
say, you'll understand just why F ean honestly’ s¥ 
that I have taken the richer life. I might be 4 
great actress—or might have been, I suppose, for 
my mother was a great actress and I have real come 
fidence in my own ability, But [was a sickly, die 
couraged, unemployed woman when I met Doctot 
Peacock twelve years ago, and I admired hina, 6 1 
do now, and thought it was the most wonderful 
thing in the world when he married me. You love 
him, John, for qualities you think you see in him, 
and you will perhaps lave him less for what you've 
Jearned tanight, But 1 know that he is pure gold. 
and I can even understand why he would rather 
support his wile in this way than have her make 
five times the money and support him, Lowe hin 

—very little to pay too,” erided Mary content= 
“for E have him and my girl, and the pror 

pect of a home godt friends and swimming an! 
toses and tomate bushes in a few years more.” 

"OF course, if you feel that way 
said, childishly sullen, after another sitence, 
“TL do (eel that way,” she assured him, “So, now 

remember, no praises tomorrow! Ii he asks you 
be noncoramittal, But he won't ask you, for [shall 
have told him, and be never alludes to what dis 
pleases hiss.” 

"But the governor's wife said that she was going 
to bring a crowd to ‘Ireland’ on Monday night, 
John objected further, 

“Let her! All the better! [told her my hie 
Land was to lecture,” Mary said handily. 

”" she said at 
cork woakd 

‘ES hotel was in sight now, ith outline softened, 
as everything else in the world is softened, bY 

the pale sweep of the rising moon. 5 
John looked sidewise at his companion, and hit 

heart gavea great bound. Only Mrs. Peacock in ber 
tong cout and the deep-brimmed hat that shi 
her face, with her skirts gathered away from the 
mud, and ber sweet, firm mouth still haunted by # 
smilo—he had seen het 90 three humired times—— 
But be had a sudden, terrifying sensation that if 
she raised her eyes to him—those friendly, burt 
cus eyes’ something would happen ta his hestt? 
he couliin’t bear it, 

She did raise them, in smiling good nights. And 
John's heart suffocated him with a new and pier 

@ aln, his brats reeled fooltshly, the hand he 
gave her was icy cold, 

“\Good night,” said she; "this has been a nice 
alk. I've been talking like a sentimental school 

10 you, but Doctor Peacock and E really feel #* 
if you belonged to us, Nonsense, John, whee have 
you ever carried this light, little suitcase upstalr 
jor met Good night!" 

Joho watched her fine, ereet figure disappest 
into the still lighted hotel, He watched util its 
silhouette fell upon the bright square of the wit 
dow shove, and he saw ber draw the blind. St 
who might bave had her circke of admirers 18 ® 
great city, might have known the Iucury of « 10" 
tor car, the warm, perfumed Batteries of a Bult: 
dred clubs and hotels—she would ask ber hushaed 
how he liked bis book, and whether he would like# 
cup of chocolate before he went to sleep) 

And ber husband would xccept the situation 
‘That was perhaps what burt John Keith mnst, © 
have to lot his hero go. For the old allegiance 
ended, and already he could feel the peessure 
new fetters on his heart 



My Mammy 
By Jeanne Bartholow Magoun 

THOR OF “TH ION OF TORIA WILHELMINA,” ET 

ILLUSTRATION BY ARTHUR 1. KELLER 

O MY baby eyes she s 
for everything that 
beautiful. That her 

face was the color mah 
instead of white 
ence; Lonly f 

Linkum comed an 
and sometimes it 

rar 
ing my bead on 
etting the sob corm She w 

wise enough to know that sobs 
ken beart when one is a 
She would just pat me 

Neber 
ner every 
girl should be. f was 
teaight-black-haire Aw 

¢ Dut ¢ imme 
was gone 

Wt me on her 
# chose Ina 

eaary t art time she would return with 
two small pieces of dried orang 

ps good for her. I 
to remember, but in fact dislike 

told me how Mammy much, as it burned my 
y to push me inte a room However, on thase occasions 

f er was the center of attraction i chewed bravely away on it. 1 knew it 
honey, git some ob de lovin'.” To "gi touch to heal sv Lit alw 
"was the Jast thing T wanted. In fact 1 We knew of unumy's a 

* by outsiders so heartily th at a Very ea may hav 1 no bitter feeling about 

f-protection the phrase, " No, no, papa be mad m, howeve ¢ the new order of things 
amused the would-be offenders sutficient! ever seemed right to her, Ni 

to make them spare n Lonce serewed up suff rage to ask her if she was 
Mammy adored us all, but I never remembe black all ove 

d rarely remember her showing any si Yes Lis, Ebery bit but my soul is black." Then 
Perhaps it was that restraint int she added proudly: "I ain't got no white blood in me, it 

and meso close, Her name was Maria Morris wouldn't be nothin’ but shame if 1 did 
up I never knew didn't know what she meant then, of course, but 1 know 

now, Tt me 
race 

¢ told me that when she got to heaven she would be 

Even now | find it hard at that she had a moral vision far ahead of most Fame “like white folks,” She d 
ire mother that if 

yo" ma” und she added 
» but 

» would sat been willing 
y never got angry, never raised her v 

remember, but by dis power of her own made us 
to be thought of. [I can re 

1 fea 
TU be a watchin’ you ebery day, 

n't do nothin’ to make yo' ole Mammy "shamed 
see a_mode ther, at su ob you 

The Mother's le" to find Thope I haven't 
I with such deprav Plainer I t our nursery tea table, when the conversation got to 

ed entrance into the roe fluent to suit "Quit [I'm sure even now 
rked up on my fee show Quit" as she used to 

Voice calmly = goir yit ks to think yo' tongues is 
0 lee me catel po’ white tr tied in hends?” 
did “quit,” Itwasa combination of the jerk 

hess implied in being warned not toact like “* ‘OW beautifully shu used to t 
often wond ne didn't come of royal people in Afric Not a crack for Jack Frost t sth? D 

be had a way of commanding that one fit in peopl ¢ windows open she 
used fo being without question, Heraim was ya’ ain't got Do yo! want to 

x01 chiki’en so folks will know y zornig’ with 
» the 

the roor 
le mornin 
tried to teach 

it was no use, she 
h in thos 

indow and aut wo 
with: “Good nigh 

ining in table manners began the 
ned from our bottles, and continue 

didn't jump up li 
People came into th a 

elders, even if the 

h her ¢ 
couldn't € 

+ had to be perfe 
tof, Thow 

jacks-in-the-box when ob 
id ays offer our chair 

re rather small and the 
Father large. i “please id “‘thanle y ne same, It was her highes 
We always nts. Ma ¢ next highest was to have 

servants is howi st a 1 $ 2 i me rest ri read 
ton> serve our fa < t tte i house was full of people g ad to me so | neve 

h effort I would n inspiration 
Bible d er T could read not! I go 

One day I ha ie 
. When [used to urge her 

things she would say: “Save yo! bre fourteenth chapter of Saint John 
Will need it when yo" grows old opened th 
y v self, an’ dat won't ab you no time 
What ain't none ob yo" business,” 
taking a walk w rand coms said: " Quiry , 

interrupted when 1 ame to 
saying: * 

any mansions.” | know wher. 
in one of them not far fre 

house are many man 
th, dey i 
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Keeping House in Summer 

When Fish Begin to Run 
difficult to cook well aa fish, ite 
debcate flavor st so casily lost, 

End ite light, creamy Makiness %0, 
Auickly destrored Boiling is bevt sited to large. un~ 
‘22 fads Oe to Thicke pleces of fiah. euch 
a salmon. cost an y 

All fish, with the excepeloe of salt 
fish, ahold be put into water thats 
very bot, but not bubbblin 
elted in the propertion anes 
of salt to owe gallon of water, and 

ule of winewat of 
Hake to the same quantity, 

Fre acid is ded to make the leas 
of thee fou white aud flees, 

Always weigh the fish before boil- 
lng, 90-as to judge the time it wall re- 
autre to cook. From eight to ten 
Mnkates to the pound, and eight to 
ten minutes ower, a aversac, 

Costasee Troot, Wash, clean 
and ary six small trout; split them 
poor Ud back Sr romone the bone; 
sprinkle (heat with a little powdered 
mace and salt amd per; toll them 
lip Aight ghare tlre in a Exepront 
dik with three bay leaves, pour ower 
them cee cuptul of vinegar, ome tea~ 

meat extract dissolved li 

P RHAPS there is nothing oo 

in @ slow 
oven for there-auartereof an baer, 

Fiounpars A tA Pasinexne 
Skin and fillet two flounder 
with silt, pepper and 
and reli i each fillet. Melt three 
Lablespcontuls of butter in a fireprood 
dish. place in the fillees of flounter 

wat get 
# hall of while sauce; the cover the 
dish. and cook the fish sewly 
twenty nuinutes, Just before servi 
wdd a pat of butter, diveded int 
small peeces, and whake the disk wo as 
to dissolve the butter more quickly, 
Serve hot, 

Hacencr Steas, Baxep Went 
Crass. Have two steaks of halibut 
fr any ottet large fh cut abet an 
inch amd a half thick, Lay sm 
Alices of onioe om then, eorankle with 
lemon juice, and Jet stand for thirty 
mainutes. Arrange a few thin sices of 
salt pork on a baking tin, teen tay 

lice of the fh oa the peek ant 
sprinkle 1 itty with walt. ip one 
Cuphal of ceamas is melted butter and 
then in crucker crumbs, and lay them 
tm the Bad | Serie the iaane wit, 
a Mieebe walt a wer, Lay os the 
fecond slice cf tis and pince a few 
ftrips of pork om the top. Bake for 
forty minutes. basting frequently. 
Atew minater before taking frum the 
Oven. remowe the salt pork froos the 
top. and eptead ower the fab two 
thirds of a caphel of cracker crumbs 

thieed with « quarter of a cupful of 
melted botter. 
Broneo Mackrnnt. Chan two 

mackerel, culling off the heads and 
fins. Then split them in two and 
remove the boar. Mix two tablo- 
epooufuls of olive oil, two table- 
Bocafule of esson tice, a rte 
ik ead penper, one Learououtil of 

pandey anil oe Labl - 
ef chopped onion, and mak the 

aches! | in thix ssiature for an hour, 
ing them occasionally. Place 
on a well-gressed Drover: cook 

forten stinutes os tbe split aide, and 
then for four minutes om the skin 
side, When the fish is comked suth- 
clently lay it on a very bor dish anid 
garmin mal big hed or pardey, 
Serve ire a ederk utter. 

To ‘make the the butter put two table- 
spoontule of butter om a plate: mix 
(with one teaspoontal af very 
chopped and fresh green parsley and 
‘one teayponntatof lemon juice. Porm 
& inte 4 neat pat and set in a cool 
place until wanted. 

Saumow ALA Miunties, Cat ovo 
pounds of «almon into slices inch 
Ubick, season with wait and pepy 
and dredge with floor, Put half a 
Supful of butter snto a frying pun am 
clarity ix; then put im the sices of 

aad fry them. When they ace 
colored oa ane se tarn them over 
carefully and brown them on the 
ter ide When sufficiently coukes 
dish them om @ hot dish, sprinkle 
ower a little leavom juice, vdn ined 
apd mle, Chop some pardey and gar 

the fieh with it. ap 
w@rving. put four tabiespoontuls of 

utter inte a fryeng pan, and heat st 
i it fy a Ugh Drown, Powe this 

‘over the fish. Serve at ance, 
Srurren Buvesrsn, Open the fd 

at thve ies ‘and draw the inteatines 
oat 4 the opening. Make a 
stuffing of ane cuptul nf bread cruntbs, 
Two tabiespocnfale of melted butter, 
‘one teaspoon! ub od salt, a quarter af a 
teanpoantel of pepger, one braszoon: 
fal of chogyped parsley a few drops 
‘of pice julce, one tablesponatu of 
chopped pickles and tif 3 cuptul of 

Mut the ingredients, sll into 
the fish, ged sew the lead down 
firmly. “Cut thie gasles on each 
tide of the fish and insert a mice of 
alt pork i exch gant, Sense with 
salt anil pepper, rusk with mettend 
butter, and dredge with Sour. Miu 
fn a igreawet pon, erromnil with 
feeely chopped park; bake, allowing 
fdteen minutns to the pound. When 
the fish ie Drowned an one ede it 
shoal be turned. baited and browsed 
on the eter aide, Desh the fish care: 
fully; garnish it with parsley std 
lemon, Serve with brown mice 

Mawson Hanis Nost., 

Cooking i in a Hot-Cold Bottle 

[ J ily hot-cold bottle ie Wisely 60 
ttand unused mom of the time 
awaiting a long-delayed plowc oF o 
nevet-to-tappen auto trip. Het if 
the dacturers bare maile their facts to keep aquide scalding bot 
lor twentydour hours, whose Gault ie 
it 4 the purchasers do net put thir 
virtwe to accoent? Why not put thie 
betde to « text and wee if it cam be 
a utility as well as a convenient Lux 
sy Mit can maintain a aiding 
temperature for seth a lengths 
time, why can it met cook? It must 
be made to answer that qerstion.~ 
So rrascen! a young hoowkeeping 
biide, who hat determaned to 

uf a six-o'chock dinmer seriously inter 
fered with copy writing. 

Confadent that she had evolved a 
“scoop” for the household colemn, 
tho went ty the kitchers, took the 
fant hotoald bottle from the tiny 
pecnic hamper and began her experi~ 
ment. Tt was nine by the kitchen 
dock. ‘There were carrots asking to 
lve cooked, so he peeind thems anit 
eat Wem isto straws as amall ax 
macarosi, botled tem for ten min- 
utes in salt wuter, as aie hael wees 
foud preporsd fora fizeless cooker, 
ented the bottle with beileng water, 
un co the cartots to an inea- 
perienced but willl 
Go clock found Bet ra ‘nenning in 

het Kitehen to put on the ketthe- mix 
ber salad, cut coll soeat, beradd and 
Cheese, ad then to beat a small vege 
etable dist and ¢o met butter, When 
it waa pency se went 1 tha 
ing heart Spree the hot-cobd 
bee dai Lhe seuldi 

‘carrots into the hot 
rin and pourve exeltad batter over 
Une, witha ait 
the experiment ways tomo the 
board of cenenliin. 

“Are tvese canned carrots? he 
asked. hotdh 

So, they are bottled.” anewernd 
the defendant, and then the story 
could be kept ae 

formed ita task ‘The bottle had 
fest nobly sd fully Sussied the con 
fideace that had bees placed in it, for 
the carrots pot only were 
dane, but much sweeter than ¥! 
cooked in a kettle. 
The man of the house went to the 

kitchen and carried on a mock exam- 
ination, which he suid was satisfac 
wry in every detail; be also mid 
that he thought be sebelled a hale of 
carree fumes around the 
catk, which forther tated hin 
wife's most unuswal Gains. 

Every day for weeks succeeding 
the remarkable discovery bruught » 

new problews for the battle to solve. 
It showed a decided fondness tor 
‘crrmals and aren vegetables. Gruele 
were its specialty’, and the long. show 
soaking which they demanded wae 
dane with such thoroughness asd 
success that "First Aid to the Home 
Nurse ™ was the tithe under which var 
tious creel recipes werr jotted dawn, 

Both crea and meat stock soups 
were found well adapted to this 
methext af cooking, Vegetables in 
cream sauce retained thei flavors to 
@ marked degree, 

‘Choculate im which the recipe calls 
fot Jong couking is a double beder 
developed a wonderful richness when 

in the bettle for nine boxes. 
Here are tree al the many dishes 

she cooked successfully: 
VeretanLe Sour. Bring two cup- 

tule of soup mock to the bolting pine ahd three besping tablespoons 
fale of finely pet cabbage, two 
of potators, one od carrots, and cee of 
rice which hae been scoged half an 
bour is warm water, one small onlan 
sprout and half a teaspoonful of 
powdered celery. Boil for ten min- 
utes, und add salt and pepper. 

Ruck Propine. Soak three scant 
tablespountule af rice in half a caphal 
of warm water one hour, Add oor 
capfel and a half of silk, two scant 
tablespocofuls of currants, three 
tablespacetuls of sugar, onetraspoon- 
fuled butter, pinch of sult and grated 
putmeg.. lhod fve minutes: post into 
bottle: shake gently befute pacing 
on side, Measurements level uniess 
stated otherwise. 
Come Meat Greet. Two teaping 

tablespoocdule af coen meal, one of 
whole-wheat flour, half a 
of malt, tun cuptubs of water, 
water; add the salt, and 
pieal and flour, made intu a smooth 
paste with cold water, Boil tre min- 
lites before pouring into bottle. 

‘These foods were prepared and put 
ft tis bortieat nine 4.88. and were 
jet right for che evenin 

sie ‘muse be wade ln conveying the baling 
Food tata ‘the Soe-bot bent 

pore Sol pay Bi Sy c may not fall too iC It 
ia best to use a heated funnel amd 
Cork. ‘Screw on te cap aad toll the 
bottle in several thicknesses of news. 
Peper, termine back the, emde and 
ay ea ty 

y the bottle on ite side in order 
4 the solid food and liquid may 
come inte sore equal contact than 
when the bottle stands on end 
Shake the bathe gently before open- 
Sng. The cork eheadd be based after 

h using. 
DeLenine Haken Cow 

Varying a Favorite Dish 
| TP BOnot_ know whether potato 

sabud Ss really such a favorite dish 
a4 if is convenient one. Erery housewife has her own way of pee- 

foeapens it, and because it Jeetting and 
2 seaullny for ctierch 

pers and picnics 
he appetizing ease with which 

potatoes combine with many grren 
vegetables and even fruit, In Salads, 
is not always reatian’, Dut that they. 
inay be deliciously’ wa coumnbissed 
there if proot for thase who will try 
thess is the following recipes: 

Sweet Reo-Prrree aNo Poraro 
Sap. Perl und cut into amall cubes 
cold boiled potatoes; allow for three 
capfals af potato une cuptul of saver 
fed peppers, seeded and cat very 
fie, amd halt a capful of minced 
anion. Hind with a white. couked 
salad deeming. Serve garnished with 
reripe of the red pepgers, 

Beer on Cansor Poraro Satay. 
Allow ane part of dic, call coticed 
carrots or beets to two af cubed. coud 
boiled potato and half a cuptut of 
minced onion toa quart of xl. Hf 
celery is to be had add also half a 
cupful of minced celery; if not sae 
wom well with celery salt und pa 
wrika, Bind with French dressing. 
Serve with a harder of tiny beet or 
Carron atrips. 
pLespimea sou Porat Satan, 

ual portions of diced. peeled 
Socunber Sod coh bathed” poesia 
Season @ell with white pepper aed 
lt and a tablespaceful of onion 
juice toa quare of revlad. Bizad with 
French dresing or mayonnain, 
Serve with a Donder of tiny radishes 
or radiahipent rosy 

Poraro ant Garey Beales om 
PEAS. Allow a fourth part of fi 
Sut. cold bowed green beans or t 
der green peas to three-fourths 
of potato, Hind with « evoked dres- 
ing well seasoned with oman, pepper 
asd malt, Serve with » border of 
cress, und aprinkle chopped cress of 
parsiey over the top. 

PoraTo ano Tomato Satan, Mix 
cubed cobt bailed pecatocs with a 
highly seasooed mayonnaise; sprinkle 
with finecut chives or mlm 

partion an a bed of three slices 
of tomato. 

VIRGINIA Masi 
Auld toa pint of m 
tuuarters af wruptil 
cabbage. two tabi 
camber pickles, and the yolk of & 
hard-boiled egg put throagh a sieve, 
‘Setaside. Meantime beat to boiling 
point half a cupful of vinegars add 
tablespooedul of luther, a Geasgnon- 
ful each of salt and sugar, a beaten 
fox and pepper, <ult and celery salt 
to taste. Rub a teaspoonful of flour 

havare Buna. 

‘OBSTERS ave at their best when 
byaters are owt of season. The 
sei at Wee Ieee judged 

hy Wes weight: a er He ot 
a goal ane. if the lobster has bees 
too long out of the water the tall 
teangs Honp. while if frests it is drawn 
under the fash and if pulled out wilh 
pring back aguin when bet go. 

Crabs, also, are to be Jedped by 
their wright und stiffness. _ If light 
amd limp they are bad. Sottabell 
crabs are those which have recently 
shed their old shelle and the new 
ebells have not had time to harden. 

Sreameo Chans. Wush half a 
peck, of dams and ‘place them in a 

settle with half a, cuptul of bet 
. Cover the kettle and cook 

until the stelle open. Me careful to 
avell any unnecemary waste of 
juice. The kettle should be restoved 
trom the range as soon. as the shells 
gen, otherwser the clams wall Wwe 
evercuuked. Serve ut cace, with u 
Witte diets of melted butter for ach 
vernon, 

Lowsrun au GRAtEs. Boil a lath 
wter und cut the shell in half length 
wise, ieaving un the bead. Kemave 
Gh the meat aod chop if dn amull 
pievrs. Put the meat mto » sauce- Pan, with four tabieypounfule uf 
sionpes render aed tors tobneapven: chopped parsley and two tal iabvet white bread ceumbe Mit well 
and seascs to taste with sult. pep: 
ber, grated lemon ind at juice, i) tne texipoontul uf anchovy exeace 
Now add the yolk of an tae and 

‘all thorougsly bot aver the 
fire, Have the two parts af the 
shed wasted ane dried) gras thems 
Sutside aed “dnside with olive ol 
or melted butter, anit All with the 
tmistuse, Sprinkle browned bread umbe over te ap. dat with pieces 

rand bake im a 

fuls of grated cheese; put a tew small 
| pieces af butteron the topand brown, 

smooth in a little lemom juice, and 
add to the vinegar und exe. Stir until 
smngoth asd thick, then pour aver the 
potato mixture, stirring lightly with 
a silver fork, 
Watsons Potare Stas. Seveb 

enous potatoes Lo a 
pint, and cook antil tender, Drain 
asd et cool: peed: alice thin, and 
quarter the dices Peel and cat fine 
@ frm cucumber: stice im thinnest 
pomlle slices two button onions and 
gut hall a cuplut of sbelied pecans 
into strips. three tablespoon: 
{ule of whigpedt cream with Balt = 

ul of stiff mayonnaise, and stir 
iy through the vegetables. Fill 

2 rounding, curved lettiece leaf 
foreach portion. Serve with a moon 
fulod mayonnaise and halved pimolae 
for each plate. 

_ Potaro axv Avett Satap. Allow 
sax peeded, tart apples to four cold, 
boiled, mediusssteed potatoes. The 
anoles may be peeled and diced. un- 

. oF parbeded without sigar, 
ft actos. thet eet dnte thin slices 
|, in wither cose, marinatest for an 

houF én lemon juice, Cut ayy thar go~ 
tatoes (abiced oF diced to coereapriied 
wah the apples). and lahtly ‘mix 
‘with the apples, Serve an lettuce with 
French dressing. 

Hor Porato Sa War, peel 
and cut into stnall cubes enough jo- 
tators to muke 4 quart, and boil fast 
in malted water uneil doce but un- 
broken. Druin and Set stand to dry, 
Haye cooking lx slices of fat, 
setoked bacon cut into dice. When 

drain aad add the bacon to ther 
combed, dry pouito. Stir three table: 
sqoonfuls of vinegar into the fat rr- 
renin; season With pepper, and 
Pett ree gaia, | Mix in 
figivily a minced cates und 3 ¢ 
cucumber pekle, bemg careful not 
to break potato: place in a salad 
bowl Serve with a garnish of pare 
ley. sprinkling @ hitthe, minced, aver 
the top. The lacan say be omitted 
and fat alone used, 

Poraro axb Cowman Satan. Al 
low cue-thand just of tender. Emectt 
cami, Aloe s ‘aunepnonht of ates 4 ‘ul a 
Eiocodonion andhalfacapfulot diced 
celery, Bind wettian salad dress. 
ina. Serve qarniaded wath parsey. 
Withran-Cktam POTATO Satan 

TDkkssiG. For cold tds or fer salads 
allow, to one cupful and a half of 

Len serio 
cl butter, 

lemon juice, ome tattespoontal of 
French mostant, twa altspoonguls of 
salt and six deope of tabasco, Meat 
‘well Cogether, then lightly stir ie talf 
a cuptul of whigpel cream, 

Katey M. Fierciace Beauey, 

Shellfish in New Ways 
Suemer Rots, C ihe tope off 

six small dinner rola. and scoop aut 
il the soft part from the inside. 
Hew the cases inside and outside, 
and also the tops, with melted but- 
ter. Place them af in u moderate 
‘oven, amd bake them until they are 
brows and erie, Melt two Lable- 
swoontels of butter in a saucepan; 
add ove tablespooaful of flour, acd 
Unree-quarters of a cuptul af fish 
stock ar suilk, and stir and cook for 
ten minutes. “Remove fram the fire; 
ada one cupful of picket sbrisine 
alt, peoper ani lemon juice to 
taste, and the yolks of two rugs 
brates with four tablepounfuls of 
thick cream. Mix und make quite 
bot over the fire without allowing the 
mixture to boil, Fil ug the rails 
with Use sisture, amd put on the 
tops. Serve ona folded napkin gar 
‘ished with sprige of parsley. 
Mussens A tA Mamguise, Steass 

three dagea micwels entil they open; 
take oot _and remove them from the 

Lotter wath ome tablespoonful of 
four im a sm ower the fire, 
Auld one pint ef white stock, and 
Suk wall thick. stirring conatantly, 

okrus and hall a cupdul of stewed to- 
matoes, Simmer for forty minutes; 
add the meat of four soft crabs, 
coarsely cut, aad cook for exit min: 
utes longer. Serve hot, 

Cxawriser Parties. Put twenty 
foar crawfish inte 2 mmcepan wath 

Mansow Hannes Nex. 

It pays because Crisco 
costs but half as mach 
as butter, and less 
even than good lard— 
yet is as good for 
cooking as the best 
of creamery butter. 

It Pays because Crisco 
can be used over and 
over again in frying, 
by the simple pro- 
cess of straining after 
each use. 

Tt pays because foods 
cooked with Crisco 
are better-tasting and 
more easily digested 
than those made with 
Jard—and this econo- 
my of the digestion 
is one that cannot be 
reckoned in dollars 
and cents. 

ISCO 
Crisco keeps in- 
definitely without 
becoming rancid, 

Criseo will re« 
main at conveni- 
ent consistency in 
the ordinary 
kitchen tempera- 
ture, without be- 
ing placed in the 
refrigerator, 

Crisco will not 
cause any smoke 
in frying, when 
properly used, 

Peach Short Cake 
2 caplale Speqeoonnly 
} Seat 6 ‘a 

i coptel lle 
(se Tevel temtarements) 

‘Sth Hoot, silt, wucat, cinnamon afd baking 
‘Add Crisco pincting In Wedtiys 

id mild. and pour tena 
Ory Sagrediewin Knesd atl pal lightly 
Roll S¥ luck aickses, tro whale 
wartace with meted Criss and dochle 
‘over the dough est with laree Discu® cemer 
{1 pound baking pomter cas will do), 
Brash with ovife abd bake iy het urea, 
When well taleed, apes ant qperad with 
sliced peaches. Shake with powdered 
eeer, pet on tog finda wlth whale 
or atuard peaches afl gatniah with 
eblpoed crear. 

He you want vo know more 
about Crisco and the condi- 
tions under which it is pre- 
pared, send for the ** Calendar 
of Dinners. This cloth~ 
hound, gold-samped book eon 
tains, besides the story of Crisco, 
a different dinner menu for 
every day of the year and 61$ 
recipes gathered and carefully 
tested by the well-known cook- 
ing avthority, Marion Harris 
Neil. Address Dept. D-8, 
The Procter & Gamble Co,, 
Cincinnati, O., enclosing for 
2.cent stamps. A paper-bound 

edition, 
without the 
** Calendar 

of Dinners** 
and with 250 
recipesisiree 



SUMMER-PORCH NEEDLE WORK 

The Little Things T lhat Girls Love 
Drawings by M. E. Musselman Selected by Eleanor Lee 

Criége do Chine, Lace end 
Ribbon in a Fetching Cap Defkotely Transparent, This 

Cap Revests the Heir 

A Now Tollot Bag for T 

xo, 

he 
fs» 

P) 
‘OT unlike our new 
featherboned skirts 

is this bug, ubirred and 
tucked, and wideupread 
at the lower edge. It ine 
vites posiesnion for sewe 
ing, crochet or what not. 

Beaded Cushion for fancy Pins 

An Exsily Made Blouse With @ Note of Color in the Scalloped Edges: 9 Two-Piece Matinée Which, With Lovely Coot 
Removed, Would Make an Unierfo; end a Ginile, Rendering the Blouse Inckiental 

p 
© 

Moird-Ritbon-Hung La Valiéres > 
rea 

Old Styles in New Bracelets 

New Necklaces of Jade, Crystal ans Topez 

Rutiied on its Upper Edge is This Ginte Dress ot Lingerie Ornaments The One. Piece Knitted Nealitee The New Het-Crown Sachet The Neat Girl's Dress Cover 

(Page 25) 



Vee at 
2® aa etal MES Pol 

Pa ale. al Ms ee oe CN oe ee ee: Eo ree 
Costu mes Tor ti 1e Sur amer rete 

Drawing by M.T. and T. M. Bevans 

HE newest and most popular thing is the striking black 
white checkerboard effect. This ¢ 

nd a fantastic bodice, Dax 
le bell sleeves and the rig 

ALL the world’s a stage, and all the men and women 
LX increly players," sang the Bard of Av 

4 truism ts sur pplicable to those fes 
en and women revert to 

me cor 
ashion did not 
le skirt, if skirt 

No, 897 ), for wh 
ple in construction thou 
black and white, but 1 

© bold, wort 
din fl 

Then gradually came a time when these appear silver stars. These may be cut frx 
els, with Bacchus and kindred stocki © incased in jaunty 

gods enthroned and license funning riot dent in Turkish garb, confined — boc nty maid on the right d ok cOnLFArY, 
hiffon nd straightway we 

Chiffon k ¢ Mary, She wears spirit o! 
wink at the sterner oo 

cent pranks amid ines 
Probably th arcely a single costume, from the 

scanty dress of the South Sea Islander to the elaborate attire 

es of f blue. Her 
droops under the weight of a 



New lable Linens in Blue and Wh 
Designs From Delft China, Adapted by Ethel H. Traphagen 

ane SEEMS CD 

62 oS oo me oo 

An Odd Design ln Blue Liven on Wha 

Wilh This Exquisite Teo-Table Set, i Possible Use Gokl.ond-White China, aed Red Powers for Decaralioe 

Wy, With Brass Handios; Mhse-and-White Tray Dolly SiloTable Cowen, Wh. Stencile 

az 
li 

No washing is too big 
for P, anv G.—The 
White Naphtha Soap. 

It works fast. The 
clothes are on the line 
long before the users 
of ordinary laundry 
soaps have finished the 
tiresome rubbing and 

No washing is too 
dirty for P. Axo G.— 
The White Naphtha 
Soap. 

It is made to cleanse 
the most soiled garments 
without rubbing and boil- 
ing. It needs no help 
from you. The clothes 
are washed thoroughly. 

No washing is too par- 
ticular for P, axv G.— 
The White Naphtha 
Soap. 

It cleanses without 
wear and tear. There is 
no rubbing or boiling to 
weaken the cloth and 
there is nothing in the 
soap that can shorten the 
lide of a garment. 

te 



The Ladies’ Home Journal for August, 1915 

Markings for 
Designs in Simple 

New Locket Design th Initlay 

Kniltont 

nh 
il 

For Tawets 0¢ Pillow Stins 

able to housel 
and in & 
the ri 

artich 
embroidery is used 
in working the letter 
which are enriched by 
the frame, Porto Rican 

ork is shawn in 

propriate fi 
bedspreads. 

re favor 

| towelends, b 
may be done in e 

© darning, 

for Large o¢ Smal Towel 

RANSFER patterns for 
0, 19065 (5 ws 

Diagras 
bet in cross-stitch, one-size 
lester, eents. Enlarged 
prints of crocheted alpha 
bet, one size, 15 cents, 
Directions for knitted 
alphabet in two t 

6. Address 
k Editors, A Setipt Letier Money 

0 only}, 15 
(8 styles 

in 2 number 
=. Inclose 
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The Small Table Cover of th » Rose Crochet Set for a Bedroom we Tnilidds ul the Nowe Edin of the Center Panel 

eT" oe es | ca Be ae oi a 
Che Rose and the Gi ape in Crochet 

Designs by Clara S. Grierson and Anna K. Fax 

HE beauty of these d . ; : : E . - = 

lov batts i 
of five pieces 

cushion, 
for a d 
napkins 

ing roora: 
six, nine or t 

ion is both 
it carries a C IR-BACK panels in this design 

f may be made elther square or ob. 
. One ¢ long, by he number of 

desired, with the sa *, 
by Simply extending of crochet the 

nvertion to fit 

ength required by the linen, 

2! ut 
siteeal ight proportion to the shee of the 

a ng pangs chair, and the crochet made to suit. 
Also in Making @ Bed of Covet Ce , 

or Moew is for the Rew 

bourd Scart * 

h. Please inc 
ped, addressed enw 

Pa 

(to be used for beth 
es’ Home JOURNAL, 



7) es) The Ladies’ Home Journal 

NOTE™Mr, Brace here endeweors to im the 

MONG ¢ letters that have come 4 
A fe (Tae Lapis’ Heo 

4d Jounnar, is the folbrwin 
T wish you would exp 

Several of ver neighbors 
in “aperits,”” have Ouija Bos Wher 
these they have their ‘controle come 
tales, What they tell may or may not be true, 
accarding to the truth oe ustruth of the gossip 

week—or last hour, You can rewdily see brow Proper Shampooing 
The anger hinted ob his ter sw Makes the 

Roar RgT coer Hair Beautiful 
Nero Bt. eave, feted) Sas brings out all the real Tile, lustre 

Pel like to adtort heros sient mene toon natural wave and color, and makes it 
their erevlal trims, and, a erns Injur lt, dresh and luxuriant 
2 epuitations; talig we snuch Tarai ta vew hy. begesstvtaven of the aoe : The hair simply needs frequent and 
the oulja devotces whi, Ike tho tioned it The so tabte Sobbicls: ever het peruler washing io loess it beantiiel, 
the letter, dy bot canschnly me vive now about oun an t is not A Striking Case: of Telepathy js Siete stan the ale eet 

‘seal Renee ieee Pes . fakes PREVIOUSLY 1 have punk f se ae san dies the seal 
merely a smafl traveling beant on which tored in the mina of , . clepathle cuminunlcatl = the hair brittle and ruins i 

| “sitters” pilace their anit which spells per nus muscular action, i f \ ‘ why discriminating women uv 
words by puiloting aut dideren ters of the naking the cite give expr of thought f * 
uiphabet, Wher it is working well, spellin Jon to his latent though y attuned 10 tecedve | Sl 
whale suntesces withont heeitithon ancl thereby ; ea heivy claws 0 ane 
alvlng intimate Informative, there by + ns. Mere is a 

hot surprising if many peuple think it bs bel TNCONSCIOUS lar Mr homa 
en He 1 by oy L' une Y, = a ys . . ; fre f heonscior bechond i t hod FOR SHAMPOOING 

the prewrire txebeloed hy the: hast phen NK, of to: Washington: end MULSIFIED COCOANUT OUL 
he wilter t way, of Our pans ani is expecta ally prepared for washin t 
This persion may We. quite. wncansch Se aoe : con sir , pure, and entire 

he be essing. “Alu he may have ho cmos giles Retest we view Same, shut ten azeareleas product, that cannot pos rowkedipe Of thee lalireestion eda causing the  Semtes'® The ‘party = th sibly injure, and ‘does not dry th 
auija to spell out. Neverthe it la sale te who ie do a Bibi with scalp or make the hair brittle, ne mat 
afr cise that be once knew i but has for, SARA en cene cata leave see |W ter how often itis used se 

Vnvor hea ym widhout is baving PRT RESE t pecreeee ie ea ase seer il se 
paid any attention to them at the thme he saw Keair woth water and rub ie in. Tt eaakbes 

wth thea Ak mont i rae casei ma pee a Sele ee 
Fopresent knawledge acqalred by him telepathi-  fipse that the key bs dirt, dusdfull and excess oll. The bait 

That to my wn there i+ mo Consciv mie the be eating the mek ket and & ver thee 
soft and the hair fine seriormante is the product looking and Gull trickery the ouil 

not of a divcatnate spirit bat of uecensel 
mu action giving expression tol f 1D COCOANUT 

u the mini of the si a Sheen bottle 
The fact that 4 "spirit" often claims to be 

sresent and curneunicating does pot affect th Splendid for Chitdren, 

een acd ie aer es Fr Sa 
1 subconscious creation af the sitter whe, how KE Lashom. 

ever mnvittingly. i+ realy teaponsiie foe the iavicdasa tad. 
uiijas mow etme - 

THE R. L. WATKINS CO. Cleveland, Obie 
What One “ Spirit” Really Was 

MAVE space for only of the many 
instances in which th On eK nsivet her will bear.” 

done by means of a planchette, a modificatl s de The neat paper bx 
of the oulja board, that permits sentences to be is death in a distant city iAttoa Eritcoct of tennant wostiel ont, he The Secret of Inti know where be was snd Bed not been Face Power 
communications were supposed to come fron Zo bat Tamil: Grosene tee saue 
the “spirit” of a certain Blanche Foynings, wh |) FOREOVER, unconsciow jived in different towns OUTDOOR LIFE 

aimed to have lived in England during Rich, *¥2 explains meany  puzating hao wolves ma merce of ‘heuuty when, the cos 
ard II's reign, and gave information afterward osija spelling. plunchette writh clepathy, but in view of plexion i guarded by LABLAC Te protect 
verified by historical watch ‘The planchette book and the swingi reome hat a dream of b pa a Bach of the skin from sun av 

writer, & reputable young: hwormnn, de- the following inc that the death notice hy travel, dustal motoring 
nied she had ever studied the history vé t the newspapers the day before Boren dancer 
seabed alter, he was dresined about store 

Te was hee firm belief that sbe wis acting wea tthe pape at 
true “slum” for the deal, and stich at first 2 fe the netic orning paper that a frend 

s the opinion of her friends. who incloded the of mine had been robbed of jewels, and the lous aso 
weltknown author, Lowes Dickinwn. In th butler arrested, IT went with my hasbutsd nt for the 
belief Mr, Dickinson andertopk an investien a eventog, On entering the reom, wis ight 7 le phtdeot tot ‘quite full, and being introduced to # guest of mn of the case. Here, greatly abridged, $s hy OT te ee nets 
account of the result ws the thief. . 

about her then. Later 1 BEN, LEVY CO. 
I went to teu with Miss C— {the planchette Jearned she was the oldest daughter of an aris French Perfemers, Dept. A 

writer). Her aunt was present, and her brother 125 Kegan Sr. Basten, Mase 
The planchette wus produced, asd we went an to 
converse with it in the ordinary way, Presently 
it wan suggested we should sce whether or sot 
Blanche would communicate. BRanche was im 
mediately on the spot, und gave mare detals 
about herself, 
‘The question was used: “Mow can we confirm: 

what you are telling us?” Answer; ‘In » book 
Question: “What book?” Answer: “Countess 
Maud, by Eeuily Moit.” 

cratic Southern faenily of means. My presence 
uneasy, whe won left 

ing the house I tald my husband that . 
bich a rot 

Sheu 
1 Ggure 

miles away 
might be dismissed as a 

‘On the name of this novel being mentioned, et dacnaet 6 1 
Miss C— at once ssid that she believed there But it does not stand i Reeeaine » azn 

re sort are on record a grect number of Bakes with ots ius that title, ued that she hed read —* 
onfirmed by her aunt. Bat neither W 

id remember anything about the ic j 
book, not even the period with which it dealt. I 
discovered the book in question, and found in 
it every person and every fact which had bees 

ered to in the supposed interviews with facial expression 

metiencee. 4 ileal 
Tine pe sof which the ne euth or di 

ded through 
that matter, is « common cha 

this mode of th as Was pointed out wh 
ry of illness 

i 315 Main Street Fourteenth Yer Jamestowt. 



tlow Can “George” Stop Snoring? 
Scores Continue to Come to Mr. Little’s Rescue 

if the magazine 
in auenber, and Tur Joc 
Inti ¢ JOURNAL, we hope to print 

that with these Mr, Little will, him 
nt is bopeles 

we can put on the pag 

When She Found Snored ! Do 

4 woman why tells about herself 
ted with the snoring habit and haw 

arKe 
arte h 

manths 

pillow. M 
vath my face tumed to Cut it, een 

your lipe an 
to breathe thy 

The Tole of a Man 

MES: doubtless voices the feelings of A Cure That Stoys Cured 
many a 

And thes £ N Thove 

nd His Wile 

CHARGE" for this 
and,” and he guaran 

us Far mnouuh tack, anpar part of the mont 
0 ning into ¢ ad from the 

41 ay Let thove wu 
they liked. [watebed the ab- 

site limpness of my tangne; aml T ilecited 1 
hail Gaunt the reason for ds of 
which 1 hail bes 

ANC 1 tocured 2 piece 
ithe size of a ainall finger tn Sength anit width i 

1 plivced bet my back teeth and Tut he doewn't snore any © 
[went to sleep, mustache either! 

clita In Response to Your 
Requests 

Something You Have Asked for 

Hundreds of Times 

ty wnruly ton 
to stay i the front of 
mouths LK 

“Don't Print This” 

Weer 
an sin yatta nea UNDREDS of our readers from time to 

forma Meera werd time have written us, asking that this maga- 
(awa tunt the oiSsie Bhan zine treat the beautiful art of the world, travel 
Brine this through foreign lands and tell its readers of 
sol agaest 4 reat cue history and of the great people that have made A Bit Hard on Mrs. Little 

Let Gene . the world’s history. 
We have long wished to do this, but have 

waited for years until we could find a way to 
do it that would distinguish it far beyond our 
readers’ expectations. 

This way we have at last found, and in the 

next number of Tre Laptes’ Home Journat we 
shall present the most comprehensive and, we 
think, the most surprising addition to the maga- 

along the fascinating lines desired, that this 
or any other periodical has ever devised. 

This innovation, we believe, will place the 

whole world of travel, of art, of literature and 
of history within the reach of the readers of 
Tue Journat, and in the most complete and 
beautiful form imaginable. 
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The t 

| HAVE been wondering if the 
women of the world lkave not 
ately indulged in too much 
thinking. 

A strange suggestion, thle 

may seem, but is it not eavily 
possible for one te 
rmarbld introspect 
detriment? \ 
true of an indi 

& class or even of a nation? 
daissions that were formerly no 
speak “traths” that are sc 

their nature, rather enjoying the harshness of 
them, ‘The women of t untry are morbidly 
anxious forexperiences,” and this desire breaks 
vat noticeably in mere children who, it seems, 
cainet wait for things to happe 

‘One sees little girls of twelve of thirteen as 
suming womanish looks and ways and facing 
“life” with a sort of premature courage that 
hurts older tole to wites 
do, what need of conservation of energies there 
& among the nervous, averstrained people of 
ten 

The longer U tive the Jest chance I finl of 
thinking things out; the more use I see for 
blind faith wnt (oe old forma of sieaple liview. 

To be sate, we cannot go back to the oll 
als for wumen, since "home" seems 

nger able Lo accommodate the womes falls 
‘There seems to be a demand for we 
ness, and an inability among men to’ 
the women of the family as they anc 

ly due to the test 
themselves and to their desire for experienee, 

Thave listened to women and girls recoun 
| thole “experiemees 

they seemed to feel in them. 
| them say, "Girls, I've hail an experience!” and 

then (all to-and tell, with great gusto, something 
ich, iC smmered down, would really corsist 

of a very commonplace happening 

f this be 
dual, may 

We 
math 

ng 
anit have noted the relish 

T have often beard 

IF FREELY Ladmit baving been that sort of girl 
myself, I was a most persistent Sister Anne 

| on the housetop, of, rather, a berald for Sister 
Anne. Lwasulways seeing a hero coming dows 
the dusty little village street, and our mast re- 
spected citizen could easily be construed into a 
‘drunk man” after twilight, when the coming 
night brought porsibilithes of gracsome things 
1 used to be ridiculed by the other girls for my 

passion for cooking up adventures; still, I think 
they rather Whee it 

It must be admitted that a girl who coubl Gnd 
aiventures im an Indiana village of fifteen 
hundrect souls was gifted with an imagination, 
though I believe the opportunity for exciting 
events was really better then than now. A 
airueger was such a rarity! Any glint of tinsel 
or of foreign ives, any Bovelty, Was so rare ay 
to make it truly delicious 

It is useless to lament the fact that modern 
lite has dulled the pleasure of novelty and that 

iitertalnment has given us a generation of 
folks who are not happy 

unless there is something 
‘Such lamentations are too trite, and, be 

Hl still be youth in spite of all chy 
in civilization, and women will be women po 

whut recognition as citizens is extended 

Meanwhile, a little less questioning—a good 
iheal Jess facing of bare facts—might be good 
for ws. 

Lam truly glad that as 4 girl 1 was able to 
wires things up a little and see the piquancy of 
the situation without its sordid side. It is true 
that this gift led me to indincretions because I 
waly saw the “romance,” w girls of more 
natural sobriety perceived the impropriety. 

T was a tremnendously innocent girl 1 was 
allowed to believe in things like tree love and 
comradeship and was permitted to cherish the 
idea that when true lovers were married they 
fived happily forever alter, 

J], FANGY took wing very carly in le and 
Lt greedily: seized upon life's experiences: 

hence may intetsse sympathy for the slips of girls 
L sce threading the city streets and hanging on 
the village corners, their little knowing faces 
avid fur adventure and for the “experiences 
of women's lives. 

In my day girls were not encouraged to read 
novels, ‘There was not much “light” literature 
Now it is declared that our public libraries 
have more demand for light Getion than for all 
other books put tagether. And this fiction plays 
upon the one theme—the hackneyed theme of 
worman’ ‘s love and man's adventure in “w 
hing” that love, Pitiful indeed is the greed £ 
such lies” as we find in novels and at 
many moving-pictare shows. 

Of course, every woman is hee own herwine. 
This is true no matter how sober and staid she 
may be. And every man is his awn hero, though 
men, perhaps, do tot think quite so much about 
it. Each individual is the cester of the 
verse} ax such he is obliged to recognize him 
tellin poitst of sentient consciousness with its 
comprebensios of creathon as creation—and the 
ego must necessarily judge everything by itself 

I never care to hear the egotist abused by 
some other equtiit, I keep remembering the 

——— 

© An egotist Is 
i when you want 

saying 
hien 

dren, we might 
ng our w rtd ix 

t isto find out what part of it we 

sdons oF our ac 
‘There has 

the perpetual hint 0 
bave be om the gué sive for the tree of kn 

ge, and pee 
There bx Veen a lot 

the and a half— 
ing the application of natural 

cans of transit and our ways of living. 

diseoveries in 
spiritisal word, 

done which really 
re than just old. 
|. Little has th 

IME people h 
payehic re: 

of the past whe held 
© poor human reason take a 

starts to think things 
upon a perilous adventure. There 

courage in it at fa 
but all who ertaken it witl tell af ¢ 
perate wanderings and longings to return to the 
safe harbors of slenple trust as 
the workaday wo 

The person who 
embark 
seems to 

1 do not dep 
women are daing 
radical ors woman's 
position in ealize 1 
we must ad 

tion along new lines; but I must 
the morbid thought and the pa 
lens" which engroes so ma 

I visited a 
uth not long ago. work, 

yet she bs quite bap in a steady 
trust in God's purposes, which I believe is the 
firm rock of the hoeackeeper. This w ke 
her house full. of 1 ‘To them, in a men 

for home. that she make 
of this, but she just cheerfully 

ings clean and comfortable and will- 
le 

ut the work! 

omen’s minds 
lady 

Don't worry; ¢ 
re teat dloinge thiss You 

If He can’t work 
her soothing words to wv 
Enconspletsd 

do other 
amt sweet an 
etfort to“ 

position, antl sive fas ov 
e. Everything about h 

pretty, and she has mach 
upon tb 

ambit 
is cles 

no 
ty 

] JES not much of our unrest result from an 
effort to “amount ty something 

of doing things to arrest attention? 
hapny idea that her life isa failure, that s 
not been privileged tu de any distinctive thing. 
te one that “ art out" of many a 

at causes the 

, who sce them: 
elves as if apart in the rile of spectator of their 
own performances, keep the ball rolling in order 
to enjoy the spectacle of @ certain tall and wil 
lowy creature with a girlish suggestion in the 
droop of her shoulders, or of a petite person 
gif al power, or of # gay Person murs 
ing an inward sofrow, of of some other heraine 
of life which they picture themselves to be, It 

be well for ws if we could dewp 1! am 
-consciousness anil take fife x it comes 

withost questioning or posing. 
No doubt the progressive women af the times 
think me growing « bit senile if 

few wishes that may seem old-fashioned. And, 
the way, I should like to dispel a certain no- 

wringer about me, 

yw that the average der is very 
fing, just as the average 
creative” in by 

wersation? Tho persistent 
the lines which women du 

like the thinking about "God"s busi 
ness” which many of us do. 

In my work I have had no desire to 
but rather to confess. I have told 
little and weak—not so very oldish 
of my fifty-two years—and I have just 
to you that I am not a big, motherly, capable 
perion, Yet I receive many letters from waren 
saying they long to lay their heads in my 
old lap and be comforted. This is a'natural wish. 
Tam crazy for a dear old lap in which to lay my 
‘own foolish pate~but all the restfal “older” 
women sre dead now, and the wish I was about 
to express was that somehow we might get back 
again, in part at least, the settled convictio 
and strong endurance that maie them seem 
oo like a protecting wall between us and the 
uaknown. 
These women were under authority. They 

had not ventured to seek new worlds, for the 
Kingdom of Heaven was their goal and they 
knew there was nothing better. It was into this 

Did you kn 
creative in her re 
woman is somewh: 
of a story 
reailing betwee 

tabernacle that we went when we felt 
of their calm, unrudiled pres 

The church was their sockal c er, the 
gatéon their firld of acquaintance, It was 

large enough. 
Somehow, we mu od for our Communities 

1 young people to the 
fear and [ 
wis hat the 
pre the authority he once wielded in 
the commen 

It is "as 8 mass, 
ernment. This may 

maging confession nf Oh Workd 
#t—and 1 do pot mean it in one sense, 

in another I do, and I insist that there is 
of mote real authorit ue judgments 

have bevo r rules too lenient. 
T call upon young parents—mothers, espe 

cially, asteachersof the race Logi velox thought 

unwhole 
al and moral 
absolute fear 

1 call upon mothers to pre 
of thirteen, fifteen and sixteen 

tering the sensations and 
ture people. 

tu problem plays, sex 

experiences of m 

7OU may say what you will about our strukeht 
esturs, they produced the Gower of 

much as we hate to 
Tuxury-spolled pro 

all all hi 
Nigh 

of ot 

ced by reason of 
f ways of 

hamorists re 
“Theev 

except fur necessi 
ny ourselves the 

r the styles, 
Lam acquainted with a family who cut down 
elt food supply—ate two instead of three 

meals a day off help and browsed at 
nl—in order to arsuse 

0 of their 
¢ for want of 

ual necessit 

this child said to m 
question of what yu 
we do pol eare fur unered ton.” 

Hut even such sacridces cannot bring the 
of “high living” within + ns of sal 

¢ or later we shall he 
ard with 

izing 

i, Lam a poor stick in organization work 
A much of a power in the community, bat 

the rest of you, and 
> pat aside the abstract 

lesophy, and 

sunzentians f 
ctybody now 

questions of the 
center upon som ralling the chil 

dren and getting the bulge on them bel 
100, indulge in the despond 
is the use?” and proceed to 
to their awn satisfaction which generally re 
sults in making up their minds to have a ood 
time before it is too lute, nut koowing or under 
standing what a good time really Is, or why 
indulgence is something which they may think 
harmless or which they may ider smart—or 
which they may recognize as bad tut fascinat- 
ing—may wreck all future possibilities of “good 
times." For gout times are of various sorts, 
and, instead of wing thers up while we are 
young, we should save them lor old age 

CONE cveing 2 pentleman was callin 
house, wh tof nerve 
up, He asked me iff had read the works 

of # certain doctor along these lines. As 1 had 
not he volunteered to loan me one of his books 

us messes of injurious and mor 
thought E ever got into, this book was the 

Of course I threw it away after reading 
xters—for it led nowhere over a desert 

but pot until 

never can fi 
‘This doctor was 

explainin 
riences 

awn,” and 
us expe 

thing. in fact—as having a “sex 
ding it 1 haven't given my 

yn’s rosy cheek a kiss without a miser 
echt It waggested 

Away with such stufl—with such introspe 
tive vulgarity and inconsequent halrsplitting! 
God is the breath of lifelet us not tamper with 
His myste 

‘The day with its duties and its quiet reason- 
able pleasures is before us, Take for granted, as 
our hig-bodied, sisiple-hearted proncer grat 
mothers did, that It is God's will that we are 
here, and work accordingly. Meanwhile, if you 
can join in any neighborhood mavement for the 
salvation of the children, fue the prevention of 
meatal and moral starvation, for the cure of 
aimlessnesa due to idle minds and hands in 
“schools” where “A Is dough," as Eosmy Lou 
said, do it—and stop woodering! 

Jé Moment, AiBihcter 

adies: Home Journal for Angust, 1915 

Straight 
Bones 

That Grew 
‘Steaight in 
Educator 

Your Child’s 
VeryN ext Shoes 

TLL. they be narzow, “fancy” shoes 
that bend the tender bones and cause 
cams, banions, ingrowing nails, falling 

arch—foat misery? 
Or will they be good-looking, nateral 

Educators that “let the feet grow as they 
should" without fooills? 

Educators—made for all ages, men, women 
and children —are “easy to wear, hard to wear 
cut.” Prices $1.35 up to $5.50. 

But be sure EDUCATOR is branded into 
the sole! Wishowt that mark yo haven't the 
qemsine ortho, sey carret Educator— 
made only by Mice de Hetchin 

Jest try Edscxtors: ‘ce your child's next shoes, 4 
heen, vite os for address of deatet 

We'll send you also Frew liu 
ve Make Franstsc Feet,” br 

iio "lead Fe Toe ete. Send postcard today. 

Rice & Hutchies, Ine. 
132 High St, Boston. 

Don'tenisssecing 
the Educator Ex 
hibit at the Sax 
Francisco Fai 

EDUCATOR 
SHOE @— 

Dainty and Delicious are the 
ices, desserts, cakes and frost- 
ings made with 

=e 6 
Why not make unusual and 

dishes with this pure 
exmonce? 

1-02. bottles 20¢ 
2-02. bottles 35¢ 

Grocers sell it or write 
Dept. A 

Cake Secrets FREE 
Write! [toontains many 
thornnghly ried wid test 
Cake Recipes and Muny 
Valuable Cake-Baking Hines Suzuple Package Swune Dow ? Tor out 

SWANS DOWN 
nove CAKE FLOUR 

‘deal liis be 
ened ip Faly an Dhecersber. fa 
Tord aed seed for tH youre by 
‘bert cucieaus teachers. Seid by rad 

Dept Ko Evanevills, Tad, 0.8. A. 



ble than wais 
wiped on this pay 

ch is new i # th that 
youthful appearance that 

y girl should desire. 
Ideally simple and intended 
for general class use is Nos, 
8980-8981, with its peplum 

Choose 

with two or 
movable cher 
that will w 
art 8988 are good for church 
or Informal evening wear. 

ol Dresses You Can Make 

This Summer 

forward to the great priv! 
launching into the busines 

inexpensively 
a net lace of simp 
or make it ¢ 
with hematitched he 

Let us belp you with 

be glad to ad 

Philadelphia. 

PATTERNS (i 
far the designs si i 

(ating the nusebe 
the price ts The 

problems in dress. We will 
se about 

pare 
d at Nfteen cents for cack mune 

Drawings by E. M. A. Steinme 

Selected by the Fashion Editors 

tz 
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{/ 
Yr 

above all, 

order oats. 

ge of Quaker Oats is 
the 10. y 

cent size. By saving in packing it offers 
nore for your money 

A Vim-Food 
Made to Please 

Our Boys 
Quaker Oats was made 

largely to please boys. — It 
was made of big grains only, 
for flavor and aroma. The 
sale object of the process was 

to make an extra-tempting 

dish. 

For oats is the boy-food 
Boys are the 

energy-consumers, and this 
is the energy food, At every 
age they need it. And Quaker 
Oats boys usually become life- 
long lovers of the oat. 

Quaker Oats now has a 
I-wide sale. Children of w 

every clime are fed on it. 
This because mothers no 
where else find oat-food made 
so winning, 

Quaker 
Oats 

The Queen Oats Flaked 

In every bushel the 

little oats and big 

starved and plump, The puny 
Rich oats 

are less plentiful. But in 
Quaker Oats we use the fine 
grains only, getting only ten 
pounds from a bushel, 

oats lack flavor. 

Those queen grains, heat: 
treated, steamed and rolled, 
develop into large, white, 
luscious flakes, They are 
clean and inviting. They have 
fragrance and flavor, 

Quaker Oats is this vim- 
food at its best. In millions 
of homes it has fostered the 
love of oats. Yet, with all this 
extra quality, it costs no extra 
price. 

Remember these facts for 
the children’s sake when you 

1c and 25¢ per package 
Except in Far West and South 

Quaker Cooker 
Each package of Quaker Oats 
tains an offer on a perfect 

double cooker, maby. of pure 
aluminum. It is made to cook 
Quaker Oats in the ideal way. 
This present cooker offer applies 
only to the United States. 

The Quaker Oats Company 
Railway Exchange, Chica (949) 



we 

An Ouldeor Social 

tbe sammer manth: 
popular, and we 

ides by using pushenre 
Music in tho open air 

we had an 
youtig stele 
bright songs aby 

Jawn social D: arried out a 

always soansds welll,» 
We ha 

ed as gypsie 
orchestra a chorus of 

who 
L gypsies, bh woods 

and outdoor life. ‘They sang every half hour, 
always stumding in a different part of the lawn 
to sing.” A chorus of boys th 
with Lane hats, blouses, be 
knotted about their 

rs with fringe © 

eased a8 cowboy 
ght handkerx 

ks, and with long trou 
trom cloth sewed down the 

sof Western Sif outside 
for the most recent popalar « 

Our program was 
two numbers being sung, 

turing which the pashea 
The cart for candy and 
wheelharrow trimaved in 
wrt, of whatever kit 

oom, A IBAY BON 

given in 
followed | 

ts were mai 
panuts Was & COMME 

a faney manner. Eas 
4, was nayly decorated with 

colored cloth or paper, ‘Two ba 
cach cart. ‘They were dressed in whit 
with colored crepe paper lo corn 
prevailing color of the cart 

The cart with the lemonade was decora 7 
yellow; the one with in green, There 
were two or three cart v cream, another 
with sindwiches, still another with cake and 

This & 
nd carried out 

faney well 
planne 

vokies, ete amusing Uf 

A Headdress Party 

COUR Staente’ Association had» very 
sful party, carrying out an idea that i 

especially good fora lawa party. Each gu 
nad to wear a beuldroxs below 

cuiltury, er country, or 
idea of joke, ‘The headidres 
be made by the weavers at 4 
were given for the most artistic 
tive, the mast Ingenious and the meat comical 

The peiee for the most artis ress 
went to a bigh, white medieval « 
cherseetoth and stiff muslin worn in 
the time ol Edward 1 The mx 
dress was am enormous whit 
MM paper; the most ingenious was. cat's 
hat fitted like a mask allover the bead, and 

stiff mustin covered with gay packin 
the most conleal was a 

cartenture of the prevailing fashion of the time 
worn by « tall, red-haired young man. 

‘The parade past the judges was a most amuy 
ctacle, and I suggest that, while this en 

tertainment was ni nded for a 
purpow, a small charge might be mae 
who wolthd like to look om at the fu 

ing to some 54 
estive of som: elt 

ngland in 
it effectiv 

inaile of 
paper and. pe 

Our Camp Supper Club 
YME of the young people of our church in a 
country town theee years ago formes a Caen 

Supper Chub its only ale to be 4 good time for 
summer, It is 
ommended to provide 

verybady daring t 
cesdul that it can be 
wholesome entertainment for all ages, with little 
energy spent in preparation 

Meetings are held once every fall moon in 
some pretty meadow or woods, begin 
soon as the weather is suitable i 

suc 

list of names was compiled, including everyon 
who was interested and congenial, regar 
of age 

There are no officers, 
forms, 

constitution or tet 
Just a capable chairman is selected for 
marate supper, who cho ef ow comm. 

Extreme simplicity f the 
rule and a purely business basis was reached in 
providing the supper. The committee buys the 
food in bulk, prepares and serves it, and the ex. 

is divided pro rata among those attending, 
prin hi m dishes, usuall 
one tin plate, one knife, onc fork. 

oon and one tin cup, A menu is 
and the evening decided oa—to he 

changed if weather is unsuitable. Everyone on 
the list is notified of the plans by telephone and 
acceptances must all be in the evening before, 

‘The club owns two large frying pans, three 
hig enamel spoans and a barge coffee pot, and 
these answer all requirementsin the cooking line, 

of axsistante. 

Someone with an automobile helps to trans 
port the # and by five o'clock of the 
appointed evening the supper committee is at 
work. ‘The boys on duty go for water and look 
afterthe fire. Ian enter 

After Seven o’Clo 
Stories of How Folks Spend Happy Evenings 

Gathered by the Entertainment Editor 

passed the club « 
0 in Use treasury and t 

6 fall pire As darkr 2 
ing is always enjoyed. and som 

tar provides fart 

pers have been surprisi 
considering © king 
One arm. fritters 
cor a hot weather 

committee s 
an the Ie tea is used 

wat: 

may go to twe 
nts is called 

alt af poor manage 
This is a favorite t 

served for fifteen 

od Lamb 

July evening this was given for ff 

1 Te 
With B 

As far as possibd 
heforohared. 

In order to continue the gathe 
the winter x several hos 

with roomy 
> have invil 

The supper wall be 
and eoaducted as 1 

Have You Read These, Boys and Girls? 

ged for those hy 
tween supper and bedt y 
y wet thens if the not already 
“Fru by Ellen Velvin 

That title wh! Of coure you've always 
wondered bow they catch and transport the zoo 
animals 

1 Secrets Told," by Harry 
You have often wonderet 
nals have big ears that stand 

some have little ears that lay dat. H 
a many whys an s about ea 
snouts and tusks an ete , of all ki 

als, 

Chase 
why 

story 
on & country boy, and the redemptic 
farm 
The Quest of the 

w Int 
. last generation have 
their search,-which takes th 
Alaska. They ¢ 

do you? 
“Conquerors of M 

‘This is history—but » 
read. Mexico interes 
written especially for y 
as the hero of the boc 

“Peggy Raymond by Harriet 
L. Smith. One of the "Friendly Terrace 
series, about a jolly vacation in a borrowe 

skin" is 

tage, where there are work and picnics and 
parties. 

Scouting With Daniel Boone," by Everett 
T, Tomlinson, This is the story of two bays 
who went ai with the first great 

an sco! 

This Little Party Was a “ Peach“ 

[ET me ell vos ofa pretty peach party ¥ eave 
my lttle sister. Peaches and leaves 

fancy baskets were placed about the rooms: 
one for each girk 

We had a large sheet with a big peac 
i it, The girls were given @ stem to pin in the 

right place on the peach, after being blindfolded. 
Of course, this game resembles the “donkey 
and-tall” g3 a 
We had a Peach Hunt” on the lawn. In the 

hedges und cedars and among the dowers were 
all kinds of peaches. To the one finding the 
moat was given a peach 

In the dining room » hand-painted booklet in 
the shape of a peach was at cach place. We 
had peach ice cream, peach cake and “peach 
ade" for refreshments, 

ck PM. 

A Cool Rese 

RECEPTION A “Coot 

Mr 

by Chilgren 

ts representi 
pore 

speinklod with 

Tingle Hells 
Winkle « 

Alter fifteen m: 
«was avarde 

s with white icing were 

The Ladies’ Home Journal f 

hot A: 
Wee 

bing Seas! 
States” (row 

Snowtl Song 

program white card 
1¢ pencils attached, and in 

rch we tried to see wh 
of things sax 

ab 
the winner 

pineapple ive 

A Program of Unusual Records 

arty te 
da. Hav 

“Yes,” said th 
r of unusually 

at What bea: 
Fr 

N 

Garden, 
Schubert's 
Schumann's 
Italian by T 

“The gre 
d ulso, as 

the Lan 
By the Waters of Min’ 

aA mew romance, 
I! Doca 

opera af Donizettl, sung by Caruse 

ost fame 
while if you want sod 
are the second and third mow 

» Italian Sy 

1 the 
the talkin 

t to give a lit 
af t don't know wh 
new re ? 
“there 

ords which are just 
there are two ba! 

of the Sky-Blue Water 
tonka 

ening 
tte 

is a large nus 

Beauteous 
*& little-knows 

and Ma 
tid new record 

the Playing 
¢ Well 

Rigoletto, ai 
a famous oratura song, 

jetes the operath 

fiers,’ sung in 

ompositions, 
z for orchestra there 

of Men 
4 most bewutifel 

Good Books for Young People to Own 

yo can't hurry 
worth asking for as 
ance. 'T 

‘I 

names, 
Indian 

and In is 
thods of physical training and hun 

ng these. They an 
hday presents, for 

reac 

you have them on hand te 
really browse over, antl ¢42 ¢pe 
planning with them: 

Scout Talks,” 
both bays an 

yo eve 

by Charles A. 
giels, about I 

int Language fo 

ing and canoe building, ete. 
Americ 

B. Kelland. 
and 

ork benches 

Ane 

by the author 
Girls’ Mak 

S$. Baik 

tainment committee has 
heen appointed quaits and 
baseball and other game 
are started, but supper is 
the main fe 

Miter supper comes the 
reckoning. Noses are 
counted, the cont of sap- 

f corpatedl, and a 
passed for collection of 

The chairman ap: | 
ats somense to have 

charge of the pest supper, 

NOTE 

INDEPENDENCI 

1 
—Any inquiry about the entertainment features on this page will be answered 

upon request accompanied by a stamped, addremed envelope 
re. know how other folks spend happy evenings and I want to tell other folks how you 

spend happy evenings. Let's get together from all over the country 
stories of good times, whether indoor or oetdoar, summer ar winter — 
can use in THE J 

1 want to let you 

Fer the beat 
the mories I 

URNAL because they are new and unusua!—I will send a check for 
q five dollars each. Write freely about your good times and send your manuscript to the 

Exrexramment Eprror or Tie Lapers” Howe Joumat. 
ARR, PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 

Boys? 
How to make things, for 

vat, for winter and summer, from log cabins 

‘The Boy's Camp Book,” by 
her guidebook of ha 

time about camping and 
The Hike Book. 

at-Home-Thi 
Directior 

ing playthings and C 
‘The Whole Year Round," by Dallas Lore 
rp. A nature-le 

‘hristmas 

Workshop,” by Clases 

dy information, thi: 
nts and equipment, 

with picture 
esents 

1's book lor the whe 
family. ‘The fourseparate 
“0 havealre 
published under theirown 
names ‘This volume 
leets them all 
we mist heaps of thri 
events in the woods and 

ids becatse nok 
tention te 1 

‘Good Stories for Great 
Holidays," by Frances 
Jenkins Olcott, These 
are to read aloud to small 
brothers and sisters. 

w August, 1905 

Shine 
Your 
> 

Brasses with 
Parrot Polish 

posipaid 
fur your 
dealer's 

namie 
and Ge 

in 
amps 

Aésite 
CUDAHY 
Dept. 4 
Ut West 
Monroe St 
Chicago 

TRY. xour sample of Parrot Po 
‘on some brase~a jardinidre, for 

example—and you'll see a wonder- 
fulchange. Because it requires very 
little of this polish and very little 
rubbing to secure surprising results 
Use it also on nickel, ghiss, aluwi 
num, ete. This new polish’ doosn't 
contain acids, ammonia, exploai 
or any other harmful or dang 

Complete relief from 
perspiration annoyance 

This is wh 
Two applica 

it Odo-ro-ne offer you. 
ns a week will correct 

the excessive perspiration of armpits, 
fret, hands. ete, ecg che parts jusrsully 47 
and oberon and your gowns, Rone, alvers, ete 
eautainel, freak sad daly thtoughow the 
Searest 

Regi ite use tomighe. Unscraiel, Harmless. 
kc, Ste, and St. Stx times ax mach tor $148 

‘Abali drag and dept mores, ut by mail ps 
Faldo Cavate Fe, Fe, and $1.40 
Semule anil Beaker jose fae he aed youn dealer’ 
mum Thr Csdereand Cy 105 Binis Ayre, Cavctazan. 

DO-RO-NO 
THE TOILET WATER FOR 
EXCESSIVE PERSPIRATION 

30 Days In Your Home At My Risk’ 
A ble maving in toed 

bills, Inet, woete— eral four! Miata betier Pam wale 
Special Price On 10,000 
te intsoduce A oy Be 

‘Cooker slammed heat Compl’ alumna ter free. Write for Free 
Hoi scat burgain 2200? sees tg 
Fe gee 

Dept. 13, Detroit, Mi! 

ENGRAVED 
WEDDING 

10 INVITATIONS 
Highest esate — Nota peed Untcatian. Convent styles. sensi mere $2.28. Cutwide asal Teak Pavrlopeen. Tretapsets 
Jeeuasl, Sorel tas reo aategirs Finest Pregravedtallaug ean 
PALMER ENGRATING CO,, £38 Seats Clark ai, Chaae? 



Flossie ; Funnies 
‘Jack and Jill Went Up the Hill”: By Helene Nyce B ETT E R 

3 aN 33) 6) Bie) 
Re ee Se 

ary of these The Roll of Honor for April 
Startes 

fectand 

ack and Jill in cut 
outline, ready t 
her, a 

FIMST PRIZE 
Je 

her tell m 

Special Contest for Schools 
PRIZE, PIVEE © 

iace Se 

tecand prize third. prize 
dollars; 1we prizes, one dollar each. 

The Prize Winners for April 
Storte 

vaRsy PRIZE, FY 
LAURENE ALLER PLAs. Wishington, 

Teacter—Mua Max 2vans, Ohia 
od on “Eagle Brand’ 
ugh to swing by their 

this sturdy Borden Baby 
ttle bodies are round— 

SECOND PRIZE 3 DOLLARS send mat later 
JoHAxna Sveva Kura Warttaux, Indiana 
THIRD PRIZES, ONE DOLLAR EACH Miss Het: cr muscles firm—their cheeks rosy 

Is Caxe or Tae La Tour Joumnar their ¢ clear. 

Reaeeenanpey RENAE | Wyour it | 
D PENNEVLVANIA he is not gaining steadily—if he is 

ctful and docs not sleep serenely, 
| ¢ probably is not getting the right 

food. See how quickly he willchange | 
from a drooping litte Hower to a 

| strong, bealthy “Borden te 
Baby" when you give him “Eagle 
Brand" Condensed Milk. 

CONDENSED 
ny i 

THE ORIGINAL 

| This long, hot month of August is | 
1 dangerous time for your baby and 
4 trying time for you. Now—mmore 
than at any other time of t 
your baby’s bealth depends upon the 
food you put into that little mouth 

Do not let your baby grow thin 
jess and heavy-eyed, 

1 it is #0 easy to keep bi ! 

summe t come fi 
him Gail wrong feedin m or 

| |] den Fag’ ee 
the baby food that your grand- 

| mother used three g 
Borden KE; 

is pure, rich m 
otected cows—so prepared that it | 
mes to your baby pure—clean 
sy to digest. The most delicate 

baby will thrive on “Eagle Brand.” 
No trouble to prepare. Just | 
add the right amountof Eagle 

| Brand’ ’ to freshly boiled water 
cooled to the proper feeding ) Reenper ‘Mail this coupon 

your baby's sake, 

| Borden’s Condensed Milk Co. 
“Leaders of Quality’ 
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ies’ HomeJournal 

reader may feel free to write, but please always confine 
particular subject given, Write cach editor 

separately if your questions are on different subjects. Write briefly, straight to the 
point, and always inclose a stamped, addressed envelope for the reply 

T=: directory is given for our readers who desire specific information by mail 

To Whom to Write 

Styles in Clothes Home Dressmaking 
t home cressmakine 

=. which wall he 
Editors}, whether 

Durssaaxine Eorrom 
Lanves’ Hosm Jouaxan. Pruntsbeuraca 

_ 
Arranging Your Hair 

Do you want to kaow bow to strane the 
vecotiuing style 

faa, and for children, the yours 
woman? If you do, address girl or the 

The Mihineey Eorrors Mees Ina Conve Vax Av 
Tie Lapis’ Hone JourRNAL, Praneeoita | Tux Laters’ Hoare Jounnat, Puiarnuenis 

Children’s Clothes Needlework 
Whether it is crocheting, knittin 

be enthroidery, atm 
1 COFps of experts 

ution about all framches of needlework 
™ r 

ty if you wall write to 
Mes. Ma Mason Tix NewoLewouk Rorrias 

Tre Lapis’ Howe Joownat. Porianmernia Tue Lavees! Hose Jourxal, Pom aonieuis 

Babies Prospective Mothers 
Any question your taby, whether question tive mother's 

Fe, ber clatlies, or ier coma 
UE foe aera Ure Leal 
sowers the baby) will b 

Lixcoux Coc Moss Maniasnea When Were You Feeding | een | cee 
This Man— | Programs . How Cant Run My Home More Easily? | 

Half-Baked Beans Might Do, 
a Ks asics ways of doin hotwneus 

question will gladly 
doing housebolt work i 

But Most Men Need Van Camp’s sos “ 
. Tuk Lapis’ Howe Joownat, Penannien, | Tye Lautes® Hose Jovmsan, Priapenensa 

Remember, ese that old-time Beans were - ES 
baked mostly ‘or outdoor workers. Where men The Little House and Garden : Keestiret fps pall ss 

work indoors, that dish was never popular. Few * 
such men could digest it. 

Toe AkcniTmett a. Tue Eorroes of Tae Lertie House 

It was Van Camp's that won those indoor workers ilaal anisesheax sunt taiesemsetcill IE ao ial css Dp Mes 
back to this national dish. The use of Baked Beans Protty Girl Questions Good Manners and Good Form 
has multiplied under better baking. pisses heat ba eT eagle oi sola aces oriet sme 

Home-style Beans and Mother Style are very fine sre wc wort Roig A an 
in theory. But modem stomachs rebel. Modern sii baste Noes os PORAMLAA.| | chaESR a ee Toca a eanNe 
knowledge opposes them. And moder. tastes 
demand mealiness, nuttiness and zest. Van Camp's 
are the Beans of today. \ 

The Table and Cooking Home Parties 

anil cooking, We will hel 
ft will tell ux 

lan a ome party if you 
1 of party you would like 

Tire Hover Panty Borrow 
LAELIA | Tr Laois’ Howe Joouxac. Pimamenratta 

School Entertainments Secial Work in the Church 

Whether your school is Istee ot setuall, in 
entry, if you wish help in 

we wlall be glad 
affairs, 

sed workable 
y will be made cheer 

eed, Aditrow 
Tue Mesrsrex's SoctAt Harms 

Tie Lanies’ How JouNNat. Preianenreta 

BAKED W: Pork«BEAns PANES Wits 
Also Baked Without the Sauce 

10, 15 and 20 Cents Per Can 
Reading end Literature 

If you knew what it meant to bake Beans like Van Camp's, 
you would always make sure to get them. 
We pick out the beans by analysis. The sauce is a costly 

creation. They are baked together, so the sauce goes through. + 

They are baked in small lots—baked for hours in high heat— een 
baked without crisping or bursting. Girls’ Problems “Will You Toll Me?” 

You'll find no dish like Van Camp's—none that you like so 
well—none that men so welcome. Make all the comparisons 
you wish. But if Van Camp's delight you, get them every 
time. In these hot days, when you wish to save cooking, you 
want the best-liked Baked Beans, 

Buy a can of Van Camp's Beana to try. If you do not find them the 
best you ever ate, your grocer will refund your money. 

wenreal reading, 
ese letters, bist will mot cxitict 

Me. Hasticros W, Marte 
Tue Laois’ Home JovnNat, Puuaoen 

— 

There are nusierous questions of greeral in 

of 
special department 

flag oe clasaltsed udidress 
Tux Epiross or "Wea You Te Mx?" | 

wnanusema | Tie Lanties’ Hawn Joowxan. Par Lapenrstta | 

Special Bookicts on ates Subjects 

Wolcott (25 cents). 
Martha Mason. 

. Key 
by Charles E. White, Jr 



w Summer Salads 

and Sandwiches 
rections for 1! 

have full 

oy o) 

ma) 

As 
the center 

jelly and d 
gus: 

border of gy 

with rm 
Roso Salad, A solid tomato is cut to 

e rounded inner and outer 
The tomato is filled wit! 

with egg 

woe secured by 
swith strips of 

Serve with 

A garnish king 
-AtTOS. 

with layers of jelly in a 

ter is lined with shredded 

a wit 
d with r 

paral 

apple ond Cherry Sela. To 
apple, cut in pieces, add one- 

h finely cut endive or 
upful of stoned eh 

nuts and cherr 
delicious with 

lettuce and mi 
tips and crab 

migus tips 
eee Serve Apple Salad, 

cored and unpared 
Stuffed Or 

Salad. A la 
sion is cooked u 

til tender but ov 
red appte is cut in 

lices aquarterof an 
inch thick. Create 

neese sprinkled 
draine 

the 
with chopped wal 
nut or other nut so ypale paar 

| m ® spread i with 
between each two jae 

Fill the cen- butter. ixed with mayon- 
tar of the apple with Serve with 

I Bar-te-Duc jell rench dressing 5 
whe . Shs 

oJ 

Tulip Saled, Cut cucumbers or diwiches and Ginger Punch 
the form of tulips. Arr The bread is spread tightly with butter, then 
serving of three on u with cream chee anit crushed raspberries. 
with a kind of Alida oa Candied ginger and rhubarb ju anved 

t kind of dressing. are the chile? punch ingr 

ory Cheese, ‘To accompany the heet 
py Salad » savory cheese ls made by 

made of hard-bo rinewel 

otk, must with a 
ofl, tarrag The whole- 

i these butters in # into four 
4 ed, ax a contra: is 

aha ta-abseth preferred not need to be buttered. sanclwiches to accompany t 
made of a mixture The ingredients right. Lily Salad, Jettuce is bolted until t 

drained and reduced toa pu 
dded chopped Spanish pe; 

lemon juice, eningled with 
form a smooth paste, 
rounds of brown bread sugge 

aon juice, 
‘The ingredi 

t woth f 
between bread cut fieh shape. 

af onion, 

Mussel Salad. Stuffed Appbe 
are arran 
tinized m: 
and pimi 
eucumber a 

The ingredien 
dina 

Poppy Salud. The petals are cooked beets marinated in French dressing and 
Premed into 
Chrese covere 
ari 

Surround with 
d mayonnaise in o Shamrock Sal 

luncheon t 
of 4 summer 

tractive. 
h thie 

are placed on a plate to 
k. These are filled with 

lad is me 
aye cut on 

Chicory leav 

-Lily Salad. ‘The pe f the Olive and Shrimp Salad, Two cup- 
Water lily are formed from celery and Currant Cup With Chinese Sendwiches, Prepare a rich i z flee shrimps are mixed with two 
from the wh xf cooked eggs cut in juice from fr sweetened currants to colot Je of stuffed aid enone 
Hirips lengthwise, the ends of one egg rant water ice. Serv sandwiches made of ace cal with celery salt and paprika, The salad 

marmalade bowl lined with lettuce or endive, 
and the salad served with mayonnaise 
dressing, Decorate with endive, 

wit pressed together to disclose the 
Yallow center, which is uncut. The egz 
4nd celeryare arranged on chicken salad, 

(Page 37) 
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$1095 
Tearing Car Leb. Toledo 

The Story of the World’s 

Most Highly Developed Automobile Motor 

Although today America leads the N 1904, the automobile world Instead ir had silent sliding s 

was startled by a new inven ae world in automobile des c the 
A by & : This ingenious invention was itomobile desi t 

tion—the famous silent Knight ‘ ‘ time chis mew motor was invented 
evolutionary 

automobile m 1904) Europe stood first. 
. wa 

This motor « n the ott They were further had 
accepted types t { now in use. k broader perien possessed 

en | 
Ordinarily a motor improved with better ta and had the most 

use forits first few hundred miles only. competent engincers. 

In the Knight Motor this improve: So Europe was the logical market 

life m tact the for the new moto mene continued indetinitely; 

the more efhcrent instead of being harmful was b \ 
juick Foreign n 

S inerits. 

wanulucturers wer 
size for size it delivered mor 

his Knight Motor instead of pop 
valves pet valves had noise 

t of all the leading Con- and no cams and no valve springs; 
oy acturers immediately hout the valves to wear and 

g. All of which com 

bined to make for silence, me 

not 

ved their cars with it. Since wernight, a new standard mm require grindi 
s permanently established. then they have used nothing else 

Here are some of Europe’s leading Knight Motored cars: 

ce—Panhard Germany— Mercedes Belgium—Minerva 
Loeb Harsh 

England—Daimler I 
Siddeley-Deasy Mar 

And these ere the motor cary that ec 4000 to S8IKM) each ! 

Here are some of the royalty of the world who own Knight Motored cars! 



$1065 
Roadster {.0,b. Toledo 

The Lowest-Priced Knight Motored Car 

Ever Placed on the Market 

LL this time John N. Willys, efficiency of It is so smooth and silent—you 
b- president of “The Willy cars — th carcely hear a sound. It just purrs 

4 Overland Company, kept a » SHOU along with steady, vibrationless, noise- 

eye on the development of t | 

derful motor : . 
Ir s remarkable. You 

He spent a great de f tir = Ml 

road, personally studying its per you have to do is steer—and touch ans 
formance the throttl 

He visited the factories of England, — pete n. ion and a 
Germany, France and Belgium 

more ci i) Jim, 

ur. He and ngineers n most | vane 

worked o 5} a turers make in a year. 
worker mit We should like to yu and 
years, price t mu your family a demonstration, 

And this 

America « 
This is the only way we can actu 

ally acquaint you with the many and 

wonderiul Knight 

The 1916 Willys-Knight ar $1095 

x result. is the grat: 

This car has all the mechanical — size. ton. 

Naight Motor 

tani 

Catalog om request. Address Dept. 332. 
Made in U.S. A” 

Ask for special booklet describing Willss-Kright motor 



“The 
Witching 

Food” 
15c per package 

Bubble-Like 
Tit-Bits 

Made of Toasted Corn—A 1915 Dainty 

There awaits you #1 your gr 
most exquisite dainty ever made 

sry store the most unique, 

rom corth 

Not flaked corm, but corn puffed into bubbles. 
Not whole corn, but just the sweet, milky corn hearts 

Not big morsels, but airy globules, raindrop size, puffed 

from tiny pellets of this inner corn by countless steam ex- 
plosions, 

New Form—New Texture 
—New Flavor 

The toasted corn you've known for long has delightful 
flavor. It has for years heen queen, perhaps, of all the cereal 

dainties. 

But here are corn hearts toasted for an hour in 550 degrees 

of heat. That multiplies the flavor. 

At the end of that toasting the pellets are puffed. Every 

food cell is exploded. And this toasted corn comes in rare- 

fied drops, porous, crisp and fragile. It will be a welcome 
i innovation to lovers of toast corn 

As a food, serve Corn Puffs with cream and sugar, in 
howls of milk or mixed with fruit. 

As a confection, douse with melted butter, to be eaten 
like peanuts or popcorn. 

As a dessert, scatter the Corn Puffs over ice cream 

We offer you here the finest product we can ever expect 
It is the invention of Prof, A, P. Anderson, who 

invented Puffed Wheat and Rice. There was never anything 

li 

your morning table, 

The Quaker Qats @mpany 
Sole Makers 

from cot 

it, Get it today, and see what a new charm it brings to 

+E Shows the Mall Which Forms the Dining-Room and thedroom Apatti 

A Three-Room Doll 
Apartment From a Hatbop 

By A. Neely Hail 

Tigure 2 Shows the Other Mall, of the Living Reor 

‘OU might pot imagine that ly cutthax Hf you ean get a small plece of a milreor, or 
then actos tinfoil, fasten it ta Ue climing-rocn wall, in the 

may be proper place, so it will come between the buffet 
out to form a all house, vet this columns and between the lower portion A aud 
is how the ws partment shows the upper portion H. ‘Then gle tho lack 

he page was exlyes of the budlet tu the wall 
e af the » 

d-pastont ¢ THE paper linia, of the father is gray 
+ weaker thi ve itfurthe finished the becom In 

' € you to cut 4c use strips of white paper far the door 
\ the wesk- und window woodwork and the baschovre, swt 

» the bottoms, draw 
amner 

beard 

crow stripy to the walls even with the 
fe dowrs aml windows for a péctute 
Figure 1). Above the plerure mudd 
a frivae 0 ree Cut fram magi 

hictures bere and 
aT walls, anf indbeate picture wire 

drawing pencil bites from the pictures up Ws 
the mobding fake curtains for the dining 

am and bedroom windows out « 

ie craps of lace, and fasten thee at 
: the topa of the openings with 

5 insall tack 
The outside surface of a hat 
sis usually of w dierent 

( »  aadur fram the inside, nad per 
it haps the colue of your box will 

| be just right forthe walls of 
bo the living roam (Figure 2) I 

m4 on + those walls with a 
x Wain blue, green or red 

paper. Paste a wide strip 
a diferent shade ¢ 

1 around the top af 
] ‘ walls for a freee 
ris 1, ant make the door wood 
l. *  wuek, by nfand p 
— ture molding of 

‘ . {brown paper 
d 

eer“ [FOR the doll furniture 
= 4 3 hewn in t! Muss 

4 tions use speoals 
Ss loge and pedestal 

cardboard for the unper 
partions. ‘The backs und 
wath of the chalre for 

both the living room and the dining room may 

be vas milar to the pattern shown in Figure 

b-the seats as ineh and a quarter square. the 
backs three inches and a quarter high, Make 
one of two bedroom chairs with seats ani t 
like the pat Hawn in Figure 7—the seats 

hthewalls an inch and arter mjuare, the backs two 
paperiorthe ir and a quarter high, Round the top of 

tripsof the backs three openings through it a 
pp aroun awn. Glue cach chair seat toa spoal end 

floor, for a ri, and a tT iving-room table is made by mailing a 
round the top of the — thin piece af wool, threw inches wide and five 

wuld bea wainscot- inches lang, to four spools (7 
paper of a lighter — dining 

r the uth, and 
mn table by’ gluing a circular plece af 

cardboard, four inches and a ball in diameter, 
to the end large 
pool (Figure 1) 

Tho Wedroom table 
has a top made of a 

rip of th 
wen paper sh 

the kind 

a drawer, 
opened by means of 
collar button inserted 
in the end of the box 

A, Figures). Glue the 
ox to a spuol 

pretlestal 

length 
inc! 

two inches 
It hig 

aired for the low 

+ THLE four-pester bed 
Figure 3 Shows the Aj # Aller the I 
Play is Over, Folded Up to Put Away prod 

is re which a 

his space, ty 
wide az 

has towr 
A), upon 
e of card. 

Huard four lnches wile and seven inches lows, 
The upper portion. B. with edges tured down (B), is glued at ite 

wer. Make it of the | comers. Four round sticks of the diameter of 
and a quarter a pencil and four inches long (C} fit into the 
rim el aract pe 
t mare from scrajs of eretonne, 

the finishing touches 
es ines of the dell apartrsent. When 

Jumas ma the play is 
end to end (D, Figure $).  toget 

¢ lower ends of the spool columns to A fs 
and the upper ends to B 

aver the halves may be swong 
into the orginal hathox shape, the 

are placed inside and the apartment 
snugly put away for the next day 

spouls ac 



Easy Ways to Make a Waist 

and a Skirt 
If You Want to Start Your Autumn Sewing 

Selected by the Fashion Editors 

am 

eae | 

wear, when one has authoritative advice on the matter. Midsum- | 
mer is the time for the provident college girl to plan and make her 

inty blouses and dressy frocks for the coming semester. All the newest 
f i trimming are embodied in the designs illustrated on 

r 
‘The collar is ex tle and 

] ‘This design is trated m 
| and cuffs with inset pleces 

trimmed with colored cord: 
bound buttonholes. Dai 
blouses for late summer; and 
linen and crepe de Chine are 

short. All of these models, with the excey 0. 
vided with ample pockets, practical as well nadecaricivts: 

buttoning down the front are especially to be recommended for washable 
skirts, while the plaited one is excellent in lightweight cotton of wool. 

ay be worn open. At the right is No. 8986. 
fe In a plain material, trimmed on collar 

atrasting material. No. 8978 may be 
pipings, and No, 8984 

be 

VEN now It is not too early to choose one's blouses for autumn | 

DATTERN'S (induding Guide 
Aten cents for each mamber 

N tuckes waist measure 
wees? A2 to 44 inches bust measure: ond Nos. 89: inches bust mearnre, The amownt of material require 
smeelope. 1f there és mo agency for Home Patierns in yo 
shown in The Ladies’ Home Jonenal may be hud by mail, by 
Vik the price to The Ladies’ Home Jowrnat, Independence 
Jollewing: Home Pattern Company, 114 and 116 Fifth use, New York OC: 
Street, San Francisco, California; 1015 Washington enue, St. Lowis, Missouri; J6 South 
Clinton Street, Chicags, Hlinois; 183 George Street, Toronte, Onterio, Canada 

mt, Patierns of amy 
ting the number an 
ware, Phikedd phis 

When Your 

Face and Hands are 

Sunburned 
the skin is tender, inflamed and sore. It 

should never be rudely touched orrubbed— 
simply moisten a soft handkerchief or some 
absorbent cotton with 

° Honey 

LUAES 35, CCAM 
and gently, very gently, apply it to the in- 
jured surface; let it remain a few minutes, 
and repeat at intervals, or, if possible, 
keep the skin covered for an hour or longer. 
The effect is refreshing, cooling—usually 
it heals over night. 

To prevent sunburn apply the cream 
before and after exposure. It keeps the 
skin soft, smooth and clear. It is guar- 

anteed to contain all its advertised ingre- 

dients, and to conform to the required 
standards of purity and quality. 

Selling everywhere, or postpaid by us on receipt of price, 
Hinds Cream in bottles, 50c: Hinds Cold Cream in tubes, 25. 

Do not take a substitute; there are dealers in every 
town who will gladly sell you Hinds Cream without 
attempting to substitute. 

Samples of Crease will be sent for 2c stamp to pay postere. 

A. S. HINDS 
200 West Street, Portland, Maine 

‘You should try HINDS Honey and Almond Cream 
SOAP. Higtly refioed. detghehully frageast and 
beosiciall 25< panpekd, No snp comple 

Tete fo) sae me 
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THE MOST 

GENERAL DISEASE 

IN THE WORLD: 

PYORRHEA 

By a Dentist 

2 ¢ wives 

"have three cheé 

dren ates are 

This mother writes us that she is 
sharing the se 
smile with her ch 
them to the dent 
and teaching them the morning, 
hight and noon use of 

Or.Lyon's 
PERFECT 

Tooth Powder 

Dental Cream 
Use cither, and you, too, ean emile 

out on the world with the same 
cheery confidence in your teeth. 

eked upon a: 
pecies which t 

PALMOLIVE SOAP 
Appeals to Dainty Women 

Dainty women revel in the fra- PALMOLIVE CREAM keeps the 
grant, creamy, abundant PALM. "i. smooth ‘by supplementing 

= ; he al oils. Use a little be- OLIVE lather and its wonderful for attr cia. Ue @ litle be 
cleansing qualities. Made from palm and PAL MOLIVE SHAMPOO is 

LMOLIVE SOAP is de- J PALMOLIVE. Makes the 
. Sold everywhere, proper cleansing of the hair easy. 

ple package, a 

B. J. Johnson Soap Company, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis. 
n im tha shape of Canadian Factory: 155-157 George St. Toromto, Ont. 40 

ty tial package 
LW. Lyon & Sone 

S26 W. 27th Street 

New York City 

See the Fme Tooth 
Brush Coupen—ane in Nothing like savory, mile dy 
euery pockege. D flavory ** Swift mium"’ 

Ham or Bacon to satisfy 
outdoor appetite. 

You can now buy Swift's Pre- 
nium Bacon in handy cartons—or in 
glass—even, thin slices ready for the 
pan —"*a otreak of fat, a streak of lean, 
with lots of goodness in between,"" 

Swift & Com 

of Eifanbe 
Oubers be 

will find them in all 

j 

j 
FLEISCHAKER & BAUM ; 

45 Eaut 17th St-,New York | 
srt. & 

Write for our New 

ae Book 

bes 
FP thisiiy'iasteatoe all the 

Latest ams in Hair Drei 

PARIS pasion c0., Dept 14, 109 8. Wabash Ave. Chicage 

Your Boy’s 
Spending Money 

hould represent not a tax or a problem but 
amethod of teaching him thrift and the 
af money thousands « 
plying th od to their 

ran is € 
“What § 
end you a copy, fre 

Seles Divi 
‘The Curtis Poblishing Company, Philadelphia 



The Hundred Ways 
Which Don’t 

End Corns 
Perhaps you say—“T've tried 

and tried, but found nothing that 
ends a com,” 

You might keep trying for years, 
ve are a hundred ways 

which don't, Most of them are very 
much alike. 

But remember this: 
There is one way which has re- 

moved 70 million coms, It is now 
temoving coms by the thousands 
every day. 

It's a plaster which contains a 
bit of wondrous wax. It ends the 
com pain ina jiffy. It ends the com 
itself, generally in two days. It 
gently loosens the com until it comes 
out without any pain or trouble. 

When you merely pare coms — 
When you use some folderol — 

Bear this in mind. There are 
folks all around you—users of 
Blue=jay—who never suffer corns. 
You are wronging yi when you 
fail to do what they do, 

Blue-jay 
Plasters 

15 and 25 cents—at Druggists 

Samples Mailed Free 

Bauer & Black, Chicago and New York 
Makers of Physicians’ Supplies: 

BEST 
For Renewing 
Any Polish Mop 
The undisputed superiority of O-Cedar Mops 

laracty dee te thelr treasment with 

‘Edar 
Ne matter what make of mos you own, you ive le nrariy all che O-Celar Mog slvath 
Magee by renewing it wish OvCotar Polleh. 

Send for a Liberal Free Sample 
find learn how to make your dosing sation 

MPANY Marts 

This complete pencil sharpener 
DoWetb extea set of cutters and clamp—tnan efficiency 
re which you pow need in poor efice, bene, sbosl, 
fo other like it. Wea"t break points asd won't exally 
Ret dull, Pour inches bigh, bandiomely wickeled, 
SPlesdidty pala. New $2.00—at your dealer's of 
tect from Stewart Mig, Co,,.530 Welle 5t., Caleago, 

diet, Woubie, money. Today you need ibe 

Mf Invitations, Anmouscersents, Ete. 2 in sept etheioa, achashing fw ses of ecvennen $830. Webs bor 
compiles 100 Visiting Cards, 800. X ‘STE EaGRAViIG CO. 3649 Chiatnst S. Phoskstybls, Pa 

IF YOU GO TO THE 
FAIR 

By Janet Sterling 

WHILE, taveling ie Egypt last winter 1 
proved the value of several arrange 

ments of my own to keep my belongings in 
good order, even though “living in a trunk,” 

My ideas are just as applicable to hag and 
suitcase, and If you go to the Fal you will 
probably want to travel “light,” in which case 
much thought must be given to the planoine 
and packing of oue’s outst. A little careful 
preparation saves labor and nerve strain 

I find 2 regularstyled traveling bag with 
high cut frame, which has t 
the most roomy amd convenient, I alway's have 
an estra leather strap stitched to the ning at 
cach end of the bag. ‘These straps boli several 
medium-sized bottles, and it # fort to 
have liquid toilet articles safely 

With a bag of this kind and a good-sized 
suitcase which has a tray one can carry enough 
to keep fresh in appearance and bave all the 
little comforts needed on a long journey 

Belore leaving home I thought out what 1 
should actually need in the way of clothes, anit 
assembled everything I wished to tak 

Each gown was nicely folded and placed in a 
pile, with the lingerie to be worn with it, also 
the slippers, stockings, gloves, handkerchiefs, 
ete. Hit were a dianer gown, my evening 
scart or light wrap was included. 

AFT ER arranging my waists and other neces- 
EA sary articles in the sameway I stood gazing 
st the dierent “piles” and suddenly realized 
how much time and labor would be saved if I 
could manage t keep the contents of each pile 
intact during the whole trip, 

raightway began to make some dainty 
dimity coverings tied with ribbon in such a way 
that ¢ erything was secure without being 
crushed, and, when needed, I had oaly to take 
out the package labeled, for instance, “Blue 
Dinner Gown,” feeling sure that everything 
needed for that gown was at hand, 

The covers were mate ol 
inches wide. From a thirty-nine inches 
Jong a square eight inches in size was cut from 
each cornet, this forming four flaps to fold 
over the cester, ‘The cover was then hemmed 
and two pieces of wash ribbon three-quarters 
of an inch wide were cut in one-yard and one- 
yard-and-two-thirds lengths, crossed in the 
center ual sewed to the middle af the outside of 
the cover, the long piece lengthwise, 

On a piece of linen card I wrote @ memo- 
randum of the contents of each case, and with 
this in place, the cover was ready to pack. 

When packing I spread the cover on the bed 
or table, place all the articles, nestly folder 
the center, fol the side flaps over and tie firm! 
thes 1 fold and tie the ends in the same wa; 
and the package is ready, 

For my handkerchiefs 1 use a little square 
Vanama-straw box. These straw boxes, in 
different shapes and sizes, are a great aid to 
comfort in traveling. They are soft and do not 
break in packing. 

‘The contents of each box are plainly written 
‘ona piece of linen tape and sewed on top of the 

wer. Lhave one for “lingerie ribbons,” with 
and needle always at hand. and a long one 

r ommaments like beads, buckles and hatpins, 
always keeping the elastic bands around them 
to prevent scattering the things in case the box 
drops from the hand. I make these bands of 
silk elastic half an inch wide, always using the 
color which matches my muslin cavers. 

A pair of traveling slippers in their leather 
case, & nightgown and a dark silk wrapper 
rolled tightly over, all held by one of the elartic 
bands, take lest room than when ina case and 
tess time is packing. 

‘Choose a thin silk rubber sponge bag and = 
small rebber cloth case for soap. Lo the sponge 
bag pack a washcloth, two or three rubber 
finger protectors to draw over the bristles of 
your toothbrush, the tube of tooth paste and 
a tube of good cold cream. This method 
does away with the heavy glass and: 
toothbrush case, or bulky cases of celluloid. 

Cut squares of cheesecloth in handkerchiet 
size, fold them neatly, slip an clastic band 
around them and tuck them in your bag ready 
for any use, such as wiplag cream from 
the face or dust from the bairbrush. 

Wit, I call my brusb-and-comb bag, six- 
teen inches and a half in length 

inches wide, has proved itself of greater value 
than any other I have ever used. The button. 
hole at the top, well stayed, serves to hang it 
op a hook in aepiee. caror ship's cabin, and in 
the various pockets may be kept compactly 
hairpins, orange sticks and toilet scissors, as 
well as brush, comb, shoehorn and buttonhook. 
so that these things may be at hand in the early 
morning without opening a bag. 

In my “ First-Aid” kit I carry a glass eyecup 
and a tiny box of faxseeds, one of which slipped 
under the eyelid will carry out with its gels- 
tinous duid any painful cinders or dust; small 
tolls of absorbent cotton, narrow banding and 
adhesive plaster, a bottle of uid antiseptic, 
and one of aromatic spirits of ammonia for use 
in case of faintness, A few paper napkins and 
paper towels and soap ‘are useful and 
take up but little room. 

One must not forget sewing materials; the 
baby spools of silk in all colors hold enough for 
necessary mending, and with a small Jeather 
sewing cise, a paper of needles, a thimble and 
two spools of thread, can be put in ope of the 
small-sized straw 

A wide black elastic band to hold a book and 
a magazine fs also a convenience, for the ne 4 
train of steamer journey will give you moc 
opportunity for reading and knowledge of the 
wonders you are to see, and familiarity with 
the literature of the wonderful country you are 
to visit wall bot increase your enjoyment. 

Reguest 

Milady 
Deeollet¢é 
Gillette 

Fashion Says — 
Evening gowns must be sleeveless, or made with 
the merest suggestion of gauzy sleeves of tulle or 
lace. Afternoon gowns are made with semi-trans- 
parent yokes and sleeves. 

Separate bodices are fashioned of sheer materials. 

Women Everywhere Say— 
All exposed arm surfaces should be white and 
sm 

The Gillette Rexor Ca Announces — 
The safest and most sanitary method of obtaining 
this result by the use of Milady Decolleté Gillette, 
A special model as a toilet accessory for the woman 
of fashion —brought out after numerous requests 
from the leading summer and winter resorts and all 
the metropolitan fashion centers. 

(Of dainty size, im 14-K cet 
French Ivory case, 
Milady Decolles Gl. 
leste is a most_attract- 
ive toilet article, Is 
will be lowed with the 
toilet goods in depan- 
ment stores, also in 

For full particalers about Milady Decollete Gillett 
= prey Sparse) er : ‘ 

GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR COMPANY 
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 

GOP IASLZOIN 



® BABCOCKS 
CORYLOFSIS 

JAPAN 
. TALC POWDER 

We know that no finer 

powder can he made— 
Babcock’s is the finest 
Italian tale treated in the 
hest possible manner. 

We know that hu 

dreds of thousands of 

women all over this 

country are continually 
huying it—attracted and 

held by its exquisite, 

fascinating fragrance, 

We believe that millions 

d men 

will make Babcock’s 

more women— 

00. 

their tale powder after 

having tried it, 

So we make it very easy 
to 

gut 

t. If you don't 

Buy i¢ of your drug- 
meat-store. Use 

like it you 

can get your money 
2 back. Or send us 

15¢ for a can 
your money hack 

if you want it. 
(a5¢ in Canada) 

ALP BABCOCK CO 
ve bee 

Yollet Waters 
REW YoRK 

PARIS 

“Mum” 
(as easy to Use a8 to say) 

prevents all 

bodily odors 

Some people use ‘Mum’ 

only in summer or in crowded 

places —to prevent the odors of 

perspiration — but women find 

ita great comfort all the year 

‘round, 

“Mum ”’ does not smother 

one odor with another, as a 

perfume. Nor does it check 

perspiration. It simply neutral- 
izes the odors and keeps the 
body sweet and fresh, 

25¢ at nine out of ten drug- and 
department-stores, 

“MUM" MPG CO 1186 Chetaet St Philadelphia Px 

“EAT AND GROW THIN” 
Without The advice asd the Ms 
Wrinkles — isenus in this book have 
Net $1.00. successfully taken by thousands. 
E. P. DUTTON & CO., N.Y. 

Mpg th the New Profession” 

h 

TDugraving 04, 10-4 Wolust St, Phin, Ps 

$1000 
for Photographs of 

Journal Houses 
O SHOW 
The Lap 

house designs 

our readers 
a8 Howe 

that 
JOURNAL 

which 
JOURNAL 

been 
igns 

ret 

We know that thousands of 
such houses have been built 
and we your help to get 
photographs of these houses 

Therefore, the f 
prizes are ¢ 
litions nan 
think are th 
from Lapres’ Hose Journat 

$200 First Prize 

Sixth Prize 
Seventh Prize 

~Eighth Prize 
Ninth Prize 
Tenth Prize 
Eleventh Prize 
-Twelfth Prize 

READ THESE CONDITIONS 

CAREFULLY 

Rach contribution 
First 

must inclu 
ah of « least one phot 

of the house 
tely drawn 

of all the rooms, 

Third, a de 
ng three hund: 

length, which will tell an 
facts about the building of 

. where it is loca 

words in 

finished insid: 
of the original design. If possible give 
the issue of Tne Journat in which 
the original design was publist: 
Fourth, an itemized statemen 

In addition to 
wish to buy ade 
JourNaL houses, 
pay at our re rates 

All prizes will positively be 
awarded, the United States 
postal laws require this 

THIS CONTEST CLOSES 
OCTOBER 15, 1915 

c 
eply to this offer 

urned unless the 
amount of postage or expres: 
inclosed for 

contribut 
toreach us by Oct 

lease s« 

Tae Ancrirec Paize Eniror 
Tue Lapigs' Home Journat 

INDEPENDENCE SQUARE 
PHILADELINIA, PENNSYLVANIA 

dugust, ies’ Home Journal for 

n isn’ 

An VOU Aer e— EVE yeoher e 

KODAK 
Indoors or out, on your travels or at home, 

at your service. 
bother left out. 

Kodak is 
And it means photography with the 

gazine that we setul Ask for the Mareh mi of Keey,”? the fittle m 
free, for to all present Ke f It tells how, by very simple 

ne, ¥ ake charming and ettes with your Kodak. [tv will be 
without charge 

EASTMAN KODAK CO.,, Roctesrer, N. Y., The Kodad Citr. 

Convenient 
Shirt 

For Babies 
Note how it 

and 
RUBENS & MARBLE, Ine. 
20 N. Market Se_, Chicare 

1h 

— 
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NOW, 
THE GREAT 

SUMMER FRUIT 

-ORANGES 
Valencia Oranges—tree ripened—is being 
shipped by fast freight to all markets. 

They are cooling, refreshing, delicious in flavor—and 
now, because of abundance, one of the cheapest fruits 

that grow. 

mN immense summer crop of famous Sunkist 

Your dealer has Sunkist Valencias. They are prac- 
tically seedless, deliciously sweet, firm, tender and ready 
to burst with juice. 

Order these wonderful summer oranges today and 
serve them lavishly. 

They are the one fruit that can be eaten in quantities 
without any risk of digestive disturbance— 

—The one fruit that is entirely beneficial—that will 
help you keep well in hot weather. 

Eminent physicians advise a daily allowance of orange 
juice even for nursing babies. It comes in Nature's 
Sealed Package—no danger of disease bacteria in this 
pure orange juice. 

Other fruits are welcome, each in its season—but 
Sunkist Oranges are indispensable all the year "round. The 
ways of serving Sunkist Valencias are innumerable. Start 
with a glass of the refreshing juice at breakfast. Have 
a Sunkist salad for luncheon; at dinner a Sunkist dessert, 

With Sunkist Valencias as a basis you can prepare 
an endless number of novel dishes that never fail to 
tempt languid hot-weather appetites. 

California Sunkist 
Valencia Oranges 

Cut out the memorandum (below) to 
write for our beautiful new free book, 
which is full of novel, appetizing recipes. 

Sunkist Premiums 
We are offering 46 beautiful Wm, 

Rogers & Son silver 
pieces as premiums in 
exchange for the tissue 
wrappers from Sunkist 
Oranges and Lemons, 
simply because this 
offer tends to induce 

Sunkist Lemons 
Use Sunkist Lemons when 

you mix your salad dressing — 
cither mayonnaise or French. 

‘ou will like it better than vinegar. 
Remember that as yet no beverage 

ae been invented that equals Sunkist 
lemonade in refreshing qualities. 

A long, tall gloss will always be the 
most weleeme and most popular of all 
summer drinks, There is a splendid 
fecipe in the Sunkist Recipe Book. 

dealers to leave these wrappers on the 
fruit in their stores, which makes it easy 
for you to identify and get the genuine 
Sunkist. 

Send 12 wrappers and 12 cents for the 
teaspoon pictured—a beautiful sample 
of the complete table set. 

Every Sunkist silver premium is 
stamped “Wm. Rogers & Son,” which 
means that it is made and guaranteed 
by the International Silver Company of 

CALIFORNIA FRUIT GROWERS EXCHANGE 
Dept. A5I, 139 North Clark Street, CHICAGO, ILL. 

Insist on Sunkist — Save the Wrappers 
All good dealers sell Sunkist Oranges 

Meriden, Connecticut, the world’s 
largest makers of sterling silver and 
plate. 

Write for free book describing the 
set and our offer in detail. 

Cut Out This Memo 
to write to the California Fruit 
Growers Exchange, Dept. A51, 
139 N, Clark Street, Chicago, for 
“Sunkist Salads and Desserts,” 
a beautiful new FREE book, 
printed in colors and contain- 
ing scores of delicious Sunkist 
Orange recipes. 
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happen Say dren never have to be coaxed to eat 
plenty of bread—if the bread is 

spread with Beech-Nut Peanut Butter. 
The fresh, sensitive palate of a child is 

quick to appreciate the rich, natural flavor of 
Beech-Nut Peanut Butter. 

Only the whole, unbroken kemels of the 
finest Spanish and Virginia nuts, lightly roasted, 

| delicately salted and crushed to a smooth, 
golden-brown butter. 

Beech-Nut Peanut Butter comes ready to 

use in vacuum-sealed jars—three sizes, 10 
cents, 15 cents, 25 cents (in the extreme West, 

; a little more). Your dealer has it. 

* 4 

THE GIRLS’ CLUB 

= With One Idea: = ' 

=| To Make Money | | 

SE te cee esas OTHERS everywhere say that chil- 

THerrs No age 
For WRINKLES 

guava 
Seminenininies HOSE 

Burson Kuitting Company 

Keckéond, 1 
Makers of America’s most fa- 

mous Bacon—Beech-Nut Bacon 

BEECH-NUT PACKING COMPANY 
CANAJONMARIE, N. ¥. 

Keep the 
Bathroom / 
Odor- E ss i q@". nershiaspiaremmuiseereces | a 
ess \ : . vou caite where Xk t this. Label 

and tailet bow! fore tre 

discolocations by ust 
Sant-Flush. Rid your- 
tell of the ranet disngree- 

\bhe household task. Directions 
can, Not a general cleanser 

i fhewach” Many tuk i B| mt eet 3 AR af KA O 

lacie Sani Flush aaa eters Garters 
keeps toilets clean as new. 
Don't think that because the 
howl looks clean it is sanitary, Sey 
The trap may be incnssted, ‘If 
it ix it wll give off 

Satur ee 3 They're made 

Sheets ana Pillow Cases right Three 
does. Don't i “ . ‘ cones F — HE “Utica” label is a kinds- rallages 

SonkFiseh \ pledge of quality—a j 
won't be any ode | passport to the best homes | in th DON’T WORRY: ACT 
bathroom, Patented | 

ing just Bke it || —a surety of longest wear A New Pair FREE 
} and biggest money value in } 1 buys KABC 
|| sheets and pillow cases. 

= 
Stole moguel 

The Ino 
THE HYGIENIC ' PRODUCTS co. Sent FTesh 

A ‘a econo 

We ‘Pined For Your Benefit 
when we arranged with the leading colleges, schools and con- 
servatories of the country for scholarships for young people. 

<3t - | 

f SD yal $10.75 || 

A college, conservatory or business education may be earned by 
utilizing spare time to look after the subscriptions and renewals 
of The Ladies? Home Journal and The Saturday Evening Post. 

We'll be glad to tell you how more than a thousand young 
people have already obtained scholarships. You can select 
the institution; we'll pay the bills. Address your inquiry to 

Boa 906 THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY Petiodel pase, Poomesioames tm 
uly Dress Book M Edeconenss 
BY PCCD 453 W esd No Yk 
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| THE WIVES’ LEAGUE 

| ACircle of ied Furniture 
SE Wizard Polish 
on the finest, most 

ext furniture, You'll 

, delighted, the 
sult. Applied in a jiffy, it 
Serves and enhances, prevents 

” produces a beautiful, 
luster hard, 

Polish 
is the good fairy of good 
housekeepers. Save! 
all Aoors and woodw 

there's no other potish like it. 
Sample free on request. All sizes, 
from 25¢ to $2.50. 

WIZARD Mop 
Have you seen our new 
model Wizard Mop for 50 cents? 

] It's awonder. Outselling Wizard's 
} Own best re 

Mops at 0 
Products sold and 
all dealers- 

Wizard Products Co, Ine. 
3469 West 37th St. 

The Right and 
Wrong Work fc . 

“Verte fire ate top of jag) 
preventing air peachne a2et 

River, $1.25 deliversl West al 
1 Cama 408 Maine, $1.25 sbebveret 
ean Sor ated lt 

A. HL Hesey & 

SS >= 
The League 

| | Solves It 
L 

Smiles 
Bred by Bran 

Here is a dainty, one-fourth 
bran, which breeds a million smiles 
& day. 

Folks smile when they eat it, 
or these soft wheat flakes are 
luscious. And they smile all day, | 
fot bran is Nature's laxative, 

Try a week of Pettijohn's. See 
What it does for good health and 
Rood cheer. Note how it stops 
drug taking. Bran is too impor- 
tant to be made distasteful. Serve 
this delicious form. 

Pettijohns, 
Rolled Wheat With the Bran 

s, send us his 
a package 

id parcel post. We'll theo atk your wore 
ply it. Addiess The Quaker Oats 

Company, Chicago. s 523) 

pam aed 15 cents in sam 

Poh living 

) owe sat 
(low cost 

Lg 

That is what it means 

to have your larder con- 
stantly supplied with 

Campbell’s Tomato Soup 

It means a tempting and nour- 

ishing introduction to any meal, 

at the lowest cost to you in time, 

effort and anxiely. 

Those are the expensive items 

to any housewife. 

The price of Campbell’s Tomato 

Soup is the last thing to think of. 

At a much higher price it would 

still be economical. And at any 

price it could not be better. 

Its flavor is so delicious; it 

stands so high in food value and 

there are so many pleasing ways 

to prepare it that it suits all sorts 

of occasions, and is always com- 

pletely satisfying. 

The practical way is to order 

a dozen at a time and have it 

handy. 

ay 
SS, 21 kinds 10c a can 

“To lunch @ la rough-it” 
Says little Miss Stufht, 

“In style so exclusive, is fine!” 
But Tom in the tree 

Got an “R.S.V. P,,” 

And so he is dropping a line. 



Making 
Motherhood Easy 
fy Mrs. Anna Steese Rictas 

OF THY SeCLURE PUNEICATIONS 
AUTHOR OF “REPTER BABIES AND 
THEIR CARE" | NATIONAL CHAM 
MAN. DEPT, CHILD IY GCESE, 

CONGRESS OF MOTHERS 

Mast ar girl 
d her head, and, 

thing very like a sab, he gathered 
his arms a 
silence hung over them both; then he ung 
buck bit Read and leaked at ker, proudly, 

*\4re pau glad — Billy, dear?” 
‘Am L glad? Gee whiz! Think 
her Bill Hanford at Yale—anid Bill 

Third wm the yroond elid office sign 7° 
of this beautiful, intien 

story of glad prospective 
and happy matherhood it 
Mr 
her hook, ‘Making Motherb ” 
written. for the makers of Eskay"s Fond 
for babies just the sort of helpful 

he in the ha 
every prospective mother and every 
mother with a young baby to care for 
Get it and keep it close wt hand, All you }} 
need do iy write ws ¢ book will be 
sent postpaid, without eharge, 

, Philadelphia, Po 
d Ny) 

homes tise ehare 

SMITH, KLINE & FRENCH CO 
Makers of 
429 Arch 

~~ 

& 

Consider 
Others 

Most people love 
children—love to 
fondle them. 

A baby is always 
at its best if it wears 

(inet 
Waterproof 

BABY 
G PANTS 

25e 

YOU CAN BE A NURSE 
HMeespital 

GS 
Single Texture, Double Texture. 506 

ing at home. Geeerale 
medical, obstetrical, arnecalogical and 
sareical nursing, Inetrection by phy 

janeand graduate nurses. 20 years’ 
experience. Affiliated with The Central 
Heepital of Phila ia, Sem for 

i {ree bonks to Mise Frazier. Superin- 
UPR tendons Philadelphia School tor Norees, 

2223 Cheats Philadelphia, Pa. 

Baby's First Clothes 
Every mane ce Atrom Birgh to Two pears; 
Galn’y gromes teor Fhe; 4U-plece tayesie 
S8-4L, Motersity Comers $5 

Stuart BabyShop 
Soe Bea Toes STA Neate Be PRES ioe vee tect Gay 

The L 

ANSCO 
CAMERAS & FILM 

fi lies simple but efficient mechanism 
of Ansco Cameras has earned the 

ur Camera of Profes: 
sional Quality.” This is another way, 
saying that any amateur, by followiné 
directions, can get professional results 

with an Ansco. 

adies’ Home Journal for August, 1915 

THE YOUNG 
MOTHER IN SUMME 

nL.Coolidge,M.D. 

The Care of the Baby’s Skin 

title “The Amat 

The all-star team that completely 
removes the element of chance ™ 
amateur photography is composed off 
an Ansco Camera; Ansco Film, the 
court-decreed original film; and Cykor 
the prize-winning paper. 

the baly 
hard. It « 
the water i 

ered. 

Ansco Cameras are $2 to $55, See the 
assortment at your dealer's, Catalot 

from him or us, free upon request 

Write ws for specimen picture taken 
vel you contemplate buying 

while the body i 

RVING th 

petdine Beret 
a, #30 

7 sua th de : rd 
The Sign of the ‘anaiier Fou 

Dealer me une! 

on 3 

awarded in a sud 
Kement upon Anse fo 

Comfort for 
New Born Babies 

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE BOOKS 

i] 

Your 
Physician 
for the 
Hygeia 

apply. 
a 

Your Baby Should Be K: 
With Now-Nettle Whi 

Nursing Bottle 
suguly you Free a book 

Ty new mother to. the 
with out compttm 
sional stationery 

HYGEIA NURSING BOTTLE CO. 
1347 Main Street Buffalo, N. ¥- 

ng 
Write for ton your p 

x beneficial 
sy shoal he need I and gentle 

ng with the al 
The Lamson Bros, Co,,345 Summit St. Teleéa, 0. 

Sole Dirituters a Non-Nevtle Whee Plannele 

the direct 
, if left bare, 

Sell Us Your Spare Time—We'll Buy It 
We need the assistance of a lot of people all over the 
country to look after the subscription business of The 
Ladies’ Home Journal and The Saturday Evening Post. 

= WANT REPRESENTATIVES in yn through whom old 

ubseribers may renew and new readers subscribe. If you have some 
sur hands, we should like to discuss it with you. If you try the 

work for just a part of one day and then quit, you will have made some money+ 

But you won't quit, for the opportunity for turning spare time into cash 
will be just as attractive to you as it has been to many others. We will 

erything necessary, pay you in salary and commission and provide ¢ 
AGENCY DIVISION, BOX s2T 

THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY, PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA Howe Jovaxat, Pbllade 



TEA 
Delicious iced-tea, su 's 
ideal drink— made best with 
the best tea—with Lipton's 
tea—Yellow Label ble 

No Advance in 
Prices 

Full sige wand 

137 Frankia Se. New York Gay 
LONDON — CRVLOO ~ ANDI 

Eagle Crochet Cotton 
Made in the U.S. A. 

Whee 1-100 
Eom No, 3.50 
Calera No 30 
Pei soe Na 10 

Hard Twisted y. Retains ity 
tutte adter washing.  Bagle Cotton comtains 25 
{275 more yards than others. If your dealer inot supply you we wil. Tes Cests the ball | | 
Amid. Send dealer’ A book of patterns Free with am order for Dallem§ 3°00) | 

PRATT & FARMER CO., Dept. D | 
East Twenty-First Street, New York City 

Write for sample cake! 
real vx vance, The 

ment you d want this 
er r suap— the 

, hening-wp" soap of the dainty wat 
Lathers 

you 
fake. Doltto- 
day! Addrem 
‘The Andrew 
Jergens Co. 

pte 214 
Spring 

ave AW 

Educate Your Child 
In Your Own Home 

Under the direction af 
CALVERT SCHOOL, Ine. 

A unique arte ty means of 
whic ‘children iGinderearten 10 E2 years of page may be ee 

tation for training young children. 
For Information welte, walang sage 
‘of chal, 

The Calvert School, 19 West Chase St., Balkimeare, Ma. 
M ¥, M. MELLYER, AB. (Harvard), Hssdmaster | 

oth-Proof Cedar Chest | 
*]°2 DOWN 
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MOUNT Y YOUR PICTURES 
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BABY’S BATHTUB 
IN THE WOODS 

By Mary B. Thompson 
sur baby was 

land as we could Jocat 
ter lounging place than gree 
where “chiggers” and tick 
Last xer, Ww 

cl wher 

The Baby in His Bathtulr 

had the ba’ 
him on 
elt, Hi 

TER we had ¢ 

listening wi 
as the stars ca 

seat, while we all ¢ 
off through the hushe 

The Curtis Publishing 
Company at the Exposition 
‘AST year thirty-five thousand visitors 

¢alled on ws here in Philadelphia. 
‘This is but a very small percentage of 

readers. We know that 

able to come to Philadelphia, so we are 
teyingto take our hometo you. We have 
bad 2 motion-picture film made of our 
building and all of its activities and have 
sees it to the Panama-Pacitic Exposition 
atSan Francisca. This film will be shown 
to the public, without charge. in the 
Pennsylvania State Building, and we cor- 
dially invite everybody to see us whi 
at the Expasitice. 

Tue Eprrors 
Tue Lapis’ Hoste Jovuxa, 

* 

i; MENNENS BORATED 
| TaLcUuM 

Give the youngsters 
a Mennen shower 

Sprinkle them from head to toe with Mennen’s 
Talcum, filling every fat little cr and wrinkle — 
it makes them so comfortable and happy. 

The cooling, soothing touch of Mennen’s 
ways ¢ and often prevents prickly heat, 

ng, sunburn and other trials that 
in hot weather, 

rash, hives, cha 

en’s is correctly medicated to 
antiseptic efficiency. 

give just 
the night 

Mennen’s Talcum can now be obtained in a variety 
of tints and perfumes, all made according to the famous 
Mennen f as follows: Borated, Violet, Sen Yang, 
Narangia (a rich cream color), or Flesh ‘Tint Cnot a 
rouge, but a delicate pink talcum). For sale by more 
than 100,000 dealers. Se for sample of any one Send Sx 
variety, or 25¢ for samples of all five. 

QerHargo Mennen CHemicar Ca. 
1 aratoriess 108 Orange St. 

Newnan MLUS A 

Harold F Sales 

Ltd, 
. Ritchie & Co., 

Montreal, Que. 
Agents ada: 
Toron 



E’S a live wire—your reg- 
O ular boy—with opinions 
0 of his own about things 

to eat. And wherever you 
go you find he leads the rooting for 
Kelloge’s Toasted Corn Flakes. 

You can’t fool him with imita- 
tions, or “something just as good.” 
He’s ready to prove his loyalty to 
Kelloge’s any time of day—break- 
fast, supper, lunch, or between meals. 

If there is a boy at your house, 
or any member of the family, who 
is missing the joy of these golden 

Then too there is the 
WAXTITE pa 
keeps the fresh, g 
in—andall other 

a 

The Ladies’ Home Journal fo 

flakes with good milk or cream, just 
serve them with a bowl of Kelloge’s 
right out of the Waxtite package, 
and see how naturally they take to 
that fresh-from-the-oven taste. 

Remember, p/case, that you don’t 
know corn flakes unless you know 
Kellogg’s—the 
original Toasted 
Corn Flakes— 
their goodness 
insured by our 
responsibility to over 
a million homes. 

Anuoust mf fugust, 1915 
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FROM THE FRONT OF THE MAGAZINE 

it—savey? AM wot you bln tellin! 
‘us about the town an’ the bay an’ the 
way you take it easy there— 

The bs bol soos sSast 9 boomin ~ wat 
1¢ Daygo's face wis white and his lips trem- 

Med. He tried to smite. 
Ls ae "It is de joke, 

about a thing like that,” h perdil 
un here ain't no such place, Dago. It's just one 

‘et fancies, yer know.” 
in those three years of the Db 

there had been dark hours, turby 
‘hours when his vison, his hope, his memory hart 
not availed to uplift Bim, ane be had knew tbe 
rer of a doubt lest the whole of it should after 
be but 4 creation of his yearnings, a mirage 

desires. Everywhere men had believed 
fie ran he had accepted that as he accepted 
foil, burger nel ‘exile, a4 things to be redeemed 
by their end. But if it should be true! If this 
Btossness and harshness se after all be his 
real life! Dill saw the son; t broke foose 

head ‘above bis within his victim and bent 
work to hide a smile. 
“Ant” The quiet oleate was all that 

fsued from the Dago’s fips; the surge of 
emotion within bim sought no vest in words. 
But Bil wee satinied; he had the instincts of a 

mocissear is torment; the 's face was 
ow a mask that looked as ft bad bever anlled. 

Tess Dan that spoiled aed uniid the after- 
noon's work. During the second deg watch, 

when the Dago kept the lookout, be carried his 
ipe to the fo'e’she head and joined him there, 
ween the anchors, where they lay lasbed = 

their chocks, the Dago stood and gazed west 
beyond the horizon, the shores of "Aitien 

hal tured barren and meaningless. 
‘ell, tad," rumbled Dan, Mgettin? ‘near it, 

hd Ocllt on Camel toe aes haere by the 
fay, ain't we?" 

Dago swung round towant hie, “Dere i 
to town,” he said calenly, “No town, no bay, 
Soanyt'ing. Iwas mad, but now I know,” 

He Epeke evenly enough, and in the lessening 
ht bis face was fs gone But old Dan, tor 
his thirt years of hard living, bad 

odd tame trouble of his voire. 
's all this?" he demancded shortly, 

“wie ‘ Theos tellin’ you there ain't no town of 
Anything? Croat with it; who was it?” 

"It doesn’t matter,” said the Dago, 
rare briefly, in the same even tones, Uke 

Bs talks In his sleep, be told the 
of Bi ernoan's spare. 

“Ah, so it was Bill!” said Dan slowly, when 
the recital was at anenmd. ‘Bill, was tt? Yes! 
Yo-os! Well, 0’ course a Know that Bill's the 

"5 wandering 
nt with pail 

Tt was 

lar ever shi out o' London. So 
don't want to take no notice of anything 
says,’ 
"The Dago shook bis bea, ‘Tee wot that” he 

said. ‘Lt is not de first time I have been ca! 
mad; and sometimes I have think it_ myself, 

Mh, go on with ye,” urged Dan. “You ain't 

“Three years," went om the Dago in his 
maurnful, subdued voice. Three years 1 

tan’ work: always poor, dirty work; ax 
fet no name, anly * age *Tthink all det time 

mt my little beautiful town; but sometimes 
think, too, when J am: tired an" people is hard 

tome: “Iti adream. De work! bas no place sa 
‘sood as dat.’ What yo" think, Dan?” 

“Ob, I dunno,” grunted Dan awkwardl; 
(Anyhow, there ain't no harm in it. I 

“Fancles!” repeated the Dago. 
He seemest to laugh a little to him’ 
with no mirth in it 

Night was sinking on the the spent solitude of 
waters. Above t! the sails of the foremast 
*tood pale and Jofty, and there was the rhyth- 
Mic jar of a block against @ hackstay. The Anta 
Maria lifted her weather how easily to the even 
‘ea, and the two men on the fo'c’sle head swung 
on their feet to the movement of the bark. 

“TE it was only # fancy,” said the Dage sud- 
tently, “if itwas only a town in my mind, I don't 
Want it no more.” He made a motion with hiv 
hand as though be cast something from him, 
T think all dis tline it i true, dat some day I 

Gnd it again. It help me; it fey me glad; it 
save me, But now it isall fini 
“But don't you know for oat " cried Dan, 

“whether it's true or not?” 

Ar rrsas metas, “Tam no 
mare suey" heaaid, Vor hree years have 

So now Iam not sure. Dat 
re cha tT: ‘am s little mad, like Bil said.” 

“Never mind Bill” said Dan. “I'll settle 
whe Mili, ” The put his heavy hand on the other's 

““Lauf.” he stad, ‘“I'en sorry for your trou- 
bie T ais't gettin’ ‘up to know mach about 
fellers’ minds, but it seems to me as if you was 
better aff without them fancies, if they et 

. An’ that towno’ yours! It 
ane eae ever 1 heard of; bet it'wal 

adenys Ggucit te tn ibaasdive here they M4 to themselves, where ‘l CY 
ashore and take It easy for the rest o' their’ 

Tas rani ae Tie miticet nod walked af put his: nt his t ic to the main hatch, where the men were gatb- 
sved for the leisure of the dog watch. eet 
at hi al delat el Potable tigere 

naency. 

is tie shaven face a rather staid ae 

spark aia tio, Dae 

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9) 

“Hallo, Bill,’ responded Dan_ “I bin talkin’ 

“Oh, ‘ave yer?" said Bill. 
"Ves," sal Dan in the satme conversational 

tone. “Ihave, an' now I'm goin’ to havea word 
with ou. Five ene of ae deck house: 

That dy e Oh seaes sabe « ‘one, of tbe 
hue and hardsess of teak, with Dan's arm be- 
hind it, arrived just under his eye, and the rest 
of the conversition was yelps. lo ope at- 
tempted to interrupt; even the captain and 
mate, who watched from the peop, made no 
motion ts interfere; Dan's reputation for up- 
rightness stood him in 

“There, now,” be when It was over, and 
be allowed the gasping, bleeding cockney to fall 
back on Md ‘Batch. * of 
takin’ hints) 

IN the morning of a day when the sun 
poured from the heavens and the light 

ame warm off the land t 
td a ‘The old Anna Maria, furting sail 
by sail, floated up to ber anchorage and let A 
her anchors just ns a shore bost, eatsned ty 
eearly negroes, with a white man 
in the stern, raced up alongside. In less than 
an hour the baads were! lifting the anchors again. 
sod Teuly Lo go 10 sea ome more, 
The souk, whe bad served the captain aah 

visitor with breakfast, was al explain the 
mystery. Te sod at is galley door wath 
cloth cap cocked sportively over one ey: 
ave the facts to thet inquisitive iors hat 
jeller in the boat was th’ agent,” he sald; “. 

hugeee, he was, An’ the orders is we're to 
ao down the coast to a ce called—le’ me see, 
now! What was it called? Some Dugo name 
that I can’t call to mind.” 

was among his hearers, and, hy some 
frvak of memory, the name of the town of which 
the Dago had been wed to speak, the town 
which was now a dream to be forgotten, came to 
Ms lp fe spoke it aloud. “tt wasn't that, £ 

" he suggested, 
Ou" ve got pot tet” " cried the cook. "That was 

it, Dan; the very place, Fancy you knowin’ it 
Well, we got to go down there und get In across 
@ sort of bar what's there and discharge into 
Pastas , Seems it's a bit out o° the way 0” 

pel. 
* said Dan, To himself he said: “He 

must ba’ heard the name somewhere ant bitched 
his dreams to it." 

The name, as it chanced, was one of many 5 
lables, and the sailors managed them 
Men who speak of the islands of Diego Rarsirez 

rammarines” are not likely to 
with a name that rings delicatel 

and Dan observed that their 
mention of the bark's destination had oo effect 

the Dago. For him all ports had become 
Indifferest; one was not nearer than another to 
any place of Ais desire, He spoke no more of 
his town; when the men, trying 10 draw him, 
spoke about food, or drink, or other mads to 
luxury, bo asewered without veiling. 
“Tihink oo more "bout that,” he said, “Three 

year I work an’ have hand times, Belore, Tdon't 
remember no more.” 

“He was better when he was crazy,” agreed 
the seamen. Ie was as showgh the gayety, the 
poston, of siacness, within the lithe man had 

up; there was left oaly the incom- 
petent and despised Dago. He tecnt theo the routine 
‘of his toil now with po smile of 
for a sweeter vision: be shefiles ‘about ack 
with the dreariness of a man in m. 

Only to Dan he spoke more freely. It was 
while the watch was washing down decks in the 
porns, The two ten were working side by 

Ic, plying their brooms along the wet planks, 
while about them the dawn broadened toward 
the tropic day, 
“Tam ao more mad,” said the Dago, "Now 

1 know Tam not mad. Dat name of de place 
where we go—de men don’t know how to speak 
it, but it i de name of my town, de town T think 
about ance so much. Yais; J know! At last, 
after all this time, I come there, but Iam not 
glad. 1 um never glad no more “bout nothing.” 

AN worked on. He could think of no an- 
wer to 

“Only “bout une thing 1 ae wont on 
the Dago. "Bout a friend 1 nag 
“bout you, Dat 
“Bout me?” grunted Dan awkwardly, 
“Rost de town, f am ea more glad; 

now it Is more 

to 

spinon i on be boo 
for & moment. “Why,” he sabd, “it's to 
be you than be a feller like Bill that never bad 
a fancy in his life. You've lost a lot, maybe; 
bait, ne yore can't Ieee 9. tang Yo jer bad.” 

Dago half Yais” he said. “Yeu 
eS bag oly Dan, But, Dan! Dan!” 

"Yes, what?” 
“It it had been true, Dan—dat beautifel 
town an’ all my dream! If it had been troe! 
"Shove along =i that broom,” advised Dan. 

"The mate's lookin’.” 
came abreast of their port about mid- 

day, and Dan, at the wheel, beard the captain 
swear as they stood in through a maze of broken 
hoger! where coral reefs pals eoiiod Tike woeds in 

neglected garden, toward hills that stood 
low above the harisen, Te had been fursishea, 

and these seemed to 
Tithe by ether the ee 

‘the water and color and variety, till 
from the deck one he make out the swell of 
their contours and distinguish the hues of the 

wild vegetation that clothed them, ‘The yellow 
of a beach and a snowy gleam of surf showed at 
their Jeet, and then, dead ahead and still far 
away, they opened, and in the gap there was 
visible the still shining blue of water that ran 
inland and lay quiet under their shelter. 

“Stand by your to’galiant halliards!" came 

bet oe ee escalate os 4 cautlousl; y groped crutiously 
along the channel and across the uncertainties 
of the bar, and it was evening when the old 
Anna Maria, with the Ht at her heels, 
rounded the palm-tuited poist and «pened the 
town. The bay lay clear before her: beyond its 
Jarther shore the embers of the sunset were not 
Yet chilled, and astern of her Che swift teopic 

was a racing up the sky. ‘The little town 
fay at the water's edge; from the fo'c’sle 
bead they could look into it, and see the nar- 
row streets that lay deep between the painted 
houses, and smell the trees in square that 
overlooked the ic. There was a music of 
bells in the still air: all the scene breathod that 

languor which only the sun can ripen, 
the windy North never knows. 

4 Sad by to anchor!” The captain's formal 
voice seemed to intone rather than to speak the 
order. 

“All clear, sie!" came the mate’s due reply 
from forward. 
With sails hanging in the er they Soated 

across the fxee of the till the town 
of them, Dan at the rail had his 

ughts upon the Dago and was a little startled 
that came from behind and 
Tt was the Dago in the cher- 

ished suit of white 4 duck which be bad guarded 
Seca Sone eee is mattress. Dan seen 
him only in bis ragged and decayed working 
clothes, 4 mildly pathetic and ridicuhis figure. 
Jn his white garments, he was scemlv: they 
made and significant and unfa- 
miliar. 

“What's all this?” demanded Dan. 

LIS?” he repeated. "These do'se I keep 
clean for my town, Dan—tocom’ back with, 

yas! For not be like a mendigo, a beggar, 
“Well,"” said Dan sourly, “this ain't your 

town, is it?” an ld the D 
ee eee 

thin Face burbed toward it; be pointed with 3 
switt foredmger, “De church, yes! an’ de preva; 
it is all dere!” 

,, “You've started 
ame 2g: 

“Ab,no!” He shook his bead, without ceasing 
tolook toward the town. “1 dream no mare,"” 
igs don't do it, then,” a he 

“I dream to more," repeated the Dago. 
“Hut dis—akes E dream, Ldream it all. Dan, 
you are swve it was creat, yale?” 
“Come away from that vail,” sald Dan, and 

took him by the arm, "We'll be anchorin’ soon 
now, An’ tomorrow there'll he fellers comin’ off 
in beats to us, sellin’ frult an’ stuf, an’ they'll 
never have beard of you. See, Dago? Vou go 
dreamin’ again an’ that'll make you feel pretty 

“Den~it awe dreams?! 
Dan looked at him, strange in his unwonted 

fone of garb, tense for the answer. He 
shook his head. 

y 
food for moch; are you, now? It's only the 
hand, pushin’, shovin’ kind that gets things the 
wy want ‘em, Dago. Your kind re 
‘They coukin't ‘em if they got ‘em. 

© that, mayer bet that's 
it in” 
Dreams!” ‘sighed the Dago, “Only dreams!" 

He looked down at his white clothes asd sighet 
again. “Soon dese will be dirty,” be said sadly. 
P bday od Payor weatine, frye ome 
furl the hanging topnalls, broke is upon 
and presently they anchored. The roar of the 
chain in the hawse vie, the plunging splash 
of the anchors, tore the stillness across like 
a fabric; aloft on the yards the men’s volees 
strewed themselves abroad. On the deck, the 
poe, ogg meno bere and there in his white 
dot tedly, cursed for his slowness, 
slacking off or coiling up gear. The aky deep- 
ened above to its night hue of tropic black, and 
‘the great misty stars oat upon it, Over 
the side, scarce two hundred fathoms away, the 
fone was wake te ee its win- 

bling 
the ship like frail, inviting gangways. eck a “Weer irime ater 
over: wan doer bal Gh mae wa ing at 
the rail, gazing ruminatively over their mee 
the Tights, 

“Looks sort o' dead, doesn’t i?" remarked 

‘The voice ashore soared again, 
ms and beoyant; the men, bare 
armed, sober-faced, listened intently, 
Dan, who was abreast the rage 
sighed and sucked intently at his pipe. B 
nin, the white-clad Dago seized him by the arm. 

“Tan! (Das " be stammered ie a st led 
whisper. "Dan! When I go out in de fshin’ 
boat dat evenin’ a girl was singin’ like dat, an 1 

de boat aa! sing back, Dan, it 

“Drop F said Dan shortly. "Get it out o° rt 
crled the Dago-aloud, No, not drop 

int tii, yes! Iknow Tam mad. Then bet 
rie bee risa!” 
“What you goin’ to do?” demanded Dan, 

‘No, you don't!" he cried, a6 the Dago, lifting 
a hand to the sheer pole, made to climb upon 
the rail as though he would plunge overboard, 

“Stop that noise there," cried twa or Chroe 
men, “What's the matter with yer?” 

UT the Dago pat Dan's band aside gently, 
“Not mad like dat!" he said; and there wae 

something in his tane and gesture that loosened 
Dan's boll, the hold no man on board had 
strength to undo by force. 

"Ladi" whispered Dun. “Steady now, Get 
2 brace on yourself!" 

He saw that the Dago smiled. The white 
fiero went wp lightly, and stood on the top: 
gallant rail, showing slender anid high against 
the night. Ashore, the golden volee rose again, 
floating in a splendid cadence of music.| 

“Ab?" The Dayo took breath like a man 
that gathers streagth in a struggle. His arms 

ih fac soa he tended son thrown back, as 1 5 
ately. His attitude, as he stood on high, made 
him suddenly remote, Rhee Dan's reach, 

wot the——~" begus Hill, with thesnarl 
Ube nig tae voice, He did not finish. The singer 
ashore way Ls & mounting wave af mel- 
ody that 51 slorlowly inte the dome of the 
night, As though he encountered ber there and 
weloamed ber, the voice of the Dago took, pins 
the sang. They hai _ Known he could sing 
his music sprang uj fron an arbe 

sonorous words re the song—words that 
sang of themselves like bells fat the wind, words 
in an unknown tongue that yet stirred them and 
silenced them—carme from as thoug! 
erled from his soul alow. 

Ashore the voice bad ceased abruptly, The 
Dago Gnished his sang alone, 

" Leave him alone, fellers,’ 
a he came down from the 1 
what he is, mad as a ooot! 1 
He grasped the Dago’s are, not to be shaken 

off - time, and Jed him forward to the break 
‘of the fo'e'ste head 

“Well,” he said, “you wanted te be madd and 
you've been it. What's next, Ind? 

The Pago smiled, Dan cowl! feel that be was 
teeming vnc, a ly, and pushed bite gently toa 
seat on the fore hate! 

ext?” The Dare drew a deep breath. "If 
wot peed. Dar, 1 bode what come mest," 

commanded Dan, 

“There would come a boat," said the Day 
softly, “Tt go ‘clock-<ctock’ in the tight, ai 
An’ thea people callin’ my name: ‘Fel 

1" like that, But —— 
vel!” 

"That would be if 1 was not hp But T don? 
dream to come like this—ne} my litle 
dream town. [dream I come in the day, in the 
mornin” before the siests, ynis! Sun st an’ 
great In the sky, an! the hay blee an’ sill, an* 
all the people in the streets-~the people | know, 
iny frien’s—yais! An’ they come aut to the ship 
VJ many boats, fullof people, Hut that was the 
sbreazn.”* 

“That was a dream,” agreed Dan, “Dago, 
this place is goin’ to cure you, but it's goin” to 
io it ina way that'll burt you, There'll be 
boats tomoerow right enough, full of people, an’ 
they'll grin ot you same as they'll grin at all of 
‘as, an’ there won't be = soul that knows you, 
not a solitary one. An’ torvorrow tight you'll 
ah ery beeen pr adpaigincns an’ when 
vou get there you'll have toask your way sume 
Swe will at’ lad, il hurt you lise fet Bat 
it'll do you good. It'll Gnish them dreams of 
‘yours for good an’ all,” 

'AIS(" The Dago was submissive, 
“T° fisieb ‘oma, said Dan, “Dei bring ‘em 

up short with a round tern, An’ you wan't like 
ite He brought a plug af tobacco forth from his 
pocket and began with bis sheath knife to pare 
a pipe load from it ista his capped hand. "E 
done my best for you," be continued. “Now 
it's your torn, an' you got to go through it, lad. 
‘You got to start —" He ceased to talk and 
his bent head fase, He stood is the attitude of 
one who listens intently. 

‘What is it?" said the Dago. 
nS pecan T heard —— ae Dan. “Lie 

ten!” he commanded. 
‘The Dago half rose from his seat on the hatch, 

Together they listened—and heart. It was 
somet hi a the far-off ticking of a great = 
dumsy cl it was the noise = ours ars pulled 
urgently The Dago moved sharply jan" 
hard with the oa knife mt s, wus ted to 
bash hie, “Hark!” breathed D; 

‘There were sity aitencated and strange, 
that bailed from the unseen boat,“ Fetippe!"* 
tbe called. “Felippe! Felipe!” 

A great ery from the Dago answered them, a 
shout like a sab. Emig eax The dreaz 
it 



Prize Picnic Luncheons / 
—Try Them 

2 
3 Deviled Ham and Sliced Tomato Sandwi: 

Boiled Bees 

How to Prepare 
1. Chop Spanish pep fy 

pers fine ane pe 
Underwood paper 

mix with 
viled Harn 

and ray 
oa thin slice 
whine bread, Tr 

z ad U 
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spread 
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To each send 
sich adda slice of beled 
bacon, « bit of chopped 

nderwoed 
men thin ai 

Peower Sandwiches 

thin sheers 

Pineapple N 

temato cot wi 
and a fi 

Pineapple: rll 
knife 

and put with each a 
pw wipat done 
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' Branded With the Devil But Fit for the Gods 
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TALC POWDER 
The real be 
needs this 

absorbing 
All talcums are not alike. 
and be safe. 

ric powder t 
summe for its 

COLGATE & CO 

9 Pultor 

everybody 
soc 

ntiseptic action. 

Use Ce 

New Ye 

The Fly in the Oin 

wit what the ald gentle 
1 was taking 

And Fel 

tentedly. “'T 
her, Betty 

1 it from his 

ly the w 
him tea now, {1 Doctor Stanmchon 

What was it you said te your 
sl? ‘Any woman will est 
make b asks bei $ 

ld, | 
Me Mayt 

Bur’ Fel 

wmebody had tald her we 
nid that Glial duty b 

the quiet, square brown 

«i, ‘Phe cand tray on the 
n the hall, the Indian 

J kept his tennis balls, ane hi 
Dlack, sod ures wit whit 
y were the same: she had never 

ngement of her hale since he 
k heaven, there woul’ 
vening here! Here wa: 

and mood 
g, custiiomedd 
fieve t 
ghed; “do 

you were 
“bot th 
ur father 

a! of oil 

You 
ured col 

» oil in mine, 
"tse ft 
fother Fellowes 

ulde't thick Phyl 

Tl just wash 
dinner 
dear, You might 
of tach 

ame 1 3} you 
itide't you 

fed. skeptically 
\ he. murnuredt 

+. if you'd rather 

A wonsen get 
“But at ce 

ATER Bob bi 

bt father was thin 
at all,” said Mother Fe 

ting fat, Rob, Of 
owned, “you never 

T don't know wha 
sald Mother F 

FROM PAGK 4 

your Uncle Will 
an: 

You 

avens, mother 

firm 
sir a 

werd by 
b, for yu 

back,” repeated Mother F 
Irritable! Golew tw 
re ¢ And your 

wat 

lowe 
your 

sinst him 
mother, 

ecise choosing af his + that always 
frightened Phyllis hat had inherited muon 
valuable from the Felloweses— habits of 
wark, for instance, a certain amount of char 
acter 

MSTHER FELLOWES was:nog at all right 
2 ened, “Oh, you can work,” she agreed 

we all know the Felloweses can we Rob 
But that's no excuse for spoiling your tecth 
that [can see 

“Then what you women really want 
flung out, “is eau de Calne and waistcont 
Shiny nails and hair tonic! Good heaven, te 
think you can't tell a barber's assistant from 
aiman? Girls and their matinée heroes—yes 
vat for married women—Ithink it’s sickening 

Well, E don't keow about that, Rob,” said 
Mother Fellowes, considering ber knitting 

tically. “What a woman wants fs to hav 
2 kood man and have him look mice too; just 
out what a mun wants, you see. There's nat 
s much difference between ten and women itt 

my opinion,” said Mother Fellowes, holdint 
the knitting at arm's length and squinting at 
it over her glasses, “aa same people seem 0 
think!" Bod stared at her. "Certainly not in 
that way,” phe added 

Roh twisted a dead cigar, chewing bis lip 
Your father useit to argue with me 

ued Mother Fellowes, “on that 
wed to say: ‘What earthly difference 

that F'n bald gas I pay my 
¥ your bills and have 
T tol bi 

you want everything 
what the men watt 

s placilly, And then, 
witly lied cheeks in 
id Mother Fellowe 

ound stillness in the room. 
ww, mother," Bob sald 

I'm really tired 
aL of the old fashloned door 
both. Katy h 

nal and alter » waiting moment 
t step swung toward the [ib 
+ Captain Herrod! Now, 

of you, captain, 
; and the real ples 

sive was Bob 

subject, H 
does it 
bill 

I want you to p 
head of hair too, 

“In other won 
“We want just abv 

Mother Fellow 
white uidied hy 

¢, Why not?” 

ait 

There was a pew 
"TE think F'll go 

at length. 
A suiden 4 

startled the 
tly in the 

a quick, 
Why 

very neigh 
my som 

bel 
raice ¥ 

ry this is 
on as 

re in his 
5 the face 

up from the 
choes 

his ol football captain swam 
sof time 

lighted! 
es of twenty ye 
Fellowes, I'm 
As. Great Corsar, it 

seen any af yu “8 
houldered, by the tal 

for 
e Lye 

broad. 

Just too ¢h 
ang tht 
cit »od 

his oll, excited self 
tousled hair, quick handelasp, glancing senile 
unchang ‘Of cone this i the greatest 
luck ever the man I want! You'll spare 
him, Mrs. Fellowes? A chance ins hundred 
for ne. Oh, yes, I quit the company last year: 
P've drilled “em twelve years now; give the 

i'm taking it out om 
ot ninety right in 
igh school; closed 
‘ire chance 

you ever knew! Ue 
off with sixty of "em tomorrow 

wute all planned, twelve miles n 
with, everything plasned out for seeping; got 
my old company e night —Wee 

Fellowes 
® 

ieame; I've gut only a 
J be’s rather solt himsell 

I te pimbet gray eye ran rapi 
Agure; the bettons of the ve 

till undone. Look here you know 
day wouldn't hurt you, ¢ mide: i man 

want to me football, too, you know 
but I's in to fnd you! You'll le 
Mrs, Fellow 

“Tthink it woulddo Roba great deal of gucd,” 
aid Mother Fellowes, “He's been working 

far too hard, Captain Herrod.” 
Bob shot’ a grateful glance at the loyal 

You wan't mind sticking to three pkpes & 
They've cut off tobacco entirely. you 

wand it d s the fair thing: 
y arned bis three 

Trl keep us on t tbe whole trig 
you know. But you L 

ittle of that and ne harm d 
idn't wonder, Roddy, said Bob. 

me, but I guess I'll train ame foe 

alf-back 
yout Thank 

Night, Mrs 
kofamother, We 

k of the Methodist 
d to your kit." 
Hob turned back to the 

at two-thir! 
church, Bob; T'll at 

The door slammed 
library, but 

“Til attend to the lamps, Rob,” said Mother 
Fellowes; “and I think I'l make as appoint 
tent with Doctor Fletcher far you tomorrow 

wning? Then it'll he off your mind 

meet 

kiss you good night when [ come up. Don't 
attle th sous It 
“A—all right said 
Before the looked 

lis's picture in her ng dress, 
How pretty: sho wa 

well,” he muttere 
em any happier! 

the wall 
Ye, 

makes 



ably and you ate free, Come, Maiernoisetle, do 
not be depressed." 

The girl gazed at him keenly; she seemed to 
poe hin witty in that glance. Then she 

jarst of woe an She decleed with Anshing ches that Han Ainericen 
woman ould no I be safe in 1 Paris, thea 
x her countrymen should know it! Monsieur 
Perchot seemed palned, but Immovable. Sud- 
denty at the height of ber impassioned protest 

stopped and looked at him through ber long 
tyelnsbe ken cherming repentant chitd, “Oh, 
Monsieur," she cried, stretching out her hand 

to him, "I have a temper that henson! me awa! 
' know that in your hands 1 am ¢afe, but of 
T don't want to go to the Palsis de Justice at 
this hour of the night with none of my friends 
hear me to help me. Monsieur, couldn't you let 
me walt until ‘morning, until Lean get » friend 
to go with me? Oh, Monsieur" she came 

er and touched his hand timidly, smiling a 
» tremulows smile" E can't believe in 

tis art that you really want to make me 
unhappy.” 

Hut Monsieur Perchot knew his duty. 
“Ma'm'selle,"” be said soothingly, “I 
fxosedingly that I cannot do a8 yoia wish, but 
it is not in my power to choose. J ay 
that I must take you along with these eres 
Dersons, But I assure you T will sg all in my 
Power to shorten the affalr for 

‘The smile died from her face ead she turned 
away abruptly. “Very well,” she said in a 
white voice. “Will you please teave my room 
find give me an opportunity to dress?” 

Monsieur made a quick examination of the 
windows, ran his practiced hand through the 
thrawers of the dreming table and jocked Mary's 
trunk, pocketing the key. ‘Then he motioned 
Haldeman, Mary and the other mun out into the 
forridor and drew the door to, leaving it open, 
however, a few inches. He binmelf took up his 
Stand just outside the door, and the others 
huddled ia the darkness, waiting. They could 
lear the opening and closing of a bureau drawer, 

the quick footsteps of ve girl as she moved 
about making her toilet. 

ALDEMAN'S mind was fairly sizzling with 
bewildered speculation, Who was hag og 

tn Mary's room, what was Mary wanted 
and what would happen next? Ashe stood there 
ion f his brain be felt fingers creeping ont 

His band lost no time in testing Uber 
y, and in the darkness closed firmly aver 

sive y hand. "Well, whatever happened he was 
slag to stick by Mary! 

ey had stood thus for about five minutes 
when suddenly, at some sound in Mary’s room, 
Monsicur Perchot stiffened to a listening atti 
tude, thers struck the door open and leaped 
inta the room. His voice rang ot in a sharp 
Command, on the heels of which two péstol shots 
trashed through the silence of the bouse. 
Moved by the same instinet, Haldeman and 
o other man dashed into the room. What 
Jaldeman expected to see he did not know, 

Wi hat be had certainly not expected to find was 
hi emily room, of practically an empty raoe, 
for Monsle it was leaning hallway out 
ot the window—and the Indy of the Tusect 

An Nope lace Haldeman, sitting on the side of 
Aeot bedstead in a small room, that would not 

we been taken for a cell except for the barred 
window ot the ating in the door, tried to 

out how she had done it. He recalled that 
the side window ia Mary's room was above the 

and as her room, like his, was not a 
tront one, it was. probable that this window 
came just above the door into the kitchen 
corridor—the door through which be bad gained 
‘An entrance the night before. Over this door 
there was a rather wide dripstane, yee ous 
below the window. The thing could 

tibly be done, with the aid of M. 
Strap attached to a nail or window 
He could see her now, with his mind's ¢ 

‘that wisdow inch by inch, 
it the window ledge, stead: 
Mt precarious pa to the stone above the 

eas: i siretng: tad Jeaping into the dark: 
wi had been able to get out of the 

alley before the pistal shots hard summoned the 
man who patrolled the front of the house, 

"s ‘rusk 

The Lady 

in the Russet Shoes 
(CONTINVED FROM PAGE 17) 

Haldeman did not know, for in the confusion 
he aed Mary had been hustled down the stairs 
and out toa waiting taxicab. Monsieur Perchot 
himself did not escort them to the Palais de Jus- 
tice, but two of his men sat silent and in ive 
oa the oppesite seat as Haldeman and Mary 
were driven rapidiy wat the Rue de Rennes, 

Arrived at the is de Justice, there had 
been a few brief questions y & bearded and 
severe allie) in a ea seated in a large 
room in a little island of light from a shaded 
famp, And them Haldeman had been led one 
way down a dien corridor and Mary bad been 
led the other. 

Sitting there on the edge of his couch be 
thought of bow Mary, in charge of a Grmefaced 
woman in black, had turned and said “Good 
night!" to him under her breath, with » wan 
little attempt at a smile, He swallowed hard, 
anid softly twore one of his infrequent oaths. 
Then be took a notebook from his pocket, and, 
tearing out a sheet, wrote a note to bis friend 
wt the ewmah 

T don't Rnow what's ¢ Dear Pi 
jae if nda fork and yt he ke 
justice, ane ly u 

sie tebe, ogre Kener Seif bk deep ears 
Very annoying. Would you sind coming over tt 
the morning te find out what the y're upto? Asd, 
for heaven's mike, come early, the Amencan 
correspondents: bold of ft. 

‘Then he took off his coat and composed) him- 
self om the couch with the intention of getting 
some sleep. But the instant he lay down a long 
tenes ot Figs hegan to come out of the 

Each of them bad a central figure Mary 
es cocoa; Mary with her ethows on the 
Kitchen table; Mary with her brown braids 
spread over the pillow; Mary with qeotatic 
gratitude in her eyes, balding his hand in bai 
of hers; Mai ernie with o valiant, wistful 
smile t0 bid bir good night; Mary being tried 
for some mysterious crime, 

He turned over on the ather side to get away 
from this sad pécture, but other pictures pur- 
ved him—not all of the past and not all sad 
by an y Means, In these pictures Mary was still 

central figure, but she was no longer alune. 
He wes in them himnself, a tittle deft of center, 
hut always doing something for the hay gored 

Minecll buying two chet for plore imnsel two tickets for plevuresque parts 
of the ale be saw himself and Mary ening 
lunch in the country; be saw binsself and Mary 
at home in a certain lithe house he had always 
ailmired as he walked to bis lectures; he saw 
bat os teaching Mary the French language 

Then he fopped oter.on bis tach cod rane 
at the ceiling. Up there be saw @ picture 

lonely scientist, whote female relatives de ot 
understand bien, L say Soy arid, prosaic, sel 
life with ambition for fing star and the 
Pre-Cambrian fossils of North a 
life companions, “Heaven bel] 
Claimed, “I’m mad a¢ a March 

Ware he got up, tore another leaf 
out of bis notebook, ran his Gngers wildly 

through his hair and wrote: 

Mary: You are the moet wonderful 
eyer Known. 1 will pot Rave you poing 
Will you marry =e? 

‘Ther he went to the door of his cell and shook 
it until an attendant aj ‘This individual 
looked dhubious when shown the note, but said 
that doubtless, if the | ver authorities would 

rmit, the note might cesmwevest tothe young 
Bray sometime. during the 

ie war sometime during ie aie wan't do, 
T want it taken to her now.” sates 
a rustling; with a banknote behind the gra 
The Cpr admitted that tndoubtedly 

the thing could be managed. At any rate, he 
would put fori reodigieeselorts ‘Then be took 
the note and went away. 

Tn much less time than Haldeman bad dared 
hope for the attendant was back. He had im- 

ial when be first saw him as a 

thet Kallen shrenen ie sratew ath ac onta ing 1 ali at once 
he appeared to Haldeman a being of light, of 
understanding, of ated ‘of perfect human 
tess, For, scratching his head, he smiled « 

irt I hawe 
it aor, 

jack-o'lantern seni, and sald in male French: 
“Mademoiselle says ‘ Yes,” Monsieur: 

Haldeman’s friend Dixon, from the Rabie, 
ih evidently stirred to ‘prom by 

jaldeman's note next morning, 
vet eleven when I! was 
ie the smaller offices, where his friend rose sie 
behind a long table at which be had beers writ- 
ing, and greeted him with the sort of grin re- 
served for one’s friends in a humorous 

“Well, man” —-Dixon shook his hand— 
“what have you been dolng?  Eraulating the 
moving pict 

foe icews tb 

jure hero, or what?" 
Haldeman disregarded the question and the 

gtin, He looked around the tom quickly. 
“Where is Miss Horton?” he asked, 

“Don't worry. She's been sent for, and 
you're both free—practically, There's one 
more paper for nee to sign and then we'll de- 
part, our cl ters and our morals 
above suspicion. Funny thing to happen to a 
sedate, law-abéding fessor, wasn't it?” 

“AE don’ know whet heppened,. Jt may be 
funny or not; I can tell better when I've 
tet into the joke.” 

HE door opened and Mary stood framed in 
Tie it Haldeman sprang across the room aod 
their hands met. 
Mary looked a litsle pale and tired, bet there 

was a soft, dark glow in hereyes. “ " Good moe 
ing. Yes, I'm very well, thanks,” said de. 
oa. “Ate fim gsing to pte us now?" 
Dison came forward and was introdwced, As 

hereleased Mary's hand be Jooked at her gravel 
“You haven't @ carrier pigeon about you any- 
where, have you?" 
“Mercy nol Should 1 have one?” 
“No, that is exactly what you shouldn't have, 

‘That is why you were arrested Inst night." 
“For beaven’s ae Ds om, begin at the be 

ginning,” Haldeman exc! 
“The begioning is some opal back, 1 imag- 

ine, but I can skip that part. Will you sit here, 
Miss Horton? Have you ever gor of Lal 
Guigliana, Haldeman?’ eu athe hae 
nothing to do with paleont But with her 
talents and her audacity she is going to Le eg 
famous in certain circles one of these days 
Now, here is her part in this episode, as nearly 
as Lam able to reconstruct it from what Teould 
pry out of the ollicials: 

“A month ago, when the war clouds began to 
get obtrusive over Europe, Lols Guigliano was 
sent to Paris from Vienna with instrections to 
get what information she Well, a ge! 
days ago she evidently got the especial bit nf 
formation she was alter, ami then the question 

arose with her how to convey it to the Wilbetmn. 
strasse without herself leaving Paris. It would 
= te mails Lag mi —_ ale 
ctough for her purposes; but, as it 
a young officer, with wham she had flirted 
her character of a Viennese milliner, Lermpee 
hail his suspicions aroused, and be set 
tal Gebareen thas ein ines poneeeee ee 
sort on her trail, 
“She is talented, as T piers pai and she felt 

the Grst hint of less audacious 
woman would aye his Paris cehile the goin 
was goed, but Lola was not contested wit! 
= eS eee her 
mind for a comparative! way to get ber 
Seal uk ol Panta: nove the easier pigten ides 

ber. There are more than a few 
pigeons in Paris whose home lofts connect with 
the Wilhelmatrase, The question was not af 
pigeons, Nerclies wlan aren: Lo ae 
& yaar the Hdtel Louis feguie —— 

to wee," interrupt jary. 
lady in the russet sors!" 

“1 don't ee ee eek ee ce ers” 
said Dixon; “but I do 

ious to teak t fact, I pag it ef 
more in the nature of a command, for the 
Service never quite loses its bold of a man. Of 
course, U reves be deer egmenrh poly oni 
but T believe that what she wanted was simply 

the key to a6 inconspicuous door of his house 
the use nf bis rool-top after dark.’ 

“But why should Weddekind have ren away 
t because this bok! Guigliano wanted the 
y to his house?’ Haldeman interposed. 
“Main funk, I suppose. He had no relish for 

tena me fo a man convicted of harboring 
vera 69 so to speak, he decided for 

sale first. he got out, rapidly,” 
“Tut he left ber the key. 
“Yes, a ey 4 tear doer Chal Open on the 

court, and a a to the Ly in the wall 
between the hotel and the old house directly 
back of it. Tn this ae Lola got lodgings on 
Ue erous Boot. IC was a simple matter then 
to smuggle her pigeons from this room of hers 
across the Lig nag into the hotel. The first 
sight you saw her, Miss Horton, she was prob- 

only Feconnuitering cat ‘undoubtedly 

‘es, that was rh aid 3 Mary. “She was 
coming down from the roof when she beard 
mecoming upthe stairs and she tured back ia 

. Next evening she got root while 
«on were out, between six any 
should she have taken my 
‘That seems to me an extra 

“Ab, I told you she is clever." 
eathustastic, “Don't you see? 
ahead, She saw that there was « chance of her 
encountering someone in her comings aad go- 
ings, and in that case another werguesy backed 
up by ee and a passport, woold be very 
handy. She probably took your art and 
letters sometime during the day and stuilied 
them. at her leisure, even to your signature, 
Were you at home all day?” 
onteh, but Iwas asieep part of the tlme, very 

id asteep./” 
Well she'd take any risk. It was at this 
time, too, that she probably stipped down and 
read the hotel register, to get herself up kn «1 
detail in the rOle she 

“By Jove! such cleverness almost eal me 
hope she got away," remarked Haldeman. 

IXON lowered his woloe “I think she pat 
away all right. They don't say 

there eat wperel humnets howering over 
quarters tl ™ Tim inclited to thik she 
got wat of the e ailey the darkness before the 
men on guard below coull bead her off, She 
probably aconfederate or two in the vicinity, 
who have already got her out of Paris.” 

She must have heard the first, banging at 
the door and come running down,” said Mary. 
“'She knew she was in a trap and my open deor 
caught her eye. She found the room was empty. 
and from that instant she became Mary Horton. 

4 have happened to me i she had 
ing out the ol 

"She code wave Su ied. They don’t 
for granted over here,” said Dixon 

ruse was only & temporary one, 
bat if you had been alone and mene 
vouch mee 70 is it might have been a Ags 
ope affair before you got through with i 

his is no time for a lady to be as pret ma 
You are starting for home 
Before she could answer Hi ces soe and 

took his stand beside Mary with an ait 
that made Dion stare. "We are both 
home,” he said firmly, “You needn't btu tike 
that, Mary. Dison may as well know it, Fron 
this time on J am going to see that ane Coewinian 
travels as she should, Ob, T know what 
thinking, Dion '—be looked at bis frient vith 
the triumphant frosance of frien ane ly 

may be ® professor intology 
ot it pied follow that L can't come up to 
date wher there is sufficient provocation.” 

“Ob—well, then, 
“ll have breakfast," 

iat my things at the hotel!” exclaimed 
, her mind working femininely. 
oa 't bother about your things returned 

. “The police have attended to all that. 
They ‘ve moved your bags and to the 
Hatel Henrl Quatre, From ths tine until you 

sive ee cede in ee on every door af tt ssi.” 
“tive it doesn't matter to me," sald Halle- 
brag ai “the place has served its purpose, hasn't ‘s 
And Mary nodded, blushing agate 

phe But wi 
parents: and ne 

,fome out with me and 

was displa: 
Sides 
's a wonder I'm 

coustry—and in working hours too!” 
At it was all rather @ strange memory 
pe whee aoe reams = it. She had 

about to perp okt ater arc 
‘wall family, and to which she now added a 

The Star in the Country Sky 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 36) 

hee father in Che doorway below he left the hook- 
case and went with a quick step to the window. 
He watched the car driven by Mr, Channing 
out of sight down the road; then he descended 
to the garden, pipe in hand. ifr ee 

far id the read to tne candies 
stretched wae couch, he he had covered 1 

May twilig! 
through all his marching wp and down be had 
never ance Jooked 

Biles “away, and eves mote miles ava 
Georgiana had dawn like the wind in the 

under its skillfully 
hurr iim i 

life in hard study or harder housewlfery could 
do no less than yield herself for the hour to the 
pulse-quickening charm of it and forget every- 
thing else, 
And i slowing down ute cay Saran any Set 

speech on a subject 
th 

“Not in sammer, Things don’ mi heepen to 
elderly Deople, in summer. It's in — 

nia and Hike that. And don’t you 
to have you go? He 

ment; of course he wouldn't. Te'd urge you to 
‘- there's nothing else for you to da, 

of ihe tanarlons summer we'll havemglo- 

ett So ey meu dot sera 
“Mean? What could I mean? pI sath ny 
going, too, of course. Sailing 
Forni te spend = goonih tn Devon with the 

sank lower, Croftons—and His vole 
rece TH be in “And that fortnight in Paris 

Paris, too, no doubt of that! I’ so 308 
Ash Tare i Bieol 4 tees owes Pe 
SHAE EC wey & seed von oes 
if I weren't going too? Sy ak estore 

‘CONTINUED IN THE SEPTEMBER JOURNAL 
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You Eat Bread 
Made of part of the wheat. 

Puffed Wheat is whole wheat, and 

four times as porous. For serving 

in milk, imagine how much better 

are these bubbles of whole grain, 

And how much more delicious, 

You Eat Toast 
Because toasting aids digestion. 

But toast gets little toasting. Puffed 

Wheat and Rice, before the grains 

are exploded, are rolled for one hour 

in 550 degrees of heat. 

You Eat Crackers 
Puffed Grains are crisper, flak- 

ier, and they have enticing flavor. 

Again, they are whole grains made 

wholly digestible. Don't you think 

them better for a bedtime dish in 

milk? Or for wafers in your soups? 

You Eat Nuts 
Puffed Wheat and Rice taste 

like nut-meats toasted. They 

are porous, yet crisp, They are 

better in candy—better as gar- 

nish for ice cream, And better, 

doused with melted butter, for 

hungry children to carry when 

at play. 

Puffed Wheat, 12c 
Puffed Rice, 15c 

Except in Extreme West 

Think of these as all-day 

foods, not morning foods 

alone. Think of them as tit- 

bits, too. 

Served with sugar and 

cream they are luxuries, or mixed with the morning fruit. 

But they are also confections, to be eaten dry. They are 

wonderful in milk. Between meals or at bedtime there is 

nothing else so fit. 

For these grains are steam exploded. Every food cell is 

broken by Prof. Anderson's process. They do not tax the 

stoniach. Every atom feeds. 

They are ideal foods—the best you'll find—both for good- 

ness and for good, In summertime keep plenty of each on 

hand. Everybody wants them. 

The Quaker Oats @mpany 
Sole Makers 

As I See Women 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13) 

eet sappose she doesn't want to join a 
dub? 

ork as.an individual, you mean?" echoed 
Miss Addams “Then let ber follow the clews 
which are right in her own bome. Her mother 
has maids; a milliner's apprentice may came 
to the house; she has a seamstress; the natural 
cdews that enter into every home. Any one of 
these clews will lead her to the very Beart of 
things and the questions outside, 1 have » girl 
friend who got interested in a shopgirl and 
took her place in the store for two weeks while 
the salesgiri bad a much-needed vacation, 
Nobody knew anything about it. There ate 4 
great many lines in ber parents’ home that a 
zitl can follow through the people employed 
there that will lead ber straight into the prot 
Jems that confront poor families." 

“And you think every girl should do this?” 
“T do, if only because it will mean so much 

for her awn development. It isn't what we do 
for the unfortunate that helps them half so 
much asit is what they do for us; they broaden 
‘our vision, they quicken our sympathies, they 
being latent qualities within us to the surface, 
his the greatest sort of self-education to help 

vers," 
edd she will be the better wife and mother 

for this work?"" 
lost decidedly; the hetter she is as an 

individual, the better she is in all her relations: 
wife and mother,” 

“And what definite thing would you advise 
the girl who so works to strive to obtain for her 
working sister?” was asked, 

RE Miss Addams's eyes tighted up. Here 
she was on her favorite ground, "Higher 

wages and shorter hours,” came the immedi- 
ate answer. “ Most of the working girls I know 
are exhausted, They are fearfully tired, and 
they oltten marry because they are tired and 
sick of it all, And that is wrong from the be- 
sinning. It may he some time before we can 
secure s eniversel eight. hour law for the work- 

but we should have it, except in excep. 
tional occupations. ‘Ten hours makes a very 
long day, and, of course, more than ten hours #4 

nid inhuman,” 
sight dollars a week 

“Brosdly speaking, yes, although doubt 
H you van Gx a flat rate lor all industries. But 
a girl can't live on much Jess in these days.” 

Do women as a whole realize this, do you 6 
“ No." came the ready answer, “for if they 

éid we should be farther along in our salution 
of the problems connected with the working 
sidl’s hours ated wages.” 
“Why don't women reallze it more? Is it 

inertia or indifference?” 
“Hoth, [ fear,” sadly replied Miss Addams. 

“There are many who do, of course, and we 
should be thankful for those and the large, 
Gne effort which they put forth. But, ch!" 
and here a veit of sadness came over the ne 
face of the waman who bas worked so hard and 
% wonderfully successfully for her sex— 
many women are so absorbed in their awn per- 
sonal affairs that someti it hurts!" 

AND to see how it does hurt Jane Addams 
would arouse every woman in the land! 

p ly?" was quietly asked. 
“A quickening,” replied the most efficient 

woman in America; “a quickening of the mind 
to see the tiage to be done. The thing that 
makes onc s discouraged is to soe the working 
girl overworked—I mean, working beyond her 
strength, until she becomes a sort of travesty 
of what she should be in health and vigor a1 
strength; and then, ow the other hand, to see a 
lot of women going to pieces through sheer 
idleness. Only the otber day we wanted * 
certain hall for a public meeting for a much- 
needed discussion, but we couldn't get it be 
cause eight hundred women had it engaged for 
a huge whist party!" 

Ani Miss Addams smiled erimt; 
“Ie ten't that I don't want women'to have & 

goed time and play. I like a good time myself 
too much to deny it to others, But ——'” 

And the Gne face became superbly fine as 
there was reflected upon it the dream of the 
potentiality of thousands of pleasure-loving 
women all joining hands and forces for the 
betterment of their sisters, 

“Withia reason, you think?" broke the 
silence. 

“Yes,” replied Jane Addams; “exactly, 
Within reason. 

deep sigh tension, 
the femininity of this strong and competent 
woman assertod bt 

“1 do love my four o'clock tea, Will you 
have 3 cup? 

Buddy and Waffles 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 18) 

of exhaustion against the breast of the only 
mother be had ever known. He was awakened 
ly a famnilis a, lifting self om an 
elbow, was reje tee Wallles tugging at 
the cad of by McCue. h 

i, Chief {™ he called, + rarabling to his feet 
and ee across the tracks. “Here I am! 
Did ye think 1 was fost?” Wattles in a par 
oxyam of joy bowled at the top af his voice, 
“Twas late getting back,” continued Buddy as 
he reached for the leash of bis friend, “Me 
feet give out on the way.” - 
McCue did not surrender the chain to the 

boy. His face was a shade whiter than uewal, 
“Lemme take him now, Chief,” the boy 

urged. “It's been mighty kind of you to look 
out for the old feller for me 

“Ye can't take him, Buddy,” the constable 
replied in a low voice.” "Ten o'clock yestiddy 
the Mayor serves me with an order to kill him 
within twenty-four hours because he ain't got 
wa license and a lot of ladies signed » com- 
plaint against him. I wanted to 

a 2 _ dawg!” cried Buddy. “ Kill Wat- 
's he done? Did he bite anybody, 

C Ca ro “ie fell on his knees and pat bis arms 
about his friend's neck. 
“He ain't done nuthio',” replied McCue. 

“They ain't done said a thing agin him ‘ceptin 
he wus a gulsance."” : 
A sob broke from Buddy's hips, “Ye can't 

kill hie; ye can't kill him!" the boy moaned, 
pressing the cur to his breast." Kill me, Chiel, 
won't ye, please? Kill me'stendof hin Please, 
Chief, don't you shoot me dawg. 

It was a job to be dane with in a hurry, and 
McCue was sorry that his ragged friend bad 
come back. Ina few minutes the station would 
be crowded with peaple—respectable peaple 
and swift commission of this duly ordained 
murder could not be enacted there, The old 
constable dragged the dog from the arms of his 
little master and started Gown the hard-beaten 
track beside the rails. Waffles straggled in 
vain, calling on Buddy to come along too. 
The boy rubbed the mud made by his tears 

lear of his eyes and started after the constable 
and his dog. His bandaged left foot dragged 
heavily, his sobs broke the quiet of the puny 
air, bis lips writhed in angui aT ras 
fluttered about him, and bis pitifel little soul 
within him was dying with cracfying pains 

CAUSE of the struggles of Waffles, Boddy 
managed to catch up with them, A quar- 

ter mile down the track McCue stopped and 
pulled out a big, old-fashioned silver watch. 

“In twonty-four hours, Buddy,” he sald sot- 
ee “They give me the order at ten o'clock 
——. It’s nine-fifty now.” 

dropped 2 the ground, his army 
Bie Don't iil him, 

beazed. 
abet the neck of hi 
don't Kilt hisn, Chief! he 

“He's only got ten minutes, Buddy.” 
“ain't never had another friend on earth,"” 

moaned Buddy. The dog whimpered and 
licked the chin and cheeks of his master. 

“Time's up, Buddy; you'd better go away 
now.” The constable dropped his watch into 

his pocket and heaved forth am old-fashioned 
horse pistol. Ax he did so Wadlles yanked 
Birneell fre. but only for a moment, fr the Wit 
foot of McCue came down on th 
“You ain't going to shoot him mins up,” 

beyged Buddy, "Ho won't go away from me 
und [can't run with a lame foot, Loosets him, 
woo! "t your” 

“I don’t mind doing that for ye, son,” 
plied McCue, “There ain't nothing In the 
order about shooting him chained up. It says 
Jost to shoot and kill hi 

McCoe unleashed the dog, and, with a word 
lifted on a sob, Buddy ordered his frlead to 
stand at attention, Not a muscle, sinew ot 
hair of the brute moved after the word was 
spoken, But in his brown eyes came a mes 
sage of affection, fidelity and undying faith to 
the eyes of his master. 
McCue was aiming bis great pistol, 
“Sit up!” came the command from the 

swollen lips of the boy. Waffles rose to bis 
haunckes his forepaws pointed downward 
pathetically, “T) 1” erled Buddy. ‘ake aim! 
“Fire!” As be shouted the last word he fell 
against the side of old Tom, the horse pistol 
roaring to the clear heavens, spitting a tongue 
of Gre and a clowd of snake. 

Wes dropped over on his side and lay 
stark and still in the path, 

“By age cried McCue. “I dane it with 
one shot. mi yiad of that, Huddy.” He 
slipped his Ti into its holster under bis 
coat and turned to the boy, taking ig itty 

“Daw mE tear-stained face in his shaky han 
blame me, son,” he said in a husky voice. 
had to obey orders, You take 
him. I know how you lowed him 

“TU put bim away in the woods over 
yonder,” reptied Buddy. 

MeCue turned and trudged up the path 
beside the rails toward the station, shaking his 
head sadly, 

Buddy lifted his stark friend to a, shoulder 
and stole into the underbrush beside the tracks, 
burrowing deeper and deeper until his strength 
gave out, Now, fully screened from all eyes, 
he laid down his precious burden and utt 
‘the one magic word: "Waffles: 

The corpse stirred, “Sit upt™ 
The corpse sat up. 
Budily pointed a Guper at im and said 

Aoly; “Take aim! Fire 
‘affles Bopped over on his side. 

“ot up!" 
‘The corpse got up again, 
“Come over and kiss your boss,” 
Waffes needed no further invitation. 
Buddy then cleared a spot in the underbrush 

and with a grateful sigh threw himself on the 
bare ground. 
“Now we'll go to sleep,”” he said; and his 

dog coiled wp close to the empty stomach of his 
master, warming it, “When we both git up 
we'll start after that circus,” added Buddy 
drowsily. We'll—show—them—sumpin— 
eryah |—won't we? 



When Grandma Took 
to langoing 

CONTINURD FROM PAGE 5 

"Don't know. Time’ll tell. I 
LT shall take mine, t 
bricily, reachleg 

Kreetord by joyous she 
&nd cordial framdcla 

I'm on my way: to 
Vd just ran around w 
he explained cheerfully 

She isn't sick, is she?” 
Tw" baurinured Mrs, Ned qui 

anxiow: ming to her face 
though she doesn't seem. ver 
Upstairs in her rom. She ex 
roming. I didn't tell her 
tight away 

I saiel to tell her,” put in Ned with a senile, you're the only one 
could be asiticipating it; but Marion Stairs this minute 

thought not 
bridled his wife; then 

parehensive eye 
xcitable and she m 

he girls lnagh 
eH] meet her in the hall ss we go up, 

inst now, ane 

fn , turning to lead the way 
up th 

TRUE to hee prediction, they «id, at the tor 
stairwa fi with an 

pecially 
Must have my sont" 9 
Woke of in tremulous rapture. "Why, wher died " 

Suuldenly, ever son hurried forward, 
a quick 0 her face. AL the fa 
fled, lea ly a fr ed _nervousne 
Why thi 5 <m coukl mot fathom 
until low 
2 hare 
an ¢ them, 
before them anv be could detect 

‘Of course not," he comforted hee promptly, the behavic 
nleed to see the Gush of happanc The letters were not 

returned to kim upon his 
»'clock 

T WAS sow 

ry huir 
tes, i 

“Oh, dan't stop them, Marion, please! I 
Uke ir,” ur aailma fervently 

is vedce in spite af his efforts 
Very soon the 
ite of cereme 
ences, and everybody seemed to g 

‘© relief when they arose from the ta 

; * Carle was remind 
nner had they 

n jotests, the 
ly shooed from the room 

Auttery, unruly chicken loath 
had nothing 

ting masters wondered 2 
during th evening, cume)l: obversation increasing evide oder was their care of her, 

& waiting to ta 
clas 
rabies w 

it happened, however, he f this mental’ questioning of ‘mo expectedly when t 
and it was ef; 

GEORGE FITCH'S 
BOUQUET OF BEAUTIES | 

ONCE upon a time George Fitch, of Peoria, Illinois, person- | 
ally conducted twenty-four American girls from Peoria to 
Europe and lived to teil the story. The story itself will begin 
in Tr: Laptes’ Home Journat for September. Every girl 
who reads it will envy its two dozen heroines and every 
man who reads it will envy George, And all will laugh. 

Out in the open, as at home, a 

healthy appetite craves the firmness, 

tenderness and delicious flavor of 

STAR Boiled Ham 
Ready to eat, Buy a whole Star Ham—lIt's 

economical. Avoid the work and discomfort of sum- 

mer cooking by buying food that is ready-cooked, 

“The Ham What Am” 

Armours STAR 
Ham and Bacon 

Once you realize the 

difference between 

ordinary lard and the 

best leaf lard, in your 
cake and pastry, you'll 
always buy 

armours 

“Simon Pure” Leaf Lard 

The new edition of “Pastry Wrinkles” 
contains some unusual recipes. 
Write us for your copy—free. 

ARMOUR «x» COMPANY 



'HE above constitutes the 
advice of many American 

modistes who by reason of long 
experience feel justified in rec- 
ommendingModel Brassiéresto 
their patronage. You will find it 
toyourdistinctadvantagetobuy 
and wear Model Brassiéres— 
made in a variety of fasten- | 
ings arid with special practical 
features which endear them to 
the favor of American women. || 

Send for our newest illustrated 
book of Brassi¢res, showing more 

than sixty styles, || 
priced from S0c 
to $7.50. Model 
Brassiéresare sold 
by thousands of 
dealers, | 

DEFT, L 
200 Fifth Avenue 
New York City 

" Chicago Brooklyn 
Boston San Frenciace 

Sige Paria 

Ee = 

Pompeian 

Night 

Cream 

Ved oe: 

at Night! 

new product 
leniah the skis. It 

ens and beautifies while you are 
] Porspeian 

Tia popularity is 
be. So spare. 90 white, 

at! ‘Pry it tocaghe 

When it comes to b 
everything im a we 
aac tro 2 phot ce the oe frinne aieat frwin Use par 

ined 0 
Dackage, 
ie the 
South Mllnnesra. 2 
Ped apd crearey-tat = the 

icming 
For $1.00 Delivered Anywhere in 

U.S. and Guaranteed Right! gy 
dacen until you're 

GS 

HOW CLOTHES 
- REALLY CAME TO BE 

used by the norther 

urse of ages, into a tuni 

ather m 
nucthened itself to 

portance. bestow: 

live Frank 
Europe must pee 
freeze. He four 
which let the & 

Doubtless the nature of 

to expli At any rate the 
fasion of customs was complete by the time 
the last le power had departed 
fram the Roman E: 
the Aryan races 
tion, trousers wen 

The Ladies dome Journal for August, 1915 

Miss Petticoat 
Is Here 

with that whirly, 
swirly touch of 
beauty, chic and 
color so requisite 
to support her 
new flare-skirt. 

As of yore her 
petticoat is made 
of Heatherbloom 
Taffeta —that 
wondrous mate- 
rial that looks like 
silk, wears better 
and costs much 
le 

here are many 
new revelations in 

ffeta 
in all the late: 
all 

Petticoats 
shades, now on display at 

Also with patent tops 
Fully guaranteed for workmanship and 
material if the waisthand carries this label: 

od stores, 

Le LOOM 
re eatnee street 

n Taffeta is also at the lining 

A. G. HYDE & SONS, New York 

Makers of Hydegrade) Weaves 

That’s How I 
Made “THE INTEREST ON 

OUR MORTGAGE 
DOESN'T BOTHER 
US NOW” 

WN, Osbourne of 
chusetts, It doesn't 

" Mrs, Osbourne because 
in odd hours she looks after the 
local subscription business of The 
Ladies’ Home Journal, The Satur- 

ning Post and The Country 
itieman, 

If youalso have someodd hours 
which you would like to convert 
into me for some special pur- 
pose let us tell you how it may 
be done 

Bor 930, Agency Division 
The Curtis Publi 

| rye ‘ 
Oily skin and 

und shiny nose 

shiny nose 
Slow to coccecl them 

That bugbear of son 
has various 

sex. Whatever the cause in your case, 
per external treatment will relieve your 

this embarrassing use it. Make it a nightly habit and before 
long you will see a marked improve- 
ment —4 promise of that lavelier complex 
ion which the steady use of Woodbury"s 

You will feel the difference in 
‘Yhe first time you use it. 

i up heavy 
1 Soap in ye 

ur face td £05 
ly —always wi 

Vaelal “Seay is the work of a skip 
cake of it is walfciem for = mene’ 

we weeks of thie Weament, Get a cabe satay 
tale by deaicre exerywliere throughout the 
Seeice and Comal. 

For fc woe will send 
or ic, rewples of 

., Faciat Cream and a few minutes with a piece of ice. 
This treatment will make your skin rergens Co; Li, 207 

Sherbrooke Street, Perth, Ontario. 



The automobile and the woman 
Clever women have known for a long time some- 
thing that business men are just beginning to find 
out. This is that the modern woman’s influence upon 
buying is not limited to groceries and gowns—house- 
hold supplies and the family clothing. She also very 
largely controls the selection of many articles formerly 
bought by the man alone. 

The automobile well illustrates this changed 
condition, 

UA 

Now that most cars are sure to get you there and 
back without accident, other elements in addition 
to mechanical efficiency have come to be of great 
importance in choosing an automobile. These are: 

Style, 
Comfort, 

Convenience, and 
Economy. 

In every family, style, comfort, convenience and 
economy are chiefly woman's responsibilities. Any 
decision that hangs upon these is likely to be her 
decision. 

*» & 

An expert investigator spent a year studying the 
automobile industry. He traveled 43,000 miles, and 
Interviewed 800 leaders among manufacturers and 
selling agents. Almost unanimously agents told him, 
“Woman is a big factor in the selection of a car.”’ 
He asked each one to estimate the proportion of 
sales in which women were influential. The esti- 
mates ran from 50% to 90%. While these offhand 
expressions of percentages are not to be accepted 
as literally true, they indicate unmistakably that 
Woman is very important in car buying. 

Here are some of the things these dealers said: 
‘Women are at least 759 in the sale of acar. Can you name 
anything which is a family purchase in which they are not ?”’ 

A National Sates Acenr, 

“If we can get the wife to say, ‘That is the easiest-riding car 
Lever rode in,’ we have gone a long way to close the sale.”” 

A Massacnuserts Dearen. 

“Recently a man said to me, ‘I like your car. I am satisfied 
With it, its cost of upkeep, its power, its looks, its ability to 
stand up, but my wife has decided that we cannot afford to 
tide in a___ , 50 I must buy a less expensive car.’”” 

A Curvetanp Dearen. 

“In at least 6096 of the sales the wife has a good deal to say. 
The daughters count too, of course.”* 

A Covrran Iuusom Draver 

“Tf T had my way there would be a great deal of advertising 
in such magazines as The Ladies’ Home Journal.”’ 

A Deatee mw Crvrean New Yor, 

“*T suspect it's the same here as elsewhere—a man thinks he’s 
boss, but he ain’t.”’ A New Onteans Deaten. 

© 

Woman, always sensitive to style impressions, will 
carry in her eye the picture of the car she has seen 
advertised —the lines of body and hood, the general 
style and effect of the whole. 

Woman is keenly alive to social impressions. She 
nows that the car is an indication of the taste of 

the family. She realizes the desirability of owning 
a car which is well and favorably known to other 
women. 

Woman is insistent upon the comfort of the car— 
easy-riding qualities, good springs and upholstery, 
convenient doors. If she is going to drive—as most 
women are in these days of the self-starter—she wants 
to be assured about ease of operation. 

Economy of upkeep appeals to her natural thrift. 
She wants to know that a car is not going to cost 
much to run. She wants to know about the cost 
of tires and other supplies. 

* & 

All of these facts have influenced automobile manu- 
facturers in deciding to seek woman’s favor actively 
through advertising in her own publication. 

The manufacturers naturally turned first to The 
Ladies’ Home Journal. 

The Journal has always had a particularly strong in- 
fluence upon the women of the nation. Its intimate 
relationship is indicated by its tremendous personal 
correspondence. In the past six months the editors 
have received more than 260,000 letters from its read- 
ers asking advice, suggestions or help on scores of 
vital subjects within and without the home. 

The Journal is constantly bringing to its readers the 
newest and most up-to-date ideas. Many of the 
great progressive movements of the day owe their 
greatest impetus to the Journal. It thus attracts as 
its readers the leading women of each community — 
the women who shape thought, whose example is 
soonest followed. 

Men and women high in public affairs—such as 
President Wilson, Queen Elisabeth of Belgium, Mr. 
Taft, and the President of the Federation of Women’s 
Clubs— know of this power and select the Journal 
when they have something to say to the women of 
America. 

> 2 

The advertising of automobiles in The Ladies’ Home 
Journal is eloquent testimony to the broadening of 
woman’s influence. 

Woman today is admittedly a powerful factor in 
the purchase, not only of automobiles but also of 
tires, self-starters and other equipment, of the family 
insurance, of building materials, of men’s clothing 
and underwear, and of many other products which 
used to be considered outside her sphere. 

What the manufacturers of automobiles have already 
done, the manufacturers of many of these other 
lines will soon be doing. 

And this will continue to make the pages of the 
Journal more and more interesting and valuable to 
its readers, because paralleling more and more 
closely their actual needs and interests. 

THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY 
INDEPENDENCE SguARE, PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 



Pests ‘ <4 > f i 
You will be conscious of these “fairy- 

made” qualities every time you use 

Williams’ Tale Powder. —— ia i /S 7 aA 
{ge Ww 5 ais + phe 

\ a Its delicacy, its exquisite perfume, like | | 
\as te. ° Ko 
J caw, that of fresh cut flowers, its fleecy [kart 
h Bs : ens 

the ~ ¥ whiteness and velvety softness make i f 
“4 Y od : . ; 

ie) / LG its use a satisfaction and delight. ie \ p> ih é 
~ JSS \ Chia. . a Qa 

> par ‘4 r You can use it at all times freely and ¥ 

VC } safely. It makes the baby happy after | 4) 

its bath; the father enjoys it after his ay 

shave; in fact, to every member of the Be 

family Williams’ Tale Powder is an ~ 

almost indispensable luxury. 

Williams Talc Powder 
The Williams’ can is fitted with a patented hinged top 

that opens and closes with the snap of a finger and that 

ofa 
| summer 

is positively non-leaking. 

And remember that it 

contains /5 per cent. more yr &) 

powder than other stand- 

ard brands sold at the 

same price. 

In addition to Violet, 

Williams’ Tale is pre- 

pared in the three follow- 

ing perfumes: 

Carnation 

Rose 

Karsi 
(Oriental odor) 

A sample of any kind 

will be sent for 4 cents 
in stamps. 

Address Dept. T 
The J.B. WILLIAMS CO. 

Glastonbury, Conn. 
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Bon Anni 
a window a minute 

OU can wash a window with 
plain water after a fashion if you 

work long enough, but even then it 
won't be clean because you can’t get 
the water off without making streaks 
as you rub. 

But with Bon Ami, it’s so easy, for 
the film of Bon Ami dries quickly on 
the glass and a clean, dry cloth or 
tissue paper brushes away the dried 
lather without making any streaks 

or smears. 

Both Bon Ami and the dirt will dis- 
appear together, leaving an_ invisible 
window, as it were, because the glass 
is so clean and clear. 

If you use only a very thin, watery 

Some people seem to think that Bon 
Ami is for windows and nothing else! 
But I use more Bon Ami in keeping 
the bath room bright than | do for 
windows and mirrors. 

That's why you won't find my nickel 
getting scratched and brassy or the 
enamel becoming shabby. 

For everything that needs cleaning 
or polishing use Bon Ami. It is so 
fine that some people use it as a 
silver polish. 

You can buy Bon Ami in either cake 
or powder form. | keep them both 
in the house. 

lather of Bon Ami—so thin that it “Hasn't : 
doesn’t show white until it begins to scratched =~ 
dry on the glass — you will get the et! 

quickest and best results. ada 

Made in both cake and powder form —> Lat 

THE BON AMI COMPANY, NEW YORK Polishing 
*= Cleaning 



A Special Word to Subscribers 
HEN you receive fotice that your subscrotion has 

expired renew it at atce. wing the Bak incised 
‘M your fieal copy sign yosr name exactly am € 
epee cn your prrsent adcress label. Sometizes 3 
Autecriber wie Ras already renewed may receive bls 
Dlink We bere to Dock i mail/bags fo weeks o 
imare betore mading. and the renewal may have reached 
Us after the copy coniaisinng the blank bas been packed, 
Js requewing a change of address sleasc give us dour 
‘weeks rotice. 

Should your wobecripeion expire with tha sane of 
Tasdoowvary POUT renewal must crach us before the eh 
af October to awot missing Ue next issue. We canner 
beten wobecrigtions with back members. Sebscribers 
Whauid always ese Postal of Express cuney ordess in 
Femating All Rural Free Delwery carriers can supely, 
Postal suey orders. 

A Forehanded Youth 

OU are an honest hoy,” heamed the old 
lady as she opened the roll of five one- 

dollar hills, “but the money I lost was a fve- 
Gollar bill.” Didn't you see that in the adver- 
isement?" 
“Yessum,"” ex "It was e 

fivertshng bit eana bat 1 fad it changed so 
You cauld pay ene the reward,” 

Hard Lines Indeed 

"M E BROTHER is a cook in the navy, Ol'd 
have yea to know,” sald the housemaid 

Deva 
“Oh, moi the cook » mpathetically:; 

win’ that | nih? Tt must be aufel € be 
cook where yea can’t quit whin yez fale loike it,” 

The Wrong Diagnosis 

TOW are you today, Sandy?" asked the 
landiorit of his Seotch tenant 

'urra weel, sir, vurra weel,” replied Sandy, 
it wasna for the rheumatism in my rij 

wR. 
Ab, you must not commplait, Sandy. 

Retling old like the rest af us, and ohd 
You are 

we does: 
hot come alan 

“Nald age, sir?" exclaimed Sandy, “Aukl 
ge has nothin’ to do wi't. Here's my ither beg 
just as auld an’ it's soond and soople yet.” 

How Was She to Know? 

bat WILLIAMS, who bad recently returned 
broad, was attending an afternoon 

iven in her honor. 
did you actually go to Rome?" asked 

the hostess, 
“T really don't know, my dear,” replied Mrs. 

Williams,“ Yousee, my husband always bought 
the tickets,"" 

‘One of Them Come Out Ahead 

} [OPING to be the first to relate some unwel- 
aan come mews, the youth rushed into the house 

si 
her, Thai s fight with Perey Raymond 

‘iy agit know you did,” said the father soberly; 
Me. Raymood came to see me about it," 
“Well.” said the sun, “I hope you came out 

44 well as I did.” 

When Knowledge Costs Money 

RM products,” complained the consumer, 
cost ‘at deut more than they wsed to," 

do," agreed Farmer Corntossel 
“When a farmer has to know the 

name of what he's raising and the 
ical ae of the insect that eats it and 

the chemical mane of what will kill it, some- 
body's got to pay.” 

Proof That He Knew How 

Ait the clock strack eleven the peevish 
epee strode to the top of the stairs and 

down: 
on ‘Mabel doesn’t that young man koow how to 
Sy, ood night 2" 
*“ Docs: echood Mabel frum the darkened 

hall below. cven T should aay he dees.” 

It Said So 
ONE day repently. an elderly farmer drove 
Papitg,tows and Pitched bis team to a tele- 

a HLte yelled a polleman, “you can't hiteh 

“Can't hitch! Why not?”shouted the farmer, 
HAURY have you wot that den up then, ‘Fine for 
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THAT REMINDS ME 
Bright Things of All Times That People Have Laughed Over 

His Explanation 

Wi JELLIAM did fet shine us pga and 
Ns ‘reports wed this, 

insisted to ier thane was ~» herd o the 
top af bisa case 

“You see,” he explained when one of his re- 
pacts roe undes scrutiny, “that Ws for 
“excellent” and that ‘1)' is for ‘dandy, 

“Bus,” ed his mother, " "the ‘Tittle ot 
across the Leon gets almost nothing but “A% 
00 her report: 
Well, mother,” responded the boy 
give her away, but that “A” stands for ‘awful. 

‘And it is sald that he got away with it 

And She Probably Had 

WAS the first time that the polite little at 
had been om a visit alone, and pts 

caretelly instructed her as to bow boul 

“if they ask you to dine 
bebave. 

“Now,” he had said, " 
with them, ih must say; “No, thank you, [ 
heave als ined,’ read 

Th cereal ot fest ak papa had anticipated. 
“Come, Marjorie,” ber little friend's father 

bad saul; “you must slay and have & bite 
with us.” 

“No, thank you,” said the small miss with 
dignity; “'T have already bitten,” 

And it Often Does 

HE formidable trustees of the little raral 
school were paying their dreaded asnual 

visit and the ireary clas was being examined 
in ature st 

"Now, chikiren,”” said the nervous young 
teacher, bolding up an apple blossom, “what 
comes after this dawe 
“A little green apple," shouted the class in 
rs 

‘The teacher felt that the worst was over. 
“Good!” she said. “ And now, Johnny, can you 
tell us what comes after the little green apple?” 
“Yes'm!” roared Johnny; “stomach ache!” 

Not Up to Her Standard 
” AVE you any references?” inquired the 
Hans the Bouse os 
“Vy mum, lots of chim” answered the 

pros Aive maid. 
Phe es why dsi you not being some of them 

with you? 
Wall, mum, to tell the troot, they"re just 
loike me photygraphs. None of thim don’t do 
me justice.” 

Easy 
DMRRIAGE was the subject under dices 

sion at the sewing party, “TAT could neve wert the, ibe seer 
Hosa. Wie esos somum tian a be lo you suppose tl nov marying no ving in mating. there 

“That's eas) spinster 
gabe probehy tat amram a the place” 

Willing to Oblige 

“Wie JILLIE," said the teacher, 
the word * agro 

You must hes coc ut turn 
wy) right," sabd Willie ‘cheertully “whieh 

one?" 
It Really Made No Difference 

YouNs ARTHUR had sot come up to hiv 
father’s expectations in regard to bis studies 

at school, and an explanation was demanded. 
i “Why is it, ay an a anaes 
irate parent sternly, “that you aro - 
tome of the class again?” 

“I can't see Try r makes much difference 
whether Iam at the top o¢ at the bottom,” re- 
ied Arthur paciially. “1 “Youknow, they teach 

Jost the same at both ends. 

“you have 
‘ith two t's, 

What's in a Nome? 

nd WAT are they going to call their baby?” 
inquired the first neighbor. 

“Tdon't en said the 
have named it Reginald.” 

A New Piano “Method” 

“AVOUR daughter, the visitor in the den 
of Pa Dingbat, “seems to play some very 

muscular pieces oa the 
Yer sowed Pa Dingbat: "he's got a 

beau in the parlor, and that 6 noise is to drown the 
sound of her mother washing up the dishes,” 

The One He Hed Been Looking For 

“VV THY so silent?" he asked her, “You 
haven't said a word for 1e milputes.” 

“1 didn’t have anything to say,"” she replied. 
He sat with a hopeful pon in his eye. 

“Look here,” he said, “dant you ever say 
anything when you have nothing to say?” 
“Why, no,” she replied. 
“Then,” he said, “will you be my wife?" 

Some Job, This 

‘ASEY had owned a parrot for years, but 
finally bought « phonograph. The dealer 

threw in a fow records, wed Casey, reaching 
home, isnmediately selected one at random and 

_ By & trick of fate, it was 
‘Three hours later, Maloney, passing Casey's 

Iheueey stopped ta. eevee: -Aboom the usta 
strains of the English national hymn, Casey's 
voice in The Wearing of the Green.” 

Maloney rushed into the house. There stood, 
the phonograp, grinding away, and in front of 
it, nearly exhausted, sat Casey potting all that 
was Jeft of his strength into his song. 

“For beaven's sake, Ci ascy shouted 
Maloney; “are yex crazy?” 

‘tis me own affair, "Lave me alone, Maloney; 
"ing bas been singin’ “God Save the King’ 

for t’ree full hours; but be hevins, Oi'll tache 
ut ‘Th’ Wearin’ av th’ Grane’ if ut takes me a 
cintury.”” 

The Evolution of « Name 

be named plain Mi at her birth 
the “r" when she grew up and 

fecane bl i bea bean, 0 shine in society 
vi be “9 to-an “'e" and signed her 

posers“ hiser” AGtiin « Yost Sip the ton tears 
fied and now she has dropped the “e” and ks 
just plain “Ma.” 

An Qunce of Prevention 

E noticed, Jack,” said the young wife, 
that when you go to Tight the gas in a dark 

footy Yau always take two matches 

said Jack, “I discovered 
that? 

"Well, my dear,” 
long ago that Hf gou carry ope match it wil a 
ways go oat, but if you carry two it never does, 

The Chief End of School 

AK rich old uncle from whom much was 
hoped for was visiting his niece, who had 

been telling him how dearly, hs litle namesake 
loved his school and haw well he was getting on 
with his studies. 

“Well, Teddy," said tncle jovially, apon the 
return of the Kittle boy, “what do you do in 
school all day? 
Teddy pondered. “Well,"" he said gravely, 

* mostly Ie wait until it's time to go home.” 

N ELDERLY German and his wife were 
much given to quarreling, One day. after 

ne, the old woman 
feaariet witho he Val, 1 vish I vas in 

Po ak vas ina oe ganen! howe er 

Reh ja" cried the old wife; wel you 
try to pick out the best for yourself! 

ee 

Coukin't Blame It 

HE hotel was not a very good one and the 
traveling tren knew it, Nevertheless they 

were obliged to go there when they came late 
at night to thelittetown, In the middle of the 
night ove of them was dimly conscious that 
something was wrong. Suddenly he realized 
that the trouble came from a leaking gas jet. 

“Wy up. Bill!" he shouted, shaking his 
lently. The gas is escaping!” 

Well," growled Bill, "cam you blaive it?” 

The Only Use 

Ts bell boy followed the newly arrived 
1 Colonel from Kestucky ta his room with « 

et of water, 
24 git.” announced the bay. 

sald the Colowet, “WI hat dol want 
? The room isa't on tire, is it?” 

An Ominous Invitation 

"NOW; in case anything should go wrong 
h this experiment,” said the professor 

“we and the laboratery with ws 
will be blown sky-high, Now come a little chaser, 
gentlemen, in order that you may follow me." 

The Reason Was Apparent 

WONDER why Miss Snow is such & social 
ite,” said Mrs. Jenks. “She doesa't 

even rucite 
ured Me, Jenks, “probably that's 

u 
of chemistey, 

His Mode of Protection 

#E tramp had scaled the fence about four 
L inches abend of the bulldog. 

“ Madans,” said the tramp with great dignity, 
“1 was agoin’ to ask for somethin’ to eat, but 
¥ 1 now ask is that you will feed that there og.”" 

What it Would Have Said 

“GOMISS BANGER played for you id she?" 
asked the friend of the musician. "You 

how she caine that she can make the piano seer 
“Tf that instrument spoke at all,” declared 

the musicion poovishly, “I bet it woubl say: 
‘Woman, yau have played me false," 

He Cought It 

“ "THE trouble with you fs the same os with 
Tie. Seow," raid the doc tor. He wor: 

, et waren ye 
ut his grocer’s pi, 

ied and got nervous d; 
ing himself to death a! 
Now he fs cured.” 
“But bow did you cure him?” asked the 

patient, 
“1 told him to stop worrying and he has,” 

replied the doctor. 
“1 know,” was the sad answer; “I know he 

has, But J am his grocer, 

An Unavoidable Disappointment 

RUDDER JOHNSON was a pompous negro: 
who took an active part in church work. 

One night the preacher said: Bruder Johnson, 
0a ead us kn “hein 

es im sory ta disappuint de Law tonight, 
Jobnson, “but Ab has 

Soddeacanchen? 

He Coukl Take His Choice 

JILAT did you lears at business college?" 
asked the boss of the fair young appli- 

nt (ors positing as stenagrapher, 
armed many things,” she answered. “One 

is that good spelling is essential to a steny 

Meroe sald the bogs witha chuckle. “And 
now let us bear you spell “essential” 
For just the fraction the fair one hesi 

“There age thewe ways of spelling it” 
turned: “which one do you prefer? 

‘She got the job, 

THIS MONTH'S COVER—PAINTED BY LESTER RALPH 
We can frrnish duplicate copies of this month’s cover, in the original colors, but without lettering on the front, and with no advertisement on the back. We have had 
8 limited edition so printed, and while they last 2 copy will be mailed, rolled in a strong tube, postpaid, on receipt of fifteen cents, or two copies for twenty-five cents. 
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What the Civic Dz 

By Mrs. Percy 

¢ some stories that one never for. 

re isane of them 
per hal recently moved to the State 

of Washington and had taken up a clakm in a thick 
woodland; sho was campelledt to send h 
year-old hoy alone, through unbroken w 
school a mile away. How to ke the Gt 

was the p Her w 
« prompted her to placard th 
hat a distance of one hendred 

fram geteing les 
wit and mother 
trees along the 
foot apart, with sentences like th 

(1) "Dear Hoy Hal, this is th 
2) “Come right up this hill, 

(3) “Naw you turn here, and come on,"* 
(4) “Hurry up, you dear little rasca! 
(3) “Don’t be late for dinner 
(6) “AMlother & waiting for you.” 

(7) “That ave little 
(8) “Just a wee bit mor are omy 

The last notification bron o e clearing 
and in sight of the little cabin. AU the y through 
the wooils, where the dusk falls early in winter, the 
hoy w waned a gukled sud cheere! by kh 
messages. What jer that his feet refuse 
stray from the beaten path 1 that he ran 
straight on singing or happily thinking a boy 
“long thoughts” until home was reached. 

This story was told at our Ce Meeting In 
Portland, Oregon, June 2, hy a member of the 
Civic Deparument, Mes James Wilow, of the 
State of Washington, ‘The fact that Mrx Wilson 
fe is incident after her o h 
among bis papers, in an envelspe 
Worth hile nut ards to ite significance, In 
tudying the work planned by the 
niest, it has seemed to me that this story was em- 
Dlematic of the alms ani Kleals of the coenmitt 

rman, Fremont, 
artment, wisely 

] CENTLY Mes, George Zlemmve 
Obie, the Af this ale 

docielesd that continuity of 
bring abut eff 
mended a continuaner « 
Miss Zona (ale, former « 

(1) Special attention to 
25,440, or fewer, inhabitant 
because the atnallee towns have re 
tion in civic lines than have our citie 

(2) ‘The development of social ceaters; th 
curing od dlevctors of public recreation, and the 
wider use of the school plant 

(3) Garluge collection in small towns. Retated 
» this division Is the work that the department 

lone in instituting a 
clean-up week,” in whieh each 

nation-wide arn 
ate is urged to 

cuiiperate, cach club, each elvic worker to partlel- 
pate 

I mess for some new and original activity 
may lead to the a king of t alu 
“cluan-up” campaign bare apt to be under 
estimated because of implicity. Each state 
chairn i 1 to induce mov 
eLnor « clean-up week,’ 
If po bor Day should be 
select 

way, thoraugh recognition of the 
*e splrit now evinced will be establishes 
Furthermore, we believe that the focusing wpon 
the week of Arbor Day wou the pub- 
lhe attitude toward th vantage of 
civic eleantiness, Oh nirit of th 
‘cleansup week’ would fa the 
entire year and would 1 
of public health, assist in the extermination o 
dangers nd mosquito, and increase the 
beauty and attractiy of the whole star 

tjwestionably an atticlal proclamation frum 
the Governor reconsmending a “cleanup w 
woult bu the greatest induence that coul 
brovght to bear upon a community Lyuliiferent 
upon this subject.” (his hax beer clearly: sluonen 
by the states the governors have already 
taken this 

Wea ommend that attenth en to 
that initiatory idea of the civics mouvement, The 
Clay Beautiful,’ As filth and ug] ness cheapen and 
demrade, autifal su n amd sundings in 
crease Vulues, refine and make life more pleasant 
sel agreeable. Beauty and cleanliness 

tical for m1 oodition 7 
housing conditions, better social condition: 

4) Children's auxiliaries and home Jens. 
3], Introduction into af 

training in citizenship 
6) Charity tin and 

constructive asp only, 

M& LIMMERMAN shows that public jon 
a mast be educated before civic chan e 
brought about, The first step toward end i: 

"When live tap- 
discussion they 

et which the 

the careful s 
esol th 
become 
fire of action will suon 

Four things are exsential to a proper study of 

and th onsciowsne tnd 
ich unde 

t, the civic 
standing of spirit w 
aun ir the social worker, 

“Secondly, an understanei: 

carat ind sal cnmiitio whi 
a nece removal of which is the ulti 
object of all sucial service. 

Thirty, a knowledge of the value and impuc 
tance of the ballot in really succe 

‘Fourthly, knowledge of the meth 
ehinery for dukng 
kind of work that hy 
mains to be done, by w 

‘he Womnan’s Club | 
A Department Conducted by M 

Women’s Clubs, and M 

Spal 

V. Pennybacker 

The parti 

One ma: 

me 

his Autunan 
t of the General Federation of . Percy V. Pennybacker, Pres 

. Mary l. Wood, Manager of the Bureau of Information 

footed see} ems 

Club Women and Their Rural Sisters 

By Mrs. Mary |. Wood 

nt is Doing 

which stim 
comenunitics and aru betweee 

mers’ wives ali 
chools in the caunty 
{the club ty 

vols in t 

bers, maki 
of cach school, To the 

attached a cai 
fal school, it 

mT 
r, local sch 

in cach oor 
ration 

ral routs 4 
1a committer < 

unity to onlist sympathy 

1a bit of th card appeare 
s of each district such Rea 

and grounds; establishing 
permanent libraties; holding mothers’ meetiNes 
at which w » talks on subjects of vil 
niterest; visiting schools and getting in touch with yeerelation about mmmuslt 

standardizing th 
s, thus bringing 

netwecn town and country; 

need opening up an inter 

the stardard school, as outlined by 1 
saperintendent of s veral mall 

requirements upon conypli which @e 

State Department of Education will send to tht 
wn at the Council nooal a certificate which can be fra j will 

neral Federation of  « ate the institution as a standard coumttY 
t Portland, Oregon, 

com Far West come also inspiring 4 
peration of the civic work af club women, Ane 

ist ef note is at Idaho Falls, where many line 
“What of civic benefit have been begun by the dub 

¢ aboot the women awl later turn over to the ity or 

other agencie 
Entering the city one notes the paving of 1 
rect {routing the new passenger depot, ani Upo" 

airy finds that the cub women had charse 
work and wereallowed the serviers af same 

he inmates of the county jail to help comple 
ne exarn twal results Another example of this te of prisoners (om 

tke Twentieth Cen- from Charles City, Lowa, the Tayxroune 
Club was organized by the women of two street 
for the purpne of establishing a playground 

hildren of the city. A vacant lot coveriti 
lock is located! on one of the streets, a 

Tifton agin, a clubs o 
t with almost an incred 

and achlevernent. It the 
rural odweation, t 

I results, It inal rent. The locathan is ce” 
tw other clu 1 way's shady, as theft 

trees - 
> grew out of t The lot was mech i need of cle aa the 

members to the teachers’ jail is nut far away the prisoners were allowed 
held in her ow work there. A wagon lund of stones #9) 

£ up; thre cof dead leaves were raket 
“© were sald to a nursery for mulehinee and th 

which nearly paid for the use of the ¥ 
One of the priwmers was bat : 

ter's tools, 0 an officer of the club went with bit 
to a wood shop, where lumber was cut sud oly 
what was needed was pald for; therefore, ther 

equi 
y wonder th 

Have Alre ors of it all w wus na wasteal lumber; this cost eight dollars 
f the story art that 1 ny There we n the p ant bench 

? table two feetel fur picnics 
df put on at each ead! ar 

ni would nut pinet thel ser at center of the tect and tues, and the 
ss Pi “ The fir ep was a block made fast to the 

he Aim of This Department [ circulating Wbrary by cleats underneath: 
UI : ( uy Ube dona ‘Three rope swirurs were ma 

in its power ta en- R in is to present ¢ tie a beak by le with four board sides to 
« the Boy rational messa; roy nember, wpon 4 about Two st 

Scuuts and € the club's ane 1 necessary im made, a 
VireGirls. 1 “ary, Theocames third one was bought, and a mm was give 

ean We 
record 

tivit 
wat 

resembles 
the won 
The Seau 

hess to 

can 
ruse of pol 

fare make: 
valuable 
to the te 
the 

nis court was laid ont nod § 
ot the burger children was plare fort Libleb r cet 

funcheon at which 
all teachers in at 

the plans and ons of the Feder fendence wpon, th roan [artlvest from the ier * on sy stitute of the boards and sand pile, The tennis court atl 
ation. In addition Mrs. Mary L W year were tbe guest 1 diamond are not wed an Sunday Manager of the Bureau of Inform ai the dab, drs held every Sueilay. It 36,6 

of the F 3 this good {that a Bible story always be told, and she? 
each number a concre 2 it was but sties desired. The 

ay toa ry hours have been wery well attended of things 
te Fed: 

aoe 

{interpret the spirit that has made pos- pore Ber OES epee Seer Sore bel wa 
ble the progress of the women’s club hearty codpers- benedit given by a moving-picture theater bere 

movement. tion of county su- one hall of the admisabon fees was given to pe lab 
perintendest and ‘The four off the club live nest 10 

ground, one on each side, and they kee? # 
watchful su; iow over the children, and the 

3 manifested in various way’ 
and rural wor 

shown by the work of 
Texas, Civic Lean 

mem 
the 

view 
roam for the heneSty be country women whio come #0 

¢ shopping. One rooms in th 
is devoted to this use, 0% 

ist the members 
ly salary of th? 
during the 44 

jaw 
children 1 
Children’ leagues and ci 

with remarkable sacce™) 
ubs for sach purposes ¢2% 

randy, aed, DE nd, 

sel gir 
. not try it? 

n have a little socal for them, when, 
ttended 19, 

reskements 
will find yourself soukit 
tings with as ken 

re as do your small coadjut 



HOW CAN I KEEP UP 
With the Things That Other People Talk About? 

HHOUSANDS have asked THE LApIES’ HOME JOURNAL the above question. We all want to keep up with others in knowing 
about foreign lands, the wonderful pictures in great galleries, famous books, the world’s great men and women, the great 

achievements in history, the things of permanent interest in art, literature, science, nature and travel, the things that other 
People talk about, 

But we are all busy: our days are full: we haven't time to read the four-and-five-hundred-page books: we cannot leave home 
to travel: we cannot cross the ocean to see the great pictures. 

Yet we want to keep up: we must, in fact, to keep step with others, There is only one thing left: someone must bring the great 
Pictures, the famous scenes abroad, the books and authors we ought to know about, to us. If Mohammed cannot go to the 

Mountain, the mountain must come to Mohammed. This seemingly impossible feat THE LADIES’ HOME JOURNAL has now brought 
about. It has organized 

The Ladies’ Home Journal Keeping-Up Club 
: The Motto of the Club is: “Pleasantly Bringing the Whole World Home Month by Month to Busy Men and Women," and without money and 

Without price. Every reader of THE JOURNAL is eligible to the Club. It will give you what we can't find room for in THE JOURNAL, and, even if 
there were room it couldn't possibly be given in the liberal manner in which it is now offered. 

What You Will Get if You are a Member of the Club 

FIRST: 12 Issues of “ The Mentor” FOURTH: 72 Grayure or Color Pictures 
., This is the Club publication: bringing you a beautifully printed and Printed in the beautiful soft brown finish or in full colors, laid separately 
illustrated story each month, all about one subject, written by a leading in the magazine, printed on heavy paper all ready for framing. The pictures 
4uthority upon the special subject that the particular issue treats of. 150 are exactly one-half the size of THe JourNAL. On the back of each is a five- 
Pages during a year. minute, crisp description of the beautiful painting, wonderful scenery, historic 

character, or epoch-making event that is portrayed, 
SECOND: 300 Beautiful Hlustrations ° a a ing event that is portraye 

All these illustrations are distributed during the year through the text of FIFTH: Answers to Any Questions 
the 12 issues of “ The Mentor,” so that the eye is attracted and pleased while on art, travel, literature, history, nature or architecture you may want to 
the mind is being enriched. know about; each answer by a special authority in hisline, Theclub experts 

Pee are entirely at your disposal. 
THIRD: Books on Special Club Terms 

SINTH: ane >, 
It will give you information about books and will supply you with books SIXTH: Authoritative Club Programs 

ON special terms. But it will never ask you to buy books: it is only a service Any program you want for a club, a reading circle, a literary afternoon 
in case you want it, or evening; each made out for you by an expert in his line. 

WHO PREPARES THE CLUB MATERIAL 
All this fascinating material is prepared under the direction of the following advisory board, Can you imagine a list of more authoritative men? 

JOHN G.Hpen . 1 2... s,s s President of Princeton University ALBERT BUSHNELL Hart. . Professor of Government at Harvard University 
AMILTON W. MABLE Associate Editor of "The Outlook,” and Author | WutaamT,Hornapay - . . . Director of the New York Zoélogical Park 
OHN C,VAN DyKE . . . Professor of the History of Art at Rutgers College Dwicht L,ELMENpoRF . . 2. . . . . Famous Lecturer and Traveler 

How You Can Join the Club Free of All Expense 
You can have all this sent direct to your home by mail, free of all expense, even postage, for one new yearly subscription (not your own) of $1.50 

©THE Lapies' Home JOURNAL. 
All you need do is to ask some friend or neighbor, not now a subscriber, to let you have her order for a subscription for THe LApies’ HoME 

Journar for one year. Send the $1.50 to us with the name and address of the new subscriber, together with your own name and address, 
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| T IS through Ivory Soap that Young America passes from the 

playground to the dinner table. Ivory scrubs the dirty hands. 
Ivory washes the streaked faces. Ivory bathes the perspiring bodies. 

Ivory shampoos the tousled heads. And Ivory launders the fresh, 

clean clothes that complete the transformation. 

The youthful minds may not grasp the meaning of “99%w% Pure,” 

“Freedom from alkali” and “Choicest materials suitable for soap 

making,” but the youthful skins are grateful when soap does not 

smart or burn and garments come from the wash soft, smooth and 

comfortable. 

IVORY SOAP. scx 62s sa isaa emer PURE 

Factories at Ivorydale, Ohio; Port Ivory, New York; Kansas City, Kansas; Hamilton, Canada, 
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EDITORIAL 
Why the Wife Alone? 

AN’S business is of his creation and is his job; a home i 
woman's creation and that isher job. Buta childis the cre: 
of both, and by that token whatever concerns the child is of 

concern both to the man and to the woman. 
When, therefore, a father says that the trai 

a child belong to the mother he takes one of three grounds; if he shirks 
the responsibility, it is cowardice; if through mental habit he shifts the 
job on his wife, he is unfair; and if he conscientiously believes that the 
duty is hers, he is wrong. 

But men, as a rule, do not consciously shirk the respon ty of 
their children's training, as some wives are apt to believe, It is a 
settled conviction in the minds of even the fairest of men that the 
child and his training belongs te the mother, and in all sincerit 
yet in all unfairness, men go their ways and leave the job to their wives. 

A man will take infinite pains to look over the entire automobile 
market and investigate the “ points” of quality in the different makes 
of cars. He will spend wecks on such an inquiry. He will talk to his 
friends; read literature by the ream; personally visit garages and 
automobile salesrooms. He will go to the stme trouble if his tastes 
lead him to cattle, poultry, dogs or hor: 

So it isn’t that he is too busy to investigate his child's school. 

He just won't do it. Yet any sane man knows that the schooling of 

his child is of vastly more importance than what kind of a car or horse 
he will buy. But mental habit has fixed it for him that this is not his 
job. "That's for my wife,” he says, and he believes it. 

ng and education of 

UT why is it for the wife? Can any man give a fair answer to this 
question? By what reasoning does a perfectly self-evident double 

responsibility become a single responsibility? 
A woman's job in the home matches, by any method of figuring, 

a man's job in business. Neither, as a general rule, could do the work 
of the other so well, Thus the work of the world is evenly divided 
between the sexes. But the child stands between. While his life and 
interests are more of the home than of the business, that applies only 
to its distinetly home influences, training and care. The moment the 
age of the child brings to the front the question of his education at 
school, then the proposition changes and the matter is not one solely 
for the wife. The very fact that the child’s education is got outside of 
the home brings it within the scope of the father’s interest. 

Topographically speaking, the matter really belongs more to the 
father than to the mother, because his part is that which is outside 
of the home by his own mental reasoning. But what mother has 
ever so reasoned and said to her husband: “This now becomes your 
job. I have taken care of Jack while in the home; now that he is to 
go outside of it, it of course is for you"? A husband would consider 
this reasoning distinctly unfair. And yet, why is it unfair? Is it any 
more unfair than for him to say to the wife: “It is your job"? How 
is it the mother’s job? By custom, yes; by habit, yes; but by just 
Plain reasoning? It doesn’t argue out very well, does it? 

TIS more than time that men should readjust their mental habit on 
this question. A more distinetly unfair and unreasonable attitude 

exists on scarcely any point in our domestic life today. And thousands 
of mothers there are who feel the injustice of it in being asked to carry 
a burden that should be shared. 

I do not think that men—and I speak now of men perfectly fair- 
minded on all other points—realize the injustice they are heaping on 
their wives in this respect. Because their wives are silent is no proof 
that the burden is not heavy or that the injustice does not rankle. 

A child’s education is too momentous a matter to be left to even 
the wisest of mothers, It is hard enough where no other course is 
Possible, But if there ever was a domestic matter where two heads 
are better than one, it is the education of a child, Here counsel and 
coéperation are absolutely invaluable, and no amount of business, no 
supposed inherent temperamental aversion, no fancied sex incapacity, 
excuses a man from taking an active part in his child's education and 
from haying a personal knowledge of the environment of that training. 

Her Reasons 

A GROUP of people got talking about marriage, Most of the group 
were young—or the story that this editorial tells couldn't have 
been told, But a good many groups consist of young people, 

and sometimes they talk about marriage, and that is why this story 
hould be told. For it very often happens that in such a group of 
youth there happens to be one woman—sometimes more—who isn't 
quite so young: not old; not even mature, but still not a girl exactly: 
say thirty-five. 

And the young girls in the group fell to teasing the woman of 
thirty-five about her single state, She was attractive; pretty, in fact: 
she had charm, they felt that: she danced “like an angel": she 
played the piano well: she was popular with men, for men sought 
her, — 

Why in the world don’t you marry 
Didn't you ever have a chance? 

seventeen, 
{And just the slightest flic 

woman who had lived thirty-fiv 
“ Didn't you want any of 'em?" persisted another; she was twenty. 
“Perhaps she didn’t think they were good enough,” said a pert 

iss of nineteen. She had a brother; also a suspicion! 
And the probing went on: ruthlessly to one who watched it; full 

of joy to those who were doing the probing. But what of the woman 
of thirty-five? 

She, ata lull, looked at the fresh, pretty faces before her, and then 
with a gracious smile said: 

“Well, you see I just didn't, did 1? And now, let's all go over to 
the club and see what nice men there are for you girls,’ 

And the group went forth, the woman of thirty-five going with 
them! 

"asked an eighteen-year-old. 
asked Miss Curious, aged 

r of a shadow crossed the face of the 
ears,] 

JET the man who remained behind knew what the girls didn't 
know. And what did he know? 

That only three days before, he had been refused by the woman of 
thirty-five; and he was the father of two of the girls who had done 
the probing! 

And why was he refused ? 
Because ten years before there had been Another; he had asked 

the same question and had received a different answer: but after six 
happy months he had fallen ill; for two whole years the woman of 
thirty-five had nursed him and then had laid him and her heart away. 

That was in the past, but now there was a tubercular brother 
whom the woman of thirty-five was maintaining [by work which 
the group knew not of], there was an old mother who was riding in an 
automobile because of the daughter, and there was a father shattered 
in health and spirits by overwork. And somehow or other the woman 
of thirty-five, even if she could “care” again, could not any man 
to share this burden with her. 

“Eee are some things in life that the young cannot understand, 
but it is just as well once in a while to put some of them down in 

print so that they 
And one of them is that it isn’t always safe to assume because a 
woman is not married at thirty-five that she might not have married 

at least may read them—even if some forget them. 

{the safer assumption is that few women, if any, ever reach the age 
of thirty when chances have not been theirs]: t it is just as well 
not to ask too many questions of the woman of thirty-five about why 
she hasn't married [the safer assumption is that she won't tell any 

y]: and that it is always more gracious, more kindly, for youth not 
to probe into the innermost recesses of an older woman's heart. For 
in thousands of women's hearts lie very beautiful and tender mem- 
ories—memories which keep the face and spirits young; which make, 
as the years go by, the finest women that we know, and whose reasons 
for writing ‘ Miss" instead of '' Mrs.”’ to their names are very preciou: 
too precious to be talked about or explained. 

Some girls find this out later: before they do, let me ask them to 
take my word for it. 
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WE ARE HAVING 4 Curious Rus of holidays this year, 
Washington's Birthday fell on Monda Decoration Day 
fell on Sunday: the Fourth of July came also on Sunday: 
Christmas will fall on Saturday, and, of course, so will New 
Year's Day. In each case a week-end holiday of two days’ 
cessation from work is the result. Is there not an idea in 
this? Certain holidays are, of course, fixed. But why 
should not Memorial Day be permanently fixed for the 
last Saturday of May, instead of the thirtieth, and thus 
insure each year a week-end holiday of two days? And why 

should not Thanksgiving Day be declared by the President for the last 
Saturday, instead of the last Thursday, of November? Why Thursday 
particularly? Why should we not haye as many of these double holidays at 
the close of the week as possible, particularly when the reason for having them 
so seems much more sensible and rational than the reason—or no reason, 
rather—for their present day of observance? Two continuous daysof freedom 
from work is a veritable godsend to thousands of workers, and this would be 
particularly true at the end of May, when all Nature invites—and at the end 
of busy November also. It is for the public good that these two holidays 
should be changed, and it is for the public to say that they shall be changed. 
Why shouldn’t the public say it? 

‘THAT A WOMAN'S WORK IN THE HOME is far more narrow- 
ing than is a man’s work in the office is an oft-repeated 
statement, But how actually true is this? Work is narrow- 
ing only when it has no end and no worthy object. House- 
keeping for its own sake affords neither, but home-making 
for the protection of a woman's children and those she 
loves, thrift and comfort and order for the peace of those 
who work for her, is one of the greatest things in the world. 
It has its monotony, but so has all work. Men work at the 
same things day after day. They get as tired doing them, 

and often as bored, as any woman in a house. Those at work under a man 
can be as stupid as a stupid cook can be, as unobservant of time as a flighty 
housemaid, as careless about interpreting orders as any inattentive nurse 
girl, A man does not always run his job; it oftener runs him. There are 
many days when he would give half he owns to stay away from his office or 
his shop or his machine. Things go as wrong with him as they do in a house- 
hold. But he does not quarrel with his work and its necessities. “It's all in 
the day's work," he argues; and he goes to it. Exactly the same is true of 
it as is true of a woman's work in the conduct of a home. A man is only 
narrowed by his work when he knows his work alone. A woman is only 
narrowed by the work of making a home when she knows nothing else, 

Ovux Toy MAKERS Boast that they give the children real 
life in miniature. But, the other day, a little fellow voiced a 
weak point in the system, He had just built a barn with 
his blocks. He eyed with dissatisfaction his tin soldiers. 
‘Those were the only men he had or could get, Their guns 
were obviously out of place for farming. “Well,” he sighed, 
“1 wish I had just some plain, everyday men!” 

And wasn’t it a reasonable wish? The squads of toy 
soldiers that come inserted on cardboard squares, fiercely 

armed und brass-buttoned, so far are about the only available forces to man 
the farms, the trolley cars, the grocery stores, the baseball fields and all the 
other civilian establishments and activities of the playroom. In view of our 
modern horror of war and our efforts to instill in even the youngest the ideals 
of peace and citizenship, this discrepancy between toy life and real life is 
not a trivial matter, 

Manufacturers produce what the public demand, and if parents ask for 
squads of civilians instead of soldiers, they will eventually get them, Then, 
on those occasions when a righteous playroom battle is inevitable, let these 
same plain, everyday men, some in shirtsleeves and others in blue serge suits, 
regretfully leave their peaceful pursuits and do the fighting. In the last 
analysis it is the flannel shirts and serge suits that fight the world’s battles 
anyway. We have ceased to put a premium on brass buttons and visored 
caps, Our toy makers are behind the times. Our boys should not have to 
make the soldiers do the farming. Whe battle is on let the farmers do the 
fighting. That is real life of today, 

ASK ALMOST ANYONE IIS OPINION as to the most famous 
song in the world, and the answer would be “ Home, Sweet 
Home,” or “Annie Laurie,” or “Auld Lang Syne.” Few 
would choose “ Malbrook”: fewer still have, probably, ever 
heard of it. Yet this song was chosen in a nation-wide 
contest not long ago, “Malbrook?” folks will say in 
astonishment. “Never heard of it.” Oh, yes, you have; for 
in it are the refrains “We Won't Go Home Till Morning” 
and “For He's a Jolly Good Fellow.” These refrains have 

been sung around the world, in all languages and all climes, And think of the 
history of the song! The air has been sung in Europe for hundreds of years: 
long ago it was carried to the East and so became familiar to Turks and 
Arabs. ‘The modernization of the song dates from the night after the battle of 
Malplaquet, when it was first sung by a French soldier at Quesnog, whence 
it spread to Paris and throughout France, and gaye the great Duke of 
Marlborough more celebrity than all his victories. The words were printed 
on fans and screens and were sung in palaces and on the streets. The still 
further modernization for the exigencies of roistering melody was the last 
touch which insured the song universal popularity. Incorporated in opéra 
Souffe by Bizet and Delibes, sung by Marie Antoinette in the Tuileries, 
introduced by Beaumarchais in "The Marriage of Figaro,” and by Beethoven 
in his Battle” symphony, and hummed by the great Napoleon whenever 
he entered the battle, the air of  Malbrook” has literally sung itself into the 
heart of the world, And Du Maurier understood its infinite possibilities 
when he had Trilby transform it into a great lyric tragedy. 

Foop Pur Up IN PACKAGES OR BOTTLES costs more than 
food sold in bulk. That is obvious and true. The milkman 
who sterilizes his milk and puts it in quart bottles, sealed, 
has an expense that the dealer who pours twenty gallons of 
milk into 2 can and sells it by the dipper has not, But who 
woukl want to go back to the tin can and the dipper, once 
she has known the sanitary advantage of milk sold in 
sealed bottles? The manufacturer who takes pains to see 
that crackers are not touched by human hands, and puts 

two dozen clean, crisp crackers in a sealed, oiled-paper box, has more expense 
than the manufacturer whose men shovel, with their hands, half a thousand 
crackers into a barrel, the crackers later to be sold from the open barrel, 
Naturally, more must be charged for the sealed sanitary goods, But who 
would return to the open cracker barrel in the country store, standing for 
days and weeks, who has once had his crackers in the sealed box, crisp from 
the oven and protected from the moisture and dust? And this applies to 
scores of other foods once sold in bull and now in packages. Naturally they 
cost more. In selling food by the bulk the manufacturer had no reputation 
to lose, for no name went with the food; with the packages a manufacturer's 
name is at stake, and if his quality is inferior the consumer is quick to change 
from Jones's prunes to Smith's prunes. She knows whose product to buy and 
whose product to avoid. Then there is the question of health that the food 
sealed in packages naturally carries with it, and it is a poor economy that 
trifles with the best, cleanest and most nutritious food. If it were simply a 
question of convenience whether to buy food in the bulk or in packages, then 
economy would be in order. But where the question touches the quality of 
food, its cleanliness and nutrition, then the economy assumes a different 
aspect and the cheapest is by no means the most economical, So, in this 
agitation as to whether it is greater economy to buy food in bulk or in pack- 
ages, it is well for the housewife to decide what is true economy. ‘The poorest 
kind of economy is always that which affects the health of the consumer, 
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The Tail 
Instead of 
the Halter 

A FARMER SAID, THE OTHER Day, that there were fewer 
people in his farming township than there were forty years 
ago, and that it seemed impossible to keep the youngsters 
on the land any more. This farmer's home and premises 
explained the reason. The house was unpainted, ugly and 
unsanitary. The yard was a common litter, and the barn lot 
a rubbish heap of weeds, rotting straw piles, rusty machinery 
and general waste. His children had been sent to the state 
university and learned for the first time in their lives that 

a bathtub is not a luxury but a primary necessity for a great many folks. The 
girls found out that the best kind of a farm life was not a bookless, common 
round of unrelieved drudgery. So they educated themselves cityward, by a 
habit of mind, from what they learned and saw. To be sure there are many 
communities, even sections, where this condition does not prevail, but, taking 
the nation over, there is a startling prevalence of this backward social life. A 
progressive farmer recently said that he thought the average farm needed a 
bathtub, a good sink, a laundry room, an ice box, a heating and lighting plant 
and some books just as much as it needed an automobile. ‘ Progress on the 
farm is all right,” he said, “but the trouble with many a farmer is that he is 
grabbing progress by the tail instead of by the halter." 

A WOMAN AND A MAN RAN FoR A TRAIN the other day. 
Both caught it. But the woman was exhausted, while the 
man was only pleasantly flushed. The woman got there the 
same time that the man did—that is, she did this time, But 
she may not the next time: unless, in thinking it over this 
time, she concluded that she might have to run for many 
other trains and that she might as well widen her skirt and 
loosen her stays and have a pocket in her coat so that she 
need not stop to pick up her purse and her handkerchief; 

that she must also do her hair less ornamentally so that it will stay where 
it is pinned, and wear a hat that will not catch the wind as she runs. These 
things would seem easy and sensible to do, They may be one, but they are 
not the other. And she usually compromises, She goes out into the highway 
in shoes that grip the ground and skirts that clear it; she leaves her body 
unoppressed by needless bones and bands; she wears her hair so that it need 
not be brushed several times while she is out, and she surmounts it with a hat 
that stays where it is put and can be forgotten, When she comes home, if 
she can afford it, she puts om ornamental clothes for her own pleasure and the 
pleasure of those who are interested in her, But when once she has found by 
actual experience the superior comfort of sensible clothing, even her orna- 
mental clothing becomes changed, and she becomes impatient of all its 
restrictions—impediments to actual health and free movement that a man 
would not endure an hour, let alone a lifetime. 

THE IMPOSSIBILITY FOR A GIRL TO LIVE on a $6-a-week 
wage is illustrated by the following schedule of expenditure, 
one of the many thousands of individual expense accounts 
submitted to the New York State Factory Investigating 
Commission, the National Consumers’ League and the 
Women’s Trade Union League of Chicago, which latter 
organization publishes this: 

WEEKLY EXPENDITURE 

One-half of furnished roam , 
7 Breakfasts (rolls and coffee), at 10 cents . 
7 Dinners, at 20 cents 
7 Luncheons (coffee and sandwich), at 10 cents 

Clothes—weekly . |. | | 

The remaining 10 cents is to cover laundry, dentist, doctor, newspapers, 
magazines, church and recreation!! Liberal margia, is it not? 
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steamer will nat wait for t 
sal! have plenty of tin 
missed it. But don’t worry 

line has ne 

my attention until it was too late, The train had stoppel 
We were in New York and f had ime to think 

Very gradually our party was extracted from the Pulla 
until the last, like the captain leavin 

ason. There was a painft 
> tip the The tip 

am, this train 
we shall have more 

ver had an aceident 
veland for a few min ¢ knows 

walk up and down tt + into New York it to him. But th 
it five o'clock.” "Yes, through.” m. Only I didn’t want anyon 
: It not sidetr ake." jad all gat out T called the porter to me 

lunch in balf an hour sow . ve 10) n, at the { which 1 sipped 
pay for the lunch, I pay all bills. New York a r bill int and and 
at five o'clock Lomorr * "Oh, y 1 get Into the th 1 bhash © y whert 

baggage car and open your trunk—th 2 agine what that porter thinks of me ; 
all the trunks are on boar send a But now we were in the seething mete nd my rea 

telegram for you from any station." “No, have duties began. [was the only one of the party who had se? 
time to stop over at Niagara Falls." “I's New York before, A number of the girls had pevet 
will not have to see your cousin in Schenecta left th two had not been outside thelt 
but we'll try.” “We get into New York about five countie put their trust in me 
o'clock tomorrow afternoon, May be a little late They did ing extent 1 walked 
"The left side will be next to the river when we go here and telegrams, supervising the 
down the Hudson.” “We get into Bi dispatch of the baggage, and talking with officials, | 
night.” "Yes, ton € get in are those twenty-tour girls ina tightly fastened trait 
tomorrow afternoon.” “The steamer sails + behind m We were unive ly served and com 
norning—I mean the next noon "Don't worry mented upon, If the head of the parade had beet 

[ll find your suitcase key. You've ju pped it brighter we should have looked like Halley's comet 
Yes, you should have brought a cloak for use on 

the steamer, They say the dew 'y at nights.” VEN hundred taxicabs were chugging away 

"They are playing ‘The T in New York | Je the station, and, as the girls looked longing 
and you can go it you wish.” “The train gets into at them, I decided upon a bold financial stroke 
New York at 743 tomorrow evening.” “There are shoul ach r > Broadwa 

eighteen cars on the train.” “Yes, Pthink Fean ger | d we should go up to the Uproaria Hotel on th 
you transferred to the last car.” ars. Thus we would see the heart of the grest 

The name of the ner is Cambodi c bbing city and plunge into its life at the very stat 
she has propelters.' , ves, a steamer with three | I had taken care of our hand baggage, 60 % 
smokestacks is much safer than a steamer with only | i, free-handed and wide-eyed, up Forty-seoo"4 
one. We haven't skimped on smokestacks.” "TI by admiring throngs who scene 
population of Buffalo is two millions The Fal particularly to admire the energy £ 5 an 

ching stragglers from the various display wine 
herding them intoline, Eventually Lgot the whol 
on one car and a little later landed at the hote) 

back of the Union Depot in Cleveland—1 
3uffalo.” “We get into New York at noon day 

are j 

sorrow ’ makes eighty miles ar | : 

0 ‘No, there has never been a wreck on thi mph from twostandpoints, [did 
mad." “Yes, there will be life preservers for everyone ed from $34 to $234 in taxic 

Sa a re 

on the boat “It is the Cammen! m the heroer nd rapacity * 

een captains and forty-five prop the chauffeurs who might have captured 1:6 
New York in time for dinner this € The Uproaria is a v precipitous cliff on Uppet 
Niagara Falls are on the Hudson Broadway, which houses millionaire the winter 
fter the steamer starts." '"Y | und which does a little ers nese when they 
mcket hook No, we only in | have fled in the summer nad an accoull! 
Vashington.” “We get into Boston k th the hotel and I didn't have ¢ y the room bis 

. ith the my $72.30, which was some tamerrow afternoon 
gned palatial suites 
fen hoisted aloft 

is. Ehad to bey 
latter by guess 

comfort. The girls 
and when the last one 
hurried downtown to do a fe 

mer rug and a thick « 

ork—cash a few personal s in a suspicious 
n, buy several specified remedies for seasickne 

the dock to count the trunks, ’ 
i by the time [began the 

if hour f hunted trunk 

were = k ha BYTE end of an hour 1 
had located the Grand Bankes in 

not one of the young ladies cared 
asking questions for amusement an 
favorite game all through the trip, At 
me becau too conscientious. 

saved my strength and brain, and didn’t put all 
intellectual fire of my being into each answer as 1 

Sec ad 

SNAPDRAGONS inthe above. I should have got along beautifully | nd down the other, a& 4 
cre +H onde erin .nnd: nowhere uegite | N THE world of hot and windless summer days it weet He ee Law rt At 
looked them up. [ft was an unfr Al is watering-time for the thirsting flocks of pink- ny own trunk, and as T did soa wave of relict 
thro ah ne tm cana ne i ee af min and-yellow dragons, whose fiercest flights are their 6 me 1 had to start across the 

wick ad Happily emia and atte Thad epee? || Genele swayings back and forth as they are caressed Vgepted ceteg phe ae 
thority or other before le cro Wa by summer breezes. overwhelmed me. What if the seven owners of sh? 

hadn't been anand she a woman the rest of th Down through the summer night, on soundle gz trunks had to do this thing? And what 

oar wage eve la conte we, wings, the fairies of the starlight make their way, |] vl happen to me if shy dt The ore 
joyed myself as h Tt was most ple be each bearing a goblet of dew from out the fountains ‘iedtoRopes.. F at 
hospitably upon t dand > of the air; and when the fairies have reached the re — ‘ 

act: i Apart “Sep ce ia mted wok end of their pathless flight, resting on still wings they W ag reached the Rtn Se A ve aipdabdoe np 
Sir: Back Reeoneles Winner” heaven: dele. beieee dice 0 | press the dragon's silken sides. wilelnge for 16. . they 'were Sennary, # 
ntillionaire n during that as f urged all | Eagerly he snaps his fragile mouth wide to receive had $59.75, a lot of which I should need the next md 
leas tc gee mou rey stints) - i | the cooling drink, as the fairies tip the goblet and 3 we ex ml eard. thet $58.24- x “! oxy: 
but I paid it with a carelessness: which aun the spill the dew from out the fountains that play inces- ame. “Girls,” Tsasd with the 
waiters to address me as “Gener te embxerk 
the trip, 

for the rest of santly, perhaps on some remote star. 

produces that most ter . 
I wish T could urge you one? HAD intended to 

the sigh rewm srythiog on the bil , but 
became ne Go lightly ing 
work and « diplomatic service. prec 
one was perfectly happy and had the friend an excellent thing who can fast entirely 
ne 45 there were details which had to be ark probably be saved an't should do their 

a plate of soup, A little IF 
but eat nothing 

of t row 3 

so to speak. There was the matter of seats, It 
eighteen girls had 

son River side 

a few cracker 
omised sea' 

is was awkwa: 
might nat 

you could but fo 7 
only six such seats. Lasked the porter if be co when ——" 
more, and be only parted his Ethiopian feat At this hastily and wen 
looked like a cavern studded with tombstones, and laughed rooms, de tat a bite, Six dolls q 

ticeably pale and we4 
cate in an nificent, &' ut 

nm, waited upon by on 

¢ future dat M. 
ancier. It work 

atme. I tried to explain the difficulty awa: 
em. 7 final 

save 
Everyone was polite but 
that from the shore side M ler cowl tor on the oth Rr 
ing golf on week days and th ne Last wri sil! of fare whose prices sett 
sitting on the river side drow aught mie; but our total bill was < 
overdid matters and th such a rush to starboard sor and unsuccessful man, but I ® 

t f that stroke 
ine o'clock before the | 
nwhile | was in trouble besixe 

I had to plead with several girls to be brave and risk their 
lives with me on the river side the 

No sooner was this settled than a graver situat 
out. For pu Is har bee 
two te a stat 

have to make 
i The girls were came at , 
te exuding kappi radiant 

owes of econ 
com by Sta 
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I: At Ellis Island 
ILLUSTRATIONS BY ARTHUR E BECHER 

LOWLY — slowly 
stream finding th 
filing through th t question. 

Anna—he b ctor of throats, a halt for nar 
ssports, 3 at the window where Rus 

ian and Italian money is change 
ender of the New World. The long sprin, 
till the line dragged and hesitated, drag 
interminably, 

1 men had dark and worried faces, the women looked 
ous and unhappy, too, but more simple, Old women sat 

esting on their great bund 1 forward 
with the line, and sat down to r d little 

gan his story confidently—Anna's 
st thou? But what matter? Klara and 

2 to Anna, since { not come to 
would be married, Philadelphia for 

moon, why not? He was like a great boy on a 
iday, obviow finding it difficult not to enrbrace her 

again where she stood 
But her pale face did not brighten. Tt was foolish to talk 

that way, she said coldly, almost sullenly, 
Why 

mur of gut 
mile and then lau tain mir 

the gate clangs « 
ft 

dren whined and cried: only children, smooth " The girl felt tears coming 
faced, innocent girls and be ad fourteen, were le under a wide bl 
hanpy em; they looked with a 

yi there is a good reason. 

Not one man or we pant W oked n be no such reason, What is it 
fresh or clear for an unseasonable day in late She would not be married today 
April. Heavy, odorous woolens, 1 ly concealing the ious of wat . amed in this moment 
berspiration-soaked flannels beneath them; bh dusty was to meet he nave been she walked away and he 

followed her. We left t 
droopin 

1 unbuttor 

shoes, knitted caps, or hats 
felr—t al wear 
Hghtly 
there about the fai 
or perhaps anot 

awls about their 
n no more at all 
and delays and 
et out in an i 

ried w 
to wel 

an, who was deep in troubled tall, the gitl’s 
her eyes averted, one bare hand buttoning 

her glove sempty 
rs in notes 

r these th 
n they w 

NOTHER tr 
only a fi 

woman, it little e 
id a small, worr 
sa black rag wrapf 

too, the hot and dus 
held in her 1 sixem 
fellow, as brown as a me 

this time a real on 
the center 

ith magnife 

, was going on 
a young Italian 

nt, tiquid brown eyes 
Her uncovered hair was as black 

about her head; her dress was black, 
murning of the Italian peasant. She 

¥, a wizened little 
ith something of a 

demnity in his lit nd bald head 
¢ thing! She's been here four days waiting for her 

* said the matron pityingly. “He's here some 
ster he wrote from Jersey two months 
hown up, And I'm actually afraid 

» overboard if we have to send her back 
left her eight months ago; he's never seen the 

child, and the poor little thing has been counting the 
inutes until she sees him again, She's just kk 

and she came on her own respor 
three weeks ago, which ought to have 

y af notice.” She sighed. “We have lo 
e went on. “They fi t everyth' 

they get started, and I'm afraid this one is rat 
k : is handsome and fascinating, 

laugh-laugh all time! 
y doe write him now?" T as look- 

rushed little figure, the sad, staring eyes, 
jiet of the little creature who only moved 
her te tiently, now and then, or to 

re was presently 
on be sunny 

cold sausage and 1 thick slices of 
Big, bearded men tried to leave the room with piece 

Of this bread hidden in their hands, or oily bits of fish thrust 
into their bagsy pox but obeyed like boys when an off. 
Chal ordered them to yield up their booty at th 

They had had a terrible seven days on the shi » rosy briskness was in 
long journey before that to reach the ship. They were tired  paleness and fatig 
and discouraged, and long before this last trying step of put his arms about 
their way was cles he men were sodden 
as brutes, the clously at their children, their mo 
1 "gy looked dubiqusly g y 

‘chee-cargo,” or * Boxs-tone. 
they said ov hopeful an 
on the inspec 

re, i get you,” 
“Bat where's your letters? Job, s 
a job?” 

once 

leadiock! Everything stopped short until the inter- 
Preter c: ‘She says her brother's got her a job,” 
‘Ae interpreter might offer parley. 

Well, where is he?” 
Anothe log ey Atother dialogue, minated by eager hands and 

ised to te him!" the matron echoed scornfully, 
every day—twice a day, She cries 

tters, kisses them and makes the baby 
makes me k; I'd like get hold of 

Then the interpreter agains "He prox 
her here.’ 
“Well, then, sho" 
hen come the te: 

¢ to wait for him, that’s all." 

HERE js a #pecial timbo at Ellis Island for those 
who are not qualified to enter the city without 

nds 
delayed in coming to claim them. ‘They sit behind 

iling h 
able, in heat or cold, sore after seven Jong days 

r eves incessantly rove 

to go back?" 
n't stay here.” The matron shrugged 

her shoulders, detached a climbing child from the grat- 
ing with no more ern than if it had been a kitten, 

ought to be 
i with @ guc 

What's all this? 

SPontership, and whose husbands or cousins o* 

r familiar face, the welcoming 
il put an end to ys of horror. 

sit here, the n playing at the 

far end 
inning feet 

ng noise of a raised and sobbing voice 
With it cam 

|< Pee mother's knee, the mot orn face ner a lithe man in a light overcoat, a 
she; 10 the bars, her eyes sic man ced but with a good 

he loves and has 1 'y months. Young ran he sobt ut ove 
Bitls sit here, sitent, des 

cages 
an official suddenly rattles keys in a h 

1ong them a wave of pitiful washes 
the group. “Eda—is Eda Torriensen here 

des wit 
i, a shy blonde, with her hair strained 

r young ideous in a thick, clumsy 

overagain: “Manuelita! Manuelita! Manuelita 
The little Italian woman sprang upas if galvanized, 

v forgott at beside her. She did not 

how the on had 
¢ reachec { she ran by. 

idor her little black figure Hew to ny 
running toward her; then the 

pairing, and asf as field 

He Stamenered, “ ns Say it is Our Son?” CONCLUDED ON PAG! 
Page 9. 



How I Fill I 
Unique Methods 

to Make the Service 

Attractive 

N 1 took charge of Grace 
Methodist Church in New York, 
some years ago, it had an audi 

toriunt seating fifteen hundred people, which 
at that time seldont saw two hundred in it on Sunday 
nights. Now it is crowded on Sunday evening, and 
recently atone stich service two hundeed and twenty- 
five people joined the church, Five thousand peop 
used the building in a recent week; a cumber more than the 
population of Albany or nearly that of Atkanta or oneshalf 
that of Indianapolis or Kansas City attend the services 
annually; and nearly two thousand members have been 

years, Yet Grace Methodist Church is on a 
four out of five of the population af New York 

esarespoken 
that it is hard for mast churches there to get 

side Street 
have foreign-born parents; and sixty-six langua 
in the city, 
a hearing, 

How has Grace Methodist Church accomplished such 
results under such conditions? ‘The reply to this question also 
answers the broader query: Can churches attract Sunday- 
night audiences that fill them as theaters and motion- 
picture places are filled on such evenings? They certainly 
can if the services are made attractive, thrilled with religion 
and compellingly advertised. 

More than ever in these days a church onset prove its 
service value to the community, In order to do se the very 
first step is to make itself widely known and to attract atten- 
tion and make friends. This was what I undertook to do 
when f went to Grace Methodist Church, ane these are some 
of the methods employed: A boys" band of thirry-tive pieces 
paraded the streets ac at to the church and led the chil- 
dren of the neighborhood to the auditorium for a free com- 
cert, At another time one hundred and sixty-three men, the 
best in our membership, followed a band through thirty 
prominent city blocks, singing religious songs; while the 
streets and house windows were thronged with people asking: 
“Who are they?” 

ARLY in ny pastorate the services of a noted! traveloguer 
were secured, and for three weeks he gave for a ten-cent 

admission picture lectures for which # dollar admission was 
lly charged. ‘This was done ineodperation with a “daily” 

which printed a coupon required with the dime. Thousands 

services for policemen, firemen, street 
cleaners, streetcar employees, and s0 on, well advertised 
among them, have all helped to create a friendship which 
bears fruit in the ready direction of inquirers to Grace 
Methodist Church, At Christmastime last year the precinct 
police captain brought me fifty-two dollars voluntarily 

y-even! 

handed to him by his men to be used in our work among the 

poor. ‘ ‘ é 
Of course, the Se ~evening service seeks to enlist 

iembers—to get new business, as it were-—and to do 
t exude happiness and avoid stale amd stilted 

methods. The unique serv ace Methodist Church is 
called “Happy Sunda Ml scolding and abuse 

ut; doulitsare pot paraded; and when the message 
nd nothing is allowed to crowd it ont—it tea 

straight-from-the-shoulder deliverance about sin and Cox's 
loving desire to heal its diseases, 

ft was just two months after | went to New York that the 
first reat trial of a new “special” method came. [t glad. 
dened everyone. A member ollered to bay twelve hundee 
roses asa memorial to his mother, to be presenter to people 
as they came into church. They cost only twenty-five dollars 
at wholesale, Hundreds of roses shedding fragrance, with 
faces smiling gratefully above them, made it easy for me to 
preach on The Rose of Sharon.” Motion pictures of Hower 
perades and the “Birth of a Flower" were shown. 

Now every spring suburban churches send great boxes of 
1 flowers, and eager hands carry away every so-called 

weed daisy after dismissal, One springa remarkable bird- 
impersonator brought motion and still pictures of God's 
feathered choir, and, with the help of green-leaf decorations, 
took us for thirty minutes inte the sweet-scemted woods. 
City folks sighed when the exhibition was over, In th 
autumn golden leaves decorate the auditorium and adorn 
cach visitor, 

N ONE hot July night a “snow service” crowded the 
church, A pile of snow occupied one end of the table anda 

cake of ice, ich had been frozen flowers and frui 
stood on the other end. What a cooling lesson for worry's 
fever was possible! Visit any cold-storage plant ot ice factory 
and scrape off the ice from the pipes, and you will have the 
show; while the owner of the factory will freeze the “cake, 
Another summer M.A. Henson, the colored man who accom- 
panied Rear Admiral Peary to the North Pole, spol cl 
on still another hot summer evening we had motion pictures 
of ice and seals in the Arctic region. 

A service i annually given for each group of the city’s 
servants. Each year the New York policemen bring their 
brass hand and play beautiful religious selections. Last year 
Commissioner Arthur Woods spoke briefly, and a second 
collection was taken to help put a gymnasium into the local 
precinct station. 

‘The firemen also brought their hand, and Conunissioner 
Robert Adamson spoke, Chief Kenlon, the noted hero of 
many fire fights, and worshiped by the “boys,” warned them 
of the danger of carelessness, by citing a number of personal 
experieny 

The “White Wings,” those cleaners of the streets who are 
often forgotten as public health guardians, were also invited 
to attend a “special” service; and at its close gristled hands 
gripped ntine and men with tears gave thanks 
for this service of appreciation. 

Five hundred postmen came witha splendid 
band one Sunday evening, and incidentally [ 
seconded their appeal for a deserved pension. 
Gas company employees, department store 
clerks, shopmen, lodges and countless other 

Ay Church 

October, by the Reverend George Hodges, 
Episcopal Theological School at Cambridge, Massachusetts. 

il 

The Reverend Chnstion F, Reisner, DD. 
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picture of the life of Jesus, giving it an actual historical 
setting in Palestine. On six successive Sunday evenings the 
reels were shown with great impeessiveness, It was durin, 
our annual revival meetings, Nothing before ever drow such 
large, regular crowds; and Chat, coo, in spite of bad weather 

(ine evening R. Henderson Bland, the man who had taken 
the part of Jesus, increased the reverential atmosphere by 
explaining his feel s concerning the pictures. Another 
company has spent sixty thousand dollars in producing 
similar picture, but in colors, entitled, "The i ife of Our 
Saviour,” which will also beshown, le Fife of Moses,” in 
motion ‘pictures, has also peoved an. attrac It is not 
necessary to have religious pictures always; many other 
kinds may create an “atmosphere 

(Get ready, father; | want you to 
tonight,” said the wife. 

No, thanks. [ would rather sleep at hon 
answer. 

"But Johnnie and Mary are to speak and sing. 
“Ob, that's diferent.” He had such a gor 
went the next Sunday. Hf the preacher was “alive 
attendant was secured. 

» to church with me 

" came the 

he urged. 
time that he 

a regular 

OTHING will draw an audience like children's programy: 
for Sunday night. Un the moming father is sleepy, oF 

his clothes appear shabby in sunlight, or there is a chance 
that someone may sce and poke fun at him. Children freshen 
up the hest in us by their sweetness and simplicity, At least 
twice a year our Sunday school gives a program, At other 
times beight boys and girls give one or two numbers. A chil 
dren's chorus is always possible where there is a fuithfal 
leader. Roy tenors, child pianists, youthful violinists ar some 
other type of performers will lure the audience. 

“Tf you once begin these ‘special’ Sunday evening pro- 
grams you must keep them up," objected a fellow pastor 
to ime. 

“Of course: and why not? Does your local merchant ever 
‘let down’ in his efforts to get new trade?” 

unday evening one or more “special” features are 
provided, Only recently have I been able to pay even at small 
kum for outside performer: ch noted men as W, D. 
Hinshaw, grand-opera soloist, and Hans Kronold, nationally 
known cellist, came gladly without charge. Every local com 
munity has an artist or a teacher or a club (or the possibility 
of forming one) that can be secured, Some performers are 
engaged from lyceum companies for Saturday evening, with 
the stipulation that they remain over and help at the Sunday 
evening service. 

‘The late Reverend Doetor Wallace, at Middletown, New 
York, a town of bftcen thousand people, did this, and sent 
out thirty thousand circulars to his members during the sea- 
son, He paid all the expenses with the Saturday-eveni: 
silver offerings, while the church profited by the ad 
Sunday-night offerings. 

mong other “special” attractions for our Sunda 
ning services have been these 
When the United States fleet anchorest in New York 

harbor all the ssilora received a personal printed invitation 
tu a service in their honor, and the admiral sent a ship band, 

College glee clubs giving concerts near by are glad to be 
entertained over Sunday, and in return will render a pro- 
gram. Clubs from Wesleyan, the University of Pennsylvania, 
the Massachusetts Agricultural College and Pennington 
Seminary have thus ay red at Grace Methodist Church. 
Alumni receive special invitations, and at the close of each 
service a reception is held, the glee club sings, and refresh- 
ments encourage sociality, Several young men have thas 
been made hungry for a college training and entered later. 

ew 

Aros lyceum attractions which have appeared have 
been bell ringers, a trumpet trio, a harp quartet, a brass 

quartet, a ladies’ orchestra, an Indian orchestra, cornetists 
and colored jubilee singers.’ Few towns can afford such per- 
formers, but New York offers great competing concerts, and 
other places can approximate it, 

If the “Happy Sunday Evening" merely “entertained” 
people the audience would soon disappear. The secret of its 

A MINISTER'S COLORS ARE BLACK AND TAN 
Just why this is so will be explained in Tue Journat for 

D.D., Dean of the 

(Page 10) 

on Sunday Evening 
By the Reverend 

Christian F. Reisner, D:D. 
Pastor of Methodist Episcogal Church, 

of New Vork City 
fd > 

success lies in the fact that the people regu: 
larly hear a clear gospel mesmge. Men 
everywhere are cager to hear about and from 
God: ncither rhetorical essays nordescriptive 

or scientific lectures satisfy them, The atcractions at 
Grace Methodist Church are used only todraw peoples 
while the real work is to sing and preach them into it 
personal consciousness of God's presence. A large. 

tobe chit of unpaid voices, directed by Tal Exen Morgan 
who conducts the great choruses at Ovean Grove, leads in 
singing popular Gospelselectinns. In Denver the men whistled 

gic choruses; this melted into oneness the uncomfortable 
firstcomers who could not or would not sing 

The Gospel message is phrased in popular terms. Here 
are a few subjects which tera been used: “How Shall 1 
Spend Sunday?" “Does Praying Pay?” "Did God Punish 
San Francisco in the Earthquake?” "The Baltimore Fire.” 
“Why is it Wrong?" to gamble, to lie, to steal, and soon. 
cach one a separate subject. "What is the Unpardonable 
Sin?" “Phe Modern Newspaper." "A Good oliceran-" 

Washington Gladden well says: The pulpit is nat secular: 
ized by the kind of topics, but by the method of treatment. 
“Do Ministers’ Sons Go Wrong ?” isa Lopic which illustrated 
the religious emphasis, Letrers w > 
Whitman, I'resident Wilson, former Secretary of the Interior 
Fisher and other notable sonsof ministers, Astudyof' Who's 
Who" showed that the sons of ministers succeeded cightectt 
Limes more than the sons of any other professionals. 
“Do you allow men of other faiths to speak from your 

pulpit on Sunday?” a Westerner asked re. 
“Most assuredly, when they have a Christian spirit of 

service and remember that { shall follow with a Gospel 
appeal,” | answered. 

N ANHATTAN Borough President Marcus Marks, of 
VE Hebeow extrecti poke at one of our services, favoring 
wublic markets, Brooklyn Borough President LH, Pounds 
Methodist, gave an address during the revival period, Whet 
William Jennings Bryan “preached” to a packed audito- 
rium, at the beginning of my pastorate, two thousand people 
stood outside of the church for two hours to see him ag he 

me out, and the newspapers gave large space to his set 
mon. Judge Hen BR. Lindsey recounted his experiences one 
evening, and L told bow the judge came to jain the Methodist 
Chureb. 

When Edward Pa 
San Francise 

sont Weston returned from his walk t@ 
he told us why he was a teetotalee; conclud- 

ing: “Otherwise 1 should now be fooling with a harp of 
shoveling coal.” Inspector Faurot, chief of detectives; 
enforced with the stereopticon the finger-print methods o! 
catching criminals. Detective W. J. Burns illustrated by 
personal incidents the certainty that evil will be uncovered. 
Newly elected Congressmen and other le work came to sh 
and niade promises of future upright activity, We have thut 
secured an influence that has counted later, These men wert 
of various faiths, but all were clean-living believers. 

Audiences today want a positive message hacked by 
religious experience. Negations tire people; religious inlor- 
mation ix nee One of our members recently told & 
Russian Jew about our church while he was papering het 
apartment. Later, radiant with joy, he said: “1 have beet 
hungry to hear about Jesus. In Riswia we were not per 
mitted neara Christian church; and 1 did not know I should 
be allowed to enter bere, pine has convinces 
me and made me happy, hureh, A pron: 
nent wholessle flour merchant sought our church to find out 
what a “wheat” Sunday-evening servi nt. He met 
member whe took his name and addr 1 called at his 
apartment I, aid secured both husband and wife for 
church membership, Ss 

One day, some re ago, a lonely young man arrived if 
Denver. Bad habits had mastered hi nm. On Sunday hore 
sickness depressed him, and he wandered aimlessly theougl? 
the streets, Presently a large painted sign about a church 
stopped him with the ward ” Homelike.”” 

“Twill find that church and see if it is like the one at 
home,” he thought to himself. 

he came to my Denver church, and was met by U9 
ina spirit true to the promise of the word “Homelike.” A 
changed life resulted, and he is now one of the successttl 
young business men of Colorado, 

OCIALITY marks our every service. New York life is apt 
to be cold to the stranger, and even the churches are prove 

to create a frigid atmosphere. Constant reminder by s™ 
mon, exhortation and written epistle have made Grace 
Methodist Church, also advertised as “homelike,” a family 
church—not in the sense of a residential section church, but 
in the sense of trying tot © practically the Fatherhood 
of God. A group of our best men and women greets every 
person who comes into the church, and every exit is manne 
to “shake hands" as the congregation departs. ‘The names 
and addresses of strangers are carefully taken down, a 
they are visited helpfully, The large church foyer is bil 
with laughing, visiting folks sometimes for three-quarters of 
an hour after dismissal. Everyone is alert for new members 
and when a person has been spiritually affected be or she i$ 
hrought to me or to an assistant; at every service someon® 
is converted, 

During the month of January revival meetings are held 
every night for three weeks, Religious thrills are expected 
they are safer than those caused by loose worldliness., 
become evangelist, and our people are organized for visitiak 
and work. Drunkards are reclaimed: outcasts are hari? 
nized with Gad; and from one hundred and twenty-five 1068? 

hundred and twenty-five people are recei¥e' 
annually at the close of these services- 

Socials of every type, entertainments with 
laughs, suppers for varied groups, met a 
every variety are employed to make peoP’® 
happilyat home inthe church. Every per? i 
feels this atmosphere, and is attracted 39" 
held by it, It gives human point to the 
religion discussed, and helps to bring it hott 
tu each hearer and to make it acceptable 3 
inspiring in daily life. 



es, siz, | use 
his blond face. 

Ask him what he used it for,” came the brisk and stac- 
S809 vaio of his thirteen-year-old sister, Gladys. 
toed! Benny's used his toothbrush for anything besides his 
feeth C don’t want to know it,” his grandmother protested; 
4nd T shouldn't think you would either, William 

ad one,” muttered Benny. Under pressure his 
worked well, He started for the door 

fle was intercepted by his ¢ Charl 
$ young man at the prenuptial stage of th 
scaling adornment. In his hand he be small brush, 

ani in & tone whic ht combined the menace of "fee, , fo, fur" 
4 tof the bear's voive in Silver Locks, he 

ne's been brushing his teeth with my 

Ae icate pink spread over 

a tall and spor- 
host exquisite 

‘a! got ‘em mixes,” 1 
>, they haven'e, Unele Chark 
not tooth powder on your 

Benny's been 
toothbrush.” 

tered Henny. 
1ys explained. 
that's silver 

with your 
brush 

scouring the bird ¢ 

mv e quiet dignity of a former generation 
mother and left the table, while her younger son pro- 

bunced: ‘This is too much!" 
rand Benny's uncle searched 

; but there was no Benny; most ten. 
The two men went out into 

cried Benny's father 
: ” roared his Uncle Charles 

» ftom upstairs came the voice of Benny's grandmother: Now, boys, don't you bother poor Henny, He's bu: 
% brushing this teeth !'* 

that Charles, with the air of ont 
thsome 

fropping forever ia 
thet ubject, dropped the toothbrush from hishand. In 
and hall he met his sister-in-law. St i 
Hog, Y2# Boing by trolley to pass a 
bine of childless friends. 
Oh, by the way, Margery said Charles in a voice he Stroy 1 waere to make elegantly caste, | which anger still 

Mtbrated, “shouldn't Benny wash at least oa Sundays? He's 4S Yet quite unsullied by water, you know; loxthsome’s the rd that might apply i 
Mrs. Strong cut she is clog hen rong cut shart his eloq ence with: “Suppose you 

Hy clean today, Charles, if you think it's etsy 
said By Jove, 1. will!” harles the exquisite. 

V JHiLr this sinis VV was being 
Side 4 Side int the barn Be 
witimate friend, Hen 
poe holding a ser 
wet about somethin 
Were squatting 
Wely in frov hen.” 

Ch 

» and muffled 
ly while she 

Tn Lette warning sounds. 
deserit W, eager tones Benny 

Ihed the wonders of the 
cnet Rota blastoderm," Lg nounced. “What 're 
zat. you poor simp?” ted Of this unknown sci 

At ftd moved Hen to levity 
4, ha!" he roared. r 

lastaderm! Say, 1 
don’t know what that 

Tor pa neither. Betcha 

* feathers un made fitthe 

Means, 

: ister Bessie’s 
Say, ma, Henry's ‘ey ry sn’ awful langwidge.'” 

Benny’s Whole World Bristled With Them 

By Mary Heaton Vorse 
AUTHOR OF “THE NEART'S COUNTRY,” ETC 

ILLUSTRATIONS BY ARTHUR 1. KELLER 

to Benny. 
“say, Ul tey th 

Jutinated with interest, leaned on Benny's 
1 bits of advice: “Hey, boy; gentle, 

; don't bust her, boy!" 
pe scttin’ hen’s eggs," cried the scan- He bane b 

dalized Swede 
At the sound of voices Benny jumped, clutebed the egy 
1, as Hilla leaned forward and grasped him by the wrist, 

he crushed the shell. 
He wiped his handson his pants, “Let me be!" heshrieked, 

“You old blastoderm, you! Let me be.” 
“Ja, Mr, Charles, like so dey talk: awful wor 

first dey bane swear, wad ne nests dey robs 
Gone was science, gone the world of spe 

nme, both o” you!" Benny shouted, knowing 
Id he possibly explain what he had been 

noopers, snoopers!” he threw at them with rage 
k and forth in Hilda’s iron grasp. 

Charles ignared “snoop 
ers!" loftily. “T've come to 
recall to your mind the exist- 
ence of soap and water, [t's 
sok ‘ve met them 
face to face that you may 
have forgotten them. They 
await you in the bathroom,” 
There was to Benny's ears a 
ghoulish triumph in his 

le's tone, and the boy mut- 
tered viciously: “Hypablast!" 

it? Sun 
oathin, the oats 

an ef the bin excavated a book. 

ny, where'd you get it's st 
Renny dix 

nd from the by 
scooped 

: compr 
aid by 

‘Say, 

i, looky,’ Be 
fa mesobl 

oblast you ot, He 
ing voice and in tones of 

iendish meanings. 

here's a bunch 
and a hypobbh 
repeated the ne doing. “ 

as he twisted 

oy laugh 
their own ¢ 

ter cd 
ficient vestal, Hilda Olson 

who like some stern an 
Renny, malignant deity pre 
sided in the Strongs’ kitchen, OREVER similar com- 

Swiftly and noiselessly she mands interfered with his 
stole upon the barn bnsiness in life, which was 
peered in through the wir finding out about the world 

in which he liv but his un 
sympathetic family with one 

wd called his scientific 
interests “his hievous, 
dirty, 5 
ways and forever, 
life promised be 

© he sat with his ear at 
heart and listened 

ata, whenever he was 
about to wrest from her some 
new secret, an adult voice de: 
stroyed his dream by saying: 
“Benny, go and wash!" 

A bitter sense of wrong 
grew in him; a sense of the 
futility of these perpetual and 
unwelcome ablutions seized 
him, He expressed this now 
by grumbling over his shoul- 

s the use of washing now? T'lLonly be dirty 
htime, and then, betcha, I'll have to wash 4 

* You will," replied his uncle serenely, if grimly. 
In dignified resentment Benny pr led to the bath- 

room. With e of Tun partially 
over his hands; nd, by dint of 

They'd never rubbing his fore wid his palm between 
. touchin - the egg and the dirt, de an interesting mess. His 

the thr mind wandered forth on se i ulations concerning the 
: relentless. With the oes, “It's queer that 

. Benny inserted his in soap and water,” he reflected, for at this 
¢ of Benny's life he used long and scientific terms, 

is uncle's warning voice came to him: “Is it your inten- 
tion to remain in the bathroom permanently?” 

With caution Benny let a dozen more drops of water trickle 
upon fis hands, and, as though fearful of marring a fragile 

little on his fa Then he wiped his hands 
an towel, leaving its surface desolate. 

“Have you washed, Henny?" his uncle called to him. 
“Watelsa think f was doin’? 

he inquired ungraciously. 
Charles marched him before 

his looking glass. “Look at 
your face!” he sa 

NDER close scrutiny it 
ould b that a film of 

pale gray obscured the pink 
and-whiteness of Benny's 
countena) this blackened 
into somberer hues around his 
neck: gloom lingered in thase 
“dark, uncharted tracks be 
hind the ears," while on his 
cheek oases of pink gleamed 
through the dirt; but his nose 
and mouth, which had come 
in contact with his hand when 
in the barn, were smeared with 
grime, His hands had been 
recently wet—that was all one 
could say for them. Indeed 
his whole appearance deserved 
his uncle’s almost lyrical apos- 
trophizing: ilthy, loath- 
some, dirty, grubby, is what 
youare. Lookat your hands; 
you never use a natlbrust !"” 

dow, her mouth, never ver 
its out 

2 was unt 
oys bane dirty 

a chick 
ppear!" 
Sy) 

hi 
Tenny 
s right Made @ Fine Splotch of Green on Hen's Shirt Waist 

Lones is all 

Hen pointed toward the nest. 
are, they 

“Say, | wish 
fF fame of science burr 

” The like now. 

84 born of h 
th the en and 

it 2 whul soft, Just « 

fully acre 
ully in 

rascals ban 
With 

removed port 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 53 

‘And Ho Took if Out Himself and it Sépped from His Mand and Went Skipping Horibly Down the Aish" 
(Page 21) 



HE time is coming 
when the cost of elec 
tricity will he infinitely 

lower than now, and when 
that we comes iL will revo 
lutionize all our domestic life 

First of all, when 
tricity becomes universally 

sec, it will be against the 
law to have a fire of any 
kind within the city limits 
The Government will no 
allow fires hecause they are 
dangerous, dirty and insani- 
tary: dangerous because of 
conflagrations dirty because 

Ge 

of handling the coat and 
ashes, and insanitary be- 
cause of the amoke and gases 
in the air. No fires will 
mean no cellar furnaces, no 

tchen ranges, no illumina- 
Lion by gas, no steam-power 
plants, no gas engines 

When we use nothing but 
electrical power for heating 
as well as for other purposes 

jesupply will come through 
many million 

e power, ‘These stations will be located wherever power ts 
lable, such as at waterfalls, coal mines and oil and gus 
ls. This will do away with the wasteful process of haul 

ing coal from the mines to the relatively small power houses 
scattered all over the country 

It may be that at the coal mines, instead of taking out the 
Jand burning it in the way we do now, steam power will 

‘coal in the veins 

dream of possibility. I 
iously proposed by an eminent English 

transmission lines from big central stations o! 
hor: 

be generated in the mine itself by setting the 
this is not beyond thy on fire. No 

has already been se 
scientist 

Startling will be the changes effected by such a supply 
of electricity. At present, when we wish to keep warm in 
cold weather, we use a furnac team heat, stoves, ape: 
fireplaces and other unsatisfac id insanitary methods 
At other times in the temperature we 
normal, we are helpless and have to suff 

As a matter of fact, when the weather is very cold our 
extremely crude method of i snot give usa desir 
able and uniform temperature; and, besi¢ are both 
ered by dirt and ashes and by gases and the nuisance of 
taking care of fir 

Nothing could be of more trouble than a furnace fire, 
because the heat energy from coal is very difficult to control. 
It takes much time and attention to keep the fires regulated. 

we 

Heating and Cooling Our Houses ot Will 

TAUREN heating is done electrically, if 1 want seventy 
degrees in my home I shall set the thermostat at seventy 

and the temperat Il not rise above that pc 
temperature will be maintained uniformly without 
the temperature outside, 

If it is very cold electric heaters will hold th 
seventy. If it should be ninety or one hunde 
side, the same electrical apparatus will « 
In this way we shall have a uniform temper 
homes Un hout the y« 

Besides temperature, we have to suffer fr hurnidity, 
from dryness of the air, This is especially true with th 
present-day furnace, With electric equipment we shall t 
able to control this and have the humidity normal at all 
times, ‘This electric equipment will have an absolutely 
automatic cootrol of both temperature and humidity. 

Ventilation doesn't exist in the average home today. At 
present we have to depend upon the windows and door- 
ways, or we turn on an electric fan to blow the bad air out. 
When electricity is developed we shall have apparatus 
that will destroy the bad air, bring fresh air into the hor 
and, when the air outskle is not sufficiently invi 
automatically arrange a distribution of ozone, We 
stantly have good, fresh, pure air indoors. 

ture in our 

ow 

When We Shall Cook on the Table 

O COURSE there will be no more coal of gas kitchen 
ranges. All cooking will be done by electricity, A great 

deal of our food will be cooked on the table, so that with the 
elimination of the coal stove the kitchen will be very st 
compact and efficient 

Cooking by electricity will be very much more satisfac 
and under perfect control. By adjusting the regulator tl 
food will be perfectly cooked automatically 

For example, should the directions for baking a cake call 
for beat at a temperature of two hundred and eighty d 
for forty-five minutes, you would simply adjust your regulate 
to 280-45," and automatically the heat would rise to the 
temperature indicated and automatically turn off at 
expiration of the time. 

'y 

Hearing Concerts In Our Homes 

THe telephone will be improved. If we want to hear a 
concert we shall not have to go out in the crowd and s 

in an unventilated room. By means of the improved loud- 
speaking phones, we may listen to the concert in our homes, 
That will mean that unlimited numbers can listen to such 
concerts, even if they are living many miles away in small 
cities and villages. 

With wireless telephones, ifa great singer should be singing 
in an opera in some European capital, we should be able to 
listen to this opera in our own libraries in America. The new 
telephones will make it possible for millions of persons in 
moderate circumstances to hear the finest concerts in the 
world without crossing their thresholds. 

With the motion picture and the talking machine per- 
fectly synchronized, as they will be, it will not be necessary 
to go to the theater for our amusement, These machines will 

IT WILL REVOLUTIONIZE ALL OUR 

Chief € 

be made for us 
Wecan have the arvest 

aductions in this way. Both 
records will be 

ly improved 

Automobiles in Cellars 

Fes 
the 

transi 
These 
vated 
cof thy 

transportation 
ity of people are 
nt upon rapid 
43 of trolley cars. 

subways, 
i in the he 
in most of ¢ 
st an endl 

s very convenient. When 
automobiles, 
n account of 

pen 
syste 
roqui 
tructul 

city, rail 

DOMESTIC LIPE 

» oF basements, 
J the coal and ashes. We 

id th 

ric cars will be ke 
¢ now we keep the 

shall have a driveway ge 
will make a convenient place 
big family or touring car to the sr yele ot tric 
This will eliminate the need for garages. While the c 
in the base will have xatteries charg 

Evergreen Trees Will Grow tn Our Cities 

mestic life will revolutioniae 
In the first place, cities 

ke will be possible 
There will be no reaso 

with no animals for tr 

these changes in our 
appearance of o1 

tary i 
be beautifully ch 

At 
feets wi 

for dust or dirt. Without 
tional labor, there will be no du: 

atmosphere will be per 
in the city wh ly ant 

ore ant used the people 
09 account of thy in the aie 

With clean, pure air we shall be able to raise evergreen 
trees in the city, and it is healthful to have pine Lees 
you live. ‘There are no pine trees in cities now; all 

es are de The reason for this is t sand all 
plant I he same as human beings 

the leaves « 
that we now have 

spaces in the needles, 

y Today it ts bad 
racite coal is burned, be 

¢ sce the sky 
he 

s from sufloca Even © onl 
T pus tre ce to live in cities 

because the autumn and they 
ge fresh set only salvation. 

The industries in the ci 
electrical power, which me 

will be to move all 

course, will be operated by 
oke, The tend- 

es as near the source of 
, the same ax the power 
sources of power, 

The Cost of Living Will be Less 

ATURALLY, the question ari: “How will all th 
changes affect the cost of living?” In the first place 

st entirely dependent upon man- 
energy available and with ¢ 
thods and the production of 

ir—the same as is 
the cost of raising 

ed. This should 
r 

itate labor that the hours 

or. With el 
scientific m 

antities 
now being 
food supy 
result 

The use ity w 
of labor will be shorter. The working day will not be mor 

12 that workers will have more time 
Vegetable gardens and raising 

occu 

This 
heir hobbie: 

keris are the outdoor f 
pations bring ret 
these: conditions is p! 

than six hours. 

ies of many men. Th 
rns to the home, and, as the w 

sant, the cost of food will be 

ATIONS 

—— 

Then, When You Think Again, You Will 

Begin to Wonder 

By Charles P. Steinmetz, A.M., Ph.D. 
& Enginoct of the Grarral Electric Comp 

BY M. L. BLUMENTHAL 

many other hobbies that men will 
of articles will be produced as # 

sult of this work. One man may enjoy making brass lamps 
hand. After he has supplied his own home with lamp+ 

make some for his neighbors, who, in retura, wul 

Of course there will by 
be following, and all k 

bh him with ve ables from their gardens, with ese 
with s Jes which have been made as'a result of 

their hob 
In some respects this will return us to the days of barter 

ade, and it will be a good thing, because the articles w 
produced very cheaply, 

Turning Our Hobbies Into Money 

Wirorty ana sight of the fact that when a man has # 
and produces something as the result of that 

habby the labor does not cost anything, Hobby labor is the 
cheapest labor in the warld. It ts also pleasure and recret 

1 
You will frequently 

hobby for raising chickens. 
a man who has developed # 
He takes a lot of pleasure and 

pride in looking after all the work himself. He finds chat 
raising chickens on a small scale is profitable. This is ue 
but the profit lies in the fact that the labor is cheap; it doe 
not cost him anything. But he doesn't figure on this, ands 
thinking that the business itself is profitable, he invests it # 
larger plant, employs his labor—for which he has to pay 
and then loses his money. 

The production of a great many things by people carryitt 
out their he will greatly affect our economic life. 

Another effect in the cost of living will be that, as th 
result of clean, pure air and even temperature in our home 
materials will have a very much longer life. Curtains a 

s will not have to be cleaned so frequently, 
wear und t 

will Last almost indefinitely because of the eve 
perature and no excess humidity or very dry air to watP 

and crack the woodwark, The cost of renewals will be very 
greatly reduced and we can afford to pay more for our house 
hold goods in the first place, The standard in our bom? 
will be rai 

Electricity Cost by Tax, Like Water 

LECTRICAL power will be used 20 generally that it & 
very likely the cost will be on the basis of a tax, like ouf 
tax, For example, so much a plug, as we are 104 

ged so much a faucet, It will be very cheap and it wil 
hot pay to install meters and have them read and kee? 
the accounts in the offices of the electric companies, of it 
Government building if the power is being generated bY 
the municipality or the Government 

Today water ts user! universally and no one would think of 
making a charge toa friend or evena stranger forany amount 
of it, Ttwill be the sume with electricity. H you make a ¢ 
in your electric vehicle the vehicle will be run into the friend’® 
basement and the batteries will be charged while you a 

ing your call, It won't make any difference whether 
you get your electric current from your friend's plug or {rot 
the plug in your own home—the tax will remain the same 

We Shall Live Easter but Better 

y ane wa E making life very much more pleasant, 
worth living 

“Will not 
aturally the 

¢ degenerate because of the 
ance?" [ think the contrary WS) 

Tn the first place, human nature will always demene 
a change, and for recreation we shall go out into the wilder 

«and tive like our ancestors, the same aa many of #4? 
now when we enjoy camp life; but even in camp now ¥© 
have very many modern conveniences to make the life casiet; 

pot reduce the physical ability and endarance 
care of himself. We 

slendid example of that taday in the European wal 
nce of the sen whe 

spent 

question will be raised: 
moval 

man to have him take the best possi 
have a 
Look at the physical power and endu 

are spending and have 
xo much time in the trencht® 
This sort of thing calls for {af 
more endurance than any of the 
labors put upan the soldiers 
Napoleon's army; and masly 9) 
these men are clerks, industt™ 
workers, college prof ne 
professional men who are uta 
customed to the rigars of out 
door lif 

Another examy ' 
the contrast between the sree 
urchin and the boy of well-to” 
do parents. When it comes ® 
a test of endurance, as in a 
athletic contest, the rich boy '* 
almost always superior, because 
he has been well taken care ° 
all his life. ca 

‘The means for all these thinfr 
are here now. No. diffics 
scientiie or engineering peor” 
lems are presented. Of court 
no one can predict exact 
what is going to happen, Pe 
cause of new devices that M4 
be invented, What I have #4 
is based on what we have today 

Je we have # 

13) 
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ILLUSTRATIONS 

which divided South High School inte 
little groupa—conjecturing, discussing, 

laiming--introduced to Betty Bell a new force 
Bounded « by the inexperience of her sixteen 
the had not known that such a force existed, 

She was sitting in her od class, an Englis! 
conducted by the popular Mr. Burt, when her best 
fary Donaldson, entered the room late. Mr. Burt v too courteous to inake a late arrival uncomfortable by a 

Of the methods employed by the other teachers. Tall 
figure, ha face, vivid of spirit, he held ficult 
*phomore class well in hand by the sheer force of a dami- 
Rant pers 

No won soys lounged into his classroom at recessand 
tal n d over every subject under the sun; no wonder the girls 
found countless questions which they must discuss in private 
with their English teacher, learned where he lived, and won. 
dered how he spent his evenings: no wonder the r which 
Mary was longing to impart to Betty Bell should set Betty 
to thinking—thinking +0 intensely that out of her mental 
travail should be born new knowledge of an old truth 

Just outside the classroom door Mary linked arms with her friend, “Betty,” she said, an't imagine the t 
{this morning. It 

Burt,” 
about our 

ace showed all the int crest 
the most exactin t retailer of exciting 
bits could ask 

“He's going to the All-Junior 
dance," 
."Honestls Betty spoke the 

‘ingle word as if its last syllable wen 
Spelled "or," 
het Ot but that isn't all, Guess who 
%'s going to take 
“Why, 1 haven't the least ide 

can't imagine,” said Betty, men- 
tally running over the list of woman 
teachers, the only women she knew 
Who were also acquaintances of My 
Bure, 

"Nita Kensington 

T THIS Betty would have stopped 
short, but the crowd around her 

Pressed her on—on.as though she had 
Rot just heard the statement which 
Was to send the wall of limitations, 
wi f had erected, er: 

leaving in its stead Toad vistas o} ortunity, a future 
! only by the misty horizon 

er own ignorance 
Nita Kensington was a junior, one 

of Mr. Burt's pupils; and he y 
Teescort her to the All-Junior dance! 
et had always existed at South 

ch a social understanding which 
(rDarated the faculty from the stu 
ents, Occasionally a man teacher 
“Ppeared ata school dance; he usu 
th Y tscorted a woman teacher or the 

Clerk in the principal's office, The 
Sith whom he selected as partners 
pekarded dancing with hint as | 
fMmiliating than being left partner. 
x4, but fully as uninteresting, ‘This 
ras true of ordinary teachers: Mr 
igitt was not ordinary, and he had 
shored the social understanding 
Between periods, at lunchtime: 

Pecos, op ped Sumke the we groups of eager g 

Which she hers 
19H to her 15K to her 

Js discussed 
excit How had he hap: 

pened to invite Nita? What had 
Re said to her? What would she 
"ar? Would he dance much with 
et? Would he dance at all with 

Mhers? “These questions were asked, 
i ved with conjectures, and 

gain and 

QY,THEIR way home from school 
sy, Betty Bell asked Mary Donal ®t the question which had not been 

before, but which had been in 
nt sninds of all who had asked the 

Mr questions. “ What do you sup- 
bet it is,” said Betty, “about Nita “isington that made Mr. Burt 
instead of —well, cither of us,forinstance?” She pe 
atter part of her sentence with a deprecating little laugh. 

lary answered, veiling her seriousness with a light man- 
cal beauty 

ty seriously; ‘she isn’t so very pretty 
ol standards Nita Kensington wa 

1, slender, dark-eyed, reserved, she lacked the 
s lemanded of seventeen- 

ain. 

ace ho," said B 
nc eCording to hig 
coyPretty, Ta 
y iting, the vivacity, the 
Tot beauties 
tbe two girls were unable 

Betty thous! 
"ning that fatlowed. 

ve”? 

answer Betty's question 
fh during the afternoon 

By bedtime i nite worry. it was a ci 
herto accounted for a girl's success along such a 

one of thre anations: her beauty; her eater- 
her good luck one of these three explanatior 

Explained th 
2 Betty. 
1 as at te 

this time definitely annoy 
iful, she was not 90 enterpris- 

he case, which was 
Nita w 

fet at ease half dred of her rivals, and for the 
tindettime. in Becty’s life the explanation of good luck, 
not 2, Which head she had hitherto catalogued all successes 
sate ily accounted for by the first two reasons, failed to 

jai Older sister, Anne, with whom she shared a bedron 
tus Rone to the theater and Betty undressed alone. She 

the light low, opened the window and slid into bed— 
Mut NOt te sh he to sleep. 
fis her probler 

*ymbols, 

e was facing a problem. She thoughe it 
alone, little guessing that she was thinking 

She had ‘considered Mr. Burt's atte 

a 

il 

“| Look Like @ Freak in a Sideshow. 

ke Nita 
and of Two in Particular 

Kilbourne 

att 
the persc 

denly Nita 
to Betty not as 

ever fe 
wanted. Allovert 

¢ men and wor the a 

urning a 
It thar sh 

Sep until sh 

i! ER, when An 
dres in th 

m 
ty pre 

1 not wish 
with Anne 

idlty 
The Girls Found Countless Questions 
Which They Must Discuss With Their 

cd 
te 

ming more and more unflattering, so long as it ren 
ken, was at least subject to change. She felt that if 

id only decide what it was that she lacked, what fs 
her and success, if she could only 

for herself, she could go to sleep. 
he felt Anne stirring and opened her ¢ 

morning sunlight was streaming spen win 
took up had lost con 
trol of it and dressed ii 
she found her quest 
Latin classroom in searc 
lesson. She found Mr. Burt talki 
As Betty reached the e heard 
ticularly pretty. It’s her charm that . 

Betty's approach bad been quict, and she departed even 
more silently than she had come. If she had reached the 
door a moment earlier and tarried a moment longer ale 
would have heard his complete remark: “Her subjects are 
not particularly pretty. It's her charm that gets me 
could write about dog fights and, with her she’ 
her stuff to the best magazines. 

The 

UT Betty went on down the hall, thinking over and over 
the answer to her question: “ Not particularly pretty. 

It's her that gets me.” It did not occur to her that 
Mr. Burt might not have been speak Nita Kensington. 

So charm was the gentle force that tured success away 
from the beautiful, the enterprising, the lucky, Charm was 
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1 Should Think You'd Have Known I Couldn't Wear Rullles 

English Toacher 

the magic open-sesame to the realms 
of the unattainable, Charm was 
what had made Mr, Burt look with 

pon Nita Kensington. Betty 
Hell decided to be charming. She 
was a little tain as to what con 
stitut She remembered 
having heard bee uncle speak of an 
ehberly lady as being charming. This 
old lady was vivacious, communica- 
tive: Nira was quict, ed; the 
old lady was very tiny; Nita was very 
tall: evidently height had nothing to 
do with the matter, A neighbor 
whom Betty's mother pronounced 
charming was always very cordial; 
Nita inclined toward indifference. 
This neighbor was careless in regard 

Nita dressed beautifully, 
Charm in the abstract was evi- 

dently too elusive, too indefinite, 
for Betty to grasp. Luc 
thought, she need not deal with it in 
the abstract; she had found it per- 
sonified—in Nita, She woukd pat- 
tern herself after Nita, When s! 

ceded she would be exactly 
tel and would, of course, 

MES. BELL wa 
LVI tice a change in her daught 

ton earth is the matter with 
* she asked Anne one evening 

her faithful 

to clothes; 

the first to no- 

ornroast. 
“Why, [don't know," ne, 

looking up from her book absently. 
“Ts anything?” 

ned, “Nothing | suggest suit 
l was going to get her a new 

Jong coat for schoal so that she could 
wear out that blue serge dress she had 
last winter, But she doesn't want to 
wear her blue serge dress. It’s just 

as good as new too; it hasn't even 
worn off around the bottom. But 

ie says that has nothing to do with 
; she says it isn't smart, ‘Just be- 

cause a dress is whole and warm 
cesa't mean anything,’ she says 

‘It’s got to have tone. That blue 
ge dress is—nothing 
Mr, Bell chuckled over the top of 

his newspaper. “And to think,” he 
said," that two years ago you couldn't 
get her to keep her fingernails clean |" 

Mrs. Bell did not know that Nita 
sington wore a brown suit to 

so she was surprised a few 
days later to find Betty irrevocably decided upon having a 
brown suit. Mrs, Bell did not consider beown becoming to 
Betty, and said so, Betty waved her opinion aside with 

ion as puzzling to her mother as it was baffling. On one 
point, however, Mrs. Bell was in a position to be firm and 
she stated it decisively. 

I can't get a decent suit for that, mother," Betty 
pays twice as much lots of times." 

Be: and Anne earns the money she 
. If you can't get a suit for what papa 

ord to pay, you'd better get a long coat." 

“Yer,” 
mys for her cl 

mid Mn 

WV ITH nissivings, Betty set off Saturday morning wi 
J Anne in search of a brown suit. “Let's go to Jackson's 

said Betty, mentioning the dealer whose mark she 
«i seen in the coat of Nita's suit. 
A blond saleswoman at Jackson's tripped across to meet 

Anne and Betty. Anne, who had expected to do what talk- 
i necessary, had already opened her lips when Betty, 

possessed, superior tone, said: “Something in suits, 
‘ay please—for myself." 

ic to a chair and seated herself with 
Ante was abashed. 

"asked the clerk, pointedly, of Beery. 
“What are the best colors this season?" asked Anne, 

forcing herself to the attention of the haughty blonde, She 

E 
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the Saloons i Nor Qa 
No Closed 

What Would Happen to Those Employed by the Liquor Trade? 

F WE had nation-wide prohibition one 
snillion workingmen would permanently be 
thrown on to the labor market, soy the 
defenders of the saloon. Also, the ent 
capital invested in the liquor business, 
amounting to nearly $1,200,000,000, ac- 
cording to the liquor men. themselves, 
would promptly disappear. This states the 
case for the hquor men and their employees. 

t A Both groups are stoutly declaring that 
nathing short af economic and financial ruin would result if 

men and women in the country shoukl suddenly stop 
drinking beer and whisky —and all the while a good many of 
us have supposed that beer and whisky have been the diroct 
cause of every kind of disaster that has beset their users! 

ow, what are the facts with reference to 
n's losing their jobs when the saloon is 

bolished? In the first place the figures given 
ny the liquor interests as to the number of men 
who will be affected are grossly exaggerated. 
The census report for 1910 tells us that in all 
manufacturing industries there 
ployed 6,616,046 persons, ‘The liquor industry 
employed 62,920, or just about one of every 
hundred persons, But of this number only 
about one-fourth were brewers and maltsters, 
distillers and rect according to the 
United States Census figures. The remainder 
of the 62,920 were employed as enginoers, 
carpenters, machinists, teamsters, bottlers, 
ele, occupations which are not at all peculiar 
to the liquor business. There were more 
teamssers than beewers and maltsters, di: 
tillers and rectifiers. 

PURTHERMORE, the above figures refer 
only to the nufacture of intoxicating 

liquor y ere employed in the sale 
and distribution of liquor. It is contended 
that these, too, will lose their jobs. We need 

rate the various group which the 
niters insist will be thus affected, 

nly to say that there are included in this 
list all thow who are in any way concerned 
with the manufacture and sale of all the 
various kinds of materials used in making or 
disposing of liquor—as, for example, the 
farmers who grow the grain and the railroad 
men who haul it acrous the country to the 
brewery and the distillery. It also include: 
the men who make glass bottles, bar fixtures, 
Larrels,automobiles,signs,printed material,or 
whatever else is now used by wholesale and retail liquorde 

This entire argument és based upon the fallacy that if the 
or dealers fail to get the money now spent for beer aw 
ky, nobody else will get it, tis assumed that if a man 

doesn't spend a dollar for "booze" he will throw that dolkar 
into a bottomless pit, instead of using it to purchase some 
other commodity which will do good instead of harm, whieh 
will have a permanent value and which will give the work 
ingmen of the country more work, more wages and greater 
prosperity in every way than if the same amount of money 
were spent for beer and whisky, It is inferred from the 
liquor men’s statement that by no possibility can others 
lesides themselves have any use for grain, glass bottles, 
barrels, automobiles, signs, printed material or cabinet work. 

not enum 

UST now the liquor men are paying a great deal of atten- 
tion tothe farmer. They are telling him that if prohibition 

prevaile he will no longer enjoy the prosperity which has 
heen his during recent years, They are asking what will 
become of the farmer when the brewers and distillers no 
longer buy his grain and his grapes, his apples and hischerries, 
One would think that nobody likes grapes and apples and 
cherries unless they come in the form of “booze.” The 
uor men forget that there are millions of youngsters—and 
nobody knows how many wives—who for once might have 
a chance to eat all the fruit they want and really need. 

But the liquor men need not worry about the farmer. The 
ct is that his ability to supply the American market with 

produce is rapidly decreasing. From 1899 to 1909 the acre- 
age in the United States used for raising cereals—corn, 
Wheat, oats, barley, rice, ete.—increased only 3.5 per cent. 
The amount actually produced increased only 17 per 
cent., but the population of our country during this period 
increased 21 per cent, At this rate it will not take the 
population long to catch up with the farmer. Meanwhile the 
value of these cereals increased 78.8 per cent. 

‘There has been a steady decrease in the amount of cereals 
sent abroad, compared with what the farmer produces, 
because of the increased demand in our own country for the 
farmers’ products. ‘The percentage of all agricultural imports 
has remained practically the same during the last forty years, 
but the percentage of exports has greatly increased. Mean: 
while the output per acre has remained practically stationary. 
The introduction of labor-saving machinery has enabled the 
individual farmer to care for more acres, but he has not 
produced more per acre. 

In round numbers there are 10,000,000 farmers in the 
United States. The value of their annual products is about 
$10,000,000,000— that is, about $1000 for each farmer. The 
liquor industry purchases each year about $100,000,000 
worth of produce from the farmers—at least, so the liquor 
men themselves declare—nobody knows exactly how much 
is purchased. Therefore the liquor industry consumes just 
about 1 per cent. of all that the farmer produces, or about 
ten dollars for each farmer in the United States. 

‘OW, the question is, what will the “ poor” farmer do wi 
his ten dollars’ worth of produce which the liquor indus 

try cannot purchase when it is put out of business? He may 
luive to feed some of it to his horses, or cows, or pigs; but 
even in this case, i¢ would not be a Joss to him—even a city 
man knows this. [1 is absolutely certain chat be will newer 
be compelled to throw away this ten dollars’ worth of material 
which is troubling the liquor man so grievously, The chances 
are that somebody elke besides the liquor men will find use 
for it. Anyway, the farmers are voting out the saloon every 
time they get a chance, fully realizing the force of whatever 

By Charles Sielzle 
there may he in the argument of the liquor men so far 
they ure concerned, 

The railroad men are another group of workers to which 
the liquor are devotit Ives, They are say 
that tr 

mpanirs could m 
atter of fact, without going int 

sta urnished both by the liquor industry and by t 
Interstate C ce Commission, it is casily demonstra- 
ble that the railroads secure only about 2 per cent. of their 
freight business from the lig ndustry; and an unprej- 
udiced person would not doube for a single moment that the 
railroad men will get as much business and as much money 
from the transfer of a gi of grain, whether that 

grain is shipped to a 
Grewer or a baker. 

As for the 
ortation of the 

benefit 
transfer of trade 
liquor to some other 

would 
supply 

as much business a 
do the brewers and 
distillers 

Agreat deal, too, is 
being said about ¢ 
enormous amount of 4 
apital invested in 

the liquor industry, 
It is only too true « 

SOMETHING 

ABOUT 

Born on the East Side of New York, in a 
crowded tenement, a machinist by trade, 
there is no better known social worker in 
America than Charles Stelzle. He has 
carried forward the Social Service Bureau 
of the Presbyterian Church; was one of 
the leaders in the Men and Religion For- 
ward Movement of 1912, and organized 
and conducted for two years the famous 
Labor Temple in New York. 

that a disproportionate amount of capital is required in this 
business, from which, however, the great m 3 of the 
workers receive comparatively little in the form of work and 
wages. Combining all of the industries of the United States, 
and crediting the liquor industry with its fair proportion of 
wage-earners, wages paid and materials used, the liquor 
industry requires four times as much capital 10 operate as 
does the average industry; which means, in substance, that 
or every $1,000,000 invested in the average industry in t 

United States, substantially four times as much raw material 
required, four times as much wages are paid and four times 

as many workers are employed. 

1EWING the question from another angle, it means that 
if the same amount of capital that is now invested in the 

jquor industry were transferred to legitimate business enter- 
prises, the number of workers employed, the sum of wages 
paid and the amount of materials required would be increased 
fourfold. So that even though three-quarters of the total 
capital invested in the liquor business were destroyed the 
workingman, as such, would be just as prosperous. 

It must not be assumed, however, that were the liquor 
business abolished every dollar now invested in it woukd be 
Jost, as the liquor men themselves now declare, Land values 
would remain the same, and most of the buildings and much 
f the machinery could be utilized for other kinds of indus- 
ies without serious depreciation in value. 
We are, however, concerned primarily with the great mass 

of workingmen who would be affected, Let us take five 
leading industries in the United States—namely, textiles 
and their finished products; iron and steel and) t! prod 
ucts; lumber and its manufactures; leather and its products, 
and paper and printing—and compare them with the liquor 
business (including the malting industry), with reference to 
the number of wage-carners employed, capital invested and 
wages paid: 

For every $1,000,000 invested in each of these industries 
the following number of wage-earners are employed: Liquor, 

; paper, 367: leather, 469; textiles, $78; lum 
ber, 379. These figures prove that the iron industry employs 
nearly four times as many, paper and printing five times as 
many, leather six times as many, textiles seven and one-half 
times as many, and lumber seven and one-half times as many 
workers for every $1,000,000 invested as does the liquor 
industry 

What is the ratio of wages paid the workers to the amount 
of capital invested in this business as compared with each of 
the industries noted above? Here are the figures: Liquor, 
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5.4 per cent.; iron, 17.6 per ¢ paper, 21,3 per cent 
Weather, 23.5 per cent; textiles, 23.9 per cent.: lumber, 27-1 
per cent. A quick glance at these figures shows how com 
paratively litth the laboring man gets out of the liquor 
business. 

Estimates of the amount of money spent annually for 
intoxicating liquor vary greatly. But it ix safe to assime 
that we spend each year $1,800,000,000 for this purpose. We 
spend an equal amount of inoney anoually for bread and 
lothing. Suppose the liquor business were destroyed, 

the money now spent for beer and whisky should be spest 
for bread and clothing—not that it would be neces 
have a baker ora clothing store on nearly every comet 
in our cities, as is the case today with re saloon 
but merely as a basis of comparison and because bread and 

hing are two of the greatest staple productions 
Were this transfer of expenditures to be made it woukl 

give employment to nearly eight times.as many w 
would collectively receiv five and one-half times as much 

finished product, as wages. Here are the United States census figures for 1915 
well as of the raw Number of wage-earners employed —Liquor industry, 62,920) 
materials which the ad and clothing industries, 493,685, Wages paid Liquor 
iquor industry now lustry, $45,252,000; bread and clothing industrie% 

furnishes, other in- $264,196,000, 
dustries which would 

times as much rae 

J and clothing 
industry. The 

UT t is not all—more than fiv 
material would be required in the bi 

tries as is now required in the liqu 
liquor industry, in 1913, spent for raw materia 1 $139, 109,000: 

dand clothing industries spent for raw materi 
000—that is, they would requirean additional $600" 

000,000 worth of raw miterial over and above what the 
liquor industry now uses. ‘The production of this raw material 
would re re many thousands of addit | worker 

As already intimated, it would not be necessary to spent 
all of the $1,800,000,000 for bread and clothing if the liquor 
dustry were destroyed, Hut if the diversion of this maney 

into the legitimate industries mentioned abave would pre 
luce the results described, is it not fair to say that substan 

tially the same general results would be achieved 
if the total sum were distributed amang all th 
industries that would receive the benebt of increase! 
business were men to spend money for the necessaries 
of life, as well as for its legitimate luxuries, insted! 
of for beer and whisky? 

If this transfer were made—thae e expendi 
ture of $1,800,000,000 now used for tiqaor—to othe® 
legitimate parposes, it is fair to say that the mem 
who make glass bottles, barrels, automobiles, sigt* 
printing material, cabinet work and other product 
who are now employed by the liquor business, would 
find jobs, 

K CORDING to the census figures of 1910 there 
wereat that time in the United States about off 

hundred thousand bartenders, What will become ©! 
these when the saloon is abolished? What is ic that 
constitutes a successful bartender? It is his ability 
asa salesman, and a man who is a good bartendet 
will make a good clerk or salesman in practically a 
other kind of business. Furthermore, it requir 
many more people Co sell $1,800,000,000 worth o 
read and clothing, for example, than it does ta 
liquor of the same value, And it is more than likel¥ 
that at least as many salaried employees, such 4 
traveling salesmen, boalkeepers and stenographer™ 
will be employed. 
We still need to reckon with the bona-fide brewer* 

and maltsters, distillers and rectifiers who are ¢”* 
gaged in the manulacture of intoxicating liquor 
According to the census returns there are fewer tha” 

15,000 of these in the United States. These will of necessity’ 
be compelled to adjust theniselves to the changed ecanor't 
conditions. But this does not mean that they will either 8° 
adrift or cause a “labor panic.” i 

It is probable that about 10,000 artisans of various kinds 
are compelled annually to shift from one occupation 10 
another. Those who are compelled to do this no doubt sult 
some inconvenience, but the point is that it does not 1 
in the serious trouble predicted by the liquor men. 
matter of fact more workingmen lose their jobs becaut 
saloons are open than would be the case were the saloons 1 
he closed. 
One of the most appealing arguments being made to works 

ingmen by the liquor interests is that the workingman should 
insist upon his right to exercise his personal liberty. 

In this country there is no such thing as absolute fibesty 
We talk about & simple democratic form of governmetty 
when, asa matter of fact,a democracy is a most complex fort) 
af government, The simplest form of government is that 
the autocrat who has the nght to cut off the head of the man 
who disagrees with him, But in a country composed of about 
one hundred million citizens, each of whom thinks that he * 
a4 good as his neighbor, if not a little better, no one dares 
do as he pleases. 

HE. workingman who has a family may not spend bit 
wages as he pleases. The law says that be must first of 

make provision for his wife and children, He is compelied t® 
send these children ta schaol, even though he may, pot 
believe in education. For the state insists that be shall I® 
compelled to make good citizens of his children; and it 
decreed that among other things the education which it pe 
vides or which the parent may provide in some other WY 
assists in developing good citizenship. 1 

A man may not burn down his own house in the crowd! 
city, because by so doing he may set fire to his neighbor 
house. The workingman may not do with his own body 2° 
he pleases, And yet if this country should go to war Witt 
another country the state would nat hesitate to = 
the same workingman to the front of the battle, with el 
chances in favor of his being killed. 

‘The law does not permit the sale of certain kinds af drus® 
hecause they are injurious to the minds and bodies of the 
who may use them, When the state decrees that liquor 5 & 
poison, and that the saloon is a detriment to society, the 

the state may logically and legally prohibit the sale of at 
and close the saloons, no matter how much suck action 3¥ 
interfere with some man’s “ personal liberty." 

4 
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fessions of a Farnous Novelis 

Who Dared to Live Her Own Lif 
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much with ther 
mately: knows 

rifice, their scer 
Tuggle at ¢ 

w00k 
al pe 

rest of all work laugh and cry with, am 
Ali 

yearn over when they stumble 
like any other frends, tribly difficult to shut the door 
on them finally—just as they are g arried, or "nvak 

* or coming into a fortune, alway thing desper 

nary offsy forth to its with min 
pride and ¢ It was to go first to a 

man in New York, and from him toa famou 
publishing house. 1 had no copy of the painstakingly per 

led manuscrips, and Lam sure the young German expres 
eceived it thought I was sending diamonds 

ny instructions as 10 
ce, prompt delivery, ete, I had a dreadfy 

it,a helpless brown-paper 
What would happen to it, who wauld 

u 
NEV nid the faintest notion of haw » take care of 
Maney, What T needed, or thought I needed, F bougly 

even more astonished than disinayed to find the 
empty, But 1 was alway 
hing would come out ri 

or father, olf in Ar 

ident hat y . -by went off ’ papcoahaers mped twenty 
gained the energy thai 

rolose dexk work, At Interlaken | 
ollege chum with whom | joined forces, W ourse he kne 

Gitls' Club, Mes, Whit s excellent institut a i track of the tourist; expk yatof-the-way 
Latiss and he cabled me more inopey in response to my even a glacier or two; carried one costume 
kent request. But he also wrote me, saying that he could hen that gut wet went to bed until it dried 

BUC be expected 
wholt : 

in 

ny longer to finance a scheme of which he 
sapproved, and that [must return to America with 

Hen he carr in June. ‘This was April 
find tanked him for the money and set myself stubbornly 
nish my hook, Lf that should suce bing else would 

But it was harder to work in Paris than in Munich 
ad arrived, the days were glorious; and, like 

heweomer, | felt the demoralizing charm of the La 
that rag bag of impre 

Baldwin, the archit 
isturbing intluence 

lt rast, with 

casion in the bath 

"Ie is the Ia 1, MAEM 
She put a mattress on the door 
comfortable, 

A week later E was sleeping in a Louis Quinge bed in Pari 
I rode aboat, in taxis and changed my frock Ure times a 

of life is conteast, to the artist of every kind 
Tretur ned to Paris it was not to the familiar Latin 
but to the froth and charming fripperies af th 

linn, The landlady said « 

1 

the Ne Very’ first je was an outrag 
blue eyes and brown hair brasbed bagk uncompromis rom the typewriter man. He ha 

"uly from his splendid forehead ribed the manuscript, taken it to the X Company, 
Aw I him for the first time in the little green wore [ designated, and—they declined with thanks 

thought flashed into my mind that brot quite so curt as that. What th ally said was 
S Howrde you de I said, hating him for that hey were much interested in mt but as thei 

Which no nian before bad inspired, "Phease si fiction lists were overcrowded—seventeen novels alread 
T know bow bored you must be scheduled for that winter—they could not undertake to 

1 bie, returned, calmly looking me over publish mine at present. ‘They hoped, however, that this 
nds, you know~and F've had so many disap would not pr their seeing more of my work, etc 
But Polly's let- as divided between dis 

Made you sound rather appointment and relief, Of 
f common That's why 7 

came 
if they had liked the 

book enough they could have 
managed to publish if, On 
the other hand the diplo 
niatic wording of the refusal 
(instead of that dread printed 
slip), together with the re 

charming of you 
yfully have boxed 
But now that you 

ome and appeased your 
y, don't you think 

way?” west far further work, showed 
aldwin smiled that Iwas at least taken re 

his irregular, very ullyasanauthor, ‘Thi 
me teeth, “¢ ni he f the novice 

Iai comfortably; have a at zest. Ina mood of rather 
it £9,614 going to wlernn elation 1 cabled the 

Lypewriter man to send the nt Wats war undeclared on manuscript to N's, the frm 
th Part from that moment coond © Tt had 

tested himcordially, He ron 1a super 
von to make tition ould De the Te 

think hard. t 
think for myself, ne to publish me, and, onthe 

wave of triumph anticipated, 
ept into the whirl of 

an life 

inopr yearne 

chic 
ss him with my liter 
vements, but in s 

i itly satirical presence they 
Remed futile, senall_ bexiar 

= efforts, untlavored and waked: 
that 

_ CHAP ERO for 

ican woman, Ne 
whom | met in Dresd 

eal asure to the ruthless who had been ar 
ysis of Sandy Baldwin aris for eight ye 

he a ji ttiae. pars took me everywhere 
to the end 

more generosity: than 
ination perhaps. [saw much 
that was brilliant and charm- 
ing, cue that w 

¢, the life of Paris eapti 
v ated me, I wanted never 

¢ other men— 
artists of the 

tery at any nm to leave that patch of earth a Americ an attachéor tw hetween the Tuileriesand the 
and whet? the club for tea, Triumphal Arch, the Opéra 

mildly fi 
od one’s se 
ompared with 

att lacked 

r 
and the Madeleine. The Latin 
(huarter seemed a 

Japan; 

outlived folly. 
The musical vicomte had 

reappeared on the scene, and 
n his native habitat (which 
was the gay work ye MEver gave me 

If we each could 
\ proved ‘iz 

sndoned, 
ngagements beoken 

shameless! while we rode 

left 
and out of sorts. 



about through the November rain together in a 
daze of symphonies and sentiment. 

Nettic Powell remanstratedgeatly at first, 
then in positive alarm, “You don't want to marry 
him, do you?” she asked. "' Frenchmen are fas- 
cinating, but 1 think I'd rather be married to an 
American. Wouldn't you, cally?” 

‘The word “marriage” brought back my com- 
mon sense. T had not the slightest idea af being 

ied to unyhedy. Only one man bad—for an 
instant suggested to me the desirability of 

ine," and he had passed fike an alien ship, 
algiven orreceived. As fue the vicamie, 

weemaking was charming, the mixture of 
baby English with impassioned and exquisite 
French deticious to listen tor but marry him, 
shoold he ack me—which he dist, in a dark corner 
of a muffin chop, on my twenty-second birthday— 
J was strickon with alarm! I knew that he was 
terious and that] hud behaved badly, What 
might not a Gouted Frenchman contemplate? 

T never foumt out. For a wise father, keowing 
eis owes child in some respects thoroughly, sent rac 
a paid in-advance ticket fara speeliic boat, sailing 
to America oo a specitie date, and commanded me 
to take it. He bad heard of the ricowfe. Also, be 
had heen paying my expenses for the last three 
months, with more than ane protest meanwhile, 
This he pened to stop, With a heavy heart [ 
packed my trunks, ‘There was nothing else for me 
todo. I had flirted away my time instead of work- 
ing to make money of my own; anil the book, 
since it went to V's, had not been heard from, 

‘THOSE biel remaining days in Paris fled past 
miserably, ‘one dismal December morning 

I stood with the vicoate and Nettic on the platform 
of the boat train for Cherbourg. It was year and 
three months slace I had left America—the eager- 
eyed young girt in the plain little gray sult and 
simple bat; the girl who was returning had know! 
edge written ln ber eyes and just a bith weariness. 
Her simpli fas the intricate simplicity of the 
French svondaine—rich fur, fragile lace, @ gheam- 
Ing Jewel, and o daring bit of color in one great 
Hower 
“You are ravishing!" murmured the icomie, 

“T shall come to Amesiea,"” 
“Lam miserabbe,” I faltered, sick at leaving the 

work! I loved, "But T shall come back; I rust 
come back 

The conductor sounded his warning, the train 
started and [was alone—hudidled up in & corner 
of the compartment, 

No, not alone either, For, also huddled up, in 
the apposite corner, also valiantly pretending not 
to cry, wus 2 slip of a girl about my own age, A 
little gasp of mutual recageition, and we spoke to 
each other. We had been staying at the same 

, E should have 
is not another 

bot another such pair of 
%. As an netress, both 

she and her pic : 
friced, 1 was now to know her for the firet time. 
Anal close friends ‘ame to be during that ¢roas- 
ing, and have remained ever since. 

On that voyage of first acquaintance she 
far more about me than I did of her. Without 
knowing exactly how it came about I told her 
everything—my fight for independence, my 
family's disgust, the present ilire disaster of hays 
ing to leave Paris and return to I knew not what 
Finally 1 told her about the book! 

was wonderingly Impressed (Marie, dear, 
how coukl you have been ?), and demanded to bear 
the odd. chapters I had with me in my steamer 
trunk. We would sit in our freezing staterooms 
lit was one of those bitter midwinter voyages), 
undled up to our eyes in furs and rugs, aod read 
manuscript till our teeth chattered. Marie had 
just finished a play, which in tura she read to me. 

“Da you think it's drivel?" she asked anxiously. 
[thought it a masterpiece. Enthusiasm waxed 

hot, anyhow, in those cabins below zero. 

x LAST we landed. My father was on the 
dock, and his first glance conveyed all be 

thought—of my clothes, my past behavior, of dis- 
graceful me In general, We went to a hotel, and be 
pronounced my sentence, As I'd feared, it was the 
Worst: return to our Southern town and “settling 
down ta a quiet life, such as a girl pormally should 
Jead." He asked if 1 had any “reasonable alters 
native" tosuggest. I spoke of a New York board- 
‘ing house, where I could work and be pear the 
editors; also, incidentally, near Marie. 
My father frowned on the idea, and begged me 

to heware of actresses in general. Like most peo- 
ple who have never known any, he was convinced 
that they were a thoroughly bad lot. Anyhow, 
we would leave for home the next day. 

T couldn't be borne off without one last attempt, 
T told my father about the book I had writers, ane 
the hope 1 had=after the X Company's regretfel 
fetter of refusal—that Y would publish it. The 
typewriter man bad written me to the boat, saying 
that Y wanted to see me, In the event of success 
I should be able to support myself in New York. 
My father, far from being pleased, was ina ver~ 

itable panic over the fact of my having written a 
book. Why hadn't J Jet bins read it? What was it 
about? Was there anything in it that might refiect 
om him or the family? 1 was such a lawless child, 
he trembled for what I might do next. 

Bitterly disappointed by bis arsitude, I assured 
him be bad pothing to fear from my poor little 
manuscript, and went off to my interview with Y. 

I left my father, feeling ike a naughty child. I 
felt beaten avd insignificant when I rode up in the 
elevator to Y's office, When I came out again T 
was a woman glorified. I wanted toe dance up to 
the mirror and kiss my own jubilant, laughing self; 
for they sald my book was a “big” book; they 
said that out of thousands a year submitted to 
them they didn’t get half a dogen in the class with 
it; they said they might very probably publish 
me. Mr. ¥ himself was gaing to read the manu- 
script, and they would then report to me definitely. 

[ TOLD my father briey the cesult of ny inter 
view: and he responded with signs and ominous 

shakings of the head, the burden of his speech 
being: '“No good will come of it.” 
Thanks to him largely, none did—for the time 

being at least. For, saying nothing to me, be be- 
took himself and his father’s fears to the Y office 
and all but advised them not to publish my book. 
And of Christmas morning. seated in the midst of 
@ family whow every glance betokened disgust 

In the next number of Tue Jounnat Margaretta Tuttle is going 
to try to tell “What, Really, is the Matter With Women.” 
Whether or not you agree with her, you will be interested. 

with my “foreign affectation,” 1 caught sight of 
an envelope with the fatefal ¥ letterhead. With 
beating heart I tore It open. I real: 

Deer Madew: Since you were here. afew days ago, 
we have bees abie tu reach a decisioa with tefereace 
to your novel which you kindly sabmitted to us for 
examination. We are sorry to may that thar decaion 
teadvetse. and that it will be ispassible for ts to mak 
yoe an offer of aoe pre on, as we have mot been able, 
ull things © |. to persuade ourseiwes that your 

fa our hails would be likely to be succeséut 
commercially. With thanks for your courtesy in allow 
ig us the priviege of rrading &. and with 1 
regrets, we are Very truly yours, 

‘& Comrany, 
I refolied the letter, put it back in ity envelope, 

and went on with my breakfast. Thot was o 
Merry Christmas indeed! My sister criticized all 
I sald ani did: my accent, my (rocks, the way I 
atranged my bair. I was a freak, she said. My 
father and the older relatives discussed me in de- 
Pressed undertones, like mourners at a funeral. 
“How changed she is! How—ahem!—foreign.” 

T thought that they were the rudest and most 
heartless people [ hacl ewer seen, and that, if ever 
T had been like them, it was a blessed thing indeed 
that [ had changed. So we despised one another 
for being different; mot trying to understand our 
digerences, or simply to go on loving one another, 
whether we understood or pot. I stayed at home 
for just two weeks. Then, with 1welve dollars aed 
4 railroad ticket, I departed for New York. 

I took a rooms ("*slits,”” we called them, more 
graphically speaking) in a dawntown boarding 
house. There were a couch bed, a 
dresser, a table and one chais, with 
as alle down the middle for mavi- 
pation. Into this overgrown cup- 
boand I brought a wardrobe that 
filled three trunks, a typewriter 
aad a box of BSeby-1t typewriter 
paper. It was Marie who suggested 
the practicability of composing di- 
rectly on the machine, Sbe did it, 
she said. You wrote whatever 
came into your head, just to bearn. 

THAT came into my bead, as I 
was picking out keys on the 

typewriter, has since become my 
best selling book. I*ublished three 
years ago, it has run through many 
cititions avd is still being called for 
‘Then I tapped it owt unconsciously 
and shoved it away— 
twenty-odd pages in diary 
form—at the bottom of a 
pile of old copy. 

down the familiar square parcel and demand my 
signature; the kall-dozen friends, inchuding Marie, 
where enthusiastic conviction was quite naturally 
shaken by repeated failure to be esavinced on the 
part of the publishing powers 

‘Two peuple besides myself held toa faith in the 
book that never wavered. They were Polly and 
Katharine Baldwin, also living in New York that 
wister, and whose steadfast loyalty was my chief 
prop and mainstay. % 

"Don't you dare get discouraged!" Polly would 
scold; “it's a wordter of a book; even idiats af 
publishers most realize it some day,” 
"Amd you wouldn't be # genius,” aiklod Kath- 

i you didn’t starve in a garret—I mean a 
@ while. you know. Wait til you're 

hen you'll make ‘em pay!" 

I FELT fifty, ant Jooked half as much during that 
anxious winter. One is neverso old as at twenty- 

two, even under cleumatances Add to 
the conscious maturity of that age the torture fires 
of arabition, together with the grim problem of 
earning enough to cat—-and youth floes—not for- 
ever, perhaps, but to a frightened distance. 

Men ave generally their part in the rout, You 
malght think that in s boarding house of eighty 
working women—teachers, secretaries, reporters, 
professional phutagraphers advertising agents, and 
s on—one would see very little ol men, Many of 
these girls wid not see much, ‘They were, in gen- 
eral, stid-collarert, uncompromisingly shirt-walsted 
creatures, with severely neat baie; and whatever 

femisinity they may originally have 
posiessed had been ruthlessly ironed 
fut under the blant directness of 
the business woman. They avowed 
an utter indifference to men, yet 
hall a dozen beads invariably bang 
over the banisters when one of the 
despised species appeared on the 
premises, 
Anomber of mes I knew hap- 

pened to be in New York that win- 
ter. I was always running across 
somebody in,the afternoon stroll up 
Fifth Avenue—a painter from the 
(Quarter, an old beas from the South, 
an Austrian Hanpimanm on a flying 
visit to Washington; and then I 
met New Yorkers in plenty. After 
working without a break all day, it 
was pleasant to run of with some 

‘one for tea, or a Tithe din- 
er and the play at night 
Delightful, too, to shed my 
workaday clothes and assume 

face is dark with grief, 

Tt was now a question of 
bread and butter—the writing, 
I mean; a business as well asa 

I did two articles for a 
woman's magazine (having learned 
fairly well what would sell there) and 
received a hundred dollars for one, 
sixty for the other. This paid my 
board bill while the book was ped- 
dling —as peddle it did—for months, 
and allowed me to begin another, 
which was only about 160,000 
words long, with a theme as Bigh as 
heaven and as wide as infinity. 

I worked away at it through the 
winter, meanwhile taking the re- 

rejection of the Bret hook with stoical 
. On its periodic returns, accompanied 

by the always flattering letter of regret, 1 would 
shrug my shoalders, a 
send it forth again—an ever-hopeful pilgrim, 
Then I'd study my list of publishers and decide 
where tosend it when it came back next time, 

‘And it kept on coming back, Everyone else lost 
faith in it: the people in the boarding house, who 
had been ready at first to be impressed with the 
idea of having an autbat on the place: the express 
man, whose laconic interest gradually declined to 
a pitying disdain as for the wth time he would slap 

SUSAN'S CAREER~By Walt Mason 
Susy made it pretty clear that she wanted a career. Her position she 

defined: “Not for me the weary grind that the careworn housewife knows; 
not for me the sordid woes which disturb the matron’s soul—T shall seek a 
higher goal. Mine to battle in the mart; mine to move the public heart with 
the glowing words that sear—I must have a high career!" 

Susan rose like everything; and she made the welkin ring with denunciations 
dire and with protests fringed with fire. O'er the country spread her fame; 
and the cozy matrons came to her hall to hear her tell of the tyrannies that dwell 
in the country and the town, crushing helpless women down. Then the 
matrons all returned to their homes and idly yearned (for perhaps two days 
and nights) for some vague, elusive rights. 

Asthe swift years blithely flew, most of Susan’s dreams came true. She had 
money in the bank, with celebrities took rank, and the sisters in the cause said 
there surely never was in the chronicles of fame any more triumphant dame. 
She has trophies lying round; she has medals by the pound, She has made her 
bright career, but her cyes are sad and sere. She is in the yellow leaf, and her 

From her window she looks down in the twilight on the town, where the 
windows are alight from the firesides glowing bright, where the cheerful 
matrons sit, crooning gently as they knit, and the happy children play in the 
good old-fashioned way. And she feels an aching void medals gold or celluloid 
cannot fill nor yet assuage, in her lonely, loveless age. And she yearns, ah, 
how she yearns, for the cottage light that burns where the flowering creepers 
twine, for the loving eyes that shine, for the kisses and good-nights—but she 

again the chiffon’ and co- 
quetry of the French Indy of 
Jeisure. 

But a certain fact was gradually 
bore in upon me: here in my own 
country to go about at was 
to run greater risk than to go alone 

t 
Itburt. It has continued to hurt 

these several succeeding yearsduring 
which I have lived much to myself, 
Tlike men; their talk, the complete 
difierence of their point of view, 
stimulates me, I like them to like 

(Pease 16) 

man in goggles; who, altet a series of evasive ex 
cuses, blarted with sudden friendliness: “Why 
don't you place your book with as agent? You 
aren't the sart to he hacking it around among pub- 
Ushers! offices, Let an agent handle it for you. 
I said I'd heard that agents were frauds. 
He said that Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and Rob- 

ert Hichens and a lew people like that were willing 
to trust ‘em, Anil then be gave me the name of 
man to whom some of these exalted beings com 
fided their works. “Go to him,”" be said, “hn case 
2 should turn you down in the end.” 

Of course % dil turn me down; and when the 
manuscript, which bad begun to show signs of ts 
vicissitudes, once more came to roost, T hunted UP 
the cand the suggled young man had given me am 
seat my battered child to that address. 
A week or two later there was a letter 

strangely sincere and sympathetic letter to come 
from 2 business man's office. My unkuown agent 
was enthusinstic over the novel, which, 1 woeld 
make some minor changes he suggested, he was 
sure he could place, And he addod: "It is u beat 
tiful and moving piece of work. 1am eager to talk 
it over with you personally,” 

That momentous interview! He said afterward 
that be had had no idea whether 1 would be 
crepit and sixty, ora matron with Gve children, of 
# temperamental spinster in Turkish trousers a! 
“specs.” From the book I might have been any 
thing. Jom my part expected to see an America 
asines man, kindly, colorless, a lintle 
aggressive in dress and speech, And instead there 
was Carter! 1 know him for Carter even before 
he spoke—the bright, searching eyes; the decisive 
‘cut of the blond beard; the definite quiet way be 
shook hands; he had Carter's natural impetwour 
ness, restrained hy a ne reserve. 

TIRED by his professional assurance and his pet 
sonal conviction, 1 had the work of revislo® 

complete within a week, Then cate the sbaarbing 
‘of choosing & pen fame, In deference to mY 

father's qualms t had decided some tinve before to 
adopt another than the family name for literary 
wear. Carter and J gave an entire solemn tunel 
con hour to discussing it, We tried all sorts of 
combinations, till Gnally both exclaimed at once? 
“That's it—hooray! Why dide’t we think of it? 
“And you know,” Carter added comfortably, 

“you can change it twenty times, f you Tike, ber 
tween pow and publication day.” ” Publicatio® 
day! “By the by," he added, “have you ai¥ 
choice as to publishers?" 

“Oh, send it to the L Company," { said. “A 
few works ago L called them up and asked if they 
could read a manuscript ina hurry. The man we 
answered fairly bellowed through the pune: ‘Pet 
the love of heaven, don't semt any more malt 
script down here! We're all crazy with what we've 
got.’ It would be rather a joke if they publ 
mine after that,” 

And they did, though they were forever about 
accepting it and longer still in making up tht 
cout Meantime I ran into debt, and ot the 
suggestion of Carter's sister, a deliciously dow™ 
right litte creature, called “Cricket,” took 
short-story writing as a means of boiling the pots 

‘The facility with which those first stories wrote 
themselves was amazing. Carter would criticise 
the finished product and occasionally there were 
changes to be made, but the main part of that 
lightning output remained, and sold, as Ht was 

The stories were not of the conventional 
Practically every first-class magaxine in Americ 
declined them, until tbe last on the list romps? 
Howght the whole Jot. Cricket's preety brawn eye 
shone when she told me (she manages the mast 
zine end for the firm), and 1 was stupefied wit 
delight, 1 wrote to my father, at the sume time 
telling him about the pen mame. He replied: 
Of course, Lam pleased at your gawd Iuck. But 

ems to me decidedly ful to discard at 
point the name under wakh you have secelved se 
education and advantages that have made your wel 
ing possible, > 

Toconsistency, is thy name woman after all 
But the best of men side-step before that akche- 
mist, Success. 

[SORKED steadily through the spring. Since 
January (four months) f bad written » voluml- 

nous novel, aloe short stories and half of a s* 
See ae Sat the Doe SL wa 586 a Iwas 
thin and “edgy” as ta nerves; but 1 would not &? 
away uatil we beard from the I. Company. 

Word had filtered down through one of thet 
readers that L's thought very highly of my book- 

was no more definite news, 
back this time 1 had privately de 

ly for permanent lodging in some niet 
asylum for the insane. 1 used to walk up the 

ye these dragging spring days, and stand be 
fore one of the big bookshops and wonder what it 
would be like to ree that great front window 
with my book, my name in shining letters all acres 
the pyramid. One day, as 1 was standing there 
whttuliy, sonieove called over. my ho 
“Hello! “Still scribbling nowadays?" 
And I turned to meet the well-remembered blue 
of Sandy Baldwin. “Oh—hello!"” I said, ree 
in his splendid good looks, as Talways ba 

but indifferent now to his irony.“ Yes, still stl 
bling—amnong other things.” 
He seemed a little disconcerted, Tsuppase 1 ¥™ 

rather different from the ingenuows youn. enthu- 
siast he had known in Paris, “'m looking is 0% 
my fi on my way back to the Quarter,” he 
sald briedy. “Selling motor cars instesd of arch 
tecturing these days, Will you do a play with Me 
torporrow evening?” 

“Ob, very well.” I was too tired to care mech 
1 have often wondered why be asked me ant 

why L went. Both of us were distinctly distratl? 
our conversation was sketchy, our silences 
We had never been close to each other; now ** 
stensed farther away than ever, 

er el et a eee you. You weren't very gent oO 
three whole months in Paris without letting tow au 

“T realize how upset you must be,” I retot 
“Thank you for the party and—dow seyage! 
We shook hands casually and separated, ot 
What was there in such a meeting to make ¢6° 

of us turn, and look back, and call » secomd 
alssost a sorrawfal—"' Good-by"? 
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THER DAVY, are you sure, sure?" 
beuged his daughter. 
"Sure chat [want you togo,daughter? 

Very sure, What sort of father = 
[1 be if T were ay you this 
| great pleasure merely to insure my own 
| comfort? And I shall be comfortable. 
| Why should [ not be, with the good 

kins to look alter me, and our 
Mr. Jel ar me 

43, a8 often as he 
And with James Stuart, who is 

fon—and with your letters arriving with every forei 
tnige Dismiss these fears, my dear, and take yo! py 
ening wane something of the Old World, Many ul 

the phe ull We have together next winter, you and I, over 
me Jf 2oRraphs you will bring back, while you discourse to 

7 Your adventures,” 

‘tlt: David Warne in his most reassuring 
is daughter studied his delicate, pallid face, her heart 

t for being willing to leave him to the loneliness 
+ in spite of all bis protests, he would suffer in her 

{iy ‘ind vet opportunities like this one did not occur 
+ ways might not come again in her lifetime, And every- 

‘48 conspiring to make it possible for her. 
*\Roes without saying,” Mr. Jefferson had told her at 

ef ee all other engagements should be canceled in the 
or puch an invitation as this. We will all look after your 

or you. And far as your work with me is con- 
ee tant give it another thought. I shall make rather 

We will ps Sages without you, of course, but when you retura 
Tienit 4, ake great strides and complete it well within the have set. Sogo by all means, and good luck !” 

=a 

manner, 
Siting her 

knew, 
Y 

she 

Sir FOR James McKenzie Stuart, his words of persuasion 
those puta to be tempered by various ather emotions than 
it's gregainselfish desire for Georgiana's pleasure, “Of course 
He gaat: and there's no doubt that you must go,” he said. 
lowed (ug Upon the side porch of the Manse, looking off 
Fettirn foeoTkisna's garden, on the second evening after her 
a for yore re rte drive to the Croftons’. Pil do allt 
the book weather of course. But don't ask me to console 

seta solg@oreiana laughed merrily, 
You ni Jimpa, 'N 

e 

He 
Je 

UW not neod any con- 
mnette told me to tell 
a fortnight—if you'd 

3. Nor you cithes 
lat she'd write to you onc 

No! She didn’t say chat?” 
You'll fat, did and meant it, I'll write, too, of course. 
Sughe 49 uc hised with letters and picture post cards. You 

ay Satisfied with so much attention.” 
Post uae are all right—we won't sty anything about the 
when t think nd L hope you'll both keep your promises. But 
He ent of all these summer evenings without you ——" 

Soubr waved & gusty sigh which Georgiana had no reason to 
Hf he WS kenuine,” How mach heavier would be his spirits 

to be of the party, 
are of the futility of ull consciousness. She was aw 

"Ml. 1975, by Grece S, Richmond 

By Grace S. Richmond 
“RED PEPPER BURNS,” “THE TWENTY-POURTIL 

attempting to keep this unwelcome news from him Jong 
of her departure, but she bad not thus f 

ventured to menti 
“T shall miss these eveni 

“ Mier all, Jimps, L expect ther 
than I. 
‘ly, as another deep-drawn breath warned her 

that sentimental ground was dangerous, she cried: but 
Jimps! I haven't told you of the last and nicest ching 
generous girl has done for me! She insisted on my bringing 
home the dearest little traveling suit of some kind of lo" 
silky stuff that doesn’t spot and doesn't muss and is alto- 
gether adorable, She insists it’s not becoming to her, and it 
really isn't; but J almost know she planned not to have it 
becoming <0 she could give it away to me. And a perfect 
beauty of a lietle hat—and a big, loose coat, to wear on the 
steamer, that looks absolutely new, but she vows it isn't and 
that she's tired of it. Was ever anybody so lucky as 1? 

omy 

“(ERTAINLY it does take clothes to stir up a girl," was 
Stuart's cynical comment. “Talk of separation and 

they pretend to be as sad about it as you are; bat let ‘em 
think about the clothes they're going to wear and their spi 
leap up like soda water.” 

Poor old Jimps! Doesn't he know the sustaining quali: 
ties of pretty clothes? Too bad! But really, it's lucky [ have 

ing to sustain me, it's such a pull to make myself go 
I dida’t suppose I'd ever leave my father this way while h 
is so feeble, but he's the most urgent of all to send me 
and I know I really can bring him back wonderful pleasure.” 

Thus the talks ran during the few days which elapsed 
before Georgiana’s departure. Every spare hour was full 
with preparation, from the packing of the trim little steamer 
trunk which arrived by express, a gift from Uncle Thomas, 

o the careful mending and putting in perfect order of every 
vould be likely to wear during the whole 

*s absence. 
v y day came fresh and delightfully interesting 

contributions to her outfitting, from Jeannette or Aunt 
Olivia—a handsome little handbag of silk and silver to match 
the traveling suit; a let case of soft blue leather, 
holding everything mortal woman could want on train or 
ship: a great woolly steamer rug to use on shipboard. 
Georgiana could only catch ber breath at such kindness, and 
dash off hasty notes of spirited thanks and protests against 
any more of the same sort, But ia spite of her pride it was 
impossible to resist accepting these and other gifts, they 
seemed prompted by such genuine affection. 

HE day came; the trink was closed and strapped 
Jefferson had done the strapping, coming upon the 

pective traveler in the upper hall, where she was trying in 
to bring leather thong and buckle into the proper relations, 

a't L yet proved my right to the title of man in the 
he inquired, as he did the trick with the masculine 

case which is ever a source of envy to those whose hands are 
weaker. ‘ 

“Indeed you have; but f shall never get over feeling that 
I have 10 do everything for myself, 

(Page 19) 

F JUNE, ere 

me's privilege to teach you better some 
“ Meanwhile, those of us who are 

ne a too happy to 
“thee een 

ot as deputis 
nette had cu 

giana w 
to meet her cousins ax the 
Stuart had inv 

point, thus giving hi 

through their city’, 
cd himself to accompany ber to that 

Mf a chance, as he «aid, to clinch that 
he promised letters and bargain with Jeannette « 

pe cards, 
Therefore iana's farewells were not all to be said at 

¢, for which she was thankful. It was quite enough to 
ave of Mr. David Warne, who was looking, it seemext 

his daughter's eyes on that sultry Jine morning, a shade 
aler and weaker than usual. 
“It's the sudden summer heat, dear,” he sit with the 

brightest of smiles, as with her arms about him she ques 
tioned him; “nothing more. ‘There, there, my little girl; 
don’t bet your fancy get the better of you. I'm very well, 
indeed, and shall soon be used to the summer weather 
Go—and God be with you, deares 

“Te doesn’t matter about His going with me if He'll only 
stay with you,” murmured Georgiana, vainly struggling with 
herself that she might take a bright and teurless farewell of 
this dear being. 
“He will go with you and He will stay with me, 

Warne cheerfully; “so be at rest, HeeoT've w 
asteamer letter. Read it when the good ship sails, a 
of me as rejoicing in your happiness.” 

said Mr, 
1 YOu 

id think 

WAS over at last, and she was off. At the gate she had 
irned to Mr. Jefferson, who was carrying her handbag 

to the village stage, from which Stuart had d to run up 
to the porch and say a word of cheer to Mr , Sitting 
in a big chair 

"T can't tell you what a comfort it is, Mr. Jefferson,” she 
said as she gave him ber hand, “to know that you are here 
I haven't worked with you for six weeks not to understand 
that it is no mere author of a scientific treatise who is staying 
with my 

miled into her lifted eyes, and his look was 
that of a friend whom one may trust. “Well, Miss Georgi- 
ana, if it is of any support to you to be told that whatever 
knowledge or skill [ may have is all at the service of your 
father, then | am glad to assure you of t fact. I will do 

best for him always. Good-by, and may it be a happy 
time from first to last 

His hand held hers close as he said these words, and con- 
tinued to hold it for a moment longer while be gave her a 
long and intent look, She felta strange pang; it was alm 
as if she could think he was going to miss her. Yet she knew 
better. If he missed her it would be only because he bad 
hecome accustomed to having her about. No sign of any 
more uncommon interest had he ever shown. 

‘Then Stuart, farther down the path, was calling, “Come, 
. we're all but kite sow,” and she wasin the old stage 

and it was lumbering off down the road, while neighbors 
waved fromm their windows, and Georgiana’ strained her eyes 
to get a last look at the figure on the porch, 

Gex 



On the train she and Stuart semekow found 
hother lis the ride 

ining wotit the last minute uf the train's stop. 
He bad filled the earlier period of the ten-miaute 
detention in the station with a burried talk with 
Jeanoette, during which Geargiana noted that the 
two seemed thoroughly absorbed bn 
was small wonder, for Jeannette 
more tadiantly lovely than in the distinguished 

ness of ber trav She seemed 

ers, aod Jimps himself had neve 
ke more interested in a proposition than in 

that one. 
Suddenly, however, the wait was over. Georg 

turned from greeting Channing, who hast 
abaant follawed by a 

When she heard Stuart's voice in her ear: 
“George, is he going?” 
© Ebeliove be is,” she admitted, teylnur not to Set 

her color rw beneath the accusing expression in 
his eyes. 

“Nail you dint mention Ht 
“Didn't 1? He's Jeannette’s aml Rosalie's 

friend, not mine.” 
“No; helssumet hing m 

ur mivatis to bbe 
thisseheme. It's 
ji 

L might have kt 
xd-hy to 

don't, It's nothing of the surt 

But instead of a 
hasty leawetaking 

James Stuart stood still 
hnorner howe,’ he said coolly 

ch 

ve PH go on for 
ith a glance at bis 

“Tb con yet olf at the next at \- 
Miss Jeannette, the observa 

nh 
ace I've po chair in here now ait there a wh 

wend the car is Gull? 
sitting facing Miles Channing—she 
was rexjuiesible for the fact that his 

ul to be next bere=saw his ¢ 
glanced towand the rear of the car, folly 
aan Joannett 

“He's a mighty ni 
mentert pleusant 

fellow, 

jeans 

for kim, ‘These parting» —well, 
ims, But he means te make 

Tt would be unkind ef us to 
nildin't it?-—thowgh b 

ould be very unkind," agreed Georgiana 
‘Yes, 1 wish he could have the whole 

ju 
He'sone of the finest men I kno 

Now that Channing was beside her, 
with his handsome face and faultlessly 
dresed figu ily Ube most attractive 

car, she could not begrudge 
our with Stuart, 

under 
in his manner toward her 

i cousin's face, 

thowgh 
the cha: 
sell, She had 1 
as Jean 
she 

two had burried, laughing, 
¢ aisle to the rear door after 

Stuart's propos 

BU Tithe haar wa eon over It was 
riot until the train stopped that 

vd Stuart returned ta the 
car-anit then the fare 

burried. With a 
ing face Stuart shook bance with 

them all, leaving his best friend to the 
last, accurding to the unwritten law of 
farewells, 

When be came to. her he booker 
very neatly straight into her eyes— 
pot quite--ft might have been ber 
lower eyelashes upan which be brought 
his glance to bear. “Great tuck, 
Georgiana,” he said distinctly, “and 
all kinds of a good tinve 

“Good-by, Jimps, and thank you 
very, very much for coming,” she 
respandes 

Tt was hardly to be believed that 
James Stuart would nut bower his voice 
and svurmur some last word for ber 
eur alow, for this bad long been his 
custom. Instead, be gave ber a bril- 
flant smile—and turned again to 
Jeannette. 

* Good-by once more," he said, ant 
added something under bis breath, in 
fespomse to which Jeunnette nodded, 
smiling, and went with him to the front end of 
the car, where she alone was the last to wave 
farewell as be looked back from the platform. 

Georgiana caught a final glimpse of hien ax he 
tant along it with bared head, and the whole party 
waved hands and called parting salutes, in which 
she joined. Then Jeannette came back, and Georgi 

searchingly at her, ber heart expe- 
dortabbe surt of depression as she 

saw the exquisite flush on her cousin's cheek and 
the light in her eyes. 
**Dog ia the manger!’ Goorglana steraly re- 

proached herself in ber own thoughts, “Isn't it 
h for you to have one man looking devotion 

at you, but you must claim everybody in sight?" 
‘And she made a determined anit partially success: 
ful effort not to mint that © > had turned out 
as they had. Only—she and James Stuart bi 
Leen friesds a very Jong time, and she was sorry to 
have the parting from him tinged by a doud of 
misanderstanding. It would have been much 
better, she admitted to herself now, to have told 
him frankly io the begiening that Miles Channing 
was to be of the party, 

xt 

WAS a journey of only a few hours to the dock 
where the party were to take ship, the sailing 

being set for early afternoon. Before it seemed 
possible, they had left the train and were bela 
conveyed by motor tothe pier, It was at the first 
whiff of salt-water fragrance that Georgiana felt « 
suilden onset of dread of the sailing of the great 
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ship. 
funnel 

And when she caught sight 
rising above the ma 

stacks ani 
dingy 
expected and disconc 
back home. 

Her father's face rose b 
it that morning, pale ant 
ness of the undaunted spirit shi 
thinnest « What if anything should 

30 that she should 
The thought sbook her with a 

§ smaller smoke 
ests and spars which bi 

ing throat 

it again? 

er decks avn 
fh was to lift the 

o that o 

gangwas 
entering the elevator whi 
many intermediate decks 
highest of all, where theér quarters lay. Sti w 
they came out upon that upper hey were 
party to attract attention, Gear 
conscious, ev 
the same’ class, 
and Jeannette be 

among many poopte evi 
Any party to which 

nged, she felt, mu: 
Ol ber « 

ym she was entin 
yw that she was actually om sl 

the lavt fortnight she 
giana 

t for s moment I 

Bat 
where dus 

stances whiel Bad brought about her p 
here, the last place she had expected to be in. 

*EORGIANA entered the stateroom wh 
3 was mt 

al the size It was 
with flowers apers of fruit andl other oder 
ings sent for the girls, w bones a 
herself, Hoth Stuart art Mr, Jetferson 
her flowers, As sh dt 
steward apy rd bax, which pro 
10 be also for i hail coer 
not froma sity Gorint, fi 

It had been put wp by umekilled tsands, 24 ite 
crushed shape and damp exterior clearly showed, 
She opened it, wondering, and found a tittle bunch 
of garden thowers, sadly wilted, their limp stems 
prrotroding from the moistened pewspaper in which 
they were wrapped. She searched for a card, and 
found it. Ina hand sbe knew well, a little cramped, 
a little wavering but full of character, she read 
these words: 

Bleséng ber, praying for her, loving her, 

Georgiana's heart gave a great leap of fear 
What were those lines, what the context? She 
knew them—knew them well. She had never 
heard her father quote them, had never read with 
him the fines from which they came. Did he know 
them, use them with intent, not imagining she 
woul place them? As well she remembered, they 

Enoch Af and she had spoken 
. in a dramatised wersion of that a 

thetic poem, the last winter of ber college life, And 
they ran thise 

When you shall see her, tell ber that t died 
Bleweng her, praying for her, having her 

At the moment she was alone in the staterours, 
the two girs having been an instant before sum- 
moned by their brother to meet some friends whi 
had come on board to see them off. She stood star- 
ing at the touching lithe bunch of faded bloors, 
knowing just how tender had been the thought of 
her which had prompted the effort. It had not 
occurred to Mr, Ware that there was any other 

way of +e 
them from 
she kr 

ing, Sowers to ships than by mailing 
ne's own garden, As for the words 

w well enough that he had not dreansed of 
disturbing her coatent by quatles then, yet— sve 
could hut feel that the reason why they can 

Wi when he was sear 
is > sent with his parth 

ite end being not far 
2 of that tow 

st-beating heart Geurgiana stood star- 
2 oUt of the upon porthole at the scene of nctivity 

ar below her she could see the gamrway’ 
h she had came rd. An fens thas 

wy — the party had arrived carly—Uhat game 
way wauhl be withdrawn, the water slowly 
widen between pier and ship, and there would he 
he tering back. € cuull she bear to 

chance? Were her fears only the 
of the unaccustomed traveler, 

why stv or 

. the onty being im the 
ely bound? She closed 

verning trom: « 
wh of her niece's 

the girl into the 
ide in ber, 

deterred her: 
e me, but E must ask 

cirche anal prrese 
ut the to 

In & temporarily forsaken angle of the deck 
a Inied her case before he speaking 

shaken words, but leter 
Mes. Craft 

1 with i 

aun 
roe te A 

imened with w: 

will seem to you 
known my duty Jong 
s plainly! Neu! it's 

boon 40 kin 
But t 

p before it sail 

tome. 1 can tell 
hk 

“Going back!" Miles Channing sxized "sn 
fee'sarm, “Whereis sho? Why, sho can’ tgob 
the ship's all bat casting off, Whaton earth i+ 
matter with her? She's too sensible a girl to 4 
her bead at t ast minute, € 
woo't let ber go; we'll keep her im hi 

until, coming from the Croft 
countered Georgiana pale but quie 
Sushod scarce and in tears, and Mrs. 
evidently sorely exasperated, but keeping hee 
well in hand, 
Channing walked straight up 
Will yuu give me five minutes? 
Sbe shook her bead with a faint smile. ae] 

Me, Channing, [shall not change my 72° 
T should have known it in the first PACE 

there mayn't he five minutes to spare, Tm 
is sight of 1 
“TU take y 

others ia a way whieb clearly said: 
change.” "They understood amd te 
giuna on ahead tuward the place 3 

Hews avaty anu 
in the 3 of women, © 

ong them were not yet mary 
wonient was af little uses there was on 

ye loft with which to fight the giet's 
it was one le was not fosth 

though he had net mea: 
ite sifforent surroundings invite 4 

hurd blow to my hopes,” he said vee 
low, a% they stood where they could watch © 
maneuvers of the officers and mon who Were fy 
charge of the embarkation af passengers. “1 ¢ ‘0 
tell you what this voyage with you bay meset © 
ree; J dan't kaow how to give it up, hot 
listen, Won't you do this? Come across with 

. when you are actually aver it's 
4 fivesday crossing, you koaw-—Ht you still foe! 3% 
muist go hack, we'll net try Lo prevent you: YOO 
be away then only a fortnight, and nothing iat 
world can go wrong at your home in tht 
time. And meanwhile we shall aye had this 
age together — Georgiana?” ) 

His voice with its meaning inflections" 
have boen vey hard to resist if the girl bad not 
now set her teeth upon her determination, Havive 
sullered already so much humiliation dor 
of her siden conviction her yeisde woul not bay 
let her change again, even if a voice froen Ube 
had then and there asured ber that all was 4) 
would be well with her father, So aace more 2 
shook ber head and moved toward the gans*al’ 
Hebind ber, ready ta follow her if must be, 2 4°" 
hund waited with her luggage, ‘The Crofton 
their faces showing mach oancern, had remaine’ oy 

the background waiting foro S# 
from Channing that he had or bail 
petewaibed, 
H you go ash 

n Ubaugh hit pet 
He realised Vet 

to UH 

to speak sa plainly u 

ave 

don't eves 6 
frighten me. 
and 

vo me wit vl rectly well 

us i 10 con 
her peohibition; and he 
the spirit he had reckoned 
saw, tou, sueb a world af possi 
ane who cual arouse that inte 
pparposedal pature that he was HO 
‘oll hin Cot “ 

forgive me it 3 oo will forgive me it 1 Sty, 
ext ship," he said ule 

ot if yun come a day *° 
than you intended.” 

es met BY thelr glance eT Oa s80N organ 
toward the gangway, 

sailor in charge was bec! 
Croftoas, one and all, luurried forse 
aod the roteeating traveler # 
their embraces, 

clog ust 
look after you 

after our promising to take every Ai 
you,” mourned Mrs, Crofton“! 
be mast uneasy about you.” 
“No, no, dear Aunt Oli 

mustn't be. 
pendent persoa, and I can take ale 

hurse without a particle of rove 
Good-by—and please, please 
me, all of you!" oa 

She was off at last, with Jeantte? 

“Hut Georgiana, my dear child 
“Oh, please don't try to keep se, Aunt Otivia! 

My mind is made up, J can't tell you how it hurts 
ft, but—4 don’t daze to leave my father, If 
ing happened to him E could wover forgive 

myself—never, He isn't well, It would da no 
goad to take me with you now. I should be so 
naiserable F sboubd «poll it all fur you." 

“ Georgiana, listen.” The calmly poised woman 
of the world beld the clinging hand in a firms, waren 
grasp, the law voice spoke evenly: Many peuple 

the eve of sailing, 

ars. My dear, you are quite 
taken about there being any danger threstening 
your father. He is in the best of hands, and he 
hinsself would be sudly diaappoi 

SHE saw it was of no use, so Mrs Crofton teok 
D her niece to her stateroom, and, sending for 
Jeannette and Kosalie, evea far Uncle Thomas, 
tried invain to shake ber. 

Ten minutes before the hour of stiling, Rosalie, 
rushing about the decks in search of Miles Chan- 
ning. tinally discovered bins aca burst out under 
her breath with the appalling news: “Georgiana's 
going back! She's got the idea somehow that her 
father mayn't five till she comes home, We can’t 
doa thing with her. Ob, do come amd se if you 
can’t show her how absurd it is to do such a 
thing!” 

(Page 20) 

hot tears on her check; Rosalie* %, 
proachful and all but angry fisal set 

+, ad “Et dide’t think you'd actually do it, Geom, 
Warne,” rinuing in her ests; and Chester's 10! 
but disappointed prediction following Ne” a 
thunder, tut you'll be a sorry girl when iF hy 
late, 1 cam tell you that!" to make her fee! et 
nobody really usderstood or+ympathized with Soy 

It was Uncle Thomas who applied the one We 
ol halm to his niece's sore heart: “David WT 
a rich man, my dear girl, 10 haye you,” be % 
gently as he kissed her," Dom’ 
over disappointing us; 
care of yourself golng back 
your father p 
7 She smiled bravely back at him besore she 
down the gangway with half a score of DOO cg 

tothe ship. Ina moment she was ott to 
of the crowil of people who were watching tht oy 
bulk of the liner draw almost impereeptiuly, ae) 
fren the pler. ‘Through blurred vissou she 8? 

spot where they all were wavindl * "ys 
thank beaven, they were sinllinks op 

it was obviously their duty to da, no matter 
ther ferlings. usb 

When their faces had become indistionui® typ 
and the great ship bad backed far out int) op, 
waters and was headed toward the Atlanticr ye 
giana turned toa porter at her elbow, “NO yy 
sid, “1 didn’t sail, Yes, this trunk is mine} 
to ge back.’ jhe 

Sorichow, as she fallowed the man throuk’ tag 
long, dingy leuitdiag, the thing which drove 

aod give my 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 55 
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‘The New Housekeeping 
How We are Running Our Homes With Less Work and Less Money 

Edited by Mrs. Christine Frederick 
National Secretary, Associate! Clubs of Domestic Science 

Errors’ Norr—Twenty housekeepers, from personal experiences, all trying the "New Housekeeping,” will tell on this page how they are actually doing it on varying 
‘pcomes, and saving money, labor and time, These are the first three experiences. The next JOURNAL will present others. ‘Tre Eprrors of Tuk Lanes’ Home Journat, 

How I Cut My Housework in Half 
“Standardized” Tasks Save Both Time and Strength 

HAS been with growing interest 
that E have maie a beginaing in 
my “new housekeeping,” seeking 
the most convenient location for 
every article in the housebold, the 
most efficient way to accomplish 
wach task and the most intelligent 
way to distribute the income. 

Srst thing 1 discovered was that £ was con 
[ining useless time, energy and money in caring 

4 larger apartment than was needed for two 
Povble. Since the term of our lease expired shortly fogall take my first step bere, Now we are com- 
portly Yocated in a fogr-room apartment, with a 
thee 22F Sleeping, and the rooms so grouped that 
1 no waste in lang passageways, 
Luther my attention first tothe kitchen, Thal 

wae to it this time that the drain board of my sink 
bur [tie left hand, a matter of great conventence, 
hag {val not change the location of stows, ice 
Fredaivt Pantry, ami 20 route my work as Mrs 
atetick convincingly explains will save the most 
oe However, 1 could group my suppiies about 

Kitchon cabinet where all my preparations are 
to ant? removed then from 2 shelf in the pantry 
‘ALY (within easy reach of the cabinet. 

te t the right of the cabinet i+ the wastebasket 
when’? all papers; at the left is a folding stool 

bh occupies a minimum of space and is my 
rial eonvenience, for I make wse of I constanthy 

‘Meparation work at the cabinet and the sink, 
Nubile washing dishes. 

Our fee Cave the convenient arrangement of toods, 
ore the cabinet came the Erying pati, two sizes 

for pacPans, salt, pepper, flour dredger and glasses 
Kaeglltippings and Jelt-over butter. ‘These weer 
hoot over the stove along with the toaster, as- 
drain’ Dads and gas lighter, On hooks above the ile Hoare, located at the right of the stave, were 
[ies the folded, vertical dishsrain, silver-draining 
dean 204 the hook for fireless irons, Under the 

i board the freless cooker easily rolled; by 
‘ait all stow cooking and roasting meats in it} 
of eat My cas bill 20 per cent. in the first month 
tnlltit above the sink are the brushes for cleaning 
shank and vegetables, ber dish mops, saap and! paring knife, On a ersall shelf in a cor- 

The 
a 

tau 2 ® place for scouring powder and cork, min- 
shai te! Liuvaluable for cleaning burned places on 

um), and an alarm clock, which serves as a 
wher baking, and heating fireless irons. 

NEEXt considered the sepa in preparing, sere eden tf Att rearranging after a meal, ‘This simple 
1 Stves me time and energy: 
} Make preparations at cabinet anil sink, 
5 gthtt the cooking processes, 

hijep tt the table, being in serving: dishes to the chen on return, 
f Clean utensils esed in preparation, 

a fig road and butter, draw water and place 

$: Serve food, putting all utensils to sak, 
& Remove dishes from table, aeil wash. fey quip tetera to living room place dishes ie pane 

Hut dining room in order. 
ing [itklak preparations for cooking, if any bak- tet te be done 1 have found the ase of scales 
them the dey ingredients, rather thar measure 
rons 4 means of saving utensils and time. The 

Pes which Luse mast (requently are filed in cart 
tion Nees Lamworking out the followleg knforma- 

CHOCOLATE CAKE 

MEASLRRS wurcier 

[ $4 capfal of bucter . | 4 ounces 
tt ul of maar Hlounces 
1M cuptuls of flour | Founces 
Zaquares of chocolate | Zounces 
4 teaspouutuls of bak- 

racy ti 
3 tabberpoontuia ot 
WOE es ae 

MH cuptul of eream ur 
rai 

Teeaspooetuleé vanith 

we Ispoaatios: | 
+ Sos 32 conts (butter at J6 cents, eggs at 50 4 Tint praianarsi mie 4 Final pmamicert sin, 
&s A paking ewests 45 exjauten, 

a taf succrn: 

choralate with butter. srgar and 
Balt, entil it terns a lighter colur. ©) Baking— 
‘Ture pan so mixturn wall rise evenly. 

ori i tin the treedom from the old drudgery 
‘ashing that I have found my greatest 

au, with the outfit of a folding dish drain, big 
ket (or drainiug silver, two coronut-fibee 

seat Bad a ploceaf rubber hose attached ta the bot- 
And [auc A have unlimited use of hot water 

make free tee of the rusning water—the most 
Sethod of dishwashing. use only une 

pan, round in shape and slightly larger than a dinner 
plate. In it f make a strong solution of soapsuds, 
White-soap: wil tive snslslectory results where 2 
yellow soap, because of the resin in it, will leave a 
slight greasy film over the china, Doing dishes 
once a day hy this method I find Lean do in thirty 
minutes what formerly took forty-five. 

From a trained nurse I learned the best way of 
waking a bed. 1 complete the placing of all covers 
oo one side, then arrange and tuck in the foot of 
the bed as I go to the other side to finish the task. 
Formerly it took cight minutes to make the bed, 
pow four, Likewise, in the daily cleaning of the 
house 1 have found it quickest to route the direc- 
tion of the work and then complete the wae of one 
(wo) in conveniently grouped rooms before shift- 
ing to the next tool, 

_ 

How I Save $250 a Year on $2500 
Family Efficiency Gained Through a Careful Budget 

HREE babies are tucked in three 
Hittle beds aud just now I can hear 
the clock tick over the last sleepy 

| “good night inthenext room. The 
Bittle girlistive; the bays, three and 
one, respectively, ‘Their Cather iss 
typical college professor in a small 

. We keep aur accounts ac- 
Curately and ate not working under financial worry, 
‘We pay all bills by check and keep a file of indexed 
envelopes cont all receipts, check stubs and 
returned checks. Im the last four years the income: 
has almost doubled, We used to keep a book with 
accounts, but now we use a card index which we 
find much more flexible and 2 great time-saver, 

~) heads of receipts and expenditures arranged alpha- 
hetically, As cach month bs finished the cards are 
moved back, together with the month card, for 
reference at any time. ie cards, such as those 
holding expenditures for electricity and telephone 
whore there is but one entry for the mooth, may he 
used throvghout the year, 

For the purpose of summaries we have classed 
the entry cards onder several heads, By a com> 
parison of years we evolve our budget. Below is 
the summary grouping dur the parpose of getting 
the percentages, aed comparing them as tbe income 
has increaned: 

—— 

if} dollarsa year I spent all; now 
I save with an income of only 
two thousand a year, and all 
because T have pot my howse- 
keeping on a business basis. 
We are two adults and three 

children, the oldest child seven. 
aod the youngest three, We have one maid 
at twenty dollars a month, 

IT equipped my laundry (whieh, I helleve, 
should be oo the main Boor) with an electric 
washing machine, electric irons and an irom 
ing board that is solid and adjusted to the 
maid's height. I procured an electric vacuum 
cleaner, oil mops, a fireless conker, an electric 
toaster, an excellent gas stove, aijasted 
to the maid's beight, a bigh chair for sitting at 
the sink, light above the sink, aioe 
kitchen cupboards and an excellent and 
ice box in the Kitchen furnished with lee from 
the outside. By providing a convenient place 
for everything and by syst the work, 
Thave made it smoother. 

Instead of a serving table on wheels I furnish 
three large obbong lacquer trays. When the 
table is to be act one of these trays, with one 
trip, wil into the dining room all the 
china, silver glass needed for the setting: 
the second tray we place om our work table in 
the kitchen, and put on it everything from the 
ive bos, bread bos, etc. that is to be set on 
the table; then one trip carries that in, fw 
the dining room we have two buffets, better 
called “serving tables." I keep these free 
from unnecessary cat glass and famcy china. 
‘One tray is placed on each serving tabke, and, 
as the maid removes the dishes from the indi- 
vidual places, she merely takes one or two 
steps to whichever tray is nearest her, places 
the dishes there and continwges 59 around the 
table. The third tray is kept in the kitchen 
free to use for carrying in each course, the 
second course being placed on the tray while 
the first course is being eaten. 

Our daily work follows the general routine 
of Monday for washing, Tuesday for ironing, 
Wednesday for baking and extra cleaning, 
‘Tharsdsy for upstairs cleaning, Friday for 
downstairs cleaning, and Saturday for extra 
baking. extra cleaning and preparation for 
Sunday, 

‘The Monday schedule, somewhat ont of the 
ordinary, consists of washing, scrubbing the 
kitchen, the bath room and the back eatry in 
the morning. We use the electric washer and 
T help the housemaid manage the machine, 
We arise half an hour carlier than usual (at si 
o'clock), in this way getting the machine in 
operation hefore the housebold is astir. AL 
about seven-fifteen [leave the laundry to pre: 
pare and serve breakfast, dress the three-year 
colt chikdand make the two otherehildren ready 
for school. 

{I SOME convenient tinse between the rie 
Ing hour and 9.30 1 ordinarily prepare = 

casero ov a similar dish for the fireles 
cooker, which is to be the main part of the mid: 
day meal for Monday. The dessert is usually 
custard, geatin or comstarch pudding pre- 
pared the Saturday before, with cookies or 
cake; or it may be fresh or canned fruit with 
take. By having meats or vegetables in the 
casserole of the fireless cooker, and the sweet 
and starch in the dessert, I manage to main- 

tniddey meal on Monday I pecpose whaleve is on Mon prepare tever 
can be teade catly for the evening meal. Dur- 
ing the remainder of the afternoon f atiend to: 
my college club while the maid puts the hows 
in order and cares for the children. 
‘The furniture of the Kitchen is so placed 

that a progressive rocte fs made from the ice 
box, cupboards, stove, ete,, to the dining roam 

ean be wheeled to the sink to accept the dried 
dishes, and then wheeled to the cupboard, with 
all dishes on it ready to be put in their places, 

J use three household disteibation sheets for 
cach month, On these sheets are ruled, first 
a broad margin for notes, second a space for 
dates, nnd third fifteen spaces for items. One 
sheet 1 use exclusively for edibles, the second 
for general home and operating expenses and 
the third for monthly balance or recapitula- 
tion sheet. 1 first tiled the card aystem, tat 
foc my purposes the distribution sheet 
much more suitable. I use the card ledex fur 
Layo Rega addresses and memorandums of 

nels, 

CT TOOK me several months to work my items 
of edibles down toa small and still clear spac- 

ing. 1 now use fifteen items which cover 
everything. "These arearranged alphabetically 
as follows: 1, bakery parchases; 2, beverages: 
4, butter; 4, cercals, four, macaroni; 5, exes; 
6, fruits (canned); 7, fruits (fresh); &, meats; 
9, milk; 10, sugar, sirups; 11, spices, ails, « 
vinegar, ete; 12, vemetables (canned); 2, 
vogcta bles (fresh); 14, miscellaneous; 15, meals 
out. 

‘On the secont sheet the items are as fol- 
lows: 1, cart 2, charch, charities, etc; 4, 

tues, dentists, medicines; 4, entertainment 
and luxuries; 5, furnishings; 6, laundry and 
bath supplies; 7, periodicals, dues, ete.; & rent, 
light, heat, telephone, ete; 9, service; 10A, 
1B, 220, 13D, 14K, personal items of cloth~ 
ing, ete, for each member of the faenil, 
savings. 

‘The third sheet 1 use for recapitulation 
by months, and here I follow Mrs. Frederick's 
system of division and grouping quite 
exactly—that is, under the heads and subdi- 
visions of: 1, advancement; 2, clothing; 3, 
food; 4, laxuries; 5, operating expenses; 6, 
savings; 7, shelter. This page is one which 
acts upon our expenditures asa budget. From 
this page we learn that oor average percent- 
ages of expenditure each month on two thou- 
sand dollars a year are about as follows: 1, 
advancement, 614 per cemt.; 2, clothing, 619 
per cont; 3, food, 3024 per cent.; 4, laxuries, 
14 per cent.; 5, operating, 2414 per cent.; 6, 
savings, 6 per cent.; 7, shelter, 2449 pet cent, 
‘The percentages here do not adbere to what 
ost authorities seem to consider correct. the 
amounts for operation and shelter being too 
high, and that for savings tow low, This is our 
present syroblem, 

Our entertainment and educational ad. 
vancement, although showing little financtal 
‘expenditure, we ate learning ta obtain frum 
fhature, (rom outioar sports, picture galleries 
and muscums, poblic braries, the university 
in our city, visits to manufacturing plants, 
factories, ete, and from our excelleat public 
schools, it heing quite impossible and absurd 
to keep the children in a private school with 
@ small an incone- 

Whes | commenont to use this system I 
knew nothing of what would be a practical 
expenditure of the income, so I was guided by 
thase percentages given out by authorities 
who had already worked out the system. 
Having originally acquired the spending habit, 
it was not at once easy to adjust myzelf to 
recognize percentages; and I was astounded 
the first few months to find bow far heyond 
‘our actesl income we were living, So far 1 
have found the shelter amd operating expenses 
the hardest to reduce, because it has been difi- 
cult to change the standard of living, to which 
we had raiser ourselves, too violently at first; 
every month, however, we“ see more and more 
daylight,” and we have that wonderful sat- 
isaction of knowing that we are 
conditives and not they us.  Moxnksera, 
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‘There are two sets of the index cards, one giving Years 
Teatwors. the sames of the months, the other giving the 

tort mou 

Iecume , $1340 | $2500 

* ren | ee 
How I Systematized My Spending ere fa | 

| “repairs 
Spent All on $6000 a Year; Now Save on $2000 Peet esis: | AS | 32. | Soames 

s Clothes . wW 7 Fach member tae 

RETOFORE, onsxthousand ani back. The work table i on rollers anit Operate’: | ae || BEC | eens: 
babar, 

equipment, 
Jaundry, doce 

tnedicine, 

Migher tite | 26 2 

» travel, 
church, gifts, 
charities. enter: 
taineeent. in 
surance, hank 
aeconet 

We ina barge modern house with the upstairs 
furnished, alo part of the downstairs, We pay $50 
a moath rent, and subrent the four upstairs rooms: 
fo youme men students for $34 a month for about 
ten monthsof the year, This increases the income 
about $500. 

A college girl gives me balf of her time, for which 
| pay her $2.50 aweek. She does her work down- 
stairs and I look after the students’ rooms, We 
plan for her time off and time for me to fut up to 
the university to help my husband with his type 
writing or research problems in the laboratory. 

As to food, some will say that that percentage is 
low. But we enjoy almost perfect health, with 
doctor hills very pearly limited to the day the baby: 
comes. We buy in large quantities, as often as pos 
sible direct from the producer; we eat fitth: meat; 
we have ourfood thoroughly cooked, and have 
simple menus varying from two to three articles, 
besides the bread and butter at each meal. “This 
tives chance for great variety from meal to meal, 
asso many things do sot appear on the table at one 
time. It is much simpler to serve a large quantity 
of one of two things than a little of things, 
aod the appetite is thus kept an the gud tee. 

REGARDING clothes, we bay in August and 
January, when thesalesare on, ax many as pas- 

ible of the things we know we shall need, pure 
ing materials of good quality and conservativestyle. 
‘The study of style books and patterns is fully as 
interesting as philosophy and college algebra used 
tobe. Ladapt what 1 find to my liking, making the 
styles bend to me rather than aping the styles. 1 
buy whole outGts in one becoming, noncombative 
color, and get the pleasure of creating aut of mak- 
ing the things myself, to say nothing of having two 
of thrve gowns where Lco@ld have but one with the 
same money otherwise. My little tots have so far 
hav! their everyday clothes made of shart lengths, 
which 1 ame continually an the lookout for, with 
cousdderable saving, I abeays bay for them the 
very best shoes made, for every occasion, 

As to the operating ex the coal bill de- 
petds upon the severity of the winter, but the fur 
nace is efficient and the house is very warmly built. 
Our electric ball runs from $5 to $10 4 month on 
a9!ycent rate. ‘The students work late, snd we 
have au electric washing machine and wringer 
with which we handle our Spree 
washing every week, having all the clothes hung 
and the Kitchen cleaned before noon, 
We have also an eloctric iron, fan and toaster, a 

buffing wheel and grindstone run by the washing- 
machine motor, anda largeedectric vacuum cleaner. 
My husband advocates the same efficlent oqtsip- 
ping for his home as for his laboratorios, and these 
modern home appliances certainly save time, 
soot and money 4 — the ‘New Hause- 
ecping" a pleasure. We have bought one plece at 

& Une a6 we felt we could afford the initial outlay. 
The next one on the bist is a clothes mangle, 
though mow the sheets, spreads, bath towels, 
usderwear and hosiery are all folded away un- 
ironed, and everybody seems just as happy by our 
doing that way; some are certainly happier. 
The moncy for the ranning expenses is placed in 

one hank, and in a second bank we have an enser- 
gency and savings account, Last year we saved 
10 per cent. of the income, We hope to increase 
that this year, Sour Dakota. 
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That Dish 
of Baked Beans may do 
onceina while, But the beans 

are broken. Some are crisp 

and some mushy. Sauce must 

be added to make them ap- 

pealing, 

The beans are not half- 

baked. ‘They are hard to di- 
gest. That's why you who 
serve that kind do not serve 

them often, 

of Baked Beans is Van 
Camp's. The beans are whole 
and mellow. The sauce is 

baked in—a sauce of won- 

drous zest. 

These beans are twice- 

baked, compared with the 
others. They easily digest. 

Folks who serve this kind 
consider Baked Beans a lova- 

ble, royal dit 

PorkeBeans 22552 bawcep wen 
Also Baked Without the pany 

10, 15 and 20 Cents Per Can 

Here is a dish which costs like 
beans and feeds like meat, 

Everybody likes it—men in par- 

ticular, Thousands of restaurants 
buy Van Camp's for men. 

It means better meals, lower 
food bills, less cooking. Wan Camp's 

displaces meat, [t means right 

cooking in place of wrong. 

Don't class it with Baked Beans 
in general. It's a distinctive dish. 

It's a result of real genius, plus 

modern invention. 

You will keep a shelf full of it 
when you find it out. 

Buy a can of Van Camp's Beans 
to try. If you do not find them the 

best you ever ate, your grocer will 
refund your money. 

(RS) 
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How Other Women Put Up Preserves 
From Early Summer to Late Autumn 

Grape Save 
Prvk of Wild Grapes | 

Kot Ap 2 
nce of Cannamon 

Rhgat to 1 Ounce 
‘wuod of Pret Allepece 

Vick off a peck of wild grapes from the stems, 
f puton to boil, When tender strain through 
ely bag. Cook one peck of apples that have 

done ran through the 
grapes and the 
to each pound apples in a porvetain k 

of this add three-quarters of a pound of white 
sugar, one ounce of gr d cinnamon, two nut 
megs, grater, and one ounce of ground albsp 
Cook until thick, and put into glasses. This is 
line for cold meats. 

Crab Apple and Pineappte Jelly 
al Parts of Sugar 

Hine 

port of crab apples, en pian parts of wugar to 
rained juice of the fruit 
her jelly. 

Rivubarb ard Orange Marmalade 
Rqual Parts of Suxar gy Posnd 

‘and Ruubarby Fach 
1 Orange, and Khas) 

Use equal parts of ugar and rhubsrh un 
peelod, but ty lime. Addone whole orange 
and half a pound of chopped time to each 
poutal of rh thoroughly and allow to 
sand several hours in a stone or agate ketthe 
Then cook down until very thick. Pour into 
luss or paper jelly cups 

Apple Chutney 
5 Poandaal Apples, 2 Ounces of Sule 

When Peeled und 1 Ounce of Curry 
sere Powder 

F Pint of Vinegar 4 Ounce of Cayenne 
| Pound of Sulzana Pepper 

Raisins i Poa of Yetiow 
1 Pound of Onions 
2 Ousces of Mustard 

Sent 
Stew the apples and onions in the vinegar 

ustil well cooked and tender: then chop the 
Sultana raisins and add them, then all the other 
ingredients. ix well, and boil for half an hour. 
When cold it is ready for use and makes a ple 
ant change with cold meats instead of pickle, 

Cherry Butter 
3 Cupfuls of Pulp 2 Capfols of Samar 

Bett Until Takk 

Select fine ripe cherries, testing them by pres 
sure for bail ones, as you leave the pits in. Cook 
the cherries with just » little water art 
them. When cooked, rub through a sheve, add 
the sugar and cook uatil thick. 

Blue-Plum Conserve 
5 Poonds of Larer Blue 1 Poasd of Ei 

Preme Walnuts 
§ Oranges 3 Pounds s 
1 Package of Raisins 

Stone the plums, snd cut them into quarters. 
Wash the oranges, quarter anu take out seeds; 
then grind them through afood chopper, Chop 
the raisins, Mix all together with the sazar, 
and let stand overnight. Cook slowly until the 
jlum skins are soft; then add the nuts, chopped, 
and put into jars. 

Strawberry anc Cranberry Conserve 
1 Quart of Ceunbberries 14 Pint of Water 
1 Pint of Sagar 

As a change from the regulation cranberry 
jelly ur sauce this combination of cranberry 
with strawberry will be found appetizing. 
Cover and cook for ten minutes; then skim, and 
add to the cranberry one cupful of strawberry 
jam, Mix well; then pout into a mold and let 
stand until cool and set. 

Gober Pears 
10 Poonds of Pears 6 Oran; 
7 Pounds of Sugar 1 Box of of Crystallized 
4 Lemons Ginger 
Peel the pears, cut them into small pieces, put 

them into + preserving pan with the sugar, and 
cook slawly for ome hour, Add the lemons, 
oranges and crystallized ginger cut into small 
pieces, and allow to simmer for three hours. 
Divide into glasses and cover, 

Grape Conserve 
H Pounds of gree + Pound of Shelled 

sls ‘Waleeats 
3 Found of Raisins 3 Jekey Oranges 
Remove the steams and skins from the grapes, 

aed boil the pelp until tender; then press it 
throwgh a sieve. Boil the 

Unusual Sweets With Muffins 

pounds of rhubarb, six medium-sized oranges 
(nawels are the best), three lange Jemons, one 
pound and a balf of almonds, and sugar, 

Wash and trim the rhubarb stalks, and cut 
thees y thin stices. With a meat board 
upon which to rest the stalks, two oF three can 
be held at once andthe slicing done most ex 
peditiously with a thin sharp knife, Peel the 
yellow rind very thinl 
lemons, remave the t 
pulp, and add to rhubarb, 

Cut the yellaw ried of three of the orwnges 
and one lemon into tiny strips; add to the other 
ingredients, with sugar in measure to total 
quantity. Te the remalnder of the peel in a 
bit of cheesecloth, and remove it after the mar- 
malade is cooked. Stir the mixture thoroughly, 
and set aside overnight. Boil wntil thick about 
three-quarters of an howe will suffice—then add 
the almonds, which have been chelled, blanched 
and sliced, boil for ten minutes longer, pour into 
phases, ani, when cold, caver with paratin. 

T[POMARE Apple Marmalade pare, quarter, 
cote and slice enough apples to make four 

pounds, Wash three lemons, and stice 
very thinly; add them to the apples, with 
quart of water, Cook until the apple is soft, 
press through colander, and measure; add an 
equal amount of sugar and one cupful and a 
half of blanched almonds cut into pieces. Stir 
andl cook until thick like jelly, Pour into glasses, 
and, when cold, seal 

Apricots, pineapple and lemon make a mar 
malade which the college girl aptly defined as a 
“delectable cunglomerate of good things.” 

Pare and stone the apricots, place in a large 
bowl, and add an equal bulk of white sugar. To 
fave pounds of apricots allow one large can of 
grated pineapple, one dozen apricot kernels, 
‘anched and cut into fine strips, and three 
Jemoas. Peet the lemons, cut the thin yellow 
rind of two lemons ato very small pieces, ant 
slice the pulp thinly. Botl all together until 
thick, of about three-quarters of an hour. Pour 

glasses, and treat like jell 

th 

conserve. Wash and hull ripe, firm strawber 
ries. Add to each cupfal of Berries an equal 
amount of sugar, Place in layers in « bowl, 
patting a thick layer of berries first. Let stand 
fortwo days. Turn intoa preserving Kettle, and 
cook gently until the marmalade is thick: ‘add, 
just hefore removing from the fire, the juice of a 
lemon to each four cupfuls, Store like jelly. 
This is very good; the berries will be whole, 
surrounded by a thick clear jelly. 

Bar-Je-Duc currants can be successfully imi- 
tated with large green gooseberrics and currant 
juice. Remove the stems and the blassom e 
wash and drain the gooseberries, and tix 
oughly with granulated sugar, using one cupful 
of sugar to ave cupful of berries. Let stand 
until the folowing da 

Cook ripe curra in water to cover until 

they burst. Drain through a jelly hag. Strain 
the berries from their sirup; add to every two 
caplals of sirup one cuptul of currant juice 
Cook for five minutes, and pour hot over the 
berries; let stand until the following day, Re- 
peat this process twice more, Pour all into a 
preserving kettle, and simmer gently until the 
berries look clear, bat da not allow them to 
break. Fit very carefully into glasses, ard seal 
when cold. 

*OOSEBERRIES and oranges make at excel 
J ient marmalade. Top and tail the goose 

berries; wash, drain and place ina jar, with an 
equal measure of white sugar. To three pints of 
berries use four oranges and two lemons. Peel 
‘off the rind very thitily, and shred inte threats 
Cover with a cupful of water, and let stand over 
night. Add the thinly sliced pulp of the oranges 
and the lemons to the berries, with su equal 
mensare of sugar. Let stand’ until following 

Add all together ant cook until thick; 
pour into glasses, and seal. 

Another extremely good marmalaie calls for 
four pounds of pears, four lemons and a can of 
grated pineapple. 

Peel and core the pears, cook,in enough water 
to prevent them from burning, until red and 
quite soft. Rub through a colander. Peel the 
lemons, shred the yellow rind, and cut the pulp 
small; add all, with the pineapple, to tbe pears, 
with an equal measure of sugar, Cook for one 
hour. This is improved by adding blanched 
shredded almonds. Let the mixture cook for 
ten minutes longer.  Etranor M. Lucas, 

* them into three equal parts, 

Avior of Grapetruit Motrnaberte 
1 Orunge Water 
1 Leman Sugar 
1 Grapefruit 

Shave the orange, the lemon and the grape 
fruit very thin, reecting nothing but the seeds 
wiud cores, Mexswre the fruit, and add to it 
three times the quantity of water, Let it stand 
io an earthenware dish overnight, and mest 
mornite boll for ten minutes only. Stand an- 
other night, and om the second morning at 

int of sugar, and boil steadily until It 
‘The product should have « lumpy ap- 

pearance quite different from most marmalade. 
the strips uf fruit being well defined in a clear 

‘To briew this about, stir as tittle x 
possible during the two huars or more of ook 
ing which is required, 

Cherry Pockle 

7 Pounds of Red 114 Ounves of Whole 
‘Cherries 

Aig Poutule of Sugar 
233 Ounces of Stick 

‘Cinnamean 

Toves 
bg Pont of Vinegar 

Wipe the cherries, then pit and rales them. 
Tie the spices in a cheesecloth bag, amd heat 
thers with the vinegar, Pour the hot vinegar 

old cherries, and let the mixture star! 
overnight. Keep draining of and reheating 
cach day for th four days, then beat all 
together to the boiling point, and seal 

Apple Relist 

7 Hounds of Apples 
Pounds af Seeded 

1 Tesswognfal of Tow 
dered ¢ 

Raisins 2 Teaspounfuls of 
1 Pint of Vinegar Powdered Cinsa- 

Ns Founda of Segar mo 
2 Oranges 

Chop the raisins and past them leto @ 
porcelain-lined kettle; add the apples, chopped 
anit unpeeled, the juice and the chopped peel of 
the oranges, the sugar, vinegar and spices. Hail 
steadily for balf an hour, ‘This relish will keep 
{a unsealed cams all winte 

Pickled Peaclws 
ckof Peaches 3 Pints of Sugar 

Vy Pint of Vinegar A Few Cloves 
44 Pint of Water 

Do pot pary the peaches, but wipe them care 
fully with a clean cloth, until smooth, Divide 

Bring the water, 
sugar aud vinegar to the boiling paint; then put 
in one third of the peaches, and boll for twenty 
minutes; remove them to # platter, then put it 
another thitd and in twenty minutes add the 
remaining third, until each part has cooked for 
twenty minutes, thus makiag one hour for the 
sirup, Stick one clove into each peach; pus the 
peaches into jars, cover with the boiling sir 
and sal at once in glass jars. The peaches 
should not be tuo ripe. 

Watermeton Ring Pickle 

2 Tablespoonfuls of ‘Ground Cinnamon 
4 Pounded Watermelon 

Rind, Cue in Little 
Cubes } Tabtespoontal of 

4 Pounds of Sugar Allypese 
1 Quart of Vinegar 2 Tatiespo fale of 

‘Whole Cloves 
Pare the rinds, amt cut off He pink inside: 

then weigh vight pruods and pat it inte 
porcelainlined preserving pan, and cover with 
boiling water; then set on the hack of the stove 
and simmer until quite tender, having it closely 
covered all the time. It will require about three 
hours. When done have ready the sirup made of 
the vinegar, sugar and spices, Tle the grown! 
spices in » muslin bag, and put the whole cloves 
in loose. These ingredients will make fouf 
quarts of excellent pickle that is inexpensive 
and Gne te serve with meats, 

Mint Chutney 
1 Handful of Mict 2 Tabingeontuls of 
§ Cupfal of Seeded Toeiato Catsup 

Raians by Teaspoonful of Salt 
2 Tablespoonhets of 

Sugar 
Chop the mint fine, then mit 

ingredients until it becomes juicy. 
fitthe sauce boat, 

it with the other 
Serve in # 

Pickled Lime Relish 
1 Dosen Thin Skineed 1 Cunful of Vinusat 

Pickled Lisnes Cuptal of Water 
14 Cupéuls of Sugar 
Wash the limes, and soak them in cold water 

for twenty-four hours, changing the water 
several times, In the morning pat them over 
the fire in a xaucepan of cold water, amd boil un 
tila straw can penetrate easily. Let evel, cut i 
eighths, and remove the seeds. Put the sugat 

vinegar and water into ® 
skins of the oranges until = p= 
tender; then chop tise 
Put the grape shine and the E™ ‘THE readers of this page desire help with their canning and pre- 

serving, the Household Editor will be glad to answer any questions 
they may wish to ask her. Inclose a stamped, addressed envelope and 
send your letter in care of THe Lapres' Home Journat, Philadelphia. 

pulp into a saucepan; add 
the orange juice, the bailed 
skins, the sugar, the raksites 
aml the walnuts, and boil 
‘until quite thick, | 

saucepan; boil Ht for Gftecn 
| minutes, and pour over 

Times. This is very goo! 
served with escalloped 
oysters and evdd one aoe 
may be prepared a! 
time and kept all the yea 
"rounil, 
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| Healthy Baby Chart 
How You Can Tell Whether Your Baby is Developing Normally 

By Emelyn Lincoln Coolidge, M.D. 

HERE arecertain general points <== 
development which are con 

mon to most habies and young \ 
children and which help us to deter i) 
mine whether they are normal or 

correctly when the above-named | 
kinds of scales are tp 

The scales used by the grocer, or 
those having weights which may be 

3 : it on ts the child grows, are the best 
| There are backward and precoc |) CUT OUT sreéry scales to purchase. ‘They may 

children whodo nat develop as | | be painted white if one wishes, and a 
average, normal child, but the pousts THIS tlat basket like a market basket or a 
mentioned here are the ones generally ower basket may be used on them 
found, | WHITE while the haby is a young one. The 

Because a child measures or weighs baby may lit on a pad or a blanket. 

the chart state for the normal L | should be weighed every week; after 
ig no. reason why the mother this once each month is enough. The 

atould be exceedingly anxious, but first week the new baby usually: loses 
discrepancy great | a little, but after that tinse he should 

! will be wise 0. call in her: GMM, gain steadily. From four to six ounces 

a little more or less than the figures in I SPACE | Until the baby ts one year old be 

y ian and have him exam weekly is the average gain each wock 
ine the y to see if anything is really during the first six months of life. 
wrong. ¢ weights and measurements given bere Breast-fed babies often gain more rapidly than } 
aire those used by Dr. L. E. Holt for boy babies, Girl bottle-fed ones, During extremely hot weather the | 
babies usually weigh and measure a fraction less than gain may also be a little less, and sometimes denti- | 
dothe little boys, but the usual difference is very slight tion retards the gain a little for a time; but when 
and often none at all. there is a loss or no 

To take the baby's measurements strip him in a then something is usually wrong with the baby's food | 
fe and the cause must be found, warm room and place him on a table having a pe or mode of fi 

feetly flat surface. ‘Take an accurate tape measu e 
have someone hold the child’s knee down, and The First Set of Teeth 
measure from the top of his head in a straight linc 
to the heel, drawing the tapeline taut. This will give F THE mother cannot detect the trouble, thea the 
the height: doctor should be summoned, nof the neighbors, who 

The circumference of the chest is taken by placing would very likely lay the trouble to “only teething.” 
the Lapeline around the child’s chest directly over Weighing the baby every day I do vot advocate 

midway between full inspiration s The gain or loss in that short time counts for very 
The circumference of the bead is taken Tittle, except in special cases of sick babies, and it } 

icing the tapeline around it over the forehead only makes the mother nervous and anxious when tt 
in front and the occipital bone behind, there is no real cause for worry. 

other cases there is a family 
y to be backward, 

moves at_all while in the 
6 it will be difficult to read « 

Agee difler enaseeay i “the time and way in 
sigh the Beby which they cut teeth. Usual | 

oe We es Cas eet buby has six tccth, at one year and a hall he has 
‘OR the first four years the weights are to be taken twelve teeth, at two years sixt and at two 
without clothes: then, after this, ordinary house and a hall years twenty teeth, which are all there 

clothing may be inclided, Spring scales and dial or are in the firat act 
needle scales are not the best to use if you wish to be It is well to know all this, because if the baby is 
aecurate in weighing a baby. “During the Grst year exceedingly backward in teething there may be a 
of life the gain is usually by tendency to rickets, and a bet- 
ounces only, and if the chill : ter food should be found, In | 
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For a Htealthy, 

Happy, Big Baby 
Vous baby’s business 

isto eatandsleep, And 
he can’t sleep if his food 
is not just right. So fol- 
low these rules— 
For the firs 
your own breast milk, if you 
can; and if itbeginsto fail, add 
one ortwofeedingso 
Food, because that i 
to mother's milk the baby 
won't feel the difference ; a lit- 
tle cool water between feedings. 
After six months, if you are 

nursing your baby, wean him 
gradually on Nestlé’s. Give 
him a spoonful of orange juice 
once a day, an hour before 
teeding; a spoonful of fresh 
beef juice at eight months; 
and when his teeth come, a bit 
of hard cracker to exercise 
them on after his feeding. 

Don’t give him anything 
more. Don’t give him cow's 
milk. If you could milk the 
cow yourself and cover the 
milk up and carry it to your 
baby, and you could know that 
the cow was healthy, it might 
be safe togive your baby cow's 
milk. Even then, it would be 
hard to digest, and you would 
have to modify it. Don’t ex- 
eriment. Be safe—take the 
est modification known to 

science, 

Nestlés 
00 

Five times as many mothers use 
it today as seven years ago. 
Nestlé’s, as it comes to you in 
its air-tight can, needs only water 
to make it ready for your baby. 
Made from the clean milk of 
healthy cows in sanitary dairies— 
modified by a cereal that makes 
the curds as soft and fleecy as in 
mother’s milk, and the things 
your baby needs, added. Nestlé’s 
is safe for the most delicate baby. 

Send Coupon for 
sample can of 
Nestie's— enough 
for twelve times. 
Send for the Boot 
about babies and 
their care by Spe- 
Gaksts. 

£5 FOOD COMPANY, 
Becatwar, New York. 

Pieme send me, FLEE, yout Hoole and ‘Trial 
Package, 
Nae 
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eee have always known 
that Wool Soap was 

the soap for woolens, laces 
and fine fabrics. Did you 
ever realize that the same 
qualities which make it 
supreme in that field also 
make it ideal for every toilet 
and bath requirement? 

It is mild and bland—will 
not injure the most delicate 
skin—lathers freely and 
cleanses thoroughly. 

products from which 
made are as clean and 

wholesome as those served 
on your table—Wool Soap 
is absolutely pure. 

You can pay more rnoney 
—but you cannot buy more 
quality at any price. 

Wool 
Soap 
for Toilet 
and Bath 

United 0". Coupon 
ped with every wake 

Swift & Company 
U.S.A, 

The Ladies’ Home Jonrnal for September, 1915 

hof ad 
ather or Iw 

m for the making of 
¢ grandiatber ter me. Let the 
wo peciety take my grambetyilel from me 

Doubtless the society cool make a man of him, 
i maybe T can't; ther m what 1 cat 

the cone af some srt 
already in him, though thix instinet for gacve 

ng is, se far, the only indication 1 see if 
ing every American boy's chance of 
tent of the United es 

aid his prayers that night he tobt 
ho did the eat that way. E had 
with all my power that be 

but the cat had already made 

Now let the asso 

being Pr 

at it really is gratif mi some Wry 
Ome thing Tam goin 

Fntluence my by i 
v allow this boy to 

js passion fur staying wt hone 
good tinse Ie seems to bave the 
cully of tasking the dh 

and having 
most glorinw naturalness. "Thow tw 

among rewily ‘ way, E think he got this from me. IL used to 
that f wast bo my greatest accomplishment, which tm’t 

that T bad 4 little bey to saying much, since 1 have ne real accomplish 
ti, J cannot 

ty well, of dan 
y bed flat 

Tain websly 
a anythit 

y ar sing oF paint or 
or do anything that we 

ow up well in an industrial exhibition, 
sorry for this. LE shouht lke atowe all else 
be able to work oot beautiful things with my 
bands—but hands, like children, are horn, not 
made. There isa nutural lack af settee 
mine which might have been taken aut of thet 
t extent by practive, but which woukt 

idden uny real excellence in exqulalte 

ampered. me 
must be many eh 
was ignorant, in 

Wis 
weak and 
to comba’ avert 

ve for 
not try work. Don't you imarine 1 can't "work," I 

I anyhow, sf + canker te can “bake a cherry pie,” not quite so “quick 
teaily—our thin of mers a cat can wink its eye.” but swiftly, and daa 

le girls than wpon the warts uf housekeeping Labor, but L have my ele- 
sure, L speak from limited gant accomplishments 

init our little cakes 

AW, the great sccomplishment which I be 
hewe children can teach us b 

rental discipline — the interest necessary for life in 
and the im the first place they furnish 

bbath-keepang sity for action & 
ity for cheerfulnes 

id fue sell | Ihow h 
w that this is good for uxt 

Thad been out of the nursery 6 long when 
my boy we that | hail forgatter, i I had ever 
known, abyut toys aod "playthings" litteriee 
the theor ant lorking on the stairs. ‘There 4 
difference between toys and playthings, ‘The 

alsing of latter are far more important, A ylaythi 
way af bea chale tutned upsidy down, a atick, a piece 

of tit, a lentyer si any crude article made 
rae” us Sto erential to the chill mind hy the creative 

(it. Lay instinet 
ty fue w while an When my Tuy cvene to nie | had a play 

sinfuence on you and for him, but an unforeseen complication made 
safier alot it necesary for mety give this luxury up, ‘The 
rility—and hoy had to have bis playthi the sitting 

Iron, The toum. 1 {retired aver this a good deal watil an 
1 neighbor told me that chiklren waght bi 

around the feet af their elders 
that no wpipertunity for indirect instruction W 
wo soul as that of the pu this tine. 

Children, he declared, will fisten much Letter 
when not tot te Hsten, ‘They will absor’s ew 

er when not haniled to them in doses, He 
irl it was his custom to curry in his mind ver 

things he wished to impress on his little 
ail to tatk about Chom to bis wife in the 

¢ while the children were playing aroand 
ten them, Many a time he noticed the children 

g closely, when, if he bait hated thee 
nh them the beson, their minds, 

tural perversity, would have been on 
inion that many Jonely 

fruitless hour nt hy children in 
ated in playtowens longing fue the cm 

ohler people. It is net always 
prompts a chit to Ride in 

yuu seo me rhe 
off lnaghing it humek 

t pa ter the 
+ by teaching tbe ch 

wing home result was deli lack the yf course th 
vty bad a ye 

much to be 

w from the 
bly 10 set my child 

be 

foo man 
abeuptly — liste 
+ failing, up and 

children a 
know m 

it by. the pers 
and friends regarding t 

who became m lreparens my 
feath of his little girl mother allowherto cuener to listen to the conversation of his 

me clders—and there ute few tintes, indeed, whem 
N'E CORNEL t owith théslittle: hey, Dbegan the converation which hanishes a child from 

The ch 
Aunt Katherine 

the other a. should be carried om at all 
yanl, dri 

a 

eal bis lathe 
wishes to be called “shady.” 

HL nat be all 

J saw three boys coming across the tos 
we before them a. disreputable 

Mi they had bees in the mow Ane Noyes 
- 2A aces men have made them so, or is Ht samme 

howd rot ye 
naybe useless quer 

cb my hoy to make beds 
nt flowers and garden, t 

a tree blossoms and bats and 
"to speak lovingly and to express 

Who Bows what he may teach 

liferent” [rome girls Ieeause for 

arte 
could nut 

re pure, mannish excit 

it quality of malen 
? Difficult and 

I mean to t 
ride with him int 
boy ought to 
father lives at the 
shall welt Piles the 
is that th 
will be if th 
between Ainw ated, me in turn 

Mean he “turns out" well, 1 know 
the people whe kaw us will say it bs because 
he hart wis ndimother, 1 the apposite 

well occurs, under prucisely the same minkstratems 
the tub of water under the pump as F know it~ on my part, they will say it was because his 

bet 1 did nothing. John got a fearful grasdmother him, 
tatch but he did got ery As for m I 

and tug’ ut wok the bed on f p 
n L was Fving. Jé mn: Airvtrct tor 

out the wit 
No sooner do I 

I perceive 

een such a player 
aught of duty in th 

but I fear t always did d 
reason IE “*epolded"” my’ girls 

= 
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Medallion Design for Largs 
Sited Tomet of Fine 
Horch cr Darrel 

Th 
Househ 

in Embroidery and Crochet 

and Waiding far dr 
Pitlerns cam be sup, 

mn and towel, 

area 
and the 
she 

Whether short, 

tall, heavy or 

plump, there is 

aW. B, Reduso 

mproveyour 

figure with all 
the comfort of 
old wearing, 
first wearing: 

STYLE 

716 
New Model 

Fase through 

diaphragm 
Elastine semi- 

| belt, subdues 
prominent 
abdomen. 

[#322 
| Other Redusy Models $3 to $5. 

i} WB .UTORM| 
For Slender and Average 

Figures 

The corset for all 
occasions. Try one. 
You willreceivethe 
utmost ina corset 

Comfort, 
Style, Fit, 

at a‘ ‘price 
for every 
purse.’” 

$1.00 0 
$3.00 

New Model 

Elastic inserts 
over groin; 
new incurved 
waist; slightly 
rounded hips; 

medium bust. 

Coutil, 



when it 
compels you to 

sicrifice the compan- 
hip of your friends 

when it denies you thee 
ment of a walk, a 
shoppingtrip—remember tit 

You are being robbed of your 
pleasures needlesdy! 

iy. because you wee of 
fr Letl Cres Stow, com> 

we from this creat bug 
bear—with just the emart, tim 

rane you want your font 1o 

Go choose your etyie at the Red 
(Crosa store in your town. Try it 

Note, first, how seteall it tusks 
pear, how 

very step en 
comfortable. 
Red Cross PLIO, & shor of ox 

cellent_value, embodying all the 
Red Cras Style ‘Comdort 
Prices: $3.60 and $4, 

Write for “Shopping List" 

Tica B we wil seal yon thee tener paw 
Med Crom date, at tl Yow 
Henk. Wilte voy, 

The Krohn-Fechheimer Co. 
‘AN-S48 Dasdnadge St Gaciamati, 0. 
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EDITORS 
him from thei: 

“ghoss, 

te iee by 8 Weseler ok puadcen ot ie 
s' Home Joumnat Judes 9 their 

Ds more 
ther than is g 

m the facts stated by ther, it # 
appreciate the anxiety and alarm wh 

ng wiually causes 
‘Take this experience, asrrated by Miss DM 

1 Broo! 
T was in bed with my sister, and awake, There 

wus light enough in the room for me to see dis 
tinctly. I do not know that I was thinking of 
scything in particalar 

uddenly I saw the ghostlike figure of « mun. 
T could see the bureau in front of which he was 

nding, f stared voiceless untal he advanced to 
the bet. Then 1 screamed, and I heard a voice 
aay 

* Don't be frightened: it's only 1." 
My aister then awoke and spake to me, and the 

figure disappeared. 1 do not remember his face, 
though Ido think he hed a mustoche and was 
rather dack. 

or any other meident that h 
ive it for yous, 1 

= puzzled 

saritions « 
graserl 

h ghe 

Assuming that this figure was 
4% man—amt Miss D. H. © 
it was not—we have here u ty 

af what may be called the 
y of gh 
m gly meaningless 

teristic of many ghostly visitants 

The Ghost of @ Suicide 

mal ro 
an expe ported hy a € 

necticut reailer. Here is her story: 
Before my brother joined the army he dibe~ 

lieved utterly in ghosts. Now he is » firm believer 
in them, for this reason: 

At the fort where be was stutioned is a large 
busiding ased only for a signal station, At times 
my beothes had to stay there ut sight. attending 
to the amitchboard. Rvery once in a while, he 
anid, he would feel as though someone were 
standing by his side, and that side of hia body 
would feel chilly. 

Once he wus called at midnight to relieve at the 
switchboard, The man then on duty, R—, a 
recruit, was pale und ahiversng. He maid he wai 
sick, Dut he would tell no one what wis the 
matter, 

‘A few nights tater, R— being present, an ot 
soldier, answering a Question by my brother, told 
him the signal station was m1 ‘to be haunted 
by the Of a soldier who had shot himself in 
the has the aid of a mirror: 
At thes sprang out of his seat, und cried: 

“Heavens! That is exactly what I saw!" 

A Michigan Cottage Ghost 

SOMETIMES, indecd, a ghost is seen at one 
and the sanve time by several persons, As 

pressive an instance of this as has ever come 
to my knowledge is communicated by Mrs. 
J. As ©., of California 

‘This Indy writes thot it used to he a custom 
for the members of ber family to reunite for x 
week every summer at a cottage on a Michigan 
lake. ‘This cottage was leased by ber mother 
expressly for the Lansily rew Mrs, JAC. 
goes on 

Mozher wos n semi-invalid, and this outing was 
one she locked forward to with great joy. Her 
pleasure was in our pleasure, and her figure, 
standing in the doorway watching the little anil- 
ing parties embark, and waving us farewell, wi 
one of the scenes that stand out most vividly in 
our memories 

Two years after her passing, my brother and 
two friends of hin, who were also especially dear 
lo my mother, rented a cottage at this same lake. 
My sister and I, and four young ledies, also 
special frsemda of my mother, spent a day with 
them. It was the first time any of us had bees st 
the lake sence mother pasaed away, She saturally 
‘wus in our minds and hearts constantly. 

In the late afternoon the entire party started 
out for a asil in two boats, All were in except my 
Prother and myself, when someune said: "Oh, 
We looked toward the cottage, and in the door- 

way, in the olf familiar attitude, stood our 
mother, Impulsively, with outstretched arms, 
Tram up the ttle path, but at the foot of the steps 
the visen vanished, 

Ghosts of the Living Too 
CRT WHICH is an important pol 

nection with the problems of apparit 
the ghost seea may be the phantasmal form 
of 2 pezson who has passed away, but of a 
one, E.M, writes me from Basten: 

sitting in the beck parlor of our house 
feuding w Douk. | My mother sat in the Bay win 
dew of the front room, also reading Foldé 
doors connecting the two rocens werr that day 
wide open 

Glancing up, 1 was startled to see between the 
doors the form of a man. He was invinible to my 

Mr, Heuce here endeavors to 6 
nal experiences. If, therefore, you have 

The Things That Puzzle Us 
In Everyday Experiences That We All Have 

By H. Addington Bruce 

send a bes 
lished —merely initi 

mother, but the vision lated loog enough for me 
to describe his appearance, It was no one T 
Fegouniaes, though T felt Sart I hed sees hie 

Usable to solve the my Dy uery, I returned to my 
rerding. An hour later { was interrupted by my 
mother, who said a str 1 was wt our door. 
‘As s000 as I saw the caller J knew him to be the 

rman | hed seen Between the folding doors He 
made himself known as a friend of the family, 
who hed been im Florida for scene years, and 
who we hed no idea wes in our parts. 1 was 
ever well woquainted wath him 

The True Nature of Ghosts 

Floridian could 
E. M.'s house and have beer 

nein another part of the city. What 
ective affair» 

hallucinati sone 
Yet, so far as appeara: t, the living 

Floridian was as to EM. as 
the appari re to the sol 
R—— and the Cali lady. Were these 
apparitions Hhewise devel terial reality? 
Were they likewise visual hallucinations? Mod- 
ern payche answers these quest 
phatically in the affirmative, especially 
f the fact that, besides ghosts of ivi 

there are n y well-authenticat 
ghosts of inani 

hy jest after gx 
ive Englishman heard a 

1 taps in the hallway, His 
there was a tin the hall 

As he guzed he saw 
sopen, 
mining his room 

1 Deocata atid 
rand vanish 

ed exactly as though someone were 
walking raphily 

Why Ghosts are Seen 

I FARING 
appear ¢ 

abo in mind that ghosts usu 
essed in the garb of earthly life 
is unescapable that all ghosts arc 

material reality. But to «: 

no means fully to explain 

thrown belpéul light 
in telepathy thought transfe 
the inter: 
were si 
often received, 
hallucinations, ‘This suggested that px 
the ghosts so frequently recorded as appearing 

ntal with, or soon after, the passing 
y of the person seen in phantasm were 
hallucinations of telepathic origin 
test this theory the attempt was made to 

se absent friends to see images of the experi 
ers themselves. Some impressive res 

In many cases the persons ex 
ted that at the bour of the 

experiment—of which, of course, they were 
kept ignorant—they actually saw a ghost 

the experisnenter. 
this meant was that they had them: 

selves externalized the idea telepathically 
received by them. Undoubtedly many of the 
hosts that puszle and alarm their seers are thu 
created. In E. M.'s case we need seek no 
farther for an explanation. Possthly the ghost 
seen in 1), H,"s bedroom was also a telepathic 
hallucination, and represented the externalizing 
of an idea lodged in 1. H.'s mind by someone 
who was then thinking intently of her 

reveal 

Self-Created Ghosts 

MO2e likely. however, this bedroom ghost 
was wholly a product of D, H.'s own mind 

Experiment has proved that everybudy when 
in a “dissociated” state—that is, when ball 
awake, in reverie, or in a nervous ¢ondition—is 
liable to experience hallucinations repeesenting 
ideas latent in his cansclousness, 1). H.'s 
ghost may even have heen merely a continua 
tion im the waking state of a dream image. 

Mast ghosts, in fact, may be safely dismissed 
4 nothing mare than self-created hallucina 
vos, The ghost by R— certainly 

belongs to this « jess indeed it were the 
result of a practical joke by some fellow-soldier 
R aly have unconscloudy averhrard 

oant of it to Mr. Bru 
is. Address H. Addington Bru 

hie riditles” his veaders may submi 
“had experience with what you thought wi## 

and he will try, from years of study ant 
in care of THE Lapis’ Hon 

THE EDITORS, 

talk of the suicide to have obtalnet a 
cu) image uf TH that might easily be exter: 

alized as a vivid hallucination while be =a, 
weary and dozing, in the lonely signal sation, 
His Comnecticut comrade's of a pre» 
ence” would similarly be due to subconscious 
kaowler he tragedy 

So with the ghost seen in the doorway of the 
Michigan cottage, All day. Mrs. J. A, men 
tions, the entire party bad been thinkirys of the 
reuther who bad gone, Their mood was such 
that if one of them developed a hallucinatory 

fest would readily seize the 
suggest experience a similar hallocta 
tion, In matters of this sort the human mind is 
aversensitive ta suggestibility, 

A Dream of a Missing Book 
N RS. M. M. B.. of Oregan, 
JV ing account of a dream that enabled her to 
recover a book which her father, shortly before 
his death, had advised her to retain trom his 
library, bequeathed toa medical college, Odelly 
enough, when she went to get thin book sh 
found she hud forgotten its tithe, But, she writes 

ls an batwrest 

ie into the 

wus C 

inquiry 
aznong those shipped to. 
woukl they return it? They 
‘Compend of Materia Medica,” which T joy 

fully received, and still treasure in my own library 
Tam not superstitious, mor yet u believer in 

dreams, but—what wus it? 
Merely the emergence Ia sleepy of the for 

gotten mensory of the book's tithe, presented in 

a dramatic, impressive way in accordance with 
tual tendency of the slrepiog coe 
« to dramatize everything with which 

famed by @ Nightmare 

MISSES: 0f Massachusetts reports another 
AVE unusual dream experience 
My mother tells the fatlowin 
When I [Miss I, §.| was several months old she 

one UL me to sleep in my crudie. sound and 
well os usual, and then went to weep herself. Ln 
the night she war awakened by a dreadful night 
mare. She dreamed she was stunding over my 
newly made grave. 

Getting out of bed, she rashed to my cradle, 
Twas as pale as the sheet, my breath came fase and 
hravy, and she could not wake me for sotie tine 
By whe time the doctor arrived I had gone into 
violent convulsions. 
My mother to thix day anys her dream had 

saved my life, Can you explain it? 
What undoubtedly had happened was that the 

noise, however slight, made by the stricken 
child, had disturbed the watchéul mather'ssleep, 
giving rise to the symbolical and most forts 
hate alghtmare 

A Minnesota Woman's Dream 

t order ts the fot ( YAN altogether diéte 
by Mrs. K. 5. W. lowing dream, report 

of Min 
A rife over a year sgn, conten 

East, T Gevided to rent at apariment. It was taken i 3 yout tales 
one employed, the other the 

Beane thcce weska inter thal tir maont dis tressing dream. 1 thought I went over to my 
agartment, only to find everything in most drend 
ful confusion. The sus porch bad been converted 
into @ temporary bedroom, and in my own bed. 
Foca, where tmuslly stood the dressing table 
(sow om the porch), stood « smail iron bed, white, 
with everything upset and dicty, fn my drew | 
also sew thet the young ladies had taken in o* 
boarders a married couple with two little ones. Wel, T immediately forget the dream, but 
several nights later had the same dream again. 

Imagine my sarprise at learning, after 
requrn home, that just what I dreamed had act 
ally occurred, ewen to the little white bed. 

sata: 

On the facts as stated thiv deeam must be 
i as telepathic. There is, of course, 2 

ibility that the dreamer, before leaving 
home, had, without being aware af it, heard ber 
prospective tenants talkin about their plant 

ing in boarders, charging the furnature 
he dream would then be merely the 

emergence of a subcouschous memory 
But if this possibiliry is excluded, there 

would sem to be no satisfactory explanatiot? 
hort of thought transerence from the mind of 
meoae who knew of the changes in the apart 

tte the mind of the dreamer, 



THE OTHER WOMAN’S HOUSE 

of The House % SO 
QUAINT Colonial b 

| with the Sleeping Porch || 2823 
en many de- 

y for the bunga- 
roams and 

finish 
On the first shing floor are (Cor are five rooms, and above 

rooms and a sleeping porch, By Carey Edmunds | 

Je above is shown another bungalow 
A | a sm ily. The foundation 

a . and the exterior i 
mS ¢ interior is finisted t 

\ sut with pine, and all the 
\ plastered. There is a fireplace in 

living room, and this room and the din- 
terior 

well with the finish 
The flower & ing room form practically one big roo 

The cost was $1300. On the left i 
n rate-priced house of en . 

laundry 
al hall with the 

the dining 
hay window 

a sracetule 
f note 

I Tac tive. 

he house below 
is the chief unit 

ed that dur- 
ing the day it makes a most comfortable 
aun room 

a 

ing porch of 
ne front. It 

he denign and is 

: = Disweata BY funding seut © TVCeiCe 
Nov thaw’ We shall be gladto send you emall-sketch Soor plans of these bu 

Sd be affixed othe savelops. Adres C Gorey Edmands, Architectora De 
alows or houses, and tell y 
ment. THe Laut” Hose 

‘06 Should Know When 

the approximate casts, # you send a stamped. addressed envelope ; but if alll are requested four cents 
NAL, Independence Square, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. We will send also Mr. Keys pamphlet, ~ How 

ing a Little House.” by Charles E. White, Jr. but a two-cent stamp seust be inclosed for each. 



= Willow Furniture for the Odd Corner 
For Your Own House or for the Bride-to-Be 

oe : By Ekin Wallick - 

Two Lames for th These Lamps, Smaller Thea 
The First Me Would be 

Pretty in a Bedroom 
Oppose 

ANH oa 
DINU 
Re oo he) 

or in cre: 

Decorative Borders for the 

Baby's Bathtub 

N THE center above 
hown an interest- 

ng hourglass . expensive and is suit- 
which can be used in Wyrken, Blynken and Nod able for almost any 

ose 

for paper A OAA 
Just above 

a living room. Above," The Waler Babies”; Below, ~The Duck Pond” 

se | | eb RRA 
THESE borders are easily done with ail paints, 
and an outline of any one of them may be had 

for atwo-cent stamp. Address Carey Edmunds, 
in care of Tue Lavirs’ Homx Jounnan. 

A Round Table With » Removalite A Tatite for Porch of indoor Use, With 
Cloas Tray is Useful for Serving Ten Side Pockets tor Newspeoers 

Tha is Really for the Baby's 
Belorgings, but Some Women 
Have Found it Makes @ Very 
Convenis ower Start 

Here ure Two Very Comfortable Armchairs Which Could be Used to Good 
Adventage in the Odd Comer in Lither a Bedroom ce » Living Roam 

Two Attractive Bedroom Chairs, The Cretonne Coverings are of the Some 
Desitn 93 Thet Used for the Draperies in the Rest of the Room 



When She 
What She Inte 

AUT 

i ail the teacher in 
lly modulated tor 

characteristic of teachers of 
lung experience, “may take out 

ter 
asa distinct buzx of 

pleasure as the class obeyed. at he eee abe Zs lecame expert at 
Feacher’s choice wf 

mene to begin vas always ut 
Certain, Hereye ran quickly aver 
the sixty hoys and girls before her 
In the comer Tummy was feeling 
Wider his ihesk is) a manner that 
hetakened hidden sweet 

With twinkling he an, 
hosneed: Tommy may bei 

The class, appraising the twinkle | knew instant amy hae 
lheen caught wna teacher ea 
milled bere the dass smiled in | 

texpotese, and Tommy, becoming | 
tware af the smile, sited sheep a A - isbly in return, As be began to 
Tead the door opencd to admit two 
men. Tommy paused, ‘he cass newer stirred She had nat always 
JL Was well disciplined." Nat antil the Lwo 

Became a leacher 
nded to Do, and What She Found She Had to Do 

By Helen Christine Bennett 
OF “THE VOICE AT THR END OF THR 

tered hee mormal ¢ 
Men stoud at the front of the m did) more with a reverence fi 

than a shitty glance turn their way. Once in had listened 
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TEACHER, PLEASE READ THIS 

If you are a teacher won't you let Tue 
Journat help you arrange your school enter- 
tainments? For ideas, plans and concrete 
suggestions write to the School Entertain- 
ment Editor, in care of Tue Lapies’ Home 
Journat, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, inclos- 
ing a stamped, addressed envelope for reply. 
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I'he Girl on the Fence 
A Girl’s 

The Question by Frances Mapleson: The Answer by Margaretta Tuttle 

Question and a Woman’s Answer 

PETTITT ET THE GIRLS LETTER SSSI 

Editor, The Ladies’ Home Journal = 
q) AM on the fence and I know of at least two. 

_ others who are in the same position, I be- 
| lieve there are hundreds just like me, Here 
Tam, a successful secretary in the employ 

brightest 

appears and I am in the class which is not sought for 
dances and parties? And will I be lonesome then and | 
want to call myself a fool for having chosen position and | 
salary while I cast, perhaps, envious glances on my friend ! 
who gave up both for the love of a worthy man? ai 
Tam only looking forward. Ican't tell, Givemethe | 

story of some one twice my age—1 am twenty-four—who 
is looking backward. Will be happy aver pots and pans, 
for the purchase of which sometimes I shall have to sac- 
Fifice a veil or gloves, while the secretary who took my & 
place buys both and puts money in the bank? And will 
the com ip of a loving husband compensate for 

Brats 
beat help he could have, On the other hand 

b| there is the worthiest man I have ever met 
(and, of course, the worthiest in the world to my way of 
thinking): a bookkeeper. with only at best an ordinary 
future, who offers me a life job. 

has de uri 
of, Peau 

the lightness 
of thistle-down 

Co 
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in the can 
more comfort 
in the powder 
Non-Leakable 
hinged cover. 
Four Perfumes: Violet,Carna- 
tion, Rose, English Lilac. 

of sample oj of an, 
Arind will be sent for 
Aoents in stamp» 

Williams'J Geam Toilet 
Soap and Williams’ Tale 
Powder make an ideal 
toilet combination. 
THE J.B.WILLIAMS CO,, 
Glastonbury, Conn. U.S.A. 
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WhatamItodo? Ofcourse you areno fortune teller, but 
if you stop to consider the many girls who are conscien: 
tious workers, perfectly at home in offices and really loving 
their work, still happening across men without whom they 
think life would be mighty empty, you would add to your 
already splendid articles of advice along this tine, 

Should I listen to the ambition in me to climb up with 
my employer, and earn the salary I am sure in a few 
years would be about double that which I am drawing 
today—and which is but five dollars Jess than the 
bookkeeper's? Will the ambition that is in me today die 
out ina few years, when the wrinkles come and gray hair 

business woman,” 

the success I have sacrificed? I am not considering a 
man who may “turn out wrong.” 
sidering simply can't, for he's too bij 
times I could see something like that ahead, for I should 
then have an excuse for refusing his love, Tam sick and 
tired of reading stories of married women who are not satis- | 
fied with married life. Giveme the tale ofa married woman aN 
who loves her life and her husband and was once, like me, lf 
in love with her work, Give me the experience of the 
woman who lives alone on the salary of a “ successful 

‘This man I am con- 
nd T wish some- 

‘Yours carnestly, 

FRANCES MAPLESON. 

The Woman's Answer 
My dear Prauces: 

annbl world, bat it isa new thing 
in love, and a strange thing in the heart of 
woman and in the life of man, 

it was but a few years ago that, when a man 
asked a woman to marry him, the womar has 
only to think ef the man's worthiness and her 

the consideration of his w 
in most cases the wonsan, if she waa as thought 

ful as you are, Frances, had come to a comelusson 
about the man’s fitness for husbandheod and 

er in marriage; 50 
it was solely & matter of ke 
few years ago that me 2 

it without marriage their lives as 
womes remained wi They believed 
that love which ested in marriage was the surest 

way of attaining happiness and the only way 
of obtaining that self-espressson without which 
the succession of ibays becomes a barren repeti 
tien of portant events. 

Meat men still believe this Is true for women 
» this question you have asked—whether 

all marriage does offer a woman like your 
sell, a steceessful business woman, all that it is 
sapped to ufler, of that it might offer the un- 
tained domestic woman—is s0 very strange 
that you will have to repeat it to the world at 
large. and the world at large will aay in amaze- 
moent: “Wheat is this F hear?” 

ig POR, with all this massed 0 in and experi- 
‘ence of other days to draw on, the work at 

large can scarcely credit the truth of what it has 
to look upon today; the spectacle of hundreds 
of ambitious and efficient women, thorvaghly at 
home in offices and market places, really caring 
fo their work, to whom marriage means, not 
sell-fulfillment, but sacrifice; not the beginning 
of a career, but the end of one 

No such problem enters a man's 
success in his work assists his success 
He is the better man, antl so the better husband, 
for proving his ability to make his Fiving. His 
problems of Hving became simplified by his 
success, 

But a woman who bas attained a place for 
herself in the business of the professiunal world, 
why bas a future before her thst is interesting 
and that promises her more influence and more 
money as the years go on, increases the com- 
plesity of ber problems with every added success 
she achieves. And if does not, if she takes 
her success simply, Nature, who is very tena- 

hat she has built up with the centuries, 
saccessful woman's path the mow, 

it se simple: 
not quite complex enough, 

Fortune, who is also a woman, steps in amd ses 
to it that the wan makes ooly a few more dollars 
a month than the woman makes, for the two of 
them to live on, should the woman decide to 
five up her work, 

ING a woman means, among other things, 
that no matter how succesalul you ate ie the 

achievement of a career, or in the making of a 
place for yourself in business, all about you and 
around you—yes, and for generations bebind 
you—are women Yebo are wives and mothers 
and home makers; women to whom wifehood 
and motherhood and horse making are the sum 
of existence, And Fortune will see to it that you 
are not only frequently compared with these 
women, but that you yourself make the com 
furhon, weighing yout Lad their 

true that today your kind of 
actually stops to ask herself 

whether or not the love of even the best kind of 
man will pay her for ber narrowed oppertuni- 
ties and the surrender of her ambition, 

11 is siguificant that while she asks this new 
question she also asks the quest the other 

of the shield: If she denies herself love and 
marriage and motherhood, will not the day 
come when the voices of the millions of womens 
in her blood will avenge themselves? If she 
chooses ambition and work and an independent 
income of her own earning, will not gray years 
come when the pasition she hax won and the 
money she has accumulated will be dust and 
ashes, because neither loneliness nor unloved 
old age will be kept away by them? 

can answer this question for 
te ie that within cl 

says certainly, or 
that,” thes it is an individual matter with you, 
and what another may have aid or dane in like 
circumstances has no especial value toyou. Kut 
if you honestly do not know, perhaps what ather 
women hawe found out may be af tse to you, 
We will not assume that you are consider 

marrying a man who is unworthy your sacrity 
ut devotion, ar ane who would be unap- 

of them. The woman who has worked 
among men comes to know them pretty well, 
She usially has small place in her life far those 
who are pot real men, of for those who want to 
marry stupid women because they wish to shine, 
oc weak-willed women because they wish suly 

not only knows men but she 
understand their needs. What she does not al. 
ways know is het own need. For she bs young, 
and she is looking forward, 

Yesterday I went to tea with a woman twiee 
your age, Frances; a woman nearly fifty, a suc- 
coulul besines woman whe is already looking 
backward. She lives in a delightful apartment 
just off Riverside Drive. and ber income is large 
enough to subject her to the income tax. 

“Yes, E live alone,” she told me, “I need to. 
I see so many people in the daytime that I need 
the quict at night. And [am too euch 
annoyed by the habits of peuple to whom 1 
am obliged to be amiable in business hours to 
Fisk having to come home to somebody who 
may sniffée. of eat with her mouth open, ar stiore. 
I bave my maid, of course, but even she gors 
bome at night 

“What if you were to be il?” I asked. 
“I should telephone for a trained nurse." 

LOOKED shout her drawing-room, Its colors 
were Jow-toned and restful. Its books were 

many and pleasant. There wasa small quarter. 
grund piano beside the window in ome corer, 
with music on the rack. Over the mantel was 
® portrait of her at twenty-five, painted by an 
artist who had known bow to blend bealns amd 
beauty, As I looked at the portrait I had a 
pang. She was still a handsome woman; but 
her face, that bad been so fresh and s vital in 

ras now sa very tired! She did not 
its gray. It is not good 

business, and she has an expert hairdresser. But 
that, too, seemed a pity. 

L had invited her to join a party at the opera 
We were going to sit in the balcony because 
sunse of us did not want to pay mofe than two 
dollars apiece, But she had declined. 

“It's po we my pretending to enjoy any 
thing that is not jest as J like to have it I never 
ait in the baloany, It is one of the luxaries my 
work gives me that Icling to, Besides, Lam too 
tired at night to enjoy mecting casual people.” 

“What do you mean by ‘casual people’?" 
“People whom Iam never going ta meet 

again.” 
“But you exclude from your life all pleasant, 

unexpected encounters, and all chance af mak” 
‘ing pew friends,” 

iknow. 1 used to care about that, but 2 
any more. I've just a certain amount of 

Strength and 1 cannot waste it, There are tow 
many younger women waiting to take my plac 
And new people take it aut af ane #0. 
enough of them in my y 

indispensable now. Sometimes we 
think we are, but it Is not a," 

“Are you glad," I finally asked ber, ‘that 
you chose this business life instead of 
ing?" 

She pondered # moment. 1 had no c 
no teal chuice,” she answered. “If 1 bad had, + 
should indeed be sorry today." 

That sight, at the opera, I sat next to nme of 
the most accomplished women that | know, Sh 
is professor of philosophy ina large girls’ college, 
‘She has actually made three ur best woman 
writers, and she has 
can trace ber 
of other successful women ef he ¢ hoen her 
popil, She can talk fluently in several lan: 
guages, She can think and investigute 
uriginate, All over the country there are 
and wonien who kive her, Her life is spent 
uznong growing youth. Lt i full of enthusiasts 
and interest and opportunity, Had she given 
her profession to marry she woult have mi 
all these things, 

ET, still musing on my frien of the after 
oon, I sald to hee: Tell me, are you ever 

sorry that you did not marry?" 
“Tam sorry every time f see ome of my girls 

with her mother." 
“But surely yeu have opportunities for the 

exercise of the maternal instinct that few waren 
have.” 

“Yes, 1 am friends with my girls, and some 
of them love me. But mo one of them needs me, 
and me only, as she does her mother, No one of 
them would cling to me, no matter what hap 
pened to me, Louk at the care our professor of 
history is giving ber mather, who is going blind, 
Hand and foot, night and day, that daughter 
waits oo ber mother, and thinks about ber, pal 
tries to make life pleasant for hee.” 
“You would not want your daughter to male 

“You would be 
and trained at 

tendant if you were incapacitated. 
“it may be, but [ showht be the first one to 

mourn over the abseace of loving service, Ant 
L already mourn aver my inability to give such 
service. As E grow older I feel that Tam less and 
less needed, After all, that is the greatest thing 
in life, after love—to feel that you are needed, 
that you are needed more than all the others in 
the warkd."* 

To be needed is the best of life. ‘That is the 
teal reason why « faraily i each a good thing to 
belong to and why the women who do not be 
Jong to one have empty lives. If you are a wile, 
if you are the kind of « wife that such a womatt 
as you can be, a woman whose interest in the 
minimum wage has not devoured her mest 
building tendencies, a woman whose achieve- 
meat in the work world has not made het lose 
gentleness, you will be needed. 1 you are # 
mother who knows what the world demands of 
inea and so can rear your bay chilitren to meet 
the demand, cognizant of all they will encounter 
of good and bad, you are greatly needed. 

i betes aml aren't half enough of such woren in 
the work. And you yourself need to be 

needed. It is one of the reasons you need & 
id to fulfill yourself, Vou need to be iar 

dispensable, 
It is wonderful to be at the pulse of a great 

business, to feel that some af its success is due 
to you Tt is wonderful to spend your hour 
with brilliant men and brainy women, working, 
thinking, planning, fighting. But not here are 
you indispensable, All brains can be replaced. | 
It might be troublesome to do sa, but at length 
these same brainy women and brilliant men could 
fand another to take your place. 

It is only with ome who loves you that ya 
cannot be replaced. MarGamerra 
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Add the Lady Elgin 
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HE Lady Elgin 
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keeping of time. 
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One Thousand Dollars 
For Photographs of JOURNAL Houses 

We know that thousands of such houses have been built and we 
ask your help to get photographs of these houses 

THEREFORE, THE FOLLOWING GENEROUS PRIZES ARE OFFERED: 

. «_ First Prize | $100 . . Fifth Prize | $25 . , Ninth Prize 
Second Prize Sixth Prize 23. enth Prize 

| ._ Third Prize » Seventh Prize | 25 : Eleventh Prize 
Fourth Prize | Twelfth Prize 

All the Prizes will positively be awarded— 
| the United States Postal Laws require this 

THIS CONTEST CLOSES OCTOBER FIFTEENTH, 

FOR FULL 

hth Prize 25. 

915 

CONDITIONS OF THIS CONTEST WRITE TO 

THE ARCHITECTURAL PRIZE EDITOR 
THE LADIES’ HOME JOURNAL 

INDEPENDENCE SQUARE PHILADELPHIA, PEN} S¥LVANIA 
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bought Black Cat Hosiery for their 

children, ‘oday, tare mothers than 
ever before demanding Black Cat 

for their boys ara girls 
Here are the reasons 
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Trish Linen keep little heels from 
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feet! Seamless! 
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easily that chil 
dren can pull their 
own stockings on 

without help. They 
fit snugly and tight 

This elasticity is 4 Black 
Cut feature, 

Black Cat is closely knit and evenly 
Ived. We use only Developed Dyes 
This better dye lengthens the life of 
the yarn, And) it assures sanitary 
stockings safe for children’s feet— 
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insisting on 

4 Black Cat. 

\ See Your Dealer’» 
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Black Cat 
School Week 

for This and Other Ged 

+ wtglat wlll 
Se Fever finest 

BLACK CAT CATALOG of 214 Styler 
for all the family-FREE! 

® CHICAGO-KENOSHA 
HOSIERY CO. 

Kenosha, Wisconsin 
Made in U.S. A, For 

Over 30 Years 
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© wrested fany 
When Moses 

twenty-fi 
prose wri 

ten scientists, ten re sloried in o 
ther fields. It hy ity bey, M. shar, peat urer 
aml has ti 
world-wide fa 

the flocks of on th 

smmtani 
proph ONSIDER the 

infancy Ronsevelt was 
ped his v 

anything 
ut resolutels 
body. He 
Hoe hills, 

he shepherd » 

tered Son 

Giving the Child Freedom 

Des 4 Itisas 
wis, A study of our 
that great men hy 

with the 
havin 

ears, 
be stuilled only 1 
ted him, an 

he 
ithin himself an adequate 

Hi Hl 1 the way in which the 

We w 
well-fed, earef theoug 

1 and unl 
comfortable and stil 

wrt, Ruskin, Laurence 
sn prove that ® boy's 
ther than destray i 

fortable 

at 
be real roler of Ch 

at thirty-five. 
Yuan Shi Kai, 

al cba 
learned 
o lie back on the cus 

bher tires do Bot home 
adam road to learn 

nly exclaim with our satirical contem: 
“e the poor can take 

Keble, Wilberforce a 
2 went from the he 

too, call 
Lincoln, Grant, Garfield a 

Practically all th 
A seli-mad 

Stewart, Rocke 
hild and Asi 

What Our Children Seem to Lack 

Wise 
d keep our chil 

and study w 
ded with wh 

cases the 5 
the felati 

clear vision 
them, see # 
some work and 
they have time to th to 

school might become a 
3 are small and 

re diffused rath 

are spent in ball 

Cursed te sien hee 
fongie weit, Meved 

UT of our book—out of 
your book—since it was 
printed for your informa- 

tion—will step a procession of the 
most beautiful sets, original muffs, 
scarfs, luxurious coats—all the rich 
furs you have longed for, Many 
too—which pethaps you thought 
were too expensive—are here, 
and, you will see, are quite within 
whatever sum you wish to spend. 
The book is called 

“THE THEATRE OF 
FUR FASHION" 

and it is filled with page after 
page of delightful styles—photo- 
graphs that will show you which 
way the mode is turning, ideas 
that will inspire you with their 
originality. This handsome book 
is yours, if you merely send us 
your name and address, 
Lamson & Hubbaed, “New 
Leading Furriers,” have gained Nation- 
wide fame: (1) because they have inteo- 
‘cael faiagy Of Us Taatiag waver atplan ual 
season, as sent thees by their Paris bureau; 
(2) because of the never-tniling quality of 
their fuss—which far outwear even the extra 
good sorts: (3) because of their low prices 
And this last is possible since s0 many 
thousands of wise buyers have put their 
ust in Lamson & Hubbard, who bey and 
sell in exormows quantities, and gain advan- 
tages otherwise not possible, 

Lamson GHubhard 4 
Yew England's Leading 

Furriers” ve 
=" LAMSON 

301 Bedford St. “ @ HUBBARD 
BOSTON, -* "Sumaa St 
MASS. 7” Gentlemen:—Pleage send 27 me your illusizated book, 

Lo "The Phere of Hen. 
7 Nowe = 

77 Sweet = 
27 Town C= 



4 The Ladies’ Home Journal fa: 

Do You Need 
More Money 

Sepfemier, £945 

—— — = oo  # Ru tee aes 

The ClubWoman’s Guide = — 
How to Conduct a Club Meeting Successfully 

By Carolyn A. Underhill 

of the Mrs. Bobi 

lowe, rising, seconds the pomina 

pa 
I, theag 

y for her 

faetare 
or by whate 

> known, 
Usually 

right Loy be 
Hil recogn 

Doughnuts 
Delicious 

They are more easily 
and more successfully 

prety achieved with Crisco 
Weare © than with lard, 

follow na’ 
The objec 

liamentary 
cording 1 

They do not leave the 
“greasy”’ taste that so 
often marks the lard- 
cooked product. 

They are crisp, sweet, 
tempting. 

RISCO Se Paes Byars 

to help yourself? 
the aduption of the following re 

That 4 club & for the Then wouldn't you like us to 
tell you how you can make 

$100.00? 
ant how to keep on niaking SLO as you 
need the neovey? 

By our help one mother of two small 
children i banking every month $50 
alter preying all their expen 

Two sister with no busi 
hess $hi . bought and 
paid for a home and ten acre chicken 
farn in three years 

An exschool teacher makes $1800 a 
Ten church workers together 

ugh to pay off the mort 

Donglnuts fried in Crise 
’ absarh considerably less 

inted q of Crisco than they would 
the 

dated put to vote, Such Crisco ws isabsorbed 
1 what way shall uperiog parity and 

by nomination stibility 

Persons to whom dough 
nuts fried in 
“forbidden {rut 
find it posible 10 ext such 
dainties without discon 
fort when they wre muuch 
with Crisco 

Vou have heard 
W making the 

Plain Doughnuts 
Surampoontuls {4 teaspoonful sale 

ry everyane 

World’s Star 
Hosiery and Klean-Knit 

Underwear 
te Sanitary Packages 

tne i 
6 tablen jeapoortule saylng: “Shall w 

be magat erndually 

number be f 
ial rules on 4 

We bien a ute-tach cabe of bitad 
oo liter i Rent secede 

(tour level sieaesresverte) 
the body # 
be pur 
sure knowledge of 

Tf you want to know more 
isco and the conditions 

stary 
different dinner menu for 

every day of the yeur and 615 
recipes gathered and. carefully 
tested by the well-known cooking 
authority, Marion Hurris Ne 
Address Dept. D-9, ‘The Pi 

Every stitch perfect. 
anu ap 

2 quality 
tite split 

of voting. 
laws or ¢ & Gamble Co., Cincitmati, Ohio, 
fornbeati enclosing Ave 2-cemt se OA 

Continui puper-bound edition, without the 
er ““Calends Dinners and with 

O recipes, is free. 
busin & secretary.” 

Mrs and say 
Chai 

Th “Mis, Be 

ARE YOU A CLUB WOMAN? 

Our Program Editor will be very glad to help you in solv- 
ing your program or parliamentary difficulties. Address the 
Program Editor, Tue Lapies’ Home Journat, Philadelphia. 

Dept. 37 Bay City, Mich. 
We have been here in this business 20 years 



For Children’s 
lay-Stained Hands 

cu » 411 West Manton Seve amitent Stree 

2 
The Journal’s New Puzzles 

Fifty Dollars in Prizes 

THE PUZZLE KING 

That's what puzzle-solvers all call Sam Loyd, who will 
inaugurate a new prize-puzzle department in the October 
number of Tue Journat. 

There's a 

Thousand 
In a Dish 

Toasted Corn Tit-Bits 

Here is one way to re- 
alize what goodies Corn 

Puffs are: 

Eat one, like a tiny 
bonbon. Note its sweet- 
ness, its favor. Note how 
the flimsy bubble melts 
into an exquisite morsel. 

Then think that these 
are served by the bowl- 
ful, with sugar and cream 
or in milk. And each 
bow] has a thousand such 
tit-bits, 

Corn Hearts 
Only 

Yet Corn Puffs are 
nothing but corn hearts 
made into pellets and 
puffed, The sweetness 
is ripened corn milk. The 
flavor comes from toast- 

ing in a fearful heat. The 
flimsy crispness comes 

through steam explosion. 

‘This is just toasted corn 
as you've known it, but 

made into bubbles instead 
of flakes, The extra flavor 

comes through extra 
toasting. Its extra appeal 
is due to its airy form. 

“The Witching Food” 

This is Prof. Ander- 
son's latest food creation, 
Ir is made by his process, 
like Puffed Wheat and 
Rice. It will multiply 
your respect for corn and 
bring a new charm to 
your table. Don't put off 
trying it. Itis too finea 
dainty to miss. 

The Quaker Oats @mpany 
Sole Makers (994) 



te “Friends!” ss 
“Ahoy! Ahoy! My Campbell boy! 

Friend of my happieet-hours. 
Your presen¢e fills my heart| with joy, 

Yes, Campbell’s Tomato 

Soup is a friend indeed! 

It is Mother's faithful and constant 

ally. Think how practically it helps 

her in planning and providing for 

the daily menu. 

What a nourishing welcome it 

offers to Father and the other bread- 

winners after the hard day's work. 

And how well it fortifies them 

against tomorrow. 

What a tempting and wholesome 

dish for the hungry youngsters romp- 

ing in from school or play. 

What an ideal soup de luxe for 

the formal dinner or luncheon, 

where so much depends upon the 

opening course. 

But what's the use of friends if 

you don't use them? Order a dozen 

at a time of this delightful soup 

and have it always at hand. How 

about foday ? 

21 kinds 
Asparagus 
Beet 
Bouilton 
Celery 

10c a can 

Mock Tusth 

Clam Bouitien 
Clam Chowder 
Consommé 
Julienne i-Tomato 

ri i 

How I Rented My Rooms 
And Made $3500 in a Year and a Half 

DIDN'T say anything to Ted, but the next 
nt. 'T 

min 
teclares 

a: 

try girl, Etta, who was tw 
her twenty-eaghth, 

first, the ¢ 
wert 

pir 
1 ic 

gle man who ofered me 
Wednesday the rest of 

HI ws 
The tw 

w porch over 
A door open 

was realized by two repe 
1 let the tw 
to this quartet and two dear 

$12 u week. 

y, Friday and Saturday before f 
an, ad a 
the jump all the tim 

ight. One hur 
wi ah 

A tag wat pe 
fixed to the ou 
each doar 
printed placa 
inshde ad jured. 

eget The tag ue your 
ved won't be made, 

When you are ready 
turn the blue side out 

other side of the 
was white. Mler 

tia had cleaned th 
1 aid nesile the bet 

she watld Lurp the white 
ayeul vile out Thi: 

ouch comtlies. 
Arnall box was placed 

beside the door in the 

lower hall. Eavelogus 
were printed: " Please 
Drogy'Thisin the Hos bn 
the Front Hall, With 
Your Room Kent 

From 
e $ 
Due. ‘Thank You 
An envelope, with the 

edt In cael toon every 
Thirslay morning for the work passing 
nW nd dates were checked, the enveli 
amped as receipts and returned to the moms 

m of af the wome 
hing heeakfasts ba the ravens by 

means of trays. Ore with me before faut 
o'clock in the afternoon were filled and carried 
to the roams at the time xpeciiled, On these 1 
figured a price & bw 
vst of the raw 

. to ERS, te 
Steak was 1S evr 

y times T 
y for the wuenen whe 

ta go toa est eurant 
Every week E figured my room rentabe an 

one 

Jnl per cent above the 
That terial, » for cere! 

FU 
extraand fried potato 
repared light lunches 

oti mat care 

Ted's salary as opposed hy the furniture, coal 
and wood, electricity and gas Mill Every 
week E found where F stoud or the food pewpe 

Wd the accounts 
tely 

with the room 
tia and me were 
y Walanee sheet for 

‘count 

those three manths woulel be of more yale tha 
comment UPON my system 

newt? Puan Jascauy bro Apmen t, 190) 
on band, January 2 sin 

Coat of mowvinig $100 

ioe Tel. Kee 

Food bought for rom 
Life " 

y frows Tet 
Food sd to roomers 
Extra paynient on ferniture Oo. 
Tocidental 20.16 
Grutes tnoane front rex 721 

Tatats siisnas Fas 
ust 
sme til Apel 1. 1908 

belt $242.40) to be pal 
only $80 with which 
forced fo pay tee pet 

I should owe but 
4; L telephoned 

ut will see 

Hadt 

cent more than ¢ 
$171. Tooubd 

im. As soon as he 
ly to hks em 

$150 at six per vent, took 
and called upon the furniture & 

e there Was warts argument 
done fusrlt 

ee or four in out 

Monday—anl 

stairs frowt rooms with his wife for $7.80 2 week 
Tlet the sleeping porch azul adjoining ruam to 
an invalid ani attendant for $10 weekly, art 
furnished one ing, with 
two exes, toast and me largest dowt 

om I det & it asul his wile tor $5. 
her front room ti $3.50 from a 

he State House; er 
engaged by a physician for 

to anawer the dour asl 

pts were $863.85, leav 
$0 of this, paid T 

interest, aid used the $2035 for se 
a handsame sa 



The New Warm Things 
Selected by the Needlework Editors 

A Lillie Gis House 
Ribbon 

‘cet With Soft 

Just Ohe Thi for Chily Days a Flee 
Little Jacket Over a Thin Waist 

EW designs in 
itted and cro- 

cheted garments for t 
the baby will be 
shown in an early is- 
sueof THEJOURNAL. 
Directions for mak- 
ing them will be 
supplied. 

For Mother in the House 
For Deuughter in Cotes 

. | For House Weor in Ane 
Hecoming Cole 

A Cap Complete end a 
Scart in the Making 

On Tide Wooden Prine the Worsted Is Hint Thre 
and Then Sépped Over the Pegs W#h a Ne 

Lake, Waem anit Resttut in Color is This Knitted 
Afghan for 9 Boudoir Couch 

nil will be supplied for fifteen cents. Address the Needlework Editors, 
dence Square, Philadelphia 

NOTE—Working directions for all the deslums 



Keep Your Youngsters Young 

G' 



n funnels form thin centerpiece, 
Fone is filled with swamp 

the 
1 the funnels 

es bunches 
party 

carrots and grapes. | 
as favors, 

able wrapped 
from the usual bonbons, 

His First Latchkey 

} | ERE is a box, measuring fo 
in length, that makes a fine favor for 

the twenty-first birth 

A Novel Cake 

BIRTHDAY cake 
in net inside a deco 

rated ring designed for 
holding candles ol 
candles are used, being 
ornamented alter- 
nately with litte red 
Indy-bugsand four-leat 
eovern, 

fifly Yours Married 
cornucopia made 

The stralier 
of Bristot b 

cup in yellow 
developed in the 

A pretty favor is the lo 
atin, A new idea 

o ie bride 
the cake box anc 

shade. The dates “1865-1915" a 
on the cake box shown as an alternative 
suggestion. 

The D 
Ideas for Birthday and Wedding Anniversar 

aa 
Celebra ays We 

a Hunt Wolcott By There 

Address your letter 
eresa Hunt Wolcott, THe 

= Homed ‘i 

Silver Wedding 

tone than those for any 
tiny electric light in 
ured offer a good variety 

usion. ‘The original 
dome of the ornament, whieh sheds a sx 
of favors, A silver paper doily adds an effec 

rosebuds a 
One bud stands 
toward the 
with the fe 
ribbons, would p 
disclosed when the ic 

A Game for the Wedding Anniversary 
PENDED in the doorway of the 

room where the company umembles, 
this wedding bell & provided for amust- 
ment. Each gus iven an arrow with & 
number on it, and a Cupid ina ring is pro 
vided as a favor for cach quest. On the 
win each Cupid ix written a riddle 

no holds the ar 
bered responds 

WW correspotudi 
is asked the riddle 

written on the wing of the Cupid. A num- 
+ will be supplied for use 

upon request. 

For the Cotton Wedding 
TON boll is the motif for decoration In the 

ce cup and pilace-card, ‘These three 
are of paper rather than of cotton. ‘The refreshments 
are balls of cake and ice cream rolled in coconttt. 

e908 sot 

for the Paper Wedding 
Fe the paper wedding an ides 

to carry out in the paper dee 
oration» the flower of the month 
The morning plory ix the Septem 
ber flawer, and ix shown develope’ 
into a loving cup, 

containing favo 5 
ered with granulated su Wedding-Rimg Cakes 
& he ribbons extend : ING cakes covered 
to small lumps of sugar of the Crystal Wedding laced ich yellow 
m which are t OLES i the flower icing and decorated with 

Skate 
of sugar are 

xt over the block 

stems, were made 
fred bot, Chrys 
used in this way, 

heavy lee pick orange bloasoms sre ap- 
be propriate for the golden 

wedding, 
10 we 

5 were in t of visiting ac 
¢ of the number was soon to celebrate ber nin 

proprietress that she wanted to give a party, and ft was to be as jolly 
to be no peppermints and no weak tea. Sbe had had peppermin’ 
she was The party was a am carried out in yellow and white, The daisies in the 
centerpiece were made Into six bunches, one for each of the party. The favor at each place was a 
Dresden pincuchion, and the place-cards were symbolic of the Fountain of Youth. 

(Page 40) 

ting women, 
confided to the 

s she could make it. ‘There 

For tho Wooden-Wedding Annivers¥ 
“Ten centerpiece Is a chopping bow! 

mounted on a potato masher, The 
fan and little novelties are wooden ones 
The “ehavings” are yellow and white 

dies, The table is covered with # 
paper cloth In imitation of wood. 

The cake shown below isa pound cake 
covered with maple icing and veined In 
chocolate to imitate the grain of wood 
The “chips” on the edge are of candy 



HIS directory is given for our readers who desire specific information by mail 
on any subject. Every reader may feel free to write, but please always confine 
your questions to the editor for the particular subject given. Write each ed 

separately if your questions are on different subjects. Write briefly, straight to the 
Point, and always inclose a stamped, addressed envelope for the reply. 

To Whom to Write 

skThe Ladies’ L 
i ome Journal 

Styles in Clothes 

© about styles in ¢ (onber 
yeaarnaking) if babes 

irks s. women OF men, will De ghadiy 
answered hy mail, by a enrpe of trained fash 
kon experts if you address your letter to 

Tus Fasmion Ei 
Tier Lapis’ Hosix Joumsac 

TORS 
PuiLADELFUIA 

Any 
other than styles wil be 
newered by the Fashion whether 

new clathes or about making ower and 
al cutting, will be answered by 

Home Dressmaking 
de king 

Tre Homme Darssmaxnec Eprror 
# Labies' Hoare Jowmrar ELTUIEA 

May | Trim Your Hat? 
cer what yout wast 

murown hater your childn 
about the new ot bow to mle 
wee be xpeedily answered by 

Tax Mitixnay Enrrors 
Tre Lapies’ Hown Jaume 

to know about 
n's hata, whether 

aver ali 

Prmamen usa 

hair fa the ne 
(not aboat batr trou 
Uhat>, also that of 

Miss Toa Chaves Van AukEN 
Tne Lapres’ Howe Journat, Puit.aoecrwra 

Arranging Your Hair 
f you want 

c 

1 problema 
ildren's Clothes 
rise concerning the best mate 

Hale, trimmings and patterns fue your <b 
Irew's Clothes, renvember it will be a 
to help you sotve them if you will write to 

Whether it ie cr 

infeemiating about all b 

Needlework 

ing. knitting, 
rk, tatting braidery, it re 
mntion of a corps of experts wr Ps 

niches of needlework, 

Dr. Eximuyx Lixconn Cooper 
THe Lapies’ Howe Jounal, PRILAmiLenaa 

Mus. MARTHA Masons Tuk Nexouewons F 
Tuk Lavies’ Howe Jounwar. Puntansonsa | Tie Lanes’ Hoss Jounnat, Parcaper 

Babies Prospective Mothers 
Any question about your baby, whether papective mother’s 

he ita few yeare oli. or yey. young-—his ercomioghaby's 
{uod, bis cure. bie clothes, his Bealth any bout the baby the notice on 
thing—slli be cheerlully aewered by tail > baby) will be answered by 

MARIANNA Witeeure 

Programs 
Have you pilanned your year's club pr 

| xrum? Bo you belong to a rural clob far from 
a Gorary? Dw gus know how to conduct your 
en sry meth cording to 

This departiment is 
nance along these ti 

you with materia 

KE 

and time: 
home 
An 

new houmelerept 
2 will gladly 1 

sehold work if 
expert 

Puocnam Eoiton 
Tuk Lapses’ Hostx Jousxax. Pastaneurnaa 

The Little House and Garde Furnishing a Little House 
While we cannot actually plan your hows is at your « 

we can tell you how te haan ph ptal>- at furnishing: 
al in THX JOURNAL, anewer questiansabout 

tthe house budding, or about your garden, 
Tie AncurrectoRatL Everon 

Tek Lanaes’ Hoan Jovavas, Putiepeienis 
-— 

Tui 

{ roo, color Sdeax 
decoration of a house. 

Tre Eprrows 
Howe J 

Toe Liter How 
Neat, PHaLADy rae 

Pretty Girl Questions 
Listle aids to beauty and good health—hinte 

= complexion, hair trouble (not arranging 
hair—apother uotice covers that), skin and 
eyes, ete. —are matters on which you will get 
advice promptly froa: a svurce you Gas trust. 

Rett BE, WALKER 
nek JOURNAL, PUTLADELPIIA TH 

The right way of doing things 

street, is well w 
on 

Good Manners and Good form 
what some 

te whet veuting oF e: 
ater or church 

th knowing. An: 
these matters will be answered 

Mes Buxanov H. Pruvures 
if Lanies” Hone Joumnas Poianmtrnsa 

The Tab 
Gu all queetinns of marketing 

household eeonouties, recipes, 
overs, and ail each probleme of housekeepers 
You may depend upoe gettisx Lisiplal allvacy 
heertully given, if you will write to 

Tur Curimany Ebr 
Tuw Lapies' Hour Jovrvat 

and Cooking 

* 
Pusavmeeiia 

to 

TH 

We will help you pl 
will tell us what Rind of party you wi 

enable us to anewer i 
practical suggestions 

Home Parties 

na home party if you 
4 like 

give us sufdcient details to 
elligently and offer 

Address 

give and wil 

Tux Hour Panty Borrow 
# Lapis’ Hosa Journat, Py anenes 

School Enteriainments 

Whether your school is Sarge or small, in 
the city ar it the country, # yoo wish help in 
Planning an entertainment we whall be glad 
to afer mugwestions, Artdress 

THE Schoo, ENtkRTADREENT Fortna 
Tick Lapans’ Homx Jouwsat, Pari apeninia 

Music 
Queries of oll kinds about except 

| the adaptability of original manuscripts for 
| Bublicasion (and plapo questions, wbsch ar 

taken care of in Josef Holmasn's depar 
Sent), will receive attention from experts this subject, Address 

‘Tux Music Eprrows 
Lantes’ Home JOURNAL, PMILADEL. HALA Tr 

= 

) 1 

on 

use 

Tal 

Practical 
Sanday-school © 

ly if oe 

Many wish to know quickly what to read 

want to know al 
courses im general reading. 
answe 

Social Work in the Church 
for social affairs, 

ane workuble 
be made cheer 

Address 
Tuk Minisrex's Socal Heuene 

ie Lapnes’ Howe Joumsat, PinLapmurma 

—legeas 1 
nd Literature 

Eee 

hod! lor city of country wil 
will state your need. 

Reading 
topics that are interesting them; others 

new books: others about 
Mr. Mabse will 

these letters, Dut will mot criticize exan 
ripts, 

Mx, Hastacron W. Masan 
je Lapis’ Howe JouRNaL Puna 

Girls’ Problems 
Every phase of the modem girl's tie pre 

sents new problems. Perhaps it iy a beart 
Salt, of 4 question in ber life at the office or 

at home, Anything which le of vital interest 
to her will receive careful att and. sy 
Pathetic advice from a woman who ender 
Maude the problems and appreciates 
ifficalties. 

Tux Guts’ Evivow 
Tick Lapins’ Home Jounal, Pu iA 

t 
TH 

There are te 

interests, hints oe travel, information om 
rent events, the placing of quotations, of af 

“Will You Tell Me? 

atic 

oh history and the 
I sketches, ete Fur these 

ve a special department, ‘Se 
anything not classified, address 

sor “Was You Tat Mx? 
Home Joursal, PuiLapezruia 

We Rawr 
me Lawers 

receipt of a two-cent stam 
the price-amount stated. In eat case a 

“The Book of Fair Booth 

“Easy Pat 
The Embroidery Book” (15 cents) 

Special Booklets on Special Subjects 
\ JHERE no price is given any one of the following special booklets will be mailed ort 

If you wish the others inclove in your letter, in stamps, 
dress the author of the booklet desired, always in 

“are of Tax Lapras’ Home Jourwaz, Independence Square, Philadelphii 
‘ 100 Ideas—By ‘Theresa Hunt Wolcott (25 cents) 
“Let Me Help You With Your Children’s Clothes,’ 
“How to Finance the Building of a Little Home,” by C 
{What You Should Know When Building a Little House 
A Lesson in Tatting.” by The Needlework Editors (10 cents) 

as its Crochet,” by The Needlework Editors (15 

. Pennsylvania 

f. Keys. 
by Charles F. White, Jr 

a Sy 

Cat- 
alogue 
of Fall 

and Winter 
Fashions is 

Yours FREE 
for the asking. 

MORE than a mere Catalogue ‘sa re: 
liable adviser—it shows you what well. 
dressed worm ring—AND—it 
will SAVE YOU MONEY! Write TODAY 
and ask for Catalogue No, 69L. 

A 
Book 
That 
Shows 
You ALL 
The Latest 
New York Styles 
in Wearing Apparel 

Our Catalogue of Fall and Winter Fashions 
is now ready, and there's a copy waiting 
for YOU, 278 beautifully illustrated pages 
showing every new STYLE development 
for the coming Season, This Book is 

diame 
white imcare 

$2.98 

Colors 

rk. 
crys 
wena 

NS 

35L60 

Princess 
Dress 

$398 

1161 
A Stylish 

Suit 

V9 $1298 
UA —Seyliad Tadared wait of 
oot agra Dedurt Card Beit 
be. Coat scancied, far 
fg with cll-cowered tuevoem wn bk 
Tr lachen deg, Te hs Valves © 
Vetiottcineed cals. and ts ears 

duite arraaged belive the Waist ne whee the 
ued, Ty breve be 

‘earustived sails, The Gare abist ae gide 
Tusk, pary 

y. Sizes 32 40 6) 
hrabaa beam a Krab Aine wropartineee ta St fasara aad wall ween, rhea: leo tof f sare Pte ai tems 25 to toi Sizo8 

Seva Pence 
Serge. Ise a lows paral bo 

ok kh ath em 

1238 baat, Frise, ioe}. All toail or exprean chargea pee 
all oe qaprens charges prezud by paid by 

Eats BELLASHESS?.© fic 
GaGa WASHINGTON, MORTON & BARROW STS. or Express 

aster NEW YORK CITY.N.Y “™™ 

4! 



Duty- Food 
Made Delicious 
Quaker Oats Has Created 

Many Millions of Oat Lovers 

Oat food, above all, is a duty-food. Every 
mother knows that every child should have it. 
livery grown-up who needs energy knows that 
oats abound in it. 

But duties are seldom inviting. It’s a mis- 
take to make oat food compulsory. 

The better way is this 

Serve Quaker Oats—a luscious dish. Let its 
flavor and aroma win the child. 

Make a breakfast dessert of the oat dish. 
fake it a dish folks would miss. 

In millions of homes, in a hundred nations, 
Quaker Oats makes the morning twice welcome. 

Quaker Oats 
Large, Luscious Flakes of Vim 

Nature had an object in giv- 

ing oats such fragrance and 

such flavor, 
them mainly to the full-grown 

oats, to the big, rich grains, 

But she gives 

So we pick those grains for 
Quaker Oats, We use just the 

queen oats, and get but ten 

pounds per bushel. Then the 

Quaker process doubles their 

delicacy. 

Always in Quaker Oats you 

get these cream flakes only. 

Yet they cost no extra price, 

Specify Quaker when you or- 

der oats and see what a differ- 

ence it makes in the breakfast. 

Quaker Cooker 
This aluminusn double-cooker is made to 

our onder Quaker Oats in the 

bad we wl puned Unie perfect conber By per 
fest, This peeseat couker otier applies to the 
nite 

‘The Quaker Oats Company 
Railway Exchange, Chicago 

10c and 25¢e per package 
Except in Far West and South 

THE WOMAN WHO 
DRIVES A CAR 

Should Know How to Buy 
and Run One 

By Mary Walker Harper 

S$ MOTOR cars have gradually become 
ler in mechanivm, easier to drive 

i mbver ul wo 
ars has ste 

To what use do you intend to pat the car? 
Y people expect to wse it r 

# are to be regularly carried 
persons af medium weight 

runs to be made over 
h roads with easy grades, then 

light, lowe 

mantry and over 

extfa expense 
member that, 

a family large in number or unus 3 
in weight to drive, the seven-seated car is not 
wo desirable ss the five-seated car. 
only a more expensive 
much harder one to keep thoroughly neat and 

pood order, 4o say naught of the lonely and 
with appearance of only one of two passengers 

ina 
a car regard the purchase as an 

t, just as you would the baying of 

only the question of the returns o 
ment, but alo of its ready sal 
Should wish to nell, "Unquestionably the car of 

ablished reputation, gained through meet 
ing the needs of the publec, will sell more read 
ly than a less well-known kind. The make 

has been on the market and has 
f the public must have me 

1 the intense competi 
e such a car isa better investment th 
well-known make 

The next point is what you personally re- 

car sathes thea feamet on having a car suited 
you. But nowadays you will find types of car 
adapted to your every m ds 
wat details of mechanism and fi 
through whom you buy your car will aid you 
materially, and later you can turn to him aud 

tor, from whom you lear 
spett advice, And tl 

‘Among the details of style and construc 
which I favor are these: A low, Hght-weig' 

with common-sense, 

. Youwill tire of those cx 

tractive Yor a woman's car. “French a 
black is a good combination also. y enamel 

will always look clean and neat even after 4 
dusty or a slightly muddy trip. Look for the 
easily handled top, the most convenient contro! 
and the front two-door entrance, 

CONCLUDED ON PAGE 43 
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FPHE OMO~ the dress shield 
that prevents worry. “With 

The Omo Shields on guard 1 
dance blithely, having no fear of 
stains or ruined dress.” 
Washable? Yes indeed, 

covered? Surely 
Double- 

Ar your favorite store you'll fad The 
Om Shield in all the etyles for variva 

Hf wot, 
lealer"s name for Sunple Pair 

sem ae 250 and 

Would you 
like wo inter 
eating book 
let om Dress 
Shields and 
their wear- 
ing? Yours 
for the wrk 
ing. Write 
to-day. 

THE OMO MFG. CO. 
51 Walnut Street, Middletown, Conn. 

Makers at Gm Panty fot Infants 

Irving Berlin’s Superlative 
Masterpiece of Sentiment! 

The World's Master Melodist Pro- 
at? the Ideal Hit of the Heart! 

jiWhen 1 Leave the World Behind,” the ae 
achievement of the inspired pen of Irving eri. 
America's song genius reaches fh hse ereatent height 
us « cocnpoecr sn this appealing, delightful ballad 
wentimnent ond charm. A iyrie of poetic bemty fy, 
a melody that clings to memory, will io of 
easy to sing and so bard to forget. The balled 
u decade! wal 

Other Berlin Hits: “My Bird of Paradise,” 
“Night Time in Dinie Land.” 

For sale at all rvalc shares, 25¢ per copy 
Moiled direct, postpaid, for 27 in stamps. 

WATERSON, BERLIN & SNYDER CO- 
“Where the Song Hits Originate™ 

New York Strand Theatre Building 
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In learning how to 

ITTLE savages! 

we rebelled at all the 

Wise and cleansing habits 

How 

mother loved! Have we 

kept them up? The reg- 

ular shampooing of our 

scalps, for instance? 

of course, greater, but they as 
d_ Second, always have de Never a better habit for 

the hair than that—whether 
for children or for older 

folk. Never a better soap 

for shampooing than 
“Packer's.” 

6 only other 
two extn 

correct size 

only make more to take can 
he like a battleship in si 
always cleared for action 

Tt does not irritate 

the scalp or make 
the hair brittle. 

And because it cleans 

it so thoroughly, vet 

so gently, it helps the 

scalp do the work 

Nature intends it 

to do. 

Packer's 
Tar Soap 

“Pure as tie Pines 

headed r 
nee is that on a 

wads an average of tm 
od as well ass 

Send t0¢ 
State whether cake 

for camel 

Viquit soap is desired 
Send also for Manual, 

“The F Scalp 
Modern Care and Treat- | | 
mane." Thirty-six pager | | 
of practical information. 
Free on request, 

Jen by the matted or tall 
meet with a bad acid 
seen cars in 
liflerential or y 

THE PACKER MFG. COMPANY | 
Suite 87.03, 81 Fulton St., New York bo aie 

preaching a « 
o keep well tot 

high spe 
often run ch 

ing car at night 
bt, {ally 

p until Corset Waists 
for 

Health, Style r 
and Comfort | i") 

MATERNITY @ 
The H. & W. (MARMO) é ) } MATERNITY CORSET WAIST 0 F088 trim and stylish pure — without tly slightest’ endang ent to the well-being or tither the mother (GEA or child, 
Soft and pli Pixies 

soft and pliable, with : 4cihgs on either side, e stable to the com- of the wearer. All 

J cares for bee own 
and pai 

mstances, 
STYLE A ND 
EASE ouURina 

e-Btting whi 
h to ke 
w 

blsek veil oft] 
neat, white was 

fort 
these shoul 

Steels ron teels removab for the purpose} 
on and off 

nee or after rl pecntler yourself, a credit to 
a joy to pamersby to 
ontained and ware of yourself 

Surgical tions. But- 
Me or clasp fi ont, % 5 
tan Re 36: Price $2.00 

tealers’—or vent id 
ie receipt of price. er 

|. EW. Waists are Women, Misses and Children feat &w. 
and accept wo substitute. 

H. & W. Co, Newark,N. J. 
Mlustrated Booklet on Request 

= } 
EN girts will tell the readers 
of the October JOURNAL just | 

how they earned their Christmas 
money. | 

This New York Fashion Catalog 
Is Ready Now-FREE! 
Just A PosTAL Witt BRING IT. 
This ’ Write for it To-Day 

And See all the 

Book New Fall Styles 

Is Yours 

FREE 

This 
Beautiful 
Fashion Catalog is a 
complete volume of Fall and 
Winter styles—there are many pages of beau- 
tiful art color plates, showing you all the new 
Fall shades in vogue. This Bedell Catalog 
will be gladly sent to you FREE. 

You will enjoy the many fascinating style changes 
shown in this book—its myriad economies — its 
hundreds of style suggestions cannot [ail to interest 
you. If you wish to dress in the latest style, or want 
to see what well-dressed New York women are 
wearing, by all means send for this catalog now. 

The Inat word in style and newest mode from 
Fifth Avenue have all been caught by our de- 
signera and placed in this catalog for you 
You incur no obligations whatever by send- 

ing for the Bedell Catalog; we want you to 
have a copy. 

Every garment displayed, whether 
a serviceable house dress or a sim- 
ple shirt-waiat or beautiful party 
gown, has been made under the 
Famous Bedell System of 
“Smartest Styles at Lowest 
Prices.” 

BEDELL 
Prices Are Lowest 

Because of our purchasing power for our 
six Mettopolitan Retail Stores—in Nav \ 
York~-Brooklyn—Newark—Philadelphia— 
Pittsburgh—and St. Louis—and our nation- 
wide mail order business, BEDELL prices 
will surely save you money. 

Catalog contains the following: 
WHY PAY MORE? 

Coats, . $5.00 10 $20.00 Waists . . 59 to $9.98 
Dresses . $1.00 te $25.00 Shirts $1.00 to $7.50 
Suits . . $8.75 to $35.00 Petticoats . S9c to $4.98 
Raincoats $1.98 to $10.98 Underwear . 50c to $5.00 
House Dresses 98c to $3.98 Trimmed Hate$1 to $10.00 

Suit No. 2105 
This aplendid oui was 
chosen by the Bedell " 
Style nathoxiiies \na tho very’ prewiest. and. mice 
ractical model to be found, combining just the 

Features that the woman of taste demands in her 
tailored costume. S of winter salah wool 
poplia bv'n saw widlilary style, the dasigna of beau: 
ASkadlly. wasagist. Karid-senlecicery:tc\se¥f-oblos we 
off by an outline of neutral tone. Patent leather 
belt drawn through slashed opening. Lined with 
peau do cygne silk. 

5 new full model with inverted plaits 
laits in panel effect in back, where a 

sheers, Colors: black, navy, greenor 
brown, Price $19.75. All express changes prepaid, 

Georgette Crépe Blouse $190 
Silk Shadow Lace —— 

WAIST No, 2106, Dainty, exoiinite—a getuite delight by 

Poplin Suit 

$1975 
New Military 

Model 

this beautitel blouse of fine quality Grorgrte crtpe, combined 
sith silk shedow lace. Chatrsingly tease” wih satin bbon 

A Orivatal No, SE 2106 a 

WEE you wear your Bedell 
dress you will have the pleasure which goes only with New York 

styles, and the added satisfaction of economy as well, The Bedell Fash- 
ion Book is more than a fashion authority —it is a real friend and saving 
inspiration to women who appreciate true economy and good clothes. 

Send for the Bedell Catalog to-day. Just a post-card will bring it. 
Write now before you forget it. 

We Pay All Mail or We Guarantee to 

Express Charges Please You or 

to Your Home Money Refunded 

4th Street—Fifth Avenue, New York City. 

aad fished with styluh bow, Fetching poll collar of 
lace and cinberate lace ti ales 

Colors: white o Beh. 
, traneparert sleeves. 
Price $1, postage prepaid. 
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The 
Yeu 

an exclusive feature in these modish corsets, means 

that YOU can immediately have not only a DIS- 

TINCTIVE FIGURE but PERFECT COMFORT in 

REAL corsets. A wide diversity of smart styles in 

With Scallops and Dats for Trenming 

SIX APRONS 
FOR ONE DOLLAR 

And All Handmade 

assures a model cor- Al > 
rect for every figure, giv- q Pres 5 
ing the necessary sup- \ NAR 4 ai /* 
port, and creating the a ‘ = 

authentic shape over hw uf ¢ 

which to build Autumn { | 

gowns. ere toe Net 
— =e 
SOLD by DEALERS 

$3.50, $5, $6.50, $8, $10 
and upwards. If you cannot 
get itfrom your favorite store | 
we will send direct upon re- | 
ceipt of Style Number, Size 

and Price. 

Catalog Free Upon Request { 

i 
ROYAL WORCESTER CORSET CO., WorRCESTER, Mass. 

of * ROVAL WORCESTER” Corsets $1 to $3 

do this at 
little cost> ire 

A Lattice Trimming of Narrow Fobts : Ak dais them 
: at your dealers 

» “Your Feet ee Cer <j 

==. The Drudge We oy 
of the Body- = im 

© Recht hea tis —_—— Beauty Book 
} Sent You ie 

OUR feet were made mechanically perfect. They flex and bend 
with your body, absorb shock, poise you, carry your weight. One 

of the real needs of American women is to learn to rest their feet 
more in the right sort of slippers—and the right sort is 

oO m GREEN FELT 

My Slippers 
Made of finest Comfy Felt, soft, durable, yielding, smag—with thick, patented 

on. Comfy Felt is a wonderful material, It 
m in winter, comfortable in summer. It is porous 

great extent wear strengthens 
‘Women who care for touches of dainty luxury and charming color schemes 

fall in Jove with Comfys, They mean joy and foot-health for 
children d comfort for men, 

Your merchant probably sells Dan"l Green C s If he 
does not, remember that nly Dan"! Green's are Ci and look 
for the Comfy label on inside of sole, 

tT ost fastidious 
wor koow that 
every demand of 
purity and fragrant dainth 
ben f anrwored is Ait-Fhat 

If your desler comet supply, order direct from cur catalog No. 12A (sent om request) 

DANIEL GREEN FELT SHOE COMPANY 
112 E. 13th Street, New York 

Women's Peerless Comfy 
One of the very prettiest. 
In all shades. Price $1.50. 

Another Veriety in Side Tucks and Wide Hems 

NOTE—Thee speces, designed by Carcline BO 
Scheenlan for Zght homework Gaties, and eapectally for 

comting fifteen 
‘Thread, tee cons, 

bazaars. 
the al patterns, of Eve 
he Newdiewore Editors, 



The 
Holeproof 

Newlastic Top 
| Fits Stout and Slender Women 

un 

HE Holeproof Newlastic Cotton Top 
on both silk and cotton Hole: proof 
Stockings for women is perfecty efas- 

tic. It stretches wide but always returns to 
shape. It fits any limb snug, without bind- 
ing. Both stout and slender women prefer 
it because of its ideal! comfort. 

Have you seen it, or tried it? Do you 
know what this top means? Ask any 
Holeproof dealer. 

Ffelep. epi wat Pfasicrg 
AND CH LCI 

uaranteed to wear wil 
six pairs fail in th 

ve. Three pa 

Six pairs of cotton 
holes for six months 

will replace them with new 
are guaranteed for three mont 

Genuine Holeproofs are sold in ye 
names. We 
paid, on receipt of remittance 
pair and up, Women's, 3S¢ per pair and up. 
dren's, 35¢ per pair 

Write for free 
Holeproof Hosiery Co., Milwaukee, Wis. 

Halepreol Hosiery Ca, of Canada, Led.. Landen, Coneda 
Holeoract Hosiery 10 Charch Alley, Liverpecl, England 

1k about Holeproof. 

1s ee ee | 5” 

Se ae 

The secret of rea 
in window shades 

the test 
of cracks and F 

The Brentin 1 Us f 

Cincinnatl, © 
# little linporta 
in Mackine-Made offer ex 

The Unfilled Grade of 

Brenlin Window Shades 

Preferred 
Batting” 

Critical housekeepers 
show marked preference 
for Crown Jewel Cotton 
Batting as a material for 
comforters and quilts. 
Its whiteness is not pro- 
diced by chetnicals— 

that natural soft and flufly quality comes 
through nature’s laws. It is simply put 
in desirable condition for folks who 
believe in home-made bedding. 

Bed coverings buble with this knot with use. No stitching or 
cleanly, long-wearing batting are sewing togetherisrequired. Ifyour 
delightfully soft, and light, yet dealer does not sell Crown Jewel 
‘warm as toast.” The even, uni- Batting, send us his name and ask 

form layers will not part, bunch or for our interesting bedding booklet. 

60c Set Quilting Patterns for 10c uy sAm'ns ack ot tren the wraspct 
Crown Jewel Batting and tend yrs 9 wet of ten interesting Coown 

sore ee Jase, the thing Ice « quiling patty, wach ie becoming quite Unc fad. be 
750% trade we these patterns will bang beck piewsemt recalectioas 

ROCK RIVER COTTON CO., Dept. 10, JANESVILLE, WIS. 

Soa ide = - ay 

ACO RIVER COTTON COMPANY 
SARESVRLE tek 

CROWMY 

Teste ame 

You Need Them 
Every Day in Your 
Home—Why? 

Around the cook 

fish, poultry, meats, etc, And this 

clean, white, absorbent paper is used 
for draining grease from all fried 

chas French-fried potatoes 

fried fish and fried bacon; they 
make the food more appetizing and 
wholesome. 

Have ScotTissue Towels handy 
for children’s use. Children often 
soil a clean fabric towel the first 
time they use it. Avoid infection by 

for wiping 

uiving them one or two to use at 

school — they are always clean and 
sanitary. There are three sizes of 

Absorbent 

ee Vowels 
Junior Rall, 10¢ Large Roll, 35¢* 

TOILET PAPER—In these brands you will get 
the highest quality, with the number of sheets shown 
on each roll, insuring honest quantity, ‘It’s the 
Counted Sheets that Cou 

ScotTissue Toilet Paper —Soft, white, absorbent. 1000 
sheets in a roll, 10c. 

Sani-Tissue Toilet Paper—T'reated with healing balsam. 
Soitand clothlike, 2500 sheets ina carton(3 rol 

Take Up This Big 50c Offer 
progressive dealers’, bat in 

uainted with all the ScotTissme 

Standard Roll, 25< * 

Sj On receipt of 50c (in Conada 75c), J roll Standard ScotTisaue Torsels, 
7 i Towel Paes. | Poe Wha al . fis 

Scat T tse rs, 1 ral of ScotT lan iH 
Paper and | other high-grade Tatiet Paper. All for 50e (75¢ in Candia). 
SCOTT PAPER COMPANY, 720 Glenwood Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 

*Prices slightly higher west of Mississivps River and in Conadz. 



THE YOUNG 
MOTHERS’ GUIDE 

IN AUTUMN 

-Coolidge,M.D. ByEmelynL 

The Autumn Baby 
Miia fed x ~ if mt a hoe re 

“Certified 
Correct Style 

For Slender, Average and Full Figures 

Your figure and you 
wearing Madame ( 
you better, you'll 
the modish ap 

ate Certified correct corset st 
4. the quulity of materi 

ts all that you can a 
CORSE 

Certified 

Correct 

THE (NEW) KALAMAZOO. CORSET COMPANY Sere 
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN 

Hoin 

Paramount Puctures- 
ARE THE 

Kamous Players Film Co.3 
LODLCTIONS OF 

esse L, Lasky Feature Co.; 
2.5 Im association t 

These Stars Can Only Be Seen At 
Paramount Theatres 

ie it pensibe 4 

Edgar Selwyn = 
Hee! Dawn 

Marie Dore \y 
Laure Hope Cre 

Pauline Frederich | 
Victor Moore im" 
Charlotte Wether 

e open ale is much 
been shut up in the 

T 
‘a Mason ty 

Winx cloas 
Vocality. Mt 

ols Journal for September, 

You Can Forget 
Your Teeth 

while they're in use if you do 
not neglect them while they're 
idle, The surest test of good 
tecth is the extent to which 
you are conscious of them at | 
meal-time. | 

There is a delightful free } 
dom from tooth troubles for | 
those who visit their family 
dentist twice a year and morn- 
ing, noon and night use 

Or.Lyon's 
PERFECT 

Tooth Powder 

Dental Cream 
Both products 

are seigntiiieally 
prepared, 
and eff 
dentifrices 

stamp we will 
send you a gener. 

Hect Te 
Paweder or Dental 

LW, Lyon & Sons 
526 West 27th Street 

New York Ci 

Where the Sun Streams In 

Those were always the windows 
difficult to dress—until Orinoka Sun- 
fast Fabrics were created, The 
hottest sun will not affect them. When 
soiled, put your curtains in the tub. 
Sun plus the ngors of washday are 
powerless against them. 
They are dyed im the yarn. Made as besuti- 
ful as the highest art can render them, they 
say as attractive as they were orginally 
made, They have the Inok of tilk—at in 
expensive prices, Send for helpful booklet. 
“Draping the Home.” 

ORINOKA MILLS 
140 Clarendon Bldg., New York 

See these goods at your dealer's and 
insist upon this Guarantee, which is 

on every bolt: 

Theve pends ze guacmanecd shout tastes, z 
* fh er a 

‘Soraing, to mearchaat ip bareby ontierned le Teel? 
en wi sew geet ar rotund the purchase ot 
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Three messages 
TO WIVES AND 

MOTHERS 

AVE you ever stopped to realize 
how much you have to do with 
the buying of your husband's 

Clothes (not to mention those of the boy)? 

For example, that new fall suit. Won't 
he talk to you about it before he buys— 
the color, the style, where he will buy it, 
what brand he will get? 

Or will he have the suit sent home be- 
fore he actually buys, so that you can 
lp him choose? 

Or will you actually go with him to the 
Store while he selects and tries on? 

If he succeeds in getting a new suit with- 
Out one of these three things happening, 
Yours is indeed a very exceptional family. 

*_ ©£ * 

You buy most of his underwear, don’t 
you, his nightwear and his socks? Occa- 
Stonally you select his shirts, and at gift- 
tmes—ar least—neckties and gloves. 

You have something to say about pretty 
Nearly everything he wears. Even if you 
° not actually pick it out, he expects 

You to advise and suggest. 

This is perfectly right. 

Man is notoriously a poor buyer of per- 
Sonal things. He is too easy to please. 
ou, the woman, are the skilled purchas- 
‘ng agent of the home. Probably 909% 
of all the household supplies are bought 
Y you. You are familiar with prices, 

Qualities, and the ways of finding the best 
t the money. 

You area particularly good judge of tex- 

‘ures and of the wearing qualities of cloth, 
Whether it be worsted in a man’s suit, or 

the sheerest silk in his hose. 
, 
You ought, therefore, to be familiar 
With the various lines of men’s wear. 

You should study the trade-marked brands 
‘N men’s goods just as carefully as you 
ve studied the trade-marked brands in 

Women's goods. 

You should follow changes in materials 
and styles, improvements in making, and, 

above all, you should equip yourself to 
Compare values, and to know what stores 
‘n your home town carry the reliable 
trade-marked lines of men’s clothing, 
Underwear, hosiery and other furnishings. 

Don’t you agree that any wife or mother 
should study the national advertising of 

Men’s goods just as regularly and just as 
“arefully as she studies the advertising of 
the things she buys for herself? 

TO RETAIL STORE OWNERS 
AND BUYERS 

OST of you merchants will re- 
member a year or so ago meet- 
ing an investigator for 7/e 

Ladies’ Home Journal. 

One of the questions he asked you was; 
**How much of the sale of men’s goods is 
to women or is influenced by women?” 

Perhaps you will be interested in the results 
of that investigation. Our research men 

traveled 32,000 miles and interviewed 
1016 retail. merchants, jobbers, tailors 
and others in 165 cities. 

Among thethings they learned were these; 

(1) That in department stores more 

than 75% of the men’s furnishings are sold 
directly to women. 

(2) That one-third of all men's fur- 
nishings in a// stores is sold to women. 

(3) That, considering the indirect in- 

fluence exercised at home, women are 

probably 50% responsible for all sates of all 
things that men wear. 

* * * 

The clothing buyer in one of the biggest 
stores in the country said: 

“On the average 7096 of our sales of men's 
clothing aretowomen. Some yearsago men’s 
clothing stores did not want woman custom- 
ers; but now if a store has the real goods, 
it welcomes women’s trade. Women are 
better judges of styles, fit and cloth. In boys’ 
wear the women buy more than 9096, 

“Do you see that boy out there? He doesn't 
intend to buy that overcoat; he is only spot- 
ting it. He will bring his sister, mother or 
sweetheart to pass judgment on it.” 

* & 2 

Since this is the tendency, would it not 
be of advantage to you retail merchants 
if women were even better informed 
about men’s wear? 

Powerful advertising of men’s goods in 
the woman's own periodical ought to 
be of great service to you by concentrat- 
ing this huge volume upon the trade- 
marked lines. 

Trade-marked lines are generally of 
higher quality. They ensure satistied 
trade—customers that come back. They 
require less selling effort. They move 
more rapidly, producing more turnovers. 

Advertised lines are today the bulwarks 
of the retail store. 

One of the best things that could happen 
for the merchant is advertising of men’s 
wear in the woman’s periodical. 

For it would add to the strength already 
created, the additional strength of the 
favorable influence of woman—the power 
behind the purchase. 

TO MAKERS OF MEN’S 
CLOTHING AND APPAREL 

TONG the American houses which 
have stood for progress in selling, 
manufacturers of clothing and 

of other men’s wear have long been 
conspicuous. 

You have been leading advocates of bet- 

ter retail conditions, of more intelligent 
salesmanship and advertising. 

‘Today, it seems to us, a new opportunity 
is open to you. 

a Oe 

The rapidly growing influence of women 
in the purchase of your goods points to 
the expediency of advertising your goods 
in woman’s own periodical —that she 
may follow your styles, materials, quali- 
ties and prices as regularly as she follows 
the advertising of her own lines. 

The Ladies’ Home Journal stands forth as 
the logical medium for this advertising, 
It enters 1,600,000 homes every month, 
These homes are the normal, substantial 
homes in each community. 

They are homes long trained to careful 
buying, homes in which the use of adver- 
tised goods is a well-formed habit. 

The Journal's type of reader is the result 
of 32 years of automatic selection. The 
Journal's advocacy of great movements, 
its brilliant interpretation of passing 
events, its whole constructive service to 
American womanhood, have drawn to 
it the women who think, the women 

who take responsibilities and exercise 
them earnestly and efficiently. 

In the last six months the Jeurna/ editors 
received 260,000 personal letters from 
readers secking advice, ideas, inspiration; 
50,000 were about home-building, 10,000 
about the care of babies, 21,000 about 
home parties. Such correspondence pic- 
tures in clear lines the loyal, womanly, 
home-loving Journa/ type. 

This is the type that goes out and buys 
the men folks’ underwear and hosiery. 

This is the type that gives long and care- 
ful thought to the boy’s first long trou- 
sers—the type that meets her husband 
at the clothing store. 

*-_ * * 

Upon the great body of woman's opinion 
depends half your sales. 

Journal readers mould that opinion. 

THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY, INDEPENDENCE SQUARE, PHILADELPHIA 



Thatearliest slight break in home 

ties—the morning when ¢he boy 
or ¢#e girl first trudges off to 
school! From that day, the changes 

are rapid. Every year you note 

them. And, almost before you 

realize it, there comes the severer 

sundering of those ties, when John 
or Mary with a cheery ‘Will be 

home for Christmas, sure,’ 

a stout farewell. 

waves 

Both of you are choking back 
sentiment. And afterward—how 

pictures, showing all the rapid 

transitions, do help. 

There’s a photographer in your town 
Kastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y. 

an 
a re 

Look at these dainty, new drapery 
fabrics that defy sun and water— 

“KAPOCK" SUARANTEED KAPOCK” 
LIGHT FABRICS VELOURS 

FOR #OR 
AIRY DRAPERIES ue Sti igi te PORTIERES 

You'll ind them charming in their yaried designs and 
colorings, beautifully soft and filmy in texture—and, 
remember, they always stay so. 
Use“ Kapock” where the sun shines, wash when neces- 
sary—don't worry about the colors; they won't fade. 
Lower price per yard and double width. Edgings to 
match. New goods, at our expense, for any that show 
slightest sign of fading. Look for the Basting Thread 
(patented trademark) in the edges of all genuine 
“Kapock” products-— your protection against imitations. 

Sold only by dealer, but to show 
you the beauty of “Kapock" we 
offer you a large sized sample in 
the shape of a useful pillow top. 
Send 15c in stamps today. 

Seed sje sae fr ati Reeds imareetwes 
iow top (sew Frencs A. Theo, Abbott & Co. 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

ea ee ee ee, 

shape ab abare). Stete color 
‘warned: gold, bie, green or ted, 

The Ladi 

G 
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“Here it is At Last” 

aid when w 

of the world as 
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PARENTS: 
You Owe Your Child 

benefit of all your own painful experience 
ariow pointed shoes—which, by bend- 

ing the delicate foot bones, cause coms, ban 
ions, ingrowing nails, callouses, fallen arch, ete- 

Prot the little feet into Educatoes, which are 
just the right shape to"tet the feet grow as they 
should. 

But he sure they are genuine Edecatort— 
look for name EDUCATOR branded into sole. 
‘Without it you haven't the orthopaedically cor 
rect Edocator, made only by Rice & Hutchies 

For men—women—<hildren, $1.35 
$5.50. If your shoe dealer doesn’t keep thee 
write us for address of one earest you 
does. Will also vend oot popular booklet, 
“Bent Benes Make Frantic Feet," New factt 
and good advice by famous fout specialists: 
Free. Write today, 

Rice & Hutchins, Inc. 
133 High St. Boston. 

Don't miss seeing 
the Educator Ex- 
hibit at the San 
Francisco Fair 

Educator 
for Bows 

f 
Little Mew 

Rice & Hutchins 

DUCATOR 
SHOE ® 

3 the 
yy prefers Kob-l- 

ave they stay fas 

‘pring. Being paten 
Waldespring Js found on 
hk ‘oor. To inaiere gettiit 

Waldespring” snap tastene? 

Waldes & Co. Makers 
197 H Pith Ave, New York CF 
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WEDDING” 
INVITATIONS 
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Write today for 
this picture! 
See offer below. 

A radiant complexion, a soft, velvety skin—one you love 
to touch—can you imagine possessing a greater charm? 

Every day this treatment frees your skin of the tin) so sated dead partiches. Whatever the condition is, which is keeping you from having the 
charm of ‘‘a skin you love to touch,"’ it can be changed. 

Your skin, as it is now, is not a lifetime possession by any means. 
If you have thought so, you have overlooked this big fact: Your 
skin, like the rest of your body, is changing every day. As o/@ skin 
dies, new forms. 

This is your apportunity. By the proper external treatment, you can 
make this new skin just what you would love to have it. Or—by 
neglecting to give this new skin the proper care as it forms every day, 
you can keep your skin in its present condition and forfeit the charm 
of “‘a skin you love to touch."’ Which will you do? Will you begin 
at once to bring to your skin that charm you have longed for? Then use 
the following treatment tonight and make it a daily habit thereafter. 

You will feel the difference the first time you use it 
Lather your washcloth well with Woodbury’s Facial Soap and warm 

water. Apply it to your face and distribute the lather thoroughly. 
Now with the tips of your fingers work this cleansing, antiseptic 
lather into your skin, always with an upward and outward motion, 
Rinse with warm water, then with cold—the colder the better, Finish 
by rubbing your face fora few minutes with a piece of ice. Always 
be particular to dry your skin well. 

‘Then, it cleanses the pores, brings the blood to the sat and stimulates the 
small muscular fibres. It is very easy to use this treatment for a few days aud 
then neglect it. But this will never make your skit what you would love to 
lave it, Use the treatment eiscecnt and in ten days or two weeks your skin 
hergnls abbordred ment — S5 ahe pgae that greater clearness, freshness 
and charm which the duily we of Woodh lyury's will bring. 

A 25¢ cake of Woodbury"s Facial Soap ix sufficient for a month of six weeks 
cof this" skin you love to touch’* treatment. Get a cake today and begin tonight 
to get its benefits, 

Write for the beautiful picture above 
F. Graham Cootes" bexntiful painting of “A skin you love to towch’” has been 

reproduced in full color, 15 x 29 inches, by a new amd beautiful proces. No 
advertising matter appears on it, Send us your name and address with ten cents 
im ee ‘or coin Mabe eer 
you the picture, tome acike 

‘s So en 
ett le cee. 
Write today 
Jergens Co, 

Canadians: The Woodbury products 
for Canada are at our 
Perth, Ontario, factory and sold by the 
Canadian drapgiste feorm const 04 comet 

FACIAL SOAP 
far Shin.Sealp and Complexion. 
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R. efinements of modern dress exact 
good service as well as good style. An 
article of dress may be beautiful ir— 
appearance, but it should also be basting. 

For this as well_as for its luxurious 
finish and perfect fit 

PHOENIX 
SILK HOSE 

is a national favorite — prized alike 
by men and women who recognize— 
merit and are prompt toreward it 

The new Fall weights and correct shades 
are now being shown by the best shops 
throughout "the country. 7 

Women's 75¢ to*2. pair 
Men's 504 to L. 50 pair 
Misses’ 75% pair 
Infants’ 25*&50tpair~ 

Made ir. 
"US.Al 

y 
PHOENIX 

KNITTING 
works 

Money back 
if Sani- Flash 
doesn't do 3-in-One lubri 
all we claim cates small 

mechanisms 
justright. Flows 
to the deepest 

8 bearing and 

Sani-Flush N 
This Way 

regularly and your toilet 4 
bow! will always befreefrom 
odors and discolorations. 

S. ani-Flush 
will relieve you of your most 

able household 

h i] 

THREE-IN-ONE OIL CO, 
42 CVG. Broadway New York 

sez Vs | 3-IN-ONE OIL 
cape. Oh bk pam FREE 

Sek 116 Sires 
HMOND 

Js VIRGINIA, 

EDDING #@\ ARDS 

lournal for September, 1915 

Beautifully 
yellitvets 

(a= hui and 
= me 6 Easy 

CORYLOPSIS 
: + JAP AR 

v—“TALC POWDER 

srr sea 
| AP BABCOCK CO 
Perfemer Toilet Powders 

‘Toles Warent 
Panis 



“GEORGE” HAS 

STOPPED SNORING 

And He Says Thanks to The 

Journal"—While Mrs, Litthe is Jubilant 

Before You | 
Redecorate / 
Be Sure to See 

bsp ti 
MODERN 

WALL COVERING 

You want something more than 
& pretty pattern—you want a wall 
covering that simply can’t fade 
or crack—that can't be made 
unsightly by stains or dust 

oking fora wall covering 
that is practical and ecoe 
Attractive and dee 

Sanitas, write 
‘of nearest retai 

(aig) 

THE STANDARD 
OIL CLOTH CO,, Inc. 

Little is grateful— jody 
nubbling letter, which 

THE STANDARD OJL CLOTH CO., tne, 
320 Broadway, New York Dept. 1 

Send booklet of SANITAS desigss and sumples, 
tod same of seacest thealer 

Order Your Furs Now and 
; Save 20% 

cht Furs 

Sam Loyd 

The Puzzle Man 
esociation with 

RNAL in the 
will begin 

And the 
guessing pri 

REGUS PAI 

AL We SOCIER 

Your dealer now has on 
sale the new Fall line of these 
quality packages. There 
are Boudoir Caps, Blouses, 
Dressing Sacques, Tea 
Aprons, Combination Suits, 
Corset Covers, Nightgowns, 
Baby Dresses, Dolls’ Outfits, 
Household and other decora- 
tive articles. 

Each package contains 
the stamped material, either 
made up or ready for making, 
sufficient Royal Society Floss. 
to complete the embroidery, 
full instructions and chart of 
stitches. Prices from 25¢ to 
$1.00 {except in Canada and 
foreign countries )}.’ 

Royal Society Products Are 
Sold by Dealers Everywhere 
Your dealer can supply or will 

procure the exact Royal Sociesy 
item you want, either in. Package 
Outfits, Embroidery Plosses, 
Crochet Cottons, Cordicher, Ball 
Floss, Strand Floss, or Celesta 
‘Twist, the new urtificial Sith, fast 
color and washable, 

( Your Dealer to Show You the 

ROYAL HH socIETY 
Blue Bird Packages 

Every embroideress will welcome 
these new and beautiful pieces, 
Besides the Scarf illustrated there 
are six other articles Collar Bag, 
Laundry Bag, Necktie Rack, 
Whiskbroom Holder, Shaving Pad 
and Pillow. The designaare stamped 
and tinted in natural colors on tan 
“Needieweave,"o new und durable 
maturial especially woven for em- 
broidery purposes. These packages 
retail at 25c to 75c each, completa. 

Send for the beautifally 
printed circalar showing the 
Bla Bird Set ie exact calor 

1 Embroidery | 
fackage Outfits 

ew 

eee 

Cee 

De 

= ana a. 
So 

The Blue Bird” 



Nn The 

“That job wont crack 
or peel or blister—the 

paint is there to stay” 
Pay your painter enough to let him use a paint good enough 
to give you this assurance. Ir is true economy. All the 
time and care you devote to the interior of your home are 
pretty nearly wasted if the first impression visitors receive 
ts a shabby coat of paint outside. 

SWP | 
Send for our new home up-keep book 

The ABC of Home Painting 
Te tells 

isa paint specially made for the exterior 
of houses. It looks better and lasts longer 
than other paints. Properly 
SWP will give you u hands 
weather Coat of paint that w 

years without a 9 
bheter 
SW P on your hi 

before you will 
bother and expense of jp 

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS 
__PAINTS & VARNISHES 

Peepie’s & 

completely 
tain 

Ti you want t 
varnish or any su 

ke 
jong time gest color There is 1 

for this sery 
change 

dukes execyulere “Aairew: a8 linens fe 

Bran supplies needed stimulus 
to the inte 1 muscles without 
harmful reactic 

The tendency is to recommend bran, 
nature's corrective. 

Kellogg's Branis bran in.an improved form. 

Clean bran, steam-cooked, then thor 
oughly di and packed in cartons that are 
afterward wrapped in wax paper so that the 
product will reach you in good condition, 
Ready to use direct from the package with- 
out further cooking! Serve with cream and 

sugar of mix with 

Ao 
oe tons. 

te beautiful 
UY you use 

Made byLT-PIVER, HAMS 
Purest—So 

Made im Four BLANCHE—ROSEF, 
Delicate Tints RACHEL —NATURELLF 

Childven 
Sine "they will tke 
Kellogg's cooked bran, 
Aid, lake adults, ee 
weed it, 
A laree package (104 
servings) ment for 

25c Prepaid 
Parcel Post 

The Kellogg Food Co. 

Tate 

Dept. W. 35 
Battle Creek, Mich. 

[yout cpon bay 
Hartshorn’s Improved Shade Rollers your sha 
cracked and crumpled. k 

able book, “How to get the Best § 
>u buy, insist on getting Hartshorn's;alw 

Stewart Hartshorn Co.,, 
E. Newark, N. J. 

HARTSHORN SHADE ROLLERS 

THE WIVES’ LEAGUE 

A Circle of 

Married Money-Makers 

Answering the Question ; “How | 
Can a Home Womon Ma ? © Money 

ARE READY TO HELP 

1000 MORE WOMEN 

TO EARN MONEY 

What This League Is 

What This League is Not 
TEAVE 

what 

of The Wives’ 
t of patronage att 
her way to suce 

ARE YOU PRACTICAL? 

what this League 
Here's the address 

SRCRETARY OF THR Wives’ Leacve 
‘Te Lapis’ Home Jounnat 

ProLapenenta 

Ladies’ Home Journal for S piember, 1915 

‘It's one thing to know you look 
nice,’’ says Miss Emand See, “‘and 
it’s quite another, and even a better 

thing, to know others know you look 
nice. 

Both “‘knows” come with wear 
M & C Skirts. 

Vhen there’s the knowing that 
M & C Skirts are made in a sanitary, 
sunlight Factory by happy, contented, 
well-paid tailors. 

There's the knowing that M & C 
tailors have their hearts, heads and 
hands in their work. Their work is 
as honest as the M & C fabrics and 
the styles are varied enough to suit all 
tistes. 

Ac good stores everywhere, 
M & C Woolen Skirts, 0 te 
$15.00; silk, $7.50 0 $25.00; cot- 
ton and linen, $2.00 to $8.00. 

d your dealer's name for 
Miniature—a perfect miniature 

blue serge skirt and which 
the efficiency of the M 

Your little gist will 
for ber dollie. 

Send 2$¢, 
eM&C 

tk Ticket. 
come this 

M & C SKIRT CO, Boston, Mass. 

MEC 
SKIRTS 

Dr. “Deaton Soft-Knit 
Sleeping Garments 

protect your little ones at night and give you 
unbroken eleep. 

De. Deston Gazeta ew 
fret wet be 

epson hia 

Soft, Elastic, Durable. 
Do Not Shrink, 

Cem of yout deaber, erie reais Mark 
DR. DENTON SLEEPING GARMENT MILLS 

700 Mill Screet, Centreville, Michigan 

oo 



Making Motherhood Easy 
BY ANNA STRESH RICHARDSON 

Fall Styles 
Shown in Color: 

BRUSHES 

YOUR BABY 
CAN BE WELL 

Let This Book Show You How 
ET this hook show you the way to 
~ health for your baby, to happiness 

4¥ to make mother 

rison hax been so lose to 
fatty, Wowands of mothers in her work 

© "Better Babies she can help you w 
Ro one else could, 
- in this book “ Madge Hanford"? is a 

Nuch as moder 
Ww 

every 

. and her experiences ute 
=) modern mothers have 

t she did for he 
ty care of him, as 

the e cies which all loving ow 
ust 

3 told in this wonde 

és Making’ Mothe thood Eas nd it the 
fulnes + ever written for mothe 

Hew t& Get This Book 

for FREE Style Book 
Ten Thousand Special Offers 

Philipsborn’s big 236-page multi- 
color catalog offers more style, more 
beauty, more value in Fall and Wi IRXA 
ter clothes than ever before. Itisin- ’ Price 
deed a fairyland of new styles and 4@ ® Prepaid 
real bargains. Yes, and it’s free, 
be sure to write today and ask for 
your copy. 

The Philipsborn Catalog is 

ut you postpaid, 
r problems in motherhood to 

Mothers, 

Street, Pheabelphaa. Pa 
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all-wool ser 
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Here are some se the 
10,000 Bargains 
Ladies’ Coats $1.98 t0 $29.98 

149 to 44.95 
es 9 te 
Ready-Made Suits 5: bs to Bath $2 

esi tititt 
Auneansa: 

Jon 
burn’s to give their di 
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BRUSHES 
| CONTINUED FROM PAGE Si 
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‘1 smell it to 

he was ont with 
's mother 

+ why the air 

sitting i 
Ev 

It grow and grew.” Gr 
It filled the 

CWE le du oe admire 
the beauty of your 
silverware the stamp 
1847 ROGERS BROS. 

on spoons, forks knives, ele. 
assures you of its qualily 

Every piece backed by 
an unqualified guar- 

weakly 

TP MASN'T nothin at all, cried Benny 
with eves 

washed it,” Benny dock 

pet." salil ( 
ing aod lawehi 
see what FL was, antee made possible 

by the actual test 
of over 65 year 

Sold by loading Dealer 
Sera for illustrated: Catalase F-28* 

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO, 
Suwcenscr hs Meriden. Britecranica Qo. 

MERIDEN, CONN. 
NEW YORK, GAN FRANCISCO CHICAGO HAMILTON, CANADA 

‘Che Werket’s Lar of Sterling Silver and. Plate. 
“Sill prepa omeprr ot Pana . 

wn upon Benny like « 
“1M wash bi be w malignant fary 

teered. 
There rose 

all tbe bs 
maTucbic Exposition. 

A table by day 
| —a bed by night 

as though in 

in the fish were 
He grasped bie 

“DM get 

ds of mu 

Weite for Free Beaklet 
Went ve 

UNITED. TAMLE: BED company, 336 Movras $t-CHICAGO 
—————— 

GORGEOUS PILLOW 

GIVEN! 
Like Bran? a gd 

You need it, as you know. It is 
the inner cleanser — Nature's laxa- 
tive. But in most forms few folks 
tke it. 

Pettijohn’s is rich in bran, yet 
everybody likes it. It's a moming 
dainty made of soft wheat flaked. 
Its flavor is rich. You never tasted 
a finer wheat food, Yet there is 
in it 25 per cent of bran to bring 
bran's good effects. 

Try bran in this form and you'll 
never go without it. 

‘etal yea receive wath seer 
‘Ail cent postpaid for Band seu’ Sasier’s moves Wetes Pefunded af von ort mew detighied 

Letions 
Pecncallehored tera ‘and then it was that 

wound, He said 
ure green, not to k ders 

both eyes ‘round ta vies with rich Ovlental boatey, Weite 
ling 30¢ in stampe and dealer's name. sn"t born 

aly reek We'll then ask af thele be 
to supply it, Address The 
Company, Chicago. ( | 205-9 W. Adame St., Chicago CONCLUDED ON PAGE 55 
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HERE is no 
prestige sur- 
rounding for- 
eign-made china 
after you have 
seen Syracuse 
China. ‘It is the 
American 
chinaware that 
adds durabil- 

ity —long service —to the beauty 
of fine china. It owes this dura- 
bility to its hard, tough body— 
“vitrified” all through—which is 
shown by its translucency and noo- 
absorption of grease, dirt and germs. 

SYRACUSE 
CHINA 

has that enduring beauty that makes 
you like it better with every yeat 
of use. Its artistic patterns 4 
graceful lines lend simple elegance 
to any table, 

Besides the many distinctive 
Syracuse pattems, we make a spe 
cialty of monogram china—china 
decorated with your own monogram. 
Write far our libsatrated Book on Chins and (ht 

name of your nearest desler 
ONONDAGA POTTERY CO. 

Dept. C Syracuse, N:¥- 

Tobie 
this Pe 

eta UE nar err 

Sheets ana Pillow Cases 

HE “Utica” label is # 
pledge of quality—® 

passport to the best homes 
—a surety of longest wear 
and biggest money value in 
sheets and pillow cases. 
Our" Mohawk" Brand isa good sbect, 
hot quite so heavy as "Utica 

A Sold by dry goods stores ecerguehere 

Get this book on home decoration 
Write today for “The House Outeide 
Inside." It is full of good peactical Ides 
painting and decorating the home 
and out. There are eighteen color aten 
besutiful house exteriors and interioe® 
& yeneral description of the type of I 
room pictured and specific information i 
how the painting and decorating 7 

, Send for this book and vin 2 me 
It's Free fom. firoehere High 3 angard renames, dealer for paints, varnishes, 
stains thar bring Dest resutte. Ask his name 
‘if you don't know 
THE LOWE Brothers COMPANY 

483 E. Thied Str 
Boston Jersey ity, 1 Daye: Samant ‘Chleag 

‘Lowe Brothers, Lid., Torento, Cansd® 



A Distinctive Upright 
The tasteful piano shown above is 

aoe of our latest (Style 803). Just a 
‘ouch of artistic hand carving and prace- 
ful Panelling relieve the design and dis- 
‘inguish it from the monotony of many 
Perent- day pianos. Originated as a 
Pecial style for our Boston wareroom 

‘rade, it has met with wide appreciation 

Ivers & Pond 
PIANOS 

are built in but one grade — she bert, 
N our complete line of grands, play- 

sane uprights is surely a piano to meet 
aks ideal. Over 400 Leading Educa- 
‘onal Institutions and nearly 60,000 
Merican homes now usethe /uersie Pana, 

i Jur catalogue should be in the hands 
Cvery intending buyer. Write for it. 

How to Buy 
irherever in the United Stains no dealer valle 

we thin [VERS & POND pianos from the 
mn approval, The piano must please 

lroad freights 
inexchange. AV 

Fill Ost ond Send This Coupon to | 

IVERS & POND PIANO CO. | 
117 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass. 

Please mei! me your nex calslyve and colaable 
| Inferreation ts buyers 

More Than 

on =) NATOW is the time to 
N chuasion . is 

tyignme? den designs. 
vour selec- we your selec 

tion —choose 

GAUMER 
Guaranteed 

Lighting Fixtures 
e@ famous fortheis honest 

construction and & 
tiful, permanen h. 
Examine Gamer Fix 

tisres side by side with 

‘ug fully protect 
Look for it at your de 

; stp chilespeoat 
f Siete, | 

(e $ BIRREE CAUMER CO. 
—.. Poliadelphin eae a 

“tet, New Thought? 
IT'S A WAY OF ACTING 

that brings success, 
IT'S A WAY OF LIVING 

that brings health, 
IT'S A WAY OF THINKING 

that brings love, light 
and joy into your life. 

IT’S A WAY OF WISDOM 
4 that results in domes- 

AM sichappinessandfine 
children. 

tra Wheeler Wilox Knows 

rling Maxaslne <k 
5. 

‘our old fix. | 

Sri 4 Seore a e the bosikien, "How ‘ee 
Mb 'Towne ‘Company. Dest 879, 
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ulate Charles. 
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the only little, lonely piece te 
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—for its cooling relief 
to sunburned skins 

—for its absorbent ac- 
tion that removes hot 
weather stickiness, re- 
freshes after exercise 
and makes dressing 
comfortable 

—for its judicious 
amount of boric acid 
and other sanative and 
soothing ingredients 

—for its wide choice of 
perfumes, meeting 
every personal pref- 
erence. 

These are some of the 
many reasons why they 
all resort to Colgate’s 
Tale. 

Sold everywhere —or a / 
dainty trial box (any | 
perfume shown below) / 
sent on receipt of Fe 
in stamps. / 

Cashmere Bouquet / 

Baby Tale 
Dactylis —_ 

Tinted 
Monad Vidlet 
La France Rose 

and Unscented 

DALAL 

COLGATE & CO. 
Dept. H 

Makers 
199 Fulton Street 

f Cariwers Kowgaet Soup —lnanrions 

TALC POWDER 

New York 
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What 
Mothers 
Buy 

—A Million Children 
Wear It 

For 21 years the Rubens Shirt has been the 
largest selling infants’ and children’s shirt on the 
market, 

It is made without buttons, is twofold over the 
chest and stomach, slips on and off like a coat, and 
is adjustable to fit. 

A million children today have this ideal protec- 
tion—their mothers this convenience. 

Why not try it for your little ones? See it and 
then decide. 

A Complete Line of American 
Crochet and Embroidery Cottons. 
Art Needleworker 
cot BUCILE 

supplied for 
needlework —Crochet, Tatting, Kn 

ov Rubens Shirts and be sure that the 
ars on the front. D slec 

imitations on a garment sv important 
Sizes for any age from & Made in 

wool and silk. Also in mer 
in silk and wool. Prices run fro 

e owtfits, 
Send 10c for the 

BUCILLA Blue Book, Vol. 2 

BERNHARD ULMANN CO,, Inc. At dry goods es, or sold di 
107 Grand Street, New York can't supply, Ask us for pictures, 

RUBENS & MARBLE, Inc., 20 N. Market St, Chicago 

_ Rubens Shirts inkonts fer 

This 50c Mustard Jar 

Only 35c 
Seactel etveductory Sho 

prevents all odors 

of perspiration 

A touch of this snow-white 

cream keeps body and clothing 

fresh and sweet from bath 

bath. 

‘Mum’ is a great all-the 

year-round comfort —especially Kiseki 
PEE 

to women, 

28¢ at sine out of ten drug and department-sboeet 

“MUM" MEG CO 1106 Chestnut St Philadelpbit 

M.W.SCHLOSS tt 
MFG. CO. 

252 W. 20h St 
N.Y. City 
Tismas £ Co 



Full Skirts Mean 
Petticoats | 

Petticoats now are abso |} 
Utely indispensable if you 
Want your new full skirts 
to ft right and drape prettily. Al- 
Ways in anticipation of your needs, | 

are onee more in nion’s van in a 
ft variety of tone elfects 

Herod st desirable fab beauty and adaptability are a ighcompli- | Ment to the skill of American weavers”? 
Sold ay all good shops, Also in patent | 

Heacivertinnees Tate in alve at linlag everners—3 
White for the new Peniccar Hook: 

L A. G. HYDE & SONS 
361 Broadway New York 

C) Makers of [ltydegrade ) Woares |] 

You Can Tes | | 
at shad teeth with satisfaction 

if you clean them with 

= 
The OXYGEN Tooth Powder 

Oxygen ts nature's great 
Purifier. That's why CALOX 

prevents dental trou- 
bles by removing the 
cause of tooth decay. 

All Druggists, 25c. 
Sample and Bovblet Bree if you 

mention your Druggist. - 

| McKESSON & ROBBINS 
91 Fulton St. New York Ee 

°° MATERNITY z= = 
Wat he be have otyiay maternity: 

rot fice we 
“ECONOMY Mec CO <1 W Uraabea Noe Fok 

Fireless Cooker 
30 Days—FREE 

every r 
Mf you are not sat 
delighted I will retu: 

beable recipe. 
William Campbell Co, 

Dept. 13, Detroit, Mich. 

THE STAR IN THE 
COUNTRY SKY 

con’ D FROM PAGE $6) 

"TE want to go 
reed 

avels fast, and 
to bave Jame 

dusk, He 
t af the 

he seat under the 
7 favorit 

on with 

» you guess What it wa wo. C 
* Possibly 

eT was pretty 

possible thing 
mack: ~ 
“But that makes » 

don"t know why 
, for your Lathe: 

it it could 
urs FOU 

t? 
ly want me to go, George?” 

scanning hee face through the 

ish thing enough if I 

then he sai 
ot & berth 

hat sails in two weeks Jeannette 
o delay, the travel is 50 beavy 1 ( 

at first 
“Never mind, yo 

andalltbemore. It’sa, 
carry out the 
than I, for 
college. 

1 this spirit throughout the 
, in spite af bis evident efort 

ywledge that she would feel 
meat the more for his going. 

wer to say good-by found 
in the pet pirits; and 

she gave him such a fftendly send-off thet be 
went away marveling in his heart at the ways 
if young women and the ways of Georgiana 
Warne in particular, 

CONTINUED IN THE OCTOBER JOURNAL 

ore no 
PAL 

Another Triumph for 
“The Ham What Am”? 

Stockinet Cove 

A new, exclusive feature of 

ring 

armours 
Star Ham 

HEham issmoked 

in the Stockinet. 
Thus it retains all 

the rich juices; we con- 
serve and intensify all the 

fine flavor imparted by 
the famous Armour cure. 

The Stockinet Covering 
keeps the ham moist, 

prtre leaf fat 
lard; 

Jarther; hence tk 

juicy, firm, shapely— 
absolutely clean. The 
sanitary feature appeals to 
every housewife, 

The ham that offers you 
aff these advantages is 
Armour’s Star—‘*The 
Ham What Am.”" Ask 
your dealer for Star, with 
the Stockinet Covering. 

makes richer 
richer lard goes 

he economy of 

“Simon Pure” Leaf Lard 
In air-tight pails only. 

< ARMOUR +> 

Buy it from your dealer. 

COMPANY 

5? 



Fhe? ads fite Laid 

STATES ALLL LMC LLL LLL SULLA LLL Co 

fae A Clean Tooth 
Never Decays” 

k for the 
name. 

ways sold in the 

Be sure t 
Pro-phy-la 
It is a 
vellow box, Before you buy 

another can of talcum, 
ask yourself this: 

FLORENCE MFG. CO. 
110 Pine St., Florence, Mass. 

r babies than any 

iN 

aw 
The tooth 

ihe ae really i iisaeeesbeie mERNNENS cleans between SB ie ceo ci ? See | A raccun, ay = TALCUM 

xion is entitled 
dinary Wash 

yur skin healthy 

TOR CuILDAEE, wom! 

Lenionfeather 
21West J34°St New Yor! 

YITTING CO. 
COHOES, N. ¥ 

Reduce Your Flesh 

Jeanne Wolt 
Robber Garmen™ 

and Women 

Suspender Waists 
For Boys and Girls 

der 

HARRIS SUSPENDER CO., Dept. C 
694 Broadway at 4th Street, New York 
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See an vee 
—— oS Se 
THE TWENTY-FOUR gy UE looks nice- 

willit fit?” 

A Bright, 
Friendly Light 

o ilhuminate that “dark 
aeaspackel” est ota 

stastly—down - 8p 
here, under any Authoritative 

Corset Styles 

Flashlights 
are bacdy, safe, depecdable electric lights 
that cas he kept on the bureau, under your 
pillow or in your traveling bag and con- 
veniently carried about the house; always 
teady to give you a beight light at the touch 
of your finger 

Warner’s 
Style 

Accuracy 
A famous Fifth Avenue 
tailor was in despair. He 
had designed a coat along the 
lines for Autumn, but he could 
not seem to make it fit his 
mannequin. 

They can’t blow out, blow up, start 
furs of buen you. No wires—no mat 

hey are complete electric ligl 
many hardome, convenient styles: house 

lights, quest candles, 
pocket lights. or tub 
lar shapes for hom 
camp, moter boal, 
avtomobile, 

At that reubesu 
When Gabriel i 

tneal or howly in 
dealer to skuw you the ‘ Our corset designer offered her che chet, son Be Average Figure r corset designer offered 

$e apy shes sper services. She fitted a new corset 
abiape. to the model, and the coat was tried 

again. The tailor clapped his 
hands—“It is perfect!” trabed) Nickel Ho 

Lame, Price $2.00, 
"Large Mam 

wfactarers of 
Flashlights i the 
World 

If you want a fashionable ready-to- 
wear suit, or your dressmaker to make 
you a gown, your former style will not 
serve—you will need a new corset for 
the Autumn. Do not ask for one like 
the one you had before, but after Sep- 
tember seventh go to any leading store 
and ask to see the new models of 

Warners kustT roof Cersets 
After their appearance there is no style 
uncertainty—their style is authoritativ 
regardless of the price you pay, Each 
model is designed for a certain igure— 
no one design will fit all rype 
when you have obtained the Warner’s 
Rust-Proof Corset for your individual 
requirements, your figure at once 

comfortably assumes the fashio: 
lines so necessary. Best of a 
Warner's will aly i 
it will not rust, break or tear. 

NEVER READY WORKS | 
df Notional Carbon Co. 

Lom bland Cty 
New York 

ust one of 
Md give him 

t 

Trade Mark Weg. Ue. Pat, Ol 

Under- muslins 

y 

Everything double except the price Bove on fight 

Severie comblocierae, Double Boning— Double Interdining 
wumuebee The thinness of one—the strength of tos 
D, E. SICHER & COMPANY 
Weeds Largest Makers of Every Pair 

HN Mune Unuerweur, sole : + s Fe 
{USSD ceased 1872 New York ne wena i Bil cam Guaranteed 

an Ta they walker thes 
Warner's Brassiéres are quite 
as necessary in shaping the 
figure this season as last, and 
are as pronounced in style 
and strong in value as 
Warner's Corsets. 
Wear them to- F: is + r all Figure 

Senter Fear gether—the fig- 1 graceful linea 
A light. flexible, i “ths cosnfortable pravefl corset. ure lines will upper 

be correct. 

shriek: “Why, 

COLUMBI Al Soha 
| MERCcERIZED 

CROCHET 
cotton noted for its lasting lustre, 

and dural Made by the | 
makersof the famous: tha 

YaTrrers Warners 
At Sea With ’Em fust-Proof Corsets Brassieres 

HAT is where you will find oo Pell 50¢ to $4.99 
| George Fitch in the next —th $129 to BS. $ 

October—JOURNAL, While on la 
he could have run away from them, 

board there was abso. x 
ance. Imagine your Corset Style for Autumn and Winter 

u're 2 man— personally ‘The bust must be of medium height, but full enough to give 
responsible for two dozen girls in freedom to the diaphragm, Skirts are slightly shorter, but 
the mid-Atlantic. That was his snug and shaped. The natural curve of the waist must be 
job—and he filled it. delineated at the sides, but a straight front and a 

flat back are still in fashion. 

cots Colsmbia Mania 

artches a Yo wake them, at dealers oe Syn 

wits Teineriie’” 
STATIOBERY OS. 935-0 Babe St aes = 4 
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| My Corns 
Were Ended This Way 

Countless women have 
other women about Blue-jay 
ters. Now am 
are ended in this scientific way, 1 

Women who know Blue-jay 
do not suffer coms. When one 

ta Blue-jay pl 
That cade the peak. Genes 

in 48 hours the corm is gone 

friends. Half of them have prob- 
HAVE You a LirtLe oes t me Jook lik 2 ably ended corns with Blue-jay. UR HOME f Solana doe ; If 

ye 
sa 

still doubt it, ask us for 
Try them on coms of 

your own. 

Don't coddle corns. Don't 
pare and keep them. Don’t use 

ae seryag Fie Meng or " ’ old-time treatmen A famous 

| Al sired sq chemist has made coms utterly un- 
ot < cole necessary. That sort of torture is 

a thing of the past, 

Fairy Soap is carefully made by expert 
soapmakers who produce. a true soap 
from the choicest materials. Each cake =" nee hi Me Blue-jay 

2 i Ends Corns is wr ee in tissue and placed in an iy she del» haa 
individual box, so that it is kept clean ae raaak:: eRe a | 
and pure as we make it. The price is a3 poate 
only five cents. 

FAIRBANK 2earawy] Bei ler ewes seomminetstcome: | Ts Bid rage and Na Tok 
et acte | lakers of Physicians’ Supplies 

“Have You a Little Fairy in Your Home?” | ne Bes | 

$200.00 Not Enough 
For This Girl 

YOU CAN BE A NURSE 2? Materuity Gowas and Stouts 

MRS, GRACE MINOR 
Dept_A 15) Main Bhroet Bufals. WY 

Heres the Most 
Popular Selection 
—witha wonderful record 

MISS CATHERINE CRAYTON 
of North Carolins 

She writes: It is fun to be busy again 
with my pleasant, outdoor work 
Eave a growing pride both in my pablo 
cations and in my ability to sell thems. 

“Put Your Sweeping 
Reliance in a 

POLISH sansa deen 
fairly waltzes through ie $200.00 Jast summer, 

ver $400.00 

eld inwhich 
money- 

ith men. 

WIZARD Mop 
The hit of the season is our r e 

: Bissell Carpet Sweeper Co. 
Biggest value in mopdom. Sells on Dept. 44 
sight! Other WIZARD Las 
Mops at 75¢, $1.00, 
+ 25. WIZARD 

Independent Income.’ 
ler | 

Wizard Products 
Inc. 

1470 Wost 37th Street 
2) Chicago, tL 

Agency Division, Box 963 

THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY 
Independence Square Philadelphia 

irritated. “Wel 
working all day on 3 

IN PAGE 63 



Maternity Model 
No. $40-—$3.00 

Oe of the namersue 

Ferris 
Good Sense Corset 

Waists | 
are chasen hw thinking women the coun | 
ty over. The 
nv the natural 

the body, "They lend 
mm yproved styles nf cows 
ive a freedom and grace of snetion un 
known without them. 
Sold by Leuding 
Merchants 

you're fat. 
Tt was fu 

dried ber tear 

Write for 
Ferris 

Catalogue 
howing 100 
wodtels for all 

ages. Choose What Are 
They Saying? 

tyle you 
want. If your 
merchant anna ap 
ply you, send L —_ eee Your grace it! || lhe young ladies in the 

‘ picture are talking about 
this silver. What are they 

mite 
La FERRIS BROS, CO, 48-$3 E, 2H St. New York 

saying? 
The jeweler in your town 

who displays this picture in his 
window offers 

“Did You Erer See See 
Amore sensible garter? 

a prize chest of 

Alvin 
Silver 

for the most clever 
answer in 50 words 
or less to this question, 
‘What are these girls 

saying?" 
‘A. M. WILSON CO. 

Pa 101 Main St,  Chersker, laws 

Cake Secrets 
36-Page Book 
W rite! It 

Some one in your town will win one af these ches 

Why not you? 
If you are sute there ix no Alvin Jeweler in your town, send your ansywe 

giving name of your jeweler. Contest clases Oct, 30,1915 

2 stamps 

SWANS DOWN zoe CAKE FLOUR 
dition to this priee gives hy your jewelet, we uffer 4 

GRAND PRIZE CHEST 

a 

brise chest your jeweler 
ve You con ttm i 

‘oun 
LEMEART wow ‘Tvangrile, Ind. UH A 

= Educate Your Child 
In Your Own Home 

Under the ilirretion of 
CALVERT SCHOOL, Inc, on by this tin 

have hurt my— 
? You don’t © 

Ane Betty Bell was 
It was toda ory 10 West Chase St., Baltimore, Ma “gi 

M MILLYER, AX clarvard!, Meaenaster. i 
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pure, as hygienic 
n scented, but with a keen fiver 

«own 

PEBECO 
TOOTH PAST 

Send for Free Ten-day Trial Tube 
end Acid Test Papers 

Folder About This 
Wonderful Cabinet 

x 54 

HEATS INSTANTLY 
when 5 Wi’ Autumn | 

~ Appetites 
43, tracin 

Seamless, Steel,Sanitary} 

Kitchen Cabinet 
nd fran about 

hig 
Bend 

QRORGE 4 WOAMI & co 

ip the name of a mew 
teady - made certain of 
beautifel design and of You would 

hardly dream 
that the mat! even ehihtn 
herown hou and sew 

Have violets every day! iE sah fsos 

patterns of Lacedge cur- 
tains, rend us hi 
and we will vend 

from which you cam select 
wach curtains as you de- | 
tire for purchase either | 
through him or some other 
dealer im your immediate 
vicinity. 
PATCHOGUE MFG. CO. 
1115-1117 Broadway 

New York 

Behind the Screen 

EELE is going t 

NAL 
really big "n Aacsey 

THE CURTIS PUBL! 
Philadelphi 



‘\ =6Children 
Ny (boys or girls) 

need not 
take cold 

or get any of those dis- 
eases that come from 

getting overheated and 

cooling off too quic 

You can’t be with them 
all the time and be sure 

of their safety. 

But you can give 
them 

Duofold 
Underwear 

and they'll be warm and comfortable 
wherever they are. 

Duofold is different from any other 
Underwear, [t is two fabrics stitched 
together. The cotton next to the skin is 
soft and comfortable and absorbs per- 
*piration. The wool, outside, keeps out 
the cold, The air space between gives 
Sridual ventilation. Indoors ar outdoors 
Your children are always warm, safe and 
Comfortable. 

Get Duofold for the whole family, 
Write us for Free Sample of Duofold 
abric, Book on Proper Underwear for 

Children, ane the name of a Duofold 

Ducfold Health Underw 
50 Elieabiesh Street 

This js but one of the many kinds of Ritanbee 

CE Send for vur interesting Doll Hix- 
ry and Mustrated Catalague FREE 
FLEISCHAKER & BAUM 

45 East 17th St... New York 
jcturers of LSawbee Geovanseed Dols 

and have a charm- 
ing complexion, the 
surest way is the 

U 

CREME ELCAYA 
AMD BE COMPLIME ~ 

MAS RVERTHERE seo OC FOR WalSity TIAL wee 
f JAMES C, CRANE, SOLE AGENT 
08 N. FULTON BT, NEW YORK, N.Y. 

EFFANBEE CHARACTER DOLLS 

AGENTS fansetsae : Reve ores Sex pine Pec sui aon Wraseslatnesen ween face Sass rom Ureermireoernn meme 
Iresee: precy OW ants ten theca: Ne fas au eer Soo ee ee 
— 1D MELEE, Dept. 2008, Grand Rapid, Miah. 

SEND Us six oF your KopaK NEGATIVES 2 any vie, wn fitcnad 195) 0° rine ome picture from each wegative for Fein toe Mit, ening) Ue wil develop aay atee roll ot 2 [gt film pack) nost funnest u toes) of se pein 
Bead coly the seg 

Hoasare Crcue Company, Reazcke, Virginia. 

3 19 moeteed ey 
“wre Sitmtica thief 

Raches! 173, $3c. Porpait. 109 be Ente! Cutting SP Crrea$1 Wastes aamapeeand carract 
> forms. Tepal Regsnvizg Co, ai4-A Walsat Bt, Phen. Pa. 

‘Home-Making, the New Profession” fea 
Seog 0, {0 hasdbock—it's FREE. Hemynstaty Demesie thecl ty Eettoeu>abing. teaching a2d well-paid seat Mebeal st ieee Tecssting ii Wes Ber eases, Be 

WHEN SHE BECAME 
A TEACHER 
CONTINUEN FROM PAGE 29: 

ourselves. It matters not that she has spent 
years in special training at her task and that we 
have spent none: that she has handled bun 
Greds of children and that we know ove or two 
still, the average mother is morally certain that 
she knows more about harudling her child tn the 
classroom of out of it than any teacher. 

Perhaps it f because the t is poor. 
According to 4 nathonal 
takea by the Division 

$513, 21 
state rents its convis 
more than $400 
school teachers a little more than $300. These 
figures are reduced by the small salary of the 
rural teacher with the short term; the average 

be between 
hundred dollars a year. 
anpodotes in a normal college is 
mother w her daugh- 

ter to the school. strong and 
can't stand muc 0, because 
of the long vacation and short workitu: hours, 
we decided to make her a teacher.” 
er frail daughter found, as she progressed, 

that the short hours and long vacatsons are de: 
signed for the children, not for the teachers 

pool epens at nine, but teachers are expected 
to be n the building at cight-thirty, School 
closes at twelve, but th 
class well out of ‘the bi 

acher must see ber 
ding and be on duty in 

time to see them in re the afternoon 
session. School closes at half past three of 
four, and then comes the time for plasning 
next day's work, for the marking of 

ut of many 
consultations with super 
aerable meetings, 

reports, 
cers, the ine 

N CITIES there is a, meeting once a week of 
I the teachers in the schoal, the meeting 

nce a week of the teachers of the same gradi 
in the school, the meeting once a month of 
Mothers’ Club or Parent-T 
the meeting of the Teachers’ Association, spe 
cil meetings with superintendent 

hers’ castes in subjects lately 
huisn, all necessary 

her up-to-date. ' Even the ¢ 
keep the 

try teacher = | 
takes correspondence courses and attents 
county and townshig meetings, The frail 
daughter, like many others, found occupation 
for her vacations. She found that she neesde 
more informal “keep up" with the in- 

sing deman 

teachers, at Chautauqu: 
summer schools and college 

All of these open promptly after the closing 
of the graded schools, They are arranged for 
the vacation time of teachers and are in reality 
teachers’ courses, planned to help them to 
“keep up” og to advance them in the ranks. 
For the ambitious teacher such study has no 
end. If a woman bas push and exceptional 
abitity and is willing both to work and to study 
hard, she may go ahead of the male associat 
who is one-third a¢ well Stted to do the work 
asthe. If she is merely a good teacher with 
executive ability to conduct a campaign in her 
own behalf she will probably go on unnoticed. 
Men form a little over ono-fifth of the teaching 
force, but mes occupy the great majority 
the preferred positions; and men generally 
receive higher salaries for the same work. 

Almost sixty per cent., i is reckoned, of the 
nmarried teachers in the country have fam 

thrust upon them, dependent or partially 
dependent upon them for support—so large a 
percentage that it looks almost like an eco: 
nomic reason for & higher wage in itself, It is 
this that sends the teacher into supplementary 
employment during vacation time, either in 
work outside the profession or in the summer 
schools, school gardens and playgrounds, It is 

that sends her into the evesing schools to 
teach again after teaching through the day. It 
is partly the reason why, of the six hundred 
thousand, only a small percentage marry. 
Only partly the reason, for the other part can- 
cerns the work itself, In no other field of fem- 
inine endeavor are oppurtantties for marriage 
+0 lisnlted. 

summer cany 

"A PROFESSION with few te 
2) duties,” said ome gray-haired wor bo 
had grown old in the service. “ But if I had it to 
do over I would do it again. I like te teach.” 

For such as she there is a reward not recorded 
in the books of the superintendent nor in the 
paymaster's office. It comes in odd ways, in 
an unexpected visit to the classroom of a mat 
fully grown who says frankly to her: 

“Don't you remember? I'm Willy Green. 
T bothered you years ago, I have never 
gotten you, You taught me how to th 

1k comes again in the visit of some grateful 
parent, aod in lesser ways—in a pretzel thrust 
into her hand, an orange left upon her desk 
Aad when promotion day comes and the great 
news of the advance to another grade is given 
out, there is protest; “I don’t want to be 
“commoted,’ teacher. Teacher, I don't 
wanna go into the next grade.” “Teacher, I 
want to stay with you.” 

lcar-stained faces she gaz 
. Then, with the mother 

beart within ber bursting with the longing that 
never be satisfied save through the chil 

dren of others, she stretches her arms wide and 
Rathers them In, Forgotten is the strain of 
the months past, the course of study, the tire 
some program and the superintendent's frown. 
‘Of little matter does it seem that her shoes are 
shabby and her frock warn. Deep within her 
heart there is but gladness, 

"Teacher, E want to st 

rdsand many 

with you,” 

are served morning, noon and night 

erackers. 

and better for boy 

being shot from guns. 

Every 

*toasted almond flavor. 

You think of such dainties as rariti 

knows. 

Puffed Grain 
Is a Bonbon 

Think of Having Them 
Served by the Bowlful 

Try tasting one grain of Puffed Wheat by itself, Or Puffed 

Rice. It's like a confection—a flaky, fascinating tit-bit with a 

in a dozen way 

And they form the greatest whole-grain foods which anyboxly 

But Puffed Grains 

foods, 

The Bedtime Bowl 
These are more than morning cerea 

Millions of bowls are served in milk instead of bread or 

flimsy, four times as porous as bread, 

This is the favorite bedtime dish. 

exploded by steam so it easily digests. 

before in a cereal. 

They form toasted whole-grain bubbles, crisp and 

Here every food cell is 

That was never done 

Playtime Tit-Bits 
Boys carry Puffed Grains at play, They are better to taste, 

because they are porous. 

than most between-meal goodies. Girls 

use them in candy making. They are better than aut meats 

Think of serving such dainties, plus cream and sugar, to 

without them? 

Puffed Rice, 
Puffed Wheat, 12c 

15c 
Except in Extreme West 

start the morning meal. Why do homes with children ever go 

These grains are puffed by Prof, Anderson's process—by 

which turns all the moisture to steam, 

ploded. Every separate food cell is blasted to pieces, Thus the 

whole grain—every element of it—is fitted for eas 

In every way these are ideal foods. 

The Quaker Oats @mpany 
Sole Makers 

(988) 

First they are toasted in a fearful heat 

Then the steam is ex- 

y digestion. 

No other process known can break up all these food cells, 



The Ladies’ Home Journal for September, (015 

Both are 
Mischa Elman 

The Victor Record by Elman is just 
as truly Ielman as Elman himself. 

His mastery of the violin, combined 
with his wonderful individual charac- 
teristics, make Mischa Elman’s playing 
a thing of beauty. 

And on the Victrola it is a joy for- 
ever—it is Mischa [Iman true to life, 
just as though he were ever present in 
your home. 

The proof is in the hearing. Any Victor dealer in 
any city in the world will gladly play for you any of the 
thirty-eight Elman records, or Victor Records by any 

other of the world’s greatest artists. 
There are Victors and Victrolas 

in great variety of styles from 
$10 to $250. 

Victor Talking Machine Co. 

Camden, N. J., U.S. A. 
M 

4 - 
“. * ” Always use Victor Machines with Victor Records and Victor Needles — 
HIS MASTERS VOICE the combination, There is no other way to get the unequaled Victor tone. 

New Victor Records demonstrated at all dealers’ on the 28th of each month 



THE LADIES’ HOME JOURNAL'S FASHION 

FOR EARLY AUTUMN 

Introducing MR. HENRY THOMAS FARRAR as FASHION EDITOR 

of THE LADIES’ HOME JOURNAL 

RRAR has practically devoted his life to the study and de: a of his close kr 
omen's clothes, For the last fifteen years he has been at the head the Hollande 

venue store of Messrs. L. P. Hollander & Co., in New York. The knowledge + needs of wo 
has thus acquired of the New York trade, of the Western trade through 2 lar, 

le, and of the Southern trade through the traveling exhi 
States, all of which have been under his personal management, as well as 

chiki cet i dd 3 

eee 

Pan em 

bee 

‘silly thy habit ax thy purse con buy 
ut sot express'd in fancy, rick, mot eowdy 

Por the apparel off proclatmes the mam.” 

of For dinner, thet informal evening enter 
ies = tainments one will ¢ in selecting No. 9076, 

1 this gown is developed in chiffon, a beautiful 
in a harmonizing shade of purple except for 
and the sim 

An exquisite silk was chosen for O42: 
Huster, with mi hunches of white 

green leavesand ye 
judged by the san ¢ 

id fortunate is he ¢ carry out thi 
f enough to present a trimming were of g 

a small dress income. . with folds of ta 
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large armhote sleeves an 
skirt in three piece 
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with a two-piece double skirt is a three 
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Ii there is anything mo 
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the practical ane 
«da proper adherence 

mode, Tn this ave yen's activities milady has less 
time for shopping and fitting, owing to the claims upon he made hy club and league and = for mental and physics 
@dvancement, and ['m sure she welcomes suggestions {o 
“Mart, good-taste clothes. Would she have ber efforts 
Feit dupes with success she must be dre 

for to attract and please by per 
as ever been the 

well you want to know about these 

¢ topped by a 
hnishes the bodice being 

r f blue * 

4 : Ly per 

; if 

tern Company, 114 and 116 
Howe Journal, 

at appearance is 
It 4 important to her success as 

46 the outward sign of her Ment, the identifi 
able good-taste fat 

» shopping or club 
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her attainments. 
smurt, rather ultra alter- 

outhful won 
the skirt, which 

ree-piece lar lower section being 
¢ yoke gathered at the 

provides for 0 
tithis mode litiore conservative 

¢ dress is developed in a 

amouns af maferisl for 
had by y ateling 
, New Fork Cliy; 017 
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Mi y ze, ta The Ladies” Home J Mission Street, Sam Froncirco. Celifornia; 1013 Washington Avenue, St. Lowis 
rue, Autumn muvber of the Home Book of Buskions ir on sole of etery brane th Avenne, New Fork City, for thirty-thrce cents (this includes postage), The buok contains ¢ coupon 
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cent pattern iustraied in il or in The Lad 
es far trent y-60 

may be sed fos 



THE WHITE 
H NAPHTHA SOA 

TERACAMELE — CONCINNA 

OOK for some 
startling feats 

from 

Panvd G-The White 
Naphtha Soap 
You can expect it to wash 
clothes clean without hard 
rubbing and boiling. 

—to work better in cold or 
lukewarm water than other 
soaps in steaming suds. 

—to lather freely in hard 
water as in soft. 

—to cleanse the most soiled 
garments without injury to 
the fabric. 

—to lessen the effort ordi- 
narily required for any kind 
of general cleaning. 

Expect all these things 
and more. P. 480 G.—The 
White Naphtha Soap wil! 
not disappoint you. It 
really does much more than 
ordinary soaps because it 
is better soap, because it is 
naphtha soap, and because 
it is white soap. 

Napa 
in the Blue 

Wrapper 

8 The Ladies’ Home Journal for September, 191 

WHAT the KIDDIES will WEAR for 

PARTY and for SCHOOL 

age 

match one 
t spell sweet 9040, Finest 

No, 9038 come in 
4, 10 and 

man’s party suit 
of white Ind 

‘The trousers are of v 

i] 



With CALCULATION, the REMODELED one-piece DRESS 

of LAST YEAR can be MADE both USEFUL and FETCHING 

UST about sow any number of last year’s cloth dresses, 
relegated to cedar chests and moth balls, are being 
dragged into the light of day once more. “Hopeless, 

‘bsolutely hopeless!" sighs she of the modest purse and 
“eenonical inclination 

De Ho, Ima “ompromising 
pict she consciously, of unconsciously perhaps. pl 
ight into your hands when she put b mp of appee 
ee styles requiring combinations of fabrics and colars. 
ring out that narrow-skirted blue taffeta dress and the 

Sigs one to which you clung so tenaciously list winter. The 
las not split and there's scarcely a sign of wear in the 

Dame Fashion may 

course your sitk needs freshening up a bit, and this you 
y do by brushing carefully with a piece of velvet, and 

Pressing under clean tissue paper with a warm iron, Brush 
ever so lightly with a dampened cloth before pressing 

wall the wrinkles, Serge w me up bright and 
Siting, with all the “sl ‘and spots removed, after an Phlution in soap bark. Naw, with the help of your sewing 
eet find ten deft fingers, such a transformation will take 
Phice as will yladden your heart 
yout! ou fancy a more charming design for remodeling 
Aout frock than No. 9048? You surely must have a erépe 
Wha pine oF crépe meteor laid away with a too-narrow skirt 
donee be used to separate the top of the serge or broad 

imono blouse widely from the bottom of the skirt. Let 
« contrast be made by texture rather than color, if you 

ould avoid the “made-over" look, and scallop with the 
Tht: with silk pipings and flat bone buttons overlapping 
kab edges, which should be invisibly snapped or hooked 
incerneath, 

Ast year's narrow skirt of satin or of silk may be con 
ited into a dainty little blouse ta wear with your ne 

i ee fut or with the skirt illustrated. Here's the way to 
Select a pattern such as Nos. 9044-9046, The yoke will 

AT TERNS (including Guide-Chuct) cam be supplied for Altcen cents cach, post-Sece, No. 9048 comes in 
in oft J0Ur sizes: £4, 16, 18 amd 20 years; amd No. 9050 in six x 

cut from the smaller pieces; and the sleeves are not full 
length, so you should be able to cut them easily, The inset 
cuffs and collar may be of sheer organdie, fine batiste or 
lawn. 

The three-piece skirt (No, 9046) may be of fine cloth with 
the hip-yoke of material like the blouse. A tiny piping or 
cording on the blouse and a cravat of matching or contrast- 
ing color will furnish the trimming, Wear with this costume 
a crush girdle of kid or satin. 

No. 9033 is another good-looking design for a make-ove 
one-piece dress. You may utilize satin for the blouse, and, if 
short of mate dpe may be used for the sleeves, which 
may be in the fashionable full-length, or shorter, set in ¢ 
square armscyes 

For the two-piece gathered skirt choose serge or cashmere 
and attach it tothe blouse with a corded piping of the material. 
The little squares on the sides of the belt should be of the 
skirt material, just to keep the two in harmony. A crisp little 
vestee with piccadilly points trims the neck. 

A more dressy type of frock is represented by No. 9050. 
‘The old narrow skirt may be slit up the sides and pieces of 
satin, velveteen or any other contrasting material may be 
inserted under a wide tuck. In the illustration you will 
notice that the simulated foundation skirt is shorter than the 
werdress. If you wish they may both be made the same 
ngth. The blouse is made with full-length sleeves that 
arm the shoulder yoke, For trimming both blouse and skirt, 

1} may use fiat silk braid or folds of the same material used y 
te make the underski 

OU have learned what to do with some of last year’s 
clothes, but there is sill another source from which you 

y draw to cut down your dress expense: Remnants. Ob, 
i word! oh, saving grace! Can't you conjure up 

wonderful visions of soft velvets melting into rich satin, or of 
dainty chiffon blending with crispy taffeta? Every design on 

sises 
ta 42 inches bust measure, The skiet 

Page 67) 

32 to 42 inches bast measure: 
Troe g bir sizes: d 0. WONG comes in six sizes: 22 to 32 inches waist measure, Tie MT dawn, patterns may be hod by mail, by inclosing unmiver, sice and price te The Ladies’ Home Journal, Philadelphia, or to amy of the folowing: Howe Patieru Company. 114 and 116 Fis YS O17 Mission Street, San Francisco, California; 1013 Washington Asemur, St. Lonir, Mirsowri: 

this page is suitable for these combinations as well as for 
combinations of light-weight wool fabei 

Mease be ful of your color combinations. Black and 
blue, especially in serge and silk, i always “sale and ever 
new"; the right shades of blue and putty form a delightful 
color scheme. 

There is always this satisfaction in buying serge—it is in 
good style at all times, combines beautifully with other 
fabrics and can be used for tailored or dressier clothes, 

No doubt you will be glad to know just a little about the 
new trimmings. Weare rapidly reverting toa tailored season, 
which means, of course, plainer designs and less teimming. 
Silk beaid and fancy buttons will be used on- suits and clot 
dresses. Colors, too, are subdued and include midnight and 
navy blue, dark green, brown and gray, 

T IS not only the cutting down of dress expenditures in 
which the woman of diseriminating taste and thrifty tend- 

acies is interested, but in the cutting down of the high cost 
of smart hatsas well. In the big shops there are no obstacles 
to prevent one from purchasing a smart shape in velvet oF 
felt at a moderate price, It t the shape and its becoming- 
ness with which one must be mostly concerned, for the trim- 
ming is the merest incident; a Jong slender vulture feather, 
a deftly made bow or a feather fancy is all that is required 
for the chic hat, What is good for a dress is decidedly not 
good for a hat; and, though we may make our dresses smart 
by adding to them this year, it is by eliminating that we must 
still trim our hat: 

Naturally it will cost a little mare to remodel your narrow 
skirt than it would if the styles were reversed; but you may 
have two dresses vou can use for one, and if you are in doubt 
as to how to utilize them to the best advantage a letter 
addressed to the Home Dressmaking Editor, in care of THE 
Laptes’ Home JOURNAL, with a stamped, addressed enye- 
lope inclosed, will be given a personal answer 

No, 9034 in ste ise 42 inches bust measure; No. 9055 
Af there is mo agency for Home Patterns 

dvense, New York 
G6 South Clinton Street, Chicago, Ménvis; 183 George Street, Torants, Onteriv, Conzde, 
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T4¢ DIFFICULT AGE ei the TEENS 
FM) CHOOSE becoming clothes for the girl in her teem 

is a task that fills the average auconh s - rt with 
| nich foreboding. The x 

that were sweet and dear on the tiny girlie Thave had thei 
(lay and now the young da 
real problem, Mother want 
her sweet young femininity 

mother she 
roy that subtle c 

abining ‘The girl re 
suit like Nos 
considered, make 
leeway, then the r 

iy 
would be 

1g to college or the {reshm 
S845. If the expense miu 

would love # 
t be carefully 

but if the purse affords some 
praw de souris, which, as it® 
fa mouse and equally softy 

«in shackes af salt, deeP 
jue and brown, 

ed ‘silent colors.” 
ted States of America, is as aterace 

s come to us ina long 
with a group © 

and with it is worn a Russian be ‘ 
larger edition of stall sister’* 
be impossible to find a more 

eal dress than thi: ing of a two-piece 

arm of youth. She must neve 
t that the girl in her teens is in the transition 
ing with reluctant feet,” and should 

express this in that they should no Jor xubyish nor 
yet quite grown-up, If ever the ded to exercise 
good judgment it ts now, 

Schooltime suits and afternoon frocks hobnob promiscu- 
in the illustrations. No doubt t 

ile: 
for a 

above F puttoning on to a w. solt cream-colored 
chic, so they may safely brook the th ar and cuffs may match the skirt, and may be 

ay match the frock rane. ol the 
skirt ma 
or of whit 
corded silk 
The collarmay 
be worn 

made with a one-p 
blouse ha 
in between 

e organdie, D, 
shallow yoke and th rT 
are of the organdie gh with narrow it It is developed £ 
velvet ribbon which uniquely trims the blouse. A with a blac 
narrow black velvit sash encircles the waist, Could cely with 
select a more becoming frock for the gro iu or wool 
to church or on Sundays at home? This di 

d 
k cuffs. The 

n checked wool 
velvet collar and ball ba 

th rp Practical 
al butions, would. Windsor tic 

or a string tie 

JATTERNS {including Guide-Chort} for the muntbere 
comes in 34 to 42 imches bust me 

ser pate be fared by mail, bey ie 
617 Mission’ Street, Sam Francisco, 

can be sw), leew cents cack 
#4 inches bust measwre; and No 

Home Journal, Indepentence 
‘aliformia; 1023 Warkinglon Avenue, St. Lowis, Mixsouri; 

(Pape 68) 

6, 18 and 20 years; 

ne agency far Home Pattern: 
ig? Home Potters ( ud 116 Pil 

185 Gewege Street, To , Ontaris, Cenadt 
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9055 

SIMPLICITY avd YOUTHFULNESS the NOTE 
OTWITHSTANDING that the real vacation & is finished with a very narrow bias band of white Nos, 9053-8942 illustrate a 
arewboutover, the schoolgirl begins to look forward to satin. ‘The most individual thing about this chic little dress tume. Here is a welcome sub 
the occasional parties and dance Jiobreakup is the fastening of the bodice, which is accomplished by 

ths spent means tal, crochet-covered rings and equally 
schoolroom or at college. It is well in choosing z of Delit blue moiré is 

" frocks to select designs and materials that will long e the left side, an nis 
ks suitable for many purposes. No, 9037, for an artificial rose. color scheme of white, Delft blue and 

itstance, is this sort of dress, consisting of a one-piece gath- just he right shade of rose is charming when worn bya light- eC y 5 
ed skirt and a sleeveless bolero. It was developed trom exion, You 1 this frock ly as flannel, The skirt (No, 8942) is a four-gored 

Pale gray taffeta, with frillings of the taffeta, w Hand good, Taffeta and faille would cd model, having a deep yoke, and buttonholes to 
ther with nt appearance ot crépe de Chine, or even a good fasten it tothe blouse. Of course this method of keeping skirt 

. was of white Georgett and blouse together need not be used, for, truth co tell, it is mo button molds. A dainty ‘ spect that the fastenings are more for ornam 
'ght be made up in Chima sill, Yo. 9055, designed for eve- in usefulness. Serge, wool poplin, and cashmere 

choo! coa- 
‘oo, one 

in winter, 

other practical s 
itute for the all 

dreas which some girts find too war 
sailor blouse—of which young girls nev thanks 
puay be made with or without a deep yoke; the pattern 

for both styles. Washable flannel in 
-looking blouse, but China 

hine may be preferred because they do not 

ti he monotony of the long autumn and winter 9 
nthe silk balls, 

made with an organdie or wash silk guimpe, A short girl ing wearand Noone knows what prevented terials to choose both for looks and for wear. 
Weht find th we 0 a tiny cording less the 1 lar and cuffs of the blouse use a sill, » 
Ould be used h of the he am and on the ald. At bengaline or taffeta, the color of the skirt. Cuff links may be 

9061 is shaving used to fasten the collar. 
of organdie iece, full, gathered skirt, This The indispensable long coat with its "Look is well 
with fou represented by No. 9073. This is an excellent model for 
graduated vicuna, broadcloth, storm serge or tweed, or in fact 

of the sinooth or rough soft wool fabrics, It may have 
y serve double duty, wear it over a princesse slip of lig cither a "ck ker" 4 shawl collar, and be made as illus- 

mthe skirt colored sili, with a ribbon or soft satin girdle to match, trated, or shorter if preferred, No git would want to dispose 
ina crisp, cool There are innumerable materials that can be picked up for of the pockets even if mother exactes a pr ise Lo put noth 

er. Ruf- a triffe that would do nicely for this frock. Offhand one ing in them but a pocket handkerchief. olors, choose 
have also thinks of silk mull, voile, silk and cotton ertpe, and all the the most becoming one; seal brown, di 1 WAVY 
uptothe figured wa: ble « The ruffles may even be of sel id midnight blue, black-and-white check and taupe are all 

. Each material piped on t cs in a contrasting colored silk in good taste and all serviceable. 

pred Swiss edging. Cordings define the wa’ 
the yoke. To change the appearance of the dress so 

nding away 

PATTERNS tinctnding Guide-Chart) for the numbered design 
Pt ised in seven sizes: 32 bo $4 inches bust meurure, and No. © mes im ci ghe riz 
Su ro site oud price le The Ledies’ Howe Journal, Independence Synare, Philad 

ranciscy, California; 1013 Washington Avetixe, St Louis, Missouri; 36 Sonth Clint 

an be supplied at S/leem cents each, fest free, Nos. SN2, 9057, $035 amt #761 come in sis 
32 4046 inches bust mescure, If there tr ua sgency for Home Patterns in your teen, 

to any of the following: Home Pattern Cow pan: 
Street, Chicago, Mimois; 183 George Street, Toront 

Page 69) 

14, 16, 18 and 20 years; No. 9953 
thers may be had by mail by imclosing 

114 and 116 Fifth Avenue, New York City; 017 Mission Sircel, 
Outarie, Canada. 
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MONG Under TWENTY—Under HATS 
BELDINGS BRIMFUL of STYLE 
“est SILK 
PNSRICS 
Guaranteed Not to Rip, 

Split or Tear 

ELDING BROS. & CO. 
have for overa half cen- 
tury manufactured the 

highest standard of Style 
and Quality Silks. Todey, 
they are the largest manu- 
facturers of pure silks in 
America. 

The market ix flooded with 
cheap, adulterated silks, and_no 
laws to protect the public. The 
only safety is in the guarantee of 
the manufacturer, And the only 
silks guaranteed by Belding Broa, 
& Co. have this name © utoincse 
woven in the eelvedge, 

Belding’s Silka have beautiful, 
soft, lustrous texture; up-to-date 
colorings; smart designs and broad 
range of weaves and weights. They 
will dry-clean without damage. 
The white and black wash like 
rouslinn, 

There ix « Belding Silk Fabric 
for every purpose, Retail prices 
$1.00, $1-25, and $1.50 per yard 
(G6 inches wide), 

Beldings Guaranteed 
Lining Silks 

The most serv- 
iceable and stylish 
lining material; 
plain ‘colore.‘and 
novelty designs. 
TheBeldingGuar- 
antee Bell Tag or 
Label attached to 
a ready-to-wear 
garment identifies 
and guarantees the lining. 

Belding’s Tearless 
Petticoat Silks 

Especially 
adapted to pres- 
ent styles of 

skirts, Noted for 

unequalled wear- 
ing qualities. All 
fashionable 
shades; warrant- 
ed not to Rip, 
Split or Tear. 

Belding'’s Guaranteed 
Dress Silks 

Fascinatingcolor- 
ings, exquisite de- 
signs, Messalines, 
Taffetas, Pop- 
lins, Satin de 
Chines. Amost 
enticing va- 
riety from 
which to select 
your new frock 
or waist. 

Booklet, “Stccy of » Sik Mill” sent 
oxtpaid om request ta our Chicago 

Branch, 201 W. Monroe Street. 

Belding Bros.& Co. 
New Youu Chicago St Louie 

Phitadeiphia Grreinnati 
Ban Franciace Paul Baltimeen 

Alta Mamsfacturers of Belding's Searing Silke 
and Belding’s Embooidery Silks. 
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rising t 
modish lit 

would 
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be center front cluster real-looking ripe a 

artist's tam; it covers all, fr 
dergarten lassie, but 

ubiquitous black vel 
For duplicat! 

or the younger ki 
crushable, fitting w coat in fabric 

and often the coat fabri ined with velvet or fur 
‘The little tot in the farmost comer wea! 

finished cannon 
and inc 

f and 

inclering the price 
one pany, 114 16 Filth Avenue, Ne 
6 South Clinton Street, Chicago, Litimois; 

Street, Toromsi 



NEW WAISTS and NECKWEAR 

All YOUTHFUL and WEARABLE Tne HL Brack Company 
‘ Designers and Makers 

the 
wm Suits No. 
‘he (nowt pF 
Jacaee baw 

garments lead 
again in styles 
and quality 

Now, when you are looking 
fora ly satisfactory garment, 
you will find a delightful range || 

| of tailored coats, suits and skirts 
at The Store That Sells Wooltex. 

They are : 
els, in a wide ) 
and in styles that are th 
acession of refined American tuste I 

in tailored garments. Some of the 
models follow the current Paris 
ideas with suitable modification. 

ex Intwt on all these gar- 
nce of satisfaction 
well as in fabric, 

workiianshig and durabitisy, 
The sew Stvle Book contains an ex 

rein pectrayal af what i 
in conte, suite 
be sent you on 

sults ure priced at $25 to 
855, coats at $20 to $50, and akirte ot 
85 do §15, at 

The store that sells Wooltex 

HE most captivating blouses for autumn Valenciennes lace. It fastens with tiny soutache girdle ts black-and-white striped silk, with black 
are already being displayed in the shops loops slipped ever equally tiny buttons. ‘The velvet attached running through a large buckle 
along the Avenoe. Many of these can be lower illustration shows it in navy blue tucked Dainty woman may swathe her throat tightly 

duplicated at home. No. 90ST would be charm chiffon for the bower part and the cuffs, com: in lace, chiffon, silk, Georgette crépe, or velvet. | 
Tng in batiste, or to complete a three-piece cut bined with ite chiffon. or wear collars which reveal the lines of the neck | 
tune, in chiffon and taffeta combined. No.906¢ — No. 9041 ightful combination of chiffon at the front but rise high at the back, often pass- 
may be made in twostyies. The upper ilfustration for the bor d sleeves, and self-colored silk ing the ear lobes, The separate designs lus: 
Shows the blouse in Georgette crépe, trimmed No. 9039 is just a chic cotton blouse, simply trated and several other designs ate included in 
Witt old-fashiowed pusfing amd pin tucks and trimmed with machine hemstitching, The ew ne pattern, No. 900. 

TTERNS {including Guide-Chart) for the waist designs shown on this pace cam be supplied for Sifters cemts cack, pou-free, Na. X11 comes in 
4 six vines? 32 to 42 inches bust measure; No, 9039 comes im eight sizes: 32 50 46 imcher bust meavurr, and Nas. 90ST and 9004 iw seven sizer: 32 to 44 
tncher bust measure. Ne, HNO includes eight patterns for jabets and callers, price tem cents. If there is mo agency for Howe Patterns in your pen wi Fea! 

af the eae coe te Aud by mail, by imclosing number. size and price to The Ladies’ Home Journal, Independence Square, Phiistal phia, e¢ 19 any ae ys 
| aes Paticrn Company, 114 and 116 Filth Aveunc, New York City; 617 Mirtion Sirect, Sem Fremciico, California; 1013 Waskinglon Se ee ees arn In sree ena which 

Avenue, St. Louis, Miscouri ; 56 Sonth Clint Street, Chicago, Uilinels; 183 George Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada Tons aocuning to changes 1a the weather 



Have 
Perfect 
Peaches 

Can Them 

“Wear-Ever” 
Aluminum Roaster 
Fall jara with pared peaches, Make a. ayrop 

of water and sugar allowing b * 

lower hall 
boil, Steans until pene! 
‘one st 4 time, fill with boding syrup and se 

Pears, Plums, Pineapples—ai 
of feuit—may be canned in ¢ 
easy way. In this “Wear 
you can steam a whole meal at one t 
rouat meats without basting, bake bread, 
fish, apples or potatoes, The“ Wear. 
Roaster may be used for a breac 
box also—it is an “every-day” ensil, 
Aluminom stensils are NOT “all the same” 

The enormous pressure of rolling 
mills and stamping machines makes the 
metal in “Wear. , t” utensils harder 
than the metal in utensils made in any 
other way 

hy so many we 

simp at Stewpan acre ig coupe 
‘Cansung, Preserving and Jelly-Making,” 

sesh Upon peciuost 

ABLACH 
Face Powoer 
ARE FREE c 

Let LABLACHE sta 
wind ne LA 
the coniplexing from 
ture. Lt bottient 

Beaty. LAr ug 

‘BEN. LEVY CO, 
French Perse, Dept AQ 

USSY WILLOW 
is Everywoman's 

silk—pure dye and 
guaranteed for two 
seasons’ Wear, 

See the shampon the selvage: 
—the label tre the garment 

Music Lessons 
At ape, Made ERaSy, 

The L 

HAS your FIGURE SUFFERED 

By G ors 

F ea 

No-Corset 

et Fads, or 

Habit? : 

Has! Tr ré 

| 

ESSED, STAMPED 
. IN CARE OF THE LADIES" 

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 

YOU THINK WE CAN HELP You 
NVELOPE 

A CORSET to be correct for any one tyne of 

Tt must be 
adjusted according: to 

forgotten; and it will 
try will be so natural 

ody that the wearer will 

With the shay 
+ wth 

wrtionately 
corset slopes 

This new 
Confines 
supports 

WITH YOUR CORSET PROBLEM SEND AN 
WITH YOUR REQUEST TO MISS EDITH M. 
HOME JOURNAL, INDEPENDENCE SQUARE, 

vs’ Home Joursal fo r Seplember, 1915 

There is no adopted 
change in the mode of 
dress, or new idea of form 
or figure line, which is not 
immediately offered to 

you in Thomson's 

“1 ‘Glove- Fitting” 

Corsets, Each season, 
ew models for every 

embody the very latest 
ideas of the world's famous 

designers and always empha 
our more than 60 ye: 

experience in giving last- 
g satisfaction by “ Glove- 

Fitting’ comfort. 
At all dealers, $1 to $5 

GEO. C. BATCHELLER & CO, 
New York Chicago San Francisco 

ie tant Qua lity at Lowest Price 

BECOME 
A NURSE 

The Chautauqua School of Nursing 
315 Main Stroet Fourteenth Year 

caaced, sunPit 
‘Michail & Church Ga,/ia7 Water At, Hoghaswian, BY 

POMPEIAN 
OLIVE OIL 

AUWAYS FRESH 
PURE-SWEET-WHOLESOME 



“TF hee!— Rarsin Bread!” 

The Fruit-Food of Millions 
—and Every Child’s Delight 

Raisins are the fruit-food of millions because they are concentrated nutriment 

In bread they form one of the most eco- 

nomical foods that any home can serve. 
But the bread should be as follows, because 

this is the way men and children want it: 
—CGenerously filled with big, luscious raisins, 

from which the seeds are extracted —SUN- 
MAID Raisins from California — full flavored, 
meaty, tender, sweet. 

You can buysuch bread now—ready-baked 
and fresh. It is called California Raisin Bread. 
It is perfect in flavor—rich in food value— 
one of the most healthful foods you know. 

California Raisin Bread 

It satisfies the children’s craving for sugar. 
And it gives them the pure fruil-sugar of 
raisins. 

This is the bread the whole family likes, 

and the bread that’s good for them. It adds 
zest to otherwise plain meals at a trifling cost. 

Why go without it? Get 
the flavor and benefits that now 

hundre ds of thousands daily are 

finding in this bread. Let the 
little and big folk in your home 

know real raisin bread. 

CAUFORNIA 

Made with 

Sun-Maid Raisins 
is sold by your baker or grocer 

If he hasn't it send us his name and address. He'll be glad 
to supply you when he knows Sun-Maid quality. 

1 Ib. of Raisins Contains 1635 Energy Units—1 Ib. of Eggs 720 

Raisins excel eggs in food value by 
more than twice over when it comes to 
producing energy. Mutton leg com- 
pared in the same way falls short 730 
points. Lean beef scores 1,055 points 
less than raisins. Milk fails to equal 
them by 1,310 points. 

Thus you know the value of raisins, 

and there are hundreds of uses for them. 
We will send you a beautiful free book if 
roa eeniel ponik grocers riaviavand addons 
Ih coutancs 179 aucpeuions and recuies 
showing how to use Sun-Maid Raisins— 
in cereals, sandwiches, salads, pies, pud- 
dings, cookies, cakes, sweetmeats and 
frozen desserts, Just send a post card to this ad. 
dress, being sure to give your dealer's name, 

CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATED RAISIN CO. 
915 Fresno Se. Freano, California 

Sun-Maid Raisins 
for the Household 

Sun-Maid Raisins are luscious while 
California grapes—kinds too delicate 
to ship fresh to markets, We sun-cure 
them in the open vineyards until they 
taste like confections —tender, plump 
and sweet. 

They are packed in these cartons in 
California and sold by good grocers 
for not over \5e per Ib. 

Three varieties: Seeded pags ex- 
tracted), Seedles Gass 
from seedless grapes), 
Cluster (on stems, not 
seeded). 
o- a package today. 



QIOLKS are often surprised 
to find themselves in secret 
sympathy with the prep- 
school daughter of the 

house—with all her enthusiasms and 
exaggerations. 

She “adores crispy things and 
crackly things;” and she simply 
“*/oathes mushes and porridge.” 

Bless her heart, she’s one of the most 
devoted friends of Kelloge’s Toasted 

Corn Flakes. And she knows how to 

m with goor 

side of the dish, nor t 

accompany them 

M iybe some 

ilmy, golden Hakes 

cereals — with their 
eth and their ever-alluring, 

ted Corr 

xdness in 
sonst bility 

RN 

poured in at 
the Hakes, but 

like 
ce lic ire ot 

yerween 

from- 

FAKE CO.) 
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OMETIMES the liking for 
Kelloge’s Toasted Corn 
Flakes shows itself very 
early in life. And the lit- 

tlest member of the household is the 
most clamorous of demand! 

It’s a grand way to get youngsters 
to take plenty of good top milk. And 
the tender golden flakes have just 
the crisp consistency for little teeth 
to crunch. 

When mother says “Corn Flakes” 
she means Ke//ogg’s—and nor one 

hen too there is the 
WANXTITE pac that 
keeps the fresh, good flavor 

) —and all other flavors ou 

wrrighe, VIS, Katine 

of the three hundred or more imi- 
tations and substitutes. 

Baby knows the difference at once— 
simply refusing to eat Hakes that are 
tasteless and tough. 

Remember, p/ease. that you don’t 
know Corn Flakes 
unless you know 
Kelloge’s—the 
original ‘Toasted 
Corn Flakes—their 
goodness insured by 
our responsibility to 

over a million homes. 



A Special Word to Subscribers 
WHEN rau receive notice that your subseristian tae 

expired resew it st wnce, using the blank mcluved 
in your fieal copy. Vieeue sig yuer natne excetiy os it 
appears on your present audrews label, Sometimes 
subscrher who haa already renewed may receive this 
Sank. We begin to pack in mail bags two weeks or 
ture before mading, afd the setewal may have reaches 
(es stter the copy cuttaining the Blank has been packed. 
In requesting 4 change of addceas please give’ ux four 
week#’ notice, 

Shoult your subscrinehin expire with thie iswwe of 
‘Tier JOUWNAL oUF renewal mest reach em befere Whe GAB 
nl November to avetd misning the next sour. We cxene 
begin tubscriptioes with back numbers, Subacribere 
sheula always use Postal or Express money orders in 
femeting, All Rural Pree Delivery carriers can wipply 

meney orcers 

N WHAT is the wonderful succes of 
we Lanes’ Home Jowexat based?” 

many ask us, 
And our instant, * “On our renders,” 
Success is Homan comtact and the knowledge 

that comes of that contact, 
es’ Home Jous- 

a compliment, 

that. It isa fact. No magasine can be more 
closely in towch with its readers than is Tae 
Jovanat. The letters from our readers keep 
us in touch. 
iz think of receiving 452,055 deltas aswe 

did last year, each letter asking of telling us 
something; and why shouldn't we know our 
readers anit theit snedis anit desires? 

Of course the vast majority come from our 
ows country. But hundreds come from all 
other parts of the world, Here is a letter from 
4 parsonage in Newfoundland; here is one 
from a bome in Norway; here is one from a 
woman ia Germany; another from a reader on 
the Panansx Canal; another from a missionary 
la fndia, one from a missionary in China, a 
third from a missionary in the Philippknes; 
several from France and Italy; scores from 
Englacd; & girl in Scotland writes and so does 
@ girl in Ireland and another im Africa; from 
South ‘Africa there are several letters; Japan 
sends » goolly quota and so dues Au: 3 

New Zealand and Alaska they come; and 
bo they represent almost every quarter of the 
inhat ‘There is scarcely a country 
that Tix Jouxxat does not hear from, in a 
letter, during the year, 

What do these far-away folks write about? 
Everything. Sometimes for help or advice; 
“Other times to tell us what they soe and toask 
whether we cannot use their knowledge; again 
Just to say how much they or the natives enjoy 
the magazine; how Tar Jovewat. is regarded 
ly the far-away peoples of the earth and what 
they get out of it. 

It is very interesting. 
Of course most af these tens of thousands of 

letters sek questions, and from these we find 
out what are the most perplexing problema in 
women's minds. Not only are these letters 
immediately and adequately answered, but 
alo, if many touch on the same question, 
showing a widespread problem or desire, we 
Langoged the need into an article and the prob: 
lem is retiected in the magazine to help others 
who may have the same problem bot have not 
written to ut, That is what we mean when we 
say that our readers edit the magazine. 

at, THAT can to many folks find to write to 
an editor about?” some say in surprise. 

‘They don't write to an editor: they write to 
many editors. Tar JouRNAt, bas 28 editors on 
its staff aod each receives his or ber quota of 
letters and each gives of bis or her 
keowledge—each editor specializesin 
his or her eld; always the best that 
money and knowledge can ferret out 
from the ranks of men and women. 

ERE are 85,672 folks who all 
wanted to build bomes—some 

small homes: others large houses. 
1" They thought our architectural edi- 
tors knew something that they did not 
and they wrote asking this question 
‘or that. We probably kad just the 
formation they wanted, or we 
for them from the most authoritative 
architectural sources. And we must 
be successful in the information we 
vend, judging by tho letters we re- 
ceive; and, as one wrote: “IE doubt it 
You realiee how many home-makers 
you haye at your feet and how like 
% Gamaliel you show them the way 
wauet to the perfect manner of 

And what is true of home-bullders 
is likewise true of those who have 
homes and want to refurnish them. 
9066 persons wrote to us in this 

THE LADIES’ HOME JOURNAL 
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department last year, And we have helped 
several other thousands with their garden 
prodlema, ‘Thus our belp goes to make beautl- 
fol the outside of the home as well as the inside, 

It is a conservative estimate that would Gx 
several million dollars spent each year jast in 
wuilding and furnishing homes through the 

information supplied by Tax Jowrwat. Just 
one figure may show how this is possible, wi 
so for as we know, at least 15,000 howses bave 
been thuilt after the designs published in the 
magazine, And naturally thousands are built 
without our knowledge. Whole communities 
and entire streets of homes have been built 
alter our plans. a 

TEXT, take the matter of clothes, Last 
LN year'$0,579 women wrote to owr Fashion 
Editors, There were during that time 97,866 
of Tue Lavits’ Home JovrwaL patierns of 
Jovnwat designs sold by Tux JouRNat itself 
‘This magazine must come somewhere near 
to the tastes of women in clothes when such 
figures can be cited. The advice given must 
be good, for the same women come hack to 
us year after year, and not only do we really 
clothe them, but their families as well. It is 
safe to say there fs not another magaxine in the 
world that is more closely in touch with women’s 
needsin the way of clothes than is Tae JOURNAL; 
and why shouldn't it be, when its editors come 
into touch with each host? 

‘That our method of giving information is 
compeebensive, we may accept, judging from 
such letters as this, which we are constantly 
receiving: 
When I wrote you requesting advice the teres 

-Fushioa diners” was merely indicative of the 

attend women i thot they 
somnehiow I 

My experience 
are one and all kxmee beings; but 
alwayd thought the motive power of the just-so 
fashion pages must be a su i, OF a 
autamaton, with seither tase, patieace nor 
ation to pause in ia her work aad belp todivideal 

My oplnice has undergoue a radicat 
out resp tomy eter wae oe 

Tt is the same way with oar Millinery and 
Hair Departments, To these departments 
there came last year 22,852 letters. 

So that when you add thes together, you 
get some idea of what a busy department it is 
which concerns itself with woman's and 
adornment. 

'T 1S our baby work that is closest to our 
heart, however, and in this we have a record 

of which we are as prowd as peacocks. Thiok 
of a baby department that bears from 22,146 
tmothers during a year, and has on its baby 
record thousands of babies that, each month, 
are fed, washed, clothed and brought up by 
Tue Jovaxat Yes, “baby-raising by mail,” 

FOR YOU NEXT MONTH 

No ane thought it could be done, and it sounds 
strange to us even now. But when Doctor 

ht us the bees, 1$ years ago, we 
.” and she has and is, and during 

the last 344 years she has raised 69,227 babies 
by mail, and so successfully that letters of 
complaint of of failure are ergligitle, and even 
doctors by score have not only been con- 
verted to the idea that it can be done, but also 
they and hospitals have asked for and are using 
Tue Jouswat's feeding formulas, 

‘The lives of hundreds of babies have actually 
heen saved, and we make this statement, not of 
ourselves, but from letters direct from grateful 
mothers and fathers who groped along blindly 
wntil Twe Laores' How Jovenar came to 
their help, 

Isn't that a record of which any magazine 
suight be peoud? 

And this work goes <u every day and la 
increasing in scope and quantity eac month, 
from oue baby to the present grand total, 

PEAKING of babies naturally leads to chil- 
dren, and here Tux Jowena's record is 

also one to be prowd of. 
Think of.thousands of children writing to a 

Mingle magazine, Just think of Flossie Fisher 
wlone having received $8,479 letters since ber 
pictures began in the magazine, And of Letty 
Lane with other thousands of children writing 
to her! 

‘Then the girls! Here are 24,520 girks who in 
one year wrote to three departments in Tue 
Journal, putting forth the social, business and 
personal problems in thelr lives, 

‘Then the procession goes on to the houte- 
wife, and bere are 15,052 such writing to Tae 
JOURNAL om every phase of housework, while 
76,286 women wrote about needlework. 

‘A regular army, isn't it? 

Bz now in the arts, such as music and 
literature: 

Here are 15,$S3 women writing to Mr. Ham- 
ikon W. Mable and Mr, Josef Hofmann and 
the musical editors and the “Wil You Tell 
Me?” editors, 

Here are the churches and church workers: 
a perfect army writing to The Minister's Social 
Helper; $933 of them in one year. 
Here are thase of the socially inclined, 51,456 

of them, who want ideas for entertainment in 
school and home. 

Hereare the Woman's Club members writing 
by the hundreds to the Woman's Club Depart- 
ment, awakening eech an interest in woman's 
club work that the General Federathon of 
Woman's Clubs received more clubs into mem- 
bership last year than ever before, which the 
officers frankly credit, in large part, to Tue 
Jouaxa’s part in woman's dub work. 

IN THE NEXT (NOVEMBER) LADIES’ HOME JOURNAL 

WE SHALL BEGIN 

Geraldine Farrar’s Own Story of Her Life 

A Wonderfully Dramatic Story 
By Mary Raymond Shipman Andrews 

AND WITH THE NOVEMBER NUMBER WILL ALSO COME 

AGripping Outdoor Story by Stewart Edward White 

WwW. L Taylor's Most Famous Picture,“The Hanging of the Crane” 

FOR THE FIRST TIME IN FULL COLORS 

TE SIVES es pleasure to reproduce in full colors on the cover of THe JouRNAL this month heer Phat eka org ed onerabatlig ss 
cannot furnish copies of this cover for framing, but colored reproductions may be obtained from the 

Massachusetts, f the picture may be secured from Messrs. Curtis & Cameron, Boston, 

The Price of The Journal 
ED once a momh, By xuteesiption; $1.40 8 

‘Year, pumtage free in the United Skaces, Alaska, Cuba. 
Porto Rico, Mexico, and the Hawaiian and Philepine 
Jalanée Smigle copes; 15 cems each, In Canads the 

‘I shilling net each (25 cents in 

Our Advertising Branch Offices 
(For advervising business otly. Subecristions not received. 

Naw You: Madison Avenue sed 23d Street 
Bowron: 

Sax Francieco: Fine National Banik eating 
Lopos: €, Henrietta Street, Covert Gardes, W, 

And all of this deluge of letters, it must be 
remembered, is outside of the regular editorial 
reall, which Is never counted and mounts uy 
into the thowsands cach year, Some b 
the extent of this mail may be gained when the 
one fact is cited that Last year Tite JouRNas 
recelved 15,500 manuscripti- just one part of 
ity Jarge editorial mail, 

Are you now as surprised as you may have 
been at the beginning of this when we said that 
we were in close towch with our readers, knew 
their problems, needs and desires, and that 
they really edited the magazine because we 
knew what they wanted and reflected their 
needs in the magazine? Why shoaldn’t a svag- 
azine he saccessful when it enjoys this wonder- 
ful confidence on the part of its readers by this 
eparmous indus of letters year alter year? One 
docs not need to be an editor of smazing acu- 
men or instinct to see correctly what the public 
wants under those circumstances. The only 
point is to get and provide the best slong the 
Tines laid down by our readers. This wo bave 
apparently succeeded in doing: 
success, 

hence our 

“Tuere are two unusual aspects to all this 
volume of letters: 

‘OF roses there are many: of ees there are 
few, singularly few. Whether it is that the eeg~ 
throwers have tired of the sport, or wheth 
they consider our sborteomings hopeless, 
fact certainly remains that the roses outnum- 
ber the eggs 20 or 30 to t. This is not apt 
to spell ws: on the cootrafy it emcourages us 
to hope that we are learning and improving, 
Nothing is 30 valuable as intelligent criticism, 
hen nothing more heartening than’ homest 
praise 

App this brings us to the second unusual 
aspect, Never have we received more 

letters from men and never were the men fo 
bearty in their indorsement of the magazine, 
It Is always a pleasant surprise to pick out 2 
man’s letter (rom the mail and to have bir 
tell es what the magazine means'to bim, what 
he reads, and how a woman's magazine strikes 
him, So naimerous have these letters from! men 
become that now they constitute # large bulk 
of the daily and monthly mail. 

Tt is true that the readiag of men and of 
‘women is pat so dissimilar as formerly, Still 
there is always a note of surprise in the fact of a 
man deliberately buying and reading a wornan's 
magazine, But of Tux Jovesat it is certainly 
true that mea read it, a large part of the 
indorsement of the magazine's contents cames 

sruck in these Setters is that 
“so much worth the while for 

"; that it isso good,” 
“so different from what the woman's 
magazine wed te be; “so virile," 
“so utterly lacking in the namb 
parmby spirit that ome associates, 
wrongly or rightly, with women's 
magazines,” ete, In short, judging 
from our letters, thousands of nen 
read Tae Joouwas and like it, andy 
being men, we are pleased. 

zine" 

S IN dovest possible touch with 
our renders we edit the magazine, 

and make it much as they wish ard 
say. M the magazine grows better it 
is largely because our readers write 
us oftener and more frankly aid tell 
us what to do and when we should do 
ft, And, for their sakes as well as for 
our own, we hope they may contlaite 
to write, telling us, from the stand- 
polut of the reader, where we succeed 
aod where we fail; for if there & an 
institution of mutual beneGt it is 
magazine edited by the editor who 
wants to give the best and read by 
the reader who waste the best. So 
the one helps the other, and from the 
mutual work comes the result. 

THIS MONTH'S COVER—“HOME-KEEPING HEARTS ARE HAPPIEST” 
Hearts are Hi 

Art Company, penn ew Jersey, and 



+ URAAN Or weRA cnaarons 

Had to Get Down for It 

“THE Filth Avenue motor bus stopped ani the 
combuctor looked earnestly up the steps, but 

no one nn and at last be stalked up 
impsttiently, 

ye" he said to a man on top, “don’t you 
waut the Metro otha Maseum?"* 

"Vex." was tl a 
f "Well" retorted t f conductor, "come down 
lor it, Tean't bring it on the bus for you.” 

An Unfortunate capa 

Thad a ture accident, 
Gracious! What was it?" 

“1 met pop when I was a-playin’ bookey."" 

IN'T yes know yit how t’ drive a nail 
lost machin’ yer t'umb?” gleefally in- 

tl the hoa eagle of the injured carpenter 
Facto a the carpenter hotly, * 

‘Shure mee Yo," returned the hod carrier 
“Hoult th’ hammer wid both hands.” 

Used to It 

HE man bad been haled before the magis- 
Irate on some trivial charge. 

Let me see," said the judge. “I know you. 
Are not you the man who was married in a cage 
if man-eating Ions?” 

Yes, your Honor,” replied the culpeit, “I'm 
the man." 7 

the justice, citing, wasn't it?” contin 
Well,” sald the man judicially, “it was then; 

it wouldn't he, now.” 

What's the Use? 

“TINAH," inquired the mistress suspiciously, 
DN you Sek tis tah carctally belose 

you baked it?” 
“Law, ma'am" sai Dinah. “Wot's de uke 

ob washln’ er (sh dat's lived all his life in de 
watah?” 

Her Logie 

if he waltz was over aml the partner of the 
girl, a serious youth velth ib spectactes. 

said to ber: "Let epee in the garden,” 
"Ob, no,” she said, “IT don’t want to go into 

the garden without » “cha epee 
bespectacled youth was mildly shocked. 

“TL asure you," he exclaimed, “that you will 
net men ct chaperon.” 

‘The girl tossed ber bead. “Then,” she re- 
plied, “ i don’t want to go lato the gariten.”” 

Even an Onion Beet Him 

LIEEEN prs ver emtinusiastic rearing the 
new aminister, and young Winston was in- 

linet to be rather jealous, 
"He certainly is superbly eloquent!” she x 

chimed, "He can move bis bearers ta tents.” 
“Hub! That's not much,” seecred her 

mirer. "I should scom proficiency in am art in 
which every enceze is my equal and every pected 
oulon is my auperior.”” 

It Wasn't Their Fault 

Ate DER GREENLEAF JACKSON. « 
pillar of the cobored church, was entertain~ 

‘ing at dinner the pastor and some of the promi- 
nent members. After Fx. Alexander began 
to carve the chicken, and the pastor waxed face: 
ti 

“Brudder Jackson,” be asked erm 
de white folks around you keep chickens? 

Alexinder pried Joose the second 
he renpondech, “ey does to wah," 

suttinly tries hahd 

Not Much Deprivation 

“PE SE, ar, give me a bapa yr the 
Degear “IL haven't tast ior a 

a evea'ze not h," said Mr. Grouche * You're not missing much," said Mr.Grouc! 
poovishly; Ste Just the same old taste.’ 

Not One 

Thseraeas, are eh , os mn 
have been thirty-five times convicted of steal. ing.” 

“7 guess, your Honor,” rey Mary, “that 
tp taht: No woman ts (eng may 

Not His Feult 

Cae LES had been instructed to clean the 
back yard, and when his father inspected it 

that night it was in perfect condition. The fol- 
lowing evening, however, It looked worse than 
ever, 
"How is this, son?” nsked his parent. “'Yes 

terday 73 cleaned the yard finely, but today 
wi 

x my fault.” explained 
fired everything over 

the fence next door, bat todsy that fresh kid 
that lives there fared ‘ens all back again ands bot 
more bewidtes. 

How it Appeared to Johnny 

CRIBE. water, Johnny,” ssid 
teacher, 

the 

“Water,” explained Johnny, “isa white ituld 
that turns black when you pat your hands init.” 

She Knew it Already 
“Mie v DEAR,” rs remarked Jones, who bad just 

a book om the wonders 
of Nate "a th re really is a remarkable work, 
Nav hvu | endows! When 1 
Radin work URE this ie makes we think how 
p insignificant 
SHtahl ante hig better hal “A, woman 

doesn't have to waite through four hundred 
pages to find out the same thing.” 

Right on the Job 

“Wits don't you awn when he stays tow 
” ¢ the mother. “Then be'll 

take the hint 
"I did do that very thing,” confessed the 

anes er, “and he tohl me what beautiful teeth 

Profitable Gardening, 

*TyUNgs any gardening this year, Mr. 
* asked his city friend 

h, yes” responded Mr. Subbubs, "I's 
training my hy mone’ 5 bean vines to grow over 
my side of the fence. 

abe 

He Knew All About It 

UR shoertring’s untied, ma'am," crind 
the fitthe boy to the stout woman who was 

moving majestically up the street. I'll tie it 
for yoru. 
‘The stout lady smilingly thanked him aed 

drew back her skirt in acceptance of his offer. 
‘The amall hoy itrew the string tight and smiled 
hack at her. 

“You see,” be explained, "I know alt about 
it, My mother’s fat too,” 

The Reason 

“RACIOUS, monsieur!” exclaimed the cus- 
“ How i it that the bess material 

“Ah, madame!” explained the tailor. " Eet 
ves because of ze art to create ze illusion eat 
you are well gowned.” 

Their Destinations 

GROUP of workmen were talking politics, 
when one of the tants turned to a 

rev or hor oa ea silent during the 
a Bre, Bil,” he said, “wots your opinion?" 

“Tain't today Fale Bib dogpely. 
i tl ey rc ted me 

hat did you arrive at?” asked the first. 
i Welt said Bul Hlenueryt earcived ne the 

‘orspital un’ T arrived at the police station.” 
She Certainly Was 

HER erezrerenot exactly straight ant some 
one commented upon it and asked Smith 

if he had noticed it, 
joticed It, moan?” he replied. “Why, she 

Js s cromeyed that recently when I sat next to 
her at a dinner she ate off my plate.” 

A Much-Needed Improvement 

YOU believe that we should have a 
more elastic carreney?" sonal the man 
always talks national 

“Not much!" snorted the na with the shiny 
clothes. "It's elastic enough now. What they 
ought to do is make it more adhesive,” 

What Did He Mean? 

5. JONES had grown a bit skeptical of 
Mz ones aecton for hee Se, one eve- 
sho asked him: wi 

“ty dear, tell me, do you love me for what 
I was o¢ for what I am?” 
Dearest” reed the husband, “f love you 

for what you 
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Bright Things of All Times That People __ 
Z Have Laughed Over - he: igs 

Why She Was Happy 
Fok: ferrearolt, Marnie hd traveled 2 

eat deal. One day her aunt remarked 
Through all bee travels Margie seems quite 

happy and contested.” 
”Yes'm,"" answered Margie. “No matter 

where I go 1 always find same bint to play in.” 

Why He Wes Sure to Advance 

RENCE presented himself before the 
father of the girl whom be hoped to marry 
declarest his Lntentiuns. 
have no serioes obj ay ts said the 

father, “but is there any cl promation 
for you or an increase in your say 

is there?" exclaimed Clarence eagerly. 1 
tion’t see how F can help it! Why, my position 
is neat to the lowest one in the wl estab. 
lishment!" 

Exhausting Work 
AT ‘ALL, cadaverous-looking colored man met 

SAL anotiier of bis race, who was short and fat 
““Lawd, but Ise tiah’d!" said the tall one 

wearily, 
eo Whutte ang been a-doin’ to git so tiah"d?” 

soorted the fat aoe, 
“Ise been ober to Mistah Johnson's howe 

all day, where dey's a-mensarin’ for some new 
cahpets, Dey ain't got so yahdstick, but I'm 

six feet tall, 50, to oblige Mistah Johnson, 
¢ beets a-layin’ down an’ agettin’ up all ober 

dat bouse.” 

A Correct Prophecy 

Wi Sir Edward Elgar, the famous Eng, 
ish composer, was a small made 

a coriows prophecy about bimsclf, On making 
his first appearance at school the master asked 
him kindly to tell his name. 
“Edward Elgar,” said the future great 

wannet master thought that the bay spoke too 
wuely 

w Ndi the word * ‘ale*t" he commanded sternly; 
and the knight-to-be said gravely: 

“Sir Edward Elgar.” 

Defining Parents 

Ex Alfred was asked to mie: & compo~ 
sition om parents, and wrote thi 

Parents are things which boys have to look after 
gems tom siete, rae its, Prarcets consist 

a gowet deal about 
thay av i ing to do, bat i Sooty the mas u 

The Hookworm Tumed 

“PLEASE hurry,? said the wife impatiently 
to her husband. “Have you sever but- 

toned a dress behind before? 
“No.” replied her tusband also impatientty; 

yo Rewer had a dress that buttoned. belore 

A Sure Sign 

DES Wilkins own his house or does he rent 
12" inquired one neighbor of another. 

was the 1 aa response, 
How do you know?” 

“He strikes Aerial on the palat.” 

Warned in Twenty Years 

EVERAL Scotchmen were discussing the 

“Aye,” said one," Jock McDonald has a sair 
time Pept bes ya o They do say they're 

UN ii serves him ticht,” sald another fectingly. 
“The puir feckless creature marrit after coortin’ 
caly eight year. Man, indeed, be had nae chance 
to ken the wumman in sic a Short peel When 
T was coortin’ I was twenty 

3 bow did tute ont?” inquired & 
stranger in the party. 

“T tell ye, Tee moeniba? twenty year an” in 
Abate kernel what hat wurmman was an' sof 
idea marry.” 

Which Would be the Goat 
per oe the lady of the 

= ideals to oe canny beens Ke ve gained mach your writ: 
Ines bt you bave. written eh ching that wl 
“Perbapa not," returned the author; “but 

when it comes toa question of which shall live, 
PO oe my vetting T 1 ever hesitate to aac- 
rilice my 

“Ths 

His Job 

“We [AT do you do?” asked a man of any 
other in the smoking var, 

“I work for this railroad,” replied the other. 
“What is your job—ds you sell papers?” 

asked the man, with a grin at the other pas- 

Ao, wot exnctly,” vepllnd the seccnd. man. 
“You keow the man who goes alongside of the 
train_and taps the wheels with a hammer to 
see that everything's all right? Well, I help 
him listen.” 

Too Late 

ITTLE Dorothy was finishing ber pra: 
Dod bless muyver, Dott less favver, Del 

bless dramuyver, Amen,” 
“But, dear,” said grandmother, ** you forgot 

your new little sister that came today. 
“Too Inte,” replied Dorothy. "an t det 

het in now,” 

A Good Reason for Being Late 

I TRED had been permitted to visit a hey 
rien on the strict condition that he return 

home not later than five o'clock, He arrived at 
seven to find his mother very angry. He in- 
sisted, however, that he had not boitered om the 
way home, 

“ eno yon expect meto believe,” demanded the 
mother, “that it took you two hours to walk 
a quarter of a mile?” 

“Yes, mamma,‘ blubbered the boy. Charlie 
gave me a mud turtle — 1 was afraid—to 
carry it—so I led it bat 

A Provoking Situation 

THE ony. spring a gentleman was out 
haceare ps with a friend, and noticed that the 

owner of the machine granted Ay alow a 
tug where wisly he had rum at 
high speed, Poh mtg he asked why they 

poing 80 
Well,” explained the owner with just a tuuiels 

of impatience, “everybody's carrying home 
zanten touls naw, and you can't run over w matt 
without getting & puncture.” 

Why Vengeance Was Delayext 

Re fat policeman was fairly boiling with 
wrath as he dragged his prisoper belore the 

police fustioe. 
“Yer Annee,” he shouted, “this bere mus 

called ime a. hippopotamus!” 
“When did he call you a hippopotamus?” 

asked the judge, 
“A yeat ago, yee Anner.”” 
“But it why did you walt a year before arrest 
‘The fat policeman visibly madder. 

“Because, yer Anner,” he bawled, “Ol niver 
saw & hippopotamus ‘until 3 yesterday.” 

In Sore Straits 

N ORDER to help “Children's Day” 
Missaurl newspaper published “tema? cul: 

lected by children of twelve years of age and 
under. 
_ This one slipped through and was published 
just as written; 

Mz. Calvin Butler is very ill, Doctor Rusher ane 
Doctor Hayden each visitg him ewloraday. There 
fore his rncnvery ia very Gaabtfal, 

How it Was Done 

LO ptcr was visiting the family, and the 
children had peomised faithfully that they 

would sot ask him to take them to the“ movies.” 
The second day of his visit, however, was his 

Viethday.. The childcen pooled their pennies ott 
this day and presented to Uncle one ticket bo 
the “movies.” 

‘So what could Uncle do? 

He Knew From Experience 

MMV," said the teacher, “can you, tell 
us what is meant by nutritious food?" 

© Yee” sal Tommany; “Its food what ain't 
Bot no taste to it. 

Where Would He Go? 

AMMA," queried Bobby apslowily, “ft 
“M nin’ to die an’ go to heaven 

¥, Bol mie exclaimed his mother. “Of 
course pot! What on earth ever put such an 
absurd idea into your head?" 

He Just Hadn't Heard 

“V THERE is i Dead Sea?” asked the 
teacher of Toney, 

“Dost none ma‘ain,"" 
"Don't know where the Dead di Sen is?” ine 

“No, ma'am,” replied Tommy. “I didn’t 
even know any’of " "om was sick, ma'am” 



Easily Removes 
Fruit-CoffeeVinegar. 
and Stains 
From Such Things As _ 
Oil-Cloth Table- ops 
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Why Don’t You Ask The Journal? 
‘This directory is given for our readers who desire specific information by mail on any subject. Every reader may feel free to write to us for information, but 
please always confine your questions to the editor for the particular subject given. Write each editor separately if your questions are on diflerent subjects. 
Furthermore, always be sure to write briefly, straight fo the point, and always inclose 2 stamped, addressed envelope for the reply. 

To Whom to Write 

Everyday Law for Women 
‘Tax Jowssas, through a rellable lawyer, 

will answer by mail.any suitable question 
la or solve siiy igel problem sulvmlsed by 
its readers, Address 

Samurs Scovnar, Jz. Es9., 
‘Tar Lanms' Howe Jouanat, Patapnurna 

Styles in Clothes 
question about styles in clothes (other 

os pas iveonynpt whether for babies, 
women or men, will he gladly 

Poth | bet mail, hy a corps of trained | fash- 
jon experts, It you address your Ketter to 

‘Tae Fassiox Epsrors 
‘Tur Laores' Home Jousnat, Patrancceiis 

Moy [Trim Your Hat? 
No matter what you want to know beat 

yuur own hat o¢ your children's hats, whether 
about the new hats oc how to make over old 
ees, you will be xpocdily answered by 

The Mitunesy Eperons 
‘Tue Lavtes’ Howx Joumxar, Puncannirits 

‘Children’s Clothes 
If problems arise comcerning the hest mate- 

thals, trimmings and pacrerns fot for your chil 
dren's Gothes, rememal be a pleasure 
1a help you polve them if you will write to 

Mas, Maurna Mason 
‘Tue, Lanes! Hour Journat, Prravenenis 

Babies 
Any question about your baby, whether 

he Is & lew years old of very shang Ms 
food, his care, his dothes, his bealth, any- 
thing will be choeefully answered by pall 

Da. Euxtex Lincors Coouipar 
‘Tur: Lanves' Howe Jouwsat, Priurasncertsts 

Programs 

Have you planned year's club 
atam? Do you belong oa rural clubs far tvean 
ibibrary? De you know how to conduct your 
Ber pt acconting to parliamentary meth- 
ods? ment i prepared to give 
you ioiteenten ng these lines, ane tomepoly 
Won with sunterislt relecencen’ ete; 

‘Tux Procraw Enrror 
‘Tae Laois’ Howe Journat, Partanrnenia 

Music 
Queries of all kinds about music, except 

the adaptability of original manuscripts for 
publication aod Diane questions, which are 
takes cate of is Joel Holiiana's depatt- 

will receive attention from experts oo 
our Seated Autres 

Thr Mesic Enerows 
‘Tur: Lanies’ Hour Jounna, Pariapeceiia 

Furnishing 4 Litt: House 
n authority is at to a Laem wd for any 

ig ew hens, rT 
m, olor idess—anything 

about the interior decoration of a boure, 
‘Tus Eorvors of Tre Lerrie Howse 

‘Tur Laores’ Hour Jourxat., Parapeevita 

Prospective Mothers, 
esting as to the prospective mother’ : vipittal seer tos ellen evoossbg ba 

ratty {but wet about the bahy—anot! 
notice covers the hahy) will ise answered by 

Miss Maxtanna Wittietrm 
Tur Lanes’ Home Jouuxat, Partaoncenns 

School Entertainments: 
Whether your school is fame or »mall, 

the city oF ia the country, if you wish belp it 
planoing an entertaisment we shall he slat 
to offer suggestions, Address 

‘Tax: Scnoot Extextamaxt Eprror 
‘Tite Lapies’ Hour Joursas, Pritavenenis 

Arranging Your Hair 
Hi you wis want to know bow to arrange your 

the newest and mort Meee! ityle 
tectabantbertooobie es hernoticecovers: 
that), alse that of children ‘nad irls, address 

‘Miss Tha Creve Vax AvkeN 
‘Tux Lantes' Home Jouswat, Prutanenrata 

Needlework 
Whether it is crocheting, pateh- 

work, Eating oe embevidery, it ives the 
attention of a corps of experts who wall give 
information. stout Walt beanches branches of needlework, 

‘Tue Nexpixworx Eorrons 
‘Yar Lantes’ Howe Jooewat, Parcaperrits 

How I Handle Your Letters 
By the Editor Who Reads Thom First 

T IAS been my job — 
anpardonably trite, 
ure?—to bande during the last two years the 

thousands of letters which you are told about on 
page one of this ieue of Tak Jovenat. Could 
you have sven my desk one morning a short time 

pied bigh with more than SiWK) letters which 
in a single day’s mail, you would have been 

winced that I use the word “job” ad 
could you have seen some of the ketters 

from eathusisstic yours home builders, from 
hapoy school girls plunntag thelr parties. of from 
the mothers of rosy, romping JOURNAL babies, 
you sual have been lly convinced that [ 
use the word “pleasure” in all sinrerity, 
How do 1 handle such » tremendous number 

of letters? 
First, with the helpof several trained assistants 

L classify them hy subjects and immediately pass 
then on to the Department Editors for answer. 
‘There are tuenty-cight of these editors, besides 
somal army of stenograpbers and clerks, and the 
service is, T believe, as nearly periort a» heman 
brains and hands can make it, and insures the 
writers the quickest possible answers to their 
letters in spite of the eaps and bounds by which 
the number of the letters increases. 

D VOU realize that ip three momths £57,397 
of Tue Jouewat readers have secured, 

through correspondence, varinws kinds of service 
in addition to that which i presented in the 
colamas of the magazine? The increase in the 
letters for this period over the corresponding 
period of the preceding year was 76,229, or abowt 
49 per cent. 

Take the Architectural letters a+ an ilbustra- 
tion: Tm the first three months of 1913 only O35 
readers wrote to g+ asking advice about hualding 
their homes; in the first three months of 1915 
peecisely 33,531 wrote to us—an increase in two 
years ef more than 32,000 in one departinest, 
‘Mier the house i planned and builé the next 

ts furnishing it, amd that i where our 
Little House Editor san belp. Her specialty ix 
creating hanes, and whether It is a swt het on a 
ranch ot 4 stately Colonial house she is equally 
interested in sugaveting exactly the right com- 
binations of draperies, paper, rags and furnish- 
ings which will transforns an empty house into a 
real home. 
We ter tadeaghiand anaes ng years xno 

if a Needlework page inspired S00 readers to 
write to ws in a month—now we get ay many 
Jetters as that ina day. We have bad 20,000 [et- 
ters in reference to a single page—and when we 
realize that last year we seat out directions for 
22,714 crocheted atticles alone, to say nothing af 
13,978 tating, embroidery and knitting direc- 
tions, it makes tix feel almost as much he a 
needlework sbop as like a magazine-ant a very 
popular sbop at that, joing from some of the 
delighted coeaments: 

There is moching in the stares to with 
THE Lapin’ Honex Jouasas crochet patterns! 

Vhere do you ever find such exquisite designs? 
mace statistics show that lq three months 

1217 women wrote to the Needlework Editor for 
every column she presented in Tue Joewxat. 
during those three months—an increase of ayy 
proximately 1) per cent over the preceding year, 

‘Te ELVE little Directory natlors—one each 
month~stimulated im one year 11,551 la- 

oie directed to the Will-You-TellMe? Exi- 
“What do people write to them about,” 

romneane ns, they bave no pages in Tie 
Jovrsac?™ ae it would be much easler to tell 
what they do met write One letter, for 
inetanee, will focus the editor's attention on some 
obscure pedat in English literature, another will 
ask where to spend the vacation days. Sock » 
aatistying letter came to this department the 
other day- 
wi and furnished cur horse ase raised auth ‘uy Tut Lapues’ Hos Joumsat, ath ow Fait runming my ehab by It ‘tar 

fonts, tom. ate sacl a help ane im hn 

‘Yoo can newer know how much it mene tn we te 
ket mich expert indarmation so courteously giver. 

Lwrote pout some tiie agn xaking far your wwe 
ance in aerating material {oC my club paper on the 
staries of the opera—t had mo dex that your bel 
would be alias the gager itself, 

For every word that Doctor Coolidge writes ie: 
‘Tir Joonsat. two mothers write tous show! their 
habie. The trenentaus success of our Baby De 
partment has long sinee ceased ty be a matter of 
speculation and the young mothers ate all agreed 
that no magazine has ever offered such wonder- 
ful service. 

Ry the way, io you realize that we have 
Jouksxat babies in Norway, England, Inland, 
Sootland, Avstralia, France, China and Japan? 

TAST year our Home Party Editor planned 
51.486 entertainments for our readers anil 

she has a share in the good thoes all arwund the 
globe. Recently she hav planned a bitchen 
shower in Nustralia, a bride's annonecement 
my in Porto Rico, an entertainment in New- 

wadland, another ix) a xirts’ college in Turkey, 
amd a Golden Weeding kn Scotland—and in our 
own country the menwests tange froma informal 
socials in a stall mining town in Kentucky anit 
tem-yearolds’ parties on am Indian reservation 
fo Arizona toa daffodil tea in New York and au 
ep-lo-dste formal reception in Chicago—from 
the litte town where there is pot_even a soda 
fountain or a picture show to the big city that ix 
“partied to iteath,"" 

her thing we are prowd of, and that is, 
that we are having such a big part in the church 
work in this country ands small part bw the 
marvelous miniooary movement in forvign lanits, 
for a great many of the letters nddresved to The 
Minister's Social Helper come from missionaries 
in Afrlea, China ant Jay rar 
What is the special bien in sour church— 

fn your town? Is it to find something that will 
hobi the young arc make the dasce ball 
lest attractive? Or i+ it a money-making prob: 
fom—pomsibly to tilt the mortgage om your 
church? Of are you trying to flet some way to 
awaken the waning interest im the Eywerth 
League of the Christian Eodeayur? 

Whatever the problem is, The Minister's So- 
cial Hebper will count it a privilege tu help. 

Last year 11,699 people wrote to our New 
Houwekecping Editor and received expert advice 
about » wide variety of subjects, A great many 
brides who have gone directly frum the affice to 
‘the kitchewette have brought thele perplexities 
fo this department 

PEAKING of tries, last year $000 berites- 
to-be write to Eleatwne Phibips and the New 

Tlousckecplag sou Fashion Editars about ull the 
bewildering details af that Golden Day whiels 
would be absolutely spoiled for every surmal 
human girth if she wasn't perfectly survthat every~ 
thing, was "just right.” 

‘There were 9846 xitls who wrote to Dr, Enema 
Walker aboot their easty peublems—how tu 
conquer the first wrinkles ued gray hair—general 
rules tor hygienic living asl the f amount 
ait food and sleep that will insure pink cheeks that 
dove come out of a jar, Abe 1776 is beuueht 
a personal problems to tl itor 
all the throbbing vital questions that beset the 
social and business life of the modern gist, 

In thtve mopths the Fashion Editors had 
more than $00 inquiries for every column pre- 
sented in Tux Jocexat. Handreds of women 
who have neither the time nor the ap@ortunity to 
study t he styles in the shops write to ws for sax 

and we know from their letters that we 
are able to be of very real service. Take the 
following 49 an example: 

J tive on a ranch fair wwary From tee shuns, aiid 
Tite Joumyat has sever 
lege of cometting Tek 

elseal Cav Pan to cyto a, foe T now 
auetty yet J want instead of wasting time trying 

But it ie mot only the people far away frre the 

[ Sewanee 
other day: 
1 as far coo rosy to atunly the style; and it by 

such a comfort to Chat what You sugest lb 
always right. 

We are not always right, of course, but we 
are human enough to he glad thet some of our 
friends think we are, The word “iriend" seems: 
such a natural word to use in this connection— 
for Friendship and Service are always syoony- 
mors, abd there is oat an editor on our staff whu 
docs not reveive and answer our readers’ betters 
in the spirit af a very real, very sincere friendship, 

Special Booklets on Special Subjects 
no price Is given any one of the following special 

on esas hs Sforeeae ee Tf you wish the others Inclose in your letter, in 
Tn each cxse address the author of the booklet stamps, the 

booklets will he mailed 

price-amount stated, 
desired, always in care of Tux Lapres’ Home Jouxnat, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 

“The Book of Falr Booths *— 100 Ideas— 

“How to Finance the Bulding af «ithe Home’by CBU Keys “ How to Finance a 
“What You Should Know When Building a Little House,” by Charles E. White, Ir. 

‘Theresa Hunt Wolcott (25 cents). 
” by Mrs. Martha Mason. 

“A Lesson in Tatting,” by The Neediework Editors (10 cents). 

Book” (15 cents). 
Easy Patterns in Crochet.” by The Needlework Editors (15 cents). 
The Embroidery 
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To Whom to Write 

The Little House and Garden 
While we cannot act plan your house 

wean tell you how to obtaln plasss published 
Sn Tite JOURNAL, and answer questions abet 
little bouse building of about your garden, 

RCHITECTIRAL EOetow 
| Howe JOURNAL, PMLLADEEPETA 

Every phase of the modern girl's life 
problems. Perhaps it is a. heart 
jwession in her fife at the office or 

atbome. Anything which f of vital interest 
to her will receive careful attention and aym- 
pathetic advice from a woman who under 
stands the problems ant appreciates the 
Mlifficultiies. 

‘Tae Grats’ Enron 
‘Tue Lapies’ Howe Jousnat, Paranesenta 

Home Dressmaking 
Any question about bome ihessmaking 

fother chan styles in clothes, which will be 
answereil hy the Fashion Editors), whether 
ol sew clothes or about making over 
counomical cutting, will be answered ty 

‘Tae Howr Darssmaxisc Enrrow 
‘Tits Lantes’ Hour Jowrwas, Puiavenraa 

The Table and Cooking. 
‘On all questions of marketing and cookiny Wi 

household cconomles, recipes, mens, be 
overs, an all ney problems of houwkeepers 

pa gutting helpful advice, eer iven, yen wil write to 
‘The Counaay Borrow 

‘Tue Lapies’ Home Journal, PRnApeLriia 

Protty-Girl Questions 
Littlealdsto beauty and, health—hints 

‘on complexion, hair treeble (not arranging 
hale another notice covers that), skin and 
‘eyes, elc.—are matters on which you will get 
arivice promptly from a source you cam trust. 

Dy, Eva F. Warcin 
‘Tue Lannes’ Hox Journal, PatLApeLrnia 

How Can | Run My Home More Easily? 
Kadler waysof doing housework of all kinds, 

and in shorter time, saving the housewife steps 
anil time suure effocient ways of Tuning a 
home-—constitute the “new hoasekreping,” 
An expert os thls question will gladly make 
car new ways of doing housebold work if 
you will addzos 

Mrs. Coniston Frenesick 
Tite Lavnes’ Howe Jovenar, Pan. anetrana 

Good Manners end Good Form 
‘The right way of doing things—what some 

folks call ctiquette—when visithag ar enter: 
taining, in the theater or —_ or on the 
street, is well worth knowing, Lr fky (question 
on these matters will vee answer 

Mas. Eceanon HH. pened 
‘Tae Lantes’ Hour Joresat, Paraweneata 

Home Parties 
ptr elnaicrd pribteriilegetiiry tae 

will tell me what Kind of part ipa would ke 
to give and will furnish us suificient details to 
enable us to answer i ily and oder 
practical suggestions. Address 

‘Tit, Howe, Pawty Eorron 
THe Lantes' Home Jocuyat, MatApmeonts, 

Soci! Work in the Church 
Practical suggestions for socal aff 

Sunday-school entertainments, and tesehallé 
methoxls ae ‘or country will hemade cheer- 
fully if you wilt state your ered, Address 

‘Tie Mintsrer’s SoctaL Heer: 
‘The Lanies’ Howe Joomxat, PRILADEEMHIIA 

Reading and Literature 
Many wish te know quickly what to read 

on topics that are interesting them; others 
‘want to know about new books; others about 
cmirses In general reading. “tie Sine will 
answer these letters, bat will not criticize 
manuscripts. 

Mr, Hasintos W. Manne 
‘Tur: Lapies’ Howe: Joussat, Paaveuratia 

“Will You Tell Me?" 
‘There are numerous questions of general 

interest — joke pertaining to women's 
interests, on travel, on cur~ 
rent Dipak georer the placng of anions 3 ot of 

estloms on sclence, 
drama. ora sketches, etc. Wee te 

we have a special department, 
for anything not classified, address 

Tux: Enrrons of “Writ. You Tras Me?” 
‘Tor Lantes' Hour Jouexar, Parraonients 



The World is Now Yours 

And Without a Penny’s Cost to You 

HOUSANDS of times have our readers said to us: "Show us the beautiful art of the world”; or, "Let us see 

foreign lands”; or, “ Tell us the fascinating stories of history”; or, “Show us the people who have made the 
world famous,” Complying with any one of these requests meant a stupendous task: to do all seemed 

impossible. But now all has been done: the whole world of art, of history, of travel, of fine pictures and sculptures, 
of fascinating women and forceful men, is yours. 

We have organized 

The Ladies’ Home Journal Keeping-Up Club 
The motto of the Club is: “Pleasantly Bringing the Whole World Home Month by Month to Busy Men and Women.” 

THE MEN WHO WILL BRING THE WORLD TO YOU 

Here are the men under whose direction the Club material in “The Mentor,” the Club paper, is prepared. 

LS 

| Joun C.VaN Dyxet | Winutam T. Hornanay = |) Dwicier L, Exaenpore Hagaeron Wascier Mau | Atneet BosmnnL. HaxT 

Every reader of THE JOURNAL, man or woman, boy or girl, is eligible to membership in the Club. 

What You Will Get if You are a Member of the Club 

FIRST: 12 Issues of “The Mentor” FOURTH: 72 Gravure Pictures 

‘This is the Club publication: bringing you a beautifully printed Printed in the beautiful soft brown finish, laid separately in the 
and illustrated story each month, all about one subject, written by a magazine, printed on heavy paper all ready for framing, The pictures 
leading authority upon the special subject that the particular issue are almost one-half the size of Te JouRNAL. On the back of each is 
treats of, 150 pages during a year. a five-minute, crisp description of the beautiful painting, wonderful 

scenery, or epoch-making incident that is portrayed. . 
SECOND: 300 Beautiful Ilustrations 

All these illustrations are distributed during the year through FIFTH: An Answer to Any Question 
the text of the 12 issues of “The Mentor,” so that the eye is attracted on art, travel, literature, history, nature or architecture you may 
and pleased while the mind is being enriched. want to know about; each answer by a special authority in his line. 

The Club experts are entirely at your disposal. 
THIRD: Any Book at a Special Price 

Tt will wet for you and send you, postpaid, any book you may want SIXTH: Authoritative Club Programs 
at a special (below the regular) price. But it will never ask you to Any program you want for a club, a reading circle, s literary 
buy books: it is only a service in case you want it, afternoon or evening; each made out for you by an expert in his line. 

Here is the First Year's List of Twelve Subjects and Their Famous Authors 

"The Grand Canyon" By Dwight L, Elmendorf, Lecturer and Traveler “The Great Art Galleries of the World” By John C. Van Dyke, Professor 
“The Story of the Danube” . Albert Bushnell Hart, Professor of of the History of Art, Rutgers College 

Government, Harvard University “American Pioneer Prose Writers" . By Hamilton W. Mabie, Author 
“The HolyLand". . 2... . . . . By Dwight L. Elmendorf | “The Weather”. . By C. F. Talman, United States Weather Bureau 
“JoanofArc” , . . . . . . . . . Bylda M. Tarbell, Author “Argentine” . . . . . By Frederick Paimer, Author and Journalist 
“The Ring of the Nibelung” . By Henry T. Finck, Music Critic “Shakespeare’s Country". . By William Winter, Author and Critic 
“Chinese Rugs” 2. . “> | By John K. Mumford | “Leonardo da Vinci" = 5 By Prof. John C. Van Dyke 

How You Can Join the Club Free of All Expense 
You can have all this sent direct to your home by mail, free of all expense, even postage, for one new yearly subscription (not 

your own) of $1.50 to THe Lapies’ HoME JOURNAL ($1.75 in Canada). 
All you need to do is to ask some friend or neighbor to let you have her order for a subscription for THe Lapies’ HoME JoURNAL 

for one year. Send the money to us with the name and address of the new subscriber. 
, Start now so as to get the October first reading—" The Grand Canyon,” by Dwight L. Elmendorf, the eminent lecturer and traveler, 
The Grand Canyon of the Colorado is conceded to be the greatest wonder of the Far West. Six beautiful full-color pictures will 
accompany the reading. 

Remember, Tue Laptirs’ HOME JOURNAL subscription must be for someone whose name is not already on our list (it must not be 
Your own); the $1.50 ($1.75 in Canada) must accompany the order, and you must say that you want to become a member of the 
Keeping-Up Club and to receive "The Mentor” and pictures each month. Send the order and the $1.50 ($1.75 in Canada) to 

THE MANAGER OF THE KEEPING-UP CLUB, THE Lapies’ HOME JOURNAL, INDEPENDENCE SQUARE, PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 
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SSIBLY ordinary soap would clean 

the refrigerator and the pantry as well 

as Ivory Soap. But here the particular 

housekeeper aims at something more 

than the mere absence of dirt. 

She desires that these things be really, 

purely clean, in the sense that Ivory Soap 

is clean. That is why Ivory is used for so 

many purposes where, at first thought, 

ordinary soap seems good enough. 

994% PURE 
Factories at Ivorydate, Ohio; Port leory, New York; Kansas City, Kenoae; 

Hamilton, Canada, 
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EDITORIAL 
Who Can Bell the Cat? 

HE Christian Church is in a curious quandary. The general 
feeling is that the churches are losing their hold on the people, 
Whether or not this is so is not the purpose of this editorial to 

argue, But that this general impression exists none can deny. If it is 
80, why is it? Two causes are given. 

The first cause is held by many to be 
is not purely spiritual: that they are 
what is their ealduty? Literally, 
peopl to the highw , and enter into the social, 
economic and civic life of the people, and become a fact to do 
Social-service work, in fact, as well as the purely spiritual—philan- 
thropic endeavor, in other words. 

The second cause is hell by many to be: that it is 
cause the churches have gone into social service that they are losing 

that this philanthropic endeavor is not for the churc that 
nd of work can be and is being done better by social-service 

agencies than by any church; that the institutional church has been 
tried and isa failure, and that justin proportic on as the churches depart 
from their work of sf tion they depart from their high 
and real estate and will become increasingly ineffective, 

‘These are the two sides of the question, and they are certainly 
Opposed to each other in argument. 

Meanwhile, one fact stands out that both sides concede: the 
churches ere losing their hold on the people, and moral, social and 

Philanthropic agencies are increasing their hold on public interest 
and attention, 

There is, of course, in every situation where two extre 

Presented a middle ground where the real solution generally lies: 
happy medium that i is always difficult to find and attain, 

that the work of the churches 
ot secing their real duty. And 
out as Christ taught, say these 

ctly he- 

are 

the 

UT who is to bell the cat? 
Many have tried and failed and many will try and fail, for the cat 

in this instance happens to be important and it isn’t to bell it 
and be sure that, as the boys sy, you are going to get away with it. 

There is at least no harm in trying, and that is what Tue Lapie 
Home Journa is going to do: to try to bell the cat. 
its present issue the first of a constructive church seri 
first article it tries to define “The Minister's Job”: just what it is and 
what it is not; for that fact bears very heavily on the whole subject. 
Then the series will go on, and, in a constructive way only, try to show 
the way to increase the efficiency of the churches of today, large and 
Small. And to this work THe Journat has called the best minds of 
the most active and thinking workers in the churches of today— 
laymen for the most part, who see the problem from the point of 
view of the practical men of the world and yet who are in the churches 
and of the churches. 

‘OW, the question is: Can these men bell the cat? 
At least, they are going to try, and the result will be watched with 

the keenest interest by Tin JOURNAL, 

Not Always Wrong! 
‘THe young are not always wrong. 

does not necessarily mean that we know more. Li 
Because we have lived longer 

¢ and its 
‘ssons showld season and mellow us and make us safe guides for the 

young. Butisthisalwaystrue? We are too apt to take it for granted 
that as between a girl of sixteen and a woman of sixty-one the former 
must be wrong in a contention because she is sixteen, and that the 
Woman must be right because she i We forget that the 
Naturalness of youth to go straight t is sometimes more 
Unerring than the muddled menta al quality gone through the 
World with eyes that see not and ears that hear not 
little careful how we ac ept the truthfulness of generali 
8 witty and wise Frenchman who said: “All generalizations are false — 
cluding this one.” It is not safe to go on the general theory that 
the young are always wrong, for the old are not always right. 

The Man and the Woman 
ERE is a question that has recently come to us in a number 
of forms: 

Isn't this, really, a fact? That women are forging ahead, in the 
world’s things that really count, faster than are the men? And don’t you think, 
yourself, that it would be better for men if they woke up to the fact that all Life 
is not making money and that the world asks something more of a man than that 
he shall stand as a money-maker? 

No, it is not a fact that “women are forging ahead, in the world’s 
things that really count, faster than are the men”! 

Jane Addams spoke truthfully when, two months ago, in Tue 
Journat, she said that women had become more vocal; they had 
reached expression; they are throwing off their reserve, and we are 
hearing more of what they are doing, And that they are doing more 
is also true: splendidly true. But men are not idle simply because 
they are not talking quite so loudly, Men have become the quiet sex. 
Not because they want to be, or prefer the rile: it is simply an old but 
true adage that two cannot very well talk at the same time. 

HERE never was a time when there were a larger number of 
American men engaged in community, civic, philanthropic and 

social work than there are at present, Slowly but surely has the truth 
come home te thousands of men that they are their brothers’ keepers; 
and they have entered into all kinds of betterment work, in and out 
of business hours, in a : that has been nothing short of amazing, 30 
quickly has the change come, Asa matter of fact, the standing of a 
man in the world of men has entirely changed within the last few 
years, until today he is beginning to be judged not alone for the appli- 
sation of his capacities to the making of money, but in proportion as he 
applies those abilities to the betterment of his fellowmen. This new 
standard by which he is measured is likewise to become far more 
general in the future, and in the near future as well. [t is not enough 
nowadays that a man shall stand preéminent as a money- emaker; 
more is expected of him and more must he give. And he is doing i it 
willingly and ina prodigal manner. The day of “every man for him- 
self and the devil take the hindmost" is over; it is a day of each for 
the other and all together. Thatis the new slogan among men. 

‘O ARGUMENT is so futile as that which, in any way, lines up 
the sexes cither against each other or in comparison, There is no 

possible com, om between the work of the sexes any more than 
between the sexes themselves, The progress of the world depends on 
every man doing his work and every woman doing her work and both 
working together. All the arguments for the feminist movement 
cannot change that one unalterable law. The moment there is intro- 
duced into discussion or work a spirit of sex division, except that laid 
down by natural laws, that moment there is introduced a note that 
invariably leads to inefficiency and defeat. Real progress is possi- 
Ile only where men and women work together. It is futile to talk or 
argue along any other line. 

What We Pay Our Girls 
HIS question has been asked before, and perhaps now is as good 
a time to state the fact as any other, since there seems to be some 

misapprehension on the poin 

Is it not true that in your great JouRNAL building you have the most 
beautiful welfare appointments, rest rooms, superb art features, concerts, etc., 

yet you pay scores of your girls some five, and many six or seven dollars a 
week? How do you square these two facts? 

We don’t square them, because of one simple fact: there is not a 
single girl employed in the Curtis Building who receives less than 
cight dollars a week: there is not one among the several thousand girl 
employees who receives five, six or seven dollars a week. You see, my 
friend, it all depends on the facts—not reported, but actual—in the 
case. We think our wage standard does square with our social-welfare 
work, and it is a pleasure to be able to state the fu 



A LITTLE GIRL CAME HOME ONE DAY in radiant enthu- 
siasm, and fairly cried out: ‘Ob, Father, there's a man com- 
ing to school next week to teach us concentration at a dollar 
an hour! May I take some lessons?” And the little girl 
wondered why the family laughed. Yet thousands are like 
the little girl in believing that energy, or integrity, or con- 
centration can be taught and learned at so much an hour or 
@ lesson. Or we buy a book and think it will teach us the 

fundamental virtues of character, But the Columbus is yet to be born who 
will discover the short cut to character, The hardest lesson that we have to 
learn is that no person nor book can teach us anything. They can help, or 
advise, or direct, or suggest, or show us the way. But whether we travel the 
way shown rests with ourselves. No one has ever added a single virtue to his 

wracter who hasn't learned and acquired that virtue by and of himself. 

“T Don’? KNOW WHY His TABLE MANNERS are so bad! 
I'm after him all the time.” 

How many discouraged mothers voice that complaint! 
They think their second sentence opposes the first. As a 
matter of fact, it explains the first. They are quite literally 
“after him all the time.”” 

Why not be defore him all the time? When we, oceasion- 
ally, see little boys and girls, full of spirit and reassuringly 
naughty, who nevertheless have civilized personal habits, 

we may be sure of one thing; their mothers did not wait for unpleasant 
developments and then try to correct them. The unpleasant developments, 
normally to be expected in any untrained child of whatever home surround- 
ings, have been anticipated and forestalled. ‘The ounce of prevention here is 
worth the pound of cure, In the case of training children, the sure prevention 
takes the form of DO; the undependable cure, the form of DON'T. 

“SHE Is QUEER, You Know.” Every now and again you 
hear this said of a woman, And when one runs this accusa- 
tion to the ground, the “queerness” comes from the fact 
that the woman is unusual; unusual in that she does not 
dress as “they” (whoever “they” are!) do; or she may 
prefer to go to a symphony concert than to dance; or she 
may not do what everyone else is doing (and that, in the 
eyes of some, is such a crime!). But, generally speaking, 
the “queer” woman is interesting; not because she is 

“ queer," because her “queermess”’ is simply that she is different. She refuses 
to be anyone else than herself. She chooses to dress either as is most becom- 
ing to her or as is most comfortable to her. She doesn't find out what “they” 
are doing before she does anything. She has a healthy indifference to what 
“they” are wearing when she buys a hat or a dress. She is just herself. 
Curious, isn’t it, that one can be "queer" when one is merely one’s self? But 
it is so. The fact remains, however, that the women generally adjudged to 
be "queer" add the real true color to the feminine horizon, and it is not going 
too far to say that they are among the women who are worth while! 

PERHAPS THE MOST VALUABLE THING in the world to any 
mother is the confidential conversation of her little ones; 
and an appalling mistake is made by any mother who is too 
busy to listen! Better that she make fewer clothes, or give 
simpler food, or forego a little of the outside education 
than not have time to talk to her children, Our little 
ones are both spirit and bodies, and to let the little spirit 
stagnate while we attend to the bodies is poor policy. Let 
us talk a little more freely and intelligently to children, 
remember their little minds are groping just as their little 

hungry stomachs are craving, and give them food for pleasant thought. The 
mast intellectual children do not always come from the best schools, but often 
from the homes where the families maintain a certain level of intelligent 
thought, reading and conversation. 

SHE SHOULD—DECIDEDLY So! It is just as important for 
a woman as fora man. Suppose she passes away and does 
not leave a will; what may happen? 

First: The Court has to appoint someone to take charge 
of her property, and this may be anybody. This person has 
the right to look into all her most private possessions: 
letters, papers, etc.; say what shall be done with her most 
precious things: her watch, ring, etc. Would she like that? 

Second: Such a person—an administrator, he is called — 
has to file a bond, This bond costs money and that money has to come out 
of what a woman leaves; a lawyer must be retained, the estate must be 
advertised, appraisers appointed, an inventory made—all of which costs 
money and comes out of what she leaves. And the necessary red tape 
that the law requires may take a year or two, and the estate is tied up for 
all that time. 

Third: If she is a widow and passes away without a will, leaving children, 
she thereby failed to indicate a guardian for the children, and the court must 
appoint one, She could have wisely selected a guardian who would act as a 
labor of Jove, but will the court do so? She leaves her children at the mercy 
of anyone that the court chooses to appoint. If the children are under age 
the complications become greater. Expenses come in, and they must all come 
out of what she leaves, 

‘These are only some of the complications that arise when a woman leaves 
no will, They are enough, however, to show her the importance of making a 
will, Nor should she try to make a will herself and save a lawyer's fee. 
Nothing is more shortsighted. Not only should every woman make a will, 
but she should let a lawyer make her will for her, Hundreds of family quar- 
rels could have been avoided had women been more careful about leaving 
wills clearly stating their desires after they had passed away. 

WE ARE CERTAINLY MAKING LONG STRIDES forward when 
we read such words as these, 
they concern our health, 
that the writer, Sir William Osler, M, D., is unquestionably 
the foremost living American physician and the highest 
authority on drugs in the medical world, He says what 
follows in the “Encyclopaedia Americana"; 

The new school does not feel itself under obligation to 
give any medicine whatever, while a generation ago not 
only could few physicians have held their practice unless 

they did, but few would have thought it safe or scientific. 
Of course there are still many cases where the patient or the patient's 

friends must be humored by administering medicine, or alleged medicine, 
where it is not really needed, and indeed often where the buoyancy of mind, 
which is the real curative agent, can be created only by making him wait 
hopefully for the expected action of medicine; and some physicians still 

But the change is great. The modern treatment of disease relies very 
greatly on the so-called natural methods, diet and exercise, bathing and 
massage; in other words, giving the natural forces the fullest scope by easy 
and thorough nutrition, increased flow of blood, and removal of obstruc- 
tions to the excretory systems or to circulation in the tissues. 

One notable example is typhoid fever. At the outset of the nineteenth 
century it was treated with ‘remedies’ of the extremest viclence—bleed- 
ing and blistering, vomiting and purging, antimony and calomel, and other 
heroic remedies. Now the patient is bathed and nursed and carefully 
tended, but rarely given medicine. 

This is the result of the remarkable experiments of the Paris and Vienna 
schools into the action of drugs, which have shaken the stoutest faiths; and 
partly of the constant and reproachful object lesson of homeopathy, No 
regular physician would ever admit that the homeopathic ‘infinitesimals' 
could do any good as direct curative agents; and yet it was perfectly cer- 
tain that homeopaths lost no more of their patients than others. There was 
but one conclusion to draw, that most drugs had no effect whatever on the 
diseases for which they were administered, 

A WOMAN SAVES OR INHERITS SOME MONEY, and immedi- 
ately she is sorely puzzled as to how and where to invest it. 
She is timid about making known her possession and she is 
skeptical of advice. She reads alluring advertisements of 
“stocks” that pay ten per cent and she is tempted, What 
is she to do? Remember these simple points: 

The safest investment for a woman is to put her money 
into a savings bank. This will pay her from three to four 
per cent. 

_ _ The next safest investment is a first—not a second — 
mortgage. That will pay her from four and a half to five per cent. 

The third safest investment is a bond, That will pay her from four to six 
per cent. 

Allstocks are doubtful because of the possibility of fluctuation. Then, too, 
astock may stop paying dividends. Again, you cannot always sell stock. It is 
infinitely better to sleep soundly in the possession of an investment that 
pays from three to five per cent, than to lie awake or be restless about an 
investment that may pay you ten per cent, but sometimes fails to pay any’ 
per cent! 

No ONE WOULD EVER HAVE THOUGHT of the moving 
picture as an element in the fight against the saloon, But 
alongside the large corporation, awakened to the realization 
that aloohol means inefficiency, is the “ movie" as one of the 
two most powerful factors in bringing about prohibition of 
aloohol, Before the advent of the “ movie" a workingman, 
knowing that he would find his wife tired out and cross after 
a day's work, his children unkempt and his house in disorder, 
preferred the saloon and dropped in fora social hour, meeting 

friends for whom he “set up a glass,” and the casual visit would mean to him 
an expenditure of from fifteen cents up. Now, with his appetite whetted for 
an evening at the “movies,” he finds his wife cheerful when he gets home, his 
dinner ready, his children dressed up: all are ready for father to take them to 
the “movie.” 

And the expense is exactly the same, with this difference: the man realizes 
that he is better fitted for his job the next day and his home is a more cheerful 
place to come back to at the close of the day. The “movie” may not be all we 
would like to have it, but it certainly has developed an unexpected strength 
in a direction that no one ever dreamed of. 

We Usep T0 HAVE JUST PLAIN GARDEN FENCES of green 
planks or white pickets, and nothing else in the world so 
appropriately shut in a clump of old-fashioned rase bushes 
or larkspur or hollyhocks; gardens with brick paths: and, 
under a tree, generally an old apple tree, a baby tumbling 
about. Then fashion camealong, real-estate “developments 
appeared, and lo! the fences disappeared and only some 
shrubs divided the garden from the next place or the side- 
walk. It was all right—with great rolling country estates 

~ and these “development” sections. But why should the old- 
fashioned cottage have madly followed suit just to be in the fashion? The 
new fashion is not for it: it doesn't belong. All the sense of being within 
bounds and the feeling of appropriateness are gone. For with an old- 
fashioned cottage belong an old-fashioned garden and an old-fashioned brick 
walk, and that walk must lead toa gate and the gate must have a fence, and 
a real white picket fence too. : 

Don't let us get too fashionable: too modern. Some of the old-fashioned 
ideas are pretty good: they haven't been improved. Tt is no improvement t0 
let the ground around an old-fashioned cottage go madly wandering where 
it will: every instinct calls to square up the straggling boundary lines and to 
let the old-fashioned lilac or the rose or the hollyhock come peeping over the 
white picket fence and nod to the passer-by, 
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“Margaret” 
Painted by Arthur J. Gaskin 

BEFORE YOU CAME 
BY JUDD MORTIMER LEWIS 

Be you came we thought we knew 
All of life's happiness; 

The clouds were white against the blue, 
The breeze was a caress; 

The violets were dewy-wet 
Beside the cottage door, 

And we walked hand in hand, and let 
The world go by—before. 

Be you came. And then your ery 
Came thin across the morn; 

Faintly it came; and by and by, 
The morning you were born, 

The white-capped nurse drew gently near— 
Ah, but she felt and knew 

All my heart held of love and fear— 
And brought me word of you! 

O f you! For youl had no thought, 
For you I had no care! 

For her! Ah,I was overwrought, 
"Twixt hoping and despair! 

The night had dragged a weary length, 
And fearing for her loss 

Had brought me, sapped of human strength, 
Prostrate before the Cross! 

Ne we two bend above your bed; 
And you are all we know 

Of happiness. Your fuzzy head, 
Your baby cheeks aglow, 

Your hands held up for her caress, 
Your gurglings— more and more 

You bring to us a happiness 
We never dreamed before! 



ler 
THE DAY-TO-DAY STORY 

Diary 
OF A MODERN GIRL 

NUMBER 1: THE HOUR OF HER DEBUT 
my début, and then at last things will begin to hap- 
pen. They can’t be too exciting or come too thick and 

fast to suit me. I'm so tired of waiting 
This début business is perfectly silly, You aren't supposed 

to think anything or imagine anything of know anything 
before you've conve out: and 
all the while you are thinking 

ining and knowing 
as hard as you possibly can 
You aren't saying of doing; 
that's all, But a début is 
awfully thrilling. [t would 
be a shame to miss it, even if 
all the pretending about it 
ix footless. 

Aunt Blanche is an angel 
to give me such a gorgeous 
coming-out party, Dad 
couldn't have afforded a 
grand splurge, and if you 
have to break out of the shell 
before poople [ believe in 
doing it with a crash. 

My frock’sa dream —white 
tulleand so simple that it 
coat a hundred and fifey dol- 
lars! Th ime simplicity 
for a gir 

N= EMBER 1—10 4, #, Tonight I'm going to make 

All the same, when 
Um once really out Pin noe 
going to atick to white 

plan, 

tulle. I'm sick to death of 
being girlish—1'd lots rather be smart. Of course, | have 
wheedied mother and Miss Watkins into letting me have 
some things that they didn’t think [ought to have; but 
I've been dreadfully flapperish all the same, and now I'm 

g to strike right out and pick up some style. What's 
the use of being simple outside when you aren't a bit simple 
inside? 

Aunt Blinche says girlishness gets across better than 
smartness, and of course she did get ac Unele James 
was worth three millions and he died and left her every cent 
of it. But then, that was partly luck: and things have 
changed a lot even since she was married, and it's more fun 
to be smart than to be girlish, 

PPHAT'S what | want—fun, fun, fun! I'm going to have 
every blessed bit of it L can get, and I'm going to ha’ 

just as fast as possible, before anything can 
things, By and by I'll be old and stodgy and th 
TH have to be contented instead of being thrill 
I'm young and pretty, and dad c 
good time even if he i ‘ 
@ few thrills, non 

ping to gather in 
comes afterward, 

1 keep up the excitement too, 
an. There was Cleopatra~and Récamier—and 

Ninon de Lencloa-only dad took the book away from me 
before | found out how she finished up. Of course, I'm not 
in their class; I realize that. I've got good eyes and nice 

id; T don't suppose | could 
It either. 

* Mrs, Pierson. She isn't any Cleopatra, and 
she len't any Bernhardt. She's awfully okf—a year older 

e, 1 Aunt Blanche in forty 
hough ahe's got 

ing times right along—fancy 
g and atoplaning and poloing and breaking up other 

e's love affairs and yomg into business and giving 
y circuses and goodness knows what all! 

Nobody thinks she's very good; but everybody thinks 
oho’s frightfully arnusing, and they don't seem to mind about 
the things she doesn't wear for her dances of about the love 
affairs, That is, nobody minds except grandma; E rd ber 
telling mother what she thought about Mrs. Pierson one day, 
and it sounded like something out of the Old Testament 
She nearty had a fit when she found I'd been sitting in 
the hay window listening to what she said, 

w, why should she care? It's silly to 
pretend girls can go about being deaf, duinb, 
blind and imbecile, What's the use of pre- 
tending? Mother wouldn't let me go to those 
Brieux plays, but of course [heard all about 
them and I've been to see stacks of other 
plays that were about as bad, only she dida't 
happen to know what they were, of course. 
And ence in a while dad forbids my reading 
a book; but Shakspere was simply crammed 
down my throat, and | am quite sure that 
he didn't leave Robert Chambers anything 
to tell me, 

Nobody says a word against my reading the yellow maga- 
zines and newspapers; e people we know are always 
getting mixed up in scandals; and as for the smart set that 
Aunt Blanche is so crazy about breaking into—well, Marjorie 
Wellover’s mother has 4 that used to work in one of the 
way-up families, and the thing Mls Marjorie about the 

smart set—I wouldn't put them even into a 
diary like this, that looks. 

Maybe it would be lovely for girls not to 
know anything at all about hoerid things, but 
they do, and that's all there is to it; so why 

pretend they don't? 
I'm not beginning this diary properly at all 

It won't last a month, if | write as much as 
this every tin but T won't have time to do 
it alter tonight, so that’s all right. The only 
reason I have time now is that I'm staying in 
bed so that I'll be “fresh for tonight! Perfect 
piffle! I'm always toe fresh, but Aunt Blanche 
and mother laid down the law, so I had to 
give in, 

Mother came up once and caught me doing 
an Irene Castle-lsac Duncan combination 
polka before the cheval glass in iny “nightie 
and bare feet, and she made such a fuss that 
I promised I wouldn't budge out of bed again; 
+0 here 1 am and I've got to do something 
That's why I began my diary, and now that 
I've started [ think it's going to be rather jolly 
to write whatever I please and lock it up. 

N\ RS, BENSON is coming to do my nails in 
alittle while. I've never had them done 

before, and I'm crazy to have them awfully 
pink and shiny; but 1 know Aunt Blane 

won't stand for that, She suys it's vulgar. Funny, what's 
vulgar and what nder what the Queen of 
the Fiji Islands calls vulgar. Ie would be frightfully inter- 
esting to know, Sometime I'm going to travel a lot—after 
things get dull bere. 

I'm going to have my hair done, too—not waved, but the 
very last thing in innocent girlishness, Henri’s coming to 
do it. He's the swellest in town now--and 
a lot he knows about innocent girlishness! 

11.4.M. Benson has just gone. I don’e 
think my nails are very splendid, but she 
toh} me what to get to make them wonder- 
ful, and she say's it’s awfully old-fashioned 
to keep débutantes girlish. Most of the 
debutantes she manicures have facial mas- 
sage and things like that too. She sas 
that Eleanor Barelay, who's been such a 
howling success, simply doesn’t care what 
she pays for face creams and lotions, 

11,30. 4.M. Things interrupt so. I've 
just had a note from Tommy Wenzell, 
wanting me to xive dances for him tonight 
The neeve of him! : 

69. M. Henri came and did my hair 
low and parted and meck as Moses: but 
when mother was out of the room he sid 
Id be awfully chée with it skinned back 
smooth and done high, Maybe when 

unt Blanche takes her eagle eyeofl me for 
a minute | can try it that way, Mother's so good-natured 
I can easily coax her into letting me do most anything. 

I'm all dressed and I'm to sit here and be “quiet” 
until they send for me, “Quiet”! I'm just about as quiet 
as a boiler factory. Grown-up people are foo foolish. Oh, 
but 1 love, Jove, lope being excited, and I've been terribly 
excited all afternoon, Flowers have been coming in perfect 
truckloads. Everybody has sent them —smy friends, mother's 
friends, Aunt Blanche’s friends, father’s friends —and Tommy 
Wenzell, Tommy's hideously young. I didot realize it 
until today 

Srm. 

OUT OF THE WAR 
Hes sprung a great story entitled “The Three Things”"—a 

story that goes to the heart of the world-swaying con- 
flict as it affected one man in the trenches. Without excep 
tion it is the greatest story the war has produced, and it will 
appear in the November Journa. 

(Page 10) 

T took lovely, Really | do, Tm surprised at myself 
Everybody came up and booked at me. Dad blew his nose 
hard and said: “Well, puddin’,” and mother squeezed me 
very carefully and told me not to muss my frock; and Aunt 
Blanche said my bodice might have been just a trifle lower: 

and Bells, our old colored cook, suid: “Lawd hab mercy of 
yuh, ebile!" [ guess Bella's remark had the most to it 

Afterward I went down to grandma's room te shaw mysell 
to her. | do adore grandma; she's such a darling, senti- 
mental old cherub, She kissed hoped I'd be as good as 
was pretty, and quoted oldfashioned poetry about “standing 
with reluctant feet, where the brook and river meet." 

“Reluctant: 1 should worry! If she only knew bow my 
two feet are simply prancing to begin fox-trotting along that 
river bank! 

been here to 8:30 rm. Three newspaper reporters hav 
Tecan hardly my photograph. Clever Aunt Blanche 

wait to see the papers, 

Novemnen 2, 
place ! 

It was simply foo 
mendous fuss over Dv 
workd, and I don't see how I can ever stand just by 
“among those present” again, Maybe [T won't ha 
There must be ways of being # most of the time, "It fine 
out what they are. 

Of course, { had to stand with father and mother and meet 
swarms of people I'd never seen before; but it was rather 
fun especially the men. Men never had noticed me before 
but the dear things actually seem able to sit up and take 
notice when a thing's called to their attention—even the 
quiet old ones, 

old soul gave mea turn, an grandma would say" 
He told me [ was the image of what mother was at my ager 
and I felt as though he'd poured a bucket of icewater over 
me. There stood mother, looking a perfect dear in her new 
lavender faille, but such a plump, elderly, placid dear; just 
the kind foe a mother, but—wwll, 1 simply ean’e betieve life 
is going to do that to me, | don't want to settle down —n0t 
ever. Lwon't! I'm going to keep alim and excited, even if 16a 

marry and get sort of fed aP- 
on my husband and ebiktre® 
andthings, Dut, just for fear 
I should settle down some 
day in spite of myself, [0 
going to crowd as much a5 
ean into my youth, I'm 3 
for the poctry about gather 
ing rosebude while ye mys 
because they're likely to get 
froathitten the minute yout 
back’s turned. 

“a sure: I shan’t O E chi 
hu poart getting eer 

ried, and [ shan't even get 
engaged in my first seasoe 
It isn't as if 1 were a homely 
girl and wouldn't dare take 
chances. Aunt Blanche sty? 
you have as much fun after 
you're married as you 4? 
before, but {don't beliewe it 
Of course I'm going to marty 
well, and my husbxand will be 

able to hire most of the settle-y things done for me; but Fl 
have to have my own babies, and f want four, It isnt 
Smart to have more than two, at the outside, but | do think 
they're terribly cunning, and then if Lever should give uP 
and settle down they'd be such a comfort 

It’s a mighty good thing this diary locks, Mother would 
be horribly shocked if she knew I was counting my chickens 
the day after 1 was hatched; but I can't see why @ ga 
shouldn't think about having babies. I she isn't a perlect 
idiot she knows it was planned at the beginning of the wor 
that she should have them, and she might as well get used t° 
the idea, Why, I can remember planning about my babies 

when I was playing with dolls, and w' 
I was twelve I'd positively made up ™Y 
mind to have twins and call them Lancelt 
and Guinevere. Once upon a time some 
body’d given me a child's book about the 
“Round Table,” and | was simply crt 
about Lancelot; but I hadn't a bit of ut 
for Arthur. [t's sort of pathetic that 8° 
heroes are always so much less interesting 
than bad ones are. I wonder why they 4° 
Grandma says grandpa was a mint on 
Poor grandma ! 

I'm out! Crash! Eggshells all over the 

vonderful. Everybody made a tre 
Being i is the Joveliost thing in the 

wing 

CONTINUED IN THE NOVEMBER JOURNAL 



Her Golden Hours 
NUMBER 1: THE HOUR OF HER DEBUT 

PAINTED BY LESTER RALPH 

The First of Six Pictures Illustrating “Her Golden Hours” as Described 

in “Her Diary” The Next Picture Will Appear in the November Journal 
Page 12, 



THE PARTING OF ELIJAH AND ELISHA 
Il KINGS — CHAPTER 2 

BEING THE FOURTH OF A SERIES OF OLD TESTAMENT 
PICTURES PAINTED BY W.L.TAYLOR 
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‘The King’s Business 

*AR as spiritual service can 
we boundaries they are clearly 

set for the minister by the activi- 
ties of the church committed to his 
care, There is an inexorable necessity 
about this limitation, far stronger than 
formal logic or ordination yows, If 
the clergyman does not lead the lodge 
of his community another will doubt- 
less do so; if 
dominating factor 
someone else will surely 
omission; if he exerts no influence 
upon literature belles-tettres will not 
become one of the lost arts; if he does 
not develop into an educationalist 
nedagogy will not perish as a science. 
Bat it for any reason bis peophetic 
office is not filled, if his preact i 
lusteriess and powerless, if h 
leadership falls into abeyance, 

sonal contact with men and women 
he ceases t0 be a source of spiritual 
and ethical energy, then no one will 
take bis place, and his church will be 
as sterile as salted Land, 

Demoralized communities are the 
consequence of devitalized churches, 
and devitalized churches are the prod- 
wets of deflected ministries. 

To confine the function of the minis- 
try in such a manner is noe really to 
narrow it, except as all concentration 
involves narrowness. The close-choked 
barrel of a modern rifle makes for a 
greater effectiveness than the bell 
mouth of the old blunderbuss, There 
may be instances in which clergymen 
have acquired power beyond the 
bounds of their ordained vocation, but 
these are the exceptions and may mis- 
lead if adopted as models. Charles 
Kingsley and Henry van Dyke in liter- 
ature, Henry Ward Beecher and C. 
Si Hi ii poe life, Sir 
v Nicoll and Der. 

‘ John Macdonald in journalism, with 
eq of college presidents, would have been quite as 

*ctive in their adopted spheres had they never held the 
[Paden office. The work in which they have won distinc 

Was not an essential part of their initial calling, but an 
. tion for which they had a natural aptitude. In oo 

Stee did it enhance their value to the church as a 
Titual institution or organism. 

LTHOUGH the average minister has been trained for a 
ing pochnite service within the church, it is true that the train~ 
ey Bs not been of the best kind for the task, He must exsay 
by St pastorate with an equipment of Greek that he may use 
hy the sweat of his brow, with just enough Hebrew toconvince phi it is of no practical use, with a vague panorama of 
Tuue*ophy from Plato to Bergson, with a theory of the Bible 
by looks like an army corps of interrogation n points passing 
his On dress parade, and with a nightmare of ecclesiastical 

vad? {fom which the scrimmage of Arianism, Sabellianism, 
hepgicianism and many other isms has driven out all the 
Tot! and squeezed out all the glory. 

Jot, ™Y have flirted with psychology throughout a few 
withe’? dallied with pedagogy during one semester, come 
twin, Mailing distance of Sunday-school methods once or 
of thetUring his three years’ course, and he may have heard 
Things 20lemn opportunities and responsibilities of the 
of anttY to the sick and the sorrowing from the address 
of thy experienced past: ut on the whole the training 

it theological se: y was Not a specialization in 
tion in theories. the Bd the course of study is usually the same whether 

wy tudent is destined for the foreign mission field, the 
Sabygenttered rural parish, the city slum or the affluent 
the Urban church, ‘That there are so few total failures in 
Of Patty i the clearest possible proof of the reality 

idence, 

MUST be assumed that ine s t by some principle of natural 
off S4Pernatural celection micaiert discover the sphere 
of mw for which they are fitted and in spite of the lack 
mit tial training to which they were compelled to sub- 
with Sooner or later they find themselves confronted 
Upon t Situation rather than a theory; they have thrust 
ing them the responsibility of teaching, guiding, lead- 
bod elding, comforting and inspiring a heterogeneous 
Compan men, women and children grouped under the 

i name of a church, 

How it Can be More Effectively Done 
Told in a Series of Constructive Articles by Practical Writers 

In any discussion of churches or of church work the actual position and the work of the minister 
must first be clarified, Hence, as the first article in the series of "The King's Business,” there is here 
presented a clear-cut, straightforward answer to the question: 

What Really is the Minister’s Job? 
By the Reverend Joseph H. Odell, D.D. 

If the church is in a village or a small town the minister 
finds it organized up to capacity, The smaller the church the 
greater the ratio of members who have assigned duties. It 
is only in the larger city churches that the problem exists of 
finding suitable tasks and opportunities for the individual 
members, Many a metropolitan organization reports ten 
& cent, of its members doing ninety per cent. of the work. 
Probably every large congregation has scores of unused out- 

Jets for its latent energies. 
The fault lies, not in an absence of need but in the lack 

of direction. Nearly all men and the majority of women are 
naturally timid of assuming or exercising any religious func- 
tion, For many centuries the activities of religion have been 
confined to the professional class, to the clerics. Stress has 
been laid upon the church and the conception of the King- 
dom of God has fallen into the background. Jesus spoke 
almost never of the church, but almost always of the 
Kingdom of God, 

It was probably St. Francis of Assisi who first understood 
that to realize the full meaning of the Kiry on carth the 
laity would have to be employed, and so founded his Third 
Order. Wyclif followed with his Lollard exhorters, and John 
Wesley took up the idea in his employment of local or 
unordained preachers. 

Brodrs few laymen can preach, and prcertl enleninent 
of service must be more in line with their native ability. 

How can such work be organized? Not the minister. 
His mornings must be devoted to study and the composition 
of his sermons and addresses; his afternoons to pastoral 
calling, funerals, and conferences with those who need his 
counsel; his evenings to the various meetings, in his own 
church and elsewhere, that demand his presence. Probably 
every possible expedient has been tried in order to meet this 
situation. 

‘The experiment that has most widely failed has been the 
assistant pastor. He is either too young and inex; ce 
or too old and inflexible. I{ he has any initiative and ability 
he will prefer a smaller church of his own, in which he is the 
dominating factor, to the position of a subordinate in a 
situation where be is tolerated as a stop-gap. He is usually 
an inferior preacher and is not in the pulpit; if 
sick calls are to be made, funerals conducted, marriaj 
performed, the people insist upon the pastor, if he is within 
reach, and resent being put off with a substitute. 

The larger churches are being driven to the creation of 
an entirely different system: the employment of a business 
manager. He will bear the same relationship to the church 
as the superintendent of a plant bears to the conduct of a 
modern business, and his relationship to the minister will be 
similar to that of the superintendent to the president of 
the commercial corporation. He will absorb the ideas of the 
minister, understand his conception of the mit of the 
church, sort and arrange and employ the material that is 
usable, introduce efficiency methods in the finance, the 
working units and the raw material of the congregation, 
attend to all publicity matters, investigate the needs and 
possibilities of the parish, eliminate overlapping and mini- 
mize all causes of friction. 

N%*. such men can be found. The Young Men's Christian 
Association is able to discover them, are very 

many Young Men's Christian Association secretaries who 
feel that as middle life approaches they should find an occu- 
pation where youth will not be at a premium. And there are 
many business men in whom the natural aptitude and liki 
for religious work are so strongly marked that they woul 
welcome such an opening. Hf men of the type are pot 
immediately available they must be trained, just as men are 
quicl loped for the new industries that are constantly 
arising in the business world, 

ashanti ner peckaccnyedec dat 
many years. He has also had unusual experiences as 
a Christian lay worker, having just completed a year's 
work in secular journalism. combines, therefore, 
the peculiar qualifications of being able to see the work 
of the minister from the pastor’s point of view and also 
of looking at the pastor’s work from the layman's 
standpoint. At the time of writing this he confronted, 
at the outset of a new city ministry of his own, the 
“question of this article for himself as well as for its 
| seemed ‘The Editors feel, therefore, that 

‘Odell's answer to the question here presented 
has peculiar significance and weight. 

~~Tue Eprrors or Tae Lavres' Home Jovrxat. 

Every parish of any size now has a 
woman worker whose duties lie among 
the children, spayed girls an 
women of the neaghborhood, Such 
work is indispensable and must be 
continued, but its direction would fall 
to the business manager. So also 
would the upkeep of the church prop. 
erty, the assignment of sittings, the 
oversight of the boys’ work, the rela. 
tionship of the missions or settlements 
to the church proper, the arrangement 
of meeti the supplying of litera- 
ture to tl > tian concerning: 

the objects in which the church is or 
should be interested, the careful in- 
vestigation of new possibilities of con- 
structive of remedial work in the 
neighborhood, and the delicate task of 
fitting new mem or attendants 
into the department of church life or 
activity in which they can be most 
profitably employed. 

This arrangement would not sup- 
plant the minister; it would rather 
release him from the performance of 
exacting and nerve-consuming details 
for the vital work that he alone can 

form. Men and women of modern 
life, even the very best of those en- 
rolled in the churches, are painfully 
conscious of the toll that daily life 
takes of their spiritual reserves.“ The 
demands of business and society and 
the dutics of the civic environment are 
so Line ened La pons that Pie ore 
as well as physical en is depleted, 

There is no lack of idesletoday; 
see clearly enough, but their vision 

far exceeds their capacity. What they 
need, and what they know they need, 
more than anything else, is a perpetual 
revivifying of hope, faith, coe and 
courage. Unless the minister can brin, 
his gerole into direct intercourse wit 
the Source of these spiritual forces the 
church will fall under the weight of its 
own machinery, and the more perfectly it is organized the 
more complete will be the crash. To keep a stream of inspi- 
ration flowing into the minds and hearts of his people is th e 
chief function of the minister. 

“4 [escrere is a constant temptation for the minister to take 
. an active part in politics. In saying that ministers should 

resist the temptation, it is not implied that they should dis- 
franchise themselves. Many of them have the political tem. 
pe toa marked degree; the history of Convocations, 

‘onferences, General Assemblies and Presbyteries amply 
proves this. But for politics as an instrument of civic gov- 
erament very few have the necessary knowledge, Anyone 
who knows the spasmodic irruption of clergymen into 1 
political situations is convioned that they should keep out, 

About a month before an election the Monday Mornin 
Ministers’ Meeting worked up about the corruption 
party methods, or the undesirability of some of the candi- 
dates, or the use of liquor money in the campaign. Resolu- 
tions iis mee committees appointed, sermons preached 
and a -in-the-pan reform movement is inaugurated, It 
is not only futile, bat positively harmful. Political honor 
and clerical intelligence are put into the stocks side by side 
and rotten. all the civic hoodlums. 

Before the Ministers’ Meeting awoke from the balsam 
drowse of its long vacation the election was over—all 
except counting the votes. The politicians in the 
county, city, ward and district had been on their jobs 
ever since the previous election and had insured their 
success when making up the pall list, issuing the tax 
receipts, registering the voters, selecting the election 
boards or judges of elections, and in various subterranean 
and back-of-the-barroom bipartisan deals and alliances. 
And it is more than probable that some of the conscious 
of semiconscious agents in fixing the election were highly 
respectable members or officers of the churches over 
which the fulminating and fumigating ministers preside, 

| Bonimelle can be cleansed only from the inside of 
the political party. Men who exert any influence in 

elections must play the fame three hundred and sixty- 
five days in the year. A hundred circumstances mal 
it impossible for the minister to be a direct factor in the 
results, but this does not render him a political nonentity, 
He can understand enough of the working methods to 
know how to apply the great determinative principles; 



he can inspire the sluggish citizens of his congregation to a 
performance of their civic dut he can fire the men of his 
church with such a passion for righteousness in public life that 
they will serve thi ir party committees and become ew 
dates foe office: he can luster registering and voting with 
sacramental significance, What he cannot do himself by 
direct action, he can cause a hundred or five hundred of his 
parishioners to de as an integral part of their Christian lives. 

‘There are certain spheres of influence in which « minister 
is at a discount because of his professional standing. But he 
is wot thereby shut out from a part in the development of 
modern society, Jesus did not legislate by specific acts, 
regulations and by-laws, but by the proclamation of de- 
terminative principles. ‘Those peinciples are as applicable 
today as they were sixty generations ago. 

i 1S the minister's privilege to show the relevance of those 
principles to modera life; to bring them to bear upon stich 

problems as Iecal option, factory regulation child labor, work- 
men’s compensation, capital and labor, trade competition, 
penology and a hundred kindred themes. If he can lay the 
divine compulsions of such principles upon the men who fall 
within his pastoral domain he will have become a : 
and political power of the first order without jeopar: 
influence by plunging into a game for which he has had no 
trai “1 to which he cannot give adequate time without 
sacrificing his own unique responsibilities and privileges. 

If the Christianization of the world were leit exclusively 
to efforts of the clergy the millennium would be farther 

y than th 

NM? is 
[= the question: “Shall 

our boy become a minis- 
—and the answer is not 

always easily found. Of course, 
pends upon the boy, If his 

if his ability & mechani- 
cal erial, that fact may be 
accepted asa providential indication. There is plenty of 
need for good engineers, good merchants and good manu- 
facturers, not to mention doctors and lawyers, and to spoil 
any of them to make a poor minister.is a bad job, Even 
when the boy is of a serious mind, the matter & not thus 
decided, 

He ought to have a good, stout body, with steady nerves. 
For the work af the ministry, other intimate dealing 
with human beings, cannot be effectively done by men who 
are habitually tired, The parson who is not very well 7 
be of benefit to his people, but in that case he must 
other qualities which counterbalance this serious defect " 
is to be a minister of strength, of consolation, of courage, of 
the health of the saul; and he ought self to be a proof of 
the value of his prescriptions. 

1, of studious habits, with a sensitive conscience 
narrow chest, who does not get on well with the rude 

‘of the neighborhood, ought to seck employment out 
he necds exercise, He may be able to qualify himself 

istry in the course of time, but before he thinks of 
mitting on a coat of black he ought to put on a coat of tan, 
Black sad tan are the true colons of the clergy. 

Moreover, the boy who is born to be a parson will have 
some ability of expression, so a3 to be able to preach; some 
exucutive gifts, so as to be fitted to administer an organiza- 
tion; some initiative, in onder to be a leader in the com- 

it good deal of the faculty of friendship, liking 
{being liked by them. For in the ministey 

much depends upon personality, The minister is himself his 
most convincing sermon, Goodness is not enough. It is an 
excellent quality in parsons, as in other people, but by 
it does not wufliviently meet the conditions of the parson's 
calling, 

UPPOSING, now, that the boy is of stuff out of which an 
efficient minister may be made, his choice of a profession 

will depend much upon the rest of the family. Wherever the 
domestic ideals of success are mainly social of financial, the 
brightest boy, untess he reacts from them, is not likely to 
consider a profession in which the essential purpose is not to 

. but to give. Whoever is intent upon his own pleasure or 
is own profit is a8 out of place 

in the ministry asa peacock in 
a poultry yard, 

‘On theother hand, in a family 
which is seriously interested in 
the common le, where the 
father is active in the Munici- 
pa League or in the Village 
mprevement Society, and the 

mother is going about doing 
good in the neighborhood, and 
the talk at the table takes for 
granted that all proper persons 
aire engaged in some sort of en- 
deavor to improve the planet, 
and church on Sunday is as 
customary and natural as busi- 
ness or education on Monday 
in such a family an alert lad 
may well find the ministry a 
congenial occupation. 

and elevation of all the occapations, organizations, societies, 
habits, customs and idcals of mankind, Such an end can be 
brought about only by the creation of moving centers of 
influence 

HE. minister's chief opportunity, therefore, lies in filling 
his lay units—men, women and children —with the ideals 

und enthusiasms of righteousness, that they may carry the 
Gospel Incarnate into every engagement and relationship 
of every day. This is the primary prophetic function. 
prophet is not necessarily a fore-teller, but be is inevitably 
a forth-teller; he tsa middleman, a mediator, an interpreter; 
he is essentially a man who feels, knows and realizes the 
vital presence of God and Divine things and translates them 

the terms of modern life for the benefit of others. [f bis 
pretation is both dynamical and relevant his ministry 

will spread in ever-widening concentric circles, through the 
men and women who first felt its spell, until it reaches aut 
into every phase of the life of the community, Phillips 
Brooks is still dominating the spiritual and ethical*thought 
and activity of New England through the laymen who saw 
the religious realities of daily life through his eyes. 

Thus the tasks of the Sunday-school teachers, the efforts 
of the settlement workers, the essays of the indiv 
philanthropists, the constructive ideals of the politicians, the 
standards of bath capitalists and laborers, the ethics of pro- 
fessional men and the druel of such as are bound to the 

mundane routine will be an articulation of the 
minister's insight and inspiration, And what more can a 
wninister ask than to translate his own spiritual life into the 
multiform activities of others, as bis lord and Master cl 

Few clergymen understand the mood and the need of the 
gregation that fix them in a Sunday service of wor- 

ship, How can they? Their lives are more or less cloistered; 

The Coat of Black and the Coat of Tan 
Why Black and Tan are the True Colors for a Clergyman 

By the Reverend George Hodges, D.D. 
If he does incline that way, and the question arises for 

discussion in the family councils, what are the arguments? 
‘The main difficulty is as to the preservation of his independ 
ence, financial and intellectual. 

Will he be financially independent? Perhaps not. The 
ministry is ill-paid, like all the other altruistic occupations. 
Its rewards are not such as may be put to one’s credit at the 
bank. They are better than that. + all, the value of 
money is in its power to purchase happiness, ‘And, 90 far as 
my observation goes, the minister is happier than the 

naire. 
Then the parson's salary is discreditably diminished by 

the demand of the community for more churches than it can 
decently support. Thereby not only his income, but his 
opportunity, tsaflected. Sofaras there is any seriousdecrease 
in applicants for ordination, this, in my judgment, 
principal reason for it. 

\ ANY a man who would cheerfully live on a small wage 
for the sake of the Christian religion is not disposed to 

undergo that hardship for the sake of an coclesiastical or 
ritual or even doctrinal preference in which he has no special 
interest, But this isa det the large problem of Christian 
unity, for Christian efficiency, in the solution of which we 
need the assistance of the bnghtest boy. 

‘Will he be intellectually independent? Will he be free to 
think and speak? Must he not climb down from the breezy 
heights of the Open Questions whose air he breathes at 
college into the narrow valleys of the Firm Convictions? 
Perhaps 9. 

It depends, I suppose, upon the kind of church whose min- 
istry he undertakes, There may be churches whose service 
is a bondage of the mind. Personally, I do not know any 
such; and I suspect that those which might be so described 
are steadily decreasing. I hope so. 

So far as my experience and observation go, the liberty of 
prophesying, a5 it used to be called—the right of honest 
* h as wide in the church as in the state. 

‘As for the Open Questions and the Firm Convictions, one 
soon finds that the substantial harvests grow at the foot of 
the hills. The breezy heights afford a splendid vision and the 
footpaths which approach them must be kept open, but the 
fertile farms are in the valleys. 

One point in favor of the choice of the ministry is that it 
ia.a profession of service. There is a dignity and nobility 
about it on that account. He who uodertakes it concerns 
himself with the common welfare, with the betterment of 
the community. It is indeed the proper part of every man to 
engage in tbe advancement of social progress, but many men 

SHOULD THERE BE A NEW MARRIAGE CEREMONY 

FOR MINISTERS’ WIVES? 

ASTONISHING question, astonishingly answered with eight N 
A new marriage ceremony promises for ministers’ wives. A 
woman who knows has daringly written an article on what a church 
has the right to ask of its minister's wife that promises to be the most 
talked of article in church circles this winter. It will appear in the 
next—the November —Journat. 
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they must have the large and tong spaces of quietude and 
mesitation or their minds and hearts will never mature the 
message the people need. When they come into the presence 
of the assembled worshipers they are confronted by men and 
women who are fretted, confused, bruised and exhausted by 
the terrible welter of social and comm | competition. 

Such people ask for no quibbling, hair-splitting, thealogic 
disquisition; they care nothing for a rehash of what every 
newspaper of the week has discussed —politics, economics 

they are not seeking the refinements of literatures 
strained nerve and every drained vein, every stary 

instinct and every thwarted intuition is crying out foe lifes 
for energy, for uplift, for comfort, for sympathy 

[visas if every individual in the pows were turning tows 
the pulpit and saying wistfully: “As the hart panteth after 
the water brooks, s0 panteth my soul after Thee, O God. 
My soal thirsteth for God, for the living God"; of, to it 
into the cry of St. Augus “Our hearts were made for 
Thee, O God, and cannot be at rest until they reat in Thee- 

NO, if the clergyman can flood the soulsof men and wemett 
AN with the life of God all the problems of the church will be 
mere minor affairs, just questions of methods and mechanics 
of application. The standard of the minister today i to kee? 
his people in touch with the Source of spiritual energy ant 
thus make the spasmodic, forlorn-hope re bc campaigt 
superfluous, When men and women are athrob with Divine 
motives they will quic lective modes of expression: 
and the church will serv munity in many forms ol 
constructive, social, civic and amteliorative service 

Iv is the deliberate opinion of those who haye studied the 
church most carefully, from both the inside and the outsides 
that its problem is « i ather than quant c, at 
organic question rather thin a question of organization. 

Daring have to do this y working hours. 
most of the day ly earning thet living. The 
parson is earning his living and saving the people at the sa” 
time. His business is everybody's busin 

Another point in favor of the ministry is that it offers 4 
natural opportunity for leadership. The minister is expect 
to lead in the thought of the community. He is given a © 
day and a convenient place, and poople come Lo hear hit 

They expect him to interpret life, and they know and he 
knows that life still needs a great deal of interpretation. 

The fundamental assertions of the being of Goel, of the 
person of Christ, of the forgiveness of sins, of the workt te 
come, must be ‘restated for every new generation. The 
ancient and ting questions must be answered aga! 
Out of confusion must be brought simplicity. And all this 
roust be done in new ways, taking new truths and new col 
ditions into acegunt 

The man who like to study finds in the istry hott at 
opportunity and an inspiration, because here he studies £6 
the immediate, practical purpose of public instructio f 

‘Also, the minister is expected to be a leader in the life o! 
the people. He is concerned with everything which has tod? 
with character, He perceives that the surroundings of fil 
are great determining forces. He is interested in the houses 
and in the shops and mills, in the abolition of the saloon, a 
in the provision of the playground, and in the matters of rem 
and wages. He tries to understand the times, His main bus! 
bess as a preacher is not 40 much with the details as with 
everlasting and universal principles which undertie the coe 
temporary social conditions, but he endeavors to make tt 
principles so plain that the men and women of his congret™ 
tion shall go out and bring them into action. 

‘The ministry is the tight place for the man wh 
with social enthusiasm, who is inteat upon publ 
ness, who has the zeal of the reformer and desi 
savior of society. 

P. Gioberd point in favor of the ministry is chat the minist te 
deals with the real man. His business ix with the 

of mea, with their temptations, with their griefs and sorrow’ 
with their ideals, He is concerned not so much with what 
people have as with what people are. And because all of hee 
political and material prosperity depends at last on what ¥ 
are, he is next to the heart of our civilization. ke 

Everything in the whole range of betterment comes batt 
to the minister's dealing with the soul. In this sense, hia 
the most important man in the community. He has i" © 
possession truth regarding God and man which will g™ 
consolation to the afflicted, comfort to the sorrowful, courae, 

tothe disheartened, dictietig 
the perplexed, strength to © 
tempeed. As for the dithiealtic® 
there they are—very formlt 
able, 1 hope, to all idle and Cm 
youths; but strong, convincing 
invitations, | am sure, 1 ¥ 
who have a mind to work MP 
toencounter pressing to 
to clear away old confusions 
bring about a better unmet). 
standing beeween honest peor 
of contending opinions, a0 
help those who are in var" 
kinds of need. 

Such men entering the ™r 
istry at the present time "i 
have opportunity for much® 
sacrifice, and occupation 10° 1, 
their energies. ‘They will best 
to make their lives worth wl 

et 

mitt 



Che 
Warne Brook 

SAW her frat when he n. He was 
Home from school 15 Vvation 

t of the city the train paused a li 
MK re which swayed and ¢ half a hunc 

2vr, looking down from car wit 
tok! himself that it was just like a 

ven h aw Her 

ot be 
{the m 

comin; 
An bh 

wved toa quiet villa 
hills, a 

id stone-w 

mall black suitcase 
read the UV 

er nder girl of 
hat, She had a ck 

a creamy pallor that held n sug 
“From under her hat ef black ertpe he 

Yellow-brown, was drawn t away from her forehear 
ind hung to he in two aids. Her ey 

WF apart and he world fevelly, unfalterin 
train started s ved a sniall,black-gloved hand toa 

and her eyes sparkled like two blue stars. Th 
Smile is Brook's, and was evolved later after the little statior 
4nd the little girl in the black n had been left behind 

he next time was at New en, when he went 
tttend Brother Joe's Class Day, He wa 
fitdow in Joe's room and almost fell out 
Mer. She looked up itt 
econd Lime, a slight Wt her face, and Was 1 in the throng 

S8rook re tained a confused impression of 1 light-colored 
R0wn, of a somewhat frivolous hat, of starry bhic eyes ina eves of the 
fore’ vely face. She had been with a party of older tt was sl e first, "1 hee 
lke and —Brook experienced a dull twinge of jealous enough ha hint of b ou 
dtd walked beside a youth of senior airs. For the rest of that attempt 
4y he searched and hoped; but Fortune failed his He lau 
The old romantic adoration of his schooldays hud stirred quite unprepared 

“Bain. Who was she? Where did she live? Was he ever 1 
aly to meet her had called her various names in h - 

Moughts, such as " me 8 Oran 4; a9 
school dictionary n him a adered 

ywnming *Urar 

i cet reula beh antil he bad found tha 
}, Meant “she-bear rania meant “heavenly,” and so it 
estine Urania 

\ THILE at college he saw more of New York than hi 7 
with pee ulum demanded, though bis excursion 
hasnihisc hum, “Custare own, and other you : t r 
rattiless, He was "Bones" Warner now, for s light Let me fall inn 

On, and o inex 

renown a a had! exited 

whi hans racing : owna 
ckand laune 

lithe, brows k 
‘ooxten hurdle 

northward 
Broadwa 

ing hist 
OVEF i 

vaging 
ay ina 

Were like purple 
tars in the gath 

Hight. They 
inan 

pas miser ably 
had not r 

of pneumonia 
ts. Warner, who 

usband’s 

“7 by her phy- 
ok, sober 

ad of I "Stop Lively Now!” Called a Vou 

© too easy for him. 

ani 
and they 

Brook was 

nt about almost 
nim in a groove and left 

But he had made good. The 

sold, 
ke 

work at the office be 
{ toclimb out of it 

Sante old frie 

de was 

»do with 

and th 

ILLUSTRATIONS 

ide, blue 

with your eyes on the ground, you're 
certain to get a wettir She smiled, 
nodded and turned aw 

“Perhaps,” he haster you's 
willing te lend advice 

1 question 
nm fills me with verr: 

ve me the benefit of your 
sntry 
Ningly, Where do you it togo 

I'm living at the Cogswell place 
“You have no difficulty then —just 

cross th adaw to the road where you 
«the line of trees; then turn to your left 

The distance can't be more than half a 
nile.” 

ointedly, “Your 

day for strolli he 
Te nm he 

ok bere! [en 
coming over there!” be red dehantly 

He stepped back a few paces, ran and 
He landed with his hands on the 

ak and his legs to his knees in 
wk. He scrambled out, a little 

n, and rescued his hy 
girl smiled faintly, “I'm afraid 

on're horribly we 
Jan, and | don't care.” They walked on in silence fora 

voment, fallowing the brook, Then, defensively; “Et isn’t 
if we were strangers." he said 

\ ink, then, that glimpsing cach othe ean win 
dows it 

Atos," he supplied grimly 
ie-cnangh acquamtances deca tier 

Let's be honest, Mr. Warner 
¢ doing is absolutely unconventional 

“But it Heaven knows, I've wanted 
to meet you for years! And now, when I've found you, it 

4 be idiot i « to sc sight of you again merel: 

What 

isn't our my 

because there's no one around to introduce us, And—and | 
feel 4, 

st “Aren't you a little 

1 vou first when [ was six- 
teen "You didn't see mt 
ther 1 the platform at the little 

station—l've forgotten 
the natme—where you 

ent to » 
{ { 
Spruce Hi. 

corrected. 
You were s 

slone with a 

—I tried to find 
nanws to fit them. | 
liked Ursula best 

“What on earth are 
you talking about 

“Your name, The 
others were Ulrica and 
Urania. 1 dec for 
Urania. Tdon' use 
T hit it though ? 

me? But it 
n-with Uf 

‘r?"" he 
“Then the 

on the suit- initials 

" Initial 
frown er 
forehead 
member now! 

Una Vose' 
borraw once tocarry 
home at Christmas." 

"T never thought « 
"he 

ask then 

LEI" 
quietly 

And 

! Mor Stand Back [” 
properly. i 

he murmured the igh it ally » judicially. 
“I ‘re right,’ 

a ebody e! 
She laughed in frank amuse 
“Oh, yes, I meant to ask 

‘How did you know my name 

t. “Poor Mr. Warner ! 
he exclaim about that!" 



By Rufus Si 

s sat in the pleasant twilight ¢ 
moving-picture theater, One was round 
eyed with absorption in the romance un: 
folding before them, The eyes of the other 
girl narrowed with a thought thac was 
deeper than the story, At length the 
thought found expression in a whis 
“Were you ever filled with ad 

straighe through the sex 
SAS) what is behind it?" she asked: 
laughed moon-eyes; “I have no. cuti 

investigate a brick wa 
“Be serious, please, 

dik you hever want tt 
her friend rebuked hee, 
go through the scree 

n, 
, just as Alice 

went through the Jooking-glass? What we see is nothing but 
the shadow, 
intes 

Don's you realize that somewhere all these 
sting and exciting things are actually taking place 

Among actors and actresses, yes,’ 
“To be sure,” the thoughtful one conceded; “but the 

actors and actresses are human beings, and it is human life 
they are endeavoring to portray. It isn’t like th 
theie stage is indoors and out, in town and in th 
anywhere the story they are’ picturing happens to lead 
Sometimes they travel hundreds of miles to yet from one 

¢ toanather, I've be res, Moving- 
picture theaters are thicker than ps. The American 
people pay more than one million dollars a day to see the new 
reels. It used to be that about a hundred new plays were 
produced in this country each y Now a hundred 
fifty picture plays are produced ea Consider all t 
work and expense of making them—consider all the peopl 
who act in them. What must they think about it? How do 
yon suppose it feels to live ina world of make-believe that 
he suddenly become just as big ax all indoors and all out 
doors combined 7"" 

The listener was tremendously int “ET ney 
thought the world behind the screen before,” she said 
“bar T believe I can answer your question, Why, it must be 
just like the Arabian Nights!” 

ps ISED under the name of San Fe », the valley 
of the New Arabian Nights lies about four miles north 

east of the Hollywood suburb of Los Angeles, California 
The sunshine that drenches the valley and a haze that 
intensifies the green and yellow of the firekis and the blue of 
the guardian mountains are Californian; but between the 
blue walls there moves a procession of events s0 heedless of 

f time and place as to leave one in litte doubt 
that be has invaded the realm of the Grand Vizier. Here is 
what a wateber from the hillside was able to see, on a summer 
morning, with a single pair of eyes 

A medieval army using bows, catapults and battering- 
rams to storm a walled city. 

A rabbi climbing upon a pusheart in a Ghetto street to 
denaunce his daughter foe giving her heart to a Christian 
youth, 

A black maned lion leaping after a girl who had ventured 

Acompany of Irish ps enemy from the 
sheltering ruins of an Ulster abbey 

A minster of the gospel venturing down a coal shaft to 
save miners from the gases of an explosion, 

A discontented princess escaping from an Egyptian harem 
by pant Bersall arsong. the Dalen om: acwwsying ésonal's 
back. 

And when the watcher could turn from these larger activi- 
ties he had only to look through the open ceilings of parlors 
and pantries below him to bebold the working out of human 
problems in bewildering variety. 

The costumes that could be noted in a single swe 
eye represented five or six hundred years of sartorial devel- 
opment; the localities that here were adjacent were such as 
are customarily separated by the width of the earth, Scat- 
tered about the landscape of this New Arabian Nights land 
wero palaces and pickle works, temples and tenements, in 
kaleidoscopic juxtaposition. A curious thing was that if you 
tried to get a side view of some of these structures they were 
likely to vanish: they had length and breadth, but for the 
host part no thickness, Only a group of conerete buildings 
along the boulevard and a big zoo very full of ferocious ani- 
mals scemed! part and parcel of the workaday world. 

ATHER suddenly a cloud floated! in from the sea. Ti 
sunshine vanished. A white permant fluttered up a very 

tall mast, ‘The pennant bore a message in letters twelve 
inches hight "Don't shoot |" 

That flag was full of magic. The medieval army thi 
down its crossbows and let the walled city go hang. ‘Fhe 
Irish patriots caine out of the ruined abbey and blathered 
jovially with their foes, ‘The Egyptian princess 
leaped to the ground and gave her camel a barn- 

G 9, © 

A Scene From “Under the Crescent 

took hiv tea and salad with a frivolous dame of the French 
Court. Kings and kettle-menders, warriors and woodsmen, 
red-robed p scars, mingled with mer 

ad wore extrava n dress. The whole 
human family. seeset Here were juy 
niles who could not be suspe mare years than’ they 

ed, 

Imitted; here were grandfathers and grandmothers who 
needed no line of make-up unless t me an already 
patent fa And here were Spaniar nd Hindus and 
Japanese from whose and water 
could ever 

sonny 

NIVERSAL CITY is the name of this huge new plant. 1 
was established on 4 en-hundred-acre tract in San 

Fernando Valley after the weather man at Washington 
said he could think of no other accessible spot in the Unitec 
States which was likely to have as many sunshiny days in 
a year, Universal City differs from some other cities in tha 
most of its people do not stay there at night. It is regular 
in that it has a post office, an acting mayor and a council, and 
a chief of police (a woman!) in change of seventeen deputies 
whose authority it is not safe question. 

Every person within the city's concrete gates is assisting 
fat some copscity to maintain the daily “foota 
This “footage,” in pictures from one reel to six reels in 
length, averages thirty thousand feet, or more than five 
miles, a week. The negative is sent to laboratories in New 
York, where from thirty-five to fifty prints of each picture 
are made for distribution to the trade 

The film demand that keeps fifteen hundred persons at 
work in a single producing plant comes from five continents, 
The parent company maintains seventy-two distributing €x 
changes in the United States and Canada, and each exchange 
supplies film to about a hundred moving-picture theaters, 
These theaters are said to have a regular daily attendance of 
from six hundred to twelve hundred people, Thus, in the two 
countries mentioned, the pictures from the New Arabian 
Nights valley are being shown to five or six million people 
every day. Then there are the foreign markets. South 
Armerica issupplied through central agency in Riod 
England isa heavy consumer, Russia, France and Maly lead 
the European demand. The titles and subtitles of the filr 
are reprinted in more than a dozen languages. Interior 
China and interior Japan insist upon losing no word the hero 
has to say. A bureau in Manila translates some of the titles 
into Filipino dialects, and sends the films up the very boeder 
of civilization, 

The two stages, used only for the setting up of indoor 
caf real proportions, ‘The Larger is four hundred 

and ten feet in length and eighty feet in depth. As interior 
settings are limited to the size of normal rooms, twelve or 
fifteen companies can work on thi at the same time, 

scenes, 

the camera of each catching only what is meant for its narcow 
eye. The stage resembles an open-air dancing floor. It h 
no walls and no roof, if one except the cloth screens, UP 
ported on light steel framework, that give even diffusion 0 
the light. At sunset the stage is stripped bare. 

In the morning each director finds the set ordered for the 
day awaiting his actors and camera, ‘The director's propetty 
man has been on hand to see that each smallest accessory 4 
in its place. Two, and not infrequently thre 
required to set up a room, These ant chosen 
of hundreds of walls with strict regard for the story 
piece of furniture must conform to the furniture that is 
go in the other roams of the house which is to be shows 
and all the rooms must accord with the financial and 60° 
status of the occupants, The audience detects and resent 
the slightest inconsistency. 

N ANY bright day one may walk along the edge of this 
tremendous stage —where, by the way, the public is pet 

mitted to walk—and at a glance discover the basic principle 
moving-picture making. That principle ix action, Thett 

is movene every scene, The wisdom that has come with 
experience has changed not the principle, only the mannet- 
Once the director made a jealous lover leap across the roar 
today be pushes the camera clase and magnifies a twitching 

uscle of the face. No words will be heard by the aucliene®s 
but no esential woed is omitted by the actors, for spect! 
gives natural rise to all those forms of expression which the 

im can reptoduce, The director stands beside the camert 
and issues a rapid fire of commands as the action proce 
‘The director has dissected and digested this scene in advae 

it is the actors alone who give it v 
i ch,” its soul, fs very likely to bedriven into it 
from the other side of the camera, And always it is 
director who is responsible if no punch is there 

The property rooms at the hack af the stage 
interesting warehouses in existence. They contain artic’ 
of furniture and domestic implements of every people th left.a sufficient impress upon history to make a reproductat 

their nd manners of interest to the pre 
Tnaide the door hangs this sign: “Ask for wh 

want. We have everything, from a needle to an ach 
The sign is a phasantry rather than an actual measure 
seope. 

Here were real Irish harps, and spinets with a luster that 
ested nothing of the faintness of the treble, Here were 

lin pxace pipes, and typewriting machines, spinnltt 
wheels and oil paintings, Over there were hundreds #4 
hundreds of books—books of every character, books of every 
shape, The titles were so clearly printed that they could be 
read in the pictures, Dainty cupboards contained complete 

ts of expensive chinaware. Neat by were nicked investor 

ne 
ibility, but 

re the xe 

f 

dishes of the cheapest kind—quite ax essential as thelf 
unduplicatable neighbors, 
with t 
life, 

A many-shelved room was. filled 
let sets to fit the deesser of milady of any station J" 

Scores of square carpets hung from racks, each des 
py a number, There were carpets worth a dollar eat! 

and carpets worth many dollars a yard ' 
A young man in charge of a room filied with ornameat! 

¢ lamps toll of his joy when he succeeded in fndity 
one of striking design. In pictures as in nothing else fant 
iarity breeds contempt, and the most beautiful lamp woul! 
Le worthless after having been photographed two or three 
times. The young man would be glad to sell anything that 
had been in stock a few weeks for half its cost. f 

The same was true of the furniture. A bedroom set % 
Circassian walnut being arranged on the stage for the fit 
time might be purchased a month hence at half price alte 
having had no more handling than it would have received 
a store. "Honeymooners’ stuf,” they call it; and, truth 
toll, many a Los Angeles bride exhibits her splendid furniture 
to her friends without explaining how she contrived to A" 
the wedding check go so f 

ed 
and 

TWO-STORY fireproof building contains the stock 
robe. From the contents of his hangers, bask 5 

shelves the master of the wardrobe could costume eight chow 
sand poople completely on a hour's notice. If est auld do 
so, every century to the time of Moses would be ren 

perience has taught him not to be dismayed 1” 
size of any requisition, When Damon and Pythias 

act their undying story he was called upon for elev’ 
hundred costumes of the period. When William Farm 8 

jay Samson it was pecessary to clothe seven bundre: 
Five hundred costumes were prepared for The Campbe’ 
are Coming.” Usually the costume-makers work from plate 
or samples, but when the Princess Hassan, an America 6 
hy birth, came to portray chapters of her harem life, Ut 
headdresses, breastplates, skirts, bloomers and ¢labora® 

beadwork took form as she described them fro 

ward whack. The minister emerged nimbly 
from the coal shaft and the abandoned miners 
promptly saved themselves, ‘The Numidian lion 
suddenly found himself in'a cage. In the par- 
lors and pantries the sweethearts ended their 
love-making without a single lingering embrace. 

“Don't shoot!" was the official notification 
that the light had dropped below the camera 
requirement, and that the fifteen hundred actors, 
tresses, directors, camera operators and helpers 

of the largest moving-pieture plant in existence 
would take a recess until the sun shone again, 

The hour was near noon, The members of the 
twenty companies strofled over to the restaurant 
and filled the huge dining room with a masquer- 
ade that was curiously lacking in self-consctous- 
fheas, The day's work being but half done, not 
an actor or actress had removed costume, grease 
paint or wig, They grouped themeclves about 
the shining, porcelain-topped tables without 
reference tooutward appearance and with regard 
only for the little sagns hanging along the west 
wall, which said: “These tables reserved for 
directors and leads,” 

The Egyptian princess and a ruddy m 
yellow braids and wooden sabots sat with a 
Russian Grand Duke and a Nubian stave, The 
handsome lion hunter forgot Africa and the girl 
who had risked her life for him in the jungle, and A Director Coaching Chamcters 1 “The Garden of Adal” 

(Page 16) 

meniory. This 
Outlandish color combinations are see, 

is because the shades and matchings are dictat 
not by the human eve but by the camer [ec 

White, gray and black are the only effects post 
ble in pictures, but the methods of achieving 
these are neither simple nor few, ‘The costuitty 
ix a consummate trickster, His glorious ef 
of white is not obtained by the use of white 
all, for white produces the bugaboo, halatit’ 
The gentlemen in txtlroom scenes appeat WG 
maculate upon the sereen, yet shirts, collars a 
Hes are of yellow or palest bine. So are 
gowns and bedspreads and the vestment® 
rectar and eboir boy. ing It is hard to believe that the shimmefir 
screen bride was really dressed in pink and 8% 
the snowy roses were of a tint to matel: the son 
and veil.” Even the shimmer is an illusion, f9¢ 
glossy cloth is avoided, The punctilious 30g 
will sometimes have his evening clothes HIS ig 
purple, for the camera transmutes purple # 
the most lustrous of sable. 

HE stagos at Universal City are weed £2 
indooreffects alone, All exterior scones tp 

actually filmed in the open, This is jee 
enough when the requirement is a pa 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 89 



ILLUSTRATI 
R. M, CROSBY 

ULY FOURTH. 
City from the 

foot of Tw 
eet today at five minutes 

tat! high noon on the 
t tamer ( ambodia, 11,000 
12h and 1100 roots, bot 
‘Or G 

pillen. Weather bright and 
‘ot, 8ea smooth, bund v 

plied with lifeboats, t 
enircards, We 

As guide and 6! 
sof newspaper circulation 

st, and now known to fame as“ The Prairie Roses," 1 got 
on board this noon with ten second 

irls has been to sea befor 
t being a very good swi 

Am not a good swimmer, but have lied 
nd same cours to anyone che, 

golli the heat of the various contests th 
* made a number of promises 

1 made some more 

> preservers, food, water 
way out of the h 

Neither have [, 
mer tends to relieve 

Hervousness. 
it, and recon 

irculation mana- 

urse, to avoid 
ht in mid-acean. W 

d beat her if possit 
; nty of whales 

ce with the Mauretan 
ki be a dance on the deck each evening 

‘oni the steamer v4 
use | forgot to mail 

The girls are'to meet everyone on hoard at onc 
the ship is to become a happy family i 

p this on thi 

@ cabin door 
Lightfully at intery 

Iready spent the $300 given me by the 
n give no suggestions about carrying out 

Books, flowers and candy should 

wild tangle of bired help rushin 
J passengers struggling villainously 

rights of one sort or anoth 
fitted toentert 
because of my great dex 

there with bag, their inalicnat 

c e 
ever | see Miss D. 

dy who got up 

slipped down to th 
to got the best seats, leay 

aunt for ber in 

civilization slipping away 

Have asked the purser 
tocash some of my travel 

me to stand aside until 
2 

the deck steward toset out 
steamer chairs 

its apiece for 

charges $1 rental, 

The 
What They Did to Me 

By George Fitch 
N 1T STRUCK OUR HOME,” 

agreed to do it for cash, Have asked the chief ste 
to seat the girls next to the cay 
that 300 other people are demai 
Seven of th asked 
Eleven others have asked 1 
the pilot, Tam going below, 

and 
ain. He has told me 

fing the same privilege, 
to find their trunks. 

I gave their letters to 
to reniain until tomorrow. 

Sarumpay, Juty 
morning, 
Roses 3 
all, there 

beautiful ch 
a census of Prairie 

n board. After 
arting ntless way in 

which the us to Europ prob 
ity no blunder of mine can stop the steamship. When I 
ght of this I cheered upa g Y ook up my daily 

k of answering questions, Explained the mov 
ocean steamships, the method of discovering landmarksat se 
where there aren’t any, the reason why break nnot be 
ved all morning, the process of arranging side trips in 

2¢, why all passeng ‘e sit in the same seat in the 
room, the use of stokers, the operation of life presery- 

sand lifeboats, and numerous other myster e 
yself that very few persons could have 

things so copiously with so little knowled: 

friendly tatk with the 
ing his whole heart 

im. 1 saw him 

CIDED after breakls 
in. Lwanted to ki 

into ob and if I < 
parading around h 
bridge with nothing 
do, and went up in a 
perfectly gentlema 
way. But Id 

w that you 
allowed up bere 1 
ame right down to 
vlige hi ad h 

n't even thank me 

before, but now I 
care a hai He «a 
r 

anself. 
Decided to visit the 

engine room, but gave 
tuptoo. Lb 

The insi 
this ship seems to be as 
hard to get intoasa coconut. So I visited the second cabin 
instead. But I came away because an officer asked me to go 
upin first cabin, He was politer than the captain but j 
persuasive. Went forward to the bow and a sailor asked me 
to go back upstairs, Went in to sce the steering machinery 
and ome mechanic or other said I wasn’t allowed there. 
Tried to make friends with the wireless operator and he 
waved me grandly aside. So I went down to the barber shop, 
shor . and was allowed to enter and be 

n allowed to go somewhere ! 

IGHT bells of a morning and all are perfectly well. 
nautical way of saying tt All's well,” but I de 

courage such villainousgrammar, From observations thus 
far I discover that an 1 steamer pro- 
ceeds by two motions —strak ahead and 
with a rotary movement. The steamer 
supplies the forward motion while the pas 
sengers revolve rapidly around the prom- 
enade deck, More than 11,000 people have 
passed my chair this morning. As we have 
only 300 first-class passengers this works 
out about thirty-five times around the deck 
foreach passenger. Our party is holding 
own nobly in the go-as-you-please wall. 
Miss R——~, of Chicago, has the record so 
far, with eighty-nine Laps to her credit 
The girls are all happy except a. poor 
Missouri girl, who was advised to lie in her 
room all the way, and is trying nobly to 
carry out instructions, Little Miss M- 
is greatly excited because we are due to 

pass a whale at two o'clock, 
‘The second officer told her so, 
I tried to tell ber that whales 
travel on a tramp schedule, but 
f find Tam no authority beside 
the second officer, 

Jock yesterday 
stood around until we 
got tired and th 
asked thi 
person 

lar apiece.’ * ML right, 

tothethin, w 
ung man who runs 

*“Tearn't trust 9 

T goes a 

him one by one and 
then 1 hunts up Mes. 

chap when she loosened up, He set up chairs f 
and I guess he'd have brought out a sof 

You owe him twent 

little girl of ni 
who was born o 
would never ¢ 

‘The purser found me this afternoon. For a man who was 

cabin mate and referred them to him. Seven of the girls 
insist on Fe 
from Minn 

has to stay a minute longer 
be responsible for the consequences. _[ told the purser to put 

yenty-Four 
While on Shipboard 

go breeze, stopped to converse 
ourth revolution, “ Wha'd you do with 

cerday?" she demanded. "We all missed 
a grand conductor! You acted more like 
¢. Say, a ship on the first day out makes 

a ward caucus look tame. Everybody was going to get 
settled comfortably, right away, or die trying, ( 
how they foug ‘wo women Near me almost tore ane 
of those poor deck porters in two, Each one claimed 

he saw him first. hen al woman with & 
wild eye and grabsa man stan tome, ‘Thank 
heaven, John, I * she gasps, 
‘They're in the first sitting; but oh, such atime!’ He 
told her to rest and admve the view, and she almost 
bit him, ‘Rest,’ says she, ‘when my bath hour isn’t 
arranged and | can't get'a steward to get water for 
the flowers! The idear!' «i down she goes into the 
niob again, Say, if | had to goto Europe that way I'd 
save my money and pliy football.” 

TOLD Miss O—— that Id try to get deck chairs for 
the yirls this morning. “Don't fret yourself," she 

said sweetly. “The Rag dropped on you about five 
y.. We 

we 
He says: 'A de 

i charge th 
d-looking 

and sends 
een girls to 

that stern lady 

ows her right 
hes her olf, Say, you should have seen that poor 

pr all of us, 
if we'd asked for 

y-four dollars tac 
1 think I am going to depend a good deal upon 

Miss O——on this journey, She seems to be 9 
young woman of resource. 

Discovesins: At noon they put up the ship's run 
for the last twenty-our hours, We have trave 
350 miles. Don't believe it. I never saw anything 
so deceiving as the way a steamship moves. From 
the deok it seems to be traveling as slowly asa grain 
elevator, and it makes less fuss than a sewing 
machine. [t doesn't cough, blow off steam, chug 
or roar. Ie has ne more voice than a girafic. 

VE also discovered castes on the ship, even 
in first cabin, ‘The rooms-with-bath folks are 

ina class by themselves. They speak to noone, We 
have also seven famous persons on board, They 
5 toeveryone—they have to. yone insists 
onit, Then there are two haughty, stylishly dressed 
girls who will speak to no one but the roomes-with 
bath folks, whe won't speak to them; and there are 
the first-voyage folks, like our crowd. We are very 
popular. Everyone who has been over before comes 
and talks to us Have me 
young woman from Chix eighth voyage, 
a man from Newark on his nineteenth crossing, a 

2 who comes over every summer, and a baby 
shipboard, All but the baby told me I 

y another trip so mach, 

h yesterday he is remarkably humble. He said it 
Id delight him beyond measure to cash my travelers’ 

ecks. The 
out a little di 

he asked me if I couldn't help hin straighten 
ulty, Tt seems that some idiot (wonder whe 

) told the girls that each one could choose her own 

ming with Miss S-—, our red-headed beau! 
vols, while Mrs. X—— serves notice that if 

ith Miss L, she will not 

Mrs. X with the 
Missouri girl, who ix 
meek and uncomplain- 
ing, and his gratitude 
wasalmost doglike. Am 
not so afraid of pursers 
asl was yesterday. Why 
shouki I be, when 1 
have twenty-four young 
women to protect me? 

\ TENT down into the 
1V bold with a steward 

this afternoon and found 
1 trunk. Thisencouraged 

so much that | went 
on and found another. 
Presently 1 found all 
seven. Hurrah! Later I 
discovered that the 
steward told each one of 
the seven girls that he 
had found the trunks by 
crawling through the 
propeller tunnel, and 
they are treating him as 
a hero! 



Events. Sat on deck until late, drinking in 
the beauty of the summer, noon 
self bewling in every perve, The P 
nwochibedd miled to me as they went past, anil 
now aid then stopped and reported y 
Miss K— the scholarly young. lady 
Molnes, Is very tired. She read her English Bae 
theker clear through today and ie horribly on | 
up an tambs and things. But she has no time 
review, because tomorrow she must begin 
Lorion. What with writing home and buying 
touvenic curds, the will have no tine et Up 
on land ant must gulp down Europe in the nest 
week —ilates anit all 

The Mises B amd F have already 
explored the boat from bow to rudder, getting 
fired! out of everywhere ard enjaying it thnevaghly 
They stuppod tonight to tell me that the captain 
is a single man; that the first engineer's name 
MeTavish; that the view from the baw is very 
fino; that you can gee hinch alice 9p. st. by stone 
down and asking for it; that the ship's harber sell: 
perfume; and that there are four college bo 
Iwo sick babes in the steerage 

Miss S—, war beauty, has not talked with 
me. is ton bay. She spent all morning tall: 
ing with a young man in a checked cap, Hut be 
Jost out later, and the think ofbeer has w 
around the deck with her nineteen times, 

$a 

It npypears that the s SUNDAY, JuEY 6 
a Voice after all. The fox whistle wakened me this 
morning. [tis a mourndul, Iugabeious, despondent 
volce—-ns ebecrless a6 the predictiness of w jyolitical 
Jeader out of power, When I went on deck I found 
we vere poking our way into a solid wall of white 
Found pour Miss looking wver the rail bn 
terror, Said she didn't sheep a wink last night be 

‘ai the ice rubbing against the boat. Sh 
hluely maiden lady who made ber will before 
ig, Little Miss M-—— was abso very nery 
She is afraid of icebergs too, Some rascally 

that the ship sank five on the last 
no ceapet and is aneind here 

cause 
the 

ous. 
steward told he 
trip, but that 
suracwhere, 

W! NT down to breakfast with eager antle 
tions, but J didn’e enjoy it after all. There 

were a duchess and appenitage at nur table, Wher 
1 said “Good morning,” as have been taugbt te 
hey looked at me as if they were afraid Pd say 

hing more. But f didn't. 1am no gluttoe 
for punishment, I hate to eat ender the person: 
supervision of royalty, 31 gets me all tangled up 
io wy forks. Last night I wanted to experiment 
with Gorgangota chueve, but didn't are pronounce 
it before them, so took Cheddar instead, 

Miss is also having teouble with her 
mals on count of iceh the table. 

what do you know about this? 
Same peuple « 

hod in their pocks, 
President of the United States of America on the 
passenger list, do you? Well, then, who ts this 
Mr. shalmighty who sits at ovr tabb 
glares ut me every time Fopen my face? Whe 
her this beat? 1 don't want to sit there 
any longer. T want to go where fan talk a 
few lines withuut baying anyone make a 
noise like a refrigerator, 1 says to her this 
hoon! ‘AU right, lady, Vl do the talilna 
and you keep on having the chills for the 
table, ani we'll both fhe satisfied.” Twas per 
fectly ladylike, but she acted as if # had hit 
her. Change me somewhere else, please. U1 
say something yet— honest will.” 
Most people can rest op Sunday, but per 

sonal conductorecannot. Answered ageeat 
gross of questions this murning— all of ¥ 
terday’s over again, with some mew one 
which the girls thought up last night. 
hate to anawer questions over axa 

she demande 
this boat have 

Jon't nuticw any kaely 

heeanuse 
Lucver keep notes on the first answer. Miy 
Ii, the calm, businesslike school-teacher 
from Western Lowa, has beets ¢ me sp 
relentlessly, She cannot understand how 
the population vf London bas sdecrensert a 
million in twenty-four hours. Estuod on ey 
dignity and tol) hee ty count up for herself 
when she got there 

Bat Mises B and E ate cheer: 

ful and busy as usual, Last night they 
were ejected from the second-class dance 
atu! this morning they got shoord out of th 
forecastle, This afternoon weary officer 
put them out of a lifeboat. They had titted 
bp 4 west in it with steamer aml were 
playing two-handed b 
that the ship has 4000) tons ¢ al in the 
feoldty that the man in the whit panied sieit 

with an owereoat over Ht bea new-lsid million 
nire from New Jersey; that youcan smug 
things home easily by putting them on s 

thems; that the two hainghty girls 
with the sell-comfutent clothes are daughters 
of 4 New York millionaire or a Western 
governor, according to rumor; that the quiet 
old man who never stirs frum his chair is 
Bromsut the famous author; alo that they are 
trying to get an olficer to let them go up in the 
craw's nest. 

Eventno, ‘The ship has its sido curtains down 
and it is very comfy on deck. But 1 wish the 
would give the fog whistle a little Hail 
versation # very nice young evaple this 
afternoon, It ran ut as follows 

"Yes, it is very thick teday. But that of 
course is because we are nearing the Banks, My 
name iy (W HOH HOO OIE 
ooooveno}, from T Am going over for the 
summer. Alone? Not entirely. Yes, there are 
lots ed nice people on buard, See that man with 
the chreked eap? He's (Whoooveecenov0000000- 
oo00). The great actor? Yes. It’s he. [loaned 
him 2 match this morming. He's very affable. 
Thanked me for the match, You're from Bo 
too, you say? I have a third cousin in Boston 
His name is (Whoecooo0000nccoconn 00900600) 
Sorry you don't kuow him. I’ve never met him 
myself, He's (Whoov000n.cocc0000 000000000: 
2000)."" 

I gave it up there, ‘The whistle was too sociable, 

Discovestes Mapr Tears Dav: (1) In foxy 
weather a steamer 550 fect bong, with deck room 
enough for a golf course, is cramped and small, 
(2) You can’t get anything from the help by being 
meek, Tried being arrogant with a deck steward 

teday and be brought me up a special hinck 
ly by with th mz be 

idea that if we would rur 
time, and Jet ' 
the other half, 

ue fog whietle 

suxrest it to the 

jsst. below amy 
bbe a col 

Everyone js geurnpy and disgew 
a large list of 

n business was very 

Jest to be sent 
ness. I hutt 

V have no ¢ 
weep 08 me. 
Everyt 

The ebip has a th 1 ew emnells 
ies are um the windy 
freezing, because it see: 

your $1 chair t 

until you reach pert, Mayt sone 
where, but Ldyube it. Wish I trusted the captai 
tore fully te be de 

air 

TH M 

drown as dic of in 
walked dawnt fuurteen 
New York to get ala 

als because she why the bugle was 
Misses B i 

travel matt 4 
se tWO Yu 

at ih 
Marcon 

wing blown. have 
K-— to enlighten 
a great deal upon 
are perpetical w 
morni told 

her 

and twe 
Dull, 

darper 
Ay anounced that I b 

in by placing her in a stateec 

F smart Alec,” te 
a run on the Grand Banks at 

t be pool in F In 

ocr that m 

ator, 
there was 

ow in the writing gw 
urting him for meglet of du 

party 
Even th 

stenngra 
What do ye 

old borge?” 
A you five tl 

ano 
complaint 

ow about this 

you ask for a 
cream they have 
na shi 

t got it wet 
ize and didn’t 

have a sexda fountain on itt dak 
the dead wagon to call forme. A 
hundred girls on the + 

e cream! As ne gut 
pie! Say, they think p 
thing Tell me 
straight now, pal, do we go two 

to wear I gue: 

without ice cream? truth 

18S K— asked if she could 
Me “ Netherlands 
except Amstentam, and stay there 
while we did the rest of it. She 
thinks by cutting down the trip a 
Bittle she can get it all read up in 

ance. The poor thing i «lis 
couraged. Would try to cheer ber 

own, Our beautiful 
ow spent two days looking over 

the rail with a lasky youth who wears a Princeton 
hfob, Id saranteed to re~ 

ing was said about 
abe about 

at girls, but no 
Must speak tirm! 

T NOON we were «nly 1060 miles from New 
York. Sea still smooth, weather villainous, 

slightly thicker than a feather bed, baromete 
iserable : madden: 

cd with 2 young red-beaded cha 
1 lke hiew because this ie his first 

Mt Mr. Fourteen Cro 
"Ab, boys!” he excl a us 

your sea legs. 
said the ted-beaded boy. “Your first 

‘fourteen drew himself "This is 

"he said wit quint rar 

didn’t even bat an eye 
he asked, 

said Number 

{ ctaborately, “1 
why people want to paddle around on 

pond,” he said. “Now, you'd think a 
your opportunities would lke to travel. 

you ross the F You fossils 
4 the East ferry across this slough unt 

ocean would seare you, Ei 
ground swell? No? Oh, dex! 
van't realize what motion is 

red-he 

pean a Pac 
landtlubbers 

w off Yoko: 

t's the seventh a alr mariner I've 
paralyzed with the Pacific,” he said bappily as 

t Fourteen slid out of the door, “ They 
ace than mneqjuitocs Can sand 

you been on the Pacific pau 

“Pye x me carefully 
been to € 

I have 
azht 

ver 
we. "That's the differ 
nd fittle ones. This 

some day. 

Evexine, Have 
away from the w 

wh to tell p 
her ins extreme irc 

where th is better. Wond: 
1 when he it. She has this room 

Hf, and, because no € 
souri gitl, he has stuck her i 
1 the po nade deck, where she 

ine rooms at h. Somehow both of th 
nts have revived my belief that 1 

meek will Inherit the earth. 

Drscovrains: Passage on this ship 
Thea you have t 

ine the voyage, Ye 
¢ the salaries of the 

wer that we mus 

$t to sit down d 
also expected to pi 
hy adoawl 
oc listen lo concert t 

F sailors. T 
shanter wh 
without ¢ 

sping on me, Today she 
ing. play anything, 

recite, or make a 

she demanded imperiously. 
so 1. “Why 

“1 am getting up the 

“One dollar, please,” 

has passed mea hu 
ing to avokd 

onwert,”” ohe said 

passed on with 
wl know why ME 
hea’ 0 

ut so faithfully Ia the must 
have been trying to qualify fo 

Miss fy 
performs 

h joy 
Il, there are innuce 

Toespay, Jory &. This moriing I awoke 
with s strang ing of suspense. It grew 
‘on me until I was waiting breathlessly fur 

thing that wasn't coming. Then I real 
ywing. When 

sof it, dear and blue an 
wn on as In ridges, 

AUTUMN'S COLOR 

LL the days of my life 1 have roamed the world 
over in quest of the rainbow’s end—“where,” 

a wise man sard, “you will find a pot of gold, filled to 
the nim and overflowing.” 

Alas, I cannot find it! 
And so, to stay at home and be content, I listen 

to the fairies (they are wiser than the wisest man in 
the whole world) 
me what I have found had I reached che end 
of my quest: 
FL end of the Sree there is not ed sey of 

|. but seven great pots brimming over with colors, 
Ip in the air, on the other side of the wide, wide 

world,a Sosa is eal playing: First red; then 
orange; y' 
and violet. 

“The rainbow is the color spilling from the foun- 
tain’s seven basins and flowing in circled paths across 
the sky into the rims of the waiting pots.” 

If this is not true, pray tell me, from where do the 
elves of the autumn 
which to paint the flowers and fruits and foliage? 

|, and I believe them when they tell 

wand green; blue, chen indigo 

get all the color they need with 

*DUGATE SIEIWART WAKER: 
io] 

(Page 25) 

As f looked, fattened aguinst the deck hows 
the wit 
ol Miswes B 
the deck in a cataract 

d, Lsaw a commotion below. It com 
nul te slowly dows 

They had crawlod under 
the rope which was supposed to keep passetiger 
away from the bows, and had been enj 
scenery, when 
rail. There was tremenude 

saying, the 
ship took a rmall sea aver the 

Ahusiasman the part 
the 

af all who witnessed the perivemance 
Everyone fee 

thing after all 
better, Ocean travel is a grand 

Sinve the fog lifted, the ship ba 
changed from a dead hutel to a thing of Tile 
happy, swaying, swinging. staging creature, Now 
I know why the front end of a vesset fs calbed the 
t We bow reg 

come down on top of 2 way 

cing escorted arat 

ralarly four times a talmute 1 
me, and about once every two minute 

with a crash which 
oray, The thermeameter ant 

but all ather spirits rising 
ton boy, Miss $ a 

the dock by  Seotch boy 

er are sinkin 

with « burr which sounds like a dentist's drill, Am 
much relieved, 

FIND that Mises H— and E— have beet 
on tho bridge at Jast. ‘The captain is a patient 

» but his nerve broke afte the tenth assault, 
This afternuon they are going 

» see the engines with the third aasistatt 
1 wish f was a woman— tee engineer. Sometim 

nice-looking a woman to be ejected from place 
with rough, knodby limeuage 
Mot the purser this afternoon, He has a lok 

holy calm. “Is M satisfied with her 
stateroam?" E aske 
“She is not." be said. "She #s less satisfied thet 

hany womas | ev 
she won't 
ail eh 
Tam hegianing te havea 
At noon 46 

York 
cast, 
regularly at ws from ahear, and 
better. ‘True worth and modesty a 
Crowd 
alrt in her palatial ay 
coming steadily 
persistent 

sw, Rut the stewardess say? 
hablo to make “er formal complaint 

weather moderate: 
pect for parsets 

y we were 1540 miles fram New 
ter still falling gradually, sky ove? 

mile procesion of waves comlnk 
ntilation mv) 

winning out: 
of Prairie Roses are vieiting the Missow™ 

ements, and Tam 
more popular. Many to 

hei spoken Ae tee today, 

Baro 
a ten 

ATES 
and the royal pair who sit at my table have a5 
ine HT can't get the red 
« vacant chair 
little gwety. 

ade boy transferred # 
oso we cath have @ tri vdly 

ed me a great deal abou! 
cride n 
y shi 2 

his guast career. 

Piunk’s steasn yacht, called Palm Beach shod 
plored ty 

muda, and told 

I believe I know why they have thawed: TH 
Fed-beaded boy ate bee 
Her Highn 
doing some kippere 
it my trieod began tubki 
tines 

fast with me, and wher 
and consort sailed In and besa 

herring the honor of eatiag 
wf to me is large, rvun! 

He recalled the trip we ha mat on ole 

rowing popularity af dear oli Bef 
ame Newport Casino gossit- 

followest bis load as well as E could, and whet & 
audlers 

Mentione 

waa runnbng a by 
some three-stucy tow 
2 front, but Jf 
just about cave it in 
try pac 
conclusion that 

cially inte tw 

You are a poor liar and get walked om. 
take 
own a few 9 

interesting rumors about « 
to be an opera singer, 
toh 
wid to their 
1 shall not besitate 

coratortal 

Misses B-— and E: 
They got inte the patiiry last night, with the 
sista 
overate themselves. ‘The pursct has asked me 
recover (rors 
te flags 
napkins with the ship's name on them. 

vente 
thet of ber bows and she tute 

ve just passed @ sailing ship drivin 
a few sails, hor masts sweeping from 

¢ left Chey amiled in the mast friendly WAY" 
the results to the red-head et 

aid, “E thought that old alt 
ig bluff, She's the bellwether & 

> and knows how to gut UP 
ured that a private yacht wo! 

Stood ready to run a coum” 
cover her if necessary. I've come. X44 

camehip passengers are dive 
+ quod fears anit poor Bat 

igbty friend and Care good Bars, am 
and are much astesire’ 

I've jus 
1 spreading the report that Y"* 

rs, [twill pay you big. 

* Gav 

he tiherty 

VK this trip only [have become a magnate. TH 
ted boy has agreed also to spread aa 

gil, Miss L— 
dneveral of € ie athers AE 

suddeoly prosperous, It is my duty . 
ment, and if rumors will ® 

Cambodia hus inerewsed the 
es a little, ¥ 

west undet 
fe to dE 

After all I'm glad [ au 20% ® 
desoradant ts a lot me! 

The 

f 

have been sick all dat 

‘ad of a venal steward, had a party 

thems the bade from his caps the 
Mf the ship's course chart, and wf the ship's course chart, amt #600 

amt § have approgiriated all of these 
am souvenirs, Sumetimes I think oo€ 

‘The girl in the rev} tant haus asked! me 1 
W take up the collection at the comet 

She is very charming and affable: At 
seeeestion she has put Mises l-— *, 
J——on the program, She ie very 20508) 
io play slustileboard, and offers 10 get MPO 
party if I will join it, She also want’ 'y 
meet all the Prairie Roses, She thinks 8) 
are delightful, Icannot help thinking Si 
itisno wonder some people become chro 
liars. See how it pays! 

Wenwespay, Joiy 9, Last night thestl? 
wrumbled and complained, and my, tty 
traveled in a beavy, awkward iashion 
over the stateroom, Dressing was» 6li%, 
Tran downlill to get my clothes anal had 
toil back wp to look in the glass, There 
a full orchestra in the rigging this mort ts 
and it is cobler than ever, ‘The acent %o, 
restless blue-black waste, lumping #P © 
stantly into hills and tossing wp white Sy 
all around the horizon. Attendance st bit 

last was very poor. Everyone seems 

ally thoughtfal, OM Number Fou 
Voyages Is in the smoking room, very’ & 
‘Teenty-twren Crossings had peomal 
soning last night ad can hardly pet od 
eminent Mr, Twenty-fitth Voyas? oy 
Holt-on-to-Your-First-Impressioe# 
paddle of nothing in his deck chalt, isa 

Ido nat feel well myself, Ocean t8¥" i. 
bore. Itis not stormy, but there fs * ™ 
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by aed 
i 

f Lester had not kissed 
de the suggest 

Hine Ina contribute 

HE Next day for th 

ae _ the werlding ef Dor 
The mistletoe hung ILLUSTRATION BY 

IAM HOTTINGE 
Halden > home 

“to vighteen, was present when Li 
The mistletoe was tied to the chan 

ntly from the dox 
scious, paused w 

on a new talk 
i y frantic pantorvism 

ies shman became ¢ 

an tell whoever it wits” 

d been decided 
att the freshman had said, and the 

more it appealed to her, 
Tt would be exciting 

ected, she was ly sixteen, but then her 
1 ! heen only sixteen when she w 

» the excitement which wor 
she would be the me 

he would be engags 

he bores! her until sometimes 
he could not endure 

anced the env 

nurch for the fo et to go to the te 
Jed through th 

window to ek 
she pen ured the largest and 

kling on the third Anger of her left hand, a 

three o'clock when she re: 
saseovent door unlocked aed he 

Forsaking All Others” 

loony, and Betty turned in this direction. 
alms and smilax formed a wall that made this little 

my into a room by itself, Once inside, woukd be safe 
observation of either the wedding guests of the choir 

ved two flower pots, entered the Sealy bower and 
1 the plants 

an old church bench in this haleony; Betty 
«to the railing, made a lithe window in the 
ut down with a sigh of relief, and deposited her 

rich beside her. The florists gathered 
ers, broken stems, and lengths of 

gling departure. Betty was left alone 

By 

Kilbourne 
SH LTE ETA 

F x she thought of the wedding sfve wats « 
thea hor the ugh {back again to herown en 

id announce it at a luncheon, she decided 
he frien ¢, her older sister, alway 
nave her marne aa Lester's on tiny cards 
rated with fying Cupids, It was great 

ing the details 
ad exhausted the possibilities of the engage- 

wedding. She would be married 
church, she decided, and it should be decorated as it 

all white candles. Shwe wits a 
which would take place. It was 

a wedding that she could not 

body had known 
when she sang “Onward, Che 

fant class. 

ked. s0 long since sh 
ng up there?” recall it 

ling a She beld up her han Ii-darkness and saw the 
the church med up handsome. in shooting ks of flame. She thought 

: ay little dinm would give after they 
ried. Le should wear evening dress, and there 

I-shaded candles on the table, She thought of 
y would pay, of the theaters they would attend, 

> would have, She thought 
pend alone with Lester. 

anticipate her first shopping 
the suleswoeen 

t, please, 1o Mrs, LE She could see the 
pe k ur dl look which ae sty a! plain ly as word 

daughter e fel « “My! isn’t she your ried woman!" Again and 
chuckled. “Th topped te seg nara Rt 

ner left hand. 
She noticed that the air in ber bower was becoming 

i +, and at the same tir 
aiting which hung ov 

y still and "he light which stole 
windows was very ae: 

ar 
she would 

invites’ and 1m 
They don’t want the rabble see em get mu mt the tall candles. 

xd hastily, " » ey b Suddenly th 
everything was wat 

of the church opened an 
wind for a moment 

in in shadowy’ sile 
SHOUTING from the lower part of the bai altar. He lighter 
the janitor’s attention and he clattered down ¢ group of young men who were stand- 
y stood alone in the church ¢ More i y all seemed to be dressed alike 

ated anyt at they were the 
lon. 

young, matt 
{ went out, 

p her bead 

sts arrived. In gowns such as 
lowly to their 

, too, were 
mn d 

he hushed whispers. T 
Jer the spell of the waiting, Then others came—men in 
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rom another world to the eager watcher 

sp swept in until the church 
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he feeling 
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Why I Eloped With Mary 
I Hope Her Father Will Read This, So He Will Know the Real Reason 

ARY was coming to kiss me, Thad known it for the 
last half hour, but the critical moment was fast 
approaching. Yes, Mary was coming to kiss me in 

the ianllghas ean unless all signs failed, the event would 
be accompanied by the distant strains of the Blue Danube 
aud the oearer piisic of the sea 

y and Thad b friends a long time. She was about 
which was twenty-six, And all at once, without the 

st warning in the world, | had found myself heels over 
iin love with her. [had tried to hide this from Mary, but 

just divined a part of it. Otherwise, of course, 
wouldn't have been coming to kiss me that night. An 
[stood there waiting, L wondered what 1 would do with my 
life if Mary went out of it as quickly as she bad entered, 1 
am six feet high, fond of beef, and can pump all four tires 
without losing my breath; but when | began wondering that 
sort of thing (to the accompaniment of the breakers and the 
Blue Danube fat, warm tears went strofling down my 
nose in the moonlight, and my poor old heart began tolling 
like a funeral bell, 

Which (although bad enough, in all conscience) is only 
minor manifestation of the grand passion, and L write ft 

down asa warning to all young men who, like mysell, are 
inclined to laugh at things which ought co be 
Liken seriously, 

" 
VEN 1 ss down tonight and picked up 

my pen {as you will presently see), F sat 
down to write thing veey different from this. 
but now that | have started to write about 
Mary, I shall tell the whole story. | should like 
M 's father (Mr, Safford) to read it, so he 
will understand a number of things which he 
has never quite understood yet, As he knows, 
1 was visiting him ac Stony Beach when this 
happened, Mary's father and mine had been 
part in business before my father died, and 
that is how T came to know the Saffords. 

Stony Beach is a large house on the Fast 
nd Mary’s father likes to keep it filled 

ompany, Bat that night all hisgoests,and 
swell, had gone toa neighbor 

The second number on the 
‘ushioned waltz, and M 

part 1 been fed oaly on the mode 
ps, had kicked her instep just hard enough to 

ra little without breaking a bone. Burt, 
worse than that (from Mary's point of view), he 
had torn her stocking; and the moment she siw 
that tour in her stocking she said to me: "Let's 
go home.” So hack we started —Mary and I 
and when we were far enough away from the 
hotel Mary went very lame indeed. 

can't walk any farther,” she sighed, and 
the looked at me as though she knew exactly 
what F ought to do. 

Loffered to go fora chair, but she wouldn’s 
have it. “Nor a wheelbarrow, either,” she 
added with a saucy movernent of her nose 

Then | guessed it. “Shall Pcarry you?" 1 
whispered 

She had a slight: figure and I carried ber 
without any difhculty at all, glorying in my 
burden and adding another ta the store of mem 
ories which willalways make Mary more to me 
than anyone else on earth can ever begin to be. 

Her mother had died when Mary was born, 
and her father was one of those trim, practical 
men who make it a point to hide their emotions, 
as though they were something embarrassing. | 

things when Mary gave acon: 
tT stopped. 

> matter?” she asked, slipping to 
her feet Tired?” 

But | think she saw what the matter was. There's a time 
ak and a time to keep quiet, and as for me I knew my 

id comm to speak. 
b. Jas "") began: and not altogether liking that t 

amended it, “ Mury—dear——" 

Ht w what was coming next and 
Wait!” Which wasn't at all like Mary 
But L can't wait! I've simply got to tell you!" 

“But you must wait!" she whispered; and because we 
loved each other so much and could do these things, she 
ightly placed her hand over my mouth, “Listen "'—and 

h she booked a trifle sheepish (at first) she looked very 
wistful too—" Wednese: y unlucky day. A gypsy once 
told me, and it's true, Jimmy. Don't laugh, dear. Nothing 
ood ever happened to me ona Wednesday yet. ‘That's why 
fe kicked me: it's Weslnesday, you know. And T never 
oughta bat oi.a Wedinesday that [dicn’e hate it when I got it 
home. And—and my mother—shedied ona Wednesday——" 

T took her handkerchief from her glove and tenderly wiped 
dyes, nty heart pounding with such beats of protec- 

ton that'l caply longed for m bull to enane raging tewarel 
us, 0.1 coukd Fill bie with a blow, aod seize bis tall aad 
swing him into the sea, A poet, 1 know, woul! put this 
thought into more sublime phrases; but | have never been 
i pomtsexcapk iavno Tar‘en I bare boek a: keevers asad i no far 
as.all lovers may be pocts, Which I rather thin they are. 

“Then tomorrow?'’ | whispered. 
cided, apparently rebeved. “ Perhaps"—and again 

with that siuey' movement of her nome-—"il you're good!” 
“Mary” I pleaded, and for the first tin 

I held open my rms, 1 think she would 
have come, too, because fs some subtie way 
her mouth took on.a coy, inviting appear 
ance as though i knew & were about ta be 
Iklssed by a curly-headed young man; but 
just at that second we heard someone ap- 
proaching behind us, and on the moment 
Mary and } were two sedate young people, 
walling calely on. 

“It's Miss Mowrey,” marmured Mary, 
glancing over her shoulder as oaly 2 woman 

“TI bet whe’s followed us just to 

By George Weston 
LLUSTRATION BY W B. 

showed that Mary was possibly as disap 
se, although Miss Mowrey: bad the 

: t formidable old gossip in the New 
England States {not even excepting the Miss Dapickon), 

was nevertheless a guest of Mr, Safford’s and under 
inary circumstances Mary wouldn't have allowed a word 

to be said against her, Listen,” she murmured again, “1'll 
change these things and then—say, in half an hour—if you 
coukd be in the garden ——” 

at 

she 

H 1 could be in the garden! With a tremendous gesture 
I called the waves and the moon to witness whether or not 
[ couk! be in the garden. And after that it wasn't a bull 1 
wanted to meet. It was a roaring lion! 

1D) sa 1 waited in the garden for Mary > come and 
kiss me, and when she finally came floating down the 

anda steps (in the moonlight) she was such a picture of 
filmy white beauty that I blessed my good fortune and felt 
a bit sorry for, and a bit supersor to, all my {riends because 
there was only one Mary in the work 

“Father's in the library, writing, 
Mowrey’s gone to her room, 

she mid, “and Mi: 
Isn't tt a beautiful hi?” 

She Whispered 

But in my heart of hearts f cried, “A fig for the beautiful 
night!" because all my perceptions were centered around the 
one great thought that it_would be an hour at least before 
the others would return from the dance; and if you have 
ever been heels over head in love you will be able to guess 
how | proposed to spend those sixty minutes. But Mary 
wouldn't have it that way at all. “We'll save that till the 
last,” she said. 

Fortunately my sense of humor helped me, and I saw 
Mary's beauty as a table, and her kiss as a piece of cake. 
‘The cake was an the table. but, for the present, | was only to 
walk around, and look at it, and grow hungrier and hungrier 
every second, 

So we strolled around the table—or, rather, we strolled 
among the roses, looking at exch other in that eloquent 
silence which makes such a fool of speech, 
“When we're married "1 began at bast. 
No, don’t: Jimmy.” 

“Why not?” 
Recause it was Wednesday, it seemed, “And besides —T 

haven't said yet —that we shall be ” We were standing 
behind a rose hedge. Mary was looking up at the house, and 
I don't mind saying that my arm was approximately where 
my atm ought to have been. 
Then (I don’t know just how it started) Mary and f began 

making faces at Miss Mowrey’s windows, knowing, of 
course, that she couldn't see us, but acting like naughty chil 
dren who draw a horrib ture ona fence, label it Teecher, 
and then stand around putting their tongues out and vying 
with each other in the noble art of pantomime. 

STEWART EDWARD WHITE 
OU remember him for his red-blooded tales of the open, 
“The Riverman,” for instance. But he has never written 

more dramatically than in “Charley,” a story out of the heart 
of Africa, which will appear in the November Journat. 
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“You've Simply Got to Marry Me Now — Oi Curly-lop!" 

KING 

“Hey, Miss Mowrey !"' cried Mary in a cautious whispet: 
“Look at this!” Mary's arm went around my shoulder am 
she palled my car in a manner which imperiled the cake. 

“Hey, Miss Morey!” E cred in an equally cautiow* 
whisper. “Look at this!"' And gave Mary such a squee® 
that (although she did it in the most delicate, delightful a? 
delicious manner p ie} she grumted a Tittle and sent a 
both into spasns of subdued Laughter 

“Hey, Miss Mowre atly cried Mary, when sbe had 
pon, with the 

yesand mouth she gave me the sign for which 
ely waiting. And just as we had enjoyed 

an exceedingly fine bite of the cake, and were on the point ¢ 
ing another (to punish Miss Mowrey properly), we both 

became conscious that someone was standing fimmediately 
behind us. With one accord we turned and found aurselve* 
looking into the gravely inquiring eyes of Mary's father 
“Didn't [tell you it was Wednesday?” murmured Mary 
under ber brea 

“Mr. Si <1 said, stepping briskly forward; E w3* 
going to see you in the morning, but now I think —" 

Quietly, and always gravely, he took me by the arm: 
"Come inte the study," be said. And, turning to Mary, 

Abed in that low tone which is more comma 
ing than the bellow of Bashan's bulls: “Mise 
Mowrey has a headache, Mary, 1 wish you 

vl see if she's comfortable 

Ww 
ORD led me to his study an! 

which Econsidered a bop 
1 of sitting down himself 

a minute, 
cl this 

goa 

but, inst 
he stood at the window for near! 
looking out into the moonlit garden, 
thought was very strange. i 

“Jimmy,” said Mr, Safford, "1 wish 1 ha’ 
known of this before, could have saved 1 
a lot of unhappiness, grimly E senile! 
to myself at the “unhappiness” he would have 
saved me. “How Jong," he asked, “have you 
and Mary "He paused and looked at 

as though he wished I would help him out, ar 
because this was a point which directly co* 
cerned the good faith and candor of Mary 4" 

myself, 1 helped him out in the fullest possible 
munner. 

"So you aren't engaged yet," he said 
“But it amounts to the same things 

pointed out. "T shall ask her tomorro®) 
course," 

No, Jimmy,” said Me, Safford in a geatle 
voice.“ Not alter what I’m going to tell yous 

As Boswell once wrote down: “It came a8 4 
horrible shock.” E remember T looked at, Mr 
Safle with the lordly air of a man who abo 
all difficulties by the simple expedient of ¥ 
ing them aside. But grediie that gente 
certainty of Mr. Safford hegan to grow stightly 
disconcerting and I r¢ i . pember staring at 
attentive noe (I imagine) would inst 
tively a disconcerting opponent it # 
duel for life or death. 
Mr. Safford drew from his sale anen 

“Tha way,” he sitie git, “I've a 
was this for a Jong cme for some such incery 

now, but I've always hoped it would never hav 
to happen, Jimmy, what I have to tell you 
amounts to this: H you love Mary, as I'm se 

do, you'll never marry her.” all 
But that’s the very reason why f sha 

marry her!’ T pointed out, almost puzzled 0! 
of my wits, 

Not if you her." And looking at me 
adily he added; “Mary's mother died whet 

Mary's grandmother died when Mary, 
1 was warned not to marry Mary 

g about Mary.” 
help me he gave my 

Both mam 

ye 

Mary was born: 
mother wits born 
mother, give you the sume warsiny 

He waited for this to sink in, and 
certified copies of the two death certificates. 
the same cause af death: “Childbirth. ‘ 

Mr. Safford, “it happened within 4 
year of her marriage.” An ning over, he put his hal 

ly on my shoulder," he whispered, "do 
want to kill Mary? [you do—marry her!” 

Vv J 
I MY memory [can see Mr. Safford now—a neat, rity 

practical man who was beginning to show his age im & 
neat, trim, practical manner, He had been the 
member of my father's firm, and | cannot imagine : 
with less imagination. But while he looked at me, hit 
oa my shoulder, 1 saw more sadness in his eyes than is 
for any man to have ther 

“You'd never forgive yourself,” he whispered a 4 
the gentle manner which had fallen upon him that eveaitts 
returned to his desk. x 

I can’t tell you how I felt, 20 I won't try. For almost 
minute [could only stare at Mr. Satfoed, who was ope®! 
blowing his nose but slyly dabbing his eyes with his! 
kerchicl. 

“But, perhaps—Mary 
He shook his bead, 

“1 hesitated. 
“Mary's her mother's dau; iter 18 

every way, She has the same voice, the same walk, the si 
laugh, even the same way of curling her little finger 6M) 

she lifts her teacup. Ji it would Be 
cruel for you to deceive yourself, 1 KnOm 
what you'd go through.” And in a Joe 
voice he continued: "1 know what 
been through ea 

Behind Mr. Safford wasa painting of Ot 
father, and, much to my discomforts 1 
earnest, serions face seemed to nod apProre 
of what { was bearing. Meanwhile 
Safford, arousing himself, put the evel? 
back in his desk. 
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self-sufficient thougl 
When Polly Baldw 

‘s cottage on th 

ul 1 w 
ck ur ¢ 

toes and satt-bn 
nd habitable, The 

and a kitchen; and wh t wee ome cou 
ntoar Je tree in blos 
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the lon ' 
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» Jonge pende € 
though it w 
ar iblication 

performing more and m 
st, and the new 

‘om my first one, th 
ranother pweudonym. In 

mposing, we could run wo nos 

MHL, « mpany had acces at the large advance we though eye ‘thin c going 1 " 1 . 4 i wah ! went into town for Cricket 
Fre to be just we three ‘ Tectory." TL suppese 1 might | 
Per came dancing in, but 1 th al for Cricket's pai f.. She, ta 
itter, When she took off her pinaf 
wpvishing new frock, ‘“Secms to ‘fully giddy tonight. What . the Wer,” said Career pre c 
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a While Ey 
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it wouldn 

uw 

sp. 

eey Man's Horst is Bound to be 

ket's 

dow 

t 

ulack and white of th 
waiting for 

sf 
he alth and Carter stood 

id T sudden 

the birthelay 

nd more 

non 
Cricket. 1 

ad gripped them. 
{to utter: 

nature. 

excited. 
aconsciously | began 

Against You, You 

n my 

RRIVENG io Nev 
fA 1 foun 

differ 

wished she 
emed to be burl 

flat, men appes 

> He 

‘amous Novelist 

‘Own Life 

Iseareely knew, men E had snubbed, men I had forge 
They all came, ostensibly Co renew a lon 

aintance; and they all proposedsooner or later, It 
ather exciting, but demoralizing to work and routine 

Hived in that apartment three months, during which 
re production consisted of two short stories 

he creative cause being 

“unusual” girl, self-supporting 
own way—all of which 
Besides, there was that 

igerous sense of freodom from conven 
aint which | had felt in men’s attitudes the winter 

nd which, under the teasing influence of my pretty 
ent, assumed proportions that 

was no-contfort in: my home, 1 
ertainly no chance to work in + 

‘mined to 

asure in my 
an atmos 

<eape. In the midst of the embrogtio 
r tea, From under his 
rapped parcel. The first 

‘arter done afternoon 
rm he handed me a mysterious, 

hound copy of my first nove 

L! AUGH nd wept over it, my child of 
naps, vow in gilt-and-green array. It 

heen pul in October, then January: final 
h, Yes, here it was,ar 

\ advertisements, and § was funchert 
| had my first own interview with a 
newspaper man—and altogether should have been very 
| and satisfied 

ut there was the personal problem, increasi 
and difficult. Noa parents or “compa stood 

rd over me, only Collins, a middle-aged maid, whom I 
] act as Gorgon ate one Sunday afternoon, after a 

tempestuous luncheon with one man and an equally st 
two-hour argument with another, | was lying on my couch, 

The telephor 

uppearin| 
cd] wanst 

my publishers, ar 

gly complex 
rion” 

to answer it 
se wants to 

tldwin, of all people 1 ill and have 
the wal 

1, miss 
gone to bed," Is urning obstin 

In a moment or tw " 
ailing tomorrow 

he can do," 
erable should nate males 

prove another! 
For the last time Collins came back 

in ‘arf an hour,” 
4 'e'll be here 

announced stolidly 
man like that? T put on my 

prettiest tea ed_my hair and waited fuming 
When be ! 1 sailing tomorrow?” 1 demanded 

“No. But I wanted to see you. Polly said you were living 
vere alone, and | : 

T have been, but 1 sha'n't be for long,” 1 declared. 
"Your «| intolerable f VW 

) ke his head and laughed, "As 

can 

ig making 
aldwin threw 

as that? Tell me about it.” 
And the wonder of it was, 1 did 

eer the remote and satirical, the 

hectic approach, 1 1 ured out 
as strange how easily it car 

y my fireside; st 
story of disill 

i without constraint my 
strange how his face, that [Ina thought rather cold, softened with understanding, even 

tenderness. 

WHEN 1 had finished he said gently 
tle pi out after all you are 

Ye a a that women bh 

always 

You're a brave 
pioneer, you know, 

never done and 
that a bare handful are just beginning to do: live by their 

1 thily, Fora while every man’s 
mst you, You threaten man’s 

His clear reasoning was tonic to me 
tional murk and mazy seatiment I had been 

‘ou don't love any of those fellows,” Sandy 
conviction, “For a while you've been caught by 

ve idea; that's all. Go off by yourself and 
see if I'm not right.” 

what I had been wanting, yet not having 
Next day I bought a passage by way of 

an and sailed for \. day that 
for Paris, He landed six days before [ did, and 

tar I received a letter from him, which he had 
nc steamer, and which Tat first took to be a 

his motorcar company, judging from the 
fty-two pages long 

2 All the while 1 stayed at 
ut up in my room with the manuscript which 

{to teach me to typewrite, Sandy's 
Junder the door, T knew, long before 

at be loved me. But to me imply 
{ying friend, [saw he had been right about 

wa 
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Why Do Men Go Into Saloons? 
By Charles Stelzle 

AUTHOR OF "SUPPOSE ALL THE SALOONS WERE CLOSED,” ETC. 

INE, of the reasons why the saloon 
as served so successtully asa social 

center is because it has done it in a 
perfectly natural manner, One 
rarely, if ever, reads advertisements 
of a stloon which announce that it 
is » social center or that men will 
have a good time by going there, as 
is the cave in almost any other kind 

z of public sucial enterprise. It is the 
BS < thoroughly human aspect of the 

f f i stloon life that makes it 90 very at- 
SAAS EGR | tractive. A workingman places a 
L. wd five-cent piece on the edge of the 

bar, and, presto! without any apologies be is on a par with 
every other man in the place. He can look every oth 
in the eye and feel that just as good as the other fellow. 

It is this democratic spirit which is universally found in 
saloons that helps them win workingmen. Here, too, they 
can “shake out their hearts,” as the Germans say, Working- 
men will sit about the tables and for hours at a time discuss, 
with perfect freedom, the questions which so vitally concern 
them. True, they often talk about very foolish things—and 
worse but they also try to work out their economic prob- 
Jens, in so far as their environment will permit, 

Jt may be remembered that early in the history of most 
social and industrial movements among workingmen in this 
country their headquarters were almost exclusively in the 
bael saloons. It seemed the perfectly natural thing 
fow inginon to select the saloons as their meeting places, 
Where ele could they have gone, without exercising 
siderably more self-control and wisdom thant workingmen 
ustsally are credited with having? 

Because saloonkeepers have a monopoly of cheap halls in 
ities, and charge, usually, no rent for them, they 

ve the meeting places of social clubs, labor unions, lodges, 
i¢ societies and other organizations of the poorer people. 

Here, too, many have their christen their weddings, 
their dances and other social functions, This is particularly 
true among foreign-speaking peoples. 

OOL, billiards, bowling and games of cards attract men 
te the saloon. In many cases the customers are supplied 

with papers. Sometimes there is a gymnasium. music 
wins—especially when is given in connection with a 
sunimer-gu aman may take his wife and 
children, 

But one of the most important features of the saloon is the 
free lunch offered. It is served in an appetizing manner and 
in almost it tities. The saloon daily feeds thou- 
wands of clerks and workingmen, whe thus secure a noonday 
lunch for the cost of two glasses of beer, and often at the cost 

oikeeper is himself an important factor in the 
He is always democratic amd taped neat in 

This large aeq) tance, net only with the men 
problem, 
Sppearanye: i r : 

the community but beyond, and his superior sources of 
information make him a great influence. Often he finds jobs 
for the work Hand his chikiren. He loans him money 
without setting up the “work test" of the Charity Organiza- 
tion Soviety, No questions are asked a vbether or not 
the recipient is deserving. He lends, “hoping nothing in 
return.” This is part of the general business (sad of the 
saloonkeeper, whose first consideration is good-tellowship, 

‘The saloonkeeper understands human nature, This is his 
chief stack in trade, It is his business to attract men, and 
so to attract them that they contique to make his place 
4. permanent rendezvous, hie serks Lo secure as tueh tran- 

1s passible, but fis chief dependence is upon the 
lay and night after night, bringing 

them, His the treating habit that makes 
1 the basis of this habit is yood-fellowship. 

their friends wit! 
the saloon pa 
wad soviabalicy, 

It is mare Than true that the saloon isa “curse,” and that 
it “damns” large numbers of those whe patronize it, But 
in discussing the question of a saloon substitute, the ele- 

«already presented in this article must be given duc 
consideration, Workingmen in cities are familiar with these 
facts, Those who are opposing the saloon and those who 
wish to provide substitutes for the stloon should also become 
familiar with them, It is only as one knows the strength of 
the enemy that one can fight him effectually, 

\ HAT, then, is the best substitute for the saloon? There 
)V iste dest substitute, but there may be many substitutes, 

Getting at the saloon situation, with all its complex con- 
ditions, is like getting at many other modern social prob- 
lems. We are always suspicious of pence There can be 
nothing which will exactly take the place of the saloon, 
But if we can distribute the good features of the saloon 
among a group of already existing agencies or nizations, 
and develop seme others which may be m for special 
kinds of work, we may get at the situation, 

Very much depends upon the kind of men for whom the 
saloon substitute is to be provided. Thecomparatively rough 
fellows who are found in limber camps will require something 
diferent from the young men in a small 
country village. The sailors who frequent 
our coast cities are a class by themselves. 
‘The skilled artisan in a manufacturing city 
has his own idea as to what he wants. The 
different groups of foreign-speaking workers 
must be studied sympathetically, for they 
have their peculiar prejudices, their likes 
and dislikes. There are other groups also 
for whom something should be done. 
One of the first essentials is to make it 

“survey of the needs of those for whom 
the work is to be organized. This may be 
simply done, but out of it there should arise 
a very clear idea of one’s ram. Et is 
very essential that one should know the 
resources of the Sree ‘organized. 
May they, with a little adaptation, perhaps, 
be equal to the needs discovered? Or will 
it be necessary to establish an entirely new 
enterprise? 

‘The “Subway Tavern" in New York 
City was a sincere attempt to reform the 
saloon. Every possible objection that had 
been raised against the ordinary saloon was 

considered in the enterprise inaugurated in lower New York 
by Bis! Potter and his friends. This was to be an “ideal” 
saloon. ft was te be demonstrated that a salocn in which 
intoxicating liquors were sold could be so conducted for the 
benefit of workingrean as to make it practically free from 
the evils which are now charged against regular drinking 
places. After a year's trial the institution wus voted a 
complete failure. Whatever may have been the cayses which 
led to its failure, it is interesting to note the comments of the 
purchaser, who afterward ran it as a common bar, 

On the walls of this saloon, which reverted to its original 
type, he posted cards bearing these sentences: 
Rum and religion won't mlx, any more than oil abl water, 
A saloon is a place for drink, pot worship. 
Religion follows rum; it dues not go with it band in hand. 

thinks af religion the morning alter 
Vou cannot ink and temperance tho. 
The best patron of a saloon is the man with the bigeest thirss, nat 

the man with the mest religion, 

This was another illustration of the fact that the saloon 
cannot be refarmed, because the hasis of its business is bad, 
‘There is but one thing that will ever remedy the evils in 
connection with it, and that is its complete extinction as it 
is now conducted. Here was an attempt to find a substitute 

departing as little as possible from the conditions found 
a regular saloon, even going 80 far as to serve real beer, 

UT the point of this failure will be Jost ubless we note 
another important consideration, namely, the danger of 

giving the “substitute,” ax such, too much publicity, Mon 
are not eager to be “reformed.” ‘One cannot make the work 
itself too well known, but one must avoid the impression 
that one is assuming a superior attitude toward workingmen 
and others for whom the enterprise is being conducted. The 
institution of organization will win or lox: on its merits, 

ita “substitute for the mboon” will create for it a 
severe and unnecessary handicap. 

Te will also be a distinct advantage if the enterprise in 
uestion can be conducted upon a business basis that is, it 

should be made as nearly self-supporting as possible, Work- 
ingmen like to pay their own way. It & good to encourage 
this spirit. "This is one of the chief glories of the Amencan 
artisan, The fact that workingmen are already running 
their own social centers with considerable success is evidence 
that it cin be done. 

In the United States and Canada “Labor Tenrples™ have 
been built or rented for the exclusive use of trades unions. 
In no case, so far as the writer knows, is intoxicating liquor 
permitted inside these buildings. Here the regular head- 
quarters of the unions have been established and the stated 
mectings are held. On special occasions social affairs are 
conducted, to which the members bring their wives and 
children. Lectures are frequently given, and the halls and 
smaller rooms are used for other purely social function 

“Turner Halls,” social and athletic clubs and similar 
organizations are being very successfully conducted by 
workingmen themsclves. These are effective primarily be- 

Aman 

cause the members have a direct personal responsibility for 
them. They will work and pay for their own organizations 
as they never will for any that are conducts y “out~ 
siders." It is desirable, therefore, in whatever may be done, 
to give those most directly concerned the workers as 
large a share of responsibility as possible. 

Ree pretentious buildings have been erectel by 
philanthropists ax saloon substitutes, hi prvi 

sits, baths, swimming pools and bowling alley card tables 
and gates, and halls for lecture courses, There were refresh- 
ment rooms, classrooms and ledge and club rooms, which 
were rented at a nominalcost. These institutions have been 
measurably successful, though they have failed in the degree 
that they have taken on the aspects of an institution. How- 
ever, ordinarily these buildings are patronized by compara- 
tively young men, and in but few cases by adult artisans, 
They have served best in that they kept young men out of 
saloons, which is surely a most useful function. 
We need more such enterprises, conducted upon the 

broadest possible basis, so as to attract young men of all 
classes and all religious faiths. But is it too much to ask 
that more attention be given to women in conducting such 
work? It is true that wonen do not patronize saloons as 
much as men do, but ey of them are compelled to go to 
places of rather questionable repute, where intoxicants are 
sold, in order to spend a social evening. If there were more 
recreational centers of a clean, wholesome character, in 
which young men and women might enjoy their leisure 
time— without too many artificial restrictions and too much 
espionage—a real need would be met. 

In some cities caflee houses haye been opened as “' shel- 
ters" for workingmen; but these have been successful, as a 
tule, only when conducted for such soups as cabmen and 
teamsters, who patronize them merely for the sake of the 
hot drink which they very much meal Oe cold winter days 
and nights, Usually the “shelters” have consisted of wagons 
or small stands on wheels, placed close to the gutter, con- 
venient to those who patronize them. But these are not 

DID YOU KNOW 

That 2,298,020 square miles of the United States are under 

‘total of 18 states will be under prohibition? 
That 1756 counties of the United States are under prohibi- 

tion now? 

no-license 
That in 19164 

That 14,000 incorporated cities and villages are under pro- 
hibition? 

That 16 state capitals are now under prohibition? 
AND 

That today more than one-half of the people in the United 
States are living under no-license? 
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really saloon substitutes, They are provided for a. specific 
need and for a limited group, although they serve a very 
useful purpose. : 

Private philanthropy is very often spasmodic; but a social 
center’ established by the miunicipality usually becomes 4 
permanent institution, It may become the center of prac 
tically every social movement which has to do with the life 
of the people, city is in a position to undertake many 
kinds of work of this character which nobody else ctn 4% 
and the people of all grades will more readily ue? s 
city enterprise than they will almost any other, for they fee! 
that the city institution belongs to them in a peculiar ways 
as they all pay taxes to help support it. foc 

The social settlement is making a valuable contribution 
this direction. Naturally every settlement does its owe 
peculiar work, which is determined, first, by the previow® 
training and tastes of the residents, and, second, by the 
character of the neighborhood in which the settlement 
situated. The primary idea in settlement work ts the shirt 
of the life of the poor by thore who have m larger outlog 
upon life, But the chief value of the settlement is in 
preventive work, : 
To what extent the church may serve as a saloon substl: 

tute through its parish house or through its institutional 
features depends altogether upon its location, the breadth ol 
view of its workers its freedom from sectarianism, ‘There 
ix no doubt that the best work of the church in this directio® 
is to provide adequate recreational features for its own yours: 
people. It is difficult, at best, to persuade mon in the work; 
Ingman group to visit the church itself for any purpase, 3M 
it as probably true that whatever the church is to do to meet 
the saloon situation must be done through some other a A 
which may more easily adape itself, conducted either by the 
church or by an outside organization. 

schoolhouse should be increasingly employed a5 4 
center for the people, ‘They usually have confidence in the 
directors of the school. The features introduced should make 
an appeal to the entire family, Whenever this is done U 
work will have much greater social value. 5 

Most workingmen like either to discuss the questio® 
which concern their daily living, of else they will liste? 
to others who can talk about them iotelligently. This has 
heen pointed out as one of the chief charms of the salooe 
Because this is true, the Open Forum idea is a good one 1? 
introduce as a partial remedy or substitute for the saloati 
In many Eastern cities this plan has been put into succes 
operation, either by churches or civic organizations. 

Tiere is no doubt that the motion-picture shew is today, 
the most formidable rival of the stloon. There is nothing 

else which quite approaches it, not only as it touches yours 
people but ater people as well, It is no wonder, therelare: 
Uhat the maloonkeepers themselves have taken sides WI 
those who the motion-picture show, because, # 
argue, it teaches “immoral” and “vicious” principles. 

But whatever may have been teve of the filmy used durieg 
the earlier days of the “movie,” in this respect, there is 8° 
doubt that the rigid censorship which fins been aplied © 
the more recent productions of the Blm houses has almott 
entirely eliminated those which su anything that 
inmwmeal or vicious. It is probable that the most succestfil 
public substitute for the saloon will include a complet 
maotion-picture outfit of the best type, atte 

Ie is a striking fact that married men spend more cime |! 
the saloon than single men. This is somewhat starthngr 
because married life is supposed to have a sobering elfect 
upon a man, Can it be that in many of these cases es 
home has failed to function? For let it be said with all © 
emphasis possible that in the last analysis the home must 
the best substitute for the saloon. in 

It is very generally true that men do not do their ey 
making the horme what it should be from the social 2! 

int; and on too much has been said about 
ailing to make themselves and theie hones more attractiye 
thus “driving their poor husbands to drink”; but the t 
remains that a careful study of the subject revealed (¥! 
about twice as many married men go to the saloon #5 1 
single men. This may be due to the higher sdealism of t 
younger men, and it may also be attributed to the fact t®" 
they spend a great eal of tirne ia cha nommpan of their : 
hearts, who naturally would not visit the sal with thee 

Perhaps no satisfactory solution may be found of the 
ticular aspect of the problem until in some way). 

becomes possible to provide more cheerful homes for WF! 
ing people, in point of ventilation, light, space and 
outlook. This condition must be met by men and wore che 
large social conceptions, Tt may be taken up by the music ‘ 
pality or the state——somebody must do it, for it is unfair at 
shortsighted to charge up to married men and women soil 
sins and omissions for which they are only in part respons 

NOTHER interesting fact is that the men who work tHe 
Jongest hours spend the most time in the salon. Tt hi" 

always been contended by the opponents of the shorter § vine 
day that if workingmen had more leisure time at theit ho 
posal they would it in the saloon. It ts the man ¥’ 

is most fatigued at the end of the ove 
work who is most likely to crave for ‘call 
ficial stimulants, [t is the man who"), 
has strength and vitality left when thie d3¥ 
work is done who will go straight hone, 
When onediscusses the question of 

going to happen when the saloons are 
itis aicaulnaly important to have itt ba 
the causes which impel men to go uy hae 
xiloon, outside of what the xaloon Hse oy 
to offer, Will the strain of the day's Wii 
be relieved when the saloons aro put fy, 
of business? It will, for some meaty reef 
doubtedly, Will workingmen have bet 
homes to go to? Many will, inquests 
ably. But for the great mass of met yr 
nee men, af ie fos apes are 0 aa 

ese blessings enter a long time 
unless society or the state as a whole © 

inde to it that better general aia ae 

rosie will fight his owt 
nomic 

ndent workingman ¥ 
Battles, and he will carry with tim, matty 
others of his class, but he eannot do it all 
the rest of us must help. 
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ASH =~ GOLDENROD 
BY STRICKLAND GILLILAN: PICTURE BY CHARLES C, CURRAN 

Transcendent Autumn glory, and the still, 
Blue, hazy days that reek with nameless thrill— 
These are to come, to Nature and to thee, 
O sweet wt of the heart of me! 
Let this thy Autumn pensiveness dispel, 
And turn to joyous peal thy summer's knell! 

shion while anc 
hat a si 

> fore 

ht of y 

ld discover was that 
| your thi: 
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years of 
enturing 
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tt oy Ee gazest pensive at the prideful bloom 
o That faces thee, nor bows nor doffs his plume; 
- He is the first rude herald of the Fall 
Me Note farthest flung of Winter's bugle call 

That golden flower no comelier is to thee 
Than is thy golden profile unto me! 

With Women? 
By Margaretta Tuttle, Author of “Is Any Man Easy to Live With?” Etc. 
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ireshment, a place where allowances are made and wher 
« isa kindly loyal, we @ place; a home—-ther 

e man or woman who possesses it is fortified ag 
he misfortune that may befall him or her out in the wor! 
day world, ‘There can be no magnifying of the impertane® 

ich a place to the workers on the highroad, W: an as 
memaker has the very highest valu 

nent of her place there is wrong indee 

HERE are men who spend months on work 
up all their nervous energy and all their phys 

y housed in with their work, who give it t 
vest of all the chi and strength they- have develaped 

dinary, But let a woman have to stay in the house the 
est part of a year, using up her strength in her spec! 

she will beliewe thar her sect: 
words. Iisa superb pieceof work, [should 

ed. But that she should have to make si 
ice is be: 
ne soacknow 
fices todo it w 
The business of being a woman is no longer an un 

ed one. The thi i 
ave to learn their Laws of w 

is not injustion, Itisthe lawof all work: 
ely 

is wrong is that wo 
Yet all along th? 

= the women af 
king, and think 

xf purpose 
ar pefeed it 

ing to sce, the 
nights mater 

If you want the °& 
wits of sustained ¢* 

» but are not ye ats ; 
Pes Be trained to the effort, 

oars * and if you know wha 
a al 2 is wrong with your 

there is a good chanel 
for you. Either you 
will develop by the 

ploy to prove you! 
Incapacity, OF, : y cally 
find you are physically 
able for sustale 

effort, you will calle 
your spurtingability 
Thenth power and 9 
will specialize on # 



“When, Geoniiana?" She Was Abie to Regt 
Could Mave Wished: 

The Star in the Country Sky 
Her Story: and That of Her 

AUTHOR 
XU 

N THE day following the departure of 
James Stuart for England, while the 
two literary workmen were hard at it 

the old Manse study, the village 
telegraph messenger appeared with a 

age for Mr. Jefferson. Georgiana 
| brought it to him, and waited to know 

if there was a reply, She saw the 
message twice read, and saw a peculiar 

ting of the grave face which had 
bent over it. Mr. Jefferson wrote an 

~b answer, and himself wook it down to 
ng boy, When he returned he sat down and began 
order the papers on which he had been working. 

# you have gueswd," he mid to 
a. "It seers necessary for me to go away and work 
a few days, perhaps @ fortnight. It is fortunate for 

hat you are here, for E should not have felt that T ought 
Ve Your father, and should hardly have been able 
Use the call of that message.” 

atten Lam very glad,” she returned, “that Iam here, 
mpou he ne work to do?” 
yh afraid not, beyond 

wou © you rest while Tam gone? 
She teple, you know 

shan, shook her head. 
sy oave little enough ta do.” 

ou won't —forgive nie !—go up into that blistering attic 
make rugs? I hope not!" 
hy should you hope not? Lam one of the peaple who 
be busy to be contented, How soon do you go, Mr. 

Wit f for 
Te th 
to Ie 
to ref 

ly laid out for today, 
This is vacation time for 

With only father to look after I 

and 

erson}" 
Hoye tt the noon train,” He looked at his watch, “1 have 
am rotntke ready, No, don't go. 1 will came back when 

we amily’, andl we will put things in shape to leave, ma that 
Te tll stow exactly where 40 take them up again 

csi eal! a2 hour he was back, and together the two put th 
of their joint work into such shape that at a moment's 
they might resume it, This done they went to Mr 

tat and the intending traveler explained briefly the 
it ar ug’ Without, as Georgiana fully realized, explaining 
Wins Then shortly he went away. 

‘arne, * weshall miss Mr. Jefferson,” 

shall tniss him more than E should have realized till 
vw hin go down the path.” 

fyjy)”< Shall live through it,” prophesied his daughter cheer 
loki and betook herself to the kitchen, which she found 
jail pS, spite of its well-ordered neatness, more like a an ever before. 
Tee following days went by on feet of lead. Geo 
the "2 early and went for long walks, and went a; 
Vigor’ Mtemoons, with the one purpose of tiring her 
Zee MS Young body so that it would keep her restless mind 
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“De You Want to Come, Doetor Cmig? 
Quietly as Sh 

By Grace S. Richmond 
OF “RED PEPPER BURNS, 

in order, She works 
many more in read 
were hours left to fill 

at her rug-making 
ig aloud to her fathe 

ny hours, spent 
1 still chere 

And then suddenly, one early August night, Mr. Jefferson 
returned. He came up the path, bag in hand, aad saw a 
solitary figure standing on the small front porch, where a 
latticework shelt sats, It was a white figure 
inch proached, 

d oppo: 
arly dusk and it rose as b 
fortnight is not quite up,” said Georgiana quietly. 

“But 1 put your room in order today, hoping you would 
My father never mised anybody so much.” 

“That sounds very pleasant.” He set down his bay 
shook hands. “It makes it the harder to say that | must be 

aga ing. And—I shall not be coming back. 
that I could not leave without seeing you 
should have sent on to ask you to pack and Mr. Warne I 

aad send my trunk.” 
lly? How very unexpected ! 

have sent on the trunk, 
clutched at ber heart. 

“Would you? ‘That sounds rather inhospitable! Do you 
eto hear my plans?" 

1, Mr, Jeffersor 
ou would be willing to go around 

other porch and sit there. J have a fancy for bein 
re Lean get the scent from your garden. | shall miss that 

scent, Is your father still up? 
"He has just gone He would be very happy if you 

would go up and sp said Georg 
Mr. Jefferson ran upstairs with his bag, and made a brief 

call upon Mr. Warne. Then he came down, to find Georgi 
ana standing with her arms about a white pillar, her face 
looking off toward the garden, 

But I would gladly 
said Georgiana. Something cold 

b 0 bed 

mod beside her, "1 
just to offer you my friendship 
a’t go away without doing tha: 

ly to write it back toyou. | ha 

to seem almost as if I belonged here. 
I must go back to it. The bo« 

finished in spare moments as other books h 
I thought 2 could give myself this year away from my work- 

op to accomplish this task and perhaps to lay in fresh 
orcs of energy, But I find I can’t be content to do this 

longer. So 1am going back.” 
After an instant Georgiana answered, without turning her 

eyes away from the garden: “You are a very fortunate 
person 

To have work that calls so loudly? Iam sure of that. 
And it is work which absorbs me to the full. But I shall 
always have time to give to you or to your father, if in any 
way I can ever be of service to you, I have no family to call 
upon me for any attention whatever; I have no near relative 
except the married sister who lives abroad, as 1 have told 
you. By the way, Allison has bidden me more than once to 
thank you for her for taking such good care of me during 
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But my work 
must wait, to be 

been finished. 

“THE TWENTY-FOURTI OF JUNE," E 

i ILLUSTRATIONS BY 
WILL EFE 

‘Three Men,’ With Another 

my stay in your home. You know her by her picture in my 
room, il you kaye noticed it—the one on my bureau,” 

Georgiana nodded id not trust ber tips, which were 
suddenly trembling, to tell him that though he had often 
spoken of this sister he had never mentioned the fact that 
the photograph on his bureau was hees, But—what did it 
matter now? It was far better that she had not known, that 
she had had this restraint upon her imagination to keep her 
from ever letting herself go. It was far better But he 
was speaking; she must listen 

© 1 have been in this house I have fele," be was 
if | had a real home. It is hard to give 

i your father has become much to 
. Lean’ tell you what he has given me, out of his stores 
wisdom and experie And you—have been very good 

+ [shall not forget i 
T have done nothing 

excupt feed you and di 
h service anywhere, 

Ldoubt it. And there is something 
wu how I haye admired you for 

fh day's routine, ‘There is no b 
workd, Miss Ge equal to that, to my thinking.” 

She shook her ic; don’t tell me Tam.” 
“But you are and I must tell you so, Why not? I have 

more than you may have realized, My whole life's 
training has been in the line of observation of other human 

murmured Georgiana with dry 
t your room. You mi ‘ 

beings. And you must know that no one could be with you 
and not understand that the fires of longing to live, and live 
strongly and vitally, bure in you with more than ‘ordinary 

m every day for the sake of 
real heroism, and the sight 

Yet you subdue th 
the one whe needs you, ‘That 
of it has touched 1 every much.” 

idenly she found herself struggling to keep back the 
choking in her throat. How well he had understoud her— 
ind what unsuspected depths of tenderness there were 
in his rich and quiet voic 

“7 CAN'T goaway,” he said presently, “without telling you 
that your happiness has come to seem very important te 

me. | have necessarily fairly le knowledge of men, 
their charact vir motives, theie ideals—or their lack of 
them. Miss Georgiana, when you come to choose—will you 
let _me say it?—don't be misled by superficial attributes, 

1 the most attractive. Don't Jet the desire to have your 
horizon apparently expanded, to go far and see much and 
live intensely, ovarbalanoe your appreciation of fine and 

but more that is real and worth having. 
daring in me to say this to you, but I find mys 

It may be very 
Al impelled 

to it. I want you to live, and live splendidly, and find 
employment for every one of your magnificent entygies, and 
there is only one being in the world who can help you do 
that—the man whom you can respect as well as fove, and 
love as well as respect. Will you promise me to choose him 
and nobody else?" 



She tured 
" How can yan 
her eyes blazing. 
“Dean forese 

you when 
dy the 

ny and fiercely upea hien 
kb 1" She stopped short 

“an hoar for 
340 

any change. 

sald he very gently, 

“Me. Jediers 
“Miles Chatining came late town when D elidy 
car raced my train for the kast two mi 

to the butel. Doubtless you 
haber Georgiana, | can't let you 

in ber 
Channing bai comw 

as he had vowed, long before the 

* said Me. Jefferson's 

“But but Dedow't understand,” sbe stam- 

mered. 
“What I have to do with it? How cas I fa 

have something to do with ft? When Ebet y 
in the same party with t 
warning you it was becaus T bad no possible to. 

at he was going aking. When I learned that 
gone anal that he batt followed you back 

knew that he waa in earnest—at least in his pur 
of you, Lthought there was no real danger fue 
you on account of your friend—your real friend — 

ing man whom you had known and trusted 

J lonely 
. Eknow I ans speaking plainly, 

at T must put you on your guard 
‘you to feel that though I shall be gone 

tomorrow night fam here tunikht, and if you have 
Any need for me: ser brother 
Oh, be 
“I do think—and 

Not because Ido 
manner of man who will approach ae 

Vou have never known his sort, Let me he a 
you—just for tonight, li only In your 

Te may hetp to stew 

UT fear for you 

ye wpon the front porch—-quick, rivging 
1 Asaf one wh came seth eneritin bes 

ana felt her aken and 
sean ton tite baivis: Tien be lete ers” 

6 tae hours afterward Georgiana thang her 
self, breathing fast, wpon hee knees bedde her 

open window and Milter! her face toward the sky. 
Her hans gripped the sill, her eyes stare withoat 

After» 

+ showkd be at two in the morning, she 
y along the upper ball, Presently she 

stood outside the closed door of the guest who was 
peeping ander rool for the last time. 

With a fast beating heart she noiselessly lald her 
hand upon the panelof that door, “You didst 
ec,'"she whispered, “]ewuliin’t have done 

1. Oh, what shall Fado without you 
le suddenly a footstep sounded, the foot- 

pot a shod foot. Instantly the gitl was af down 
the hall like a frightened deer. In ber own roors 
she stood with ber hand upon ber breast. “1!p. 
at this hour!" her startled consciousness wis re- 
peating, “Why? T was wo bight In bis room. 
G ‘vuldn't he sleep either?” 

In the morning Mr. Jeflerson took his leave. 
Hie parting with My, Warne was like that between 
father and sum, When be came to Georgiana he 
lwoked straight down into her eyes. 

ber," be sald, “that what I have told 
possible use to you and 

her bulds good, even though f shoulit be 
L hall write now 

J then ask to about you both. T can't tell you 
how I hope for your happiness —Georgiana.”” 

When he bad gone she went to her toum aed 
knees beside her bed, ber arms 
vht bhve and white counter 
whispered passionately, haw 

could You show it tu me if 1 caulda't have 7 
How could You?” 

your 
at the other side of the work. 

xv 

ress MER had gone at last, its Gere heat giving 
way te the cook, fresh days of And 

now it was November, with gray skies and pene- 
trating winds and sudden deluges of rain. Genngi- 

veping sodden leaves from a wet porch after 
Wm, looked up to see the villaw 

telegraph messenger approaching. With her one 
dearest safe upon a couch within, and Stuart lung 

pce at home again, she could not fear bad mews. 
She thought of Jeannettewho was always, in the 
absence of a telephone in the old Manse, telegraph 
ing ber invitations and demands. 

She tore open the dispateh with a hope that it 
was from Jeannette, for she had saitly missed her 
letters. Jeannette, indeed, it was who had in- 
splred the mesiage, but it was ope which brought 
trouble to her cousin, Rosalie Crofton wired that 
Jeannette had been taken suddenly and violently 
il while on a visit in New York amd was to be 
operated upon at once; that she had 
Georgians to come and to bring James Stuart with 
her; that Rosalie herself prayed Georgiana not to 

a trala~wor to fail to bring Stuart 
Action war never slow with the receiver of this 

message; had never been quicker than now, 
With ove brief explanation to her father she was 

wart. Just at the dripping becge she 

At sight of her he drew yellow paper frum his 
ard?" be erie, 

‘very minute.” 
“There's only an hour to catch the ten-ten. 

You'll go?" 
“Of courte, T wets cuening to tell you.” 
Wheo she and Stuart were in the train, sittiog 

side by side in the ordinary coach af the traveler 
who must conserve his resources, as Georgiana had 
deer Stuart spoke the first word of comment 
upon the situation. “Of course there was nuthing 
todo hut go," he sald, “after that te 

“Ol courte not,” agreed Georgian 
She was perfectly well—Last weed m 
Was she? You know I haven't seen her sly ace 

they came back,” 

GRACE RICHMOND'S NEW STORY 

Apne JOURNAL has it in hand, and every reader of the 
successive chronicles of Red Pepper Burns will be delighted 

to know that the new story 
delightfully new situation. 

esents the famous Doctor in a 
ite announcement of publi- 

cation of the story will be made soon. 

There was silence after this exchange for some 
lime. Stuart seemed restless, stirred often, once 

t up and stood for a long time at the tear of the 
staring at the wet tracks slipping away behind. 

way, “what's the use of bothering to keup it cov- 
ered when Ht shows 50 plainly? Do you think 1 
don't understand? 1 do—and it's absolutely all 
right,"” 

He tamed quickly, and his gloomy eyes stared 
down into ber uplifted face. “Oh, George!” be 
mattered, “Can you honestly say that?" 

“Honestly, I know bow it happened. You 
coun’ help it. It was meant ta be, The ather— 

‘That's all there is of it. 
fe been focling such a sneak.” 

“Why should you? I've told you ——” 
“Tkouw you have. But--that last time 

musst be because you cared for me, het It was—the 
stirring of your first real feeling for any woman, 

‘That's the whole 
reproach yourself, Jimps, and you are not 

particularly "now when — 
Genty, and he drew a quick beeath that was a 
something stabbed bins, 

t dda’ 
really happen tH . Those tuo 

oT can't tell you, She disin’t know about 
0; she never has, except that we were ald frie 

She koow what had happened, for with the first 

arose bad in the twinkling of an 
ile form. This w York, and somewhere 

in it they were to find Jeannette, stricken in the 
midit of ber youth and joy of life and love, 

Lr CICAR they were rushed to the great up- 
town hotel, find there 4 message saying that 

tho whole family wereat the hospital and that tbey 
were ta follow at once, Then they were at the 
grim-looking haspital with the characteristic olor, 
so sugaentive to the sense of the tragedies which 
take place there night and day, meeting them at 
the very portal 

It was Georgiana who made the necessary in 
quiries, for Stuart seemed like ane dazed with fear af 
that which was te come. He followed her withy his 
Angers gripping is hat, ws it hung at his ide, with a 
chateh like that of a vive, his eyes looking straight 
abead. Anattendant led them to a private roan, 
aad bere Georgiana found herself in Rosatie’s arm, 

ith pale faces all about, which tried to smile reas 
suringly but could only succeed in looking strained, 
It was Aunt Otivis who seemed ment compro and 
who made the rituation dear. Uncle Thomas could 
only grasp the newcomers’ hands and press them, 

ec his lips shook and his speech balted 
“It is a very peculiar case, and we had to walt 

till a certain surgeon came who was aut of town 
Doctor Craig. They seemed to think it safer to 

for him, He has hail extraordinary success in 
similar vases. Weis with her now, uperating. 

His Parting With Mr, Worne Was Like That Between Father and Son 

and dearones, She thinks the trouble is that she's 
a rich man’s daughter and I'm only a farmer 

"You're no onfinary farmer and she know 
Mer family Know it. And if she wants you she'll 
have you; they've never refused her anything,” 

“ft haven't asked her.” 
‘James Stuart!" It was her old tone with him, 
*“But—she knows,” said Stuart very low, 
“Of course she does.” 

Y AND BY Stuart spoke again. “George. you 
were never quite so close to me as now.” 

She slipped her hand into his, “1° stay close, 
dear; and I'll do ali I can for you both.” 

‘This was all they said until the Grst lights of the 
great city, miles wut, were flashing past them. 

‘Then it occurred to Georgiana to pot a startled 
yoestion: “Jimps, have you any address to go to? 
There was none in my telegram.” 

“T know where they afe staying.” Stuart put 
his hand lato his pocket and drew out a thick ket 
tet, upon which Georgiana recognized her cousin's 
handwriting. * This came yesterday morning- 

Tn spite of herself the girl felt a wild phrill of 
pain. Her chur her chuns! anil ft was the first 
time he had ever failed to be open with her. 

As lf be recognized that the sight of the letter 
had tald, even moe plainly than words could have 
done, the degree of intercommunication between 
the two presumable lovers, Stuart said quickly: 
“Twas going to tell you, George—on my word E 
was. [knew you dide't care for me—that way, 
bot I was afraid it might hurt just the same, after 
all our vows. Somehow the days went hy so fast 
and-—well, you see, there was Channiag. A while 
hack E thought you were guing to marry Bim, more 
than likely 

“Vou didn’t really think it, Jienps.”” 
“Edon't know what I thought. George, we're 

getting in. Oh——" He broke off. 

My dear, Lam very glad you have come—and you, 
Mr. Stuart. She wanted you both, and we felt that 
if her mind were at rest herchances ” But here 
even Aunt Olivia's long training im composare um 
der all circumstances deserted ber, and she Jet 
Georgiana pat her in a chair and kneel beside ber, 
murmuring affection and hope. 

Tt way a long wait—or so it seemed—interrupted 
only once by the entrance of a young bospital In- 
terne, who carne to advise the family of the patient 
that thus far all was going well, It had proved, as 
was expected, a complicated case, and there was 
necessity of proceeding slowly. Hut Doctor West- 
fail hast sent word to them to be of good cheer, for 
the patient's pulse was strong and Doctor Craig's 

utation, a+ they knew, was very great, 
“It's Dr. Jefferson Craig, you know,” explained 

young Chester Crofton softly to Georgiana. “ We're 
mighty lucky to get him. Heonly came hack from 
abroad two days ago, and he was operating aut of 
town somewhere last night. Doctor Westfall was 
awfully keen to have him and nobody else.” 

“EORGIANA koew the name, as who did pot? 
Jefferson Craig was the man whose brilliant re- 

search work along certain lines of surgery had aston- 
ished both his colleagues and an attentive general 
public, and his operative eergery in those lines bad 
disproved all previous theories as to the possibilities 
of interference in a clasa of cases until recently con- 
sidered bopeless after an carly stage, 

But there is no beguiling such pet of saspense 
with assurances of former successes in similar cases. 
Jeannette's family had need of all their (ortitude 
fur the bearing of such suspense before Doctor 
Westfall, the Croftons” family physician irom the 
home city, appeared in the doorway. He had been 
trought on by them when they were summoned to 
Jeannette’s bedside, He bad known the girl from 
her babyhoed, and the signs of past tension were 
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elearly visible i in hie face as he looked upon. hit 
is eyes were very Uright 

instant greeting, anit his 

chsh tt 
Craftan “S wawhda’t 

ie you draw a he 
of 

Safels 
hand fell 
the steal 
comme till T 
Ueeath and 

They can Vie trem 
bing. hor hand fast in Georgiana's. Youn Che 
ter Crofton gave a subdued whoop af joy, am 
pretty Rasatic, scarcely aut af ematiosal girlook 
burst futo hysterical crying which she struggled 

to keep soundlesa 
ind yuu," warned Doctor Westfall 
is eyes Laugh he continued to 

t say all danger is past. Doctor Craig would 
he last man t6 countenance such & statement 

We mast hold steady for several days before we e 
vpeak with absolute assurance. But every sign 
paints tusafety, and certainly certainly — well” 
he paused as Of he could pot find words {0° 
that which he wished to say had been any 
hody but our Jeannette 1 eongratte 

J myself on the chance to see such a piece 
work as that. I've never seen Jeffersum Craig ape 

though T've bren a fascinated follower 
arch aed have read every word he has weitten- 

+ astonishingly young, 
We must see him, Doctor," 

Crofton, “We mest th 
will come fn to seo ts? 

renemured Mt 
him for ourelves. He 

at of his gown, I'm goin 
in a minate, for T knew you wo 
Js from his own lige ue will HE 

him—you will fike him immense; 

bewentaway again on thiserrands 
an imposing figure of a man of fifty, acciastome 

to responsibility and able to carry It, a typical city 
fl 9 of the class employed by the prayperuls 
but with certain clearly defined lines about bi 

i a lower af BE 
man paltite and @ sympathizer with ite sufferingy 
in whatever class he might find his patl 

“He's sach a dear,”” declarod Koratic, 
away hee tears apl smiling at James Stuart 
adored Jeannette ever since she was hon, and 
knw " 
cheer ap, Jimmy. Diy just as a 
net well Raw ax E was sure she wasn't be 
"Tdon't dare to be sure, 

tune. 
omni 

Mill was, notwithstanding the reassuring 
spite of her anxiety she had heen ubser 
since she entered the room, of the attitude af Jean 
nette’s family toward James McKenzie Stuart. 
hail not beet dithicult te to the eunchusio® 
that for Jeann woul! accept him. 

Hat for his own sake they were forced, in vary 

as quietly as hospital 
doors favariably open, and Doctor Westfall 
vanced once n ¢ inte the roam, folly dt 
younger man with a grave, clean-cut face and to 
unassuming but quietly assured bearing of esta” 
fished success, As Goorglana’s eyes fell upon tht 
distinguished curgoon where mane was Jellersit 
Craig she recognized ber former lodger, Mr, Es © 
Jefferson, 

TH the did mot for 2 moment wonder what 
Mr, Jeffersan was dolsg heev in the famous 

sungeon’s place wan due Uo the fact that bre ou 
ridged the chasm between the two Po 
and made them one. Yet there was 

subtle, but easlly reoognizable difference bet 
the personality of Mr, Jefferson and that of Doctor 
Craig, ‘There could be uo question that here bis (oot 
was on his native heath! She had long undertout 
that he had another and more active place in 
world than that which be had temporarily occupied 
as solely a writer of books, This was the place. #4 
nothing could have seemed less surpriste than 
fied him fe it, 

AM the same time the finding occasioned a dit 
culty in maintaiaiag bet own composure of 
and manner. She had known Mr, Jelfersant 
did nat know Doctor Craig. She understood 5 

ntly, withoutanyexplination, hat held chaste 
to be known ia the obscure village hy only 
of His naan, because that uame vas ae ovale thst 
even the two village doctors, the ald one ant 
Young one, would bave recognized Hand bee io) 
his heels, to the deteitent of those months of Pet 
from the practice of surgery which he had! destica™ 
to the exposition af his methods upon papet- 

She was quick to perceive alse that it would Ls! 
easy enough for Doctor Craig to prove ws diferent 
from Mr, Jefierson in relation to his acquaintance’? 
he was different in his position in the work, Wal 
Judeed, had Dr. Jefferson Craig and tthe Geont 4 
Warne in common? Certainly far, far loys tha 
had Mr, E. C. Jefferson and that same Gear 
Warne. 

HEE DED at sce erat once, for the father a 
mother of his patient met him in the mid 

the floor, aiid his first glance fell upon them 
mained there while he spake to them of their ting 
ter. Even in his manner of speaking Georgiana 
adecided difference, ‘There wasa curious 
and succinctness of speech that marked the peolee 
Sona! man, which was not wholly like the 
expanded conversational masnet of Me. Jel 

“Yes, she is sleeping quietly under the last eff! 
of the anesthetic,” he was saying when Geort 
took note of his wards once more, 

“Witt she alles very much when she wakes, DO 
tor?” waa tho muther's ansious qnesti 
Dactor Craig's smile was the very ane 

had first liked about him, for it transformed " 
face and gave it back the youth which bls ot 
responsibility in a serious profession had dowe 
best to age. ‘We shall not let her suffer es 
nee he promised, “That's not necessity 
thesiral 
“When may wesee her?” Mr Crofton pene 
“You may all see her for a moment bel ce 

wakens, if you wish. Afterward her mothe el 
father for fast 2 word, and—Iam told she expres 
avey strong wish tosee ayoung man who was oF . 

Hashecuese? For the sike of her contee 
Jnent [have agreed to allow him a word with Bet 
and by—just a word, if he will be very qulet- 

it was Unide Thamaswho turned to beckon Ha! 
Stuart forward, and then to nod at Georgia 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 99 



The Wom an’s Club This A\u muvee 
A Department Conducted by Mrs. Percy V. Pennybacker, President of the General Federation of 

Women’s Clubs, and Mrs. Mary I. Wood, Manager of the Bureau of Info 

FER that we must face the situatiog that we 
Hlould be more concerned about the efficloney 

fi of all clu work, The great- 
lack of thorough study 

action, We shoul! again and 
‘the's words: " Nothing is more 

We jorance at wor 
Den{ get see work duplicated, time wasted 
Peted action Ignored, enter O failure, do met Is 
the hest 
«mb " 
Th t#anest in slansinge letters on the 
Inge temiar these words: “Investig 

' SomCentrate,”* 
© ball never he truly effecient until we have 

lity, There f+ perhaps no reader of th 
» does not feel that her club experience 
Wessing, who does pot trace a thousand 

fnto ber life Crom 

Y to pass on this good tu someone else? 
© Possens the efficient xpizit we must be fires! vie! . ie ‘ Missionary xeal to spread the gospel of the Vidugh oeement.. To our state, district and i 

Use uy Sob presidents let ua say: “Here are 
to galt, Gladly will we consecrate time and energy Sur ek oved organization.” 

'Y demands cotiperation—cobper 
alone between women af the same 

women of all groups. Cop 
then 2 MUSE Not stop here, It must exist between And women. 1 firmly heliewe that some day tro nhecy of our great Mrs. Decker will came 
‘nen grag’, "e shall have & workd federation of 
deat women. Just pow, hawever, efficiency 
climiit® that in all oar civic work we should 6 dad that, the lien that this task is the woman's 
and wen task iethe man’s. Sinve God placed men Ingeehtet In the world to live together, to work 
when ott play togethe nthe day ft agutnunity service shall rally to its ranks a Wamen, 
Stange "Ute ate 4 bit queer at times, For in- the ax Nben mets speakers inform us that we are Sven ts of the work, that into our hands is bringing about of all reforms, some of us 

ud reality, we knaw the 
they say and we oursely 

We the statement; yet we uppear to 

it in our bearts we are conscious, and gladly brut’ that aur husbands, fathers, sons and 
Ate; thay t Just as good, just as patriotic as we We cou without their help and encouragement 
Let's Hid have dowe little even in our club work 

sain, tone with this Iinvere form of ex- 
hotter a2, C3 realize that every task for the 
Women ant of the word is the task of men anit 

seeerking in harmony. 
“ibly to branch of club work has beer ai o,f With as litthe efficiency as the dinancal 

Accomp jie way it is wonderful that we have 
Seton het reat results with so little incomes the canate Other hand, we have violated many of 

A reef Ruod luusiness management. As itis 
thar cCtalzed principle in good housekeeping 
ang Bere shoul! be a family budget, so in club 
Sunfen ition work should the finance comanittee 
Somme Catlin ibe  mathads by which h the fn 
Acti ¢ wisely divided armor e different ‘Witles of club lite ‘ed 
Wor that ench organization could gi Fide, “time to the disession of the financial 

cit US preach again and again that money 
orld: mee to pesiorm rightly aur mission in Ube 3 that d 
US ty ues should be has, “20 Work ated rare ree eoough to enable 

Worker had &reat reasons that we have not 
existeg mae efficiently has been that there has 
Boal, Change’ inuity of effort toward one definite 
Change fate of admleistration has often brought 
been trial Pulicy, and many’ vital reforms ave 
Many ytd before they were half started, 

Sommuniey fof the day to come when in each 
Settain qe 2s Well as in each club there shall be a 
Wh a aie toward which we are working. 
iebieatiog YS, # peaceful army united under one 

ith wasted effort, with 
eal, and we shall have come into the 

Of the pStleration efficiency, 
tal 5, favorable signs is the fact that sev- 

hens ues Deir various women's 
Sound 0 one ley’ slative committee, This ica teeth looks ov the entine Geld of desired 

My dad Concratraten ‘wpon a few measures. 

The Woman's Club House of Winnetka, Iilinois 

What Makes for Efficiency 
By Mrs. Percy V. Pennybacker 

In almost every ease whe 
women have carried the 

In passing, it is well 
one of the great 

law hhas been plac 
and women often thi 
the legislature has pas 
certainly teaches us that n 
enforced unless a certain arm 
demands the enforcement thereof, 

to greater endeavor t 

Loyalty te 
one of us. 
the delega "3 position, 
sacred duty of bringing back to those at home a 

nm. The vivid piety 

a single meeting. 
receptive mind 

Alter each session, 
she should make n 

thoughts, 
Remember, the woman who enters into details 

Give pot the impressions of others, but 
only in broad, forceful strokes give the impressions 
that live for you. This ki 

is Jost! 

in everyone who hears a 
part in the next convention. 

Ibe? us consider loyalty to our ideal 
n of our aflbcers, 

gentiewoman, 

omen. 
We have no right, on the otber hand, to allow 

prejudice either for or again 
ence us in casting a vote 
“What can this woman bring to the orga 

"Who can best fill the position at this 
” ‘These should be the questions we shitah! 

put to our constéences aml answer with our balluts 
In the conduct of all elections we must convince 
ourselves that there i no disgrace in defeat. 

There isno reason why two wotnen shoul! not 
be brought out for the same office and yet the 
contest be 30 carried on that there be no bit- 
terness in the remembrance, 
the right to stand for office until sbe has settled 
with herself the question of whether or not she 
is able to stand defeat. 
We have all seen men 
and women great 
enough to go down in 
defeat with a simile in 
the heart as well as 5 
smile on the lip; and 
we have seen the same 
people who hai for- 
metly opposed them 
become their friends. 

Loyalty demands 
that we turn all our 
God-given strength 
away from destructive 
and criticizing action 
and consecrate it to 
Sonstructive work. It 
would be well for each 
cheb, once a year, to 
have a meeting, with 

consider and discuss 
the traditions ef the 
club and the ideals of 
club life. 

ibs Nas bees 
entire pr 

or us to remember that 
services we can reader ip a 

legislative way is to help make public 
will densand the enforcement of the law after the 

the statute books, Men 

“PRUE leyalty demands that clubs women s 
look for the best in each other, and shalt ex 

press a meed of honest praise, 
the fact 1 

we estoemn think well of us, cheri 
ing us, Our heads are not turned, hat we ase made 
to strive to live up to thele high jitewls. 

cial duty 2! 
Few people realize the 

To her is 

suld characterize encls 

of the days of the convent 
woman who accepts this trust 

She eh 

n hee return to the bot 
of the things that m 

deeply impress her; and as soon as 
horne, before she permits herself to rea 
Jet her write fully what has ture 
consciousness, When this isdone she may read us 
much as she pleases. Then let her carry all this 
information with ber for days, and soon she will 
find herself ln @ proper mood to crystallize ker 

dol report will awal 
ire to attend and take 

I you were to ask me the 
uisite for a woman who is to be placed in 

2 positioa of trust in the club world, 1 should wi- 
hesitatingly say she must Grst of all be a troe 

It matters pot what may be ber 
Intellect, what her power for organizatic 
is lacking in the fondamental law 
ing, if she is characterized by self-aggtessiveness 
or by a thirst for alice, she i not the wuman to 
bring the best results to an organization whose 
great silent majority is composed of hoene-makiew, 
Gorl-fearing, eweet-natured and hursanity-bovini 

» make her an officer. 

done the 
ram. 

inion that ate Federa! 

e when 

The Adelohian Women's Club of Alameda, California 

mation 

The Bureau of Information 
By Mrs. Mary Ll. Wood 

rears age, Chere was 
by the leaders in the General 

wing gull he 
en the General Federation on theane hand and 

individual dubs an the 

‘The State Federations were asked to establish 
hut experience nilar to those in the General Fext 
ill be efliclently mame at Ketst 

at af public opin preferably more 1 who should 

a department 

Nor ihe Spars us 
hos whom 

cern, de, 

grew fewer w 

trusted the 

their localities. 

reac 
papers, 

itself into ber 

ask 
nm to me anal 

the seler- curtelated pla 
I) over the co 

club work. 

may be fount, 

ewer been ju: 
roast desire 

sympathetic, 
a woman to infle- 

size. 

must be, if it 

No woman has 

The Aim of This Department 

UR plan is to present each month 
an inspirational message from Mrs. 

Percy V. Pennybacker, President of the 
General Federation of Women’s Chubs. 
We hope in this way to bring directly 
to THE JOURNAL'S millions of readers 
the plans and aspirations of the Feder- 
ation. In addition Mrs, Mary L Wood, 
Manager of the Bureau of Informa- 
tion of the Federation, will prepare for 
éach number a concrete enumeration 
of things accomplished by clube and 
State Federations, and will further in- 
terpret the spirit that has made possi 
ble the progress of the women’s club 
movement. 

present to her own club the intere: 
mal Federation slong the Ul 

mber of the individual chat 
plan worked well an 

‘in the question was asked: 
what benefit is the General Federation to our 

* Wat hore still m 
of clubs and cub woe 
federation on the ground 
henedit from an organisation sa fur removed 

n who 

Farther to bridge over this gulf,and to bri 
General Federation with 
woman in the most remote clu 
Information was est 
aim of ballding up a sisterhood { 

Ml be of service, however 

to every other member. 

lished with the ult! 

: “OL what value is the General Fe 
my dub?” 
the question by mecting the 

recommending and furnishing th 
there has been a steady increas, 
try, of hetter-arranged outlines 

stoily and more definite purpase and alm in 

It has answered the qu 
magazines, book references and magazine 

pings and printed circulars 
housands of hamlets where no public Hbrary 
nces, press cl 

GOMETIMES the Bureau has been asked « 
tiows which have heen answered more wisely 

by the chairmen of the vari 
sometimes, very many times, the questions have 
been such as to test the strength of the great 
sisterhood which the General Federation is and 

to live and prove itself the great 
factor in civilization which the great world 
needs and expects it tw be. 

Always the officers and the departments 
have set the pace, they have blazed the trail 

expert chair 
down to 

the number of clutrs 
Oi 

ained ag uily 
outly opprased 

hat they received 

the reach of every 

which c 

FOR ten years the Bureau bas lived and thrived, 
and answered, as well as it is abl 

of hundreds of thousands of 
the ques 

Jub women 

sending progr: 

om by sending books 

It has answered the question by being a friend 
in need to all club women. 

During these year 
reached the Bureat, an 
turned away unanswere y 

what either applicant 
. but always it has been eourteous 

thane of all kinds have 

jows departments, and 

toward the heights; 
always the Bureau has 
encouraged and min- 
istered to those who 
are not leaders in the 
race. 

An examination of 
the work of the de- 
partments shows con- 
clusively the high aim 
anit asplration of the 
great organization; 
the work of the Bureau 
has bees in more ub- 
sure and les spec 
tacular feats, but the 

utunities for seev- 
c anil the satisfaction 

in serving have been 
the Bureau's reward. 

‘The calls which the 
Bureau hax been most 
happy to answer are 
those that have mot 
asoul’s need, Institw 
tions of learning may 

prepare and distribute study outlines of the bigh- 
est order; a clinping-servloe bureau may sent out 
material upon a vast muititade of subjects; 
mere clerk may gather and give out statisti 
bat to reach across the continent frans on 
woman to another and contribute toa soul 
shows the value of a great women's organization 
among women, 

L OW the Borvau is able tu accomplish this ix 
shown by tracing the results of 3 fewletters re 

ceived. A young working girl lo the Mb 
having the name of the Manager 
tng that 20 great an organization of wot 
General Federat lists world roe 
ognize a Ww 
wel help, 
the care of ber nm 
bospital for 

a's new arinsg for advic 
She was able to pay a small amount f 

her whio had been confined ina 
c insane but was ss fur recovered as 

oval ta same well-ordered 
me. The young woman had no way of finding 
ha bome, aust appealed to the Bure 

The next mail west carried a not 
Berean to club wom 
West w 

fram the 
i the state in the Midelh 

axking them te give 
heed, a afew weeks passed 
by whe ond letter reached the Bureau filled 
with the gratitude of a daughter's heart. Thi 
muther had been placed in proper surroundings 
aod the whole matter adjusted hy the kxal club 
women. 

Again, a letter came from a heartbroken mo 
whase daughter was lost in a Far Western ci 
und the Bureau was asked to locate hee. ‘The 
ter wax plac 

ats 
in the hands of one af the most 

women of the Western coast; the girl was 

and upon the 
0 veil for ina hospital 

until able to go to her mother, whi 
in safety after a journey of several 
x 4 young woman ina foreign coun- 

try 4 reolf eager to come to An ea, et 
was out same prospect of 

ploy Appeal was made to the General é 
Vederath ugh the Bureau, and ghe was put 
in toueds with the right agencies, who fully appre 
ciated her somewhat unusual «qualifications and 
training for the work which shu wished to take 

al here. 

‘Another case of intense interest was that of a 
irl without friends, whase bealtls made a 

change of climate imperative. By application to 
this great body af women, through the medium of 
Uhe Bureau she was provided with emeplayment In 
a far-ddistant state where climatic eveditions made 

sd and wsel at life possible, 
1, then, the Bureau of Infarmation of the 

‘oeral Federation acts ax intermediary in per~ 
exities of the many kinds to which women are 

‘The first duty, obsdously, is to meet the 
nweds of the clib women; second only to this is to 
bring, through the great organizatlos, serview to 
those’ who need it, 

Hut lt muet pot be imagined that all questions 
asked of this Bureau, with its wealth of fine, strong, 

omen behind it, are easy teanswer. The ques: 
ons are the problems of humanity and are there 
fore difficult to salve while civilization ts so new 
and incomplete. 

Mc the questions most difficult to answer 
are those which come from the rural women. 

How shall nnswers be found tu euch questions as 
these? —questions which affect the daily lives af 
hundreds of our citizens and cry out to us for 
soluti 
How may we get for the sons of our rural citi. 

zens the educational advantages of thelr urban 
rasinas? 
How hire a doctor for test than one dollar and 

a hall a visit, especially when there is no money 
to pay him?’ 

Tiow may the mother of six get.a much-needed 
test when the farm cannot peoduce the money? 

How may we feed the children a balanced ration 
on ten cents a day? 

Hew clathe them on five cents a day 
How get water closer than half a mile from 

the house? 
How get hot water for baths and washing with- 

out lifting heavy weights? 
These and others of their kind are the questions 

which the Bureau and the great orgapization of 
the General Federation of Women's Clubs behind 
the Bureau find difficult to answer, but which they 
will never lay down until some way opens up 
which will carry to the most remote woman same 
of the advantages which the average duly woman 
enjoys in abundance 



THE IDEAS OF TWO WOMEN 

The Minister’s Wife A Plain Country Woman 
SpIURING the bist few weeks T 
By i have had same of the best times, 
| making a house-to-howse can- 

KE) vas, secking old-fashioned fur- 
foltare! Fowas = long time 
| taking up the fad—in fact, 

0 fade but when it did strike 
we it struck very hard, and I 

. have given myself over to loving 
old-dashloned things in a way destructive to the 
family pocketbook. 

Tt began in this way: A cousin of my husband 
died one day and hee desth brought to an ead a 
sweet régime of obl-fashioned home life in a Jitte 
unpretentious, almost ruinous, home in our village. 

After the faneral one of the relatives called me 
by telephone anit asked me if I would like to have 
a drop-beaf table that was for sale. [ hurried over 
to the house and found there several picees af old, 
solid, handmade furniture which | purchased at a 
Jow price, it being regarded as of no value. 

T took the furniture to a local cabinetmaker, 
who rubbed off all the ugly “flolsh" that had been 
put on, and brought owt the beautiful velvety 
“grain” of the solid cherry wood. 

‘The beauty of this fine old furniture struck fn 
‘on me, and since that time I have been as mad asa 
March hare over the old handmade stuil now so 
very rare, 
A rickety automobile which unexpectedly came 

nto the family has aided me in these delightful 
“trampe” (Hf one cas eye oe in an automobile), 
and L have had no end of pleasare aml profit 
énreeting around on the scent of possible and im- 
possible treasares of the past, 

Ox has a good opportunity for social study in 
auch pligrimages, and I have made many «lis- 

coveries, some of them discouraging in the extreme 
if one were of a mind to take them so, I am just 
now trying with might and main to view things 
impersonally and to trast that things are moving 
in the right direction for the Power which put the 
universe in motion. 

We must betieve that thiags move according to 
law—and this enforces the doctrine of “God be- 
fore aw" —so, contradictory as conditions around 
tet may seem, We cannot tho otherwive than hope 
that somehow, someway, all things are for the best. 

One thing we know beyond peradventure, and 
that Gs, that the individual who remains fem in 
faith, steadfast in afftiction and cheerful in the 
fuce of old age contributes to the world the Bnest 
offering that any human can mBke; $0, a 
game old lady with a fad for old furniture, and a 
living interest in the new that are coming 
on, is really pot a bad ingredient for society. 

As for fade—T advise eves ly to cultivate 
them. Please yourself with whatever most intee- 
ests you, for you will have yourself an your hands 
a4 long as you Bive, and you are sure to lose many 
‘of the people you set your heart on in your youth. 

In times past I have made a little fun of folks 
who cared unduly for “things."” I now tee that f 
was wroog, A wholesome of “things” is a 
means of grace. Our things outlive us, become pre- 
lous legacies, call to mind our personalities bong 
after we are gone, 

‘The care of our things is a joyous aml satisfying 
occupation und one which it pays every wooan 
and mats to love wholeheartedly, Housekeeping, 
homekecping—these are the things that pay us 
best, and Longfellow was certainly right when be 
declared that homekeeping hearts are bappicat, 

‘The woman who thoroughly enjoys the looks of 
things inside her own four walls, the man who likes 
to grow shrubs and garden stuff und flowers, the 
pair who love to potter about planning what to do 
another year to make the yard or garden prettier 
ar mare productive, are the peuple in the 
world. 

‘There is no better attitude to cultivate than 
that of simply liking what you have, and enjaying 
every little thing you can get by book or crook. 
For wo must get things by hook or crouk to enjoy 
them thoroughly. ft is no fun to have mot 
enough to get what you want. I should not at 
enjoy the “period furnishing’ I am doing it 1 
could just go and buy what I need for it regardless 
of expense. 

No, it is the into attics and outhouses, 
the braving of dogs and crazy women, the 
simply taking one's life in one's hand and going to 
see the hermit whom everybody is afraid of, the 
driving of bargains, etc,, that make the enter- 
paises worth while. 

‘The value of the automobile fn this quest for 
quaintness can scarcely be overestimated. One 
hears of a four-pest bedstead in a remote corner of 
the county, and ig an hour one is 08 the spot, 
only to learn that the bedstead has been 
into kindling wood. we kindling of 
solid cheery Jumber which is now so rare in this 
country—or that some previows collector has 
bought it for seventy-live cents; or that it has 
heen “eat down,” or mabe into a hoerid “settee” 
for the porch. 

UT ob, the jay of purmuitt A child on bis quest 
for the pot of gold at the foot of the rainbow is 

‘not more excited asd happy thas Lam when E* tear 
outin the asthmatic automobile in search of some 
mythical antique. 

Possession of a coveted thing docs ot always 
ent in disillusion. The old mabogany chale 1 got 
ior seventy-five cents, the cherry-wood highboy I 
bought fora dollar, the old hairclath settee that was 
purchased for the same sum, are abiding joys. 1 

Ti nes hoe vine fo Gh pnt but 7. on am not living in past, but to 
help reinstate some anclent waysol We and thought 
which 1 believe are far better than many of the 
notions that have lured women away from home 
into barres that can lead nowhere, 
‘My hope in this direction ix not visionary. Tt is 

backed up by every, domesticscence class anit 
manual-training school in the country, Teachers 

instructing children in the values of tex- who ane 
tures, the choice of colors, the exercise of taste, the 

heauty of handmade articles, are leailing them 
back fo the lovely sense of Values that was the 
great joy of that fine generation of women who 
kept their treasures of beautiful hand-woven 
Knen, bomespun blankets, hoee-knitted hose and 
handmade ooverlets, quilts am! counterpanes in 
the rare old chests, solid and substantial, which 
their fathers or grandfathers had made for them, 

I do not, of course, mean that we can go hack to 
all the old ways—the primitive ways af doing or of 

- But I should Uke, ff possible, to help im- 
press upon the minds of women especially that the 
best and most permanent joys of life are found in 
Jovead work, loveol simple and pretty possessions, 
and of wholesome and cleanly daily life. 
Very son, if we are to preserve the predomi- 

mance of the Anglo-Saxon race, there must be a 
decided revolution of thought about work, The 
way farmers are quitting work is simply staggering 
to thoughtful people, and the fact that the Latin 
and Teutonic races are sucereding in agriculture 
bere in our country, where Americans have failed, 
is one that all who have the welfare of America at 
heart should think about, 

'Y HOUSE-TO-HOUSE canvass for old furni- 
tere has its melancholy as well as its fusny 

side. If T spy an attic window, or» smokehouwse 
with a likely looking loft, nothing short of a sbot~ 
won will keep me out of it. 

We were rumbling alors in oar car the other day 
when we came in sight of a wide, low house with 
small square windows—a paneled front door and 
Hitthe atthe windows, all hespeaking possible four- 
posters, I said to my son: "Something tells me 
‘there is an old bedstead in that attic,’ 

As we were bound for an old house in an adjoin- 
ing county, where we bad heard thore was. lot of 
old furniture, and as we bad already Inst a lot of 
time doctoring tbe iheased Jung of the automo- 
hide, my son was little loath tostop, But my folks 
tumor me these days—and they lie to me most 
charitably, too, about the fy in the wheat, and the 
corn baving to be replanted, and the fine sow 
calmly eating eight of her own little pigs, and such 
discouraging details; so we stopped, and I got out 
to ask the astonished renter’s wile 1 might look 
in ber attic. 

One finds renters in pearly all the lavely count 
places now. And in place of the grand old fursi- 
ture that once made classic the big low-ceiled 
rooms with their noble mantelpleces and fine, big 
built-in presses, one encounters cheap Moral rugs, 
borrid blue of green iron bedstends, cheap rocking 
chairs, and tables with miserable, warty legs 

‘The housewife will nearly always tell you she 
bates the borrid off house—not knowing that she 
Is living in a house the interior of which is now 
copied in the finest mansions being built. 

‘This particular renter’s wile, where I 
with a premonition of an old bedstead, was. a sweet 
woman. She declared there was ip the 
attic, but finally consented to let me up 
there. Sure enough—just as my prophetic soul 
had told me—there stood the most dignified exile, 
in perfect preservation! 
OG I went—teo miles to a small town to find the 

woman who owned the bed. She sali it to me for 
four dollars, 1 sent a wagun after it, feeling the 
secret joy of one who has struck « lend of silver or 
gold but means not to tell anyone for a while, This 
is & delichous fecling—une which It Is a pity to 
have destroyeit by the announcement, in trium- 
phant tones, by the man one has sent alter one's 
treasure: “This here bedstead, ma'am, is ‘yd 

Most people you hire enjoy seeing you discom- 
fited. ‘They like to come, like Job's comforters, to 
say that your flocks and herds are destroyed. This 
fs thelr peculiar way of quarreling with thele bread 
and butter. 1 mourned most of all, not for my four 
dollars but over my own lack of judgment. 

short-lived, however. The 

after all, that it le cherry, so J ae triumphant. 

NW MY meanderings { always carry with me the 
hope of 61 ‘not only old-fashioned furniture 

but old-fashioned folks at home in restful content- 
ment. Seldom, indeed, do I find them, but oe 
evening we drew up before a lovely old white frame 
house sect back in a grove of native forest trees, 
As I went around to the back door I perceived 

by my nose the indescribable odor of farmhouse 
cleanliness, a hint of wood smoke—some perfume 
of blooming things, some suggestion of delicious 
supper being cooked without hurry or worry—aed 
there I found her, the glorious type of womanhood 
we all at heart adore: the woman at home, native 
to herelement; not worrying about changing times 
or manners, but just keeping sweet and clean and 
holy the grand old house she was born in; just 
watching the growth of things, laterested in the 
little chickens, the spring lambs and colts snd 
calves; just everything about her bewutiful, 
wholesome and it 
A woaderful woman she wat: big, with 

a be of brain sustained by a large, strong 
body. She was plain with that beautiful plainoes 
that makes French heels, hobble skirts, trans. 
parent walsts oil all the other abominations uf 
fashion seem so nauacating. 

Tn a few broken sentences I tried to tell her of 
my joy in finding ber, and I think she under- 
stood —for she was widely intelligent, 

Next month | mean to tell you of the social stody 
T made during the old-furniture hunt—some rea- 
sons why women are to blame for impoverished 
social conditions in rural life--in which I hope to 
point out wherein women have made great mis- 
takes in choosing what ls not worth while, and also 
wherein men are reaping what they sowed in causes 
for the feminist movement; but, furthermore, to 
prophesy that there is a good time coming in which 
men and women will better understand what to 
keep and what to throw away. 

JZ omen, Aachen | sting fr 

F LAD been asked to take a 
hand in putting the marriage 
service together T have a fairly 
200d iden that one clause woul! 
read like this: 

“With all my worldly goods 
and an allowance of #6 much a 
week” (amount stated in mar- 
tlage certificate) “I thee 

= ontow,"” 
I'm getting extremely weary af the way in which 

matrimonial finances are teo often managed. 1 
didn’t know so much about it before I was a min- 
ister’s wile. It was when I was still very new to 
the profession af a parsoness that 1 was chalrman 
of a church supper committee. We were raisins 
money for repairs on the church. We were plan- 
ning the 'steenth church meal of the season, I 
Jooked at the tired, nervous, listless women, and 
thought of the tremendous and profitless task of 
planning, preparing and serving another supper, 

“Let's each give a dollar," 1 said, “Jost a dol- 
Jar. It will amount to more than we could make 
feom the supper. We give faz more than that in 
time and werves and even money every time we 
have something at the church.” 

Many of them beartily favored the Idea. But 
others looked troubled, and argued in favor of the 
supper; and presently it was decided to have it, 

It was # good mother in Isracl who set me right. 
"You see, dear,"” she explained, “there's lots of 
women in our church—in all the churches—who 
haven't 4 cent they can call their own. And it 
woulda 't be any use to ask them for a dollar rlaht 
out. We tried it once, and one of the richest 
womes in the place just had to own up that her 
husband wouldn't et her have a dollar for the 
women's society, though he wus willing she shoul 
work at the church a4 hard as anyone ¢lse.”” 
So there have it. As long as women are ex- 

pected to shoulder more than their share of church 
work, but are not intelligent enough to be trusted 
with money, we'll have to raise our funds by the 
annual wearisome procession of dianers, falta, sales 
aout supsvers, 
‘Twenty-five cents in the hand does look so much 

to some folks than a fifty-cent cake in the 
pantry, when the cake is going to the church sap- 
per and the twenty-five cents stays at bome. 

ME it's a constant amusement and amaze- 
ment to see a skittish girl shy at the word 

“obey” in the martlage service, though she's fear- 
Jossly willing to promise to “love, honor and cher- 
ish.” As if to love, anor and cherish might not 
bea thousand times more difficult than toobey! As 
il where one truly loved, hasared stl cherished 
“obey” would not follow unnoticed, as a matter 
af course! 
1 think that the love-banor-and-cherish clause 

of the marriage service gets its first real jolt when 
the wife has to ask her husband for that share of 
the income which should have been hers without 
question, Ido pity her so when she has to humble 
herself to ask for money! 

Maybe they haven't kept a maid, and she's been 
cheerfully, carefully, patiently doing the work of 
the little househokl and has thereby earned—or 
saved, whichever way you look at it—an amount, 
varying with the locality, of from twelve to twenty 
dollars a month and upward He would have paid 
the girl's wages without question though her work 
‘were not balf so well done, 
Why does the woman he loves, bonors and cher» 

ishes, the woman he has endowed with all bis 
worklly goods, have to beg for the money she has 
rightfully earned? 

If bis wite was one of the vast army of bread- 
winners before she was married, if she knew the 
satisfaction of earning her money and spending 

as seemed best, can you not see how intolerable 
‘it y that she should bave to come to him now and 
say? “I'm afraid I'l have to ask fora little money, 
dear. I need a few things"? 
And he says, pleasantly enough, but in surprise: 

“Why, what have you done with the money I gave 
you last week?” 

There it is! Wouldn't you like to see him ask 
the hired girl what she had done with the money 
be'd paid ber? Wouldn't he be at the unintelli- 
gence office very soon afterward? 
Hat it is well understood that to get up at fives 

thirty six mornings in the rie 

and mend isn’t really labor, 
much per. It's anly 9 married woman's way of 
spending her time, 

‘OW, T know a woman who docs all this, except 
the hens(they don’t keep hens), and mach more 

besides, for she isa great worker in the Missionary 
Society and the Sewing Circle. She is married to a 
soud and upright man, She administers the affairs 
of her houwhokt—four children—as prudently as 
may be, and finds time—beaven only knows how!— 
for many little deeds of kindliness among her friends 
and neighbors 
Hefore she was married she earned a small but 

regular salary and knew the vulue of money. She 
pat most of ber saviews inte the furnishing of the 
new home, ‘Then she asked ber hushand fur a reg- 
ular allowance, small, 

But hedemurred, “Everything 1 have is yours, 
You have but to ask, J should feel as if my wife 
were a servant if I paid her an allowance.” 

medium-sized girl ($5), and sbors for the big ail 
($2.50), and rubbers for two of them (St), aad 
with what is left of the ten dollars madam can 
5m and shoes atd hat and veil and gloves 4% 
herself, 

Can't you see how she will do it? Amd there ® 
that husband of hers sitting at his desk witl thet 
generous, complacent I've-just-given-my-wile-tee” 
dollars expression on his face! 

was 2 one-pocketbook man T heart 
He was a breezy, alert, hearty sort of man, Otbet 
women envied his wife when they heard his & 
pansive way of talking about sharing alike- 

T knew the wite, If she wanted seventy-five 
ceots with which to buy three yards of material 
for a skirt waist she wauld bave to go to OOF 
Pocketbook and explain baw much she needed th? 
shirt waist, how long it was since she had 
one, how long she hoped it would be before sht 
needed another, And she received seventy-H¥ 
‘cents, not a nickel extra for thread or buttoots 

She could not entertain or take part in the lit 
junketings of other women, for One Pocketbook 
was impatient of such demands as these, HE 
dressed well, and spent money an Ais friends, 3 
that was enough. She really didts't enjoy wea! 
hee lomg-way-from-broadcloth coat, her never-¥ 
seal muff and her year-before-tast hat among 
pretty, modish things of ber acquaintances, © she 
withdrew from all the Bittle affairs she might bay 
teen ing and the women who didn’t know #6 
counted her a poor-spirited creature who {nil 
woefully to ve up to her good-looking, papal 
wad generous husband, 

FS ss, meanwhile, was clinging hard to such 
fragments of the boly estate of matrimany 

survived. She had learned that love would sta%4 
most anything but meantiess, that she cook Mot 
hooor where she was not trusted, and abowt 
she could do was to cherish the memory of 
she had thought her husband was when sbe 
Nee and what she still hoped desperately 

it be, 
Thea his cousin Ellon came to visit them. Sh 

was.a middle-aged woman who possessed 60 
tense and bifocal spectacles. She sized up the 
Catia, When she left, much regretted by the wit 
she gave her new-found cousin ten ten-<lollar bill - 
She sald: “Now, I want you to spend this m 
for yourself. You need a Jot of things, and f 
trust you to make it go Owiew as far as some 
woman would. ‘Mind, i's all for you! 

Of course the husband knew of the gift: 
turged his wile to bet him prt the money’ in Ue 
bank at once, But she had not forgotten the if 
when an aunt had sent her twenty-live dollar 
he had her to Jet him bank the mone 
Trea Me wouldn't hear to her deawing it fe 

6 

that he had drawn it out, and much more besides 
for sore of his own uses.” That was the time #0 
Jove and bonor for the man forever left her. 

So she was quite firm in refusing to bet hirn pa 
the money in the bank, but kept it in the 
box in the right-hand corner of the upper left 
drawer of the bureau, She planned at beast ft 
didderent ways of spending every dollar of it. ff 
wats not hong till Christmas. For the first tty, 
her married life she was goin to have teal J0¥ 0 
selecting Christmas gifts After that sbe’é Dit 
the thieus she needed and take advantage of 
January ‘ales, 

‘Then came he of the one pocketbook, Somewe 
tad a carriage to sell, good as mew and scarce 
wwsed, IC was just what he wanted, but he hats 
quite enough ready money on band to bay Tt 
was against bls peiaciples, as she well knew, © 
in debt, Would she lend him ber hundred dole 
for just a few days? He had some money 
in and he’d pay her back, 

HE hesitated fors time. Love and hor 
gone, andshe cwuldn’t helpit, Thea she 

the right-hand corner of (ho upper left-hand 
drawer, teok the money out of the scall 
unier the pile of handkerchiefs and gave it t@ 
The carriage came home and be was proud’ 

‘The wife wore her okt clothes, and he bait 

& 

aK 
eat 

& : i : E ‘3 RE 
umdred dollars didn't came back to her. 

alter great efort, she waleed him for a little 
money; the few gifts she had contrived owt 
or nothing seemed 20 pitifully small. 

Eh 
But he put her off. Tajust.a few dayssbe shoe | 

have her money, ‘They had a fasnily CI i 
tree at his sister's, When the gifts were 
she bad a ttle lat parcel from ber husband yg 
“Open it, my dear, and show them what 7 

have,” he commended. wa 
She did so. 1t was a bank book in which Be 2%” 

entered a hundred dollare—the moocy she'd 
him returned as a Cheistmas gift! wo 
And all his people said bow generous he wae 3 

how fortunate she was to have such a usb 
But whes J thiak of that man straightway 

ald hymn comes inte my head. It begins! 

My thoughts on awfal subjects roll, 
Decimation und chedead. 

Anil for the fife of me T can't seem to net beg 
‘the first word of the second line. There f sth 

Ah, you don't know what stories come ‘vate 
cars of the auinister's wifel And there att Bie 
unhappy murriages—even divorces—which 
from an unfair division of the family income 
you have any Ides of. 

Maybe we can't do much with the 
think their wives unfit to be trusted with 

Have it understood, and save hours of 
years of unhappiness, hereaiter. 



The Witch’s Think Cap 
A Clever Fortune-Rime Feature for Your Halloween Party 

Eleanor Colby 

2 
Z. 



Selit-Made Pictures for Children’s Rooms 
Washington’s Headquarters at Valley For 

By C. Durand Chapman 

und foe Your Plcturw aerd is Exactly the Size That Your Picture nit is Fink Too Parts ate Pasted on Bt Along the Colon 

to keep his tle army 

freezing and atarving « 
that terrible winter, 

on the Bock of This Red Strip Fit it Exactly Over the Red Str 

and her family, will 
1 to know that 

thn Jeetion of Revol i nber we shal 
widiers marched « 

NUMBER 5, This is the Totestound, and the Black Line of the Base is Pasted Directly on the Black Line of Number J, in Front of Number 2 
(Page 30) 
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EDITORS: NOTE 
ima fram their peraunal experiences 

4” ghost,” orany eth 
{Xberienee, fo solve it for you. Independence § 

Mr, Bruce here end 
If, tlbex 

SYCHIC phenomenon that is partien- 
lutly puzaling to a great many people is 
that which the French have appropri 

Btely named the déid tw, or the "al t occurs when & person has a feel arity in new places or with mew pe 
ph PHally this feelinus dues not am 
Shan a Vague impression, but some 
a definite rv 

ng of famil- 

agnition beading to acthons and 
Matenvents which seum to furnish proof pwsbtive 
that one Iy already well acquainted with the 
Persons or places in question=—-as in this in 
Paes reparted by a reader of The Lavtes’ four Jourwat, 1, W.O,, of Washington: 
Some years ago T spent a year in Germony and 

hile there enjoyed a walicing trip with my cham. 
e country Waa entirely sew to me; I had never 
eet heard it described in any way, 

wit? Were walking slong «path in the woods 
Mien 1 stopped short. Iverything looked 
Pasaely familiar. asked myseit: “Where have 
tna that before?’ To show that this was pot Magination, t will tell you what happened: 

clon.” I mand, “I've been here There 
urn in the path if you go to the left, then » 

ine over @ creek, and « grove of oak Tustic 
Wreea 

Nevarally Melen is 
HY ty conjecture. “Tt was absolutely corcect. 
tive 7 Mopped for an explanation, but 1 could 

er Heese, 
cg itttthing of this sort bas frequently oc- 
Urred, and there ls 2 perhaps 14 find a supernatural element 
“Upposition with persons spiritistically inclie 
y tlat there bas been a previous visit to the new 
Pisce during stecy, when the “asteal body” is 

to go whither it will, Some, believers in 
arnation, think that it may have & 
led during an eartier phase of existence. 

A pw 

Visa, 

The Explanation of Science 
DUT there y 

fancsful hy 
heen dednitely 

ally le no need to fall back on 
lik For it has 

fareti, bed that the feeling of 
th Tailiarity such occasions arises from the fact 

Mat, to matter how firmly the one haviug the 
*berienee may believe to the contrary, know! 
{SE" Of the pew place or person has already beets obtained in a perfectly normal way. The 
Phehomenun, in sbort, due to an illusion of 

ory 
net Arouble is that mast people fail to take 
mae account that they always know amd re 
Member much moee than is withis range of con- cous recolle Infact, everything tbat thes 

1, even without their having paid 
dus attention to it, is falthiully registered 

¥ the mechanists of memory. Such subeon- 
Kclously acquired memories, being cut off from 
the main stream of memories acquired through 

nsciows attention, are not capable of being 
ied, 

may of their owe accord get into the 
ry ry stream, in some measure, i 

ler time the objects to which they relate be- come a abe the subject 

Voluntarily 

ous atten: 
mildering Cecling of fami 

‘ly to seize the migd, perhaps giving rive to 
Kinds of superstitious fancies. 

A Case Much in Point 

Mr cases might be cited affonting proof 
Duazitiat this is the correct explanation of the 

lite phenomenon of the déjd ow. I bave space 
et aly Ome, communicated by a well-known 

Some years a newspa a9, when engnged in work, it was my business torelit the dispatches 
SEM & by 2 cel iceraphic mews agency. I hed been ging this for about = year when 1 found thar T Jebeatediy omitting items which, ca reading 
bs = = the telegraphic ‘copy. seemed to me to be 

jirws” but which were peinted in the neat 
Tans of other newspapers. 

the 7 for my positics I xcught to sive 
troupetey, After a time I noticed that I had 
ene Of thix sore cely when 3 myself opened the 

Sontaining the dispatches that lad 
the ngemcy previous to my arrival at 

Hy 

i te tice 
Was the ut; open ¥ of an office boy to open these Bad have thems ready for me, Sometimes be wan 

ies tings or forgot the dispatches: 
would them, smooth out the type> itten sheets they contained, and pile these up ary to editing then. 

alited that, when smoothing out the 
lust have read sce of therm without seve Mware of it. I can, indeed, swear that 1 

Teng? (euch es glanced at them for T went 
Fiedige” the eavelopes mechanically and hur 

lw evident that I had subconsciously to cause an occasional Whison of 
1 made ft a rule on po ac- 

‘open the envelopes myself. Amd from 

J i7f if 

MINS | 

incident that bas puzzled y 
No names will be published 

ware, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 

° ~ 

merely initials. Address H. Adi 

that time I never mistakenly towed ems into 
the wastebasket under the false impression that 
they told “old news” 

The seme principle, there is no valid reason 
to daubt, applies in the case of L. W. O."s experi 
ence in the German woods, and in the case of 
similar experiences with the déjd eu phenom: 

i. TW, O."sassertion that she had never teen 
ard that part of the woods described does 

not affect the polnt that she might have seen 
or overheard won of it without be 
aware of having done so, Indeed it is cone 
able that, perhaps the day before she had her 
puzzling experience, she may in person have 
traversed the same spot, bat at the time was too 
absorbed in reverie of conversation tu notice ber 
surroundings. 

Other Tricks of Memory 

TS type of seemingly oveult phenomena 
nat the only one attributable to me 
n of some sort. Not a few experiences 

A wen to ¢ koowh é future 
events are due to tricks of the memory, To this 
class probably belongs the following, reported 

ig the interests of prohibition, would speak 
the ext day at noon in the public square. 
Though interested like many others in keeping 
the probibitery law, it was by that time, I sup 
post, "on my herves,” and I wanted to hear no 
tore on the subject and left the church as soon 
08 possi 

wwt night T dreamed of returning from my 
work at noon, bearing the sound of music— 
“Marching Through Georgia’ and going to the 
public square. These I saw o crowd surrounding 
© group of three or four men, Near the speaker 
stood my pastor, who, noticing me, made his way 
the the crowd and spoke to me. At that 
point | awake, 

‘Oa the forericon following 1 bad no secoilection 
of my Gream, and at noon heard music, evidently 
in the public square. As I started for the square 
1 noticed that the air was "Marching Through 
Georgia." Before I reached the square the music 
changed to another alr, ux in my dream, which 1 
then remembered, 

In the aquare I recognized in Doctor Crafts the 
speoker of my dream. My pastor was near hins, 
und, noticing me, came to me with a meseage 
from his wife, 

‘Uneal then I had newer seen Doctor Crafts, sor 
heard anything in particular about him, never 
had him in mind wt all, and do mot think T had 
ever scen his picture. 

eget fu viv sod 

the happen: 
igs in the square, would insist that the whole 

dream memory was an unconscious fabrication. 
But the likelihood is that Miss L. S_ since, as 
she says, the prohibition campaign was on her 
nerves, did dream something about the meeting 
to take place next day 

She may easily have dreamed of Doctor 
Crafts himself, for, in spite of ber disclaimer, it 
would be strange indeed if she had never seet 
newspaper ar poster portrait of him printed in 
connection with the campaign. Uf she did dream 

of Doctor Crafts she would be all the mv 
likely, because of her surprise at recognizing 
him in the square, to fuse the true details of her 
dream memory with details of which she had pot 
really dreamed 

Distrust Suddenly Remembered Dreams. 

[2iSa8 excelent rule, which everybody shoul 
ailopt, to place slight reliance in dreams that 

are not remembered watil many hours after 
awaking. In comparatively few cases are such 
dreams recalled accurately. Almost always 
there are unconscious omissions, additions and 
changes. 

Also it may happen—as possibly happened to 
L. Sthat the dream memory is entirely iBu- 
sory, ani is conjured up merely because the 
person who thinks be or she had dreamed »0- 
and-so is in a transient or chronic condition 
of nervous fatigue 

This is a point especially to be borne in mind 
by people who, not occasionally but frequently, 
lisk events with dream memories of them. 
Severul readers have sent me long letters de- 
scribing experiences which seem to indicate that 
in dream they often have foreknowledge of the 
mast varied and complicated happesings. To 
such persons I offer this bit of advice 

In order to guard against memory i 
make it a practice to write down every seemingly 
premonitory dream just a4 soon as you remem- 
ber it. If you find that yuu never remember 

] 4 5 oye) hat Puzzle 
In Everyday Experiences That We All Have 

By H. Addington Bruce 
ore to salve, int the light of present scientific knowledge, sny "paychic riddles 
Fe, You have ever had a dream, an intuition, a ~ premonition,” had experience with what you thought wis 

u. send a brief, plainly expressed account of it to Mr, Bruce. and he wall 
ington Brace, in care of 

is readers may 

om years of study and 
WE Lanois Home JOURNAL, 

THE EDITORS. 

until the moment of their fulfill 
may be tolerably certain that your 

is playing you tricks, and that you die 
y have the dreams you think you had. 
rather hand, if events coincide prete: 

ly with previously remembered a 
dreams, do a rasdly a ime that ye 

supernaturally favored with fore 
e. Even when foreknowledge ks really 
there are many ways such knowledge 

vires) without supernatural aid, 

A Dream of an Operation 

EARLY every day the mail brings me addi. 
tional accounts of de a premonitory 

lenul then 
For ex: 

of Alberta, Canala, writes: 

My mother, an Englishwoman and « deeply 
religious woman, dreamed she my sister 
lying dead, with twe doctors in white beside ber 

ly mother war greatly distressed over this, Dut 
us the weeks passed she gradually forgot it, until 
ome day, severul csonths after the dreati, my 
mutter bad to go to Dubsin for a alight operation. 

Just before commencing they allowed mother 
tose ber, and her dream was before ber. She 
recognized it instantly. My sister was uncon 
scious and on the operating tabie, while a Goctor 
stood on each sede, 

the dream the 
mother would 

consciously be aware that an 
some day be necessary. Out of 

suus knowledge the 
ally develop, featur - 

Helped by @ Dream Woman 

) WITH the following dresm, or rather 
series of dreams, reported by Mr. J. B., of 

sis 
At intervals during the last sisteen years T have 

dreamed of x lady, who first came to me dressed 
in white and approached me with the words: 
"Be of good cheer, all wil be well."” At this tinse 
1 had a child very sick, and wus expecting him to 
die. 

The following night the same dream was re. 
peated, except that the lody was dressed in black 
and seemingly met me in » different part of the 
house. ‘The child at once took « turn for the 
better and recovered. 

This aame lady hax appeared to me in dreams 
several times since then, aad always ut # time 
when I have bees worried or perplexed. She hi 
always greeted me with the “Be of good cheer, 
all will be well,” and good fortune bas alway’s fal 
lowed Ber appearance. 

I have been very much pussled for # aut! 
factory interpretation of these dreams. Ihave o 
recognized, mor do I recognise, any rexemblance 
to this lady among my acquaintances, Why does 
she come to me when I am worried? 

She comes because, when woeried, J. B., sub- 
usclously at any rate, manages to perceive 
4 fur believing that the causes of worry 
sappear. His dream lady is thus a dra 

matic creation of his sleeping consciousness, 
scous knowledge and 
to actions which help 

make the cheering mexiages come true 

Telepathic Premonitions 

AEN, it frequently happens that a tele 

premonit 
Island, comes thi 
Our doctor war very fond of his : 

horses, I dreamed Friday night (please notice 
the day) that I saw the doctor on horseback 
Soddenly the horse became frightened and threw 
hin off. I with others ran to him. He was dead 
and his head covered with blood. 
‘My husband woke mer up, said I 

in my sleep. He remembers weil on 
my , and then saying: “Ob, T xm 
it was Bot you, because ir is an cid saying 
Friday night's dream comes trae on Sanday. 

Tmagine the shock when Manday evening’ 
Wer Teported the death of the doctor. He w: 

found dead in bed with cerebeal hemoerhnge 
‘You see, it was as I dreamed, his head covered 
with blood, He was spparently well when he 
retired Sunday night. 

Other readers have sent me Jetters narrating 
dreams ar vivid premanitory impressions ex: 
perienced shortly before the death of friends 
from cerebral hemorrhage, In toch cases, as I 
sce them, the dream or impression comes by 
telepathy from the victim of the hemorrhage, 
who is subconsclomsly made aware, hy internal 
organic sensations, that something serious is 
threatening him. 

Friendship 
Lig 

Girls are measuring their 
popularity by the number 
of ‘*Bob-o-links"’ they get. 
Engraved with the iniaeal 
a friend or sweetheart, or the 
date of some happy occasion, 
‘*Bobro-links"’ preserve, in 
a beaptiful and useful form, 
memories of those who are 
dear, associations that are 
cherished, or good times 
that would otherwise be 
forgotten. 

A perbon may have any number of 
“Bob ", Several bracelets are more 
effective than one. “* - 

pins, watch chains, stick pini 
pins, cuff links, rings, “sport”’ 

ete.  Bob-o-links” are also made 
fraternity emblems. | 

Jinks'’ are used, not only tb 
friends, but also occasions. 

also quite a fad to engrave separate 
links” with dates significant in 

to start “Bob-o-link” jewelry 
t your friend with a ‘*Bob-v-link™ ep» 

grdved with your initials. Yous friend will 
wetate, and both of you will have a start, 

Ww them on a narrow black ribbon, which 
your jeweler will give you, Friends will ser 
yaur** Bob-o-link’ and others willcomequickly, 
Genuine ** Bobeo-links” cost, sterling silver 25¢) 
gdld filled 25c and $c; 10k. gold $2.00; 14k 
gold $2.50. They can be set with precious 
sipnes if desired. Jewelers engrave and clamp 
them without extra charge. ‘'Hab-o-link"* 
rings, complete, its sterling silver, S0¢, 1-10 gold 
filled 7Sc; solid gold $+,00. 

Look for this name 
There are imitatkes of “Hob-<rlinks" teime sok, 
frequently on bargain counters and at cut peices. 
Genuine " Hob-<links” are quality jewelry, sold by 
erputable jeweler. They will Gt aed mutch vse 
Bob-o-links" your frieade are wearing. They will 

be rervived and valued 4 other genuine jewelry is— 
by the murk on the back, Insist om the name * Bab- 
o-link™, not only ae sure aide to the genuine, but 
also becaitse it shows that you would give your friend 
nothing but the genuine, 
Nearly every good jrwrter has genuine “ Rob-olinks", 
Tf your jeweler offers you any without the easne 
*Bob-o-link”” stamped on the back, refuse them and 
write ua, Wee will see that you are supplied, 

Eisenstadt Mfg. Co., 
Manufacturing Jewelers 

St. Louis, Mo. a 

Mecoae of A. Be Pratt, inventor 
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Baffling Musical Term 
What is the meaning of the word “12 

i I cannet tind tin the musi 
L 

The word shoul! be spelled 
wegiare 

aur resi 
igned,” In the case you +f 

a climax has been reached and th 
ain, not only as a 

he esight up well 
ned term 

Playing Tums in Bach 
Should the turns in Rack's Three Part 

Invention in D begin with the principal 
nate or with the note above the principal 
ive 20, 

According to Karl Philipp Emanuel 
uld alway 

pelivcipal note and mak 
he turn thus consist af five equally di | 

The Third Pedal of a Piano 

Please tell me the names and use 
Where an he three pedals « 

Ant 
d pedal whieh 

two usual anes 
middle pedal ap 
rings, whi 

who play i 
This pedat ish 

‘On grand pianos 
the player to prolong 

ingle nate of group af not 

“Tempo 
rope Lene pe 

. ack, and in contradéstinction n 
all the work! no t ich prolongs the sound of all the 
Moreayer, the metre simultaneously of in succession, 
scribed by Menilel ased, ‘The left ls called the "oft 

5 Newel KC n the last man on the right aue just ¢ ial,” anit 
D Natural is C ut by : one on uprights the "muffler" and on 

+ asked y “ll He he “sostenuta” grwoelal 
a? Frau tt 

1am inclined to think Pedalinng and Chsar-Cut Phrasing y extual lo the piece ra store autsbie _ th MacDowoll's “To a Wild Rose” my. feet 
al and ne 

ta 
ug Is to use the 
ng too cheat 

¢ fecling about Rachmaninaii’s Walta, 
), No. 2 Mus, RE. T 

w of the pedal should never inter 
ar-cut phrasing, neither in Usese nor it 

pieces, Your question hing 8 
what you understand by "Gear-cut 

Some people phrase so clear-cut 
hat their phrasing amounts to “dissections 
hey cut auposition to pleces. Such € 

treme bad, of course. Why do you not 
mal rself some few words of text to your 
moludies, soch words x« would fit the metet & 
the melaties, and sing them? Observe what 

your voice is duing and reproduce the effects on 
ist B 
tel Use of the Thumb in Trills 

How shall I trill this measure from “T 

minaele? 

What As the them and middle Gnger are 
wine infamte ‘trongest ai neediest, you might 

M. F.« ist them An effort to put, after 
the fourth first grace nate, the 
thumb on the secutdl grace note may prove. 
v a it places the hand in # 

be » reach down for the nex 

hat the connectic 
{unct Infanda ix not 1 want every Miss and Mrs. ( tispo who is keen about being correctly 

“Coated” and “Suited” to possess 
a copy of my newest Style Book 
—“Betty's Wardrobe for Fall and 
Winter, 1915," Write me, en 
closing a 2-cent stamp, please, 
for postage. It's really a most 
fascinating little offering. 

The Model illustrated above is 
No. 1057. _ 

At thy 

Address Ge { 
care of TheCoh 
pany, Department 

1140 W. SixthSt,, Cleveland, Ohio. 
Foremost stores sell 
STYLE-CRAFT 

Coats Suits 
$15 upwards $25 upwards 

Some Difficult Concert Numbers 

Concerto in 
Ce Abe 8 
considered 

a standard concert piece Fioerne 

The concerto by Mozart is from every point 
of view the more diffier 

nm regard to beauty whi 
nore than the “dithculty 
nerit. Mostkow 

be exactly 2 right péece for 
Cn wide renown, because it wx 

oodman Com- 
A 

ASKING QUESTIONS OF MR. HOFMANN 

ane wer any questions that pian 
¢, for it require 

a very clear technit 
2 phrasing 

a good touch ane 
nt tone, TE t 

were pre 
your teacher yo4 
haveevery reason tt — | 
trust hi 

= + and goo 



Chopin’s Beautiful Waltz 
As Played by Leopold Godowsky 

Fingered, edited and annotated by Mr. Godowsky, who is acknowledged to be the world’s greatest master in this work. 
Next month THE JOURNAL will publish one of Beethoven’s most exquisite minuets, edited by Mr. Godowsky 

Molto vivace Jo 66-72 
briftente = 

ava 
aps cS t - ee 

re ee 

ae a) 

Seana LY iH 

"D.C. to Fine 
Pea. 
— 

C The left hand requires a clearly defined, sharp G The middlevoice (4? and cb) should be expressive. 
rhythm: each fundamental note must be marked and 
connected to the chord which follows, both chords nf # Special attention should be paid to the subtle and 
cach measure being played in a detached (steccaty) ‘es OF eS constant thythsnie changes between dotted quarters 

a manner, S——— . and eighths, and dotted eighths and sixteenths. 
mMt fe " ook the uoeyty btetved that D Observe the difference in the slurring and pedaling. ‘This vection of eight measures to be played FRE I) ETS Sin EE 

a triplet, piano when repeated. At same time play to be played with a gradual dininwende instead of 
first and second, fifth and sixth measures coeacanllt 
staccata, 

#8 The grace note isto be 
played together with the 
fundamental note. 

Cy = 
PUTIGNt, 7915, by the Art Publication Society, of St. Louis, Missouri. 

ey tha, q)Jhis comporition js one of a series which Tite JOURNAL will present, edited, fingered and revised by Leopold Godowsky, Josef Hofmann and other masters of the piano. It will be 
SOtrect is composition is completely marked at each atep for fingering, phrasing, pedaling and all other details of performance, so there is visualized to the student a complete method of the 
Publica tO" of this particular composition. It is part of a comprehensive course of music instruction now being prepared and published for music teachers and students by the Art 

tion Society under the editorship-in-chlef of Mr, Godowsky, who is the foremost living authority om piano technic and interpretation, 

(Page 33) 
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I Designeriant Mais 8 
Es, PARIS-CLEVELAND 39 

| ba eaten noe 

|| Here’s what Paris 
| says about your 
| new fall suit 

| skirt, high rolling collar, novel 
belt and pocket effects and pre- 
cise attention to the outline of 
the garment—that’s the com- 
mandment on suit styles from | 
Paris for this season, 

— 
Wooltex Winsingham No. 2426 

Naya every tion, made ip many Reauth 
inthe Winninghas 
Erecetel, durable 
Maat of matron. N 

See how this Wooltes Winning! 
suit follows the mode in its exquisite 
and classic simplicity. Remember 
that it is only one of six in the Wi 
ningham group, and but ope of many 
others in the new offerings of Wooltex 
tuilored coats, suits and skirts. 

| If you are looking for a way to 
|||] make your clothes-movey gp farther 
Ill] —to wiuke it Inay style that ix correct 

| 
and refined, and material and work- 
manship that are equal to those of 

||| the custom tailors—you will find it 
both pleasant ari profitable to choove 
from the many attractive models 

arty the 

to $55,010; suits at 
|} $25.00 to $75.00; 
| skirts at $5.00 to 

$15.00. To get 
the full benefit of 
the new styles, 
you should sce 
them now, in your 

iy, at 

| The Store That Sells Wooltex 

The Ladies’ Home Journal for October, 195 

= 

© Tae lLBrack Companys 

| 
Slightly fitted jacket, flare | 

\ 

" 
Vhere Girls Get a Real Educati on 

The New Work Being Done in One Girls’ High School 

By Mrs. William N. Crane 

oa the opening day of th 
term, “And this," he added, 

For half an bh 
of girls came int 

Same 
stricken air, some with brazen ome 

i bravado that was a poor 
us apprehersiversess 

af tast 
indow to 

They were dre an infiniti 
representing everything from a show 
tutal ¢ 
bons display 
maidenly pigt 

tess, new head 
and battered old ones suggestive of a younge 
sister's inheritance; but all these bats and b 

framed in eager faces aler 

sh 

“coenmerial,”’ , 
The government and dh 

ganwation of 
ame a member th 

It was formed at 
uolary 

cents. a term. 

paper, 
athletics, clubs and 
social organiai 
But it was thos 

moctatic 
deals, 
me the means of 

spreading the sf 
ity xo 
i social 
There is 

organized machinery 
of punish » and 
there are no rules ex: 

vol poromgrams bys 
arranged that they come ip 
having balf an our forlunch. Fo 
policemen patrolled the lunch roam to kee 
iitks be Line at th 
turn of soiled dishes, to prevent littering the 
floors, and to keep order, 1 visited this roam at 
lunch hour every day for a week and I did not 
see case of disorder, alt h there was not a 

teacher in sight on any of my visits. Moreover 
after two thousand girls had eaten their ly 
inthe balls and corridarson five successive 
there were almost no dishes left on tab 
seats. ‘There is a custom of the school that pro 
hihits the eating of lunches in the assembly hall 
1 went into 
finding a 

The Social Conscience at Work 

ASK any William Peon teacher what thi 
i th and you will be told that its 
value is not the rulease of the faculty 
duty nor the mere fact of good order in the lunch 
toom. 11 is worth while because it Is a “labo- 
ratory of democracy,”* 

“Take the south elevator up to “Four Hun 
ilred’ any time you please and see what you 
find," T was told 

"Four Hundred” is the study hall. Tt_con- 
tains four hundred and twenty-four desks. Each 

if] bas om an average one period a day in this 
he administered on ¢ 

“teacker-policeman™ plan, But that was expen 
siveand it was not a" laboratory of democra 
Finally the peoblens of “Four Hundred" was 

er to Miss Viola Godfrey, a tes 

English, with instructions to dev 
strict account of attendance every per 
te make “Four Hundred” self-governing. 

1 visited thie roown several times. [ for 

an 

ut 
from two bundred and fifty to four hundred 
girl in the room at ench visit. About one 
fourth 1 Miss Godfrey there, 
wed when she was there at all the rear 
of the room, never un the platform, No other 
teacher was there during any of my visits 
Usually » few girls were quietly passing up 
down the alsles, checking the atteadaace. 
There was an I whisper, never 
spoken out loud apd never the slightest dis 
oeder. The girls were stadying under infinitely 
better coaditions than the vast majority could 
ever hope to have at hoe 

‘The idea has kept growing gradually. In the 
annexes—there are four of them— teachers hail 
supervised the study rr more or Jess until 
alewtermsago. “Let the seniors see what they 
ean do with the job,” the principal. 

nt of the Student 

others of the seniors took a day apiece in each of 
the ansexes for a Bittle over a month. They 
explained student government, the “'come-on- 
girls” idea. The young girk just out of the 
grammar schools were enthusiastic over the 
scheme of cach being a committer of one f 
self-control. “We can take care of oursely 

chartered about a, dozen chabs, Some terms 
there are twice as 1 Aclub must renew its 

b term or it automatically goes out 
Each club must have as sponsor = 

+ of the faculty who will attend every 
meeting. Among others, there are several walk 
ing clubs that take tramps in the parks and 
vist places of historle interest, and there are 
dancing clubs, a dramatic cub, and ch 
erira-class interests in mathematics, German, 
French, science, ete 

Two Unusual Clubs 

OMEWIHLAT unuesal ate the Social Workers’ 
+) Club and the Students’ Aid Club. These 
two organiza! are representative of the 
social-seevice spirit that pervad ¢ school 
The Social Workers’ Club bas a membership of 

with a view to rendering any possible assist 
For example, groups of girls visit day nurserl 
hospitals and asylams to read to children, tewch 

Visits 
ead to 
r other 

them gasnes or sinsply join in their frolics 
to homes forthe aged and the bil 
patie 4, write betters for them oF ret 

ince, bave been numerous 

Cooking Laboratory, the Willam Penn High School foe Giets 

These visits are always made on the julthative 
of the girls themselves. Forty of the instity 
tions of the city have been places! on the club's 
list alter investigation hy the teacher in charge 
{the club, Alter finding out what service is 

needed the faculty sponsor ar the president of 
the club posts a notice om the club's bulletin 

board, asking members to sign their names, in 
dicating that they will make the trip, On an 
average about twonty such trips are made every 
we 

‘The Students’ Aid Club is essentially an or- 
for social work within the school 

v is to pupils who need belps 
Few ool are absent for any 
corel bout hearing Irom this 
club, A Jetter, a call or a few flowers bring the 
message of interest irom schoolmates and speak 
courage in the midst of misfortune. Lessow 
assignments and help in their preparation often 
make all the diderence between success and 
failure when for any reason a girl is kept away 
from school. 

‘One new gir 
seen by one of the teachers 
her lunch by herself, Possibly the teacher knew 
something of the paychology of the emotions 
and their effect upon digestion. It is more 

ely that her human sympathy rather than 
ptert her to send the giet's 

w to the Students’ Aid Clab. The clot was 
fied, and as a result the stranger was a 

stranger no more. 
The club has also other activities. "The spirit 

that it shares with its ister organieation, the 
Social Workers’ Club, however, the » 
that has prompted the girts of the school at each 
Christmas to send cartloa 
stockings, dressed dolls and Loy wate 
etc., to the kindergartens in the poorer parts of 
the'city. Last Christmas about two thousand 
children were thes remembered. 

Looking Alter the Girls’ Bodily Welfare 

“Tie, Wiliam Penn looks closely alter the 
bodily welfare of itsgirls, Every yeara care 

ful physical examination is given each girl by a 
physician who is one of the regular teachers of 
whe school, Parents are notitied of cases de 
manding medical attention, and popils whose 
parents are unable to pay are treated by the 
bool doctor or by other physicians. Several of 
the best specialists of the city have given their 
services generously to deserving caves. 

Regular gymaaslum work ts prescribed for 
part of the time in every course in the school, 
but the pressure of purely academic demands 
has made it iinpossible 10 give it as large a place 
in the curriculum as the importance af system 
atic training in the development of correct 
physical habits requires. Clearly the interest of 
the public in these yours women f primarily fn 
their physical health and vigor, yet academic 
tradition is making it impossible to give due 
attention to this most important part of their 
education. 

William, Penn has am answer ready for 
{securing more time for physical 

It is this: Teach algebra to oely the 
five per cent. of the pupils why can really profit 
by the subject, teach foreign languages to only 
the fifteen to twenty per cent. who need the 
and take the time thus saved fur subjects that 
tuck our preseot-tay’ life, inckuding physical 
training 

The Course of Study 

TINDER the guidance of the “ cabinet" 
J that bs, the principal, the vice-principal and 

the beads of the departments, who really ret? 
reent directly every one of the ane hundred 
and thirty teachers in the schnol—the 
study is gre it slowt 

me as yet does in to suit the cabi- 
net, because the academic tradition jealously 
guards itsews, So the Willian Penn can 
only slowly in lithe spasms of progress, 
spersed with periods of waiting for public sent 
ment and various other considerations to make 
possible the next step. 

While each of its four courses bas 
bie minitoum of prescribed work, sui 

every course except in the college preparato 
Latin, « in, French, Spanien, neathemation 
physics, chem cho 

cooking, se 
nery, house {ure 
the care of cbilitren, 
Philadelphia gover 
ment and industrie 

‘One thing the school 
insists upon. Possibly, 
it is merely a vagary of 
the principal—at 
rate It is a condit 

and not a theory that 
every William” 

zirl—she must 
joking nnd Hew 

ing whether she want® 
to ar mot. A year? 
study of each of thet 

subjects is pre 
for every girl, whatere? 
ber caurse, 

‘The theory 
ing this prescription # 

stated about as follows: * Eighty. it 
of girls will have homes of the 
They will go into officer, into the schonlrooss 
into the college; but the vast majority will lad 
inthe home, ‘They will marry men earning from 
twolve dallars.a week op. ‘The primary interest 
of the public that is supporting this institutia® 
ia in the girl as the most Important factor 
determining the success of her awn home. If she 
can make clothes and hats for herself and bet 
childsen, and cook appetizing and ccomombe® 
weals, she has at least a foundation fur rea! 
usefulness and success in that bame.” 

Algebra Was Dropped 

sn 

Wh 

| E NTLY a revolutionary change has bee* 
made for about three-fourths of these gu 

Alaebras-that tatellectual thumbscrew 
beers banished from the course, and foccis® 
language has been made elective, This chant 
has made It possible to study the sacial, politis 
and economic cotditions of Philadelphia, TBI} 
done on the theory that Philadelphia is of muc! 
more consequence fn the lives nf these girls that 
quadratics and conjugations $e if go inte 

ass you may hear about Philadelphia's #0" 
rapid-transit problem, the municipal wate! 
plant, the scweraze » garbage dispossh 
howsing, child labor and workingmen's <8 
pensation laws, or any of the other question’ 
that are being fought out in the pragress towel” 
a higher and better elvilization, 

What subjects shall be taught has long De 
the battle ground of educators. ‘The educatinv® 
press, the popular magazine and lectuces ba¥’ 
long echoed this condict, The “progressiv® , 
have fought for “vocational and practic’ 

ies; the “culturists” have bewailed the 
¢ tendencies of the times anil have €M 

phasized the unquestioned value of the clase 

and higher mathematics. But this conflict ove 
looks another question that is quite as impet, 
tant, namely: When you have put the name? 
a certain subject Into your course af study, wo! 
does it represent? ia 

Here again, as une visits the classes in UM 
William Penn one becomes conscious of 4%" 
fandansental principle, What is it? 1 ake 
myself aver and over again, My canclasio’ 
helped out by several pointed suggestions, be 
that the alm fs not art for art's sake, history 
history's sake, languages for their own +4 
the aim is none of these for the sake of Ment 
discipline —it is any and all of them for the 
of the individeal und of sockety 

ro 

History for the Seke of Society 

JETS se How it works outs The traditional 
course in history in mm tebools bee a 

with chronicles of Euypt, Assyria, Babylot iY 
large space t0 Greece atid Rome, somewhat le 
tot establishment of modern matt 

of Europe, and treats England Bt tle mere 

CONCLUDED ON PAGE 95 



IO TRACH chitdren how to earn, be spent, 
tosave and to give, fentally how 

ccessfully carried owt in Colorado. 
called the “sian system," and Mr, C. J 
eelly, superintendent of the Cobar 
Home for Dependent Children, is its 
inventor 

his 
Dea. 

lo State 

the sun, ev 
perottunity, 

Sul teperted for any a ? y 

"citizen suns." Each citizen wears a 
which is printed: “Citken of Sen- 

A “‘citlzen sun” lost can be regained 
by the coming of a new day. All “suns"* 

kulned above the balance of thirty kepe for 
cltizenship be transferred in blocks of ten 
fo the account of “industrial suns” Ten 
Sitizen suns,” transferred to “industrial su 
become eleven “industrial sums," one 
being adited as a A child not report 
for ten days thus has eleven “suns” to spe 

ving a purchasing value of eleven cent 
“Industrial suns” may also be earned j 

money is earned in the outside world, 
child must for room ane 
S extra work after school and G 
there are regular jobs abaut the place for which 
the boys and girks may apoly. Salaries 
‘ail come in the form of “suns.” These 

dat five per cent. a year, 

san 

saved 
fow months. But Tony is “herd 

ne of the best jobs at the institution 
Ho gets his board anil room and eight “sana 
a day for his work. He charge of the berd- 
ing of forty Holstein cattle which form t 
model dairy berd af the institution farm, 
mitk cows are apportioned out to different boys, 
Who milk them, for wages 

To give the children an apportunity to sen 
store has bees opemed of the grounils af 1 

[ noticed « group of girks 
low, adenirin 
*1've pick 

tallest girl sald. I've ery 
Saved up to buy it now, 
Picture show tonight” 

A boy stopped to look at the display of dotle 
ter glancing uncsily around. T want to buy 
2 prewent foe my fi he's got » birth 
day,” he told the clerk when he had slipped 

neh “murs 
I want to go to the 

{to me, "He's 
med when he's caught doing 

anything unselish, but bo'll get over it, 

i EFORE the “sun system" was introduced 
there was a “don't care” attitude in the 

ome. Misbehavior was common. For | 
Pettons living 

+ EToupof the boys get on their » 
Uften got of a car and cheerfully paid another {are into town rather than ride with these young 
fowdies,” ane woman sald, “ But pow they have 
changed, ‘They get wp and give us their seats 
nd act better generally than the boy's frnen pri- 

Vate bomes.’” 
This change in the boys’ manners is not due 

10 aby preaching. Preaching iloesn't go with the “sun system." A State Home boy olfers bis 
Sak seat ase be isa man of 

bility and be realizes that good manners 
®9 with getting on in the world, 

Some time ago a seventeen-yearohl gitl was 
impudent to an employee in the odlive of the hate. 

“T'l have to fine you ten “suns,” the em- 
Payee told her. 

"T should worry if you took all my 
‘he with retorted. c 

But the next morning she came to Mr. Daw. 
nelly do “1D care 

uns 

ut elas in the world, 1 pever had any- 
thing till 1 got ‘suns."”” 

Was just about to take them all away," 
Donnelly told her, “because I thought you 

em, But, if you like the 
"I won't take any except the fine.” 

lag have that fine made wp Jo the next Cer 
jays” the girl said. Sinew then she hax changed 
er conduct reports from among the poorest to 
the best In the home. 

Were. before the childzen were eternally 
loo, 2ubetvised, owned nothing, had nothing to 
look forward to 

I 
Mr. 
tien 

i were unhappy, they now 
{uke Femanerative work todo, comparative free~ 
om of action in doing it, and a future full of Promise if tbey do theie work well ad behave 

Properly, 
‘The same thing appeals to them which ap- 

Deals to all of us—the desire to awn snemethings 
4nd this universal desire has been tamed to 
iesount to their advantage by Mr. Donnelly 
In devising the “sun systems," One of its best 
Pitallties fs that |t protects the helpless child 
Fatt #8y possible injustice or ill-treatment. 

employee must turn in a conduct slip 
‘very day, giving the names of children be 

SS ele ane ete) at ee oe 

By Marie LaDue 

reports and offenses for whi 
He ie not allowed to reps 
reporting him for a tine. 
orderly. Allright, Johnny Jones is reported ard 
fined, but never scolded. The employee simply 
explains to Johony that be will bave to Sne him 
for the offense. If Johnny thinks the Gne un 
fair, be has the right to go-to the superintendent 

they are reported) 

Johuny Jones is dis. 

asd complain. If there is 90 reason for his con- 
tention, he will receive an additional fine; this 
prevents constant tale bearing. 

However, if Johnny has any grounds for com- 
plaint be is within his rights and receives no 
additional fine. If Investigation proves the em- 
ployce at fault Johnny's fine will be remov 

Sometimes a matron of one of the dorm 
tories comes to Me. Donnelly. “1 44 
do anything with Johnny Jones!” she says. 
"He is impassible—the worst, the most impu 
dent, the most unruly boy in the place!" 

Mr. Donn 3 fikes and gets out 
the record of Jobnay J Well, he doesn't 
seem to be such a bad boy,” be says. “Here | 
we be hasn't lost 4*sun” fore month, Another 
place here he hasa’t been reported for ten days,” 

And the matron, confronted with wn exact 
recorit of all Jo 24, Is forced te about 
face ard march «lf in retreat 

KPORAL 
institut 

superintendent 
write the first ordet 

minisheent is mat allowexd he the 
without a written order from 

» Donnelly has yet 
far a fine has been th 

worst punishment sfministered, Only two 
boys bave nin away from the home since the 

on of the “sun system,” Hoth of 
incortigitiles when they went there 

wnt the institution, Th 
sed te 

charged 
be to watch for 

either are there 
man whose duty 
escapes has been disc 

rules of conduct at the home. As I strolled 
around the grounds some of the boys Upped 
their hats to me and some didn't. 

Mr. Donnelly said. ‘“E coald call them into the 
assembly room and tell them to do it and the 
order would be obeyed, Bi ¢ want them 
to learn it that way. T want them to see that 

ir bats when 
And most of them have 

well-bred gentlemen take of ¢ 
they meet 4 woman, 

No children marched in orderly rows from 
dormitory to classroos ack again; young 
sters straggled along toward school of to € 
meals, talking about anything they pleased 
‘There was no uniform Some of the <1 
drew had 

ems, i 
ing, but there were n 

joe und brown dresses, 20 
on inmate: 

Faces were clean and necks cars showed 
careful attention. sun” fs the ne for x 
dirty neck, and # water are cheaper, The 
girls formerly were marchaled into groups and 
all bathed on Thursday night. Now all the 
older gitls bathe when they p The matron 
of the bi 
to sce that every girl bathes at lexst once a week, 
but she has no trouble om that score. 

One 

NE of the first of the oht rules which Mri 
Donnelly abolished was that which de 

manded silence at the table, Formerly meals 
wore gulpedt down by ill-at-ease youngsters who 
didn’t dare to speak; they relieved themselves 
by making faces at the matrons when their 

they shuttled thelr feet and 

acted generally Hike the little savages for which 
such = rule was made. Now subjects ranging 
from the best investments for *<un” capital to 
the latest style in sleeves are discussed at the 
tables, filling the big dining room with a pleas- 
ant buzz of children’s voices three times # day, 

The youngsters are also allowed to talk in 
the dormitories for a short time alter they go 

The New Way toTrain Children 
How it is Being Successfully Carried Out in Colorado 

to bed. Some mighty deals 
been made in the white cots 
dormitories, 

A visit to the farmy: 

high finance have 
ich fill the boy's’ 

ati the chicken house 
late in the afternoon showed dozens of boys 
scurrying round at their evening chores, every 
bay anxious to do his work well 6 be wouldn't 
“get his ‘suns’ soaked.” ‘The boys are allowed 
to own chickens af their own and to sell the ergs 
to the superintefdent at mayket prices. Over 
in the laundry bulldiag the gisl were Snishing 

With the electrical machinery 
installed, it takes only an hour's work a day 
he ironers to dispose of the laundry, It 

f to be a hated tank, bet tow the girls get 
yaaid for it. 
“Twenty boys wanted towork in the cabbage 

patch on Saturday,” a plcard on the bulletin 
hoard read. Forty boys sent in applications for 
the work. It is done well and quickly under the 
van system.” Workleg is the cabbage patch 

was 2 hated employment before 
On this sunny Saturday the hometeemed with 

industry. A small boy, working with » (ull-siz 
broom. swept the walk around his dormitory. 
A section of industrious youths were cleaning 
the yard at the rate of two “suns” for farty 
square fect properly cleaned. The irrigati 

h wat being attacked by another gang of 
young laborers at two “suns” for so many 

The girls were busy in the house, scrubbing. 
ironing, cleaning, washing dishes and maki 

clothes, under the direction of a seam- 
Clothing lasts miraculously Jong under 

the "sun systems." The girls have to buy their 
underwear and nightgowns now. 

LAY at the home is more spontateous and 
goes (nt more smoothly than before the “sun 

system” was installed. The “Sunville” base- 
ball team is an Institutlon in which all are 
Interested. ‘The bats and balls are bought by 
making-a collection of "suns," and they last far 
longer than when the superintendent used to buy 
them. Bays doo't Jeave their catchers” gloves 
out on the lawn over more 

In the evenings there's the "Sunville” maving 
picture show to attend, at a cost of three 
“suns” a performance, 

The older boy's are frequently allowed to go 
pluwn. Both boys and girls may spend 

their money for outside aznusement, They 
into money for carfare to parks 

er places of amusement in the city, The 
ust be chaperooed properly when away 

from the instivatis 
fable manners, 1 product of the 

his are pow weed 
instead of ofldloth covers; and the cloths keen 
clean a surpetsingly long time because a spilled 
glass of mila of bowl of soup means a fine af ane 
“atin.” ‘The girls formerly paid for broken dishes 
by sewing curpet rags—work was generally 
done sullenly- Now every appraised and 
a certaia number of “ suns’ is the 6ne for break 
ing it. Mary Ryan stayed bome from a concert 
not long ago because she had to use the “suns” 
put aside for ber ticket to pay for a pitcher she 
had broken that morning. Mary looked pretty 
sober when the ten girls who accompanied the 
matron to the ooucert left that evening, She 
hasn't broken a dish since, 

ST Christmas was the bappiest the home has 
Lever known, On former Christmases small 

boys and girls examined their gifts and asked 
salkily, “Is this all we get?" or said: “ Nothin’ 
but 2 mess of junk,” Every child used to write 
down three things be wished to have. At Jeast 
two of them were always impossible and if the 
third were within the bounds of roxsom, be'd get 
that, But he never wanted it, 

“Take a child who does nothing but receive, 
and you have an Ingrate,” Mr. Donnelly said, 
“Children who had boon bere six or seven years 
‘under the old system were never satisfied, no 
matter what was done for them. But there 
wasn't a trace of that oll spirit bere Last Christ- 
mas Maying Santa, Claus with money earned 
‘under the ‘sun system" had eradicated it.” 

‘The great majority of these children were able 
to buy Christmas presents for the first time in 
thele lives last year, And purses (ull of “sans” 
which they cowld spend for others worked better 
than all the preaching in the world about "It is 

tw give than to receive.” 
the “sun system” children tearn the 

purchasing value of money. When asked why 
the boys and girls save, Mr. Donnelly replied: 
“1 don't know. There are one hundred and 
eighty-four children, out of the two hundred anc 
fidty in the bome, who have money in the bank. 
But what peompts them to save I can’t figure 
out. Nobody tells them to do it. 1 never talk 
to the children about the ‘sun system.” I never 
tell a new boy about it, but in half an hour be 
knows the whole business. The ‘sun system’ 
has won out and it rules the place.” 

‘The “sun system” is largely financed by the 
profit made on articles sald in the store, Many 
of the things sold to the children would other- 
wite be given to them. Employees of the 
institution also patronize the store and add to 
its profits, Some additional money besides the 
profit made in the store is required by the work- 
ing out of the system, but Mr. Donnelly has 
saved it in other departments. One “‘citizen 
aun" a day for two hundred and fifty children 
means only two and @ half dollars a day, an in~ 
considerable sum in the running of such an 
institution, even if it were not made up in other 
ways; and this two and a» half dollars a day 
spells happiness in two hundred and fifty lives. 

These photographs of the same 
child show what Gail Borden 
Eagle Brand Condensed Milk 
does for babies, 

Roderick was a delicate baby, ff 
Until he was nearly three months 
old he clung to life by the slen- 
derest thread—nothing seemed 
to agree with him. Then his || 
mother put himon "Eagle Brand” 
and he began to gain at once, 
You can see what a splendid baby 
he was at ten months, The sec- 
and picture shows Roderick at 
the age of three years—a_ big 
healthy boy whose strang body 
and firm flesh were built by 

BRAND 

CONDENSED 
MILK 

‘THE ORIGINAL 

Your baby's main busin 
to eat. Your greatest: mother. 
problem is to find the food that 
will make him a rosy, crowing 
baby and lay the foundation for 
strong manl Don't send 
your baby out in life handicapped 
by poor health, He should ice 
the food that builds the structure 
of his little body solidly—that 
sakes hit a plump, rosy-cheeked 
baby and robust youngster, 

Gail Borden Eagle Brand Con- 
densed Milk contains everything 
your baby needs ta make him 

Scientifically prepared so 
that even the tiniest, frailest baby 
can easily digest it." Eagle Brand” 
is always pure—alway's safe—al- 
ways ready —always dependa- 
ble. Easy to prepare. Requires 
no pasteurization—just add 
“Eagle Brand" to freshly boiled 
water cooled to the proper feed- 

{ ing temperature and it as ready, 
| “Eagle Brand” can also be 

j, used as a table milk of quality. || 4 
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7 tells zou how C0 take the beet 0 

possible care of your baby. | 
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A factor in corset selection 
is style, bue a fashionable 

model that is correct will be 
comfortable, 

Every Warner Style is scien- 
tifically designed overa living 
model, You can bend in any 
form of recreation or work 

without being conscious of 
your corset —it fits so well 
and is so thoroughly com- 
fortable. 

The new Warner Models are 
boned as they should he to 
properly shape and support. 

They fit the waist— 

the latest fashion word—and 
follow the natural outline of 
the figure. 

The lines at the back and 
front are straight, and the 
skirts moderate in length, 
but long enough to control 
the hips, 

Your size does not matter in 
the selection of a Warner 
Corset, since the range of 

models is sufficient to sup- 
ply every corset need. 

Warner's Rust-Proof Corsets 

Every Warner Corset, regard- 
less of the price you pay, must 
shape fashionably, fit com- 

fortably, and not rust, break 
or tear, 

SY to $5 
Sold Exerywhere 

Ewery Pair Guaranteed 

Warner's Brassiéres 
‘There isa certain quality of dain- 
tiness that denotes the suprem- 

acy of Warner Brassiéres. ‘They 
are an improvement to any fig- 
ure and an absolute necessity with 
many. ‘The brassiére is as nec- 
essary in controlling and shap- 
ing the bust this season as last. 

50¢e to St 

very corset you buy hat a name, 
Sotne you know—athers nat, Nation 
ally Advertised Trademarked Corsets 
are knows by everybody and gear 
amterd by the maker, mlese continued 
auccoadepend alpen yout mitisfaction, 

The Ladies’ Home Journal for October, 1915 

HEN Longfellow wrote his heautiful 
poem there was a *childsen’s hour” i 
almost every home, How many bury 

mothers of today spenil with their children thove 
most sacted moments, the bedtime hour? 

Please tell me a story 
universal plea of childbool, and eapecally itr 
the request at the beltime hour, Many a 
mother ts puazlod how to rexporal, 

Too often the hiy 
and 
y and read oa awn tory 

Ske does not realize that the is building an in 

When the chiki hae been told this repeatedly he 
does read his own story, and he does not ask 
mother is regard to the Selection 

he love fur gowd literature begins in the 
nursery with the story tod; then later the 
child will choose for himself the best hooks, and 
he will enjoy reading them aloud with mother, 

The old-fashioned mother had time for her 
child; at the bedelme hour she tuld bin stories, 
read to him and beard him say bis evening 
prayer, Sometimes she tohl him simple folk tales 
Jor pure amasement, and they laughed togeth 
at the quaint humor. Sometimes sho tokl a» 
story which contained a lesson which woukd be 
helpful to het child, andl thenugh the story she 
helped him to find his place in the community, 
Through the nature stories sbe led him to an 
appreciation of the wonderful world about bits, 
anal of God, ator of all life. 

As she tuld him historical tales of the brave 
mea and women who gave their lives for others 
the little listener at her knee would book wy with 

When Tam big 1 will be 
ji and throwgh this hero worship 
the helped to sold and strengthen bis chns- 
acter, ‘The ohtfashloned mother opened her 
Bible ave read to her child from Goit's Book, 
and she tried to “bend him in the ‘paths of 
righteousness." 

sory hone" E shall try co tell the 
stories in the same okl-fashioned way, simply 
and sincerely, with the hope that they will be 
belpiul to mothers today when their children 
ask them for stories at the bedtine hour 

Susie and the Squirrels 
O 'f upen a time there lived a lazy lirthe 

girl named Susan, She was such » lazy 
little girl that when anyone asked he 
thing she would yawn and say: 
the use?” 

In the morning she just hated to get up; and 
she had to be called again and again. She 
would poke along with her dressing, and come 
down late to breakfast, When she reached the 
table she was almost too dreamy and lazy to 
eat her food. She would dillydally along until 
her patient mother wook! say: “Hurry, Susie, 
or you will be late for school. 

Many tloses Susle was tardy, but she never 
cared; and when the teacher gave her low marks, 
and the other papils laughed at her, she would 
just yawe and say: “Oh, what's the use?"" 
When her muther tried to have Susie help 

her with the housework, Susie would grumble 
and groan at everything she was asked to do. 

One bright Saturday im the autumn, Suse 
went out to walk in the forest, Alter she had 
walked for a while she was so tired that she sat 
town under a big oak tree to rest. 

A saucy little squirrel sat on a brasch near 
by, and, as he cracked nuts and ate them, he 

todo anys 
“Ob, what's 

is dant have to work! Haw I wish 
J were a squirrel!” said Susie 
“So you want to he a squirrel, Susie," said 

the squirrel suddenly as he came scrambling 
down the tree trunk. 

+ Well, one, two. three 
‘Come, follow se. 

Nail, before Susie knew how it happened, she 
veiey changed into 2 little geay’ squirrel 
"Came om, Suse Squirrel, 

and climb after me,” called 

Bedtime Stories 
For Mothers to Tell Their Children 

By Georgene Faulkner, the “Story Lady” 

cum find out for herself. She can belong to our 
family today, amd belp us to gather in our 
harvest of nuts.” 

Then the squirrel family Gaught Susie how to 
carry nuts in her checks; and such a busy time 
as she had! 

By and by Father Squirrel said: “Litre 
squirrels, you have all been working 20 hard, 
fet ut play for a while,” So they all played tag 
throwgh the woods, climbing ap the tree trunks, 
jemping from branch to branch, and such # 
wild rough-and-tumble game as they had! 
“Susie Squirrel” thought that she had never 
jad sech funy bat when the game was over, 
she was so thred that sbe sat down under a tree 
Ww rest, 
Then she suddenly sat up straight, and 

rubbed her eyes, and looked about her; and as 
she looked up she saw the squleret sitting in 
the tree. He seemed to wink his eve at her, as 
mach as to say "Well, bow da you like being 
a squirrel?” 

He begun to chatter anit scold at Sw 
she thought she heard bim say: 

“ We squirrels work while we work 
And play while we play, 
For that is the way to be happy ul gay.” 

It was beginning to grow dark ia the forest, 
Susie went bome as fast as she could gn 

She told her mother all about it, and how she 
had heen # squirrel all the afternoon; and ber 
mother seemed to understand just where she 
had beer, But let ws hope that Suse bad 
fearned # tesa from the squirrel family, so 
that after that she was never knows 10 say 

“Ob, what's the use!” 

¢, and 

ai 

The Black Cat 
AOW! Minow! Minow?” sang the black 

on the hack fence, " Miaow! 
Hat no ope paid any atten 

to the some of the black cat 
She was only a tramp cat, born ina haras to 

one had ever ted ber or cated for her, and ehe 
wandered from place to place in search of food 

Tonight she felt very hungry, and 0 she sat 
‘on the huck fence and complained bitterly. ‘The 
big round moon looked down at her and smiled, 
The moon was always ber friend; and she never 
felt Jonely when she could see the man in the 
mon 

Tt was a mild night for the last of October, 
and the side door of the howse stood open just 
alittle, The black cat did a very bold thing— 
the ran right into the house. 

She found herself in a dimly lighted dining 
foom. All the light seemed to come froe the 
center of tbe table where a great ‘jack-u- 
lantern” sat in the place of bonor, sending out 
a weird candielight through his round eyes and 
fusmy nose snd grinning mouth. 

The black cat gazed in amazement at the 
pumpkin lantern. “Ts it the man in the moon 

He certainly 
fooks like it. Well, be i+ my friend, and I am 
sure he will give me some food." So the black 
cat jamped wp on top of the table, and, arch- 
ing her back, rubbed against the pumpkin 
moon-man, He felt rather warm, but she did 
‘sot mind, 

‘Then she lookert about her and at each place 
she saw a small black cat. They looked about 
as tiny as mice. Perhaps they were mice. She 
wan so bungry that she gave a pounce on one of 
them and knocked it over upon the white table- 
cloth. Its head rolled off and out fell some 
lithe candies. The black cat was so surprised 
that she jumped backward toward the pampkin 
man, and it seemed as though be were laugh- 
ing at ber. 

Hig mugs of milk were at the places, and when 
the black cat discovered the milk she gave a lewd 
“mew,” and, putting her head down ina mug, 
drank every drop of mill. 

Suddenly she was startled by a terrible noise: 
groans, moant, shrieks and toot» of horns, and 
a group of shouting children came hursting into 
the room. They were dressed like goblins, 
ghosts and witches asd some were in fedian 
saits and some in cowboy sults, 

The black cat did not know what they were, 
bat they made such an unearthly noise that she 
was frightened almost to death. She longed to 

get away, hut the children surcour the table, 
She gave one leap and lated an top of the 
Purpkin man. He was her friend, she knew 

children clapped their bands and 
screamed: "Look, look, mother! A real live 
black cat at owe Hallowe party 1" 

Poor thing! She's htened,” said the 
children's mother. “Now, please, all put aside 
your boms and ait down very quietly and see if 
Wwe cannot culm our unin 

one little girl, ly 
my tay eat!" said a litle bos? 

“Jane will bring you same more milk and 
candy,” said the mother, “And, 

ul we will feed proue pussy 
too, She is half starved, poor thing!" 

Soa lenge saucer of milk was placed upon the 
Boor, anil, as the frightéul noise had stopped. 
the black cat climbed down fron 
the jack-o-lanters and rashed to the sau 
milk. ‘The children laughed as they watched 
bor gurgle it down. 

‘Poor, starved pussy," sald the mother a4 
she gently stroked the black cat, “you are very 
Sungry amt shall have more milk,” And, tatk- 
ing kindly to the cat, the mosher soon h 
black pussy curled up at her feet, 
walt. 

ne a titer,” said the children’s 
raw ruch a wild creature as 

she was clinging to that pampkia, ‘Truly 
came just in time foe our Halloween part: 

“Well. any animal will respond to kindne 
said the mother, "Door thing, 
she ever bad anyone to lave ber, 
her here and give her » oul eke 
What will we name be 

child, 
“Call her Witch," answ i 

brother, “for the black witcbes certainly brought 
hor for bur Halloween party. 

‘When all the house was stilt the hig luck cat 
sat hy the fireplace, purring softly to henel: 
‘Witch, indeed! Halloween! Well, 1 don't 

care what brought me in here, ae what they call 
me. Lbave found a good home at list, so 1 am 
thankfal that 1 came ta this Halloween party." 

i apd believe 

King Canute 
JONG, Jone ago, there lived ig England 4 

good Ring named Canute. He was such 
good king and rules so wisely ard well that all 
his people Saved bins, 

‘One day he was in hie palace down near the 
i, seeking to praise 

on are the greatest 
You can rule the earth, 

> Sa ing 
king In all the world 
the sky and the sea.” 

The king was sorry when he heard the words 
of these fatterers, and be said to his attendants! 
“Carry my throne dawn upon the seashore!" 

So the king's throne was placed as he cam 
reanded, far down upon the sandy. bei 
it was the time of day when the tide w. 
By and by the tide began to cur, 
waves came tolling in toward the shore. 

‘Then the courtiers said: “Permit us to move 
your throne back to the rocks, for seon this 
atrip of sand will be under the water.” 

But the king answered haughtily: “Did yott 
not say that I could rule the sea? [1 J can con® 
mud the sea the water will not dare to touch 
their king."* 

The men looked at each other and were 
ashamed and silent as they watchod the water 
rise higher aod higher. At lost » large wave 
litoke upon the shore and touched the feet anil 
the throne of the king. 

‘The courtiers called out fn dismay; “Oh, 
King Canute, let us move back your throne 
the rocks where you will be safe!" The king 
nodded his head in assent. “You may move 
hack my thrane,"" he sal 

jad the courtiers cartiod Che throne and the 
king back upon the bigh rocks, 

King Canute looked steraly at his followers, 
and then he looked far oat over the sea ao 
watched the water as it came up higher oad 
higher, until it covered over the sandy shore where 
he had been sitting. 

‘Thea the king with his own huwnds removed 
his wonderful crown, aml, howing oe head, he 

said in a Jow ‘There 
ixonly ate King who cxn rule 

the squirrel. And the next 
thing abe knew she was scram- 
bling up the tree trunk sfter 

‘The squirrel Jed ber up 
higher and higher, and then 
soddenly be popped right into 
# hole In a hollow treepwhere 
he lived with all his family. 

“Look here, mother,” he 
said, “here's a Lazy litte girt 
who wants to be a squirrel be 
cause she thinks that we don't 
havé any work to do; so 1 
gave her her wish, and now she 

A NOTE TO MOTHERS 
Ms FAULKNER will be glad to have the mother readers of 

this page write to her before October 20 and tell ber what 
stories their children like best—-the ones they aak for most often, 
and what stories they would like to have in Tee Jovanat. Per- 
haps you dimly recall some story your mother told you in your 
childhood on which you would like to have your memory 
that you may tell it to your little ones. Tn any event Miss Faulkner 
will be glad to kelp you. With your request kindly 
dremed, stamped envélope for reply. Address Miss Faulkner, in 
care of Taz Lapis’ Home Jovrat, Philadelphia. 

inclose an 

the earth and the sky and the 
and that King is God. 

Always remember this, and 
when you seck to give wards 
of raise to anyone, be sure 
that you speak the troth."” 

“The king thes cammanded 
the men to carry his throne 
back to the palace 

‘The courticrs never forgot 
the lesson tasught them bY 
their king down there on the 
sandy shore; and ever nftet 
that they spoke only the 
truth. 



And well and happy all ¢, 

A Corpie, as you pla’ 
Don't look a bit like you 

showsit's Love 
that makes them 

whole lives 

anddoors; 
and closets, too, 

and wires a-running 

everything's the best. 
worderful machines 

od we 
Ce quick, can 

what he needs to use. 
busy workshops every 

All fitted up with greatest care, 

With of little 
To work the small elec 
And telephe 
All operated by a staff 
Of expert Corpies, who can 
In quicker time than you can wink. 

You'd not suppose they cared for 
beoks; 

Yet everythi: 
Or learn, is sent with lightning speed 
Up to the Corpies in our mind 
Who keep it there, where t 

find 
It quick and tell us righ 
Just what we want to think or 

One thing has not been mentioned 

) surely we must not forget, 
at's the furnace, quite com 

plete, 
Which burns up waste and giv 

heat. 

Our bones make up the factory frame 
All joined together, just the same 

stay where ¢ 

really w 
Corpies’ consta: 

Which keeps them all in good 

It must be 
With 
N 
But each one has his spec 
Some Corpics muscles mal 

end their time in building 
bone; 

Some make our teeth, some 
ake hair, 
© make our skin, 0 soft and 

fai 
hileothe orkingday and 

Clear up our blood and keepit 

There's scarce a kind of work th 
you 

Can think of Cor 
For all the w 
There’re 

ed, 
There're laborers and overseers, 
And architects 
There're firerr 
Electric men to run the wires; 

long they're figuring out 
mix the milk and meat, 

To build good muscle, bone and 
nerve, 

And should we get a cut or bruise, 
There's not a moment's time tolose; 

ctors to the spot, 
and a nurse, 

keep the break from getting 
worse 

the Corpi 
at we need to make us 

aid: “We wish folks w 

ing that isn’t p and sweet; 
we require not only food 
's wholesome, nourishing and 

use 
To build the 
To work up 

m, and of 

d then they hit upon a plan 
at suited every Corpie man: 

We'll tell ou far and wi 
sd get the children on our si 

A Corpie Club we'll organize, 
A great big Club that will comprise 
Each boy and girl throughout the 

tand, 
Corpie band. 

ose who join, each 

bers wh 
imple 

A great cer 
All signec 
That here’ 

way, 
As he grows up from day to da’ 
To help the Cor they'll bless 
His life with health and happiness."* 

They sent their foreman to confer 
With Mr. Bok, the Editor; 
And, when their greetings the 

‘They talked it over and 
To use this p: onth, to tell 

eat to keep us well 
And feeling fine; and why it's wise 

gh each little gate 
Into th where Corpies wait 
To sort it over and to choose 
The parts of it that thes 
Yes, all their secrets, so 
Just how to help them make us 

c 
So much for each and every one 
Of us, I think we ought to plan 
To help the Corpies all we c: 
And 50, right now, before you go 
To bed, just read the I below 
And send your ap-pii-ca-tion in; 
For then the Corpies will begin 
And do their very best 
To help you with you 

4 p 
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I like the extra- 
large tube of 

PEBECO 
TOOTH PASTE 

I use only 43 of 
a brushful of 

PEBECO 
TOOTH PASTE 

Triple Economy 
Since Pebeco Tooth Paste 

comes in extra-large sized tubes, 
its purchase means initial econo- 
my, Since only one-third of a 
brushful is required each time, 
its use means continued economy. 
Since it helps save Your teeth from 
“aeid-mouth,” it brings you a 
persenal econsmic gain—present and 
future. Triple savings, surely 
worth while. 

Send for FREE Ten-Day Trial 

Canadian Office; 1 and 3 St, Helew St., Mewtreal 

E DO THINGS!" is the widely known 
W sete of the men’s classes that are 

organized as the “Baracas.” Doesn't 
it souad good? Not we hope to, nor we try to, 
but we do it! But if we could know how some 
of the things they have done have been accom- 
plished I suspect that we sboukl find there 
were some good hard thinking and planning 
back of the achievements. 

Before the planning, however, they m 
have had» “get-together” meeting, and as thi 
is get-together time, when summer is over 
the cool weather beings thoughts of reunl 
and renewed activities, we are all eager to hear 
how somebody else has done it 

T shouldn't wonder if one of the strongest 
statements made at some of these Gree meetings 
‘of the wutumn is: "We shall have to raise some 
money.” Those who are able to gise money 
ought not to try to get it aut of anyone else's 
pocket; but sometimes it is troe that there are 
only the talents of time and labor to give, and 
then there must be some planning. 

The Popular Candy Sale 
{VERY gis] knows how to make one kind of 
“2 candy, #0 to help their Sunday school raise 

4 pledge on the church indebtedness, a band of 
young girls from the older classes gave a tea 
and candy sale to the ladies of the charch, and 
nothing conduces more to the success and inter: 
est of & school than a hearty coBperation toward 
a desired end. 

Their invitations were in rime and read: 
Porty-five girls, from Methodie homes, 

Extend an invitation 
the church. 

the congregation, 

To come next Saturday evesing — 
From seven to nine’s the tiwe— 

To the building where we'll serve 
Tee cream and cake for a dime. 

Or, if wweetments you fain would take 
joe to your husbands kind, 
eat, fudge asd tadly. too, 
‘abumdance yoo will find. 

Our purpose Is a worthy or 
For the Sunday acl to i 

‘Sixty dollars. though more or bess, 
Within the next few days. 

This affair was a success because it appealed 
to the congregation through its daughters, 

A Special Kind of Church Supper 

'N A FAR Western town the stores keep open 
wotil nine o'clock on Saturday night, and 

clerks as well x proprietors mast get a hasty 
mesl downtown. One of the Aid Societies de 
cided that this custom could be turned to 
advantage, and the “ Business Men's Saturday 
Night Supper” came into being. It has now 
become a permanent feature. It brings in more 
porn with less work than anything previously 
tried. 

No fancy deserts are served—just substan. 
tiaks, such as men like. Baked beans brown 
bread, boiled ham and poodles, beiag favorites, 
are served often, There is plenty of good 
coffee sud pic, Nine men out of ten prefer ple 
to cake. 
‘The business men were advised that they could 

depend on the supper regularly. It was thought 
better to advertise that men only would be 
served, as they could then come, without " fixing 
wp,” just as their supper hour foand them. 
When business men find they can procure 

“home-cooked food at a reasonable price, and 
cuts have all they want (instead of being served 
with small dishes as at restaurants), they will 
give you all the free advertising you wish, 

A Father-and-Son Banquet 

NA LIVE little city of the Middle West there 
was celebrated an original and unique affair 

called a “Father-and-Son Banquet.” It is a 
good idea for boys’ and men’s classes. 

It was the third annual event of its kind, and 
each year has seen.am additional laterest and 
development of the idea which was first con- 
fined to the membership of ome of the churches, 
but that it has become of general interest is 
shown by the fact that nearly four hundred 
tickets, at Gfty cents cach, were purchased, and 
the menu, decorations and entertainment were 
most carefully planned. 
The Governor was the honored guest and 

principal speaker of the evening, although he 
wns Bitened to bo more closely than various 
fathers and sons who responded to toasts on 
such subjects as these: “What Qualities I Ad- 
mire ina Man,” “ What Qualitées f Like to See 
in a Bay,” “The Value of Comradeship,” 

| “When Father Was a Boy,” “What s Soo 
‘Showld Expect of His Father, 
‘Shopld Expect of His Son," etc. 

Look Out for the Detective 

JERHAPS some of you remember that a 
while ago we had # Pollyanna Social an this 

page If you did not give it and would like to, 
1 send a description of it; and, because ome 
society that used it at a large reception given 
toall the young people of the church added such 
an amusing feature, 1 want to tell you about it_ 

‘What a Father 
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a Social there must 
be no complaints of any kind, The people were 
formed into groups st various stations aroumt 
the room labeled: 

deown 
easant Court 

Lane of Delight 
Castle of Cheer 
Mernment Hal Camp of Joy 

But the detective “stunt” was the greatest 
success, In the beginning of the evening a num 
ber of “private detectives" were appointed, 
and asked to be alert for any complaints that 
might bo uttered during the evening, and to 
secure the names of the offending parties; these 
names at the close were turned in ta the pastor; 
he explained quite cleverly to the assembled 
crowd that private detectives had been abroad 
during the evening, looking for any offenders 
who might have violated the rale of (he evening, 
which was that everyone should be glad, and 
‘that he bad in his hand the names of various 
offenders and would read ¢ names 

‘This came asa great surprise, and the per- 
sonal element brought forth more than the 

icipated amusemont, especially when the 
preacher's wie's mame was rend; in the case 
of another, x very popular young lady, whase 
name be called, he sald that he prunounced 
jodgment on which was that she should 
“get married,” This brought forth laughter, 
and her quick repartee that be “execute judg- 
ment at once’ added to the pleasure, 

In another instance a young man's name was 
called; he was across the room from the 

"Now, J.B. 
plaining about?” 
cat" brought forth peals of laughter 
was, of course, much surprise expressed on the 
part of those who had s0 unconsciously been 
guilty of complaining. 

The appearance af the original social broweht 
to me anew Glad” game also, which I shall be 
“glad” to pass on to you Hf you wish it 

A Costume Song Recital 

“COSTUME SONG RECITAL" is al- 
ways a unique musicale at which all who 

take part dress in keeping with the songs they 
render, This is 2 good plan for # eboir reunion. 

‘Those singing nature songs are costumed in 
flowing gowns of green, pink, yellow and white, 
representing speing, summer, autumn and wlater, 
texpectively. Pastoral songs sro enchanting 
when sung by shepherds and shepherdesses 
Beaux and belles of 1776 sing of Colonial days, 
while lack Dinahs and Sambos sing plantation 
tnelodles to the accompaniment of the banjo. 
Indian songs, sung is mative costume, and 
selections rendered in Japanese attire add 
color. ‘The possibilities of an entertainment of 
this kind are eodless and will be a pleneure to 
both performers and audience. 

1 will end you a program of thew oll songs 
if you care to have it. If you should wish to 
give such a program as part of an evening's 
entertainment, you could add for the social 
part the musical game in which exch participant 
is given the title or first line of a song to illus- 
trate. On one occasion when a company did 
this there was a great deal of fun, The old song 
“Tramp, Tramp, Tramp” was taken literally, 
and three “gentlemen of the road” appeared 
fn the pencil sketch. "Dreaming" was idles 
trated by a teoe bearing fruit in the form of 
cone-duliar bills 

Laughterville 
Village of Smiles 
Sanshine fin 
Happyvaie 

“As Much for Others as for Ourselves” 

HIS was the slogan of ane of the great 
religious movements in this country a while 

ago. A financial wystem that seems to have 
proved all that is aimed for it, now in use by 
agreat number of churches, is worked by ase of a 
two-part envelope, ane side marked “For Our- 
selves” and the other side “For Others.” In 
the latter the amounts range frum a penny up, 
but the continuous thought expressed even in 
the small o@ering bas brought church benev- 
olences up to a point they have never before 
reached. At least we can give as much in 
thought for others as for ourselves, and that is 
sometimes the most lovable thing we can give. 

So many people who own automobiles are— 
ot selfish, but thoughtless, One happy excep- 
tion I heard of where a young couple hit upon 
a novel plan and thereby varied thet own 
ides. The wife made out a list of the halt, the 
tame and even the blind whom she knew could 
not enjoy the pleasure of an auto ride unless 
someone opened his or her heart, Every pleas- 
ant day she phoned to one of them the time she 
would call for him or ber, 

As soon as the automobile was comfortably 
loaded they began their quest for happiness by 
taking the guests wherever it would make then 
happiest to be, Almost without exception the 
elderly people preferred the suburbs. When 
they took children they sought something in- 
structive. Once = great bridge in the course 
of constraction pleased them. Again, when a 
Wild West Show fry 204 near the town they 
enjoyed watching the beautiful ponies. Other 
times local history was the object of their ex- 
carsions. 

“Joy Ridley," the children called 4 
any rate wholesome happiness was © 
when the Joad spantancously broke into song. 
and the sound of childish voices ringing out in 
the country twilight was very sweet 

Other “Brighten the Corner™ Idews 

VE good idea that will “brighten the cornet”” 
for some shut-in is to arrange for a Corte- 

nieace Tea,” The invitations are simply 
cards bearing the name of the homebound 
friend and the wards “Correspondence ‘Tea. 
with the date and “Fram 94, w,to 9p, x." At 
2 tea of this kind some of the letters came hy 
special delivery, some of the greetings were im 
telegrams, some in rime, same in sketches, but 
no one failed to respond, This silent way of 
entortaininy friends is a delightful one. 

‘One of the most helpful things in the work of 
« certain pastur was what he called his *Cheet- 
ing Choirs,” Three choirs were organized and 
trained, One of buys af twelve years of age an! 
under, one of girls of the same age, another of 
young people, 

Their work was not to sing at the regubit 
church services, although they sometimes do, 
hat to cheer others by their singing. Ifa child 
was in quarantine be was sure to be serenaded 
by one of snore of the choirs, asd they would 
sing outside of any sick rooms where theit 
visite brought chee 

A Sunday-scbool cline of young girls bad 
planned to entertain their mothers with a wait! 
winter picnic A pristed invitation was sent 
to each mother asking her to come, A happy 
time ensued, the mothers playing many game* 
which they hud not played for years, After 
these gumes the mothers were asked 10 
‘They wore led toa large box in which were many 
small parcels, each attached to a string. ‘They 
each fished ont one and unwrapped it, There 
they found the same of one af the girls wrapped 
around a small, useful favor, Each giet had 
decorated a basket and put in ft lunch for tw: 
Each mother ate with the girl whose name she 
caught, After lunch the mothers each wrote 
a piece of poetry about her article, and the 
results were very amudag and origi 

Sense and Nonsense for Halloween 

PASTOR had reminded his young folk 
that in the excitement of their fun std 

frolic they ought not to forget the real sixiti- 
cance of Allhallow Eve~that it ushers in All 
Saints’ Day, which it set apart to do honor to all 
the saints who have not a day af their own o® 
the calendar, He also painted aut the fact that 

y people who have been good, or have Liv 
to goo, are entitled to be known as saints, 

though they have never been canonized nor af 
ever likely to be. 

A ghost parade had been planned for th 
Holloween social, iotroducing famous charae 
ters of history or fiction, so this was chart 
to a memorial of people who might thus be 
considered saints. As “'a noble fife is a socal 
service,” it was decided to include those wbe 
had done any kind of work to make the world 
better and had so wor love and respect 

As Grst planned a witch was to call up the 
ghosts by incantation, As # substitute, a lit 
tle girt represented the fairy Remembrance 
Dressed in a purple and yellow costume 12 
Tepresent a pansy, sbe advanced to 2 draw? 
portitre, and, waving a pansy-tipped wand 
ralled to remembrance each character in tutti 
in other words she ushered them [a from 
adjoining room, Those taking part tried, by 
costume and a short speech, to give just enous! 
of a clew to enable the company to guess thelr 
identity. They should be gowned all is white, 
though the garments may be shaped like thie® 
worn in real life 

‘There appeared dreased as a monk the ghost 
of an Itallan retoreer who was executed 8 
heretic; a young worsan in military costume 
who was burned at the stake; a ghost in Colonial 
costume who wus proud tobe eailed the“ Futber 
of bis Country”; and so It went om, iacluding: 
famuus nurses, Presidents who have had event 
ful administrations, missionaries, temperanc? 
workers, evangelists, and 40 on. 

Alter the couspany had called to mind the 
names of all the saints the usual merry Hallows 
een games were played. For a rural church # 
rather unusual Halloween feature Is the appet™- 
ance of three spirits who are given the names 
of “Health,” "Wealth" sod “Happiness,” but 
these names are anknown to the guests. 

spirits stalk silently forth, and, alter they have 
beet given time to hide within a certain ratfiut 
outside the building, they are pursued by the 
company, If they are discovered they a 
privileged to run from their pursuers, 

If one of the parsaers & 50 fortunate as t0 
catch one of the spirits he must pin ove of Bit 
ips upon the shroud, 20 that when the itentitf 
of the spirit is revealed be will know whi 
spirit will rule his destinies for the canting ¥4* 

‘The ghosts must be chosen as nearly alike 
size us passible, so that they will not be kno¥® 
apart, for when the puryuit fs over it may 
found that the person who fondly imagines he 
has caught all three spirits finds he has pil 
his three tags alll on the “Healthy” ghost. 

THE Minister's Social Helper is ready to aid you with plans for your work, with further details of the social affairs on this pag 
and to provide other features and games for your socials. Address her, inclosing a stamped, addressed envelope for replY+ 

in care of Tue Lapies’ Home JouRNAL. 



IN THE OTHER WOMAN'S HOME «iy 
How She Has Furnished it at Moderate Cost 

A Glimpse Into the 
Dining Room 

By Ekin Wallick 
wN ATTRACTIVE 

the page, art th 
better idea of each indi orating of this room a very 
attractive scheme has been we out, ‘The old er was first removed fr 

whole wall was the: 

fur 

hellac and 
or the furn 

rose. The 
&s moderate in cost 
draperies are in soft shad 
s dull 

combination of dull blue ai 
¢ plece so that it is reversible, It 

‘The cretonnes used f window 
ald and green, and the fringe on t 

the under curtains, 

§ Pailtein Comer Ching Closet in 
4 Colonial Dining Room | 

ake to overload 

2 roam with ornaments. 
A few well-chosen pieces will be 
much more effective than a 
number which give a more or | 

used and inharmonious effect. 
For your center table an inexpen- 
cive reed basket or one of the flat 

ss or earthen bowls makes an 
attractive container for ferns or 
flowers. If you use candies in your 
dining roor it is a pretty idea to 
repeat the decorative note, used in 
the rest of the room, in the shades 
for these. If you are clever with 
water colors the shades may be 
made of paper and the design 
colored, or they may be made of 
the bits of cretonne, 

m © hength ard tw 
draw width. upper-center 
ara t '* lined with velvet and 
arranged for table sil 
Lv feature is the 

inches in 
: extend to six feet at it can seat ten people, The Suse Chair of & 3 The Amnchair ¢ 

Mahogany Set y This Set 
oa eae This Mahogany Buttet is Five Feet Lona 

evd Tw Feet Wicker | " , 

SP CRSR GH 

The Dinint Tetde Measures forty-tight Inches 
in Damotor and Wik Extend to Six Feet 

\ Good Design in Crotonne Suitabie An Inexpensive Crotonne Design Used 
for Dining-Room Draperies in the Dining Room on the Left 

ete 1 you are interested in th Cate gnaw 06 this page, or would Fike to woud 2 the features pictured, Mr. Wallick 
arawer nn MY lad to offer sangestions any inquiries, Address your letter 

NOTE~ Wewant toget nearerto yourinterests 
in cur" Interior” pages, and we should be grate- 
ful to you if you wall tell us just what kind of 
pictures hetp you most, or tell us what you would 

ine am ada like to see that we have not already shown to Mr, Bain Watt: Mamped envelope for reply, to you, We will be glad to pay yeu from ane to Sve Joupant Wallick, in care of Tir: Lantes’ Home doltars for good suegestions. Address your letter ~ Independence Square, Philadelphia, to the Interior Decoration Department, TH 
vation An Attractive Dining Room Furnished in Mahogany, The Seperate Pieces of Furniture are Above Lannea’ Home Journal. 

Page 39, 



Built-in Features for Your New Home % 
The Popular Breakfast Alcove and Other Built-in Ideas rz) 

- By Carey Edmunds 



== 

'~ Rooms Seen in Other Women’s Homes ~4 
fem In Which are Expressed Harmony and Simplicity | 

eo —_ By Ekin Wallick oe 

40 is No Question About the Atimcivencss of Willow Furniture 



VED by 
owner hin 

HIE little thi 
room bun; 

Pretty Bungalow Homes 
tha Which Will Appeal to the Moderate Purse leeping porch and » bination living room 

and dining room exterior Js greon. 

By Carey Edmunds 

ELOW isa home built for less 
than $1500, There are fc 

a bath, # sheeping poteh, 

NOTHER small, inexpensive 
bungitlow is pictured below 

En the livin, ined 
h could be inclosed for an menienTae wy eronet re fireplace with a built-in bookcase 

un, and a screen OST hospitable is the broad front presented by this bungalow. The walls are pearl gray and on one side. The sleeping pore 
a porch is es the white porch columns are in ple trast, The well-handled planting adds much to is so placed that it would make ® 

the general attractiv Its cost was | $2000, and there are five rooms and a bath inside. living porch in the daytime. 

Have you seen our $1000 
pod peagers donne prize offer for photographs 

pba Ser e rooms and a bath inside, and of JourNAL houses? Ask plenty of closet aa 
Carey Edmunds about it. 

LOW is a bungalow house with five reams on the lower 
or and two bedrooms and a sewing room on the uppe 

All the walls are plast and in the living room the 
4, i beamed, In this roam is a cobblestone fi 

NOTE — We shall be very glad to send you senall-sketch floor plans of these bungalows and teil you the approximate costs if you send a stamped, addressed envelope; but if all the plans are 
requested four cents in stamps should be affixed to the envelope. Address Carey Edmunds, Architectural Department, Tux Lanies' Home JounNaL, Independence Square, Philadelphia. 
Pennsylvania. If you are intending to build you will also find Mr. Keys’ pamphlet, " How to Finance the Building of a Little Home.” or the one by Mr, White, "What You Should Know Wher 

Building 4 Little House,” of great assistance. A twocent stamp must. however, be inclosed for each parnphiet 

Pare 425 



Convention 
able for a 
foever or 

Somaya. Sul: 
uu, Chit 

cont 

The Sepuure for a ower ot Top of a Couch Cushion 

A Rose Patchwork Bedroom 
Designs by Marie D. Webster 

Hawn Kows ina Conbion Wreatly 

particula jovbel “azteca 

or st 
ni wall paper should be avoided, Rag 
Tea in harmonious colors would tone in 
nicely with thls Cosunial idea, 

Editors, Tw Lapnts’ Hosts Joumnat, 
Independence Square, Philadelphia, 

illustrated, 
far these designs will be aupplic ed by mail, 

CORSETS 
For Slender and 
Average Figures 

ores Try 
one. You “will re 

i he urement in 

for every purse: 

510005300 is 

For Full Figures 

Whether short, tall, heavy 
or plump, there isa W. B, 
Reduse to improve your 
figure with all the comfort 

of old wearing, at 
first wearing. 

belt subdues 
prominent ab- 
domen, 

‘30 
Insist on W. B. Corsets and yet best value 
for your money. LH your dealer cannot 
supply you, send us style number, size 
and price. 

Catalogue free. 

Weingarten Bres.,.nc., 34th St. Broadway, New York 
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Digestible Economical 

Look for the Grocer Who Shows this Display 
It means that he recommends Crisco for all cooking purposes—just as representative 
grocers all over the country are recommending it as a standard, high-grade cooking fat. 

Make a thorough trial of Crisco now—perhaps in the White Cake or the Pastry shown 
in the picture. Recipes are given below. 

RISCO 
BOR CT EES 

You will find that Crisco makes cake as rich, as wholesome, as tasty as the 
best of creamery butter—and at half the cost. 

You will find that Crisco makes pastry that is flakier, lighter and easier 
to digest than the best lard you could use—and at even lower cost. 

You will find that Crisco does away with all smoke and smell in frying. 

Emily’s White Cake 
114 cupfuls sugar 3 cupfuls flour " 
4 cuphul Crisco 3 teaspoonfuls baking powder 
1 cuptul water I teaspoonful salt 
whites of three #ggs 1 teaspoonful flavoring 

(se devel srexsaresn 

Plain Crisco Pastry 
pels flour 1G teaspoonful 

cupful Crisco 4 to 6 tablespoonfuls cold water 
(Use level meamaremienta) 

Sift flour and salt and cut Crisco into flour with knife until finely 
Cream Crisco, add sugar and cream together. Sift dry ingre- divided, Finger tips may be used to finish blending materials, Add 
dients and add alternately with water. Add flavoring, beat gradually sufficient water to make stiff paste. Water should be 
mixture thoroughly, and last fold in stiffly beaten whites of eggs. added sparingly and mixed with knife through dry ingredients, 
Grease cake tin with Crisco, pour in cake mixture and bake in a Form lightly and quickly with hand into dough; roll out on slightly 
moderate oven for fifteen minutes. floured board, about one-quarter inch thick. Use light motion in 
Note: Cream Crisco and sugar more thoroughly than you would handling rolling-pin, and roll from center outward. Makes sufficient 
butter, as there is no moisture in Criseo to dissolve the sugar, dough for one small pic. 

If you want to know more about Crisco and the conditions under which it is prepared, send for 
the ‘Calendar of Dinners.’ This cloth-bound, gold-stamped book contains, besides the story 
of Crisco, a different dinner menu for every day of the year and 615 recipes gathered and care- 
fully tested by the well-known cooking authority, Marion Harris Neil, Address Dept. D-10, 

The Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, O., enclosing free 2-vent stamps, A paper- 
bound edition, without the “Calendar of Dinners’’ and with 250 recipes, is free. 



The New Housekeeping 
How We are Running Our Homes With Less Work and Less Money 

Edited by Mrs. Christine Frederick 
National Secretary. Assockated Clube of Domestic Science 

Nore— Twenty housekeepers, from personal experiences, all trying the " New Housekeeping,” will tell on this page how they are actually doing it on varying incomes, 
and saving money, labor and time. In the next JOURNAL another batch of helpful letters will be published. Tue Eprrors of THE Lanes’ Home JOURNAL. 

A Country Housewife’s 
Problem Solved 

Eee THAT modern labor-saving devices 
éan revolutionize the farm home 
and make it a good place to live in 
has been proved by my house~ 
keeping. The problem for country 
housewives is how to adapt the new 
toolstothelrneeds. Forelght years 

S] Johs and I have been working on 
alloy a att improving our home as we could 

it from time to time. 
te we were married we came to live on a 
abone’® North Dakots, six miles from 2 town of 
wary feven thossand inhabitants. Our house 
2a, ol and needed sepalesthe cellar had earth from it, Walls, all the water bad to be enrrsed 

the barn (and as this water was very kard we 
4 Gstern badly}, the kitcben was most in« 

Soaveniont and the dining-room Goor was okt and 
roan We were never without hired men, ting, One In the winter ta four or five in 
reat they slept in the house, 
“3 4 washing machine, a wringer and a butter 

ieee bat, even with no little ones to care for, 
hageth was very hard. With the coming of the 
ah iL became necessary to keep a woman to 
cond the house or to lighten the work so that I 

ppd Seniletaby moyseli. So we began to 
eps, 

Jobe dug a ‘Gwenty-fivetoot well, put a good 
Hine ln the kitches and added a white enameled 

* which was later drained to a cesspool. Then 
[Pde the cellar with stone, put in a cement 
tink, ‘snd built a large cistern, with a puzp at the 
floor yin, alter this we covered the dining-room 
of the ith linoleum, and altered the arrangement 
Py kitchen so that the cream separator was 
init back door asad the work table nearer the 
calla MOM, We also built a chimney from the 

pest 

ta¥® now have a pressure systean in the cellar to 
done cistern water into a boiler and to the two 
fectet WE Pst the separator in the shed and con: 
fone it with the little gasoline engine of one-half 
8 PONE. This engine was also connected with 
have rtt Washing machine and wringer. I now 

ih bread mixer, a dustless mop and a sweeper 
Wait cleaner, all of them great helps. 

tory ® inet that Shopping by mail js very satisfac 
rand econamfcal, that the goods are uniformly 
Sra tel as represented. I buy most of my 
Tot en, feady-made; they are neat, attractive and 
waits HeNAve, and they fit well. 1 still keep John's 
Gomme’ but when they need a real cleaning, 
Tan they go to the cleaners, 

hireg t, Mtmtmer we built a bunk house for the thee, ED. 50 they are in our house only at meal- 
«8nd have a place of their own where they can 

Tae 20 rest, 
wash Bssoling engine oost thirty-five dollars, the 

Fab fe Sa, Sas west uit five dol the dust mop fifty Innis And the bread miner we bought secondhand 
{etalon for ene soa. 11 we had been 

cep a hired «irl we should have paid 1gt Sve dollars weeks wee aie marten tas the 
The cia bare really paid for themselves, 

tern cost about ninety dollars, the bunk 
Cellar gat, thitty dollars, the stone wall for the 
Rhone fe coulaes and building the cesspool cost ever iltten dollars. These improvements, bow- Prob teved us to salve our country housekeeping 

Be Noarn Dakora. 

My Housokeeping is Run 
as a Business 

W KITCHEN Is the factory end of 
Ai my business, My furniture and 

tools have been rearranged so that 
‘one step does the work of four 
steps. My once-scattered equip: 
ment is now compact. Things used 
for a gommoe purpose are grouped 

ne together, ave tested out the 
aif pitt Place or each artiste; them 1 observe the 
Teadjusee, fveerthing in its place.” Thave also 
ny own iat, helwhts of my working surfaces to 
back ya tigbt by raisieg them all, and this saves 
‘Abn? stooping. 

tines man kay an office. So bave I. My 
Auite bedroom, nine feet by nine and a half, 
A founds Here 1 bave my desk and recneds. by subjecrs tt filing case holds clippings classified 
Of home tata Recipes and bouse plans, and leaflets 
™anufaet, Id devices and foods, obtained from their 
the housewrte, Whose addresses 1 learn through 
A buted journals. 

fully, “Pitees ruts tends his trade journals care- 
Technseat ee ten of the best household montblies. 
Manufacs are as valuable to me as to any 
teen val ‘ater or merchant. 1 have collected six~ trelye (utes Of domestic science, flanked by a United suck, shelf of splendid free bulletins af the 
aq Romie’ Department of Agricalture att foods 
Children Sd sanitation, those of the National 
for food * Bureas, and many recipe books written 
heey g ‘day cetera by expert cooks. 1 als 
Teeeipte a ledger summary and a file of 
Eye mY odhce. 

business, Cok noveens fe tbe moat sucoessal 
horse] ye-™s each member 

fare hold should contribute to the common wel- 
of service or money or spirit. 

i 

Cotperation in spirit will result in tidiness and 
punctuality, My husband earns the support of 
the bome, cares for the furnace (saving one hun- 

each winter as compared with living 
ln a “beated” fat), docs many of the heavier 
pemeedecpeay the place, and attends to electrical, 

Gradually be has acquired twenty-five dollars’ 
worth of good tools, ‘Their use be considers a ree= 
reation after a day of “head work.” He has made 
them “earn their keep” by making me a cabinet 
for utensils, several beokeases, a washbench, ete, 

A regular routine of housework gives me time 
for other occupations for from two to four hours 
in the morning and for shopping in the early alter 
neon. Late afternoon covers chib, calls, mending 
or walking. After dinner I stack the dishes in the 
sink in orderly piles to soak; Tdind Icandoall the 
dishes of a day together in bess time than in three 
installments. 
My regular program is for five days, Every 

third Saterday I wash; on the other Saturdays I 
80 into the city for shopping, library study and an 
occasional matinée. Ironing I do in part an each 
of two days. Each task I have standardized alter 
experimenting $0 find the easiest, most efficient 
method. I have deliberately taught myself new 
habits of work, 

Groceries, meats and fruits I buy personally, 
usually at “cash-and-carry” stores, which 1 
sanitary, weights accurate, prices fulr, Those 
stores have to much custom that they “turn over” 
their stocks often, hence I always find fresh goods, 
and the dealers can afford to sell for less profit. 
Thelr prices are also cheaper because there are no 
telephone, no delivery, no unpaid bills and no cost 
wf record-keeping for customers. tuo. 

When We Decided to 
Save Money 

E ARE a family of four—hushand. 
wife and two girls of fourteen and 
dght—living in a town of eight 
thousand people, and our income is 
‘one hundred and seventy-five dol- 
lars a month. We felt that we 
ought to save more than we had 
heen saving, so we decided to keep 

5 éxact account of beatae pte) for one year. 1 
went to work systematically aod intelligently to 
put the housekeeping om such a basis that I could 
manage it with the minimum expenditure of time, 
energy and money. Every labor-saving device 
i it 1 did not already possess and could aford I 
bought. 

First came a thirty-dollar electric cleaner. Not 
‘only the Soor coverings, but the walls, the mat- 
tresses, even the furaace pipes, and so on, are all 
quickly and easily cleaned; and our moyent 
old daughter operates the cleaner. An electric 
toaster, a coffee pot, a fireless cooker and a hread 
mixer, with a pew and better egg beater and a food 
grinder, were next bought, 

In writing out a week’s menu in advance I aim 
to have a “balanced ration” as well as am appetiz- 
[ng and economical one. A great belp to me in 
working toward this end has been 2 pamphlet en- 
titled. Foods and Food Values," published hy the 
Michigan Dairy and Food Department. 

In buying, I pledged myself not to buy food out 
of season, as such buying Is an unreasonable ex- 
travagance, Meat is one of the most expensive 
articles of food, yet the meat bill may be greatly 
lessened by intelligent buying. To that end 1 
commend Farmers’ Bulletin No, 391, on the * Eco- 
nomical Use of Meat in the Home,” and many 
others. 

T buy some canned goods in quantity, thes sav 
‘ing from three to foar cents a cus. But buying 
certain kinds of canned vegetables I epnsider an 

count book for 1914 sayy that one bushel of 
tomatoes at cighty-five cents a bushel made nine- 
teen quarts of canned tomatoes. Allowing for new 
can robbers and gas, I paid only six cents a quart 
for better tomatees than I could buy canned, I 
think any vegetable, except spinach and peas, can 
be put up more cheaply at home. 

T buy soap by the box and other cleansers in 
ity. By getting the yearly coal supply in 

June we save $7.50 on the whole supply. 
For three years now I have simply but accu- 

rately kept an exact account of our expenditures 
fn a ten-cent account book, I keep an itemized 
account of food and howe supplies, abo cothing 
und house furnishings. I reserve 
six pages of my account boak for this 
account, keeping two weeks on a page. 
I total the amount, and at the end of 

‘etegelacy each Jasuory we abe january we ont 
by slowing nine dollars a week for 
supplies and the removal of the 
bage, which costs ten cents a week, In this 
are lacluded all bills for entertaining. Tot! 
$468, we add all the items of fixed. 
$217, which sum, added to the bi 

Fore 
Ee Hu 

Fol 
flereeets i Fu a $2000, and apportion the balance 

remaining item#, according to the probable 
peniditure, using the balance sheet of the preceding 
year as a guide, Micmcax. 

a 

Health and Money Owed 
to System 
PTER my mattiage, for six years 1 

B kept house in the old way, a my 
mother did before me. Then, a year 
after my baby came, my health 
hegas to fail and I resolved ta put 
my housekeeping on a business 
basis. Now, after a yearof the new 

==) system, Lhave & few hours of spare 
Uime every dey, Lam neret ey any rape ind the 
money *pent in getting and keeping the system in 

‘ing order has brea more than cyunterbalanved 
by the amount saved in doctor's bills and medicine. 

First, I bad a force pump installed in the 
kitchen, and so avoided almost breaking my back 
in palling up several heavy buckets of water from 
the well. Next I got 2 pocumatic sweeper for my 
foors. I use this at night, after the sup- 
per dishes are cleared away, while I have plenty of 
Hime, and in the morning little or no sweeping is 
pecessary. Thus I am able to complete my mom- 
ing work at nine o'clock instead of at ten of alter, 

From alse until time to put dinner on I read or 
write or sew. While cooking dinner I prepare 
‘enough food to have plenty Jeft over tor supper; 
before, I cooked supper out and out every night, 
A gat stove was the next purchase, Now I can 
have biscuits done within ten minutes after I light 
my fire, With the old wood stove it took at least 
twenty-five or thirty minutes to bake bread after 
‘the fire was lighted, 

A negro woman docs my washing, ironing and 
scrubbing, and I bave from the time the dinner 
dishes are washed until time to warm up supper in 
which to read, write, go visiting, or rest, 

Thave trained my baby to depend upon herself 
Jatgely for amusement, and she rarely worries me 
when I am busy by wanting me to take her up. 
‘This is as much a part of my housekeeping systems 
as anything else, for by training my child as 1 
have, I am enabled to devote my time to my work 
when my work should be done, and to enjoy my 
Teisure time when my work is done. 
My hosband’s earnings are about seventy-five 

dollars s month. My new gas stove, the lights and 
the piping cost us fifty-five dollars; the kitchen 
pump cost forty-one dollars, and I got my pneu- 
matic sweeper for eight dollars, making total of 
one hundred and four dollars. At the rate we were 
going at the time I changed my way of doing my 
work our doctor's bill woald have came to more 
this year than we have spent to make my woo 
fighter and more agreeable, 

1 used to phone the grocer for the food that 1 
needed, and had it charged and delivered. I never 
knew the price of flour, mest, etc. The grocer 
charged what he pleased, and gave the bill to my 
husband at the end of the month. Our grocery 
bill was then about forty dollars a month. Now it 
is never over twenty dollars—~a clear saving of 
twenty dollarsa month; and the food is better and 
of a greater variety. 

T do all the buying. going to town and selecting 
the things needed. I keep a sheet of paper hanging 
on the wall, and when I find that I am nearly out 
of anything I make a note of it and purchase that 
article at my earliest convenience, By this method 
Lam never forced to stop my work and go to town 
for sore article that must be had right then. I do 

beans and fresh vegetables farmers near 
town. When I first began my new marketing 
system I wrote and asked farmers to call at 
my bome and make its to furnish me 

Our howse rent is cight dollars a month; our gas 
Dill from two dollars and a half to three dollars a 
month; and I pay the negro woman seven dollars 
a month. Que incidental expenses are about five 

and we spend about twenty dollars a 
ith for food, making a total manthly expense of 

forty-three dollars. 

A Compact Kitchen and 
Simple Meals 
FTEN persons have xsked me: 

F well dreseest, 
jand yet finda little time to go out?” 
Talways answer: “Ob, ¥ just work 
when I work, and try to work in the 
shortest and best way.” First, the 

house is small and convenient. Second, I have 
always taught the children to wait on themselves 
and each other and to beip me. 
The whole house, from top to bottom, is fur- 

sished comfortably bat plainly, I do not have 
things that take lots of time to keep clean, nor 

‘The kitchen is twelve feet long by eleven wide, 
which is just right, as it saves me so many steps. 
Thave a good range, with a gas range right beside 
it, which latter I very seldom use in the winter. 
We keep the coal range going all the time during 
the winter months, and find in the spring and 
autumn that it saves running the furnace at least 
a month » as the chill & well taken aff of the 
whole house by leaving the sove doors open, 

At one end of the kitchen is a handy dresser. On 
the other end und on one side, close tagether, 
are my work table. the pantry door, the sink, the 
stationary tub and two windows. It is just a step 
from the table into the pantry on one side, ant 
another step to the sink, then three steps to the 
dresser, 1 also have all my cooking utensils ar- 
ranged in the most convenient way, 

1 alway’s plan at least two days’ meals at a time 
and sometimes more, and partially get them ready 
al one time, making two hig days of cooking and 
giving it Just as lithe time as possible on other 
days, On those two days I bake three big loaves 
‘of bread, enough potatoes for two days, a big ee ol 

le sauce (sometimes changing that to x lot of 
haked apples, for apples are une of the things that 
we have nearly the year round, gettieg theen from 
2 nearby farmer), and ball « four-pound pot roast 
an Wednesday, which makes our dinner for three 
days, fixed in different ways, (Generally the onl 
other meat we have is either « chicken or a shoul 
der of lamb or a» rump steak, for Sunday, which 
first two again make us three dinners each, T used 
to think it necesary to buy a pound of this or that 
neat every day, cook it fresh every day and have 
meat for two meals each day. 

Agaia, I save time in the washing and ironing. 
We have one stationary tub and a washing ma- 
chine, I always sort the chithes Monday night 
and put the white clothes In soak, which undoubt- 
edly saves lots of rubbing, Then 1 use crépe for 
many of the children's and my clothes, which 
certainly saves many hours of ironing, 

Ido all the buying for the house and the chil- 
dreamy main plan being to go to see for myselt 
and to buy nearly all foodstulfs in lange quanti- 
ties—Gour and sugar by the hundred pounds, 
breakfast foods by the dozen boxes, prunes by the 
twenty-five-puund box, baked beans and peas hy 
the case, etc. 

Most of the buying of dothes and dry goods af 
all kinds 1 do at the Janunry and August sales, 
thus getting good things for much less Svea ale 
though, perhaps, not the very latest style; but I 
always take pakns to hay things that are in good 
taste and style and that will not go out right y 
I make practically all the children's cloth 
most of my own, having 4 dressmaker sew for me 
once & year for a few di 

One invaluable help is my card catalogue, in 
which I file a card for each menaber af the family, 
having sizes and measurements, which is my ready 
reference for shopping and sewing; also addresses 
and anything L want to refer to quickly, 2s medical 
hints, household hints, etc. New Jersey, 

Half a Servant Better 
Than None 

q] LIVE in an apartment in» town 
where servants’ wages are high, anil 
T have a small baby and a small 
pocketbook. I had to have a serv- 
ant aad £ could pot afford to pay 
high wages, So T hit spon « plan: 

¥ Iwould have halfa servant! Tht 
eee is how I did 
T have a friend, Mrs, B—, living in an apart- 

ment across the street, and 1 share the servant 
with ber. The girl sleeps at Mrs. H——'s anit 
works for her from seven until one o'clock. Then 
she comes across to my apartment and stays from 
ane to eight o'clock, taking two hours off cither 
fram une to three of from three te five, whichever 
abe prefers, Usually she comes at one o'clock and 
deans the rooms, washes lunch dishes and pre- 
pares the dinner, and then gues out fron three to 
five, being hack in time to cook the half-past six 
dinner and wash the dishes, 

In this way all T have to do is to get breakfast 
and lanch—which we keep as simple meals as 
sible—wash my breakfast dishes and make beds; 
all the other housework and cooking are taken out 
of my hands, Mrs H—— and I arrange 30 that 
‘the girl will not have all the heavy cleaning In both 
houses on the same day, This is our schedule: 

My House ‘Mas. B—'s House 

Monday—Clean beelrontn Clean kitchen 
‘Tuesday—Nursery and bath- Living foom and baby's 

washing 

‘Tho wages we give are twelve dollars a month 
each, and Mrs, B—— gives one dollar extra so that 
occasionally she may leave the girl in charge of the 
house, if she wishes to go out at night, Our serv. 
ant receives, then, twenty-five dollars a month and 
has plenty of time to berseli—two hours a day and 
almost every ight after cight o'clock. Every 
other Sunday she goes to church In the morning. 
‘The arrangement enables me to leave the baby 
sometimes in the afternoon in charge of a respon 
sible ‘There is one added advantage also 
in the fact that this does not much increase our 
food New Hampsmes. 



Look for 
PRICE'S 

“TROPIKID”™ 
on Label 

Measure Dr. Price's Va- 
nilla Extract very carefully, 
because it's the full, pure 
extract of the genuine va- 
nilla bean—therefore of 
full strength. Long aging 
insures a mellowness and 
smoothness of flavor, 

p! PRICE'S 
LICIOus 

VANILLA 
is not an imitation compound, 
but a pure vanilla-bean extract, 
Does not bake out of freeze out, 
Is not reinforced with either 
artificial vanillin, coumarin or 
coal-tar preparations and does 
not contain any tonka (snuff) 
beans. 

We Make All Popular Flavors 

Send Tropikid cut fom Extract carton 
and 2c stamp for handsnme book ‘af 
new Delicious Recipes, “The Way to 
4 Man's ¥ od snformarien how 
to secure @ "Tropikid” wait for your 
bay. 

1b* 25° 50% 
PRICE FLAVORING 
EXTRACT COMPANY 
CHICAGO, ILL, 

In Business 63 Years 

Also Makers of Price's Jetly Dessert 

The Ladies’ Home Journal for October, 1915 

Why Not Use More Nuts? 
They are Freshest and Cheapest Now 

Tomato amd Nut Selad 
out the centers of ¢ 

refill with canted cherries stuffed 
with nuts, and cover with mayon- 
nalse or French dressing, Place a 
ball of cream cheese on top, and 
serve on crisp lettuce leaves. 

tablespoonful: 
three tablespoonfuls of 

d almonds, ar 
paprika to taste. 
into balls. Arrange 
some crinp lettuce 
leaves on salad plates, 
then place some of the 
hiredded pimientoes in 
the center; add three of 
the cheese balls, pour 
French dressing over. 
Add paprika and serve. 

Almond Cake, Beat four ounce 

teaspoonful of almond 
nd a quarter of a pound of 
I sur inte a but- 

‘Three tablespoonfuls of ci 
half @ teaspoonful of lemon extract, two 
eggs, two heaping tablespoonfuls of sug: 
two heaping tablespoonfuls of butter, < 
tablespoonful of rice flour, Beat the but- 
ter and sugar to a cream, and beat in the 
yolks of the eggs; add the rice flour, lemon 
extract and almonds, and the whites of the 

» to a stiff froth, Divide 
into twelve gem pans which have been 
ined with pastry. Bake in « moderate 

coven for fifteen minutes. These are deli- 
a5 covered with chocolate frosting. 

Coconut Cakes. Two tablespoonfuls 
of chopped coconut, two half a cup- 

f a cupful of sugar, one 
cupful of flour, one teaspoonful of baking 
powder, one teaspoonful of vanilla extract. 
Beat the butter and sugar toa cream: add 
the eggs, well beaten, sift in the flour and 
baking powder, and add the coconut and 
vanilla extract. Butter and flour small 
molds, pour the mixture into them, and 
bake in a moderate oven for fifteen min- 

ites. Brush over with jelly and roll in 
chopped coconut. These are shown cut 
tn halves on the second plate. 

HE JOURNAL has plans for 
any helpful cookery pages that 

willappear each month. Next month 
you will want to see the good things 
for the Thanksgiving feast pre: 
sented on one of our four-color 
pages, Another page will show 
other good substantial dishes for the 
everyday dinner, while still another 

page will give recipes that we know 
are ood, because our readers have 
tried them and sent them to ws 

By Marion Harris Neil 

Almond Charlotte, Blanch and chop one cupful 
of almonds, Melt three tablespoonfuls of sugar in a 
frying pan (do not add any water), throw in the 
almonds, and stir until browned; then cool and 

d quite fine. Put the almonds into a double 
with one cupful and a half of milk, and heat 
ly to the scalding point. Beat the yolks of three 
und three tablespoonfuls of fine sugar together; 
some of the milk; mix and t nto the 

er, stirring until the mixture begins to thicken. 
¢ tablespoonful anda half of gelatin dissolved 

in half a cupful of boiling water. Remove from the 
fire, strain and cool, Add ane teaspoonful 

cupfuls of whipped 
and decorate with wafers. 

ruil and Nut Dainty. Half a pound of figs, 
ralains, half a pound of dates, one 

{ walnut meats, half # pound of almonds. 
the figs, stone the dates and raisins, and 

blanch the walnuts and the almonds, Put the 
fruit and nuts (well mixed) through a meat 
chopper, or chop all finely on a board, Press the 
mixture into a mold or a box lined with waxed 
paper. Cover with the paper, and press to a firme 
block, turn out and decorate with kisses. When 
ready to serve cut in slices with a sharp knife 
to prevent crumbling. 

I 
If 

Hickory-Nut Pudding. One heaping table- 
spoonful of powdered gelatin, four tablespoon {ule 
of bolling water, one pint of hickory-nut kernels 
ene cupful of milk, four tablespoonfuls of sug: 
the yolks of two eggs, one cupful of whi 
cream, one teaspoonful of rose extract. 

{4 to 4 paste with a little white of egg. Dis- 
solve the gelatin with the boiling water: add the 

sugar and the yolks of the eggs, and stir 
he fire until hot (they must pot boil). C 

add the nut paste, rose extract anid 
eam. Decorate A Hut meats. 

Nut lee Cream, To every 
of ice cream, and while the cream 
is but partly frozen, stir in one cup 
ful of finely chopped nut meats, 
and finish freezing. Serve in dainty 
dishes sprinkled aver with choy 
nuts, and put a preserved cherry 
or other fruit on top. 

Pecan Breakfast Muffins, One 
eupful and a half of flour 

sifted dry, with a teaspoonful of 
baking powder, one egg, one tea- 
spoonful of salt and a teacupful 
of milk. Beat together for five 
minutes; add two scupfuls of 
rolled pecan nuts, and bake in 

hot gem pans 
Sprinkle some 0 
the pats on top b 
forebaking. Those 
who are fond of 
sweets for breakfast 

fins delicious with 

marmalade: 

Cherry Delight. Put one beaping 
tablespoonful of gelatin dimsolved ina 
little boiling water, one cupful of milk 
and one cupful of sugar into a sauce 
pan and stir until dissolved. Whip 
two cupfuls of cream, add the ooo! 
gelatin mixture gradually, and mac 
aroons, diced candied cherries, pine 
apple, chopped and toasted almonds 
in desired quantities and one tea 
spoonful of vanillaextract, Mold,ard 
before serving decorate with cherries 

Nut Layer Cake. (‘Third platean stand.) 
If a cupful of chopped nuts, one cupftl 

of butter, one cupful of sugar, five exer 
one cupful and a half of four, two heaping 
tablespoonfuls of cornstarch, two tea 
spoonfuls of baking powder. Beat the 
butter and sugar to a cream, beat in the 
yolks of the eggs one by one, the whites 
beaten to a froth, the flour, baking 
powder, cornstarch and nuts. Bake if 
three layer-cake tins, and place together 
with apricot jam between. 

Nut Gingerbread. (Fourth plate ot 
stand.) Ope cupful of chopped puts, ab© 
cupful of molasses, one cupful of soaf 
mall, one cupful of butter, two eggs, one 
cupful of sugar, five cupfuls of flour, one 
teaspoonful of baking soda, one teaspoot” 
ful of powdered cinnamon, one tw 
spoonful of ginger, one teaspoonful of 
grated nutmeg. Beat the butter 
sugar together, then beat in the spices a! 
molasses; add the eggs, well beaten, the 
milk, the soda dissolved in three table- 
spoonfuls of hot water, and lastly the flour 
apdnuts. Beatforten minutes, Pour int? 
a buttered and papered tin, and bake in * 
moderate oven for an hour and a half. 

“Tit Houchotd Editor will be 
very glad to answer all que 

tions the housekeeping reade? 
of Tax Jovrat. may lice to a 
her. She wil help with howsebodl 
problems of expenditure 2 
rorom planning, and will ive 
any recipe that may be deste 
Adaresior ncereck TABLAS 
Howe Jouweas, In 
Square, Philadelphia, inclosiné 
a stamped, addressed envelope 



Why Should Our Servants Live With Us? 
“We are Just Blindly Following a Custom,’ 

Says Mrs. Christine Frederick in a Chat With a Friend 
“ANY women who keep house and 
employ tervants have gasped 
with incredulous astonishment 
when Mrs. Christine Frederick, 
the hame expert, bas said that 
there is absolutely no reason, 
except a blind followla of 
tom, why servants should live 
in our homes overnight, and 

Problegejoeonne that the solution of the servant ting. am lies in the entire dolng away of that prac- 
ei Every woman is quick to say, as did a iriend Mrs. Frederick a few days ago, while I listened= 
wont my dear lady, how do you know servants: 

Huld come hack in the morning?" 
dot fla8’t know,” replied Mrs. Frederick. “But ree UF husband know if bis stenographer will 

un in the moraing? What mare assurance has 
* thas you would have?” 
{That is true, but isn't that different?” iWell, haw?" persisted Mes, Frederick 

Why, why— well —er— 
thats" sald Mrs, Frederick, “you can’t answer 
fort taestion; nor can J, nor can any other woman 
* there Is no difference, only we women have 
saad ves to heliewe that our servants must 

shoakith us in our homes; but really why they 
eld we can't answer. it Is simply because Ie 

as always been dome 
fog EMER tno," continued Mrs. Frederick, “we 
bert that what I am advocating is being done 
tak ip bundreds of cases in the Gats and apart- 
WeAt houses of our barge In these the serv 
wath 82 home after the dinner or supper dishes are 
i shed, and they come back in the morning to 
pate the breakfast. You ure doing it, too, your- 
i only you don’t know it."” 
iA km?" asked the friewd in amazement 
Why, yes,” ‘came the answer. "Does your 
Jeamaker, oF seamstress, or laundress, live with 
Whar’ ut they come back in the morning? 
cali’ the difference between them and your 
Ok? Es your cook less to he trusted?” 
houtut they have certain definite work and detinite 
ours," argued the frien 

ERTAINLY,” answered Mrs. Frederick, “and 
way S what your cook or maid must have; ex- 
tome, tPat: definite work and definite hours. Of 
eh. we cannot lay down for the home a delinite “tht-hour or ten-hour rule as they do is b 

this way: Say you have breakfast 
ack, This is a simple meal. The fruit 

the cereal can be cooked overnight In» 
2 the coflee is ensily put on and so 

he exes: say » total half-hour in preparation 
% That would necessitate your worker's x 
Mabie home at seven-thiny, Sh have reo real fast . can at once 

tant Dteparing the family breakfast. She works 
for et elve-thirty, say, and sbe bas half an hour 
itt own lunchoon, serving yours at one. Then any tye te four shoul be her time of for rest or 
p> thing she wants to do. At four she starts the 
that and, say, she is thraugh by eight or eight 
1. ty. With hall an hour for her own dinner, ‘There 
tat {ty bour day af works oF, if she is not through 
“til nine, then it is a ten-and-a-half-howr day” fay, BU uPpore my family must have the break 
‘t eaclier than eight, what am I going to do?” th, Then you could get it yourself—especially if 

table were set the night before, and a few de- 
or you could arrange with her to 

and adjust the other bours proper- 

bat we can be 
St eight o 

Of l aivea dinner part ine?" ¥ that keeps her after nine: 
Asked the friend. sg 

‘Ou pay her so much an hour extra, just as 
ines hnwses pay their people when they work 

Wourv you give her this schedule and allow 
ol der the usual holidays?” asked the friend Certainly, ‘The busi 

Sie ball a day on Saturday 
hag Sunday, We cannot go so far as that in the 
timat but we should give the servant the same 

me off ux we now tho.” 
waglt wouldn’t we have to pay her higher 
ges? 1, for one, can't afford that.” 

toatl, Would have to pay her higher wages, of 
ie Bh" Sid Mrs, Frederick, “but you can afford 
in poo. You know now what your worker costs you Addition to her wages?” 
{How do you mean ed the friend 

etc, Lean ber room, with its furnishings, blankets, 
ei, the fight she burns at algbt, the fuel it takes extn her room, of the actual bullding expense of 
Dhue ms OF a ‘servants’ wing’ with its special 
an mubing, etc, In large.cities where rent fy high 
rope room means from four dollars to twenty~ 
altars 2 month additional rent. A five-room 

the feLOtts leas than a six-room house to rent, and 
We dining of every room adils to the total when 
Jour vide the moathly coal bitl, Even if you own 
nctuai Mme and have furnishings already, the 

sual Hight, fuel and upkeep af one or more rooms 
fase, Gmount to a very definite sum in dol- 
will pu cents. In this new scheme, of course, you 
turin t2 aid the cost of a sleeping place and 
“3 are, am! possibly breakfast, to what you now 

Fig but the locreased wages will be balanced by 
viced ‘overhead expenses.'"” 
ma would really need fewer rooms, wouldn't 

<P asked the friend 
og cotiree," replied Mes, Frederick; “and, 
sini mportant still, you woald have less respon- 
a for your servant would be her own mistress 

ves your house, and your responsibility 
for bes would end.” si if 

aicl gets that 
part of the year, and 

“BUT woulda'e sich a method increase the pos- ty jbilty of immorality emong servants where 
ve i load kgdiant he aight protection of good hore? 

1am afraid,” said Mrs. Frederick, “that, like 
Maay another woman, you are not familiar with the 

actual facts on this point as given by undisputed 
authorities, Miss Jane Addams, writing about a 
year ago, remarked: 

More girls are draws fram the clas of servants into 
immoral lives than from any other one grow 

“Miss Grace Abbott, formerly director of the 
Immigrants’ Protective League of Chicago, says: 
The percentage of immorality among domesti: 

wrvante it enormous, and can be accounted for by the 
Sreceliness of their lives and the fact that aich a girl 
‘Decause she does not hive with her own group, as a 
factory worker of a shopgirt dors. ix therefore free 
tram the sart of seclal control which is exert ou these 
other workers. 
“We may fintter ourselves that we “protect! our 

servants, but the fact remains that more servants 
“go wrong" than girls in any other employment 
And why? May not the very fact that we a0 sel 
dom can, or do, offer servants a place to entertain 
callers be just ‘the reason why girls are forced to 
neet in public places and on the street, and hence 

are totally without the restraint of the presence 
of others? Will you not admit that Hf a glel were 
living at home with her family, or in a rooming 
house with other girls, there would be less chance 
of ber entering an immoral life than under our 
so-called ‘protection’ which results in lone 

finement and po adequate chance for daily 
stimulus and simple exchange of conversation with 
those of similar interests?" 

“LIAS any family really tried this plan yet?” 
“Oh, yes," replied Mrs, Frederick. wera 

are working it out in various sections My friend, 

Mrs, C—, has tried it with her Delia in a larse 
And here is the way it works: 

“Mrs. C—— ic willing to prepare breakfast her- 
sell for her senall family 

“At severthirty Delin arrives fresh from = 
night passed with friends. perhaps after having 
visited a ‘movie’ or been on @ small shopping ex 
pedition, In the street cars that morning she is 
*going to work,” just like any girl whose destina 
tion i the store of the office. She removes her 
wraps and changes her street dress for a uniform 
and an apron, which are ulways left at the 
tress's home (this belps to avold danger from con- 
tagion, which & abother minor objection raised by 
women to the sleeping-out plan). Then she starts 
to wash the breakfast dishes and to follow the 
work scheduled, which has been carefully prepares. 

“Dinner is at sis, and h iE up pots and 
pans while otber courses are being served, the 
dishes are finished about seven-thirty; and in 
golng bome she can avoid the rush hours of the 
cars, 

“A LITTLE more than half an hour brings Della 
home to her room, where abe fs free to spend 

the evening as she likes without interference or tr- 
striction, Instead of ‘Thursday out’ she has Sat 
urday afternoon end all Sunday off every other 
week, This gives het a good shopping afternoon 
and a chance to have one week-end « month like 
other workers. 

“Delia's work hours and ofitime hours are some- 
thing like this: 

‘Worx Hours: 

730 A. Mt 12 
12:30 Fat to 3:30 Fs at. 

Ovrrms Hoves: 
12a.t0 12.307. Lusch- 

n 
4:30 ® M. to 7230 P.M, 330" vo. to 4:30 P.M 
Teal 1055 bourse: Rest Perot 

‘The rate of payment for regular work is five 
dollars a week. Figuring on this basis Delia's 
‘odlulme' ar ‘overtime’ is worth twelve and a half 
ceats an hour. It often happens that Mes, C— 

Mrs. Frederick in Her Own Efficiency Kitchen 

ny, which keeps Detia until eight-thirty 
‘of the regular time. A very special guest 

» extra work, Or if her 
c in her ‘offtime’ in the 

part of her holiday and 
mistress wants work d: 
afternoon, when Delia ls free to write a letter of 

ve & walk in the fresh air, Mrs. C-—— pays 
it. In other words, Mrs. C has so ‘stand. 
ized’ her housework that it can he done in 

regular hours; and If extra work must be done, 
extra pay is given. Besides the regular five-dollar 
wage, Delia receives one dollar for her room and 
seventy-five cents for carfare, making a total of six 
dollars and seventy-five cents a week." 

5 Mra, C—— like ft?" askert the friend 
fat only does Mrs. C— like it, but Delia 

likes it. Only the other day she—Delis—told me 
she wouldn't change to the old plan for anything.” 

“Do yout really beliewe that housework can be 
standardized’ and reduced to a more definite hour 
basis, as your plan demands? Do you know same 
one who has actually tried it and felt satisfied?” 

“Yes,” replied Mrs, Frederick, “I know same 
who has not only tried it and been satisted, 
who has proved that the new plan saves het 

money. Here isa letter I had from ber the other 
day. I'm most proud of it, because it was owing to 
my ideas that she began the plan, and of course [ 
am glad ta see how these idens can be followed by 
other home-makers. Listen to what she says: 

Last yeur Tkept a howseuneteer, nuren and laundren 
for a suburban house, and a fasiily of two adults and 
three children, Under the new plan I keep only one 

worker, and Rave a nan eave a yrek to do the heawy 
, 1 Gret “sandardiend” the housework, and 

tice bought am electric washer and a — 
to lesen the laundry problem (bet they were paid for 
nit of the maveel aervice money } 

As you suggested in your book, The New House: 
keeping.” my worker bas a definite daily schedsle o€, 
in my case, twelve hours a day. Her “oditime” every 
day & from 2:30 to 430 rst. T pay her $3. month 
rraular wages, and deeble (or about 20 centa an hour) 
for work dowe in this offtine. on holidays, or for the 
special serving cf dinzers. etc. Imaddition § have fol- 
lowed the “anus” plas of paying ber reyular lusn- 
dress's wages in the hours she dewotes to the laundry 
work, just as If she were 
This acts ax 9 stimulati 
creases her regular pay. 
Here is a comparison af cost between 1913 und 1914: 

Mowtwiy Waar Cost 

special, hired day worker 
on her, and, of course, sn 

11d 1986 
Housemaid - - $35 Housemaid _ - . - $3 
Norse 38 Laundry z 
Laundsy eS ee oe) 

Total . Total $51 
‘Vou we. I have mired $42 on wage cost alone, nat to 

mention the saving in “overhead ~ and food, because 1 
have only Gor servant instead of three, This plan, in 
ennnection with the washing machloe, has eaahbed me 
in eight months to pay $93 for the machine and the 
iromer. Next year this wal be xived money which [ 
an put to another houschald use. Bat deat overlook 
the fact that my worker has also benefited-—tibe hos 
earnnt one bunired dallars extra in tes onto, and 
done 20 more work. Of course, both she and 1 are 
enthioeastic ovr the plan, becaae T have even sor 
acedient service, and more harmiony;, 1 can't tell you 
how well this plan of “standardiand ” wark succeeds, 
“"PHERE,” Mrs, Frederik sald as be aid down 

the letter, “is how ane woman feels about it 
Another woman I know in Massachusetts has the 
worker come at ten in the morning and stay until 
nine, with certale ‘offtime' and ony, based on 
extra watk, She has followed this plan for three 
years, and both ber family and the worker are 
much pleased with it.” 

“But where would our girls live, suppose you 
five in the suburbs?” asked the fiend. 

THE MOST POPULAR PICTURE IN AMERICA 

“The Hanging of the Crane.” This wonderful and deeply 
picture will be given rm FULL coLor with the next— appealing 

¢ November —number of Tue Journat. 
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‘Supply always comes with demand,” answered 
Mrs. Frederick. “As a matter of fact, L see places 
where a git! could get domestic training, a position 
ada home—all in one; domestic centers, if you 

ase, going a little farther than the present 
Young Wonsen's Christian Assocation and doing 
as i done for nurses. There is no trouble now in 
the cities about girls finding reputable sleeping 
laces amang sich groups as the office girls, the 

the workers, even the shopgirls. 
Great numbers do not live in their own fathers’ 
homes. They live in the Young Women's Christian 
Association or in loxtging houses for business 
women 
“The need for 2 definite training for house 

workers is becotsiie more and more felt, Mis- 
tresses in several suburban towns have recently 
established domestic-science classes for their 
maids to attend several hours weekly, But 1 soe 
the apportuaity for combination training center 
and sleeping place for the houseworker.”” 

“ATOW, hefore she enters service, a worker could 
4 receive a training in the use of equipment, 

preparation of foods, table setting, laundry w 
and other courses, just as business colleges t 
girls. This cen ould try to provide situations 
for ts graduates and cooperate with the mistresses, 
thus eliminating some of the worst evils of the 
present ‘agency plan. 

ris could these centers when out of 
» OF attend evening classes after their work 

is. There is more demand today than ever for 
trained houseworkers, and wages are higher for this 
work than in many other lines whicl girls unthink- 
ingly fock to, 1 believe ‘standardized’ work and 
sleeping out of the home will dignity bousework, 
and attract a hetter class of girls, 

“Unless this training-center plan is followed it 
will be harder in suburban districts, but even now 
it has already been done ina suburh of a large 
Western city, A cub of about twenty-tive mis: 
tresses, who bad constant trouble with the servant 
problem, decided to rent a house aed put a matron 
in charge. y paid for the rent of this house and. 
the salary of the matron, They bad a parlor fur- 
ished with a plano, games, etc., and everything 
very neat. 

“There were small single rooms, or double rooms, 
where the girls slept after they left thelr work. 
This made it possitle for the girls to meet their 
friends in & periectly nice way. Lt gave them mach 
more opportunity to entertain their friends than 
intheirhomes. They had a reputable place to being 
them to, chaperoned by the matron, Instead of 
meeting them at the street corners.” 

“Did the mistresses pay for this house?" 
“The mistresses paid for the house and charged 

the girls so much for the rent of the noon That 
in if a girl was receiving an ecight-dollar-a-week 
wage she would receive in cash approximately six 
dollar a week, and then two dollar was pakd by 
the mistress to the girls” house." 

“Dt gis set any of er meals there?" 
“No, not any meals, It was simply # parlor 

and a seeping place, or a place of recreation, where 

w 
by 

they could have their own bedrooms Where a 
girl shared a room with another girl that lesened 
the expense. 

“This 
to choose ber own room and not merely accept any 
room that is furnished ber, which she can't fhe up 
or do with as she likes. Again, as 1 said before 
was so desirable, ft would also relieve the mistress 
of the house from being resporsible for an inmate 
inthe home. Many women feel this burden keen 
No matter if there is a distance between the worker 
and the mistress, nevertheless any woman occupy~ 
ing our own bome can't fail to be part of it, and 
ove for whom we are morally respowsible, Having 
the worker go away at might would reliewe the mis 
tress of this responsibility. 

“In other words, the relation of the mistress to 
ber servant would be the sume under this new plan 
as the retation of the employer in business to the 
employee. As long as the worker can do efficient 
work, that Es the only basis on which ahe should be 
retained. Her personal life should mot be ques 
tioned as Jong as it does not interfere with the 
work she is doing for you. Girls of any ability or 
spunk resent this prying or questioning attitude 
that many women have about where their maids 
have been, or who they have call on them." 
“You feel," asked the friend, “that the present 

condition 1s really an unnatural one?” 

“ Vr. T do decidedly!" answered Mrs, Fred- 
erick. “It is u remnant of the old feudal rela 

tion, whes every bit of the work was done by 
retainers who lived more or less closely to the home, 
There was a time when the overseer or master 
thoaght be had actually ta chain the apprentica 
under & bench is order to keep him there at night— 
and he did chain him; but even that didn’t keep 
himthere! Men have got away from that and don't 
feel they have to exercise this watchdog attitude; 
it is giving place to a mach broader cosperation 
between the employer and employee and a new 
spirit of equality that was not formerly possible 
en the employer was ‘above’ and the other fellow 

was ‘dawn. 
‘You think that same relation ought to be, or 

cus be, true between the woman in the home and 
her help?" 

“Yes; and I beliewe it would be good not only 
for the worker, but also for the woman. Many of 
us women are perhaps selfish and too undemocratic 
to handle other women. We have been somewhat 
spoiled by being permitted to handle Buenas beings 
in the home as sort of inferiors and slaves who cat 
be kicked about and made ta take our orders. But 
when we are able to treat workers in the home on 
the same plane as we treat intelligent coequal 
human beings, 1 think it will be much better for the 
woman hessel!. It will develop and broaden her.” 

CONCLUDED ON PAGE 98 
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* Sescsiden at Nigh” 

Nation-wide Praise | 
for Pompeian 

Night Cream 
So white, wo smooth, 40 fragrant. so pure and 

inl ie the new Pompesin Niekt Cream 
usiastic users have spread the story 

rite to wearly every <ity and town in 

ists already sell it, Sach quickly- 
won popuiarity in truly remarkable. 

‘The experienced makers of Pompelan Aas 
sege Cream spent years in getting Pompei 
Night Cream fost right, [t is not too dry. It 
is aot too oily, ft isa bappy mediunt, and haa 
the helpful ungernts that your skis needs, 

Hundreds of endorsements (anscticited and 
Lorn of grateful enthusiasm) have been sent to 
the makers of Pompeian Night Creams ( 
every state, The writers requested that their 
nazoes ahoulid not be published. However, th 
following extracts must be genuine, else they 
could not appear in this magazine. Space does 
net permit of showing Setters from all states 
Your own complexion problem ts 
below by some woman in some at 

Soothes, Softens, Beautifies 
In All Climates 

NEW YORK. “Tt bs simyily sedendid for ap- 
pone to the hands before putting om Kho 
tbe nid oma iy newer asker 

ew ¥ 
chy longer if 

zn is rubbed into the skin Pompelan N tre. ns Pall frst." —Mre, Cd 
1 GALIFORNIA- I others being too xrrasy 
for tay compbexion. Miss W., Oodlond 
WISCONSIN, “It is doing wonders for my 

complesion. 1 recommend Ht to my frie=ds,” 
Miss M., Philewaler. 
WASH, “In the morning my 

velvet. It is certainly great 
Spokaee, 
KENTUCKY. 

ue feeds Ihe 
Mea B., 

“My skin was fast becoming 
an ofease to me, Exposure to steams in my 
kite?en and sun end wind in my chicken-yard, 
and dust whea f drive, made it al impo 
sible for me to improve my kin, Now after a 
little more than a week's us of your creams you 

faagice how pleased 1 ate when Irlenils as 
ney always do, “What kare you been 
if skis looks ¢o much better? 
‘opportunity te ‘another person of the 

‘berefit. and pleasure I find in your 
—Miss D., Maysville. 

MICHIGAN, “i gave some of the Night 
(Cream to a frend aft ito ride of 25 miles. 
‘Se thinks it the best she ever used,""—Mirs. R_, 
Greenville. 
IOWA. “Pomian wo only Grea 

t Crease ie the fret 
Dae did ot leave my 

* Clcage 
"t recutamendnd Pompeian Night 20 young lsites wibo are testers of 

find Ht gives the skin a refreshed loos Bice a few nights wet — Mus It, Coporetie. 
NEW JERSEY. Aiver sno work’ application 

of tee cream yah ofa Vafant's, ated Sus not beter : 
rete oat ie Siar ene 

sieyl Hobirege. 
MASS. “When tettieg my coda about your 

and M. o 1 evidently Nig Chet enh pe aoe Cok tah Se 
omy, Sager art eM wo T trent your 

fi ‘hoe shape: inf 

MARYLAND, “My! Everyae haw pothord 
the difference ater wang Night Cream only four bahia — Alas B, Holttomore 

Cream and, 
an hosr, 

years used 
clea to be the 
ving up az of 

LCawaat say thet Lam delighted ited tor a new, 10% ara — Mla Ge St, Lou 
OHIO. ~My skin le dry and pains Inclined to oni etait ae 9 

Sepa thes se eNom 
INTANA, ur Nighe Cream |e just what _ HOMTAMA, = tesa ee 

‘OREGON. fo ale sgonare mm an i wae 

‘OKLA. 

HA delicate skin cae be cheat 
las 

as oll my life Jad any sont nek solten iny akin ms did your creas, and Kiet nny trmnde about Mie Be Calle 
PENN, “1 sree both ith tine and gene sien \Smpelun hughe Ceeam."—"Mre Ke, Shaegt is ts pertectly harsics, I pecident” ett jas around gpd one of the children ate 

ah ete jar. Mise WW, Charleros 
SO. DAKOTA, "1 tave ten tat. “Vou look 10 yeare younges thes feud a joni age" Lhe be using tne Night Creace and mowing else Sehing the ne. = Stowe Fes 
TEXAS. “It hes a wouterful sooshing effect qx the skip and lee tentcs are apyarent at once — Rien, Boer Word 

Trial Jar spa bopklet. ("How 10 Get Real Beas Sirepc” sent dor Scie gular deca, tube 28; Jare 360 aad 780. At the wore 
nneeeneenennneneenenseseneeneesesencenes 
The Porpeina Mig. Co., 1 Prospect St., Cleveland, 0. 

Eneloved Stel 4e (ia, gearnps) for crial far at Pompela 
Nias Cream, bookies, “Wow to Cet Real Beauty Sleep.” 

When You Want to 
Entertain 

The Company Luncheon 
NE of the 
that it 
hooses; and, whereas a 

is perbaps the ideal of most wom 
ir may be just as delightful 
I laying the table sets of doilies are in good 

taste, These may 
edged with lace, and © 
plate and tumbler dailies and oce 
for the bread and butter plates. 
cloths of lace and emb 

ice things about » Juncheon is 
y he simple or elaborate, as one 

ral luncheon 
» an informal 

ites 
asket should be hold the 

fowers in the center of the table the plave 
ers should be of the same, arranged 

bouquets, and the larger basket st 
be echoed by small baskets at each place to hol 
nuts, with Howe wns tied 10 the handles, 

It isa pretty castom to relate the color scheme 
to the covers, by the use of Sowers for i 
wal favors. It is still an attractive plan 

the color scheme of decoration to wl 
and garnishinj 

HE way the table is baid depen 
e: whetber or not 

i de or partly at 

the left, the knives and »p 
water glass is set at the tips of the knives, the 
bread and butter plates at the tips of the forks 
with the butter spreader laid across the plate, 
and the napkins, which should be of med 
size, are laid at the left, either Gat or folded av 

Individual salt and pepper shakers, or at least 
a pair for each two guests, should be provided. 
Rolls, of this alices of bread and a batter ball 
or butter in other shape—should be on the 
bread and butter plates when the meal is an- 
pounced, The relishes and nuts may be ar- 
ranged in attractive glass dishes on the table 

Place-#owers may be laid across the napkins, 
orabove the plates. Nut dishes or favors belong 
above the plates, and many bastesses prefer to 
combine their place-cards with these. 

When the hostess muct hoth cook and serve, 
uild be planned so there will be no 
cookery 

be simple, of a type that can 
epared beforehand ai 

mute satisfactory to provide dishes which can 
be served from the table, so that the hostess will 

pot have to “*wait” 
‘The first course should be in position when 

the meal Is annos 
1d should be passed informally from guest to 

guest. The meat, salad and dessert courses may 
all be served at the table, the plates being passed 
half to the left and half to the right of the bost- 
ess so the guests may be served evenly. 

the right. ‘The 

DOR service without a maid the table setting is 
a little different at the hostess’ place. Serv 
utensils for the meal may be placed at her 

right, the plates for the second course being at 
her leit. Bread and butter sandwiches save all 
necessity for replenishing butter balls, etc. A 
carafe of water set on the table will obviate all 
necessity of leaving the table to fill a gh 

Alter the Grst course is finished the hostess 
should rise and remove thedishes, If the dining 
room is large enough to accommodate a small 
table, which can be hidden by a screen, she will 
not then be obliged to go to the pantry with 
the soiled dishes. 

The next courte should be served from the 
table. If there are several foods to be appor 
tioned it b+ permissible to ask « friend to assist. 
After this course is disposed of the hostess should 
bring in the salad and plates and serve ay before. 
After this, the table should be wholly cleared, 
the dessert plates set in place, and the desert 
nnd a tray containing the coflee service be 
brought in. A friend at the opposite end of the 
table should pour the coffee, 

The following menu is adapted to service 
without a toaid 

(Carnation and Narcissas Decorations) 
Tomato Bouillon Cheese Crackers 

(Chicken Fried in the Oven Sauce of Creamed Peas 
Potato Paths Rolie 

Olives Neta 
Pineapple and Cherry Salad Sandwiches 

Sponpe Layer Cuky Put Together With Jase and 
Pied Wath Whipped Cream 

Coffee fiombans 
Ideal service is always that which is least 

obvious. It is far better to keep things simple 
than to be pretentious, and if owe cannot afford 
ample help a meal that is inexpensive and 
slmple should be planned—and made “perfect.” 
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The Chafing-Dish Supper 
WOMAN is alway at 
forming some bouse' Fite, and over 
the chadng she is supresne, 

chalt 3 for it is impossible 
with case unless one’s bi are near the top. 

be chafing dish itself should be set upon an 

7 best when per- 

es wered metal tray lore setting in 

place, the lamp should be filled and covered. 
Extra alcohol should be in the diller. Only 
pure-grain or denatured alcohol should he uses 

‘The cooking utensils be placed at the 
right of the tray. As the ewentials of 

ul chafing-dish cookery lie 
only wooden spoons 5] 
n 
fork 

Along with the spoons shi 
and a pepper shaker, whatever other se: 
are to be used, as table sauce, ce 
(for no chi 
rmeasure—it lo 
an extra napkin 

All the ingredients should be yx 
forehand, placed in pretty receptar set 
within easy reach upon the dining table of upon 
a small table or wheel tray. If a wheel tray is 
used, it will facilitate the service of the whole 
meal, fora chafingedish adair is always informal, 
and the guests can " pass up" their soiled dishes 

et a salt 
mings 

to be stowed away on one of the empty trays 

NCE the chafing dish is lisalted to informal 
a+, it is geperally used only in th 

following instances: Sunda: 
theater suppers, 
course at & luncheon where there is po maid in 
attendance. The usual accompaniments are 
listle rolls of biscuits, dainty sandwiches that 
harmonize with the dish to be prepared, a suit- 
able salad and a simple dessert. If the salad is 

often used In place of a sweet, A 
is indispensable, the selection depending 

on the rest of the meal; tea, coffee, chocolate, 
ginger ale and frult beverages ate in order. 

6 a definite first course is provix 
a bouillon or fruit cup, a few horsd'eutves 
should be passed to occupy the guests until the 
chafing-dish creation is prepared. These may 
include olives, rad : 
fish sandwiches, et 

wing men 

ht teas, after, 

+ are suggested 
Sunday-Night Suppers 

1 
Creamed Oysters (Chafiee Disk) 

Olive Sandwiches ‘Cheese Sandwiches 
Salted Nuts Sweret Fickied Pears 

Cekry, Date and Orange Salad Mayonnulse 
Charlotte Kewee Chocolate Caley 

Coffee 
u 

Green Pepper Carapés 
agearaguis (Chafing Dish 

Sandwiches 
Chives 

+ Puneapple and Orange Salt 
Cheese 

Hot Chocolate Wh 

Alter-Theater Suopers: 
1 

Chillaly (Chafiew Dish) 
town Bread and Butter Sandwiches 

ar, Celery, Walnut and Olive Sadat 
Haked Figs oe Cakes 

Ginger 4 
It 

Chicken & la King (Chafing Dish) Little Rolls 
Salted Nut ‘Ohives 

Waldorf Salad Caswretened Wafer 
Pineapple Lemonade 

itt 
Bouillon (Chafing Dish 

ied Halibut (Chafing Dish) With Pirnientos 
Grapefruit, Celery and Endive Salad 
Whipped Cream Cake Coen 

Chating-Dish Luncheons 
' 

Cream of Celery Soup Withers 
Chicken and Mushrooms (Chafing Dish) 

Saratoga Chips Rolle 
Tosmato, Cucumber and Lettuce Sabut 

Cherry and Pineapple Fruit Cap Little Nut Cakes 
Coffee 
u 

Grapefrait Cocktail 
Oyster and Celery Bisqor (Chafing Dish) 

“rackers 
Salted Nuts Chives 

Stuffed Exg and Pimlento Salad 
Graham Bread Sandwiches Little Rots 

Little Apple Tats Cream Cheese Balls 
Tea or Catfee 

im 
Cream of Chicken Soup 

Spanish Omnles (Chang Dish) 
Banana, Piseapple and Nut Salad 

Eetairs 

Croutons 
Lite Roll» 
Cheese Sticks 

Coffer 

To be successful a chafing-dish affair should 
not include more than ten guests; in fact, six is 
& more convenient number, for the chafing dish 
bas not been made that will serve more, 

By Ida C. 
Bailey Allen 

After-Club Refreshments 
HE question of what to provide, and how 

erve it, for the aiternoon club luncheot 
ays a puzzle, for refreshments come 

upon the dinner hour that they must 
oot be yubstantial nor too sweet, yet at th 
same time they should be dainty and conyplete. 

The manner of service is varied, If a card 
party h 
finen cloths are often 1 

on hold and tables are set up, srmall 
over them and refresh 

ents served informally, the guests retaining 
thelr seats This is pot dooe vo muck as for 
merly by many, the buffet luncheon somewkat 
supplanting it 

Ma large company is to be served, it is much 
actory to da it *butiet 

a this case the dining table Is at 
tractively decorated, must of the foods being 
arranged upon it ‘The centerpiece shaubd be 
tall—a slender vase filled with a few seasnnable 
flowers always being in good taste—while eae 
Wes, shaded oF pot, may be used if desired, 

The menu may include boultlon, which is 
served from un wen the cups and saucers 
spots and nap ng beside it; w hot dish 
as creamed crab meat which ls kept warm ina 
chafing dish, plates and forks standing con 

wily near; s salad arranged in a platter in 
dual portions, and an ice, which is 

y from tbe pantry by a maid who 
shes empty sandwich plates, etc 
es, salted nuts, bonbons, little cakes 

alls, etc., are arranged upon the table in pretty 
dishes, a» convenient, Sandwiches should be 
very small, the sweet and savory variaties be 
ing kept separate, while the cakes should not 
he sticky and should be so tiny that they can 
be eaten from the dingers, 

i] r hot convenient to arrange a table in 
the dining room, refreshments may be served 
m the kitchen, in the abser il the 

hostess inviting two young girl friesds to assist 
In doing this small trays are a conver 
napkins and the first course for two guests 

ng brought in at « tim be free band bold 
« plate of sandwiches or rolls from which the 

guest helps berself. 
If tea, coffee or chocolate is to he verved to a 

senall company, it isa pretty custom to arranke 
the service on a big tray, or an a wheel tray, and 
pour in the living room, ‘I'he chocolate service 
includes a pat of bot chocolate, half-rized lumps 
of sugar, a bowl of whipped cream with crewm 
ladle, spoons and chocolate cups, 

The tea service is composer of & swinging 
kettle with alcohol Lams, teapot, teaball, caddy 
of tea, thinly sliced lemon, pitcher of cream, 

af sugar, spoons, Cups and saucers 
i desirable the tea may be made in the kite 

kettle 

affee servire includes a percolator with 
lamp or French coffee machine, creat, 

ball-sived loaf sugar, spoons, cups avd saucers. 
Cofice may be made in the kitchen, if prefer- 
able, and poured in the living room. 

Lemonade, or any panch,, is usually served in 
small glass cups in the kitchen apd brought in 
‘on srsall trays Coward tbe end of the repast 
Napkins are optional, but it is courtesy to pro- 

vide afew, so that they are at hand if needed 
The following menus Mlustrate vario pes 

of club tuncheons: 

Where Only Two Articles May be Served 
1 

Chicken Salad Sandwiches Coffee 
It 

Little Apple Pies With Whipped Cream Tea 
tt 

Orange Calce feed Coffee 
IV 

Cream Chorse, Olive and Nut Sandwiches 
Cranberry Panes 

ve Th ne Articles May be Served 
1 

ry Salad 
Cobiee 
1 

: Toatate Boullice 
Grapriuice Frappé 

and € Nut Sandwiches 

Walern 
‘Sponge Cake 

m 
Oyster Pattie 

Sliced Oranges With Coconut = Chocalate Gale 

Where the Repast 1s Somewhat Elaborate 
1 

Creamed Chicken in Creas-Potf Cases 
Jelbed Fruit Saled Nut Sandi 

roses Chocolate Matarnona Litt 
Tea 

Olives 

Cakes 

T 
Chicken Bouillon Whipped Cream Bread Sticks 

Banana and Nut Salsc 
Orange Marinalade Sandwiches 

Carumel Bavarian Cream Little Pound Cakes 
rea. 



low to Make a Dinner a Success 
The Dainty Courses That You Can Make at Home 

By Ida C. Bailey Allen 

Hokod Shell Oysters 

of the meat, A well- 
ni wever reitefates 

varied anit of 
the gre 

To prepare these titbite, but in re 
ality the most oriinary’ mat 
skillfully combined. a 
and mor able 

touch, 
no appree 
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panne they 

cuptul of 
axel Lo begin 

ocher more simple typ 
J betunen coarees 

‘thea 

a cheese dish 
uffed prunes, 

eted with, 
ay be dinposed 

bout the base. Unsweetened 
kere stiould te passed 

Te eu wou for 
Drain 

tw first course of A i 
anchoan, 
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m canapés 
oidinaly. Crabeflake can: 

ping and € 
the prunes in xramclated um 
To peeguse the balls mix a We 
falt, sweet nan jeke 

h the © |, eed aha 
balls « thick. beown 

fy than an dy 
the avers 

ith a mixta 
ule to 
ayonnal 

a thin lay 

hot 
lish or 

canapés must be 
and meat, with of green: 

pepper 
To niake eréen-pepper paste fe Only 

move the cures and mete, then uls 
Waal the peppers ust th that of, sti mientos are sometimes 
set. Pound to a paste, es, thevangh be punsed woth the caffe 

a teadpoonh 
arter of 

ressing and Clever tor the “ Going-Away ” salt, pepper 
Panty A Tip From the Chef ws 

About the Food 

These relishes may be ai 
yin shallow glace 

baskers 

well, set_the oysters in deep halves 
Of the shells, sprinkle lightly with 
papmia, and p 
wires on cach one. Bake entil the 

edges curl and the bucon is crisp, 
shce of 

The Sentiment Always Suits 
the Coeweyaerer 

the hatter the service bx 
as all are together 

The Dinnergmm 
Bowes You & Greeting 

the otlu 
2a the firet course of Iie Ate. olive and peanut 

with certain salads. 
A light 
forend fruits 

sidered a un 
Conundrum Place Card 

Letter 

1 1geneeouree res prose vapesit 
f SR Cesar COACHES 

nich plate or 
to the service. 
d more often at Just the Thing” for 

Halloween It ia 
trait in 

balls are served 
cheese should not 

seasun the sosy nar be used again 

The Rickie and its Answer 
ere Insite 

page are auch that they wil 
and mulke the inser a meery 

ANNOUNCEMENT 
Pat pre, 

ped enetaze. 

8 } a 
The Guest's Signboard Automatic NuteCup and ‘Charade Rimes for the This Makten Holds e Real 

Announcement Nome. Card Guest to Guess Bouquet 

Toasted Corn 

In 1415 
The Wigwam Way 

"Twas the Indian who 
first discovered the witch- 
eries of toasted corn. 

He toasted the whole 
ear, as you used to at 
corn roasts. That was 
the primitive form of 
a dainty which has since 
hecome the finest food 
tit-bit known, 

Toasted Corn 

In 1915 
Bonbon Bubbles 

500 years later, toasted 
corn in flake form took 
the whole country by 
storm. 

Now we have Corn 
Puffs—toasted corn bub- 
bles. And that seems 
finality. Surely nothing 
more exquisite than these 
airy globules can ever be 
made from corn. 

CORN 
PUFFS 

is ¢ 

“The Witching Food” 
Corn Puffs are made from 

corn centers, These sweet 
inner parts are made into pel- 
lets, toasted for an hour and 
then puffed. 

The result is thin, delicate 
drops of corn, with a most 
bewitching favor. They seem 
like bonbons, and they are. 

If you love toasted corn 
hearts, imagine them puffed 
into crisp, flimsy bubbles, 
ready to melt in the mouth, 
That's what you will get when 
you order Corn Pufts. They 
will double for you the de- 
lights of corn, Order them 
today. 

The Quaker Qals @mpany 
Sole Makers 
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Amazing 
Underwear ; = 

Value! “ve Got to Wash the Dishes” 
The Spring Needle But Let Me Tell You How to Do it More Easily 

machines on which By Mrs. Christine Frederick 
this underwear is knit 
cost twice as much as 
the ordinary. They 
can turn out only half 
the guantity of the lat- 
ter per day. But they 
make the gua/ity that’s 
worth while. They knit 
a firmer fabric. It is 
more elastic. It is bet- 
ter looking, is better, 
wears better, gives 
more comfort. 

CHALMERS 
UNDERWEAR 

Spring Needle Ribbed Closed 
Crotch Union Suits, $1.00 up. 
Shirts and Drawers, 50c each. 
Fall and Winter Weights. 

allow work without 

Some women still 
wash clothes in the 
old-fashioned way. 
They think that 
clothes must be 
rubbed and boiled. 

A million others have 
proven that hard rub- 
bing and boiling are 
unnecessary. They 

know that P. axp G,— 

The White Naphtha 
Soap washes clothes 
clean without this hot, 
tiring labor, 

When Tt 
work L was Some women still clean 

in the old-fashioned 
way. ‘They think that 
scrubbing is mostly a 
matter of rubbing. 

y machines knit 
tch garment that 

stretches out of shape. It 
lacks the elasticity to pull 
back into shape. 

Chalmers Spring Needle 
Knit garments yield to 
every movement. They 
spring back into shape. 
hey do not lose their 

“fic.” The Union Suits 
cannot “cut in the crotch.’ 
The soft yarn feels fine. 
‘The cut is right. 

We believe such under- 
wear never has been offered 
for the money before. At 
first glance, it might seem 
folly to give such quality at 

low prices. But it will 
pay in the long run. If you 
are open to conviction, ask 
your dealer. 

CHALMERS KNITTING CO. 
AMSTERDAM, N. Y. 

Over a million others 
have proven that not 
nearly so much energy 
is needed when the 
proper kind of soap is 
used, They know that 
P, ano G.—The White 
Naphtha Soap docs 

all general cleaning 
without the muscular 
exertion required for 
ordinary soaps. 

operation 
washer perm 

successive soapy 
allowed to “dry themselve: 
of view « 
tion, the mec 

placing ¢ 
it to the left of th 
laid away rapidly. 

g-away shelves 10 
of drain. y the dishwasher 

© generally weed 
in the hosne is because our 
homes are not always 

WHITE 
Naphtha Soap 

in the 
Underwear 

MADE ON COOPER five trips with ah he 
besides preventing break 

orit canbe used as well 
carrying clean dishes, 
ncutting downtime and 

BLUE « 
ict results and will eventu- Wi 
ally eliminate dishwashing rapper 

Also Makers of the Famous 
” TRADE MARK 

A Washer That Alo Steriizes 
and Dries Dishes patdence Square, Philadelphia, 



What Aina | Feeding My Family? 
Based Upon Careful Investigations Made for the United States Government 

By C. F. Langworthy, Ph. D. 
Of the Office of Experiment Stations of the United States Deqartment of Agriculture 

‘The purpose of this page is to show graphically to the woman who is providing three meals a day for her family exactly haw much and 
what kind of nourishment there is in these foods that she most often gives them 

‘The portion shaded thus in 
the diagrams shows the rela- 
tive amount of protein, or 
total material containiog 

Berries (strawberries, raspberries. cur- 
Tants, etc.) are very popular foods, Straw- 

berries coutain mine parts water and ome 
wart nutritive material, which places them with 
so-called “flavor fruit: that is, those which 
are three-fourths or more water and one-fourth 

lees nutritive substance, ax contrasted with 
food fruits," which contain less water ani 

‘More putritive material, Berries owe their 
color to red, blue or green pigments, alowe or 
combined, in solution in the cell map. Ax fruits 
Mature and ripen, coloring matters undergo 
changes, vo color is a common means of judg- 
ing market and table quality. 

CANNED FRUIT 

FRUITS, generally speaking, are soft and 
juicy and so are readily subject to decay, 

since bacteria, yeasts and molds which pro- 
duce decay enter fruits through breaks in the 
wkin, ete. Fruiteare preserved most commonly 
by cokt storage, by drying or evaporating. 
and by canning. Canning bas developed ence- 
founty at a home and a commercial enterprise 
and provides « welcome addition to the food 
‘rupply when fresh fruit is not easily obtainable, 
Canned fruits, If of good quality, are whole- 
wome, and, because of the sugar added, are 
ticher in compesition than the fruits from 

+ Which they are made, 

BANANA 
JANANAS, like many other fruits, owe their 

voleaYOr Principally to sugar, fruit acids and 
jeuile, ethereal ‘qualities. The acid character: 

apples and many other fraits 
eck f oranges, lemons, tonsatoes, ef, it 
fecittic. ‘The banana has a somewhat higher 
fay Yale than other common fresh fruit, con: 

ripe 
as are a wholesome, useful food. 

This shading is used to 
show the relative amount of 
fat. Fat is an important 
source of body eneray, 
pound equaling two and one- 
fourth of protein and carbo- 
hydrates, The body stores 
any excess as reserve fuel, 

This shading in the dia- 
grams indicates the relative 
amount of carbohydrates 

‘The portion shaded like thir 
in the diagraons indicates the 
relative quantity af water, It 
forma, with the material dis- 
solved in it, the juice of foods. 
Water is required by the body 
tor many ph: per 
poses. 

This shading shows the 
relative amount of mineral 
matter (ash) in ¢ach food, 
The body needs ash (sa! 
magnesia, lime, cron, iodin 
ete), to make and maintai 
beaea, blood, teeth, etc., and 

pulp next to the skin, of Amer 
jean varieties. Since grapes 
costain about three-fourths 
water they are classified ax 
“food fruits.” Tastaric acid 
the characteristic grape acid, 
and from the Krape comes the 
cream af tartar used in cookery. 
When fruits are eaten or pre- 
pared for the table some waste 
(skins, stems, seeds, etc.) is in- 
volved, which amounts to about 
one-fourth of the total sub- 
stance in the ease of such fruits 
as the apple and grape, and to 
over one-third in the banana. 

'RUITS vary greatly in 
characteristics and 

origin, Those of the 
Temperate Zone fall into 
afew main groups-—pome 
fruits (apple, pear, etc) 
stone fruits (cherri 
plums, etc.), berries 
(strawberries, etc), and 
grapes, The apple is ex 
pecially prized because 
o€ its abundant crop, its 
good shipping and keep- 
ing qualities. and because 
it is of good flavor and is 
vaeful in so many ways 
in the home. Varieties 

throughout the dish, much to its food value. 

Graves 

435 Cauontes 

ENERGY VALUES 

STADARD FOR Comrannsom 

1009 Canons 

AN engine requires for! fur a wzarce of Uke power it supplies so the Body, which Is the 
Dring engin wes Sc nna ft o supp ener 

fuel values of foods acre weandard sit i The" 

ace resent, We 

1435 Caronses 

oe we take apples, meapetnill ot orange juice before 
teaaktast, 
Preab furs are fruit juices are ditate foods asd cherly resemble 

green wepecabies in petal nutritive value, bet dried truts, Jellies, canned 
fruits, masy preserves, etc, are sore concen! faver~ 
ably with sorte of the cereals and otber diy vepetalve Suds when the 
amoxat of total autrieats and exergy which they supply, pouad for 
pound, & taken [nto conssderatios 
‘The caracteristis chemical constituents of freite are carboh rtrates 
(oa starch, sexar, pectin, cellelcee), 20 they are saturally asd prop 
ly wood in a well-balasced diet to suppietmeat foods which are neuch 
cher proein Soe ceel gr, esas, aut, Same Sey pres, 
frat 
Frans qootain covakterstie riseral matver, and as they are diate 

Jocats they may be adrted to the diet in aburelance, to wapply trop and 
ether mineral cotatituents without waduly Incrnssing the sappy of 
Fectein and exergy. 
Prults as a clam contain viterira, ated st Jeast small amounts of 

these wutetances are seeded for normal nEtrzbon. 
Ge grnal & siay be sald that frutte arr wholeme, palatabie ated 

sttractive adsditiuts to the diet, usd may be readily used so as to farels’ 
‘& considerate Fart of the wetriente aad enercy required i the dally 
fare, Taken together, (ruta and fruit products fertiak neatly S per cent. 

‘material and 1 per cent, of the total energy tn 

(Page 51) 

Sveawneny 

1415 Caceres 

a6 

'1GS and other southern fruits are not easily 
classified into general groups, though the 

citrus family (orange, lemon, etc.) includes 
many. The fresh fig i common in the Southern 
States and California, and & aften foand in 

fruit shops in citiesard towns, It is eater 
as a dessert fruit or served with cream, and i 
also made into pickles and preserves, Figs find 
their greatest use, however, dried. Removing 
the water in drying makes the resulting prod 
uct richer, pound for pourd, in food material 
than the frewh fruit, The principal mutritive 
substance present in dried figs is sugar, which 
makes ap nearly half the total weight, 

FRUIT JELLY 

ELLIES are made by cooking expressed or 
‘extracted fruit juices. The jellylng phenom 

‘enon requires pectin (a starchlike mobstance 
present in fruits, particularly when underripe), 
fruit acids and sugar. Since jellies comtain 2 
tairly high percemage of added sugar they are 
incher in mutritive material than the fruits from 
which they are made, and do not have to be 
sealed with so much careas canned fruit. The 
Dest results are obtained in jellymaking if 
broad and shallow, rather then deep, pans or 
Kettles are waed, because the water is ther 
Griven off and the jelly concentrated more 
quickly. Jellies are used in many ways, 

GRAPE JUICE 

IEN the juice of fruit is expremed fer- 
inentation occurs readily unless special 

precautions are taken to prevent it. Asin can- 
ning, the principle involved in preserving fruit 
juice i heating to destroy microsirgantams 
present and then storing in air-tight containers. 
Very commonly say added to the juice be- 
fore sterilizing. Fruit juices have a composition: 
clowely resembling that of the fruit from which 
they are made, since the bulk of the outriti 
material in such very juicy fruit #s the grape 
exists in Guid form, Grape and other fruit 
juices are used in beverages, and for making 
ices, puddings and other dinbes. 
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“This is KAPOCK™— 
The Beautiful New Drapery” 

“KAPOCK” for Light, Airy Draperies 
“KAPOCK" Velours for Your Portitres 

OFT, silky draperies, exquisite in design and colorings — 
guaranteed never to fade in sun or water—this is 

KAPOCK,” the new material that is bringing delight to the 
world of womankind. 

You know what sunshine does to ordinary silk draperies — 
many a woman, to her sorrow, has seen the bright colors 
quickly fade from expensive window hangings. Not so 
with "KAPOCK"—no matter how strong the sun, it never 
loses its silky sheen or its beautiful coloring. 

Not a Worm Sith 

Ask your Interior Decorator or Department Store to show you 
“KAPOCK™ Light Fabrics and “KAPOCK” Velours. You will 
be astonished at their wonderful beauty, their varied and dainty 
patterns and their soft, filmy texture. And when you know that 
every pattern, every delicate tint, is absolutely permanent, you have 
a new joy in home decorating 

“KAPOCK” costs much less than ordinary 
fadeable drapery silk fabrics. Comes dou- 
ble width, Edgings to match. 
If any genuine “KAPOCK” drapery fades 
in the slightest degree, from either sun or 
water, your dealer is instructed to replace 
it with new goods at our expense. 

“KAPOCK" Sun-Fastfabeics can be bought only fromyour dealer-—but 
inorder to get into your hands st coce a good sized "KAPOCK” sample, 
to that you may sec its heauty foe yourself, we want to send you the 
“KAPOCK™ pallaw top shown above. Mail us I5e in damp to-day, 

Address Dept, O. 

A. Theo. Abbott & Co. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

The Club-Woman’s Guide 
How to Organize a Club Properly 

By Carolyn A. Underhill 
AVING in a previo order is the nomination 

nest athcers. Usually ¢ 
pointment 

considered 
the organiza- 
ppointment 

nstitstion and prepare a list of 

ys: "You & 
nmmittee. The 
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3 may then present atbe 
Inations, unless their constitution and by 
provide otherwite 
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mn vary, ‘The one 
is the election by set 
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re then before the meeting 4 
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each mem 
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sult announced 
the ebsir 
Whenever ¥ 

secret ballot 
quired by the const! 
tution the electios® 
must be cunduected i 

if the for 
under 

there is anly one eat 
didate for an office * 
custom has grows oP 
in many chubs of ab 
wing the secretatt 

Further, as the constitution ta cast a ballot for that candidate. This # 
aly the most fundamental s . ate spirit and purpose of 

4 said that any member 
pel a ballot vote, 

ib compel 4 tember ta 
her hand" in this manner. She has a com 
tutlo al right secret vote and this shoul 
tat. be 

«af these 

size and purpose of 
are the same in all 
depends the harmonious 

Hairs of the organization 

call the meeting to order 
d time, announce the business 
mbly, state und put to vote all gee 

regularly moved, preserve order anit deo 
omg the members, She must carefully 

(8)Provision working of the 
ary authority 

forbidden without 
s vate 
club the chalr- tion 

astain from any appearance of partisanship 
6 she thereby much of her ability 42 7 fee sade of the 

question have a thorough know! 
edge of parliamentary law, stnoding ready. 3 
any time to answer questions which m 

be pos of executive 
tact and common sense and be ab 

i, Grst of all. ‘The conduct of 
depends more upon the conduct of its peesidint 
officer than apon any ather comditive 

ve chairman of the ¢ She » 

[1,15 she duty of the secretary to keep a trues 
concise record of the proceedings of the * 

jety, This record is called the “ minutes. 
ents should contain the following essential items 

The kind af meeting: regular, special, ete 
The name of the assembly. (J) The date 

neeting. (4) The fact af the prese? 
rian ot her sabstitute. 

jon, #8 the case 

ved. The minute 
person recording 
an belore the wv 

r her it # 
rejected; brief summaries of re om it should be made unless they contain importel! If the vote is 

The ayes have It resolutions. In this case the resalutions show 
be entered in full 

The by-laws of every society should stat© 
lefinitely the duties af each officer. Tl 
hould also provide the length of time bey 

which no officer may be eligible to reelection 
It often happens th three capable 
women are reile ir, thus pre 
Venting that “ mut ithe 
members which he 

t 
year after y 

women’s clubs 

ding rules « 
hy a majorit 

ARE YOU A CLUB WOMAN? 

Cys Editor will be very glad to help you in solv 
ing your program or parliamentary difficulties. Address 

the Program Editor, Tuz Lapres’ Home Journat, Philadel’ 
phia, inclosing a stamped, addressed envelope for reply. 
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“Pastry Wrinkles” 
Ready 

A new color-illustrated " Pastry Wrinkles,” 
edited by Fannie Merritt Farmer, is just out. 

Write for your copy,—free, Your crusts, pastry, 
puddings and cakes will always have that just-right 
flavor and texture if you follow this little wizard 
of cookery and use 

“Simon Pure” Leaf Lard 
It is the richest shortening possible, —which makes it 
economical. “Simon Pure," packed in air-tight 
pails, always reaches you in perfect condition. 

armours 

STAR Ham 
In the New 

Stockinet Covering 

is the world-famous Star made better. The 
ham is smoked in the Stockinet. This means 

all the rich juices are retained; flavor is 
intensified; color and quality are improved. 

Armour's Star is the 
quality-selection from 
an annual production of 
over 10,000,000 hams, 

ARMOUR {2 COMPANY 
CHICAGO 

Distributing Through 
Over 400 Branches 

Each Managed by « Food Expert “The Ham What Am” 

The Young Mothers’ Guide 
By Emelyn Lincoln Coolidge, M.D. 
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a small dressing tab 
Jower part of the large tub 

hat such articles 
iche on the part 0 

to use anal oom 

» nice Bittle 

on wheels 
tand be a 

ary baby 

utensils apart from other kitchenware. 
kitchen, which will bolt the 

cup, plloher, measurink 
water, class jar for 

jar for barley Sour, or what 

cupboard in th 
bottles, brushes, nipp 
glass, funsel, be 
milk 

It be per 
and cannot 

da 
: in modifying the silk, and the 

double boiler for cooking the gruel or cere 
with the bx hing elve the 

y a mother pet reparing the baby's food, 
‘Some of these come with trays or should be very useful. If there is no cupboard 

ampartments inside uf them; if pot, that could for the purpose ane can 
then the father may easily make some the size construct 
the mother wishes. The upper tray may be i there 

the inexpensive shirt-waist box: casters is 

efor this, then 
a large tin Ure that can he kept very cleat 
and frequently aired may be used instead, ane 
this box may be kept on a shell in tbe kitchet 

shelf whieh may be built ander 
where the box will take "P 

y no wall spe 

the babg'* 
irely sep 

used in deyi 
null be kept 
+ dlink towel 

e-saving contrivances 
paring the haby's fond in Che bathroom 

artment houses, hut it seems to me ibe 
these are not very sanitary places in w 
to prepare fool for babies. A core 
kitchen seems much better, if it can pos 
be arrange 

While it nig in thee wt 
tery, a small en a pas stove 
anil 3 table eapectally fitted with all s 
sary utensils seem better than cooking in the 
bathroom. 

¢ hobding the batyy's 
not need th 

rate frome t 
pave seen $0 

to © tp 

2 uecedat R writes 

5 mn oblong aafets-pe 
ly lacked to side af the drawe 

Advice lo Prospective Mothers 
By Marianna Whoeter 

IETTERS from proapective mothers are answered by mall, No queens o¢ this character are answered in the read” 
Headers ae weboome to write to Marianna Weeler, tn cate of Tue Lauiee’ Howe Jounal, Indeper 

Square, Phladelpela, Penmaylvatia. and abs will tke poeadure In gising any advice or ansmeeing any quetiors aT 
the mothers thetsselves, bat tat about chibteen 

Miss Wheeier wid alan araroer betters ry mail about the clothes of gecepective snethens. No questions of this Bind 
wal be answeral in THE JOURNAL Ste will take pleasure in GvES advice and wapgestiog patterss, 

Each letter most be accompanied by a wamred, addressed enveiope- 



Dustin 
3 ‘arnusre with Merosce 

Donald Brian with 
Lasky 

Ni torés dieieak way 

Os, i@ } ans 
with 
‘Bosworth 

ine. 

THE P 

ARAMOUNT PICTURES are clean, \ 
P nc, en ing , approv 

lic. Both Pa 
leaders, See t 

mount theatre. 
J to show you what Paramount t Pictures are, 
name some of the players and 

Mary Pickford 

Blanche § 
"The Cheat” 

Dastin Farnum i: 
Marguerite Clark 5 4 

Laure Hope Crews in" 

Elsie Janis in’ 
and “ Near 

John Barrymore is 
cornigible Dul 

Donald Brian in 
Pauline Frederick ir 
Ine Claive iy 
Hazel Dawn , 

Dorothy Vert 
Charlotte Wather in “ Kir 
Lou Tellegen in The Exy 

Risnmnede iclures 1 (Proration. 
7 Pour EGHTY FIVE FIFTH 

NEW YORK.N.Y. 
AVENUE 

yy Motion- 
Jd Picture Magazine 

For You—Free 

Harel 
Dawn 

ayith 
Famous 

Mayers 

Mary Pikforet 
el th 

famous 
Players 

Mar siboite Oark 
with 

‘amous 
Playe rs 

Praline Frederick. 
with “Fomous Players 



Our Fall Fashion Catalogue Is Now Ready 
We Have a Free Copy for You! 

This beautiful illustrated Book, / 
containing pictures and d 

scriptions of all the very latest 
New York styles in fashion- 
able we apparel! for 
the coming Fall and Win- 
ter, will be gladly sent 
to you FREE upon 
request, It is now 
ready. Your copy 
is waiting for you Ly 
and you may / 26/4 
have it for the * 
asking. This book 
is conceded to be the 
leading fashion au- 
thority, and if you av 
wish todress in the 
latest style,or want wy 
te see what well- 
dressed New York 

women are wearing, by all : 
send for our Catalogue. 

for Catale 
You i 

> sending for our 
Catalogue 

want you to 
copy, and a posta 

card mailed today will 
Hat pidael adn tlow Ten Girls Earned Their u We guarantee per- 

fect satisfaction on any- 
Sone eis ome Christmas Money 

refund your money imme- 
diately. Also WE PAY ALL 

MAIL OR EXPRESS CHARGES 
on anything you buy 

Marvelous Values in Advance Fall Styles 

SeTLCTALN MENTS: 
earocd my Christ 
kinds of amateur 

4 

wunaber of rehearsals beture T consent to having 
nder my directiv 

4 starmprest, addressed 
+ locked with the request 

Fou the Cunver Nekotewouay. “Mar 
jershirts made from #l® 

womission in an exclusive 
peolit of thirty-five 

rome 8 

ne all you 

muslin, 
of narrow | ner thon 

half of ri 
embroidered ne initial 

ia Htalian cross-stitch When finished, theY 
look exactly like the more expensive silk under 

rf * ated they shake the daintiest gifts imag 
inable y « gitls, They sell for one dollar 

i { 1L16 a twen! onts, a! on each oor I make Ut) Le $1098 sneer 
Kixpe 

kK b 
y cits ar While You Du Yeu! 

tsa Day—Pifeees Cent 

$2: 98 

BErtas Hess ey wero a 
WASHINGTON, MORTON & BARROW STS. Mail or Express 

NEW YORK CITY,N.Y. |__| ea po ae ee a 

Your Meney 
Back if You Want 

It, That's 
Our Guarantee 



FAIRY SOAP 
A pleasure for toilet 

and bath 

WE CI Nao soemcerlutlcocm site) 
convert choicest materials into a 
true soap which is unsurpassed 

for use on what is more 
(es delicate than the finest 

) <a ~ fabric—the human skin. 
ane, os * Yet the price is but 5 cents. 

The floating oval cake 
fits the hand 

CHE FAIRBANK company) 

“Have you a Little 
Fairy in Your Home?” 
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| Cheery Homes 
of Brightness 

Are Those Wherein the “Assistant Housekeeper” Is An 

Floors utterly dustless, invitingly clean and with a mirror- 
like lustre, with almost no effort, are the inducements the 
O-Cedar Polish Mop offers you in applying for the post of 
Assistant Housekeeper in your home, Similar positions are 
now held by O-Cedar Polish Mops in 

Over Two Million Homes 
Scrubbing floors is out-of-date labor, “The modern way is to have vat- 

nished or painted floors, and to keep them bright and clean with an Q-Cedar 
Polish Mop. It 

Cleans As 
It Polishes 

and thus does all the work with 
a single, easy operation, 

Yedar Polish Mops 
nd or triangular) 

are sold in the U. S, in two 
sizes at 75c and $1.25—all 
fitted with the new ‘‘Handy 
Handle Hinge.” In Can- 
ada, the “Handy Handle 
Hinge’’ is omitted and the 

The “Handy 
Handle Hinge” 

All O-Cedar Polish Mops 
the are d wit 
convenient, labor-saving feature, 
makes the mop 

Perfectly Adjustable 

ry No Dust Can Escape 
No place for dust now, The Original— 

The Standard 

with anyt 

Channell Chemical Company 
Toronto London Berlin 



FIFTY DOLLARS IN PRIZES 

| NO CHARGE FOR 
| Lots GIVEN AWAY 

| HARBOR ANCHORAGE 

2 a 

| SMILES ~mRUN- 
fre 75 MILES TO s TOWN 

(es eee 
|S, LEHIGH, 

V_PEZ-| 

L 

ttt 

SEEDY LGEETUSHLELCUSLAMINTNGEESTCEIMUSTEEST ST ToREG ETE t 

TTT 

Recollections 
Do the recollections of 
visits to grandmother's 
sO 90s awaken fond 
memories ? 

Memories of wonderful- 
ly good things to eat- 
wonderlul biscuits and 
cakes and pastries? 
How many times u have 
declared there eae was 
a cook like grandmother! 

Many years ago grape 

mother won fame for her- 
self and for her delicious 
biscuit,cake and isCul gsi Biicng 

QUE TACUU Se 

EIULDGECESG¢UESTTUETT STEERS OTUOTT 3 

the use of 
Powder; and daughters 
granddaughters are today 

feingyz beeen 

AXIEEIRIG 
IP OW IDIDIR 
GRANDMOTHER NEVER 
PUT ALUM IN FOOD 

pa tl TALIA RATE NNL CECA TUTTE 
itt 

Ag LMM MM en MUI 



The Woman 
Came Last 

To Van Camp’s—a Queer Fact 

This is for housewives to ponder. 

Years ago there appeared a new dish of Baked 
Beans called Van Camp's. The beans were mealy, 
mellow, whole. A wondrous sauce was baked into 

them. The dish had new tang and zest. 

The dish was chef-baked, in far-away kitchens; 
yet it brought to the table a fresh oven aroma. 

It meant less cooking, smaller meat bills. It meant 
delightful, hearty meals ready for instant serving. 

Does it not seem that women—by the masses— 
would be first to welcome such a dish? 

But it wasn't so. The men came first. They 
urged Van Camp's. And even today this is known 
as the man’s dish—as the “Club Style” Pork and 
Beans. It is served to men in thousands of noon- 
day lunch rooms. 

Yet it now has won millions of women. 

PorkaBeans Poueosne 
Also Baked Without the Seuce 

10, 15 and 20 Cents Per Can 

Do you realize how much this National Dish owes to our 
kitchens and our chefs? 

This zestful sauce is a Van Camp creation. 

Baking the sauce with the beans, so the tang goes through, 
was a Van Camp invention. 

The Van Camp ovens brought about night baking. In these 

ovens the beans are baked for hours without crisping or 

bursting. In old-time ways beans were not even half baked. 
They always resisted digestion. 

In these days we pick out our beans by analysis, to get 
beans that all bake alike. 

Baked Beans become a delicacy—a frequent, favorite 
dish—when a home adopts Van Camp's. 

You owe yourself a knowledge of Van Camp's. 

Buy « can of Van Camp's Beans to try. If you do not find them 
the best you ever ate, your grocer will refund your money. 
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A HOMEMADE 

HOME-MAKING 

SCHOOL 

By Elise Ward Morris 

THEN their me 
nt und V 

ul made up th 
At first they 

"wocause her know dee of 
d the adtvi 

of being an 
miuseeeper, and she made a sugges 

na lieth neighbarboott 
ay 

le of some sewing for 
er, “anit ale 

ying to help, If the girls 
1 will show them 

viking was dane 
but frequently a 

setting the table 

mastered 
experience 

of food values 
alanced. The 

1 of advised 

For this the 
ho overlooked 

the sweeping, dusting and polishing up. Each 
girl was assigoed a different task each Satur 
day, and there was no 
hidden crevices were | 

‘There were no prizes no rewards for 
special efficiency. The mothers felt that the 
satisfaction a girl found in accomplishing a 
task with efficiency was a higher reward than 
they could offer. ‘There were no obligations, 

o demands were made. The matter ly 
with cach girl. ‘The classes were to her 

lege, and it was rarely that the full num-~ 

tick umewept; pa 
undusted 

ber were not present. 

pa 

| fee 

"ey, 

ke 
| 

Tne lLBiack Company, 
Designe tant Makes 

fe lp PARIS - eer 

“Weary 

Pompadour 
coats 

A realization of 
charming styles 

in an exclusive cloth 

Collars, belts, pockets and silhour 
ette are the four He tgs that will get 

attention of the woman whe 
ly knows this sea styles in 

You cannot imagine a happier 
expression of what is correct that 
the new Wooltex Pompadour coats 
of which one style out of six 8 
shown here 

unuptial merits 
garments and a8 

They give you th 
i 

They embody the essentials of 
worthy materials and careful work 
manship, equal ta the offerings of the 

stom tailors, and give you the new 
, the charm of corres styles at 

those last touches of refined detail 
that make the wearing of any Wool 
tex uit a continued pleasure: 

Wooltex coats are pr 
$14.50 to $55.00; suits at $. 
$75.00; skirts at $5.00 to $15.00 
They are now ready in your city a 

The Store That Sells Wooltex 

Celta detait Siew 
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te Minute Golatine™)\ 
wires highest 

The food judges of the Panama-Pacific Ex- 
position select Minute Gelatine for highest award. 

We expected Minute Tapioca to win first place, as it 
did, because its prestige for quality has been so long 

recognized, We knew also that Minute Gelatine was 
entitled to this honor because of its remarkable purity, 

high grade of refinement and the perfect results obtained 
from its use. 

Pure gelatine has exceptional dessert value. While 
not strong in cither energy-building or tissue-building 

units, gelatine is extremely wholesome in that it helps 

the digestion of the meal and can be used in an infinite 
variety of charming dishes. 

Minute Gelatine 
is especially easy to 

use. A unique fea- 

ture of its packing is 
that it comes ready- 

card today, or, fill out and mail us the coupon now. o 

areca 

measured for use. Each of the four envelopes in a pack- 

age contains the exact amount for making one pint of jelly. 

Minute Gelatine needs no soaking—it dissolves 

immediately in hot water or milk. 

We have won the award of the food judges at the 

Panama-Pacific Exposition. Now we want the more im- 
portant award—the approval of every reader of The 

Ladies’ Home Journal who is interested in attractive 
dishes for her table. We want to make it easy for you to 
try Minute Gelatine right away, so please write to us for 
a generous sample, enough for one day's dessert. We 

will send it with our compliments, and with it a copy of 

the new Minute Cook Book. 

Every woman who likes good things to eat should 

have this new cook book. It is full of choice recipes— 
the old favorites as well as many tempting new ones— 

soups, salads, entrées, desserts, made with Minute 

Gelatine or Minute Tapioca. 

jope of Minute Gelatine and o1 
ice. Pout balf af the mexture in’ 

Bornish v 

The generous sample of Minute Gelatine and the new Minute Cook Book will be sent you 
at once upon receipt of your name and address and your grocer's name. Drop us a post 

7 Y  Gentlenen: 
Please send the new 

Minute Cock Book 
aumple of Misute Gelatine to 

Name 

Street 

City Stave 

Grocer’s Name 

Company 
500 E. Main St. 
Orange, Mase, 



oad > 

in one prizes 
fo boys and 

girls “rjust 

ERE is a contest that everybody 
will like—boys, girls mother and What mothers 

father, It gives the noys and girls an\ say 
incentive to eat and insures their eat- gitiron 

in last ing good, wholesome, nourishing food 
that they will enjoy. Builds them 
up while they are trying for a prize. 

First Prize, $100.00 
2nd Prize. . $50.00 3d Prize . . $25.00 
4th “ . . 15.00 5th “ . . 10.00 

50 Prizes $5.00 each 

300 “ 100“ 

Any boy or girl 1 to 14 years old may enter before 
January 31,1916. Write direct to Ralston Purina Co, 
for entry blank, Simply measure the children and 
have grocer weigh them. Fill out entry blank and 
send to us, with top of Ralston Wheat Food package 
for each child entered. On May Ist reweigh and 
remeasure children, forwarding record on result blank 
with tops of all packages used. All record blanks 
must be in by May 9th, 1916. 
The prizes will be given tothe 455 boys and girls who 
make the best record of development, age, sex and 
length of time in contest considered. Rules followed 
by authorities on child development will govern. In 
case of a tie the full prize will be given to each tied 
contestant. 
Prize winners will be announced in the October, 
1916, issue of The Ladies’ Home Journal. 

Ralston 
WHEAT FOOD 
makes children sturdy 

Ralston Wheat Food is just the kind of food your doctor 
would recommend for building up strong constitutions, It 
is a wholesome whole wheat food that contains the very 
elements that build flesh, bone and muscle, It can be cooked 
in a great variety of ways, making tempting dishes for breakfast, 
dinner and supper. Children never tire of it. Very economical. One 
cup makes a breakfast for six. 10 and Se packages. Get a package 
today and give the children a start the whole family a treat. 
If your grocer doesn’t sell Ralston Food send us his name 
and 60c for four 1c packages of Ralston, a package of Purina Bran 
and a checkerboard school tablet, prepaid. Offer limited to United 
States cast of Rocky Mountains. 

Partie, Whole Wheat Flour 
es delicious Yeead and muffins. Will help develop 

3 and increase chance of prize. Try it 
Ask your grocer fe ton of 6-Ib, or 
\2-Ib. Checkerboard Bag. 

Purina Sterilized Bran 
digestive and bowel regulator food. 
dinary bran. but a scientifically 

prepared bran so milled that to all the laxa- 
tive virtues of the wheat bull is adided the 
nutritive value of the grain, Makesdelicious 

bread, muflins, breaklast food, ete. Large 
Ask for this Free Chart 

It shows bight, weit 
boy and girl on 
suggestions aby 
attachment for 

An id 

RALSTON 
WHEAT 
Food 22) 

recording same. Folder of recipes sent 

Ralston Purina Company 
810 Gratiot Street St. Louis, Mo. 
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DAINTY ENOUGH FOR 
ANY BABY 

Ideas From Parents 

Won't scratch 

aluminum— 

Str them shine! Some of 
those pieces are really 

quite old, but they take as 
good a polish as when they 
were new because I have 
never scratched them up with 
coatse scouring soaps. 

I adopted aluminum in my 
kitchen long ago, Ie can’t 
rust and it is easier to cook 
with —you are less likely to 
burn the food, 

It's the easiest kind of kitchen 
ware to keep nice if you are 
wise cnough to clean ie with 
nothing coarser than Bon 
Ami. 

Bon . 
Ami 

Bon Ami is the one cleaner 
that won't seratch it. 

ces, cap, shirt 
at, The 

tand was 
abox mountet 

n sticks and filled 
with supplies Made by @ Handy Man 

The best manufacturers of alu’ 
num ware all advise using Bon 
Ami. Some of them mention scour 
ing soaps and powders, too, but 
only for the hander and duller 
side surfaces, which are made [0 
withstand + not for the 
smooth, polished, outside surfaces, 
where Han Ami is required, 

‘Wilh thhuse Silke Toathoratil 

Either the cake or powder form 
af Bon Ami will do this work. 
One way is to use Bon Ami Pov 

wonderfully, 

Sve Aud in recommended on the cleaving 
‘witb che ben beats of 

HAL COOKERS 
WAGNER-WARE 

Live-TIME 
Goes ren pay 287 The Dainty eet Newt Littke Undershirt 

‘Aan ip the cleaner ip general exe it 
America which will rag scratch polished 
Serie 

Made in both cake 
and powder form 

THE BON AMI CO., NEW YORK 

“Hasn't 
scratched 

| seeped, but fall lafoernat 
how ockcinage, and the sizes of 

Then, will be supe 
erst. Faaae inclu = stamped, 
lope to the Nee@ework Editors, 

is Lamiey Howe Jovesal, Independence 
Square, Palladelphia, 

L 



Lhe First Choice 

American Women 
For Linings, Gowns, 
Petticoats, Waists~ 
Famous the world over for 
beauty and wearing quality~ 

ss a 7 Sofins 
(36 Inches Wide=Pure Dye ) 

Light weight or heayy~ 
Any shade desired. 
Guaranteed to wear 

Two Seasons 

for Linings -Skinaers 
LightWeight AlFSilk Satin 
or Cottorn-Back Satin 

for Gowns~ Skinners 
Chiffon Finish All~Silk 

Satin or Skinners 
Chiffon Taffetas 

Tor Waists, Petticoats,etc 
Skinners 404 All Silk 

Insist on 

Write for Samples- 
Address Dept.G, New York Gty 

William Skinner § Sons 
NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA, 

CHICAGO, BOSTON 

Wills. Holyoke, Mass 



POM Oe CE? ‘ 

ave 140 CHNEPS TORE 

The 758 Woolworth 5 &10 Cent Stores introduce 

Woolco == Cottons 
to the Women of America 

W F have found the American manufacturer who knows the secret of producing strong, 
uniform, non-shrinkable, lustrous cotton, the kind that doesn’t “‘kink"’ or 

“rough-up,”’ for crocheting and fine embroidery. This cotton is supe rior, in Our opinion, 
to any you can buy, domestic or imported. Our wonderful buyin we and selling facilities 

have enabled us to make arrangements for the exclusive handling of this ‘‘Incomparable’’ 
cotton. ‘To it we have given the name of Woolco and you can buy Woolco only at 
Woolworth 5 and 10 Cent Stores. 

Woolco gives you More in quality and quangty than other cottons. It sells at 5 and 10 

cents in all the 758 Woolworth stores in the United States. If you are not near a Woolworth 
store, you can obtain Woolco at the price quoted, plus postage, by sending your order to 

the EF. W. Woolworth Co., +90 Washington Street, Boston. Write for color list. 

Woolco Cordonnet (Article No. 1151) Wooleo Serr Catton (Article No. 1116) 

: " Postage 

“| Woolco White Embroidery Floss 
(Article No, 5141) 

A, B,C, D, F, I 

Woolco Broder Cotton (Article No, 199-B) 
White and Post 

2 Woolco NET (Crochet Twist) 
Woolco Flossiana (Article No. 1141-2) (Article No. 131) 

urd balls, r ounce Ocents. White, era, Arabia 
ets a by 

These weights and prices apply to United States stores only. 

FE. W. WOOLWORTH CoO. 



Make Delicious 
Desserts 

You can give your desserts a 
Tich, smooth, exquisite flavor 
dlending all through the rec- 
ipe—giving the matchless del- 

icacy of the Mexican Vanilla 
Which makes even a plain 

pudding a triumph. You 
are sure of this with 

9 

Burnett's 
VANILLA 

ALSO | 
paar 
jak 
Fruit 
Extracts 

| etc. 

You can easily suc- 
Sted with new and 
Unusual delicacies 
tco—for special oc- 
Sasions—t yoring, 
with Burnett's. 

A Delicious 
Pudding Sauce 

One 4, 

Tuk, with 4 cap of sugar, until creamy Add’ teaspoonful of Burnett's Vanilla 
You need very little of any flavor, 
% why risk success by using the 
Heavy. rank coarseness of imitation 

or thase made from inferior 
i beans? 

rite fe new beakfet of 225 dainty desserts. ‘Sent free i you mention your grecer's wamne 
z Joseph Burnett Co. 

ept, A, 36 India St., Boston, Mass, 

faved lata biiatiu 

Soft 
Elastic 
Snug-fitting 
Do you have troubk 
Sting poputar- priced Underwear that is warm 
and eq) miorable, t rh fortable, that 

and as 
rite 

Would “like it? te ike ic? If 

Setsnu 
“UNDERWEA 

no wrinkling, o> 

land, ailjustable to any walet 
ithout wrinkling. 

getting ictenee. 

TWENTY CAKE 
DESSERTS 

FROM ONE RECIPE 

By Katherine Campion 

AND 

with whipped 
and put the 
the top with whit 
with cubes of red 

ries Bake the balance 

of if made with only 
ne tee also. ch o 

added to the batter just before putting it into 
the oven transform it into a very elegant loaf 
cake, which may be iced as one kes 

‘On one occasion, when T had immediate use 
y small cakes, I contrived 

to make them—and very acceptably, too—by 
cutting thin slices from @ loaf of this same 
always-teady cake and spreading them with 
js vod these 

1 trimmed toe tablets 
two smaller tablets, 17 
a quickly mai 

arks and this 
\ 

the United 

have 

The Quaker Oats Company 
Railway Exchange, Chicano 

Coax Your Boys 
to Vim-Food 

That's our plea. Your boys and girls and grown- 
ups—all who need the energy in spirit-giving oats. 

Make the dish resistless. Serve queen oats only, 
faked and processed as in Quaker Oats. 

You know the need of oat food. The coming 
school days bring a doubled need. Insure it a daily 
welcome in big dishes, else they will not get enough. 
Quaker Oats has accomplished that for millions, 

uaker Oats 
Fragrant, Flavory Flakes 

Quaker Oats are Nature-made, like all other oats. 
But these are the rare grains, the big, rich and 
plump grains. We get but ten pounds from a bushel. 

These are the luscious oats, and no little grains 
spoil the flavor. 

We heat-treat the grains, then flake them. The 

result is that Quaker Oats, all the world over, holds 
the top place among oat foods. 

You get this extra quality without extra price 
whenever you ask for Quaker. It will well repay 
you to remember that. 

10¢ and 25c per package 
Except in Far West and South 
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ee. sine 

THE SCHOOLHOUSE 

| IN THE EVENING 

the social 
and directing the Uhougl 

VAN RAALT E 
HEX. AGON wosHLALRLINE, 

J oils. 

The individual veil in its own 
envelope—14 yard Lengths at the 

¢ veil—more 
¢ Veils aut- 

last three ordinary veils, 
veils come in mesh of 

various size: qualitie 
your é a't sell them, 
en us 25¢,, 35, are, accord 
nig 1 the quality desired, 

© supplied. “These are the Raisins | like in Bread. "’ 

A Nation of Children Want | = 
Raisin Bread Like This: |&% 

Bread filled with big, meaty, tender raisins, with all 
the seeds extracted—raisins containing that pure fruit- 
sugar that all children crave and need. 

Bread that is grain-food plus fruit-food, the tastiest, 
most healthful food they know. 

Bread that is digestible, mildly laxative, and of which 
they can eat their fil. 

You can get such 

EB. & Z. VAN RAALTE 
Fifth Ave 5 : 

this coaperation 
n New York State where 

1 Social Service worked wit! 
1 started neighbor 

he public school 

in bread now at youg dealer's. 
Nocaesd to bake-at home: c 

It contains luscious, Sun-Maid Raisins, the finest a 
raisins California grows. Perfect in flavor. Rich in a 
food value. Being concentrated nutriment, it is one 
of the cheapest foods you can serve. It adds delicious | 
variety at a trifling cost to other- = 
wise plain meals. 

Serve it and ace how they like 
it—hear them ask for it at every ll 
meal. Such bread as this will solve oll 
the appetite problem of many a alll 
poorly nourished ‘child, Why let 
any child go without it? 3 

. . al 
California : 

= 

Raisin Bread |} 
Made with Sun-Maid Raisins i | 

is sold by your baker or grocer 

If he hasn't it send ua his name and address. He'll be glad to | 
supply you when he knows Sun.Maid quality, 

Sun-Maid Brand for Home Use 
Sun-Maid Raisins are made from choice 

California white grapes—kinds too delicate to 
ship. We select them from the cream of the 
crop and sun-cure them in the open vineyards. 

ra 

4 
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A Complete Line of America® 
Crochet and Embroidery Cotton® 

Art Needleworkers everywhere wel 
came BUCILLA cottons, They a7 
Highly mere only of the 
choicest Sea fs y, wasly fast, 
and are 'y form of 
art needlewo: : | Tattings 
Erobtoidery, ete, 
The superiority of BUCILLA cottons 
ies not only in their brilliant lustre, but 

riety of beautiful shadings a 
4 thread for every purpase 

They taste like confection 
nor 

. yet they cost 
ate than common faisins a, 

Three varieties: Seeded (seeds extracted), 
Seedleas (made from seedless grapes) Cluster 
(on stema, not seeded). One-pound packages. 

Ask your dealer today for a package. See 
haw good these raisins are. 

CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATED RAISIN CO, 
1015 Fresno St, Freanay, 

Membership. (000 Growers Price not over 15¢ per Ib. 

i “i States Hu 
through Mr. Clarence Art 

1 Lb. of Raisins Contains More Calories of Food | 
Value Than a Pound of Sirloin Steak | a B 

One pound of raisins contains 1635 energy units. One pound of 
steak contains 15¥). Egys, considered the standard of food value, pound 
for pound produce only one-half the energy. 

Write for beautiful book showing 179 ways to use Sun - Maid Raisins — 
in cereals, sandwiches, salads, pies, puddings, cookies, cakes, sweetmeats 
and froven dessert 

We'll send thin by 
name and address. 
your living cost, 

CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATED RAISIN CO. 
1015 Fresno St, Freeno, California 

Memmberhip, 6000 Growers 

Raisins are Nature’s Candy—GOOD for Little Folks 

BUCILLA cottons, stamped ood? 
puckege amthis; BUCTLLA prndacls 

are of the highert quality attainadle 
Remember the name BUCILLA 

Bershard Uleann Co. Ine 
107 Grand Street 

New York 
EE. in reply to a posteard bearing your grocer’s 

nd for it now, and learn how ra 

Laseza’ Haws Journal, Phindel I a I ae a 



Nothing Better for Floors, Pianos, 
Woodwork, Furniture, Automobiles 

If a library, dining room or living room fails to reveal 
all the ‘lights and depths’’ that lie hidden in the wood 
grain it probably is because it is not finished with the 
preparation adapted to produce the best results. 
OLD ENGLISH WAX brings out all the natural 

beauty in the grain of the wood, producing that highly 
prized, rich, subdued lustre. Being heavy-bodied (with 
a large amount of expensive, imported wax), Old 
English goes farther and lasts longer. Remember, 
you can use a waxed floor an hour after finishing. 

For Floors—nothing richer for the mansion— 
nothing cheaper for the cott: and so recog- 
nized for a quarter century. 

Polish Your Piano with Old English. Makes 
it look like new and cannot injure it. 

On Furniture and Interior Woodwork—just a 
little Old English Wax adds surprisingly to the 
beauty, even of the cheapest—apply with soft 
cloth as directed. 

A Wonderful Automobile Polish. Keeps a new 
car new. Even makes an old car look bright as 
new—use on body, hood and fenders. Saves 

re-varnishing. Sheds water and dust and keeps mud 
from spotting the varnish, Easy to use. Try it. 

Linoleums don’t crack—and wear about fiwice as 
ig if given a coat of Old English. 

OLS English 
~ O18 English Floor Wax 

Wax | 
So easy to use—just a rag and acan of Old English. 

Ze, 

u ol E 

Send for Free ‘Siensle of Old English Wax and Book 
“Beaatifal Lire: Their Finish and Core.” [t's a text of 

epted authority on floor and wood. fini 

Finishing New Floors Astomobile Polishing 
Finishing Old Floors Kitchea, Pastry and 

Hardwood Floers Bathroom Floors 
Pine Floors Fimishing Furniture 

Cleaning and Polishing _Isterior Weodwork 
Care of Waxed Floors Stepping Cracks 
Finishing Dance Floors Removing Varnish, Etc. 

THE A. S. BOYLE CO. 

1903 Dana Ave., Cincinnati, O. 
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Silver Plate that Wears” 

Continental 

Fine linen and heat iful 
silver ware the most offec tive 

decoration for any lable 

Every piece’ of 1847 ROGERS Bros. 
a plate is backed by-an unqual- 

guarantee made possible by 
ic actual test of over 65 years. 

Sold by inating Dealers: Sev tr ihasivatad Catalogues K-28" 
INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO. MERIDEN, CONN. : 

Successor fo Meriden Britannia Go 
NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO CHICAGO HAMILTON, CANADA 

Tite Words Largest Mekers of Sterling Sduer and Plate 

1847 ROGERS BROS. 

The Ladies’ Home Journal for October, 1913 

“ 
Whitall Tatum 

THE SCHOOL WATER BOTTLE 
=NTERTAINMENT 

Longer, 
Better 
Service 

from this 
Water 

Bottle 

Other Halk 

T2 HAUNTE 

The photo shows the wonderful 
strength and toughness of this 
bottle. A 200-Ib. weight doesn’t 

burst or misshape it—ne ither will 
years of ordinary home wear: 

Whitall Tatum 
MAROON “SPECIAL” 
WATER BOTTLE 

We guarantee it first te year The 
m rubber is soit and st 
red with a black rubt 

ing, You can depend upon it 
being ready when you want it 
unlosable stopper, Solt by druggiet® 

gt. site, $2 —awett of anksgiving Enterta: 

A si i 

merits 
Minitsippi Rivwr, & 

Ask tnt fhe bookJet en care of water brotdes 

WHITALL TATUM COMPANY 
New York Philadelphia 

Style No. I5~ Soft 
Wet Kid —Senwchle 
hee Batton boot 
Wel—$4.30 

Cae 

vs 
~ Sensible heel— 
Web—$4.50 

Dr Gdison 
(Ustr0n fH0E 

“The Easiest Shoe for Women” 

Teachers, Nurses, Clerks, Leo 
wives, and all who are obliged to ee 
or walk considerably find real #3 
tion in wearing this popular 9 fet 

Its soft inner sole of live w free 
absorbs the jars in walking, Pere 
blood circulation, relieves meee 
upon irritable nerves, and protects IF 
der joints. Neither style nor pee te 
sactihced for this exceptional © sy 

All women with sensitive feet should 
the Dr. Edison Cushion Shoe. ‘Asan 
located i neatly every town and i 
we for his meme und copy. of be boot 
placer 

Urz&DuNN C9, 
160 Canal St. Rochester N fs 

Makers of Warcen's, Misses” end ‘ie 
Five Shows 



Sew 
Without 
Touchin 
The 
Treadle 

— Fe Oe 

Write for Free 
Demonstration 
Let Us Prove How Sew-E-Z Relieves You 
Forever of the Drudgery of Treadling 

ERE’S the wonderful little sewing 
machine attachment which runs the 

machine for you. 
st you can sew without foot-pedaling; 
tely without the slightest effort 

nple little wonder-worker changes any 
i old or new) into an electric, 

wesaver. No matter what the 
style of your machine or how old it is, 

Z will relieve you of the treadmill grind 

Just pees 
t ix required 

perate i 
You nev , 

yright. No broken threads; no 
notion which stops the instant 

you remot and you sit in any position 
you please. 
Order the demonstration today—see Sew-E-Z work 
before you pay a cent, 

! 
it back in health and comfort 

E-Z will do all kinds of sewing. Without 
will put the needle through several plies 

ic. You can do fancywork, quilting, ¢ 
Attachments are more casily’ used because 

You have never seen anything 
it with hat require screws 

mechanical " fixin, 

the 
scarcely wore than a sinall Ses 

Take it to @ neighbor's you « 
nall parcel. No extra bulk, Sew-E-Z does 

in a simple way and comes in small, compact, 
conwenient fo 

We Are pene for a Tired Woman 
wk ache with sewing? Is the 

1 position bad for ye 

a have often said 
Is How | would 

thems myself" 

murvelf and the chikinen 
© the family’s sake 

It will cost only a 
& postal 

5-Year Guarantee 
Pached With Every Sew-E-Z Ie Our 5-Year Guar- 
antes —Your Absolute Insurance of Satisfaction 

Hamilton-Beach Mfg. Co., No.1 Mate St. 
Racine, Wis. 

Mig. Co., No. 1 Mate St., Racine, Wis. 
pet a free ¢ 

bligathons tc 
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A Giel Who Decidedly Mace Good 

THE GIRLS’ CLUB 

With One Idea: 
To Make Money 

you coukl guess; but 
SHAVE NOT VISITED THE 

AUSE THEY DON'T UNDERSTAND THR BIGNESS 

At Some Turn oe 

In the Road Patan this Club of x 

Beautiful Negligees 
at Low Cost 

Make your negligees be- 
coming, first. It is every 
woman's duty to look her 
prettiest at home. 

MERRIMACK 

DUCKLING 
writ F LEECE 

You are Going to Meet a 
Most Delicious Grain-Food 

1 
means you who haven't met it. 

You cling to old ways, as we all do, until something sud- 

denly shows a new way that's better, 

Then the new way | omves the fixed way, 

Whole-Grain Bubbles Never more than Ie a yard—27 in, wide 

in bubbles— Putfed Wheat 

aml! Puffed Rice—toasted and steam-exploded. 

The better foods are whole-g 
you will hardly be- 

charming effects can be 
secured at so low a cost. Children love 
it for bathrobes in the pretty de 
made especially for them, 
Ask your dealer to show you the new 
Fall patterns, ‘The mame ‘* Merrimack 
Duckling Fleece” is on the back of 
the selvage. 

We'll Send You Material for 
This Doll’s Kimono—10¢ 

Better in taste—crisp, airy morsels, thin and flimsy, with 
coul a taste like toasted nuts. aay bea 

Better as foods, because they are whole grains made 
wholly digestible, Made so by Prof. Anderson's process, where 
every food cell is exploded. 

As dainties they are irresistible, 

As grain-foods there is nothing to match them, No 

other process compares with this in fitting whole grains for 

food. 

MERRIMACK MFG, CO, 
7S Duttew St., Lowell, Mans, Puffed Wheat, 12c Adi)-}' 

Puffed Rice, 15c WJi}945 | 
Except in Extreme West 

Is¢ 

These foods will be your staples when you know them. 

They'll spoil your respect for ordinary cooking, They'll spoil 
ther thi 

your taste for breakfasts less delicious. c of the Swastika Chub, last 

very, very glad that 1 Then you'll serve them at night in bowls of milk, in place sr ynd 
ckers. 

ork ta me than 
has certainly beought 

1 

You never saw a wash cloth just lke 
Service of bread or er: these Double Surface, Double 

You'll serve them between meals, dry like peanuts, or and y 
the first day 1 wrote 

doused with melted butter, You'll use them in a dozen ways 
e girl whom ‘tub has helped. 

thousands of others since the 
, 1903, when the Club was 

many more during the 
year. We were never bet y 

Knitted Wash Cloths 
Patented fabric. Rough on one side 
for healthy friction—smooth on 
other for tender skins.” Exceptionally 
soft, but durable. Hold their shape— 

eweet and dry quickly. Edging 
colors for easy identification. 

in place of nut meats, making them foods and confections. 

Can't we induce you, for your own sake, to start now? 

rthday month of the Chub will 
© he life of many a girl reader Sold by Dey ement and Dry Goods 

ol je AL, presenting the ma St on vend fe two sample cloths The Quaker Qals @mpany oe Joust by eprint th baie 
Sole Makers Manacek OF Tue Grats’ CLoe 

‘Twe Lapis’ Home JouRwat 



The “Pajama Front” Robe The V-Neck Gown 
$1.25 to $1.50 $1.00 to $2.00 

Sleepingwear Improved! 
Here in our ny Factories among the Mis 

in making se fully g 
sippi_ Riv 

Hith 
fot fe cu 

lace 

i sleeping garments “diff make We 

yi es TON 

RIGHTON 
LEEPINGWEAR 

| In 517 Perfect Styles and Every Weight for All the Family 
Ask your dealer to show you these and other 

! Brighton-Carlsbad Sleepingwear atyire: 
; Re. ad these cr pti ns carefu 

2% $1.25 to $1.50 
Child's Sleeper 

£ S0cto$t 
Foot Pocket Gown 

DEALER + Write for Our ‘Authon 
* itative 1915 Style Book of 

Brighton-Carlsbad Sleepingwear. Fully 
Illustrated and Contains Wholesale Prices. 

H. B. GLOVER co., Dept. 35, Dubuque, Iowa Foot Pocket Gown 
$1.25 to $5.00 

The Pajunion 
$1.50 to $5 

Men's Night Shirt Child's Sleeper 
$1.00 to $1.75 50c to $1.00 

— a = ——n 
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se that on Hallowe'en you went 
‘the moonlight with a mirror accord- 
the old superstition, to discover 

‘future spouse. And suppose, in- 
ad of a face, you discovered over your 

the familiar Campbell label— 
't you call that a pleasing reflection? 

~ Campbell’s Tomato Soup 
a hi They are wedded to the idea of mak- 

“ing every meal served on the home table 

“as attractive and tempting as it can be 
made. 

They know how perfectly this deli- 
cious Campbell “kind” satisfies the hun- 
gry longings of the whole family; how it 
quickens the appetite, gives new zest to 
the entire meal; and nourishes and builds 
up both body and brain. 
And so these successful home-makers 

order this wholesome soup by the dozen 
and have it always on hand. 

Isn't that a good 

idea to be “married” 
to? Why don't you 
“espouse” it foday? 

21 kinds 10c a can 

“He's the one!” 

“Here's a reflection 
That stirs my affection— 
A suitor to suit me 

indeed! 
That beautiful label 
Assures me he's able 
To meet every family 

need!” 

LOOK GRE RERED AND WHite wae 

The Lad 8’ Home Journal for Oclober, 1915 

THE WIVES’ LEAGUE 

A Circle of Married 

® Money-Makers ® Are Entirely Satisfactory 

Answering the ~ Now That I Have Used 

ce asa el SANITA 

My Walls 

inter MODERN 
WALL COVERING 

Sunahis 
dint can be wiped off instantly with # 
domp cloth—they cannot crack or pee 
and they can be kept clean and bright 
and be ‘al 

SANITAS is printed in oil colors on 
strong cloth foundation, It isos lasting 
the walls thermselves—and ix absolutely 
hygienic. Over 11) di we design® 
—dull and glazed finishes —whose com 
binations of patterns and colors permit 

the most artistic effects for every room 

See the New SANITAS Design* 
Ask your decorator to show you. If 

he cannot supply you write us, Identify 
the genuine by the trade mark on bac! 
of cloth, 

cannot fade them; dust and 

Permanent Sv 
of 

THE STANDARD OIL CLOTH CO. 
320 Broadw New York, N.Y, Dea 

. showing the new SANT 
me ul the nenrest deabee 

had accom: 
trying to 

clamps of screws. Motor runs fast or 8% 
tnd uses Jean than a cent’s worth of eurre 
an hour 

Price $13.50 on approcal anyebete = 
the United States. Money back if not sat! 
fied. Demonstrators wanted everywhet® 
WISCONSIN ELECTRIC COMPANY 
700 Dursore Building Racine, Wiscooe 

Write for our New 

Hair Book 
SE: F 
Latest Styles in Hair Deestitt 

: 1 Crentsons a, Sha om ed 

Send for catalog “| 
;. of Fall Styles 

La. 

HEL. hoe aguas. 
Tue Lapies' Howx Jouaxat, Pamapecemta 



COMMOUNITY SILVER 
STERLING PLATE 

August J, 1915, 
“Dearest Barbara: 

This is most private. Tom is urging me to set a day in October. Absurd, of 

course. » » » » Still—I might consider December if | could be sure of getting 

a chest of Community exactly like Betty's. But you mustn't even hint this to Tom!!! 

Constance 

P.S.—Tom just called and insisted on our being married 

al once. | positively refused « + » * So we 

compromised on the twentieth of this month—and, 

oh, Barbara, you're the first bridesmaid I've asked. 

PP. S—I'm going to have a chest of Communily—a big one—even if Tom has to give 
” 8 6 

it to me himself. 

OTE—Do not confuse COMMUNITY PLATE with ordinary plated silver, for "Commu 
in a long lifetime you will never see or touch anything but the purest of pure silver. There are 

COMMUNITY STERLING 

COMMUNITY PLATE 

20 especially thickened at the wearing points and toughened to withstand wear, that 
The price is attractive, too. any attractive designs at your deal 

Ask your dealer for prices 
At your service for 5 years 

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, Ltp., a a : é ONEIDA, N.Y. 
Also Makers of Oneida Community Reliance Plate (ot your service for 25 years, six teaspoons $1.10), and Oneida Community Par Plate 
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“T Have Come to Arrest 
the Man You Love” 

Suppose W. J. Burns, the great detective, 
were to appear unexpectedly at your door 

and sa “I have come to arrest the man 
you love.” What would you do? 

Would you yield to the instinct that 
moves us all to shield the men we love? 
Would you play for time in whicheto let 
your man escape? 

Or would you say, ‘If he has done wrong 
I want to help him to right the wrong. [will 
go and tell him you have come.”” 

Another woman faced that very situation 
ence: Mr. Burns calls her, ‘The Woman 

in the C se.’” That is the title of the first 
of six true detective stories which he has 
written. 

He speaks of them as ‘*My six most in- 
teresting detective stories about women.”” 
‘They begin in October, an exclusive fea- 
ture of the 

Woman’s Home 
Companion 

Margaret Deland’s 
New Novel 

America’s foremost novelist, 
who wrote ‘* The Iron Wom- 
an,’ “The Awakening of 
Helena Richie,”’ and ‘Old 
Chester Tales,’’ has just 
completed her new book, 
“The Rising Tide.” 

It dramatizes with wonder- 
ful insight the conflict of re- 
bellious youth piued against 
conservative age. The love 
story of its vivid, wilful heroine 
is of the most powerful interest. 
*“The Rising Tide" will soon 
begin in the 

Woman’s Home 
Companion 

9 Must 
Marry a Millionaire” 

She was young, beautiful, and 
clever— what did it matter if 
she had no money? She 
would marry a millionaire. 
The tale of her adventures 
on the road to matrimony is 
told by Fannie Heaslip Lea, 
whose “*Sicily Ann’? stories 
are famous. 

This ts one of the four love 
serials soon to start in the 

Woman’s Home 
Companion 

The Ladies’ Home Journal for October, 1915 

THE NEW 

KEEPING-UP CLUB 
A Boon for Busy Folks 

st summer through America 
inted with their own country 

Ul be that everywhere throughout 
the country this winter folks will be talking o 
what they have seen: articles by the score will 

have papers read to 
s saw. Tt will be w 

ie winter 
Naturally the Coast will come in for 

the largest share of attention, since the Fair 
drew thousands in that direction, and the gecat 
wonder-sights of the Farther West and the 
Pacific Const will be more talked about and 

an in any previous year. And. as 
Caton of the Colorado is conceded 

c greatest wonder of the Far West and 
thousands visited that spot of marvelous 
beauty and awesome splendor, probably more 
will be sald and told and written of that won: 

1 Sw 

oF 
# all to travel and 

have not the thme 
amid all the talk, 

nel WOES CATH, We 
tof i And ith 

that will buzz ary 
ger of being * 
that THe 
comes In 
have ha 

out be 
hers about 

hat is wh 

ided t 
heir going to the 

Tn a detightial 
spot, and tells 
ell Ht, because 

ell of the amazing sight 
og, a mile deep and 

like 2 tlowe 

D in pictures, too, he shows the most mar 
velous spotsin the marvelous place. Aru 

realizing only too well that the wonderful 
coloring of the Cafion could not be brought 
home to the eye with the suft brown gravure 
work, he took the pictures in f of, and 
here they are: six of them—in full, beautiful 
colors as near to nature as it is possible to 
make them—free to every member of the 
K Up Club, 

Not only that, bu endort has written 
icture a five-minute, crisp 

of each scene, so that 
the eve is delighted the mind i fe 

d-word description of the Ca: i 
i ain, ilustrated with 

bits. 
er isswe of the 
The M .," 

ix separate, 
be size of a 

ew Keeping-Up Club to 
every Jowanat reader. The full-page at 
houncement on page 5 of this issue of Trt 

KNAL will tell you how you can become 
a member 

We have to keep up; there is no doube of 
that. Other folks keep up and we must ilo so. 
We can we must keep 

ntially a day of keeping up 
time it has taken much time and 

ow, through the 
tle time and no 

i the process 
nd before you 

have the information that others 
t which they have had to pay for 

INK you would be astonished at the 
Elmendort’s six pictures of the 

sou had the 
Lonly wish I 

raf Tux JOURNAL, 
pevhibitive. If i 

re there would be so 
lag-Up Club 

that a corps of clerks could not enter the names 
fast enough. Here are really six of the most 
beautiful pictures, each a gem fit to frame and 
hang in the choicest room. And to think that 
these six pictures are only six of seventy-two 
(yes, 72: six each month) that would come to 
you during a year: pictures of travel; of the 
great pictures of the world, beautifully repro- 
duced in saft brown; of romantic scenes in his 
tory; portraits of the great men and women who 
have made the history of the workd; pictures of 
the finest rugs in the world. in full color; pic 
tures that take you along the famous Danube; 
into the sacred places of the Holy Land; lato 
South America, of which you are destined to 
bear so much in the months to come; show 
y of Arc and thestory and places of her 
exploits: of the country of Shakspere and the 
places immortalized by his works—can you 
imagine » more delightful way of keeping up? 
And, best of all, it is yours without cost. 

So do read what is printed on page 5 of this 
JOURNAL, and then let me hear from you, and 
you will never regret this acquaintance, 

Tue Maacer oF 
‘Tar Kexpisc-Ur Crva 

‘Tux Lavirs’ Howe Jouuxat 
INDEPENDENCE SQUARE 

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 

Furniture brightenedwith 
WIZARD Polish ‘'smiles 
back” at the happy housewife, 
A few drops of WIZARD—a whisk 
of the dust-cloth—and—Jike magic 
—a beautiful, lasting, hard, dry 
luster appears. 

WIZARD 
Reg, U §, Put. Of 

Polish 
preseroes and enhances the 

auty of fine furniture, Its only 
results are good results. 

Use it on the most delicate 
surfacea—on your piano—automo- 
bile—floors and woodwork- 
WIZARD Polish gives exquisite, 
clean, shining beauty with no-labor~ 
at-all, Sample bottle free on re~ 
quest. Sold in all sizes, 25c to $2.50. 

WIZARD MoP 
the mop that set anew standard 
—revolutionized mopdom. 
Has latest improvements, 
including adjustable handle. 
Styles from S0e to $1.25. 

WIZARD products sold and fully 
‘guaranteed by all dealers. 

Wizard Products Co., Inc. 
1473 W. 37th Street, Chicago, Il 

Colors the Sun Won't Fade 

Select any Orinoka guaranteed colors 
vou please for your window drapenes. 
Jang them where the hottest sun will 

blaze on them day after day, and you 
will find that they won't fade in the 
slightest. Even repeated washings 
can't dull them, for they are guaran- 
teed positively fadeless. 

A wealth of fascinating designs, colot 
ful tones and lustrous textures to select 
from, at modest prices. Write for 
booklet, “Draping the Home,” and 
name of your nearest dealer. 

ORINOKA MILLS 
140 Clarendon Bldy., New York 

See these af your dealer's and inwiat upon 9 
rauratee, albich ia on every bolt, 



No. 409, 
‘The Hampton’? 
Lace Boot, Fash= 
joned of patent 
colt with black 
cloth top, 

406, The 
ie Hutton 

Boot, of patent 
und black cloth, 

No, 411. The 
“Hovlevard"* 
Glazed. kid 
and black 
cloth neatly 
combined, 

yatent 
mond tip and 
front stay in- 
Jab with white 
calf piping. 

No 416: ‘The “Irene’® 
Patent and black cloth No, 407, The 
with trie refinement in “Lorelei.*” "The 
every ling, grey topping har- 

moniter perfectly 
with gleaming 
patent, 

When Beverly Bayne’s wish came true 
What it was—and how she found its fulfillment 

"Prohably ¢ 
famous Essanay st 

swith your foot” 
ne‘ Ireaking in® 

y woman,"* writes Heverly Bayne 
“has had my experience in buyi 

footwear, 1 found’ invariably that I was compelled has you have never 
< between 

ca seals ey To know what will be worn in shoes th cason, aml to see the correct 

hecho models for every parpose and every occasion 
endure the tort 

shoe that felt as well today for this “Shopping List” 
was my denrest wish ¢ day af Free, to slip in the purse of bag ye 
Red Cross Shoe and I found my wist Beverly Bayne pirkibrendeit med php glen Seg 

Ifyou, like Beverly Bayne, have been in must buy. It will be a littl 
with foot discomfort, all because A. Rocaveons Riveance® 
comfort sn inpossibl 

rin your town,or tell you Bie 
Shoes direct” Write today 

Red Cross Shoe $4, $4.50 and $5. A few 

If you have been wishing wh 

Go to the Red Cross store in your town and find what 
he found—what thousinds upon thousands of w Lay Beng Oy 

everywhere have found => in the famous Red Cross Shoe hod Ciegen BLED a hen st iment Vase anthond 
First, choose from among the new m which asi the Cross syle and Comdurt. $3.59 

ives just the smart, trim Inok you wa 
how small and anug-fitting it The Krohn-Fechheimer Co. hong 

501-549 Dandridge St. Cincinnati, Ohio XN ol is its every line 

Pw se Red Cross dealers in principal cities peat aah, ey 
Foes Seaith « Thins . Nebraska ‘ Wiehe Careline z mee ae 

Califorain 
San Tranciace Ther Fe South C Cake Chacon Eierasoonts esbege a's be Anwetees te Canada 
Mesizesh P.O. Lyon Stowe but " esas 

Colorade earer Beare Poor bree Minnewote ll gt Chantasoogs 
Connestie r i New Mexice . 

New York 
Kew Yee f- Birs & Se < 

ne Bate ‘ 

Serecoa) 
Auganta Washingtor 

West Virginia Delis Bll ring = 
Wisconsin 

Milwusher | Grogs 5 
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Tne A. L. Roor Co., Menina, Ono 
Bigxest geoducers of and eaters in beer and heeberpers’ sup 
pier in Americe. Puttishers of Gleamings te Hee Culture. 

“The Home of the Haney Bees, 

SOW TRY HOT WAFFLES SPREAD 
‘WITH DELICIOUS AIRLINE HONEY 

DESS 
DAI 

This NEW Book 
of KNOX GELATINE Recipes : 
is just out—we will send it to you FREE 

Besides the NEW recipes for Desserts, Salads, Pud- 
= dings, Candies, Ice Creams and Ices, this book con- : 

= tains the very latest in Table Setting and Serving. Val- = 
: uable recipes, too, for the Invalid and Convalescent. : 

With this book you can prepare for the family meal —for 
unexpected company—for formal functions—a dish for = 
every meal —every occasion—every season. ~ 

This is one of the NEW IDEAS from the NEW BOOK = 

A SALAD-DESSERT 

1, envelope Knox Sparkling Gelatine 
Vy cup cold water, 

= 2 cups boiling water. 1 teaspoorful salt, 
i cup mild vinegar. 3 cups freah fruit, cut in small pieces. 

: o er five minutes, and add dolling water, vinegar, lemon 
nd when mixture begins to stifien, add fruit, using 

. Ofanges, bananas, of cooked pineapple. alone of in combination” Turn 
into mold, Sret dipped in cold water. and chill, Remove from mold to nest of 
crisplettuce leaves and accompany with mayonnaise ce boiled walad dressing. 

2 tableapoonfuls lemon Juice. 
Yo cup sugar 

= Remember, the NEW BOOK is FREE 
© Just send us your grocer's name. If you wish a PINT SAMPLE enclose a 2c stamp. 

CHAS. B. KNOX CO, Inc, 413 Knox Ave., Johnstown, N.Y. = 
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THE FLOSSIE FISHER 
CLUB CORNER 

Conducted by 
Helene and Vera Nyce 
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ag wintes months! ‘They haw 
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Jowrsat 

Pirnaprcrina, Penwsyivanta 

The Prize Winners for July 

FIRST PRIZE 
B. Anevmaw Were 

VIVE DOLLARS 
% (age 16 years), New Jersey 

SECOND PRIZE, THREE DOLLARS 
Jaurs Amestaono tage 16 years! 

THIRD PRIZE, TWO DOLLARS 
gr 14 years), Wisconsin 

FOURTH PRIZES, ONE DOLLAR EACH 
Hlincts 
ms), New Jeney 

ts, Minnesota 

Miswuri 

Aen, Ca 
Howruxey 

nc Gevstsva, New York 
GEskvA Sactta, Ohio 
4 F. Wootrotx, Kentucky 

D. Cosme. Haw 
tare 5. Kemer, Pen 
Stancarer Latiwer, Canada 

The Roll of Honor for July 
Enwaap Furter, Je, Maryland 

HEex Deaw, Misoun 
W. Epeas Fosks, Missouri 
Wik ALLEN Scxbeos, Ving 
anierMEA Mrwcte, Washing 

Lares Davis, € 
ork 

Samer B. Gews, New Yore 
‘Viraoia StuRaIe Maryland 

Ina Cares, Alama 

Ladies’ Home Journal for October, 1915 

What’s Behind 
Jack’s Smile? 
Good health, you say, and conse- 

quent happiness. Bat do you realize 
how much the diligent care of his 
teeth contributes to Jack's happiness? 

LEE TI TFUSEEEIPEL IED 
PEEEVUOEESUUEREES CEBU 

His mother writes us: 
“This is Baby Jack, two-nnd- 

one-half years old, weighing 39 
pounds, I have always used Dr 
Lyon's and I'm teaching Jack its 
daily use.” 
What about your teeth and those 

of your children? They'll be smile. 
makers if the family dentist is 
twice a year, and morning, noon and 
night you and the children use 

Dr.Lyon's 
PERFECT 

Tooth Powder 

Dental Cream 
Sond 2c to. 

day for a gen- 
erous sample 
of either Dz, 
Lyon's Per- 
fect Tooth 
Powder or 
DentalGeam, 

LW. Lyon & 
Sons, Inc., 

526 W.27th St. 

ie cua ai kL. Wt) 

‘SESESEDUASEETOGUESEUCESUDOATA USA FOAL EETANSELSCEPESULOAUSEIE TA CO TTTEU ATES SETA ATTAE ES TUS LTEEEEEST OUTTA ETAT TESTED 

DA, your § Seta fs 

odel 
assiere 

EAUTY of figure and 
grace of poise attend the 

woman who wears Model 
Brassiéres. They are fit for 
theadoption of her Majesty. 
the American Woman. 
To facilitate tubbing, bon- 
ings are removable and rust- 
less. Our guarantee accom 
panies every garment. 
Scores of styles to choose from. 
and our catalogue—free on Te 
quest—shows upwards of sixty 
bea ] models, 

50c to $7.50 
If your dealer cannot supply you with 
Model Hrasséees, write ta tes direct 

Sve (1.0. 
DEPT. “L~ i 

200 Fifth Ave., New York City 
Chicago 
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The Open Secret of the Journal 
Women often ask: “What is the secret of the 
Journal? What is it that makes the Journal so 
ifferent from other magazines?” 

And just so, business men often ask: ‘‘What is it 
that gives the advertising pages of the Journal that 
Power to bring results which make them so valuable 
to the manufacturer who advertises in them ?”’ 

The answer to both questions is the same. 

The secret of the Journal's power for advertisers is 
Its interest for readers. Because it is important 
to you, it is important to the advertiser. Your de- 
Pendence on it makes him dependent on it. 

And the secret is: 
vi . 

§ ervice, 
x ok OF 

Every single story or picture, every article or edi- 
torial, every item that appears in the Journal, is put 
there for a definite reason —service to you. 

You pay $1.50 in advance without the least idea of 
What we are going to send into your home. That 
18 a great responsibility —and we realize it. 

The Journal never publishes anything for “‘journal- rh g for “j 
istic purposes.’ 

Sensationalism, yellowness, have no place in its code. 

To make work easier, to make outlooks broader, 
Ives more complete or hearts lighter, is the purpose 
of everything in the Journal, This is true whether 
it be a new recipe, a hint on the servant problem, a 
Tesh viewpoint on some public question, a game for 
the children, a lively story, or a happy verse, 

* ok 

Sometimes this service is given indirectly through 
Ms influence on great public movements. 

The Journal was the pioneer among magazines to 
ght the patent-medicine evil. 

iy the struggle for the preservation of Niagara Ralls, 

It led in abolishing common drinking cups. 

Ten years ago it took up the question of a sane-and- 
safe Fourth of July. 

It first gave national impetus to the civic cleaning- 
Up idea, 

+e * 

Bur there is another sort of service besides that of the 
Printed page. It is the personal service rendered to 
the readers, through correspondence, by twenty- 
eight editors. 
ee 

Whatever you want to know, ask the Journal,” is 
the slogan of this service. 

i the last six months the editors received 268,512 
€tters from readers. Every letter was answered fully. 

These letters asked for suggestions on caring for 
babies, making gifts, decorating rooms. They asked 
for house plans. They asked how to trim hair and 
hats, how to make dresses, to plant gardens, to 
organize church social hours. They wanted ideas 
for entertainments. They came from expectant 
mothers, from women writing club papers, from 
women craving a friendly touch. 

They were the outpouring of hopes, foibles, troubles, 
confidences, experiences. 

This vast correspondence between hundreds of thou- 
sands of women and twenty-eight skilled editors and 
their assistants makes the Journa/ a living, breathing 
personality. 

There are today +500 babies all over the country who 
are being fed, bathed, dressed and trained by the 
directions of the Journa/’s physician. Their progress 
is painstakingly charted, and individual reports and 
instructions sent regularly month by month to the 
mothers. More than 69,000 children have been thus 
reared up under the care of the Journal. 

More than 85,000 people have asked the Journal 
how to build their homes. One whole community 
in a Southern city is referred to as *‘Ladies’-Home- 
Journalville.”’ 

eo 

It is such service as this that makes the Journal 
stand apart. 

By its success it has brought into being more com- 
petition than any other national periodical. And 
yet 1,600,000 families continue to pay $1.50 a year 
for the Journa/, because it serves them. 

It is because the intense loyalty of these families 
extends to the advertising columns that we find in 
a single issue of the Journal the advertisements of 
more than 125 different commodities— from a few 
lines for baby clothes, up to two pages in colors for 
automobiles. 

This great volume of advertising is stable and_per- 
manent. Last year more than 869% of it came from 
firms that had also used the Jowrna/ the year before. 

* k * 

And consider how little this advertising costs in 
proportion to the work it does. 

A full page is a good-sized advertisement. 

The manufacturer can put a full-page advertisement 
in the Journal every month, going into 1,600,000 
homes, for a total cost for the entire year of +% 
cents per home. 

Or assuming that, on an average, five persons read 
each copy, the manufacturer can lay before 8,000,000 
Journal readers twelve full-page stories about his 
goods at a total cost for the whole year of less than 
one cent per reader. 

THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY, INDEPENDENCE SQUARE, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
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their own warm Nashus 
size, for 15c, that will delight h 

d dolly ar 
Tl send a real Nas! 

and show you the texture 

Woolnap 
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wered with burlay PURE COTTON 

like Nashua Blankets as 
Though all cotton t 

hing 

Both children and grown- 
and strong—-at 1g the price 
curly pap tha 
~ tath prevent: 

Nashua Blanke 
1» border 

ng new blanket 
Send for Our Interesting Booklet 

xplains why these cotton & 

Ard 
their tearing out as dom: 
are obtainable in all 
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size 
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Nashua Blankets only. 16 it bs 
ap Blanket, At Leading Dealers 

Dept. 55, 48 Franklin Street 
Amory, Browne 2Co. Boston, Mass. 
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Have You 

Decided 

What They 
Are Saying? ? db f the highest 

Have you sent to your 
Alvin Jeweler your idea of 
the conversation between 

these two young anthracite fields. When the 
the cage it disappears by 

ladi 

The jeweler who displays this picture 
in his window offers a chest of 

AWN SAVER 
The Long-Life Plate 

& rigid platfors 
f the train motiot 

to the one in his tor 
this conversation in 

n who sends him the most clever answer of 

of Universal City is thy 
ty mouke any 

s, tigers, jaguars, leop The prize chest offered by your jeweler contains 26 pieces of 
beautiful Alvin flatware. Your answer, signed with your name and 
address, must reach him by October 

If there js no Alvin Jeweler in your 
tous. We offer, as an a 
mahogany chest of 20 

send ye wn, 

ever answer 
© two of more 

prize, cach will receive one of these chests, 

ALVIN MBG. CO., Sag Harbor, N.Y. 
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Our Trained Corsetiére Fits 
Your Made-to-Measure NuBone- 

No Extra Cost 
Jusary of a perfectly ftted 

with lines that are mod 
st degree, and with the com 

fart of perfoce Gexibd 
The NuBose Ce 

permits 
the body 

only corset bomed with the 
atented triple-wire stays. n stay? 
three wires interwoves and interlocked 

chat greater support prevent styles 

A new corset free if a NeBone stay 
sts or breaks within a year, 

for Style Book a 
4 our e, who will serve 
he privacy of your hoene, yet you need 

aot feel obligated to purchase 

THE NuBONE CORSET COMPANY 
Dept. A Corry, Pa. 
A few mfined, intelligent women will be instructed 

fn cometny and given exclusive territory. 
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and the present day variety of © 
helps for the hostess makes it~ 

Easy to Entertain 
Every detail from the invitation to the 
pees ight story has been planned in 

HK SALT’S 
|} Fur Fabrics for the | 
*  Luxury-Loving 
i Woman 4 
| Women who want luxuri- 

De neal he wi i by Da ere eeeey St ans 32 PAGES ~100 ILLUSTRATIONS 
fur—or who do not want t i Suggesting 
tare and risk connected with Games and Stunts. 

furs. * HI ostumes - Favors. are buying or making = = karments of SALT'S FUR | Home and Hall Decorations 
FABRICS H Table Accessories, 

Fur Fabrices—SALT’S Fur 4 With a Full Price List of | 
\| lallowe'en Goods Sold by t 
i alers Eve ere. 

tion off the 7 H Send the coupon for the book, 

SALT’S TEXTILE CO, Inc. Dennioon oMamufacturing So. 
a 38 East 25th Street uy BOSTON NEW YORK . NEW YORK CITY i PHILADELPHIA — CHICAGO. 

ST. LOUIS 

on Your Sewing Machine 
3-in-One is awonderful 

Sewing machine oil. It is 
light and penetrating, with 
viscosity, The oil Tight to 

ond ak bottom of any delicate bearing 
id lubricates perfectly 

mOne cleans out the gummy, 
Particles gathered by inferior oil. 
Feduces wear to the least appre 

le amount, because a ¢ prop erly oiled bestne’ 
4 Siled bearing is practically fric- Nonless. A little 

3-in-One © : | io? Cloth wrung out in cold water will 
fue tM case of your machine beauti 
an 2 Polished and perfectly clean, Also 
tum PPlécation of 3-in-One prevents all 

and tarnish on nickeled and metal *urhaces, | ‘Our dealer has 3-in-One in trial bs tae Ta has 3 in trata 
Mos st Pint) Sdc; and in Mandy Oil Cans, Gtuwee oe These “handy cana” fit = machine 
Parcel’ wt are very convenient. Sent by them, POt for 30e if your dealer doeen't sell 
tive REE. A generous sample and instroc 

ictlonary on request. Write today. 
THREE 1N.OWE O41 CO.,42 CVW. Bevadwsy, New Terk. | setwelieine 

«i 
This 

DennisoneAlfg (So. 
26 Franklin Street 

Boston.Mass. 

Iam sending you 
$.05 in stamps fo 

Duadley Chase, 53 Krazy Se, Bldg. Barton, Mass 



10c cans and 
larger sizes 

THE LAST HURDLE 

3 forget 

how far one could 

wked for you! All that 

Every mother is naturally proud 
of her healthy children 

The desire for sweets is a healthy appetite. Turn it into the 
= avenue of health by allowing your girls and boys to eat 
"French toast or fried mush with Log Cabin Syrup, 

If it should happen that you do not know how wholesomely 
delicious and really good is the favor of pure maple in 

=  TOWLES LOG CABIN 
; CANE AND MAPLE SYRUP 
“ Send us 10¢ and your grocer’s name for a full-sized ten-cent can. It 
a" contains a liberal supply plenty for the true test of repeated use, You 

. will be glad to see how the children enjoy it—and it certainly is healthful 
for therm, and you, too. 

et Keep the Log Cabin Can right on the table. 
"= Enjoy it not only with the breakfast cakes 

and waffles, but every meal. Use it in place 
of cream with cereals, puddings, custards 
and desserts. Use it in the kitchen in mak- 
ing cookies, pies, cakes and desserts, 
Send for the Log Cabin Recipe Book 

Contains sixty-nine delightful ideas for vsing Low 
Cabin Syrup--sugeestions for every m 
day. The book is free, but be sure to mention 
grocers name, ated if he doesn't carry Low Cabin 
3yru feqular ten 
cent 
The Towle Maple Products Company 

122 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 
treet. New York 
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Canterbury 
Pattern 

ww hard he wa: 
“5 wonder—I'm 
maybe 1 haven't 

American China of Rare Beauty 
‘OU can have such china as you will always be proud 
to own if you select Syracuse China. It is the kind 

one buys for “best,” yet it stands the wear of everyday use 
and is not high-priced. Every one of the many charming 
designs in 

SYRACUSE CHINA 
has the quality of lasting beauty—you like it better every day. And it is 
as economical as it is beautiful, for it is more durable than any other fine 
china of equal weight. 
Write for our ilfestrated beck on “China” and the mame of our sesrest dealer 

Onondaga Pottery Co., Dept. C, Syracuse, New York 
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Nothing 
Else 

as é 

Good 

For Sound Teeth— 
Healthy Gums— 

A Clean Mouth— 

LISTERINE 
(The Safe Antiseptic) 

Dip your tooth brush in water, 
pour Listerine on it, brush your 
teeth thoroughly: then rinse your 
mouth with diluted Listerine. 

Do this twice dai It is a com 
venient and scientific way 
vent tooth troubles, check decays 
and overcome mouth acids. 

Listerine is a power: 
ful antiseptic and ade 
lightful aid to the 
toilet. Applied with a 
damp sponge or cloth, 
it will impart to the 
body a refreshing feel 
ing of cleanliness. 

Four Sixes: 
15c, 25e, Se, $1.00 
Made and Owned in America 

Lambert Pharmacal Co- 
St. Louis, Missouri 
Toronto, Canada 

How soft and 

smooth it feels! 

Gives real comforts 

makes the touch of 

clothing light and 

comfortable, 

Unusual smoothness 
Fine quality 
Exquisite fragrance 
Uniqueamongtalcums 
‘Test it yourself; if 

youdon'tlikeit, your 

dealerwillrefund 
your money. 

today for 
suet 500 Photon E iGU ‘Avi 

TOUT FIGUR RES atte ter LFIGUE. aw ile 
Foes Lane Bryant att ee 

IF YOU ARE HARD, OEE 



olumbia 
WINDOW SHADES 

FOUR GRADES 
Columbia Crown 

= Columbia-Linolene 
Chlumbia Arrow & 

Colunrt 

(COLUMBIA Window Shades 
have distinctive style—and the 

Tich, cheerful colorings mellow the 
light and scem to give a new and 
cheerier charm to the whole room. 

Shades are hung in the 
untry than any 

asseaaac| 

can find in the wide 
s just the tones they want— 

reason that Columbias wear well. 
pur dealer to show you Columbia 
w Shades See how w they ar 

honed 
‘Out of 

Pho noreasactee SSO DCU COI PSASTRETOCUCOOINIO DOIGSECOIG: 

— LOOK FOR 
(et ON 

fe make windows tivective 

| The COLUMBIA MILLS, Ine 
ROLLER 
CAP 

Meade onder shade Inala slums Cloth and Rellers 

Win Them 
To Bran 

Bran is of vast importance to 
all folks all the time. 

leis Nature's laxative, 
It fosters night living. 
1 aids inner cleanliness. 
font serve it in any unlikable 

form, 

Pettiioha’s is a dainty. It hides 255% 
Of bean in delicious soft wheat flakes. It ' made to tempt folks to brass habita, and 
make those habits lasting, 

Noto the effects of a dish a day for One Week, 

Pettijohns 
Rolled Wheat with Bran Flakes 

Moat ost _grocers have it, Any grocer will 
Ott Pes package, 152. 

THE QUAKER OATS COMPANY 
‘Chicago 

—_—~ 

Educate Your Child 
In Your Own Home 

Under the dicection of 
CALVERT SCHOOL, Inc. 

fe wire 

of ch 
Scheel, 10 West Chase St, Baltimore, Mi. 

MOLYEM, AM (Harvard), Headmaster. 
The Cals Sa 

| 

6u Can BuyNew York Clothes 
__ Nt Money Saving Prices 
Write Now for the New Catalog-FREE! 
You certainly will want to see the many fascinating 

style changes for this Winter. This Beautilul Fash- 
ion Catalog (just issued) illustrates and describes 
everything that is new and authentically in vogue 
in the realm of Fashion. 

Many beautiful colored pages show exactly the 
Winter iabrcs, Your Winter 

s catalog, direct from New 
offered at prices that will amaze you by 

their reasonableness. 
By all means send for this Money-Saving 

Fashion Book! 

This Wonderful 

Tailored Hat 

$398 
Express Charges Paid 

nating Style—Lowest Prices, at We 

10 by sending for the wonderful 
you to have it FREE. 

Uhustrates and Describes the fc 
Goats. $5.00 0 $20.09 Skies $1.96 $7.50 

$1.00 0) PetScests , Se 4.58, 

Ladies’, Misses’ und Cikiven's Shoes. SLOO ta $5.00 
WHY PAY MORE? 

Rich Silk Velvet 
Becoming Tailored vam 

[Si 

This 
Wonderful 

Winter Coat 
SIZES 

14-16-18 } 3°98 
Misses! 
Women's 

34 to 42 Bust All Express Paid 

SH 
‘Sines 14 to 44 best mews 
ure. Postage Paid. 
o Fine Shadow 

Waist No 2183. 

< 
00 

Lace Waist $1.00 

Hi : $1.00 : 

Send for the Bedell Catalog to-day. Just a post-card will bring it. 

We Pay All Mail or We Guarantee to 

Express Charges Please You or 

to Your Home Money Refunded 

34th Street-Fifth Avenue, New York City 
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Trouble —no iv- 
convenience=no soaking— 
no picking —no boiling. 

Time —Ready-cook- 
ed—instantly available for 
preparing many dishes, 

Money=Nethiey 
but &h—no bones — no 
waite mea spoilage 

B&M Fish Flakes are caught in the deep cold sea waters— 
cleaned —cooked—slightly salted—placed in parchment 
lined containers. Not a speck of preservative used. 

Burnham & Morrill Fish Flakes 
Se (Baap in Fee Weis) 

them, vo ing re 
4, 

say we can't float 
jenty of tiene to get 

hoats yet 
It looker Choicest parts of the fish that delight every member of oP 

the family and can be used for almost countless ways 
of preparation, but they are certainly good in 
Codfish Balls Creamed Fisk Fish Hash Fish Chowder 

Sold by most grocers. If not by yours, send his name 
and 2c stamp for generous samp: 

Our recipe booklet, “Good Eating,” free for the asking. 

BURNHAM & MORRILL CO. 
1 Water Street, Portland, Me. 
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How to Keep You r 
Silver Pretty 
Removing Ternish, Polishing - 
What to Use, and How toUseit 

8y Sarah Prockter 

ILVERWARE, 
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fopt means of quickly, easily and safely 
brightening if, hard 

Boat's 
Brightening Silver 

“THERE age a great eiany silver pol 
shes on the a 

a *“Good-by, 
I'll find you again." 

are they contain eros <, and with a bong wait, acids or < Of course th sh a pin 
will remove tarnish, but in doing so the backward look she moved away. 

away the silver, You st ewallowe 
per the tarnish he Sudling 

pes 2 polls t rs pol bered cry of terror as I can re 
used nothing but plain 

reaking 
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Co., 28 Cliff Street, New York. 
1 enclose two centa, to pay postage and packing 

Send mea mmple of Electro Silime Polishing Powder 
anduf yournew precact, Electro Saicon Pollshang Crea 
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There was a th 

je Bi Name 

Street and No, ‘ CONCLUDED ON FAGE as 
City. 

hough Parrot to get 
dirt off and. bei 

the grain and the finish, Never 
fet Parrot F 2 small 

a 
fib {ecu 
3. 

Quick and 
Easy 

Sem today ff 
this Big Cot 
rect Stybe Fut 
Book —¢%- 
traordinaty 
quality st 

lig saving, 

you. No matter wh 
style od fur you jesite churiaa fi 

Dogrhie ely it ts fullydescriberdt d rice’ 

$1350 in thir Correct Fur Style Bor 

Albrecht Furs 
Alterett hotent qulity and work 
tama or 00 ware—pet 9 

ag Ne. 1 

Sead Us Your 

Old Garpets 
We Dye Them and Weav® S 

ot Velvety Rug 3 
peta 

fame ‘order completed in £0 
YOU SAVE 1-2, eh Voor bt carparn ave mst 2 no matter bow bellf 



ilet Nets, 
FE though in- 

expensive, |: 
make particularly 
Voguis h hangings. 

SCRANTON 
LACE || 

Curtains DraperyLaces || 
appeal to women 
who. appreciate 
istinctiveness 

with economy. 
o See them at 

your dealer's 

THE SCRANTON 
LACE COMPANY 
Scranton, Pa. 

e 
YOUR PERRY-DA 

Fall and Winter Catalog 
Will save you money 
Tea. IT SHOWS: 
Sresrate Tet Talorad Seite «frome $9.98 to $24.98 

iets. LS to 6.08 
Dresans 

ve not received YOUR copy 
log, don"t fail to send us a 

al it will be sent you 
y return mail, 

ERRyY,DAME&Co. 
lag East 32nd St., New York City Cee 

The Thouar AE Uh scive voce ah protarsee sorendiatar 
Gi Shope, 1 Bank Bidy., Pawtucket, R. 1, 
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ly a little tired. | 
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a 
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al 

have you been 
R Teassured 

aldn't Iet me, She has g 
ec Heal to telegraph, And you 

“LL, to m all right he answered, 
Bot I've been—the 3 , 

broke off hu 

He drapped to his k 
reached across until hi 
rently," Lesli 
ever happy, dear 

She smiled and the lash 
“Twice, Br 
and pow,” night 

heart, you and 1 

What, Brook? 

dovsn’t seem as if 
have been, for w 
just the little girl 

She smiled 
eyes, as be 
she murmured, 

rr 
We're both begs 

he 

ft 

sh 
Yo 
Ev 

days ago. It seems a 

hat it burt ter 
fell ov 

she whispered, 

ing all over a 
her; we's 

~ “No more—her- 

last. I—I wanted 
pever know!” 

he answered pruudly 

he usted shyly 
—happiness—all those 

ing I've wanted so 

essa seei eee lease tsa eee laevis ssa de soda aa sls eee 

“ 

aes aaeletceiitercreciisisesssssccitele 

Alla Lighting Exp 

Who needs Good Light? 
Are your lights so bright that you cannot look at 

them steadily without blinking? Are they so dim that 

you cannot see well? Are they flickering or bare? 

Then you need Good Light 

Is there a child in your home who studies at night 

in either dim light or brilliant, eyve-irritating light? Or 

a baby who stares at bright, unshaded lights? 

Then you need Good Light 

Do your eyes tire casily in artificial light at home or 
at work? Do they smart or feel strained? Do you have 

to shade them when you read or study at night? 

Then you need Good Light 

Good Light means better homes, 

better health and better work 

Thousands of children and grown-ups are wearing 

glasses that Good Light would have prevented. Thou- 

sands of homes have poor light, and yet parents wonder 

why their children feel poorly—and do poorly in school, 

Thousands of men and women are not doing their 

best work, because their employers (whose d are near 
windows and are well lighted) do not realize that the 

employees’ desks, countersand benchesare poorly lighted, 

In stores, customers are buying wrong shades of ma- 

terials—or not buying at all—because the light is poor, 

Why have high lighting bills and poor light? Why 
handicap your health, your children, your employees or 

your customers? Itis easy to get Good Light, when you 

know the facts. If you will ask us, we will tell you how. 

Alba Lighting Equipment 
makes it easy to get Good Light 

Alba softens light akes it kind to the eyes—so that you can 

see, work, read and studyin comfort. Alba concentrates ordistributes 

the light where you need it most—over a dinner table, a desk or 
work bench, a counter or show case. Alba, in many forms, is 

beautiful, and adds to the attractiveness of your home, store or office. 
Alba also makes the best use of the light, and, therefore, costs 

less for current—or gives you more light from the same current. 

These Lighting Booklets Free 
These booklets tell the facts about Good Light and how to get it. One or 

more will be sent free on request —use the coupon. If you will also describe 
your particular needs, we will suggest, free, haw to get the best light for 
your purpose. It usually requires only a few simple changes. 

l-Homes 5-Offices 9-Theatres 

2-Dept. Stores 6-Clubs 10-Hospitals 

3-Restaurants 7-Hotels 11-Churches 

4-Stores &-Banks 

Macbeth-Evans Glass Co 
Pittsburgh 

Sales and Showrvame ala in New York 
Chiceea. Philadelplila 

Se Louis, Boston, Cincinnati 
Cleveland, Duilas, San Francisca 

Macbeth. Evans Glass Co 
Ltd Toronto 

Ceceeegesass 9 
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on 
CORSETS 

i. ~ 

W Royal Worcester Corset Co., Worcester, Mass. 

Are REAL Corsets 
yee That Perfect Your Figure 

'ASHION has decreed 
the erect figure of graceful, 

natural proportions! Correct 
corsets of high grade materials 
were never more necessary. 

The latest BON TON con- 
ceptions have more boning, 
slightly higher bust, a trifle 
shorter skirt, and give the very 

w “ Military Curve.” 

Shapeless, solt, topless corsets 
are a thing of the past. Today 
your form needs the support 
of scientifically made corsets 
to give it proper poise and 
fashionable lines. 

New gowns require new cor- 
sets. Now is the ideal time to 
buy your BON TON! 

SOLD BY DEALERS 
$3.50, $5, $6.50, $8, $10 
and upwards, If you cannot get it 
from your favorite tore we will send 
direct upon receipt of Style Number, 
Size and Price. 

Write For Handsome Catalog Free 

Made of 
Luxite 

Synthetic 
Silk 

Luxite 
What It Is 

‘Thesild-werrmerestes 
‘a vinconss Bid of hacen 

f 
beads a coewoe, 

Jn Lamite that vie 
eoas flead i made apn 
tecaly — dad 
Ing the veareatin Shee 
‘Then shat Burd b wun thoaush minice 
sumtebes saath wore, 

nik ose 

Hed dole 
in salt and lemvous, but 
it's mot Like silk is 
price. 

and Invention have been oc 
Spun Silk—synthe 

Not a cotton textu: 

But a sub 

MAN-SPUN SILK 
With Tromcendent Luatre—at Half the Price 

This is to hail a new creation, on which Chemistry 
A Man- pied for years. 

called Laxite, 
treated 
atu ral 

ic silk 

ance like the 
ilkk-worms + 

Mess: 's asc and 35€ per pair; Women's 50c 
Hose of Lusite looks hike warm- 

sheers and excel 

@ leseee 

Lanse, It represents perfection in us. 
this man-made elk. But many 

xtiee has been made 
im reaching this perfection, 
LUXITE TEXTIL 

N 

So don’t judge Hose of Lusite 
It haw fineness, feel. by any other texture. Let no ome 

at weasing qual- convince you that hose ix 
compoation, like #. 
silk Hose of Lunite i pone sald in al- 

moat every cty. If your dealer 
can't supply you, send direct to 

Or mail wa his name on a 
postal and we'll forward gur color- 
Mlostrated book that telle about 
this new-day hose, 

York 
s of 
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The Sanitation and 
Beauty of Your Home 
Demand Alabastine 

‘The most fashionable wall dec- 
oration —used in homes of the 
best taste—is also the most eco 
nomical, Tinted walls are now 
recommended in preference t 
wall paper, for they are consid 
ered more artistic, are more sani- 
tary, and cost much less. 

The Beautiful Wall Tint 
Made in U.S. A. 

Start your wall tinting right by 
using the right material, Avoid 
all kalsomines. Alabastine is chen 

ly different from Ralcomine. Wt 
firmer, presents a more solid, sub- 
stantial appearance on the walls, 

snot rub off, chip nor peel when 
roperly applied, and comes in 4 

great range of beautiful velvety 

colors, so that you can get pet 
feetly harmonious effects with your 
furniture, rugs and woodwork. 

Alabastine may be easily and quickly 
applie The dry powder is mixe’ 
with coll water and put on with 4 ree 
lar wall brush, Requites no glue—?? 
boiling wate 

$old by dealers everywhere, in $ 
ass and circle ® 

your wor k for 

you, have him tine on the jo 

FREE— COLOR PLANS. 
Write for our book of color plans of 

we 

HOME UPRIGHT STYLE 103 

1 lies in the Iver* = 
but of 

gil 

Piano satisfaction 
build Pond. We 

ade—the h 
¢ of our house 

pianos of 
t. This + 

the 
nce, sph 

and pre policy result in 
which is a work of art 

Ivers & Pond 
PIANOS 

pian? 

are now used in over 400 Lea yi 
Educational Institutions and nef) 
60,000 American homes. A cata! es 
showing our complete line of grant 
uprights and players, vitally interest! 
to the intending buyer, will be mal 

on request. Write for ¢t. 

How to Buy dt 
Wherever in the United Seates no dealet “pe 
them we ship IVERS & POND pianos, fet 3 
factory on appeoval, The piano must PI 
returns at our expense for Railroad frei sy” 
eral allowance fer ald pianue in exchane® 
tive easy payment plans 

Fil Out and Send This Couper 4° 0. 

IVERS & POND PIANO | ec 
117 Boylston Street, Boston, Mae 

Plane sail yet new catalagae ond 
| mation fy buyer 

Nome 



| You'll find yourself pouring out | 

Not a mere dash—not a 
teeny weeny little helping. 

more, And more, And then 
me. You'll wantto FAT Blue 
abel Ketchup! ‘That’s how ! 

BLUE [ABEL 
KETCHUP 
Adds zest to all it touches 

Vine-ripened tomate nig ion 
Plump one nd pute spices mak 
mi gov. Ne 

Label Ketchup, It key 

are equally ae high gue 
iMfying aa Bine Labet Ke 

Curtice Brothers Co. 
Ruchester, N. ¥ 

LL OTH 

The Car Women Like 
Every ng prings make © comfortable 

Saxon Road 
petter than ever 

For the 19 
re event 
Improvem 

the Saxon Roadster the 
most eco 

ng the Saxon Ros 
s hav 

Mrs. Rose Gostenhofer 
of New York writes | 

xon dealers 

everywhere 

} Dept 

=H Saxon Motor Company, Detroit 

| UNDERWOOD DEVILED HAM 
| “Branded with the Devil 

but Fit For the Gods" 

3 October 
Breakfasts 

Siced Orange 
Easy ale 
Becedict, 

Cotlee 

The Recipes 
OMELET — Four egys 

(Sg eps 
icakd gen oe 

Deviled Ham. 
thick 

“‘Goed Tastes For Good Times "’ 
# Little Red Deva Recipes and Meal 
asking. 15¢ will bring you also an 

When writing always mention your 
§ possible say whether he sells Underwood 

Deviled Ham. st grocers do, Sead Ic book today. 

WM. UNDERWOOD 00.,64 FULTON ST.,BOSTON, MASS. 

Makers also of 
Underwood Deviled C 

“TASTE THE TASTE” 

en, Tongue and Turkey 

incorporat 
t appeal towomen 
vers. How well 

eded you 

¢ new cars. 

See one nearest 
of write us for 

ne. Address 

\ eal 



Women of fashion, of 
taste, of discrimination, 
are the most particular 
in dress. 

Such women are not 
mere chance dressers, 

‘They know dress 
demand lines, 

they 

They choose American 
Lady Corsets from a 
whole world of cor- 
sets, because their 
educated appreciation 
of authentic design, 
superior materials, 
exquisite workmanship, 
and above all—faultless 
fitting qualities — leads 
themto recognize Amer- 
ican Lady Corsets as the 
correct in corsetry, 

You will find, amony 
the extensive variety of 
American Lady Corset 
designs, an American 
Lady Corset for “your” 
individual figure. 
Why not ask, where you 
buy your corsets, tosee it? 

At dealers’ 
$1.00 $1.50 $2.00 32.80 $3.09 $3.50 $5.00 

Guarantee 
American Lady Comets, trade marked, signed and 

ord the maximum standardized goods, 
ne may depend at all times, in ull places. 

You are safe in buying thew, 

AMERICAN LADY CORSET 
HOME OFFICE, DETROIT 

cHicaco SAN PRANCIICO 

Co., Inc. 

NEW YORK 

Send Us Your 

F Old Clothing 
We Dye it and Weave 

Heawtifel mew rugs in plain, Fane 
Oriental patterns ealww 
‘want, omy sine-tive exjual uf the Ala 
Driced sare Fuge 
Rugs, $1.00 and Up— 

seamless, soft. braght. @ura- 
meat 10 ye 

Garden 
Puider 
Special $1.00 Size 

7 
A Face Powder of peculiar excellence which 
creates an atmosphere of refinement. The ap- 
pealing charm of Rigaud’s "Mary Gard 
‘erfume" is blended with infinite delicacy 

into this velvety face powder, improving the 
complexion of every woman's skin, eliminating 

uperficial blemishes, and effacing the ravages 
time. Mary Garden Face Powder may be 

had in any tint, including ochre and mauve, 
for fashionable evening wear. 

RIGAUD—PARIS 
Special Offer to The Ladies’ Home Journal Readers 

If your dealer has not the $1 Mary Garden Face Powder, send his name and 
addcess with $1 by mail to RIGAUD'S American agents—Geo, Borgfeldt & Co., 
Irving Place, New York, who will forward it by return post 

| 

A GIRL ALONE 
(conn ROM PAGE 2 

the other it was thelr © 
Thad care and J determi 
af the hove fows now forever, My work 

sale acd absorbing substinute for 

‘dashed off several short 
two or three 

only one person, the maid who attended to my 
r Yet I was praic happy... From 
America came excited letters from Carter, 

of clippings about the » 

The secret of 
week. Then 

racked down the m: 
y father's daughter, and 
of it 

¢ lt seemed that this fir 
not have been launche more 

series would be 
gland in May aa 1 now 

> Carter. 
ja cable 

3} was in the seventh heaven all t 

wane 
ut feast 1 

Thad firmly 
marry! 

in the soft April su: 
Wh-where are we going?” 

jing back.” 

M AFRAID we have « many 
and substantially solid earth 

He tind dis. 
it in love, But 

chow, after every prosaic impact, we find 
eur way to the moan again—and that is all 
that matters, 1 did not want to marry Sandy, 
‘ he 1 swppese I hy 

ment when 

rs of mari 
we were dd to b 

Yet, looking at it from the 
marriage with a worna 

ruling passion is identical with ber ambitic 
Ives freedom to roam and to create; is 

whose 

mine inte considera 
fin a wile wus a real in- 

He was as keen as I for my 
y work, which he admired almost 

reverently, apel, far from wishing 
was eager to de all by 

lortably furni 
be said sh 

ris 
§ be absulute 
‘ “But y 

e basis of our wedded life, 
succeeded fi beyond the rather 

tions of friends and respective 
families. The secret lies, I think, in our com 
plete confidence in each other, absent or 

ther, and in the fact that we are troc 
companions and ime 

portant faet er have the chance 
tire of each + our time together is 

precious because either of us at any moment 
may be on the wing, 

1 remember so well aur first separation six 
weeks alter the honeyawon, 1 had to go to 
America; Sandy was to t 
two months, him I had grave 

there 
e later, 

which 
ube 

N ARY success, the hard-contested 
LVI doors to publication once down, was an 
easy progress. I could walk up Fifth Avenue 
any time sow and behold my books in the vari- 
ous bookst uttered lato 

and the new fashions: whe 
mas, [ went home to “shaw off” 

husband to my now harmonious famil 
fun to find myself a persanage in my own city 

| Aa odd coincidence occurred when my 
full-page newspaper “history" appeared 

a the reverse sheet of a picture of another 
classmate, now the President's daughter. A 
few years before, she and I had ran against each 
other for the editorship of the college maxa 
zine. If we all could have seen ahead then the 
so-variows race we were to. run—reporting, 
story-writing, suciety 4 wither sense, Leac 
ing, settlement work, martiage—that most 

cult career of all—would our young enthu 
siasm have faltered, T wonder? 

A story such as thit—the actual ups-and- 
downs story of the career that the world sees 
superficially as a startling success—can have 
litthe value as warning or instruction to other 
girls of Uterary best. A career is intrinsical 
matzer of the personal equation; if a girl is 
born to write she will write; nothing I can say, 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 89 
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AftertheBath 
The pleasant stimulation of @ 

rub down with a Martex Turkish 
‘Towel leaves a delightful sens 

tion of invigoration, of healthful 
ness and wholesome cleanline 
| 

The skin becomes soft, cleat, 
beautiful, like satin to the touch- 

TURKISH "i Ls 

are wonderful towels. They combine 
value, quality, weave and beauty’ 

her that are not excelled by any 
towel made, Many sites and 
in non-fading tint 

Every Towel and Bath Rug 
ries its owe gu: 
tion of mone refunded, 

Sold only in depart- 
ment stores, 
gURee sareieine for 
Beauty," mearhy al 

Fee fone Sodio 
Columbia 
Towel Mills 

PHLA.PAL 
New Yerk Ottice 

Exactly What 

You Should 
You can, J know you ¢ 
because Ihave redaved 3 

your beart action; how to breathe, to #t®” 
to walk; and relieve 
CHRONIC 
AILMENTS 

Owe paged serites! "1 welsh Ay 
pounds fess, and 1 have galt 

yin strength 
Last May J 

iin ghis May 
126, and abl T feet SD W 

Texto Crochet? 
the artificial silk hav- 
ing the brilliant lustre 
of pure silk and all 
desirable qualities of 
a cotton thread, We 
guarantee Texto Cro- 
chet remaing white 
alter laundering. 
Price per Spool 15c—all staple ol 
Directions for making ower 100 articles, 
basket favors, boodoir caps lovely enotal 
ning wear, hand bags, will be found én "Sill 
Instructions for Crocheting and Keitting- 

cents poripasd, This hook alsa gives ¢ Siete or 
foe tntiog a secater with Old Brash kale 
salk, 1f yowr dealer cannot supply sum sd OY ct 
wens with uur remilugece aud ive ull 20¢ OF 
order is Xiled. 

MHEMINWAXS, sIK@ 
890 Broadway New York 



Tender Little 
Feet 
xd the foot torture that grown. Ought to be apa 

bend the deli 
ite coms, Bunions, ingrow- 

Start your child right in Edveaton, Foe 
Edocatons never bent sey hones, hence never 
Sause any foot. Because they're made in 

br 
wo Neve Seta le 5 9 
Rice & Hutchins, bne., 
14 High St., Boston. 

Educetor 
for Boys 

and 
Litite Men 

Rice & Hutchins 

EucAToR 

itable 

The King of Condiments 
omROHEN's Mt At ant over St 

able rey 

Colburn’s 

Enis 
‘The A, Colburn Company, Philadelphia 

A GIRL ALONE 

, children, Prices when T take an 
$ ve EDUCATOR compose till midnight 

is branded on the hard to sleep; my usin x 

tinged by that arti 
whery two o 

for mutual alt 

) MY lncursions ame 

ne: Steer clear of w 

ympathetic kr 

— 3 oN 

7} 

CONTINUED PROM F 

experience, will inf 
ry lies in it 

and far bet wee 
deve of advice to 

Bohemia.” If your 

many nat 
many natural duties 

me ustil 1 rea 

Copy—In Rann: Edition” 
ene, 

‘and all the great 
s ¢ and play compo- 

sitions embraced in the “Century Edition,” 

SPECIAL “GET ACQUAINTED, OFFER” 

us how artiecic, Seaurtitul nt 

Finest Procurable—Ten Cents a 

“My, What a Handy Light!” 
That's what everyone says who sees one of these practical 
electric lights that can be carried around with you anywhere. 

EVERFADY 
FLASHLIGHTS 

give a bright, dependable light foe going down cella, up attic, rammag- 
ing ia closets, of going anywhere about the howe of out of doors, 
They can't blow cut, blow up, bum you or cause fires even in 
the mada of the moat inflammable material, 
They are complete clectric Tights, without wirer, that furnish 
these own light from a harmless Tungsten hattery right (aside 
(he caseswe: yous pa) on Weeks te Lather wales They 
are very econo: 
Next time you're shopping, go into the drug, hardware or 
electsical supply siore that displays EVEREADY in the 
window and see the many handsome, ecceomical styles of 
EVEREADY Hoase Lights, Guest Candles and Pocket 
Lights for you to select from. 

Style No. 2631, illustrated, sells far 
$1.S0inthe U.S., and $1.65 in Can, 

Remember— Look for the same EVEREADY: 
arectced by the “Largest Manufacturers of Flash- 

Fehon in the World.” 
Herdsvom Mustrated cotalugwe No. 28 sent on maquest. 

American Ever Ready Works 
No, 2631 of National Carbom Company 

Long Island City New Yorlc 



re are IS 8 OAR 
( n ever) article of dress. 

PHOENTX 
SILK HOSE 

is the national standard of silk hose 
value. It affords the maximum of 
durability, with brilliance 0% lustre, 
beaut) of weave and perfection of fit. 

Women's75*to'2 pair Men’ 50* to¥l. 50 pair~ 
Misses'75t pair Infant?25*&50¢pair 

AT THE BEST SHOPS 

‘Made in USA’ bx 
PHOENIX KNITTING WORKS 
222 Broadway, Milwaukee. 

= 

Beautify Your Rooms With The Cleanest—Safest— 
These Exclusive Fixtures of All Nursers 

ise) : 

GAUMER 
Guaranteed 

\ Lighting Fixtures || 
NG 
Wei 

us NURSING BOTTLE 

Hygeia & 2 
Nursing q ul 

Bottle Co, | 4 
1347 Main = 

Street we 
Buffalo, N.Y. —_* 

ise famaer sent I 
LEA & PERRINS, 257 WEST ST 

NEW YORK 

es 

pvc wich thet Mail a Postal 
and Rective Twe Beaks ~ Absolutely FREE 

. k Catahag—affer 

f Ash for Catalog No. 306 
Kalamazoo Stove Co., Mfrs. 

Kalamazoo, Mis 

a : 7 ‘ Buy Your Bungalow 
Gel feyo Sts yan WHOLESALE! 

that “Ready-Sawed” if You Prefert 

These 3 and_150 
$946 Other Plans Free 

for the Postage 

‘A Whole House of 
MSS $1066 Any Part of a House 

Wholesale 

= $1293 % a 
GORDON-VAN TINE COMPANY Tk Cane St, Bavonpart, Ea sSitsend Mand 4 Cmts 

THE HOLMES © 
330 Ehaword Rh 
OO Provideness 



night, Aor 
pain in my 
died it for, 

— an 

i pa Breakfast 
Waffles and muffins that fai 
melt in the mouth,—cereals 
cooked throu 

h 

This is the breakf, 
ry of the houschold wh 

is done in 

AGNE 
ALUMINUM 

AR. 
‘‘From Generation to 
Warner 

thea 

WAGNER ie ease 
Ss tam of every ples If you do mat kraw the Wegner Deater 
fn owe fi Lirect 10 5 avo Vet 

together with oar 
PREG. Wi 

, THE WAGNER MFG, CO, 
Sidney, ‘aie 

To Get Acquainted 
aed a nante of your dey 

titan Wa Avaininiisn Cup. 

the girl “Mamie 

t's up with her 
she sick 

* Worse than tick !” 
se than # 

sakes! Peter quickly 

why “Why 
Hi Peter! 

her inte a 
protected fro 

be New feanares; 
sit Wearing, greater comfort. 

oOngest ier made, Fastens 
wickly and STAYS fastened. ‘The 

Best Garter for “EVERYCHILD” 

CEN rE 
“With the Pin That ER 

Cees a pare envelope that ke ferus bai 7, unbaailled. Made of | 
eee eal om me rustlem; ne metal ri reskin. Every pais quataateed 

—chehdven, mames, women, 

15c to 25¢ 
Atthur 

seferdina to tae. If not obtain. 
able mt nearhy store, write to 

COLUMBI Al 
MERCERIZED © 
eee 
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HEART WINNERS 
“All 1 Can Do Is Just Love You" 

SONGS ‘ake 

Liga eo Oe) 

6 aT Raaiereer Pere 
hovel {tts} 

The World’s Most Gifted Song 
Writers proclaim these four songs 
to be the best they have ever written. 

Master strokes by song writers 
where: commieet earning pow 

vou con't. read us 
ball fow my atght parces 

Other Popular “FEIST" Songs 
SE Wast t6 Go o9 Tota” Lavtge Yas rere 6 Tale w 

"RL Ms Cat Be he 8 
‘Ges Veneta, Eee ts 

"Oe te Bbsres af 

4a 6 Bg, Bose ee |: 

GORSETS 
U 

Certified Correct Styles 
For Slender, Average and Full Figures 

Madame Grace Corsets are correct style — certified correct 
draws 
M 

Wear @ Maiaene Groce Corset — and your gowns will have the fit, the 
senart appearance that the woman of fashion must have. With 

Corset, the woman of full figure can present the mame attractiv 
Tcomndort that ber slender sister enjoys. Mi 
Groce Corsets are econcmical too—prices ras 
from $1 to $5. 

If your store doesn't sell Madame Grace 
Corstts, either of these models will be sent 
postpaid on receapt of pexe. 

(New) Kalamazoo Corset Company 

Certified Correct Style 
No. K t—For slender te 
ore. rent. 35 ie 



Lomato Catsup 

Did you ever taste a natural 
tomato catsup? One that you 
find worth eating for its own 
flavor? 

There is just one way to 
produce it—the Beech-Nut 
way. 

Tomatoes grownnear Rochester 
—the finest country for catsup to- 
matoes in the world, Ripened on 
the vines —carried in right from the 
farms. No shipping long distances 
—no recooking —no loss of flavor. 

Two hours to make, bottle and 
sterilize—and Beech-Nut Tomato 
Catsup is ready for you. 

Exceptional in delicacy of flavor 
—yet costs no more than the 
ordinary catsups. 

Of your grocer—two sizes, 25 
cents and 15 cents (in the ex- 
treme West, a little more), 

Makers of America's Most Fa- 
mous Bacon—Beech-Nut Bacon 

BEECH-NUT PACKING COMPANY 
Canajoharie, N.Y. 

‘Catsup Plant at Roch: LY, 

OTHERS = EXPECTATION THE EXPECTANT MoT H se Compien Line Wf Fastin Rapearet ATERNITY 5 a 
folie Lane Bryant wy. 

eekenonone 

SERSSTe DOF PPRRT SAAR ATSDR ION AD DDITD ESTP 

A beautiful gown 
or frock should be 
protected by a reli- 
able dress shield. 

Guaranteed protec- 
tion if you wear— 

The Ladie 

ring her to the room. She's old, 

+ her If you want me to, 
t me to. 

I leave it to ye 

had little effect wpe 
at mourning. Mer 

, whose words | 

a Railway Station, 

“Why-—what was there?” 

women was sue 
they were 

nich came be 
Ai . 
by the white mul 

* to find Peter 

* anid Peter, p 
O'Dowd, “We 

nie; but we got her 
took a train and we brought 

Vet 
and each other." 

Oh, Peter, you're a dear, 

tted the hast of 
di into ber fa 

ig! 
Get owt,” 

Ga 

cael hastily, the little girl stared 
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For Welcome Warmth 
Every household needs a Florence OF 

Heater. It will warm you wp it a jiffy 
and keep you warm till spring. Hand 
me, sturdy, easy to clean and adjust, 

absnlutely je and safe, the Florence 
is fast becoming th dl heater in 
the better bow meres, It costs 

little to buy and fess ta operate, 
The Florence is a stove aye heater 

The wick ani ail reservoir are in separate 
compartments, with air spaces and metal 
fives in between, This does away with 
the perforations which soon clog with dust 
nd lint, thus causinge smoke and sme! 

does avery with all danger of turning 
the wick down into the oil. ‘The tripod 
tase insures a firm foundation. Three 
ines, for big, medi or little rooms 

Our free illustrate ells the story 
and it’s yours for th 

FLORENCE 
Oil Heaters 

CENTRAL OW. & GAS STOVE COMPANY 
134 School St,, Gardner, Massachusetts 

netnies! recipes, "The Hewebold Helper 

Your 32 Teeth 
Are 32 Reasons 

for using 

Calox 
The OXYGEN Tooth Powder 

All Druggists, 25¢. 

Sample and Booklet 
Pree if yom mention 

your Drugeist 

McKESSON & ROBBINS 
91 Fulton St, New York j 

== 

Women want 
to be known as good cooks, As a most 
efficient aid in making soups, sauce’, 
stews, gravies, ete., we want to send you 
A FREE SAMPLE BOTTLE OF 

(kes, US, Pats 8x! 
Mailus your name and address to- 
day for a free sample bottle which 
will enable you to brown gravies 
quickly, and give a flavor to your 
cooking you have never known. 
Itis economical, relinble, efficient. 
We will also send you our new 
booklet of up-to-date tested 
recipes. Sold by best grocers. 

The Palisade Manufacturing Co. 
224 Clinton Avenue West Hebsken, N- = 

Everything seeded feup Seth 30 
diginty daeanee (ao wee Maternity Cormets $1.60. Wrice ( 
Ging ie STUART, $7 W, 384k St, Hew eas 



— 

“At Your Service’’ 

Price $1.00, 

No. 603, Set ol six 
lighe - weight” Seevliow 

We Have Been Preparing Your 
% Christmas Gifts for a Year 

asin wal ting totes 
Tao 

nt this Book i youre, whell 
[Pe illite fo tat ener.” Doe't delay 

mt nad snail the coupes new. 
*, Busrarstre full and complete 

fe eture every 

without ebligal 
230. pege Cotabog 0 

Gilt 
Nome 

Sve Form 
The Pneumatic Dress Form 

r Produces every curve and line of your 
Sie the dees that fits it, fits you per- 
“clly. One form serves entire family. 
cu WILL LAST A LIFETIME 
VARANTEED FOR FIVE. YEARS 
inl tld any defect in material or workman. 
PN velop within this time, 
oh et ‘ORM may be re- 
the fo us and we will correct 
Now defect or replace it with a 
5 ‘orm, free of charge. Writ- 

8Uarantee with every form, 

THIS MODEL —> 
$12.50 

Bri includes Skirt Marker, Skirt 
rafted-To-Meanure Paper Lin- 
lem -— packed it sans 

ywhere in the U.S. 
Write for Booklet 

“Mu Second Self” 
¢ Dress Form Co. 

New Yorks 

hie h 
Fon on 

hex and Peel 

Noumea! 
nad} Pith Ay 

JEET 

ange ooks 
Are Tidy 

Hooks and Eyes 

PEET nros. 
Phiiagelptia, Pa 
Wore must 

DETER Wi 
Number 151, wa 

twenty-seve 
igh of relief; 

the 

LAND, of E 

ug gave the girl 
y would not have tif the 

had started to ext 

CHINA. PAINTERS 

SAVE 1075 OF MONEY! 

\Send the Coupon 

TODAY ! 
The secret of economy and style in dress 
Is yours for a postage stamp. 

for your copy of Philipsborn’s 236- 
wf Style Book for Fall and Winter, This 

ated catalog is averflowing with th 
gs ta wear at sens 

ing with such ai 
Just look at th vet Corduroy Cont, 

ailenilid values we cer 

$49 98. Corduroy Coat 
Wonderful Value 

TRX1—Styl Recuming 

gets $4.98 
Order At Our Risk 

bigger har 

Si a, 32 te 
4 in. PRICE PREPAID 

ins, hetter va! 
he 

Our “ Satisfaction Guarantee” 
Backed by $23,000,000 

ow catalog and see what hanks 
XxX capital say of this guaranter 

"Note These Bargains 
Ladies’ Coats . $1.96 0p Fore $1.49 up 
Sweaters. Heap Ready made Suits $95 up 

Zs fem: 

> guouoee 
' @ PHILIPSBORN 

The Outer Garment Howse 
QD 090.132, Vor Bare and Pearle Stn, 
a Chicago 
a Mease send Multi-Calor Style Hook, 

FREE, Postpaid 

with 

We Prepay 
All Postage 
and 

chy Monthly Magasian. $ 

man bodily 

Take the Hard Work out of Wash Day 
Sit down and rest, while electricity docs it quicker and better, and ALMOST 
WITHOUT COST. Have a whole lineful w sed, wrung and hung out in a 
jiffy—to be ironed the same day. Swiftest and safest method. Write for full infor 
mation about our FREE TRIAL PLAN that enables you to try out the wonderful 

Western Electric i 
Washer and Wringer 

in your own home. Th 
het sads through thers. 
Attaches ta any electri 

tributors of Glectvical eapplice. "Aa iavestament Uta 
itnelf im any home 

Send post card to nearest house below for 
“Booklet No. 88AP.” 

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY 
anges City 

clemne the clothes hy forcing 

Sau 
Low 
i 

= Salt Lake City 
EQUIPMENT FOR EVERY ELECTRICAL NEED 
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- STEINWAY | 
To the bride, the Steinway piano ) 

is a most acceptable gift. Its per- | 
fect tone, resonant and sweet, lends 
harmony to happy days, and its | 
superior craftsmanship makes it an | 
enduring possession to be more and 

| more cherished as the years come 

and go. | 

Style M, the new Steinway Grand, 
is especially adapted to the modern 

home or apartment. It embodies | 
all the exclusive features which have 
made the Steinway the standard \} 

piano of the world. It is offered at 
the lowest price ever asked for a 

Steinway Grand. 

We shall be glad to send you, free, illustrated 
literature and name of nearest Steinway dealer 

Stremnway & Sons, STEINWAY HALL 
107-109 RAST POURTRENTH STRERT, NEW YORK 

Console 
Your 
Feet! 

Your body can never feel rested 
1 long as your feet are tit 

ut your tired, walk-wom, oe 
ry feet into soft, conte 

mate rial (e 

porous in wintety 
‘omfortahle in summer, 

Oo LGREEN mi 

O US Pat OF 

Felt 
pean 

Be matiful tyles and colors fF 
children, wath ev 

ans cut on the felt. Pet 
cd veitl nplicity combine 

Ereatest possible comfort 
Thi toll trade 
mark is ont 
inner sabesaf gen- 
uine Camfy 
your me 

weite for our cat® 
nd order dae 

f Green's are © 

DANIEL GREEN 
FELT SHOE C0 

BOSTON 

Office aad Stockror™ 
116 Eaat 10h Ste 

New Terk 

go down into i 
climb with those 

Women's 
Peecies 

mr paly 
wilingt 2 

No, Fil tel it t 

This eeputital 
fiber silk plated 
sweater coat, $3.95 

ar Ne. 1001 

Under-muslins 
4, Best Workmanshiy 
5. Made in the DOVE 

ls 100% Cran Works? 

£ nt with an open arm 
anything! Name your is reinforced wit extra shield at t) 

point, In nearly every town there is 
store which sells 
DOVE Nicht Gowns DOVE Chemise anf 

= A garment with | | 
such remarkably 
good points it 
goes as grace- ehtened on the tnil- An 

smarter coat— 
you never have 
seen such agood 
one for $3.93, 

Fully boa pany 
r Chee 

Odorless use ee Severe, | ypeemies : \ Pebavouscace | | : DOVE Ct 
Toilet Bowl | 7 have seen | | Te ee a ae Aicismmmatoee 

D. E. SICHER & CO. 
i's Matess of Mustbs 

New York CH¥ 
Don’t think a toilet bowl is 
sanitary because it looks 
white, Ifthe trap gets foul, 
odors will surely follow. Use 

Sani-Flush 
and keep your bathroom odorless 
and toilet spotless, Not a general 
cleanser. Doesane thing therough. 
ly. Directions on cas. Money 
back if it tails. Patented—noth- 

itis anew 
fall-and- 

winter model 

—in new green, 
Tose, canary,Co- 

penbagen blue 
and gold. The | | 
jaunty sash and 
the pockets add 
much of desira- 

ws TREO «== 
ELASTIC GIRDLE 

ing just like it. bility. j 
‘oat grocet ot d i we 
cbably has Sard-Flush, MANDE AGAZI! G'Dawd Seas here's ca 1 mot actiatic, eater f not, send us his name not, send us bis nam iwi pa 

and BSc for w full sige 
can, poutpedd Taree 
THE HYGHENKC 
PRODUCTSCO. sent. Ploah 
eo Walet St. ceases ted 
Centon, 0.  eepe clean, a 

7OU CAN BE A NURSE 
petal tral 

yut you. She's in that lite 
Better let her know that 

‘Wae for Magarine No. 70. I is fee 

ye MANDEL BROTHERS 
tl U——__. CHICAGO 

ning at howe. 

elspa, 
free books to Misa Frazier, Superin- 

2 SLAG tendent Philadelphia School for Nurses, 
2223 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa, 

Sesto 400 Vial 
| S.0rF ENGRAVING OO, 1023 Chemast Ht, Prince 

Bl Pres Pal ate 2X Peart $e, Desaie, BT 



|| Daggett & Ramsdell’s ||) 
PERFECT COLD CREAM 

“The Kind that Keeps” | 

TWO SAMPLES FREE | 
f Crean and F 

i & .. : “2 
\oaccerr & RAMSDELL // 

aN New York AA 

> Uf Corset Waist Waiste 

Ke Mf Health, , Sivte 
and Comfort 

y 
se bcahe MATERNITY. 

H. & W, (MARMO) WArtant cise way ar 
nd stylish 

ton I $ p front 
wa 20 to 36: Price $2.00 

I dealers’ —or sent prepaid 
7 oF Feceipt of price. 
"SW. Waiuts are made 

ee and Children. ist on H. de W 
and necept ou substitute 

H.& Ww. Co., Newark, N. J. 
rated Booklet on Request 

all agex—Women, 

— [Famous Dictograph 

POMPEIAN 
OLIVE OIL 

ALWAYS FRESH P 
URE~SWEET-WHOLESOME 

eer: ersonality 

— E steps from her 
motor. Without 

looking at her face— 
you know she is refined, 
attractive —a somebody. 
Her clothes make you 
feel it. Her clothes have 
personality. 

Printzess Suits and Coats have 
a personal enhances the 
grace and charm of the wearer 
Another reason why 

Dress.”” 

hes of 

The Printz-Biederman Co. 
1201 West Gch Street Cleveland, Ohio 

rinizess 
SUITS @ COATS 

Suspender Waists 
For Boys and Girls 

HARRIS SUSPENDER CO., Dept. C 
694 Broadway at 4th Street, New York 
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“Tt’s lucky your daddy let 
me paint that wall with 

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS 

Slat Jone 

“Get me a damp cloth and 

I'll make it look like new 
in a minute.” 

Flat-Tone Walls not only 
clean as easily as wood- 
work but sunlight does 
not fade them. They are 
restful to the eyes, satis- 
fying to every sense of 

beauty and fitness 
and ideal from a san- 
itary standpoint. 

Do not decorate your new home or re- 
decorate any old room until you have 

investigated this modern method of wall beautifying. 
If you will tell us what room or rooms you wish to 
decorate we will send you color schemes and specifi- 
cations without charge. 

The A B C of Home Painting 
A wonderful book—the 
only one of ite Kind 

A practical experienced painter tells you 
in simple words just how topaint, varnish, 
stain or enamel every surface in and — ready refer 

Send for a copy: it is free. 

SHERWIN- Wi 
PAINTS &~ VARNISHES 
Raversean— New York, 16 W 
¥r SRE Marker Sireee 
Seater cretpwelere. Addiers all inyuities 

Heople’s Gas Hailding 

Like washing with 
violet-laden cream! 

uxuriousdelight with Ferge 
ap, 

pat the ery 
at 

Every Home 
at or large, will 

pearance, comfort and v 
a in se 

at clingi
ng 

to the skin, while the ghycer
 

Mok
es 

#t soft and whit
e. 

Get a cake today and besin ton! 
lights of bathing with #ech a soap, 

MORGAN DOORS 
Have your archi 

M 

xy the des 
and contractor apec- ! 

EAT MORE CRANBERRIES; THEY ARF GOOD FOR TOU 
Cranberries! Cranberries! 

shuttled the 
an the 

er then 
he was getting inter 

ernest," cau 
read my 

g to make the 
+ make it?” 

iri ake you to the station in Ube 

+} passed through 
onstdous that some 

away in front of me. At the 
set to notice wha Ht was, but 

Mary who had been 
aw pow that 

ually fell upon the 
puse, and, looking at th 
after one 

looking at the 
h cavered the tloor 

adents you must 
of note paper 

a lot of corre 

1 prote in a whisper 
” And with a gesture I pointed to th 

Miss Mowrey's in the 

T thought 1 he 
 sudilenly 

under my breath. 

ered borer 
eye at me. 

Mary laughed 
“Vou sally, 

Ting to her father ani 
away is the 
she 

she mut tely called my attention to the excited 

CONCLUDED ON PAGE 97 

Sold by 
_ Leading 
_ Merchants 

oh. 
Ferris 

Good Sense Corset 

Waists 
Take the Place of Corsets 
Made in various styles to perfectly 

Women, Misees, Children 
Made in Coutil or Batiste, with or with 
out shoulder straps, either button or ela? 
front, Always give satisfaction 

ariel ‘W 
thou 

| Ferris Goo Sense Corsets 
have solved the corset problem for 
sands of thinking women 
Rvery get Ferris Waist bears the 
label, FERRIS GOOD SENSE 
Write for Illustrated Ferris Catalog 

Prices from 25¢ to $5.00 
Select the style you want, ask for it at 

upply yous your dealer's; if he cannot 
send your order direct to 

| THE FERRIS RROS, OO., 48,52 E 21 

TURNED ANKE SrRAICHTENED 

AFEGUARD your children’s feet 
while they are young. They wil 

thank you when they grow up. 
Coward Arch Support Shoe straighter 
turned unkles, prevents '* flat-four™* a0 
trains the feet to be natural and shapely+ 

TOM CHILDREN, WOMEN AND MEN 
Sold tovmbeen ela 

Saad for Catalog Mali Ordeee Fibet 

JAMES S. COWARD 
HT Orecewich Bi, ona Waeten, Mew Yeti 

Employers Complain 
that boys who leave school without woemtion® 
training are wapeepared for pesitioas in offre 
shops and factones. You do not want your bo 
to be a mist, 

Without itecesine wth isso a5 
sin acs experience ad tras 8 
shay hich wil fot later al 
He cas ears as be Ienten belone chess hs vos 

ly cur plas, afte: he ataina « certais schol sc 
standard of eficiency we guaraatee epeo had 
for him « gved position, 

Ask for tall particulars 

Vocational Section, Box 22 

THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY 
Pluledeiptue, Penesytvesia 

daties, yout bor A 



"When M & C wearer meets M & ( 
says Miss Emmand See, "i" 
asc of mutual admiration. Both 

style and both admire a stylish, 
kirt even though another pretty 

oman wears it,** 

Te takes a de 

obtained from every fas 

pote of the reasons why M & © Skint 
‘PPeal particularly to style-particularwomen, 

Other be wonderful h be wonderful draping 
Sealities of M & C Skirts—the 
Pevially illy tested fabrics, 
And last but not feast—the thar 

Rorkmarship and skillful tailoring of the 
AzibYs well-paid workers in the sun-fooded 
AS C factory 

rs ete are M & C Skirts in many style 
for every oceasion. Good dealer 

I M & C Woolen Skirts at 
15.00 Silk, 5.00 

d Linen, $2. Look 
& C Label in the placket. 

aml your dealer's name for the 
rfect minis 

skirt, which demon 
ficiency of the M & C Indi 

cket. Your little girl wil 
for her dollie 

Mac SKIRT CO., Boston, Mass. 

\itiseeieat FREE 

wate Home Cake Baking 1 Pe Lgtton:, Pivest. Whinest Calers 

Every One Loves Baby Grumpy | 
sing RENIN abere—Gte set"ap) 

ing 
tory and Iiiustrated Catalog FREE 
FLEISCHAKER & BAUM 
45 East 17th St,, New York — § 

Men of $e 

eS 
go MA MATERNITY 
A Dresies cect from mazuiactarer to ye. 

veepaid, al savings ol $2 to $5- 

Premnt deheeries or money bach 
ECONOMY MFG CO 433. W Beusdway New York 

TURNED an 
Miss Mowrey’s 

ing, ber cold, dall ¢ 
stivfaction upon her 

there wi thing 
told her the whole story 
jon changed from 

from that to eri 
inquiry it cue 

lary a 
miration mu: 

silly chord in my 

anything to any be 
n tonight will you. 

>” After her 
Rubbish!” An 

I'm going w 
wat at it 
with me te 
both! I'm no! 

ole life spe 

aud then y 
thing to bless 

I mean it remember now 

leh is really what 1 sat dow 

Asnrorta, Jr. 
Ovk Oc 

Tavesoay, Juxe tur. Store 
LOCK 

he Kenyon Ideclageacran deeod.on 

Style No. H808, in Black and White, Style No. H6345, with the 
Brown and Olive mixed, and Bleck and storm convertible collar. Hi 
White mixed English Tweed; at $17.50. double texture monk at $ 

Weatherproofed by the Kenreign proces: 
Write for small samples with the name Sfateeatty Hasler who sells thom — 

C. Kenyon Company 
NEW YORK New York: Chicago: 

Sth Ave. Bidg., Sth Ave. & 23d St. Congress and Frenklia Streets 

Stork Shee 
ig cop WATERPROOF ts 

FOR BABY'S CRIB 
Use the hygienic waterpevo! 5) 
sheeting that really protects." 

Moth-Proof Cedar Chest 
31° Down 

arree 
SESEy canes sien, a ab tome pei 
BURROWES “Cromwell 

RX tur sron co, Dept. 1-0, Boston, Mass, 
Mebert of Seord Sheet, Stork Ponts, a0 

Babies Who Are 

Rubens-clad 
will know few colds this winter, For 
this is that twoe fe 
front=—which p lungs 
stomach. 

how it slips on 

en it 
ur little o1 

he misled 
wool and 

«1 look for this label. 
age from tarth. In cotton 

Sold by d or direct where d 

Rubens Shirts 
for Infants and Union Suits for Children 

Rubens & Marble, Inc., 20 N. Market Street, Chicago 

oads store escan't supply 
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Suction for Dirt 
Brush for Litter 

a | She bought one pair WHY SHOULD 
—then a box OUR SERVANTS 

Bl Tiyiag 8 pai of "Barioa” LIVE WITH US? 
a pretty sure to mean you'll go back 

; for more. But why shouldn't you? | 
Look at the di 
dinary stockis 

erence between or- 
and wekeeper stan 

her to mana 

FASHIONED HOSE 
By a special patented process they 
are shaped as they are knit, without | 

seams. ‘Trim and snug-fit- 
ting, yet perfectly smoothand 
comfortable, And the ‘‘knit- 
in” shape stays—it cannot 

washed 

WEEPER 
Tt is built in the most sub- 

stantial manner, Actua 
proved it will 
room size Tags 

hk keeping. 
Te is easy to nse, costs 

nothing to operate and it 
gathers the dirt instead of 
taking dust fly around to 

val oe week's waa be wiped up later 

shall be a & Write for Booklet 
ie ' en Years 

and still be 

tracts would de mare to strengthen 
pa fair ch ctwees € ued t 

the Torrington, whee 
a tliree Ma cin U.S.A 

by 

Burson Knitting 
Company i 

E ARE decidedly! red Mra. } 510 Lee Street | Wrenner fet tat ||| | Made In thee grades, Toit | 
Rockford, Ill. fied among wom ogy from $6 to $12 

\ 1 \f National Sweeper Co- 
\\ \ 4 Laurel 

Torringtor 

or 52 Bruce Av 

Westmount 
Montreal 
Canada 

Face Power 
CARE FREE 

Let LABLACHE ve where there 
: jy wanted to le the seek beat any social entertainment 

ready-made curtain 
} design a 

xreat_econsmy made 
Filet and Madras nets 
with edge ef Chusy or 
Venetian lace. 

Good ideas for | 
beautifying home/ 
inside and out 

H your dealer cannot 
sainting ond decoroting Th | show you thin or othe fandwome. plates—ten ‘exteriors, eight patterns of Lacedge cur- 

| ur his mame 
and we will send you a 

I portiollo of designs 
' from which 
q such curtains as yor de 

| sire for parchase either 
ured, not only as to point but draper theowgh hits or some other Tes, rus. furniuuce, eer i we 

Get this booklet — it’ 's free ! vicinity 

| 

ird St.,Daytor, 0 
‘Chicas, Kiss Chy, Mimsenpeis 

Fred. 
tervant 

femund the gewsints 

= 
Ji PARKER CO. Dn 25 JAMES ST., MALDEN, MASS. 

large country howse and 
every day 

six at 

Dances, Dinners, Banquets, Cotillions, Birth- 
day Parties, Weddings, Engagements, Wed- 
ding Anniversaries, Card Parties, Stags, 

FAVORS _ 467 Sie New Year's, Washington's Birthday, 
St. Valentine's Day, St. Patrick's Day, Easter, 

FREE on Request Labor Day, Halloween, Thanksgiving, Christ- 
BSHACKMAN8 CO. mas, Patriotic occasions, and for any affair 
90p-H08 BAdaowerr Dre od favor - os bos 000 Dnata Be where favors are used. 

lectriGed, 
Fifty million In in aal 
Guaranteed unbrecad 

1 us 

ted Mo ingly refunded, 
WEST _ELECINIC nae OGRLER CoPOA 



Timely models are always 
offered to you in the 
latest Thomson's 
«“ eet 
Glove-Fitting 

(rhage mae 046.) 

Corsets, ‘Timely mod- 
els are the ones that are 
Just right, right now— 

hot guesses at what the 
styles will be—not radical 
~not absurd. Thomson’s 
“Glove-Fitting” Corsets have, 
for 60 years, seen athers come 
and go while they stood solidly 
On the rock of popular demand; 
always guaranteed as to the 
satisfaction they will give in 
style and wearing comfort 

At all dealers’, $1 to $5 

GEO. C. BATCHELLER & CO. | 
New York Chicago San Francisco 

; DALSIMER SHOES ¢ 
Comfort with Style, 

* Fal and Winter Catalog 
FREE Upon Request 

"HES illustented, inetructive cata 
el amsart, comfort= 

hib 

OE TP eT aa 

Send Us Your 

Old Carpets 

(Qlveivety Rags 
‘WD'ather regs woven from old, 
fh $1.00 and Up 
Reversible, asamiese, soft, bright. di 

THIS REMARKABLE BLOUSE | | 
Medel V EIS 

Special at $1.00 prepaid 
Will convince Fag thet we mapply mere 

; encln ted better values br 
{ "Dy. doing 4 senetly mail-ander business. 

. 5. All-cver worm embroidered 
pum Comer Voile, panel froet 
reed by herutitching, veeets 

lect beeen jeoReel- 
lat, bona sleewes.deep alls 

> hemutitched attop,withtem: we Wye 
r ha mn oT OS hl cies. {ll 

22 i eat sanfed in every particule 

fedsadte dhs ronced Blouse Modes. 
‘bees sslea at wondertally low peices. | 

7K Bone ~G Fe Blouse Siow he © 
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self-contry 
into those which met th 

mg glance 1 

denied, 

house all this year? 
you fall in love with b 

ter than large 
weakly caught 

bs 

does, Jimps, You never saw 
her befare with her hair down 

looks pale against a wi 
his “7 shall ne 

wn tll she looks like 
if won't. I 

lather tori 

any fac 
He she 

this 
“€ 
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'VvOG 
suggests: 

that before you spend a penny on your new 
clothes, before you even plan your wardrobe, 
you consult its great Autumn and Winter 
Fashion numbers! Beginning with the 

AUTUMN MILLINERY NUMBER 

and continuing for six months (twelve numbers— 
see list below) you will receive the most com- 
plete presentation of styles ever offered American 
women. During the very period when these 
numbers appear you will be selecting your Fall 
and Winter wardrobe and paying hundreds of 
dollars for the suits, gowns, etc., you select, 
The gown you buy and never wear is the 
really expensive gown! Gloves, boots, hats, 
that miss being exactly what you want are the 
ones that cost more than you can afford! 

$2 Invested in Vogue 
may save you $200 

EEE LELTEOTUSALALSSSURGRREOSHTOTS LAA TELOLSS DLAC tsar ssa saeses 

yy 

ay 

arena aa ceceac cat 

“Our SPECIAL OFFER 
Fyve enclse the $2 with the ceupen 
below, we will wend you with oer core 

pleats the Ferecast of Auturss 
con—the meet complete and authentic 
oa of f= vane trode perniice 

ny taodels specially 
= ame ey 

Or, Uf mate cogvenieat se 
seihean money, Your, selacristic 

yn start with the Millnery 
eek comtinut theowgh the next eleven 
tanker 

Why take chances again this year when by 
simply sending in the coupon, and at your con- 
venience paying $2—a tiny fraction of the loss 
on a single il-chosen hat or gown—you can 
insure the correctness of your whole wardrobe ? 
Vogue inn beautifully illustrated magazine; the acknaw!- 
edged suthosty on what b wenby wel-deensd Amaia 
women. Here are your twelve numbers (and ove extra) 

Forecast of Autema Fashions* (See Special Otfer) 

The eacliest and most suthentic forecast of Winter mode 

Astume Milieery | Sep. 15 Christmas Gite | Dee. 1 
Sewn in aytes  Veeve seclusion of the Clrse- 
Sree Peg catetionblen, Amrwiies 

‘ Christmas Number Dec. 15 
The Paris Opesizgs Oct. 1 “'Afiee ily and vertical leas ‘ 

The Fall exhibition of the foe habslay extertanieg r, 
Needing drewanshers Pas 
weeks abead of ceher image 
apes, Seperbly illestrated 

‘SESE TESA UETEDEN RDA ESET ESEDESES ENE VEESTLUGESILTLTISUE LESSER TRIES CPGEST ETUDES DE TEAS LSE SD SESSU LEENA TN TINS . 

Number t 
Fine been tur pemenal use ard 
fee the household 

Astume Patterss Oct. 15 Meer ond Soothers, Sen. 1S ter faerie can eMail fot yout ee sad the new wandrce forthe 
Sunathere seam 

‘Winter Fashions New. t 
‘Showing the apde in Winer Spring Fashions Fe 
culmizazos — charming tex). Mt auihestic sews of 
bebe —— ceveler tor vies, Fully Musteated their petrte diese ae as 

Vanities Number Nev. 1S Hata, bormets sad tonues from 
the Eatmens nulliness of Ps Those geacetul lithe touches 

EQEUOMESSNEINDENG 102017 ELLEAE GS FRVETLSTSSEDLD PONG ETDET LETTE TELESTELTONSSTLELELELE FEPEUL ETAL TTIENL ESTD TENT 

that make the amact weenae Spring Patterse Mar Ae 
seuat, where to get there and Working readele foe yosr “3 
bow Se use them Sering sod Semanes wardkobe ,¢ Of $95 
“Nine out of tem stamen copy whet the tenth dees f “S26 

the teeth is @ seader of VOCUE" - oS we 
’ e 

On ee 

SW cisaaladl 
"Jar and Coss 

East of Missouri River, 
$1.00 each, delivered. 

West of Missouri Ri 
Canada and Maine 
$1.25 cach, delivered. 

Woe te Daaveted beathe 

AH, sranrter = Co, 
Dip at 

Co 
Born Babies 

., SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE BOOKS 

* Should Be Kept Warm With 
Non-Nettle White Flannel» 

nai et dee 
‘of 

Pull! Pull! The shade won’t go 
up if the roller is not right 
OW often bas this happened in your home? And 
how often, too, have you had shades which couldn't 

be made fs stay Rollers avoid 
sed in over 

. FREE, Send 
Hi. ice from 

bade Rollers."* ‘To be protected in buying rollers, 
always look for this name in sc 

HARTSHORN SHADE ROLLERS 

sua Haondere Co 
Newark 
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The Crowning Achievement 
Evolution of Bedding 

N the “long road” from the blanket by 
the campfire to the modem “four poster,” 

no contribution to sleeping comfort has been 
more appreciated than th 
erings made with Crown Jewel Cotton Batting. 

¢ light, warm bed cov- 

choicest, long fibre southern cotton 
is employed in making this wonderful bedding 

No chemical bleaches touch it. 
Thoroughly cleaned, free from all dust and 
odors, snow-white, light, soft, fluffy, elastic, it 
is the delight of the housewife who recognizes 
ie scans of having her bedding “home 

‘Gown JEwe 

Quilts and 
Batting are 
than those 
‘or shoddy 

booklet on 
One R 

G 
sized roll 

(TTON TTING 
comforters made with Crown Jewel 
much lighter, softer and more sanitary 

in which heavy, bleached, short fibre, 
cotton is used. Crown Jewel Batting 

is easy to work with, too— no stitching or sewing 
layers together necessary. 
If your dealer does not handle Crown Jewel 
Cotton Batting send us his name, Deseruptive 

request, 

‘oll Free. Send us ten Crown Jewel 
rademarke cut from wrappers of Crowa Jewel 

ton Batting and we will fursiah you one full 
Il free, 

ROCK RIVER COTTON COMPANY 
» Dept. 10, JANESVILLE, WIS. 

To atecate sour 

MONEY Ae 
oll mhortaae 

money wiling 
Hesicry and Ki 
Underwear in yourly 

No previous experience is ne 
essary, We show yoru how to maker 

tives began in Leis home Lowes is 
California and each made over 

$3,000 FIRST YEAR 

iTTING(/) ! 

BAY CITY. MICH. 

Have you ever used 

a soap prepared by 
a skin specialist? 

If not, you do not know how bene- 
ficial a soap can be, 

For thirty years John H. Woodbury 
made a constant study of the skin and 
its needs. He treated thousands of 
obstinate diseases, made countless 
skin tests, until he evolved the formula 
for Woodbury's Facial Soap. 

In the booklet wrapped around every 
cake of this soap, are given the causes 
for all common skin troubles—conspicu- 
ous nose pores, oily skin and shiny nose, 
tender skins,etc.,—-and the peoper treat= 
ments to relieve them. 

If there is any condition of your skin 
that you want to improve, get a cake of 
Woodbury's today and follow carefully 

the directions given in the booklet. In 

ec and served with 
yeukfase you € 
Make you 

abere 
xy time 

Hormel 
Hf your dealer hasn't Hormet's Dairy Brand, 

der und well express di 
u 20c a pound for ham—30e for 

Tucan. Order some right now 
GEO. A. HORMEL & CO., Austin, Minn. 

showa marked impeovemenit —a promise 
of that lovelier comp! 
steady use of Woodbury’s always brings. 

A 2c cake of Woodhury's Facial Soap ix 
cfent fat a month at dx weeks of any of 
ments given im this booklet. for sale by 
dealers everywhere throughost the United 
States and Canada. 

Write today for sample—For 4 we will send 
a" week's sise” coke. For 10c. samples of We 
tary's Persval a Facial Cream ond Powder, 
‘Address The Andrew Jergens Con, 208 Serine 
Crowe Ase, Cimcinmati, 0. 
The Ansrew Jevors’ 
Siredt, Perle, Onbarie. 
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ey all tried to dissuade. her from 
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under the 3, Jefferson 
t you will never Make? she td 
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feusons again ve book will have to be 
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shipboard, fn 

be atraid he will se 
ely afraid that if 

traight look with 
d recognize that 

He rave it ack and 
peak. Then, 

jeliberately 
"When may I come? 

‘The lights from the 
sconces danced togetber and blurred. ‘The 

floor lifted and sank away again. And Che 
Crofton chose this mou 6 if he were not 
Siter alt really of that Bighly intelligent class 
which knows when to pursue its own conversa 
tions and when to break into those of others— 
to call across the root | 

“Oh, 1 beg pardon, Doctor Craig, but when 
did you say Jean might have sumething real 
tu eat? Rosy says it’s tumorrow and I say it's 
wot yet at all.” 

Doctor Craig turned and snswered, and 
He was not of the com- 

of thase who are balked of answers to 
their questions by ill-timed interruptions, But 
the little diversion gave Georgians an instaut's 
chance to make herself ready to answer like 
2 waman and not like a startled schoolgirl. So 

js voce agales dropped: 

TH E room whirle 

ake te reply ai qolédly 4a she contd 
shed: "Do you want to came, Doctor 

Craig?” 
“EP want to © 

anything so muc 
‘Then—please do.” 

“Very soun? As soon as I can get away’ for 
afew ca Perhaps next week? It is alw 

me. I have never wanted 

Sho nodded. "Any train 
CONTINUED ON FAGE tot 

Safety for 
Children 

(boys or girls) 

You can't watch 

your children every 

moment to see that 

they don't get over> 
heated, cool off 100 

quickly, andgetcolds 

and other troubles 

that follow. 

But you can get 

Duofold 
Underwear 

and they'll be warm and comfort 
indoors or outdoors, in all kinds of 
weather. Duofold doesn't irritate 

Duofold is altogether “dif 
underwear, It is two separate fabeics 
woolandcotton—withair-spacebet ween 
ine cotton (next the skin) absorbs per 
spiration, is soft and comfortable. Wool 

») keeps out the cold. The aif 
space ventilate, Thetwolayerstogether 
weigh about half ax much ax any single 
garment that will keep theehild as ware 

Duofold does not shrink, 
Write for free sample of Du 

fabric, Book on Proper Underwear for 
Children, and nae of a Dyatold dealet 

Get Duofold for the whole family 

ld Health Underwear Company 
Fliaabeth Street Mobawk 

She turns 
her spare time 

into money 
Miss Jessie L. Parcher, of 

Missouri, one of the tho 
of woren who have taken the 
Curtis way of earning money 
in leisure hours, writes: 

“The easiest money | ever 
made was the profit on my 
first subscription order for The 
Ladies' Home Journal, It was 
earned so much more pleas- 
antly than by giving an hour's 
piano lesson at the same price 
that I gave up teaching and de- 
voted my time to taking orders 
for The Ladies’ Home Journal, 
The Saturday Evening Post 
and The Country Gentieman. 

Since that day my commission 
and salary have paid my gro- 
cer, my dress bills and many 
other expenses,” 

Mf you want an occupation for 
your leisure hours that will lead you 
out of doors, bring you in contact 
with interesting peapleand pleasant 
experiences, and that will supply 
you with all the spending money 
you need, address @ letter to 

Agency Division, Hox 23 
THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY 

Independence Square. Philadelphia 



Add ease to 
walking, grace 

to dancing, 
safety 

to every 
smart, high 
heeled 

Sez) 
Conk I Sty, 

Ss 
FRENCH HEEL 

FOSTER RUBBE® 

SY The Foster 
Friction Plug 

absolutely pre- 
vents slipping. 
Ladies will opted 
ate what this means 
on the street and on 
the polished dancing 
floor. 

Cat's Paw Heels ase 
made to fit every sized 
French Heel Shoe. 
They cost no more 
than the ordinary 
kinds. $0 cents 
attached—alldealers'. 
In black, white or tan. 

wil send you ® B 

THE FOSTER RUBBER CO. 
Us Ped. 

Picture-Hanging 
Simplified 

MOORE PUSH-PINS 
lass heads, need pon Wate caleery, dee 

= 14 196 i) 
dea. Loe, Non 
Es ae 

pee if hecho and hartoras sonst or ¥3 eval vi 
Timttrated backiees ow 10 

S*) MOORE Pus. PIN Cn. TWO Bee Sida, i 

“Mum” 
fs cary Ye use at to say} 

Sently neutralizes and prevents 

all bodily odors 
Whether from perspiration or any other 
Hatural causes. 

Great all-the-year-‘round comfort — 
se ecially for women. 
28. at nine ous of tea drua- and departm 
“MUM MEG Co 1106 Chestnut St Philadelpbin 

BECOME 
ANURSE 

WEEsee true show 

Esso pages free 
The Chautauqua 
School of Nursing 

Poustersth Year 

Maguteelgenry st helary 
Se gees 
the magazine you want by writing for 

This Catalog F FREE 
Dassen Cable mcrae 
Gaon WSAHOMERETSNIEE Sends 
your nase and address peat cant Lo- 
Gyan ct blog. Detaww 

jents Want Win fo 
my ia BENNETT Magazine Agency 
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IT’S THE 
‘EDGE THAT COUNTS@ Z 

Any piece of cutlery is sharp when it's new; but how about after 
you've used it a while? That's when the test comes. On all 
UNIVERSAL Cutlery the cutting edge is always perfect, not 
only when it’s new but after years of the hardest sott of service, 

UNIVERSAL 
CUTLERY 

Special methods of tempeting and grinding, developed’ doting ani 
experience of over half a century of cutlery making, are responsible 
for this feature. No matter what piece of cutlery you purchase, 
if it bears the UNIVERSAL Trade Mark you are assured 
of a perfect cutting implement which may be sharpened and 
resharpened again and again. Ask for UNIVERSAL Cutlery. 

Op sale at all good stores White far Free Booklets 
Made and guarameed by 

LANDERS, FRARY & CLARK 
“ Master cutlers for over hall « century” 

204 Center St. New Britain, Conn. 

Yj NY" Puff 
hres 
View, 

sort rons 
Entirely new 
is foe Speina., of 

urpassed aty lean —the magic name that 
brings latest Style, 
old-fashioned Quality, 
and two seasons’ Sat- 
idying Wear in Silks. 

Ses the stomp on the seleege: 
the label in the garmers, 

GIVEN 
25c Dust Cloth xway: 

Present one of the coupans printed below to your grocer, druggist, hardware, 
paint or furniture dealer next Friday (or any Friday before November 1st) and he 
will give you, WITHOUT EXTRA COST, a 25c L-V Crepette Dust Cloth, pro- 
vided you purchase at the same time a 50c bottle of 

LAD NEAR 
(WONDERFUL FOR DUSTING) 

Pree L-V Dust Cloth Coupon 
by Yau and jronsated to 0 

be world-famous polish and 
pater ngs and woodwork. 

dust and dirt, 
igh luster 

feaned Sox Tenewed 

Use one for 
T to a neighbor 

ke advantage of this remarkable 
offer NEXT FRIDAY. 

BUFFALO SPECIALTY COMPANY 
— - Y. Bridgebury, Ont. 

Canada 

Free L-V Dust Cloth Coupon 
Thay coupon, wien sated by yun an preanted to 8 

. Dade ype Cite, wl the bearer 
eile at Blend Voces: Zend the Contam ant Pm 

srs 
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The latest 
Victor achievement 

| 

Victrola XVIII $300 
Victrola XVIII electric $350 

Victrola XVI electric $250 

See and hear these new Victrolas. Any 
Victor dealer will gladly demonstrate them 
and play any music you wish to hear. Other a& 

| styles of the Victor and Victrola $10 to $250. | GA ) 

Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J., U.S. A. 
Berliner Gramophone Co., Montreal, Canadian Distributors 

“HIS MASTERS VOICE” Y 
Always use Victor Machines with Victor Records and Victor Needles — 06. US Pat. OFF y 

the combination, There is no other way to get the unequaled Victor tone. 



THE LADIES’ HOME JOURNALS FASHIONS 
Edited by HENRY ‘T. FARRAR 

“THEY WILL SAY OF YOU, MY GENTLE LADY, 

YOUR HEART IS LOVE AND KINDNESS’ THRONE 

AND IT BECOMES YOU TO CONFER IT 

ON HIM WHO GAVE YOU ALL HIS OWN.” 
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(ilaack Cat 
HOSIERY 
FOR ALL THE 

WARS may COME and WARS may GO, but 

STYLES (from Paris) GO on FOREVER 
S knows that the eyes of the 

world are focused upon her; 
air is full of insistent voices— 

one question utmost in the babble: 
“What kind of fashions has Pari 
this autumn?” Paris answers 

gotten that the 
A splendid array of fine 

result of h 
his bel: 

trated bere. Simple frocks, because they 
are devoid of eccentricity of cut, ui 
marred by garish trimmi 
models, because of their a: 
several different materials or combina- 
tions of materials. The kind of frocl 
that one cun make at home or give out 
to a small dremmaker w a certain 
assurance of successful results because 
they are not unnecessarily difficult to 
develop. Dresses, too, that are correct, 
according to the materials, chosen for 
most of the purposes of the average 
woman—shopping, calling, church, club, 

| For Women 
Black Cat Reinforced Silk Hosiery 

for Women, has all the rich Just 
purest Ja: sit, Correct ankle 
tension ensures permanent, smart ft 

High spliced he i and reinforced sol 
and toes protect 
are snug fitting. 
any color, 
No A470 es gre or tat 

O ene tons 

For Children 
lack Cat Reinforced Hoalery for Chil- 

dren stretches #o ch a can put it on 
ag. Reinforced 

ustrous 
jonst dl 

EEP-YOKED, 
high-collared 

and buttoned down 
before seem at first 

glance to be the chief 
points of interest in 

the frock above (No. 9082), but 
the quaint sleeve finish, simple 
belt fastening and transparent, 

underset skirt ber come in 
for attention. The skirt is in 

three pieces, perforated for 
the trimming effect, and 
the dress may be made 

without the bib sections. 
nvgre charmeuse 

nd tite de népre nino 
were the materials; 
bodice embroidered 

dull gold. 

the “Blue- 
he désign 

above (No, 9080) is a charm- 
ing example of the combining 
of navy blue taffeta and silk 

Je with a creamn-white 
f i 

the natural waistline, 
this defining of the 
natural waistline be 
ing one of the most 

finite of new fasl-ion 
ines, The sleeves 
are one-piece, three- 
quarter, bell- 
shaped, and the 
gathered skirt 
is in two 
pleces, 

HO can question the service 
of an all-cloth dress, one 59 

planned that fresh chemisettes 
and cuffs are easily adjusted? 
Such a dress is both a luxury and 
a necessity; first, because it helps 
to make a busy woman's life easy, 
and then because it is a real essen- 

of every woman's wardrobe. 

For Men 
lack Cat Reinforced Men'y Silk Hall He 

made from the perest i. 
Ils om easily asd seve 
1 fit. Always retains 

ice. Heinforced heel, toe and sole, Reinforces 
noe-tearable transfer at elastic ribbed cull 
which i close fitting and Preech welted at the 
top to prevent hreakizg. 

Gan Metin evict J chrmat 
No. 32! ‘ii. Reomlews bak Conde. Frew wet, ribbed top. Woe spiced beet 
tele eatersbed 

‘Wondertan "25c 

ners Wet toedghe. hich banire 
Kes 

MLACK CAT CATALOG of 214 
i] Gkeeren Fer all the Farnily—F REE! 

‘Keoosbs Hosiery Ca,, Kesouba, Wis, 
ber yr S. A. Bor Over 30 Years | 

Des Paiengyoand = 

9091 is such a dress, made of 
blue serge, trimmed with heavy 
silk stitching and buttons, and 
worn with a chemisette and cuffs 
of organdie; the skirt, with its 
panel front and applied band trim- 
thing, being @ happy reminder of 
fashions of other days not very far 
removed, 
Theoverblouseorsuspendertype 

of dress is a real joy to the woman 
who gives her clothes hard usage 
or who must make one dress serve 
two purposes. Two guimpes of 
blouses —presto, change! Milady 
is ready for the business of the day 
or for a little pleasuring. Use No. 
9084 for this general utility dress, 
and make it of serge, soutache 
braided, to wear with a chiffon 
blouse, in cream or color, having 
Georgette crépe collar edged with 
kolinsky or other fur, 

aid 9091 come im six sizes: J2 10 ATTERNS (including Guide-Chart) can be supplied ot fifteen cents for cack aumber, poit-ret. Nes. 9080, % 
# ‘om the Home Pasiern Companys 12 inches bust measure, aud No. 9ON4 comes in seven sizes; 32 fo 44 inches bust measure. Patterns may be had 

114 Fifth Avenue, New York City, or by mail, by stating the mumber and size, and imclosing the price So The Ladies’ Home Journal, Philedd phis- 



“THERE’S no PLACE /ike HOME” to WEAR 

@ttractive GOWNS, says MRS. RALSTON 

S DISTINCTLY apart from the formal evening gown 
5 a sport suit from a dressy tailor-made is the house 

Row, gown donned in one’s hone in the evening. It is a 
ean ® in which one may comfortably relax down into the 

Vermous depths of the softest-cushioned chair, and yet 
bear no resemblance to the Auffy, half-transparent, wholly 
Gelectable creation of silk, chiffon and lace which should 

*ee the hall side of one’s boudoir. 
Unt suggestion of afternoon dress, & generous portion 

chaveting gown and a suspicion of negligee make the most 
tie ig house gown. I have used “charming” here in its broadest sense, because 
exp Uther own home that the woman should wear her prettiest clothes and dare to 
og be her individuality or to select garments which in color and fabric are indicative 

What is most pleasing to the persons surrounding her, Here she is with her family 
fn 9.{tosen social friends, and she can create an atmosphere as much by her choice 

owns as by her cholce of conversation. 
iota ly women always wear a trained house gown, no matter what Fashion may 
of git’, {oF the moment in more formal gowns, and this year even this most fickle 
brow! ames in amiling on the trained dinner gown. Handsome flowered silks, 
rOtades, chiffon velvets and satins make the most beautiful house gowns, and often 

can “subsite pieces may be found reasonably priced In last year’s fabrics, which 
Ri Sombined with chiffon, Georgette crépe, tulle or lace. 

gragifh brocaced satin in obus gray, with poppy designs, forms the trailing skirt of the 
fee ful dress above (No. 9123) in three pieces and slightly gathered, extending also 
chignt® *epticed pointed sections of the draped bodice. Delicately transparent is the 
ing te yoke in a warm rose, with posted sleeve openings covering without conceal- 
ne the upper arm, and edged with large smoked-pearl beads. From the yoke falls the 

bling cape, diminishing to a point just above the hem with a dull silver tassel. 

Bcaric extreme formality by the length and width of its Japanese aleeves 

Bink 

oN obey 

fown in the center (No. 9120) above, made enchanting by its delicate coral- 
tin overdress, is hung over a three-piece white satin skirt. Garlands of 
cag, it marquisette Bowers like embroidery are appliquéd to the waist, and larger 
ting “leh the waywardness of the plaited overskirt. Atop of the white satin 

8 band of sable squirrel gives its dark tone of contrast. 
own beginning with a straight Greek neckline (No. 9122) ends in back 

| 2 graceful hood drapery. Of transparent mauve chiffon are the bishop sleeves, 
changers Seat atonrecatiors tha girdle. The gown itself is made of two layers of 

, mauve over azure blue, giving a delightful opalescent effect. 
ig hfough the delicate sleeveless chiffon coat of the home dinner gown in the upper 
ding 15H corner (Nos. 9118-9117) is revealed the paleblue taffeta foundation 
the grit? its quaintly plain bodice. In three pieces is the skirt, repeating at its hem 
cireaytY texture of the coat and gathered ever so slightly round the waist. Of 

lar fullness is the fluttering ruffle of the coat, all one-toned in pale wistaria, 
At the neck the pointed collar of the coat, which is made of silk, 

9u18-2esF 

No. 9117. whick is tem cents, post-free. Nes. 9118, 9120, 9122 and 9123 
Th : i r Hiowme Patterns in your tosen, patterns of any numbered derigns shown 

Comp, Ladies’ Home Journal way be kad by mail, by stating the mumber and size, and inclosing the price to The Ladies’ Home Journal, Independence Square, Philadelphia ; or te any of the following: Home Pattern 
] Torenan, 114 and 116 Fifth Anense, New York City; 617 Mission Street, Saw Francisco, California ; 1013 Washinglow Avenue, St. Lonis, Missonri; 36 South Clinton Street, Chicago, Linetr;; 183 Geerge Street 

. irio, Canada. " | 7G Satin number of the Home Book of Fashions is om sale at every branch office for Home Patterns for teenty-fse cents 3 copy; or it may be ordered Sy mail from the Home Patiers Company, 114 and 116 Fifth 
1» New York City, for thirty-thece cents (this includes postage). The bsok contains ¢ coupon which may he used for any fflern-cent patiern illustrated ia if or iu The Ladies’ Home Journal. 
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WELL FITTED ta 
E one is stout is no reason why one should not 

sent as smart and correct an appearance as one's 
3 he result is obtained when one knows 

the correct lines the figure of generous proportions requires, 
and adds to this knowledge an intelligent se of color and 
the insistence that one’s clothes be fitted properly 

Correct lines are those that tend to equalize the figur 
that give the appearance of symmetrical proportions between 
bust and waist and hips; that conceal any accentuation of 
flesh, such as arms too large in proportion to the rest of the 
body, a bust too full, or hips too broad for the waist 

The stout women whose figures are tly pro 
tioned—and there are many such—should accept these 
especially designed clothes; for stoutness brings a certain 
appearance of maturity, and a stout woman will look most 
undignified in a garment designed for a slender woman. 

Do not choose vivid or hard colors; those colors slightly 
grayed or dull in tone are far more desirable. With this 
thought in mind, one need not confine one’s selection to dark 
colors, for light colors are equally good if the design and 
purpose of the gown permit this choice. Be cautious in t 
selection of figured or striped materials. Closely assemb 
figures and narrow-striped patterns that are more or less 
indefinable at a short distance are best, and the colors of such 
materials should not be too pronounced in contrast. 

‘Tight-fitting clothes do not reduce proportions: rather 
they increase the appearance of flesh by giving an ugly effect 

of the garment not having been made for the wearer. An 
y, comfortable fit keeps the construction and trimming 

lines in correct balance and makes the stout woman less 
conscious of her clothes—this last an essential point if she is 
to appear at her best. 

A word about the texture of materials is opportune. Do 
those of a wiry chara Soft, pliable weaves, 

ight, are best. Pictured here and on the opposite 
page is a rare collection of especially designed clothes for the 
stout woman; clothes very carefully planned; good-taste 
clothes that are new and up-to-date, yet with such excellent 
features that one can wear them until they wear out, with 

heir becoming hopelessly out of style. 

‘THE stout wornan who chooses the evening ws (No. 
9095) shown at the left-hand side of this page will truly be 

the envy of her slender sisters, so stunning an appearance 
will she present. Black tulle is posed over a foundation of 

satin, this overskirt being cut away in front and 
finished with a raffle of tulle. Similar ruffles of the tulle trim 
the short sleeves. A softly draped girdle of satin completes 
the waist, and the entire gown is enriched by beautiful black 
bead and jet embroidery. Ecru lace forms the sleeves and 
is deaped at the center front and back. 

A wrap suitable for many occasions is far more to be 
desired than one that may be worn in the evening only. No. 
9099 is such a double © coat, being equally good for 

ee: { 
bar measure, and No, 9097 comes in eight sizes: 24 to 58 inches 3 

be kad by mail, by stating the mumber and size, and inclosing the price 
Avenue, New York City; 017 Mission Street, 

including Gwide-Chart) for the nwwcbered designs on this page can he supplied at fifleew cents far each number, post-free. 
If there is mo agency for Home Patterns in your town, patterns of any numbered designs shown iu The Ladies’ Home Soar" 

Son Francisco, California ; 

ist measure 
re Ladies’ Home Sournai, Independence Square, Philadel pkia 
1013 W we, St. Louis, 

(Poge 106) 
wri; 36 South Clinton Stree, Chicego, [Minais; 183 George Sircet, Toronts, Ontarie, © 

their PROPER ATTIRE 
aftern: or eveni 

ama” was the m 
color a silvered black resembling Oxford gray, topp 
a collar of skunk fur. The vogue for fancy linin 
in the silk of royal blue and black, the stripes being 
inches and a half in width, Of particular interest is the 
struction of this comfortable coat, its panel back and ge! 
ous skirt and sleeves making it particularly easy 1 
over a frail dress without thought of crushing it. 
especially designed for stout figures the mode is equally 
for figures of medium size. 

Bolivia cloth, similar in weave to the Yama Yama ¢l@f 
just described, but lighter in weight to make it suitable oy, 
tailored suits, was used for the coat suit Nos, 9096 
with velvet collar edged with raccoon fur. This suit 
exceptional lines for full 
figures, the side-front 
and back seams and the 
cutting under the arms 
at the waist making this 
garment especially easy 
to fit for the stout 
woman, The three-piece 
skirt is gathered at the 
top and has inset sec- 
tions forming pockets on 
the hips. 

two 
ott: 
ner” 

ay just 
Patterns Nos, W0S, 9096, 9909 end 9108 came iu eight sizes: 2 M ees 

* of the follow ps ner nad 116 Fel 49 any of the following: Home Paitern Company, 114 and 140 cage: 



8101-9102 

Lensdel| 

The ENVY of their SLENDER SISTERS 

Popularly known as an “afternoon gown,” 
affaj dress that she can wear to all those special afternoon 
hep oe that now form so interesting and enjoyable a part of 
Ni 5 / life. 

9. 9108, shown at the right-hand side of the opposite 
tones fits many needs and may be made very smart or very 
Mpg . according to clio and colors chowen. 

ured on 106, it its the present vogue for 
Black-and-white combinations. 
the under o¢ foundation dress is of white crépe de Chine, 
lace (aetiress of marquisette and taffeta. White shadow 
inten? the sloeves and forms the collar frill, the new and 
Thi neckline being defined by a band of wide insertion. 

neckline is an especially good one for stout women, 
but the pattern provides 
for a high neck if one 
prefers. 

Lines similar in cut to 
those shown on the coat 
suit on the opposite page 
form the most interest- 
ing features of the suit 
(Nos, 9101-9102) illus- 
trated above, These 
lines are identified with 
Callot, and suit stout 

A ESSENTIAL requisite of every woman's w: 

2207 Ey 9103 a10s BRS 
bi 105 

figures to perfection. Dusky dull green mohair duvetine 
was the material used, with green bone buttons, worn with 
a hat of green velvet crowned with beige ostrich feathers, 
the costume completed by a beaver muff. The skirt is 
two-piece, the set-in sections at the hips insuring a good fit 
and the waistline slightly raised. Suit-weight serge, with a 
velvet or fur-edged collar, is a pleasing change of material. 
A many-cocasion dress is No. 9103, uitable for luncheons, 

teas, theaters and evening affairs where a décolleté gown is 
not necessary. Most exquisite is the color arrangement, a 
foundation of plain pale lavender-violet chiffon, the over- 
dress of a darker shade of lavender-violet chiffon, the 
flowered pattern being in still darker shades. Velvet ribbon 
bands in graduated widths of the darkest shade outline the, 
hem and tend to weight down this three-piece gathered skirt, 
this dark shade being duplicated in the sleeve Cemegt 2 and 
the soft velvet hat brightened by a crown trimming of vary- 
ing shades of faded pink roses. dow lace forms the collar 
and trims the front of the waist. This dress closes at the side 
front and may be made with high neck, If wrist-length 
sleeves are desired high-fitted cuffs are provided in the 
pattern, to be used in place of the circular cuffs which are 
illustrated here. 
An attractive side-plaited dress is Nos. 9103-9106, which 

can be worn for afternoon or evening, according to the colors 
chosen. Here sabre dark neutral gray chiffon, over a 
foundation of self-colored messaline, wasemployed. The belt, 

constructed of silk to match, insures a better effect than 
if a darker belt were used; but a touch of color is acquired 
by the neck bow of darker velvet. pn beer ie the 
peck and sleeve frilla. A convertible collar and short sleeves 
may be substituted if one prefers and the one-piece skirt may 
be completed by a straight belt and without the postilion 
section in back, Marquisette over taffeta would be another 
good combination of materials. 

Week the first crisp days of carly winter arrive one 
needs a cloth dress, coatlike in effect, to wear with furs, 

for at this time a coat hinders that brisk walk that is so 
exhilarating and so healthful. Especially designed for this 

and to suit best the stout woman's figure is No, 
5008, shown at. the right-hand side of this page. Serge 
is a good material to use, with a belt of velvet in a darker 
shade. Bone buttons form the front closing and trim the 

The smart draped toque should match the dress trimming 
or be of black velvet. 

‘The skirt is cut in three pieces, with a raised waistline, 
aad may be made without the hip yoke. A collar ol. wifite 

ie or silk will relieve the sombernese of this costume, 
and white washable kid gloves will be found practical if one 
carries dark furs, Choose a becoming color, one of the 
newest of which is a blue, slightly lighter than a navy, rather 
grayed in tone, called bleu d horizon. 

Pirreess (inciuding Guide-Chart) for the derigns shown om this page cam be supplied at Sftcen cents for each number, post-free. Patterns Nov. 9103, 9093, 9101 and 9105 come im eight sizes: 34 ta 48 incher 
Measure, ond Nos. 9102 and 9106 came in eight 142 

NOR y?, be had by mail, by stating the mumber and size, 
2 24 to 38 imches Lf there ts mo 

d inclosing the price to The Ladies’ Home Journal, Independence S¢ 
Renae, New York City; 617 Mission Street, Sam Francisco, California; 1013 Washington Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri; 36 

weist measure. Jor Home Patterns in 

(Poge 107) 

Pi 
Clinton Street, 

town, patterns of any mumbered designs shown in The Ladies’ Home 
ia; ar to any of the fallowing: Home Patiern Company, 114 ond 
t, Chicago, IMlinais; 183 George Stress, Toronts, Ontario, Canada, 
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Satisfactory Wear 
Guaranteed 

Inferior, adulterated silks made 
to sell, but not to last, have had 
their day. Women no longer 
take chances, They go to the 
store that protects its customers 
by selling Belding’s “Guaran- 
teed” Pure Sik Fabrics, 

Appearance, wear, style, and 
lasting satisfaction are absolutely 
guaranteed, and this guarantee 
is backed by the financial re- 
sources of the largest pure silk 
manufacturers in America— 
Belding Bros. & Co., established 
over 52 years. 

This tame © meLoine'so woven in 
the selvedge identifies fine silk and ix 
your assurance of satislaction. 

Belding’s Silks have beautiful, salt, 
lustrous texture; wp-to-date colorings: 
smart designs and Latin range of 
weaves aad ary. 
chan without ie he: whe 
washes bike ae 

You will Ged a Levon i Silk Fabric 
to suit. your every Retail 
peices $1.00, $125 rats $1.50 per 
Jord (96 jackes wick). 

Beldings Guaranteed 
Lining Silks 

Comsaias Bel 
Label is attached to gar- 
ment. It guarantees the be 

atyle 
and service. 

Belding’s Lining Silks 
are also foe your 
made-to-order and 
madesat-home gar- 
ments 

Pett Heat Silks 

Petticoats re- 
ceive usage. 
Yours is guaranteed 
not to rip, split, or 
tear if made of 
Belding’s Petticoat 

You can pur- 
chase this silk by 
the yard or made 

Beldings Guaranteed 
Dress Silks 

cred te eon 

“ing in wren wt 

tee : 

Belding Bros.& Co 
ci 
Ae Meco Sa 

== SEL | 

SCORNING even ankle LENGTH, these 

retreating SKIRTS widen AUDACIOUSLY 

wie but a minimwm of length, 
the maximum of trimming and 

reaterial is in the shir! whether for the 
dance ov for the less frivolous hours, es 
these pretty fracks prove. Beginning at 
the scantily jurred collar of the white 
broadcloth afternoon gown om the left 
(No. 9112), the soutacke briefly zigzags 
its intricate course down Ure center of 
the waist, applying itself more liberally 
below tie belt, where it simnelates soli! 
this one-piece circular skirted gown 
lacks—« rounded kip yoke, 

exe below an airy Sesh 
pink tulle yoke, whick veils but 

conceals wot the preity shoulders om 
the right (No. 9110), the pointed sur- 
plice of azure-blue Saffeta ends in a 
sask centering in hack and overhanging 
the three-piece gathered skirt, It és 
reminiscent of the early Victorian 
modes by its many duffy riffs, all of 
which are of the same will-o'-the-wisp 
texture of which the yoke of this one in 
particular and dance dresses im generat 
are made. 

OF SHIMALERING gray satin is 
the bewitching dance frock below 

om the left (No, 9113), presaging with 
its woluminons skirt (he refurn of the 
bouglant ponnier, with its waist famil- 
iarly surpticed, amd what little i has of 
sleeves caught by @ bracelet of pearls. 
Over the three-piece foundation floats 
the circular tulle overskirt, girdled and 
weighted at its hem with pevrls, with 
hercand there opulescentdragon flies in- 
crusted with pearls and glowing beads, 

BEING paited full where fuliness must 
nol he, the delightfully shor! bodice of 

this adorable dress on the right (No. 9098) 
is many times restrained with narrow satin 
ribbons, radiating from a jeweled ornament 9088 
at the front and edging the transporent 
shoulder yoke, In long lines ended by 
soft loops, if regularly strips the width of 
the three-piece gathered skirt of spangled 

a net, the hem of witch is marked by threads 
of beads, 

(PATTERNS (inciudine Guide Chart} fr the designs shown om this pace com be suPhlied at Sftcen conte for eack mumber, fost-fret. Nas. soos, 9110 
‘nd 9113 come im six sizer: 32 to 42 inches dust measure, and No, 0112 comes iw Ave sizes: 34 to 42 inches bust measure, If there is no agency [2 

Home Patterns in your town, patterns of any numbered designs shown in The Ladies’ Howe Journal may be had by mail, by siating the mumber and 2726, 
and inclosing the price to The Ladies’ Home Journal, Independence Square, Philadelphia; or to any of the following: Home Pattern Company, 114 © 
116 Fifth Avenue, New York City: 617 Mizsion Street, Sam Francisco, Californie; 1013 Wazkingion Atenne, Si. Lawis, Missouri; 30 South Clint 
Street. Chicage, Illinois; 183 Gearge Sirces, Toronto, Ontario, Canada. ha 

The autumn number of the Home Book of Fashions is am sale at every brauck efice for Home Patterns at twenty-five cents & copy: ar it may Me 
ordered by mail from the Home Paticru Company, 114 and 116 Fifth Avenue, New Fork City, for erty -three cents (this includes postage). The 
contains & compon whick may be red for ony Sftern-cent patter illustrated in it or in The Latics’ Howe Journal. 
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kor Every Figure 
Many Front-Lacing 

GOSSARD Corsets 
There Are 

HERE are 9 general figure 
types among women—they 
are illustrated on this page. 
In thirteen years we have 

Manufactured millions and millions 
°t corsets. Every conceivable figure 
‘Ype has been analyzed, so that to-day, 
With the guidance of this classification, 
You can ask any trained Gossard 
Orsetiére in your city for the models 

“esigned for your figure and she will 
gladly fit you. 

Gossard Corsets and Brassiéres are 
Most always fitted—just the same as 
your suits, dresses and shoes are fitted. 
Hsist on a fitting, because it’s part of 
Sssard Service. There is never any 

(estion about your corset comfort, 
Wearing service and style, when cor- 
fectly fitted to the Gossard designed 
‘r your figure. 

Por every one of the nine figure types 
Mere are many Gossard models. You 
ve your choice of materials, finish, 

*tyle and price. Some Gossard models 
“ost but $2.00, others are $3.50, $5.00, 
$6.50), $8.50 up to $25.00 and $40.00. 

Tassitres are 50 cents to $6.50. 

h 

At @ny price you are assured wearing 
thrice, comfort, perfect fit, and style 

at is distinctive. ‘The personal satis- 
action enjoyed is worth more than the 
Tice of the garment, 

It 8 recognized, now, that most 
vod Wearers are not en healthy 
then they are beautiful because of 

health. Doctors and trained nurses 
an More than suggest Gossards—they 
“tually prescribe them. 

‘a re sure you are getting the origi- 
gat look for the blue Gossard label 
Wn inside the corset or brassié 

Stores selling Gossard Corsets will join 
With us in our The Ideal 

Fitted with a new Gossard Model 

Watch for the Gossard 

Style Shows 

Beginning September 25th and con- 
tinuing up to November 15th, Live 
Model Demonstrations and Fashion 
Shows will be given wherever Gossard 
Corsets are sold. Watch for these 

events in the store selling Go 
Corsets in your city. ‘They will ai 
in determining the styles this 

The great advantage of front lacing, 
the economy, comfort, ease of adjust- 
ment, long wearing service, re- 
markable beauty and outstanding 
style of Gossard Coréets will be dem- 
onstrated. 

In most stores where Gossard Corsets 
are sold you will find a Graduate 
Gossard Corsetiére—a woman trained 
in our own school. You can depend 
on her judgment. She knows each 
model, and the easy, quick way to fit 
you. She doesn’t waste your time or 
try your patience. 

If you should miss the Live Model 
Demonstration, be sure to see the 
motion pictures of how Gossard Cor- 
sets are fitted. It will undoubtedly 

¢ shown in your city some time this 
all or Winter. 

s page for future reference. It 
is the first step toward permanent and 
complete corset satisfaction. Remem- 
ber, also, what we have so often said: 
“There is a Gossard Corset for every 
figure and a price for every purse.”” 

Be fitted to-day. Insist on a genuine 
Gossard. 

The Hl. He Gossard Co. 
Largest Makers of Fine Corsets 

CHICAGO, U.S. A. 

6th Semi-Annual Proclamation 
of Authoritative Corset Styles—Fall and Winter 1915-16 
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As Dainty as 
a Rose Jocaf 

HE Lady Elgin is a 
watch of the most 

perfect mechanical pre- 
cision, As an example 
of accuracy in timekeep- 
ing it fully measures up 
to the famous Elgin 
standard. 

But what is perhaps even 
more wonderful, the de- 
signers of the Lady Elgin 
Bracelet Watch have 
succeeded in fashioning 
all this accuracy of 
mechanism into a piece 
of jewelry of exquisite 
refinement, 

Even more remarkable, 
the Lady Elgin Bracelet 
Watch, of marvelous 
accuracy and as dainty 
as a rose leaf, is a syno- 
nym for sturdiness and 
durability, It is a prac- 
tical watch that will 
give long, long years of 
service, 

Ask your Elgineer 

No gift for young women 
going away to school could 
be more useful, No present 
for the charming bride could 
be more tasteful, 

ELGIN 
Waich 
AREEP Pg Pes 

Send for “Time Taking, Time 
Keoping,” « little book that 
tells how Elgin time is taken 
from thestars. Send stamped, 
addressed envelope for set of 
Elgin Poster Stamps. 

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH CO. 
Elgin, Minois, 

fats ies’ Home Journal for October, 

STYLE and NEWNESS are DEPICTED 

: mm thse CHARMING SUITS 

AB —, Designed especially tor the Betwixt-and-Between Girl 

9 make up for w 

very differ- 
hought-out 

of black 

ER snug the collar, widely flares the coat —and pr 
wider ares the hem of the akirt. Of a nice degree of cir- 

pely yoke trimly 

the aif and encircling the parmpectosy 
veart of three buttons. Snug 
rippling below the belt, hides u f 
cular ch, gradually expandin 

hat, whether you skip, ran < 
il be unhampered this 
Being without curves, nothing is more becaming to a girlish, 

veloped figure th laced fullness, and for this purpase g: 
set under th thful design (Nos. 

h a young girl will 
is again utilized 

yoke ii in the most 
en 

want for the matinge, satin-finish bi 
for youthful clothes, refours a 

ry materials to use. In Italian green, Garibaldi, the new 
rk red or flag blue, nutria or fitch fur would make an 

h collar, cuffs and banding. 
ss fox are charming furs for young people. 

nixtures and big, vaguel: 
(ike Nos. 9104-9107) mi 

5 Ww h fullness 

PATTERNS (i rns Nas, WM 
9111, 9094 and 5 in ai vite 

2 to 42 inckes bus i your foe 
uierns of euy namcber Tbe Ladies 
owe Journal, Independ Tork CY 

Mf 783 Georke 
indy five comet 
upon wks 



¢ When “Palmolive” 
Was Young 

3,000 years ago the women of ancient Egypt, skilled in 
toilet arts, learned the wonderful cleansing qualities of 
Palm and Olive oils. 

While their Palmolive” was necessarily a crude combination 
of these oils in their natural state, modern women, inheritors of 
this invaluable discovery, enjoy their combination in PALMOLIVE 
SOAP, made of the famous Palm and Olive oils. 

Thus the fame of the first Palmolive has survived the centuries, 
handed down from generation to generation— 

From the time when Cleopatra ruled to the present day popular- 
ity of the “PALMOLIVE, Doctrine of Soap and Water.” 

Next in popularity comes PALMOLIVE SHAMPOO, the liquid 
Pilesities preguond Se ioabe the pooper ate oF the bale comp. 

Ask, also, for PALMOLIVE CREAM, a delightful cold crearn which 
softens and invigorates the skin 

To make the acquaintance of all three accept our 
THREEFOLD SAMPLE OFFER.—A miniature cake of PALM 

OLIVE SOAP, bottle of SHAMPOO and tube of CREAM, attractively 
packed, mailed on receipt of five 2-cent stamps, 

] 

B. J. JOHNSON SOAP CO., Inc. 
Milwaukee, Wis, 

Canndian Factory 
155-157 George Street. Tevonto. Ont 

This I0¢ package 

makes these 

half-size tablets 

for tea and coffee 

a convenient, 

ical 
See Here isapackage 
purchase for 

cane sugar, for 
Ever yone — 

Y every household 

everywhere requirement— 

the convenient 

and economical 

way of using 

sugar —- 

Weight § ranteed 

American Sugar Refining Company 

This girl 

made a career 

Sor herself 

HE is Miss Millicent Clark, now appearing as a success- 
ful concert singer in Eastern Miss C had the 

ambition, but not the means, for a musical education. She 
turned to the Curtis Scholarship Plan—the same plan that 
during the last ten years has opened the doors of educational 
opportunity to hundreds of young men and women. She writes: 

*'1 secured my appointment as a Curtis Scholarship worker 
five years ago. I found that it was easy und pleasant work to 
secure new and renewal orders for The Ladies’ Home Journal 
und The Saturday Evening Pest. toa single month I earned a 
scholarship ia the New England Conservatory of Music, for 
special courses in Voice, Piano, French, Italian and Concert 
Deportment. In two months more | had earned the money to 
pay for my bourd, room and incidental expenses." 

Any girl can secure a Curtis Scholarship. In exchange for a litle 
pleasant work in spare time, we offer a scholarship in any conservatory, 
college or business school in the country. Or, we will pay for pri- 
vate lessons in your home town. Let us tell you how hundreds of 
others have obtained these scholarships. 

Educational Division, Box 975 
The Curtis Publishing Company, Independence Square, Philadelphia 

tonin ng on th we 3 

if Threshold of 

ma ur A uid 

ITH our beautiful Fur Book, 
in your hand, you stand on the threshold of Furland. 

tells all about Furs, illustrates the latest styles and points out how 
to distinguish genuine furs from trashy imitations. 

A fine set of Furs is more to be prized than jewels which may 
offend by their flash. Fur, however, expresses the truest taste 
and the deepest distinction, and never goes oul of fashion. 

You can’t think of Furs of Quality unless you think of Lamson & 
Hubbard. For generations, this house has been in the lead, 
piling reputation upon reputation and establishing a name 
that girdles the globe, We get our pelts right from the 
trappers and manufacture the garments ourselves, 

you all in-between profits. 

“The Theatre of Fur Fashion.” 

o—_ CHabbard . 
302 BEDFORD ST., BOSTON, MASS. 

Simply fill 

“The Theatre of Fur Fashion,” 

* Gentlemen: 
You may 

It 
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he Wik Over Gir 
fe 1016 ne Wt ONE al Saat 

an achievement. 
Expressing the freedom and vigor of the great outdoors, it ia 
destined to brighten the wails of thousands of American 
Homes. [tis 0 surpri ngly faithful reproduction of Lester 
Ralph's delightful study, with all the charm of an ori 
the Photogravure rocess retaining ull the tane qualities 
If you want to be sure of « copy FREE, ask your JALK- 
OVER dealer at once, or send 25c to Geo. E. Keith Company, 
Campello, Mass, Makers of Walk-Over Shoes for Men and 
Women, and a copy will be sent you immediately. 

Process hare heretofore been obfainalie 
Zrom tive fo Ane bedlaey 

Tt tells you how you 
can free yourself from 

«woking drudgery — how 
you can save every day the 

hourayun now have to spend 
inthe kitcher. [contains 72 pages, ishandsomely 
round in cots at is filled with eoegestioms aed 
information of value te every housewife. 

Mrs. Frederick shows how yout meals cum be 
cooked extomaticely—without any wi uf 
attention whatever if you have the 

entinel 
Cook St Stove 

‘The Sentinel te a regular oat range woh 
atic oven sat reales werals tu cook Lietmeivwe 

‘You smoty place od in the oven, set the Ueser 
and liget the ex». Then you can lave thw Rccken 
ad HOt return Unt] Itt time to sefve te teal. 
Vou will find it gertecsly cooked 

You repare the teeal Bours ip advance and go Biba faitieg ‘se da unytaaag else yon want 
white tt fe Cooking 

a en work, any Binal ip eaulred inthe. pre 
in of the food" no beating and iting ot radl- 

You can da elf your cooking with the Sentinel, ft saves ge and soon pave for Heell 
Send cxspen ce write new fer the tee book Meals 
That Cook Themselves. 

The Sentinel Manufacturing Co. 
Dept. 2 New Haven, Conn. 

eoneesee MALL THIS COUPON The Semtiast Atta, Co,, New Haven. Conn 
Send me, without charge. Mrs. Prqterick's bool 

Meals That Cook Themsclees, * 

Dr. Denton Soft-Knit 
Sleeping Garments 

erstsek veer Oui obae At MEA eel wivaree 

De taphes Rapemasseertgei wok hands. Post ufe just ot tor 
Ttands are. covered 

give most Bealthtul deep. We use 
only coun, pew. hag wrante cottoe 
and woul we oe sven and 
2. bleaching chemecala Our 
Settekeet fabric carters off pes 
Siretinn ed keeps ths ‘child 
thrown oB. Prevent ‘caldy that 
oftea Weed to peremonhe 

Eleven sizes for ane to yours wat. Prices. Sie te St ath 
Securing tu aise and aye 

Soft, Elastic, Durable. 
Do Not Shrink. 

Write for hesklet giving Dr 
Mary Wood Allen's practical dean, 
Healtiiul Sleep for 

Be wure you geet 
Demon, Garment 
math, showa here, be attached £0 
cack Sarment.” If you cammat get 
Them of your dealer, write ux, FRADE mane 
DR. DENTON SLEEPING GARMENT MILLS 

701 Mil Street, Centreville, Michigan 

TOLD ## NEW YORK 
to the 

FASHION EDITOR 

With Mess 

receive d, From 

ages, personally 
Paris 

HG Eee elves warm the past 
sunmer with furs we are to put them 

e same use for winter, and in many of the 
lars and cuffs of today one rex the 

foxes of yesteftlay, Cenalaly no garme 
which wishes to be known asa coat would baye 

temerity to appear without a 

ception, for iCone ean jieda 
in which furs are used we are going to have a 
very cold wints 
ie Jong coats of monk 

nel cond 

this winter. 

A Beautiful New Fur Cloth, knows 
ria,” in the natural animal tone, imitat 

its name so cleverly that feels there will 
he a lack of interest 
particularly desirable as a trimming, har 

ng beautifully with deep Italian’ green 
ha brown, and } ting turry 

pele trimmed 
ccoon, kolinsky musquash seal 

too, being a fashionable tone and 
mbining with the new brown and grec 

will be asnong the furs of the se 
With her usual fckleness, Fashion gives in 

one place only to take away in another, anid the 
natura has go jot the p 

tee pillow muff. Call it what you w 
but fingerful, t! 

which is the w 
rautidom this winter, 

As to Hats, they may be as Targe as you can 
suppor 11 as but to cover yuur 
heact, with many pleasing pew ones in between, 

ite, quite differently: for no longer 
ave only ane visible ear arid 

i £ high— and 

jap crown an 
new and dil 
will not be pe 

shape is sugested int 
hats an effect given usually by 
the wires, although often the hat itself is a 
modified poke in form. 

itas have beet given a new impetus by 
tam worn by the Alplae soldiers, 

ed in various forms. Beautiful 
ity velvet, satin and faille are mostly seen, 

hiefly used, bi 
gray 

ney may be 
cueaintly phrase i 

sible ia the trimming mare 
hat. than in the whol 

However Snug the Body of the'Coat, it rij 
es with fullness below the waistline, “There 

«1 sugaestion of fittedness in the red 
as in many of the shorter cuats, 

When waist slimpex is not given by the lis 
of the cuat, the straight cut is repressed by 
belting, This is not al an all-round belt, 
hut offen a short hack sect 
laced at the underarm, of a belt which slips 
under plaits or gores to appear finally ucross 

¢ front 

be a dock 

wats vary’ in length from twenty-five 
hes to just above the skirt hem, although 

it is believed that hip-length conts will be most 
worn 

Skirt Wietths, in the heavier suiting materials 
ii kit, kitten's ear, moudlonne, choviot 
aud tweed, measure two yards ated three- 
quarters and wider, bat often Jess when fur is 
used, Much shorter they cannot be, many 
leaving the Sour by nine inches These, of 
course, are for the younger folks; skirts for 
matruns have lengthened somewhat. Width 
and fullness are given to these new skirts by 
inserted sections, goring, plaits and crcular- 
niess in cut, but invariably the yokw is phain- 

 tancitully cut. In sult and coat 
dark green, navy blue, gra 

many tones with war names, (ede négre, otter 
and beaver tonies, dark claret and black are 
usitoubtedly mast seen. 
Though Princesse in name there is astonish- 

ingly little to reeuind us of the styles that have 
gone before in these new dresses. The straight 
‘one-pieceness so difficult to wear is happily 
litthe seen, panels are crossed with embroidery, 
braiding and belts, and sides lines are made 

arable with set-in skeeves and fullness, 
quality broadcloth and the new 

mouillonne are combined with lustrous 
satin and faille. 

Rinbon Again finds its Place as trimming 
on the pew full skirting and flounced dresses, 
Hoth satin and velvet ribbons are made use of 
in the quest for ovt-of-the-ussal ornamenta- 
tion, for no longer can we be amazed by mag- 
nifwence ia fabric and ornamentation and we 
have cutdoneeven our best effortsat simplicity. 

Millinery Lessons 

A course in muifinery will be gives by Tore Joranat’s 
Milinery Editors whch will beip the worsa at Some, 
fae weil as the girl who goes 10 trakiness, to make ber own 
hata in a abil manser and give ber a thorcugh keawl- 
edge of expert hatemaking to prepare Der for a ceca 
som, Theme fenncts will be ined in pamphlets at tar, 
dents each The first lewen, “ HatsFrame Making.” is 
pow ready, Address 

Tbs Curve Vaw AUKES 
Tue Lantey Howe Jowanaty Purabenrica 

= Rass 
MAKING 

MOTHERHOOD 

EASY 

BY AILLY 
had flame 

alide whe cover 

His head wor 
“fareed back and 

dy gees BUI 
ng, With ave 
shriek, Jane 
bounded ts the 
telephone, dé 
mm nded amsenber 

in a qoice that spelled emergency ” 
the experienced Cen ; them, as she 
ceaite.t, she hung upom the wire of if 
burnest to it. 

“Oh, Mr. Hanford, Baby Billrt 
weoitying —if he ain"? geval tis minatt, 

y came firing dowm the ella 

vd ine the least, Matge's presty %# 
g behind her, Amy Bushy swith @ 

queer, strained look on her usually # 
1 and Granspa Hanford 
firvwadollar hall aehore 6% 

the cause of charity had een 
interrupted ty the dread summons. 

Hanford taok ane look at the baty 

Have you read this fascisating book 
by Mra Richandon? From the title 
page straight the 
full of just the thir 
prospective mother wants 10 
kuow, for the health and happines* 

ib herself. 
Remember, you canmot yy this book. 

{only by wing the coupe? 
Be sure 

fully and mail ae directed, Your copy 
of Making M. hood Easy’ will! 
sent you postpaid without charge. Get 
your capy and keep it near you, You 
will Gnd that it mteets most helpfully 
your everyday needs 

her peuttenns to Mrs, Ricbatte 
ean far Mvchers, 49, ArH Atal sevite 

SMITH, KLINE & FRENCH CO. 
429 Arch St,, Philadelphia, Pa 

Frenne se Mra Richart 
“Staking Motbesiawot Lewy,'* penpell without eae 
Fteqead) 
Nene 

Adaven 

BEAUTY WITH BENEFIT 
fe certaia by always uate 
the universally populat 

CREME ELCAYA 
Look as beautiful 

those yuu admire, 

USE 

UREME ELCAYA 
AND BE COMPLIMENTED ON 

. SLD KOEERHERE See Tnaswty Taine 
JAMES C. CRANE, SOLE AGENT 

\06.N FULTON ST. NEW YORK, N- 

suugyrsuneanDal ri 
iettannrn TOWN SY Skew tie Lanes 
EU iees enue ae eee ter sean 
Cina Abowt Nee 

Livatet Towner iy aes Ria oe lt erates eedegs Haw To Get WO 
Pia Wharton Wik we 

‘The Ehieabeth Towne Ca, Dept. 891 ane 

New Plan ffaey 
$2.00 or mote an hour—! ve: 20, was $00.03 oe 

jence neceamary. Pras, £ait 
Yau'can make big money by our sew plan lle 

Planto-Silk ore 

Wi fas Hoes went eet ia 

100 Exgraved 
Tvriatiena $4.33, 2e08ebare! 
Eaenada'l 23, $$ Moma. 

stoped Calling Sew Cards At Witeforramtuctny 
(ooo, Rapel Engraving Co, 624-8 Walnes Bt, 
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Something new for the home 
EVERY reader of The Ladies’ Home Journal will be glad to hear about the new 

Congoleum Rugs. They have many wonderful features because they are 
made by an entirely new process, 

Congoleum Rugs are washable and sanitary. They are low in price. They lie 
flat and firm without requiring fastening of any kind, hugging the floor so tight 
that you cannot kick up the edges if you try. 

How Congoleum Rugs Save 
You Money 

First, Because you don’t have to cover the 
whole floor, but only the exposed part. 
Second, Because you don't have to bother 
with fitting and laying. A Congoleum Rug 
is simply unrolled on the floor, and there 
+ lnesinll cond Fox bessinann 
Third. Because they are durable. 

Fourth. Because they cost less than any- 
thing of a similar character. 

Many Beautiful Patterns—for Every 
Room in the House 

There are many Congoleum Rug 
designs, in all the popular sizes, 
square and oblong, for bed rooms, 
bath rooms, kitchens, sitting rooms 
and porches. The colorings are 
rich and the designs in the best of 
moder, artistic taste. 

Sizes and Prices 
In the United States, east of the Rocky Mowntans 

3 feetx3 fect $:60each 
3 feet x4¥4 feet 90 each 
3 feet x6 feet 120 each 
41% feet x 42 feet 1.35 each 
414 feet x6 feet 180 each 
6 feetx6 feet 20 each 
6 feetx9 feet 3.60 each 
6 feet x12 feet 4.50 each 

Prices are the same for all patterns. 

Congoleum Two-piece Rugs 

Congoleum Rugs in large sizes are made 
in two pieces with a seam that is invisible 
when the parts are laid together. 
This is a real achievement in rug-making. 
It makes rugs practicable for good-sized 
rooms, The prices are as follows: 

9 feet x 12 feet $7.50 each 

TOY feet x 12 feet 6.50 each 

All the foregoing prices apply only in the United 
Skates, east of the Rocky Mountaloa, 

Rug Chart, in Colors, Free 

Send us your name and address and we 
will send you free our Colored Rug Chart, 
showing various designs in miniature. It 
will show just what patterns you want to 
ask your dealer for, Look for the name 
“Congoleum” on the back. 

Congoleum Rug Borders 

These are wonderful imitations of quartered oak 
flooring to be used around the borders of a roam, 
underlying the edges of large rugs. Polished or dull 
finish. Several shades. Sold by the yard, 36 and 24 
inches wide, Rug Border Circular sent on request, 

Congoleum Floor Coverings 

Congoleum by the yard, 72 inchea wide, in over 40 
patterns, Less expensive than printed linoleum. 
Floor Covering Circular sent on request. 

UNITED ROOFING & MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
Department of Barrett Manufacturing Company 

Philadelphia 
Toronto 

Boston 
Vancouver 

Chicago 
Winnipeg 

Los Angeles Montreal 
Sydney, N. 5, 

San Francisco Seattle 
St.John, N,B, Halifax, N.S. 



The Age of Innocence, by Reynolds, One of the Most Famous Child Pictures, as Given in“ The Mentor" 

72 DEAL TIFUL PICTURES 
Like the six on this and the following three pages are yours 

WITHOUT MONEY AND WITHOUT PRICE 

IF you join the new club, Tue Lapis’ Home Journat Keepinc-Up Crus, with its motto: “Pleasantly Bringing the Whole 
orld Home Month by Month to Busy Men and Women.” 

These six pictures on this and the next three pages are exactly, in size and beautiful quality, what you will receive 

*ach month: 6 each month, 72 during a year. And they will illustrate, this year, these subjects by the following authors: 

a JThe Story of the Danube” By Prof. Albert Bushnell Hart | “American Pioneer Prose Writers” By Hamilton W. Mabie 
4 Holy Land”. ; By Dwight 1. Elmendorf | ‘The Weather” sir By CF. Talman 
Rr EAR es. By Ida M. Tarbell |" Argentine” Ser Hie ae ... By Frederick Palmer 
w dhe Ring of the Nibelung " By Henry T. Finck“ Shakespeare’s Country” ; By William Winter 
wvhinese Rugs”. By John K. Mumford | "Leonardo da Vines” By Prof. Jobn C, Van Dyke 

he Great Art Galleries of the World” ; By Prof. John C. Van Dyke | “Yosemite Valley” . 7 Re By Dwight L. Elewendorf 

The Way Found at Last to Keep Up With What Other Folks Talk About 

k We are too busy to read all the books; to see all the great pictures of the world; to travel in fascinating lands; to 
Now about the wonderful women and forceful men who have made history. But, all the same, we must keep up—we 

Must be able to talk when others are talking; to know what they are talking about—we must keep step. And here is 

the way—without study, without grind, without effort: keeping up with the times becomes a pleasure and a joy. 

READ ON PAGE SIX HOW YOU CAN JOIN THE CLUB 
Page 3 
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The Most Wonderful Photograph of the Sphinx Ever Made. On the Back of Each Picture is a Five-Minute Chat Abour the Subject 

This Picture of the Beautiful Lakes of Killarney Shows How Superbly the World's Famous Spots are Presented 

(Page 4) 
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Interesting Historic Moments. Such as This Meeting of Washington and Lafayette ar Mount Vernon, are Accurately Recorded and Described 



The / 

What You Will Get if You Join the Club 
IRST: 12 Issues or “THe Mentor.” This is the Club publica- 
tion: bringing you a beautifully printed and illustrated story each 

month, all about one subject, written by a leading authority upon 
the subject that the particular issue treats of, 150 pages during a year. 

SECOND; 300 Beautirut ILtustrations. All these illustra 

tions are distributed during the year through the text of the 12 
issues of “The Mentor,” so that the eye is attracted and pleased 
while the mind is being enriched. 

THIRD: Booxs on Sreciat Cius Terms. It will give you infor 
mation about books and will supply you with books on special terms. 
But it will never ask you to buy books: it is only a service in case 
you want it. 

FOURTH: 72 Gravure or Coror Pictures. Printed in the 
beautiful soft brown finish or in full colors, laid separately in the 
magazine, printed on heavy paper all ready for framing. The pictures 
are exactly the size shown in Tue Journat. On the back of each is 
a five-minute, crisp description of the beautiful painting, wonderful 
scenery, historic character, or epoch-making event that is portrayed. | 

FIFTH: Answers to Any Questions on art, travel, literature, 
history, nature or architecture you may want to know about; each 
answer by a special authority in his line. The club experts are 
entirely at your disposal. 

SIXTH: Autnorirative Cius Procrams. Any program you 

want for a club, a reading circle, a literary afternoon or evening; 
each made out for you by an expert in his line. 

Page € 

tectural Wonder of the We orld ts che Taj Mahal in India 

How to Become a Member of the Club 
OU can have all this sent direct to your home by mail, free 0! 
all expense, even postage, for one new yearly subscription (not 

your own) of $1.50 to Tue Laptes’ Home Journat ($1.75 in Canada) 
All you need do is to ask some friend or neighbor, not now 4 

subscriber, to let you have her order for a subscription for THE 

Lapres’ Home Journat for one year. Send the money to us with the 

name and address of the new subscriber, together with your ow? 
name and address, and THe Lapres’ Home Journat will be sent t 
the new subscriber for one year, while “The Mentor” will go to you 

Start now, so as to get the November first reading —" The Story of 

the Danube,” by Albert Bushnell Hart, Professor of Government 

Harvard University. You will recall that the Danube is one of the 

most famous rivers in the world, and was celebrated by the “Blut 
Danube Waltz.” ‘There will be six of the wonderful gravure picture 
with it. Unquestionably Professor Hart is the one man 1n the 

United States who is best equipped to tell the story of the Danube 

Remember, Te Lapies’ Home Journat subscription must be jer 

someone whose name is not already on our list (it must not be your own); the 
money must accompany the order, and you must say that you want 
to become a member of The Keeping-Up Club and to receive “The 
Mentor” and pictures each month. Remember, Tut Lapies’ Hom? 

Journat goes to the new subscriber, “The Mentor ™ goes to you- 
Send the order and the $1.50 ($1.75 in Canada) to 

Tue Manacer or Tue Keepinc-Up Crus 
Tre Lapies’' Home Journar 

INDEPENDENCE SQUARE, PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 



His Explanation 
3 from bie 

Je Dean toh 
ETURN: 
shore, I 

cea, 
,, Why," he exclaimed, his eyes big with ex- 

fitement, “it jumped and leaped all around! 
wren it sone heme to show you. Now just nok,” and he produced a big bottle, the cun 
tents of which he poured intu a pan, where it 

4 visit to the sea~ 
he fansily about the 

a he said. ON muse 

Ton 

It Sounded That Way 
"Pap ‘ t 
TH cat settled berself luxuriowsly in front 
> Of the kitchen range and began to parr. 

Little Dolly, who was strange to the ways of 
(1s, reganied her with horror. 
he Ob eran'ma, gran'mal” she cried 
ETE quick, ‘The cat's begus to boil.” 

They Sound Alike Anywoy 

"NTO MAN is to. well_ known as he thinks be 
«N is,” says Enrico Caruso, the world-Sameit tenor, “While motoring in New York State." 

bee ned the great singer, “the automobile 
oke down and I sought refuge in « farmhouse 

file the car wi repaired. 1 became 
Fiesully with er, who asked me my 
Mame, ancl I to it was Caruso. 

he ped to bis fret and telzed me 
‘Little did I think I would see a 

flan like you in this bere humble kitcben, sir!’ 
exclaimed. ‘Caruso! The great traveler, ubinson Carusot'” 

T! ewly arrived citleen from Italy was 
Uying bis best to buy a colander, but could 

Hit take the clerk understand what he wanted 
ithe clerk showed him several kinds wf pans, 

teach he sbouk his head. Finally ke got 

“Come 

How He Described It 

Give-n me dis-a kind,” be ssid: “Ze water 
Ro ahead, ae macarvnl stop.” 

‘Cupid, Too, Was Up-to-Date 

SAGED to four girls at omce?" ox- 
med the horrified uace. “How de 

xplain such shameless conduct?” 
a 't know," said the graceloss 
T guess Cupid ‘must have shot me with a 

ine gun.” 

Good Training 
EXAMINATION didn't seene 
you much,” said the famous 

HBP to the withoss after the trial, " Hawe you 
ail any previous experience?" 

asp Just a little," replied the witness sarcastically. 
T have six children.” 

House-Broken 

ER visiting a large factory made a 
< with the manager that he would pick Wt all the married mem among the employees 

cordingly he stationed! himself at the door ax 
th ey caro back from dinner, and mentioned all 
{ote whom he believed to be married, and in 

Most every case he was Hight 
How do you do it?" asked the manager in 
Conn 

fy ‘Oh, it's quite simple,” said the traveler, “The 
Rarried men all wipe their fect on the mat; the 
ngle men don’t.” 

The Elements of Man 

RING the hearing of a case involving a 
thay Stall domestic dispute the judge declared 
Hit “apateiot isa man who refuses to hook up 
a tite’s Hingerie waists. And a martyr,” he 
{unt on, “is one who tries and fails; while a hero 
ties anid succeeds,” askgittt how woskt you define » coward?” 
SfPt the hawyer, who’ was a bit of a wag bim- 

“Oh, a coward,” repticd the judge. és a 
who stays ngieso Le geat acre 

Assisting the Wicked to Flee 

HE wicked flee when no mian pursueth,' 

Vea sai the minister, wo beleved the minister, who in ms 
Silat Christianity. “That is true; but they make Huch better time when somebody is after thens.” 

THAT REMINDS ME 
Bright Things of All Times That People Have Laughed Over 

Putting it Up to Father 

FTER several unsuccessful attempts to draw 
ber husband into conversation at the re» 

taurast the wife discovered the cause of his 
abstraction to be a beautiful girl dressed in black 
and seated at 2 near-by table, 

a attractive widow,” observed the wife 
enolly, 

"Yes, indeed, a very attractive widow,” agreed 
the husband enthusiastically. 

“Yes,” sighed the wife, “I wish I were one.” 

A Natural Exror 

TE Bishop was visiting the family and was 
being entertained by the five-year-old som. 

“Well, Bunny,” said the Bis 
“do you know that ten years 

jis very town?” 
said Busny In wide-eyed sur- 

thought that my father mar- 

ns, smilingly, 
married 

HE looked with some apprehension over the 
ginghams spread before ber. 
ween don’t look like fast cobors to me," dhe 

“Indeed they are, ma'am," answered the clerk 
camestly, “You just ought to see them when 
they begis to run,” 

Lending 4 Helping Hand 

"Wi AT a bewutlfel dog, Miss Ethel!” ex- 
YY claimed her bashful admirer. “Is he 

uectionate?” 
“Is be affectionate?” she asked archly, 

teed be Is. Here, Bruno! Come, good 
und show Charley Smith how to kiss me.” 

“Ine 
ie, 

Took the Only Thing Left 
“TID the trained nurse take your tempera: 

ture?" asked the man of his convalescent 
rien 
“Yes,” responded the sick man. “After the 

surgeons got through with their charges, that was 
about all there was leit to take.” 

Why, of Course 

HE, teacher was hearing the class in history 
recite, “Now, Dorothy,” the said, “who 

followed Edward VIP" 
“Queen Mary,” replied Dorothy. 
“Very good. And who followed Mary?" 
The class =, nt, but small Ebsie waved her 

hand wildly. 
Well, Bisée, you may tell us who followed 

Mary 
“Her little laimb.!” 

Itis in Many Cases 

“TYVILLIAM.” sald the (eacher during. the 
on in'physiotogy, "what is the use of 

the external eas 
William considered a moment, “I think, 

teacher,”” he sald, “it bs mostly used to catch 
dirt.” 

Where There's a Will 

“™M 'Y HUSBAND,” said the matron, "was 
a confirmed smoker when I married him 

i year ago, but today he mever touches to- bie 
“That's fine,” approved one of the group. 

“To break off the habit of » lifetime in one year 
requires a strong will indeed. 

“Well,” remarked the wife meditatively, 
“that's just the kind of a will I've got.” 

Big Chances Both Ways 

ITE famous physician and the eminent cler- 
gyman were in a discussion which 

threatened to, become acrimonious 
“You see,” said the minister sarcastically, 

"you medical men know so much about the 
uncertainties of this world that I should think 
you would oot want to live.” 

“Oh, L don't know,” respanded the physician 
caustically. “You clergymen tell us a much 
about the uncertainties of the next work! that 
we don’t want to tie.” 

A Wonderful Bird Indeed 

| SE, on her afternoon out, had called to see 
Arabella, whose mistress had just purchased 

4 parrot, 
* Hirds sho’ is sensible,” Rose observed. “Ye 

can Jearn’em anything. Ah use’ terwork fob alady 
lat had a bird in a clock, an’ w'en it was time ter 
tell de time ob day, dat bird use’ ter come out an” 
say Cuckoo’ jes’ as many times as de thme was." 

“Go ‘long: ye don't say so." said Arabella. 
Sho’ Ab says so,” replied Rose; an’ de most 

wonderful paht am dat it wat on'y a wooden 
bird,” 

The Conductor's Limit 

“VV BEN you found you didn’t have your 
fare, did the conductor make you get off 

and walk?” asked the inquisitive man. 
“Only get off,” responded the literal one 

“Yhe dido't seem: to care whether I walked or sat 

Not Very, But Some 
“TSN CT hat rather strong stuf! that you boys 

buy?" asked a Northern man of a negro who 
had just bought a pint of rather vigorous whisky. 

"No, sah,” repbed the negro; “not so strong 
as tai’ be, sah. We reckon to this yere about 
three fights to a pint, sah!” 

A Distinct Advantage 
ECHL was suffering from toothache and his 
mother was endeavoring to calm him pre- 

paratory to the necessary visit to the dentist. 
“You'll be a brave boy and have it out, won't 

you, dear?” she pleaded. "It won't hurt much, 
and then the ache will all be over.” 

Bet the ushappy child continwed to bow! his 
protests. ‘Then his brother, one year older, came 
to bis mother’s aid. 

“Aw, goon an’ bave itout," he sald, “What's 
the matter wit' yeh? Don't you know it'll be 
one less to clean?” 

The Car That Knows No Master 

“T UNDERSTAND you have & motor car 
the neighbor, yuo drive it 

* responded Me. Suburbs sadly; "no- 
ives it. We coax it.” 

NOW, et lay 2 
be the elephant 

That will be fine,” said Aunt Mabel; 
twill 1 be?” 
‘Ob, you can be the nice lady what feeds the 

elephant with peanuts and candy,” explained 
Ww 

“THAT'S THE FUNNIEST STORY 
1 EVER HEARD” 

Eeyore has said this about some story or other. The 
Editors would like to read the funniest story rou ever 

heard—and any other really funny stories you may recall. 
We will make a selection and pay $1 for each one that we 
can use. The material need not be original, but the source 
should be given if possible. But please do not ask us to return 
the una le stories. We cannot do this on account of the 
actual laborinvolved. No Senge: basen made to this rule. 
Address the Editor of “That i “in care of THe 
Lapres’ Home Journat, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 

A Future Capitalist 

TOHNNY stood beside his mother as she made 
her selection from the huckster's wagon, and 

the farmer told the boy to take a handful of cher- 
es, but the child shook his head. 
“What's the matter? Don’t you like them?"* 

asked the huckster. 
“Yes,” replied Johnny, 
“Then go ahead an’ take some." 
Joheny hesitated, whereapan the fener put 

a generoes handful in the boy's cap, After the 
farmer had driven on the mother asked: Why 
didn’t you take the cherries when he told you ta?” 

Johnny winked as he said: “'Cause his hand 
wus er'n mine.” 

His Turn Now 

ae gokng fo have another garden this 
year, Smith?" 

“No, 1 ain't!" snay Mr. Smith, “teain't 
my ture, My neigh! ate golng to have the 
Sadan sak Tn pobee to seen cau” 

Why She Would be Pleased 

“West would bed mother say, little bos 
VV demanded the passer-by virtuously, “if 

she could hear you swear like that?” 
“She'd be tickled to death if she could hear it," 

answered the bad litth bay. “She's stane deaf.” 

The Doctor Kept His Word 

Me NEWMAN had just recovered from an 
AVI operation and was talking toa friend. “The 
surgeon,” he remarked, “said be'd have me ow 
my feet again in three weeks." 

“Well, he did it, didn't he?" asked the friend. 
“He did, indeed,” responded Mr. Newman, 

“Thad to sell my motor car to pay his bill." 
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How He Knew 

~ EMINENT astronomer exptained in a lee~ 
ture that 4 certain star looked no bigger 

than a threepence a hundred miles away. After 
‘the lecture one of his audience said to him: 

“Are you not a Scotchman?" 
“Tam,” said the famous man proadiy; “but 

tell me how you knew that.” 
“LT knew it because nobody but a Scotchman 

would trouble about a threepence one Inandred 
miles away,” 

The Soft Answer 

“VEST poll you do if you were in ey 
shoes?” inquired Polly after her tiff wit 

her best friend. 
"1'0 tell you what I'd do,” sald the B. P. can- 

didly: “Vd buy a pair about two sizes smaller.” 

Teking Due Precautions 

Ibert, sum of a minister, was intensely 
of thunder, One sfteriooe is July he 

was caught in what promised to be a severe 
electrical storm. is father saw him dash for 
home, and soticed that his lips were moving as 
heran. As he got aafety into the house his lather 
soothed his fear and thes asked: 
“What were you saying, Albert?” 
Albert shuddored. "ONt" he reptiods “Emus 

just reminding God that am a minister's son,” 

Dangerous Information 
"Ws WERE slowly starving to death,” 

tbe famous explorer at the board 
table, “but we cut up our sand 
of them, and this sustained life,” 

“Hush! hurh! Not so loud,” whispered the 
boardersoneachside. “Thelandlady might bear 
you.” 

Waiting for Better Times 

“t TOW much did you pay for thim eggs, 
Biddy?” inquired Pat. 

“ Forty-foive cints a dozen, Pat,” repliod Biddy, 
“Ob, wlers!" exclaimed Pat. “We can't afford 

to ate eggs at thot proice. Put thim down cellar 
till they git chaper, an’ thin we'll ate thim.’” 

The Most Used One at Any Rate 
a JILAT can 1 tse to clean carpets?” asked 

the young bride of her elderty frlead, an 
experienced hausekeeper. 

‘Several things are good,” was the answer; 
“but the best thing will probably be your bus- 
band.” 

A Potent Sermon 

ke sermon you preached yesterday morn~ 
ing on ‘Thrift! had x great elfect on me,” 

sald Griggs to the pastor on Monday morning, 
Gergyman beamed, *'1am glad,” besaid, 

“Tt bs always want to know el the results of 
one’s efforts. Just how did it affect you?” 

“Twent out before the collection was taken,” 
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) ELIZABETH HARDING, BRI DE § & 

You may have a copy free of 
charge by sending your name 

and address with a request 

for “ The Bride's Book” to 

The Procter & Gamble Co., 

Dept. 7-K, Cincinnati, Ohio. 

I F THE girl who catches the bride's bouquet believes in signs 
LA. \'she should begin at once to put the finishing touches to her 
knowledge of housekeeping. 

Not the least important thing to know is the possibilities in Ivory 
Soap. Let her be familiar with the many and varied purposes for 
which good housekeepers use Ivory and she will have no cleaning 
problem to puzzle her later. 

This information is condensed into a little booklet entitled 
“Elizabeth Harding, Bride.” Whether you expect to be married 
or already are responsible for the care of a home and family, 
you will find this booklet interesting and helpful. 

' 

IVORY SOAP ..... | = swe as OOM PURE 
Factories at Ivorydale, Ohio; Port Ivory, New York; Kansas City, Kansas; Hamilton, Canada 
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THANKSGIVING DAY, IN THE UNITED STATES, 
annual festival of thanksgiving for th of the clos. 
ing 5 ¥; 3 <lamation of the President 
of the United States and the governors of states. The 
President's proclamation makes the day a legal holiday in Why Thanks- 

giving on 
Thursday? athe 

1888 the Roman Cath 
festival which had long been nearly univer 

i {ngland, where it ranks as a 
t harvest thanksgiving in 

suth in 1621, and was re 
asuing century. ¢ rs 

during the Revolutios nd in 1784 for the return of peace—as did President 

Madison in 1815, Washington appointed such a day in 1789, after the 
adoption of the Constitution, and in 1795 for the welfare of the nation, 

Since 1864 the Presidents have always issued proclamations appointing 
. The first President to 

ver knew why except that the 
© of “Godey's Lady's Book,” 

ity to appoint such a feast, and in 
¢ Church also decided to hos 

Hy observed ough now 

¢ Pilgrim 

nd the 
giving annually 

the 

published in Philade!ph nd she 
seemed to her a good middle-of-the-week day. 

ypropr one editor of a Philad 
zine should have suguested sday for Thanksgiving Day, another editor 
of a Philadelphia woman’, azine should suggest a change to § ? 
Times have changed since Mrs. Hale’s d our lives are more str wus, 

nd we need ail the breathing spaces y lives that are possible. 
To change Thanksgiving Day to Saturday wo ive thousands a week-end 
holiday—a rest from F) Tt would in no wise affect the day. 
Why shouldn't wi y, when there is no spe: 

vhy it should hav a middle-of-the-week holiday? 
Of course it is too late to make the change this year, but why not begin 

this year an agitation to do so next year? Changes of any sort are always 
slow to bring about, A petition to Congress would bring the change about 
Sofar as the President's proctamation is con 
doubtless fall 
Saturday, November 25, 1916, as the next Thanksg 

Tr seems 

fie reason 

ng Day after this? 

Ir Was BYRON WHO SAID OF YOUNG GIRLS that they 
ways smell of bread and butter." He would never say 

that of a pre ing type of the modern American 
type, for example, such as is pictured in Her Di: 

ge 17 of this JounnaL. Here is a gi 
number—not a very large number, it is true, but 

number. Apparently she cares for nothing but a life 
superficial pleas: to dress, dance, frolic and have a good 

i There is nothing “in her silly head,” some will 
the boys would say there is “nobody home.” Only the 

froth of life seems to attract and interest her. Some have 
said of the first part of “Her Di. : “Why do you portray this girl? 
She is not worth publishing.” Isn't she? Let us see, Let us wait until she 
Progresses a little in the madness of her chase for the froth. Let us suspend 
Judgmen wd after another install: or two you may see something that 
will not only interest you but will depict this type of girl as she really is i 

The Girl 
Who Doesn's 
“Smell of 
Bread and 

4 great many instances. She certainly doesn’t ' li of bread and butter” 
but her type doesn’t. Nor is she very useful: not even worth the space she is 
receiving in the magazine. She isn't now, that is. But will she be? Let us 
follow her a bit. Let us wait and see what account she will give of herself. 

Witt Not WoMEN WHO ENTERTAIN do a real service 
to their guests, and stop the serving of chicken croquettes, 
lobster or chicken J, ice cream and coffee? Here is 
about as murderous # combination of foods as it is possible 
for the mind of man to concoct; yet how often one is com- 
pelled to face it at a reception, a wedding or an evening 
affair! A chicken croquette or a salad is a digestive ta: 
itself, and then we check that digestion by chilling the 
stomach with cream, to say nothing of mixing sweet 

With vinegar and oils urely it is time that common sense should rule, and 
do away with this fearful mess of food that cannot and will not combine. 

A Murderous 
Combination 
of Foods 

1 Wis WE WERE ALL CHRISTIAN SCIENTISTS (one 
moment—this sente: isn't finished yet) in one respect: 

fram discu: r ills and ails either 
sublic. Whatever else we may accept 

n Science is an affair personal to 
e personal line is crossed when 

any from which we cannot extricate 
c place where we cannot help listening 

begins, step by st ‘0 describe the symptoms of a personal 
ill or to relate the gruesome details operation. It is not necessary that 
we shall be unsympathetic with persons who are in physical trouble, but 

it incumbent upon us to be forced to listen to a detailed narration 
se troubles, and they should not be inflicted upon us. 

agreeable truth to realize, but it i fact nev P 
who are very close to us, our friends are not in he When 
we are asked the perfunctory salutation, “How are you feeling?" it is not 
meant that, like pulling a bung out of a barrel, we shall pour out upon the 
inquirer a stream of our physical ills and ails. Besides the injustice to 
others, there is the harm to ourselves of allowing the mind to rest upon the ills 
of the body. If more of us could realize that the body will be healthy about 
in proportion as we keep the mind happy, there would be fewer aches and 
pains talked about, This does not n that our aches do not exist. [am 
keenly aware of the fact when the food in my stomach ferments and the 
resultant pains begin, but it iswithin my power to avate or to lessen those 
pains in proportion as I tra J on my stomach condition, or, by a 
cheerful mental condition, try to thi something else, A happy mind is 
the best doctor that exists for the bod: id. conversely, a mind always 
centered on the pains that exist tends not only to make those pains worse but 
to prolong them, and, by their prolongation, to bring about others. A chronic 
condition of ill health has been brought about in many an instance by thinking 
or talking about it too much. 

that we would ce: 
with one 
of the doct 
each one 
someone in 
ourselves or in af 

THE LAW IS A MAZE TO Most WOMEN. But everyday law 
touches r it women at some time, and it is wise for 
them to bear these very simple law nts in mind: 

First: Lf you are injured in any accident—automobile, 
trolley, railroad or what not—never settle a claim for 
damages with the person who has injured you. Refer the 
person or company ‘our lawyer, but don't settle it your- 
self no matter how much money is offered you. 

Second: If you see an accident, and a conductor or a 
bystander asks you for your name and address 1 witness, remember you 
don't have to give them to him. He has no right to ask them of you: it is 
your privilege to refuse. If you give your name and address you must be 
prepared, in case of a suit, to be summoned into court as a witness, 

Third: If you discharge a servant and she demands a week's or a month's 
wages, it is your privilege to give them to her, but there is no right on her side. 
The law is that where a servant is discharged for cause, he or she is only 
entitled to the wages due up to the time of discharge. 

Fourth: Never buy real estate until the property or the deed has been 
carefully looked over by a lawyer or a trust company. 

Fifth: Never sign a legal document of any sort until a law 
it over. 

T ALWays LIKED THE WOMAN who, when she was asked 
by her hostess or family how she had slept the night before, 
invariably answered: “I rested very well, thank you.” She 
was a poor sleeper: the nights when she slept well were far 
fewer in number than were those when she lay awake for 
hours, and often all night, but to those who asked she 
always “rested very well.” And she did. She accepted the 
fact that sleeplessness was, for some reason, her portion, 
and so she determined that if her mind would not lose itself 

in sleep, her body should rest. And with the acceptance of the , and her 
mental adjustment, she kept perfectly healthy and lived far beyond her 
allotted years. And she realized the still greater truth that others were not 
itally interested in whether she really slept well or not. She was a wise little 

woman, and the wish will be close to many of us who read of her that there 
were more like her in our families and among our friends, The world is 
full of poor sleepers; and the worst of it is that we are made so painfully 
aware of it! 

‘The Woman 
WhoAlways 
Rested Well 



“Tonight at 38.15” 
The Real Trouble With the Theater in Your Town 

HE "new" theater at Blossomburg 
is closed-—curious how we always 
called it “new” for years after it 
took the place of “old” Mechanics 
Hall. [ts doors are not to be re: 
opened, Next week carpenters and 
masons are to begin tearing its vitals 
out and replacing them with the 

AY) || lofts and floors and elevator shafts 
A) ea of commerce: |The: new furniture 

factory is going to use these lofts 
Ue Bee and doors. The furniture factory 
MAND SS| is penepering, ‘The theater is not. 

— ‘Therein lies the reason. 
Ir seems but yesterday that our theater was oew, Too long 

we had suffered Mechanics Hall <a veritable old fire trap, 
mounted aver Cousins's deug store, filled chockablock with 
fusel oils and turpentines. ft was old when we were young. 
Its red-plush chairs had grown faded and torn before you 
and J were suffered to toddle into that Thespian shrine at 
children’s cotertainments. ft was a miserable place, 
Mechanics Hall, But do not you dare scoff at it, Mr, City- 
man, For across that creaking stage once walked Edwin 
Booth and by bis side stood Lawrence Barrett. Thase 
flickering gas jets at the foot of the stage once blinked unawed 
inte the eyes of Mary Anderson —that memorable time she 
brought Pygmalion to Lenrgveagel o 

The "new" cheater had two balconies and it had boxes. 
aus builded on the ground floor and it had plenty of stair- 

cases within and fire escapes without fashioned it was in 
every way after the best metropolitan plaghouses, even to 
the electric footlights and stage devices. ‘There were thase 
of the older generation who said that the “new"’ theater 
could never have the play acting of the old hall, Where 
were we lo get a Booth or a Barrett or a Mary Anderson? 
Blossomburg was not easy to reach in those days. There were 
no Pullmars nearer than the main line, eighty miles to the 
south, To reach our town meant a tedious trip in a stutter- 
ing, stammering local train--a night in the Fowler House, 
whose name still sticks in the crop of older actors. 

ir,” said the older generation; “you'll get no deanna 
in the new such as we had in the old," 

LH 

fpee anawer of the younger generation was to send a 
special train down to New York and bring up for a mem- 

orable Christmas night an entertainment that shook many 
dollars out of Blossombung stockings. It was the first of the 
great special casts in “The Rivals" —Billy Florence, Jefler- 
son, dear old Mrs. Drew, John Drew, the Hollands, Nat 
Goodwin—one wonders if any money conld gather such a 
cast today, And these players, the most distinguished com- 
pany that was ever to come to our small city, faced an 

fience that filled every blessed one of the sixteen hundred. 
vats of our playhouse—at Metropolitan Opera House prices, 
That hay » high spot, of course. Yet when our theater was 
new the b ig actors all came to us— metropolitan stars like 

id Maude Adams and Frank Daniels and, almost 
lievable fact, Maurice Barrymore's little girl, who was 

no longer little but was out of short skirts and playing with 
hee uncle, bidding fair to rival his popularity some day, 

And we had the actors who were better known and appre- 
ciated on the road than in New York—Modjeska and 
Balan Reed and the lovable and unforgetable Sol Smith 
swell. 
And for those of us who bad hardly attained to long 

breeches there were the “real” shows—shows that made 
your heart actually stop beating while you wanted to stand 
up in your seat and yell —“Secret Service" and ' Heart 
r Maryland” and “The Girl | Left Behind Me." They 
were all “one-night stands" in Blossomburg of course, But 
rare was the night when they did not fill every seat in our 
crisp new theater. ; 

We needed neither lithograph tickets nor half-rate affairs 
to fill that house. And the actors that understood the houses 
that faced them in Blossomburg—in all the other Blossom- 
burgs—ceased to anathematize the one-night stand and the 
Fowler House. Asa matter of fact the one-night stand was 
being robbed of its terrors. More trains and better trains, 
the almocet universal appearance of the ubiquitous and com» 
fortable Pullman, were making BI mburg easier to reach 
than in the days when Mechanics Hall was undisputed. 

> THE “new"' theater, which to put it mildly had been 
looked uponas a dubious investment by those of the older 

generation, made a fair measure of profit for a tittle mare 
than the first decade of its existence. The dividends it paid 
to Lieorensgir in decency, in inspiration, in w 
amusement, lifting the burdens of a community that 
received its own share, are not easy to estimate. But they 
must Gave ets seeaersble: . Daca he 

Yet suddenly—a little more than a decade ago—t 
shows ceased to come to Blossomburg, The towo eee 
declined. It had grown in population and in even greater 
proportion in wealth, There were many new families in the 
community. And it needed a good theater as a rallying 
point more than ever before in its history. 

But our theater without good actors, without good plays, 
could hardly be a rallying point. And the big theatrical 
syndicates, warring upon one another, were building theaters 
by the hundreds in the larger cities all over 
the land. To fll these competitive theaters 
many plays and many actors were neces- 
sary. Ant Spree and ies other 
towns began to. ly neglected, 

Our theater then began to die for lack of 
a nourishing supply of the thing for which it 
wits erected —; drama. The cheap stock 
companies, rarely happy either in their 
choice of playsor of players, which formerly 
were used simply to fill in at odd times, 
became the mental B 
somburg. Folk who could make the eight- 
hundred-mile puney to New York amd 
back, three or four times a year, might get 
their drama there, But these form a small 
proportion of Blossomburg, which is a com- 
munity of many folk of comparatively small 
annual incomes. It is these folk who are 
starving for good drama. 

By Edward Hungerford 
Blossomburg, as 1 have used it here, is not a creation of 

fiction. In many ways it is a real town, which some may 
have already recognized. In other ways it is simply a name 
by which I have soaght to describe a typical American town 
and the dramatic conditions that surround it, There are 
from three hundred to five hundred Blossombargs in the 
United States, where the theaters seem to be doomed —to be 
made into storage warehouses or else devoted to motion 
ictures, a form of entertainment for which they were not 
builded and for which they are rarely ever as well adapted 

as auditoriums planned for the lantern and the screen. 

“AND there you have it,” you say, “Motion pictures? 
Isn't that the reason why the furniture factory is moving 

into the Blossomburg theater? And isn’t it better that 
Blossomburg should be fed motion pictures anyway?” 

Yes and no~and not so fast, Come again to the real 
Bhssomburg--the thinly disguised town which © had in 
mind when gan to talk about the theater in the small 
American city, We have five or six motion-picture theaters 
in Blossomburg—the Strand and the Regent, of course, the 
Wonderland, the New Antique, to mention the first names 
that come to mind, 

The Blossomburg “movies” play the regular run of films 
such as come to them from the producing studios —good, 
bad, indifferent: films that raise the race issue against the 
only race that is not rich nor powerful enough to makea tell- 
ing protest; films that depict basal comedy through the lack 
of parental affection o¢ through filial indifference; films that 
show Western life as it does not exist today and hardly could 
have existed at any other time; films that try to show the 
underworld and its vile life, 

1am not sure that picture dramas of the underworld or of 
the West would not be interesting if they were treated in a 
really dramatic fashion, instead of being for the most part 
a mere trail of incidents, poorly related and hastily strung 
together, When Belasce gave us “The Girl of the Golden 
West” be gave us California in a wonderful fashion a 
fashion that bespoke high levels in dramatic subtlety and 
suspense and beld a w! theaterful of folk enthrall 

And several of our modern dramatists have depicted the 
underworld in a way that would have done credit to the 
versatility and invention of a Dumas, But even these plays, 
transferred from the sound and color of the stage to the mere 
black and white of the motion picture, have lost most of their 
effectiveness. And yet they are vastly superior to the aver- 
age scenario that is constructed in a motion-picture studio, 

‘These lines are not written in a study by one who never 
goes to the motion-picture houses. Frequently Lam dragged 
there y my relatives. And sometimes, when | am in some 
other Blossomburg and between a solitary dinner in the 
hotel grillroom and the 10.38 bound south, a motion-picture 
theater seems a veritable oasis, 

“AZOU cannot make a motion-picture house educational 
and interesting,” save the director of one of the big pro- 

ducing studios. “ We have tried it once or twice and discov- 
ered that. Recently we finished a five-ree! production of a 
tremendously vital episode in American history—an episode 
containing an unusual amount of color and human interest. 
If we had condensed the entire thing into six hundred feet of 
film it wouki have been more than enough to meet the com- 
mercial demand, The theaters did not want it, And. oe 
may be sure that if the theaters did not want it they but 
breathed the sentiment and the Kage of their patrons.” 

i He tells how various theater 
ired toward a little altruistic 

‘The director goes into detail, 
managers, idealistic and i 
service for their communities, have tried to make educa~ 
tional theaters and have failed utterly—in Boston, in 
Maplewood, New Jersey, in some other places. He says 
frankly that his own policy is changing from the textbook 
toward tos sabe be puts Namrag his studio has 
been too long as the “Blan! jagazine""—very 
high grade eed dignified. He wants to make it like one of 
the newer, brisker and more popular prints. 

tt would be a brash man, indeed, who would attempt to 
predict a solution of the complicated motion-picture om 
as it exists today, Nor would 1, speaking as a champion of 
the decent spoken drama, care to decry the decent motion 
picture. It seems to me that the two are not competitors 
per se. “There ought to be and eventually will be a ae for 
each, Neither will be builded upon the other. 

Just at present attention is centered upon the drama on 
the sereen, and some of its notersare making broad claines 
forits{uture. Personally | believe that these claims, particu- 
larly as they predict the downfall of the spoken drama, are 
extravagant. The future of the motion picture woukd seem 
to be large in regard to its educational and advertising possi- 
bilities. And there ought to be some nent dramatic 
possibilities for it after the overproduction comes to an end. 

JT as for ending the career of the spoken drama it would 
seem quite as logical to say that the trolley car woukl ever 

entirely supplant the steam locomotive or the jitney the tral- 
ley; or, to make a closer simile, that the skill of the maker of 
p! phs would ever render unnecessary the cultivation 
of fo uman eer 4 act ne 

ust at present the spoken drama, save in t cities, 
is under a distinct cloud. Of course Blossomburg falk may 

CHRISTMAS IS COMING 

RALDED by Tue Lapres’ Home Journat for 
December, which will be one of the most beau- 

tiful numbers of the magazine thus far produced. One 
of its many distinctive features will be a reproduction 
in full color of W. L. Taylor's wonderful painting — 
“Tue Turee Wise Men.” 
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motor down to the Main Line and till see a good play {tt 
time to time, Some of them, who own fast and power ™ 
automobiles, think nothing of motoring back fram Cem 
tralia—which with its somewhat more than two thoust od 
inhabitants still has excellent dramatic offerings and cove 6 
ing the entire eighty miles in a litle over two haurs Buty 
like the folk who see their drama in New York, the propor 
tion of these is small. We have a car in our own ganige La 
yet 4 trip of two hours after the theater seems so ridet! 
that we have never even essayed it, re 

In the meantime we are starving for the drama, And it 
not alone our problem, but it is the problem of those whe ee) 
to follaw in our footsteps. Your boy, my girl—what © 
satisfy Cheir craving for romance, for sensatoon, for inspeT® 
tion? It is plain that no ordinary drarns will dono care aly 
trivial stringing together of motion photographs, so balay 
impossible that Felicia, at fourteen, laughs violently every 
time she sees one of them that is supposed to be serious ta] 
comes to the brink of tears when they are agnaunced 
humor 

Felicia, at fourteen, would not have laughed at “TRE 
Girl C Left Bebind Me." She would have geri) the 
of hee chair and she would have sat forward, intent, brews 
Jess, poised upon tears, And when she had come home 
thoughts would have been clearer, her mental response 
active, her finest faculties all the mare alert and upon een, 
1 uch can drama do for a boy or a girl af fourseeh 

Good drama in, 
bank upon ordinary drama, fi 
into a capable man or a girl into a really splendid ™ at 
upon either the "Follies" or upon a suceession of drama* 
the underworld, with a clever and ynoansrientious 
brought forward .is a hero. A good musical play is not 
ignored or scorned, But at the best it is demert, And Yo 
would not care to feed a growing boy or girl entirely 

Remember again that you ca 
You cannot be molting # 

ro be 
you 

dessert. 

IR theater in Blossomburg is closed —forever, 1 Lees 
changed my path when I go down to the office each 

ing. My old way led right past its door, Ido not want © 
there now and hear that crew af choice vandals, 4% 

ing and tearing and carting out all the blessed trapper. 
the that was so intimate a part of our community 1 
I wish to think of the old house as it used to be; its ¢! 
of lights at the door beckoning in warm invitation; & PA 
tickets for Mansfield in my wallet; the knowledge that a 
own friends would be around us in their own seats— 
way back from Editor Chester, who has had B-2 and is 
ever since the house was gayly opened, for Mr, Cheste! 
deaf and scorns telephonic devices of relief. It will be 4 
time before f care to follow my established path an 
into the face of the ghost of the one-time theater. 

All that time is Aiconenbury going to hunger for drama: 
Are all of the Blosyomburgs across the land going to stave 
for good plays while a few big men down in New Yor 
sit panic-stricken at the mushroom growth of the motioe’ 
dcture industry? Some of these smaller cities have ta 

taking some steps toward feeding themselves. Uver in Ma" 
sachusetts—at Pittsfield, and at Northampton, which has 
municipal theater as much its own and as care {ree a6 fo 
reservoir and the town lock-up-—some experiments: ered 
toward the establishment of civic playhouses have O%) 
undertaken. In each case a stock company was organZey’ 
with good actors if not with great, and a definite and dey 
istic effort made to give high-grade plays in a high-™ 
fashion, On the rare nights when a real star came to teh 
the stock company moved for a single evening to #7 
benighted and ifted town. fl 

While the Pittsheld experiment was not successful, ft 
that at Northampton, a town anid colleges and poopled WG 
an unusual number of cultured folk even fora New Engl 
town, has pros, |. And while ir would not seem on 
that two small New England cities could work out a solut en 
of the problem such ax would help all the young Blos#tt 
bburgs in Texas and in Idaho, as well as the older ones in HHT 
East, there is this much to be said in the matter—ane Ke 
comes from a man who is pretty well versed in thi 
theatrical, Caneel 

“That was the original idea,” he will tell you: “a as 
company which remained attached to 4 theater, sametit! 
for many years. Only the stirs traveled and the mente, 
of the different companies that supported them in this vad 
had an opportunity to stady and to play with every 86 
of magnitude. The training they received in this way 
well be imagined.” 

HE LEANS back in his chair and smiles grimly. that 
“Tr might seem odd,” he laughs, "if T were to tell you om 

the Interstate Commerce Commission down at Washingt 
which seems to regulate about every sort of transportate 
matter, was getting its finger in the theatrical pie, Yet U ol 
is absolutely true. A while ago that all-powerlul board Long 
the raitroads, when they asked for increased freight Mite 
that they ought to increase their pemcate rates instead. 

y he railroads took the hint. Not om we they been i a4 
all the straight fares and the mileage fares, but they te 
been increasing the minimum fares for which they will hanes, 
special carsand trai yagecars. Theresult isa gre 
increased burden upon a business which has had enough bat 

dens, And it is not out of the question bi 
the greatly increased cost of cranspartsl 
may yet force the theaters all the way acraf 
the dpod to return hid the stock 
system from which they sprang. ‘i 

These all are problems not easy to salve. 
Their solution must come through me! Hi 
skilled and actuated by high impulses one 
that takes time, Yet we cannot wait #00 © 
time. For the lights in our theater Par 
gone out, the golden inspiration is gone FF"! 
the forever, and we are oh oy 
hungry for good drama! Would thi 
could pick up Editor Chester's paper liar 
night, and, turning toward the gail 
umn on the local page, read _onoe #4 

this magical advertisement beginning! 

“Biossomuivec THEATER 
Toxrcur at 8.15" 



GERALDINE FARRAR’S OWN STORY OF HER LIFE 
o¢—_— 

When | First B segan to Sing 
By seas Farrar 

BELIEVE that « benevolent Fate has had cording to rule: but ¥ had all too tittle 
watch over me, Some bave called it luck me the tricycle anyhow 
some h ken of the hard work and the se were some of my few amuser 
many 5 sof shave cited my for child's play at an mein my ently 
career in ic stdoor n pent most of my 
perseverance. But deep down ooks amd music or aying with anima’ 
[feel much has been directed by Fate uy animal friends arge Newfoundland dog 
God-given gift of song was bestowed upon ¥ mother came into the hack y and found my 
nie for some purpe know not what. [t make him act as a horse, atiached by a rough 

il me tomorrow, te At any to an improv plow | had made of wood to dig 
monaret hin mar the delicate up the back garden, 1 le f dogs, and onee my mother had 

r ance, pluck, sturdy and ty tographed seated on a large painted wooden dog 
tto me. LH early in fife t dimly 1 ther childish anmusement was to put fantasticcostumes 

ays have | pone onward as nward, eager retend that th were actors or actr 
y Fate h al in store foe ew and accepting gladly added to the « and dog a chame M, 
sand opportunities which in the course of my s pair of small alligators 3, rabbits, a bullfinch and 

hats bee » popu ly referred to as * Parrar’s luck. 2 robin with a broken wing. 1 ‘ond af 

F Yet do not think that | waited in i . see what Nowers and my own smal source of 
ng days of my earliest reco 1 pride and 

shored tine to attain the goal wh be world of make-believe was becoming very real to me 
and hoped had marked out f My ything, I had the wtmast Math her te Us mi that before TF was five I had already shown he choice I had made to become a great singer, “trong musical tendencies. By the time I ten I had times | was busy with music, either alone or with ¥Sions of studying abroad. At the age of twelve f had heard It did not aceur to me thut f could possibly fail 

© music of alm : in achieving my object, 
entire grand oper and yet Twa sincere 
loize, By the tim as and felt so impelled to try 
ete mI was stu to “touch the stars” that 

Pari Ido not believe it could 
be cal d conceit, Young 

MY EARLIEST men Twas, I felt that with 
rnd ones take me back to ory song | could soar to an. 
Sy home town, Melrose, her world and revel in 

sachusetts, a small bau poetry and tus 
ry attractive city not fa 

fom Boston. I can recall AT FIVE I was sent to 
Alarge room with an oper chool. Among my fireplace and flames flash. teachers in theGroveStreet 
‘88 from a log fire into School, Melrose, was Miss Which 7 ent many hours 

ta conjure 
fanciful 

" 

Mice Swett, whe remains 
lear, good friend to this 

She 

and Talways loved her, al: 
though I was often rebel- 
liovs and unrusnageable 
My own reckless nate 
impationt at restraint, 
could never endure the 
wrder and confinement of 

nothe 
tne, | would stroll to 

a reat, old-fashioned 
a Ware plana in the corner, 
Ahd. standing on tipt 
POM strum: upon the keys 

Suppose I was two oF three years old at th ~ ime the classroom 
Yt it seems to ft The dynamic energy, 
MAS striving which has suffered. little 
“ae Hy curb in the passing of years, 
Mipesaand figs When 1 Was Three | Song in My Fest wits even then a chanacter- 

bythe fire and by my vivi ‘Church Concedt istic Co be reckoned with; Maina displays of lively temper 
met alt nfluenc were not infrequent, but st Ba pect to sh the method of punishment 

at an isolated cd 
f the entire cb 

too enjoyable t 
correction for my ebullient 

irits and was abruptly 
ontinuce, 
fiss Swett was my 

teacher for several years. 

k in view 
was far 
er : niver- 

# Church of t ytel rose 
her's father, Dennis 

» Of Melrove, had 
musician, and bad 

alittle orchestr 
m special While her affection and 

violin trust never wavered, I 
nd composed, andl doubt if she ever quite 

und. 
scarum girl in ber change 

tradition that in ood the harum- 
boyhood d 

Ted to play the violin Only the other day, visit 
an Tualian fiddler, and ing me in my New York 

Mterward rueted his home and commen 
pat instrument, pullir upon sor onventiona 

" the tail of an C f she sighext 
horse to make nds “Geraldine 

whe ¢ you going to 
Sydney D. en 

4 store in 
when I was borer 
Summertime he 

all with a 
Amateur team with 

an Pee en a 
tals two yeu ars old, 
sokaged by the Philad 

National League 
+ baseman. He was a professional ball 

Well, T may br 
gallows in the wild ight of 
my career," I reptied laugh 
ingly, “but I'l never be 
really hanged,” 

carsat the Grove 
Sure School, when | was 

loping from childhood 
into young girlhood, were 

full of excitement, romance and expectations, But I looked 

tre Yours Ota 1 Wore 
ow-Neckod Dress 

Al Thirteen | Wos & 
be a Loe 

sinning to 
ily 

phia team for several y Yet trying period which had to be endured before 
¢ was always in Melrose, looking after ‘ould devote myself entirely to my ambition. 1 was full 

joth he and my mother were very fond of mu ad temperament, and an unlimited supply 
which manifested themselves in various 
ing and acting, #ealizing myself as many 

s intoxicated my im 
At times 1 walked on air, and always my head 

filled with decams and hopes of this marvelous career 

church quartet and sometimes at concerts 
which 1 was born is still standing, a large, 
uikding on Mount Vernon Street, Melrose, 

ted from the Houghton estate 
ake house cal lan 

s althoug 

ines whose gracious in 
er te 

; 
: i 

“thee houses in the 3 WAS at this t I wrote a play, “ Rapunzel of the 
" based spon att old fairy story, As 

Sto be the heroine, yet Fate had slot bestawedt 
jiden locks upan me, My dark hair was worn 

I Made My Tint Roal Dé 
of fourteen Years 

at the fan y 1 loaked very much like an impish boy 
© played in the s mpulse, just when ar within me moved y atic vision had soulful and an angelic 

in due time, ,although Twas I could not drudge at found the lessoas “Buti stead of looking lik LL was more 
to cnunciate proper! mother did not think irksome. I preferred t likes ng stage, too undeveloped: 

y for her baby to be 0 musical rything o 
Sng as ty I was he: and only child. “Wh y se only the black 

Ww N I was three oncert My ch 
tinctly remembers that I had 

times when T would appear before 
¢ beautiful heroine of my 

my song and per 
a certain power of 

1 my youngest days 1 
influence others, atid often I experimented. 

netism; it seemed as th 
that T cow 

ish voice rose evils best, 
ck keys which 

ever showed the slightest sign of stage fright shar The impulse to everything found an oppor- 
ubsided, I stepped tunity, when [ was at a years ol arrival in 

‘o her down in the My mother « town of the brother of ad. This boy, slightly ol 
three-wheeled vehicles than | was, been educa’ England and had brough t 



back exquis ners and an English accen 
that greatly impressed the young ladies of my 
class, f need hardly mention the fact that these 
nttributes kee upon with contempt hy the 
masculine element, who had no small measure of 
derision foe the youthful ChesterSeld. 1 had 
cared litte for anit never encouraged huy sweet- 
Bearts, but this youngster’s exclusive admiration 
did arouse my interest, I felt Battered for a short 
time. But alas! he was unmusial to a degteer, 
and companionship suddenly terminated, on my 
side, when J found that be was neither to be sub 
jugated by my singing nor thrilled by say acting 

‘One day I rebuied him whes he tried to walk 
home with me after school, offering to carry my 
books. Puzzled, he made'a formal call on my 
mother, doubtless with & View toa rocsnciliation, 
and asked permission to accompany me as usual, 

» 10 ask me, 
he said sadl 

nt skating 
Instantly 1 becw 

real drama—hai came into my life, 
with all the feeling of an instinctive actress I 
Played my rie, Tdressed in black; 1 abandoned 
alt zayeties; I went to and from school mopping 
my eyes with a black-bordered handkerchied, and 
the other boys and girls stood & in vilonce 
81 passed, leaving me alone with my grie 

For six weeks f played the tragedy; and thee fs 
the twinkling of an eye the mood, in whieh I had 

n genuinely serious, parsed away. fn life this 
ing bay had meant absolstely nothing to me; 

hho became & dramatic posssbility which 
ized unconsciously ws.an vutlet for my emu 
1 was not pretending: 1 was terribly is 

earnest, [actually believed in my grief, Who ean 
say that it was" weting 

AN TEMPER, which 1 regret to confess time haw 
pot very much chastened, came to the front 

in my school days, to the dismay of my mother, 
In 1892, when I was ten years old, the elty of Mel 
rose bell acarnival and celebration to commemorate 
the faur hundredth anniversary of the discovery of 
America, Floats were plasned to represent the 
thirteen original states, The selection of the school: 
giel to impersonate Massachusetts fell to my class, 
and I was anxious for this howor, not only because 
‘of the personal glory and prominence but becawse 
I really believed that I could impersonate Massa 
chusetts better than any ather girl in the class! 

Well, T did appear as Massachusetts and. with 
the other “twelve states,” was driven through the 
streets of Melrose, mounted 
on the Boat, bearing the flag 
of the nathon. But two girks in 
the hoal, who had voted 
against me in the election, 
watched me from afar with 
swollen and blackened eyes; I 
had struck them in a'muepent 
‘of quick anger because their 
choice had been against me. 

The following wlater, while 
many of the boys and girls 
were skating, a boy of twelve 

oyed me exceedingly hy 
trying to trip me with his 
hockey stick* 1 warned him 
three times that lie “had bet- 
tor let me alone,” but he per- 
sisted in bis persecution. After 
the third time I skated to 
shore, picked up my uinbrella, 
carefully tore three of the steel 
fibs from it and, with these 
a whip, I thrashed Clarenc 
Clarence “sat” with divcom- 
fort for some days, and I 
believe his mother seriously 
contemplated making a police 
cage against me for beating 
im. 

FTEN this temper—or 
temperament—found ex- 

pression at home in moods, 
when for hours, sometimes 
days, L wouldn't break silence. 
If anyone interfered with or 
spoke Lo me during these mo- 
ments I felt just as though 
someone were combing my 
norves the wrong way with a 
Gne, grating comb, My mother 
was wise enough to leave me 
alone to my Intense irritability: 
and depression. She apprec- 
ated the extremes of my nature, 
which were somewhat like the 
well-known ttle girl of our 
chikdbood rimes: 
Where slur was good abe waa very. 

very good. 
And when she war bad she was 

horrid. 

dinner. 

TfearI was very, very horrid 
at times. But I planned a 
danger signal! Oneday I came 
bome with a pair of most dis- 
tinctive black and white 
checked stockings, the most 
hideous things one can imagine, 

“Mother,” 1 said, “whee I 
wear these stockings E want to 
be let alone.” 

“Thus it was as understood 
thing that no one shoul! speak 
to me or notice me in the least 
while these stocking horrors 
adorned me, Perhaps after s 
few bours, or maybe a day, I would go up the back 
stairs, change my stockings—and the sun would 
shine again, 

Tt was at this time that I was the victim of an 
accident which resulted in a neat bit of sargery, 
My mother and I were spending a sammer in the 
little village of Sandwich, New Hampshire. I was 
crazy to carve a small horse out of wood, and went 
down tw the woodshes the rear of the country 
house where we were staying, armed with a hatchet 
and followed by an admiring youngster irom the 
village. The hatchet was very sharp, My expe- 
tierce in carving wooden horses was limited. Sud- 
denly the hatchet came down and clipped a tiny 
bit off the extreme ends of my left thumb and 
forclinger 

some sort of its own. 

year, has learned 

in providing a 
as stop in its 

a child of one’s own!” 

T screamed with agony anit cried io amazement 
as the poor little bleeding tips of my fingers fell 10 
the floor, but the country boy, with wonderful 

a up, and ki 
nl, can with me at full 

speed to the nearest doctor. Fortunately he 
happened to be at bane. Whee the village boy 
showed him the wounded hand and the tiny bleed- 
ing bits of finger, he clamped them instantly on the 
fingers where they belonged, put on aintments, ane 
bound them tight with bandages. This marvelous 
surgery, without a stitch being taken, actually was 

; the fingers healed, and mow oaly a 
a still resis, 

y that this physician, whose pres- 
ence of mind thes saved my fingers from being 
permanently mutilated, is entirely unkown to 
tee now. Se rs! 
this story ina physician wrote 
me from some otber city that he was the mas who 
bad saved my fingers for me. Dwrote an 
him for bis ki toward a little girl 
etter was mi and destroved, so that even now 
I do not know bis name. Wherever he &, how- 
‘ever, he will always have my thanks and warmest 
admiration. 

Piva the time came int me to 
Mel High School, 

the further routine of 
to study valy Hut both my father sud 

dy of langues, 
interested in mythology, history psely 

and literature, but I hated mathematics. Ialways 
prvterred to count o6 my fingers rather than use my 
brain for such merely mec al feats as adding 

ing figures. In the study uf languages 
1 soon found that my teachers were excellent 
srammatians, but I pleaded that F wanted to kearn 

k; ane not merely to conjugate. 
1 took » supplementary course in literature, 

well renember a most Important incident w 
1 competed for the prize, I was quite sure m 
way would win. In fancy I had already rehearsed 
the pretty spre which E should Usank Use 
committee for the honor conferred on me. But 
I failed to get the prize. My anger was sudden and 
hot, ‘Then anid there I made up my mind that if 
ever I couldn't be Grst in what I attempted, 1 

it at once. I believed my material 
deservoul the prize. snd I was hurt at 

ing before an admiring wad enthusi- 
astic audience! 

Thus I early tearned that maybe I couhtn't 
always win, coukln’t always be bret; alo that 

THAT FOR WHICH TO BE THANKFUL 
'VERYBODY and everything in this world wants a child of 

‘There are some who arc thankful with 
one child: others who are not contented with a hundred children. 
Tha Sak SEG rk Oe DOE wanting 

that there is not room for all the children it 
wants—to be brought up in proper cak-tree fashion—therefore 

in which they sit the acorns that grow 
thus giving a chipmunk a delightful 

little cups, being empty, soon fill with a coal drink of 
drops of dew and rain. 

are fairies who cannot abide frost and who migrate with 

and high flights; and so the oak finds 

‘Therefore for a dinner is the chipmunk thankful; for a refresh- 
ing drink to a thirsting throat is every migrating fairy thankful; and 
for little loving services to others is the oak tree thankful, which, 
after it has seen the joy in a fairy’s face when the thirst is quenched, 
says in a soft rustling of russet leaves: “Oh, dear! Oh, dear! Ic is 
almost as sweet to be kind to another's child as it ts to be kind to 

*PUGAI STEWART WAKER: 

perseverance must aid natural talents, and that it 
is cowardly to drop a thing when at first you don't 
succeed. The sting of adverse critic may often 
prove the best of tonics! 1 have since found out 
that it hast 

ACH spring in Melrose there was a May 
Carnival. One of the features of the carnival 

in 1894, when Twas twelve years old, was a paseant 
of famous women impersonated by local talent. 
I was selected to represent Jenny Lind. I was told 
hy the commlttee that I must sing “Home, Sweet 
Home,” but with characteristic disregard for the 
expected rendition I decided to sing an aria in 
Faallan first. The peima dosna of my dreams 
would naturally dazzle her hearers with a selection 

many children every 

In some forcign tongue, and then gracously respomit 
to the camorous multitude with a simple ballad. 

Thad this stage effect quite planned in my mind 
I didn’t know a word of Italian; [studied one song 
ty myself from “Faust "—Sichel's song which 
Scalchi ued to sing in the old days and one scl- 
om hears now. T sang in an Italian which, if 
Incamprckensible to a sative, certainly did not 
disconcert Melrosians; and my aplorab was richly 
rewarded by numerous recalls, just as T bad dared 
to hope, and “Home, Sweet Home" was given 
with due seriousness. Twas happy ani excited: 
I was “arriving” at lust! Also E wore my first 
low-necked dress. 

NCIDENTALLY, this episode in the Melrose 
Town Hall is made vivid in my memory by t 

notable happenings: The first ls—shades of van- 
fty!—that E wore # new pair of perfectly lovely 
shues that were tgo tight for me (but looked s0 

we}; 0, alter singing the encore, 1 was obliged 
retire hebind a stout Jad age and take 

al was over I found to 
ot get them on again, 

“1 * 
ally marked a 

turning point in my career, A friend who heard 
me sing happened to be a pupil of Mes. J, H- Lone, 
the best-known singing teacher in Boston at that 
time, aed this friend insisted that I must go into 
Boston and sing for Mrs. Long. 1 was trem: 
with joy (still in my stocking feet}, and mm: 
and [--breathless—told my futher the n 
arrangements were to be made for me to sing at 
lust before a real singing teacher! * 

My father eyed us and shook his head thought 
fully, ooking at my mother as thoogh to say; 
“She's encouraging the child in all this tom- 
footery.”” For, while he bimeelf had a splendid 
natural voice and Javed music and was proud of 
my chillish achiovements, 1 doubt if at that time 
he co foresee the practical side of a musical 
career, But my mother ani I were heart and soul 
fur the idea, and sing I would and enust, 

Finally came the poured. 
Mas for the favorable impression T had hoped to 
create! My hair had been tightly rated in dead 
all night to obtain the desired “crimps”; I hadn't 
closed an eye from the discomfort and nervous 

and bere was the fateful hour at hand, with 
ige of a crimp,” my face pale with excit 
ough 1 pinched my cheeks cruclly to make 

the “roses” come, and my muslin frock out of the 
question in such weather, 1 felt Uke a veritable 
Cinderella la my plain, dark suit, 

However, off we started, half 
an hour's ride om the train. 
What 1 suffered in apprehen- 
sion! Mow dizzy J felt and 
what a queer fecting I had in 
the pit of my stomach! I 
could have. wept from the 
tension. Could this drooping 
young person be the erstwhile 
very confident embryo prima 
donna? 

Mes, Long, af fond memory, 
dwt me at once at my ease with 
herkindly manner, Her great 
brown eyes looked Into mine 
and inspired me with such con. 
fidence that soon I was war- 
bling as freely as if I were at 
hame alone. 1 pe longer beeded 
the rain, my appearance or my 
surroundings. To my detight 1 
was accepted at once as a 
pupil, and it ls to this excellent 
and thorough teacher that I 
can give thanks for proper 
guidance in my early years. 
My aversion and distaste for 
the drudgery of scales aml 
routine manifested itvell 
quickly, but Mra. Long knew 
the best arguments for my re- 
bellious little soul and, as ft 
really did wish to become a 
great and noble singer, 1 
worked as faithfally at my 
tasks as I could. 

N EANWHILE I began to 
sing occasionally in the 

Congregational Church in 
Melrose. My mother {rom 
this time kept a scrapbook of 
bewspaper notices concerning 
me, for I was now beginsing 
to become known as @ boca) 
celebrity. The first clipping 
in my mother's scrapbook is 
from the “ Melrose Journal" of 
May 21, 1895, and is as fol- 

Miss Geraldine Farrar, 
daughter of Mr, aud Mya. 5. D. 
Farrar, basa voien of great power 
and richaess.. Many" who heard 
ber far the first time, at the Ves: 
per service last Sunday aftereace, 
were greatly surprised, She ib 

iy thirteen years of age, bot 
asa future of great promise, aid 
it is believed 

rears 
that wl 

some day be proud of ber attain 
sense in the world of music. 
Asa result of the church 

singing and the fact that I was 
actually studying in Boston 
under the famous Mra. Long, 
Twas invited to sing at my first 
regular concert. The pevgram, 
carefully preserved by my 
mother, shows that it was 
organized by Miss Eudora F 

Parkhurst in vid of the plino fund for the Mel- 
rose Highlands Congregational vestry and that it 
took place an Wednesday evening, January 15, 
1896, is the Town Hall of Melrose, I sang two 

Non conosc il bel suol,”” from 
(1 note my Italian had improved), and 
Bird om the Wing.” Of this inter 

esting event, my first public appearance in con- 
cert, the “Melrose Journal" of the next day said: 

Mise Eodora F. Purkhurst’s concert in ail of the plano 
fundof the e Yoonal Church. given in 
the Town attracted a enall 

oO 

into 
it is to be regretted that it comid not have been better 
patrooieed, Miss Geraldine Farrar was the Ieuding 

( Paage 12) 

attraction. rendering Ber tur seikee with great Ove 
nce and ability. her Eevt number ste =o 

ring mi connec’ & bel sited,” Seam Mignon, # ag 
muse with surprising vane’ and Sdensy 

recesving a recall, Her second sumber, ~ Bind oa 
Wing.” was ao well zeceived, The Alpine Quaztct 
of Woburn, Miss Com Cummings, banjo soloist. Mit 
Weims Cursmings and Mis Parkluunt, viksite, 

ise code Adims, reciter, were Ube other attractions 
Mr. Grant Drake presided at the piano #4 0 
penia ‘ 

1 Gnd my personal notes of comment upott this 
interesting program show that I distiked the bande 
as an instrument, though Miss Cummings play 

well, atid that Mr, Drake, the planist, was “™ 
in those days I was given soannlyele 

public appearance 
Young Men's Chi ; : 
Tost, at a concert given by Miss Jennie it 
Spencer, « Heston coatealta, through whose {rien 
ship and advice I bad gone to study with Mrs 
Long. This was the first time my name appetry 
in large type as one of the principal singers, and 
was greatly pleased, 

BIS was the fest payloe 
ance je; fow-ai ome namber: : 

duet with Miss Spencer E received the magnilice™ 
sum of ten dollars. But this concert called met 
the attention of the muske eritics of Bostot, # 
the cgitie of the “Boston Times” weote: “Miss 
Geraldine Farraris x young girl who has a phenoe™ 
nal soprano voice and gives promise of becoming 
& afeat singer." 

My marginal etiticism on this concert prog™™ 
shows that Me. J. C-Hartletr, the teor, was'linej 

i J mood": Me, Wal 
st, was elegant”; and Mr, Drakes 

the pianist, was "nice 
‘These two concerts were followed by further 

carefel mudy under Mex Es 
if 

+" as usual, 

came the eventful 
débur in Bastow at th 
pupils, T shall newer forget the dat 
evening, May 26, 1896. I was fourtee 
ime, having oe! 

we recital took place in Associ 
wore a simple little white dress with greet 
mings, On the program of this memorable evettty 
carefully pasted in a scrapbook by my mother Pe 
find this comment written ia my own hans: “7% 
is what I made my début in, very calm and sedate 
tot the least nervous, 

Following my critical tendencies at, the other 
cancerts, I fiad the program of this first rect 
fillod with marginal comments. Most of my 1S 
marks were very flattering ta my fellow pupils 
Concerning Miss Leveroni, who afterward stwdl 

ad anid returned to America to sing with Henty 
ussell’s grand opera company, I wrote: “VEY, 

utty ols 
very ne,” ar” very is," and only ome DUP 

was critized as “bad, off key.” 

Beer newspapers always gave extended feat 
tices to the recitals of Mrs. Long’s pupils, 

this was noexception. 1 was mentioned avorahly, 
but it remained forthedrarold* Melrose Reportet 
to give me # most extraordinary and alm 
prophetic criticism, I quote fram the newspar*t 
clipping x0 carefully preserved by my mothet! 

by Mig 
i Melrage wi 

Musical people have waited the grafual deveioone’y 
‘of that phenomenal voke, a God-given power 
the chad Ras sent forth with a freedom. val 
quality that have di pt 
best Bostem critics, cial St 
eatreme difficalties of the cavatina, ¢ int Oe 

force, al for cae 
tack was a telusaph 2 Fevelation « tone void 
Sve ming without note. and eabraced the 
Gowers thowered upoe her. se unconscious of bet a4 
cess as though she had stood amesg her mates 
told @ simple ory. With hopeful unzicipation, Bey 
Seay Jovinig friends wil follow her tutu wwii 
already unfolding, and ae the child glides to wou” 
ood, our little ewinklmg mar may rise by azed by out 
dear Melrose, and booore resplendent sa Use poe | 
firmament, where all the world will love to liste® 
de her homage. 

‘The first flowers seat to mo at this recital, cure” 
fully dried and pressed, are still one of my dea! 
souvenirs; and I also treasure carefully the St 
card of good wishes sent to me oa that vccaslot 
It bears the carefully engraved name of “Me. Job? 
E. Pilling," and underneath is written: “340¥ 
success always attend you," I hupe Mr. Pillise 
if he ever sees these lines, will accept the lone: 
deleered banks of the little Melrose girl to whoo 
© sent such an encouraging message 
In my last year of study under Mes, Looe # 

reveled for the first time in the joys of grand ape" 
‘That winter in Boston the Castle Square 
Company, an excellent organiastion manage! bY 
Henry W. Savage, was presenting grand open 
English at theold Castle Square Theater. Thee 
ing singers were J. K. Murray and his wile, Clart 
Lane, 1 became a subscriber ta this excell 
company's performances on Wernesday 
"To me these matinées were meat and drink. 
Clara Lane whom I first heard sing “Car 
rile which figured so successfully im my awn renee 
toize at the Metropotitan in New . Turing 
these enjoyable weeks I heard this company vr] 
mast of the grand opera repertaire, in English, 
I was thrilled and faselaatod. 

ND then came another great and unexpect™! 
joy: the Maurice Grau Grund Oper Com 

pany, from the Metropolitan Opera, Howse in New 
York, vidtel Hoxton for a spring senso 
Mechanics Hall. My mother decided that I mus 
hear Calvésing Carmen,” ‘The cast included Je* 
de Rewke, then at the height of his success; Ems 
Eames, Pol Plangon as the torcador, and of ee 
the wonderful Calvé. I completely host my he#) 
over this remarkable performance, Far days 2% 
nights E reveled in tbe themories of that magnilice™ 
representation. 

‘This, then, was the visualization ofall my deeasst 
of years. ‘This triumph I had witnessed was # 
toward which all my bopes, fears amd prayers 
beer directed. This wonderful creature was ¥4 
1 hopod—nay, intended—to become. And thee 
and there was hon within me a fervent and eae? 
decision that, come what may, I too must 306 
day sing Carmen with the most wooderful cast 
grand operaartists in the world, at the Metrepalita® 
in New York. pee, 
NOTE—In the next (the December) sxce of THR. os 

‘Moe Farrar will tell the story of Ber fit experiences 
York and Washingson, 
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s Account of the Gr 

emon Kicked a Goal 

By Edna Tucker Muth 
TRATION BY ARTILUR WILLIAM BE 

OLLEMON W 1, | 
did not play footballduring his Bru 
father * M ‘ s lifetime 

had a lange scrapbook 
kept filled with arguments against it, 
ind when his own failed he read aloud 
"rom the book, and interrupted himself And us with exclamations, Sometime 
he Pounded on th n of the wicke 

with the tac Porch chair—the 
9 the resulting 

* insuraw 
usband explained tha’ 

y 1 and deplore 
Becies of accident to which th 

a prey 
They had perfectly splendid 

Sunts of broken backs and necks, and 
victure of a young athlete who had 

'© go around all the rest of his life 
(etfing a sort of bridle, with bits and 
ue TS, ta keep hi: atures from fall 

ing into each other. 

Thus do we revive tl bari 
Practices of the Roman amphitheater,” 
Ncladed Jerutlemon's fathe 

4, But you used to play: bas al 
ji paper chases,” reminded Jerol 
fMon, when goaded ta the porch rail 
1 mother's cousin was killed by a 

Insehall hitting him on the temple, 
oke his leg when old 

vane; 
Mined the tack 

Y hat I 

nt did no 
tas for the 

AC penetrated deer 
had re aloud with + { 1 

at the awful Mustrat 
Panying denunciatio eee PLL am Bow nN 
; F 

chrysanthen 
The year th: lemon eo Their Shoulders, ort He Sat Right Up There in the Sunshine, Looking Full ot Me 

he money foe hi wane iC 3 
Me that he was p ft end, Jerollemon wv s ple I had dn 
"hich seemed to me a much less dangerous Only one thin warned: “don't call me 
reed an than qu r back, half back amy Rollo’ on the ¢ 1 just as soon be christened 
Ner place in bu nere the ones in from Manmtie’ and done with it.” were going to call you that if you had been a gil,’ 1 able to fall om hin 
crolleman always sent home the college week 

Here were lot of pieces about him. fC eut « 
Put them away with the wedding announcements i OUT twenty of Jerollemon’s mates met us in front of his 

“' first 1 thought £ should paste them in the back of with oxtel re very polite you 
pa father's hook to save buying another, [had nes ys been a source of great satisfaction to 
Bummed the one begint Inthe second quarterour fy |} me that "J * being an old Danish family name with 
“rappy left er the book opened to the y% te be rightly changed into anything 
ul picture of the br more impossible than “Jerry,” which is what my hushand 
ye Mere Bs mtu in the box with the announce was called until afte lentification with the First National 
MENts and it is hard to keep paste moist ad the Pilgrim Congregational. 1 have alw uvored 
(nee I » Jerollemon about the book Rollo.” Ee seenss that some people delight in nating their 

hildren things that can be ipa was so jn earnest, Rollo,” 1 remin 
ad “Seratch,” and “Crip, care to read his clippings?” 

hanged into "Buck, 
* and Nig,” and Du 

o,Jttollemon said no, that he was making a scrapbook of his things of that sort 
en. "Some day 1'il show you a dandy scrap, mother,” he Thee young men reminded me of the brawny young 
Tonised, but he never ha giants who used to come out to my father juarter 
Mr. J. Edward MeCletlan oked at iny signature ago, to thresh. They were very brown and 

Won Ywent into the bank one lay. "Fine fellow, your tle perspiry-looking and s { more 
bay," ming through the grating. “All about hie , { tiked them extremely, especially 

the call Simplicity,” who slapped Jerollemon on the 
hack every time he asked me what f the bai 

The colleg s scemed to th had come down for the ih 

sed that Jerollemon did not corr 

Some boy, that 
noe and stood motionless, under my 

14 though there were nine more and T was sury 
2 tize? He wrote me that he despaire m. Of course 1 had known about the game, but h 
h is father was a fine Greek scholar —w nt heen unduly influenced by it. [should have prefe 

t's Tha ving serman on * 
Mr, JF. Edward McClelland turned very red. Gr hens for both: 

a. id, too vehemently for banking hours and the ladies rollemon tried to explain “forward 
li He was chosen for the All-State team, He avery of his fe 4" s¢ things, to me. Lam not very quick at 
iy ain of his own ¢cam next. year . ‘ i : . Once my husband tried to explain the 
dito the nine doltars and seventy-two cents, which { had the heading above ng Athi “ nd I did not sleep for two nights; and | have 

“WN to pay for my canning cherries. ar ut it carefull Newspaper in t when 1 think of the administrator of 
cay it my umbrella. 1 left my mesh bag on the glass shel Team.” Th and first mortgages ; es 

le bank and west out to buy 1 80 © over forwars + and goal kicks 
wht s after ine more,” 1 ape t me te on the pret at his boarding 
When f back late ; , house dd volunteered to pilat me to the game. She 

[learned that she had 
« prize. On the way bome 

cight-sixty-five bonnet with 

was ve 
way home ev : eryone spoke to me about it. The 

mutcher remem hesying great things of Roll 
uggled home with a sew but Jeroliemon said my seven-fifty was very 

tter called after me t and she thought I was “there a millign." 
hag 12,25 @ regular one,” and that worried me 
to peevet approved of young Mes, f it her when he hear her speak of our 200 in that utioned him to L 

ean Jary ame out of bis real-e almost as positively 
he warned, * 

and he added: 
running 

the technical. He 
in four more year Ming aro 
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HIREE years ago one of the most attractive 
irls of my acquaintance left her job to get 
eri She had worked hard for years, and, 

by enterprise and initiative, had climbed to the top, 
She was employed in a Large concern where there 
were many other girls, but she had no rival as a 
beauty, Her sunny disposition and amiability made 
her a general favorite, Her wedding was an event 

All the men envied the bridegroom and all the 
women envied the bride, The happy couple went 
to live in a charming five-room apartment which 
boasted every convenience and labor-saving device 
known to these days of luxury. When our beauty 
entered that apartment she all responsibility, 
all interest in the workd outside 

l her day T met her on the street 
ie was fat, double-chinned, thick 

nd the neck, stolid in the hips. Two perpen- 
dicular lines divided the once lovely brow; t 
pink-and-white complexion was supplanted by a 
dull, unfovely coloring suggesting everindalgence in 
food and not enough exercise. As she passed me 
I stood looki: ‘ter her, and Usaw that this onee 
graceful ere whose fect had newer see 
touch the ground in the old days, actually wa 

any years | have paid occasional visits to 
rerous little city up in New York State, 1 

have always anticipated these visits with consider. 
able pleasure because 1 have an old friend there, 
a self-supporting gidl of great charm, About a year 
ago she married, and since then 1 have received 
many affectionate letters from her asking me to 
visit her in ber new home. 

Very recently 1 was again in her town for a day 
and accepted an invitation to have luncheon with 
her, When I arrived at the house [ noted with satisfaction 
the trim little maid who opened the door and the general air 
of well-being which pervaded my friend’s home. She greeted 
me with her old spontancous warmth, but before we had 
talked five minutes 1 beea aware that she herself had 
changed. Her personal appe: :wasactually sloppy. She 
wore at rumpled negligee and her hair was wadded up under 
a lacy cap which was decidedly mused. 

“Conte up to my room and let us have a nice talk before 
John comes home,” she said. “He'll be in at one o'clock.” 

“All right,” L remarked, "IN sit with you while you 
dress. You've only half an hour, but you always were 
quick.” 

Mf you don’t mind, dear, | shall not bother to dress. 
You know, | bave been dressed so muy i my life that 1 
just lie around now and read and rest.” 

“But, Mary,” L objected, "you always looked so pretty, 
This is not a like you,” 

"Well, what do I care?” she sts 
my mark. 
now." 

Yes, she has John now. But how long will she have him? 
He married a very pretty woman, one who always looked 
fresh and sweet and neat, Ie doesn't look like a square deal 
for John. His bride was a beauty, His wife isa frump. All 
the years she was buying millinery for Smith & Hawkins she 
never had a hairpin out of place, much less looked untidy 

T was 

dled | 

ed calmly. “I've ma 
I don’t have to trouble any more, 1 have Jobn 

T'S the matter, girls? Do you think that compe 
» exists only in the business world? Read today's 
see how many wives have lost their jobs. Of 

course you will note that in the majority of instances the 
women have obtained the divorces and the men appear to be 
brutes. Men have a natural love for bea they alway 
find it in their wives they will not be so inclined to look 

ide cheir own homes. 
Is in business have won a great reputation for honesty 

Why not try to win that reputation itt matrimony? Is it 
fair to bet a man marry you—pretty, wholesome, vivacious, 
happy—and then within a year let him find a stranger in his 
house—a frumpy, dowdy, fazy, querulous stranger? 

You girls who have married, compare one day of your life 
hour by hour with the time when you busted for your living. 
This moening, when the maid brought you your breakfast 

o'clock, the chocolate and cream were delicious 
uty hot rolls and sweet butter tasted oh, so good! 

4 ago you were taking dictation from the boss at 
this hour, You had bud a light breakfast two hours earlier 

Two years ago when you looked in the glass while you dit 
our hair what did you see? Bright eyes, pink el 

when you looked at your profile, a splendid clean 
wut chin to your chest. Now that you've finished your 

fast, take a Jook in your glast this morning and what 
do you see? Your color ts not so clear 

you would like it to be; there is a lithe 
roll of fat developing right at the nape of 
your neck; that fine clean line from your 

» € your chest is marred by a percep- 
tible crease beneath your chin and one or 
two incipient rolls of fat right under it, 

paper an 

‘OU have more’ pretty clothes now 
you are out of training than you did 

then, but your personal appearance is not 
nearly so pleasing. H you had the love 
liest clothes that the most fashionable 
dressmaker could produce, they would 
not make up for the loss of the sparkle 
of your eyes and the freshness of your 
coloring. “Foday, after you have dawdled 
around the house a while and telephoned 
to the grocer and batcher to send some- 
thing in for dinner, you decide to go out. 
Where shall you ge? You think you'll go 
downtown and do a little shopping, and 
you'll stop in that attractive little tea 
room and have some luncheon, It would 
be nice to walk, but it is such a bother 
walking alone that you decide to take 
acar. You look at clothes all the after 
noon and see a lot of expensive things 
you want but know you cannot have. 
Finally you come home feeling petulant 
and dissatisfied and wishing your husband 
had more money for you to spend, 

My, but you've gone hack! 
Two years ago there was no indecision. 

You worked until lunch hour, and thea 

Vere 
By A. M. Jungmann 

{ILLUSTRATIONS BY W. B. KING 

you and your friend, who worked at the lawyer's office, met 
for luncheon. You laughed and chatted and had a good 
time for an hour and then went to work again. At five 
o'clock in the afternoon, two years ago, you were glad the 
day was over because you knew that you had done your work 
well, and you were crazy to get home and change your dress 
sp you could be ready for your young man to come and take 
you out for the evening. Today you are dissatisfied, grouchy 
and tired, and you think it a nuisance to have to hurry 
home and see that dinner is ready when your young man, 
now your husband, comes home from work. 

IVIDE the girls of your acquaintance into two classes 
the girls who have gone out into the world and worked 

a living and the girls who have lived sheltered lives under 
the protection of the parental wing. Now think of the girls 
you have known in both these classes who have married and 
ystablished homes of their own, Which of these young 
matrons do you find the most attractive, the most whole 

1, the happiest —the girls who worked for a living or the 
girls who simply passed from the homes of their girlhood to 
homes of their own? 

The greatest difference between the present generation 
and the last is the increase in the army of working girls. 
And the difference between the working girl and the home 
girl is a matter of training and hardness, The girl who 
works for a living must be in constant physical training 
Regular hours, regular duties and the strain attendant upon 
responsibility all tend to keep the business girl in the pink 
of condition. She is too busy to be dissatisfied; ber bours 
are too full for introspection; and both herself and her 
vasociates are spared the enervating effects of attacks of 
“nerves” brought on by itlle brooding. 

he girl who works usually begins her day not later than 
seven o'clock in the morning. She does not bie in bed and 
doze until she is hungry, and then ring forchocolate. She gets 
upand dresses—actually dresses, mind you; she does not slip 
into a morning gown and pull a boudoir cap over uncombed 
hair, or commut the atrocity of appearing sleepy-cyed at the 
breakfast table, clad in a wrapper, with her crowning glory 
embellished in curl papers Q . indeed; she breakfasts in 
her office clothes, trig and clean, hair well arranged, hands 

. expression alert and eyes bright. She has some- 
finite before her; she does not have to wonder what 

she will do all day. She knows. 
Somewhere between cight and nine o'clock she arrives at 

the scene of her commercial activities and immediately begins 
the usual daily grind, At noon she has from half an hour to 
an hour for luncheon, and then back she goes on the job 
again until somewhere between five and six o'clock. Then 
the home rush, which, in the larger cities, is no mean phy 
cal task in itself. After dinner there is something definite 
to be done: some evenings it is a bit of sewing or other 
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personat work; ether eveni it is some form of 
amusement, such asa motion-picture show, a dances 
a trolley ride, and once in a while the theater. 

Sandays generally are spent in caring for the ward: 
robe and the person. The freshness of the working 
girl on Monday morning is bought at the prive © 
hard-leamed. lessons in branches of industry, aft 

id handicraft not followed during the week. The 
attractive Monday girl knows how to do the feet 
sort of laundry work, is skillful in the care of halt 
and complexion, and can work miracles with & 
needte and thread, ce 

The habit of constant and sustained activity 
hecomes 60 strong that it i nigh impossible for 
her to relax. Even during the summer vacation We 
find her throwing hervelf with abandon into a tho¥: 
sandandone amusements. She wants to crowd all 
the pleasure she can get into the one ar two week? 
she is away. She works more assiduously, if that i 
possible, at having a good time than she does at 
carning her daily bread, in motion every 
moment except when she is asleep; she is as happY 
and. as exhilarated as a child and every bit as tively 

TOW romance comes into her life—Romance and 
Loveand the Man, And everything fs rosy a4 

lovely, and she begins to think of giving up her jo 
Finally the morning arrives when she appears with 

ayerent ring on her finger, and she shyly tells 
“boss” that she is going to leave. Everybody 

wishes her happiness and, when they find that she 
is going to keep house, her friends prepare all sores 
of showers for her~linen showers and tin shower? 
and all the others, She is tremendously happy 4" 
feels that it is almost too good to be true. 

She and the Man discuss all sorts of plans for their home 
And he says again and again: “ Now, dear, when we are ma 
ried you won't have a thing to do. 1 want my wife to be 
PY And she isn't going todo a thing but kiss me good bY 
he morning and open the door of our cozy little nest [ 

me in the evening. She is never going to be tired agai a 
she won't have a single thing to do but to look pretty. 

‘At last the great day comes, the turning point in her fife: 
And in a delightful confusion of flowers, wedding march 
laughing bridesmaids and white ribbons she leaves her 6° 
hood and drives off to the land of honeymoons, 

The honeymoon over, she enters upon her dut 
ber own home, And then what? 

Trained for years to regular hours, hard work and respom™ 
ity, this young girl suddenly sits down upon a silkee 

cushion and folds her hands, 
Women's eccupation has been t 

wong of the loom is sung in the factory, The happy song © 
women canning and preserving in the sumymer has 
changed to the unhappy whimper of children in our great 
canneries, The bread once kneaded by mother's hands ' 
now turned out by machinery in bakeries. There is little 
left of the old-time household arts, nat even lamps to tris 

5 as mite 

on away from them The 

AFTER the novelty of the first few wocks wears 
young wife begins to experience loneliness, Sh 

# community interest of her life when she work : 
would enjoy secing same of the giels, but she cannot, for the? 
are all busy in the daytime. Her husband likes t0 st 
home in the evening. It is delightful and restful to h 
be away from the people he sees all day. Invitations fram? 
the old crowd are declined so often at first that they gradually 
cease to come, The young wife secs little of her old friends 
The maid is no company for her and ber husband is away 2 
day. She is lonesome. | Very soon her idleness becomes if 
son She finds ¢ her home does not supply her wt 
enough interest in She becomes nervous, fidgety, it! 

‘or careless, sloppy and fat, The years of training hav® 
gone for naught, Her resistance, which was such an [Bl 
portant feature in ber success while she was in and of the 
world, becomes undermined. She slumps. . 

She has lost her adapta! ¥", to whose comings 
» looked forward with so much joy, turns out to be #8 

annoyance: trained to hardoess, system and the Some of the 

commercial world, she finds the irregularities, the illogic® 
and much misunderstood behavior of the infant more of 
nerve-racking, She cannot adapt herself to motherhood 3 
can her more pliable sister who has never been outside ¢ 
home environment. The mother may love the baby, may bE 
proud of him and give him all the attention in her power, 6 
even that is not enough to give her back the intense intere=t 
in life she had before she was married. It will be a Ws 
time before she can exchange ideas with the baby. 

ARRIAGE means the complet? 
\ metamorphosis of the working BT 
Bat it is not so with her husband. Long 
after she has become utterly unincere® 
ing to the old friends of her working da) 
these sume friends will remark, whet 
speaking about the couple: “Say, Gears) 
is some looker, isn’t he? Too bad Mabe 
hasgone to pieces so, And she was such ® 
pretty girl!) You'd hardly believe i 
ok at her now." : 
And the answer is: George is still 

training. ; 
Mabel would be as attractive as he 

if she were still on the old job which keP' 
her in both physical and mental trim. 

When a man marries he assumes 20% 
responsibilities, Having a wife to af 
for gives him an added incentive & 
good. A man and a girl, who ha 
worked for a tiving, marry, What bag 
pens? His life is more reg 
was in his bachelor days; h 
training than ever, And while be 
ing steadily abead in every way, 
just as steadily slipping back. 

g, alert, when she 
come dull, old, ensuied, 

Think what this means, € 
go all to pieces when you marry. Dore 
be fatuous enough to believe that. ll rf 
my friend, you've made your "mark, 
that is your attitude, maybe you have 
still to make it—on the divorce calends® 

girls, and doo't 
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Her Golden Hours 

NUMBER II: THE HOUR OF THRILLS 
PAINTED BY LESTER RALPH 

The Second of Six Pictures Illustrating “Her Golden Hours” as Described in 

“Her Diary” The Next Picture Will Appear in the December Journal 
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Fler Diary 
THE DAY-TO-DAY STORY OF A MODERN GIRL 

NUMBER II: THE HOUR OF THRILLS 
JOVEMBER 7. Just home from, Marie: Fil 
mare's thé damsant> Heavenly time! They 
have a wonderful house and oodles of 

and Mrs. Filmore is certainly the 
| most fascinating thing T ever saw. She 
looks exactly like a French poster—not 
exactly nice, but desperately knowing. 

| w i'm going to keep a diary 
ah 1 haven't stopped to draw a long breath 

i a in days; but what's the use of drawing 
Mg breaths when short ones will keep you going? 
Is time to dress for the Peytons' dinner dance, but I'm 

re to scratch off a few lines in this book whenever | have 
LaRe minute. Ie will be fun to read the stuff when U'm old 
oe, What a horrid shivery thought —like rabbits running 
er the place where one's grave is going to be. 
Well, anyway, I'm going to dance like mad while I can. 

Je Novembor & Aunt Blanche's giving me some danc 
one with K He says he'd like to train me for | 

The ndance partner, Of course I couldn't, but it gives 
"@ high temperature just to think of it, I'd adore it! 

November 15, Burton Phelps says he'd rather dance with 
ie than with any other girl he knows; and he's the best 

we @Y amateur in town, We practice together every time 
ie Beta chance, and we really are wonderful. People stop 
tenGit and simply gawp at us when we're on the floor. It's 
man [ely exciting, but Burt looks as if he were so wild about 
trae doesn't even know there's anybody else in the world; 
dT just squinch my eyes up a little and try to get that 

ietully fetching look of Irene Castle’s—the mysterious, 
loo, You-wish-you- what-I'm-thinking-and-feeling 
Lok-and we're so unconscious of the crowd that we're 
jettiful to bebold. Burt doesn't « 
1/P2ly his dancing I lowe 

a dihe were as clever at one end as he is at the other he'd be 
onder, but when he isn’t dancing he's a bore. 

re a rap about me, and 

iq veenber 16. I've heen for a walk with dad. The poor 
tha, PF grumbles because he hardly ever sees me. He says 
jue yf 20n't walk—that F one-step, I believe it's true, I'm 
{ ime,and Htliving tora: 

* glorious fun! 

November 18. Mother 
iy 748d 1 make myself 

+ 4nd she pokes raw 
insees at me 

she meets me, 
to hasn't the heart 
tatiake me missany good 
apt WT begin fi 
Blunt, ty, looks Aunt 
and yt Will take a hand, 
thin ten there'll be some 
oye Reloing in the cutting- 
Tay nes bat 20 long its 
the sbretty and popular 

Twon'e interfere. 
and 7 Popular, all right, 
or | | Sppose I'm pretty 

% Mi ldn't be so pe 
~ You can say what 

2U please about being 
H er, but being pretty is 

You UMPortant thing if 
cell 4 good tisse, 

q » if you can be 
flever, too, so much the ter: but, if you spe- 

ve in it you'll put an 
imp in your good 

A ati pitt Blanche says it's 
You ot 19 be clever, but 

usto't be intellee- t . ame, that clever girls 
tuay gy,ies but intellee- . 
You Bis bore them. suppose she knows, but f don't beliewe 
You're to be clever until you begin to be old. As long ax 
hay, | 20ung and pretty and can dance like a breeze you don't 

16 fuss about amusing men with your brains. 

November 19. Martin Post—the one that draws the 
He ol heads—was at the Ransomes’ dinner Last night. 

a maants to do a sketch of me for a magazine cover, and 
The 4 paxeited I can hardly beeathe, Of course, he'll change 
it wip its but everybody who knows me will recognize it, and 

be wonderful to be on all the news-stands, 

ug PMember 20, Somebody's been telling dad all sorts of 
Paphe things about Burt Phelps, and insisting that he 
bad gut to let me dance with Burt all the time; 0 we've 
tion tesular family m ap wnt Blanche settled the ques- 
Very: pot usually does. She said the Phelpees went with the 
plitment people in New York, and that it was a great com- 
ie 4t'_t2 a débutante for a well-known man about town 

ested ‘Urt to notice her, and that as long as we were inter- 
Dut in cach other's beels and not in each other's hearts, his 
Spuition didn't make any difference. 

Young Tauvtully sensible. Dad growled, but mother said 
ify pe folks would be young folks. I believe she'd say that 
She's it away with the crown prince of the Cannibal Islands. 

& sweet, but I do sort of need Aunt Blanche. 
Movies io, ; . . 

21, It's perfectly silly to forbid my dancin, 
coemthere except at the Club and at private bouses. Of 
los a. 4 hice girl couldn't go to certain cabaret places, but 
fay pp the hotel thé dansants are lovely, 1 know girls who 
Ang ther Te going “shopping " two or three afternoons.a week, 
Places“ the men meet them and take them to the dancing 

for tes. You'd think their mothers would wonder 

what they do with the things they buy, but they don't. ‘The 
trouble is, I think, so far as my head gets hold of these thing: 
a great many mothers are too busy with things that don't 
matter and not busy enough with things that do—their 
daughters and where they go, for one thing, 

November 22. Jimmy Wetherell was introduced to me 
at the club last week and he’s rushing me furiously. Aunt 
Blanche is 0 pleased she calls me "dearie, 

November 23, I've had a proposal. It was only George 
Boltington, though, and he's a mere infant and was so scared 
he almost choked to death. That's na way to propose ta a 
girl, but [ guess boys are always like that. Even the jolly, 
xaimy ones are afraid of a girl when they get serious about 
her—and they will insist on reverencing her! That ma 
have been all right in grandma's day, but it doesn't go now, 
Girls don’t want to be reverenced; they want to be thrilled, 

ill, it's nice to have had a proposal. [ hope it will be a 
man next time. They're so much more interesting than boys. 
Not nearly so respectful—maybe that's why, 

November 24. I went to Martin Post's studio for a sitting 
today, It’s the most fascinating place, and he’s lots more 
interesting than | thought he was when | met him at the 
Ransomes’. Oldish, but with a way of saying thingsand doing 
things that makes ‘them seem important even when they 
aren't. Mother was awfully pleased with him. She went 
with me, and he simply devoted himself to her. 

November 25, Jimmy Wetherell sent me about a ton of 
pink roses today, with a foolish card about “Queen rose of 
the rosebud garden of girls.” 1 suppose every boy learns 
some sentimental poetry, just in case—or maybe the florists 
keep it. I'd lots rather have had orchids, 

November 26. I'm w my hair slicked back and 
everybody except the family thinks I look frightfully smart 
Dad bates it, but mother just laughs at it, 

November 27, Burt gave me an adorable little lip-sslve- 
stick case yesterday fora philopena. I don't put any on until 

I'm out in the hall wai 
ing for the elevator, 

November 28, If any 
of the family knew how 
chummy I’m getting with 
Marie Filmore the roof 
would blow off. Yeste 
day four of us, Marie Fil- 
more and Storrs Everett 
and Burton Phelps and 
1, went to a thé dansant 
that was a perfect lark. 
gorgeous floor and music 
and the queerest crowd 
the kind you go and see 
when you're abroad, but 
mustn't see here, Marie 
had been before and she 
said there wouldn't be any- 
body there who'd know 
us. Not that she'd care. 
She's the most indepen- 
dent girl I ever knew: 
educated ina French con- 
vent and studied art in 
Paris afterward, and has 
an artistic temperament 

nd all that sort of thing. 
I'm crazy about her, but 
Aunt Blanche doesn’t ap- 
prove of her-says she 
gets herself talked about, 
‘That's the unpardonable 
sin. The reason you 
mustn't do things isn't be 
cause they"re wrong, but 

because you might yet talked about if you did them. Marie 
doesn't care whether she's talked about or not and ber 
mother doesn't either. Her mother's so busy getting talked 
about herself that she hasn't time to fuss about Marve, and I 
suppose she knows they're so rich and important that nobody 
will dare cut them. She and Marie are great chums though. 
They even smoke cigarettes together, and Mes, Filmore has 
Marie's made for her with cutie monograms on them. 

T suppose it's nice to have a real broad-minded, modern 
mother, but I believe I'd rather have one a little bit old 
fashioned like mine—and then keep shocking things to myself. 

It's queer about shocking things, anyway, Grandma is 
horribly shocked at almost everything; and mother isn't so 
very shocked at things, but she won't do them. I'm not 
shocked at things and do stacks of them. 

The men wanted me to try « cocktail yesterday—one of 
the lovely pale pink ones with mint in it—but I was afraid; 
Marie and the men drank four. Aunt Blanche thinks girls 
can't afford to drink anything. She says it will ruin the very 
best complexion. 

November 29. There was such a queer man at Dot 
Dean's last night! Her cousin from Oregon, or Arizona, or 
some of those states. He was so big and brown and quiet, 
and he didn’t dance the new dances, and he doesn't like 
New York. Awfully rude, too, he was, but sort of interest- 
ing. He said he'd been studying the girls here, and that they 
looked at you with their eyes half closed as if they knew all 
the mystery of the world, but when you got past the look 
there was “nobody home." 

1 wonder what he meant. 

November 30. Martin Post's sketch of me & sweet and 
I'm sort of sorry the sittings are over. Mother didn't go with 
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me the last time. She had to stop at Céleste's for a fitting, 
20 I went alone, and she came for me, There wasn't very 
much to be done to the sketch so we talked a ideal, and 
somehow or other—it wast't anything he said—well, any 
way, he didn't seem just the same, There's something about 
him that’s different from any of the other men, He doesn't 
flirt right out in meeting, but he makes me feel the way Ido 
when | can't put a book down and go to bed until | see what 
happens in the next chapter. 

December 1. Mother ordered two more dance frocks for 
me today —from Céleste. 1 had to tease, and she said dad 
would be furious when the bills come in; but dancing does 
rag duds out so, and if a girl can’t look stylish she may as 
well not go round at all. 
Jimmy Wetherell’s sister has invited me down to their 

place on Long Island for a week-end. He must have used 
thumbscrews, I never met her, but they say she's awfully 
exclusive and snippy and runs things at her home. 

Aunt Blanche is so tickled about the invitation that she's 
given me her enamel! wrist watch, 

She took me to lunch at the Ritz yesterday and pow ['m 
onto Aunt Blanche. Mother isn't and dad isn't and 1 wasn’t. 
We've all been simply wriggling with gratitude to her for 
heing interested in me and giving me my coming-out party, 
but now f know that I'm only a facies rung. Aunt Blanc 
is climbing for all she's worth. She has money and looks, 
but she isn't in the inner set where she wants to be. She's 
only fringy now, but if she had a pretty niece married into 
the right set doors would open for Aunt 

The Wetherells are plump, in the middle of the sacred 
social circk. Aunt Blanche is too clever to map the pro- 
gram all out for me. She just cusually told me what the girl 
who married Jimmy would drop into. 

You'd never think it to look at him. 

December 2, I've got a horrible secret and a white eh 
yhant, Burt Phelps and [ won a silver cup with our dancing 
The cup’s the white elephant, [don’t know where to hide it. 
I didn't mean to go alone with Burt, but we met on the Avenue 
and he begged to go to a thé damsant, and f felt larky! So we 
went and began dancing, and when the music stopped if a 
man didn't come up and tell ws we'd won a prize! 

L almost went through the floor, for everybody was staring 
and talking about us. Then he asked our namesand I thought 
my last hour had come, but Burt said we were Jane Jones 
and John Jones—1 could have done better than that, seared 
as | was—and the man emiled, Horrid thing! He wanted 
us to go out and dance alone, but that, of course, I just 
wouldn't do! A lot of men knew Burt and spoke to him. 
I beliewe I'll stop dancing with him—the only trouble is that 
nobody [ know dances half so well us he does, 

December 3, Tommy and I have been on a cheap spree. 
He's telephoned and telephoned, and today 1 was so sick 
of Burt and things that 1 telephoned the poor Lamb and we 
went for a trolley rite and a walk in the country, | believe 
that would shock Aunt Blanche more than dancing in public 
places. She thinks cheap things are terribly low, Tommy's 
a dear to tell your troubles to, and he belongs its our set, ax 
far as family’s concerned; but they haven't any money since 
his father 1, s@ he can't afford to trot around in sockety, 
and I don't sce him very often nowadays, Sometimes I" 
sorry. 

December 5. The most ghastly thing has happened! 
Here I am at the Wetherells. It's Friday night—almost 
dinnert! and my trunk hasn't come! y tri until 
tomorrow! Id like to beat the air and bow!. 

Jimmy's sister is so tiny T coukln’t wear one of her frocks, 
hut she’s very decent about everything and keeps telling me: 
“Te doesn’t matter a bit. Everybody will understand, 
Hf that would help when [ sit down at the dinner table in a 
shirt waist and skirt, ane everybod ie is in full dress 

And I did so want to make a hit tonight! The very first 
time I've been in this crowd—and Jimmy's father here—and 
everything, If | could be terribly brilliant and entertaining 
I shouldn't mind so much, but I can't. Just about the only 
things 1 can do are looking—and dancing—and | can't even 
dance decently in these clothes and boots, There are four 
other girls and they'll all be glad, and Marcia Pollard is 
pretty too. Oh, dear, f wish Tommy were here so I could tell 
him about it! He'd be such a brick about thinking 1 look 
better than anybody else, no matter how I’m dressed. 

December 61. m. It wasn't bad at all, It was simply 
splendid! 1 went downstairs at dinnertime, feeling like a 
poor relation, and met a round, rosy old gentleman in the 
fall He thought I must be a maid—and then he decided I 
couldn't be, and finally 1 told him who I was. I knew he 
inust be Jimmy's father, and Ud expected to be afraid of him 
because he does such dreadful things to people down on Wall 
Street; but | wasn't, nota bit. He reminded me of Tommy, 
so comfortable and nice and sympathetic, and 1 told him all 
about my trunk and my clothes and how miscrable 1 was. 

He really wes like Tommy, Lots. He's an old cherub, 
if he does water things and squeeze people and all that sort 
of thing downtown. Most anybody would if he was smart 
one 

Ls t you fuss about clothes, child,” he said. “Nahody 
wants to look at anything bat your face. 1 don’t like Jow- 
necked duds anyway—never did, You come along in to 
dinner with me." 

And he did take me in to dinner. It upset all the table 
arrangements, and Miss Wetberell was cross, and Jimmy 
was furious at first because he'd expected to have me, but 
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The Star in the Country Sky 
Her Story: and That of Her “Three Men,’ With Another 

AUTHOR OF 
XVI (Continued) 
IEORGIANA tucked away in her belt the 
last long telegram from Dr. J 
Craig, in which he charac 
ved the problem raised by 

|| ity te come to her by inviting her to go 
|| 10 him, and went to her father, He lay 

| upon his couch, the blue veins on his 
i te forehead showing with pitiful 

inctnessin the ray of November sain 
| shine which chanced to fall upon hint, 

jane knelt beside him, “Father 
she said, with her face carefully 

sig! e it little story to tell you—just the 
outlines of one, for you to Bll in. When J was in New York 
Mr. Jefferson —Doctor Craig, vou kiv she had told him 
this part of the tale when she had first come home—"asked 
tie when—when be might come bere.” 

She paused, Her father turned his head uy 
couch pillow, but he could not see her face." 
he said, with 
sounds natural enough, 
here. When is he coming: 

“He isn't comi le can't get away, he is so busy 
tuts tried three different t and has had to cancel it 
time. He seems to be very busy, too busy even to writ 

“That is pot strange; he nvust be a very busy 
ian, Dogbthess he will come when he can make 
time. I shall be glad to sce Mr. Jefferson.” 

“ But—you see—he wants us to come there." 

He knows he is always w A 

"You and me, Father Davy—you under 
ILLUSTRATION BY 

By Grace S. Richmond 
‘RED PEPPER BURNS, 

with the weight of many small gold picoes, and crashed it 
st her lips, Then, with it held close to her cheek, she 

her head down on her father’s knee and sobbed ber heart 
out for the mother she had missed for cen long years, 

In the little bag there proved to be almast a hundred 
dollars—ninety-two in all. 

“She sorely wanted to get it to a bundeed,” said Father 
Davy, when he and Georgiana, their eyes still wet, hi 
counted the gold pieces that had waited so long to be de 
livered to their owner, “There seemed a dearth of marriages 
the year before she went; the sum increased very slowly.” 

She must have gone without—things she needed,” 
Georgiana said with difficulty, 

“Tthink she did, but she would never own it, She was very 
clever, a8 you are, at making things over and over, and she 
looked always trim and fine, She was a beautiful woman 
and a happy one, in spite of all she was deprived of in her life 
with a poor country minister. ‘If my little daughter can only 
be ax happy as I have been,” she used to say, "it is all Task 
My dear, she would fave liked —she would have loved —M: 
Jefferson. L can’t get over calling him that,” he added, with 
his whimsical smile struggling to shine through the tears 
which would not quite be mastered, 

“Oh, Father Davy Georgian could say, Hot 
she lifted a flushed and lovely face with all manner of 

THE TWENTY.POURTH OF JUNE,” ETC 

real saint; and that was much after all. Fate had aot Jef 
her without the best beginning in fife, the being brought inte 
it by such a father and mother—bless them | ; 

The hours flew by, the train passed through the outlyin 
towns and came at last to the monster city, The lis! 
within the car and without were bright as they drew into the 
great station, 

‘OLLOWING the porter who carried Mr. Warae’s weet r 
black bag and his daughter's fine one—given her by Autt 

Olivia —her arnt beneath her father's, Georgiana mad “t 
the car, out upon the platform, No sight 
cewarded the hurried glance sh 

y of a chauffeur came up te her, 
beg pardon, is it Miss Warne?" And upon her as 
Irapidly: “Doctor Craig bid me say he was call 

case he could not refuse, but he hopes to be hame soot 
am fo take you up and to see to your luggage.” i 
“We have no luggage but these bags,” Georgiana 10! 

him, wondering for a moment how he had recogniaed ber # 
readily, then _understandin, he hensetf might 
be a figure indistinguishable by description from mt? 
another, that of David Warne coulal not fail of reoogmit 
by one who had been told what to expect, ite 

“T have a chair here for the gentleman," ! 
man said, and he indicated one of the sta! 
chairs attended by a red-capped porter. 

Mr. Warne, bei gh 
te at 

being wheeled rapidly throu 
jon, Jooked about him with tf 

It w, years cagee cyes of a boy, 
" P4 " WILL GREEK 0 twenty in 

stind, dears don't make me put st into words! twenty long and quict years, since he had been 39 
Her father’s ame about her and she New York. What had not happened since thet 

buried her face in his thin shoulder, “Thank In spite of the myriad descriptions be had 12 
( he said fervently, under his breath, and pictures he had studied, the effect upon hint 
"Thank the good God, who knows what we of the real city, as, having been transferred frat hesdant ges Ween? the chair to a small but Tuxurious closed ary 

was conveyed along the thronged, astonishing! 
ER a minute's silence: "But we can't go, lighted streets, was overwhelming. Suddeoy 

‘ather Davy,” he closed his eyes and Laid his head back agaitt® 
“an't we? L could pot, of course, but you the cushioned leather. a 

could —~" Georgiana bent anxiously toward him, "At 
jgit Saukdn’e go. without you—to, his house, you frightfully tired, father dear? Are you 
And—we haven't any me faint?" 

“No money? Is it ao bad ax that?" His eyes opened and his lips smiled reas 
“And if we bad—Lm not sure that F want ingly. “A little tired, my dear, and dazed, bat 

to tl journey to a man—so that i not upset in any way. [shall be glad to seer 
a etme ete telegram | and glad to wake in this wondrous city.” 
Mr. Warne. When he | 
his daughter w |] THEY, drove downcown for many block 
siting upon the floor, owe I | turning at last into an old anal still nosablt 
arta ww raisext to his sjuare, which one of the great town + 4! 

by their heavy lashes, "It seems clear enough,” | tmntouched residence districts, in the very BOA 
he said, “Concessions must be made to a man of ies teeming commercial fife, He ut once 
who belongs to the peaple as he docs, 1 don’t the noise of traffic was quieted. Only as & 
think it would be a sacrifee to your dignity, unt and not too disturbing murmur came 
laughter, if you were to go." x '} sounds of the warfare which raged go meat, 

¢, jather, darling, don't you see? IT didn’t =! one of the dingy but still stately old houses tit 
ytell you, but there was nootherway, We | bordered the square the car drew up, the chau 

te enorigh to live on—without extras c 3 feur alighted and opened the door, He escort 
, the travelers up the steps and rang the bell. 

\\ The door was opened by a fad in plain lives 
\ and he was reénforced immediately by a middle 

about get there, We couldn't get clear hor aged housekeeper whocame forward and took 

relay toatl tt ter lotoeas head wih ice Hej cichier oem ig milla 
splendi:l mass of dark hair, at the beautiful ‘ : “Lam Mrs. MacFayden, Doctor Craig's boo 
lines of hee neck in her low-cut working frock a ees keeper,” she said. “Doctor Craig is mait chee 
of blue-and-white pring, at the shapely young sorry not to be here to greet ye bath He ba 
hands gripping cach other with unconscious a me say ye should mak! yersels quite at ham 

in her lap. fils eves were he f apd sboild hae dinner wi‘out wait’ fo hin. 
1's for understanding and bis lips w Maister Warne should be tac weary tae si 

r, Slowly he raised himself to his feet, re A= « longer, he sbould yang at once tac his bed. 
tay just where you are, daughter,” he said, &S - know Doctor Craig will mak’ all the haste La 
I come back,” 

She waited, staring at the old crimson pillow 
with eyes which sew again the drawing-room in 
Aunt Olivi and the profile of Doc- f 
tor Craig's face as he turned from her at Chester 
Crofton's interrupting question, That was more 
than three weeks ago 

Father Davy was gone some little time, bur he came back 
at length at his slow, limping pace, and sat down upon the 
couch, He held in his hand a littl bag of dark ble silk, a 
little bag whose contents seemed all heavily down in one 
corner, Georgiana's eyes how it with some wonder, 
She had thought she knew by heart every one of her father's 
few belongings, but this little bag was new to her. 

“Tthink,” be said softly, “the time has come for this. It 
Was theant, perhaps, to be given you a Hete later in your 
History; but if your mother knew—nay, I feel she does know 
and approve—she would be the first to say to me: * it 
to her now, David; she'll never want it more than now 

GroR WANA leaned forward, herlips parted. She seemed 
hardly to breathe as her father went on, his slender 

fingers gently caressing the little blue silk bag: 
“From the time you were a babe sy Helle baby, she 

saved this money for you. [t came mostly from wedding 
fees; L always gave her those to do with as she would. They 
were a country minister's fers—two and three dollar fees 
mostly—once in a great while some affluent farmer would 
pay me five dollars. How your mother’s eyes would shinc 
when I could give her a five! She turned all the bills and 
silver into gold—a great many of these pieces are one-dollar 
gold pieces. There are none of them in circulation now; it 
may easily be that they have increased in value, being 
Imost a curiosity in these days. 1 think [| have heard of 
mothing like that. At any rate, dear, it is all yours. It 

was to have been given to you to buy your wedding outfit: 
but-—she would have wanted you to have it when it could 
help you most." He held out the little bag, “She made it 
of a bit of her wedding dress,” he said, and his hand trembled 
as it was extended toward his daughter, “[t was not only 
her wedding dress, it was her best dress for many years." 

With a low ery that was like that of # mother's for a child, 
Georgiana took the littl: blue silk bag, heavy in ite corner 
Caparigkt, (905, by Grave S, Richmund 

Georginea Learned What May Happen When the Heart is Aliowed by Spewk for Ibsell 

wortanly qualities written in it, and kissed her father on 
brow and cheek and lips, as she would have kissed her 
mother at such words as those. 

“T WONDER," said Mr. Warne, sitting comfortably in the 
Pullman chair his daughter had insisted upon, “if T can 

possibly be awake, not dreaming. I never thought to take 
another journey.” 

“He said it wouldn't burt you, and it’s not. You're not 
too tired? I haven't seen you look so well for a long time,” 
declared his daughter, 

The eyes of other passengers, across the aisle, were irre- 
sistibly drawn to these two travelers—the frail, intellectual- 
looking man, with his curly gray hair and his gentle blue eyes, 
his worn but carefully kept garments, his way of turning to 

daughter at every change of scene—the daughter herself, 
he suit of dark summer serge with its lines of distinction, 

which was still doing duty as the only presentable strect suit 
she possessed fit for such usage, with her face of charm under 
the close hat with its veil—the perfect gloves and shoes, the 
only luxuries she had allowed herself, They were a more than 
commonly interesting pair, these travelers, and they were 
furtively watched from behind more than one newspaper. 

Georgiana had no 8 for possible observers. With 
Mr. Warne she to sit with her chair turned toward 
the window, looking out at the hills and trying to realize the 
thing which was happening. She was actually on her way 
to the home of a man whom a month ago she had thought 
gone out of her life forever. And, even now, he had not 
spoken a word of love to her, had not asked her to marry 
him! Yet he was to meet her at the end of this short journey; 
she was to look out upon the platform and sce that dis- 
tinguished figure standing there, waiting for her—for her, 
Georgiana Warne, maker of rugs for small sums of money, 
wearer of other people's cast-off clothing, undistinguished by 
anything in the world —except by being the daughter of a 
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om he can carry oot his a seeble, but ‘tis se! r. 

plans for the press o” sick folks aitter bint 
an’ nicht.” . 

“ Doctor Craig is very kind,” said Me, Wart: 
“Lit will not seem discourteous | think | sed 
lie down upon my bed, for [am not accustot 
to travel and am a little tired." 

“That wall be the best thing posseeble for ye 
kindly housekeeper, leading the way upstairs, n 
ye'll bring the Ju Vshould advise, Maister Wartt 
havin’ a small tray in your room an’ then attemptin’ 
mair than juist tae see Doctor Craig, when he coors, 
say gude nicht,” 

She led her guests into a large, square, pleasant room 
furnished with ald mabogany. A cheery fire was burning 
a Greplace. She opened a second door, and showed a 
necting room, of lesser size but very attractive. 

“The doctor often has special patients stayin’ i 
rooms,” she said, “but fortuna hey were emptied tet 
days agone, and kept for ve. The doctor has always some 
puit soul he wants to mak” comfortable. I'm glad 'tis Rue 
this time he has, not patients. He needs to focgel his wa! 
when he cooms hame, but “tis seldom he has the chance: 

She left them, saying that if the doctor had not retut 
ight she would serve dinner for Miss Warne 
0, please, Mrs. MacFayden,” begged Georgiana‘, 

my father has his tray bere | will see him to his bed. 1 reallY 
do not care for dinper at all,” wel 
‘The housekeeper smiled. “The doctor wouldna’ be pleas 
i? me if Diet ye go dinnerless,"" she said. But I'm think 

we'll see him soon. Wull ye coom dawn to the library, Mie 
Warne, when ye're ready? "Tis the door at the richt 0° 8 
front entrance. The door on the left is the waitin’ room # 
the doctor keeps nae office hours at nicht." 

Wits fast-beating heart Georgiana set about makitf 
ready for that descent to the library. ‘The whobe allay 

was becoming more and more a strain upon her nerves 6 
Doctor Craig had met them at the station it would Lait 

mn 

in these 

been far easier for her than this. But here she was, act 
in his house, combing ber hair in his guest raom, going 4 
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THE GREATEST STORY THE WAR HAS PRODUCED 

\ ' 6 T And behold it was nowtwenty-fert 
ears later, and the people whe hac 
nate ber work! on fathe tw 

ur he Grenville Landicutts vel 

assed ower to the majority, and 
s big son of twenty-three, maki oratian 

sto the great war, Suddenly her heart 
Wh the boy seying 

going. 1 want to go. Will you let me 

sir 1. He could not be in earnest, She saw the 
Rngl Janes and sinews, clear eyes, fresh coloe, brow 

straight and ole air with the loose Jock on the temple which she 
om the Kaiser dower on millions of vw loving, headstrong souland faithful heart 

mation vulga ns glorified by brain why Zin; mt brs ey us she ask to give 

f ig fist hanged on the oak table, “W L, to be shot down and thrown aside 
em from their vulgari Br teg i) it Hawe understonn 

ve heen in Germany; 1 know ‘em st He knel wer and kissed her 
cers, the whole lot id low fave 

poke: “day Liborer’ is not a term 0 I's as \ He bit his lip; stopped a 
able to work, Thi Ap) 5px en we ume flooding: “But, oh, Meggy. 

ent, standing befoce her, and patt ve got to! I've tried co stop thinking, but bcan't. I've 
sslim shoulders.“ Beg parron, Meggy, h ts. LANDICUTT Jo ere to got to ga suldn’t keep on living the rest of my days ane 
Bur vou know vou ee | never agree on tha M y daughte mmenmiber th bis feht had been put up for the decency of 

ina tot being kind to the proletariat I'm not for blink f he world and [hadn't lifted a finge tched,” 
He the fact that they're different. What's progress for vill I Queer things we happening to udicwet 
an tet itization, if or 1 with our lorton we war Turning eve and ove ir something phy 

¥ t Ke inne i i It's not our fig! there's ‘tho 
he bev A now vowing what wa So it | “on — you Lge." She pushed truck the Joose lock 

12 Ks fone ber onind 4 path lel — wa groom an 1 n {ithe Germans should wits, i 
toh this inborn sal 7 wople ! World power or downfall 

ine tet the storys she kr yangles: erystall world-snatehing, And if the 
Mo pictures it came as tht et, tlhe han it safety be d, who woul! 
prmer of the Country He ha sitting at letting Englar! 
Mr, quiet, well-dressed fter 1 t the, martyred Belgium —fight 

iiPeared, intruding in 1 r sown litt tI as. In The young fet came down 
Able, the golf ins tte heerful she met If the country won't fight, [ 

, there. Till the men wer ' f 7 m share, a8 a gentleman ought." 
andicutt asker! “Listen, Phil.” She put a 
“Whe is that wand each side of the boy 

\ ce. “'That'snotreason, [1's 
k Morton l wot dishonorable if we refuse 
Wes: Worth thirty stake si 

# groom in Lord ( we hay 
Drayton told. ane 

toki Drayton. His wite fied, op ora 
Mit md he 

rot 
ital results 

dishonorable 

have not liftect a fin 
i help. It is honorable, 

ght, to keep ourcount 
to keep sane the only great 

verstry Phat is hot in this eat 
ness We erat be the nuckeus 
{a made-aver world, Wh 

to feed the starving, who ure 
irenville to be the peacemakers, if we 
Dr xo mad too 

ift of breedtin The boy sprang to his feet 
doesn’t mak Tean’t see it, Meggy, Lean 
iking it afl nly see that Hust go and eohenaeatittaas whack at those canting hounds 

\ wiping aut little Bel 
git wud and fire and ter re when Philiy ror—'with the help of Gad! A vont tastes Lf there 1 God, how 

16 hig ment who had nodded “ 1 1, began to be presented 
Pail!” 1 thei hen one Ge 4. Landicute, the queen be 
FE STOPPED, “ Megg: ca Ei imesh cu toe ‘ie ee it asyouwamt, But Fean'e Tee it's odd, with you and me such 

© genuine € fiends and 40 agreed about 
slit hers of thing 

art on two or the 
You believe in the masses— | 

t liking anyone at we're all 
ie liked, be he duke 

he don't take stock in the great un 
ne she washed, Yes, Premember you 
hair ar ther—my grandfather—bet ' 7 ne was different —and you're a 

great lady. Theo.you're rather 
deeply religious, and U'm a vi the 

ming wealth, 
my wish to 

1,” he explained 
anrich, but to has 

F and the speech an 
thoughts of a re 

y think | 
ne Guestior 
riainl 

in unbeliever: you're gen- 
nough to look far goo 

i all humanity, even in th 
Germans, and I'm sure they're 

) mation of swine We're dif 

erent, Meggy, and 1 have to 
live my own life—my ow 

the boy cried, standing 
before her, brilliant, sem pe 
tuous 

A breeze stirred the row 

garden 
tin some ways Bow 

Landicutt tole him bear 
ky Morton flushed. “That's k the open F Mel of : i Mt of ou he said, “but i buzzed f What 1 nwan "The Mother Was Lame: They Knew She Could Not Sine), ard the Boys Wetr Too Small | Saw Them Killed” Fragrance of mignonette 

Paxe 



was blown inte the large, dim library, Ever alter 
the woman could not smell mignonette without 
remembering that hour_ 

The boy must his wwn life, What right 
had she to keep hi Who knew what was walt~ 
ing of strength and illumination on this road 
which he strained at the leash to fellow? Likely 
death was waiting; not the tex it was his life, 

‘There came to her suddenly what perhaps most 
women whose hoys go to war must feel: a sense of 
the jeckdental quality of human life. What are a 
few years more ot less if one plays the game? A 
great thing like a son was not given for mere 
years; she ond Phil were to go on, pomrades, 
lovers, fur eternity. ‘To her mind it was certain, 
So-if be went to his death, that ended her life on 

But what of it? An incident in eternity. 
ted ber head high, sat straight and amfled, 

Yea, Phil, you'll have to go. Til help you.” 

‘The second man dawn the trenches was uf a 
ous tun nf mind, He wus abso a crack shut; 

his rifle hail been Ixid for hours on a picked low 
spot in the earthworks nut one hundred yards 

A German soldier attempted with too fitthe 
caution to wriggle past that spat: a bullet sped, 
The helmeted heait went down with a suddenness 
which told the stury. 

LBERT MULLINS propped his Bible on the 
parapet in front of him and began reading 

aloud. The first time he had done this there had 
heen fokes; the secon time men had tried to howl 
him down; in both cases he read straight along. 
Me read in the measured, overemphasized fashion 
af the man al few books, “The Lont é my light 
and asy salvation; whom chef I fear?’ inquired 
Albert Mullins loudly, "The Lord is the strength 
of pay fife; of whom shall I be afraid?” 

Philip grinned, then listened curiously. Tt was 
dd that this ancient, outworn book should still, 
after the centuries, have a manaer of magic to 
help ten through trouble, Auto-suggestion, a 
phase of psychotogy; he turned to Inok at Lefty. 

‘Suppose lines and lines of trenches, each some- 
here near six feet in depth, a tab 

suppose in the walls of them ho 
‘Mraw-Dedied, a hole to each man; sup 

jose, living there, human beings, mud-covered, 
alinest Inhuman to book at, firing ul night, 
with intervals, at other human beings, a hundred 
yards away, living, dying, killing, much the same, 

Every moment there are bullets about; many 
like a suddenly risen wind shrieking: sume making 
a noise of lange and obnoxious mosquitoes; same 
cracking lke whips; some grosning; 
shrapeel bursts around most of the 
time, To o highstrang temperament it 
is living in an inferno One goes mad 
there time and again, One stays there 
for two days, three days; ee is re 
lieved for four days; then back again, 
‘That is life in the trenches; that is the 
business at which Iundreds of thou 
sands of men are occupying themselves 
at present, 
Philip turned to look at Lefty, Lefty 

was sitting on a box in the bottom of 
the trench, quite casualabout the roar 
of artillery, meting Philip's stockings. 
What would be have done without 
Lefty? From the first day in the ene- 
centration on Salisbury Phin the big 
Englishman “hed take m the American boy wader 
Ma wing. Fhillp bad hee sasused, talevane, grote- 
ful, Lefty had modified some theories. ‘There was 
wach a thing, ulllp admitted now, as a low-bred 
man with wellbred qualities; of course it was = 
“sport” example, like a pappy with polnts in a 
litter of mongrels, 

‘The man, late chauffeur to Lord Atbol, at whose 
place in Gloucestershire Philip, bad visited, recog- 
nized him. “Mr. Landicutt, sir,” be sald at once, 
touching his cap groom fashion. 

S Seneen hod written to his mother that whe 
would be pleased to see bint growing demo- 

cratic; that Tommy Athol's chauffeur waa his best 
iekentt all the thine superbly scornful of the friend~ 
ship. Yet, as he looked at Lefty damming away 
expert, lefthanded—at the socks, it came to kim, 
was he scornful now? And then, shock on shock, 
woukl not @ fellow be a cai to keep such an attl- 
tude toward such a man? In a rush he remem- 
bered the Lefty of the last months, all resource, 
unseléshness, capability, everlasting bright cour- 
es did be know many, any, men of his own class 

might come out of such an ordeal with such 
a record? 

The thought of Cyrano Bergerac anil big 
gorgeous last ‘h, of how when be came to 
appear before high heaven he would bring a thing 
with him which a stain had not touched—ms 

fine speeches abou fe 
the sime, Ifa German shot took him be would 
have his unstained plume as much as Cyrano, 
Philip laughed; he was builiting 4 castle around 
this son of the lower classes, whose very name be 
ait not know. That idea struck him. 

“Lefty, have you got a name for yourself?" 
“Sure, sir.” Lefty stuck in his mouth his finger 

where the needle pricked it, 
“ What?" 
“Lefty, sin” 
“Oh, well, little soldier-enam, if you don't want 

to tell, 1 was thinking it was queer, being part- 
Legs) that f dun't know your right mame. ‘That's 

Lefty grinned up at him. “Very fora me lord.” 
“Me lord" was nonsense, as ood, but 
the implied acknowledgment of pon status ap- 
pealed to Philip; he accepted it cheerfully, “Gilad 
Cer fei Right nyme’s Philip Morton, sie," 

) baie glanced up, “Philip Morton," he pro- 
nosneed distinctly. “Nyme of ray father’s 

brother, wot went to America, and made his pide. 
“E sent told man a lot o' money oncet. They 
wasn't partikler friends, bot when ‘e made his 
pile 'e sent t' old man two thousand pounds, And 
old man aymed me arfter “im anil 1 money 

inside a year, So I'm all t* monymint there is to 
Philip Morton of America, this side t’ ocean, 
I dunno wot's t' other side.” 
“Didn't asda write and tell Kins about being 

named for him?" asked Philip. 
“Not ime, me Jord,” said Lefty. “Wot'd I do 

snivelin’ ariter a rich gentleman? 1 suppese he 

were a gentleman in America: be were only a 
common mar in England: groom to Lord Carliste 
down in Hampshire.” 

Philip stared. In a few sentences Lefty had 
Identified the American uncle as his own grand- 
father, Which made then: cousins; Bagg who 
addressed him as "sir" and dropped his A's; Lefty, 
the cockney chauffeur, was Srst ried to that 
grande dame, his mother, 

DHILIP started in sudden distaste, His com- 
rade in the trenches, his faithtel henchinan, was 

a great old chap; but after all it was instinet in 
these people to serve their betters, Betters? That 
word Jarred; how woubl Lefty regard that point 
if he knew that “melord” washiscousin? Philip's 
nerves bristled; it woukl be idiotic to tell him; the 
corsbination would he ruined; Lefty would be 
embarrassed. and so would he comradeship: 
on n basis of things as they really were would be 
gone, and neither would know the repartee. Much 
better to keep quiet. 

ppen to know my gentleman uncle, sir?” 
inquired Lefty. “I thought f° nyme seemed to 
strike you, like, But, then, even in Americas you'd 
antly know that surt—a real gentleman like you.” 

Philip had the grace to be uncomiortahle as he 
accepted this tribute. Yet he stuck to bis decishon; 
It woul be futile to tell Lefty. 

“The name did strike me; I've beard it; my— 
your—uncle was well kaawn; rich and respected. 
He's dead naw, He did come to be—a gentleman, 

“Lor' by ole ‘eart, did be?” Lefty inquired. 
“Well, 1 fahncey "e never got quite t' thing; not 
Tike you, me lued. One ‘as to be born te the man- 
ners, they say. 'E was a hit cracked about bein’ 
‘a gentleman, as I've ‘card my father tell, so I'm 
glad 'e got ‘is wish as it might be. Odd ‘ow you'd 
‘eatd "hs nyme now, wasn't it? ‘The socks is dome.” 
Ast io the subject of bis American uncle Lefty 
showed no more interest, 

Philip laid his rite with care actoss the protert- 
ing sandbags and beyan firing. Im between shots 
he bose Albert Mullins, the Wesleyan, in even 
ome jing from his Bible propped on the 

“Wilt thou shew wonders to the dead? 
tall the dead arise anil praise thee? Selah '” The 
crack of Albert Mullins’ rifle; Philip, peering be: 
tweea two santhags, saw another man (all in that 
pet gap of Malling”. 

With that, along in an hour of so came an order 
to be reaily to charge the opposing eatthworks; 
shells from three miles back had thinned owt the 
Germans holding them, so that it seemed possibile 
that one might advance the lines by a hundred 

lip, shaky with wounds, crawied to the big 
ishman, put bis arm under his head. " Leity, 

listen take this iy I'm not ‘me tard” or “sie” Un 
you. I'm your cousin—get that, Lefty? Your 
uncle was my grandfather. I'm Philip Morton 
Landicutt, The same name as yours~eunsles 
pet that, old Lefty? IL was a cad mot to tell you 
before.” 

Lefty, with startled eyes on Philijr’s face, held 
himself back strongly from the thunder of waters 
that were sweeping him over a drop into an 
unkeawn ocean, waters so near that eves now 
their mighty boat dulled hie hearing. the sake 
of his Jove to this man he hekd himself with his 
strength steady to hear him. 

‘ousins? You and me be~ cows, sie?” 
Lefty, don’t call me ‘sir, pleaded Philip, 

“All that's rot, class amd such, It's only people 
that count.” Was it Philip saying it? “Anyhow 
we're—the same flesh amd tihoo 
same name, Lefty, you and L Do you hear? Will 

vats forgive me?” 
Forgive? W'y, I've nothin’ 10 forgive, The 

other ways ‘round, I'm dyin’ ‘appy—to think we 
sort of belong to each other, sir—-same bloonsin’ 
ymin, Good of you to toll me~ moat genth 

the first. I “ope you'll remember mse a bit 
Ins—that's grand news for a man ta~—die w 
God bles ——"" “The strong will saddenty st 
trying to bold back the thunder of the waters; 
Lefty had slipped over the drop and was out upon 
the unknowe ocean, 

“THROUGIE his life Pitip remembered each mo- 
ment of that day, as it may bea martyr remem: 

bers his ordeal; a memory pot tobe exchanged for 
all the happy days of a life. Ife lay as still as the 
dead, hisarm around the dead, hiseyes chased, light: 
headed now and then from the pain of hix wounds. 
The slow hours ground over him as an anciest 
glacier may have ground over a billshie, carving it. 
M first, when Ledty died belore his eyes, be had 

bocn half mead; be had caught. the limp handy; he 
had talked to him; had rubbed his hands, and 
pleaded with him to look at hiny only aoce, 
listen while he told him all the untol Using 
‘one would give one's life to say when it is just to 
late, 

Bet Lefty did not listen: far the first theme wards 
of Philip's meant nothing to this humbly frien, 

‘Then the boy had broken down, and, with his 
head on the quiet heart, he had crled as he had nat 
criost in years. Alter a while, the sobs worn past, 
he set himself to remember, #1 that he woul never 

Ol anes pect eng 

The dy ai before, with 

ios en ee oaeattlleg 
that give no warning; 

For rag God's own anti 
dote for fret. 

Folks need a heap of loving at 
the noontime— 

In the battle lull, che moment 
strife— 

FOLKS NEED A LOT OF LOVING 

BY STRICKLAND GILLILAN 

Folks hunger so for loving at the 
nighttime, 

When wearily they take | 

Av dloubeeacing 908 t slumber-song turning: 
outthe-light time— 

Of all the times for loving, 
that’s the best! 

Folks want a lot of loving every 

ee eraitiy oF ae ba sympathy thew emule! 
Till life's end, from the moment 

they begi 
Folks 

it, 
Moots lot ot lavlngll 

the while. 

yards. Ln the 2igeag trenches that connected with 
the front, that led back through a honeycombed 
stretch, men to mass, to pour up forward 
closer and closer, like streanss in springtl sthme food 
ing into a pond. Then the pand avertlawed, 

WORD of command: they were scrambling aver 
he sandhags, rushing the eld, dashing along 

with buletssiaging shout , around, close now to the 
other trench. Then over the edge af it came, crawl- 
ing. springing, swarming, the Germans, lores 
beistling with shining things—rides, 

It wasall so busy, so impersonal, pi dong quick 
‘that the only thought Philip was consciows of, out~ 
side of an intense interest in the glittering bayo- 
nets, was a comforting feeling that Lefty was clase, 
touching bin end and again; Sin whistling 
through his teeth in a fashion he had when excited. 
Saddenly there was a heavy bump on his leg, om 
his forehead at the same second; then a sting Whe 
a batnet's ating. He found Kimsell swaying; 
things were a long way—ofl —— 
When he came to be was oo the back of a man 

who was trotting, headed toa Gump of bushes. It 
hurt hideously to be joggled; he groaned; thes 
was aware that the man whistled throwgh hiv 
tecth—Lefty, They were almost at the busbes— 
they were there, when the man under him stag- 
gered; they pitched forward Into shelter~the 
two~and Philip, lifting on his elbow, saw Lefty 
pulling at his coat where blood flowed. At that 
suddenly he was frantic. “ Lefty, you're wounded — 
Pouseved mand they she you! Butchers, swine! 
Letty, 1 can't 

‘The man © 

forget, what Lefty had been. He went over the 
three months of comradeship, and at the end asked 
bimself which had been the finer gentleman, Philip 
Morton, with breeding and opportunity, or this— 
the eyes turned to the still Ggure were blinded 50 
that he could not see his friend —this common man? 

Haris 
“Lelty,” whispered into the stained uni- 

farm" Lefty, you get this? 1 promisoonmy honor 
for your sake all my life to. as a 

some other chaps who baven't a chance, ‘That's 
all Lean do, And I'll do it." 

acter was forged. It was good stuf! tried by are 
that day; the boy would not forget, 
‘The tide of battle rolled past; at first shrapnel 

Cross nurses came at twilight and discovered the 
two clasped under the sheltering bushes a 
them tenderly, Philip moaning, half-vonsciaus # 
they parted them, 

Forsome weeks, that was all, Thon cow Phil 
gaunter, grimmer, was reaty to go 
froat: his wounuts had beer light. 

Poor ttle Dixmude, worried by barrying armies 
caught ia the claws now af the Allies, iow of UY 
Germans, torn Wy shot and. shelt whichever #8) 
lay silent for a moment in the sunlight of t oe 
tamn day. Heaps uf beick aud mortar biochey 
what had been trite atreots; sullen smoke eur 
wherw a housewife had kept her mémage? te * ma 
of the best room, which the housewife had at? 
her earnings Lo pay forthe milk of the eo com, the 
‘vegetables out of the garden—which abe had #8 
for five years; the sofa sat pertly, mew and ¥% 
searresl, in a roots withaut a ceiling, in the Feok 
the futile smoke, 

The thrifty, smiling housewife ani her mat 
who knows where they > Wanrdering, star 
ing, 1 not abot down in wantomness, 

Wits resiesent Philip marched Into Dix. 
ude lies held it this mornlné- 

marked these 1 the  onarching: 
without turning the head unduly. 
column swung around the carner, he caught, da 
the ruined street, & sudden antiphoral plittee 
shadow of sunlight on steel; a colume of U 
had almost surprised them. at 

With that, veders rang; a machine gun W# 
pz men scattered into houses to fght frome save 
in five minutes u savage, cluse battle was raKinge 
and Philip, tiring from w window, saw that 
English furce slowly fell back. The Ge rman Wer? 
thicker, easier marks in frant of bis ambushed ¥ 
dow; he kept on firing; till suddenly he «as sl 
that hi wits alune in a town held by the enemy, 8 
it might ewen mow be too late to hoses capture oi 
He sprang back into the room, lato the ari ae 
smatherly person in full short wkirt, ofan anes 
abe. 
“Hurry—hurry, dear Lad! 

“] 

whe asdjurat F him 
French. “One will search the huwse; ine a 
us ais well if youn ace found, “This wayne 
He wae at a back stairway. “Two tli! be o 
pered the old Belgian, “Atrap doar. One pss! 
the ted plank-—‘eild Hurry, then!" “i 

Springing up. he found the red plank; be 
through the trap door and in a manner of 
room in the loft. Safe enough, be considered, ifort 
keys stl, and if one might ever yet ont agole 

stole to the only win ri 
looked out an wide fields, arm ou 
into the folds were company after o” 
pany of neverending sruy unio 
infantry and cavalry, 

Philip sprung backward, reali 
that out of all thove ome enemy’ sie 
glance at the attic window. It hv 
dark In the corners of the Httle atti 
he stared in safety at the shifting 
of whliery. When suddenly hit 
jumped. From the shadows on the 9) 
something lung to hie feet. Hee 
his exes down with a dreail of what Cage 
might see. What he saw was the Dao 
‘of a goldon head with two heavy bel 
‘of bright hair. 

‘The child's face was hidden against is 
shoes, He best and loasenod the hands and lil 
her—a girl of sixteen oF seventeen, tall, slim a 
young tree. She stood staring at bim from vi 
aus dark eyes incongruous with the bright 

SHE two stared; the glel's eyes wandered t0 18 
ii window, tr that fehl full of calor nad wot 
She flashed gesture, whispered sometbing- 
“What?” Philip asked. BY 
“4 pistalhave you a pistol?" She moiste 

her lips, exspit ni 
“But, yes" They were talking in French. A*™* 

The CHEW you please aout me be “Will you the before — 
frightened eyes wandered again—Cull of horror 
to that Sooding river of German soldiers 
Philip's his hand went 1? 

revolver, "UL choot you.” i 
It was a strange, quiet, long day; a day 4 

seesand Ne $0 boy 0-0 owatiany eae about 
8 book, not possil in reality % 
America: lad out of a Oy ce comm 
background of school and college and Leong 
‘The two in the attic room dered not stir for 

and went about wolsily throsuh the rooms 
some businesslil well-bebaved, some she 
ming doors, tiring into walls, crashing the poot 1M 
niture. AD alike meant ruin to the two breath 
in the hidden room. m 
se diye anata whispers, listening mentors 

told Biya story. Her father was inthe Belsat 
j she had signaled day after day to his 

tment from the windmill on ber fatbee's Land 
id sigus news of the German m 
Doe day she had seen the patra come galls: 

barely escaped, crawling through dit 
fd been pasexd row Reese ta Reuse by ne pee 
who risked life to protect hee; had sen the 
where she had bees born Sonne PAE et 

an ee 

studies; he knows everything; ie male oe 
ao an in, al ve for the things that 

So~F must live=for him. while 

“1 alwo can die for Belgium. 1am 5A 
afraid of being shot, Tkoew that might be #1 
signaled. But"—the dark glance wandered 

pered. And again Philip promised, 
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The Twe 
How They “Did” 

Great Britain in Record Time 

From a Standing Start 

{5 THE Cambodia ste 
winding Clyde, w 
unfolding on either 
worked eyes, | was full of anxious 
My responsibilities as ¢ 
of twenty-four young women, winners « 
newspaper circulation contests in the W 
and now known to tame as “The Prairie 
Roses," were over. And yet I worried, I 

- couldn't help it, Europe seemed too large 
into which to dump twenty-four ambitious you 

by th foreign conductor, unac- 
n girls, who was to mect thi 

med se ly up the 

He Even if t b 
tor eeY if he had fifteen of them teft the first 
Tyewed and fretted. e ctor met us as we left the ship. He was a n, well dressed and sapernaturally calm. [ 

night. 

mtited nate hints! Patiently, while we worked through the customs, 
gyn came and unlock my jormation. But 
At ask a question, He stuffed us into seven 

aap tees driven by seven frayed Seots with red whis 
Sent us bouncing over the cobblestones thro ‘bragenus heart of Glasgow, to a vast, silent hotel, where 

hipeattook of a light British lunch of soup, fish, roast beet, 
eee” Pie, cold chicken and lamb, salad and four kinds of 
ott: and Adolfo Paradoni, with twenty-four young 
any of and twenty-five trunks on his bh. ethan 
mk us. His only worry seemed to be 

Ne without his breakfast while waiting f y 
prgahbeyed ne. The man seemed to have no idea of his 

Heament, s place I should have been pale and per ital Maet® A tittle tesson, 1 thought, would do Mr, Parad 
clog 800d, It would be better to educate him in Glas 
$8 tO Anieric » than to let bi cumulate his experience 

‘¢ from h The girls 
ow, 30 | asked if they 

ittle while, [die it maliciously, By the time this | 
dd collected the party he would hobble humbly up 

bureau of information and partake thereof 
‘led, yex," said Paradoni eagerly. “L 
enjoy themselves, I shall stay here and finish 
ements, But, young kadies, remember, if you are not 

mete by seven o'clock you cam get no dinner.” 
mediat the party exploded in all directions, 1 

0 five girls and with great courage took 
tworstory street car. The conductor spoke 

ariety of tel ped English, studded with 

teaches of FE 
Anxious to see Gl. 

OP, 

“ 
“burs, and 1 understood him as readily as if he talked 

Hut every time he came around T paid some more 
we hail no trouble at all, We rode around forty 
throw seven showers arm the suburbs, 

TWAS a dilapidated modem cemetery with no 
li, and the scenery about consi tirely of children 

wash per regime + stuck to the 
due time we landed at the hotel again, It 

feat. No real guide coukd have done better. 
Scisionally the girls got restless and wanted to get off and 
fit lose, but T restrained them sternly. I wanted those five 

best egg when we starte to hunt the rest 
me of the girls had already returned and were waiting 

ser her. At six o'clock four more arrived, They had seen 
Vice at the cathedral, had bought « dozen souvenir cards 

apiece and were raven- 

h no especial 

ly hungry. A few 
minutes later four more 
checked in. They had 
got into a shipyard by 
some thysterious means 

at y-Four 

A few 
dinner and told me as 
four times and that it was 
men than going to vau 

jin w 

wed by 
Misses B— and E— They 
had run blocks, they sai et t me, At five min- 
utes before seven the timid Miss T—, the last of the 
twenty-four, hurried in, She had been calling on a relative 
in the suburbs all by herself. 

\ JE ATE dinner a united family,and the only disgrunt 
girls in the bunch were the ones whom [ had preserved 
sfully all af p. They acted as if Thad done them #0 € 

out of something. It was depressing to listen to them, and 
irritating to watch Mr. Paradoni, whe ake the 
trouble to count the party when it was assem He was 
insufferably en’ 

“Never mind,” I thought: “you may handle this party 
t to death in this brutal manner, but what are 

do with the trual You 
can't intimidate a trunk. It ‘ 
and, moreover, it ¢ i <m't CON 

led, You're happy tonight, but just 
wait 

und the country for a few 
ke more interest in procee 

They are phe- 

after dinner Paradoni asked us all 
our suitcases for days—alter 

which he shipped our trunks endon 
en masse, [t was a cowardly trick, Any- 
one can dodge trouble. 

In the morning we tackled Europe form- 
ally by going to Edinburgh. It isan hour 
ride from Glasgow to Edinburgh, but no 
tourist will waste ao hour on this trip 
when he can put ina whole day on it, So 
we stuffed ourselves into a series of coops 
‘on wheels, drawn by an engine so small 
that the girls wanted to steal it for a sou 
venir, and went to Loch Lomond. There w boarded a small 

nd, Ben Voirlich, 
Cruachan and other colossal, mist-covered 1 tains 

jestic that little Miss M. Was overcome with respect 
and insisted on calling them “ Benjarnins.”” 

steamer and went swiftly past Ben | 
Be 

pee girls were enraptured, and while Miss K—— hunted 
frantically for the points of jnterest, checking them off in 

her Bacdeker as she found them, they drank in deep gulps of 
the soggy, misty Scotch atmosphere and longed for beather 
Ata small pier a ragged boy came timidly aboard with a little 
bunch of this charming vegetable, There was a battle for it, 
but Miss L won out, She gave the boy two shillings and 
was the heroine of the party for an hou 

By that time other ragged Scotch boys had come aboard 
at other piers and had supplied the party at a liberal dis 
count. Later, regiments of ragged Highlanders charged us 

By George Fitch 
ere AUTHOR OF “WHEN [T STRUCK OUR HOME,’ 

ILLUSTRATIONS BY R. M. CROSBY 

The Coeductor Mot Us aa We Left the Ship, 
He Was o Youngish Italian, Wel Otessect and 
Supernatuealy Calm 

with baskets and bales of he 
through mil waiting to be picked, but nobody stopped 
to revel in it, Procrastination may bea great thief of time, 
hut it is also the watchdog of the pocketbook when touring. 
We en the famous Trossachs by wagon. They were 

hot prehistoric animals, as Miss M— had been led to 
imagine, but pine woods peopled with Highlanders assault- 
ing us with bagpipes. We lunched at Stronachacher, a place 
which when py correctly sounds as if it has just laid 

And then we found another steamer and set out on 

ther, and we also parsed 

Satring reeks more with hi y, if possible, than 
1, and it is also fair to look upon. But it was 
t day, The mist had thickened and blew 

through cloaks and bones indifferently. One by one the 
girls took their chattering teeth and went down to the cabin, 

be lowa school-teacher and Miss K—— remained, the 
I working doggedly through her Baedeker, several 

laps behind, I retreated at last and went into the cabin 
myself. Twenty-two 
girls were playing cards 
contentedly while Scott's 
haunts rushed by them 
Suddenly Miss K 
rushed down the st 

irls, girls, c 
quickly!" she cr 
“Here's Ellen's Isle, 
Nobody stirred except 

Miss 0. She looked 
upand yawned, “Isita 
big island?" she aske 

we must be fond of 
rain,” said Miss B " 

Give her my res 
gards,” said Miss E—, 
"What's trumps 

DINBURGH is 
twice as old as Glas 

P gow but only half as 
large. This is because the climate has had more time to 
work on the population. It was busily gnawiny vay at the 
survivors when we arrived in the evening. There was a 
bleak July wind with mist-and-rain trimmings, and after the 
girls Kad endured their clammy apartments for a few min 
utes they gave up, one by one, and ordered fires. 

The amazement of the manager, who insisted that it was 
unusually warm for a northeast wind, was equaled by the 
consternation of the girls when they discovered that a toy 
bucketful of coals would cost therm a shilling. But there was 
no help for it. We weren't hardened to Scotch summer 
weather, | ordered a fire myself, The maid brought up four 
cents’ worth of combustibles in seven dollars’ worth of brass 
utensils, and built such a miserable, shivering, puny little 
fire that it touched my heart. It was cruelty to kave a fire 
like that in a vast, cold room. But when I broke up a couple 
of lead pencils and piled the débris on it, it braced up and 
made a very cheerful ¢ % 
We toured Edinburgh in a barge the next day, with half 

a thousand ragged children turning cartwheels for pennies 
beside us and romance unwinding in a double reel on each 
side. It was inspiring to view the places where Scotch his- 
tory seethed and fermented and boiled over; the kirkyard 
where an ambitious state church tried to imprison Presby- 
terianism; the palace where Mary Queen of Scots was 
accustomed to wed; and the castle against whose rocky feet 
hundreds of years of ill-feeling beat with very brief inter- 
missions. 

UT even more inspiring was it to hear Miss D— dis. 
ense information as we rolled along. Knowledge had 

chance with Miss D—. She grabbed it as it went by, 
choked it into submission, and toaned it to everybody who 
came along from then on. She had read up on Edinburgh 
the night before and it was an open book to her. 

“This is the castle, girls. It is nine thousand years old— 
no, nine hundred, | think it is, From bere you can see the 
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ethoven’s Chariaing Mir 
As Leopold Godowsky Plays {i 

This delightiul composition, one of Beethoven’s most beautiful works, is fingered, edited and annotated by Mr. Godowsky, 
who is acknowledged to be the world’s greatest master in this work. 

A . Mosdera’o z= 14 
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a se 
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P subito | doloe 

Ll 
4 

Prd. Ped. Ped, Vo Oe 

A When the first section of the Minuet is repeated it may be played softer and with lessdynamie shading. = ge ‘Sine 
& The three chords which are marked p may continue the previously indicated crescendo. i tN ccc ‘ 

Note the descending thirds in measure 1 and the ascending octaves in the following measure, then produce the effect of the octave phrase answering the thirds. The last two beat® 
ure 3 must he siaceato with a slight hold on the same chord in the next measure. At measures 9 and 10 repeat the effect of the opening two measures and mark that the third® 

now ascend, and the octaves descend. The inner voice in measures 17, 18, 19 and 20 must be played fegato notwithstanding the crossing from one hand to the other, Notice carefully 
the free imitation between the lower side of the right-hand and the left-hand parts of the next four measures. ‘The trio is marked “the same tempo," and there should be no tendency to draf- 
At the octave phrase we have the only dynamic bigh light, for these double octaves taken fore will naturally sound louder than the first subject, even though the same strength is ut 
for both phrases. Not only is the return of the first theme of the trin effectively contrasted by entering pp. but its legato character will be more obvious after the mon lerato octaves: 

Copyright, 2915, by the Art Publication Society, af St. Lewin, Miceowri, 

Nore--This composition is one of a series which THE JouRNaL will present, edited, fingered and revised by Leopold Godowsky, Josef Hofmann and other masters of the piatio- 
Tt will be seen that it is fully marked at each step for fingering, pedaling, phrasing and all other details of performance, so there is visualized to the student a complete method of 
the correct rendition of this particular work. It is part of a comprehensive course of music instruction now being prepared and published for music teachers and students by the 
Art Publication Society under the ediitorship-in-chief of Mr. Godowsky, who is the foremost living authority on piano technic and interpretation, 
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CHARLEY 
By Stewai 
AUTHOX 

LONG the front of the hotel at Momt <i just below 
the equator and across the way from spicy Zanziter 

Hoge THe 4 broad second-story veranda paved with cool 
coral t tile and looking out through heavy arches to the tl roadway ane the f ongeous f 

chairs with 
stand in @ row, Quiet black men spring to 

oy atacall, Tepid breezes wander in from the per- ae trop a! night; and in the long silences the occupants ret lazy listening attentively, can hear the soft On the: Indian Ocean under 9 sailing moot 
oe Seamer night three af the teakwood chairs were 
ccbied by nen smoking in the evening comfort of pyjarnsis that them lad come out on ship Just verived; the 

4.8 slow-moving, quie a rumbling gy id bushy great beard, hem in the har Piloted ¢ 
hake 
Dele a 

lem to the hagel, had fed them and drunk the 
bem, and now was talking to then slowly betwe 
his chervot. For be was Culbertson, at present 

nd these two men were of some importance 
npn 
ee with you,” Culbertson was saying to the eld 
Lord Marshlands, a small (,efheient, tanr 

was a hoe thing--any sacrifice is. But it wits 1 
© think, the highest I, Sucrifice NY more: hog More than mere personal courage. They aré 

“¢ a boy ah, I sty!" objected the youngest, a freshefa eager 
Cap ewenty-five. That's a little steep, ien"t it? 
rulbertson smiled at him 

nmonest thing there 
it in everyday li 

right —but this wa 
city, stick tight, were done up, » 
lands?” ak, That 

“ie little man nodded after dark they 
h ally means more for a 
105 ae Went ILrespect fi 

er, It's 
units, and not what is sacrificed 
he world stronger than the indivicusal 

s bigger than the individual,” he 
atriotism, f hip and idea—b 

» chuckled hugely and gulped down hi 
And thet erally not ir 

Contin, 
Nase 

on are driving at,” said Le 
essential that I ‘continu ds resis 

It isa hot night 

DR souever hear of the Marsabit cow ivory 2” démanded 
me Culbertson absraptl 

ant say F have," sa 
WME Han pricker ap hit remembs bert 

Tht ned heen the greatest el rol 
Mansi) iyo four men went north of Kenia into the Vor country," continued Culbertson, “They were after admin 

vad, as it was a comme , they did 
Particularly how they got it. ‘The country was then 

You're going up there on your shoot, aren't you, 

1 nodded. 
id it a different place now 

hd tame: you can buy jam and m 
Plenty of game thangh. But then 

earned their ivory! They took long enough at 
WO vears, Nice, dry sort of country, with water- 

apart; thoen scrub: hot; funny unknown 
ing ideas and spears 

ta: and considerable tra 
thalttty for a real man! They m 

4.80 came out alive 
abe attheemore they’ were rich, 1 don’t 
New eter of ivory ever was got to; 
nt, there's 4 Jot of difference in ivor: 
ie ete Indian buyer if you 

e'll pick i¢ out for you! Matter of grain a 
it at its resiliency is 

5. , Bone ¢ Miles sixty 
‘Tibes with Phants 
04 

the best ivory of all is cow ivor ecg, Beat stutl! Most first-quality billiard 
beaint of cow ivory. Costs lik and it cxnidles being of better quality Wer fifteen or t : 
790 know, rin, 

Tt was ¢ 

Nazes, 

ently px 
s toa hu 
custom in those days to take whitey 

2 had made a great haul, ‘They arrived 
tera sixty-mile teck without water 

up but pi hap e they gy 
Usual thing a man always crosses a it well! 

n made no Te 
er bef . you tell 

in case the river might rise du 
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A Story of the 

Marsabit Cow Ivory 

and the 

ican Jungle 
ILLUSTRATIONS BY ARTILUR E BECHER 

Again” 

The big man nodded absent-mindedly 
He was staring straight ahead of hint, 
far out into the soft velvet curtain of 
the tropical nigh 
serually 

as though he were 
a beyond the hills, beyond 

the years, to the het, flinty 
thorn seruly of the Guaso Nyiro 

"They'd buried it,” his deep, 
booming voice went on. "You 
know buried ivory ix good for 
ver—doest't hurt it fo go un 
lerground. Being white men, 
ind intelligent ones, they hal 
huried it barely leyond earshot 
of the camp —just as well there 

s anywhere else, The rest of 
he night they had put in erek 
king around, here, there and 
everywhere, so that amybods 
following the spoor wouldn't 
get much of anywhere. Menty 
tried it. There were twenty 
odd desertions that and 
every mother's « h 
back track of those camels 

“Somali no fools; they 
were quite capable of putting 

together, Fat lot of good it did them! 
not the mark; newer occurred to any 
could be so near camp." 

took the 

l' 1 WERE writing a story 1 should call that the 
ml of ‘Part One,’ he went ¢ Ard in weit 

ing the heading ‘Part Two," 1 should Ten 
Years Latee,"" 

“What became of the ivory?" inquired Carson, 
“It is there ¥ it and only five living 

non know exactly where.’ 
“Why hasn't it taken out 

ve to get it out owners would like well 

‘om the arm extensions af tis 
{sat upright. “Do you mean to tell me that all 

alth has remained | there for twenty years 
secause those men couldn't get it out of the country 

recisely that,” replied Culbertson 
* But 

‘Lknow; but, believe me, the expedient yor are about 
to suggest-—whatever it is has been 

and reluctantly abandoned Jong years ago, ft look: 
a hig, wild cont housinds af miles of unpo 

ituation. It 
1 

gad can 

uff is conteaband and is confiscated where 
"Suppose we try the east coast anywhere: it is a good 

. 3 y from where ory is buried to the 
hearers would be 

3 ; the route would 
have to be led somewhere through savage tribes. Long 
before the three months were up the authorities would fs 



wind of the expedition. ‘The same objection ap- 
plies to an attempt to pass to the sauth toward 
German—or better, Portuzuese—ports The rowte 
leads through Usands, The south and east are 
therefore dosed.” 

© But ——" interposed Carson agai 
ni 

band. " There remai 
doubtedly that ive 
A 

in. 

the north and the west, Un- 
could he carried up through 

ssinia Lo some port on the Red Sea and thence 
tributed to the markets of the world, But it 

would not arrive as a single comslgament, Long 
before it would have dissipated—a tusk here, a 
tusk there—in homes to the avarice of the various 
petty chiefs, sultans, viziers and other pot 

ners retained five per cent of 
what they started with they would be « 2 

emely lucky. As to Somaliland, that would be 
a case of spear without fail. To the west 
isthe width of the African coatinent; all the objec- 
tions to the other routes apply to this,” 

“But, look here —" interposed Carson for the 
third time. 

“It looks easy at first," sald Culbertson: “but 
before you coninit yourself take time to think it 
over, If at the end of three days you still bave a 
scheme that louks feasible, let me know, 1’ put 
you in communication with some men who will 
make you money!" He ebuckied, "Quite n iew 
bave that offer under udvisement.” 

“TOW we come to what might be called ‘Part 
IN Two" of the yarn; leading characters are 

an Englishman and his yousg brother, whom we 
will call Braxton, and one of the four ivory bunt 

The ers, whom I shall designate as Middleton. 
two Englishmen were going out to Bast Afri 
settlers. I met them all on the steamer and for the 
wsual three weeks saw a good deal of them as we 
wallowed and broiled down the Red Sea aed the 
Indian Oceans. Our company wastitslted, 
and none of them interested me a great 
deal except those settler chaps. The 
elder, Seton Braxton, was the ordinary, 
clean-cut young fellow of just under 
thirty, tanned, likable, untrained to labor 
or the organization of hislife; like plenty 
others of his class, clipping his speceh 
short, game for anything, high ideas but 
not much judgment—good example af 
your class, Marshlands, before it gets 
the hard knocks,"” 

The nobleman bowed his ironic ac 
knowledgment. 

But the youngster, who was called 
‘ Charley,” was a different sort. Ie had 
short curly hair, bright dancing eyes, 
rway boyish cheeks, rounded chin and 
small hands yo feet. He was a stim 
chap, but fully in charge of himself— 
made of whipoordthe slender but 
graceful thing, you know, 
was low and had a rich qualit: 
when be got excited or laughed. 1 
itranuptoatreblo, Exhoold have 
be wns just past the change of his voice. 
“Everybody immediately took to 

Charley, He had an insatiate eurios- 
ity—was all over the ship, investigat 
everything, asking the most absurd ques- 
tions, 1 used to wonder where and how 
the boy had been brought up, He pos 
sessed a fine mind and had been well edu 
cated, but be had the most astonishing 
MMank places of ignorance, often about 
tbe most ordinary t od 

mY ¥ CONCLUSION that he had 
probably been brought wp under 

shelter was corroborated by the care 
taken of him by his elder brother. He 
looked after Charley like » dry ners, 
loften wondered why the youngster did 
not resent this—most hoys of spirit 
would have been inclined to kick over 
the traces, 

“As L learned their situation I frit 
a trifle sick ower it; but I didn't say a 
word. No use being a birt of ill-omen tnless it 
will do some practical good. They were only sons; 
no collateral relatives; two thousand pounds in 
cash realized from the sale of their estate, and they 
were going out to Kast Africa as settlers! 

“If there is one country in the world,” be went 
on with emphasis, “that is seta white-man's coun- 
tryto settle in ft Is Bast Mricat Finest look- 

wt country in the world; good climate in the 
ighlands, But I've lived here twenty-five years, 
here's a curse on the country. A man does well 

for a while, wed then sometlsi somes along 
and hits him, something he never heard of before, 
some novelty in the way of wheat blights or cattle 
disease—and he's wiped off the slate. 

“Country's still there!” Culbertson sported ex- 
plosively. “And no matter how bealthy « man can 
keep himself, it's no place to raise children: and 
{f you can't raise children it isn't a white-man's 
country." 
“You said you'd been here twenty-five years, 

didn’t you?" interposed Carson with a blank, too: 
innocent expression, 

'ULBERTSON roared out his great laugh. 
“Fair hit, youngster!” he acknowledged: “but 

Tm pots settler. I'm out foe a free life, for adver: 
ture. And make oo mistake, it’s the greatest 
country in the world to the adventurous spirit. 
Fortunately, mest young fellows who tbink they 
comme out here to be settlers, really are alter adven- 
ture, romance, It is romantic. Even 1, after all 
these years of it, have still a full appreciation. 

must say the Braxtons had gone into it 
deeper than ment of the young fools who rush vat 
here blind, ‘The youngster, Charley, was a perfect 
storehouse of book theory. He had read every 
thing ever printed oa the subject, I should think. 
And somebody in the Grn hat a bevel head. I 
rather suspect Charley again. Anyway, be ex- 
plained it to me im a sort of eager way he bad. 

“You see, can't afford to make mistakes,’ 
he told me; ‘we've got this two thowsand pounds, 
aod we neither of us have been taught to get 
another. So we've looked into matters pretty 
deeply, and it seems more sensible to us to go in for 
something that naturally grows in the country 
rather than to try to go in for things like wheat or 
wool sheep that aren't indigenous.’ 
“Lappraved of that, and asked him what it was. 
““Calfee,’ said be, 

“Then, seeing I was interested. he opened upon 
You'd have no jea there was so mich to 

lime Charley had Gn 
: ced that it 

61 conlda't pick a daw anywhere wns a sure 
in the schern 

“But Teas an Mfrikander; and there was 
somethi: n deep inside of me that wasn't 
enavinced, There's a curse on the country, that! 
all there is to it, But I didn't tell Charley th 
what was the use? He wus all sanguine and sure 
1 wus not s0-certain about Seton, He always hov- 
ered around uneasily, very silent, puting his short 
mustache, and in his eyes an anxiety that Charley 
did not have.” 

VV ELL, Fim not going to spin this out. 
landed at Mombasa ap 

up country, started jn te 
ivory. When I got back to 
all my friends, I found that the Braxtons had 
fousd some land that was suitable owt Fort Hall 
way. On my way to hunt elephants in Kenia L 

We 

stopped to see them. ‘They were living in a grass- 
roofed hut one of these circular affairs built of 

on, peaked roof, Had out a 
¢ coffee plants which they 

ating themselves with the aid of what- 
ever Kikoyus they could pick up, Living on back, 
of ich there were plenty, and ‘mealie meal.” 

“Seton Braxton had killed his Srst Hon, and 
Charley hhait been there $0 see; they bad poison 
out for a leupard that had been hanging around; 
every time they went down near & papyrus awamy 

on their place they stood a chance of having to 
dodge a cross-grainod ald lot of buffaloes; were 
ansously figuring on keeping zebras out of their 

den: heard hyenas every night—in fact, were 
living in a regular story book of romance. All they 
needed was a Little income to make the whole thing 
a howling success.” 

+ grew worse and worse the young fel 
lows spirits gradually died out. He was gare all 
right, and whistled and sang around as 
ever, but anyone who knewand liked him 

q oa't knuw why it was, but 
that little fact was more pathetic, more harraw- 
ing —yea, more heartbreaking —than actual starva- 
fon and want would have been. It was like the 
extinguishing of a brave, beight dame 

Culbertson gulped at his glass of lime juice and 
soda, Lord Marshlands glanced at him covertly 
and smiled n secret little smile. 

“it struck Middleton that way, He did all he 
could for them, even to bullying old Kuroki for 
men. Kurioki sent down a few because be liked 
Middletan, and they stuck for a while; but their 
enthusiasm died, and so di i's, and his help 
provedonlya palliative. Middleton had nomoney — 
what hunter everitid have? He offered them what 
be had saved, when they all came to the point of 

ussing the situation 
The Hraxtons refused, Seton had good sense; 

he pointed out that what was needed was a found 
sum to carry out a scheme be had evulved for im- 
porting Indians. He had faith in it, but he could 
get no one else to believe in it to the extent of 
financing him," 

FTER & time Middlcton told of this cache of 
‘ow ivory, Heid not tell thems that in doing 

vo he was breaking a solemn agreement with his 
three partners in the eaterprise, for they had peom: 
ised one another that no attempt would be made 
to remove the ivory unless all were consulted and 
all involved. 

" Middleton was a man of experience, tbe soul of 
honor, Ido not suppose he had ever before broken 
a promise in bis life. In tireaking this one be sacti 
Sued his self-respect utterly I believe that's what 

s—were required foe traee 
Three canoes would be — 

he-making six— 

men, covered the per 

out just: right, if thee 
ed 
Middle” 

Forty donkeys—nn 
porting the loads 
ssty, with feo men 
that, with the two donk 

Ii things worked , 
delays if no enen got alck or were kill 

The Hraxtons ssw no flaw in it at all 
ton, an old experienced hand, at once perceived 66 
wealkness, hat fousd po way to remesly it. Mate 
men meant more supplies, more donkeys, me 
danger of leakage—and above all, more money 

“From Meru howa to Campi ya Nyams i 
istwoduys' march, Tt was only the evening Off 
tenth day, however, that they were well away 7 
the ivory.” The three whites and Simba had due * 
up, carried it tusk by tusk to sone little distane’s 
and then Middleton and Sirba had skillfully ° 
literated their trail, Only then did Middlet 
bring up the other Wakambas, He thought te 
could trast them, Dut there was ti sense in sa" 
the seeret with too many.” 

“YOU, Marsblands. know what these people were 
upagainst. Carson cannot appreciate it Uh 

he has packed dankeys™Adrican doakey® 'y 
sautdlling, bowl riving of them is wot oo 
exhausting physical labor, but is the most exasPe 
ating, patience-breaking job; nativesget on bt a 
fairly well, because they take eusacdness FeDeste 
us part of the scheme of the universe; but ae 
whiteman's work, In this instance white my 
had to ‘Thea the brutes have to be hen 
andl grazed by daylight, and each night # Go 
thorn Soma has to be cut and built, Somebody 29° 

fires! Why? Hecause dookeys FF 
s idea of caviare to coffee, inclusive, 
They marched two days down the out 

Nyito, and then filled their waterskins and #7 
across, Nobody in the party had ever beet & 
McKinnon, but Sinsba had talked with a Wakes 1 
buster, and thought he knew of a hese that Woe 

sive them adirection. That Guaso Ns 
intry, a hundred yards fro the A” 

Marjorie’s Thanksgiving 
BY BLISS CARMAN 

PICTURE BY LEON MORAN 

WHERE are the streets with shops 
and lights, 

The crowded days, the gala nights, 
And all the gay delights of town 
That went to match my hat and gown? 

And yet, how good it feels to be 
Part of this old felicity! 
Here through the gold-green morning 

hours 
Stretch gay processions of the flowers, = 

Thronging the garden avenues 
With autumn styles in stunning hues. 
I see them curtsy, nod, and glance, 
Like gentles in an old romance. 

And when I turn to go indoor, 
*‘Twixt candlelight and polished floor, 
There'll be kind women and stro: 
And I'll give thanks for home again. 

ng men, 

ron with scartorine? 
avered with tinkBegs 

‘Na the etevarion ! 
it is fearfully hot, 

“The thorn scrub has plenty of on 
at certain seasans and too many “TRON 
always. It'sbad enough when soukeny, 
just where you're going. ‘These pet, 
had a cruising radius of three days" 
the end of that time the donkey® 
to have water. They planned to weiuh 
cout two days, and then, if wasace 

ttle back in ene day to the G 
and take afresh starts + eye 
aturally they left most of hy 
eye and the ivory until they fe, 

sevuted a way, AL the third tra 
struck the McKinnon, where they 

It was nsueh & 

they had made two ¢ so) 
Keep track of the cruel work they Wet 
Going, for I shall ask you later to? 
ciate its effects." 

“ 
THEIR way back from disco “I 

ic the oasis of thick jane "is 
sich the McKinnon b ind 

Si ght trae ne 

atin onde 
donkeys, but had followed the #0 
sare spoon, 
wer Buona? said be, "two donkey 
dead, and two more are sik." 6 of 
“They hurried back to camp, 1 

foreboding. 
the apparenth: 
inched the skin 

his thumb and forefinge 
springing back elastically th 

ed inn rielge that only 
subsided, Hastily he procoeded Ie 

healthy beasts 
f the neck 

Iw 

years luter the coffee plants grew up and began 
bearing. Oudles of cotiee berries. All that was re 
quired was to pick and sack them and cart them 
out. Then the income! Only difficulty with that 
little scheme was that there was nobody to pick 
und sack. 

“The farm, mind you, was fost off Kenia, right 
in the beart of the Kikuyu country, Every day 
down the track past the Braxtons’ door m 
and teetered enough able-bodied dandies to he 
taken care of ten farms the size of Braxtons hey 
had on their best feather—or tripe—headdresses, 

takins, their shiniest brass-wire 
they were glistening with 

jot-<lay until they looked bike 
brncae; each carried his spear and his length of 
sugar cane—but there weren't ten ounces of work 
in the bat. From their polat of view, why should 
they work? They had all they wanted to eat, drink 
and wear. 

* but" —and in the vehemence ol his contention 
Calbertson sat bolt upright—"from the paist of 
view of the settler—the Braxton people—who hat 
bees lured out here by fine promises—bow about 
them? Nobody hai teld them of any shortage of 
Labor? Indeed, rather a point had been mad 
of the proximity of “populous native tribes” No 
white man can long perform violent physical labor 
in that climate. He'd need helpeven if he did. The 
Braxtons tad rect deal 
with the na Bese, Appeabs t 
arguments with the representatives af govern 
meats brought out oaly a huerified upliftiag of the 
Bands over tbe ides of “forced labor’! 

there you are: Braxton: with every cent 
invested, a good property and no means to work it. 
‘They managed to get a little fly-by-right labor 
from time to time, and shipped out 4 little enéiee 
of courte; but they ran behind, and they worried 
themselves sick over it, their coffee bushes deterio 
rated, and they were headed straight for trouble.” 

I ‘cow Ivory, Remember # told you there was 
oor on the ship going owt? Lealled him Middleton. 
Well, he was hunting professionally up in that Kenia 
district, saw a good deal of the Braxtons and got 
interested, Sott-hearted sort of chap, The elder 
Braxton he was sorry for, and all that, but young 
Charley especially got him. 

their best oiled gy 

RE enters one of the owners of the buried 

wasn't it? By his camp 
hate himself, Probably a 
hire he whole matter 

y himself in the French Congo. What 
the Braxtons to him? 

“ Nevertheless, preparations went forward, 
the throe of them had evolved a scheme. 
repeat, i the sacrifice I spoke of. Its maguitude 
you could understand only by understasding the 
surt of a man Middleton had been." 

THE sercement waa, 1 believe, th 
tounearth Middleton's share of the cowivory, 

it to the coast, sell it, and with the net 
proceeds rescue the coflee plantation with Indian 
conlies. Middleton was to have same share is the 
farm, ‘Then they were all to sail booming to im 
mente prosperity. Personally I don't believe Mid- 
dleton had any glowing faith in it as a commercial 
venture; his interest was in red-checked, curly- 
haired, dancing-eyed Charley, with the mouth 
whose corners were becoming wistiul. 

“Middleton picked up forty donkeys This 
number they figured woeld suffice to pack the 
ivory and necessary provisions. With them they 
took Simba and four other Wakambas known to 
Middleton, 11 was given out (hat Chey were bound 
on a trading expedition to the Reniile, That was 
plausible enough, as half the settlers in the Pro- 
tectorate drift inte trading sooner oF Later, to eke 
yut their farms, To carry out the illusion they 
sacked dummy loads of trade goods, 

"As far as Mera fuma they treated thensselves 
to the luxury of plenty of dowkey drivers; but 
from Mera secrecy was desirable, s0 they sacked 
that Jot and went on alone with their five Wakam 
bas. I did not tell you the plan, did 1? It was to 
pack the donkeys down the Guase Nyita toward 
Lorian, then to strike boldly across the descrt 
country in an attempt to hit the headwaters of 
stream now called the McKinnos, 

“Down the McKinnon they would trek sntil 
it joined the Tana. At the Tana they intended to 
construct canoes —dugouts—in which to fost 
to the sea, The donkeys, in charge of two of the 
Wakambas, would return Jeisurely up the Tana. 
Once at the coast a native dhow would sail them 
up-coast to the mouth of the Juba, whence » 
tramp steamer — 

“It was a perfectly plausible scheme, But do 
you know its defect? It had a0 margin of safety. 
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cone to another, applying this tests ey 
returned to where Setom and € 
were staring dobetully at the desd bevy 

Lures are siru 

teetse," he told them briefly, "We have seven sy 
healthy animals. Idoa't know where they 188-0 
the fly; I here they may all be down by mornith, 
“He told them whatt be knew. Four of thet 

mals—the two that were dead and the two Sit 
had described as ‘sick’—were out of it. The OY, 
nineteen fly-strack beasts might last lx hour, 
six months. Sooner or later they would sutels Si, 
but they would be perfectly strong and serviee 
to the very hour of Unedr devant, em) 

““The first time they get wet ar chifled ther 
gone,’ suid Middleton. oat? 

"They discussed the situation, and at 18, 
dtecided to push on, ‘To tura back pow was 
ruin. Nobody knew how far distant was the 
hut it was hoped that three weeks would #2 
‘The donkeys ought to last that long, TBe¥ * 
the problem af che four lost beasts by’ abandoe 
somea their outfit und several luadsof peovislo! 

“CQOTHEY started, ‘The MeKinnws bends 14 
big area « 1 forest whiich soan this fe 

narrow jungle strip, On cither hand the 4 
is dry, barres and hot, grown sparsely with © 
mosis, Game was falely abundant; which 1% 
fortunate, for they depended largely on it aveeb st 
rily they could have made the journey in two WE 
but actually it took them six, ‘This was betty 
a dosen of the eye succumbed to ® Bs 
shower—the only rain for six or daht mont, ag 

“After that they were forced to relay ba rs 
forth, a tiresome peocess, ns each march ball 15 
made three times. However, they landed set 
Tana finally, so that was all right. But the Py 
the great point—one you, Carson, well-found. 7 te 
fed, well-nourlshed, will be unable to aDPNSS 5 
when you safari up there was that instead as 
two weeks’ pienic they had undergone to Ey 
of tbe hardest physical labor and mental 
in the worst of climates, aan at 

“Seton was frail, brown ghost of bine ed 
Middleton, tough old stager as be wass TOPE Gag 
Gcep within him that drained, exhausted FT tye 
hat is the beginning of the dread Listleases® 1 
tropics. Charley's round cheeks had thisme tye 
his laughing spirit was unqueoched. To 86) is 
trath be had been much spared—withor 
knowledge~by the older men. 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 87 
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RANBERRY MOLD, Make 
stiff cranberry jelly and, before 

Melding, mix in grated coconut. 
Serve with whipped cream,— Com 
tributed by Pemgy Engetman 

dies 
if a 
lope 

of T 

LOWER SALAD is expecially anpronriate 
for a woman's luncheon, Cover a bet 

platter with crisp, chilled lettuce, and ar- 
range alternately the oranges and pineapple. 
When arranged with taste it Iokn like a 
twal thrwer bed, and it shoukd be handied so 
that each quest may heip berself easily, ‘This 
also adds the unusual touch of allowing the 
uest a choice of two salads. The dressing 
Siust be pissed when all the goesta have been 
nerved, 
Prepare oranges ax for chrysanthemum 

with chapped fruit, and place oa a 
Between every (wo oranges put a 

lettuce leaf filled with the xime mixture of 
chopped frit, this lay a diak of pine- 
apple, On the pineapple arrange six tong, 
Pointed petals cut from pimiento, then cut 
Stamens from lettuce leaves and stand seve 
eral of them in theeenter, This forms = per- 
fect Bower, and, as may be imagined, the 
Whole dish te a’ picture of bright © 
Contributed by Betty Lyle Wilson. 

gol 
ters, drained and heated im whi 
sauce, are oo top, with parsley. 
Contributed by Mary H, Narthend. 

ELERIED OYSTERS. To two cupfuls of white 
‘Sauce add ome quart of drained eysters and cee 

cupfal of chopped celery. Cook until the oysters 
Bre done. Garnish with parsicy and radishes — 
Contributed by Mary H. Northen, 

WL EN CASSEROLE was invented for Henry 
IV, of France, who wanted even the poorest 

among his subjects to have a fowl in a casserole 
every Sunday. To make this appetizing dish, prev 
Bare a fowl as for roasting, stufliaw it with the liver 
chopped with two cupfuls of bread crumbe, half a 
Pound of ham, half a cupful of milk, six Italian 
Cheatuuts, six truffles, poultry seasoning, a grating 
of onion juice andthe yolkaof twoeaes Brown the 
‘areas in butter, Place in a covered casserole with 
‘arrots and onlons, sliced, a little rice and a pint of 
Water, Cook until tender. Serve with the sauce in 
xe it wan cooked. ~ Contributed ty Winnifred 

les. 

'HE leaveson this cake are made 
of almond paste. The edible 

fruit on the apple tree is mearzmnan. 
‘The apples surrounding the cake 
are of wax and are designed for 

page will be given the readers a 
to details of making, where ard 
at what prices scene of the ingre: / 

‘ORE definite information 
than can be supptied on this 

used may be obtained, ete... / 
addressed. stamped enve- 
is vert to the Edi 

‘Thanksuiving Goodies, in care 
‘me Lanuss’ Home Jounna, j 

Independence Square, Philade? 
pbia, Pennsylvania, 

HR Oyster Canapés the founda- 
tion is mathed potato fried # 
iden brown. Finely chopped oye 

‘ALMON AND GREEN PEA SALAD. Flake 
cold aalmon and put with it cold peas on 

water cress Sprinkle with lemon juice, salt, 
Depperand paprika. Serve with mayonnaive.— 
Contributed by Marion Harris Nei. 

potato or chestnut filling, 
slices of salt pork wpe 
forty tive minutes. 

more time, 

wiuce tn apple baskets, 

an Ce is 

ELERY TREES are 
planted in puff pas- 

try filled with a paste of 
egg yolk, mustand, bat 
ter andsuasoning. Gi 
nish with nasturtiam 
seeds —~ Contributed ty 
dda C. Bailey Allen, 

JOAST GOOSE, Singe the goose, wanh in hot water, and 
wipe dry before drawing. Stuff with sage and onion, apple, 

ich up, and tie into whape, 
the breast, and bake in # hot oven for 

(The pork fat flows aver the gocse and aide 
in drawing out the oll.) Then pour out all the fat, sprinkle the 
bird with salt and pepper, dredge with flour, ard bake again, 
When the Sour is browned pour in eee cupful of hot water, and 
baste the goose frequently, dredging each time with # slight 
sifting of flour to absarb the fat, 
two bours, if frequently basted, and a large one will require 

Asmall goose should bake for 

Remove the goose from the pan, and drain off the fat; add one 
cupful of water, and thicken, if pecesaary, with browned four; 
add salt to taste. Garnish the goose with parsley and apple 

Comtnduted by Marion Harris New 

HICKEN PUDDING EN CASSEROLE, with Mexican Rice, Siew 
two chickens until they are tender; remove from the liquor, put into 

a casserole, and cover with the following better: Sift two cupfuls of flour 
with one teaspoonful of salt and half a 
ually three well-beaten exes, one cupful of milk and two tablespeonfuls 
of melted butter. Mix, and then beat until smooth. Cover and bake for 
one hour. Serve garnished with parsley. 
Mexian Rice & made by mixing four tablexpoonfuls of rice with two 

captule ef the liquor in which the chicken was boiled, one tablespoontul 
of chopped green pepper, one skinned and chopped tamato or half a cup- 
ful of canned tomato, a shredded onien, one tablespeonful of batter, half a 
teaspoonful of salt and half a teaspoonful of pepper. Divide the mixture 
into buttered ramekins and corer with fine bread crumbs, Cover and 
hake is 4 slow oven for cme hour,— Contributed by Mary H. Northend. 

HE Household Editor 

be pleased to belp you with 
maton and definite advice and 
scupestions reganting your house 

\ keeping and culinary problems, : 7 \ gudwith tee plansing of your kool) baked apples. Cover with whipped 
\\ day dinners, if you will write to tegen os) cryeeaRized rose lotrect, 
\\ her. Kindly income in thiv case 

| also an acldressed, stamped 
}) lope wath your request. 

nel 

with nonpareila, 
Mary H, Northend. 

RUIT RING SALAD, Make a firm gelatin, 
and. when strained and cool, add chopped 

mixed frais. Pour intoa mold. When serving, 
fill the center with lettuce hearts and mayor 
naise.— Contributed by Marion Harris Neil. 

Lay thin 

axpoontul of pepper; add grad: 

Lapees’ Home Jovxxat will 

OLONIAL CUSTARDS, flavored 
with cinnamon and peach ker 

. are formed in fancy molds and 
topped with meringue decorated 

Contributed by 

Taz 

infor> 
PLE SI 
tachio ice cream on halves af 

‘Goontriteite dey td C, Bailey Allene. 
enve- 

HRYSANTHEMUM SALAD is expecially 
atiractive where the decorative scheme 

is of yellow chrysanthemums. The picture 
shows how beautiful the fruit appears when 
the oranges are prepared for filling with 
chicken riled, Indeed, it & so pretty that 
the salad should by all means be served by 
thebostess. When the fruit and the salad are 
ready it is quite easy to fill each orange cup 
and pass it to the guest, 

Cut the peel of each oranwe in quarters 
from top ta bettas without entirely semov- 
ing. Then with sharp scissors cut each 
quarter-peel into as fine strips as possible, 
Jeaving ail the peeling attached to the fruit 
at the bottom, Divide the aranae meat info 
quarters, cut off the Sbrous par and pres 
each section apart, This forms the orenge 
Into 2 perfect double chrysanthemum, Fill 
each cemer with the chicken salad and with 
pecans. This salad should be served with a 
heavy garninh of letiuce.— Contributed by 
Betty Lyle Wilson. 

Reseys are cookies epfread with Mocha frosting 
and marked in 

tive footballs, Contributed by Mary Ht? 

ANKED CHICKEN, Split a three-poand 
chicken, sprinkle with walt and pepper, wrth 

aver with melted butter, and bake in a bot over 
until nearty cooked, basting with butter, Have 
ready a bot, round plank; fay the chicken on the 
plank : decorate with Duchess potatoes, sprigs of 
excked cauliflower, and boiled onions or trie 
hominy balls. Cream a quarter af a cupful of but- 
tet with one teaspoonful each of chopped red pepper. 
kreen pepper, parsley, onion and leman juice. 
Spread this preparation over the chicken, and re- 
heat for Sfeeen minutes. It sbould be served on the 
plank with Hollandaise sauce.— Contributed by 
Marion Harris Neil 

'N THE Celery Stack shown just 
above, the stalks are filled with 

Roquefort and cream cheese mixed 
with butter and uprinkled with 

‘UT CAKE decorated with candy acorns and 
oak leaves made of almond paste tinted with 

caramel. The bandfuls of nutsare favor boxes. — 
Contributed by Winnitredd Fates. 

HOPPED nuts cover the side of this cake. 
Marzipan fruits fall out of a chocolate “horn 

of plemty,” signifying an abundant harvest. — 
Contributed by Winmitred Fates. 

favor boxes, Cantributed ky Win- 
Wilred Fates, 

paprika, Contribsted by Pray 
Engelman. 
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HEN a woman marries a min- 
ister the wedding ceremony 
should beslightly altered, She 

should bravely say ‘1 will” to the fol- 
lowing questions: 
Woman, wilt thou have this minister 

to be thy wedded partner? 
Wile thou dress to please his parish? 
Wilt thou bring up thy children 

cording to the dictates of the experi- 
enced saints of the church? 

Wilt thou attend all the meetings 
and be @ spiritual light thereto? 

Wilt thou, as requires, if not exciting 
the jealousy of som wted rather 
than talented sister, sing in the choir, 
play the piano, or fill any other posi: 
tion demanded of thee? 

Wilt thou solemnly promise never 
to allow anything in the parsonage to 
wear ont, and never to voice a need 
of the church house? 

Wile thou promise never to. allow 
thy children to use anything in the 
church house? 

Wile thou promise to love, honor and 
keep thy church members, and, leaving 
all other, cleave thee only unto then 
80 long a3 ye both enduse? : 

Wilt thou promise to forsake all likes 
and dislikes, all opinions, all every- 
thing —s0 long as ye fill this office? « 

But the ceremony has we! been 
changed. The bride, with ber dainty 
new clothes and her loving, fluttering 
heart, is just like any other bride. She 
marries a mam, nota minister, True, 
his calling gives an added halo to the 
life upon which thi entering, but 
her heart now is not big enough for 
church members or church anything 
except as they center in this dear one 

Th to whom her whole heart is given, 
eng’? have talked over “the work” solemnly and rever- 
year, and she is so willing to help! And in a few 

iiey will take the world for righteousness, but—al, 
ttle bride!—she would marry him were he lawyer, 

Shout’ iuetehant, chief; and she knows it. Too bad she 
draw; nitty the minister, and should be the minister's wife, 
far 21° DO pay—not a humble church member serving a8 

a8 her ‘Strength and home duties will permit! 

"THE teide relinquishes wish a sigh the dea of having ber 
She" home. She cannot select even the place she lives in. 
We bas married “a call." In fact, her home is called a 
deneonaxe," “rectory” of “manse,"” according to the Mocttitation of the church of which her husband ts pastor. 
erenver, she has a community landiord of from twenty 
teat? ity ladies, and this soenpoese landlord inspects ber 
They requently with as litce warning as panne, 

tage’ Patsonage hay been furnisbed usually by purchases 
Comin gt; the secondhand stores, or by donations from the 
tony nity landlord; and these dona- 
munine ve been arranged by the com- 
have 2ste. A minister's wife must 

Ea 2 

~ The 
How it Cana be More Effectively Done 

Told in a Series of Constructive Articles by Practical Writers 

In any discussion of churches or of church work the actual position and the work of the minister's 
wife must be clarified. Hence, as the second article in the series of " The King’s Business,” there is here 
presented a clear-cut, straightforward definition of her status. 

The Wie of the Minister * 
What Has a Church the Right to Ask of Her? 

By Alice Freeman Lusk 
unheard-of request shocked the community landlord to such 
an extent that one of the sisters was sent to remonstrate 
with the extravagant minister's wife. 

The “landlord” was peculiarly fortunate in ber selection 
of her representative. Mrs, Batt wasa pillar of the chureh, 
the superintendent of the Junior League, the secretary of the 

is Society, and the principal light in that unorgan- 
i Stal nuatiaice al whispered comes 

and tales, of judgment and of prophecy. 
Mes, Batt came just at suppertime, The minister's wile 

with a sick child and the preparation of the evening 
‘nally the child was quieted, the family served, and 
1 little woman entered the living room, to find Mrs 

Batt exami 4 scratch in the table. Mrs. Batt sighed 
“Te would be well to rub up this table top, Sister Martin. 
T expect the baby and the boys are hard on furniture.” 
Mew Martin bowed, Mrs. Ratt's hand fell to the arm of 

her chair. “Ob,” she cried, “it is sticky! The baby prob- 
has pulled himself up here with sticky fingers.’ 

> es is too bad. Excuse me, I'll get a damp cloth,” said 
a Marti 

No, no!” exclaimed Mrs. Batt, hurrying after ber, 
“Haven't you a littl oil? Water ish.” 

"But there is no polish to spoil responded 
Mrs. Martin; but Mrs, Batt was busy making mental com- 
ments on the details of the supper table and did not hear ber, 

STEAK for Mr, Martin! when they could not afford to 
buy theirown blankets! Mercy! And it was, yes, it was 

® porterhouse! And a piece of round would have cost them 
hall. This was a new inspiration for her mission, After a 
little stilted conversation with the preacher Mrs, Batt took 
up her original position in the living room. 

“Well, Teappase IT may as well get this disagreeable busi- 
ness over. The ladies feel, Sister Martin, that they cannot 
get the blankets. You know it is not customary for churches 
to furnish bedding—and most preachers’ families do not 
want it. Besides we all have been to a it deal of expense 
and trouble in furnishing this house. You have not learned 
to pinch like the rest of us, Sister Martin. [f you could econo- 
mize on your table perhaps a little-—we eat beans in our house, 
and rice—good wholesome food and cheap, Steaks run 
away with the money. 

” Your little girl, Sister Martin, could wear sacque aprons 
to school and save you washing and ironing. And her hair 
ribbons you could usea litte string. I hae to do it with my 
children when they were little. And overalls for your boys for 
school—just as good. It's the way I raised mine. You see, 
we just don’t feel that we can give you blankets while the 
rest of us are sacrificin’ and pinchin’ and doin’ without.” 

A great wave of revulsion swept over the minister's wile. 
“TL see how you feel, Mrs. Bart, It is all right. We can 

get along without the blankets.” 
“Now I guess you're hurt. Just let me tell you, friendly, 

how you can save a little.” 
“Tam afraid you cannot tell me, for [ am not extrava- 
nt,”” was the reply.“ My sister clothes my children, but 
I were starving I think I would not tie Ressie’s hair with 

string. | would make a ribbon. And my husband cannot 
eat beans; he needs steak, he must have it. 
“We have been here two years, Mrs. Batt, and this is our 

first request. I need a stove badly, the dining room has been 

Petre 

ia aTes ws Uburer er vr ake 
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s smoked out many times by that long 
Stovepipe, and we are tripping on all 
thecarpets. The shades to the windows 
are in tatters, and the kitchen floor is 
worn until I cannot scrub it without 
getting my hands full of splinters, 

“These repairs, | suppose, are the 
customary ones and a request for ther 
would have met with the approval of 
the ladies. 1 have been glad to gee 
along without complaint, for I felt that is, 
in this way I could contribute to the FA 
church. I did it for God, But the fF 
blankets-if there had sot heen real Ef 

= need I showkd not have asked. The 
house has no bath, and with a haby 
that means great inconvenience for me. 
Doyou havea bathroom in your hon 
It is your own home, is it not, Mrs, 

You own the property?" 
own it—we worked and 
And about these r¢ 

t. You know it is 
probable that your husband will be 
changed soon, and then we must fix 
up for the new preacher. It is best for 
us to be frank with each other, There 
tsa saying, you know, to the effect that 
each must in his own ¢ 

ip ol arb tte ay na Ay 

“You know your hoys 4 ward on 
things. Really we feel that the parson- 
age ts all right, and, as I say, when the 
new preacher comes we expect to do 
many things, but just now we do pot 
think—well, your husband has his 
salary just like other folks,” 

“No, not just like other folks, A 
furnished home is supposed to be part 
of his salary, anc this one is far from 
furnished, “And other folks are paid 
for what they do; my husband's salary 
should be double and then he would 
be underpaid.” 

“Mes, Martin ‘This was too precious a bit to be 
treasured long alone. The representative took her departure. 

Ra moment the minister's wife stood striving for sell- 
mastery, when she felt two strong arms around her and 

turned to bury her face in her husband's shoulder. His face 
was set and stern above her brown head, He was doubting 
his “call.” 
The parsonage is almost withaut exception located next 

door to the church and is therefore a convenient source of 
supplies for any church social function, 

One preacher's family was barely settled when his recep- 
tion was announced, The day arrived beautiful and clear, 
and Mrs, Lincain, the preacher's wife, was busy preparing to 
clean and press ber husband's Prince Albert suit and to add 
a few enlivening touches to her own gown which had done 
duty at numerous other bergen 

It was early, and she could hear the ladies gathering next 
door, She caught glimpses of them arriving with their hands 

full of flowers. Her irons were just 
hot, and she was happy, hamming 

‘ome, Thou Fount of Every Bless- 
| powers of adaptation, 

td she must ite sooutlectly i, must vays be “perfectly 
Uelighted”™ with existing conditions. 
the Sweet, cultured woman under 

‘essure of necessity and a heavy forage ated by sickness, which en- 
but aan ot War's the strictest economy 
bey nares suffering as well, ventured 
Pale nytt ladies of the church for a 
cold blankets, The nights were 
an catd the family was sleeping under 
Over, oe ting of overcoats, couch 
Denker She reasoned that wool 
wan ts would give the much needed path and with care would last 

ned year. They could also be made 
Quilt (nth 2nd sanitary than a pieced for the new preacher, 

ut, although that particular par- 
cong, £2uld boast of Beds in varyin 
Rtove oki of dilapidation, of a cook 
Ark ary ich had done duty in the 

dof carpets which could hardly 

'HE first in this series of constructive articles on the church 
in America today appeared in the October Journat. It was 

from the pen of Reverend Joseph H. Odell, and it was entitled: 
“What Really is the Minister's Job?” In the present issue the 
status of the minister's wife in the church is admirably set forth 
by Mrs. Lusk. Next month (December) Mr. George Innes will 
discuss one of the most vital phases of “The 
place of laymen in the ch 

King’s Business "—the 
; what there is for them to do; how 

to get the chance to do it. In this article Mr. Innes will tell of a 
business man’s fight to get a chance to do something for the church. 
He was willing to give his ability, his money, even his life, but it 
required almost superhuman effort to get the chance. It will be worth 
while to read Mr. Innes’ article and solution of the problem. 

‘Oh, Mes. Lincoln!" she beard 
from the back door, 
“Yes?” she answered, going to 

answer it. 
A young ft stood on the step, 

“Could you let us have a dishpan of 
hot water and a towel? The dishes 
are so dusty!” 

Mrs. Lincoln turned off the gas 
under herirons, “Certainly,” she saud 
pleasantly; and hastened to supply 
the girl's wants. 

The irons again heated. 
“May I come in?” said someone 

at the kitchen door, 
looked up from the ironing 
another young girl! n 

“ Could we bother you, Mrs. Lincoln, 
for a pail, or a large vase, a jar, or 
something else to put palm leaves 
in? We want to mass some greener, 

ing 

Mrs. Lincoln 
board— 

be Salled floor coverings, still this 
(Page 27) 

at the side of the piano and haven't 
it thing tw hold it.” 



“Lat mo see," sai Mrs, Linculn, turing of the 
gas. "Where is that lanse jar of mine? I handly 
know, everything ixsa unsettled, Just be seated a 
morent.” Y 

After a search thruugh closets and cxpboarils 
Mrs, Lincula finally found what was peeved. 
“Ob, thank yos, that fs just the thing! I hope 1 

haven't bothered jyou.”” 
“Oh, no!" said this truthful minister's wile. 

“Not at all.” 
tumed on the gay under the irons, One 

leg was nicely creased when another beac! 
This time a nsiddle-azest lady with a 

came with a request fora small 
‘Ob, could we take the cover, too, pleas? 

We are trying to make everything as hometike a= 
Thank you, E hope T haven't bothered 

yas 
The other trousers log was not finished when the 
wand came for n few small rugs, They knew 
where to lieu! them and were se sorry: te bother 

She had started an the Prince Albert ouat when 
gation of the obler ladies entered. "You 

know, Mrs, Lincoln, we do wunt this to be 
extra nice, und the floor looks so baret 
(ould we have the large ur from the fiv- 
ing room and & couple of rockers?" 

“Yes, goahead; take what you bees,’ 
While some of the ladles rolled wp the re 

worl curried away the rockers the heads 
of two or three remaining drew together. 
‘They hed the minister's wil vay! 
Mrs, Lincoln, we have an kes. You know 
we are going to serve our refreshneents 
tonight on the Sunday-school tables, bat we 
thought we woukl like comething a Hitt 
er for youand Mr. Lincoln and the spezk 

Do you suppese you could get along 
without the dining table for today? We're 
just ashamed to ask, bot it would look so 
much bett 

Mrv, Lincoln signified ber willingness, and 
the sexton was brought over to help move. 
‘The dining table necessitated the dining- 

irs, which matched, 
coay comer was planned, and the 

ions, after the requisite 

essing of the tabbe and chairs, 

FTER a hurried Luncheon, eaten stand- 
ing by the family in the kitchen, » 

group of happy girls invaded the parsonage, 
“Oh, Mes. Lincoln! Que class hac charge of 
the decorations for the first time and we 
want something diferent, don't youknuw? We're 
perfectly awful coask it, but we peticed 
pictures, We'll take terribly good car 
Hut they would be so nice, you know, to cover 
Shose laud spots an the wall!) 
fectly all right"'—as o thsh of dismay, instantly 
controlled, passed qver Mrs. Lincoln's face—" why, 

wrtiind. But, you know, we want to de a ditthe 
wtter Uhan Mrs, ‘Prait’s clase did foe the farewell 

reception to Mr. Bond. We talked it over with 
some of the ladies and they thought if we were real KS i 
“Why, yes, girls, if you promise to take good 

care of them, ‘They are my most precious poser 
How many de you want?” 

‘Oh, you're the dearest thing! Let's see! ‘This 
1 guess, and this one-~and, oh, girls’ wouldn't 
‘one be just dandy over the plano? Would you 

fet ws have three? 
“Yes, Who is going to help you to hang them?” 
od Mrs. Lincola with a shade of anslety in her 
. 
‘Ob, could you spare the time? Everybody bas 

gone but us." And so the little lady devoted the 
rest of the afternoon te the oversight wf ber pic- 
tue 

Six o'cluck saw her 
hoard, pressing the Ga 
Albert. Her sires: bad not been touched. 

An hour later she was tying Mr. Lincoln's cravat 
vhon whe heard 4 hurried knock at the back door, 

Sie hastened to answer it, “Oh, Mrs. Lincoln! Se 
sorry to bother you, but we haven't a looking glare 
and comb aver there. Could you -—” 

And a little later the Reverend Mr, Linvoln an 
swered a call at the front door, ‘This young lady 
wants a sharp Knife to cut cake, mother; have you 
one?" 

“In my kiteben-table drawer, Job 
help herself,” 

When at last Mes. Lincoln stood dressed to go 
ber husband looked her over. “1 thought,” be 
sail, “you were going to change this dress a lit 
the with some of that pretty lace!" Mrs. Lincoln 
thought 6 ton 

N CONTRKADISTINCTION to this incilent 1 
kite of one president uf a Latics’ Soclety whe 

made a strict raling that nog one thing should 
burrowed from the parsonage, Anil the socie! 
lived up to the rule. even a cake was solicited 
from the preacher's wife, Agreat president! Truly, 
she will receive her reward. 

Lremember well whem the rector at W—— mar 
Hel a New Vork girl The people, distinctly dis- 
approving, wai in ominous quict. There were 
sweet, Jovely, Christian girth in his own parish— 
why should be not choose one of them? One of his 
ventrymes had three girls, any one of whom would 
‘be a queen in the rectory, But—rectors are just 
stubborn enough to marry the girks 
with whoen they fall in howe, ‘This 
young lady was duly installed, hap- 
pily ignorant of the gathering storm 
of whicl: she was the center. 

Pour thing! Ske was so blisefelly 
contented with her hig preacher- 
fushand. Sbe did not know much 
about church, and attended all the 
services perfunctorily, wed her hu» 
band could not bear the thought of 
tearing the scales from the eyes of 
his bride. 

But one Sunday aftermoun, from 
an upstales window, she saw coming 
up the street, two by two, a company 
of men, They advanced solemmly. 
‘As they drew nearer she recognized 
them as her busband’s vestrymen, 
‘They were coming to the rectory. 
Her busband opened the door anit 
led them Into the Being rors, She 
leaned far over tbe balestrade, 
Listening. 

Sho may 

‘The delegation was seater, and the slow, nasal 
tone of Me. Simons Soated up to her: “Me. Stes 
we have come here this afternocs to. protest 
You have lost your enthusiasm int your work. 
Your wife takes no interest, She does not even 
attend the Ladies’ Guilt, and treaty ux all ke 
strangers and ——" 

Mrs. Strong waited to hear no more. She 
snatebed up her coat and fury and, running down 
the back stairs, Mee wet the kitchen door. Passing 
through # back street she walked rapidly around 
the square and up the front steps af her own home. 
Her hushand’s eyes upened while when he anewero] 
the bell 

“Hell Hob; f have wuikeit s» fast Lam out uf 
breath, Company!” she went ua, takiag off her 
wraps and catering the livia n “Oh, Mr, 

How ao yur do? wl this is Mr. Simuns, 

amd this Mr. 
amd se on around the 
circle, "How lovely of 
you all to come! Bob, 
go out to the kitchen 
aod tell Mrs, Stone to 
bring in some hot cof- 
fee and cake. Why 
dint you bring your 
wives pow? 
“You know Bol) 

thinks Tam not strong, 
and lays so many pro: 
bibitlons upon ee, But 
1 told hins only yester 
day that I just must 
have an ‘at home’ for 
everybody, Tam ae 
Jeterested in our work 
and want to know all 
our people.” 

] ER busband was 
dizzy with serprise. 

Mt was not Jong before 
Mrs, Stone entered with 
the coffee and cake, and 
soon conversation wa: 
general, Mrs, Strong 
with her vivacity and cordial hospitality 
“Do you sing?” asked one of the delegation, 

‘ing the piano, 
“Yes; would you like —” 
*Do!” came in a chorus 
She went to the piano and struck the chords af 

“Nearer, My God, to Thee.” Then her sweet, full 
— took up the melody. The hot tears blinded! 
Be 

Drab,” 

Even though it be a crost that raixeth me,” 
she was singing. 

As she sang the opposition melted, “Come 
azain and bring your wives,” she said as the dele 
gation rose to depart. Her hasband's hand ached 
from the bearty handclayps which said su much. 

‘The door closed after the vestrymen, and + 
looked up shyly into Bob's face. * Was Tall right?" 
she asked. 

The atnsosphere of continual critkctain and ro- 
pression is felt must ul all by the preacher's ch 
dren, Usually a minister's girly and boys have a 
large inheritance of mentality. They have a highly 
sensitive nervous orgasizating, hence they are gen: 
erally characterized! ax bright and fall of mix biel. 
‘They are born into an atmosphere of hurry (front 
door, telephone) and repression. 

T femember a visit made me by a tinister's 
daughter when I was a young girl She was simply 
bubbling over. I remember baw she climbed out 
‘of our bedroar windaw ane night to the law roof af 
the porch below, and sat there in the moonlight 

BEFORE THE AWAKENING 
BY ROSCOE GILMORE STOTT 

Cer little lady with wondering 
eyes, 

Sitting far out on the brink of the world! 
Deep, ge within sings your Soul where 

it hi 
Biding its time with its wings closely 

furled 

Quaint little lady with queer little gods 
(Built out of day dceacee and pee ae 

and dust}! 
Look to your Soul where it sleepily nods, 

Drowsy with lessons of Courage and 
Trust. 

Quaint little lady with soft heart, 
Scanning Life's sky with a la 

prayer! 
Patiently tarry; your Soul cons its pet 

Then to the hilltop —and God will be 

enjoying berseli and singing street songs. “I just 
like 10 feel, yuu kauw," she wonld any, “that F ext 

whatever L war nti not hear somenme say 
Noovw, Margaret 
Not lung ago my hushand and § were calling 

upon a minivter's (amily, when t siateen-yeary 
old daughter came into the roam, Mer face wore a 
scowl. “I get sick of this ministry!” she said. 
“Can't go with the girls L want te, can't do any- 
thing I want to! Tam just sick of it!” 

How my heart weat out to that girl? 
‘This is sacred ground, We may allow our awn 

lives lo be repressed and circumscribed, but J 
believe, asa liowess guards her young cabs. a min 
ister’s wife and her husband a6 well should protect 
the chiideen, “Hands of! Tongue silent!" where 
war chiliren are concerned. 1 plead for them the 
right to grow, to develop, to be individuals. They 
aire not parfuts, to repeat the phrases uf father aril 
sowot her 

tern church deacons. "They are 
bey" and the “preacher's girl” 

tr enough; but remember 
the task of the parsonage 
mother to keep fotever from 
the view of her children’s 
faith all in the church which 
is unlowely and unfaithful, 

ty rear them hoedless of 
criticem and meddling su 
gestion, as any other mother 
has a right to rear ber own, 

NCE 1 was visiting in a 
preacher's family when 

they were looking forward to 
the birth of their third child. 
Tt was a home of Christian 
culture, one into which chil- 
dren should have been born. 

anda 

‘The mother had been very active in the church. 
She taugbt a Sunday-school class, was president of 
the Christian Endeavor, sang ln the eboir, and, by 
hee sweet, winning personality, was a factor in the 
social life. 

Early ome morning, as we sat together with 
the dainty, new little things in our hands, and the 
sweet, wistful expression which I had grown to love 
was shining in her eyes, we heard steps on the hack 
parch, the kitchen doar was opened unceremani- 

ly and a number of women entered with a 
Whoo whoo! Where are you?" 

TTCRE little wardrobe was swept into an open 
drawer and the minister's wife went out to 

meet and bring in the visitors. 
After » little desultory conversation one of the 

ladies spoke out: 
“Say! Mes. Wright, we hear that you are going 

poets up your work in the church pretty soon; be 
that's?” 

“Vos,” she answered with a smile; “we expect 
4 fittle newcomer eae of these days" 

re you pale to give up your Sanday-nchool 

+ for the doctor say's I must conserve my 
snength wow, that |am doles too much.” 

“Lthink ta shame! What will that class of 
loys do now, and how are we all going to get alons: 
without you? And whatever will became of the 
Christian Endeavor? And 2 sapguse you will not 
bee able te call very much either,” 

GONE AWAY TO SCHOOL 
BY CLARA GRIFFITH GAZZAM 

Bier In the quiet house 
No noisy feet ir; 

No sudden rush along the hall; 
No call of “Mother! are you there?” 

Just resting! Nota 
No lessons to be heard today; 

No inky little hands to wash; 
No broken toys to put away. 

the stair; 

ing to do; 

(Page 28) 

ings 
Or trousers to be patched, tonight. 

Just resting! It is twilight time. 
I hear the clock upon the stairs 

Chime slowly till I've counted eight. 
I wonder—who will hear his prayers! 

“You must all try to do a féttle more and 088 
sy place,” sald the minister's wile; bat the BAPE 

there was a wistful look was gone an 
pucker between her eyes. FS 

“Teall it mean! Ruth was just obf enough “a 
you fo mean something to us ane here this Ma 
happen.” said a grandmother of tet. tye 
“And we were counting on yan 30 for the Bi 

saar.”” sighed another. “Everything will # ae 
pieces nuw, Tt was just beginning to seem Tike 
old days when Hrother and Sister Sweet wert hit 

I wanted te show them Ube door, but my iat 
veas bitsy plamsting far them and telling them Yt 
she would he glait to counsel with them 44 2 
fimeand that her heart and her prayers were al 
theirs. 

"tall, slender itl ingerest, Sho hae beautilit 
dark eyes and a lung dlitnple in one check, SPB 
herarm around Mes, Wright's shoubtees. “E37 
it Is Jovely, Mrs. Wright, and I kisow you beg 
thoweht perhaps Toul help. T do nat like ti 
myself forward, but if you think 1 enh take 98% 
« san bogs TH try Hts And anything a 
ho—Jumt tefl me.” 

"The misistes's wife Kissed the soft cheek, amt 
could have hugged the girl, Eles her heart! 

AMINISTER'S wite has no particular ie 
Everybody must be her chum, even the #5 

‘teil in all of the foregoing incidents. If se Be 
way she may not write to thse she woul Ber 

cause some sister will be pure to say: "ibe dd 
write fo me," 

While she does much entertaining, stfl boa 
she fs the minister's wile, she may not eRe cy 
eangeniat (riends to the exclusion of others 
entertains all the visiting preachers and sempe 
ance speakers, aod who net, we 
Thar the Reverend Mr. Harrington cal 2 

home the “Harringtos Hotel.” 1 was there # 
tay. This minister's wife, who, in addition foe 
care of her bouse and two babies, was the, 
saperintendent of the Sunday school, chore i, 
the Yaung Poople’s Society ane singer in the as 
{so say nothleur of calling every other aiternor 
with ber hesband), burried is from the itches 
greet me, Ur 

She took me through the parsonage later, 
Maire she showed mea large sewing room with 
minchines in it. tof 
"Do you dressanake," Lashed ber, “toe w 

something to do?" ntact 
She lawched. “Oh, no; the Ladies’ Sewing © 
oh are every two weeks!" 

ink of it! Home, wweet home? 
Att how sb suffers when ie is whiapared st! 

throughout the congregation that Brother Hal tie 
tun is not se Fay he might be: that 
sermons tbo if they tho draw 
are not spiritual; or they may be too sparitual 
he is too pronnumces! ot thin or that qqaestiom: 
ay not he yronusnced enough; ar he ist PAP 
Jar with the young people; or he 4 too euler 
perhaps not cultured enourb, 

staff, Hut the Won 
and studied slight, She Hatt 

heart to a soul, anit 
uphold and cheer her husband, a 

‘The good people are so busy considering whet 
best for the church that they do pat reali 
they are barbarous fo their erielty to the pres 
family, His effort has been sincere, manly, 37 
Christlike, but still he does not please, and be & 
treated like a criminal and made to feel like 
outeast sae 

Anu she —why, she gathers her litthe lock # 
her and rays with a hravo face though fa] 
heart: “Never mind, Sam, we mny be 
at Coaference,” 

: at TT TLE by little the toils fasten, The people 
-+ by watisfied and the minfster and hrs wile 

arn the meager salary which bs his, A prea! 
may say; “You hize me, you Uo not bite my 
Voderstand that! She will de all she can, of oom? 
ae any other church member, but sbe bas bet 
and that is first.”” 5S 

Poor man! He soon realizes that there 1 4% 
member of his congregation who is listenink pat 
sermons with strained ears and tense nerves} (AE 
in her golags-ln and comingswat one te 
his flock & under constant surveiflance—t6 
may be favorable, bat at any moment it AS, 
come adverse, and It is alway eriticism; ait Oy 
teallzes thet in all her retations with the <htl 
she carries a strain and a respansibility that 
powerless to remave, 

She anes on with one hand heli ever the hay 
nest and her precious children, the other int (47, 
her busband lifting the church, Some day 
ems bet rest and the tired body is clotbed In Pe 
test, the choir sings “Asleep in Jess” ant! BE 
preacher-hushand has paid the uttermost forthin’ 
and they lay her away very tenderly in a 6r#¥® 
beautiful dowers. the 

Ob, below your Howers while she tives! Let the 
preacher's family have a bone. Do not enter 
parsonage as you do the charch. Appoint ft 
sotiage committee and see that it toes its uy 
ta nat drive her to the Bumiliation of begeing Ty, 
necewities. Expect things to wear out with wie 
the parsonage as in any ather hame. Lilt from" y 
minister's wife some of the everlasting burdet 
mitertaining, ie 

Af the church receives a vieting speaker" 
your bume for his entertainment, Tha not exPO og 

her that you woald not expel 4, 
any other member of the sbi 
under like conditions. Resses®et 
that he carries a responsibilty 
which you know nothing, They 
drain which is not balanced bY fl, 
ordinary chareh work, Remeniy, 
that sho has feelings, and that, Yop 
she is surrounded ‘by poople- 
life Is necessarily a lonely 08 

JBEING fer the brit nines 
best things, not church ‘sot 

aod troulte, iit ts possible 4025, 
feel that you are privileged (9 8 5. 

" 
jor is 

about her any mare than abort 
ome else, 

“There is no office of “ink 
wile.” The wile of your past 
woman, a vile, a mother, Bot 
maker—an individual. It it 
you lies do not discuss het 
her children, her table. her ike 
anything! Be Christians 

i : 
het 



Joe Was Down With the 

My New York: Little Tales 
of a Big City 

By Kathleen Nor 
ILLUSTRATIONS BY 

Author of “Mother,” Etc 

ND DI VANE 

(l-Where the Janitor Has the Best of It 
HEN you are house-hunting in the Big City ably estal 
it is well to be systematic. Take a map 
with you and cross off the blocks you hi 
covered; for there are tens and hundreds of 
regions that are just alike, and it is an 
exasperating thing—alter you have roused 
the janitor trom the and he has 
plodded up three fights of stairs ahead 

‘ou with the key~-to discov 
that you have been th 

vise 

le re; 
Sl ipartment that won't do because it never un 

Xoept in the kitcher 
u come from a small city, where all the houses are 
Mt, where you may che the old Perkins 
hat has the lovely garden and one of the new Mayberry 
ore t hot water and can have a ve, th 

of your choice of a dwelling in New York ma 
Sraphed Mtishearter ere are practically no geo bi 4. Venable did ¢ 
fathical limits to the search; there are new apartments as cate and skitle ed fr 
f 1 as Christopher Stroct, and even at One Hun- room by h sining mother 

htieth Street the city surrounds you. But they in 
th 

andoned the idea of finding something = 
sing down near Washington Square — Indee 

mn the cramped ne ess of a five- women that be k 
od, hard-floored, boxlike section of a glar- tears of pride 
uilding, with vox in the kitchen and it 

amp over the ¢ ble, its dumb-waiter and 
KE service, th one thing left for you: A 

78° floor in an old-fashioned, hideous house w 
Sint’ font, Block after block after bloc 
frie’, {hese five-floor, shabby houses stretch, Half your gent and wel 

Msarein ptacesidentical with yourown: youmustremem- pon econ 
mber and strect when you go calling in New York the thr 

ya brown- work, all re t 
st Sideand West Mrs. Venable never wa 

and tea 
luncheon; TE kno 
tines the 

ed of foc 

ree or four nicked brownstone 
nter lange double doors. 

ones in the space between ¢ 
+ fitted in, others with all » 

into them. Bells are un 
nother bell in the usual place w 

» hallway is ¢ " abot peted in 

nr reach it 
J and new paper put on 

t pls fival; its walls are high, th a homelike 
a ait about the sun-tioaded back bedr separated fron 
Thatker bedroom by old-fashioned gla 

Te is a creaking, dark old du iter 
PVE ne 5 t against the red bricks 

front room, runnin 
led a good-sized) room 

considered enormon 
the apartment be 

2 matter, You are g 
‘or thirty-five—or forty 
ne of these hi sof old 

Patt of a rose there is a jan 
baguee aid family, The janitor always liv 
Wha sent and comes out to look up at you fre 

k him for the key. Behind him you 
front atly curtaine 

and here 

red eyes—w 
she told sm 

ybell’s go« 
he said, w 

With 9 ts ‘oom, and p CHED and _represse 
Ir 4,lower pot or even a bronze statuette showing beye isolated, life i 

Conte, ing thought, this of the janitors, when one 
haem! e poverty of the big city. Here are so many 

minands of men, limited 

did laughter or « Fenty cross their 

wet Ie as 
r. Shea had been in 

ment house » 
ness cost him 

is own work 
y cart 

sequent unt 
seweral other 

t to tak they 

f ye 
ack a quart of 

from the little tailor 
ially the oldest girl—could 

¢ washing windows, and Mrs, St 
y for fifty cents a night, came ¢ 

dinner for a dollar, and did ss 
s than the regular 

s in summer the She in the 
y Island; once aw went in 
movies.” Other ni; the children studied 

Lizzie, the olde mf an old 
nad somehow ured 

S) MUCII | always knew the Sheas, More light was 
throw their afiair vening—a Thursday eve- 

spened—when a frozen pipe had obliged me ¢ 
Shea fixed the pipe itt about one min 

was mysteriously gifted where pipes were 
When the water was ninning freely again he stood smiling 
in the warm, bright kitchen: 

‘Well, it nd it come through 
joe to the water, “* Whin ye sint 

ay night,” 

evenings especially bas 
11 go over to the church te sing,” he 

econd-horn, was "the boy 

nin: : 
sen 

isy,” said Shea in 
nt | thought it was refere 

Tve » he male choir these four 
et me three hundred ears and the 

1 year for it and Jarg sisy, pleasant work 
and now and thin a big funeral or wedding does be comin 
long, and that's extra.” He wreocled the faucet open 
there was a splash of water before be weenched it shut again 

Nell, I'm fixed very comfortable,” pursued Mr. Shea 
nadestly. “'f get me flat for nothing, coal and phone thrown 

fr each of the other houses in the row twenty 

hat's eighty. I keep up the fires in winter, but 
jest work Ido, Mes, Shea likes to do a bit of 

the children are all growing up; but she keey 
y ('r the girls’ things. Now, whin Lizzie marries 

Sut h hid is she going to be married ? 
1; for Lizzie lo about a 
feller, She ighteen,” sacd her father, 

its owner the fuazy chicken that the 
y had flang on the floor. “He's chautloor f'r the Tillman 

bey've got a grand place in Westbury that they 
‘clive in but three monthsa year. Jc ot a little hous 

there's chickens and fruit and cows I don't know 
nd it" never cost Lizacent. Joe was down with 
Sunday § Spit 
at all sour sil 

he agreed heartily, And, departing, he 
be baby. “You'll be runnin’ a car yoursell one 

fine feller,” said b 
© Lizzie’s wedding that 1 heard that th 
way, The oldest boy had his first job and 

© home unless thy 1 farther downtown 
in immense apart 

nth Street at a very good salary 
this was settled E had a sudden thought of 

Of course they were arister ut then, 
1 known in the big city, th 10 friends 

the unfortunate man of the house turned 
month and no rent to pay! Perk. 

anally go to Coney Island at that rate 
uid all be happier in the five rooms on the 

at Hoo than in the six rooms one dight up 

Mr. Shea ¢ became janie 
at Nir 

Supper 

ID what fF could, 1 went ia to-call on the Venables. 1 
shabby, dark parlor, deseribing Shea's duties, 
his privileges. Mrs. Kirkatiep was reminded 
sncedotes of ber father’s abd butler. Mra. 

Venable was evidently wrapped in ; she 
id 

quick question whose 
rive her still farther inte 

y to mK 
omy 
nied te 

almost envies a creature like Shea," said 
a sad little laugh as 1 prepared to go 

» his shoes, b su 
apine turn cold, 

fam sure she understood 
me, for n te 
the same after that, never cor- 
dial or thdertial again as 
she had been, She visibly 
athered her forces together 

a reply, “Not 
joke about, é 

she said gently, “If 1 spe 
of envying poor Shea, it was 
in bad taste; Lam sorry. We 
shall all miss him; although, 

r. Venable succeeds in a 
ater that is almost 

. hope we shall noe be 
much longer ourse 

ing? But it 
eto yo 

we are 90 much alone.’ 
Coming sadly upstairs, | 

met Lizzie humming "Too 
Much Mustard” as she raised 
a cloud m the ald 
stair cary 

"My hia 
ething 

There ain't « 
world I'd chi 
What'll you bet there 
a swell wouldn't mind being 
mn shoes?" 

To bet impliesa difference 
of opinion, Lizzie,” said I, 

te con 

6 sarin of 
little tales of w big elty «ill appemt la aa 
early number of Tae SouKnAL, 



THE IDEAS OF TWO WOMEN 

The Minister’s Wife A Plain Country Woman 
IN THE Midi West we are 
living through # period whieh 
came to the Eastern States long 
ano. People are deserting their 
country homes, Lurning the lant 
‘over to renters anil leaving olf 
houses that once sheltered the 
“Landed aristocracy” to deca} 
or to the infelicitous remncdel- 

of a generation which, it 
the most part degenerate. 

‘The county in which [live resembled in its 
earlier days the old-time shires of England, There 
were county families of wealth aad prominence. 
They lived cir own farms attended prus- 
perows country churches, supported subscription 
achooks and sent their young people to colleges and 
seminaries. This stock of people i+ now practically 
extinct, 

‘The mania for town life bas robbed the farms 
and the country churches of thelr best people, anc 
Ahounly just now a 

our state instit 

since automobiles make it easy for them to come 
ant go. 

When one is nosing wbout olf roads in semi- 
aimless fashion one can't quite xive up the idea 

ta grand ob! house with outside chimneys and 
a front door with a fan- 

i the old-fashioned faces, 
smething of the old atmosphere ome loved in 
childhood, 

What was that atmosphere and why do we miss 
it 7 Why does the heart faint when the mistress 
cof the house, dressel in a style Intended to ped 
the fashions but only sacceeding in a syualid iroi- 
tation because of poor material and bud work— 

{in “sloppy” stippers and with frowzy halr 
n assumption of jauntiness that gives her « 

nge lack of dignity—appears at the door, and 
we spy beyond her, kn the grand old rooms, cheap 
oral rugs, & greeo-painted iron berstead and a 
dreadiul table with a plush olbum and a brutal 
flowered red atid green atl yellow “ornantental’” 
lamp on it? 

It is because the sweet dignity of the ob house 
demants a dignified mistress the intelligence, the 
eye to the beautiful with which the place was 
planned, seem to eloquently for an interior 
atmosphere io keeping with its oatward semblance, 

\V ELL, in nine out of ten detightfullooking abt 
laces you will Gud the old-tinse spleit fed, 

amt thorugh you may occasionally happen wpon a 
elligent woman in one of these old places 

not the rule; mont of the interiors smack of 
rawlings conducted by the stores im the county: 

seuts, of souvenirs from street fairs gawiily exhily 
ited, of prizes given with merchandise and of 
Hleeadfal wall paper ebusen by the owner of the 
place mecerins it ix cheap, 

‘ow, 
wv will its civilization be, When there isa lack at 
h it will show in the public lly of the cur 
munity. 

if the women of a country neighborhood are 
apathetic, overworked, shallow in mind, melan- 

ly with the notion that theirs i+ a hand and 
gloomy life, their sons will be bizy and common: 
They will be jealuus of professional men who make 
moce money than farmers; aed the result will be 
that they either leave the farms or become indo- 
Levit and carelens, negligent in theirown appearance 
aunt bn the looks of things around them, 

‘Oxcasionally, to be sure, some clover fellow and 
his energetic wife fall to om the work with a vim, 
and the result is ane of the thrifty country hoenes 
wl are the “backbone of the nation.” 
When we look back to those dear old countey 

humes where the sunshine seemed always fingering 
and there was balm of Gilead for all hearts a> 
sembled there, who was the ruling spirit of the 
piace? ‘The answer is instantaneous: Of course it 
was the woman of the hows, 

‘This being true then, it will always be true so 
long as bame constitutes our ideal of the center at 
civillzation. 

At tho close of a day”s canvassing for antiques 1 
strew up before a white farmhouse set in the midst. 
of 2 grand grove af forest trees, a driveway leading 
through the pleasaat shade ta the barns ant out~ 
houses at the rear af the dwelling. 

‘Though nothing looked modern, all was in good 
repalt. Gates and fences were in fine condition and 
wed wens ln at the back door L noticed shat there 
was none of the disagreeable backdoor suggestion 
af débeis and offal one so frequently finds at back 
sloors. It takes industry asd vigilance to keep the 
buck dooryard clean art pretty. 

‘Only a woman whe has dene kitchen work thor: 
oughly understands this. When one is preparing 
fort, often of necessity in a Burry, often weary 
fairly Deyooul the point of caring ant sometimes 
actually physically unable to work —for women, of 
all people, do work when they are oot able—there 
isan immense bot of offal to be diaposed of. 

“O BE sure, the disposition of such material is 
an easier problem on the farm than is the city, 

because It goes to the hogs; hut slop buckets are 
not objects of beauty, and water thrown out around 
the doorway kills grass und flowers; so great tact 
ated management are necessary if the back dour bs 
{0 preserve an apy ‘of beauty, 

Here at this lovely old farmstead, Madeira 
vines were climbing at the and the windows; 
Hlowees were blooming gayly, and the sweet green 
grass, unsmirebed by any Bint of human * vile 
ness,” grew quite wp to the steps af the clean, cool 
parch, 

veh ec tropent She wusvot felony is ially to 5 was not a 
she was not rich, but in her 1 recognized the typi- 
fewthon of the thiag America needs more than it 
needs any other thing, unless it be men with high 
ideals, good morals and business sense combined. 

She was just a widely intelligent woman «ho 
was willing to stay at home and to make home as 
comfortable and as beautiful as a pair of willing 

hands and an imelfizent bead can make it, Need L 
mention the result? Do you not know without my | 
saying it that there was an “air” about the place 
that kings and queens might well envy ant that 
many 4 grand morern home lacks and can sever 
have, because—well, because of several things? 
The especial thing | wish to speak of in this 

paper is the actual difficulty of being the sort of 
Woman the workd most needs. Some of the phibos 
ophers have declared that the hard is the good. 
Certainly thoroughness is never easy, 

Asa nation the American peopbe lack thorough: 
hess, and as individuals the American peaple are 
the victims af haphazard teaching and of methods 
af work lacking the foundation of thoroughness 
Usat insures success. 
We can preach to women of the duty and beauty 
soaking home life the preeminent thing in their 
jjourn on this earth, but who knows how hard it 

istodo this? It was not so dificult filty years ago 
ieee the ideals for women were al domestic 

Do not try to tell ase that the home in which the 
mistress has coased the busy activities that once 
caarossed her is happier than it was when she was 
ardent in all the sweet pursuits af hausckeeping, 
Tknow better. 

1 have seen too many women drifting into mel- 
ancholy, wishing to travel, busting for some public 
work to do, rensing to board meetings and [retting 
over the servant problem. I bave searched in too 
many houses for the Jost spirit that used to greet 
me like 2 tasgible blessing, 

Bo the woman at whose doorway J once more 
sensed this tangible essence of home was built 

entirely on the common-sense plan, It sounds fine 
and grani to preach about this, hut, in order to 
achieve the cleantiness and order and beauty of ber 
home, the woman had to give up much that our 
modern women value. Complesion, gure, haoda, 
feet and dress all sudler from contact with the vital 
part of howsekeeping, ally in the country. 

Just as men who do the important work of the 
worl! must go coarsely dressed and give up the 
outward appearance of gentlemen, so women whu 
touch the lines of fife at Grst hand must be dressed 
as professionals, 

When 1 go into a store I can tell whether or no! 
the proprietor is actively on the job himself — 
there is a difference in the way the 
greet me; the place has a palpable invitation and 
solicitation for my patronage. It is exactly so in 
the household. The presence of a busy and inter- 
ested mistress of the place makes the whule atmos 
phere of the place, 

Now, in view of the fact that it ls very hard to 
get down to homekeeping in a thorough effort to 
make the most of it, even to the possibilities of the 
back yard and the alley fence, inany women allow 
themselves to ask the question: “Is it worth the 
sacritice?"” Let me ask, is it asacrifice? What ebe 
would you be doing? 

The fact is that, in “working yoursell to death," 
you ore actually ercating something. This is what 
women fail to realize. Whenever you set your 
hose in order, making it sweet anf restful amt 
establishing within it thoughts amt faiths that 
ate tangible leading strings to God, yoo create a 
blessed little sanctuary for some human soul—if it 
be just your own allalone, Nothing can be greater, 

Don't “work yourself to death" — this is a great 
—wurk yourself to life, Knowing that to be 

hvasy is the greatest privilege life offers, Don't dress 
in ugly fashion or neglect your hair or allow your 
face to eax and your shoulders to droop—it isn't 
necessary. 

Thoagh really ol, the woman whom I so ads 
mired way fine-looking. Her hair had a delightful 
ripple amt her face was set in stroeyg lines dewoting 
faith and courage. ‘This ls beauty, This plain 
woman would have made a wonderful model foe a 
irvat artist, This woman was widely intelligent 
andl well rend. 

Howsekceping ~ homekeeping—even on a farm, 
of all eccupations offers the finest opportunities for 
self-education. This is true now siner 0 
many conveniences Rave been added to domestic 

talking things over with them acd their father, 
will Keep the howsehald om at educational basis. 

Now as to the reward for investing one’s best 
LN years in hard work and quiet pursuits which 
it seems de oot make a show. Women often sek: 
“What is the use? Who knows it? Who appre 
lates it?” 

You may be very sure the community is en- 
riched by lt, though it may not appear so on the 
surface. Every woman who contributes a fine 
home atmosphere is, even if unconsciously, a pil- 
lar of the state. Let me emphasize, if possible, 
That the women who dress in extremes of fashion 
amd five for a mere round of idle, unproductive— 
i showy—“‘interests" manufactured to make it 
appear they are ~‘busy” do not count. 

‘The community is certainly benefited by the 
plain women who de the work, always provided 
they do it intelligeotly. The pitifel dradge who 
keeps the mind sarrow and bitter ib a eoestant 
social menace. 

If you make the doing of very plain, wholesome 

to do them, Never eavy prominent 
oe fall thereof when they too fall, as they too 

‘There is only one way on earth by which you can 
pat yourself and your family on an equality with 
great people. That is by being contented with 

JERE'Sa question forever hob- 
in religions circles these 

y + “Why Do Men 
fg) Not Attend Church?” 

ministers talk and talk and talk 
Fabout it, but, beiug ministers, 
they can’t, of comme, be s- 
pected to see the question from 
the standpoint af the men, If 

— _ any minister could go owt and 
the work of game man in his congregation he 

would learn a heap of mighty surprisl 
im the course of a month, “Contrariwise,” as 

ys, the man who thinks that being 
a minister, and having one’s church supported and 
run by the women, isa “salt snap,” jost aught to 
‘be in the clerical cout for about one week, J could 
tell him a few things! 

I'vetl ht many a time I'd like to catch seme 
man unaware and ask him point blank why he 
isin g0 to church, But I'd have te take off that 
halo, und that plows expression and those anugel 
wings, that my station is supposed to invest me 
with, before E did it, 

As a minister's wife I could mever get the 
straight out-and-out answer [ was secking. It 
wool be polite, evasive, apalogetiom anything but 
direct, You seo, minister's wife ix unilerstood 
to be like the katydid of Oliver Wendell Holmes, 
“a lesty fitte dogmatist," who says “'an undis 
puted thing in such a solemn way.” 
Maybe you wouldn't believe it, but there really 

are who think that a preacher's wile gors 
about saying: “My good friend, do you go to 
church? If you de not go to church I can tell you 
where you Will go, and you won't like to bear it 
either,” 
Do you imagine my talking like that? Well, 

please don't. For really f couldn't do it, 
It was during the misisterial vacation, on « 

stage ride through sweet-smelling woods and pas: 
tures green, usder a gloriously blue summer sky, 
that we had as companion for a good part af the 
way & man who absolutely failed to discover that 
the easy-going Vacation garments and joyous 
visage of the dominie concealed a solemn, mirth- 
destroying parson, 

RE fellow passenger was a sociable sou} with « 
contagions laugh. His comments on the 

region and his hilarious anocdates of the inbab: 
itants were most enteriaining, and, alter a loag 
pelt of deacons and Sunday-school otficers—s0 
different ! 

Hefore they had been half an hour in talk he 
smote the dominic mightily and resoundingly on 
his back in joyous appreciation of some ministerial 
juke It was a distinetly new and thrilling sensa- 

behuld that sacred—and usually somberty 
hack s0 recklessly thumped by a profane 

hand! 
Hut the parson appeared not to enbnd it ia the 

feast, Om the cootrary his eyes twinkled as though 
be quite enjoyed it, Ministers ave human, you 
know, and some of them are "own folks” and like 
to be weed that way. 

In some way— it wase't the parson's doing, I'm 
sure—the conversation tured on churches and 
eherch-gakiyg, 
“And which one do you attend?” T asked, 
He smiled cheerfully, “None of 'em.” 
It was an opportunity to put my question: 
“Would you mind telling ime why you don’t go 

to charch?"’ 
| “Just a soon as pot, ‘They're too darned ex- 

clasive in the church.” 
Too’ —f stopped jest in time exclusive !""" 
“Yes, you might call it that. “They are ready 

enough to take your money and they expect 1a gut 
it, too, but they don't care much af anything aboot 
you afterward.” 

Verily here was a straight out-and-out answer! 
“Tecan tell you my experience, if you want to 

hear it,” he said, 
‘Ot course E wanted to bear it. And as well as f 

| cea remember it, it was like this; 
| — From a little rown where they knew everybody, 
| he went with his family to a young and growing 
| elty where they knew no ome. He weat into buss 

ness with very little ca His wife was 
friendly body who liked neighbor with folks.” 
She looked forward to making friends in ber new 
home. She expected to do this through the 
shurch—the church she was a member af. So, 

| their frst Sunday is the city, they went to the 
church of her faith, He went with her. He wasn’t 
4 church member, but be was" brought up to goto 
meeting.” 
No one spoke to them save the usher who 

showed them seats Next time they went it was 
the same, Then the wife thought, if they showlt 
hire seats, people would uederstand they meant to 
go there regularly. ‘They did so, Nut tong after 
that the minister and his wife called on them and 
said that the charch people would be delighted tw 
meet them. ft would appear that the talmister wa 
oot expecially familiar with the ways of his tlock, 
for others manifested no eagerness to meet the 
Dewcomers. 

‘Thea one day 2 Woman caime—as & caller, his 
wite su till she found that she was 

a dollar to the missionary society. 
And “soliciting” is a luog way from calting, a» 
some of you know, 

Ae tee ear bear pplacewer$ They were about to 
haveasale anda supperat the church. Would 

Mrs, B-—~ like to make something for the fancy 
work table—any little thing? And give some 
chicken salad? And buy tickets? All told, that 
fale cost them over Sve dollars. But the wife ar- 

unless she took an interest in church 
was ready to help whenever asked, she 

couldn't expect “they” would take any 
| interest in her. 

For dis part, the husband said it looked to him 
like 2 case of buying your way in; but li hi wife 
sunited to belong to a church like hat, why, bless 
her heart, so she should, as Song a+ he could find 

| the money! 
(Page 30) 

And then a young woman came. She sid shed 
sees: them at church she had given nv o@t 
and visible sign of it, however!) and was sure (Bey 
woukl want lo give something toward the cre 
they were to give the minister for Christmas. 
she calmly proticred a lithe hook and pentll 
contained! the pames and sims of mooey alten 
riven, There was nothing Jess than two coll! 
subscribed. Pi 

The husband kocw how his wife felt about 
tut af that time he bad to count every dime nad 
three times before he speat it. ‘Thee church (alt Oe 
hit him pretty haed and unexpectedly, hut, a4 0 
expressed it, he "never yipped.” He did = 
rapid thinking, decided he could wear hia old sheet 
a while longer~and put his name down fot 
dollars. oat 

And then what did that young woman 40 
turn to bis wife aod says 

“Aad now, Mrs, B—, how much would 
Tike to give?” oe 

Well, it weet an that way for werks and mani 
All this while no-one had really calded om them, 
the minister and his wife, and, as our inka "4 
natvely remarked, “That didn't count for much 
‘one way, beesiase, of course, they dud to calli 
was what a minister was hised to do.” 3 

But the wife kept on guing to church, She ¥¥ 
golng to do ber part, And she wasn't ooally Od 
couraged. Tyo ar three ladies had cane f, 
spoken to her as she came out of chorch. bie! 
wold ber they were coming to call om her just % 
soun as they coukl get time to do so, But ica 
were aveiully busy just then; there was 4 m™ 
church work! 

AnD at last the wike lad real caller (98 us 4 
tingulsbed from the minister's family!) 

was a lady who sat not far from them in € 
‘There was no doubt as to her identity as 4 c 
visitor, because she explained, ax soon as she ne 
in, that she was a member of the hospitality o%% 
imitter of the church and it was her duty to Ly 
strangers. (L think, frons the way be ssakes 8 
the husband did't like to have his wife's aca 
ance regarded asa duty!) a 

‘The children were gaing to Sunday school ban 
his wife joined the sewing society, having hore ee 
by her hospitality committee caller that i ¥° 
sack a good way Lo get acquainted with the ete 
of the church. wort 

And she brought home a Int of things to Wy 
on when sbe ought to have been resting, He ™ 
her so too. ait’ 
Ad all the white, he said, he was getting 

te amd mmadder, and madlder. Tt had | wa 
those women any tinte to Gud out where ‘Not 
whee they wanted money far the church. Nir 
ooly that, but they came to his store to D8 
various things, It wus: 
“Oh, Me, Bo—, wall you give me tls, that a” 

the ather?™ 
Yet when he met some of on the st 

afterward, did they know him? Not alway 
any mean ve 

And yet the papers were Cull of stuff alvotl 
receptions and teas anit parties same af the 
[athe church wore all the tinse giving, It teoket 
to him as if they did have time to get aca’ 
with some folks~if they wanted to, ake 

Surday alter Sunday he went to church wil 
wife, Inwardly rebellious but outwardly) ot 
he listened to the young minkster's sermons 
Christian fellowship, avd brotherly love, and Pe 
duty ‘of being Kini 10 one another. He Tae oe 
minister first rate: * He was pretty your @ 
fot to learn, at he tseant well.” All tbe same 
wae like stein a man butt his heart against a 8007 
wall when the parsin stood up and week t 
week talked about Christian fellowship sna bee 
wtly lowe to a lot of fulics Chat didn't koow 

¢ sail, “1 quit yoing to church, 19ids"™ 
oor! to gu neil get road about Itt 

L 1S wife was not a “nagger,"' so she dide't ae 
him. She continue! to atterd, and DY oe 

Tittee sbe had “taken her letter” frat: her Bom 
cburch, and had joined the missionary: ciety’ 
the sewing circle, she begun to get acqualnterl 4 

Meanwhile they“d had sickness in the: farnily oes 
ever the neighbors came right in as toon as they 

it and did all they could to kelp. They, ne™ty 
stopped to ask what church they belonged Wt, 
what social set they nave in, They just 
in and kent a hand, gt 

‘That was what he called real Chrisstanity’ 4 
the church was like that he wauli still be going 1" 
Meanwhile, a place that was so trogen you 
set in with an ice pick was too cold for Bi@ og 

Lomit the occasional swears be tsesl, ‘They ¥i 
sill ones. Aed I won't repeat that be called 
women “a bot of fussy old hens."” pact 
Now, U know you'll say that his case it e100 

tional, 1 understand that perfectly. Of 
you haven't anyone in your church who is oe 
patiently to “make friends" —soroeane whoe 
meet only when you are out foraging for sehr 
‘or provender for the good of the cause—sencoly 
who i called on only by the ofbrial board & 
hospitality [heaven save the mark‘), of BY 
minister and his wife who “have to"? a 
Oristhere? Oh, don't walt to bold a cosnmitics 

meeting ta decide who is to do the visiting! yoo 
now—for your own good and for that of 
church. oft 

Be » neighbor first and a church member 9 
ward, It is ally tnfortunate that tty 
should be any distinction between the two, bat” 
good many people can bear witness that Pere 
And isn’t it true that 

High thoughts and noble tu all bards fis a. tab th fu pat a 
‘The t 

Warr, vital, close, life's symitsile Gear — 
These need T'mioed, and how, ane here, 

GL. Pham 
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ot reading. so the first thing we here are same who ( UR plan is to present each mont these rule: Jthen of the chal except that of yotinys 
‘ome in’ is to take up the pile of reatl this article who an inspirational message fro’ aly after mature de The committee has worked very hard and has 

an tives that bas accumulated during our absen will like to-send to Mrs. Percy V, Pennybacker, President Wweratie rrvught in money whieh has boen weed by the Phi 
eae Sp with the thought of the world.” Iesident of of the General Federation of Women’ 1 re alty com-  lanthroniy Committes Operas ar member af the 

«SMe three years ago the club joined the Gen- Club of ~ mi Tap erga any is ther yto clob has superintended this auxiliary group and han Federation, and since that time t the president Clubs. We hope in this way to br Sixpose of the stock, has divided its work into three sections, with ane 
Ave made atill mare effort to keep is touch Aurora Club of directly to TH JOURNAL'S million to consult arebitucts of the young girls at the head of each, 

readers the plans and aspirations of the ad builders, toa “e RreAt movervents that are of such vital inte Alaska (the two The sectie at € da c je are called Charity, Sewing and 
an [nt momen of our country. ‘They have in inthe General Federa Federation. In addition Mrs. Mary I uited to their Concert Committees. Of these the first looks into 
thrantetesting fashion unconsciously epitomized tion), club cale Wood, Manager of the Bureau of In ad to com- — the merits of the different cases as they arise; the 
crush their own experience the history of the outlines of work, in rmation of the Federation, will pre- upon thelr scons ts Kept baay making garments far the poor 
‘ beeen ns B ning a study resting clipping pare for each number a concrete : king peewee wae BON Tei ied ome i » With perhaps the one idea of self-improve- t things accom A - i com woall amount of girls who have musical talent and will share {900 thay were Gall lod some two pam age plished by women eoumeration of things accomplished maney px to this talent with "shutins" at the different ld by clubs and State Federations, and the various localitie: 

* alises : et the spirit that act will will further i 
erie Oreanization of a Civic Leagwe wh 

bers Glty members 
h no baspital xi people's homes a 

During: the year this group of young peo pollt its short existence this league has become a . teach has made possible the progress of thi ple pledes to assist in the care, forone year muck’ fF goo in Valdez. It has instituted athor- with a group of th women’s club movement of a family of eight in which the only support was 
h cleanup week, during which the boys of the truest and bravest the oldest boy. In order to keep the oldest girl, 

nity are stirred to generous rivalry in wonten in the workt — fomrtoen years of age, in school, the Auxiliary Cora: 
piles of refuse, When a peoperty owner mittze paid weekly to the family a sum of money 

® the Civic League docs nat hesitate, | ully equal to the amount possible for h Very na eautteous but decides! tones, to bet him kevow ho is trespassing upors the rightaut hisneighbor 

& THERE was no place for the children to play 
RamertePt the streets, and ax saloons are still iter ousin some parts of Alaska. the women spe 
up ore {WO anil three busdreit dollars in fite 
the yi, Blsygrount an ies! spot on the edge of 
Unsatilawe. Here with moderns apparatus, with 
a él ~ of em : rope the child : 

oie Ummunity have healthful recreation, while 
fomortable Feats give the mothers a chance to si 

n, It & significant that we found many 
‘ethers interested spectators alse 
with ego ¥ie League established close relat 
Toye pe book. Some two hundred trees an build} anes were bought, planted about the schoo! 
The ey and sold to various property owners 
of domated for the school bear the names 

{ she were employed 

COMER. activities of these young, club) women 
| ncluded the dressing af sixty dolls fue 

ldten ie varkous inetitis 
{ the Crippled 

ul the serving of penny lunche: 
is a public school in op 

Chicago's poorer districts 
And since our minds are somewhat diverted 

fram the delightful self-service of chub building 
to the beautiful service of bringing bappiness anv 
relief to others, it may be well to note, in passing, 
1h rkable record of another Federated dub 
of Chicago, whose members, for a season of Jess 
than seven months, distributed to sixty of the 
dty’s hospitals and Institutions approximately 
thirty-five thousand buaches of flowers. 

Nor should the work of these women be men- 

Chr WreMEAt £0 ¢ 
tion ty for the fifty inmate 
Chikirea's Home, 

hook 

t z 2 that Btvere Willows were planted on the dike tlomed without enumerating their many other acts 
tect jon, Government has recently erected to pro- of continual service, such as thelr annual outing ie town from the glacier streams, Wild lowe or the aged and ingirm, and the distribution of ve b ® . e ag . 
Pht wet shattered far anit near: newcomers are agatine articles, Scripture texts, fruit, luaches 

aged to plant suck vegetables as the short and tany delicacies among private familie a 
Ml allow to meatier Going Out on a Surgical Case in FarOit Alaska well as thraugh many institutions 
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The Dining-Koom Furniture 

Your Betty Bonnet Doll | 

j 
. i Ta a a: | 

Paper turniture tor 

Which Can be Made 

Without Either Mucilage or Glue 

3y John V. Horr 

The Bureou, Straight Chair, 

The Pretty China Closet 

The Furniture for the Bedroom 

Jed, and in the © 
Stand and Rocking 

The Deessing Table, Wilting Desk and Benet 
for Foot of Bed 



HE Corpies are a clever crew, 
‘o build us up the way they do. 

This month they're going to let us go 
All through their factory, and show 
og how they handle food, and treat 
°O skillfully the things we eat 
nd drink; and | am sure that we 
ill be surprised, Here's what we'll s 

The moment any food goes through 
The factory door, the thirty-two 
“trong grinders, which are called the teeth, 
t Start to work, while just beneath 
he smooth, red covering of the floor 

F, ere're half a dozen glands or more 
som which the Corpies start to pump 
‘aliva out upon the lump 

food that’s there, so it won’t be 
x hard and work more easily. 
hen, as each mouthful of our food 
T Softened up and finely chewed, 
hey raise the soft, pink curtain hung 
‘tween the posts behind our tongue 

nd. dump it, without any fuss, 
Straight into the ESOPH-A-GUS. 

tS funny name is what they call 
h€ pipe through which they send down all 

T4Pplies into our stomach, where 
7 elr expert chemists will prepare 
9 treat it with the gastric juice 
nd make it fit for Corpies' use. 

FROM WHICH THE CORPIES START TO PUMP SALIVA OUT UPON THE LUMP OF FOOD 

The LIVER is the place, you know, 
Where all digested food must go 
Before it can be used at all 
To build a bone or muscle wall. 
This LIVER is a great, brown place 
In which there’s not a vacant space; | 
But every spot i: i 
Just like a hone: 
With tiny rooms in which we see 
A perfect hive of industry. 
In some of these small rooms are placed 
The furnaces to burn up waste. 

In some there're filters 
and retorts, 

And chemicals of vari 
ous sorts, 

There’re many little 
kettles there, 

Yes, thousands of them 
everywhere, 

In which the Corpies, 

And make, not only sugar sweet 
We know so well and like to eat, 
But from the selfsame blood produce 
The BILE—such green and bitter juice. 

So to these litle LIVER rooms 
The food that’s been digested com 
And evel it that’s good and pur 
The Corpies save, you may be sure; 
But harmful poisons all are turned 
Into the furnaces and burned. 
And if there are im-pu-ri-ties 
In it, or germs that cause disease, 
They're taken out so not a one 
Can cause us trouble later on. 

So when the food our teeth have crushed 
°wn through this pipe is quickly rushed, 

How careful, then, we ought to be 
About our daily foc 
That, first, we do not eat too fast; 
Because when food goes rushing past 
The grinders and saliva glands 

all the while, "Twill not be ready when it lands 
Are making up a lot of Down in your stomach—don't you see?— 
BILE. Nor in the shape that it should be 

And, incidentally, let me say, 
lf you are wise, twice every day 

yellow juice You'll scrub these grinders till they're clean; 
And bitter, too, but lots For it is plainly to be seen 

of use. That they will have, your whole life through, 
So when our LIVER'S A most important work to do. 

working right And then, we should not eat too much, 
They make up BILE, For when our stomachs filled with such 

both day and night. A lot of stuff, it will not act, 

And, if the quantity’s Because the walls cannot contract 

This BILE’Sa greenish 

too great, . 

They open up the CYS The Corpies know, for they're our friends, 
SAAN UE HARA mat TIC gate How much our happiness depends 

EACH CORPIE ENGINEER IS SEEN TO QUICKLY START UP HIS MACHINE 

od drops upon the stomach floor, 
peere’s not a moment lost before 
ech Corpie engineer 
haluickly start up his machine, 

The t actory whistles blow, 
FE en Zustric juice begins to flo 
Ani ‘very pump is working fast, 
And messengers go rushing past, 
Tt carrying some food report 
0 tell the chemists just what sort 

building stuff there is in sight, 
Ww they can make their mixtures right. 
ls ‘at happens next, you will agree, 

* Something wonderful to see. 

The stomach walls begin to bend, 
And twist and turn from end to end; 
w now they all contract and then 

Ty band, and quick contract again, 
hey even roll from side to side. 

Ur as churns the food and juice inside 
itil it’s mixed up thoroughly, 

Tp use the Corpies know, you see, 
‘at if the gastric juice don’t act 

pon the food, they can't extract 
Fo © Special things they know are best 

wT muscles, bones and all the rest. 

Per thorough mixture they call "chyme,” s when they think sufficient time 
1 - Dassed to let the food digest, 
he chemists make a careful test; 
en open the PY-LOR-C gate, 

rs send it all into a great, 
ig Toom—and now just wait a bit 
Nd see what next they do with it. 

juices all 
Into a tank and call it “GALL.” 

‘They use this BILE to treat the fats 
We eat, so they'll digest; and that’s 
Not all—for BILE, just like an oil, 
Preserves the food so it won't spoil. 
And here I want to introduce 
To you the PAN-CRE-AT-IC 

juice 
A most important juice which 
comes 

From little laboratory rooms 
Right near the LIVER. Corpies 

blend 
This stuff with BILE. Then 

when they send 
It out its action’s not confined 
To fats, but foods of every 

kind. 
Albumens, starch and all the 

Test 
Dissolve and readily digest. 

Then in the LIVER, too, we 
see 

The Corpies’ sugar factory. 
Here al) the starch we eat they 

turn 
To liver-sugar, so "twill burn 
And furnish heat and energy. 
There's always been & mys 

tery 
How they can take the blond 

that’s sent, 
All loaded down with nourish 

And run the surplus 

THEN IN THE LIVER. TOO, WE SEE 

ment, THE CORPIES' SUGAR FACTORY 

Upon the LIVER; for ‘tis plain, 
If blood that’s sent up to the brain 
Is full of poison, it will fill 
Our minds with poisoned thoughts, until 
There isn’t left a bit of room 
For aught but mise id gloom. 
But when the LIVER'’S right, we find 
That every storeroom in the mind 

Of every girl and every boy 
Is filled with happiness and joy 

Then how worth while it 1s to 
teach 

Our children, so that when they 
reach 

‘The age of full urity 
Their health and vigor will not 

Unequal to the daily strife, 
And handicap them all through 

life, 
But rather, as they grow up 

strong, 
Enjoy the pleasures which 

belong 
To those who make a great 

success 

In finding health and happi- 
ness. 

For perfect health will always 
come 

To you and me 
If we will do, 

through, 
The things the Corpies want 

us to. 

So let us write to them today 
And mail the letter right away. 

and everyone 
ur whole lives 

JOIN 7 ° DIN THE CORPIE CLUB— Write to THE MASTER Corte, in care of THe Laptes’ Home Journal, Independence Square, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, inclosing a two-cent stamp. He 
will send you full instructions how to become a member and to obtain a Corpie Button, 
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Pras lel Sin 

is most often simply a mat- 
ter of pure soap and water, 

Is your skin dry and rough— 
Has it become clogged and 
muddy— 

Js your complexion spoiled 
eruptions and pimples? 

PEARS' SOAP will make a 
wonderful difference. 

(See beiow, our Special Semple Oger) 

The skin of most people is 
naturally healthy and clear—but 
becomes bad through neglect, 
by infecting the pores with cos- 
metics of the use of inferior suap, 

Be as particular in choosing 
your soap as you are about what 
you eat—use only a soap that is 
known for its qualityand purity— 

Pears’ 
Soap 

—use it faithfully every day 
with plenty of hot water and 
your skin trouble will almost 
always disappear. 

Never gloss over such trouble 
with cosmetics. Keep the skin 
really clean with Pears’ Soap— 
keep the delicate pores clear and 
free from the impurities which 
stop their work and you have 
the real basis of a beautiful 
skin and complexion. 

Pears’ is not in any sense a cr 
j bsolutely pure soap 

of truly wonderful cleansing 
ties, It also is most economical 
because it lasts much Jonger than 

tice, too, that even 
* lathers 

as freely und cleanses as thoroughly 
as the fresh cake. 

Pears’ Unscented Soap is sold at 
Se a cake by druggists, high-grade 
grocers, etc. —either by the single 
cake or in boxesof onedozen, Pears’ 
Glycerine Soap (slightly perfiumest) is 
pold at 20¢ a cake. 

A.& F. PEARS, Ltd. 
The barges! munufactarers of high 

grade toilet soaps ie the world 

De This To-day—for a generous trial 
cake of Pears’ Unscented Soap send 
your address and 4c in stamps, to 
cover mailing cost,to Walter Janvier, 
United States Agent, $05 Canal 
Street, New York City. 

The Ladies’ Home Journal for November, 1915 

Bedtinne Stories 
For Mothers to Tell Their Children 

By Georgene Faulkner, the “Story Lady” 

The Thanksgiving Turkey 
NCE wpe 

import. 
“He ts the 
Sne fellow? 

wving Day 
urkey cuck d 

# time there fived wpon a farm 
cock, He really felt very 

t, for he heard the farmer say 
aly turkey 00 the farm. Isn't he a 
We will fatten him wp for Thanks 

| not know what 

” laughed the farme: 
ble now; but it wil 

ane the angry t 
strutted away across the hare 

He was so crass that he s 
rere, turer 
ster called: "¢ 

ng with you?” 
| WT the turkey o angry that he 

awered: “Gobble! Gobble! Gobble 
Cluck! Clock! Clock!” called the bens 

“What lock? What luck? What luck?" 
But the turkey strutted proudly past thers 
‘Quack! Quack: the docks 

“Come back! Come hack * 
he only bh 

ken-doodleste, what 

know why he isangey 
ving turkey, anal the farm 

up nuw so that he ean eat him tomorrow.” 
The turkey could understand the language of 

the barnyant much better than he understood 
the words of the farmer, So now at last he knew 
what it all meant. and why the farmer 
senacked bh n J him as be said 
“Gobble 

“1 will rus away," said the turkey. ‘Ile 
shall nut gobble me for his Thanksgiving Day 
dinner 

And the turkey went as fast as be could down 
through the meadow lot and out across he 
Gelds. He climbed under fences ana pushed his 

Through: the bushes ustil finally he came 
at upon a roadway, It was a queer kind of 

road with wooden ties across it and a lang steel 
rail on each side, ‘The turkey bai never seen 
such » road before, but still he kept on, 

resently he beard a low runsbling sound and 
he felt the ground tremble. What did it meas? 
Was the earth to open and swallow him? 

He forgot his dignity and begun to run as fast 
as he could. But the rumbling grew louder and 
jouder, and suddenly his eyes seemed blinded 
by a light far stronger than the wan, and he was 
choked hy a cloud of black smoke and cinders, 
He tried to get out of the way and flew into the 
air, and then he dropped down, down upon a 
queer iron bar, He hung on for dear life as he 
felt himself hurled along through space, 

TOW of course you know, children, the turke 
in his Miche head town right upon the ox 

catcher of a great locomotive. He was so 
scared that be could scarcely breathe, The 
smoke and cinders choked him; ‘the eo light 
overhead blinded him, and the shaking and 
swaying of the engine made him so dizzy that be 
could hardly hold on to his unsteady perch. 

“This is @ queer place to roost,” ke gasped; 
Wut be beld om with all his strength as the train 
tushed around curves, through tunnels, over 
bridges and away through the forest. Then it 
went past farms and through villages until at 
last the great engine stopped at the station. 

There was a hissing noise which sounded to 
the turkey moch more shrill than all the geese 
fn the hurnyard. He beard a clanging noise of a 
bell which sounded much louder than the dinner 
bell which was rung om the farm, 

The engineer stepped from his cab to the 
ground to lock at his great engine under the 
bright bight of the station, and there he saw bud- 
died upon the cowcatcher the 
poor, dirty, frightened turkey 
cock, 

The turkey was so tired 
that he did not even struggle 
as the engineer grasped him 
firmly by the legs and lifted 
him down from the unsteady 
perch. 

The next day there was 
great rejoicing in the little 
home near the tracks, for the 
engineer, bis wife and chil- 
dren, with their guest, the fire 
saan, sat down to a wonderful 
Thanksgiving dinner, 

din England a 
¢ very unhappy 

1 
hey desired a" purer” 

Anal so they were called" P 
When they were persecuted far their faith 

went over to Halland, ane there they lives! 
in the city of Leyden for twelve years. The 
Dutch people were kind to them and the Puri 
tans worked hard 10 make a fiving, but they 

patly decided to go far actors the sea to the 
‘ew World and found 4 colmy whete they 

would be free to worship God in theirown way 
‘They had heard many tales of these lands 

cross the sea, and they were anxious to setthe in 
the country Hudson hed described so favorably; 

y in search of a 
me, they the name “Piterims,” One 

hundred und t (these brave Pilgrims sailed 
oa the Mayilower tu the mew land, 

they said, 

'T WAS a Jong and perilous journey and for 
sisty-throe days the small boat was strugytime 
rough tbe storm-tursed sen, and in a severe 

river: from its course ard finally 
rene ‘ape Cod Bay: 

As it was the last of November the captain 
felt that they had betier not attempt to reach 
be to Sette 

this northern coast. They called this part 
of the country New England. The rock on 

ed Mymauth Rock, 
y built was named 
last town they had 

seen when they left the“ mother country.” John 
Carver was appointed the first gave 
colony, asd Miles Standish was chusen captain, 

he men went ashore and chonped down trees 
| built rude log huwses, while the women and 

children still lived upon the ship, By and by 
}o the houses and put their things 
wee. Hut many of the people 

caught cold from exposure during the bleak, 
wintry Weather, apd half of the colony died. 
When the warm days came and the snow and 

ice melted the poor Puritans were i thank- 
ful. One bright spring day a (ric 
came inte the camp aed grunted: 
English." He was Samoset, who 
few English words from some explorers, The 
next day Samuret returned and brought back 
his friend Squanto to welcome the English. 
Now at one time Squanto bad been captured 

by some wicked traders who carried him to the 
const of Spain, where he was sold as a slave. 
Me was later rescued by kind-hearted English- 
saan who brought him back to his own country, 
And for this Squanto loved the English and felt 
so grateful to them that he was anxious to have 
his trihe on friendly terms with the Pilgrims, 
He asked Miles Standish if their chief, Massa 
soit, could come and visit the white men, 

“HE Pilgrims then sent an invitation to Mas 
sasait and his braves to come to the colony, 

and the Pilgrims received them with every honor, 
and together they smoked the “pipe of peace.’* 

Then the white men returned the visit, and 
the friendship between these red men and their 
“white brothers” increased. However, Squanto 
was always a favorite friend of the Pilgrims, for 
he it was whe brought them corn and showed 
them bow to plant it. 

The provisions which they had brought from 
England were exhausted, but they had learned 
from the Indians how to trap gume, asd they 
cought Goh and so supplied their daily wants 
‘When at last the corn was ripe and was gathered 
into the storehouse the Pilgrims were very 
happy, for they knew that they would nue suf- 
fer from lack of food during the coming winter 

“It is just u year since we came to Chis coun 
try," they sakl; “and although we have em 
dured many hardships we are thankful to God 
who, in His loving kindness and gentle mercy, 
guided our steps and brought us safely to this 
war pew home in the wilderness, where we are 
free to worship Him as we desire. Now let us 
set apart a time to thank Mim for this harvest 
which He has given to us.” 

So they appointed » day for special prayers 
and thanksgiving. The alled this day 
Thanksgiving Day,” because it was a day set 
apart to give thanks 10 God; and now every 
year this day is kept all over the country 

(OTE—Miss Faulkner will be glad to have the readers of this 
Page write to her and tell her what stories the children in their 

care like best—the ones they ask for most often, and what stories 
they would like to have in Taz Journal. Perhaps you dimly re- 
call some story your mother told you in your childhood, on which 
you would like to have your memory refreshed that you may tell it 
to others, Miss Faulkner will also send to parents and 
upon request, a list of books and guides to reading for children. 

FoApendancs Square, Philadelphis, Pennsylvania, 

Ruth and Naomi 
JONG lon ago, inthe days when the Judges 

ruled aver Israel, there wae # famine int 
lund of Canaan, and the poopte of Taracl knew 
hot where to obtain food. Now there was a pat 
named Elimelech, who lived in Bethlchem 
judab, with his wile, Naomi, and their two sons. 

eloch heart that there was plenty of 
© he took his family 

Aiter 4 time Elimelech died and his sans took 
wives from the women of Moat; the name & 
ove was Orpah, and the name of the other was 
Ruth, and they lived there for about ten years 
Thea these two sons died, and their mathet, 

was left with her dughtersinlaw. 
Naomi heard thet the famine was aver in 

‘Cansan and that the Lord had given His people 
food once more, so she was anxious to go hack 

her old home in Bothiebem, anit her two 
daughter-in-law started to go with ber on the 
journey. But Naowi said to thom: 
turn each to her mother’s house: the Lor 
Kindly with you, as ye bave dealt with the deal, 
wont with om 

IND she kissed them good-by and they went 
together, and Orpah kissed Naomi and 

went to ber own hotae. But Ruth refused to 
heave ber beartbraken mothe bow, and when 
Naomi said “Behold, thy sister-in-law is gone 
back ente her peo 

thou after thy sister-in-law," 
or 

Ruth answered: 
“Intreat me not to leave thee, or to return from 

for whither thou goest, 1 
loge: 

following aiter thee 
will ges and where thou lodyest, 1 wi 
thy poopie shall be my peap 
God. Where thou di 
T'be buried: the Lan do #0 to'me, and 
alsa, if ought but death part thee and me,” 
When Naomi saw that Ruth Joved ber 2 

dearly and wus determined to go with her she 
said Bo more, but together they journeyed ot 

wher Ruth and Naomi returned to 
Bethlebem it was the bexinning of the barley 
harvest, when the peuple were out in the fields 
cutting the grain, Naomi had a rich kinsmutt 
named Boas, who owned « great deul of kuml, 
but Naomi did not make herself known to bint 
nor did she usk any favors of anyone, although 
she was very poor; for the fields which had be 
longed to her husband had been claimed, in his 
absence, by one of his kinsenen. 

When Ruth saw their need she spoke about 3% 
follows to Naomi: "Let me go out and pas in 
the Geld, #0 that I may bei 
cat.” And Nuoeal answered: 

Ruth came to the Seld of 

Boaz came from Bethlehem and watched his 
servants In the Geld; and when he saw the 
tbe young girl working s0 hard he said: 

‘bose damsel Is thin?” 
An bis servant said: “Tt is the damsel who 

came back with Naomi, from the country of 
Moab; she came and usked that she might 
glean in the field.’ 

OAL called Ruth to him, and be sald: “Go 
sot to any other field to glean, my daugh 

ter, but work bere every day among my maid 
ens; and when you are thirsty go to the pitchers 
filled by the reapers and bave a drink of water: 
and at mealtime, when you are bung 
and have some bread and parched corn 

And Rath bowed down before Boaz ai 
humbly: “Why are you so very kind to me 
ben I am but a stranger?” 

‘Then Boaz answered: “I huve been told by 
ic pewple how thou bat comforted thy mother 
Jaw, Naomi, since ber hushund apd ber sm 

died, and bow thou hast left thy father and thy 
mother and art come asnong people whom thoa 
didst not know, aed to a strange land.” 

When Boaz found that the fields which bad 
been owned by Elimelech had been taken by 
ooe of bis Kinsmen he saw this man and stil: 
"These Gelds shaukt belong again to Naomi, the 
widow of Elimelech, and to her daughter-in-law 
Rath. You must bay these fields or return them 
to Naomi and Ruth.” 

The kinsman could pot bay the Gelds, so the 
reople who witnessed this agreed with Rous that 

ty belonged to Naomi and Ruth. 
2 Boaz told the people that he loved Ruth 

Pes that he was going to maake ber his wife, 50 
Boaz married Ruth, and be 
took Naom) with them to his 
home, for Ruth and Nace 
loved each other so much that 
they never were separated’ 
and they never again were i 
‘want or sorrow. 

Ruth had a son named 
Obed, and when Obed became 
a man, he had a son naz 
Jesse, aed when Jesse grew to 
manhood he had eight sonss 
and the youngest of Jese> 
soms was the hero David, *h0 
was choten by God to be # 
Jeader in Israel. 



MING READY FOR CHRISTMAS 

Effective and Etfectual Dust 
} Coes, od 2 Pineushion 

Tascinutingly Real eee These Ber. 
tien —in Roolity Bigek Pins 

Convenient and 
Decorative Twine 
Case Made of Ratfia 

A Cleverly Designed 
Nowdlecase for 0 
Sewing Basket 

D e Jour nati C Christmas Club 
Conducted by Edith M. Burtis 

ORE than twet 
Club 7 

families and 

I} toward men’ 
+ economy club 

in stamps for the book 

This Lawn Dust Cap trons fat: 
for Motoring, Make it of Silk 

Hol eed Hairane Well Protected 
by This Simple Motes Veil 

\ 

‘al 

Artistic Skill Hordiy Neces« 
seey to Duplicate This Book 

+ 
Potted Pants firing Dewuty 

Shoes Wit Si 
This Potisher 

No Man Should Object 
to @ Practical Gilt 

Linen Tray Cover, 
Teast Cozy art Napkin 

Bird Holter for 
Teapot Haeuthe 

and Fengennce 

Tor the Guest Room =n 
Handing Sewing Kit 

Requi 
sites for Men or 
Women Travel witnche Baath Deco: 

ont Useful Embroidered 
Mattons 

Nand-Embecisoned 
Linen Bookmark (Chitton Enjoy a Practical 

Schoot Bag Like This 

Ween Bed Sippors 
toe Chilly Nights for the Niend Without » Hame Useful Tray of Woven Paper Handy Reminder for the Housekeeper 

Poge 35, 



jeenstitched or Framed 
for # Tray Cloth 

Five Bowes in One foe Fancy Work 

’ THE variety in Christmas 
ated the lemons: 

arty-loving girl who plans fi 
New ways with cushions, too, are 

(at the right) will give de 
and couch alike, ‘The cente 

cushion, whi 
d with wadding. ners a 

1 tends, like those used ir 
keep the cushion in place when i 

air back lengthwi 
the top of the back of 

the ends a 

one 

Wuwuthste, Bstserie 

For Your Claset—an Um- 
brefie and Rubber Case 

Braided Conts of the Embeoidery Silk Give 
@ Novel Touch te This Lovely Bag 

er part hold 

Cretonne 
Easily Made and Useful Gifts 

A Hinged Buck on This 
Tray Makes it Lacy to Ope! 
anit Insert New Dollies 

se uayo SH 

~\ 

Uyeup NOM prog sy. 
WiLL remain 

Silk Book Cover 
XN Rilntle swatow YG i ; 

ideas for gift making will 
readers. Let us help you 

gifts here illus 

left above) made of gros 
h border and the marker 

Oriental colors, 
vod, which is of 

an design have 
coarve-tr 

harmoniously 
stitch work. This 

interesting, and 
uble service, for silk with the « 

carried out in silk threads, 
thereby fitting the book inc 

sof Ita 
One of the New Cushions for a Couch or Chair Back 

Hined with 
is, hy the way, 

i 
F fective Bird Designs Give Us M- 

Colorings for Eenbr 

, The Handy Hamoar for a 
The Bluebird Cushion for Magny Dreams A Pleasing Cushion for a Bird-Lover's Couch Small Room 

NOTE—Complete descriptions telling how to make all these novelties, with bla 
letter. The colors required for the cross-stiteh design 

and white diagr: r will De sent af the request of any reader who inclases four in stamps with her 

el from page, as we cannet supply separ: deets Address the Needlework E ‘Tue Laois’ Home Jovenat, Philadelphia, 

Designs 5, 12, 13, 15, 19,20 and 21 were mace by Mrz. R. H. M, Fillebrown, 
(Page 36) 

must be 



A Afte r 

A Stogan Party 

TEND was pur 
led how to enter 
tain a mixed crow 

“Mh young and old, until 

cut out 
of picture 

by national advertiver i 
numbered th ie 
Pinned them to the walls a’ 
without printed 
Then as each gues 
Hived she on hie 

of paper upon which 
had written & 

ar 

ame alvertiver. i) 

d with a strip of cardboard, n 
Lone comer and containing a Hat of 
* corresponding te pictures amt 
Each one was then requested to fill 

many of the numbers as possible with 
af the commodities advertised 

The pictures kept the te moving about 
there was great fan goc=sin slogans 
orkent aut like this: "Who are y 
Id ask another, “Ean the wt 
ld reply, rearing the shycan planed to him 

Then if the fiest pers 
Tectly she woubl set it 
Fespanding mumbe 
were thirtyos 

ed the name cor 
wh opponite the cor 

cardboard, There 
and a perusal of 

of th 

Magazin an that if desi 
Niter the formality had worn ni, and mos 

had finished their carda and weze seater, the 
‘Rach of you ds number 

You will 
correspomling number, a 
of your eared k the 

i 
ensued while pa were Cound 
un ued Now, Une 

ec just bees married, They will take 
A short honeymoon a ill then yo to howe 

Keuptnge, You will have to help them with the 
Articles you represent, Turn une of your ¢ 
over anil welte on the back just how the two 
articles you represent will help, using not 
than ten words nor mare 

OU may use the slogan it you desire,” 
was to enable those who were unable to guess 
who they were to take 

Thea the cards we 
Fead a little sto 
Youny couple 
“Peter Codk 
used ta pl 
in the stor: 

She had deft blanks 
rticles for which there 

the 
bey 

‘as children: 
where the 

ould have been used, 
1s substituted In orter the artich 

read, 
langhable, but the climax was 

e real inte her story what each 
a of thelr Som 

Te very clever 
It ues Che most nombers 
prize to thy 

Tt was w long 
an party. 

ig “On the Road” 

| ‘ONO partics seem to be quite 
Presumably because they iispen 

isgreat fun. 4 
‘ays that on a cool 
moonlight night in 
the autumn a part 

received 
‘nvitations, written 
With ret pencil on 
brows paper with 
Tagged edges, to-call 
at the back door of 
Mrs, Jones’ at seven 
o'thock, “There they 
Were each given a 
Paper bag contain 

andwich, ana 
Were told ta go to 
Mrs. Brown's back 
dour, quite a i 

Mis. Fick's back door, a 
‘other part of the town, wi 

in cup; anil then they 
ize ball where they 

Were given hot coffee in their tin cups and tolk 
fo spread their lunch, hubo fashion, and enja 
their suppers, After supper a socal tire 
had during which each of the party relat 
OF her experiences while on the way 

tis om it. Another way i 
attired as hobos, an 

we for the most 4 
costume, Porch settees 

they were each 

astic 

theft for w 
Arrange, « 

player 
spectively 2 are known 

may be ejected from the 
But thir sats removed. 

All change 

stop 
1 the hol Is he i 

and the rear seat is the 

plate being Wied by the 
eft withnut a set 
When the supper hour 

néormed th redeesbm 

through the 
played faster aval 
another the lau 
victims are fi 

of the eve 
hatting w 

A Quotation Contest 

called a" Quotatio 
y it the various a 

tioned be to be nui 
arranged ind 

the 
guests are gi 

the sugge 

npanying 
paper and 

1. Cups not inebei- 

by any other 
0 wereld 

Soup and Bible 

When the Summer Campers Came Together 

A vtit 2. Stocking with in time 

#. Wastboai 

14, Frying-pan (°¢ 

tims 

k P me 2 ] en o’Cloc! 
Little Stories of How Journal Folks Spend Happy 

MI, 

“ats 
pull w 

ter su 

date and place at 
Defure tle fal 

chey 
pretty 
enterts 

whole program is 
pleasing 

Evenings 

ing can gate 

i 
helpful 

$s will Be 
Ming th 

mothecs and 
the favors con 

ysanthe 
Wah 

zh to be filled 
with fruit 

As a cub adlair the 

of Japanese 
stories, the 

mass 

Surprise Parties 

vi this started a 
prular that they 

winter, 0 

the sixes of their 
families to meet Che 

arprising an 
ly each ne fan 

night, all bat 
be 

Jate forthe fir: 
ial, and during 

the evening plans 

i be pretty su 
picious about bi 
tum being 
heard of p 

being made 
another party 
eal times a little 
trick was played by 
f we out a false 

wb the ** vie~ 

A Camping Pasty 

¥ Mearquerade as park _ 
benches, an age of which 

NOTE 
anawered 1 
you know how 

policer 
Free soup tickets 
be issued, and redeens 
ata senall booth where five dollars 

served En amall be 
from a huge kettle 

Wh PeRQUESt a 
folks spend happy evenings and £ want to tell other folks bow 

am allover the country, Fo! 
door, summer or winter. 

unusual—I will send a check for 

youspend happy evenings, 1 
| seucies of good times, whether indoor 

Tw JOURNAL because they are new 
ach, W 

Punch or lemonade & z 

emertaininest features on this 
enpeti, addressed envelc 

y inquiry about tbe 
‘ocapanied by & 

on 
ae wether 

ite [rely about your good times and sel yout 
vausMent Enrron or Tet Lanies' Monat Jc 

page will be 
I want tolet 

be best 
the stories £ 

suscript tothe 
3 NAL 
Ixnerexpence SQUAKE, PHILADELPHIA, PRSNSYLVANIA 

al whick it was made. 

I gave a mping party, wing 
own in the illustra- 
lly seeved at plenic 

» salad, ete 

thie is jst what a 
ess would want. A 

I tent with flying 
which b 

the edie 

HE soap that 

perfectly 

meets the exact- 

ing requirements 

of baby’s daily 

bath fulfills the 

toilet needs of 

every other mem- 

ber of the family. 

Wool 
Soap 
for Toilet 

and Bath 

gives that dainty 

freshness and 

velvety softness 

to the skin that 

has such a rare 

charm both in 

infancy and after 

years. 

United ssi Coupon 
wrapped with every ome 

Swift & Company 
USA. 
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Christmas is just 
around the corner 

Dear old dad! You sometimes 
wonder what makes him so quiet or 
why he is so touchy. Every now 
and then he is so jolly you wish he 
would be like that oftener., Do you 

cr stop to think of the burden 
dad carries: business affairs, family 

responsibilities — bills, bills, bills ? 
Yet when things do let up on him 
a little he just gets natural and 
boyish a 

e 

Christm is just around the 
corner, This year make it up to 
dad for some of the good times 
he's given you. 

What kind of a watch has your 
dad? Unless he is well timed 
there is nothing under the sun 
that will please him more than a 
handsome, dependable, 
warch, 

Buy him an Elgin—a Lord Elg 
the aristocrat of the watch world. 
You can’t buy anything finer in 
beauty or durability. It will cost 
you $100 to $115. A lot of money? 
That is why we are talking Chnst- 
mas gifts now. Take time by the 
forelock; club your contributions 
together and give dad something 

worthy of him and worthy of you. 
There is no watch accuracy greater 
or more famous than Elgin accu- | 
racy, whether it is the elegant Lord 
Elgin or the more modest Wheeler 
movement, 

Ask Your Elgineer 

gin Booklet —'* Time Taking 
4.7? Send stamped and addressed 

Elgin Poster Stamps, 

ELGIN 
Watches 
KEEP TIMeE 

Write for 
Time Kee 
envelope for set af 

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH CO 
Figin, Illinois 

LoD riot 

r November, 1915 

S 

Talks About Waking Up the 

Society and Giving Interesting Social Affairs Missionary 

JO MANY go: 
are trying to help 

they can make 

‘One night. they 
iearned the hymn, “Brighten the Corner.” f 
believe some of the corners where they work 

ve b Vile brighter becar 
1 just hope that some of you girls a 

ad this will form such a readin 
work among all a will have such good times tapethe 
tendance ‘one of the girls will miss it if she can pe 

get there, I recommend the idea for hap 
healthful, helpful evenings 

Apnour An Aftoir Gastronomic 
meetings, presen "Three Che 
home mission: “The Americal society that is at its “'wit's end,” # 

“On at the banquet is of liscover new means ¢ theo 
¢ af promoting sociability, 

Aronuenie Social.” 
mn at sectal and 4 

you may make it me: 
e it by means of some 5 

ionary 
bol an 

\ poster for 3 
howed a 

letteri 
int 

Can't get chibd: 
zl Then call ita 

work 

nwers 

ly booth, a lemonade 
nul pics. ‘The reciy 
hur with those obtain 

are afterward to be pe 
How Many Indians in Your State? 

By 
the « 
the evenin ) VOU know that 

rey state This is the old church.cookbook idea, but it can 
nawer Ube be worked in well again with this gastronomic 
re in you wovia * always an army of Dew 

an interesting even he ul cookbooks, 
contests that will under the tith a Ke any 

*Ked Man anid White Man, of ted tissue afford amusement foragastronamic social. You 
men from forty-eight states nned to the might make wp small booklets for games 

il border; 
trung on 
gracefully 

have ¢ 
On the 
This consists of 

rams ma: 
one list with the Jette 

| jlan Tableaus mixed, and they are to be correctly arranged by 
itation by a small girl in costume: the company. Here are two examples, with the 

correct forme following in ren Leen: Little Light Moccasin mings Selleurr (Crullers) . 
mints were on the t Finfu 

rpanclwasaborderof small A prize for this contest might be a small 
4 the center, aed a y packed with jumbles 

Anuther ¢ 
company is * 

A whit 
y bands 

wore nurses mernibers caps, 
eanboret 00.6 ig about the room ia onder, 
for conven ast aquare 

icing on cach, aes te pl that with compass and wheel at command 
have y preserved cherri carelully guide any craft to the land (Pilot). 

fing, The pl that with bravery blazes his trail, 
That those who may follow w: need fail 

Pioneer) 0 in the draw 
era mali "Afterward homemy o woult make an excellent 

it became a Du as you please” party, some Prize for the one guessing the greatest number 
Still another contest may be carried out by laying games, Hstening to a trained story Ve endian . ¥ dividing the company into two sides and choot 

added invita’ ; ing one referee. ne 
W gastronomic conundrums, with their answers 

A Reeding Circle He propounds each in turn, timing the company 
for the correct answer, 

Whichever side is the Grst to guess correctly 
chi 5S 9 person from the other side, the one 
having the most members when all the riddles 
have been proposed being the winning side 
Here are two conusdrums to show what is 

There is a little plat 
Id be suitably giv 

It is called * 
NT to tell y 

evenings togetber. 
u how fifteen girls nd 

They are 

* Suntay-school 
ol ts 

ing might | y are part of a large 
atl that is their bon Five Lithe Peanies"—sbeline recitation, 4 onde 

= Mite calling far Every Monday night they go directly from = '™eant: 
seg ltt : work to the home of theis teacher. Each Why is eu lke money? Secause we knead 

oxoe A woe for four ve ber ake once (eed) 
sinall girls soencthing for the supper a What pudding docs a lawyer Uke best? Sect 

(wue ft) 
When you are ready to serve refreshments 

is ¢ arung the company, o& separate 
aper, names of edibles, and phrases 

tiptive of each. The holder af each phrase 
d the holder of the article described. 

For example, the one to whom ‘Stones of 
value” is given will discover his partner in the 

Gems.” Any committee 
can readily mak list, of which the fallow- 
ing is only a beginning, but care should be 
taken that most of them are such as can easily 

one bearing the ward 
settling the 

ey xet to work 
mending of on jaken that 

al c 
in an eatertaining way aml (wie i very indigeei ble 

A Candle Exercise” them. The tit couse: 
World is Jesus”) is one in w * by Van The dish that made Bewon fa 

her time it was "The Lo-t Word,” 
“The Girl and Her Religion,” 

liked very muc! 

dren may participate 
Alaska € hai stmas C 

ing lettle » 
Of all the b 
The baby in Alaska has the 

kere the buttery, 
ions and appeo 

for such an occasion will 
be sent upor: request 

Nore—The Minister's Social Helper will be glad to aid church workers in planning social gatherings and new methods of work. 
Information regarding the sources of the entertainment ‘his page will be sent upon request if 
accompanied by a stamped, addressed envelope. Kindly address The Minister's Social Helper, in care of Tux Laptss’ Hoste JOURNAL, 
Independence Square, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
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— \ 4 FAULTLESS 
What t “ he Handy Man Can Make 

for Chr 
By Carey Edmunds 

N THE SS BP | ‘HE origin of 
left is a + E this indirect- 

lamp of rafiia, < lighting fixture is 
which any t 

can make, 

“REG USPATOFF.” 

RUBBER Goons . 
i} ul {ht 
| Ke 40 

WEAREVER 
HOT WATER 

“WEAREVER" 
Hot Water 
Bottle, Foun- 
tain Syringe or 

| Combination Syringe 
—and be sure of real 
satisfaction, longer serv. 
ice and greater value. 

EAREVER"” 
No. 40 Hot 
Water Bottles, 
and “WEAR.- 

INISHED in EVER" No. 24 
baby’s wardrobe would be a jay Fountain Syringes 

Box ta Hang on 
Back Porch 

©n rollers and designed especially to vb thine, Tey to any young mother, It holds a a: sit 
Wellies Gin ee doxen baby hangers for dresser and our leaders 
pec abasic be petticoats, the drawer is for under- are moulded in 

And magazines. On the right ix soiled wear and wee shoes and slippers 0.0 one piece; have 
St abt ob the shelf, Below is a sectional book- | Sothes hamper. Two views, one epee cane hcl cay bos ot tnae kets no —— Me Keak 

he soiled eee any, Boe or ta Sed no bindings to come Sheer with tools can make. Stain it the color ee Te Pend 
re in your living-room. the door. improvements make 

them mote comfortable 
in service and went 
longer. Substantial rub. 
ber, smooth, sanitary 
ith; maroon color. 
8 good, texviceable a 
cle, get “WEAREVER 
No. 40 o: No, 24. 
“WEAREVERNo, 409 
Combination Syringe 
will be found useful 
by those requiring 
two-use outht, 

NLY neat, careful workmanship is necessary 
to produce this attractive library table. On 

the left is a useful coal box, the gift of a thoughtful 
hushand whose basiness took him out of town dur- 
ing the week. The box holds a week's supply of 
coal, which is put in at the top and taken out at the 
door at the bottom. K le the range in 
the kitchen it saves or 

WEAREVER NO24 
FOUNTAIN 
SYRINGES 

Zane 3 QUART 
OVER CAPACITY 

| WEAREVER™ De Lane—« 
ucts—towt deypast at 
tively designed: exclasivel 
wih Patested teat 

SHIRT-WAIST box to fit under the 
bed is divided by a vertical partition 

intotwocompartments. Set on revolving 
tollers so both sides are accessible. 

nar, 
“WEARE No. 75 aod No. 48 se foe 

qiabty; soled marocn and maccos and black mottled 
colon, Moire or, guaranteed full capactiy 
‘There is a ccenplete line of Faeltieus " W R. EYER Hie Co fv Heorhalt Fos, 

ERE is a little china closet for the small svoably petal, Ask fer these gum by saree, nad CONVENIENT table with two ot conta aidan. Apartment or for the girl who has ‘“eats" 
in her room. hinged lida. ‘The compartments are Mt you cammct Jocate the Paahtions Dealer 

for silver or table linen. See emaien eae mere tat 
‘THE FAULTLESS RUBBER COMPANY 

Matery af a Cow pisse, Migh-Grode 
Eine of Rabe reads fur ths Home, 
ASHLAND, OHIO, U.S. A. 

A Dainty 
tee Box 

IOTE~The homemaking 
instinct i so strong in 

every pormal man, woman 
and cild that all our readers 
will be interested in the pam- 
phies, called" The Stranger,” 
whick deals with Avt in rela. 
tion to things in our everyday 
life. Let us send you one. A 
two-cent stamp set to Fane 
Porter, in careot Tt Langns” 
Home JouvkNAL, will bring 
one fo yor, 

HIS screen will be appreciated by the 
Birl who pets her own meals, Opposite 

|S shown the side where the cooking is done. 

D)'SHES are kept on the shelves, |The 
meal Is prepared on the table at the left 

and eaten at the one on the right. 

let NOTE ~ Workin diagrams of all the articles shown above will be sent upon receipt of a two-cent stamp for each diagram requested, Address your 
ter to Carey Edmunds, in care of THe LAvtes' Home JouRNAL, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and be sure to write your name and address distinctly, | 

ieee | 
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‘The Corset for all occasions. Try one. 
You will receive the Utmost in a cor 
set—Comfort, Style, Fit; at a Price for 
every Purse, 

NEW MODEL 
STYLE 449 
(Pictured above) 

Elastic inserts over groin; new in- 
curved waist; slightly rounded hips: 
medium bust. Coutil. 

PRICE $2.00 
Other W. B. Nuform models 

one to three dollars 

W Bee 
For Full Figures 

Whether short, tall, heavy or plump, 
there is a W. B. Reduse to improve 
your figure with all the comfort of 
old wearing, at first wearing. 

NEW MODEL 
STYLE 716 

Ease through diaphragm. Elastic 
semi-belt subdues prominent abdomen. 

PRICE $3.00 
Other Reduso Models $3 to $5 

Masint co W. B. Corsets and get Best Valor tor your 
Suney. Ii your dealer canock soppty, you, end 
ls style aumiber, qaze and price. Catalogue free. 

WEINGARTEN BROS., Ine, 34th ard Broadway, New York 

° 

one fact has become 
dent —the actual y of telepathy 

belie! in telepa 
1 could not 
studying the letters my re 

From every state in the 

has com 
force th 
cans in truth ec 

though half the w 
is evidence hay al 

interesting Greu 
process of co 

out charly the 
that, whatever the 
it is peofoundly af 

feet by the paye of the pers 
to speak, the recei fd the 
As a result, when telepathic messages 

through successfully they are recelved by difler 
forms. How great 
are be oo 

y quoting a few of the reports 
fo me. Thus, Miss L. O.. of Tennessee, 

writes: 

My Gance was seriously injured in an sutomo- 
bile accident. About two or three weeks after the 
oceident, and when be had been getting an well, 
he suddenly took # turn for the worse. [ did not 
know this, for when f hed heard from his bedude 
in the afternoon he had no fever. 
Between twelve and one that night I wos sud 

denly acutely awake and very uocaay, It was all 
T could do to sestrain myself from arousing the 
household and goeng to him, for I Anew his com- 
dition was very much worse. I slept no more, but 
feverishly awaited dawn. 

‘The strange part of it is that he was awakened 
at the same hour with a great desire to eee me. He 
was decidedly worse for several duys 

Telepothic Death Warning 
VERY freavently the mer 

form of a vivid dream 
abolically picturing the ev 

Ny cons Int 
O. M. H,, of I reports 
My brother hns been living in Washington for 

the last few yeurs with his wife und little daughter 
Frances. At the time of which I speak we hod not 
heart from them fur some time, and as far aa we 
lenew they were all enjoying good health 
One naght I had w very vivod dream of them 

They seemed to be in great trouble of some kind. 
Tt wemed to me thut my father, who has been 
Gead for soene years, was there, and that he said 
“She will soon be with me, and you can never 
have ber again.” 
When I awoke from thr dream the cold eweat 

stood out in great beads on my forehead, f wes 
very frightened, for it seemed an evil omen. 

he deat neorning after the dream we received 
& telegram from my brother telling us of the 
sudden and unexpected death of Frances. She 
hod died during the night, probably at the very 
time T was having the dream. 

A Voke Heard Telepathically 
Or THE te 

snerely fett we dre 
the form of a halluci 
like image of the se 
Mrs. N.M_5., of Obio, reports a ease 

In the spsing of 1899 may husband's brother 
doctor in Washington. D, C, whom he bad sot 
teen for more than a year, was taken sudden! 
We were not aware oft, when, upen waling a 
JANE. io our home in Phkadelphis, Tibed 8 
peculiar sensation of someone leuning over a 
sefeen at the foot of my Ded and fooking at me. 
‘The one who seemed to be gazing was the image 

of my husband, end hs neck and shoulders were 
almost bare, The sudden uwaking. and the pecul- 
las senaation of seeing my husband (es I thought) 
sanding ot the foot of the bed, made ene almeet 

wus too frightened todo so. Then 
Troueed that my husband wes seeping soundly 
by my side, and I woke him and said: 

“Look, who is this in the room?” 
He could sce suthing. Then I jumped up and 

went toward the screen, when the figure grado- 
ally disappeared. I returned to sour 
fell asleep again. seeping soundly till 7.39 

‘At the breakfast table w telegram ceme from 
Washingtoo to my husband. stating that his 

died at 3 o'clock that morning. 
Sometimes the hallucination is of the sense 

henring, asin this case, rel Me. W.B.C,, 
if New York 

1 was traveling om business in the West while 
my wafe lay ill in South Orange, New Jersey. One 
morning, at about four o'ocit, E heard her aa 
"Oh, W., U's ao sick!" Twas im Michigas at 
toe. J immadintety wrote her of the incident, and 
she canfrmed the fact that se waa awake at tie 
precise time stated, and spoke those words aloud. 

Or, instea there may be a hall: 
Guatory exp 1 soz 
Mrs, P. H., of Montre: fs the fol- 
lowing: 

Two years ago last March I was dressing in my 
room in Francisco, when there came three 

two different times. The first time 7 
thought it was the landlady, and bude her come in. 
Ageia T heard three knocks. 

ad of being 
ay be received in 

Sometime: 
the m 

e Things That Puzzle Us 
In Everyday Experiences That We All Have 

By H. Addington Bruce 

Then I went to the door and opened it, sll 
thinking it was the landlady and thut she had not 
heard me. But no one was there That night I 
got a telegram telling of the death that morning 
‘of my brother-in-law. 

The Cause of These Variations 

KT altogether from the still unsolved pr 
f exactly how telepathic messages 

teresting problem lo 
y should be received in 

sas these ‘The solution of this 
1 have ale 

ves in the f 

ly in their mestal processes than ik 
uspected. Some ines think almost 

in terms When they t 
vent or a wor 

event or word seems to 
them. Such 1 ong to what 

is called the visual type uf thinkers. 
Others think chicily in terms of sound, and 

ere in term: 
rpe 

mution 
i of the 

These ate of the 
Lor type TeNpec 

mary and | tion of the 
cted by ideas of movement. Hi, for 

cornfield it is the wav 
t und mast clearly Seaps 

¢ visual type, and 
ot telepathic m 

geo are received either as vivid dr 
res or as waking hallucinations uf the sense of 

ight 
Your man or woman of the auditory type, on 

the other hand, will experience, w 
or her drea: W awake, a 
cinations. A f-lype man or woman, 

tting a sat, is likely to get it 
Tuciation in which 

ent have a promin 
like Mrs. PUL, hear t 

n Vy be cla 
ory of tbe mo 
ase of Miss L. 
ved as a mere it 

0 much a questic 
4 temporary 
for aught 1 can tell a her 

may be di 
7, or dominantly motor,” Wha 

pe to which she belongs, she was far 
ent so constituted that the message 
ry her fianet could not fully emerge 

+ knowledge 

Vision Seen in o Soap Bubble 

“HE fact that pe 
meatal types has a bea 

phenomena than telepaths 
when they are aslee 

h difieront 
ther puxaling 

Many people 
nervous ar in & state 

inations which 
things beard and 
f those who receive 

d of self-originating 
r ballucinations experienced depends 

mental type of those having the dream 
hallucination. 

For instance, only a person who was strongly 
of the visual typ id have the experience 
ported by 2 youthiul reader of THe Jovawal, 
lictle Miss A. M., of Loulsigna, who writes: 

About a year ago T was blowing soap bubbles 
{being only eleven years now), and T was blowing 
4 jurticularly large one ta see bow big I could get 
and if Loould get it to stay in the air. T blew it 

wsatil I got i loose from the bubble pipe and in 
the air, 

Doubties you know of the colors that form on 
@ soap bubble when in the sua. Mine happened to 
get ista a little patch of gunlight. As I looked at 
it L saw u picture of Lincols us be would loole in 
profile with the face somrwhat turned toward you 

Tauw the picture in such w way that it showed 
upon the whale side of the bubble, and yet Udidn't 
have to twist to see the whole picture. Around 
the frame wan = draped fax bublbte lasted 
obout o minute, and then burst. 

im isa typical bs ance of what is know! 
are some persons who can 

ictores in crystals, tumblers of water, or 
her objects with reflecting surfaces, whenever 

they gaze at these intently. Occasionally the 
pictures represent information whieh sould 
have heen acquired uly by telepathic means 
But usually they are pictures of persons, ob 
jects, places er happenings already known to 
the crystal gazes. 

is the case unquestionably with tithe 
Miss A. M.'s soap-bubble vision. Somewhere, 
perhaps that very day or the day before, she had 

en in reality just such a framed and flag. 
aped picture af Lincoln as the one that pire 

sented itself in miniature in the sasp bubble 
Tfer vision of it was simply the externalization 

he memory image latent in ber mind 

Let me urge my readers never to forse ct 
well-established psychological principle the 

¢ which has ever got inte the mind may: 
pecial conditions, be extermalized 3 > 
nathon, af may Crop up 

in the form of a dream, Tam p Pr 
people only appreciated this, an if they MMR 
only analyze their psychic experiences in OF 
light of lt, the mystery weyuld Gabe from at lea! 
foar-Hfthsaf the happenings commanty rele" 
as “occult 

Subconscious Perception Once More 
FURTHER, the fact must also be constantly 

remembered that mach gets into the min’ 
concerning which we have ut the time no Com 

tous knowledge, This iy fundamental to & 

ect understanding of many posaling 
pening Tt explains, . many f 
Iream like the follow We 
Towa: 

About ten years go, whide living in « small 
town in Towa, T became quite intimate wit 
indy who rewded in that town. About two Thee 
later she femoved to California, and soan aie, 
rare f left that town and took up my res 

the cupital city of this state. 
‘Some time after this T hed @ strange dealt. J 

dreamed that T called at the home af thst PARE ty 
the church 1 attended, amd was mnet at the 
my old friend, the lady formerty of ie heey 
feos whom T hud pot heurd fur sever ory ad —] 
who, ax far a0 1 knew, had never heard 
Pastor oF his fasnity. pat T gave the dream tittle thought, ax T know t 
we often make queer combinations of our 7 
in dreams; but about a week later my peat 
ume to me after church, and told me that Bt 
frignd of mine was visiting at his house. old 

Imagine my surprise when I found that the’ 
friend wae nome other than the lady of my, seed 
who met me at the doer just as f hed die 
the met we. 

Now there may have boen « telepathic de 
ment in this dream, But the chances are 
F. W, bad overheard, perhaps without being 
aware of it, some mention of the fact that 
lady having the name of her friewd was visitln® 
or was abut to visit, the pastor, ‘The beariad 
of this pase woulll naturally revive the 
ory image of her absent friend, api as 4 Te 
she would fink her pastor and her fries! t 
gether in the dream that followed. In fact, 1H 
is a Very common occurrence. 

Why Some Ghosts are Seen 

GOMETIMES, it should be added, when per 
ple are strong visualizers their dream® # 

continued for a few nsarments in the wali 
state in the forma of visual hallucinat 
l take ty forms Ube basis for a 

cerned, anit, 10K: 
‘seemed tome maw a nce boning S24, 

Tt did not took untike my mother Whe 
February. Oly her bail 

upon me. 
deed a year ago la 
‘very gray, almost white. and this face w' 

Riuis, ‘The fentures locwed very mee in very dure 
like bers Jeg 

wr not frightened in the beast, sid fell ws 
nguin, A second time I was awakened in the 
tanner. “ae 

Both times the face seemed the sume, ad DS. 
ing visible but the face, which disal 
darkness. 

essa | To explain thi it is by no means nocesset 
to resort to “spirits,” TL is enough to aasime | 
that Mra C. A. F. bad been dreaming, 
mother, and that the momentary hallucinate” 
of her mother's face when sbe awoke was me 
& continuation of her dreats 

Mrs, N. M, S.'s telepathic haftuclaatlon, 
ported above, may ali have been the cowt 
uation of a dream, 

A Psychic Escape 
MOTOR A, 1i’s interesting experience be 
the country meadow, printed in Hed bY 

issne of Tur JOURNAL, is closely parallel led | 
an experience that befell Miss G. P,, of 
fornia, who writes: 

‘One summer a party of us were rennirlg 
sous teal, fasion. T was 
in Fine at cept my eyes on the group ali 
came 16 4 clump of trees beside the sic te 
rest leept right on, but something prompt 
to yer to the Lesa Inate she atc naerd | 

I did oo, and fring, growed the champ T 
screarsa, and back. Cailed, Feo to ny to 
strike, was @ large rattler that disap round 
the bushes ff Thad gone on, inetend of £0 
ea tees Tahould surely have been bitter ny the 
snake, 

A capital instance, this, af the power of the 
eye—or, in this case, perhaps the exr—to Pi 

ive more than ane consciously apprel here 
and, by * perceiving, to impel to pee) 

which seems to be quite without reasoe 
consequently mysteriows 

pi F 



Christmas | 

FANCY party bag starts our page, followed by wrist bags, iy : RANSFER patterns No. 14260 (3 designs), I) cents, and 
cardcases, and a tatted bag to bold shuttle and thread. Of the : No. 14739 (4 designs), 10 cents, can be obtained from any dealer 

chemise yokes it would be hard to choose the prettiest. The three- . in Tux Lapses’ Home Journat patterns or from the Home Pattern 
Diece eyelet vet and the lace scarf suggest bridal gifts, as does also oe Company, 114 Fifth Avenue, New York. Crocheted designs 1, 2,3, 

) , the clover-leaf bureau scarf. A remnant of Japanese embroidery oa: 4, Sand 6are given in our crochet pamphlet, 15 cents ; tatting designs 
was converted into the dainty traveler’s case. New bag fancies 7,8 and 9, in our tatting pamphlet, 15 cents. Copies of these pam- 
fre the rose design for corsets, the howknot for embroidery, the silk phiets, with descriptions of all the designs, may be obtained from 
tatting for a tuck-in, and the sectional one of ribbon. ‘ = ayes the Needlework Editors, Titz Laoizs’ Home Jountat, Philadelphia. 

(Pope 41) 



For the Balby and 

lis Mother 
Dainty and Useful Christmas Giits 

; fhe Bs ( ‘OST useful among crocheted and i 4 THREE-PIECE i ts : : : S set for a baby 
means a most complete gift, and 

here are three different patterns. Ni 
is suitable for a boy or a gi 
suitable for a girl, and No. 3 
man; and you can make separate gi 
any one, —Desiyns by Mrs, B. B, Fricke, 

HAT a gift ean be ‘ORKING dire 
useful, comfortable, 4 for the three vets for 

the baby, the afghan and 
the mother's negli 
given in Tue J 
new crochet pai 
which contains al 

one-piece garm ther novelties 
cut on the same pat Fr} ‘ price, fifteen cents, 

shall be very glad to mail 
, } you a copy upon receipt of 

negligee is also ' the price, and alxo to tell 
piece desig WZ \ you how to make these 

& garments. Write to the 
Needlework Editors, and 
inclose a stamped, ad- 
dressed envelope, 
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Piano Ques 
Answered by Joset Hofmann 

liow Scales Should be M 

L 

MOVIZe Overcoming Faulty Rhythm 
How can faulty rhythm be 

8 child eleven years of age, whe 
Musle lessons for three Lerms 

Mrs, FR 
ehid 

ercomne in 

| Rhythmical weakness 
iten due to a somew ighty « 
tive of the mind. Children are often in 
Attentive to chythm in their own playing. 

they are able—and wit 
SUL effort—to in marching ani 
t hat the rhythmical 

Het into activity 
spi 

thmic weakness, and, ifit 
Should pat be so, try to have the child for 
1 while play with a met although 
this should hea last resort. Good will 
attentive part of the Sught to prodyr desired result 
use the sense cf rhythm is given to every 
Dorma human bei 

Subordinate Teelinic to Real Music 
na graduate of a large music school 
ve a good technic. But, s 

T do not scem to be able to put a personal 
touch (1 do not know how else to expres 
it) into my playing. Itseems so mec 

it is wrong? Rusy 
u do not pay alto 

tention to technica 
You koow th 

ull their youth and 
Movey,and bythe time they bave acquized 
all they want they have lust the power to 
enjoy Me. Stop thinking of your peanistic 
<apital-~ the tech i take up soine of 
those masterpieces (by Schubert, Schu. 
Mann and othe that make no technica! 

are nevertheless of great beauty 
it the beauty in them, Ay 

# gold, so is not all that 
usic. When y 

how you shade, what tou 
Ploy, what lations of timing you m 

peut ences until th 
, been “incorporated” inte 

eeral lis You will then have 
which, in playing for others, will 

Buide you without precluding the mood asi 
inspiration af the moment 

"Riaepaaeak 

The Quest 
Do you conshler it safe f 

twe lessons a week through ¢ 
bo atten 

nonath 
Ite 

We 
nits « 

© teacher is com 
t, it would harm the pupél 

guidance, even for a few weeks. 
hand, if the + intel 
poor, it were for Ube 
mmerand winter, It is a 

both sid 

Don't Attempt Too Much 

played wit 
EB A Question of Harmony 

1 tervals occur ina harmony textbook 
{sit intended that such isolated intervals b 
Salculated as in the sale of C major or in th 

‘ales of D major, E flat m ete? Wthe training, tran 
latter, bn what scale § the third interval? ete.? They have but two le 

JWR an hour each, 
: ™ Any good use will suggest to you 

bes the na: 
E = f bes j thes your task will b 

ot them. It seem: 
the impossible. While the en. 
your pupils all that they 

th 
can be regarded 
> major with the F 
with the gmented. As for No.3 it might 

ight also be that the an gsona) re expected both f 
jo whieh case it and fre them. alter ye 

t, Eat, A lat serial bring op 
the matters 

> engage you 
nd ought not 

irom you 

How to Develop Endurance at Whore Taste. Must Guide 
‘ expect 

5 Oat Ebest gain endurance in seale passages 
>Y pact lly or opis it a matter 

STRWART Some Good Concert Etudes 

matter of reonomy of 
to do thatand only 

bea 

Su you 
a good 

he names 
election 

some 
Also, pi 

ncert num giveme certain result a 
Singers, arms oF of about the <ame 

of energy Rubi 
ame holds good concert 

the arms, hands or att alo 
aim has te 

ention-—only in sist finger work ¢ 
pattacks. is the case in the f 

Studies sre also does not affect the 
owesin D flat and F the middl 

rength, eve "Au bord us for 
I more in 5 

ng fast and strome at 
K your forces and thereby 
beware of aver 

Seroby injuring them. When yo 
fms begin fo feel Lame stup and 
20 net force things. wisranee, thing 

e it begins— 
ginning of the m 

tempo are largely 
judgment. Let yourself be 

al af this beautifw 
ot either C sharp or C natural? 

Music 
dev 

Proper Position of the Hand 
jodern School of Velocity 

Srvpexr. 
What is the proper position of the hand 

‘With the welat slightly lowered, or held up? 
j DRO, 
ln Pitre finger work the wrist should be 

| nber ant slightly lowered; it will pr 
ach ani, more easily prevent the 
the wrist, which in finger work — pbx 

a player wh: 

ote 

erely techni 
cal merit, sech as 

ASKING QUESTIONS OF MR. HOFMANN soa Lisst 
rR, HOPSCANTY willbe plemoed te answer any questiorn th say wah to mihi af hie, “These written, Try. one 
farts howe, uit be bree tants Anes cu lay pn cast pen 3 

Waa hat he em nyo the ut othe ‘cmpattien or books fot Raghunath hon sored tines anpournd qoassons 
Senpeatin’ cai poten Onan ti Seores tone Reoeior seins 
pra nggr i plsern ecaenansrbe oped od meceypach pero a 

Posithons and for 
poate matic The in. {roan the ell to the oie if 

the age ar which 
Pisrists,nor,ander | circulation of blood 

Tans for aay core scawer queetams by mall. Any questies tot already anrwered by Kien, dealing with puto | 
meee oly, be WE be elt to rocetve Uf directed to Tenet n care of Thar Lanney" How Jovesat, Ladepennience 
wri cyt ha of uate, Mhiladeishin, Penneplania to be a good sti 

ich so many } lant for technical 
Pianists complain eS ed ON at 

a 

Your Little-Priced Fur Set 
Is Among These 

litle “fur money” goes, ifyou 
buy of the maker. Our Fur 

Sets, illustrated below, are (1) 
Fashionable—which appeals to 
many women; (2) Reliable— 
which appeals to most women; 
(3) Economical—which appeals 
to all women. 

[i is surprising how far a 

Lamon & Hubbard's world-wide vepu- 
lutzon ned positive guarantee safeguard 
you not oaly ahen you buy, but after 
woo've boaght. You can order your Fur 
Set right from this page without the beast 
doubt ar risk, You must be satished, 
we refund your mo 

grows to two tall 
peants at the sick, 
ebrose sexed i push 
the right «aw and 
shape to be chartsing, 

C492. Seat 
$15.00 

7492, Mu 
$16.50 

Set 
$31.50 

Natural Raccoon 
They call Natural Race 
* the Gils ber — 
thheass wormee find 
ity youldd [ok beeeeing 
A qeved animal ef fur 
ead aad a melsnthaped 
fees, banded wah cock | 
eriges i 
6186 Scart Si100 
718. Mul | © §21:00 | 
Set ’ $32.00 | 

Black Fox 
Rick in int extieme 
wanelicity — the ultra: 
‘qualey d the fee rakes 
Wameneg owceyfhocrs ~ 
eis BLACK FOX 
vet, with @ carved ani- 
teal saad ated « gall 
shaped suf Is price 

$520) —maker it 
war ol the gested fut 
values of the year, 

(001. Sead $13.50 
7001, Mak $18.50 
Set $32.00 

We prepay all forwarding charges; 
Swaply onder. by the Siyle Nember ol 
each Set, enclosing yoor semitiance, 
Our sumptuous Book—**The Theatre of 
Fer Fashion” thawing many totes peised 
aa: cvell wu higher, puicod ‘ainas oloe bse 
ful fur comte—sent free, Tear off and mail 
the Coupon below. 

| Lamson &Hubhard 
303 BEDFORD STREET 

BOSTON, MASS. 

Lamson & Hubbard 
303 Bedford St. 
Boston, Mass. 
‘Geatlessen : 

You say od me 4 cop 
eb you these od Fan 
Fashion." 
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Send 4 now © 
for sample caked 

—large enough for a full week of any of 
the Woodbury treatments below. With 

it you can begin at once to make your 

skin what you would love to have it 

CE you have the week’s-size cake shown above in your hands— 
once you have its soft, white lather in your fingers as the first girl 

has it in hers—you can begin that moment to really change the condi- 
tion that is keeping your skin from being attractive. 

You can do this—can make your skin what you want it to be—whatever the trouble 
is now. Your skin, like the rest of your body, ts changing every day! As the old sk 
dies, new forms in its place. 

This is your opportunity of “a skin you love to touch." Choose the 
one suited to the needs of your skin and 
follow it persistently when you receive 
week's-size ca It will bring you, as it has 
so many, many others, that greater attrac 
tiveness you have longed for, 

Is that new skin which is forming every 
, going to make or mar your complexion ? 

With the cake shown above in your hands 
with its creamy lather in your fingers, you 
can begin to make this new skin so strong 
and healthy, so active, that it will gradually 
but surely take on that greater clearnes 
freshness and charm which is but 4 promise For 4c we will se ‘ou the week's-size 
of the radiant, velvety complexion—“‘askin cake of Woodbury's Facial Soap shown 
you love to touch''—that the steady use of above. For 10c, samples of Woodbury’s 
Woodbury's always brings. ial Soap, I and Powder. 

50c, a copy of the Woodbury Book, 
A Skin You Love to Touch,” and samples 

: of the Woodbury preparations. Address 
First Mail now the coupon below for The Andrew Jergens Co., 210 Spring 

the week's-size cake shown above. Or, Grove Av nati, Ob 
simply send your name and address with 4 
(in stamps or coin) to the address given 
below. 

Here ts the address to use 

There are just two things te do— 

Cinci 

The Woodbury products 
also in Can 

Second—On this page are four of the coast to coast. For sample ress The 
famous Woodbury treatments which have Andrew Jergens Co,, Lid., 210 Sherbrooke 
brought to thousands of people the charm — St., Perth, Ontario, 

Let your mirror tell you which treatment to use 
to your mirror now and examine your ski) closely. Look for tiny rough places that 

make your skin appear scaly when you powder, for conspicuous nose pores, excessively 
oily skin and shiny nose. Perhaps your skin is tender and sensitive, or sallow and colorless 
or unduly tanned, Whatever condition you find, # can be changed. Which treatment does 
your mirror tell you your skin needs? 

FIRST cleanse the skin thoroughly by 
Te correct F 1 ay, with bing, in your weu 

bury’s Facial Soap 
Wipe off the surplus 

ave Che skin slightly damp. 
avy warm water Lat 

ds. Apply it to 

an oily 
shin and 
shiny nose 

Soap. dipit in 
over ye 

work 1p a 
Woodbury’s in your b 

rub it into the pare your fa 
thoroughly—always with an up 1 outwari 
lion of the finger tips, Rinse w 
with colit-—the colder the better 

clearer the first time you use 
and before bong you will gain co 
embarrassment of an oily, sh 

To reduce | \W ities h from very hot wa 
with Woodbury’s Facial 

a Soap. then t to your face. Whe 
| See the beat has expanded the . 
MONS NOSE tery genily, a of we yond ary’s. 

pores Repeat this bot water and lather ap 
= several times 

To-The 
Andrew Jergent C& 

} 210 Spring Grove A¥ 

condition & Cincinnati, Ohio 
coin 

ump 
Use chi 

reduce the 
until they at 

Jose cents {is atampe of 
fox on the Woodbery A veconling ts the oflss above 

reminder too: 

A Cita 2 
fa Canada, acdress Tlie Pus drew Jergens Co., 

216 Shesbrooke Se... Pertii, Ontarie. 



‘The New Housekeeping 
How We are Running Our Homes With Less Work and Less Money 

Edited by Mrs. Christine Frederick . 
Author of “The New Housekeeping,” Etc, 

Eorrors' 
incomes, and saving money, labor and time. In the next JoURNAL another batch of helpful letters will be published. 

Nore—Twenty housekeepers, {rom personal experiences, all trying the "New Hi ing,” will tell on this page how they are actually doing it on varying 

‘The Enitors oF Tar Lapirs' Home Journat. 

How I Save Materials, 
Time and Steps 
mej OUSEKEEPING is the most com- 
yi ' plicated business in the world. We 

Hsay that a man fails in business, 
ES) How often do we bear thata woman 

fp) {ails in business (unless she is of the 
| business world)? 1 fone and the 
fh Sime, They may say of a woman: 

tay a "She isa poor housekeeper.” Well, 
Rethods failure are the mime thing. Business 

in housekeening enable me to devote 
at ghee books and to my piawo aud to stand 
majy Mad of & filteen-room house without a 
we waren ene & week to hist and 
Renerally, and x boy for autside work, 

had bow dor Lado it? 
Tay, t= Simplicity, It is the effort to create ili 
lac fej tine the other fellow, that is the great 
hyp tie! tonker, My family is small—just two- 
Rap THe that will work for two will work for 
tty got bein hy having simple meals, Less vari- 
Pedieat® & great saving in time, work and ex- 
they i I koow from experience, ‘This recalls 
ope Of a little boy who came to our hoe one 
begat and stayed for dinner. With bright eves 
faye neil the table nnd remarked: “Oh, we don't 
tye 15 Much; we have something we are all 
And po 20d lots of it.” Ltook my cue from that, 
ioe ar tat is one of my secrets—" something we 
Bigg p,Stuck on" not the fussy things, indigesti- 

hendachy viands thnt the stomach refuses. 
Aeygilll in the days when man servast and mald 
Mens Were constantly about, the many windows then ll urtaied, changed as often as needed for 
Your? Jook neat, und you say: “No trouble to 
Ready 2 it was. ‘The curtains had to be bought, 

feady for the windows, and were a constant 
La fBtourh illness in the family learned that 

Vine the curtains down the house was more 
area The result: ‘The curtains are stowed away Attic, only simple muslin ones being at the 
‘ethan and sewing-room wintows, 

tack week the boy takes a clean muslin 
Wipes the windows on the inside. Just this 
Keeps them polished, and all are dene in 

Minutes, Outside, when needed, they are 
With & brash and a rubber dryer, such as 
We, anil, although my windows are many and 

lites, it takes very little effort to keep thers 
At all windows I have divided shades— 
roller in the middle of the window—so 1 
have privacy and light, 

+ Being on the basis of the woman who 
own housekeeping, [know what comes in 
where it goes; nothing is wasted, When I 

“en the garbage cans of others I have often 
these words: “Oh, we don't use left-overs, 

Hf father the man would say we have swell 
11 is not necessary to eat left-overs if one 
onty what fs required, and one can soon 

Nhat will be consumed, As a child f was 
that I must take no more on my plate than 
Sat. If I did, it was set aside and I ate it 
t meal hefore helng server! anything else. 

Soon established the habit of never wasting. 
easy lesson to teach in all housebolity, 

+ Cleanliness its the home, ‘The attic is 
1ored with things that will never be used. 

Sud 4) on are covered with olf canvas 
in the spring is made clean by Warning the 

take, =H hanging on the line, Asneeded, the boy 
Biers ge and a Bormt pen inging hacks and 

over the attic floor to gather the dust; 
fakes but fi a mise . 

ies the floors are all finished the same as 
ai] geaidmork,, the cracks of closets asl rooms are 
Saag 29 they are fem ani as easly cleaned 

sweeper upetairs and one dowwst: 
Bee carrying one about. Bags which cover the 

are padded; over these, bags of outing 
{ui Rade long and doubled up twice, like 
"flow the brooms, af about six inches: these 
thar ened a bit, gather all dust, clean wp all 

it Creeps in, anit hoep the floors always pol- 
ate warbed after using, two each 

FF, 

FEY TEEELSE Dy PIFESE 
] A a 

TA 

Fs 

FE: 
if 

ile E¥p aR day, one upstairs, one downstairs; 10 
EhR is always done with a clean eloth. 
Ay are also washed out each time, aXil 

Mmiys dust with a damp cloth, using suft old 
kite, f Atything else not Hnty, after it, In my 
Sedat Tise a sweeper that I keep for that alone 
Note (rant bus for that special part of the house, 
Stir up rly rd a broam is used in the house to 

lust. 
Z ane Order. 1 keep everything in boxes 
eal thus saving much weary search- Untitgaett All Wooten clothes is bags made of cheap 

Lest muslin, each with a draw string at the 
is keeps the clothes always clean and 

m moths, although in summer I keep some ‘renting, oo a cloth ttl in dh, in each lose 
0 dishes, E wash them with a soap shaker and 

hen Pier) them thoroughly with hot water, ami 
Nelveg, ya, # wire basket where they dry them- 

gee saves work and the expense of so 
sot Motor washer does the work of washing clothes 
feisty and sounds so cheery while work- 6 to} letterpress toes mach of the coarse ironing 

All cf ci Knit underwear, hose and crpe goods, wong, wtich Never sce an iron; it saves a workd of 
Contace Tee ‘wear aod tear saved on clothes, if in Rotpe , itl @ hoard, will very soon pay for the 
Fitter. An electric iron holds its own. 

Rogge VPs, Saving thme and effort. An electric 
08 the sewing machine saves drudgery, and 

asEee Fd 

a scam can be stitched im half the time eve can 
tread it out. A fireless cooker has paid for itself in 
fuel saved; and think of the time not necessary 10 
see that things don't burn! 1 keep some small 
squares of crash which I wse when cooking; they 
are alwny's at hand so 1 don’t have to rua to the 
roller towel, thus saving steps, 

Tlay down an old strip of carpet before the sink 
when work isin progress, and when through I tzke 
it up, and the rag there f always clean, A lorut 
rip of old carpet reaches frum the back door tu 
the refrigerator, thus catching all the muss of the 
ice man, The carpet is quickly tossed over a line, 
wad there are no wet and muss to bother with. 

[ have a jar filled with flour into which I have 
sifted the proper amount of baking powder and 
salt for the making of biscuits, This is ulways 
ready. Ica take out the desired amount of flour, 
and in five minutes T can have biscuits in the 
oven fog breakfast, Thls four can also be weed for 
dumplings, steamed puddings with trait, etc, or a 
fruit roll. 

Hf E bake a ple one day E tine a pan with crust, 
partially bake it to hold the edges firm, set it aside, 
and it is ready for the custard the next day, hy 
merely getting it hot before tilling. Thusin count- 
Jess ways L save time, 

Jo buying I find the telephone quite as respon- 
sive as & per: all, as the pers have 
learned that qualities must be right or goods will 
be returned, 1 always pay cash, meeting the de 
livery boy at the door, always keeping change on 
hand. 1 do not have to take his time nor he mine, 
and T obviate the dirt he woukd carry in. 

These are some of my saving ideas. Couven- 
lenees are not extravagances, but time and money 
savers, They have saved me much time and a 
great deal of money that otherwise would have 
‘gone for hired workers, ‘Onw. 

The New Housekeeping 
on the Farm 

of the income which goes to run the 
bouse is a much as I deem neces 
sary to use after the farm expenses 
are paki, As our family is growing, 
and the products of the dairy, gar 

den and hennery vary from year to year, and the 
income of the farm is not fixed, F cannot give the 
exact figures; but I know whether or not my tally 
is in tune with my husband's bank account. 

‘The most important convenience on the farm 
today 5+ that Hercules of farm life—the gasoline 
engine. A simply constructed engine can be bought 
for seventy-five dollars; and it will pump water to 
the livestock tanks and the house, rum a washing 
machine aod wringer, a separator and chura, and. 
at the sime time generate the electricity for light- 
ing the whole farm. The time it saves cansot be 
estimated, and the upkeep ard renning of the plant 
are very small if care is taken. 
The cost of running our engine bs divided ber- 

tween the farm and the house accounts, No farm 
woman can afford to de without this burden lifter, 
Running water, bot and cold, in your kitchen sink; 
a bathroom ready to use for every meraber of the 
housebold; light when you nocd it; a tireless giant 
to run your laundry and creamery—this is indeed 
@ part of the new housekeeping in the country, 
One of the chief assets of the farmer's wile is the 

hennery. Gur chickess are kept on a strict busi- 
ness basis: every scrap of food and every minute 
of time allowed them are charged to their account; 
but every egg and every pound of meat used from 
the hen house are put down to their credit. 
Tallow my hens range in the afternoon anly, and 

T save time by knowing just where to look for the 
epee; besides, I ams always sure that the egy I find 

the neost discriminating castomer, All chickens 
for market are sold toa large botel. T average one 
hundred per cent profit. 
‘The garden is another asset, Our time, the cast 

of seeds and plants, and the interest on the money 
invested in the garden patch are charged to the 
table account fur the vegetables we use. When we 
have roo legs Aidecony member 
exchange it at the grocery for something we 
Each day all of the vegetables and freits that are 
ready to use are brought to the house, and what 
are not used on the table are canned at once. 

Small fruits are used on the table fresh, and if 
there is a quart or so more than needed it is made 
atonce late jam ar preserve while the meal is being 
prepared, Green beans are gathered the same 
all of them cooked in salted water as for the table. 

Just before the seasoning is added, the beans 

iL 
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@ great saving in winter, as are the green things 
in summer. Our grocery bill seldom exceeds ten 

one, day book for the dairy, the hennery and aday the dairy, 
the garden (and groceries}. Then 1 keep a clothes 
hook and a daily expense book. In the back of this 
Inst hook is the monthly summary for the year. 
This system tak. s shout ten minutes’ time each 
evening. INDIANA. 

How I Cut My Household 
, Expenses 

E;IREE years ago I would save and 
G) scrimp and bope, but when each 

munth was over and the bills were 
paid my allowance was gone and 
there was no surplus to show my 

ig | busband. Oneday in my husband's 
4) office! to be seated at the 

bookkeeper's desk, and 1 noticed ba 
the open hooks before me that there were nota- 
thons of expenditures of but a few cents as well as 
of those having to do with many dollars; every 
Peony that psssed through that office was noted andl. 
accounted for, Was the system in operation in my 
odfice, the kitchen, so complete that I coukl account 
for every cent which passed through it? 

‘That was my start, I got a blank book and be: 
xan my system of household bookkeeping. With 
the figures before me I next started in to swe 
wherein I might make cats, 

T began with the largest account of the month, 
my meat bill, $24.69; surely there must be a way 
of cutting this down some, T went to the market 
where I had been trading for more than a year, 
I found it neat and clean, but I saw a number of 
idle clerks, extravagance in its arrangement, waste 
in the cutting of the meat, and a useless polish 
which led to needless expenditure. 

It was Mr. Butcher's privilege to be extrava~ 
gant If he wished to, but it was my business to see 
that be did not charge it up to me. So I left that 
market and walked a few blocks farther and found 
another market, not quite so highly polished, but 
neat and clean and everything working like clock- 
work. My meat bill for the next month was $16.84, 
i we had had as moch and as good meat as dur- 
gg the previous month for $24.69. 
‘Then [ tackled the grocery bill with great cont 

dence, but at the end of the next month my 
‘dooks told me that I had spent $21.44 for grocer- 
‘ies as against $20.18 the previous month. 
Then one day I happened to be tn my grocer's 

store when @ farmer drove up to the back door 
with a load of farm produce. He had a tub of but- 
ter which the grocer bought for thirty-three cents 
a pound, and a case of eggs for which be paid 
twenty-three cents a dosen. I bought a pound of 
‘this same butter for thirty-six cents and a degen of 
the eggs for twenty-five cents Then I thought: 
“Why can’t the farmer and I get together?" 
IT got three of my neighbors interested, and one 

day we drove out and visited a number of farmers 
in the vieinity. Among them we found one young 
man who seemed to take especial interest in our 
plan, and the result was an agreement on his part 
to deliver direct to our homes butter, exes, poul- 
iry, potatoes and vegetables in season at a price 
slightly over what he was receiving from the re- 
tallers. He was to make two deliveries each week. 

It was a month before the plan was working 
orderly. My accounts for November show that by 
taking these things from my grocery bill I had re- 
shuced it to $9.56; the bill for these articles for the 
month was $8.49. By the end of the year our club 
bad in size to eight members, and we 
were able to get a substantial reduction om sugar, 
Sour, coffer, tea, ete., by ordering in large quanti- 
Ues through our Jocal groceryman. My grocery 
bill for January dropped to $6.89. 
As a dub and as individual members we make 

cecstional visits to “our farmer,” and have also 
made a trip to the stockyards of a near-by city, 
where our butcher gets his meats, With our 
groceryman we bave visited the wl grocery: 
house where he gets his goods. 

Year before last my books showed a balance of 
$135.75; last year, $184.52. Tuanon. 

Making a Card Index 
Save the Head 

DETERMINED op two things 
about bousekeeping when I married. 
One was not only to make my head 
save my beels, but to make certain 

' Hour Jousat for several years 
hack. [seized upon this treasure and from 
the magaaines practically every item upon 
housekeeping. The recipes that I tried success: 
fully I pasted upon cards four by six inches in size 
aad fled them in an indexed bax. 

Is Tre Jovanar false found letters from women, 
telling bow they managed their bourework—some 
of them without help, some with one maid. I 
planned for weeks, keeping pencil and pad close at 
hand as | worked, to adjust the invaluable kings in 
these letters to my own routine. Then I took eight 
cards, headed the first one “Daily Routine,” and 
the other seven in the order af the days of the week. 
On the first card I entered my daily tasks con- 

secutively: nothing was too small to i 
(Powe 45) 

On the cards for the different days of the week 
I spread the little special tasks, not forgettiny even 
sock trifles as winding the eight-lay clock, Gilling 
the saltsand peppers, ete, Then, with the cars at 
hand, I worked like a machine, finishing In about 
half the time it would have taken had I stopped to 
Rape about for forgotten work; amd with half the 
fatigue, for my mind was free. Is were then 
filed in a special division of the same box which held 
the recipes. 

Another section of the card index fle holds 
“Menus,” “Emergency Menus," “Company 
Menus" and “ Eeoeomical Menus," Some of these 
foenus I clipped from magazines, some J devised 
niyself; but they all represent appetizing, well- 
betlanced meals, 

‘Thea 1 keep a kitchen diary, in which J enter 
daily menus and lists of supplies needed, £ write 
up menus for three or four days abead, to frcili- 
tate marketing and advance preparation of meals, 
as 1 find that forehandedness is an important fac- 
tor in simplifying kitchen work. 

T also ave a loose-leal memorandum book, in 
whicn I keep my shopping fist (dry goods, potions, 
etc,), and a fist of odd jobs which are to be at- 
tended to is spare moments aed which my indus- 
trious book remembers for me, 

‘These simple devices, with the addition af a 
“speciél-columa journal” for expenditures and a 
checkbook, are all [use, Tuoi. 

What Two Sisters Have 
Accomplished 

ily, while Tam house and garden 
keeper, besides running variour 
small “ide fines" by the bome 
manufacture of anything trom 

3) pickles to paintings, 
Now, my scheduling of the housework, by give 

ing me more time to put on this work, has greatly 
increased my earning capacity, so that more time, 
more money md more joy in living have resulted 
from our pew bow: ping. Our budget is ax 
follows: aaa 

ets Sy ov . ne 
Bly of apples and garden and 
fe, ee : 

ura 
Food ‘ 
Clothing 

taaes, etc, 3 zt Amureroent, including boos, magazines, clubs 
dues, eu aa 5 

Altruiem (church, charity. gifts. uemm ee). AM 
Kloss, accsdents. breakages, ductat 

dentist. etc.) . cosa | 
Odda and exds, from cobd cream ta pimtage: | 20 
Total. ee S48 
Savings . . - . $243 

The e: ire for clothing seems di: - xpenditus ispropor: 
timate to that for food, but the details of « dietary 
study we worked out for the last six months show 
that our food supply is ample, while the saving on 
feat pears the nares madneste rd clothes. 
We buy all our clothing ¢ we can 
carn more at other work than we could save by 
devoting the same time to garment making at honse- 

‘The kitchen and hall are covered in lnoleu 
all the otber = ree eee nae 
‘building paper, then painted and wi . 
grain ol the wood shows through, the oor ls warm 
from the sealing of the cracks, and we think the 
eGect is beautiful—quite as bygienic as hardwood 
floors and just as easy to take care af, 

We have a few small rugs In each roum, fm sell 
color to match the Roors. This gives a uniformity 
‘of effect that is restful. Draperies are reduced to 
The minimum, 

‘The kitchen was the roomy, old-fashioned kind, 
aod there was a storeroom whose dimensions, 
eleven feet by twelve, were ideal for an up-to-date 
kitchen; so f changed ahout and the storeroom 
holds trunks pow as well as stores, while the kitchey 
is a small workshop, fitted up with shelves just 
where 1 wanted them—shelves of all sizes, noes 
Jower than my keees and none higher than my 
eyes. This saves stooping and lifting more than 
one could believe who had not tried it. Keeping 
things off the floor, toa, makes chaning easier. 
‘The little leaks in time atl labor are only to be 

discovered by constant watchfulness on the part 
of the individual housekeeper. I had to give time 
and thought to the simplest tasks and to try dif- 
ferent ways until found the best way for me; and 
this best way depends greatly on the individas!— 
on her height and build and where her muscles are 
strongest. 

Toe is hard to get, for we are a mile from the 
town, so we buried our refrigerstor in the earth out- 
side the back door, in s spot where the sun never 
even ‘Then we ripped the planks off the lid, 
and substituted a plece af unbleached muslin, se- 
curely tacked om, This makes a fine iceless refrig- 
erator, into which we let down perishables as into 
a well 
My schedule for housework totals Sve bours asd 

a half each day, incleding the time spent in eating 
our meals as well as in housework. I used to take 
more than twice this time to de the housework, and 
1 an: still learning to save. Nova Scomia 
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Have them 
put on 

your shoes 

CUSHION 

RUBBER HEELS 
are a revelation in nicety 
of fit—in the comfort 
they add to the high 
heeled shoe—the ease 
and grace they give for 
street wear—for evening 
dress wear —for the in- 
tricate steps of the mod- 
em dance, 

Wear them on every shoe. 
They fit perfectly every size 
French high heel. 

Made of the finest rubber. The 
Foster Friction Plug positively 
prevents slipping and makes the 
heels wear longer. 

They cost no more than the 
ordinary kind. 50 cents attached 
—all dealers. In black, white 
of tan. 

FosterTred-Air Heel Cushions 
‘Wear these ~ cushions 
fa” inside your 

—add to your height 
and. prevent fal 

Get them at dealer's or repair 
of send us 25 cents and your dealers 
name, Mentice your shoe sure. We will 
send you # pair. 

THE FOSTER RUBBER CO. 
118 Federal Street, Boston, Mass. 

Prisinaiors and Potenices of the Foster 
rrictiow Jiug Walch PreDeNEy Mid Ding 
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‘The Ladies’ Home Journal 
| Salad Chart 

Designed by Mrs. Christine Frederick 

; With Light Meats 

With Heavy Meats. 

With Fish ..........- 

As Refreshments . 

| Substantial Salads 

Directions for Salad Making 
1. All salads should be cool, crispand without any 

| “messy "oroverelaborate appearance. Avoid soaking, 
| pick over thoroughly, drain well; wrap in cheesecloth or 

paper towel, and lay on ice, All ingredients must be per- 
lectly dry before mixing; add dressing just before serving, 

2. To" marinate” fish and other foods, treat about two 
hours before serving with 1 part oil, 3 parts vinegar or 
jemon juice, and salt, pepper and herbs to taste, 

3, Lemon juice keeps [ruits from discoloration; it shoukt 
he substituted for vinegars in most recipes used on fruit 
salads, Salad Drossings 

ons of three types: 
Dil, vinegar, seasonings; simple. 
Sooked oil, vinegar, eg, seasonings; 

Ml dressings 
1. French dres: 
2. Cream dress: 

richer. 
3. Mayonnaize—Uncooked oil, vinegar, ge, seasonings; 

richest 
No, 1 to be used in ack! salads, with simple meats, fish, 

vegetables and fruits 
No, 2 to be used in many combinations where a richer 

dressing is desired. Sweetened or combined with whipped 
cream, particularly suited to sweet-fruit refreshment salad 

No. 3 to be used on elaborate meat, fish, vegetable or fruit 
combinations, particularly salads which are substantial, or 
refreshment salads made of meat or fish. 

Copyright, 1915, by Mee. 

CUT OUT 

THIS 

WHITE 

SPACE 

Christine Frederick 

.. ++... With Light Meats 

..... With Heavy Meats 

. With Fish 

As Refreshments 

. Substantial Salads 

Directions for Salad Serving 
1, Heavy meats (pork, veal, beef, game, 

rich fish) should be followed by semple vege: 
table and fruit salads in combination with 

green salad plants and sim ple, acid dressings. 
2. Ligit meats (chicken, lamb, dry fish, sweet~ 

breads, tongue, etc.) may be followed by more 
caborote vegetable and fruit combinations, with 
less-acid dressings. 

3. Never repeat in the salad course a vege 
table used in a previous course, or a fruit that 
may follow in the dessert. Avoid mixing too 
many fruits. 

4, Pruit salads for the first course should be 
acid; fruit salads with meats should be acid, 

5. Eggs (hard-boiled) combine well with fowl, 
fshand vegetables. Cheese combines well with 
all nuts and with some fruits and vegetables. 
Eugs, cheese and nuts should not be used in 
salads with heavy meats. Starchy salads should not be 
used when other starchy foods are in other courses. 

Solad Accompaniments 
Crisp, toasted, salted or unsweetened crackers and forms 

of bread with plain salads; sweetened crackers or wafers 
with sweet salads; sandwiches when the salad forms a sep- 
arate course. 

IRECTIONS—Turn the dial, and the slot will show the various 
kinds of salads which combine with any one of the groups in 

) dicated above. When hyphens (.) are shown between different 
ingredients, it means that one or all of them can be used in a salad 
The sumbers indicate the kind of dressing required. 

Naz Especially printed charts on heavy cardboard, 00 by 12 
inches. can be secured for 25 cents each by addressing Mrs 

Christine Frederick, in care of Tie Laptes’ Hower JouRnat, 
Independence Square, Philadelphia, inclosing the 3 cents in 
postage stamps 

Cut Out the Chart thas 
tried Above Along the 
Outside Black Line, and 
Mourd on Beixtot Boant or 
Very Thin Cardhoord 

‘Cut Cortboart the Some 
Size and Shape os the 
Chart to foem the Back, 
The Disk Nits in Between, 
Punch a Hole in Chaet and 
is) Disk Where Indicated 

ASPIC 

wqveables. Tes, carrst, siting beat 

1 2—Cotery-pevper 
Deer getoer Mn 

3 —Cely- cape -atye 

Then Cut Out the Disk 
Baka Along the Outskie of 
the Black Line, amd M 

This on a Piece of Thin 
Cantbowrd 

Fereateeby  ¥ 
Hetlnalive 

Ratisty. 

Punctia Hote in Beck Piece 
Fasten At Together in. the 
Copter. Paste Top, Let 
and Bottoen Edges of 
and Front Together, Hone 
in Convenient Place 



Planked Ste 

HAS a one-and-a-half. 
steak neatly trimmed, 

the broiler; broil for five min’ 
side, then turn and broil it for five min 

utes on the other side. Make the pla: 
ing board very hot while t , 

steak on it, and 
the steak ix almi 
the oven and garni 
mashed potate 
tube, stu 
bailed s. Dust the steale lightly 
with salt and pepper, it to 

n for a few mut 

and place the plank on a lai 
tray or platter. Serve the steak 

ian Harris Nett 

» a dark brown sirup; 
ether with three cupfuls 

tablespoo pinch 
Strain into a 

wher firm. Deco- 
rate with stars of whipp 
verved cherries, —) 

A Soft, Eggless Gingerbr 

‘ARM together half a cupful 
brown sugar, one cupful of apple 

jelly and a tl of a cupful of butter, 
Remove from re, and add three- 
quarters of a cupful of sour m d two 

and a half of flour sifted with one 
tablespoonful each of ground ginger and 

spoonful of cinnamon, one 
nful of soda and half a 

teaspoonful of salt, Mix and beat, pour 
into a buttered-and-floured tin, ar 

n a moderate oven for thirty or 
Marion Harris } 

= SS se 

Baked Apples With Sausage Filling 

AKED apples with sausage filling 
make an appetizing luncheon dis 

‘ore the necessary number of tart apple: 
fill the cavities with well-seasoned sau 
Sage meat, and bake in a moderate oven 
until tender. Arrange the apples on 
Tounds of toast, pour a spoc: 
batter over each, and 
‘@ garnish of fried ssa 
Mary H. Northend, 

Salmon en Surprise 
OISTEN a cupful of flak 
with drawn-butter sauce; add a 

Ploch of minced paraley, and one hard 
cooked egg chopped fine. Line indivic 
ual buttered mokls with 
mashed potato; fill the cen 
fish mixture, and cover with a layer of 
potato. Turn out carefully, roll in epg 
and sifted bread crumbs, and fry golden 
brown, Garnish with hard-coaked egg 
andsprigs of panley.— 

ed salmon 

Flounder 4 la Colchester 

ILLET one or two large flounders, 

Bake the fish until tender, and place it 
in a fireproof dish. Put two tab! 
fuls of butter and two tablexpoon:! 
fle and blend them 
o fire; add one teaspoonful of 

me teaspoonful of 
and a small blade o 
‘ane cupful and a half of r 

salt and paprika to taste, and one 
tablespoonful j Stir, and 

Steamed Eges 

R some small ti 

molds in a saucepan wi 
to come halfway w 

in half the oysters, 
pour over half the melted but- 

fi : 

pepper and salt. 
a cupful of the liquor, and 

the cream, Heat, and 
slowly over the oysters. 

Creamed Fish With Eggs 

EMNANTS of cold cooked fish, or 
dried codfish which has been fresh: 

ened in cold water, may be this 
appetizing dish. Flake sufficient fish to 
make a pint, season to taste, and moisten 
well with cream sauce made in the pro- 
portion of a tablespoonful each of four 

{bot milk. Put 

at it thor- 

ROIL some thick chops on one side 
and arrange them crosswise, over- 

ak in the oven 
twenty minutes, basting with bot fat. 
Decorate with mashed potatoes, canned 
asparagus tips and parsley, Return t 
the oven few minute: 

h brown sauce. — Marion Haris ) 

pelted butter, 

Rice and Maxéxtoine Salad 

AKE a ring mold, butter it, and 
press into it three cupfuls of be 

piled rice seasoned with three table- 
poonfuls of melted butter, and salt, pep- 
cand paprika, When cold turn out 

and fill with a macédoine of vegetables 
with French dre Decorate with 
green peppers. 

Creamed Com au Gratin 

N ORDER to prepare this tasty and 
appetizing dish take enough cam to 

make a pint, boil up once with a scant 
pint of cream sauce, and season to taste. 
Turn it into a deep, buttered baking 
dish, cover it with bread crumba and 
dots of batter, and brown it nicely in a 
quick oven. A border of freably popped 
corn edged with parsley will make a 
very attractive gamish for this dish.— 
Mary H. Nerthend. 
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Look for PRICE'S “TROPIKID" on Label 

p!PRICE's DELICIOUS 

VANILLA 
You don’t use vanilla 
extracts so often that 
you can’t afford to get 
the true extract of the 
genuine vanilla bean 
—that’s Dr. Price’s. 

Dr. Price’s Vanilla 
Extract is aged in 
wood to strengthen it 
and mellow its flavor. 

Dr. Price's Vanilla Ex- 
tract is not an imitation 
compound, but a pure va- 
nilla-bean extract. Does 
not bake out or freeze out. 
Is 10t reinforced with 
either artificial vanillin, 
coumarin or coal-tar 
preparations and does not 
con:ain any tonka (snuff) 
bears. 

We Make All Popular Flavors 

19% 95" 35755 
PRICE FLAVORING 
EXTRACT COMPANY 
CHICAGO, ILL. 

In Business 63 Years 

Sead Troptkid cut from Extract 
carton and 2c stamp for handsome 
book of new delicous recipes 
“The Way 0 a Man's Heart,” 
and information how secure 
“Tropikid™ suit for your boy. 

Also Makers of Price's Jelly Dessert 
PGs 



on Washday 

HE way to preserve 
your good temper, no 

matter how big the wash- 
ing may be, is to keep 
yourself from becoming 
tired. 

The way to save your 
strength and energy is to 
refrain from washing 
clothes in the old-fash- 
ioned washboard-and- 
boiler fashion. 

The way to wash the 
clothes clean without 
rubbing and boiling taem 
is to use P.ANoG.— The 
White Naphtha Soar. 

P.axoG.— The White 
Naphtha Soap washes the 
clothes while they soak. 
No hard rubbing or boil- 
ing is needed to make 
them sweet and spotless. 

Furthermore, it works in 
cold or lukewarm water, 
thus saving your hands 
from contact with scald- 
ing suds. And it is as 
easy on the clothes as 
on the hands, 

Likewise, on other days, 
P.anoG.—The White 
Naphtha Soap eases all 
cleaning so much that it 
helps keep a smile on 
the lips and a sparkle 
in the eyes. 

The White Naphtha Soap 
in the Blue Wrapper 
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By Margaretta Tuttle 

| WHY WE DISCHARGED HER” ETC. 

Your Job 

AUTHOR OF 

ES, L know, any girl who goes into busi 
Y ness Bas Co get used to hard work and 

hard knocks She's no good until she ex- 
pects both, but f've had the hardest knock of 
all; T've Jost my job.” She was in the rest roum 
of a large office building where hundreds of 
stenugrapbers are employed, and she spake te 
the elderly maid the owners of the building kept 
there to look after the room, 

“Well, now,” said the mald donsodingly, 
“you'll have # little time to. rest.” 

Rest! When you've lost your job! That's 
the time when you have to work hardest,”* 
“How did you luse it?” 
“Oh, T don't know, I just couldn’ get 

atong——"" Then the girl stapped to think 
And when she stapped to think abe made tbe 
loss of her neat job unlikely. 

‘The time for you to stop and think, and think 
harder than you ever dit before, is when you 
bave lost your job, When that happening be 
comes a thing from which you learn, it is not 
a calamity. And before you say to yourself, 
"Where shall 1 get another job?" you must say: 
“Where dit 1 fall short in this ove? Why did 
T Jose it?” 

le, is to blame the other 
nod because it is so easy to say, 
job's fault,” you will nut get very (ar that way 
If it was the job’s fault you don't want another 
like it, and that’s the ead of it. But Hf it was 
your fault, thresh it out with yourself with two 
objects in view: that you may not make the 
same mistakes again, of that yoo may not at- 
tempt what you are plainly unfitted for, Ifyou 
cannot find out yourself what was the matter 
with you, ask. Somebody will always be willing, 
Hf not anxious, to tell you, And you can forego 
your pride if it means understanding. 

[SNE of the i dailies 9 year ago appeared 
this advertisement: 

HARDWARE SALESMAN: Understasds whole- 
‘sar and retail business, twelve youre experience 
Discharged fot making 4 foolish mistake Will 
not do it again. Wl work cheap uatil | prove 
ny 
‘The company that engaged this man needed 

a good man, cheap, The man needed a job, in 
spite of his record. It worked owt well, He 
proved his worth and has gone steadily ahead. 
It is, of course, @ debstable question how far 
you vaght to advertise your mistakes, but the 
value of admitting thes to yoursell has never 
been questioned. Every business woman aught 
to engrave upon her memory a shorter mot 
than “If at first you don't succeed, try agai 
Het motto should be: “Don't repent failures: 

If you must learn from failure, try learning 
from others’ failures. If you have failed once 
(and the loss of your job because of faultiness 
oa your pazt isfallure) you ought todo your work 
some better way, oF ou ought to change your 
work to what you can do better. ‘Take stock 
cof your ability and fine out where you are lack- 
ing und supply the deficiency, 

T know of a stenographer who was accurate 
hut not speedy, and who lsat positions several 
times because she was too slow for office work 
She was unable to increase her speed; so, when 
she found ber money gone and an 
bill staring her in the face, abe c 

| x housegirl’s place until she got akead a little. 
In the newspaper she searched for advertive- 
meats of “Help Wanted” she saw the report of 
 mecting of the Woman's Press Club, with the 
ames of some of ite members. 

“T wooder if I couldn't find a place with some 
woman who writes,” she thought, “and help 
her with both her housework und her mana 
scripts.” 
bere hunted up the names in the telephone 
book and made application to one womar 
alter another by telephone. The third woman 
asked her to come to see her. This woman did 
not have enough typewriting to do to justify ber 
employing # stenographer by the week, but she 
did have to send her work out at considerable 
cost. Sbe could not afford a private secretary, 
but she could and did afford an wpetairs girt 
She was delighted to have a girl who combined 
these two things, She reduced the housework to 
morning work, without any walting on the 
table; and she Increased the wages she bad been 
sted to paying for a bousemaid by adding the 
amount she usually spent in having her manu- 
scripts typed. 

‘The girl made twice what she had made asa 
poor stenographer, for her board was included in 
het position, Her lack of speed on the type- 
writer did not matter; the material was most 
interesting; and she worked no hardet than she 
had worked in an office, After a year’s work ber 
eeployer prospered so with her writing that she 
had to get more help. It was another housegirl 
that she got, not another stenographer; and so 
the gitl i+ now secretary to a short-story writer, 
living in a pleasant bome, learning rapidly frum 
the kind of work she ts doing, and doing the 
thing she can do satisfactorily and with pleasure. 
When the girl in the rest room said she had to 
tk harder mow that she bad lost her j 

was tight. In addition to baving to think 
harder than you ever did before, you must be 

2 to work as hard to get a new job 2 
ld have worked to keep your ohl ane, That 

youare out of 2 job is itself a difficulty se 
employers prefer to il their ranks with those 
already employed: they prefer t 
fact that a girl bolds a position is evidence of 
eapabitity. You ev therefare, give evidence 
of yours by some other method. 

If you show enterprise in hunting a job, you 
nlay marks of capability that any employer 

will recognize: you have joined the army af 
seekers It i+ quite an army. All salesmen be 
long to it. Indeed, when you bunt far another 
b you have become # salesman—a salevman 

your own ability, efficiency and usefulness, 
Your salesmanship will be more effectual if you 
believe in what you are selling, and you must 
not only believe in it bot you must give yourself 
cause to dose, Vou are also justiéed in adver- 
tining it. 

& 

= I Kip aire just the same Quurses open to you 
in getting another job that there are open to 

the salesman in selling. You can advertise; you 
can sell by mail; you can sell by applying in 
person, You can alse get a letter af introduction, 
a4 s salesman can, or special infuence, of un ar: 
ranged interview, but these things come within 
the last two courses. A letter of introduction is 
merely a short cut to an interview, After you 
have presentod it, it is “up to” you, as it kup 
to any otber salesman, ta present attractively 
what you bave to sell, ta be truthful about it, 
not tu waste the buyer's time and attention, and 
to “deliver the goods” as represented. 

Advertising helps you to find your market, 
If you advertise for a position you niust write 
vi advertisement clearly, concisely and 

Hf you cannot do this—and very good 
workers often cannot—get samebady to help 
you to doit. There is a great similarity between 
these advertisements. That is the reason why 
an employer who consults them often selects 
two or three at random; there is nothing about 
them that will belp bim to discriminate; their 
only difference is in the kind of situation wanted, 

Yours need not be an advertisement selocted 
at random if you will tuke the pains to put some 
life into it, One touch of individuality is worth 
many words of description. Thisdoes nut mean 
that you should write a freak advertiement; it 
means that you should catch the reader's atten 
tion, that you should state clearly what you have 
to ode 

Indeed, you cannot be too clear. There ix no 
place in such advertisieg for general terms, such 

‘many years’ experience,” oF “takes dicta- 
at the ordinary rate.” Give the exact tum- 

ber of your years of experience. Tell the number 
of words a minute you can take, There is no 
wach thing athe ordinary rate"; ane persan's 

i* Got another's. Tell what you are and 
what you want. If you are running the adver: 
tisement several times take the trouble to woed 
it differently exch time, so that yau do not 
have the same thing appearing continuously with 
the inevitable indscation that you canset find 
a place. 

| ERE are three advertisements that obtained 
good positions for three waren: 

you wom! bookkeeper. twenty-seven 
years old, four year’ experience with hire cot- 
tan eorparstion. Can prove reputation far char 
acter and reliability. 

STENOGRAPHER, twenty-four years ofd; hich- 
school graduate, operates K, Land M machizes, 
Writes 140 words a minute; two years with 
wholesale grocery; Yaw firm; 
sabury wanted, $18. 

ORFICE GIRL. graduate of Globe Business Col- 
lege. wishes to learn office work, Salary no object 
to start. Lives with parents 

Here, on the other hand, is an advertisement 
that the head clerk in a large affice turned down 
weith the comment, “She would be too obl to 
learn new ways": 
EXPERIENCED STENOGRAPHER, with years 

of experience. would like a position where seli- 
ability and exeestive ability arn required and 
would be appreciated. 
When your advertisement is answered you will 

bo told cither to reply by mail, giving more de- 
tails, or to apply in person. You may uot have 
needed to advertise, and 40 may have proceeded 
to these two things directly, You may, in reply- 
jug by mail, he answering an advertisement, If 
you are wriling your first letter to.a person from 
whom you want employment, write it keeping 
fo mind the same things you should consider in 
writing an advertisement: he brief, clear and 
definite, 

I saw a famous physician wring his hands 
ever a letter, applying for place in his charity 
sanatorium, that began: “T know how busy 
you are.” and continued for twelve pages! 
There is only one time when you need not be 
hcef in the correspondence that precedes the 
getting of a position, and that is when your 
prospective employer kas replied to your first 
letter, asking you for more information. You 

leay out all the adjectives; let your verbs and 
your noans speak for you lastead 

Tf your letter is in answer to am advertisement 
he sure that you aumcer the advertisement; 
that means, cover every particular. Suppost 
you are replying to this advertisement; 

WANTED: Stenographer, State mpeed, expert 
ences, references, and salary expected, 
1 know s man who received fifty answers to 

such an adverticement. Thirty he threw into 
the wastebasket, Here ts ome af the thirty: 

Geuslewen; Seeing your atvertisement it 
day's Stor, | wish 10 apply for the position. 

LS may that Jam capable of coming up to 
irements und wail Eke to ae you ere 

Not one question asked in the advertisement 
is answered in this reply; not one particle of 
information about the applicant is given, and 
almost every word used is unnecessary, “1 wish 
to apply for the pesition"” may b 
You would wot be wetting If you did not wish 
toapply for it.“ Ewould say" is alway's unnec- 
essary; go on and say it, “I am capable of 
coming Up to your requirements” is stupid; no 
requitements are stated; bow can anybody 
know whether she can come up to requirement® 
that are not given? “I would like to see you 
personally” Is a natural wish, but unnecessary 
to inclade in such a letter. If the employer 
wants to see you, he will let you know, He 
probably did not want to see the writer of that 
better, This is the letter he answered: 

Deor Sir 
toe 

Thave had ewo years! experience wits 
the Holand Oa Company, and two years with the 
Marchioness Shoe € pany, | append references 
from both, which kindly revern, [can write 125 
wordea miouteand read my noces easily. 1 havea 
tharoegh knowledge of punctuation and speliine 
and have had years of high schoul, faa 
twenty-four yest Salary wanted, $15, 

Each point in the advertisement was covered 
by that answer, clearly and without an unnec- 
essary word, yet full information was given, 

F YOU yoursell cannot write such a letter, 
somebody else may be able to write it for you, 

or to give you a letter of introduction asking 
for you what you would not be in a pasition 1 
ask for yourself, In presenting such a letter 
be careful to follow all directbons, 

A young girl I know was given a fetter to 4 
busy head manager with the legend inscribed 
on it: “Dresent hetween ten and eleven in the 
morning.” She did not thisk this important, and 
arrived at eleven-thirty. She did not see the 
manager. 

Scarcely any position fs filled without the 
personal Interview, Hoth advertisement and 
letiers are to obtain it, The more important 
the man you want to-see ik, the harder it will be 
to get an interview, As you are unempbayety 
your time is not so valuable as bis, and you 
most expect to sacrifice it in securing a little ul 
his time. You must do the walting, If you 6 
cure an appulatinent be on hand a little before 
the time set 

In the getting of a personal interview use all 
your brains and the resources of your friends, 
‘and then make a good appearance. All travel 
ing men know the value of the four s's: sleep, 
shave, shine, smile. They do not expect to sell 
goods without being personally agreeable, or at 
least personally inoffensive. Beyond that they 
know there is no sentiment attached to the sell- 
ing of goods; wor f there to the selling of what 
you know and what you can do. Ttisa business 
matter. Your efficiency is a marketable prod= 
uct. A hesiness man is accustomed to make 
quick jodgments: he is obliged to consider your 
appearance in this judgment. But before be 
does 40, consider it yourself and da the best you 
can with it, 

WHEN judgiey you fara job, not only your 
present ability but your promise of future 

ability must be considered—what you areas well 
aswhat youappear. Keep yours in haad, and 
do not belie what you really are by nervous 
ness, or fear, or anything that is not yourself, 

Tf you can find out beforehand something 
about the man you are going to sve, it will hel 
you, or it ought to. But do not ask questions o! 
him, even after be says he will engage you; let 
him ask all the questions. You'll find owt yout 
working hours and duties with definiteness 
after you begin to work. When you have 4n- 
swered a question keep still until another & 
asked. Answer clearly and concisely, and then if 
yous cannot keep still any other way squeeze your 
hands in your muff. reminding yourself that this 
was to be a signal to yoursell to keep still, oF 
employ some ather mechanical method that you 
have arranged with yourself first, 

Do not prolong your interview. Be the one t 
Fise first; it will be appreciated. If the man is 
nat ready to tell you whetber be will engage YOU 
‘of not, leave a card with your name and address 
and your references if he wishes then, and ask if 
you may call again, and when, And don't mind 
Af It is hard to do, Nothing that comes easily & 
valuablo, and the bard things develop you, they 
are your opportunity. For if you yourself go to 
waste, it ls a (ar greater waste than if what you 

wor she may then tell all about yourself; but be sure to wasted. 
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Belding’s Silks of 
Style and Quality 
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A Big Roomy Car A Very Moderate Price 

‘The Willys-Overland Company 
‘Toledo, Ohio 

The Willys-Overland Company 
Toledo, Obie 
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The Living Answer to James Whitcomb Riley’s 

“Where is Mary Alice Smith?” Comes Out of Hiding 

By Edmund H. 
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Give Your Baby 
The Habit of 

Good Health 
From the beginning 

let everything about him 
be serene, let his clothes 
be light and loose, let his 
tiny lungs have air to 
grow on; and above 
all—let his little stomach 
get the habit of good di- 
gestion from the right 
food—the food he really 
needs, 

Cow's milk brings indiges- 
tion, gas, colic and worse — 
sickness, Your breast milk is 
the right food for your baby. 
lf you have not enough or if leah _—— ag Sead 
ie doesn’t quite agree with him, fy covered: that @ once Wi 
remember that with the growth lad had becume a well-k 
of the “Better Babies” idea 
grows the use of 

Nestlés 
00 

Where one mother used it 
seven years ayo, five use it to- 
day, because with the wider 

uf 
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soles tists 
ts 

it for s seat. Her uncle, John 
round-shouldered man Alice 

sketch was first publishe 
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When Mr, Riley 
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+ and, what 
his books 
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iy novel and original m 
we Uncle Tompy ner Aunt 

and when they ever 
ike they’ willl ef 

't wateh out, w’y, ther lips out 

try, Itbaps 
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gestive af witc knowledge we have today of 
babies’ needs, mothers have 
learned that Nestlé’s is so near 
mother's milk the baby won't 
feel the difference. 

In Nestlé’s the curd of the 
milk is soft and fleecy, as in 
mother’s milk. The best cow's 
milk is the basis of Nestlé’s 
Food—milk from clean, healthy 
cows in sanitary dairies, care- 
fully inspected. ‘T’o it are added 
the food elements that cow’s 
milk does not contain, and that 
baby needs—the things that 
put roses in your baby’s cheeks 
and make his little body strong 
and healthy. 

Tt comes to you a dry pow- 
der in an air-tight can, and to 

prepare it you 
simplyadd water 
and boil. 

Send coupon. A 
bsx of Nestié’s 
Food— enough 
for twelve fied- 
ingr—Free, and 
@ book about ba- 
bis by specialists. 
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Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Gray ha 
living since their marriage sume forty 
years ago. 1 ather-boarded fo 

y reminiscent, both extside and In, of 

aaalet, hearty wel 
of ob-fashioned hospitality. 
course, ne longer youthful, as was 

S litthe han who worked at 
the Riley home blue eyes are not so 

hey were, and it 

bright as they ever were. 
hait read none af the 
1 ane of his volumes. 

od image bad detighted 
y child inthe land, Twas ast 

experience for ber ower wudid 
had heen famous for tweaty years 

WHILE Lualkes her I rersembered Mr. 
y able reminiscences of the 

hb elaborated. “I remember ber 
, a slender, elfish wisp of a child, ap- 
ly mot more than ten years old though 
he fourt ¢ care Lo our bouse in 

r, wearing a forlorn black calico dress 
garish summer hat, E bout 

bs was 
val, weird and fascinating. Her hair, 

mgged, was as golden and 
Gnely spe ity’ apd her eyes as pale 
a bloc. Her voice was thin and yet mysteri 

though its accents hinted at some 
rid significance, Io her manner there 

was a solemn carnesiness, lighte 
zayety, that baffled all childish 

these-here stairs and play like I was 
up to the Good World where my 
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ory about her, I x 
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M. ‘They listened with fasciont 
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nice months at Captain Riley's, with so many 
children to play with and such & sweet 
to take cate of us, was the best of those 
lonesame &: 

She recalled the Rappenings at the Riley 
home with an amusement and detight in which 
her daughter and grand ed 

™ Jim Riley,” she declared, " was the biggest 
tease and the meanest boy lever seen! f used 

ww be tearnt it all, how in the 
y only twelve years old could be xo 

full of mischief and such an awful tease. He 
was so smart that we children were all afeard 
of him, He tures of usand 
write mean things beneath ‘em and, I tell you, 
he jest natchurly worriet the life out of us 
“Then be would make his eyes red by rub- 

bing them and pretend he was sticki 
in them. Then he'd pull the gun ¢ 

his pase! You ea be scared us} 
He had a hate ng a trick that a 
circus man taught him, a button and 
s bandkerchtel, by fol 

the button and thes undoi 
itton was there! That made us awful 

carlous and we made him do it again and aga 
wpe the buttos out af his 

h-beb!""" 

to go to, and 

Will Not Harm 
the Most 

Delicate Skin 
but keeps it soft and 
smooth. It lathers 
freely in hard or soft, 
cold or warm water, for 

Toilet and Bath 
Accountants, Stenographers, 
Artists, Printers, Painters, 
Machinists, Engineers, Fire- 
men and others whose hands 
become stained from their 
daily occupations, will find chat 
Goblin Soap cleanses without 
hard rubbing or injury. 

Sc Per Cake 
Send mow for ramsle cake —meiled 
punpuid for sour desler's name and 
eddvest and @ (a0 cent slawp 

Address 

CUDAHY, Dept. 8 
111 West Monroe St, Chicago 
Cumida—64 Macauley Ave. Toronto 



The most satisfactory underwear for children. 
Finished so carefully it gives two full seasons’ wear. 

it ‘Underwear 
for all the family 

Carter's 
Underwear is just 

as you would order it if 

you had your undergarments 

made to order. Among well-dressed 

men, the Carter label has uncons 

become their guide in the selection of underwear, 

sly 

Awarded Grand Prize 
The Highest Award Possible to Obtain 

HIS Award of the Grand Prize at the Panama-Pacific 
xposition signally confirms the judgment of the thou- 

Sands who have worn Carter’s on after season. 
This tribute is made especially noteworthy by the fact 

that the Underwear shown at the Exposition was not manu- 
actured especia ly for the occasion, but was taken from the 

regular goods in stock. 
Since the Sixties, when the Carters first began to make 

Underwear, they have originated fully fifty refinements in 
Underwear. Today everyone recognizes Carter’s Knit 
Underwear as the standard by which underwear should be 
judged. It is underwear brought to the ideal point of 

perfection—underwear just as you would order it if you had 
your undergarments made to order exactly as your personal 
needs and tastes dictated. 

The models Carter is showing this Fall include union 
suits for men, union suits and two-piece garments for women 
and children in practically every fabric—silk, lisle, cotton, 
merino and wool—and in all the accepted shades, white, 
écru and natural. They also include carefully designed and 
finished shirts and bands for infants. Ask your dealer to 
show you the new Carter models, 

THE WILLIAM CARTER COMP 
Heights (Boson District) and Springfield, Mass. 

Y, Needham 
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All letters will 
of be publish e brie! ght to the poin 

se a stamped, addressed envelope for the reply 

To Whom to Write 

1 Clothes Dressmaking 

foot aparat ee 
| 

—when your foot can Le 
Reinforced! { 

LACK tat Silk Hosiery 

ahi without it? Wout oee relve som 7 is reinforced at all points 
sie Mas, Maurice Mas where wear comes. 

; ur J Poutaverins Heels, toes and soles are knit 
ability wi 

lected long 
for extra di 

F you knew you could yet 
all the charm and grace choicest, 

you wnt your foot 10 have, Ma fy mite Sea Island Cotton 
of perfect comfor vod hes co the motive Toe reinforcements are extended 

tasetos tlhig-~ will be Will be aneweret farther back, and the heel is bigh 
Da, Rumen Law | Mi Jasna Witeenen eiced: to: querll an 

his great Tuk Lantus’ Home Jour Tire Laverin’ Hesie Jocmnan, PHrCADELESIA The non-tearin isle yarterherm 
reinforced at the transfer line 

Everyday Law for We How C 1 Run My Home More Easily? 

_ Tie Lantos’ oe Joona. chron a | Kase ny daing hoor ofall Lind VI, POL 

Reinforced 
mice etre | | | Silk Hosiery _ 

Of course not 

udayits levell Lo ev 
your foot, tn 
that burt 

Furnishing a Little House as lawless as ingpected knitting eat 
aif B oimake hosiery. It lus the lustrow 

. wrilliunce distinctive af **unloaded™ 
ilk, knit just as it comes, pure unl [I 

nerd every wat paee F honest quality, from Japan, ‘There iy 
s ulsalutely no cloudiness in the iy 

Write today for Hoste Jormn al, Pail amnirnea | apprarance of Black Cat Silk 
“Shopping eae : f gauge knitting gives Black 

ma FR Good Manners and Good Form Cat Silks an even tension that yuat 
antes smug fit and accentuates the | 
lustre. “This trimness is particularly 
woticeable in the Blick Cat sluped 
ankle. 

Mes. Fue H. Panase Only the best fast-color, non- 
Tue Lanes” Hose Joonnat, Prnaprcrnce crocking dyes are ised. ‘This use of 

elected dyes lengthens the life of 
the silk—another point in Black Cat 
durability Hs 
Your Dealer Has These 

$550 and #4 
‘The Kroha-Fechheimer 

101-550 Deadridee St., pags 

ee 
— 

Home Parties 

And Other Popular ~ 
ek Henan, Pair Receos Styles of Women’s Black 

Tr Labaws! Hoste JouuNAL, PHA ADKLIWLA Cat Silks. Ask to See — 
Ee Them! | 

No. 470— 30.50 ae 
‘ ? eel asd toe 

Social Work in the Church 

s the beauty 

yutwesriagponts SOC im 
Neut, pus « thread alk 
reed is 

| 

‘ot patect and tiack cheuh 

CHICAGO-KENOSHA HOSIERY CO. 
Kenosha, Wisconsin 

Mode in U.S. A. for Over t 
20 Years | 

ia 
(a 

Special Booklets on Special Subjects 
\ THE RE + Klecs will lee matted 

“The Book of 
t Me} 



IHE ideal blanket is warm without being 
heavy —and also without being too 
expensive. 

If in addition to these qualities the blanket does 
not shrink, does not attract moths, is repellent to 
vermin and is strong and durable, it has nearly 
all the merits that you can possibly ask for. 

How Warm Are Nashua Woolnap 
Blankets? 

The mere sensations of the body as to warmth 

and cold are utterly deceitful. Knowing this, 
we applied to the highest scientific authorities 
that we knew and asked them to make accurate 
tests of the warmth-retaining power of various 
types of blanket. 

The nature and results of these tests in detail 
will be sent anyone who requests them. Suffice 
it to say here that not one, but four tests gave 
the following results: 

Nashua Woolnap Blankets retailing at $2.25 
gave almost identical warmth-retaining results 
as the all-wool blankets retailing at $10.00. The 

deep, permanent ‘napol Nashua Woolnap Blankets 
gives the same “dead air space insulation as 

does the nap on pure wool blankets, costing at 
least three times as much. 

The second result was that the Nashua Wool- 
nap Blankets used averaged fourteen ounces in 

weight less than the three higher-priced blankets 
with which they were tested. 

Your Little Girl Would 
Like a Real Doll Blanket 

For we send a beautiful mini- 

hua Woolnap Blanket, 
ze. It is a peifect blanket 

sid‘ cen ih si oop ip ‘AE 
Trade Mark Reg. U.S. 

Remember that doctors say that warmth with- 
out heaviness isone of the most important qualities 
that bed covering can have. 

Furthermore, Nashua Woolnap is free from the 
two most frequent disadvantages of cotton blan- 
kets —weakness both in the matter of tearing and 
of wearing. Nashua Woolnap Blankets are amply 
strong for any wear. 

Comparison With Wool Blankets 
For equal warmth, Nashua Woolnap costs not 

over one-third as much as wool blankets. 

For equal warmth, they are as light or lighter 
than wool blankets. 

In beauty and “feel” they are quite the equal 
of wool. They do not shrink, they are amply 
strong, they are moth-proof and they have the 
general sanitary advantages which vegetable fibre 
enjoys over animal fibre. 

Send for our booklet —“Warmth and Other 
Things in Blankets"—which gives more of the 
details of the warmth tests referred to above, and 
also gives scientific instructions as to the proper 
way of making beds, and the proper sizes of 
blankets for beds. 

We want you to try these blankets. Most good 

retailers can supply you, Ask your dealer first. If 

he has none in stock send us his name and $2.25 
fora pair in single or 34 bed size—or $3.00 for a 
pair full bed size. State whether plaid or plain with 
bordersisdesired. Delivery charges prepaid by us. 

Nashua 
mat. OFF 

Woolnap Blankets 
For any 
size bed 

$1.75 t0 
$3.50 per pair PURE COTTON 
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IT GOES 
WITH THE 
TURKEY 

Just “fits in” as smoothly as if it was 
intended specially for your turkey-dinner. 

Yet in fact Campbell’s Tomato Soup 
goes just right with almost any meal. 
And it makes that meal more palatable 
and more inviting. 

Use it for the children’s luncheon or 
your own, or for the family supper any 
time. You can prepare it in many dif- 

ferent ways. You can make it as light 
or as hearty as you choose. 

It is always appetizing, always whole- 
some and nourishing. There is no 
labor or fuss about it; no delay, no 
uncertainty. And you cannot serve it 
too often for your family's enjoyment and 
health. Have it again foday. Why not? 

21 kinds 

Clan Chowder 

10c a can 

Lent Consommé 
lars Julienne 
ey Mock Turtle 
Chicken-Gumbo Malligataweny 

Mutton 
Ox Tail 

(Okra) 
Clam Bouillon 

Comba. S 
LOOK FOR THE RED-AND-WHITE LABEL 
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THE NEW 
KEEPING-UP CLUB 
72 Pictures are Yours 

pictures uve beas 
ight the m i 

it think that 
he editors to 

ne to you 
we, short 

and that the 
Club will have, are to be 

I. Shakspere country, that ‘Mt 
liam Winter will describe; oF those pict 

h A 1s 

asa matter of 
t you coalin’s 

that Tie JOURNAL 
for its readers. 

in Tux Jour: 

retched paits and 
y "always go with it, B 

i is exactly the reverse, Ie 
money, but money cannot 

the Club, 
¥ reader will read page 6 of 

Tur Jovaxat, look at the pictures ox 
$ and 6, and then realize the exceptional 

e hi And that will be the case if 
7 ers get the right idea of this 
opportunity, really a wonderful chance 
IT know this & sald oft 

1 have been in 

that. If could, The 
have a million members, 1 weil would 
for it gives such a service as has never before 
been given, and it should be, as T have an idea 
it may be, the largest, happrest an 

Americs, Come into 
be bappy! ad page 6: 

what is asked there, and Y'll do all the rest! 

Tue Lavtes’ Home Jousxas 
INDRPENDENCE SQUARE 

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 

Special 
Display 

Week 
November 
15th to 20th 

“Harvard Mills” 
( Hand- Finished) 

Underwear 

““Meérode” 
(Hand-Pinished) 

Underwear 

B y your Fall and Winter 
Underwear during the Spe- 

cial Display Week of “Harvard 
Mills” and “‘Merode”’ hand-fin- 
ished Underwear. This isthe big 
selling event of the year and you 
can’t afford to miss it, Good 
Shops in your town will be pre 
pared to Serve you. 

Watch for announcements 1" 
your local paper. 

Prices range from 50 cents 
to $3.50 per garment 

s fi Sead fee oS Pi 

i glaie edepied to Ln 
All Goreents Fasd-Fi 
Perlect Fitting asp’ Suits a Specialty 

‘These brands have proven exceptions! 
worthiness and for fine knit underwea® 
at moderate prices easily take first place 

FOUNDED thst 

Winship, Boit & Co. 
Harvard Knitting Mill 
WAKEFIELD, MASS. 

Manufacturers 



“enic --d Thorough 

HY? ce 
Cleans and 
Polishes 

Cooks 

(Utomo 

It's Free 
From 
Caustics 
an 
Acids 
Which are 
Dangerous 
In the 
Kitchen 



Now Eoiion 

Dedincy 

Apattorn that bears 
the ong 2 a noted 
diamond. It is a gem 
See it at 7 doce: 
Made in the famous 
Houmes & Enwarps 
brand ~sterling silver 
inlaid at the wearing 
pois also in a! 
quality XIV plate 
without the inlay: 

All Articles Packed jn 
H&B Tarnich Proof Boxes, 

Booklet "1-128" , 
illustrating single 
piecos and sets 
mailed on request 

The HOLMES & EswARns 
Siuver Company 

Y), 
Soncy 

Parton 

THE YOUNG 

MOTHERS’ GUIDE 

ByEmelynL.Coolidge,M.D. 

Thanksgiving Recipes for 
the Baby 

IF CELERY S 

Three Delicious 
Light Suppers for 

November 
Deviled Ham Scallop Deviled Ham Salad 

Hot Bircuite Lettuce 4 Rolls © 
Chueolate Cake 

Deviled Ham Souffle 
Creamed P 

How To Make These Easy New Dishes 

DEVILED HAM SCALLOP: Large can Underwood Deviled # 
six haed boiled eggs, chopped ; cup bread crumbs ; pint thick « 
sasce. Salt and pepperto taste, Line a buttered baking di 
crumbs, Add allemate layers egg, ham, crumbe, maistening with 
tance, and ending with top layer crumbs. Put on several small 
pieces of butter, bake 20 minutes in beisk oven. 
DEVILED HAM One bead lettuce: several stalks 

Sheed the lettuce, saving a 
; cut celery into small pieces 

tomato aod onion thin. Arrange in bowl and add this di 
One tablespoon Underwood Deviled Ham; three tablesy 
freshly grated honeradish; aoe tablespoon each vinegar and 
lemon juice: few drops tak 3 of paprika; mix thoroughly 
with four tablespoc 
DEVILED HAM SOUFFLE: Large ca: Underwood Deviled Ham ; 
pint thick cream saece ; whsles of four eggs, beaten stif, Stir bam 
ito the sauce; when cool add whites of eggs. Bake 20 minutes 
in hot oven, gamish with panley and serve at ence 

UNDERWOOD 
Deviled Ham 
“Branded With the Devil But Fit for the Gods” 

“Good Tastea For Good Times"’ 

crease, 

Dee new book of f 
f 

ines ard Meal Menus seat Fore 
hing. 13 . a0 = Whee wrt 

Destin yaar gree 
he sells Usderw: 

‘Sead fee this book today: 

WM. UNDERWOOD CO, 
64 Fulton Street, Boston, Mase 

Maker also af Underwood 
Desiled Chicken, Tongue ond Turkey 

TASTE THE TASTE” 

You are Careful 
of Your Complexion 

at J 
noaiid to your hands? You de ‘ 

nave found by experience the value of 

Daggett & Ramsdell’s 

| PERFECT COLD CREAM { 
‘The Kind That Keeps" 

omaptexion aking and keepin 

hands. 
s alter 
root 

ft a 
¢ rubbed into the ting 

objectionable needle 
D&R Perfect Cold ¢ 5 
a first aid to facial beauty § 

elled to produce a beautiful 
ivethe arms 
and smoot 
whiten and 

And after a toll 
at home, in the shops, or 

motoring, there is nothing so 
hiful and ref 

ream bath 
Jars, 33¢ 

TWO SAMPLES FREE 
roof DR RP 

DAGGETT & RAMSDELL 
New York 

Your Rainy-Day | 
Fun | 

VERY womanwho plays 
“a safe sets asi 

for unexpected expenses. 

Worry about tomorrow 
not one of her trials. 
looks the future confid 
in the eye; there i 
trouble in store for he: 
has a rain 
aside for 

Establish Your 
Rainy-Day Fund 

If your living cost keeps 
pace with your income, in- 
crease your income and de- 
posit the increase in bank 
Thousands are-doing it. by 

selling their spare time to 
us. We will pay cash for 
the odd minutes you can 
give us. 

Earn at one and the sa 
the extra mon 

trouble, 
of mind it 

makes poss Det ike 
plain our offe 
Address your inquiry to 

Agency Division, Box 75 

‘The Curtis Publishing Company 
Independence Square, Philadelphia 

=e 



A Delightful Cake 
You can give your fam- 
ily a very pleasing vari- 
&ty by flavoring cakes 
and desserts with 

The Home of the Fifty-Seven 
A group of buildings constructed around a series of open courts which 
permit the free access of air and sunlight from all sides, The walls with- 
out and within are of impervious materials, easily kept clean. All the 
sights are attractive. All the odors are delicious. It is the spotlessness 
and the invitingness of the careful housewife’s kitchen, enlarged. 

Burnett's is real almond 
made from the finest 

ena Almonds only — 
ot from peach and apri- 
FE sooes, which the Pure 
ood Law allows to be labeled ‘slmoad."* 

India Cake 
Sie 4% cup butter god 2 Supe moxer 

es ond yolks beaten sep- hi 
Ker, Add 2 cups HEINZ 

Mince Meat 
hoicest selec- Hl : Sweet Pickles 

i of everythin c - f Gherkins and 
ood — prepared mixed pickles pre- 

porint. te ite purity, and strength, one 2-08 the “Heir 3 ' served in a neh, 
than Ave eedtaney t0r bortios of lnteiar or h means 40 i’ : pweet liquor made 
imitation extracts. Al Burnett's Extracts uch, of fine old malt vin Se 
fre of the high quality you associate with ~ ear, granulated reett's Vanilla, asi fl 

our new booklet of 115 deinty 
Sent free if you mention your 
seme. 

JOSEPH BURNETT CO. it >. A,36 india St. Boston, Maw, =] People who have eaten 

sugar and atoruatic; 
spices, 

HEL 

picest fruits 
thing but ‘ 

anulatedsugarare =— 
tuved in preserving. BOING 
Prepared in the Jodia Relish 
home way, with A delightful, appe- 
scrupulous care. fing, sweet pickle 
aaa COOKED READY TO SERVE ish orapared trees 

chapped veg~ 
With Tomato Sauce & Cheese, Italian Style etables, highly spiced. Serve with 

meat dishes, generally pronounce it the most delicious and 

appetizing luncheon or dinner dish among all 
the fifty-seven good things that Heinz pre- 
pares for your table. 

It comes in tins of convenient size for family 
, s use, already cooked, and only requires heating 

Hit Disease ee : Plum Pudding by placing the can in boiling water for a few 
i y, te 2, 7 HT y try 7 the First Blow Very vith ianeio minutes before opening. If you try it once 

Kies — Huest quality of you are unlikely to trouble much with cooking 
on't wait cill diwase strikes your andied fruits, used spaghetti at home. family. A little Lysol will pr ta generous pro- e 
rom big trou! It is the i portions, Ligh 
isinfectant and Germicide which has wholesome, deli- ious golden-brown, 

ee relied on in hospitals for over 20 J eauce. 
ars, 

™n Sickroosae—Disintects walls. floor, bed- ding, bet tans, veeeeis, bandages, ch 
resale Destroys aickroom odor palscue! terms. Frail ues 

‘or Personal Hy yieme—A teaspoonful to quart 
of water makes n triable antiseptic asd sc~ crndul permascide for personal douche, for cats wounds and sees. 

alls, tloor, drains, Never 

For disinfecting refrigerator. 
woodwork, sinks. Kl 

in garbage cane and drives 
‘ roaches, water bugs 
in Stables and OuthowsesReniders harmless 

hese breeding piaces for ties and disease 
Ferme. Destroys parmsites on animals ant chickens and adequately disinfects thelr living quarters, 

SOc and $1.00. 
nd didated with foe Be ours you 

Helpfal Booklet, “Home Hygiene,” 
Mailed FREE 

103 William Street, New York 
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Keep Your 
Feet Young 
Daily relaxation in Daniel 
Green Comfy slippers will 

keep your feet young. 

Wear them in the 
morning until you 
go out, slip into them 
on your return at 

—_ Let the children wear them while 
ving about the house and they will be 

be for it when they grow up. See that 
the men folks acquire the habit. 

Com mify 

Felt ‘Slippers 
Comfys are a delight all the year aro’ 

bare feet in winter and com: 
Beautiful styles for women 

For children, with cunning designs eut in the fe 
combined with grvateat possible comfort. If your dealer hasn'e the genuine Daniel 
Green Comfy slippers with the springy cushion soles, write us 
forcatalog No, 12C showing complete line, 

Piease send your orders and (wp 
New York OSce 

DANIEL GREEN FELT SHOE CO., Boston 
Departament — New York Office and Stock 

116 East Eth Street 
TRADE MARK 

asthey are warm to 

combinations. 

jadries (0 ome 

Does fp eae Roughen Your Hands ? — 
Try Hinds Cream 

Wash the hands well with pure soap and hot 
water—rinse with cold and apply a very little 

LUNAS "i? CCAM 
Rub it gently into the pores—then dry thoroughly. You will be delighted to 
find how easy it is to keep your skin soft and smooth even through the daily 
round of household duties. When the skin is rough, red and sore a little 
Hinds Cream quickly restores a healthy normal condition — prevents 
chapping and windburn in any climate, It keeps the skin soft and clear. 

everywhere, ce peatpaid ly ve op reenipt of pxice Frinriroeta sein os eer 
De notte oct are sy Slr ere? pant or eed 
uladly sell you Hinds Cream without attempting to 

Samples of Cream will be sent for 2c in stamps fopay postage, 
A. S. HINDS, 200 West St., Portland, Maine 

You eed HINDS Howey sad Almond Cram SOAP. Hishiy re 
Gea) Hwan ted benrbcel Doc getpail No sony nese. 
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RECIPES WE KNOW 
ARE GOOD 

Dried-Apple Cake 
of Dried 2 Tublespnonfubs of 
is Baking Porwiler 
is of Molasses. 2 Dewertspoontuls of 

leat Milk 
9 Cuptul of Butter 3 Cuptuls of Flour 
2 Eee inifted 

Spices to Taste 
FIRST cook the appiles in water until tender 

then strain them and cook in two cuphsl 
of molasses for about twenty minutes. Cream 
the butter, sugar and ergs together well; then 
add the other ingrodicats, the apples in me 
lasses Inst of all, when they are nearly cold. 
Beat well, Bake slowly in a moderate oven. 

Meat and Egg Toast 

2 Tabbespooatics of 
mance of Butter 

sae and Pepper BO ers Ly Tomato 

UT some rounds of bread ani fry them, 
e finely any small pieces of tongue, 

heel o (resh beef. Mix the eggs, butter, 
pepper and milk; put them in a saucepan 

on the fire, and when the exes begin to thicken: 
he wieat and the tomato sauce. Stir the 

then ure over the fire until it is thic 
pour it over the toast, Serve at once, 

Lemon Puff Pudding 
4 Eee Juice and Rind of 1 
3 Tablespoonfuts of Lemon 

‘Surar 2 Tablespoontute of 
Boiling Water 

EAT the yolks of four eggs smooth with 
two tab - sapnved of sugar, then stir in 

the juice stated yellow rind of a large 
lemon; add. tro tablepoontels of boll 
water, and cook in a double bailer, stirring c 
tinually until it is like thick cream, (If one is in 
a hurry, this cream may be cooked in an ordi 
nary sa'scepan.) 
until stif, then be 

Beat the whites of the exes 
in three tablespoontuls of 

stiff like ® meringue it is 
be yellow mixture while the 

Cook just enough to keep the 
w ir constantly uatil cool. 
The whale looks like a yellow pull ball 

cake or crackers if used a8 @ pudding. 
ich but delicate pudding may be served 

as a sauce to pour over plain loaf cake, Lay 
slices of cake fn a plate and dress with the pud 
ding Tt also makes a delightlul sauce for 
baked apples. 

Ham en Casserole 

2 Cupéuls of Mak 1 Stice of Ham 
244 Cupfals of Potatoes: 

OVER a slice of ham about as inch and a 
ball thick with lukewarm water, and let 

teak for half an hour. Drain, trim off the su 
perfluous fat, and shape it to fit the casserole 
dish. Wash and pare the eaeions: and slice 
them this, Cover with cold water, let them 
stand balf an hour, snd drain, Put the ham 
into the casserole, cover with potatoes, and pour 
the milkover, Cook ina moderate oven, having 
the dish uncovered for one hour. Put on the 
cower and cook for one hour more. Serve in 
the casserole dish. 

Mock Lemon Pie 

Volks of 2 Eyes § Teaspoosful af 
1 Cupdul of Sugar Butter 

~=pfel of Sous 34 Teaspoonfal of 
| Lemon Essence 

Whites of 2 Eqgs 
2 Tabiespoonfuls of 

Powdered Sugar 

EAT the butter and the egr yolks to a 
d the sugar, dissolve the dour 

ten minutes), then flavor wi 
sence Just as it Gnishes cooking. Beat the 
whites of the exes entil stiff, adding two table: 
spoonfuls of powdered sugar, spread oa top, 
and brown lightly in the oven. 

Tomato Pil 

I Pound of Rice 36 Pound of Bacon 
¥ Quart of Canned (aliced) 

Tomatocs Small Onion 
Sah and Pepper 

FRY the bacon and the onfon together. 
When the bacon is done add the tomatoes, 

a teaspoonful of salt and a little pepper, and let 
cook for abost ten minutes. Add the washed 
rice, stirring it In with a fork, and let ft boil for 
five or six minutes. Then steam until done— 
say for twenty or thirty minutes, ‘This is avery 
appetiting dish. 

White-Potato Pie or Pudding 

2 Langr Potatoes 1 Tahirepoonful of Milk 
2 or Crean 
1 Cuptul of Saar Juice and Rind of 1 
Hy wilt af Lemon 

utter Boiling Water 

toes, and let them lie a 
Then throw them 

o which salt has been 
done. Remove at once 

and run them through a fruit press. While hot 
add hall 3 cupfutl of sugar, butter, the yolks of 
the eggs which have been beaten with the 
mitk, and the juice and grated rind of the 
lemon. Line a pée pan with good pastry. Fill 
with the mixture, asd hake ustil the crust ts 
Hight brown. When quite cold spread with a 
meringue made from the whites of the ens, 
half 2 cupful of granslated sugar and a few 
drops of vanills, Brown in a moderate oven oF 
under the fame of the broiler. 

OTHER isdoing pre- 
ly what her 

mother did nearly thirty 
yearsago. She is using the 
soap she believes to be bests 
not only for shampooing, 
but also for the children’s 
bath. She knows, as her 
mother did, that Packer's 
Tar Soap is pure and clean 

and cleanses thoroughly; 
but very gently. 

Pure vegetable oils, gly- 
cerine and pine-tar—these 
are the materials of which 
Packer’s Tar Soap is made. 
Each is used for a definite 
purpose—to cleanse, %€ 
soothe or to heal. 

Packers 
Tar Soap 

“Pure as the Pines" 

Send roe foe n sunple 
of Packes's Tar Soop: 
State whether cake of 
ligeid soap in desired, 
Send also for Masetlt 
“The Hair and Sealp— 
Modern Care and Tre, 
meee." 36 pages 
practical information 
Froe on request. 

THE PACKER MFG. COMPANY 
Suite 87-G, 81 Fulton St., New York 

Salt Mackerel 
CODFISH, FRESH LOBSTER 

FOR YOUR OWN TABLE 

ites wo are foul of Pish oath to wet thet ie tro septer. 09 oo lilated Sealer pnyrteste 
Domilily be In 4 powtian to afer you Boxe 
Sid wholesome awe cat, reeat® ‘We sell only" io the comwemer direct, not UEsSuer 

erocers of teatketn We in 0 sup ems 
reauiress ealtey 4 mind unter ah tuainene SOF jt onder Cath business 40, Ne, 

express 
plete sathtectian oF 

4 you ore In Ttitereated In wom) fea, wo! 
powal that we siny send yuu furtter inl i ad 

‘har Salt Macteret are temdeg. juicy. tele 
for tovabaee ty are detitoan, “Sal C2aben oclectes Drepared ty ear methad a upencetie’, He ‘SBuck ct the feouh fue you fray oo the sane 
several dare r. Our Canned Fook tome ater ‘ereniliee 
Peper} Sark Freak Es Loin 2 parchment inet cane ee on 
no process pedling Ino. yerparatiod of BS 
being wot) Opened and gacked solié ia, weal 2 ates take pm the rate hey, fell 
Pom sat natural tlayor, Crab Meat Saeienp at on jaye lgraioe a, pestoctly Satural aprearat 

‘Our Salmon. Tenny and Imported Fish Dotieacie® 
always the best produced. i 

‘R'tclection of oat Fish Preducte should wesPtse in Your store-ram oe ally a war fo" eve 
at 2 moment ‘ol ducena of daisity 
‘Send for Descriptive Price List 

Frank E. Davis Co., 1 Central WE., Gloucester, 



More— 

i) More 

You! 

Chalmers Underwear 
establishes higher 
standards of under- 
Wear value. This in- 
expensive underwear 
is made on expensive 
pooper Spring Needle 
Machines which cost 
more to buy and more 
to run than ordinary 
Machines. But the 
€xtra quality under- 
Wear is worth the ex- 
tra expense. 

CHALMERS 
NDERW EAR 
Knit om the famous Cooper 
Spring Needle Machines, but 
selling for only $1 and up for 
Closed Crotch Union Suits 
Shirts & Drawers, Se, Fall 
& Winter. 

Chalmers garments 
yield to every move- 
ment. Then they 
spring back into 
shape. This is because 
their knit combines 
hrmnessof weave with 
elasticity. 

We believe we are 
rightin guaranteeing 
this to be better fall 
and winter weight 
underwear than ever 
before offered for 
the money. 

Ask Your Dealer 

Chalmers Knitting Co. 
Amsterdam, N.Y. 

Look for This Label 

/Chaimers 
i Underwear 
i MADE ON COOPER 
| SPRING NEEOLE POE MINE 

Also Makers of the Famous 

wu TRADE MARK ” 

REG.U SPAT OFF. 

RECIPES WE KNOW | 
ARE GOOD 

Crumbs 
SOAK the hi 

hour 

Orange Pie 
Rind of t Orange 1 Cupfal of Saar 
Jasce af 5 On t oontuls of 

eves, the me 
Pour into a pan 

of batter and : 
bread crumbs. 
ate st. Garr 

into the 
Cover with a 
erate oven for forty 
a hot platter, and gat 
with tomato 

Pilafia 

Medium-Sized Leg of 
Lain 

3 Cuptuls of Rice 
44 Lemon 
REMOVE, she surph 

strait 
when near 

rc lisble to have » 
tke & cooked the juice should he 
erbed and each kernel of rice 

until thor. 
ne quart o 

Let cook fe 

past cracked wt 

Com Oysters 

1 Cuptal of Canned Yolk of 1 Eee 
‘Cours 

1 Level Tablespoonful 
6 Flour 

. the salt a 
— mefore coo) inst 

the egg. Drop in n spooat 
iry until gol 
be ed 

insides, all 
a hot oven for & 

Let the children 
have this nutriment 

' Raisin Bread 
That’s Both Good and Good for You 

¢ We have arranged with bakers in scores of cities and towns 
to bake a new raisin bread for you. Ask your baker or grocer 
for it. It is called California Raisin Bread, 

It is made from a special recipe that results in the finest 
. raisin bread ever baked. 

And it's filled with big, plump, tender Sun-Maid Raisins 
with the seeds extracted —raisins made from luscious Cali- 
fornia grapes. The delicate, appetizing Havor permeates 
the loaf. 

There is no better food for children or grown-ups, for 
raisins are concentrated nutriment, They are delicious, di- 
geastible, slightly laxative. When a food is so healthful don't let 
your folks go without it—don't serve it merely occasionally, 

The cost—size of loaf and nutriment considered—makes 
this one of the cheapest foods today. 

Let them try it. They will want 
food that’s so good 
and good for A 
served at every meal. 

AUTOR WU 

mat RAISINS 

California Raisin Bread 

wis SUN-MAID RAISINS 
You will like this raisin bread because it is made 

with this kind of raisins aaa 

Buy the SUN-MAID Brand 
Superior Package Raisins 

Order » package of Sun-Maid Raisins—the raisins 
that taste like confections, This brand is made from 
choice California white grapes—grapes too delicate to 
ship fresh to markets. 

They are sun-cured in the open vineyards. They 
come to you in clean cartons—tender, plump and pure. 

Three varieties: Seeded (seeds extracted); Seedless p,.., 
{made from seedless grapes); Cluster (on stems, not SorSeer15e per Te 
seeded), 

Try these raising, See how good they are. You will always want this 
brand. All good dealers have it, of can get it from their jobbers, 

The Ideal Fruit-Food is Raisins 
Raisins as producers of energy excel most of the foods we serve on aur 

tables daily. Eggs per pound impart less than one-half a many units of 
energy aa do raisins. One pound of mutton leg develops %5 heat units — 
raisins, 1635. One pound of lean beef produces but 560; one pound of 
milk 325. Even a pound of sirloin steak falls short of raisins by 105 units, 
Send your dealer's name and address and we'll send you frre our 

famous recipe book, It shows many waya to make delicious foods with 
raising. Raisins will cut down your living cost, so send for this book now. 

CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATED RAISIN CO. 
1115 Fresno Street, Fresno, California 

Membership, 6000 Growers 

Raisins are Nature’s candy—good for Little Folks 

6 
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Solves the Boy Problem 
| know thar it is a problem for mothers to find something which not 
only amuse and entertain a vigorous boy but also has educational value. 
Erector has solved this problem for thousands of parents. 

ERECTOR 
The Toy Like Structural Steel 

Big, Strong Models—Exector is 
ruction toy with girders exactly 

Tt rocking edges (an 
ure) enable your boy tc 

nodels—bridges, skyscrape 
md 500 others. The electri 

sets, adds wonderfully to 
This motor operates many of 

the only 
cal 

iral steel, 
sive Erecto: 

terest. 
the models, 

A. C, GILBERT, Presidemt 
THE MYSTO MANUFACTURING CO, 

101 Fox St., New Haven, Cons. 

See How It Strete’ 

TCT 

urrinaeeent 

Newlastic Top 
A Marvel of Comfort 

If you are stout or slender and want perfect comfort in stock 
ings, get Holeproof stockings with Newlastic Tops. 

These tops stretch wide without binding, yet always return 
to shape. You can get these lisle topa on silk, sille-faced or cotton 
Holeproofs. 

And six pairs of the Cotton hose are guaranteed to wear 
without holes for six months, Three pairs of Silk are guaranteed 
three months, If any of the pairs fail within that time you get 
new hose free. Thus you save endless darning. 

Telepract ffesicr 
) a ‘The genuine Holeproofs ore sold in your town. Write for 

dealers’ names. We ship direct where we have so dealer, 
charges prepaid on receipt of remittance. Men's, 25¢ per 
pair and up, Women’s, 3c per pair and up. Children’s, $5¢ 
per pair, 

Write for free book that tells all sbout Holeproofs, Learn 
why we can guarantee them. 
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ion, 190 
HOLEPROOF HOSIERY COMPANY. MILWAUKEE. WISCONSIN 
KOLEPROOF HOSIERY COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED. LONDON, CANADA 
HOLEPROOP WOGIERY COMYANY, 19 CRURGH ALLEY, LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND 

PAU EISUREML URES ITA TERT TETUSE VEN COMED TEES TEAR ETO ATT TET 
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AS WE 
GO MARCHING ON 

A Girl’s Talk With 

Other Girls 

good 
what I've 

I've at last 
Man meant i (ew things the ¥ 
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down well, But we 
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But there is an increasing number of “new 
"and "modern girls” who have taken | 

tizenship papers in “Missouri.” They 
‘They no longer can 

being the to look tnutterable thing: 
that mean: You are a man and therelo 
even though I tease you, J take it for granted 
that you are wiser than I, and in anything im- 
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ng to use it at all astead of blindly 
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CONCLUDED ON PAGE 65 
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WINDOW SHADES 

FOUR GRADES 
Columbia Crown 

Columbia -Linolene 
Columbia Arrow 

Columbia Star bond made 

CERTAINLY it's wonderful what you 
can do with Columbia Window Shader 

in your home—not only in decorating @ but 
in giving every room a beighter, cheerier > 
For you have so many and such attactive 
colonmgs to pick from in Cohumbia Shader 
And them, you get style that makes any home 
good-locking—and shades that ucear We 
Tell, your dealer t» show you Colunbis Window 
‘Shades. Look at the elon essle of the roll S48 
cep can deat, at and savings. You'll sce whi 704 

ey jumbeat when 
war peo wees S ~LOOK FOR 
Tale haay Ger rte we) 7 THIS ON 
Wire taday for" Cheerful Wire. 
doves" <a free book on making teiindowe better doaking 
The COLUMBIA MILL Slee 

ww York Cy 

Fee made do-arder shades \nalst on 
Colembia Cleth and Retlers 
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to you 
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SHEET Music 
Finest Procurable 

Classical and Modern 
Compositions —20 to Choose From 

‘of the world 
me embraced 

Used in Leading Schools 
and Conservatories 

imparts Hat 
Youthful ¢ harm) 

AZ UREA 
“ACE POWDER 

Made ty LT. PIVER. PARIS. 
Prerest —Softes 

Made in Four BLANCHE~ROSEE 
DelicateTists. RACHEL=NATURELLE 

_ ee 8S | BE: Fetle Wary face 23 Qi snes aad graces, Boy to $20.00 Tasuferseatien, Wi We Wart 

PARIS FASHION Co. mt 108 N. Wabash Ave, oy: 

GO MARCHING ON 

and 
and 

to new conditions and ca: 
ad 

AS WE 

PM 

win back some of the poi 

MotherSays 
rol 

WED my LIFE 
I was in my beddie-by, dreaming about a white 

horsie. I woke up and found the room was 

awful smoky. 

**Daddie, come and get me,” I cried. “ Daddie, 

the house is on fire.” 

Daddie was asleep, but Mother heard me. 

She woke up Daddie and they both ran into 

my room. 

Daddie took me in his arms and Mother got 

the Pyrene that hung in the bedroom. 

Daddie couldn’t take me downstairs because 

the smoke was terrible down there. 

Besides, we could see the flames downstairs. 

But Mother took the Pyrene and began squirt- 

ing it on the fire and pretty soon there was less 

smoke and we could see better and in almost 

no time at all the fire was out. 

Then we all went downstairs and pretty soon 

the fire engines came—a long time after the 

fire was out—and then a big crowd of grown- 

ups gathered in front of our house. 

It must have been midnight, too, I guess. 

Mother said the Pyrene saved my life. I think 

so, too, My Daddie says he wants it on every 

floor of our house. 

When I grow up big I am going to have a 

Pyrene in my house, too. 

There are thousands of 
Pyrenes used in factories, 
schools,churches, theatres, 

A Pyrene put on your 
automobile saves 15% 
on your car insurance. 

Write for booklet ‘* The Vital Five Minutes’' 

Brass and Nickel-plated Pyrene Fire Extinguishers 
are included in the lists of Approved Fire Appliances 
issued by the National Board of Fire Underwriters, 
and are Inspected, Tested and Approved by, and 
bear the label of, the Underwriters’ Laboratories, Inc. 

PYRENE MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

52 Vanderbilt Avenue New York City 
Branches in 26 Cities 

The Pyrene Co., Ltd., 19-21 Great Queens Street, London, W. C, 
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““She’’ Says— 
It’s Her Greatest Convenience 
A truly Aladdin Lamp that gives radiant light instantly 

about the bedroom, up or down stairs, in pokey closets — 
anywhere; even outdoors there’s both convenience and 

“EVEREADY 
FLASHLIGHT 

“Complete” electric light that doesn't have to be attached to 
aaything, but ean be carried w ever you go. Convesirnt 
to carry i your pocket or huzdbap—keep under your pillow or be- 
side the bed at night, ready for natant, bright, white light—anywhese— 
any time—with nose of the bother or danger of old fashioned oil lazaps. 

EVERE. 
coder, te keep tfc to ang 

ecovomical. There hig to get ot of 
bstier with, They wan, yo can, Vow up on 

The hewt reesil stores everywhere 
EVEREADY Fiasdli 
wazes from wo $2.5 
Pocket aod Aute Kee Lights. 
plated Howe Lamp; $2.00 in US 
your eaves drug. band he 
usedul, ilbatess 

“Largest Monufacturer of Flashlights in the World™* 

AMERICAN EVER READY WORKS 
ef National Carbon Company 

Long Island City New York 

Photographs, like the family furni- 

ture, are most cherished when very 

new or very old. Mother banished 

her mother’s old sofa to the attic. 

You, the granddaughter, brought it 

down again and you prize it, even 

above the latest “new piece.” 

t's the same with pictures 

photograph just as you now are— 

your friends will appreciate, now. 

your 

And the second generation will cher- 

ish it even more, 

There's a photographer in your town. 

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y. 

THE HOUSEWIFE 

TOOLS 

How to Select and Care 

for Them 

washing-machine 

Mowing $1.20 i 
na Washer whick 

$3.20 
more than 6 cents a week 

sum to belp me is this 

c istribute the first 
P er of years, based on the fre 

y with which the ch of tool is to be 

h and keep 
ets and 

keeper would rather 
atter of fact ne tool 

ip the 

¢ comfort and 
matebed 

bitter experience that 
ato the hands of 

rual for November, 1913 

Look 
this Pre 

Sheets ana Pillow Cases 

HE “Utica” label is @ 
| pledge of quality—a4 

passport to the best homes 
—a surety of longest wear 

} and biggest money value in 
sheets and pillow cases. 

“Mohawk" Brandis geod ubect, 
aot quite so heavy as “Utica.” 
Seld fy day goods stores ederywhere 

Use WILEY’S Lamb’s Wool aad 
Satin-Quilted Soles. The patent 
“CAPITOL,” the biggest seller 
all brands. ther kind 



siedinist 
~the real test of shade quality 

> SHADE, of cou should be expe 
£9 strains like th will any shade stand such abuse continually. 

t sometimes despite carcdul guarding such 
moat of a2), you will ape 

* ti To wt 
yee ant 

The Unfilled Grade of 

Brenlin 
TCE Mat PE SPAR CPF 

Window Shades 
Jt le mute of n disferent materinl—a <lusety Serren cloth withiue that filing’ of chalk ana SRY whic ciuses the ordinary shade to crack 

nd sliaw inholes the first time a gedden stral Monee sym it. San won't fale is. wee Waker UL TL weary so mach better that in tle edd tn cas bay 
ars art 

AU wetnird phates 
Write for Brenlin Book today 

del Ith St ww will vend name of nearest Breeitin * ler, OF tell yore here to ceuer dirret. Chas w. Tenemang&e,,2324Reuding Road,Cane|anat 
Pet windows itle ee BRENLLIN FILLED ons Git ACNE MADE seer emepeor 2a) 

THE DIFFERENCE 
GIFTS OF SENTIMENT AND PLAIN MERCHANDISE 

8 cleatly Thasteated ix new book of 1000 ide gi ae sre the thf a ie In hace, the git bea ¢ teu Angi hol te rset we ot inal acl in lady send fox Go in starepe 
Send for pour cepy early. 

POHLSON GIFT SHOPS 
Desk 60 Pawtucket, Rhode Inland 

A Salaried Position 
For Your Boy 

Nothing is too good for that son 
of all a good 
fair start in |: Don't him 
€ satisfied with “a job” when 

hes school. Help him 
pesition for which he 

position which will 
largest poss 

Measure of success. 

An illustrated booklet, which 
we will gladiy send free on re 
quest, will give you some very 

tresting information on this 
subject, Address 

The Sales Division, Box 74 
THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY 

Philedelsbia, Penesplvenia 

THE OLD-FASHIONED 

HOT-DISH MAT IS 
POPULAR JUST NOW 

I ISPLAVED ame tb 

have a chance 
color schemes of the 

Thvese iilust ea 

ut Hf one’s fancy turns to ¢ 

igns may be in blur 
» white grount; ai 
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round mat i: 
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ed eavelopen 
of Tax La Needlework Es 

Hows, Jounnat 
deipaia, P 

Complete ard Ready for Service 

‘Gro. T. BRODNAX, Inc. 
Gold aad Silversn Paloccknein 

s. AIS Ss iN a 
Select your Xmas gifts from the articles shown here and 

our 180-page jewelry ca alogue for 1916. A free 
copy mailed upon request. Your money back if you are op 

not pleased. All shipments prepaid atid safe dem sg! ‘ 
livery guaranteed. A saving on almost every” 1°30 

hase. Send us an order ye Gold 

“Spot” 
Ping. Mand lenge 

eed as ta5za. 
10 Kt Gold Rene 

Pendant. 
Enameled 10 KE Gole mount 102929, fergel-me: oq and chain Ex: 40 Xt Gold Hot Pee not Pearl Ceptional vaiut 828 Plain Reman Short stems genver, Engl Special vaive Special vatve > - St 

amend 

1931. Something nom 
old jewelry. This handsoe 

Brooch is rade of 18. & 
Goisin ce m0 
Set with 1 fine tui 

2 sapphires, Pla 

cesign 20676. 10KtG es XL. Ge molm steel. Roman Snish. Thin madel, 
> SO Ki, Gold Walnemar chain. P34" one. Square finks. Fine weeghl and valve, $1 - . This chain and knife will make | : an ideal gilt fara man, 

Sterling sitver Tating Sass ha 
"ie ml 

41633, Sterling ssiver 
Thiei ni ned 

41536. Sterling silver Prayer Book 
Markers, Eng? Purple nbbons. 31 

Crasps. Engraved effec! 
Spleneid 

c r 41537. | Sle! 

| ealues., 
0d top. Fitted om ter ani mirror, MOND, tree, Compl 

$2.50. Without finger ring 00 

Sterling sliver handled Herm 
Seel mesure - + 3be 

silver “Owl 4 rain Walch Chain. Pierced bet Sterling silver bwetle, 85.09 sonogram sie > $3.00 1O Kt. Gold Hei + | A760 Same wm 10 KL Gai¢ o 14 KE Gold | We 26.00 y Print initials and allow 1 week on orders for chain and belt 

Potent Fas 

Napkin Malder, Good weit 
Sprowlvaive + - 78e 

41942. 
Sterling silver Gaty Fork and Spoon. Pierceé handles. 
Good weight IShown tg sel, 2 pocas = 41,00. 

j 43, Needic / 
1h” Spast 

Wolder. | Sterlieg 
silver, Mand en- 
graved, 1 speat 
of thread with ex. with holder, Shown ts 
sie. $1.00 

41630. Walire 
pearl ring and eseriiny 
Silver bell. Special val 
Shown; size), $1.00 

390: 2 nger ih Sack wales grain 
Case 431%". Fils vest pockel. (Shown 'y sive), 25e 
3904 5. Stirtoe Trowsers Manger; case like 39040, 250 

27010. Sterting ster 
TeaBalland hain, Tea 
Feet eth Nery attraction, 7937. Rock erystit Iam oF Murralode (Shaw jar. Sterleng suave cover and. spoon, 
se75° = Exceptional yal. \Shews * size). 1.78 

7038. 6° Ster 
Popsilver Bud Va 
Specal aloe, "howe Nagite 

Pube bisdes iShomn suerte “age 27030. 10° Vaan he noone. 

$3.50 
Du Bary pattern of yralin 
wong Ail ploces of hss 
Beaitbtal pattern are shown 

| ase priced in aur catalogue, 

GEO. T. BRODNAX., Inc. 
|= S. MAIN S MEMPHIS, TE 

ce Steak Carvers, Sterling silver hanes. Fine 
long. (Shown *y Size) : $3.50 

th 3i0 lined case 75 



motor car purchase? 

Saxon Roadster is in the latest auto- 
mobile fashion —a low priced car 
that i sty/ish in appearance—the 
only car under $400 with all these 
modern features: powerful high 
speed motor; graceful, roomy stream- 
line body; Timken axles; 3-speed 
sliding gear transmission; honey- 
comb radiator; dry plate clutch; can- 
tilever springs of vanadium steel, etc. 

You will find the Saxon Roadster easy 
to handle—simple and safe. You 

Standard Roadster $395 
For Roadster with detachable coups Top, 

ask dealer for sample and prices. 

of S40 Diego. Ca, writes! 
0 calles wish pertect satixtaction, 

In the Latest 
Motor Car Fashion 

Seck style in your motor car just as you do in a gown, s hat, 
a pair of shoes. When you buy a gown, you demand the 
latest fashion. -Shouldn’t the same thing be true of your 

Saxon Motor Company, Detroit 

The Ladies’ Home Journal for November, 1915 

can learn to drive it with perfect 
seeurity in # short time, You can 
have your Saxon clectrically started 
and lighted for only $50 extra. 

Another reason for buying a Saxon is 
its wonderful economy. Saxon costs 
Jeast torun of any automobile—only 
half a cent a mile, It averages 30 
miles on @ single galion of gasoline; 
75 to 100 miles on a pint of oil. 
Sce your Saxon dealer at once and 
take a Saxon ride. 

“Six” SPass. Touring Car. 2 $785 
“Six Roadster . . $785 
Six” with detachable Limeasine Top. $935 

Saxe 
chisel aft 

easiven 
B bas the pumer 

suk, Mio a seally p-todate ear at a savall prior.” 
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Ht Pictures by thie beteesdate com Syoem 
| tre aS LIA 

thesiastic reception from thousands 
aut lovers. Each year the edition has been quickly exhausted. 
This year o reproduction by Photogravuer of » charming study of an 

| 4 Aencan Girl, with all the breezy freedom of the great aut of doors, 

have for years published an Act Panel 
ot Calendar which has met with an ea- 

eel re Met ancl 
of American 

wl etoutandly Gesak all events os popelsy. 
If you wish to be sure of a copy. FREE, ask your WALK-OVER 

Mt once. or sand 25 cents to Gea. E. Kieth Company, Ci 
ello, Ma. Makers of Walk-Over Shoes for Men and Women, 
Sad ena sibs mt fs y's 

$ DOING her Christmas shoppi 
Instead of making her way throug 

crowded stores, looking for KES 
t , striving for the attention of 
salespeople and returning home tired 
and disgusted, she did her shopping at 

me 
Seated at her desk, she made ow 

list of those to whom she nted 
send gifts. For each of the women 
she ordered a year’s subscription for 

E Lames’ Home Journar; for the 
Tue Sarvrpay Eventxe Post 

Tux Countzy Gestieman. Then 
she wrot and her Christ 
mas shopping was done. 

y not do your shopping in the 
same way? 

You need not even write to 
friends. On Christmas morning 

will receive from us a lovely illu- 
minated announcement in your name, 
stating that the magazine will t 
mailed regularly during the ensuing 

year. The announcement itself is a 
work of art worth framing (a different 

design for each publication). 

VOLES (374 T 2 STERN 

iN EVEN im VETTE 

Ve MATT SE PST 

1 SHE WRAPPED MIM IN 
SWADILING CLOTWES AND LAID 

Wie KA MANGER DLCALISE Trt 
WAS NO ROOM FOR THEM IW TH Est 

The card announcing a gift of a 
subscription for Tue Lapres’ Home 
Jounnat is six by nine inches in size 
and carries a beautiful reproduction, 
in full color, of a painting by W. L- 
Taylor. The reverse of the card bears 
this announcement: 

—_— — — 
At the directo of 

tered your name upen er 
‘2 years eatmcoiption to 

THE LADIES HOME JOURNAL 
We hege that thee copten we chall bare the Heaney 
of mailing wil prove te be pheasant vemtinders of the 
cee wis wrnade you this Halday somreavbsnacr 

we nave 
tat 

‘Tax Contes Porteuina Conerary, Paiute 

the announcements If you prefer, 
will be sent to you to present per- 
sonally. Order now and avoid th; 
last rush, Send $1.50 for either Tne 
Lanes’ Home Jovrnat or THE 
Satuxpay Evesine Post and $1 for 
Tue Country Gentieman ($1.75 for 
any one if sent to Canada). Don’t 
forget your own name and address, as 
well as those of the subscribers. 

Tre Curtis Pustisxinc Company 
INDEPENDENCE SQUARE 

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 

o Cubes were Awarded 
Honor of ike Powswa. 

The Secret of 
French Cooking is 
in the Stock Pot 

Many Americans have 
never realized the value o! 
a concentrated flavor as @ 
stimulant to appetite an 
an aid to good cooking. 

Stecro Cubes in the 
kitchen mean appetite in 
the dining room. 
The concentrated flavor of 

beef and vegetables is in Steero 
Cubes ready to dissolve and spread 
through gravy, soup or sauce, 

Flavor is not all you get from 
Steero—it gives fragrance to the 

food, Use Steero Cubes to “snap 
up’’ your dishes and see how 
heartily they will be relished. 

Asa delicious beverage a cup of 
hot Steero, quickly made by pour- 
ing boiling water on a Steero Cube, 
will give you an appetite when you 
want it. 

0 Cubes are sold by Drugaisth 
icatesnen Dealers in boxes of 

$0 and 190 Cubes. 
Skeero" an the bOX a 

ve 
Cabes will be went you 

‘Exposition 

ial for 30e. 
Schieffelin & Co. 

225 William St. New York 
Distributors for 

Americas “STEE Products os 

"A Cube 
Makes a Cup”* 

Simply edd 
Boiling Waser 

fhe od OYSTERO pein 

inseant 
mille and 

My Garter” 
—Kawple 

Better than ever! New features; 
longer wearing, greater comfort. 
Strongest garter made, Fastens 
quickly and STAYS fastened, The 
Best Garter for “EVERYCHILD" 

KEWPIE 

ia euibe agi tustless: to metal @ 
teaches Exery pain quatanieed. 
AE sizes —chekdren, mimes, weenen. ie 

15¢ to 25 sigetne te tee ts 
Asthus natein & Co, 

“is" New Thoug ht? 
ay eat anid 

i SAYER it LONE 
ba te old 

ee th 
For 10 cts. 55.0: ei aan 

Wermec. Fay onbers are yegala comity ead ay ober ae asl onde 
tore Send NOW and we 
ie ae,” “pew Te Coe What A 



IROPER Shan 
the hair beau 

all the real tif 

regular 
but it cannot 
of ordinary: 5 
ordinary s 
makes the hair britt 
This is why discrimina’ 

FOR SHAMPOOING 
_ MULSIFIED COCOANUT OIL | 

cially prepared for washing the | 
It is a clear, pure, and entirely 

product, that cannot por 
injure, and does not dry the 

or make the hair brittle, no mat 
ter how often it is used. 

= will ele 

month 

Splendid for Children 

Leek foe Ue signature 

Ga Every Origeanl stile 

THE &. L WATKINS CO. 
Cleveland, Obio 

‘Orr rwoxaving Ob, 1058 Coostat B. Tabadelgaln, Po 

A“LOAN PORTRAIT 

EXHIBIT” 

By E.W. H Tt 

Portraits Were Amanged 

Our Catalogue of NewYork Fashions is FREE 
Just Send a Postal Card and tell us that you want it 

Every woman who cares about 
her appearance certainly 
wishes to dress in the latest 
style. YOU do, don’t you? 
—and if you are a sensi- 
ble woman you want to 
buy your apparel where 
you can get the most 
tasteful, up-to-date 
garments,the BEST 
material for the least 
money. Then, such 

This beautiful compre- 
_ hensive Fashion 

Book contains 
. 278 pages, 

* which tell you 
‘ exactly what is 

being worn by 
New York's best 

dressed women. 
Illustrations and 
Descriptions both will 

aid you in making an 
appropriate choice of 

your Fall Outfit. Write 
. TODAY without fail and ask 

~ g for Catalogue No. 69L. 

f ~ 

Lif 
~ 

ion Catalogue 
and we want you 

~\, to have a copy. 

UNUSUAL 

VALUES 
in 

Falland Winter 
Apparel 

| 
of these smart 

garments are BL445 
Coat . bel Suit 

$1498 given below $1498 

; If you need a Coat or a Smart Suit, Read This! 
Cont { 

GLADE Sailer Hat of Gleney Beaver, Hiss 

$3.98 

BELLAS Hess & Ol 
WASHINGTON, MORTON & BARROW STS. 

NEW YORK CITY. N.Y. 

We Pay All 
Mail or Express 



How YOU Can Have 
An Exclusive Figure 
it ie 1E secret of the perfect form, 

with graceful, natural curves, lies 
in the corset, 

Upon this dainty but all-important 
garment depend stylish appearance, 

scientific bodily support, correct fit and 
supreme comfort. The new 

on iOn 
CORSETS 

fresh from our Parisian Designers, 
faithfully interpret all the latest style 
features and lend distinctive charm to 
every wearer. 

Full Figure 
Price $5 

A wide range of styles for the aver- 
age, the petite, the full, the slender 
and the young girl's figures, in a 
variety of highest grade, serviceable 
materials, See your corsetiére now! 

SOLD BY DEALERS 

$3.50, $5, $6.50, $8, $10 
and upwards. If you cannot get it from 
your favorite store we will send direct upon 
receipt of Style Number, Size and Price. 

Royal Bive Book Free Upon Request. 

ROYAL WORCESTER CORSET CO., Worcester, Mass. 

‘ory this see what 

Rub a bit of P Vanishing 
Cream lightly on th ’ 
hand. Re i an 
tips until it completely disappears 

. You can x 

skin immediately becomes wh 
and soft 

effect on y i 
what a differe 

will make in your com 

See for yourself Aoaw completely 
Vanishing Cream disappears, 
leaving the skin qwhiter and softer. 

NOT A “COLD™ CREAM 
WHAT THE DIFFERENCE IS 

Pon's Vanishing Cream is not a ys skin- 
ftening ing but no grease or oil, That is of the 
eam rem om your hand. Ie Jeaves no gloss or sh yt work 

out later. these reasons, it should be the final touch in you . Tt 
cannot promote the yrowt! down 

You can purchase Pond's Vanishing Cream at toilet counters everywhere. 
If you prefer, send for a trial tube 

TRY 1T FREE 
be to use for this test, or for 4 cents we will 

See what just 
md's Extract Co., 

Let us send you a free ssmph 
you a fu 1 weeks 

one application will do. A. 
166 Hudson Street, New ¥ 

Deady Excar. 
10 yea Alea 

Soap tint Taleem 

The Ladies’ Home Journal for Noweniber, 1915 

ARE WE FAIR TO 
PEGGY AND 

ELIZABETH ANN? 

By Frances Folger 

how 
do them much more 

Yet the 

d new spring co 
ded meni 

pt the appet 

rt it in having o 
ny andl seeing that the 

en It is dul 
into perfecti 

of girls in the world have no 
alent to pertect, ther 

pursuit af so 

ually Gnd themselves in 
thood. 

adopt o 
follow the Latt 

et of cour 
day the big educators woke up to thts 

“Well, we'llgive them scbools of mother 

¢ tums he 
the baby; we'll form 

ed show her 

al teacher goes to E 
mother 

s quite happily that she hates prac 
‘ Sulfocs 

the next gener; 
and Elizat h Anse who 

great unore 
ewives of the World, 

+ of domesticity is 
mach drudge: 

3 room, evers 
dias by 

An doing these 
the work assumes 

ely more 
than her 

day can do In 
of them bette: 

But Marie 

to cook the most wonderful curried 

48 Marie comes home and makes 
g-school dish in herown kitchen, 
mel! with her own hom 

s, that recipe bears as much personal 
covered 

failing 
conveniei her own 
bother with a substitute 

0, She may koow 
rather thas 

ows that 
are conveniences but 

hey Uf she has learned 
these facts in ber own n she will go about 
her task with far greater case and efScency. 

with a ire father, 
2 for be: B entertain- 

wide in ber home 

ns. 
The bome-trained home-maker & 

modern conveni 

ets to run it for her. That is 

Not every mother knows the details of every 
h of home-making to be able to pass the 

wledge on to her Gaughter, but in every 
neighborhood are to be found half a ees 

i io bine, who 

ic is especially 
rt ct in bouse 

it on ta Peggy 

AHam thatmelts 
in your mouth 

— 

‘OAK bam over night, Cover it all over 
with a medium dough made of flour and 

water, Bake three hours in te “Wenr-Ever 
Aluminum Roaster, Take aut, peel af doughs 

if fat and stick full of cloves, Put back in 
pan—asprinkle over it » few tablespoons of 
sugar, acug of water and & hall cup of vinegar 
Bake nother hour, 

Ifyou use » "Wear-Ever” Roaster you netd 
net baste of turn the roost, Set the rosat in 
the oven with the cover on. Forget until 

that it cught to be dene: 
‘There's no kneeling on the floor, no hot blasts 

etmned 
color 

Kt will make # 
al keep for a week. 

AMuminuw stensils are not all the same 

Look for the ‘Wear-Ever” trade mark on 
utensil. If not there it i® 
Reluse substitutes. 

Replace utensils that wear out 
with utensils that “Wear-Ever” 
To ee for yourseil why so many wumett 

prefer lent Ever” were, thie 
"WearEver” Stewpan. ‘Send ux 
stamps of coin and we will seed you the pan 
repaid. (Ofer youd only until Dee, 20, 1915.) 
Folder, “The Turkey and Other Good Thina 

Tbe Alsnisem Cookeng Ueoad Ca Test tn Dive Renserven, Po, ot it ye tive ln 
‘Censda) Nerthers Aluminum Ce, ‘Tarerto, bag! 

te retanded Boxe am Ft) 

Harthenwore Linins 
fom plass, eocd al tbe Reh Memmlanas 

Custard Cups of Beauty and 
Individuality 

‘smcaré Cupa in their 
the autractiveneat 

ind KieverKratt Sliver Conard Capt 
enough to tse every day. 
ne of KieverKradt Silverware in de 

Deriinere tiers ~eanseruiet, Baking rynekinn des 
ert asccers, exc. Look far the nazae “Keres Kral! 

ner" wasiped on exh piece of gesuive Kier 
ral Sileerwace 

Af your dealer has ace yet wecered hie wack, write 
ead we will send yous circular showing the fall fines 
with prices and (anes of wares where Klerer Kall 
Silver canbe veea, Address Asian an Keng OO 
S87 Berk Stree, Watetbery. Con 

KGEVER KRART Teany wane 

Don’t Stay Too Fat! 
COMPORT, healt and fashbog demand eight plod on oe 

eatize bealy 
‘wearing oe of Dr. Jenne 
Walter's umous rubbet 
marments toe men #44 
women 4 few hours « day 

che wae 1S 

BUaT REDUCER $2.00 Mode tovin Dr, Walter's aaenye deited, 
induciegreboe webcostiback farther particule 

DR, JEARWE ¥. WALTER, fnventor asst Mutmsies, 
250 Fin Ave, Extrasce co East Mih fi, Sew Tork 



taken the day 
and cooked ever so light! 
retain their natural favor, wi 
just enough pure spices added to 
tive zest i piquancy, 

That's Blue Label Ketchup! 
t's the Ketchup he careful 

to ask for once you've tasted ie. And 
“nce you've tasted it you'll wonder 
how you ever é alonge without it for 
Theats, soups, beans, oysters, ete 

BivE IA JABEL 
KETCHUP 
Adds zest to all it touches 

to 

wins ow 

hb eaality and 
flying Label Ketedup. 

Wrar fur tooket, “Oriel Manes. A pot 

Curtice Brothers. Co. 
NY, 

Soaking Wet? © 
No mutter—they will dry out 
soft aw new if they are 

HANSEN 
“Staysoft Gauntmitts” 
Leather tres > is k of harden 
after weating. 3 stylish than 

ort fer boys 
Look for tag on ov 7—" Hansen 

Sage Gaustmitts, 

Write for Mastrated Book showing the 
en styiee—a a 

Cat us pene Ne aoe and aie of 

(0. €. HANSEN MFG. CO. 
146 Detroit St,, 

Milwaukee, Wis, 

Jergens Co, 

Dept, 217 

HOW SOME 
SCHOOL CHILDREN 

ARE HELPED 

By Harriette Wilbur 

twenty-eight pupil: 
two or even thre 

an oak tree 

it goes 

Jat, fall of siney ao sweet, 
eaten with bread as. special good treat 

nd upon a gh 

oce how yesiow a 
and tae fallen ds 

en of the Sowers 

4 a Zebea, a queer striped b 
fy That lives in the lands tar a 

wer little cap might a dairy drink 

fur pore! 

umstine and grows in the 

“How I Won 100 
to Puffed Rice” 

Some months ago we asked users of Pufled Rice to tell us 

how best to win others. One woman answers this way: 

Invite in the Jren to Sunday suppers, and 
serve them Puffed Grains in milk. I did that this 

‘ountry home, and it won them all 
I think I created 100 new users." 

That is a sure way. One breakfast of Puffed Rice with 

cream will win all the children who taste it 

of Pufted Wheat in milk, 

Or one supper 

Have One Puffed Grain Day 

all concerned: Get one So we now urge this, for the sake of 
pack 
or mixed with the morning fruit. 

of one Puffed Grain. rve it as a breakfast cereal, 

Salt some grains or douse 

with melted butter for the children after school. And at night 

serve in bowls of milk. 

Let your folks see these toasted whole-grain bubbles. 

ir Let them feel their fragile crispness. Let them taste tt 

flavor—much like toasted nuts, You will find that you've 

ablished forever in your home a new kind of food and 

And these tit-bits will reign at a thousand meals, 

to everyone's del 

confection. 

he. 

Puffed Wheat, 12c @at];1)) 
Puffed Rice, 15c Wiijaa5 

Except in Extreme West is¢ 

Bear in mind that Puffed Grains, though, are not mere 

cereal bonbons, They were invented by a great food expert— 

Prof. A. P. Anderson. 

solved before, 

Anil they have solved a problem never 

Every food cell is blasted by steam explosion. So every 

atom of the whole grain feeds. Every element is made com- 
pletely available. Ordinary cooking can't do that. It breaks 

up but part of the granules, 

Every mother may well be glad if her children learn to 

revel in Puffed Grains. 

The Quaker Qats @mpany 
Sole Makers 



Can 17,000 Dentists 
Be Wrong? 

AM 

LNALhi 

if ENTISTS, 17,000 of them, have written us of 
ed th r own aco) 

embodied i 

These 17,000 d 
features we or 

back their juc 
the people they serve, the twice-laily 

USE| 1% OLY TOOTH WEVER DECK 

aaa “A Clean Tooth & 
ster) Never Decays™ 

We tell you this to make it easy to decide to buy a 
Pro.phy-lac-tic the next time you buya Tooth Brush. 
Don't a “tooth br ask your 
dealer fora lac-tic Tooth Brush.” Always 

Florence Mfg. Co. 
110 Pine St. 

Florence, Mas: 
te Makers af Pro-phy 

Reepal 

The Paris Openi ngs 
JMBER OF 

YOGUE 
A profusely illustrated number presenting the complete 
sory of the Paris Openings, the succeniful creations of 
cach couturier which taken collecticely establish the 
Autumn and Winter mode. Vague 

suggests 
that before you spend « penny on your neve clothes, be- 
fore you ecen plan your wardrobe, you consull its great 
‘Auturan and Winter Fashion Numbers. During the very 
months when these numbers are appearing you will be 
sending hundreds of dollars for suils, gowns, hats, etc 

$2 Invested in Vogue may save you $200 
The gown you buy and never wear is the really expensive 
gown! Gloves, boots, hats, that mass being exactly what 
{you wank, are the ones thet cost snore than you can afford! 
Why take chances again this year when by simply send- 
ing in the coupea, and at your convenience paying $2—a 
tiny fraction of the loss on a single ill.chosen hat or gown— 
you can ineme the correctness of your whole wardrobe? 

* SPECIAL OFFER 
Send in the Coupsn below with 
$2.00 anced we will send you with 
our compliments a copy of the 
Autems Millisery Number:ho wizeg 

Vogue is a beautifelly dlusrated magazine ; the acknow!- 
edged authority on what is ween by well-deessed American 
women, Here are your twelve umbers {and one extra) 

i Millinery Number Sept. 15 the best one hundred model bats 
est une Inandied pode! hats Pea Paiie bea puck 

has produced for the Antunn of 1913 i oe oo Avtumn of 1915—making thir- 
teen numbers mutead of twelve, 

Oy, if more convenient, send cow 
pon without money end your 
rubscription will then stan ,* 
with the Paris Openings ,*” 3 
Number snd contime 4? 
throughout the next 
eleven numbers, 
twelve numbers 
in all, 

S, 

Ladies’ Home J al far Noweniber, 1915 

THE GIRLS’ CLUB 
With One Idea: 

To Make Money 

Tix Journ 
+ have nccurred 

k clock, aud iz 

letters, T might have 
d 

ughly appeeciate 
A Macnee From Kussrucey. 

tind a Jette 
from = Tenne 

Dear Manager 

[was real proud af my Mammy 
ad hope: [ alall get something 

nksgiving Day forthe writers 

Exactly What 

You Should 

You can be 
Strong, Vigorous 

full of Lifeand 
0 

You CanWeigh 

rEy: 
When each vital organ is 

Nature intended, you can b 

Chronic Ailments. 
You can have a Clear Skin. 
You can have a Good Figure. 
You can increase or reduce yout 

strong 33 
free trom 

what “Tc 
DONE. 

1 no longer need to 
do," t what “I HAV 
have helped 70,000 of # ast cultured, 
intel women af America to arise 17 
their hest—twehy not you? 

No Drugs—No Medicines 
My pupils simply comply with Na- 

ture's Laws 
Jo not 

have buat up the 
vitality and strength 

persouall 
my work 
Chicago come to see 

weal 0 
mon sense. [lly 

one-third of my pupils 
are sent to 

me who have 
intied ny worl 

woman. You 
at F have 

a well ess 

you may forget it. [have had a wondestul exe 
1 should like to tell you about it, 

SUSANNA COCROFT 
Dept. 36, 624 Michigan Avenue, Chicas? 

‘blintued Mist 
For sale at 

Price $2.02. 

OSPITALS every 
where prefer ¢ 

eusem Tudler knew 
& 200 peated 

will bare, Yeu al 
Wares wall shoe ways kiow this oor is reads for 

wih a sipped 
Guarament Whol Ts 

w 

WHITALL TATUM COMPANY 
New Yerk aad Philudeipbia 

Moth-Proof Cedar Chest 
$100 DO’ 

- ” 
CS 3 ag “Ss sreary, whee ts get thew wing ang Sumner w é Sind how Uo tne thre etna Sake 

Christmas Gitte Dee i Paele Spring Openings Mar. 15 Oey ae Es at Nn p> Chretmas alte problem, A the leading comturiere of 
new lle Pare 

“Nine out af ten worsen copy what the tenth does: 
the testh Ga 2 mader of VOGUE" 

All th 
else” from 

oflice, thraugh the effective med a letter? 
You will always find me 

‘Tae Manacex oF THe Gi 

A pata aw 
BURROWES “Colonial” Chest 
o te 

‘sa free rte, Weve for tonal 
im 

i CO. S85 Bocce Siewet, Portiand, A 



ook for 
This Signature 
on every box of tooth pow- 

ler or tube of dental cream 
that you buy — 

OL ¢ 5 
ff J Yor, 

Let it be your guide to the 
standard dentifrice endorsed | 
most highly by the dental 
profession. You can depend 
on the high quality of either 

Or.Lyon's | 
PERFECT | 

Tooth Powder 

Dental Cream 
Whether your preference is for 

the one form or the other—the Dr. 
yon's sand. 

ard in equally 
your safeguard 
—known and 
trusted the 
world over for 
half @ century, 
Send 2¢ stom to. 

rt 

Offers This Laxative 
Inuake of wheat, Bu 6 & natural laxative—the 

ry. Here ts att 
Improved Bran; 

Kellogg’ 's Reavi 
ai (COOKED) / 

Large Package, 25¢, Parcel Post Prepaid 
shud your grocer be 1 webdtome 

xa 
THE KELLOGG FOOD COMPANY, 

fe Write! 

Battle Creek, Mich. 

era rT 

ery AH. HEISEY & CO, 
35, NEWARK. 

73 

Com Muffins to Serve Wh Tish 

THE ECONOMICAL 
CORN MEAL 

By Margaret B. Foulks 

snaalt us besehtase oeiicasentt 
at tuncheoo, Th 

Viacita Spoos Br 

A Delicious Sea-Food 
of the Finest Quality 

De you know the delicious taste and delicate flavor of fresh, 
healthy codfish? You are familiar, perhaps, with dried or salted 
cod, but have you ever tasted codfish a few hours out of the sea? 

F In our sanitary kitchens on Portland Harbor, we prepare and 
’ cook—then seal the freshly caught codfish or haddock, by im- 

proved methods which bring the fish to you without the loss 
of a particle of their ocean freshness, flavor or delicacy. So 
firm, nice and white is the meat of these fish, that we call them 
“Fish Flakes.” A sea-food of the finest quality which you may 
enjoy in its full perfection, no matter how far from the ocean 
you live, Extreme care is constantly exercised to insure and 
maintain the flavor and quality of 

Burnham & Morrill 
| Fish Flakes 

10 — sizes —15c 
(Except in Far West) 

cupluls 
milk ar 

A real Neve England quality-delicacy, that shows how delicious fresh codfish 
really is, The deep-sea cod have a meatiness and flavor that other fish lack. 
These are the kinds of fish that are brought direct from the fishing grounds to 
our kitchens, where they are at once prepared for the table. Only the choicest 
parts are used, Skin and bones are removed —the firm, white, tender ment 
perfectly cooked —then scaled in parchment lined tins—the whole cooking 
procens completed withaut touching the fish by hands. Every ounce —every 
tin of B & M Fish Flakes is white, solid fish—no bones, no waste, no preserv. 
ative—guaranteed to reach you pure and sweet—fresh and tender—ready to use 
without picking, soaking or boiling—and astasty as the hour the fish were caught, 

Pour into grease 
gs, and bake in a quick 

Susu. Corn Move 

smoking 
ix Buxap. 

B & M Fish Flakes are sold at an economical price. A dainty delicacy, cost 
ing less than most necessities. A ten-cent tin contains enough for four people. 
Try one tin and you will use many, because of the quality of the fish and the 
ease with which you may quickly prepare delicious Creamed Fish, Codfish 
Balls, Fish Chowder, Fish Hash and other dainty and appetizing dishes. 

Just try for Breakfast to-morrow— 
CREAMED FISH with a Baked Potato 

| A delicious, wholesome meal that starts 
you and the day “Just Right.” 

When you want the finest fish—order B & M Fish Flakes from your 
grocer and make sure of w product of the highest quality, at litle 
cost, no waste, and slight, if any, labor. 

Introductory Offer 
you cannet get Burnham & Morrill Fish Flakes from your yrocer, mail oa 

ane dollar, and we will send you ten of the 1c tins, express prepaid, 
anywhere east of the Messour: River 

Our new booblet “Good Eating” free for the ashing 

BURNHAM & MORRILL CO, 
1 WATER STREET 

PORTLAND, ME. tnoking-hot 
brown, hoop tur 
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[eres 
CENT Pus 

F. W. WOOLWORTH 
Stee ft @) 

we you do your next piece of embroidery —or 
crocheting—do it with Woolco, the ‘‘Incompar- 

able” cotton. Here is guafity cotton, the kind gener- 
ally sold at 15 to 25 cents—beautiful esting lustre, 
smooth-working and non-shrinkable, 

Woolco Cotton 
costs only 10 cents for a farge Addl 
the Woolworth 5 and 10 cent stores, 
benefit of our exceptional buying and se 
Tf not near a Woe 
postage, to the F, 

Pe 
©) eevee. 
wine Waite ant Fer. P 

because it is sold exci in 
You get the 

worth Store 
W. Woolwort 

Woolco White Embroidery Floss Wooles Broder Cotton 
‘(article No, 5141) 

DEY. Postage, 

Woolco NET (Crochet Twist) Woolce Flossiana (Aytiche Ne. 124-2) 
180 yand alle, white, 10 centns 3 (Article No, 130 = ® at, colar, $ cram. Paveage, 2 ce 

These weights and prices apply to United States stores o: 

F, W. WOOLWORTH CO. 

A No-Cost Demonstration ~ 
for the Asking — 

Learn the economical Frantz Way 
of using the labor-saving electricity 
that flows past your home. 

Today —NOW—without price or obli- 
ation, ask to have a Frantz Premier 

Electric Cleaner sent to your home. 

Save the Frantz Way 

Prove for yourself how the Frantz 
Prem saves cost of “special” 
cleanings —saves furniture and 
rugs—saves your hands, your 
eyes, your time, your energy. 

Weighs only 9 pounds. One hand 
operates it. Soon pays for itself, 

Premier 
Electric Cleaner 

See how it cleans, brigh 
pets, rags, upholstery, draperie 
everything in the house that ¢ 

Now in 100,000 Homes 
100,000 homes. ¥ 

elevtzb 

1 be cl 

lyinov 

No « 

The Frantz Premier Company 
1115 Power Avenue Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A. 

The Premier Vocuum Craner Ce 

—— ee a 
0 The Frantz Premier Company, 

ans Power Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 

t for November, (915 The Ladies’ Home J ogerseat 

THE WIVES’ LEAGUE 

A Circle of 
arried Money-Makers 

Answer 
How Can He 

stion: 

Make Money? 

Leave Them as 
Nature Made Them 
NYATURE never ited yr chi 

foat bones to be bent and twisted in nartow 
; never intended the coms, bur 

fallen arches, etc,, hich 
bent hones. 

all those futuee tortures. 

«climax of gloomine 
y adding just two more 

al natural foe 
nes or caeat foal aponies 
ee children, $1.35 up 1085.50. 

But don't buy a shoe that has eat 
EDL CATOR the sole, for it is not the gen: 

gacdically correct Edocator shape 
s the feet grow as they should.” 
ut shoe sean keep Educators? EH 

not, write for address of dealer near you who 
does. We will alto mail you an unusual book, 
“Bent Bones Make Frantic Feet”; advice of 
eminent foot experts on How ta Have Healthy, 
Straight-Boned Feet, ete., Free. Sead today. 

Rice & Heteh 
135 HighSt., 

How to Win the 

TPON request, Boston. 

iniss see 
Edacator 

Abit at the San 
Francisco Fair 

at there isanly 
sne way really to 
ee the Swastika 

Edweotor 
for Bows 

‘end 
Little Men 

Rice & Hutchins 

FDUCATOR 
“SHOE @= 

ing and polishing eilvet 
re is looked upon bY 
4 harmful operatio® 

But most women have 
some people 

on the silverware, 
came to know that the one thing which ca" 
be used safely is Electro-Silicon, For 5° 

rs it has been used, and never has it he 
wh to harm even the finest, most delicate 

¢. It contains no grit, no am 
dof any kind whatever: 

der copa (0 
i pack 

evn sesare Rlec 

ELECTRO SILICON CO. 
28 Cliff Street New York 

ar cany Wo exe ar te say) 

takes all the odor 
out of perspiration 

and removes all bodily odors from 
whatever cause. Easily applied: 

Does not injure skin or clothi 
TLADELVUTA | 2 at nine out of ten drug: and department-» 

_____| "MUM" MEG CO 1108 Chestnut St Philadeipbi* 
Te Lantes’ Hox Jovunar ores 



Every Room 
WIZARD Polish is the 
advance agent of spick- 
and-xpan housekeeping. Puts dirt 
to rout—drives dullness out. 

A wonder-worker on fur- 
niture. Brightens and gives last- 
ing benuty to everything it touches. 

WIZARD 
Reg. U.S. Put. Of, 

POLISH 
is applied in a jiffy—pro- 
duces an exquisite, hard, dry lus- 
ter, Gives rich piano -like finah to 
Eulos, All sizer—25c to $2.50, Sam 
ple bottle Free on request. 

WIZARD MOP 
marks a new and better cra in 
ensekeeping. Sutiafied Uncre every> 
Sure are praising WIZAR’ 
Gleason 78, 

Wizard Prodects Co,, Inc. 
(ATS W. 37th St, Chicage, Il. 

mn: Two-piece 
Tatting Shuttle 

Brey one who tata “would just give any’ 
Mat tluttle that's easy to wise asd 

le In two pieces that pecans ce wind 
il, pull wides apart azy 

wind as easil; ation oeminon epost ment Hut togeth 

yet out of fx. 
hol 

Rot-o-tink' is of substantial weights 
h mronger and £ “y Qiiinary tatting ebutt 2s 00 

Winding a one-pis 
The" Boteo-link™ Tyopcce Tat 
Sivttie te soit by. Yeading jew firoushout the Countey °F youre 

tind welt see thas 

and Laces 
Wash the arvicte i misty 

gurantee ai ine nd 
=f gloves, furs, silks. dese Roe 

~ with Puteas S. De Len 

“Tae Secres They Clown. 
alm Riettenn, calestar oF ta 

Monroe Drug Co, Dept E, Quincy, Ill 

THE BABY INA 
MARKET BASKET 

By Edna Howell Hindle 

baer ANCES made 
me two 

with my baby who was fi 
old, and 

other articles. 
mtended to paint and line the basket, 
jot tbe The handle 

off close to the edge, and o very strong 
around the 

it from 
yp of the basket 

ved as a handle a 
en the baby was 

eamer rug, a fo ded small sf 
i 

otherwise be 
© of asleep 

baby and 
ck of Baggage ws 

ng-room. Mothers 
tus and amiled, but the 

utely 
rains caro in while I wait id Daw 
bing by with en babies 
et their arms, the mothers a: 

aving a worn-out 
fresh ani if 

vras quite fresh, 
both in spirit appearance. 

Several mothers oly 
baby cried. 
which seemed to ‘hod 
of with whining 
oe tugging at their has 

My child was comfortable and his needs 
were regularl; 

what f did if the 

m. When the 
a paper, laid over one end of the 
ted the baby’s eyes. 

we appeared on the scene 
market basket. A few wtes more and we 
wervat grandmother's house, She was pot only 
amazed but also, delighted to see the baby so 
calm, happy and apparently none the worse for 
his trip. 

‘The little fellow slept a4 well a4 usual that 
night, and we were delighted with our success- 
fal method of carrying him. To be sure some 
peopte laughel, but we cared nothing sbout 
that; the market basket had served its purpose 
far better than we had hoped. 

Why are there so many 

COLGATE’S 
TOILET SOAPS 
Because no ove soap can be best for all soap 
uses—for the guest room, the bath, the 
nursery —for the many individual prefer- 
ences in perfume—for the varied price- 
requirements of ten million homes. 

Whatever your preferences or your require- 
ments you will find them satisfied in the 
wide Colgate assortment at your dealer's. 
A few favorites are shown here—from more than half a 
hundred toilet soaps bearing the name Colgate. 

Cashmere Bouquet 
—preferred in your Grandmother’stime, 
as it is now, for its delicate, refined per- 
fume and its luxurious washing qualities. 

—a pure vegetable oil soap—unsur- 
passed for the nursery. Made from 
cocoanut, olive and palm oils exclusively. 

‘ransparent 
Glycerine 

—for those who prefer a gly: 
erine soap made by the old 
English process. 

Pine Tar 
—a favorite shampoo soap— 
scented with the fragrance of the 
true pine woods. 

—a bath soap of handy shape. 
The refreshing, plentiful lather 
and the generous size both com- 
mend it. 

A Soap for every 

A teal Gee of Cachnere Bouquet sent on receipt of 4e in stat 

COLGATE & CO, 
DEPT. H. $a #199 FULTON ST. 

NEW YORK 

purpose at a price for every purse 

Ss 
ine 

~ a 
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THE CLUB-WOMAN’S 
GUIDE 

All Business is T sacted 

in the Form of Motions 

By Carolyn A. Underhill 

N EVERY 
» all | 

—— 

“My teeth are not thor- 
oughly cleansed until all their 
surfaces are as clean as the 
front surfac 

“As an 
brush, not 

LISTERINE 
The Safe Aw 

id to the tooth 
ing surpasses 

reptic) 

all the surfaces 
which cannot 

the brush." be reached with 

’ Jee Listerine on the tooth brush; 

h then rinse the 
} with diluted 

convenient and 
prevent mouth 

of the teet 

Refinement 
HE was but one of 

1 well-dressed 
assemblage and yet 
there was something 
about her that made your 
eyes single her out. 

Avoid substitutes; 
refuse imitations in or- 
dinary m ine 
bottles. Demand the 
genuine L 
original 
brown wrap round 
bottle, Sold every- 

You wondered why. You finally 
concluded that her clothes pos: 

tle quality, refine 
ment--which so many women 
strive for but so few really attain. 

sessed that su! 15e—25e—50ce—$1.00 

Made and Owned in Am 

Lambert Pharmacal Co. 

St. Louis, Missouri 
Yer it is only a matter of discrim- 
inating shopping, because 
Printzess Suits and Coats have 
been happily successful in confer- 
ring on their wearers this sought- 
for quality 
Why not see them at your 
local Printzess Ste 

(Beintz ZeSsl 
2- Biederman Co. Corre 

Cleveland, Ohio ISTINCTION IN DRESS 

| 1\ 

OT COMFORT GUARANTEED 
in Simon's EZWAR Shoes | THE LITTLE MOTHER | 

Cheiree By Countess Barcynsha 
$1.00 Net A trilnr 
At Any € . 
Bookstore sor should 
E.P. DUTTON & CO., N.Y. 

3ORDON-VAN TINE, COMPANY 
‘Davenport, b (ea 

=F REE 
We will send ou enough 

dows of the famous 
¢ Dairy section 

Straight to you- 
iced, packed and 

ed the day SWANS DOWN 
mas CAKE FLOUR! y qentons fresh, delicious, pure 

af the meeting ar te 
bers. It may “Get- Acquainted” Box $1.00 
majority 

leaves a pesfect outline to the 
surptising dSecence in even mrad nails 
Absobately harmless. 25 
drog and department ste0 

y to alter, enlarge 
NORTHAM WARREN CORPORATION | magenta be 
7 West Broadway New York City | 

——— 

Dairy Meqaot Ham* 
IGLENEART BROS. 

Dept. Rvasavsie, fed, U8 A. 



Polish Up the Handles 
of the Big Front Door 
with Parrot Polis! 

r hard pol 
L ind the house 
is something new—better than 
thought a polish could be, bat with: 

iults of old-fashion 
For Parrot contains no dang ingredients—o explosives, to ammania—nothing 

hands, 

Quick and 
Easy 

IS 
& Boelish Hoa she 
Hines” N 
Mailest t\ 
eatpald 
i J 

Pretty 

urfeces ar 

Dr. Denton Soft-Knit 
Sleeping Garments 

Protect your little ones at night and give you 
unbroken sleep, 

DR. DENTON SLEEPING GARMENT MILLS 
702 Mill Se 5 

THE CLUB-W 
GUIDE 

ED FROM PAG 

mittee 
motion put in better shay 
tional information cor 
his motion, 

assembl; 
lace it 
committee 

4 well stated b 

mplisbed ¢ 
f it submits a report; tin: 

the main m 
which the 

Are You a Club Woman? 

UR Program Editor will be 
very glad to help you in 

solving your program or parlia- 
mentary difficulties. Address the 
Program Editor, THE LADIES’ 
Home Journat, Philadelphia, in. 
closing a stamped, addressed en 
velope for reply. 

OMAN’S 

f 

The New 

CORDICHET 
Package Outfits 
Needleworkers everywhere are so 
enthusiastic over the beautiful results 
secured through the use of Royal 
Society Cordichet, that the introduc: 
tion of Cordichet Package Outfits 
will be of unusual interest. 
These new packages offer an assort- 
ment of attractive articles of wearing 
apparel and home decoration. The 
Nightgown illustrated is Cordichet 
Package No, 480, retailing at $1.25 
(except in Canada and Foreign 
Countries). The Tie Rack (No. 

487, 65¢.) and Collar Box (No. 486, 65c.) 
are other Cordichet package numbers. 

Each package contains the necessary materials, full in- 
structions for making, and sufficient Cordichet, wound 
lat on cards, to complete the article. Cordichet 

age circular on request. 
Cordichet is a six-cord, hard-twisted crochet thread 

made of long-fibre Sea Island cotton. It possesses great strength and un. 
usual brilliancy—is the ideal m jal for lace-making, crochet, tatting and 
macramé. Obtainable in 15 sizes—white and éeru, 1 to 150; also in boil- 
proof colors, 3, 10, 30, 70. All sizes 10c per ball. (Except in Canada 
and Foreign Countries.) Your guarantee of quality is the trade mark 

ROYAL sociETY 
A host of beautiful articles, including Boudoir Caps, 
Blouses, Dressing Secques, Tea Aprons, Combination 
Suits, Corset Covers, Nightgowns, Baby Dresses, Dolla’ 
Outfits, household and other decorative articles, are in 
cluded in the Fall line of 

ROYAL SOCIETY 
Embroidery Package Outfits 
Each one of these ever-popular packages 
contains stamped material of fine quality, 
cither made-up or ready for making, suffi- 
cient Royal Society Floss to complete the 
embroidery, full instructions and chart of 
stitches, Prices from 25¢ to $1.00. 
The illustrations show made-up Boudoir 
Cap No, 460, 25¢, and the charming Batiste 
Dressing Sacque No. 459, retailing at 75 
See these quality packages at your dealer’s, 

Be Sore to Get Your Copy of the Royal Society 
Album of Cross-Stitch and Embroidery 

A most valuable Album measuring 8x10% 
inches, containing 24 pages of illustrations 
and instructions for executing the newest 
embroidery stitches, There are four full- 
page color plates of new Cross-Stitch de- 
signs, numerous illustrations of Cross-Stitch, 
Smocking, Monogramming, Button-holing 
Stitches, French Embroidery, Eyeleting, 
etc., etc. You should not be without a copy; 
sold at the nominal price of 25c. 

Ask Your Dealer: he has in stock, or can procure 
foryou,all Royal Society articles and publiest ions 

H. E. VERRAN COMPANY 
INCORPORATED 

New York Union Square West 

Conbiene T 
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ist as 
kad bisboi 

We Will Send You a 
“One-Cake” Package 

just enough for one lange cake: 
Every housewife 
dary Cocoanut can be 
Cocounut Cake, her Cocoanut Pi 
sod other Cucounut dishes will 
better than ever 
Now, for the firsts 

prepared cocoanut 2 
as the kitchensprated kind 

who ties Dror 
ure that he 

To prove this startlin 
of Dromedar 

in entirely new 
ty freshne 

lc Cookie-Cutter FREE 
Aleem 

postage amt packing and 
a Dromedary ¢ 

Send us yout fame anil 
partially te pay 
of Dromedary Cocoanut, 

amd the name of your grocer a 
you a 

utter and a ( 

If you can’t pull the 
shade up— 

ce E peenetizee it wil not stay downs i in the poker. May Harve 

Stewart Hartsbore Co, 
E., Newark, NJ. fearend 

| HARTSHORN SHADE ROLLERS 

Fireless Cooker 
30 Days—FREE 

? 5¢ Dust Cloth 
Given to You 

with the purchase of a 50c bottle of 

YM 
Wh 
(WONDERFUL FOR DUSTING) 

t te 
for the 

Next Friday y 
you, WITHOUT 

ber witl p 
TRA Cost 

coupai 
2c k ex 
with L _-V Dust Ch 
has won with housewi 
everywher cit is unsury 
dusting, ¢ ing amt pe 
furniture and woodwork. 

BUFFALO SPECIALTY COMPANY 
Buffalo, N. Y, ridgeburg, Ont. 

ULSIA. Canada 

TREE L-¥ DEST cLoTm coUrON 

Home Journal for November, 1915 

“USEL 

cat ext 

WHAT TO DO WITH 
SS” THINGS 

By Edith G. Oliver 

Renovate C 

imity curtain 
y¥ and in g 

room with fe 

ve remainder 
neatly twice 

ct 

Turn over and 
o have 2 curved 

] GheModern 

Be 
ay to 
oane | 

our Wel lls. 

Tint them with Alabastine. It is 
beautiful, sanitary, economical, 
easily applied, and durable, 

ine is adry powder which com 
in many beautiful colors, It is ¢: al 
quickly mixed with cold water; no bail- 

isnecessary. By combining and 
intermixing the standard tint xd strong 
colors, you can secure any color, tint of 
shade desired, It is applied with a regular 
vweall brush. 

Alabastine 
The Beautiful Wall Tint 

Made im U.S. A. 
nedat your neat 

substitutes. For € 
all tint we ean recommend 
Is will not rub off, chip 8 
ed according 

‘on package, Therefore be sure to bay only 
Alubastine, the package having the crossan 
circlein red, Mapainterdoes your work fot 

m mix Alabastine on the job. 

COLOR PLANS FREE 

ingy wat 

Alabastine 

you, have hi 

Write for our book of beautiful colgr plans of 
toatte. Or be Department of Desorating 
make specie tree for you, Tell 1 
about your ro 

ALABASTINE COMPANY 
348 Grandville Rd. Grand Rapids, Mich 

DRI-POO 
The New Way to Fluff 
And Dry-Clean the Hair 

hia Hew way—the Dri-Poo way 
It is the best yet for cleaning, fusing 

Preserving and bemutifying the basir 
ss often as you want. The more you use i 
more you'll appreciate Ha wonderfa qualities 
If you have fine, silky hair— 

preserve it with Dri-Poo 

If you have flat, oily hair— 
fluff it with Dri-Poo 

ing powder, harmless 
=A cary to use. 38 

sting until” your ‘haiti ceully 
ally and hard to "do up,” y give ko 

Dri Poo—speiniie a little DriPoo. over 
hair, then brush it out again. This method 
will remove, in an entirely natural way, 
dirt, excess Gil und dandruff, leaving the hait 
fluffy, sweetly clean and Uf the best dressitte 
condition. 
We wall send a can of Dvi-Poo to your home 
Geetnaid foc 38 cente ee i 50 cents 

se can, if you will tell us the nume of the 
dealer from whom you buy your 

J. J. WITTWER, Seattle, Washingtot 

CHRISTMAS CARDS 
AND CALENDARS 
Catalogue sent free on application 

681 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK 
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THE LEMON IN 
THE GAME 

TAFFETA 
PETTICOATS 

STINUEL c 

Soeneth 
aske 

“The return of Mis Pretco 

A SWIRL, a flash, and 
“* all eyes are charmed 
by the beauty of the new 
Heatherbloom Petticoats. 
Especially designed for the 
new flareskirts. Betterthan 

All 

) pls Card 
A.G, HYDE & SONS 

361 Broadway 
New York 

fi ne 

Your 32 Teeth 
Are 32 Reasons 

for using 

Calox 
The OXYGEN Tooth Powder 

your Drugeist 

McKESSON & ROBBINS 
91 Fulton St. New York 

[EPR wRLLeE seem EE oe 

Make Money 
Worlds Star 
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AMERICAN 

NEW YORK emen 

LADY CORSET 
HOME OFFICE, 

CORSETS 

Youre 
Safe | 
AB, in buying \\ 
A them— | 

You may think | 
one corset looks 

good as an- 
other—it may— 
but perhaps the 
value isn’t there, 

re a 
ae why it is safe to 
Sr obuy American 

Lady Corsets, 
_ "ve stood the 

time—they're || 
good thru and thru. | 

the designs are ad- 
vanced and authen 
tic—the materials | 
are always the best 
for wearing the 
longest —and as for 
fining qualities, 
American | dy 
Corsets lead 

Why 

will be pleased, 

at dealers’ 
$1.00 $1.50 52.00 32.50 $3.00 

$3.50 $5.00 

In buying, be sure you 
see the name, merican 

Lady." on every pair 
| 

CO., Inc. 
DETROIT 

AN FRANCISCO pane 

‘Coamaien $47 are deugia with 
‘Caled leenoas ty Versa Ease, 

APHILK Conde 

| CALIFORNIA. 
Leather Goods 
SSS SUNTAN Portiéres 
eae 5 Pillow Covers and Novelties of 
t ts iS ae make ideal 

1 Biristeoas gifts. 

Ou gh re pear re ad haces 
Shins $146 $1.50, Hy fceee 8 
abe mabe Eucalyptus pastitoa. 

For Free Catalog—illowesting and pricing 
cur complete line of specialties, inclading Indias 
Moccasin and Heads 
Suntan Leather Co, , Mirs,, 820 Béwy., Las Angeles 

Suspender Waists 
For Boys and Girl 

&, boy 
Sesirable—it 

Mockings, prevents mgsing Rare) 
assures proper breathisg by 
them in throwing c 

Write for a copy. 
HARRIS SUSPENDER CO., Dept. C 

(694 Broadway at 4th Street, New York 

No. 36 
Vid bid—button 

boot—mediem heel — 
hid tip—tarn sole 

$4,50, 

THE STAR IN THE 
CORR re SKY 

VED FROM PAC 
25 

Viet kid —flenible 
lacher — medium 

if ip—welt 
sole. $4.50. 

| TREAT YOUR | 
FEET RIGHT =| 

Skilled physicians acknowledge that 
mistreated feet are often responsible for 
general bodily ailments. Innumerable 
cases of nervousness or irritability are 
traceable to ill-fitting shoes. 

Dr. &dison 
(Gsut0n {x08 | 

removes the cause, making walking an 
enjoyment. Women who like foot- 
wear that is trim —that fits neatly un- |) 
der the arch, giving perfect support to | 
the foot, find their ideal in The Dr. 
Edison Cushion Shoe. Its innersole of 
ive wool fet absorbs the jar, protects 
sensitive joints and excludes cold and 
dampness. And without sacrihce of 
good looks, 
If your dealer 
of nearet Drs E 
booklet, 

UTZ&DUNN Co | 

ight, fron 
aught irom anc 

t post, shone 

aw louked for a 
but Georgiana 

not supply you, write for name 
ison stone, Ask for free syle me arm 

ure which 
wn th 

162 Canal Street Rochester, N. Y. 
Mokers of Wem 

Ftoney 
“Tastes More”’ 

Most sweets are just sweet—they 
carry flavor no further. Honey is 
aweet—and then it adds ite own de- 
lightful flavor besides, So when you 
sweeten with honey you get double 
value—sweetness and flavor. Taate 
the sweet that's made in Nature's 
laboratory—from flowers, to bees, 
to you. 

ci eembis rer loc | y 

an individual of the extracted 
honey. Further—to inter 
the economy and delicious 
cooking with honey, we will send you 

inute tonger, 
ak enough 

‘ur Honey Cook Book Free 

om receipt of your 
dealer'snamenn 

m the door, With an pe 
Craig left The A, I. Root Co. 

Medina, Ohio * announced Thomas, 

selseve nc 
ing. Mrs. MacFayden tells me y 

We will go up and se 
after?" 

to sleep for a little, 
n wake by and by and 

1 am eager 
to be ready 

CONCLUDED ON PAGE #1 



Noche here little enemics 

Aclean mouth, a pure 
mouth, strong, white, 

healthy teeth and firm 
gums—these are what 
Dentacura protects 
and insures 

Dentacura 
Tooth Paste 

has been a favorite for 
t 

g in taste and eco 
ical in use, Dentacura 

fe dentifrice for you 

Fell size tube 
ieniers 

DENTACURA COMPANY 
Newark New Jersey 

Look like Live Babies 

ChaseStockinetDolls 
Various Sizes Indestructible 

cnaide of specially woven stox netand fine ton cloth filled with best clean cotton 
faces are formed and colored to 

Fesemble natural features, No injurious 
Paintsareused, Easily cleaned with warm 
Water, When old or worn we can repair 
tem. Sold undressext, also with suits to fit 

all Stas dealers sat theee. 2 you cats proves 
ce Deveiting CUalar—F Hy 

New Planirones 
* vn ore: an hour—$35.00 to $60.00 a week. 

Pa sPerience necessary. Prompe. fair dealing can make big money by our hew plan selling 
Planto-Silk Hose 

ant teade-tomemere wolemest. flee 
Herel prices. Rasy to uocees 

ir 
Si Menthe 

| THE STAR IN THE 
COUNTRY SKY 

CONTINUED F. 

thing bat you 
ure wearing s 

Wins 

her restricted 

delight of h 
you by a 

1 like 
ways cu y 

judgment r 
never love 

Fitted it 4 

cal Jeffersom Craig. wat 
only that whi 

wer mind; I 

by the word I want to hear.” 

lender figure on 
ba 

pain, I thank Thee 
child the same blesse 

41a lowe and serve T 

The Garden of Eden 

ID you know that its res- 
toration is now proceed- 
that the work is one of the 

in projects in 
ing: 

greatest reclam: 

theworldtoday? The Christmas 
JOURNAL, which may be had 
everywhere November 20, will 
contain a particularly vivid arti- 
cle on the work. It is only once 
in a great while that a magazine 
is lucky enough to offer its 
readers so fascinating a travel 
account as ** Restoring the Gar- 
den of Eden.”’ 
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For Beauty and Wear 

Skinner's 
LIGHT WEIGHT 

Silks and Satins 
Skinner's light weight goods are 
the first choice of careful pur- 
chasers for light weight garment | 
linings, gowns, petticoats, waists, 
etc, Softin texture, beautiful in 
shade and coloring. 

ISN Nive 

is 

wt 

Guaranteed for Two Seasons % 
(36 inches wide—Pure Dye) 4 

Ask any dry goods store to show you the fol- < 
lowin ® 

‘or Linings—SKINNER’S Light-Weight 3 
tin or Corton- Back Satin. ¥ 

For Gowns—SKINNER'S Chiffon Finish F} 

ow SKINNER’S Chiffon Taffetas, = 
- igi 

141 SKINNER'S mats, ete 

Be sure y enuine 

} “Look for the name 
in the Selvage” 

Write for Samples, Address Dept, G. New York City 

William Skinner & Sons 

New York 
a 

Philadelphia 
Bostoa 

suannms 5 

Mills, 
Holyoke, Mass 
Extablabed 1640 

Shinner's 
Light Weight 
Satins 
for 
Gowns 
or 

Linings 
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FEEL A. DRAFT? 
A draft often means a good siege of the grippe. 
A Psrrection Smoxetess Or Heater means per- 
fect health and abundant comfort at a little ex- 
pense—why not let a Perfection turn that draft 
to warmth? 

For REApY heat this brisk fall weather, for exrra he: 
bleak midwinter, the Perfection is just what you need 

Clean, convenient, easily carried anywhe 
ten hours’ warmth on a gallon of kerose 

Chases chill from cold corners, 

In many styles and sizes 
at hardware, furniture, 
general and department 
stores—look he Per- 
fection Cozy Cat Poster. 
You'll know the heater by 
the Triangle Trademark 
Send to Dept. B for free 
illustrated booklet. 

The 
LAND FounpryCe 

Makers of Ne 
Oz C 

7640 Plan Avenue 
Cleveland Qhio 

Cre 

PR = PUR ~PER 
PERFECTION 

ner a 

ip (@)! 
HEATERS 

PERF 
SMOKEL 

PUSSY I] 122 
WILLOW H 

VERY yard of Pussy 
Willow Silk is auto- 

graphed by the Author. Our 
label is our pledge 
of two seasons 
satisfying wear. 

A New and Welcome 
CHRISTMAS 

GIFT IDEA 

Filed with 8 gta of Boling Water 

20 Hours of Warmth 
. Sick Rooms, 

lation: alia Autemabdes 
Fer Sleesing Porches, Baby Carri 
Fiderts People ‘ ‘ le sath Pose Ci 

See the stampon the seloage: (] the fate tn the garment. 
W. @. datinewe & Co 

Take the Hard Work out of Wash Day 
Sit down and rest, while electricity does it quicker and better, and ALMOST 
WITHOUT COST. Have a whole lineful washed, rinsed, wrung and hung out in a 
Jiffy —to be ironed the same day. Swiftest and safest method. Write for full infor 
mation about our FREE TRIAL PLAN that enables you to try out the wonderful 

Western Electric 
Washer and Wringer 

ka your own bome. This ix the washer that cleans the clothes by forcim 
* suds through them, ubbing—no tearing Russ wutoratic 

Attaches to any electric-light socket ranteed by the wo reest 
tributers of electrical supplies. An investment that will oun pay for 
lf in any bome. 

‘Send post curt to nearest house below for 
“Booklet No. SAP.” 

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY 
New York 
Naffale 
Philadelphia 
Rowton nd ethan 
Pitiebures tna Sah Lake € 

EQUIPMENT FOR EVERY ELECTRICAL NEED 
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Don’t You Care? 
When your personal appeat 

ance and even your health de 
pend in a large measure upoo 

| the condition of your teeth— 
‘ n't you really care? 

tine anne) bh 
try to say 
T have tried 
imore of dest 
since using 
notice t 
bother me very: 
seldom,” 

For those who want to save 
their teeth Pebeco offers a very 
real help, How? By helping 
to stop “Acid-Mouth,” which 

scientists agree causes 95% 
all tooth decay. This ought 
interest you because nine out 

of every ten people have “‘Acid- 
Mouth.” But “Acid-Mouth” 
need cause you almost no worTy 
if every morning and every 
night you use 

Pebeco 
‘Tooth Paste 

Pebeco comes in extra-large 
tubes. It saves money as we 
as helps save teeth, because % 
of a brushful is all you nee 
to use. 

Manufactured by 
N&FINK, 136 William St., New Yor 

KERS OF PEBECO 
Canadian Office 

Helen Street Land 3 St Montreal 

} SruRWeo ANKLE ST RAICHTENS?: 

ur children’s ankles turn 1° 
r if - y walk incorrectly 

anc the instep or calf 
muscles, they ‘should wear the 
Coward Shoe. 

FOR CHILDREN, WOMEN AND MEN 
‘oid uuwbers else 

Send toe Catalog Mah Orders Fated 

JAMES S. COWARD 
284-274 Cromawith Si, near Warren Bt, Wow York 

ABLACH 
Face Powoer 

_ OLD FRIENDS ARE BEST neat. 

—————— 

CHINA PAINTERS, 
lace 
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A Complete Line of American 
Crochet and Embroidery Cottons 

eworkers everywh 
ic RUCILLA cottons. 1 

are plied. for 
rt needlework 

et, Tatting, Embroidery, ete 

rity ef BL Cit A ent 
rat only in ¢ 

lustre, but in the v aut 
tiful shadin gs and styles--a thread 
for every purpose. 

TE 5 DAE DE NDS Dae WOE De 
ME DGS HE KS 

crocket, f 
+ with complete di 
price 10¢ at your 
t 

muring against mys 
frequent. It hurt me 
do Ih 

Remember the name BUCILLA 

Address communications to Dept. ¥ 

BERNHARD ULMANN CO,,Inc. 
107 Grand Street, New York 

¥ botel staff at Warwick was v 
pathetic Te had be 

Knitted Wash Cloths 
aiter the mornis shave when the skin 
lssotender, TU! avoid irrit 
tion made frogs wach son Dor durable 
yarn, 
“Rough on one side for healthy frie 
tion —smooth on the other for tender 
skins.” Absorbent—dry quickly, As 
Well suited for your uses ax hie, 
Ase your dealer or send for two 
Cloths—10e postpaid. 

Seana KNITTING CO. 
pe. Cohoes, N.Y, 

Wiusly over the diaper pithout camsy” fullness. MEARE SOc, Double texture 
Silk covered 
Knockabouts 

with gre 
while we ‘ae prep 
of the early Si 

BECOME 
A NURSE 
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—_jnoo0 The Stockinet Covering 
has made Armour’s Star Ham etter. 
Smoked right in this cleanly, sanitary 
covering, the delicate ““bouquet”’ 
and flavor, world-famous in 
Armour’s mild Star cure, are 
retained and intensified. 

Armours Star 
“The Ham What Am” 

In the New Stockinet Covering— 
always remains juicy, firm, perfect 
in color, and retains its appetizing 

| tenderness to the last slice. Buy a 
whole Star Ham—it’s economical. 

Like Armour’s Star Ham, the other pure 
food products Identified by Armour’s Oval Label 
all maintain the Armour Quality Standard. 

Frmour's “Simon Pure” Leaf Lard, 
made exclusively from selected leaf fat, is richer 
and goes one-third farther than ordinary lard, 

Armour's Grape Juice— Bottled Where the 
Best Graper Grew — takes to you, no matter where 

live, all the luscious, full favor of choicest 
Concords, Pure, unsweetened, unfermented 
and undiluted. A gratefully refreshing beverage 
with a health value equal to fresh orange juice. 

Armours Veibel Foods offer the 
housewife over a hundred different products, 
cooked and ready to serve, all absolutely pure 
and all deliciously natural in favor. Pork and 
Beans, Luncheon Beef, Sandwich Dainties, 
Salmon, Sardines, “Tuna, Ketchup, etc. All 

yo 

U, S, Inspected. For digestible mince pies, use 
kbea® Mince Meat. 

img Star Bacon, Cloverilo 
margarine, are sold b 

u Butter, De 
leading merchants 

ARMOUR «x» COMPANY 
CHICAGO 

Distribeting Throwgh 285 Branches, Each Managed by a Food Expert 

SSMS Ienntnen RT, 



1al5 nirnal for Nowenti 

let Us Tell You 
The 1916 Price 

hp Leautiful Mion Rave: Marner aad on 

THE TWENTY- FOUR 
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“Now thisis 
what I call real 
house cleaning, 

1 shup, ma'am? Well, 

When you start in to get 
your house ready for winter remem- 

ere is nothing so clean as paint and 
othing so beautifying: varnish and 

Retouching worn floors, refinishing old f 
ture, renewing old woodwork and freshen 
dull radiators and gas fixtures with 

Swenwin-WiLLiAus 

BRIGHTEN: UP FINISHES 
ing and dusting easy as Aweeping, sera 

The Brigh 

quarts. 

f half an hour most of 
following us with won 

*foyeace hte pened A Kalamazes 
vd for tbe fiat time the os Direct to You. 

SHERWIN - WILLIA MS 
PAINTS & VARNISHES 

1 Rosd W.. Cleveland, O. 
oH 

Siame . = mi = . 
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CAN’T LEAK OR SPILL 

Nt tnquiries to 7 
With Cai 

combined in © 
for either 

KIMOTOR protects 
from catch 

still allow 
am for play is WATROUS BATH FIXTURE 

For External and Internal Use 
math toch, Woy Inseantly uttw 

or off in a filly, Relic 
flow atid geevents hyn 
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relief 
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nickel plate seoranteed pat 
to vast—7Se or write to 

& CO., RF rERNAU 

Pesfeet fu syringe attachment bs 
changeable th spray heat 

Woite for Lihestrated Rewdlet— FP RER, 
THE WATROUS COMPANY (not 

14 E. Jackson Blvd. Chie 

Effanbee Character Dolls 
tay world — 

boll factoey, Hab 
he many sweet 

lish character face 

Mary J Jarden | sparen | — aaagl 
] ‘ party ‘all of therm that 5 FLEISCHAKER & BAUM 

ace Pua er veubind ties rp adel 45 East 17th St, New York 
oa 1 of Rfember Cnaremiaad Delt 

Succ $1.00 Size 1| ee : hing, i 2 

ving right alung out 
te regulations stood-no 5 Cacuation 
harmingly inquisitive ted) for whipa desert 

gas if it bead 

and effacing the ravags 
Face Powder may be 
ochre and mauve, for 

it, includ: 
7g wen! 

RIGAUD—PARIS | 

Special Offer to 
The Ladies’ Home Journal Readers | 

Hf your de . ‘ 
send his 

Pacific Coast Condensed Mille Co 
$49 Steart Hide. SEATTLE, Wade 0, EA. 

y| 



“At Your Service”’ 

Net Noa fe l6 Ne Not Noe 

Your best Christmas Book 
is eihe ‘Baird- North Catalog 

Better Hearing 
Write today for our 15. 
ey trial offer of the 

ew 1915 Thin 
‘eceiver Model, 

Mears Ear Phone 

sounds 

96 Degrees of Sound my 

A SOFT WHITE SKIN— 
fine and velvety to the 
touch —is pleasantly 
and surely secured 
with this long-estab- 
lished Beaty Builder 

USE 

CREME ELCAYA 
AND BE COMPLIMENTED ON 

¥ OMPLEXION 

NE, SOLE AGENT 
NEW YORK, x. x. 

Chrtctiwas grein: 
Bank Miag, Pawtucket, RL 

MagszineAgwacy tee a: 
tathes ant Loo 
the magazine you wast by witing for 

This Catalog FREE 
Ow pratt bts neeshas 1000 Pein Oe ESA MG WOREYSANER, sons 
est name and ae post card to 

Agents Wanted c 

J.M.HANSON-BENNETT Magazine 
Building Chicage, 
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ut he was waty, He deman 
selves. Mast 
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Can a Pretty Girl Marry Any 
Man She Wants? 

Just because she is pretty, and comes of good 
family, and has breeding and charm —is that 
enough to entitle her to marry a millionaire? 

} ‘answers Miss Chloc Malone, 
the last of an old Southern family, and straight- 
way sets out to find her millionaire. 

You must mect Chloe: you must have the 
fun of sharing her adventures as the prettiest 
debutante of 4% year. 

Those adventures are related by Fannie 
Heaslip Lea, creator of the famous ‘‘Sicily Ann.” 

Chloe's story begins this month. It is one 
of four love serials to appear during the year in 

Woman’s Home 
Companion 

The Woman Who Wrote 

“The Iron Woman” 

Margaret Deland, the woman who wrote 
“The Tron Woman,” has written another novel, 
“The Rising Tide.” 

There will be many novels in 1916—but only 
one by Mrs. Deland, You will hear it discussed 
everywhere, for it presents a problem as old as 

love and as new as life. 
Hundreds of thousands of Americans read 

“The Iron Woman,” many thousands more 
will read ““The Rising Tide”;—they will read 
it first in the pages of the 

Woman’s Home 
Companion 
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Quality Ware 
'HESE. devices for cooking and heat- 
ing have established a standard of 

effectiveness and durability. 

y Alcohol Gas Stove 
Chafing Dishes 

equipped with the “Alcolite” Burner have 
the cooking power of a gas range. The 
electric style is noted for its rapid action, 
Jow current consumption and the durability 
of the heating unit, 

Atcehol Gax Stave 
Chatiag Doak No, 285163 

Percolators 

make perfect coffee whether heated by 
electricity, alcohol or on the kitchen range, 
the principle in each being the same. The 
patented valve circulates the maximum 
amount of water that can be passed through 
the ground coffee, which method extracts 
all the favor from the coffee without boiling. 

My, Tea Ball Tea Pots 
Lew tea to any desired strength with all the 
fine full Raver and aroma. The tea ball 
then can be drawn from the liquid without 
removing cover, This prevents tea from 
becoming stronger than when first made. 

“Alcowax” Heater 

is a utensil of many uses. Valuable in the 
home, for traveling, camping or picnics, 
etc. Bums solid alcohol, Cannot spill, 
leak or explode. No odor or smoke. 
Always ready for use. 

Manning-Bowman Ware is on sale at 
jewelry, hardware, housefurnishing and 
department stores. 

For free baoklet of chafing dish recipes write for Catalogue Let, Addsess 

MANNING, BOWMAN & CO., Meriden, Conn. 
Makers of Niche! Plate, Solid Copper and Alaminum Ware 

F bhi) 
ON PLAYER 
PIANO ROLLS 

Mterias of bighest guality, 
90-Page Catalog FREE 

Shows convincingly bow to eet truly dentratie 
cs Nayer-mtunic at genumne Ralf jure 

sincere. Worn’ 
booty abvrh persesralinn 

lined. welts 

s— —a 

‘COLUMBIA 
MERCERIZED 
CROCHET 

The cotton noted for its lasting lustre, 
and durability. Mad the 
mousColambia Yarns—th 

its high quality 

Dates and learn 
what gooddates 
are, 
Sold only in seated 
packages by Grocers 
and Frait Stores 
everywhere. 

‘The HILLS BROTHERS Co. 
Dept. B, 375 Washington St. Kew York 

The 
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$360 for Domestic 
Science Students 

To accomplish t 
fers $360 in peizes for the best 

ing 300 words in length, on any of th 
following subj 

wypier Method of Accomplishin 
an'Old Household Task.” 

Honshold Supe tition From Which 

Discovery I've Bfade in Food Prep- 

— My Suggestions for Improving Domes 
tic Science Instruct 

ot the best articles, mot exceeding 300 
words in length, on any one of these topics, 
Tie JounNat will pay: 

One prize of $50; one prize of $40; one 
prize of $20; two prizes of $25 each; five 
prizes of $10 each; sixteen prizes of $5 
cach, and twenty four prizes of $2.50 each. 

eee rates, but no man 
returned, so please do not in 

contestant must be, or 

ss tone, eorak bo 
all maisucripts 

est cleses January 1, 1916, and no 
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Address all manuscripts to 
Miss Axwa Mexarre East 
New Hovsexeerive Eptron 
Tie Lapis’ Howe Jouasat 
Purianesanra, Pexwsyivasis 
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A Warm Friend in 
Time of Need | 

Whes the chill winds of autumn and 
winter come blowing around your home 
— that’s when you'll find a world of 
comfort and satisfaction in a Florence 
Oil Beater, The Florence is a steve 
aype heater with a draft that is always 
right —und no perforations to elog with 
dust and lint, That means no smoke 
or odor, It is solidly made —wit! 
delicate parts—and yo good to look 
\t "Il be proud to have it in 

The wick and oil reser 
voir in different compartments, 
separated by air spaces and metal flues. 
That means absolute safety. The three 
legs give a firm foundation anywhere. 
The Florence is made in three sizes, to 
take care of very big, medium or little 
rooms. ese for our free illustrated 
catalag. You'll be glad, 

FLORENCE 
Oil Heaters 

CENTRAL OIL & GAS STOVE CO. 
135 School St,, Gardner, Mass. 

Stanatacterens of the tamoes ‘Wickless Oil 
Cook Stores and Pleresce © ‘Gur baredy secine 
bbeok, “Tar Housemate Helpes,’* Is few fir the anki: 

"omiple Dea snalled: on tequest 
iE FREEMAN 

FEES! 

Ths: 
Book 

SERTHE MAY'S 

see SN ITY 

Tcetapdvee tata tiote 
BERTHE MAY. 34 in te ri St, New Tork 

es 
FACTORY TO YOU 

Mae to peer speraal order. eee 28 



December ends 
“Two fairs for one fare” 

Go early this fall to 
alifornia 

San Francisco Exposition 
“loses December 4 

San Diego Exposition 
Closes De Doses 31 

The very low excursion fares of $62.50 
from Chicago and $50 from Kansas 
City—in effect until November 30, 

Grand Canyon of Arizona, 

he Cailaraie ‘Adk for. Gra a tal snes Caen 

Seta or clears table in eee trip, 
torr airaleads st eowe, You'l wader ew you 

‘corr mannagnd wilhegt Ube bung ot bessne. 

& 
in Ta 

TAT MORE CRANSERRIES; THEY ARE GOCD ron You. 

Cranberries! Cranberries! 
RICK RIPE, RED CRANBERRIES. 

wine a = Sy knee eee 
N, 

‘and worsea aake money wag 
EWART 00. Dept D, Brockton, Maas 

A 
Gift Guid for Season 1915 

md coance gk Chisgh Teas 
3a secure co, wend your naree att 

ether, grantrmcther. auntie, b Metre ard any of Chee wenrvas fh RUE aptercate as a Choisy wl fat cies 

ut eater oe eens ny ts pot pa foe Ste to katro- thace var Suiuéal catsing of Cormtreas eit. 

YOU CAN BE A NURSE 
Howpital training at Bouse. General, 
medical, obstetrical. kynecolagical and 
Sargical nureing, Instruction by' phy 
séciang and graduate purses. 20 years’ 
experience. Affiliated with The Central 
Hospital of Philadelphia. Seni’ tor 

4 tee bonks to BaP cod heey “Stoern. 

ml 2225 Chennut Stec, Prieddphia, Pa 

POMPEIAN 
OLIVE OIL 

Always) FRESH 
PURE-SWEET-WHOLESOME 

CHARLEY 
(CONTINUED OM PAGE 24) 
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m thor. believe me 
He scare 

the white 
J had slept somewhat apart, was at first 

undisturbed. After a moment he raised himself 
and asked what was the row 
t at a byena,’ Middleton told him 

i he fell back asleep, 
ton had until morming to figure an 

meeting the situation. He sat staring into the 
fire. The ‘hippos’ were booming, and the moon 

riking dimly through a mist. 1 was 4 
‘almost an impossible task, thi 

ews; he realized fully that h 

Keep Young 
Don’t think that Quaker Oats, the food for vim 
and vivacity, is important to children only. 

You modern mothers—millions of you—bring up 
children on Quaker Oats, And you know that this 
vim-food—Nature’s wonderful energizer—contributes 
much to their bubbling vitality. 

But isn’t spur to the spirit—‘‘feeling your oats’’—as 
important to you as to them? 

Quaker Oats is a battery of energy. Something 
Nature stores there feeds the fires of youth, And all 
of us, of any age, wish to keep them burning. 

This way is delightful. No other cereal has such 
flavor and aroma. In Quaker Oats you find them at 
their best. 

Quaker Oats 
Luscious, Spirit - Giving Flakes 

Quaker Oats is made doubly- fragrant and flavory that it 
delicious by picking just rich, holds the first place the world 

plump grains. All the puny, over. It has established with 
starved grains are omitted. We millions a life-long love of oats. 

get but ten pounds of Quaker 
Oats from a bushel. 

Yet your nearest grocer, if 
you specify Quaker Oats, sup- 

The result is an gat food so plies it without extra price. 

10c and 25¢ Per Package 
Except in Far West and South 

Quaker Cooker Offer 
We have made to our order—from pure Aluminum—a perfect Double 

Boiler. It is extra large and heavy. We supply it to users of Quaker Oats, 
for. cooking thteo fare id the ideal way., It inetres the fullness of food value 
and flavor, Sce, our offer.in each package. ‘This present cooker offer applies 
to the United States only. 

tae 



Look for this girl 
in your dealer's window 
during November 

Every Morning —Never Failing 
Pure, Delicious, Aromatic Coffee 

Coffee made in UNIVERSAL Percolators is known for its delicious flavor, 
its sparkling clearness and absolute purity, Those who cannot drink coffee 
made in other ways find enjoyment, with no bad after effects, in that made 
the UNIVERSAL Way. You'll save money by using a UNIVERSAL 
because only a part of the coffee ordinarily used is required. 

UNIVERSAL 
Percolators 

have the famous UNIVERSAL Patented Pumping Device and Spreader 
Plate by which the water is circulated through the ground coffee six to ten 
times more than by any other make, thus extracting the full favor and 
delightful aroma from each particle before the water bois. 
When you bay a percolator make sure it's a UNIVERSAL Remember, the glass top 
doesn't make the percolator; the inside that counts. Ask your dealer to show you the 
inside of a UNIVERSAL, Percolator. Prices from $2.00 upward. 

November is UNIVERSAL Percolator month at your dealer's. 
On sale at all good stores, 

Write for Free Booklet “How to save one-third om your Coffee Bill” 

‘This Trade Mark appears on each piece or label, 

LANDERS, FRARY & CLARK, 710 Commercial St., New Britain, Conn. 

Baby’s First Clothes | 
eeytna ted fom, bch ta Pty ag relays ea canity Corsets $1.60. Write for OOpaes | per 

oS: MARE A. STUART, S7 W, 31h St. New Terk 

How soft and 

smooth it feels! 

) That means comfort. 
And what exquisite 

) fragrance! 

BABCOCKS 
CORFLOPSIS 
or AP it lions of women who 

TALC POWDER | Re Voored apparel. Ki. 
is tightly because it 

The Waldespring, the 
part that insures Security. 

That Awful Moment 
when your waist or skirt gapes 
unfastened! It’s a moment 
that never comes to the mil- 

wear 

is Unique among tal 
Test it yourself in 

son with 

Se FSF If you don’t) 

like it best, your 

paeaicr will refund} 

=¢ 

Waldes & Co., Makers, 17H Filth Ave..6.Y.C. 
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that the girl, just as soon as she was found aut, 
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lapsed. Didn't know what to do next, nor 

| . where to tum 
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You Can Now Get 
ALBRECHT FURS at 
Surprisingly Low Prices 
Any woman 
can afford an 
Albrecht Qual- 
ity Fur this 
season. No 
matter what 
style or kind of 
fur you 
want, it will 
pay you to 
shopthrough 
our big Ad- 
vance Style 
Fur Book, 

Albrecht Fars 
1655 

Stunning Models 

Women of taste } 
have worn Al . 
brecht Quality 
Furs for sixty 

Always 
dun 

money-t 

not satisfied 
guaranty, 

Write Today 
forthis correct Fur 
Style Book No. 
102, ft illustrates 
and describes just 
what you want— 
and incidentally it 
will enable you to 
make a worth- 
while money sav- 
ing on your pur- 
chase. Send 2c to 
cover postage 

Address Dept.“A-2." 
Founded 1956 

EAlbrecht&Son StPaulMinn 

DeLuxe Quality 

“Now the meal 
will cook itsel 

“The Sentinel Automatic Cook Stove maker 
cooking soemsy! 1 singly place the foods in the 
automatic oven and set the timer. 
Thea I leave the kitches and give no ferther 
thought to the meal. At the moment the 
Umer automatically ahute ¢ 

cooked —bot and ready to serv 
the meal hours in advance and go snooping. 
visiting or do anything else I want while it le 

entinel 
Cook Sto Stove 

(4 Model—For Any Kitchen~4 Prices) 
{Gees you all che advantages of a real 

limon te the comvemence 
cooking Sravere, 
Noextre work of any kind Is required in the 
tation of the food; 9 tadiatieg seunes to lift 
Sentied saves gae and anon pays for ltaall, 

Write for This Free Book 
Ln it Mrs. Christine Frederick describes how the Statinel frees you Crom cooking dredgery—hew Ik 
couks meals asiomatically without wuichiog of atuemting. 
‘Meals that Cook Thaceasteas cots 
tomedy benend i chet. Write Be 

The Sentinel Manufacturing Co. 
Dept. 2, New Haven, Conn 

12 pages aot ehand- 
‘your coop~it's Prt, 

Darning is a thing of the past 
I yeu are get eps RACINE FRET erie 

‘euened 2 Sr Kacy rita Yor eget Be 
BACDEE FEET KNITTING C0, 146 Wheser Ave, Beiss WK 



Made by Westclox 
La Salle, ., U.S. AL 

b’ Ben #s Big Ben 
in miniature—fresh 

from a four-year course 
in early rising under 
Big Ben. 

He snugs cozily but 
business-like into any 
little spot or corner— 
fits the scheme of a 
dainty boudoir—makes 
himself useful on mi- 
lady's dressing table, or 
right at home in her 
traveling bag. 

baby Ben is 334 inches 
high. His ring is sharp and 
sihvery—but insistent. Tf your 
jeweler hasn’t adopted him, 
a money order addressed to 
Westehs, Va Salle, Minois, 
willbring him—prepaia. $2.50 
in the States; $3.00 in Canada. | 

Here's the Garter 
You Want— 
It doen't jeri the 

oa the haath. T 
Bealth and ne ton stocking tops. 

The WILSON 
be the caly hose supporter 

your chika 

prices given. 
A.M, WILSON CO, 
Maia St, Cherokee, 

Hooks and Eyes ; Dani ay Pes beg To 

& neat, mule and ware cloning. Vou Hever have 6 
f) Yecreces Shout then. They are timeaavers, worry 

{ DALSIMER | SHOES fxm 
qpeomtort wrath Style ae 

tequest = 

CHARLEY 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE sx) 

Her face bee very grave. 
pose I'd have died—back there 
to take care 2 

g lady !! says the 
rt he looked M: 
their outhit. 

eling owt 
there's some mistake. 

t ‘cept that Middleton «i 
sboyalty to Ms partners, 

, ate humble pie ax 
remains that be 

E murmured Lord 
Marshla 

“Yeu, he got the girl. That's why he really 
at heart didn’t care a cuss. It’s alway 

ivory is all here yet. 
three-quarters of it near the 
he other quarter, guarded by a ¢ 

man’s bones, on the lower Tana. I re 
marked, Carson, if you have any feasible 
schemes let me know.” 

He heaved his great body 
lazy-chair and » 
muscles and 

Suddenly 

of the other my 
from the India 

rie topping yar, 
dd Culbertson & 

HER DIARY 
(CONTINUED PROM PAGE 37} 

ita 
Mr. Wethereil sue deve ttieps 34 

to make me do it. I 
enough to know things, If 
would set to work and marry me 
father I wouldn't even wriggle 

Jimmy said be was jealous o 
Decewara 6—2 vp. uw. This is th 

scrumptious place! Mr. Wetherell 
all over it this mor: 
dows often. Mayt 
T'll get asked to stay yt always 
Tid Bhe it 
Decemnek 6~6 7. «Not 

dress for dinner. going to be some child 
tonight in my new pink and silver. 

Ice-beating this afternoon. I adore it. Just 
thrills, thrills, thrills! 

Deceamen 6—11:80 7, w. Ji 
care who knows that be’ 
anid his father wouldn't say a 
der —— 

Tt, wo 

abowt me, 
ord. T won- 

"t be haif bad to be Mrs. James 
Wetherell, with all the perquisites—bat 1 
don't know. Jimmy dances divinely. I don't 
suppose I coald keep him dancing for fifty 
years or #0 though. Aunt Blasche says I'm 
altogether too romantic about marriage—thi 
I want too much with my money. She think 
a Tittle Jove thrown in just clutters thi 
and spoils your poise and makes you disagrec- 
able; Mrs. Filmore has quaint ideas about 
being married too. She tokd Marie 
one day, that it Is stacks easier to be amial 

to a man you don’t care about 
because if 5 

oat care You car alm and reason 
and p t, while if you do care you are 

jonal to make a success of 
+ feelings and szepicians a: 

make scenes and all that soct of thing. 
‘Maybe she’s right; but 171 take some emo 

tion in mine, thank you. 1 want my husband 
to be crazy about me. I'd rather he'd get 
jealous and beat me than just be humdram and 
considerate, Most married people seem to 
hored and resigned to it I won't mind quarrel 

up 

ing if the quarrels are about interesting thing: 
but I'd simply loathe rowing over sordid things 
like money 

Poor old dad! I’m sort of sorry about those 
bill, Mother and T are expessive, and he 
doess't get miuch out of it, Ir be a good 
thing for him when I'm married off. 

immy will have heaps of mosey. 1 wonder 
if he'd be nice about spending it on his wife. 
CONTINUED IN THE DECEMBER JOURNAL 

————E ee 

Hair like this is the fault of your comb 

A comb no more dependable chan the 

ordinary, unbranded comb shown 
here, could not help ruining your hair. |i} 

A little tug at your hair and out comes 
a tooth, leaving a ragged, rough || 

surface to catch your hair, or tear 

it out. Imagine how it would look 

after using a comb of this character 
for 4 year or so, 

Make your hair as you'd love to have it 

Use the rigkt kind of comb, Shown here 
is a Goodyear 1851 Comb which hasbeen 
given hard service. Not one tooth miss- 
ing—the same smooth, highly polished 
surface as when the comb was new, 
The style of » pictured 
1851 Princess, the last wordin 
Its special feature i: 
top of the comb, » 

teh in it, but slides easily through 

the Goodyear 
manufacture, 
ontinue to the 

In addition to the Princess Comb, there are 
desirable pattems of 

prices to suit 

their permanent smoothness, makes them the best combs for 
Goodyear 1851 Combs are sold everywhere. 

MANUFACTURED BY 

AMERICAN HARD RUBBER CO. 
NEW YORK 

THE OLDEST AND LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF RUBBER COMBS IN THI WORLD 

together w 
your hair that can be made, 

“Roasted to a Turn” 
The delighted exclamation of a 
million housewives who use the 

LISK 
Self-Basting 

Roaster 
every day in the 
year for roasts, 
game, fowl, fish, 
brown bread, 
beans, ete. 

ThePatented __ 
Concave Top 
condenses 
the steam of 
the juices and 
deine it back 
on the roast, 
basting better 
than by hand. Inner Tray prevents scorching or burning. 

Keeping the juices in saves weight and cost of meats; makes chosoet 
cuts tender and tasteful, The Lisk cleans like china. Is enameled 
seamless stee] with rounded ends. No place for dirt to stick, 

Some Lisk Better Quality Household Utensils 
Lisk Enameled Percolator— Makes Lisk Wash Boiler—Of highest quality 

coffee without metallic taste. Turquoise matenalsand construction. Hook handles 
Blue, White lined, seamless. Nickeled for easy emptying. Seamless cover; no 
cover, glass top. Percolating parts heavy sharp edges to cut hands; no cracks to 

aluminum. rust; soap shaver; hook-on cover. 

Lisk Baby Bath—Oval with wide Lisk Tea Kettle—Heavy nickeled 
roll top; heavy white enameled seam- 
less steel. 

copped; Stee! boliom ring prevents wear 
ing out on stove. 

Ask for Lisk Ware at Hardware and House Fumishing Stores 

Run No Risk—Be Sure It’s Lisk 

THE LISK MANUFACTURING CO. Ltd. 
E>. Canandaigua, New York 
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What makes Caruso the 
greatest of all tenors? 

His wonderful voice and 
his superb interpretations. 

What makes the Victrola 
the greatest of all 
musical instruments? 

Its wonderful lifelike 

tone and its ability to adapt 
the renditions of all artists 

to the acoustic conditions 

of any room without inter- 
fering in any way with the 
artists’ interpretations. Caruso listening to himself 

on the Victrola 

The Victor Record by Caruso, Farrar, Gluck, McCormack, 
Schumann-Heink, or any other artist is true to the very life— 
with all the beauty of shading and individuality of expression 
as sung or played by the artists themselves. 

It is perfect musically, but—it must be adapted to the 
acoustic limitations of any room, and that is accomplished 
by the Victor system of changeable needles and the modifying 
doors of the Victrola. 

And what is extremely important, it is done without interfer- 
ing in any way with the artists’ interpretations. 

You have your choice of the full-tone needle, the half-tone 
needle, or the fibre needle, to suit the individuality of each 
record to its particular acoustic surroundings. With the modi- 
fying doors of the Victrola you still further control the volume 
of tone, and get the utmost enjoyment from every record. 

Any Victor dealer will gladly demonstrate the advantages of these 
important Victrola features and play any music you wish to hear. There 
are Victors and Victrolas in great variety of styles from $10 to $300. 

Victor Talking Machine Con Camden, N. J. U.S.A. 

Victrola 
New Victor Records demonstrated at all dealers’ on the 28th of each month 
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| SHEER CREPE de CHINE, dainty NINON | | 
“eS 

P44 rae and SOME LACE for HER LINGERIE 
{li a Back Company 3 : 

GNU W " Designed and Made at Home 

éy MRS. SARA SCOTT 

| Don’t Hesitate | 
| About That Coat || 

Walk into The \ 
Store That Sells 
Wooltex. 
' Have a comfort- 
able chair. 

Ask for a Pompa- 
dour Coat. 

Feel the fabric. 
Noteits softness 

character—color. 
It is exclusive 

)| made only for the 
Wooltex Tailors and 

\l|| not to be found in 
other coats. 

Even before you put 
it on, you will be at- 
tracted by the lining, the - 

al te in the new 
style features of collar, 
pockets, belt and skirt— 
all correct. 

Here's a coat that is 
made for comfortable 
wearing—for perma- @ | 
nency of style—for long 
and increasing satisfac: 
tion and for thorough \ | 
dependability. ( 

Icisoneofa collection Suma? 
of six Pompadour 74 |i) 
models. 2038 

SVERY woman kno 
keen satis 
4 dainty piece of lingerie made 

of good material. ‘Such garments are 
o sense an extravagance, for with careful 

ring their length af service compares 
t favorably with more dw 
active garments, All the dainty 

h 

the delightlul pleas 
one feels in the 

z the different pieces may be used as gifts 
It is one of many iF is and diagrams for making the ur 

Woaltex tailored coats. designs, with estimates of materials 
the garments shown, will be sent upon 

request, if a stamped, addressed envelope is 
isclased. Addi jon Falitor, Tre 
Laptss’ Hor Joursaz, Philadelphia 

Wooltex Coats are 
priced at $16.50 to $55; 

|) Suits at $25 to $75; 
Skirts at $$ to $15, at 

fh \ | PATTERNS | including Guide-Chert) for the numbered des be sup led at Kftzen cents each, post-free- No. 9133 comes im sizes 32- 38, 49, 
tal | #4 and 48 inches bust me No. comes im sizes and 44 inches bac! measure, and No, 9156 comes in seven sizes? 32 to 44 inches 

The Store That x bust measure. Lf there is cacy for Home Patterns in your ioxn. frlierms may be hed by mail by iuclosing munaber, size and price te Ladies 
Sells Wooltex eon ij Home Jaxrnal, or to any of the following: Home Pattern Company, 114 and 156 Fijth Azenuc, New Vork City; 617 Mission Street, Saw Francisca, 

California; 1013 Washington Avenwe, St. Louis, Mirzeuri; 36 South Clinton Street, Chicago, Miinois; 143 George Street, Turonto, Onteris, Cameda. 



VELVET, FURS—and AGAIN VELVET, FURS—WITH 

NOW and THEN anv INTERRUPTION of BROCADE 

grace and beauty of 
h warmth, achal- 

It is not alone te 
these new wraps that we need +» 
ure of the materials out of which they 

realize bright and alive you have to be te 
smart hat or dress? Tremendously smart thit 
thoughtful for themselves than their wearers, 
enough to shelt 

upper left-hand corr 
satin, What self-effacing qual 
brown velvet would sh 
of the fitch fur wi 

VEN brocades shi 
of farmer years; 

character, They show more restraint 
glitter of mingling gold and 

sed for the wrap above on the right, 
brocade, amply patterned for 

Soft neutrali: 
collars and cuffs, in the lov 

penubies more Petre 
by the widespreadi 

Not to mar the s 
gathered to a sh: 

just between st 
in the beautiful wrap centered above. It is made of 
in that lovely shade worn by the French gendarmes, and cuffed 
and collared extravagantly in pale gray fo: 

In most of the evening wraps this 
is happily maintained, insuring safety fo 
or seendlance of sleeves, besides giving 1 
ample garment of this character. 
One gets but a fleeting glimpse of a well-coiffed bead 

nose trying to rise out cf a voluminous expanse of 90! 
fur in the rose chiffon velvet wrap (No. 9179) on the left, 
reaching in ite extrer gh ear mark of fashion’s favor, 
seems likely to smother its wearer with itsluxuriousdepths. Assux 
ing a wide skirt and presuming to retain more slender upper lines, 
it is seamed across the middle and above. This pattern (No, 9179) 
comes in sizes 34, 38 and 42 inches bust measure; price, 15 cents. 

Around the low apelike yoke the lower { 
portion of the wray h shirrs itself most generously. oi 
Devoid of sleeves, possessing but the mere: 
it provides lavishly for them in width w 
softest chiffon velvet "i vet, “of which t % = 
is made, in the delicious shad eadow green, over which this 
matron wears a fluffy white fox; and toadd just a touch of piquancy, 
this stately dame has fastened behind ber ear two diminutive roses. 

(Page 93) 



THIS IS TRUTH THE POET SINGS, THAT A SORROW’S CROWN 

OF SORROW IS REMEMBERING HAPPIER THINGS 

a young 
ve tread f 

Lappe: 
generally 

é as a guide, is 
he collar-and-cui 

ressed enve- 
will bring it. 

+ on sale 
116 Fifth Ave yetloree cents (iRi 

Home Journal. contin 

PATTER. v the numbered designs sit supplied at Aftcen cents each (with No, 9146, witick i 
#4 to 42 inches b We wes in No, 8148 ¢ in vigh murasaire, ai 

measure. Lf there ix ma agency ms i * te a by by iuclasing the number, Home Jowsnal, Independence Seware, 
following: Home P Arenne, St, Lowir, Missouri; 26 Soaté Clinton Street, Chicas, 
Minos ; 183 George § 

16 & 
Canada 

Street, San Krai 

(Page 94 



WAISTS FROM MRS. RALSTON SEEM INCLINED TO FEATURE 

NEW SLEEVES AND CUT RATHER THAN MATERIAL 

features of which are, without ques- 
on, the new sleeve effects rather than the 
neral cut or the material employed. Sleeve 
anges are always worthy of note, for, withthe 

width and length of the skirt and the petition of 
the waistline, sleeves form a triangle of interest; 
each one of these features, separately cr col- 
lectively, distinctly marking the ever-changing 
trend of fashion, By these the silhouette of 
wornan’s figure is made grotesque or beautiful, a 
pleasure or a distress to the eyes of all observers. 

‘The charm and desirability of semitrans- 
parent waists has saved this pleasing style for 
midwinter use. The practicability of this com:- 
bining of sheer and heavy fabrics is appare 
to both wearer and maker: to the one for its 
beauty and comfort, to the other for the 
diversity of effect that may he obtained. 

Of the sheer materials Georgette crépe leads 
in popularity, and it is encouraging to know 
that this season the American product compares 
most favorably with the imported fabric. Chif- 
fon, transparent voile and fine silk net are like- 
wise favorites, and the beauty of all these ie 
enhanced if mounted over white or delicately 
fesh-tinted sheer linings. 

Serviceability is likewise assured when sheer 
linings are employed, while machine hem- 
stitching trims as well as joins the parts of 
many waists, 

RS, RALSTON gives us an interesting 
group of waists this month, the chief 

HE pleasing vogue of fur trimming is de- 
lightfully expressed in the chiffon waist for 

a matron shown at the top of the page. A lexs 
elaborate application of this populsr trimming 
designates the fact that the waist in the center 
of the page is for a younger woman, At the 
right, and just below the matron’s waist, is 
shown one of thase very satisfactory mcdels 

1st designed to complete a tailared-suit costume, 
It is of sheer material, the bound edges and but- 
tons of satin in a matching color to combine 
with an attractive skirt for afternoon dress. 
The wast in the lower right-hand comer is 
composed of thin charmeuse and Georgette 
crbpe. A clever arrangement of embroidered 
dots done in coarse silk of a darker shade is the 
effective trimming. No. 9157 will make an at~ 
Iractive separate waist or may be used as a 
pasks fora pleasing three-piece costume. In No. 
9151 we have a pew version of the ever-useful 
shirt waist, here developed in crépe silk. 

PATTERNS (including Guide-Chart} for the numbered designs shown on thir page cau be supplied Jr Mfieen cents each, post ree. Nor. OI51 aiid 9157 come im tix sizes: 4 to 44 inches bust mcasure. | Tike amount 
Jouned Rateriat required Jor euch weie! will be Jound on the patiern emrelope. No potterms cam be supplied for the waxumbered designs shown on these pages. Lf there is wo agency for Home Patterns ix your ivi, 
= terns may be had by ntuil, by stating thr number umd size ond incloring the price to The Ladies” Home Journal, Independence Sqware, Philadel phia, Peancyloania, or to any of the following: Home Patter: Com- 
Sintern, Code Fifth Avenwe, New Vork City; 617 Misrion Street, San Francisco, California; 1014 Washington Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri; 36 Sextk Clinton Street, Chicago, MMinois; 184 George Strect, Toronto, 

‘eria, Canada 
(Page 95) 



You can enjoy the extras 
in Burson Hose without additional cost 

Knit to the exact shape of foot, ankle 

BURSON 
FASHIONED HOSE | 

i calf without seams. 

| give a amart, stylinh Ge besides smooth mockings. Anil the 
pate kiein”™ shape F will Bok wear or Wash & 
Do not euler 9 wet 4 ean 
Hew nde a0 | 
wrinkles Set 

Regstar, Outsian, Rib Te 
If Sour’ dealer will not 

> Burson Knitting Company 
511 Lee St,, Rockford, HL 

Something New 
A Combination Wardrobe 
amt Chex ol 
Teanester Red Ce 

$26.50 
Freight Prepaid 

Colburn’s 
Eye 
Spiced 
Poultry 
Seasonin’ 

al. Aa 
r Chest $10.0, 

We make 109 of 
juartered oak furntere 
Catalog fre 

BROOKS MFG. CO, 
101 Beoeks Ave, Sapir, Mick. 
Laegest dang of sts hind i 

tke uveld 

Mail Your Figure 
To Your Dressmaker 

While you attend to social duties that are 
pleasanter and Jess fatiguing than standing 
bby the hour to have your gowns fitted. Instead, you 
can sead this small box to yout moppoe aed enjoy 
younelf while your whole wardrobe ix 

Garton 
The Pneumatic Dress Form 

repeodwces every curve and line of your figure — The 
Pheumatc Dress Form is inflated inwde the fited 
jacket. the rods ase adjusted to your height — there is 
even o skint marker, so that your skit can be sumed 
in to the proper. leagth — and your gow, without 
even ane try-o8, Sts you perfectly, Oue 
form serves entise family. 

THE PNEUMATIC DRESS FORM 
1S GUARANTEED FOR FIVE YEARS 

Should any defect develop in the mate- 
rial or workmanship within fice years, 
Poce Form may be returned to us and 
we will correct the defect or replace 
t with a new form, without charge. 

‘Weaten quanates with each Paru Form, 

THIS MODEL — 
$12.50 

A orice that inchades Skit Marker, Skivt Farm, 
Deshied- = Peoes Lina Pattern — 

sod seegaad enrwhers fe 

The Time 
For Bran 

is at breakfast. Hosts of people— 
more and more—serve it every 
meal, One can’t get too much 
natural laxative. 

Bet the morning bran 
portant. ft should be mus 

Pettijohn’s—a soft wheat rolled —sup. 
plies the luscious dish, The Bakes conceal 
25 per ceat bran —unground bran, which 
is extra-efficient. 

This dish can be served forever, and be 
forever welcome, Try it 

Pettijohns 
Rolled Wheat with Bran Flakes 
Most grocers have it, Ay grocer will 

gett. Pe package, 15e. 
THE QUAKER OATS COMPANY 

Chicago 

gacked in 
Se wea 

Pneumatic Dress Form Co. 
561 Fifth Avenue New York 

THREE LITTLE MAIDS 

AND—A FOURTH 

F PINK: FLOWE RED « ilk witha wide is the tunic, ane ic kimono the blouse, 
J li that it fichwed with fine frills 

afaint odarol which a 
is the Japanese Charmingly siz batiste 

f you combing jacket 9120), with dainty bows 
ring, and scallop in delicate pink, In one-piece it 

bere and therein cherry- may be or seamed at the center back, and 
No. 14477 will supply the 

negligee require 
(No, 9086) st 

satin bands, it 
Founsing robe splendid 

new ou this page com be supplied at Sflecs 
hich is ten cents), postive. Nos. 91. 

secarure, and Ne, 00£6 comes ix eight 
your Jon, palterms of any 

mail, by stating the numeber 
owrnal. Philadelphia? or fo guy of the 

4 and 116 Fifth 4 New Vork Citys 617 Mission 
48 Washington Louis, Missouri; 36 Soutl 

143 George Street, Toronto, Ontaria, Cenade. 

cy Ha foice: to The as! Heres J 

San Fronci 



Jn fact, that is where the use of SeorTissue 
Towels appeals to the majority of hou 
Wives, When you remove fried foods from 
the frying pan, lay them on an absorbent 
ScorTisase Towel; the grease will be els satisfy, b 
imtnediately absorbed and the foods will be quent washings of fal 
more appetizing and wholesome, Use this Ippreeiate them for 
absorbent paper for wipit of hh, meats, hands. 1 is surprising to learn | 
te, when r cooking. You cai use 

JUNIOR ROLL. 19¢ 
Absorbent - oflissuc lowe’ STANDARD ROLL, 25e% 

TARGE ROLL, 350% 

. z The Way To t Honest Value In Toilet Paper 
uit quality first—always. ‘Then demand the mumber of 

all, “It's Counted Sheets ‘That Count." 
ScotTisewe Toilet Paper—}0UI sheers to 
absorbent, soft white toilet paper. 

issee Toilet Paper — 2500 
special balsam teat 

healing properties 

Puts a new meaning in 
theGood Morning Meal 

Take Up This Big 50c Offer 
[™ above goes 

Seat Tuase 

Seat Tivws Dy 
Sent-Tiaswe 
Toilet Peper. 

SCOTT PAPER COMPANY 
720 Glenwood Ave., Phila. 

* Prices sigh higher wet af Mi 
River and in Ca 

Daniel his & fo!) 
Jewelers and Silversmiths for 48 Years. 

227 Essex Street, Salem, Massachusetts 

Give site. 

gold lavaber 
Beioed center with 2 Mi 
ree diamond pendants 

Christmas 
» how. sad sterling si shopping is 

sterlog sive ae BL? } as easy as it looks sittin siver 1, FMD Tea Cody, funees 
Peony Purse 1.28 34 in. bach, 

= 1) 

‘Daniel Low’ 
do my Christmas 
shopping for me.’’ 

This man has discovered the secret. He 
used to dread it—pot * off until at lent Dee 
cember 22d, Thea he cane-rushed imouthe 
hurrying masses of Christmas shopperstniamy 

“The Daniel Low bupess serch the word 
‘over for Christmas gifts that ave just a bit * 
ferent,’ Their splendid entalog 1 takers a 
me hs success in selecting gilts.” 

let ws seed yee m copy of our 

silver, Shetheld plate, toilet articles, leather 
goods and « vaciety of novelties such as one would jot fied in a day's shopping in « big 
city 

‘You fond je the 
thes, beter, Toen, You the wont sppeore 4 wih to ener 

the right gilt Soe father, 
in att ees 

ot each if thor ween 
ht err an saves ya bn ed tsaning of your Chrismas dagping, You 

Eleted wah tk’ esky of our arb nc she dict 
Pray we pack everything will defight you. Once you have tind the Daniel Lew way, yea will worsder how 
7% ever ahopwed the old way, wath ite hours of tramp- ing, Se weary wating aod fs lattsite catveragnsces 
ug Reema ost cwoeser ate the wives ane dasbers 
‘ tf Covernces, Cosgmemnen, taaker, apd proannesk 
— atd prodemicnal men. Our ramen appeals to tine Taayem in every welk of lie— ot coly gine ofthe lire ad trouble meee but alo tecarse 

tf the wubsartial mosey sevitg You pi yout own: 
howe, vo get du what = 3 eee tdten cotaalerably leu—than you had plsapet 

To IY tee ome il ous the cotiean weal mad it today 
ter your copy of oar catalog, City & State 

heise illastrated catalog? You find cleatly M23 Man's Monogr Bel 
Pictared and accurately described 10,000 gifts fe Ma etme s neers is sense ge Pi more thea h ttovel, satu, esaful--gits ia jewely, tsble ee Nhe Nous he gets out sag Oc 

£24 Seooa Thay, pierced 
Lil Six-piece Manicure Roll, any bot 
walrus grain, S1%@x2in. L gilver. A exceptions 

Daniel Low & Co., Jewelers & Silversmiths, 227 Essex St_, Salem, Mass. 

Please send mr, fine of charge, your 230 page illuatrated catalog 
as advestised in The Ladies’ Home Journal 

We ersey fovere chai co escrrhne, Name Rave this same cf tc heres =e sr strate ale deli we you E08 coupoe and mail lay for our free «: sty il at it pert infect ga of 230 pages, a book that hundeeds of busy 
A xa help you with your Cheitnas shopping this Steel men have come to depesd pan as the easiest 

Uv netvneynnnett once snnen aetna 

es 

S48 Hammered sterling silver 
Pocket Knit blades 75 

eruni “Lun Parse BUST Te writes or dictates th aah black patent Jesther with for the amount. His gilts have cost him oaly 
te edge I. 

foe weary hours, at Inst in desperation 
up the things nearest at hand — 

And fmally emerged, tired and Gisafied, 

cyclopaedia of Chratmas, compiled by experts 
in gift-selection, sits at his desk and lenueely 
turns fs pages and picks out bis Christmas 
gilts, In an hour it ts all done. He has ene 

sed presents for Mother, Aunt Mary, Lucy 
and Frank, most of the things for the childern, 
and the gifts for the folky back home. And 
each ope seems an inspiration! He simply 

det and sends a check 

what he withed to pay, and they show an 
onginality that will prove a happy saxpeine to 
the fol 
How do you do your Christmas shopping ? 

Do you really enjoy the annual nightmare, 
with its hours of searching and its usloaked- 
for expense? Foe, if you do not, you can 

and qoickest method of shopping possible. 
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Legions 

Mothers 
Will Have No Other Baby-Shirts 
Nearly 9,000,000 mothersknow — shirt is adjustable — always 

the Rubens Shirt and what it a perfect fit Note the dou- 
means to children. For this shirt ble thickness over the chest 
has been tested through 22 years and stomach. That wards 
of use, 22,000, O00 littl folks off coughs and colds. There 
have worn it. is no other shirt just like it, 

“i oe Let your little ones have this 
It Must Be a Rubens ideal protection —let them 

That is why so many mothers éry this shirt. 
say to dealers, ‘‘I¢ must be a Sizes for any age from 
Rubens.” birth. Made in corton, wool 
The Rubens is made without andsilk. Alsoin merino( halt 

buttons, yettherearenoopen laps. wool). Alsoin silk and wool. 
Ir goes on like a coat. And the Prices run from 25 cents up. 

Rubens Shirts isin 
Awe 

Union Suits 
for Children 
Sold bydry goods stores, 

or sold direct where dealers 
can’t supply. Ask us for 
pictures, sizes 1 

and prices. | tees pacomce 

RUBENS & MARBLE, Ine. 
20 N. Market St, Chicago 

in a few minutes wit 
guaranteed not to 

hair in any way 
rior to kid or 

oe 
Ttave you ever tied 

MOORE PUSH-PINS 

Fifty million in d 
vse, Guatatteed unbreakabl 

Ask your dealer or send ws his 
name with money or stamps 

An Everyday 
Home Helper 

When a bit of domes- 
tic machinery, like a 
food chopper or an ice cream 
freezer, needs oiling, use 
3-in-One, When the sew- 
ing machine runs hard because its 
bearings are dry and gummy with 
inferior oil and dirt, use 3-in-One. 
When furniture is dim and smoky 

because of tong use in close rooms, 
clean and polish with 3-in-One. 
When time comes for sweeping 

and dusting, use a clean sanitary 
“ dustless duster” made with a cheese 
cloth and a few drops of 3-in-One. 

3-in-One oil 
is an “everyday home help.” From 
cellar togarret, from front door to back, 
there is hardly a spot where it isn't 
taeful. It lubsscates, It cleans und potishes. 
It prevents rust. A coesistent ant persixten? 
use of $in-One makes housekeeping easier. 

Sold in drug stores, grocerse, hardware 
housefurnishing stores; in bottles, 1 oa. 

oz. (hy int) 
si jandy Oif Cane 

3h on. 2c. Mf_your dealer 
hasn't Hardy Of Cans we 
wiD send one by parcel poat 

ight 
the das 
anil weath 

Info 
pe to yous akin by wha, worry 

fuze makes you my a 
Vou will find Hompelan Night Cream ts not 

too dry; ix mot too wily, Tt has post the wn- 
your skim weeds, "Cus 

hy 35c per 
Posayretan 

nd at 3c ecaase it 
sande and 
6 thse fs Pomprian Message Creat ‘ 
Donigrian Nigk? Cream dees soothe. soften and +4 

‘the akin. At the stores, tle 25, ars i Hi Fee ein ee 
7 Dictionary of usea and booklet, “How to Get Real 

Trial Jar feauty Sissy,” sent far fe. 
‘The Pompeian Mig. Ce.. 1 Prespect 5t., Cleveland, 0. 

THREEAN-ONE OIL CO. 
42 CVH, Broadway, N.Y. 

Some MA'TERIALS—a PATTERN 
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Makes wheat cakes a treat 
Wheat Cakes and Log Cabin Syrup! That’s the breakfast chil- 
dren love most of all—the breakfast that makes them sturdy and 
strong, The well known nourishment of wheat is provided in 
most appetizing form, and becomes a perfectly balanced food— 
delicious, wholesome and strengthening—when eaten with 

TOWLES LOG CABIN 
CANE AND MAPLE SYRUP 

You are sure of purity in Log Cabin Syrup and its delicious flavor of pure 
maple is simply irresistible. Choice, pure, first-tap maple sap, boiled to sugar, 
is blended with pure, refined cane sugar. The blending brings out the favor 
of pure maple to its highest degree of delicacy, just as rich cream improves 
the flavor of coffee 

Buy @ can of Log n Syrup today—make some of those golden 
d have a treat fit for a king. 

The Towle Maple Products Company 
122 South Michigan Avenue, Chicazo 

100 Hudson Street, New York 
‘St. Paul, Minn, 

Try this recipe for wheat cakes 

to make thin batter. ‘Serve hat with Log 
Send for free book of maple tent 
Gelightful recipes Also send 10 ce 

8 W-cent can of Lag Cabin Syrup 

99 

Have You 
Decided 
What They 
Are Saying? 
jp geben Ng inti 
versation between these two 
young ? 

Get an answer blank from him 
today. 

The jeweler who displays this 
picture in his window offers a chest of 
Alvin Silver, “* The Long-Life Plate,” 
to the one in his town who sends him 
the most clever answer to this question 

in fifty words or less. 

Phe prize chest offered by your jeweler 
contains 26 pieces of beautiful Alvin 
flaware. Your answer, signed with 

name and address, must reach 
him by October 30. 
your 

If there is no Alvin Jeweler in your 
send youranswertous, Weofter, 

ALVIN MFG. CO. 
Sag Harbor, NG Y; 

“Kapock’ Draperies 
Sun-Fast and Tub-Fast 

“'Kapock"* for Light, Airy Draperies 
“‘Kapock'’ Velours for your Portieres 

Enchanting in beauty, soft and silky in tex- 
ture, charming in varied colors and designs — 
“KAPOCK", the fabrics that never fade. 
Think what a comfort it & to know that sunlight won't injure 
the exquisite tints—that washing simply refreshes without 
changing the colors in the slightest degree. And there's never 
a sign of cracking with 

“i Sth Hd 

"Not a Worm Silk 

Besirtes this, “KAPOCK™ Drapery Fabrics are mote 
economical —less cost per yard and doublewidth. 
Edgings to match, See "KAPOCK" Fabrics at your 
favorite store and judge for yourself. New matenal 
free for any “KAPOCK™ that fails. Look for the 
Basting ‘Thread (patented trademark) in the edge of 

all genuine “KAPOCK" products — your 
protection against imitations. 

Sold only by dealers, but to show you the beauty 
“Kepock” we offer you » large sized sample in 

9 the shape of a useful 
pillow top. Send 15e 
in stamps today. 

Address Department O 

on bey ha regan “Kaj 
gi np (oem trac hae a  A.Theo, Abbott & Co. 
State color wasted: gold blue, gen Philadelphia, Pa. 

st Snow Fall, with 
all the Warmth of Blankets Twice the Weight 

ELIGHITEUTL. Huhta i bed sowing it yours ben you ue ion Jewel Caton 
Crown Jewel is made from st, fosg fibre cotton, thoroughly 

Sued ot purified without chemical bleaching—therelore i is soft, flufy and sanitary. 

CRown JEWEL 
(TTON BATTING’ 

Requires no stitching o¢ sewing together; for the long fibee sheets are strong «ough to 
prevent parting, bunching or knottzg. If your dealer can't supply you, write ts gving 
his name, and we will send you our interesting booklet 
60c Set Quilting Patterns for 10¢ S7a.r" jeg 

t yoo a set of sen inierrating Czown Jewel Quiking Pameres, Jui the thie fot « 
coming quite the find. In aftee yeats quills made with these patterns will bring 
ROCK RIVER COTTON CO, Dept. 10, pues A 
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Who needs Better Light? 
Is your light so bright 

that your eyes cannot 
look at it steadily with- 
out blinking? Orsodim 
that you can't see well ? 

d Better I Then you ne 

Do your eyes—or 
your children’s—tire 
easily when you read or 
study at night? 

The 

masses 

you need Better Li 

s—well, ‘twas bewildering 
I was shown a beautilal Georgette coat 9 

° E a dat the butt 
a wide fle of baka antilly lace, which 

| la © was delight 

5 1 

of black patent 
wd the | 
ut, 

added to the 

Is your light be: 
suited to your needs? 
Soft and sufficient in the halls? 

but not ylaring—in the 
reception-roont 

Luxurious Where it is ne 
parlor? Easy to shave 

Cosy in the living-room? Without irritation in 

rooms? Lending gentle emphasis to th 
in the dining-room? Easy to work by in the kitchen? 

Alba Lighting Equipment 
Alba softens light so an use it without strain or 

irritation, and distributes or concentrates the u 
want it in many de 

Alba makes the light do mor 

or the sume light with lower lighting bills 

ht wherever 

ns, is exceedir beautiful. 

light for the same cost 

EONS 
Free Articles on Lighting 

These booklets tell how to get CG: 
One or more will be sent 

1 Light for t 

on request, 

5—Hanke 

Macbeth-Evans Glass Company Pittsburgh 
Sales nd Strowto6ms alsa in New York. Chi 

|, Datilas, San F uded with bunc 

P Send for catalog _-+ 
,, of Fall Styles _ 

the maitd Inbor of the weekly’ ie 
The Saleh ned moms 

2+ incomplete with 
d-alone silk dress, 

Comfortable 
Snug-fittin 

cloth ft bent > reminding us 
dat 

ade sleeves came 
é with & piece of 
fashioned mitt 

we thrast. 1 

directions 
Bt fails, 

MW generil cleanser—does 
juat one thing, does it well 

't follow that» tedet 
itary because it looks 

white. The trap will give off 
odees if #’s foul, Dent wait 
for dicolorations, Use Sani: 
Flush and peevent odors by 
cleaning the trap which you 
can't see, Patented —sething 
Tike it 
Yon deopeiat 

bly bas Seni ond 
et, sered ws 25¢ bor 

full-exe cas, poatperd, 

eral of Up 
rather a bad 
na change— Avalon Keltwear Co. 

Hawk St., Utica, . ¥. 

ion to. the varicumpdexioned 
+. Other waists were of chiffon and 

d fall sailor collars of dyed squirrel fur, and 
of the same fur at the tight wristhands 
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The Princess Grand 
Pethaps more than any of our models this 

favorite grand has enhanced Ivers & Pot 
prestige. Tasteful in design, ideal in tone at 
touch and surprisingly economical in cost and 
space requirements it represents the highest 
development of the small "home grand. 

Ivers & Pond 
PIANOS 

are built to excel in quality, with cost # 
secondary consideration. They are invariably 
dependable and artistically satisfying. In ulti 
mate economy they stand unsurpassed, a+ i* 
shown by their purchase by over 400 leading 
American Educational Institutions and neatly 
60,000 homes, A catalogue showing our full 
line of up-to-date grands, uprights and player 
important ta every intending buyer, mail 
(free) on request. 

How to Buy 

expe: 
I, in your heunn, in oF pay Ireight and ship an 1 Beate lo the niga,” Liberal allowance for le ninpos 

in exchange, Attenctive enay payment plans. fo! 
catalogue and valuable informaton to buyers, call ¢b 
toupem ese 

Fill Out and Send T. z 

IVERS & POND PIANO CO; 
117 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass, 

Pieaw mai! me pour mew cetalgue and colvoblé 
‘infermathen (0 buyers, 

Ww Add nN ) 

ron te 

HE. woman who enjoys the conscious- 
ness that she always presents an ex- 

quasitely finished appearance, counts the eare 
of the hair as pee-eminently impatant. 
Scorer Liguad Stamos ges the lustre 

lest 40 emectial to 

id 
busbloly, lasting foam. le a peetetred by ubira-t 

VCMA 
Lint! Shoes 

cle Howl maths V7 Wiswema tokens: Ys 

Sapreca Vioiet 
Suprena Pace 

Pocket Size 
Coat Hanger! 

Here's a fullwidth nickel-plated coat 
hanger that folds inte: leather cane 

carried it 

Maud thouxetfulnees const = 

IF YOU LIKE MUSIC 
yoni pom al scboturshlp. 
Hundreds are awarded each year to Educational 
representatives of The Ledies’ Nome Journal, Th 
Saturdey Eoexing Post and The Cowntry Gentleman 
There is oo risk, and se competitive dement & 
lavaived, For details, write to the Education 
Division, Box 73, Tak Curt Pusersmns 
Company, Indepeadence Square, Philadelphia. 



HERE is a youngster in 
almost every home who de- 
mands Kelloge’s Toasted 
Corn Flakes, with their 

zestful, appetizing, crisp-from-the- 
oven taste. 

Think of all the homes where 
they are the best-liked of the cereals 
—the oftenest repeated—the most 
called for. Then ask yourself if 
there is something here that your 
folks are missing. 

Once get accustomed to having the 
Kellogg Waxtite package handy and 

you’ ll see how many breakfasts begin 
with Kellogg’s—how often they are 
served for the children’s supper— 
between meals—or as a light repast 
before going to bed. 

Folks who have learned the sense 
of light foods are enjoying these satis- 
fying golden flakes the year around. 

And remember, p/ 
that you don’t know Corn 

<es unless you know 
the original 

Toasted Corn Flakes- 

their goodness insured by 
our responsibility to over 

a million homes. 

K gg’s 
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The Tables 
of Three 

Generations 
7 

a PP e : 

Me same make. of silver plate 
that is most preferred to-day is 
the identical brand that graced 
the tables of those more pictur 
esque days of our grandparents, 

1I847 ROGERS BROS. 
“Silver Plate that Wears” 

has had the actual test of service 
that makes good the aga, 

i guarantee under which it is sold. 

Sold by leading dealers. Send for illustrated @atalogue'L-28" 

INTERNATIONAL SILVER COMPANY. 
Successor to Meriden ‘Britannia Co 

MERIDEN, CONN. 

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO CHICAGO HAMILTON, CANADA 

‘Ghe Worlds Langest Makers of Sterling Silver and Plate 



THE LAK 
HOME JOU 

HIS FIRST CHRISTMAS DINNER 
PAINTED BY £, S. BRUNNER FROM A PH APH BY HH, POT 

CHRISTMAS 1915 
FIFTEEN CENTS + THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY + PHILADELPHIA 



Handsome and useful presents which bring permanent pleas. aN 
ure and make a Merr) Christmas last the whole year through. WZ) 

j 
cy For the Housewife—What could be more appropriate than \ 

one of the many UNIVERSAL Electrical Devices, a Percolator, ¥ 

Bread Maker, Food Chopper, or one of the other time and work say- | 

ing UNIVERSAL Home Needs, a beautiful Casserole or a set of | 

fine Table or Kitchen Cutlery? UNIVERSAL American-Sheffeld \a| 
Plate will appeal to those seeking the last word in table service. 

For the Young Woman—Electric Curling Irons, Chafing Dishes, 
Tourists’ Irons, Embroidery Scissors, School Lunch Sets, etc. 

For the Man—UNIVERSAL Carving Sets in various sizes and 
patterns, Pocket Knives with edges that stay sharp, Razors, 
Vacuum Bottles, Carafes, Lunch Kits and Motor Lunch Sets. 

Whether you spend $1.00 or $50.00 

This Trade Mark is your protection, 

Each piece so marked is guaranteed in ever) respect. 
. On Sale at all Goad Stores Write for Free Booklets. 

“Ss. LANDERS, FRARY 6 CLARK 
712 Commercial Street 

_ New Britain, Conn. 

e 



_A Special Word to Subscribers 
TEEN you receive notice that your sutmcripticn has 
expired renew It at ence, using the blank includ 

your fieal<copy. Please @an your name exartly a it 
appears on your peeseat address label, Sometimes » 
wibscriber who haw already resewed may receive this 
‘Mank. We tenn to pack in mail-bags two weeks or 
‘Mare before mailing, and the remewal may have reaches 
Ss after the coov containing the blank has been packed. 
Tn requesting @ change of address please give es four 
weeks’ notice 

Should your subscrigtion expire with this issue of 
‘Tt JOCmWAL your renewal mat reach us befare the tft 
of Jatreary to avokt missing the next bawe, We cannot 
Sexin xutecnntions wrh back numbers Subscribers 
shuald stwaye use Postal or Express meney ceders in 
feminting All Rural Feee Delwery carvers <i supply 

jal money anders 

Ames hewildering? the letters 
tl varied expression — 
bewildering, I mean, in the tremendous 

authority of the printed word and its poxsi- 
bility for good or for evil, We have always 
believed In thi office that an editership isa 
stewardship; a obligation to be very carefully 

a full sense of its importance 
But recently that fact has come home to us 
with particular force, 

Why We Do It 
T answer a quite general question in this 

letter: 
“Why do you print a beautiful pleture in 

color, say by W. L. Taylor, and then put a 
children's cut-aut on the back of it?’ 

Because the colored pages in Tite Joumyat 
fire very expensive luxuries: each costs yeveral 
thousands of dollars Ef we left the page b 
of a picture by WoL, Taylor blank and put 
the children's cut-out om another sheet, it 
would mean twice the amount of the most 
expensive paper we use in the magazine, These 
Doints i cost must be thought of in a maga 
zine. It can aford to give its readers just so 
much for the price it receives, We have now 
overcome the objection, however, by offering 
to send an extra copy of the picture for four 
cents; the mere cost of wrapping and postage 
‘Surely that iy fair, is it not: four cents for a 

W. L. ‘Taylor picture that, when ixuod sepa- 
Tately, in color, generally sells for ome dollar if 
Tot more? So, you see, by this arrangement 
the parent can have the picture for an extra 
four cepts and the chililren can have the 
cut-outs! 

A Suggestion We Welcome 

‘This letter brought us to an investigation 
fod a remedy: 

“Can you not do something about binding 
Tr magazine 40 that after a day or two ii 

fall apart o¢ the cover fall olf?" 

We can, we hope. We bape shortly ta 
remedy this trouble which upon inquiry we 
found, to our earprice, has bees mach more gen. 
eral than we had any idea of, ‘This is the 
valve of folks writing to us: we see our defects 
is others see them, and we alway’ stand ready 
to remedy them where we can. 

We are Getting Along 
We itidl mog realize this: 

Years, no pen of mine can say, “Thank you’ is 
I'cau say, but it comes from the heart, 

and T hope you will he to my “helrs, successors 
and assigns’ what you have been to my fore- 
Futners. 

‘Thank you. 

Through a Woman's Whole Life 
Take this letter, and it is hard for ws-te 

realize that The Laotes’ Home Jouuxat is old 
to have gone through & woman's fife, 

from childhood to matherhuort: 

“At each step of my way upward, from a 
Mere girl of fourteen, through school, and then 
through high school, as s teacher, and as a 
ome-maker with the care of rearing and 
educating five sisters and brothers, and then 
B+ a bride, and durther as prospective mother, 
and then when each of my blessed babies 
came hg ly od periods your JoOmNAL, 
i tlitor, bees my chief geide. I have 
leaned on yan heavily sometimes, but never 
have you faltered. Do you realize that you 
fan be all that to a woman?” 
No, we didn’t realize it, dear lady, but it is 

fine to Know it, and that we didn’t fail yout 

ME JOURNAL { 
INCORPORATING THE HOME JOURNAL 

Registered dn the gee Patunt Offier 
‘PemitionD on THE PeEN TIER OF EACH 
MOOT PROCESS CATT OF BSHUANCE BY 
THE CURTIS PUB- 

LISHING COMPANY 
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EDWARD W-BOK 
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id Be: EVERY child, girl, 
counted among 

; in the United Seares and Great 
reserved. Easered a1 sevowd: 
under Ait of March 3, 2879. 

The Price of The Journal 
ISHED once a momh. By subscristson: $1.52 4 

year. postage free a the United States, Alaska, Cuba, 
Porto Rica, Mesco, and the Hawatian and Ph 

Sizale copies; tS cemtseach fn Canada the 
subscription price ts $1.75 a year, 

In Foreigs Coursries i the Totersational Postal Usion 
‘ther than those named above: Subscription, puatpaid, 
per year, 10 shillings, 3 pence. payatle by International 
money ander (32.10 in American oney). Single copies: 
{ ahulling net each 15 cents im American money). 

Our Advertising Branch Offices 
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woman, boy or man who is 
millions who have read us this 

year, and has made us happy by doing so, we now, in 
turn, wish for each and 

THE HAPPIEST CHRISTMAS EVER 

A DAY OF INWARD HAPPINESS AND OUTWARD CHEER 

We Take Our Hat Of 

The other side of a picture is sometimes very 
significant and very important, as in the fol- 
lowing case: 

“About @ year ain when you were printing 
A great many ‘expericnce’ articies, [ heared yuu 
severely criticized on several occasions 
tssed to book at those who so criticized you, and 
in all cases they were women sheltered and 
safe. L often wanted to say what | am going 
to say to you, but nateraly I couldn't. 1 am 
a girl who isn’t sheltered, and at & discouraging 

Our Shiny Paper 
Here is a question asked by many 
"Can you not print on paper that is Jew 

glazed or shiny of surface? It isso hard on the 
eyes for ew reading!" 

It & only possible to print pictures on 
smooth-surfaced paper so they will look cheat 
and beautiful. Hf we made our surface lex 
polished, the pictures would be so badly printed 
that there would be complaint from the Milantic 
to the Pacithe, amd the question woalt be buried 

A ROMANCE 
That Made the Editors Sit Up 

‘HE editors of a magazine become so accustomed to reading stories that 
even the best fail, after a while, tr ¢ive the pleasure and thrill of the 

moderate reader of good stories. Hence only the exceptional story kin- 
dies the eye and brings forth the enthusiasm of the editor. This delicious 
and infrequent experience came to the entire editorial force of THe 
Lantus’ Home Jovrnat a few weeks ago, when a romance, fortunately 
of some length, fell into the laps of the editors as a bolt from a blue sky. 

moment in my life, about a year ve so ago, Twas 
almost persuaded by false friends that the 
“OmAY wa: 
my nein that the Sight was too strong for me: 
that it was no use. Then you published one of 
hose articles—never mind which. It upened my 
eyes; it stecled my nerve; [ turned completely 
around and the fight is won. And as a result 
Tam engaged to one of the finest men on earth. 
Only one case, I know, but you saved a life, Mr. 

‘The first editor was charmed; the second editor was delighted, and so it 
went on from editor to editor, the story giving pleasure as it went. "Here 
is a story,” each one said. "Sit up all night if you must, and read it; but 
read it.” And each editor did—sat up and read. 

Pull of charm, brimming with whimsical humor, as smeily as new-rnown 
hay, fairly tripping with laughter and sunshine, this story was like walk- 
ing through a field of clover after a June shower. And all through it 
sparkles a perfect dear of a girl, clever, bright, vivacious, witty, lovable 
Patsy by name, an actress by profession and a charmer by character. Of 
course there is also a man in it~several men, for that matter, But there 
is one, a vagabond, deliciously of the road and the open, such a vagabond 
as J. M. Barrie might create; and from the time that he, without a penny, 
and Patsy, also without a penny, meet and hike together, the story ripples 
like & brook and sings straight into the heart and affections of the reader. 

It was a story too good to keep, so at the last moment we 
made this Christmas JOURNAL all over in order to include 
it, Please accept it, every reader, as a Christmas present 
and turn to page 15 and begin 

SEVEN MILES TO ARDEN 
BY RUTH SAWYER 

Truly the most charming romance that it has ever been the pleasure of 
Tuk JOURNAL to offer its readers, 

at us: “Why don't you pelnt better?” 

was the way, Thad about made wp 

problem. But some glaze there must be, 
would gladly do away entirely 

you see, as conditions are at present it is either 
indifferent printing or a glazed surface, But 
we are now experimentiog with & paper less 
glazed and-perhaps that will solve a difficult 

WW the glaze 
surfaced paper, because it would save us thou~ 
sands of dollars a year, since the dull-finished 

Editor, and if T could I would take off my hat 
toyou.”” 

We take our hat olf te you, young lady! 

paper is much cheaper. But oh, what a com- 
plaint there would be on the part of our readers 
Uf we were to try itt 

‘THIS MONTH'S COVER: HIS FIRST CHRISTMAS DINNER 
E ARE prepared to furnish duplicate copies of this cover, for framing, in all the original colors, but without any lettering on the front, and with no 
advertisement on the back. We have had 2 limited edition so printed, and while they last a copy will be mailed, rolled in a strong tube, postpaid, on 

teceipt of ten cents, or three copies for twenty-five cents. 

We are Used in a Proposal 

And then comes the humorous note that 
evens up the serious: 

Will you please be so kind a4 to send me 
one af your dectinatinn-cf-manuscrips blanks? 
A young man of my acquaintance insists upaw 
Proposing fo me and bitherto has seemed quite 
vodiemayed at my mild but firm refusals, 1 
want to te convincing bat pot cruel, and bear- 
ing that your manuscript declination blank 
combines benevolent commieration with wn- 
mistakable firmness. 1 thought you wouldn't 
mind if 1 plagiarized it to that extent.” 

Our Advertisements Please 
OF course this pleased us, since we exercise 

so much care in the admittance of advertise 
ments le our pages; 

“It may sound most unliterary for me to 
confess that owe of the best features of Tre 
Jovuxar to me is the advertising, Unable to 
yo about much or to ‘shop” in the stores, 1 
take fay JOURNAL. sod, with the sare cai 
dence in it as in a first-class department store, 
T find what 7 wish to buy. T then order the 
article exactly by name and price and do not 
trouble to have things sent ‘on approval.’ 
Seldom have T returned a purchase of food, 
clothing oF farsituee selected in this way. 
No one not limited as Tam can appreciate the 
value of truth-telting advertisements." 

In the Earth's Remotest Spots 

An intensely interesting phase of our mail is 
the letters that cnene from the faraway places 
of the wurld. For instance, bere are a few: 
2 Days ino Cart from @ Ralrood 

“TL live in a bare, desolate part of Cape 
Colony, South Africa, soventy-tive enibes from 
the nearest village and two days’ cart drive 
from a railway. Do you wonder Tas Jovenat 
Lweloame? I read every Tage, every article, 
every —tvertisement, and when one copy & 
finished I can ism wait for the hext,"* 

150 Milos In the Alrican “Baish 
“We are a ivimitred and fifty miles ne the 

‘hush’ of West Africa, and yet-Dne Jovrnat 
reaches us regularly each month and is greatly 
enjayed by the entire mission family.” 
3 Days from a Rallrood 

“Here in far-uway Tnulin, thre days! travel 
from s raiload, we read you art love you as 
much as do the folks at home." 
Studying Engish From i in Sweden 

“For six years in faraway Swoden your 
ntagasine hat been coming to me, and after I 
finish with cach copy I give it to » Swedish 
family who are studying English from it." 
Froen the Coast of Newfoundland 
“We live ne the coast of Newfoundland, and 

here you come with your messite ‘of help and 
beet, and make ou Hives urlghter and happle. 
Twenty-four people just in this one Ashing 
village read and ir your magazine." 

Interesting, isn't it—these*marvelous con: 
trasts of living: this being literally all things 
to all people? Do you wonder we are helped 
in our work, with such letters? 6 

If You Intend Subscribing 
WILE zoe Kindly help us and at the same 

/V time serve yourself by duing 40 at once? 
Durina ocember the deluge of subscr 

' How received by Tax Lani Jovenat is 
© great as almost to overwhelm the most 
clastic system which can be devised for han- 
dling it, Last December inune day we received 
abuut 35,000 subscriptions, Some delay was 
unavoldable, 

For your own sake, as well as foe the sake 
of our vlerical force, we earnestly request that 
you sead the order for your own poreay ane 
as well as for the subscriptions {ar your friends, 
nie, If any of the orders are for Christmas 
gifts state that fact and we will commence with 
the copy isswed just bedore Christmas and mail 
the formal announcement of the gift so as to 
reach the recipients on Christmas morning. 

Soe 

os EAE SER LOE 



“bread can be no 
better than the flour 
from which it is made. 
Therefore, GOLD 
MEDAL FLOUR 

“creamy white, 
velvety texture” 
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Reynolds’ Famous Painting, “Angel Heads,” Exactly as Reproduced in "The Mentor" 

THE WORLD'S WONDERFUL PICTURES 
FOR YOUR HOME | 

WITHOUT MONEY AND WITHOUT PRICE 
72 Superb Pictures Like the Six on This Page and the Next Three Pages Free to Every Member of the New Club: 

The Ladies’ Home Journal Keeping-Up Club 

Which has for its motto: “Bringing the Whole World Home Month by Month to Busy Men and Women.” 
Here is a chance to fill your home with beautiful gravure pictures, for six beautifully printed pictures like this, in soft brown ink, of 

the exact size here given, will go to you each month—72 during a year. And they will cost you nothing. 

Besides, you will keep up with things that other folks talk about, something we all want to do but very few have time to do. Our 
lives are busy and yet we all want to know about pictures, books, history, travel, but we haven't time. Here, at last, Tue Lapres’ Home 
Journat has found the way. This month's topic of The Keeping-Up Club, for instance, is “The Holy Land” by Dwight L. Elmendorf. 

Can you imagine a more delightful way to know the land of the Savior than to travel through it with this experienced. traveler and 
lecturer? He gives some 20 or more pictures in his text, and then, besides, 

Six Beautiful Gravure Pictures Separate and All Ready for Framing: 

The Birthplace of Christ, Church of the Nativity, Bethlehem The Sea of Galilee Jerusalem 

The Road of the Three Wise Men—From Jerusalem to Bethlehem The Street of Sorrow, Jerusalem Port of Joppa 
Two of these superb pictures are on page 5, so that you can see what they are and what the four others are like. But each is separate, 

Printed on heavy paper, with a 5-minute crisp description on the back of each picture 
Can you imagine a more beautiful Christmas present? And without cost. 

SEE ON PAGE 6 HOW YOU CAN JOIN THE KEEPING-UP CLUB 
Page 2) 
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vanqen No NEEE nT 

The Spot Where the Child Jesus Was Borm—One of the Six Loose Pictures in "The Mentor ” for December 

so” ee 

The Road. from Jerusalem to Bethichem, as Photographed for, and as Presented in, “The Mentor" 
(Pages? 



"The Angel of Annunciation,” by Bue Jones, is One of the Great Modern Paintings 

HERE ARE THE SUBJECTS FOR THE ENSUING YEAR, TOGETHER WITH THE EDITORS AND WRITERS: 

“The Holy Land”, Dwight L. Elmendorf | “The Great Art Galleries of the World” (No. 2) Prof. Jobn C. Van Dyke | “Shakespeare's Country”. . William Winter 
"Joan of Arc”. . . . . . Ida M. Tarbell | “American Pioneer Prose Writers" . . . . . Hamilton W. Mabie | “Leonardo da Vinci" Prof. John C. Van 
“The Ring of the Nibelung” . Henry T. Finck | “The Weather”. . . . . . . ss» CETalman | “Yosemite Valley” ight L, Elmendorf 
"Chinese Rugs”. . Joba K. Mumford | “Argentine” as +» Dwight L. Elmendorf | “Russian Music” . © Henry T. Finch 

What You Will Get if You Join the Club 
IRST: 12 Issues or “THe Mentor.” This is the Club publica- 
tion: bringing you a beautifully printed and illustrated story each 

month, all about one subject, written by a leading authority upon 
the subject that the particular issue treats of, 150 pages during a year. 

SECOND: 300 Beautirut Itustrations. Distributed during | 
the year through the text of the 12 issues of “The Mentor,” so that | 
the eye is attracted while the mind is being enriched. 

THIRD: Books on Srectat Crus Terms. It will give you infor- 
mation about books and will supply you with books on special terms. 
But it will never ask you to buy books: it is only a book service. 

FOURTH: 72 Gravure or Cotor Pictures. Printed in the 
beautiful soft brown finish or in full colors, laid separately in the 
magazine, printed on heavy paper all ready for framing. The pictures 
are exactly the size shown in Tre Journat. On the back of each is 
a five-minute, crisp description of the beautiful painting, wonderful 
scenery, historic character, or epoch-making event that is portrayed. 

FIFTH: Answers to Any Questions on art, travel, literature, 
history, nature or architecture; each answer by a special authority 
in his line. The club staff will be glad to help you. 

SIXTH: Aurnorrrative Crus Procrams. Any program you 
want for a club, a reading circle, a literary afternoon or evening; 
each made out for you by an expert in his line. 

How to Become a Member of the Club 
‘OU can have all this sent direct to your home by mail, free of 

Ya expense, even postage, for one New yearly subscription (not 
your own) of $1.50 to Tue Lapis’ Home Journat ($1.75 in Canada)- 

| All you need do is to ask some friend or neighbor, not now # 
subscriber, to let you have her order for a subscription for TH# 
Lapres’ Home Journat for one year. Send the money to us with the 
name and address of the new subscriber, together with your ow? 
name and address, and Tue Lapres’ Home Journat will be sent t? 
the new subscriber for one year, while “The Mentor” will go to you: 

START NOW, SO AS TO GET THE DECEMBER FIRST READING—* The 
Holy Land,” by Dwight L. Elmendorf, the eminent traveler an 
lecturer. There will be six of the wonderful gravure pictures with it- 

Remember, Tue Laptes’ Home Journat subscription must be FOR 
SOMEONE WHOSE NAME IS NOT ALREADY ON OUR LIST (Ir MUST NOT BE 
your OWN); the money must accompany the order, and you must 

| say that you want to become a member of The Keeping-Up Club 
| and to receive “The Mentor” and pictures each month. Remember: 
| Tre Lapies’ Home Journat goes to the new subscriber, “ 
Mentor ™ goes to you. 

Send the order and the $1.50 ($1.75 in Canada) to 

Tue Manacer or Tue Keertnc-Ur Crus 
Tue Lapies Home JouRNAL 

Inverenpence Square, Paitaperexta, PennsyLVANIA 
Pree 6 



DECORATION WY M.T. ANDY. a. WEVAND 

His Limit 

T E WAS about the slowe 
his parents appre 

He was a willing worker, even ii 
an hour to stick a 
and two hours m 
seed. 

dead battertty 
naties their 

day he had spent the whole after- 
ng the water its the gp 
hed and then asked his e 

IL do naw, sir?” 
The naturalist surveyed him middly. “Think, 

‘obert,"" he said, “you might take the tortoise 
ut fora run,” 

ployer: 

Why? 
“Wr is it, Bob,” asked George of a very 

F “that you fat fellows are 

‘c have to be,” answered Bob. “You see, 
We can’t either fight or run,” 

Their Real Reason Revesled 

‘THE Scotch bagpipe ert were breaking 
Ube atmosphere into thousands of fragments 

with their instruments, 
"Why do those plpers keep walking up and 

down as they play?" asked one stranger 
another. 

"T don't know,” was the peevish answer, 
“unless it makes them harder to hit." 

Beyond Him 

Bonsy was o 
19" Asd so," said the host 

little baby brother can talk now.” 
"Yes'm, be can say some words real well.”’ 
"How nico!’ beamed the lady f what 

Words are they?! 
"don't know,” confessed Bobby 

heard any of them before.” 

mother, 
him, "your 

“T never 

Christmas Diplomacy 
SHE was buying some Christmas cigars for 

her bi and the dealer sold her a box 
for forty cents 

“Her husband will give you fits when he gets 
those,”” said a bystander to the cigar man 

80, be won't,” said the dealer plac 
“He told me to sell her those. His wife wo 
tlivorce him if she knew he paid five dollars a 
box for his cigars.” 

It Isn't Your Town--it's You 

F YOU want to live in the kind of a town 
hat’s the kind of a town you like, 

You needn't slip your clothes in a grip 
Aad start on a Jong, long hike 

find ebewhere what you left beh 
‘or there's nothing that’s really ne 

I's a knock at yourself when you knock your 
town; 

It isn’t your town It's you 

Real towns are not mate by men afraid 
Lest somebody else gets abead; 

When every works and nobody 
You ean ¢ a town from the di 

And if while you make your personal stake 
Your neighbor can make one too, 

Your town will he what you want to see; 
It isn’t your town—it’s you. 

That Was His Grievance 

TE two motor cars had almost colfided and 
abe of the drivers was expressing his opln- 
of the other with great freedom. 

“What's the matter with you themani! 
the other. “What are you making all this fuss 

_We haven't hurt you or your car. You 
fan't being an action agalist ux you know,” 
“Tkeow I can't, sir I know | can't! 

the truculent one. That’ hat's just my poi 

Jimmy Knew All About It 
a V THAT ure the advantages of living in the 

temperate zone?” asked the 
lowe of the geography Jessot 
Nowe,” answered Jimmy Br 

at Why, Jimmy !"" 
“You knaw we five 
“Yes, know,” ¢ 

all father ¢ 
An’ it takes 

nmer an’ coal 

Christmas Dinner 
Bright Things of All Times 

That People Have Laughed Over 

A Youthful Diplomat 
WEEE, sal the do 

nephew close to ber, 
Uke best 

Wil 
to tell,” he 

One Way to Do It 

ma‘am,” said the fittle gi 

. ma'am. We're tired of dancing 
+ to keep it quiet for a couple af 

can sleep.” 
Doesn't Have to Talk 

"TOFS the baby talk yet? "inquired the fk 
of t nily of the little brother. 

Naw," said that disgusted youth, "He 
have to talk. I have to wait for Christmas to get 
any but all be has to do is yell and he gets 
everything in the bause.”” 

Blindfokding Justice 
OSE was in trouble again pe 

f why he had heen four 
re's henhouse. 

e, Mose,” said the j 
i tably, “‘didn't 1 give you ten days last month 

oe) / for trying to get into this same kenhouse?” 
j| Mose thought a m i. Ti he said: 
— de law say yo" cain't be 

ge, “No man can twice be 
jeopardy for the same offense." 
Mare Willyum, Ab'll jes’ be steppin’ 

Ab wus after de same chickings, 

Making it Fit 

Turn About is Fair Play 
Bl rains 2 “4 said his mother severely, “it 

¢ of You to ask Mra Pellicah her 
after she made you such a nice jstmas elt Christmas gift, It made ber very ang: “Tb you bear about the defatement of Mr. 

“Why did it, mamma?” asked Johany. inners tombstone? asked Mr, Brows asked nd Udidn’t get mad about i a few days after the funeral of that eminent 
captale of 

And You Would, Too, Wouldn't You? EN 
been studying about the house 

he is to bealth, The 
mind of little George, 

» when asked to write a Composition on the 

subj turned in the followin 

The fly is a ineee he has six legs. he 
Jangerous thas a tien but I hed rather a & 
hive tm ion, 

friends’ to the 

Unnecessary Preparation 

that,” prot 
a-goln' to he wery fn 

replie 
i wur 
e dies till th’ peop 

force of Habit 

CHE drag clerk was think I shall bave time this 
the doctor, “But why do 

” replied his ane 
“1 want to send my little 
for some thread if y 

“He Who Fights—and Rums Away” 

“HEAR you had some trouble at the picnic,” 

The girls called me = 
get them a hornets’ 

After Pleasing Others 

R. BOWEN was having his Christmas dinner 
the Reillys, and the seven-year-old son 

the family was present. 
"And what are going to be when yo 

grow up, man?” asked Mr. Bowen of the 
little boy: 

Well,” replied the boy thoughtfulk 
I've been a minister to please mothe 
to please fnther, I'm goin’ to be a police: 

kled Fred. 

THE DREAM GARDEN IN THIS ISSUE 

ACCORDANCE with the editorial promise made in 
Tue Lapres’ Home Journat for November there is pre- 

sented in the present number a full-color reproduction of 
“Tue Dream Gaxpen,” by Maxfield Parrish, the most 
wonderful favrile mosaic painting in America, now in- 
stalled in the building of The Curtis Publishing Company, 
Independence Square, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 

Too Bad 
RUPE wes join into the third gra 

successfully passed the holiday exaniioa- 
tions, and his parting with his beloved teacher 
was tearful, 

"Ob, Miss Ruby!" he wailed. “I 
knew enough to teach the third grade, so you 
could comme along wn’ teach mo next year.” 

A Very Good Reason 

DURING the tesson one afternoon 8 v 
thunderstorm arose, and, to lessen the fright 

of the children, the teacher began telling of the 
4 of tbe cloments 

And now, Jimmy,” she asked, “why fait that 
fichtning never strikes twice in the same place?" 
“Hecawse,"” asid Jimmy coslidently, “after it 

once, the same place ain't there any more.” 

Be. 

She Proved His Ignorance 

“TT s my: dear,” remarked the 
. i, at the Christmas diver, 

“that there is something wrong with this cake,” 
"That shows what you know about it," 

laughed the bride trium 
in the cook b that 

Helping Him Out 

HE, ceremony was over whe 
friend of the bride waddled up 
Wishes and congratulations. 

hantly; “because it says 
is perfectly delicious.” 

an elderly 
extend his | 

nfortunately 
bridegroom 

ongratulated the 
latter 

Witnessing the young man’s embarrassment, 
the bride turned quickly, saying: 

“Oh, I'm. so vorry be isn’t the man to be com 
tulated, Mr, Hb Here's ny husband over 

One Way Out 
manner, “I 
er,” she de 
sory, andl T 

CHIE was condemnatory inh 
wD refuse to take this p 

red stern) une 
ristinas gi 

mm” expr 
t's very stra: 

hant must have bad tase u 

word -ma 
enous to clerks,‘ 
“The ees 

Rank Injustice 

“DAU UINQUIRED a ceoven-year-ald seokerafter 
the 1 is it true that school-teachers 

sald the father. 

said the youth indignantly, 
ain'tright. Why should the teachers get 

paid when us kids do all the work?" 

One Measure of a Good Time 

ARRY bad attended the Christmas party 
ofa little frlend and enjoyed it very much, 

especially the candy and other goodies, A few 
days later the mother of his little host met him 
aod asked 

Did you have a good time, Harry, at Orrin’s 
party? 

“i chould say sot” responded Harry enthusl- 
astically, “Why, mamma had to sit up with 
mo throe nights, I was so sick.” 

The Patient's Own Diagnosis 

Tu ans were consulting b 
of man supposed to have appendiciti 

* No," said one of them ¢ "1 think 
we should wait until be gets stronger before 
operating." 

The otber doctor opened 
but the patient beat him ta j 
“What do you take me for?” he asked feebly. 

A cheese?” 

js mouth to speak, 

How He Would Improve It 

7 \ HAT do yau think of our scheme for the 
Christmas decorations?” she inquired. 

“tt is holly over laurel leaves." 
be replied, '*b personally I 

in winter. should 



Wir youngsters growing bigger every minute and flannels shrinking 
smaller every washday, woolen under-garments soon feel anything but 

comfortable to the tender skins and active bodies. These garments, however, 

can be kept to their original size and shape if washed according to the 
following suggestions : 

Ist — Use warm water of the same temperature throughout the washing and rinsing. 

2nd—Cleanse by drawing the garment through the hands and by working it up 
and down in the suds. 

3rd— Make the suds with Ivory Soap paste. (See directions inside wrapper.) 

This method avoids rubbing and extremes of temperature, both of which make woolens 
shrink. And, most important, the use of the mild, pure, neutral Ivory Soap keeps the suds 
free from alkali, which not only shrinks woolens but makes them rough, stiff and uncomfortable. 

| IVORY SOAP........ [ili@]....... 993% PURE 
IF Py 

Factories at loorydale, Ohio; Port loory, New York; Kansas City, Kansas; Hamilton, Canada 



DRAFT, 
falling across the face, a moment of 

an hour's neglect, 
fragile life of a babe may 

ve at an end 

real not only to the child 

a corner of the coverlet 

carcless handling, 
and the 

These dangers are 
f today 

as real 
Bet any other child. He 

the yreatest force the world has ever 
known was surrounded by all the perils that hover 
about the cradle, The tiny, frail 
Ms ary's Babe is the symbol of the manner in whi 

is born into the thought life, the soul life, the 
social life and the civ f When Jesus 

comesto an individual it is not as a full-grown moral 
force, nor as a completed spiritual power, but rather 
as the promise of things that are to be, the tender 

of new hopes, new ideals, new resolutions 

chill or to deform or to strangle 
outright the babe of Jove within the life. A momen 

tary passion, an hour of cold cynicism, a day of self 
ish’ neglect, and the that was «o glorious is 

| blighted 
\ There is all the more reason for solicitude and care 
J because He is often born into human experience as 

obscurely as He world nineteen hun 

and fifteen years ago, in the cave stable in the 
re province of Judea, For sor 

born in the attic of the imagination, or in the dark 
cellar of remorse, or in the chamber of the torn affec- 
tions, or in the haunted room of fe or in the out 
buildings of common use. Only as watehful love 
broods over the cradle will He grow; He comes to ma 
turity as the various powers and faculties are thrown 
open to His influence and placed under His sway. 

were 
lehem as t 

who was to he 

precarious life of 

> of humanity 

beginning 
It is easy to « ve 

promise 

came into the 

nes Jesus is 

Te Christ is to Gill all things we are assured 
by the Scriptures, Ultimately He will subdue and 

appropriate all things—all nations, all processes of 
thought, all currents of feeling, all the occupations 
and enterprises of human society, all the organiza- 
tions and institutions of mankind, But it is obvious 
that He has not done so yet. He is still the Christ 
Child, and is far from having reached maturity. In 
the beginning He be row in the laws of Jewish 
morality. Then He entered Greek thought and clothed 
Himself in Greck philosophy. Thence He grew into 
Roman government, and the Roman Empire became 
the early organization of the Christian Church, 

After that He captured the independent temper 
aments of the peoples of Northern Europe—the 
Franks, the the Britons, the Gauls. From 
the action of His spirit upon their distinctive tem- 
peraments there came those splendid experiments in 

Teutons, 

JSF Coristmas Editorial 
DECORATION BY WILLY POGANY 

as the Swiss and Dutch Republics, 
th of Eng e the United 
A 

human liberty, suc 
> Commonwe 

States of Ameri 
The boundar 

rd, anc 

force were narrowed s of despotic 
»portion as He g 

That Chris 
growth even in thi 

the national con 
to His full 

ain is proved by the European 
sciousnesses not come 

ery nations that have so con- 
But He is still growin 

the 
cuously felt His influence 

war, devastating 

{ finally He will fill and control and mold 

the nations of the wv 1 
Christ has grown m ster in the general 

field of human experic ree art and 
music have 

To a large « 
formed a ma ough which 

ome vehicles for His spirit 
His soul may express itself; 

dy b 
ithropie and 

slation and jurispru- 
dence have z 
I 
tions have become willing hands for healing the ills 
and lift th 

erywhere ameliorative institu- 

burdens of men 

ROM year to year the Christ Child has gone on 
maturing, not as an aby 

a vitalizing 
Tact or remote personality 

in the heavens but as formative 
nating Divine actual and 
affairs of every day 

presence in the 
And He will continue to g 

til all literature, drama, social customs, community 
habits, rules of business, industrial relationships and 

thods of human intercourse fully and clearly 
«8 His rich ission to the race and Divine » 

jout the centuries have 
Dur 

ssing a crue! wave of barbarism 
xt over us, obit 

But only as we 
bring the time element into our thoughts can we get 

perspective. Scientists calculate that the 
continy upon the carth 

ne. So we have a prob 
Two thousand will divide 

into three million fifteen hundred times. Granted, 
therefore, that the scientists are right, and that the 
Christian era is hardly two millenniums old, we have 
finished one lap out of a possible fifteen hundred laps 

aps at no point t 
Christians been more discouraged than today 
ing the y 
seems to have sw 

now Ff 
ling so many of 

the gains of the past are able to 

the true 

human 
for thre 

Wwe can ubsist 
million ye: 

lem of simple arithmetic 
rs lo 

ITH this vista opening before us, it is safe to say 
that Jesusisscarcely out of the cradle; Hishands 
ardly grasped the scepter chat shall ultimately 

rule the earth; the Wise Men only are yet bowing the 
knee to Him; prophet eyes alone see the wondrous 
glory of His Kingdom. He will grow until at last 

the power of His gentleness shall sulxlue all things 
willingly to His gracious sway 

But this Christmas He ts still the Christ Child, and 

in that very fact lies the hope #f the world. 

DECEMBER 1015 



‘LHE FRIEND 
~ SHE FOUND AT CHRISTMAS 
By ANNIE PAYSON @ALL: Author of*The Freedom of Lifevetc. 

Decoration by EDWARD EDWARDS 

H! HOW she dre: Christmas! She re- 
membered it the year before, and the year 
before that, and for several years before that. 

here had always been presents —beautiful presents— 
given and received, but se much excitement and 
flurry and hurry—and some people forgotten, and 
then more hurry to get more presents. Then there 

the Christmas tree at the church, and the Christ- 
tree for poor children—and two or three other 

Christmas trees at various relatives’ and friends 
When she was a little girl she used to think 
good fun, but she remembered that even 
mother and many of her women relatives w 
tired and her father cross. He was a good father and 
did not mean to be cross, but, son 
her mother got so tired he was irritable 
she heard her mother exclaim sadly: 

“Oh, dear, father always gets cross when Tam 
dred !"" 

And when she asked why, her 
"T suppove because he is woer! 
course he hates to have me tired. 

hen why do you get tired, mamma 
Because, my dear, there is 60 much work to do 

for Christmas, No woman can help getting tired. 
Look at your aunts, They are all worn out, and it 

ek before Christmas, So people to 
‘and her mother heaved a big sigh, 

mother answered 
1 about me—of 

give to! 

WERY year she had come to associate Christmas 
with hurry and flurry; with getting a lot of pre 

ents for other people who you expected would get a 
lot of presents for you; with litter of white paper 
and ribbons; with pretty, attractive-looking bundles 

be sure, but such a mass of them, and such a 
isoeder connected with the tying up and the 

# Day, and she had some- 
times the association of Christmas with very bed 
stomach aches, not to mention other ill f 
lesa attractive to remember, Of course, since 
had grown up, she had become more sensible ab 
candy; but she had all her presents to buy 
all her friends, and “thank-you ne 

to the same friends who had bought or m 
for her—and the “that 
head was so dulled by the str: 
Christinas that she not kn 
you" in any way that would sou 
too tired even to feel it 

But worse than that ber poor little mind some- 
imes was so dulled with 
to take it in at all when the minister pres 
Christmas sermon, Her father and mother were not 
strictly religious people; but they & ed in going 

ly because it was "the proper thing 
lieved in sending iidren to 

y the same reason, Now she did not 
x0 to Sunday school any more. She had "come out,” 
and that was supposed to graduate her from Sunday 
school as well as from everyday school. 

to write 
¢ presents 

me when her 

WAS two years now since she had “come out,” 
and she was tired, and this year her dread of 

Christmas seemed to take a monstrous form. The 
gay Streets were a mockery to her, She would look 
into the shop windows with a sense of depression, a 
sadness which was more akin to suffering than any- 
thing else she had ever known; and one day, as she 
was standing looking into the window of a toy shop, 
more from babit than anything eke, there came over 
her a great wave of this depression, and with it the 
thought: “What is all this anyway?" 

Just as she was turning away with this deadly sick 
feeling of mind she heard a little child, who was 
looking with eager eyes at the toys, say to his mother: 
“Mamma, what is Christmas anyway?” 

“Sh-sh," the mother ssid. "Why, you know, 
it is the Lord's birthday,” 

And that thought 
depression in ber nv nly @ half-conscious 

sense of it too. She went along the street murmuring 
to herself: ""' Why, you know, dear, it is the Lord's 
birthday.’ Who is the Lord?’ Who is the Lord?” 

She felt weaker and weaker, and when she managed 
to get to ber house they put her to bed and sent for 
the doctor, who told her she had nervous prostration 

: y wotil her strength returned 

car, 

through the 

up and about on Christmas Day. 

HE had an exquisite little sense of fun in ber, and, 
all the depression, that first sense of relief 

almost. made h ugh. Her temperament was 
delicate and sen: and it had really tarved 

In all these years it had 
nmonplace external 

And now she was lying there in 
bed, weak with starvation, The finer nerves had 
given out and brought the others down with them, 

Even though he was a nerve spec 
He saw her with a 

, indulgent ith every lux 
y money could buy, with no “love affair” gnaw 

ing at her beart, and he thought simply that she had 
bee >ing and must get rested and be “fed up.” 
So he fed her with raw eggs and hot milk and the 
regular run of nervous-prostration food, which is all 

i self and very necessary, She grew fat, but 
She lay 

ts of the world, 

and thought and thought, 
the £ at the needed something to make her well 
which no one had ever given her 

One day the nurse had been rubbing her head, and 
she look nd smiled a “Thank you,” and 2 

an awful sha i 
asked the S 

as: “Who ever th 
She said nothing more, and 

the nurse made no answer. A few days later when 
nurse stood by her she looked up with a slight 

and said: Who is the Lord?” 
ler that you ask,” answered the 

we, with a tone of understanding sympathy 
A few day's alter that sbe repeated: "Well, who is 

He anyway?” 

HLS time the nurse 
opening “The Twe 

ment,” from which she read regularly to herself while 
her patient slept, she read in a voice that was soft and 
full of a loving intelligence the few verses in Matthew 
about the birth of Jesus Christ. Then she waited a 
little and read the verses in Luke that begin with the 
shepherds’ keeping watch over their flocks by night. 
When the auree stopped reading there was.a long 

silence, and finally ng girl looked up and s 
“Where did you get that book? That is not what they 
read in chure 

The nurse simply answered that it was a more 
modern. translation 

The days went on with the regular prog 
massage, open windows, ete,, and nothing said but 

mmonplaces. When one day she had been unusu- 
ally restless and suffering from much depression, she 
looked up to the nurse and said with an expression 
of real pain on her face: “It is wicked. You know, 
Miss White, it is really wicked. Not common every- 
day wicked, but just downright wicked.” 

‘The nurse was a little startled at first, and asked: 
What—what is wicked ?” 

I this fuss about Christmas.” 
“Oh,” said the nurse, for she understood; she had 

thought the same thing herself for years back. And 
she added: "It is wicked,” and sid no more. 

but 
‘esta 

swer directly, 
ew 

1 of food, 

After this the 
“ New Bible 

young girl asked every day for the 
ax she called it—and the nurse read 

the life of the Lord Jesus Christ to her so that she felt 
that she was hearing it for the first time, She gradu: 
ally got a conception of His character such as she bad 
never dreamed of before 

Once she exclaimed: “Why, Hi 
san—just think of the privilege 

like that!” 
Then at odd times she would come out unexpect- 

edly to the nurse with comments on His character 
Once it was: “Have you noticed how gently He took 
it all? They never disconcerted Him 
what they said.” Then again; “Do your 
He had a sense of humor?" ‘The nurse was a little 
shocked, but did not express it and merely asked how, 

She answered with her gentle little senile, which 
had begun togrow brighter now: " Many good works 
have I'done among ye; for which of those works do ye 
stone me?” And then the nurse smiled too. And 
before many days had passed the nurse found that she 
was being taught phases of the human character of 
our Lord of which she had never dreamed, 

@ man—a real 
of knowing # man 

ANOTHER time the young gir! looked up and 
said: “Do you remember the man with the with- 

ered hand? You see, they all thought He was break- 
ing a commandment when He healed him on Sunday. 

. just imagine the expression in His face as He 
looked at them all squarely before He said co the man, 
Hold forth thine hand." You see, He wanted the 
Pharisees to understand that He knew what He was 
doing, and His way of looking at them must have 

us courtesy, Why, really, Nurse, 
you can't find Him wanting anywhere. I never knew 
even the possibility of such a man.” 

Gradually there grew within the young girl an 
enthusiasm for the character of the Lord Jesus 
Christnot a. sentiment, but a living enthusiasm, 
Her beart filled with loving admiration and reverence 
for Him, and 
could x0 hear ew in her she grew better 

ysically. Thestarved part of her temperament was 
« nourished. She began litthe by litle to take 

t 
She never mentioned it to 

but hernurse. 
d singular that her mother and father, 

and even the doctor, could see her gain and not sus 
The doctor thought 

of the case, and “good nursing,” and her father 
1 mother were perlectly satished to take the 

doctor's diagnosis. It was odd, and yet not at all 
strange that she never wanted to mention the cause 
of the new health that had come to her. Perla c 
did not really know berself. She only knew her new 
Friend—this Man whose character seemed beyond 
words strong and clear—until one day she exclai 
“Why, Nurse, He was Divine. I can see it." 

the nurse. “It took me 
a Jong time, but I gee it toomand 1 feel it—and He 
is here now in: of us. He gave us life, He gives 

lerstand Him." 

t the cause. 

” said 

The little patient 
looked puzzied; and then, with a radiant smile, she 
added: “Why, 80 He isso He is, I see and I feel 
it, Ob, you dear nurse, I got ill over hating Christ 
mas. | am getting well over loving it. ft is His 
birthda: 

HEN the nurse told me this story she said she 
sever had told it to anyone else, And she 

I wish you could see her go about her prep: 
ns for Christmas. Every gift she buys is for 

love, and to get into a hurry or a flurry or excitement 
would not only seem as wicked to her as taking poison, 
but she could not do it. She coukl not go ‘Tizectly 
against the character she so dearly loves 
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HER. DIARY 
THE DAY-TO-DAY STORY OF A MODERN GIRL 

NUMBER II: THE HOUR OF DREAMS 
ECEMBER 9. Jimmy tried to 
kiss me last night. We had 
gone to Dot Dean's dinner and 

theater party, and after the theater 
there wasa mix-up about the cars, 60 
Jimmy brought me home in a taxi. 

He'd been avdully sentimental all 
evening and the play was of the ador 
able, intense kind that gives you the 
shivers. Mrs. Dean didn't think it 

st the right sort for a débutante 
crowd; but Dot said she might as well 
show us something we'd enjay, since 

they were spending the money, and 1 have an idea that 
everybody enjoyed it all right—f know 1 did, 

There's a love scene in the last act that would pump 
thrills into a wooden Indian, and when I found Jimmy hold. 
ing my hand I really couldn't snub him. I felt as if 1 posi- 
Gvely must hold hands with somebody, and we were in the 
back of the box. 
. Plays like that make one dreadfully dissatisfied with hav- 
ing plain little lukewarm emotions. | wonder if real people 
ever do have their hearts all torn to pieces, and throw the 
world away for love, and all that sort of thing, Perhaps they 
do, but the trouble is that it isn’t in a last act, and they have 
to go on living, and they can't keep at boiling point forever 

Maybe the everyday, stodgy kind of love ts safer, but the 
Sage kind would be heavenly while it lasted. When the 
Curtain went down tonight I could have been crazy about 
Most anybody-—and Jimmy was right there. 

Then he brought me home in the taxi and—all of a sudden 
he tried to kiss me; but, just as all of a sudden, Tommy 
Popped into my mind, frost nowhere—I knew exactly what 

e thought about girls that allowed men to kiss them. 
And so 1 tured on Jimmy and simply rent him, That 

doesn’t sound right be it's rended—but that’s what ! 
her. I don't believe girls are fair 

They aren't even honest with themselves. 1 try 
down in my little inside heart I knew that I was as 

ne as Jimmy, Hadn't I encouraged him by 
letting him bold my hand during that love scene in the 
theater? 

All the same I was nasty to Jimmy; and, before be could 
Ret his breath, the cab had stopped at our door, 1 didn't 
‘ven say good night —just flew up here to my room and threw 
Myself on the bed and cried. 

1 don't know exactly what I was erying about 
maybe Mrs. Dean was right about that play, 

did, and it wasn't fair ¢ 
very often. 

T guess 

December 10, Jimmy has proposed. 
He says be can’t live without me. 
I wish T loved him; but he has such a ridiculous way of 

Scrooging up bis nose! 

December 11. Oh, dear, I wish 1 coukd marry Jimmy and 
ket him off my mind! 

I'd adore the things he could give me—but that little 
Mustache of his is too foolish. [ suppose he'd shave it for 
me, but even then —— 
Some women must have big, splendid, raging, chills-and- 

fever love affairs, The story writers and play writers can't 
take up the whole thing; but I can't imagine any of the 
hice, sensible, married people I know having ever had tre- 
Mendous thrills about each other. Dad and mother, for 
imatance. They're happy together, perfectly happy; but it's 
awfully breakfast-foody. I 
don't want to be contented; I 

the bive frock he likes, and then fluffed my hair out the 
way he wants me to wear it, and went down to breakfast 
with the family, He loves to have me get up for breakfast 
with him. 

I tripped into the dining room and said “Happy New 
Year,” and kissed dad's bald spot, and was starting in to be 
his own sunshine girl and w i around to the car, when he 
took one of Céleste’s gray envelopes from the mail beside 
his plate—and the dam burst! And it certainly was a burst ! 
T woukin't have believed it was in dad, He's always been 
such a patient, good-natured old dear; but he fairly thun- 
dered and pounded the table. 
Mother began to cry and | sat 

Jonuery 5. Maude Seller gave a luncheon for all our class 
yesterday and it was bully to see all the girls together again 
even the ones I didn't like, Little Jane Howard is married, 
That baby thing! And she’s got a brand-new baby of her 
own too! 

She's only two months older than 1, and it seems so queer 
to think she’s all settled down, but she’s the happiest thing 1 
ever saw. She just shines from inside. 

I thought she must have married awfully well, from the 
way she looked and talked, but she didn't, He's only a 
young lawyer and be hasn't much practice yet, They lived 

in a flat up in Harlem right at 
first, but now they've taken a 

glued to my chair and goggle- 
eyed with astonishment. 

He said we'd gone the limit, 
and that he wouldn't stand any 
more, and that he'd tried to do 
right by us and there was no sat- 
istying us—and things about 
heartlessness and vanity and ex- 
travagance, and stacks that | 
can't remember. ‘Then finally he 
shoved his chair back and said 
we'd go up to the farm thissum- 
mer, that's where we'd go; and 
we'd wear our old clothes and 
board with Uncle Jim for ten dol- 
lars.a week apiece,and ke'dcamp 
out here in the house and eat at 
a cheap restaurant; and with 
that he slammed out of the room 
and banged the door! 

Mother's crying yet, but that 
won't do any good. 

I wonder if dad's sick. Being 
a fond parent and an indulgent 
husband isn’t a cinch, and that's 
a fact. Why on earth do men 
move heaven and carth to let 
themselves in for it? 

January 2, Dad's still all of a 
glower, I've got just thirty-two 

tiny house out in Hackensack 
on account of the baby. It 
sounds ghastly, but Jane thinks 
it's paradise, and ber baby must 

She had his picture 
ina locket, and when she showed 
i¢ to me her inside shininess 
fairly came out and lighted up 
the room. 

Jet must be wonderful to have 
a baby of one’s own. I hope 
mine will have little soft curls, 
but I suppose I'l love him if bes 
perfectly bald. 

Weall talked about babies for 
quite a while, and part of the 
crowd wasn't for thematall, but 
most of the girls were. Jane just 
st and smiled as if she knew a 
secret, Ihave been wondering 
what the secret is. 

We talked about men a good 
deal too. Girlsalwaysdo. Some 

| of the crowd thought men were 
fine—finer in a good many ways 
than girls, Some others fought 
men were a pretty poor lot, T 
pretty girls seemed to be more 
down on the men than the plain 
ones. I suppose ment don't bother 
enough about homely girls to 

cents and my allowance isn't 
due for three weeks and 1 don't 
dare mention money. That leaves me ten cents a week for 
necessities and two cents for three weeks’ laxuries. 

January 3. I've just decided what todo with my twocents. 
I'll buy a stamp, and revel in the luxury of writing to Tommy 
and telling him what a nasty old world this is, 

January 4. | wrote to Tommy—ten pages—and told him 
how disgusted Iam with living; only I didn’t say anything 
about the family fracas; | had an awful suspicion he might 
sympathize with dad. 

January 5. Tommy called up, and he's mortally blue too; 
so I'm going to cut out tea at the Plaza with a crowd, and 
we're going up to the Metropolitan Museum and be blue 
together, ‘This is a “free” day. 

Same Evening. Tommy and I had the heavenliest time, 
‘There weren't many other people there and we found a seat 

im a room where there wasn't 
a blessed thing any ordinary 

want tofeclthings-—big,scary, —f 
lorious things. There must | 
he something, somewhere, that 
Could make one forget about | 
Money and mustaches, 

December 12. Aunt Blanche 
bothers the life out of me 
Pointing out the glories I'll 
come into when I take Jimmy: 
and town house and coun- 

try places and jewels and social 
Position and clothes, Hon- 
eatly, if I balk I believe she'll 
bing suit for damages and try 
to recover the price of my 
Coming-out party, 

December 13. ‘Thank good: 
Ress, it’s all settled! I've told 

‘timmy | won't be engaged to 
him this year; but I've prom 
ised T won't engage myself to 
anybody else, and that I'll see 
fot of him, and he's to pro- 

pose to me again next autumn 
if be feels the same way then 
Wouldn't it be awful if be 

didn’t feel the same way then? 
T must see to that. | 

December 14, I'mso much 
happier! It's going to be a 

sensible person could be inter 
ested in, 50 we weren't inter 
rupted much. 

We talked about serious 
things, perfectly wonderful 
things, until I felt as if I'd 
never be vain and silly and 
cheap again in my life, Yes; 1 
might as well own up that lots 
of the things | do and think 
are just plain cheap! 

‘ommy always makes me 
feel that way. 

January 6 (Sunday). T went 
to hunch this morning. It 
wasn't a bit bad, either, only 
the minister preached like an 
X-ray machine and showed 
up every bump and breale in 
my trashy, deformed little 
soul, I believe I'll cut out 
frivoling for a while and try to 
do something fine for some 
body. Some of the things dad 
suid the other day stick in my 
mind. Tommy doesn’t butter 
me up any either, 

Jarwsary 7. Grandma's got 
a phonograph. She's crazy 
about it, Sad go up and run 
it for her; but all ber records 

‘Sreat comfort not to feel any 
he Voegaarted about J . 
and yet to have him waiting in the offing. There's no tellin 
what wonderful things may come to me ina year. Didn't 
Say girls weren't fair? 

Jacnsony 1, We've had a most awfal row in the family. 
It’s the first of the month, as well as the first of the year. 
Mother always does get nervous and scared along about this 

and dad always has a grouch for a week alter the first: 
but it's never been just like this before. 
_l've had such a heap of things, and Céleste’s bill had been 

piling up, and mother hadn't had the nerve to give it to dad. 
a last week Céeste called up and dunned us over the 

telephone, That did bother us, and I suppose mother de- 
tided she must make the plunge. 

But [ forgot all about bills, and I wanted to coax dad into 
ting us have an electric car; so I got up early and put on 

are the queer, old-fashioned 
things—hymns, and “Annie 

Laurie," and songs like that. Yer I must confess that some 
of the songs are sweet though. 

Dad brought her “My Old Kentucky Home" today and 
she cried like anything when I played it. I felt weepy 
myself, though couldn't tell why, for I certainly wasn't 
homesick forany place in particular, I don't believe I'd ever 
heard the whole tune t ‘her before—only the one where 
they play a few bars ef “My Old Kentucky Home,” and 
then rag it. 

That's the way we do with everything now. The minute 
we start in to have any nice, sentimental feelings we cut them 
off short and rag them. 

Dad says nobody's homesick any more, and that it's small 
wonder, when you consider the homes. He doesn't seem to 
ft over his grouch. 1 believe I'm tired of ragtime. Maybe 
need a tonic. 

(Page 23) 

show them anything except nice, 
shiny veneer; but a pretty girl 

finds out what's underneath. Maybe it woukd be more rest- 
ful to be plain—bat who wants to rest ? 

January 9. 1 keep thinking about fittle Jane Howard. | 
don't see bow ber husband does it on a few 

Her suit wasn't much, but nobody noticed that because 
her face was so happy. 

January 10, Some of the class girls are working—auffrage 
and settlement and charity and things like that. I'd love 
to do a lot of good if | weren't so horribly busy. 

Florence Pierce is running a shop—a garden shop. Only 
she sells other things, too, in the winter, She's supporting 
herself because she won't be a parasite, angd:she's having a 
heavenly time. That garden shop is the duckiest place! 
There's no use talking. I've got to have a gurden—a cozy 
little one with lattices and bay trees and a bird bath and a 
sundial and heaps and heaps ol flowers for the house. I'll go 
out and pick the fowers myself. 

There are such darling garden hats and aprons to wear. I 
want a smelly garden—mignonette and stocks and helio- 
trope and lilies—and a tree with a seat around it, and a high 
hedge, and a gate, and—well, somebody to come through the 
gate and go back to the house with me. Not a big house; 
just a cunning one to match the garden 

Janusty 11-10. 4. I believe I'd be a good housekeeper 
if f had a little house of my own. I'd get Bella to teach me 
how to cook some heavenly things—only I'd have to have a 
cook and a maid, 

Jenuary 11—3 P.M. Oh, dear! I wish whatever is going 
to happen to me would wake up and happen, I'm tired of 
dancing around, 

Jom 11—6 r. mM. Two months ago I thought that 
settling down must be the worst thing in the world, but 1 
don't believe it would be 0 bad. 

I don't suppose that snippy old gardener of Mr. Wether- 
"s would let me pick a rose in his gorgeous garden if 1 was 
ishing for one; and as for hanging up bird houses in the 

Font trees 
I wish Aunt Blanche would marry Jimmy herself, She 

could do it if she'd put half the energy into it she puts into 
prodding me. I want a nice little house and a nice littl 
garden and a nice little baby and a nice big hustsand— 
something like Tommy, only with more money. Heavens, 
1 must be horribly tired | 

January 12. I've been out to Hackensack to see Jane. 
Her baby's a love, but ber house is dreadfully small and not 
a bit the gardeny kind—not nearly so encouraging as I 
thought it would be. 

I wish I knew just how much money one has to have for 
happiness, It would be hideous to scrimp, but I don't 
believe you really have. to have as much as Aunt Blanche 
says you do. My heart's absolutely set on a car, but I'd be 
willing to get along with the $1600 kind. 

Jenuery 13. Such larks! [ met a charmer last night! 
He's desperately amusing, and on top of that he has a title, 
and on top of that I made a tremendous hit with him. He 
wants to call, and he wants to dance with me, and he wants 
me to motor with him, and I don't know what he doesn't 
want—all in one evening. A title doesn’t amount to much, 
but it fs stimulating. I'm tingly all over with excitement, 
and I'm not 20 awfully keen about a gardeny little house 
now, My fancy's playing around a chateau. 

I've been having funny, impossible dreams lately, but 
here 1 go—breaking off my sentimental tune and rigging it! 
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HERE is only one time to the 
average At can tourist when 
England seems ¢lose to the 
States. That is when be has 
land and has arrived for the 

first time in a land where the most 
perfect American conversation, with all the baseball termsandd 
short-cuts weeded out of it, is as useless as ancient Cherokee. 
When I landed, after eight days on the unstable and 

monotonous foundation afforded the Cambodia by the 
Atlantic Ocean, Enyland was inconceivably far away from 
home. But ten days later when I stood, with the twenty- 
four Prairie Rose my charge—winners of a Middle-West 
newspaper circulation contest—and our young Himalaya of 
haggase,on the stone dock at Antwerp, and suddenly realized 
that for the next four weeks T should have to talk with my 
hands and feet, my tongne being perfectly useless except for 
the discussion of strange and intricate food, London felt 
thousinds of miles away~-in the dooryard of home. 
We were in at foreign land at last, ‘The girls clung together 

in a sulxtacd puddle of loneliness and 1 watched Paradoni, 
lasgow, with awe in my soul 

perintending the loading of the 
man was a volcano of fanguage. He used 

i ick, with large nuntbers of ten-syllabled 
a shrapnel bombardment of Flemish, 

to Italian for breath at intervals. He wasa won- 
ulated him timidly as we drove off, but he 

inerely laughed as he mopped his forehead. 
it is nothing,” he said easil You should come 

y with me some time, Often | have to use nine 
languages to get a compartment reserved.” 

And there | was with only one language, not counting 
baseball, in a land where it took four men t anything 
one to work and three to carry on the vocal exercises, 

UNCHEON was not very difficult either 
They used the elective system in feeding 
put the choi ery large, We 

compulsory, 
ful crisis arose: The 

g but « fot of metal 
with Englisl ns stamped on it, at the sight of which the 
shopkeepers held up both hands and made uncouth noises 
indicating severe pain, 

Now this was a much more serious situation than would 
i It didn't have to do with trifles like rail- 

lis and carriage fare and admissions to 
ics, art gallories and museums. All this 
advat Te concerned souvenir cards, 

which weren't included in the expenses bot had been the 
chief end of wortan, as far as this party was concerned, ever 
since we left home, Ten minutes lor a cathedral and fifteen 

inutes for souvenir cards had been the regular order. 
had heft deep holes in the card stocks all over England. 

We had abandoned a trip to Anne Hathaway's cottage 
because there wasn’t time to see the cottage nad buy cards 
of it too, 

Litt: Miss R- slept on trains and in hotels because 
she spent her nights writing souvenir cards to the thousand 
peaple who had given hee subscriptions to her paper. And 
while our young English guide was proudly showing off the 
mummy of Raneses in the British Museum, Miss O— 

jeally ruined him for further use—the guide, not the 
if in the midst of the solemn hush which 

nur Chousand years rentoved was produc- 
deaf the deceased might be obtained, 

churches, comet: 
had been pail 

= we were in Antwerp with several 
quarts of English money which couldn't 

better than we could, and traintime 
appr 1s busy persuading 
thn fed porters that the rest of the suit- 
cases coukd be balanced on the ommibuse 

king the three-and-a-few passers-by 
f te meet the emergency. Hauling 

into the hotel. 

talk 

= 

into the barg 
out an Engl 
money 
plait en's sake give Me some cash—groschen 
chicken feed francs * 

At the word “francs” the proprietor’s eyes lighted with 
relief and the two or three minions who had ranged them- 
selves behind me quietly, ready to take me away if 1 became 
amore violently det |, went about theie work, T got a 
uart of two of fr ats for the sovereign, and we caught 

the train by no margin at all. [t was a narrow exape. We 
might have had y there for days waiting for cards if 
LT hadn't been such a linguist. 

For several days post young men had begun to appear 
mysteriously about our party, They had been passengers on 
the Camsbodin, and they had all, at one 
time or another, walked a few hundred 
Japs around the deck with the beauti- 
ful Miss When we arrived at 
Brussels there were three of them wait 
ing—the Princeton boy, the rari 
boy and the red-headed young man 
from Omaha. 

Miss S—— was generous, She 
picked out the Princeton boy for hee 
personal use and loaned the other two 
tothe party, They were bright young 
men and anxious to please, and you 
never saw anyone appreciate them as 
those girls did. For three weeks they 
had been doing their own ng Up 
and finding, so now for two days they 
gave themselves up to pleasure, paying 
picture-gallery floors with handker- 
chiefs, leaving umbrellas in windrows 
along the streets, and forgetting a car- 
Joad of articles at the hotel regularly 
at the beginning of every trip, 

preceding Saturday, although in 

llowing 
hospital, he said: 
so as not to disappoint Tue JounnaL” ae Fitch’s attitude toward 

at life and all its 

The Twenty-Four 
They Invade the Continent of Europe 

By George Fitch 
AUTHOR OF “WIEN fT STRUCK OUR HOME,” ETC 

Brussels, fatherkand of half the carpets in Ameries andl of 
forty-two acres of Rubens pictures, was delightful in. its 
trim quaintness. We toured it in two large open backs, let- 
ting no guilty picture gallery or palace escape }t was all 

re was a lack of enthusiasm on the 
part of the girl. They went through the wonders dutifully 
enough, but there a far-away look in their eyes as if they 
were looking forward to better things. We finished the town 
at 4:30 on the first afternoon, and as we drove up to the 
hotel Miss B— hopped down with a relieved sigh. 

“Ts that all there is to see?" she asked our guide. 
“Yo-es, mademoiselle, oonless —" 
“All right, then, Come on, girls, We've got just one day 

and an hour left to buy laces in.” 

AE the next day they bought laces, I do 
not know bow they did it for there wasn’t 

enough French among the crowd to stop a 
cab. But they bought laces for themselves, 
foe relatives and, Isuspect, for Christmas pres. 
ents to father, I met four of the girls late in 
the scoond afternoon in a narrow street which 

from its writhings was apparently a great sufferer. They 
were hunting for the hote! in a casual way with po success 
whatever, and, while they were not worried, they were glad 
to see me and fo accept me as a guide. 

1 myself was glad to guide them, because 1 had Jefe the 
hotel not more than two minutes ago, just around the corner 
and across the littl: square in front of the Hétel de Ville, 
1 had explored Brussels a good deat rhat day and was well 
qualified asa guide. 

{ turned the party around and in less than half a block 
we came toa broad and cheerful street which said, as plainly 
as any human could have spoken: "Here fam, Follow me 
and you will be home in no fin 
We were charmed by the invitation and did so, Presently 

the street faded out, but sot until | had discovered a smaller 
street which L remembered porfectly, because it had a sharp 
turn to the left in So we went happily down this street 

ing to collid h the hotel at any minute, and, after 
y leading us around a second corner, the strect 

brazenly curved the wrong way and started up a hill 
1 was very much disgusted. But now a street to the left 

won our confidence. It was frank and open vista, with the 
look of a street which intemdls to do its best, We squeezed 
into it past a wagon drawn by a horse as large as a hippo: 
potamus, and presently we came to a corner, We turned 
this hopefully, two more wrathfully, and five mote des 
perately. Then, having run out of corners, the street bumper 
us up against a row of houses at least five hundred years old, 
and went out of business without further warning. 

very interesting, but ¢ 

TRIED to laugh merrily, but it wasa hollow 
business because | wasmad. My blood was 

up. Noundersized Brussels street could trifle 
witha freeborn American. 1 left the girls look- 
ing at a silversmith's window and ran back to 

< the street which bad attempted to lure us up 
the hill. ascended that bill and looked care- 

fully for the Hacel de Ville, Sure enough there it was almost 
at my very feet, I hurried down the hill and into the lieth: 
street I had left. I went around two corners which | hadn't 
remembered, down a flight of steps, through a doorway and 
landed in a courtyard among a hundred dirty children. 

That's what a Brussels street does for a contding stranger, 
T had not only lost the hotel but I had mistaid the girls 1 
spent an hour hunting for them, aod, according to the map 
which J studied that evening, | must have walked around the 
H6tel de Ville five times. Tn the end I e up and asked 
directions of a citizen, 1 said: “Oo ay lee hotel Grande.” 
The effect was that of uncorking a large hydrant. He was 
still shouting French enthusiastically when [ran for my lite 

Later | walked into a hotel in desperation to get a guide, 
and discovered that it was our hotel, 1 had been crutsing 
around it for some time, it seems, and had entered it from a 
side door, The girls bad been there for quite a while, having 
walked about until it came past. 

n the morning we went to Aneterdam and lodged in a 
spotless littl hotel which had double doors to the rooms and 
ia polite sign requesting the guest to hang the key on a nail 
outside the room when he had finished locking up, It also 
had a vociferous and resounding staff, which used enough 
high-pressure conversation early in the morning to fit out a 
faiz-sized riot in America, But it fed us well, and the pro- 
prietor was kind cnough to take a large amount of French 
money, which had lost its potency when we crossed the 
border, and give us “gulden"’ for it in exchange. 

Nothing is more terrifying than a guilder. [1 isa harmless- 
hooking proce of money worth forty cents, but it splits into a 
hundred * raschen,” which is a most heartless thing to do. 
Tt took half an hour's work with a pencil to figure out the 
remainder of a guilder minus a postage stamp. Jt was 

li THE next number of Tie Jouanat will be published the last piece 
of George Fitch’s literary work, the concluding installment of “The 

Twenty-Four,” which has so delighted the readers of this magazine. 
George Fitch passed away in Berkeley, California, on August 9. The 

t pain, he worked until midnight 
cakes the next and last installment of “The Twenty-Four.” Early 
the fol ed him to the morning, in the ambulance which con 

Whatever happens I'm glad I could 

juties was 

(Page 14) 

itomized in that expression. Faithful, 
always, to every task Abend Wiss, he never failed to complete it to the 
best of his ability, “so as not to disappoint” anyone. 

pathetic to see the girls pouring “ gulden “out to the souvenir 
card dealers and looking at the double handful of change 

h the troubled air of knowing that it was worth somewhere 
between four dollars and five cents. 

1 hate ‘em," said Miss (— viciously, as she looked 
around the Amsterdam station for something to buy with 
her last guilder, “T don't mind ‘em when they iT 
but they do explode into such rentarkable remains!" 

It was in Anpsterdam that we really began to buckle down 
to the trip, We had started from Glasgow almost casually, 
squandering ten days on England and Scotland, We had 
idled away forty-cight hours in Brussels But now the 

hi jays for Holland — 
ich Co see a sui y of wooden shoes, wind- 

nal boats, tall, slim, infirm old houses standing 
knee deep in the waterways, costumes which had ssepy 
out of the books of childhood—all this in addition to the 
regular run of picture galleries and palaces. 
My memory at this point bluss a littl, 1 don’t seem to 

see Holland at all, but a confused stream af young women 
climbing steadily in anc out of carryalls, barges, motor 
hoats, street cars and carriages; of Miss K—— emerging 
from her Bacdeker 
and plunge below ag: 
inquisitive Miss D—— halting the party while the guide 
straightens in her methodical mind the directions in which 
the main canals of Amsterdam run; of Mixs O— balking 
at the fourth palace and seated on the front steps while we 
were within, cating fruit, to the scandal of the guards; an 
of the Misses Ih and E appearing on the distant 
horizon shortly after we were ready to start for somewhere 

, two minutes bate. 

mills, obese. 

HIS last sight is very clear in m d 
It happened with great regularity, We 

woul! climb hastily into the particular convey 
ance which was transporting us at the time, 
and Paradoni, checking us off wateh in hand. 
would come out two airy, 
some of us resigned! 

ously, Miss O streastically, and i 
yelous patent smile, while the two young ladies slowly drifted 
in from the most unlikely places--a shoe-shining parlor, & 

the royal stables ora private home which had 
udequately guarded. Then they would climb aloft 

with pleasant nots, ws if Lo say ve! You may gonow.” 
Time after time Paradoni performed si ucles in their be- 

half, He beld the return boat from Marken a; 
combined vocabularies of the captain, mate aod eng 
He held the train from ‘The Hague minutes, It was 4 
proud and happy tw ‘es for them, too, and they made 
the most of it, walking with great dignity and refusing 10 
budge out of first spoed. E think they kept track of the 
occasions when the world waited for them, and that their ulti- 
mate ambition was to delay the steamer on the teturn trip: 

Paradoni preserved his reenforced-concrete temper through 
it, but | could see the man age and wrinkle under the strain. 
{t wothed my mean spirit, and | was glad. 
We left Amsterdam in the cool of the ma and slid 

for an hour through a country where windmills, sailboats. 
tall brick houses and red cows jostled each other ineon~ 
gruously, and then passed, with solemn ceremonies, into a 
wonderful land where the stones along the right of way were 
artistically piled, where crossing dagmen stood at attention 
when we passed, where the dust clouds rolled in regular ordet 
and turned square corners down the fields—and where the stir 
tion platforms were congested with " cllzug-generallen,” 
“bahnhof capitans” and “baggage heerren, 

‘OW the cars were larger, but even then 
they coulda’ hold all the “ Verbotens.” 

Hage lists of extra ones were posted at the 
h stations, Large, new, red-brick towns sprang 

briskly into view, stood stiffly at attention, 
and glided tothe rear in perfect order. Porters, 
conductors and macentras ee came in witha 

click and disappeared with a salut 
were aguttural command. The morning hi 
to be good, It was Prussia, the land where the wind 
proceeds under dispatcher’s directions; and when, compar 
ing my watch with the time table, | found that the train was 
half an bour late | unhesitatingly corrected my watch. [t wat 
a mere American watch, and what did it know of accuracy 
and order? 

All till late afternoon we traveled through North 
Prussia—timidly, almost apologetically, The train wits @ 
fine one—much finer than we had found in England. ‘The 
dinner was very good and the conveniences in the way, 
drinkables were simply superb. We coukd bave anything 
produced in the wide world except water, Perhaps all the 
order and snap and efficiency and general cocksureness grated 
a littl on my nerves. At any rate it aromsed a feeling of 

hostility, and just to be disagreeable 
retained Paradoni for an interpreter, 
and, laying held of one of the cloud 
waiters forever passing through the 
train, { demanded, in magnificent 
Lones, water—ice water —for the entire 
company, regardless of expense, 

It was a dastardly trick, and the 
German railway service stay une 
der the blow. For the next half hour 
dusty Germansroared, unserved, while 
the staff discussed the crisis agitatedly 
in the corridor. Waiter after waiter 
came hopefully in to haye the order 
repeated on a chance that the remark 
able “Herr” might have thought bet- 
ter of it, Even the Sune oe 
into my compartment ly, doubt 
less in the that | was violating 
some lw which would give him 
grounds for forcing a compromise. 

the story, 
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BEGINNING THE LOVELIEST OF ALL JOURNAL ROMANCES 

Seven Miles to Arden 
And Why it Was 

sy Ruth Sawyer 

Long, Long Way The 

ILLUSTRATIONS BY RALEI 

I—The Way 

ATSY O'CONNEL sat on the e © cot in the 
women's fre tof the ¢ She was 

. abond putir of men) ling ont vag 
ted up a somewhat doubtful, pepects 

40d stood them in a w before her for contemplation, cor 

arian and a final choice, They strangly resembled the 
SS8tents of her steamer trunk, held at a resp le boardin 

ase in University Square t certain Miss Gibb for 
Inpaid board, for ¢hese were made up of a jumble of priceles: dnd worthless belongings, wimarketable because theit 
Oxtremes 

{time aplenty for contemplation; the Staff wished 
wefore she elt, and the Stall at that monwnt wits 

he other end of the hospital, 
speaking, Patsy was Patricia O'Connel, bat 4 

ver been known to refer to her in that cold-blooded 
MiNNe ive on the programs of the Lish National Play 

Hod in the City Hospital's register, What the City Hospital 
knew of Pa se be American pubtic 

#6 know, what the National ers knew, what the work 
th ron ecisely what ia O'Connel had chow 

‘0 tell —pothing more, nothing They had aecepted he 
OH ber own scanty terms ane believed in her implicitly 

J ONE had ever thought it necessary to question Pats 
bout her nationality; it was too obvious. Concerning Her past and her familys cd everyone alike: "' Susre 

Was buen without either, | was found by accident, just, one 
Homing hanging onto the thorn of a Killarney rosebush 
Hit happened to be growing by the Brittany Coast, They 

Twas found by the Physician to the King, who was trav 
thing pas vl that's how it comes 1 can » « French 4 
King’s Engl pure; although I'm sot denying 
Prefer them h with a bit of brogue 

ne who pushed their inquisitiveness about ancestry 
aking point, Patsy blinked a pair of steely blac 
wrinkled forvhestl into a speculat 

to Adam the same 

it if it's someone more modern you're ask 
that rascal, Dan O'Connell. § 

ny claim | might put on him, s not a word wil 
Saying, Only—il ye should find by chance, any 

cht with my wits than my fists, ye car 
with the stubborness of a tink 

was approximately all the world and the k 
of Patsy O'Connel, barring the fact that she was neighbs 

N the twenties, was fresh, unspoiled and charming, an 
yer! the ingénue parts with the National Playe 
n art that promised a good future, should | 

i ice, Unfortunately Utis chance was not nun ruts Suid Patyys “hes Will You Tell Me Just One Thing First w Paw ts Ot tor Arden 
ered Among the wpects Pats " wed from the edge 
hee Hospital cot that « ht dollars, seventy-six cents and the crooked 

The interest of the press and the publ wal af the ta be scorching their way through the 
‘ational Irish Players had ved sufficient to propitiate Jd them, But she met the eyes looking into 
hat iron-hearted monster, Financial Success, The company resistan 
ment into hankruptey belore I aif their Id carry me a long way, I'm thinking, if 1 

ha'penny bit." Then she Laughed in spite of Mokings. ‘Their final curtain we Comic drama stages 
with barely ett 

p On this oecw 
She bad been 

n't look for all the world like a parcel of ob 
hat have just hatched out a brood o' wild 
suddenly checked her Lrish—it was ape to 

situations with Anglo-Saxon 
lat night she filled the only vacant bed in the women’s fre k, if she did not leash her tongue—and slid into English 

ward of the City Hospi I really know quite a number of people - 
Tt was pneumonia. Patsy tossed about and moaney x 

he racking paint of it, raving deliriously through her score or hey come tu see you then? od the day Moreat rites. ‘Ther ane 
with dinigation, “You'd never make a 

ful.” 
tors listened 

tor, Vint afraid; you're too trut open-eyed wonder 
And secret enjoyment he okf doctor, “these fr of 
the had allowed then Wivy, Ht Feust Hien jonal people term hypothetical 

orld eed Back Ag nt 

Holy Saint Pattek! Ven Gx 
After Him te Tell Him So 

into a new of sornothing real 
full of ch: 

“0 be denied ; and th 
“ tudden she hud s« 

«d firmly over the 

down to a your it the are 
Nussle with than you think aimed. “ Everybody 
Rrogher.”" ent back with the and E never bothered 
- ruth, you thant one good friend 
Tis atric right here; but—— Well, you 

st know how it is; if you area bit down on your luck you keep 
June naw y from your own world, if youcan, There is 4 girl—just 

in society here. We did a lot for her in [eon was closed for tw 
miciat his ‘ od time whe was in Dublin and 

Lover here. I'm going to her to get 
gins, She may need a 

Holy Saint Martin! 

with n 
n the 

mtil Augus 
Inthe meantime she hat 
“lat dollars, seven 
Six cents and a crooked 
txpen 

asped her hand: 
; it was the only ane of which 

in an ecstatic 

vailablecol pferil; and an unpaid 
board bill 

City Hospital 

Id doctor gruffly, "we will 
o come back Hf 
iu 

w's at 
tendent 

fet y 
nome, It’s e the su! 

t to know the keeps your 
sy's prop hank yo waved at f Ii to the 

wine staff and the ward as she went through the dex I don't 
ut these Jittle where I'm going or what I shall be finding, but if it’s 

i back t D anything worth sharing 1 send ack te 
The staf watched her down the corridor to the elevator 

' ‘exclaimed the youngest doctor, his admiration 
“When she's made her name 

Matters concert some 
ng their free patients 
They hy 
taincor 

so drawn ce 
rious from the facts that no one hi come 

hat no ox MNMUnICAT ONS bad re 

working out te the surface 
1 to m r.’* 

are you?" the yoice of the old doctor took on its 
‘ se, “I'm inclined to think, my boy, that 

you'll have your trouble for your pains.” 

to see Patsy ar 

from 
Liywhere 
them - hospital door behind her 

unshine. "Holy Sain’ 
f 1 could be an alley cat 



She cast. a backward look toward the granite front of the 
City Hospital and ber eyes grew as blue and soft as the 
waters of “Sure, cat or human, the world's a 
grand place ¢ live in. 

tA Signpost Points 

\ ARJORIE SCHUYLER sat in her own snug Titve den, 
LVL her toy ruby spaniel on a cushion at her feet, her lap 
full of samples af white shimmering crépes and satins. She 
fingered them absent-mindedly, her mind caught in a maze 
of wedding intricacies and dates and whirled between an 
ultimate choice of October or the following June. 

‘The workd knew all there was to know about Marjorie 
Schuyler. It could tell to a nicety who her paternal and 
maternal grandparents were, back to old Peter Schuyler's 
lime and the settling of the Virginian Berkeleys. It knew 
her age to Ue month and day, In fact, it had kept her cal 
endar faithfully, from her coming-out party, through the 
periods of mourning for her parents and the rumors of her 
engagements to hall a doaen young leaders at home and 
abroad, down to her latest conquest. 

The last date on her calendar was the authorized announce 
ut of her engagement to young Burgeman. Hence the 

shimmering samples and the relative values of October and 
June for a wedding journey. 

And the world knew more than these things concerning 
Marjorie Schuyler. It knew that she was beautiful, of regal 
bearing and distinguished manner. An aunt lived with ber, 
to lend dignity and chaperonage to her position; but she 
nianaged her own affairs, social and financial, for herself 

As for young Burgensan, the world knew him as the Rich 
Man's Son. That was the best and worst it could say of him 

“T think, Toto,” said Marjorie Schuyler to her toy ruby 
spaniel, “it will be June. There is only one thing you can do 
with October—a church wedding, chrysanthemuims and oak 
leaves. But June olfers so many possible viriations. Besides, 
that gives us both one last untrammeled season in town 
Yes, June it is; and we'll not have to think abut these yet 
awhile." Whereapon she dropped the shimmering samples 
into the wastebasket 

A maid pushed aside the hangings that curtained her den 
m the great Schuyler library. "There's a young person 

ving the name of O'Connell asking to see you, Shall I say 
you are out?" 

“O'Connell?” 

oan Adventure 

Marjorie Schuyler raised a pair of inter- 
rogatory eyebrows, “Why—it can't be'—the entire com- 
pany went back weeks ago, What is she like—smalt and 
heown, with very pink cheeks and very blue 

ea?" The maid nodded ambiguously, ” Bring 
I know it can't be, but 

UT it was. ‘The next moment Macjorie 
Schuyler was taking a firm grip of Patsy’s 

shoulders white she looked down with mock dis 
approval at the girl. * Patsy O'Connel! Why 
didn’t you go home with the others—and what 
have you done to your checks? 

Patsy attacked them with two merciless fists 
re after needing a pinch of North of 

Ireland wind, that's all, How's yourself?" 
Marjorie Schuyler pushed ber gently into a 

great chair while she herself took a carved 
ial seat opposite. “ Now tell me," said she, 

“where have you been all these weeks?” 
Patsy considered.“ Well—t've been taking 

“Oh, how splendid! Are you going over with 
the new Red Cross supply?” 

Patsy shook her head, "You sce, they only 
kept me until they had demonstrated ail they 
knew about ling disorders—and fresh-air treat 
ment, and then they dismissed me, I'm fears 
some they were after finding out I hadn't the 
making of & nurse 

“That's too bad! What are you going to do 
now?” 

An amused little smile twitched at the corners 
of Patsy's mouth, “Sure, 1 haven't my mind 
made—quite. And yourself?” 
“Oh—1?" Marjorie Schuyler leaned forward 

a trifle. “Did you know [ was engaged?” 
“ Betrothed? Holy Saint Bridget, bless ye 

And the vagabond gloves clasped the slender 
hands of the American prototype and gave them 
a hard little squeeze. “Who's himself?" 

“It's Billy Burgeman, son of te Burgeman.” 
“Old King Mid: 

‘sa new name for him.” 
“Tt has fitted him years enough.” Patsy's face sobered, 

“Ob, why docs money always have to mate with mone 
Why couldn't you have married a poor great man—a poet, a 
painter, a thinker, a dreamer—someone who ought not to be 
bound down by his heels to the earth for bread-gathering or 
shelter-building? You couki have cut the thang and sent 
him As for Billy Burgeman—he could have mar- 

me"; and Patsy spread her hands in mock petition, 
Marjorie Schuyler laughed. "You! That is too beaut! 

fully delicious! Why, Patsy O'Connel, William Burgeman is 
the most conventional young gentleman I have ever met in 
my life. You would shock him into semicomatose condition 
in an afterncon—and pray, what would you do with him?" 

His father's “QURE, Ud make a man of him, that's what! 
son might need it, I'm thinking. 

Marjorie Schuyler's face became perfectly blank for a 
second; then she leaned against the baronial arms on the 
back of her seat, tilted ber head and mused aloud I won 
der just what Billy Burgeman does lack? Sometimes I've 
wondered if it was not having a mother, or growing up with- 
out brothers or sisters, or living all alone with his father in 
that great, gloomy, willed-in, hali-closed house. It is not 
a lack of manhood—I'm sure of that; and it’s not lack of 
curing, for he can care a lot about some things. But what ts 
it? T would give a great deal to know.” 

“Tf the tales about olf King Midas have a thruppence 
worth of truth in them, it might be his father’s meanness 
that's ailing him,” 

Marjorie Schuyler shook her bead. "No, Billy’s almost a 
prodigal. His father says he hasn't the slightest idea of the 
value of money; it’s just so much beans or shells or knives or 
trading pelf with him; something to exchange for what he 
calls the real things of life. Why, when he was a little boy— 
in fact, until he was almost grown — his father couldn't trust 
Billy with a cent.” 
“Who said that-—Billy or the King?" 
“His father of course. That's why he has never taken 

Billy into business with him. He is making Billy win his 
spurs—on his own merits; and he's not going to let him into 
the firm until he's worth at least five thousand a year to some 
other firm. Oh, Mr. Burgeman has excellent ideas about 
bringing up a soa! Billy ought to amount toa great deal.” 

' Meaning money or character? 
Marjorie Schuyler 

laughing?” 
r 

inquired Pat 
looked at her sharply: Are you 

I'm closer to weeping; ‘twould be a loneson 
hard rearing that would come to a son of King Midas, I'm 
thin 1'd far rather be the son of his gooscherd, if 1 had 
the choosing, 

She leaned forward impulsively and gathered up the hands 
of the giel opposite in the warm, friend! ness of those 
vagabond gloves. "Do ye really love him, cuilin a’sthore 2” 
And this time it was her look that was sharp 

“Why, of course I love him; what a 4 voli h_ questic 
Why should [ muirrying him if [ didn't lave him? Why 
«lo you ask? 

“Because —the son of King Midas with n other. with 
no one at all bat the King, gi 
old castle, with no 
deal of love, a gr 

“That's all right, 
n's voice, pitched everhigh; it 
ond and below the inclosir 

of Patsy's speech 

ywing up all alone in a gloomy 
ing hiny, would need a great 
at —— 

her for myself." Ie was a 
came fram somewhere 

curtains and cut off the last 

“HAT " id Marjoriv Schuyler, rising; “there's 
Billy now. 1'tl bring him in and let see for yourse 

that he's not at all an object of sympathy—ar pity.” 
She disappeared into the library, leaving Patsy speculating 

recklessly. They must bave met just the other side of the 
closed hangings, for to Patsy their voices sounded very near 
and close togethy 

“Listen, Marjorie, if a girl loves a man she ought to be 
willing to trust him over a dreadful bungle until he could 
straighten things out and make good again—that’s true, 
ien't it?” 

“Billy Burgeman! What is the matter?” 
“Just answer my question, If a girl loves a man she'll 

trust him, woa't she?” 
‘J suppose so." 
“You know she would, dear; what would the man de 

she didn’t 
The voice sounded strained in its intensity and appeal 

Patsy rose, troubled in mind, and tiptoed to the only other 
door in the den. 

“Tis a grand situation for a play,” she remarked dryly. 
“but ‘tis a mortial poor one in real life, and I'm best out of 
i.” She turned the knob with eager fingers and pulled the 
door toward her. Te ope a dumbwaiter shaft, empty 

Patsy's expression would have scored a hit and impressive 

Patsy 

in farce com Unfortunately there was no audience to 
weciate it here, and the prompter forgot to ring down the 

curtain just then, 40 Patsy stood helpless, forced to go on 
hearing all that Marjorie and her leading man wished to 
improvise in the way of lines 

3 I tot you, forged.” Patsy was tempted to put 
her fingers in her cars to shut out the sound of his voice and 
what be was saying, but she knew even then she would go on 
hearing; his voice was too vibrant, too insistent to be shut 
out. “. . . My father's name for ten thousand. [took the 
check to the bank myself, and cashed it; father's vice 
president. . . . Of course the cashier knew me 
Itell you [can't explain—not now. I've got to get away and 
stay away until [‘ve squared the thing and paid father back 

Billy Burgeman, did you forge that check yourself?" 
“What does that matter—whether T forged it or had it 

forged or saw it forged? E tell you I knowing it was 
forged, Don't you understand?" 

“Yes: but if you didn’t forge it, you could proveit; people 
wouldn't have to know the rest.’ 

ILENCE dropped on the three like a choking, blinding 
fog. ‘The two outside the hangings must have been star 

ing at each other, too bewildered or shocked to speak. The 
one inside clutched her throat, muttering: “Tf my heart 
keeps up this thumping he'll think it’s the police and run.” 

“Marjorie, you don't understand! I cashed that check 
because—because | want to take the responsibility of it and 
whatever pemtlty comes along with it. [ don't believe 
father will ever tell. He's too proud; it would strike back 
at him too hard. But you would know; he'd tell you: and 
T wanted to tell you first myself, I want to go away knowing 
you believe and trust me, no matter what father says about 
me, and that I leave you to come hack to—when I've squared 
it off and can explain. . . . Why, Marjorie—Marjorie!" 

Patsy waited in an agony of dread, hope, prayer for the 
answer she, the girl he Joved, would make. ‘It came at last, 
slowly, deliberately, as if spoken by the foreman of a ju: 

“I don't believe in you, Billy, I'm sorry, but I dont 
believe I could ever trust you again. Your father has always 
said you couldn't take care of money; this simply means you 
have got yourself into some wretched hole, and forging your 
father’s name was the only way out of it, I suppose you 

(Page 16) 

"AN Right, 
“Only Ptease 

Don't Argue 

think the circumstances, whatever they may be, have war 

ranted the act; but that act puts a stigaia op your pare 
which makes it unfit for any woman to bear; ‘and if you hav® 
any spark of manhood left, you'll unwish the wish—you wil 
wnthink the thought —that I would wait—oreven want you 

to come back,” ever 
A ery—a startled, frightened cry—rang through th 

rooms. It did not come from either the star or her leadins | 
man. Patsy, with a vagabond glove pressed hard over het 
mouth—quite unconscious that the cry had escaped ae 
that there was no longer need of muzzling— lunged throws! 
the hangings into the library. Marjorie Schuyler was stam 
ing alone. 

"Where is he—your mai 
“He's gone—and please don't call him: that!" 

"(70 APTER him—hurry—don't let him go! Don't ¥* 
F understand? He mustn't go away with no one beliey 

ing in him. Tell him it's a ntistake; tell hie anythiog—o? 
got" And while Patsy's tongue burred out its Irish bros; 
she pushed at the tall figure in frot of her—pushed with all 
her might, "Are ye nailed tothe floor? What's happened 0 
your feet? For heaven's sake, lift them and let them take ye 
after him. Don't ye hear? There's the front door slamaning 
behind him. He'll be gone past your calling in another 
minute. Dear heart alive, ye can't be meaning to let lim 
go—this way 

But Marjorie Schuyler stood immovable and deaf to bet 
pleading. Incredulity, bewilderment, pity and despair swep* 
over Patsy's face like clouds scudding over the surface of 
clear lake. Then scorn settled in her € 

“I'm sorry for ye, sorry for any woman that fails the malt 
who loves her. I don't know this son af old King Midas: 
I never saw him in my life, and all { know about him is what 
ye told me this day and seraps of what be had to say for Nite 
self; but I believe in him. 1 know he never forged that 
checkor used the money for any mean use of his own, I'd 
wager he's shielding someone, somcone too afrared to ste 
upand say so. Why, I'd trust him across the world and bac! 
again; and, holy Saint Patrick! I’m going after him to tell 
him so," 

For the second time within a few seconds Marjorie Schuy” 
ler listened and heard the front door slam; then the goddes 

ne to life, She walked slowly, regally, across the library 
and passed between the hangings which curtained ber det 
Her eyes, probably by pure chance, glanced over the shill 
mering contents of the wastebasket. A little cold smile crept 
to the corners of her mouth, while her chin stiffened, 

"T think, Toto,” she said, addressing the toy 
ruby spaniel, “that it will not be even.a June wed 
ding,” and she laughed a crisp, dry little laugh 

haeeed Il—Patsy Plays @ Port 
TSY ran down the steps of the Schuyler 

house, jumping the last four, As her feet 
struck the pavement she looked up and dow? 
the street for what she sought. There it was— 
the back of a fast-retreating man in a Bales 
caan coat of Scotch tweed and a round plusl 
hat, turning the corner to Madison Avenue- 
Patsy groaned inwardly when she saw the out 
lines of the figure; they were s conventional, 
so disappointing; they lacked simplicity and di- 
reetness—two salient life principles with F 

“Pshaw! What's in a back?" muttere! 
Patsy. “He may be a man for all his clothes” + 
and she took to her beets after hir 

As she reached the corner he jumped om 4 
passing car going south. “Tracking for the 
railroad station” was her mental comments 
and she looked north for the next car following: 
there was none. “When in doubt, take @ 
taxi" suggested Patsy's inner consciousness 
and she accepted the advice without anguinent- 
She raced down two blocks and found one, 

ad Central—and deiv 
the door clicked behind he 

the jumping indicator and she enil 
amile. “Faith! in two-shilling jumps like that 
T'll be bankrupt afore I've my hand on the tails 
o’ that coat.” And with a cred little sigh she 
leaned back in the corer, closed her eyes and 
relaxed her grip on mind and will and body 

A series of jerks and a final stop shook het 
into a thinking, acting consciousness again; she 
was out of the taxi ina twinkling—with the maa 
paid and her eyes on the back of a Halmacaat 
coat and plush hat disappearing through a door 

way. She could not follow it as fast as she had reckoned: 
Groups waylaid her; people with time to kill sauntered it 
front of her; wandering, indecisive people tried te stop het 
for information; and she reached the gate just as it was clos 
ing. Through it she could see—down a discouraging length 
of platform—a Balmacaaned figure disappearing into a car: 

"Too late, lady; train’s leaving.” 

T WAS well for Patsy that she was ignorant of the law gov: 
erning closing gates and departing trains, for the foolish 

and the tynorant can sometimes achi the impossible, She 
nfronted the guard with a look of unconquerable deter 

mination. “No, ‘tisn’t; the train guard is still on the plat 
form. You've got to Jet me through."* 

emphasized the importance of it with two tight fist? 
ed not overgently in the center of the guard's rotundity’ 

and accompanied by a shove. In some miraculous fashion 
this accomplished it. The gate clanged at Patsy's hack 
instead of in her face, as she had expected. A bell rang, & 
whistle tooted, and Patsy's feet clattered like mad down the 
platform, 

A good-natured brakeman picked her up and lifted her t0 
the rear platform af the last car as it drew out. That saved 
the day for Patsy, for her strength and breath had gone past 
summoning. 

“Thank you,” she said fechly with a vagabond glove hekl 
out in proffered fellowship. “That's the kindest thing any~ 
one has done for me since 1 came over.’ 

“Are ye " 
* Irish —same as yourself.” 
“How did ye know? 
‘Sure, who but an Irishman would have had his wits aud 

his heart working at the same time?" And witha laugh Patsy 
left him and went inside. 

Her eye ran down the rows of seats, Billy Burgeman w 
not there, She passed through to the next door, and a sec 
ond, and a third. Still there was no back she could identify 
as belonging to the man she was pursuing, 

She was crossing a fourth platiorm when she nan into the 
conductor, who barred her way: Smoking car ahead, ladyi 
this is the last of the passenger coaches." 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8) 
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GERALDINE FARRAR’S OWN STORY OF HER LIFE 

1 I Sang for 

an de Reszke, Melba and Grau, 

and Visited New York and Washington 

arrar 

Cee | 
©) 

the incomparable an de Reazke; hand- 
sor ‘ol Plancon; speightly Campanari in the 

Barber” — memories crowd in upon me!—not forget- 

ce Y MEETING with Jean de Resale uinped 
idly in my memory, since he was the first 

personage from that beautiful dream world 
oper it was my lege to meet f lovers the atile Bauermnweister « 1 rarely 
ol Amer 1 need no reminder of his teemen vogu 4 scat, but was one of the army of “standees, 
48 @ man and his wonderful career as an artist, Jha eager, enthusiastic, obliv to all save the dream 

wor ou erful beings unfolded befor 
There was one upon whom I lavished all the ardor 

my youthful, heroine-worshiping years—our own 
vely Nordica, who became my ileal for beauty, 
ceomplishment and perseverance. Later Twas to 

niship and that of ber husband, 
luable and timely advice that 

path from a provincial theater in 
> the magnificent Royal Opera in Herlin, 
bsequent friendships that have pe 

cent as well as so spectacular a feature in my 

Ge opportunity ve for him the r me 
Cola, a Hindoo ¢ who at the in 
teresting Boston society with ntal teachings 

ast how J met him £ cannot recall, but he had 
Peronal acquaintan th many of the artists 
0th here and abroad: and so one tiny morning 

seemed 10 accompany (dismal weather alw 
ventures) my mother and 1, accompanied by 

fessor Cola, descended at the Parker House, 
Where the De Resake brothers, Jean and Ex 
Were slope 

I aii 
aber that 1 playe { my own accompani 

ent and sang rather indifferently: the inspiring s which [saw that winter were 
Wood" was not to be commanded, Mr, ae ple,” with Richard Mansfield 

Roszke | potitely, having been Marlowe in" The Countess 
bored often by many such young aspirants, and a Rehan in “The Country 
Rave me sensible advice that could apply eo th Teazle in “The School for 

Jy Teale 
1 in her teens 

" (how I did love her as 
derful plays for a sch 

ASO at this time 1 frst met Madame Mel 
w s in New York, and it was N 

1 o took me to sing for her. Much of 
y former nervousness had worn away. 1 had 

worked hard and was anxious for Melba's approval 
id her impartial judgment as to the advisability 

of immediate study abroad. That day, too, the sun 
as radiant, I was in excellent hurnor, and, all in all, 

hing pointed toward a happy and favorable 

Average girl rtelligence and enthusiastic mus 
‘alambitions, I reeall that I lissened attentively 

ealizing that 
than the most 

ter hearing a stranger 
mirdly at ber best 

on “ to go to New York and consult 
teacher of whom he had heard excellent reports, my mother and 1 made plans for suck 

Mediate change her listened in 
Mazement, but acquiesced, a8 he alw: 
belief that whatever ¢ tornad 
take me, my mother's steadying inth 

tthe necessary equilibrium 

Ae shall I forget my excite 
ival in New York 

nd generosity with 
these many years 

well, to my own ac 

4 enthusii 
I have not see 

[ sang unusua 
Pipers as companiment, and she was so genuinely interested as 

J to nse waa the Metropolitan Opera House, ‘The to propose that T should at once sing far her manager, 
at yellow bu ing at the corner of Broadway ar A whose opera company, in as 

she was the scinti 
later my mother and 

I joined her there at a hotel which was 
be temporary home of the song 

birds, 
Fechaps you can picture 
delight: I floated in fairy 

land; to lunch and dine in 
the micating prox 

Thirty ninth Street seemed to promise a 
erful possibilitic 

Little thrills f{ hope 
y spir 

the hillboar 
Myself: 
1 must, sing 
hame shall adorn tho 
Walls and spell enchant 
Went to the passing 
crowd.” | 

absorbe 

1 Think 1 Like This Portrait Best 

int 4 these wonder 
to watch 

rosy future goddesses ' Planning descend to the earth deaty fe n of ordinary mortals sn eseince was like living in 
had been a dream 

ed 
his visit to New York 

was dear old Louisa 

I less her! 
1 been the 

the 

entful 
yen | fi 

sang for Mr, Ellis. Te 
was in the Boston 

ch and many 
present. [ was 
s at the idea of 

i empty 
auditorium, ed that my 

¢ would not ‘be heard to advantage 
e orde 

contract wi 
ided that 1 

ature controlled in any way 
ival of bot weather drove us to 

ntry: so with great regret Ts 
to Cappiani, and we starte 

Greenacre, Maine, and it was there th 
Net Miss Emima Thursby. She occupied 

C 1 in New York musical 
ies and was recognized as an exce 
Harty on voice, She w 

that she would be gl 

too young 

arms and 
1 affec 

ion. She predicted such splendid things 
as even I scarcely dared hope. 

[WSS stated and grateful ine the 
general commendation, for Mr. Ellis 

offered me an engagement, and that night, 
at the he shed me to sign a 

Study with her when she re contract of 5 to place myself 
ie nd 90 it hes append under her tutelag ppear later in 
ing autumn found us ct to b Commenced my studies ms were f saning reaiities 

But, as usual, my mother's good sense 
HAT winter of 1897-98 was 
citeme, 

ominated thesituation. While thoroughly 
appreciative of the advantages that Melba 
could offer me in ber generous impulse, my 
mother felt that I was far too young to re- 

t my actions and bind my future career 
side fr 

and th 

afford it. And what a whirlwind of en» 

1 Shall Eve 
MeBe's Ger 

1 the 
Enthusiosm musical circle wisely thought it best 
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for me to be withdrawn fora time from th 
tocestimulating atmos ec, which might 
prove unwholesome nd « 
study, Tn consequence, 
household and under 
friend, © y Rerkina, n 
of Column! ue other 5 addi 
t ing, while | wa 

by I met Doctor He 
brook Curtis, the emir ‘ork throat 
specialist,an 
kindly 

r 
‘of 1898 wan a soviety puppet show which 

Doctor Curtis staged in New York, Thee 
were tableaux and songs and recitations, 
charity, and then came the pups 
in which | appeared as Calvé 
costume. Lina 
the stage, with ¢ 2 COstuUINes pair 
openings through which tn 
Doetor Cur is himself assur 

he Metropolitan, a 
ateus impersanat 

{his mak 
1 Mi rs 

much amusing diah member my 
Calvé, was that [ refu 
benefits. 

JON afterward, in Doce is’s offic 
wife of the 

# for ber husband. 
performance of “ Mignon” a 

and a star cast, 
ns of the “Maine” disaster, and 

ght that should | please her husband he m 
Bn a. propition ane to introduce me in 

Mignon irably suited ¢ 
rabilities, 1 had studied “stage dep 

Victor Capoul, and knew the opens keware 
in both Preneh an 

Jown | was 

eCur 

the Metro 

y tempted, and cage 
clous a beginning, Such an offer to a six 
think, would be caleulated to twist 
awry. Fortunately, upon reflection, g 
and saved me from what 
step, Granted that Ir socessfu 
it could be but the vensation of a few hy 
mind to be a singing “Cinderella” for one 1 

nye 

triumph should come, if it ever did, it rust be the 
of a well-defined career, and J was fart 
to tread this difficult and dazaling path so 

Novertheless Mrs 1 appointment foe a 
sing for her husband us 1 thought 
appeared on the stage of the Metropolitan, | 
surrounded by a gre 
politan company, 
others, What my emotic 
the stage dooe | cannot « 
time the enipty hor 
Perhaps | felt thi 

nt intimidate, 
hadows ence 

hoveri 
never 
the accompanist, whose labueious efforts were more 
drance than an akt to my “audition,” anc 
the piano, I continucd singing to my awn acce 

af nothing at allt 

Tet Mrs 
and she insisted that |< 

a8 proposed to stage a big specia 
with Melba 

¢ the benefit of the familie 

to make se 

any young woman's h 
J sense inte 

1 & very 
ance, at best 
met Thad n 

When my 

vd igh 

dit, 
found 

members of the 

, seating mys 
mnpanimen 

anuary 

puzzled as 

A REMARKABLE MYSTERY STORY 

TS title is “The Bronze Bo 

The reade 

the dwelle 
mysteriously came from the Far East. 

“and it begins in the 
number of Tue Laptes' Home Journat. 
r of this amazing story will be no le 
to what the box contained than were 

rs in Brooklyn into whose hands it so 

SS 

ald 
ul 

venod 
un 

w 

Metre 

« Room, while Mr 

nm tears when [ read t 
or thes 
sof the fe 

ticle, tempered 
about NM 

i 

upon a 
t for glory 

nony MoUs 
sang for 

thy 

1 us in the 

ve 
interested ir 

sang for hee 

Lerens of a wr 

HE time 
the 

America. 
al in New York. 
» | had sung in « 

seventeen 
was the 

in 
sin 

Miss 
Mr 

She was then s 

ane 

May thirteenth (a benetit: performam 
> join me in our national hymn, Gack 

s roles, with two Red Cross nurses at my 
s awoke thunderous appliuse and the great 

cach presented to Me. MeKinley, and. thes 
led by the announcement of Ue victorys 
McKinley asked me to sing "The Stat 

Banner 
There w 

MeKinley 9 
: my own ac 

by the glorious news 

for Mrs the roont, 
ly devoted to’ music 

mpaniment, and, stirred 
nd inspired by the p 

ident and bis wife and the ¢ 
asked to sing th 

hite House, | sang 
sity of which my a 

je, T have sung the san y 
times since, but never under tore inspertig 

ethan on that day when President 
y brought up the sof Dewey's Ve 

tory, unless it was at that dramatic moment 
tragedy of the * when F 

awiled house 
after the 
Vled upon the ¢ 

Lusitania 
at the Metro- 

2 of 

singing with a will! 

hing which was ta be was now rapidly appre 
ag point of ny career —a Crip lo Europe. Up? 
Jaccomplished 1 ly all that I could hope 

1 ha St teachers a 
grand opera 

studied under the be 
ew anuch of the 

andl recitals. {had jus 
ning fora grand operd 

ful tradition decrees 
am ‘reputation should be 

shining excep 

The ne 
impossi 

holies, the 
1 Nordica, then in her prime 

next stepping-stone; but how? 
Paris meant a great deal of money, and wy 
sin Melrose, while prosperous enoug our 
wuld hot aweet the strain of an exp 

6 an understood thing that when I did go my 
ony The finance! 
st an insurmountable o 
luck—or Fate-~intervened 

At one of the reception 
* her home in Gramerey Park, | 

yston. She heard me sing, and 
anhition y alproatls 

sidering sellin 
ald Le inst 
eur 

Kimi 

%. Kir val 
1 in the story 
aithougl my 

vse, we feared the 
uirse of study that seemed Hece 

end in Boston,” said Mrs. who is 
music, and perhapsste would arrange somet hing 

Vill you come to By avi meet her?! 

ather 
wous w 

stort 

The pro 
ard Vhad¢ 

eet was vatlluring. Avery few 
on vith my nxnther 

int ment for ay be F 

fe of Salem 
van, aantel I 
mediate 

2 minor, the a 
yy pe 

re in Motrose 

was the widow of a former resident 
ing al her beautiful hose in Ls 

1 was fortunate 
Linterest, ¢ 

nough to enlist her 
4 twas 

sin my 
“My father sold hi md realized & 
feent to reduce materially the amount of the firet 

on Mrs. Mc Hg ney Joan we had from Mrs. Webb. The total sum, according ta the 
bb's lawyer drawn up by Mrs. W 

is was invariably my habit Mcki and duly signed by 
office, Such i # to be an in 

Mokau exceedingly sd with the promise T Mani repaid at an 
owed and especially predicted a brilliant future inh a sou aly The only actual security 

operatic singing: but le seconded my mother's sensibly that rty life was insured in Mrs. Webb: ; 
planned course for me to study less in Jeath she would be fully: « 
public view, and wait till a few years of a ae = > y lows she might sust 
hard work hiud passed over my ambition — ] and proud to state th 
fittle head. a kind afterthought be | ] though Mrs. Webb yencrousdy advanced, 
uided, no deubt to soften the sting of my MY CHRISTMAS GERANIUM all told, a sum roximasing thirty thou 
disappointment: “Would you like tosing — | | cand dollars durin the frst few years of 
in one of our Sunday night concerts?” BY ELEANOR DUNCAN WOOD my studies it Europe, every dotlar of it 

thank you, Mr. Grau,” Trop . was repaid within two years alter my 
We Concert appearances alter my CROSS the ww alleyw: Thou art mine own; adown the stair return to America 

imagination id een dazzled ty vossibk I see my neighbor's candles shine; A sick child lifts er fevered eyes: Upon my mother's capable shouk 
dehue i oncra She and her brood keep holi Bioom thou in that dark room and bare fell the dificult and not always thanklul 

But lt right be valuable to you to hate But in this garret room of mine And bid her dream of Paradise task of financing and plannit 
mw on Che billboards of the Met 

"he urged good va House, 

1 will there 
plied with firm conviction 
He la and certtinly ha 

wn to take me seriously th 
a, dozens of other young 

med of some storming the 
sopolitan dac 

Quite withe 
t, varinus 

sen it sone day,” | 

ui no more 

ty knowle 
of th reports 

No children's voices clamor sweet, Of happy meadows honey sweet; 
No threadbare stockings gayly swing. Of birds that sing from sun to sun; 

Alus! I have no gift to grect And echoes of far childish feet 
The coming of tomorrow's King. That wait for her—the dreaming one. 

Yet on my window 
My lone geraniu 

Its blossoms like a sea: 
Strike through the growing dusk tome 

Bright as the hopes 
Frail as the joys th 

Brave comrade th 
To my gray, lo 

HEY’RE spelling things at our 
house, so Christmas must be 
near! 

They've guarding most of their re- 
marks from 
ear. 

‘Twas just last night Ma said to 
Pa, when she was pouting tea: 

“I don't think B-o-b suspects that 
new 5-l-e-d.”" 

What though my selfish eyes are dim; 
That nevermore upon my sill 

I'll watch thee blossom: that the grim 
Walls grow without thee grimmer still 

Free-hearted do I give thee, dear 
And lo! thou bloom’st a Royal thing, 

Thou art my message of good cheer: 
Thou art my Greeting to the King. 

ow 
blooms; F see 

ct wedge 

of yesteryear, 
t perished ti 
ast lent th 
4 life, what 

cheer 

venturous expeditions. rl 
Fey worries and enaterial 

vexations, I alsendoned tay yell to the glory 
of dreams, 1 was ready to slave in pas- 

“devotion and enthusiasm to further 
+ that meant my life to conquer 
And so, unafraid and happy with 

I set forth to the Old 
«and hopes 

THE SPELLING SEASON 
BY STRICKLAND GILLILAN 

And I must not “go nosing" or I'd 
cheat my “meddling self.” 

But next day when I peeked to find 
what had been hid for me, 

It wasn't there—I s'pose it’s saved 
te hang upon my tree. 

Such things as these all make me 
think Kris Kringle must be near; 

But that old spelling makes me 
know for sure he's almost here. 

my poor childish 

Pa smiled and slyly shook his head, 
and answered kind 0° low: 

“Nor that e-n 
let g-0." 

Of course it was a mystery, and 
T can never tell 

What they're 
until I lean to spell! 

The other day I started to the 
wardrobe for my cap, 

But Ma jumped up and stopped me, 
though she'd settled for her nap. 

She told me Santa’d put some stuff 
there on ty 

Tmglad I'liget somei-c-e sle-mt-e-s, 
A co-ae-ter sled, I gues: 
Alsoa s-w-o-e-d and bright b-e-1-t 
Those are some samples of the 

things they're spelling ‘round 
at me. 

But I've a joke on Pa and Ma that 
they may not suspect: 

I'm getting close to seven if they'd 
only recollect. 

T know exactly what they'd had, 
hid on that wardrobe shelf — 

I've learned to spell a b-i-t 
myself! 

ien-e you wind and 

so busy talking of 

ve upper shelf 
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THREE CHRISTMAS STORIES AND A CHRISTMAS SONG 
 — —S— 

My New York: 

TTLE TALES OF A BIG CITY 

By Ra rtt thie 

<sceTe A — || 
—— ——)) 

Knows! What Dows a Lathe Gid That Kaow? 

t looks as if it might be something for Margaret 
aid the insurance man, indicatin ATU, wea 

r her's ba 
xtc sharply, smiled with a rueful shake of 

Wedding announcements,” he said lrietly 
»? Isthat sor” the be 1 with quick concern 

i, well, well! It's 
1 the twenty-cight! riday,’” said the seate 

“Her mother and 1 have ven in, Very 
we asked in a day two. 

ard,” said the broker sympathetically, "Tha 
Margaret's —let's sce 

» Van, 1 wel 
than hand yer Over to hat fell 

Md 
Lite Bears and Tiny Cheki tor 

RISTMAS, like the seasons, 
lizaands, cones su 

ver and 0 are ¥ {she had ever look 
ig is aver, and the Litt in so—so careful of he 

mers’ windows, Th I know," said the broker with a quick nod 
of the year is be ginning Lo wet into its 
when the matings crowd pours out into Ui 
wonwn fling their furs about their throat 
the lowering sky: no doubt about it, that 
Hing with dead leaves, means a storm 

Suddenly. che town’ bloss vith 
chimneys, red Santa Clauses, red berries; the curb is Tin 
with toys and tiny click 

ve what | could," pursued the doctor presently 
ket ber what 1 be ards Him; she knows the divor 

He broke off in mild impatience of his owr 
hat does a lit ie gil ike that know? He's been 

understood, he needs bove and sympathy 

la 
rows — plras 

swell. A ilbtreated, b 
I's coaster in I'm unfair to him. Unfair! He ean't even support be 

tumel “Funny for Margaret,” mused the broker, ‘She's always 
web a denure little thing, Ho 

ne that 
akc Dieciip ta 

college bows, « 

wind about locking hes up 
F th great 
windows glow with re 

levated trains, the “extras 
rent hy 11a 
ancing, tennis, ¢ yon 

any good, All she wanted was to write 
ace perfumed warmth and the mail, I forbade the fellow the hause 

vay odors, Columns, the my orders were: No fowers and no 
them, are twiste et until Law them. She got sick, 
ecorated card A 

* “Special Se nod the broker: 
mack and forth tirclessly, short women jo. Sethea I 

the crush, tall women reaching ‘ Ik ter 
ind show The air is odorous of violets and ¢ { s nineteen,” He shus h 
Wet woolen materials and wet fur Fresh faces ar 

ery time the street door ‘ 
eeps across the close warmth of the 
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one 
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“Did you see more of those ballet gir 
O'Brien in a tone of utter distraction. “I pat three , 
here in a box, I'm sorry, madam, but they're gone, ‘Three 
of the others? Forty-five, thank you, One moment 
madam She dashes away, Another girl stumbles 

he confusion behind the counter, says, "Annie 
any of you girls sce my book and stumbles 

have been waiting here a long time," 
Speaker, adjusti 
Cramped fingers, 

athe doll department a saleaw 
he end of her pencil 
will you O. K. thi 

itl rises from gee ic 
you the lady who, wanted ¢ 

arily, "No? Well, J gues 

arp strings of ber bund 

the counter, "Was 

kties, oy 
ing Department” of one of t 

a sixty cents; seventy-fiv 
fifty-cent ties at twenty-five, For cach 

jecorated box, and about each counter 
ag an eager crowd of bay 
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ro aA wt ays 2 s Herter’s 
“4.2 

saristmas Adventu 

HEN the membees of the theatrical touring cont 
miny presenting “The Antagonist,” of which Miss 
Emmons Herter was the character woman, reached 

Chicago they disintegrated as a unit upon quitting their car 
and became separate entities in search of a place to rest thei 
individual heads. Mast of the players squeezed themselves 
into omnibuses, but Emmy Herter took a taxi. This was an 
extravaganoe, with Christmas only a few days off and few 
presents bought; but she was a long way from bome and 
weeded the solace of Iuxury—a not unusual argument for 
theater follk, 

The cabs were driving in a swift circle from their stand 
with an automatic precision that swept up the waiting fares 
as though they were part of the mechanical system. Emmy 
Hurried the routine for an instant by entering a cab at the 
same moment that a mild little man opened the other door, 
and, as the French put it, “made to enter,” She recognized 
him as one of the arrivals who was in advance of her wher 
she dewended the steps, and by all the rights of precedent 
she should have backed out of the cab and taken a 
one, Yet she did not. She smiled as women do who want a 
thing very much, and she said she was sorry. The mild little 
man declared that it was “all right,” backed down himself, 
the door banged, and that was the last she ever saw of hiss, 
But the incident left an impeession, She was not at all 
happy about it 
“Why can't a woman play the game 

with herself fretlully, “We want to be treated like harem 
vt have all the freedom this age gives us as well. Now 

Friston pacléce equality with that poor littbe san, yet 1 had 
we nerve to take advantage of my sex to get this cab out of 

my turn 

she communed 

HE mental arraignment restored ber somewhat to her 
usual serenity, and before she reached the hotel she 

formally decided that she would, as soon as the chance pre: 
sented itself, do unto some man not as some man would do 
unto her, but as ope man woukl do unto another, "It's a 
little mixed," she concluded as she marched to the des! 
“bat Lknow what f mean,” 

Before she was definitely settled in the hotel she wished to 
do several things to the room clerk, for the best accommo- 
dations offered her were cheerless and the room on which she 
finally decided was the worst of all, Yet as she stood in front 
of the mirror, fluthing up her white hair, something happened 
that for all time preserved him from the knowledge of her 
scorn. 

The “something” was a bump against the door that ¢ 
nected her room with the one beyond, A voice followed up 
the bump—a young man’s voice, telling the bell boy to be 
careful of that bag, as it was an only child and he should h 

‘Then it would seem that the boy was asked if be 
nge a dollar, and while the small wretch counted 

out nickels in the effort to find himself at least a’ quarter short 
the voice observed that the lace curtains were the “best 
worst” in the world 

In time the bell boy went away, evidently by his joyous 
thanks having secured the quarter, and Miss: Herter, who 
disliked doors with invisible neighbors on the other side and 
hhacl started for the telephone to have her room changed, sat 
down in the armchair for a moment, Like all players she 
was sensitive to voices, and she enjoyed being next door to 

ple one. She listened for further demonstrations of 
exuberance: but for the next few minutes the young man 
succeeded only in deepening her interest. Like a good 
American he attacked the telephone as soon as he was alon 
unty enough as he gave his number; but when he spoke 

again even the actress, accustomed to changing cade 
caught her breath at the anxious note that called 
“Howard.” 

It was Jones who was speaking to Howard—Jones in the 
next room, she gathered, telling Howard that he had just 

rived, the deal had fallen through, and he was down to his 
last dollar—to his last seventy-five cents, the improvident 

uth admitted. Then 3 asked Howard if he could pay 
him back “the fifty,” “You can't—I thought perhaps you 
might—oh, 1 understand—{'Ul get along —Christmas and the 
kids? that's reason enough, | guess—I wanted it for r 
ticular—you see, I'm engaged—hello, hello, hello ut 
Howard had hung up the phone. 

WN 15S HERTER forgave the hotel clerk. How could she 
leave until she heard more of poor Jones's engagement ! 

Was it toa girlor tosorme future work? She tried hard to hope 
it was to the work, but she failed: she hoped it was to a girl. 

Going to her work was but a simple business of stepping 
croms the lloy: rons. the hotcl baggage rooms to the singe 

door, and she was thankful for this as it would permit ber to 
keep more closely in touch with Jones. "You sce,”' she told 
Miss Barnard, with whom she was dressing, “I'm scared to 
death for fear T'l tiigs something.” 

“He won't stay in his room,” replied the sage 
fngénue; “if he's hard up he'll hang about the hotel fo 
take Jong walls” 

had 

ic 

Tittle 
bby or 

When She “Did Untoa 

MISS HERTER'S YOUNG COUPLE 

STRATIONS BY 

ing 10° ho,” called 
flimsy partitios 
must sce shows. 

seventy-five 
Tou 

Lawrence 
ep himself 

his shricked 
n my room Mins Hert 

looking al 
“W ur show,” sugi J Miss Barnard, 

ma seat for 1 + Emmy? 
od Emmy, wrapping by 

" reparation for an onslaught on th 
manager task for a pass, and our property boy can tuck 
it under his door.” 

"Yes, and I'll get him 
Tike 

for the Comedy Theater 
yw the manager,” Johnny Lawrence 

ne 
tomorrow nigh 
sang out 

The property boy was willing and the mand 
and before the curtain was up Mr. Jones, 
bat deeply grateful, made one of th 

er nearly $0, 
lightly bewildered 

NY NOON the next day both Miss Roland, the leading 
n, and Bessie Barnard had called upon Emmy and 

nud curried on a whispered conversation, in strong cont 
to the « ice af Jones, who was too concerned over 
present condition to remember that walls have ears, 

It's dreadful!" Emmy had confided to the ingénue, who 
s the first comer, “He has only sixty-five cents left. 1 

had no sooner reached my room last night than I heard hin 
ice w know that ice water means ten cents 

Why didn't you call through and tell him the hydrant 
cold enough for anybody?" 
I did get as far as the door, and then I rer 

he's growing more careful. He ordere 
morning, and then called that he dida’t need it. 

They were interrupted by Jor ice at the phone, and 
J with growing admir ie the young man 

9 theee business firms & ion and in a 
ito have a 

did not happen to, although one office 
Christ and Jones replied that be 
“and the same to you.” It was after 

sent on various Christmas mi 

nbered, But 
© water this 

ac him. The 
ima Merry 

expected to have ¢ 
the fegénue’s departur 
for Miss Herter, who dared not leave-—that Jor > more 
took down the receiver and asked for long And this 
time it was the giel! (Emmy already it was girl 
towhom he was engaged by the simpl hat it cou 
not have been a job, since he was in se: 
Martha, dearest Martha, and his Ma 
gathered, she was only an hour out of Ck 
Martha was as glad as the young man that he was s0 near 

to bi © saw no reason why they could not, within an 
hour's time, be much nearer, But Jones could not go 
immediately, for, he told Martha, business detained him, 
Oh, yes, ho would be out there by Christmas Eve, and to 
thank her mother for the i but it couldn't be 
just yet. Then Jones in a very soft voice, but not too soft 
for the alert Em sked Martha if she loved him, and 
upon receiving assurances that she did, the boy hung up the 
pi pd banged hi about the room in misery 

"ty whispered Emmy when the leading 
woman was 
later, “he ven. the 
fare to get out there and, be- 
sides that, be can’t carry his 
tag out of the hotel without 
xaying his bill? How they let 

) She was 
1, Miss Herter 

him ‘charge’ everything with 
out a trunk is beyond me 
anyway!" 

*It'shis ple 
the in 
quite forgetting that ne 

bem had scen him. 
It seems to me Howard 

might do. little something for 
him, It’s just as much Christ- 
mas time for Jones as it is for 
him.” 

S IF in response to that 
‘ejected thought of 

hers, Jones did ask Howard 
within the next two minutes 
if he couldn't manage twenty- 
five, but it was made plain 
that Howard could manage 
nothing at all. 

le was a very melancholy 
character woman that night 
who, in response to the de- 
mands of her rile, stuck putty 
on her pretty nose and pee- 
pared to be funny. She had 
not left her room until Jones 
had started to the Comedy 
Theater. It was only fifteen 
minutes before the rise of the 
curtain when the ticket was 
poked under thedoar. Jones’: 
neighbor heard him cross to 
pick up the envelope, heard 
his explosion, “Well, I'll be 
hanged!" and had ‘enjoyed 

(Pase 20) 

By Louise Closser Hale 

FRANKLIN ROOTH 

Man 

is cheerful burst into whistling as he seteed his coat and 
hat and quitted the room 

But her enjoyment was short-lived, Once in hee work 
shop, theatrically retailing the latest news, she relapsed into 
1 m over the dismal outlook. 
“Isn't there one gleam of hope?" pressed Johnny Law- 

who was cheerful by nature. 
Yes, there is one gleam,” admitted Emmy, “At four be 

called up the United Fuck Company —1 wish you coukd have 
heard him, as beave and prosperous as adion—and they told 
him to drop in at about five.” 

"Did he get the job?" asked one. 
“How do] know?" almost snapped Miss Herter, “He 

went over to see them. He's game. Catch him going tor 
von and showing any anxiety! But at ten minutes to five he 

hadn't made a move, so, suemising that he didn't have 4 
wateh, 1 set my traveling clock ahead—it strikes, you 
kaow-and held it close to the door, You should have seen 
him fly out of the room,” completed the emotional Emmy 
ecstatically, “his dear fac ative {* 

It began to snow the next morning, as it should do on the 
day before Chri The skies diligently clothed Chicago 
n garments of white, and the spirit of the holiday Noated 

v the city, 
As far from Jones's door as possible Emmy worked upon the 

delightful task of tying up ber outgoing parcels, She sat far 
from him that he might not bear the rustling of the tissue 
paper or the soft whirring of the silken ribbon as she un 
wound the bx Her beart ached for her neighbor who was 
neither sending out nor receiving these cheering packets. 

ONES’S concern with paper was but slight beyond hotel 
stationery. She had heard him order this to his room t 

night before, enriching the bell boy by ten cents. He bad 
avered over the phone that a fetter pasted before mide 
1 would rach Martha's village in the morning, yet 00 

make assurance doubly sure he had commanded a " special 
stamp with the writing paper, and these two expendivures 

arding to Emmy's calculations, reduced his hoard 
forty-five 
She wie glad chat Jones already had a two-cent stamp in 
posession, a8 her mental arithmetic was feeling tht 

strain of this continual subtraction; although to the young 
man there could be little difference between forty-five and 
forty-three cents when Martha was one bour out by rail— 
and waiting for a Christmas gift. 

Ac eleven-thirty-five Jones was called up on the long dis- 
tance, and Martha must have told him that she was sorry 

ald not get out for overnight, but that she was sure he 
uld manage the whole day on Christmas, and, as a delight: 

ful surprise to him, she bad decided that she would run in 
to Chicago that afternoon and they could have some fun 
t ci 

h Miss Roland and Ti Barnard were in the next 
room at the time, and they were grateful, yet concerned, 
that Jones in bis agonized condition of inind repeated 
Martha's words as he endeavored to manufacture assuring 
yet guarded r 

As Johnny Lawrence phrased it later, Jones “sparred for 
time" with Martha, He could be out by noon tomorrow. 

“Oh, surely 1" (Walk out!" 
interrupted Bessic, and was 
pinched into silen Rut as 
for the afternoon—he was 

Martha—“ Martha 
.” Twas business, always 

business, “Oh, Martha,don't 
be hurt; trust me— Martha? 
Martha? Martha?" The girl 
had closed the interview. 
The leading woman left 

tragically to hang Emmy"s 
gifts upon the company’s tree 
and the ingénue departed to 
find a seat for some, gay play 
for Jones's Cheistinas Eve. 
But Emmy stayed on to hear 
the distracted lover, in a voice 
hot with shame, ask Howard 
for ten dullars—even five 
and, Howard. remaining ob- 
durate, despair fell upon rhe 
t 

“Itean’t be 
way,” Eminy consoled herself. 

ET it could be a little 
worse; for Jonescalled up 

the United Fuel Company to 
find out if they had deciclet 
upon giving him that opening 
the first of the year, and thus 
she learned that the inter- 
view at five the preceding day 
had nor been entirely satis 
factory. Nor was it then. 
The president was not in, 
and they would have to bet 
him know “later,” but “any 
time would do" for Jones. 

CONCLUDED ON PAGE 68 
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Know him when you sec 
him, 
Auired ¢ 

hed with anger 
isd her black eve 6 
pa pped Don't 
et she ad 

Tonishedd with the 
'plomb of seven 

© want 

k,"” si "Christmas Eve too 
Waar do you know abo’ 1 Spoils everything.” 

ame in, and father and daughter bre 
the corner into Front Street w 

b, ma's 5 the gir 

ed the 

4 stove fq dry, sd mapa ibere, On onnside nth 
fare ree pi splotched with square 

like 
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Warehouse into a warren for human occupancy 

wareho ces the contrac 
one wall, which prevents 

basin of black water, afore 
ackets with cargoes of cutch az 

ny, spices, tea and rare 
umey’s-end for squat, bi 

housands of tons of int 
where Jem worked, 

new 

e ending in 
from spilling 

th of great 
+, logwood 

fabric from stran 
des- 

the pockets on the 

d open 
street 

me the be into 
tailing 

r Pal of 
em fou: 

the slig 
dt What with it 

{ hotiday shopping yet to be done, an 
in weeks out of reckoning, 
convenient time for Mrs. Watters 

P Jem attempted a discussion of the impending domestic 
Tis. but Mrs, Jem fixed hit with an eye of seor 

ocdds and ends ¢ 
Worst of all, full four twas am 

‘ “Have done with your noise, and go lor the doctor!" she 
Ommanded crisply, “I know what w 
Jem sighed fervently and set forth put further ado. 

T ONE hour pas 
Seone of greates 

Shper loft of the old 
Portions; the windows were solid rec 
Tost, for the night was bitter cold, ¥ and cre: 

3 of thick white 
ing timbers 

& sky sprinkled w 
, cherry-red on 

vel best to make 
pember of the Wa at place comfortabl ters family, wh 

talvanized ‘iron 
iddick, who had 
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I consider that 
a wonnerful thing 
ane I're tt | 

was. 

e Unknown man 

at the Nati vit y 
By William S. Walkle 

call “er 

y comes to 
us. But, dct or, that 
weren't u 

Ina fash of mem 
ory the doctor recalled 

LY SMITH AND THE WORLIPS GREATEST,” BRC having stopped for a 
moment in the public 

square to watch a band of Salva ad of having seen 
rk blue unifoem 
men and wom 

dina da 
ircle of 

mn, cl 
in the 
exhort 

h red pipings, stand forth 
n with flags and drums and 

in a frenzied outburst of 
fire was begin- 

the ope 
hamnber op 

even t 1 was sitting ‘ere 
ant over there 

hair beside the stave, a * slipped intoa and Jem's 
with ple ft sure 

# in the stable at Bethle 
nd the animals there 

camels. | was thinking it 
hard i 0 be crowded 

and a0 other Anid 
then it comes to me, Who washed 
nd dressed the little Jesus haby that night, just like Mrs 

ssured, some wontan did 
a will, And sol 

was wonnering who it was what J and cuddled 
and quieted the newborn Lord, She was a good woman, a: 
somehow we could have been let in on who she was and wh 

i he Don't you think so, sir?” 
Bi lI Dike nodded. He did not speak, through fear of 
Dike wasa fine breaking the thread of the naive recital of the unknown 

t woman at th Nativity 
n ‘ ‘almost every person 

P at his place in the 
hepberds wntchiog thek Sacks; they didn't 

but they're in. And the Wise Men 
carvied gifts, which was easy for them, and 

But the poor woman what did more for 
feet with her 

ay of the et 
kitchen, at the 

ble 
ick, 

found scant favor 
"Wretched b 

why such people k 
tfc ss rs 2 Wat 

tay long and th 
Rice Christmas pre: 

“Can't for the life of me { Jem presently; 
i Bible, understand; it’s 

her reward, 1 know. 
she was when she 

‘d fixed up? 
she'e 
Him in her lap 

r Christmas presents 
an, I’m think 

ult w ith the 

in with thi 
ght for the wor 

face positively shone ax he visualized the scene 
wily Bethlehem inn and saw with bis own eyes the 

of the unknown woman who, and glorified, 
like Mrs. "Arry Riddick ” said Jom with a 

you now?" 
Bi dick herself who dissipated the spell 

broke in with determination, “old yer 
will ger? The doctor, poor man, is tired to 

Jock Christmas morning, and I'm 
before them young villyuns of mine wakes up and ” began Jem after a ref 

ry 
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In the Land of 
Girl Goes to Tip, 

nd’s Hero, and Se 

S151 
Dublin, NV 

if nanded 
i wer 
F of Eur 
* nthe N i 

nany and England, but I | 
won warne a rigid exar 

tion that would 

ighed deep! genial 1 
till clasping the na 

We crossed the se 
F 1¢ with no bet 

t i] the 

t 1 motherland to every mere 
America, But now, cold, hungry and 

I grasped my suitease — my on 
nths in warring Europe 

the thought of a lang, tortaous 
Wnination. ‘Then { 1 ice ring like a be 
through the fox ‘re from the State 
ue YoU, 10 Then welcome to Trekand, ar 
iroud Tai co say: it!" and with that 1 looked up 
into the kindest blue eyes that ever shone unde 
officer's ear 

She from America, tt ittle lady! Ih 
ured to the gold-t i beside 
From America,’ he repeated id suel nil 

it up the group that, quaking heart and chills and 
suitcase, 1 surrendered on the spot— the me 
oluntar ner Ireland had taken since the wa 
gan 

visit? She's from the States ind 
th tipmates whisper excitedly a 
0, beamed at t an ld body, with 
hawl over ber bead, said: To think [sat the 

eatin’ me bread and sot offerin’ her a bite atal 
atall; but T didn’t drame she was from Ameriky, 
with me three b'ys there this day." She nodded her apolo- which 1 
Kits Lo me vcd the b Hl smiled agatn—th 

ful smiley me t tt 
vered by P ws born under a shun 
The cust 
u're just five fect one,” | 

Lady to keep out when you! v 
you, bu fa 
em over there in the Sta 
fter enough to In ‘ 
Woe on the t foot 

t praved a lucky st 
“Ameri ul 

ase of Gao ol 
ow bleep 'c 
had at State 

give th ie 
Didn't New Yor 

hael O'Grady, , 
that left intindin® to be Pr ce 

y factory betwane time Mollie O'Donr 
written home f year amd [ll be pullin’ bate 

of ber head if she doesr where she's a 
that Danny Makan hh 1 beyont, and i 

we told about it 

ayes Br yin of bet hey ngenod 
how firmly convinced that the owners of 
uid hotels are descendants of some old tribal feudist 

any possible conjuncti 
gup ot five hours be ud uae an 

rain from Dublin to Cork—an i in r 
tly closed until sever As the ful 

ill of resou He spied m wakeni reets, 
apel and promptly took me under 
miss,” he assured h 

suddenly he bent wi 
itt “If you caly want to see I 

1 hotel atall Ye wouldn't see any 
1¢ hatel 

n’ ca 
see Dubli 

vck and 

when it rains, which ix often 
wr the hotel,” 1 kang I 

tise,” replied my undaunted frier 
pin’ an in! Dublin at the onoet. A: 

handy any time, and right now I'l 
take y the saleliv ulte 

me into the station | was told that a traiofal 

rs had pulled out balf an hour earber (be 
‘he boat arrived), so m t entrance into Ireland Io 
lecidedly peaceful ait tations of oth 

tres, The station m 
ind coffee are provi 
societies, and there 

nuous 

“We have here 
ily, as if | were a ¢ 
she needs as much « 

1 had difficuley in restr 
the full perils o! 

wanting « 
i 

SOME y 
for native vehi 

mp!" be » 
jumped and I . 

ne. Still T could not get my foot oa the 
ntly—could not leave | 

nly T heard a gran 
ss ye," 1 was swung on to ms 
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ael O’ Leary 
2a With the Father and Mother 

amrocks in We 

iil glory the v rful spirit of 
1 These paste astered on th 
i 1 strung acr ireets, were 

rent from the px 
itie commands, Une 

the flaring appea 
ers, toa, the 

rod Germany 
lice admont 
of England ! 

re psychologically 
reat Britain it 

of id not appeal to 
net Country 

wart. Th 
tle « jocds your protection, fs suffering 

eaple call ta you, ‘Help Belgium, 

WAS that Kitchene himself an trishman, 
2 the fighting half of S loha French and a: 

rave been a galaxy of “English” generals sinc 
Wellingtor it was so Kitchener sent the call to 
Dublin and Cork and Limerick the city of the 
jolated trea’ te Ulster and Belfast, and to all 

little white ta and green valleys still ringing 
1 the talk of midnight meetings and hidden 

r martyred Belgivit” all Eretand leaped to 
feet. With that inipulsive chivalry that is so 

1 saw them in their ranks 
boysot the bright eyes and 

wearing of the green they sang 
© King." Perhaps it was just as nm 

Yes, me father would roll over 
We Lhought | was going out to fig 

ve would rise upaned smite me i 

nwar time, when life i reduced to the essential 
va see 50 clearly just what is necessary to a coun 

ry. In breland 1 found roman as indispensabl: 
s potatoes. It was romance that made the wonder 
il Celtic imagination clothe « jo 

war with some of its medieval glamour; romance 
d the country ¥ quaint posters; that made the 

burst into long poems o 
w hero 

rittions that would rated Burke. But, then, 
mun Jurke ne t kn Michael O'Leary 

Now I had heard of Michael O'Leary allover Europe, Th 
Germans called him “The Irish Giant,” and the French « 

mm Treas 

O'Leary of the singing eword,” but it remained for Irelan 
to give him the grandest wake it ha © held f 1 living. 
t me | saw th monte with Michael yyish face 

Jon his Victoria Cross, and underneath—generally 
aw wnt Of his fight chat has made brelaned 
riotism, and haa done at much for internal peace 

i w recruiting. From all yang of told me the 
Lory 1 gathered that he was none less than old Brian Boru 

f, incarnated under the nas Michaut O'Leary 

B' in that wonde i) attack Cuinchy, when, at the 

turn of a losing fight, Michael leaped out’ from the [rish 
ry of “Gad Ireland!" di 
jailing mitrailleas, down in 

= trench, there 10 pack aff five men singlehanded an 
two while he gained the first machine gun and the 
Hi naiter him, the stripling became a giant, and 

ran ind the world ¢ for “O'Leary 
lichacl (his method that pr t was Mich. 

ext hist at tre at Er 
And now will you give uy your ¢ count for the 

ficial reooe he colonel asked id you fight fve 
nen, capture two and take a machine gun single-handed 

Faith, sir,” said Michael humbly, “1 surrounded therm 
Like a bomb of glory the news burst on Ireland, and then, 

being on Irish soil, the bomb got bucolic and, instead of 
Lering forces, united them, Aq Trishman had won the 

this war, and he had given his method 
‘ould. The country went wild with joy 

¥ ters went up, and now they said 
cary wants more mer 
they got. There were cheers and 

tof Hibernian harmony. For 
the Unionists ind the Nationalists 

i Laborites, the Orangemen, the Sein 
as, the North Ulsters and the South Ulsters, the MeCa 

bys, the O'Neil be MeDonnells and the hook 

. aad the editors of ¢h h Times 
und the " Freeman's Journal” found that by il! good liek 
aad bath written editorials in praise of the <ame persin 

clurnet froan mty: | How as neatly 
1 as anorphan, | turned froma poster 

1 wh ne latest version of Michael's prowess 
to catch the queer bi wusic at the street corner, Thee 

vu mail druid’s harp a 
! tartling treble crisis at 

ground. The black 
sawl over her h ‘ 

und as Tf looked at her 
Trilby O'Farrell was Irish, 

cr shy 
T remembered tha’ 

y chamtress might have 
banshee for all the intensity with which 

r dirge, but at t ime uf each couple 
rom the tail of her « 

ith a smile that had a brogue of its own, sh 
ww out the name of Michael O'Leary with 

sto which the bravest hero would st 
wkd take any other nation Ired y 0 belog 

round Ereland has alr iven Michael, 1 

wa 

with inimitatle 

ing Trilby's sony veniderer enchanting 
young chantre who bewailis nero all aver 
Ireland, Michael is a giant whe dropped out of the clouds a 
n odd moment and, grabbing a couple of 
giments by their long hair, thundered, "Be off 

d them down to nether regions 
t these Nibelungen 
romance as 1 

x1 to me 
ih with a 

with a wide 

audience laughed 
re as serious aby dis 
about humor. The 
wad and tapping hi 

¥ 1 noly, He had a long, le 
Ipper ti a - nt up he said 

t wighbor It's a grand 
9 it as that 



“He gor ne e than he deserved," said 
another old man, and from the way he snapped his 
eye he might have been very angry at Michael's 
deserts, 

‘That soft Irish noon T sat on an old stone bench 
and sunced myself, a little beggar in the mellow 
fand of romance, Across the square the Lrish hoys 
of Kitchener's new army were deiljing by the 
crossed flags of Erin"s green and the Union Jack. 
Saftly, almest tenderly, they sang the ald somes 
we had same so often in the parish-hall concerts 
‘or school celebrations at home. "The Young May 
Moon" they sing-=that historic song of the Con 
naughts. “The Minstrel Boy," and “Believe Me, 
if AN Those Endearing Young Charms.” Then 
the hand burst it 
the sang that w 

kay taught to many to dance gayly and 
some to die bravely. 

Think of it~ hearing “Tipperary” played ie 
Ireland! No wonder 1 sat up straight and thrilled 
and thrilled, I suddenly remembered the first time 
1 heard it played~at a college dance-and bow 
the beat of it got into our feet. How many times 
T have heard it sung since then—at home dances, 
in music halls whore the sparkling collcens tripped 
its measure:in scintillating shamrock gowns, at the 
farewell parties of my military friends abroad, and 
6a the first gay march out with the new regiment. 
when the ceascless drumbeats hekt all the glacnour 
und excitement of military life and the whole world 
seemed to march to the tap of Tipperury.” 

ONGE Lhe she merry French piow-piew sine 
‘Creat bien loin d Fipperary"; 1 heard it 

whisthed in Germany, and even a Japanese had 
told me how they sang it at home. Glibly apd wery 
seriously he rendered it for me in his high falsetto 
‘anil translated the woeds as they understeed them 
fi 

a Jong way to Miss Tippeniry. 
Heya long way to gato Bers 

way to Miss Tipperary, 
Is the sweetest girl thas 1 can know of, 

way to Miss Piccadilly, 
IU 0 long way to Mine Russell Square; 
I's a Jong way to Miss Tipperary, 
But my ‘wants her moe. 
hink it i very beautiful to sing 20 of ladies,” 

he sail, as if it were a serenade, 
1 bad beard it in the hotpitals too—oh, so 

pitifully murmured by the delirious, or merrity by 
the convalescent! For the soldiers of Europe 
“Tipperary” is the slang of the war. When a 
soldier was trying to describe the retreat from 
Mons to me, he saddenly broke off and snapped 
his thumb, "Oh, Y i 
began to whist patting the de- 
spondency he could not fit with words into the 
tune. To me it seemed as H{ the very soul of the 
war had gone into Tipperary.” Women have 
dancod and have wept te it, men have marched 
und fought and died Coit, and yet it & always sung 
whee nn other song coukl be sulfered, 

Rat no town in the woekd could hold less associa: 
tions with war than sueet Tipperary, where the 
very peace was fragrant. [f you have seng or 
danced the “Jong way to Tipperary” be content 
and do not investigate farther: Jeast, not until 

ked on the tourist's mat. To begin 
‘tom my map at all, nor on any the 

station master produced, although [ omce got a 
ing there was a military barracks out- 

My friend shook his head: Ye'll 
lo it before ye discover it,”” he sai 

"L don't believe a soul outside of Tipperary, and 
many that's within, knows where it in” 

MiAxBe it was wonderful to be the first tourist 
to Tipperary, although I was the only tourist 

in Lreland last summer, and the first visitor to many 
shrines made by the war; but there were times 
enough when I sighed to he regularly “Cooked” as 
I tried 10 discover the end of my thread which span 
out like # spider's. Whee at last my crisscross pur- 
sult brought me to the little town that & natively 
rolled off as" Tipp'rary"’ I could only totter into 
the quaint fas and sink into the arms of a beaming 
maid by the name of Mollie, who acted as pro- 

, “service,” guide and intimate friend. 
Mollie's tea would have revived anyone, but an 

eficiency expert would have gume quite over 
her “lost motions” a4 she cheerfully pushed ber 
lagying steps three Gimes down cellar during that 
one etersal operation of tea. First she went down 
for the milk and thea for the butter and then for 
the marmalade, I was thankful hat the sugar was 
kept in the off pantry. When I looked vaguely 
about for the hot water she shot the most bewiteh- 
ing, devil-inspired glance from her lovely bloe eyes 
and sald, with Juno's complacency: “Do you 
really want the hot wather, miss? So many drinks 
their tay strong, and they say it's quite good.” And 
there Mollie sat never found why my Mollie 
of the Last Motions always kept four knives be- 
tide my plate, but I concluded that she was the 
descendant of some old Celtic clan whose “ hospé- 
tality had its intentions” 

As I sipped my tea, to the music of Mollie's 
delicious murmurings about the town where noth- 
ing ever happened, I looked out into the little 
atreet where the beautifully tinted plaster houses 
were glorified with climbing roses, or the humbler 
buts stood with their shutters ajar like arms rest 
ing ow their contented hips, while their open doors 
seniledl a placid welcome, and I saw, despite the 
rusty-haired, very drecklert little boy who began 
to push (not Jead} a belligerent donkey down the 
street, that the town of Tipperary was as strangely 
tlevoid yet pregnant of its song as a still talking- 
machine record. 

JRESENTLY Mollie stood beaming beside me 
with ber thumbs twisting in herapron. “May I 

be so bold a8 toax ye a quistion, miss?” I thought 
of all the relatives she would probably accumulate 
in “Ameriky,” and sighed at the remembrance of 
those misleading letters on my suitcase. Then 
‘Molly lifted her sweet eyes and whispeced, in a way 
that always went shivering down my spine instead 
‘of into my ear: ' Miss, it’s about a song I do be 
hearin’ they call ‘Tipperary.’ I heard they sing it 
in the battles: to dance by in the States, The 
praste miys "tisn't dacent for Irish girls to be 
singin’ about Piccadilly and Ledcester Square, 30 
“tis forbidden in these parts, But, miss, [ would 
love, indade I would, miss,to be bearin’ the tune 
of it—jist oncet, miles."” 

Who could refuse Mollie, the little maid of 
‘Tipperary, who bad never beard the song that put 

ber town on the lips of the world? But hanger 
than teaching “Tipperary” to a native was show- 
ing Mollie of the Lost Motions kow to one-step to 
it. Han efficiency expert would have gone mad at 
Moltic’s method of waiting on the table, he woukd 
have been exasperated into sanity again at her 
method of including every sharp furniture comer 
into owt dance. Not the moat fervid mgtimiet 
could bave syncopated Mollie's motions, and she 
Jiggled me around that dining room uatil, gasping 
and peotesting, 1 had fo stap. 

ea you imagine those days f spent with 
Mollie in discovering Tipperary? It was Mollie 

who pointed out the two blacksmiths’ shops, with 
jast a brick wall between them, and thelr doors 
almost touching with a menacing friendliness, 3+ 
the “one of O'Donovan father” und the other of 
“O'Donovan son.” You can imagine the old story 
that went into the setting wp of that beick wall 
where the younger generation asserted its rights, 
and the older generation smoked its pipe and said, 
“If ye should tatk ye head cane off entirely I 

idn't bear a word ye said; but so long as we're 
neighbors, me b'y, mind this, that I’8 be comin’ 
aver for a bit of tobaccy when t'm oat of it,” 

It was Mollie who took me “down a piece to see 
the most wonderful tombstone iver sit up to a 
woman in Ireland.” As we stood before the enor- 
tous redstone cross she told me that stirring story 
of the Irish boy who was betrothed to the sweetest 
git in Tipperary. But be wanted to make a bag of 
gold before he was married, and 50 he set out for 
Californy and she got no word of him, So she went 
sick with longing, she was dying she 
called out to him: “Dennis, aeir, come to me 
before | make the journey,” 
And because she was dying be heard ber and he 

came, and he said: “I was only diggin’ gold for ye, 
mrteurncen, and pow ye must get well, for I am 
rich there in Californy. [ never forgot the ways of 
ye oncet, and now I'll take ye to Amerthy wad make 
yea queen, for I azn going to be an alderman in 
San Francisky.”” 

But she said: "'Tis late for me, Dennis; I'm at 
the turn of the road,” 

Then be told her to remember this: “We'll have 
the grandest cross above ye that ever wounan laid 
under. So rest asy in your grave.” 

‘Then Mollie told me the name of the Irish lad 
who left his love in Tipperary, and it was one well 
knawn in American politics.” He is an old man 
now, and jw is richer than the fabled bags of gold 
sounded. I koew be had married, and his daughter 
was a social queen, indeed, in the West; bat I 
wondered what the old man thought when he first 
heard the song of Tipperary.” 

FINALLY it was Mollie of the Lost Motives who 
ambled with me to the store where she besought 

the owner to tell me if ever there had been fought 
battle of any yort in the town. He sat dows 

heavily on a soap box and thought a Jong, long time. 
Finally he scratched his bead very slowly and said: 
“Vis, there was oncet @ battle in Tipperary.” 

In a brogue much too thick to spell be told me 
that wonderful story of the battle; but instead of 
its being between the Danes and the Celts or the 
English and the Irish, it was a neighborhood battle 
between the McGintys and the McCarthys, and it 
was the reason for the uniqee division of old and 
sew Tipperary. 

Te began the night the McCarthys gave a grand 
wake and did not invite the MoGintys because a 
McGinty had met a McCarthy, and the McGinty 

fence, and there the McCarthy's daughter picked 
him up and she said. “God love you, you're 
starved,” and she dropped hereyes. But, though 
his hand was on his stomach, a3 be looked up into 
her face he said: “Would 2 McCarthy marry a 
McGinty?” Andshesaid: "Ifa McGinty would 
marry 5 McCarthy." 

So the MeGintys and the McCarthys made it 
‘up and the two had a grand wedding, and all ate 
and danced beartily, But, though they took down 
the fenne, the path stayed worn bet wren Old Tip- 
perary and New Tipperary. 

At was right that I should leave lovely ‘Tip 
perary by a jaunting car over the Golden Vale. 
As we jogged through the fragrant woods ringing 
with bird songs, then out into the senlight and up 
and up to the clifl, where sukdenly the valley lay 
seniling before me through a veil of amethyst, my 
bea leaped, for I bad never seen so heautiful 
a sight. 

JOU do not knew how handy tbe old school- 
books and bome albums are until you go 

quoting their verse all around I wing 
Tipperary, as we sped across the glen, ane suddcaly 
leaped to mind: 

Now God watch over you, Shamern, 
And the s] 

“Torts you that had the li heart 
Io all «weet Tipperary. 

Such scores of times in the svarnin’ bright 
You sung this very road, 

You mod the mare's heart bate so light 
‘Sie never felt her load. 

“Twas you could (it wid the thrush’s trill, 
Ah, well, aie 

God grant ‘you say te singin” still 
In that lonely far counthsie! 

Wheo I finally boarded a train for Cork, the 
train that came in on the delightful Irish schedule 
of “Once upon a time,” it was crowded with 
soldiers. As they looked at myself and my suit- 
tase they all gave me such eager, shy smiles that 
1 was dying to stop and talk with everybody, 

1 Knew what the magic “U, 5. A.” meant to. 
mast of them, who had cither been to America 
themselves or bad brothers there, but 1 was over~ 
come with the subtle compliment they paid the 
American girl when, seated in my compartment, 
1 caught familiar refrains sung in thase Cear, bigh 
Irish voices, They began with “ Dixie” and went 
through every song I ever heard, and as the train 
pulled im they were concluding “ld Black Joc." 

Again I was thankfel to the old scrapbook as 
Tleaned over the bridge in Cork that still after- 
noon and beard a sweet chime sound, with w 
peculiar cadence and memory rippled in rime, the 
uld classic that bas held so many a school audience 
enthralled, But not the most fervid reciter ever 
trembled with greater emotion than mine when 
first I beard those 

‘That sound to wramd on ind on 
‘The pleasant waters of the River Lew, 

1 haven't space to recall my adventures of pot 
kissing the Blarney stone, after I climbed up 
within two feet of it, but L only want to say that, 
after looking over and above and around and below 
that stone, I will take no one's word that he bas 
kissed it, but I mest have a photograph of the act 
and an athdavit saying that the Glm itself was oot 
merely inverted. 

And so I came to my Iast adventure in Ireland 
and, being the last, I am glad it was the greatest, 

Sure, there's not a sowl in 

To be payin’ their 

But the deed 

Troth! ‘tis you're the 
A descendant of the Chi 

had said: “1 woukln’t be weeping for a McCarthy 
that was too poor to even lave a widdy."” The 
McCarthy had avenged the insult by the 
wake up under the very nose of the McGinty’s hut, 
anil then the McGintys had retaliated by holding 
three grand wakes in one , to wone of which 
the McCarthy's were invit ‘Then the McCarthys 
rose up against the MeGintys, and said to all the 
families of the town: “Choose your sides. Will 
ye be for the McGintys or for the McCasthys? 
‘There's no gobetwanin’,”* 
All the families for the McGintys went to one 

side of the town, which was called “New Tip- 
perary,” and the families for the McCarthys 
stayed in “Old Tipperary.” But the MeGintys 
were lazy, and anyway the McCarthys bad all the 
good pigs. The Mc(sintys got very poor and of a 
‘Sunday buipndly yell Pri a ieee rd 
their noses aver to senell the MeCarthys" roasting 
pigs; but amall good it did them, for never were 
they invited to a wake or a wedding, nor did they 
ever spezk to the McCarthys. 

“THEN gace they had a great feast and you could 
smell the roasting miles around, and it was very 

cold and all the McGintys were very hungry. 
‘Then one McGinty was extra cold and and 
thin in bis clothes and he slithered 

ARRAH, GLORY! MIKE O'LEARY 

RRAH, glory! Mike O'Leary, you're the grandest boy at all; 

But is proud of you, and prouder than a peacock of his tail, 
‘Ariah: teavo! MGs O'Lessy, you's the pride of Inaied. 

Faix, the colleens nate and charmin’ will be crazy, one and all, 
Whether dressed in frills and feathers or a homely plaided shaw, 

respects to ye, with roguish eyes of blue— 
Arrah, glory! Mike O'Leary, ‘tis myself that envies you. 

We can boast of many heroes and the glory of our race, 
performéd now must take a second place; 

For you did the job completely, and you've spelt the Kaiser's doom — 
Arrah, glory! Mike O'Leary, Mike O'Leary of Macroom. 

‘When we think how agar peak e amor i it to 
Atrab, pocy! Mike CF Leacy, eave wrote act wnigprised St all, 

from Macroom to Donegal, 

of a most historic name, 

When in Cork the’ station master, who had been 
willed to me by the old station master in Dublin, 
rongly advised me to run out to Macroom and a 
we the mother of Michael O'Leary, And I did 

her, the mother of the great hero of 
tell her bow prowd I should be to 

go with a word from Michael's mother. 
because I was in Ireland, land of the fairies, I 
started out to xe Mrs. O'Leary, bo lived “ some- 
where handy back of the mountains that Is back 

UT in that journey I saw wonderfully what I 
had seen everywhere else in the country, the 

prosperity af Ireland. As we dipped into the green 
valleys carpeted with trim gardens, or rolled up 
the fertile hills spread with potatoes ar wheat, 
Ireland looked more of a market country thas eves 
Normandy before the war, And it was that inten- 
sive cultivation of small, one-ncre plots that only 
comes with individual ownership, 

Horace Plunkett in 1894, and realized that now 
600,000 farmers own their own land, and there are 
today 50,000 cottages that rent for from 12 to 50 
ceats a week, with the reatal applied for purchase, 
I would look from my window and see what this 
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regeneration of Ireland means. Absentee land- 
lordism is a thing of the past, Everywhere | 
beautiful little cottages, with ranning water and 
state-inspected sanitation, replacing the old sheel- 
ings of the oppressed laborer, Particularly in the 
creamery districts of Cork and Wateriord 1 1¥ 
how closely related the farmer's prosperity is to 
his home. In these districts, whase batter-and-esk 
supply rivals Denmark's, the enforced sanitation 

parsued the dairyman, and the little cottages 
were as cian asa Bavarian’s, 

EvERYWHERE activity and purpose replaced 
the “dreamy eyes and hands without purpose 

once poctized by Yeats. Cheerful, bappy faces 
Jooked up from their work, and Ireland, who once 
bewailed herself as childlows after the potaty faite 
of “47, is mow ringing with the laughter of the 
young, I saw the boys and girls everywhere, and 
they were Lo the public Hibraries in the evesing 2 
well as at the moving pictures. 
Macroom was as droll a fittle town ax ever 

winked at the bills, but 

“Twas tute and decent 
nd quite adjacent 
To came from Cork on a rummer'é day. 

As L-came up the easy-golng street, whose bust 
ness seemed to be Keeping the fools af the opposite 
housws together and their back-slanting doorstep? 
apart, an old man and woman prodded a reluctant 
pig with Jong. forked sticks. As they prodded the 
pix they matterod bercely to each other, and shook 
ther fists mow at the air, now at the pig. 
wondered what domestic tragedy 1 should witmess 
U by any chance these sticks crossed each other. 
The porker marched on with that tremendous 
dignity of an Irish pig who always nck so com 
pclous of his superior ham and bacon, 

In Michael O'Leary's town there were no gurl 
ers of him, Only one modest tribute I saw in an 
old arithmetic book spread apen in tae shop wit 
dow. On it was written the one significant word: 
“O'Leary's.” 

At ane end of the street was a recruiting stand 
and the half-dozen children who immediately ay- 
peared at ray Indgings to take charge of me sail it 
was"‘spache day.” They accompanied me in state 
to hear the fiery orator who almost literally beat 
the air with his figures of speech as he called oo 
the men of O'Leary's county to enfist. As two 
hundred have already gooe out from the small 
town, this appeal was to the mountain folk. 

As we listened a fiery lad leaped through tbe 
crowd and, tearing off bis rough jacket, twisted 
himself at the orator’s feet like some okt Bible 
character possessed of the demon of war, “Tell 
O'Leary Em comin’! TC be nades me, I'm comin’! 
"Tisn’t bim that should be without help!" It was 
there so vividly in the boy, that Irish heart that 
cannot refuse an appeal for belp, 

“Sweet Mother Mary,” the crowd murmured, 
with the prayer that comes so readily to Irish lips: 
* Jesias, protect the lad.” 

Srmatoe irony of history, I thoughe, 
the castle of Macroom, ivy hung at egertd 

mossed, whose high window, shining like an old, 
wicked eye, lit the hanging chansber of the fornet 
insurrectioniats, ‘They told me the castle war 
haunted by these martyrs, who dragged their 
chains and howled nightly. Queer ghosts not to 
walk, I thought, to the tune af “God Save the 
King” played opposite their hanging chamber on 
a recruiting stand. Yet because they were Irish 
ghosts I knew pepsmieg as they realized that if 
they were in the today it would voluntarily 
be in English khaki, 

Back at the ion they told me of that other boy 
who went out “to help Michael,” They had bees 
school chums and Dan had gone out to battle for 
his friend. But where the fate of war had made 
Michael a hero, Daniel had come back blind, 
‘They arked me if E wouldn't go down to see his 
mother, “She's just off the lane a bit, and if you're 
from the States, miss, it would ase her to talk wid 
ye, foe she was once a cook in a boardin' house in 
New York," 

[couldn't imagine why anyone who had been a 
cook is a hoarding house in New York would want 
to reminisce, and 1 dreaded seeing the blind boy. 
T had seem so many blind in the countries at war- 

His little room was so dark I could just distin- 
guish his outline from the door, He talked cheer 
fully enough and even Iaughed when 1 told him of 
my struggles to Gnd Tipperary; but, as I knew 
there was no hope for his recavery, 1 afterward 
asked bis mother: “Why is the room kept so 
dark?" She took me out by the side of the cottage 
where the eaves’ pipe ran down into a green rain 
barrel, “He has asked for jt, she said slowly, 
“It is the sunlight be misses most, He fancies, 
mins, if the room is kept dark, even if he had bit 
eyes, there would be no sunlight to sec, It kapes 
‘bles more asy in bis mind.” 

'T WAS tea-time when I swung on to « jaunting 
car Lwasswisging off andon now, f had taken 

my highly recommended Paddy's word that Mes 
oO 's was “just about a mile away, at the 
turn of the mountain,” but then I hada't meas 
ured an Irish mile, Now au trish mile is made of 
clastic. Tt begins with a minus and ends with 2 
plus. It is grounded on good intentions and leads 
anywhere. 

After our car bad fogged through about ten 
American miles of glistening green fields fenced 
with pink hawthorn hedges, the Gew-distilled per- 
fumes changed for the pungence af the peat fields 
that lay before ws cut to the shiny black cose, 
From the men and women walking homeward 
with their digging spades across their shoulders L 
tureed is alarm to Paddy, “'Paddy," J said, “how 
much farther must we go?" 

“Oh, about a mile, miss,” he answered. 
Os we went into the mountains! The dusk fell 

and tbe core crakes sent up their weird, muclan- 
choly cries. Primitive mountain fotk jassed ws 
tuts 30 narrow that once we had to Jet an ole mi 
climb up oo our jauating car and then down 
on the other side, “Paddy,” I ested with the de 
spair of “Sister Ann, Sister Ann,” “how muck 
farther Is Mrs. O'Leary's?” 

“Ob, about a mile,” he answered, In the tone of 
one who believes that “if ye can't be way, be as asy 
as ye can.” 

“But look down there at that dreadful chasm 
Supposing we fall over in the dark," I ventured. 
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of Stesan Clegy 
her ake 

rf 

being parti 

neesented by 

the one 
carly orphaned 
days, surtor for t 
the other 

wevsistend Susan 
Wrestled With Mer Pack: 

ges 
rs. Lathrop 
at degree « 

Which enabled them to face with 
the fact wy must vacate their dwellings for an indefi- and Mrs. n woukd want to read us her poetry, {1's all 
Aitely extended period. Jathrop's glory as a millionaire, so right to write if you ain't got brains or time for nothing 
effulgently demonstrated in many directions since his return better ave, and 1 ain't going to knowingly board 
Tom the Klondike, was naw so strongly to the fore in the myseli with no one as hasn't.” 
Minds of both that they bowed, ically and collectively, Mrs, Lath made nc ment. She wasa simply ideal 
Mare or less resignedly to his wishes 

“LT must sy fd'n know how this thing is 
Outin the end," Susan observed to Mrs, Lathrop 
Set for the beginning of the work drow nearer. 
pinion is as it's 2 
nut if your house is to be built over you've g 

Sand | must say as 1 don’t just 
of our houses what 
We're going to get into, 
Jathrop says we can go 
to the hotel and that 
he'll pay the bill. Well, 
! say it's good he'd 
Pay the bi 

n't pay 
bill—T know that. But 
even if 1 haven't got 
the bill to pay 1 don’t 
feel so raving, raring 
tad to go to the hotel 
They take very little 
‘terest in their house 
eeping in hotels, and 

No matter who's eat off 
ot what, if they can use 
it again~and they gen- 
erally can—they always 
\ Why, they churn 
Up the melted odds and 
ends of ice-cream and 
Serve “em out as fresh- 
made with that cheerful 
Countenance as loveth 
80 giver. And what Mrs. Lathrop, which'll go which? 
we'd throw to the eat without saying | wouldn't choose to live 
they scrape right back with Gran’ma Mullins, nor Mrs. Macy 
into the soup pot, and nor ne else d my choice. 
plad enough to get it Cont Christi Courtesy Dewy That t wih too ar give to liking to 

don't. suppose you'd You Would Diive Me Distractey mysell, Of course Mra, Macy 
Mind what you ate, nor anter di jon than Gran'ma Mu 
What kind of a cloth had dusted your plate, but I was for sl ot Hiram to w in over: 
brought up to be clean, and 

Mon affection for Jathrop. Li 
You can write and tell 
Nis feclings 

¥e done enough to prove my Christian 
‘What —?" ventured Mrs. Lathrop. 

Went right on: 

DON'T 
while the 

© where we're ever 
haul our walls down and roc 

hat young man says there won't be a room 
won't have to h © something done 
don’t want my furniture spoiled, even if [do have 
to have my house built over against my will. My 
furniture is very Kood furniture, Mrs. Lathrop. 

* been oiled, and rubbed, and polished ever since 
it was bought, and none of the chairs has ever had 
their middles stepped on, and nothing of mine has 
Rot a sunk hole from sitting—no, sir! my mat- 
tresses is all slept even from side to side, and there 
ain't a bot rk in the whole house. It’s a sin 
to take and wreck a happy home like mine. | 
hall have untold convenience hereafter, but I shall 

Hever take any more real comfort, That's wi 
‘oming. And where under the sin we 

Boing to put our things the Lord only knows. 
Irs. Lathrop was one of those who rarely t 

A quéstion us A personal matter. She niade no 
liggestion; she just rocked 

“T can sce what I've got to be doing,” said 
Susan, a clearer light breaking. “I've got to be 
Retting up and seeing where you and me can go, 
and where we can pat aur goods. I don't want to 
live under the same roof with you if L can possibly 
help it. And not to do it's going to be hard; for, 
Knowing we're such friends, folks is going to nai luralty ppb us together. I don't want to 
hurt your feelings, Mrs. Lathrop, and yet { can’t 
in Christian courtesy deny that to live with you 
would drive me distracted. Still, I can’t live far 
from you, for we are old friends, and the brother 

ANY things against that & 

bitterly at first we 

construction of the 

pinster, and 
tend and nei 

Mrs, Lathrop; neither lady 
ularly charmec 

with the idea when it was fro 
he now afitu 

cat Jathrop Lathrop, son of 
nd once, in Susan 

nd heire 
» ha 

ations, and 

arrive 
philosophy 

mmendable ce 

ng to work 
as the date 
“My own 

I very well to build over most anything, 
tog 

«as yet when we get 

I don’t want to slee 
Spiders swinging themselves down to sce how I doit. No, 
Mrs. Lathrop, I can't consider no hotel, not even in com 

a hotel I will not, and 
m 90, for J don't want to | 

But all kindness bas its limits, and if Tet a boy 
aehitect run through the heart of my house T consider as 

irit for one year." 
But Susan Clegg 

sing to put our things 
our foundations. 
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I—Susan Goes Boarding 
ILLUSTRATIONS BY H 

eth all else to cleave 
atest close wher eit tha 

without saying we've 
1 1. am to you. An 

got to be close together. 
come eventually cept 
and possibly even to enjoy ises were so undeniably true that the pas- 
It was that way, to a uid not insaid them even had 

gree at least, with the re- been so disposed; which 
houses 

CCORDINGLY, 
her seal 

ce was 
“ There’ 

next day, 
and the 
t to be 

an when shi 

upon the ver 
hbor, nt 

ng to put me nat 
No room is is 

ing most hot in summer: and a 
of 

But the pkins 
reaccepted, nevertheless, x to be hot i 

e where 1 pay board 
Doctor Brown a 

kd be glad of the 
couldn't go either of those two 
have to bh 

an and 
at very dust of our feet; 

aposure + hoth of 

t of the th 
1 s0 she w 

F thing 
we can put them. It wasn't easy 
Mr. Shores say's he's willing we should have 

upper part. | told him as f should want 
many time, a far be 

te 

y that all things ¢ 
rely rocked and wai 

ued, 

expone 
waits, a 

for 
d. 

I the t 
out of 

nd he sak 
prevent 

his clerk, and it does b 

to us agi Im 
where we'll end, 

N THE 
was effected. 

“T've got it all fixed," 
turnin, 

na Mullins the other 
Mullins says, with Hiram g 
Klondike and Lucy gone to h 

ok like Hiram in bed: 
aching and breaking 
f his train ain't grinding on 

half so much 

1 Efeel as liv 
her trying to make it come out even for the 
Januar 1 would have to worry aver that. 
ven if Gran'ma Mullins is wearing. she's soothi 

rt I shall need soothing this summer. 
an't well ser how I'm + going to pack up my t 

an't sce what's to keep 'em from 
corners knocked, 

bles of Susan Clegg 

M. BRETT 

to his brother wasn't more 
> it 

But not too 
Zoe 

Susan began 
iding 

ly found 
e returned 
my. views 
and never 

her them st 
You're easil but I'm m 
will be. I'm of a nature as never is to be lightly took in 
vain, nor yet to be just lightly took either. And no one 

y in July, nor yet in 
sant in 
ough 

my own house | will not be hot in 
Mrs. Brown would take us 

d Amelia gets back, and Mrs. 

Mrs, Brown woukl 
ine else to take you, 

ne to him who 

“I've found where 
but [ never give up, and 

ck of 

woman from visiting what t 
own. I could see from his 

was thinking of his wife as run of 
at all h 

make a misery out of a 
ng her furniture if you 

So the goods is off our minds 
und now it’s just us has got to be pu 
somewheres till our own doors is opene 

t say I'd like to know 

very next day the solut 

said Susan, ri 

like, with the evening shad- 
acy'll take one of us and 

Gran'ma 

e to the 
¢ fath 

cither you or me can have their room 
ly for the Jove of heaven we musta’t 

for her he: 
and the car wh 

ny te 
3 they're grinding in by 

tenderest spot. Now the question is 
Itgoes and 

‘om ~=wrestled with bh 
alone with 

apleas Du 
ins, Gran'ma Mullins’, her first 0 

ig with Mrs. Macy all summer will surely lead to 
nt wp to next 

Then, 

I declare, Mrs. Lat 

ting scratched and th 
How can I fix a toilet set smooth together? “Oh, if he'll only ¢ 

RS, 

t 

1 

“Nothing but the Floor Stopped p 
Folling Through to China” 

from 

it's so heavy stirred 5 Father give it to her, an 
oulen’t stir it if | wanted to nobow, But 1 don't want 

to stir it, It's my dead mother's last wish, and as such is 
J. I wasn't to stir father nor the clock, It's a French 

clock and it's marble, It’sa handsome clock. It was father’s 
ne present io mother. And now I've got to put 

orage. Oh, Mrs, Lathrop, this is going to be a awfal 
iness! Think of the carpets! Think of che 
Jes, and my dead mother's Lamberguins! Think of the 

things in the garret! And the things in the cellar! And the 
ings in the closets! I don't know, ['m sure, how we'll 
if get moved," 
As the days went on, the slow trend of life brought the 

singly to the front, Susan decided to 
wodge herself w anima Mullins, Gran'ma Mullins, 
whose heart was still very heavy over Hiram’s escape from 
the home nest, would have preferred Mrs, Lathrop. Mrs 
Lathrop's capacity for listening would have meant much to 
Gran'ma Mullins in these hours of bitter lonelinest; but 
Mrs, Macy wanted Mrs. Lathrop, and Susan didn’t want 
Mrs, Macy, so the outcome of that question was & foregone 

Ww 

window 

\ THEN all was settled Jarhrop dispatched emissaries who, 
with a deftness and dexterity possessed only by 

hirelings of millionaires, descended on Mrs. Lathrop and in 
the course of a single afternoon transferred her, her rocker 

whole contents of her bedroom to Mrs, Macy's 
The emissaries offered to do the same thing for Susan Clegg, 
but she rejected their aid. Alone and unassisted Susan 

pecking, Her straggle was valiant, but 
toward the end she had to call on ‘Liza Em'ly and Sam 

ray for help. When, on Saturday night, Susan arrived at 
servation was that when the 

Lord got through with the creation it was amall wonder He 
arranged to rest on the seventh day. 

“T d'n know as [ shall ever get up again,” she said to 
Gran'ma Mullins, who was watching her take off her bonnet 
“A apron as has been used to carry things in for six days is 
bright and starched beside me. Ob, Gran'ma Mullins, pray 
on your folded knees as Hiram won't come back rich and 
want to build you over! Anything but that 

ne back it's all I'll ask!" ecturnedt 
A toilet set the handles Gran'ma Mullins sadly, “To think he can't get there for 
always stick out. And the frying pan’s got a handle,too,and four weeks yet! And think of Hiram ina boat! Why Hiram 

clotheshar ain't any ways adaptable to nothing. Chair can't even see a mirror tipped back and forth without hav- 
legs is very bad and table legs is worse, and ther 

“Last Night She Was Up et Two 
to Tel Me How Hiram Used to 
Shut Ha Eyes Before He Went 
to Steep When He Wes a Baby 

(Pege 25) 

mother’s 
wedding-present clock as found its level years ago and ain't 

ing to go right where he'll be the only company. And thea to 
be in a boat! A boat is such a ti thing! I read about 

one man being drowned in one last 
week. Th hooking for him with 
dynamite to see if they can even get 4 
piece of him back for his wife. His wife 
mat much like Lucy, I guess, Oh, 
Susan, you'll never know what I've 
stood from Lucy! Nobody will.” 

Miss Clegg shook her head and looked 
about her with an eye that was dubious. 

“T've got some eggs for supper,” said 
Gran’ma Mullins, “one for you and one 
for me, and one for either of us as can 
eat two.” 

“T can eat two,” said Susan, who 
thought best to declare herself at the 
outset 

“Is your things all out of the house?" 
Gran'ma Mullins asked as they seated 
themselves at the table. 

“Oh, yes,” answered Susan, 
thing is out!” 

* Did you get the clock out safe?" 
Susan's expression altered suddenly 

clock! Oh, what do you think 
kappened to that clock? And I didn't 
feel to mind it either,” 

“Oh, Susan, you didn't break it!" 
“Idid. And in sixty thousand Ain- 

ders. And I'm glad too. Very glad. 

oer a 

“every- 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12 



The Christmas Story 
ANY hundreds of years ago God prom 
ised His chosen people a Great King, 
anid as they waited for his coming they 

told stories and sang songs of this King whe 
should rule all the earth and bring love and 

wy tathe world, At best the promi 
and the Great King dil come ty all the wait 
ing people, but 4 nt come in »plendor as 
the 

In thow days th 
that part of the and 
H the people shoul b 

‘one sboulel gu to his 
taxes 

Now Joseph was a oot carpenter why tived 
ina humble little homwin Nazareth, but Joseph 

ile hail imagines 
Romans ruled over al 

nade a law that 
anal Chat aed 

helen King David uf 
Hethlebem-J. tule Went aut 
Ubat each showlt he tuusyel in his tity 
Joseph was obliged totake his you Mary 
andl go toy hss of Bethlehem 

IL was ev Ubey arrived ated Un 
little city was filled with travelers sv that 
when Jowph asked for a foom at thr inn, the 
innkveper was forced to tell him that there 
was no place for them, Joseph did not know 
whee ¢ kind-hearted Innkeeper 
Felt so sorry theat he said“ You may take ywur 
young wife to my hillside stable apd there you 
tay Gnel shelter fne the nights it ixull that 1 
have to utfer you.” 

And there in that humble stuble God ant 
all the world, fue there thy 

Christ Child was born, and his mother 

ved him in swadilling otbes, and 

of the country there were 
ping wate) 

ny night, “ they were 

startlel by a height light which shone about 
nd an angel of the Lord came down to 

every (rightened 
them and said: “Fear 

nat, for [being to you youd lidings which shall 
be of great joy to all people. Vor today, ie 
the City of David, is horn a Savior, who i 
Christ the Lord: and you will know the hate 

will fod him wrapped im swaddling 
ying (no neanger 

il suddenly the heavens opened and ther: 
was with th nuitituile of the heavenly 
host who were praising God, saying: Glory 
to God in the righent, ain on eweth peace, ie 
will toward me 

Wh 
heaven 
Let us go to Bethlehem 
which the argel has toll us 
with haste and found Mary ved Joseph, azn 
the babe lying in a am: The shepherds 
knelt before the lithe Christ Child and wor 
shipedt him, and they broughe to him their gift 
of love, thse tinke yf the flock. and ph 

at his feet, Then they went out and told 
I that they had seen ane hea! 

it Kast, far, fur away from 
estine, there lived three wise men in differ 
ent parts af the Each had beard the 
story of © ne they reat 
and stu heliewed in the story 
and they watched fora star that should be a 
sign to them that the King had come. 

At Lait one night they saw a brilliant 
in the eastern shy ‘Then they started on thei 
long ride across the desert. Tt was a hard 
wearlwoene journey, Wut, as the star guid 
theen, they felt happy, for they knew that the 
peomise of God bad come true and that the 

ight of the World” had come to lead them 
of darkness, 

When they reached the great city of Jerwsa 
Tem they went at oace to the palace of King 
Herod and asked: “Where is he that is born 
King of the Jews? for we bave seen his star 
in the east, and are come to worship him," 

1rd this be was troubled, 
this Child might some 

King in his place. So Herod 
some of his scrihes to him and he asked 
“Where should the Chtist be born?" 

And they answered him, saying: ‘In the City 
‘of Bethlehem:Judah, for thus it has bees tol 
by our prophi 

‘Thess Herod questioned the wise men about 
the star, and he said: "Go to Bethlehem and 
search for the young Child, and when you have 
found him bring me woed so that Tray euene 
ued beim abso,” 

After Herod had talked with them the wise 
men left Jerusalem and went toward Bethle 
hem, and the star which they had seen in the 
¢aat went belore them until it came and stood 
over the place where the young Child was. 
When they came into the Bouse they found 
the young Child with Mary his mother, ani 
they bowed down and worshiped him. 

em inte 
one another: 

see this Child of 
Nad they came 
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Z 

The wise m 
dressed ull in roy 
upan a throne Ie 
them tw a tiny make each 

a throw 
whose palace was 
tvterd that thie Vittles Chri 

they gave him 
ayrth 

at, a little waist 
Twill knit for 

nice warms stockin 
while you shall make them 

small she 

aovnd 
frankiove 

bh Christ 
Christ Child 

vr “Phat is "said the man, 
* Sa they nee. 

dy they ta 
ul then hid bebi 

ch for the little mes. 
can give gold an 
of the wise me 

leather tom: 
very much surp Retold From Corin 

HERE was a shee 

ad become so pour that be 
jore Weather. At last he bail oaly € 

t for us 
ach other. ‘Let us try them on 

will fis” So they g the 
Tittle trousers, waiste 

and couts, they pulled an the stockings 

shoes und Last of all t on the little 
ap They s hed their new thes dows, 

sith great care, then they went skipping and 

prancing about the room, laughing and gig 
aling with glee. ‘They jumped over chairs a 
tables and then they rushed out af the doc 
and as they ran away they sume: 
w 

went to when he made 
feadly fot the work of the day, be was amazed 

al the pair af shoes all f 1 standing 

he called f 
leather that T cut oat last 
made up into sl ha rap-a-tap-tap, good luck youll Bor lack 
peaed? Who eo Hut we'll wever come back with « 7 tin 
“TE dan't koow, Dams 4 tha loisioiy Bleu Braided cab Gh as A et eles And the happy elves, dressed all in their 

Christmas clos Hever 
home of the shoemaker. 
Lrue, for tise 
luck ever after. 

‘aime again to the 
But their song came 

vaker avd his wife had 

Then they exami 
and found that Uhey w 

ong after a cust 
utitul sb 

queaky and the Scare Box 

om a tine there lived im a 
cy wall family of mice. 

in 
bere 

lather mouse and the mother 
) three little baby mice. They were 

carefully and the next 
» work, bat to his siarpurice th 
airs of shoes standing all and they Velvet Family,” because their fur 

neatly made as the first pair. t, gray velvet. One little muvse 
Ani so it went on day after day, until at only they: nick 

ait the yood mam had so many customers y” because he 
of shues that he wa ¢ datkest cle 

was named “Stiffy,”” 
could sniff and smell anything good to eat 
wherever it might be hidden. And the tiskest 
little mouse was nam ” because 

He was 

w it happened one ev 
as, when the ce 

2. not lang be 

Now the mother mouse was very wise, and 
e taught her bablet to scamper and 

» whenever they saw the old cat tiptoeing about 
and she had also warned them to beware of 
the trap, The little mice answered: 
Ves, mother, yes” Nad they promised to obey 
their mother. 

T could not begin to tell you about all the 
ics that those mive had together, but I will 
you about their Christmas party, 
Twas the night helore Chrtamas, whet all 

A throagh use 
iy Not a creature was stirring. not even mae, 

‘The last touches had been put upon the 
tall Christmas tree in the living room. ‘The 
father and mother had gone upstairs 
Aad te children were tested all auug ls their 

beds, 
While visions of sugar plus danced through 

their Beads 
Rut in the hole in the wall the Velvet 

family were all wideawake. 
Ee-ce-ee,” squeaked Squeaky 

“Why can't we creep into the big room 
and see tbe tall Christmas tree? We 
have heard the children talking about 

So they hid behind a cartain in a corner of 
the room. Just as the Jock strack twelve 

the 

was cut out, and began to pound and stitch. 
Kap-tap-tap, rap-tap-tajy"" went their ham 

s} aud as they watked they sai 

will BO, 
A rapa-tap-tap, and a ra 

e elves worked besily throwgh the 
night until the shoes stood on the table all 
ready to sell, And at daybreak when all 
was dooe they ran swiftly away 

The next day the good wife said to the 
shoemaker: “Husband, those wee little 
men have made ws rich and we should 
find some way to show our gratitude 
to them.” 

“You are right, my good wile. 
answered the man; "but what can we 
do for those Htthe men?” 

OTE Miss Faulkner will be glad to have the readers of this page write to 
ber and tel! ber what stories the children in their care like best—the ones they 

ask for most often, and what stories they would like to have in Tue JOURNAL. 
Perhaps you dimly recall some story your mother told you in your childhood, on 
which you would like to have your memory refreshed that you may tell it to others. 
Miss Faulkner will also send, upon request, a list of Christmas stories to read to 
children. Kindly tnclose an addressed, stamped envelope with your request. 
Address Miss Faulkner, in care of Tux Lanes’ Hoste Jounxat, Independence 
Square, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 

that tree for day's 
Chri as tree.” 

Well,” said father mouse, “E will go out 
first and look rarcfully wbaut! and then 1 will 
fet you know if it is-safe for us ull to go.” 
So father mouse crept softly through the 

pantry, down the long hall and Intu the living 
am. But the old-cat was nowhere to be seen, 
the houre poople were aleald she mig! 

brush against the troe and break survething, 
Sa poor Mrs, Puss wes spending her Christmas 
Eve down in the cellar. When father mouse 
evuld not find the ext he « ck to the 

Met oat 
is dear! Come, children 

ail the Velvet farnily catoo ucramdting 
dows from the hole in the wall, their whiskers 
fuirly rembling in their eagerness, and when 

saw the wonderful tree the wnt 
ot about tt, exansining overy thing, 

oreell something good te eat said 
“Let us climb up into the tree and 

and we have never seen 

amd the cand 
rp Eyes valled 
Tee a mouse, 

ng to ur furry family 
shwuld say wot!" snifled Saidlys 

the popcorn cha 
when soddenty SI 
here, 1 ao mente, 
de 

but he 

queaked Squeaky, 
and they all began tu cat the chocolate 
mouse antil Rang!” suddenly the deor was 
thrown open, and the electric lights wi 
turned 

Ww of warning Che Velvet family 
cune scrambling down through the branches 
af the teee, seampered pell-mnell aceows te hall 
through 1 ry, aed back to their hy 
in safety were father mouse, mot 
mouse, Sharpy and Soldiy, but w' 

of pout Squeaky? Now as Squeaky tried 
to climb down the tree he fell beels over head 
down, down, until he was cawglt la a funny 
square box, An ugly-looking enan with black 
hair and black beard seemed to be bopping 
right ont of the box, anil when Squraky saw 
the lights tured an be thought it hest to hid 

skirts of t orman. He hexrd 
were tulki 

be children's f 
ha a shame to feeget Chis train,” and 
the father and mother bogan to arrange tiny 
tracks and switches. Wien all was in place 
the mother lioked once more at the tree 
“Why, look at that Jack-in-the-box!” she 

said, “11 i banging out. That would spoil 
all the fun; 1 must fix it back in place." Then 
she pushed © k down in the box, and shut 
and Jocked the lit 

As Squeaky felt the springs clase tightly 
about him be squeaked wee shrill "Ke" of 
fright, ‘The fathee saity “1 never heard such 
® perfect squeak. It is wonderful the toys 
they make forchildren.”’ "Then he turned out 
the lights and followed his wife upstairs. 

* Fam inatrap,” moaned poor little Squeaky, 
“and they didn't even give mea mite of cheese 
to cat. 1 woeder if this queer mat will ever 
let tout again; I want to go bome.” 
Then Squeaky cried himself to seep. 

In the morning be beard shouts al“ M: 
Christmas! Merry Chevetenas!” and the 
tree trembled in all its branches as the toys 
were taken down one by one, Then such a 

c was beard —drums beating, horns toot- 
i, Chibdeen shomting: “Oh, see my new train, 

bow fast it goes over these tracks: ‘See this 
dolly open and shut her eyes, and she sys 
‘mamma, papa,’ whenever E pull 

“Eee,” groaned poor Squeaky, 
squeak ‘mamma, papa,’ that way, too, 
J couk! so homme to my mamena and pape.” 
As if in amswer to his wish Squeaky suddenly 
felt the box lifted down from the tree. 
“Come here, Teddy," sail the children’s 

mother, “and we will have some fun with our 
new scare box.” Teddy leaned against 
mother's kane, watching eknsely. “One two: 
threo!" the mother counted as ybe opened the 
iid. Out jumped the man with the black bear 
and hair and with a Soud squeak of joy out 
jamped Squeaky. 

“ Be-ee-eu!” said 
the Jack-in-th 
sraall boy in delight. 

‘y 

"said 
yelled the 

shricked the “Ob, Be: 
mother ax she threw the hex an the flooe, and, 
holding ber skirts ep high, she climbed up en 

‘A mouse! A mouse! 
they all shouted in a 

a chair screaming: 
“Where? Where 
choras 

But litte Squeaky whisked away to fast 
that they caught only a glimpse af his long tail 
as he dashed across the lang hall hack to bis 
pantry home in safety. Squeaky told father 
mouse and mother mouse the whole story, and 
there was great rejosing among the Velvet 
family over the return of Squcaky. 

(Page 26) 



han by one's cnemie 
Shelling the to Ther 
Hise of an engagemer 

‘ts, shout 

chant as th 
_ A roar of 
But not tl 
sme to ky 

life the tr 
fairs, ‘The old peasant 
H the foot of the lower Hight 

ou might — wart 
Mot he She would 

child smiled a 
Adoging sri 

"One has the father 
M’sieue is go She 

bent quickly, and she kissed hi 
As he swung away Philip 

Where her lips had touc 
feeling, to have your hand kis 
about h 
Was kille 
he 

art which ha 
and suddenly 

as singing 

The Geersane hebt the 
ser; the regiment wa Ordered to cross, TH 

brew days after the 
p 1 Dixmadk 

Philip had forgotten 
about Dixmude, about 
the girl, One wall 
ime to reme i 

diering, One obeys 
Orders, eat hts; be 
‘Ween times one drops 
dea 4 the. ut 
Tost the hutnan machin 
fin accomplish in th 
life of superhuman strain 

1 regiment marche 
toward the canal, an 
Philip wis aware only 
that there Wis a 
lo and that he w 
to do it; alive only t 
the fact that at any mo 

Ment he must be ready 
to fight 

ND with that th 
was fullof th 

Sound which he hae ¢ 

and out of 
Acro! 

am, pe 
torrent of never 

ne defended, one fought, 
trampled shed, lunged the 
lunan life were a clot o 

Mud to be used only for 
Maching that bank over 
there a few yards away, & few hundred lives away 

They were bay 
thrown down, teampled into a bridge, the boys 
With mot at home, 
Men with rampled 
ito a briege for the erass- 
Sg of a mad multitude 
hind 

*hilip, a t erk in his 
ig fury—roaring, 
tmad—reached the 

beyor 
yards beyond 
Fell and felt n 

Prin; only, struggle as he 
Might, he could not rise; 
‘omething did not 

ve been conscious before 

fem. Tt was not somuch 

led wp hundrec 
There were 

© hin 

not been there dreadful assembly, 

scious: it was as if never 
s if all his 
and now 

card cinw on time in 
chureh, a little lad, and held 

against his mother's shoulder. The 
y and clear, this voice that 
ame ina manner of chant 

unto Thee, O Lord,” the 
voice.” And again that 
ld words: “Out of the 

edl—groaned, Phitip's 
{about, There were 

mon. He was lying 
18 

here we hic 
ere hh jeeding 

Philip stared at them all 
ane the shock of his 

And again came om his 

unto Thee, O Lord ' 
A thousand damnations on your 

seamed a man, struggling 
rh isn't 1 

this il 
inte a cc 

ould there be 

nant began again, calm, 
ld thing stecros the 

away, another voice bad 
it, repeated them 

“Out of the depths 
have [ called unto Thee 
© Lord,” the weaker 
trained tones were an 
swering, and yet another 
gasping, and still another 
came into the solemn 
hoir: “O Lord, hear my 

Then from somewhere 
through the groans rose 

jorously a traine 
chant, the chant of 
singer in a cathedral 

De profundis clamavt 
ed te, Domin ancl 

i from all about 
voices followed 
trained, broken, 

cabling from the last diteh 
upon their God 

UDDENLY Philip's 
tu £ nerves burst 

ible life; he was into 
suffering as he had 1 
thought of suffering; | 
was awake, back in his 
normal consciousn 
the words which be had 

saying held hin 
and with that he was 
ing. The men about 

m meant nothing; this 
8 prayer at 

He needed desper 
whar he asked for 

yd that he had not be 
liewed in God before was 
not more to him than a 

raw in the wind. He 
knew now; from that bot 
tomless conscic ess 
which had flowed into 

out of the depths he 

most 

“OGodl !" he prayed 
and though he did not 

prayer! alo 
ive 

k my life, So that 
use it for You 
I will, Helg 

p us 

i with that there 
mad, unthink 

sound—the man 
med curses 

y terribly 
wil 
stood nt Philip's hear 

still 
“There is a God,” he 

broke out, shaking, writh- 
ing, sobbing horribly 



Ask him to—te me. 
The arms flung up; he was 

hitip’s shivering cansclous 

"T have to give in. 
1 helieve—O God!" 
dead, Aut with that 
ness lapsed again. 
When be came tu himself the next. tit 

comfortably in sheets, He turned b 
about were narrow white 2 ho: bs: 
was peace; peace and comfort and clean: 
was too weak to want mon 
him, Deowsily he saw a 
ber cap mov him; he shut 

ht speak to him; the edi tod a wort. 

ars, feigning un 
om sheer dread of taking on hy 
he beast fingerweieht of the bur 

had crows 
ys befure th 

to his 
desive for activity yet awhile 
by to pulse back, 

the other ni 

n of living, & 
ing into those 

But i 
A vague inter 

ow beds, irs what anid the 
nen in them, in the men. 

ly he moved his hands; they were Fentatiy 
right; rt too that was a mirack of joy 

he tried t 6 sich anil caught every 
nerve in his body, “It's ne whis. 
pered, trembling, smiling had found! 
the weak spot 
to the bed 

real 

\ boy was there of 
. fair-haired and fi 
ie whiteness, like a child 

thought ftom the beliht 
looking, ani 

Pl 
twenty-three yea 

nit with that be “THE boy's eves were closed 
began to talk in his sleepy 

spasm of disgust caught the Americ 
with the repulsion which the sound nf t 
stirred in him. The unspeaka! 
whispered. The sleeplag boy 1 
ward was quiet 
mover, yards away; Phi 

totalk German, 3 
he shook 

of German, could help listening to the boy 
©The mother,” he said, “she + 

come soon a battlefield, Tt is no 
women. .trht I'm a thickbead; it is not 

e—the orchard; the fitt 
Gretel! Her braid 

rose bush--wait 
tu tear the good, 

! How the f 

& bath 
sinter wor 

caught the 
Careless Madchen 
hair, Duwo, Na 
is glad to see thee back from school! 

The boy stirred, woke; set his 
he twisted sith the pain that bad 
him; smiled hroogh the pain into Philip's 

My 
ina home, 

caukl the Ameticats stile 
4 the accutved. Ie turned 

He heard a sigh and the 
cuteh of a moan; the boy’s wound had hurt 
him, Philip was not cold-blooded: the ery 
pluckily smothered, the picture of the 
blond head amo 4 youth 
and suffering and bim alk 

yet he turned! without a sign of syrmpath 
o the bed va the other site lay 2 man 

of tifty-live ar so, grizaled, hogpard, Dork 
eyes under heavy brows glearmed ut the 

Bur pat y 
buck at on 
his head away 

ceiling. Vhilip, looking, saw that tlhe ears 
face was concentrated in endurance. The 
muscles were rigid; it seemed chat with 
one ounce more of pain the will must 
bevak and be would scream. But the will held, stl 
slowly the muscles relaxed; the spasm has passed 
A purse came. 

“Ab. she sald repruackfully, “you should have 
called me, Baron! 1 could have given you a bypo 
dermic, Why didn’t you send?" 

‘The man was shaking with what he had bees 
through, "Pardon, nurse," be said. “Yor were 
busy’ 

D Philip tossed up a hand in distaste~the 
man spoke English perfectly, but his acceist 

was German, He shot bis eyes then and Jooked to 
neither right nor lett; he, the German-bater, who 
had come three thousand miles to help panish the 

tace of camaille,”” lay between two Germans 
‘The quict hours went on, Pain, peace, ope, en 

durance, despair; these were about him, were with 
him iw his narrow white bed. His own sufferiag, 9s 
long as he lay still, was pot severe, but at 
movement of his body the wound in the hip was 
fire and koives 

Then behold there was a letter, an event of ex 
citement and joy, @ letter from his mother. The 

ed his head on two pillows, and ax he read 
¢ brightened, softened with the changing 

interest; he did sot know that the man 
Fight was watching. It was along letter; as 

he finished the Grst sheet be tucked it under the 
pillow, und an edge caught and he reached with his 
Jett hued to free it, and the & other sheets fe 
and blew close to the bed of the German officer. 

Philip almost cried, There was no nurse near; 
eval he bear it to wait till somevne carse? Might 
not the precious papers even blow away and get 
last? It was bitter to lie there and see that scrap of 
home in reach, yet beyond his power te reach. 

Soddenly the grizzled, massive headl in the next 
bed lifted: a bony arm went overboard and caught 
the papers and held them put; the glance of the 
two met: Philip's young, usforgiving glance and 
the composed, older look 

“It would be too bad o lose your mother’s letter 
f these circumstances,” spoke the officer in 

es widened. “Thank you very much," 
sid coldly. 

| E READ on absorbed; asthe end came he was 
aware of a stir; there were nurses bending over 

the Prussian olf “You must not ever do it 
wg. "TE saw you reach and 

dyou. [twas madness.” 
The other nurse injected ething into the 

Knotted arm, Philip saw that the man was in the 
krip of another attack of frightful pain. 

"It was madness,” the first nurse repeated 
‘The officer looked up; his face was drawn; 

black lines wete under his eyes; the nurse wiped 
away sweat. He looked up at her haggardly, 
whimslcally, “The boy wanted—bia mothers 
letter,"" he whispercl 

Philip, the letter clasped under the bedclothes, 
shut his eyes and thought; a long time be thought. 
First of his mother; of tbat sunny adtermoon in the 
big library at bome, with the pink phboxes outside 
and the bee buzzing inat the open window. Of the 

three t which he 
could never be agree . 
prejudice, Of class pride he af that at 

be bad J that in Li 
that was wiped ¢ 

pad spec 

‘Ther he thoug! 
nd thy 

Yeer canal, 
spoken aclbs 

hanted faith 
wn prayer and his promise i 

the Lord's work. 
had happe 

YW he was facing the third, C 
ntleness fur everything a 

ih beliewe in 
And he? His he 
was soft to the 
to du a kind 
Skackismith's 

my. Like a 

the first test of th 
the first fight 

‘arry under bis fag of faith. “ Porgive yo 

that was the vommazil. One li 
rp turns in a t 

of clear vi 

2 burring soft whisper; it was as if an organ far 
off were played In a wood. The boy listened. 

fe Law a cream — 
the Prussia: 

; hing,” the boy a 
foot onty 

Will yoo—will 
the tact sal 

comma: 
t walk decen 

I'm glad,” be 

wired, understood. ‘Then 
the Fatherland to lose a 

en Lam unburt otherwise. But 
But what?” Philip asked curiously 

ons of 
he older 

W the innocent blue eves asked quest 

dirt a 
Tbate it 

jonorably igo 
ned the little sis 

foot—it is a And pe 
¢ day be the Herr Oberschafiner, « 

Musik Direktor—for I know a little 
because af being wounded for the 
Tam lucky.” He we 

THE CHILD'S BIRTHDAY 
BY ARTHUR H. GLEASON 

EST of all ekers tobe 
His birthday all 

is the birthday of a Child, and in 
hdays of children are commemorated, All 

fathers, all mothers, everywhere, bring their good will to crown this day 
of the heaven-born, the hap; 
aes ee i 

in 

floods the 

Child who scattered love among men. 
in homage to the Child, 

fulfilled homes still the ancient song is sung. Peace still 
house where a babe is laid in sleep. Hatred and 

bickering tongues are hushed around the sensitiveness of a child. We 
must the world good for his coming. What 
Sees ariel dastacs is cece colaneneny Of he 

of an ailing 
y? What worry 

can live in the shattering of his carefree laughter 
Fortunate the household whose year is star-studded with the birth- 

days of children. Then something lovely comes to us out of the silence 
and dwells among us, making fresh 
less striving finds its meaning in the 
remade. We dreamed and were dis 
forward and conquer, His glad 
earth of huddled sadness. 

inning. Our weariness of end- 
id. Our broken faiths are there 

inted. Our little one shall go 
will carry him far, on this 

No room for the newcomer? A crowded world? Room must be 
found! He comes as the messenger from an unseen love. 

‘The officer shifted his took sJowly till it rested on 
Philip's face. “The attack wus of littl impor: 
tance,” be said quietly, “One gets used ” he 
stopped. “You wanted the letter,” 
“How did you know it was fram my mother?” 

Philip demanded impetuonsly 
The officer smiled, “1 have boys of my own,” 

he said simply 
“It was wondertul of y Philip repeated, a 

bit unevenly; and then: "We are—enemies, of 
course, but””—smiling, embarrassed—"‘it’s ‘Love 
your enemies,’ don't you know; and—that was an 
gwlully white thing you did. Would you—could 
you without hurting youreelf—shake hands with 
me, sir, and—and be friends?” 

‘The grimsled bead turped farther and the deep 
eyes of a scholar stared into Philip's. "You have 
conquered two enemies, my lad, in these five 
ralsutes,” the German spoke; "I saw your look 
when I gave you the letter; it was not friendly, 
You have conquered yourself. And I am"—he 
laughed a Jittl—“sb, youth and charm and 
genervis blood! I also am the captive of your 
bow and spear.” ‘The strong fingers went out and 
the clasp that held the hands together was not for 
time, perhaps, but for a peaceful eternity, 

HHILIP wakencd that midnight to the sound of a 
low rhythm; he tamed his head toward his new 

friend; the officer lay ss usual with the cavernous, 
shining eyes of him gazing upward as if at vistas 
seen through the whitewashed hospital ceiling: be 
was fepeating words i English, over and over, in 

the bed, “ Bot ever so the foot troubles. It seems 
not to understand that it is lucky." Beads of per- 

ration stood on the smooth forehead, but. the 
grinned. This little soldier was no coward 

"The pain will pass," said Philip, and he put 
out a hands hand tos German fighting man 

The boy caught the hand, crusbed it in his grip 
ofa peasant. “Mein Herris very good.” He had not 
missed the caste of the American 

A throb of pain, a memory, pulled at Philip’ 
soul—Lefty. “Do not bother about ‘mein Herr. 
lad,” he spoke quietly. “We're all brothers here 

“ Danke, Bruder,” smiled the little fellow, am 
from that oa Philip was called "brother" quite 
simaply by a German common soldier. 

) HE tay in bis white bed, between his two 
~J iriends, inthe midst of tragedy and suffering and 
personal pain aplenty, and was bay But one is 
not kept in a fleld hospital Jong, With his friends 
yet to east and west of him it was ordered that the 
American should be sent to England. The wound 
in the hip was healleag, but the same shell had dooe 
something to a great knot of muscles below the 
koee, and the doctor told him briskly that the 
bursa was gravely injured and that It was a ques- 
tion f he would ever walk “decently,” as the 
German boy pat it, again. Not for a year or two 
at best. So he was honorably discharged. 

There were people in Englaad anxious to be good 
to him, and into their hands he was defivered, a 
skeleton on crutches, in the early spring. It was 
late May before the ocean crossing could be 
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oasidered, and a6 4 Jube alternour hi hobbled for 
wide, quiet library at hom: 

+ being open and ruses bluwlag pink where 
hloxes had tlywe ta They sat of 

‘a, the boy and his mother, hand in 
athing contentedly, 

en hy saw stages, a little at a time 
king, 1ill after a while the be 
and the field of the Vser ai 

in the hospital cots whe hai so become his {rienlt 
that his voice wavered and stopped as fur told, He 

is hoy; he had got down ta realitivs 

thee tw 

had lived, 

iy EGGY being ¢ 
syeritied * hw three things which 1 

I've ferent forever for you and me 
toyou oa alled them, 2 was a marrow 

don't you kaow; hut Ive learned my less 
and 1'll try tay datnedest te romember it, 1 paid 

e hoy comsiderctl 
ke saltly the woman who hal 

stayed at She looked at him, thu same boy 
bluam gone, jaw 

hotlow eyes shining 
at soul baad corn 

the be’ 

= last August, The youn 
squared, lean cheeks culorle 
with a new Jook, Intenss, at pes 
lato ite own. “Out of the dept 
mother spoke and could speak 1 fut 

Leaving the unsalé whieh ne 
ahe drew al hand began in 

uk?” Philip demariled 
e Belgian girl you saved in Dixmude.” 

remarked Philip, “I forgot 
How did you know? Did I write yo! 

how, I didn’t save her; we only stuck ia se 

eyes widened, 
* She's here.” 
‘Here? He curt 

mran she came over—to you? F 
Ifer father was killed. She had no one lefty 

You bad gives her a note to m 

“You surprised 

"Did you think that pote, Is pencil, 
a tore scrap of paper, from you—did you 
think it would mean nothing to me?" 

*Meggy! You looked after her? You 
lamb! Was she a borrid nuisance?” 

Margaret Landicutt besitated, "S 
I think she is the mast heavenly hwmam 
being I've ever sven," 

*Youdon't say." Mhilip was pleased but 
greatly interested, “What did you 
cof the beavenly human? 
ter of seamstress — By ginger 

Jemmy. Hello, Uncle} 
ou? Looking St as a iddl 

younger than this veteran, ‘T're 
Tespect, please; I'm old and war-worn.” 

INCLE JEMMY put up his tartobe 
shell glasses and stored xt the bev? 

took them down, took out bis handkerchiel 
and rubbed them; left them swingin 0" 
the silk ribbow and dropped the handker 
chief. He gazed down at immaculate shuet 
vod appeared to see dust oo bis gray sil 

ings, which he ticked at with the 
wered handkerchief, He stared again at 

Philip. Finally: “Those roses of yours att 
immensely better than mine, Margaret. MY 
mas isa lazy fool.” With that he snatched 

Philip's hands. “My boy, I'm glaé—1'm glad— 
he stopped abruptly acd discovered more dust ot 
the blameless stockings, 

With that Mrs Landicutt took charge and { 
two minutes they were talking calmly, Unele 
Jemmy seated, stately and cuol, as if no stl 
heartedness had shipwrecked him. 
“We were talking,” Philip peonounced 

society manner, “about some salvage of mine + 
salvage, to be explict—in the girl Line. It sees 
I salvaged her by bercically sitting in an attic tet 
hours along of her. I'd clean forgotten, Mese¥ 
allows she’s the queen of the archangels.” 

fave you seen her?" inquired Uncle Jensmy’ 

“An extraordinary beauty |" Uncle Jeramy per 
mitted himself to remark, and proceeded at n shan? 

“I hear that you're goané 

ilip amended cheerfully, 
Unele Jemnmy emiled indulgent, amused, “1t* 

a departure for a man of our family, but not dir 
creditable. You'll come back to the busines 
There's « large amount of mosey in steel in the 
text decade,” 

“Tdon't need any more moacy,” F 
Uncle Jemeay lifted bis eyebrows, That's 4 

contradiction in terms,” he spoke gently, is Ni¥ 
n-cut, cultivated tomes rybody peedt 

more money, as long as there is more.” The 
with a visible effort at shidting to the boy's point 
of view: “I you wish to be philanthropic, my be 
the safest way is tu amass a large fortune and t= 
it for charitable purposes, Some of it," qualific 
Uncle Jemmy. 

“UV EVE, got a large foctuse. Megay and 1 
already amassed. The point is how to evt 

Hid of most of it.”* 
* Get rid—good Lord!" 
“Ub-huh,” Philip nodded. “Uncle Jemt 

look atit the way itis, [haven't come out of 0 
six months the same as T went in. It would take 
me a week to explain, and then you'd think 1 w#? 
dotty, so I'l cut that out, But I'm no America® 
Hobenzollern any mare—I don't believe in the 
divine right of a Landicutt to all the chances.” 

“What!" demanded an outraged Uncle Jemmy> 
“Tdon't, I'm going to do my prettiest to Rive 

some other chaps a chance. who have as good * 
right as L You see"—Philis cleared his throaty 
and a slaw red flushing his thin face showed thet 
be was doing a hard thing; he went on in tones 4 

wooden for the effort {t was to get them out— 
“you see, one day when Iwas rather close to deal 
I made a promise. F promised—the Lord—that 
if I should have my life back I'd use it to do Hit 
work on earth, And I've got it back, And * 
gentleman keeps |tis promise, Gentleman!" He 
laughed 2 little. "I thought I'd got beyond that 
okt shibboleth."” A 

“Old shibboleth!" Unele Jemmy was distinclY 
eGended. 

“Oh, I don't mean”--Phillp snailed with thet 
pewly acquired old-young sonile which brows! 

CONCLIIDED ON PAGE 16 



The Christmas Party 

A Ceenhinalion Nut of Bon- 
bon. Cup, Place-Cand arte 
Favor 

Especially Designed Mery-Crnstmas Candle 
Molders for e Party Cake 

Snowball Bowes Containing Gilts ce Candy 

E HOPE everybody will be in- 
vited to a Christmas Party and 

have a good time, or else will plan a 
party and give other folks some fun. 
We want to make some of these good 
times posible because 

Chilstsias comes But coe s year, 
Ana wean it comes it brings good cheer, 

and it ls worth while to take time and 
trouble to please our friends when we 
invite them to our bores, 

A Picture Coke is One of the Newest and 
Most Adoptable Ideas, ft ts Easily Apphed 
to Individual Cokes 

The Center Igoe is @ Jack Horner Filed 
With Inexpensive Cheisimas Favor, Tho 
Inctvidual fxloos Cover the Servings of 
the First Dinner Course of of lee Cream 

Jaim-Filed Snowballs Rolled in Coconut 
ore a» Gaexd fo Eat ox They are Pretty to 
See on Your Table. Decorate Them With 
Araelica Leaves and Canty berios 

And New-Year Frolic 

A Dressed-Up 
Hom Favne 

Stedleads of Nuts and 
Robins for the Boys 
and Girs 

This Snow Man is 
Abo » Horr 

Greeting Place-Cards Keech to the Guerts From This 
Easily Mode Wreath Centerpiece 

Foe Watch Night, Cakelots Take the Forms of Father Time's Seyitw, 
Moungiasses, ~ Tick-Tocks,” New Leoves ant Date Wailers 

The Popcom Table Makes All the Guests Sole When They See is Funny Stick-Candy 
Peopte, With Manhmallow Hoods ant Pearal Arms and Legs 

A Stck-Comty Baby in 
Testeton Back 

wens 

A Bell Party tor Cheishmas Beflins, Wh Sande bw, Salosl, oes end Cake All Carrying 
‘Out the kdea. A Bell Program Has Been Amanged for This Entertainment 

A Fruit-Filed Dish Conceoled ty 
Ropes of Ground Pine and Popcorn 

Racket Favors for the New-Year Party 

TAILED information regarding 
the novelties on this page will be 

sent to You upon request, accompanied 
by an addressed, stamped envelope, 
Games und pastimes for the party will 
also be supplied or suggested if you 
desire them, Address 

‘Twe Enrrevatnnenr Eorror 
‘Tae Lavies’ Home Jovuxar 

Patitapeieita 

Rose Cup, Mace of Preserved Raspberry 
fee wnt Pestachio Croam, is Vory Festive, 
Molly May be Substituted for the Bust 

Thés Little Eskimo Has Just Arived Wilh 
@ Clusimas Cake Upon Itis Sted. Ne 
Could be Used With the Igloo Tablet, aed 
With the Ice-Peak Cake Below 

The Fecthost-Necth o¢ looPeok Coke, Ther 
king i Sprinkled Wilh Cashed Rock 
Candy Which Resemites lee Crystals. 
Pote-tear Favors Add to the Lifect 



.Y 

Ciaristmas Git 

ia Cnaristmas Colox 
Useful, Too, All the Year Round 

tthe Praitiont Crocheted Baskets tor Christmas and the Ne 

Till This Witching Basket With Suger Plums To Cusry o Feast of Nuts and Candies of Sevwt fruit 

Cheer Your Motor Friend With m New Cushion 

A Christmas Cushion S&p Cover Adds One Moe 
Hondsome Onk-Leat Desién for a Libery-Table Lame Mat Festive Note to Holiday Decombons Haonity Duslaned for a Prult-Teay of Punch-Bawt Dolly 
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; Caristmas lree 

urand Chapman 
= 

Directions for Sending In 
tents of These Packages ” r Answers 

Iss Tth 

fully the 
side of the p 

The Christmas Gifts in These 
Packages Are 

1 



Good- Wis 1 Christmas | 
anor Colby 

FOR MOTHER 

BD  thaircheniy 
Jachas rend! 
ebedvurey duntimedacn, 
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ich Supdondiugihes. 
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THE KING’ SIN! 
How it Can be More Effectively Done 

Told of Constructive Arti sles by Practical Writ 

uppose They Did? 
Suppose a Thousand Men Decided Tomorrow to 

Give e Up Their Lives to the Churches to Do Active Christian Work, 

What Would the Churches Do With Them? 

By George Innes 

How I Tried to Break Into the Church 

ALWAYS went to churel 
from the time chat f was 
2 litthe chap, T° shoul 

fave had to go whether | 
Wanted to or nat, But the 
face was 1 did t to go 
From as earl: as Lean 

ught 
from the man in 

She pulpit that 1 could un 
derstand of that got hold of 
Me was that God wanted 

me. T didn't know why He 
wanted me or what He 
would do with me. The only 
bi T could see 

chureb, and 
joined 1 ved that 

When Thad done that f had 
done Y I could, and that it 

was wanted of 1 
al grew older, however, I fele 1 had 

What more could 1 do? I knew that some 
lows of my acquaintance were wanted for pu 
Was pretty plain to me | wasn’t wanted for that 

her I heard kept saying that the church wani MEN I wasp 
ly every sermon 1 heard said that men were aipit, the Su 

the church, 1 went 

‘Well, 
man! Don't 
muste’t take 

One day 1 was be a steward of the church, I been a me 
thought," There it is,” and said: “Certainly.” Ewaselected in as a Christian worker 
a steward, [felt exhilarated, [thought to myself was glorious 
itis settled; now I've found out what the preach 
V felt distinerty: vir 

I 6 soon made a ¢ f o 
e | met another business m 

his life to Christian service. 
£0 to the general ¢ f ag: 
Was a new thought to me, and I said: "T 
last word in the surrender program.” 1 made up 1 
to watch this man and see what he did and how and whe 
he came out. The go. “He voted lot 

r nen's 
h wanted men, men, DECORATIONS BY 

ARTHUR E. BECHER 
at must t 

We went to thirteen differ- 
he sic, ward he wonderful spevche : ent countries. Anything 

ating their lives to the church 1 was no work. to. be There cer- 
{n't seem to find anything par T was a st sinly Could busi- 

o do, further than to go to thir = man with bess men do it? T 
» speeches. And 0h back to certainly could, There 
Hind his desk in his litthe office and restr was room for a ptillion 

: A men. This loaks more like 
fied with the steward id it to me, F thought, Here 

is work and 
snd work th 

know they will 
all I is to help; 

ask to be an offic 
k for salary. I'll a 

athing save a place to work 
© returned to America, but to 

y amazement the churches te 
[I was not needed; no new campaigns 
coming on; nobody was needed, 

y place was full. [ went to district head 
ht on making quarters, I thought 1 knew the ropes there, for T bad 

to the church! been to Sioux City, but again I was told there were not 
I went to State head 

didn’t seers to k T talked with my wife 
it; she had been at Sioux City with me. Finally w 
cluded that being a steward wasn't spiritual ¢ 

chance to pass the bread 

nty of it, 
n do. f 

IRCUMSTANCES soon caused os to move to Minne- 
vata, and there we got into another kind of chy 

they didn't have stewards; they had elders. The 
helped to administer the lh and 1 though 
"There, that is it." Soon [was m 

Alter a few months of being 
tally and spiritually restle 
Program of I ially different from | 

to church in St, Pau! 
reat reputation ar 
iod wanted men’s live: 

church didn’t want people's ’ but le: 0 quarters. Sorry, they sid, 
but | always thoug as needed. I traveled 

preacher said that the church # «8 actually asking to work for 
and strong, but h cnied a chance on every h 
ranted men's ras | ameconcerned? Well, 

ade plenty « ally L found a pl 
hy, but I reali ted and I took his place, Of cout 

and I found it, and T have four 

is on; nobody was peede 
bat no vacancies there 

was nonsense. Th 
and he said it good 

*mphasis on the fact that 
want 
Th 

d men’s money, Ib 
= 

had given Male Help 
gency in the there was plen 

ever since. That is ye 
Are conditions 
Nat a bit. 
Now what reals 
The truth and the 
The first root of 

verally to Q 
So I talked it over wi nd E decicle Wanted. 

to give the rest of my life to the chu to friends church 
and said Ubings 
“Now, f how am I to e my life to the church? What 

shall 1 we 
uv hy, 

i «x couldn't 
ex nd anywhere 
hat were wa 

‘OME years befe 
roubl is: 

trouble is that the church is sulfering 
By that T mean that many men in 

re it to othe 
mt how?” I asked. 

¢ unselfish undert aking a 

they rep 

“one go into sor 1 promote 
something that will church regard their positions as 

‘s all sstand that,” Tr plied he chief value of which is to reflect 
“But it's for the church I'm trying to work. Now, tell me, ad to be regarded as marks of « ee 

n for faithfulness to the organization. 1 asked, “is there anybody actually giving his or her life to 
the church?" natizing of church positions which culminates 

Y iWvhy. -ertainly." F asticism is the unique enemy of the 
w “T should say that professionalism and 

“Wee the clergymen are." In other words I more ha n the measure 
eV Who else? T had repeatedly Americ The 

much more dificult to deal with, 
the most conservative and ortho- 
the mast Je ecclesiasts 
y of them even taking the rigid 

sional reasons. 
ilieulty is denominationalism, The 

lism is such that it requires to 

do- 

age it? How can I set to work?” — TL now bought 
around the world, to se 
countries were doin 
doi 

how do the 
st go to work 

The second root of 
very nature of denomination 



be fet upow am Imprap- 
erly balanced and inac- 
curate statement of its 
condition and achieve. 
ment. "There i in every 
one of the sects the com 
mon practice of singling 
oat the one, two or three 

items in which it excels over others, Aw altar i+ 
sot up. and, with these items as fort, incenve is 
burned te denominational glory, and a spirit of 
complaceney and self-aatistaction Is created whieh 
cuits the nerve of endeavor. 

Who, for example, in a sect whooe almost exclu: 
sively distinguishing mark is that It practices 
baptism by immersion, beliewe tbat those whe 
Giffer only in that they baptize by sprinkling do 
not have eternal life? 

Who, fn a sect that differs chiefly in believing 
that its clergymen are direct spiritual successors of 
Christ’s dis ber clergymen are not, be: 
liewe that ¢ 

a 
singing poalms exclusively believes that those of 
ather denominations who sing hymes are unsavert? 
They don't, They used to believe s0, and those 
were at Jeast consistent then 

Yer all these and the multitude of other sects 
whose differences are as unjustifiable refuse to be 
joined together and to recognize the integrity am! 
watthloess of the whole, aad by that unrighteous 
refusal create a condition which dries up the life 
streams and leaves a Geld dificult of cultivati 
and Calling for bus (ow laborers wheee wish would 
he only to produce fruit, 

Is My Experience Unusual? 

NM 'Y EXPERLENCE was not a particle wnueual 
Other men have been through exactly the 

same disheartening attempts to break into the 
br for work; scores of nen are experiencing 

obswevation and opinion 
porsonal 

and t 
ion—T went tu 
and I pat the 

, Ww George © Shane, who 

paign in Philadelphia 
@ man who kitows 

the subject from beginzing to end, 
be had brought any definite con 
fabled ontof bh.cloke cnatact with the 

» his city, wot what be was thus prepa te 
tl bout men's readiness to undertake Christian 

. Whether there were many men who could 
alfurd tu de work wit! financial belp, and if so 
whether they were wi todoit. His reply was 
that not fewer than twenty 
thousand men in his chy were 
hoth able and willing to offer 
themselves at that moment. 
“What keeps thesn back?"* 

arkedd. 
“Men do not offer them 

selves," sald Mr. Shane, “he. / 
Couise ‘they de not know what to 

business through accident. 
When they were boys they took 

they cuull get, Now, 
they are men acd 

cel they have sume special 
hey are not satished to 

Most men are in their particular 

(| 

it chores, There being 

Woe 

minister in. hundred 
who <in plan for, orguaize anit 
direct men. 

“ But this is not altogether the 
minister's fault, Often be comes 
from a smail country place, he is 
assisted through colbeme and sem } 
inary, and has never been trainest 
fn the art of leading . One 
man, ln speaking on t 
sail: “The ministers 
consult with the layime te 
gard te their sermons’ J think 
thisis guod, and that they shouk! 
conaiit in regard every branch — || 
of the church work, ig min 

lackofplan- | 
is mostly 

rer, and there is 

ters could plan to have the lay- 
wen plan," 

- Vue ask if any of the great 
numbers of ren who ave 

larae teevice during the “Billy” 
Sunday campaign declared them 
selves us willing to continue 
do #0, and what happened to 
them, There weresome ofthese | 
men who distinctly expressed 
the desife to continue to give 
tine to Christian work, and they’ 
banded togetber to do s0 anil 
have bad good results in gnspel 
tex work. They have won a great many to 
Christ. But, not having any recognized relation- 
ship with the church, it & diffheult 1 extend aed 
continue their work. I presume it was impossible 
for thent to bave been recognized by any one church 
inasmuch as they were (rons & great many diferent 
denominations, Of course such efforts would 
succeed hetter if there were not so many denomi- 
nations, or if denominations did not Indat upan 
tecognitivn.” 

Bloody blow for bloody blow; 
Silhouette of black on black; 
Tragedy of sword and sack; 

| Purple death and livid scar : 
Woe and war! 

Women, we have vigil kept, 

Prayed and fasted, railed and wept, 
But we have not saved our sons 
From the martyrdom of guns. 
We have borne in scarlet pain 
All the men betrayed and slain. 
Mouths, that from our breasts were 

filled, 
Now in sullen dust are stilled. 
Hands that once unbound our hair, 
Hands we folded close in prayer, 
Hands we loved and praised and 

kissed, 
Have been struck from living wrist. 
(Hand, how piteous thou art, 
Lying idle and apart!) 

Mother, with your rosy son 
Fresh from gardens haleyon, 

Tthaughe F ms atireaeh 
were different, s0 E asked the skme que-tion of 
Mr. Kerineth Mactennun, a lawyer in Edinburgh, 
Scotlassd, whase opinion on uch matters hus great 
weight throughout Scotland, inasmuch as he i 
ome ef the Jeacting laymen in religious work there. 
Mis answer was: 

“The organizet charch ay it fx set up tends 
absolutely to discourage Iaymen from working in 
the church. It looks with suspicion upun any in. 
itlatveanthe part of business men to do Christian 
Work.” 

Mr. Maclennan agreed that it was well for the 
organized church to be careful of the attempts of 
untrained workers, but that in this caution it went 

far us to deprive itseli of the help of business 
men in large ways. It hada tendency to make the 
churets ecclesiastical and te lead it to think thas It 
mast face all problems as ecclesiastical problems to 
he solved only by an ecclesiastical organization, 
instead of sltuations upon which to telease pew fife 
and service. He frankly ackmowledged that the 
assumption was not only correct that the church 
was not ative to the fact, but that great sumbers of 
men were available, 

] ASEED Me. Saclensins S14, when the wars 
over, a lot of men come forward to enlist in 

Christian service as they are now going te war, will 
the church be prepared to use them?” 

“Thoy will be told to go back 
Mex when 

Next Lwent to interview the Reverend G.Camp 
bell Morgan, D,D,, in his study in Westminster 
Chapel, London,“ Docto 1 asked, “are there 
many men in Enichind financially free to give their 
whole time to church work if they wanted to?” 

“Ves,” he replied; “a great many men who have 
made all the muney they need and have quit 
business,” 
“Do you think,” T asked, "a conshterable num 

ber of these men woul undertake as 
Hf it could be maile to ft their capa 
attractive as a worth 
Yes,” be replied, 

wore free from t 
Ashed what hy 

they. were asoured they 
of sacerdotolism,” 
plained that the 

established its exchisive 
religions « haracter, and 

H 

od the organicativn 
"T know a ereat many good Christian men 

sak! Doctor Morgan, “whe are a! to life a 
band or voice kn spiritual undertakings let the 
leaders of the organized church will Uiring ther te 
book as not being of thor who are regularly 
appolatinl to do si 

Suppose They Did? 

NOW; theo suppose this shoe 
happen: Suppose a thousan 

men should go to the church te: 
morrow and offer themselves for 
work. What would happen? 
What sould the church dor 

Tasked Doctor Morgan, and 
be replied: 

chursiey woulls't be 

Bur woah there? 1 
persisted 

“Yes, 1 think they woul.” 
answered Ductor Morgan alter # 
thoughtful pause. "They would 
require time ta prepare then:- 
selves—to change—to readjust 
But I believe the chur 
arise—would awaken, 
i+ there.” 

"Do you believe that?” Tasked 
Mr. Shane, when [ told ims what 
Doctor Morgan had sabe 

“1 do,” replied Mr. Share. 
“Ha thousand men would 

offer themselves it would be such 
a shock that Itwould waken the 
church, "The church lacks con- 
fidence; a thousand men com- 
ing at one tise would stimulate 

TWO LITTLE FIR TREES 
BY NORA ARCHIBALD SMITH 

"THERE were two litele fr trees that happened 
to grow 

In the shade of the forest wide, 
fat toe. aes eo free aad one waren bas 

As you'd find in a day-long ride. 
eae listen, he never would mind 
‘The words of the motherly tree; 

aber eee aareet 4 to learn he was soon 
As crooked as could be, 

The good listle fir tree delighted to hear 
The counsels of wisdom ey that fell 

From the myriad lips of the motherly tree, 
And he pondered them all right well, 

“Sarike deep with your rootlets,” the mother adr 

"Hold firmly Irad in the air; 
ie are wont wonderful th things that may happen to 

‘To a fr thee that's perfect and fair” 

Tiss hell Mee miplig Wes SYA ES 
He said 2 fine tree never 

In such a deep shade as that 
He was bound to be crool 

led-up wood; 

For they bodily, rootlet and crown, 
And they used him’ ‘Kindle the fire! 

But oh, the goad fir tree, he never had hoped 
And scarce could believe such a thing— 

it, ‘There iaplenty of work for the The children discovered his place in the wood 
howsaed, and the church wool ‘And round him they danced in a ring. 
think Hf it fele it was worth while, They carried him homeward, and—what do you 
\ thousand men coming ia so think ?— 
would be well worth while,” Pivipcke, eek hay t bot that could be, 

1 asked a leading Inyman in 
England. 
"No," he sald, “ don't think 

the <burches would accept the 
services of the men. They would 
fear ecclesiastical complications." 

1 asked Ie, J. K. McClurkin, at af one 

i, would you take them, and what woulil you 
set them at?’ 

y Fwould take them, and gladly," be 
"Here is what [would da with them: E would 

divide them into four grousss. I would advise the 
firat group to discover the best way to use money 
for God, T should want them to iMustrate it 
through experience in thelr own affairs, ant fined 
out how men who have luts of money and who try 
to make the best use of it manage 10 du it; learn 
all about their plans and qurposes, then Went ups 
the best investments in Christian work and make 
known what these were and give such Information 
where wanted and need 

THE EMPTY CRADLE 
BY LOUISE AYRES GARNETT 

TAR and woe! 
War and woe! 

and war! 

1 aobed him if the church was planning to ute 
men in greater numbers. “Nu,” be replied, “the 
church is sot planning or preparing for anything 
of the kind at all,” 
My experience, then, wat bot different. Of 

course hefe are given only three opinions, but 
they are sufficient, for a bundred would all be 
exactly alike. 

Te short the eburch ask» for men but doesn't 
want them! 

Will you meet his every need, 
Train his thought, direct his deed. 
That at last he swell the flood 
Of torrential human blood? 

Mother, with your boy unborn, 
Shall his manhood be forsworn? 
Shall he from his primal breath 
Be a pawn to brutish death? 
Shall his bonny fallen head 
Roll amongst the slaughtered dead? 

Let us spurn this mockery— 
Bearing sons that war may be! 
Ours the burden of the tomb, 
Ours the man-encradling womb. 
Bid that cradle empty stay 
Till men pledge us peace for aye. 

War and woe! 
War and woe! 
Teach us, Lord, Thy peace to know. 
Peace divine and peace supreme— 
This the Galilean’s dream. 
Death unbridled, armored fist, 
God's defeat if they persist; 
End them, Woman, for you can— 
Peace on earth or no more man. 

“In the sound group would be men who had 
fol a vision of a dying world, dying without the 
gospel all the world ‘round, and T would put them 
Jo work at that task. 
“To the third group 1 would give relief work 

right here in Tittsburgh, belping to refore this 
city and wiping iniquity frp) destitution out of it 
and bringing comfort and righteousness into it. 
“The fourth group I would organize and have 

them get others organized as personal evangelSsts 
(Page 34) 

a ee ee ee ee — se 

Baces they made him a Christmas Tree? 
of fortunes that ever befell— 

that by word of mouth and 
personal touch would win men 
ta be disciples af 

Where is the Solution? 

Bol solution of this probe 
Jemn is twotald: one forthe 

laymen; the wther for the 
churebes, in the firwt 

‘The laymen should first get 
out and do Christian work he- 
fore they seek tu bring about 
changes In church organization, since such effurt* 
would be resented, and probably justly su, if they 
sought to make changes ina system for whose 
they had not biborod. "These laymen need nut seek 
far for things to do: there ure a roultituite of them. 

do and which atbers could not de 
reason Ubat they are volunteer, att 

paid workers, and even their very lack of experience 
and their awkwardoess may be their chiet assets. 

A young mas Ip the Brotherboot of Saint Ar 
was aveizned to hotel duty, Ife was diffident 

and it was terrible effort for him to meer renner 
wad ask then to come to eburch, He did the best 
becovhl, He brought one m: ho became a very 
strong, active worker. In speaking of his convet 
sSon this mean said he saw how difficult it was for 
the young man to approach him andl invite him te 
church. It was the very fact that the young man 
was doing 4 job that was hard that moved bim to 
agcept the invitation 

Men in city communities cam canvass their 
neighborhoods, invite people to church, Invite 
them to men's claves, fecuss the Christian life 
with them, and get them into the churches, fc 
rural communities, where very often there is ne 
community fellawship, the community might not 
wt first respond to an invitation to come together 
to attend church, but it might more readily come 
together as a clo for testing neilk or for the plan- 
ning for good roads ar for some other civic object 
‘Then, as the community consciousness awakened, 
1 would soon want a church. Laymen in auch 
cocnrausieies can do this work Iptiaitely better 
than ministers of recognized church workers, 

| ERE is the work for the churches: They must 
revolutionize their methods of representatiatt 

ry conference. Presbytery, diocesat 
m meeting is made up of at least a> 

many ministers as laymen if not more. Why 
should there be? ‘There are is the average congre- 
gation at least twenty laymen to one preac! 
Why should there be this disparity at the meet~ 
ings when plans and policies are set up? 

At every such mecting that T have attemtled 
the ministers do cight-tenths of the talking, Masy 
of them attend every meeting, including even the 
highest court meetings. ‘The layman has perhaps 
wever attended one sach mecting, and he likely 
never will, He feels strange and incompetent to 
express himself. He fears he might break some 
rule, become confused, asi so his contribution i 
float, Practically the entire lay representation fr 
submerged at these conferences. 

‘This would be overcame if the meeting were 
arsely of layimon. ‘There shutihl he at least ten 
fimes as many members as ministers in those meet 
ings, The minister should be ead but he should 
mat become a professional, and stand for a dispre: 
purtionate representation of his cloth at the legis 
lative and judicial gatherings of his church. 

In conclusion, the cliarch must orase pluming 
itself om its pitiable achievement amd squarely 
face humanity's need all the world “round, It 
claims to represent God in this world, and it must 
remember that that claim carries infinite respon 
sihility. God can supply every need of every living 
creature, and the church must be able to represent 
Him or it is untrue. It will never do this while it 
is n house divided against itself. It will never do 
this while one single sect secretes a Babylonish 
garment of denominational pewde in its test. It 
can never da it while any of its leaders think more 
of professional standing than of Christ's desire, 
“that they might bebald My glory." 



Garden of Fx 

Old-Home Place 

= HIS is “Clean-Up I in the here the human race was born. It is a tremen- 
[yas ‘Garden ‘of Eden. At last alte task, this “cleaning Jd Eden, and the 

centuries neglect, Adam's hest engineering brains are bent on its ful 
old-ho lace~—where the And when the giant job is done, a 
worl romance was 5 able kingdom of wonderfully fertile land wil 

and is ¢ been added to the earth's productive arcs 
remotest te hordes of the homeless may come back todwell 

Adam ls again in the old haunts of Adam and Eve. 
u i . come back,” for, in the Jong ago, this 
1 i ia was the center of the world’s wealth, 

that home aban we ause of the 5 roy nm and power, s cradle of the race and 
trouble ever the forbidden frui 8 the g y of the world.” Here once fourished 
But these heirscannet occupy the Garden “rent fF ’ stem of singular ingenuity 

Adain and Eve did. To settle there now (that many’ of th 
first make terms with the Sultan of . have now only to be « 

y, For it is the Turkish Govern nt that 1 to be used again, 
dertaken the stupx ask of irrigating Herodotus was here when the ancient irrigation 

REN COR OF pep of dollars, since ks watered the country, and described it as a 
thy feasle ional Garden lies in Turkish territory, ture from end to end." Here 
far aw Mespotamia. one of their four earthly porstelises, 

being at Shiraz, Simarlaund and 
te the Garden is and How to Get There the great wall of the 

Aorahamn's tinw 
[1 !5.8 bong from here to the « earth, a flat earth Eden,and t il leads far fray beate his former prosperity, to bring 
Path ntil now perhaps not ten whit nen back to Eden, that Sir William Willeor : 
year have visited the historic spot. T enius who tamed the Nile at Assuat and 
mafely one must go through the Suez ly smile, is working out his hewest 
Phiuraoh's boaes in Sea, down rack saw hiin, student and enthusiast, 
Me Strait of Bab-el-Mandeb (the Gate of Tears), with Baby ablets, levels and maps before him, Wp the Sonely Persian Gull, and thence five han planning te gre the Eten of Scriptures, to give 
red miles up the windir tes, Here in th back toa laod-hungry fa domain which, had 
storie watley of that river, hard by Hit of the it lain in our western a woul aie 

Hittine west of okt Bagdad —theolo- highly develoy California, And back of him, glans and ve located Adam's old home 
“Oot of Eden came a river, which watered a 
tden, and from thence it was parted, and be 

ave four rivers ures the Bible These four 
Bir named in Holy Writ as Gihon, Pis 
Hiddekel and Euphrates, have been i 
today: they are the same four strea 
Willian Willooe 

i y under 
BSS ACUI MEEEOPEAL 
Looking Fost Over t zh authorities agree 

And here in this opotamian plain, 
financed by the Turkish Government, the giant 
Tigation project is under way; the project that is 

all millions of acres to the earth’s product 
> turn immigration back to the Birthplu 

was from Bagdad I started, to see foe m: 
today. J wanted to see what chan 

Adain’s day, and what kind of people 
steal. [wanted ta explore ruir 

cwcavated palace of Nebuchadnes 
ote the warning of wall, And £ wante 

of Habel, where the confusion of tongw 
south of the traditional Garden the reputed T 

irs its battered bead abowe the phair 
for just 
atill 

The Age-Old Caravari Trail to Eden 

aying bridge of boats that spans the 
i nm the frowning 

Ras d city, and ming I 
with the pilgrim hordes traveling westward along a 
old caravan trail that leads to Eden. It is a curious high 
Way, this pilgcim route a Mesopotamia: two hundre 

rims a year tramp back and forth along 
ndy stretches. Moslems of the Shiahs sect they are 

with them they bring 
i fead, for burial at the 

s of Kerbela and Nedjed, southeast of Eden 
fow many dead are buried at Nedjed?" | once asked an 

‘ersia and f 

all their names, 
past the pilgrim band 

‘Hundreds of tale pilgrin 
reir laden 

¢ carried an camels of 
id wome 

A yashn gged in the 
unshade g 

or camels. 
queer, birdes 

from the sic 
Somewt 
But ahead, and to right and left as far as we could se 
se or tree or any living thing broke 

f the flat, dusty plain, Yer like 
the rui 

tered all Mesopotamia ane 
‘the granary of the world, 

of an old Babel king was 
tions for cleari alt 

twas marked off ¥ 
Nich in ancient times 

it in Nebuchadnezzat’s day 

giving dire 
arals that had be 

And here 
vd-tor 

tome ch 
dnd there lay 
mounds of disinte 
nick, with brol 

ents 

erilaed: tow 
very names an 

forgotten. In all the 
long, hy m He : ¢ day fron 

lad to the Euphrates we 
assed but one human 
habitation, the muud- 
walled khan of M. 
dich, buile b 
tesert wall vows 

sheik, he plu 
On the Edge of Eden ct, the 

IGHT had come 
when we rode at last inta the Arab village of Musseyib, nestling Use Since Jonah's Dev 

Moses Was Cast Adteilt ix One 
Goofas Have fumong ‘the palms that 

since 

1 keep the coven: 
And ¢ 
le roast shee; 

it to me between his thumb anc 
daintiest morsel to eee 

Suppased to be What is Lett ot 
the Tower of Babet 

aiding, to see the eager 
water miracle worked, are 
the half-wild Bedouins of 
the plain, descendants o 
Abraham 

How Eden Looks Today 

Y FIRST day in F 
L saw thousand 

such Arab workmen, chant- 
ing happily as they delved, 
digging a great falsechannel 

» take 
the Euph 
this Euphrates, a { 
niles above ruined Bal 

ler den 

I engineers, 
aged by the Sultan to re 
tore I 

great da 
ground 

mixer” 

reinfare interlocking 
sicel piles from Pennsyt 

And all this with vania 
unsk nomad labor! 
For under European. fore 
men the Arab makes a 
good laborer and realizes 

reat project will 

h engin 
eens, serving that 

f his workmen pe 
in carrying dirt in a basket 
instead of using the wheel 
barrows provided, rebuked 

ing 80. 
my people have lived here, 

the days of Moses, W 
and little-known land, 1, 

canals th 
ir lives 

noe, whe 
one of the eyes 
er—a token af 

! 



dainty 
spotless 
practical 

Baking in Glass! Glass which is crys 
tal-clear and clean as spring water. Glast 
that withstands the heat of the hottest 
oven, Glass that sparkles to the eye an 
invitation of daintiness and purity and 
sturdy strength, Glass which supplants 
the unsightly pots and pany and the ever 
lasting scouring, Glass that dors not 
chip nor Bake nor craze, Glass that 
does nat absorb grease, odors, ar fia- 
vots, Glass that polishes to immarulate 
tleantiness, Glass that glistens on the 
table and makes your kitchen as attrac 
tive as yor ii 

The proud manager of the home, 
with a zeal for cleanlineys andl a pe 
pretty things, greets these new di 
with a glad little ery of welcome, 

—bake and 
serve in the 
same dish 

Christmas Gifts these dishes are 
bok weeful and beautiful, 

Trae Mearks Ke 

Glass Dishes 
for Baking 
enable you to do. your baking quicker, 
cleaner, cheaper, better. They ave sani 
tary, economical, efficient, dhirable, at- 
tractive, They are transparent; you 
actually see the food while it is baking, 
When you cleat the dishes every part- 
cleof ditt is visibleand instantly detected. 
‘The high heat capacity of the lass yields 
ieoisket, “mate tanconghs tare wa bara 
baking, Right from the oven you take 
these gleaming dishes and set them on 

just a» they arc, piping hot, 
“Thun ‘fewer dishes 
ded saving gained in 

work, time, fuel (money), pantry space. 
Mes, Rorer and many other lead- 

ing cookery experts give Pyrex the 
best of all indorsements—~they use 
Pyrex exclusively, Booklet on request 
howing the wide range of dishes that 
may be baked in. Pyre: 

Making Dish (Camsermie) ant Cover + 
Baking Dish (Carwetoie) and Corre 
Ushing Desh (Canrergle) aed Creer « 
Pan (8% x44yisn) . 2. . 

Pie Pare 85 in. 
Sairerd Her Pla eal 58 5H in. 
‘Oval “Au Gratin” Di & 
‘Oral Indisigual Raker 4a Ohne)»: 
Cumand Cup F'6 ine 2.20; 8) 

rivet wmesohat Alpher (m the Sar Hind ond Canale, 

‘Ask your department, china or hard- 
ware store to get these Pyrex Glass 
Dishes for you—or write to any of the 
following stores and they will supply you: 

lacbssbihl, Robe, dt Cows Bahimorys 
Stace 

5 eho Shillite Campany, 
tke May Company, Cievelaads tee” 

ver Dry Gouds Ce., Desver; J. L. Hudson de Co, 
 Ingjanapete 5 

Gimbel Dros., Milwaakee; Bamberg 
mmbel Uroe,, New Vore City | Orchard & 
Ge., Gtsabs; Giiabel Bros, Phelaarlp 

Kantieane Sore, Pewbargs Mel 
Ore. 5 Miller ‘fs 
>» Lindsay & (Ay Mockewe 
St hadley KenbiO'Uilen & Ca, Sait 
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SRAM IY A, He MALSSONALS 

The Ideas of a Plain Country Woma 
INE summer evening we 
were all sitting on my sis 
ter's back porch at her 
homo in the country town 
in which we were all born, 
Some city people feel 
sorry for folks who were 
born in a country town, 
find amusement in our 
rustic ways, and think 

they would die if “they had to live there, We of 
the country town return the compliment snd are 
sure we should die if we had to live in the city. 
We compare our freedom, our informality and 
aut nearness to the wourls snd the creeks with 
their huddled state of living packed together, 
and decide in favor of the country town 

You have to be quite in the line of 
to feel the personality of a city, The gr - 
jority of city people do not kmow their nelgh- 

joni and never feel tbe sense of proprietorship 
with which the old inhabitant regards his tow 

nm the country town everybody shares thi 
sense of ownership, and the majority of prople 
enjoy comforts which only the very wealthy in 
cities can afford, For instance, there are six 
actes in my brother-in-law’s grounids—all sorts 
of fine (ruits riper in season, good cows graze in 
the back pasture and furnish the richest of milk 
and cream. 

There are trees of beauty, and dowers and 
shrubbery and huge beds of asparagus and rhu- 
harb, horseradish, sage and various valuable 
“yarbe," jom fat hens and yellow- 
logged chickems for the ask 

There's a bed of wild vi 
the yard, and the grapes hang in buss 
in the autumm~and the big persimmon tree 
yiekls its pollen frait gratuitously, 
My sister is as sharp as lightning—full of wit 

and wisdem~aed her bushand is na fool, and 
they dress well and have the most wonderful 
things to eat. 

lite, the house is a miracle of cleanliness 
mafort,andscrowd of cronies gathers there 

on winter afternoons and plays a pretty fair 
game, But after all, weare Country Jakes—and 
wm the whole we are glait of it. 

2 is coantry town has suffered somewhat in 
Meteratare. The Homeburg stories, while 

killingly fumny, have exaggerated the rusticity 
of country towns in the Middle West, though in 
reading them one can usually pat his finger on 
the very suet of character the author is describ- 
ing. There is alot of simple rawness in America, 
and it is the sort of rawness that remains raw 
in spite of teaching and tralving. 

But, come to think of it, do we have any real 
teaching and training any more? Is not every- 
thing done in too much of a hurry? The car 
won't walt somehow like the team Qed to, in 

1 of the fact that you can get there is one- 
third the time. 

‘Thee Longer you live, however, if you take any 
potice at all as you go . the more clearly 
you perceive that folks are just folks, and that, 
in spite of every accomplishment of education, 
environment and genius, our human limitations 
are so strangely alike as to level the bowndaries 
and make us in spite of ourselves a simple 
brotherhood, 

Re comes so nnexpectedly—Death comes 
so tardily—to most of us! When a man begins 
to totter ever ss slightly be must have a mind 
of wonderful fiber to defy old age, or he must 
have religion of the purest quality—clw Death, 
the great benefactor, is not doing his duty if he 
Hlorsa't take him, 

Strangely enough, Death, with pardomable 
taste, prefers to take our bright ones. 

But Death is not the subject of this brief pero- 
ration, E started oat to open my subject with 
a story and wandered off the track. As I said, 
we were sitting out on my sister's back porch, 
telling what we would do if we were rich. My 
brother-in-law told first, and we all listened 
politely, sharing with him the joy he felt in 
lanning the ideal farm, the show cattle and the 

he would have 

My TURN came next, and I had scarcely 
2VJ launched on my subject before my brother- 
je-law broke in with: “I knew you would make 
» lool of yourself with that money!" 

We all laughed so at this that I did not finish 
my trip around the workd (this was before the 
war), of get my winter home in Florida com- 
pleted, or buy my sister a farm, oF take my 
whole household of children and employees on 
the glorious trip to California in my private car, 
or anything. 

I was just dashed from my eminence of 
wealth at one fell swoop, and awoke from my 
dream to find the same old homely perplesities 
before me, 

About the first thought, however, that came 
to comfort me was that being rich would not 
lessen my perplexities but might rather multi- 
ply them. I have always thought that if I were 
rich it woukd be much easier to be & good woman; 
but this thought is offeot by the certainty that it 
would be easier to be a bad one; and perhaps if 
money should unexpectedly descend upon me 1 

might become suddenly and unaccountably self- 
ish and never doa single thing { thought I would, 

T suppose all our thinking Is relative 
lithe nest eee of a few hundred dollars 
bank occupies the same position and importance 
in my eyes as that occupied by the rulllintaire's 
reserve fund, and the lessening 
several thousands would seem as impossible and 
as injudiciows to him as it would to me to draw 
out a hundred dollars and give it to my pour 
friend whu has a dying husband, 

BRUT, beset pow, what would you da if yon 
were rich? The Gret true answer to this is 

that you would still be yourself. There ie nothing 
im money to make any sudden change in one's 

be pug, and if you have lost your teeth money 
will wot grow thems again, If you are blind in 
one eye money cannot restore your vision, and 
if your child is common and given to low tend 
cavies mousey will perhaps bring bim the means 
of being more 80, 

OF course we all know that movey will ralse 
our social position. I ean remember when it 
wouldn't. But that day is past. Some of the 
greatest aristocrats of oar country town when 1 
was a child were as poor as charch mice, but 
they were real aristocrats—people of genuine 
breeding. There is only one sort of good breet- 
ing. The locality has nothing to du with it, It 
is tike a veins of pure gold distinguishable to the 
oxpert at sight 

If I were rich, at least I should have sume 
fun fora while giving money away, 1 fke to do 
ig even as it i, I'd rather leave a fivedollar 
bill in the hands of some poor oli suul than to 
cat my dinner any day. But did 
giving to poo 
to owning you? It is just like being m 
people: they will walk aver you as placidly as 
8 cow would trample an India shaw] of = bow 
swallow a diamond ring that happened to fall in 
its day's rooting. 

I know a rich man who decided to 1 
a little hoy who made his appearance in the 
world without the proper formula of legal husi- 
ness. It was the purpose of the mun to educate 
the boy and fit him for some useful career, But 
the hoy, being of romantic tendencies, decided, 
after be was old enough to think, that the gen- 
tleman, who was just the simplest, sincerest soul 
alive, was bis father, So he bullied and black- 

im watil the old gentleman tured him 
h was, no Goubt, entirely guorl for bisa, 

fully, but human nature i 
human nature! And yet what nobility there is 
in the human race—such courage, such patience! 
If God te made in the image of man's highest 
aspirations, theew’s + ¥ to account for— 
the thought of all that is perfect and true is Jonve 
somewhere; its very existence Ik more wonder 
ful than the universe, 

F LWERE eich it seems to me I should sock 
out overburdened souls and place some of my 

money at their disposal, It would not be charity 
but just friendliness, as one would offer a xift 
of flowers. Where did we ever get the idea that 
charity is a disgrace to the recipient, or that we 
must not take money from our friends? 

t would you dare offer her a ten-doblar 
bill?” somebody said to me yesterday of a 
woman in great financial distress and farnily 
trouble, My first impulse was to answer: “Yes, 
indeed, I wich I had @ stray one to offer.” But 
after thinking about it a minute I got panicky 
for fear the wotnan might be “proud” and re~ 
fuse to take a sift of the sort, 

The worst thing about giving is the fact of its 
making the moral ense dabby. After receiving 
the Srst benefaction it is startlingly easy to take 
the secomd—and then to be burdened with « 
debt of gratitude, Did you ever step to wonder 
if you would be big enough to curry it? 
My soul is always wrung when I take a Dick- 

ens spell ated re-read “Great Expectations.” 1 
know bow Pip felt when the convict appeared 
upos the scene, for Ihave experienced some 
thing like it. When my father died my aunt and 
uncle, childless people and very poor, carried us 
actoss from our cottage to theit own and made 
us at home there. Such as it was, they shared 
it with us. ‘They cherished poor little mother 
and made Christmases and Fourth of Julys for 
her babies when mother's heart was so heavy 
that she couldn't. But aunt died after 4 while 
and unce became a problem, 
i there is a member of the family who is a 

problem there is just one thing to do, and that 
is to swallow him whole, I have learned that 
rather late in life. And money helps one with 
the swallow. If I had bad it I could have 
hoased uncle comfortably and dressed him in 
purple and &ne linen, furnished him with a good 
meerschauns, and he would have passed, up here 
in our Northern town, as a pretty fair sample 
of the olt Virginia gentleman, ‘ 

Uncle could make a grand “eye” wien bis 
dignity was insulted (which was usually by the 

that be go to work at the carpenter's 
trade wtich he had benrned when a boy) and he 
qyald quote Burns and Scott by the yard; but, 

there being no money, he bad to sleep on the 
dining-room lounge, and wear faded, shrunken 
eothes, and sit anvund adding the squalor of 
penalless old age tw our poor little home. 

I amuse myself sometimes studying the 
“prominent people” who woukl certain 
“problems” M thelz parents hadn's 
comfortably well off. As it is they 
heads high and get fussed when anybody abuses 
“the rich” ns a class, 

How sad and strange it is that the haman 
heart, in all our centuries of civilization, 
been warmed to the extent of preventing pov: 
erty! How very wonderful 
cannot bring themselves to say "our" instead 
‘of “my"—thet we can be happy in plenty and 
comfort when just outside our gates lees Lazarus 
ae of ofl! 

But “Lazaras” dees not mean « beggar; it 
just means all people whom we might suceur by 

iod word, a visit, a handshake, as well as by 
pecuniary ald, 

1 aften wonder about the really rich in their 
attitude to poor friends. Did you ever notice 
how out of proportion to their wealth are the 
gifts they bestaw on poor old comsins or lame- 
duck schoolmates? 

I OW inconsistent we are in the gifts we give 
When giving to the rich who do not need 

we give large sutms—that ix, we pay large sums 
forourgifts. Suppose a very rich woman has two 
young relatives getting married the same June or 
Detober. To the rich girl she gives a gilt comt- 
tng perhaps a hundred and fifty dollars; to the 
poor girl she sends ng bag with a gold 
thimble in it. 

Now, why not reverse things?) Why not seni 
the rich girl the darsing bag and the gold 
thimble, and give the poor girl a handred and 
fifty in cash? 

As it is, the rlel girl does not value the litle 
hundred-and-fifty-dollar tritle much—but what 
a fortune it would be to the poor girl! Mow can 
the rich deny themselves the great joy of dolag, 
things like this? 

One thing, however, must be said in apology 
for “the rich.” Nobody is ever so rich as people 
think he is, Everybody has his demand for 
money that other prople do not know about, 
In other words, everybody knows his own busi 
ness But Ice women spending unreasonable 
sums on clathes--wearlng extravagant gem*— 
spending money on whims, which, it seems to 
me, is really the most wasteful of all ways of 
jexigsy money inta circulation. I saw a waman 
muy a hat for fity dollars one day —and the roll 

of bills she produced from ber bag fairly stag: 
gered me. 1 hud no business fooling arownd this 
shop. It was too tawilry, too kasobent bn its ex- 
prosion of the influence of finery upon morals, 

If 1 were rich I should not wear elaborate 
clothes, 11 would be my greatest joy to hold to 
simple and pretty things though I were rich 
enough to be barbaric if I were not actually a 

Wvilized creature. Heing civilized it isa real joy 
dispease with bangles and spangles, gold 

bands and earrings, fillets and tiaras, cloth of 
gold and ermine, These are the trappings of 
“huge pathetic kings, cof we 
souls the sweet grace of gem 
up its shining. 

J was child wo hada table made hy 
of cherry wood; a heavy linen cloth 

woven by my great-crandmother, who was a 
gent lady (Lease this ward advisedly): 

i pons, guld-band china, some 
old Colonial glasses, a pewter teapet ani a few 
other plain things. 

We were very pour, But somehow that table, 
Set out for a visit from some welltoved friend, 
had a superiority over any lace-draped, candle 
lit, dower-decked luncheon table of today. Iam 
sure 1 aes right about this. It le not merely 
cause it was ours amd J feel a reminiscent rev- 
erence for it; it is a fact from every viewpoint of 
art and of good taste. If I were rich I should 
try thot to lose the perspective that makes me 
know this. 

Uf I were rich I should still like ragged robins 
and marigolds, that 1 dug the ground for aad 
planted myself, better than Americas Beauties 
bought at the florist’s at a dollar apiece. 
Many people associate happiness with riches, 

‘There is no greater mistake than this, Many 
men and women skimp and sive—even chest 
and oppress—that they may "enjoy" old age. 

‘Alas for this fallacy! Maney does help old 
age—but “enjoyment” belongs especially to 
youth. Happiness is a thing s0 elusive that it 
is Uke a buteertly finding sweets in some poor 
tittle weed blossom beside the most barren road- 
way. Itis like a humming bird in the lovingly 
tended Bower bed of a poor washerwoman. 

But above all, if I were rich 1 should labor 
for education—for the removal of so much that 
i cheap in the objective life, for the substitu. 
tion of actual creative work for book learning, 
and for a reverence for holy things which above 
everything ele insures happiness, 

Jé Aomentig, Aa rectactenior 

1gld 



THE DREAM GARDEN: THE MOST WONDEb UL FAVRILE MOSAIC PICTURE IN AMERICA 



sc. 
Anonttoor scene, Trees, 
or tuby. Decorations 
and Sowering shrabs 4 
Jo represent grass with poths 
es commut be procured im 
made of Hiviwe paper or w 

+ bed, 
In the widd 

reat 

in pots 
vy, dreidives 

nid sides, Ground 
Such of the above 

uf nate may be 
in, In the cen 

of shes ercet 

Curtain rises, disclosing Daux Natwur: om the 
arivr real ir rebed in thin pale green 
material coupat wp wert. Her bs 
hongs loose, with Rowers carctessty intertein 
She holds & Jong scepter twined ’ 
Rowers. Sone tight mersic ts play 

shading her exes 
wut 48 Uf serking somebody 

Sone ny Dawe Natvar (Afr, me, oh, come 

Hear, Dame Natu: + from leafy bower; 
nh, chihizen, dear, each tree ated ower} 
frum ficht and dell, in sun or si 

Core, oh, come, 1 call to thee. 
1 would question thee, which one i £ 
Which to all the earth most joy doth bri 
(Repeot: Hear, Dame Nature calls, ete,) 

Dawe Navows (eal What My For 
ester! My Gardener! 

[Luter Forestee turesgue d neem cor 
ume, Wwoad greene haf with Long rand 

carrying trimming shears, Ester alia Gan 
DENER, in foore, while, apen-throuted Nowse 
heuaieks c-brimmed 
straw hat of posted plants 
in Bison 

Sone Tex AND Ganpexne (i, Wakes 
Johnny Comes Marching Howe” } 
Gaxpexex: Ob, I'm Dame Nature's Gar 

dener, hoaray! hooray 
Foxxsrex: And I'm Dame Natare's For 

exter, hooray} hooray 
exe: Tl tend hee Mowers from dawn 

till dark, 
Foresrex: I'l) tend the trees that grace her 

sath, 
Born: Ani we bove our work, 

We are Dame Nature's ment 
Daur, Naroae 

i, my bonny, bonny m 
we my Fair Aw 

What hot 
ts! 

[From here ox, the Forrstxu and the GARDENER 
ort as ushers and udeeit the tarions characters su 
turn, After cack song the singer curtrien 
Dawe Natens and ledes an appointed place, 
remaining on the stage, 

[Buter Pree, Waren, Exete ced Are For i 
dressed in flawe-rnlored robes of tarlaten or 
foper, Ske has dark hair and weary 9 ke 
that simadutes Ou She carries a torch or 2 
Srebrand (swith electric light imside it 
sible) and waves obow! ker a long, 
scarf, Water wears white Larlsh 

She carries & swell wo 
Eanrit nears a fron rod 4 peaked hood 

nec of green grast és all urvmatd the ruby, amd 
irries agilded spade tied uith a prees ribbon. 

ts dressed in the thinnest, moxt transparent 

ring pot painted whi 

ite possie, and has 3 
Mer skirl shut 3 
ries eath 
while 

Sove sy Fine, Waren, East awp Aue (tir, 
“Co-ce-chetumk chet chetaly” Je 

We are assistants of Dame Nature, 
Water, E bs, Air! 

We do all we cant 
Fire and ¥ 

Help the see: 
Help the t 
re eN 

and oF 

wl bea 
re's willing helper 

rand Earth and 
[Laughing rice heard ontside, and ender Scaun- 

He és dressed in a loose Pierrot seit of 
Med out with straw. Fwamy 
ce. Make him ridiculous, 
He ents up Sunny antics mat too wesightly 

anecrow (Adr, “Phe Campbells are 

The Scarecrow b4 0 
is humming, 

all away, away 
Without me she coukda't get on, oh 
Por nore Dame Natore’s bead man, 

Girl in dress 
apple Mos ered b ; sewed 

. A branch of the some im ier hi, 
ind a wreath of the same. Green stockings and 
aigpers 

Dae Narunet 
Welcome, dear Blossom Tree, all pink and 

white, 
Methinks I never saw so fair a sight! 

AUTHOR OF "JOLLY # 

A Christmas Play: By Carolyn Well 
LAYS FOR HOLD. 

Natore 
Troe, truly th 
math thy hough 

ond her 

Dawe Naver 
H. ly Rose? My beaut 

et of 
Aba posit (A 

Mownteins”); 

My petals wi 
My 1 

2 Girl dressed and 
7h e864 Pl Lhe th ait kinds 

Dawe Naver: 
Sweet Flowers, 
Beauth 

‘t Bluebell 
deight 

ance, Her frock ts yel 
f wild fowers of ali ¢ 

Dawn Navoxe: 
Ho, madeap! You are Wild Flower, well 1 

know 
O'er fichi and meadow laughingly y 

“The 
ata"): 

Tra ba la Ie la a, Tra la Ie ba ta la— 
The Wild Flowers are dearest of all, 
ala ba La ta, Tra ta ba ka ta Ia— 

lowers are best of all! 
{Enter the Fro Tree: Boy drested in brown 

and green suit, He carries bvanches with 
teaver on them, asd also many jruits of all 

The jrwits are best made of silk or paper 
ied with cotton and colored maturcily, Or 

the fruits may be bought at 2 ley shop. He car- 
tier a horn of plenty, of 2 basket, overt 
with fruits. Real oranges, apples, buwanas, 
etc, may be wed. 

Daur CRE: 
My bonny Fruit Tree, blessing to man 
Thou art among the greatest, to my mind. 

Sono uy sue Prove Teen (Ais, 
free” Jz 

“My Ain Coun- 

ETC 

I'm laden 
ing down 

ck the arbor and the lilies grace 

(Air, “Dhree Bishers 

Oh, lam the tre 
Tm russet ai 

My bough: 
my red 

n has turned, 
a brawn} 
I breezes blow, 

ves are falling and fallis 

Red-ribbon streamers, 
nsettio 

fill'st my soul with gle, 
de thoa bringest 

xsertia (Air, The Lovelei™ }: 

How now, my little tree, why art thou sad, 
When all about thee are so gay and glad 

ny tax Evexcrees T 
Sweet Chariot”): 

wo, T po ae 

Just a Sittle Evergreen Tree; 
good to a 

Just a Fit 
lity 

vergreen Tree. 
Wat well I know 

r thou shalt sorely be 
eth—the Christinas tree! 

ind at the sigwal 
em garded ay Cérisimas elves rush 
They wear green or red dresses 

jorts of 
s, etc. With these 

REEN TREE until i és 0 
tree. They skip and trip 

arownd the tree, and then join hands and en 
circie i1 as they sing, the others alt jeining in: 

Che Aut (Air, “Rig 
ay 50 
Oh, look at our dear little 

» Fit, ond awoy 

For the very best tree the Christmas tree, 
s tree, the Christmas tree! The Cl 

‘On merry CE 
‘The Christmas tree, the Christmas tree; the 

Christmas tree, the Christmas tree 
(Repeat Grst fowr lines) 

CURTAIN 

NOTE=—To extend this play by the addition of otter 
cheewters, Geseriptions, greetings ant venes will be tent 
for prewnting Seawend, Reicher Garces, Gram ant Cotton 
Plant Address your request for this matecial to Mise 
Wells, care o¢ Tae Lacene’ Wows Jowrsat, and izcioae 
a niexped, abtreses exvelpe. 

| Gifts, Gift Dressings and Crepe Paper Decorations are sold by dealers everywhere 

> Practical 

wunnidon 

Sennioon 
Christmas Book ? 

Do you want one? Send a 2et. stamp 
and your address on this coupon to 
Dennison Manufacturing Co. 
26 Franklin Street, Boston, Mass. 

Putting up Seunicow Decorations 

Using Sennioon Dressings 

Asking for Dennivon> 



The Kilborn Chair and tin tee tor 

YY 
Jo bby 

Which Can be Made 

tither Viucilage or Glue Withou C it 

By John V. Horr 

The Hall Bench and the Settee tor the Living Room 

i hree Pieces You Will Like 
for the Living Room 



fa 

THEIR CHRISTMAS MESSAGE 
sl = mo; come when girls 

1 ce think: eC 
Of Christmas. Whe 

hroughout the land th 

this time, ¥ 
z forward t 

coming and the host 

They never take a 1 
Because they know that there'll be use 
For big supplies of gastric juice 
And bile and lots of clean red blood 
To work up all the extra food. 

"How can I help,” perhaps you ask, 
“The Corpies with their Christmas 

task?" 
Forle a 
“It wo P y their 
At all, unless w Too hot 
Of allt 
You're right; a 

Or that they es 
To us our Christmas eal + Soon Christr 
But at they fe t you The busiest d. 

be quite glad to de ForC 
Por them the little thin 
Willhelp the 

So when dear ther st. 

The 

Remember 
Provid 
Them up, 
Into the 

drat 

Will mas-t 
thoroughty. 

I 1, this rule ap- 
es, you'll find, 

To all our foods of 

They must be ground 
up quite complete 

And then it 

i the flavor last, 
But mixing in saliva j 
Just makes them right fc 

That ever 
Now candy” 
A car-bo 

T want to ask you, if I may, 
To bow your little head and say: 
“ Dear Corpies: You have worked 

for me 
So long and hard and faithfully 
That inthe midst of all this food, 
Which tempts me so and jooks so 

food, 
! promise that I'll try and do, 
Right now, the things you want 

me to. 
I'm going to eat my 

turkey “slow” 
And chew it well,and 

then, I know, 
With allyour work, 

it's plain enough 
*Twould not be right 

for me to stuff 
So much that when 

he dinner’s gone 
Twill cause you 
trouble later on. 

And when it comes 
to hot mince pie, 

Or puddings rich or fruit cake, I 
Am going to try to treat youright 
By holding down my appetite, 
And wait till mother asks, before 
I pass my plate for any " 
I do not know a bette 

‘ 1 the Corpies Christmas Day, 

s the C 

For all the 
o not forget 

Ww! 
Nor even enough & 
The Corpies work at a 
T 

Corpies one « 
you,andmakes 

For, if you d 
; Je Corpies in yc 

heart will make this Christmas 
Day 

he happiest c 
known; and t! 

JOIN THE CORPIE CLUB—Write to THE MASTER CORPIE, in care of THE LADIES’ HOME JOURNAL, Independence 
Square, Philadelphia, Penns: mia, inclosing a two-cent stamp. He will send you full instructio vow to become a 

member and to obtain a Corpic Button, 

DRAWN BY KARL HUF 



fou can fry fish, then 
onions, then potatoes, 

all in the same Crisco— 
and no taste or odor will 
be carried from one to 
the other. It is neces- 
sary merely to strain the 
Crisco through che: 
cloth after each frying. 

This prevents all waste, 

and makes it unnecessary 
to keep several crocks 
of cooking fat in your 
kitchen for different 
kinds of frying. 

RISCO 
SR EGS ang 

Crisco keeps fresh and 
sweet indefinitely, 
This also means pre- 
vention of waste. 

Crisco is equal to the 
best of creamery but- 
ter for cooking—and 
costs less even than the 
better grades of lard. 

Fried Chicken 
Chicken Criseo 

Select ywrne render ctickens aml Malelin. Wash 
caretullp and let eexad over aight In refrigerazar, 
Draia chicken beat do set Season wich 
salt aed white pepper a 
Pry int deep Criamn ban etarsed uy brawn 3 
et bread in tiaty ercveds. It requires fre 
twelve talnistes te try etleckes, Beats 
en a bet plates gactiabed with parsley aud rice 

ettes 

story of Ci ferent dinner 
menu for every day of the year 
and 615 r d by the well 
known cooking authority, Marion 
Harris Neil. Address your request 
to Department D-12, The Procter & 
Gamble Company, Cincinnati, O., 
enclosing ove 2-cent stamps. A 
paper-bound edition, without the 
“Calendar of Diniers’* but with 
recipes, will be cent free on request 

2 
# 

To MAKE spice jelly 
three heaping tablesp 

of gelatin 

Sawes 
pretty Ck 

into smal 
and turn 
doilies. 
base and orna 
and holly Je: 
the top with a spe 
cand: Mary Ht 

Sweet Potnlo and Nut Croquettes 

HESE are very satisfying, Holl 
and mash a number sweet 

potatoes, and season well with salt, 
pepper and an equal 
quantity of broken 
a 

tier 

tered peat 
these croqu 
main dish. Northen. 

RAW the pigeon, truss it for r 
into neat joints, Chop one onion, fi 

ing, a 
stoned ¢ wes, and cook for thirty 

MAKE chi 
cut the chicke 

butter melted ina 

¢, wipe and 
joints 

rst on one side and then 

pieces to the casser 
stock (made from chicken or veal) or boiling w: 
put on the cover and let cook in a moderate 
an hour and a quarter. Melt three tablespoonfuls of 
butter in a saucepan and in it fry six washed mush- 
toom: caps, one sliced carrot, two dozen potato balls 
and six small peeled onions. As soon as these are 
browned remove them to the o add more 
stock if required and season to taste; put on the 
cover and return the casserole to the oven for another 
half hour or until the vegetables are tender, when the 
chicken should be cooked.— Marion Harris Ned. 

sero) 

Chicken en Casserole 

. Put into a 

ful of brown sauce, four tablespoce 
inutes. Garnish wi 

nut meat 

Christinas Tea Cakos 

IFT two cupfuls of four, two teaspoonfuls of baking 
powder and a pinch of = R 

Stewed Pigeon 

sting, roast for ten minutes in a hot oven, baste frequently with butte 
. ut in the pig f 

fuls of tomato sauce and 

es and mushrooms, and strain ¢ 

Duchesse Pudding 

OAK one cupful 
of bread crumbs 

in two cupfuls of 
scalded milk for 
twenty minutes. Add 
half « cupful of sugar, 
a quarter of a tea- 
spoonful of salt, half a 
cupful of cocoa, one 
teaspoonful of almond 
extract, half @ cupful 
cf chopped preserved 
ginger and a quarter 
of a cupful of chopped 
coconut. Mix well to- 
gether, pour into a 
well-buttered pudding 
dish and bake in a 
moderate oven for 
forty minutes, Turn 
out and decorate with 
whipped cream and 
chopped nut meat 
Marion Harris Ne 

S 
Fel 

Canpetrat With Selly 

Dishes 

1as lable 
RAPEFRUIT, filied in season with 

er the apples with thle 

b into them ane 
ful of butter; then add three table- 

poonful of chopped citron 

ies’ Hon. 

Muptirocen Under € 

ares 
tor tae 

9 COOK mushroom 

pound of peeled mushroom caps 
espoonfuls of butters 

Ik and paps 
chopped parsley; 

id one cupful of cream, cover, 
d let reduced a lit- 

Jernon juice ar 
x 

nd garnish 
red gelati 

and of bread in a mus! om 
pour the liquid over them, 

cover with a glass bell, and bake 
for 2 quarter of an our in a mo 

Send to 
joving the pl 

the del 
Marion Harris Nett 

Macaroni Timbeles With Oystera 
00k 

ACARONI TIMBALES with oysters 
1 them in chopped coco: will be delicious served with the din 

with grape juice. Top 1 buttered timbale molds 
and candied rose with bo! ic e proper length, 

ambination of and fill the centers with a 
cl bread crumbs e oysters, d 

Pear Salut 
Make a soft 

oderute HIS “goes right to the spot” 
when served at the light Chriet- 

yas supper following the hearty 
dinner. ‘Thoroughly chill home- 

ars, and arrange them on 
in dower effect, Fill 
in each section with 
y chapped nuts and 

candied ginger, und serve with 
mayonnaise made without mustard 
and mixed with » little whipped 
cream.— Mary H, Northen 

untruss, and cut 
hen add season- 

up, put in twelve 
fet, — Marian Harris Neil. 

ind fry for five minut 
ix mushrooms dicted 

he sauce o 

OR curried rabbit en casserole cut a large, skinned 
bit into neat joints, and dip each piece into 
d flour. Fry the rabbit in a casserole contaln- 

ng two heaping tablespoonfuls of well-heated butzer or 
drippings. When nicely browned remove the rabbit; 
adi to the fat in the casserole a chopped onion and a 
chopped apple, and fry this with a tablespoanful of 

; nd a clove of crushed garlic. Fry for a 

teaspoonful of powdered cinnamon, half a teaspoon. 
ful of powdered ginger and a quarter of a teaspoonful 
of powdered mace. Maisten with enough brown stack 
to cover the meat, Bring it to the boil. Skim well; 
add one tablespoonful of lemon Juice, and 
with the tid on for about an hour and a half. 
with boiled rice.—Marian Harris Neil. 

Curried Rabbit en Casserole 



A HRISTMAS 
} ] ) 

ad i | ae f qq eth aay | [Th e Christmas Club | 
loa ‘ = a Conducted by Edith M. Burtis Something a Giet 

WIE Like a 

Unique Hanging Case Bonnet Stengs for Baby Brush Case, Attractive and Usedul 

as for Best Shoes Practical Ineiivi 

S| 
] To Protest thé Best Napkins Convenient and Inuxpenively Mede 

Gills Averaging Tweety-tive 
Cents Do Not 

Chamois-Lined, Protective 
Traveling Case for Mirror 

Es 

Crftworkers Can Make These i Simeio Newdlecase and Bookmatk 

Laundry Requisites in 
Mininture for Teavelmes 

] First Ald fot the Traveler Nandy Record of Telephone Numbers 

SettrerAy, 

® i 

Litthe Gills for Personal 
are Always: 

¢ 

1 Pomnee 

The Dairitiness of This 
Apron acxt ibe Usetule 
ness of the 7 
Strep ure nas Appas- 
ent to Any Women 

NOTE—Tohere is still time to join the Christmas Club, and eves if you joined last month you will surety 
w December booklet, giving the cast and descriptions of these gifts. Inclose four cents in sampe 

a ch ‘Tue Lapies’ HOME JOURNAL, Tour-Compartment Bag of Usefulness A Useful Bog That Will Launder 

Se Sennen es 



Paty Bag for Slippers, Fan and Scart 

Site Stockiess, Danwr ard Tweed 

ifferent fr 
fers an unusual 

Loch Yeor Beings New 
Ideas in Warm Bealrooen 
Sippers Like These in 
Color and Sitchy 

In Worsted Crochel—a Ras 

of little things for Chr 

Girlish 
Cap to Croc 
Sik or Worsted 

Chat Girls Love 
Easily Made Between Now 

= tL. ITACreE 

and Christmas 

Paity-Deoss Hanger With Sochot 

\bemy 

All-Round Usetul 
Het € 
the Tricorn Shame 

~ Mat With Fur Quits 

| wan ‘ 

| samen 
| like 

& * and the 
uits our read 

the 

with 
ding dire 
“2 

Very Smart Mc 

for an Hour or Two 
Around the Hosts, Cro 
cheted Slinpers With New in Bead Jewelry Heelod Soles a Chain and Bracelet to Match 

Crocheted and Bead Flowers and Omamerts 
Vie W 
Hat T 

h Each Other in Colee and Size for 
pines This Seance: A Gantenia in Boads und a Crocheted Golen Rose 



$31. sift?” 
al a 2 Te: 5 . 

Ihe “Exclusive Little Gift - 
- That You See Only in Tea Rooms and Specialty Shops 

Selected by Theresa Hunt Wolcott 

% 
| > 

The Of Crone Who Corties 
inen Thread and a Thee, 
Shoe Buttons and Needles 

4S 

Vinw the tutest rubber dtl; 
Am I not 2 dear? 

Sreeze wry head @ little, 
And my squeaky voce 

you'll Ava 

I met, one 
A little old crone 

Wath a large Button Bay 
She was welking alone, 

And why she wes, 
You'll surely guets true 

"The litte Old Woenan t 
| Thue lived in a Shoe.” 

This Colonial Deme is a 

Doce Mop. She Weighs 

Tiree Pounds and « Hall 

a > 
| Quaint Neediecases in 

Futurist Style Miss Priscilla is 
An Excellent Gill 
tor 8 Man—a 
Lighthouse That is 
on Electric: Flastr Dove Porters \ 
Fal are the Fad of the 

Season. This Mal: 
~ tose is Seated 

Ok, Darby and Joan are we. 
7 z know, ix company, 

«5 2 crowd and nor 

So just we—Joan and me 4 und is Five Inches and o ‘eed a S Hall High, You May Are the Needlecase Cot 

Choose Eithor o Bue oro Colonial Rag Rus. 
She Weighs Nine Seeswax Cherties and 

nuts arid is Nine Staubery Emery 
Inches High 

Pink Gown for Hor 

May your life be as bright 
ai a well-polided needle 
aed a5 savcth ai 4 well 
waned theead, 

Order Willy Qov’s initial 
and Fayortic Hower 

presented, for th 
oxed and is us y accompanied by a deco 

its purpose or the tho 

Reversible Sil 
Toilet R 

A Bag of Corks of 
All Sizes for Every 
Household, With 
Corkscrew Altachet 

wich Cover, With Fruit 
for the Tea Table 

Coke oF Su 
Decoration, 

When sttong the road you 
sayly spin, 

And your anto stops at 
va 

I am the veritable "fried 
én need,” 

Who, as we've told, "is Pretty Cover of « Mend 
friend indeed” = 

chiet. 
taned Under the Foss will mewd me. 

“He Who Esty 
Newspaper Rests 

May Read.” if His 
on This Holder 

Wren dishes or clothes you are washing, Sweet livender wry that our "se Louredey Kat 
The spatters are cenain to fly foendship will lat, 

Uniting the joys of the future 
sand past. 

Washable Diack Low 
Cloth Cook-ook C 
With Enameled Design in 
Griaht Colors 

This Dainty Book of Pink and White 
Gingham, With Embroidered Rs 
buds, in Which She May Enter 
Sweet Littl Ways of Baby's Deva, 
Wil Delight a Young Mothor on 
Baby's First Christmas 

Many « litte shing, 
Passed ow this string, 
While traveling, 
Will dry—jost try 

Chili's Pink-and-White 
Bunny Purse 

Hond Wowen by the Blind People of Massachusetts in Soft Calves of the Woods 

If all the trees were buluam trees, 
our pillows filled with these, 

indeed would be our slumabers? 
How face she dreams in countless aacbers! 

These pockets for your bureau drawer 
Will help keep order evermore, 
For things put is sheir proper place 
Will save you time in every case, 

on this pase ei its size, color, price, and the address 
be mailed to an *, Fi pecify the particular 

wu wish details, and ax pany your request, sent to Miss Wolcott, in care of 
Tur Lavars’ Hows JOURNAL. with a stamped, addressed envelope. 
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A Holder to Save Mother 
Fingurs Fr 

Yhen Mother and 

em Ho 
lorence Orville 

DREN TC 

WY 

By F 
AUTHOR OF > MAKE BEAUTIFUL THINGS FOR CHE 

sa 
t is thiety-aix inch 

he for ¢ 

in Jinen 
d retails 
rk and 

NCusl 
tor Mother's Voit 

son Willy Pretty Pins 

Imagine This Pretty Box Filled 
With Homemade Candy 

Mue 
Odd Little € 

the Christmas 
Stade for 
Paty 

enutte 

TICK printings done by prews- 
ing a small stick first in the 

color and then on the or 

fabric. While these sticks in di 
ferent shapes may be purchased in 
vets of six, with three kinds of dye 
ready for use, for ten cents 
homemade implemente y 

th good success 

be shaped with a knife in inte 
ing ways. Rubber corks are par- 
ticularly good for this purpose. 
Water color or d 
school work may b 
decoration of these 

A Teay for the Odds and 
Ends of Things 

Mother Will Lace This Clipping 
Case for Her Desk 

NOTE—Diagrams and designs in propo 
Cities, will be sent to all those who a: 

Ohi Ble 
ond € 

# Pocket We 
» Dacoration 

, Soft Blue Lette 
With Tree Decoration 

<== Any One Who Loves o Litt 
Gil Will Lowe This Che 
Button ¥ With its Red a 

Rod R@dons 

a Lady’s 
in Light 

This Campbote Set f 
Desk is Dovelo, 
ts Nas a Dec 

Red 

Top fora Medicine Glass, 
With Conventional Holly 
Decoration 

5 to the Sever 
Piece Desk Set lihustrated 
Alx 

Hexagon-Shaped Tumbler 
Too With Raffia Hon 
for the Bedside Glass 

Shiners for Glasses are Useful A Neediccase That Will be Ainple 
in Pocket or Bes for Al Stes | 

See 

spate sizes, or full size where it is 
nterested in children’s work af cents in stamps is forwarded with the request sent 

Prockwt 

scary. and full information regarding all details of this work, and addresses where the materials are obtainable 
¢ Miss Orville, in care of Tue Lapies' Hoste JOURNAL, Philadelphia, 

¥ 

for Candy, ce a Container for 
Some Other Gilt 

An Easily Mose ond Simply 
Decortod Cabandar Stare 

WATER color is used it may i 
. ng the stic 

a pad made of several thickr 
Of felt or cheesecloth which } 

turated wit 

reolored tnaterial the 
or paints show up 1 
plied in greens, rec 

and 
, bright blues, 

The stick 

‘On the clip 
nstance, a stri 

tat ined by fillin a 

cubist style, in white, 
low, orange and ted-browns. 

ping case 
effect is 

A Neat Little Container for Glass 
Meich Recopinclos 

A Soft Hue Booklet Cover 
With « Touch of Orange 

large 

— 
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Alabama. Next to the 
dark rin¢ hhite, then shades 
to a deep pink in which are em- 
bedded large Recipes by 

Riley M. Fletcher-Berry 

Made and Photographed by 

Marion Harris Neil 

| 
i 

a 

Sally White Cake is 3 coconut 
and fruit mixture baked in Geor- 
gia. Itia very rich an 
baked slowly. Cream Almond Cake 

not stand long before serving and wi 
The filling is whipped cream and shaved almonds. 

eS 

Pink and White Ribbon 
cake is Kentucky made. 

as altern: 

White and Yellow del 
cate layer cake is ano! 

) there was a general reunion of family and 
Open house was kept and it was not unusual 

for the mistress of a large estate to have as iy a8 
es prepared apd baked in her k ‘on 
ts and parties, These cakes were extremely 

% fram the most delicate to the richest 
‘A ornate. ee cakes here a ited have been 

Georgia recipe. The filling 

layers, canta’ 
while the remai 

nuts and is 
coconut covered, 

Kentucky Bluegrass Cake is delicious. 
as a loaf cake, split and filled and covered with boiled 

Solid Spice Cake, as made in Tennessee, will be iked well 
by those who like the taste of spices, It contains coffee also, 

icing. It is decorated with raisins, figs and nuts, and is covered with carame! icing. 

| NOTE—A leaflet containing the recipes for these fourteen plantation cakes and sixteen more, 
making y recipes in all, be sent to any reader desiring them upon receipt of her request 

Berry, in care of THE LADIES’ HOME JOURNAL, Philadelphia, 
accompanied by a five-cent stamp. Kindly address your request to Mrs, Riley M. Fletcher- 

a 

Lady Baltimore Coke is 
the famous South Carolina 
cake of fiction fame. It is ithout its pound 
very rich with its fruit fill- pe for this 
ing. pe comes from Virginia. 

Pound Cake. No South- 
ern feast would have been 

Grand Duke Cake is made from a 
korg recipe. The lower layer in dark 

Thi 

Spice Marble Cake is always a favorite and ia 
especially nice if one wishes a cake that does not 
have to be cavered with icing. the frosting is decorated with nuts, figs and cherries. 

Solve the 
Christmas 

Problem 

Series of Ten Tiny 
Cards to Go With 

Cite 

HESE beautiful cards carry 
I glad, fricrlly enthusiasm 

hat always appeal, Unlike 
meaningless 

wlity Cards 

ess your thought in ap indi- 
dual way, They carry just the 

we you would like to send to 
the folks hack bome, the old-time 
friend or new acquaintance —and 
present it in just the right way. 

EA AVIS CO. 

JUALITY CARDS 
BOSTON 

Their exquisite coloring, superior 
best of engraving aru 

z¢ make them a joy to look 
at —cards you're proud to vend 10 
your most exacting friends. 

‘The cards shown here and hur- 
dreds of others 

To make your Christmas shopping 
easy, ask for the dollar box A of 

Quality Cards for Your 
ry Best Friends 

di we Chi mas cards that 

will be sure to please. 

The busy man will find that our 
+ hox B of eleven 

Quality Cards for 
Business Men 

will solve his Christmas problem. 

Buy Them from Your 
Dealer 

If he hasn't them, send us his 
name with your order or with your 
request for our illustrated catalog. 

THE A, M. DAVIS CO. 
$28 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Maas, 



fom oy Be oy ~ 

AGOMMONITY SILV 
% 

PAN SS 

cae Peery 7 @ 

Then COMMUNITY im your Cha Beautiful but not extra 
ve is our new Patrician 

design, made in both Sterling and Pi Many other designs and 
= a wide variety of pieces at your de 

COMMUNITY STERLING (Patrician design only). Ask) fer for prices. 

COMMUNITY PLATE (best plated ware made), At younper 50 years. Six teaspoons, $2.15, 
Also makers of Oneida Community Reliance Plate (at Prvice for 25 years, six teaspoons $1.1()) 

7 and Oneida Community Par Plate. Z 

ONEIDA COMMUNITY. LTD.. ONEIDA. N. Y. 



The New Housekeeping 
How We are Running Our Homes With Less Work and Less Money 

Edited by Mrs. Christine Frederick 
National Secretary, Associated Clubs of Domestic Science 

Eprrors' Norr—Here are the last of twenty housekeepers who, from personal experiences, all trying the "New Housekeeping,” tell on this page how they have actually done it 
‘on varying incomes, and have saved money, labor and time. THe Eprrors or THe Lapies’ Home JOURNAL. 

Cooking Reduced to First 
Principles 
‘TILE time I started housekeeping 

cw very little about coking. 
few weeks of spending most 

of my time in the kitchen, never 
having the things cooked all at unce 
o¢ on tine, I eoocluded something 
must be done. 1 knew that to 
learn from experience would take a 

long time, whee the experlonce was to he hai only 
in my own kitchen. I found a cooking school 
Which I could attend two aitersoans a week for 
fifteen wee! Jeswons there were given by an 
exoellent teacher and were very prictical 

T planned my meals by the week. Since all 
Cookery was new, I decitled to have one new thing 
fach day, Mter my fret year L cooked something 
how each week, and I still falbow this plan, Ehave 
todo a little more searching now than E did at first 
to find new things to try, but I find them 

After 1 was well on my way 3 specialized —that 
is, T studied groups of foods. I spent two weeks on 
Soups, until 1 felt I had » sufficient variety and was 
Poficent in the art. 1 tuok up meats, vegetables, 
Salads, dewerts, breads, ete. in the same way. My 
teward came whea my lushand remarked that we 
Were having a large variety of fools, especially 
Meats, We were no longer in the “steak and chop 
Stage,” bat it hud taken some time and stedy to 
be graduated fram that class, 

‘Our income and its expenditure next engaged 
My attention. At Gret we decided to pay all bills 
And save what wusbeft. ‘There was usoally nothing. 

it, so we started our budget which amounted, 
we found, to $2087 2 year. My husband's income 
the first yeur was $210; It has Incecasedd exch 
Year since then, bat budget" has pot changed, 
AW over the $2087 is saved. By saving I do not 

{every cent is pat in the hank and kept 
there. We consider that money is saved Hit 
fs Snvested fn something lasting, and occasionally 
We treat ourselves to a rug. a picture oF a piece 

pottery. The “savings” also pay doctor or 
dentist. 

Ttake the money for operating expenses and run 
the house, I keep an account of the money anit 
handle it as I best, for we consider that this 
my part of the “partoership.” As for baying, 

1 go to market every day in warm weather and 
ut four times x weck In winter, and pay rash 

tall parchases. F keep» y shelf of canned 
koods, und when I use an article I immediately 
Write it on my ‘want list," which hanes above ey 
kitchen table, and then purchase it when Ido my 
tmarketlng. 
My principal hobby is my cart index, I have 

Ohe drawer for recipes and kitchen lore, and one 
for different records. My headings are various: 
“Christmas Presents Given" is one, and for each 
Person to whom I send a present there is a card, 
J have a complete record of the things given to 
cach person since 1907, and thus 1 obviate the pos: 
SSbility of duplicating gifts. 1 also have a list of 

given to me, a list of the people, with ad- 
dresses, to whom 1 send Chrlatmas cards. 

Under the heading * Hossehold Linen” I listed 
tho linen with wl 1 started bor ig 
and the dates when other linen bad been adited, 
Utry to bay a tablecloch and napkias, two sheets, 
four péllow cases and six towels exch year. I buy 
these in Junuary for two reasans: first, because of 
the white sales then, and, secondly, if any linen is 
ven me at Christmas, 1 do not have to purchase 
Smuch, Talsokeepa beading, “Things Wanted,” 

it all things wanted for the house 
Of inyself, jotting It dows whenever § happen to 
ul of something I showht like. 
Tam able to entertain guests at dinner twice a 

‘Boek with no extra and no extra fatigue, I 
have more time for sewing and recreation. 
I make all my own clothes with the exception of 
‘my tailored suits, do sewing fur my bouse and = 
Rreat eal of embroidery. New Jumsey, 

Cost of Living Reduced by 
Food Study 
IGURING it in all ways possible, 
hased on our income, our family 

£9) | cuwld not expend at the very utmost 
SAG%4| more than six dollars a week for 

food. Today, with a sturdy three~ 
year-olt buy to share in the New 
Housekeeping.our expenses for food 
have been reduced to less than an 

Average of $5.30 a week, This includes » milk bill 
of not less than seventy cents por more than 
siehty-four cents weekly, together with an average 
weekly {ce bill in summer of forty cents, 
How have we done it? Asa fine step we wrote 

cating fo my panes H mics se ni uk for any it migl ve to 
tutrition, foods and their chemical analyses. In 
reply we received several “ Farmers’ Bulletins," and 
1uesvitems practically based them. We learned 
from them that the vital clement necessary for 
bodily repair was called “protein.” ‘The value of 
beef fay in the fact that its protein cuntent & 20.3 
Percest. Our problem, then, resolved itself into a 
search for those foods that could replace zen 

ot deprive the body of its necessary proteiss, 
In going over these bulletins we stumbled on a 

‘to macaroni, the principal sustenance of 

the fellows who build our railways, bore our tun- 
nels and dig our subways. The protein value of 
macazonl is 14.4 per cent, and, when compared to 
beefs 20.3 per cent, it doesn’t Jook. very favorable 
for macaroni. Yet when you consider that every 
tive you bay a beehsteak you are paying for 66 per 
cent water, you realize then that the protein value 
‘of macaroni is far beyond heel. When we say we 
Use macaroni, we do not mean we wse it as 8 side 
ivh, Noz it is the pidce de résistance. 

As to beef, with three in the family we find three 
pounds of sirloin sufficient for a nourishing meal 
on each of three days, First we cut off the bone 
together with some of the meat. ‘The fire day we 
pan broil same of the steak for dinner, "This 
method preserves the valuable juices for gravy. 
The same day we boil the remaining hee! with the 
bone. This gives a rich stock for soup on the 
seromd day. 

Then for the ether day the remaining meat is 
pat through the food chopper ant baked in eweet 
green peppers. When peppers are not available 
the meat can be served in the farm of croquettes. 
At other times two pounds and a half af round 
4teak will answer the purpose, for, while you do 
hot get any bone, the quantity of meat is greater. 
Ii a bone & wanted it takes only a few centy to 
cover this outlay. Buy a bone oreasionally. 

Other foods with high protein value are; Dried 
peat, 24.6 per cont; dried beans, 22.5 per cent; 
lentils, 26 per cent. Lentils are highest of all in 
protein. and their use has been too long neglected 
Jn the form of croquettes, a titthe nutmeg for sea: 
sning bas the remarkable power of giving them a 
meatlike taste. 

Breaklast with us at first was » stumblingblock. 
Good obd oatmeal, cracked whent, farina (a wheat 
product, but not nearly so valuable as cracked 
wheat, because it has been robbed of a good deal 
of its goodness when the hull or bran was removed), 
rice—all offered delightful changes as breakfast 
cereal. Be suse to get the rice uncoated; useil 
with brown sugar it's “simply bully.” 

after four years, we can pronounce our 
system a success financially, but greater yet from 

the point of health, Pexnsyivania. 

How to Apportion an 
Irregular Income 

hard to be businesslike on an irregu- 
lar income, but 1 have evolved 
system which I believe any woman 

th an uncertain amount to plan 
oncouldadapt tober neods. 1know 

PEA Pita it isa success because, with oo more 
SSS money than before, we are more 

cand freefrom debt. The first necessity 
isto keep track of income and expenditure toa cent, 
keep a daybook with my parse in the kitchen, and 
T jot down every item bought, with the peice oppo- 
site, and every cent that comes in, 

‘Then J never make the mistake of adding in- 
come with outgo, 1 do this before the goods are 
pst away. At the end of the month I add the 
items under different heads. such as “Food amd 
Groceries,” “Laundry,” “Tneldentals,”” ‘This last 
ineturtes fuel, which is not a great item in Califor 
nia, such things asa new lamp chimney, medicines 
and ordinary doctor bills, and all the Little neces- 
sities about a hose which are numerous bat diffi- 
cult to classify separately, ‘These totals I enter in 
my real account beok. At the end od the year I 
sum up: Income on one half the hook, so much 
from cach general source; expenditere on the 
other half under rather broader beadings than the 
monthly accounts. 
Like must people whose income Is uncertain, we 

have some very definite expenses to be met at 
stated times, As we own our farm we have no 
rent, but there are the interest om a $1200 mort- 
gage, to be paid semiannually, taxes and water 
rent monthly. So, first, J mest count on: Interest, 
$96; water ront, $35; insurance, $11; taxes (vary~ 
ing), $15; yearly total, $157. 

“This requires an average saving of Usree dollars 
& week on an average income of cightoen dollars; 
but, as our income really varies from nothing to 
considerably over eighteen dollars a week, I must 
save accordingly, I write down on the page for 
‘cack month the things I know will fall 
tain dates in that month, and plan a! 
We pay interest in March and September, so 

from January first I begin to put 
installment, When it is safely in the bank 
the next money 1 can save from the daily living to 
buy a supply of whatever bulk groceries we nee, 
and the summer clothes, ete. Insurance comes in 

i a 

plishment would in itself repay me 
ten times over. Add to that the facts that my hus- 
band fs proud of me and my system and that we 
are out of debt. Caurrorsia. 

What an Itemized Budget 
Will Do 

HEN the Man and I were married 
Cight years ago we established a 15 
per cent-8S per cent divésden, As 
the salsry was increased evch year 

fp | the percentage of division changed 
alittle. Toduy our income is $2400 
* year, aod cach month the Man 

t deposits $175 to my eredit and $25 
to his own, Out of that $25 2 month he pays for 
bis clothes, cigurs and vacation expenses, Far the 
rest he charyes up any money which he spends for 
the house and collects his due sum at the end of the 
month. Tam responsible wholly for the bouse hills, 

1 make up the hadget for each year from the 
averages on the “recapitulation cards” of two ar 
three previous years, which are kept In the card 
catalogue, ‘The items are surprisingly conptant 
and only a small marginal allowance i needed for 
emergencies. 

1 pay all bills hy check, balance the cash ac- 
counts daily and check up the monthly accounts 
with the check-book stubs, Seventy-tive dollars 
is allowed for savings and shelter, the two items 
being related since we are paying for our home. 
Slaten dollars & set aside cach moth to meet the 
payments of life insurance; eight dollars goes into 
Building and Loan stock, and the remainder is 
adder! to the savings acoount, 

‘Thirty-five dollars a month is allowed for table 
expenses. This isa little low, since our kalf-acre of 
ground furnishes us with vegetables and small 
fruits, which sepply the summer season and give 
wt canned vegetables for the winter. The canning 
is done little by little as the vegetables reach their 
finest, and the work Is very slenple, 

Chickens and ducks give us quality and abun. 
dance in eggs and fowl, but they cost us at average 
of fifty per cent a month over what they bring in 
at market peices; we put them down as luxuries. 
Staple canned goods and winter fruits 1 buy in 
ae with three ather women. Freight in- 
cluded, these items cost each woman about six 
dollars a month, 
Meat we have only once a day, and at least one 

night a week IT expect to substitute some dish euch 
as beans, pork ani peas, macsroni and cheese or 
a wot loaf forthe meat. With the chickens we have 
my meat bill rarely goes over seven dollars a 
manth, [ market once or twice & week only; [ 
have reliable tradesmen. 

‘Coal is bwaght in April for the entire year. The 
house i+ small and low, and six dollars 4 month is 
resolutely set aside the year round for fuel, and 
gas and light are covered completely hy an allow- 
ance of five dollars. In addition to operating 
expenses I keep a fund of seven dollars a month 
for furnishings, an item I have rarely seen in any 
other budget. The amount covers replacements of 
house liners, china and kitchen utensils; the dry- 
cleaning of rugs, blankets and curtains, and the 
purchase of garden utensils and shrubs 2s well as 
of furniture. 

‘Twenty dollars a month covers clothing for my- 
self and our boys, plus our vacation expenses. 
‘This means that evening dresses and tailored suits 
must last all of two years, that clothing must be 
Simple and very largely homemade, [plan clothes 
fully a year abead, and buy at the special sales. 
Finally, om the whole budget J allow a margin of 

ten dollars to cover small miscellaneous expenses, 
the boys’ allowances, emergencies and deficits, So 
far we have been able to meet dentist and doctor 
bills out of this sum. Intesors. 

My System Plus Common 
Sense 

1g) HAVE uw housekeeping system, but 
1 do not want to be Uke the man 
who bought the card-index-and- 
accounting syetem and then had to 
quit work on bis regular Eine to keep 
upwithit! My system is reckoning 
la percents. My food bill amounts 
toonly twenty-three per cent of our 

yearly Income. It is low because I do my own 
wondering and cooking. I do not try to lower this, 

# laxury but a real food necessity. 
that each member of our family, inchuding myself, 
shall eat out once a week; we usually come bome 
hungry. 

Advance in out household equipment beyond 
the present amount is counted separately and 
amounts to seven per cent yearly. This includes 
books over atid above mere pleasurable reading, 
and such things as will save Labor in any line 
Often some small piece of furniture will be 
uded. Shelter, which includes the carfare of 
hesband, and of myself on my three 
trips a week, amounts to twenty-four p 
Our clothing is eleven per cent, I make my 
clothes, even to coats and suits, or I could not 

lin 
dress well on the allowance, 
My operating expense is high, Under it I count 

water, gas, telephone, electricity and drugs: it 

So ous savings are obly clght per cent, thus: Food 
23 per cent; equipment, 7 per cent; shelter, 24 
per cent; clothing, 11 per cent; operating, 13 per 
cent; service, 14 per cent; savings, & per cent; 
total, 100 per cent. 

T do pot keep daily accounts. I decided that a 
wiser thing to do, since 1 mvust pray tradespeapte to 
Keep them for me anyway, was to get those who 
would do it in such a way that I should profit 
Where I now trade things are dane as follows: The 
amownt brought forward is pot at the head of the 
shoes, the total at Che bottom, For instance: 
Amount browght farmeard 
Cele 
eee oe 
Beans ( Batter ee 
Total. a wits 

‘The next charge shoet will start with the sam of 
$15.27, My work consists in seeing that the cor- 
rect sum is brought forward and that the addition: 
bs correct, 
Wednesday is my helper's afternoon out and 

mine in. On this day I start the week; it is essen> 
tal to have a starting point and Saturday is too 
busy. Oo Wednesday, then, between callers, 1 
gather up my enils, look over the chante 
sheets and my personal arcounts, assure myself 
that the bank book fs correctly balanced, and 
ascertain the cash running iunds necessary for the 
following week. I make out a list of staples and 
large purchases, and have it on hand for the early 
morning buying, 

Thave the best arrangement paslle in a barge, 
old-fashioned kiteben; but its arrangement is only 
one small part of kitchen efficiency, Idevoteagreat 
deal of time to the problem of help, My womes 
havea definite hour to come on duty —seven-thirty, 
They cat two meals and work until two o'clock. 
‘They are then off wntil live ard on again until eighe, 
If there is extra work there is more ay. Tf there 
is no extra work anid they are slow aed take more 
time there is not more pay. When J teach them to 
cook a dish I charge them a few cents to make 
them value the lesson. When they serve extra 
nicely or do the work extra well or think up some 
lahor-saving device their few cents are paid back to 
them in bonuses. Wrsconsis. 

Saving Time, Strength, 
Temper and Money 

Si¥ MOST businesslike method in 
handling the howsehobd problem 
lies in reckoning every saving in per 

€| cent, Twocents saved ona twenty- 
five cent cake of chocolate books 
sreall, bur it sepeniiots eight per 

A} cent on the dollar, Many women 
— who economize in the matter of a 

whole dollar are extravagant when it comes tu four 
quarters or ten dimes, 
We cut down the family wants as much as pes- 

sible. I Gnd that ome of the truest economies ties 
in using up materials on haed, whether cloth or 
groceries, beluee baying new, The next step is to 
learn how to buy wisely. 1 began by trying varl- 
ous grocers until I found one who was strictly 
relisble, 1 buy barrel lots of four, saving three 
per cent, antl of sugar, saving from three to five 
per cent. Laundry soap by the box saves me 
thirtecs per cent. When canned vegetables are 
necessary L buy by the dogen or the case, at a save 
ing of eight to fifteen per cent. It is cheaper to 
substitute dried vegetables wherever possible, 
My daily bills from all sources are kept, and 

when the monthly statements arrive I check them 
over carefully. Every error is rectified, whether in 
my favor or not. Honesty is the best policy, and 
it works both ways We pay all bills every month, 
We make oer own J, and we never buy 

cakes, cookies of pastry of any kind. Speaking of 
pet economies, I never saw our dry-bread bag 
eopdy entil I invested twenty-five cents lo « bread 
board to be used on the dining table. It saves a 
Joaf of homemade bread a week. 

It is at least as important to save time, strength, 
and temper as it i to save money. An electric 
washing machine costs considerable, but mine has 
more than paid for itself in three years. My 
clothes are bo longer worn through in spots, but 
after long service gu gracefully to pieces, like the 
“wonderiul one-hoss shay.” An electric flatiron 
Goes away with the hard work formerly unavoid- 
able in froning. We sit down to fran, too—sit on 
an old piano stool that swings with every move~ 
ment of the body. I use um electric toaster and ay 
electric percolator also. 

Just above my couklag table in the kitchen isa 
cupboard for spices, coffee, tea, baking powder, 
etc. Over my sink is another closed cupboard for 
soaps, silver polish, sodas, and the like. 
I have ceased to wse except on state 
occasions. 

‘elie ys ta apt ong. We to i expect no . We 
use crash towels instead of a ‘Undetothen 
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The WiseMen 
and the Star 

IME js at once the least im- 
portant and the most impor- 

tant thing in the universe. It is 
inexhaustible. Yet every second is 
the measure of so many pulse beats. 

Have you ever thought of the 
complex calculations that keep 
our conception of time straig 

the fraction of a second—this year, 
next year and always? 

At Elgin, Illinois, 
National Watch Company main- 
tains an observatory where two 
astronomers of great ability verify 
the rating of the Master Elgin 
Clocks by which all Elgin Watches 
are regulated. Every clear night 
in the year they make eleven 
checks of the earth's rotation 
against twelve stars so remote that 
their gigantic orbits are imper- 
ceptible. From the average ¢ 
these 132 observations true star 
time is calculated. In turn, this is 
translated into commercial time, 
This absolute precision has given 
the Elgin s 
great fame. 

The Christian world reckons 
from the birth 

star, set in the 
the three wise men to witn 

From n the centuries, has 
come case gilt giving 

What gift more ms in senti 
ment, wh re typical of the 
great ay than an 

gin Wateh is a marvel of me- 
chanical genius, 4 marvel of accuracy, 
a marvel of timekeeping, a most 
beautiful example of the jeweler’s art. 

Ask Your Elgineer 
He will show you Elgins exceedingly 

fine and richly cased, Elgins of 
but less elaborate, bess 

Write for the Elgin hook, 
‘Taking—Time Keeping,” a’ # 
the wondert worked at the 
Observatory, 5 
envelope for set of F 

ELGIN 
Watches 
FALEEP TIME 

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH Co, 
‘in, Minois 
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the King 
100] Christmas Exercise 

Gifts for 
A Sunday-Sc 

By Edna Randolph Worrell 
RACTERS 

girls repre 
Iyerea 

110 usdersta 

Tis the gilt He asked when 

ane to me 
ok the arch aw 
Stet af the tkrome 

friends, we remember the 
Jerful day 
ught our blest Savior to 

earth 

Whi 
Whatever an ear 

What can I 
The Star of the F Who giv 

The angels ia 

SERVICE, rising, then recites as 

that night upon Hethlchens's 

ht, 
+ tbatigh 

of night; 
Usrough 

dear Savior to earth 

There we Tie (entering open » angels of Mercy in glittering 
1 will give my Ti 
My times 

Tots 
‘Trath; 

earth, thoug: 
the sky 

he Master to p 
is heavenly ¥ 

ange 
Puavex (right) 

prayers to 
for the pra; 
His deliz 

(Holds shield in right hand, saking 4 : 
from af INTKALIORNCY..) fo the song,” Gills for the King 

ot Shields the lan! terre SERY 
Gr 

ee PAM 
ts for the Master 

OBEDIENCE.) 
Farrm (right): Te 

light a 
the strength of my 
atrakd? 

lds shield im right hand and stands before 
as stars up above. 

NOTE — Two cuplea of the fall werd ant 
f the two songs," Famss Gives So Much to Mi 

for the King,” wil be wat igen requmt; si 
geeioes for Four Suaday-shienl eatertainment, 

mod a etarsped, addressed ersveh 
I give the Lord my all, my Love. 

far love is the fulfillment of the law. 
(Holds skied im left hand and stands before 

Praise.) 

» Ladies’ Home Journal for Decem 

Pajunion 
THE Xmas Gift! 

The very thing for father 
for brother—for any mant 

Pajamas In ane piroe are mire logical 
: The wearer of the Brig Carhbait Pajunion hay we Ieee ca 

i 4 wad in hia back—no trousers 
mpine diate — 90 ales 

ring to bind afd torture his walse! Sad by dealers everywhere, Ask to see It 
« sensible, simple 

No. compli 
no harness! Cut on 

ve ites joe ruled’ to enfe corfert 
Vely tw) binding in thee erat 

erfect finish! The care- 
ful tailoring, painstaking work 
manship, te button holes 

ind hol fast. te B nicesles of Setait tn ate Dajunb 
In Mercerized Pongee, 

Plisse, Crépe, Madras, Pajam 

The price, no more than 
you would have to pay for pa: 
jamas, |x $1.50 10 $5,002 suit 
Alo have your dealer abow you our frtsdh 

Maude foe all the Camily 
Makew ideal Xam gift 

TON FR riSBAD 
LEEPINGWEAR 

In Every Weight for Every Season 
for Men, Women and Children 

tie Book” FREE! 

2 aytiroral without miekieg 
in cnet ne dewire 

Men's Usien Sleeper, 
All In one peece. 

Same 
Heecy and wares 
Some with hoods, 
feet, ete. In pet 
cale, Pongee 
Phiase’ and Crepe, 

eelette. Well 
lasfeet Some 

inoexds. Perfeet 
Ot Woa’t rull up and 
allow the chil to 
becurse chilled. 

ip into dee 
pocket ks | been 
With or w t hood. Hutton 
wrists. Regular tres 0, Je a6. 
$1.25 to $5.00 
H.B. GLOVER CO. 
Dept, 42 DUBUQUE, IOWA 
DEALERS: rae, ter cor 1918, gutivgitsire Style jataa-Carubad Biorpicg vent. 
ety diastaies use fasta whslesaie Pose 
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Roadster #505 
Electrically Lighted and Started 

At Last! A Light Weight, Smaller, 
Comfortable Family Car At A Price 
Almost Every Family Can Afford. 

The Willys-Overland ‘oledo, Ohio The Willys 
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Flossie Fisher’s Funnies 
By Helene and Vera Nyce 

The Prize Winners for S« 

i. . 

Y Armours 
“Simon Pure” Leaf 
Lard goes a third 
farther. Always use 
less of it than you 
would of ordinary lard. 

Che Armour method of using 
only selected leaf fat and of open-kettle rendering 
**Simon Pure,”’ makes it a full third richer. 

Armours 
‘SimonPure Leaf Lard 
—just purified, concentrated leaf lard—is most 
economical. It is the perfect shortening for hight, 
digestible pastry, cake, biscuits. For deep-fat frying 
of fish, doughnuts, croquettes, fritters and similar 
wholesome dishes, it imparts an added delicious- 
ness of flavor. 

A test of any one of Mrmrours Oval 
Label Products proves the quality of all. 

Armours Veube Foods 
ae 

offer the == 
housewife over a hundred s 
cooked and ady to se pure 
and all deliciously natural in fi wk and 
Beans, Luncheon Beef, Sandwich Dainties, 
Salmon, Sardines, Tuna, Ketchup, ete All ‘ 
U. S. Inspected, For digestible mince pies, use | 
hiitese Mince Meat. 

Frimours Grape Juice— d ere 
te Best Gr Grow-—takes ¢ 

Wrmours Star Ham in the New 
“The Ham What Stockinet Covering is 

f this cleanly made better by 
or which reta nid 

ARMOUR 4x: COMPANY 
CHICAGO 

Distributing Throwgh 385 Branches, Each Managed by @ Food Expert 
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The Journal’s 
By Sam Loyd 

New Puzzles 

FIFTY DOLLARS IN PRIZES 

ERNATIONAL 
RACE 

Ammberst Cases Enfcht | Jackman Meshuni Siigoar s a 
Fale 

Kenscbenk 3 
Renta sti 
Kintery 

on Deine 
all letters in Main 

set of corfect answers 
tion of a subject, 

na first prize 
et of correct answers ated 

sumeestion will be given a second pr 
t best act of answers 
en the third peiee of 

sets of correct snsmer 
be gives 20 one-dollar prizes 

fi 

For the comp 
and the best sugu 
ture puzzle pa 

t of paper and address it tu 
Sam Lovp, Puzee Excroe 

Tue Lantes’ Home Jouwar 
PRILADELIHIA, PENNEYELVANTA 

September Prize Winners 
nnrenta; Katharine L- Laub, 

>. Oklahoma: Minnie V 
Margaret L, Parrelt 
orth Dakota; Gladys 

. Curran. Minneeota: 
Buck, Florida. 

irs. C, R. Havigburst, Oddo, 
‘Mra.O.N, Joyner, Texas; Vesta 

#4 Browning, 
Clare 

hilling, 
Me 

Secoxp Paize—Phill 
‘Taney Pree 

Puizes 

Many Problems: 
One Answer— 

A woman in the State of Washington 
writes US: \ read your editorial, “Settlers from our 

Cities,” to my husband on his week-end trip to 
Helen’s ranch. We are eight miles from a trolley 

terminus—thiry cents fare to the city. Helen and I, 
five milk goats, two Poland-China sows, and a bunch 
of hens, live here on forty acres of state land that 

costs $400 on ten years’ time and six per cent. 

T have been cutting brush and we shall plant Italian 
prunes and build a prune dryer soon, My husband 
baches in our little gray home intown, Hewill be able 

to sell out in town and come up here to live soon 

We believe in studying The Country Gentleman and 

the Government bulletins. We started out four years 
ago with $150, and now we value our possessions 
at $1500, 

A woman in Pennsylvania 
writes: Lhave been putting up fruits and vegetables 

according to your recipes, and | want you to know 
that | have been more successful than I ever was 
before, | think your recipes are all fine. 

We have put electric lights in the house this year. 

Last year we put in running water after using a 
pump for many years. And I have my new fireless 

cooker which I made according to the directions 
that you sent me. [| am a farmer's daughter and a 
farmer's wife, and no one can appreciate more than 
I the value of these labor-saving devices. 

Thank you for answering my questions, I can 
hardly wait each week for the rural-delivery man to 
bring our copy of The Casntry Gentleman. 

We Get Hundreds of Letters Like These Two 

From Farm Women All Over the Country 

HE WOMAN who has gone back to the 
land, and is enduring the hardships of 

pioneering, finds inspiration in the stories of 
other women ranchers, and advice for building 
up her flocks and fields. 

The farm wife and mother, weary of her many 
burdens, finds labor-saving devices that save her 
steps and time, and make life easier and happier. 

Every woman learns short-cuts in home 
management, and pin-money suggestions of 

immense value. 

To all their problems The Country Gentleman 
is the one answer. For four years it has been 
sold at $1.50 a year. Now we offer it for 

One Dollar a Year 

‘Ihe COUNTRY 
GENTLEMAN 
Box 146 PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
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EAGLE 
BRAND 

I CONDENSED © 
MILK | 

l THE ORIGINAL 
full of nourishment 

food for your baby 
aghe 

is an ideal 
Babies reared on satiifying “Eagle 

Brand ” are happy and contented. While 
it i+ natural for all babier at times to ery 

torn irr i 
period: y 
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Gail Borden 

| 
EAGLE BRAND CONDENSED MILK 

Weetived the 
GRAND PRIZE 

Awasd) 

Panama- Pacific International Exp. 

} Uae “Bagle Brand” in all y 
|| ing where d init 

‘With it you can make delicious 
tingue, Fich 
eerts and ms 

wae, eats 
Bae bad 

Borden's 
Condensed Milk C 
“Leaders of Qvality’ 
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at less eoRt 
Send the coupon fextay for Baiby's Wethure™ 

New York 
Est, 1887 
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bation boot— 
Cuban heel— 
Welt —$4,50 

Style No. 37 | 
Soft viet kid lace | 
boot— Sensible | 
Heel —Welt 
—$4,50 

An Ideal Shoe 
For Winter 

Winter's cold and dampness are 
never considered in the making of 
ordinary shoes. Yet these two con- 
ditions are the cause of many foot 
troubles and lead to bodily ailments. |) 

DrGdison | 
(UstonSHoz | 

hasan inner sole of five wool felt which [I 
exclades this cold and dampeeas from the sole | 
of the foot. This cushion also permits free 
Hood circulatioa —so necessary when feet are 
cold and damp—and relieves the perssure on |) 
senstive foot nerves and tendee joints, 

The Dr. Edison Cushion Shoe gnce- 
fully conforms to the lines of the foot, paz 
ticularly under the arch, ase sicely reflects |) 
the refimed styles of the season. 

1 your feet are setuitivn or ecbiect to cold and | 
tey « pais of Dr. Eslisoa's this winter, A 
peated in neatly town ond sé 

for his nasme ated copy of free Style Booklet. | 

| Utz&DUNN Co 
164 Canal Street Rochester,N.Y. | 
Makers of Women's, Misses’ and Children's 

Fine Shoes 
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A Kalamazoo 
Direct to You’ 



A Womans 
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ONY Tivsessetyeeisleies ouriay of 
ibe “souls othselses pieeeckaa cence 
Snider's Catsup is prepared from an 
old-fashioned home recipe of’ a woman 
who lived in the South. 

Her home was famed for its hos- 
pitality and among other foods was 
her catsup, which later became famous 

Time and vicissitudes wrought many 
which brought about the 

commercializing of the much sought 
after catsup recipe, and the result was 

changes, 

the Birth of Snider’s Catsup. 

Man has been unable to improve on 
the good woman’s recipe; therefore, 
the same careful attention is given 
to the selection of sound, ripe tomatoes, 
spices and other ingredients and to the 
boiling down just so’ it is thick enough 
to have a shappy, appetizing flavor and 
retain a nicé,’ rich’ color, making it 
sightly, thereby appealing to the appetite. 

The good hospitable woman had the 
satisfaction of seeing great success 
follow the home recipe her friends 
had so much enjoyed. 

SNIDERS SSIS COMPANY 
NEW YORK) Ui CHICAGO, U.S. A. 



Beautifil Neck and Arms 
Itis the skin-texture,— fine, clear, soft and smooth, — that lends such 
charm to the neck, shouldersand arms. The same care, the same intel- 
ligent treatment that are given the face and hands will gradually bring 
and maintain this much-coveted condition. Slight moistening with 

Hinds :. Cream 
moming and evening, as well as before and after exposure to the weather, 
will keep the skin as you would like it and free from undue redness, 
seuigheipen ok chinciotag’ Fe 1e: (hg FABMSOL waa of Hinds Cosarw thal ‘gives 
to'the complexiom ‘such fresh, fait, gitlah benuty. 
Let ussend you booklets and liberal samples, Enclose 2c stamp for postage 

Scling everywhere, or guatens! by on on rect of pice 
Finds Tete, Se Finds Culd Crensy a tubes, 25 

Do not take a substitutes there are dealer 
gladly sell you Hi: im without mpting to substitute, 

A. 8. HINDS 200 West Street Portland, Maine 
Y oey and Almond Crean SOAP, Haghly 

nd bewefiiinl, 25emetpeid. Nosao sample, 

nevery town who will 

THE YOUNG MOTHER 

AT CHRISTMAS 

ByEmelynL.Coolidge,M.D. 

The Child's Toys 
and they 
lopment 

$ they 
child's imagination 
Homemade toys 

0 notte 

Iban foxe oP filesiee 

Made of Luxite ~ Synthetic Sille 

ALL SILK’S LUXURY NOT SHAM SILK Liixite 
Man-Spun Silk 
Silk ie mde of 0 ve 
ws Bid digedted by 

silk-woems feces vewe- 
tabi Shne, 

ls Lusite, 2 similar 
aid ia made eystheti- 
cally —alw from vewe 
table fibre 

‘The silk-worm ene 
des this fluid in the 
foem of a very Ene webs 
The Lusite Bab is agen, 
ewially fine throeah 
mente platingm tubes. 

That's the chiet dil- 
fecesce By analysin 
the peodiacts ave nearly 
entical, Itisertrernely 
diffcul, by sight ox 
foekzrg, bo tell silk fooes 
Lente. By ite bustre 
Lisxibe shoves its utter 
perky 
Lecxite conte fete be- 

caume it in macie in a 
Laoge way aad we have 

a2 snlimited output, 

AT MODEST COST 
This i not to argue against 

Silk Hose, or to 
ter hose than Sill. Our plea 
is for fine hose—for every- 
body, every day. In perfect 
ing Luxite we've made this 
possible, 

You can get in Luxite— 
man-spun silk —a web like 
natural silk. [t hus silk’s 
sheen and softness, It has 
extra lustre. It has, in the 
main, worm-silk’s composi- 
tion. But Luxiteis man-made, 
And man has outdone worms 
in several ways, particularly 
in cost of making. 

So we say, pay the modest 
Luxite prices and get the 
style and luxury of natural 
aitk, 

laim a bet. 

New Vork 
Makers c 

Luxite is something new. It 
innot catton made ta look like 
ailk, It has no relation to the 
many ways of imitating silk. 
Itis the latest resultof man‘a 

efforta to duplicate silk 
make synthetic silk, a 
make synthetic diamonds, A 
half-dozen ways have been 
knawn for long, but the tex- 
ture lacked strength. Now 
Hose of Luxite has solved the 
strength problem. 
i can afford %, get wor 

But in Hose of 
luxury of silk at a 

at What & the charm és 
paving mom UF ne one can wee that 
pea pay UP 
k Hoseet athalonnwasidianets. 

every city, If your dealer cant 
supply i send direct to ue. Dea't 
take a titete and think you 
have Lizite. Our book, ~ The Gift 

ee, tells more. Ask foe &. 

SS - _ J; ( 
EG 

ints or edges 
rain shoi 

that are 

JICTURE s with 
mals are snuck liked by 
em book Is hetter than a 

ightly 

three t 
y do 

six or eight years 
houses, and a great 

everlasting #0 
Much of the furniture of the tithe 

6 helped to carts 
ery store, etc 

like to color pictures, and 
magazines will 

gr 

's’ Home Journal for December, 1915 

“We Tried to 
Steal Her” 
So writes the advertis- 
ing manager of « leading 
southern business house, 

UT,” the letter contin- 
ues, “you her so 

much more than we could af- 
ford, and she so enjoys her 
work for you, that we could 
not shake her allegiance to 
The Ladies’ Home ‘Jaurnal.” 

HE girl he could not steal 
is Miss Stella Williams 

essee, ‘The reason he 
could not steal her is that The 

1" Home Journal pays her 
over $2000 yearforpleasant, 

outdoor work that 
occupies only her spare time. 

i ER profits have paid for 
extensive travel and are 

now de ing the expenses 
of a course at Columbia Uni- 
versity, Naturally 
she finds little toattract her in 
other ways of making money. 

* this season of the year 
LY hundreds of thousands 
of subscriptions forthe Curtis 
periodicals —The Ladies’ 
Home “Journal, The Saturday 
Evening Post and The Country 
Gentleman—are expiring and 
must be renewed, 

‘© take care of this enor- 
mous demand and to se- 

cure new orders we need rep- 
resentatives in every town 
andcity ofthecountry, Ifyou 
start now you can make $50 
or more before Christmas Day 
and lay the foundation of an 
all-the-year-round income. 

FOR 
SPARE Hours 
a 

is book, interestingly illustrated 
from photographs, tells all about 

money-making plans for 
women. A copy will be sent to 
you without charge. 

our 

Agenty Divition, Box 98 
THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY 

Independence Syuare, Philadelpitta 



AskThe Ladies s’ Home Journal 
PF JRUIS directory is given for our readers who desire specific information by mail 
| on any subject. Every reader may feel free to write, but please always confine 

your questions to the editor for the particular subject given. All letters will be 
answered personally and will not be publithed, Write briefly, straight to the point, 
and always inclose a stamped, addressed envelope for the reply, 

To Whom to Write 

Styles in Clothes Home Dressmaking 

Tue Howe Dees 
Tur Lantes' Home Jounwat, Paraeeenia 

ily anewered by 
THe MiLoway Eneroes 

Tie Lautrs’ Hoste Jocnxal, PImaDLraa 

Arranging Your Hair 

Mass Ina Conve Vax AUKEN 
The Lanixs’ Howe Jounnat, Pan. 

Children's Clothes 

silve theme If you w 
Mrs, Mantita Masow 

Tre Lantes’ Hone Joqmvas, PRILABRLIIEA 

Needlework 
Whette 

‘ome JowaNAL, Paranenenta 

Babies 
tion about your 

scare, hie clothes, his 
will be eheertull 

Da. Ewniys Liscoiy Co 
Tus Lavize’ Hom Joursat, Pim 

Prospective Mothers 
to the pe 

pe 
yette(but Sot about t 

the bs vers the baby) will be answered by 
Miss Manianna Woerten 

Tue Levies’ Howe Jousxat, Putapeeemia 

Everyday Law for Women 
Tie Lanies! Hoste Jourwat, through a 

oIve any 
bs mail 

tability of 
Hewering any qoestion, however, is to be de: 

tetmined solely by Tux JOURNAL. Add 
Sastues ScovELE, Je, Eso 

ie LADIES’ Hose JOURNAL. Pot ADEL PIA 

How Can I Run My Home More Easily? 

Easier ways of doing housework of al 

you will address 
Mus. Cumistore Faepeaice 

s° Mowe Jounxat, Pustaperesta 

The Little House and Garden 

ished int 
Hitele be 

fouuxe 
ee Hulleding, 

Tue Aacurrctunat Epator 
Tie Lanes’ Hour Jounxat, Paccamenenia 

a + 

Furnishing © Liltke House 

anything 
‘of 2 boom. 

Ebitons ow Tee Litter 
Tue Lapirs’ Howe Jourwas, Purani Pits 

Pretly-Girl Questions 

lth —hieta Little ailla to beaaty and 
hair trowhl aren 

: avers that), skis and 
matters on whi 

pély from & eeerce you can tris 
Dm, Rance B, Waren 

THe Lanes’ Home JouRwal, PusLapeiouta 

Good Manners and Good Form 
sa thinas—what some 

when Visiting OF enter- 
ter oF or on the 
knowing. Any question 

oe Lbtse matters will be anwwered by 
Mas, Exeanoa H. Pariicrs 

Tie Lavine’ Hower Joursat, Pusanes evra 

The Table and Cooking 

Tie CULINARY orton 
Tue Lavies’ Hous Jovexat. Ptapenema 

Home Parties 

We will help you plas a home party if you 
kind af party you woeld like 

feat detasls 
will tell us wh 

Tu Howe Panty Eiroe 
Tne Laoues" Hoses Jovaxat, Puranenrmia 

School Entertainments 

Whether yuur school is 2ange oF small, in 
the ety oF puntey. i you wists help in. 

© shall be glad extulament 
suggestions. Addre 

Tux Scmoor Ererentanoeent Eprom 
Tix Lavtes’ Howe JOURNAL, PHELAbRorHA 

Social Work in the Church 
Practical suggestions for social affairs 
day-echool eatertainments, and workable 
hon for city af coentry will be made cheer: 

fully Hf you will state your need. Address 
Tis Mistsren’s Sociat Hater 

Twa Laoies’ Hook Jouxwa, Pmanmremia 

Music 
Kimla about teaic, except 

Hofmann’s depar 
= from expert 

this subject 
Tmt Music Ensrors 

‘Tw Lanies' Hose Joumsac, Purtaeuenta 

Reading and Literature 
ly what to read 

ting them; otbere 
about 

Mr. Mabie will 
wot criticize man 

wast to know abe 
courses in general reas 
anewer these letters, but 
uscripts, 

Me. Ttasmuzox W, Manze 
Tue Lapis’ Hose Jouenat, Puriapmtricia 

stands 
dintcutties 

Tue Guis' 
Trek Lares” Hosur Jounal, Pritapeuria 

“Will You Tell Me?” 
are numerou: 

—qeeet 
ta, hints 

or "Wut You Text Mz?” 
Tus Laoies' Hoses Joummat, Pumapenrma 

Special Booklets on Special Subjects 

a wish 
now 7 @ the author of 
Jovusat, Independence Square, P' 
“The Book of Fair Boot 
“Lot Me Heip You With Yu 

sntinuous Sm: 
the Building 
Know When B 

b 

"hy Mrs 

following special booklets will be mailed on 
king, for which four cents postage will 

in stamps, the price-ar stated. 
always in care of Tie Lames’ Home 

hia. Pennsylvania, 
100 Ideas—Dy Theresa I nt Wolcott (25 & 

Martha Mas 

White, Je. 

“T'll give them the best!” 
“T'll be Santa Claus tonight. 

And everywhere | go 
I'll leave this nourishing delight— 

The finest gift | know!” 

nd he comes every day. 
This merry little Santa Claus is always 

ready to bring you 

Campbell’s Tomato Soup 

He carries on his capable shoulders all the 
burden and bother of soup-making, while you 
get only the enjoyment and satisfaction. 

Why not have the full benefit of all this? 
Why not order this wholesome soup by the 
dozen at least, and have it always at hand? 

You can't have it too often. It will do 
your family good every time they eat it. It 
improves their digestion, adds to their pleas- 

ure, promotes their health and vitality. 
Why not phone or send to your grocer for 

a dozen right now? 

21 kinds 10cacan 
Quam Chowder Pea 

Pepper Pat 
Juliesne Printanier 
Mock Turtle to 
Mulligatawny 

Chicken Gambe (Okra) Muttan 
Clam Boeilion Ox Tul 

Asparagus 
Cosmo sat 
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Hotmes & EDwaRDS | 
Silverware 

For Christmas Gifts 
OST pleasing selections for g¢ -- 
madefrom this brand of silver plate thatis 

inlaid at the wearing points withsterling silver. 
There are attractive combi 

large and small assortments. Senge Die 
setsalsoin handsome but less 
Your dealer can show them in the Ho! 
Edwards Sterling Inlaid and in a high q 

) XIV plate without the inlay. 

IRISTMAS 

UT-IN 

i The Hoimes & Exwarps 
SILVER COMPANY 

International Silver Qo. 
Su sor 

BRIDCEPORT, CONN, USA. 

4 
| The Cream of Society 

core 

Daggett & Ramedell’s 

PERFECT COLD CREAM 
“The Kind That Keeps’ 

STE A 

New Yorke 

4 

k 
f 
: 

} DAGGETT & RAMSDELL , 

in the 

cover 

Puritan 
Model 

FOR SMALL ROOMS, | 

if you 

want 

the— 

Best Self- Basting Roaster | 
The Lisk Patented Concave Cover causes the vaporized juices to 

condense and drip back upon the roast. No hand basting —only the 
clock to watch. No dried up, shrunken roasts — but lower meat bills. 

No scorching because of air space between Inner Tray and Bottom. || 
Make gravy in Tray when roast is done. 

Sanitary Seamless Stamped Steel with rounded ends where dirt 
can't hide — coated with Lisk Better Quality Enamel — Turquoise Blue 
or Imperial Gray. Six sizes. 

| Equally good for roasting fowl, fish or meat every day in the year. 

Lisk Enameled Ware For Every Kitchen Need 

loacee & Pond 
es OS 

ate acknowledged leaders in the high grade 

How to Buy 
let nese you selle the Ivers & Pond, you 

eur factory na nately and advantageously 
neaaby. We make expert smection, 

peepay freught and ship on trial, in your home, in any 
State in the Unioe. Liberal allawase pianos 
in exchange. Autractive easy paymen 

Every article is distinctive in deaign, For thoroughly factory enameled 7 ~ . if ate ; catalogue and valuable information to by 
beauty and durability. The white lining ware insist on Lisk, the standard of high caters Sad eeheaieia inkorration %6 Day 
is beautifully pure. Outside enamel Tur- quality in enameles se = 
quoise Blue, solid Blue or pure White. made in America. Fill Got ond Send Tha Coupon to 

| IVERS & POND PIANO co. 
127 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass. 

Pieme mei! we guar nee catelogue end walvable 
| Information $3 buyers 

Ask for it at Hardware and House Furnishing Stores 

PSSe4 Run No Risk — Be Sure It’s Lisk 
|) SK }| THE LISK MANUFACTURING CO., Ltd. 
[ear Canandaigua, New York 



THE SCHOOL 
| AT CHRISTMASTIDE 

ere listed have been 

AMERICAN 
INVENTION 

"> “We are the Fairies Who 
Knit the Socks, Kult the Socks.” 

Drills and Motion Exercises 

the evergreen boughs tb 
‘The Snow Brigsie.” 

e boy 
A winter drill for Some work. 

For cight little 

Invitation to Meet 
~ Miss Dolly Schoenhut 

Who Can Do Almost Everything But Talk 

». Miss Dolly is sot a real girl, but you can hardly tell the difference. 
See Miss Dolly, ber brothers and tisters and all her Schoenhut playmates at 
the best stove in your town. . 

They ate the most attractive and lovable [the folks in the world—and the 
heahhiest. They are made all from wood and are practically indestrectible, 
Even the heads are modeled ef solid wood, Some are beautiful character 
heads modeled by artists. All ae artistically painted with natural ed coloes, 
giving a Saish superior to any other doll heads. 

Schoeshut All-Wood Perfection An Dolls are fully jointed —not 
with elastic coed, but with our patent steel with swivel conmec- 

tions. The parts are toghtly, bet are Sexible 
enough 20 that the dolls will hold any pose, Having 
0 elastic cord, they never need reatringing. They 
come with the finest quelity mobaie wigs ar with bass 

3 cle: ~ ms from four to Sweet, clean clothes ere ts pose 
“Christmas Patriot’ 

Miss Ch bristan A, Six hove without back-breaking 

rubbing and trouble- 

some boiling. Clothes 
mall boys. All sorts of stockings—on heads for 
caps, ~_ on hands and arms. Four lines for 

h free from worn spots 
March and Drill" Twelve 

rammar grades, Red com 
i h a girl's 

Polnsetti: 
girls of the due to the action of 

the soap. That is the 

way of P. ano G.—The 

White Naphtha Soap, 

P, axv G.—The White 

rin Alphabet.” Twenty 
six primary children. 

Rexitations and Monologues 

“The Christmas Ty 

eptional Exkimo,” Thirty lines 
Naphtha Soap washes 

clothes so sweet and 

clean while they soak 

that hard rubbing and 

boiling are unneces- 

sary. Yet it is harmless 

—cannot injure the 

clothes. It does the 

work successfully and 

safely because it is 

for a primary hoy 
“The Beautiful Garden of Ty 

lines for grammar grades. 
Merry Greeting.” 

little girl, eight lines. 
“Father Christmas Message.” 

line speech for a boy to close C 
talnment. 

Christmas Stocking Tales. 

Forty 

For four 
4 to be in ® 
ing. 

“The Birdies’ Twenty-line 
nature poem fj 

“Kitty's Sto 

Ww hat the animals got for Cl jmon 
line recitation for a be 

carved on wooden head painted natueal colors. 
Schoenhut Dells never beeak and cause heart. 

aches. Your little ones cannct know the full joy and 
pride of doll possesion until they own a Schoenhut, 
oe omg apd apie Baer eal eg all sizes 

prices. You oughs to have this book to help you to 
select a doll that your child will love and wse y Aigted 
Send for it now. The Schoeahut Dolls, being a new 
investion, are not stocked by all dealers; therefore, we 
veall wpply you direct from the factory if your dealer 
canaot sspply you. 

Schoenhut’s Humpty-Dumpty Circus Toys 
‘Toys that rladden the hearts af ear dear little oses— 

‘Appeal to bers und gle alike, ol any age 
The fateiet thin saw. The clephast can, do tricks 

you gre ad I> doabey je better than any anna! Baraust The clwena can make griven-up reaple, a8 well ue 
lacs, les foe hoes. 

taney conten. Will stand the thee 
es! a peed i soo bw cw teh enc span santero Spee th 
et i fond "aething to a Tieeews, 

he le ranting 

“Christmas Over All the Land.” ‘The true 
Santa Claus; sixteen lines: “My truest and 
holiest name is lore.” 

“Aunt Hetty’s Christmas Gift,” Monologue 
for high hool girl. 

Christmas Secret.” Short monologue by 

high grade soap, white 

soap, naphtha soap, 

Likewise in general 

cleaning, P, ann G.— 

The White Naphtha 

Soap saves time and 

gives complete satis- 

faction, not merely 

because it is naphtha 

package 
Fred’s Christmas Shopping.” Monologue 

for a boy of twelve. 

Holiday Plays 
“The Story of the Christ Child.” For pri 

mary grades. 
“Op the 

15 an girls as con 
“A one-hout 

humorous play for 
“Daddy Darwin's Christmas.” An hour's 

‘The King of the Holiday.” At the court Schoenhut Toys for 
the children; with special arrangement for 43 years have been 

made by American soap, but because it 

is such superlatively 

good naphtha soap. 

Twelve boys and 
be. A mas tree 

is trimmed for Mother Goose's children, and 
| Jack Frost changes the Inbels. 

* The Christmas Iibea™ (giving, not getting) 
‘Ten-minute sketch; four high-school girls and sanitary and well- 

é-fashioned lady. i 
The Pink Searf.”” A short, lively sketch for 

six girls, grammar or high school. 
"The Gifted Givers.” Four boys and five 

girls, high-sebool age, 
Grandpa’s Christmas Stocking.” A ten. 

minute play for ten characters, mostly tmall 
dren. 

_Lisetad t 
Gencine Scheenhat dol 

THE A. SCHOENHUT CO, 
Prtendees and Mansfacturee 
2463 Sepviva St, Phila. 

he Cheistreas Sunshine § A uns 
ber of grammar-grade children. 

"The Birds’ Christmas Carol.” Kate Doue- 
's owns dramatized versiot and first 

authorized amateur arrangement. A royalty 
fee must be paid. 

may be cbtaieed, and the prices, wit be 
acccmpasied by an addressed, stumped 

covelepe went 19 fe Schoo! Kntertammest, Bator, tn 
Siw of Ts abies hy 



&S Vale Overt er Cile dar 
E1916 Taine rte 

You will agree that this yenr's production far outshines in artintic 
value any of our peevinus pichares. 
The reproduction by Photograrure retains all of the quality of the 
original by Lester Ralph; a stedy saturated with the magnets: charm 
of a delightful American Girl in the great ovtdo 
The edition will undoubtedly soon be 
Hf you want to be sure of w copy FREE, ask your 
OVER dealer at once, 
Campello, Mass. Makers of Walk-Over Shoee for Mea 
‘Women, and a copy will be sent you immediately 

Walk-Over Sheer win G Petey this proce, beste cot rn “ 

For a Joyous Christmas 
The Ideal Gift— Handsome, Handy and 

Useful for Every Member of the Family 

The bright-eyed youngster who pasters down the stairs in 
the dark to eek in at the thin left will jump 
for jer when he finds as EVEREADY, all bis own, 

ia his stocking; his daddh or any of your 
Sols cr flends wil fod seal Chitnes plossare tan 

EVEREADY 
FLASHLIGHT 

ph tee dak or he the cha 
oll lampe Ove of the Bandit 

Pocket ‘iden Hlomelaren, Hand han Gaaeet Candies 
we tram 75 to $7.50. 

Wee EVEREADY o your Chestans lists t=day: 
pak your dealer to chew deem to v00 sad drop us « line 
fee bandscene, illuteatrd catalagee No. 28. 

AMERICAN EVER READY WORKS 
of Natiozal Carbon Ca. 

Long bland City 

WHAT YOU CAN DO 
WITH ONE TURKEY 

By Betty Lyles Wilson 

with salt a 
the fire 

TAGS 

Take Care of the 
First One 

Nature starts everyone with good 
teeth. Your duty is to preserve them. 
You cannot begin too young. When 
the fret little tooth peeps through is 

time. The critical age is when 
ne milk teeth are going and the 

permanent second set is coming in 
Then rely on 

DOr.Lyon's 
PERFECT 

Tooth Powder 

Dental Cream 
Make no experiments, because these 
second teeth will affect your child's 
good looks, its digestion and its whole 

future career. 
Teach your children to use cither of 
Dr. Lyon's dentifrices night and mom 
ing and you have done your share 
towards giving them good look 
good health, 
For a 2c stamp 
we will send 
you a generous 
trial package of 
either Dr.Lyon's 
Perfect Tooth 
Powder of 
Dental Cream, 

LW.LYON & 
SONS, Inc. 

526 West 27th St. 
New York City 

Ask for This 

Christmas Gift 

uum Sweeperthie 

refer for ail 

=0=0>0—+—0—t=0=t=t—t_— = 

Dept. 92, Grand Rapids, Mich. Nady in Casade, 30 

OCT A 
_ Beautiful Holly Wreaths 

at berries. 
co $250. 



Wie 4, : 
Fa 

rs 
Da 

te Ty. 

: IN PURITY OF DESIGN AND MATCHLESS SERVICE 
‘ail 1835 R*WALLACE HEAVIEST SILVER PLATE~IS 

The Athena and Trenton THE COUNTERPART OF WALLACE STERLING 
Booklets showing, the RSS AND THE COST IS LESS THAN HALF 
complete pattern of ° Guaranteed for a Lifetime of Beautiful Service 
each.will be sent free k any Dealer in Fine Silver 
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Maybe You’ve Forgotten 
That Good Old-Fashioned 

Flavor Of Pure Maple 
The liking for the real maple taste is an American characteristic. 
But perhaps you are one of the folks who have grown discouraged 
and who think the flavor of pure maple is a thing of the past. 
There are sc many kinds of everything sold in grocery stores that 
lots of people despair of finding a good syrup. 

It is really easy to get. Simply remember the can in the shape of 
the little old log cabin—and see that you get it! 

If your grocer does not yet carry Towle’s Log Cabin Syrup, send 
us his name and 10 cents for a regular ten-cent can, as directed 
in the lower right-hand corner of this page. 

TOWLE’S 

LOG CABIN 
CANE AND 

MAPLE SYRUP 
For a quarter of a century that name TOWLE has stood for good 
syrup—the real Log Cabin Syrup—with people who know. 

Towle's Log Cabin Syrup is made from pure, first-tap maple sap, 
boiled to sugar and blended with pure refined cane sugar, the 
result being a product having the necessary body to emphasize 
its richness and the deliciousness of the flavor of pure maple. 

Enjoy Log Cabin Syrup on your griddle cakes and waffies. Serve 
it with hot tea biscuits at breakfast or supper. Give it to the 
children with their bread and butter. Make maple ice cream with 
it. Use it for maple cake filling and for maple sauce with puddings 
and other desserts. 

A good maple candy has almost disappeared from the confec- 
tioners’ counters, Just tell the folks to revive pleasant memories 
by making some maple fudge and fondant, maple caramels and 
kisses. We will send you the simple, sure recipes so that even the 
children can make them. 

Write today for our free book of recipes. 
There are 69 delightful suggestions for 
the use of Log Cabin Syrup in it. Be sure 
to send for it—whether or not you send 
ten cents for the can of Log Cabin Syrup. 

The Towle Maple Products Company 
Dept. A 

122 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 
Offices: 42d St. Building,N.Y. City | St. Paul, Mina. 

Address envelope to nearest 
office Be sure to scad for the 

FREE booklet, whether or not you 
send ten cents’ for the cun of Log 
Cabin Syrap. 

The Towle Maple Products Co, 
Olfices: 424 St. Building, New York 

Dept, A 122 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill 
St. Paul, 

Gentlemen: — 

Put ax X in squares to indicate wishes, 
C Kindly send your book “Log Cabin Recipes.” 
Exclosed ip ten cents, for which we send, pres 

ped, regular ten-cent can of Log Cabin Syrup, 

Name —___ 

Steet co RFD. Na s 

Post Office 

£ 
RE CANE 

SUGAR ANO mart 

| 
| 

Pu Does he carry Log Cabin Syrup? 



UM 
FOUR GRADES 

Columbia Crown 
Columbia-Linolene 

Columbia Arrow 
Cumbia Star hand made 

ING in such a wide variety of rich, 
tive colorings, Columbia Wis- 

des make it » simple matter to keep 
your bame well-dressed and good-looking 

yle that tends distinction to 
m-textieed fabeic aners 
hand vollsuptim. Asd 

you can always find just the tints you want, 
Hang » Columbia Shade in every window 

dealer 

The COLUMBIA MILLS Inc 
nk City 

For made to-arder shades (rain! of 
Columble Cloth and Rediert 

63 

ull 
eee SHADES 

CHRISTMAS GOODIES 

By Margaret E. Walker 

Appetizing Flavor 
reaches perfection 
in cakes made with 

ROYAL 
BAKING 
POWDER 

Pure and wholesome as the grapes in 
the vineyard, whence comes the Cream 
of Tartar from which it is made. 

Royal Baking Powder adds only 
healthful qualities to the food. 

No Alum—No Phosphate 



Christmas Fun For Boys 
What the boy about Erector is the fun 
they have it. What the mothersand fathers like 
is the fact that it solves the boy problem—keeps him 
busy with constructive work of educational value. 

2 i truction toy with 
like structural stecl, 

kat 

d $00 others. The 
th most sets) runs 

many of the models and 
adds wonderfully to the 
boy’s interest, 

ERECTOR 
The Toy Like Structural Steel 

enecTo™ mT | Free Boys’ Len ary h 
ie 

Bi bon Prine . =| 

5 et be packed is hard 

A.C. Gilbert, President 
The Mysto Mf. Co, 101 Fox St,, Now Haven, Conn, 

| 

The Ladies 

The right kinds: of 
visions for your boy 

honor or mediocrity. 
Don't let your boy’s visions be influenced by chance re 
poisoned by trash. Your most important duty is to see @ 
Gets constructive, stimulating brain food—and gets ity 
ularly—to supplement his home and school training. 
We are here to heip yo 16 years ‘The American 

and has planned 
i ‘The American 

to work and play with a purpose, to become il 
3 in thought and action. aad 

- The American Boy is filled each month with live Y 
Stories. Besides, there are ges departments on 
How to Make 
tion, Clean 

For $1. 00 you can 
BOY sezt te your boy for # oe veer aa 
if would be the most sensible and accept- 
abje Christmas gift that you could give 
him. Tweive big issues, each with 36 

to 52 large pages, beautifully ilius- 
ted, You should send the dollar) 

THE SPRAGUE PUBLISHING COMPANY, 296 American Buildi , Detroit, Michigan | 

Stop Worrying 
Over That 

Christmas Gift 
T ISN'T nee Thousand 
of others don't do it, and you 

i't. Wouldn't yourather have 
3 subscription fe 

: than mast o 
hich you receiv 

nds feel just the same a 

Order 
tien for 

» Te 
Saturpay Even or THe 
Country GENT Write a 

cl the 
nas morning each will 

receive f the first copy of 
the subse mand in 
mail a beautiful, illur 
nounce 
inches, 

check 4 
On ¢ 

nally. The announcement for 
lication is entirely differ- 

others. 
her Tre Laptes’ 

Home Journat or THe Sat 
EVENING Post, and $1 fo 
Country GENTLEMAN ($1.73 for 
any one if sent to Canada} 

Order now and don't forget to 
include own nameand address 
as well : of the subscribers. 

* Home Journal for December, 1915 

Finest Sheet Music 

The above and all the other 
great artists of the world play and 
sing compositions embraced in the 

“Century Edition” 

2000 Best Standard and Classic 
Pieces—Vocal and Instrumental 

| Specimen Selections from" "Catalog| 

CENTURY 
MUSIC PUB. CO. 

t 

LDING'S 

HE moment you feel 
slding’s Silks, the 
beauty and rich- 

ness of cof Pure Silk 
is appare 

Be we "sy identity and 
BELONGS o wovel 
or the Belding 

or Label on ready 

of the maker 

There is a Belding Silk for 
every purpase. 

Real prices. $1.00. $1.25, $1.50 
(tall yare wale 

Belding poke & Co. 
New York Chicago St. Louis 
Philadelphia — Boston “Cincinnath 
San Francisco St.Paul Baltimore 
Abo Mazufocturens of Belding's Sewing 
Sills and Helding's Embraidens Sitka, 

Frantz Premier 
Electric Cleaner 

The rasta Presse Co. 
118 Powe: Ave 
Garetacd 
Obe 



‘That Were b Th 
Bent by Stenight 
Pointed | Edueator 

= 

Profit by Your 
Child’s Experience 

neverknow the 
that synonym for coens, bunions, calluses, 

I, falling a 
- Parents—who p 

hioaed, narrow, poi 

ot perhaps entirely free you— 
from coms, bunions, ete. 

¢ 

Educator 

and 
Little Men 

Rice & Hutchins — 

DUCATOR 

et SAN@TON draw 
ie ocallty with 

Habe! reputation 
nd pr 

The Public Sereive Line pu: 

(oe 
you ma 
THe DEPREE CHEMICAL 

COMPANY 
Chieago, Ih 

A New and Welcome 

CHRISTMAS 
GIFT IDEA 

Pied with 3 gta of Baling Water 

20 Hours of Heat 
For Steepi Sick Roores, 
Elderly Peoghe Astomobiles 

mt 

Dorehewer Fottery Works 42 Preston #., Durebester, Mass 

THE GIRLS’ CLUB 
AT CHRISTMAS 

With One Idea: 
To Make Money 

1 cats anticipate y 
: Chu 

a 

ou can actually 
see the result 

If your face is chapped, if your hands are rough or if 
your skin is not perfectly soft and clear—try Pond’s 
Vanishing Cream just once. You can actually see the 
result after one application. 

No matter how rough and coarsened your skin is, it 
will immediately respond. A single application will 
make it softer and whiter. 

Not a “Cold” Cream— 
What the difference is 

Pond’s Vanishing Cream is not a “cold” cream. It con- 
tains a famous skin-softening ingredient, but 
no grease or oil, That is why nota trace of 
the cream remains on your skin. It leaves 
no gloss nor shine, It cannot work out later. 
For these reasons, it should be the final 
touch in your toilette. It cannot promote the 
growth of down. 

Nothing is more valuable than Vanishing 
Cream for preventing chaps and roughness. 

Before going out into the wind or cold air, rub a little onto 
the face and hands. It will keep the weather 
from having any injurious effect on your skin. 

No matter what cream you use now—try Pond’s 
Vanishing Cream. See for yourself how entirely 
different itis. A free trial tube will be sent you on 
request, or if you enclose four cents we will mail 
you enough for two weeks. Address Pond's Extract 
Co,, 167 Hudson Street, New York. 

COMPANy: Al 
| VANISH 

IN 
CREAM” 

Sold in 25c and 50c jars 
and 25e tubes. 

One applica won shows 4 | 

SEES Tet 

° WRENS a EE te aa 

ee 

are. 



Her Christmas Morning 

KODAK 
The gift that provides the 

means for keeping a happy pic- 
ture story of the day. 

Kodak», 

EASTMAN KODAK CO., Rocuesrer, N. Y., rie Kotat cu 

$6.00 up, Brownies, SL.00 to $12,00, 

Wouldn’t Your Little Girl 
Like a Real Doll Blanket? 

This is so cunning and attractive that it delights 
even grown-ups, girl it brings unboun 
joy. We'll send it on receipt of 15 cents. A jolly gift 

for the Christmas tree, It will show you the soft, 
rich quality of 

Nashua Wocime 
Se ik Pure Cotton 815 4 830 

They have a deep, soft nap that makes th 
as warm as wool (scientific tests prove this) 
They are also strong and durable 

as any Ly 
All sizes, weights and colors 

borders, Fancy styles a little higher price 
having the name “ Nashua Woolnap" on the ticket a 
ine and dependable. Look for it. Write for our 
Booklet and Other Things in Blankee 

Sold at Leading Shops 

Amory, Browne 2 Co. 
Dept. 57 P. 0. Box 1206, Boston, Mass, 

Ot lournal for December, 

THE WIVES’ LEAGUE 

A Circle of Married 

Money-Makers 

3 the Question: 
How Can Home We 1 Moke Mor 

Ts 
of Christinas tagether 

y of workers, which I fee 
ay season draws oi 

y lo Tae Jour 
tauch 

following letter 
mw thie 

Wwett 
wis, May 

wf Cheistaua 

the farther Northwest 

Little Cubes 
of Appetite 

Hor Steero is made by 
simply pouring boiling 
water on a Steero Cube. 

You make the drink in 
one minute, sip it for 
another minute, and the 
third minute you feel like 
cating. 

his is simply the result 
of the warmth of the bev- 

, plus its pleasing Ha- 
vor of beef, vegetables and 
spi es. 

teero isa mild, b cial 
lant to the stomach and ap- 

you would 
nything so good 

could be made so easily. 
are sold by Druggista, Grocers 

Dealers in bows af 12, 5 
the s 

on the box e 

Sample Steero Cubes Sent Free 

nok Book 
to every hounewife, 

Schieffelin & Co, 
225 William St New York f 

American Kitchen Products Co, 

STEERO 
CUBE 

Simply Add Boiling Water 

he OYSTERO ph" 
fresh, whobe oysters with ¢ 

y pregured simply by 

Born Babies 
SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE BOOKS 

Should Be Kept Warse With 
Nee-Nettle White Flannels 

Nov sti To Deatens 
Sead for Free Sample 

THE LANSON BROS. CO. 
345 Summit Street falede, Okie 
Sale thatrdoators Now-Nettie Whate Ftarsule 

ABLAC 
Face Powoer 

E BEST 
Lantacne, 
improves 
anid auld 

Forech Pertemers, Dept. A 
125 Kingston Se, Boston, Mass 



THE NEW 
KEEPING-UP CLUB 

The New Christmas 

Present 
potent: Mr, Dwight L 

came to ye 
and me tO the Hol 

Put your 
plate right here! 

Discover the appetizing taste of | 
luscious tomatoes prepared with 
just enough pure spices to add 
piquancy 
You'll want to EAT Blue Label 
Ketchup —a small taste won't be 
enough to satidy you. 

magine a more d 
it rs: really 

LUE [ABEL 
Bier last 

Adds zest to all it touches 

an become a mem 

Recognized and Endorsed hy 
the U. rmment. 

The kind that deeps after it is opened, 
SG 

ur chill see 

segetables are 
and satielying: 

Wiite foe bookler, 
peatlening you 

‘Origieal Menen."” A posta 
grocer's sage will being 

Brothers Co. 
Rochester, N.Y 

Curtic 

L 

| 

Contains snly those ingredients 

greatest Chinese 
* Here are six for y« 

utiful colors of | the most 
es in exis 

great 
Chinese 
Palmer, th 

with your own eyes 
ing you six » 

1 

a Sew with Silk 
Use 

My Cor ticelli 

you the great 
has sae 
you are 
venirs, with a 

each one 
ripe 

Mr Ei 
thruwgh the 

wemite Valley: Mr. Pale 
Mr. Hamilton W. Mabie 
il h 

to Brazil: 

al pictures they give us 
art gallery with each 
sadly ancl Gt tol 

of delightful talk and 
A table by day 

| —a bed by night 
of all 

be a reader of Tax Lames’ Hour Jovuxar 
can be a member of The 
and get all its 

Adandacenelibenry tabsic, ne 2 ceenlurt Ge eesty tel 

without cast. 
‘THE MANAGER OF 

Tux Keerino-Ur Civs 
Tur Laptes’ Homx Jovaxaz 

INDRPENDENC 
PHrabenraia, Pes: 

Let Your Feet \j Lounge Also 
When your feet are tired you are tired all over. 

Once a day, for a while at least, leave off those stiff 

leather prisons. Let your feet rest and nestle in Dan’l 
Green Comfy Felt Slippers. Comfy felt is luxurious 

on the feet, and oh, so comfortable. It is snug, yet 
yielding; allows the feet to “breathe.” Being non- 

conductors of heat, felt slippers are warm in winter, 

pleasant in 

Comfy 
Felt Slippers 

They are exquisitely dainty, in the most beautiful 
shades and shapes. Fit for a princess, yet anyone can 
afford to wear them. They are a blessing for the chil- 
dren, who will ran barefoot or in stockinged feet on 
cold floors. With Comfys on the feet every floor in 
the house becomes as thick, soft and cushiony as the 
Comfy sole. 

For children—Picture Comfys, decorated with Bun- 
nies, Dutch Kids, For men—comfortable 
Slip-ons and Tailor-mades that weigh about a fourth of 
a day shoe and are infinitely more comfortable. 

Only Daniel Green’s are ‘Comfy’ 
Look for the Comfy label (shown below) 
inside the slipper. If the merchant 
hasn't the genuine Comfy, don't accept 

an inferior felt slipper, but send for our 
illustrated catalog No. 12 D and we 

ou direct. Please 
send your orders and inquiries 

to our New York office. 

Daniel Green Felt Shoe Co. 
BOSTON 

New York Olfice and Steck Department — 
116 East 13th Street 

summer 

Pussies, ete. 

TRADE MARK 

De Luxe Comfy 

Free, bom oF cxtere. 9900 



GRANDMA'S COMFORTER 

Since we got her a Pearection Smoxetess Or 
Heater Grandma keeps comfortable all day long. 

Instantly the Perfection brings cheery warmth to 
chilly rooms. It’s light easily carried around. 
During cold snaps, it is the most useful thing in 
the house. 

Inexpensive to buy and to use — ten hours of 
comfort trom a 

Chases 

gallon of kerose! e oil. 

chill from cold corners. 

In many styles and sizes at hardware, furniture, 
general and bg nee stores —look for the Per- 
fection Cozy C Sat Poster. You'll know the heater 
by the Triangle Trademark. Send to Dept. B for 
free illustrated booklet. 

af New Hortection 

7641 Platt Avenue 
Alu trade be Canata by the Merfectiua Stuy 

EVELAND Founpry CoMPANY 
Oil Cooikwores 

Cleveland, Ob 

Do yeu ware eve Tanta fad 
x Macker."" Seiad 

PERF 
NI 1@) .@ 4 Fe 

iy [@),' 
HEATERS 

Use This Chest FREE 

SIEDMONT RED CeDAh CHEST CO. Dept te flaterrdie, ¥.€ 

| This “Catalog FREE 
Ow mre Cotatng bats moret han 100 Periaticals and 

For Baby’s Sake 
—be sure it’s 

wo ---------4 

Kihewe 
Ring. U.S. Pat. Offic 

eee — 

Shirts for Infants 
Also Union Suits for Children 

The Rubens Shirt—double-thick fn 
front, made without open 
laps,’ no trou ‘ invention to 
protect little fe + coughs 

ns, Rie 

so it always fits 
Sizes for any age from birth 

t ool and silk. Also in 
30 tit silk 
5 cents up, 

and wool 

its solid by di 
rect where 

Ask us for 

RUBENS & MARBLE, Inc. 
20 N. Market Street Chicago 

MAGAZINES 

J.M-HANSON-| otal 
200 Brosks Buiding 

The Ladies’ Home Journal for December, 1915 

MISS HERTER’S 

CHRISTMAS 
ADVENTURE 

“Why 
can helpa worms 

h ty ali 

equality with man, why 

parse; but a Hush crept 
out a roll of bills, The 
herhand, Wouldn't 

his taking af money 
ourse he wouldn't 

an within her 
Hut how? She 

ar the 
dnt the 

Wut she wa: 

ak hina; 

d was a boc 
tell Martha that 

I'm just as 

You Can Wgh 
Exactly What 

You Should | 
You can be 

Strong, Vigorous 
full of Lifeand 

Energy. 

You can have a Clear Skin. 
You can have a Good Figure. 
You can increase or reduce your 

ht 
jo Jonger need to say what “ 

“but what "f HAVE DONE," 
have helped 70,000 of the moss cult ured, 

a of A erca ta arise f0 

No ae Medicines 
Ly pupils simply comply with Na 

! ly end strength 
of more woenen durin 

j the 

work.” Whea in 
Chicago come to os 

theyare's 
tite and appeal 

eeher infor 
con judge ¥ 

ar other 

“SUSANNA COCROFT 
Dept. 36, 624 Michigan Avenue, Chicago 

| Ambrosia Chocolate Tixies 
desfully delicious, Ric chocotate 

Hiat are po delightfully patat 
atively diferent fram any other 
you can buy, that they make 

Ht, ned @ rare Great 

_ Give them for Christmas 
Your Ieiegite will be enthusiastically apnee t rst ebeorla 

Motey baick i sot eatlatind, 
Asibrasia Chocelate Co,,333-5 Filth St_, Milwaukes, Wis, 

bere. 

FOR BABY'S CRIB 
Use the hygienic waterproo! 5) 
obecting that really protects. a 

Usk foe the STORK trae 

It year dealer done 
Hot have Stork Sheeting write to ue 

STIORK rie stork c0., est. 1-P, Reston, Mass 
Rew t S P pucce, Makers af Stork Stoer, $3 



ca echt . <fke bate)ater.t season ye Recent 
RESTORING THE | Dears has witnessed more and 

| GARDEN OF EDEN more, a Well- defined desire to 
select gifts intrinsic Worth’ 
and real utilfty. 

ft | Belief in th ‘ The unrivaled beau, exceptional 
| | a nae a shapeliness and wondertul durabili9 of 

| open PHOENIX. 
peace SILK HOSE 

have placed it in high favor not onl 
as a holiday & of unusual at- 
tractiveness, but as a necessar2, 
adjunct of dail) attire. 

Carefull) dressed people throughout 
the country, no longer regard silk 
hose as a luxur) jor special wWear~ 
but an everyday need — andno 
substitute for silk will satisfy, 
then. 

wi ! Lea Phoenix Silk Hose is made of the 
A Gift That Will a ini niument finest pure-dye thread silk obtainable. 

Delight Any We (jem On | 4 of thi 1t_is absolutely without adulteration, 
nin bedanal dak . : ofan) nature andis neither weighted 

nor loaded" 
k 

Women's75*to'?2 per pair 

Mens 50! to #150 pair 

Plain and fancy 
effects and clocks 

PHOENIX SCARFLERS 

Smart-loohing and 
indispensable foF cold 
weather as av 
protection. to throat 
ae Sates ra 

‘ ns ct } Speciall) acce; 
ed sd thie eek \ roe : as Theltaa Gifts for 

Do Your be ay Jo e Men and men. 

Christmas Shopping|!) et that Hed th . 50* to #10. 
through this 

BigFurBook ||| 12%: 7 on Sold by the 
No matter wher 4 “ youive=this Big ||| sett crumb comer nt may bv Best Shops 
creat: ou Kingtamn ws t : Made in America bj the 

PHOENIX 
KNITTLNG 

Bele): 0.4] 
222 Broadway 
Milwaukes, 

Albrecht Furs 
ene. TO 
Write Today ¥ “ 
Tok, le lluntr 

E. Albrecht & Son 
Founded 1855, St, Paul, Minn. 

6“ ” 
Mum” | 

takes all the odor 
out of perspiration 
Use after the bath, and before 

Going into crowded ball-rooms and | 

ttle is enough at a time. 
of ten drug- and department stores 

MFG CO 1106 Chestnut St Philadelphia 

Wedding hee doe
 | 

Ty 
LOPE ENGRAVING CO,, 1027 Chestost St, Phiadeiphia, Pa |__ 



A Gift that is new, unique, very much 
up to date. A beautiful addition to 
Milady’s toilet table—and one that solves 
an embarrassing personal problem. 

Milady Décolleté Gillette is welcomed 
by women everywhere—now that a fea- 
ture of good dressing and good grooming is 
to keep the underarm white and smooth, 

“In French Ivory and Gold"—14K. Gold Plate, in case 
of French Ivory lined with velvet and satin—your choice of 
Purple, Old Rose, Green or Old Gold. 

You can in toilet goods departments of | 
partment stores, in drug stores, jewelry and hard 

Ask your dealer—have him get it—or send direct to as. 
Say which color you prefer in lining of case, The price is $5. 

GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR COMPANY 
BOSTON, MASS. 

RESTORING THE 
GARDEN OF EDEN 

Modern Eves in Eden 

~ODAY in ol 

After the 
Christmas Dinner 
After dessert, pass around a dish 
of delicious Lenox Chocolates. 
Foranafter-dinner nibblenomore 
appropriate confections could be 
served. In every box of 

there’s a wide variety of tasty 
centers—some hard, some soft— 

and a flavor to please every taste. 
When buying the Christmas 
presents, don't forget Lenox 
Chocolates—the gift that aif will 
appreciate, ad/ will enjoy. 

In half-pound, pound and five- 
pound packages. 

NEW ENGLAND CONFECTIONERY CO. 
Boston, Mass, 

Doll’s Kimono 
(Material and Pattera) 

Sent for 10c 
girl may 
by the pattern 

the back) 
ly. She'll 

the pretty rosebud 
n and it will show 
ow salt and exquisite 

e fabric is 
ath robes 

MERRIMACK 
DUCKLINGFLEECE 

Newer more than fSe ard. 
Do you want Pink or Bh 
when yuu send yeret We-—also 

ch) and give us the dell LiZ-inch 0 
name of your 

ro. MERRIMACK MFG. CO. 
ttoe Street 

> Tell us this 
size of 

Lowell, Mass. 

If Mary Garden Herself Told You 
The Secret of Her Beauty— 

ed that you use the powder that makes her 
ty beautiful—Would you hurry 

and sugy 
plexion so dazziin 

to get a box? 
It was et Ena master perfurmer— who 

created the 9 M 
the perf: Thee, this gre at drtlose’s pernouslity: 
And it is again Rigaud who made 

Mary Sard 
Tice Poider 
ooh as terfly's wing. Make 

complexion as trans spa wely as Mary Garde 
the epecial $1.00 box of Mary Garden Face Pt 

today. Any ting, 
Wf your dealer has wot the $1.00 size: send his name and ad- 
drese with, $1.00 by mail to RIGAUD'S American Agente 
Geo. Borgfeldt & wt. L, treing Place, New York 

RIGAUD 36 B Rue de la Paix— PARIS 

det 

“Get- , Box #122 
ser wits, | Delivered Anywhere Guaranteed Rigbt 

TURNED ANKLE STRAICHTENED 

IVE your children the benefit of 
F your knowledge, Teach them to 

take care of their feet by wearing 
Coward Shoes. These shoes will 
strengthen weak ankles and enabk 
your chiki to walk correctly. 

FOR CHILDREN, WOMEN AND MEW 
Sele towbars else 

Send fer Catalog Malt Orders Titee 

JAMES S. COWARD 
244-274 Gresewieh Bt, near Warren Ot, New Teck 

What, New Thought? 
IT’S A WAY OF ACTING 

that brings success. 

It'S A WAY OF LIVING 

that brings health. 
IT’S A WAY OF THINKING 

that brings love, light 
and joy into your life. 

IT’S A WAY OF WISDOM 
that results in do- 

» mestic happiness and 
ruzarerTm towne = normal children. 

ee Knows 



Nena. 

The Most Useful Fruit 
Here are some facts about lemons that all house- _ of vinegar, as most famous chefs do today. They 

wives don’t know, and they mean a great deal to insert two halves of lemons in fish and bake them 
your family. [In your own interest, don't pass this with the fish to get a delicious flavor. 
page until you learn what they are. 

They use lemon juice to flavor innumerable other 

Lemons are used in hundreds ck thousands of foods. And the lemon flavor predominates in 
homes in four times as many ways as you probably 
use them. That's because hundreds of thousands 
of housewives have found out through experience 
about their household convenience and healthfulness. 

They use lemon juice almost entirely in place 

home-made sweets. 

Try using more lemons in the 86 ways explained 
in the Sunkist Lemon Book. See what you can do 
with lemons in your home to make the household 

work easier and to better the family’s health. 

The world’s finest lemons—Sunkist— 
are grown in California—the more 

° 

reason why American housewives 
should use them to the utmost of their 
possibilities. 

For Sunkist are picked by gloved 

The World’s Best Lemons hands under sanitary conditions, a 
washed by machinery, and sent to ‘ ‘S 

GROWN IN AMERICA your dealer, tissue wrapped. Thus . 
you get them clean. 

Other Uses Recipe for Sunkist Lemon Pie They are practically seedless, firm, 
Sunkist Lemons or their juice can be . Mix one and one-fourth cups of suger | juicy and full favored, with a beau- oy 

used also— thoroughly with one-third of a cup of flour tiful color and bright waxy appear- ro. 
To make tough meats tender. and a little salt. Grote a little of the rind ance—no finer lemons were ever a 
Aaa liver tonic, diluted with water. from & Sunkist Lemon and mix with the grown. So see that you get SUNKIST. 
‘Asa mouth wash, slightly diluted, juice of the whole Irmon, and add to the 
Asa cleansing agent, for hands and face. guyar, Beat three egg yolks well, stir in a 
Asa tonic for the scalp, in a shampoo, : 
tio Oo aoa the sugar and lemon mixture. Pour all 

f ik Delicious Foods i scant cup of water and blend carefully with ns 
no Made With Lemons é yo a pan lined with flaky pie-crust (preferably To soften water. To make clothes-wash- Be sure to send for our free recipe book ‘ ‘ 

ing cosier. a pan that is perforated or made of wire) and try the delicious dishes described: pies, To remove stains. add a tablespoon of butter cut into bits, and mara Seca 34 Nice : ; bars ke ices, cakes, cookies, puddings, jellies, 4 / To clean silver, brass and glassware, ¢ in moderately hot oven. Deteecetn tneilion cas Thee Lock 
Complete directions for these uses and __ Make meriogue of dues eax whites and all « wil pengalelt You Suelh:-aeannd d f 

scores of others are given in our free lemon Fup. of powdered suear. with & teaspoon, of ascene ts Huclenaee ha , 
book. Just send « postcard for it, tpocafule and brown slowiy. Serve when cole hax oe: kanw thee <A / 

Save Sunkist tina ppers for beautiful silver premioms. Sean aS ly 
aes oun Ash for the Premium List and directions. Siar the ss bobs 

Dept. A-61, 139 N, Clark Street 
Chicago 

ME, California Fruit Growers Exchange } ; ¢ 
‘ f j 

All first-class 
dealers handle 
Sunkist Lemons 
and Oranges 
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“CR 
I IN 

OF TROUBL 

SUSAN € 

i From the 
Garden: of ; { 7 

Metal Picture Frames 
{ other hard polished surfaces 

the house—copper, 
and aluminurm, 

polish a soe! Tevel 

(29>) Quick and 
fi ;) 

'. 
Delicious 
as Candy 

From the palm trees of far-off Arabia, where 
they are selected as the best of the crop, Dromedary 
Dates are again selected before being packed into 
the individual boxes in which they come to you. 
Thus, these dates are the choicest of the choice, and in 
dust-proof packages they keep as clean and fre 
first picked. Send for free cook book tdi 

food as 
meat, Vand 
a work food for men and women. 

FREE One 10-cent Dromedary Cookie Cutter, a “One- 
Cake” package of Dromedary Cocoanut (our new 

product) and a book of recipes—all Free. Send us your 
name and address and your grocer’s name, and Sc par- 

tially to pay the postage. 

The HILLS BROTHERS Co. 
Dept. B, 375 Washington Street 

New York City 

Sy 

Ideal Gift Trifies for the Toes 
of Christmas Stockings, 

a 
Parfums, Eau de Toilette, 
ités de Beauté, Sachets, ) 
Sets, French Gloves, and la 
d'Artste. From 15 cents to $25. 

CATALOG ON REQUEST 
PARFUMERIE RIVIERA, 450 Fifth Ave. N. ¥_| 

YES! 

DRI-POO 
Certainly Improves My Hair! 

Have you tried it yet? 

The New Way to Fluff 
and Clean the Hair 

D: 1 proar 

| = 

YOU CAN 
make your skin | 
whal you would || 

love tohave ud | 
, like the sest of your body, } Basiedb ers L I ing. As 

ment reg Seattle, Wach. 
Just before retiring, work up a warm = 

water lather of Woodbury’s Facial Se BECOME 
n your hands. Apply it to your face and A NURSE rub it into thoroujghly —alway W ~ 

1 and outward sot . 

The Chastaugua School 
of Nursing 

TiS Me Se. Jamestown, NAY, 



for the 

Throat — Mouth —Teeth 

Sore throat and hoarse- § | 
ness may often be pre- [ 
vented or relieved by 
gargling with Listerine 
and water. 

Listerine is a safe antiseptic 
which has many daily and 
emergency uses, Always | 
keep a bottle in your home. 

Listerine is a superior 
dentifrice because it is liquid. 
A liquid antiseptic can pro- 
tect those surfaces of the 
teeth which the brush can- 
not cleanse. 

Brush your teeth with Listerine 
—then rinse your 
mouth and the spaces 
between your teeth 
with diluted Listerine. 

Listerine is excellent 
for all purposes of 
personal hygiene. 

Avoid imitations. 
Listerine is sold every- 
where in original pack- 
ages, Round bottles— 
brown wrappers, 

Four Sizes: 15c—25e—50c—$1.00 

Manufactured Only By 

Lambert Pharmacal Co. 
St. Louis, Mo, Toronto, Canada 

Try It At Our Expense 
Compare soups, sauces, gravies, 
stews, etc., flavored with and 
without 

Weg. Us Pot. Of) 
‘The difference in color, aroma and 
taste will be so absolute in favor 
of Kitchen Bouquet that you will 
never be without this economical 
aid to cooking, ‘ 
‘Write now fora FREE SAMPLE 
BOTTLE and make the test, You 
will be delighted with results, 
‘We will also sead you our up-to-date 
booklet of tested recipes. 

ThePalisade Manufacturing Co. 
224 Clinton Avense West Hobakea, N.3. 

PRACTICAL caret tar woores and yoeng gitle, 
Iwtuch rreees thee feguemeene of strlen oem 

slut sad tealth Gives perfect fnew. 
‘et gently belle Use Faure E beoaitiom 
FOR THE GROWING MISS 

wainable scraxnl weobing. 
Minow’ leg 5 00 $2.98, Wenn legge aio 4 
yeas Geer cant wee 

owns 
AND STOUTS $12.75 

of lustrous nati. moe atic, ll shades Also sh ad for tll shades Also,shires, coate and cor acta “Gowns $2 $0 up. Ask alms dor nem regular 
weer catalog. MRS. GRACE MINOR, Dept, A, | 

r L 78} Mais Street, Buffalo, N. ¥. 

THE LATER 
TROUBLES OF 
SUSAN CLEGG 

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 72: 

and his sled r 
things, and w 
She says she 
gold, but si 

zak 
to fied 

usekeeper’s heart 
nger only to see how it’s piled. The 
shed lat along thewall 

lant something on the wrong side of 
done it.” 

FOR the way the dish 
can only 

the burden, so the washbow! g every 
thing, a far from cheering sight, Mis 
Lathrop,ut you know I was against 
over from the start. When I see the wi 

poy bome heing mash 
fike they was raisin 

z 
Ieee myself 
told that somet 

Hiram was a baby he would go to p and 
netimes he wo why T feel as i that 

Roman as they re nbill in a barrel be- 

pared to me. 
oman crazy, 
Mrs. Lathrop. loo ke 

have 

NOTE—In the sext—the January —Jocawat will be 
recorded “The Moving Advestices of Sisas Cie." 

MY NEW YORK: 

LITTLE TALES OF 
ABIG CITY 

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 19) 

hishead hopelessly, ‘She's kept her contract; 
paw she expe to keep ours,” he added 

“What's his business anyway?" asked the be 
oth 

Commission of some sort; he’s vague about 
it.” The father mused 
very sad. “Can't undesstar 
gan again alter a moment. 
always been very close, you know. Jim's eight 
years older than sbe is, and Charles lx; she 
‘was like a glit (rom God to Mary and me. “And 
often,when Mary'd take the boys to the Zoot 
the matinée, my little Daisy-gi 1 
trot off together. She was 
when she bought me a scarfpia out of he 
money. I've got it yet 
opinion on & horse 
well, I simply 
“We oughtn't to have bounders like that in 

society,” sabmitted the broker 
“She didn’t meet him in her own home; it 

was one of those accursed week-end affairs at 
Asbury Park,” the father sald, “Her mother 
weot down with our boys, chaperoning some 
older girls. Margaret was sixteen. This man 
turned up; somebody knew him —" He 
fell silent 
“YER first baby would have been Margaret's 

‘age If she'd lived,” said the broker with a 
We lost her just befure the boy came 

ink that's why Nell went. Just dide't 
care to stay. This time of the year, it was. 
Of course I've got Dick; we're going up to my 
mother's tos But a girl is pretty sweet.” 

"I was thinking today,” said the ¢ 
slowly, “ol the time when Daisy-giel w 
fil; she was five years old. I had to go 
to the office for un bour. Hea 
hour it was! Every time the telep! 
acold sweat broke me. But, w 
howe, she was better—knew ber dad 
some tories." He brushed the ba 
glove quite simply across his 
thought that was trouble, Van! 

‘There was a silence. Then a pretty, far- 
wrapped woman, on ker way to the door, 
touched the broker on the shoulder. 

“ Merry Christmas, Van!" said she brightly. 
“Oh, how do you do, Doctor? Didn't 1 hear 
some yery exciting news about Margaret 
yesterday? Congratulations! Don’ 
your comer, V 7 
““Tget off here,” said the broker. 

George. Good luck. Merry Christmas? 
NOTE—The fourth etary in this series. of litte tales of 

a Dig city will appear in an early member of Tar Jounal 

IS47 ROGERS BROS. 
_ *SilverPlate that Wears” 

For Qhristmas Cables 
AM \ 

Cromwell 

Cromwell 

Silverware -the most 
prizeo of all presents 
IS4/ ROGERS BROS 
the preferred of all 
silver plate. 

Every piece of 1847 RocERs Bros 
silver plate is backed by an unqual- 
ified guarantee nade possible by 
the Binal test of over GS years. 

Sell by trading, Disckern.’ Senet Gir illentratet Cdalogioc M-28" 

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO. MERIDEN, CONN. 
Successor to Meriden BritanniaGo, 

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO CHICAGO HAMILTON, CANADA 
Gihe Worlds Largest Makws of Sterling Sifowr and Pads 
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FAMOUS 

PARKER 
Games bearing the imprint of PAR 

BROTHERS are wot oaly fin 
ALWAYS SPLENDID GAM 

IN THE LAND OF 

MICHAEL O’LEARY 
ROM PAGE 24 

little hills Pa aly 
ff and jumped on hi 
I heard him 

But 

from start 
to tah. It will 
delight you! 

Price 75 Coats at all dealer 
By iewured sail from 1 10 Cents extra, 

ROOK 
The Game 

of Games 

The beat loved heesehold 

The music that 

brings back the dreams 

OW the memory thrills Consider the Steinway as 
H« the music of the a gift to wife or daughter or 

Steinway! It stirs sister—an enduring evidence 
thoughts of the long-ago years of the noblest sentiment. 
when, even as now, the songs Nothing could be more appro- 
of the heart were enriched by priate. Consider, too, that 
its exquisite tones. this marvelous piano can be 

conveniently purchased at a 
moderate pr 

foa dealer's 
cor by mil from wh Get Wt soda 

PIT 
The Great 

Fan-Maker 
Fer lasghter, eaiterent sad 
tom se st line Pe G 
hss toeqatl Iti learned 

mutes. His worth 
trany rece is pice, 
Oc at goer Dealer's ar by mail From ws, 

GET ALL THREE GAMES 
ee aly a different way. 

: PARKER BROTHERSi« 
SALEM, MASSACHUSETTS 

Three-score years ago, evenas 
now, the Steinway was the ideal 
piano. In many a family, the Illustrated 
Steinway which grandmother scribing the 3 
played is today a cherished pos- Steinway nos, will be sent 
session—its durability a tribute ee, With prices and name of 
to superior craftsmanship. the Steinway dealer nearest you. 

STEINWAY 
STEINWAY & SONS, STEINWAY HALL 
107-109 EAST FOURTEENTH STREET, EW YORK 

"aes FREE 
seal you esouah | 

and how to 

| remove sé, 

ire, with the stir 
a crane, the dog and 

‘SWANS DOWN 
ike CAKE'FLOUR 

Send for our tte 
“tory and illustrated 

FLEISCHAKER & BAUM 
45 East 17th St. Dest. A New York 

his father had nich 

> hear of Mi 

£0 
O'Leary smiled 

self applied more openly te COLUMBIA| 
trae MERCERIZED | 
ind my CROCHET 

The cotton noted for its lasting lustre, » 
ah 1 durability. Made by the 

thefamousColembla Yarns that 
rantee of its high quality 

bright-faced litte chap who 
really eruly time and 

any hour 

the 

the be 
baby Ben stands 3% 

) hours with one wi 
im calls, intermittent or steady 

off switch stops him short in either 
His ptiee, $2.50 in the Sunes, 93,09 in Cu 

your feweler oat ot stk. 
Westclox, La Salle 

ONE 
price 10c 

at all dealers Fae Cauchy 
al: 

Made by Westclox, La Saile aml Peru, Iifiuats 
concn 

COLUMBIA COTTONS: 
IN PAGE 73 Philadelphia 



Your ChristmasGifts 
to Mother and Sister | 
Should Include a Box of 

URSON 
FASHIONED HOSE | 
They will appreciate the comfort 
and the smart style of these snug- | 
fittin knit-to-shape stockings. 

hape of foot, ankle and 
t-in without seams by leg isk 

special pat 
any others in the world. 

ul machines, unlike 

Merectized, 
Lise and 
Cotton 
Ie, 3$e 
Sie, 75¢ 

Mate in Keg- 
elar, Outvixe, 
Traak Top, Rid 
Top, White Sete 
and While Poot 
Styde. 

as, Boekier aest free 
dpon teqaex 

HURSON KNITTING CO. 
SEZ Lee Street Rockford. F 

Mlle, Dorziat 
One af the Grestest of French Actresses, writes 

“prema 

Rest Your Feet 
in “Yipsi* Shoes 

sizes 2% 
to 7.82.25, Boys’ snes 
24 to $32.15 
YPSILANTI INDIAN SHOE CO. 
1249 East Cross St. Ypsilanti, Mich, 

Jem auk tor a gers 
iskes all Veaerrat and varreabat Wrie 3INe1 OIL CO. evn vor L 

IN THE LAND OF 
MICHAEL O’LEARY : é 

(coberbeuad Watec ' /})\ in cash prizes 
to boys and 

girls 4rjust 
growing 

t hay 
himself how could I have 

And your tebe ~ >. 
so sac pty ot arn ‘RE is a contest that everybody What 
her blueichecked sp | will like—boys, girls, mother and \ mothers 

father. It gives the boys and girls an\ say of 
incentive to eat and insures their eat- children 
ing good, wholesome, nourishing food S$ _'",!@st 
that they will enjoy. Builds them 
up while they are trying for a prize. 

First Prize, $100.00 
2nd Prize. . $50.00 3d Prize . . $25.00 
4th “ . . 15.00 Sth “ .. 10.00 

ME OLEARY It 50 Prizes $5.00 each 

tp y 300 “ 100 “ 

thim tillig 

had been exhil 

ee pak peer Any boy or girl 1 to 14 years old may enter before 
In & sweet, low vu . nd she January 31,1916. Write direct to Ralston Purina Co. 

ines tor entry blank. Simply measure the children and 
have grocer weigh them. Fill out entry blank and 
send to us, with top of Ralston Wheat Food package 
for each child entered. On May Ist reweigh and 
remeasure children, forwarding record on result blank 
with tops of all packages used. All record blanks 
must be in by May 9th, 1916. 
The prizes will be given to the +55 boys and girls who 
make the best record of development, age, sex and 
length of time in contest considered. Rules followed 
by authorities on child development will govern. In 
case of a tie the full prize will be given to each tied 
contestant. 

Prize winners will be announced in the October, 
1916, issue of The Ladies Home Journal. 

Ralston 
WHEAT FOOD 
makes children sturdy 

Ralston Wheat Food is just the kind of food your doctor 
would recommend for building up strong constitutions. It 
is a wholesome whole wheat food that contains the very 
elements that build desh, bone and muscle, It can be cooked 
in a great variety of ways, making tempti breakfast, 
dinner and supper. dr ral. One 
cup makes a breakfast a package 
today and give the children hole family « treat, 
If your g end us bis name 
and 60 f fe packages of Ralston, a package of Purina Bran 
and a che Offer limited to United 
States cae 

Purina Whole Wheat Flour 
Makes di uffins 

nee Of prize 
Ask your grocer for B-lb. carton or 6-1. ar 
121b, Checkerboard Bag. 

Purina Sterilized Bran 
deal digestiveand bowel n 

bran. 
prepared bran 20 milled 

virtues of the wheat bull 
value of the grait 
kfast food. ete, 

Ask for this Free Chart 
It shows beight, weight and measurements of average 

and girl ¢ J. Contains many 
i nas Lape line 

Will belp 

RALSTON 
WHEAT) = 
Foon © 

attachment for ac id space far MAKES 
recording same. ¢ with each chart. CHILDREN 

STURDY 
=| Ralston Purina Company 

810 Gratiot Street St uis, Mo. 
= 
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with smartest 
footwear style! 

That’s what the Red Cross 
Shoe means to thousands af 
women everywhere—wom- 
en who never knew, um 

waue it, how really es 

ne Unseen Power 
swap your Sif 

mind now on that tre 
Yer, ond not on Unele 

Unseon, Powe Beech-Nut 
Tomato Catsup 

‘OU know-—one of the 
rarest things in the 
world about a tomato 

catsup is the real tomato 
flavor. 

But here is Beech-Nut To- 
mato Catsup, the natural tomato 

| catsup, with all the full rich 
flavor of the tomato retained 
from the vines for your table. 

| Tomatoes famous for flavor, 
ripened on the vines near 

| Rochester plant—no shipping, 
| no waiting, no recooking, no 

Write today for “Shonping List, 
unigee little book for y d 
cake vo. whe 
dealer or te 

Shorr, $4, $4.40 amd $5. A 
16 to 84, Red Cross PLO. 

6 excetient value, $3.50 aud £4. 
The Kroho-Pechheimer Co, 

501-55 Dandridge St. Cincinnati, O. 

jiiden ways 
tt built to know 
—love 

appealed 
A boyish 

at the older 

1 loss of flavor—two hours to 
make, bottle and sterilize. 

sup costs no more than other 
| calsups, 15c and 25¢ (in the 

extreme West, a little more). 

| 

| Yet Beech-Nut Tomato Cat- 
| 
| 

BEECH-NUT PACKING CO. 
Cannjoharic, N.Y. 

Catsup Plant at Rochester, N.Y. 
\ Send 10 cenm, ig am 

fascinating geen 
insercenive and wa 

foot the newest, rhest 
mag to Market —amiaingand 

to interen the whole farrsiy. ‘egy beanly 
wAale yox 

neep 

Crane’s Fruit Cake 
delivered to your home, prepaid 

xed and 
3 = omer s recipe. 

4 incomparably rich, epicy, del 
your money back, €0 cents per IY 

and rough, dey skins 
banished by 

Pompeian Night Cream. The wkin is 
tened. 

her, ‘dry climates or ag 
poaching y up tee preqective oe cd the 
akin. Thus eauty is stolen frou the face 

Pompeian NIGHT Cream 
replenishes the okin and beautifes while you 
a 

fie the Belg: 
$1, at book 

220 Broadway, NY | | ESP, puTTON &CO. 681 Fifth Ave. N.Y. 

of Pompelam Afassacy 
wuceems i Putnpeiatt 

ary not too 

tubes 25e, 

Trial Jar & New Game 

“Tam glad I owe 
it with glad 

Suspender Waists 
For Bays ais Girls 

hiscrutches, 
pof hands 

e again at a 
erlopment of figzre 

girl whould wear tee d Philip unhappil jo—a Combined hinse supporter and Fe Teme get bee up Uncle Jemmy |” 
od bet, ane the 
very beautiful 

bony brace, 1th 
pence New 1915 Thin 

Receiver Model, 
Mears Ear Pho: 

il. ve y to It hae eight adjust- 
: Well uy ments of twelve sounds 

in cach. from the scene be 
olded his arms xc 
‘the group, amused Taconic tangs tase 

: . 1 Uncle sm 
Jemmy a is we may find a better 
way than that. 

HARRIS SUSPENDER CO., Dept. C G | THE END 
684 Broadway at 4th Street, New York 

which tells bow to 
dtrese the kiddies 

porch eo ae 



“children's clothes that has all the be: 

Bay, US. Pat. 08. 

There Is But 
One Genuine 
INDIAN HEAD 

—And But One Sure 
Way to Get It 

There is one sure way to know 
the standard white cotton wash 
ress fabric that doesn't wrinkle 

and has almost no wear-out to 
ard of real “Indian Head" has 
in dotted letters on the selvage the nam 

es 
Reg. U.S. Pat Of1 

37, A, 3S and 44 inches wide, 125 

is the white wash fabric for dresse 

+ of linen and even better wearing quality 
44 the cost. Ask your dealer for it 

accept it unless it has “Indian Head” 
on the selvage. 

Make some little girl A Useful Sample ior edt ee 
2-cent stampe for doli's drew of Tudias Head, eut 

State whether for 14, Teady te mre with directions, 
46 oF 18 inch dail. 

Amory, Browne 2 Co. 
Dept, 31 P. 0, Box No, 1206, Boston, Mass, 

It is easy and simple 
to keep all furniture 
as clean, bright and 
sparkling as new. 
Simply use 

‘Edar 
this way: Weer a cloth in 
water and wring it until it 
is almost dry, then pour 
on as much O-Cedar as 
the cloth contains water 
and go over the furniture. 
Polish with a dry ¢loth. 

0-Cedar is sold by all deal- 
ers, druggists, hardware and 
department stores it 
convenient sizes 

25c to $3. 

Liberal Sample 
Sent FREE 

Channell 
Chemical Co. 
Chicago Toronto London Berlin 

Use only WILEY’S Lamb’s Wool and 
Satin-Quilted Soles, The patent 
“CAPITOL,” the biggest ole of 
all brands. Many other kinds; rs 

for prices. Accept only 
Wiley's, Atall dealers’. 

If your dealer doesn’t 
handle, write to us 
with remittance. 
Mention size. 

Met's, 45¢ . 

ee body, $1.25 

Aswecmaests, $5.40 
ritatces, 6. 

$5, Poatgasd. 1001. 
‘ecard Calling 
foe egal eagrovng Go, 14-4 Wain 8 Fala, Fe 

THE TWENTY-FOUR 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14) 

Berlin we spent fve days 
aving another 
and another set 

rings to puzzle aut, Wit 
ye 

averaged two remarks 
ramped siemens, buts 

the Tamil ts 
¢, ‘Thereupon she changed fr 

unnoticed fraction of the part 
@ firm rock in every storm, 

ne, bargain 
arveling for all of the part 

chambermaids at the hotel, and became ba: 
for the crowd. It was touching to see the oot 
finlence with which the girls crowded abv 

course, of the first day 
daunt the girls for 

By the next afternoon they 

T WAS amazing to see how quickl 
came at case in this great and reverbe 

land. They ew d up the Language 
after the first day and did remarkable things 
with it. When we entered Germany Mrs, 
x like most of the rest of the party, knw 

man whatever, Yet on the se 
ning when the girls took up the thric 

b of getting butter and water for their ta 
bies. Mrs. X—— turned to her walter and ad. 
treed him, with a perfect accent, as follows: 

“Looken sie here, young man: Booter wu 
wasser, kalt, sehr kalt mit ke; and get a whegle 
ot you before L call up the American consul, 

‘The proprietor himself did ber the hono 
translating this when the young man had th 
to his protection, 

Most of our time in Berlin we rode about the 
city ina huge automobile amphithester i 

ained his small 
of shape trying to 

He was not a beast 

by all Europe H 
He stated facts in a 

have made argument a 

1 Pr-r-riedrichstrasse, gr-t-read. 
est strasse fur business in 
ladies und herren, 

bark in die vor iit 
bt in die vor-r-ldt 

Fier prallronden deacks, von Ober der other 
Noddings lige it nowbere—nowhere, ver 

ch nun kommen wir partrade 
mous! Zebn wiles Sang, 

wedi vost 

Sree, Finest in 
F-readest store. 

You haf never Like it anything gesehn, nein. 
Five stories—elevatoren—grr-readest 
ganz vor-r-rklt.”" 

All this was especially hard for Miss - 
to endure. Coming irom Chicago, where in 
the last_few years they have made rather a 
specialty of size themselves, she restrained ber- 
self with difhculty. But when she looked at 
Herlin's only department store, its pride and 

and beard it called the greatest in the workd, 
the broke loose from her moorings altogether. 
it was a personal insult, She leaned over and 
caught the guide firmly by the elbow 

my friead, you ought to see a real 
.” “You call this coop a big 

3 In Chicago we've got stores 
where they run automobiles like this ia the 
aisles. 

WELSET Berlin nthe cool of the morning 
one day and went to Cologne, where four 

young men whom we had met on the steamer 
were very much surprised to see us and imune- 
diately offered to show Miss S— the sights. 
Our caly duty in Cologne consisted of the 
Cathedral, so after we had walked through it 
with aur heads well back on our shoulders, and 
had inspected the sacristy with its dingy old 

ments, and had walked around the vast 
soaring handmade cliff from the ou 

ree young men, who hadn't found Miss 
— soon enough, took the rest of the party 
to dinnet sid I went over to the hotel 

alone. 
Tate a solitary meal and went up to my room 

to write a better, As I passed through a long 
hall Paradonl came out of a room with bis 
hands full of towels, soap dishes, napkin tings 
and other fitthe hotel articles which usually 
slope with a guest unless closely watched. 

1 was not interested, but he gave a great 
start when he saw me and beckoned me hastily 
into his room farther down the hall. “You will, 
T hope, not speak of this you have seen?” be 
asked anxiously. 

“Certainly not,”” T said accommodatingly. 
“What i the bd 

“The idea "—he spoke very bitterly—"‘it ix 
that Iam robbing the young ladies’ rooms, It 
anew duty,” he weat ot, “I have never had 
before. The Misses B— and E—, they 

are what you call souvenir fiends. 
the botel. The young ladies have spoo 
from Loadon, selicellars from Brussels, a sofa 
cushion from Amsterdam. Always they get 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 35 

Think of the pleasure it will be 
to iron those dainty waists and 
filmy handkerchiefs, those rib- 
bons and silks, yourself—wher- 
ever there is a lamp socket. 

Connect your Boudoir Iron and 
in a couple of minutes it is hot 
enough to iron with, Ample 
heat so you iron right along. 
Standard Hotpoint quality and 
guarantee, but with sharp nose 
and beveled edge specially 
adapted to the work. Attached 
stand, cool handle and hot point. 

Enjoy luxury coffee—make it 
right on the table—serve it 
steaming hot (but not boiled). 
Whichever E] Perco you use, simply — 

—put cold water into the pot 
— coffee into the basket 
—insert the plug. 

Water begins dripping through the 
coffee in about 30 seconds. 

Coffee ready to pour in eight to ten 
minutes according to stsength desired. 
9 cop Machine (us shown) 23 c= $12.90 

mn wk Cup Poe, $5100 Can, $ 6.50) 
Nickel seven cup pot, $6.00 Con, $10.0) 

a 

+ 

Hotpoint Safely Comso, 
At last you can apply heat to 
any part of the body and do so 
with a feeling of safety. 
This new style Comfo is of metal, but 
sufficiently dexible to fit the body. 
Temperature controlled b: t. Se anus cerca ted 
will remain at any desired heat. 
Easy to disconnect at switch four feet 
fram Comfo, Heavy ciderdown cover. 
Price Cinclading 10 feet cord) $6.50 Cam. $9.09 
Alsminem (not exible) $450 Can, $6.00 

Here is that rare combination—giftiness and useful- 
ness—and full measure of both, The Iron is best 
described in one word as petite—the entire set as chic, 

But now notice—you can in- 
stantly convert your iron into a 
curling-tongs heater oran efficient 
electric stove. 
Simply invert your iron on the 
stand, put on the tongs cover and 

p tongs into opening (it's large 
enough for Marcel-wave tongs). 
Boudoir set includes stand, cover 
and folding tongs packed with 
the iron in a dainty felt bag. 
Hotpoint Boudoir set, $3.50 Can. $4.75 
Boadoir fron oaly, $2.50 Can. $3.25 
§ pound or 6 pound stand. 

ard Hotpoint, $3.00 Can. $3.50 

Has such wonderful eaperty: 
It's such a beauty, and so quic! 
Bakes, roasts or boils anything its size 
a in diameter) will accommodate. 
As quickly and well as any large oven. 
Small operations (biscuits, etc.) are has- 
tened by omitting middle ring, which 
is used for a thick roast, chicken, etc, 

Ovenette contains no heater, but is used 
ener ene of the Hotpoint stoves-—El 
Grilstovo (shown above) or E} Glostovo. 
Ovenette (haa no heater 2.50) Can. $3.25 
Hi pines) (8 in. stove: xed ‘Can, $6.50 

Glostowo (7 in stove) $3.50 Cam, 84,25 

Just plunge El Boilo into any 
liquid; in a jiffy it begins to 
bubble—soon it's boili 

for heating baby's 
having water. 

Attaches to any lamp socket. 
A straight, smooth cylinder, high! |. 
Sane eres 
Uses little current. Guaranteed. 
‘Toilet Sze, $5.00 Can. $4.00 
Bichon Se, $4.00 Can. $5.00 
Profesmonal wie for Seexlising $5.00 Can. $6.40 

Buy of the Dealer Hotpoint Electric Heating Co. 
Batt rorycannnt Joerg he New Nosh Utz Weretty een: 38 Poland St, Ontord St, 
to ga nearest ofee and we Canadian Hotpoint Electric Heating Co. 

Beatce ts tive voltage ste 363 Coove'se, 
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West 

Give Christmas Gifts 
That Are Useful 

Christmas can be made a much happier time by 
making your gilts useful and practical. Every woman 
who hikes to make her table attractive by little nice- 
ties of service would be overjoyed to receive articles 
of the famous line of Manning-Bowman Ware. 

‘The beauty of these devices can be judged by 
the illustrations. Their utility and practicability are 
assured by the fact that 

anning- 
owilmanh 

Quality Ware 
has cstablished ‘a’ shindard for cooking and heating 
devices for use with electricity, aloohol or on ordi- 
nary coal or gas range. 

Means 

Chafing Dish Ourfit 

Bea/t08 The coffee percolators offer the most advanced 
ideas of the percolation principle of coffee making. 
Over [00 pot and um styles to select from, 

yyy #4 The chafing dishes have established a reputation 
(Biba that brings instantly to mind the name Manning- 

Bowman, Those equipped with the “Alcolite 
Burner” have the cooking power of @ gas stove. 

Exclusive features like these distinguish the entire 
line of Manning-Bowman household utilities. 

Satisfactory selection can be made at jewelry, 
Toaster 1210 housefumishing, hardware and department stores. 

Goots tent on renaeat Ite for Becki AUT. 

MANNING, BOWMAN & CO., Meriden, Conn, 
Makers of Nickel Plate, Solid Copper and Aluminam Ware 

Catalogue illestrating an cmoriment aj | 

Write for Your Free Copy of 

eles 
The Obiental Store 

oe of Xmas Gifts 

Turkey, India 
your same and 
Will'do. Address Dept. J 

Japanese 
Wadded Robes 
The ideal coll weather gar. 

rents, virapntted dizect from 
Tegan: made ty band f ~~ 
Drvental 
with cotton to Insur 
gut tocanlorm te Ax 
Tncluiled af faa mus paraer 

Sheets ana Pillow Cases 
Heauti 

colors in HE “Utica” label is a 
} pledge of quality—a 

passport to the best homes 
—a surety of longest wear 
and biggest money value in 
sheets and pillow cases. 

| 
Price Foetal Preepend #879 

Be sre to sinte vise and color shen ordering 
-A-A-VANTINE-8- CO Ine Inc 

Fifth Avenue & 39th Street. York 
The fareent Orivmbal Store fn the aed, Rotana 104 = 

Try this Delicious Recipe for CREAMED SAUSAGES—Parboil | pound pork samnsges, 
When cold remove skin and cut sausages into picees. Heve ready I cup 
of white sauce. add to it Y% cap cream, 2 tea- @ 
spoons LEA & PERRINS’ SAUCE, salt and pepper 
to taste aed bring to boiling point. Add sau- 
sages and cook 10 minutes, Serve with 
bot baked potatoes or croquettos. 

~ Kitchen Revise Heeger sent free xen request by Post Cord. 
“LEA & PERRINS, 27 WEST STREE 
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peau 
ee TEETH 
il LEROM, li 

Dentacura does more than 
just clean teeth, It is an 
antiseptic, penetrating be- 
tween the teeth where no 
brush can reach, retarding 
the action of germs that 
cause decay. You will like 

D enlacura 

Aoth Piste 

| just asall itsusers have liked 
it for fifteen years, because 
it is so tasty, refreshing and 

| efficient. 

passage on a swift 
y for three Inan- 

Purifies the mouth,sweetens 
the breath, strengthens the 
gums and whitens the teeth. 

Contains no grit, acid, aleo- 
hol or starch, 

Large size tube 25¢ at your druggist’s 
or sent prepaid upon receipt of price. 

io tae ee Dentacura Company, Newark, New Jersey 
pe over tho sive 
Aulthe tow 

ery crowded, It was tire 
After an hour many of the 

THOUGHT of 

Defeats the Enemies 
re) au Crejeye Os F-1-4 4 cD 

Veer (PPOOYEAR 
I Combs 

eave of the Most Popular Beande 
 Stineess  HERCHLES 

above illustrations show the relative 
YOVEAI 1851 J Rube 

a 
Combs 

GoobveAdR tas" 

it stores where combs are sold. 
Manufacured by 

of Europe. 

THERE was The Unfilled Grade of 

Brenlin 
Window Shades 

paced 
ed America, why 

ight feel toward an ign 
as trying to conquer the 

ng Nd., Ciecineati, 

Baby’s First Clothes 
rythisg needed from Mirch to tao year 
renee (some; 40-piecelayet ie ¥8 at 

: bo, page 
Cetales, ware a stuart, ‘57 W, 38th St New Yerk 

CHINA PAINTERS 
and Water Color Monthly Magarioe, $1. yr. Teginner’ 
outhts, $0; kilns, $15. J beautiful studies for aésremew 
4.Chiss palaters jcutaing free. Axgle-Frest Art Ga,Chicngu 



(Society for the Prevention 
of Useless Givi 

¢ Christmas ¢ 
4 combine sterling utility 

with artistic beauty. De- 
light your fri n the 
Special Christr 

‘Two Bath Towels Two Hand Towels 
Two Wash Cloths Que Bath Mat 
The donor may aiid a charming 
touch of personality by embroi 
ering the initials of the recipient 
A wide variety of exquisite de- 

signs in Blue, Pink, Orange 
and Lavender. 

Beautiful, Appropriate, Unusual 
and Inexpensive. 

At Department Stares 

COLUMBIA TOWEL MILLS 
W. H&A. 1G, Margertion Be € 

Philadelphia, Pa. 
ales Oftes, 81 Lecoant Street, 

Live One 
Bran Week 

This is to urge that you serve 
Pettijohn’s each morning for a 
week. Then form your own 
conclusions, 

It's a soft wheat rolled—a lus- 
5% unground cious food—with 2 

bran. 
If itleadsto better spirits, bet- 

ter health, continue it. If it does 
away with pills, that's good. If 
ithelps to keep you at your best, 
remember this delicious bran 
food did it. 

Please enjoy for one week the 
taste and the effect. 

Pettijohns 
Rolled Wheat With Bran Flakes 

Most grocers have it, Any grocer 
will get it. Per package, Ic. 
THE QUAKER OATS COMPANY 

Chicago 

7, BUSTER BROWN’S HOSIERY 
GENUINELY GUARANTEED to wear 3 and 4 

months without holes, 

spun sil 
pure dye silk, 

silk. 
Tedies’ finest silk Tsle, 

00 4 pairs me ince. 
1.00 4 pairs men's, women’s or children’s lisle. 

Piuster'¢ Cinesies—trve with sack sat order Deva 
ioe nad price Sat Dept 

BUSTER BROWN’S Hosiery Mills, Chattansegs, Tens 

HE problem of the 
selection of the hand- 

somest and most useful 
Christmas gift is most hap- 
pily solved by Thermos. 
Every member of the family, ev- 
eryone on the list of friendship, 
from infancy to old age— either 
in the hours spent at or awa 
from home—have innumerable 
daily uses for Thermos. 

it was a wonderfulear. It had great pha 
indows which disappeared down 

hand came uppas easily. It had ¢ 
be Sitthe 

Thermos brings to them in the 
hot summer months all of the 
comforts produced by ice, and in 
the cold winter season all of the 
joys to be obtained by fire—for 

ERMOs 
Serves them right ~Food or drink — 

Hot or cold—when, where and as they like 
Richard Harding Davis 
aved Usat Thermos peo- 

Thermosis the ideal port 
able firelexs stove, perform pr 

keepis 
piping hb 

cat part of the 

The tate Elbert Hub 
my ated into Thermos hard in an appreciation of 
aboot ft antents Thermos wrote his 
his haw Thermos Seventh Moder Wonle 

temperature. the World should be 
con Stuck, in the » and utiliza by 

twos for Kot cof family, rich ot pow, 
ny tic Trail, the over; it 
sand bength 

“We supply Thermos t 
the Allies from oar Amer 

plant, and to the 
4 from Berlin, for 

n the bospitals’ and 
as a Wile-saving 

agg now,cola by 9 loading 
2 $1.08 up. Send Sox 2 

| AMERICAN THERMOS BOTTLE CO. 
| NORWICH, CONN. 

NEW YoRK SAN FRANCISCO TORONTO 

previously overlooked. ere) spoke without 

THE BEST CHRISTMAS GIFT 
Is « Year's Sebscrigtion Var 

THE LADIES’ HOME JOURNAL 
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SANNA 

APPINESS is yours when you taste the 14 

varieties of famous Sunshine biscuit goodies 
in each Sunshine Revelation Box, 

A tempting array of richest Biscuit Bonbons— 
each a delightful surprise! Your name and address 
with ten cents (stamps or coin) for postage and 

packing, bring it by return mail. Please give 
your dealer's name, too, 

Joose-Wites Biscurr (OmPany 
770 Thomson Ave. L. LC. NEW YORK 

Bakers of 

Q MEETEIEA 7 | 
PACTORY TO YOU POMPEIAN 

OLIVE OIL 
ALWAYS FRESH 

Rene. 500 ae dan soa, ROCRESTIR EL, PURE-SWEET-WHOLESOME 

POULTRY PAP! 
tells all 

SASTIAN 

44-126 ps 
Teo Freee Fever Thermometer 

wot want 40 hea abu m 
« plemasre 

—— Tayler fastramant Conpanite, Peshatan, 8. ¥. — i 
Four | 
POULTRY ADVOCATR. Dept 185 trruceas, ®¥, 

Good Fountain Pen 
The Best of ALL 
Fountain Pens is— 

HEAFFE 
SELF FILLING) PEN 

Sold and Guaranteed by Responsible Dealers Everywhere, 

Call on the Sheaffer dealer in your town 
and learn about the Prize of $250.00 in gold 
which will be ded t 

da us, before Decem 
N. 1915, the best 

» word on the 
HEAFFER'S 

ing, Self Clean- 
ing Fountain Pen, We 
mist have a word that 
means Perfecti 

the person who 

$250.00 
FOR A WORD F 

lars fi 
d to the compet 

‘on which to 

W.A.SHEAFFER PEN CO.,Fort Madison.la. 

the kin hat will expect an 
month or two of tango. 

Tean't 
A for 

Each tise it stopped 
bt of her quarry; eact 

hod inwardly with 

owing alling 
terested in Billy Burger 

f Burge 
*s naught for 

ofl xu the next station and go 

ack toward her 
p what was 

As the train slowed 
adows, anit her eye 

ara end a 
“Faith! I havea 

nd baggagemen better 

haggageman, who 

CONTINUED ON PAGE #1 

Wlnduring Beauty 
in Chinaware 

The best test of chinaware is the 
test of everyday intimacy and every- 
day wear, You should be able to 
use it through the weeks, months, 
years, with increasing enjoyment and 
economy. 

This enduring beauty is the qual- 
ity that makes Syracuse China so 
delightful to live with. Its artistic 
patterns and graceful lines lend sim- 
ple elegance to any table, 

SYRACUSE 
CHINA 

Besides the Blue Denmark design 
shown, there are many individual and 
exclusive patterns —at least one that 
will supremely satisfy your longing for 
the beautiful, See them before you 
buy. 
Weite for our Mustrated Chine Book and name 

of ovr nearet dealer 

ONONDAGA POTTERY CO. 
Dept. C Syracuse, N.Y. 

Aunetican china that proves the 
wapetiotity of American goods 

Bantams Mori \ 
Fish Flakes 

10c—Sizes—15e 

i (Bxce pt im for Wess) 
The firm, white ment of freshly caught 

—cooked and mildly 
packed in parchment-lined 

dy for instant use, without 
picking of soaking. No waste 

Very economical 
most convenient. B& M Fish Flakes 

delicious Codfish Balls, Fish 
ish Souffié, Fish Chowder. For 

breakfast or lunch, just try Creamed 
Codfish on toast ier appetiz~ 

asily made, with Httle time 
» bother—with B & M Fish Flakes, 
pew and better kind of codfish 
dy mune erocers, oe 

esse ard Ye for regular sine tin, 
"Good Eating.” 

cod and haddoc 
salted— 

no spoil 

pe booklet free 
¢ the asking 
BURNHAM & MORRILL CO. 

1 Water Street, Portland, Me. 

FOR 20 RECIPES 

On January 15th next we will 
ay $5 cash for each of the 20 
EY cclethed talines far heusasaads 
Gingerbread or Cake received before 
January let. ‘These recipes will be 
printed in our booklet’ describing 

[OVE BRANT) 
ALY ORLEANS 

MOLASSES 
‘our recipe state what brand of 

pod be lasses is used. Any molasses that 
will make good Gingerbread or Cake 
is acceptable, but if Dove Molasses 
is used state which grade, Blue or 
White Label—there's a difference. 
ALEXANDER MOLASSES COMPANY 
Address Dept. A ‘Cincinnati, Ol 



Ghe | 

EYES % 
WORLD 

Haroup Beit rich? 

Author ob TNE SNEPMERD ¥ fe HILLS 
“THE, WINNING BARBARA WORTH eve rts 

America’s Biggest Author 

HAROLD BELL WRIGHT 
Has Written Successively Six Best Sellers 

It |s something to write 
six bent sellers. Harold Belt Wright 

His Latest Novel 

The be of the World 
A Real Love Story with a, nye 

eart ‘histo 
and pou 

12mo Cloth $1.35, Leather $1.85 
Ocher Books by Mr. Wright 
above, Cloth, each $135." 1 
‘That Printer of Udell’s 

The Shepherd of the Hills 
‘The Calling of Dan Matthews 

‘The Winning of Barbars Worth 

Sold at all Bookstores 
Or by the publishers direct 

Copies of Harelid Bell Wright's 
Books have bees vokd 

tragedies 

Our Catalogue of 
Other Publishers’ Books 

THE BOOK SUPPLY COMPANY 
Publishers and Booksellers 

ESTABLISHED 1895 E,W, REYNOLDS, President 
231-233 West Monroe Street CHICAGO 

‘This Cello Metal 1 
bros, gleaming 
holly box for Clu 
able gift. It 
something ext 
Useful and 

Make Money 
Worlds Star 

Weel 
gad plenty fot 
$50 a week is 
Hives, who are welc 
No experience neede 

ae Mewcery wat Khan-Kink Uecorwrss ate 
me pubes my wat 

th of peace 
ea. $10 to 

F representa. 
the bext 0 bo 

ARDEN | 

bing else it is 
t ¢ than the other 

nost anything else and because it 

JELLO. 
csome, and it mak 

ost fastidious appetit 

D, not 
things 'y like, but becau 

w them. 

g better for the Thank: tines © dessert 
delicious dishes, It can be made as simple or as elaborate a8 any one 

st as the Jell-O de for every-day dinner can. 
we shall be prepared to supply our friends with copies of 

must interesting and beautiful ever issued. It tells 
. who k hing about cooking, but 
up ¢ serts and salads, Her 

in reproductions of beautiful rz 
artist. If you w at write 

THE GENESEE PURE FOOD CO., 
Le Roy, N.Y., and Bridyebury, Ont. 

Jell-O received the highest award, the GRAND PRIZE, 
at the Pax: Exposition at San Francisca, and the 
Panana-Cali position at San Diego. 

moment 
tretch of country n 

to her ear: 

T driver uh sled k 
as courter: h 

next moment 
1a pe 
yO POUS 

€ shabbin 
suit, the rk b 
hat, and t 
valu 

Bat of wha ig 
at of having 

thorn of a Killarney ro 
tw the K. f what value i 

the knowl 

A Distinctive Personality 
In Fine Furniture 

Beauty in fine furniture that attaches the 
charm of distinctive personality makes Karpen fur- 
niture preferred in the selection of gift pieces. A 

chairandasofaof Karpen design areshown 
here, These are only a few of the very 
many pieces of Karpen furniture so popular 
in the stores of good dealers everywhere. 
If your dealer cannot show you the particular 
Karpen article of your choice send for aur book 
of designs B 15. 

Karpeo 
me Upholstered 

one fF ure 
The charm and beauty of Karpen period furniture are the 

mielatecd 
wore a Balm 

und plush hat 
Patay turned to 

arrive tor 

Gu 
the bellbe 1 that man 

“There is no ne he ci ikeri In the production of all K: r i rity myst Acton ee ee ee accepted criterion. pre | Karpen furniture superiority is 
maintained in the material, cabinet-making and upholstering. There is 
true economy in every piece of it. 

Book of Designs 
If the Karpen trade mark is not on the furniture shown to you by your 

dealer write to us promptly for aur new book of designs B15, This 
book is very instructive and extremely interesting. Mailed to you 

1 receipt of 14 cents in stamps 

S. KARPEN & BROS., Karpen Bldg., Chicago 
37th St. & Broadway, New York 

beaven 

IV—The Occupant of a Balmacaan Coat 

SF her room, with ¢ 
locked, at 

Upholstered 
[Furniture 

CONTINUED ON PAGE az 
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FAIRY 
SOAP 

For toilet and bath 
Fairy Soap is refreshing because 
of its purity and pleasing cleans- 
ing quality. 

SEVEN MILES TO 

ARDEN 
NURD FROM I 

Skilled soapmaking experts use 
only the choicest materials in 
making it. 

Fairy Soap is as pure as its white- 
ness suggests. Each cake is kept 
clean and sweet by the dain 
tissue wrapper and the individual 
box in which it is enclosed. 

The white oval cake fits the hand 

TREN FAIRBANK company 

app 
nal self offered 

such & sou) 

ful for the few sec 
the program the 

dled her as she was entering 
to her that Mis 

heforehi 
necting 

the fore 
k all her control t 

little stage door alt 
Her eve had cau; 

omsething 

was all too deliciously, 
je for words; and then Pu 

geared up hee wits, as any true kit 
Dan’s should. woman of A Coverel for Every 

Little Girl’s Dolly 
with a det 

Slobe“Wernieke 
Sectional Bookcase 

HF 
of a Globe-We: 

Bookcase in 

t 
wurrelf with dolly's initials or your 0 

See how easy it all ia, With the dainty cover 
ul you 2 skesns of Richardsan's 
k ik or white t 

hat you ean 
ovening of old Le 

ted: you shall have Sd Free exnbroliery- jor 

RICHARDSON 

Doll Coverlet for Little Girls 
Ail for onty 13 sente it you send tar | etting back tu 

g 0 hypnotic in her ir 
everyane Lito her cont 

ding youth forgot b 
y remarked: Write for Free Catalog 145 and 

“" The World's Best Books "* 
The SlobsWienicke Co, 1. Cincinmati RICHARDSON sILK COMPANY 

Day. 2009 
Grand “Frise, Brobroidery 

Sewing Silk 

The ideal Christmas gift for boys and girls! 

fe Flyer 
‘atsy cut him sl 

1 so much nicer out 
in the moonlight—away 

And he almost broke his 

“A form more fair, 
A face more sweet 

LWAYS the quest is on for a more 
beautiful complexion. 

the face is only superty 
Washing 

al and does 

Créme de Meridor 
(Greaseless) 

| that clear, velvety textur 
women love, aod helps a crear 

| al imperfections like pimgion ches, fe Lie 
i wrinkles. It does nut leave » 

ratects against cb 

Porfumer 
Distribstor 

65 Renwick St., Newburgh, N.Y, 

Low-Price ies on 
10,000 Rapids 

apld Pireless Cooker 
never belore have L 

ef'al offer as | win 
30 Daye’ Trial in Your Home 

ck if You Want It 

recom for cooking ev 
5 

8 Kinds Fudge 6 Kinds Taffy 
ey ted aa red Noone 

let te Mis. Chaatia 

ACCEYFABLY, CUNISTIEAS 
Kaylor fastraceent Companies ” 

There's a Freer v« Kaylor "0" 

|| An Education 
in College or Conservatory 

is yours if you desire it. Lack of funds is 
no obstacle. Each year we pay the ex- 
penses of hundreds of young people in 
the foremost collegesand musical conserv- 
atories in the country. We'll pay yours. 

Write for full particulars. You will not 
be under one cent of expense, 

Educational Division, Box 120 
| | THE LADIES’ HOME JOURNAL, Philadelphia 



**Your own mirror,” Miss Emmand 
See says, “‘is the best friend of your 
M & C Skirt, 

“This though your mirror is your 
severest critic 

M & C Skirts have the careful 
tailoring, trim fit and graceful drap- 
ing qualities to unfailingly please the 
discriminating dresser. 

We emphasize the words, “unfail- 
ingly please.’” Every one of the 35 
members of the M & C designing 
staff, and every one of the happy, well- 
paid workers inthe sun-flooded M & C 
factory, work with the idea to please 
pafaiiegly: 

There are M & C Skirts in many styles 
and fabrics for every occasion. Good dealers 
everywhere sell M & C Woolen Skirts at 
$5.00 to $15.00; Silk, $7.50 to $25.00; 
Cotton and Linen, $2.00 to $8.00, Look 
for the M & C Label in the placket. 

Send 2Sc and your dealer's name for 
the M & C Miniature—a perfect miniature 
of our Junior blue senge skirt, which demon 
strutes the efficiency of the M & C Individual 
Work Ticket, Your little girl will welcome 
this skirt for her dollie. 

M & C SKIRT CO., Boston, Mass. 

MGC 
SKIRTS 

She Wants 
For Christmas 
This inthe xift you've 

Calttornia: 
‘This olfer ts 
mare possible 
because we 

iy 
mail. Nomort 
perfect gilt 
can be found. 

Ane 24-tace ff 
en, 6. 33 

CAWSTON OBTRICH FARM 
Hox 915, South Pasedana, Ci 

Lending imerelactivrrss wat catyicd beentens payee 
‘Wiewwre of tae Grand Prise, Papecre-Macitc Ietcraaticest 
Exposition, San Brascionn 5955, amt euhe omher Inte 
tenia! Kapok, 

It’s a Shame 
todetveundtiqary salle 
or tacks Isto your 

papered walls, 
Tiave yon ver tries 

MOORE PUSH-PINS 
ee eres ie act eats 

gam PadeTusnace | bee a te chin “abeclcn peace, 
es 

‘Shou deere fi sie LO Feene ~ rey aren, alec verging sp 10 100 ibe toe Moore “the Hacer wih th Tou, 
ve Weckarth wa aber 

Ba map Goods. 
Large Catahog Free. %, { DEMISON & CO, Dept. 21, Chisago 

egmetemmersnd the New Profession” 

SEVEN MILES TO 
ARDEN 

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE #2) 

he have known all along,” Patsy was 
ing, “"that a back like that would have a 

front Ske this, Sure, ye couldn't get a» coal 
man to dress in knee-length petticoats.” And 
then, to settle all doubts, she faced him with 
grim’determination: “T let you bring me here 
because I bad something to say to you. But 
first of all, did you come down here tonight on 
that five-something train from New York?” 
The man nodded, “Did you get to the train 
by a Madison Avenue car, taken from the cor 
her, ‘of Seventy-seventh Street, maybe? 

hy, how did you know 
glared at hie “How do L know!" Pat 

“T know because I've followed you every inch 
of the way, followed you to tell you I believed 
in Youyou—you!'” and her volce broke with 

» Ob, T Full f "Ob, I say, that was awfully good of you 
‘This time the smile had right of way, and su 
atlattered, sell-conscous smile as it was! “You 
know everybody takes me rather as a joke."” 

‘Jokel" Patsy's eyes blazed. “Well, you're 
the ‘most serious joke I ever met this side of 
Londen. Why, a person would have to dyna 
mite his sense of humor to appreciate 

*T don’t think Lunderstand,” He felt about 
in bis waistcoat pocket and drew forth a mono: 
Ge which he adjusted carefully, “Would you 
mind saying that again?” 

Patsy's hands dropped helplessly to ber lap. 
“I couldn’t—only, after 0 woman has trailed 
2 man she doesn't’ know across a country she 
doesn't know to a place she doesn't know--and 
without « wardrobe trunk, # letter of credit, or 
2 maid—Just to tell him she believes in him, he 
becomes the most tragically serious thing that 
ever happened to her in all her life."* 

“Oh, Tsay, Lalways thought they were pretty 
good; but I'never thought anyone would ap- 
preciate my poetry like that.” 

“Poetry! Do you=-do that too?” 
“That's all Ido. I am devoting my fife to 

it; that's why my family take me a little— 
flippantly.” 

thin! 

FAINT streak of hope shot through Patsy's 
2A mind. “Would you mind telling me your 
name?” 
“Why, I thought you knew. I thought y 

said that was why you wanted to—to—— 
Hang it all! my name's Petersen-Jones—Wil- 
fred Petersen-Jooes.” 

Patsy io her feet, clasping his hands In = 
shameless burst of emotion while she dropped 
into her own tongue. “Oh, that's a bewutiful 
name—a grand name; don’t ye ever change it! 
And don't ye ever give up writlag poetry; it’s 
¢ beautiful pastinee for any man by that name. 
But what—what, in the name of Saint Colum- 
Kill, ever happened to Billy Burgeman?” 

Billy Burgeman? Why, he came down on 
the train with me and went back to Arden.” 

Patsy threw back her head asd laughed 
Laughed until she almost feared she could not 
stop laughing. And then she suddenly became 
conscious cf oe Pompous manager standing 

of paper in his hazy 
Wi lyon Kindly explain what this meu 

and be slapped the paper vic 
“'T'll try to," said Pats 

tne just oe thing first? How faris it to Arden?” 
Arden? It’s seven miles to Arden. But 

what's that got todo with this? This is a wire 
from Mins St. Regis, saying she is ill and will be 
unable to fill her engagement bere tonight! 
Now, who are you?" 

"12 Why, I'm her understudy, of course— 
and-=1’'m—so happy ——” Whereupon Patri- 
cia O’Connet, late of the Irish National Players 
and later of the woman's free ward of the City 
Hospital, crumpled wp on the veranda floor 

dead faint 
CONTINUED IN THE JANUARY JOURNAL 
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- Hazen, Metropolitan Tower, 

New York 
Chaunory T. Lard, Hinedate, Mina 
G Lorimer, Wyncote, ae 

"YL Ludingtom, Ardmore, Pennsylwaiea 
Eiel S. Ledington, Ardmore, Penneyivania 
Fredrik F, Meywr, Parmer’ Loan asd Trust 

Company, New York 
E,W, Spaulding, The Peter Stuyvemint 

Aparuments, New York 

ei (Cvans Pumusams Courany 
Edvard W. Bok, Editor 

(Rgnatury of editor, publisher, business manager, of 
owner) 

‘Sworn to and subscribed before me thie 14: 
day of September, 1915. 

[snat] Winttam M. Rockxy, Notary Public 
(My commission expires June 10, 1917) 

After the dinner, Maillard’s After Dinner Mints —al- 
though by no means to be confined to that particular 
occasion, for the fine flavor of melting mint is a choice 
favorite always, everywhere—truly a delectable dainty. 
In a smartly beribboned half-pound box, priced at 25c. 

At all good stores, 
‘or if ‘not available, 
delivered, coretoly 
packed and ges 
to any ad: on 
receipt of price— 
please send dealer's 

name. 

To the Dealer — most stores Laas 
quality counts are obtai 
rexalts with Meillard 
plete trade information, with price Tit, 

on reques!— write us today, 

Paramount Pictures: 
Fame Plager Pl Gu The JL. Lasky Featre Ploy C 

The Oliser Morasco Pict Co Cor data Pictaies, Ines 

You Can See These Stars Only 
At the Paramount Theatre 

Hodgson 
Gearge Ade, Jock London und many 

other popular writers. A few of tha stars eppest 
ing in Paramount Pictures are named here. 

Arts the sign of Goality. 
If you do not 

Tyserae 2 Sraht Lrvery snivation dente 1m sorting 

pevate werkt i geweral, Ys 
‘rer ater azet adore and evel ties cxeooe We, 

Name. = rs 
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| THE UNKNOWN 

WOMAN AT THE 
NATIVITY 

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 21) 

tears down the ‘ouse lookin’ 

\) 

Give Something 
that GOES 

child's beart is just set on 
scimething that gives a ride. That 
is why the little folks 

_your home will be 

for thee p 
40 and bo mother, t 

the riot call for Pembroke Court this night." 
‘an't your husband handle them?" laughed 

be 

|} Pyrene Saved ) 
iy ’ A {y Biddle ir sorry!" ex : es 
} i be =" ui no idea!” See their eyes light IK John’s Bride \ ote ssaav a steeyenet ii) | 3 ind morning when they 

see their favorite 
“Fairy"cyclewaiting 
to take them riding. I) The sputtering lard flashed, and set fire to ttt the tine ease bot hated 

\\} her thin dress. | 
| (| She grasped the Pyrene that hung by the telephone, #f/) 
\\ and sprayed her flaming gown. 1 

\\f) Betty was alone making doughnuts for John. i immed takes. But the shames Buldck's 

Tene onal peed os ae 
in place, with Jem Watters approaching 

fs Kaptee with strategy evidently intended 
urn er left flank. Mrs, Biddick surveyed 

agement Velocipede, Bicycle i Rae | the little man?" she cried. “Jem 
i) Out went the fire in a jiffy. NH) ea a Fm pt hn or Tricycle 
Ny x ) says good night 
\\] Then she smothered the fire in the kitchen \ wich such craay antics. What's come over yer? All"Fuiry” cyclesare made P : 4 wants to know. Ml "Fu bes 
y in no time. oasessed himself of ome of Mrs. Bi of Kirbest grade sad = pe 

\ | ¢ n fall view of the doctor, ( owt ten hanes clonic 
{i John rushed home. He gathered Betty, (i ying to sip'a cola of modest value ints ar pa ae 

ji Wi , poeig o 5 They develop young musches ' = er = all, . beepers ; 4 o' that, Watters,” she warned him wiboa ag” Bacor 
( y) oe a i (sleney a REESE SOS eter wbat' dane's Gone’ for ‘Arie nd Easy to Get 5 ? Me and her wan gicls together i 
) ? ountry, nnd friendship’ trhendekip, ers YW} Inspected and approved by the Underwriters’ Laboratories, Inc, which mo shillicgy'll buy” She patted the Every “Fairy” product is 

| 7 little man on the head. “Keep yer money, | fully guaranteed. Sold by 
| Pyrene saves 15% Factories, schools, Watters,” she added softly You meant well: leading dealers everywhere. 

Ny, on auto insurance theatres, use Pyrene but with five kiddies to feed and the do to Hf not sold in your immedi 
i ; { Matt gees’ Welk fast keep see ate locality send for free 
\WWl | Write for an interesting booklet," The Vital Five Minutes” q 4 booklet which illustrates, describes, and 
iY Mh smoky lamp aod lighted her tives prices, We will make it easy for you ‘y i ‘a 

|} PyRENE MANUFACTURING COMPANY \ reat bit oy tb to Dey, bo veather where you live. 
\y iy Still the doctér sat aud ti 

52 Vanderbilt Avenue } 
V) Branches in 26 Ci 

The Pyrene Co, Ltd, 10-21 Great Qu 

New York City The Worthington Company 
1502 Cedar Street, Elyria, Ohio 

‘She's Tight ” said Jem, oe 
Mh to warm. “Hard times and 

Leaden, W.-C. 

agreed the doctor; 
Childbood is a 

Ne 
“thks is their ti 
fabric of tears a 
to make Ube 

re jolly well right,” said Jem 
couldn't aay it that peat, but 

40. 
ut, Jem,” began the doctor hesit 

“tell me. Are you happy bere? Do 
much out of life but hard work? 1 
big famil 
bard 

your 
srible burden to you? Times are 

living extremely high, and yet you 
have just added another tnouth’to feed.” 

‘Jem pondered for the briefest second, then 
straightened himself and reached down the Wool Inside 

wad leather owt! ‘The Wdenl gift for 
that. favorite. child, Comfortable 
durable—wow't stiffen after welling. 

“Staysoft Gauntmitts” 
are “Bult Like a Hand 
‘with the skill and care that 
made Hameen fame, 
For Older Boys—Hann- 
gen Cauntaaitts pro- 

A Salaried Position 
For Your Boy 
OTHING is too good for 
that son of yours—least 

of all a good fair start in life. 

y lamp again from the mantel. 
“Come with me, doctor,” be said, flinging 

open a door, 

“THE sector followed hilt into a roam long 
enough for a bowling alley and frosty to an 

Arctic chill, their breath streaming out. like 
smoke on the froten ait. It was barren af fur- 
niture, save for a tipsy bureau, a three-legged 
blue-plush chalr and two beds, In each bed 
were two children, snugyied close together for 
warmth under the cleats but worn bedclothing. 

Don’t let him be satisfied with 
‘fa job”’ when hefinishes school, 
Help him obtain a position for 
which he is fitted, a position 

which will yield him the largest 
possible measure of success. 

An illustrated booklet, which 
we will gladly send free on re- 
quest, will give you some very 
interesting information on this 
subject. Address 

Sales Division, Box 119 
‘THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY 

Philadelphia, Peansytvania 

ORDER THIS HIGH GRADE 
XMAS GIFT FOR “HIM” NOW 
A, Gensine Leather Combination Cart Cose and Bilt 

ea open (4 Limes aize 
of Siustration). — Has minty. taal pockets, Perpetual 
Cater 

Fold, 5 x 3 inches folded; 
tification Can cular, Stainp Hook, Id 

Bargain Ever Offered for the Money ‘The Biggest 
Made in 3 grades of the foewing price posta: 

1 Scat iu Lather 2 
in Genuine Saat Gost Leather. $200 

“HIs'* NAME ENGRAVED IN GOLD FREE 
rite name to be engraved plainly. 

Pact i ase Zanes Box. Wceatra. Seat by Inaured Paseed Mee "p eeeu ‘Orders aly to 
NORTHWESTERN LEATHER GODS HOUSE, 1912 Aah ne, Canes IL 

Howe Se extra, ined 0k 9a 
Htemit by Bank Draft or Memey | 

Drcsgite Recommend 

Whitall Tatum 
MAROON “SPECIAL” 
WATER BOTTLE 

rocess of curing makes the maroon 
remarkably durable, It is rein- 

forced with a binding of black rubber and 
cannot lose its shape. Stands the terrific 

of a heavy man standing on it. Five 
from one of these 

mmon—we guarantee 
Tr has an unlosable 

Always ready when you want 
pular gift. 

it first two years. 
stopper. 

It makes a po 
Gold by drngpists, a-quart vice, $2 wort of Minvinigpl River, $a. 

Send for booklet oa care af wate: baren 
WIITALL TATUM COMPANY, New Yack an Pied 

A cheap drum and a palr of akates adorned the 
foot of the boys’ bed, and a pair of dolls, hectic 
45 to cheek and glassy of eye, were suspended 
from the other, while four bags of Christmas 
candy and four oranges were disposed withis 
easy reach of the sleepers, 

“Suniles instead of tears,” said Jem, towch- 
ing the skates and Including the other gilts 
with » wave of his hand, “"Tain't much, but 
it's what the kiddies want, and that’s every- 
thing to a child, I suppose yourn have got 
forty times as much, but, doctor, yourn won't 
wake up to any more ‘appiness’a mine will 
Yours are to more, yourn expect more, 
but they ain't one dot more pleased with what 
they do get. You yerself ain't ove dot 'appier 
with your family than Tam with mine, You've 
got all the children you can afford to keep, 
Set adia tothe way you want ‘em to live; it’s 
the same with me. 
“Do I get anything out of life? you ask me. 

Doctor, these kiddies are God's, loaned to me 
for a while, be it lang arsbort, and life xs been 

better man for thelr 
ath gold and land, 

"Artiet and me—are but in His kindness wo— 
millionaires in these treasures.” 

He turned to the doctor with shining cyes 
and a smile that was rare to look upon. 

“Doctor, good man,” be almost whispered 
© intensity of his emotion, “you've pitied 

me; I saw it when you thought I didn't; bat 
it’s the soul of & man that makes the eye bright 
or dail. Don't pity me: be glad with me.” 

His band went out to touch the other's 
sleeve, and was gripped in a mighty clasp. The 
doctoe’s free hand slipped up and rested on the 
other's shoulder, and thus the two stood for the 
space of forty heart-beats, until a pinpaint wail 
from the kitchen pierced the silence 

“That'll be William Dike Watters.” said 
Jem tremulously, “Come out by the fire.” 

a jobe" "easy. 
for book and 

dealer's name. 

0. C. Hansen Mig. Co, 
146-L Detroit Street 
Milwaukee, Wis. 

THE NATURAL COMPLEXION 
of Youth is easily maintained with 

ELCAYA COMPLEXION 
POWDER and 

CREME ELCAYA 

AND BE COMPLIM 

sons KvEXEWanEE | MEND UDC PUN DAINTY TIAL Sine 
JAMES C. CRANE, Sol. je Ag 

108 N. Fulton St. New York, N.Y. 

CUPID’S CAPERS 
A book for kim ar her. Jolly 
Cupid verses by Lillian 
Gardener, pictures in color 
by Dick Hartley. Price 75¢ 
E.P. DUTTON & CO. ne 
651 Fifth Ave., New York _ Patching « Hewt 



THE LADIES’ HOME JOURNAL FASHIONS 
FOR THE WINTER: Edited by HENRY T. FARRAR 

HAT skirts are wide and growing wider, sleeves long and growing fuller, 
that collars are high but variable, that materials are growing crisper 
and stand-offish, that chiffon may be combined with velvet, Georgette 

ertpe with faille, broadcloth or serge, that something of the old in fashion 
may temper something of the new—all these things you should remember if 
you are planning a new frock for the expectant daughter who is coming home 
for the hotidays, and are hesitating 2s to which it shall be in mode or fabric. 

Girdled in skunk is this delightfully girlish frock (No. 9187), by Jeanne 
Lanvin, Made of bias-cut folds of cloth is the trimming, in a wide and 
narrow width, as on the tight cuffs, the three-piece circular flounce and 
mounting up to the top of the high collar, with just a suspicion of flare. 

As if to neutralize the sheerness of the upper half of the skirt and the 
bodice, which is of Georgette crépe in the modest Quaker-toned saube, this 
unique trimming crosses centerwise the bodice, focuses attention on the full- 
ness of the bishop sleeves, runs twice the length of the front, and, separating, 
tours the skirt. If broadcloth, gabardine, serge or silk clalms your prefer- 
ence, remember that any one of these materials may be made like this, or 
any other old-timey trimming, and that it offers an opportunity for utilizing 
old materials and ideas in a very modern way. 

AX the masculine intentions of the smart outfit in the upper right-hand 
‘corner, from the one-piece coat dress (No. 9189), made of astrstieoea 

velours cloth, with Piccadilly collar points, to the dapper bowler hat of black 
hatter’s plush, are modified by the purely feminine preference for curved lines 
instead of straight ones. Hence the scallops of the front, velvet-corded, with 
a bit of gold within, the quaint bellowing pockets, cloth without and velvet 
within, and the turn of the cuffs, which makes possible a velvet ending. 

‘That something of the old in fashions may temper something of the new 
is demonstrated in the characteristic Jenny dress (No. 9183) of marine 
gabardine. Old as your grandmother's oldest frock is the style of the full- 
length sleeves with soft, turned cuffs and simple bodice; old, too, the volu- 
minous skirt of abbreviated length, in four gores, with very full plaited sides 
inset under the deep pockets, Quite new is the rose-pink stitching which 
embroiders its way {rom the back of the collar to the shallow yoke, continues 
on to shoulder strape and finishes most elaborately on the pockets; and new 
the use of pink for the collar points and Inset at the center front of the bodice, 

‘That the strictly tailored girl may delight in the severest of the mode is 
here shown by No. 9185, proving quite conclusively that for this type of 
gown, which combines artichoke broadcloth in panel front and skirt sides, 
and faille silk in sleeves, underarm and skirt insets—with seal fur its only 
trimming—cut-off sleeves and low collars are irrevocably of the past. 

Remnants may find their place in the making of the bridge or theater 
gown (No. 9191), which in the original combined Garibaldi red chiffon with 
plalded velvet of the same hue, striped in green. Using old velvet for the 
cascaded drapery, new chiffon may make the five gores of the skirt, and 
embroidered velvet the biblike tlle which divides the skirt and kerchief 
blouse and terminates surprisingly in a postilion ruffle in back. 

snes 183 op 9189 

Fersioheng (including Guwide-Chart) for the designs on yn wry can be supplied im sizes 14, 16, 18 and 20 years, at Afteen cents for cach mumber, Post-free. If there is mo agency for Home Patterns. 
patterns of amy numbered designs shown in The Ladi Journal may be had by mail, by stating the number ond size, and incloring the price to The Ladies’ Home Journal, Independence Square, Philoelphca 

or to any of the following: Home Pattern Company, 114 ont it 116 Fifth Asenue, New York City; 617 Misrion Street, San Francisco, Califersie; 1013 Washington Avenue, St, Lowis, Missouri; J6 South Clinton 
Street, Chicago, [Minois; 183 George Street, Toronte, Ontario, Canada. 

The winter mumber of The Home Boot of Fashions is om sale ot every branch office for Home Patierns for twenty-five cents a copy; ar it may be ordered by mail from the Home Pattern Company, 114 and 116 Pifth 
Avenue, New York City, for thirty-three cents (this includes postege). The book contains ¢ conpon which may be used for amy Sfteen-cent patiern illustrated in it or im The Ladies’ Home Journal, 

(Powe 85) 
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THEIR PRINCIPAL CLAIM to FAVOR 

is THEIR SEVERITY ard USEFULNESS 

Gift Boxes 
Beautiful, durable 

Black Cart, the standard ho- 
siery in silk or cotton, makes » 
sensible, ical Yule-tide gift 
7 hristamas present for the 

usehold! 

For Mother— 
Something she has 

wanted — 
Bluck Car A 
Silkat Ask 
the dealer for 
our No. 815, 
an extra fine, 

gauge, fashioned 
hose with extra 
heavy silk lisle 
gurter top. It 
has a high 
spliced heel, 

ble sole 
and heavy ex- 
tended toe, 
Very dressy, 
exceedingly 
durable and 
only $1 a pa 
there's our No. 895, 
the same lyut with # silk 
lisle top extending over 
the knee. Also $1. Our No. 915, 
an outsize silk stocking at $1.25 

For the Children— 

Have the dealer show 
you our famous “* Leather 
Stocking’’ series, Nos 11, 35, 28, 
20.at 25¢ a pair, Not reallyleather, 
but wear Hke it." Play-prooft”* 
‘Three gty kawes and ceintorced beels and tore. 
Suni, Se eletic the youngwers ca pet 
fon thelr own eruckiner: Yet fl brug al Ctl 
Pace cyes trake ibeve sanirary weckings sale 
for chibtren's feet 

For Father — 

He will like our No. 
325—the snug-fitting, pure 

giap-knit silk! Seamless. 
Bilk lisle, Pronch welt, ribbed top. 
Has high spliced heel, double sobe 

and extended, tein- 
forced toc. Seven 

By a judicious tse of real Valenciennes lace 
ntly used accenting its outfs, its center front opening and 

aritanically collared, boasting not a tuck ar poiated Gladstone collar, the waist, pattern 
E gather across its front o itigating its No. 9171, is lifted out of the ordinary into the 

color, $c. Or transparent, its severity only by the fullness of its sleeves particular class of blouses reserved for nice 
our No, 295 in p luncheon of thi its haad fagoting, aed by its avoidance af g occasions, Pin tucks and tiny box pleats trim =| 

ttre sate the a eference § ly accepted formas of trimming. this simple it and handkerchief linen is the material. | 
j, with the collar, re ttern No 81, merits i ‘Smart enough for any affair is the blouse, pat- } 

Tn washable crépe ft would he pretty and term No, 9190, of glistening white satin, corded moat variable tion, 
Free movements of the arms, looseness and useful; in organdie, batiste or Georgette crépe, as to seams and departing from severity only to 

ease at the sat and protection ut the back sheer and dainty the depth and width of its écru lace collar, its 
spreading Jabot and sleeve ends. 

fe ative character of contrasting sheer Using navy chiffon for the collar with a hem 
textures used in the making aswell asin the of écru, and écru chiffon for the bib upyper-half 

and navy foe the lower-half of the blouse, strike 
and with a ing contrast within the bounds of good taste has 

die edging the deep been effected in waist No. 9188, all of which is 
Pin tucks trimmed with machine hemstitching. 

trimming of « blouse is reveal 
9186, whic 

in pattern 
made with or without bit ma 
ends worn under your skirt 
thos reni fe a 
ness. Linen, Banned in @ le fullness there is to the blouse Audaciously military is the shirt blouse No, 
lavender, watermelon pink, t and green, ats, and the tiniest of buttons and stitched 9161, in khaki taffeta, with strapped shoulders, 
and white washable silk are the materials and jes lend themselves as trimming. military collar ard balf belt at the front 

ATTERNS (ine 
centr, post-free 128 and 9196 

fuding Gwide-Chert) for the designs on this page can be supplied at (firm cents each, with the exception of No. 9190, which is tew 
+ 32 ta 14 inches bust measure; No. 9173 comes in eight sizes: 32 to 46 inches 

bust mesure, end 71 comes im seven sizes: H to 46 ime Lf there is ea agency for Home Patterns in your town patterns may be 
had by sail by inclosing number, sise and price is The Ladics' Home Journal, ot to any af the feilowing: Home Pattern Company, 114 and 116 
Avenue, New York City; 017 Missiow Street, San Fr 2, California; 1013 Washington Avenue, St. Lewis, Minsowri; 36 South Clintow Street, 
Chicago, Ilimaix; 183 Geerge Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, 

The second Millinery Lesion," Making a Velvet Hat,” is wow ready, Price ten cents. Describes fully the process of covering and trimming a hat, 
Address Ida Clete Vau Auben, The Ladies’ Home Journal, Independence Square, Philadel phia, Peunsyloania, 



BY a COMPLEXITY of PIECES is the FAVORITE 

DRESS of the WINTER MADE ONE-PIECE 

MPLEX in its simplicity, simple in its complexity, 
the one-piece dress of today forsakes the straight 
and narrow way of its types that have gone before. 

Ry its usefulness and beauty only will you recognize it, 
for in no other way does thisemost satisfactory of all 
iresses bear resemblance to the one-piece dresses of other 

days. Not in a moment can we alter our figures, and no 
longer are women willing to mold their bodies to suit the 
fashion; clothes must be designed that are graceful and 
becoming and that lend themselves to the more natural 
feminine lines of the present time. So in an altered 
form, not less beautiful and assuredly more graceful than 
ever hefore, appear the new dresses, which outwardly 
show no indications of the one-piece nature of their inward 
construction 

Parsimonious of trimming, each detail must be per- 
fected, for it is by the lines and materials that these dresses 
are made distinctive. Starting out with every determina- 
tion to portray the straight, unbending lines of the moyen 
ge, the unique gown (Nos. 8814-9176) weakens and per- 
mits itself to be belted partially, with a belt that, slipping 
under ench arm, restrains not the youthful grace of the 
straight side lines. Midnight blue is the color, and gros 
de Londres the silk, of the blouse; and intermingling gold, 
green, black and blue the plaid of the plaited skirt, which, 
most generously fashioned, insists that the figure under- 
neath be slender to girlishness. 

Possessing alim hips one coukt becomingly wear the 
unique dress in fae de négre charmeuse (No. 9178). 
‘Trimly tailorish Is the bodice, with side seams and rolling 
collar narrowing into revers to the broad belt, which most 
logically expands into a hip yoke, giving grace and length 
to the side lines. 

S IF protesting against militariem the narrow-belted 
dress (No, 9180), fashioned af “ Allies” blue worsted, 

with its only too obvious standing collar and soldiezlike 
fittedness of sleeves and bodice, slits its numerous bound 
buttonholes vertically, inserts crisp white satin down its 
center, plaits in the waist fullness, and gathers full the 
sides of its buttoned-at-the-front skirt. 

the princesse mode in its most graceful 
mushroom) broad- 

cloth, deviates not from the esse side-skirt, fullness 
which proclaims the newness of this and other skirts this 
season. Not even the assured position of the belt, again 
present by inserting itself sidewise between front and back 
panels, daunts the efforts of the slender sash to over- 
shadow it, which, starting from the side fronts, languidly 
ties itself in back. 

Infringing upon the tailored severity of the smart dress 
(No, 9184) below, in field-mouse gabardine, the blouse is 
collared puritanically in white Georgette crépe, the lower 
sleeves made transparent, and the ekirt yoked and made 
wider and fuller by gathered breadths of material. 

Mas. Ratston. 

PATTERNS (including Guide-Chart) for the designs om thit pope com be supNied at fifteen cents for cach muncber, post-free. Nos. 9176, 9178 and 9184 come in siz sizes: 32 to 42 inches bust measure; Ne. 8814 
‘comes in fem sizes: 32 fo SO inches bust measure; No. 9180 comes im sizes 34, 36, 38, 40, 44 and 46 inches buxi mearure; end } 9182 comes im sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 and 44 inches bust measure, If there is ro agency for Home Patterns in yonr town, patterns of amy mumbered designs shown in The Ladies! Home Journal may be had by mail, by stating the number ond rise, and twctosing the price fo The Ladves’ Home Jowrnsi, Independence Square, Philadelphia, of 10 any of the following: Home Pattern Company, 114 and 116 Fifth Avenue, New York City; 617 Mission Street, San Francisco, California; 1013 Waskinglon Avenue, 

St. Lewis, Missouri; 36 Sowth Clintom Street, Chicago, IMinsis; 183 Gearge Street, Torento, Ontario, Canade. 
The winter number of The Home Book of Fashions is am sale ot every beanck afice for Home Patterns for twenty-fee cents a copy, or il may be ordered by mail from the Home Pattern Company, 114 and 116 Réjth Avenue, New York City, Jor thirty-three cents (this incuder Sortace), The book contains @ coupon which may he wed for ony Xficen-cent pattern ilturirated in it or in The Ladies’ Home Journal, . 

(Page 87) 
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The attractiveness 
of a ready smile 

showing the flash of well-kept teeth— the atmos- | 
phere of dainty cleanness that goes with a wholesome mouth —the general 
good health and good spirits associated with regular care of the teeth—all 
these are positive reasons for using COLGATE’S Ribbon Dental Cream. 

Delicious in flavor, making the regular twice-a-day use a pleasure. 
Checks the growth of decay germs—yet not over-medicated, leaving 

prescription for abnormal conditions to the dentist. 
Cleanses tharoughly—yet has no harmful grit to scratch the delicate 

enamel of the teeth and injure the gums. 
Sold everywhere —or a generous trial tube sent for 4c in stamps. 

COLGATE & CO, 
199 Fulten 

Maker af Carkmers Hasaort Soap: 

y YOu CAN BE A NURSE 

Dept H 

ns Frasiee, Superie 
pel ie Nurses, morplty fan 

tar ed we 198 Math Pear, ded 
eR 
“Tee always want- 
edapairfor every 
suit—and these 
are the real 

Shirley 

Presidents” 

Sani-Flush 
means 

Sanitation 

HAKE a little Sani- 
Flush into the toilet 

bowl and rid yourself of 
your most disagreeable 
household task. Sani- 
Flush prevents discolora- 
tion, keeps the bowl clean 
and prevents odors. 

Sani-Flush 
innot a general cleaner. It does 

but does it thor- 

“A pair for 
every suil”’ 

will make him bless you every time he 
dresses, if you give him the teal Shirley kind 

‘easy on shoulders, clothes and 
temper, too. Thiee million men wear them 
bee comfoet's sake. We guarantee them 

lease him—the money back if they don't. 
Nine charming holiday boxes from which 

to choose make the gift beautiful as well as 
thoughtful and useful But be sure the 
word SHIRLEY is on the boxes and the 
buckles. It makes you sure of getting the 

th 
sanitary. The trap—the hidden 
past—may be foul and give of 
odors, Prevent this by wsing 
Sani-Flash. Patented an 
~ just like ix, 

Lows Fiogh i pettend stom 
and 2c for a full-size can, postpaid. 

ind that nearly all men keow and like 
and want. 

‘You'll bear him say “Jat what 1 wasted!” IF 
you give hiss « pair bee every sult, and — 

Remember SHIRLEY! 
PRESIDENT St 

St exces MASS. 

Tae wrcemc Ta? 

of igh-eree OBARAMT 
brea with ceders r™ Bare 

U. 8. LEATHER GOODS CO. Det 10-8 Rasteswod CHICAGO 
Estobiiuhed 1900, Taso poresed I (Ga Se a Rcare Foxe 

) 
CHICAGO’S 

FASHION WEEK 

b the beautiful Soral dec 
dit to any Filth 

‘Tue Fasmon E 

{ Music Lovers! 
FILE. a “PILE 

Your Sheet 
Music? 

I Sections 
LOOK ALIKE 

When Doors Are Closed 

Recipe Index File 
ne Cook 
“iercibes 

lippiras are 
nthe ‘isi om Teuled 

ests 

The We Manufac- 
turing Company 

88 Union St.. Moaree, Mich. 
Sow Tork Ofkce— 70 Juhn ts 

Distinctive Effects 
In Lighting Fixtures 

\ ESIGNED and 
§ built by skilled 

craftsmen — beautifully 
Gaumer 
Ligh 

Perse finished by a special 
‘lectroplating process, 

GAUMER 
Guaranteed 

f ssively be: 
ate in peice — withis 

Ask yo0r desler and loo toe 
soe Guatees Guacasion Tag bare 
yo bas 

54 Lanennt é 240. 1a Phiindetphin, Fa 
ee} 

\ : BIDDLE-CAUMER Company 

| BURROWES Cedar Chest 
Meth-resel. Dast-pet. $190 DOW! 

FREE TRIAL Seal essay pa Beep Btaay athe vftes a tactory geen 

| THE ET. BURROWES 00.556 Seath Street, Portland, Me. 

= aE oR GR a R Ha H 
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1}CHRISTMAS DOLLS | 

ni 
Are These Boys and Girls in Miniature (is 

(bi 
vA 

} 
nal 

u* 

SG ee | 

~ For Your HomeMade 
RY, A | Xmas Candy- 
ra, French Dainties, Marshmallows, Turkish Delight— i 

| these and many other wholesome candies make de- | 
\\ lightful Christmas gifts. 

Thi ‘ipe ix for YULE-TIDE DAINTIES 

KNOX shan, 
The ‘wooderfil Soe OL Shee lars. aetaohs bat ' It gives you NEW Desserts, Salads, Pud- 

s it pos for o chiki to bave a hi I lc dings, Ice Creams, Ices and Candies for 
n miniature s like the human body every season, alec’ s Chocolate Plum Pud- 

js ding for your Christmas Dinner. 
Recipe Book is free for your gro. 
cere name. Pint sample 
for 2c stamp and your 
grocer’s name. 

CHARLES B. KNOX CO., Inc. 
413 Knox Ave. 
Jobnstown. New York 

I UPLICATING 1 
¢ 1 chile 

to dress the Chris tlk # the long-t ‘ shown is \ HE economy of sil- 
} ‘ ver plate is directly 

proportional to the amount 
of silver in it. Alvin Silver, 
the Long-Life Plate, is most 

economical because it con- 
tains the most pure silver, 

Ask your Jeweler to show 
you the George Washington 
and Lafayette patterns. 

ALVIN MFG. CO. 
SAG HARBOR, 

N..¥. 

pd 8597, cam be supplied 
of. 9426 amd 9150 come 
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FIFTY-SEVEN VARIETIES 
FOODS + SAUCES: RELISHES ‘ CONDIMENTS 

PURE * CLEAN-MADE * APPETIZING 

50,000 Pure Food Inspectors 

That was the number of visitors at the Heinz Pure Food 

Kitchens last year. But neither this unending stream of vis- 

itors nor official inspection by government representatives is the 

incentive to the cleanliness and purity of this great establish- 

ment, With us it is a matter of business conscience. The 

Heinz standard would be maintained if we never hada visitor. 

Cream of 
‘The choicest fruits ‘ Tomato Soup 
are selected and moth- i el ei 2 A ich purée of fresh, 
ing but granulated ripe tomatoes with 
ugar is used in pre- ping only pure, sweet creams 

and fine apices added. 
Without meat stock 
of any kind, 

Apple Butter 
Heinz Apple Butter 
is made of sound, || The secret of many a housekeeper's famous mince Spaghetti 
tart apples, semooed I Hies is her use of Heinz Mince-Meat. Such mince- |] Spaghetti aod cheese ‘with jpove spices and : wih a sich tomato 
cooked into a deli |} meat cannot be made in the home. Its tempting [J foce. Cooked wady 
cious golden-beown |! favor is solely due to the appetizing way it is made 

in the Heinz Pure Food Kitchens. 

HEINZ 
Plum Pudding 

is a light, wholesome dessert prepared from the 
HEINZ choicest ingredients deliciously combined with rich, 

India Relish 4 z Aalcsechieg cee candied fruits. Olive Oi! 

nlele relish for |] The pure singin oil 
ed from of selected Spanish 

er Tass 

A corner in one of Heinz Kitchens 

The Ladies’ Home Journal for Dece 

Your Christmas Money 
And Your Spare Hours 

You want the former and we want 
the latter. We will prowide the 
one if you will give us the other, 

THREE-QUARTERS 
of a million subserip- 

tions for The Ladies’ Home 
Journal, The Saturday Eve- 
ning Post and The Country 
Gentleman will expire be- 
tween now and Christmas. 
A lot of these are in your 
immediate neighborhood. 
We want you to look after 
these renewals as well as to 
forward new business. If 
you will do this for us, we 
will pay you liberally in 
commission and salary. 
We do not require any 

do amount of your 
hough the more of it 

that you can give, the greater 
will he the sum earned. 

Experience is not essen- 
tial, for we'll furnish every 
thing necessary and coach 
you how to get results. If 
you want to know how 

thousands of other women 
are turning their spare time 
into money and how you 
can do the same thing, send 
a line of inquiry. 

Agency Division, Bax 116 

The Curtis Publishing Company, Philadelphia 

Holiday Handkerchiefs 
Our own Importations — direct 

from the manufacturer 

. This Box contains Three (3) 
Pure Linen Handkerchicts 

i 

corner of each handkerchief. 4 iach bem. 
PER BOX $1.00 

NOW READY 
Our Complete Handkerchief Catalog 
The most unique book of its kind pub- 

lished in America, Sethi 
NEWCOMB+ ENDICOTT COMPANY 

Dept. M, Detroit, Mich, 

nok 
> ‘Buy a bax 

. AE Li : 

=. yout deader will 1: 
your money 

Freeman Perfume Con, 
|) ent 53 Cincinnati 0. ‘| 

= 



LAST WORD 
A Department of #8 N®West Ideas Found at the Last Moment 

Edited }. Mrs. Howard Bell 

HESE 185t tho pages 
prepared | 

or: they 
s of America 

going to 
are given; 

obtained by 

written 
search the bi 
press, and th® 

Ye in formation 
1, New Boudoir Ces of but fuller hod 

Silk arnt Net, Price $6,000 writing, witk 
Home Jour 

&\ 
J and 4, Plain and Pency are the New 

Some in Leather, Othery in Velvet 

ie late: 
t press, 
there to bu 

hen priated o 
ta how to make or 

addressed envelope 
ependence Squa F 

2. Gis New Tossel 
Cap, Price $2.50 

mMper 

5 amt 9, Mixing Bottle for Fronels Dressing, Silver Stan 
pet, $3.50, and a Four-Piece Cereal Set, Cost $7.50 

To Cower Your Telaph 

1B. best Dotachat 
Come lev Ditters 

oem This New Belt 
Sets for Tuosed Suits 

1K. Another of the Many Beautitul New Pett 14. riby White Créipe de Chine Petticoat With coats in All Sik With Bios Rufiling Plaited Valenciennes Rutfles for $3.95. 

23. The Convenient Odor 
fess Portable Stove 

22. FounPeet Electric Gell for Light 
21. The Latest: » Wiker Side-Wal Bird Case Hawekeoping. Price $5.00 

19. Complete Vanity Lame tor « 20 * Three-Piece Mili. 

Girt Drossing Table far Det for » Boy, 
Bo 4. Prke $2.00 

25. New Nut Cracker in 
Mahogany Bowl, $3.00 

29, What Wouk! Gennd. 
mother Sev to This Now 
Sewing Chair? 27. Ike Cream With- 

out Chuming Made 
by This New Freezer. 
Price $2.50 28, New Goi thags in Linen and Leather 

From $5 Up for Any New Idea 
WANT Tux Jovanat readers to feel that they are part of these two pag 
like them to contribute any new idea they may see, have or make—any idea for wear or for 

the home, Send article itself or photograph. 1 will pay $5 ipward for any new dea that 
T accept. Mus. Howanp Bert 

26. Now Fokfing Dual 
for Any Room 

(Page 92) 



THE LAST WORD 
A Department of the Newest Ideas oud at rhe Last Moment 

Edited by Mrs. Howard Bell 

1, Collapsible Throod Helder, 51.00 ~¢ 

J\\ “Sees Hg by the Pouce. Con, $150 ad a mee Cone 5130 Ap 

Richly Colored Peacock 
Door Ston, $3.00 » Pair 

3. Very Stemet is the New Four. 
Comered Tam, $2,00 

i j 10, Complete Wicker Quifit 
of Bird Cage and Hanger 

8. Notice How Securely the Change Pockets on 
This Bed are Covered by Pointed Faps 

yeyerenen, 

‘i ii, | 
‘Mt nal 
ma Ng 9. Holly 

Cents @ 
7. The New {ately Iran Withy 

od for $4.00 Lawnp Atte’ 

6. Mahoaany Lamp With 
Copper Mountings 

12. And Now Gloves Show Lacing al the Side 

TH. Mon’s Leather Slip-Ons | 
ond Case oO 

UxtMN@ Pas 

14, Folding ¢ 
Cove, 

at Hanger aed 

Nine ln Get This Overnight Beg ond Mult Com 
ned, Tar or Other Material From $7.50 Upward 

Sa 
14, Invalid’s Reversiile Wicker Try as & 

Willing Desk. Price, $15.00 } "tay Revered far Meals Shows Gay 
= Crotonne Under Glass 

21. Hom of Plenty Book 
Rock, $6.00 » Pair 

20. fine for the KidiSes’ Play Room, . r Duratic sed Well Planted, x ot White Enamel De od Turibure of in Separate Pieces 

From’$5 Up for Any New Idea 
WANT Tutt Joumnat readers to feel that they are part of these two pages, and so I would like them to cont», 

19. The Pot That Brews Good ut new idea they may see, have or make—any idea for wear or for the home. Send article ity“) 22, Cane Cod Log:Fee 
Tea. One-Pit Sie, $2.25 photograph. 1 will pay $5 upward for any new idea that I accept. Mas. Howanrp F Lighter, Price, $4.50 
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